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WHO

COSTS

52%

LESS

THAN

(WHO
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C, Va HOUR

IN terms of Iowa's radio homes, WHO cost 10.6%
less in 1949 than in 1944; in terms of radio sets
in homes, WHO cost 52% less than in 1944!
The increased number of radio sets in Iowa's kitchens, dining rooms, bedrooms, etc. — and the additional
listening they create — is even more important than the
increase in radio homes. Modern research proves that
SETS make the audience!
In 1944 there were 596,000 radio homes in Iowa;
in 1949 there were 769,200! ... In 1944 there were
904,000 radio sets in Iowa homes; in 1949 there were
2,140,000! And in addition to this tremendous increase, an exceptionally large bonus audience hstens in
cars, offices, barns, stores, service stations and hotels.
Thus WHO is actually a much better buy today than
in 1944. Radio sets in Iowa homes alone have increased

IN

MAXIMUM

1944!

DISCOUNT)

*{* The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is a "must" for
every advertising, sales or marketing man who is interested
in Iowa.
The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study of radio
listening habits in Iowa. It was made by Dr. F. L. Whan
of Wichita University — is based on personal interviews with
9,116 Iowa families, scientifically selected from cities, towns,
villages and farms all over the State.
As a service to the sales, advertising and research professions, WHO will gladly send a copy of the 1949 Survey
to anyone interested in the subjects covered.

WW®
+

far

IOWA

PLUS!

rates have gone up only about

DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey tells the whole
story of Iowa's added listening. Write to WHO or Free
& Peters for your free copy!

FREE & PETERS. INC.
National Representatives

136%, while WHO's
14%.

+
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effective

buying
income
increase
U. S. increase— 1 %
Kentuckiana increase— 5%
Source: 1949 and 1950 issues,
Sales Management Survey of Buying Power.
2

deUvert

ALL

of

Kentuckiana's personal
healthy increases, even
real sales opportunities
remember that . . .
WHAS and WHAS alone
plus a generous portion

The

manufacturing

value
increase
Kentucky leads U. S. by 32%
Indiana leads U. S. by 2%
Source: latest two U. S. Censuses
of Manufacturers.

WHAS

50,000 WATTS

in

*

and industrial income continues to show
in the face of a national 'leveling off. There are
in this rich-and-getting-richer market— if you
delivers ALL of Kentuckiana (Kentucky
of Southern Indiana).

1 A CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio station serving
all of the rich Kentuckiana

*

840 KILOCYCLES
INCORPORATED

•

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

•

ESTABLISHED 1922

and

selling
Market

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.
S

•

ASSOCIATED WITH THE

NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director

COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
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There

for

is

no

LOCAL

STATES

substitute

Coverage
the market

The more you can concentrate and
localize your selling in New England the
better pleased you will be with results.
Every key market you approach through
a local home-town station is bound to

and complete

coverage

of

the trading zone to the outlying neighborhood shopping areas.
Yankee-Mutual

programs

have a tre-

best through a locally

mendous following through Yankee's 27
home-town stations. You can tap this
great reservoir of retail buying power
with the kind of local, intensive selling

accepted medium — the Yankee hometown station that gives direct access to

that only a local home-town station can
give you in each of these 27 top markets.

add to your sales.
You can reach
England markets

each

of these New

s4ceefit€utce U

The

The Yankee

Yankee

network's

0?ou*td<ztio*t

Network,

Inc

Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD

PETRY & CO., INC.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, 3
Entered as second class matter March 14, 193a, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

Circuit I
osed
ClAssn.
WITH
of National Advertisers, on one
hand, espousing readjustment of radio rates
to allow for TV tune-in, and American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies on the other hand
seeking to have radio generally pay 2% cash
discount (90% d o not), broadcasters attending
conventions last week figure radio will have
to prime itself for counter-attack.
AT LEAST one major network already is
planning bioadside to justify current radio
rates by reciting chapter and verse on what
it delivers now as against decade ago, and for
how much less.
COCA-COLA Co. working on musical show as
summer replacement for Edgar Bergen on CBS.
No summer substitute planned for NBC thriceweekly Morton Downey series. Beverage firm
studying TV for autumn and return to radio
co-op in 1951.
FINAL DRAFT of FCC staff study of transit
radio reportedly submitted to top staff executives for approval. It recommends finding that
transit radio is not "broadcasting" within
meaning of current rules.
MGM, through Donahue & Coe, New York,
planning augmented radio spot announcemsnt
campaign for its latest release "Annie Get
Your Gun" beginning about May 1.
PLANS for disposition of WCON-TV under
merger of Atlanta Journal and Constitution
understood to be near completion. Atlanta
Newspapers Inc., proposed merger firm acquiring Journal's WSB-AM-FM-TV, may seek
WCON-TV's Channel 2 (54-60 mc) facilities,
1 000-ft. tower and transmitter plant for use
by WSB-TV. WCON-FM also included. When
WCON-FM-TV are licensed, WSB-TV's Channel 8 (180-186 mc) license would be given up
and pres?nt WSB-FM dropped. WCON-AM
permit is to be dropped. Several groups reportedly interested in WCON's 550 kc, 5 kw
assignment. Fort Industry Co.'s WAGA Atlanta filed for it last week (see story page 20).
VYING WITH successful premiere of RCA's
all-electronic full color tube in Washington last
week (see page 44) was remarkable fidelity
of simultaneous reception on black-and-white
receiver. Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
chairman, supplied answer : RCA's color transmitting system makes possible the exceptional
black-and-white picture — not receiver, a conventional model.
BBDO, NEW YORK, planning spot announcement campaign for Lever Bros. Jelke's Good
Luck margarine in 30 markets starting in
April. Contracts are for six weeks.
OVERWHELMING MAJORITY of response
to recent NAB Research Department survey
to all TV licensees confirms principle that new
(Continued on vage 90)
Paxe 4
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mfresume. Dept.
aeom
ujTelevision
April 3-5: Color
hearings
of Commerce Auditorium, Washington.
April 4: Radio Pioneers Club annual dinner, Ritz
Carlton Hotel, New York.
April 12-19: NAB Convention Week, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.
April 15: New England Radio Engineering meeting, Somerset Hotel, Boston.
(Other Upcomings on page 68)

Bulletins
FCC EXAMINER J. Fred Johnson Jr., conducting FCC hearings on G. A. (Dick) Richards' news policies in Los Angeles, said Friday
afternoon he would call recess upon completion
of FCC's direct presentation, expected not
later than early this week. Resumption date
not known. Earlier estimates indicated it may
be in September.
(See early story page 18.)
TV INDUSTRY PROBLEMS
COVERED AT AAAA MEET
ARRIVAL of television in large markets
draws advertisers' contacts away from network
and local radio as well as from newspapers and
other local media such as car cards, TV panel
of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
was told Thursday night at Greenbrier Hotel,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. (see main
AAAA convention story page 15).
Main interest of agency executives at TV
sessions centered on conversion of radio personnel to servicing video accounts.
Leonard T. Bush, Compton Advertising, New
York, reported on radio-TV panel held by
Assn. of National Advertisers at Homestead
Hotel, Hot Springs, Va. (see ANA story page
15). Fairfax M. Cone, Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago, presided at AAAA TV sessions with
J. Davis Danforth, BBDO, New York, as
moderator. Other panel members : Myron P.
Kirk, Kudner Agency, New York; Henry G.
Little, Campbell-Ewald, Detroit; John U.
Reber, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York;
Walter Craig, Benton & Bowles, New York;
Roland Gillett, Young & Rubicam, New York.
Mr. Craig presented film showing major
types of TV commercials.
At Friday AAAA session Ben Duffy, BBDO,
New York, said 2% cash discount not accepted
by over 90% of radio stations and pointed to
"dangerous confusion" among TV stations on
this discount. He noted that radio and television allow 15% agency commission even to
agencies not set up "to give well-rounded
STROTZ
DENIES NBC SPLIT
service."
SIDNEY N. STROTZ, administrative vice
president in charge of NBC Western Division,
said Friday that reports he would leave network as result of NBC Hollywood organizational changes were "wholly unfounded" (see
story page 20).

y
eflRecBri
ss
Busine
COLUMBIA
PROMOTION
£ Columbia
ords allocating approximately $2.5 million .
in advertising to promote its 33% rpm records.
Firm will sponsor half-hour of The Show Goes
On, hour-long program featuring Robert Q.
Lewis on CBS and CBS-TV from April 20
through June 18, resuming Sept. 24. Agency:
McCann-Erickson, New York.
CO-OP CAMPAIGN # Truscon Steel Co.
(steel products), Youngstown, Ohio, to start
cooperative advertising program for dealers.
Spot announcements to be used.
NIELSEN, HOOPER NAMED
IN $2.5 MILLION SUIT
SINDLINGER & Co., Philadelphia, operators
of Radox, audience measurement system, filed
$2.5 million damage suit against A. C. Nielsen
Co. and C. E. Hooper Inc., charging them with
conspiracy to monopolize trade, with "malicious and unlawful interference" with Sindlinger's business rights, and accusing Nielsen
company of illegal filing of patent applications.
Suit, filed in U. S. District Court, Eastern
Pennsylvania, alleged that Nielsen company,
knowing that certain applications for patents
on electronic measuring devices were about to
be filed by Radox, filed patent applications of
its own, blocking Radox patent plans. Patent
dispute now pending in ,U. S. patent courts.
Additionally, suit alleges defendants circulated
"false rumors" about Radox, and "adopted a
concerted system in furtherance of their
monopolistic practices aimed at the discrediting of described
plaintiffs. recent
. . ." sale of part of Hooper
Suit
service to Nielsen as granting "complete monopoly in the field of national network ratings" to Nielsen. It seeks injunction preventing continuance of alleged acts and
invalidation of all contracts entered into by
Nielsen and Hooper with customers since
January 1946 — date Radox alleges it began
experimentation.
ABC PROMOTES BLAIR
LEONARD BLAIR, associated with ABC as a
director of both sound and TV shows since
1947 in New York, named program manager
of ABC's Central Division effective April 15.
He succeeds Harold Stokes, resigned. John H.
Norton Jr., vice president of ABC in charge of
Central Division, said Mr. Blair will be in
charge of standard broadcast programming for
division and also WENR, ABC's O & O Chicago outlet. Mr. Norton also disclosed that
A. J. Koelker, former Central Division manager of program sales development and station
relations, who resigned last year, has rejoined
Central Division as account executive in network sales.
DAVID IS WPTR MANAGER
RUSS DAVID, vice president in charge of
engineering of WPTR Albany, has been appointed general manager succeeding Fred A.
Ripley, resigned.
BROADCASTING
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
Rates Chief Topic at AAAA, ANA Sessions
Representatives Say WFIL Rate Cut Premature ...
NAB Equipment
Exhibit
World's
Largest ...
More
FCC Evidence
Due Called
in Richards
Case
FCC Formal Hearing Unit Reported
Expansion of BMI Canada Voted by CAB
AM Network Gross Billings Top $15 Million
WSB Transfer Filed in Atlanta Merger
Dempewolff Lauds BMB
Admen Analyze BMB Study
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On her morning Chatter-Bar program
Mary Biddle, WIP's Women's Director,
offered a little booklet called "How To
Eat and Grow Slim," thinking that a
few hundred women might be interested. She was right . . . over 27 hundred asked for it!
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
Hailey, Berlyn,
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Ginn, Tom Hynes, Jonn
Osbon, ArdineUe Williamson. EDITORIAL, ASSISTANTS: Estelle Dobschultz, Kathryn Ann Jones, Pat
Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Wilson D. McCarthy, Jean
D.
Statz;
Publisher. Eleanor J. Brumbaugh, Assistant to the
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Phyllys Steinberg, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff,
Treasurer; Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Bill Gabriel Jr., Elaine
Haskell, Grace Motta, Lillian Oliver, Al Riley,
Warren Sheets.
NEW YORK BUREAU 250 Park Ave., Zone 17, PLaza
5-S355; EDiTORIAL: Edwin H. James, New York
Editor; Herman Brandschain, Asst. to the New York
Editor; Florence Small, Gloria Berlin,
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning.

7

Basic

Agencies
8 New Business
Allied Arts
86 News
Commercial
42 On All Accounts
Editorial
38
Mike
FCC Actions
63 Open
Our Respects To
FCC Roundup
66 Production
Feature of Week
72 Programs
Promotion
Management
40 Technical
Network Accounts. . . 10
Upcoming
68

CO
A

CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane
Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
man.
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann 81S1;
August.David GlickTORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate. Broadcast Advertising * was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast Reporter in 1933.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Cosy
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BLACKBURN-HAMILTON
are

A

the

ONLY

United

States

Middle

West

NATION-WIDE

Radio
with
and

SERVICE

Station
offices

on

the

AVAILABLE

on
West

TO

The individual Seller or Buyer is limited to his personal contacts in the radio and publishing industry.
The BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, with
offices on the East and West Coasts and in the Middle
West, acting as the confidential intermediary, assures
the Seller and the Buyer of choice contacts selected by
means of national surveys and area-office associations.
Experience in negotiating the sale of newspaper
plants and radio stations in all sections of the United
States, emphasizes the value and need of BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY'S exclusive media
brokerage service.
When a radio station or newspaper becomes available
for sale through BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, athorough analysis of both the property and
LAST

MONTH

and
the

COMPANY
Newspaper
East

Coast,

Brokers

in the

in the

Coast!

YOU
the market is made. Having accumulated a large
number of qualified prospective buyers, these files
are then carefully studied for the most desirable purchaser. In some cases, national advertising and
direct mail will be used to achieve the widest possible coverage in developing the most qualified buyer.
This preliminary work leading up to a sale is done
on a confidential basis and the identity of the property is not revealed until negotiations have reached
a definitely serious stage.
The BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY has
handled millions of dollars worth of newspaper and
radio station properties ranging in price from
$ 1 5,000.00 to well over $ 1 ,000,000.00. We are equipped
to render the same specialized service for transactions
in all price brackets.

...

The BLACKBURN-HAMILTON
COMPANY handled transactions in Florida. Rhode Island,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois and California for Sellers and were in touch with hundreds
of Buyers located in 33 states.
LAST

YEAR...
The BLACKBURN-HAMILTON
COMPANY handled the sales of large daily papers, weekly
newspapers, small and large radio stations in 27 states and were in touch with buyers from
practically every state in the Union and some foreign buyers interested in properties. Only a
nation-wide organization could have rendered this service for the radio and publishing industries.

APPRAISALS
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive
experience and a national organization enables
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY to make accurate,
impartial appraisals in minimum time.
NEGOTIATIONS
The advantages of an experienced intermediary are
particularly valuable during the final negotiations in
guiding a sale to a mutually agreeable conclusion.
In the matter of tax problems, legal and transfer
papers, the BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY cooperates fully with tax counsel and attorneys for both
the Buyer and Seller. The handling of a large volume
of sales passes on to both Buyer and Seller helpful
experiences of others.
FINANCING
Sound requirements for financing are given careful
consideration and every effort is made to assist clients
in making fair and adequate financial arrangements
in connection with newspaper and radio properties.
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N.A.B. CONVENTION • CHICAGO • APRIL 12-19
Representatives of each of our offices will attend the meeting. Drop
a note now to the nearest BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
office and we will set up an appointment for your convenience, or
contact us at suite 1300-1301-1301A in the
HOTEL STEVENS, CHICAGO, AT N.A.B. TIME

BLACKBURN

RADIO

-HAMILTON

COMPANY
STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS

WASHINGTON, D. C. • James W. Blackburn, Washington Bldg., Sterling 4341
CHICAGO . Harold R. Murphy, 333 North Michigan, RAndolph 6-4550
SAN FRANCISCO . Ray V. Hamilton, 235 Montgomery Street, EXbrook 2-5672
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This

is Jean

Joyce,

"Killian's Personal Shopper." She presents
I commercials written by Beulah Marsh
iBk

of Killian's, Cedar Rapids'

-Jp|
I

leading department store. Beulah

and Jean are one and the same —
have been ever since the store's 9 a.m.
news program started 16 years ago

(which makes it the second oldest continuously
sponsored newscast in radio history).

This

is A. L. Killian,

Chairman of the Board of Killian's.
He knows that 75 % of
Cedar Rapids' morning listeners
hear WMT (from a

ALVIN J. HETFIELD, formerly management and sales consultant, appointed
president of Van Diver & Crowe Inc., New York. He succeeds VERNON
H. VAN DIVER Sr., founder of agency, who continues as vice president.
MARJORIE CHILD HUSTED, former director of "Betty Crocker" home service
department of General Mills, today (April 3) appointed
advisor on consumer service for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
New York. Mrs. Husted, who had served as consultant to
Dept. of Agriculture and Bureau of Home Economics, was
last year honored
as "Advertising
Advertising
Federation
of America. Woman of the Year" by
BENTON & BOWLES, New York, because of expanding
television activity, beginning April 15 will divide its television production into two departments. HERBERT LEDER
will head television film department of agency and
MURRAY BOLEN. of. agency's Hollywood office, will come
East to head television live department.
JACK ROME, formerly with Roy S. Durstine Inc., joins
Biow Co., New York, as account executive for Philip Morris (tobacco) group.
HARRIET LINGO appointed account executive for Wasser, Kay & Phillips
Inc., Pittsburgh. She formerly was public relations director of Christian
Rural Overseas Program campaign to collect Friendship Food. Before that
she was promotion manager of KMA Shenandoah, Iowa.

questionnaire recently mailed
to 10,000 charge account

MAPLE Assoc., Chicago, changes name to Robert Bruce Hicks Adv., and
moves to larger quarters on ninth floor of Douglas Bldg., 20 E. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago 4. Telephone: HArrison 7-6848.

customers) ; that Cedar Rapids'
"Homes Using Sets" in the a.m. is
71% above the national average; that
WMT

!!llli!illllllf!lllll!IIIII!illlll!l!lll

covers the store's entire trading area

JACK MILLER, formerly with Patch
Denman & Betteridge Inc., Detroit.

Curtis, Long Beach, Calif., joins

JOSEPH P. QUIN Jr. elected vice president of Philip Ritter Co., New York.

(from mail stimulated by "The Wishing

CAROLYN FITTS, formerly with Benton & Bowles, New York, joins talent
and program development department of Young & Rubicam, Hollywood.

Well," Killian-sponsored afternoon program).

ELIZABETH WENBERG, formerly with Walter McCreery Inc., San Francisco,
joins copy department of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, same city.
BOB NYE, with radio department of Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, is
the father of a boy, Robert Gerald Jr.

This

is Bill Quarton,
WMT's general manager, who
originally handled the Killian

TUP

I:
P

| account as a salesman. Bill can

f

qu'ote statistics like an electronic
computer — but they all prove the

EVERARD W. MEADE, vice president and radio and television director,
Young & Rubicam Inc., is in Hollywood for 10-day conferences.
New Addresses: LAWRENCE S. STEIN, Chicago advertising and public relations firm, moves to 116 S. Michigan Ave. Telephone: ANdover 3-1977. ELLSWORTH ROSS Adv., Los Angeles, incorporates as Ellsworth Ross Inc. and
moves to larger quarters at 3719 Wilshire Blvd. Phone is Dunkirk 8-3608.
VANCE SHELHAMER ADV. Inc. moves to new quarters in Northern Life
Tower (Room 1708), Seattle 1. Phone remains MAin 7056.

same two things — Eastern Iowa is a lush
market for advertisers; WMT is the

sellingest station in Eastern Iowa.
Ask the Katz man for full details.

This is Eastern

Iowa . . .
5000 watts
600 kc
Day & night
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NETWORK

SPONSOR
and agency
confer
Alan Young
York Esso
on theStandard
comedian's
new
CBS series
(I to r):
V. G.with
Carrier,
assistantin New
manager,
Oil
Co. advertising-sales promotion department, sponsor; Mr. Young, star of show;
R. M. Gray, Esso's advertising-sales promotion manager, and Curt A. Peterson,
radio director, Marschalk & Pratt Co., Esso agency.
BROADCASTING
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This

summer

walk

offwith

a pretty

profit!

You can make your sales grow this Summer
and stay in full bloom all through the year.
By putting your product on wcco all year round
. . . Fall, Winter, Spring and Summer.
That's because your customers in wcco's
rich Northwest territory spend more than
$686,000,000 in retail sales during June, July
and August. And you can reach them at a low
Summer

cost-per-thousand !

No wonder 60 big national spot and local
advertisers (25% more than the year before)
stayed on wcco all year round last year. Without
a Summer hiatus. They found that in the
Twin Cities wcco commands an average Summer
daytime Hooper of 6.5. And now delivers
42% more Summer radio-families-per-dollar
than in 1946 !
To walk off with a pretty profit, ask us or
Radio Sales about a hot wcco sales-personality
(like Larry Haeg, for example). And watch
wcco send your sales up with the temperature !

50,000 watts • 830 kilocycles
Minneapolis— St. Paul WCCO
Represented by Radio Sales
Columbia Owned

A/ew

Y completely

blankets

16 metropolitan

these

markets*
H

YGRADE FOOD PROD. Corp., Detroit, will begin radio and television
campaign in major markets through Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc., Detroit.
Stations not yet set.

MANHATTAN SOAP (Sweetheart and Blue White soaps), through Duane Jones,
New York, signs six markets for spot campaign of 15 spots per week on Transit
Radio. Contracts are effective April 19. GENERAL FOODS (Birdseye Frosted
Foods), through Young & Rubicam Inc., purchases 15 spots weekly on Transit
Radio. CANADA DRY Co. orders initial schedule of 18 spots per week for 52
weeks, on Transit Radio, starting with Worcester, Mass., on bottler co-op
basis, indicating other markets will be added. Agency: J. M. Mathes, New York.
MINUTE MAID Corp., New York, appoints Ted Bates Inc., same city, to handle
its advertising.
ROOSEVELT-FOR-GOVERNOR HEADQUARTERS, Los Angeles, starts tenweek series for Candidate James Roosevelt on ten CBS California stations,
Friday, 7-7:15 p.m. (PST). Agency: Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
McCORMICK "Bee Brand," Baltimore (insect powder), through agency,
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, started one-minute spot announcement campaign April 1 in number of Southern markets.
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, sponsoring What's the Name of That Song on 53 Don
Lee-MBS western stations for two years, to use national TV spot after end of
current cycle in May. Agency: BBDO, New York.
GUITARE LIPSTICK Inc., Los Angeles (non-smear lipstick), increasing television programming with start April 7 of half-hour weekly Star Gazing on
WOR-TV New York; and April 9 with half -hour weekly Grab Your Phone
on KPIX (TV) San Francisco. Both contracts for 26 weeks. Firm currently
has Star Gazing on WGN-TV Chicago and Your Handwriting Speaks on KLACTV Hollywood. Guitare plans to extend half-hour programming during next
three months into 11 other markets including Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, St. Louis, Washington, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Seattle. Agency: Raymond Keane Inc., Los Angeles.

"©two NFv>£ Qrongeit*

FRANKENMUTH BREWING Co., Frankenmuth, Mich., purchases Van Patrick's
Sports Scripts three times weekly over WJR Detroit. Fifteen-minute program
will be supplemented by other sports show on WFDF Flint, plus spots and
chain breaks on several upstate stations. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, Detroit.

AND...

DICTOGRAPH PRODUCTS Inc., New York, appoints Atherton Adv., Los
Angeles. Radio will be used.
any

other

between
*

markets
and

beyond

HOOPER SURVEY, JANUARY, 1950

Metropolitan population of 16 Market Area — 1,247,000 (Approximately the same
as Baltimore's Metropolitan Area).
Retail trading zone population of the 16 Markets numbers 1,843,556 (Source:
Audit Bureau of Circulations.)
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales

A GENERAL
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ELECTRIC

STATION

A/tttwotk -Account* • • •
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore (Bromo Selter), begins sponsorship April 24,
of Hollywood Star Playhouse, CBS, 8-8:30 p.m., EST. Show will replace Inner
Sanctum, sponsored by Emerson for the past four years, and will originate in
Hollywood. Agency: BBDO, New York.
FRANK H. LEE Co. (men's hats) renews sponsorship of Robert Montgomery
Speaking, over ABC, for 42 additional weeks, effective Aug. 24. Program is
heard
York. Thursday, 9:45-10 p.m., EST, and was signed through Grey Adv., New
ANHEUSER-BUSCH Corp., St. Louis (Budweiser beer), which now sponsors
Ken Murray Show on CBS-TV alternate Saturdays, 8-9 p.m., buys weekly schedule of same show, same time period, beginning next October after summer
hiatus (June-September). Agency: D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis.
FRIGIDAIRE DIV. of General Motors, which is sponsoring special NBC-TV
Easter show with Bob Hope, April 9, 4:30 to 6 p.m. CST, orders additional
11 stations to carry it by kinescope. Total is 27 cable and 28 non-cable cities.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
PETER PAUL Inc., Naugutuck, Conn., (Candy) and Taylor-Reed Corp., Mamaroneck, N. Y. (Cocoa-March Syrup), purchase portions of Magic Cottage, children's program heard Monday through Friday, 6:30-7 p. m. on DuMont network, Candy company, through Maxon Inc., New York, will sponsor final half
of program on Wednesday beginning April 5, while Taylor-Reed, which placed
contract direct, sponsors full half-hour segments on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, and first 15-minute portion on Wednesday.
MAIDEN FORM BRASSIERE Co., through William H. Weintraub & Co., New
York, renews sponsorship of Vanity Fair, Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
4:30-5 p.m., over three CBS-TV stations, effective April 17.
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of the Chehalis employment

"family"/ and with this diversity goes stable buying
power . . GROWING buying power YOU can tap
through

KGW's

COMPREHENSIVE

COVERAGE.

Consider these few representative facts about Chehalis that in themselves spell success for the advertiser who captures this rich market: Surrounding
resources of timber, minerals, and cheap power . . .
four lumber mills, two fern packing companies, a
crude drug plant, a cannery, a plant of one of the
country's great food companies . . . well on its way
to becoming the Turkey Capital of America ... 85
per cent of homes owned by their occupants.
KGW's

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE DELIVERS CHEHALIS ... as it delivers the rest of the fastest-growing
market in the nation.
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BROADCASTING

wins

again

It
Once 's
more ha
a whole
survey-load
advertisers
and
pp
enedof keyag
ain!
agencies have voiced their preference for BROADCASTTELECASTING!
It came about this way: Big 50,000-watt WTOP in
Washington, D. C, wanted to prove to itself just which
publications are counted on most by leading radio advertisers and advertising agencies.
We didn't know a whisper about the survey until all the
ballots had been counted. And guess what? BROADCASTING'S whopping win (as usual) was overwhelming, conclusive and unmistakably significant!

BROADCASTING

was first choice by 196%

!

But who's surprised? It's been that way for some 20 years
now. BROADCASTING, again and again, is the top choice
of radio's top people— the ones who decide how to spend
advertising dollars. This brand-new survey just beats the
terrific truth home harder than ever.
And the truth, gentlemen, is this : // you're wooing a bigger
share of advertisers' budgets . . . tell 'em about yourself in
BROADCASTING!
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IN

A

SURVEY

OF

ADVERTISERS

AND

AGENCIES

CONFIDENCE

Want

the facts?

This is what the promotion manager of WTOP

asked 800

advertisers and agency folk: "Which publications (editorial and/ or service) would YOU use if you were in my
place trying to reach YOU? Please check first and second
choices."
The results: BROADCASTING

was first with 196% more

votes than the runner-up, a general advertising weekly;
392% more than the third choice, a radio publication.

Remember,

5n

we had nothing to do with all this
EXCEPT publish a magazine that consistently provides the best coverage of all phases of radio and TV . . .
that offers the most reliable reporting and authoritative
comment . . . that aggressively promotes broadcasting as

BROADCASTING

TING

America's greatest medium . . . that supplies advertisers
and agencies with the kind of information they value most
about the business of broadcasting. Only because of all this
do we have any responsibility for the outcome of WTOP's
very illuminating survey.
It's reason enough, though, for us to repeat that BROADCASTING?LEG
"E
AST 1NG is your best route to the attention of men and women who make time-buying's biggest
decisions. Want to share their vote of confidence with us?
BROADCASTING
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say they're interested"
Yes, sir! The big boys are nibbling! The blue
chips are falling on the table! Because big advertisers insist on low-cost results.
Have you got a pet account in your shop that
would like to make

a killing in the rich Balti-

more market? There's a sure-fire way in radio.
You just buy W'l'T'H, the BIG

independent

with the BIG audience. Then you're sure to get
more listeners-per-dollar than from any other
station in town. W'l'T'H

delivers what

the

blue chip accounts really want — those low-cost
results!

Call in your Headley-Reed
W'l'T'H story today.

man for the whole

WITH
BALTIMORE,

MARYLAND

TOM TINSLEY, President

•

Represented by HEADLEY-REED
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THE NATION'S advertisers want
broadcasters and telecasters to
show them exactly what they can
get for their advertising dollars,
based on verified research data.
Executives who spend a heavy
share of the nation's $5 billion advertising budget made this clear at
the annual spring meeting of the
Assn. of National Advertisers, held
at The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Va., Wednesday through Friday.
They joined Friday night and Saturday with the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies in sessions
held at the Greenbrier Hotel, White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va. (see separate story this page).
All through the three-day program the subject of radio and television spiced the discussion, with
emphasis on cost of buying the electronic media as compared with
printed media and frequent concern
over where TV money is coming
from, as well as what TV's growth
is doing to aural radio and other
media.
Panel Is Highlight
Peak of the radio-television discussions came Thursday afternoon
during an off-the-record panel in
which all elements of the advertising industry participated. There
the whole radio-TV controversy
was laid wide open. By the time
the advertisers had finished, it was
clear they had been impressed with
statements covering radio's permanence in the media field, TV's
extensive support from new advertising sources and the prospects of
TV as a basic national advertising
medium.
The radio-television panel was
moderated by A. N. Halverstadt,
Procter & Gamble Co. Panel members included H. M. Chapin, Gen-

TOP OFFICERS elected by the AAAA last week in its meeting at White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., are (I to r): Fairfax M. Cone, board chairman of
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, as chairman of the board of directors; Louis
N. Brockway, executive vice president of Young & Rubicam, New York, vice
chairman; Ralph L. Wolfe, president of Wolfe-Jickling-Conkey Inc., Detroit,
secretary-treasurer.
eral Foods Co.; D. W. Stewart,
Texas Co.; Frank Stanton, CBS
president; Niles Trammell, NBC
board chairman; Leonard T. Bush,
Compton Adv.; Marion Harper Jr.,
McCann-Erickson; A. C. Nielsen,
head of the reseai'ch firm bearing
his name.
It was made clear to the advertisers that radio will always be an
effective low-cost advertising medium. The 80 million sets in over
40 million homes just won't be
silenced, it was pointed out. On
radio's behalf, it was suggested
that many programs and many periods of the day will always be
effective. News, comedies, drama,
mysteries, special events and other
programming will hold the public's
attention in the future as they
have in the past and radio itself
will always have a substantial au-

FORD CONTINGENT relaxes at the ANA meeting. L to r: Wilbur Donaldson,
representing dealers; Gordon Eldredge, Ben Donaldson and Del Everett (other
ANA pictures on page 16).

told.

dience, the ANA

N

members were

As expected, the questioning
mostly centered around television.
Curiosity ran high on the prospects
of lifting the "freeze" and providing TV service to rural areas.
Color fascinates many advertisers,
judging by the questioning, but
they were warned of the complications that will cause its delay
despite such developments as the
tri-color tube.
Effectiveness of television is
shown by a new study based on
some 3,000 TV owners and nonowners, carefully selected, according to one broadcast member of the
panel. The study shows that people
with TV sets buy more advertised
brands than those without TV.
The advertisers were assured
(Continued on page 87)

AAAA
THE ADVERTISING industry,
along with the rest of the business world, must unite with governstrengthen
nation's
economyment toand
lead thethe
public
into
a solid front for the cold war, the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies was told at its ThursdaySaturday convention held at the
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
Though much of the agency executive's time was spent in detailed
analysis of broadcasting and television as effective means of selling
goods, the convention took on a
sombre international hue Friday
night and Saturday as the agency
delegates met jointly with the Assn.
of
National
Advertisers (see ANA
story
this page).
Elect Officers
Fairfax M. Cone, chairman of
the board of Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, was elected chairman
of the AAAA board of directors
during Thursday's sessions. Elected
vice chairman was Louis N. Brockway, executive vice president of
Young & Rubicam, New York, and
Ralph L. Wolfe, president of
Wolfe - Jickling - Conkey, Detroit,
was elected secretary-treasurer.
Mr. Cone succeeds Clarence B.
Goshorn, president of Benton &
Bowles, as head of AAAA.
Others elected were:
Directors-at-Large
John P. Cunningham, executive vice
president of Cunningham & Walsh,
New York (re-elected to fill Mr. Brockway's unexpired term).
Gordon
E. Hyde,
president
Federal Advertising
Agency,
New ofYork.
Earle Ludgin, president of Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago.
Henry M. Stevens, vice president of
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Directors
Representing
Sectional
Councils AAAA
New York Council: J. Davis Danforth, executive vice president of
BBDO, New York.
New England Council: Edward F.
Chase, vice president of Harold Cabot
& Atlantic
Co.,(Continued
Boston.
Council:onWesley
page M.
16) Ecoff,

THREE BIG radio users at Homestead (I to r): Robert B. Brown, Bristol-Myers;
Andrew C. Quale and Howard M. Chapin, General Foods; Albert Brown,
Best Foods.

ANA DELEGATES talk with Paul B. West, association president.
L to r:
Wesley I. Nunn, Standard Oil Co. (Ind.); Mr. West; George Mosley, Seagram
Distillers; J. R. Warwick, Warwick & Legler agency; Lee Waddington and
Herbert S. Thompson, Miles Labs.

HOMESTEAD quintet at the ANA sessions included (I to r): E. F. Kaikhof,
American Oil Co.; Fritz Haupt, Stanley H. Manson, Stromberg-Carlson; Frank
lula, American Oil; Frank Tucker, B. F. Goodrich Co. Sessions were held later
in week with AAAA.

AAAA
(Continued from page 15)
president of Ecoff & James, Philadelphia.
Michigan Council: J. L. McQuigg,
vice president of Geyer, Newell &
Ganger, Detroit.
Central Council: Henry H. Haupt,
vice president of BBDO, Chicago.
Pacific Council: Georee Weber, vice
president of Mac Wilkins, Cole &
Weber, Seattle.
Continuing in office are the following
directors-at-laree :
Robert D. Holbrook, president of
Compton Advertising, New York.
Winthrop Hoyt, chairman of the
board of Charles W. Hoyt Co., New
York.
Abbott Kimball, Dresident of Abbott
Kimball Co., New York.
Lawrence L. Shenfield, president of
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New
York.
Albert W. Sherer, vice president of
McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
Focal point of the radio-television discussions came with the talk
of Albert S. Dempewolff, Celanese
Corp. of America, who presented
a detailed analysis of Broadcast
Measurement Bureau's study No. 2
(see separate account of Mr. Dempewolff'sspeech on page 21).
But the entry of overall business
and diplomatic problems into the
discussions provided a striking contrast to the usually clinical advertising sessions normally held by the
AAAA.
Vergil D. Reed, associate director
of research, J. Walter Thompson
Co., described the 1950 decennial
census from the marketing viewpoint. The count of television homes
is one of the two new questions in
the housing portion of the census,
which also includes the usual radio
homes tabulation. The second new
item is the number of homes with
kitchen sinks, he said.
Louis N. Brockway, vice chairman of The Advertising Council
and chairman of its executive committee, said the Council's role is
"a social obligation to the public
weal" and added that it had supported 13 major campaigns and
helped 23 others. The Council's
work "is developing a new regard
and
attitude toward advertising,"
he declared.
Council Supported
In the Council's drive to promote
understanding of the American
economic system, the support included 2.5 billion radio listener impressions, he said. He cited support for a forest fire prevention
drive and also the work being done
by Benton & Bowles as task agency
for the 1950 census.
Elaine Carrington, script writer,
answered criticism of daytime
serials by pointing to the intense
attention they receive from listeners. She said the purpose of a radio

governmental agencies.
Unhampered by Secretary Sawyer's official restraints, Stuart Peabody, Borden Co., chairman of the
new Commerce Dept. Advertising
Advisory Committee, keynoted the
situation in this way: "Nine years
ago we seemed to be standing on the
verge of the most ssrious crisis yet
to threaten the country. Today I
think we all sense that we face an
even greater one.
"Advertising responded to the
last challenge and performed beyond the hopes of any one at that
really historic meeting in 1941. Advertising can and must rise to this
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serial is merely "to entertain
listeners."
Every segment of the advertising
industry must be alert to do its
part in the current crisis, agencyadvertiser executives were told. It
was a straight-from-the-shoulder
wai'ning that the country faces
dangers more serious than those of
a decade ago, and the advertising
industry once again must rally the
nation behind a united effort to preserve business and democratic institutions.
Combined Meeting in '41
In the merged conventions were
several hundred advertising executives who vividly remembered their
historic 1941 meeting in the same
Alleghany hills, a meeting that resulted in creation of the most potent
non-military weapon in the nation's
history — the combined effort of
all advertising to unite the people in a fight for their very existence.
Not since that time had the two
advertising associations met in
joint conclave. Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer, completing
two years in that key government
post, spoke plain words to the group
as he laid out the course they must
follow. Secretary Sawyer spoke as
a businessman of long experience,
including ownership of two broadcast stations — WING Dayton and
WIZE Springfield, Ohio.
His words brought reassurance to
many advertising executives who
have been concerned over hostile
treatment at the hands of some

America will grow stronger and
one.
richer. . in." the next half-century if
our interests and energies are balanced, Mr. Sawyer told the joint
meeting,
we magnify
differencesbut. ."if. America
may our
go
down in ruins; a traveler in the
year 2000 who searches for the
Washington Monument — that symbol of our unity and strength — may
find only a pile of charred and
broken granite."
Business' Role
In his two years as Secretary
of Commerce, Mr. Sawyer said, he
has been working to help American
business in the belief that the
capitalist system depends upon the
continued
operation
of
business. successful
On the other
hand, 'he
said business must continue "its
great contribution to our prosperous living, and it must by some
method acquaint the American people with the extent and value of

that
contribution."
Advertising
plays a part in each
field, he said, explaining he is not
"one of those who think that advertising is an adventitious appendix
of American business."
Adds Stimulus
On the other hand, he continued,
"business would be a shrunken and
pitiable thing if it had not enjoyed
the stimulus and the strength of
advertising.
"To appraise properly the value
of advertising one need only ask
what would become of American
business without advertising — if no
housewife knew- what was being
made or offered for sale except as
she found it while she wandered
through a store by herself. Even a
display in a window or a sign on a
store is advertising; those things
would not be done if we abolished
Mr. Sawyer declared he had
advertising."
formed the Advertising Advisory
Committee because of his faith in
advertising. Main task of this
group, consisting of leaders in the
advertising business, is "to suggest
ways to improve the services of the
Dept.
of Commerce to advertising,"
he
added.
Already this group is working on
a survey of department services,
Mr. Sawyer said, and he feels the
group will find ways by which business and government can serve the
public more effectively.
Reaction of Prices
Reviewing the achievements of
American business in improving
living standards and setting "the
tempo ofstancesour
living,"
citedbeing
inin which
priceshe are
reduced and products improved in

W

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix

quality.
"To contemplate the collapse or
even the weakening" of American
business — $200 billion or four-fifths
of the national income in 1949 —
"is frightening," he declared. For
the most part the growth of business has been healthy and normal,
drawing the envy of the world.
Reviewing achievements of the
Advertising Council in using the
forces of advertising to help solve
national problems and make democracy work, Mr. Sawyer said all
business "should drop indifference
or hostility to other segments of
our life — including the government
— and ask what they can do to help
solve national problems and make

"Agriculture
democracy
work."and labor exercise
"No;'Mr. Sadowski, S 1973 is the number of my bill NOT the date I the great political power at this
(Continued on page 75)
wanted it passed!"
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WFIL

CUT

EARLY

reactions to WFIL Philadelphia's cutback in its AM nighttime rates, in the face of TV's
growing impact r Broadcasting,
March 27], generally reflected a
note of caution and "don't sell
radio short" feeling among some
station representative officials in
New York last week.
While nearly all representatives
contacted conceded that radio eventually must revise downward its
present rate structure to meet
video's increasing share of the
broadcast audience, some officials
thought such action "premature"
at this time. Others felt otherwise,
pointing out that economic necessity dictates a drop in AM nighttime rates commensurate with
radio's loss of audience in such TV
markets as Philadelphia.
Timebuyers' Reaction
Agency timebuyers contacted described WFIL's action as justifiable, unsurprising and not only inevitable but necessary, citing the
present differential in certain
markets between day and night
rates in the face of TV's inroads.
Some felt it was time for radio
managers, as one timebuyer put it,
to "take a more realistic look at
their rate structure."
WFIL Saturday put into effect
its reclassification of Class A and
Class B radio time periods, dropping nighttime rates and coincidently boosting its daytime rates.
Move was intended to establish the

PREMATURE
rates for both on a more equitable
basis.
Sample quotes from radio representative firms :
Frank Headley, H- R Representatives Inc. — "Our organization
and station clients strongly feel
that AM radio still is the greatest
advertising medium. Generally
speaking, this is neither the time
nor the place to reduce AM nighttime rates."W. Boiling, the Boiling
George
Co. Inc. — "Radio has been underselling itself on a eost-per-1000
basis. Television hasn't affected
radio listening to such an extent
that AM stations should cut their
rates. When newspapers begin to
decrease their rates because of loss
of circulation, then that will be the
time for such action by the radio industry. Of course, ultimately, the
AM rate nighttime structure will
have to be revised."

Say

Representatives

Jones Scovern, Free & Peters —
"Radio is selling at a reasonable
figure and two out of some 2,200
stations cutting rates in the United
States doesn't indicate a trend of
A member of one representative
this
firm,time."
who declined to be quoted,
thought WFIL's nighttime rate
slash was a "smart thing to do in
recognition of the inroads in TV
markets where televiewing commands agreater share of the broadcast audience. Network radio as
we know it today is bound to take
a beating."'Move Inevitable'
He observed that increase in set
ownership and eventual lifting of
the TV "freeze" would make such
a maneuver inevitable But, he
added, daytime radio will be an imp o r t a n t factor. Furthermore,
there's a beginning of a trend
whereby some large advertisers are

SHOW
EQUIPMENT
NAB
WORLD'S largest exhibit of heavy
strom
speaking
on
"A Show a
and light broadcast equipment
will be on display at the Hotel
The role of NAB in television
Stevens, Chicago, during NAB
will be discussed by Eugene S.
Convention Week April 12-19.
Thomas, WOIC (TV) Washington,
Newest developments in transrecently re-elected as an NAB TV
mitting and antenna equipment
Day."
director-at-large.
His topic will
along with studio accessories and be "NAB-TV." Taking part in a
late-model recording devices will panel discussion will be Ernest
be shown to delegates during the Walling, NBC producer, speaking
week. Exhibits will open Wednesfor networks on the topic, "I
day, April 12, when the NAB En- Produce It Nationally"; Robert D.
gineering Conference gets under
FOOTE ON LEAVE
Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans,
way as first feature of the annual
recently re-elected an NAB TV
Belding Becomes FC&B Head
industry get-together.
director-at-large, speaking for staEMERSON FOOTE, president and
Heavy equipment will be shown
tions on the subject, "I Produce It
in the Stevens Exposition Hall, on Locally";
founder of Foote, Cone & Belding,
"I Watch it," with Jack
the
basement
level,
with
nearly
Mabley, radio-TV editor, Chicago
New York, has taken a one-year
leave of absence.
30,000 feet of space occupied by Daily News, speaking for the pubbooths and services. Lighter
Don Belding, who
lic; "Welcome to Show Business,"
has been chairequipment and services will center with a speaker to be announced.
on the fifth floor, which NAB is
man of the executive committee
Profit Motive Theme
billing
as the "Magical Fifth."
and head of the
Programs for main convention
Another panel will be based on
Los Angeles office, features were about complete at the
Profit Motive."
has become presi- weekend. Principal meetings are the the
Jim theme,
Moran, "The
of Courtesy
Motor
dent, until the re- Engineering Conference April 12- Sales Inc., Chicago, speaking for
turn of Mr. Foote.
15; Independent's Day, Sunday
the advertiser, will have the subThe executive
in
April 16; FM Conference, Monday
committee post
ject "TVHarper
Has Paid
for Me";of
morning,
April
17;
Management
Jr., Off
president
Mr. Foote
will remain vaConference opening at noon, April Marion
McCann-Erickson, will speak for
17, and closing Wednesday noon;
g
_ cant.
the agency on "It Must Pay Off
Mr. Belding told Broadcasting
TV meeting Wednesday morning
for My Clients"; William B. Ryan,
as
final
event
of
the
Management
he plans to "spend considerably
KFI Los Angeles, NAB directorConference.
more time in the East" than he has
at-large-elect for large stations,
in the past two years. He also exPresiding at the TV session will speaking for the station on the
plained that Mr. Foote had been
be Dave Garroway, m. c. of the
working too hard and needed a NBC-TV Garroway-at-Large pro- topic, "And It Must Pay Off for
Me." Ideas and questions from
rest. Mr. Foote is in Bermuda.
gram [Broadcasting, March 27]. the floor will follow.
Appearing on the program with
Peter Franceschi, FC&B's vice
Robert C. Tait, president of
president and general manager of prominent television, advertiser,
Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester,
the agency's international division, agency and manufacturing execuis closing convention speaker. His
will take over that department
tives will be Burr Tillstrom and
topic
is "Our Television Privilege."
which Mr. Foote also headed. Louis
his NBC-TV Kukla, Fran & Ollie
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB reDillon will continue as executive
cast.
search director and BMB acting
vice president of the division.
president, will take part in the
Mr. Tillstrom's troupe will open
All other posts at Foote, Cone
Monday morning meeting, in addithe meeting with a skit titled "The
& Belding will remain the same.
tion to speakers previously anMorning After," with Mr. TillBROADCASTING
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moving their radio programming
in heavy TV markets to daytime
hours, he noted.
Agency comments:
Charles Wilds, head radio timebuyer, N. cutting
W. Ayerdeeply
& Son
"With
television
into— nighttime listening in certain markets
the present differential between
night and day radio rates is getting harder to justify. Sooner or
later most radio managers will
have to take a more realistic look
at Stanley
their ratePulver,
structure."
timebuyer,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
— "As
television
cuts into total listening
to nighttime radio, some type of
parallel rate reduction seems not
only inevitable but necessary in
order to continue to provide an efficient AM value for the advertisGeorge Kern, director of radio
and ingtelevision
timebuying division
dollar."
of Benton & Bowles — "It is the
sort of thing that doesn't come as a
complete surprise. When we see the
recent rating reports on radio and
television we can expect more of

fama
w°"^
nounced. Dr. Baker's topic will
be, "How to Measure the FM
Planned for Monday afternoon is
aAudience."
labor-management panel with
Chet Thomas, KXOK St. Louis, and
Harold Essex, WSJS WinstonSalem, N. C, presenting the broadcasters'it."
views; Daniel A. Tracy,
IBEW president, and A. Frank
Reel, AFRA executive secretary,
speaking for labor. They will discuss special problems in broadcasters-employes relations. Judge
Justin Miller, NAB president, will
be moderator.
Credentials Committee
Credentials committee, which
will officiate in voting of active
NAB members at the business session, is made up of Edward Breen,
KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa, chairman; Leonard Kapner, WCAE
Pittsburgh, and Lewis Avery,
Avery-Knodel Inc. Certification
cards now are in the mails for
members. Non-attending member
representatives may ballot by
proxy. Such instructed voters must
arrange for special admission cards
to the general business session.
Entries for the 1950 Broadcasting-NAB Golf Tournament to be
held April 16 are being received
by the Golf Committee, in care of
Broadcasting - Telecasting, 870
National Press Bldg., Washington
4, D. C. Tournament will be held
at the Tam O'Shanter course,
where many
of have
the nation's
outstanding events
been staged.
Blind bogey handicaps will give
all entries a chance to win theretwo
i;
trophies. Tee-off time is 9:30 a.m.,
with buses leaving the Stevens at
8 :45 a.m.
April 3, 1950

FCC Actions
FIVE new AM stations and
one FM approved by FCC
last week. Five existing stations were granted improved
facilities. Ten transfers of
ownership were approved.
For details of these and other
FCC actions see FCC Roundup on page 66 and Actions
of the FCC on page 63.

More FCC Witnesses Heqrd
CASE
RICHARDS
CHARGES that G. A. (Dick)
Eddie Lyon, KFWB Hollywood
tributor of a coin-in-the-slot TV
Richards wanted newscasters on
newscaster and one-time news di- receiver set, testified March 24 that
rector of KMPC, said he had had he never followed Mr. Richards'
his KMPC Los Angeles to "emphasize the things he liked and
many discussions of news with Mr. news orders if in his opinion they
Richards and that "discussions violated the "fundamentals of good
play down those he didn't" were
reiterated by former employes
were instructions." He said Mr. news presentation." He said he
received many such orders.
paraded by FCC counsel through
Richards was a strong Republican
He testified Mr. Richards ordered
and
wanted
the
GOP
picture
emlast week's sessions of the hearing
tor of KLAC-AM-TV Hollywood,
on his news policies.
phasized on newscasts, and that he the use of an editorial by Louis
With the third week of the Los disliked Jews, Henry Wallace, and Bromfield appearing in the Los a former KMPC news employe,
the CIO.
Angeles Examiner. He said he re- testified that he sometimes used
Angeles hearing near completion
newspaper items in newscasts upon
fused, and that Gene Carr, then
Mr. Lyon said he wanted to rebel
Friday, FCC counsel had not yet
exhausted their list of witnesses in at times but "hesitated often on the assistant to Mr. Richards, relayed
Mr. Richards' orders. Under crossexamination, he said as far as he
the
order
again,
saying
"Walter,
the case in which Mr. Richards'
theory that it might be my job."
if he loses his license, if he goes knew, KMPC never broadcast any
licenses for KMPC, WGAR CleveClaims Pressure
to jail, if he pays a $10,000 fine, false or deceiving statements while
land and WJR Detroit, as well as
was employed there.
his plan to establish a trusteeship
Under questioning by Mr. Ful- this story must be on the air, in he Robert
Horn, former KMPC
for the stations are at stake.
ton, he said that because of "eco- the next broadcast." Mr. Carle
newscaster,
before returning to his
go on.
Tentative plans for a recess,
nomic pressure" he had given the said it didn't
disc
m.c.
assignment
at WIP and
Identifies
Message
station a false report on an affipossibly until September [BroadWPEN Philadelphia on March 24
davit
he
filed
with
FCC.
He
said
casting, March 27], remained unMr. Carle identified a note from
was brought back to the stand for
settled but a decision was expected
he "prepared a statement [for the
Mr. Richards which said : "Can you continued cross - examination by
station] that would satisfy managelate Friday (see late developments,
imagine Eleanor R. saying she Defense Counsel Fulton. He insistpage 4). Examiner J. Fred
never discussed the fourth term!
ment
so
I
wouldn't
get
the
axe."
ed he was not a Communist, beWhen defense counsel pursued
Johnson Jr., conducting the hearRidicule hell out of these kind of
longed to no radical organizations
this disclosure, Frederick W. Ford,
ing, had indicated need for a recess
statements." Mr. Carle said he did and knew no one connected with
in order to take up his new duties
FCC's chief counsel, accused Mr. nothing about this suggestion.
the Los Angeles People's World,
as Chief Hearing Examiner today
Fulton of "brow-beating" by plyUnder cross - examination, Mr. which had carried a story March 2,
ing the witness with questions and
(Monday) and also because of
Carle
identified
a
script
broadcast
1949, about Mr. Horn's supposed
not permitting him to answer.
other hearing assignments.
Mr. Lyon contended he had been by KMPC that paid tribute to confidential affidavit given to FCC
FCC General Counsel Benedict
Truman upon his ascendregarding KMPC news - slanting
P. Cottone, however, asked FCC to "ordered to slant news" and that Harryency to S.
[Broadcasting, March 27].
the presidency and eulogized
require Judge Johnson to keep the he "did to a certain degree."
Also cross-examined March 24
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt
upon
his
"We always read [Westbrook]
hearing running. The Commission
death. Mr. Carle also testified that was Jack Gardner, who said under
dismissed the petition on grounds
Pegler," he testified. "That was a
he was never "punished" for di- defense counsel's questioning that
that it was "premature," since the 'must.' I read Pegler every morncould give no dates for purportders.
gressions from Mr. Richards' or- he ed
examiner had not ruled on the
ing." He added: "Pegler's column
instructions from Mr. Richards,
question of adjournment. Mr.
had no business in a newscast."
nor recall any order to deliberately
Walter
Carle,
former
news
editor
Fred
Henry,
now
assistant
genCottone was expected to press his
(Continued on page 76)
eral manager and program direcof KMPC and now Hollywood dispetition again if an adjournment
is called. He said he particularly
felt there should be no recess until
FCC has completed presentation of
its case.
Hancock Heads Hearing Unit
Calvert Testimony
Meanwhile, Charles Calvert,
former KMPC production manIN A MOVE in line with its staff- the Commission in the current the special group last June.
Miss Kessler, with FCC since
ager, testified purported instruc- wide reorganization, FCC last hearing on the news policies of
tions from Mr. Richards with re- week changed the name of its G. A. (Dick) Richards (see story 1943, was special legal assistant to
above
)
.
spect to newscasts sometimes
Special Legal and Technical Group
the late Ray C. Wakefield during
caused production difficulties at to the Office of Formal Hearing
Duties of the Office were de- his tenure as Commissioner. Since
the station. He said newscasters
fined by the Commission in the July 1947 she has been a member
Assistants, and designated Parker
complained that Mr. Richards
following addition to its Rules, of the Review Branch or the SpeD. Hancock as chief.
would call them with instructions
which heretofore did not specify
cial Legal and Technical Group.
The group, composed of three
and changes at broadcast time.
Mr. Slone, a former assistant
attorneys, an engineer and an ac- the group's functions:
Office of Formal Hearing Assistants professor of electrical engineering
countant, was set up last June to
Larry Thor, now a CBS Hollyassist the Commission in work on
— Under the supervision of the Com- at Clemson (S. C.) A. & M. Colwood announcer-newscaster, who
mission, in formal proceedings inappeared during the second week
decisions and opinions in hearing
lege, and later teacher of technical
volving the taking of testimony, other
of the hearing, returned to the cases [Broadcasting, June 6, 1949],
electricity for the New York State
than
those
solely
involving
rule-makstand and cited instances during
from FCC's investigatory
ing, assists, advises and makes rec- Dept. of Education, has been with
his KMPC tenure in which he separate
and prosecutory staff.
om endations tothe Commission, pre- FCC since 1940, first as an assistclaimed Mr. Richards ordered repares digests of the record, conducts
ant monitoring officer and, since
Hancock
Is
Chief
peat broadcasts of certain stories.
research, and, as may be directed by 1946, as a radio engineer in Washthe Commission drafts orders, opinFCC's announcement of the
His earlier appearance was interington headquarters.
ions and decisions, in connection with
change in the name of the group
rupted to permit him to go through
(1)
appeal
to
and
review
by
the
Comscripts and identify those he had specified the following appointJoined FCC in 1946
mission of initial decisions in such
ments :
broadcast while at KMPC.
proceedings;
(2)
appeal
to
and
review
Mr.
Borum
has been in GovernFrom time to time as he leafed
Mr. Hancock, chief of the office;
ment service since 1941, when he
by
the
Commission
of
rulings
on
mothrough scripts he identified marSylvia D. Kessler, attorney-adtions and petitions in such proceedGeneral Accounting Ofvisor; Horace E. Slone, electronic
ginal notes such as "This is a must
ings, and (3) determination by the joinedfice.the
He also worked with the Fedon every newscast — from . Mr. engineer; Charles S. Borum, ac- Commission of petitions for rehearing,
eral Works Agency and the Fedcountant, and Herbert Scharfman,
Richards."
reconsideration and reargument foleral Public Housing Authority beings. lowing final decision in such proceedCross-examined by Hugh Fulton, attorney-advisor.
1946. fore he joined the Commission in
The members are the same as
trial counsel for Mr. Richards, he
Mr.
Hancock,
named
chief
of
the
those
who
have
served
on
the
group
said there was nothing "false or
Mr. Sharfman has been with the
Office, joined FCC after his redeceptive" in the scripts he read, in recent months, except that Mr.
Commission since 1946. He served
lease from the Army in June 1946.
but that stories were out of pro- Scharfman is substituted for Frederick W. Ford. Mr. Ford was re- He was chief of the Commission
with the OPA from 1944-46, and
portion and some were "deceps igned afew weeks ago to take
Law Bureau's Review Branch from
tive" in the way they were pieced over the arole
previously
practiced law in Allenof chief counsel for June 1948 until his appointment to town and Bethlehem,
together.
Pa.
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NEW BOARD of directors of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters for 1950-51 are (I to r): Malcolm Neil!, CFNB
Fredericton; Finlay MacDonald, CJCH Halifax; Frank
Elphicke, CKWX Vancouver; Bill Burgoyne, CKTB St.
Catherines; Harry Sedgwick, CFRB Toronto; E. A. Raw-

linson, CKBI Prince Albert; Bill Guild, CJOC Lethbridge;
Bill Rae, CKNW New Westminster; and Phil Lalonde,
CKAC Montreal. Absent were Ken Soble, CHML Hamilton, and Dr. Charles Houde, CHNC New Carlisle. CAB
meet last week at Niagara Falls, Ont.

CAB
BMI

CANADA

By JAMES MONTAGNES
BMI CANADA Ltd. received added
strength last week when the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at its
annual meeting voted unanimously
to expand the service. Additional
funds for BMI Canada will be made
available through a service charge
for material obtained.
Bob Burton of BMI, New York,
estimated this would be about 30%
in excess of present revenue
through copyright fees of 2 cents
per licensed receiver. CBC also
will be asked to pay a contract
service charge, it was reported.
Nearly 350 station officials,
agency and advertiser executives,
station representatives and others
in the industry attended the fourday meeting at the General Brock
Hotel, Niagara Falls, Ont. The
session, which marked a quartercentury since the association's
founding, also was attended by
many American broadcasting industry executives.
Other actions which highlighted
the meeting included :
£ Changes in CAB contract
forms for rates and discounts to
follow contract forms approved by
NAB.
£ Deferment for one year consideration of a request to increase
agency commission from 15% to
17%.
9 Resolution adopted for an
interchange of program ideas
through
Ottawa. CAB's head office at

Votes

More

Funds

Al
wick, CFRB Toronto; Ken Soble,
CHML Hamilton; B. W. C. Burgoyne, CKTB St. Catherines; Bhil
Lalonde, CKAC Montreal; Finlay
MacDonald, CJCH Halifax; Dr.
Charles Houde, CHNC New Carlisle; and Malcolm Neill, CFNB
Fredericton.
CAB Report Made
After address of welcome by
Chairman Guild, Jim Allard, CAB
general manager, reported on the
year's activities. Highlighted was
a report on NARBA sittings at
Montreal, where interests of all
member stations were closely
watched and all necessary steps
taken so that no CAB members
would lose any frequency, or have
to install expensive arrays. CAB
was represented at sittings by
George Chandler, CJOR Vancouver, chairman of the technical
committee, and W. J. Bain, consultant engineer, Ottawa, formerly
with Canadian Dept. of Transport.
Copyright was reported on, with
Mr. Allard explaining that next
year some new form of establishing a formula for payment of

music copyright will have to be
found. He intimated that the annual listener license fee might be
dropped by Ottawa next year. Copyright fees are based on this at present with 14 cents being paid Composers, Authors and Publishers
Assn. of Canada (CAPAC) for
each licensed receiver at present,
and a lesser sum to BMI Canada
Ltd. He urged broadcasters to use
more BMI music so that CAPAC
would not be able to urge a formula
based on gross revenue of stations
for coming years.
On transmitter license fees Mr.
Allard reported that the Dept.
of Transport has acceded to a CAB
request to deduct agency commissions andfromrepresentatives'
sions
gross revenue oncommiswhich
a license fee is charged. It also is
hoped under a new agreement now
being finalized to deduct from gross
revenue for transmitter license fee
calculation all such items as artists'
fees, line charges and recording
charges billed to a sponsor but
actually paid out.
Resolutions were adopted for an
interchange
of program ideas

through CAB's head-office at Ottawa, and for certificates and insignia of service to employes of
member stations with upwards of
25 years in broadcasting.
An amendment to the constitution was voted on at a special meeting whereby the words "radio
broadcasting" in the CAB charter
include "AM, FM, and television."
Pat Freeman, CAB sales director, reported to the meeting that
after due research he has estimated radio broadcasting in Canada is now a $25 million a year
business, that there are now upwards of 5 million radio sets in
use less than 10 years old, a figure
twice the combined circulation of
daily papers in Canada. He urged
greater research be done by CAB to
back up sales departments, station
representatives and station sales
staffs on use of radio, to include
summer listening, number of sets in
each radio home, and amount of
total advertising being done by
local as well as national advertisers, with percentage of radio
advertising. Such a national survey is now nearly complete at
Toronto, covering some years back.
Development Stressed
Mr. Freeman stressed development of the United Kingdom advertisers whose products are now
being pushed in Canada and who
vertising.
have little knowledge of radio adThe 1951 Canadian census will
have at least one question on radio
homes after urging by CAB, Mr.
Freeman reported.
The Monday afternoon meeting
dealt with the 1951 convention, to
be held at Montreal in March, appointment of Frank Ryan, CFRA
Ottawa, as a trustee, and the decision to print station rate cards in
book form annually.
Mr. Guild reported on the work
of the CAB committee with the
Royal Commission on Arts, Letters
and Sciences, telling the only
champions of free enterprise appearing before the Commission
were CAB and various chambers
of commerce.
Final brief is to be
(Continued on page 70)

$i5'373>547
AM Networks Total
GS
IN
LL
BI
GROS
TOTAL
GROSSSradio billings of months of the year.
January-February 1950 were more
the four major networks in Febthan triple the figures of the same
Gross
billings
of
the
four
teleruary 1950 were $15,373,547, a
vision networks in February and in
periods of 1949.
decrease of $745,111 from the
figure for the equivalent period of
NETWORK RADIO
® Canadian premiere of the 1949, according to Publishers InFebruary 1950
February 1949 Jan.-Feb. 1950 Jan.-Feb. 1949
All-Radio Presentation film, "Lightformation Bureau reports last
ABC
CBS
$ 3,845,658 $ 6,707,026
week.
ning That Talks."
$ 3,168,391
5,315,910 11,732,703
The convention opened with the
$ 11,199,738
7,913,579
5,599,079
One network, CBS, showed a MBS
1,677,258 3,080,291
1,401,403
largest attendance of members and gain in February billings comNBC
11,156.045
5,279,832 10,938,567
3,553,382
associates at closed meetings in the
5,204,674
TOTAL
pared with last year.
$16,118,658
$32,458,587
history of the association, under
$15,373,547NETWORK TELEVISION
$33,822,744
Billings Off From 1949
chairmanship of William Guild,
CJOC Lethbridge.
Total billings for the first two
February 1950 February 1949 Jan.-Feb. 1950 Jan.-Feb. 1949
New board of directors elected months of this year also were off ABC
200,133
240,025
18,674
CBS
135,036
551,883
i
early Monday morning were: Mr. from 1949 levels— $32,458,587 in
$
434,082
$ 123,530
24,947
1,166,420
Guild; F. H. Elphicke, CKWX
1950, compared with $33,822,744 in DuMont
NBC
72,200
1949.
Vancouver; Bill Rae, CKNW New
978,243
353,055
613,74S
2,020,396
Westminster: E. A. Rawlinson,
TOTAL
Only one network, CBS, showed
578,965
Not
available
$
1,730,259
$
3,620,898
a
gain
in
billings
for
the
first
two
CKBI Prince Albert; Harry Sedg$ 1,002,259
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Three Top Posts Open,

(Pat) Weaver Jr., vice president
in charge of television.
Mr. McFadden will report to
Mr. Gaines, the chief of owned
and operated stations.
Mr. Strotz remains as administrative vice president.
A successor to Mr. McFadden as
manager of the New York stations
will probably be selected this week.

CAMPBELL
SOUP
i
NBC
VACANCIES
Managers Shifted
Adds Morning Strip on NBC
THREE top jobs were open at NBC last week, two of them having been
on the market for several months and the third created by the sudden
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., which alshifting of Thomas C. McCray from his post as radio program chief to
ready sponsors Double or Nothing
Hollywood.
2-2:30 p.m., Monday-Friday on
The network was looking for a
NBC, last week bought a half-hour
morning strip on the network for
man — who probably would be 27] and took a leave of absence.
His new assignment will be anpresentation of another edition of
picked from outside the company
nounced shortly, following several
the same program. Total billings
— to become national program diweeks' rest. Mr. Bock has been
rector of the radio network.
FORD DEALERS
of the two half-hour presentations
with NBC for the past 15 years
are said to be $3 million.
Since the reorganization of NBC
Buy One-Timers on Networks
and managed the station since it
The new morning series, placed
was begun several months ago, the
started operation in January 1949.
FORD DEALERS of America Inc., through Ward Wheelock Agency,
top job in the radio division and
Coincident with the appointment
is resuming a policy started
starts May 1 and will be broadcast
a staff-level public relations post of Mr. McFadden to Los Angeles, Detroit,
last year of sponsoring shows on a 10:30-11 a.m. Monday-Friday.
have been open.
the network put the station under
one-time basis over the four major
The way things shaped up last the control of James M. Gaines,
When Campbell starts its mornnetworks,
through
J. Walter
week, it looked as though NBC
ing edition of Double or Nothing
director of owned and operated sta- Thompson, New York.
would concentrate its effort on
it
will
the only instance of
tions. Until then, the station had
Over a 10-day period in April, be- the sale mark
of five hours a week for a
ginning on the 11th with the Advenbeen under the wing of Sidney N.
filling Mr. McCray's job first.
tures of Philip Marlowe, 10-10:30 p.m., single program to a single sponsor
Mr. McCray, who became pro- Strotz, administrative vice presi- on CBS, the automobile dealers also in
network radio, Harry C. Kopf,
dent in charge of the Western Div. will sponsor over that network April
gram chief after the resignation
12
and
19,
Lum
'n'
Abner,
10:30-11
p.m.;
NBC
vice president in charge of
last year of Ken R. Dyke, adminNo Reason Cited
April 18, Pursuit, 10:30-11 p.m.; and on radio sales, said.
istrative vice president in charge
April
21,
Brodaway
Is
My
Beat,
9:30-10
Although no official explanation
p.m. On MBS, Ford dealers will use 9
of programs, will become superone-time
April starting
Adventuresshows
of thein Falcon,
on Aprilwith9,
visor of NBC radio operations in of the reassignments last week was
made, it was learned authorita7- 7:30 p.m.; April 11, Mysterious
Hollywood.
Wood to van der Linde
tively that the network hoped to Traveler, 9:30-10 p.m.; April 14, T Love
His assignment to Hollywood
aNewsreel,
Mystery, 10:15-10:30
7:45-8 p.m.,
Mutual16,
bolster its western operations.
p.m.;andApril
was part of a general reorganiza7:30-8 p.m.; April 17, Ad- ROBERT C. WOOD, former vice
NBC executives were reported to The Saint, s ofPeter
Salem, 8:30-8:55 p.m.;
president in charge of the New
tion of the network's West Coast have been concerned with the fail- April 25.ventureMutual
Newsreel 10:15-10.30 York office of Radio Features and
operations. Thomas B. McFadden,
p.m.;
April
26,
Can
You Top This?,
ure of KNBH to develop as rapidly
8- 8:30 p.m.; April 27, I Love a Mystery.
Schwimmer & Scott, has joined
manager of NBC's New York sta- as its other television stations.
7:45-8 p.m. On NBC, Ford dealers will Victor van der Linde Co., New
tions, WNBC and WNBT (TV),
sponsor Dangerous Pursuit, April 10
The Boos, Allen & Hamilton
and 17, 8-8:30 p.m. ABC will be used York agency, in an executive calast week was appointed manager
was at work in last week's
to sponsor Blondie, April 13, 8-8:30 p.m.
of KNBH (TV) Los Angeles, the formula
reshuffle on the West Coast. Mr. and Date With Judy, April 20, 8:30- pacity.
network's owned and operated sta- McCray, as supervisor of radio op- 9 p.m.
tion.
erations, will report to Charles R.
Harold J. Bock, former manager
Elton Joins Y&R
CBS Signs Moore
Denny, who is heading the radio
of KNBH, last week resigned from
division in addition to his duties as DAVE ELTON, formerly a proCBS, for both its AM and TV netthat job [Closed Circuit, March
ducer on various network shows,
NBC executive vice president pendworks, has signed Garry Moore, .
ing appointment of a permanent
including Eddie Cantor and Ozzie
comedian,
to a five-year contract
radio chief.
& Harriet and before that with
which will give CBS exclusive
Norman Blackburn, who recentNBC for 10 years, has rejoined
HOPE-NBC
to the comedian's talent.
ly was transferred from New York
Young & Rubicam, New York to rights
Two radio shows and a five-a-week
'No Deal' in Contract Talk to be supervisor of television oper- supervise radio activities on the television
show are beins; prepared
ations, reports to Sylvester L. Borden account.
"MANY DISCUSSIONS" and "no
as posibilities for Mr. Moore.
deal" was the report tendered by
in last week's
principals involved
negotiations
in Hollywood between
Bob Hope and NBC on signing the
comedian to an exclusive radio and
Transfer Pa^rs Filed
WSB
RGER
ME
television contract. Niles TramWAGA-FM
and WAGA-TV
there.
A effecting
FIRST
STEPNT
toward
ATLA
began operations last year.
mell, NBC chairman of the board,
merger of the Atlanta Journal and
WCON is an ABC outlet and
The merger in substance proConstitution
was
taken
last
week
in
and Joseph McConnell, president,
vides that the Journal Co., headed
if the station is dropped or its
returned to New York late last filing of transfer papers with FCC
by former Gov. James M. Cox, ac- facilities sold to WAGA, CBS outweek following the six day discusquires control of the combined opto assign the Journal's WSB-AMlet, it is presumed the ABC affiliasion with Mr. Hope in Palm
FM-TV properties there to Aterations while Clark Howell, pubtion may go to WGST or WATL
Springs and Hollywood.
lanta Newspapers Inc., proposed
Atlanta. WGST now is Mutual.
lisher of the Constitution, becomes
substantial minority owner. The
It is expected that further dis- new firm to be formed through
WCON-TV, assigned Channel 2
the consolidation [Broadcasting,
cussions will be taken up in New
papers, however, will continue as
(54-60 mc), is scheduled to begin
March
20].
York with NBC as well as with
distinctly separate entities, it was
operations this summer. The
CBS and DuMont, also reportedly
Meanwhile, an application also indicated.
WCON properties are estimated to
entail an investment of nearly
interested in signing the comedian.
was filed with the Commission by
New Positions
Any future radio plans would hinge Fort Industry Co.'s WAGA Atlanta
Mr. Cox, presently chairman of $1,000,000. Original cost of WSB
on the decision of Lever Bros., who
to switch from 5 kw on 590 kc to 5 the board of the Journal, is to be- plant was given as $1,181,029.
The Commissioner of Internal
currently has Mr. Hope under kw on 550 kc, the existing AM facilcome chairman of the board of AtRevenue is being requested to rule
contract with four more years to go.
lanta
Newspapers
Inc.,
while
Mr.
ity of the
The Constitution's
bid revealed anWCON
offer Howell, also president of the Con- that no taxable gain or income
Next option renewal comes up in Atlanta.
June.
accrue to the papers or their
to purchase the WCON-AM plant
stitution, would become vice chair- will
stockholders through the merger
for $237,500.
man of the board of Atlanta Newssince no monetary considerations
papers. J. Leonard Reinsch, manare involved. Balance sheet assets
Under the Commission's duopoly
aging director of the Cox radio of the Atlanta Journal Co. were
rule, which bans ownership of duSchillin Resigns
plicate facilities in the same area,
properties, which include WIOD
listed at $10,116,370.50 while those
the Constitution in merging with
Miami, Fla., and WHIO Dayton,
of the Constitution Pub. Co. were
A. B. SCHILLIN, resigned as vice the
Journal would have to sell Ohio, in addition to WSB, would
cited as $5,802,999.62.
president of WAAT and WATV
become a director of the new
(TV) Newark last week after 15 WCON-AM-FM to a third party,
Atlanta Newspapers Inc. will
have an authorized capitalization
years with the station. Mr. Schil- or discontinue them, and most merger firm.
likely drop WCON-TV, now under
lin will head his own company
of 580,000 shares common voting
WSB, pioneer 50 kw clear channel station on 750 kc, will continue
manufacturing electrically con- construction, since the Commission
stock, $10 par, and 180,000 shares
trolled deodorizers under the trade
convertible preferred stock, $25
does not favor transfer of TV per- as basic NBC outlet there. WSBFM is a Class B facility. WSBname of Scent-Flo Co., with headmits at this time. Fort Industry's
par. Of the common stock, 400,(Continued on page 78)
quarters in Newark.
WAGA
operation also includes
TV, on Channel 8 (180-186 mc),
Page 20
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At
DMPtWOLFF
THE NEW BMB study provides
information essential to intelligent
timebuying, Arthur S. Dempewolff ,
Celanese Corp. of America, told
the AAAA convention at White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., Saturday. Addressing both AAAA and
ANA delegates, he described how
the new data provide uniform
standards for the purchase of
radio time (see ANA and AAAA
stories page 15).
Though BMB "is slower and
more ccstly than necessary," he
said the new BAM should be able
to lick these problems.
Study No. 2 provides an "accurate blueprint of coverage," he
said, and "shows where a station is
listened to, to a satisfactory degree. It indicates which of two or
more stations in any given area
commands the greater total audience— in other words, which has
the best coverage."
Armed with these facts, he declared, the timebuyer is in a position to make decisions in relation
to station cost.
Cites Weakness

LAUDS

he said. "Percentage of what area?
In terms of listeners, you don't
know what you are buying until
you know the total coverage of the
station. Without BMB you can't
ever answer the problem of coverage from the outside nor can you
determine when a group of regional
stations gives you a better buy than
one clear channel. There are such
Calling engineering data or listenability measurements similar to
potential
magazine circulation in an
cases."he said
area,
BMB figures actually

Mr. DEMPEWOLFF

AAAA-ANA

Meet

BM

rew'esent people who listen.
"There are five basic uses of
BMB data — the first of which would
be by station and network management," he said. "Second, the
buying of network time; third, the
buying of individual station time;
fourth, serving
advertisers'
merchandising oraccounting
problems,
and the fifth as a base for televiIn sion
thecalculations."
case of network buying,
he said BMB can help figure supplementary station groups though
the basic network is a rigid, prefabricated group. The new data will

change many
old ideas of station
position,
he predicted.
In comparing stations since the
1946 studies were issued, he recalled, one timebuyer "has found
a few stations in some of the primary markets where their coverage
has increased despite television."
The new figures will enable calculation of a high-cost station's
coverage in relation to the cost as
compared with smaller stations,
and aid in deciding whether to use
snots or programs. It will permit
decisions between the small inside
station versus the big outside station, he said.
Mr. Dempewolff said the new
data will show if national radio
advertising reaches a particular
market; provide a basis for calculations of television inroads as
well as the true picture of TV
competition.
"Effective TV competition depends entirely on the station," he
explained, and cited WSM, and
WENR Chicago, as examples. He
added that WCCO Minneapolis has
50% of its circulation outside the
area of possible TV competition.

the people who listen only to Jack
Benny or Grand Ole Opry," he
said, citing a WSM Nashville total
night-time weekly audience of
1,800,000, with 1,100,000 families
in the one-two days or nights a
week class and therefore repreMr. Dempewolff called the lack senting the Grand Ole Opry auof nonsubscriber data one of the dience.
survey's weaknesses but explained "Since the BMB figures are a
Notaro Explains Process
that while it represented only one measure of total circulation, don't
Of BMB Research
station out of three it nevertheless iet stations trap you into deciding
SPECIAL
U
represented about 65 % of the na- that you want maps of Study No. 2
tion's listening. He broke down made up based on coverage at a OVER 2,100,000 vote cards and the 75,000 station summary cards provide research material for many types of special radio coverage studies,
this figure to 75% of 50 kw sta- specific percentage level," he said,
tions, 507c of regionals and 20% "There is a tendency to want to according to Michael R. Notaro, president of Statistical Tabulating Co.,
of smaller outlets.
the firm that processed Study No. 2 of BMB.
say 50 % BMB means something
Offsetting this poor participathat 30% BMB does not. Reserve The cards currently are being tions) a net unduplicated listening
tion by little stations, he said, is the decision in regard to coverage used in preparation of Network Rethe factor of local loyalty and in- values and don't let the stations ports but are available for other report can be compiled for any
ability of many local buyers to use
make it for you.
purposes, subject to BMB approval, given combination of stations. Thus,
for example, a regional network
BMB data.
& _
^
Mr Notaro said.
can determine how many different
Future
will
reflect
'Valid Data'
The Station ' Summary cards, families are its listeners. If a
changes morestudies
as a result of
the
"BMB gives
you valid circula- known
in the trade as a "deck,"
job stations are doing rather than
tion data for station comparison, provide a quick way of accumulatfamily listened to two or more stations of the network, it would be
an evaluation of technical facili- BMB data are valid for figuring ing data now in the Station Reports,
ties, he said. Major programming
cost-per-thousand for relative sta- he explained. "For instance," he
counted only once."
changes and addition of new sta- tion costs. Whether or not it is went on, "the gross (duplicated
Firm to Cooperate
tions since the field work was done
valid for comparison with other audience of any combination of
Mr.
Notaro
said the firm will
in Study No. 2 point to a continumedia is questionable. After all, stations) can be compiled mechaniing need for future studies, he BMB data represent use whereas cally, an important adjunct in the cooperate in working out plans and
said.
ABC
circulation represents in- measurement of coverage of a spot estimating costs on projects involving use of BMB punch cards
Referring to what BMB "won't
tended use." He added, though, radio campaign,
and reports.
do," Mr. Dempewolff explained it that it is the only data for which
,,
...
there is any justification in figuring Breakdown Fossible
The tabulating company con"won't tell you anything about
verted the 315.512 usable ballots
your show or your time period. It comparative media costs, and radio "This gross audience figure can
received to punch card work decks
won't smoke out the listening of circulation constantly varies. be broken down by sales territory
the man who listens to five minutes
"The identical rating on two or state or region to be correlated
and reports. Awarded the BMB
of news on one station every day
different stations tells you that with sales, outlets or other marcontract in 1948, Mr. Notaro added
and never listens to that station
there is a given percentage of the keting factors. By mechanical coma New York office to his Chicago
again.
radio homes in a station's area putation, the costs of a spot camand St. Louis units. All the time,
"Study No. 2 does catch up on listening to a particular show," paign
can be
allocated
according
BMB was passing through a series
to audience
within
each sales
area. of
financial crises. At one time
"With the approval of BMB, a
Mr.
Notaro personally carried a
_ - - _
_
.
fund of unpublished data on nonload in excess of $100,000 in order
10%
than
less
and
subscribers
jA
f< nAf [2 J^J j/f f~ JjjiA
to keep the machines running.
/-"r,/*^
^W****^**
• • •
audience (especially valuable in TV
First tabulating job was to
i_ .i • ■
n„„.„„
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.i r ■■ .
and FM studies) might be released.
In this issue, BroadcasTING-Telecasting presents the following obtaining this approval
create
spread cards from the balmay not
lots. These were blown up into vote
"I
bIaI
!'V,j9
r,an°oUS
v,ewP°ints
and
helpful
hints
on
the
use
be
difficult
if
the
nature
of
the
of BMB Study No. 2.
request is such that data for an cards, one for each station mentioned by each respondent, and
Trends study of station subscribers' reactions
page 24 individual station within a county
these in turn were summarized by
inteare
but
revealed,
ar\ notwith other information.
page 22
_
.
.
_ grated
nion
opi
agency
Advertiser,
station within each county and reDempewolff praises study
page 21
«The vote cards, too, are an imported place.
The vote cards were split into
Huber sees need for engineering formula
page 34 portant source of supplementary inday and night separately, and again
Ration.
Special uses for BMB explained
resummarized. This time the
r
rpage
3 21 ing
togetherBythecompositing
votes of the(bringsame
.■»mmm-»mmmm«»^mm*mmm^m»m^mmmmmmm^»mm-mmm-mmmmmmm»^w»»-» family listening tO different Sta- "breakout" data was accumulated.
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BROADCAST MEASUREMENT BUREAU'S Study No. 2 has
been available to radio advertisers and agencies for only a few
weeks but reaction seems to be generally favorable. Belief
that this second study is a vast improvement over the first
seems to be unanimous. Those who see possibility of improvement believe that radio is on the right track in offering such
statistics. In this article BROADCASTING presents opinion
from many of the top advertising men of the country. The
cross-section sampled was picked at random to represent every
class of radio advertiser.
STUDY No. 2 of Broadcast
Measurement Bureau provides
a new and impressive answer
to the oft-uttered charge that
the radio medium is guilty of
inadequate and invalidated
research.
This is the opinion of agency and advertiser spokesmen

Mr. GAMBLE
Page 22
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whose views on the new BMB
study were asked by Broadcasting.
Many timebuyers and advertisers feel they should have more time
to study the figures before offering
definite views on their value and
use. In nearly ever case, however,
their preliminary analyses agree
that Study No. 2 is much better
than the first BMB survey.
Without exception they insist
that radio must supply validated
and standardized research material
for those who buy time. One prominent agency official said BMB
must be continued or all broadcasting will slip downward and money
will go to other media.
Hopeful for BAM
In general there appears hope
that the new Broadcast Audience
Measurement Inc., projected successor to BMB, will provide more
satisfactory material.
Some users of the air medium
are extremely sharp in their criticism of a majority of broadcasters
for their failure to join in the second study. The new BAM will remove the broadcaster objection
that corporate control of BMB was
divided equally among American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
Assn. of National Advertisers and

NAB. Under the BAM structure
NAB will have corporate control
[Broadcasting, March 20].
AAAA spokesmen insist that
agencies must have validated as
well as standardized research material to aid them in buying time.
ANA concedes BMB Study No. 2 is
not perfect but is pleased that new
circulation data are provided. The
study is described as the best timebuying aid. ANA pointedly suggests that the broadcasting industry should cooperate with its
customers.
Many agency-advertiser executives refrained from offering suggestions on the application of new
BMB data to their problems, holding that the subject would require
long and careful study along with
actual application of the figures to
specific campaigns.

The comments presented herewith were obtained from a crosssection of agency and advertiser
groups buying all types of radio
time for a diversified list of products and services, supplemented by
the over-all viewpoints of AAAA
and ANA spokesmen.
Frederic R. Gamble, president of
the AAAA, told agency members
of the BMB board that in order to
make the best use of the broadcasting medium, agencies need
"standardized and comparable audience measurements on which to
base station and network selections
for clients.
"This information, to be accepted
without( Continued
discount, on should
be valipage 26)

Coverage Data Appreciated
There was general appreciation
of the additional coverage data, in
which listening is -shown by dailyweekly classifications instead of
the first
weeklystudy.
breakdown provided in
the
As to presentation of data by
stations, Frank Silvernail, BBDO,
New York, head timebuyer, wants
figures in table form with the
agency itself making up special
maps to special conditions. On the
other hand Wesley I. Nunn, manager of the advertising department,
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, Chicago, prefers supplemental maps
showing the levels of listening. He
is interested in depth of listening
as well as quantitative coverage.

Mr. SILVERNAIL
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WSAV- Savannah

Comparative

Analysis

Based upon Official Published Reports - BMB - Study No. 2.
For three subscribing Savannah, Georgia stations:
Total Weekly
Subscribing
Total BMB
Number
Station:
Radio Homes:
Audience Families:
Counties:
D 143,670
D 82,080
WSAV
D 42
N 53,850
N 109,100
N 29
D 7
Savannah
D 51,880
D 30,470
N 3
N 44,800
N 28,430
D 28
Savannah
D 106,860
D 65,810
Station "A"
N 46,070
N 20
N 83,320
Station "B"
630 kc.
5,000 watts
Full Time

in Savannah
BROADCASTING
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WSAV
Represented by Hollingbery
April 3, 1950
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BMB

STUDY

By TYLER NOURSE
RESULTS of the second BMB
study have been received with mild
enthusiasm by subscribing broadcasters. Over 75% of them indicate they feel the survey is better
than average. Some 25.9% of station officials describe the report as
"excellent" while 50.9% feel it is
"good."
Almost 95% of the subscribers
feel the method of reporting listening by division of 6-7, 3-5 and
1-2 times a week is superior to the
old method which did not attempt
to classify audience.
Over 92% of subscribing station
officials feel BMB
or a similar service should be continued and 39.6%
say future reports of this type
should have financial support from
agencies and advertisers. This
of
differs from the
Executive Opinion
proposed plans of
Broadcast Audience Measurements Inc. [Broadcasting, March 20] which would
have broadcasters pay the bill.
These findings are based on replies received in Broadcasting's
22d Trends Survey — a continuing
study of executive opinion in radio
and its allied fields. For this survey a questionnaire was sent to
the manager of each BMB subscribing station.
75% Rate Favorably
Following are summaries of answers received to questions asked
in the survey:
How do you rate the second BMB
report?
Excellent (25.9%) Good (50.9%)
Average (15.5%) Poor (7.7%)
With approximately 95% of the
respondents expressing an opinion
on this question, a very slight majority of them, 50.9%, said they
felt the second BMB survey to be
good. "Excellent" was the vote
of 25.9% while 15.5% said the survey was only average. A majority
of the 7.7% of the stations which
said the survey was poor were 250
w outlets which later in the questionnaire indicated the feeling that
the BMB sample was too small or
not broken down enough to give
them a fair share of the audience.
A few higher powered stations
also rated the report as poor, including several 5 kw operations
and one 50 kw outlet.
Were you a subscriber to the
first BMB report?
Yes (77.5%) No (22.5%)
Since over three-quarters of the
station respondents, 77.5%, were
subscribers to BMB's first report,
a sound basis for comparing the
studies and evaluating them is established for the questions which
follow.
The latest report shows listening
Page 24
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BETTER

6-7, 3-5 and 1-2 times a week. Do
you feel this makes the report
more or less valuable?
More valuable (94.4%)
able (5.6%) Less valuRespondents who commented on
this question were almost unanimous in their contention that the
second BMB survey was more valuable than the first. Chief reason
given by the 94.4% who felt this
greater breakdown to be more
valuable was that it gives a greater
reflection of listener loyalty and
does not give undue credit to stations for one-time-a-week listening to special top-rated shows.
Some Wanted More
A few felt the breakdown should
have gone even further since a
quarter-hour of listening to a station only once a week would show
in the 1-2 times a week column.
This they agreed, however, was
better than having the one-time-aweek listener indicated as a regular listener.
From all parts of the country
typical comment favoring the
greater breakdown of listening
regularity ran as follows:
"The knowledge of listening frequency gives a truer picture of the
strength of - a station."
"Gives better picture of audience in
each county."
"Gives better picture of local station vs. out-of-town station."
"Indicates listeners as well as
coverage."
"It indicates more accurately the
station's position and popularity."
"It gives the local station a better
"Shows where regular listeners are
from
break."which real sales results can be
"Enables timebuyers to distinguish
expected."
between casual listeners and regular
listeners."
"Gives a more accurate index to a
station's regular listening audience."
Although the wide majority felt
the increased breakdown to be
beneficial, the 5.6% who felt the
second BMB study to be less valuable backed up their contention
with such arguments as:

'Trends'

Finds

Station

Approval

A few of the more favorable
comments
follows
: on this question ran as

"This will be difficult to explain
to the local advertiser."
"It's still not fair to small markets
— not a good tool for selling radio
vs.". other
media."
. . gives
three or four different
levels at which to judge a station as
to coverage and who is to say which
level
is thefeelcorrect
one?"
"Don't
the breakdown
means
much to stations that normally rate
well in regular coverage areas."
"Not understood by many clients."
A few other station executives
said the increased breakdown
"makes little difference" or is "of

"We know about where we are go"Indicates
whether our program
ing and how deep."
policy
is meeting
approval
not."It
"It provides
a good
selling ortool.
gives a means of comparison with
the"ItABCclearly
report indicates
of the newspaper."
reaction of
listeners in our area and is valuable
sales
ammunition.
. . "
"Provides
a comprehensive
coverage

you think this report gives
no Dovalue."
you the information you need?
Yes Don't
(67.8%)
(19.2%)
knowNo(13%)

report."
Other covYes
erage data
you have?
74.6%
Your opinion

On the surface it would appear
that station executives feel the
second BMB study provides all the
needed information to be an effective selling tool. A number of the
67.8% who answered "yes" to this
however, tempered their
question, with
answer
such comments as:
"Insofar as it goes"; "substantialimproved"; "except
might be lines
thatly,county
are too arbitrary"; "not ideal but best to
date"; "some of the information";
"though it doesn't provide aZisthe
information we need"; "in part,"
etc.
FM Data Needed
Some station managers, particularly those operating small outlets
in or near large cities, indicated
they need information on counties
where their station has 10% or less
of the audience. The lack of information on FM in the original
mailings also was rapped by a few
managers who duplicate AM programs on FM. Where facilities
had changed since the study was
made the managers, of course, answered "no" to this question. The
length of time necessary to compile the report also was rapped
by a number of managers, as was
the sample size which some felt
to be too small.

Is the report for your station
consistent with
No

know

19.8% 5.6%

Don't
actual
cov- erage? 71.6% 24.2% 4.2%
of
station's
If no, do you feel BMB credits
your station with too much (7.8%)
or too little (92.2%) coverage?

Station managers, in the majority, felt that
BMB'sforsecond
study showed
coverage
their
stations which was fairly consistent with the material and
knowledge which they had at hand.
From the figures it may be seen
that BMB coverage and such other
material as coverage maps, mail
maps, etc., tallied more closely
than
manager's estimation of
stationthecoverage.
A number of those respondents
who felt the report to be consistent
with other coverage data indicated
the feeling that it did not jibe with
their own opinion.
Claim More Coverage
The vast majority of those who
answered "no" in either case said
the BMB data did not credit their
station with enough coverage. A
few of the managers said no coverage was shown in counties where
mail response indicated good listening. New stations, or those
which had recently changed facilities, hit the lag between the time
material was gathered and issued.
They indicated BMB was good for
the time it was taken but probably
could not be used now.
In what way will you use your
BMB data?
Selling time locally (68.6%)
Selling time nationally (83.7%)
(24.9%)
Rate adjustments or justification
Guidance for programming
(38.8%)
(47.3%)
Guidance for audience promotion
tivities (29.8%)
Guidance
for merchandising acOther (specify) (1.2%)

GATHERED at party given at New York's Hampshire House in honor of
Robert Young (2d I) and his NBC program Father Knows Best are (I to r):
Mr. and Mrs. Young; Victor T. Norton, NBC administrative vice president;
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive vice president, and Mrs. Denny.

The selling of tftne nationally is
the chief use to which the BMB
report will be put, with 83.7% of
the station managers answering
showing this as at least one of the
uses. Since most stations indicated
(Continued on page 32)
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KGLO-FM
MASON

NEW

HOOPER

TIME
NEW

BMB

FOR

WASECA
18
FARI8AUU
34
| EMMET
74
PALO ALTO
77

KOSSUTH
62

POCAHONTAS HUMBOLDT
30
74

77 I

65
MINNESOTA
51
IC WA
MITCHELL
95
94
96
WINNEBAGO
*WORTH700
HANCOCK CERBO GORDO FLOYD
72
WRIGHT
64

Mon. Thru. Fri.
8:00 A.M. — 10:00 A.M.
Mon. Thru. Fri.
10:00 A:M. — 12:00 N.
Mon. Thru. Fri.
8:00 A.M. — 12:00 N.
Mon. Thru. Fri.
12:00 N. — 3:00 P.M.
Mon. Thru. Fri.
3:00 P.M. — 6:00 P.M.
Mon. Thru. Fri.
12:00 N. — 6:00 P.M.
Sun. Thru. Sat.
6:00 P.M. — 8:00 P.M.
Sun. Thru. Sat.
8:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.
Sun. Thru. Sat.
6:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.

COVERAGE

FRANKLIN
O78*

BUTLER57

HARDIN
76

73
GRUNDY

FILLMORE
74
HOWARD
38
CHICKASAW
45
BREMER79

10

Using
FOR
Homes KGLO
Sets
23.7

54.5

24.4

58.7

24.0
27.4
21.1
24.2
38.6

56.7
61.5

IOWA

AUDIENCE
A

B

C
1.9

19.9
10.9
19.1
19.5

8.4
9.6
8.8

17.0

4.2
3.0
2.3
1.4

23.4
48.5

19.2

55.9

18.0

70.4
62.3

IMPACT
D

E

F
2.9

6.1
6.3

0.5

0.5

1.3
2.1
9.0
6.2
9.1
9.0

14.4

1.9

14.3

0.8
0.2

12.3

0.4

17.7

0.5
0.9

14.9

0.7

1.7
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.9
0.7
0.8

15.4

35.1
36.8

CITY,

66.5
14.8

Total Audience — DAY 69,740
NIGHT 48,220
IN

ONE

OF

THE

RICHEST

AREAS

IN

U.

S.

A.

Any way you look at it, there's no substitute for coverage plus audience impact. KGLO
with a 50% or better BMB penetration of 12 farm rich Iowa and Minnesota counties has
real coverage, and the Hooper Station Audience Index for Mason City shows that KGLO
never has less than 48.5% of the available listeners and hits a fat 70.4 peak.
That's sure-enough dominance to merit a place in your radio coverage plans. Get complete
details and availabilities from your Weed representative or write Walter J. Rothschild,
National Sales Manager, Lee Stations, Quincy, Illinois.

kglo
iK^sfAIIDNS

Represented By WEED & COMPANY
BROADCASTING
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MASON CITY. IOWA
1300 KC 5000 Watts • CBS Affiliate

KGLO-FM

101.1 MC ERP 16,000 Watts

QUINCY, ILLINOIS

WTAO
EM
930 KC 1000 Watts • CBS Affiliate W I Ml/"kTIVl 99.5 MC ERP 53,000 Watts
J
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A Look at BMB
(Continued from page 22)
dated by a tripartite organization
representing agencies and advertisers as well as broadcasters."
Mr. Gamble recalled that BMB
"was a first and logical step in this
direction, despite its faults." He
added that
disappointingly
number
of "a
stations
refrained large
from
subscribing to BMB's second
study,"
that that
he told
the
1949 and
NABrecalled
convention
the
biggest problem in BMB is the lack
of support among broadcasters. At
the convention he said broadcasters
not satisfied with BMB should get
in and try to improve it from the
"inside."
Since that time, he continued,
"considerable confidence has been
expressed by broadcasters that
their industry would rally to the
support of a comprehensive research program if a different type
of organization were set up to
carry it out — one in which broadcasters would have administrative
and financial control over the funds
their subscriptions provide.
Cites BAM
"The new BAM is designed to
give station subscribers just such
corporate control. We earnestly
hope it will succeed.
"Agencies and advertisers are to
be represented on BAM research
committees so as to validate the
methods, as was done with BMB.
They are mainly concerned with
validation — and of course with seeing that industrywide measurement is continued.
"Agencies will participate in the
operation of the radio and television research organization in
order to contribute (1) to research
integrity and (2) to the continuation of a needed service."
As trade association for national
advertisers, ANA feels "the greatest service any station can perform
for advertisers is to make the
figures on non-subscriber stations
available," according to Peter W.
Allport, of the ANA headquarters
staff.
While ANA would not give an
official viewpoint, it provided
Broadcasting with an advertisermember's
comments
and called
* * *

MR. NUNN
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them "about as close as we can
come to an answer." Name of the
member was not divulged. The
remarks follow:
"The current BMB study is not
perfect, nor will the next one be.
It does not give you a handy package by which to base all your decisions on one measurement, nor
does it take away from you
the responsibility of judgment. Of
course no other measurement does
either.
Circulation Data
"It does, however, provide you
with circulation figures on a station's audience. It does not give
you information on program audiences. But the circulation data is
a measurement that no program
audience data can provide.
"There is nothing else like it.
There is no other county-by-county
and city-by-city information. And
there is implication in the data
provided by this new study which
may be interesting to play with.
For, in the figures on composition
of total weekly audience there may
be a relationship between the total
weekly audience and those families
who say they listen six or seven
days a week which could provide
an audience loyalty factor that
could be useful for certain problems in timebuying.
"I seriously feel that BMB Study
No. 2, with the type of information
it has produced and with the potential of providing information on
listening to all stations in the
country, is going to give us the
best radio timebuying aid we have
ever had.
"It's an example of good industry cooperation to provide better
information and it certainly has
established understanding on the
part of the broadcasting industry
that there is much to be gained by
cooperating with its customers in
validating its product. If that
alone were the only thing to come
out of BMB it would be worth the
money
spent."
BBDO's
Frank Silvernail says
the use timebuyers will make of
BMB data "will depend entirely
on the particular advertiser, his
distribution and his objective. No
experienced timebuyer sets up general overall inflexible standards to
be used under all conditions and
How can stations make the BMB
clients."
information easy for BBDO to use?
Mr. Silvernail suggests they provide the material in table form
used as released by BMB. "Then
whether a client wants to consider
only 40% response in a 6 or 7
times county or go all the way
down to 10 % in a 1 or 2 times
county," he said, "the agency will
be able to abstract just the data
pertinent to the problem in hand.
Will Make Our Maps
"As for maps, we will probably
make our own, to fit special conditions. Perhaps the most complete
map for a station to make would
show the three breakdown levels of
percentages in each county, for
our greater ease, in making our
ownOn maps."
the other

hand, Standard

Oil's Wesley I. Nunn believes it
would be "highly worthwhile for
radio stations to prepare supplemental maps showing various levels of listening — in addition to the
over-all maps furnished by BMB."
He continued: "While we have
not had sufficient time to thoroughly analyze and digest the material
that has just been received, we are
most anxious, in the days of keen
competition between stations, to get
the qualitative or depth of listening, as well as the quantitative
coverage of the stations.
"Since our operations are all on
a county level, the station maps
might be prepared so as to show
the six sets of figures — three for
days and three for nights — for
each county with legend to supMr. Nunn described his comments as "a very quick suggestion
and as we get more into the BMB
data this suggestion might not be
as feasible as it now appears."
port."
As
an extensive buyer of radio
time, Vern Carrier, assistant manager of the marketing department,
Esso Standard Oil Co., New York,
does not believe that a standard
cutoff figure should be set in measuring usable coverage from the
new BMB reports.
"In the past, we have been using
a 25% ever,cutoff
said. "Hownow thatpoint,"
BMB hereports
show
listening figures for various frequencies (one or two days or nights
per week, three to five days or
nights per week, and six or seven
days or nights per week), the picture changes considerably.
"With these figures available, it
is quite possible that we would
want to consider both 25% and
50% coverage, and in some cases
use no cutoff point at all and look
at the total station audience in
the three frequency brackets.
Should Be Flexible
"In my opinion the situation
should be kept flexible enough, so
that a station is in a ■ position to
provide BMB figures in any form
requested by the advertiser or
E. G. Eisenmenger, chief timeagency."Leo Burnett Co., was enbuyer,
thusiastic about the improvement
in
the
new
study. His statement
follows:
The arbitrary 50% cutoff point in
measuring the usable coverage of a
station as applied to the initial BMB
study was primarily an expediency;
the margin of error introduced was
an advantage to some stations, and a
very definite disadvantage to others.
However, the new study provides
much more usable and definite information. The establishment of a
standard cutoff level would nullify,
to a great extent, the refinements of
the 1949 study.
It would seem that the use of the
"Average Daily Audience" figure (as
explained on the first sheet of the station tration
reports)withinforeacheachcounty
station's
abovepenethe
10% level would do much to utilize
more effectively the improvements in
this report; it would serve to remove
most of the inconsistencies in arbitrarily "cutting-off" at the former
50% level. Thus a station's ability

DISCUSSING the news program sponsored three nights weekly on WOR
New York by Kidder, Peabody & Co.,
investment firm, are (I to r): Lyle Van,
WOR newscaster; George A. Erickson,
vice president of Doremus & Co.,
firm's agency, and Edwin S. Webster
Jr., senior partner of Kidder, Peabody.
to deliver a certain number of impacts could readily be approximated,
and its effectiveness against or in
combination with other media be
more accurately evaluated.
The further application of this
method would provide the means
whereby the "intensity of penetration" of the audience in each county
could readily be determined with
some margin of error and the cost of
this penetration calculated. Thus it
could be determined where sufficient
consumer pressure was applied or
where it was weak, and to what deThis is but one application of the
improvements in the new BMB study;
there are others which could well be
utilized.
report,"
gree.that ofAnthe"area
to
initial
study, similar
would
provide us with means whereby the
improvements in the No. 2 study
could be compounded into the most
valuable instrument available for exploiting radio to its fullest potential.
C. Burt Oliver, of the Houston
branch of Foote, Cone & Belding
and recently general manager of
the Hollywood branch, is familiar
with the new BMB reports since
he is an agency member of the
BMB board. "I have always felt
that the broadcasting industry
must provide
some data
form and
of standardized coverage
that
BMB was the best answer we had
Mr. Oliver said his conception
of
to BMB
date." "has always been that it is
a dynamic, evolutionary organization, each report being better and
more useful than the one before.
It is my sincere hope that the
broadcasting industry will find
some way to continue this type of

Analagous to ABC
operation."
Reflecting an advertiser view- |
point, E. A. Clasen, advertising
manager of Pillsbury Mills Inc.,
Minneapolis, considers BMB data
comparable to Audit Bureau of
Circulation data "only in a remote
sense." However, he points out
that other qualities of BMB data
offset the lack of exact comparability and these make it possible to
use the BMB figures in a manner
analagous to ABC.

Mr. Clasen
puts it this
"We
believe
that listening
to away,
program
(Continued on page 28)
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A Look

at BMB

(Continued from page 26)
is most likely to follow the pattern
of listening to a station, and while
the BMB data does not measure
listening to a program, it provides
a good relative measure of the
probable program impact by counties.
"The data is most useful in obtaining a probability picture of
the relative impact of a certain
program by geographic areas. We
can then compare networks, or
parts of networks, or individual
stations, to estimate the relative
geographical impact of a program
before it is put on the air.
"As a fairly large user of network and local l-adio, we feel that
the BMB data is valuable to us
and we use it consistently in measuring our advertising intensity, although, in so doing, we recognize
the limitations of the data."
Melvin Brorby, vice president of
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago agency, thinks in two ways
when he ponders the subject of
BMB — as an agency operator and
as an agency member of the BMB
board. He voiced regret that the
report was delayed in issuance and
that it could not be published in
the form of a one-volume area report similar to the 1946 study.
In any case, he says the BMB information "is just absolutely essential to agencies and advertisers
to permit them to make proper use
of radio." Obviously this is the
case as television starts to make a
strong impact, he noted.
"It seems just as obvious to me
to comment that the BMB organization in some form or another
needs to be kept alive," he said.
"Otherwise the whole radio industry will move backwards, and
money will undoubtedly flow from
radio to other media.
1949

COUNTY CITY
FULTON
CANTON
MARSHALL
MASON
PEORIA
PEORIA
STARK
TAZEWELL
PEKIN
WOODFORD
BUREAU
HENDERSON
HENRY
KEWANEE
KNOX
LOGAN
McDONOUGH
SCHUYLER
STATION TOTAL

STATION AUDIENCES'
DAYTIME
Radio Homes
%
Homes
14960
101 40
67
(4380)
(3020)
(69)
4150
53
2210
4770
3010
44410
50950
(89)
63
(36820)
(32940)
1860
2720
6887
18780
16850
8949
(90)
(6050)
(6750)
2750
5570
1200
10
11810
11
2580
280
1350
12870
1610
(1150)
12
(6010)
(19)
16780
15
2710
1080
9040
18
9160
1450
3480
650
89,950

NIGHTTIME
Homes
8060
(2960)
1500
2170
46450
(34100)
.1390
16690
(6230)
1910

%
5345
(68)
36
91
(93)
51
88
(92)
34

78,170

Daytime 1946—70,480.
Daytime 1949—89,950 ... UP 27.6%l
Nishttime 1946—60,800
Nighttime 1949—78,170 . . UP 28.6%!
PEORIA
CBS Affiliate • 5000 Wattt
Free & Peter*, Inc., Nat'l. Reps.
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"Until we can study the data and
work out our own interpretations
of the BMB reports, we could not
suggest
generally
'most useful'
way for astations
to present
their
BMB information.
"In the meantime, what we
would like is the BMB data on
nonsubscriber stations!"
Ann Smith, speaking for Ralph
H. Jones Co., Cincinnati and New
York, declares the BMB data
"come closer than anything else
available on a national basis to
providing, on a comparable basis,
the relative sizes of audiences of
radio stations. To that extent, the
BMB figures are roughly comparable to ABC figures for potential
audiences of magazines and newspapers. They show where readers
or listeners are located, and are a
measure of the size of the potential
"Of course," she continued, "one
cannot compare radio audiences
audience."
with audiences for printed advertising on the basis of potentials,
but only on the basis of actual
reading or listening. The potentials, representing ABC circulation
figures or BMB audience figures,
are usable only as a base against
which ad readership figures and
program rating figures are applied
to obtain some indication of the
number of readers of an advertisement or of the number of listeners to a program.
Areas Under 25%
"We believe that in areas where
less than 25% of the families listen
to a station once a week or more
often, the chances of getting listening to a specific program on
that station are usually remote.
"For this reason, and to be conservative, we are inclined in most
of our uses of BMB figures to eliminate from consideration those
counties and areas for a particular
station, where the BMB figures
are under 25%. In other words,
our uses of BMB audience figures
are usually ' based upon audiences
in counties where 25% or more of
the families report listening to the
station once a week or more often."
As radio and television director
of Van Sant, Douglas & Co., Baltimore, Robert V. Walsh said the
agency has been "very pleased with
the BMB
reportmore
as pleased
issued" ifbutit
would
be much
"had some sort of assurance" that
another report will follow as rapidly as this one becomes outdated.
"Certainly radio needs to fight
with all the weapons at its command now that television is so

"As to the specific increased usefulness of this present report over
1946, it is a little early to give
complete reactions based on experience. have
I
asked our media,
radio and research departments for
their reactions, and I find them
very favorable and very much
pleased that the audience measurement has been carried farther than
once-a-week listening. The absence
of the area book does make it more
difficult to use the figures, but that
does not affect the fundamental
need for the figures.
"I am sure you will find this experience a common denominator
with all agencies."
strongly
he said.
50% Good Cutoff Point
be
tragic here,"
for radio
not to"Itusewould
the
George Kern, radio timebuyer of strong weapon of research."
Mr. Walsh took the BMB report
Benton & Bowles, New York, has
found, on the basis of preliminary
and separated the "good" from the
"bad." On the good side he listed:
studies, "that for rule-of-thumb
the 50% level is a good cutoff
a. The job has been very well done.
This report is much more significant
point for once-a-week listening.
now that it has breakdowns of night
However, we expect to refine this
days per week, listenby considering a range of 3 to 7 and ingdaytime,
figures. It is possible to analyze
times-per-week listening.
the comparative stature and weight
of impact of the station with a good
"We will also, for certain studies
degree of accuracy.
of specific market and station comb. The maps provided for the various
parisons, use the circulation fig(Continued on page 73)
ures.
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WTAD-FM

QUINCY,

NEW

BMB

FOR

ILLINOIS

COVERAGE
NEW

HOOPER

FOR

AUDIENCE

Covering not only Quincy, HI.,
Hannibal, MO., aS We!! (as shown by
Homes
TIME
Using
A
Sets WTAD
Mon. thru Fri.
24.9 56.4
8:00 A.M.— 12:00 Noon
16.1
Mon. thru Fri.
23.3
46.3
21.6
12:00 Noon— 6:00 P.M.
Sun. thru Sat.
6:00 P.M.— 10:30 P.M.
Sunday Afternoon
12:00 Noon— 6:00 P.M.

34.1

65.7

10.8

22.1

37.0

22.1

IMPACT

but Keokuk, Iowa, and
Hooper Survey, Dec. 1949-Jan. 1950)
B
C
D
E
F G
7.3
1.5
2.3

7.2

0.8
1.2
2.2
7.0

0.8
26.8

3.6

6.5

5.9

6.1
6.8

0.8

1.2

1.2
0.4
1.7
7.4

21.7

Total Audience — Day 88,210
Night 68,660
IN

ONE

OF

THE

RICHEST

AREAS

IN

THE

U. S. A.

Any way you look at it, there's no substitute for coverage plus audience impact.
WTAD with a 50% or better BMB penetration of 13 farm rich Illinois and Missouri
counties has real coverage, and the Hooper Station Audience Index for Quincy, Keokuk
and Hannibal shows that WTAD never has less than 37.0% of the available listeners
and hits a fat 65.7 peak.
That's sure-enough dominance to merit a place in your radio coverage plans. Get
complete details and availabilities from your Weed representative or write Walter J.
Rothschild, National Sales Manager, Lee Stations, Quincy, Illinois.

imp
STATIONS

Represented By WEED & COMPANY
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QUINCY, ILLINOIS

\A/T A T\ CM
930 KC 1000 Watts • CBS Affiliate W I MU-TIVI

99.5 MC ERP 53.000 Watts

^ MASON CITY. IOWA
. —
.
kgl W 1300 KC 5000 Watts • CBS Affiliate K\jLU-rM 101.1 MC ERP 16,000 Watts

— New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • Atlanta • Hollywood • San Francisco
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Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

CHICAGO

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

EAST,

SOUTHEAST
Boston-Springfield

NBC

WGR

Buffalo

CBS

WMCA

New

IND.

KYW

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

WBZ-WBZA

KDKA

York

NBC
NBC

50,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
50,000

CBS

WFBL
Syracuse

5,000
CBS
NBC

WCSC

Charleston, S. C.

WIS

Columbia,

WGH
WPTF

Norfolk
Raleigh

ABC
NBC

WDBJ

Roanoke

CBS

S. C.

5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000

MIDWEST,

SOUTHWEST

WHO

Des Moines

WOC

Davenport

WDSM

Duluth-Superior
Fargo

WDAY

NBC
NBC
ABC

50,000
5,000

NBC

WOWO

Fort Wayne

ABC

WISH

ABC

KMBC-KFRM

Indianapolis
Kansas City

WAVE

Louisville

NBC

5,000
5,000*
5,000

ABC

5,000

CBS

5,000
50,000

WTCN
KFAB

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha

WMBD

Peoria

KSD

St. Louis

CBS

CBS
NBC

5,000
10,000

5,000
5,000

KFDM

Beaumont

ABC
NBC

KRIS

Corpus Christi

WBAP

Ft. Worth-Dallas

KXYZ

Houston

KTSA

San Antonio

NBC-ABC
ABC
CBS

5,000
1,000
50,000
5,000
5,000

MOUNTAIN

AND

WEST

KOB

Albuquerque

NBC

KDSH

Boise

CBS

KVOD

Denver

ABC

5,000

KGMB-KHBC

Honolulu-Hilo

CBS

5,000

KEX

Portland, Ore.

KIRO

5,000
50,000

Seattle

ABC
CBS

50,000

50,000
CP

BMB Study Better
(Continued from page 2h)
more than one use for the report,
figures above are the percent of
the total sample which will use
BMB in each of the given ways.
In 68.6% of the replies station
managers said they would use the
report for selling time locally
while 47.3% will also be guided by
it in audience promotion.
In addition to supplementing
present coverage data which the
station may have, some of the
other uses to which the BMB report will be put include: Comparison with newspaper; guide to future expansion; engineering study;
basis for requesting additional
facilities.

WJEJ
AM and FM
TOPS
Hagerstown Trade Area
Improving with Age
After 18 Years
WJEJ
Enjoys Highest Rating
In Its History
See
BMB Study #2
Compare with
BMB #1

Do you feel that BMB or a similar service should be continued?
Yes (96.3%) No (3.7%)
If yes, what structure do you
think it should have?
Same as at present (27.9%)
With financial support from
agencies and advertisers (39.6%)
Be operated by a privately owned
research firm (13%)
On an entirely new format
(19.5%)

Serving Even a Larger
Area With
WJEJ-FM
FROM A 2310-FT. ELEVATION
WJEJ
AM and FM
HAGERSTOWN,

If no, do you feel it is
Too costly? (66.7%)
Fails to provide effective sales
material? (33.3%)
Although subscribing station
managers were in accord on continuing BMB or a similar service,

MD.

Represented Nationally by
THE FRIEDENBERG AGENCY

The

NEW

shows
has

BMB

WIOD

the

/

the structure which this organization should take is not nearly as
well defined. In 39.6% of the
cases, however, the managers who
answered this part of the questionnaire indicated financial support
should come from agencies and
advertisers. A number of them

service, approximately 8% also
marked this section of the question
regarding cost, while about 3%
said BMB had failed to provide
effective sales material.
Should BMB issue program ratings as well as coverage reports?
Yes (39.4%) No (60.6%)

tempered this answer with a "partial" and a corporate structure,
with stations, agencies and advertisers participating advanced in a
number of cases. A structure
similar to BMI also was advanced,
with 3.7% of all who replied indicating this structure by name.
In addition to the BMI type setup, some of the other comments on
"structure" ran as follows:
"Part of NAB, with separate financ-

On this issue over 92% of the respondents expressed an opinion
with the majority, 60.6%, voting
against such a move. An additional 5.7%. who did not give a definite answer said it would depend
on such factors as cost, frequency
and size of sample.
Of the 39.4% who voted for BMB
to issue program ratings, .74.1%
outlined their reasons for favoring
such a move. Standardization of
program ratings was the chief reason given. A number of station
managers also said they felt it
would help by giving information
on areas not presently covered by
rating services. The need for a
general program rating service
was advanced by a number of managers along this line: "Coverage no
good unless you know when they
are listening and what they are

"Owned or controlled by NAB with
minority stock held by AAAA and
national
"Privateadvertisers."
firm with NAB and station,
agency, advertiser advice and guiding."
"Set up stock p-lan under supervi"Would
like to see BMB divorced
sion of NAB."
from
NAB. However, NAB should be
ance."
one of the agencies having membership such as
etc." through
"Owned
by AAAA's
broadcasters
stock ownership with service being
sold to all subscribers similar to
Hooper, Nielsen, etc., but with broadcasters financial
owning corporation."
"Believe
support should
be "Afromcorporation
all users ofshould
the service."
be set up,
owned by stations, agencies and ad"All parties who benefit should
vertisers."
participate
. . ." is properly
". . . feel in
thatcost.
financing
that of the stations and not the
agencies and advertisers. . . ."
"Industry owned and operated."
"Believe broadcasting industry
should take over operation and expenses. .. . agencies and advertisers
represented on board of directors in
minority.
. . ." financing is sound
"Tripartite
"Some
plan must be devised so that
idea.
. . ."
all stations will be included. It
should . . . include participation by
agencies and manufacturers."
Remarks on Methods Used

in

Its

History!

For detailed information, call our Rep. . .
George P. Hollingbery Co.

Janes M. LeGate, General Manager
5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC
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listening to."
Opposition Gives Reasons
Those station executives who
opposed such a move, 60.6%, expressed a reason in 70% of the
cases. Of these about 20% said
the length of time necessary to
tabulate and report the findings
would make them outdated before
issuance. A slightly lesser number
felt the present services to be adequate or said the cost of such a
service under a BMB type set up
probably would be prohibitive.
The size of the sample was felt by
a few broadcasters to be inadequate for program ratings. Several station managers expressed
their opposition in this manner.
"For the same reason magazines
sell on the strength of total circulation— not how many people actually
read each ad. . . ."
". . . let's get a good ABC of radio
established soundly and working

"No more than the ABC should issue
Approximately 14% of the refirst. . . ." study of newspaper readerspondents also included comments
continuing
on the BMB survey or its methods
on this question.
Do you find that agencies and
Of these a little over 22% commented on the frequency of the advertisers place more value on
BMB reports than on your usual
studies and the time taken to de- coverage
data?
liver them. The general trend of
Yes (80.5%) No (19.5%)
ship."
thinking by these station managers
indicated that the surveys should
Do you believe that the BMB rebe taken more often and delivered
port is getting you business that
faster since the radio picture
you would lose if you did not have
the reports?
changes so quickly at present.
Another 19.5% said they would like
Yes (56.6%) No (43.4%)
to have a greater breakdown of inFrom
the replies given to these
formation. The majority indicated
questions it may be seen that in
a desire for morning, afternoon
opinion of BMB subscribing
and evening information for each the
day of the week. The sample size, station executives the reports are
valuable in the national field. Alcost to stations and method of surthough this is conjecture on the
vey also was commented on by
part of station officials, it may be
station managers on this question.
seen that 56.6% of them feel they
With 3.7% of the total sample
have received additional business
indicating they did not feel BMB
through BMB and 80.5% say they
should be continued, two-thirds
believe more value is placed on
said they felt it too costly, with the BMB than other station coverage
remaining indicating that it fails data. For the feeling of agency
to provide effective sales material.
executives on this question, see
Of the 96.3% who voted for constory page 22.
tinuation of BMB or a similar
BROADCASTING
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IN

PES

MOINES

REMARKABLE

CHANGES

PLACE

KSO

is the only network

IN

HOOPER

station in Des Moines

share of the audience — January-February
period in 1949. All other network

ARE

TAKING
RATINGS!

to show an increase in Hooper

1950, as compared

with the same

stations suffered a loss.

Percentage

Gain

or

Loss

STATION

B

—

STATION

C

—14.7%

STATION

D

—17.6%

KSO

6.9%

+25.6%

*Based on Jan.-Feb. 1950 Hooper Index T.R.P. as compared same period in 1949.

PERCENTAGE

STATION

B

—

KSO

KSO

KSO

6.9%

+25.6%

gains

GAIN

STATION

C

KSO

32.5%

KSO

gains

OVER

ALL

STATIONS

—14.7%

STATION

+25.6%

KSO

40.3%

KSO

D

—17.6%
+25.6%

gains

43.2'

*Based on Jan.-Feb. 1950 Hooper Index T.R.P. as compared same period in 1949.
This remarkable
overwhelming

change

is a definite indication

for

K. H. MURPHY,

KSO

BROADCASTING

watts

•

the

trend is to KSO.

CBS

5000

that in Des Moines

1460

Central

President

S. H. McGOVERN,
kilocycles

Iowa

Gen.

headleyreed,

Telecasting

Mgr.
Nat. ReP.
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NEW

BMB

Engineering

FORMULA

By E. J. (Mike) HUBER
General Manager
KTRI Sioux City, Iowa
FOR YEARS the radio industry
has been groping for a "radio
ABC." No one will deny that we
need an acceptable unit of measurement. But, what does the industry want to measure? Coverage
(circulation) or audience (readership)? BMB as it exists today
does not seem to be the answer. If
it were, the curtain would not be
coming down on the present setup;
there would be greater acceptance
for it; there would be less mixed
reaction. So, where do we go from
here?
Before we answer that question
let's analyze the BMB formula as
used in Study No. 1 and Study No.
2. It is a report of listening habits based upon a return of postcards mailed to every county in the
United States. . . .
Industry Reaction
What is the reaction of the industry towards recall surveys? In
the early days of radio that was
the unit of measurement used —
the old CAB reports. A number of
years ago advertisers and agencies
both decided that the recall method
of measurement was not sound,
feeling that a coincidental survey
would be much better and, as a
result, CAB was put in moth balls.

A formula must be found that
will not invite a lot of "ifs" and
"ands." During my 28 years in
advertising and radio I have
looked and listened to thousands
of media presentations of every
type and description. All, without
exception, were based upon CIRCULATION according to ABC
audit statements; not a word as
to the number of subscribers who
READ the advertisements.

Why then do we continue to spend
thousands of dollars to reverse
that decision? . . . People tune to
programs, not stations
It was felt that by getting away
from the once a week listening
that Study No. 2 would be the
answer. I believe that we will
run into the same difficulty that
we did with Study No. 1. What
does six or seven times a week
listening mean? Does it mean that
these listeners tune to that station for every program throughout
the day or night, or to just one
favorite program that is on each
day? . . .
A New Formula Needed
So, I repeat, where do we go
from here? My own opinion is
that we must get away from the
"audience measurement" formula.
We already have that in Hooper,
Conlan and Nielsen, but not on a
nationwide scale. Why not have
a unit of measurement that
changes every time a program
shifts either from one station to
another or from one network to
another? A measurement that
changes with every new station in
a market, with every power and
frequency change. Is it any wonder that timebuyers can't keep up
with the so-called "coverage"?
Space buyers
don't gointhrough
this
constant
confusion
evaluating
other media . . . why radio?

Suggests Plan
Giving all these facts unbiased
thinking gives me but one answer
for a "measurement" formula that
is sound, factual, and standard . . .
physical coverage as established by
engineering standards. Offhand
I'd say that this could well be the
0.5mv contour. This feature is a
common denominator for all stations; timebuyers wouldn't have
to take a station's word for it if
there was any question — the data
is
on hand
in Washington.
rates
are based
on this data, Radio's
so why
shouldn't the advertiser buy radio
on that basis. Let's take a "for instance." A station has 200,000 radio families in its 0.5mv area; it
is up to that station to program
to invite as many of those 200,000
as possible to tune to that station.
No matter how programs shifted
from station to station; from network to network; how many new

Basis

Needed-Huber

stations came into the picture, that
station would still have its ootenratings, or
station
popularity
tial of gram
200,000
radio
families
!* Prodoes not, and will not, change the
number of radio homes in a 0.5mv
area.
So, why not solve this radio
measurement dilemma based on a
formula used by other media.
Make it an engineering project,
add engineering personnel to our
research staffs. Use Hooper, Nielsen, Conlan or any other program
rating, or program popularity
service for the purpose for which
they were established — to improve
programming and increase listenership for stations and networks.
I am convinced that approached
from this angle radio will come up
with a measurement plan that will
be sound and acceptable to all.
Defense

Radio Feature

SAMPLE SCRIPT, of new monthly
radio feature, to be inaugurated by
the Defense Dept., has been prepared by the
radioTV branch
for department's
immediate mailing
to women program directors and
broadcasters, Charles Dillon, branch
chief, has announced. Titled Defense News for Women, the newsfeature series has NAB endorsement, Mr. Dillon added.

5000
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COSTS

Dollar for dollar, listener for listener, DAY

IHERE

IS

AND NIGHT, there's no substitute for WOAI
in the Southwest. Based on the new BMB and
one-time rates for a WOAI chainbreak, every
dollar you spend buys 11,516 listening families
daytime; 10,732 listening families nighttime.
This means:

no

SUBSTITUTE
316,700 families listen to WOAI

regularly daytime*

590,250 families listen to WOAI

regularly at night*

In the fast-growing WOAI market 740,700 families listen to WOAI at night every week; 395,350 families during the days. To sell the Southwest better, buy WOAI. The January-February
Hooper shows WOAI has 83.3% more metropolitan audience in total rated periods than the
second station in San Antonio. For a better buy
. . . it's WOAI.

FOR

Call your Petry man.

" Three or more times per week

in
THE

SOUTHWEST
BG
QN
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Represented Nationally By
Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • ST. LOUIS
DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • DETROIT • ATLANTA
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WRVA

919 i Because

of elastic budgets, WRVA

is prepared to meet them with

four result-producing participating programs. WRVA believes the small advertiser should
have more than radio as a good medium . . . more than WRVA as a good
radio station . . . and more than an announcement availability.
WRVA

takes another great step! For little more than the cost of an announcement

WRVA offers participation in well-established, well-promoted, and well-merchandised
programs ... a/7 the benefits of top-notch programming and personalities ... at a
fraction of the normal cost. One
019

DOMINION

BARN

9ANC6

of these great shows is a "natural" for you:
CHUNG

Monday thru Friday, 9:00-10:00
am. and 3:30-4:30 pm. Designed
for high Hoopers and general
listening.
* CBS network
commercialFeatures
stars onalocalbasis.

C0l£

TtMi

Monday thru Saturday, 5:006:00 am. Designed especially
for rural audience and features
fabulous Grady Cole. (Combination purchase with WBT, Charlotte, N. C.)

The WRVA

"extra step" is all-important

COONS

Saturdays, 10:00-10:30 am. Audience participation
showbroadcast
from WRVAquizTheatre
(average audience of 800). Radio
show is part of two-hour entertainment. Product displays; samples
distributed; with retail grocer merchandising plan; actual product
demonstrations. Buy it weekly, biweekly, or once a month.

*(Brock Bar Ranch, CBS, Saturdays 7:00-7:30 pm.).
GRADY

All

particularly to those advertisers new to radio!

50,000

WATTS

RICHMOND

and NORFOLK,

REPRESENTED

BY

RADIO

VA.
SALES

£ditotiaL

NARBA

Now

or Never

AT THIS moment there's no deal with Cuba
on AM broadcast allocations. The on-againoff -again negotiations looking toward amicable
settlement of assignments appear to be definitely off, now that the American delegation
has returned from Havana empty-handed after
eight vexatious weeks.
What will happen is anybody's guess. Cuba
had tacitly accepted our plan for equitable
allocations which would have resulted in minimum interference. Then for reasons hard to
fathom, it submitted an outlandish counterproposal.
Cuba now knows that the U. S. will accept
nothing less than the Feb. 22 proposal. It
knows that nothing short of an agreement subject to Senate ratification will be acceptable.
It knows that the consequences of an "ether
war" would be disastrous to it as well as to
many stations in our Southern area. And it
knows it would undermine American good-will.
The U. S. delegation, headed by FCC Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde, was conciliatory and
acted in good faith. Anyone less patient would
have pulled up stakes much earlier. Comr.
Hyde exhausted every possible approach to
agreement.
This latest episode shows the futility of attempting to work out bilateral agreements.
The Montreal-postponed NARBA sessions are
scheduled to resume — perhaps in Washington
by Aug. 1. We hope Cuba will hold the line
and adhere to the intent of the last NARBA
until that conference is held. If the upcoming
sessions fail, there would be little purpose in
holding any future inter-American broadcasting sessions.
In Transit

or Insolvent?

WHAT IS THE fate of FM, radio's erstwhile
Wonder Boy? Is it a sleeping giant or a
pigmy headed for extinction?
The question isn't pitched that way for the
April 17 FM session at the NAB convention
in Chicago. Yet thei'e's no doubt what's in
the minds of those who have poured dollars
and zeal and inspiration into the medium hoping
that one day it will get rolling.
Licenses and construction permits are being
turned in — the latest by the Milwaukee Journal
stations, whose head, Walter J. Damm, was
one of the early FM enthusiasts. His reasons,
as given to the FCC, are economic — FM hasn't
developed the circulation expected. He concludes the public doesn't want it.
It's the same old story. An art or an industry
cannot be artificially stimulated. The air
lines provide the finest and swiftest means of
transportation ever devised. Yet they do
not make money in ratio to investment. FM is
a superior
service. To say it hasn't
made
money, aural
is understatement.
When it became evident that, in most areas,
conventional FM, horizontally competitive with
AM, wasn't making expected strides, wiser
broadcasting heads turned to specialized uses.
There were born Transit Radio, in-store broadcasting, and other special services. The byproduct tails were wagging the FM dogs.
Then came the wrecking crews. Medium
maligned medium. The devastating catch
phrase "captive audience" was resurrected,
particularly as to transit radio, despite the
fact that in virtually eve^-y poll 90% of the
transit public liked it. The FCC, never one to
Page 38
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shy away from controversy, moved in on the
act — even before it got the invitation — and its
judgment now is awaited as to whether transit
radio and these other adaptations are in fact
radiobroadcasting or something else — like
mobile or point-to-point.
Transit Radio Inc. is tending to its knitting.
It is tapping new sources of revenue — notably
in the retail field where AM has never done
better than 10% of the national volumes.
Hence it is opening new dollar vistas. This
process could help all of the radio media.
Transit radio obliquely is attacked as a
monopoly since most of the street car and bus
transports are singly-owned. That argument
falls flat since contracts run for a stipulated
number of years and the transit company
becomes a free agent upon expiration.
We feel that, left to themselves, the specialized FM services can provide a solid financial
base upon which this mode of broadcasting
can develop — perhaps not spectacularly, but
soundly. Service is not restricted to the
transient or riding public. The in-home public
seems to listen and like it too. These services
can save FM lives and the FM medium.
The danger reposes in Government. - The
FCC, albeit with a wholly different membership, in the last decade did all but throttle FM
by loving it to death. It planned its economy
by assigning so many facilities to so many
markets. It seriously maimed many AM facilities by tossing its engineering standards overboard through indiscriminate licensing with
resultant degraded service. It was in a mood
to do the same in TV, using its "planned
economy" technique, but found the medium so
volatile that it couldn't be stopped, even with
such an artificial road-block as the "freeze."
The "captive radio" epithet will be overcome. It must, because all advertising is
designed to "capture."
The FCC, under the Communications Act, is
duty-bound to provide for the larger and more
effective use of radio. If it should essay to
restrict the uses of FM for specialized services,
such as transit radio, it would not be promoting
wider use of that now a-begging spectrum. It
would be throwing an anchor to a drowning
man.

Branded

by Radio

IN AN IMPROMPTU song-fest following one
of those Vodka-drenched banquets that were
popular back in the days when Washington
and Moscow were on speaking terms, a young
American officer found himself in sudden limelight. The Russians, who had entertained with
fervid singing of their native music, asked him
to present an American folk song.
Responding amiably, he sang the first tune
that came to mind. It was the Pepsi-Cola
jingle.
Our point in repeating this war-time anecdote is not political. Rather it is recalled as
an illustration of the persuasiveness of radio
in making an almost generic term out of a
product's name and advertising slogan.
This week in New York the fifth annual
conference of the Brand Names Foundation
will be held. Chances are that if someone unexpectedly were called upon at that circumspect gathering to sing a folk song, he would
sing the hymn to Pepsi-Cola, or some other
radio-advertised product.
The part that radio has played (and that
television is beginning to play) in making
household words of brand names is incalculable. There isn't any better medium than
radio for making the public name conscious.
For brand names, radio, like Pepsi-Cola, hits
the spot.

JOSEPH MAYNARD

GILLIAM

ABOUT the time Guglielmo Marconi was
/^getting around to doing something about
the wireless gleam he had in his eye another person destined to make his mark in the
radio field was growing up on a Virginia plantation. Today the name of Joseph Maynard
(Pop) Gilliam is illustrative of successful
station ownership that goes back to the early
casting.
'20s — the pioneer era of commercial broadAs president and general manager of KPBX
Beaumont, Tex., "Pop" Gilliam today looks
back to his plantation life and attributes to his
father's training and common sense philosophy
the success he has attained. The elder Gilliam,
also owner of a small mill and a country store,
implanted
hard work. in his son a firm belief in work —
Born May 11, 1883, young Gilliam at the age
of 16 decided to leave the plantation in the Sussex County community of Yale to go to Richmond. His first job was as a bundle wrapper
in a dry goods store at a salary of $3 per week.
He was soon promoted to helper in the white
goods department with an increase to $5 per
week, and was allowed to wait on customers.
Next promotion was to assistant to the head
salesman in the carpet, matting and linoleum
department. There his salary was $7.50 per
week.
During this period, Mr. Gilliam's father kept
insisting that he go back to school. He finally
agreed to go to a preparatory school. Until
that time his schooling had been in a one-room
country school house which his father built and
gave to the county. The elder Gilliam wanted
his son eventually to study law but Joseph
Gilliam decided otherwise and left the school
to get a job as a book agent on a commission
basis of 20%. He made over $100 the first
month.
His school days were not ended, however.
He decided to take a business course, but kept
on selling books and went to school at night.
It wasn't very long before he was made manSouthwest Publishing Co.'s branch
office ageratof the
Richmond.
In 1910, the president of the Southwest Publishing Co. at Nashville, Tenn., died. Young
Gilliam received a wire to come to Nashville
and was made vice president at a salary of
$2,000 per year. Two years later he sold his
stock and went into the wholesale jewelry
business with headquarters in Nashville. In
City.
1919 he moved his headquarters to New York
It was in New York that he became acquainted with one of the vice presidents of the
(Continued on page UO)
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For 25 years the number
the 20-county Madison area.

one station serving Madison and

Number one in listeners — morning, afternoon and night —
according to Hooper, Conlan and BMB.
Number one in coverage of the Madison
to BMB and other surveys.

Badger

Broadcasting

area, according

Company

RADIO PARK
MADISON, WISCONSIN
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT ON 1310
45,000 Watts FM on 101.5
Affiliated with NBC
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Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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Respects
(Continued from page 38)
AT&T Co., who also was manager
of WEAF, later sold to RCA. Mr.
and Mrs. Gilliam were invited to
visit the WEAF studio and that's
where
Gilliam. the radio bug bit "Pop"
His first entry in the field was
in 1922 when he bought the old
KTAT Fort Worth. By 1926 he
had purchased three other stations
but each was a liability. Progress
was sure, but slow.
In 1928, he commenced to strike
pay dirt on his smallest station,
KGKO Wichita Falls, a 250 watter
built at a cost of $12,500, and later
moved to Fort Worth. Over $26,000
was netted the first year. Expanding his activities still more in 1929,
"Pop" Gilliam organized the Southwest Broadcasting Co. KOMA
Oklahoma City and two stations
in Texas were purchased by Mr.
Gilliam and his associates, giving

them a total of seven stations.
All of the stations but one were
making
"Pop"
liam gotatheprofit
idea when
he could
makeGil-a
fortune quicker drilling oil wells.
He sold out his interest, went to
East Texas and lost it all in about
six months.
Broadcasting again beckoned.
This time — in 1931 — he went to
Beaumont and in 1932 purchased
KFDM from the Magnolia Petroleum Co., a Standard Oil subsidiary. "Pop" Gilliam found himself with a station that was never
used commercially and discovered
that local advertisers did not believe in radio advertising. "I don't
know how we got by," he says, "but
it finally commenced to pay off. We
joined the NBC Blue Network in
1937, and in 1939 I sold the station
to the present owners."
For the next 10 years he was in
the building business and also dabbled in real estate, buying and
selling, also making investments.

Radio still figured strongly among
his varied activities and interests
and he did something more concrete
about it in the fall of 1949 when
he became associated with KPBX
in a reorganization move.
As president of KPBX, Mr. Gilliam has for his associates the following Beaumont businessmen:
S. L. Oakley, vice president; D. K.
Maxted, second vice president;
F. L. Beckenstein, secretary; W. L.
Hammond, treasurer; and L. E.
Stagg Sr., H. Waldo Graff, Gus A.
Becker, C. E. Snowden, Walker M.
Saussy and Eugene M. Zuckert,
directors.
Wife Also a Virginian
Mrs. Gilliam is the former Virginia Blackburn Anderson of
Lynchburg, Va. The Gilliams have
no children but have had the pleasure of educating 15 young men and
girls, two of them as foreign missionaries.
Practically all of his friends and
business associates have been call-

1

the

LARGEST

of Eastern

porti

ing him "Pop" for about 25 years.
He got that name at a station owners' meeting in Dallas
1926
when someone called on about
one of the
"Daddies" of commercial radio
to
say something. "From that time
it,"has
he been
says. 'Pop' and I really like
it
Pointing out the difficulties faced
in operating a radio station, Mr.
Gilliam refers to his days with
KFDM when he got the reputation
of
being
best "horse trader" in
Beau
montthe
. He
traded advertisin
for automobiles, real estate andg
everything else of value that he
could re-sell to get the money to
keep going. He still has most of
the real estate he traded for advertising and says it is now worth between $25,000 and $30,000.
That "Pop" Gilliam and his associates are putting KPBX over
is shown by a total of over $40,000
mmontsales
hs ofrepor
thisted
year.for the first two

As for television, he says his
organization already is preparing
an application for TV for presentation to the FCC.
Mr. Gilliam formerly belonged to
the Rotary Club, the Country Club
and many other leading clubs, but
of late years has devoted himself
to business and church activities.
A nature lover, "Pop" Gilliam
has 28 big oak trees in his yard,
variety of flowers, and homes fora
squirrels
birds. "They are my
hobby," heandsays.

Oklahoma's

$1,000,000,000 "buying income" market is covered
effectively by

anayement

m

manager
WKY
1EOi commercial
HOWARD,City,
former ofnational
Oklahoma
appointed
station
manager of KDMS El Dorado, Ark.
scheduled to go on air April 15.
RICHARD A. CLARK, sales
ger
of WRUN-AM-FM Utica, N. mana
Y., appointed manager of
stations in addition
to his ties.
prese
dunt eds
He succe
THOMAS E. MARTIN, resigned.

JACK M. DRAUGHON, president and
general manager of
WSIX Nashville, is
at Robertson
County Hospital,
Springfield, Tenn.,
Mr. Clark
on a tion
weight
diet. Hereducexto return to his office within
a few pects
days.

TULSA'SAVERY-KNODEL,
EXCLUSIVE RADIO
INC. CENTER
Radio Station Representatives
JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
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R. R. SEAL resigns as manager of
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. He formerly
was in radio production in Hollywood
ROLF S. NIELSEN, program director
and assistant manager, reportedly
named acting manager of station.
HOWARD E. GURNEY, manager of
WGVM Greenville, Miss., resigns due
to ill health. DAVID M. SEGAL,
owner of station, continues as active
general manager.
HAROLD KRELSTEIN, vice president
and general manager of WMPS Memand Betty Dwyer have announced
marriage.
their phis,

BROADCASTING
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A FULL
SPONSOR: MEREDITH
FALSTAFF BREWING CORPORATION
(ST. LOUIS, OMAHA, NEW
ORLEANS)
"THE
WILLSON
SHOW"

ON

15 MINUTES

A 10" DISC!

Three times as much program per disc is only one outstanding advantage of
the sensational Columbia LP Microgroove Transcriptions. Multiplied by 48
stations on a 3-per-week basis, it means substantial savings to the sponsor,
Falstaff Brewing Corporation (St. Louis, Omaha, New Orleans).
Columbia LP Transcriptions not only cost less per record, permit more
program time per record — they save on packing, shipping, and storing!
Let us supply the complete details. Call, phone or write.

lOftlL W

\

A Division of Columbia Records, 'Inc. ©D

£\lUe W'l^JL,
iot Angeles: 8723Chicago:
Alden Drive,
New York:Ave.,
799 Whitehall
Seventh Avenue,
-~=""*°~
WrigleyBradshaw
Building, 2-2759
410 North• Michigan
6000 Circle 5-7300
"Columbia," "Masterworks," Qf) and © Trade Marks Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Marcos Regislradas
509
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Ve/eccUltHp
WATKINS

TAMES GATENS, formerly commercial manager of Greenville (Miss.)
*^ Democrat-Times , appointed regional sales manager of WGVM Greenville,
Miss. EDWARD M. GUSS, formerly
account executive of WJPR Greenville, named local sales manager.
STEPHEN A. MACHCINSKI Jr., with
Adam Young Television Inc. since 1946,
appointed vice president of organization.
CHARLES F. KREITZER, sales manager of WKJF Pittsburgh, resigns to
take position with U. S. Chamber of
Commerce. CHARLES E. SCHMELZ,
previously with Pittsburgh Post Gazette, replaces Mr. Kreitzer. JOHN

1950

New WBBQ General Manager
APPOINTMENT of John W.
Watkins, formerly commercial
manager, as general manager of
WBBQ Augusta, Ga., has been announced by the Savannah Broadcasting Co., operator of WBBQ and
the Augusta Baseball Club. He
replaces George G. Weiss, who has
been granted an indefinite leave of
absence.
Mr. Watkins has been commercial manager of WBBQ since its
beginning in 1946. Previously he
was connected with WHAS and
WGRC Louisville, WCKY Cincinnati, WCSC Charleston, S. C,
WING Dayton, Ohio, and WGAC
Augusta. Mr. Weiss announced
plans to move to New York to continue his work in radio. He retains his title as president of
Savannah Broadcasting Co., and
his 37% stock interest in the com-

FLATTERY, formerly with WMCK
McKeesport, Pa., joins WKJF sales
staff.
ROBERT BEILOH, former account
executive of KCMC Texarkana, Tex.,
joins KTFS that city, as commercial
manager.
TED BOYNTON, formerly promotion manager at WGAR Cleveland,
moves to station's sales department.
KSMN Mason City, Iowa, appoints
WM. G. RAMBEAU Co. as national
representative.
WXGI Richmond, Va., becomes active
member
casters. of Virginia Assn. of Broad-

BROADCASTING -NAB

NAMED

GOLF

TOURNAMENT

um'II be held April 16 at the famous
TAM

O'SHANTER

COUNTRY

CLUB

View of Tarn O'Shanter, looking toward the club house.
Thanks to George May, NAB
famous TAM

golfers will have the opportunity to play on the world

O'SHANTER course, scene of the country's outstanding golf tournaments. The date is Sunday, April 16.

BROADCASTING-Telecasting will award silver cups to the low gross
and low net winners. The usual blind bogey handicaps will apply,
giving everyone an equal chance to win the trophies. Tee-off time
9:30 a.m. Free buses will leave the Stevens Hotel at 8 :45. Please
J '
•' '
George May

send in your reservation today.

Use the coupon below.

•
r
BROADCASTlNG
y-reZecasfiwc
ATTENTION:
GOLF COMMITTEE
870 National Press Bldg.
.
.
Washington 16, D. C.
Enter me in the Broadcasting-NAB

Golf Tournament

Name
Company
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Pull Out for Filing
pany, as well as 93% interest in
WPAL Charleston, S. C.
REPAIR

WORK

Cite Radio, Phonograph Need
NEED for millions of replacement
parts and new equipment and a
vast amount of work for the serviceman is indicated for home
radio sets and phonographs this
year, Inc.,
according
to Caldwell-Clements
New York,
publisher of
the monthly magazine, Radio &
Television Retailing.
In a listing of typical repair jobs
now needing attention, the publisher estimates that 30 million
tubes and 28 million capacitators
will be needed in radios. Figures
for other radio components include:
6 million volume controls, 6 million
speakers, 10 million batteries, 10
million dial lights and 5 million dia
drives. In addition, an estimated
2 million phonographs need repair,
it was reported.
Caldwell-Clements estimate that
6 million portable radios are currently in use and that 90% of them
will require new batteries. There is
also a $450 million potential in
converting 12-million home phonographs to three-speed operation, it
was stated. The estimates were
developed under the direction of
Dr. Orestes H. Caldwell, editorial
director of Caldwell-Clements Inc.

'FIGHT OF WEEK'
New Sports Network Feature
SPORTS Broadcast Network has
started a series of sports shows
called Fight of the Week to run
for a 52-week period on 32 stations
each Monday at 10 p.m., according
to Jack Rensel, network general
manager. More stations will be
added, he said.
The network also has disclosed a
new selling approach: National
spots are being sold between the
rounds of each fight. Program is
broadcast direct from ringside
through WPEN Philadelphia, key
station for SBN, in whatever city
the outstanding weekly boxing
events are held. First broadcast
was the Giosa-Montgomery contest
in Philadelphia on March 27.
World
WORLD

Contracts

Broadcasting System announces the signing of 15 new
stations for its transcribed library
April 16.
service. Stations include:
KMOD Modesto, Calif.; WTND
Orangeburg. S. C; KENM Portales,
N. M.; WJER Dover, Ohio; WDNE
Elkins, W. Va.; WTTS Bloomington,
Ind.; KQV Pittsburgh; KHQ Spokane,
Wash.; WABB Mobile, Ala.; WABG
Greenwood, Miss.; WEBC Duluth,
Minn.; WMFG Hibbing, Minn.; WHL.B
Virginia, Minn.; WEAU Eau Claire,
Wis.; WJMC Ricelake, Wis.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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THE

ARIZONA

STATION

An estimated 75% of the eyes, ears and pocketbooks of Arizona come
under the influence of

KPHO-TV
The only TV station in the state, KPHO-TV covers Phoenix like the Arizona sun ... is regularly received in Tucson to the south and Wickenberg to the north, and they are buying sets in both places. The type
of market covered? Arizona is the nation's 3rd fastest growing state
in retail sales, 4th in population.
The Edward Petry Company is happy to serve
KPHO-TV as its representative for national advertising .. . and to welcome KPHO-TV into
good television company like this:
WSB-TV

.......
Atlanta
owned by The Atlanta Journal
WBAL-TV
Baltimore
owned by Hearst Radio, Inc.
WNAC-TV
Boston
owned by General Tire Co.
KFI-TV
Los Angeles
owned by Earle C. Anthony, Inc.
WHAS-TV
owned by WHAS, Inc.
KSTP-TV

.

Louisville

.
Minneapolis-St. Paul
owned by KSTP, Inc.

WTAR-TV
owned by WTAR Radio Corp.

Norfolk

WOAI-TV
San Antonio
owned by Southland Industries, Inc.
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Urges

Color

Standards

RCA
UNVEILS
TRI- COLOR
fully practicable for home use, and
STRONG IMPETUS for FCC approval of color television was seen
at an economic price, it can be
last week as RCA publicly unveiled
used with the CBS system more
simply than with any other color
its long-awaited tri-color picture
tube and called for adoption of
television system," Mr. Stanton
said.
color standards based on quality
and compatibility.
"I do not know how close to comPerformance of the three-gun
mercial reality this new tube is,
single tube, one of two versions
but I hope that the public will not
demonstrated, was acclaimed by
have to wait until the tube is permost observers as superior to anyfected to enjoy color television.
thing RCA had previously shown
CBS has demonstrated, to the pubin its projection sets based on three
lic as well as to the experts, that
color tubes, and RCA experts said
it .has a color "television system
refinements will continue.
that works well now and inexpenBrig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
Sarnoff's Reply
board chairman, hailed the tube as
the point where "color television
A few hours later Gen. Sarnoff
issued his reply.
begins,"
and compared
its of
impact
sively."
on television
with that
the
"I have read Mr. Stanton's stateatomic bomb in the field of warment about the RCA color tube
fare.
which he has given to the press
Estimates Cost
today," he said. "While it is true
that CBS can, and probably will,
He estimated — making clear that
throw away its mechanical disk
it was an estimate — that color sets
and replace it with an RCA color
using the single tube might be built
tube, this would not overcome the
to sell for 20 to 25% more than
deficiencies inherent in the CBS
comparable black-and-white models,
LOOKING at RCA's new three-color picture tube are (I to r) Harold B. Law,
E. W. Herold and Russell Law, RCA Labs research scientists.
and quoted RCA engineers' estisystem.
"It would still not be compatible
mates that production might get
with black-and-white. It would
into swing in one to two years.
ing forward to the official demonexcept its non-compatible fieldstill have low instead of high defiThe demonstration, presented in sequential basis.
stration" in FCC's color proceedings on Thursday.
nition pictures. It would still
In New York, CBS President
Washington Wednesday for newsStanton issued a statement saying
men and followed by showings for
"We also are looking forward to have color breakup and flicker. The
an opportunity to use the tube with
the industry on Thursday, also he was "happy to learn that RCA's
only way I know how the CBS can
overcome these deficiencies is to
the CBS color television system,
touched off exchanges between Gen.
three-color single tube is sufficientSarnoff and President Frank Stanly far advanced to have been dembecause when the single-tube is de- use the RCA all-electronic, fully
(Continued on Telecasting H)
veloped to the point where it is
ton of CBS, sponsor of the rival
onstrated," and that "we are lookfield-sequential color system.
Gen. Sarnoff called upon CBS to
"move over just a little bit" and
Won't Kill Others— Schachte
adopt the RCA dot-sequential system.
TV's
ad
una
He claimed that if CBS continues
the AMA luncheon group.
Mr. Norcross said TV revenue
won't "eliminate"
TELEVISION completely
and other
techniques
other
adopt
to
TV
hasn't
blotted
out
other
probably
will derive from new
will
but
media
equipment— such as the RCA trimedia, but it will, in the long run,
money and from other media, which
color tube, and the "sampling" and serve to weed out the "less effec- serve indirectly to decrease the "are bound to be hurt though not
"horizontal interlace" methods tive" avenues of advertising nunumber of newspapers, magazines
too apparently." There are figures
which RCA contends are inherent merically within their own ranks, and
even radio stations, all vying
which indicate that 70% of TV's
in the RCA system — then there will Henry Schachte, national advertispresent business comes from adbe little left of the CBS system
ing manager of the Borden Co., for the advertising dollar, accordditional appropriations, he added,
ing
to
Mr.
Schachte.
said last Tuesday.
citing statistics to show that of
Rate
Question
^•■'••'■■^■'"•'^'"'■'••"■•••'••'^'•'''^••■'••'••^■^ •*•■»■ Mr. Schachte spoke as a member
some 2,300 advertisers, about oneIN THIS TELECASTING ... of an American Marketing Assn.
Simultaneously, he added, "radio
third hadn't previously used radio.
One reason advertisers have
won't be sold by increasing dayrepresentaTV Panel
' 2 tive
Schachte
Says Tri-Color
TV Won't Tube
Kill other
from comprising
each of the amajor
media
Unveils
RCA
time television rates." He identi- looked to video is its resultant
fied no station but indicated that
advertisers,
"high sponsorship identification,"
See— a Feature
TheyPropagation
What in
TheydBuy
Error
Claimed
Ma- 4 —television,
newspapers
andradio,
magazines
— dis- any increases are premature at he
observed. In New York, for exthis time.
terial Used by Ad Hoc Group^ .
5 cussing "The Effect of Television
ample, TV recently showed a 73%
,,
,.
'
_J1S
Programming Covered in Poole
TVBook
identification as compared to 41.5%
Television and radio media were
16 on Other:jJ
Media. '
CCIR Technicians See TV Demon,
„
rmT
upheld, respectively, by Samuel
Despite the inroads of TV on
17
stration
for radio. He reasoned: "Televiother leisure time habits — read- Norcross, formerly of Audience
mb.»t e
sion has is
everything
but color"now
—
v
being considered
Research Inc., and now TV depart- and that
"all
movies—
and
ment
manager,
William
Esty
Co.,
in
Washington.
Furthermore,
TV
visitinS
ing'
1
Ike
eiJ
Re ortLine if3 Teiebuye^
Film
lly strongwill be substantia
mediacommand
on Dotted
and John Karol, CBS national sales has accentuated brand preferences
and
more audience
Telestatus .. . 6". *8 er,
(Continued on Telecasting 15)
manager.
mm-«.m'
probably cost more money," he told
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PICTURE

CODE

To Rule WOR-TV, WFIL-TV
INTENT to strictly adhere to the
principles of the Motion Picture
Production Code was voiced separately last week by WOR-TV New
York and WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
WOR-TV President Theodore C.
Streibert in his Monday announcement declared that the standards
will apply to acceptance of commercial films and programs, including those produced by WOR-TV.
The MPP code, administered by
a Production Code Administration,
sets forth applications to crime,
sex, vulgarity, obscenity, profanity,
costumes, repellent subjects and
other detailed prohibitions.
"Practically all the movies shown
in television made for theatrical
release were produced under the
code," Mr. Streibert observed.
"There is no reason why the live
programs should not meet the same
standards" developed by the motion picture industry over the past
20 years, he said.
Mr. Streibert felt they do "for
the most part," but added that
guides and specifications, clarifying acceptability and good taste,
will assist in "insuring that the station meets its public responsibilities."
He also noted the exposure of
TV to small groups of all ages and
favored development, "before long,"
of an industry code incorporating
principles peculiar to television and
similar to that adopted by the radio
industry over 10 years ago.
Walter W. Annenberg, editor
and publisher of the Philadelphia
Inquirer which owns the WFIL
stations, in his Wednesday announcement specifically cited provisions of the code which refer to
depiction of crime, use of vulgarity
and restrictions as to costumes and
dances.
In addition, Mr. Annenberg has
asked the networks serving WFILTV— ABC and DuMont— to adopt
the code for all network programs.
He also called upon the owners and
operators of other networks and
stations to adopt a similar policy,
pointing out that self-imposed regulation would obviate the threat of
censorship by the federal government.
Less Awesome
THE average citizen feels
much less awe of a television
performer than he does of a
movie, stage or even radio
star, according to Ted Mack,
m.c. of radio and TV shows.
This was revealed by Mr.
Mack last week when he was
interviewed by George Dixon,
syndicated columnist. "I
think I have the explanation
figured out," said Mr. Mack.
"To see a stage or screen
performer the viewer has to
go to see them. But we (TV
stars) go to the viewer. We
come into their homes."
Page 45
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TV PRODUCERS
Basch Named Vice President
ELECTION of Charles J. Basch
Jr., of Basch Radio and Television
Productions, as vice president of
National Society of Television
Producers was announced last
week by NSTP President Irvin
Sulds.
Simultaneously, Mr. Sulds announced the election of West Hooker, president of West Hooker Telefeatures Inc., to the NSTP board
of directors. He also reported that
formal merger ceremonies between
the New York and Hollywood independent packager groups would
take place "within several weeks."
Actions resulted from the resignation of Henry White as vice
president of the packaging group.
Mr. White previously had relinquished the presidency of World
Video to join CBS-TV as associate
director of television programs
[Telecasting, March 20].

KLEE-TV SOLD
Houston 'Post' Is Buyer
TELEVISION'S third major transfer—purchase ofKLEE-TV Houston by the Houston Post's KPRCAM-FM for $740,000— was reported last week in papers tendered for
FCC approval.
W. Albert Lee, who has been
operating KLEE-TV for 16
months, told the Commission that
"demands of other interests and
conservation of health" require
that he dispose of the television
facility. He will continue to own
KLEE, 5 kw regional outlet on
610 kc. KLEE-TV is assigned
Channel 2 (54-60 mc).
Ex-Gov. W. P. Hobby is president and 54% owner of the Houston Post and the KPRC radio properties while Oveta Culp Hobby is
executive vice president. Another
45%-plus is held through trusts
for W. P. Hobby Jr. and Jessica
Oveta Hobby. Jack Harris, general manager of KPRC, would also
head
facility. the newly acquired TV
The KLEE-TV plant originally
cost over $380,000, the application
stated, with technical equipment
totaling nearly $150,000. Mr. Lee
indicated his investment in radio
and television there amounted to
$652,660.
Last major TV sale was $575,000
transfer of KBTV (TV) Dallas
to WFAA-AM-FM there, approved
by the Commission in early March
[Broadcasting, March 13]
CBC Video Plans
CANADIAN BROADCASTING
Corp., will use Channel 2 for its
first TV station at Montreal, it has
been announced by Donald Manson, acting general manager of
CBC. Two channels have been assigned the CBC for Montreal,
Channels 2 and 5, but only one will
be used at first. Channel 9 will be
used for CBC TV outlet at Toronto.
Both stations will start operations
in the autumn of 1951.

ARRANGING weekly wrestling tele
casts on WOAI-TV San Antonio for
one year are (I to r): seated, V. L.
Sanderford, Seven-Up Bottling Co.;
Jack Keasler, WOAI asst. gen. mgr.;
E. A. Barabe, Grant's Hardware;
standing. Matchmaker Frank Brown;
Joe L. Stanton, pres..
tric Co. Southern Elec-

CONTRACT for 520 quarter Kours
for next 52 weeks on WXYZ-TV
Detroit is set by (I to r): seated,
Hugo Slotkin, pres., Hygrade Food
Products Corp.; E. D. Erickson, his
assistant; standing, Ned Doyle,
Doyle, Dane & Bernbach Inc., New
York; Len Kamins, WXYZ-TV sales
mgr.; Maxwell Dane, DD&B.

IT'S golf lessons for WOW-TV Omaha viewers as Merle Meeks (seated),
Meeks Service Garage, sets the contract to sponsor Golf Clinic Series.
Looking on are Dick Drummy (I),
WOW-TV sales, and Joe Herold,
WOW-TV manager. Lessons will be
given by Bill Schuhart, pro at Happy
Hollow Club.

SPONSORSHIP of 28 of the 55 home
baseball games of the Indianapolis
American Assn. team on WFBM-TV
Indianapolis is arranged by (I to r)
William Kiley, WFBM commercial
manager, Lou Randle, Associated Distributors (RCA Victor dealer), sponsor, and Ted Nicholas, WFBM account executive.

NFWC, FINAL
ATTENDING debut of News Final,
nightly sign-off feature on WBAP-TV
Fort Worth, are (I to r) Samuel
Hart, of New York, pres., Richard
Bennett Assoc. Inc., custom tailor,
sponsor; Lillard Hill, WBAP-TV newscaster; Jack Holmes, WBAP-TV regional sales Garfield
mgr. Agency
Inc. is Hirshon-

BACKING for the Admiral Magic
Mirror Revue on KGO-TV San Francisco is set by (I to r): seated, Gayle
V. Grubb, gen. mgr., KGO-AM-FMTV; A. J. Lindholm, v. p., McCormick
& Co., Admiral distributor and show
sponsor; standing, Vincent Francis,
KGO-TV sales mgr.; Julian Kaufman,
KGO-TV sales.

SETTING the deal for the Strongheart Dog Food daily announcement
participation in Jim Simpson Sports
Revue on WOIC (TV) Washington,
are (I to r) W. Wayne Clark, pres.,
Washington Distributors; Jim Simpson, WOIC sports dir.; William Linn,
sales-adv. dir., Doyle Pack
^^^^
Co., New Jersey.

DISTRIBUTION contracts for the
52 quarter-hour tofilmbeseries,
Kieran's
Kaleidoscope,
released
by
United Artists, are arranged by
(I to r) John Mitchell, director of
television for United Artists; John
Kieran, commentator and star of
show, and Paul Moss, International Tele-Film.

they put the products across, as attested by dollar volume figures,
number of items sold and public
response.
The show is surprisingly inexpensive, with cost of each telecast
running between $500 and $600
(including time and talent) —
"about the cost of a full-page
newspaper ad," according to James
Rotto, Hecht's TV-minded sales
and publicity director, who has a
sharp eye for comparative merits
Hecht

What

The*

See

president and general manager of
WMAL-AM-TV-FM, and Harwood
Martin, head of the enterprising
agency bearing his name. Mr. Martin ascribes Hecht Co.'s acceptance
of the series to the "foresight and
enthusiasm" of Mr. Rotto.
"Our feeling is that this represents the first program from which
we have obtained tangible and immediate results," Mr. Rotto told
Telecasting. "During the 15 years
or so we've used radio, we've been
Co. Direct Selling Shows

Are a Low-Budget

of all media used by Hecht Co.
Dollar volume has mounted
steadily since Shop by Television
began last November as a quarterBy JOHN OSBON
TYPICAL array of merchandise is dis- hour experiment, with December
spurring sales sharply during the
played in WMAL-TV studio during
COMES to Washingthe program while three models take pre-Christmas buying rush.
SPRING
ton and Baltimore almost si- orders
for items as televiewers call
For example, last Dec. 6 the store
multaneously, and the Hecht
offered
a variety of items ranging
them
in.
Handling
some
key
prody
Co. stores, which traditionall
ucts for use on the show are Anfrom a 79c cake tin to a $9.95 punch
boast a million-dollar advertising
nouncer Jackson Weaver and Miss
bowl set. WMAL-TV tallied 124
budget, bring spring right into the
Crane.
on.
calls during and immediately folhome by way of televisi
lowing the first program. In addirs'
advertise
And if TV's claim on
more
March
20
inaugurated
a
TV
the store recorded 11 new action,
beever
sales (plus ad) budgets
counts (with and without orders).
comes standard practice, Hecht Co. Shoppers Revue, Monday-Wednesg week, when the show exFollowin
appears certain to be a forerunner
day-Friday, 2-3 p.m., for that city's
in the retail field. An avid user of Hecht stores. That series also is
minutes, 255 units
were sold.panded to 30
handled by the Enders agency.
radio for some 15 years, the store
currently maintains the largest TV
Other figures, equally impressive
All programs stress merchandise
from a direct sales point, included
to a similar or lesser degree than
schedule of any Capital department
store.
134 calls and 209 items sold for
Shop by Television, and all have
Dec. 20, and 69 calls and 269 sales
indicated excellent results, dependHecht Co. has brought its merchandising story to television on a
ing on the length of time each has for Dec. 27.
direct sales basis with a rather been on television.
The second phase, which got underway last January, has produced
Still another showcase for Hecht
unique technique. It goes after
results equally good or better than
potential customers while they are items is the weekly NBC-TV Leave
the pre-Christmas weeks. Some
seated in easy chairs in the comIt to the Girls, which the store initi- tabulat
ions :
fort of their own living rooms.
ated as a network co-op feature on
Jan. 31—74 orders, 104 items
WNBW March 26.
The new sales (and public service) vehicle is its Shop by TeleviFeb. 7—
Phone Ordering Catches On
sold, $583.82 in volume; $731
volsion, launched on WMAL-TV
, 220 items,
orders
148
Ordering through video is a basic
Washington last Nov. 8, through
ume; Feb. 14 — 216 orders, 379
the Harwood Martin Advertising
idea, not particularly new, but the items, $1,200 volume; Feb. 21—
direct sales approach enabling
Agency.
Sl,064 vol203 orders, 358 items,
ume; Feb. 28—646 orders, $2,600
viewers to order by telephone durIt started simply as a pre-Christent.
mas merchandising experim
ing the telecast — even open charge
volume. March's results were
Now, over four months later, store accounts — may be a harbinger of equally gratifying.
officials readily concede the show is things to come.
Switchboard Swamped
That's exactly what Washington
"too good to drop" and have exoperPrior to Feb. 28, five extramodels
panded itin point of time and cov- televiewers are doing during Shop
ators aided the three studio
erage. In fact, Feb. 14 the feature
7:30-8 p.m. The
Television,
by
45 minutes after
was added to the schedule of Washformat is simple, utilizing the tal- until about 8:45— the air — with the
off
went
ington's WOIC (TV)— giving a
show
the
Crane, WMAL-TV's
ents of Ruth
two-station spread comparable to women's
activities director and an
greatest overflow of calls taking
ads
per
newspa
similar
two
use of
shortly after 8 p.m.
at TV; Jackson Weaver,
hand
place
old
on the same day and indicating a announcer and ad lib artist, and a
Feb. 28 teleBeginning with the
possible trend in retail advertising.
trio of models who grace the procast, store officials decided to take
WMAL-TV feeds the program to
gram at tableside, taking orders as on 40 additional operators to hanfast as they come in.
WOIC by microwave relay.
dle the overflow tabulated by the
Other Features Follow
hone company, according to
conone
telep
is
m
Actually, the progra
show
WMAL-TV, which had maintained
rThe Shop by Television
tinuous public service "commeing
own private line.
its
with
display
Crane
Miss
cial,"
preceable
profit
a
as
set
been
has
inmerchandent for two other similar features.
and "selling" selected abetted
Direct sales are not the only
by
dise. She is aided and
dicator of response. There are a
One, Shopper's Review, is telecast
Mr. Weaver, who intersperses the number of inquiries not reflected m
by WNBW (TV) Washington
sales. Also, Hecht Co. has no way
2-3
ity with humorous comments
day,
continu
Monday through Satur
asides.
and
of recording the number of people
p.m. (through Robert J. Enders
sion
Televi
,
other
prowho made purchases the following
the
The
Agency).
One explanation for
busy sigWOIC
Shopper, is originated by
gram's success to date probably lies day or weeks later, or the ds.
How
nals at jammed switchboar
and fed to WNBW on Thursday at in the average housewife's incuralso
back
call
lly
n
actua
peopl
many
able desire to window-shop. Ac- is
wn. e
8 p.m. (through the Marti
unkno
. agency).
Weaver
Mr.
and
tually, Miss Crane
nthe ,brai
is eley
visi
Tele
Shop stormbyof Ken
Additionally, WBAL-TV Balti- help the viewer do just that — and
vice
h onBerk
net
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Dream

guided largely by blind faith with
no assurance of definite results.
We're well satisfied. In fact, we
hit the bull's eye with the first
Mr. Rotto's thinking on the purpose of the show has undergone a
change that seems to parallel the
program's transition from the preChristmas
to the post-Christmas
show."
phase when the program ceased to
be a mere experiment.
Last January he had described
sales as a "by-product in our campaign here" and as a valuable indicator "that people are hearing
and seeing our products advertised
and feel we are affording them a
It Sold Merchandise
public
Last service."
week, however, he observed :
"We have thought enough of the
program to expand it. . . . We
wouldn't have gone in as deep as
we have if it hadn't sold merchanHecht Co.'s plunge into TV via
Shop disby
e. . . ."Television must be deeply
satisfying to both Mr. Berkeley,
who
station'sandall-out
effort threw
behind his
the venture,
Mr.
Martin and his agency.
Mr. Martin took the idea to Mr.
Rotto with the feeling that, unless
Hecht Co. got into television, it
wouldn't be in a position to fulfill
its merchandising aims. And the
programming has demonstrated,
Mr. Martin believes, that TV can
be a key factor for the store in
terms of per cost, per time.
"The show has had a most stimulating reaction from Hecht's own
buyers,"
he tremendous
said. "Andsuccess
the reasons for its
are
these: (1) We have actually tested
audience reaction, and (2) the
items selected were truly representative of the buying desires of the
most
people."
included
such articles asThese
dolly have
nursery
sets,

One of a Series

leatherette stationery sets, pillows
and other "white" items, table
radios, etc.
"The items must be timely and
selective — not those you can buy in
every other store — and the store
must be well-stocked in them," Mr.
Martin continued. "In addition,
they must be items most in demand.
If a product is good, it will pull on
any program. Of course, there are
other methods of merchandising.
This was launched as an experiment— to do a selling job by display— and it has been more than
successful."
It is such a model merchandising
vehicle, in fact, that the program is
tabbed for study by Lee Hart, now
on leave from Broadcast Advertising Bureau, New York, according to WMAL-TV.

Error Clq|med |n Bgsic
TION
A GA
author of Reference E then apparently
PROP
the low to the high band, and
CHARGES of a "basic error" in which were and still are the ob- thought to make sense of the multione of the fundamental studies
tude of originally misunderstood calject of stringent criticism by FM
used by the government-industry
culations by adding a few words "at
low-band advocates, including FM
Ad Hoc Committee on television
least" and "or greater" at several
Inventor Edwin H. Armstrong.
strategic spots in the report through
propaganda and interference
Dr. Thomas J. Carroll of the an erratum sheet and to add at the
[Broadcasting, June 13, 1949]
Bureau of Standards is the author
end of the Aug. 1 version for the first
were reported last week to be under
of the memorandum stingingly
time
asymbol
meaningful
of the
study by a special subcommittee.
basic
F (L, definition
T).
The subcommittee was named
criticizing "Reference E." Instead
None of the figure captions were
to redraft a special "addendum re- which
of explaining
the Volume
"basic Iflaw"
altered, although practically everyone
crept
into
via
port" which one committee member
of them is erroneous in an important
insisted, in a highly technical 12- Reference E, he contended, "the
way, just as was the defining equation
proposed
addendum
contains
even
"a more controversial material on on which they were based. This legermemo, should
page
clear account
of the include
basic flaw
dermain was illogically achieved in
which got into [Volume I of the multiple interference based on the part by altering the definitions of
Committee report] by uncritical pitifully few facts deeply buried
service, so as to fit the forin Volume I under a facade of grades ofmerly
misunderstood mathematics.
borrowing from the unreviewed
mathematical statistical jargon,
These alterations in definitions do not
Reference
E."
which I feel we have no right to ever.
stand up under close inspection, howReference E dealt with methods
for efficient allocation of broad- foist on a long suffering technical
Once the basic error is appreciated,
cast frequencies above 50 mc and world of busy engineers and
the only rational thing to do is to
was prepared by K. A. Norton of
KECA-TV to 7 Days
back up and start over at the point
the National Bureau of Standards
scientists."
Cites 'Confused Jargon'
where the original calculation left the
KECA-TV Los Angeles, owned and
He continued:
and a group of other engineers
primrose path, regardless of how
operated by ABC, on March 14 from the Ad Hoc Committee.
The only grounds for putting out many curves get tossed into the ashstarted operating on a seven-night,
can reserved for false starts. The
Mr. Norton prepared the so- Volume I in its present form last May
B2V2 hour weekly telecasting schedwas the representation that the TV
called "Norton's Curves" which
way of combining the asule.
freeze could not be lifted before the only valid
FCC used in reallocating FM from
sumed time and space variations was
Committee acted. Since this hope has written down by the junior author of
proved most illusory, any further ac- Reference E in his own report. . . .
tion by the Committee should take Unfortunately this correct continuathe form of cleaning up the unreadtion was discarded, in favor of the
able and erroneous material in Vol- erroneous continuation. . . .
'THE TV WOMEN'S
CLUB'
ume
I
and
its
unreviewed
references,
WCAU-TV Series Seen as Network Preview
The Ad Hoc Committee report
rather than in adding more confusion
to a muddled situation. . . .
was used by the Commission in
IF THE HAT tilts at the right
Such confused jargon ... is not connection with its proposed TV
presenting non-members advanallocations and standards. Just
fit material on which to base public
tages of member activities, she says.
angle, WCAU-TV (CBS) Philahow much these would be affected
policy.
The
very
considerable
time
Consultant
in
the
program
plandelphia's new program for women
I have felt constrained to spend study- by an "error" of the nature claimmay be the styled format for a
ning is Mrs. Henry R. Christman,
ing Volume I and its references, and
radio and television chairman of
nationwide television network womed by Dr. Carroll appeared difaddendum, only deepens my first impressions that it is confused and foggy
ficult to ascertain. Some Committhe General Federation of Women's
en's club program.
Clubs.
Mrs.
Christman
says
the
The weekly half-hour show, The
tee authorities claimed neither the
indeed, even when not actually erroneous, and that it should not be put allocations nor the standards would
Television Women's Club, curtsied
programwhat
will we"point
out doto and
all
women
are and
forth under Committee auspices, or be disturbed.
to the public on March 15. Sponsor
stand for. Then we can interest
under any auspices for that matter,
is Proctor Electric Co. of Philain its present form. . . .
Voices Disapproval
delphia. Initial series of 13 tele- many women in joining with the
His complaint appeared to be dicasts, 3-3:30 p.m. Wednesday, is General Federation."
Dr. Carroll expressed "strongest
being presented under auspices of
The programs originate from the
rected against "an erroneous way
the Pennsylvania Federation of auditorium studio of WCAU at of combining space and time fluc- disapproval" of "the continued pol1622 Chestnut St. Studio audience
icy of acceptance of unreviewed
tuations" which he said was inWomen's Clubs with nearby sister
troduced in Volume I and Refer- 'references' to the report of the
clubs participating.
is being drawn from club memberence E. He charged:
Publicized by WCAU as the
ship each week from one county
Ad Hoc Committee." He contended
... We have to thank Dr. C. H. new
technical material in these
of the nine-county Philadelphia
housewife's show, the program
Page of the Bureau [of Standards]
takes on complete feminine appeal.
area and from nearby New Jersey
references
should be published in
for first detecting (August 1949) the
and Delaware.
It is designed to beam into the home
basic error in the method of combinregular journals and thus be subing space and time fluctuations. The
a women's-club type of entertainject to review.
ment— fashions, books, hobbies, art,
"The technical material on which
beauty hints, gardening, child
TV allocation policy is based should
psychology, interior decorating,
be even more carefully considered
etc.
than that in the average technical
Network Possibilities
publications. Actually, the unreAccording to WCAU, the shows
viewed reference policy now being
have been scheduled only for the
Philadelphia area. But the telefollowed by the Ad Hoc Committee is having exactly the opposite
casts are intended as a test for a
network program cultivating houseThe Ad Hoc Committee is headed
wives' listenership. Program backers have option on exclusive endorsement of the General Federaby
E. W. Information
Allen, head ofDivision.
FCC's
Technical
The
subcommittee to redraft the
tion of Women's Clubs and its five
effect."
million members. Mrs. Margaret
"addendum report," which is conD. Wahl, who is producing the
cerned basically with evaluation
of the cumulative effects of two or
show for Gray & Rogers, Proctor's
advertising agency in Philadelphia,
more interfering signals upon the
owns the rights to the program.
desired signal, is composed of
Mrs. Wahl, mother of four chilRalph Harmon of Westinghouse,
dren and an experienced TV prochairman; Stuart Bailey, of the
AT contract signing for the new women's show are (I to r): Seated, Donald
ducer, looks to the TV type of W. Thornburgh, WCAU Inc. president; Mrs. Wahl; Walter M. Schwartz,
consulting engineering firm of
entertainment she has formulated
Proctor Electric Co. president; Mrs. Christman; standing, Charles Vanda,
Jansky & Bailey; Harry Fine of
for incorporation into club meetstation's TV director; Bob Wahl, Gray & Rogers TV director; Russell K. FCC, 'and Morris Schulkin of the
Carter, G&R partner; Joseph Tiers of PEC; Robert S. Kampmann, G&R
ings. The Women's Club could form
Bureau of Standards, one of the co- I
the basis for discussions while
account executive, and Alex W. Rosenman, WCAU commercial manager.
authors of Reference E.
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TELEVISION advertising in February recovered slightly from its
January slump to record 2,398 accounts active during the month.
The gain was reflected in spot and
local business.
In February, 39 additional spot
advertisers
the month's
total to 438.brought
Local business
rose
from 1,687 advertisers in January
to 1,890 in February, a gain of
203. A loss of two was shown by
the networks between the two
months, bringing the February
total to 71.
This information is based on the
Rorabaugh Report on Television
Advertising, published monthly by
the N. C. Rorabaugh Co. Network
figures cover the entire month of
February and are received direct
from the networks' headquarters.
Spot and local material is obtained
from the stations and covers the
week Feb. 5-11. Five stations which
were operating during the test
week did not report and therefore
are not included in the sections on
spot and local business.
ABC-TV, which had 15 advertisers backing a like number of programs in January, dropped to 12
advertisers with 12 programs in
February. Two of the advertisers
which left the network between the
two reports were short-term accounts which had bought time for
special promotions.
In point of time purchased and
number of stations used, Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Co. was the
largest ABC-TV
advertiser for

February

February. The firm placed Paul
Whiteman Goodyear Revue on 41
stations for a half-hour Sunday
night. Agency is Young & Rubicam,
New Yoi-k.
For both months a total of 28
advertisers was recorded by CBSTV. Total programs dropped from
33 in January to 32 in February.
In all, four accounts were dropped
and three added. Those which went
off were special one and two time
programs. Two new quarter-hour
shows and a participating sponsor
were added.
Avco Purchase
The largest number of CBS-TV
stations was purchased by Crosley
Div. of Avco Mfg. Co. for This Is
Show Business. The half-hour,
Sunday show appeared on 53 outlets
and was handled through Benton
& Bowles, New York. Largest time
purchaser on CBS-TV in February
was Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
for Godfrey and His Friends. The
program appeared on 48 stations
for an hour Wednesday night,
through Cunningham & Walsh.
The DuMont Television Network
had eight advertisers backing 10
programs in February, a gain of
one each from the previous month.
The largest number of DuMont
stations was purchased by Allen B.
DuMont Labs for its Morey Amsterdam Show. There were 32 outlets airing the program for a halfhour Thursday night. CampbellEwald, New York, placed the business. Drug Store TV Productions
City

2,1 _

NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Network
3
A
It & F nq
4
13
Spot
7^3_
3
13
& Access
Roor ft Wina
4
4t Autrnnotive°°AutornotiveCCEquip
90
arming Equip. & Fixtures
5! Building Materials,
6
6_ Confectionery
6
41
& Soft Drinks
3
C 0 n s u m e r S e r v ice
10
g_ Construction & Controctors
3
9>
9
10. Ent^rt
nts
C A o>O f rood
C^"^S^A
ADA*
.79
1 1 . rood
117
rroducts
12. Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
3
13! Horticulture
6
14. Household Furnishings, Equip. & Supplies
21
1
15. Industrial Materials
1
3
Insurance,
Banking
&
Real
Estate
1
17.
13
Optical
Goods & Cameras
16.
5
18. Jewelry,
Office Equip.
& Supplies
2
19. Publishing & Media
4
12
20. Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
Instruments & Access.
Retail Stores & Shops
23.
8
14
22.
Smoking Materials
24.
21. Soaps,
3
23
Cleansers & Polishes
Sporting Goods & Toys
5
25. Toiletries
18
26. Transportation,
438118
i
27. Miscellaneous Travel & Resorts
71
TOTAL
bought the largest amount of DuMont time. The firm backed Cavalcade of Stars on 19 stations for an
hour Saturday night through S. B.
Fisher.
On NBC-TV 34 advertisers sponsored 36 different programs in
February. This is the same number
of sponsored programs as the network carried in January and one
less advertiser. Two sponsors let
their schedules expire between the
two months while one new advertiser 'was added.
Largest NBC-TV advertiser in
number of stations and time purchased during February was RCA
Victor. Through J. Walter Thomp-

1 00
Local
240
13
12
62
56
156
288Ij
40
26
10
17
104
304
292
25
201
99
4
5
18
8
17
42
1,890

Total
117
3
23
1 29
uo
i1 niUO68
261
10
41 4
07
17
331
1-3
10899
54
220
15
31
54
26
31
18
31
25
2,398

son, New York, the firm places
Kukla, Fran & Ollie on 57 stations
for
a half-hour
on Monday and
Friday
nights.
In the spot field 39 new advertisers were added to the overall
picture for the reporting stations.
No large accounts, in number of
stations bought, were added between January and February.
Hudson Motor Car Co., following
the trend in automotive advertising
for the introduction of new models,
increased its schedule from three
stations in January to 32 in February. Esso Standard Oil Co. added
21
stations to its roster for 22 in
February.
Automotive Accounts
Of five automotive advertisers
who started or added to their TV
advertising in January, all had
cut or discontinued activity in
February. Biggest cut was made by
Dodge Div. of Chrysler Corp. which
went from 52 stations in January
to six in February, according to
Rorabaugh. Buick went from 54
to 19, Chevrolet dropped all 26
stations which it had used in January, DeSoto dropped its 10 and
Plymouth went from 14 to one.
Oldsmobile, which has been consistently active, dropped from 34
ruary.
stations in January to 28 in Feb-
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mar
Sum
Weekly Television
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
City
Number Sets Los Angeles
Outlets On Air
KLAC-TV,
KNBH,
KTLA,
KTSL,
KFI-TV
2'475
Albuquerque KOB-TV
448,737
KTTV, KECA-TV
Ames
Louisville
WOI-TV
„»'J85
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Atlanta
25,901
WMCT
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
31,500 Memphis
WTVJ
Miami
Baltimore
24,172
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
146,191
Milwaukee
WNBF-TV
10,320
Binghamton
WTMJ-TV
20,125
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
12,070 Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV,
89,419
WTCN-TV
5,000 Nashville
Bloomington WTTV
74,900
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
276,980
New
Haven
71,100
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
75,693
New Orleans WNHC-TV
19,897
WDSU-TV
Charlotte
WBTV
12,169
New York
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WOR-TV, WPIX
Chicago
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
386,018
1,060,000
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
92,900
Newark
WATV
Incl. in N. Y. Estimate25
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
176,474
Norfolk
Columbus
Oklahoma Cit)
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
49,600
21,541
Dallas,
4,192
Omaha
WKY-TV
WOW-TV, KMTV
405,000
Ft. Worth
Philadelphia 1 WCAU-TV,
43,790
19,612
KBTV, KRLD-TV, WBAP-TV
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Davenport
Phoenix
WOC-TV
KPHO-TV
Quad Cities: Includes Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline42,900
8,325 Pittsburgh
WDTV
In terms of total number of ac80,000
4,500
Dayton
Portland,
Ore.
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
887
191,430
Providence
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
counts, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee was
Erie
WICU
34,125
32,532 Richmond
WJAR-TV
WTVR
the leading station in the February
23,581
Ft. WorthRochester
WHAM-TV
43,790
Dallas
Salt
Lake
City
31,056
11,000 Rorabaugh report. It had a total
23,200
WBAP-TV, KBTV, KRLD-TV
KDYL-TV. KSL-TV
San
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
San Antonio
Diego
12,133 of 136 network, spot and local acKEYL,
WOAI-TV
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
17,500
Houston
33,200
9,557 San Francisco KFMB-TV
KLEE-TV
counts. In the network field KSDKGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Schenectady
43,442 TV St. Louis
HuntingtonWRGB
topped the list with 54
62,500
Charleston WSAZ-TV
6,578 Seattle
24,450
30,000
KING-TV
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
accounts. Two stations, WGN-TV
St. Louis
KSD-TV
Jacksonville
101
.254
WMBR-TV
Chicago and WPTZ (TV) PhilaWHEN, WSYR-TV
8,200 Toledo
Johnstown
16,560
Syracuse
WJAC-TV
33,758
WSPD-TV
37.000
Kalamazoodelphia, had 52 spot advertisers
Tulsa
KOTV
16,730
Baftle Creek
each for honors in this field. The
WKTV
Utica-Rome
28,901
Washington
Kansas City WDAF-TV
9,300
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WOIC,
WTTG
8,046
leading stations in number of local
35,563
Wilmington
WGAL-TV
Lancaster*
WDEl-TV
109.360
30.322 accounts was KFI-TV Los Angeles
on Air 59 Stations on Air 102
Sets in Use 4,770,493
* Lancaster and contiguous areas.
with 79, according to Rorabaugh.
Editor's
Note:
Sources
of
set
estinates
Eight of the reported stations had
are
based
on
data
available
frrom
dealers,
distributors,
TV
Circulation
committees,
electric
companies
and manufacturers.
necessarily
approximate.Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
(Continued on Telecasting 18)
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Yes, if it's sales success you want — it's WGN-TV

in Chicago. This testimonial to

WGN-TV's effectiveness came from the advertising and sales promotion manager
of a national manufacturer of electrical appliances. His enthusiastic testimonial to
WGN-TV

and its programs

is typical.

This is another

in WGN-TV's

more

companies

and more

growing

list of result stories — another reason why

are hiring WGN-TV

as their top salesman

in Chicago.

slightly larger one," Mr. Harvey
explains. "We now have over 100
legitimate advertisers — no Multi-

FCC IS UPHELD
In Bay Area Channel Case
FCC'S "withdrawal" of a San
Francisco television channel for
possible assignment to Don Lee
Broadcasting System was upheld
last week by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
"No application having been
either granted or denied, this court
is given no jurisdiction ... to review the Commission's order," the
court said in dismissing an appeal
of Edwin W. Pauley's Television
California, a San Francisco television applicant.
The court's decision seemingly
left the way clear for a new appeal after FCC acts on the San
Francisco eases.
Don Lee Issue
The action which Television
California sought to overturn was
an FCC order severing Don Lee's
San Francisco application from the
others for that city and its withdrawal of one San Francisco channel pending determination of Don
Lee's eligibility for it [Broadcasting, May 24, 1948]. The Don Lee
application at that time was linked
with applications of its AM and
FM stations for renewals, which
FCC has since proposed to grant.
The court's brief decision maintained :
. . . The withdrawal of one channel
until Don Lee's eligibility for it had
been determined was neither a grant
to Don Lee, which may never receive
such channel, nor a denial to petitioner— who, for aught we can tell,
may ultimately be awarded this very
channel [No. 2].
Viewing the injury to petitioner at
its worst, we have no more than a
lessened statistical probability that
petitioner will ultimately succeed in
getting a station. This is hardly the
sort of denial contemplated in [the
Ashbacker case, in which the Supreme
Court ruled that hearings are necessary on mutually exclusive applications], where there was an unmistakable grant to one of two applicants
for a single frequency. . . .

WELCOME is given to Henry S. White
(r), president of World Video Inc., to
the CBS TV Network by Charles Underbill, CBS-TV director of programs.
Mr. White is the network's new associate director of TV programs.
[Telecasting, March 20].
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GEORGE
hestVEY
25 tiat
years
sale nego
his tougHAR
d
ago when he convince his
father, a well known Chicago surgeon, that selling ranks among the
great professions.
At the time, Mr. Harvey, now
sales manager of WGN-TV Chicago, was completing a liberal arts
course at the U. of Chicago. Dr.
William Spencer Harvey, at the
height of a 50-year career, hoped
his son also would take up medicine — or perhaps
law.
But young George
was adamant. He
had his heart set on
sales, and to this
day has never veered
from his course. And
his father, now 90,
has lived to see him

up baseball, at which the elder
Harvey starred as captain at Michigan. Dr. Harvey, a pitcher, reportedly was one of the first baseball players in the Midwest to
throw a curve.
After taking an A.B. degree at
Chicago in June 1925, George was
selected by the National Cash Register Co. to attend that school in
Dayton, and within a few months
was sellingwaukee.
NCR's
products
MilNearly four
yearsin later
he joined
advertising staffthe
of Motor,
one of International
Magazines' string of
trade journals, and
within another year
was selling piston
rings of Wilkening

Mfg. Co.,
Philadelphia. He called
on
prosper.
every automotive
George Wilkins
jobber between ChiHarvey was born on
cago and Denver beChicago's south side
foreferredbeing
to the transNew
Aug. 3, 1903. His
York
City
territory.
mother's death when
he was nine left
His next selling asGeorge to be reared
signment shifted
him
to the territory
by a sister not much
older than himself
between Pittsburgh
so he was carted off
and Kansas City
with a line of rug
GEORGE
to boarding school.
At Todd School, the Woodstock
underlays manufactured by Behr111., institution where Orson Welles
Manning Corp., Troy, N. Y.
first blossomed as an actor, George
By 1935, George Harvey was
was a sprinter. He also ran at
just
the type of salesman the ChiExeter, during his prep years, and
cago Tribune's WGN needed to
later, at the U. of Chicago, added
bolster its "Voice of the Midwest"
claim.
Two years later, he was
broad-jumping to his track-andfield repertoire. But his father shifted to Mutual's newly-organwould have preferred that he take
ized Midwest Division, where he
sold such network shows as Keep
Thin to Music (calisthenics),
KTSL(TV) EXPANDS
American Radio Warblers (singing
Adds New Live, Film Shows
canaries), and Wheeling Steel Co.'s
EXPANDING both its live and film Steel Makers.
Back to WGN
programming, Don Lee's KTSL
(TV) Hollywood has contracted
WGN called him back a year
with Nils T. Granlund, veteran
later, however, and after several
showman, for two one-hour pro- years' success lining up some of the
gram packages for across-the- station's most enduring accounts
board weekly schedule, and has ac(Walgreen Co., Nelson Bros. Furquired 300 Western film features.
niture Co., Hirsch Clothing, Local
New programming gets under way
Loan Co.), Mr. Harvey was off to
New York in 1942 to head up
May 1, it was announced.
Mr. Granlund will produce and WGN's eastern sales office.
star in Backstage With N. T. G.,
During the latter part of a foura behind-the-scenes amateur vari- year stretch in New York, George
ety show to be telecast Monday
exposed himself to television "at
through Friday, and Hollywood
every opportunity," so when the
Road to Fame, to be aired Friday
promotion to WGN-TV sales manager came in August 1948, he was
until the station goes on a six-day
schedule, at which time it will move
well prepared. Under his leaderto Saturday. Both shows will be
ship,creased
the 10station's
infold, and billing
volume has
of local
teletranscribed for national syndiprogram sales is believed to be
cation, itwas announced. Western
greater than in any other video
films, contracted for last Monday
(March 27), will be scheduled
operation.
The WGN-TV sales department
across-the-board nightly Monday
under
his direction currently has
through Friday under the title
sold
24
locally produced live studio
Cowboy Caravan.
shows weekly, 16 live participation
SWEEP signal generator, especially shows, 9 feature films including 3
designed for servicing FM and TV remote commercials with the films,
receivers, announced by Radio Tube
5 sport remotes, and 11 newsreels.
Div., Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
"We may lose an account one
New York.
day, but we try to add another
April 3, 1950

In 1935, Mr. Harvey married
Elizabeth Drake, daughter of John
B. Drake, one of the builders of the
famous Chicago hotel of that name.
There
scope."are two sons — George Jr., 8,
who attends Harris School, of
which his father is a trustee, and
John William, 3. The family lives
in an apartment overlooking Lincoln Park.
Mr. Harvey is president of the
Chicago Television Council, and is
a member of the Radio Executives
Club of New York, Yale Club, and
Delta Kappa Epilson fraternity.
While in New York, he belonged
to the Huguenot Yacht Club in
Pelham Manor, as well as the Pelham Country Club. He is an amateur painter and photographer, and
hasHebeen
"ham."
has a served
on BAB's
ardization committee
on TV standrate
card practices and, last spring, organized a TV
group which
met sales
when managers'
the NAB
held its convention in Chicago.
WRESTLING FILM
WLW Sells 20 TV Stations
PRODUCTION of wrestling film
by WLW-Television, Cincinnati,
has been optioned by over 20 video
stations with more contracts under
negotiation, Robert E. Dunville,
president, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., revealed last week. Six
major stations already signed include: WEWS (TV) Cleveland,
WAFM-TV Birmingham, KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, WBKB (TV)
Chicago,
WBZ-TV Boston and
WWJ-TV Dayton.
Films are made simultaneously
with live telecasting of bouts from
Crosley 's WLWD (TV) Dayton
studios each Saturday night. Editing eliminates slow sequences to
full 55 minutes running time and
allowance is made for integrated
local commercials, according to
Mr. Dunville. Matches were produced on commercial basis in a
studio rather than the conventional arena. Sponsor of the live programs over Crosley's WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati and WLWC
(TV) Columbus, as well as
WLWD, is Graybar Electric Co.
on behalf of Raytheon TV sets.
Series is for 13 weeks. Film
Assoc., Dayton firm, makes film;
Don Faust of WLW is in charge of
production, and sales are handled
through Russ Landers of WLW
Promotions Inc.
SDG Brochure
TO INTRODUCE its film advisory
council, a "new service designed to
aid in production of motion pictures for television, commercial
and industrial use," the Screen Directors Guild has issued a brochure describing the service to advertising agencies, advertisers and
other members of the trade. Council, made up of 41 top directors,
was formed for the purpose of exploringofpossibilities
of television,
improvement in use
films for
BROADCASTING
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Canada Dry Co.
Super Circus
L (E-M)
Overseas Press
Club

Kellogg Co.
Singing Lady
L (E-M)

Super
Circus ,
L (E-M)
Chuck Wagon

Marshal of Gunsight Pass
Mr. I. Maginalion
F (E-M)'

Ted Steele
Show
Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Ted Steele
Show
Judy
Splinters
L

Small Fry Clnb
L/F (E-M)

Magic
Cottage
L (E-M)

HowdyInc.
KTaTS
Doody
L (E-M)

Chuck Wagon

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Howdy
Doody
C-l'-l'
L (E-M)

Co-op

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Bob
Lucky Pup
L (E-M)Co-op Howard
Magic
Cottage
L (E-M)

Chuck Wagon

Ihfiri/v
Doody
L (E-M)

Howdy
Intnl.
DoodyOhm
L (E-M)

Co-op

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Chocolate
& Conf.Pup Howard
Lucky
Co-op
er
Quak L —(E-M)
Magic Cottage*

Strictly for
Laughs

Arnold
Paul

W. H. Johnson Candy
Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
RCA Victor
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie

Strictly for
Laughs

Paul
Arnold

Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
National Dairy
Kukla.L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie

Strictly for
Laughs

Paul
Arnold

Captain
Video
L/F (E-M)
Ford Motor Co.
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie

"Bristol
Ted Steele
Show
Judy
Splinters
L

Chuck Wagon

Howdy
Doodv
L (E-M)

Ted Steele
Show
Judy
Splirders
L

Howdy
Doody
C-IM'
L (E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Chuck Wagon

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Howdy
Doodv
L (E-M)

Co-op

( '.it-op

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Bob
MyersPupCo-op Howard
Lucky
Ipana
Magic
Cottage
L (E-M)

Bob

Sundial
ShoesPup Howard
Lucky
Co-op
Magic Cottage
L (E-M)

Strictly for
Laughs

Chuck Wagon

Lucky Pup

Paul
Arnold

Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
National Dairy
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie

Strictly for
Laughs

Paul
Arnold

Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
RCA Victor
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie
Bargy
Blues by

Ted Steele
Show

tK/SHOWSHEE

Carolyn
Gilbert

General Family
Foods
Aldrich

Co-op
Oldsmobile
News
CBS-TV
Manhattan
Spotlight
Mohawk
Roberta
T. IF.)
Quinlan
T. th'\
News
CBS-TV
Wendy

Bqrric
Bob

Ted Steele
Show
Judy
Splinters
L

Co-op

Bob
Lucky Pup
Co-op Howard

Chuck Wagon

ASTINC

Dr. Fix
Shotv
L
(E-M)
Co-op 'E-M)
The Girls
American Tobacco
This Is Show Business
L (E-M)
L E-M)
Front
Row (NI)
Center

L»cal Sponsors (Co-op)
Leave It To The Girls
L

Armed Forces Hour
L

Judy
Splinters
L

Goodyear
Paul Whiteman
Goodyear Review

-Urn

Candy
Mason
Kuda Rux

Oldsmobile
CBS-TV
News
Mohawk
Roberta

Co-op
Parade
of Stars
Vincent
I.Lopez
(K.Mi
News
Reynolds
F (E-M)

Snarky
Co-op
Life with
Parker
Vincent
Lopez
Rug
Reynolds
F News
(E-M)
L(E-M) "
Party
i'hlllips
Masland
At Home
Packing Co.
Easy Aces
E(E-M)(NI)
News
Reynolds
F (E-M)

Quinlan
General Mills
Snarky
Cu-up
LoneF (E-M)
Ranger*
Life with
Parker
CBS-TV
News
Vincent
Wendy
L Lopez
(E-M)
Barrie
L

Oldsmobile
CBS'TV
News
C0-0p, lighMari^
t L (E)
hattan SpotMohawk
(M)
(NI)
Roberta

News
Reynolds
F (E-M)
Snarky
Co-op
Life with
Parker
Vincent
L Lopez
(E-M)
Reynolds
F News
(E-M)

Quinlan Screen Test
Hollywood
L (E-M)
John Beed King
Show
L/F (E)
Captain
Video

Think Fait
L (E-M)
Co-op
Lincoln- Mercury
Toast of the Tow;
Mi.
Chicagoland Players
L (E-M)
Col.
Chesterfield
Perry Como
L

International
Silver
Silver Theatre

Le
TeaTa

NewsweekL Views
(E-M) the News

The Al
Voice f.
Firesto

Chevrolet
Tele-Theatre
L

Film
Feature
Court of Current Issi
Texas Co.
(E-M)Show
Milton(L) Berle
L
LOn (E-M)
Trial

necte
Mo
Horn,
p.m.,

ramsis EST.
in italics are sustaining.
tie
:vc; F, Film; K, Kinescopic Re:: E, Eastern Network; M, Midn Network; NI, Nonintercon1 stations.
■ -"'.>>lfe&".
CBS Daytime
Through-Friday, 4-4:30 p.m.,
rsy Fair,
Exchange.
L (E),L (E-M); 4:30-5'

Aulho

Liggett & Myers Tobao
Godfrey
and HisK Frie
L (E-M)
(NI

Ballantine
Believe ItAleor &NotBeer
L

L i
1

Stop &theP. Music
Admiral
L (E-M)Lorilla
The Show Goes On

Chicago
Sustainer From
TheF (E-M)
Bugqles
Co-op
General
MamaFoods
L (E-M)
(NI)
Hands
of Murder

That
One A:1
ManR.
Broadw; !
Edition c. i

Miles
L
Quiz Kids
Paul
Whiteman
TV Teen
Club
L (E-M)

Pau
Anheuser-Busch
Wf
Ken Street
Murray Reviev
Show
TV
54th
Dinner
Dale
L (E-M)

Nature
Thimjs of American Forum of the A ir
Waiting For The Break
L
L
L

o

f ■:

Insii
ItuMont

A Service of BROADCAST
45
PM
15

30
f Rules
-M)

Your Witness
L (E-M)

Mvsleries of ChinatownJ0L00
F (E-M)

General Electric
Fred Waring Show
Co-op
Jamboree
L (E-M)
Philco
Television Plavhouse
L (E-M)

Theatre

on's
xes
ipptouMi
Sc ts

Philip Morris
Candid Camera

i>pgan Show
m
ubber Co.
"irestone

Admiral
LightsL Out

Church
AirJ!«L
Youngon ofPeople's
thetheMarch
InYouth
Review
J
L (E-M)
One Week

B. F. Goodrich
Celebrity Time
L (E-M)
B. F. Goodrich
Celebrity Time

Bowling
Headliners
L (E-M)

i

Congoleum-Nairn
Garroway
at Large
L (E-M)
What

General Foods
The Goldbergs Co-op -M)
Wrestling
(From T.Sunnyside
IV-\U mi\Arena)
American T obaceo Co.
Lucky Stri le Theatre
L (E
^^fnl tern a t*

to

Doubleday

Westinghouse
Studio One

Radio

Warren Hull

In

LocalWhoSponsors
(Co-op)
L Said
(E-M)That

Electric Auto-Lite
Suspense
Drug
Store ofTV Bands
Prod.
CavalGade
L (E-M) (NI)
Pabst
Procter & Gamble
Fireside Theater
The Life of Biley
F
F
A Couple of Joes
L (E-M)
Toni Co — TBA
Stopette
Line
■What's
alternateMyweeks'

Boxing

Co-op
Famous Jury Trials
L (E-M) (NI)
Kraft Foods Co. TV Theatre
L (E-M)

Blues
by Bargy

Wrestling

P. Lorillard
Original Amateur
L Hour
Co-op
Wrestling
L (E-M)
Pabst Beer
International
Boxing Club Bouts

Doubleday
Ben Grauer j
L Show
(E-NI)
Sunset Appl.l
J. 11-11:30
Matthews |

The Plain-Clothesman
L (E) (NI)

TV

Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
Packard Motors, Inc.
Esquire
Blatz
Brewing
BlindBootDatePolish
Holiday Hotel
Boiler
DerbyCo.
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
Esso
H. H. Ayer
TBA
Beat the Clock
Alan Young Shov
Ilka Chase
(Jo-op
Boxing
Morey Amsterdam Show
(Dumont Telesets)
(From LSunnyside
L (E-M) (NI)
(E) (NI) Arena)
U. b. Tobacco
Ford Dealers of America
Martin
Private Kane
Eye
Kay LKyser
L

1950 actually show an increase.
Here is the evidence (all figures refer to 14 hour sets-in-use for the
entire week, 12 Noon to 12 Midnight) :

Feb.,
Feb.,
TV Sets in-Use
1949
1950
26.9
31.6
29.5 28.0
27.2
26.7
24.1
33.7
23.3
26.0

New York
Philadelphia
Chicago
Boston
Cincinnati
Washington
Los Angeles
Cleveland

Dei
Ma
E
1:45
Ma
2 IW-4 IHI Mat

BROADCASTING
Tlx N.»i«
II* and Mitntn
Wm
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Copyright 1950

Feb.,
in-Use
Radio Sets 1950
1949
Feb.,

10.6
8.1
12.6

12.4
11.9
13.7
14.0
12.3
13.6
13.4
13.6

25.0

1

MORAL: TV is undoubtedly here to

j

stay, but don't sell radio
short.

For Telefacts in the above cities

ASK
1:00
1:30

Homes?

growing on the family radio ! Radio
sets-in-use in the three cities where
data are available for both 1949 and

Bristol-Myers
Break
the Bank
L

Libby, McNeill & Libby
The Little Revue
Auction-Aire
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
Ford TV Theatre
Hours
Household Finance
of the Air
People's Platform Co-op Capitol Cloak Room
The Plav's The Thing
After
; Hollywood Mail Pouch Tobacco Co.
Amateur Boxing
tdline Clues
Sports for All
L (E-M)
L/F (E-M) (NI)
brough
Bonny Maid
Gillette
American
v^ig.
at
<^ig
Versatile Varieties
Big Story (alternates
Greatest
Fights
Bonafide Mills
Fights
L
with Life Begins at 80)
unese-(F)
L (E-M-NI)
_n«e
i-onsn
Roller Derby
Jiteman
L (E-M)
iM Club
(To conclusion)
j
FilmCo-op
Theatre
Winner
TBA
Of The Air
Take All
Wrestling
-ill ■
Drug
Store TV
Prod.
Sr King
Cavalcade
of Stars
jrtective
L (E-M)
L (E-M) (NI)
Mj
Saturday Night
L Revue

Listening

TV ownership is increasing by leaps
and bounds in all Pulse markets . . .
but that does not mean that moss is

Tomorrow's
Champions
Co-op(to midnite)
B. J. Beynolds
Ed Wynn
L (E) Show

Happens

THE

PULSE

15 West 46th Street
New York 19, N. Y.

SDG EDICT SENT
Would Take Over TV Directors
FORMAL notification that it is
taking over jurisdiction of all television directors of both live and
filmed programs was sent by
Screen Directors Guild to heads of
all television stations in eight cities
last Tuesday.
Cities included Los Angeles, Chicago, New York, Detroit, Philadelphia, Washington, Cleveland, San
Francisco.
Wired announcements, signed by
George Marshall, SDG president,
followed ah earlier statement by
the guild of its intentions [Telecasting, March 27]. They read:
This is to notify you that the Screen
Directors Guild which for over 12 years
has been bargaining representative for
directors and assistant directors in the
motion picture industry has included
television directors within its organization and it will therefore hereafter act
as the representative of and in the interests of both television and screen
directors. We have conducted a survey of directors in the field of television in which many of our members
are employed, and have found that the
TV directors, by reason of similarity
of their work, are actually members
of our craft since they fulfill essentially the same functions as screen
directors in that they direct action
that appears upon a screen.
Our aim is to approve the directorial
and artistic standards of the picture
which moves across the screen, whether
it reaches the public by projection on
screen in theatre or by transmission
to television screen in a home. This
is to invite your cooperation with our
organization as proper representative
of TV directors.
In the meantime, Radio and Television Directors Guild, which also
claims jurisdiction over television
directors, was continuing negotiations with ABC-TV Hollywood for
contracts covering TV directors
and planning similar negotiations
with other TV stations.
TV ACADEMY

AWARDS

KPIX 'Outstanding' Outlet
KPIX (TV) San Francisco has
been voted the Golden Gate's outstanding television station for 1949
by the San Francisco chapter of
the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences. The award was made
at the chapter's first annual awards
banquet on Friday, March 24, at
the Fairmont Hotel.
Other awards went to the following: Ruby Hunter, heard on
both KPIX and K'GO-TV, outstanding TV personality; Dude
Martin's Hoffman Hayride, sponsored by Hoffman Sales Corp. on
KGO-TV, best live program and
best live commercials; Pete Aben^
heim's Cap'n Pete on KRON-TV,
best live children's program; KGOTV's telecast of midnight Christmas Eve Mass, best live public
service program; Calso Water's
commercial short featuring a dancing puppet, best film commercial;
KGO-TV's football telecasts, best
live sports coverage; Teletours,
KPIX man-on-the-street interview,
best film show made locally.
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GUESSING!

CONGRATULATIONS on WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio's first anniversary are given
the station by Mayor Louis Lohrey (2d i) during a special ceremony. Dignitaries are (I to r): Harry Hall, president, Dayton Chamber of Commerce;
Mayor Lohrey; Paul Flory, manager, Dayton Retail Merchants Assn.; Robert
H. Moody, WHIO-TV general manager, and Harvey R. Young Jr., WHIO-TV
commercial manager. Month-long celebration in February included open
house at station's studios and honoring of local civic clubs and organizations.
NBC-N. U. COURSE
TV Added as Requirement
GENERAL survey of television
has been added as a required course
for the upcoming eighth annual
NBC-Northwestern U. Summer
Radio Institute, according to CoDirectors Judith Waller, NBC Chicago director of public affairs and
education, and Don Fedderson,
chairman of the radio department
at Northwestern.
Radio and video training also
will be given in dramatic and continuity writing, music, station
management, sales, publicity and
promotion. TV practices and procedures will be taught by George
Heinemann, NBC Chicago TV operations supervisor.
Other NBC Chicago staff members who will teach include :
Louis Roen, announcer; Arthur
Jacobson, TV program manager; Homer
Heck, radio program manager; Robert
Flanigan, national spot salesman; Jack
Ryan, publicity chief; David Lasley,
advertising and promotion manager;
Don Marcotte, music director; Robert
Guilbert,
continuity
manager and Miss
Waller.acceptance
Other teachers
include fessor,
Baskett
Mosse,
assistant
proMedill School of Journalism;
Mr. Feddersen; Lyle DeMoss, assistant
general manager, WOW-AM-TV Omaha,
and Charles Hunter, assistant professor
of radio, Northwestern.
Most sessions will be conducted
at NBC's
Merchandise Mart
studios in Chicago. Enrollment is
limited to persons now employed in
or "with considerable experience
in" broadcasting, Miss Walker
said. Students are selected on a
competitive basis.
Approve TVA Contract
TELEVISION Authority membership of the Los Angeles area last
March 20 voted approval of the
national TVA wages and working
conditions contract. The 500 attending members further voted to
authorize the national TVA board
to conclude the final wages contract sending along recommendations for it. With approval of
the TVA contract by New York
and Chicago groups, the final
contract probably will be drawn up
within a few weeks. Contract calls
for
show.$115 minimum for a one-hour

Small Fry Protest
AT least 22 Oklahoma youngsters don't like the idea of
having adults decide what
television programs they
shouldtheir
watch,
andknown
they'veto
made
dislike
P. A. Sugg, manager of
WKY-TV Oklahoma City. Mr.
Sugg announced a policy
against telecasting "horror
story" programs until after
9 p.m. [Telecasting, March
27], when it is presumed all
small fry should be in bed.
The day after the story of the
new policy appeared in a local
newspaper, the youngsters,
all of them 11 and 12 years
old, sent the station a letter
on which the news story had
been pasted. Above it were
the words, "We protest!"

'FREEZE'

HIT

Kelley Asks Congress Action
CONGRESS was asked last Tuesday by Rep. Augustine B. Kelley
(D-Pa.) to do something about the
FCC "freeze" on TV allocations.
The appeal was made, he said, in
answer to requests of residents in
western Pennsylvania who wish to
receive "the many wonders of teleRep. Kelley said his constituents
have besieged him with inquiries
vision."
on the situation. "Although there
are seven applications from
Greater Pittsburgh in the FCC
files," he said, "there is just one
TV outlet (WDTV) in that area—
the very area that produced the
world's pioneer radio broadcasting
station
He said(KDKA)."
that while he would not
question the "sincerity" of the FCC
stand with
on applications,
do take
issue
the reasoning "Ibehind
the
ruling." There would be little reason to hold up TV expansion, the
Congressman added, any more than
it would be in the automobile industry "merely because remarkable
improvements are expected several

April 3, years
1950 hence."

WGAL-TV
the ideal station for
testing your TV sales
campaign.
The only television station
which reaches this large, prosperous section of Pennsylvania
—including Lancaster, York,
Lebanon, Reading, Harrisburg
and adjacent area. This market
fulfills all requirements for reliable testing. Viewing is unusually high and consistent
because of interesting local
programming and the top
shows of four networks — NBC,
CBS, ABC and DuMont.
Write for information.
A STEINMAN STATION

CHANNEL 4
WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Penna.
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.
Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles
New York
San Francisco

NBC

TV

A F F IL IA
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RCA

Tri-Color Tube

(Continued from Telecasting 2)
compatible dot-sequential system of
color television, and I hope they
will."
On the "when" of color television, Gen. Sarnoff declared:
"I'm not as pessimisitc as Dr.
DuMont [Allen B. DuMont, of
DuMont Labs.], who says color is
.10 to 20 years away. I'm not as
unrealistic as the CBS spokesman
who says color is here tonight or
tomorrow."
More work remains to be done
before color sets can be marketed,
he emphasized. But, he added, this
is no reason why FCC cannot proceed with standards.
Outlines Standards
The desirable minimum standards, he said, would provide (1)
6 mc bandwidths, as in monochrome; (2) a requirement that
color pictures be not inferior to
black-and-white, regardless of the
color system employed, and (3) a
requirement that the color system
be compatible with black-andwhite.
On the basis of those standards,
Gen. Sarnoff said, "let the good old
American system of competition
express itself to the full."
He emphasized the compatibility
of the RCA system, pointing out
that the black-and-white reception
of color in the demonstration appeared "somewhat better" than

nothing
under

but

our

standard black-and-white. Many
observers ranked the black-andwhite performance among the best
they had ever witnessed.
Meanwhile, the week produced
these other developments in the
color case:
@ FCC planned to attend an April
7 (Friday) demonstration by CBS in
New York showing the operation of
its system with the inclusion of dot
sampling and horizontal interlace
techniques which, CBS says, doubles
overall resolution and increases horizontal resolution to the full 525 lines
[TELECASTING, March 20].
FCC agreed to send at least one
Commissioner and members of its
staff to San Francisco during the first
week of May for a demonstration of
Color Television Inc.'s system on its
home grounds. This was conditioned
upon CTFs giving assurance that there
has been "a significant improvement
in the performance of [its] system
in color asd black-and-white reception" since the demonstrations in
Washington earlier this year.
£ For April, sessions of FCC's
color hearing were scheduled as follows: Today through Wednesday, with
official demonstration of the RCA tube
on Thursday morning; April 10 and
11; April 17, 18, 19 and 20, and April
25-26. Authorities thought FCC may
cancel sessions for the week of the
17th to avoid conflict with the NAB
management conference in Chicago. In
any event, the schedule nullified earlier hopes that by holding frequent
sessions the entire proceeding would
be completed by about mid-April.
In a question-answer session
after the Wednesday demonstration Gen. Sarnoff said he did fore-

smiles

able to anyone who wanted to buy
and use them too.
Gen. Sarnoff felt it would be "a
matter of months" before the present hand-made tubes could be refined and production models built.
Then would come the tooling-up
process. Whether it would be one
year, two years or three before
mass production could get under
way,
didn't
he
pointedhe out
thatknow,
Dr. though
Elmer W.

FIRST telecast of the hour-long Ken
Murray variety show for Budweiser
over WTVJ (TV) Miami, was attended by August J. Busch Jr. (r),
president of Anheuser-Busch Inc.,
(Budweiser). Mr. Busch made a
special trip from St. Louis for the
opening. Greeting him is Col. Mitchell
Wolfson, WTVJ co-owner. Some 50
Miami and St. Louis representatives
of Budweiser attended the premiere
telecast.
see a time when RCA would not
be building black-and-white sets,
despite the advent of color.
Nor did he see any reason for the
public to delay buying black-andwhite sets now. He felt development
of the color tube would be along
lines permitting installation of
the tube and appropriate circuits
in monochrome sets.
He said he wanted to "lay at
rest" any question as to RCA's
position on color: "We are 100%
for color television; we believe in
it, we have done everything we
knew to advance it, and we will
continue to do all we can to adFrom a practical standpoint, he
vance it."
wanted to know, "who has more
to gain from color television than

umbrella!

another slap at the CBS systheIn RCA?"
tem, he said he couldn't imagine
how anyone could be interested in
buying "a mechanical disc" after
seeing a single-tube set.
Field-Test Need Seen
CBS, he said, claims its system
is ready. But, he said, it will be
necessary to field-test the system
after the interlace principle is
added.
he asked,
"how cansystem
it be
said thatSo, such
an unproven

^ke only ^Michigan TV Station outside (Detroit
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is ahead of the RCA system?"
"RCA is farther ahead in the
development of an all-electronic
system than anyone else in the
world," he added.
"The mechanical scanning disc in
television now belongs to the ages,"
he said in a prepared statement.
"As an expedient, it merely gave
laboratory technicians something to
play with while the proponents of
electronics applied the modern and
practical methods to develop an allelectronic, high - definition, completely compatible system of color
television for the American public."
He said there was "nothing in
the development of our system
which we seek to preserve exclusively for ourselves," and that RCA
would make its developments avail-
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Engstrom, RCA Labs vice president in charge of research, has
estimated one to two years will be
needed to get into production.
Gen. Sarnoff made clear that
"from the minute FCC approves
standards" — assuming the RCA
system is "not outlawed," and he
said he did not expect it to be —
RCA "will be working day and
night to take these remaining steps
to get instruments out as soon as
He felt it was unnecessary for
FCC to approve or disapprove
color systems. Its function, he felt,
ispossible."
to set standards.
Two types of direct-view tricolor tube were shown, one employing a single gun and the other
employing three guns. The sets
were converted black-and-white
table models, with pictures 9x12
inches. The set with the one-gun
tube used 10 receiver tubes more
than conventional black-and-white,
while the one with the three-gun
tube used 19 more.
Smaller Set
There was none of the massive
cabinetry needed to house the
earlier three-tube projection models.
The back of the tri-color tube protruded about a foot at the back
of the set, however.
The three-gun tube gave substantially better quality reproduction than the simpler singlegun model, although Gen Sarnoff
felt there was no reason why the
single-gun tube might not be the
"ultimate answer" when refinements are completed. Meanwhile,
work is continuing on both types.
A 20-minute program of LatinAmerican music and dances was
presented via RCA-NBC's WNBW
(TV) Washington for the demonstration. The three-gun tube in
particular showed clarity, sharpness, and faithfulness of reproduction which to most observers were
considerably superior to the performance of RCA's earlier threetube projection system. The color
instability which marked the
earlier demonstrations was not
Many observers, however, felt
present.
that
the flesh tones particularly
were short of natural.
The pictures on the single-gun
tube were less bright than those
on its triple-gun counter-part, and
occasionally were overcast in part
by a pinkish tint, especially when
fast action was being shown. Dr.
Engstrom
concededit this
one a"can
be
a little better—
has been
bit
Dr. Engstrom explained that
each tube has some 351,000 phosphor dots on its face. They are
arranged
better." in triangular groups of
BROADCASTING
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three — one each for red, blue, and
green. Thus the tube has 117,000
| dots of each color. To increase
■ made
pictureto detail,
are being
increaseefforts
the number
of

first occurred March 23 when the
tube was shown to a group of FCC
Commissioners and staff [Broadcasting, March 27].
Meanwhile, FCC's tentative
agreement to send at least one
Commissioner to witness CTI demonstrations in San Francisco was
based on a CTI petition for an official show there [Telecasting,
March 27]. CTI claimed its Washington showings were made under
"abnormal conditions" and that a
more representative demonstration
could be presented "on its home
grounds.
FCC also noted that CTI has not
yet supplied information and fieldtest data previously requested by
the Commission, and asked CTI
to present a statement on its plans
in that respect.
"In addition," FCC told CTI, "it
is expected that at the time of the
demonstration of the CTI system
at San Francisco you will have
made co-channel and adjacentchannel tests and determined the
ratios, and will be in a position
to offer evidence concerning the
effect of such interference."

i dots, perhaps by 100%.
Behind the tube face is a metal
masking screen with 117,000 holes
Market Data Idea
arranged so that they overlap each
EDITOR, Telecasting:
red, green and blue dot of a triangular group. As the red, green,
. . . Your publication carries the
or blue signal is beamed from the
"Weekly
Television Summary"
gun it passes through the masking
which makes note of the total marj screen and activates the approprikets in operation and number of
1 ate dot.
stations telecasting. This list inA "very active" program is
creases every few weeks. When
under way to refine the tube and
this happens, we . . . would like to
know . . . the time of added areas
ijlay groundwork for quantity production, Dr. Engstrom reported.
and
stations . . . without checking
He said it is easier to build
back through our records . . . Just
large tri-color tubes than small
by way of suggestion for another
ones, and that RCA probably would
added item to your excellent service.
start with tubes approximately
Harvey Pergament
the size of those demonstrated.
Calvacade Pictures Inc.
He introduced Gen. Sarnoff as
Hollywood
the man "who gave us the stim[EDITOR'S NOTE: Acting on Mr.
ulus, the encouragement and the
Pergament's
suggestion,nowthe identifier
Weekly
Television Summary
drive" in development of the tube.
stations going on the air during the
"Without his indefatigable
preceding week.]
leadership and faith in our ability," Dr. Engstrom continued, "we
would not have reached this goal
'Reel Takes7 Praised
at least for many years to come.
TV's Ad Effect
EDITOR,
Telecasting:
"He saw what was needed, and,
(Continued from Telecasting 2)
applying wartime techniques, di. . . The "Reel Takes" story
rected us at forced draft. Such
in comparisons between present
[Telecasting, Jan 16] ... is contactics are not always productive
television and pre-television (or
sistent with the high-powered, reof speed in achievement when ap- radio only) homes.
freshing and intelligent approach
plied to creative effort dependent
Additionally, with respect to ad- which your publication reflects. . . .
for success on new knowledge and
vertiser acceptance of video and
Walter Lowendahl
new scientific principles. But Gen.
Exec. Vice President
TV's demand on leisure habits, total
Sarnoff has taught us that the TV advertisers have mushroomed
Trans film Inc., New York
word 'impossible' has no place in from 32 in 1947 to about 2,300, and
ter,
American
Assn. of Newspaper
programming has jumped in New
our vocabulary."
York from 29 V2 hours to 328.
Representatives, and MacLean
Cites Color Tube Work
Hoggson, vice president of McCall
Gen. Sarnoff said that never in
Mr. Karol, one of AMA's founders, stressed the importance of Corp. and advertising director,
40 years had he witnessed "so
Redbook magazine.
much ingenuity, so much of brain
"better research" looking toward
Mr. Kelley felt that TV will not
power, so much know-how as are proper evaluation of video in relation to other media. Current con- hurt newspapers, "at least circularepresented in this single color
tion," and stressed they had grown
cern of large advertisers, he added,
tube."
is the question: How extensive is prosperous coincident with radio.
He felt that when "measured in the coverage we can get now from
Citing the past 20-year period, he
comparison with every major denoted that daily circulation had
television?"
There
has
been
convelopment in radio and television
confusion on this phase, risen from 38 million to 52 million
over the past 50 years, this color Mr. Karol siderable
and on Sundays from 26 million to
said.
tube will take its place in the
46 million.
Printed media were represented
annals of television as a revoluon the panel by Vince Kelley, vice
Describing television as "princitionary and epoch-making invenpresident of Jann & Kelley Inc., he acknowledged
tion.
pally an entertainment
medium,"
that sound
media
newspaper representative, and
"When historians at the close of president of the New York Chap- had spurred "greater demand" for
the 20th Century evaluate the
news but insisted that the public
"demands more than radio or TV
most important scientific developments, Iwill predict that this tube Compare TV
He conceded however, that once
will be among the great invencan give."
TELEVISION'S influence on
tions of the second half of this
TV
circulation has increased, it
other
media,
discussed
at
the
century. As the master key to
will "broaden the base of brand
American Marketing Assn.
merchandise and also advertising
practical color television, it is an
TV panel, can be gleaned
outstanding development of our
time.
from comparative figures reMr. Hoggson also expressed hope
vealed last Tuesday by Samthat
television would stimulate
budgets."
"We are on the threshold of a
uel Norcross of William
advertising activity and general
new era in television — the era of
Esty Co. They are based on
color. We can see ahead to the
prosperity. He felt frequency of
a survey prepared by Audiissue may affect the loss of time in
commercial development of pracence Research Inc. covering
reading periods because of TV.
tical and simplified color receivers.
New York, Philadelphia and
Redbook magazine has made a
Our generation is assured of clear
Los
Angeles.
Radio
listening
small beginning in an attempt to
and natural color television proin TV homes, 28%; in nonmeasure the effect of TV on magagrams. Generations yet to come will
TV homes, 62%. Magazine
zine sales by comparison of TV and
see around the world in color bereading in TV homes, 23% ;
non-TV areas, he said. Results
cause this tube, which will go down
in non-TV homes, 30%.
were not conclusive: Sales in some
in history as the father of future
video areas were below those in —
Newspaper reading in TV
television picture tubes, is the
homes, 64% ; in non-TV
certain non-video territories, but
key to greater achievements deshomes, 69%. Book reading
tined to come."
on the other hand, the magazine's
in TV homes, 15%; in noncirculation jumped in New York,
The demonstration was the secTV homes, 25%.
top
TV market.
ond outside the laboratories. The
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In 1887 Heinrich Hertz first
proved that electromagnetic waves could be sent
through space.

Blair-TV Inc.* was the first
exclusive representative of
television stations. The first
company to recognize and
act on the television stations' real need for hard
hitting, single minded, exclusive representation.

BLAIR

INC

REPRESENTING
Birmingham
WBRC-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV
los Angeles
KTSL
New Orleans
WDSU-TV
Omaha
WOW-TV
Richmond
WTVR
Salt Lake City
KDYl-TV
Seattle
KING-TV
— — — — — — _ _— — =
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SCIENCE

VIA

fDEO
Book Reviews Programming Techniques

SCIENCE VIA TELEVISION. By Lynn
Poole. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press,
198pp.. S3. 50 cloth, 52 paper.
FOR THE BEGINNER who would
like to learn, or the expert who
would like to review TV programming techniques, Lynn Poole's Science Via Television is a how-to-doit treatise that fills both heeds.
A realistic guide for planning
and producing all kinds of TV programs of the informational type, the
volume evolved from Mr. Poole's
experience with The Johns Hopkins
Science Review, a weekly half-hour
series which began early in 1948
on WMAR-TV Baltimore and later
was aired on the eastern network
of CBS-TV. Mr. Poole, director of
public relations for The Johns Hopkins U., Baltimore, was originator
of the pioneer series as well as its
writer, coordinator and director.
The book tackles the problems
of presenting an informational program in step-by-step fashion, beginning with "the master plan"
and working through rehearsals
and the actual telecasting. Concrete illustration of these problems
and their solution is given through
use of examples from the Science
Review series. The volume concludes with summaries of typical
science programs used in the series.
'Master Plan' Needed
The author strongly emphasizes
that the "production of a successful telecast demands careful planning, unremitting labor and attention to every detail. One show on
supersonic flight required 200 manhours preparation," he said. Thus,
he explains the need for a "logical
master plan to be followed from
start to finish." Mr. Poole lists the
following 10 points for inclusion
in the master plan:
Definition
of program's purpose;
(2)(1) form
of presentation
(straight
demonstration, roundtable discussion,
interview, dramatization, others); (3)
selection of subject; (4) development of
major theme; (5) selection of visual
material; (6) writing the script; (7)
planning camera angles and operation;
(8) setting the stage; (9) preliminary
rehearsals; (10) final rehearsals with
camera.
Mr. Poole stresses that each program must have a fixed purpose
since once the purpose has been

TV ADVERTISING
FILM

FOR

LOW

BUDGET ACCOUNTS
ONE MINUTE FILM ^^^^^
WITH VOICE j^^^^^^^^rf
WRITE, CALL
OR SEE
FILMACK
1331 SOUTH
WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO
HA. 7-3395
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in 1946 as director of public relations, Mr. Poole for several years
was a public relations officer in
the Army Air Force. He prepared
and was responsible for five travelling exhibitions in the U.S. From
1937 to 1942 he was director of
education at the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, where he instituted
art classes for both children and
adults.

defined, "a course of action has
been laid out, a guide has been
chosen for all future planning of
this particular telecast . . . The
program will be, in effect, the
statement of purpose."
Straightforward demonstration
THEATRE
VIDEO
is considered the simplest program
to produce and is the style more
C. E. HOOPER (I), president, C. E.
often used for science programs
Halpern Cites Movies' Role
because it is inexpensive, sustains
BY adding theatre television to
Hooper Inc., contributor of his radiocontinuous action and is ideal for rating service to The Advertising
quality film products, the motion
Council for the past seven years,
securing unusual camera shots.
picture industry can go forward
Although roundtable discussion
explains to T. S. Repplier, Advertisto the greatest heights it has ever
shows can become exciting when
ing Council president, his new TVreached, according to Nathan L.
debate is heated, Mr. Poole states rating service. Mr. Repplier thanked
Halpern, television consultant to
Mr. Hooper for his cooperation with
the Fabian Theatres, American
that this format presents producthe public service organization which
tion obstacles for TV. One solution
Theatres Corp., Century Theatres
and Theatre Owners of America.
he suggests is seating of partici- will now have access to the new
Hooper
television
audience
research
pants at two tables, placed VSpeaking before the Theatre
on the same, basis.
shaped, with the moderator at the
Owners of Oklahoma in Oklahoma
apex of the V. Participants then
City last Tuesday, Mr. Halpern
can have visual material on a low
said
that "having achieved past
side stand and cameras can move
key questions are given as a selec- success
in film exhibition, it is
tion gauge. These are:
about more freely.
(1) Will the subject interest a large within the grasp of the industry to
Interview Technique
number of people? Why? What proof take a new lease on life by develophave you? (2) Can the subject be
The interview on TV is most
ing theatre television into a potent
sufficientlystanding bysimplified
for easy
the lay public?
(3) underWill it
effective when limited to only a offend viewers?
(4) Is there enough
force alongside film features."
few minutes, Mr. Poole suggests,
visual material available to sustain
In his address, titled "Programs
throughout the proand explains "it is judicious to dramaticgram? action
for
Theatre Television," Mr. Hal(5)
Can
the
camera
transmit
resort to an interview only from
the material? (6) Can the program be
pern pointed out that the motion
given
in
the
allotted
time?
picture industry has the greatest
necessity." Although the interview
The author explains that each
show has problems of production
collection of talent, creative forces
telecast must have a strong central
similar to-the roundtable format,
and program skills ever assembled.
it can be activated through use of theme the same as a novel or play. "Out of this program know-how,"
visual material which illustrates
The theme, when properly devel- he stated, "can come energies for
points of discussion, he says.
television to improve and
oped and adhered to, gives "co- theatre
increase the income and welfare of
Urging the program planner not
herent direction to the program,"
to by-pass dramatization complete"prevents confusing digressions
all segments of the motion picture
ly since it is ideal for science shows,
from the subject" and "provides a industry. What is more natural
the author, however, notes that this working outline for preparing all than that these program producers,
format is difficult to sustain and
details" of the program. Once a trained for presentation of shows
almost impossible to do unless suf- theme is chosen, he warns against
on theatre screens, should develop
ficient time and money are avail- use of any material or sequence
outstanding shows for the same
which does not strengthen the
able. Other types of formats can
theme no matter how telegenic theatre screens through televibe used, Mr. Poole says, depending
on individual imagination and re- such material might be.
Citing the rapid growth of
sources.
In choosing the visual material,
television, Mr. Halpern said that
One chapter is devoted exclusiveMr. Poole explains it must incor- where there was only a single thely to program participants and is
porate action, be simple, easy to
atre television installation six
a survey of station technical and manipulate, catch and hold attenmonths ago, there now are 16 inprogram personnel with whom the
sion?"
tion, and promote "viewer-identistallations of equipment in theprospective program planner or
fication." To illustrate the latter,
atres or on order with manufacguest must be familiar. Mr. Poole
he explains a common cup of coffee
turers awaiting production.
lists a producer-director, technical
might be used for an experiment
in lieu of some liquid unknown to
director, floor manager, cameramen, boom-mike operator, video- the layman.
TV Behind Bars
audio controllers, announcer, lightStresses Script
ing technician and coordinator. The
TELEVISION has gone to
latter is a new term for the sciConsiderable detail and illustrajail. RCA onstratedlast
demtion are given by the author on
its newmonth
industrial
ence program personality correwriting the script. Mr. Poole states
sponding to the m.c. or moderator
TV
system
to
the
New
York
the writer must know his subject
of other type programs.
City Dept. of Correction,
well before beginning to write and
placing its chain cameras in
Separate Appearances
must be able to visualize the acManhattan's city prison. SysAs to actual on-air participants,
tion as he writes. Simplicity is
tem, RCA says, permitted
stressed.
Commissioner of Correction
the author urges use of the "no
more
absolutely
Additional sections discuss techAlbert Williams, who authorrule. Hethan
suggests
where necessary"
more than
niques for program openings and
ized the demonstration, to obone guest is involved that each
serve prisoners during relaxappear separately in rotation. Too closings, setting the stage, camera
ation and exercise periods, as
angles and operation, and rehearsmany people and voices confuse and
well as at work. Camera
als. Mr. Poole says most anything
tire the viewer, he warns, and pre- can be telecast if it can be seen
used, RCA points out, is comsent studio problems as well.
through a microscope or will fit
parable to size of a personalMr. Poole considers the selection
into the studio. The author also
type 16mm movie camera and
recommends extensive rehearsing
weighs only 8 lbs. System
of subject of "prime importance"
was shown as a new use for
since the "right subject can carry
to assure perfect performance of
along a mediocre presentation" and even the most informal appearing
TV as a monitor of operations in a danger area.
the "wrong choice can counterbalprogram.
Prior to joining Johns Hopkins
ance a topflight production." Six
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TV

AND

SPORTS

L. A. Chamber Plans Study
7i/m

/2ej20tt

PEP BOYS of Calif., Los Angeles
(auto appliances), has purchased
36 of 10-minute Dugout Dope TV
programs. Series will precede telecasting of home games of Los
Angeles Angels baseball games on
KFI-TV Los Angeles, April 4
through Oct. 1. Agency: Milton
Weinberg Adv., Los Angeles. . . .
William F. Koch, formerly with
Ingersoll-Rand Co., and Richard D.
Farrell, freelance writer, have
joined writing staff of Transfilm
Inc., New York. T. J. Dunford,
in charge of slidefilm for same
firm, has been promoted to general
production manager.
"The Triumphant Hour," feature-length religious film for TV,
has been produced by Jerry Fairbanks Inc., Hollywood. Film sponsored by Family Theatre and
Catholic Church will be telecast
Easter Sunday on NBC and other
TV stations. Cast of more than 50
took part in production which
features resurrection and ascension.
Founder of MBS Family Hour,
Rev. Patric Peyton, produced film.
* * *
Richard E. Jones, vice president
of WJBK-TV Detroit, announced
one of largest purchases of film for
television use, with Fort Industry's
contract for 49 first-run feature
pictures. Filmed and released by
Eagle-Lion Pictures, series of 194647-48 releases bore package price
of $12,250. Films are scheduled to
begin in May.
Glen Allvine has resigned from
New York State Dept, of Commerce, where he was in charge of
motion picture and television activities, to produce TV series for
Star Television Corp., New York.
. . . Four stations have purchased
INS-Telenews TV newsreel review.
They are: WGN-TV Chicago, KSDTV St. Louis, KEYL-TV San Antonio and WTAR-TV Norfolk.
This Week in Sports, INS-Telenews
sports reel, purchased bv WFILTV Philadelphia and WTVJ (TV)
Miami.
Five Star Productions, Hollywood, has announced completion of
64 TV spots for 10 advertisers. Included are 12 spots for Country
Club Beer through Potts-Turnbull,
Kansas City; 12 for 7-Eleven
Stores of Texas through George M.
Wessells Co., Los Angeles; 13
There's a Reason syndicated films
for United Film Service, Kansas
City; six each for Thoro-fed Dog
Food and Kal-Kan; one Siller's
Paint, all through McNeill & McCleery, Los Angeles; four for L. B.
Hair Products through GlasserGailey; four for Real Gold Fresh
Frozen Orange Juice, agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles;
four of series of 14 spots for Butter-nut Bread through R. J. PottsCalkins & Holden, Kansas City; two
of series of five for MacFarlane's
Candy, through Dan B. Miner Co.,
Los Angeles.
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AIMING

EXAMINING picture tube at the RMA exhibit for foreign technicians
at the CCIR sessions are (I to r) : RMA President R. C. Cosgrove; William
H. J. Mclntyre, chairman of the U. S. delegation to London CCIR conference; Dr. W. R. G. Baker, director of RMA
engineering dept.

Technicians Witness
Demonstrations

TV

CCIR
MEET
BY THE END of 1954 television should be available to 33 million
families within the United States, Dr. W. R. G. Baker, director of the
RMA Engineering Department told representatives of 12 European nations in New York last week.
.
Dr. Baker spoke to the visiting for all concerned and save the
engineers who, together with rep- consumer more than half of what
resentatives ofthe United States,
it would cost him and his family
comprise Study Group 11 of the to see the same entertainment in
International Radio Consultative
Committee (CCIR) here for a twotheToday
theatre."
(April 3) the group is slated
weeks inspection of television in the to
witness demonstrations at the RCA
United States at the invitation of Labs, Princeton. N. J. Planned for
the State Dept.
tomorrow's
tions of TV itinerary
receivers are
and demonstracameras at
In reviewing the television situaRCA
plants
in
Camden,
N. J. On
tion Dr. Baker pointed out that
until the freeze is lifted we will Wednesday, the technicians are to
visit the Philco Corp. plants in Philabe limited to a maximum of 109
delphia, witness demonstrations and
stations serving 63 market areas
also inspect the Philco TV transmitwhich represent a total retail sales
volume of over 87 billion dollars on ter.On Thursday, the three principal
an annual basis.
color TV proponents — RCA, CBS and
CTI — will explain their systems at a
Welcomed by TV
conference at the State Dept. in WashDelegates heard welcoming talks,
ington. The following day, demonstrations of the three color systems will
directly from Washington, by be given
in Washington.
Under Secretary of State James E.
Following the American demonstraWebb and FCC Chairman Wayne
tions, the study group will go to
Coy, via the DuMont TV Network.
Paris for French TV demonstrations
Francis Colt de Wolf, chief of the April 20-22; to Eindhoven for Dutch
Telecommunications Policy Staff of demonstrations on April 24-25, and to
the State Dept., presided.
London for British demonstrations,
Participants in the opening cere- April 27-May 4.
mony also included R. C. Cosgrove,
Purpose of the United States
demonstrations, the State Dept.
president of the Radio Mfrs. Assn.
The visiting engineers are in stated, is to show in full technical
this country preparatory to seek- detail currently used United States
ing an international accord on TV
systems to permit the engineers attending from the various nations to
transmission standards at a condecide for themselves which of the
ference in London in May.
several television systems is the
The group visited television
best.
studios and transmitters of most of
All four demonstrations are part
the major stations and manufacof the work of Study Group 11 of
turers in the New York area.
sub-organ of the InternaOn Wednesday the group saw a CCIR, ational
Telecommunication Union
demonstration of Phonevision and
charged with the study of technical
heard an address by H. C. Bonfig,
vice president, Zenith Radio Corp. radio and television questions.
The following countries, in addition
Pointing out the heavy costs of
to the United States, are members
developing television he said that of
the CCIR Study Group: Austria,
this system "will enable the showBelgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
ing of fine pictures for those who
France, Hungard, Italy, The NetherSweden, Switzerland, United
wish
'admission'
on land,
a basis tothatpaywilltheir
be highly
profitable
Kingdom and Yugoslavia.
April 3, 1950

to achieve healthier relationship between television and
athletics, Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce has appointed a subcom it e of its television committee composed of representatives
from television, sports and public
offices to study the present situation
and to plan future policies.
According to Arthur F. Kelly,
vice president of Western Air
Lines, who will head the project,
the study will be a "friendly, cooperative pursuit" of two main
objectives: (1) to develop rational,
open-minded, business-like interpretation of inter-relationship of
sports and television; (2) to establish common ground for sports
and television to base present and
future policies and their relations
with each other, in light of public
interest and community advancement. Public service aspects of the
picture will be analyzed by two
panels of experts.
H. L. Hoffman, head of Hoffman
Radio & Television Corp.. Los Angeles
will moderate for television interests;
William H. Nicholas, Memorial Coliseum manager, for sports. Panel
members have not yet been named.
Other sub-committee members include Don Fedderson, manager, KLACAM-TV Hollywood; Walter McCreery,
head, Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly
Hills; Richard A. Moore, ABC Western
Division television director; Tom
Harmon, sportscaster, in addition to
representatives from other fields.

iPCR-yifwe
so
CH

>U

D0Z6N!

10%

OFF! Advertisers using the three-station facilities of WLW-Television are
now entitled to an additional
10% discount.
40% OFF! WLW-Television's summer rates are effective between May 1 and
September 30 — with discounts up to 40%.
1000% UP! TV set ownership in the WLW-Television
area has increased more
than 1000% during the last
year—
Februarytotals
1. 157,900 as of

-TELEVISION
WLW
WLW-T
WLW-D W1W-C
CINCINNATI DAYTON COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
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UHF

STA

TELEVISION in the UHF band, as broadcast by RCA and NBC at
Bridgeport, Conn, is relatively free from undesired effects of noise,
according to George M. Lohnes, member of the consulting engineering
firm of Craven, Lohnes & Culver. Mr. Lohnes said he was "very favorably impressed" by the operation.
Mr. Lohnes also is impressed
SUBJECT of UHF telecasting developments is slated high on agenda
with the progress of UHF transmitting and receiving equipment,
of forthcoming NAB engineering
he said, after inspecting the conference in Chicago April 12-15.
Bridgeport operation. This developmental station was described as a skeptical frame of mind.
having great promise by Richard
During the course of my visit we
W. Davis, general manager of stopped
off at the transmitter in
WELI New Haven, Conn. [TeleBridgeport, saw the station in operacasting, Feb. 6].
tion and then went to a receiving location which represented anything but a
In a statement prepared for
good location and saw the same proTelecasting, Mr. Lohnes said:
gram on two receivers. One receiver
Several weeks ago I read with con- was tuned to a New York VHF station
siderable interest the Bridgeport UHF
and the other was a current model
story written by Dick Davis. My in- popular receiver with a converter interest in this article was twofold:
stalled inside the cabinet. This reFirst, the part that UHF is going to
ceiver was tuned to the Bridgeport
play in future TV allocations, and sec- UHF station. I could go on into conond, my personal relationship with
siderable detail regarding the setup,
Dick Davis.
but it is all there in Bridgeport and I
During the past couple of weeks I will skip that for now.
happened to be on a field job in the
Two things impressed me after this
New England area and when I started visit : First, the development of the
knocking out a few miles toward home
UHF transmitting and receiving equipI stopped off in New Haven for a short
ment, and second, the freedom of the
visit with Mr. Davis and a visit to the UHF picture from the undesired
UHF operation over in Bridgeport.
effects of noise. Of course, engineers
Sometime ago we had a similar ex- have had some knowledge of the noise
problem in the UHF region, but I am
perimental UHF operation in Washington and I happened to be one of the a member of the "Missouri" school of
persons provided with a converter for thought and admit that I was very
use in conjunction with the TV re- favorably impressed as a result of
what I saw in Bridgeport.
ceiver in my home. Frankly, I was
not favorably impressed with any of
the results obtained in my own case.
Perhaps I was biased, as a result of my
Telestatus
experience, and did not approach the
Bridgeport operation in anything but
(Continued from Telecasting 6)
total accounts in excess of 100 in
February.
COMMONWEALTH
Advertisers of food and food
Currently Serving the
products continue to be the leading
user of television (see table). There
Nation's Leading TV Stations
were 414 different accounts active
OFFERS
in February. This classification also
SOUND \ led in the network -and spot field
while locally advertisers of houseCARTOONS
hold equipment and accessories
/
200
were most active.
SILENT
AESOP
FABIE

W

Drawn for TELECASTING by John Zeigler
Audience Index, the three television stations in Baltimore attracted
50.2% of the average Sundaythrough - Saturday audience between 6 and 10:30 p.m.
New

Hooperatings
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PICTURES
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CAST
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26
For further inform- ,
ation and complete!
list, write to
•JCOR PORA.TEDE

LommonuuEHLTH
723 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.
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Show

WSM-TV
PLANS
Opening Seen by Late Summer
PREDICTING television in Nashville by late summer, officials of
WSM-TV have announced plans
for the station's installation after
FCC granted modification and extension of the construction permit
March 7.
Hookup
the station's
own re-is
lay with theof coaxial
cable, which
slated to reach Louisville in October, will bring network TV to Nashville, officials said. Total cost of the
WSM-TV installation, including
transmitter and microwave relay
system between Nashville and Louisville will be approximately $400,000, it was reported.
The transmitter will be located
at 14th and Compton Aves. The
relay system will consist of transmitters and receivers at five points
between the two cities. All equipment for construction and installation of WSM-TV is on order and
work will begin immediately, it was
stated.

Rate Policy

Initiated by WPIX

(TV)

NEW

RATE card providing reduction of time costs to advertisers
using its facilities on long-term
basis has been published by WPIX
(TV) New York. Effective date
of rates listed on card No. 2 was
March 15.
Under the new scale of frequency discounts, time classifications and weekly strip rates, basic
rates remain the same but new time
classifications are set up: Class A,
7-10 p.m.; Class B, 5-7 p.m. and
10-11 p.m.; Class C, all other
times. Scale of frequency discounts range from 2%% for 13
times to 20% for 260 times.
New weekly strip rates now permit a sponsor to air a six-a-week
program at a five-a-week rate subject to additional discounts of 5%
and 10% for 26 and 52 consecutive
weeks, respectively, it was explained.

[CARTOOH
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Bridgeport Experiment
Favorable, Lohnes

Nielsen TV Ratings
For New York
NIELSEN TV ratings for the New
York area released last week show
Milton Berle's Texaco Star Theatre as the leader among programs
telecast two or more times during
the four weeks ended March 11.
The Nielsen evening, once-a-week
ratings for New York are reported
as follows:

SET EXCISES
Would Hit Sales— Elliott
A 10% FEDERAL excise tax on
TV sets will jump costs on receivers
enough to make it difficult for
"hundreds of thousands" of people to purchase them, according to
Joseph B. Elliott, vice president in
charge, RCA Victor consumer
products.
In an address before the American Bankers Assn. in Chicago last
Wednesday, Mr. Elliott warned the
proposed excise tax would partially
nullify progress made by TV set
manufacturers in leveling prices.
Also mentioned by Mr. Elliott was
a "universal TV receiver capable
of bringing in both present and
UHF TV signals and also a UHF
adapter ... in addition to present
types of sets" should the FCC assign channels in the UHF band.
WDTV

(TV) Pittsburgh has contracted for 7,500 square feet of
space in the city's Chamber of Commerce Bldg. in line with expansion
of its studios for locally produced
shows, Donald A. Stewart, general
manager, has announced. Mr.
Stewart said the DuMont TV Network outlet will move its administrative offices to the second floor
of the building about May 1.
Rating
% TV Homes Using
(At Telecast Time)5.7
Nielson-TVTV
Homes
Homes
Radio
Program
%
%
%
(000)
Rank
castsl
(Number
Texaco
Star
Theatre
82.6
8.2
1
75.5
(4)
56.3
2 Godfrey's Talent Scouts
59.9
(4)
of Tele80.0
72.8
565
3 Toast of Town
(4)
757
431
. (4)
4
43.0
Godfrey
&
Friends
76.6
601
4.9
5
392
(4)
Lights
Out
82.0
4.1
66.6
386
6 Gillette Boxing
(4)
71.0
3.9
7.0
37.7
378
7 Man Against Crime
39.1
(4)
38.5
8.1
366
8
Studio One
(4)
73.4
362
9 Philco TV Playhouse
(4)
36.5
360
4.0
10
The Goldbergs
35.9
(4)
68.5
82.2
the36.1rating
NOTE Number of homes is obtained
3.5 1
Feb.
4.5
by applying
1,003,000—
the
1950, NTI estimate
of
total
TV
homes
in
the
"New
York'
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
(%) to
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Television's Leadership
THE FIVE most popular programs in all New York homes, according to the latest Hooperatings,
are television shows. Of the first
15 programs in all homes, nine
were television and six radio.
Ratings follow for all New York
homes :
SPONSORED NETWORK PROGRAMS
1. Milton Berle
2S.7 TV
2.
Talent Scouts 20.7
3. Godfrey's
Toast of Town
18.3 TV
TV
4. Lights Out
.
17.9 TV
5. The Goldbergs 16.8 TV
6. Jack Benny
14.7 Radio
7.
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
14.7 Radio
Radio
8. My Friend Irma
13.6
9. Studio One
13.2 TV
10. Radio Theatre
13.2 Radio
Based on the Baltimore January-February report of Hooper,
WMAR-TV Baltimore reports that
television has captured- more than
50% of the night broadcast audience in that city.
According to the Hooper Station

WDTV

(TV) Expands

The

electron

that

the

tube

rivals

human

eye

Invention of the iconoscope— TV's first
all-electronic "eye"— led to supersensitive
RCA image orthicon television cameras

No. 3 in a series outlining high
points in television history

Dr. V. K. Zworykin of RCA Laboratories with his iconoscope tube. Its
successor, the image orthicon, has been developed by RCA scientists to
have up to 1000 times greater sensitivity.

Photos from the historical collection of RCA
• Had you attempted to invent a television camera from scratch,
odds are you'd have followed the same path as early experimenters
—and tried to develop it on mechanical principles.
Illogical? Yes, in the light of what we now know about electronics. But remember, electronics was a young science in television's
infancv. The best existing way to take pictures in motion was with
a mechanical device— the "movie" camera. To follow such a lead
seemed logical.
Then the iconoscope was invented by Dr. V. K. Zworykin, now
of RCA Laboratories. This all-electronic "eye" for television cameras
had no moving parts, no chance of mechanical failure !

Basing their research on principles uncovered by Dr. Zworykin's
iconoscope, RCA scientists next developed the image orthicon pickup tube— eye of today's supersensitive RCA image orthicon television camera. So keen is this instrument's vision that it sees by
candlelight or by the faint flicker of a match.
Despite its simplicity of operation, the RCA image orthicon tube
is a highly complex electronic device. Integrated, within its slim
14-inch length, are the essentials of 3 tubes— a phototube, a cathode
ray tube, and an electron multiplier!
The phototube converts a light image into an electron image
which is electricallv transferred to a glass target, and then scanned
by an electron beam to create a radio signal. The electron multiplier
then takes the signal, and greatly amplifies its strength so that it can
travel over the circuits which lead to the broadcast transmitter.
Inside the tube itself, more than 200 separate parts are assembled
with watchmaker precision. For example, a tiny piece of polished
nickel is pierced with a hole only one-tenth the thickness of a human
hair ... a copper mesh with 250,000 holes to a square inch is used
. . . and the glass target is bubble-thin ! Yet all are assembled and
made to work— at RCA's Lancaster Tube Plant— with magnificent
precision.
Actually 100 to 1000 times as sensitive as its parent, the iconoscope, RCA's image orthicon pickup tube literally rivals the human
eye. And when an outdoor telecast may start in daylight and wind
up in dusk— that's a necessity!

Mechanical scanning equipment, used at RCA-NBC experimental television station W2XBS in 1928, long before the RCA image orthicon camera.
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Officas and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.

DE. 1232

WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W
Washington, D. C.
Member

P.

MAY

Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

U0 years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montdair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

J . KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ANDREW
CORPORATION
SPECIALISTS IN
Allocation • Design • Installation
363 E. 75th St., Chicago 19, III.
PHONE: TRiangle 4-4400

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St. Riverside 3611

REpublic 7236

Mcintosh & Inglis

Member AFCCE*

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

Of. H 3UUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Rtvamde 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
BSSIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

KEAR

& KENNEDY

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Actions

of

the

F

MARCH

24 to MARCH 31
D-day
cond. -conditional
ant.-antenna
rP-construction permit
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
N-night
mod.-modification
IRP-effective radiated power
trans. -transmitter
aur.-aural
5TL-studio-transmitter link
unl.-unlimited hours
vis. -visual
ynch. amp.-synchronous amplifier
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

Atom
"fly"

to

pile
help

by-products
medical

research

Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
ippear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
tation and transfer applications.
\arch 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KMOD
Modesto,
uP new AM station. Calif. — License for
KSDO San Diego, Calif. — License for
IP AM station to change hours of
operation, increase power etc.
KSUB Cedar City, Utah — License for
*ZP AM station to change frequency
fete.
AM— 950 kc
Tri-State Bcstg. Co., Summerville,
a. — CP new AM station on 910 kc, 1
w D AMENDED to request 950 kc.
License Renewal
Request
for
staion: KTMS license
Santa renewal
Barbara,AMCalif.;
<AAA Red Wing, Minn.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KBMT San
3ernardino; WAUX - FM Waukesha,
pVis. Request for Reinstatement
WLAB-FM
Lebanon, Pa. — Applicaion for reinstatement of CP which expired 11-29-49.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KFMB-TV
San Diego, Calif. — RETURNED 3-21-50 request for extension
if completion date.
\4arch 27 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner George E. Sterling
KPAS Banning, Calif.— Granted peti:ion
;ion. requesting dismissal of applicaWMIN St. Paul, Minn.— Granted peti:ion of WMIN requesting dismissal
Aithout prejudice of application; on
ZommisPion's
sf Owatonna own
Bcstg.motion,
Co. isapplication
removed
irom hearing docket.
Pratt Bcstg. Co., Pratt, Kan.— Granted
oetition to accept late appearance in
oroceeding upon application.
WWNR Beckley, W. Va.— Granted
eave to amend application so as to
;pecify 500 w N in lieu of 1 kw, and for
-emoval of application, as amended,
i'rom
hearing
docket.
Houston
Bcstrs.,
Albany, Ga. — Grant ;d petition requesting dismissal without prejudice of application.

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont

Ave., Wash.
Sterling 3626

5, D. C.

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning • Design - Acoustics
Box 69 - Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200
BROADCASTING

Coston-Tompkins Bcstg. Co., and
David W. Jeffries, Ironton, Ohio —
Granted request of James Goodrich
Coston for indefinite continuance of
hearing, presently set for March 29 at
Washington, D. C, re applications of
Coston-Tompkins
Bcstg. Co. and that
of David W. Jeffries.
KNEU and KCSU Provo, UtahGranted petition of KNEU requesting
dismissal without prejudice of application: on Commission's own motion,
application
Centraldocket.
KCSU is removed fromofhearing
KVOG Ogden, Utah — On Commission's own motion action of March 15
granting petition for intervention in
proceeding in Dockets 9559 and 9560 is
set aside and petition is denied.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
Radio
Pa. —soGranted leave Reading,
to amend Reading,
application
as to
(1) change applicant from individual
to co-partnership
composed
Johntr/asJ.
Keel
and Lloyd W.
Dennis ofJr.,
Radio Reading; (2) to change facilities
requested from 1400 kc 250 w to 1510 kc
1 kw U DA-1; (3) to substitute completely new engineering data; and (41
to supply new data as to legal and
financial qualifications of applicant
partnership; it is further ordered that
application
amended,
removed from ashearing
status isandhereby
referred
to Broadcast License Branch for issuance of new file number, pursuant to
requirements of Sec. 1.373(i) of Commission's rules and regulations.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
WJIG Tullahoma, Tenn. — Granted request to accent appearance of Raymond
L. Prescott Jr. filed in proceeding in
Docket 9544.
WHIT New Bern, N. C. and WELS
Kinston, N. C. — Granted petition of
WHIT to amend application so as to
change operating pattern and reduce
interference which its proposal would
cause to existing station in Roanoke.
Va., and granted petition of WELS for
continuance of hearing upon application and th^t of WHIT from April 5, to
May 8 in Washington, D. C.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
FCC General Counsel — Granted petition requesting that hearing now scheduled for April 24 in Washington, D. C.
re applications of Louis Wasmer, Pasco,
(Continued on page 6U )
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PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

* VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readersstation owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.
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Radioisotopes were needed by a Boston hospital for patient treatment.
Lead-shielded box of radioactive iodine (weight, 35 lbs.) picked up by Air
Express in Knoxville, Tennessee, at 11 a.m., delivered to hospital 7:15
p.m. Charge, only S8.60. Hospitals, like all business, use Air Express regularly to get supplies from anywhere in hours.

It's easier and more convenient to
use the
world's
fastest are
shipping
ice. When
shipments
ready, servjust
phone
for
pick-up.
Special
door-todoor service included in the low rates.
It's your best air shipping buy.

Your shipments keep moving. Air Exgoes on
every Scheduled
linepressflight.
Frequent
schedules. AirUse
dependable, experienced Air Ex— keep your
rollingpressat regularly
a profitable
clip. business

Only Air Express gives you all these advantages
World's fastest shipping service.
Special door-to-door service at no extra cost.
One-carrier responsibility all the way.
1150 cities served direct by air; air-rail to 18,000 off-airline offices.
Experienced Air Express has handled over 25 million shipments.
Because of these advantages, regular use of Air Express pays. It's your best air
shipping buy. For fastest shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway
Express Agency. (Many low commodity rates in effect. Investigate.)
Rates Include pick-up and delivery door
to door in all principal towns and cities
A service of
Railway Express Agency and the
SCHEDULED AIRLINES of the U.S.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 63)
Decisions Cont. :
Wash, and that of Cascade Bcstg. Co.
Inc.. Richland. Wash, be continued to
May 22.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Henry Lee Taylor, San Antonio, Tex.
— Granted continuance of hearing in
proceeding re application and that of
Wintergarden Bcstg. Co., Crystal City,
Tex. from March 30 to June 5 in Washington, D. C.
March 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1490 kc
WAPF McComb, Miss.— CP AM station to change from 1010 kc 250 w unl.
to 1490 kc 250 w unl.
AM— 1280 kc
Platte,
CPJohn
new Townsend,
AM stationNorth
on 1010
kc 1 Neb.—
kw D
AMENDED to request 1280 kc.
Modification of License
KWK St. Louis, Mo.— Mod. license to
change corporate name from Thomas
Patrick Inc. to KWK Inc.
License Renewal
Request
license
renewal
station: WHAYforNew
Britain,
Conn.;AMKFNF
Shenandoah. Ia.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extenWBGE-FM
Atlanta.sion of completion
Ga.; WRGK date:
Brookfield,
111.;
KOWN Conway. Ark.
Modification of License
KWK-FM
St. Louis, Mo. — Mod. license to change corporate name from
Thomas Patrick Inc. to KWK Inc.
License for CP
License for CP new FM station:
KTUL-FM
Tulsa,
Okla.; WITJ Ithaca,
N. Y.
FM— 107.1 mc
KFSA-FM Fort Smith, Ark. — Class B
FM station Ch. 299 (107.7 mc) AMENDED to Class A, Ch. 296 (107.1 mc).
Ark.— Mod.
CPKVLC-FM
new FM Little
stationRock,
to change
from
Class B, Ch. 231 (94.1 mc) to Class A.
Ch. 237 (95.3 mc) and change power to
392 w, ant. to 115 ft.
WERC-FM Erie, Pa. — Mod. CP new
FM station to change ERP to 9.7 kw,
ant. to 512 ft.
Mod. CP new commercial TV station
for extension of completion date:
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo. Mich, to 10-2450; KEYL San Antonio, Tex. to 7-7-50.
March 28 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WERE Cleveland, Ohio— Granted license new AM station and specify studio location; 1300 kc 5 kw unl. DA-1.
American Bcstg. Co. Inc., Area of
Washington, D. C. — Granted request to
cancel licenses for remote pickups KA3021-22.
KMYR
Bcstg. Co., Denver, Col. —
Granted licenses for new remote pickups KAA-922. KA-5237-38.
Isle of Dreams Bcstg. Corp., Miami,
Fla. — Granted license new remote pickup KA-3239.
Hagerstown Bcstg Co., Hagerstown,
Md. — Granted license for new STL
KGA-79.
K A Y Llicense
- F M new
Storm
Lake, IowaGranted
FM station;
Chan.
268 (101.5 mc) 8.9 kw, 370 ft.
W S P Alicense
- F M for
Spartanburg,
S. C. —
Granted
new FM station;
Chan. 255 (98.9 mc) 4.9 kw, 520 ft.
Radio'license
Inc., Area
Md.Hearst
— Granted
to useBaltimore,
facilities
of STL KGB-64 as a new exper. TV
remote pickup KA-6174.
The Connecticut Bcstg. Co., Hartford,
Conn. — Granted mod. license to change
frequencies from 33.38. 35.02, 37.62 and
39.82 mc. to 26.17, 26.27 and 26.37 mc,
KA-5475.
National Bcstg. Co. Inc., New York —
Granted mod. license to change freremote37.02,
pickup
from 31.22,quencies of35.62.
39.26 KA-4687
mc to
26.11, 26.15, 26.25. 26.35, 26.45 mc.
Voice of the Rockies Inc, Colorado
Springs, Col. — Granted CP for new remote pickup KAB-342.
American Bcstg. Co. Inc., Portable,
Area of Chicago — Granted CP for new
remote pickup KA-6176.
WRAC Racine, Wis.— Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant., trans, and
sutdio locations.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: WCOH-FM Newnan, Ga. to
9-30-50: WTCN-FM Minneapolis to 105-50; KFI-FM Los Angeles to 10-16-50;
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WELI-FM New Haven, Conn, to 10-1050;
Y. toOkla.
101-50;WWOL-FM
KOMA-FM Buffalo,
OklahomaN. City,
to 10-1-50; WPRA Mayaguez, P. R. to
5- 19-50 subject to condition that permittee, after construction, shall submit
measurements to prove that proposed
trans, meets Commission's Standards of
Good Engineering Practice; KA-5136
Arecibo, P. R. to 6-15-50; KFUO-FM
Clayton, Mo. to 9-24-50; WFMB Mayodan, N. C. to 10-13-50; WCBS-TV New
York to 10-10-50: KE2XEK Area New
Brunswick, N. J. to 10-9-50; KSL-TV
Salt Lake City, Utah to 10-15-50.
WGRA Cairo, Ga. — Granted license
new AM station; 1300 kc 1 kw D. Cond.
WEAS Decatur, Ga. — Granted license
install new ground system.
KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex.— Granted license change frequency, power, hours
of operation
and install
and
change
type trans.;
1190 kc DA-N
1 kw unl.
DA-N.
WTPS New Orleans — Granted license
change hours of operation, change
power and install DA-N; 940 kc 1 kwD, 500 w-N DA-N.
KGBCcense toGalveston,
Tex.—licensed
Grantedaux.liuse presently
trans, as main trans, for nighttime
operation.
Granted
to useas presently licensed
1 kw license
main trans,
aux.
trans, for nighttime operation with
power of 250 w.
WHBI Newark, N. J.— Granted CP to
install aux. trans, at present location
of main trans.; 1280 kw.
WGSV
Granted
mod.
CP toGuntcrsville,
change trans, Ala.—
location,
and
change type trans.
WSMP St. Marys, Pa.— Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location.

LITERALLY up to her neck in letters is this CKEY Toronto tabulates Station reports it pulled a total of 127,847 letters as a result of drives by two
of CKEY's local shows. Mother Parkers Musical Mysteries, Saturday evening at 7:30, drew 51,565 letters in a single week prior to the awarding
of a new automobile by Mother Parkers Tea Co. Another show. Pick the
Hits, Monday through Friday at 12:05, in a four week period reportedly
brought an avalanche of 76,282 letters, 29,896 received in a single week.

KCRV Caruthersville, Mo.— Granted
mod. CP to change type of trans.
WGAD Gadsden, Ala.— Granted mod.
for extension of completion date to
6-CP15-50.
1-50.
KRLD-TV Dallas, Tex. — Same to 10-

renewal of licenses of KXLR KWEM
KHOZ and KWAK.
License Extended
WKPT-FM
Kingsport, Tenn. — Present
licenseto further
basis
May 1. extended on temporary

KTRY Bastrop, La. — Granted voluntarynerassignment
of license from
partship to new corporation,
Morehouse
Bcstg. ation
Co.involved.
Inc.; no monetary considerWDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo.— Granted licence to change studio location.
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
Area Boston, Mass. — Granted CP new
exper. TV relay KA-6148.
KBIO, Inc., Burley, Ida. — Granted
CP new remote pickup KA-6149.
Central Washington Bcstrs. Inc., EIlensburg, Wash. — Granted CP and license new remote pickup KA-3523.
Mosby'sCPInc.,
Granted
and Missoula,
license newMont.
remote—
pickup
KA-2989.
WJBW-FM New Orleans— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 10-3-50 on condition that construction be completed or interim operation be provided by that date.
WISR-AM-FM Butler, Pa.— Granted
voluntary assignment of license from
individual
newlyCo.formed
tion, ButlertoBcstg.
Inc. corporaWDSU-FM New Orleans — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 9-28-50.
WPRT Prestonsburg, Ky.— Same to
7- 28-50.
Middlesex Bcstg. Corp., Cambridge,
Mass. — Granted license for new remote
pickup
KA-5627.
Savannah
Bcstg. Co., Savannah, Ga.
— Granted mod. license to change frequency to 26.15, 26.25, 26.35 mc KA5564.
Hollywood Bcstg. Co., Hollywood,
Fla. — Granted CP new remote pickup
KA-«128.
KMYR CP
Bcstg.for Co.,
Col. —
Granted
new Denver,
remote pickup
KA-6131.
Mid-Hudson Bcstrs. Inc., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Granted CPs for new repickup KA-6132,
33. Fort Worth,
Fort moteWorth
Bcstg. Co.,
Tex. — Granted CP and license new remote nickuos KA-6132-33.
KMTR Radio Corp., Area Los Ang
e
l
e
s
— Granted CP new exp. TV relay
KA-6129.

KVWC-FM Vernon, Tex.— Same.
Commission
further
ary extension granted
of licenses
until temporJune 1
of Crosley Bcstg. Corp. exper. TV relay
stations
KQA-40
and
KQA-44,
and
Philco Television Bcstg. Corp. exper.
TV
relay stations KGB-50 to KGB-59
inclusive.
FM— 98.9 mc
WKBZ-FM
Muskegon,
Mich. —
Amended revised
tentative allocation
plan forstituteClass
B
FM
stations
to
Ch. 255 (98.9 mc) for Ch. sub293
(106.5 mc) at Muskegon, and granted
WKBZ-FM
application to shift channels accordingly.
Request Denied
KMAR Bakersfield, Calif. — Denied request for KMAR (FM) to suspend operation until Commission acts on licensee's application for new AM station at Bakersfield.
Rule Waived
KOZY
Kansas
— Waived
3.261 of rules to City,
allowMo.KOZY
(FM)Sec.to
remain silent
for
60
days
pending
relocation of trans, and studios.
Following FM stations granted
changes in present facilities.
KDTH-FM Dubuque, Ia. — To change
power from 180 kw to 45 kw, and ant.
from 655 ft. to 650 ft.
W P E ant.
N - Ffrom
M Philadelphia,
change
366 to 310 ft. Pa.— To
WLFM Braddock, Pa.— Change studio
location from Pittsburgh to Braddock;
power from 20 kw to 6.9 kw, subject
to request to measure power of WLOA
by indirect method during construction
of FM ant. and subject to submission
of new WLOA ant. resistance measurements upon completion of FM ant.
construction.
WTCN-FM Minneapolis, Minn.—
Change
fromft. 400
kw ft.
to 11 kw,
and ant. power
from 480
to 450
WGBA-FM Columbus, Ga.— Change
power from 9 kw to 2.3 kw, ant. from
600 ft. to 60 ft., subject to power of
WGBA being determined by indirect
method during install, of FM ant. and
to new WGBA ant. resistance measurements being submitted upon completion
of FM ant. construction.
WNOW-FM York, Pa.— Change power
from 17 kw to 14.5 kw.
WAVU-FM AlbertviUe, Ala.— Change
power from 3.2 kw to 4.5 kw, subject
to power of WAVU being determined
by indirect method during install, of
FM ant. and submission of FCC Form
302 and new WAVU ant. resistance
measurements
upon completion of FM
ant. construction.
WFSS quency
Coram,
Change
from Ch. N.277Y.—(103.3
mc) fre-to
Channel 248 (97.5 mc) power from 1.8
kw to 15 kw and ant. from 535 ft. to
530 ft.
Hearing Designated
The Southeastern Bcstg. System,

March 29 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Renewal Granted
WGWD Gadsden, Ala.— On petition
granted renewal of license without
hearing, for period ending May 1, 1952.
WDMJ Marquette, Mich. — Granted
renewal of license for period ending
Feb. 1, 1953.
Hearing Designated
KXLR No. Little Rock: KWEM West
Memphis, Ark.; KHOZ Harrison, Ark.;
KWAK Stuttgart, Ark.— By order Commission designated May 1, as date and
Little Rock, Ark., as place for consolidated hearing on applications for

Waycross, Ga. — Designated for hearing
in
Julykc,3 application
for
newWashington
station onon 790
1 kw D only,
and made WLBE Eustis, Fla., party
to proceeding.
Oral Argument Scheduled
In view of written comments Commission scheduled oral argument at
Washington May 12 in matter of Dec. 8,
1949 proposed amendment to Sec.
3.661(b) of rules relating to separate
operation of aur. and vis. trans, of TV
stations.
Modification of License
KWJJ Portland, Ore. — Granted mod.
license to change daytime DA pattern
(DA-1 to DA-2).
Hearing Ordered
KCRA Sacramento, Calit. — Ordered
hearing at Washington July 5 on application to change facilities from 1320
kc 1 kw unl. DA-N. to 1320 kc 5 kw
unl. DA. and made KWBR Oakland,
Calif, party to proceeding.
Hearing Designated
KCBQ San Diego, Calif, and KLOK
San Jose, solidated
Calif.hearing
— Designated
for conat Washington
on
July
7,
application
of
KCBQ
for
mod.
license to increase nighttime power on
1170 kc from 1 kw to 5 kw, employing
daytime DA for night use, and application of KLOK for CP to change operation on 1170 kc with 5 kw from D only
to unl. using DA-N and made KVOO
Tulsa, party to proceeding.
Application Denied
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago — Denied
application KS2XBS to change trans,
location, trans, and ant. systems, and
increase operating power output of exp.
TV station from 1 kw (vis. and aur.)
to 5 kw vis. 2.5 kw aur. in connection
with
"Phonevision"
Commission
Feb. 8, tests
1950. authorized by
Hearing Ordered
Buttery Best. Inc, Billings, Mont,
and KFXD Nampa, Ida. — Ordered application of Buttery Broadcast Inc. for
new station on 590 kc. 5 kw. unl. DAN, and application of KFXD to increase
power on 580 kc from 1 kw, unl. DADN todated
5 hearing
kw unl.
DA-N,
at time
and for
placeconsolito be
designated later; made WIBW Tapeka,
Kan. eral
party
to by
proceeding;
sevpetitions
Buttery denied
and KFXD
seeking grants without hearing.
Authority Extended
WTNJ thoritTrenton,
auy to operate N.withJ. —250Extended
w utilizing
1 kw trans, to April 17 but advised
WTNJ that in view of fact that it has
had since Aug. 17, 1949 to make relatively simple change in trans., this
authority
will not beisextended
and and
unless construction
completed
proper license application filed in time
to allow program tests to be authorized
by April 17 station must cease operation.
(Continued on page 66)
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Organ Moods
Angelus Choir
Magic Strings
Pampas Rhythms
Choir Girl Trio
Concert Masters
The Down Homers
Gospel Messenger
Main Street Band
Crusaders Quartet
Fireside Ensemble

*
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The new enlarged SESAC

Transcription Program

Service of over 3500 standard selections for as
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n
ta
y
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et
Me
Orri
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★
little as $40 a month (Based on your advertising rate card).
All-American Band
s
er
Hymnal Harmoniz
String Symphonette
Orpheus Choristers
Crane Calder Choir
Hawaiian Serenaders
Hayloft Harmonizers
Cosmopolitan Rhythms
Modern Organ Rhythms
Fraternity Glee Club
a
Continental Orchestra
Music by Los Andrinis
Philharmonia Orchestra
Concert Hall Orchestra
Havana Dance Orchestra
Pan American Orchestra
Fiesta Dance Orchestra
National Symphonic Band
Aeolian String Symphony
Hank Keene and His Gang
International Folk Songs
Folk Songs by Oscar Brand
The Barbershop Balladeers
American Concert Orchestra
Just off the Press!
Rosalie Allen, Folk Singer
Tex Fletcher and Ranch Hands
Catalog of Bridges,
New World Symphony Orchestra
Songs of Faith, Bill Osborne
Moods and Themes
Stamps Baxter Gospel Quartets
Eddie Brown's Salon Orchestra
Rave Notices!!
Eddie Alkire's Modern Hawaiians
Charles Magnante, Accordion Solos
Another SESAC Service
Ray Smith's Rocky Mountain Rangers
A compact and comprehensive
Trinity Choir of St. Paul's Chapel
Sacred Melodies, Carillon and Organ
compilation of more than 1200
Anna Kaskas, Metropolitan Opera Star
dramatic musical backgrounds
Square Dances called by Ed Durlacher
of selections contained in the
Village Green Four (Barbershop Quartet)
SESAC Transcribed Library.
Audition Discs Available

SESAC
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 6A)
March 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
newKCLF
AM Clifton,
station. Ariz.— License for CP
License Renewal
WHAK
Rogers
— Request
for license renewalCity,
AM Mich.
station.
WKPT-FM
Kingsport,
Tenn.—
for license renewal FM station. Request
Modification of CP
WAMS-FM
Wilmington,
Del.— Mod.of
CP new FM station
for extension
completion date.
KFVS-FM Cape Girardeau, Mo. —
Mod. CP new FM station to change
ERP to 8.1 kw, ant., to 150 ft.
FM— 102.9 mc
KRE-FM
Berkeley, Calif.— CP FM
station to change ERP to 9.9 kw, ant.
to -67 ft.
License for CP
WHNC-FM
Henderson,
for CP new FM
station. N. C. — License
WHHM-FM
Memphis,
— License
for CP new FM station Tenn.
(reinstated).
WUOT
Knoxville,
Tenn.
—
License
CP new noncommercial FM station. for
Modification of CP
WDLJ Evanston, 111.— Mod. CP new
noncommercial FM station for extension of completion date.
WNAC-TV Boston, Mass.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station to request
change from Ch. 7 (174-180 mc) to Ch.
2 (54-60 mc) ERP from 26.6 kw vis.,
13.3 kw aur., to 15.1 kw vis., 7.6 kw aur.
Mod.
new commercial
TV date:
station forCP
extension
of completion
WTTV
Bloomington,
Ind.;
WOC-TV
Davenport, la.
License for CP
WNBQ
Chicago
— License for CP new
commercial TV station.
March 30 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 930 kc
KIUP
Durango,
from 1400 kc 250 w Col.—
unl. toCP 930to kcchange
1 kw
unl. DA-N.
AM— 1280 kc
WSAT1280Salisbury,
CP tokcchange
from
kc 1 kw N.D C—
to 1280
1 kw
unl. DA-N.
AM— 1510 kc
John J. Keel tr/as Radio Reading,
Reading, Pa. — CP new AM station on
1400 kc 250 w unl. AMENDED to change
to 1510 kc 1 kw unl. DA-1 and change
name of applicant to John J. Keel
and Lloyd W. Dennis Jr., d/b as Radio
Reading.
License for CP
License for CP new AM station:
WFMH Cullman, Ala.; KDIA Auburn,
Calif.
WKNA Charleston, W. Va. — License
for CP to increase power, change to
DA-2 etc.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal AM station: WORA Mayaguez, P. R.; KPHO
Phoenix, Ariz.; KWDM Des Moines.
Ia.; KRAM Las Vegas, Nev.; WRFC
Athens, Ga.; WGLS Decatur, Ga.;
KAKC
S. C. Tulsa, Okla.; WTYC Rock Hill.
Request for license renewal FM station: KWKW-FM Pasadena, Calif.;
WSTC-FM Stamford. Conn.; WNAEFM Warren. Pa.: WFRO-FM Fremont,
Ohio; WHKW Madison, Wis.
. License for CP
WJAC-FM Johnstown, Pa. — License
for CP to make changes in existing
station.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WXRT Chicago; KRFM Fresno, Calif.
National
Calif.— Mod.
CPKWFM
new FM
stationCity,
to change
from
Class A to Class B, Ch. 284 (104.7 mc)
ERP .96 kw and change studio location
to San Diego.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 770 kc
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Request
for SSA on 770 kc 50 kw-D 15 kw-N
for period of next regular license or
extension thereof.
Page 66
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New
FCC

ROUNDUP

Grants,

Changes,

Transfers,

Applications

SUMMARY TO MARCH
HoX sScOte
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications

30

Total
Cond'l cations In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
2,115
2,082
189
301
265
FM Stations
708
493
262
*4
46
24
AppliTV Stations
102
35
74
348
182
* Two on the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KCIM Carroll, Ia. (Carroll Bcstg. Co., 1380 kc, 1 kw unlimited, directional); KFTV Paris, Tex. (Lamar County Bcstg. Co., 1250 kc, 500 w
day); KPYL Puyallup, Wash. (W. Gordon Allen, 1400 kc, 100 w unlimited); KRIZ
Phoenix, Ariz. (Howard M. Loeb, 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited); KRXL Roseburg,
Wash. (Umpqua Bcstrs. Inc., 1240 kc, 250 w unlimited); KVIM New Iberia, La.
(1570 kc, 1 kw day); KVAS Astoria, Ore. (Clatsop Video Bcstrs., 1050 kc, 250 w
day); WCTA-FM Andalusia, Ala. (Andalusia Bcstg. Co. Inc., (98.1 mc) Channel
251); WELC Welch, W. Va. (Pocahontas Bcstg. Co., 1150 kc, 1 kw day); WEVDFM New York (Debs Memorial Radio Fund Die, (107.5 mc.) Channel 298); WINSFM New York (Crosley Bcstg. Corp., (105.1 mc.) Channel 286); WIRD North Attleboro, Mass. (Jackson Assoc. Inc., 1320 kc 1 kw unlimited DA-2); WJIV Savannah,
Ga. (Eurith Dickinson Rivers Jr., 900 kc, 1 kw day); WMPM Smithfield, N. C.
changed from WLNJ (Selma- Smithfield Bcstg. Co.); WRAC Racine, Wis. (Belle
City Bcstg. Co., 1460 kc, 500 w day).
* * *
Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISIONS
WRIB cisionProvidence,
Initial de-to
by Examiner R.LeoI. — Resnick
grant application of WRIB to increase
power from 250 w to 1 kw daytime on
1220 kc. Initial decision March 30.
KPMO
Pomona, Calif.
sion by Examiner
Jack —P.Diitial
Blumedeci-to
deny application for renewal of license
of KPMO and dismissal of request for
consent to assignment of license from
Myron E. Kluge and Dean Wickstrom
d/b as Valley Bcstg. Co. to Dean H.
Wickstrom and Warner H. J. Sorenson
d/b as Valley
KPMOdecision
is assigned 1600 kc,Bcstg.
500 w.Co.Initial
March 30.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
WKUL and The Voice of Cullman,
Cullman, Ala. — By memorandum opinionmanandBcstg.
order
of CullCo.,denied
licenseepetition
of WKUL,
for
rehearing
of
Commission's
opinion
and
order of Dec. 21, 1949, which granted
The Voice of Cullman new station and
denied earlier petition of Cullman
Bcstg.
requesting hearing
ed for application
of Voice beof designatCullman.
Action
by
Commission
en banc. Order
March 27.
WOAP Owosso,
memorandum opinionMich.
and— Adopted
order holding
that sunrise operation proposed by
WOAP would not conform with Sec.
3.87 of rules relating to computation of
skywavecisiontoMarchskywave
interference. De29.
KERB Kermit, Tex., and KROD El
Paso, Tex. — By memorandum opinion
and order denied petition of KROD
requesting commission to rehear or
conduct initial hearing on grant made
Sept. 7, 1949, for mod. CP KERB to
change from 610 kc, 1 kw day to 600
kc,
kw day, directional. Decision
March1 29.
WJAX-TV Jacksonville. Fla. — Scheduled oral argument April 14 on FCC
general
exceptions oftocompleinitial
decision counsel's
to grant extension
tion date [BROADCASTING, Feb. 6].
George F. Haddican, Delano. Calif.
— Scheduled oral argument April 14 on
initialtiondecision
deny 250neww AM
staon 1340 kcto with
fulltime
[BROADCASTING, Dec. 12, 1949].
WCUM Cumberland, Md.— Ordered
that oraltinued toargument
April decision
14 be con-to
Anril 28 onsetinitial
grant power boost from 100 w to 250
w, on 1490 kc [BROADCASTING, Nov.
14, 1949].
Carolina-Piedn>ont Bcstrs. Inc., Lincolnton,
N. C. —decision,
Ordered tothat
ness of initial
denyeffectivebid for
new station on 1050 kc with 1 kw day,
be staved pending further r<>view by
Commission [BROADCASTING, Jan.
2].
AM— 1370 kc
KAST Astoria, Ore.— Mod. CP to
change from using DA-DN to DA-N.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Grant
A. Wood,
DISMISSED
March Hyattsville,
8 applicationMd.for—
AM station on 1540 kc 1 kw D.

Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Red Lion, Pa. — Rev. John M. Norris
granted new station on 1440 kc, 1 kw
daytime. Estimated construction cost:
$27,200. Rev. Norris, sole owner, has
y% interest in Norris Cigar Co., and has
extensive
March
29. property interests. Granted
Mayaguez,
Mayaguez
Corp. granted P.newR. —station
on 1300Radio
kc,
1 kw unlimited. Estimated construction
cost: $20,200.
Alberto Sanabria,Principals
dry goods,include:
president,
17.37%; Jose A. Fabregas, certified
public tricio
accountant,
PaR. Fermaintt,treasurer,
public 0.4%;
secretary,
0.4%; Charles Torres, service station,
13.04%; Rafael Redondo, radio parts,
etc., 13.04%;
Eugenio
B. Cesani,
ware, 13.04%;
Regino
Cabassa hardJr.,
radios, zalez
refrigerators,
13.04%;
Jose GonRivera, liquors, 8.68%;
Luis
Acosta Jr., real estate, 4.34%; Augusto
Valentin, 10.86%; Luis R. Rivera, real
estate, 6.51%. Granted March 29.
Lenoir City, Tenn. — Arthur Wilkerson
Lumber Co. granted new station on
730 kc, 500 w unlimited. Estimated
construction cost $19,780. Arthur Wilklumber dealer,
is sole owner.
Granted erson,
March
29.
Gaylord,
Mich.
—
Midwestern
Co. granted new station on 900 Bcstg.
kc, 1
kw day. Estimated construction cost:
$25,000.censeeMidwestern
Bcstg.City,
Co. Mich.,
is liof WTCM Traverse
WMBN Petoskey, WATT Cadillac and
WATZ Alpena. Granted March 29.
Leadville, Col. — Vir N. James granted new station
on 1230 iskc,'licensee
250 w un-of
limited. Mr. James
KVRH Salida, Col. Granted March 29.
WMON
Montgomery,
W. Va. — Granted itedswitch
to 790 from
kc, 11340
kw kc,
day,250500w w unlimnight
DA-N. Granted March 29.
KFRD creaseRosenbere,
in power fromTex.500— Granted
w day toin-1
kw day on 980 kc. Granted March 29.
KBOR Brownsville. Tex. — Granted
increase in hours of operation from
daytime
directional
Eng. cond.to unlimited,
Granted March
29. night.
KCHCcreaseEl
Paso,
Tex.
—
Granted
from 500 w day to 1 kw day inon
860 kc. Granted March 29.
WORK York, Pa. — Granted switch
from 1350 kc, 1 kw unlimited DA-N to
1350 kc,tional5night.kw Granted
day, 1 kw
night,
March
29. direcKJCK
Junction
City,
Kan.
—
switch from 1570 kc. 1 kw day Granted
to 1420
kc, 1 kw day. Granted March 29.
FM GRANT
Sanford,
N.
C— Sanford
Bcstg. Ch.
Co.
granted new Class
A FM station.
276 (103.1 mc), ERP 325 w, ant. 185 ft.
?bove average terrain. Co-partners:
Thomas Burke Buchanan, radio and
record ship owner, and Thomas E.
Barker, 29.insurance
business. Granted
March
(

WFVG
Fuquay ofSprings,
C— Granted assignment
licenseN. from
S. S.
Adcock, licensee to S. S. Adcock, J. M.
Stephenson and W. J. Davis d/b as
Radio Station WFVG. Mr. Stephenson
and Mr. Davis acquire 60% interest
from Mr. Adcock for $34,000. Mr. Stephenson has farming interests, saw
mill and general store. Mr. Davis is a
student at Jacksonville Institute of
Radio & Television. WFVG is assigned
1 kw day on 1460 kc. Granted March
29.
KLAS Las
Vegas, Nev.
— Granted
transfer
of control
of Las
Vegas
Bcstrs. Inc.. from C. L. McCarthy, E.
L. Barker, Duncan A. Scott and W. R.
Steffner to Frederick G. Stoye. R. G.
Jolley, A. J. Brown and R. W. Eldredge
for consideration of $25,400. Mr. Stoye
is general manager of KLAS and prior
to transfer held 20% interest. Mr. Jolley is owner of White Bunny Ice Cream
Co., Las Vegas Brick and Tile Co., and
other interests. Each of four partners
will have 25% interest. KLAS operates
with 250 w on 1230 kc. Granted March
29.
KRIS Corpus
— Granted
transfer
of controlChristi,
in GulfTex.Coast
Bcstg.
Co., licensee, which buys holdings of
following minor stockholders: Houston
Harte, 12.25%; Isobel C. Harte, 10%;
Eva May Hanks, 11.25%; Jean Kinsolving Barnard,
5%; Bernard isHanks
es11.25%. and
Consideration
S2?8,000.
Chief tate,
owner
manager of KRIS
is
T. Frank Smith. KRIS is assigned 1
kw on 1360 kc. Granted March 29.
WCRA
Effingham,
111.— Granted
fer of control
in Effingham
Bcstg.transCo.,
licensee, from Willard and Mabel
Thompson to Joseph E. McNaughton
through transfer of 210 sh. of stock.
This is volving
simple
no moneystockandtransaction
unmarred inby
restriction save FCC authority. WCRA
is assigned 1090 kc, 250 w daytime.
Granted March 29.
KLKC Parsons, Kan. — Granted
transfer of control of Community
Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee, to Sun Pub.
Co. through
of 251
of capital stock fortransfer
$12,550.
Sunsh.Pub.
Co.
now holds 51% interest in licensee corp.
KLKC
is
assigned
1540
kc,
250
w
day.
Granted March 29.
KMHT ofMarshall,
— Granted
transfer
control of Tex.
Marshall
Bcstg.
Co., licensee, to Fort Worth Bcstg. Co.
for consideration of $52,500. Principals
in Fort Worth Bcstg. include: Frank
M. Skinner, owner of clothing stores
in Fort Worth and Austin, also farming
and ranching interests, president,
98%; chief
John engineer
R. Crouse.
and
KXOLviceFortpresident
Worth,
vice
president,
.33%.
and Russ
Lamb
general manager KXOL.
1.67%.N. KMHT
is
assigned
1450
kc,
250
w
unlimited.
Granted March 29.
KTLNment of Denver,
Col. — Alf.
Granted
assignlicense from
M. Landon
tr/as
Landon
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Leonard
Coe. Mr. Coe, who is general manager
and 35% owner KVLC Little Rock,
Ark.,
pay $5,000 for
station.
Mr.
Landon will
is withdrawing
because
of other
business interests. KTLN operates with
1 kw day on 990 kc. Granted March 29.
WTOR ofTorrington.
— Granted
transfer
control Conn.
in Torrington
(Continued on page 69)

KERR JOINS TR
Named Eastern Sales Manager
ALLAN W. KERR, formerly with
WCBS New York, has joined Transit Radio Inc. as eastern sales manager, succeeding
William H. Ensign,to become
who resigned
an account
executive at ABC
[Broadcasting,
March
20].

Mr. Kerr will
make his headquarters at TranTRANSFER GRANTS
Radio's New
Yorksit offices,
250
Mr. Kerr
WESX ment Salem,
— Granted
Park Ave. He
of licenseMass.
from
North assignShore
had been with WCBS for the past
Bcstg. Co. to new firm North Shore
Bcstg. Corp., owned equally by James
five years, except for five months
D. Asher and Joseph H. Tobin, each
48.2% owner of WJDA Quincy. Mass.
spent in television sales at WPIX
Consideration $75,000. Charles W. Phe(TV) New York. He also has
lan, sole
owner
of
assignor,
retires
beserved with WO V New York, Free
cause of ill health. WESX is assigned
1230 kc, 250 w. Granted March 29.
& Peters Inc. and the Rambeau Co.
BROADCASTING
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A/EW

PTT
NO

"?

/

PORTABLE

NEW

POSITIVE
DRIVE

Two-speed
hysteresis synchronous motor prevents timing errors, lost program
time.
N A B. IOV2" REELS
Now get long
playing time even on portable
equipment. No overlap on rack
mount.

CONSOLE

PT7's Greater Flexibility Means Greater Value
The PT7 Recorder Mechanism and Amplifiers incorporate Magnecord's exclusive
Unit Construction. The same equipment
can be used in console cabinet, rack
mount, or for portable operation. New
PT7-P amplifier features high-level mixing
for 3 high impedance microphones.
Write For Detailed Information
Revolutionary new PT7 specifications have just
been released. Write for your copy today.

INC., CHICAGO
C&Ul,
CUqW&
360
NORTH
MICHIGAN
AVENUE
World's Largest and Oldest Manufacturers
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RACK

3

MOUNT

HEADS

Separate heads
for Erase, Record, and Playback
now allow monitoring off the tape.
PUSHBUTTON
CONTROLS
Separate buttons
for "Forward," "Rewind," and
"Stop" can be operated by remote control.

1, ILL.

of Professional Magnetic Recorders
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CBS

NBC OREGON MEET
Discuss Summer Schedules
APPROXIMATELY 24 representatives of NBC Western Network
stations are meeting today (April
3) with six NBC Hollywood executives at Timberline Lodge, near
Portland (Ore.) to discuss sales,
programming and promotion plans.
Summer schedules and Daylight
Saving Time will come in for
special discussion.
Greater part of the day's session
is being devoted to talks by Charles
Denny Jr., NBC executive vice
president, and Sidney N. Strotz,
administrative vice president in
charge of Western Division. Cochairmen of the meeting are Ewing
C. Kelly, president and general
manager, KCRA Sacramento, and
Walter Wagstaff, general manager,
KIDO Boise, western members of
NBC Stations Planning and Advisory Committee. KGW Portland,
managed by H. Quenton Cox, is
host station for meeting.
NBC executives attending the meeting are Messrs. Denny and Strotz;
Frank A. Berend, Western Network
sales manager; Helen Murray Hall,
manager of advertising and promotion;
Henry Maas, manager of sales and
traffic department, and Jennings Pierce,
manager of station relations for NBC
Western Division.
Station executives attending include
Paul Bartlett, owner, and Gene de
Young, manager, KERO Bakersfield;
Ed Yocum, general and commercial
manager, KGHL Billings, Mont.; Walter Wagstaff, Ed Craney and Arne
Anzjon of Montana's "Z" network;
Hal Brown, general manager, KMJ
Fresno; Pat Kelly, program director,
KFI Los Angeles; Pete Watts and
Harlan Jones, KMED Medford; Henry
Fletcher, general and commercial manager, KSEI Pocatello, Ida.; Mr. Cox
and Arden X. Pangborn, KGW Portland; Ewing Kelly; S. S. Fox, KDYL
Salt Lake City; Tom Sharp and John
Merino, KFSD San Diego; John Elwood, KNBC San Francisco; Harry
Butcher, KIST Santa Barbara; O. W.
Fisher and Ray Baker, KOMO Seattle;
R. 0. Dunning, KHQ Spokane; Florence Gardner, KTFI Twin Falls, Ida.;
J. A. Murphy, KIT Yakima, Wash.
ZOTOS

DRIVE

Plans To Expand M-G-M Show
SALES AFFILIATES Inc., New
York (Zotos fluid wave), is expected
shortly to add two Nebraska markets— Lincoln and Grand Island —
to its present slate of nine stations carrying The Adventures of
Maisie, one of eight M-G-M radio
attractions.
Plans call for further expansion
sometime this fall following the
usual slump months of July and
August, according to GetschalRichard Inc., advertising agency
which handles the Zotos account.
Firm has distributors in 66 key
markets. Program currently is
sponsored by Sales Affiliates in
New York; Des Moines and Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; Kansas City and
Columbia, Mo.; Topeka and Wichita, Kan.; Omaha, Neb., and Sioux
Falls, S. D. Campaign git underway early in February.
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FINDING much in common are these Virginia Associated Press Broadcasters
who met in Richmond on March 21 with Oliver S. Gramling (3d I), AP assistant general manager for radio. L to r: Fred L. Hart, WLPM Suffolk
general manager and VAPB vice president; Jack Weldon, WWOD Lynchburg general manager, retiring VAPB president; Mr. Gramling; and John
Eure, WDBJ Roanoke news editor and new VAPB president.
FURR ELECTED
Heads Dixie FM Network
RAY A. FURR, manager of WIST
(FM) Charlotte, N. C, was reelected president of the Dixie FM
Network at a meeting a fortnight
ago. Also named were Ed Anderson,
president and general manager of
WBBO Forest City, first vice president; Gaines Kelley, general manager of WFMY-FM-TV Greensboro, second vice president, and
Mel J. Warner, general manager
of WFMA (FM) Rocky Mount,
N. C, secretary-treasurer.
The members also voted to make
April "FM Month" in North Carolina. Mr. Furr said April was
chosen because of the many baseball games to be broadcast by
FM stations during this period.
Also discussed were network program plans.
Stations in the network include
WFMA WFMY WIST WBBO,
WGBR Goldsboro, WFNC Fayetteville, WRAL Raleigh, WBBB
Burlington, WAIR Winston-Salem,
WHPE High Point, WSTP Salisbury, WGNC Gastonia, WSIC
Statesville, WMBC Greenville, S. C.

L to r: Seated, Messrs. Anderson
and Furr; standing, Messrs. Warner and Kelley.

Upcoming
April
NAB convention, Stevens
Hotel,12-19:
Chicago:
Engineering Conference, April 12-15;
Unaffiliated
Stations Conference,
April 16;
FM Stations Conference, April 17;
Management Conference, April 17-19.
April 15-16; Second annual meeting,
University Assn. for Professional
Radio
cago. Education, Stevens Hotel, Chi-

DODGERS'
GAMES
New N. Y. Network To Cover
ARRANGEMENTS for additional
radio coverage of Brooklyn Dodgers' baseball games were nearly set
last week following an announcement confirming formation of an
upstate New York regional network. Eight stations already have
signed and others are expected to
join before season opens April 18.
The announcement was made
jointly last Monday by Harold G.
Roettger, Dodgers publicity director, and James Stevenson, who
simultaneously was retained as
radio consultant to the club. Mr.
Stevenson heads his own radiotelevision package production firm
in New York City.
The network was organized by
Mr. Stevenson through Baseball
Broadcasting Co., which he set up
March 1 for the purpose of baseball
radio coverage.

SALARIES
Stanton Highest Paid
FRANK STANTON, CBS president, was given a $34,740 bonus,
in addition to his $100,000.16 salary, in 1949 and is now the highest
paid executive in network radio.
William S. Paley, CBS chairman
of the board, was paid a salary of
$100,000.16— the same as Mr. Stanton's in 1949 — but received no
bonus. His total income from CBS
was considerably greater than Mr.
Stanton's however, because of his
stockholdings in the company.
Information on officers' salaries
was contained in a proxy statement
issued last week in advance of the
CBS annual stockholders' meeting
April
19.
In addition
to salaries and bonuses, $17,604.79 was put into the
pension and insurance plans for
Mr. Paley and $13,270.26 for Mr.
Stanton.
Edward R. Murrow, who is a
director of the corporation, received
$121,944.48 in fees, salaries and
commissions for his work as a director and as a . broadcaster and
recording star.
Joseph H. Ream, executive vice
president, received a salary of
$50,000.08, a bonus of $11,977.50,
and Edward Wallerstein, president
of the CBS subsidiary, Columbia
Records Inc., was paid $60,000
salary and a $3,208.50 bonus.
Mr. Paley's 1949 remuneration
represented an increase of $28,269.31 over 1948, and Mr. Stanton's
was up $24,941.36.
Stock Control
Mr. Paley owns or controls 98,510 shares of Class A stock and
251,900 shares of Class B stock.
He owns beneficially 88,510 shares
of Class A, or 9.23% of the total
outstanding, and 223,500 shares of
Class B, or 29.45% of the total
outstanding.
In the aggregate he owns directof all outstanding stock
of ly
the18.17%
company.
The proxy statement also disclosed that CBS paid WCAU and
WCAU-TV Philadelphia an aggregate of $435,071.22 for broadcasting network commercial programs
in 1949.
The CBS annual report to stockholders also was in the mail last
week.
Consolidated net income for 1949
was $4,184,079, or $2.44 per share,
as compared with $5,041,682 or
$2.94 per casting,
share
Feb. 20].for 1948 [BroadCash dividends paid during 1949
amounted to $2,404,293, or $1.40
per share, as compared with
$3,434,704 or $2 per share in 1948.
A total of $1,779,786 in undistributed profits was added to surplus in
1949.
A joint message to stockholders
signedton said
by that
Messrs.
StanCBSPaley
was and
following

Still to be completed are arrangements for sponsorship of the
games and selection of an announcer, according to Mr. Roettger. It was believed the schedule
would be sold to local advertisers
on a co-op basis.
Stations included thus far in the regional network: WPTR Albany, WKRT
Cortland, WWSC Glens Falls. WWHG
Hornell. WHLD Niagara Falls, WEAV
Plattsburg, WSAY Rochester, and an organizational policy of integrating radio and television.
WNDR tionsSyracuse.
At leastNew
30 other
sta(in Pennsylvania,
England
NBC.)
(The opposite approach is being
and upper New York state) also have taken
in the reorganization of
expressed interest in the games, according to Mr. Stevenson.
BROADCASTING
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FCC

Roundup

I (Continued from page 66)
Bcstg. Co., Inc., licensee, from Joseph
it. Schifini et al. to Harold Thomas.
Thomas, president of WATR Water;Ir.
ury, purchases 51<?c of stock for S5,000.
^VTOR
assigned
Granted isMarch
29. 1490 kc, 250 w.
WDSR Lake City, Fla. — Granted asignment of license from Alfred H.
Temple, Alma Horn Temple and Dr.
"rederick Fayne Kumm, co-partnership
l-T) as Deep South Kadioways, to partlership of same name. Dr. Kumm withran-s and sells his 20 Tc interest to
Lima Temple for ST, 200. increasing her
to 45<~c-onWDSR
assigned
250
<oldings
unlimited
1340 iskc.
Granted
larch 28.
deletions . . .
TVE FM authorizations and one AM
cense reported deleted last week by
CC. Total since Jan. 1, AM 21; FM
0;
TV 2. follow:
Deletions and reasons for
. ithdrawal
WENT-FM
Elmira,
N. Y. —FMElmira
tar-Gazette Inc.
License.
not
ell received by public.
KVSO-FM Ardmore, Okla. — John F.
isley. License. Too expensive to
ave transmitter repaired.
WMUS-FM Muskegon, Mich. — Greatx Muskegon Bcstrs. Inc. License,
'perational
eed revenue.costs and maintenance exWSAZ-FM
Huntington,
W. Va. for—
TSAZ
Inc. CP.
Using resources
evelopment of TV.
WKFM Sandusky. Ohio — Sandusky
3"ewspapers
continue. Inc. CP. Not economical
WGLN Glens Falls, N. Y. — Glens Falls
ub. Corp. License March 4. Result of
lerger
WWSC
ASTING,withMarch
6]. there [BROAD-

and Reuel H. Musselman d/b as Lehigh
Valley Bcstg. Co., for consideration of
S214.564.64. B. Bryan Musselman, vice
president and general manager, will
have 60%; Olivia P., office manager of
WSAN. 20%, and Reuel H., chief engineer WSAN, 20%. In turn Musselmans
request formal change of licensee from
corporation
a partnership
tical reasons.to Filed
March 30. for pracSenators

on WASH

(FM)

AFTERNOON home and away
games of the Washington Senators
baseball team will be broadcast
weekdays for the 1950 season on
WASH'
(FM)
Washington
by
Chesterfield
cigarettes,
through
Cunningham & Walsh, New York.
The schedule does not include
Sundays, however. Broadcasts will
be the same as those carried
on WWDC (AM only) Washington,
with Arch McDonald and Bob
Wolff as announcers. WWDC will
carry all daytime games AM only
and night and Sunday games on
both AM and FM. WTTG (TV)
Washington will telecast all athome games. Chesterfield sponsors
the games on all three stations.

WKJG
LABOR
NLRB Upholds Examiner
NATIONAL Labor Relations Board
last Tuesday upheld a trial examiner's intermediate finding that
WKJG Fort Wayne, Ind., had engaged in certain unfair labor practices in negotiations with NABET
(National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians).
Complaint was filed Jan 28, 1949,
against WKJG, licensed to Northeastern Indiana Broadcasting Co.
WKJG claims that the findings
of Examiner W. Gerard Ryan last
October were not supported by
substantial evidence, and that he
"followed the pattern of ignoring
all the evidence given by (WKJG)
and with studied design gave credence to the evidence of the union."
The finding, WKJG contended, was
that its witnesses "were falsifiers
while the (union witnesses) were
NLRB, in its order, noted: "The
truthful."

Supreme Court has recently held
that even if a trial examiner believes every witness for a union
and disbelieves every witness for
an employer, this does not manifest
such bias and prejudice as to
invalidate an order of this board
adopting (such) findings. . . ."
NRLB tant"added
that credibility
it was "relucto "disturb
findWKJG was ordered to "cease
and desist" from "refusal to bargain collectively" with the union;
"discouraging membership" i n
NABET; and "interrogating emings."ployes concerning their union membership, activities," etc.
Reginald Allen
REGINALD ALLEN, 40, WTOPCBS Washington announcer for the
past 12 years, died last Wednesday
of cancer. During the war he was
program director of the Armed
Forces Network at Eniwetok. A
bachelor, Mr. Allen left his parents,
a brother, and a sister.

Jew Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Crossett, Ark. — Ashley County Bcstg.
o., 1240 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated
Dnstruction
S", 503. 89.lawPrincipals:
. Cecil Fleet cost:
Sr., general
practice,
1%, and John H. Fleet, chief engineer
e.STL St. Louis. Mo., 3u<~c- Filed March
Collins announces the first really new one
North Seattle, Wash. — Suburban
cstg. construction
Co., 1590 kc,cost:
250 S12,800.
w day.Charles
Esti.ated
kilowatt AM transmitter to bring you the full
eans Calley Jr., applicant, is owner
acific Exports Ltd., general export
benefits of post-war research and development.
nd import company, specializing in
^port
of
lumbers
and
metals.
Filed
This transmitter, the Collins 20V, is the
larch 24.
Menominee, Wis. — Capital City Bcstg.
product of new engineering techniquesrresulto. Inc., 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited,
stimated construction cost: S18.693.54.
ing from research conducted during the last
in CapitalGeorge
Bcstg. L.areHeleniak
Thornmrincipals
G. Simpson,
nd William F. Johns Jr., each have
five years, and only now available in terms of
5%%
interest.
Mr. Johns
extenve radio
interests
whichhas include
rubes and other components.
TKLK Cloquet. Minn., WOSH Oshkosh,
."is.. WSHB
Stillwater,
The 20V provides new economies to help
Ihers.
Filed March
24. Minn., and
Ukiah, Calif. — Arnold C. Werner,
340 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated
you meet ever stiffening competition. It emonstruction cost Sll,800. Mr. Werner
phasizes the obsolescence of one kilowatt
applicant
for
AM
station
at
Sunnyde. Wash. Filed March 30.
transmitters
which represent the engineering
TV APPLICATION
Danville, Va. — Piedmont Bcstg. Corp.,
of pre-war 1940.
h. 7 (174-180 mc), 2.65 kw. vis., 1.33
"iv
aur.
Estimated
construction
cost
Equip in 1950 for the years ahead. Write,
SO, 500. Piedmont Bcstg. is licensee
M station WBTM Danville. Filed
larch 29.
wire or phone your nearest Collins representative for further information. And see the
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta — Assignnew
20V
next week in the Collins booth at
lent of license from The Atlanta Journal Co. to Atlanta Newspapers Inc.,
the NAB Show, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
loposed new firm to be composed of
lerged Atlanta Journal Co. and Coniitution
Pub.30. Co. See story page 20.
iled March
WSNY Schenectady, N. Y.— Acquision of control of Western Gateway
:cstg. Corp., licence, through purchase
y Winslow P. Leighton of 33 sh held
y George R. Nelson for S41,200 and 4
h held by William G. Avery for S2.800.
Ir. Leighton now holds 32 of total 99
h issued.
larch
30. See story this issue. Filed
FOR BROADCAST QUALITY, IT'S .. .
WSAN-AM-FM
Allentown,
Pa. C.
—
ransfer
of control
from John
humberger Sr., Fred W. Weiler, estate
f Royal W. Weiler, David A. Miller,
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
amuel W. Miller. Donald P. Miller,
liller Assoc., Cole-Chronicle Newspa11 W. 42nd St.
2700 W. Olive Ave.
1330 N. Industrial Blvd.
417 Rosalyn Ave.
ers Inc., and B. Bryan Musselman, a
Dogwood Rd., Fountain City
BURBANK
NEW YORK 18
DALLAS 2
orporation d/b as Lehieh Valley
KNOXVILLE
DAYTONA BEACH
cstg. Co., to a partnership of B.
'•ryan Musselman, Olivia P. Musselman
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BMI Canada Aided
(Continued from page 19)
presented at Ottawa April 11-13,
when CAB will present, at the commission's request, a list of specific
sections of the Canadian Broadcasting Act and rules and regulations of CBC, which hinder development of radio, in its opinion,
with specific reasons.
A total of more than 500 questions have been listed by the commission for the CAB to answer at
this final sitting. Mr. Guild reported that Charles A. Siepmann,
one of the authors of the famous
FCC Blue Book, has been retained
by the Royal Commission to analyze briefs which have been presented to it on radio.
At the Tuesday morning session,
Mr. Burton of BMI reported that
in the past three years BMI Canada
Ltd. has released 3,500 Canadian
works, has signed up 70 Canadian
composers and 22 music publishers.
He told the Canadian broadcasters
that "not one cent" of BMI Canada Ltd. funds goes to the parent
organization, BMI in the United
States.
Decision Necessary
He emphasized to the group that
they soon would have to make
major decisions on the growth of
BMI Canada in view of the ending
of the present contract in two
years with BMI Canada and with
CAPAC. At the Tuesday afternoon
meeting, it was unanimously decided to give BMI Canada more
funds through a service charge for
material obtained.
Annual meeting of Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement (BBM)
followed, with Lou Phenner, president, as chairman. He reported
114 stations, or 80% of all Canadian stations, now are members of
BBM. Good progress is being made
on the 1950 survey which should
be ready late this summer, he said,
and finances are adequate to take
care of this survey. The 1950 survey will have figures on a similar
basis to the BMB figures, on more
than once a week listening.
Dr. Ken Baker of BMB, New
York, explained to Canadian broadcasters some of the ways in which
they could use the additional figures
1930 — 1950
20th Anniversary Year
46.0
"HOOPER
'*
* (average 5 periods
winter, 1950)
proves the best buy
in
DANVILLE,
VA.
is
WBTM
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BROADCASTERS at Canadian convention at Niagara Falls include Mike
Hopkins (standing), CKLB Oshawa; (seated I to r facing camera) Murray
Brown, CFPL London; Pete McGurk, Weed & Co., New York; Gordon
Keeble, CFCF Montreal; (seated back to camera) Vic Georgs, CFCF Montreal; Spence Caldwell, S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, and Keith Chase,
CFPL London.
and reported on what U. S. broadcasters are doing with these figures.
New BBM directors elected included:
Representing advertisers, C. R. Vint,
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Toronto, was
elected for three year term, and E. B.
Cooper, Imperial Oil Ltd., Toronto,
for two years; for advertising agencies,
G. F. Mills, Spitzer & Mills, Toronto,
for three years, and S. B. Smith, James
Lovick Ltd., Toronto, for two years;
for stations, W. T. Cranston, CKOC
Hamilton, for three year term.
Don Henshaw, account executive
of MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto,
guest speaker at the Tuesday luncheon, urged broadcasters to become
better acquainted with agency executives, not to be rebuffed if the
agency door was not opened rapidly,
but to make sincere efforts to get
to know the executives and their
thinking.
Rates Covered
Tuesday afternoon meeting dealt
mainly with rates and discounts.
Resolutions were adopted to follow
NAB contract forms in making
changes in the CAB contract form.
A discussion of a request for an
increase from 15% to 17% in advertising agency commissions followed presentations by agency executives on this question. Agencies pointed to increased costs of
operations. At a closed meeting of
members, it was resolved to defer
the matter for a year.
CJOB Winnipeg was presented
the first annual Canadian General
Electric Award for station efficiency on air time at the annual
dinner on Tuesday. Dr. Robert
Stanforth of UNESCO, dinner
speaker, urged Canadian broadcasters to watch against the growth
of government bureaucracy in
broadcasting by preservation of the
free enterprise system.
The broadcasters were told of
television pitfalls by Samuel H.
Cuff, president of the Retailers
Television Film Service Inc., New
York, at the Wednesday afternoon
session. Mr. Cuff discussed American station experience, along with
data on the minimum cost of establishing aTV station, programming

and engineering problems. John J.
Gillin Jr., president of WOW-AMTV Omaha, Neb., detailed experience in operating his television station, especially preparations before
opening the outlet. An idea panel
discussion followed, in which stations reported on new program, personnel and Transit Radio developments.
An information panel constitutCAB

ing American and Canadian agency
representives dealt with Canadian television prospects, role of the
station representative, per inquiry
business and discounts. Opinion
of the gathering was largely
against per inquiry business.
Stations urged giving the representatives more sales data to pass
to agency timebuyers. Considering
the prospects of advertising on
Canadian television, the majority
feeling was that national advertisers would not change major AM
programs because of Toronto and
Montreal TV markets.
Mitchell Speaks
An overflow meeting Thursday
afternoon heard Maurice B. Mitchell, director of BAB, give data
on surveys now being made on
radio vs. newspaper advertising.
He said that results will be made
available to the Canadian stations.
Mr. Mitchell also covered merchandising, per inquiry and the effect
of television on radio rates.
Of the several hundred broadcasters who saw the Canadian premier of "Lightning That Talks,"
the majority felt it to be a good
sales help. The film in its present
and short version is being made
available to Canadian stations.
The convention went on record as
condemning all forms of per inquiry advertising.
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WSNY TRANSFER
Would End Long Dispute
TWO-YEAR old ownership dispute
among principals in WSNY Schenectady, N. Y., moved toward final
settlement last week as an application was filed for FCC approval to
the acquisition of control by Winslow Leighton, president-treasurer.
He would purchase minor interests
held by George R. Nelson and William G. Avery.
Simultaneously FCC was asked
to : Dismiss complaints filed against
WSNY by Mr. Nelson and on which
the Commission has scheduled
hearing [Broadcasting, May 9,
1949]
; renew basis,
the station's
license
on
a regular
and dismiss
the
application
of Mr. Nelson's
Service Broadcasting
Corp. Public
which
seeks a new station there on
WSNY's assignment, 250 w on 1240
kc.
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"Curfew

where

Joe

Shall

I sit

Marsh

Not

Tonight"
Rin
Our ten g
o'clock curfew lasted for
over 50 years, but the town council
finally voted it out. I dropped in at
the meeting in Town Hall last week
just in time to hear Smiley Roberts.
"The curfew is old-fashioned," says
Smiley. "We ought to be grown-up
enough by now to behave like grownups. Seeing to it that our kids get to
bed is the responsibility of each family." Then Judge Cunningham adds,
"Most of us are in bed when the curfew horn blows anyway. It wakes me
up just when I'm getting to sleep!"
What the Judge said was good for
a laugh, but Smiley just about summed up how folks think in this town.
We believe that the democratic tradition of "live and let live" is the only
way to live.
From where I sit, it's not the American way to regulate your life by a
horn — any more than it's right to criticize my caring for a temperate glass of
beer now and then. Think what you
wish, say what you wish, but don't
ask your neighbor to do exactly as
you do!

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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"VIC" DI1HM

says:

Watch

Your

Teatute
ofi the
Weak
ONE mention by Arthur Godfrey
of a "little, inspirational magazine"
has resulted in the publisher being
swamped with mail and the probability that the single reference
will bring from 60,000 to 70,000
more subscribers. This story of the
overwhelming mail response that
the non-sectarian magazine, Guideposts, received was revealed last
week by Frank E. Mason, a
Loudoun County, Va., publisher.
The story, according to Mr.
Mason, was told originally by
Lowell Thomas at a gathering in
the Pawling, N. Y., home of Raymond Thornburg, publisher of
Guide-posts and brother-in-law of
Mr. Thomas.
The man whose influence has
Godfrey
About 11:15 a.m. Friday, March
swamped
Guideposts'
mail — Arthur
17, on the CBS Chesterfield Hour,
Mr. Godfrey told how Guideposts, through personal experience
swamped with' a deluge of mail.
stories of such famous persons as Assisted by the 18 neighbors he
had
called in to open envelopes
Eddie Rickenbacker, Gene Tunney,
Kate Smith, Mary Pickford, Babe and enter subscriptions, Mr. Thornburg had tabulated 11,571 replies to
Ruth, Cardinal Spellman and
Lowell Thomas had helped thou- the broadcast by nightfall.
sands of Americans to the paths
Wednesday's mail brought in
of happiness through spiritual
23,631 more letters and subscripunderstanding.
tions and by the following WednesLess than 24 hours after the
day, nearly 56.905 replies had been
Godfrey broadcast, Mr. Thomas re- received with the letters still pourlated, the Pawling Post Office was
ing in.

WHAT
Sponsor

EVERY

Agency
Station

SHOULD

KNOW

. . . there's fingertip information on
exactly how hundreds of national spot
and network advertisers used radio
and television in 1949.
It's all in the
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Profits

Triple!!
when
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Sales Message

on

WAZL
HAZLETON, PENNA.

ojsule to. Vic Diehm
or
Robert Meeker Associates
521 Fifth Avenue, New York City 17, N. Y.
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-fl// -@ccount5
his first into store's television advertising
built
he
R SINCE
EVEcrysta
l set at the age of 12, [Telecasting, March 20].
Ed Stodel has been in radio.
Curiently spending approxiIn those days he had to call Hammately $1,200 per week on radio
burger's Department Store, Los and about $600 weekly on teleAngeles, to request their going on
vision in Los Angeles, Easternthe air.
Columbia has 20 basic spots weekly
cn the four Los Angeles network
There have been many changes
since then, of course. The May Co. stations— KEC A KFI KNX KHJ;
six television spots weekly on
now stands where Hamburger's
did; radio goes on the air with or KTLA (TV) KFI-TV KTTV (TV)
without request; and Ed has given plus two weekly participations on
KFI-TV: Throughup crystal
making in favor set
of being
out the year basic
owner-president of
schedules are supStodel Adv. Co., Los
cial radioplemented
andwith speTV
Angeles.
campaigns.
Heading towards
Other accounts
its 15th birthday,
serviced by the
Ed's agency, which
is responsible for
agency include Felix
many West Coasters
Chevrolet Los Angoing around singgeles
(dealers)
currently
sponsoring
ing "Eastern Columbia, Broadway at
hour and one-half
Ninth," now carries
weeklynee onSunday
KFI-TV MatiLos
approximately oneAngeles; National
quarterlars ofmillion
dolradio and
Silver Co. which
television billing anplans tovision
go again
intoin telethe
nually. Most outnear future; and
standing user of radio is that departED
special radio and
ment store which has
television campaigns
replaced
Hamburger's in his af- on the West Coast for Warner
fection— Eastern-Columbia.
Bros., for whom Ed handles West
The Eastern department store
Coast advertising; and national
was Ed's first client in 1935, and campaigns for Republic Pictures.
he continued as its agency when
Agency
established
the firm merged with Columbia,
ord forrecently
the latter
on thea recSan
with whom it shared a building, in
1939. The famous E-C radio jingle Francisco premiere of its "Sands
was developed by the agency in of Iwo Jima." Newsreel of the
(Continued on page 7U)
1944 and has since been carried
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A Look at BMB
(Continued from page 28)
stations give us excellent visualization
pf what the figures mean. This is a
ood strong point in talking to
inon-radio personnel.
c. This truly monumental job appears to have been handled very well
Jill along the line. I even think that
lits form, that is, looseleaf and adaptable to filing, is superior to the
ieumbersome book used the last time.
It will be admittedly more difficult to
tdiscuss specific areas, compare stations within those areas, but I believe
that difficulty is not enormous.
On the bad side:
The limited scope of approximately
050 stations subscribing and being
surveyed is unfortuante, but I am
glad to hear from BMB that provisions
have been made so that we can get
further information if desired on
non-subscribing stations. Frankly,
this agency has done whatever it
could to push the BMB idea with
local stations and other stations with
which we do business. I can't say
that we've been successful.
In many ways, it is rather disgraceful that the operating part of
the radio industry has not seen fit
to give BMB necessary support.
Radio research has, by and large, been
inadequate.
BMB provided an excellent opportunity for radio to answer these
charges, and it would seem that the
i operating part (by that I mean the
stations concerned) did not meet this
challenge. Naturally, my sentiments
'are colored by the fact that in the
major market of Baltimore, not one
station is a subscriber.
Lewis F. Bonham, Director of
Advertising and Sales Promotion of
The Mennen Co. plans to use the
new BMB station coverage maps
extensively. He says: "We believe
that the new BMB station coverage
maps will enable us to better evaluate rate cards in a selective spot
operation like ours."
Colgate - Palntolive - Peet Co. is
represented on the ANA Radio &
Television Steering Committee and
subscribes to the ANA policy on
BMB, according to James C. Douglass, C-P-P radio coordinator.
ANA is participating in plans to
form the new BAM [Broadcasting,
March 20].
Charles H. Pinkham, research
Thi"A
fQ
U
in
WQUA
means

COST STUDY
NAB Surveys Broadcasters
DATA is being gathered by the
NAB for its second annual study
of radio station operating costs, it
was announced last week with the
mailing of questionnaires to station owners and managers. Tabulations will be made and then analyzed by Richard P. Doherty,
NAB's Employe - Employer Relations Dept. director.
All material collected from questionnaires will be sorted according
to station types and sizes, gross incomes and geographical regions.
Analysis is expected to offer managers comparative figures covering
the entire industry. Replies covering total broadcast revenues and
expenses will be kept confidential,
NAB said.
This year's survey, NAB said,
was initiated in response to enthusiastic comments from broadcasters who used the first annual
survey made last year as a yardstick against which they measured
their own operating costs. The 1948
study also was used by Mr. Doherty
as basis of a cost-control session he
conducted last fall at each of the
17 NAB district meetings.
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director of Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., has not yet
completed a study of the BMB
Study No. 2, he told Broadcasting,
but is expected to give his views
later. A. H. Caperton, advertising
manager of Dr. Pepper Co., said
he had not yet had time to make
a detailed report of the new figures. Ben R. Donaldson, director
of advertising and sales promotion,
Ford Motor Co., explained the company has not examined the figures
closely since it has not been using
network radio time recently.
D. E. Robinson, member of the
firm of Price, Robinson & Frank,
Chicago agency, has not yet made
a study of the figures. John H.
Kelly, executive vice president of
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore, said
Emerson's advertising department
is reviewing the BMB data in relation to its advertising and sales
approach.
Frank Coulter Jr., manager of
radio media, Young & Rubicam,
New York, said the agency is reviewing the figures to ascertain
their application to clients. Patrick H. Gorham. advertising manager of Philip Morris & Co., New
York, is analyzing the figures but
has not yet arrived at definite
conclusions. H. S. Thompson, advertising manager of Miles Labs,
Elkhart, Ind., is in the same position.
Mr. Albert S. Demoewolff, advertising manager of Celenese Corn,
of America, spoke before the
A AAA meeting last week (see
separate
story) on the second BMB
study.

FIRST Florida peacetime heroism
medals given four National Guardsmen
who rescued seven WIRA Ft. Pierce,
Fla., staff members during hurricane
last August.
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Sees Subcommittee

Life

By First of May

SADOWSKI

REP. GEORGE SADOWSKI (D-Mich.) has no intention of permitting
his House Interstate and Foreign Commerce radio subcommittee to
founder this Congressional session and expects the group to reactivate
itself about the end of April or beginning of May.
These opinions were given to *
Broadcasting last week by Rep. the Congressional group agreed
Sadowski, who has chaired the sub- with the possibility, providing the
committee during this session of time schedule permits. The pressing time matter also would apply
Congress and who has authored a
to the new Sheppard Bill (HR
radio bill of his own.
7310) which would require the liThe Congressman also revealed
censing of networks.
that the so-called FCC "model bill"
Rep.
Sadowski,
who only now is
[Broadcasting, March 6], containbeginning to shake off the effects
ing substantial departures from
the Senate-okayed McFarland Bill of a serious illness which has kept
him away from his Washington
(S 1973) to reorganize FCC procedure, will be thrown into the desk for several weeks, told BROADCASTING that he plans to resume
House hopper. It will be sponsored
by either himself or by Rep. Robert leadership of the subcommittee providing Chairman Crosser, of the
Crosser (D-Ohio), chairman of the
full committee, is in agreement.
House committee, the Michigan
Rep. Crosser apparently wants the
legislator said.
Introduction of the bill would be group to proceed as soon as possible with the pending radio legisa formality, however, as subcomlation, consideration of which has
mittee staff members already are
been in abeyance for a good measpreparing summary charts showing
ure of this year.
■point by point how Sen. Ernest W.
McFarland (D-Ariz.) and the FCC
Rep. Crosser told Broadcasting
differ in their approach to the last Wednesday that he has his
sights on an early revival of the
agency's functions.
subcommittee and that his concern
Staff members meanwhile confirmed the report that the McFarfor
Sadowski's
has
been Rep.
the main
reason forhealth
the delay
land Bill and the FCC "model bill" in setting a date for the hearings.
probably will be given priority by
subcommittee members when hearAs yet, Rep. Sadowski said, he
ings get underway [Closed Cir- hasn't had time to scrutinize the
cuit, March 27]. Rep. Sadowski,
possible effects of President Truhowever, believes his bill to set up
man's new Communications Policy
Board whose function coincides
an overall frequency allocations
with the proposed board his bill
board (HR 6949) still may be considered. Other spokesmen close to would establish.
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QUAD

CITIES

In Davenport, Rock Island, Moline and East Moline
is the richest concentration of diversified industry between Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Omaha. The Quad
Cities are the trading center for a prosperous two-state agricultural
area. Retail sales, total buying and per capita income rate higher
than the national average, according to Sales Management.
47 Kw.
5,000
W.
1420 Kc.
W0C-FM, 03.7 Mc.
WOC-AM
WOC delivers this rich market to NBC Network, national spot
and local advertisers . . . with 70 to 100% BMB penetration in the
two-county Quad City area ... 10 to 100% in adjacent counties.
llWV"l

V 22.9 Kw. Video • 12.5 Kw. Audio

On the Quad Cities' first TV station NBC Network (non-interne,s
connected), local and filmanprograms
reach over 8,000 Quad Cities'
sets
. .f
. hundreds
-TV moreCh in a 75 air-mile radius.
WO
Basic NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, General Manager
DAVENPORT, IOWA
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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On

All Accounts

(Continued from page 72)
premiere was filmed from 8-8:30
p.m. and an hour and one half
later it was beamed on KPIX (TV)
San Francisco.
Edward Charles Stodel was born
in 1909 in Los Angeles. There he
received his early schooling. In
1927 he launched simultaneously into a formal education at UCLA
and an informal one at Los Angeles
Herald-Express as a cub reporter.
Two years later the applied education had won out over the
theoretical one as the cub advanced
to .the higher glories of assistant
motion picture editor, feature
writer and interviewer.
When the newspaper became
affiliated with KMTP (now KLAC)
in 1928, Ed became the Voice of
the Herald - Express doing a
nightly newscast direct from the
editorial rooms. He remained with
the paper until 1931 during which
time he wrote and acted on various
shows.
Continues Free Lancing
Ed's next step upon leaving the
paper was to join the Hollywood
office of Zitz. Theatrical Weekly
where he remained two years. During this time he continued freelance radio writing and producing.
Upon leaving there he continued
his freelance work in addition to
writing stories for national magazines in his spare time. At one
time during this period he served
an eight-month term with KFI as
writer-producer.
On June 1, 1935, with the $75
he had saved during this time he
opened an advertising agency. His
staff consisted of one associate
who was to act as salesman, and
one secretary. The former association was short-lived when Ed
found his would-be salesman deep
in a copy of How To Sell Advertising.
Ed launched his first account, the
Eastern Department Store into its
first regular broadcast, a quarterhour magazine format show, Inside Stories of Hollywood in that
year. And since that first broadcast, which resulted in selling of
11 sewing machines amounting to
approximately $500 in sales within

the next day and one half, the
store has been sold on radio.
In 1943 his agency suspended
operations for three years while
its owner-president served as combat correspondent with the U. S.
Marine Corps. Ed chalked up a
few honors there, too, by doing an
eyewitness account of the first
tank battle ever recorded over
three major networks, ABC CBS
NBC; and doing the first official
broadcast on the first Americanliberated island, Guam.
Discharged in 1945 on the
East Coast, Ed spent several
months in New York learning more
about a new love that had come
into his life — television. The following year he became temporarily
affiliated with Hillman-Shane
Agency in Los Angeles, and a
short while later hung out the
Stodel shutter there again.
Still enthusiastic about radio,
Ed feels that television is inevitable. It is his contention, however,
that daytime radio will continue
to be the best buy for a long time.
The Stodels — she is the former
Charlotte Levine — have two children, Jacqueline, 5, and Jeffrey
Craig, 2. They make their home
in Los Angeles.
Ed is presently State Athletic
Chairman of the American Legion,
past commander of the Los Angeles
post of the Legion, and president
of the Marine Corps News Assn.,
Los Angeles.
In the realm of hobbies he lists
fishing, boating and history reading. He hasn't ridden on an animal
of any sort since his last trip on
aEvewater
buffalo one New Year's
in Guam.
CBC

Bars Bingo

RADIO BINGO has been ruled off
the Canadian air, effective May 1,
by announcement of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s board of governors at Ottawa. Hearings on the
subject were held at both Toronto
and Ottawa in February and
March, with stations and service
clubs showing how money was spent
for charitable purposes, religious
organizations and moving picture
interests opposing bingo games on
the air.

ARE MADISON
WHY

ADVERTISERS
SWITCHING

TO WISC?

Madison merchants, who are on the scene, can best evaluate a station's worth
in producing SALES. And that's what WISC delivers . . . sales . . . NOT
stories. Get the facts on the job WISC does locally — and draw your own
conclusions!
WISC
Madison, Wise. ABC
1000 watts
Member Arrowhead Network
Represented nationally by: r<A-TEL
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Regionally by: BULMER-JOHNSON, Inc. Mpls.

Thornburgh,
WCAU

Vanda,

PROMOTES

Pryor Elevated
PROMOTIONS in the top command at WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia
were announced last week. Donald W. Thornburgh, president of the
WCAU stations, was named a member of the board of directors of WCAU
Inc., and two departmental heads were made vice presidents at the
27.
board's
annual meeting on March
Charles Vanda, director of television, was named vice president
in charge of television, and Robert N. Pryor, dii rector of promo's tion and public*
ity, was promoted
in charge of that
n.
opeArlaltimoembers of
the board were

Mr. Pryor

Mr. Vanda
vice president of CBS in charge of
its Western Division. Mr. Vanda,
former executive producer for that
same division, became TV director
ficers will conof- last January. He had joined the
ities
ectiveected
capacand
respre-el
tinue in their
nburgh
Mr. Thor
si,dent station's staff in September 1949.
pregh
vicenbur
the station said. Mr. Thor
oidency of WCAU
Mr. Pryor has been public relatpres
assumed
«the
tions and promotion director at
on Aug. 1, 1949. He formerly was
WCAU since November 1944. He
has been identified with developing
WMOR
REALIGNS
prize-winning programs, Career
Kisau Heads New Board
Forum, the "Crusade for Better
Drinking Water," It's Up to You,
BOARD of directors of WMOR
the U. of Pennsylvania Forum and
(FM) Chicago resigned in a body other public service programs, the
station said.
last Monday at a stockholders meeting and was succeed by a new slate
after several months of internal
policy conflict. Donald F. Kisau,
NEBRASKA 0. MEET
executive vice president of the
Workshop
Has Annual Session
Chicago Restaurant Assn., succeeds
Bernard I. Miller as president. Mr.
FOURTEEN
21 staMiller also was station manager.
tions attended oftheNebraska's
sixth annual
U.
No successor to that post had been
of
Nebraska
Radio
Workshop
named late last week.
which was held last month (March
Re-elected board members include
17-18) on the campus, according
Dario Toffenetti, Chicago and New
York restaurant owner who resigned to William C. Dempsey, the unias board chairman two months ago;
versity's director of radio.
Ralph J. Wood Jr., former WMOR
The two-day conference included
station manager, and Morris Alexander. New directors are Albert Vodicka, Edward Olin, Mr. Kisau and panel discussions and a luncheon
Meyer Field, the last of whom is not meeting at which Carl F. Borgaelected.
stockholder. No board chairman was
mann, dean of faculties, presented
the broadcasters with a plaque for
their public service in cooperating
It is understood the new management is seriously considering in- with the university. Stations represtallation and programming to FM
sented by panel speakers included
KODY North Platte, KFAB and
receivers and speakers in ChicagoWOW-AM-TV, both Omaha;
area manufacturing concerns, restaurants and shops. WMOR ex- KGFW Kearney, KOLN, KLMS
and KFOR all Lincoln; KWBE
pects to retain its in-store broadBeatrice.
casting service during the day.
Mr. Miller and Chief Announcer
Jack Pitman have organized B. I.
Miller Co., radio-TV package firm.
They have several properties.
FTC

Testifies

SENATE Appropriations subcommittee that is holding hearings on
the 1950-51 omnibus budget bill last
week heard testimony by Federal
Trade Commission officials. Acting
Chairman Lowell B. Mason and
Comr. James M. Mead testified
along with FTC assistants. The
FCC is scheduled to testify on its
budget requests in mid-April, subcommittee spokesmen said. The
House is scheduled to debate this
week the budget recommendations
of its appropriations group [Broadcasting, March 27].

Preparing copy
— auditioning dry runs for
TV — split second timing — all
RUSH
RUSH
RUSH
along the line
it's
Build up energy push and go
for the RUSH with KEVETTS
top.
the candy like tablet that as a
food supplement supplies energy to help put you over the
At your food dealer or drug
store
or write to
Kevo and Kevetts E-3
Azusa, California
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AAAA
(Continued from page 16)
Itime," Secretary Sawyer said, urging business to "regain some of that
■jlost influence — so that business, as
'(well as agriculture and labor, becomes a major concern of government and the public at large."
Business must tell the American
people what it has achieved, he said,
and with advertising is in the best
position to "do the most effective
work. I believe in more, not less,
effective advertising." In turn advertising must have the help of
educators, he insisted, and employes
must be sold on the benefits they receive from business.
Mr. Peabody, as chairman of the
Commerce Dept. committee, recalled
that the great majority of economists now accept advertising as
a valuable, if not essential, part of
the distribution process. He said
the industry stands higher in public
esteem as well as in the minds of responsible government officials than
was the case prior to the war and
postwar activities of the Advertising Council.
The nation must be kept strong if
the capitalistic system is to survive
and if Eussia is to be contained, he
said, with advertising taking leadership in bringing about a healthy
and expanding economy.
"Advertising played a major part
in putting the people solidly behind
total war," he said, and now must
serve the country in three ways —
selling more goods than ever before, developing public support for
the nation's new foreign policy and
showing Americans (and other
peoples, as well) the contribution
of business to their well-being and
security.
Mr. Peabody reminded that Secretary Sawyer
a politicianin
fin business
but "isa not
businessman
politics, a combination all too rare
in recent years."
AT&T Names Bagnall
VEEXOX BAGNALL, assistant
to Harry H. Carter, general commercial manager of the Long
Lines Dept. of AT&T, will succeed
to Mr. Carter's post May 1 upon
the latter's retirement.
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WEAT SALE

Lewis

Hits Networks

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Can you take it, Mr. Mike???
Five years ago when we first
opened the doors of the National
Laugh Enterprises, we would have
feared reprisals if we opened our
mouths to shout criticisms of the
networks. . . .
. . . But we have been still too
long. Where else but in their laps
does the blame belong — 1. for not
developing writers; 2. for not developing entertainers; 3. for not developing comedians and comedy
writers. . . .
... It takes time to make comedians, and comedy writers. We
have opened a FREE SCHOOL for
comedians, we have developed
a text-book for comedy writers
(Radio Comedy: HOW to Write It
by Henley), we have comedy forums, discussions at Gagwriter
luncheons; and we publish a magazine, Comedy World, to show them
through our TALENT SHOWCASE how wonderful our writers
are.
BUT DO THEY DO ANYTHING??? NO, NO, NO, NO, NO!
. . . Every week they rise to speak
at banquets saying they seek new
writers of comedy, new comedians
— every week they soothe themselves into this false security that
they are trying their best. TELEVISION HAS MADE THE PUBLIC AWARE OF HOW BADLY
UNPREPARED NETWORKS
ARE TO ENTERTAIN— Maybe
they should give the "Right To
Entertain" back to the movies.
George Lewis
National Laugh Enterprises
New York
[EDITOR'S
assume, is
no
laughing NOTE:
matter.This,
Or we
is it?]
* * *
BAB's Award Role
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Your story ["All Ears Are
to Sears," Broadcasting, March
27] . . . made several references to
the awards won by this Sears store
[Burlington, Vt.] in the NRDGA
advertising competition. The contest to which you refer is actuallv
the NRDGA-BAB Annual Radio
Competition. It was initiated by
NAB three years ago and it is actually organized and conducted
each year by this department of
the association. We prepare the
rules and regulations, solicit the
entries, appoint the judges, do the
actual physical screening of every
entry, and submit the final contestants— about 20 in number — to the
board of judges. We are, of course,

• Telecasting

present at the judging and have
had no little influence on the results.
Finally, the awards are made at
the NRDGA Convention each year
by a member of our staff. In 1949
and 1950 I had the pleasure of performing this task.
Begun in 1946, this competition
has attracted an increased number
of contestants each year and we
have had the satisfaction of adjusting the requirements until awards
are now granted on the basis of
performance in terms of results instead of merely being assigned to
the sponsors of those programs
which sound best on transcriptions.
Thus, BAB has the distinction of
cooperating in one of the few advertising competitions which is actually based on return for the advertising dollar . . .
Maurice B. Mitchell
Director
reau
Broadcast
Advertising BuNew York

WATTS
A

Greater

Voice

Brewster Buys for $60,000
SALE of WEAT Lake Worth, Fla.,
was announced last week, subject
to FCC approval. Warren H.
Brewster, prominent New England
broadcaster and stockholder in
WLNH Laconia, N. H., will purchase the station for $60,000.
Present owner is R. W. Rounsaville. Mr. Rounsaville has broadnessee.cast interests in Georgia and TenMr. Brewster will move to Florida and devote his entire time to
the station if the transfer is approved. Blackburn-Hamilton Co.
handled the transaction. WEAT,
an NBC affiliate, is assigned 250
w fulltime on 1490 kc.
Michelson

Sells

CHARLES R. MICHELSON Inc.,
New York, last week announced
sale of three transcribed quarterhour programs for spring sponsorship over eight stations by Blackstone Washing Machine Corp. and
local dealers. The programs,
Blackstone, Magic Detective, The
Phil Brito Show and Smilin' Ed
McConnell, will be heard over KFJI
Klamath Falls, Ore.; WFOM Marietta, Ga.; KGYN Guymon, Okla.;
WIHL Hammond, La.; WTBC
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; KTTS Springfield, Mo.; WRNO Orangeburg,
S. C, and WGRA Cairo, Ga.

ar800kc.
• A Greater

Value!

THE DETROIT AREA'S
Better-than-ever Best Buy
Coverage

Adam

of a 17,000,000 population
area in 5 States

J. Young, Jr., Inc., National Rep.
Mutual
Broadcasting
System

Guardian Building, Detroit 26, Michigan
J. E. Campeau, President
April 3, 1950
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Richards
(Continued from page 18)
broadcast anything that was untrue.
After identifying 243 news
scripts he broadcast at KMPC,
William Kenneally, now news editor of KFMV Hollywood, admitted
he could not pick out one in which
there was false or deceiving information, where any big news event
was omitted or where any racial
prejudice was shown.
Mr. Kenneally agreed that a
story about Mrs. Roosevelt in one
of the scripts "possibly" was commendatory and that another gave
"pretty fair and impartial treatment" to the
Israeli side
in a story
about the
Palestine
situation.
When Mr. Kenneally was called
for re-direct examination by FCC
Counsel Ford, the newscaster identified ascript about a Presidential
address. After a comparatively
brief mention of the speech, three
pages of the newscript were devoted to critical comment by Republican Congressmen, and a "rebuttal" speech by Sen. Taft (R.-Ohio)
was quoted in length.
Saw Nothing 'False'
This, Mr. Kenneally said, was
an example of how he followed
"general
relative to
content ofinstructions"
KMPC newscasts.
Under cross - examination, Mr.
Kenneally admitted there was nothing "false or deceptive" in the
script. He said, however, that he
didn't think the script "fair or objective" inasmuch
as it contained
no favorable
comment
on the
President's speech. It was, in his
opinion,
a "biased
KMPC had
carried presentation."
a broadcast
of the President's speech and had
rebroadcast it several times during
the day, he conceded under questioning by Mr. Fulton.
Other examples of adherence to
"general instructions" as cited by
Mr. Kenneally were: Emphasis on
Gen. Douglas MacArthur's birthday; inclusion of a "station plug"
concerning a speech by Harold
Stassen which KMPC was to
broadcast an hour later; "headline" mention of charges of grain
speculation by top officials in the

Democratic administration ; and
mention of the arrest of Charles
Chaplin's son for intoxication because he had been told that "Chaplin is not liked by Richards and to
govern myself accordingly."
Staff meetings at which Mr.
Richards expounded his personal
views were described by Chester
(Tiny) G. Renier, former program
director of KMPC, now manager
of the Pasadena Institute of Radio.
"I do not doubt but that the
news broadcasters got the impression that Richards' words were to
be
regarded
Renier
said. as instructions," Mr.
"Mr. Richards frequently said
that he would 'like to see his views
given
the news.'
"
Whenprominence
Examiner inJohnson
asked
if FCC rules were pointed out to
Mr. Richards at these speech-making meetings, the witness replied:
"Yes, but I'm afraid he didn't
give the rules much consideration.
He respected the rules, but he always said it was his station and
he was going to run it the way he
wanted
to." testified that he reMr. Renier
signed at one time because continued telephone calls from Mr.
Richards were "getting beyond my
endurance." General Manager Robert 0. Reynolds promised he would
attempt to cut them down, Mr.
Renier said.
Mr. Richards gave anti-Democratic, anti - administration and
anti-Jewish lectures at staff meetings, according to Mr. Renier, and
constantly coupled Jews with Communists.
Hiring Difficult
Mr. Renier testified that Mr.
Richards told him he had difficulty
hiring people who would carry out
his instructions. Later in his testimony Mr. Renier declared "a
good news man wouldn't follow
them
Mr. out."
Renier testified that as program director of KMPC, he frequently interviewed prospects for
positions. He said he had never
been instructed what racial type
not to hire, but that "I had long
since gained from Mr. Richards'
views that a person of Jewish faith
would be looked upon with dis-

DULUTH

advertisers

GO FOR FACTS NOT FANCY!
Hard-headed, sales-minded local
advertisers in Duluth turn to WEBC
. . . where all-out promotion and
merchandising backs every advertiser. Yes . . . SALES ... not
stories . . . count with Duluth advertisers!

WEBC
Represented nationally by: RA-TEL
Regionally by: BULMER-JOHNSON,
Inc., Mpls.
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5000 watts — NBC
Duluth, Minn.
Member Arrowhead Network

WWL
MILESTONE
Drama Show Marks 8th Year
DRAMATIC show, Road to Yesterday, Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. over
WWL New Orleans, celebrated its
eighth year on the Loyola U. station March 21.
Produced by Mel Washburn since
its inception, the show dramatizes
lives of men and women who have
figured prominently in the history

the
KMPCpolicy.
news department, about
station
He said instructions which he
received but didn't follow included :
No mention of Robert W. Kenny,
then candidate for Democratic gubernatorial nomination; no unfavorable mention of Ku Klux Klan,
and reference to Henry Wallace as
"the pig sticker."
Mr. Renier, to questions from
defense counsel, said Mr. Richards
was irked about "twisting the
facts" in a newscast. "I will not
have
any more
Mr. Richard
told of
him this,"
when he
he said
was
"called on the carpet."
Under re-direct examination, Mr.
Renier identified a KMPC program
report for 1947 which listed broadcasts made in honor of various
prominent personalities on their
birthdays. Among those were Gen.
Douglas MacArthur, Thomas E.
Dewey, Paul Whiteman, Girl Scouts
and Mr. Richards himself. There
were others, Mr. Renier said, because "Mr. Richards always wanted
to celebrate birthdays of prominent

Staff Organist Ray McNamara (I),
whose improvised mood music backgrounds WWL's Road to Yesterday, goes over the script with Mr.
Washburn (center) and Don Lewis,
who does the narration for the
show.
# * *
of New Orleans and the South. In
writing, directing and producing
the show, Mr. Washburn is given
a free hand by the sponsor, American Brewing Co. (Regal beer) .
Citing the program's durability,
WWL officials point out that it has
consistently competed with top
network shows throughout the
eight years. The last fall and winter Hooper report gave the show a
rating of 15.6, officials said. The
sponsor has just renewed its contract for another year, it was reported.
favor. When I hired anyone, the
front office would always ask, 'Are
youAt sure
that's Mr.
his Renier
real name?'
"
one time,
testified,
Mr. Richards saw someone of Jewish appearance in the halls of
KMPC and "demanded to know
what a Jew was doing in his station and ordered that I should
throw
him out."
"Naturally
I did not," Mr. Renier
said.
Censored Stories
Under cross - examination, Mr.
Renier testified he had some difficulty with William Pennell, "an
outside newscaster" on the station,
"over the inclusion of stories in a
newscast that had not come over
the wires." He testified that he
censored these stories from newscasts when they dealt with labor
topics or when they expressed Mr.
Pennell's personal opinions.
Robert P. Anderson, now production supervisor of Don Lee Television, testified that during a twoweek period while Norman Nesbitt
was on vacation, he took over on
the Broadway Department Store
newscasts on KMPC and was instructed by Robert Horn, then in

"Was there a birthday program
Americans."
for President Truman?" FCC chief
counsel asked. Mr. Renier replied:
"I can't remember that there was."
Urged Own Judgment
Mr. Reiner testified he instructed
newly-hired newscasters and announcers to put on well-balanced,
well-rounded newscasts, but briefed
them on differences between those
instructions
and told
Mr.newscasters
Richards'
views. He also
and announcers to use their own
good judgment in presenting news,
when nobody was at the station in
authority to check on items or editorials that Mr. Richards might
order used.
Charles Teas, commercial manager of KOB Albuquerque and onetime newscaster of KMPC, testified
Tuesday that besides being told repeatedly what stories to include in
newscasts he sometimes was
coached over the telephone on voice
inflections by Mr. Richards.
He testified that, under Mr.
Richards' instructions, he read
newspaper editorials on newscasts
without labeling them as such. He
said he also used news items from
the daily newspapers. When he
protested to other station executives about Mr. Richards' orders,
he said, they sometimes told him
to "forget it" except when the station owner was particularly insistent.
"General feeling was either to
carry out Richards' orders or be
fired. After all, he was the boss,"
Mr. Teas said.
Cross-examined by Mr. Fulton,
Mr. Teas could not recal having received any complaints from sponsors of newscasts he handled. He
FOR
INCREASED

SPOT BILLINGS
contact
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA. INC.
366 Modjion Avenue, New York
Murray Hill 2-8755
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jilso
said he anything
couldn't that
remember
Droadcasting
was
j'false or deceptive."
I Although Mr. Richards expounded his personal views at length during station staff meetings, Mr.
Teas said, he did not regard such
expressions necessarily as "instructions."
,\ Just before he was discharged
From KMPC, he said, he "kidSingly" remarked to other newscasters that, because of the station's
news policy,
he "expected
Communists
to throw
a bomb
through the window."
Walter S. Arnold and Jack Slatferly, former KMPC newscasters,
testified they were ordered by Mr.
Richards to use anti-administraion newspaper items and editorials
f>n news broadcasts. Mr. Arnold
estified, however, that editorials he
broadcast were labeled as such.
Vance Graham, former KMPC
lews editor and later newscaster,
Justified in support of earlier
[marges that Mr. Richards gave
definite instructions to emphasize
unfavorable news concerning- the
Roosevelt family, Henry Wallace,
knd the administration and to insert editorial opinion as well as
lews items from newspapers in
lewscasts.
Picked Out Stories

' "Mr. Richards told me to pick out
pertain stories to use in broadcasts," he testified. "I generally
ried to carry out instructions."
He said Mr. Richards suggested
a "technique" of linking items together to get certain implications.
He admitted taking clippings from
newspapers for this purpose on
jnewscasts.
Mr. Graham, now a freelance
disc m.c, testified that he believed
Mr. Richards was "very sincere in
his convictions" that there was a
Communist threat to this country.
He said Mr. Richards, in his opinion, was "very anxious to make
people aware of the Communist
(threat."
"Newscasters at the station
whom Richards considered were too
much to the left soon found themham selves
said.in the dog house," Mr. GraHe said that when Henry Wallace was employed by a pin manuLIBEL

and
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facturing company he reported the
event as follows under Mr. Richards' instructions:
"Henry Wallace became the pinhead executive of a pin factory."
Like earlier witnesses, Mr. Graham said the KMPC owner suggested that intoxication be implied
in newscasts concerning a traffic
accident involving Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt. Examiner Johnson inter upted :
"Did he [Mr. Richards] cite any
basis, any news story or article to
justify this implication or were
you just supposed to make it up
out of your heads?"
"We were just supposed to make
it up," the witness replied.
Under
cross-examination Mr.
AIDS RICHARDS
Bridges Hits FCC Hearing
SENATORIAL defense was given
G. A. Richards, owner, KMPC Los
Ansreles, WGAR Cleveland and
WJR Detroit, in the upper chamber
of Congress last Thursday by Sen.
H. Styles Bridges (R-N.H.). The
FCC currently is hearing charges
of alleged news slanting against
Mr. Richards.
Sen. Bridges, sharply criticizing
FCC for holding the Los Angeles
hearing, formally requested the
Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee to investigate whether the agency is usurping its powers.
FCC, the Senator said, would
abuse its authority if "in granting
or withholding a license to operate
a radio station" it "were motivated
by partisan considerations."
In reviewing the allegation that
James Roosevelt, candidate for governor of California, supported the
complaint against Mr. Richards,
he said: "It would be outrageously
un-American if any radio station
were denied an extensoin of its
license merely because the management of that station did not subscribe to the political opinions of
the present Administration."
While the charge lodged against
Mr. Richards is serious, Sen.
Bridges observed "that much of
the distortion in news reports that
go out over the radio has been in
favor of the Administration." He
asked the Senate Interstate committee also to explore whether Mr.
Richards "is being singled out while
other station operators are given
complete freedom to support the
party line of the Administration
in violation of the Communications

Sen. Bridges continued: "The
power to regulate can be distorted
Act."
easily to become the power to censor." He added, "the Commission
must be supported in any attempt
to carry out the communications
regulations which bar the use of
radio news broadcasts as a propaEmployers
ganda medium." But, he concludReinsurance
ed, the Commission must not "become an instrument of thought conCorporation
trol
seeking to put out of the comInsurance Exchange Bldg.,
munications business any individKansas City, Missouri
ual because of his personal views
and expressions."
ROADCASTING
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Graham said he did not follow the
purported instructions in this case
but that he tried to carry out Mr.
Richards' orders most of the time.
Mr. Graham said he was fired
from KMPC for not cooperating
with instructions handed down by
Mr. Richards.
He said he was a founder and
first vice president of the Radio
News Club of Hollywood, which
filed the original complaints against
Mr. Richards with FCC. But he
said he did not take part in lodging
the charges.
"Be-bop" music drew attention
during Wednesday testimony by
Harry Patterson, commercial manager of KFVD Los Angeles and
one-time announcer-newscaster of
KMPC. He said Mr. Richards once
ordered him not to play be-bop.
"Mr. Richards said be-bop had
a Communistic influence because of
its nerve-wracking quality," he
testified.
Defense counsel interrupted: "Is
be-bop music an issue here, and
do we have to play be-bop in order
to have our license renewed?"
"Mr. Ford said he developed the
testimony because Mr. Richards
considered be-bop Communistic,
"and the issue is that Mr. Richards
considered anything Communistic
with
which heJohnson
disagreed."
Examiner
sustained Mr.
Fulton's motion to strike the testimony after the witness gave a
negative answer to his question :
"You didn't play be-bop on news-

wrote to KMPC expressing "highest regard" for the station and its
management and telling Mr. Richards that "your pep talks have done
allOne
of usof athe
lot letters,
of good."Mr. Patterson
said, was written at the suggestion
of Clair Stout, a Washington attorney for KMPC, after complaints
had been filed against the station.
David Anderson, who worked at
KMPC for 13 weeks in 1947, said
he "didcausepretty
much was
as I sponsored,
liked" behis newscast
but that the atmosphere in the
KMPC newsroom was the "most
morally depressing"
hadwork.
encountered in10 years ofheradio
Roberts Relayed Orders
• He said "orders" came through
Clete Roberts, one of FCC's star
witnesses, who was then KMPC
public affairs director, and "others
over whom Richards had more diMr.rectFulton
subsequently drew an
control."
admission
from Mr. Anderson that
he was discharged because his sponsor was not satisfied with his work.
Archibald W. Hall, mortgage investment broker and former news
editor of KMPC, testified he "left
the station" a day or two after Mr.
Richards had with profanity called
him a "Roosevelt lover." Mr. Richards' ire was originally aroused,
he said, because he altered remarks
which the station owner had ordered used before and after a broadcast by President Roosevelt.
Cross-examined by Mr. Fulton, he
said he considered working under
Mr. Richards to be good experience
and a privilege.

Under
cross-examination Mr.
casts, did you?"
Patterson identified two letters he
The stars of
today and
tomorrow
are
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Atlanta Merger
ifContinued from page 20)
000 shares are to be issued to the
28 Journal Co. stockholders and the
remainder will be retained as
treasury stock for preferred conversion.
All of the preferred convertible
stock will be issued to the some
240 stockholders in the Constitution Pub. Co., the latter receiving
1.8 shares preferred in the new
firm for each share common they
now hold. The preferred stock is
convertible at any time desired by
its holder and may be redeemed by
the company on due notice after
the first two years. No preferred
can be resold until the whole
issue has been redeemed.
Must Liquidate Debts
The $4,000,000 common issue in
the new firm will capitalize the
$2,184,000 in debts to affiliates of
the Journal, $312,500 call value of
preferred and $1,503,500 surplus
of the Journal. The Journal Co.
is required prior to the merger to
liquidate its debts to affiliates with
common stock and to redeem or
replace all preferred stock with
common.
The Evening News Pub. Co., Dayton,
31.8% owner of WHIO there, holds
18.07% preferred in the Journal Co.,
89% of the Miami Daily News Inc. and
48% of Springfield Newspapers Inc.,
Springfield, Ohio. All are Cox interests.
The Miami Daily News Inc., 100%
owner of WIOD, holds 10.25% preferred
in the Journal Co. Springfield Newspapers holds 30.47% in the Journal Co.,
37% of Inc.
WHIO and 11% of Miami Daily
News

Here is the principal ownership
of the new merger firm and its officers. Common stockholders are now
identified with ownership or operation of the Journal Co. while the
convertible - preferred holders are
identified with the Constitution
Pub. Co.
Principal stockholders of the proposed Atlanta Newspapers Inc. are:
Miami Daily News Inc., 41,243.3 sh
common; Springfield Newspapers Inc.,
53,802.5 sh common; Evening News
Pub. Co., 22,828.7 sh common; James
M. Cox Sr., board chairman of Journal
Co., chairman of the board, 7,848 sh
common; James M. Cox Jr., director,
as trustee for Margaretta Blair Cox
of Dayton (47,086 sh common), Anne
Cox Johnson of Atlanta (52,972 sh common), Barbara Cox Kennedy of Honolulu (52,972 sh common); Clark Howell,
president of Constitution Pub. Co.,
vice chairman of the board, 76,392 sh
preferred; George C. Biggers, president
of Journal Co., president, 7,848 sh common.
D. J. Mahoney, vice president of
Journal Co. and president of WIOD,
vice president, 23,543 sh common
(trustee for Michael and Dan Mahoney
Jr. of Miami); Horace Powell, business
manager and director Journal Co.,
vice president, 3,924 sh common; H. B.
Wilcox, secretary-treasurer of Journal
Co., secretary-treasurer,
1,177 sh editor
common; John Paschall, Journal
emeritus and director, director, 785
sh common; Wright Bryan, Journal
editor and director, editor and director,
1,962 sh common.
J. Leonard
managingradio
director of Cox Reinsch,
radio properties,
director and director: R. K. Landis,
trustee for James M. Cox Jr., 58,858 sh
common; John Q. Allen, Buford, Ga.,
5,400 sh preferred; Fulton National
Bank and Henry W. Grady, trustees,
6,012 sh preferred; Mrs. Margaret Carr
Howell, 10,512 sh preferred: Mrs.
Eleanor H. Robinson, 23,868 sh preferred.
James M. Cox Sr. also is president and personally holds 40.96%

interest in the Evening News Pub.
Co. and 52% of Springfield Newspapers. In addition he is president
of the Miami Daily News and
board chairman of WIOD. James
Jr. is vice chairman of the Journal
Co. and president of WHIO in
which he personally holds 31.06%
interest. He also is WIOD vice
president. The WHIO operation
includes WHIO-TV and WHIOFM. WIOD is television applicant in Miami.
Food Industry Plans
Fort Industry Co., which has
extensive AM - FM - TV holdings,
told the Commission it was interested in acquiring the WCON
plant and its 550 kc facilities since
WAGA's 590 kc assignment is
subject to high limitation from
Cuban stations. WAGA has been
objecting to the alleged Cuban interference for some time. WAGA
based its S237,500 offer for WCON
on reported $339,649 original cost
for WCON, which began operations in 1947.
Fort Industry is owned 71.6% by
George B. Storer, president;
10.87% by J. Harold Ryan, senior
vice president and treasurer, and
13.75% by Frances Storer Ryan.
In addition to WAGA, it operates
WSPD - AM - FM - TV Toledo,
WWVA - AM - FM Wheeling,
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.,
WLOK - AM - FM Lima, Ohio,
WGBS-AM-FM Miami and
WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit.
EXPLAIN
U. S.
Jackson Urges Ad Drive
A PLAN for the American people
to explain their way of life to the
nations of Western Europe through
local paid advertising was advanced last Tuesday by Charles W.
Jackson, government liaison with
the advertising industry. At a
meeting of the Advertising Club
of Washington, Mr. Jackson advocated the mustering of our forces
behind an advertising program,
using radio and all other channels
of information, to help correct the
misconceptions of America which
exist in the minds of many EuroThe project, which he feels
peans.
should be paid for by the people of
the U. S. through contributions,
would be an all-out effort by "the
people" to sell the cause of peace
and freedom. Pointing up the vital
role such a program could play,
Mr. Jackson said:
"Advertising
a true
dramatic
picturecanof give
America
and and
our
aims. It will not be limited as is news
and entertainment. . . . Advertising
. . . can make a direct attack. It will
be frankly and honestly an effort to
promote understanding. It can be done
dramatically again and again and

WHOL

CASE
FCC Argues in Court

FCC TOLD the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
last week that it is following the
court's mandate in the EastonAllentown (Pa.) case.
The contention was made in an
opposition for
to two
petitions
writsrival
of applicants'
mandamus
claiming the Commission was failingiontoandcomply
court's
opinaskingwith
that theit be
compelled
to decide the case without resorting
to the further hearing which FCC
already
has 27].
called [Broadcasting,
March 20,
Both Allentown Broadcasting Co.
(WHOL Allentown), winner of the
FCC decision which the court remanded, and Easton Publishing
Co., winner of the appeal, have
contended that the court meant for
FCC to decide the case on the basis
of the present record.
FCC replied that there have been
substantial changes in the stock
ownership of each company since
the FCC hearing in 1947, and that
a further hearing is necessary to
determine the qualifications of the
new owners in each case. Further,
FCC claimed, the original hearing
record does not contain "sufficient
evidence on the program service of
other stations presently serving the
Cites Communications Act
Additionally, FCC argued, the
legislative
of the Communications history
Act and appropriate
court
decisions "make clear" that FCC,
area."required to follow the court's
while
decisions, is otherwise free to follow whatever reasonable procedure it decides upon in order to
make grants in the public interest.
FCC " cited the Supreme Court's
decision in the "Pottsville case" as
holding that the lower court "may
not, by mandamus or other process,
require the Commission to carry
out the judgment of the court on
the basis of the original record before the Commission, where the
Commission determines that due to
changed circumstances the public
interest will not be served by adoptThe
competing aping anycase
such involves
procedure."
plications for 1230 kc with 250 w.
WHOL is being operated by Allentown Broadcasting Co. under FCC's
original decision, set aside by FCC
pending further hearing with provision WHOL may continue on the
air in the meantime.

April 3

He said such a project could be
directed by one of the existing
foundations
or a new one estabagain."
lished to coordinate all efforts "just
as they are in a successful selling
campaign."
SOUND proofed open-door phone
booth used as broadcast studio in offices of Sharon Herald, Sharon, Pa.,
by WPIC that city.
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AY REEVE MISSING
Search On for TN Staffer
HE FBI, local and state police
ave joined in a search for Ray
eeve, missing sports director of
he Tobacco Network, according
o spokesmen of
hat network,
.hich serves 50
tations in the
*arolinas, Georia and Virginia,
'ossibility of foul
jlay or amnesia
B feared by TN
jfficials, who stated that Mr. Eeeve
./as last seen on
Mr. Reeve
'larch 16 at Faytteville, N. C, during a business
rip through the South Atlantic
rea. At the time he was traveling in his 1946 tudor sedan.
< The Tobacco Network requests
hat any information on Mr. Reeve
>e forwarded collect by phone or
rire to the network at WRAL
I'.aleigh, N. C, telephone 6411. Mr.
peeve
as 5'bald.
10" He
in
leight, is
210described
pounds, and
ad just completed his convalesjence from a serious operation last
ear.

'hilco's 1949 Report
HILCO Corp. reports total sales
If $214,884,000 last year, a decline
f some $60,540,000 as compared
p 1948, according to the latest
elease to stockholders. In earnigs, the firm reports declaration
Jf $3.17 per share of common stock
utstanding in 1949 as compared
lb $6.32 per share in 1948. Also
nnounced was a forecast that
('hilco will soon have capacity for
jhe production of 25,000 TV reeivers a week.
The firm noted
I substantial decline in radio and
ladio-phonograph volume in the
arly months of last year which
Eras counteracted by a marked imirovement in the fall.
VBBM Chicago is again feeding Music
or You, variety show, to CBS Sunday,
1:30 p.m. (CST). •

Production

program
BILL HALLrector appoint
of WORDed and
WDXYdi(FM) Spartanburg, S. C. He
formerly was with WDUK Durham,
N. C. He succeeds AL WILLIS, named
director of news, special events and
promotion. RALEIGH POWELL, formerly with WRHI Rock Hill, S. C,
becomes morning man for stations.
IRVING ZEIDMAN, disc jockey and
singer for KNOE Monroe, La., named
program director. He will continue
with his present shows.
FRANK (Bud) PALMER promoted
from WGN-TV Chicago facilities staff
to director's post. He is directing Art
Jarrett Show, Chicago Cooks With Barbara Barkley, Stop the Record and
Sportsmen's Corner.
GUY BATES POST currently heard
four times weekly on Guy Bates Post
program on KFAC Los Angeles, starts
program four times weekly on KFOX
Long Beach, Calif.
J. R. MYERS, television controller for
NBC, appointed assistant to the director of television operations of network. He has been with NBC since
1936 and will continue as controller
until successor is named.
HARLAN THOMPSON, producer of
CBS-TV Ed Wynn Show, named production supervisor for CBS Hollywood
television.
LANSING LINDQUIST, independent
producer in Washington and New York
and lecturer in radio and television at
American U., Washington, named to
moderate university's District Viewpoint show, aired 8:30 p. m. Tuesday
by WMAL-TV Washington and
WMAR-TV Baltimore, effective tomorrow (April 4).
SEARLE LEVY, 18-year-old high
school senior, joins WTXL West
Springfield, Mass., as disc jockey and
newscaster.
SPECS MUNZELL, formerly with
WCSC and WTMA Charleston, S. C,
WLAP Lexington, Ky., and WLOS
Ashevile, N, C, joins announcing staff

1/
We do not cover all of Connecticut, but we DO cover*
NORWICH and most of New
London county . . . 1948 retail sales $129,364,000.00.
Have you been bypassing
this market? Remember you
can BUY it on a station that
has ONE rate both day and
night.
NEW HAVEN
BRIDGEPORT
NORWAIK
STAMFORD .

WICH
FULL TIME
1400 KC
.
250 W
NORWICH
i NEW LONDON |

EASTERN
JOHN DEME BROADCASTING
Connecticut
NOEL BREAULT
PRES. & GEN. MGR.
COMPANY
SALES MGR.
* You'd be surprised at our coverage in New London.
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at WIS Columbia, S. C. KAY COLLINS,
formerly with KOA Denver, KFWB
Los Angeles, KCFL Chicago, WMRC
and WFBC both Greenville, S. C, joins
WIS continuity staff.
DANNY DARE, film and theatrical director, joins NBC-TV, New York as
producer.
BILL BURKE, graduate of school of
journalism at U. of Iowa, Iowa City,
joins KOIL Omaha, Neb.
BILL ELLIS, new to radio, joins WCSC
Charleston, S. C, as copywriter.
LeROY BANNERMAN, formerly director of continuity for WKYW
Louisville, and writer-producer for
WNAO Raleigh, N. C, joins WUOA
(FM) U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa,
non-commercial outlet as script
editor.
JEAN ATHERTON and MARY O'CONNOR join KLAC-TV Hollywood production staff
WORTH JOHNSON, graduate of
school of journalism at U. of Iowa,
Iowa City, joins staff of KWPC
Muscatine, Iowa.
MARVIN SMITH, formerly staff announcer at WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y.,
named chief announcer and director of
educational programming for station.
ROBERT TRONER, formerly chief announcer at WHTN Huntington, W. Va.,
joins station as staff announcer. NATALIE VIRGINIA MURPHY, formerly
music director at WVNJ Newark, N.
J., named director of special programming for WKBS. ALLAN MARTIN,
formerly chief announcer at WKBS,
promoted to traffic and continuity director.
NED SKAFF, formerly with WKOY
Bluefield, W. Va., joins announcing
staff of WCHS Charleston, W. Va.
NELSON M. GRIGGS appointed chief
announcer for WASH (FM) Washington and Continental FM Network.
MAVOR MOORE appointed to television production staff of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, effective
Sept. 1. He is currently in New York
with United Nations radio division.
He has been with CBC on and off since
1941 in various production capacities.
DAVE GARROWAY, NBC AM-TV
star, expands his morning radio schedule with half-hour, five-a-week variety
show starting today (April 3), 9:30 to
10 a.m. CST, from Chicago. Talent
will include stars of the network's
Next, Dave Garroway show. CHARLIE
ANDREWS, co-scripter with Mr. Garroway on his radio and TV shows,
joins talent lineup. PARKER GIBBS
is director.
TOM HABIB, graduate of school of
journalism at U. of Iowa, Iowa City,
joins staff of KROS Clinton, Iowa.
DICK KEPLINGER, Seattle freelance
announcer and commentator, awarded
statuette by Cub Scouts for aiding
them in their 1949 Clamorama.
WES HARRIS, producer-writer at
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., and Sherry
Sherwood, television vocalist, have announced their marriage.
DON HIX starts half-hour weekly
television version of The Old Skipper,

radio program formerly on Eastern
stations, on KECA-TV Hollywood.
Monarch Television Corp., Lbs Angeles,
is sponsor.
WBL.LIAM STRAUSS, WQXR New
York announcer, is the father of a boy.
STAN CHAMBERS, of KTLA (TV)
Hollywood, is the father of a boy.

PARK IS ELECTED
Heads Indiana State Assn.
DANIEL C. PARK, commercial
manager of WIRE Indianapolis, is
the new president of the Indiana State Broadcasters' are
Assn.
Other officers
Martin Leich,
WGBF Evansville, AM vice
president; Ted
Vernasco, WFML
(FM) ton,WashingFM vice
president; George
Higgins, WISH Indianapolis, secretary-treasurer; Carl Candagrift,
WOWO Ft. Wayne, assistant secretary, and E. R. Herkner, WIMS
Michigan City, assistant treasurer.
Board members include Harry
Bit'ner Jr., WFBM Indianapolis;
O. E. Richardson, WASK Lafayette; Donald Burton, WLBC Muncie; G. F. Albright, WCBV Richmond and Mr. Higgins.
Mr. Park
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Pioneer
WTMJ

ARRY MILHOLLAND, chief of
Teletranscription engineering department at WABD (TV) New
York, named technical operations engineer. He replaces HENRY FRASER
who is on leave of absence. Mr. Milholland will also continue as Teletranscription chief, and ERIC HURD will
assume fulltime duties as assistant
technical operations engineer. MILLARD DICKERSON named supervising
engineer for WABD.
HARRY DENNIS, formerly withWJW
Cleveland, joins engineering staff of
WERE that city. He will specialize in
baseball broadcasts of both home and
away games.
ORION ARNOLD, of WBKB (TV)
Chicago transmitting staff, is the
father of a boy, Craig Arnold, born
March 15. ELMER C. UPTON Jr.,
engineer, is the father of a boy,
Jeffrey Charles, born March 17. WADE
PARMELEE, WBKB cameraman, is
father of a boy, Michael Wade, born
March 16.
RCA, Camden, N. J., announces improved stabilizing amplifier, Type TA5C, designed to correct faults which
may be introduced in video signals
during transmission from camera to
input of transmitter.
SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC
Prod., New
York, TV picture tube division, announces new 19-inch metal picture tube,
19AP4, which provides image measuring 11% x 15% inches.

Quad-Cm?
Davenport, la

OVER

230,000

POPULATION
Largest population
market in Illinois and
Iowa, outside Chicago.
Family income tops
$5,650 per year.
Farm machinery manufacturing center of the
nation.

Hitional Representatives . . Avery Knodel, Inc.
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DROPS

Outlet

FM WSAU-FM

Quits,

Also Out

FIRST FM station west of the Alleghenies— WTMJ-FM Milwaukeeemitted its last signal yesterday (Sunday) after a 10-year career. Expiring with it was the Milwaukee Journal's sister station, WSAU-FM
Wausau, Wis.
Walter J. Damm, vice president *
of the Journal Co., operating the teners far larger than the very
limited one which our research has
stations, officially notified the FCC
shown to be in existence at the
of their demise in a letter mailed
present time and which shows no
last week. He cited lack of sufsigns of material growth.
PART of one of the 320-ft. towers
ficient receiving sets as the princiOur decision to drop FM, however,
of WPPA-AM-FM Pottsville, Pa.,
pal cause, explaining that FM has
does not change in any way the which collapsed during a recent ice
Journal Co. announced policy to bring and wind storm, lies near the AM
not lived up to its "bright promise
the
latest developments in radio and
transmitter building. The building
of 10 years ago."
television to the people of Wisconsin,
Thus far this year 25 FM auwas missed by the falling structure.
if
such
developments
can
be
and
will
thorizations have been deleted, with
be of service to a substantial number.
Using another tower, WPPA was
a total of 210 deleted in 1949.
back on the air within 45 minutes,
WTMJ-FM and WSAU-FM will shut
Some 700 FM stations remain on
down at the close of programming
station officials reported.
the air.
on April 2, 1950, and our operating
licenses for these two stations will
Mr. Damm has been one of FM's
SUES DR. DAVIES
then be returned to you for cancellamost enthusiastic boosters. He was
tion.
Ludlow Awarded $4,000
president of FM Broadcasters Inc.
when that association was formed
RETURN of $4,000 out of her
$5,000 investment in a radio station
in the rectorearly
and was
di- FLETCHER NAMED
of the '40s
successor
FM "a
Assn.
that has failed to materialize was
Heads 3 Alaska Outlets
which last autumn was merged into
granted
Mrs. Alice Ludlow, of Long
NAB.
JIM FLETCHER, former manBeach, Calif., fortnight ago, following suit filed March 9 against Dr.
The stations have been "perager of Alaska Broadcasting Co.'s
manently shut
down,"
Mr. FCC.
Damm
KFRB Fairbanks, has been ap- Clem Davies, radio evangelist, in
stated in his
notice
to the
Superior Court, Los Angeles.
pointed manager of KFQD AnIn closing the stations, Mr.
chorage and also regional manager
Still pending is an additional
Damm explained that neither
suit filed against Dr. Davies by
of the firm's KIBH Seward, KFRB
WTMJ-FM nor WSAU-FM had
and KFQD, it was announced last Henry Hildreth, also of Long
sold time. Failure of the public to week.
Beach, who invested $500 in the
buy the anticipated number of
Prior to his Fairbanks assignproposed
station, loans for which
FM receivers convinced the owners
ment, Mr. Flethcher had managed
were asked by Dr. Davies from his
KTKN Ketchikan. The company
that continued operation would not
pulpit three years ago. At that
also announced that Jack McCahill,
time, the plaintiffs said, Dr. Davies
be "a worthwhile undertaking."
assistant
manager
at
KFRB,
has
promised their money would be
WTMJ-FM was founded originbeen promoted to station manager,
returned upon request. He later
ally in the 50 mc band with 50 kw
and Ken Laughlin, former mandenied this statement, it was repower, moving to its present assignager of KFQD, has been promoted
ment, 93.2 mc, after the war when
ported. Dr. Davies claimed that
to
territorial
sales
manager
with
construction of the station in Los
the FCC discontinued the low freheadquarters at KTKN. Mr. Angeles still awaits FCC authorquencies.
ization.
Laughlin also was named manager
Mr. Damm's Statement
of KTKN.
Text of Mr. Damm's statement to
Kean Expands
the FCC follows:
Hal Shumate
This is to inform you that the
SECOND expansion in staff and
Journal Co. has decided to discontinue
HAL SHUMATE, KGBS Harlinquarters this year has been anthe operation of its two FM broadnounced by Walter F. Kean, Congen, Tex., newsman and announcer,
casting stations, WTMJ-FM in Milsulting Radio Engineers, Riverside,
was killed March 19 when his
waukee, and WSAU-FM in Wausau,
111. Change became effective April
Wis.
plane crashed near the Harlingen
airport. Mr. Shumate, who was a 1, with the firm adding George M.
As your records will show, this
veteran flyer, had been in radio in Boyd, graduate communications
company became interested in FM
Texas for more than 12 years and engineer, U. of Illinois, to its staff,
soon after the new form of broadand moving to new and larger
casting was developed and our Milhad
been employed at KRGV Weswaukee station (then W9XAO) was
KTSA San Antonio, WACO
quarters at 1 Riverside Road in
the first FM station west of the laco,
Waco, and for the past three years
Riverside. Former address was 114
Alleghenies when it went on the air at KGBS.
Northgate Road, that city.
in February 1940. We had high hopes
for FM as evidenced by our heavy
investment in two 50 kw transmitting plants, the first on the old low
band and the second on the present
high band, which investment was
made to bring FM service to the
southeastern part of Wisconsin. In
1948 we added a 10 kw plant at
• dates
Mf
M•
Wausau to serve the northcentral
part of the state.
Much to our regret FM has not
IF IT IS FOR
A
lived up to the bright promise of
10 years ago. The radio listeners in
Wisconsin have not seen fit to invest
BROADCASTING
STATION
in a sufficient number of FM receivers
to make the continued operation of
WTMJ-FM and WSAU-FM a worthGATES
RADIO
COMPANY
while undertaking.
The Journal Co. does not sell time
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
on WTMJ-FM or WSAU-FM. Since
it derives no financial revenue from
TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
TELEPHONE > 522
either station the only justification
for underwriting the cost of continued
FM service would be a body of lisBROADCASTING
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LTEW angle on promotional possi^| bilities of flying saucers hit upon
by Lowell Smith, time salesman
c KFXM San Bernardino, Calif. Mr.
lith has sold half-hour interview
th pilot of any flying saucer to come
wn in a two-county area of station's
werage. Show, if and when it is
[•ed,
over any
bgramwillontake
air,top-priority
with Newsmen
Jim
^eary and Dave Hubbard set to paraite tape recorder and portable radio
o position to "contact and interview
._> occupant or occupants of any flyIr saucer" within area. Wilson &
bids, San Bernardino furniture and
jpliance firm will sponsor show.
TV Invitation
TALL brown and white card invites
blic to see The Mohawk Showroom
WWJ-TV Detroit. Card features
j-ture of small television screen and
y inset picture of Roberta Quinlan,
r of show.
Erin Go Bragh!
lOGUES were thick at KDKA Pittsrgh
when station
ered St.
its Patrick's
listeners Day
shamrocks
flown
, by TWA from Shannon, Ireland,
bwds jammed studios to receive
ens from, appropriately, Announcer
ul Shannon.
Folder of Significance
j ACK, red and white folder from
jvIAR-TV
Baltimore
,!m
The Katz
Agency hasInc.,small
that paper
city,
Jached. Paper reads, "Something
imificant has happened in Baltimore,
jliTelevision first!" Folder explains
|it "WMAR-TV has . . . the biggest
ij'httime audience of any station — ■
FM or TV." Graph shows HoopIII,
j'tings of Baltimore stations illustrat■ statement. Back of folder declares,
I'ialtimore is 1st in TV share of total
adcast audience."
Letter Commends
PRINT of letter from C. R. Anny, president of C. R. Anthony Co.,
jlahoma City, is top of promotion
"Ice
WKY growth
that city.
Text andof
ber from
compares
of station
lipany and assures station's managent that firm is more than pleased
!h station after nine years of sponjiship on it. Station points to its "30
Ji.rs of service to Oklahoma ..."
Promotion Via Secretaries
1IQUE promotion from KITE San
!|tonio, Tex., is directed to secretaries
jjimen in trade. On envelope enclostpj promotion written in shorthand is :
liere is a present for you inside."
rd inside gives two reasons for secaries being important to KITE: (1)
I'jretaries
are women, in andwomen
KITE asis
piecially interested

J0%omotion

spenders of 85% of every retail dollar, and (2) secretaries are responsible for KITE promotion pieces reaching their bosses. Attached to card is
set of individual lip sticks, made up
into package resembling book matches.
Mirror from
and caption
and
kisses
the radioreading,
station"Love
you like
best . . . KITE" complete promotion.
Jumping Releases
ATTENTION-getting press releases
concerning Super Circus, ABC-TV
network show which opened recently
on KGO-TV San Francisco, were sent
to trade by station. Promotion is built
around Jack-in-the-box into which has
been inserted ABC-TV press release
concerning Super Circus. Wallace
Hutchinson, KGO-TV promotion department, originated idea.
Sales from
'Rajah'WCCO MinneLARGE bulletin
apolis lauds its Stewart MacPherson,
calling him "The Rajah of Radio," and
its "sales-potent potentate." Pictured
on back of text is drawing of Mr.
MacPherson, seated atop elephant, aidsalesman
reach and
elephant's
back.
Text ingitself
givesto sales
radio history
of Mr. MacPherson.
Provocative Card
POSTCARD mailed to prospective audience of What Do You Think show on
WGBF Evansville, Ind., announces new
time of program. Remainder of card
reads, "Some of our best friends are
adults . . . adult thinkers, that is. As
a member of this group, you are invited to listen to Evansville's Radio
Forum for a stimulating half-hour."
Thorough Promotion
EVERY taxpayer in Hartford, Conn.,
received promotion piece from WTIC
that city. Copy of script of speech
by City Manager Carleton F. Sharpe
given over WTIC several days previous
to mailing of tax bills was enclosed in
envelope in which taxpayers were sent
bills.
Tip From WSBT
TWO-page bulletin from WSBT
South Bend, Ind., affirms that city
has "a very close neighbor." Attractive
girl, drawn on cover, represents
South Bend. Inside of folder shows

WIBW
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same girl and young man, representing Mishawaka, Ind., holding hands.
Text says, "Mishawaka lives just
across the street . . . (and we're very
friendly!)" Explanation that cities
are separated by only a street and
river follows, with tabulation of both
cities' expenditures according to food,
drugs and other product groups.
"Think of South Bend and Mishawaka
togethercludes
— folder.
more ways than one!" conTransit Egg Hatches
ONE-DAY-old Easter chicks were
shipped to sponsors and Washington
advertising agencies by Washington
Transit Radio Inc. and WWDC-FM
that city. Tiny capsules, labeled
"Nest Egg," were enclosed in each
carton. Inside capsules were scrolls
of paper bearing message:
"I'm 'crow,'
much too young to 'cackle' or
But know
to 'hatch' more business I really
That the 'Roosters' and 'Slick Chicks'
The patronize
business firms that advertise on
Transit Blotter
Radio," Mailing
ATTRACTIVE blotter mailed to 400
frozen food dealers in Pittsburgh area
as part of promotional activities of
WCAE Pittsburgh. Blotter announces
that Blue Goose Fresh Frozen Foods
are advertised on Florence Sando's
woman's program over WCAE each
Monday, Thursday and Friday at 12:30
Advance Promotion
FUTURISTIC twist given to latest
p.m.
promotion
pieceof by
ton Co. Proof
ad Blackburn-Hamilappearing in this
issue of Broadcasting sent to trade by
firm, labeled "Advance
20 to 20 Proof."
TWENTY awards of $20 each went
to lucky listeners of WSFA Mont-

gomery, Ala., March 31. Station was
celebrating its 20th anniversary and
utilized telephone quiz with cash
awards to call attention to its birthday. Questions about station's history
were asked. Local well wishers purchased all available time with which
to congratulate
munity service. station on its com"Everybody Does It!"
COVER of latest promotion from
KSL Salt Lake City shows legs of two
men, one dressed as farmer and other
as business man. Inside of folder
completes pictures, depicting men leaning against trees, listening to portable
radios. Caption reads, "Everybody's
doing it. . . . It's the custom of the
country (and the city, too)." Text
includes KSL's share of audience and
other data from BMB study.
Starting at 40
SESAC Inc. on cover of its latest promotion piece promises "Profits Start
at 40." Text of 12 page booklet explains that subscriptions to its transcribed library start at $40 per month,
and gives types and advantages of
subscribing to service.
Promotion Personnel
JULIUS GLASS rejoins WGAR Cleveland as promotion manager after absence of eight years. He returns from
WHBC Canton, Ohio, where he served
in similar capacity since 1945. He replaces TED BOYNTON who moves to
WGAR sales department.
ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., appointed
sales promotion representative for
WSSB Durham, N. C.
DONALD GETZ, sales promotion manager at WGN-AM-TV Chicago, is the
father of a boy, Lawrence.
Mr. Joe Field
Compton
Agency
New
York Advertising
City
Dear Joe:
Ever' body here in WCHS terrytory is
sure happy over that new coat contract!
It means thet
range
uv
th' folks livin'
WCHS'son 5000
watts
580
within t h'
lots
more
monan'
here
will eydown
beter spend,
havin'
in this country
they really
spends it!
miners in this
area alone will
have
$17,000,000
more
Why,thin's
Joe. th'a
th'
year
ter they
buy
needs ! Jest
think
uv buy
it!
That ud
340 million
uv Ivory
Soap!
personal
bars
An'
th' miners
ain't th' only
ones in these
here
what'sparts
got
money ter
not
by
a
jug
spend — nosiree,

MEXICO STATIONS
Changes According to NARBA
CHANGES in facilities of several
Mexican broadcast stations have
been reported according to the
provisions of the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement,
now being renegotiated, FCC has
announced.
Proposed new station on 580 kc with
1 kw-day, 250 w-night at Chihuahua
has been dropped and new grant for
500 w-day
250 w-night
on thatCamarge.
channel
was
announced
at Ciudad
Estimated commencement date is Aug.
1. XEPO San Luis Potosi. 100 w on
1400 kc, about May 16 is to switch to
250 w on 1260 kc. XEFE Nuevo Laredo
July 1 is to boost power from 1 kw to
5 kw-day, 1 kw-night on 960 kc. Call
letters were assigned new stations as
follows: XEUX Tuxpan. and XEMT
Matamoros, each 250 w on 1340 kc;
KEXZ Zacatecas, 250 w on 1450 kc;
XEYC Ciudad Juarez, 1 kw on 1460 kc.
SPEECH by Cedric Foster, Yankee
Network commentator was reprinted in
Congressional Record recently by
Rep. Philip
Philbin
(D-Mass.).
Occasion of talkJ. was
centennial
banquet
held March 14 in Clinton, Mass., marking that city's 100th anniversary.

lots tries
uvin WCHS
indusfull!AlgyThey's
they's
goin'
strong!
Joe,
it
looks
ter
me
thet it ud be mighty good business fer
an'
fellers in your occupation terrytory,
ter keep these
thin's in mind! Mind you, they's goin'
ter be a boom in Charleston, West Virginny, an' th' ones in on th' ground floor
is
Yrs. Ain't yer
gladagonna
I tole be
yuh?mighty lucky!
WCHS
Charleston,
April 3, 1950
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MUELLER
Named

sports diappointed
ELSTON
rector or KIOA
Des Moines,
Iowa, replacing DON O'BRIEN,
resigned to become executive secretary of Western League. Mr. Elston
previously was with KVFD Ft. Dodge
as sportscaster and KXEL Waterloo,
as sports director and play-by-play
announcer.
BERNARD LONDON, formerly with
CBS where he produced and directed
telecasts of Brooklyn Dodgers games
and Columbia U. football games, joins
production staff of WXEL • (TV)
Cleveland, Ohio. He will produce and
direct all telecasts of Cleveland Indian games for station.
CARL UHLARIK, formerly with United Press, appointed director of news
at KFAB Omaha, Neb. He has been
with station since November 1948 and
succeeds E. S. (Bud) NEBLE, resigned.
FRED WOLF, sportscaster for WXYZTV Detroit, awarded set of golf clubs
following his selection as "sports announcer contributing the most to industrial recreation," by Briggs Mfg.
Co.
RONALD (Pete) PETERSON appointed to farm service department
of WNAX Yankton, S. D. He has
been with station for eight years as
BOB

Meet
Mr WILS

staff announcer, and now will write
and produce farm shows.
JACK DOOLEY, graduate of school
of journalism at U. of Iowa, Iowa City,
named night news editor at WGAR
Cleveland.
JOSEPH F. DINNEEN, staff writer
and columnist for Boston Globe, joins
WBMS Boston as news commentator.
His show is aired six days weekly
from 11-11:10 a.m.
REX LORING, news commentator for
CKOY Ottawa, resigns. Future plans
have not been announced.
S. DAKOTA MEET
Area Problems Discussed
COMMON problems affecting all
South Dakota stations and ways
of making still better the radio
service offered South Dakota listeners were slated for discussion at
the annual meeting of the South
Dakota Broadcasters Assn. in
Mitchell last Saturday and Sunday
(March 31 and April 1).
Gov. George T. Mickelson was
among those scheduled to attend.
The program was arranged by a
committee composed of James E.
Sweet, KIHO Sioux Falls, chairman; Tom Young, KWAT Watertown, and Irving R. Merrill, of
KUSD Vermillion, who is also
secretary-treasurer of the association. In addition to Mr. Merrill,
officers of the association are
Robert R. Tincher, WNAX Yankton, president, and Robert J. Dean,
KOTA Rapid City, vice president.
MURDER TRIAL
WLBC, WMUN Air Testimony

The Only
in

SALESMAN

Lansing, Mich.
who covers the
Entire

Area

Ask your
Rambeau Man
about the new
WILS
Lansing's Most Powerful Station
1320 kc •100G watts
Day & Night
Page 82
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TAPE-RECORDED portions of a
murder trial were aired in special
broadcasts over WLBC Muncie,
Ind., and its FM affiliate, WMUN.
In a nine-day period, the station
reported, 12 hours and 47 minutes
of program time were devoted to a
triple-slaying local murder case.
Entitled Highlights of the Dalton-Gratzer Trial, the program also
was augmented by use of portions
of the argument and testimony as
part of the stations' regular news
coverage. Time devoted to the special coverage was during the late
evening hours, most of it after
10:15 p.m., it was reported.
The proceedings were recorded
with a Brush portable tape recorder
and a Collins four-channel amplifier after News Director Fred M.
Hinshaw had asked for and received permission from Circuit
Judge Joseph H. Davis. The 250 w
CBS outlet received only one complaint about the broadcasts, and
hundreds of commendations, Mr.
Hinshaw said.

CITED
By Headliners

MERRILL MUELLER, of the NBC
London staff, has been selected as
winner of an award in the 16th
annual presentations by the National Headliners'
Club,orswhich
honoutstanding
examples of radio
and newspaper
reporting.
Mr. Mueller
was selected by
the club "for constandingsistently
foreignoutMr. Mueller
news broadcasts
from London during 1949, including seven world news stories."
Only one award was made in the
radio field for 1949, according to
Tom Paprocki, Associated Press
Features, chairman of the 1950
judging committee. The number of
entries in the domestic radio news
or TV newsreel field was not considered adequate to justify an
award.
The National
Headliners'
announced
16 awards
in the Club
field
of news reporting and feature writing, news photography and news
reels. The club expects to expand
its radio and television classifications next year, according to Mall
Dodson, executive secretary. The
annual news judging contest is
conducted under the auspices of
Atlantic City municipal authorities.
Members
the 1950Paprocki;
judging James
committee were of
Chairman
Crayhon, Standard Oil Co.; Frank H.
Ryan, Camden (N. J.) Courier-Post;
James Farrell, Atlantic City PressUnion; William Montague, Tele-News
Pictures; Frank M. Smith, Washington
Times-Herald; J. Frank Beatty,
BROADCASTING-TELECASTING.
Francis Trout
FRANCIS (Dink) TROUT, 51year-old radio actor, died March
26 following surgery. Requiem
Mass was celebrated March 30 in
Blessed Sacrament Church, Hollywood. Burial was in Calvary Cemetery. Mr. Trout, best known for
his characterization of Mr. Anderson on NBC's Dennis Day Show, is
survived by his mother.

for

WGLN-WWSC
JOIN
WGLN Ceases Operatioi
MERGER of WGLN Glens Falls
N. Y., into WWSC there has beerf
consummated following approva
of FCC in late February [Broad
casting, March 6]. WWSC, MBf
outlet, took over the ABC affiliatior
also when WGLN ceased opera
tions and will carry both network
until April 14 when Mutual wil
be dropped, it was announced.

Under the merger, Martin Karig '\
and Alexander P. Robertson solJi1
50%
in Greatlicensee,
Northeriu"
Radio interest
Inc., WWSC
tjl
Glens Falls Post Co., parent firrrif
owning WGLN and publisher ol£
Post-Star and Times there. Loui! r
P. Brown, head of the newspapers*
has been elected president of Grea
Northern with Mr. Karig name<
vice president and WWSC manage;
and Mr. Robertson treasurer. Ar
tary.
thur P. Irving was named secre
Everett - McKinney has beei
named to represent WWSC nation
ally, it was announced. Carl Mat
tison, WWSC manager before th
merger, has been appointed assist
ant manager, while Alfred A
Brown continues as commercia
manager. WWSC has set June
as date for its switch from presen
250 w on 1450 kc to newly author
ized 1 kw day, 500 w night on 14K
kc, directional. WGLN had beei
assigned 100 w on 1230 kc.

HQGAN ELECTED
Is Universal Board Chairmai
ARTHUR B. HOGAN, who re
cently acquired 140,000 shares d
Universal Records Inc., Hollywood
stock from Wesley I. Dumij
[Broadcasting, March 13], ha
been elected chairman of the boar
of that corporation.
Will H. Voeller, executive vie
president who has been with con
pany since January 1946, has bee
elevated to the presidency. Hi
takes over the post vacated through
resignation of Mr. Dumm. Fin
currently is formulating plans t
install elaborate facilities for tel<
vision production.

a beiter-than-ever BUY
IN OHIO'S THIRD MARKET

5,0001390 w
AM
50,000
KC
105.1 MC w

FM

WFMJ
BASIC ABC FOR YOUNSSTOWN
ASK HEADLEY REED
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I HOW in which sponsor's product is
j closely integrated into format is
Old South Quiz, half-hour audience
rticipation program presented SatIriay on WRNL Richmond, Va. Constants for each broadcast are chosen
ring half-hour preliminary "warmshow. Questions, based entirely
the South, are answered by. constants in pairs — one doing job before
erophone, other seated on stage as
rmchair expert." Prizes are silverjkre, with grand prize consisting of
-piece set weekly. Questions are sub! tted by listeners for similar re:irds. Show is sponsored by Reliable
bme Equipment Co., Richmond, on
;|half
of Wm. A. Rogers "Old South"
verware.
Jj

Monastery Fire
-"ECIAL half -hour news show on
'PJB (FM) Providence, R. I., was
ed for airing tape record of station's
verage of $2 million blaze that deroyed Abbey of Our Lady of the
>lley, Cumberland, R. I. WPJB
'oadcast from its mobile unit for
'pre than hour and half past its usual
:05 p.m. deadline in order to secure
mplete coverage.
Interviews with
leraen, Red Cross workers and Abbot
; monastery were recorded.
Tragic Story Aired
ROOKLYN middleweight boxer,
jorgie Small, aired story of his boxr.jg bout in which Laverne Roach was
iitally injured, over WTVR (TV)
chmond, Va. Telecast was first pubrecounting of fight by Mr. Small,
.id
was told to Jack Lewis, station's
I ortscaster.
Swimming Meet
ATIONAL Junior College Swimming
lampionships in Fullerton Jr. College
ool at Fullerton, Calif., were aired
r KVOE Santa Ana recently. Pro-am was handled by Sportscaster Bill
urrud, with color supplied by John
lashill. Presentations of awards to
[inners
irried. following each event also were
Science Series
W series of science programs,
hhns Hopkins Science Review, starts
h WTTG (TV) Washington under
aspices of Johns Hopkins U., Baltiore. Series of 10 shows are presented
riday, 9:30 p.m., and deal with such
ipics as exploring in the arctic, re>arch in heart diseases, modern
Vastics, geological studies, use of
1 -ray and aids for deaf. Prominent
•ientific investigators participate in
rograms which originate in studios
p WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
Religious Programming
EGINNING today (April 3), WWDCM-FM Washington is presenting

to

series of religious programs leading
into observance of Good Friday and
Easter. Four of programs scheduled
will be presented under auspices of
Committee on Good Friday Observance. Short addresses in keeping with
solemn time will be given by Willian
H. Collins, former Assistant U. S.
Attorney; Judge Edward A. Tamm;
Walter Bastian, Washington attorney,
and Col. Thomas F. Carlin, former
master of Knights of Columbus. Portion of services at Fourth Presbyterian Church will be aired by WWDC
on Good Friday.
'Beat Your Wife'
WEEKLY quiz show with prizes adding up to $5,000 jackpot, aired over
KMOX St. Louis. Staged Tuesday,
9-9:30 p.m., from local Loew's
Theatre, show is sponsored cooperatively by Westinghouse Electric
Co. and approximately 150 local
dealers. is
Titled
Beat ofYour
Wife, show's
format
round
questions
with
husbands competing against their
wives. Winning couples try together
for jackpot with guess at mystery
couple, described by poetical clues.
Program is emceed by Wed Howard
of KMOX and Beulah Schachet, St.
Louis
nist. Globe-Democrat feature columFollow to 'Crusade'
SERIES of five-minute news programs
titled Today in Europe, scheduled for
presentation Sunday, 7:55 p.m. on
WFIL-TV Philadelphia. Series presents in digest form review of highlight news of past week on Continent
and immediately follows showing of
Crusade In Europe episode at 7:30.
Show originates in WFIL studios and
features Neil Harvey as narrator, objectively reporting political, economic
and social developments in post-war
era. Maps, motion picture films and
other graphic aids are employed.
Independent Feeds World
ALL-NAVY Basketball Tournament,
March 17-18, was fed by WNOR Norfolk, Va., around world. Two game
tournament was fed to RCA New York,
which in turn beamed it to KPOA
Honolulu. AFRS New York and Los
Angeles, rebroadcast games for all
countries serviced by them. Station
also carried games locally. Feed for

HOWARD
J. McCOlilSTER
Regional Repre
sentatives
10660 BE LLAGIO, LOS ANGELES
• BR 0 4 70 5
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage
ROADCASTING
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world broadcast was handled by Paul
Schafer, assistant manager and chief
engineer of WNOR. Eric Page and
Jack Harris acted as play-by-play announcers and Phil Stewart fed the
games locally.
Sunrise Services
THIRTIETH consecutive Easter Sunrise Services from Hollywood Bowl,
April 9, will be telecast by KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles. Station holds exclusive
telecasting rights to service and will
air telecasts beginning at 4:30 a.m.
through 6 a.m. Video recorded version
of event will be offered by station for
national sale. Vincent Pelletier will
handle
directing.commentary with Bob Breckner
Small Station Coverage
LISTENERS' interest in big-league
baseball being highlighted by WPPA
Pottsville, Pa. Ed Romance, sports
director for station, was sent on twoweek trip to spring training camps
of major league teams in Florida. Interviews with top players and officials
of teams were recorded by Mr. Romance, as weW as complete summary
of training camp conditions. One of
40 recordings gleaned from trip is aired
nightly on Kaiers Sports Show, from
now until official opening of baseball
season.
Especially for Men
NEW series of programs, titled Sunday ward
Men'smaleMagazine,
slanted tolisteners,andpresented
by
WSTC-AM-FM Stamford, Conn. Aired
Sunday, 11-11:30 a.m., show presents
features of interest to men at time
convenient for their listening. News,
sports, science features, odd items in
news, book reviews and column of general happenings headline show, which
is written by Leonard Weinles.
Today's Game
FIFTEEN-minutes of sports highlights will be aired daily, starting
April 18, on WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
Called Today's Ball Game, show will
present high spots of all daytime home
games of Chicago Cubs and White Sox
for 1950 season. Daily games will be
filmed in their entirety by Douglas
Productions and edited to fit time of
telecast. Running commentary will be
supplied by Tom Duggan, who will
conduct live interview program for
open dates and rain-outs.
Battle of Sexes
MINIATURE battle of the sexes conducted weekly by WAEB Allentown,
Pa., on Last Word From Betty Muir,
quiz show. Aired Wednesday, 11-11:30
a.m., show consists of male expert being quizzed on aspects of his specialty
by group of women. First program
featured Donald V. Hoch, mayor of
Allentown, being questioned by Helen
Schmidt, dialogue writer for comic
cartoons; Eleanor Gernerd, former editor and publisher of Lehigh Valley
Revue, and Jean Doern Lieberman,
producer of juvenile programs. Betty
Muir is moderator.
Toast To Connie Mack
GRAND OLD MAN of baseball, Connie
Mack, 82-year-old manager of Philadelphia Athletics, will be honored by
CBS' Toast of the Town on April 16

when TV program originates in Philadelphia at WCAU-TV that city. Telecast of program, which features Ed
Sullivan, is first away from New York
since show began in June 1948. Connie
Mack Golden Jubilee Committee, Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce and
Lincoln-Mercury Dealers, show sponsor, arranged for special Toast visit.
High-Interest Debate
DEBATE on socialized medicine will
be carried by WKBW Buffalo, N. Y.,
April 4 from 8:30-10:30 p.m., as part
of station's public service. Immediate
topic of discussion will be national
health bill now before Congress and
will be argued by Hugh Thompson, regional director of CIO and president
of Greater Buffalo CIO Industrial
Union Council, and Dr. Elmer Hess,
vice chairman of medical program of
American Medical Society. Invited
audience of 1,000 persons will witness
show to be held in Hotel Statler ballroom, Buffalo. Moderator of broadcast
will be Harry Seebert, WKBW columnist. Roving microphones placed
throughout auditorium will pick up
questions from audience.
America's Churches
PROGRAM of interest to members of
all faiths currently being presented
over WADC Akron, Ohio. Entitled
The House of the Lord, weekly story
features one of America's famous
churches. Shows begin with verbal
picture of church featured that week,
story of its triumphs, its people, its
music and favorite hymns. Brief sermonette is specially written for each
show by pastor of church. Series
took two years in preparation with
cooperation being received from pastors
all over the country. F. W. Albrecht
Co., owner of Acme Service Stores and
Super Markets, sponsors show.

FEATURE

PROGRAMS. Inc.

1 13 W. 57th STREET
NEW
YORK
19, N. Y.
,\\tuvrk Calibre Programs
at Cecal Station Cost
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Help Wanted
Managerial
Can you sell? Texas ABC station wants
you. Send full sales resume. Box 676E,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for participation in ownercentral Newexcellent
England listenership
1 kw daytimership ofenjoying
offered to commercial man of proven
stature who is available immediately to
invest and become commercial manager. Box 680E. BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman for 5 kw network station in
western Michigan city of 110,000. Real
opportunity.
full details
nancialGive
requirements.
Box and508E,fiBROADCASTING.
South Georgia station wants salesman.
Must beindependent.
willing to work.
time
Must 250bewatt
ablefull-to
produce. Box 579E, BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted with experience for
one thousand watt independent station
in eastern Pennsylvania. Excellent
market; salary and commission; must
have car. Box 697E, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-commercial manager. WOKZ
AM-FM, Alton, Illinois. 50,000 city;
120.000 county. Only station. Adequate
draw and commission. Write complete
details including required draw to
WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Salesman or sales manager for permanent position. Better than average
man can easily earn up to $150 weekly
on commission and drawing account.
Southerner preferred. Give full qualifications and history to P. K. Ewing,
Jr., WMIS, Natchez, Miss.
WSKB, McComb, Mississippi 5000 watts.
Open for two top salesmen — write,
wire, phone — confidential.
Salesman wanted by old established
CBS regional station. High caliber
man who will enjoy working and living
in a thriving midwestern city of 50,000.
Compensation commensurate with ability. Wire Walter Rothschild and an
interview will be arranged. WTAD,
Quincy, Illinois,
Experienced salesman, $50.00 salary
plus commission. Must be hard worker
with car. Send complete resume to
George Shurden, Commercial Manager,
WTND, Orangeburg, S. C.
Announcers
Announcer, experienced, must have
RCA board experience for network
station in west Florida. Send full details Box 515E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
Deep staff
south
needs
capable
man NBC
with ataffiliate
least
two years experience. Excellent opportunity for the right man. Station located in expanding market over 100,000
population. Studios air-conditioned. If
interested,
send and
audition
platter,
picture, references,
minimum
starting
salary expected. Box 551E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sports announcer to handle
football, special events and news. First
phone license
desirable,
not es-in
sential. Southern
networkbutstation
city of 18,000. Box 593E, BROADCASTING^
Capable announcer with sportscasting
experience, particularly recreations.
Ten thousand watt ABC affiliate. Also
may be interested in capable salesman.
Box 664E. BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Chief announcer. Must be
showman, have strong personality and
ability to mix with people. Permanent
job. Give qualifications and salary expected in first letter. Box 693E,
BROADCASTING.
Girl hillbilly disc jockey. Thorough
knowledge folk music. Also act as librarian. Small beginning salary with
opportunity for talent. Station located
in SE city of 100,000. Sen1 all details
including photo and disc to Box 695E,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced morning man wanted for
station in small town in mid-Atlantic
states. Must be experienced at the
board. Full details first letter, no disc.
Box 698E. BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination man. Send qualifications, photograph, disc and salary
needed.
Radio Station KCFH, Cuero,
Texas.
Staffing new station northern Maine.
Need men with good voice and ticket.
Send disc, photo, complete information
soonest. None but combo men need
apply. Ma
Ted in
Coffin, WAGM,
Isle,
e. Presque
Announcer, some experience. Immediate opening. Illinois applicants only
will be considered. WLPO. La- Salle.
Wanted — Versatile announcer with at
least 2 years commercial experience
and knowledge of programming. Wire
or telephone for personal interview.
WMIX, Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
Technical
Opportunity available for combination
engineer-announcer for money-making
250 watt station in wealthy rural market in south. Good pay and living
conditions.
Must be able to call sports.
Box
671E BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening experienced engineer-announcer, send picture, qualifications,plication.
salary expected
withGa.first apWMJM, Cordele,
Production-Programming, others
Can you write good copy? If you are a
female and you're absolutely sure you
know
how and
to write
copy; willing
if you'reto
personable
attractive,
work, then please send full particulars,
photo and disc first letter to Larry
Filkins,eral, Program
Director, KSCB, LibKansas.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
College community sought by successful small market manager, 35, married,
university degree. 12 years broadcasting. Box 572E, BROADCASTING.
Southern stations attention: Manager
and chief engineer would like job in
250 or 1000 watt station with chance to
buy stock through earnings. Can produce. Not clock watchers, want security. Box 580E, BROADCASTING.
Manager with twenty years experience
all phases of AM-FM operation desires
change. Thorough knowledge in management to produce highest gross sales
with lowest overhead. Expert on sales,
programming, both local and national.
Experience includes management of 1
kw fulltime station. Have contacts with
top network executives and national
advertising agencies. Married. Will
go anywhere. Available for interview
at
NAB Convention. Box 586E, BROADCASTING.
Young successful manager desires
change. Built two stations. Always
made profit. Civic minded. Will give
you a station you will be proud to own.
Announce. Sell. Work. No drink.
Married. Box 587E, BROADCASTING.
Manager,nancial
part-owner
disposing station,
of fiinterest in successful
now free to seek new connection. Age
40; fifteen years station management
experience. Know radio game thoroughly. Am attending NAB Convention, will meet you there for interview at your convenience. Box 646E,
BROADCASTING.
Manager now employed desires change
for good reason. Experienced in sales,
promotion, programming, engineering
and economical operation plus an outstanding record in public relations and
a leader in civic affairs. Will appreciate
and consider all inquiries. Box 656E,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
$7428 monthly personally written new
local business in eight months. Made
aCASTING.
station profitable as manager-sales
manager. Details? Box 666E, BROADGeneral manager with 15 years experience in management and sales management, desires change because of station
sale. Sales ability a guarantee of top
volume for your station. Can reduce
CASTING^
operating
cost to Box
minimum.
What's
your
proposition?
667E, BROADManager. Currently commercial manager with highly ommendations
successful
record.adverRecfrom actual
tisers. National promotional recognition. Experienced organizer. Will be
at NAB Convention. Advise where to
contact. Box 692E, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Sales
success,
employed
up-state,
Y.,
desires
eastern relocation.
Box N.683E,
BROADCASTING.
Sales-sales management — over 12 years
experience. Top billing New York network station and large midwest regional. 43 years, married. Now in
New York. Interested in best opportunity
CASTING. anv location. Box 687E, BROADAnnouncers
Top sportscaster. excellent play-byplay,immediately,
listener appeal,
employed,
able
references.
Box avail388E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, versatile, news specialty.
Three years commercial experience.
Seeks oermanent location. Box 502E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter, husband-wife
team. Proven
record reply
of client
satisfaction. Immediate
to good,
permanent-tyt>e offer. Box 503E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Commercials, news, acting,
narration. Announcing experience small
station, acting large stations. College
graduate, single, prefer midwest. Box
597E. BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
general
perience.five
Married, years'
dependable.
Age ex22.
Prefer
southwest.
$75.
Box
603E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
broadcasting school ingraduate
country. oldest
CBS instructors
taught all phases of broadcasting.
Produced, sang, emceed amateur shows
in
Chicago
nite staff
clubs.5.000
Two watt
years NBC
colleee.
Former
affiliate. Consider all offers. Box 607E,
BROADCASTING.
Baseball — play-by-play, basketball,
football, staff. Young, married. Have
copyrighted
15 minute sport
Avoilablp immediately.
Boxfeature.
614E.
BROADCASTING.
Combination man. news. DJ. write
copy. 23. single. Will travel. Disc, nhoto
on request. Box 618E, BROADCASTING.
Ex-network staff announcer-newscaster. Eight years experience, including
play-by-play.
present
associateMust
director at New AtYork
TV station.
leave this
area asforannouncer
family's health.
Desire
position
or director
AM or TV.
or both. Highly
capable and can offer excellent references. Will consider any locality. Available Mav 15th. Box 622E, BROADCASTING.
Eastern
stations Onerate
— Experienced
tile announcer.
console.versaLow
starting salary. Box 640E, BROADCASTING.
Baseball is what I thrive on plus
money. Sports and chief announcer,
emoloyed, three and a half years experience, one hundred play-by-play
games behind me, want hundreds
more,
anywhere. Box 642E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer-engineer
sires full or part
time position at de-or
near college. Young, married, RCA
grad.
presently employed. Box 643E,
BROADCASTING.
Combo man currently employed looking
for advancement. Married. References.
Box 644E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — One year experience, college, ideas,
can write.
midwest
or news,
east. dj,
Consider
all Prefer
offers.
Disc
on
request.
Box
645E,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Announcer — Two years experience
single, 28, commercial, news, record f
man with console experience. Box i
649E, BROADCASTING.
News — special events-color specialist.
Thoroughly
experienced,
sober family
man. Available
scon, complete
with
best of references. Box 650E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, two years experience, 28,
vet. Married. Presently employed.
spenews and
jockey, trained
discExpertly
Specialty,
on local
cial events.
news gathering and editing. Also time
salesman. Hard worker. Tops in personality. Prefer middlewest. Box 655E
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-writer. Two years of college radio speech and writing. Will go
anywhere. Summer work only. Box
658E, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch sportscaster presently emReady to specialize
in sports.
Personal ployed.
interview
if desired.
Write
Box 661E, BROADCASTING.
I am tionseeking
a radio I stain one of atheposition
westernin states.
am
aschool
graduate
of
a
recognized
professional
of broadcasting. Need
that all
important first job. Will send disc and
photo
if interested. Box 665E, BROADCASTING.
News director and news announcer. 7
yearstionexperience.
held high posiwith radio newsHasorganization.
Box
675E, BROADCASTING.
Honest, reliable, loyal. I can offer these
plus six years experience in all phases
of radio including: sports, console
operation, programming, newsman,
special events, emcee, production, disc
jockey, accent on hillbilly shows and
play-by-play football and baseball.
Also have one year of newspaper writing. Currently employed but station
lacks stability. Age 24. Your offer
must be permanent and must have conING. genial staff. Box 678E, BROADCASTBaseball announcer, capable, experi
enced, available to station or agency
for baseball season only on free lance
basis. ball
Already
underregional
contract network.
for footseason on
ING^
Proven satisfaction to national and local sponsors. Box 679E, BROADCASTCombination man. First phone license.
Eight years
experience.
Engineer
since announcing
1942. Good voice.
Can
ad-lib. Box 682E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman. Handle sports,
news, sales.
Experienced
both announcing and sales.
Young, aggressive,
dependable. Give details. Prefer metor west. Consider others.
Box 685E, ropolitan
BROADCASTING.
Young veteran seeking staff announcing
position, trained in all phases of radio
techniques
Radio
Citv. Disc available. Box at
686E,
BROADCASTING.
Recent graduate of radio school, looking for start.
gain experience Opportunity
primary. Salary tosecondary.
Heavy on all sports. Who will take
chance? Box 688E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, nouncing,
2V2 narrating
years and
experience
anrun board.
College graduate. 27, vet, married,
ambitious, reliable. Desire permanent
staff or summer. Relocate for good
spot
progressive
Disc orBoxin
person.
Interviewstation.
if possible.
689E, BROADCASTING.
Looking for a top sportscaster? Look
no further — than this ad. You want experience— I offer 5 years of big time
sportscasting. Yes, you can have Wisconsin's top sportscaster broadcasting
your baseball, football, basketball
games. Big Ten experience, top-rated,
college degree,
conscientious.
Available
now steady,
for baseball
season.
Record,
photo,
recommendations.
691E, BROADCASTING. Box
Lemon announcer looking for peachy
station. Voice like wild goose. Two
years
linguae.
25. Single. Operator. lapsus
Box 694E,
BROADCASTING.
Baseball club nixed TV; sportscaster
stranded. Triple-A experience. 8 years
AM; 1, TV. Best sponsor, station,
sports references. What do you offer
BROADCASTING.
for an all-sports man? Box 699E.
Chief announcer just married looking
for steady job in a sports community.
All staff announcing, heavy on sports,
special events, news. Disc, photo, ref- a
CASTING.erences available. Box 701E, BROAD-

I

Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. Ail other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible tor the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
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Situations Wanted (Con't)
ftdio school graduate desires position,
experienced. Preferably New England
fates. Box 703E, BROADCASTING.
Xperienced all-round announcer-dj;
j. S. in Journalism;
selling-writing
sperience;
operate panels;
available
nmediately. For disc write, call Bob
[rove, 403 N. Queen, Martinsburg,
f. Va.
iiinouncer with experience. Can hane all types of shows. Heavy on sports
nd disc shows. Contact Irv Kravitz,
\51 Waldron Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
pung announcer wants a chance to
iow what he can do. Limited experilce,
but can
willing
to learn.
Salary secldary,
write
commercials
and
mtinuity. Summer replacement acLptable. Chester Manulik, 159A 23
treet, Brooklyn 32, N. Y.
pp announcers; top newscasters; top
Titers; available now. Write, phone
f wire Pathfinder School of Radio.
122-A
Arrison Oak
0473. St., Kansas City, Mo.
re want a baby! Announcer, 4V2 years
iperience. 2 years college, good, deep
!)ice, 5000 watt quality, looking for job
lith future for us and our son. For
contact
& Mrs.Ohio.
Don Prittie,
1[•oof
3 Spring
St., Mr.
Amherst,
ftnouncer-disc jockey, young, single,
xperienced network and independent
Deration. Can handle full assignments
news, commercials, interviews, etc.
!;onomy
cut, noright
job.away.
Imperative
ire position
Disc seon
iquest. Dick Thomas, 200 Cambridge
|ve., Garfield, New Jersey.
Technical
ecent RCA graduate, family man. now
(nployed TV servicing. No broadcast
i.perience.
class and
amateur liinse,
seeks 1st
operator
or combination
bsition. Box 533E, BROADCASTING.
figineer degree 10 years experience all
Ka<=es.
\STING.licensed. Box 554E, BROAD^gineer, 14 years
experience.
AM-FM,
instruction,
installation,
maintenance,
iudios. transmitter. 10 kw directional,
mailable immediately. References. Box
,'6E, BROADCASTING.
Kgineer — First class phone license,
'nateur. Inexperienced. Any offer coniered. Box 612E, BROADCASTING.
Irst phone license, married, car, ex■;rienced. Want to settle in northeast,
esently employed. Box 619E, BROADA STING.
xperienced transmitter and control
>ard engineer. Seeking position in
ust, single, have car. Box 629E,
! ROADCASTING.
;t phone, experienced transmitters, rentes, maintenance, 5 kw directional
M, 38 kw FM. Young, married, car.
last coast. Available immediately. Box
I 7E, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer or station techB. S. Degree school;
BradleywasUniverity andnician. technical
chief
dio technician in Navy; have first
none license; prefer midwest, but will
) anywhere in U. S. Full particulars
ill be furnished in letter. Box 652E,
ROADCASTING.
Jjnployed chief 250, desiring engineer j g position with larger station. Prefer
arolina's. Married, car. Box 653E,
^ROADCASTING.
experience is 'a dear school, but fools
Jin.had
learn Engineer-announcer,
no other — and brother
ive
1 sc and it.references
on request.photo,
Box
ti4E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Experienced in construction,
jiso
posilon. chief
Preferengineer-announcer
straight engineer last
position
ith future. Good references last job.
variable one week. North or south.
ox 659E, BROADCASTING.
xperienced engineer, first phone, can
uild sales in spare time, car, married,
eferences. Box 670E, BROADCASTING.
xperienced 1st phone man, experilced in -AM-FM, also mobile experi■nce 2 years; please state salary. Box
i'2E,
BROADCASTING.
ngineer
— 26 months experience transmitter, remotes. Graduate leading raio school. Army radar experience,
fill travel. Box 684E, BROADCAST ngineer, experienced 5 kw AM, 3 kw
M transmitters control board, reiotes. Good background. Single, car,
■TO.
ill travel. Box 690E, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Engineer, 3V2 years AM-FM, experienced on remotes, transmitter and console operation. No announcing. Single,
have car.ferred.NY,
New BROADCASTING.
England, Pa. preBox 702E,
Engineerand— One
broadcast. 10 Prefer
years
radio
hamyearbackground.
warm climate. Lloyd Conway, 1221 N.
Vermont Ave.. Los Angeles, California.
Experienced engineer: first phone, college graduate, presently employed. Will
do combo work, travel anywhere. Have
car. Richard Delanoy, 207 First Ave.,
Beckley, W. Va.
Engineer: First phone, 10 months experience 250w-AM, lOOOw FM. Have
done some
months level
residence announcing.
school, 1 year 13college
correspondence courses, still enrolled.
Vet, 23, married. Desire permanent
position. Will travel. Appreciate any
offer. Charles Donaldson, 114 Dewey,
Washington, Indiana.
Engineer, 1st phone, 2 years radio
communications.
No Robert
broadcast
experi-28
ence; will relocate.
Farrell.
Schaeffer St., Brooklyn 7, New York.
Graduate of prominent radio and television school with first class phone license desires position in broadcast
station. 24, married and immediately
available. Richard E. Gardner, 2459
Reel Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Permanent position as radio operator
wanted, will travel, first class phone,
RCA graduate at present working. John
N. Witkowski, 444 Wyona St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Productio n-Prog ramming , others
Looking for the opportunity. Copy,
continuity, some announcing. Anxious
for a future, but wife has to eat. College graduate, young, personable,
eager.
Will travel. Box 561E, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer. Experienced in all phases broadcasting. Young
family man presently employed. Desire
change because of financial conditions.
Box P?3E. BROADCASTING.
Teamwork — 3 personable young men,
ideal for new or expanding station.
Experienced for three years N.Y.C.-FM
in: production-direction-writing
dramatic,
musical, sports, specialof
events, comedy. Staff announcers plus
personalized disc shows and news.
Sales. Educated too. AB Degrees. Idea
men who can follow through. Box
P41E. BROADCASTING.
High caliber organist desires position
with station, experienced all phases of
radio & TV. Available after June.
Union. Tape and photo on request.
Box 669E, BROADCASTING.
Continuity
director
women's
broadof note,
stage, night
tor, excasterdrama
teacher
and club
copy direcchief
of bang-up commercials, available immediately.
South
or
east
locations
preferred. (Age 28 years.) Box 677E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced continuity director with
5 kw network affiliate desires change
to more metropolitan market. Copy,
top quality. Present position includes
duties of assistant program director,
production man, station idea man plus
copy. Minimum salary, $350 per month.
Anv offers? Box 681E, BROADCASTING^
Program director experienced network,
independents, setting up new station.
Programs versatile, can meet and beat
competition. Knowledge all phases
station operation. Have written copy,
sold, announced
all types
Excellent announcing
voice,shows.
technique.
Conscientious, capable, can increase
station prestige, revenue. Currently employed metropolitan area. Disc, details,
Box 696E, BROADCASTING.
Television
Technical
Director
film operations.
years sound,
camera experience,
all 16 & 16
35mm,
silent, newsreel. production, edit-cut
all film, color, B&W, neg, pos, rev.. Can
set up, direct
operation,
commercials, etc.newsreel
Have managed
theatres,
many years projection experience;
know agency operation, promotion,
publicity, radio repair experience. Past
4 years in TV. Available May 1. Box
INGS
468E, BROADCASTING . TELECAST1st phone, telegraph, amateur, radar,
professional photographer graduate S,
M.P., 27 years, married, car. Box 651E,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Production-Programming , others
Top idea man, sales promotion, programming, merchandising, now emTV connection,
Angeles ployed,
radio seeks
station,
advertising Los
agency.
E. Horis, 651 Dunsmuir, Los Angeles.
For Sale
Stations
For sale — 1000 watt daytime station.
Can go fulltime. East central section
United States. Box 657E, BROADCASTING.
250 watt central California coast city,
only local station, $50,000 cash. Ideal
living spot. Trade center approximately 62,000 urban population. Box 700E,
BROADCASTING.
Southwest independent, 250 watts, exclusive market, city 12,000, serving
three-county area of 70,000, grossing
above 4000 monthly, $50,000, some
terms. James T. Jackson, Broker, Box
106. Pauls Valley, Oklahoma.
A profitable 250 watt Mutual station.
Excellent market. Grossing $6000 per
month. In northcentral section, monopoly position. Stock control or all can
be purchased.
terms.Kansas
Harvey Malott Co.,Reasonable
Scarritt Bldg.,
City, Mo. Victor 4339.
For immediate sale. Complete broadcasting AM 250 watt station with complete Blaw-Knox radio tower, 179 feet,
self supporting.
This immediately
complete equipment can be shipped
and
can be sold on terms. $5000.00 total
price. J. J. Phillips & Sons, 124 E.
Lachapelle St., San Antonio, Texas.
Equipment, etc.
$11,000 FM WE 506B-2 complete, spares,
10 kw transmitter. New, never undated. Box 475E, BROADCASTING.
For sale — 411 ft, Truscon self-supporting tower, type D-30, insulated at base,
supporting
Electric
circular FM General
antenna with
mast, 4-bay
type
BY-4-B
with
21/a"
coaxial
transmission
line from FM antenna to tower base.
Tower erected in center of 10 acre
tract in Wheaton, Maryland, near
Washington, D. C. Box 648E, BROADCASTING.
Federal type 101-B field intensity meter
complete with instruction book and
headphones. In excellent condition.
Box 662E, BROADCASTING.
Exchange portable constant two-speed
turntable and amplifier for equivalent
in
station timeBoxat 668E,
list less
salesman's
ING.
commission.
BROADCAST250 watt composite transmitter. FCC
licensed. Excellent condition. Recently overhauled.
F.O.B. Los Angeles. Box 673E, $1000
BROADCASTING.
New Presto 1-D recording head, $120.00
cash or trade for your used microphone
or audio equipment. Box 674E,
BROADCASTING.
For sale. One RA-250 Raytheon 250
watt transmitter, slightly used and in
good
Any Available
reasonablearound
offer
will becondition.
considered.
May 1. Write, wire or phone Ted
Froming, Chief Engineer, KAFY,
Bakersfield, California.
RCA distortion and noise meter, type
69-C. Used very little. Priced at $150.00
for quick sale. Current factory price
is $400.00.
bury, Md. WBOC, Radio Park, SalisFor sale999;2 1Turner
mikes —1
model
Collinsdynamic
26w Limiter;
Locke 91349-H Cantilever tower base
insulator. Write WIRK, W. Palm Beach,
Florida.
Lehigh 179 foot self-supporting tower,
$1500 FOB Warren, Pennsylvania,
WNAE.
For sale: New uniform cross-section
guyed type towers with all necessary
equipment. We will deliver and erect
anywhere in United States or South
America. Eight 200 ft. towers, seven
250 ft. towers, six 300 ft. towers, five
325 ft. towers. Write, wire or phone
(Ph 3348). Consolidated Tower and
Construction Co., Petersburg, Virginia.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers. Will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., Commerce Bldg., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.

Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
One used 1000 watt AM transmitter.
Send
details, price. Box 590E, BROADCASTING,
Wanted: Used studio control equipmenttables,
high fidelity
only. etc.
Mikes,
control console,
Mustturnbe
in good condition and reasonably
priced. Box 617E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Approximately 400 feet used
l5,s" coax transmission line. State conAlabama. dition, price, etc. WJBY, Gadsden,
Am interested in buying any part one
kw station equipment. Please write.
Cary Graham, Gadsden, Ala.
Wanted: One used self supported radio
tower 200 to 400 feet, designed to support G.E. 4-bay, FM antenna, or like
tower complete with similar antenna of
other manufacture. Purchasing Department, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.
Miscellaneous
We offer, frequency measuring service,
commercial quartz crystals, new, regrinding or repairs. Frequency monitor
service. "14Co..years
Electronic
Box experience."
31, Temple, Eidson
Texas.
Phone 3901.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
TRAVELING SALES REPRESENTATIVE
FOR LEADING TRANSCRIPTION COMPANY
Liberal commissions. Territories open: South,
Southwest. New England, Dakotas, Colorado,
Montana.
Wyoming,
Maryland,
Virginia,
ware, Nebraska.
Missouri,
Kansas.
Send Delaphoto
and
references.
Big
opportunity
for
right man
with auto.
BOX 471E, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Stations

NETWORK
FOR

STATION
SALE

Top network station in midsouth
major, fast-growing market, excellent
earnings, non-resident owner desires to
devote time to other diversified properties, priced right, no brokers, write
our attorney in confidence to
BOX 704E, BROADCASTING

Miscellaneous
Partner Wanted
for established radio script business.
Working perience
partner
desired. with capital and exMust have promotion experience and
understand programming, small stations.
BOX 660E, BROADCASTING

Employment Service
O-P-E-N-I-N-G-S now:
for
TOPNOTCH — Commercial Mgr. -Salesmen.
Program
Dir.
—
Copy
Dir.
— Producers.
Chief
Engr. (Program
(Const. & & Maint.
1 Exp.)
Chief Engr.
Anncing
"PERSONALITY Deejays" (Comedy, Straight
& Novelty — Male EMPLOYMENT
& Female 1. BfREAU
RRR-RADIO-TV
Industry's
oldest
Exclusive Employment
S-P-E-C-I-A-L-I-S-T-S
!
P.O. Box 413, Phila. 5, Pa.
(Continued on next page)
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Situations Wanted
Production-Programming , others
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ATTENTION!
STATION OWNERS
STATION MANAGERS
If you demand good radio
that produces results for sponsors and upholds the dignity
and prestige of the radio industry, I would appreciate an opportunity to correspond with
you.
If you need a man who knows
radio, not just a "body", but a
sincere, hard working, sober,
honest, intelligent, dependable
well rounded radio man — experienced in all phases of radio
broadcasting with emphasis on
production
— then here's your
man.
*More than nine years experience from 250 watt combination work through time
salesman, newscaster, writer,
announcer to present position
of production director and chief
of special events for the Armed
Forces Radio Service in Tokyo
(A 50 kw key network station
which also operates three 5 kw
short-wave transmitters).
*A veteran of World War II.
Traveled in both Europe and
the Orient. Young. Single. Not
a floater. Interested in permanent, profitable employment
with a station that is interested
in setting the pace for competition in your area.
Your correspondence will be
treated confidentially and answered promptly, honestly and
sincerely. Please . . . NO
RINGER STATIONS! The
undersigned tentatively plans to
return to the United States in
October of this year.
James W. Mansfield
Armed Forces Radio Service
APO 500, % Postmaster
San Francisco. California
Philco Dealers Meet
LARGEST dealer-distributor sales
convention in Philco's history is
announced by the firm as scheduled
for mid-June at Atlantic City, N. J.
In revealing plans, Raymond B.
George, sales promotion manager,
said some 5,000 dealers will study
the company's advertising and promotion for the fall selling season.

LSON Inc.,
CHARLES R. MICHE
New York, announces availability of special group of five
Speedy-Q double-faced baseball sound
effects records. Discs were recorded
during actual games at major league
parks.
MARKET-OPINION
RESEARCH Co.
formed from former market research
division of Commercial Services Inc.,
Detroit. RICHARD W. OUDERSLUYS, former president of Commercial Services, is general manager of
new organization which specializes
exclusively in marketing research
and analysis, opinion polling and advertising research.
Commercial-Services continues
under
direction of
LAWRENCE E. BLACK.
HELEN S. WALLACE, director of
sales and service for Muzak Corp., New
York, resigns. She will continue her
association with firm on consulting
RMA SET DRIVE
Promotes Three-Way Units
CAMPAIGN to stimulate sale of
"complete home entertainment
units" is being drawn up by a
Radio Mfrs. Assn. committee appointed by A. D. Plamondon Jr.,
Indiana Steel Products Co., chairman of the RMA Parts Division.
The committee will meet April 11
at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, to
work out details of the industrywide drive.
Set manufacturers, record companies, dealers and distributors will
join in promoting interest in radioTV-phono combinations. Chairman
of the RMA committee is J. A.
Berman, Shure Brothers, Chicago.
Other members are:
C. O. Caulton, RCA Victor Division;
W. J. Doyle, Astatic Corp.; A. R. Kahn,
Electro-Voice Inc.; H. G. Kobick. Webster Electric Co.; Kenneth McAllister,
Columbia Records. Three guest members will be W. S. Hartford, WebsterChicago waukee
Corp.; J. C. McDonald, MilV-M Core. Stamping Co., and E. M. Rush,

AM

basis. EDWARD ROGERS temporarily will coordinate her sales activities
with staff associates.
C. J. HASSARD, with Bendix Radio
and Television, Baltimore, for past five
months, appointed general merchandise
manager of firm.
CRAMER-KRASSELT
Radio-TV Activity is Up
INCREASE in April radio-TV
activity by eight of its clients has
been announced by The CramerKrasselt Co., Milwaukee advertising agency. Firm also announced
addition of four members to its
radio-TV department. New staff
members are Peg Bogler, Norma
Nessler, Gloria Brooks and John
Pritchard.
Local firms increasing or starting new radio-TV schedules are:
Weinbrenner Shoe Co., testing TV
with three one-minute films weekly
on WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and may add
other markets; Wisconsin Plumbing &
Heating Supply purchased C-K packaged show, It's a Man's World, Saturday, 4-4:30 p.m. on WTMJ-TV;
Schuster's (department store) adding
frequency of its Feminine Viewpoint,
now to be seen four times weekly on
WTMJ-TV; Chevrolet Dealers and the
Upper 3rd Street Advancement Assn.
placing up to 10 announcements per
day per AM station in current campaign; The Milwaukee Co. (investment
security house) purchasing 10-10:15
p.m. news on WTMJ and five-a-week
participation in Mrs. Mclver show on
WMAW Milwaukee; American Linen
Supply also buying similar time on
WMAW's show; and the First Federal
Saving & Loan purchasing the 12-12:30
p.m. Sunday period on WTMJ's twopart, hour-long program called The
First Federal Hour.

AUDIENCE
V/COP Refutes TV Grab

IS
"stealing"
the
AM TELEVISION
radio audience? WCOP
Boston,
in a release to the trade the past
fortnight, comes up with a big
round "No" after surveying the
situation in the Hub city.
According to Craig Lawrence,
WCOP general manager, " an erroneous impression of radio's nighttime state of health" has been
created, "especially as it applies to
our own area." He sets forth three
arguments against the recent
Hooper survey of TV listening as
compared to radio's share: (1) The
figures were for the New York area
where TV ownership is higher than
in Boston, (2) telephone homes only
were involved, and (3) figures were
"share of audience" rather than
ratings.
Mr. Lawrence cited a comparison
of the Pulse Report of JanuaryFebruary 1950 with the same two
months in 1948. In 1948, before TV
arrived in Boston, the report
showed a 27.4 rating for average
quarter-hour radio sets in use Mon.Fri., 6 p.m.-12 midnight. Two years
later, he pointed out, Pulse reported a 27.3 rating. Also noted
by Mr. Lawrence is a +.8 change
in listenership over that two year
period by WCOP. These figures,
according to Mr. Lawrence, refute
"generalizations about TV and
radio — or by over-all share of audience figures for stations."
Steere Takes Over WFEC
HOWARD D. STEERE, former
owner of an advertising agency in
Detroit, has taken over control of
WFEC Miami, Fla., it was announced last week. According to
the announcement, no changes will
be made in the outlet's personnel
and J. Lyle Williams Jr. will be
retained as general manager. On
Feb. 9 the FCC granted Mr. Steere
assignment of license from the
Florida East Coast Broadcasting
Co. [Broadcasting, Feb. 13].
WFEC is assigned 250 w daytime
on 1220 kc.

veemoun t
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(Continued from page 15)
lat TV cost-per-viewer is going
own, but the cost will always be
igher than radio. They asked for
etails on extension of TV netforks and estimates on the number
E sets. One conservative estimate
laced the number of TV sets at 7,00,400 as of Jan. 1, 1951, and 11,00,000 in 1952, but other estimates
.in much higher.
a Even in 1951 when about 20*^
:' homes
rill
be soldwillforhave
less TV,
than radio
it waswill
in
040, one broadcaster commented.
The advertisers asked pointed
1 uestions about TV picture quality,
specially kinescope, and showed an
iterest in TV as a medium for
nall-budget advertisers. Tendency
[ nward small-budget participation
V is developing, it was noted, with
dvertisers having a chance to
■hare costs by various means.
The actual cost of bringing the
dvertiser's message to the listener
as scanned critically both at the
NA's radio-television panel and
i talks by advertisers themselves.
Network Costs Up
Geerge Duram, Lever Bros,
.edia director, said network radio
me costs had gone up about a
lird since 1940, paralleling the in~ease in number of radio homes,
icrease in number of AM outlets,
>, has had a "most marked inuence, on daytime listening," he
isisted, and cited increased netork time costs as a result of rate
creases, new station requirements
nd elimination of discounts. "The
elivered homes-per-dollar is down
Dticeably," he claimed, and talent
:>sts are up 100% to 200 % in 10
ears.
"So, while potential increase in
adio listeners is 33%, actual cost
: the network radio listener to the
ivertiser is up noticeably, even
ithout taking into account in■eases in network competition,"
As to spot radio, Mr. Duram
aimed an increase of "at least
D%." Moreover, he said TV is
aking "large inroads in present
edia thinking and the effective
umber of television advertisers in
mo years is up from 200 to 2,300.
:s influence not only on certain
cal markets but as a national
edium is already felt."
Mr. Duram claimed that TV-AM
IDines do little listening to AM
hen the television set is turned on
id described "the 102 TV stations
ferving 4,500,000 radio homes" as
"disastrous nightime influence."
Magazine circulation is up 50%
Lit cost-per-thousand is the same
'lough the advertiser must spend
Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on ' RADIO BALTIMORE"
IVBAL
ROADCASTING

•

50% more than in 1940, he said.
Newspaper circulation is up 27%
and advertising rates up 37% in
the decade, he said.
During the radio-television panel,
it was shown on behalf of networks
that one network's circulation had
increased from 25,500,000 in 1940
to 37,536,000 in 1950, or 53%. At
the same time cost per 1,000 radio
homes had dropped from 42.9 cents
per 1,000 to 32.6 cents per 1,000 in
the 10 years, a 24% drop.
TV Costs More
This fact was pointed out as advertiser questioners wanted to
know why radio rates hadn't been
cut as TV increased its following.
As to TV itself, costs have gone
down 74% in two years on a per1,000-viewer basis, or from $5.85
to SI. 51, figuring on the basis of an
interconnected network.
One calculation showed that TV
costs between four and five times
as much as radio on a per-1,000
basis.
After the panel, Mr. Nielsen offered figures showing that total
radio listening in the home on a
national basis actually has gone up
I. 069c as compared to the average
for the three previous years. With
addition of "secondary" radio receivers, better programming and
other factors, he said, a 2.1% decline in average listening per home
has actually been more than offset
nationally. Radio homes have increased 8.5% in number, he added.
In homes that have TV, Mr.
Nielsen asserted, combined radiotelevision use has gone up from 4
hours 8 minutes to 6 hours 39
minutes a day, or an overall 61%
increase broken down into 20%
daytime and 122% nighttime. Radio
listening has dropped from 4 hours
8 minutes to 2 hours 36 minutes in
TV homes, he said, amounting to
36% (13% in daytime, 73% at
night).
He said this breakdown was
based on 5 million TV homes and
41 million radio homes, a projection of perhaps three or four
months from today.
Mr. Nielsen said the number of
television homes must increase to
II, 400,000 before radio listening
drops below the average level of
the last three years. He predicted
network radio will become less
urban and more rural as TV expands.
Mr. Halverstadt said that when
individual markets are considered,

50,000 watt station wants experienced general announcersportscaster. Must be good.
Can also use sober, reliable
salesman with record. Write,
wire or telephone
Joe DuMond
KXEL

WAVE

Sells Homes

USE

of 13 spot announcements on two weekend periods over WAVE Louisville,
inviting people to inspect a
"National Thrift Home,"
drew over 1,000 visitors, according to Francisco & Conner Construction Co. of Jeffersonville, Ky. The builders
also reported that the announcements, made last
month, resulted in the sale
of several homes and receipt
of
prospects.
werefuture
very pleased
with "We
the
results of our advertising
and plan to use WAVE again
as soon as we can get more
homes
the
firm under
wrote construction,"
in a letter to
WAVE.

-

TV set ownership has a serious
impact on radio listening. It costs
more to reach big markets by using
radio and television combined, he
said. Network spokesmen conceded
the possibility that some adjustment in network rates was necessary as TV progresses.
An ANA survey in which only a
few of some 2,000 advertisers responded showed that 17 advertisers
draw 100% of their TV expenditures from other media; 28 draw
50% to 100% from other media, and
6 advertisers took no funds from
other media to finance use of TV.
Radio, newspapers and magazines
were closely bunched in the impact
of TV on their budgets. Mr. Chapin noted that TV competes no more
with other media than they have
competed with each other for the
last 50 years.
A substantial part of the $500
million dollars spent annually in
the preparation of advertisements
could be saved by repeated use,
whether audible, televisual or
printed, in the opinion of Robert
Gray, advertising manager of Esso
Standard Oil Co. He reviewed
Esso's experience in the repeated
use of advertisements and called for
further research on the subject.
"We repeat radio and television
commercials," he said, "but we
don't have much evidence in these

fields as to the effectiveness of the
second or third repetition. We
know that the average commercial
reaches 4% to 5% of total radio
families. The second time it goes
on the air it is only heard by a few
of those who heard it previously.
"The bulk of the audience is new.
Therefore, even after five repetitions, most of the audience hearing
a commercial is hearing it for the
first time.
"We all know that repetition is
the very essence of advertising although the theory is applied generally to advertising themes or
ideas rather than to specific ads.
Almost everybody has said, 'Repetition is reputation.' Certainly
theme repetition has paid off for
Lucky
the
leaf Strike
idea. with LS/MFT and
"It has done a good job for
Coca Cola with 'refreshment' and
it's used consistently by their competitor Pepsi-Cola with the singing jingle, 'Pepsi Cola hits the
"Most every good advertiser, in
other words, believes in 'consistency.' Isn't repetition of specific
ads merely an extension of the
theory of consistency of theme?
Repitition Sound
"Doesn't it boil down to this? The
spot.' opinion of ad experts is
combined
that repetition of a good idea is
sound. There is some evidence to
prove this. There is no evidence
to indicate that it's bad. I think
we should be willing to pay the bill
to find fidentoutwe will
morewind
about
I'm con-a
up it.
by saving
substantial part of that bill for a
half-billion dollars."
Discussing advertising from the
sales manager's viewpoint, Ben
Wells, Seven-Up Co. vice president
in charge of sales, showed a series
of exhibits covering point-of -purchase and sales follow-up techniques designed to make advertising "leadradio
into sales."
He cited and
15second
announcements
associated merchandising aids.
Philip Liebmann, president of
Liebmann Breweries, discussing
what is expected of advertising today, declared advertising builds up
security — security of the salesman's job as well as the job of
(Continued on page 88)
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(Continued from page 87)
every employe of the company by
maintaining a constant level of
production and employment.
Stockholders, too, receive security from advertising he said. "In
addition," he continued, "advertising makes possible the preservation of a free press, a free radio
and television; it pays almost the
entire cost of our wonderful organs of information. Advertisingplays a real role in the creation of
a true economic democracy in the
fields
public communication."
Mr. ofLiebmann
called advertising
not only the voice, but "the free
business. It doesn't
speechby of
stand
itself, but it is a vital and
integral part of the merchandising
evolution of which we are a part."
U. S. Sellers' 'Paradise'
The nation is still in "a sellers'
paradise," according to James J.
Nance, president of Hotpoint Inc.
With 1948-49 personal income
around $218 billion, of which $100
billion may be diverted to purchases of the customer's choice, he
forecast an income level much
higher than the pre-war level with
a drop in discretionary income.
Mr. Nance told Broadcasting
his company will spend $8 million
in 1950 for advertising and sales
promotion. It uses co-op radio and
TV in many areas, on a 50-50
basis, as well as special events.
Dealer-distribution reaction to
Hotpoint's
Thanksgiving,
Christmas and other
onetime network
programs has been enthusiastic, he
said. The company will sponsor
Dinner at 8 on CBS network
Easter Sunday, April 9, with Rosalind Russell and a cast of name
talent. The onetime efforts are
heavily merchandised, he said.
Tracing of sales benefits is difficult
because dealers have been on allocation and will continue to be short
of demand into the third quarter.
Hotpoint is interested in other
special programs later in the year,
Mr. Nance continued, and is considering short TV spots for placement by dealers and distributors.
Joint participation of dealer groups
in co-op spots is in the works, he
said. TV spots are produced at
the Hotpoint Kitchens in several
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tillers; Mossman. Bob. Jones & Laughlin Steel; Moyer. Les, General Electric; Mullowney, Jack. Minnesota Valley Canning Co.; Murphy, Chandler,
Minneapolis-Honeywell.
Nance. James, Hotpoint; Newman,
James. B. F. Goodrich Co.; Niederhauser. Bob. Harris-Seybold Co.; Niessen, Clarence.
Mid-Continent
Petroleum: Ninabuck,
Bill, International
Harvester; Nunn. Wesley. Standard Oil
(Indj; Odell. Dolph. General Motors;
Oliva. George. National Biscuit Co.;
Ollinger. C. G., National Carbon Co.;
Olson, Gene, International Cellucotton
Products Corp.; Osterheld, Herb, Borden Cheese Co.; Patton, Ward. Minnesota Valley Canning Co.; Peabody. Stu.
Borden Co.; Percy, George. Bauer &
Black; Piggott, Bob. Grove Labs;
Plunkett, Jim, Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co.; Potter, Pete, Eastman Kodak Co.;
Pettit.
General& Electric;
enboss. L.Irv.E..Johnson
Johnson; QuackQuale,
Andrew, General Foods.
Reed. Freddie. Atlantis Sales Corp.;
Reese. R. W.. Frankfort Distillers;
Rheins. Ed. Bigelow Sanford; Richey.
John, Simmons Co.; Robertson, Ralph.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet; Rogers, Dale,
Mid-Continent Petroleum; Ruprecht,
Carl. Underwood Corp.: Ruth, Chet,
Republic Steel Corp.; Sandberg. John,
Pepsodent Div.; Sawyer. Bill. Johnson
& Johnson: Schaeffer. Walton. National
Tube Co.; Schmitz, Val. Blatz Brewing
Co.; Schultz, Lyle. Nash-Kelvinator;
Shallberg. Gus, Borg-Warner Corp.;
Sharp, Jay, Aluminum Co. of America;
Shaw, Cecil. American Blower Corp.;
Shope, Leslie. Equitable Life Assurance
Society; Shull. Henry, Pharmacraft;
Skinner, Bert, J. I. Case Co.; Smith.
Frank. Philip Carey Mfg. Co.; Smith,
Norman, Sunshine Biscuits: Snyder.
Nelson. Owens-Illinois Glass; Spindler.
Howard. American Radiator; Stakel.
Fred. Brown Co.; Staudt. George.
Harnischfeger Corp.: Stebbins, Fred.
Corning Glass; Steers. George. Cluetf.
Peabody:
Stinson. Bill. Cherry-Burrell
ANA
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Corp.; Sam.
Stolp. Quaker
Myron. Oats
A. B.Co.:Dick
Co.;
done."
Stone.
Sucher.
Fdward. Owens - Corning Fiberglas
Motor
Co.;
Ewen.
William.
BordenAbrams, George, Block Drug Co.;
Corp.: Swadener. Frances. A. B. Dick
Adams. Bob, Towle Mfg. Co.; Alden.
Fauster. Liebmann
Carl, LibbeyBreweries;
Glass; Finneran'
John.
Co.; Swafffeld,John.
Paul.Atlas
Hood Powder
Rubber Co.;
Fisher.
Swenehart.
Co.;
John, Norwich Pharmacal Co.; AppleFred.
Gooderham
&
Worts;
Frank
Talbot. Hale. Pure Oil Co.; Thompson.
George, Erie Railroad; Fullerton, Bud.
gate. Russ, duPont; Archer. Henry.
Herb.
M'les
Labs.;
Thompson,
Sam.
Atlas Supply Co.; Aue, Les. Drackett
Borden Co.; Fleming, James. BrunsBorden Co.: Thomson. Chet. Calvert
Co.; Anderson, Lorraine, General Mills; wick-Balke-Collender;
Gardner. Allan
Bacon. Dean, Coopers Inc.; Bagley.
Monsanto Chemical Co.;
Gerbic. Ed.
Distillers:
Joe. Seven-Up;
Tibt>ott. Dave. Thul,
New England
Mutual Life;
Linton, Folger Coffee Co.; Batenburg.
Johnson & Johnson; Gerhart Frank
Mike. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.; American Type Founders; Getlin Joe. Toland. J. M.. Hiram Walker: Tucker.
Beard. Dave. Reynolds Metals Co.; Ralston Purina Co.; Godell. Paul Arvey
Frank, B. F. Goodrich Co.; Vallender.
M.. Rose Derry Co.
Becker, John, Simtex Mills; Bedford.
Pepsi Cola
Co ■ G. Wachtel.
Ed. Oneida Ltd.; Belknap, Paul. Atlas Corp.;
Gorski. Goetz.
Henry,Albert,
Ballantine;
Graham.
W. W., Calvert Distillers;
Supply Co.: Bennett. L. M., LaSalle Arnold, Liebmann Breweries; Gray
Waddell. Bob, Hamilton Watch Co.;
Waddington. Les, Miles Labs.; Wallace.
Extension U.; Berghoff, Guy, Pitts- Bob, Esso Standard Oil Co.- Gregory
burgh Plate Glass Co.; Berno. Paul,
Jane. Celanese Corp. of America:
Greg.
O. Smith; Guttenberg. Edgar
CalvertA. Distillers.
Tappan
Stove &Co.;Sons;
Bertland.
Ward. Taylor, Kimberly Clark; WarWm. Skinner
Beyer, Bernard,
George.
Halverstadt.
Al,
Procter
&
Gamble:
ren, Ham. National Carbon Co.; WatCannon Mills; Birch, Chester. Andrew
Hamel, Ken, Owens Illinois Glass Co.;
son. Stuart. Standard Oil (Ind.l; Wells.
Jergens writer
Co.;
Bishop.
Ellis,
Royal
TypeHammer.
Ray,
Tappan
Stove
Co.;
HarBen.
Seven-Up: Westgate. Westy. AtCo.; Bjorkholm. Jim. Reynolds
rington, Ralph, General Tire & Rubber
lantis Sales Corp.: Wheeler. Bob. InterMetals Co.; Boggs, Bob, Union Carbide
Co.; Hart. Bill. duPont; Hart. Gifford.
national Nickel Co.: Willis. Paul. Car<^ Carbon Corp.; Boone. W. D.. Dow
Pharmaco:
Harvey,
Doris,
Pet
Milk;
nation Co.; Winslow. Ralph. Koppers
Chemical Co.; Bowlzer. Dell. New Idea; Haupt, Fritz. Stromberg - Carlson;
Co.:
Wood.
Fred, International Nickel
Browder. Les, Dan River Mills; Brown.
Don, Armour & Co.; Hawkins.
Co.: Young. Tom, U. S. Rubber Co.;
Al. Best Foods: Brown. Bob. Bristol Hause,
Frank.
Libbey-Owens-Ford
Glass
Co.:
Ziegler.
Russ,
Cluett, Peabody & Co.
Myers: R.Bryant.
Don. Hudnut
Healy. Tim. Hiram Walker & Sons:
Budd.
M.. Campbell
Soup Sales
Co. Co.; Hibbard.
C. J.. Pet Milk; Hogan, Ed.
GUESTS
Caniff, Bob. Servel: Carlier. Richard,
International Silver; Hoge. Peyton.
Allen. Paul. American Sugar RefinBrown Forman Distillers: Hooker, MilBigelow
Sanford
Co.; Caring Co.; Anderson. C. E.. Club Alumimichael. Bill,
Arvey Carpet
Corp.; Carroll.
Al.
lard. Dow Chemical Co.; Hough. John.
num Products; Cleaves, H. M.. DiaMerck & Co.; Chapin. Howard, General
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.; Houghmond Crystal; Detweiler. Elliott. Devoe
Foods: Ching. Cyrus. U. S. Rubber Co.;
ton, Walter. Calvert Distillers: Hous& Reynolds
Co.; Egan,
John. Melrose
Hamilton&
man. Al. National Carbon Co.: Howard.
Seagram Distillers:
Clark, Douglas.
Beach
Co.; Haas,
Balfour,
Collins.
Bill. Dravo Corp.: Collins.
Elgin National Watch: HubCo.; Hulburd. Fred. Victor Adding
Porter. Kellv Springfield Tire Co.: Gordon.
bard. Thomas. Cannon Mills; Hurlburt.
Machine Co.; Lindholm, A. W., Drexel
Coons. Harold. Keystone Steel & Wire
Bud. Rockwell Mfg. Co.; Iula. Frank.
Furniture Co.; Merriam. A. B.. Bemis
CowCo.;
American
Oil
Co.;
Jewett.
Pat.
AmerHoover
Leo.
Co.; Corcoran.
Bro.
Bag Co.: Stillwell. H. L., Scripto;
ard Chuck, Nash Kelvinator; Crites.
ican Can Co.; Johnson. E. F.. Pennzoil
Lowry, General Mills; Deines. Harry,
Co.; Kalkhof. Kay. American Oil Co.:
Trupp.
Bernie.
Crown Compton
Central Petroleum;
Bush, Leonard.
Adv.:
Kambach, M. R.. Aluminum Co. of
Westinghouse;
Dempewolff.
A. S.. J.
Celanese Corp. of America;
Deweese,
E., America; Keller. Larry. Kroehler Mfg.
Frey.
George,
NBC;
Graham,
Phil,
Washington Post; Gunning, Robert,
Co.;
Kelly.
Phil.
National
Distillers
Folger burgh
Coffee
Co.;
Dittmer.
Dick.
PittsRobt.
Gunning
Assoc.;
Harper,
Marion,
Plate
Glass:
Divver.
Marearet.
Bob, Coca-Cola: King. Whit.
John Hancock Mutual Life: Dodd, E. Kesner.
McCann-Erickson; Hypps. Frank. A.
American Can Co.: Koff. Murray. Sea- Asch
D. Owens Illinois Glass Co.; Dodge.
Inc.; Lehman, Al, Advertising
pram
Distillers.
Benton, Gulf Oil Corp.: Donaldson.
Research Foundation; Nielsen. A. C,
Landis,
Dean,
Maytag
Co.;
Leader.
Ben. and Donaldson, Wilbur, Ford
Ed, Bankers Life Co.; Lear, Bob.
A. C. Nielsen
Co.; O'Brien.
RuthMotor Co.; Donev. Hugh, Quaker Oats American
& Ryan;
Peterson.John.
Eldredge.
Liebmann, Phil. rauff
Co.: Dotv. Al. Hiram Walker Inc.; Liebmann Radiator;
Breweries;
Lightner.
Tom.
Printers
Ink;
Pilat.
Bill.
Russell
Allen
Drake. Dick. Felt & Tarrant Mfg. Co.; Fostoria Glass Co.; Lloyd Bob. InterCo.; Stanton, Frank, CBS: Trammell.
Drew. Wally. Bristol Myers; Duram.
national
Nickel
Co.;
Lockwood,
Wally,
Wahlstrom.
Fred.Freedoms
DistriGeorge. Lever Bros.; Duvall, Jack, A. Taylor Instrument Cos.; Lowell, R. S., Niles, NBC:
bution Council;
Wells. Ken.
O. Smith.
Foundation: Galilee, John, Assn. of
Ebbesen, Ace. Wm. Jameson & Co.; U. S. Plywood Corp.; Lowy. Walter.
Canadian Advertisers.
Co.;Co.:Lugbauer.
Carl. HeywoodEldredge. Gordon. Ford Motor Co.; Formfit
Lyons, Owen.
Marathon '
Elgin. J. D.. McGraw Electric Co.; Wakefield
Corp.:
MacDonoueh,
Bill.
Coolerator
Ellis. Gordon. Pet Milk; Ennis. Frank.
Co.; MacLaury, Bruce, Bigelow SanAmerica Fore Insurance; Frskine.
ford: Mahoney. Daniel, Seagram DisRalph. Pennsalt; Everett. Del. Ford
tillers: Manson. Stan. Stromberg-CarlRCA INSTITUTES. INC.
son; Margules. Sy. Calvert Distillers;
Marple. Howard. Monsanto Chemical
Co.; Marriott, Bob. Climalene Co.;
Wanted by New York state NBC
One
the leading
and
oldestof schools
of Radio
Marshall. Frank, G. F. Heublein;
regional AM station with TV in
Marsteller.
Bill.
Rockwell
Mfg.
Co.:
Technology
America,
offerstechIts
operation. Topnotch announcer
Maurer. Ward. Wildroot Co.; Meyer.
trained Radioin and
Television
who can handle studio sports show
dustry .
Larry, uctsInternational
Cellucotton
Prodnicians
to
the
Broadcasting
InCo.: Miller. Gilbert, duPont;
and regular staff duties. ExpeAddress inquiries to
Miller. Jule. Pet Milk; Mines. Morris.
rienced men only. Send disc and
Placement Director
Celanese Corp. of America; Moorhead.
photo with complete particulars
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
Rod. Brown Forman Distillers: Moosfirst letter. Attractive salary.
A
Service
of Radio Corporation
brugger, Charley. Minnesota Mining &
Box 706E. BROADCASTING.
Mfg. Co.; Morris. F. G., Plough Sales
3R0 W 4th St.,
of
ANew
mericaYork 14. N. T.
Corp.; Mosley, George, Seagram DisBROADCASTING
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cities. The total Hotpoint co-op
budget runs $3 million, with about
10% in radio and TV. Hotpoint
places these co-ops direct. Its
other advertising is handled by
Maxon Inc., Chicago.
Mr. Nance says the company is
able to reach the masses through
its special events. The company
also participates in local electric
association campaigns.
E. F. Kalkhof, American Oil Co.,
Baltimore, told Broadcasting the
company again will sponsor Washington Redskins professional football games on an AM hookup of a
dozen stations. Since league rules
bar live telecasts, the company will
sponsor films of the games Tuesday
or Wednesday evenings in Washington.
Guy Berghoff, director of public
relations, Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co., told how the city is using advertising media as a means of economic education,
He told of a morning broadcast
series sponsored by the Pennsylvania Railroad, with the company
telling employes what it is doing to
help them. Employes are interviewed via recordings and they

prove to others that the railroad is
a good place to work. Improvement in service and tax problems
are discussed.
Aluminum Co. of America, Westinghouse Electric Co. and other
companies are taking part in the
joint program.
TV Reaction
Faustin J. Solon, Owens-Illinois
Glass Co., chairman of the joint
ANA-AAAA Committee on Economic Education, reviewed progress in the effort to promote advantages of the American economic
system and told of plans for continuation of the campaign.
Bruce K. MacLaury, director of
public relations and advertising,
Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., told
how the company faced the unhappy task of
salesmen
and dealers
whencalming'
it dropped
its
television program as an economy
measure. The discontinuance was
ordered by top company officials,
he said, after a year-and-a-half on
the air as one of the top 10 programs "and which our salesmen
and dealers thought was the best
blankety-blank thing we had ever

Dual
L'
BISIGN
DEVELOPMENT
of A
a new
method
if communications called "Bisigial" — involving the transmission
jf two FM signals on the same
requeney — was reported yesterday
Sunday) by Raymond M. Willotte, Washington consulting raio engineer.
Mr. Wilmotte said he is petitionng FCC for changes in its rules
b permit Bisignal operations.
"The ability to transmit an addilonal communication," Mr. Willotte said, "would permit broadasters to provide a number of
Erviees to be paid for by a rental
i a subscription arrangement,
uch as programs fitted to minority
astes or special needs, and commnication to mobile units. It
rould also provide 'beep' type of
peration without danger of pirat3g."
While he did not expand on BiLgnal's potential uses, informed
□servers felt the second signal
light be employed for transit
adio or for such other operations
b addressed service communicalons.

One' of the two signals in the
ew system would be the same one
Drmally transmitted by FM staons. The second signal would be
eaker — "sufficiently weak that
ormal receiving sets will be unkvare that a second program or
Ignal is being transmitted," but
:rong enough to be received by a
jpecial receiver.
Special Receiver
jaired
A special
receiver
reto receive
eitherwould
of thebe two
rograms at will.
Mr. Wilmotte said his expe.ence shows that "Bisignal" would
add to the value of the FM broadast service and effectively provide
dditional communications chanels without taking up additional
oectrum space and without affectlg the present reception of
roadeast programs from FM stalons."
j He felt his development recogb'zes
and: will help solve these
roblems
(a) The FM broadcast stations now
i operation are, with barely an exoption, operating at a substantial
iss.
(b) It is only very exceptionally
»at a station plans its programs to
jit minority tastes.
| (c) In fields other than FM broadisting there are insufficient frequenes available to meet the demand.
- "It was in an endeavor to alleiate these three problems that I
jncentrated my development work
Attention salesmen — 5.000 watt
network station in southern metropolitan area has opening for experienced radio salesman. Opportunity and working conditions are
inviting. Send photo and full derails in first letter. Write Box 705E,
Broadcasting.
,-ROADCASTING

m
in the direction of finding means
for the transmission of more than
one program or communication
from a single station, without decreasing the frequency swing of
the principal program, and leaving
the present listener unaware that
an additional communication is

being transmitted," he declared.
His proposal would permit FM
stations to transmit a second signal
provided that (1) the frequency
involved would fall "entirely within the band defined by the frequency swing permitted for the
main signal," and (2) the maximum amplitude of the second signal should not exceed 1/10 (or
some other value specified by FCC)
of the amplitude of the main
signal.
He said "Bisignal" would not
change the FM band's "present
principal use as a broadcasting

•KWKH

System

Developed

medium which the general public
can receive freely."
His experiments, he said, have
achieved the following:
(a) Voice or Music — When both the
strong and the weak signals are modulated by voice or music, I have been
able to operate with substantially no
cross-talk with an intensity ratio between the signals of 10 to 1. Ratios
as
high
as 100 to 1 have been used
satisfactorily.
(b) Control Signal — Special signals
are being transmitted today by many
FM stations in the form of supersonic "Beep" or pulse for controlling
the intensity of the sound out of the
receivers. In this direction, I have
been able to send similar control signals but have used the weaker of the
two transmissions to do so, so that
the control signal is completely secret in that it cannot be detected by
a normal receiver. By this means I
have been able to control three independent operations using the same
number of tubes and simpler circuits
than are used in present "Beep"

LOUISIANA
HillbillyHAYRIDE'
Show Now on 23-Station Network

A SATURDAY night hillbilly variety show produced by KWKH
Shreveport, La., and called the
KWKH Louisiana Hayride, is now
being broadcast over a network of
23 stations in the Southwest, according to Henry Clay, general
manager of the 50 kw CBS outlet.
Inaugurated by KWKH in April
1947, the Hayride is a three-hour
production staged in the Shreveport
Municipal Auditorium which seats
approximately 3,500. It has played
to capacity audiences regularly for
more than two years, Mr. Clay reported.
The cludes
program's
cast insome 25 radioregular
and recording
artists who are heard daily on the
station. Also featured each week
are guest artists. Horace Logan,

KWKH

program director, is producer of the show and is assisted by
Ray Bartlett and Bill Cudabac. Mr.
Logan also serves as m. c.
First half hour of the stage show
(8-8:30 p.m.) is fed to the network.
The remaining two - and - a - half
hours are broadcast over KWKH
alone, according to Mr. Clay.
In addition to KWKH, stations
making up the network include:
KALB Alexandria. WJBO Baton
Rouge, KVOL Lafayette. WWL New
Orleans, KLOU Lake Charles, all
Louisiana; KFDM Beaumont, WACO
Waco, KORA Bryan. KNOW Austin,
KABC San Antonio, KEYS Corpus
Christi, KRIO McAllen, KRBC Abilene,
KGKL San Angelo, KBST Big Spring,
KCRS Midland, KWFT Wichita Falls
and KLYN Amarillo, all Texas: KOMA
Oklahoma City. KRGM Tulsa and
KGLC Miami, all Oklahoma, and
KWHN Fort Smith, Ark.

The heavy black lines on this map trace the 23-station network in the
Southwest over which is now heard the weekly KWKH Louisiana Hayride.
• Telecasting

systems. Additional controlled operation can be obtained with relatively
simple circuit additions.
"As to the type of services for
which the second communication is
to be made available, who may
receive it, the quality of the service
and the method to be used for
transmitting and receiving it," he
said, "I feel this should be left to
the normal Shown
processtoofFCC
competition."
Mr. Wilmotte said that during
the last few years he has been engaged in research
"the better
separation
of FM onsignals
from
each other," with concentration on
"the- transmission of two FM signals of different intensity within
the same frequency band, and the
reception of either signal at will
without interference from the
"Bisignal," he said, has been
demonstrated in the laboratory to
"a number of persons, including
other."
Mr. Wilmotte is a co-developer,
the
with FCC."
Paul A. DeMars, of the "Polycasting" system of television by
wlr'ch he hopes to provide UHF
service through the use of relatively large numbers of lowpowered stations within given
areas [Broadcasting, Dec. 6,
1948]. "Polycasting" is slated for
consideration in FCC's current
overall television hearings.
SAAA

Names

Brown

APPOINTMENT of J. Richard
Brown, of Dallas, as secretarytreasurer of the Southwestern
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, was
announced last week by David C.
Ritchie of Houston, president of
SAAA. Mr. Brown succeeds Alfonso Johnson, who died March 7
of a heart attack.

HOTEL
OF DISTINCTION
ATLANTIC
CITY'S
Devotednatingtoclientele
the and
wishescatering
of a discrimito their
every wantvantages of aanddelightful
embracing
all thehotel.
adboardwalk
Spacious,
Colorful
Lounges
—
Sun
Tan
Decks
atop — Open
inclosed
Soloria on—
Salt Water
Baths and
In rooms
— throughout.
Oarage
premises.
Courteous
atmosphere
When in Atlantic City visit the
FAMOUS FIESTA LOUNGE
RENOWNED FOR FINE FOOD
OPEN ALL YEAR
Under Ownership Management
Exclusive Penna. Ave. ond Boardwalk
April 3, 1950
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Dead

HYDE HITS CHARGES
OF SECRECY ON NARBA
FCC COMR. Rosel H. Hyde lashed out Friday
against industry charges of "secrecy" in U.S.Cuba NARBA negotiations at Havana, accusing their authors of "irresponsible actions"
which jeopardized U. S. bargaining efforts.
Mr. Hyde, head of U. S. delegation in
eight-week Havana sessions which broke up
10 days ago with no agreement [Broadcasting,
March 27], spoke at closed meeting of Federal
Communications Bar Assn. He singled out
NAB for criticism of its NARBA position.
Mr. Hyde said Havana documents will be
available for scrutinizing and suggestions
from all interested persons in preparation for
resumption of full NARBA conference, scheduled for about Aug. 1. It's reportedly slated
to be held in Washington. Mexico, which didn't
participate in overall sessions at Montreal
last fall, is expected to take part.
Comr. Hyde reportedly told listeners that
entire industry had been invited to Havana
sessions; that meetings were open; that "even
the most bitter opponents" of treaty which
at one time seemed imminent "must concede
that they had every opportunity to be present
at every important phase of these negotiations." But, he was quoted :
. . . Certain members of our industry had the
temerity to circulate to members of the Congress
and to other members of the industry, rumors or
completely false representations that a series of
"secret" negotiations were being undertaken by
"secret" agents who were engaged in selling the
whole American broadcasting industry down the
river.
It is my considered opinion that such irresponsible actions not only militated against the best
interest of those who compounded them, but also
served to becloud the real issues involved at the
conference, to misinform the Congress, and to
create in our international relations an understandable but undesirable reaction of the part of
our foreign opposite numbers. Maybe that was
the aim, I don't know.
... I must also express amazement at the NAB
circulating to its members on March 3, 1950, a
statement inferring that affected stations were not
being notified before the negotiations ripened into
an agreement and that, accordingly, NAB was
notifying all member stations whose frequencies
were involved. There is no objection to the notification, but why the inference? It might be noted
that some of our trade press picked up the inference and broadcast it as a fact.
. . . Did the NAB expect an individual formal
hearing to be given to each station which might
possibly be affected, such hearing to be held before the joint negotiations and during the active
negotiations?
Mr. Hyde reviewed Havana sessions, pointout agreement
was two
reached
"in later
principle"
but ingCuba
came back
weeks
with
counter-proposal which U. S. could not accept.
Listeners said he challenged "anyone" to
disprove that proposed agreement embodying
U. S. position would have been "advantageous
for the industry and for the U. S."
On preparations for forthcoming overall
NARBA sessions, listeners said he asked
industry to take "a perspective at least a little
wider than an effort to protect one's individual
ox from being even slightly scratched without
giving any consideration to the slaughter of
the rest of the herd."
Even after Havana sessions were abandoned
March 23 with formal recall of U. S. delegates,
hope for success arose with last-minute Cuban
request for luncheon discussions March 24.
These proved fruitless, however.
Page 90 * April 3, 1950
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WOWO
50 KW GRANT
PROPOSED BY FCC
PROPOSED decision looking toward grant of
long-pending
application
of Westinghouse's
WOWO
Ft. Wayne
for power
increase from
10 kw to 50 kw DA-N on 1190 kc issued Friday
by FCC on 3-2 vote. Also included is change
of WOWO transmitter site. Grant would be
subject to specific engineering conditions.
Comrs. Robert F. Jones and Frieda Hennock
dissented.
FCC said no final decision would be given
until Commission completes study of Westinghouse's qualifications "in light of its involvement in anti-trust litigation." FCC has scheduled oral argument April 24 on policy to be
followed by FCC in such cases. Hearings on
WOWO's application, pending for some years,
were closed in August 1947.
COTT NAMED MANAGER
OF NBC NEW YORK STATIONS
TED COTT, WNEW New York vice president
and program director, Friday was appointed
manager of NBC's New York stations, WNBCAM-FM and WNBT-TV (see story page 20).
Appointment of Mr. Cott, who has reputation
for programming ingenuity, seen as move to invigorate local programming not only of network's New York stations but also others that
it owns and operates. His mission is to evolve
new programming patterns, both radio and
television, for all NBC stations in addition to
managing stations in New York.
Mr. Cott, picked for job by James M. Gaines,
NBC's director of owned and operated stations, believed to command higher salary than
that paid any one else in Owned and Operated
Stations Division of NBC, at least $27,500 per
year. Development of strong sales approach
by NBC stations to department store advertisers anticipated.
Mr. Cott is expert on low-cost, popular programs, and it was recalled that Mr. Gaines,
few weeks ago, hired former Macy's merchandising executive, Norman Neubert, as special
consultant.
NAB NAMES HOWARD LANE
HOWARD LANE, WJJD Chicago, director of
broadcasting for Field Enterprises, named by
NAB Friday to replace Gilmore N. Nunn,
WLAP Lexington, Ky., as co-chairman of
joint NAB-Motion Picture Assn. of America
Committee to combat trends toward censorship.
Mr. Lane shares chairmanship with Joseph
Hazen, Wallace-Hazen Productions, who leads
MPAA section of joint committee. Mr. Nunn,
who remains committee member, relinquished
position because of business pressures.
ZIV PURCHASES

ANNOUNCED

PURCHASE by Coast Fishing Co. of Cisco
Kid radio series for use on Don Lee Washington and Oregon stations announced Friday by
Frederic W. Ziv Co. Program to be heard
Wednesday, 7:30-8 p.m. (PST). Agency is
Harrington-Richards, Div. of Fletcher D.
Richards Inc.
LIVINGSTON TO CBS-TV
ROBERT T. LIVINGSTON, sales manager of
WBBM-CBS Chicago, has been transferred
to CBS New York as a member of network TV sales staff. No replacement has been
named.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 4)
medium can support itself from advertising
revenues.
NEAL McNAUGHTEN, NAB engineering
chief, left quietly for Mexico City last week.
Obvious object: Lowdown on spectrum situation.
LITTLE dust gathers on Sen. McClellan's
staff investigators' probe of potentially taxable
services FCC renders. Prolonged talk with
John A. Kennedy, California newspaper publisher and part owner WSAZ Huntington, W.
Va., who was first credited with suggesting fees
for government service [Broadcasting, March
20], apparently left strong impression with
staffers. Example of "undercharging" given
investigators by Mr. Kennedy are certain National Bureau of Standards' fees for inspecting
engineering equipment. Senate committee now
studying completed report by Commerce Dept.!
that includes NBS and Bureau of Census compilations of services they provide.
PHILADELPHIA STATIONS are fuming
over WFIL-AM evening rate reduction, offset
by increases in daytime schedules. Actually,
they say, new WFIL alignment places halfhour show virtually in "station break price ||
category."
probably will be reverberations at NABThere
convention.
EDGAR KOBAK, former MBS president, meets
in Chicago with board of directors of Transit
Radio Inc. during NAB convention, presumably to work out plans whereby he would
become consultant to corporation.
WILLARD
director of
to re-enter
commercial

SHROEDER, radio and television
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove Inc.,
station field with appointment as
manager of WOOD Grand Rapids.

CHARGES MONOPOLY
MONOPOLISTIC tendencies in theatre TV
field are alleged by Skiatron Corp., New York,
proponent of "subtractive" color TV system,
in brief filed with FCC. Claiming pending
bids for theatre TV channels omit "fundamental
requirement" of average theatre operator for
low-cost TV equipment and hence keep field
for big interests, Skiatron said its Supersonic
theatre TV projector will be fraction of average $25,000 cost for cathode ray tube units,
gives superior picture, is easier to operate and
is only one "easily adaptable" to color TV.
FCC HITS PETITION AS #SHAM'
ON GROUNDS it was "sham and false," petition filed by Crescent Bay Broadcasting Co.,
Santa Monica, Calif., was stricken by FCC
Friday. Commission said Crescent Bay made
"unsupported allegations that' the Commission
was actuated by motives other than those embodied in its orders, in setting Crescent Bay's
application down for further hearing." These
charges, FCC said, "are untrue." Further,
FCC said, "petitioner's unsupported accusations of improper conduct made against an attorney in good standing practicing before this
Commission and against the staff of the Commission are also entitled to no credence."
Petition was for reconsideration of action calling hearing on Crescent Bay application for
1460 kc, 500 w, day.
NEW TAYLOR CO. OFFICES
TAYLOR Co., formerly Taylor-Borroff, station representative firm, announces new Dallas
office at 1714 M & W Tower. O. L. (Ted)
Taylor is head of firm.
BROADCASTING
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Accepted studies show Kansas City's Primary
Trade area to be rectangular, as illustrated.
Kansas City is the natural capital for all trade
and commerce in this vast territory.
The KMBC-KFRM Team has been custombuilt to serve this area— without waste circulation!

AREA

/

The KMBC-KFRM Team is your best buy
in the Heart of America because it provides
complete, effective and economical coverage.
Contact KMBC-KFRM or any Free & Peters'
"Colonel" for complete details.
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exclusively on WLEE.
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;frigerators Sell
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sales of the
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sales ran 20% over
All this in the
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TOM TINSLEY, President

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, General Manager

FORJOE & CO., Representatives

Tradition matures slowly in Virginia.
But ask a Virginian about WTVR, THE SOUTH'S
FIRST TELEVISION STATION and he'll quickly convince
you that tradition needn't be 100 years old.
WTVR, by its second birthday,
had captured the hearts and eyes of Virginians.
In the Old Dominion State
they look to Havens & Martin stations to make history.
The WMBG log is studded with "firsts."
WCOD was Richmond's pioneer FM outlet.
Now after two years of operation, WTVR has over
24,000 set owners and the number continues
to grow . . . over 74 individual accounts are
currently using its facilities.

liWitioo:

Two

fears

Old

Linked to the whole world by NBC and NBC-TV,
these are your First Stations of Virginia.

*

WMBG"

™

WTVR

-

WCOD

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company

Announcing

.

MORE

power

for

WJIM

The added power and coverage gained by use
of WJIM's new 370 foot TV tower as an AM antenna, and the installation of a new efficient
28,000 foot ground system, will boost the longestablished, well-listened to WJIM-AM to an
even more prominent place in Central Michigan's AM roster.

MORE

coverage

for

WJIM

That stronger signal means complete coverage
of Central Michigan . . . thousands more listeners . . . thousands more sales for WJIM clients
at no increase in rates.

And

New

Representatives:

H-R
NEW YORK

REPRESENTATIVES
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WJIM proudly announces the appointment of
H-R Representatives, Inc. as its national sales
representatives . . . Frank Headley, Dwight
Reed and Paul Weeks are now members of the
WJIM-WGFG sales team. We congratulate them
on their new organization, and feel sure that
they will serve you conscientiously with pertinent data about WJIM, WJIM-TV, WGFG, and
the listening and looking habits of these prosperous Michigan markets.

JIM
ABC for Lansing
lew power — New coverage

WJIM-TV
ABC, CBS, DTN, NBC
(on the air soon)

WGFG

ABC for Kalamazoo

Wished every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

WRITE
OFF Jq
prospects of —
network resigna^1
q^
tions from NAB prior to convention in Chicago
next week. ABC, CBS and NBC have adopted
wait-and-see approach on reorganization. It's
indicated they would look with favor on appointment ofWilliam B. Ryan, KFI Los Angeles, as general manager — favored by President
Miller and by majority of board advisory committee, as it now stands. Networks presumably then would wait reasonable period for results.
BOTH CBS and NBC negotiating with Bob
Hope, whose services will be dropped by Lever
Bros., in deal approaching million-dollar-peryear figure. Comedian reported to be asking
for contract covering 39 radio performances
per year at $25,000 each (covering cost of other
talent as well as his) plus six special television
appearances per year at $40,000 each. Three
top executives of both networks scheduled to
meet with him today in New York. Lever Bros,
expected to notify comedian of concellation of
contract as soon as new Lever president
selected.
BEST BET for successor to Charles Luckman
as president of Lever Brothers in U. S. is Bert
Massey, now president of Lever's Canadian
operations.
OPENING GUN in what might become not-socold ether war with Mexico is heard in Mexican moving of 1550 kc from Mexico City to
Nuevo Laredo, on Texas border, with consequent damage to both U. S. and Canadian stations. XENT Nuevo Laredo switched from
1140 kc, 50 kw directionalized, to 1550 kc, presumably with 20 kw non-directional. State
Dept. is pressing formal protests with Mexico
but has got nowhere yet. What happened to
1550 kc at Mexico City (XEML), and to use
of 1140 kc after it was abandoned by XENT,
is minor mystery.
MONTICELLO DRUG Co., Jacksonville, Fla.,
returning to radio campaign for first time in
three years with test spot schedule in Texas,
Arkansas and Louisiana for its 666 malarial
preparation. Test starts June 1 on 75 to 80
stations. Charles W. Hoyt Co., New York, is
agency.
YOU'LL BE HEARING much more about
WFIL Philadelphia's rate revisions, which
have stirred up hornet's nest. Roger W. Clipp,
WFIL general manager, insists it was no rate
cut but "readjustment." Station argues vast
majority of advertisers liked this approach;
about half of agencies liked it, but stations
without TV are outraged.
FURTHER PORTENTS of magnitude of
Zenith's Phonevision crusade in behalf of boxoffice television is disclosure that Millard C.
Faught, author of cortroversial report on economics of TV, has been retained by President
(Continued on page 90)
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April 12-19: NAB Convention Week, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.
Upcomutf
April 15: New England Radio Engineering meeting, Somerset Hotel, Boston.
April 15-16: University Assn. for Professional
Radio Education, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
April 24-28: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers convention, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings on page 87)

Bulletins
EXTRA dividend of 25 cents per share of common stock, payable May 29 to stockholders of
record at close of business April 21, and dividend of 87% cents on first preferred stock
for period April 1, 1950, to June 30, 1950—
payable July 1 to stockholders of record at
close of business June 12 — declared by RCA
board of directors Friday.
GEORGE H. HOLLINGBERY Co. named
representative for WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio,
effective April 15.
BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU
ACTS IN PROGRAM CONTEST
CHICAGO BETTER BUSINESS Bureau has
notified postal authorities about activities of
National Radio Program Agency, 82 W. Washington St., Chicago, after checks on "many"
complaints
from "widely
sources."
Firm has mailed
cards to separated
persons asking
$2
entrance fee for possible selection as competitor in "giveaway program, all expenses paid
(to Chicago) for yourself and guest," BBB
reports.
". . . All entrants will receive a lovely gift
from the sponsor." Card names no sponsors or
shows, asks letters of 50 words stating why
person wants trip. Names were selected in "a
national mailing campaign." Chicago office
space was sub-leased to Arthur Starnes of
the program agency, building reports. BBB,
which has been unable to find Mr. Starnes, reports "contest" closing date ' is "continually
being extended." It has cards with five different dates, last one being April 9.
From bureau report, being circulated to
other branches : "Although the card infers that
the winner will be given a trip to Chicago with
expenses paid, no actual promise is made in
any literature seen by this bureau, and also,
while the plan is supposed to be a contest, the
usual rules pertaining to the conduct and
conditions thereof and the method of deterthe winner
not set
forth."
NAB miningalso
had are
notified
postal
authorities
about program contest.
TWO JOIN KATZ
MARVIN I. RUDWICK, vice president of
Gordon & Rudwick, New York, and Louis M.
Cottin, also with agency, have joined Joseph
Katz Co., New York.

BLOCK LOOKING # Block Drug Co., Nev)
York (Amm-I-Dent
toothpowder)
, looking
fo:
fly
Brie
ss
Bus
radio
and ine
TV programs for next season. Bloc]
plans to drop sponsorship of Burns & Alio
in radio on CBS at conclusion of this season
Agency, Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
SHOE FIRM'S PLANS # Acrobat Shoe Co.
division of General Shoe Co., Nashville, sched
uled
sponsorship
children'
TV variety
show,of asAcrobat
networkRanch,
daytimer
nex
fall. Present plans are for half-hour show t<
be telecast on 14-station network, plus kine
scopes, before studio audience from Chicago
Script auditioned at WENR-TV (ABC) Chi
cago last week. Agency, Ruthrauff & Ryar
Chicago.
COLGATE BUYS # Colgate-Palmolive-Pee
Co., Jersey City, buys CBS half-hour corned;
package Steve Allen Show as summer replace
ment for Our Miss Brooks, Sun. 6:30-7 p.n:«,
starting in June. Agency, Ted Bates Inc
New York.
ARMY, AIR FORCE REVISE
RADIO BUDGET POLICIES
U. S. ARMY and Air Force recruiting service
under revised policy will spend more of it
advertising budget for purchase of radio tim
than for costs of producing programs fo
public service broadcast, and will buy time o
"long-range basis calculated to give each sta
tion supporting recruiting programs ... a:
opportunity to obtain a portion of the nationa
or New
local policy
advertising."
reported by Broadcast Adverti
ing Bureau Friday following conference a
Charles Batson, of BAB; Justin Miller, NAf
president; Maj. Gen. T. J. Hanley Jr., chief o
personnel procurement for services, and Robei
Collins, of Grant Adv. Inc., agency for recruit
ing campaign.
change Army
agreed
Gen. Hanley
counting
system so
cost oftoproducing
programac1
for free broadcast and cost of time purchase
would no longer be lumped in reports of rad
expenditures. Six field armies, which have owj

money for rad"
their advertising.
will spend
budgets,
national
ing half
supplement
time,
t time purchases wi1
recruitmen
be Understood
intensified during
period of school gradu
tion in May and June.
ROSENMAN

LEAVES

WCAU
ALEX ROSENMAN, sales vice president c
WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia resignc
Friday, effective May 1. He is oldest employ
in point of service, having joined station :
1927 as salesman. He became commerci
manager in 1940 and vice president in 194
During his term as sales administrator WCA
became one of most successful stations in n;
tion commercially. Donald W. Thornburg
WCAU president, said he accepted resignatit
with regret. No plans made for successor.
• Telecastin
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IN THIS BROADCASTING
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a time buyer's desk?
One-armed paperhangers are serene next to the average timebuyer. They are advertising's busiest creatures, and the condition of their desks proves it.
Buried under an avalanche of promotion from stations, station
reps and networks, the average timebuyer has developed an
immunity to all promotion that does not look important . . .
does not tell a story and tell it quickly. That's why your promotion and advertising should be planned, written, designed and
scheduled by experts.
Whether you're planning a % page trade paper ad or a 52week direct mail campaign... a local audience building program
or a coverage map... call on the agency with the widest promotion experience in the entire radio-television industry...
O'BRIEN
& DORRANCE,
160 EAST 56TH STREET, NEW YOUK 22, N.Y.
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Railroad

writer,

"Quiz on Railroads and Railroading" is a handv
railroad source book, that gives vou quick, accurate information in brief, non-technical form,
about hundreds of railroad topics— fascinating
facts that vou
will find useful.
J
In editorial use, the detailed index makes

ssocs/ino/v

of

of

radio

Information
commentator

ing railroad history, properties, accomplishments and procedures, and the role of the railroads in America's "good living."
To get vour copv of the newly revised edition
of "Quiz on Railroads and Railroading." or
extra copies for staff use, simply mail the
coupon below today.

FREE

Service. ****

*' °^oads

WASHiNSTON 6, 0. C.
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ALBERT LOOMIS, formerly with C. J. LaRoche & Co., New York, appointed director of service of Duane Jones Co., New York.
BERT SCHWARTZ, recently executive with Monroe Greenthal Co., New York,
rejoins Raymond Spector Co., New York, as assistant to the president.
CARL GEORGI Jr., vice president and director of media of D. P. Brother & Co.,
Detroit, and ELLIOT POTTER, vice president and manager of Detroit office
of Young & Rubicam, elected to board of governors of Michigan Council of
American Assnr of Adv. Agencies.
BOB McNITT, formerly Portland, Ore., representative for Cowles Pub. Co.,
joins Pacific National Adv. Agency, same city, as account executive. Before
joining Cowles he was with Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
MARJORIE CHILD HUSTED, General Mills consultant and staff director of
"Betty Crocker" campaigns, establishes advertising and consumer relations
consultant service in Minneapolis. She also is to serve as consultant to
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and BBDO.
YATES ADV. Inc., New York, changes name to YATES, WERTHEIM & BABCOCK Inc., effective today (April 10). E. TAYLOR WERTHEIM, formerly of
Wertheim & Adv. Assoc., joins new agency as vice president. CHARLES L.
BABCOCK IIL is president; DOROTHY Y. BABCOCK, secretary, and C. L.
YATES, treasurer. New offices are at 299 Madison Ave., New York. Philadelphia office is at 908 Witherspoon Bldg. and is headed by Mrs. JEAN H. BREIG.
GEORGE RUDNICK transfers from Chicago staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan to its
Cincinnati office as account executive.
HANK JOHNSON, former president of Western Trade Publications, opens his
own advertising agency, H. E. Johnson & Assoc. with offices in De Young
Bldg., San Francisco.
JOHN J. GRONFEIN and LOUIS M. COTTLN, formerly partners in Louis M.
Cottin & Co. and more recently with Gordon & Rudwick Inc., associate with
New York office of The Joseph Katz Co. MARVIN I. RUDWICK, former vice
president of Gordon & Rudwick Inc., also joins Katz Co.
J. ARTHUR WEST, former sales and advertising head at Television Cartoons
Inc., named to head and set up TV film department at Frederic House Inc.;
New York.
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING, Chicago, moves to its own building at 155 E.[
Superior May 1, putting under one roof 350 persons who heretofore have worked;
at three locations.
ALBERT M. TEWKSBURY named manager of San Francisco office of W. F.
Coleman Co. He succeeds JACK CAHILL, resigned.
FRED FREELAND resigns as television director of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago. i]
to
head and
own WBKB
TV production
firm in Ft. Wayne. He worked previously at WBZ-TV '
Boston
(TV) Chicago.
JAMES RESOR, timebuyer in radio and television department of McCann-Jj
Erickson, New York, resigns. He had been with agency for past six years.j]
He replacement
is moving toatSan
Francisco
and plans to do similar work in that area.1!
No
agency
yet named.
When

you're making

out that schedule

for the

Southwest don't overlook this sales-winning pair of CBS
stations. For availabilities and rates, write, phone or
wire our representatives.
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ROBERT L. NOURSE Jr. formerly with W. Earl Bothwell Inc., Hollywood I
joins Compton Adv., same city, as account executive.
JIM OSEBOLD, former advertising manager of J. C. Penney department store
San Francisco, opens his own advertising agency at 1276 Jackson St., same city I

National Representatives
JOHN

WILLIAM T. MALONE, formerly vice president and general manager of Raymond Spector Co., joins Victor van der Linde Co., New York.

&

CO.

JAMES E. WEBER, account executive on Kellogg (Corn Soya, Corn Pops) at
Leo Burnett Agency, Chicago, named executive on new Bauer & Black account
ADVERTISERS PRODUCTION Co. moves to 260 California St., San Francisco
New phone: YUkon 2-2406.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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The history of the oldest incorporated town west of the
Rocky Mountains is the story of power-laden Willamette
Falls. Water power has encouraged continued industrial development, making Oregon City a healthy, growing market
... a market YOU can tap through KGW's COMPREHENSIVE
COVERAGE.
At one time a Hudson's Bay Company trading post, Oregon
City now boasts two gigantic pulp-paper mills, a large
woolen mills-clothing factory, a food processing plant, and
a rich agricultural and forest hinterland. Population has
grown, too . . . helping Oregon chalk up during the last ten
years the largest population increase in the United States.
KGW

DELIVERS OREGON CITY ... as through COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE it delivers the rest of the nation's fastestgrowing market.

Eugene
pnngfield
PORTLAND
This chart, compiled from official, half-milivolt contour maps filed with the FCC in
Washington, D. C, or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story of KGW's Comprehensive Coverage of the fastest-growing market
in the nation.

OREGON
AFFILIATED
REPRESENTED
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Census Help Cited
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I wish you would convey to the
radio and television industry our
appreciation of its splendid help
in meeting the problem of acquainting the American people with the
importance of cooperation in the
1950 Census.
The self interest of the industry
in the obvious need of a new statistical picture of the nation was,
of course, some incentive, but that
alone cannot explain all that was
given. There was genuine evidence
of a high spirit of public service in
the manifest willingness to assist
an essential national project.
Roy V. Peel
Director
Bureau of Census
Washington
Finds It 'Invaluable'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . May I . . . extend my

lower

Radio is in the public welfare and
in the event of war or an emergency, local or national, it will prove
to be a means of communication of
incalculable
cies. . . . value to defense agenC. L. (Chet) Thomas
President
Transit Radio Inc.
St. Louis
* * *
compliments to . . . your publication. . . . Having recently arrived
in this country from the BBC-TV,
I find your magazine invaluable
for keeping in touch with technical
advances.
Donald B. Archer
Bantock Productions
Phoenix,* Ariz.
* *
Transit FM's Horizons
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The editorial entitled "In Transit or Insolvent" in the April 3
Broadcasting is the most intelligent appraisal of FM that L have
read to date. I am convinced that

the answer to the question you pose
in the first paragraph is that FM
is a sleeping giant only if Transit
Radio is given an opportunity to
provide a firm financial foundation
for the FM industry. I agree with
your statement concerning the value of Transit Radio to the entire
broadcasting industry in that we
are attracting retail dollars and
once the retailer uses Transit Radio he is a good prospect for all
other phases of radio. Transit Radio is selling merchandise for retailers because Transit Radio is an
outstanding retail medium. . . .
We are convinced on the basis
of exhaustive surveys that Transit

Maintenance

Costs

WITH

TOWER

LIGHTING

Cites WBNX

Show

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have just completed reading the
March 27 issue of Broadcasting,
and particularly the story by John
Osbon, "Upsurge in New York
Radio" on page 21, and note the
following statement in that article: "Station spokesmen point out
that WHOM is the only station
airing Italian language programs
at night and on Sunday." It seems
to me almost unbelievable that any
competent station spokesman
could be so mis-informed as to disregard completely, a program
which has been on the air six nights
a week for the past 17 years.
WBNX broadcasts in the Italian
language Monday through Saturday from 8 p. m. to 10:30 p. m. one
full hour beyond the time of the
last Italian program on WHOM. . . .
William I. Moore
President
ers.] WBNX New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: BROADCASTING
apologizes to WBNX for overlooking its
fine service to Italian language listen* * *
Read Cover to Cover
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Yours is the only publication that keeps the thousands in
radio and allied fields up on all the
happenings.
I think,terested toalso,
be inknow that
that you'll
our copy
of
Broadcasting is routed to every
one in the station to be read and
initialed and I can safely say that
it's read from cover to cover and if
anyone seems to have missed a
pertinent fact, it is always called
to their attention by someone else.

EQUIPMENT!
costs, and dependable operation
Specialized tower lighting equipment, developed and produced by under all climatic conditions.
Write or wire today for our comHughey & Phillips, has many exclusive features designed for easier
plete catalog giving detailed
installation, lower maintenance
specifications and information.

300 MM CODE BEACON
Rain-proof ventilator
"circulates" the air, reduces internal temperature and prolongs lamp
life. Concave base with
drainage port at lowest
point dissipates condensation moisture. Spunglass shielding on colorscreen supports. CAA
approved.

Keepappreciated.
up the good work. It's
really
Jeffrey ♦E.
' ■ 'a?Evans
'- ■♦
Chief Announcer
WLDY Lady smith, Wis.

SF-75
MERCURY FLASHER
Only four moving
parts, in lifetimelubricated ball
bearings. No contact points to wear
out. Speed adjustment: 14 to 52
flashes per minute.
Page 12
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Defends

AUTOMATIC TOWER LIGHT
SINGLE and DOUBLE OBSTRUCTION LIGHTS
Precision machined for proper light center.
CONTROL — "PEC" SERIES
Specifically designed for radio
Heavy aluminum alloy castings. Prismatic
tower use. Turns lights on at globes meet CAA specifications. Drainage ports
for condensation. Mounting base for standard
35 f.e.; off at 58 f.c. as recomA-21 signal lamps.
mended by CAA.
H & P LIGHTING KITS FOR A-2, A-3, A-4 and A-5 TOWERS INCLUDE EVERY
ITEM ESSENTIAL FOR COMPLETE TOWER INSTALLATION.
WRITE ON YOUR LETTERHEAD FOR CATALOG
HUGHEY
& PHILLIPS
TOWER LIGHTING DIVISION
326 N. LA CIENEGA BLVD.
LOS ANGELES 48, CALIF.
60 EAST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

NAB

Dues Hike

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
As a radio man of 15 years experience .. . may I enter my two
cents worth? . . .
In the majority of stations, the
manager is expected to manage the
station, sell advertising, help write
continuity, possibly do some programs on the air, handle remote
programs, and many times take
over the program directors position . . . How can managers carry
on those duties . . .and also get the
real good out of the NAB? ... A
manager, and I'm talking about a
real manager, should ... be the
head, guide and direct . . . destinies,
and spend a lot of time working
(Continued on page 20)
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RCA-58

THE
•••a

major

advance

in

studio-type

A NOTABLE PRODUCT of RCA leadership in tube research
and engineering— the new RCA-5826 image orthicon offers
important refinements over previous types of television camera
tubes for studio use.
The new RCA-5826 combines exceptionally high sensitivity,
a resolution capability of better than 500 lines, high signal-tonoise ratio— about twice that of outdoor camera types — and
improved gray-scale rendition in the vicinity of the "blacks."
Having the same spectral response as the companion outdoor
pickup type RCA-5820— a response closely approaching that of
the eye— this new studio camera tube permits portrayal of colors
in nearly their true tonal gradation. The use of the 5826 in the
studio and the 5820 outdoors facilitates the combination of
indoor and outdoor pickups on the same program.
>ee the new

RCA-5826

image orthicon and RCA-5831
RADIO
ELECTRON

Broadcasting
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FOUNTAINHEAD

MODERN

image

TUBE

DEVELOPMENT

IS RCA

orthicons

RCA television tube achievements are the very foundation of
modern television. And you can depend upon RCA's continued
leadership to bring you the finest and most advanced tubes
that money can buy.
Whatever the application, there's an RCA television tube to
meet your needs. The complete line is available through your
local RCA tube distributor, or direct from RCA.
For further information on any RCA tube, see your RCA
Distributor or write Commercial Engineering, RCA, Section
D37P, Harrison, New Jersey.
The world's most modern tube plant . . .
RCA, LANCASTER,
super-power

CORPORATION
TUBES

OF

beam
of

PA.

triode at the NAB

Convention

AMERICA
HARRISON.

N.J.
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IS

BIG

JACK

BERCH,

TIME

Prudential's Singing Star, is perched on a mountain

of

mail— proof of the power of radio in moving people to action.
A Canadian
Christmas

listener wrote Jack Berch telling him of her need for used
cards. She wanted

the cards for scrapbooks which are sent to

African leper colonies.
Berch's brief, one-time

stirring appeal on his morning

NBC

program

went straight to the hearts of listeners all over America.
More

than 5,000,000 Christmas

cards were contributed by over half-a-

million people. The cards arrived via 370 bags of mail and thousands

of

pounds of freight and express packages . . . and the mail is still coming
at the rate of 6 to 8 bags daily.
Such is the POWER

AND

APPEAL

of network

radio today. Such is the

listener loyalty advertisers can depend upon when

they use NBC.

I
ii
H

America's

No.
The

1 Advertising
National

Medium

Broadcasting

Company

A service of Radio Corporation of America

A/ew

j\nnounce$
THE

SOUTH'S NEWEST, MOST COMPLETE
AM-TV-FM
FACILITIES!

F. HEUBLEIN Bros. Inc. will use established radio programs in seven
, key cities to help introduce its Al mustard and to promote its Al sauce
to be covered are: Cincinnati, Portland, Los Angeles, St. Louis,
G Cities
Detroit,
Minneapolis and Chicago. Duane Jones Co., New York, is agency.
STERLING BREWERS, Evansville, Ind. (beer), starts sponsorship this week of
two once-weekly 15-minute film shows through Smith, Benson and McClure
Chicago. Top Views in Sports is telecast on WFBM-TV Indianapolis and
Sterling Little Theatre on WAVE-TV Louisville. Firm is reorganizing its radio
schedule and considering buying sports, platter and/or news shows and chainbreaks and spots in 10 to 12 major markets and 30 to 40 minor ones in sectional
areas where product is distributed.
DAD'S ROOT BEER Co., Chicago, expands AM spot schedule to 40 more stations, making total of 75, all on 52-week basis. Malcolm-Howard, Chicago, is
agency, ART HOLLAND, account executive.
ESKIMO PIE, Bloomfield (ice cream bar), through Buchanan & Co., New York,
preparing its seasonal spot announcement radio campaign in about 50 markets
Starting dates are on staggered basis.
DAYSTROM Corp., Olean, New York (furniture), through N. W. Ayer, New
York, preparing series of one-minute films for television campaign in three
cities: New York, Philadelphia and Los Angeles, to start May 1.
J. N. CEAZAN Co., Los Angeles (distributor of Crosley and Apex electrical
products and Dayton Tire & Rubber and battery products), appoints Ted H
Factor, Los Angeles, to handle advertising. Distributor with cooperating dealers
currently sponsoring for Crosley two television shows on KECA-TV Los Angeles
Firm plans both television and radio spot campaign in near future for ApejJ
products in Southern California.
GRUEN WATCH Co. appoints Stockton-West-Burkhart, Cincinnati, to handli
advertising. Company has used network radio. Grey Adv., New York, formerl;
handled account.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co. (Vaseline Cream Hair Tonic), through Cayton
Inc., New York, adds WDSU-TV New Orleans and KING-TV Seattle to stations carrying Greatest Fights of the Century. Program is telecast Saturday,
10-10:15 p.m., on WDSU-TV and Monday, 10:30-10:45 p.m., on KING-TV.
A/tiwotk Account*

• UPPER RIGHT
WDSU's new studio building — traditionally New Orleans
in appearance — houses studios, offices, recording and
projection facilities in an area of 22,000 square feet.
• LOWER LEFT

• • •

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York (Certo, Sure-Jell), May 2 starts sponsorship of Tuesday and Thursday Frank Goss News on 10 Columbia Pacific Network
stations, 5:00-5:10 p.m., PST. Agency: Benton & Bowles Inc., New York.
Other portions of program are sponsored by CHEMICALS Inc. (Vano Liquid
Starch), MANHATTAN SOAP Co. and MENNEN Co.
TONI Co., Chicago (home permanent wave), sponsors Jack Lemmon on Toni
Twin Time alternate Wednesdays on CBS-TV, 8 to 8:30 p.m., CST, through
Foote, Cone & Belding. Variety show will be carried on 31 stations, 20 by
kinescope.
PURE OIL Co., Chicago, renews its NBC Newscast May 1 for 11th year,, spon- i
soring H. V. Kaltenborn and Richard Harkness for 52 weeks. Five-a-weeli |
show, 6:45 to 7 p.m., CST, is aired on 32 network stations. Agency: Le<jj
Burnett, Chicago.
EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH Corp. (radio and TV sets), New York ]
will sponsor The Clock, alternate Fridays, on NBC 9:30-10 p.m., beginning
April 21. Agency for Emerson is Foote, Cone & Belding, also New York.
PABST SALES Co. adds KFAR Fairbanks and KENI Anchorage, Alaska, tcl
its list of NBC stations carrying The Life of Riley. Show is tape recordec I
in Seattle and air-expressed to Alaska for rebroadcast. Stations are NBC 1
affiliates.
ARNOLD BAKERIES, New York, moves Faye Emerson Show from CBS-TV tcj
NBC-TV effective April 22. Show will be telecast Saturday, 10:30-10:45 p.m J
Agency is Benton & Bowles, New York.
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Ten major farm organizations
(Grange, etc.) representing 140,000 New York state families own
Rural Radio Network. Since they
listen first to their network, make
Rural Radio first aid for sales in
rural New York.

Q

85%
... of properous rural New York
is served by 8 RR stations: WHCUFM, Ithaca; WFNF, Weathersfield;
WVBT, Bristol Center; WVCN, DeRuyter; WVCV, Cherry Valley;
WVBN, Turin; WSLB-FM, Ogdensburg; WFLY, Troy.

#

$6,500
... is the "Cadillac" average
farm income per family in New
York state. Farm families in New
York buy 45% of the autos sold;
51% of the hardware; 36% of the
electrical appliances; 28% of the
drugs; 36% of food-meat; 33% of
the clothing.

#

356,640
... is the total rural families in
the upstate area. This includes
138,255 farm families ... a rich,
responsive market worthy of your
consideration.

Rural Radio . . . prescription to
sell the $971 ,000,000 agricultural market in New York state.

Rural

Radio

NETWORK
118 North Tioga Street. Ithaca, N. Y.
330 West 42nd Street. New York City
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*Teatute
ofi the
U/eek
ONE of radio's oldest breakfasttime shows — The Early Birds at
WPAA Dallas— has turned 20
years old, and in celebration, it
had a transcribed old-home-week
of alumni who've made national
names since their days on The
Early Birds.
The show broke precedent for its
anniversary festivities, March 27
to April 1, by using recordings of
its former talent. Otherwise, the
show is strictly a live-talent affair, with a cast of more than 25,
heard Monday through Saturday,
7:15 to 8 . a.m. (on WPAA's 820
frequency)
Martin B. Campbell (center), managing director of WFAA Dallas,
Heard on the special shows were
Eddie Dunn, The Early Birds first officiates as "Mister Hack Berry"
(I) presents to Mayor Wallace
announcer, now announcing for
NBC's Jack Berch Show; . Dale Savage of Dallas the key to the
"The Hack* Berry
* * Hotel."
Evans, Roy Rogers' leading lady
and wife, who sang blues at
WFAA; Fred Lowery, the whis- Birds, while Alex Keese, also of
tler, known as "The Texas Red- WFAA sales' force, played again
bird" when he got his start on The with the oldtime fiddle trio, along
with Karl Lambertz, now manager
Early Birds.
of Muzak in Dallas.
Ralph Nimmons, now WFAA
Saluting the show as a Texas
national sales manager, resumed
(Continued on page U2)
briefly as announcer on The Early

O'n
-fill -Occounti
of the ated from high school. At Lewis
CE
RVAN
OBSE
STRICT
Institute, Chicago, he studied adt
ng
rule sagains
bridge
behind burni
him has one's
paid
vertising and business administraoff for Bob Hetherington, recently
tion, but only at night after long
elected vice president of WIL St. days on the circulation crew of a
Louis.
neighborhood newspaper. He later
If Bob hadn't left friends at transferred to night school at
WIL in 1948, after two years as Washington U., St. Louis, where
a salesman there, chances are he he absorbed more advertising under J. W. (Scoop) Goldstein, vice
wouldn't have been called back to
president of Olian Advertising Co.
the station as sales manager a year
later. And if his superiors at the In the daytime he sold vacuum
cleaners for a utility company.
Automobile Club of Missouri,
Bob had his first
where he sold memtaste of radio in
berships as a young1936 when Bill
er man,him
hadn't
to see
leave,hated
the
West, then manager
of WTMV East St.
club probably
Louis, hired him as
wouldn't be buying
time on WIL today.
a special salesman
Robert Maxwell
on a "Downtown
Hetherington was
Retailers motion.
Day"Sales jobs
proreared into selling.
A native of Harrisfollowed with Famous & Barr, one of
burg, 111., his father
died when he was a
the largest department stores in St.
small boy, but he
became attached to
Louis, and with
his stepfather, a
Marshall Field's big
Chicago tion.
organizaladies' ready-to-wear
Then Bob
chain store managmoved
into
intangier. During
bles for good. He
school
years,Bob's
the
family lived in 24
started selling memdifferent cities,
berships for the Automobile Club of Missouri (now a
within a territory bounded
steady WIL customer with spot
Syracuse, Richmond, Dallas, and
Duluth. He believes his sales abil- announcements after local sports
ity is a result of having learned to events) ; became Missouri state
adjust himself to many types of manager for the Farmer's Automobile Inter-Insurance Exchange;
people and their customs.
then assistant manager of the
Bob's first selling jobs were as a Public Loan Corp., St. Louis. The
newsboy and grocery store clerk in
(Continued on page 20)
Maplewood, Mo., where he gradu-
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radio families daytime,
307,970
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 12).
for the community good through
his position.
If the station managers would
really read arid assimilate the many
good things given them by the NAB,
it would mean more money for
the radio station. I realize that
increased NAB dues seem, and may
be, a bit high for some stations,
but if they use NAB the way they
should, it can help them present
better radio, run a better station,
and increase the quality of their
station. . . .
. . . Any city that can afford a
radio station certainly should be
able to afford a manager who could
devote more time to management
and helping NAB . . . Judge Miller
has done a great job . . . It's not
his fault, or the fault of most of
the officers. It's your fault, the

FIRST. . .

owners and managers of radio
stations.
N. L. Royster
Former Manager
WOLS Florence, S. C.
WBOY Lexington, N. C.
Aids Broadcasters
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Perhaps you can't satisfy all of
your readers all of the time.
Neither can we satisfy all our listeners and viewers all of the time.
There is no question, however, that
broadcasters are aided materially
in doing a better overall job by
your magazine. I hope that we
fully appreciate the service you are
rendering the industry and that we
continue to supply the information
and assistance you need to carry
on this excellent service.
Robert B. Hanna
Stations Manager
WGY Schenectady, N. Y.

■ ■■

Explains Quiz Show
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I read with interest your editorial entitled "Who Quizzed
Whom" in the March 27 issue. . . .
The "aggressive
director"
you
refer to is program
undoubtedly
Jack
Hitchcock, for which we are duly
complimented, and the western
station could be none other than
KCOL.
A word of explanation is in
order. The news quiz show was
worked out in cooperation with the
journalism department of Colorado
A&M College. The format is simple. Journalism students participate on a weekly show along with
guest participants. Prizes are
given to the winners. Because we
are a small station without an adequate research staff to develop
news quiz questions and answers,
Jack Hitchcock conceived the idea
of having a national news magazine prepare these questions. . . .

a SUM

DYNAMIC

for

• New "655" Microphone Provides Ultra-Wide Range,
High Fidelity Response • Pop-Proof • More Rugged,
More Versatile • Individually Laboratory Calibrated

RESPONSE:
40-15,000 c.p.S.
± 2.5 DB
POWER RATING: -53
OMNIDIRECTIONAL
ACOUSTALLOY
DIAPHRAGM

Here, for the first time, you have a slim, trim microphone with
all the advantages of dynamic performance and utility! Only
because of the ingenious Acoustalloy diaphragm and other
E-V developments has it become a reality! Meets the highest
standards of TV, FM and AM.
No additional closely-associated auxiliary equipment is required! Can easily be concealed in studio props or moved
about. Provides effective individual or group pick-up. Reproduces voice and music with remarkable accuracy. New E-V
Blast Filter makes the 655 pop-proof. Acoustically-treated,
strong wire-mesh grille head stops wind and breath blasts.
Eliminates wind rumble in outdoor pick-up. Field proved.
See for yourself! Write today for Bulletin No. 156 and full
information on how you can try this amazing new microphone.
Model 655. List Price
$200

W ORMOUH"-2
NTI7 NG
THREAD
Shows TV 655 in the hand with
swivel removed.
how convenient it is toNotehandle
for
announcing or interviewing.

Shows TV 655 suspended on a
boom.tern andOmnidirectional
polar easy,
patfirm swivel permits
diverse
use.
INC.

402 CARROLL STREET • BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Export: 13 East 40th Street • New York 16, N. Y., U.S. A. • Cables: Arlab
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Programming

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
KERG, Eugene, Ore.'s newest
radio station, is proud of its current programming policies. . . .
On the air since Nov. 18, 1949,
KERG has concentrated on local
level coverage. We have honestly
attempted to follow the "blockprogram" technique, and it has
proven very satisfactory. We program quality music in the classical,
semi-classical, and popular vein as
a common denominator, fitting the
local special-events and sports programs in block-periods as well. . .
. . . KERG is on-the-air proof
that smaller-city radio CAN be
better. . . .

war intervened, and for three
years Bob was attached to the
infantry and AAF Supply both in
this country and in Europe.
Early 1946 found him on the
sales staff of WIL after an uncle,
Chris Hetherington, of John
Blair's St. Louis office, had talked
up the potential in radio sales.
Two years later, Co-owner Frank
Pellegrin of KSTL St. Louis invited Bob to join the sales force of
the new station, then not even on
the air. In April of last year, he
returned to WIL as sales manager,
and last Jan. 1 was elected vice

REMOVABLE SWIVEL

Shows thetheTVpopular
Potty how
Lee
with
6S5. Note
swivel permits aiming at sound
source without hiding face.

KERG

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 18)

CHANGEABLE
LOW IMPEDANCE

ALL PARTS
PRECISION GROUND

Now, I am against time chisel
deals as much as the next person
but I cannot see where this is any
more of a time chisel deal than
obtaining prizes from manufacturers in return for air plugs. . . .
... I did want to . . . assure
your readers that the idea was
instigated by us and not by Quick
magazine. I still think it is a good
idea and we intend to continue
with it. You have an excellent
magazine and I certainly go along
with your policy of exposing P. I.
and other time chisel deals.
Douglas D. Kahle
General Manager
KCOL Fort Collins, Col.

Reg
Roos Director
Program
KERG Eugene, Ore.

BLAST FILTER

CANNON XL-3
CONNECTOR

Quick magazine was approached,
accepted the idea and requested
permission
tions. . . . to contact other sta-

president.
He has brought a number of
accounts to the station, notably
Wabash Railroad, Quinlan Dance
Studios, Bandbox Cleaners, and
McMahon Pontiac. He sold WIL's
winter sports' schedule to Jack
Kennedy Chevrolet.
Bob and Doris Lucille Clore of
Golconda, 111., were married Nov.
20, 1941, when she was a secretary
at Monsanto Chemical Co., St.
Louis. Today they live in St.
Louis Hills, on the city's southwest
side, where Bob spends his idle
hours reading "who-dun-its," playing shuffleboard, rummy, poker, or j
canasta.
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Aircraft traffic and location control devices of various types.
Communications multiplex equipment.
Broadcast relay equipment.
Telemetering transmitters.
Microwave test apparatus.
By specifying General Electric Lighthouse
Tubes, you further protect your customers
in that replacements can be obtained locally.
From coast to coast, G-E tube distributors
with delivery.
stocks on hand are equipped to give
fast
Read the facts below about these modern,
high-efficiency u-h-f tubes; then ask for
prices and complete information. Also . . .
G-E tube engineers will be glad to work
personally with you in choosing the right
types for your circuits. Address Electronics
Department, General Electric Company,
Schenectady 5, New York.
APPLICATION

GL-2B22
H-f detector up to
1,500 mc.

GL-2C40
R-f amplifier, converter, and local oscillator op to 3,370 mc.

GL-2C43
R-f amplifier and oscillator from 200 mc
up to 1,500 mc, and
in special plate-pulsed
circuits up to 3,3 70 mc.

RATINGS
Dissipation
Voltage, CW
Voltage, pulsed
Voltage, peak inv.
Current, average

GENERAL

OADCASTING
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100 v
300 v
20 ma

6.5 w
500 v

12 w
500 v

25 ma

3,500 v
40 ma

ELECTRIC
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NORTH
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No other Southern
State rates as many firsts
in Sales Management

AND

as North Carolina.

Survey

AND, WPTF

with its central location, 50,000
NORTH

watts at 680 KC, is North
Carolina's Number
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Salesman.
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)
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Kc.
*
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NAB
Engineering Meet Opens
ELECTRONIC
HORIZON:
periments at Bridgeport will be factor (reproducing), turntable
try spokesman will seek the whys
By J. FRANK BEATTY
platen (reproducing), concentricity
and wherefores of regulatory de- discussed at length. Antenna proglATEST technical developress will be reviewed along with of center hole, all in connection with
velopments although an effort will
ents in broadcasting and
be made to confine discussion to operations of TV networking facili- mechanical recording; magnetic
ties.
lecasting, pointing the way
tape reel and primary standard
"answerable questions" instead of
New to the annual conference
new electronic horizons,
letting it slow up in futile talk
flange,
accommodating 30 minutes
of recording.
about issues for which no definite will be a discussion of engineering
ill be unveiled at NAB's
for transit radio. Advances in
answers can be given.
These standards are expected to
Durth Annual Engineering
recording techniques will be de- come before the Engineering ComAs
usual,
the
engineering
agenda
Dnference, opening Wednesscribed.
mittee at a meeting to be held
ly at the Stevens Hotel, Chi- covers enough technical papers to
The economic side of engineering
Wednesday. They require board apgo, as the first feature of provide long work-days. Meetings
will start at 9 a.m. and continue enters the conference via the papers
proval before becoming effective.
nvention week (see NAB
on new types of equipment with
to 5:30 or 6 p.m. Every minute
Registration Desk Opens Wed.
anagement Conference story
will be filled, aside from brief low-cost operation, management
ge 25).
Registration desk for engineerrecess periods, and luncheons will economics and a panel, "Engineers
Several forays into the prac- be
ing delegates will be in Exposition
work sessions.
and Management," to be directed
al economics of engineering will
Hall, in the Stevens basement. It
by
Richard
P.
Doherty,
director
taken during the conference,
will open at 9 a.m. Wednesday.
Ebel Is Chairman
of the NAB Dept. of Employele technical agenda includes paThe Engineering Committee is to
Employer
Relations.
This
panel
is
rs by leading industry figures in
Presiding at sessions will be scheduled Saturday morning just meet during the day. Informal
ich spheres as transmitters, re- members of the NAB Engineering
reception for speakers and delebefore the FCC-Industry RoundCommittee, headed by Chairman A. table.
ading, antennas, tubes, microgates will be held 6-8 p.m.
.ones, UHF, and the various tele- James Ebel, WMBD Peoria, 111.,
The annual equipment and broadFinal
event
of
the
four-day
sescasting service displays will open
pion processes and devices (see and Mr. McNaughten.
sion is a meeting of the NAB Re- at 10 a.m. Wednesday, a day
jmmaries page 26).
cording
&
Reproducing
Standards
Among
technical
developments
Judging by advance registration
Committee, scheduled at 3 p.m. earlier than last year. This will give
the weekend, the conference will in the last year are improved transthe technical-minded delegates a
mitters for AM, FM and TV, along Saturday. The committee is expandlaw an attendance of perhaps
ing the standardization project day to inspect light and heavy
with equipment for UHF operations
0, same as last year's attendance
started before the war. It will take equipment. The heavy exhibits are
at Bridgeport, Conn., Pittsburgh
iee advance registration list page
(Continued on page 2U)
). Arrangements have been in and Nashville. The RCA-NBC ex- up new standards covering wow
arge of Neal McNaughten, direcjr of the NAB Engineering Dept.,
d Jessie Basnight, of the departJsnt, aided by members of the
A.B Engineering Committee.
lthy' Despjte TV
Radio Heo
Conforming to a pre-conference
ENS
P&G's broad attitude toward
MORG
S
G'
P&
"AS
WE
PROJECT
television's
growth
into
the
future,
we
look
forward
rvey, three-fifths of the papers
radio and television, Mr. Morgens
111 deal with various phases of not to dropping our radio properties but to lowering their costs."
That was the statement made last week by Howard J. Morgens, vice said, was that both media are
levision. The subject of TV
"entering an extremely difficult
lor will enter the discussions only president of Procter & Gamble Co., the biggest buyer of radio time.
directly.
Speaking before the New York
"Radio is in a period of declining
think that this point of view also
Radio Executives Club at a lunchFCC Industry Roundtable
values — which is always difficult,"
eon last Thursday, the P&G vice serves the interest of healthy
he said. "Television is in a period
Winding up the conference will president said both radio and teleof such rapid growth that it has
P&G,
he
said,
intends
to
use
3 the annual FCC-Industry
visionstructive
would be
and conmany
boom town aspects to it, and
period."
forces "great
in America
for television "on a broad scale" but no
>undtable, moderated by Stuart
one knows just how high its
radio."
Bailey, of Jansky & Bailey, many years to come" only if they for only one reason — to sell mersharply rising costs will ultimately
chandise to the consumer.
ashington consulting firm. Par- enabled advertisers to deliver adbe.
... In these difficult circum:ipating for the FCC will be
"It should be used only if it
vertising messages "effectively and will
stances, we believe that the most
accomplish that job just as
irtis Plummer, chief engineer;
pressing and important task for
efficiently."
hn A. Willoughby, assistant
efficiently
per
dollar
spent
as
other
Lower Time Costs
all of us is to make sure that radio
ief engineer; James E. Barr,
media," he said.
and television are effective and
"We
look
forward
to
lower
radio
ief, Standard Broadcast Div. ;
efficient
from an advertising stand'Business-Like
Reasons'
time
costs,
in
areas
of
relatively
nil M. Braum, chief, FM Broadist Div.; Edward W. Allen, chief, high television development, as
"It doesn't help television at all
confidently as we do to higher
for an advertiser to sponsor a much
;chnical Research Div.; Edward
Amplifying
his company's
attitudes toward radio,
Mr. Morgens
. Chapin, chief, Laboratory Div. television time costs in those too expensive show for a short pe- said that
P&G does not intend
Industry participants in the areas," he said.
riod and then to bow out," he said.
undtable will be Raymond F.
"We also look forward to work"If all television programs are "to be panicked by any of the figures now appearing which show the
ing with our radio talent to lower
uy, NBC; E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV
bought for hard-headed, businesslike reasons only, it will help more
effect
iltimore; E. M. Johnson, MBS;
program costs — particularly on our
point."of television's . impact on
illiam B. Lodge, CBS; Frank
higher priced shows. Our aim will than anything else to hold costs in radio
"Neither
do we intend to be
listening."
line with effective results and that,
be to continue the programs withjlarx, ABC; Robin D. Compton,
panicked
by
any casual phrases
OIC (TV) Washington; Mr. Mcout any sacrifice in program qual- in turn, will help television to such as one occasionally
hears to
aughten.
ity and to keep them as effective,
grow in a sound and orderly fash(Continued on page 5U)
With no holds barred, the indus- efficient advertising vehicles. We
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Mr. McNaughten

Mr. Poppele

Engineering Conference
AGENDA
Wednesday, April 12
Registration Desk open for Engineering
Conference — Exposition Hall, Stevens
Exhibits
Officially Open — Exposition
Hall, Stevens
Meeting, NAB Engineering Executive
Committee — Stevens
Informal Reception for Engineering
Conference Registrants and Speakers
— Stevens, 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 13
9 a.m.— 12:45 p.m.
North Ballroom, Third Floor
Presiding: J. R. Poppele, WOR, New
York,
member,
NAB Engineering
Executive
Committee.
CO-CHANNEL
AND ADJACENT
CHANNEL
TELEVISION INTERFERENCE TESTS— J. W. Wright,
CBS.
OBJECTIVES OF THE NBC BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UHF INSTALLATION
F. Guy, INSTALLATION:
NBC.
THE—Raymond
BRIDGEPORT
PART I. A ONE IIW UHF TELEVISION TRANSMITTER— T. M. Gluyas,
RCA Engineering Products,
Camden.
PART II. A HIGHGAIN UHF TELEVISION TRANSMITTING ANTENNA SYSTEM—
O. Camden.
Fiet, RCA EngineeringO.Products,
A 5 KW TELEVISION
TRANSMITTER
OF ADVANCED DESIGN— John Ruston,
N. J. Allen B. DuMont Labs, Passaic,
THE NEW SYNCHRONIZING GENC. L. Ellis, General Electric Co., ERATOR—
Syracuse.
SELECTING MITTER
A SITE
TELEVISION
FOR 600 mcTRANSAND
CHANNEL 4, USING PULSE TECHNIQUE—Lucien
E.
Rawls,
WSM,
Nashville.
UHF PROPAGATION TESTS AT
KDKA PITTSBURGH— Ralph Harmon, Westinghouse Radio Stations,
Washington.
12:45 to 2:30 p.m. — Boulevard Room
Presiding, Neal McNaughten, director,
NAB Dept. of Engineering.
Address of Welcome — Judge Justin Miller, President, NAB.
THE HISTORY OF BROADCASTING—
Raymond F. Guy, president, Institute
of Radio Engineers.
2:30 to 5:30 p.m. — North Ballroom
Presiding: Oscar C. Hirsch, KFVS Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; member, NAB Engineering Executive Committee.
BASIC OPTICAL REQUIREMENTS
FOR A GOOD TELEVISION BROADCAST— F. G. Back, Television Zoomar
Corp., New York.
THE EVOLUTION OF STUDIO LIGHTING— Richard Blount, General Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleveland.
THEATRE TELEVISION CONTROL
FACILITIES— Robert F. Bigwood,
DuMont Television Network, New
York.
RECESS PERIOD— J. Roger Hayden,
International Derrick & Equipment
Co., Columbus, O., will show color
movies of the construction of 1057foot Tower of WCON, Atlanta.
A MODERATE SIZE TELEVISION
STUDIO AND TRANSMITTER INSTALLATION—Ernest L. Adams,
WHIO-TV Dayton. O.
GRAPHICAL DESIGN OF GRID MODULATED POWER AMPLIFIERS FOR
TELEVISION — John Lorber, Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.
FRIDAY, APRIL 14
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. — Nortii Ballroom
Presiding: John H. DeWitt, Jr.. WSM,
(Continued on page U9)
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Mr. Pyle

Mr. Ebel

Mr. DeWitt

Mr. Hirsch

. . to Preside at Engineering Sessions
NAB
New

Electronic Horizons

(Continued from page 23)
on display in Exposition Hall.
Light equipment and services occupy the entire fifth floor, dubbed
the Magical Fifth (see Exposition
Hall story page 27 and fifth floor
story page 27 for description of
exhibits).
Arthur C. Stringer, assistant
to the NAB secretary-treasurer, is
in charge of the exhibits, comprising one of the nation's top industrial expositions.
The exhibits will open on the
following schedule : Wednesday,
April 12, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Thursday and Friday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday, 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.; Monday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Though
the Management Conference runs
to Wednesday noon, the exhibits
will be dismantled starting at 5
p.m. Tuesday. All Stevens elevators
will go to Exposition Hall on request.

Poppele Presides
Formal meetings will open Thursday at 9 a.m. with Jack R. Poppele,
WOR New York, presiding. He will
introduce the first speaker, J. W.
Wright, of CBS, who will discuss
co-channel and adjacent channel
TV interference tests.
Three speakers will cover the
RCA-NBC UHF project at Bridgeport, Raymond F. Guy of NBC and
T. M. Gluyas and O. O. Fiet, of
RCA. Other morning speakers include John Ruston, Allen B. DuMont Labs., on a 5 kw TV transmitter; C. L. Ellis, General Electric Co., on a synchronizing generator; Lucien E. Rawls, WSM
Nashville, on UHF transmitter
site selection, and Ralph Harmon,
Westinghouse Radio Stations, describing UHF propagation tests a€
Pittsburgh.
Mr. McNaughten will preside at
the Thursday luncheon and will
introduce NAB President Justin
Miller, who will deliver the formal
address of welcome. Luncheon
speaker will be Mr. Guy, who is
president of the Institute of Radio
Engineers. He will give a history
of broadcasting.
Oscar C. Hirsch, KFVS Cape
Girardeau, Mo., will preside at the
Thursday afternoon session. Speakers will be F. G. Back, Television

Zoomar Corp., on TV optics; Richard Blount, General Electric Co.,
on studio lighting; Robert F. Bigwood, DuMont TV Network, on
theatre TV controls; Ernest L.
Adams, WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio,
on moderate-size TV installation;
John Lorber, Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
on TV grid modulated power amplifiers.
During the afternoon recess a
color film of the construction of
the 1,057-foot tower of WCON
Atlanta will be shown by J. Roger
Hayden, International Derrick &
Equipment Co.
Friday Session
Presiding at the Friday morning
meeting will be John H. DeWitt
Jr., WSM Nashville. Morning
speakers will be E. Bradburd, Federal Telecommunications Labs.,
speaking on 5 kw VHF air-cooled
TV transmitters; L. J. Wolf, RCA
Engineering Products, on a VHF
supergain antenna for TV; Blair
Foulds and Frank N. Gillette, General Precision Lab., on 16 mm TV
projectors; Charles E. Schooley,
AT&T, on TV networking; Mr.
Compton of WOIC, on TV economics; Thane E. McConnell, Collins Radio Co., on a 10 w FM transmitter.
Mr. Ebel will preside at the Friday luncheon session at which G.
Emerson Markham, director of the
NAB Television Dept., will speak
on television's possibilities.
K. W. Pyle, KFBI Wichita, an
alternate member of NAB's Engineering Committee, will preside
Friday afternoon. Speakers include
Charles Sheridan, Transit Radio
Inc., on transit's engineering; John
K. Hilliard, Altec-Lansing Corp.,
on a miniature condenser microphone; John V. L. Hogan, Hogan
Labs., on facsimile; Lauren K.
Findley, Collins Radio Co., on a 1
kw AM transmitter; W. S. Bachman, Columbia Records, on hotstylus recording technique; Fred
Grimwood, Gates Radio Co., on a
5 kw AM transmitter.
Mr. McNaughten
will preside
Broadcasting's Suite
HEADQUARTERS
of
Broadcasting during the
NAB Management Conference are at the Stevens Hotel
in Suite 1206.

Independent's Day
AGENDA

Sunday, April 16
Open tobersnon-members
well as memof NAB South as
Ballroom,
Third
Floor, Stevens Hotel
9:30 a.m. — Opening Address of Welcome, Lee Jacobs, KBKR Baker,
Ore.,
Chairman,
Unaffiliated Stations
Convention
Subcommittee
10:00 a.m. — The Out of Home Audience
— Its Size, Measurement, Who Has
It?
A. A Research Report illustrated with
color slides: Sydney Roslow, president of The Pulse Inc.
B. How to Promote, Program and
Sell the Out of Home Audience:
Hugh Feltis,
KING,Glenn,
Seattle,Sponsor
Chairman; Norman
11:30 Magazine.
a.m. — Mail Order Business, Cecil
Hoge, president
Huber-Hoge
Weil,
vice
and Die;
generalRalph
manager,
WOV New York.
12:30 p.m. — Luncheon, Edgar Kobak,
business
"Let's Face
It."
2:30
p.m. — consultant,
How to Develop
and Sell
New Program Resources, Arnold
Hartley, vice president and program
manager, WOV New York, chairman;
Carl Haverlin, president, BMI;
Charles E. Rynd, president, Ampex
Co.; Edward Gruskin, chief radio
officer, EC A; Foy Kohler, Voice of
America; Pierre Crenesse, director,
North American Service, French
Broadcasting System; Sellman C.
Schulz, vice president, Decca Records
Inc.; Joe Csida, director of popular
artists and repertoire, RCA Victor;
John Sinn, Frederic W. Ziv Co. and
World Broadcasting System; Maurice
Mitchell, director, Broadcast Adverboard. tising Bureau; Jerry Franken, Bill4:15 p.m. — Sports Clinic — Its Audience,
Sales, Legalities, Promotion, Patt
MacDonald, WHHM Memphis, chairman.
The Legal Aspects — Leonard Marks,
Cohn & Marks.
Programming and Selling Sports Ads— Ben Strouse,
vice WWDC
president andjacenciegeneral
manager,
Washington.
General Discussion
Saturday morning. Two papers are i
scheduled, with W. Earl Stewart, '
RCA, discussing work of the recording standards group, and
George Adair, consultant, describing
ance FCC
tests.audio
After proof-of
the labor-performsession
Mr. Bailey will open the FCCIndustry Roundtable.
Meetings in North Ballroom
Engineering Conference meetings
will be held in the North Ballroom,
third floor. Luncheons will be held
in the Boulevard Room.
No tours of factories are planned
this year. Mr. McNaughten has
arranged with Chicago TV stations to permit inspection of their
equipment and facilities by delegates. This will be done on an
informal basis, with no schedule
arranged.
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w
POISED
EL
CONVENTIONstations,GAV
will make a formal report director, 870 National Press Bldg.,
jHT-DAY program covering the
I range of broadcast problems
on its study of candidates for the Washington 4, D. C.
Opening the Sunday list of meetlied completion last week as office. Newly elected board members
ings is the BMI board, convening at
-B headquarters laid out plans are expected to sit at the meeting.
10 a. m. in PD6. MBS affiliates will
The NAB Recording & Reprothe industry's annual convenmeet 3-5 p. m. in the Upper and
ducing Standards Committee meets
b. week April 12-19 at the StevLower Tower Rooms. District
Hotel, Chicago.
Saturday at 3 p. m. in the South
chairman of NAB employe-emBallroom, third floor.
The four-ply schedule opens
ployer relations committees will
•dnesday when the annual equipGolfers Gather Sunday
meet at 4 p. m. in PD12. The
itit exposition is unveiled. TechCouncil of Radio Journalism meets
The annual NAB golf tournalal delegates will assemble for
at 7 p. m. in PD5. Annual dinner
ment for the Broadcasting-Teleannual Engineering Conferwill be held Sunday evening by the
casting trophy will be staged Sune, with reception scheduled in
"Vip" group that made a post-war
evening (see conference story
day at the famous Tarn O'Shanter
course. Special busses will leave inspection trip of European radio
►e 23 and agenda page 24).
from the Stevens. Entries will be facilities.
Second event will be the IndeClear Channel Broadcast System
received by the golf tournament
ident's Day program scheduled
iday, April 16, second event of
s type. The all-day program car's practical sales, programming
! promotion themes (see agenda,
WABSKEeR,Nfr
MEET
*e 24).
■londay morning meeting for FM
'tions will be held just prior to
-. formal opening ceremonies at
' noon luncheon,
'""he Management Conference
' cheon will move at once into the
jvhth St. Theatre for afternoon
ks and a labor panel (see details
now). Closing the management
.stings will be a Wednesday
,rning TV session.
Banquet Is Tuesday
Annual banquet will be held
'ssday evening, with BMI proving entertainment,
advance registration of nearly
at the weekend was running
■\htly ahead of last year, with
Aspect that final attendance fig's would pass the 2,000 mark.
Network participation in the conDrawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
Ition will consist mainly of stati relations personnel, with a
"Shay, Buddy, where can I find thish 'Magical Fifth'?"
I imum of top-level attendance,
■■lumerous side meetings have
n arranged during the convenBuys 65 NBC Half-Hours
For Summer Drive
iji, starting with the NAB EngiGENERAL
MILLS
ring Committee, which plans an
•=day session Wednesday, April GENERAL MILLS has bought 65 half-hour periods on NBC for a
I The meeting will be held in whirlwind summer advertising campaign, it was announced last week.
i?ate Dining Rooms 5 and 6 at
All programs used in the campaign [Broadcasting, March 27] will be
Stevens.
nighttime shows and will be broadcast in periods that become available
.n all-day meeting will be held as other sponsors take summer *
including time and production was
hiay by BMI field men, starting hiatuses.
• a.m., in PD6.
The full schedule has not been set. reported to be $700,000.
Three weeks ago Mr. Crites was
Saturday Sessions
Although the products to be pro- known to have asked three netmoted on the special campaign
s eries of meetings will be held
works to submit such a package
urday. The University Assn. for were not announced, Broadcasting
for
the
projected summer camf essional Radio Education meets
learned three weeks ago that Genpaign. Aside from NBC, ABC
eral
Mills
intended
to
invigorate
;urday afternoon and Sunday in
CBS were approached by the
its advertising for Wheaties, a cold and
2. The association comprises
General Mills executive.
cereal,
this
summer.
The
agency
eges providing radio degree inUnder terms of the agreement
lction, with Russel Porter, U. of placing the special NBC order is with General Mills, NBC will subKnox-Reeves, Minneapolis which
iver, as president. The group
mit programs for its sponsorship
handles the Wheaties account.
as they become available during
'-cs
to
promote
standards
of
prosummer vacations from the air of
uonal radio training,
May 1 to Sept. 7
their regular sponsors. Some sus'he NAB board meets Saturday
The announcement of the pura luncheon session at 12:30 p.m.
tainers may also be used.
chase of the 65 half-hours was
the Lower Tower Room. The
The General Mills use of estabmade by NBC and by Lowry Crites,
rd will consider recommendalished network programs on the
director of media of General Mills. limited sponsorship basis was some■ is for the new post of general
The special schedule will begin
what comparable to the technique
nager, created at the board's
May 1 and continue through
introduced by Ford Dealers Assn.
■ruary meeting. A special comseveral months ago in a campaign
Sept. 7.
tee headed by Clair R. McColThe total price that General
to announce new models [Broadgh, WGAL Lancaster, Pa., recasting, Jan. 16].
ng director-at-large for small
Mills paid for the 65-show schedule,
OADCASTING
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*
™ will ^
members
meet Monday, April
17, 9 a. m. to noon.
Another Monday event is the annual BMI-NAB "Oldtimers Dinner"
with BMI serving as host to its directors and former directors. Dinner will be held at 6 p. m. at the
Ambassador East.
"Annual Scratch" of the Flea
Circus group, comprising NAB
alumni and staff members as well
as representatives of associate
member companies who made the
annual district meeting trek some
years ago, is scheduled Tuesday,
April 18, at 5:30 p.m. in the suite
of Standard Radio Transcription
Service.
The(Conti
Independe
Day 48)
meeting
nued nt's
on page
NAB

Engineering Conference
Advance Registration

Adams, Ben,
Ernest
WHIO Dayton OhioAdler,
AdlerL., Engineering
Co., New
Rochelle, N. Y.; Allen, Walter
KALB Alexandria, La.; Amoo, Lloyd H.,
R
Robert
G„ KMBC
KIOA Des
Moines,Kansas
Iowa;City,
Artman'
Mo
Babeock. W. L., RCA Victor, Camden. :
N. J.; Back, Dr. F. G.; Television
Zoomar Corp., New York; Bain, D
RCAE.,Victor,
Camden,
J.; Bartlett'
F.
KSO Des
Moines.N. Iowa;
Bates,
Al, KFAB Omaha, Neb.; Beatty J,
Frank, BROADCASTING-TELECASTING; Beville, Ross H., WWDC Washington; Binns, F. D., WLAC Nashville;
Bloom, J. D., WWL New OrleansBoundy, Glenn G., WJBK Birmingham,
Mich.; Browning,
Worcester,
Mass.; Elliot A., WTAG
Caldwell, Ken, KCRG Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; Carlson, Howard C, KAYL
Storm Lake, Iowa; Cassens, G J
WLDS Jacksonville, 111.; Caudle L L
Albert
H., WTRY
Troy,N. N.C;Y.;Chismark'
Church
Jr., WSOC
Charlotte,
Arthur B., KMBC-KFRM Kansas City,
Mo.; Clammer. E. S., RCA Victor, Camden, N. J.; Clarke, Fred C, KAAA
Red Wing, Minn.; Cook, Kenneth H.,
Kansas City, Mo.; Cooke, Kenneth R..
WGBI Scranton, Pa.; Courchene, Homer, WLS Chicago, 111.; Craven, T. A.
M., Craven, Lohnes & Culver, Washington; Cross, Robert, KROC Rochester,
Minn.; Curtis, James R., KFRO Longview, Tex.; Dahl, Don, KGVO Missoula,
Mont.; DeWitt, John H.. WSM Nashville, Tenn.; Dieringer, Frank, WFMJ
Youngstown,
T.,
WIBX Utica, Ohio;
N. Y.; Dowdell,
Duszak, John
H., RCA
Victor, Camden, N. J.;
Ebel. A. James. WMBD Peoria, HI.;
Engle, Sam W., KWBE Beatrice, Neb.;
Fallain. Frank D., WFDF Flint, Mich.;
Felts, T. R.. WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.;
Fiedler, Leroy F„ WKBW Buffalo, N.Y:;
Findley, Lauren K., Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Fox, Robert A.>
WGAR Cleveland, Ohio; Florance,
Herbert C, KDFC, Sausalito, Calif.;
Froke. Lester, KELO, Sioux Falls. S.
D.; Gardner.
WHAM
Rochester, N. Y.; Kenneth
Gillett, J.,
Glenn
D., Glenn.
D. Gillette & Assoc., Washington; Glanton, Roy, WOW Omaha; Green. John
A., Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa;
Cheyenne,Grove,
Wyo.; William C. KFBC
Hadlock, W. O., RCA Victor, Camden,
N. J.; Hamrick. William H.. WWNC
Asheville, N. C; Hancock, Robert I.,
KDTH Dubuque, Iowa; Harmon, Ralph
N., Westinghouse Electric Corp.. Washington; Hayden. Co.,
J. Roger.
Int'l Derrick
& Equipment
Columbus.
Ohio;
Hedrick. Phil F., WSJS Winston-Salem.
N. C; Herold, Joseph. WOW Omaha.
Neb.; Hirsch, Oscar C. KFVS Cape
Giradeau, Mo.: Hixenbaugh. George
P.. WMT Cedar Rapids. Iowa: Hoffman.
Karl B., WGR Buffalo. N. Y.; Holbrook,
R. H.. WSB Atlanta, Ga.: Hoisington.
Duane W.. KAYS Hays. Kans.: Hopkins.
A, R., RCA Victor, Camden, N. J.:
Hulick, Henry, Jr., WPTF Raleigh.
N. C; Jackson, A. H. Blaw-Knox Co..
Pittsburgh; Kelley. F. J., WTSP St.
Petersburg. Fla.; Kessler. Robert E..
Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc., Clifton,
(Continued on page 49)
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Summaries

of

Technical
.At The NAB

Co-channel and Adjacent Channel
Television Interference Tests —
J. W. Wright, CBS.
A series of tests were performed
to determine the highest undesired
to desired signal ratios at which
viewers are not annoyed by interferences of different kinds for both
field sequential color and for the
standard black and white system.
293 viewers were tested for standard co-channel, offset carrier, thermal noise, diathermy, and upper
and lower adjacent channel interference. Critical viewing tests by
engineers were made of multiple
image, impulse noise, and c-w interference. Results indicate that
there is no important difference between the tolerable interference
ratios for a field sequential color
system and those for the standard
black and white system. Relationship of the tolerable levels of interference to the FCC Standards of
interference will be shown.

Mr. Guy

Mr. Wright

Objectives of the NBC Bridgeport
UHF Installation — Raymond F.
Guy, NBC.
The author will describe the purposes of the project, the timing
which was projected for it, and the
division of work among the RCA
companies to most fully utilize
the skill and experience available.
A description of the station will be
given, illustrated with slides. The
paper will describe the results of
the tests up to the time of presentation.
1 KW UHF Television Transmitter
— Part I, The Bridgeport Installation—T. M. Gluyas, RCA.
A 1 kw UHF television transmitter operating from 529-535 mc is
described. Methods of employing
eight standard tubes in the output
stage to develop the required power,
design pi'oblems encountered, the
measuring techniques employed and
novel features are covered. Performance data are included.

Mr. Gluyas
Page 26
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A Highgain UHF Television Transmitting Antenna System (Part II,
The Bridgeport Installation) —
0. 0. Fiet, RCA.
A UHF television transmitting
antenna of high power gain will be
described. This antenna is designed
to operate from 529 to 535 mc. Problems associated with transmission
lines and the application of wave
guide techniques to the system will
be discussed. Performance data, design problems, experimental techniques and novel features will be
presented.
A 5 KW Television Transmitter of
Advanced Design — John Ruston,
Allen B. DuMont Labs.
This transmitter basically employs well established techniques
adapted to the particular requirements of television transmitters to
obtain maximum reliability and
simplicity of manufacture, operation and maintenance. Features of
the transmitter which will be described include: "Medium level"
modulation followed by a small
number of broadband stages, one
of which contains a simple notching
filter for lower sideband attenuation; simplified tuning of the broadband stages with built-in equipment; generous fault locating and
monitoring facilities; division of
the equipment into a self contained
500 w television transmitter, a
2.5 kw aural amplifier and a 5 kw
visual amplifier; the use as far as
possible of similar units in the
high and low band and the visual
and aural transmitters; and the use
of air-cooled tubes throughout.

Mr. Ruston

to

Mr. Ellis

The New Synchronizing Generator
— C. L. Ellis, General Electric Co.
The author briefly discusses the
functions of a synchronizing generator in a television system, describing the new generator, using
circuits which eliminate the majority of the controls and adjustments
usually characterizing apparatus,
emphasizing the degree of reliability, dependability, and ease of
operation. The design and function
of the special circuits which provide automatic timing, sixth synchronizing signal composition, pulse
widths, and flexibility of operation
are discussed. Also described are
new provisions for rapid on-thespot trouble shooting and servicing
incorporated in this synchronizing
generator.

Selecting a Television Transmitter
Site for 600 mc and Channel 4,
Using Pulse Technique — Lucien
E. Rawls, WSM Nashville.
The selection of an optimum
transmitter site is one of the major
problems encountered prior to the
construction of a new television
station. To assure a proper selection, it is often desirable to evaluate the adequacy of a proposed site
experimentally. To select a location for WSM-TV Nashville, tests
have been made on a proposed
transmitter site to determine its
suitability for Channel 4 and for
the proposed UHF band. The pulse
or radar technique was employed
at both 70 mc and 600 mc, using
an e.r.p. of about 25 kw. An extensive field intensity survey, as
well as measurements of the delay
and amplitude of ghost or echo
signals that would degrade otherwise good picture service, was
made throughout the urban Nashville area.

Mr. Rawls

Mr. Harmon

UHF Propagation Tests at KDKA
Pittsburgh — Ralph Harmon,
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
Further expansion of television
channels beyond the present 12
VHF channels contemplates the
use of the UHF spectrum above
470 mc. A study of propagation
at 508 mc in the relatively rough
terrain of Pittsburgh is described.
Measurements of propagation of
KDKA-FM on 92.9 mc were also
made in order to compare transmission at the lower frequencies.
Particular attention was given to
the characteristics of the received
signals on 92.9 and 508 mc in
shadowed areas. The survey shows
that much higher radiated power
will be required to produce satisfactory signal levels at 508 mc than
at 92.9 mc, and that multipath or
ghosting will be more prevalent at
508 than at 92.9 mc.

footcandles, matching available
light sources, producing excellent
tonal rendering, and making possi
ble the use of fewer lighting fix
tures. The flexibility of such a
system permits lighting for specific
effects and an uncluttered floor,
which facilitates the use of a vari
ety of camera angles producing
more interesting and hence more
salable programs.

Mr. Blount

Mr. Back

Basic Optical Requirements for a
Good Television Broadcast — F. GJ
Back, Television Zoomar Corp.
To achieve best results on a
television broadcast, lighting condi
tions, proper selection of lenses
electrical characteristics of orthi
con, and electrical adjustments oi
the camera chains are basic re
quirements. Each of these require
ments influences the other and ha
to be chosen correctly. All condi
tions have to be well analyzed an
brought into relation to each othei
The manner in which this can b
done most effectively will be dis
cussed.
A Moderate Size Television Studic
and Transmitter Installation
Ernest L. Adams, WHIO-TV
Dayton, Ohio
This paper
consists
a discussion of the
designof problen
peculiar to a TV station. It wil
include practical examples of ho?
one station approached some o:
these problems, as well as the con
elusions reached after more thai
one year of operation. The facili
ties of an efficient, modern statioi
will be shown and the utilizatioi
of these facilities will be discussed
with the advantages and disadvari
tages of the various features bein; i
pointed out.

The Evolution of Studio Lighting —
Richard Blount, General Electric
Early TV camera tubes, were exCo. tremely insensitive, requiring lightMr. Adams
ing levels greater than 1,000 footcandles which are difficult to obtain
over large areas and preclude
Theatre Television Control Facil
ties — Robert F. Bigwood, D/
lighting effects which aid in producing three-dimensional quality.
Mont TV Network.
Subsequent tubes have required inExperience
has shown that i
creasingly fewer footcandles, work(Continued on page 78)
ing very well between 50 and 100
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h The Stevens'
Exposition Hall

CONVENTION

EXHIBITS

Displays Located
On Fifth Floor

[SOWING of the newest developments in heavy equipment
ALL THAT'S new in programming, transcription services,
ill be afforded broadcasters and telecasters at the NAB Conallied arts and the light equipment field will be displayed in
ntion. On display will be samples of wares exhibited by Chicago during NAB Convention week by associate member
companies. The exhibits, with two exceptions, will be on the
nmerous manufacturers of transmitters and related equipfifth floor of the Stevens Hotel.
snt, including antenna and tower
Broadcast Advertising Bureau,
-uctures.
NAB advertising unit, and BroadG.E,
'The stress in late developments
cast Music Inc., industry music
MCA.
';on new processes of transmis©
copyright
organization, will have
o
|n
for AM-FM-TV
broadcasters,
their main exhibits in Exposition
omising
them a better
return on
Hall instead of on the fifth floor.
^eir investment. New transmitter
Their
exhibits are described in the
pes — such as those reported by
article
covering heavy equipment.
iMont, General Electric and Colis — feature low-cost tube comSome of the fifth floor exhibitors
Da Mont
plan to give souvenirs to visitors.
■ments and operations, aimed at
0
tting the expense to the owner.
Others will have playback equipment to demonstrate transcribed
A number of firms are announc? additional
availabilities in
programs. Some firms will build
their exhibits around promotion
^vision equipment — the result of
ltinuous post-war research in
material,
blow-ups and similar
devices.
E manufacturers' laboratories,
NAB.
atuied along with these are vaPlayback equipment for a variety
us developments for the currentof music uses now served by leased
Gates
Registration
expanding use of radio relay
wires — for background purposes
:ilities for video as well as radio.
o
in hotels, restaurants, etc — and
©
Continued modeling of transmittape recorders embracing the newrs via the air-cooled route is noest developments will be demontable in the trend of availabilistrated during the Engineering and
s offered. Emphasis also is on
Management conferences. Refinements in speech input equipment
pe life, with manufacturers
also will be shown.
rking to produce tube products
Rayth eon SI.S.A.C.
j (D/[
I © |
|ich can better eliminate noise
Television-wise, super-speed film
'd distortion. Monitoring proca.es also have been improved for
projectors
designed
to give
studio clarity
and flying
spot "live"
scan9; AM, FM or TV signal,
ners,
as
well
as
new
camera
chains
p
and monitoring equipment, will be
featured in displays.
Tower Showings
3
Entrance
^tn the tower equipment field,
Recording Advances
^npanies are exhibiting illustraFloor Plan of Exhibits in Exposition Hal
dins of 1950 methods in installaMajor advances are claimed pariai of all types of tower constructicularly for sound recording and
in. Highlighted are all-purpose
playback
techniques.
displayed in Booth No. 2 of the
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
Extension in number of the types
aptation of tower designs to supExposition
Hall.
IN ADDITION to samples of all sell|pt high-frequency antennas.
of professional tape recorder
Representing BMI will be Carl
ing aids (dealer co-op, Pitch, Retail
Integration of studio equipment
models, as well as refinements in
Information
Folders,
Retail
Service
Haverlin,
president;
Sydney
M.
Kaye,
th that of transmitting units,
the mechanisms of the different
Bulletins, Slide Film No. 1, Direct
co-chairman of the board of directors
:h along modern design, marks a
units, also are promised.
and
executive
vice
president;
Robert
Mail
1, Radio'sAdvertising
Feminine
itinued drive toward perfection
Touch,Series
etc.),No.Broadcast
J. Burton, vice president in charge
Super-power triode TV tubes and
^h the least possible effort and
Bureau plans to exhibit: BAB Stripultra-high frequency transmitting
of publisher relations; Roy Harlow,
lace.
film No. 2, devoted to national spot vice
circuits — and other developments
president in charge of station
selling; BAB Direct Mail Campaigns
F ollowing are brief descriptions
service; Charles A. Wall, vice presi- in TV broadcast equipments — highNos. 2 and 3; preview of the second
, transmitting and other equipdent in charge of finance; M. E.
light the television side of the exin a series of program typ*e sales
hibits. TV microwave equipment to
Jnt now available to AM, FM,
Tompkins, AMP president; and others
presentations (on news programs);
be shown will reflect improvements
including Ralph Wentworth, Glenn
preview of a brand-new study giving
!r stations, as reported to Broadsting and on display in Exposisuccessful television advertising
Dolberg, James L. Cox, Al Marlin,
assuring TV broadcasters better
Kn Hall, Stevens Hotel:
techinques in 35 retail classifications,
Lin Pattee, Ken Sparnon, Dorsey
video operation in the year ahead.
Owings, Burt Squire, Hy Reiter and
and study.
BAB's first TV department story
ad
Descriptions of exhibits reportM. H. Shapiro.
Andrew Corp.
ed to Broadcasting follow:
* * *
Members of the BAB staff will be
stationed
at
the
BAB
booth
at
all
; TLTI-TV transmitting antenna with
Altec Lansing Corp.
Collins Radio Co.
ique feature in that it is capable
times to explain material to broadRooms
504A, 505A, 507A
being fed by a single transmission
casters, as well as to consult with
TWO NEWLY developed transmitters
e, is offered in Andrew Corp.'s exthem on selling problems, whose ef- are
among Collins Radio Co., Cedar
NEW miniature condenser microphone
fectivenes the various BAB aids are
it. Other items for display inRapids, Iowa, attractions. Result of in numerous forms — for stand and
ide the firm's Multi-V FM broaddesigned to increase.
post-war engineering techniques in suspension mounting, and chest plate
* * *
ting antenna, 2,000 mc parabolic
firm's laboratory is Collins latest 20V
and lapel mounting — will be featured
:enna, and the Type 1,900 Auto1 kw AM transmitter which features
by Altec. Company will demonstrate
Broadcast Music Inc.
tic Dehydrator. Also included are
overall
efficiency
with
low
cost
for
nples of the new ultra low loss,
microphone
under conditions of exCOMMEMORATING
its
10th
annivertubes and operation, firm says.
3on insulated transmission line for
treme moisture to illustrate its "comsary
at
the
NAB
Convention,
BMI
Also
on
display
is
a
new
type
avision and UHF relay use. Standplete freedom from the effects of huwill place emphasis on the growth
1 RMA transmission line and tower
midity," officials indicated.
package FM transmitter of special
of its music repertoire representing
hting equipment are additional
interest
to
educational
station
operaOther
products
in the Altec Lansing
the combined efforts of BMI itself,
drew products to be shown.
line to be shown include amplifiers,
tors. Called Collins 738A, this comsuch subsidiaries as Associated Music
intermodulation
test
equipment and
plete
10
w
FM
broadcast
package
is
Representing Andrew Corp.: Dr.
Publishers and BMI Canada Ltd., and
built into a console type cabinet
speech
input
equipment.
'tor J. Andrew, chairman of the
various publishing firms associated
which firm points out can be placed
In addition to those products, the
ird; C. Russell Cox, director of sales
with firm. Spotlight will be on outdesk. Cabinet con1 engineering; John S. Brown,
company
"will show products acquired
standing BMI-licensed song hits of on anytainsstandard
transmitter and its two-chan\ ef engineer; M. W. Scheldorf, chief
for manufacture from Western Electhe past 10 years, as well as current
nel audio amplifier and controls;
tric
Co.
last
October. Sound products,
learch engineer; John McCleod
hits. Broadcasters will have an opmicrophones, headphones, cordage and
distributed through Graybar which
"nager, Broadcast Consulting Div.,
portunity to inscribe their names in
(Continued on page 8i.)
1 John A. Estelle, district manager.
the permanent BMI ledger, to be
(Continued on page 52)
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FCC

WONT

CENSOR

But

May

'Guide'

Stations/

Says

Coy

RESPONSIBILITY for what goes out over the airwaves belongs to the plan for some sort of FCC censorbroadcasters, not to the FCC, Wayne Coy, chairman of the Commission,
ship, Mr. Coy replied that it did
declared Wednesday in answering questions at a special session of Meet
not. He was merely acting as a
the Press, originating from the annual banquet of the Radio Pioneers at reporter, he said, to let broadcasters know what the public thought
New York's Ritz-Carlton Hotel, *
attended by some 200 members and
lected because of his pioneer re- and that if this thought turned
guests.
search work on vacuum tubes
into action it might lead to a dewhich formed a basis for later
mand for legislation to control pro"I do not think the FCC should
have the power now or at any time
gram content. Admitting that the
developments in radio. What was
in the future to determine what
government's
present police powers
originally known as the "Edison
can deal with obscenity, Mr. Coy
goes on the radio," Mr. Coy stated.
Effect" established the principle
Asked point-blank if he would have
in today's radio rectifier questioned whether the American
a group of government censors set utilized
tubes, Mr. Woods said. A scroll home is the place for obscene enterup to sit in judgment on radio and
tainment while the police powers
signifying the permanent bronze
Having an informal discussion durTV programming, he answered
plaque which will be placed in the are being invoked.
ing the Radio Pioneers proceedings
Hall of Fame was accepted by
He repeatedly stressed his own
bluntly, "I would not." He hinted,
are (I to r) Messrs. Coy, Hedges
Charles F. Kettering, president of disbelief in government censorship,
however, that further "Blue Books"
and Mullen.
for the industry's guidance are not the Thomas Alva Edison Foundastating and restating the broadtion.
an impossibility.
$
casters' responsibility as licensees
Five Commentators
Mullen Elected
to control the output of their sta- of the broadcasting industry to
tions. Answering a question as to light in itself had a salutary efThe five radio commenators who
The Meet the Press session,
the
possibility
of an FCC code for
fect, he said. He cited a survey
which was broadcast by MBS,
questioned Mr. Coy — Elmer Davis,
program
standards,
Mr. Coy wryly
made by Broadcasting which
ABC; Larry Leseuer, CBS; John
10:30-11 p.m., was the concluding
noted that he had doubts about the showed a feeling among broadcastfeature of the banquet program.
B. Kennedy, MBS; H. V. Kaltenvalue of a code, even when proEarlier the Radio Pioneers had by born, NBC; Dorothy Gordon,
ers that programming had immulgated by the industry itself,
proved after the Blue Book had
unanimous vote elected the official
been
issued.
WQXR,
New
York—
used
Mr.
Coy's
"in the light of what's happened to
slate of officers for the coming
recent speech at the U. of Okla"It might be a good thing to
homa as a springboard. In that the one recently written by the
year, headed by Frank E. Mullen,
have other reviews of the situaaddress [Broadcasting, March 20],
veteran broadcaster who is currently an officer of Jerry Fairbanks
the FCC Chah-man noted that the industry." Blue Book Cited
tion from time to time," Mr. Coy
commented. Asked if he was plan
Inc., TV film production firm, and a Commission has been getting a lot
Mr. Lesueur mentioned the "Blue
ning to issue another Blue Book
radio management consultant.
Book" issued by the FCC some
of mail complaints against "poor
Serving under Radio Pioneers
taste and crime programs on the years before Mr. Coy's time, noting
soon, he smiled and answered, "Not
President Mullen will be: Orestes
air." He warned broadcasters that that although a few stations had
H. Caldwell, editor of Tele-Tech,
Answers Color Question
been cited, "nothing seems to have
"the question of just how bad poor
first vice president; Arthur B. taste can get before it verges over
been done about it." Mr. Coy reIn answer to a query as to why
plied that the Commission had done tonight."
Church, president KMBC-KFRM
into downright obscenity or indesomething about it in its very act the FCC was trying to stop color
Kansas City, second vice president;
cency may be settled one of these
television, Mr. Coy replied that
Paul Morency, vice president and
days if the present drift in that of publishing the performance records of certain stations as comgeneral manager, WTIC Hartford,
the usual accusation is that "we
direction is not checked."
pared with the promises they had
vice president and secretary; Carl
are
trying that
to start
not Commis
stop it."
He noted
whenit, the
Asked whether his reference to made when applying for licenses.
Haverlin, president of BMI, vice
(Continued
on
page
87)
Bringing certain shortcomings
president and treasurer; J. R. Pop- the matter's settlement indicated a
pele, vice president WOR-AM-FMTV New York, vice president;
Martin Campbell, general manager,
WFAA-AM-FM Dallas, vice president.
Bill Hits 'Gambling' Results Shows
SPORTS
BAN
Edison Honored
Thomas Alva Edison was named
A BILL to ban broadcasting and
of the broadcasting of horse-racing
the first member of the Radio Pio- other
information" and "speinterstate transmission of information under study in specific "gambling
cial events." Monitoring also would
neers Hall of Fame, established to
pending
cases,
and
its
views
as
probably
be
necessary.
"gambling information" on sports
honor those chosen for "special
revealed last week may be reflected
events — and in the case of horse
FCC
Chairman
Wayne Coy and
achievement and service in the upin forthcoming decisions on those
building and advancement of the racing to require an hour's time cases.
Attorney General J. Howard McGrath are scheduled as leadoff witlag before details are broadcast —
art of radio broadcasting." Mark
was introduced in the Senate last
The bill (S-3358) is an outgrowth
nesses when the hearing gets under
Woods, ABC vice chairman, head
week and scheduled for hearing to- of the Attorney General's conferof^the Hall of Fame committee,
way
tomorrow.
morrow (Tuesday).
ence with local, state, and federal
McFarland Heads Group
.reported to the meeting that the
measure has the opposition
officials on law-enforcement problate great inventor had been se- of The
The
hearing will be before the|
FCC and lacks the approval even
lems relating to organized crime
[Broadcasting,
Feb.
20,
March
13],
commerce
committee's communicaof its "sponsor," Chairman Ed C.
tions subcommittee, headed by Sen.
Johnson (D-Col.) of the Senate In- and has the approval of the conE. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) and
terstate and Foreign Commerce
ference's legislative and executive
including Sens. Johnson; Lester C
Committee, who introduced it at committees.
Hunt (D-Wyo.), Charles W. Tobey
the request of the Justice Dept.
Opposed by Cottone
(R-N. H.), and Homer E. Capehari
and, simultaneously, asked for a
(R-Ind.).
FCC General Counsel Benedict
Congressional probe of gambling
Sen. Johnson made clear that his
P. Cottone, a member of the legisin interstate commerce.
introduction of the bill did not sig
lative
committee,
opposed
the
measFCC's own ideas on desirable
ure and submitted to the Justice
nify his endorsement of it.
gambling curbs involve a simple
He told his colleagues that whik
Dept.
an alternative bill incorpoban on either broadcasting or comhe recognized the need for rej
rating the Commission's views.
mon carrier transmission of inforThe Commission feels the Justice
striction of gambling information,
mation on bets, odds, and prices
"there is a border line between
Dept. version would make FCC an
paid, with no time-lag requirement
enforcement
agency
on
criminal
gambling
and no prohibition against broad- matters; is too complicated; and
mate news. information and legiticasting or telecasting sports events.
Chatting during the Radio Pio"Many Americans," he said, "get
neers Club banquet are these two
The Justice Dept. bill would limit would vastly increase FCC's administrative burden by requiring it a great thrill out of the on-the-spot
stations and networks to the broadmajor network heads — Frank Stanbroadcasting or telecasting of races,
casting of one horse race per day. to deal with such complex questions
ton (I), president of CBS, and
(Continued on page 89)
Frank White, MBS president.
The Commission has the subject as a determination of the nature of
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White,
BRAND

NAMES

RANK K. WHITE, MBS presimt, and Maurice B. Mitchell, di■ctor of Broadcast Advertising
lureau, were elected directors of
rand Names Foundation at the
ifth annual Brand Names Day
eld in New York last Wednesday,
i Both Mr. White and Mr. Mitchell
jill serve one year terms, the latter
is industry
representative for
I| AB. Frank M. Folsom, RCA president, will continue as a director
hr another year,
i Donald B. Douglas, vice president of the Quaker Oats Co., Chiigo, and Henry E. Abt, head of
iie foundation since 1947, were rejected chairman of the board and
iresident, respectively.
Over 1,000 Attend
:( Elections were announced folwing the organization's business
leeting. Over 1,000 leading civic
id business executives attended
j|!ncheon and panel sessions held at
ke Waldorf-Astoria Hotel as part
: New York's celebrations of
rand Names Day. Day was of'nally proclaimed by Mayor Wil'iam O'Dwyer. Featured luncheon
peakers were Louis B. Mayer, vice
'(resident
Inc.,renowned
and Dr.
lobert A.of Loew's
Millikan,
merican atomic scientist,
rj Re-elected chairman at the foun[ation's business session were Maj.
llulis Ochs Adler, vice president

Mitchell

Elected

DAY

of The New York Times, WQXR
licensee, and W. T. Holliday, chairman of the board, Standard Oil Co.
(Ohio). Also re-elected were John
W. Hubbell, The Simmons Co., as
chairman of the NBF's executive
committee, and Gavin K. MacBain,
Bristol-Myers Co., as treasurer.
In addition to Mr. White, other
new directors elected are: J. Davis
Danforth, executive vice president
of BBDO; William G. Werner,
public relations manager, Procter
& Gamble Co.; Palmer Hoyt, publisher of The Denver Post; Barry
T. Leithead, president, Cluett, Peabody & Co.; Rudolf J. Schaefer,
F&M Schaefer Brewing Co.; Edward A. Schirmer, executive vice
president, Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.
At the luncheon session, Mr.
Mayer praised radio and press for
their vigilance in awakening the
American people to the threat of
Communism.
He also urged the government to
break down barriers imposed by
foreign countries against American radio, motion pictures, news-

papers and magazines which he
said "do not enter these countries to
a sufficient degree."
Mr. Mayer stated: "I believe it
is the responsibility of our government to send them into every nation on earth if for no other reason
than that there are countries who
want
to keep
out." a roundAfter
the them
luncheon
table panel discussed "The Case
For Brands and Advertising." Participants included Austin S. Inglehart, president, General Foods
Corp., and Harold W. Brightman,
president of Lit Bros. A survey
presented by Howard A. Trumbull,
president of National Family Opinion Inc., showed the buying habits
of some 2,000 typical American
families.
Among less frequently purchased
items, radio, television and phonograph figures revealed were these:
For radios — 40% "shop around";
34% "seek out a store that carries
a particular brand"; 16% "buy any
one of several brands"; 10% "go
to a reliable dealer."
For television sets — 56% "shop
Thursday
Goes
Off Air

WMiT(FM)
CLOSES
FIRST FM station in the Southeast, WMIT (FM) Charlotte, N. C, will
be silenced next Thursday, concluding an eight-year career as one of the
nation's more important examples of FM operation. Just a few days
ago WTMJ-FM Milwaukee, first station west of the Alleghenies, emitted
its last signal as did its affiliated
*
,
WSAU-FM Wausau, Wis. [Broadthought
and
full
exploration of all
casting, April 3].
factors
of
the
entire
situation."
Disclosure that WMIT would
WMIT represented a heavy ingive up the ghost was made in a
vestment by Mr. Gray. Harold
letter from Gordon Gray, owner,
Essex, general manager of Mr.
to T. J. Slowie, FCC secretary. Mr.
Gray's WSJS-AM-FM WinstonGray wrote as follows:
Salem, has directed WMIT. The
station started out as W41MM
"With considerable regret I have
on the old 50-mc band, changing its
decided to discontinue the operacall letters to WMIT after the
tion of WMIT after April 13, 1950.
when the FM band was realAfter that date any outstanding li- war
located.
censes will be returned to the Commission for cancellation. I had
WMIT took the air formally
hoped that we might be able to June 1, 1942, and reported regular
find a purchaser who would take coverage over parts of seven states.
over and continue the operation Frequent reports of reception in
but we have not been successful
foreign countries were received by
along that line.
the station.
The station sold some time
'High Hopes'
through the years. For a while it
"Approximately 10 years ago,
operated as an NBC bonus
when I first considered the estab- was
in conjunction with WSJS.
lishment of WMIT, I had high station
When WSJS added an FM station
hopes for its future. When, after of its own in 1947 the studios of
almost eight years of operation,
WMIT were moved from Winstonthose hopes had not materialized
Salem to Charlotte.
we were forced to conclude that the
WMIT's transmitter is located
operation should be discontinued.
atop
Clingman's Peak, adjoining
"I still feel that the frequency
Mt. Mitchell, with an elevation of
modulation system of broadcasting
6,571 feet plus a 150-foot antenna.
is the superior form of sound broadThe station's effective radiated
casting and sincerely hope that power
is 53 kw, according to FCC
some day this feeling, which is records, with CP for 300 kw. It
shared by quite a few other broad- was the scene of many pioneering
FM developments.
casters, will prove to be right from
a financial as well as a technical
Mr. Gray was active in the old
standpoint. I can assure you that FM Assn. serving as a board memArmy.ber before becoming Secretary of
our decision to cease operation was
reached only after considerable

J
AGE Radio
SS
MEUp
JBCPoints
Network
LPPARENTLY
mindful of inIreasing industry interest in proposed revision of radio's rate struc'ire, NBC last week bought fullage advertisements in three New
ork newspapers staking claim as
jjAmerica's No. 1 Advertising Meium."
Network built its message around
tie 17th Decennial Census, which
said would emphasize to adversers that "to sell the millions who
re this market, you can have no
ledium bigger, more powerful,
lore economical than network
tlftdio." Radio is the only major
Advertising medium included in the
big count," it noted.
Without specific reference to
te revisions for radio, the netork made this point: "NBC tocosts considerably less per
000 homes reached than it did 10
ears ago — and NBC today reaches
-lore people at lower cost than any
:her national advertising medium
lcluding the other networks."
' The ad which appeared in The
'ew Wall
YorkStreet
Times,Journal,
Herald-Tribune
nd
said that
dvertisers invested more money in
BC in 1949 than in any other netjork. It also claimed that NBC
Nations have the "largest comned weekly audience in all Amera," according to BMB.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

LOOKING over the contract by which
The Times-Picayune agrees to sponsor five CBS news periods per week
on WWL New Orleans, are John F.
Tims Jr. (I), president and general
manager. The Times-Picayune Publishing Co., and Howard Summerville,
WWL general manager. Three CBS
news shows also are being sponsored
on WWL by The New Orleans States.
around"; 20% "seek out a store
that carries a particular brand";
17% "go to a reliable dealer"; and
7% "buy any one of several
brands." For phonographs, the
figures were 56%, 19%, 17% and
8%, respectively.
James H. Calvert, president of
Joske's of Texas, San Antonio
department store and heavy radio
user, received the foundation's
second annual "Brand Name Retailer of the Year" citation for
1949.
Calvert was
selected "for
hisMr.leadership
in developing
an
outstanding brand name policy for
his store and for directing an intensive coordinated advertising
program" in radio and other media,
according to Samuel J. Cohen,
chairman of BNF's retail advisory
committtee, who presented the
plaque. Mr. Cohen is sales manager
of Lit Bros., Philadelphia. The
"Brand Names Certificate of Distinction" also was awarded to nine
other retailers, many of whom use
radio, for outstanding 1949 brand
educational programs.
Frank Joins WSGN
APPOINTMENT of Philip Frank,
former BMB executive secretary,
as research and sales promotion
dire ct or of
WSGNAM-F M
Birmingham,
byHenry
Ala., has nouncedbeen
anP. Johnston, general manager of
the station. He
joins WSGN
April has
24. been
Mr.
Frank
Mr. Frank

active in
freelance research,
sales promotion and public relations. He also has been associated
with ABC, with which WSGN is
affiliated. He is co-author of This
Thing Called Broadcasting.
April 10, 1950
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FCC

RICHARDS

PROBE

Seeks

Early Resumption

FCC Actions
PROPOSED decision to grant
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.,
power boost on 1190 kc from
10 kw to 50 kw directional
issued by FCC. Initial decision announced to grant
WILK Wilkes - Barre, Pa.,
switch from 250 w on 1450
kc to 5 kw day, 1 kw night on
980 kc. Initial ruling to grant
WMAW Milwaukee license to
cover permit for 5 kw on 1250
kc, directional,
reported.
Details of these and
other FCC
actions found in Actions of
the FCC beginning on page
76 and FCC Roundup on page

fore the Commission completed its separate issues were involved and
A PROTEST calling for resumpcalled on the Commission to state
case. A total of 94 exhibits were
tion of FGC's hearings on the news
introduced.
whether it regarded the proceedpolicies of G.A. (Dick) Richards
Adjournment came at the end of
ings as a license revocation hear"not fifter than May 1" was filed
ing or as a license renewal hearing.
a special Saturday session which
by FGG's General Counsel last was
Examiner Johnson in overruling
one of the stormiest of the
week after Examiner J. Fred
hearing.
their motion said:
Johnson Jr. adjourned the sessions
First clash between FCC and
to Sept. 6.
Renewal Question
CotGeneral Counsel Benedict P.
defense attorneys came when FCC's
"As
far
as I understand, this
tone claimed that delay until Sep- Attorney Ford attempted to introduce
a
12-page
petition
and
an
man
Richards
is running the staallowgant
"extrava
an
is
tember
tion which we are trying now. The
filed with FCC in Februance" contrary to "the clear im- affidavit,
ary 1949, in which Mr. Richards
question is whether the corporaon's own diport" of the andCommissi
tion which he controls shall have
he had erred in some inrections beyond the needs of conceded stances
but claimed his ill health
Mr. Richards' counsel for preparaits license renewed."
tion of his case.
Second major legal clash came in
made him "impulsive" and that he
knew
of
no
instances
of
actual
final moments of the hearing, when
He asked Judge Johnson to re- news distortion [Broadcasting,
over strenuous objection of FCC
consider his denial — just before the Feb. 28, 1949].
counsel, Messrs. Fulton and Burns
Richards by the mayors of Los
adjournment on April 1 — of FCC
The
petition
and
affidavit
were
succeeded in introducing — for iden- Angeles, Detroit, and Cleveland;
moFord's
W.
ck
Frederi
Counsel
tification only— a packet of let- state and national commanders of
tion for resumption within 30 days admitted in evidence after Examiters commending Mr. Richards and the American Legion and Veterans
ner Johnson overruled vigorous obat the most.
the operation of his three stations.
of Foreign Wars; Sen. Arthur
jections by Chief Defense Counsel
The adjournment came at the
Hugh
Fulton
and
his
associate,
They were copies of documents
Vandenberg (R-Mich.) ; Rev. John
end of three weeks devoted to pressent to FCC in support of Mr. J. Cavanaugh, president of U. of
Joseph Burns. They contended two
ting
suppor
case
FCC's
of
entation
Notre Dame; Rev. Dr. James W.
charges that Mr. Richards, owner
Fifield Jr. of Los Angeles; John A.
WGAR
s,
of KMPC Los Angele
Hannah, president of Michigan
or,
Detroit
WJR
and
Cleveland,
FULTON CHARGES CENSORSHIP
State College; K. T. Keller, presidered KMPC staff members to slant
dent of Chrysler Corp.; Lee JackRichards Counsel Hits FCC Hearing
news according to his own personal
son, president of Firestone Tire &
views.
Rubber Co., Poet Edgar A. Guest
Mr. Cottone pointed out that HUGH FULTON, chief trial counand some 40 others.
"the FCC put in evidence only one
RichMr.
sel for G. A. (Dick) Richards in solitary complaint from a listener
Final witness called by FCC
FCC had agreed to give
and referred to two or three other
ards' counsel an opportunity to FCC's hearing on the station ownwas
John Dehner, now a freelance
ers news policies (see story this complaints which its witnesses said film and radio actor, who was anprepare their testimony, but said
they
had
received
in
the
course
of
con- page), charged last week that the
nouncer and news editor of KMPC
adjournment for five months
11 years but which they had not from April 1942 to Nov. 1943.
flicted with FCC's conception of hearing represented "an attempt
kept, despite the fact that one of
adequate time and with the examcensor
what goesafter
over the
the hearing
radio."
its leading witnesses testified that
a statement
iner's own statements at pre-hear- to In
News Script Identified
ing conference.
was recessed upon completion of he had carefully preserved for
Mr.
Dehner identified portions of
n
petitio
seven years all the material which
Judge Johnson, the
FCC's
presentation,
Mr.
Fulton
43
newscripts
which he testifed
he thought might be injurious to were broadcast because of either
noted, made clear at the pre-hearsaid he was "amazed that the FCC
would
s
ing conference "that recesse
would attempt to destroy an exspecific or general instructions
cellent station like KMPC (Los the station."
be granted only to meet the rneeds
from
Mr. Richards. All, he said,
for
furthe
e
Script Authentication
of counsel to prepar
were news stories or editorials
Angeles) and its right to its liMr. Fulton contended that FCC
these hearings."
cense, on the basis of testimony of
clipped from newspapers.
witnesses such as those relied upon
Cites Time Element
counsel "fought desperately to preWhen asked by Defense Counsel
vent the authentication of the Fulton
why he had kept these
the Commission."
Mr. Cottone also claimed the ex- by "With
actual
scripts
that
had
been
used
in
the exception of a very
scripts for seven years, Mr. Dehner
aminer "apparently failed to real- few whose testimony, if accepted
broadcasts by KMPC and even
:
ize that a great volume of testimony
"Because,
Mr. Fulton, I thought
100%, would not justify any at- went so far as to try to prevent replied
the authentication of the scripts that some day Mr. Richards might
tack upon the license of KMPC,
yet remains to be taken in this proceeding which may well consume
they were all disgruntled former
for use on cross-examination. This have to answer for the manner in
many months." In addition to Mr.
flight from what was actually which he was conducting himself
employes . . .
Richards' rebuttal presentation in
broadcast, taken together with the
(Continued on page 51 )
sessions
all
where
—
Los Angeles
'Nursed Grudges'
absence
of
complaint
and
complete
ny
thus far have been held — testimo
satisfaction of the listening public
"Very obviouslv, they nursed
subsequently in De- grudges against KMPC and against with KMPC and its programs, is sion apparently thinks it proper to
taken
may be
troit and Cleveland.
engage in this kind of proceeding on
Mr. Richards and have endeavored
the testimony of these disgruntled
The General Counsel said the for years to damage and injure the most
His significant."
statement continued:
former employes, most of which was
Commission had made clear in a station. Their testimony was reThe Commission's only claim of to the effect that Mr. Richards dared
letter to Judge Johnson that the
plete with obvious exaggeration and right to examine into the matter at to have political views different from
those of the administration in WashRichards hearing was to have "pri- emphasis on everything which they all is on the theory that the public
ington, and particularly that he dared
ority over other cases which Ex- conceived might be stretched into needs to be protected. The public
aminer Johnson was scheduled to something unfavorable.
to state over the radio true facts
itself is the best judge, and the verdict of the public with respect to all which such witnesses characterized
"Wherever they thought they
hear in April and May." He said
based on years of lis- as unfavorable to the administration
the "clear import" was "that the could do harm they purported to three stations,
tening by tens of millions of persons,
and to various persons connected with
have marvelous recollection but on
Commission considered the expediwas^ rendered in favor of the stations
it, particularly the Roosevelt family.
tious disposition [of the case] to cross-examination constantly
many years ago.
Clearly this is an attempt to censor
be of paramount importance and sought refuge in 'I don't rememThese proceedings have already
what goes over the radio, in violation
of
the Constitution and of the ban
that [it] should be completed withcost the taxpayers and the radio staout inordinate delay or interruptions, and through the radio stations
He contended that "the amazing
by
Congress
against
censorship.
And
all this
is in the
face of
the admission
thing is that the FCC should have the public, a vast sum of money, and
tion."
have diverted time and attention that in Washington by the chief counsel
The hearings involve renewal of vouched
for
the
credibility
of
witber.' nesses such as these and should otherwise would have been devoted to
Mr. Richards' licenses for the three
of the sionCommission
that the Commishas no investigation
pending
still further improving the excellent
stations, as well as his proposal to rely on that kind of evidence in an
service rendered to the public by against any radio stations owned by
set up a trusteeship to take over
attempt
to
destroy
great
radio
stathese fine stations.
Democrats or labor unions that have
their control.
tions which have for so many years
Despite
the
fact
that
none
of
the
furnished
such
excellent
service
to
expressly stated their intention to
Some 23 witnesses were put on
Commission's witnesses could show
and drive from office Republican
tens of millions of listeners.
the stand by FCC during the threeanything broadcast that was false or purge
Senators and Congressmen who supweek session in Los Angeles, be"In all that time," he continued,
that deceived the public, the Commisport the Taft-Hartley Act.
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WHO

COSTS

52%

LESS

THAN

(WHO

CLASS

C,

'/4 HOUR

In terms of Iowa's radio homes, WHO cost
10.6% less in 1949 than in 1944; in terms of
radio sets in homes, WHO cost 52% less than in
1944!
The increased number of radio sets in Iowa's
kitchens, dining rooms, bedrooms, etc. — and the
additional listening they create — is even more important than the increase in radio homes. Modern
research proves that SETS make the audience !
In 1944

there were 596,000

radio homes

IN

MAXIMUM

1944!

DISCOUNT)

the whole story of Iowa's added listening. Write
to WHO or Free & Peters for your free copy!
The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is a "must" for every
advertising, sales or marketing man who is interested in Iowa.
The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study of radio listening habits in Iowa. It was made by Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita
University — is based on personal interviews with 9,116 Iowa
families, scientifically selected from cities, towns, villages and
farms all over the State.
As a service to the sales, advertising and research professions,.
WHO will gladly send a copy of the 1949 Survey to anyone interested in the subjects covered.

in

Iowa; in 1949 there were 769,200! ... In 1944
there were 904,000 radio sets in Iowa homes; in
1949 there were 2,140,000! And in addition to
this tremendous increase an exceptionally large
bonus audience listens in cars, offices, barns,
stores, service stations and hotels.

# for Iowa
PLUS
+
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Thus WHO is actually a much better buy today
than in 1944. Radio sets in Iowa homes alone

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

have increased 136%, while WHO's
gone up only about 14%.
The 1949

Iowa Radio Audience

WIHI©

rates have

Survey* tells

FREE

& PETERS,

INC.,

National Representatives
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30
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newspaper
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Ohio?

How
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many

delivers
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advertising
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2

reach

outlets must
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you

use in order to cover these markets?
If you use the largest newspaper
will really penetrate
coverage,

only two markets

Painesville— 24%

tively penetrate as many
you would
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formidable

budget.
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(Cleveland— 68 %

coverage) . In order to effec-

as thirty markets

in the area

15 or 20 newspapers

Cleveland,

you

Ohio delivers so many

. . . yet the cost is lower

NBC

Ohio, you

. . . and a

will penetrate

day and night. No other single advertising

let in Northern

only one

in Northern

than

other

individual
media

30
out-

markets

delivering

or two markets.

i®

YORK • CHICAGO

SPOT

• CLEVELAND

• SAN

SALES

FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD
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*Lcss than one percent
Source for WTAM penetration : BMB Study No. 2 March 19i9.
Percentage of total families in city listening to WTAM.
Source for newspaper penetration : Audit Bureau of Circulations
March 1949. Percentage of total families in city reading this
newspaper.

INFORMATION

AVAILABLE

ON:

SERVED

BY:

For similar market penetration comparisons of
the areas served by seven major radio stations, write NBC SPOT SALES, New York

Metropolitan New York and New Jersey
Illinois, So. Wisconsin and No. Indiana
Northern Ohio and N. W. Pennsylvania

20, N. Y. You will find that stations represented by NBC SPOT SALES deliver .more

Washington, D. C, Maryland and No. Virginia . . WRC, Washington
No. California
KNBC, San Francisco

markets with deeper penetration than any
other advertising medium.

Colorado, Wyoming, W. Kansas and W. Nebraska KOA, Denver
Eastern New York and Western New England . . WGY, Schenectady

ROADCASTING
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WNBC, New York
WMAQ, Chicago
WTAM, Cleveland
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Winter's

Need

Not

Winds

Freeze

Jack Bennett (I), announcer on one of the Mizerany disc shows, interviews Steve Mizerany, sales manager of the company, during broadcast
from store. At right is Joe Mizerany, president, and second from right
is his brother Ed, vice president.
Refrigerator

By BILL THOMPSON

Sales

have been co-ops. The stepped-up
schedule charted for 1950 is due to
the fact several other manufacturers of appliances handled by Mizerany are negotiating joint deals.
The Mizerany brothers — Vice
President Ed and Sales Manager
Steve, as well as Joe — have definite
ideas about their commercials. They
want them to stress the "friendliness" and "homey atmosphere"
of the establishment. Frequently
the Announcers Bennett, who are
not related, work into their script
lines like these:
"Don't have breakfast at home —
come down and have coffee and

IF THE MIZERANY brothers of St. Louis should spend next winter in
Alaska, their competitors in the refrigerator business might logically
assume they went north to exploit the Eskimo market.
This winter, during the colder months when refrigerators would normally be expected to move slowly,
early December when Crosley took
Mizerany Appliance Co. chalked
it over. At the same time, Crosley
up an imposing record for two
of its half-dozen brands.
added six more quarter-hour disc
And why only two? Because they shows a week (4:45 to 5 p.m.) fea- rolls with Joe."
were the only brands advertised by
"Bring the whole family in — and
turing Jack Bennett, a young, roradio.
mantic-type WIL announcer. After
just"You
look name
around."
the terms — anything
Joe Mizerany, 42-year-old presi- a record first week with both shows,
Crosley added a sixth quarter-hour
dent of the firm, "discovered"
be worked out."
broadcasting last September with period to the noontime series. In can"Steve
just got married — he
the help of a WIL St. Louis salesman named William Geisz. Mr.
Geisz sold him a weekly package of A LITTLE MORE than six months ago Mizerany Appliance Co.,
five 15-minute transcribed disc St. Louis, decided to use radio for the first time. It was a move
jockey shows (12:15 to 12:30 p.m.)
designed to offset the refrigerator sales decline that normally
featuring Myron J. Bennett, a Des
sets in during cold months. However, the result was a booming
Moines broadcaster popularly
business that found the Mizerany brothers unable to keep up
known as "M. J. B." The first
week of the series witnessed a sell- with their customers' demand. This is the story of the two
brands that radio sold.
out of 25 Emerson television sets,
plugged exclusively to test the
"new medium".
the next 60 days Mizerany moved
knows the problems of the newlyMr. Mizerany was impressed,
carloads of Crosley refrigerbut reasoned that radio might be three
ators.
"Tony, our service manager, is
even more effective, as winter ap"Since entering radio, our busi- a bachelor, girls. Come in and look
proached, to keep refrigerator
ness has been up 75%", he told
stocks rolling. He started adverBroadcasting last week. "It would
Circulars
tising Norge products, and the be
over." are distributed perifour times greater if we had the himwed."
odically over a broad area of St.
resultant year-end spurt found him
Louis, carrying the streamers:
leading all other dealers in the merchandise."
Before embracing "the greatest "Kings of the Trade-Ins" and
greater St. Louis area by a wide
of all media", Mizerany's largest "Friendly Family Dealers". These
margin.
advertising budget was $2,000 tags also are used on the air.
By mid-November, Norge could
The Mizerany family came to
yearly. It was heavy in neighborno longer meet the heavy demand
hood newspaper space, with an oc- this country from Batroun, Syria
for refrigerators at Mizerany, but
casional display in one of the big
(now Lebanon), in 1929. The
nevertheless continued its sponsorSt.
Louis
dailies. Although late in father, Alexander, opened a groship of the noontime show until
cery on the south side of St. Louis,
jumping on the radio bandwagon
in 1949, the company rounded out but, being a well-educated man,
the year with an advertising out- also taught at St. Raymond's
School. Joe, the eldest son, was
Hu.iin.ei5 ofi
lay of more than $4,000 — nearly
65% for broadcasting.
first of the clan to seek employment outside the family enterprise.
"Ninety per cent of an overall
Stoadca5 tin a advertising budget of $15,000 will He became a wood heel fitter at International Shoe. Within a few
go
for radio
Mizerany
said. time in 1950," Mr.
years, however, he realized he
WIL has realized considerably
would be happier running his own
more revenue from Mizerany time business, so he merged his savings
his father's know-how and
than is indicated by the firm's ex- with
One of a Series
founded the J M Market. The J
penditures for Norge and Crosley
M stood for Joe Mizerany.
promotion
because these shows
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In 12 years, Joe and his brother
Ed had tucked away a substantial
sum. Counselling with their father,
they decided in 1945 to venture
into the appliance business because
of a bigger mark-up on goods and
a better opportunity for specialized
selling. Besides, a lot of people
needed appliances after the war.
But they proceeded cautiously.
Another brother, Steve, was placed
in charge of the new project while
Joe and Ed stayed on at the J M
Market. Ed joined Steve within
a year, but Joe left the grocery
only six months ago.
Mizerany Appliance Co. has
functioned in St. Louis' old South
Broadway Poultry Market since it
was organized five years ago. At
the outset, this property — 37 feet
across the front and 45 feet long —
was rented for $150 a month. But
in 1948, when the Mizerany
brothers copped a $1500 prize for
record sales of Maytag ranges,
they purchased the building, and
an adjacent 40-foot frontage. Since
their "radio boom" of last fall,
they have started construction of
a 70-foot addition to the length of
the structure.
The company has a total of eight
employees. Two of the official
family are not relatives, but are
close friends of the Mizeranys.
Tony Stuevers, service manager,
has worked for the family 20 years,
starting in the grocery when he
was 11. Joe Farhatt is credit manager. Within a few weeks, a fourth
brother, Virgil, will leave the grocery and come over to the appliance store. A fifth brother, George,
ket.
will remain in charge of the marThere is a sixth Mizerany — Mrs.
Agnes Slyman, only sister of the
brothers — but she has never taken
an active part in any of the family
enterprises. However, she does attend "board meetings" around the
family table when the head of the
clan, Mother Deby Mizerany, entertains with that famous Syrian
dish — kibbee and rolled cabbage.
Alexander Mizerany passed away
in January, having lived to see his
sons prosper beyond his fondest
dreams. He would have been satisfied to see them succeed locally.
Yet today through the magic of
radio, states.
they attract patrons from
three
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WINS DISPUTE
AFM Local Pickets Station
WINS New York, independent outlet owned by Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., last week was operating
under protest by Local 802 of the
American Federation of Musicians,
which maintained daily picket lines
around the station.
The local's action resulted from
WINS' dismissal of its eight-piece
orchestra last Monday because of
insufficient "public or advertiser
acceptance." No programs were
disrupted by the action, however.
At the same time WINS offered
to negotiate an agreement with the
unionAFM
covering
any as
"future
needs"
for
members
the demand
arises. Kiernan T. Murphy, business and co-manager of WINS declined to reveal what action, if any,
the station would take in view of
the union's protest. The matter is
being
counsel. studied by WINS' legal
It was reliably learned, however, that Local 802 may take the
matter up with FCC, though its
officials, who described the situation as a "lockout," would not
comment on the Local's plans.
WINS' headquarters at 28 W.,
44 St., and two remote programs
were
picketed.
engineers,
members
of Station's
the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
also refused, during early hours of
the picketing, to cross lines but
later resumed work. Members of
AFRA employed at WINS crossed
the picket lines, however.
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
pointed out that in eliminating the
services of "live music" it reached
a decision "that most stations in
the U. S. have already made".
Spokesmen denied the station had
locked out theto union,
pointing
its '
willingness
negotiate
in theto future.
MBS SURVEY
Covers One-Station Cities
MBS has engaged Crossley Inc. to
conduct a survey of radio listening
in 116 communities which have
only one network station, it was
announced last week.
Crossley is conducting interviewing 12 hours a day, seven days a
week during April by coincidental
telephone technique.
Richard J. Puff, MBS director of
research, said the survey was being undertaken to supply advertisers with better information on
listening in markets outside metropolitan areas than had previously been available.
Pacific Exhibit
SIXTH annual Pacific Electronic
Exhibit will be held Sept. 13-15 at
Long Beach (Calif.) Municipal
Auditorium. The event, sponsored
by the West Coast Electronic Manufacturers Assn., will be held jointly
with the Institute of Hz dio Engineers annual West_Coast convention.
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GREATER Cleveland broadcasters appraise results of area's showing of the AllRadio film, "Lightning That Talks," which they promoted at a luncheon in
the Hotel Cleveland. L to r: (standing) Jack O'Brien and H. A. Seville, both
WEOL Elyria, Ohio; R. Morris Pierce, WDOK; John Part, WGAR; (seated)
Larry Webb, WJW; John McCormick, WTAM; Dave Baylor, WJMO and
general chairman, Cleveland AM-Radio Committee, sponsor of showing; Sam
Sague, WSRS, and K. K. Hackathorn, WHK.
WALTERS
NAMED
Heads Mississippi Bcstrs.
GRANVILLE WALTERS, WAML
Laurel, Miss., was elected president of the Mississippi Broadcasters Assn. at the annual convention
1-3).
held in Jackson last weekend (April
P. B. Hinman, WROX Clarksdale, was named vice president,
and Bob Evans, WELO Tupelo,
was re-elected secretary. Assigned
to the executive committee were:

Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

W. H. Cole, WHOC Philadelphia;
Charlie Holt, WHSY Hattiesburg;
H. O. Jones, WGCM Gulf port; L.
L. Miller, WQBC Vicksburg; James
Ownby, WJXN Jackson, and R.
F. Wright, WTOK Meridian.
The association unanimously
passed a resolution asking Congress to take speedy and favorable
action on the McFarland Bill now
pending in the House of Representatives. West Point, Miss., was
selected as the site for the 1951
convention.

NETWORK BOXSCORE
commercials on the four nationwide networks, Feb. 28
commercials starting on networks
commercials dropped from networks during March..
commer:

SPONSOR
Toni Co.
Trimount Clthg.
Benjamin
Moore &
Co.
Phillips
Petroleum
Co.
Sterling Drug Co.

March Additions
TIME
PROGRAM NETWORK
ABC
Beauty & Fashions
Mon.-Fri.,
12:2512:30 p.m.
by Carol Douglas ABC
Stop the Music
Sun.,
8:15-8:30
MBS
Your
tifulHome BeauSat.,
11-11:15
a.m.
',n1'l 0:30
CBS Sat>.
Rex Allen Show
Fri., 10-10:30-1 0:45
p.m.
CBS
Sing It Again

March
Texas Co.
Metropolitan Opera
Ooubleday & Co. Jacques Fray
Ronson Art Metal Johnny Desmond
Works
National Barn
Phillips
Dance
Co. Petroleum
Smith Bros.
Stop the Music
Ted Malone
Westinghouse
tric Corp. ElecKraft Foods Co.
Marriage For Two
Mars Inc.
Curtain Time
Sealtest Co.
Dorothy Dix at
Home
American Tob. Co. Leave
it to Joan
Animal Found. Inc. Allan Jackson
&
the News
Doubleday Inc.
Doubleday Program
Doubleday Inc.
Doubleday
Program
Luden Inc.
Sing It Again
Joe Di Maggio
M & M Ltd.
Show

Deletions
ABC Sat., 2-5 p.m.
Sat.,
p.m. 5-5:15 p.m.
ABC Wed.,
9:25-9:30
ABC Sat., 10-10:30
ABC
ABC Sun., 8:15-8:30
Mon.-Fri.,
12:30 p.m.12:25p.m.
p.m.
NBC Mon.-Fri.,
10:45 a.m.10:30p.m.
NBC Wed.,
10:30-11
Mon.-Fri.,
10:451
1
p.m.
NBC
CBS Fri., 9-9:30 p.m.
p.m.
CBS
CBS Sun.,
a.m. 11-11:05
CBS Sun., 2:30-2:45
Sun., 2:45-3 p.m.
CBS Sat.,
10:30-10:45
p.m. 10:30-11
CBS Sat.,
a.m.

p.m.
March One-Timers
ABC Sun.,
March
Omnibook Inc.
Robert St. John
3-3:15
p.m. 5,
Sun.,
March
12,
MBS
One World In
Natl.
Council
Prot- Christ
1 1 :30-l 1 :45
estant
Episcopal
Churches
a.m.
B-Bar-Riders
Tues.,
Radio Offers
5:30-6March
p.m. 21,
MBS

277
5
15

AGENCY
Belding
Foote, Cone &
W. Weintraub Co.
St. George & Keyes
Lambert & Feasley
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Kudner Agency
Huber Hoge & Son
Grey Adv.
Lambert & Feasley
Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles
McCann-Erickson
J. Walter Thompson
Grant Advertising
N. W. Ayer
BBDO
Constock, Duffes
Huber Hoge & Son
Huber Hoge & Son
J. M. Mathes
Lynn Baker
Huber Hoge & Son
Van Diver & Crowe

CIGARETTE ADS
FTC Issues 'Cease' Orders
CEASE and desist orders to stop
certain advertising claims for
cigarettes and other tobacco products were issued against two companies by the Federal Trade Commission last week. Named in the
orders were R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., Jersey City, N. J., and Winston-Salem, N. C., manufacturer of
Camel cigarettes, and P. Lorillard
Co., Jersey City, N. J., and New
York, maker of Old Golds.
The commission also announced
it had before itdecision
a trial examiner's
recommended
that the
American Tobacco Co., New York,
be ordered to stop alleged misrepresentation ofLucky Strike cigarettes. Meanwhile, another trial
examiner was considering a case
in which Philip Morris & Co. Ltd.
Inc., New York and Richmond, Va.,
is charged with false advertising
of Philip Morris cigarettes. Still
another pending case, FTC reported, involves the advertising of
Pall Mall cigarettes, produced by
American Cigarette and Cigar Co.,
New York and Durham, N. C.
Nicotine Claim
In finding that Camels and Old
Golds — and the smoke from them —
"do not, as claimed, contain less
nicotine than other leading
brands," the commission pointed
out that "the nicotine content of
the smoke of a cigarette is in
direct proportion to the nicotine
content of the tobacco contained in
the"Incigarette
view ofitself."
this fact," FTC
stated, "the reason that the makers
of Camels and Old Golds cannot
truthfully claim a lower nicotine
content is that the tobaccos used by
the manufacturers of all the leading cigarette brands contain nicotine in substantially the same quantities and variations."
In addition to the Old Golds prohibitions, the order against the
Lorillard Co. also is directed
against advertising claims of
Friends smoking tobacco, as well
as Beech-Nut and Sensation cigarettes.
In the American Tobacco case,
the recommended decision of Trial
Examiner John Hornor proposes
that "the company be prohibited
from representing that Lucky
Strike cigarettes contain less nicotine and are less irritating to the
throat than competing brands ; that
they are easy on the throat, or
that they offer throat protection
against irritation or coughing."
Experts' Choice
The proposed order also is directed against claims that independent tobacco experts prefer
Luckies "2 to 1" and that the
"toasting" process removes irritants and impurities to a "physiologically significant degree."

WBBC Flint, Mich., will broadcast all
Flint Arrow baseball games, home and
1 away, during current season .
BROADCASTING
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Huber Hoge & Son

WOW-Land

is a

Big

Served through a Truscon

Market

Radio Tower

Radio Station WOW, Omaha,
Nebraska, serves a market of
764,400 people with total
retail sales of nearly a billion
dollars.
No other station covers the
area comprising the rich,
urban and rural market known
as WOW-Land. For this exclusive and effective coverage,
WOW uses a Truscon Self-Supporting Radio Tower
392 feet high, with an RCA double antenna for FM
and TV giving an overall height of 500 ft.

AA

The characteristics of terrain and meteorological conditions
which are individual with WOW-Land received special
consideration when Truscon radio engineers designed this
handsome tower. Truscon offers a world-wide background of
experience to call upon in fitting Radio Towers to specific needs.
Whether your own plans call for new or enlarged AM, FM
or TV transmission, Truscon will assume all responsibility for
tower design and erection . . . tall or small . . . guyed or selfsupporting . . . tapered or uniform in cross-section. Your phone
call or letter to our home office in Youngstown, Ohio or to
any convenient Truscon District Service Office— will rate
immediate, interested attention . . . and action. There is no
obligation on your part, of course.
TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN
1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

TRUSCON

SELF-SUPPORTING
AND UNIFORM
CROSS SECTION GUYED

J

TRUSCON

ROADCASTING

COPPER MESH GROUND
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TRANSMITTER

what the Sam

SPEAK WITH AN ACCENT?

Hill connection does that query

have with the illustration? Very simple . . . the connection is"in fiie groove!"
Think it over. A transmitter is not a linguist. It cannot
translate distortion into clear signals. When foreign
sounds are picked up from a recording groove and
delivered to an amplifier, q. e. d., your transmitter
speaks with an accent.
If your aim is quality transmission, then look first to
the recording groove. If the fidelity you seek is not in
the groove, then your reproduction just can't and
won't be fidelity on the air.
I extend you my personal invitation to visit our engineering exhibit during the NAB Convention. Browse
around at will. See and hear Lang- Worth's revolutionary recording groove that defies rules and ushers
in a whole new era in sound recording.
The groove that takes the accent out of transmitters.

CONVENTION
HEADQUARTERS:
Suite 512A-513A
Stevens Hotel
Chicago, Illinois

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE
PROGRAMS,
Inc.
113

Network
WEST

Calibre Programs at Cocal Station Cost
57th ST.
NEW
YORK
CITY

19

£dttotlaL

Rate

Card

Ravishing

THE MILD tempest stirred by so-called "rate
adjustments" to compensate for TV's cut-in on
tune-in in multiple TV markets, underscores
heavily the need for clearer-thinking and planning in both radio and TV rate-making.
There's hardly a radio pioneer alive who
doesn't remember the days when the station
rate-card was merely an indication of the approximate charge and when time was bartered
and brokered in sufficient quantities to meet
weekly payroll. Gradually, radio acquired stability, as it proved its efficacy in selling. Today, with an overabundant station population,
rate-cutting is again in evidence.
Why broadcasters so delude themselves is
beyond reason. They antagonize legitimate
advertisers and agencies. They drive away
good prospects. And they lower standards.
There are disconcerting reports about similar practices in some TV markets, even at
this early date, and with just 102 stations on
the air. There are special summer discounts,
and package deals. One TV station is said to
have three published rates. In another city the
competition for a sports account was so rigorous that a deal was sold for less than cost.
It's impossible to justify bargain-basement
rates in TV, which is developing at a swifter
clip than any art or industry in history. It
seems illogical to offer rate inducements when
more homes are being served and the medium
becomes more economical for the account.
We doubt whether the move toward AM "rate
adjustments" will snowball. The sheer force
of logic and of statistics on radio homes and
tune-in must prevail. Eventually, of course,
there will be adjustments. There always are
in all media. Broadcasters are lamenting their
failure to bring network and station rates in
line with coverage during the war years.
The eventual drift may be a single-rate — day
and night — for sound radio. Certainly the
tune-in averages, indicating 75% daytime listening as compared to nighttime would augur
for something other than the conventional 50%
of Class A rate for daytime.
Radio and TV have problems enough without engaging internecine rate warfare.
The

Left

Side

IN THESE explosive times, even the faintest
suspicion of activity contrary to the tenets
of our form of Government warrants scrutiny.
We are concerned about reports of "slanting" of news written for both newspaper and
radio wires. The reports come from responsible broadcasters who are not given to looking
under beds.
Experienced newsmen know how this can
be done — a subtle phrase here, a trick sentence
there, or only half of the facts.
News associations would not for one moment
condone such conduct. The culprits would be
fired on the spot, if detected.
The National Assn. of Radio News Directors
last year looked into such allegations. The
news associations are exercising vigilance.
But it's hard to monitor every item around the
clock.
Broadcasters or news directors who detect
the slightest semblance of news slanting
should complain. NARND, in our judgment,
should maintain constant and continuing
watch, not only of news association reports,
but of local copy.
Page 40
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TV: It's Cold Outside
A YEAR AGO, convening in Chicago under
NAB auspices, the engineers of the broadcasting art were looking for the answer to one
question: "When will the TV freeze be lifted?"
This week, again in Chicago, they are still
looking for the answer. The question is equally
haunting to their colleagues who will assemble
in Chicago for the NAB Management Conference next week, and to broadcasters generally.
Economic leaders should also be concerned.
The FCC, from which the answer must ultimately come, has stopped guessing. Like the
rest of us, the FCC doesn't know. The best
anyone can do is look at the steps which the
Commission says must be taken first, and try
to estimate how much time they will consume.
By this standard, the end of 1950 would seem
the earliest reasonable estimate.
It is a fact, though it sounds paradoxical,
that television is on the move despite the freeze.
Some of the important research developments
will be detailed in Chicago, as indicated elsewhere in this issue. More spectacular is the
continuing high demand for TV sets. The fact
that after 18 months of freeze there are 102
stations on the air and some 4,750,000 sets in
use is of
proof
of television's
notice
things
to come. vitality, as well as
The nation's economy will benefit materially
from a "thaw." Construction of new stations,
opening of countless new markets, increased
manufacture and sale of equipment will have
a snowball effect extending through years
ahead. Just as television was a major factor
in averting postwar depression, lifting the
freeze could alleviate fears developing around
current unemployment of 4,100,000.
Trojan Horsing?
LAST WEEK legislation was introduced (S
3358) at the behest of Attorney General McGrath proposing restrictions on transmission
of gambling information in interstate commerce. It was accompanied by a resolution
authorizing an investigation, and hearings before the Senate Communications Subcommittee, headed by Sen. Ernest W. McFarland
(D-Ariz.), are set for this week.
The bill would penalize radio and TV simply
because they are instantaneous news media.
Stations would be precluded from broadcastingtionor telecasting
of any
"gambling"
before the start
of any
horse raceinformaon the
day it is scheduled to run, or during the hour
following the finish of the race. The exception
would be carrying of a single race as a
"special event," like the Derby, with no more
than one horse race broadcast by station or
network per day.
The bill is aimed at the racketeers and organized crime. All interstate media would be
affected, but radio and TV would take it on
the chin for no other reason than their faculty
of "publishing" with the speed of light and
the FCC would be the cop.
There's serious question, of course, whether
such legislation is Constitutional. It would appear to do violence to the First Amendment.
Chairman Ed C. Johnson seemed to recognize
that when, in introducing the bill at the request
of the Attorney General, he commented that
gambling information "ought to be restricted
but there is a border line between gambling
information and legitimate news."
We're all against crime. The question is
whether the ends justify the means; whether
Congress should, or can, gamble with the
fundamental freedoms. If horse-racing is
legal, news about horse-racing must be legal.
There are matters which are not susceptible
of legislative correction.

NEAL KYSER

McNAUGHTEN

electron after
one McNAUGH
just
been since
life hasever
TEN'Sanother,
NEAL
the autumn day back in 1923 when he
wandered into a radio repair shop after a dull
day in a Pueblo, Col., grade school.
The science of electronics has advanced
rapidly since 1923, and Mr. McNaughten has
moved along with it to his present post as
director of the NAB Engineering Dept., where
he runs the gamut of radio problems from international allocations to soldering irons.
There was a gleam in his eye, plus a hole in
his pocketbook, when he walked up to A. L.
Nelson, operator of the A. L. Nelson Radio
Service, and asked for an after-school job.
Fortunately the business needed an eager
youngster to do one of its less glamorous
chores — battery changing, a major operation
in service shops during the early '20s.
So Neal McNaughten went to work every
afternoon, and Saturdays too, taking out old
A, B and C batteries and putting in new ones.
Soon he became proficient at testing and repairing. And for fun at home in the evenings
he built receiving sets.
When President Coolidge was inaugurated in
1925, a dozen neighbors sat in the McNaughten
living room with all the headsets from blocks
around. Straight from KOA Denver they
picked up the actual broadcast of inaugural
proceedings. Loudspeakers were expensive in
those days but headsets were adequate and
everybody knew that the McNaughten kid had
the best receiver in town.
Inevitable, of course, was a homemade ham
outfit. Along about that time KGHF was
started in Pueblo. Young Neal McNaughten |
hung around and soon was helping build the
station. After graduating from high school in
1929 he went to Greeley (Col.) State Teachers
College, figuring on working his way to a
degree. About that time the stockmarket collapsed, and along with it the chance of getting
a job to finance four years of higher education. The alternative was a job back at Pueblo
High School as laboratory assistant in chemistry and physics, augmented by a basement
radio repair shop and some extra high school
courses.
The next autumn he went to the U. of
Colorado, again bound to get higher education.
He got a job at the county home, tending furnace and doing odd chores for his lodging,
but
the
depression had thickened and he ran
out of money.
After a brief and tedious tour at a gasoline
station, he returned in 1931 to the inevitable
electrons and set up a full-fledged radio sales
and service business at home with a sign
(Continued on page 83)
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TOWERS

/
ana
All

former
L. TAYLOR,
JOHN
M-FMgeneral
manager
of WBUT-A
Butler, Pa., and before that general
manager of WCMW Canton, Ohio, appointed manager of WLIO East Liverpool, Ohio. He also was formerly
with WJW Cleveland, then Akron, and
was chief announcer and continuity
director for WEST New Castle, Pa.,
and program director for WHBC Canton. He succeeds JOHN M. CROFT,
resigned.
W. ECCLES HUFF appointed general
manager of WAAB Worcester, Mass.
He was formerly
program director
for WAAB and before that
wasmanagerpro-of
duction
WAKR Akron,
Ohio, and program
director of WDVK
Durham, N. C.
IRVING E. ROGn. S^^^F treasurer
ERS, president and
of
WLAW-AM-FM
Mr. Huff
Lawrence, Mass.,
elected president of
newly trial
formed
Corp. Greater Lawrence Indus-

5
4

1W

JACK SENTER, manager of KULP El
Campo, Tex., resigns. Future plans
have not been announced. ROBERT
HATHAWAY, formerly business manager of station, appointed assistant
manager.
CHARLES F. JOHNSON Jr. appointed
assistant to CHARLES
M. DALE,
president and general manager of
WHEB Portsmouth and Dover, N. H.
Mr. Johnson has been with station's
commercial department since last September.
PATRICK J. GOODE, president of
Elm City Broadcasting Corp., owner
of WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Haven,
Conn., resumes active duties with management of stations. For past 14 years

1
Hi
t

in

Walter

mm

200 foot STAINLESS towers. Part of WLAV-TV,
Grand Rapids, relay system, holding 4 micro-wave
dishes.

STAINLESS,
50 CHURCH
PLANT:
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WALES,

PA.

E. Poor

WALTER E. POOR, 64, chairman
of the board of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., died last Tuesday
afternoon at St. Lukes Hospital,
New York. Surviving are his wife,
Mary Bradshaw Poor; two sons,
George Russell and Arthur Phippen, and his brothers, Frank A.,
founder and chairman of the finance committee of Sylvania, and
Edward J., who retired a few years
ago as chairman of the board.

he has been postmaster of New Haven
Postal District. He resigned from that
post effective April 1, to devote more
time to stations. He will be in charge
of public service programs and station
relations.
ALLAN CURNUTT named general
manager of KICM Mason City, Iowa.
He recently refrom staff
of KJAYsigned Topeka,
Kan., and before
that was general
manager
of KCBC
Des Moines
and
part
K B I Gowner
, proposedof
new station in Des
Moines. He also
was formerly with
WTMJ Milwaukee,
W I B A Madison,
Mr. Curnutt
W 0 S H Oshkosh,
WMAM Marinette and WCLO Janesville, all Wisconsin.
COL. HARRY C. WILDER, president
of WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse, N. Y.,
elected to membership in Radio Pioneers Club. He was elected president
of WSYR in 1932.
K. K. HACKATHORN, general manager of WHK Cleveland, elected trustee
of
Inc. Cleveland Better Business Bureau
ARTHUR HULL HAYES, CBS vice
president and general manager of
KCBS San Francisco, returns to his
desk after major operation.
Feature of the Week
(Continued from page 18)
entertainment institution on tb*
Shivers joined
Allan Wallace
air, Gov. Mayor
Dallas'
Savagewith"'
in
broadcast tributes as part of a
special nighttime program, The
Early Birds' Night Out.
Presiding over the anniversary
line-up was "Mister Hack" (Elmer
Baughman), proprietor of the
rustic "Hack Berry Hotel," current fictional setting of The Birds
variety doings. His helper is
black-face, slow-motion-t a 1 k i n g
"Little Willie," played by advertising man Ben McCleskey.
Jeffries as M. C.

Plump Jimmie Jeffries, onetime
Birds m.c, now of KLIF Dallas,
was back for an anniversary stint.
Commercially, the show appears
potent. Booked solid, the program
WLOW
Goes Fulltime
numbers among present sponsors
Earl Hayes Chevrolet Co. (six
WLOW Norfolk, Va., independent
quarter hours weekly) ; Southwestern Drug (Red Arrow products) ;
daytime outlet, went on a 24-hour
per day schedule last Monday
Mennen Co., Morton Foods (three
(April 3), four weeks after the quarter hours weekly each) ; and
FCC granted the station permisGeneral Foods (Birds Eye), Brission to operate fulltime. Owned
tol-Myers (Vitalis), Whitehall
Pharmacal Co. (Anacin) and
and operated by the CommonDwight Edwards Co. (Nob Hill
wealthfor
Broadcasting
Corp.,
is licensed
1 kw on
1410"WLOW
kc.
Coffee), among spot participants.
• Telecasting
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DOTY PROMOTED
Is WJZ-AM-TV Manager
PROMOTION of Clarence L. Doty
from sales manager to manager of
WJZ and WJZ-TV New York, key
radio and television stations of

^

StahOect

M

u

OLATHC # f|
KPRS
I

V

ONLY

KPRS
OLATH

E, KANSAS

BRINGS
Liberty

Broadcasting

'GAME

Billion

OF
THE
TO THIS

Dollar

System
DAY"

Market*

125 Major-league games open, beginning April 18th, subject prior
sale.
Wire or write for prices.
REPRESENTED
Continental

BY

Radio

Sales

Within 25 miles of KPRS' transmitter there
are over 1 MILLION people, who spent over
%\Vx BILLION dollars fast year. KPRS costs
less than any other station in this market.
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cial manager appointe
of KSCBd commerLiberal,
ROY PEARCE
Kan. He has been in radio for
10 years.
LAWRENCE B. BUTLER, formerly
sales manager of KXIC Iowa City,
Iowa, joins staff of KDON Salinas,
Calif., as commercial and business
manager.
WILLIAM J. ROSSER, formerly with
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.,
added to sales staff of WWDC-FM
Washington as account executive.
TOM F. MEAD, formerly with WAGE
Syracuse, N. Y., WHOB Gardner,
Mass., and WHWL Nanticoke, Pa., appointed sales manager of WHAY New
Britain, Conn.
CHARLES A. PRATT, formerly with
Chicago Tribune advertising department, joins WAAF Chicago's local
sales staff.
COLUMBINE NETWORK, consisting
of seven Colorado stations, appoints
Western Radio Sales, Hollywood, as
its representative. Stations comprising network are KMYR Denver, KCOL
Ft. Collins, KYOU Greeley, KBOL
Boulder, KRDO Colorado Springs,
KEXO
Pueblo. Grand Junction and KCSJ
Mrs. MELBADEAN appointed commercial manager of KULP El Campo, Tex.
H-R REPRESENTATIVES Inc., New
York, appointed to represent KXXX
Colby, Kan.
WILLIAM P. PEAVEY appointed account executive in San Francisco office
of John Blair & Co., Chicago. He spent
four years as department head with
C. E. Hooper Inc. in New York and
Norwalk, Conn.
VIRGIL REITER Jr., formerly of new
business department at Ruthraff &
Ryan,
Chicago,
Mutual's
Div. sales
staff.joins
He was
formerCentral
Midwest office manager of WCAU Philadelphia.
EDWARD CALLAHAM, former account executive at Ellington & Co.,
New York, and before that sales promotion executive with Shell Oil Co.,
joins New York sales staff of Edward
Petry & Co.
LAMONT L. (Tommy) THOMPSON
appointed TV spot salesman in San
Francisco Bay Area and is claimed to
be first working exclusively on TV.
He has been with KJBS and KCBS
San Francisco since end of war. He
will represent WCBS-TV New York,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, WAFM-TV Birmingham,
KSL-TV Salt Lake and KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles.
EDWARD PETRY & Co., Los Angeles,
moves to new offices in Pacific Mutual
Bldg., 523 West Sixth St. Phone remains Michigan 8729.
ZEKE WHITE, commercial manager of
KSUE Susanville, Calif., is the father
of a boy, Ronald Zelon.
WGIG

Joins GALS

annABC,
o u n c was
e d last

Mr. Doty

Monday
by Murr a y Grabhorn,
vice president and
manager
of owned- and-operated
stations for the
network. Post has
been vacant since
Mr. Grabhorn
assumed his present

position.
Mr. Doty's appointment
signifies expanded local and spot sales
activities of ABC's two New York
outlets and affords clients and network management more efficient
operation, Mr. Grabhorn said.
Mr. Doty, who joined ABC Spot
Sales in 1942, has been WJZ sales
manager since January 1947 and
executive assistant to the vice
president in charge of O&O stations since July 1948. Previously
he was a member of the national
advertising department of ScrippsHoward New York newspapers for
six years. Following wartime Navy
service, he rejoined ABC Spot
Sales in 1946.

WHDH
SELL-OUT
Baseball Adjacencies Sold
WHDH Boston has announced a
sell-out of all of its baseball game
adjacencies
to 13 national and local advertisers.
Features scheduled by the station are: Play Ball, a 15-minute
sports quiz conducted at Hub ball
parks prior to game time and
sponsored by Community Opticians
and Washburn Candy, through
Jerome O'Leary Agency; 15-minute music show, before out-of-town
games covered telegraphically,
sponsored by Stormaster Alsco,
also handled by O'Leary; Leo
Egan's Sports Extra, immediately
following games, sponsored by
Clinton Clothes, through Lasker
Reisman Agency; Baseball Scoreboard, to be aired each weekday
night, sponsored by First National
Bank of Boston through BBDO;
Tom Hussey's three-night-a-week
sportscast, sponsored by Kent
Clothes through Arnold & Co.;
spot adjacencies, sponsored by
Victor coffee, Albany Carpet Cleaning Co. and the National Co., all
handled by John C. Dowd Agency,
and remaining availability, purchased by McCann-Erickson for
Truval shirts.
WHDH also announced that the
Grapefruit League exhibition
games, aired through April 4.
attracted adjacent time purchases
by J. H. Burke Co., Philco distributor; Clinton Clothes, Somerville
Nash Dealers and Truval shirts.

WGIG Brunswick, Ga., has joined
the Georgia Assn. of Local Stations, according to Tom Carr, sales
director of the association. WGIG
brings the total membership in the
GALS to 30 stations, Mr. Carr
said.
BROADCASTING
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■
ere's what you need to "watch" your broadcast signal as required
■ the FCC — whether for AM, FM, or TV. Any radio engineer
li O.K. these General Radio monitors, distributed by Graybar,
r their makers products have been radio's favorites for decades.
Illustrated are the Type 1931-A Amplitude-Modulation Moni|r, which performs five functions for AM, including measurement
percentage of modulation on either positive or negative peaks;
e Type 1181-A Frequency Deviation Monitor for AM, which
dicates direction and magnitude of deviation from assigned
2quency; the Type 1170-A Monitor for FM and the aural FM
annel for TV, which indicates both frequency deviation and
odulation percentage; the 1182-T Frequency Monitor for TV
deo, which indicates transmitter frequency deviation. Complete
; •educations are available via Graybar.
Graybar has everything you need in broadcast equipment . . .
.US everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting
yr your entire station and grounds! Whatever your requirements
to get the most suitable items most quickly, call your nearest
raybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric
ompany, Inc. Executive Offices: Graybar Building, New York 1 7,
sw York.
5023

Graybar (1,20)
Brings You Broadcasting's Best . . .
Amplifiers
Antenna
Equipment
(20)
Cabinets (13)
Consoles (20)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,20,22)
Microphones,
Stands and Accessories (1,11,12,15,20,22
Monitors (10,20)
Recorders and Accessories (2,7,17,19)
Speech Input Equipment (20)
Test Equipment (1,10,21)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
Tower Lighting Equipment (6,9)
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
Transmitters, AM and FM (20)
Tubes (9,14,20)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (7,17,20)
Wiring Supplies and Devices (4,8,9,11,16,18,22)

Manufactured
Altec Lansing By
Ampex
Blaw-Knox
Communication
Products
Bryant
Crouse-Hinds
Fairchild
General Cable
General Electric
General Radio
Hubbell
Hugh Lyons
Karp Metal
Machlett
Meletron
National Electric Products
Presto
Triangle
Webster Electric
Western
Weston Electric
Whitney Blake

t Distributor of Western Electric products

re are Graybar offices in over 100 principal cities. These
the Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives in
cities:
ANTA
CINCINNATI
V. Stone, Cypress 1751
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
!TON
CLEVELAND
'.CAGO
Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 W.
S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
1. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
C. C. Ross, Central 6454
iOADCASTING
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DETROIT
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
HOUSTON
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611

KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
R.MINNEAPOLIS
B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621

NEW YORK
F.PHILADELPHIA
C. Sweeney, Watkins 4-3000
G.
I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100

RICHMOND
E. C. FRANCISCO
Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I.LOUIS
Craig, Mutual 0123
ST.
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead <7CC
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jQloduction

ly of WOR
TOM BROWN, formerted
producer
New York, appoin
and talent auditioner at WFAA
Dallas. He replaces CRAIG BARTON, on leave of absence as personal
representaitve of Martha Graham
Foundation in Europe.
JOHN F. TRIMBLE, formerly with
WBT Charlotte, N. C, and before that
with KFJZ Ft. Worth, Tex., KGGF
Coffeyville, Kan., KFYO Lubbock, Tex.,
and KGNC Amarillo, joins announcing
staff of WTOP Washington.
BOB RAIFORD, formerly with WSOC
Charlotte, WABZ Albemarle and
WEGO Concord, N. C, joins announcing staff of WIS Columbia, S. C.
KAY LIMONT, formerly in publicity
at CBS, joins continuity department
of WBRK Pittsfield, Mass., as scripwriter. She replaces BRUCE MITCHELL, resigned.
HUDSON FAUSSETT, stage and movie
director, joins NBC-TV as producer.
GEORGE WALLACH, director of programs and operations of WNYC New
York, resigns. He was with WNEW
New York as producer-director before
joining WNYC two years ago. His
new association has not been announced.
BILLY STARR, singer for WREN
Topeka, Kan., leaves station to do road
work for Oscar Davis, WSM Nashville, Tenn., and Grand Ole Opry show.
Mrs. MARJORIE CHRISTOPHER, formerly in program department of WLW
Cincinnati and later program director
of KCRC Enid, Okla., appointed head
of newly-created women's department
of WQAM Miami, Fla. DONALD F.
FISCHER, formerly NBC Washington's

Mr. Fischer

HMHHmHIHHHH
Mrs. Christopher

Presidential announcer and night program manager for NBC there, appointed head of new program department at WQAM.
DRUCIE SNYDER HORTON, daughter of Secretary of the Treasury Snyder, returns to WTTG (TV) Washington as hostess of Ice Cream Social.
DOUG NIXON promoted to program
director of CBR Vancouver.
LEO PEPrN, formerly movie unit and
production manager, joins CBS-TV
Hollywood in newly created post of
show manager. Other recent changes
in network television department include naming of RALPH NORMAN as
associate director of Alan Young Show;
assigning of KENNETH MacCLELLAND as scenic designer on that show
in addition to Ed Wynn Show, and
appointing of LEONARD AUERBACH
as stage manager for both TV shows.
Page 46
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GEORGE BARNES, formerly announcer of CKOY Ottawa, returns to
that station after three months in
Great Britain in theatrical work.
BARBARA HUSSIE, formerly CBS
Hollywood script secretary, named to
newly created post of casting director
for network in Hollywood. She will
serve both CBS and Columbia Pacific
Network program department in auditioning new talent for radio and television, and assist producers and directors of both media in casting.
RICHARD RIFENBURG, former AllAmerican football star and sportscaster on Detroit
WPAG asAnnstaff
Arbor,
Mich., "joins
WJR
announcer.
He
will later assist VAN PATRICK,
sports director.
JOHN SAUNDERS, formerly with
WJW WGAR WEWS (TV) and
WNBK (TV) all Cleveland, and WLW
Cincinnati, WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio,
joins WERE Cleveland as production
supervisor,
JON MASSEY, Negro disc jockey for
WWDC-AM-FM Washington, starts
new show, 11:45 p.m. to midnight Sunday. Show will feature spiritual music.
WILLIAM R. MNICH, former station
manager of Ohio U. stations, Athens,
joins staff of WMAN Mansfield, Ohio,
as announcer.
CLARKE THORNTON, formerly program director for WCUM Cumberland,
Md., and before that with KLZ Denver,
joins WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington,
as staff announcer.
A. WILLIAM BLUEM, graduate student at Ohio State U., was winner of
initial CBS Awards competition for
new writers of television scripts.
CHUCK PALMER and FRANK McLAUREN, formerly of KFXM San Bernardini, Calif., take their disc show,
Open House, to KRNO same city. They
also join KRNO as executive producers.
RUTH CRANE, women's director for
WMAL - AM - FM - TV Washington,
chosen by Washington Women's Advertising Club as its nominee for "Advertising Woman of the Year."
Mrs. GERTRUDE BERG, writer-director and actor in The Goldbergs on
CBS -AM -TV, given commendation
award by Veterans of Foreign Wars
for program's "understanding portrayal of the American family. . . ."
JOAN TRANGSRUD, 19-year-old mail
clerk for KNBC San Francisco, wins
singing spot with Los Angeles and
San Francisco Civic Light Opera Co.
in an audition of more than 200 applicants. She also has been selected
for competition in semi-finals of Atwater Kent auditions.
WILLIAM I. KAUFMAN, NBC-TV
casting director, has written book,
Your Career in Television, which Merlin Press, New York, will publish next
month.
DUDE MARTIN, star of KGO-TV San
Francisco Hoffman Hayride, given
double award at banquet of San Francisco Academy of Television Arts and

TO facilitate its sports, news and farm coverage, KCRG Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
acquired this Beechcraft Bonanza. First major assignment went to KCRG's
Sports Director Bob Brooks (center) to cover the Cedar Rapids Indians training camp at Daytona Beach, Fla. Chatting in the hangar before the takeoff
are (I to r) Fred W. Wagenvoord, KCRG general manager; Mr. Brooks, and
Jim Watham, general manager of Hunter Flying Service in Cedar Rapids,
Eastern Iowa Beechcraft distributor. KCRG has announced acquisition of
exclusive broadcast rights to every game the Cedar Rapids team plays in the
Three-I League during the 1950 season.
Sciences. His show was selected as
best live show of 1949 and as having
best live commercials.
CLAUDE KIRCHNER, star of ABCTV's Super Circus and freelance Chicago announcer, adopts a 14-day-old
boy, Kim.
HAROLD NIENKAMPER, disc jockey
for KXOK St. Louis, is the father of a
ROLLO HUNTER, program production manager of KECA Hollywood, is
the father of a boy, Kevin Reed.
girl.
DEFENDS TR USE
Article Cites Defense Need
COMMERCIAL installation of radio for broadcast to busses has been
considered acceptable, not only to
the riding public but to defense
authorities, according to an article
titled "Disservice by Liberals,"
which appeared in the March 29
issue of the Army-Navy Union
News.
The publication charged that the
drive against the use of commercial
radio on busses and street cars is
part of the program
which "ourin
professional
liberals, byespecially
Washington . . . are dividing our
people with
agitation."
also
declared
that in
case of anItattack
during war, thousands of people
in busses, street cars and trains
would be completely cut off without
radio communication from a central

RADIO

FEATURES
Staff Is Reorganized
PERSONNEL at Radio Features
Inc., Chicago package firm, was reorganized last week after the
resignation of Ken Houston, executive vice president, and Violet
Warren, head of the prize and
research staff. Robert Johlie rejoins the firm as director of the
prize division, working with Elaine
Franklin, according to President
Walter Schwimmer.
Mabel Johnson is in charge of
the research division on Tello-Test,
and George Guyan, former Western
sales manager for WGN Chicago
works as sales manager.
Mr. Houston, with Reuben R.
Kaufman, president of Kaufman
and Assoc., Chicago agency, is organizing Monitor Productions, radio and TV package firm. Mr.
Houston, who is president, and Mr.
Kaufman will be equal partners,
with the latter remaining inactive. ,
Miss Warren has been appointed
director of the prize and research
departments. Offices are located at
59 E. Van Buren. Monitor has
several shows planned, among
which are giveaways.
CBS

Planning

Group

SPECIAL planning group to develop new ideas for exploitation
point.
WGN Takes Ziv Shows
programs and personalities
its
of
has been formed by CBS Hollywood.
WGN Chicago has bought five
Irving Fein, publicity director for
Frederic W. Ziv transcribed shows
Amusement Enterprises Inc., heads
on a one-year contract it was annew group whose members will
nounced last week. They are Philo
include Lloyd Brownfield, director
Vance, Guy Lombardo, Favorite
Story and Lightning Jim, all half- of CBS press information, Hollywood; Arthur Wilde, Hollywood
hours, and The Menjous, five-aweek strip. The sale was made by representative of CBS network
Stan Levey, Chicago representative
sales promotion; Rodney Voigt of
of Ziv, and Al Unger, Ziv vice
CBS Hollywood press information
president and general sales manArthur Sawyer, CBS Hollyand
ager from New York.
wood trade news editor.
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Senate

Bill Would

Include FCC
' government officials would be afNGother
fCG
COMMISSIONERS
JUMPIand
B
JO
ected
by a bill introduced in the Senate last week to stop the so-called
►ractice of government "job-jumping" into private industry.
The measure, sponsored by Sen. Hugh Butler (R-Neb), is similar to a
irovision of the McFarland FCC *
procedural bill (S 1973), passed by
Sen. Butler said the practice is
he Senate and temporarily bottle- "one of the greatest problems in
necked in a House subcommittee
the operation of the Federal GovBroadcasting, April 3].
ernment today." Specifically, he
! Carrying a penalty of $10,000
said, he wanted to single out those
ine and/or one year imprisonment,
who resigned their government
he Butler Bill would prohibit an
"to sell their influence with
rficial or employe of a particular jobs
their former agencies to business
.gency or department from acting firms, organized lobbies, and other
s counsel, attorney or agent for a persons or groups with a monetary
>rivate party involved in proceed- interest in the decisions that must
ngs before it for at least two be made by those agencies."
Other agencies, and examples of
"ears after the official resigns.
Sen. Butler specificially menjob-jumping were cited.
ioned the FCC as an agency where
he practice of "job jumping" has SAUDEK
NAMED
•een prevalent and conspicuous,
le referred to an article he had
Nominated N. Y. RSC Head
•ublished in the American magaine this month. It mentions for- ROBERT SAUDEK, ABC vice
mer FCC Chairmen Charles R. president in charge of public affairs, last week was nominated as
)enny Jr., and Paul Porter and
president of the
ormer Federal Radio CommisNew York Radio
ioner Harold A. Lafount as "Old
Executives Club.
jrad" examples. Mr. Denny now
Nomination o n
; a member of the board of directhe official slate
ors and executive vice president
is tantamount to
t NBC. Mr. Porter is a Washelection.
agton attorney qualified to pracJohn Karol,
ice before the FCC. Mr. Lafount,
CBS
sales man.-ho left FRC in 1934, subsequently
ecame general manager of the
ager is the presiclub's
retiring
Sulova Radio Stations, and recently
dent. Nominated
Mr. Saudek
etired from business.
as vice president
Cites Porter
of the club was Ralph Weil, genWhile the article points out that
eral manager of WOV New York.
he acceptance of such jobs implies
Lewis H. Avery, president of
othing "improper," Sen. Butler Avery-Knodel Inc., station representative, was nominated for reaid
felt "that,
in general,
situaionshe such
as this
should
be
election as treasurer. Claude Barvoided."
rere, manager of the Foreign LanReferring to Mr. Porter, the arguage Quality Network, was nominated for his sixth term as secreicle cites him as an example of
tary. Election will be conducted
n ex-FCC chairman who "now
s actively pressing the cases of at the May 4 meeting of the club.
owerful private clients before the
'ommission." Mr. Lafount, the
enator
himself
up as
radio wrote,
adviser"setand
counsel
in Raytheon Names Stout
Washington. His ability in get- APPOINTMENT of Edward E.
v.ng FCC approval for stations he Stout as broadcast equipment
Represented — and in helping get Northwest representative for Raytheon Mfg. Co. was announced last
ie FCC to overlook some activities
lvolving one of his clients — bs- week by Leonard A. Rooney, maname the subject of a senatorial
ager of the company's broadcast
sales. Mr. Stout replaces Adrian
rvestigation."
According to Sen. Butler, his Van Santen, former territory representative who resigned to enter
ill, referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee, would apply to all another field.
ersons in government service in'luding Congressmen and CongresWEBSTER NAMED
onal employes. Exempted would
e those whose terms of appointTo Policy Board
lent or election expired, or those
.COMR.
E.
M.
WEBSTER
was re'ho leave government service inported last week to be slated for
oluntarily, and members of the
jdicial branch.
of FCC's liaison repThe Butler Bill differs from the appointment resentative
with the President's
IcFarland Bill in that the latter Communications Policy Board
studying overall frequency uses
-ould prohibit FCC Commission's, if they resign, from accepting and communications problems.
This disclosure came concuradio employment for the rerently with announcement that the
mainder of their terms. Key staff
uployes of FCC would be for- State Dept.'s liaison officer will be
idden by the McFarland Bill to Cecil G. Harrison, assistant chief
apresent licensees for one year of the Telecommunications Policy
Staff.
fter they leave the Commission.
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AS 'thank you' for public service from the U. of Nebraska, this plaque, held
by John Alexander, KODY North Platte, pres. Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.,
was presented at Lincoln last month to representatives of 13 of the state's 22
stations. Those present at ceremony included (I to r) Lyle DeMoss, WOW
Omaha; Harry Peck, KFOR Lincoln; Carl W. Borgmann, Nebraska U., who
made the presentation; Mr. Alexander; Virgil Sharpe, KOIL Omaha. Plaque
was made by the school's mechanical engineering and practical arts students.

FOR "many hours of pleasure to the
blind," Lanny Ross (r) receives award
of merit at Philadelphia ceremonies
marking the opening of "Educational
Week for the Blind." Joseph G.
Cauffman (I), chairman of the project, makes the award, as Benedict
Gimbel Jr., WIP president and general manager, stands by.

STATION Owner-Singer Gene Autry
(I) and Edward Wallerstein, pres.,
Columbia Records Inc., launch hit,
"Peter Cottontail," reported by Columbia to have sold 175,000 copies
in one week. The two also are responsible for producing a million record sales for "Rudolph, the RedNosed Reindeer."
LOOKING over the script for the new
Occident Family Party broadcast Friday, 7:30-8 p.m. over WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul, are (I to r) Art Lund,
radio director, Campbell-Mithun Inc.;
Walter S. Coleman, manager, grocery
products division, Russell Miller Mil Iing Co., sponsor; Stewart
MacPherson, WCCO.

WEARING Easter bonnets, some of
hundreds sent in when News Director
Chuck Harrison, WHBF Rock Island,
III., announced he was seeking one
for his wife, are (I to r): Front,
Forest Cooke, prog, dir.; Bob Sinnett, chief engr.; back row, Maurice
Corken, sales mgr.; Les Johnson,
gen. mgr.; Mr. Harrison.

AT Chicago dinner when several oil
companies presented exhibits to the
Museum of Science and Industry are
(I to r): Front, Gov. Adlai Stevenson
of Illinois; Maj. Lenox Lohr, Museum
pres. and former NBC pres., back,
Rawleigh Warner, pres., Pure Oil Co.;
H. V. Kaltenborn,
mentator.Pure Oil comENJOYING an informal discussion
before the recent General Motors Automobile Night Dinner in Los Angeles are (I to r): Mark Finley, KHJ
Los Angeles promotion manager;
Henry
Clark, plant
manager,
GM's
Buick-Oldsmobile
- Pontiac
Assembly
Div. in Southgate, and Pat Hogan,
radio-TV Examiner.
editor, Los Angeles

Convention

Gavel

(Continued from page 25)
next Sunday, carrying a $5 (including lunch) registration fee, is
open to non-members as well as
members of NAB. It will be held
in the South Ballroom, third floor.
Programming is in charge of Ted
Cott, formerly of WNEW New
York and new manager of NBC
stations in New York, and Lee W.
Jacobs, KBKR Baker, Ore., convention subcommittee chairman.
Mr. Cott promoted and arranged
the first independent's meeting last
year.
Opening the all-day program will
be a discussion of the out-of-home
audience, with research material
to be presented by Sydney Roslow,
president of The Pulse Inc. Promotion, programming and sale of
"this audience will be taken up by
Hugh Feltis, KING Seattle, chairman, and Norman Glenn, Sponsor.
A panel on mail order business will
include Cecil Hoge, of Huber-Hoge
Inc., and Ralph Weil, WOV New
York.
Edgar Kobak, business consultant and former MBS president,
will speak at the luncheon on the
subject, "Let's Face It."
Development and sale of new
program resources will be taken
up by a panel of which Arnold
Hartley, WOV New York, is chairman. Other members are Carl
Haverlin, BMI; Charles E. Rynd,
Ampex Co.; Edward Gruskin, Economic Cooporation Administration; Foy Kohler, Voice of America; Pierre Crenesse, French
Broadcasting System; Sellman C.
Schultz, Decea Records; Joe Csida,
RCA- Victor; John Sinn, Frederic
W. Ziv Co. and World Broadcasting System; Maurice B. Mitchell,
Broadcast Advertising Bureau;
Jerry Franken, Billboard.
Sports Clinic
Windup feature is a sports clinic
-with Patt MacDonald, WHHM
Memphis and FM Committee member, as chairman. Leonard Marks,
of Cohn & Marks, will discuss legal
aspects with Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington, taking up programming and sports adjacencies.
The FM meeting, opening Monday at 9:30 a. m., precedes the
formal opening of the Management Conference at the luncheon.
A three-point program has been
arranged by Matthew H. Bonebrake, KOCY-FM Oklahoma City,
and Ed Sellers, director of . the
NAB FM Dept.
Mr. Bonebrake will open the
meeting, to be held in the North
Ballroom on the third floor of the
Stevens. He will introduce Howard
Lane, WJJD Chicago, retiring
NAB director-at-large and chairman of the 1950 convention committee. Mr. Lane will discuss functional music as opening feature of
a panel on specialized adaptations
of FM.
Chet L. Thomas, KXOK-FM St.
Louis and president of Transit
Radio Inc., will discuss transit as a
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medium for retailers. Stanley
Joseloff, president of Storecast
Corp. of America, will talk on
FM's place in advertising. Mr.
Bonebrake will speak on FM networking. He operates a regional
hookup with KOCY-FM as key
outlet.
Edward L. Wheeler, WEAW
(FM) Evanston, 111., and WOKZAM-FM Alton, 111., will tell how to
use all types of special FM services. Topic for Ed Davis, of Musicast, San Francisco, is "Sell
Silence."
Second Monday morning topic
for the FM group is building and
selling the FM audience. Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY-AM-FM Decatur,
111., will speak for duplication. Mr.
Lindsay is a retiring NAB board
member. Robert Dean, KOTA-AMFM Rapid City, S. D., will speak
against duplication.
Measurement Theme
Final theme deals with measurement of the FM audience. Dr.
Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research
director and acting president of
BMB, will be speaker.
Concluding the morning is a
question-answer period. On the
FM panel will be Messrs. Lane,
Thomas, Joseloff, Lindsay, Dean,
Bonebrake, Wheeler; Everett L.
Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington, a retiring NAB director;
Frank U. Fletcher, WARL-AMFM Arlington, Va., NAB directorat-large for FM; Victor C. Diehm,
WAZL-AM-FM Hazleton, Pa.;
Josh Home, WCEC and WFMA
(FM) Rocky Mount, N. C.
Formal opening of the Management Conference takes place at 12
noon next Monday in the Grand
Ballroom. Presiding will be Mr.
Lane, as chairman of the Convention Sites & Policy Committee. He
will introduce President Justin
Miller, who will formally open the
convention.
Special head table guests will be
members of the board of directors

CERTIFICATION CARD-1950

NAB

certification card for
convention voting.
% % if
of Broadcast Music Inc., celebrating its 10th anniversary.
As soon as the meal has been
completed the delegates will move
through the ballroom ramp to the
adjoining Eighth St. Theatre,
where all convention meetings will
be held. First speaker, at 1:30
p. m., will be Hon. Carlos P. Romulo, diplomat and president of the
UN General Assembly. A famed
orator and authority on international matters, Ambassador Romulo will speak on "The American
Broadcaster's Responsibility in
World Affairs."
Steinkraus To Speak
Second speaker, at 2:30 p. m.,
will be Herman W. Steinkraus,
president of the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce and president of Bridgeport Brass Co. He will speak on
"The American Broadcaster's Responsibility inIndustry."
A labor panel starting at 3:30
p. m. will be under chairmanship
of Judge Miller. Representing labor will be Daniel W. Tracy, president of International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers (IBEW),
and A. Frank Reel, executive secretary, American Federation of
Radio Artists (AFRA). Management representatives will be Chet
Thomas, general manager of
KXOK St. Louis, and Harold Essex, vice president and managing
director of WSJS Winston- Salem,
N. C. Theme of the panel is "The

ATTENDING the dinner in New Orleans sponsored by the Mutual affiliates,
in honor of Pete Johnson, vice president of MBS, and Charles Godwin of
MBS station relations, are (I to r): Seated, Jimmie Willson, general manager,
WLAU Laurel, Miss.; Mr. Goodwin; James E. Gorden, general manager, WNOE
New Orleans; Mr. Johnson; Louis S. Prejean, president, WAFB Baton Rouge,
La.; standing, J. W. Carlier, general manager, WRBC Jackson, Miss.; W. E.
Jones, general manager, KSLO Opelousas; Lloyd Goodin, general manager,
KRUS Ruston, La.; Tom Gibbons, general manager, WAFB; Dierrell Ham,
general manager, KANE New Iberia, La., and Bill Ford, KENT Shreveport.
Also present but not shown was Gene Tibbett, general manager, WLOX
Biloxi, Miss.

American Broadcaster's Responsiin Labor isRelations."
The bilityevening
free, with the exhibits remaining open until 9 p. m.
Only business meeting of the
Management Conference will be
held Tuesday morning at 9:30,
with Judge Miller presiding. Dr.
Baker will be chairman of a discussion on Broadcast Measurement
Bureau. He will outline the present status of BMB and explain its
current study as well as its acceptance among advertisers and
agencies.
The BMB discussion, of course,
will go into the preliminary organizationMeasurement
plans for Broadcast
Audi- ,
ence
Inc. (BAM)
slated to be successor to BMB.
No other topics, aside from resolutions, are scheduled for the morning meeting. Admission to the
main convention floor will be limited to those having NAB certification cards. They will be eligible to
cast votes on resolutions and convention motions. This meeting is
titled, "The American Broadcaster's Responsibility in His Own
After the Tuesday luncheon, at
Profession."
which
a group of BMB publishers
will be guests, FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy will speak in the
theatre. His talk will be built
around the theme, "The American
Broadcaster's Responsibility to His
Hoffman Scheduled
Government."
Two speakers will address the
afternoon session starting at 2:30.
They are Paul G. Hoffman, administrator of Economic Cooperation
Administration, speaking on the
broadcaster's position in world economics, and H. E. Babcock, author,
agricultural leader and director of
a number of corporations. Mr.
Babcock's topic will be the broadture.
caster's responsibility in agriculDave Garroway, m. c. of the
Garroway at Large TV program on
NBC, will preside at the Wednesday morning TV meeting. Opening feature of the agenda is a skit,
"The Morning After," by the
Kukla, Fran & Ollie NBC cast.
Burr Tillstrom, who voices many of
the cast's roles and directs the program, will discuss "A Show a
Eugene S. Thomas, WOIC (TV)
Washington, re-elected as an NAB
TV director-at-large, will speak
on Athepanel
topicwill
"NAB-TV."
be built around the
theme, "The Show's the Thing."
Jack
Mabley, radio and TV editor
Day."
of the Chicago Daily News, will
speak for the public on the topic,
"I Watch It." Ernest Walling,
NBC producer, speaking for networks, will have as his topic, "7
Produce It Nationally." Robert D.
Swezey, manager of WDSU-TV
New Orleans and re-elected NAB
TV director-at-large, will speak
for the station on the topic, "I
Produce It Locally." Questions
will be presented from the floor, as
well as ideas.
Concluding feature of the TV
session as well as the Management
(Continued on page 51 )
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To Participate

*Mr. Bailey

Mr. Chapin

Mr. Barr

in FCC-Industry

Mr. Willoughby

Roundtable

Mr. Braum

Mr. Allen

Mr. Plummer

Mr. McNaughten Mr. Johnson
Mr. Compton
Mr. Lodge Mr. Guy
Mr. Jett Mr. Marx
* Mr. Bailey to preside. All others in top row, represent the FCC; lower panel are representatives from industry.

Registration
(Continued from page 25)
N. J.; Kilpatrick, Leroy, WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.; Klein, Glen, KAUS
Austin, Minn.; Krahl, Kenneth, KMBCKFRM Kansas City, Mo.;
La Marque, J. W., Graybar Electric
Co. Inc., New York; Leeman, Alvin,
WKBH La Crosse, Wis.; Levi, Winfield
R., BROADCASTING-TELECASTTNG;
Lewis, C. M., RCA Victor, Camden.
N. J.;Lewis, Louie, WOI Ames, Iowa;
Leydorf, G. F.. WJR Detroit. Mich.;
Lorber, John F., Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
Watertown, Mass.; Magin, Theodore
G. , WD AN Danville, 111.; Marty, Roland
H. . KIJV Huron, S. D.; Mathiot, J. E.,
WGAL Lancaster, Pa.; McConnell,
Thane E., Collins Radio Co., Cedar
Rapids. Iowa: McCracken. Art, WFAH
Alliance, Ohio; Meyers, Walter. WJJD
Chicago, HI.; Miller, J. A., Lang-Worth
Feature Program Inc., New York;
Minor, M. J., WBT Charlotte. N. C;
Moler. A. R., KMBC-KFRM, Kansas
City, Mo.; Motley, Lyle, WBTM Danville, Va.; Neary, John F.. Lehigh
Structural Steel Co., New York; Neely,
Hal G., Allied Record Manufacturing
Co.. Hollywood; Nelson. Ivar. KFYR
Bismarck, N. D.; Nenby, Harold. KAKE
Wichita, Kan.; Nopper, Carlton G.,
WMAR Baltimore, Md.;
Paul. S. J., BROADCASTING-TELECASTING; Pegler, Jack A.. Television
Zoomar Corp., New York: Perrv, Roger
L., WPOR Portland, Me.; Poppele.
J. R.. WOR New York; Pratt. D., RCA
Victor. Camden, N. J.; Pratt, Roy,
WHO Des Moines, Iowa; Pyle. K. W.,
KFBI Wichita. Kan.; Quentin. Charles,
KRNT Des Moines. Iowa: Rawls, Lucien, WSM Nashville. Tenn.; Rector,
Chester, WIOU Kokomo, Ind.; Reed.
Elmo, WJPG Green Bay, Wis.; Reid.
Robert H.. INS. New York; Rekart,
Arthur F., KXOK St. Louis; Risk. J. E.,
KSD St. Louis; Rissler. Harold D.,
WHO Des Moines. Iowa; Rowe. Thomas
L., WLS Chicago; Ruston. John, Allen
B. DuMont Labs Inc., Clifton, N. J.;
Sawyer, Roger E.. KGLO Mason City.
Iowa; Schooley, C. E., AT&T, New
York; Shelby, Robert E., NBC. New
York; Sheridan, Charles J.. Transit
Radio Inc., Cincinnati; Sinclair, David
G., KVFD-KFMY Fort Dodge. Iowa;
Smith. Ken, Allied Record Mfg. Co..
Hollywood; Snedeker. M. L.. WERE
Cleveland; Snider. Robert, KTUL Tulsa.
Okla.; Snyder, Reed E.. WHO Des
Moines, Iowa; Stafford, Leo, KOAM
Pittsburg. Kan.: Stantz, L. H., WNBF
Binghamton, N. Y.; Stauffer, Ray,
WHO Des Moines. Iowa; Straub. Nevin
L.. WJAC Johnstown. Pa.; Stuckwish,
Milburn H.. WSOY Decatur, 111.;
Swaringen. E. C, WTAX Springfield.
HI.; Symons. Wm. E., WSAI Cincinnati;
Taylor, Herman D.. WTIC Hartford,
Conn.; Taylor. J. P.. RCA Victor. Camden. N. J.; Tharpe, James B., DuMont
Labs, Clifton, N. J.; Thomas. M. W.,
KOMA Oklahoma City; Tracy. E. C,
RCA Victor. Camden, N. J.; Trainor,
M. A.. RCA Victor, Camden. N. J.;
BROADCASTING

Troman, R. A.. Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh; Walker. John, KHQ Spokane,
Wash.; Wehrman. Harvey E., KLZ
Denver; Whitman, Urlin, WTAD
Quincy, HI.; Wilson, George A., WKRC
Cincinnati; Wingard. Lloyd C, WGAR
Cleveland; Yandell, Ryburn, WJPF
Herrin, HI.; Yarger, C. R., KSD St.
Louis.
ALL-RADIO FILM
Good Reception in Jamestown
RETAILERS in Jamestown, N. Y.,
commented enthusiastically on the
industry promotion film, "Lightning That Talks," after a showing
before the Jamestown Advertising
& Sales Club, according to Simon
R. Goldman, WJTN-AM-FM.
If supported by follow-through
roundtable on the radio medium, the
film provides the basis for a successful meeting, Mr. Goldman said
as a result of his local showing.
He said, local newspaper representatives who recognized the film
was designed to depict radio's sales
story, were not at all indignant, as
in the case of some showings in
other cities.
"As far as we are concerned, the
film helped us have a very profitable evening for radio in the Jamestown area," Mr. Goldman said.
"We certainly received our money's
worth from the picture. I'm confident that a well-planned evening
with the film in the kick-off spot
will do a job for radio and the stations making the presentation."
Plough Inc. Sales
PLOUGH INC, (St. Joseph aspirin), parent company of WMPS
Inc., owner and operator of WMPS
Memphis, has reported sales for
the first quarter of 1950 totaling
$3,906,000, as compared with $3,972,000 in the same period in 1949.
For the same period, net earnings
were $148,800, or 33 cents per
share, compared with $136,400, or
30 cents per share in the same
quarter of 1949.
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KFWB

SALE

Maizlish Would Pay $350,000
NEGOTIATIONS are under way
for sale of KFWB Hollywood by
Warner Bros, to Harry Maizlish,
KFWB general manager, the film
studio announced last week in a
brief statement. Agreement specifies $350,000 consideration.
Warner Bros., which has owned
and operated KFWB for 25 years,
is disposing of the station in line
with its policy to drop all interests
not directly associated with motion
picture production. KFWB is assigned 5kw on 980 kc.
Other Principals
Persons who will be associated
with Mr. Maizlish in the venture
were not disclosed but it was indicated backing includes a New England banking group. Mr. Maizlish
has been manager of KFWB for 13
years. Prior to that he was in the
Warner Bros. Hollywood exploitation department and earlier had
been in film distribution and publicity in Atlantic City.
Meanwhile it also was reported
on the West Coast that negotiations
were underway between Warner
Bros, and CBS whereby the network would acquire the Warner
studio lot at Sunset Blvd. at Bronson St. for use in television operations. KFWB is on the Fernwood
Ave. side of this block square property and would be protected. CBS
in New York, however, claimed the
Warner lot is only one of several it
has considered and no agreement
"of any kind is near jelling."
Blackburn

Elected

JAMES W. BLACKBURN, with
McCann-Erickson as a copy group
head for the past ten years, has
been appointed a vice president.

Engineering Agenda
(Continued from page 2U)
Nashville,
member,
NAB Engineering Executive
Committee.
FIVE KW AIR-COOLED TELEVISION
TRASMITTERS FOR VHF— E. Bradburd,
FederalN. Telecomm
unications
J.
Labs., Nutley,
A SUPERGAIN ANTENNA FOR VHF
TELEVISION-L. J. Wolf, RCA Engineering Products, Camden
16 Blair
mm TELECASTING PROJECTORS—
Foulds and Frank N. Gillette,
General
N. Y. n Laboratory, Pleasantville, Precisio
OPERATION OF BELL SYSTEM TELEFACILITIES
Charles E.VISION
SchoolNETWORK
ey, Ameri
can Telephone & Telegraph Co., New York
TE,LEX
ISIONSION
SOUNDLINKDIPLE
IN
A TELEVI
LeoXLVG
Staschover and H. G. Miller,
Federal NTelecommunications Labs., Nutlev
TELEVISION ECONOMICS-RobinVJ
E. McConnell,
Collins Radio
rn Thane
C0™?»n'
Co.,
Cedar WOIC
Rapids,(TV)
la. Washington
12:30
to 2:30^FOR
p.m.— Boulev
ard Room
ThY£T£
Presid
ing: A.
James EDUCATIONEbeU, WMBD
Peoria, HI. chairman, NAB Engineering Executive Committee
TELEV
ISION
POSSI
IESr, — G
Emerso
n Markh
am,BILIT
Directo
NAB
Dept. of Television.
2:30 p.m. to 5:45 p.m.—
Ballroom
Presiding: K. W. Pyle,North
Wichita,
Kans., alternate membeKFBI
r, NAB Engineering Executive Committee
ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF TRANSIT RADIO— Charles Sherid
it Radio Inc., Cincinnati. an. TransA MINIATURE CONDENSER MICROPHONE FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION—John K. Hilliard, Altec-L
ansing
Corp.,
od.
FACSIMILE— Hollywo
PRESENT AND FUTURE
—John
V L. Hogan, Hogan Labs.,
New York.
RECESS
A TRANSMI
NEW 1TTER—
KW Lauren
AM BROADCA
ST
K. Findley,
Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, la.
THE COLUMBIA HOT STYLUS RECORDING TECHNIQUE— W. S. Bachman, Columbia
Records, New
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND York
VELOPMENT OF A NEW TYPEDE-5
KW AM Gates
TRANSM
Fred GrimITTER—
wood,
Radio
Co., Quincy,
DX.
SATURDAY, APRIL 15
9:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.— North Ballroom
Presiding: Neal McNaughten, NAB
MAGNETIC RECORDING ADVANCES
IN 1949 AND 1950— W. Earl Stewart,
RCA, member, Magnetic Recording
Group, NAB Recording & Reproducing Standards Committee.
FCC AUDIO PROOF OF PERFORMANCE
George Adair, Consultant,TESTS—
Washington.
ENGINEERS
AND MANAGEMENT
Richard P. Doherty, director, NAB
Dept.
of
Employe-Employer
Relations.
FCC— INDUSTRY ROUNDTABLE.
Presiding: Stuart Bailey, Jansky &
Bailey, Washington.
FCC MEMBERS (from the Engineering
Department
in fields of Research
and Broadcasting)
Curtis
Plummer
John A. Willoughby
James E. Barr
Cyril M. W.Braum
Edward
AUen
Edward W. Chapin
INDUSTRY MEMBERS
Raymond F. Guy, NBC
E. K.
W MAR-TV
E.
M. Jett,
Johnson,
MBS Baltimore
William B. Lodge, CBS
Frank Marx, ABC
Neal McNaughten, NAB
Robin D. Compton, WOIC (TV)
3 p.m.
Meeting, NAB Recording
& Reproducing Standards Committee.
STAND-BY PAPERS
A NEW TELEVISION DE-MODULATOR—tricJack
Co. W. Downie, General ElecRECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN TELEVISING MOTION
PICTURE Division,
FILM —
Robert
Allen B.Myers,
DuMontTransmitter
Labs.
A SMALLBON PRESSURE
SIZE HIGH-FIDELITY
MICROPHONE RIBFOR
AM, FM AND TV BROADCASTING
— Harry F. Olson, Head, Acoustical
Research, RCA Labs., Princeton, N.J.
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Cose
BID OF WOR New York to increase the height of its towers at
Carteret, N. J. — vigorously contested by the Civil Aeronautics Administration, Air Transport Assn.
and Port of New York Authority —
has moved one step nearer decision
as parties to the involved FCC
hearing filed their proposed findings.
WOR, which has been after the
modification since 1937, seeks to
change its directional array by replacing the present two 410-ft. vertical towers with two new 658 ft.
towers. The new array would be
top loaded to simulate an electrical
height of 195°, which would "substantially extend the present daytime service area" of WOR as well
as primary and secondary nighttime service areas. WOR is assigned 50 kw on 710 kc as a Class
I-B clear channel outlet.
Chief objection to the new towers
by the aviation groups is that they
would constitute a "menace" to
air navigation in an already highly
congested metropolitan area.
NAB Supports WOR
NAB's brief in the case supports
WOR's bid, noting the decision
would "form a basic precedent for
the accommodation of conflicting
broadcasting and aeronautical interests throughout the United
States." NAB noted that no evidence was produced to show that
the change in flight rules for
Newark airport would be "abnormal or extraordinary" in comparison with those of other metropolitan airports of the same class.
Neither was a showing made that
Newark's desirability as a terminus "would be materially impaired," NAB said.
Other obstructions in the area
already limit Linden airport, a
small commercial field just one mile
from the towers, NAB said, noting
the WOR situation was known
when the Linden fieM was licsnsed.
WOR told the Commission the
new towers, using the special marking devices it proposes, actually
would be an aid to air navigation

IF YOU HAVE A SP
CONTACT
Joseph

"sorely needed" in the area. The
towers would be marked with special high-intensity beacons, WOR
said, as well as with electronic devices which nearly all planes in
that area are capable of using.
WOR claimed no justification exists
in the record whereby the towers
could be termed a "hazard" to aircraft.
Cites Interference
The station told the Commission
that use of the new array also
would substantially reduce interference with KIRO Seattle, explaining that the 124,222 people in
an area of 20,500 sq. mi. now affected would be reduced to 31,887
persons in 9,640 sq. mi. Only negligible increases in interference
would occur to WKRG Mobile,
KGNC Amarillo, WGBS Miami and
WHB Kansas City, it was said.
CAA observed the case "is the
first such proceeding in the history
of the Commission in which the Administrator has presented evidence,
as a party, with respect to the
aeronautical hazard that would be
created by the granting of a transmitter construction
permit."was CAA
said however
the situation
not
unique in that FCC submitted applications for CAA's approval relating to towers and that the WOR
proposal had been so rejected.
CAA told the Commission that of
the total of 2,286 such applications "which we received and investigated during the period July
1, 1948, to November 1, 1949,
[CAA] raised objections to only
83" and "a number of these have
been compromised by relocating the
obstruction." It was noted a compromise had been made with WOR
on construction of its TV towers
and that CAA "assisted that relocation by providing engineering advice" as in other cases.
CAA pointed out that since FCC
has no authority to change air navigation procedures as would be required in the area, the Commission's decision cannot be based on
an assumption
the procedures
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Neors

Completion

would be changed. CAA already
has opposed any such change.
CAA further noted that WOR's
proposal for special marking violates its standards, based on the
international standards, and hence
also FCC's rules which require
towers to meet CAA specifications
and approval. Confusion with airport landing markers also was alleged. CAA in addition held that
the WOR proposal, which also
would require special marking of
ether radio towers in the area,
properly called for a general rulemaking proceeding and hence could
not be considered in the case.
In terming the proposed towers
a hazard, CAA said WOR itself
has complained to the Administrator that planes were flying too close
to the present towers.
ATA, taking a similar position
to CAA, told FCC that WOR was
not asking an aviation regulatory
body to change its flight rules but
rather asking a radio regulatory
body
do of
so New
by "indirection."
The toPort
York Authority
also told FCC it has already spent
$1:000,000 on development of Newark airport, in which nearly $24,000,000 has been invested. Of this
amount $14,000,000 represents Federal funds. The Port said the towers would adversely affect the
"master plan" approved by CAA
for continued expansion and reconstruction ofthe airport.
The Port also claimed the "elaborate" electronic devices proposed
by
WOR
to mark
towers used
"are
not adaptable
to ortheregularly
in all types of aircraft, particularly
small private aircraft." Violation
of CAA marking standards also
was claimed.

Mile5tone5
► WADC Akron, Ohio, celebrated
its 25th anniversary April 8.
Station was founded by Allen T.
Simmons, who
purchased the
equipment for a
temporary station
set up by auto
dealers to promote the 1925
Akron Automobile Show. In
1927, WADC
affiliated with CBS..
Mr. Simmons
E> American Forum of the Air,
NBC feature, celebrated the 22d
anniversary of its initial airing
late last month.
► WIBA Madison, Wis., marked
its 25th anniversary last week with
several commemorative programs.
Station, owned by the Badger
Broadcasting Co., subsidiary of the
Capital Times and Wisconsin State
Journal (both Madison) took the
air April 2, 1925, with a 100 w
transmitter installed in a corner
of a local dance hall. Affiliated

ATLANTA
MERGER
To Transfer WCON-FM-TV
APPLICATION to transfer WCONFM-TV Atlanta from the Atlanta
Constitution to Atlanta Newspapers Inc., proposed
new firm
solidating the ownership
of conthe
Constitution and the Atlanta Journal, was filed with FCC last week
[Closed Circuit, April 3]. Bids to
switchto the
TV
the Journal's
new firm WSB-AM-FMalready have
been filed.
Explanation of the further step
to effect the consolidation was given
to the Commission in a letter signed jointly by Clark Howell, publisher of the Constitution, who will
become preferred stockholder in
Atlanta Newspapers, and H. B.
Wilcox, secretary-treasurer of the
Journal, who becomes secretarytreasurer of Atlanta Newspapers.
Ex-Gov. James M. Ccx, chief owner
of the Journal, will acquire control
of the new firm under the agreement and become board chairman.
When WCON-TV is licensed, Atlanta Newspapers would turn in the
license for WSB-TV for Channel
8 (180-186 mc), with the latter moving to the WCON-TV Channel 2
(54-60 mc) assignment and using
the WCON-TV transmitter plant
and 1,000-ft antenna, now nearing
completion. Since WCON-FM operates from the same site, the license
of WSB-FM also would be surFM.
rendered upon licensing of WCONWill Surrender WCON
As soon as the Commission approves the transfers, the permit
for WCON is to be surrendered,
FCC was told. Atlanta Newspapers
would continue WSB, 50 kw clear
channel outlet on 750 kc.
FortlantaIndustry
Atalready has Co.'s
filed WAGA
application
for permission to switch from 5
kw onment 590
to WCON's
assignof 5 kwkc on
550 kc when
the
transfers are effected. WAGA has
offered to purchase the WCON AM
plant for $237,500. Original cost
of the entire WCON-AM-FM-TV
plant was reported to the Commission was $946,280.50.
All of the common stock of Atlanta Newspapers Inc. will be held
by present owners of the Journal,
a Cox family interest, while all the
preferred stock, a convertible issue,
will be held by the Howell group.
Mr. Howell becomes vice chairman
of the board of Atlanta Newspapers. J. Leonard Reinsch, managing director of the Cox radio
properties, which include WHIO
Dayton, Ohio, and WIOD Miami,
Fla., in addition to WSB, will become radio director of the new firm
as well as a member of its board.

with NBC since 1931, WIBA operates with 5,000 w day and night
on 1310 kc. Ken Schmitt, manager,
has been with the station during
its entire history, as has William
T. Evjue, president of Badger
Broadcasting and editor of the
Capital Times.
BROADCASTING
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Richards

Probe

(Continued from page 30)
with respect to his news policy."
Mr. Richards' instructions to
him, he said, were "definite and
positive and there was no doubt
as to what he was instructing me
about."
When defense counsel demanded
that he point out anything "false"
in the newspaper stories or editorials, the witness replied:
"There may have been nothing
wrong with the individual story.
It was the fact that Mr. Richards'
selected it and why he selected it
that was wrong."
When he complained about certain items, Mr. Dehner testified the
station owner retaliated with,
"We're not expressing an opinion,
we're reporting what someone else
said." But, Mr. Dehner said, the
opinion of the person quoted always
coincided with that of Mr. Richards.
'For Good of Industry'
Eddie Lyon, FCC witness on
March 31 [Broadcasting, April 3],
while under cross-examination in
his second day on the stand, interrupted Defense Counsel Fulton to
declare that "I want to make one
thing clear. I am not here to hurt
anyone. I am not here out of
friendship to anyone. KMPC is but
one tiny segment of a vast industry,
to which I have devoted 21 years.
I am here for the good of the industry."
Mr. Lyon reiterated that Mr.
Richards had ordered him to refer
to President Truman as a "pipsqueak" and Henry Wallace as a
"pin-head" — instructions which he
said he ignored.
Mr. Fulton demanded:
"Isn't it a fact that neither of
these orders were even given?"
At this point Mr. Lyon broke
into Mr. Fulton's salvo of questions
to protest to Examiner Johnson:
"Your honor, I resent being
cross-examined with the implication that I am lying under oath."
Mr. Fulton alluded frequently
to Mr. Lyon's previous day's admission that he had given a false
report to KMPC management concerning an affidavit he submitted
to FCC about the station's operations and news policies.
Charges Intimidation
When defense counsel asked Mr.
Ford, "Do you want to withdraw
this witness or do you want to
continue to vouch for his credibility?" Mr. Ford retorted, addressing Judge Johnson:
"Mr. Fulton is deliberately misconstruing function of the Commission counsel and trying to intimidate the witness."
Mr. Lyon said that although he
didn't always follow instructions,
he carried out a great many of Mr.
Richards' orders.
Testimony of George Lewin, selfdescribed "straw boss" of KMPC
newsroom from early 1947 to early
1948, was surprisingly brief. Mr.
Lewin, who had been regarded as
second only to Clete Roberts in the
FCC array of witnesses, told of
BROADCASTING

orders purportedly issued by Mr.
Richards. Like other witnesses,
however, Mr. Lewin couldn't point
specifically to any wholly false
statement about anyone that KMPC
had broadcast.
"Let the witness stipulate," quipped Mr. Lewin as defense counsel
began cross-examination, "that
there's going to be a lot of faulty
memory." Mr. Lewin mentioned
Leo Durocher, Laraine Day and the
newly formed republic of Israeli
as additional subjects of Mr. Richards' displeasure.
RICHARDS
CASE
Calif. Group Cites Issues
A PLEA that the public not lose
sight of the real issues in the G. A.
(Dick) Richards case (see story
page 30) has been issued by the
Southern California Assn. for
Better Radio and Television.
The association claimed that
counsel for Mr. Richards, who has
been accused of ordering the slanting of news on his KMPC Los Angeles, are attempting to try the
case by charging FCC as a government agency with interfering with
"private business."
"A radio station," the association
asserted, "is not private business.
Air over which a station broadcasts belongs to the people, and FCC
licenses are granted with understanding that station will be operated 'in interests of the public'
"Coloring of the news is a disservice to the public. If there are
indications that a station presents
biased newscasts and commentaries, it is proper and fitting for
the FCC to act."
The association urged the public
to attend sessions of the Los Angeles hearing, at which Mr. Richards' licenses for KMPC, WGAR
Cleveland, and WJR Detroit, as
well as a trusteeship plan for the
stations, are at stake.

AIR

Functional's Service
Set for WGHF

MUSIC

CONTRACT between Air Music Inc., New York, and Marshall Field's
Functional Music Inc., under which Air Music will utilize Functional's
special equipment and services to provide a planned background music
service through WGHF (FM) New York, was announced last week.
Negotiations were conducted in
Chicago between Linton Wells, ex- daily, officials said.
In commenting on the contract,
ecutive vice president of Air Music
Mr. Wells predicted that within a
Inc. and WGHF, and G. Howard
Lane and Nat Feiner, president
Air Music
will ofhave
a "very
substantial
number
subscribers
and vice president respectively, of year
Functional Music. William G. H. to its background music service in
Finch is president of Air Music
the metropolitan area."
and owner of WGHF.
Under the provisions of the
Convention Gavel
three-year contract, with renewal
provisions, it was announced, Air
(Continued from page ^8)
Music will purchase its receivers
and speakers from Functional Mu- conference itself will be a panel on
"The Profit Motive." Speaking for
sic, and WGHF will acquire Functional's music library comprising the advertiser will be Jim Moran,
approximately 6,500 selections, of Courtesy Motor Sales Inc., Chiplus monthly additions. WGHF
with the topic,
Has Paid
also takes on various collateral
Off forcago, Me."
Marion"TVHarper
Jr.,
services which Functional has per- president of McCann - Erickson,
fected in its Chicago operations
will speak for the agency, with the
with WFMF (FM) Marshall Field topic, "It Must Pay Off for My
outlet.
Clients." William B. Ryan, manAir Music is now creating its
ager of KFI Los Angeles, speaking
for
the station, will have the topic
sales, installation and maintenance
forces and expects to be in full "And It Must Pay Off for Me."
swing in May, officials said. WGHF
Final speaker will be Robert C.
has been on the air since 1941 and
Tait, president of Stromberg-Carloperates on Channel 270, 101.9 mc, son
Co., discussing "Our Television
with power of 20 kw. Its present
schedule is from noon until 9 p.m.
The TV meeting winds up the
Privilege." proceedings.
convention
but it will soon program 18 hours

ARENA ENDORSES
Hollywood News Club Stand
ENDORSEMENT of Radio News
Club, Hollywood, stand in bringing charges against G. A. Richards
for news distortion on KMPC Hollywood was given group last week
by Assn. of Radio News Analysts,
New York. In a wire containing
resolution proposed by H. V. Kaltenborn and passed by ARNA,
they said:
"We hereby go on record in support
of the efforts of the Radio News Club
of Hollywood in trying to secure the
presentation of full, unbiased news
reports. We also endorse any action
that will tend to preserve the right
of competent news analysts to digest
and interpret the news. This is in
line with the code of ethics of this
association, which in Article Six opposes all censorship of broadcast material. We also fully endorse the
statement of standards of the Radio
News Club of Hollywood. We are glad
to note that in several respects this
statement of standards is in complete
accord with ARNA's own code of

• Telecasting
ethics.''

Here's a truly better, FCC approved broadcast crystal
for both new and replacement applications.
The JAMES KNIGHTS
and prompt regrinding
service for broadcast
stations — produces
high quality crystals
for mobile and fixed
station equipment.
Write for your copy of
the JK Catalog today!
0Uf4fajU ...
jo* t6e &Utical
The

COMPANY

offers complete

—

Characteristics —
Of the New JK57MT
Frequency
1750 KC range : 400 KC to

Nominal
temp. : +60°C ±1°
Adjust,
6.3 volt frequency:
1 amp heater ±.01%
Completely insulated — will
to -20°C
Canholdbe temp,
supplied
with octal
base (JK87MT)
with or
without thermometer, and
set for various temperatures.

JAMES
KNIGHTS
Sandwich, Illinois

Co.
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Exhibits— 5th Floor
(Continued from page 27)
■will
sharesuch
its display
spaceitems
with asAltec,
include
broadcast
the
633A and 639 type microphones, 9
type vertical lateral reproducers and
WE loudspeakers.
Supervising exhibit will be A. A.
Ward, vice president; J. K. Hilliard,
chief engineer; G. L. Carrington Jr.,
| and H. S. Morris, products sales manager. Altec will occupy Room 507A,
part of the Graybar suite.
* * *
Amperex Electronic Corp.
Rooms 556A, 557A
EMPHASIS of Amperex will be its
complete line of transmitting and rectifying tubes for use in AM, PM and
television transmitters whether fixed
or mobile. Representatives at convention will be Sam Morris, Richard
Becker, Roy Horstmann, Eric Weissenberger.
* * *
Ampex Electric Corp.
Room 553A
MAGNETIC tape recorders will be
displayed by Ampex. In addition to
production units, company hopes to
show a new playback-only unit designated as Model 450. The tape recorders come in four models (200,
300-C, 300-R, 300-S) and can erase
record playback simultaneously. Model
450 playback-only unit is based on
need for a variety of uses now dependent on disc recording or leased wife
systems, such as background music
for restaurants, hotels, etc.
Using twin-track magnetic tape (%
inch wide) with two sound tracks,
model permits two-hour programs at
7% inches-per-second or four-hour
programs at 3% I. P. S. and gives
15,000 replays from same tape. Automatic controls can be set for continuous playing or simply for one "round
trip" of the tape. Shut-off and reversing operation, which takes place
midway between two and four programs, are fully automatic.
Ampex will be represented by T.
Kevin Mallen, vice president and general manager, and H. A. McMicking,
treasurer.
* * *
Broadcasting Program Service
Room 524A
PRE-RECORDED music will be shown
on tape, demonstrating first of a series of musical films for TV and
featuring Vienna Symphony Orchestra. Low-priced Audio-Master play-

Roy

Thompson

of radio experiyears
ence and personal participation in his community's
projects and services have
mj made Roy Thompson a
household word in industriB%
WRTA,
na. Statio
Altooson
richThomp
Tally
n,
the -Roy
will assure you a loyal, buying audience throughout the
listening hours.
ML

W25

ABC

1240 KC

Altoona,
Pa.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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back machines will be on display. It
plays all sizes and speeds. Herbert
Rosen will be convention representative.
* * # •
Capitol Records Inc.
(Broadcast Div.)
532A, 533A, 534A
THEME of Capitol's convention exhibit will be "A service produced in
the entertainment capital of the
world, Hollywood." Scene of display
will be the Capitol Music Bar at
Sunset & Vine, Hollywood. Capitol
will have on hand high-quality audition equipment for demonstrating its
transcribed music.
Attending the convention will be
Clifford E. Ogden, sales manager;
Gene Milner, eastern representative;
Alvin King, central representative,
and Bill Stubblefield, southern representative.
* * *
Columbia Transcriptions
(Div. of Columbia Records Inc.)
Room 509
VERSATILITY and strides of Columbia's Microgroove (33% rpm) technique for broadcast use will be accented in samples of several current
transcribed programs, recorded on
Microgroove discs. In addition, technical information on playback and
reproducing standards will be available for distribution, as well as
brochures and pamphlets. A running log of all AM stations (1,244,
according to a recent check by Columbia) equipped to play the transcriptions will be maintained at the
exhibit in Room 509.
For contrast, Columbia will show
one of the first 16-inch shellac transcriptions and its 10-inch vinylite
Microgroove counterpart. Personnel
at convention will be Robert J. Clarkson, Girard D. Ellis, Carl Reinschild.
* # *
Bruce Eells & Assoc.
(Broadcasters Program Syndicate)
Rooms 542A, 544A
BLOWUPS of brochures detailing
attractions of each of its 21 transcribed shows will be featured by
Bruce Eells & Assoc. at its exhibit.
Complete transcribed library service
includes advertising, drama, mystery,
comedy, romance, juvenile and other
program types. Service represents
"first and only complete transcribed
library
to radioFirmexecutives,"
accordingoffered
to company.
will mail
new portable Califone portable playback to subscribers with each audition album.
Officials of firm to attend: Bruce
Eells, president; Jim Eells, general
manager; Jean Armand, in charge of
Eastern territory; Wade Crosby and
Parker Stough, executive representatives.
* # *
Fairchild Recording
Corp. Equipment
Rooms 546A, 548A
THREE major advances in the art of
sound recording and playback are
promised by Fairchild at its display
booths: (1) professional equipment
for sound track recording in synchronism with cameras and projectors; (2) new pickup arm with
provision for three separate cartridges
— all in one arm, and (3) ThermoStylus Kit.
For sound track recording equipment, Fairchild will demonstrate a
Pic-Sync Tape Recorder, utilizing
standard quarter-inch magnetic-coated
tape and operating in sync with mo-

tion picture film. A Control Track
Generator, built into a compact carrying case, enables synchronous recording of motion picture sound tracks on
quarter-inch tape when used with a
non-synchronous recorder.
New turret-head pickup arm eliminates plug-in cartridges and extra
pickups. Combination of any of three
cartridges — vertical, standard lateral
and Microgroove — -may be mounted
in one arm by turning knob on pickup.
The above-mentioned kit consists of a
special stylus, cutter adaptor, and a
heat control. Use virtually eliminates
surface noise and frequency discrimination at inner diameters of the cutting disc, Fairchild claims.
Fairchild products will be demonstrated by Wentworth D. Fling, Jay
H. Quinn, Avery Lockner, Bill Hazlett,
T. L. Lindenberg, and Leon A.
Wortman.
* * *
Hall)
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.
Room 534 (see IT&T, Exposition
General Precision Lab.
Room 521 (see Exposition Hall)
Harry S. Goodman Productions
Rooms 515A, 517A
NEW radio and television ideas are
promised by Goodman Productions,
which will feature one of its newest
acquisitions, Red Ryder, together with
an elaborate animated display. Firm
also plans to have celebrities on hand
in Suite 515A-517A to meet and greet
NAB members, and to feature some of
its TV availabilities. Newest is Ship's
Reporter, 15-minute film series emceed by Jack Mangan, who interviews celebrities aboard ship and at
LaGuardia Field, New York.
Officials slated to attend are Harry
S. Goodman, president; Daniel R.
Goodman, vice president; Hal Willis,
Irving Kempner, and Tom Allen, district managers; Jack Slatter, Canadian represenative.
* * *

Graybar Electric Co.
Rooms 504A, 505A, 507A
IT'S a big secret, this annual display
of products sold through the Graybar
organization. No Graybar official will
give any details of the secret. The
company is sharing its space with
Altec Lansing Corp. and Machlett
Labs, (see separate
* * listings).
*
International Derrick & Equipment
RoomCo.539A
SPECIAL FEATURE by Ideco, manufacturer of AM-FM-TV towers, is
showing of color motion picture of
tower being built for WCON Atlanta,
Ga., asinantower
illustration
of IdecoFirm
"knowhow"
construction.
has
built numerous towers of various
heights, 750 ft., 490 ft., etc. Towers
available in all types for AM-FM-TV
broadcasting and include self supporting, guyed and guyed-top-loaded.
Company representatives at the convention: J. Roger Hayden, sales manager; S. E. Wilson, Eastern District
sales manager, and G. M. Butler,
advertising and sales promotion man* * *
ager.
International News ServiceInternational News Photos
(Television Dept.)
Room 553
INS-INP will provide continuous
screening of daily, weekly and sports
newsreels for television, in association with Telenews Productions, in
Room 553. INS wire and INP will
function to provide daily news bulletins and photo news coverage. Latest
types of equipment
news dissemination will be foron this
display
and
various prepared packages of news
photos
demonstrated — all
suitable will
for TVbe programming.
Highlight of exhibit will be the
unveiling of a brand new 1950 SuperProjectall balopticon projector for
television — similar to that introduced
by INS-INP
year's convention.
Actual
films atoflastProjectall
operation
embracing the new model also will
be demonstrated by INS-INP, which
claims to be leading distributor of
newsreels for video.
Robert H. Reid, manager of INSINP's TV Dept., will head exhibit
personnel, to include Charles N. Burris, sales 'manager, Telenews Productions Inc.; George Tressel and Frank
Tracey,tions Inc.;
Tressel
ProducJohn M.Television
Cooper, director,
INS Radio Dept.; Gene Roguski,
manager, INS Chicago bureau, and
Charles J. Nichols, manager, INP
Chicago bureau.
* * *
Keystone Broadcasting System
Room 521A
THE FIFTH floor exhibit of Keystone
Broadcasting System will be in charge
of Naylor Rogers, executive vice president. In commemoration of Keystone's 10th anniversary, the organization will present silver greeting
cards to delegates. Edwin R. Peterson
and Sidney J. Wolf will be on hand,
along with Mr. *Rogers.
* *
Inc.
Lang- Worth Feature Programs

Gray Research & Development Co.
(Division of Gray Mfg. Co.)
Room 560
AIMED at low-cost production of TV
commercial copy is Gray Telop, principal display of Gray Co. A versatile,
4-channel optical system with flexibility of control, machine permits
production of an unlimited variety of
effects with the simplest copy forms.
Dual projector consists of opaque
cards S1/* inches by 4 inches, for announcements, titles and programs;
glass slides, same measurements, for
transparancies ; small objects and
strip material. One object can be
faded to another instantly or by lap
dissolve or superimposing to obtain
special effects. Diplexer allows one
TV camera to be used for two film
projectors and the Telop.
In addition, Gray announces development of a camera turrent and a
multiplexer to assure continous operation in a TV projection room, even
though a camera may fail, and in
order to preview one projection while
another is on the air. Other equipment available through Gray Co. is
a viscous-damped transcription tone
arm for high-fidelity reproduction.
It gives continuous tracking on an
Rooms 512A, 513A
LP record that for testing purposes
TWO exhibits will be maintained by
has been distorted by a Vs inch shim
Lang-Worth — one for the engineerunder the record's outside diameter,
Gray claims.
ing conference, the other for broadAt the Gray booth, Arthur H.
cast executives. Former will concenJones, vice president, and Chester
trate on a new eight-inch transcripSnow, of the research staff, will
tion,
unveiled as a "mystery record"
supervise activities.
at last year's convention and now
BROADCASTING
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I refined for full use. Lang-Worth then
converted its entire library of 16inch discs to the eight-inch form
after setting up its own recording,
processing and pressing plants.
Management exhibit from April 16
to 18 will be pointed to programming and sales. The new eight-inch
library with special cabinet and index
! system by Globe-Wernicke will be on
exhibition, along with scripts and
! audition platters of new talent, feaI tures and shows to be introduced in
| the eight-inch disc library.
Lang-Worth's representatives are:
I C. 0. (Cy) Langlois, president; Pierre
Weis, vice president in charge of
; sales; John D. Langlois, secretary;
| Cy Langlois Jr., treasurer-; W.
O'Keefe, vice president in charge of
artists and repertoire; J. A. Miller,
research and engineering director;
i Walter B. Davison, director, West
Coast operations; William E. Young,
sales representative, and Hugh Allen,
; development engineer.
C. P. MacGregor
Room 502
NEW MUSIC library plan of interest
to radio stations will be unfolded at
company's exhibit in Room 502. MacGregor plans to exhibit its transcription services, both music and dramatic, and emphasize availability of
"topnotch" production shows featuring well-known Hollywood personalities.
MacGregor executives on hand:
George R. Jones, manager; Nat Donato, eastern manager, and William
M. Mertz Jr., midwest manager.
Machlett Laboratories
Rooms 504A, 505A, 507A
COMPLETE line of broadcasting and
industrial power tubes, including new
water jackets and terminal connectors, distributed in the United
States by Graybar Electric Co.,
will be shown. New high-power
thoriated cathode tube designed for
| use as a single output tube in 25 kw
television and 50 kw FM service
also will be exhibited. Representatives at convention will be R. R.
Machlett, H. J. Hoffman, Dr. H. D.
Doolittle, R. E. Nelson, R. N. Kellogg
Jr.
* * #
Magnecord Inc.
Rooms 535A, 536A, 537A
COMPLETE line of professional magnetic tape recorders for every purpose will be exhibited by Magnecord
Inc. Company now offers console,
portable or rack mount models. Some
features of the new Magnecorder
equipment include: Three heads for
separate erase, record and playback,
the latter used to monitor from the
tape while recording. The PT7 capstan, which controls tape speed, operates by a positive drive principle
which uses a flexible molded gear couI . pling instead of usual puck idlers,
gears or belts, eliminating timing
errors in recording and playback, according to firm. Unit also accommodates 10% -inch NAB reels on all
models including portable. Frequency,
response remains flat from 50-15,000
cps (plus over minus) 2 db at 15
inches per second tape speed.
Rewind operation is accomplished
by pushbutton controls which also may
be remotely operated. All units have
high speed forward and 15-inch or
7%-inch per second tape speed at flip
of switch. Amplifiers have switch for
equalization of speeds.
Additionally, another unit incorporating features of standard PT6 and
BROADCASTING

OFFICERS of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies Gamble, AAAA president; Secretary Sawyer; Louis N.
greeted Secretary of Commerce Charles E. Sawyer, guest Brockway, Young & Rubicam, Advertising Council and
of honor, at White Sulphur Springs luncheon during the AAAA vice chairman; Charles W. Jackson, of the White:
recent convention. L to r: Clarence B. Goshorn, Benton House staff; Fairfax M. Cone, Foote, Cone & Befding,
& Bowles, retiring AAAA board chairman; Frederic R.
AAAA board chairman.
Jan. Equals Average
HOME

LISTENING

listening only, up to 6 hours 39
minutes combined — an increase of
61%. This divides as follows between daytime and nighttime : Daytime goes from 2 hours 29 minutesto 2 hours 59 minutes, an increase
of 20%. Evening goes from 1 hour
39 minutes
radio listening
to 3"
hours
49 of
minutes
of combined
122%. and TV, or an increase of
radio

Of 3 Years-Nielsen
NUMBER of home hours of radio listening in January 1950 equalled
the average of the past three years, Arthur C. Nielsen, president of the
A. C. Nielsen Co., stated Thursday in an expansion of his remarks at the
ANA convention March 30 [Broadcasting, April 3].
'
"
"~
During the past three years the
known as PT63-A will be shown. New
number of radio homes has inMagnecorder provides third head for
creased from an average of 37,600,playback and monitoring tape. Also
000
to
the
present figure of 40,800,slated for display is a kit (101) which
The total TV viewing alone goes',
000, a gain of 8.5%, Mr. Nielsen
from zero (prior to installation of
will convert present PT6 Magnecprders
explained.
set)
to 4 hours 3 minutes, he noted.
in
field for monitoring tape while recording.
"If we take into account that (1) Daytime goes up to 50 minutes and
Kit contains three-head unit which
radio listening per home has de- evening to 3 hours 13 minutes.
clined 7.8% due to the combined
plugs into present receptacles holding
Radio listening over the threeeffect of TV and other factors and year
heads on present PT6 equipment.
period has dropped from 4
Monitor amplifier and power supply
hours 8 minutes to 2 hours 3$
(2) that the number of radio homes
also are part of kit and can be at- has increased 8.5%, then the re- minutes, a decline of 37%, Mr.
tached to present Magnecorder for
sult is there have been as many
Nielsen said. He pointed out that
monitoring tape.
home hours of listening in January
Attending the Magnecord exhibit in of this year as the average for the the 37% is a very important figureRooms 535 A, 536A and 537A will be:
to keep of 13%
in mind.
There's and
a reducin daytime
73%'
R. J. Tinkham, president; C. G. Barker,
past
three years," said NRI's presi- in thetionevening.
dent.
vice president for sales; J. S. Boyers,
Mr. Nielsen noted that the 7.8%
chief engineer; R. S. McQueen, ad"It should be recognized howvertising manager; R. L. Landon, prodecline in daily hours of listening
ever," he said "that only a smallduction manager; D. K. Hornbogen,
per home breaks down to 17.1%
per cent of the homes has TV at
sales service, and P. J. McCauley, enin the largest cities, 6.3% in medi- this time. The best available estium cities, and 1.5% in small towns
gineer.
mates for January 1950 put TV
and farms.
homes at 3,950,000 which is 9.7%
Mcintosh Engineering
Laboratory
"If we analyze this by time of of the 40,800,000 estimated radio>
Inc.
day, we get 8.2% down in the homes.
Rooms 535A, 536A, 537A
morning, 5.2% in the afternoon,
"As we have seen, radio has deTHE DISPLAY of Mcintosh Engi- and
said. 9.7% in the evening," he
clined 37% in such homes, so the
neering Laboratory Inc. will demonstrate and show measurements on the
He asked that full recognition be total reduction in radio throughout,
new high-efficiency unity coupled amgiven the fact that when a TV set the country is only 37% of 9.7% or
plifiers (60 to 65%) with less than
goes into a home the total amount
3.6%. Therefore if nothing else%% distortion between 20 to 20,000
had happened to affect radio audicycles. These amplifiers are used as of broadcast listening or viewing
ences in the past few years they
monitoring, recording, and as line is "tremendously increased."
amplifiers. An auditory demonstration
Actually, he said, it goes from 4 would have declined 3.6% due to thewill be conducted in connection with
hours 8 minutes, which is radio
a Magnecord tape machine and a
advent of TV."
James B. Lansing speaker.
Measurements of distortion, noise,
and the like, will be made with Hew— Station Owners — Managers —
lett Packard test equipment. NAB
plug-in equalizers and miscellaneous
RADIO
TELEVISION PUBLICITY CORPORATION
equipment useful to broadcasting will
be shown.
Cordially invites
Representatives present will be:
your inquiries regarding our proven, effective
Frank H. Mcintosh, president; Gordon
AM - FM - TV STATION SERVICE
J. Gow, chief of the laboratory; Kenneth Owen and Frank Inglis.
(Exclusive in your area)

Charles Michelson Inc.
Room 560A
COMPLETE line of dramatic programs including mysteries, kiddie
shows and family programs, as well
as special purpose programs for specified types of local advertisers, are
among those services offered by
Charles Michelson Inc. Others are
the Gennett and Speedy-Q sound ef('Continued on page 86)
• Telecasting

See us at NAB Convention — Stevens Hotel, Room 529
(April 14-19)
— or better yet, make our executive offices your
headquarters while in Chicago.
RADIO TELEVISION PUBLICITY CORPORATION
1 59 East Chicago Avenue
Chicago 11, Illinois
Telephone — WHitehall 4-1478
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P&G's Morgens
(Continued from page 23)
the effect that 'radio's through and
television is taking its place.' We
don't intend to give up any valuable radio properties, at least until
after we have lived with this new
situation for quite a while and
appraised it thoroughly."
There has been inadequate research to date on what has happened to newspaper and magazine
readership in television homes, he
noted. "Any sound judgment of
the relative effectiveness of radio
versus other media per dollar spent
depends on such measurements as
well
said. as on other appraisals," he
"No," he said, "we are not in
any rush to give up our radio properties because of television. We
think that if advertisers generally
would appraise the new situation
sanely and unhurriedly, it would
make for stability and the continued efficiency of radio."
Mr. Morgens said that after thorough appraisal of the situation in
general and patient endeavor to
achieve cost reductions that seem
proper — "if we still cannot find a
way to make a certain program
into an efficient advertising vehicle,
then we shall, of course, drop the
program."
"We think that, too, will be helpful to radio," he added. "If there
is anything that won't benefit radio,
it is for an advertiser to keep a
program on the air after it has
ceased to be an efficient medium
for him."
In following its future plan for
radio, P&G (as well as other advertisers) "will need the cooperation of the networks, of the stations
and of radio talent," Mr. Morgens
said. "We feel certain that at the
right time such cooperation will be
forthcoming because it will be in
the best interests of radio generally.
"I stress the phrase 'at the right
time' because timing is a key factor
in this whole situation. Any adjustments that are needed in the
costs should certainly be made before there is a collapse of program
and advertising structure in broad
areas of radio. It will be very difficult to rebuild those structures
Your FM
LIFE
S

0OT8
E R

The New
MULTIPULSE
FIXED FREQUENCY
RECEIVER
With 8
Pulse Channels
N.A.B. Convention
April 12-19
Suite 550 A
MULTIPULSE SALES CO.
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.
Chicago, Illinois
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after such a collapse, regardless
of such adjustments as are made."
As for television, P&G regards
it as posing a serious problem in
keeping a sound relationship between the effective result and the
cost of television advertising.
Mr. Morgens said P&G believed
that its first job in approaching
television "is to learn."
"The need for learning about
television will never stop, of
course," he said. "And it may well
take years before we can know the
answers to some of television's
most important problems. However,
the more all of us apply ourselves
to the learning job, the better it
will be for television generally."
Part of the learning process is
experimentation, he said. "Naturally, not everyone can afford to
experiment with television. However, the networks can and are
doing it, certain stations can and
are doing it, and large advertisers
and advertising agencies can do it.
There is a crying need for such
experimental efforts.
"Even before we get into the
creative area," he said, "there is
need for experimentation in order
to lower the medium's mechanical
costs. Surely, for example, there
will eventually develop some better
and lower cost method of coast-tocoast transmission than the coaxial
cable or film."
Need Experimentation
In the creative area, he said,
there is a need for experimentation
"with a whole new approach to
program production if we are going
to have really high program quality at a does
reasonable
cost." to use
P&G
not intend
television "because it's an intriguing and popular thing to do; or
because it is vaguely felt to be a
broad, statesmanlike thing to do;
or because it's a good thing to get
in on the ground floor of a new
medium; or even because salesmen
and dealers take more favorable
notice of television than they do of
other media to which they have
grown accustomed."
"Television's job is to sell merchandise to the consumer," he said.
Mr. Morgens cast an oblique
warning at violations of good taste
and irresponsibility in telecasting.
"Procter & Gamble, like any
other sound advertiser, will only
use television in a manner that is
clearly in keeping with the broad
public interest. That's the principle which we follow in everything
that we do and perhaps it goes
without saying.
However,
it's particularly important
to emphasize
in regard to television in its character-forming years."
Summing up, Mr. Morgens said:
"It will take work, and lots of it —
on the part of advertisers, agencies,networks,
■
stations and program
producers
—
we'reradio
goingandto
make sure that ifboth
television deliver advertising messages effectively and efficiently in
the difficult years that lie before
them. If we do that job well, both
media will be great and constructive forces in America for many
years to come."

1886

C.

FUNERAL services for Roy C.
Witmer, 63, former NBC vice president and pioneer of network
broadcasting, were held last Monday at his home in Westport, Conn.
He died at his
home April 1
after a prolonged illness.
Mr. Witmer
served as vice
president of NBC
for 17 years until
his resignation in
1948. Under his
leadership the
Mr. Witmer
NBC sales decredited with developing basic partment
saleswas
principles now used by networks
and stations throughout the country. Among these was the technique of designing programs to fit
the needs of individual advertisers.
The former NBC executive was
born July 8, 1886, at Niagara Falls,
N. Y., and began his business career after attending Leland Stanford U. in California. He devoted
his early activities to the banking
and utility fields, then managed
manufacturing plants in New England.
In 1927 Mr. Witmer joined
NBC's advertising department as
a salesman. He was promoted to
assistant sales manager two years
later and became sales manager in
1930. Following year he was appointed vice president in charge of
sales.
Mr. Witmer was further promoted to staff vice president handling assignments from Niles
Trammell, former NBC president
and now chairman of the board.
Alabama

AP Group Elect

AT a meeting of the Alabama Associated Press Broadcasters' Assn.
held in Montgomery, Ala., March
26, Howard Martin of WALA Mobile, was elected president, succeeding W. Emmett Brooks, WEBJ
Brewton. Others elected: C. 0.
Liles, WMLS Sylacauga, vice president; Lamar Matthews, Associated Press Radio staffer, secretary;
and directors, Bert Bank, WTBC
Tuscaloosa; Eloise Hanna, WBRC
Birmingham; Henry P. Johnston,
WSGN Birmingham, and F. E.
Busby, WKRG Mobile.
Neill Heads

CAB

MALCOLM NEILL, CFNB Fredericton, was elected president of
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
at the final session of the annual
meeting at Niagara Falls, Ont.
[Broadcasting, April 3]. The CAB
board was scheduled to meet at
Ottawa today (April 10), preparatory tomeeting with the Royal
Commission on Arts, Letters and
Sciences at Ottawa, in its final
sitting April 11-14, to hear final
briefs on broadcasting.

Witmer

1950

Mr. Trammell, a close personal
friend of Mr. Witmer, last week
said he knew of "few people who
have given to the broadcasting
industry so unselfishly of themMr. selves
Witmer
as he did."is survived by his
wife,ial was
Dorothy
Parksin Witmer.
Burto be held
California.
KSTP

AM-TV

STRIKE

IBEW Engineers Walkout
STRIKE of 22 technicians of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL) Wednesday
night at KSTP - AM - TV MinneapolisSt.
Paul caused interrupted service at both outlets.
Regular schedule was soon resumed and "is continuing without
interruption," KSTP officials reNegotiations have been in progress since last August for a renewal of the contract which export. pired Sept. 30. According to KSTP
spokesmen, the union demanded
"a substantial wage increase for
all stations involved in the joint
bargaining."
OtherWTCN
stations
involved were WMIN
WLOL
and KEYD, all Minneapolis-St.
Paul,
the latter's contract expiring
in
February.
After many meetings, KSTP reports, WMIN WTCN KEYD and
WLOL agreed to increase wages $3
a week. "However KSTP refused
to grant any increase because our
technician wage is now $95 a week
with
$110."
This issupervisors
higher thanreceiving
wages paid
by
the other stations, KSTP said.
Regarding final negotiations,
KSTP said: "Early last evening
(Wednesday) Freeman Hurd, the
international's business agent,
called Hubbard (Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP president and general
manager) for a conference which
he readily agreed to at our offices.
Hubbard arrived here just a few
minutes before 8 p.m. and after
only a short discussion with Hurd,
the latter gave an ultimatum of
two minutes in which to grant an
increase, without naming the
amount, or the men would strike.
As it was learned later the union
had struck five minutes before
Hurd
ultimatum."
Mr. issued
Hurd thesaid
the engineers,
members of Local 1216, "have received only a $5 a week increase
in the last 3% years and are paid
well below even smaller stations in
KSTP spokesmen
comparable
cities." said the station is "rapidly recruiting replace-

We don't sell "time"!
We USE time to increase
ments."
your sales and
Grandprofits.
Rapids,
Michigan
WGRD
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VHF

MOVE

POSSIBILITY of moving- ail television from VHF to UHF was suggested by FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy last week in questions posed as
cross-examination got under way in
the Commission's color television
hearing1.
From the standpoint of spectrum
economy — without regard to differences in VHF and UHF coverage or other factors — Chairman
Coy said:
"It would seem to me quite reasonable that to use the ultra-high
frequencies in their entirety from
470 or 500 mc to 890 mc is freeing
the kind of spectrum space that
can be utilized by other services,
and are needed for other services,
and that would be in the public interest."
His questions and assumptions
suggested a six-year "amortization" period after which VHF
broadcasters would be required to
switch to UHF operations.
This departure from previous
lines of questioning highlighted a
week which produced these color
television developments :
£ Demonstrating its new threecolor picture tube Hfor the record,"
RCA showed Thursday for the
first time that its color by a new
technique now can be transmitted
over the existing 2.7 mc coaxial
cable in addition to radio relay,
thus seemingly removing what had
been considered a substantial objection to the system.
£ Chairman Coy suggested the
possibility of an FCC request or
order that manufacturers begin
now to build adapters into their
black-and-white sets so they would
be able to receive "non-compatible"
(CBS) color in monochrome in
event a non-compatible system is
authorized.
0 Donald Fink, former chairman of the Joint Technical Advisory Committee of Radio Mfrs.
Assn. and the Institute of Radio
Engineers, said he personally felt
the dot-interlace principle employed in color could also be applied to
black-and-white to improve resolution, "quite possibly" without adversely affecting the value of sets
now in use.
% Dr. G. H. Brown, RCA Labs
research engineer, reported his
company is working on a single
tri-color camera tube but that it
is still in the research stage.
£ Comr. Robert F. Jones
served notice that he intends to explore the television patent situaPage 2
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Coy

UHF?

tion by asking RCA to submit data
on the patents to which it has
rights, what the rights cost and
what they cover.
® FCC called upon RCA, CBS,
and Color Television Inc., sponsors
of the three principal color systems under consideration, to submit detailed parts and costs data
for conversion to their respective
color techniques.
New Demonstration Set
® FCC scheduled an official
demonstration of CBS' new dot-interlace color method for April 26
in New York, but said otherwise it
would conform to its previously announced hearing schedule including
sessions during the NAB convention next week. April sessions will
be held today and tomorrow, and
on April 17, 18, 19, 20, and 25.
® Both RCA and CBS demonstrated their color systems Friday
for members of the International
Radio Consultative Committee of
the International Telecommunications Union.
Chairman Coy's questions on the
advisibility of moving1 television
"upstairs," which later were pursued by Comr. George E. Sterling,
were posed during Dr. Fink's appearance to launch the hearing's
cross-examination phase. Mr. Coy
asked :
"Has the thought ever occurred
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Telestatus 10
Dr. Fink, given the lunch recess
^m^m.^mm.m.'*.
mmmmw««mmmi
to prepare his answer, thought a
"much preferable" solution (which after that, or eight years from
he said has been ruled out "on "the first of July."
very good grounds") would be to The Chairman's observation
add 40 or 50 VHF channels adja- about the reasonableness of "freecent to the present 54-216 mc TV jng» tne VHF by moving into UHF
range. An upstairs reallocation, followed a statement pointing out
he felt, would be upsetting to the that FCC's present VHF proposal
industry, aside from other objec- would leave the VHF intact but
tlonsutilize all but about 140 mc of the
Color Timetable
available UHF frequencies. From
the
standpoint of spectrum econChairman Coy — who injected at
omy he thought it better to vacate
one point that "neither of us is the VHF and use all of the UHF.
committing himself as to what is
Dr.tion"— Fink
his "first
objecgoing to be done here, so let us aswhich said
Chairman
Coy specifsume some things" — followed up
ically
excluded
from
his
assumpwith a question based on the astions— was the "possibility that
sumption that color standards be
some parts of the country would
adopted
"let color
us say,"
first not, in fact, receive the television
of
July;by,that
sets the
become
available two years thereafter, and service" that they otherwise might.
He thought this problem might be
that the deadline for moving from
VHF to UHF might be six years
alleviated
"spotting"
additional
stations tobyserve
such areas,
but
that a great number of channels
would be required.

KPIX (TV) San Francisco receives the San Francisco Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences silver "Emmy" award for outstanding station achievement
in 1949 [Telecasting, April 3]. At the presentation ceremonies are (I to r)
David Crandell, KGO-TV San Francisco director, and president of the San
Francisco ATAS; Philip G. Lasky, KPIX (TV) vice president and general
manager, who accepted the award for the station; Mrs. Lasky; Mayor Elmer
Robinson, and Syd Cassyd, president of the Los Angeles ATAS.
April 10, 1950

Coverage Problems
He said his answer was assuming
the use of ground-based stations,
and that coverage problems would
dwindle if Stratovision were employed. He was not sure that Polycasting, involving the use of many
low-power stations to achieve coverage, is the best answer to the
problem. Nor did he think VHF
would be as useful to some of the
non-broadcast services as UHF is.
Chairman Coy wanted to know
the effect that announcement of
color standards might have upon
purchase of black-and-white sets.
Dr. Fink thought it might not be
too great if a compatible color system were chosen, but that sales
would definitely be affected by
adoption of non-compatible standards.
Would this effect be offset,
Chairman Coy asked, if manufacturers would start now to build
adapters into their sets, so that
BROADCASTING
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all built in the future would be
"compatible." He seemed particularly concerned about the desirability of such a procedure in event
FCC should decide to postpone a
decision on color.
Further, he asked, would manufacturers accept such a course if
FCC ordered it, or would they go
to court "on the question of jurisdiction?"
Dr. Fink thought court action
might result, but that "a lot of
manufacturers" would adopt the
procedure "without too much urging" if they thought the color decision would come soon — in six
months, for example.
Chairman Coy suggested the
jurisdiction question might arise
on another score "if manufacturers don't do something about the
oscillator radiation problem" which
causes interference to other services.
Fink Under Subpena
Dr. Fink, who made clear that
he was appearing under a subpena by FCC and not as a representative of any other organization
(including the so-called Condon
Committee on color, of which he is
a member) , said he thought FCC
should be able to write fundamental color standards after (1)
seeing the official demonstration
of the RC A tri-color tube ; (2) seeing the CBS system using dot-interlace; (3) seeing the CTI system
again, as scheduled for the first
week in May.
On the point of comparative coverage, he said he thought a UHF
station would reach 30 miles
whereas a VHF station of the
same power could reach 50. But
he emphasized throughout his testimony that equipment improvements are almost inevitable.
He estimated a $175 VHF set
would sell for not more than $190
with a UHF tuner added.
Chairman Coy at one point indicated he felt a lone UHF station
competing with several VHF stations could be compared to a station broadcasting CBS color, which
can't be received in monochrome by
existing sets without modification.
Dr. Fink felt that before color
standards are definitely fixed there
should be controlled subjective
viewing tests with "people representative of the public."
He denied he considered the CBS
system "not good enough to be
adopted," declaring he was "taking
no stand between systems." He
thought, however, that a broadcaster would start with a larger
color program schedule if a compatible system were chosen. He
said that "the color converters I
have seen for the RCA system do
not satisfy my definition of a converter."
Dr. Fink repeatedly paid tribute
to the dot-interlace technique, used
in the RCA system and recently
adopted by CBS, as a means of
improving resolution. He said he
had been an advocate of the widest possible bandwidths, but believes with the introduction of dotinterlace that 6 rac is "the proper
Page 57 • BROADCASTING

compromise between quality of
service and quantity of service."
Under questioning by Comr.
Jones he conceded that "somewhat"
more costly receivers might be necessary to realize the "full capabilities" of the technique.
RCA's demonstration of coaxial
cable transmission of its color was
simulated at the official Thursday
showing. But Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom, RCA Labs, vice president
in charge of research, disclosed
that color pictures were successfully sent from Washington to
New York and back by cable earlier in the week. The cable was
unavailable Thursday because of
commercial commitments.
E. W. Chapin, head of the FCC
Laboratory Division, told Dr. Engstrom the "coaxial" color picture
appeared better than the regular
color picture. Dr. Engstrom replied that although the color and
background seemed enhanced, closer observation would show considerable reduction in detail, as when
monochrome is relayed via the
cable.
Cable transmission of color was
achieved by a technique developed
within the last 10 days. Dr. Engstrom considered it an interim
measure in view of rapid expansion
of radio relay facilities capable of
passing the full 4 mc video signals.
Double Sampling Used
The technique was described as
involving double sampling — once at
the entrance terminal of the coaxial cable and once at the exit.
The three color signals are sampled at 2.4 mc, permitting the resulting signal to be passed by the
cable and to retain color characteristics. To assure proper phasing,
this lower sampling rate is produced by passing the 3.6 mc sampling frequency of the regular color
transmission through a "two-thirds
mutiplier" and then into the 2.4
mc sampling unit.
At the end of the coaxial the
signal is separated again into three
color signals by a receiver-type
sampler operating at 2.4 mc. This
is fed through a "three-halves multiplier" into the second transmitting station's regular 3.6 mc sampler.
Like the earlier unofficial showings [Telecasting, March 27, April
3], the record demonstration included both three-gun and one-gun
models of the tri-color kinescope.
Fidelity of the three-gun version,
which was generally deemed superior to that of the one-gun model,
was rated at least equal to that of
RCA's earlier three-tube system.
Some observers said they saw
325-line horizontal resolution of the
test pattern of the three-gun picture tube and approximately the
same vertically. On a set receiving
in monochrome, 325-line resolution
was clearly evident. During the
"coaxial" transmission, horizontal
definition was figured at about 100
to 125 lines.
Dr. Engstrom explained that
higher definition will be possible
when the dot patterns on the mask
(Continued on Telecasting 15).

PRESENT at recent TV Spot Clinic luncheon in New York (I to r): Seated,
Reynold Kraft, Paul H. Raymer Co.; Alfred E. Nathan, v. p., Ronson Art
Metal Works Inc., guest; Keith Kiggins, Edward Petry & Co.; Don Kearney,
Katz Agency; standing, John Porterfield, Raymer; Norman Farrell, Weed &
Co.; Elliott Reed, Free & Peters; Albert S. Goustin, John Blair & Co.; Jack
Brook, Free & Peters; Scott Donahue, Katz.

shows
VELMA DAWSON, ceramist and creator of "Howdy Doody" figure,demonanother of her creations, which
of "Scotty
version
revised strates
merchandise
on SearsSears,"
TV film spots produced and placed by
~^^r
The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.

CARTOON character, "Butter-nut
Kid," used for Butter-nut bread commercials on Hopalong Cassidy TV
series, is introduced to W. J. Brewer
(r), radio-TV dir., R. J. Potts, Calkins
& Holden, Kansas City, by H. W.
McMahan, executive producer. Five
Star Productions, Hollywood, producer of film spots for Butternut.

GETTING latest information on General Electric TV production during
a tour of Electronics Park, Syracuse,
Fred Waring
Waring Show,
(center),
of GE's
Fred
has star
his questions
answered by Dr. Walter Baker (I), GE
vice president,
E. H. Vogel, GE's
manager and
of marketing.

CHATTING in Tampa, Fla., with Joie
Chitwood (r), auto daredevil, is William E. Robinson, TV supervisor for
Kenyon
Mr. Robinson also&wasEckhardt
on handInc.
to oversee
the
Princeton (N. J.) Film Center's recent
production of a series of TV commercials
torfor the
Co. Ford Mo- m^m

SPORTSCAST on WPIX (TV) New
York helped dramatize Howard
Clothes opening of a new retail store
in Jamaica, L. I. Participants in
telecast (I to r): Harry Krawit, pres.,
Peck Adv. Agency; Jimmy Powers,
sports
Samuel
Howardcommentator;
pres.; Maurice
A. Sennet,
_^mti
Fitzgerald, borough pres. ~"^^r

MOBILE unit cameramen focus lenses
during WBEN-TV's pickup of the
consecration of the Bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of Western New
York at St. Buffalo.
Paul's Cathedral in 1
if. + %

CITY of Buffalo,
THE
thriving with its industries, Great Lakes shipping and point-of-market for
Upstate New York farmers,
ranks second in population in
the Empire State only to
teeming New York City and
environs.

Commanding the northernmost tip of Lake Erie, Buffalo is
an historic example of American
cities which have been enriched by
the United States' lush hinterland.
Thus, it is not surprising that
the story of electronic pioneering
parallels the story of Buffalo and
of WBEN-TV, the city's first and
only video station.
For the past two years, as of May
14, 1950, Buffalo residents have
watched the new pictorial art — television— grow in stature in their
city. Their response has been recorded in facts and figures.
Set Circulation Soars
On Jan. 1, 1949, only seven full
months after the station officially
made its debut, the count of television sets in the Buffalo area was
less than 10,000 — not an insignificant number for a one-station market. Latest figures show a different
story with the number of sets
already well past 75,000.
There is another testimonial to
WBEN's progress in the video
world. Since the station went on
the air as the country's 25th TV
outlet, 317 advertisers have used
its facilities. This total, as of last
fall, includes 253 local and 64 national advertisers. Ninety-two local
and national-spot advertisers now
Page 4
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WBEN-TV

Nears

Its Second

Year

imented in ultra-shortwave broadcasting* and also issued one of the
first daily radio-facsimile editions
in the nation. Its W8XH now reposes in the Smithsonian Institution in the nation's capital.
In November 1946, WBEN's FM
station, Buffalo's
frequency
modulation
outlet,first
began
daily
broadcasts. WBEN's TV license
was applied for in early 1946.
Not to be caught short by inexperience in the video art, the- station jumped the gun a day before
its scheduled opening and on May
13, 1948, telecast the consecration
ceremonies of the Rt. Rev. Lauriston L. Scaife as Episcopal Bishop
of Western New York. This telecast from St. Paul's Cathedral in
Buffalo was the first such event
filmed by TV cameras in the U. S.
Telecast of Niagara Falls
Another landmark followed. On
Sept. 12 of the same year, WBENTV made its first telecast from
Niagara Falls, which is located about
18 miles from Buffalo. Remotes
now are the practice rather than
the novelty. Some 250 have been
made by WBEN-TV since that
time, notable among them the
Christmas Eve midnight mass from
St. Joseph's Cathedral, the Buffalo
Air Show, an entire performance
of Cole Bros. Circus, complete plays
from Erlanger Theatre, inauguration of Mayor Mruk and a recent
dedication of an $18 million Veterans hospital in Buffalo.
As a rule, the management of
such a station would be of topnotch calibre. WBEN Inc. is no
exception. Its executives are directed by Edward H. Butler, editor
and publisher of the News who also
is president and treasurer of the
firm, and Alfred H. Kirchhofer, ,
managing editor of the News, who
is vice president and secretary.
Clayton G. Underhill, paper's busiurer. ness manager, is assistant treasMost active of this triumvirate

As Buffalo's Only TV Outlet
use WBEN weekly, excluding net- depositors specifically referring,
with some degree of amusement, to
work sponsors.
A look at any one of the many
this program. In fact, one interesting case was that of two elderly
sponsors' letters tells a flattering
story, both to the medium as an maiden ladies who brought in a
substantial amount of cash which
advertising
art andthe WBEN's
ingenuity in making
medium pay
they
hidden inwas
theirjustified
home." as
off.
Thekept
amusement
A local dealer, the General Ice the commercial portrayed a burglar
Cream Corp., distributor of Seal- meticulously ransacking a home
test ice cream, was interested in only to find a Western Savings
knowing how many children
passbook and his comment: "An
honest burglar cannot make a livwatched its one-minute, three times
weekly, announcement. This in the
ing any more — everybody in Buffalo
is keeping his money in the Western
late fall when Canada's neighbor
city was readying itself for winter.
SavingsPioneering
Bank." Background
For its test, Sealtest offered two
ice cream suckers to anyone viewing the WBEN spot, providing they
WBEN-TV just didn't happen
would send their name and address
like Topsy. In back of the TV station's appearance on the Buffalo
to the firm's "Sealtest Ice Cream
Man" at the station. The offer was
scene is a' pioneering instinct which
repeated on three consecutive tele- long served WBEN-AM-FM hiscasts. Sealtest found — and these
tory. All three facilities are products of broadcasting enterprise by
are its words : ". . . Phenomenal result! Our offer drew 2,617 pieces
its parent, the Buffalo Evening
News. The AM station this year
of mail ! Naturally, this enthusiastic mail response sold us on tele- is marking its 20th year in broadcasting, the News is celebrating its
vision. .. ."
70th anniversary.
Another advertiser, The Western
Savings Bank of Buffalo, carefully
Even before WBEN went on the
watched for results of its pictorial
air in 1930, the News sponsored
advertising. Here is its answer
shortwave broadcasts from Scheas conveyed to WBEN:
nectady to the Byrd expedition in
"The interest of the television
the
Antarctic.
The paper also pioaudience was immediately reflected
neered in the use of the telephone,
by the opening of several subtelegraph and wireless in newsstantial accounts the morning after
gathering in its early days.
Mr. KIRCHHOFER
this program was shown, with the
During the '30s, the paper experBROADCASTING
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in station affairs is Mr. Kirchhofer,
a former president of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors and
former president of the National
Press Club when that organization
began erecting its $10 million
building in Washington, D. C. Managing editor since 1927, Mr. Kirchhofer has matched his newspaper
career with an equally as exciting
association with radio and the entertainment field. Under his personal direction, the TV, AM and
FM operations of WBEN are
centered around a long-experienced
executive staff.
C. Robert Thompson is WBEN
station manager. He joined the
station in 1938 as supervisor of
WEBR, then owned by the News.
A member of the Radio Pioneers
Club, Mr. Thompson started in
radio in 1926 and was station manager of WCOL Columbus, Ohio, before coming to Buffalo.
Key Personnel
The men with whom Mr. Thompson integrates the three-facility
station operation are:
Ralph J. Kingsley, with WBEN
since 1930, technical director of
AM, FM and TV. He came to Buffalo from WBAL Baltimore.
R. Glenn Beerbower, assistant
technical director in charge of TV,
was an RCA field supervisor and
directed the station's initial test
while with RCA and also final
tests before joining the staff.
Frank W. Kelley, assistant station manager in charge of sales
for WBEN Inc.; Nicholas J. Matter, TV sales manager; George R.
Torge, program manager of News
stations (he started on WBEN in
1936 as a singer and announcer),
and Edward J. Wegman, TV program assistant.
Many phases of this three-fold
operation are cooperative. There
are 116 persons on the payroll, including 43 employes directly relating their activities to television
and others providing assistance. Of
these 43, 16 are fulltime technicians.
Both radio and television studios
are on the 18th floor of the Hotel
Statler in downtown Buffalo. The
TV and FM transmitters also are
in the hotel with the tip of the
RCA super-turnstile antenna reaching skyward 335 ft. above the
street. It radiates an effective
power of 16.2 kw visual and 10.2 kw
aural.
Four Networks
Primarily a basic NBC station,
WBEN-TV, which operates on
Channel 4 (66-72 mc), also carries
TV programs from CBS, ABC and
DuMont.
Since its arrival on the Buffalo
scene, WBEN-TV has followed a
policy of promoting television in
cooperation with the city's set
dealers. A series of full-page ads
in the News carried the message
to the public. Each week, for a
period of seven weeks in the early

sustaining, 2:10 commercial, total
6:05; remote hours, none sustaining, 1:40 commercial, total 1:40,
and network hours, 4:45 sustaining and 28:25 commercial, for total
of 33:10. Station's total 48:40
hours for this period has 9:95 sustaining and 38:45 commercial.
With an investment which runs
well over a half million dollars
without operating losses, WBENTV expects that within the next
year or perhaps a little later, the
station finally will break into the
black.
On the road to the profit column,
WBEN-TV is pitching with all the
program-pugnacity it can muster.
These efforts have jelled into capsule success stories such as these:
Hengerer Dept. Store found that
when a $1.50 toy accordion was
demonstrated once by "Santa" over
WBEN-TV, $1,500 worth of the
toys following
were purchased
at the store
the
day.
WBEN-TV utilizes a complex 6-way set-up with film camera. Two 2" x 2"
slide projectors, two movie projectors, a Baloptican and a Kaleidoscope
projector are utilized. Quentin P. Renner is station's film editor.
fall of 1949, the advertisements
urged people to buy sets in order
that they may see "the best things
in life." The newspaper was urged
to follow up these ads by suggesting where and what television set
the people could buy.
Reprints of choice ads, all prepared by the Roizen Agency of
Buffalo working with WBEN-TV's
promotion department, were distributed by dealers and distributors
to TV-set prospects. Some 100,000
copies were circulated.
Local Shows
The station's 800 sq. ft. studio
is a busy location with continuous
production of local shows underway. A locally authored and produced show is The Clue, sponsored
by Stein Brewery which also has
an hour of local wrestling and
sponsored two other local shows
during the past year. This "whodunit" is written by Fred Keller,
station's executive producer, and
Ray Wander, a local ad man. The
Clue has passed its first birthday
on the air.
Another local attraction is the
half-hour South Park Chevrolet
Barn Dance. Telecast weekly from
the studio, the show features hillbilly and western favorites. It
drew 1,800 people at $1 each when
the telecast originated for charity
at a nearby club hall.
Other outstanding local shows
include Meet The Millers, a Mr. &
Mrs. farm couple who specialize
in economical food preparation;
the musical Four Quarters; a
youth talent feature, Stars of
Tomorrow, and Teen Time, for the
Saturday afternoon disc jockey
high school fans.
A display-ad type show, Shoppers
Guide, designed for presentation of
information and products' hints,
has received phenomenal success.

C. ROBERT THOMPSON (I), WBEN-TV station manager, and Frank W. Kelly,
assistant station manager in charge of sales, inspect the installation of studio
lights.
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A husband-wife team, veterans of
radio and theatre, has handled as
many as 24 spots in a 40-minute
period. At present it is a half-hour
show, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 4:30 p.m. It has been on
the air since November 1948.
Shoppers Guide has been so profitable to the advertiser that the
single spot rate of $15 has gone
up to $22.50 with a waiting list
making up a formidable backlog,
WBEN-TV reports. Advertisers of
same products are asked by the
station not to place spots more than
once
a week in order to avoid
monotony.
On-the-air time has jumped in
one year from a weekly average
of 5 days and 22 hours, to 7 days
and more than 50 hours. Class A
basic one-time hourly rate is $400.
In a breakdown of program
hours, figures for Jan. 30 to Feb. 5
this year showed: Studio hours,
1:15 sustaining, 6:30 commercial,
for a total of 7:45; film hours 3:55

Pulls for Martino
Martino Radio Service of Buffalo sponsored a 10-minute Telenews newsreel on the station last
November. Client reported sale of
three Philco combinations at $699
per set as a direct result.
Vic Smith, National TV Co.
owner, found during the same
period that four one-minute film
spot announcements for Polaroid
lenses sold 200 of the lenses with
a total retail value of $1,200 — or
an amazing return of $300 worth
vertising.
of business for each minute of adAnother advertiser, General
Electric Supply Corp. of Buffalo,
found that sales of GE clock radios
increased 221% after advertising
on the station. "Likewise, our
sales of television sets more than
tripled since our sponsorship of
sportadded.
programs on the station,"
GE
In the local sports field, WBENTV carries portions of professional
hockey and wrestling. It has telecast the National Rowing Regatta,
local college football, collegiate
doubleheader basketball, midget
auto and harness racing.
WBEN-TV reports the George
(Continued on Telecasting 15)

SDG
TV

DIRECTORS

Claims

Sweeping

Jurisdiction

WKZO-TV
TESTS
First Signal Successful
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo - Grand
Rapids, Mich., began transmitting
test patterns last week, according
to John E. Fetzer, owner, president
and general manager of Fetzer
Broadcasting Co., owner of WKZO
and WKZO-TV, and WJEF Grand
Rapids.
Reports of reception of WKZO's
signal "far exceeded our expectations," Mr. Fetzer said. Monitoring posts were set up in Lansing
and Jackson, Mich., and in South
Bend and Elkhart, Ind. First pattern was sent out last Tuesday
from
12 midnightto to
a.m. "It
was surprising
find1:30
a deluge
of

over all directors of both "live" and film teleSWEEPING jurisdiction
vision shows was formally claimed in New York last Wednesday by the
Screen Directors Guild.
Simultaneously, Cecil B. DeMille, spokesman for the guild, revealed at
a news conference that SDG will
"start immediate action" to barground for Hollywood and the telegain collectively for over 200 television industry."
"Television and motion pictures
vision directors in New York, Chiare two ends of the same stick
cago, Detroit and other cities.
The guild, which now represents
which is a system of releasing picbetween 60 and 70 video directors,
tures that move across a screen,"
would include as members screen
adding that he didn't
observed,
he
and video directors, assistants and
mean to "suggest or indicate or
floor managers. It would invoke
prophesy that television will supSection 9 of the 1947 Labor Mantheatre."
picturethat
the motion noted
Mr. plantDeMille
SDG
agement Relations Act.
BEST overall guess on estimates of
had
staked
its
jurisdictional
claim
Mr. DeMille said he doesn't anTV circulation during February in
on
the
ground
that
members
are
telephone calls the next day," Mr.
ticipate a "jurisdictional fight"
key markets represented by Edward
with the Radio and Television Di- "directing action across a moving
Fetzer said, "in view of the late
Petry
&
Co.
was
made
by
Annabelle
rectors Guild which claims similar
Andersen,
New
York
timebuyer
forQuestion of whether television is
Station's studios are maintained
representation. RTDG membership
merly with Warwick & Legler. She is
ascreen."
form of sound broadcasting and
now covers 36 of the 45 TV direcin
Kalamazoo at present with offices at both Kalamazoo and Grand
tors connected with local TV sta- thus not subjeet to jurisdiction of awarded first prize, a television set,
by
Keith
Kiggins,
Petry
TV
official.
tions [Telecasting, March 27].
the motion picture medium — or Miss Andersen also receives prizes Rapids. As yet, Mr. Fetzer said,
whether it is a separate distinct
Parties Not Identified
no date has been set for the offifor coming up with the best guess
hour."
cial debut. WKZO, operating on
While Mr. DeMille declined to art, as ruled by at least one high
for
Boston.
court — was put to Mr. DeMille and
Channel
3 (60-66 mc) with 16 kw
identify parties in current negotia- his associates. They dismissed it
aural and 8 kw visual will be a pritions, it is known that representaas academic and thought that any
mary CBS-TV affiliate although
tives of both SDG and RTDG have
decision which might hold TV to BASEBALL RIGHTS
programs will be carried from all
conferred informally within the be part of sound broadcasting
other TV networks. The station is
TV-Radio Set in Philadelphia
past fortnight to discuss jurisdic- would have no effect on jurisdicusing
a new type Federal Midlevel
tional problems.
tional claims of the SDG, which
transmitter.
BASEBALL picture in PhiladelMr. DeMille said he couldn't
basically was founded to represent
phia was completed last week with
speak for SDG members but ad- motion picture directors.
the announcement that WPTZ
mitted, under questioning, that one
On Common Footing
WCAU-TV
WFIL-TV
(TV), each
solution might lie in the absorpwould
telecast and
a portion of the KECA-TV STAFF
Thus,
Mr.
DeMille
appeared
to
11 Added, 19 Transferred
tion of RTDG by his guild, a nonhome games of the Athletics and
reflect Hollywood's feeling that Phillies. Rotating sponsorship has
profit group organized for the muADDITION
of 11 new employes
tual benefit of its members and not television is more closely related been signed with Atlantic Refining
and
transfer
to more responsible
to
motion
pictures
than
to
radio.
a union in the accepted sense. SDG
Co. and P. Ballantine & Sons, with
positions of 19 staff members at
Turning to television in general,
has affiliation with the Screen Dithe possibility of another adverKECA-TV Hollywood has been anrectors Guild in New York, he Mr. DeMille felt that the medium
tiser being added. N. W. Ayer is
nounced by Frank Samuels, vice
added.
would be "the greatest box office in agency for Atlantic; J. Walter
the world" by means of one of Thompson represents Ballantine.
Mr. DeMille described the SDG
president
in charge
ABC's Western Division.
The ofchanges
were
"several mechanical or coin-operDuring the regular season at brought about since the station
as affording a "common meeting
ated devices." He disclaimed trade
Shibe Park, WPTZ cameras will started seven - nightly operation
reports, however, that he favored
originate the ball games for the March 11, Mr. Samuels said.
Phonevision, Zenith Radio Corp.'s three Philadelphia TV stations.
New members of the engineering
avowed subscription system, over
RTDG REACTION
Feeds to WCAU-TV and WFIL-TV
any other development.
department are: John F. Scales,
Warns SDG on Encroachment
"Phonevision is a threat to ex- will be augmented by those sta- Francis A. Oliver, Roger L. Montions with commercial announcehibitors," Mr. DeMille said in reply
QUICK to react to Screen Direcson, Richard T. McCartney, Klarments from their own studios.
ence F. Krone and Edward J.
to
a
question.
"All
television
is
a
tors Guild's jurisdictional claim
WPTZ
is
to
telecast
all
Saturday
threat but exhibitors have faced
over television directors (see sepaCorey. Additions
to the Carolyn
non-techmany threats before and have afternoon games except five. WFILnical staff include:
rate story), the Radio and TeleviTV
will
have
weekday
day
games
found
solutions.
Television
cersion Directors Guild last WednesRoberts, makeup assistant; Darrell
tainly will have a disastrous effect and the aforementioned five Saturday warned the screen guild not to
E. Ross, stage supervisor; Nigel G.
days
not
covered
by
WPTZ.
encroach on its domain.
WCAU-TV will telecast Sundays,
on bad pictures."
(Jimmy) Horton, assistant film diRTDG pointed out it has a charrector; Billy L. Alcine, TV prototalling 42 games. Some of these
ter from the American Federation
gram assistant; Dee Jay Falls,
Sunday games will also be carried tour aide.
of Labor as an international union
MACY'S PLANS
WFIL-TV.and Ballantine were
with jurisdiction over radio-TV
Negotiates WOR-TV Series by Atlantic
directors, and that working TV
NEGOTIATIONS were nearing
also sponsors during the 1949
directors in New York, Chicago and
L. A. WRESTLING
completion last week between
season.
Hollywood are RTDG members.
Radio
rights
are
to
be
handled
by
New York and Macy's
Telecasting Ban Is Lifted
Furthermore, the statement add- WOR-TV
Dept. store for a twice weekly,
WIBG and WPEN, Philadelphia ined, RTDG in New York has workhalf-hour program.
FOLLOWING a seven-week teledependents [Broadcasting March
ing contracts with the four major
Details were not set but present
20]. The former will cover the
casting ban, local wrestling returns exclusively to Los Angeles
TV networks recognizing it as "the plans call for a noontime series, Athletics' schedule and the latter
sole and exclusive bargaining
television April 13 via KTLA (TV)
probably on Wednesday and Fri- the games of the Phillies. WPEN's
agent" for all TV staff directors,
and KECA-TV. The ban had been
day, featuring Barabara Wells and
broadcasts
will
be
sponsored
with
associate directors and floor manguests
and
offering
consumers
adAtlantic, Supplee-Sealtest and Bal- in effect since Feb. 9 when promotagers.
vice on what to look for when
ers of the matches said telecasting
lantine alternating. Atlantic will
"If Mr. DeMille and the SDG do buying merchandise. Program
sponsor WIBG's coverage. Also hurt box office receipts.
not attempt a raid on the estab- would originate from Macy's own
to plans negotiated
under Atlantic's plans for the base- forAccording
wrestlers by MCA Agency,
lished and recognized jurisdiction
ball season are broadcasts of Philaradio studios and stress the store's
of the RTDG, there will be no
slogan: "It's Smart to be Thrifty."
delphia games via a regional hook- which has taken over representaVictor Ratner, Macy vice president
up to Eastern Pennsylvania.
trouble," the guild cautioned.
tion of 20 top wrestlers [Broadcasting, March 27], matches will
"However, if Mr. DeMille and his and former CBS official, is handling negotiations for the store, ABC-TV currently issuing copies of be telecast twice weekly — on KTLA
organization attempt such a jurisdictional raid, they're headed for which reportedly is launching the its film catalogue to affiliates, listing
(TV) starting April 13 and on
films available for TV programming.
series as a TV experiment.
KECA-TV starting April 14.
an all out fight."
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SIMPLY

TURN

to select

KNOB

cartridge.

Pressure Changes Automatically
New miniature version of the Fairchild moving coil cartridge permits this revolutionary advance.
• OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE ASSURED by separate
cartridge for each function. Mount any 3 of four cartridges
listed at right in one arm.
• OPTIMUM

GROOVE

TANGENCY— offset design.

• NEW VISCOUS DAMPING-NO

ARM RESONANCE.

• FITS ALL TRANSCRIPTION TABLES— mounting
radius, 13%"; height above record surface, l7/s"; base
height adjustable.
• 3 WAY TURRET-HEAD ARM

154 S+. £7th

$65.

Avenue

Mom

plug-in
extra

cartridges/
pick

up

arms

MINIATURE DYNAMIC CARTRIDGE, shown above, fits all
arms and record changers — standard RMA mountings —
Diamond Styli mounted perpendicular for back cuing.
• LINEAR FREQUENCY RESPONSE— constant velocity
device — moving coil design for low mass moving parts
and freedom from distortion.
• NO HUM PICKUP— extremely small coil windingkeeps
induced hum at least 15db below other professional type
cartridges.
• HIGH LATERAL

COMPLIANCE

in conformance with

good pickup design.
• CONNECTS TO MICROPHONE CHANNEL — low
impedance — feeds through equalizer directly to the
input of console at microphone level.
CARTRIDGES WITH DIAMOND STYLI
LOW PRICED
Unit 212— Lateral 2.8 mil
$42.50
Unit 211— Lateral 2.2 mil
42.50
Unit 210— Lateral 1.0 mil
47.50
Unit 213— Vertical
50.00

/

"CAN'T

BE

BUILT"

thev Said... but

General

Electric

Built

It!

WHAS-TV
Louisville, Kentucky

GOING UP —THE ANTENNA THAT COULDN'T BE
BUILT. When others gave up, General Electric solved the
most difficult high-gain TV antenna problem ever undertaken bya manufacturer. Two developments here are noteworthy. First, a special feed design saved several thousands
of dollars for the broadcaster. Instead of the usual two, this
antenna requires only one transmission line to feed it, a
Page 8
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simplification achieved by designing and building a special
slot diplexer, first of its kind to be used in high channel
operation. Second, G-E engineers were able to maintain desired antenna characteristics by compensating for increased
pole diameter through the lower portion of the antenna.
At Louisville the WHAS-TV antenna is driven by a G-E
5 kw high channel transmitter.
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Spectacular 1.2-Bay Superturnstile for WHAS-TV is first ever made for
Television Broadcasting — gain measured from input better than 12.5
UNIQUE SLOT DIPLEXER PERMITS SINGLE LINE ANTENNA FEED!
"prvAL manufacturers said it couldn't be done— that nobody
could build a 12-bay antenna of superturnstile design and
make it work. Why not? Because the required mast diameter
would be so large it would affect the antenna characteristics.
General Electric television engineers didn't think so. They
accepted the challenge, took the problem back to Electronics
Park, put to work the immense research, engineering, and manu-

♦

facturing facilities of this great plant... and delivered the complete antenna to Louisville four months later !
Building TV station equipment is a precision job. If your
station plans present difficult problems of design, engineering,
or construction, put G.E. on your team. Offices in all principal
cities. General Electric Company, Commercial Equipment Division, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

LARGEST LOW BAND
HIGH GAIN ANTENNA!
At KRLD-TV, Dallas, Texas,
this 10,000 pound, heavyduty antenna provides an effective gain of 6.2. It is designed and built to withstand
a 50-pound wind loading,
equal to a 150-mile-an-hour
gale. Inset shows batwings
of heavy-walled tubing.

WIND LOADING 60 POUNDS! Rising 1050 feet above the Hudson River, the WOR-TV tower at North Bergen, N. J. is the highest structure in the state. General Electric FM and TV antennas,
mounted together on a special mast, can resist a wind velocity of
165 mph. WOR-TV is also equipped with General Electric FM
and TV transmitters and a custom built control console.
*for VHF commercial operation

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Page 63
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TELEVISION already has replaced radio as the chief product of
radio and television manufacturers
and in 1949 TV sales were responsible for about two-thirds of
the industry's total dollar receipts,
according to a study published by
the
U. S. Statistics.
Dept. of Labor's Bureau
of Labor
Titled "Radios and Television
Sets," the study is part of a BLS
detailed report on employment and
payrolls. It also points out that,
"contrary to popular notion, the
radio and television industry has
provided relatively few additional
jobs as a result of the television
boom." Employment in January
was only 4% higher than in January 1949 — an approximate increase of 5,000 in the production
worker force, the report reveals.
The study also reveals that video
set manufacturers reported accounting for almost $600 million of
the
radio-television
industry's
million sales in 1949.
In the $850
five
months ending with January of
1950, approximately two million
video sets were produced, compared
with 6,000 sets throughout 1946.
Simultaneously, the report showed,
radio set production dropped during 1949 from the 20 million established in 1947 to about half that
total.
Video's Effect on Young
People Studied
THE EFFECT that television has
on children's study and other habits
is starting to face the same controversy which met radio not too
many years ago. To date no clear
cut answer has been presented on
the subject although it would appear that the age of the child is
one of the determining factors.
Following a survey made at Chicago's South Shore high school, it
was reported last week that senior
class students' grades "bear up
under the strain of TV" better than
those of any other class group.
Philip Lewis, assistant principal
and instructor of a TV course
there, found that "superior" students can safely spend from 15 to
20 hours weekly in viewing. Average students should spend only
from five to 10 hours, he said. He
noted an average decline of 19%
in grades of junior class members who watch video 19 hours
weekly, and of 8%% in sophomores' grades. TV helped seniors,
however, in history, civics and
drama courses. Mr. Lewis termed
it a "challenge" to find out how TV
can aid each subject studied.
In New York first returns from a
survey intended to evaluate television's "adverse" effect on the
eating, study and other habits of
New York City school children
were revealed in findings prepared
Page 10
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for release today (Monday) by
United Parents Assn.
Results by age breakdown: (five
to seven) 20 out of 75 parents reported an "unfavorable
on
recreation
activities andeffect"
22 said
TV "adversely affected" children's
eating habits; (seven years old)
13 out of 111 noted adverse effects
on study habits, 29 on recreation
and 27 on eating; (eight year olds)
five out of 73 on study, 12 on recreation and 19 on eating; (nine year
olds) seven out of 51 on study,
13 on recreation and 19 on eating;
(10 year olds) eight out of 46 on
study, 12 on recreation and six
on eating; (ages 11 to 13) 33 out
of 249 on study, 40 on recreation
and 27 on eating habits.
UPA officials declined comment
on initial findings pending a more
thorough analysis of a larger proportion of the 100,000 questionnaires circulated by parent-teacher
associations of schools affiliated
with UPA. First findings were
based on 605 returns from parents
in the boroughs of Manhattan,
Brooklyn, the Bronx and Queens.
New TV Lighting System
Announced by N. Y. Firm
INVENTION and perfection of a
new lighting system for television,
which could allegedly result in savings of more than a million dollars
annually in cost of TV films, has
been claimed by Larry Gordon,
president of Television Features

City

Inc., division of Larry Gordon
Studios, New York. System is
called "filtelite."
Lighting is described as "mobile
sunlight," so constructed and manipulated that an entire production
set can be lighted properly in a
minimum of time, according to Mr.
Gordon, who has installed it in one
of his studios. Reel of all completed TV films is being made
available to advertising agencies.
Hopalong Cassidy Leads
Tele-Que Video Ratings
MOST popular television program
in Los Angeles and Orange Counties during first week of March
was Hopalong Cassidy, according
to Tele-Que survey of Coffin, Cooper & Clay Inc., Hollywood. Show
received 59.7 rating. Results were
based on viewing diaries kept by
575 TV viewers in the area.
Next nine shows in popularity
were: Spade Cooley Time, 52.7;
Texaco Star Theatre, 47.2 ; Feature
Movies (KTLA), 46.6; Lone Ranger, 45.1; Sandy Dreams, 42.1;
Harry Owens, 41.9; Time for
Beany, 38.6; Feature Picture
(KTLA), 38.2; Cyclone Malone,
37.6.
* * #
Videodex Ratings
Issued for March
MILTON BERLE'S Texaco Star
Theatre was seen in 2,161,700
homes in 17 cities City
covered by the

Weekly Television Summsry —
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
Ames
WOI-TV
2,475
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
31,500
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
146,191
Binghamton
WNBF-TV WBRC-TV
6,785
Birmingham
10,320
Bloomington WAFM-TV,
12,070
WTTV
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
305,793
5,000
Buffalo
WBTV
WBEN-TV
75,693
Charlotte
Chicago
12,169
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
418,366
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
92,900
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Columbus
176,474
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
49,600
Ft. Worth
KBTV, KRLD-TV, WBAP-TV
Davenport
Quad Cities: WOC-TV
49,125
Includes Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
42,900
Detroit
191,430
Erie
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
8,325
Ft. Dallas
Worth33,432
KBTV, KRLD-TV
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV,
49,125
WLAV-TV
Greensboro
23,200
WFMY-TV
Houston
10,400
KLEE-TV
17,500
HuntingtonCharleston WSAZ-TV
Indianapolis
6,578
30,000
Jacksonville WF3M-TV
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
8,200
Kalamazoo16,560
Battle Creek
Kansas City WDAF-TV
28,901
8,046
35,563
* Lancaster WGAL-TV
Lancaster*
and contiguous areas.

Compares Radio-TV
(Report 106)

March Videodex television ratings.
The program had a rating of 61.3,
according to the Jay & Graham
Research Inc. report issued last
week. Ratings were derived from
the Videodex panel during the first
week of March.
The list of top 10 Videodex rated
programs follows:
No. (000's) Cities
No.
Program
1. Star
Theatre Rating
61.3 Homes
2,161.7 17
2. Talent Scouts 55.2
1,552.2 10
3.
1,677.1 16
4. Toast
Godfreyof &Town 48.7
Friends 46.9
1,653.2 17
5. The Goldbergs 42.3
1,432.2 14
6.
Stop the
1,206.8 16
7. Kraft
TV Music 38.3
Theatre 36.1
1,110.6 15
8. Lone Ranger
35.3
1,168.9 12
9. Cavalcade of
Sports 34.8
1,130.5 16
10. Fireside
Theatre 34.8
1,047.6 14
Test Pattern Argument
ORAL ARGUMENT on FCC's
proposal restricting separate operation of TV aural and visual transmitters has been scheduled for May
12, the Commission has announced.
Those who have filed comments
and wish to participate must enter
appearances by May 1. The proposed rule changes would allow test
patterns to be accompanied only by
a single tone or series of tones
while separate operation of the
aural transmitter would be allowed only for test purposes or
emergency fills upon failure of visual equipment. Many telecasters
have urged liberalization of the
proposal
Dec. 12,
1949; Jan. [Telecasting,
16].

APrii io- ^ telecasting survey
Number Sets
Outlets On Air
Los Angeles
KLAC-TV, KNBH, KTLA, KTSL, KFI-TV
448,737
Louisville
KTTV, KECA-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
25,901
Memphis
WTVJ
WMCT
Miami
Milwaukee
Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
89,419
20,125
29,775
Nashville
74,900
New Haven
71,100
WNHC-TV
New
Orleans
19,897
New York
WDSU-TV
WJZ-TV, WNBT
WABD,
1.060,000
WOR-TV, WCBS-TV,
WPIX
Newark
WATV
Norfolk
Incl. in N. Y. Estimate25
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
20.361
21,541
Omaha
WOW-TV, KMTV
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
435,000
9,315
KPHO-TV
Pittsburgh
WTAR-TV**
Portland, Ore. WDTV
80,000
887
Providence
4,500
WJAR-TV
Richmond
WTVR
34,125
Rochester
26,213
WHAM-TV KSL-TV
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV,
31,056
11,000
San Antonio
San
Diego
KEYL, WOAI-TV
13,016
33,200
KFMB-TV
San Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Schenectady
WRGB
43,442
70,000
Seattle
24,450
St. Louis
KING-TV
KSD-TV
Toledo
101,254
Syracuse
WHEN, WSYR-TV
WSPD-TV
Tulsa
33,758
37,000
KOTV
Utica-Rome
20,800
WKTV
Washington
11,500
118,250
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WOIC, WTTG
Wilmington
WDEL-TV
Total Markets on Air 60 Stations on Air 103 Sets in Use 4,906,365
30,322

** New station in this report.
Editor's
Note: Sources Since
of setmany
estimates
are basedmonthly,
on datasome
available
from dealers,
distributors,
TV Circulation
committees,
and manufacturers.
are compiled
may remain
unchanged
in successive
summaries.
Total setselectric
in allcompanies
areas is
necessarily approximate.
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miami

valley

EYES

are

glued

to

WHIO-TV

Dayton's FIRST

Television Station

to Broadcast
CINCINNATI

REDS

Baseball Games
April 18 — October 1

This market's growing TV audience (over
55,000 as you read this) spends a lot of
time looking at WHIO-TV.

The reason . . .

outstanding programming like the Cincinnati
Reds home games April 1 8 — October 1 .
Top local programs, news and sports coverage, plus CBS, ABC and DuMont network
shows make WHIO-TV FIRST in Television in
the Miami Valley.
NEWS

• SPORTS

CBS, ABC, DuMont Best Shows

wm

X„„ell3

ijo-ty

1 DAYTON,

OHIO

Affiliated With The Dayton Daily News and Journal-Herald
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CANNON MILLS, to supplement
its various advertising campaigns,
is blazing a trail in television.
Cannon is offering free to retail
stores, two one-minute TV commercial films to increase May-June
selling of towels. Store pays only
for TV time at local rates. Openend is provided to permit 11-second
local announcement for individual
stores. . . . American Releasing
Corp., Los Angeles, signed by Sue
Dwiggins and Vi Russell to handle
their TV package Little Magic
Mystery. Consisting of 13 quarterhour programs, package will be
distributed nationally.
* * *
Burr Tillstrom, creator and coowner of NBC-TV Kukla, Fran &
Ollie, has been signed by TEEVEE
Film Co. Beverly Hills Calif, to
produce half-hour TV series based
on OZ stories by L. Frank Baum.
Series will utilize combination of
live talent and marionettes and
will be produced in Chicago. Completion of film is expected for fall
telecasting. Same firm producing
series of six five-minute television
films Vignettes of Fate. Merrill
Pye, vice president in charge of
production of TEEVEE, has resigned. Marc Frederic and William Asher will assume duties
formerly overseen by Mr. Pye.
* * %
Reported to be largest sound
stage ever used for television in
Hollywood, being utilized by United
Productions of America at General
Service lot, for Ford commercials.
Series of 10 90-second films being
produced for NBC-TV Kay Kyser
show. They will be available May
11. Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co.
Shallow & Graham Productions,
Los Angeles, has completed series
of six one-minute TV film commercials for Day & Night Mfg. Co.,
Monrovia, Calif, (water heaters,
Panelray gas wall heater). Films
currently being telecast on 13 western and southwestern stations including KTTV (TV) KTLA (TV)
KLAC-TV all Los Angeles; KRLDTV Dallas; WBAP-TV Fort Worth;
WDSU-TV New Orleans; WKYTV Oklahoma City; KPHO-TV
Phoenix; KSL-TV Salt Lake City;
WOAI-TV San Antonio; KFMBTV San Diego; KRON-TV San
Francisco; KOTV (TV) Tulsa.
* * *
Princeton Film Center Inc. is
expanding its New York facilities
to speed handling of film production due to increased demand for
TV film. New addition to Manhattan set-up will make creative talent, editing facilities and screening
room immediately available to video clients.
* * #
Television Features Inc., New
Page 12
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York, currently producing oneminute spots for Sweetheart Soap
and Mueller's Spaghetti, through
Duane Jones; Purolator, through J.
Walter Thompson; Lee Pipes,
through Donahue & Coe; Buffalo
Savings Bank, through Muir & Co;
P. O. C. Beer, through Gregory &
House; Franks Beverages, through
Adrian Bauer; Spred Satin and
Durkee Foods, through Meldrum &
Fewsmith. Commercials recently
completed include Richard Hudnut,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt; Air
Wick, through Weintraub. William Van Pragg, vice president in
charge of production, says future
schedules indicate high intensity
production as result of commercials successfully completed and
aired.
* * *
INS-Telenews weekly newsreel
review, 20-minute summary of
week's news, being telecast on
WGN-TV Chicago, under sponsorship of City National Bank and
Trust Co. . . .
PROGRAM

FINDER

Crosley Issues 'Tel-A-Dial'
CROSLEY
Broadcasting
Corp.'s
three
television
stations, WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati, WLWD (TV)
Dayton and WLWC (TV) Columbus, have begun free distribution
of more than 100,000 copies of a
copyrighted, trademarked program
finder called the "Tel-A-Dial."
The "Tel-A-Dial" consists of an
outer casing with a slanted window
through which each day's program

Examples of Crosley's "Tel-ADial." At the right is a rear view
showing an easel by which the
viewer may stand it on his television set.
Me seen
sjc * a|s on a sliding
listings can be
inside card. Made of cardboard
with a natural wood finish, the
"Tel-A-Dial" has an easel on back,
enabling the viewer to stand it on
his television set.
Separate versions of the "Tel-ADial" are provided for audiences in
the Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus areas served by the three stations. New slides will be issued
enabling the viewer to stand it on
periodically to keep the program
tinder up to date, the firm reported.
„

CHANNELS

Seven Applicants Set Plan
RESOLUTIONS urging allocation
of additional television channels
for Pittsburgh "forthwith" were
reported last week to have been
adopted by the Pittsburgh City
Council and the Board of County
Commissioners.
Simultaneously, seven Pittsburgh
television applicants notified FCC
they had reached agreement on individual proposals which would
have the cumulative effect of assigning VHF channels 3, 7, 9, 11,
and 13 to the Pittsburgh area, one
of which (No. 3) has already been
assigned to WDTV.
FCC's own pending allocation
plan would allocate two VHF and
two UHF channels to Pittsburgh.
The city and county resolutions
directed appropriate local officials
to request of Pennsylvania's Condelegation "that steps
all necessary gressional
and appropriate
be
taken to the end that authorization
for the operation of additional
television facilities in the city of
Pittsburgh to be allocated by the
FCC
be issuedciteforthwith."
The may
resolutions
Pittsburgh as
"the birthplace of radio broadcasting"; claim FCC has "unfairly
discriminated" against the city by
its four-channel proposal.
The seven applicants who joined
in the statement to FCC were KQV,
WLOA, WJAS, WCAE, KDKA,
WWSW,
and United Broadcasters
Inc.

SEEKS WTPS-TV CP
Asks FCC To Reinstate Grant
NEW ORLEANS Times-Picayune,
operator of WTPS and WTPSFM, asked FCC last week to reinstate its grant for construction of
a new television station.
The newspaper's construction
permit for WTPS-TV was given
up last summer after the Commission called a hearing on its request
for additional construction time.
Spokesmen said the newspaper is
"very much desirous" of building
and operating a television station,
and said the request for reinstatement seeks Channel 10 since a petition ispending for reallocation of
No. 7, originally assigned to WTPSTV, for use in Baton Rouge instead of New Orleans.
Goodman Show Sold
HARRY S. GOODMAN Radio &
Television Productions has sold its
TV telephone game, bingo-type
prize program, to WBAL-TV Baltimore, with feature set to start May
1, and plans to expand the program to Boston, Detroit, Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Los Angeles. Package now is on WJZ-TV New York,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia and WGNTV Chicago. Stations offer sponsors' products as prizes to televiewers
of
program
is aired
in each
city. which
Viewers
play"live"
the
games by using either telephone or
social security numbers.
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COLUMBIA PLANS
Record Firm Sets CBS-TV Show
COLUMBIA RECORDS Inc., New
York, has completed its plans for
a 2.5 million dollar advertising and
promotion campaign [Broadcasting, April 3] using
televis i o n,radio,national
magazines, co-op
newspaper space,
display
point
of
sale and
material,
Ken McAllister,
director for and
adveitising
promotion,

a n -

mincludes sponsorshipThe of plan
one half
ncedr n°uhour-long
McAlli
Mr. of
hour
thesteCBS
television show The Show Goes On
starring Robert Q. Lewis, starting
April 20, Thur., 8:30-9 p.m.
Columbia will sponsor the program through June 18 and will resume on Sept. 24 for the rest of the
year. Each week a Columbia artist
will appear on The Show Goes On.
During the spring the program will
be seen on WMAR-TV Baltimore,
WCBS-TV New York, WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, WOIC(TV) Washington, WBKB(TV) Chicago, WKRCTV Cincinnati, WBNS-TV Columbus, WJBK-TV Detroit, WXEL
(TV) Cleveland. When it returns
in the fall it will be seen in 40
cities throughout the country.
Columbia Records will renew
The Columbia LP Record Parade
Sundays on CBS.

NBC-TV

Revue

PlatlS

NBC-TV's two -and -a -half -hour
Saturday Night Revue will return
in the fall after a summer hiatus
starting May 20. Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver Jr., NBC vice president in charge of TV, announced
the resumption was definite.
Heinz Starts Video
H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh, (57
varieties) in its first television try,
today (April 10) starts a 13 week
daytime spot participation campaign on KFI-TV Los Angeles. Expending $1,000 weekly, firm will
use a total of 299 participations on
six of the TV station's top shows.
Agency, Maxon, Inc., New York.
Correction
RCA EXPECTS the market for
black-and-white television sets to
continue through the foreseeable
future. Answering questions at
the premier public demonstration
of RCA's tri-color television tube,
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, said he did not
foresee a time when the company
would not be building monochrome
sets, despite the advent of color
[Telecasting, April 3], Inadvertently, the "not" in "did not
ing's account.
foresee"
was dropped in TelecastBROADCASTING
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WTAR-TV
OPENS
Dedication Is Held April 2
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., went on
the air officially April 3 when more
than 1,800 persons attended formal
dedicatory ceremonies in the Center Theatre.
The dedicatory address was
given by Campbell Arnoux, president of the WTAR Radio Corp.
Other speakers on the 45-minute
program included the Rt. Rev.
William A. Brown, bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of Southern
Virginia; Admiral Ralph 0. Davis,
commandant, Fifth Naval District; Rep. Joseph Porter Hardy
Jr. (D-Va.) ; Mayor Pretlow Darden, and Sheldon B. Hickox Jr.,
NBC director of station relations,
who welcomed the 59th affiliate to
the network.
Entertainment featured local
talent and WTAR-TV personalities, after which the NBC network
was joined.
The following day, WTAR-TV
began its regular schedule, opening
at 5:15 p.m., sign-off at 11 p.m.
with a test pattern between 2 and
5:15 p.m.
WTAR-TV's dedication was heralded by full-page newspaper advertisements. Owned and operated
by the WTAR Radio Corp.,
WTAR-TV operates on Channel 4
(66-72 mc) with power of 12.25 kw
aural, 24.5 kw visual. Its affiliates
are WTAR-AM-FM.

"TViite fan. (ttenatune
D. W. ONAN & SONS INC.
3156 Royaljlon Ave., Minneapolis 5, Minn.

JQeel
"Take*
JOHN OTIS CARNEY
I LYING in the Marine Corps, writing a
best seller and working as executive producer for Louis DeRochemont are major
landmarks along the road traveled by John
Otis Carney to his current position as president of United Videogram Inc. As head of the
year-young firm, which has offices in Chicago,
Washington, New York and Minneapolis, Otis
coordinates all film production work on commercials and shows, outlines presentations, does much of the writing
and offers a creative consulting r 1
service to stations, agencies and
clients.
He hops between his various
offices but headquarters at 33 S.
Clark St. in Chicago, city of his
birth. Otis attended grade and
high schools there, but went eastward in 1939 to Princeton, where
he became an enthusiastic member of the Ivy Club, frequently
stayed up all night debating literature and politics, and majored in
English. In 1941 he left school to
enter the Navy. After flight training and assignments in this country, he served two years in the
Pacific as a Marine Corps flier and
was discharged with the rank of
captain.
Mr. CARNEY
It was while training at Corpus
Christi, Tex., that he co-authored
eight-reelers on a town in Alabama
hove at First Flight with another
pilot. The book was published in and one in New England, which
1943, and sold 300,000 copies. Otis were distributed in Europe by the
confesses his biggest mistake to Statecan Dept.
living. to show typical Amerithat point — "and still" — was turnAlthough he did planning, gening down $30,000 cash for motion
eral production, much of the
picture rights.
writing and all of the contact work,
Edits Humor Magazine
the photographic process remained
Otis returned after four years of fine theory but bad practice with
"I still can't take a picture
service to Princeton long enough to him.
edit the humor magazine, Tiger with a Brownie, but I do know
what a good picture has and how
(the oldest of its type in the country), and to collect a diploma. For it can be taken!"
several months thereafter he toured
Wrote FBI Sequel
Mexico, writing freelance fiction
and non-fiction and reporting the
Always a creative writer, Otis
daring-do of the Mexican Baseball
scripted
"FBI No. 2," designed
League for the Chicago Daily
(but never filmed) as a sequel to
News.
"The House on 92nd St.," produced
Getting an editorial job on Time by Mr. DeRochemont. Because of
magazine caused his abrupt depar- his aptitude for drama and scriptture northward, but before he had
ing, he next signed with Actor
Gary Cooper to find, develop and
time to report to Time's New York
offices he met and was hired by write movies for Mr. Cooper's inLouis DeRochemont. Mr. DeRochedependent production enterprise.
The job was short-lived, for the day
mont, who originated the "March
of Time" documentary, hired Otis Otis was hired he contracted malaria, which led to double-pneuin one sitting at the men's bar of
the Waldorf. This was in Janmonia and a hospital bed for three
uary 1947.
months. After recovering, he went
Mr. DeRochemont had resigned to Minneapolis for a change in
pace and wrote features for the
his "March of Time" dictatorship
to operate independently and to Star. It was there he married the
work for 20th Century-Fox. Otis, former Frederika Fly of Memphis.
as his executive producer, helped They now live in Lake Forest, a
northern suburb of Chicago, with
make the commercial film, "Boomtheir two sons, Thomas 2, and
erang," and these documentaries:
John Otis II, 10 months.
The eight-reel "Tobaccoland
U.S.A." for Chesterfield cigaUnited Videogram's biggest production in its first year was The
rettes, which cost $400,000; tworeel (20-minute) films for Squibb, Marines War, a 26-chapter documentary on the Pacific war based
Reynolds Metal and the Insurance
Co. of North America, and two on the book of the same name by
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UNITS

ONAN

ELECTRIC

PLANTS

Quiet-running,
vibrationfree Onan Electric
Plants
are compact, lightweight,
easy to install in TV, FM,
and AM mobile units. Supply power for transmitting,
recording,
lights
and manual
all otherstarting.
needs. Electric push-button or
Fully
shielded to eliminate radio interference. Aircooled A.C. models range from 400 to
3,000 watts. Water-cooled electric plants up
to 7 5,000 watts.
ONAN STANDBY ELECTRIC PLANTS
for transmitter stations, keep you on the air
and protect against loss through failure of
highline power. Fully automatic start and
stop. 1,000 to 7 5,000 watts, A.C.
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WJIM-TV PLANS
Regular Programming To Start
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., owned
and operated by WJIM Inc., is
scheduled to begin regular program operations sometime this
week, according to Harold F. Gross,
president and general manager.
On tern test
patsince March
RCAequipped,is
17,
WJIM-TV
transmitting from
an antenna tower
of 345 ft., located
1,185 ft. above
sea level. Station
operates
on Channel 6 (82-88
mc)
with power of 9.3
Mr. Gross
kw aural, 18.7
kw visual.
Mr. Gross said WJIM-TV soon
will be housed in a. modern $500,000 plant and, as soon as possible,
will add all varieties of local programming to its daily schedule of
network and film shows. Network
broadcasts will be beamed by microwave from Detroit to transmitting equipment at Milford, Mich.,
where new microwave facilities
make possible transmission to
Lansing without any intermediate
beam-weakening towers, he stated.
In addition to Mr. Gross, executive personnel at WJIM-TV include: Howard K. Finch, station
manager and program director; C.
X. Castle, chief engineer, and
Roger S. Underhill, director of
sales.
Fletcher Pratt, military historian.
Four chapters have been compiled
from Navy, Marine Corps and captured Japanese film, and 300,000
feet are still in reserve. The series
is being considered for network
sponsorship, and has been previewed in New York, Washington
and Minneapolis. It can be telecast as 13 half-hour or 26 20-minute shows.
United has completed TV films
for 53 accounts, including Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.,
Grain Belt Beer, North West Buick
Dealers, Northland Ice Cream,
Schmidt Brewing Co., Skippy Peanut Butter, Gluek Beer and Alcazar Cigars. Firm also produces
Washington Tapestry with Mrs.
Raymond Clapper, widow of the
Washington correspondent, and the
Bob Cooke Sport Show and Bob
Cooke Chalk Talk (he is sports
Tribune)of. the New York Herald
editor
To lower the high cost of quality
TV film commercials, Mr. Carney
hopes to get a complete library of
stock shots on all kinds of merchandise so spots can be tailored.
"The greatest need in television,"
in his opinion, "is for all those involved, especially agency people, to
think
terms
of pictures.
It's
difficultin to
visualize
spots and
shows and to know budget limitations, but it has to be done."
BROADCASTING
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VHF

to UHF?

IfContinued from Telecasting 3)
kside the tube and the three-color
pt groups on the tube face — both
(umbering about 117,000 — are injreased. RCA hopes to double the
lumber of dots.
Highlight readings of the three
;ts were reported as 7 foot lamsrts for the three-gun color set,
2 foot lamberts for the monoirome set, and 4 foot lamberts for
le one-gun color set. Ambient
)ora lighting was 0.5 foot lamirts.
Most of the Monday-Tuesday
;ssions, preceding cross-examinaon of Dr. Fink, was devoted to
lighly technical testimony by Dr.
. H. Brown, research engineer of
CA Labs, on recent technical de|alopments and a "complete engieering consideration of the RCA
/stem."
Dr. Brown said experience has
hown the RCA system requires a
gnal-to-noise ratio no greater
lan that for black-and-white, and
lat observers have found unanilously that the system is no difjrent from monochrome with reject to transmission irregularities
lcluding ghosting and spurious
'pages.
Report Submitted
! He submitted a report indicating
hat transmitters capable of desloping up to 5 kw carrier power
it the upper end of the UHF relion, near 890 mc, will be available
^•ithin 18 to 24 months,
i Comr. Jones questioned him in
jetail on the date when RCA first
Ipnceived and began development
If its present color system. Dr.
irown observed at one point that
J|e didn't think any pinpoint date
kas pertinent, but under questionrig reported that the system was
forked out in theory in late 1948
r early 1949.
Comr. Jones asked for a complete
imetable on the entire project.
Hugh M. Beville Jr., NBC direcK of research, testified briefly on
ihe length of time needed before
ECA could provide color service to
reas presently reached by coaxial
able. He estimated that by October 1950 some 23 cities with a total
opulation of 45,770,000 would be
lerved by radio relays capable of
arrying RCA color. As of March
2, he said, 28 cities with 51,405,000
opulation were receiving network
jervice by coaxial or radio relay.
William R. McAndrew, assistant
I|d, NBC's Washington vice presient and also general manager of
'he NBC Washington stations,
ompared program production costs
or color and black-and-white.
Under questioning by Comr. Jones,
e concluded that from his experience he saw no reason for a broadaster to hesitate about entering
plor because of the additional costs
1 this phase of color operations.
Dr. Brown, back on the stand,
asserted that RCA had used the
ot-interlace technique in its preset system from the beginning in
n'der to accomplish the purpose for
age 69 • BROADCASTING

which CBS adopted it a few weeks
ago — to get greater resolution.
He presented comparative data
showing, on the basis of visual
acuity, RCA resolution superior to
that of CBS.
In response to Comr. Jones on
the
possibility
a "combination"
set which
couldof receive
transmissions under all three systems, Dr.
Brown thought it possible to find
some common components, then
put all three receivers into a box
"and call it a single receiver." But,
he said, it would not be a question
of "subtracting" tubes and circuits,
but of adding them.
In response to further questioning, counsel for RCA agreed to
submit data on additional circuits
which would be necessary in such
cases and on components common
to the systems.
On the question of multiple
standards, posed by Comr. Jones,
Dr. Brown said: "I just don't understand how multiple standards
can work — I have no conception
The question of patents was
of it." after Dr. Engstrom took the
raised
stand Tuesday to outline the working of the tri-color tube. Comr.
Jones elicited from RCA counsel a
statement that RCA has rights to
license and in some cases sublicense receiver and television patents owned by International Telephone & Telegraph Corp., General
Electric, Westinghouse, Phillips
Co., and Farnsworth.
Singling out the Farnsworth
patents in particular, Comr. Jones
said he wanted to know how much
RCA paid for its patent rights and
what they involved.
Patent Question
Pressed by Comr. Jones, RCA
General Attorney Joseph V. Heffernan said he didn't know whether anyone could build a black-andwhite set without using RCA patents, but later reported he was sure
the Hazeltine Corp. and Dr. Edwin
H. Armstrong and possibly others
also license TV set manufacturers.
Dr. Engstrom testified, also
under questioning by Comr. Jones,
that he felt RCA color sets might
be built to sell, without the kinescope, at about 25% more than
comparable black-and-white models
without kinescope. Including RCA's
tri-color tube he thought the price
might be 25 to 50% more than
comparable black-and-white models with kinescope.
Questioned as to Board Chairman David Sarnoff's estimate to
newsmen that tri-color tube receivers might cost 20 to 25% more
than comparable monochrome sets,
Dr. Engstrom said that "I suspect
he'll ask us to do it for that price"
and that the RCA engineers will
"try to do it."
He told questioners that even if
FCC should fail to approve the
RCA system he assumed RCA
would manufacture any color tubes
which others would want to use,
because "we're in the business of
making
He said that
he didn't
want to tubes."
imply, however,
RCA
assumes the CBS system alone will
get FCC approval.

set-up. Two 2" x 2" slide projectors, two movie projectors, a
Baloptican,
and a Kaleidoscope are
utilized.
Buffalo has cut a deep impression
on the national TV picture. Statements like this one from T. J.
Atcheson Glass Co., Buffalo (to
story
Ellis :Adv. Co., same city) tell the

Telefile: WBEN-TV
(Continued from Telecasting 5)
F. Stein Brewery Inc. is one of
Buffalo's largest bankholders. According to Robert C. Stein, advertising manager, the firm increased
its beer and ale business 40% in
1949 over the preceding year. He
attributed a "good percentage" of
this increase to TV. The Stein TV
message now centers about the
slogan "7 million more bottles sold
in 1949 than in 1948."
Two new local shows of recent
appearance are Charades, a takeoff on the old-parlor game with TV
trimmings, and a fast-paced variety show called Vaudville. Both
programs began in February.
Use Special Equipment
In back of WBEN-TV's telecasts are special equipments, elemental for a metropolitan-sized
station. WBEN-TV is RCA
equipped throughout except for
improvisations made by the staff
engineers themselves. The mobile
unit is a standard RCA remote
truck with a two-camera chain and
a 7,000 mc microwave relay transmitter.
Recently installed is a master
control room where network programs are routed to the transmitter without interference to studio
operations. In addition to the two
studio cameras, WBEN-TV utilizes
a complex but successful six-way
FOR

TV

"We want you to know how very
well pleased we are with the TV
contract you took care of for us
with WBEN-TV. We have been
getting very nice results on same
and have had more comments from
this TV program from customers
than we have ever had from any
other advertising. . . . We earnestly recommend television to anyone
desirous of a new medium that in
our opinion has brought more
business per dollar cost of advertising than we ever expected."
Mul-Tel

System

NEW

low-cost multiple TV distribution system, designed for locations where many receivers are
in use, was unveiled last Thursday
by the Brach Mfg. Corp. of Newark, N. J. (Div. of General Bronze
Corp.), antenna manufacturers.
The Mul-Tel system will operate
from any antenna. Spot tests in
Newark and surrounding areas indicate that the system will serve to
increase sale of sets, the company said.

STATIONS:

TELOP

Television Optical Projector ENABLES

EASY/
TV

LOW

COST

COMMERCIALS

Now used by networks and independent stations
The problem of low budget yet modern and visually interesting TV
Commercials production is solved by the new Gray Research TELOP. Versatile, 'cinematic'
or small
objects.effects are obtained from inexpensively prepared materials
|
|
1
(
1

1. TELOP TELEVISES MANY THINGS
There are four optical openings for
opaque cards, photographs, art
work,
glass slides, transparencies,
objects.
strip material (on rolls), and small

|
I
1
1
1
1
I
I
I

2.
Two DUAL
slidePROJECTION
holders, containing ten
projection items, may be used in
any two optical openings. Any two
items may be televised simultaneously with superimposition, through
fap dissolve or fade-out. The bottorn station in the TELOP may be
opened for televising small objects.

|
I

3.
#2 and #3speed units may
TheseSTAGES
two variable

be attached to any station, one for
vertical roll strip, the other for
horizontal televising of teletype
news strip. The horizontal unit may
be used anywhere between top
and bottom of the mosaic.
4. NO KEYSTONING
The single
projection
eliminates keystoning
of thelens
projected
mosaics.
5. RUGGED EQUIPMENT
The TELOP, weighing 600 lbs., has
a cast workiron
base andconstant
rigid frameto withstand
hard
usage.

For full d.loili wn'le for tulleUn M0)
GRAY! RESEARCH and Development Co./ Inc.
L— — ""^
24 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn.
Division of The Gray Manufacturing Company • Originators of the Telephone Pay Station
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$ Sets new standards of performance, utility and economy for TV station operation. Provides a means of film
pickup that approaches the contrast and clarity characteristic ofstudio productions.
| DIRECT FILM PROJECTOR
Used with a Du Mont Special Image-Orthicon film pickup to
give studio clarity to movies and lelelranscripiions.
* BACKGROUND PROJECTOR
Brings dramatic moving sets and backgrounds into any
studio. Eliminates costly and cumbersome sets and backdrops.
For information on the Superspeed Projector or other
Du Mont Telecasting Equipment write, phone, or visit.
© ALLEN B. DU MONT
LABORATORIES, INC.

FLYING SPOT SCANNER

*cejf

ALLEN

B.

DU

MONT

LABORATORIES,

INC.... TELE VI S I ON

TRANSMITTER

Attache

DIVISION.

CLIFTON,

N. J,

CONTEST, in conjunction with return of Elizabeth McGee, "Maid
burg, S. C,
of yCotton," to Spartan
currentl being conducted by WORD
that city. Bale of cotton will be given
listener who can name largest number
of articles made from cotton or its
by-products. Cotton in bale was grown
in Spartanburg County and will be
auctioned in front of WORD studios
when contest closes. Proceeds will go
to winner of contest. Bale is on exhibition in front of studios with large
sign urging passersby to listen to
WORD and WDZY (FM) for details.
Jigsaw Map
jBLUE, yellow and white map is made
lout of pieces of jigsaw puzzle sent to
trade by WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va. Map
is illustrated, showing points of interest, chief industries, sports, etc., of
! station's coverage area. Card accompanying puzzle map tells market facts
concerning new station, which took
the air April 2. After detailing population, retail sales and so forth, card
remarks, "Put these essential pieces
together and you have a pretty TV
sales picture — a picture of the market
on the jigsaw map enclosed."
Scavenger Hunt
REVIVAL of scavenger hunts currently taking place on WAAM (TV)
Baltimore via Nick Campofreda afternoon shows. On first day Mr. Campofreda asked for 1921 silver dollar, 1940
Maryland license plate, front page of
any newspaper over one year old, and
(for his sponsor, Gunther Brewing Co.
of Baltimore) original Gunther beer
label on old bottle. Starting time for
submitting items was given as 9 a.m.
following morning. At 6:15 a.m., lines
began forming in front of studios.
Prizes given to first persons arriving
with rare items included watches,
radios, TV sets, shoes and all arrivals received cases of sponsor's beer.
Pointing Finger
NEW method of calling its clients'
attention to "proof" copy of their
radio announcement being utilized by
KFRO Longview, Tex. Paper hand,
outlined in red, with index finger pointing, is pasted on copy sent to advertisers. Finger points to announcement, and written on hand is message,
' Get more sales! Please put this on
your bulletin board so all of your sales
staff may know radio station KFRO1370 Longview, Texas."
Follow- Through on Cut
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia is following up its AM nighttime rate cut
Broadcasting, March 27, April 3]
with promotional vigor. Station is
sending to trade letter summing up

J^tomotion

new policy along with new rate card
and reprint of trade ad which claims
WFIL has made marked gain according to BMB 1949 survey.
Gorilla Hero
BUSHMAN, top-billed gorilla at Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoo, named "news
broadcaster most unlikely to be affected by any suggestions from a sponsor"
by Chicago News Broadcasters Assn.
During gorilla's 22d birthday celebration at luncheon in zoo's monkey house,
President Charles Sebastian, news editor at WFJL (FM) Chicago, made
presentation to Zoo Director Marlin
Perkins. Mr. Perkins and Bushman
are stars of Zoo Parade, telecast Sunday on WNBQ (TV) Chicago. Local
radio newsmen were among the 100plus
guestscake.
who munched Bushman's
three-foot
Promotional Effort
NAB CONVENTION issue, detailing
works contained in its transcribed library, published by SESAC as its
regular monthly service bulletin. Issue
features house ad calling attention to
SESAC's service headquarters at Stevens Hotel, Chicago, with this copy:
"Follow the leaders to rm. 530A, where
you'll find a complete transcribed program service. . . . We have the source
of revenue. You have the sponsors —
let's get hitched." Also included in
bulletin are news of SESAC affiliates,
comment on importance of music in
television, contents of firm's library
and use of SESAC service by educational and religious broadcasters, as
well as favorable subscriber reactions.
Card Mailing
MORE THAN 6,000 postcards sent to
grocers and druggists by WNAX
Yankton, S. D., on behalf of Griffin
shoe polishes. Card shows WNAX
mike and sponsor's products and announces, "New radio campaign for
Griffin. . . . It's your time to shine
with Griffin."
Key Ring for Anniversary
TO MARK five years of its Make Believe Ballroom program, CKEY Toronto, sent flashlight and key ring with
CKEY key to advertising agency ex-

WSYR
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Central New

York

ACUSE
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• FM • TV

NBC Affiliate in Central New York
HEADIEY-REED, National RepresenfofiVes
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ecutives and advertisers, along with
typed data sheet in form of key on
surveys on program.
Advertising Facts
LETTER sent to advertisers and public by WFOB (FM) Fostoria, Ohio,
extolls advantages of radio coverage
and newspaper circulation as supplementary to one another in delivering
sales messages from businesses to consumers. Proving that two media are
complimentary is list of stations
with newspaper affiliations in Ohio.
Local merchants are advised to use
both media and advantages gained are
cited. WFOB's wire services, programming and other selling points are given,
followed by list of current sponsors.
Public is urged to get FM receivers
as soon as possible. Card enclosed with
letter concerns market data.
Numbers for Promotion
LISTS and numbers play important
role in latest promotion piece from
KSD-TV St. Louis. Large white sheet,
reprint of full page ad in St. Louis
Post Dispatch has "100,000" across top,
with text on left side of page explaining that more than 100,000 families
in station's area are enjoying "toprated programs of all four television
networks . . . shows and stars such
as. . . ." Following is long list of programs carried by KSD-TV. Days and
hours of telecasting are given and
readers are urged to "See your television dealer today!"
Selling to Bilinguals
FRENCH RADIO Assoc. Ltd., Montreal, group of six Quebec stations
(CKVL Verdun, CKCV Quebec, CHLN
Three Rivers, CHLT Sherbrooke, CJSO
Sorel, and CHEF Granby) issues brochure showing how French-speaking
Quebec can be used as advertising
medium. Brochure is replete with
maps, English text and cartoons to
illustrate points on bilingualism of this
segment of Canada's population, which
uses English for business only.
Personnel
C. W. DOEBLER, formerly of sales
promotion staffs at KWKH and KTBS
Shreveport, La.,
KMOX St. Louis
and partner in
agency, Ford &
Doebler, ShreveKMOX port,
as returns
salesto
promotion manager.
He was with
KMOX originally
in 1945, leaving
the next year to
Mr. Doebler
join F & D.
ETHEL GILCHRIST, former manager
of sales promotion and advertising of
NBC's KNBC San Francisco, joins
NBC-TV advertising and promotion
department as writer.
ELEANOR R. MORRISON joins
WCOP Boston as publicity director.
STANLEY R. RADOMINSKI, recent
Southern Methodist U. graduate in
journalism, joins publicity staff of
WFAA Dallas.
HAROLD M. PARTELOW, formerly
with Palo Alto Times, joins KNBC San
Francisco as advertising and promotion assistant manager.
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Mr. Ricliard Bellamy
Benton and Bowles
New York City
Dear Dick:
Here in JVCHS terrytory bizness is
good an' hit's gonna git a plumb sight
better! stance,Fr'youinnever seen sech
a buildin'
boom
inlife
yer
! wlwle
W hy
Dick, did you
know thet fer
th' first
two
munis
uv 1950
C h arleston,
West Virginny,
ranked
FO URTH_ in
th' ivhole Fifth
Federalserve District
Rein th' amount
71 v buildin'
permits
issued?
Jest think
uv
it! FOURTH
in a area
which includes
lots uv real big
cities ! Yessir,
th' re port I
seen on desk
th'
boss's
showed thet a
whole heap uv
cities more'n
three times th'
size
uv this'un
didn't
have
half as much
buildin' bizness, an' y ' know,
Dick,
thet's
a
purty
sign thet things is all rightdurned
down good
this
way! I b'lieve it ud be a real smart
thin' fer folks interested in advertisin'
ter give this WCHS area th' once over!
This here's one uv th' best markets in
th' country, an' hit's gonna git better!
Jest tho't I'd tip yuh off! Five an' a
half million dollars worth uv buildin'
Algy in
two munts ain't hay!
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston,

W.

HORN

Va

and rating service. Included are
BBDO, Los Angeles; Abbott Kimball
Co. of California; Taggart & Young
Adv.; Lockwood - Shackelford Adv.;
A. L. Paul Co.; Charles Stahl Co.;
California Adv. Co.; Lisle Sheldon
Adv.; Ted H. Factor Co.; Roche-Eckhoff & Assoc.; Coleman-Jones Adv.;
Ross Sawyer Adv.; Albert Lang productions; Benrus Watch Co., StokeyEbert Television Enterprises and Los
Angeles Board of Education.

mud

TACK WEIR LEWIS appointed actI ing director of Rocky Mountain
Radio Council, Denver, succeeding CLARENCE C. MOORE, who continues on executive board as treasurer. Mr. Lewis formerly was production director and associate director
for council.
WBAL Baltimore announces, via colorful promotion booklet, its complete
modern recording service. Booklet
describes facilities, talent, writing
services and prices for recordings
charged by station.
QUARTER-HOUR package, Hollywood
and Vine, featuring EDWIN MARTIN,
former film columnist, in commentary
on human interest side of movie colony, recorded by Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood. RAY MORGAN Jr. is
producer and director of show.
HARRY S. GOODMAN Prods, announces sale of more than 200 halfhour mystery and musical programs
to WFIL Philadelphia.
NEW talent service, TELE-TEST EXCHANGE Inc., has headquarters at 35
West 53d St. Firm records all registrants on 16mm film and then divides
them into five categories: leading
women and ingenues, etc. Service is
designed to cater to performers, cast-

TOOTER

...

DULUTH, MINN.— "So I'm not modest. But it's fun blowing
your own horn when you've really got something to blow
about," insists Otto Mattick. "And, Man alive! — has
KDAL got something! We've got the Duluth-Superior
Market — America's 51st in Eetail Food Sales — right in the
palms of our hands." Otto's right, too. For KDAL's
Hoopers prove their audience dominance in this important
food market. What a job KDAL does for food advertisers !
How about doing a job for you?

ing directors and others interested in
television. Officers TOM EL WELL,
president; BILL COSTIN, vice president and treasurer, and EVERETT
BIRCH, secretary.
CBS and N. W. AYER & Son sign for
full Videodex Report, issued by Jay
& Graham Research, Chicago. Contracts cover individual monthly reports
for 17 cities and network summary.
STORECAST Corp. of America, New
York, services additional 50 national
food stores in Chicago area with its instore programs. Extended service
brings to 150 total number of chain
food stores in_ that area carrying
system.
GEORGE A. HORMEL & Co., Austin,
Minn., sponsor of Music With the Hormel Girls on ABC, signs two-year
agreement for national Nielsen Radio
Index complete service.
JAMES V. BOYLE, formerly with
Yankee Network, joins Peter Jay
Rotondo Construction Co. (television
scenery),motionNew
manager.York, as sales and proHOWARD P. HUDSON, radio information specialist of National Planning
Assn., Washington, elected publicity
chairman and member of the board of
directors of National Capital Forge,
American Public Relations Assn.
STEPHEN DIMARCO, formerly with
Lane Bryant, New York department
store chain, appointed account executive for DiMarco-von Lowenfeldt Asfirm. soc., San Francisco public relations
ALVIN FREEMOUNT, media broker
representative, opens office to provide
confidential service for buyers and
sellers of radio stations and newspapers. Firm is located at 4750 York
Rd., Philadelphia.
BOB SCHULTZ, formerly with MCA
Agency and W. B. Doner, Detroit,
named director of television for Herman Fialkoff Theatrical Agency. He is
currently packaging new type fashion
show for TV.
COFFIN, COOPER
& CLAY Inc.,
Hollywood, announces addition of 16
new subscribers to its Tele-Que
monthly television audience analysis

Equipment
DAVID LEO HOWARD, assistant general manager of Canadian Pacific Communications, appointed president
and general manager of new
Canadian
government
company, Canadian
munication Corp.
Overseas TelecomNew corporation
takes overnication
commuassets of
Canadian Marconi
Co. and Cable &
Mr. Howard
Wireless Ltd. Board
of new corporation
includes Lt. Col. Henri Gagnon,
Quebec; R. M. Brophy, Toronto, formerly with NBC and president of
Rogers-Majestic Corp., Toronto; J. H.
Hamilton, Vancouver; and Commander
C. P. Edwards, deputy minister, Dept.
of Transport, Ottawa.
CORNELIUS D. CROWLEY Jr., former associate attorney with Harper
& Matthews, joins legal staff of RCA
Communications Inc., New York.
JAMES N. DAVIS, formerly senior
research engineer for Physics Labs of
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Bayside, N. Y., appointed technical representative for company at Washington, D. C. He has been with company
since 1946 and prior to that was radar
official in Naval Research Lab. Before that he was engaged in industrial
personnel work for Illinois Tool Works.
LYNN C. HOLMES, senior electrical
engineer in Stromberg-Carlson research laboratory since 1943, named
associate director of research for firm.
M. CHARLES BANCA appointed manager of newly-created industrial television products group of RCA Engineering Products Dept. He was previously manager of scientific instrument
group of same department.
HENRY D. SARKIS appointed sales
representative by Clarostat Mfg. Co.,
Dover, N.H. He will cover industrial
accounts in Chicago and Milwaukee
areas. Mr. Sarkis was formerly with
RCA and Crosley.

Only a
combination
of stations
can cover

r )
Your food advertising dollar brings you more sales
in the KDAL Market. Ask Avery-Knodel for success
stories. Then for availabilities for your next campaign.
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first three
markets
Georgia's

WTOC
WMAZ
WAGA
ATLANTA
SAVANNAH
MACON
5000 W • 590 K( 10.000 W . 940 Kc 5000 W • 1290 Kc
The C B.S. Affiliates in GEORGIA'S First 3 Markets

Represented, individually and as a group, by J H E KATZ
BROADCASTING

AGENCY/
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Sure

he

wants

AND

to

walk . . .

YOU

CAN

HELP!

Can you think of a finer way to celebrate Easter? You can
help some

youngster

throw

away

his crutches and get a

fresh start. You can help give some handicapped

child the

proper medical care and special training he needs to grow
up to be a useful, happy citizen.

GIVL.during
THE

NATIONAL

SOCIETY

the
FOR

Easter

CRIPPLED

Seal

CHILDREN

11 S. LaSalle Street • Chicago
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Campaign
AND

ADULTS,

INC.
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RIVERS CASE
Council Restates Complaint
RADIO STATIONS of Savannah,
Ga. have told FCC that their
protest against a Savannah grant
to E. D. Rivers Jr. [Broadcasting,
March
13], was not directed
lllllllllllllllllliillllll
LIBERTY

SALUTES

Its Regional Managers
9 In the Southwest
SEWALL CUTLER
# On the Pacific Coast
BENTON PASCHALL
# In the Pacific Northwest
JIM "TEX" LAWSON
# In Colorado and Arkansas
LEONARD COE
# In Georgia
TOM CARR
# In Florida
JONAS WEILAND
# In the Central Atlantic
states
SCOTT RUSSELL
LIBERTY
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Dallas, Texas

cuts

HE 1(1$ CARNEAL, sportscaster for
WSYR Syracuse, N. Y., resigns
to become sports director of
WHYN Springfield, Mass. He formerly
was with WMBG Richmond, Va.
RALPH GIFFEN, former staff director
in charge of baseball coverage for
WBZ-TV Boston, named to sports
production staff of WOR-TV New
York. He will direct camera coverage
of Brooklyn Dodgers home baseball
games. Previously he had been with
WBZ and WORL Boston as sports producer and writer.
DON SMITH, formerly with WBNS
Columbus, Ohio, joins news staff of
WKBN Youngstown, Ohio, as reporter
VIVIAN McCOLLUM, recent graduate
of Salene-Johnston, advertising college, San Francisco, joins news staff
of KGO same city.
HAL CESSNA, farm editor and announcer at WGFG Kalamazoo, Mich.,
is the father of a boy, Mark Steven.
TOM LESURE, member of news staff
at WCOP Boston, is the father of a
girl, Linda.
NEED

MORE

COVERAGE?

'TecAnica/

against his desire to serve Negro
listeners, but against his policy on
religious programs and "his failure
to
live Commission.
up to other commitments"
to the
The restatement of their complaint against Mr. Rivers, based on
his operation of WEAS Decatur,
Ga., was contained in an answer
to Mr. Rivers' contention that they
were protesting because they
wanted to keep down competition,
and that they want "no part" of a
radio service for Negroes in Savannah [Broadcasting, March 27].
The existing stations, filing in
the name of the Savannah Radio
Council, contended WEAS had not
carried out commitments made to
FCC with respect to certain programs. On the basis of Mr. Rivers'
proposal to build "the same type of
public service" in Savannah, they
assumed that he intends to:
(a) Permit solicitation of funds on
religious programs; (b) sell all or
practically all of his religious time;
(c) devote
least 25% programs;
of the broadcast day toat religious
(d)
broadcast no educational, children, or
discussion programs on a regularly
scheduled basis, and (e) otherwise
conform to the pattern of broadcasting that he has established in the
operation of station WEAS.
Submits Amendment
The Council also submitted an
amendment of its by-laws which
provides specifically that "nothing
in these by-laws shall be construed
to relieve the individual licensee
members of their individual responsibilities and obligations under
the
Communications
Act."March
Mr.
Rivers in his answer dated

■ill

neer of KVRH
Salida,
Col.,engiapy chief
formerl
TL. KIDD,
pointed
engineer of KFH, chiefKan.
AM-FM Wichita
PHILLIP B. LAESER, with The Jour
nal Co., Milwaukee, owner and operaFM-TVtor of WTMJ-AMthat city
and WSAU Wausau,
since
1929, Wis.,
appointed
manager of radio
and television engine ring. He was
formerlyvisionchief
engineertelefor
The Journal Co.,
and will now direct
technical development and operation
Mr. Laeser
of firm's present
and future radio-TV activities. EDWIN CORDES becomes chief engineer
of TV facilities.
W. A. DUFFIELD, formerly manager
and chief engineer of former CKY
Winnipeg, now CBW Winnipeg, moves
to Montreal as supervising engineer
at engineering headquarters of CBC.
When former CKY was bought by CBC
in 1948, Mr. Duffield became engineering assistant for prairie provinces at
CBC Winnipeg regional headquarters.
ROSS H. BEVILLE, technical director
of WWDC - AM-FM Washington,
elected mayor of
Takoma Park, Md.
He has
been member of Washington
suburb's
cil since City
1948. Coun-

20 had claimed the original by-laws
raised questions as to "whether
there has been an unlawful delegation" of licensee responsibility to
the Council.
The Council is composed of WCCP
WDAR WFRP WSAV and WTOC.
They
are seeking
to have
Savannah
grant (900
kc, Mr.
1 kw,Rivers'
daytime only) vacated and his application
set for hearing. Their petition and
replyMarcus
to Mr. Cohn
Rivers'andanswer
wereMiller
filed
by
Samuel
of the Washington law firm of Cohn
& Marks.

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse, N. Y., annew televisionnounces
synchronizing
generator
(type
PG-2-B)
which
ofMr. Beville
fersmentsnewin accuracy,
improvereliability and ease of operation.
Mounted on two chassis, generator
weighs 23 pounds and is built for both
portable and studio applications.
ARCHIE SICHELS, engineering suupervisor at WIBG Philadelphia, is
the father of a girl, Jane Louise.
HENRY DABROWSKI, chief engineer
of WATV
father
of a (TV)
boy. Newark, N. J., is the

WBRK Pittsfield, Mass., will air Forum
for Living safety quiz show, as part
of contest sponsored by Casualty Insurance Co. of Massachusetts.

To Reach The RICH

f

Central

Wisconsin Farm Market, use

"The Voice of the Dairyland"
It's no "yolk" that to "hatch" more business in North Dakota, you need KFYR.
When your schedule includes KFYR, a
quarter century of fully-developed listener
loyalty helps you tap North Dakota's
multi-million dollar market of buying consumers. Ask any John Blair man for the
facts.

KFYR
550 KC 5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE
BISMARCK, N. DAK.

WJMC
RICE LAKE, WISC.
MEMBER
"ARROWHEA

STATION
NETWORK

Represented nationally by: RA-TEL
regionally by: Bulmer-Johnson, Inc., Mpls.
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^TNEW New York, beginning yes\ and
terdaycontinuing
(April 9),on 5-5:15
p.m.,
succeeding
bidays, airs new radio series titled
Speak for Peace, featuring promint personages speaking on internaInal peace. First broadcast of series
itured Carlos P. Romulo and next
nday Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
11 be guest speaker. Series will run
r 52 weeks and is being transcribed
Lang- Worth Feature Programs Inc.
r distribution to more than 600 stans in the U. S. and Canada. Tran.•iptions will be available at cost to
jy station requesting them.
Home Builders Interviewed
EMINENT Philadelphia builders
pear each Friday on Raymond Rosen
Co.'s Weatherman show over WFILt that city. Builders are inter3wed by Leon Raider, manager of
ilders' division of sponsor's company,
atures of homes currently being
lilt by contractors are discussed with
:tures of installations being flashed
screen for demonstration purposes,
■ries plans to cover most city and
burban developments to give prosctive buyers overall picture of home
;uation in Philadelphia.
Radio Covers Paper

3C's West Coast feature program,
fecial Event, did on-the-scene report
production of newspaper. Special
jent crew from KGO San Francisco
jbnt into city room of San Francisco
Maminer and followed story from
jjporter's
jtting andcopy
into through
printed editing,
paper. typeBrief
iterviews were conducted with writers,
J'itors and printers as copy moved
^ rough various stages.
Three Attractions Telecast
!
HREE top attractions surrounding
oening of new arena in Milwaukee
ill be telecast by WTMJ-TV that city
r.is week. Schlitz Salute to Milwauwe, sponsored by Schlitz Brewing Co.,
"ill be aired at 9 p.m. today (April
if). April 12 simulcast of High Life
iievue, sponsored by Miller Brewing
|o., will be carried by station, plus
Ktra half-hour of talent show on TV
■'lily. April 14 Life of Riley radio show
ill be telecast from new arena, sponVed by Pabst Brewing Co.
%
Death Valley Tour
NNUAL Death Valley tour, staged by
:ience department of College of the
acific, Stockton, Calif., covered by
CVN (FM), educational station loated on campus. Heading tour is John
j . Crabbe, director of station, and Jim
oily, chief engineer. Broadcasting is
one from rebuilt surplus army truck
hich relays material to KCVN. Dis-

Britannica and will be run twiceweekly. Many schools will receive films
over 16-inch TV screens given them
by national manufacturers and distributors. Twenty-minute shows are
being used as test of TV educational
impact.
Picture Results in Program
MEMBERS of fourth grade at George
W. Brown School at Newburyport,
Mass., have been play-acting at radio
broadcasting as part of their studies.
Picture of them utilizing tin can on
stick as microphone recently appeared
in Boston Post. After seeing picture,
management of WLAW Lawrence,
Mass., offered its facilities to group
for one show. Mobile unit of station
went to Newburyport to pick up broadcast.
Golf Coverage
THOROUGH coverage of Greater
Greensboro open golf tournament given
its listeners by WEEB Southern Pines,
N. C. dent,Jack
S. Younts,
station's
and mobile
unit were
on thepresispot
broadcasting from jeep with two
handie talkies. Tournament included
many top names in golf and was heard
on state-wide hookup through WEEB.
Serviceable Show
QUARTER-hour public service program, You and Your Lawyer, designed
to better acquaint public with its rights
and duties under the law, instituted
by KDYL Salt Lake City. Show is
aired Friday 6 p.m. in cooperation with
Utah State Bar Assn. and U. of Utah
law school. Prominent members of
Utah bar and faculty members of law
school discuss such legal questions as
property rights of married women,
debtor's, rights and legal responsibility
of parents. Legal ramifications are
discussed in language easily comprehended by lay mind. Show has been
incorporated by Utah State Bar Assn.
into its public relations program.

to

tance to station is 200 air miles. Onthe-spot interviews, campfire programs,
descriptive color of places visited and
general news of caravan itself are included in programming, which is tape
recorded for rebroadcast in event certain portions do not come through due
to atmospheric conditions.
Fighting Pessimism
PANEL discussion, built around telecast of Encyclopedia Britannica film,
Where Will You Hide?, in order to
counteract pessimism which facts of
film might arouse, was presented over
KING-TV Seattle following showing
of film late last month. Participants
in panel were Dr. David Bradley, author of No Place To> Hide and member
of medical group at Bikini; Rt. Rev.
Stephen F. Bayne Jr., Bishop of Episcopal Diocese of Olympia, Wash., and
Dr. Loren Donaldson of U. of Washington department of fisheries, who
was also at Bikini. Similar presentations of controversial material are
planned by KING-TV.
Elephants for Background
AMONG prominent personalities highlighted on Pick-A-Pocket show over
WIBC Indianapolis were high officials
of Shriners organization and three elephants which were being used to publicize Shrine Circus. Jim Shelton, m.c.
of show, aired program from downtown
street where eight motorcycle policemen were needed to control estimated
crowd of 1,500.
Sabbath Service Telecast
REGULAR Saturday Sabbath service
telecast from Jewish temple by WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia fortnight ago as
part of station's coverage of religious
services from churches of all denominations. Rabbi Lasker of Congregation Temple Judea conducted services
and addressed television audience, explaining significance and background
of ceremonials.
Pharmacists Explain
SHOW intended to familiarize lay public with services rendered by pharmacists aired by KMA Shenandoah, Iowa.
Further series, Your Druggist and You,
slated to start on station April 20,
8:30 p.m., was initiated by Walter D.

Myers, president of Iowa Pharmaceutical Assn., and Leonard Powers, president of Nebraska Pharmaceutical
Assn., on special show over KMA.
Pharmacists were interviewed in prescription departments of their respective stores, and explained how pharmacists are trained, standards are set
up for public protection and how cooperation between doctors and druggists is used to bring greater public
service. Future shows will feature
representatives from drug manufacturing concerns in area explaining quality
control of drugs.
WMBG Programming
PREDICTIONS of games to come are
offered sports-minded listeners of
WMBG Richmond, Va. Allan Phaup,
sports reporter for station, visited all
Virginia college campuses and recorded
interviews with football coaches as
they worked at spring training drills.
Interviews are incorporated into nightly sports programs, giving football
fans preview of coming season's
events.
TV Education
SCHOOL systems, Encyclopedia Britannica, TV manufacturers and distributors cooperate to bring School of
the Screen series to Massachusetts
schools via WBZ-TV Boston. Twelveweek series will feature 48 top educational films produced by Encyclopedia
The stars of
today and
tomorrow

The new Thesaurus brings you bigger
and better programming packages with
top sponsor-appeal... top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material . . . network-quality production. Wire or write
today for full details!
J. McCOUISTER
Regional Representatives
10660 BEUAGIO, LOS ANGELES
. BR 04705
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage
BROADCASTING
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recorded

Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division
120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, N. Y.
Chicago • Hollywood
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LOBBY PROBE
Communications Not Included

"PLUS"

Coverage
WITH

Actions
MARCH

of

the

FCC

31 to APRIL 7

ant.-antenna
cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
DA-directional antenna
D-day
LS-local sunset
N-night mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
vis.-visual unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.

TRYLON

Satisfied broadcasters report outstanding coverage with
their TRYLON Vertical Radiators of wide
and uniform crosssection. Many say the
"plus" coverage actually obtained greatly
exceeds predetermined calculations.

If you're looking
for top performance
at low maintenance
cost, write for details
of TRYLON Vertical
Radiators— no taper,
completely uniform
from the three base
insulators to the top
beacon plate.

Tower and Antenna Division
WIND TURBINE COMPANY
West Chester, Pa.

April 3 Decisions
ACTION ON MOTIONS
WJIG Tullahoma, Term. — Further
amended
hearing
order
on Jan. 4 Commission's
as amended by
subsequent
order March 6 to delete issues 1, 3, and
7. By Commission en banc.
By Comr. George E. Sterling
KECC Pittsburg, Calif.— Granted intervention in hearing upon application
of Stanislaus County Bcstrs. Inc.,
Modesto, Calif.
WNAE Warren, Pa.— Granted dismissal without prejudice of applicaw-N. tion to change power to 1 kw-D, 100
Coston-Tompkins Bcstg. Co. and
David W. Jeffries, Ironton, Ohio — Dismissed as moot petition of CostonTompkins
filed March
24 for continuance of hearing
re application
and
that of David W. Jeffries, Ironton, Ohio.
WCBI Columbus, Miss. — Granted dismissal without prejudice of application
to change to 580 kc, 1 kw unl. DA.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension of time to May 1 to file proposed findings of fact in proceeding
upon aplications of WCMB Lemoyne,
Pa. and WHEB Harrisburg, Pa.
KCNY San Marcos, Tex.— Granted
dismissal without prejudice of application to increase power to 250 w-D,
100 w-N.
WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.— Granted dismissal without prejudice of application to change to 610 kc, 1 kw unl. DA.
WIKY Evansville, Ind. — Granted
leave to amend application so to make
revisions in directional array; removed
from hearing.
FCC General Counsel— Granted extension to May 1 in which to file exceptions to initial decision issued in
proceeding upon application of KIOA
Des Moines, la.
Hamtramck Radio Corp. and Atlas
Bcstg. Co., Hamtramck, Mich. — Granted
petition ofquesting
Hamtramck
Radio 14
Corp.
extension to April
to refile
proposed findings of fact and conclusplication
ions of law
in
proceeding
upon
apand that of Atlas Bcstg. Co.
Hamtramck, Mich.
KRIO McAllen, Tex.— Granted leave
to intervene
hearingRouge,
upon La.
applications of WLCSin Baton
and
KJAN Bcstg. Co., Baton Rouge.
New Rochelle Bcstg. Serv. Inc., New
Rochelle, N. Y. — Granted leave to
amend application so as to include an
engineering affidavit showing other
services to areas of interference.
Public Service Bcstg. Co., Schenectady, N. Y. — Granted dismissal with
prejudice of application on 1240 kc,
250 w unl.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to April 27, to file exceptions
to the initial decision issued in proFalls, Ida.ceeding upon application of KIO Idaho

SERVICE
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April 3 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WBCO
Bessemer,
CP new AM station. Ala. — License for
AM— 780 kc— 790 kc
KSPI Stillwater, Okla. — CP AM station to change from daytime to unl.
using
780 kc 250 w D and 790
kc 500 facilities
w N. AM—
620 kc
WWNR
Beckley, W. Va.— CP AM

Canada Drafts Report
THE ROYAL COMMISSION on
Arts, Science and Letters, which
has been conducting hearings on <
Canadian broadcasting and television throughout Canada, will have
its report ready early this autumn,
Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent
has announced in Parliament at
Ottawa. The Royal Commission,
which will complete its hearings at
an early date, has made substantial progress in drafting its report.
The report is expected to establish
Canadian government policy on
broadcasting and television for at
least the next 25 years.
station to change from 1450 kc 250
w unl. to 620 kc 1 kw DA-N AMENDED
to request 1 AM—
kw-D1230500kc w-N DA-N.
Lakeland Bcstg. Corp., Wausau, Wis.
—CP new AM station on 1230 kc 250
w unl. AMENDED to make changes in
officers, directors and stockholders.
Modification of CP
WJBA Sparta, Wis.— Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date.
License Renewal
Request
for Bowling
license renewal
station: WKCT
Green; AMWCEN
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
Request
licenseBrockton,
renewal FMMass.;
station:forWBET-FM
WUSJ-FM Lockport, N. Y.
Modification of CP
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date.
(Continued on page 87)

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626
Page 76

Midland Bcstg. Co., St. Joseph, Mo. —
Granted dismissal without prejudice of
application for TV construction permit.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KOJM and KAVR Havre, Mont.—
Granted petition as amended of KOJM
for leave to take depositions of Mayor
Harry Soderberg, et al, starting 10 a.m.
on April 12ceedingand
13 Havre, Mont,
in pro-of
re application
and that
KAVR.
KAVR and KOJM Havre, Mont.—
Granted petition of KAVR for leave
to take depositions of 29 witnesses in
Havre, Mont, on April 13, following
taking ofthorized todepositions
be taken by heretofore
KOJM, and au-to
continue thereafter until completed.
WXKW Albany, N. Y.— Granted leave
to amend application for mod. CP so
as to correct proposed parameters for
WXKW DA shown therein; insofar
as oppositions of WHDH Boston, Mass.
and KOA Denver, request termination
of authority granted WXKW to conduct
program
tests, orpower
redaction
in night-to
time operating
of WXKW
1 kw, such requests are dismissed,
without prejudice to right of parties
to renew requests in proper petitions
addressed to Commission en banc.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to May 1 within which all parties shall file proposed findings in proceeding re applications of Delta Bcstg.
Inc., Thibodaux, La. and KCIL Houma,
La.
Gateway leave
Bcstg. toCo. amend
Texarkana.
Ark. —
Granted
application
with respect to (a) estimated cost of
operation,nancing ofexpected
and (b)
fiproposed revenues,
construction,
program statistics; and (c) plans for
staffing nroposed station; application
as amended,
retained
on hearing
dock-as
et and hearing
will be
conducted
presently
scheduled,
on
March
28.
(Action March 28).
WSNY (Winslow P. Leighton, et al,
transferees, and Western Gateway
Bcstg.
Schenectady
Y. ■14—
Granted Corp.)
extension
of time toN.April
within which to file proposed findings.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WINS New York. N. Y.— Granted
leave to amend application to change
26-50.
estimated date for completion to 6-

THE COMMUNICATIONS industries do not fit into present plans
of the House committee exploring
lobby activities, it has been learned.
Rep. Frank Buchanan (D-Pa.),
chairman of the committee, said
that the current schedule calling
for consideration of the role government agencies play in influencing
legislation does not include any
case studies relating to the communications field.
Fortnight ago the committee
heard various educators give an
academic review of the role of
lobbying in representative selfgovernment. Next phase in the
group's study is a more detailed
probe of lobbying as it actually
affects certain fields of governmental activity.
Rep. Buchanan said the third
phase of the investigation is consideration of groups which should
be included under the lobby law or
ruled exempt. The Congressman
expects to recommend that radio
be exempted from the Lobby Registration Act and plans to call
Judge Justin Miller, NAB president, to testify on the industry's behalf. [Broadcasting, March 20].

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

Why

buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job

on "RADIO

BALTIMORE"

Bko.

IVBAL
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.

McNARY & WRATH ALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

P.

1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montdair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

DE. 1232

MAY

ENGINEER

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

A. D. RING

J.

& CO.

KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL

RADIO

ANDREW
CORPORATION
SPECIALISTS IN
Allocation • Design • Installation
363 E. 75th St., Chicago 19, III.
PHONE: TRiangle 4-4400

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave..
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4730 W. Ruffner

REpublic 7236

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street

Of . X 3itUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
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501-514 Munsey Bldg — STerling Jjiil
Washington 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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C. DAVIS

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

KEAR

& KENNEDY

• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

KENNEDY & TURNER
Wes Turner
Frank W. Kennedy
"Registered Professional Engineers"
Specializing in Television
3701 Arbolada Road
Los Angeles 27, Calif.
Phone, OLympic 7039
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"STANDARD ©
Summaries of Papers
(Continued from page 26)
The World's
\
tively
large studios are needed for
MOST-LISTENEB-TQ » comfortable
and efficient production work. This need is not confined
magnetic tape RECORDER \
to the large network stations alone,
but is apparent in the operation of a
smaller station. In general, it will
be shown that existing AM stations
will find their audio studios inadequate, both in size and associated facilities, for TV. One soluloweil flutter and -o- of
tion to this problem is to rent a
theatre or unused fraternal assembly hall of suitable bamlike
dimensions. However, these rentals
will have to be equipped and possibly extensive modifications will
have to be made to the stages or
existing platforms therein. Various
Ampex
codes pertaining to places of public assembly may have to be conMagnetic Tape Recorder
sidered. Technical and building
facilities
will
be described for this
MODEL San300-C
$1575
Carlos
type of semi-permanent studio so
V.U. Meierl.o.b. $105
Extra
that those who are at present
casting about for new and larger
Get F«£f BOOKltT today!* space, or those who may be coming
AMPEX ELECTRIC CORP., San Carlos, California
into the TV business, may gain an
Without
obligation technical
please sendspecifications
16-page illustrated
idea of the magnitude of the job.
booklet
containing
of
Ampex
Magnetic Tape Recorders.
Graphical Design of Grid Modulated Power Amplifiers For Television— John Lorber, Raytheon
Mfg. Co.
To simplify the design of grid
modulated radio frequency power
amplifiers for TV transmitters,
graphical methods have been devised, using the constant current
characteristics of the tubes. Starting with the assigned power and

CITY
Our need is for:
□ Laboratory Reseat rding
□□ Telemetering
Industrial Recording
□ Multi-Channel Red
□ Aerophysical Researc
□ Recording-Bfoadc
Distributed by. :. .>
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES (Hollywood)
AUDIO & VIDEO PRODUCTS CORP. (New York Cityl
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC COMPANY (Everywhere!
EXPORT: WESTREX (New York Cily)

another radio station helps Time Buyers buy

the bandwidth required, the use of
these methods permits a rapid and
complete analysis. The degree of
linearity and harmonic distortion
can be determined. All other required operating data, such as R. F.
drive, D. C. insertion, and grid
driving power, are easily obtained
from the curves.

Operation of Bell System Television Network Facilities — Charles
E. Schooley, AT&T
Mr. Lorber

Mr. Bradburd

Five KW Air-Cooled Television
Transmitters for VHF— E. Bradburd, Federal Tele. Labs.
This paper discusses a completely
air-cooled 5 kw VHF TV transmitter which more than meets the
FCC specifications as to power output, lower sideband attenuation
and full modulation bandwidth.
Emphasis is placed on the method
of design for reliability, low cost
of operation, and the low tube replacement cost. Mid-level modulation is employed which provides a
simple and effective video system
using only receiver type tubes. The
modulated amplifier and signal amplifier use air-cooled tubes and are
so designed that tube replacement
does not require retuning of the
transmitter. Also included is discussion of the monitoring and
supervisory facilities included in
the control console.
Television Economics — Robin D.
Compton, WOIC (TV) Washington

The KMLB Service-Ad* shown here highlights this station's market characteristics
and coverage, its audience, and its programming features. That's information not covered in the regular KMLB SRDS listing
. . . information Time Buyers like to have
at their fingertips when they're weighing
spot radio opportunities.
The Service-Ads* of many other stations,
too, are matching the suggestion of the
Radio Director who said : "When radio stations tell me something about themselves
in their ads — something their SRDS listings don't tell — I welcome it, and use it."
Note to Broadcasters. The SPOT RADIO
PROMOTION HANDBOOK translates the
time buying experience of many agencies
and advertisers into potent time selling and
promotion ideas. Copies are available from
us at $1.
* SERVICE-ADS are ads that supplement
and expand SRDS listings with additional injormation that helps buyers buy.
One

of many Service-Ads contributing
useful facts for Time Buyers in the
monthly SRDS Radio Section.

STANDARD RATE & DATA S£RVIC£, Inc.
Thm Notional Authority SerWrtfl the Media 0 vying Function
Walter t. Botthof, Publisher
331 NO»TH MICHIGAN AVINUt, CHICAGO !, 1UIMOIS . NIW YORK * IOS ANOEll-S
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places a new emphasis on the
quality of 16-mm projection equipment. Experience is now sufficient
to demonstrate the inability of
existing projectors to realize fully
the capabilities of 16-mm film. A
fundamental analysis of projector
principles directed toward most effective utilization of 16-mm picture
and sound shows that considerably
better performance than is generally realized can be obtained from
16-mm film. The result is totally
new projection equipment which is
consistent with the professional
character of station operations.

This is undoubtedly the most important and unpopular subject
before the broadcaster today. Since
the engineering budget is normally
of any station's
a great itportion
budget,
becomes doubly important that the engineers be aware
of all aspects of television economics. There are many contributing factors which will be discussed, including organization of
the station staff, budgets, unions,
network transmissions, and governmental controls.

About 8,700 miles of video and
8,400 miles of audio network channel of the Bell System are employed by the major broadcasters .
in transimtting TV programs to a
total of 62 TV broadcasting stations about the northeastern portion of the U. S. Daily, stations
are connected to and disconnected
from network channels, and points
of origin and direction of transmission changed, to suit the broadcasters' changing service requirements. To maintain all channels
in proper operating condition and
exercise the necessary supervision,
special apparatus, methods, and
arrangements are required and are
discussed.

Mr. Schooley
A

Mr. Wolf

Supergain Antenna for VHF
Television— L. W. Wolf, RCA

The demand for multi-station installations and for higher values of
E.R.P. has resulted in the design
and manufacture of antennas having more gain than is feasible with
the conventional superturnstile antenna. This paper discusses super1930 — 1950
20th Anniversary Year
46.0
* (average 5 periods
winter,
1950)
R"*
PE
"HOO
proves the
best
buy
in

Mr. Foulds

Dr. Gillette

DANVILLE,

VA.

16mm Telecasting Projectors —
Blair Foulds, Dr. Frank N. GilWBTM
lette, General Precision Lab.
5kv(d) ABC lkw(n)
The necessity for film in TV programming, coupled with the genRep: HOLLIN GBERT
eral acceptance of 16-mm film size,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

sin antennas which have great
ectrical versatility, permitting dipctional patterns, and great mejianical versatility, permitting
iultiple antenna systems on the
ame tower. Power gain values of
D or more are shown to be usable
*,T controlling the tilt of the vercal beam. New diplexers for
•ansmitting both the visual and
aral signals from the same antena are also discussed.

Mr. Miller

'r. Staschover

elevision Sound Diplexing in a
Television Link — Leo Staschover,
! H. G. Miller, Federal Tele Labs.
••.
r
This paper deals with subcarrier
3uipment designed to provide high
delity sound and picture informa|on over a single wide-band microave relay link, and outlines circuit
etails in the submitter and subsiver units and cites test data on
,V sound transmission over single
Ind multiple relay hops. High
delity sound frequencies are well
ithin the accepted video band,
ius complicating the simultaneous
ransmission of video and audio on
common carrier in relay applicaons. Systems have been suggested
atroducing the sound by modulaon of AM and FM subcarriers or
|f the position and waveshape of
ie standard synchronizing pulses,
.n FM subcarrier system is shown
j,b possess advantages of simple
Ircuitry, protection against crossalk from the picture into the sound
faannel, and requires no modificaon of a relay link designed prilarily for high-quality video
"ansmission. Equipment discussed
^ploys an FM 5 mc subcarrier,
hose center-frequency is stabized by a feedback system. Primary design considerations are

*

*****
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stable operation, simple alignment
and ease of servicing.
Ten Watt FM for EducationThane E. McConnell, Collins
Radio Co.
The widespread use of radio for
educational purposes by churches,
schools and other non-profit organizations has been hampered by the
large initial investment and operating overhead required in the
past. A means of overcoming
these difficulties is the low-cost 10
w FM unit, sufficiently complete
to meet initial requirements, yet
with flexibility to allow gradual
expansion. Many factors considered in selecting the components
of a 10 w FM system to provide
these advantages will be discussed.
Engineering Aspects of Transit
Radio — Charles Sheridan, Transit Radio Inc.
This paper presents a brief historical background of transit radio
followed by discussion of a typical
receiver. Design and operational
points will be covered in sufficient
detail to illustrate the problems
involved. Information on station
sites, transmitter equipment, programming, maintenance routine,
personnel, and general installation
data will be given. Future progress
and anticipated technical improvements will terminate the discus-

Mr. McConnell

RhymalineTime, featuring emcee
David r Andrews, pianist Harry
brated Tune
Chasers, is oneceleof
Jenks and
KMBC-KFRM's
the Heart of America's favorite
Mr. Hogan

Mr. Findley

A New. One kw AM Broadcast
Transmitter — Lauren K. Findley, Collins Radio Co.
Over a period of approximately
14 years there has been no substantial change in the basic set-up
in the 1 kw AM broadcast transmitter. The trend has been toward
refining and complicating a basic
standard design. This paper will
discuss the accumulation of expensive new techniques and improved
circuit components combined to
give the broadcaster a simpler, less
expensive 1 kw transmitter with
no
tion.sacrifice in reliability of opera-

morning broadcasts. Heard each
weekday morning from 7:30 to
8:15, Rhymaline
is a musical-comedyTime
program that
pulls
"Team"
more mailfeature.
than any other current
Satisfied sponsors have included, among others, Katz Drug
Company, Land -Sharp Motors,
Jones
Store, and
Pharmaceutical
Corp.Continental
Contact
us,
or
any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for availabilities!

The Columbia Hot Stylus Recording Technique — W. S. Bachman,
Columbia Records
Some of the factors which affect
the quietness of cut and loss of
high frequency response in disk
recording are discussed. A technique of applying heat to the cutting stylus is described, which
(Continued on page 83)

Mr. Hilliard

A Miniature Condenser Microphone
for Radio and Television — John
K. Hilliard, Altec-Lansing Corp.
This paper describes a microphone system, the acoustic transducer consisting of a condenser
unit having an overall diameter of
0.6". Factors governing the size
of a microphone as related to its
frequency response and the general
design considerations are explained. The microphone is omnidirectional over a 360° spherical
pattern, has high sensitivity, and
is extremely rugged to shock. Special accessories relating to use in
broadcasting, television and recording are discussed. A demonstration
will show the various characteristics of the microphone.
Facsimile — Present and Future —
John V. L. Hogan, Hogan Labs.
Facsimile broadcasting may be
regarded as the fifth type of radio
broadcasting to reach fulfillment.
Facsimile provides a record communication service whose commercial development has been awaiting
the FCC "green light." The current experimental status of FM
Multiplex Facsimile broadcasting
presents the "chicken and egg"
problem with respect to the wide
distribution of receiver units. These

• Telecasting

problems and the current activities
directed toward the development
of FM multiplexed facsimile broadcasting will be discussed.

of Kansas City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
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QUAD

CITIES

In Davenport, Rock Island, Moline and East Moline
is the richest concentration of diversified industry between Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Omaha. The Quad
Cities are the trading center for a prosperous two-state agricultural
area. Retail sales, total buying and per capita income rate higher
than the national average, according to Sales Management.
47 Kw.
5,000
W.
1420 Kc.
W0C-FM, 03.7 Mc.
W0C-AM
WOC delivers this rich market to NBC Network, national spot
and local advertisers . . . with 70 to 100% BMB penetration in the
two-county Quad City area ... 10 to 100% in adjacent counties.
IIWVi"!

V 22.9 Kw. Video • 12.5 Kw. Audio

On the Quad Cities' first TV station NBC Network (non-interconnected), local and
filminprograms
reach radius.
over 8,000 Quad Cities'
,s air-mile
sets . . . hundteds
a 75
ne
TVmoreChan
C
O
W NBC Affiliate
Basic
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, General Manager
DAVENPORT, IOWA
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Can you sell? Texas ABC station wants
you. Send full sales resume. Box 676E,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted station
— Generalmidwest.
manager Must
existinghave
250
watt
commercial background. Box 720E,
BROADCASTING.
Field managers. If now calling on trade
in Chicago. Toronto, Dallas. Seattle,
Atlanta, Mexico City, Omaha, Kansas
City, Louisville, and Cleveland areas;
having attractive deal. RRR-Radio-TV
Bmployment Bureau, Box 413, Philadelphia.
Salesmen
"Wanted—
Salesman
for 1000thatw gets
daytime
independent
in southwest
and
keeps its one-sixth share of audience in
^-station market of 240,000. If we hire
you we pay $250 month for three
months,
15 percent,
whichever
greater. Afteror that,
commission
is straight
15% and will not be lowered or raised.
"Want manandwhomake
knows
bill $3000or
monthly
$450heforcanhimself,
more. Full details in first letter to
Box 719E, BROADCASTING.
WSKB, McComb, Mississippi 5000 watts.
Open for two top salesmen — write,
wire, phone — confidential.
Announcers
Wanted— Deep south NBC affiliate
needs capable staff man with at least
two years experience. Excellent opporfor the rightmarket
man. over
Station
locatedtunity
in expanding
100,000
population. Studios air-conditioned. If
interested,
send and
audition
platter,
picture, references,
minimum
starting
salary
expected.
Box
551E,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Chief announcer. Must be
showman, have strong personality and
ability to mix with people. Permanent
job. Givepectedqualifications
and Box
salary693E,
exin first letter.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class license. $240
per month
for 738E,
right BROADCASTING.
man. Send audition disc. Box
Combination announcer with first class
operating license. Send audition disc
and
salary requirements. Box 761E,
BROADCASTING.
Chief announcer,
at play-by-play
sports,
and MC. good
Knowledge
of music
and copyright essential. 5000 watt CBS
affiliate northwestern college town of
30,000. Job requires 48 hours, wage
$60.00
week. Write Box 764E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, minimum two years experience. Intelligent, personable, diligent, congenial. Immediate permanent
position with definite future. Send, do
not call, full details: salary, references
and
photo. WHYN, Holyoke, Massachusetts.
Wanted — Good announcer with first
class license. Salary in line with ability. Send disc and full details first
letter. Lester L. Gould, WJNC, Jacksonville, North Carolina. Immediate
opening.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
"young
desires
change. successful
Built two manager
stations. Always
made profit. Civic minded. Will give
you a station you will be proud to own.
Announce. Sell. Work. No drink.
Married. Box 587E. BROADCASTING.
$7428 monthly personally written new
local business in eight months. Made
a station profitable as manager -sales
manager. Details? Box %6E, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Program manager: Now director metropolitan key station for network. Interested
establishedsimilar
station,position
network with
or TV.well
Sober,
family man,perience.
32.Know12radio
yearsA topflight
exto Z. Box
732E, BROADCASTING.
Manager, commercial manager, twenty
years experience covers all phases.
Currently with metropolitan station
but desire connection with one in medium market. Prefer to locate in midwest but will consider other locations.
Box 749E, BROADCASTING.
Program manager: Now director metropolitan key station for network. Interested in similar position with well
established station, network or TV.
Sober, family man, 32. 12 years topflight experience. Know radio A to Z.
Box 753E, BROADCASTING.
Successful manager, commercial manager. Strong on sales. Efficient management guaranteed. Twenty three
years managerial and sales experience.
Can do programming and continuity
writing. Excellent references. Married. Forty three years old. Minimum
$100 per week. Box 757E, BROADCASTING.
Manager — commercial manager, presently managing sales metropolitan radio station. Outstanding record in increasing sales under highly competitive conditions. Background includes
effective merchandising of advertising
at local and national level. Considerable activity in community and civic
affairs. Box 771E, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman. Experienced small station
oneration. Prefer Florida, southwest.
First phone ticket. Box 711E, BROADCASTING.
Know-how in radio sales and production. Commercial manager, writer, producer of many successful programs,
seeks progressive opportunity. BA,
young, responsible
background.
Dependable. TV anvwhere.
AM eastern
area. Box 724E, BROADCASTING.
Best qualification-results. Zip, dash,
brains
too! Use me? East. Box 756E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman, presently employed, looking advanced position. Also
announcing and writing experience.
Box 773E, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Top sportscaster, excellent play-byplay,immediately,
listener appeal,
employed,
able
references.
Box avail388E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, graduate oldest broadcasting school in country. CBS instructors
taught all phases of broadcasting.
Produced, sang, emceed amateur shows
in Chicago
nite staff
clubs.5.000
Two watt
years NBC
college. Former
affiliate. Consider all offers. Box 607E,
BROADCASTING.
Baseball — Highly qualified play-byplay, basketball, football, staff. Young,
married. Have copyrighted 15 minute
soort feature. Available immediately.
Box 614E, BROADCASTING.
Eastern
stations ODerate
— Experienced
tile announcer.
console.versaLow
starting
salary.
Box
640E,
C A STING. BROADCombo man currently employed looking
for advancement. Married. References.
Box 644E, BROADCASTING.
News — special events-color specialist.
Thoroughly experienced, sober family
man. Available soon, comnlete with
best of references. Box 650E, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch sportscaster presently emReady to specialize
in sports.
Personal ployed.
interview
if desired.
Write
Box 661E, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Announcer, two years experience, 28,
vet. Married. Presently employed.
Specialty,
discExpertly
jockey, trained
news and
special events.
on local
news gathering and editing. Also time
salesman. Hard worker. Tops in personality. PreferAST
middlewest.
Box. 655E,
BROADC
ING
Announcer-salesman. Handle sports,
news, sales.
Experienced
both announcing and sales.
Young, aggressive,
dependable. Give details. Prefer metropolitan or west.
Consider others.
Box 685E, BROADCASTING.
Lemon announcer looking for peachy
station. Voice like wild goose. Two
years
linguae.
25. Single. Opefator. lapsus
Box 694E,
BROADCASTING.
Chief announcer just married looking
for steady job in a sports community.
All staff announcing, heavy on sports,
special
events, news. Disc, photo, refCASTING.
erences available. Box 701E, BROADAnnouncer, two years sales, advertising
and promotional
WriteBox
commercial copy. Knowwork.
board.
712E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer: 26, over 2 years experience
all phases, disc shows, news, script,
morning man, two years. Dependable,
married,
18 months on present job.
ING;
References.
Box 713E, BROADCASTAnnouncer-program director. College
graduate desires position in AM or TV
station. NBC instructed in all phases
of radio. Excellent references. Box
714E. BROADCASTING.
ING^ Four years experience.
Sportscaster.
First rate baseball. Completely reliable all phases announcing. Excellent
references. Box 722E, BROADCASTAnnouncer. Single, young, strong playby-play baseball. Class A eastern league
experience. Also capable dj and staff
work. Top references. Box 726E,
BROADCASTING.
Starting out, Well trained, announce,
write. News, dj, heavy on sports, 23,
married,
travel. Disc, photo. Box 731E,
BROADCASTING.
Ten years major market announcing,
newscasting
programming
ence. Solidand
network
and localexperiradio
background.
Best
references.
directing and production. Box TV733E,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Three years commercial broadcasting
experience. General knowledge of TV
station operation. Desire permanent
position. Will travel. Box 743E
BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Over two years experience,
married, 26, morning man 2 years with
other
staff duties. Box 751E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
recent graduate radio
school anxious to start in radio. Am i
bitious, hard worker, heavy on new
and sports. Married, one child, wil
travel. Details and disc on request
Box 758E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, 3 years, a]
types programs.
Newscaster
with Mardistinctive voice. B.S.
in Speech.
ried.
Now
employed.
Box
759E
BROADCASTING.
Announcer: 2 years experience, disc
shows and staff work, married, 26.
Box 752E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Graduate of leading radic 1
school. No practical experience. Did
a few newscasts with Armed Forces i
Go anywhere. Salary no object. Night
turn welcome. Know control board
No glamour
boy.
Versatile. Young
BRO
ADC
AST
ING
eager
and
cooperative.
Box. 760E
Announcer, 30, single, deep resonarn
voice.
Would like.
to transfer. Wil
IN
travel. Disc,G
photo available. Ca
handle board. Box 769E, BROADCAST
Sportscaster, and staff, three years ex- i
perience, Box25, 770E,
married,
college, wil !
travel.
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. . Baseball play-by-play
Former player.
extremely capable,Inexperienced
nevertheless.— but
College
broadcasting
degree. Young, har<;
working, single, sober, serious. Bo:
772E, BROADCASTING.
I
Experienced all-round announcer-dj
B. S. in Journalism; selling-writini
W. Va.
experience;
operate
immediately.
For discpanels;
write, availablcall Bol
Grove, 403 N. Queen, Martinsburg:
Announcer-engineer, first phone, oik
year
straight Graduate
announcing,
yea
combination.
Don one
Martins
Primarily announcer, news, commer
cial, some
play-by-play,
football,
base
ball.
Married,
no children,
car. Hous
ing conditions primary, working condi
tions and salary secondary. Prefe
west, southwest (quarterhorse coun
try).
Hughes, 5414 S. Wood St. ;
ChicagoLee9, Illinois.
Top announcers: top newscasters; to
writers: available now. Write, phon
or wire
Pathfinder
School of Radit
HArris
1222-A on Oak04
St., 73
Kansas .
City, Mo

Topflight sportscaster. Present 50 kw
sports and staff. Experience baseball,
basketball, football, boxing, hockey.
Also sportswriting and features. 28.
College. Married. Want permanent
position reliable operation. Start $65
week. Box 735E, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster, sportscaster. AB in Journalism. IV2voice.
yearsAgeexperience.
AuthorVersatile announcer seeks position prei
itative
28, married,
one
erably in midwest in progressive 25
child.westSober,
industrious.
Prefer
midkw. One year experience as staff, d; !
station, but all replies answered
sports, assistant program director. Sin
promptly. Box 737E, BROADCASTING.
gle.
24,.
college
background.
Presentl
S
Would you like to have an announcer
D
salesman.
Would
like
to change
perm
.
with twelve years music experience?
anently
to
radio.
P.O.
Box
596,
Pierr<
Well
trained,
educated.
Box
739E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey, young, singly
Excellent staff announcer. Present 50 Experienced
network and independer
operation. Can handle full assignment
kw. Desiremercials,change.
Experience
comnews, popular and classical
of news, commercials, interviews, et<
music, special events, sports play-byEconomy cut, no job. Imperative se
cure position right away. Disc o
play lege.
and color.
28. ColMarried. NBC
Starttrained.
$65 week.
Box
request.
Dick Thomas,
200 Cambridg
736E. BROADCASTING.
Ave.. Garfield.
New Jersey.
Announcer,
1st
phone
license,
sport?
Announcer or program director, versacaster football, baseball, basketbal
tile. Six years experience. Present
Capable
DJ,
news,
write
cony.
Singk
position stagnant. Good references.
ambitious. WEA. 24 Avondale Stree'
Age
27,
veteran,
single.
Minimum
$70$75. Box 742E, BROADCASTING.
Valley Stream, New York.
Stop, Look, Listen. Are you looking
Technical
for a sincere hard working, young,
veteran, as an announcer? Interested
Recent
RCA
graduate,
family man. no\
in permanent position. Will consider
summer replacement. Box 743E,
employed TV 1stservicing.
broadcasli
BROADCASTING.
experience.
class and Noamateur
cense, seeks operator or combinatio:
Topflight
announcer,
6 years console,
experience, news,
DJ, commercials,
position.
Box 533E.
BROADCASTING
~
Engineer licensed.
degree
10 Box
years
experience
anything required of staff man. B.S. phases,
554E,
BROADal
Degree. Box 745E. BROADCASTING.
CASTING.
;
First phone, announcer or engineer
Engineer, 14 years experience. AM-FW: i
combination. Two years army 500 w construction,
installation,
maintenance
J
AM, 150 w FM. 24, single, will travel.
studios, transmitter. 10 kw directional K
ING. photo. Box 746E, BROADCASTDisc,
«06E.
BROADCASTING.
available
immediately. References. Bo: jj; !',
Engineer — First class phone licens< , s
Radio — Need an announcer with knowlamateur. Inexperienced. Any offer con 1
edge all phases broadcasting and operasidered. Box 612E. BROADCASTING . j
tions of consoles? Good on commercials, news. Television — good director,
Transmitter engineer or station tech nician. B. S. Degree Bradley Univei
am thoroughly
understand all phases trained
of radio inandandtelevision
sity
technicalin school:
was chie
radio and
technician
Navy; have
fir: /
broadcasting.perience.Limited
announcing
exCan do anything in TV.
phone license; prefer midwest, but wi
Ambitious,
dependable,
married.
Rego anywhere
in U.inS.letter.
Full particular
sume and disc on request. Box 747E, will
be furnished
Box 6521 L■
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
lployed chief 250, desiring engineer £ position with larger station. Prefer
Married,
car. Box 653E,
! irolina's.
tO ADC ASTING
.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Woman does man-size job! Captures
achievement record in lively industrial
area.
■ commentator-program
director Woman
with record
of versatility and
popular success seeks new opportunities
with progressive station. Background
includes successful programming, writing, public relations techniques. Personality, voice, performance of sustained,available
above-average
caliber. Immediately
for affiliation
which
recognizes combination of effort, abilING. ity, results. Box 717E, BROADCAST-

igineer — Experienced in construction,
iio chief engineer-announcer last posihn. Prefer straight engineer position
jth
future.oneGood
job.
ailable
week.references
North orlastsouth,
x 659E, BROADCASTING.
igineer — 26 months experience transfer, remotes. Graduate leading rad school. Army radar experience.
11 travel. Box 684E, BROADCASTPj
igineer, experienced 5 kw AM, 3 kw
5 transmitters control board, reptes. Good background. Single, car,
* travel. Box 690E, BROADCAST-

NAOB graduate desires posititon in
women's
in a Va.
station
50 miles ofactivities
Purcellville,
Box within
723E,
BROADCASTING.
Program director, sportscaster, playbv-play, special events. Box 725E,
BROADCASTING.
Combination man, approximately 18
months experience, 22 year old veteran, single, transportation. Attended
Texas Trade School and Institute of
Radio Broadcasting. Will go anywhere.
You name
it, butBROADCASTING.
prefer southeast sector. Box 728E,
Continuity writer-announcer. College
graduate, now employed 1 kw station.
Single.
26, best
Seek solid location
with references.
future, permanence.
Newspaper
experience.
Box
744E,
BROADCASTING.

l gineer, ZV2 years AM-FM, expensed on remotes, transmitter and cone operation. No announcing. Single,
ve car. NY, New England, Pa. pre•red. Box 702E, BROADCASTING.
gineer-Executive now head of broad|3t engineering department major
:uipment
company.
College
graduFCC licensed,
licensed
professional
3igineer with over 10 years experience,
pable efficient operation AM, FM,
d TV installations. Available impdiately. Box 716E, BROADCASTJG.
gineer, chief or technical director,
oroughly experienced all phases AM,
Bl, directional. Also experienced in
knagement,
TV. Reclmendations teaching
from top and
consultants
and
•\\G.
lployers. Box 721E, BROADCAST-

ve first class phone license. Will
•jcept
job BROADCASTING.
anywhere. Inexperienced,
x 730E,
;':perienced licensed engineer wants
Bition anywhere. Can announce. Invested in anything from chief down.
Sky
accepted. Adsss reasonable
Box 734E, offer
BROADCASTING.
class ticket, unused, appreciate
>iur name on back, chief make offer.
Irite Box 740E, BROADCASTING.
'rst phone license. Experienced trans;J tter, remotes, console. Seeking permanent job with northeastern station,
f'srried,
car. Box 750E, BROADCASTZG.
rlEI grad., TV course, 1st phone lilase. Now engaged in TV servicing,
f dio and radar experience. Any offer
"nsidered. Box 765E, BROADCAST' cent
graduatein— the
firstsouth.
phone Straight
desires
-3
anywhere
ijigineer. Box 767E, BROADCASTING.
>igineer
— One
broadcast. 10 Prefer
years
J dio and
hamyearbackground.
j.arm chmate. Lloyd Conway, 1221 N.
^rmont Ave., Los Angeles, California.
^igineer — First class, experienced
-ansmitter, board, tape recorder,
-■ailable immediately.
Earl Davis,
"5 E. York, Olney, Illinois.
jfcst class phone, no experience. Marked. HaveAge
radio 38.
and Settle
TV servicing
exD rience.
anywhere,
tprris Segal, 3949 Wyalusing Ave.,
lila. 4, Pa.
^rst phone, family man, now doing TV
r.rvicing. No broadcasting experience,
- 1 wants opportunity. Will travel.
l award Solomon, 170 E. 88 Street,
P ooklyn, New York.
ven years training in radio and elec: onics.
in EE,andgraduate
Navy
;ctronicsBS school
Nationalof Radio
.stitute. First phone. Seek engineer-g position
in south
southwest,
.•bert
B. Wilson,
Lakeor Cormorant,
"Iss.
I
production-Programming , others
1 0 gram director experienced network,
hdependents, setting up new station,
h ograms versatile, can meet and beat
mpetition. Knowledge all phases
Ration
operation.allHave
f id, announced
types written
shows. copy,
Ex^llent announcing voice, technique,
kimscientious, capable, can increase
ration prestige, revenue. Currently em! oyed metropolitan area. Disc, details,
£)X 696E, BROADCASTING.
ped good copy? I have sales-getting
fieas, write for proven copy. Only sin'"re inquiries, please. State need, com:"arcials,
y copy, continuity,
original gageditorial
chatter. philosoEstabI.hed
G. writer. Box 710E, BROADCAST-

Wanted: Position as program director
or producer-director on TV. Eighteen
year background in radio and theatre.
Presently
as program director of eastemployed
coast independent.
East
coast
station
preferred.
Box 755E,
BROADCASTING,
Two experienced radio girls available
soon. Traffic manager, secretary-receptionist.ployees.
Both dependable
successful Best
emExcellent references.
rceommendations
from
present
employer. If vou can use both, write today.
Box 768E, BROADCASTING.
Hillbilly band, nationally known A-l,
available for radio, anywhere, union,
program
Baden, Pa.directors write Dick Carson,
Television

ING._

Managerial
Rugged TV pioneer. Prewar experience as New York performer and director and post-war experience as one
of country's
televisionposition
salesman desires leading
sales manager
with compensation commensurate with
ability and proven results. Box 718E,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Assistant TV director. Experienced remote and studio programming and station operation. TV and radio writing
background. Box 715E, BROADCASTING e TELECASTING.
Program director, 250 watt, ready for
television. Seven years radio writing,
announcing, programming. Three years
little theatre, acting, directing, light design, stage manager; twenty weeks
Television Workshop, New York, all
phases. Cultured, wonderful voice. A
positive asset to any TV station, will
start any position. Full resume sent
on request. Box 763E, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Top idea man, sales promotion, programming, merchandising, now emTV connection,
Angeles ployed,
radio seeks
station,
advertising Los
agency.
E. Horis, 651 Dunsmuir, Los Angeles.
For Sale
Stations
For go
sale —fulltime.
1000 watt
Can
Eastdaytimecentral station.
section
United ST
States. IN
Box 657E,
CA
G.BROADFor immediate sale. Complete broadcasting AM 250 watt station with complete Blaw-Knox radio tower, 179 feet,
self supporting.
This immediately
complete equipment can be shipped
and
can be sold on terms. $5000.00 total
price. J. J. Phillips & Son, 124 E.
Lachapelle St., San Antonio, Texas.
Equipment, etc.
$11,000 FM WE 506B-2 complete, spares,
10 kw transmitter. New, never uncrated. H. Edwin Kennedy, WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale — 411 ft. Truscon self-supporting tower, type D-30, insulated at base,
supporting
Electric
circular FM General
antenna with
mast, 4-bay
type
BY-4-B
with
2Vs"
coaxial
transmission
line from FM antenna to tower base.
Tower erected in center of 10 acre
tract in Wheaton, Maryland, near
Washington,
CASTING. D. C. Box 648E, BROADRCA 301B HF field intensity meter complete with battery unit antenna and
accessory case. Excellent condition.
$500. Box 729E, BROADCASTING.
For sale: 646B REL FM receiver, perfect for FM relay pickup. Originally
$350.00. Available
much Engineer,
less, immediately. Writeat Chief
WNAM-FM, Neenah, Wisconsin.
GE FM broadcast transmitter exciter
model 4BTIA, 3 kw amplifier model
4BF2A. Station monitor GE type 4BM1-A. Limiting amplifier GE type 4BA
5-A. REL FM broadcast receiver model
646., Console
25B Electric.
speech input
equipment, Western
3 Western
Electric 109 type reproducers, complete. 5 spare 9A reproducer heads.
3 Robinson turntables, 1 audio oscillator, Hewlett Packard model 201B. 1 distortion analyzer Hewlett Packard model 325B. 1 vacuum tube testing equipment model 798 Weston. 1 Western
Electric remote amplifier model 22D.
6 Western Electric 639A cardioid microphones. 5 Western Electric 633A salt
shaker
microphones.
Rek-O-Kut
16inch recorder
model 1 M5
w/Webster
head.
275'
Truscon
self-supporting
tower. 4 bay GE antenna type BY4A
complete with baluns, matchers and
trombones. Co-axial cable. Andrew
1%"
— 51.5 ohms.
lengths.
expansion
joints.19 5 straight
right angle
bends.2
1 45 bend. Gas inlet couplings, gauges,
clamps, etc. Audio rack. 1 GE utility
amplifier. 1 GE line equalizer. 1 GE
line level indicator. New tubes — unused. 2 GE GL7D21. 2 GE GL5D24, 4—
250's. 2 RCA 829B. 1 RCA 815. 1 GE
phasitron. Used tubes. GE GL7D21's.
Eimacther4-250A's.
815's. 829's.
furparticulars address
Beloit For
College,
Beloit, Wisconsin.
For sale: New uniform cross-section
guyed type towers with all necessary
equipment. We will deliver and erect
anywhere in United States or South
America. Eight 200 ft. towers, seven
250 ft. towers, six 300 ft. towers, five
325 ft. towers. Write, wire or phone
(Ph 3348). Consolidated Tower and
Construction Co., Petersburg, Virginia.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers. Will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., Commerce Bldg., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Man with 28 years experience in all
phases of radio, willing to buy in on
AM station in Illinois, outside of Chicago. Confidential. Box 762E, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: Used studio control equipmenttables,
high fidelity
only. etc.
Mikes,
control console,
Mustturnbe
in good condition and reasonably
priced.
National Academy of Broadton,
D. C
casting, 3338 16th.
St., N. W., WashingWanted to buy. Good used studio
equipment including console, turntables
and microphones, also a transmitter
frequency and modulation monitors.
Frank
C. Carman,
KUTA,
City, Ut
ah
.Salt Lake
Wanted — Approximately 400 feet used
15,'b" coax transmission line. State conAlabama. dition, price, etc. WJBY, Gadsden,
Help Wanted
Announcers
Wanted by New York state NBC
regional AM station with TV in
operation. Topnotch announcer
who can handle studio sports show
and regular stall duties. Experienced men only. Send disc and
photo with complete particulars
first letter. Attractive salary.
Box 706E, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
FOR ANNOUNCER
OPPORTUNITY
Somewhere there is a promising
young gentleman waiting for the
opportunity to join an established
network station about to assume
powerful regional status. Here is
an immediate opportunity for niceappearing, intelligent, industrious
young man with a minimum of
two years experience to become a
member of a higher caliber, friendly family station. Send resume,
references, disc, photo and salary to
BOX 741E, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager
16 years radio, industry recognized reputation. Let's talk over your problem and
my background during the NAB Convention. Contact through Avery-Knodel,
Inc., Chicago. Andover 3-4710. April
16-18 or Box 774E, BROADCASTING.
Schools

O
STATION

MANAGERS!

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
NEW TERM OPENS JUNE 5
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338— 16th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Please send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name.
Address.
City....
.State.
(Continued on next page)

Schools (Cont'd)

SRT-Radio
AMERICA'S OLDEST BROADCASTING SCHOOL
Intensive full or parf time
COURSES
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
Our standing Faculty of
Network Professionals
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Small Classes
Approved for Veterans
Write for Prospectus
School of Radio Technique
MO Bldg., Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
228 South Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois
VimimimiBill'
WOW FARM TOUR
Two-week Trip Is Completed
THE third annual Farmers' "New
South" Study Tour sponsored by
WOW Omaha, ended in Omaha
March 30 after a two-week inspection of farms, ranches, plantations,
agricultural schools and activities
associated with farming. [Broadcasting, Feb. 6].
Directed by Mai Hansen, WOW's
farm director, the party totaled 219
including 72 man-and-wife couples,
owning farms totaling 112,000
acres. The 6,000-mile tour by special train got underway March 16
and since that time covered 18
Southern states and a trip to Cuba.
Mr. Hansen broadcast daily from
the trip on his Farm Service Reporter program and also presented
daily telecasts for WOW-TV by
film.
WWDC
Business Up
WWDC Washington had a 28.5%
increase in business during March
as compared with the same month
last year, according to Ben
Strouse, vice president and general
manager of the Capital Broadcasting Co., station owner. Mr. Strouse
also pointed out that a substantial
increase was shown in both local
and national business with national spot business being particularly good. WWDC-FM, which
feeds Transit Radio, showed a 96%
increase in business during March
over the same month in 1949.
Harry W. Mambert
HARRY W. MAMBERT, 52, commercial salesman at KFJZ Fort
Worth, died at his Fort Worth
home on April 1, after a long illness. A native of Iowa, Mr. Mambert was affiliated with the Masons
and Shriners as well as the Fort
Worth Sales Executives Club. He
leaves his wife. Services and burial
were in Marion, Iowa.
QUARTER-hour added 10 Nancy Craig
five weekly show on WJZ New York.
Page 82
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BONDS

KPMO

DRIVE

Radio-TV Pledge Support
PLANS for the U. S. Treasury
Dept.'s savings bond "Independence Drive," scheduled May 15July 4, were outlined March 29
by Sec. John W. Snyder. Full
radio-TV support of the campaign
is expected, paralleling the industry's past efforts. Series E bond
goal is $653,950,000.
Secretary Snyder, citing America's traditional concept of thrift
as key to the nation's progress and
security, reported that individual
citizens now hold nearly $49 billion
in bonds and recalled that total
national income during the low
depression year of 1933 was only
$33.5 billion. He addressed national
leaders of all fields at a dinner
climaxing the one-day campaign
conference held at Washington's
Mayflower Hotel.
NAB President Justin Miller
was among the head-table guests.
Arno H. Johnson, vice president of
J. Walter Thompson Co., was a
featured speaker during the conference.
A radio-TV promotion kit is
being prepared by Treasury for
the drive along with a special
series of its regular Treasury
Guest Star Parade transcriptions.
Four-network kickoff for the drive
is scheduled May 15, 10-11 p.m.,
with President Truman and Secretary Snyder featured along with
all-star entertainment. NBC-TV is
expected to simulcast the President
and Secretary Snyder and air special TV. features during the remainder of the time.
National allocations of the Advertising Council are to be devoted
to the Independence Drive during
the first two weeks of the campaign. Radio-TV promotion on the
local level is to be coordinated by
the state and local savings bond
committees. Various U. S. industrial groups are furnishing 49 exact
replicas of the Liberty Bell, minus
the crack, which will be sent on
tour for local promotion as symbols of the campaign. Bells are
being cast in France.

PROPERTIES
EAST
TOP NETWORK FACILITY
$400,000.00
Long established regional network
station in East that dominates vast
market area. Earnings are consistently large over many years.
Gross profit shows better than
20% return on purchase price.
Owner selling
solidation plan. in property con-

ALTHOUGH March 23 was clear and
nearly cloudless in Amarillo, Tex.,
KGNC's Farm Editor Johnny Linn
proves he was right when he predicted precipitation that day. Attired for heavy rain, Mr. Linn weathers the downpour brought on by
"Rainmaker" Bernie Howell, KGNC's
musical director.
ELECTRONICS MEET
Engineers Plan May Session
NEW techniques for improvement
of quality and durability of electronic components to meet increasingly severe demands of modern
equipment will be discussed May
9-11 by technical authorities at a
series of conferences to be held at
the Dept. of Interior Auditorium,
Washington. Sponsoring the discussions will be American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, Institute
of Radio Engineers and Radio
Mfrs. Assn., with cooperation of
the Dept. of Defense and National
Bureau of Standards.
Hundreds of engineers representing the electronics equipment
and components industry will meet
with military and government research and scientific specialists.
New trends in design and fabrication of equipment will be discussed
along with special needs of electary.
tronic weapons used by the miliMAIL pull of 46,825 letters drawn by
Pick the Hits over CKOY Ottawa, in
21 broadcast days, station reports.

WHERE

YOU

DENIAL

Illegal Transfer Allege'.
INITIAL DECISION to deny ap
plication of KPMO Pomona, Calif: :
for renewal of license was issue'
fortnight ago by FCC. Denial a
renewal was proposed by Hearin;
Examiner Jack P. Blume on th
grounds that Myron E. Kluge an
Dean H. Wickstrom, origin^
partners, had effected a number q
transfers in ownership with ful
knowledge it was in violation o
Commission rules.
Examiner Blume found that Mi
Kluge sold his holdings in Decern
ber 1946 to Dr. Warner H. Ljj
Sorenson for $15,000 without FCl
consent. The decision said tha
Mr. Kluge, because of seriou
financial difficulty, felt that cok
pliance with the then existin
Avco rule would inconvenience an i
delay his receiving payment. Penc
ing application of KPMO for as
signment of license to cover m
transfer was proposed to be di;
missed as moot. KPMO is assigne
500 w on 1600 kc.
Meanwhile, in another initis
decision, Examiner Leo Resnic
proposed to grant the applicatio
of WRIB Providence, R. L, for a
increase of power from 250 w to
kw on 1220 kc. '
FM ON RAILROAD
CNS&M Installs Servic
THE Chicago, North Shore ani
Milwaukee Railroad has announce
installation of FM service in on
of its Electroliners which opera!
between Chicago and Milwaukee
The installation, a Zenith-Majc
FM set similar to those used i
transit radio, was made by tl
engineering department of WE A1
(FM) Evanston, 111.
T. Houston Clinch, president <
the railroad, indicated that initi;
tests have been most satisfactoi
and that, in spite of the fact th;
the Chicago, North Shore and Mi
waukee Railroad is an electrical
operated line, no unusual diffieu
ties were encountered due to tl
static eliminating features of F
receivers.

WANT

THEM!

WEST
MIDDLEWEST
OWNER RETIRING
CALIFORNIA INDEPENDENT
REGIONAL— $65,000.00
$200,000.00
Middle-western major market netWell equipped money maker
serves well integrated market.
work fulltime facility — well staffed
— consistent earner grossing nearly
Studios-transmitter combined aslow operating
cost,earnings
maxi$200,000.00. Prosperous market.
mumsuresprofits.
Present rate
Financing can be arranged. Reapay out three
$65,son for selling — owner retiring.
000.00.
Termsyear.
—years.
half atPrice
transfer,
Price $200,000.00.
balance one
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON
COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy
Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg.
333 North Michigan
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341
RAndolph 6-4550
EXbrook 2-5672
BROADCASTING

• Telecastix

1945 as chief of the FCC Standard
Summaries of Technical Papers
Respects
Broadcast Allocation Section. In
(Continued from page 79 )
(Continued from page UO)
that post he received Presidential
appointment as secretary to the achieves a quiet cut with reduced
standards, and work now being
nted in the front yard. The busiU. S. delegation to the Second
es prospered, though he had been
high frequency response loss at done to complete the essential
standards. The various types and
NARBA Conference, with ex-of?ed to sell his saxaphone, tromlow groove velocities.
e and bicycle to raise necessary
ficio title of secretary-general of
uses of equipment will be disthe conference.
ital. Though business was good,
cussed, outlining the versatility of
In preparation for the third
closed shop in 1933 and headed
tape in building programs. In
NARBA conference he was named
Texas upon hearing that KRGV
closing, the author will discuss
to coordinate NARBA activities
rlingen might have need for an
some of the many possible future
itineer.
with the FCC clear channel prouses of tape.
ceedings, and prepared the original
That was the turning point in
life of Neal McNaughten. Dick
U. S. proposals for the Third
NARBA Conference. He was
ks, manager of KRGV, asked
named to the U. S. delegation at
ffl what he knew about transpre-NARBA conrters. "They're no mystery," said the engineering
ference held at Havana in 1947. At
applicant. But when he was
Mr. Bachman Mr. Grimwood
this meeting he was one of the two
ted what he knew about antenofficial
U.
S.
spokesmen.
He
also
», he said "Nothing." So he was
& Developserved as a member of the U. S. Design Considerations
miptly hired and ordered to
ment of a New Type 5 kw AM
iiign and build from scratch a delegation to the International TeleTransmitter — Fred Grimwood,
communications Conference held in
;v KRGV antenna system.
Gates Radio Co.
Atlantic City.
ide liked the work at Harlingen
An analysis will be presented of
To NAB Post
d spent evenings taking univerMr. Adair
Mr. Stewart
basic considerations and design
extension courses. About six
About that time NAB was deep
factors
of
this
new
standard
AM
:.inths after he got the job, he in pre-NARBA preparations and
FCC Audio Proof of Performance
5-10 kw broadcast transmitter.
deed a comely Harlingen girl wanted an allocations expert. Mr.
Tests — George Adair, Consultant
Reference is made to a new type
!the studio, singing on a homeMcNaughten was the logical choice,
This paper will discuss interpreiliTi program. A few months later
cooling system, simplified installaand Jan. 1, 1948, he joined NAB
tation of Sections 3.46 and 3.254
tion requirements, the achievement
fez Hatchett became Mrs. Neal
as assistant director of the Engiof
operating
efficiencies,
and
a
of the Commission's Rules and
, Naughten. In 1934 came a proneering Dept. A year-and-a-half
basically new vacuum tube lineup. Regulations as to when, why, what,
i'tion to chief engineer.
later he became director upon resShifts to FCC
ignation of Royal V. Howard, now
Magnetic Recording Advances in and how the audio proof of performance measurements are to be
holder of a CP in Honolulu.
1949 and 1950— W. Earl-J Stewart,
For six years life moved along
Last
autumn
he
attended
the
made.
Also
discussed will be sugrmally. Around the world things
RCA
NARBA conferences in Montreal as
gested forms for recording the
ren't quite so normal and when
In this paper the author will dis- measurements and what should be
an industry advisor to the U. S.
i FCC advertised for engineers
cuss the development and need of
1940, Neal McNaughten filed an
standards for the magnetic tape done with them, both for complidelegation.
As
NAB's
representative
he
was
active
in
Montreal
and
plication. The result, after a
ance with the Rules and for usefulsystem of recording and reproductook part in the current Havana
lining period in Baltimore, was
ness to the station.
ing,
the
present
status
of
these
sessions until directed by NAB
: assignment to San Juan, Puerto
president Justin Miller to withdraw
Ico. About a year later, just prior
because negotiations were felt to
■ Pearl Harbor he was given an
be taking an unfavorable turn.
>3ignment as assistant supervisor
Compiles Handbook
the FCC's Great Lakes primary
At NAB Mr. McNaughten has
mitoring station, at Allegan,
tfch., with a seven-state area to taken part in a long list of national
AKRON'S TOP STATION
latch. One of his first jobs was
and international projects. Restallation of almost 100 acres of
cently, as NAB engineering diAlueyt
in from!
© 1949.outWACKER
ombic and other types of antenrector, he completed the 675-page
fourth edition of the NAB Engifjjs. 1943 he accepted a position
neering Handbook. As chairman of
;In
assistant chief of the WashingNAB's Recording- & Reproducing
Standards Committee he has been
**»
!n office of the FCC's International
j vision, Treaty Section. There he active in developing disc and tape
TOP*
standards for the broadcasting
tered a new field, propagation,
0l**
}.d had a job consisting of preindustry. He also has been parAKRO
:ting transmission paths for the
ticipating inthe current WashingN
(5ice of War Information; preton session of the CCRI (Interna.ring first documents for the next
tional Radio Consultation Committee) as a member of the U. S.
t^rld wide telecommunications conteam.
rence which eventually materialed in Atlantic City in 1947; actBorn Jan. 20, 1911, Neal McNaughten at 39 has enjoyed a
S as an FCC representative in
satisfying and exciting electronic
lAC's FM and TV studies; liaison
tween the military and civilian
career. He is a member of Institute of Radio Engineers and the
es of frequencies during the war
ars. These activities gave him a Washington Exchange Club.
The McNaughtens live at 3513
lowledge of world allocation probais and an intimate familiarity
Valley Drive, Alexandria, Va. They
ABC
have one child, Marjorie Lee, aged
.th NARBA's knotty issues.
BASIC NETWORK
That work led to appointment in 6%.
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□
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
□
PROFESSIONAL
RADIO AND TELEVISION □□
□
SUMMER INSTITUTE— July 5 to August 11
□
□
SIX WEEKS OF NEW YORK'S
□
TOP NETWORK LECTURERS,
□
PRACTICAL RADIO-TV COURSES,
□
WORKSHOP EXPERIENCE IN THE
□
□
STUDIOS OF WFUV-FM
Write for: Folder "B", Radio-TV Dir., Fordham U., N. Y. 58, NYC □
^□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□n
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Exhibits — Exposition
Hall
(Continued from page 27)
two bay antenna complete with antenna lead-in are included. (See light
equipment story for other Collins
exhibits and personnel attending
booth).
Three types of Collins remote equipment will be displayed, including one,
two and four channel models and providing a-c or automatic change-over
battery/a-c operation for all types of
remote broadcast situations. Two
multiple consoles slated to be shown
are high-fidelity — suitable for AM, FM
or TV applications. One (the 212A)
has two output channels.
contains
company's
lineNewof cabinet
standardrackrack
mounted
speech
equipment including pre-amplifiers,
line, isolation, program and monitor
amplifiers, power and relay units, and
jack panels. For non-broadcast use, a
Collins 51J communications receiver
will be shown. Firm claims its outstanding characteristic of extreme
suitability and tuning accuracy often
lends itself to use as a secondary frequency standard.
At the Collins booth will be: R. H.
Hollister, broadcast equipment sales
manager; Carl Service, manager of
Western Div.; Harold Olson, Scott
Killgore, Tom Moseley, John Stanbery, Al Scott, sales representatives.
I. K. Findley, J. A. Green, T. E. McConnell, F. M. Malone will handle
engineering displays.

LINGO
Vertical Tubular Steel
RADIATORS
Write for Factual Data
JOHN E. LINGO & SON
CAMDEN 5, N. J.
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Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc.
DuMONT features a new 5 kw transmitter that is completely air-cooled.
Firm says low cost transmitting tubes
provide its product with lower operating expense. Also on DuMont's feature list is microwave relay for remote operations. With crystal controlled circuits — for reliable and unattended operation, DuMont explains
— the relay operates in the 2,000 mc
band where optimum propagation is
obtained. Firm adds that with transmitter independent of antenna, system may be used for portable or fixed
installations.
With accent on television, DuMont Labs will exhibit equipment for
studio, transmitting and remote operations. The new DuMont-Holmes
super-speed 16mm projector and the
Dynamic Flying Spot Scanner will be
among those items shown at the exhibit. The projector is designed for
image orthicon pickup and produces
pictures with "live studio" snap and
clarity from film or Teletranscription,
according to DuMont officials.
Also slated for display are a tripleorthicon camera chain and sync distribution, picture distribution and
• monitoring equipment.
DuMont representatives: Herbert E.
Taylor Jr., division manager; Robert
E. Kessler, assistant manager; James
B. Tharpe, sales manager; Herbert
Bloomberg, Central District; Lewis E.
Pett, Southern District; Edgar Felix,
Northern District; Lewis C. Radford
Jr., Southeastern District; Charles E.
Spicer, Robert J. Myers, William C.
O'Brien, sales engineers; Gordon S.
Gregory, engineering manager; Herbert Eayrs, John Ruston, Max Shovlowsky, Edward Usher, engineers;
Chester E. Greenwood, manufacturing
manager; Ralph Grauso, Russell
White, technicians.

Gates Radio Co.
INTRODUCED by Gates Radio Co., of
Quincy,
111., are5 the
new kwBC-5B
and
BC-10B
kw firm's
and 10
AM
transmitters. Highlights are, according to Gates, a tube complement costing about one-half that of other current 5 and 10 kw transmitters now
on the market and a minimum power
savings of 3 kwh, which Gates estimates at about $500 per year.
Gates says its new transmitter incorporates for the first time in any
AM equipment, the 3X2500F3 power
tubes in both radio frequency amplifier and modulator circuits, employing
a tungsten filament and featuring
longer tube life. This, firm adds, results in better performance from the
noise and distortion standpoints than
has been possible heretofore. Also
exhibited by Gates is a new 10 w
mobile transmitter designed for the
26 mc remote broadcast relay spectrum.
In addition to heavier equipment
line Gates will exhibit a broad line
of speech input consoles, transcription turntables and portable remote
amplifiers.
Representing Gates will be: Fred O.
Grimwood, sales manager; L. I. McEwen, executive vice president; Francis W. Wentura, chief engineer; John
Bowers, purchasing agent; Norbert
Jochem, audio engineer; Owen J. McReynolds and Larry Cervone, Washington Office.
* * *
General Electric Co.
LATEST transmitter developments
and studio equipment design headline
General Electric, Syracuse, N. Y., exhibit. GE displays a new, completely
air-cooled 5 kw low channel TV transmitter (type TT-10-A), modeled with
low-cost tube complement and low
power consumption. This unit, according to firm, is geared for low
costs in installation, operating and
maintenance.
Companion to the new transmitter
is firm's new visual demodulator (type
TV-21-A), providing picture and waveform video signals for continuous
monitoring of the transmitted signal.
This unit, rack-mounted, has crystal
controlled vestigial-sideband reception.
Studio setup includes a new blockbuilt console for both programming
and monitoring and redesigned studio
and film camera channels with cables
and plugs to eliminate conventional
interconnecting wiring. GE finds sys-

tem usable in any station that has a
standard synchronizing generator,
Included in console are monitorl
with 12%-inch black-faced picture
tudes and dual waveform display and
a new calibration monitor with builtin calibrator circuits for signal level f
control. GE has reduced overall di. j
mensions
of cabinets
thistheequipment. Control
panels fitininto
con '
sole desk, which in combination wit!
matching base cabinets, provide com
plete studio and master control facili
ties for any size station, GE says.
Other
included amplifier
in GE's show
ings
are units
a stabilizing
(type
TV-16-B), providing automatic cor
rection of the sync and blanking
portion of the TV signal, adjustable
sync percentage and improved LP
characteristics; a new wipe amplifier
(type TV-24-A) featuring full wipes
including those from remotes tq
locals; a sync lock unit (type TV-30A) for synchronizing a local sync generator with the sync signal coming
from a remote point: a utility video
amplifier group (type TV-31-A), consisting of three independent channels
and a power supply; an electronic
video mixer (type TV-19-A) which
laps, fades and dissolves at a constant,
pre-set rate; a montage amplifier
(type TV-35-A) that inserts rather
than superimposes.
Representing GE at the convention:
A. A. Brandt, general sales manager;
G. F. Metcalf, manager, commercial
equipment division; P. L. Chamberlain
manager of sales, commercial equip
ment division; F. P. Barnes, sales man
ager, broadcast and television, com
mercial equipment division; R. D. Jori
don, advertising manager, commercial
equipment division; R. J. Brown, manager Washington office, commercial
equipment division; W. G. Broughton,
W. C. Jaeger, O. K. Lindley, N. \,
Peterson, E. W. Rosentreeter, C. J
Simon and R. S. Yeandle, all head
521)
General Precision Lab.
quarters.
Exposition Hall (see also Rooir
NEW LINE of TV film equipment will
be introduced, including 16mm pro
jeetors for telecasting and review
rooms. A new portable utility 16mm
projector is designed for use with
image orthicon and field cameras
Studio TV transmitting and camera
chain with innovations will be shown
Representatives at convention will b<
Blair Foulds, R. L. Garman, Frank
N. Gillette, L. L. Pourciau, John M
Sims, H. A. Sterns, S. S. Lee.
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ernational Telephone & Telejph Corp. (American Research
Development
Unit) See also
Room 534
IT displays the FTL 27A, a UHF
io link system, that relays teleion video programs. Equipment
ninates video cable circuits and
dio-to-transmitter link, intercity
by, or portable remote service.
Mso to be exhibited is FTL 38A
nd channel equipment providing
!ilities for transmission of highrtlity sound and video over a single
1 relay system, such as the FTL
|L television UHF radio relay link,
'Ininating the need for least highJiility telephone wire.
IL H. Hickerson, chief public relays director, and Trevor H. Clark,
j charge of engineering services,
1 supervise the exhibit.
Radio Corp. of America
MONSTRATIONS of video effects
tiipment, ultra-high frequency transiting circuits and a 500 kw super
|/er beam triode, claimed by offiI tron
s to be
world's
most powerful
tube,the will
be featured
at the
A. exhibit. Display will mark RCA's
ranee into ultra-high frequency
^vision broadcast equipment,
firm's tube department will display
.iriode tube capable of 500 kw of
,|!tinuous output and tested at 1 mil:. w input. New tube (Type 5831)
immediate applications in high
iter and international broadcast
,jvice, paving the way for new devel••iients in high power hitherto convred economically unfeasible or im^,etical, officials say.
BV broadcasting equipment making
asible special video effects also will
.i featured by RCA. These include:
,j-45A Genlock, TM-2A Utility MoniIL Flying Spot Scanner, and new
'tching,
film projection
lipment.fading
Otherandproducts
are a
ie-talking microphone, remote con!. for microwave parabola antennas,
proved studio audio equipment, new
m or studio desk (which may be
Ued for easy portability), a new
'ood with improved friction head,
following RCA personnel will be at
II show: A. R. Hopkins, manager of
tuadcast and Communications Equiplat Section; J. P. Taylor, manager
J Advertising and Sales Promotion
^tion; M. A. Trainer, manager of
oadcast Studio Products Group;
na Pratt, manager of Broadcast
msmitters Products Group; C. M.
vis, manager, Broadcast and Comilnications Field Sales Group; W.
Watts, vice president in charge of
gineering Products Dept.; T. A.

Smith, general sales manager, Engineering Products Dept.
In addition to the above list of
managers of the Engineering Products
Dept., the following members of the
sales staff are expected to be present:
W. L. Babcock, Henry Duszak, D. Bain.
E. S. Clammer, E. C. Tracy, F. D.
Meadows, and E. T. Griffith. From the
advertising staff and publicity will be:
W. 0. Hadlock, and M. Gaskill.
The broadcast field salesmen will be
present including: A. Josephsen, J. E.
Young, R. J. Newman, P. G. Walters,
W. B. Varnum, R. C. Dubois, J. H.
Keachie, D. S. Newborg, E. Frost, J.
F. Palmquist, Engineers of the Engineering Products Dept. will be: J. E.
Young, H. E. Gihring, J. H. Roe, W.
J. Poch, and N. S. Bean.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
LATEST advances in development of
equipment for broadcasters and telecasters will be reflected in Raytheon's
exhibit of its high-power, 2,000 mc
TV microwave equipment. New type
aluminum screen mesh dish with plastic structural members will be part of
the display. Plastic dish will be mounted on a tripod with the new Raytheon
tripod head.
A new RC-12 master studio console,
designed for use in regular AM and
FM studio work and TV audio requirements, will be shown to broadcast-TV
engineers. Unit includes advantages
and improvements selected from returns of survey of some 2,000 broadcast and TV engineers, firm claims.
Some improvements: High-gain amplifiers and back-lighted front panel
for TV audio studio use; ability to
reach and service every component
part in console; ultra-modern appearance.
TV monitor for off-the-line use in
viewing programs in control and film
rooms, clients' and announcers' booths,
also will be shown. Monitor has complete set of controls on front panel
and its light-weight construction
makes it practical for remote pickup
use. Unit includes an audio amplifier
and loudspeaker, which may be fed
from audio cue line in conjunction
with TV monitoring. A new RRC10A equipment rack cabinet, featuring
center rail mounting and reversible
doors and designed to house all equipments of standard 19-inch rack size,
also will be shown. Provisions for
meter mountings, AC outlets, cooling
fan and adjustable center rails make
it ideal for custom built equipments,
company contends. In fact, it now is
being used to house all Raytheon
standard broadcast equipment, and will
be available in a few months.
Raytheon personnel at the exhibit

■MEMO
ifa/mfamWhen you buy WMFG in combination on the Arrowhead Network . . .
you aren't just getting a "bonus" station. The Hibbing market,
world-famous iron ore producer, is sales-rich for you ... a market
best reached by WMFG, the station the Iron Range prefers!
WMFG

NBC

HIBBING, MINN.
MEMBER

STATION

SARROWHEA£||NETW^feK
4
Represented nationally by: RA-TEL
regionally by: BULMER-JOHNSON, Inc., Mpls.
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booth are: Ray C. Ellis, vice president; James J. Tynan, sales manager;
John S. Spargo, sales promotion; William Short, Andrew Bark, John Lorber, engineering department; Leonard
A. Rooney, broadcast sales manager;
L. Edward Pamphilon, broadcast equipment sales department; Robert H.
Bauman, Chicago Raytheon manager.
Other representatives: Ben Farmer,
Warren Cozzens, Henry Geist, W. B.
Taylor, and Howard D. Crissey.
* * *
SESAC Inc.
(See also Rooms 528A, 530A)
SESAC will maintain two extensive
exhibits during the convention, with
headquarters in Suite 530-A and a
main floor display in Exposition Hall.
Plans call for a complete array of
new platters with special emphasis
on transcriptions of the Trinity Choir
of
St. Paul's
Chapel,
York.
addition,
SESAC
will New
feature
recentIn
recordings of the New World Symphony Orchestra, Philharmonic Aeolian String Symphony, Fraternity
Glee Club and the Barbershop Quartet.Program aids, designed as library
supplements,Script
will Service
include (aSESAC's
Continuity
special
feature is the Mister Muggins fairy
tale-f or-children show). Also spotlighted will be a new catalog of 1,200
bridges, moods and themes covering
over 200 different categories chosen
from the SESAC library. Program
Guide also will be available for subscribers.
Heading the SESAC contingent in
Suite 530-A are R. C. Heinecke, K. A.
Jadassohn and Robert Stone; in Exposition Hall, Ken Parker, Ralph
Raruch and Lou Tappe.
RADIO-TV

WHAT
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Stanton Cites 'Brotherhood'

Hayes Forms Firm
RICHARD R. HAYES, former
radio engineer with the U. S. Army
and Dept. of State, and electronics
officer in the Navy, has announced
the formation of Richard R. Hayes
& Assoc. The engineering firm is
located at 1608 Mardell Ave., San
Antonio, Tex.

KNOW

. . . there's fingertip information onr
exactly how hundreds of national spot
and network advertisers used radio
and television in 1949.
It's all in the

SUPPORT

IN A REPORT on radio and television cooperation with the promotion of Brotherhood Week by
the National Conference of Christians and Jews, Frank Stanton,
CBS president, has stated that the
broadcasting industry outstripped
all records.
"It becomes difficult to compare
one year with the next," Mr.
Stanton said. "We came close to
the saturation point, but, if anything, radio was even better in its
cooperation this year, and television certainly exceeded anything
it had done before."
Mr. Stanton, who was chairman
of the Brotherhood Week radio and
television committee, said that cooperation oftelevision stations was
much greater than had been anticipated. The committee had to prepare 50% more of its special films
than had originally been planned.
Recordings of spot announcements
were sent to every radio and television station. He also lauded the
major networks for producing special broadcasts on the Brotherhood
Week theme.
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By subscribing
TODAY, board
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get all
the
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through the year — BROADCASTING'S
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Exhibits—Fifth Floor
(Continued from page 53)
feet record libraries, now being supplied on new flexible stock.
For television, the firm has openend, five-minute film series especially
produced for TV stations. These include: Capsule Mysteries, three to
five weekly for five-minute sponsorship; Secrets of Magic, open-end, fiveminute film series starring Blackstone, also for three to five times
weekly sponsorship. Now in production, both are priced for local advertisers.
In charge of exhibit are Charles
Michelson, president, and Sidney
Guber, sales department.
Multipulse Sales Co.
Room 550A
FIRST showing of complete fixedfrequency FM receivers for use in
storecasting, background music and
educational systems. At convention
will be William G. Drenthe, Ray Wilson, Harold Hiemark, Howard Carlson, Robert Clark Jr.
Musicolor Inc.
Room 526A
SHOWING of light synchronized
with music that can be used for AM,
FM and TV studios and reception
rooms, as well as on TV on film or
direct to mosaic. Representatives at
convention will be Maurice Wetzel,
Helen Spencer, Christian Mueller, W.
Lockwood Martling Jr., George Davis,
Leo Sivin.
Presto Recording Corp.
Room 516
PRESTO will demonstrate its PT-900

Ratings*
(TOTAL U. S., INCl. SMALL-TOWN, FARM ANDNielsen
URBAN HOMES—
and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
Rating
RANK OF TOP PROGRAMS, EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
EXTRA-WEEK FEBRUARY 26-MARCH 4, 19S0
• 15.2
Rating
Current
Current
Homes
26
Current Previous
Homes
15.8
Current Previous
Program
Rank
%
%
Rank
Rank
Program
18
Rank
Mr.
District
Attorney
(NBC)
41
1
1
Lux
Radio
Theatre
(CBS)
15.7
13
24.3
Horace
Heidt
(CBS)
16
3
2
25.6
Jack Benny (CBS)
21.7
17
29
15.3
Bob Hope (NBC)
7
3
Amos V Andy (CBS)
21.4
4
2
4
Mr. Keen (CBS)
Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
20.0
15
19
22
15.2
Day
in
the
Life
of
Dennis
Day
(NBC)
5
5
Mystery
19.3
20
15.2
You Bet Your Life (CBS)
8
6
My FriendTheatre
Irma (CBS)
(CBS)
18.3
18.6
11
7
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC)
9
8
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
Copyright 1950 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
16.8
16
9
Walter
Winchell (ABC)
16.5
10
10
NOTE:
Number
of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN
Life
With
Luigi
(CBS)
16.2
16.4
23
RATING"
to 39,281,000— the 1949 estimate of Total United
Mr. & Mrs. North (CBS)
States
Radio(%)Homes.
25
1211
Truth or Consequences (NBC)
16.0
16.1
13
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
(*) Homes
reachedonlyduring
of any part of the program, except
12
14
Red Skelton (CBS)
homes
listening
1 to all
5 minutes.
15
portable tape recorder and the larger
studio model, SR-950, as well as the
6N recorder and 90-B amplifier. Geardriven units include the 8D-G recorder
and 90-B amplifier, the 64-A transcription turntable, and Type 65 transcription player which is complete
with speaker and amplifier for use by
advertising agencies and production
departments.
Presto personnel include George J.
Saliba, president; Thomas B. Aldrich,
sales manager; M. M. Gruber, secretary; and John Strampeer, production
engineer.
* * #
RCA Recorded Program Services
(Thesaurus)
Rooms 512, 513
THESAURUS service exhibit will be
built around RCA's "new era" commercial programming theme designed
not only to produce shows that attract sponsors but also to provide

Here's a complete,
time-saving book of
market information
CONSUMER MARKETS is in the hands
of every advertising agency that
places national advertising and in
most important national advertiser
organizations.
Mony Uses: "Used to look up specific
markets, to set up sales and advertising quotas," says the President of
a mid-western agency. "Use sales
and purchasing power information for
analysis of markets in relation to newspaper and radio advertising," writes
the assistant media director of a famous soap manufacturer.
Users Like It: "I keep my copy close
to my desk for frequent reference," reports the space buyer for a major New
York City agency. The research director of a Detroit 4-A agency writes,
"Has more information in one book
than any other publication of its
kind."

CONSUMER MARKETS was designed
as a companion piece for use with the
regular monthly Sections of SRDS to
make all jobs of media-market selection easier, faster, more accurate.
Note to Media Advertisers: Your Service-Ad near data listings in the "Consumer Markets" Section of SRDS comes
into play when agencies and advertisers are deep in the study of where
to spend their advertising dollars.
Position reservations for the 1950-51
Edition are now being accepted.
Extra copies of the 1949-50 Edition of
CONSUMER MARKETS are available at
$5.00 each. Sent on five days free trial.
A Section of Standard Rofe & Onto Service !
Welter Si. Botthoi, Publisher
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, 111. j
New York - San FrtmcitCfr . Lot AnEele; '
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station subscribers with tools for
"getting and holding local sponsorship." Exhibit, on view in Suite 512
and in Exposition Hall, will serve
to showcase RCA Recorded Programs
Services' entire product.
Featured with display material will
be driftwood-stained picture frames
adorning draped walls. Frames contain 14-inch by 18-inch photo of a
Thesaurus name artist or groups
and have attached pocket for brochures on particular series. Transcription record, featuring selections
by artist, is fixed beneath each frame
in such a way that it may be removed by salesman and auditioned
on request in suite.
RCA mailed out in advance to all
subscribers and service prospects
keys which actually fit the lock to
Room 512. Attending in behalf of
Thesaurus and RCA Custom Record
Sales are: Jim Davis, manager of
Custom Record Sales Div. and head
of Thesaurus operation; Don Mercer,
manager, RCA Recorded Program
Services; Wade Barnes, Thesaurus
and Syndicated Sales manager; Bert
Wood, program manager; Ben Rosner,
advertising and promotion manager;
Al Hindle, Chicago manager, Custom
Record Sales; and Addie Amor, Bill
Reilly, Bill Gartland, Henry Gillespie,
Dave Rogers and Bill Davies, Thesaurus sales representatives.
* * *
Standard Radio Transcription
Services Inc.
Rooms 556, 557
"PHENOMENAL commercial results"
from Standard's shows at last year's
convention have inspired a 1950 exhibit with three new shows to supplement the original five series of
programs, according to Standard officials. These include: Musical Roundup,
five
quarter-hours
weekly
featuring western
music; Chapel
in the
Sky,
one-half hour weekly, sacred and inspirational music; and the newest,
Sports, Parade by Don Wattrick, three
quarter-hours weekly.
Outstanding
Standard's
exhibit
will be afeature
display of
of sales
proof
of star shows to local advertisers by
hundreds of Standard-subscribed stations. Augmenting this will be an
analysis showing the type of local
businesses which sponsor these various shows. Firm as usual will offer
a souvenir gimmick to visitors — this
year, a pocket piece.
Standard's representatives: Gerald
King, president; Milt Blink, vice president; Alex Sherwood, sales manager;
Harry Bluestone, production chief;
Gus Hagenah, Lewis Teegarden, John
Devine and Dave* Williams.
* *
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Room 509A
REPRESENTING Westinghouse at
fifth floor reception room will be

F. W. Fischer, manager of distri
electronic sales; M. H. Wood, manag
of communication
sales; M.
Briggs, division engineer; T.
Bloomer, section engineer; I. Mag
division sales engineer; L. W. Clark
engineering and service supervisor
all of Baltimore. In addition these
regional representatives will be present: W. E. Berkey, Chicago; A. D
Massey, St. Louis; G. B. Saviers
Pittsburgh.
Wincharger Corp.
Room 531A
PHOTOGRAPHS of various Win
charger radio tower installations,
Wincharger tower in miniature mode
and tower lighting equipment, are 01
display by the Sioux City, Iowa, radi
tower firm.
Wincharger representatives on ft
scene include Allen C. Tilton, Radii
Tower Div., and staff members, Henri
J. Geist, William B. Taylor, Warrti
Cozzens, Ben Farmer, Hollis Joy ape
Andrian Van Santen.
World Program Service
(World Broadcasting System)
Rooms 500, 501, 501A
PLANS for a star-studded new half
hour variety show will be unveile'
at
the World
exhibit
in SuiteBroadcasting
501, a jointSystem'
exhibi
with Frederic W. Ziv Co. Show in
troduces special dramatic prograr
material headlining a stage-and
screen famous name, according t
World officials. Through a dramati
display, over 15 new commercia
ideas for expanding sales revenue a
the local level will be reviewed. Sta
tions will receive the first announce
ment of addition of new artists an

Engineered byoftheProfessional
World's Oldest
Largest
Manufacturers
Magneticand Recorders.
'//•«'■ Magnecord, Inc., 360 N. Michigan, Chicago, III.

PT6-JA
A new easily portable, high fidelity
magnetic tape recorder and amplifier
priced unbelievably low- $499.50
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ical organizations introduced in
service.
Demonstrations will cover the Dick
ymes Shoiv, the Lyn Murray Shoiv,
memaker Harmonies, World MusiTime Signal Jingles, World MusiJingles, World Commertho1rWeather
Jingles
ized for 25 different advertisr and
other new features of service.
Attending convention will be John L.
in, World president; Robert W.
iedheim, sales manager; Maynard
r) ivquardt, West Coast manager;
ni Carter, George Field, Hugh
auel, Ken Farnsworth, sales rep;entatives.
Frederic W. Ziv Co.
Rooms 500, 501, 501A
(See World Program Service for
>ry on joint exhibit.)
Si
't Censor
FCC Wonfrom
(Continued
page 28)
m called for proposals for revisg the standards of good engiering practice in the upper frelencies and included an invitation
r proposals for standards for
lor TV, not a single such proisal was received from the inistry.
Questioned about the effect of
e lifting of the Mayflower Decion, Mr. Coy said he had noted
ly a half-dozen examples of staan editorializing, stating that he
ould like to see more of it, proded the other side is given a
lance to answer. He quickly addl that the decision of whether or
)t to editorialize is completely a
latter of the judgment of the
oadcasters themselves and not up
the FCC.
Asked about station owners inpcting their personal opinions and
rejudices into supposedly unbiased
ews programs, Mr. Coy said that
) him such a practice resembled
libeling a product as edible when
|i fact it is not. He also urged
hat broadcasters observe true f reei'jom of speech in their allocation
l|f program time despite their perianal views, stating for example
bat an atheist should not be deied time on the air just because
lis doctrine is abhorrent to the
ndividual station operator. If this
jrinciple were followed out, he as
Democrat, might be denied time
y a broadcaster of different poitical belief, he noted.
William S. Hedges, NBC vice
'resident, president of the Radio
'ioneers, presided at the dinner
neeting, which was addressed,
iriefly and in verse, by Mr. KaltenItorn, founder of the organization
Ivhich is comprised of men and
women engaged in radio for 20
ears or longer. Senator Ford, Joe
-aurie Jr. and Harry Hirshfield
orovided amusing and appropriate
Comments on the occasion. Lawrence Spivak, editor of the American Mercury, served as moderator
of the Meet the Press session.

DEMONSTRATION of its High
School Radio Forum program given
ay WNAX Yankton, S. D., before 2,500
school administrators at National Assn.
of Secondary School Principals in
Kansas City recently.
3ROADCASTING
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Sox

Scots

STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
FCC as of March 31 follows:
AM
FM
TV
permits
186
253
72
ToConstruction
tal
Conditional
grants
4
TotTotal
applications
pending
1,149
183
385
al on t for new stations
Requests
300
37
348
Requests heto change existing facilities
278
35
13
Deletion of licensed station in March
2
6
Deletion
of
construction
permits
7
9
1
2,26
LicDeletion
ensed (All
of conditional grants
9 7 9
53
2,11
on
7 7
109
14
103
WSHB
Stillwater,
Minn.—
Granted
2
,0signment8of3license from corp. as-to
FCC Actions
49
partnership
F. 6Johns H.
Wil37Sr.,Johns,
liam F. John— William
Jr. and Penrose
(Continued from page 76 )
a partnership d/b as St. Croix Bcstg.
Co. No monetary consideration.
KWKH Shreveport, La,— Granted CP
s
to
install new trans.
o"SECRETARY
BY ^i
THE
Apr,l4
Biloxi, Miss. — Granted mod.
WSKB McComb, Miss.— Granted li- CPWVMI
to change studio location.
cense change system of modulation.
WBGE-FM
Atlanta, Ga.— Granted
WJATcense for Swainsboro,
Ga— 800Granted
new AM station;
kc, 1 kw.li- mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 10-1-50.
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.— Granted
KOEN
Oceanside,
Granted FMlilicense for new commercial TV station
cense
noncommercialCalif.—
educational
and change studio location.
station; Chan. 209 (89.7 mc) 10 w.
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.— Granted
WPTF Radio
C—
mod. CP for extension of completion
Granted
license Co.,
new Raleigh,
remote N.pickup
KA-3913.
date to 10-1-50.
WOC-TV Davenport, la.— Same to
WDOD Bcstg. Corp., Chattanooga,
11-2-50.
Tenn. — Granted license for new STL
KIB-79 (formerly WQHU).
WNCA Aiken, S. C— Same to 6-2-50.
Baptist General Convention of Tex.,
Catawba Valley Bcstg. Co. Inc., HickDallas— Granted license new .STL KGAory, N. C. — Granted license new
STL KIB-80 (formerly WDDH).
WTTS and WTTV Bloomington, Ind.
KATL censeHouston,
Tex. — install
Granted newli- —97.Granted request for voluntary assignincrease power,
ment of CP'sTV of station
AM station
trans, and change from DA-DN to DAcommercial
WTTV,WTTS,
and
N; 1590 kc, 5kw, DA-N, unl.
KA6097,
exper.
TV
relay
to Sarkes
Tarzian Inc.
Following of
granted-mod. of dates
CP's foras
extension
completion
shown:
KEYL
San
Antonio
to
10-7-50;
BALTIN NAMED
WAUX-FM Waukesha, Wis. to 10-15-50;
KBNT
San
Bernardino,
Calif,
to
10-27Is WHOM Vice President
50; KOWN Conway, Ark. to 10-22-50;
WTTV
Bloomington,
Ind.
to
10-15-50;
24-50.
WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, Mich, to 10CHARLES BALTIN, with WHOM
New York since 1940, has been
WWSW Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted liappointed vice president, Generoso
cense change frequency, increase power, install
j
new trans, and DA and
change in trans, location.
Pope Jr., execuColumbia
Bcstg. System Inc., Area
tive vice presiNew York — Granted request to delete
dent of the At- station
and dismiss pending renewal
lantic Broadcast- for remote pickup KA-4703.
National
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Area of
ing Co., which
Chicago — Granted request to delete staoperates WHOM,
tion
and
dismiss
pending renewal apannounced.
plication remote pickup KA-4671.
Mr. Baltin has
Richmond Radio Corp., Richmond,
Va.- — Granted mod. license KA-5562 to
served in various
change frequency from 31.22, 36.62,
37.02, 39.28 mcs. to 26.39 mc.
sxecutive capaciNational Bcstg. Co. Inc., Chicago and
ties for the sta- New
York — Granted mod. license KAMr. Baltin
5162
to delete frequencies 152.99 and
tion including di153.05 ms: to delete frequency 152.09
rector of public mc
KA-5169 New York.
broadcasts, program director, and
National Bcstg. Co. Inc., Washington,
assistant general manager. In his D. C. — Granted mod. license KA-5174
delete frequency 153.05 mc.
new post, he will supervise the to National
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Cleveland,
sales and program departments.
Ohio — Granted mod. license KA-5181 to
delete frequencies 152.99 and 153.05 mc.
Prior to joining WHOM, Mr.
Baltin produced educational radio
programs and was active in the
adult education field.

\pcoming
April
NAB convention, Stevens
Hotel,12-19:
Chicago:
Engineering
12-15;
Unaffiliated Conference,
Stations April
Conference,
April 16;
FM Stations Conference, April 17;
Management Conference, April 17-19.
April 20-21: Philadelphia Chapter Assn.
for Education by Radio, U. of Pennsylvania.
April 26-28: Northern Eastern District
of the American Institute of ElectriEngineers, Sheraton-Biltmore
Hotel, cal
Providence,
R. I.
April 29: Catholic Broadcasters Assn.
spring conference, Catholic U. of
America, Washington, D. C.
May 4-7:
for Education by Radio,Institute
Columbus, Ohio.

National
Bcstg.
Inc., KA-5189
San Fran-to
cisco— Granted
mod.Co.license
delete frequency 166.25 mc.
National Bcstg. Co. Inc., Denver, Col.
—Granted mod. license KA-5193 to
delete frequencies 152.99 & 153.05 mc.
Paducah Bcstg. Co., Paducah, Ky. —
Granted CP and license new remote
pickup
KA-2331.
Radiohio
Columbus,
Ohio —
Granted
CP Inc.,
and license
new remote
pickup
KA-3472.
American
Bcstg. Co. Inc., New York
—6197.
Granted CP new remote pickup KARio Grande Bcstg. Co. Inc., Area of
Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted CP new
remote pickup KA-3284.
KIDO Inc., Boise, Ida.— Granted CP
for new remote pickup KA-2729.
F. C. Todd, Gastonia, N. C— Granted
CP new remote pickup KA-3844, KA2661.
KALE Richland, Wash. — G ranted
mod. CP to change type of trans, mount
FM ant. on top of AM tower and
change studio location.
WPKYcense for new
Princeton,
Ky. — Granted
liAM station;
1580 kc. 250
w D.
KONE Tulsa, Okla.— Granted license
change frequency, increase power, install new trans, and DA-DN and
change
trans, unl.
location. 1300 kc, 1 kw-N
5 kw-D-DA,
KFVD Los Angeles — Granted license
install, new trans.
WAAF-FM
ChicagoCh.
— Granted
new
FM station;
230 (93.9license
mc)
ERP 28 kw, 350 ft.
WJJD and WFMF Chicago, 111. —
Grantedcense from
voluntary
assignment
of lian Illinois
corp. to WJJD
Inc. a Delaware corp.
KLVL Pasadena, Tex. — Granted mod.
CP fortion approval
ant. ofandtrans.
trans, locaand change oftype
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
KFYO tensionLubbock,
— Granted
exof time to fileTex.
proposed
findings
of fact and conclusions in proceeding
re application to April 14.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
David request
M. Segal,
Okla. —in
Granted
that Idabel,
appearance
proceeding re application and that of
Gateway Bcstg. Co., Texarkana, Ark.
which was filed after expiration of
period
required by Rules for such filing
be accepted.
KCNA tinTucson,
— Granted
conuance of hearing Ariz.
in Docket
9579 from
April
20
to
June
20.
Public Service Bcstg. Corp., Schenectady, N. Y. — Dismissed petition fo
amend
application with reference to
stock ownership.
April 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FORkc FILING
AM— 550
WAGA Atlanta, Ga.— CP to change
from 590 kc 5 kw unl. DA-N to 550 kc
5 kw tionunl.
DA-N.Atlanta.)
(Contingent on deleof WCON
AM— 1470 kc
K. Cassel,
newThompson
AM station
1540 Sayre,
kc 1 Pa.—
kw CPD
AMENDED to request 1470 kc.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new AM station for extension of completion
date:Valdosta,
WRHC Jacksonville, Fla.; WGAF
Ga.;
KSOX Harlingen, Tex.
KFAL Jefferson City, Mo.— Mod. CP
AM station to change studio location
(Continued on page 88)

7V fa* 1tk BMI
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Published by Simon House
THERE'S

AN

X

IN THE

OF TEXAS
MIDDLE
On Records: Lawrence Welk— Mer. 5376; Betty
— MGM 10667; Dennis Day— Vic. 20Garrett; Mel
3707
Tonne- Cap. 825.
On Transcription : Johnny Guarnieri — Thesaurus;
Standard.
Page Cavanaugh Trio — World; Bob Crosby —
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Actions

(Continued from page 87)
Applications Cont.:
,
from Jefferson City to Fulton, Mo.,
change trans, and ant. etc.
License for CP
New AMBraunfels,
forKGNB
CP new
station. Tex. — License
License Renewal
Request for license renewal AM station: WBEC-FM Pittsfield, Mass.;
WOCB-FM
West Yarmouth, Mass.;
WCTC-FM New Brunswick, N. J.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WJLB-FM
Detroit; KAKC-FM Tulsa, Okla.;
WGAL-FM Lancaster, Pa.
WLAG-FM LaGrange, Ga.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP to 1.5
kw, ant. to 99 ft.
WEST-FM Easton, Pa.— Mod. CP new
FM station to change ERP 11.2 kw, ant.
to 72 ft.
KFMB-TV TV
San station
Diego— Mod.
CP new
commercial
for extension
of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
SSA— 680 kc
WIKY Evansville, Ind. — Request for
SSA on 680 kc, 100 w for period of six
months.
AM— 1590 kc
WGTC
Greenville,
station to change fromN. 1490C—kcCP250AMw
to 1590 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-N.
AM— 580 kc
KDSJ Deadwood, S. D.— CP to change
from 1450 kc 250 w unl. to 580 kc 1 kwD 500 w-N.
Modification of License
WMNB North Adams, Mass.— Mod.
license to increase power from 100 w
to 250 w unl. on 1230 kc.
Modification of CP
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— Mod. CP new
AM station to change from DA-DN to
DA-N.

New
FCC
Sox

ROUNDUP
Stcote

Grants,

Changes,

Transfers,

Applications

SUMMARY

TO APRIL 6

N.M.

STATIONS
Rio Grande Group Sold

APPLICATIONS were filed with
FCC last week for approval of the
sale of Rio Grande Broadcasting
Co.'s KOAT Albuquerque, KTRC
Santa Fe and KRSN Los Alamos,
all N. M., for $140,000 to Herbert
Wimberly, H. W. Bumpas and
Albert Cadwell [Broadcasting,
March 6]. Bid for sale of Rio
Grande's KGAK Gallup, N. M., toi
Merle Tucker, Rio Grande manager
taneously.
and part owner, was filed simul-

Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Pending
cations Hearing
CPs
In
Total
Grants
308
Licensed
Class
On
Air
182
AM Stations
183
265
Cend'l
FM Stations
714
497
24
2,084
Appli2,118
103
36
TV Stations
73
349
261
* Two on the air.
37
In addition to Mr. Tucker, presCo., 920 kc, 500 w daytime. Estimated
Docket Actions . . .
construction cost: $17,732.11. Principals
ent owners of Rio Grande include
in
Fort
Massac
include:
James
H.
FINAL DECISION
Firmin, instructor at Indiana V., 16%%;
President Albert E. Buck and
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Announced
Noah J. Korte, National State Bank,
Frank Rand. Mr. Bumpas, mandecision by Commission to grant appli- president;
Walter H. Firmin, vice presication of WILK to change from 1450 kc,
dent Wyoming Tie and Timber Co.; would manage the three stations
250 w to 980 kc, 5 kw day, 1 kw night, Bernard
Lurie,
owner
Good
Luck
directional. Decision March 31.
his group will acquire.
Glove Co.; S. F. Chase, Metropolis
PROPOSED DECISION
Bending Co. (wood products) Sy3%;
All four of the stations are 250-w
Don M. Park, Metropolis Bending Co.; local outlets, with KOAT, KTRC,
WOWO
Fort
Wayne,
Ind.—
Proposed
Eddie Clark, secty. and manager Massac
decision issued to grant application of Theatres;
and KRSN affiliated with ABC
Robert V. Gillespie, farming;
WOWO to increase power from 10 kw,
non directional to 50 kw directional William R. Tiner, secty-treas. Bonificld
and the Zia Network. Mr. Tucker
Brothers;
J.
B.
Humma,
owner
Humma
night, on 1190 kc. Subject to engineerformed Zia, termed the first regioning conditions [Broadcasting, April 3, Drug Store; and Elva M. Firmin, housewife, each has W3% interest. Filed
al network in New Mexico, in 1946.
p. 90]. Decision March 31.
April 6.
INITIAL DECISION
KOAT is on 1450 kc, KTRC on 1400
Jonesboro,
Ark.
—
Radio
Jonesboro
WMAW Milwaukee, Wis. — Initial de- Inc., 970 kc, 1 kw daytime. Estimated
cision issued by Examiner Basil P. construction cost $24,092.20. Principals kc, KRSN on 1490 kc, and KGAK
Cooper to grant application of WMAW
in Radio Jonesboro include: A. L. on 1230 kc. Mr. Tucker said KGAK
for license to cover CP for new station Hendrix,
98% owner Al Hendrix Motors would continue as an independent.
on 1250 cision
kc,April5 5.kw unlimited, DA-2. De- and V3 owner
Court Square barber
Application of Mr. Bumpas and
shop;
R.
H. Holbert, 50% owner Hotel
OPINION AND ORDER
Noble;
H. B. Wall,
Wall's associates for the Santa Fe, Los
Dept. Store;
Curtis50%V.owner
McKinney,
Santa Monica, Calif. — Adopted memorandum opinion and order to strike cashier Citizen's Bank; Herbert J. Alamos and Albuquerque stations
ZZy3% owner Parker Motor Co.;
from the record as sham and false peti- Parker,
M. Crall, 28% interest City Drug was filed by P. W. Seward, Washtion for reconsideration re its applica- Merrit
Store, y3 owner Snyder Drug Co.;
ington attorney, while Mr. Tucktion for new station [Broadcasting,
James F. Lyons, y3 owner Jonesboro
April 3, p. 90]. Order March 31.
er's application for KGAK was
Sporting Goods; Neal B. Bunn, director
Jonesboro high school band; and Earl by Dow, Lohnes & Albertson.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
Ed Young, manager Malco Theatres in
TRANSFER GRANT
Jonesboro and owner Young Candy Co. bankruptcy. Cooperative Radio is al
KRUX Glendale,
Ariz.—
GrantedBurke
as- Filed April 6.
April 6 Applications . . .
Texas firm and right to do business in
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
license
from
Gene
Seymour, Tex. — William C. Moss,
Michigan was revoked due to failure
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Brophy, licensee and individual owner,
1230 kc, 100 w unlimited. Estimated
of concern to file annual report as reto new corporation Radio Arizona Inc. construction cost: $10,511. Mr. Moss,
SSA— 770 kc
quired by that state. Company seeks
Mrs.
Brophy
will
retain
89.53%
interindividual
owner,
is
a
salesman
for
Curtransfer
to preserve
assets, pending
deKOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Request
est. Newcomers Renee S. Donnet,
tiss Candy Co., Dallas. Filed April 6.
termination of bankruptcy
proceeding
for extension SSA on 770 kc 50 kw-D
owner
of
ranch
and
farm
properties,
Coalinga,
Calif.
—
Pleasant
Valley
and
subsequent
sale
of
station,
subject
25 kw-N for period beginning June 1.
10.27% and Beverley Middleton, pres- Radio Co., 1470 kc, 500 w day. Esti- to approval by Commission, to pay
License for CP
ently manager of KRUX will hold .20%.
mated construction cost: $13,999.90.
creditors. WWOK is assigned 1 kw unMrs.
Brophy requested transfer as ill- Rea B. Bowman, instructor at ElecKFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.— License
March 24.limited on 1470 kc, directional. Filed
for CP to change studio location.
tronic Technical Institute and Benjamin
ness of her husband prohibits her devoting as much time to running sta- Bowman, conductor with Pacific ElecWatertown,
CPWTTN
new AM
station. Wis. — License for
WJBA Sparta,
— Assignment
tion as heretofore. Granted April 4.
Railway5. Co. are equal partners.
construction
permitWis.from
William M.of
Filed tric
April
Modification of License
Deletions . . .
Gleiss, permittee, to Victor J. Tedesco
Georgetown,
Del.
—
Rollins
Bcstg.
Co.,
KAST Astoria, Ore. — Mod. license to TWO AM authorizations and one FM
$1,000. including
Mr. Tedesco25%has interest
other radioin
900 kc, 1mitted.kw Filedday.
resub- for
interests
change from -DA-DN to DA-N.
April Application
5.
were reported deleted last week by
License Renewal
WSHB
Stillwater,
Minn.
In
that
Ironton, Ohio — Glacus G. Merrill, 1230 transfer is not granted Mr.event
FCC. Total since Jan. 1, AM 23; FM
Tedesco
Request for license renewal new FM
31; TV 2.
kc, 250 w struction
unlimited.
Estimated
confiled
simultaneously
application
for
new
cost: $13,500. Mr. Merrill is
station: WILA Woodstock, 111.; WEEX
KVNJ Fargo, N. D. — Northwest
Easton, Pa.
president and general manager of stationties.at WJBASparta
seeking990same
Broadcasting Co. License April 4.
is assigned
kc, facili250 w
WHAR
Clarksburg,
W. Va. Filed April
Modification of CP
WMAC Pottstown, Pa.— Radio Anday. Filed March 27.
thracite
Inc.
CP
April
5.
WGAL-FM Lancaster, Pa.— Mod. CP
Lebanon, Ore. — W. Gordon Allen,
Wheeling,
W. Va.—L.Assignment
WRMV Richmond, Va. — Southern
to change ERP to 3.82 kw, ant. to 260 ft. Broadcasters
ofWHLL
license
from Erlin
Freeman,
1400 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated
Inc. CP April 5. Extenconstruction
cost: $7,800. Mr. Allen is Kenneth H. Forney and Glen A. Forney
License for CP
sion
of
completion
date
for
CP
denied
5.
CP
holder
for
station
at
Puyallup,
March 6.
KSLH St. Louis, Mo. — License for CP
Broadcasting
Wash, granted Feb. 16. Filed April 5. d/b Wheeling
censee, to corporation
of sameCo.,namelinew noncommercial educational FM
station.
and
partners.
Transfer
requested to
Waco,
Tex.—
Winston
O.
Ward,
1010
New Applications
kc, 1 kw day. Estimated construction
complete partnership agreement.
KCIJ Shreveport, La.— Mod. CP new
cost:
$19,500.
Mr.
Ward
is
owner
of
WHLL
is
assigned
1
kw
day on 1600
AM
APPLICATIONS
AM
KIMP Mt. Pleasant, Tex. Filed April 5. kc, directional. Filed March 27.
date. station for extension of completion
Metropolis, 111. — Fort Massac Bcstg.
Monroe, Wis. — Nicholas Tedesco, 1260
WMFT
Florence,
Ala.
—
transfer of stock owned by Involuntary
Franklin L.
kc, 500 v/ day. Estimated construction
cost: $14,418.
Tedesco'sofradio
in
licensee
corporaterests includeMr.ownership
10% in-of Bush tion to(deceased),
Emma E. Arland Bush, executor
stock of application at Owatonna,
of his will. WMFT operates with 250
Minn., and 25% interest in application
for station at S. St. Paul, Minn. Filed w unlimited on 1240 kc. Filed March
Detroit's Most Effective Selling Team!
Ronceverte.
W. Va. —E. Assign27.WRON
April 3. FM APPLICATION
ment of license
from William
Blake,
licensee, to Blake Broadcasting Co., a
Indianapolis,
Ind.
—
Jordan
College
of
WEXL
3.Music.
Channel 220 (91.9 mc), ERP 750 new corporation. Mr. Blake retains
1340 KC
250 Watrs
w. This mercial
is aneducational
application
noncomstock and remainder is purstation.forFiled
April 66.67% of
Mr.
chased by 20 minor
Blake desired
transferstockholders.
to broaden local
TV
APPLICATION
sounder
on
WEXL-FM
and place
ownershipbasis.
financial
WRONstation
is assigned
1400
104.3 MC.
18,000 Watts
Portland, Me. — Guy Gannett. Channel 8 (180-186 mc), ERP 27.49 kw vis, kc, 250 w. Filed April 6.
Royal Oak, Michigan
13.75 kw aur., antenna 525 ft. Mr. Gannett is president of Guy Gannett Bcstg.
PRIMARY COVERAGE
Service, licensee of WGUY Bangor and
BASEBALL
WGAN Portland. This application was
previously
filed
April cost
16, 1948
and time
esti900,860 Radio Homes —
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
mated
construction
at
that
More than half the total Radio Homes
was $163,845. Filed April 3.
5 D/F ALL
SPEEDY-Q
DISCS
<- -j n [2. orea]
OVER
REQUIREMENTS
*|U.
in Michigan, with a retail buying
New Orleans — Times-Picayune Pub.
Co., Channel 7 (174>-180 mc), ERP 21.5
power (1948) of over $3V2 billion.
Order C.O.D. today
kw vis., 18 kw aur. Times-Picayune is
licensee of WTPS that city. This appliOPERATING 24 HOURS DAILY
while supply lasts
cation is request for reinstatement of
CP previously authorized. Filed April 6.
CHAS. MICHELSON, Inc.
Member N.A.B. — M.A.B.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
23 WEST 47th ST., N. Y. 19
WWOK Flint, Mich.— Assignment of
THE FRIEDENBERG AGENCY, INC.
license of Cooperative Radio Co., liPL 7-0695
censee, to John J. Hurd, receiver in
Page 88 • April 10, 1950
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Sports Ban
(Continued from page 28)
itsketball, football and baseball
kmes. Non-betting fans have
fights also."
I He told newsmen the Justice
lept.'s proposal was "drastic,"
:ming "mighty close to the free>m of information guaranteed by
Some of that inConstitution.
je
rmation,
no doubt, can be used
fc gambling. But a great many
>ople are interested in it as news,
ad not for betting."
He said representatives of radio,
levision and newspapers would be
^,ked to testify, and that anyone
fee who wished will be given an
•>portunity to present views.
With the bill, Sen. Johnson inoduced a resolution asking for
«0,000 to conduct an all-inclusive
vestigation of the problem of
ambling in interstate commerce,
bis proposal appeared headed for
snag because of its conflict with
similar resolution introduced
Lrlier by Sen. Estes Kefauver
D-Tenn.). The Kefauver measure
Duld go farther, however, being
med primarily at a study of the
'itire field of organized crime.
The Democratic Policy Commitje in the Senate has been studying
Ie two resolutions and must decide
hich of the two should be authored in event a choice has to be
ade.
Strict Prohibitions

The Justice Dept. bill would pro[bit "the use of or the leasing,
u-nishing or maintaining of any
'immunication facility for the
-ansmission of gambling informaon in interstate or foreign comerce."
"Communication facility" is dened as "any and all instrumenJities, apparatus, personnel, and
;rvices . . . used or useful in the
•ansmission of writings, signs,
gnals, pictures, and sounds of
11 kinds by wire or radio or other
■ke connection. . . ."
"Gambling information" means
(bets or wagers or related information assisting in the placing of
ets or wagers on any sporting
l^ent or contest, or transactions or
^formation facilitating betting or
•agering activities on any sport'ig event or contest."
To this definition, the bill adds
ihe following, which the Justice
>ept. described as "purely illustrate":
I In connection with horse racing,
■ambling information includes among
1950
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other things entries, scratches, jockeys, jockey changes, weights, probable
winners, scheduled starting time of
race, actual starting time of race,
track conditions, the betting odds,
changes in the betting odds, the post
positions, the results and the prices
paid.
The bill's prohibition would not
of "informatransmissionwith
apply tiontoin connection
the news
reporting of sporting events or
contests," if the information is intended only for "printed news publication in newspapers, magazines,
journals or like periodicals, or
[with specific limitations] for radio
and television broadcasting. . . ."
But in these cases the stations or
publications would have the burden
of showing that the information
"is not being used directly or indirectly to circumvent the purposes
of the Act."
Limitations Set
The specific limitations on broadcast or telecast use of such information are spelled out as follows:
No radio broadcasting station or
television broadcasting station, for
which a license is required by any
law of the U. S., shall broadcast or
permit to be broadcast any gambling
information relating to horse racing
before the start of any race on the day
it is scheduled to be run; or during
the one-hour period immediately following the finish of such race or before the start of the next race at that
track, whichever period is longer.
This section shall not preclude the
broadcasting of the progress of, or
information concerning, a horse race
where such broadcast is carried as a
special event and not as part of a
scheduled series of broadregularly
casts of races, provided that no more
than one horse race shall be broadof stacasttionsby perany
day.station or chain

be required toons"adopt
would and
FCC rules
such
regulati
and
make such orders with respect to
the operation of radio broadcasting and television broadcasting
stations as shall be necessary to
insure compliance with the provisions of this Act."
With respect to common carriers,
FCC would require them to file appropriate tariffs and "take such
steps as may be necessary to insure enforcement" of the tariffs.
Anyone
obtaining
common carrier facilities
for transmission
of
news of sporting events would be
required to file with the carrier a
"statement that the communication
facility so obtained is to be used
for such purposes." Failure to file
such a statement would be taken
to mean that the facility is being
used in violation of the law.
The bill appeared to be aimed
primarily at gambling on horse
races. The Justice Dept. explained, however, that it was designed "so as to generally include
within the scope of the bill the
prevalent organized wagering on
football, baseball, and basketball
games, which appears to be increasing rapidly and could be expected to become more prominent
if only horse racing alone were
covered by the bill."
Referring to the special requirement of a time lag on broadcasts

• Telecasting

CLARIFYING the status of various top personnel in the realignment
- R.
Sn
of NBC West
operations
[Broadcasting,
April
3] r
Charles
ANGE
CH
AST
COCoast
NBCexecutive
Denny,
vice president in Hollywood last week stated that
Thomas C. McCray, New York director of network programs, transferred to Hollywood as director of
erations will be completely dithe Western Division, sound broadvorced from television, with Mr.
McCray reporting to Mr. Denny.
casting operations, "has been
Norman Blackburn, director of
in charge of sound broadplacedcast
network operations. These
Western network television operaduties include not only programtions will report to Sylvester L.
(Pat)
Weaver, vice president in
ming,
but
sales
and
engineering,"
he said.
charge of television.
Sidney N. Strotz, Mr. Denny deUnder the network policy on
clared, isnot leaving NBC and conowned and operated stations, Mr.
tinues as administrative vice presi- McFadden and John Elwood, genvision.dent in charge of the Western Dieral manager of KNBC San Francisco, report direct to James Gaines,
Harold J. Bock, replaced by
charge of 0 & O stations, New
Thomas McFadden as manager of in
York.
KNBH (TV) "has been offered an
important post with NBC," Mr.
Denny said. But he withheld nature of the appointment. Mr. Bock
will vacation for several weeks be- GEN. STONER
Joins Weldon & Carr
fore taking over his new assignment. It is understood that his
duties will consist of director of MAJ. GEN. FRANK E. STONER,
U.S.A. Ret., chief of the Army
public relations for the Western
Division. Les Radditz continues as Communications Service during
World War II,
manager
of department,
the networks'postHollywood press
Mr.
has joined WelBock held before going to KNBH.
don & Carr, conFrank Berend, Western Division
sulting radio ensales manager, continues in that
gineers of Washcapacity, reporting to Mr. McCray.
and DalGreater emphasis also will be
las, theington
firm
has
announced.
He
given to Hollywood originations
will
be
in
charge
and creation of programs, with opof a new branch
erations ofthat department stepped
office of the firm
up. Homer Canfield, Western Diin Seattle.
vision program manager, remains
in that capacity.
Gen. Stoner
Gen. Stoner is
Parallelling New York, radio op- a native of Vancouver, Wash. After
his war service, he was director of
and telecasts of horse-race data, telecommunications for the United
the report said:
Nations. As part of his UN work,
It is believed that if non-broadcast
he served with the late Count Folke
receivers of news classified as "gamBernadotte in Palestine and inbling information" are, for the most
stal ed anetwork of radio stations
part, limited to printed publication,
a sufficient time lag will naturally
throughout the Middle East.
follow to impair the value of the news
Among awards Gen. Stoner has
for gambling purposes. . . .
received are the Distinguished ServThe [bill] does not impose any
ice Medal; Cross of the British
time lag in the radio or television
Empire; French Legion of Honor,
broadcasting of sporting events and
and the Marconi Memorial Medal
contests other than horse racing,
of Achievement.
since it appears that only in horse
race gambling is the need for rapid
transmission of changing factors so
unique.
Moreover, enforcement of the time
lag is feasible in the broadcasting of
horse racing gambling information by
mere public watchfulness and complaints of the public to the FCC, plus
some monitoring by the Commission
of broadcasts. By contrast, the imposing of a delay on transmissions by
wire and in point-to-point radio techniques would be virtually unenforceable without a large police force or
authorizing and requiring common
carriers to be responsible for observing all transmissions over private circuits which they furnish. Such means
are neither feasible nor desirable, and
would constitute intolerable burdens.
The bill is designed to aid the
states "in their endeavor to cope
with the growing evil of organized
gambling and bookmaking activitiesstate
by denying
the use
of intercommunications
facilities
for
such activities." Violators would
117-119WEVD
W. 46 St
be subject to prosecution under the
HENRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director M.Y.19
appropriate state laws.
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GOOD RECEPTION CLAIMED
FOR UHF VIDEO SIGNALS
ON HEELS of Chairman Wayne Coy's hint
that FCC may be thinking of moving television into UHF (see story page 56), NBC
authorities reported Friday that RCA-NBC's
experimental UHF station at Bridgeport, Conn,
is providing "good" or "excellent" pictures at
60% of receiver locations.
Report appeared to confirm earlier industry
appraisals of Bridgeport operation sts impressive [Telecasting, Feb. 6, April 3].
Of 45 receiver installations, report classified
picture quality of 38% as excellent, 22% good,
20% fair, 11% poor, and 9% unusable.
Preliminary data also showed "good or
better" picture quality at 65% of locations
within 23 miles. It was pointed out, however,
than "any reception ratings and conclusions
about service range at this time can be only
preliminary in nature, compared with the
thorough analysis contemplated. For example,
by using superior transmission line between
antennas and receivers, when it becomes available, many of the installations of inferior
rating will be upgraded."
Station reportedly using 14 kw.
Report, prepared by Raymond F. Guy, manager of NBC radio and allocations engineering,
said "tube performance has been excellent,"
noting that "during 1,000 hours of power application since installation there has been but
a single failure of one hour, due to a defective
tube."
In operation since last Dec. 29, station
carries programs of NBC's WNBT (TV) New
York from 9 a.m. to WNBT sign-off, five days
weekly, using 2000 mc relay link to cover 55airline-mile distance from New York. Relay
was set up in January to avoid picture degradation which resulted when WNBT pictures
were received on Channel 4, and is providing
"excellent
and reliable" picture quality, report
said.
As of March 23, 41 receivers and converters
had been installed in homes in Bridgeport area,
in addition to 7 being used by RCA and NBC
authorities. Some 43 others were being installed or awaiting installation.
Report was filed with FCC accompanying
request for renewal of special temporary
authority for operation of station.
SEN. BRIDGES DEMANDS
COMMUNICATIONS
PROBE
PROBE of American policy on communications and other phases demanded Friday by
Sen. Styles Bridges (R-N.H.) in statement
charging that Germany was "unrepresented"
last summer when wavelengths were reassigned to Russia and Soviet-controlled stations
at Copenhagen international communications
conference. Statement was made in letter to
Sen. Pat McCarran (D-Nev.), chairman of
Senate Appropriations Committee, urging
action
"first possible
moment." Sen Bridges
also is atmember
of committee.
Referring to testimony by U. S. Comr. John
J. McCloy before committee on 1951 budget,
Sen. Bridges noted "we are spending millions
of dollars under ECA and State Dept. appropriations to finance Voice of America activities." He quoted New York Times story March
24 that the "Munich transmitter, which has
been been one of the most effective relay points
for Voice programs to Eastern Germany and
Central Europe, has been affected by the
powerful Russian station in Riga, which was
assigned the same frequency."
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NEW STATION OPPOSED
ON ECONOMIC GROUNDS
CLAIMING available revenues won't support two AM stations and that public interest
accordingly will suffer from lowered programming standards, WKUL Cullman, Ala., asked
U. S. Court of Appeals for D. C. last Friday
to set aside FCC grant for new Cullman station.
Appeal, described as first which squarely
raises issue of existing station's right to FCC
hearing in such circumstances, was directed
against December grant to Voice of Cullman,
operator of WFMH (FM) Cullman, for new
1 kw daytimer on. 1300 kc [Broadcasting, Dec.
26, 1949]. It was filed by Paul D. P. Spearman
of Spearman & Roberson, Washington law firm.
Both WKUL and FCC rely on Supreme
Court's so-called Sanders Decision. In denying
earlier WKUL - petition for reconsideration,
FCC held that WKUL "is seeking a hearing
for the purpose of showing that it is entitled
to be protected against competition," and that
this is contrary to Sanders Decision.
WKUL disclaimed any right to protection
against competition as such, basing its argument instead on contention that competition
in this case will lead to degraded program
service and therefore be detrimental to public
interest. In these circumstances, WKUL said,
Sanders Decision requires FCC to grant existing station's request for hearing.
Station quoted Sanders Decision's assertion
that, apart from purely competitive factor,
question of competition "may have a vital and
important bearing upon the ability of the
applicant adequately to serve his public; it
may indicate that both stations — the existing
and the proposed — will go under, with the
result that a portion of the listening public
will be left without adequate service; it may
indicate that, by a division of the field, both
stations will be compelled to render inadequate service."
FM PETITION FILED
PETITION filed with FCC Friday by NAB
to amend Commission's FM rules to provide
for protection of Class B station coverage in
Area I to 1 mv/m contour and Area II to 50
uv/m contour to assure adequate rural service.
Class B assignments would be made in manner
to assure maximum service possible to urban
and rural listeners. Hearing is requested.
CHICAGO TV APPEAL
EARLY APPEAL to FCC for assignment of
Chicago's remaining three TV channels was
promised by Corporation Counsel Benjamin S.
Adamowski. He said he will promptly consider Council resolution which calls for such
appeal [Broadcasting, March 13]. Council
charges failure to fill seven-station quota is
"unfair to the TV industry here and to the
MRS. TRUMAN
AT MILLER TEA
JUDGE
public." JUSTIN MILLER, president of NAB,
and Mrs. Miller gave tea Friday afternoon
at Washington's Wardman Park Hotel honoring Mrs. Henry Grady, wife of U. S. Ambassador to Greece. Among guests was Mrs.
Harry Truman.
SALMON HEADS WJZ SALES
EARL SALMON, eastern sales manager of
ABC spot sales, promoted to sales manager
of WJZ-AM-TV New York, network's key stations.

Circuit

(Continued from 'page U)
Eugene F. McDonald to consult on economics
of Phonevision.
BOARD-ORDERED audit of NAB books produced two conclusions — association's accounts
are in fine shape and there's nothing wrong
with balance sheet that return to fold of some
70 prodigal stations couldn't cure.
YOUNG
& RUBICAM,
New for
York,
placingevaptest'
spot announcement
schedule
Borden's
orated milk in two markets, Amarillo and
Abilene, using 15 spots per week for 13 weeks.
If test successful, expansion likely to follow.
INDICATING extent of traffic handled by staJj
tion relations departments of networks are
statistics of one network which last year processed nearly 250 applications looking toward
network affiliation; added about dozen. Another 250 applications were not processed because areas already were believed adequately
covered. Substantially half of applications
were from stations affiliated with other networks.
UNITED STATES BREWING Co., Chicago
(Rheingold beer), thinking of AM spot campaign. Possible coverage areas being outlined
now by Smith, Benson & McClure, Chicago.
TEXTS of principal documents involved in illfated U. S.-Cuba NARBA conference in
Havana few weeks ago are being circulated
to industry committee — those who took part
in pre-conference preparations — by FCC Comr.
Rosel H. Hyde, head of U. S. NARBA delegation. They consist of U. S. proposals which:
Cuba accepted "in principle"; U. S. treaty
draft based on that tentative agreement, and!
Cuban counter-proposals which finally wrecked
conference.
CASE-BY-CASE APPROACH
URGED IN LAW VIOLATIONS
CASE-BY-CASE consideration rather than
broad general policy required in cases involving applicants who have violated U. S. laws
other than Communications Act, FCC was
told Friday by WPTR Albany, N. Y., in brief
filed in Commission's proposed "uniform policy" hearing [Broadcasting, Jan. 30, Feb. 6].
Deadline for briefs is today (Monday). FCC
proposal stems from anti-trust findings against
majorcastmovie
interests. firms, some of which have broadWPTR, chiefly owned by Schine Chain Theatres Inc., noted "almost infinite variety of
possible U. S. law violations, running the
gamut from trivia to treason, whether civil
or criminal, makes it impossible to enunciate
any broad policy. . . . Thus, violations . .. .
per se can be considered neither necessarily
disqualifying nor even adverse to . . . applicant." Brief explained each case must decide
how violation affects character of applicant
under Sec. 308(b) of Communications Act.
Brief filed by Cohn & Marks, Washington.
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., in brief
prepared by Welch, Mott & Morgan, Washington, held only Sec. 311 of Act (monopoly
in radio communications) per se bars applicants from obtaining radio facilities ; violations of other law may be considered, if at all,
only as indication of character, and character
considerations can be used only for purpose
of establishing minimum qualifications. Legislative history of Sec. 311 was cited to show
Congress specifically intended law to not accord FCC authority relating to anti-trust violations or other violations outside radio field.
Anti-trust laws were noted to be economic legislation and not criminal law in usual sense,
hence movie case was civil suit.
BROADCASTING
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And on this farm he has
need for new implements, fencing,
paint and electrical appliances for his home. Farmer
MacDonald also has the money . . . plus the inclination tospend.
Just where can you find this potential customer?
Right in the heart of WLW-Land. And there are
689,999 other WLW-Land farmers just like him. All
together, they plan to spend $890,000,000 in 1950.*
it's the greatest farm market in history
And the quickest, surest way to reach this rich
market is via WLW, which attracts one-sixth — 16.1%
— of all rural radio listening throughout WLWs
four-state area.**

THE GREATEST
THE GREATEST

FARM

MARKET

SELLING MEDIUM

Of all farm families in the WLW Merchandise-Able
Area, 38.7% listen to WLW more often than to any
other station (with 257 stations competing). WLW
reaches . . .
85.2% of all rural radio homes in four weeks
69.1% of all rural radio homes during an average week
And, the average rural home reached listens ONE
HOUR AND TWELVE MINUTES PER DAY
J- to
WLW.
For further information, contact any of
the WLW Sales Offices irt
Cincinnati,
New York,
Chicago or
Hollywood.
* Special farm consumer survey — now available
** Nielsen Radio Index, Feb-March, 1949
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WLW
the nation's most merchandise-able station
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but

everywhere

only

one

Listening appetites in this booming Central South
market demand

NASHVILLE

a special kind of programming.

That's why WSM

Basic NBC Affiliate

produces an unusual radio dish — live originations uti-

lizing atalent staff of 200 big-name entertainers. These unique local programs, beamed to a loyal audience of millions over a 50,000 watt interference-free 1-A Clear Channel, has made WSM

truly different from your

run-of-the-airwaves radio outlets.
With

radio stations everywhere,

Salesmaker to the Central South.

there is still ONLY

ONE

WSM,

CLEAR CHANNEL
50,000 WATTS
HARRY
GeneralSTONE
Manager
IRVING WAUGH
Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representative
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Page 39
Wally Frank makes pipes (what ad man
Hidden Issue:
An Cdiiorial)
Page 92

A Saga
rin Pan Alle}
Page 43

doesn't know that! )
Wally Frank wanted to sell more
pipes — though it's no slouch when it comes
to getting rid of high-priced briar.
Said they to WOR, "Hey, can you sell
lots of pipes for us fast, at, mind you
(they raised a warning finger) low cost?"
Said we, "Sure." Brass, you know.
Anyway, eight newscasts on WOR-just 8,
remember- started 5,899 people dropping coins
into phones to call Wally Frank and say,
"Look, let's have a pipe." The result? $23,301
in cold, hard cash for nice new pipes!
In other words, every dollar
Wally Frank spent on WOR,
produced $7.00 in sales.
That's selling. We do it daily.
Can we do it for you?
Our address is —

inually
ts weekh

—that power-full station at 1440

Broadway,

in New York

in

gains

production

livestock

***

This increase in livestock
production spells cash-in-thebank prosperity for Kentucky
farmers . . . for livestock

1.2% 34.4%

receipts represent well over

M%

SHEEP

9.4%
GAtN

6%

HOGS

one-half of Kentucky's total
farm income.

LAMBS

BEEF CATTLE

Based on a recent University of Kentucky College of Agriculture report
of livestock gains over o years period.
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The Kentuckiana farmer depends on WHAS Farm
Coordinator Frank Cooley and Assistant Don Davis
for up to the minute farm news and market reports.
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BECAUSE WAYNE COY, FCC Chairman,
has never been one to pull his punches, delegates
to NAB Convention are awaiting with bated
breath his speech tomorrow (Tuesday). Preconvention speculation centers around prospect that Chairman will tell broadcasters facts
of life under new radio-TV competitive order
and probably marshal into one talk all of
those controversial observations he has made
concerning radio arts in last six months.
FCC LAWYERS are building case for overall
investigation of network procedures and practices, including highly controversial network
representation of affiliates in national spot
raised by Natl. Assn. of Radio Station Representatives two years ago. Currently pending
is preliminary report suggesting no determination of representation issue until full scale
inquiry is undertaken.
RE ABOVE, it's presumed FCC action will
await completion of functional reorganization
which involves appointment of director of
Broadcast Bureau, sitting directly under FCC.
Harry Plotkin, senior assistant general counsel,
regarded as most likely appointee and as such
would direct network inquiry.
CREDIT for carrying first commercial color
telecasts goes to NBC's WNBW (TV) Washington. So that FCC members can examine
RCA color on their home receivers, NBC got
permission to duplicate, in color, half-hour
black-and-white participating variety show
from 6:30 to 7 p.m. daily. Thus far commercials have been carried in black-and-white.
LOOK FOR another legislative blast deriding
FCC because of purported indirect restraint
upon stations which might editorialize. Complaints from constituents of West Coast Congressman may result in legislation to guarantee
some recognition for radio from free speech
standpoint as is accorded newspapers. FCC
action in WLIB New York case (see this page)
adds legislative fuel to editorial fire.
KNITTED-BROW departments working overtime on what to do about new labor series of
International Assn. of Machinists titled Sing
a Labor Song. If initial platters are criterion,
series will handle disdainfully opulence of
"bosses," as against plight of wage earners.
Some stations rejecting series because they do
not handle dramatizations of controversial
issues; others on ground they do not sell such
time but give it away.
AFTER SHOWING roughly half -million-dollar loss in 1949 attributable largely to substantial capital investments in TV real estate,
construction and properties, ABC expected to
show profit in overall operations for first
quarter of 1949 (see story page 42).
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co. (Nabisco) through
McCann-Erickson, New York, preparing radio
campaign to start May 1 in 12 markets.
Page 4
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Upcoming
April 17-19: NAB Management- Conference,
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
April 24-28: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers convention, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
May 4-7: Institute for Education by Radio, Ohio
State U., Columbus, Ohio.
(Other Upcomings on page 54)
MAYFLOWER
INTERPRETED

DECISION'
BY FCC

INTERPRETING its "Mayflower Decision" on
editorializing, FCC said Thursday that stations have "an affirmative duty
seek out,
aid and encourage the broadcast to
of opposing
views on controversial questions of public
importance." Interpretation came in letter telling WLIB New York that station "erroneously
interpreted" Mayflower Decision in carrying
editorials supporting National Fair Employment Practices Commission without taking
"affirmative steps to seek out and present"
differing viewpoints. FCC asked for statement
of WLIB's "future policies."
Comrs. Hyde and Jones reportedly did not
concur in issuance of letter. Chairman Coy
did not participate. Related editorializing
question is pending in UAW-CIO complaint
that WWJ Detroit would not sell time to union
to discuss strike at Chrysler plant because
Chrysler would not buy time to present its
side.
7 AM, 16 FM CPs
GRANTED BY FCC
SEVEN NEW AM and 16 FM stations granted
Thursday by FCC, including eight Class A,
two Class B FM's in Los Angeles area and
three Class B's in Baltimore. Grants:
(AM): Xri-State Bcstg.
Summerville, Ga., 950
kc, 1 kw day; Blackfoot Co.,
(Ida.) Bcstg. Co., 1490 kc,
250 w; Chet L. Gonce, Reno, Nev.,
1230 kc, 250 w;
Wilkes Bcstg. Co., Boone, N. C, 1450
kc. 250 w;
Uniontown (Pa.) Newspapers Inc.,
1300 kc, 1 kw
day; Ft. Stockton (Tex.) Bcstg. Co., 860 kc, 250
w day; Pacific Bcstg. Co., Raymond, Wash., 1340 kc,
250 w. KREM Spokane granted change from 250 w
on 1340 kc to 1 kw on 970 kc, directional night;
KIEM Eureka, Calif., power boost from 1 kw to 5 kw
directional, on 1480 kc. Order to revoke KWRZ Flagstaff, Ariz., set aside and KWRZ renewal bid set
for hearing with bid of Flagstaff. Bcstg. Co. for
KWRZ facilities [BROADCASTING, Dec. 12, 1949].
(FM): Los Angeles area— Don C. Martin tr/as
School of Radio Arts, Beverly Hills, Ch. 292; Wm.
H. Haupt, Inglewood, Ch. 288; Centinela Valley
Bcstg. Co., Inglewood, Ch. 224; KOWL Santa Monica,
Ch. 232; KFOX Long Beach, Ch. 272; Alhambra
Bcstrs. Inc., Alhambra, Ch. 296; Angelus Bcstg.
Co., Temple City, Ch. 280; Whittier Bcstg. Co.,
Whittier, Ch. 240; Robert P. Adams, Glendale, Class
B Ch. 270; Maranatha Bcstg. Co. Los Angeles, Class
B Ch. 262 (formerly had conditional grant). Baltimore (All Class B) — WBAL-AM-TV, Ch. 238; WAAM
(TV), Ch. 222; Tower Realty Co., Ch. 294; Others—
WWPF Palatka, Fla., Ch. 252; KALE Richland,
BWash.,
Ch. 243.Ch. 280; WEWO Laurinburg, N. C, Class
WNEW

NAMES

PACK

RICHARD PACK, director of publicity and
special events at WNEW New York, promoted
to program director, succeeding Ted Cott, who
resigned to become manager of WNBC-AMFM and WNBT (TV) New York.

Business

Briefly

NBC-TV BUY # Anchor-Hocking Glass Co.
Lancaster, Ohio, buys NBC variety program t<
start May 16 on 14 NBC-TV stations, Mon.
Fri., 11-12 p.m. Schedule reportedly larges
single time purchase in network TV. Con
tract, 52 weeks. Agency: William H. Weir
traub, New York.
THOR SPOTS • Automatic Washer Co.
Newton, Iowa, for Thor washing machine
preparing series of one-minute TV spots to b(
placed nationally through Earle Ludgin Agen
cy, Chicago.
KOBAK HITS NAB SERVICE,
URGES HEADQUARTERS MOVE
PRACTICAL forums and free-for-alls insteac
of inspirational speeches should feature annual NAB Convention, Ed Kobak, business
consultant, newly-elected NAB director and
part owner of WTWA Thomson, Ga., declared
in
prepared
for Sunday
Independent's
Dayspeech
luncheon
at Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.
In basic attack on present association service, Mr. Kobak said NAB should move headquarters to New York or Chicago ; set up AM
FM and TV divisions or else split into separate
AM and TV trade associations. He warned
against selling radio short in face of TV competition and cautioned AM industry not to be
stampeded by rate pressure blocs; demanded
strict self-regulation to prevent issuance of
new Blue Book; opposed tripartite control of
industry research, and approved recent elimination of confusion in duplicated network
program rating services.
WMIE HEARING
JAMES M. COX (WSB Atlanta, WIOD
Miami, WHIO Dayton) testified in FCC hearing on proposed transfer of WMIE Miami that
Arthur McBride, millionaire Cleveland sportsman and taxicab owner, who is one of principals
in proposed WMIE licensee, once tried to intercede with him in Gangster Al Capone's behalf.
He said Mr. McBride approached him in 1930
when Mr. Cox's Miami Daily News was conducting anti-Capone campaign. Mr. McBride's
Cleveland office issued statement quoting Mr.
McBride as saying he "never knew Capone"
and "never intervened for him with Cox or
anyone else." Under cross-examination by
Paul M. Segal, Washington attorney for
WMIE, Gov. Cox denied it was Daily News
policy to "slant" news against WMIE.
KYA SALE APPROVED
SALE OF KYA San Francisco by Dorothy
Schiff for $155,000-plus to J. Elroy McCaw
and John Keating approved by FCC [Broadcasting, March 20]. Buyers own KPOA Honolulu among other broadcast interests. FCC
also approved $50,175 sale of WCPM Middlesboro, Ky., by Elmer Dennis Smith and associates to group headed by A. G. Barton, on
condition buyers dispose of WMIK there.
WCAP-AM-FM Asbury Park, N. J., granted
transfer from Radio Industries Bcstg. Co. to
Asbury Park Press Inc. for $75,200.
BROADCASTING
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These eight stations are foremost in the markets they
serve. Every advertising dollar you spend on them gives
you goodwill, profits. Write for sales facts and figures.
Represented by
ROBERT

MEEKER

ASSOCIATES

. Chicago

• San Francisco

• New York

. Los Angeles
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, 0. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
NAB Strikes Somber Note
Radio's Place Secure — Campbell
Electronic Progress Shown at Convention
NAB Group Mulls NARBA Problem
'Uniform Policy' Hit by Broadcasters
Profit Report Boosts ABC Stock
Senate
BeginsFirst'Gambling'
Probe
BMI Marks
Decade

Shown above is an architect's drawing of WFBM's new $300,000 TV
and AM studios which the station expects to occupy sometime next fall.

WFBM

IS BUILDING

• WFBM's

FOR

FUTURE,

TOO!

expansion for the future is necessary,

thanks to its tremendous
We

YOUR

need more

room

success in Central Indiana.

to continue providing the best

possible TV and radio facilities to advertisers.
Even now, as the ground is being broken for our new
studios, there are an estimated 38,500 television homes
in our coverage area.
WFBM

is first in audience and first in circulation . . .

has been consistently tops in its 26 years of operation.
And

for promotion: WFBM's

sales-stimulating mer-

chandising campaigns have been deserving winners of
many national awards. Add program excellence and you
have the reason why your clients belong on Indiana's first stations-WFBM

IN

INDIANA

ANY

WAY

and WFBM-TV.

YOU

JUDGE!

BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
Associated with: WFDF
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'Lightning' Is Sales Tool — Gray
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Ryan Top NAB Manager Prospect
Truman FCC Plan Opposed in Senate
So You're 25 Years Old
1090 kc Declared 'Available' by FCC
Spot Radio Hits 1949 High
Good Network Time Sales Seen for '50
Telecasting Section Page 131
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45
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65
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54

125
28
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128
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
Hailey, Berlyn,
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Ginn, Tom Hynes, Jonn
Osbon, Ardinelle
Williamson.Kathryn
EDITORIAL,
ASSISTANTS: Estelle Dobschultz,
Ann Jones,
Pat
Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Wilson D. McCarthy, Jean
D. Statz; Eleanor J. Brumbaugh, Assistant to the
Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Phyllys Steinberg, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff,
Treasurer; Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Bill Gabriel Jr., Elaine
Haskell, Grace Motta, Lillian Oliver, Al Riley,
Warren Sheets.
NEW YORK
. BUREAU . 250 Park Ave., Zone 17, PLaza
5-S355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, New York
Editor; Herman Brandschain, Asst. to the New York
Editor; Florence Small, Gloria Berlin.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane
Pinkerton.
.HOLLYWOOD
, BUREAU
.
Taft Building, Hollywood
8181; David GlickHEmpstead
28,
Zone
Vine,
and
man, West Coast Manager; Ann August.
TORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting *—Publications
Broadcasting
The News Magazine of the Fifth
Broadcast Advertising * was acquired in 1932
Estate.Broadcast
and
Reporter in 1933.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Yeor. 25c Per Copy
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THE U.S.A.
OF ANY
GROSS BILLING
LARGEST'S
WITH THE
THE STATION
ESMINAN!
WMGM...
SALSTATION
T INDEPENDENT
BES
ORK
ipH
MEET

More than 90 per cent of WMGM's current sponsors
a
are RENEWALS! Potent proof of WMGM's ability to
SELL— and keep on selling.

V;

Renewing sponsors renew with INCREASED APPROPRIATIONS! Convincing proof that WMGM SELLS
—and keeps on selling!
And no wonder— what a program lineup:

Shows like MGM Radio Attractions— 8 different star-studded
MGM recorded shows-to do a down-to-earth selling job for you!
New York's most comp/efe sports schedule! With the greatest
staff of sportscasters in America (many are WMGM "exclusives").
Including Ted Husing . . . Red Barber . . . Connie Desmond . . .
Marty Glickman . . . Bert Lee . . . Sam Taub . . . Clem McCarthy
. . . Bud Palmer . . . Fred Capossella.
And the town's brightest presentation of news, music, and
special events! From the 6:00 a.m. Newsreel Theatre straight
through to Jack Eigen's great celebrity-packed "night owl" show
from the Copa that signs off at 4 a.m.

PROGRAMMING
—and

AGAIN

AND

—They

PROOF

that WMGM

SELLS

keeps on selling!

AGAIN

AND

AGAIN

AND

AGAIN

sell and sell and sell on WMGM

/

«f the Stars"

^ei
. ,,The Cair tetters o th

I 711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. . . . MUrray Hill 8-1000
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Radio Representatives, Inc.— 737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, III Superior 7-8121
CI50 kilocycles
50,000 wa»»Hss ,0
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ZIV's
A

New,

Terrific

Built

Entertaining

Quarter

Hour!

KXRO
WELI
WKOP
WIOD
KOTA
WNDR
WEBC
KJR
WNOX
WOR
KCMO
KEX
WSB

BY

STATIONS

New Bedford
North Adams
Eugene
Rochester City
Atlantic
Fitchburg
Jasper
Helena
Augusta
Columbia
Newark
Roanoke
Seymour
Aberdeen
New Haven
Binghamton
Miami
Rapid City
Duluth
Syracuse
Seattle
Knoxville
New
KansasYorkCity
Portland
Atlanta
AND HUNDREDS

Adolphe Menjou and Verree
Teasdale have terrfic and
continuing appeal for housewives:
8

•

April 17, 1950

They talk about movie greats
and music — fashions and food
— teen-agers and travel —
problemheadline
parents topics!
and pets —
timely

Peter,
theirthe12-year
son,
completes
familyoldgroup.
Their charm and personality,
keep audience interest at a
boiling point.

Jolt

RSHI

BOUGHT

WMNB
KORE
KROC
WFPG
WEIM
WWWB
WRDO
KXLJ
WCOS
WCLT
WJCD
WSLS

Most

Selling

F

WBSM

Radio's

Low-Pricec

LIKC THESE:
Ind.
100 W. Ind.
100 W.
250 W.
NBC
250
250 W.
W. MBS
Ind.
MBS
250
250 W.
W. ABC
250 W. NBC
250 W. NBC
250 W.
500 W. Ind.
ABC
500 W. Ind.
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
10,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50.000

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

MBS
ABC
MBS
ABC
NBC
MBS
NBC
CBS
ABC
CBS
MBS
ABC
ABC
NBC

MORE!

THESE ZIV SHOWS SHO
ADDITIONAL CURRENT ZIV HIT SHOWS: • The Cisco Kid • It's Show
Wayne King Show e Barry Wood Show • Sincerely-Kenny Baiter e Plea
Manhunt e Eaiy Aces e Forbidden Diary e Dearest Mother e Career
• Parents' Magaiine On The
BROADCASTING
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Vcross-The-Board

IFor

or

Stations

PARTICIPATION

BOUGHT

BY

ADVERTISERS
WGR
E. W. Edwards Dept. Store
KTRI
Younkers Dept. Store
WBAP
Sealy Mattress
WMPS
Sealy Mattress
KPHO
Spring-Air Mattress
KCNA
Spring-Air Mattress
WGL
Pure Sealed Dairy
KWKC
Banner Dairy
KENT
Hemenway-Johnson Furn. Co.
WJBK
Awrey Bakeries
KBON
Omaha Public Utility
WHKK
Akron Savings & Loan
KXOK
ForbesCoffee
'Coffee
WMBG
Gill
WTAR
Gill Coffee
Hafner's Coffee
KQV
KOMA
Griffin Grocery Co.
WAPO
White Lily Flour
WAAB
General Electric Appliances
WGAL
Philco Appliances
WKRC
Werx Soap
WLOK
Albers Super Markets
WPRO
Cherry & Webb Dept. Store
WERC
WHBU
Trask's Dept. Store
Eavey's Hardware
Super Market
KTRE
Taylor
AND HUNDREDS

Show

And

Is

Doing

Sponsors!

SPOTS!

LIKE THESE:

VERREE Story
TEASDALE
MENJOU

ZIV's

N.A.B.
EXHIBIT
Suite 500-501 , Stevens Hotel, Chicago

MORE!

N YOUR STATION!
i Hollywood « Guy Lombardo Show • Favorite Story (with Ronald Coleman)
de • Korn Kobblers • Songs Of Good Cheer • Boston Blackie • Philo Vance
e Blair • Calling All Girls • Old Corral • Lightning Jim • Sparky And Dud
>ne For The Book
ROADCASTING
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Advance

Registration,

(All are registered at Stevens
Hotel unless otherwise indicated.)
A
Akerberg, Herbert, CBS, New York
Albertson. Fred W., Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson. Washington
Aldridge. Mahlon R. Jr., KFRU Columbia, Mo.
Alexander.
John. KODY North Platte,
Neb.
Allen,
La. Walter H., KALB Alexandria.
Allman. Frederick L., WSVA Harrisonburg. Va.
Anderson.
Elwood C. WEST Easton,
Pa.
Armand. Jean, Bruce Eells & Assoc.,
Hollywood
Arnoux. Campbell. WTAR Norfolk, Va.
Ashenhurst. John. Edward Petry & Co.,
Chicago
Atteberrv.
Ellis. WJBC Bloomington,
111.
Autenrieth.
J. W. Jr., WKAM Warsaw,
Ind.

NAB

Avery.
Lewis H., Avery-Knodel Inc.,
New York
B
Baker,
Philip
M.,
radio
attorney, Washington
Baldwin, O. Keith. WERE Cleveland.
Ohio
Banks, Bert. WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Barnes. Maurice R.. Barnes & Neilson.
Washington
Barnes.
Wade, RCA Victor Division,
New York
Barnhart,
Charles E., WMBD Peoria,
111.
Baxter. E. V.. KOAM Pittsburg, Kan.
Beatty,
J. Frank. BROADCASTINGTELECASTING.
Beatty, Richard V., WOHI East LiverBellatti, pool.L.OhioF.. KSPI Stillwater. Okla.
Bennett,
Sam H.. KMBC Kansas City,
Mo.
Bernard, J. J., KOMA Oklahoma City
Bingham.
W., WKIP Poughkeepsie, N.George
Y.
Bishop, Burton. KTEM Temple. Tex.
Bishop. Lee, KORE Eugene, Ore.
Blackburn.milton Co.,James
W., Blackburn-HaWashington

Management
Blackman,
E. G., WLAC Nashville
Chicago
Blair,
Forrest, Edward Petry & Co.,
Blair,
John P., John Blair & Co.,
Chicago
Blink, M. M.,
scription Standard
Services Inc., Radio
Chicago TranBliss, C. Everett, KCIM Carroll, Iowa
Bloomberg, Herbert. Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories Inc.. Clifton. N. J.
Bondurant, Hale, KFBI Wichita, Kan.
Boice, Hugh K. Jr., WEMP Milwaukee
Bowden, J. L., WKBN Youngstown,
Ohio
Brechner,
Joseph L., WGAY Silver
Spring, Md.
Breen.
Iowa Edward, KVFD Fort Dodge,
Brennan. H. K. WHTB Greensburg. Pa.
Bridges. Loren F., KTIS Minneapolis
Broman. E. J., Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
Cincinnati
Me. Carleton D.. WTVL Waterville,
Brown,
Brown. R. M.. KPOJ Portland. Ore.
Brumbaugh,
Eleanor, BROADCASTING-TELECASTING
Bruzek.
Walt,
Rochester. Minn.
Chicago Bruce. KLER
Bryant,
Edward Petry & Co.,

TULSA'S EXCLUSIVE RADIO CENTER
AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
Radio Station Representatives
JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Page 10
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Conference
Pa.
Buchheit, John H., WHJB Greensburg
Bunker, Harry S., WKIP Colorado
Springs. Col.
Bunn. William Joseph, WDSC Dillon,
S.
Mo. C.
Burbach,
George M., KSD St. Louis
Burke. Harry. KFAB Omaha, Neb.
Burow, Robert J., WD AN Danville, 111.
Burrell. M. W., Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Burton.
RobertYork J., Broadcast Music
Inc.. New
c
Caley, Charles C. WMBD Peoria, 111.
Caldwell. Louis G.. Kirkland, Fleming,
Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington
Ala.
Campbell.
Don D., WBRC Birmingham,
Carey. Sam. WRVA Richmond. Va.
Carman. Frank C, KUTA Salt Lake
City. Utah
Carroll,
Inc.. NewJean.York Compton Advertising
Carroll, Robert E., WHAY New Britain,
Conn.
Carpenter.
H. K.. WHK Cleveland, Ohio
Cartwright, William, Edward Petry &
Co., Detroit, Mich.
Casper, Cy. WBBZ Ponca City. Okla.
Cassill.
W., WEOK Poughkeepsie, N.Harold
Y.
B C
Chandler.
George C. CJOR Vancouver,
Chatterton,
C. O., KWLK Longview,
Wash.
Christal,
Henry
I., Edward Petry & Co.,
Mo.
New York
Christian. L. H.. WRFC Athens. Ga.
Church. Arthur B., KMBC Kansas City,
Churchill,
Buffalo. N.Dr.Y. Clinton H., WKBW
Clarkson. Robert J.. Columbia Tranns— Div. of Columbia Records
Inc.. New scriptioYork
Clay, Henry B.. KWKH Shreveport. La.
Clochessy, Henry, Compton Advertising
Inc., New York
Cobb. Wilton, WMAZ Macon, Ga.
ingtonMarcus, Cohn & Marks. WashCohn.
Coleman. George D., WGBI Scranton,
Ala
Pa.
Coley, Lem, WRFS Alexander City,
Collins, J. M., ASCAP, New York
Cook, Charles R., WJPF Herrin. 111.
Cook. George R., WLS Chicago
Cooper.
W. Va. Virginia N., WJLS Beckley,
ville. Ky. Virginia, WHOP HopkinsCornette.
Covington, J. R.. WBT Charlotte. N. C.
Cox, H. Quenton. KGW Portland, Ore.
Cox,
New James
York L., Broadcast Music Inc.,
ville.
N. C.Douglas L.. WLOE LeaksCraddock,
Cragston. Barney, Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
Cincinnati
Crater. Rufus. BROADCASTING-TELECASTING
Craven.
T. A. M.. Craven. Lohnes &
Culver. Washington
Cribb.
Mo. Wayne W.. KHMO Hannibal,
Crockett. Joe P.. WBOB Galax. Va.
Croker. Wm. J.. KDEC Decorah. Iowa
Crosby.
Wsde. Bruce Eells & Assoc.
Inc.. Hollywood
Crowther, Frank. WMAZ Macon. Ga.
Curnutt.
Allan. KICM Mason City,
Iowa
Curtis. James R., KFRO Longview,
Tex.
D
D^badie, J. Roy. WJDO Baton Rouge.
La.
Dahl. Howard. WKBH La Crosse. Wis.
Davis. Edward. KDFC Sausalito, Calif. \
D^vis. James P.. RCA Victor Div., New
York
"ew York
Dennis.
Walter L.. Allied Stores Corp.,
DeRussy. John S.. NBC. New York
Dewey.
town. Charles
W. Va. E. Jr., WAJR MorganD'bble.
Murien. Compton Advertising
Inc..
nhicaeoNew York
DiPtrieh. George S.. Radiotime Inc.,
DilV.n, Bob. KRNT Des Moines. Iowa
Dirks. Dietrich. KCOM Sioux City,
Iowa
Dobb°r»e°n.
H. H, Benton & Bowles
Inc..
N°w
York
Doheny.
C. W. Tobv.
D=ita pf"vice.
ClrcafoStandard Rate &
Do'h^rs Glenn. Broadcast Music Inc.,
New York
(Continued on page. H)
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1

This

summer,

plant
in

the

your

sum

f

product
Use wcco to cultivate your customers all Summer
long (as well as all year round) and you'll find Summertime in the Northwest is a hot time for making
sure your sales grow.
During June, July and August, retail sales in
wcco territory are in full bloom (more than
$686,000,000). Listening is way up (in the Twin Cities
wcco's Summer daytime Hooper averages 6.5).
And the Summer cost-per-thousand is way down
(it's dropped 29.8% since 1946) !
No wonder last year 60 national spot and local
sponsors (25% more than the year before) used wcco
all year round. Many for the 10th straight year.
Call us about a hot wcco sales-personality
(like Stewart MacPherson, for example). You'll find
wcco sends sales UP with the temperature !
Minneapolis-St. Paul WCCO
50,000 watts • 830 kilocycles
Represented by Radio Sales

22

NETWORKS

394

94

RADIO

AM

2082

FM

STATIONS

RADIO

STATIONS

TELEVISION

STATIONS

150

CANADIAN

1362

MUSIC

their

Composers

(as of A /nil 1,1950)

RADIO

STATIONS

PUBLISHERS
and

^

and

Authors

Advance

Registration, NAB Management
(Continued from page 10)

Dolph, Robert H., KFTM Ft. Morgan,
Col. Nat. V., C. P. MacGregor Co.,
Donato,
New York
Dorrance,
New YorkDick, O'Brien & Dorrance,
Dorrell, W. Ward, C. E. Hooper Inc.,
New York
Duckett, Carl E., WBOB Galax. Va.
Duvall, T. W., KGBX Springfield, Mo.
E
Eagan, R. Russell, Kirkland, Fleming,
Green & Martin, Washington
Eells, Bruce G., and Eells, Jim, Bruce
Eells & Assoc. Inc., Hollywood
Eggleston, J. C. WMC Memphis, Tenn.
Elias, Don S., WWNC Asheville, N. C.
Elliott, Paul, KRNT Des Moines. Iowa
Elliott, Wendell, KGNO Dodge City,
Kan.
Ellis,
Girard
ColumbiaRecords
TranscripChicago
tions— Div. ofD.,Columbia
Inc..
Eppel, Raymond V., KORN Mitchell,
S. D.John, KTUL Tulsa, Okla.
Esau.
Essex, Harold, WSJS Winston-Salem,
N. C.
Evans, Charles N., Transcrion Sales
Inc., Springfield, Ohio
Evans, C. Richard, KSL Salt Lake City,
Utah
Evans. T. L.. KCMO Kansas City. Mo.
Evans, Ralph. WOC Davenport, Iowa

soaring

KLZ's

SUMMER MARKET SOARS, TOO!
You get a $250,000,000 PLUS market from
tourists alone every summer in the Rockies!
Order now for choice summertime schedtion.

ules on KLZ — Denver's No. 1 Hooper Sta-

DENVER
5,000 W
Represented
Page 14
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[BS
by-

THE

K A 7 Z

560 KC
AGENCY

Conference

Co., San Francisco
Hanna, Robert B., WGY Schenectady
N. Y.
Hannon,
A.. Employers ReinChicago William
surance Corp., Kansas City, Mo.
Harding, Donald, Edward Petry & Co.,
Harkaway, Harvey, Standard Rate &
Data
Chicago
ChicagoService,
Harms,
William, Edward Petry & Co.,
Harre, Arthur F.. WJJD Chicago
Harris, Wiley P., WJDX Jackson, Miss.
Harrison, Austin A.. KSWM Joplin, Mo.
Harrison,
Gerald, WMAS Springfield,
Mass.
Hartenbower, E. K.. KCMO Kansas
City, Mo.
Harlow,
Inc.. NewRalph
York L.. Broadcast Music
Hartley.
Iowa Arnold B.. WOV New York
Hassett, Emmett Jr., KROS Clinton,
Haverlin,
New YorkCarl, Broadcast Music Inc.,
Albany
Hawkins, Lloyd, KLTI Longview, Tex.
Heberer, Miles, State of New York,
Radio Bureau. Dept. of Commerce,
Heminger. Harold H.. WFIN Findlav,
D^'ss. Tex.
Herman,
Buell, Edward Petry & Co.,
Ohio
Herold, Joseph. WOW-TV Omaha. Neb.
Higgins. Hugh M. P.. WMOA Marietta.
Ohio
° ~ u . ? To .
H'rsch, Oscar C. KFVS Cape GirarHoffman, Karl B... WGR Buffalo, N. Y.
Hoisington,
Duane W., KAYS Hayes,
Kan.
Holbrook. Charles S.. WMOU Berlin,
N. H.
Hollingbery,
George
P., George P. Hollingbery Co.,
Chicago
Hollister. R. H., Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids. Iowa
Holm. William, WLPO La Salle. 111.
Holznecht.
Glen R.. WJPG Green Bay,
Wis.
Honea, B. N., WBAP Fort Worth. Tex.
Hook. H. B.. KGLO Mason City, Iowa
Hooper. C. E.. C. E. Hooper Inc., New
York
Hopkins. A. R., RCA Victor, Camden,
N. J.
Hoskins.
N. C. Cecil B.. WWNC Asheville,
Tex. Harold. WBAP Fort Worth,
Hough,
Huber. E. J.. KTRI Sioux City, Iowa
Huffman, Harry E., KLZ Denver, Col.
Hull. Richard B.. WOI Ames. Iowa
Ark.
Hussman,
Walter E.. KAMD Camden,
Hyle. John F.. Transcription Sales Inc.,
Springfield. Ohio

Fantle. S. Jr.. KELO Sioux Falls. S. D.
Fay. William. WHAM Rochester. N. Y.
Fee, William
T., Employers Reinsurance Corp., Chicago
Felix,
Edgar.
Clifton. N. J. DuMont Laboratories,
Fellows, Harold E.. WEEI Boston. Mass.
Ferguson,
Robert W.. WTRF Bellaire.
Ohio
Fishburn. J. Rolston, Edward Petry &
Co., Chicago
Fisher. Ben. S., attornev, Washington
Fitzsimonds, F. E., KFYR Bismarck,
N. D.
111.
Flambo,
G. LaVerne, WQUA Moline,
Flanigan, E. Y., WSPD Toledo, Ohio
Fletcher, Frank U.. WARL Arlington.
Va.
Foster, John P., WJAC Johnstown, Pa.
Foster. R. D.. KWTO Springfield. Mo.
Frechette, George T., WFHR Wisconsin Rapids. Wis.
Freeman, Charles M.. WLS Chicago
Freidheim. Robert. World Broadcasting
System.
New KBON
York Omaha, Neb.
Frost,
Frank,
Fry. Paul. KBON Omaha. Neb.
Fulton. Harold, WHO Des Moines. Iowa
G
Jackson. A. H., Blaw-Knox Co., PittsGaines, Walt, WCPM Middlesboro, Ky.
burgh. Pa.
Jacobs. Lee W., KBKR Baker, Ore.
Gamble, Edmund R., WBTA Batavia,
Jadassohn,
Kurt, SESAC Inc., New
N.
Pa. Y.Raymond A., WRAW Reading,
Gaul.
York
Jasper, bus.Bernard
W., WCSI-FM ColumGibbens,
Tom E., WAFB Baton Rouge,
Ind.
La.
Jeffrey. John Carl, WIOU Kokomo, Ind.
Gilbert, Galen O., KGER Long Beach.
Jensen, Ray V., KSAL Salina, Kan.
Jett. E. K.. WMAR-TV Baltimore. Md.
Calif. Janet A., Harold Cabot & Co. Jones.
Gilbert.
George R., C. P. MacGregor Co.,
Hollywood
Inc..
Boston
Gillett. Glenn D., Glenn D. Gillett & Jones, Ruth, Benton & Bowles Inc.,
Assoc., Washington
New York
Gillin. John J. Jr., WOW Omaha, Neb.
Gluck. Earle J.. WSOC Charlotte, N. C. Johnston.ham. Ala.Henry P., WSGN BirmingJohnson, Les, WHBF Rock Island. 111.
Goldman, Simon, WJTN Jamestown,
N. Y.
Johnstone, G. W., National Association
of Manufacturers. New York
N. J.
Goodwin,
Harry D., WNJR Newark.
Jones.
Okla. Robert B., Jr., KRMG Tulsa,
Goodding, Kenneth D., KRES St.
Joseph, Mo.
Jorgensen. Norman E.. Krieger & JorGoodman.
HarryNew
S., Harry
gensen. Washington
Productions.
York S. Goodman
K
Gordon, K. S., KDTH Dubuque. Iowa
Pa.
Grauel, tem,
Hugh.
World Broadcasting SysKapner, Leonard, WCAE Pittsburgh,
New York
0,-oor>. i\Ta'c^m. WVJS Owen=boro, Ky.
Karns, Adna, Transcription Sales Inc.,
Griffin, John, KTUL Tulsa, Okla.
Springfield, Ohio
Grisham, Charles, Edward Petry & Co..
Kaye.
Sydney
Atlanta
Inc.. New
York M., Broadcast Music
York
Grove, William C. KFBC Cheyenne.
Keller. Bob. Robert S. Keller Inc., New
Wyo.
G'^ick,
J. Robert, WGAL Lancaster,
Pa.
Kellev.
Tex. A. Boyd, KTRN Wichita Falls,
Gullickso".
nonua. Tenn.Charley, WDXB ChattaFla. F. J.. WTSP St. Petersburg,
Kelley.
N. C.
G"ver.
Va. R. Sanford. WBTM Danville.
Kellev, Gaines, WFMY-TV Greensboro,
H
Kelly. Ewing C, KCRA Sacramento,
N. C. James A., WWNC Asheville,
Calif. William T., KVER Albuquerque,
Hagan,
Kemp.
N. M.
Haigis.
John
W.
Jr.,
WHAI
Greenfield.
Kercher, George, Edward Petry & Co.,
Mass.
St. Louis
Kan.
Haley. Andrew G., Haley, McKenna & Kern.
Dale E., KGAR Garden City,
Wilkinson, Washington
Hall. Edward E., CBS, New York
(Continued on page 18)
Hamilton, Ray V., Blackburn-Hamilton
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Yes...X.

the

modern

package

(2) dynamic promotion
Another plus value

1 THE

SHOW

2 THE

SELLER

new

for all Associated

SHOW

helps,

a special kit chock full of audiencebuilding promotion aids to back up
your sale. The Show Promoter —
there's one for each Show Seller —
includes ad mats, publicity releases,
teaser spots, star biographies, star
glossies, streamers, carcard. mail
stuffers. post card, window card and
counter card layouts.

tips.

library subscribers.

PROMOTER

your own personalized sales presentation for your Associated shows.
There is a special spot for your price
quotation. Open the Associated Show
Seller on your prospect s desk and follow the lead of this dynamic sales aid.

MERCHANDISING

sales

aids, and (3) profitable merchandising

... it builds

Write for details about the Associated PROGRAM

Service

of unique (1) powerful

... it sells shows

a powerful "assist" to the closing of
your contract. Each page emphasizes
and points up your own sales pitch.

Associated

Merchandising

Program
A complete

is

3 THE

audience

ASSOCIATED
PROGRAM MANUAL

... it creates

profits

a complete and continuing clearing
house for profit-building sales ideas,
program and production aids, talent
news, special events coverage, and
scores of other features of vital interest to radio Sales. Program. Publicity, and Promotion Departments.

SERVICE

A terrific NEW income-producing medium
from . . .

thA'c

ASSOCIATED

BROADCASTING

PROGRAM

•

SERVICE
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151 WEST

46th STREET

J J" s

Telecasting
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LI BRARY
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America's
Farm

Service

Points

26

Oldest

to

years

without

of

one

Program

its

Record

WLS

Dinner

commercial

Bell

.

.

.

.

Time

announcement

ORGANIZATIONS
SERVED

IN

ONE

YEAR

Dinner Bell Time originated on WLS 26 years ago this week. It
was — and is— a farm service program, to bring to farm people of
the Midwest and of the Nation, information on matters of greatest
value; assistance in any case where aid is needed; entertainment
of the kind we know to be of greatest interest. It has always been
broadcast at the noon hour most convenient to farm home listening— it is a purely sustaining service — in aH its 26 years, it has
never carried one minute of commercial advertising.
The 737 names listed here are the organizations and events
Some of the 800 Indiana Rural Youth members listening to the
Dinner Beil Time was privileged to serve in 1949 — a powerful demonspecial Dinner Sell broadcast and Prairie Farmer-WLS awards presentation at their annual meeting at Purdue University.
stration of what just one WLS program does for agriculture and
community life in the wide area its clear channel signal penetrates.
AerialAlumni
Crop Seed
Spraying
Demonstration,
Christian Church, Milforrf, Indiana
Ag
Improvement
AssociationPolo, III.
Christian County
(III.) Rural Blue
Youth
Agri.
-Industry
Relations
Committee, III. C. of C. Christian
WLS DINNER BELL TIME SERVED THESE .
Alabama
Farm
Bureau
Federation
Church of Youth
Christ, Fellowship,
Kewanna, IndianaMound, III.
Alamo (Indiana) Booster Club
Clark
County
(III.)
4-H
Club
Allen
County,
Indiana,
Rural
Youth
Club
MeritCounty
Sheep (Wis.)
Association
Fontana
(Wis.)(III.)Volunteer
Department
Allerton (III.) Lions Club
Illinois
Brown Swiss
Breeders' Association
Columbia
Junior Swine Show
Illinois
Ford County
Contour Fire
Plowing
Contest
American Aberdeen
Angus Breeders' Ass'n
Illinois Arthritis
Departmentandof Rheumatism
Agriculture Foundation
Commercial
Spray
Operators'
Conf.,
Urbana,
III.
American
Bell
Association
Ford
County
4-H
Fair
Commissioner
of
Aeronautics
Illinois
Dept.
of
Registration
American Farm Bureau Federation
Forreston, Illinois, FFA
Community
Auction,
Millersburg,
Ind.
Illinois
Farm
and
Home
Week and Education
Illinois Farm Supply Company
American
Manufacturers
Fountain
County
(ind.)
Home III.Ec Clubs
Community Sale, Chatsworth. Illinois
American Feed
Hereford
Association Ass'n
4-H
Auction
Sale,
Chatham,
Community
Point, III.
Ind.
1Illinois
1 Ij no is Feed
American Legion Auxiliary, Ludlow, 111.
4-H
Club,
Chebanse, Illinois
Grade Sale,
School,WestSterling,
FlyingAssociation
Farmers
American Legion-Auxiliary,
New
Ross,
Ind. (III.) Como
4-H
Club representative.
Recognition
Banquet,
Moline,
III.
Cook County (111.) Farm Bureau
Illinois Fruit Growers Exchange
American
Legion,
V.F.W.,
and
Hampshire
4-H
Club
Wonder
Lake,
III.
Cook
County
Home
Bureau
Fire
Dept.
Guernsey
Breeders' Association
4-H
Clubs
of
Sherburnville
Boosters,
Grant
ParV
Illinois
Holstein
Association
Cook County Vegetable Growers
American Legion Post 79, LeRoy, III,
Illinois
Home Bureau
Federation
Lucky III.
Leaves, and Summer Crossroads, MoCook-DuPage
Beekeepers'
Ass'n Heights, III.
Ames In-Cross
Poultryof Ass'n
Corn
Belt
Hatcheries,
Chicago
Illinois
Jersey
Cattle
mence,
Ancona
(III.) Church
Christ.
Corn Belt Hatcheries, Joliet, Illinois
Illinois Jersey Parish Club
6
Fox
and
Foxhound
Protective
Ass'n, Pana, III.
Angus
4-H
and
FFA
Calf
Club
Sale,
Congerville
Fox
Drive,
New
City,
Illinois
Corn
Belt
Hatcheries,
Waterloo,
Iowa
Illinois
Lumber
and
Material Association
Dealers' Associatio
Apple
PieFarm
BakingBureau
Contest,
Three Oaks, Mich.
Corn Belt Kids 4-H Club
Fox
River
Valley
(Wis.)
Co-op
Wholesale
Illinois
Poultry
I
m
provement
Arkansas
Federation
Fox
Valley
Amateur
Movie Club,III.Yorkville, III.
Illinois Purebred Dairy Cattle Association
Association of American Railroads
Corn
Belt Livestock
Feeders'
Assn
Frank
Grade
School,
Hoopeston,
Corn
Bread
and
Bean
Festival,
Oakland,
III.
Badger Breeders Cooperative (Wis.)
Frankfort
(Ind.) Public
Lions Club
Illinois
Sheep Arts
Breeders'
Cosmopolitan
Knox,in Indiana
Illinois Purebred
Rural Cultural
Tour toAssociation
Europe
Frankfort (Ind.)
School
Badger School District (Wis.)
County
OutlookClub,
Meetings
Indiana
Illinois Shorthorn Breeders' Association
.Bardwell
School,
Aurora,
III.
Frankton
dnd.i
PTA Demon., Porter County, Ind.
Cram
School,
Woodford
County,
III.
Illinois
State
Beekeepers'
Association
Barrington
(III.)
Music
Club
Fruit
Tree
Pruning
Crawford
County Industries, Illinois
Illinois State Department of Agriculture
Bartholomew County, Ind. Rural Youth
CROP
Fulton County
County, (III.)
Ind. Rural
4-H Auction
Illinois State
Association
Culver ilnd.) Lions Club
Fulton
Youth
Battle
Grown
(Ind.)
Community
Ass'n,
Inc.
Illinois
State Detective
Fair
Beaver
District
Firemen.
Donovan,
Illinois
Fulton
County
(Ind.)
Rural
Youth
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church,
Bethany,
III.
Illinois
State
Horticultural
Beech
Grove
Church
of
Christ
(Ind.)
Custom
Sprayers'
School, University
FFA,
Business
Ass'n. Wis.
Amer. Leg. Illinois State Turkey Growers'Society
Beecher (III.) Volunteer Fire Department
Future Buchanan
Farmers (Mich.)
of America.
Oshkosh,
Association
Dairy,
and
Co-op St.
Association,
Wisconsinof Illinois
Illinois
Herd Sewing
Improvement
Future
Homemaker
Demon.
Contest,
Montello.
Wis.
Davis
Hatchery,
Elmo,
Illinois
Bensenville
(III.)
Rural
Fire
Department
*
ImmanuelSwine
Luthern
Circle, Association
Dundee, III.
Benton County (Ind.) Farm Bureau
Galena (III.) Antique Exhibit and Tea
Daylight
Saving
Time
inClubIndiana
Indian
Trail
Grange
No.
2361,
Lowell. Ind.
Benton
County
(Ind.)
4-H
Club
Council
Gary
(Ind.)
Volunteer
Fire
Department
Deer
Creek
(Ind.)
4-H
Indiana
Agricultural
Conference
Benton
County
(Ind.)
Home
Bureau
Deer
Park
Home
Bureau,
Ottawa,
III.
Geetingsville find.) Presbyterian Church
Indiana Association
of Course
FFA
Benton
County (Ind.)
Home Economics
Club
Deer
Twp. (111.)
Consolidated
School
Indiana
Bankers Short
General
of Women'sCantata
Clubs ' Ind.)
Bertram
GeorgetownFederation
(Ml.) Community
DeKalbParkCounty
Farm Bureau
Indiana
Beekeepers
Meeting
Bethseda Grade
M. E. School,
Church,Bristol
West Sta.,
Terre III.Haute, Ind.
Gibson
City
(HI.)
Community
Sale
DeKalb County
County Home
Firemen's
Big Rock Legion, Sugar Grove, 111.
Indiana
Swiss
Breeders' Association
DeKalb
BureauAssociation
Gibson
Big
Plowing
Contest Illinois
Indiana Brown
Canners
and Fieldmen's
DeKalb
Rural and
YouthEducational Director
Gibson County
County (Ind.)
<lnd.) 4-HHomeClubDemonstration Agent
Cattle Feeders
AssociationConference
BlackRock
Oak (III.)
Grange,
Chadwick,
District County
(Ind.) Social
Gibson
County,
Ind.
Rural
Youth
Black
Oak
(Ind.)
Volunteer
Fire
Department
Indiana
Cattle
Feeders'
Day. Purdue University
Gilman'
(III.)
Garden
Club
Dodge
County
(Wis.)
Cooperative
Picnic
Indiana
Department
of
Agriculture
Blackhawk
(111.) FireRural
Fighters Association
Glenwood (III.) School for Boys
Indiana Farm Bureau
Dodge
county
Homemakers
Bond
County
GoodwillElevator
Household
Science Club.
Sheldon,
111.
Indiana
Farm
Machinery
Association
Douglas
County
(III.)
Livestock
Outlook
Meeting
Boone
County (III.)
(III.) Farm Youth
Bureau
Grain
Management
School,
Bloomington,
Dried
Milk
Products
Co-op,
EauIllinois
Claire, Wis.
Indiana Farm
Management Tour
Boone
4-H. Federation
Feed Association
Illinois. (State Board for Vocational Education
Dudley
School,
Edgar
County,Bureau
BourbonCounty
(Ind.) (III.)
Community
Auction Sale.
and
Country
Grain
and
Feed
I
nstitute)
I
ndiana
Flying
Farmers
DuPage
County
(I.I.)
Farm
Boyds'
Grove(III.)(III.)Volunteer
M. E. Church
Grant County
Holstein
Breeders,
Wis.
DuPage
County
Heme Bureau Association
Indiana 4-H
Firemen's
Association
Braidwood
Fire Department
Grant
Park (III.)
Methodist
Church
Indiana
Club Roundup
DuPage
County
Tuberculosis
Brown
SwissSchool,
Cattle Fairbury,
Show, Cissna
Grass
Silage
Demon.,
McHenry
County,
III.
DuPage
Rural
Youth
Club
BrownviMe
IllinoisPark, Ml..
Indiana
4-H
Junior Sheep
Leader Association
Training Conference
Duncan
School.
Geneseo.
Illinois
Grass
Silage
Field
Day.
Alden,
III.
Indiana
Hampshire
Bureau County (III.) Chapter, Fed. of Sportsmen
East
Dundee
(III.)
Fire Bald
Dept. Knob. III.
Grundy
County
'III.) Club
Soil Conservation Week
Indiana
Home Crop
Economics
Association
Bureau
County
(III.)
Flying
Farmers
Hamlet
(Ind.)
Lions
Indiana
Muck
Field
Day
Easter
Sunrise
Service,
Bureau
Council
Easter Sunrise Service, Lawrence County, III.
Indiana
Happy Homemakers Club, Headlee, Ind.
Bureau County
County Health
Historical
Society
Indiana Muck
Rural Crop
Youth.Show
Happy Hustler
Class, Antioch, III.
Eastern
III.
Fruit
Growers'
Ass'n
Bureau
County
(III.)
Home
Bureau
Harvard
(III.)
FFA
Edgar
County
Dairymen
(Illinois)
Indiana
Sheriffs'
AssociationDistrict Supervisors
Bureau County(Ind.)
Rural Baptist
Youth Church
Harvard (III.) Milk Day
Edgar
County Fiying
(III.) Farm
Indiana
Soil
Conservation
Burnettsville
Hatchery School, Purdue University
Edgar County
FarmersBureau
Indiana
State
Conservation
Department
Burnettsville
(Ind.)
Methodist
Church
Indiana
State
Dairy
Association
Hay
DryingHandling
Demonstration,
Streator, Ill- Indiana State Fair Board
Edgar
County
4-H Clubs
Butler Grade School, Hinsdale, III.
Edgerton.
Wisconsin
Businessmen
Henry
County
(III.)
Farm
Bureau
California Twp. (Ind.) Farm Bureau
Indiana
Effingham (III.) Hospital Fund
Henry
and FFA
Cambridge
(III.)4-HRural-Village
Indiana State
State Highway
Police Department
Elkhart
Dairy Association
Henry County
County (III.)
Home 4-HBureau,
III. Valley Electric
Campton (III.)
(III.)
Club Church Fire Depts.
Elkhart County
County (Ind.)
Farm Bureau
Cooperation,
andIII. the electrical appliance dealers
Campus
Methodist
of
Cambridge.
Indiana
Tarn
worth
Breeders'
Elkhart
County
4-H
Heifer
Sale
Interdenominational Swine
Christian
Young Association
People
Carroll County
(III.)
Farm
Bureau
Elkhart
County
Holstein Association
Henry
County
(III.)
JuniorAssociation
Feeder Calf Sale
International Dairy Exposition
Carrol
County
'III.)
Rural
Youth
Elkhorn
(Wis.)
Dairymen
Henry
County
Marketing
International
Live
Stock
Exposition
El
Paso
(III.)
Chamber
of
Commerce
Cass
County
(Mich.)
Center
Building
Fund.
Henry
County
Music
and
Drama
Festival,
(Weiler
Iowa
State
College
Cass
Ind. Rural
Home Bureau. Burns Grange, Rural Youth)
Emanuel 'Lutheran Church, Thomasboro, III.
Cass County,
County (Ind.)
SaddleYouth
Club
Iroquois
County
Home Youth
Bureau
HickorySchool,
Point Champaign,
Community and
School Reunion
EquityTownship
Co-op Livestock
Sales Ass'n Milwaukee. Wis.
Etna
(Ind.) PTA
Iroquois County,
County (III.)
(III.)
Rural
High
Illinois
Cass
County
(Mich.)
swine
Breeders'
Ass'n
Eureka
(III.)
Community
Association
Jackson
Ind.)
Rural
Youth
Cayuga
(Ind.)
Lions
C
ub
Hillpoint
Co-op
Dairy.
Rock
Springs,
Wis.
Eureka
Pumpkin
Cedar Lake (Ind.) PTA
Hillside School, Milwaukee, Wis.
Jasper County (Ind.)
(Ind.) Farm Youth
Bureau
Eureka (III.)
Volunteer
Fire Festival
Department
Center Township (Ind.) 4-H Club
Hobart (Ind.) Boy and Girl Scouts
Jasper
Jeff-RichCounty
(ind.) Home Rural
Economics Club
Fairbury
(III.) 4-HDelavan,
Club Wisconsin
Central
III.
Angus
Breeders'
Ass'n
Holstein-Friesian
Ass'n
of
America
Fairfield
Grange.
Holstein-Friesian
Breeders
of
Ind.
Central PTA,
111. CornPeru,BeltIndiana
Livestock Feeders' Ass n
Jersey
(III.)(Ind.)
Farm Home
BureauEconomics Club
Fairview
(III.) Toledo,
Rural School
Central
Home
Bureau Willow
Units, Hih\
Mason III.County, III.
Johnson County
Township
Fall
Festival,
Illinois
Central
Retail F«ed
Association
Homecoming,
Jolly
Workers
4-H Dousman,
Club. Kingston,
Fancy
Prairie
(III.)
PTA
Chamber (Wis.)
of Commerce,
Rochelle,
III.
Home
Coming-Cheese
Day,
Tampico,
III.
Junior
4-H
Fair,
Wis. Wis.
Farm Film Foundation
Champaign County (III.) Conservation Fcld Day
Home
Grounds
Planning Tour,
Edgar County, III.
Junior Misses 4-H, Plymouth, Ind.
Farm
Folks
Field
Day,
Madison,
Wis.
Homer
(III.)
Community
High
School
Champaign
County
(III.)
Rural
Chorus
Kane County (III.) Farm Bureau
Farm Sate, Leland, Illinois
Champaign (III.)
(111.)Fire
RuralDepartment
Youth
Kane
County
'ill. 1 Rural
4-H Federation
Hoosier 4-H Clubs Adult Leaders' Training Schools
Fayette
County
(Ind.)
RuralGrove,
Youth III.
Chebanse
Kane
County (III.)
Youth Association
Federated
Church,
Popular
Hampshire
Swine
Breeders
Ass'n
Chicago
Feeder
Cattle
Show
&.
Sile
Hoosier
Picnic,
Bloomington,
III.
Kane-DeKalb
(III.) Beekeepers
Fire Prevention Week
Chicago
Junior
Market
Hog
Show
Koosier
Tomato
Festival,
Bluffton,
Ind.
Kankakee
County
(III.)
4-H
Club
First
Baptist
Church,
Big
Rock,
III.
Chicago Livestock Exchange
Howard
Delaney
Farm
Sale,
Aurora,
III.
Kendall County (III.) Farm Bureau
First Church of the Nazarene, Hoopeston, III.
Chicago
union
StockBanguo,
Yards Indiana
Illinois Association
Agricultural forAssociation
Kendall
County (III.)
(III.) Home
4-H Club
Illinois
the Crippled
Christian
Church,
Flthian
(III.)'
Methodist
Church
Kendall
County
Bureau
Illinois Association of Fire Protection Districts
Christian Church, Cayuga, Indiana
Kendall County (III.) Public Health Council
Flying Farmers' Field Day. Glenview, III.
Christian Church, Ladoga, Indiana
Kenosha County (Wis.) Farm Bureau
Illinois Association of FFA
Fond du Lac County Swine Breeders* Ass'n

nt (111.) Grade School
ntridge (III.)
(III.)HogGradeDaysSchool
wanee
Festival
loi County
County (III.)
Rural
Youth
kox
(Ind.)
Rural
(■ox School, Mason City, Youth
III.
j.sciusko County (Ind.) Guernsey Sale
>sciusko
County (Wis.)
Rabbit Farm
and Cary
layette County
BureauBreeders' Ass'n
fayette County .)(Wis.)
4-H Council
Fair
(III
nty
Cou
e
Ik
nty .).) Farmm Bureau
eau
keke Cou
(III.) Far t Bur wers
County (Ind
Gro
Frui
(Ind
. ke County
Chorus
'ke County (Ind.) Home n'sEconomics ion
Associat
Firuntemeeer Fire
ke Cou
s (Ind(III.).) Vol
artment
Hillnty
.ke
o Dep
ol,
hlageHigh Scho
cag
Chi
keke Tec
.) Grangery
Vil
e County(Ind(III
Daim Dayeau
Sall
nty (III.).) Far
Sallee Cou
nty (III.).) Homale Bur
Bureau
County
Salle Cou
Rur
(III
Sall
al Youth Youth
County Rur
e■isurecraft
Camp, III.Merom, Ind.
isure Ford
Hour and
4-HCounseling
Club,
Toulon,
(Ind.)
Methodist
onitersChurch,
Prophetstown,
III.Parsonage
mberlost
Garden
Club,
Geneva,
ncoln Junior High School, Park Ind.
Ridge, III.
ons
Club,Francesville,
Conservation Ind.Club, and American
Legion.
ons
women's Club, III.Franklin Grove, III.
ons Club
Club, andFithian-Oakwood,
ttlefield and
Townshiii
Unit School. Alanson, Mich.
vestock
Meat Board
vingston County (III.) Farm Bureau
Kingston County
I vingston
County 4-H
Home Club
Bureau
peal Leaders'
Training
School, Toulon, III.
uckport
(III.)
Grade
School
jidi (Wis.) Fair
ird's Acre
Festival,
Frankton, Ind.
)well
(Ind.)Harvest
Volunteer
Fire Department
yn-oement
aeon County(III.)
(III.)Home
RuralBureau
Youth Unit
acoupin County
(III.) Rural Youth
alta
anlius(III.)
(III.)FireFFADepartment
anny
(III.)
Grade
School
iaple
arshallSyrup
CountyFestival.
(Ind.) Vermontville,
Rural Youth Mich.
narydale Dairy Farm. LaFox, III.
jiason
Institute
lientoneCounty
(Ind.) (III.)
Egg Farmers'
Show
jlercy
FreeChurch,
Dispensary.
ChicagoIII.
ilethoriist
Chrisman.
lethodist
Church. Rantoul.
III.
lethodist Church.
ilethoriist
Church, Villa
Wyanet,Grove.
III. III.
llcGill
School.
County,Bureau
Mich.
tcHenry
County Mecosta
(III.) Rural
Farm
tcLean County
'III.)
Youth
lenard County nil.) Soil Conservation District
4en's Work,
Church
the Brethren,
lercer
County
(III.) ofFarm
Bureau Ind.Northern Ind.
Serchants
and Banks.
Valparaiso.
Merrymakers
Fairbury. III.
Eianii
(Ind.) Club.
Community
a iam i County (Ind.) 4-H Club
Asparagus Growers' Association
lichigan
lichigan Association
Fruit Sponsorsof FFA
lichigan State College
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Michigantown
find.) Cub
Community
Michigantown (Ind.)
Scouts Fair
Middletown
(III.)
Presbyterian
Milking Shorthorn Breeders Church
Milwaukee County (Wis.) Demonstrati
Farm Bureau
County(Ind.)HomeFall Festival on Agent
MilwaukeeCounty
Monroe
Monroe (Ind.) Evangelical U. Jacksonville,
B. Church III.
HomeWarBureau,
tWorld
Morgan-Scot
Mothers
of
II,
Wyatt,
Ind.
Morris (III.) Methodist Church
Mt.
Zion
(III.)
Woman's
Club
Mukwonago (Wis.) Kiwanis (III.)
Club Fire Depts.
Countryside
Mundelein
Music-Dramaand District
Festivals (III.)
(Mich.) PTA Council
Muskegon County
Naperville
(III.) FFA
e
ral
Agricultu
National
National Apple Week Aviation conferenc
n
Associatio
Breeders'
AyrshireCattle Congress
National
National Dairy
Farm Safety
Week
National
Feed
Industry
Show
National
4-H
Club
Week
National Grange, Washington, D. C.
National Red
Livestock
and Meat
National
PollCongress
Cattle
Club Board
National
Safety
National Safety Council
National
Field- Day
National Soil
SweetConservation
Corn Festival
Neponset
(III.)
Boys'
Club
Economics Club
Home
New
New Elliott
Glarus (Ind.)
(Wis.)
High4-HSchool
Newark-Beloit
(Wis.)
Newark (III.) Grade School Clubs
Newark
Club
Newman (III.)
(III.) Woman's
Kiwanis Farm
Club Bureau
Newton County (Ind.)
and Homemakers
Farmers
(Ind.)
County
Newton
Newton County (Ind.)
(Ind.) Harvest
4-H ClubHome Sunday
County
Newton
Newton County (Ind.) Hobby ShowAssociation
Newton County Home Economics
Breeders' Association
County (Ind.)
Noble County
(Ind.) Rabbit
Rural Youth
Poultry
States(III.)
CentralCounty
North Cook
Youth Project
RuralBreeding
North
Northern
Indiana
Muck
Crop
Show
North Judson (Ind.) PTA
Oak Ridge
Grove (III.)
(III.) School
Rural School
Oak
Office of Public InstructionBureau
(III..
(III.) Farm
Ogle County
Pomona Grange
(III.)
County
Ogle
Ogle
Rural Youth
Ohio County
State University
Oklahoma A. & M. College
n
Bureau Federatio
Oklahoma FarmCampus,
Green Hill, ind.
Seminary Reunion, Bristol,
Old Settlers'
Old
III.
ilnd.) Home Economics Club
Onward Farm
Oregon
Bureau Federation
American Legion
(III.)
Orion
Orland Park Post
(111.)No.Fire255,Department
American Legion
Post 526,
Park4-H(III.)Hustlers
Orland(III.)
Osco
Party
Osman nil.) Lutheran Hall
Outlook (Ind.)
Meetings
in Indiana
Oxford
Methodist
Church Bureau
Farm
(Iowa)
County
Alto
Palo
Pana
(III
)
Sportsman
Club
Pancake
Festival.
Villa
Grove,
111.
PTA, Bartlett. Illinois

PTA, Broadlands, Illinois
PTA,
Cedar
Lake,Indiana
Indiana
PTA,
Frankton,
PTA,
Mahomet,
Illinois
PTA, Tinley Park, Illinois ,
Pasture
Improvement
Meeting,
Pasture Tours,
Muskegon
County,Andoyer,
Mi«n. III.
Pattonsburg Christian Church, Toluca, III.
Paynes
Point 1111.)
Perry County
(III.) 4-H
RuralClub
Youth ,
Economics CIUD
HomeChurch
(Ind.)
Township
Perry
Pine Creek (III.) Christian
Institute
(Ind.) Farmers Fire
Pine Township (III.)
Department
Volunteer
Pingree Grove
of Commerce
Chamber
(Wis.) Fire
Pittsville
Pittsviile
(Wis.)
Department
Platteville
(Wis.)
State
Teachers
College
Pleasant Grove (Ind.) Grange
Fire Department
(III.) Volunteer
View Hebron,
PleasantBenefit,
Polio
III.
Polio Fund
Portage
Home Economics
Club
Portland (Ind.)
Mills (Ind.)
Christian Church
Porter County (Ind.) Farm Bureau
Porter County (Ind.) 4-H Fair
Porter
County
(Ind.)
Mobile
Unit
Porter County
County (Ind.)
(Ind.) Rural
ProtectiveX-Ray
Associatioi.
Porter
Porter (III.) Grade
School Youth
Poultry
BreedingLand
School,
Purdue
University
Prairie
Farmer
Church
Fly-In,
Prairie School,
Williamsville,
III. Midway, III.
PreTable
Camp Grove,
Ellis III.
Land Owners and Local Citizens,
Pro parvulis Club, St. Bridget Church, Hobart, Ind.
Project for
testingLake
animals
losis infection,
County,and Ind.people for brucelPruning
and Sraying
DemonstrationWisconsin
Public
Libraries
of
Southeastern
Pulaski University,
County (Ind.)Lafayette,
Farm Bureau
Purdue
Ind.
Pure Milk Association
Racine
Milk
Producers
Co-op
Association
RankinCrossMetHTnTist Church, Rantoul, III.
Red
Remington
(Ind.)Home
SoybeanBureau
Show
Reynolds (III.)
Richmond
(Ind.)
District
Angus
Ridge Chapel, Piper City, III. Breeders' Ass'n
Riemensnider's
Gardens, III.
Sandwich, III..
Riley
Grange,
Marengo,
Ringwood
Church,
Ringwood, III.
River
Falls(III.)
(Wis.)Grade
Co-opSchool
Creamery
Riverdale
Rochelle
(III.)
Chamber
of
Rochester
ClubCommerce
Rochester (III.)
(III.) Athletic
Legion Post
Rock
County (Wis.)
Farm
Bureau Association
Rock
(Wis.)County
Tuberculosis
Rock County
Island (III.)
Rural Youth
RockBlackhawk
River Volunteer
Firemen's
Association and
Rosecrans SchoolFirefighters'
(Wis.) Association (III.)
Royal
Canadian
Royal
(III.) Sunday
HomeMounted
Bureau Police
Unit
Rural
Rural Life
School Bands,Observance
Lacon, III.
Rural
St. Charles, III.III.
Rural Youth,
Youth. Woodstock.
St. Stearleyville,
John's Evangelical
Ind. and Reformed Church,
St.
Joseph
County
(Ind.)
Rural Youth Ind.
Salem
of theClub,
Brethren,
Salem Church
Community
Dalton Knox,
City, III.
Salem
School
Community
Club,
Decatur, III.
Salt Creek-York
Center
(III.)(Nebr.)
Community
Groups
Sandhills
Cattle
Association
OR BIG EVENTS IN 7949
Sandwich
(III.)
Sportsmen's
Club
Sangamon
FarmInd.Bureau
Santa AnnaCounty
WSCS.(III.)
Argos,
Sauerkraut Day, Forreston, III.
Sauk
County
(Wis.)
Holstein
Saybrook
(III.)
American
LegionBreeders
and Auxiliary
Schererville
(Ind.)
Home
Economics
WLS Dinner Bell Time has originated
Scott
Grade
School,
Lisbon,
III. Club
at the annual meetings of the Wisconsin
Scott
Post 415,Firemen
American Legion
Serena Lambert
(III.) Volunteer
Council of Agriculture for half a dozen
Shabbona (III. i Congregational Church
years. Here are the outstanding men in
Shelby
County
(III.)
Home
Bureau
Wisconsin agriculture, grouped at the
Shelby County
Livestock Marketing
Association
1949 Dinner Bell broadcast. Milo K.
Sheldon
(III.)
Community
Get-Together
Sheriff,
Allen County,
Indiana
Swanton, Executive Secretary of the
Sheriff,
Delaware
County,
Indiana
Council, stands second from right; Dean
Sheriff, Knox County, Indiana
Randolph K. Froker of the Wisconsin
Sheriff, Lake County, Indiana
College
Sheriff, Wayne County, Indiana
from
left. of Agriculture, stands fourth
Shopiere (Wis.) PTA
Shorthorn
Breeders' Association
SidneyRed(III.)
ChurchInd.
Soft
WheatMethodist
Field Day,
Soils and Crops Meeting, Edwardsville, Illinois
South
Wayne
(Mich.)
Chapel
and Hospital Fund
S'eastern
Ind. Dist.
Southern Illinois
Picnic4-H Fat Steer Show and Sale
Officers of the Illinois Lumber and
Southern Lake
CountyRemington,
(Ind.) Farmers'
Materials
Association,
Reunion.
Ind. Institute
ing
DinnerDealers'
Bell broadcast
fromfollow
their
Southwest Indiana Wheat Improvement Contest
convention. Says Association President
Spastic
Aid Foundation
James L. Watson (second from left);
Star CityParalysis
(Ind.) Flower
Show
Stark
County
(III.) Club
Farm Bureau
''Than lr you
for
the
courtesy
of
apStark
County
4-H
pearing on your program. I have had
Stark County Home Bureau
a number of reactions from listeners."
Stark
Youth
Stark County
County Rural
Soil Conservation
Day
Stark
County Tulip
Sports Trip
Festival
Stark County

Stark County
People's Club
Starke
County Young
Ilnd.) Married
Farm Bureau
Starke
Starke County
County (Ind.)
(Ind.) 4-H
RuralClubYouth
Steam Sale,
Eng. Wis.
and Threshermen's
Steer
State FairIII. Reunion, Pontlac, III.
Stevens
School,
Summum,
Stillman
Valley
(III.)
FFA
Stockton (III.) Lions Club
Streator
(III.)
Hobby
Show
Strike of milk drivers, Chicago
Sturtz Grade School. Rock Falls, III.
Sugar
Grove
Sunny
Ridge (III.)
School,Teen-Agers
Raritan,Leland,
III.Club III.
Suydam
Swayzee Methodist
(Ind.) LionsChurch,
Club
Talladay Farms (Mich.) Field Day
Tampico
(III.)
Tazewell
CountyLions
(III.)Club
Tibbar Rabbit
Club
of Rural
ChicagoYouth
Tippecanoe County (Ind.) Farm Bureau
Tippecanoe
CountyRefresher
(Ind.) 4-H
Cub Ind.
Tomato Grading
Course,
Topping'sMaintenance
Corners (Wis.)
Tractor
School,School
Purdue
Trail
Riders,Day Inc.,
Travelaire
Camp,Moline,
ChicagoIII...
Tree Planting Demonstration, Corydon, Ind.
Troy Center (Wis.)
Tuberculosis
InstituteMothers'
of Cook Club
County
Tulip
Holland,Wis.
Mich.
Turtle Time
Grange,Festival,
Ro:k County,
Tyner
(Ind.)
SchoolDepartment
Union
(III.)
Fire
Union Stock Yard & Transit Co., Chicago
Union Township (Ind.) Music Boosters
Fresh Fruit and Veg. Ass'n Con., Chicago
U.united
S. Army
U. S. Department
University
of Illinoisof Agriculture
University
ofof Illinois
University
Illinois College
College ofof Agriculture
Pharmacy
University of Kentucky
University
of
Nebraska
University of Wisconsin
Valley
High (Ind.)
School, Fairview,
III.Band Parents
vaipa-ai
SchoolDairy
Van
Bureno Indiana
County High
(Mich.)
Day
Vandalia,
FFA
Vermillion
(ill.)
County
4-H
Cub
Vermilion
County
(III.)Roberts,
Home Bureau
Wagner-Davis
Leginn,
III.
Walnut
Township
Schools,
Ward School, Eagle, Wis. Argos, Ind.
Warren County (Ind.) Home Economics Corp.
Washington Twp.
County,(Ind.)
Ind. Home
Rural Economics
Youth Club
Washington
Washington
(Ind.) Church
Twp School
Waterford (Ind.)
Waterford
Waubonsie Ind.
(III.) Community
Rural SchoolMethodist Church
Waynestown
(Ind.)
CommunityAssociation
Horse Show
Waynetown (Ind.) Merchants
Wayne-White
(III.) Electric
Weed-Killing Counties
Day, Walkertoti,
Ind. Co-op.
Wesley
Sportsmen's
West Central
IllinoisClub,
PolledWilmington,
Shorthorn III.
Breeders
West Jersey (III.) Community Consolidated School
W.
Sub.
Rabbit
Breeders'
Ass'n
Show,
Berwyn,
III.
Wethersfield
Twp. unit,
County Farm
Wheatland Plowing
Match,HenryPlainfield,
III. Bureau
Wheat
of S'west
Ind. andShowS'west, III.
WheatonImp.(III.)Ass'n
Antique
and Hobby
Whipperwill
Ladies Methodist
Aid, Argus,Church
Ind.
White Oak (Ind.)
Whiteside
County
White
willow
(III.)(III.)
GradeRuralSchoolYouth
Will County (III.) Farm Bureau
Will
County (III.)
(III.) Rural
Home Chorus
Bureau
Will County
Will, Grundy, Kendall County Beekeepers' Ass'n
Willowdale
Grange, Henry
Fairdale",
Windbreak(III.)
Demon.
Co. III.(III.) FFA and 4-H
Winfield
Department
Winneld Grange.FireCrown
Point, Ind.
Winnebago
County (III.) FarmAssociation
Bureau
Wisconsin
Anti-Tuberculosis
Wisconsin Association
of FFA
MakersDepartment
Ass'n
Wisconsin Cheese
Conservation
Wisconsin Coop.
Growers' Association
Wisconsin
CouncilWool
of Agriculture
Wisconsin
Department
of
Agriculture
Wisconsin
Wisconsin Farm
FH A and Home Week
Wisconsin
4-H
Wisconsin FFA Clubs
Board of Directors
Wisconsin Fur Breeders Association
Wisconsin
Holstein
Breeders'
Association
Wisconsin Office
Livestock
Breeders'
Association
Wisconsin
of Public
Instruction
Wisconsin
Milking
Shorthorn
Breeders'
Association
Wis. State Board of Voc. and Adult Education
Wisconsin
Departmentof Markets
of Agriculture #
Wisconsin
Division
Wisconsin
Wisconsin State
State Fair
Gladiolus Society
Wolcott
Ilnd.)
HighRuralSchool
Woodford
County
Youth (III.) Industry, III.
Woodland Improvement Demonstration,
Woodland
Mngt.
Meeting
(Egar Co. Farm Bureau)
Wyanet
(III.) Methodist
Church
Young America
School, Delphi,
Ind.
Young Married Group, Stark Co., Ill,
Young Marriedgregation,
People's
Farmer City,Class,
III, Prairie Chapel Con-

Oscar A. Swank, Executive Vice President, International Dairy Exposition (lef*.
with Arthur C. Page, WLS Farm Prosays: "I forjust, thewantgreatto
express grammyDirector),
appreciation
help of you
in gettinggoing.
the Internationalfolks
Dairy Exposition
For
those of us in the agricultural field, I
think your Dinner Bell has the finest
possible audience for important educational messages."
• Charles
B. Shuman,
Agricultural
Association,Withsays,this"Ever
days
in Moultrie
County, President,
Illinois, I Illinois
have been
a WLS follower.
start, since
it is my
only boyriood
natural
.that I turn to WLS and Dinner Bell Time when I want to talk to our 175,000 Illinois Agricultural
Association members — I know they're listening
• Les ofBoyd.
and Exhibits.
Sponsors:
"I wish to thank
behalf
the Director
Michigan Publicity
Fruit Sponsors
and theMichigan
Twin CityFruit
Chamber
of Commerce,
for theyoutimein
given by your station on the Blossom . broadcast. "
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I
Kern. George, Benton & Bowles Inc.,
New York
Kerrigan. Jack, WHO Des Moines, Iowa
Kiggins, Keith, Edward Petry & Co.,
New Yc rk
KingCASTING
Art, BROADCASTING-TELEKnodel,
Chicago J. W., Avery-Knodel Inc.,
Kobak, Edgar, WTWA Thomson, Ga.
Koerper. Karl. KMBC Kansas City, Mo.
Korsmeyer, E. J., WLDS Jacksonville,
111.
Kramer, Worth. WJR Detroit, Mich.
Kynaston, Don D., WMBD Peoria, III.
Lackev, F. Ernest, WHOP Hopkinsville,
Ky.
Laird. Ben A., WDUZ Green Bay, Wis.
La Marque. J. W., Graybar Electric Co.
Inc., New York
Lancaster, W. Hanes, Jr., WJHL Johnson City, Tenn.
Land, Thomas S., WROY Carmi, 111.
Lane, Howard, WJJD Chicago
Lanford. T. B., KRMD Shreveport. La.
Langlois, C. O., Sr., and Langlois, John
D., Lang-Worth
Inc.,
New York Feature Programs

Advance
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Laubengayer, R. J., KCAL Salina. Kan.
Leake, James C, KTUL Tulsa, Okla.
Lenwell,
Leroy W., KBRL McCook,
Neb.
LePoidexin,
Harry R.. WRJN Racine,
Wis.
L?vi,
Winfie'd.
TELECASTING BROADCASTINGLinder, H. W., KWLM Willmar, Minn.
Lindsay, Merrill, WSOY Decatur, 111.
Link, Linder, Link Motor Supply Co.,
Springfield,
Litteral.
Ron, Mo.
KLYN Amarillo, Tex.
Little, Lee, KTUC Tucson, Ariz.
Lohnes, Horace L., Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson, Washington
Maury, BROADCASTING-TELELong,
CASTING
Lown, Bert, Associated Program Service, New York
Loyet, Paul A., WHO Des Moines, Iowa
Luce, James O., Jr., J. Walter Thompson Co., New York

Conference

M
Manship, Douglas L., WJBO Baton
Rouge, Manuel
La.
Marget,
M., KVOX Moorhead,
Minn.
Marks,
Leonard
H., Cohn & Marks,
Washington
Marlin, Albert, Broadcast Music Inc.,
New York
Marquardt,
World BroadcastingMaynard,
System, New York
Martin, A. F., WKPT Kingsport, Tenn.
Martin, Joseph, WLW Cincinnati, Ohio
Martin, Joseph, WDSC Dillon, S. C.
Mason, R. H., WPTF Raleigh, N. C.
Mason, Robert T., WMRN Marion, Ohio
Mathiot, J. E., WGAL Lancaster, Pa.
Mayborn, Frank W., KTEM Temple,
Tex.
Megargee, Miss Madge A., WGBI
Scranton, Pa.

o
OGonnell, John J., Associated Program
Service, New York
Olin, Bruff, W., Jr.. WOUA Moline, 111
Oliphant.H. Paul,
WLAC Radio
Nashville,
Tenn
Olson.
O., Collins
Co., Cedar
Rapids. Iowa
Outler, John M., Jr., WSB Atlanta, Ga
Owings.
Dorsey, Broadcast Music Inc.
New York

VMEUP
Your

Farm

Sales

in KANSAS

Use the station that's the overwhelming favorite* with Kansas farm families
— WIBW.
Sales results will amaze you because WIBW

does a double selling job.

In addition to piling up sales in the prosperous farm market, WIBW "goes
to town" in setting up new sales records among those agriculturally-minded
communities with a population below 10,000 — towns which make up 82%
of the state's urban population.**
No wonder advertisers say, "WIBW is the most powerful selling medium
in* Kansas
Kansas."
Radio Audience 1949 ** Consumer Markets 1949-50
1

B

W
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Megargee,
Scranton, Mrs.
Pa. Madge E., WGBI
Mercer, Donald J., RCA Victor Div. I
New York
Mertz, Wm. M., Jr., C. P. MacGregoi I
Co., Chicago
Meyer, Al G., KMYR Denver, Col.
Meyer, F. W., KMYR, Denver. Col.
Michelson, Charles, Charles MichelsorJ
Transcriptions Inc., New York
Midgley,Harold
C. E.,E.,CBS,
York
Miller,
WGALNew Lancaster,
Pa I
Miller, Lowell A., KFAB Omaha. Neb I
Miller.
Neville,
Miller
&
SchroederJ
Washington
Miller, Paul, WWVA Wheeling. W. Va.I
Pa.
Mitchell.
L. S., WD AE Tampa, Fla.
Monaghan. Frank W., WGBI Scranton
Morency, Paul W., WTIC Hartford
Conn.
Morton, J. Archie, KJR Seattle
Mosbv, A. J., KGVO Missoula, Mont.
Murphy,
Edward V.. KLRA Little
iRock .A.rk
Murohy, John T., WLWT (TV) Cincin
nati
Iowa Kingsley H., KSO Des Moines
Murphy.
Tex.
Mvers, Frank O., KCMC Texarkana
McCollough.
caster, Pa. Clair R.. WGAL Lan
McConnell, James V., NBC. New Yor
McCoy,
Arthur H., Avery-Knodel Inc
New York
McCurnin. L. L., KATJS Austin, Minn
McDonald,
Patt, WHHM Memphis,
Tenn.
Iowa
McGovern,
S. H., KSO Des Moines
Ind.
Mcintosh, Robert J., WJPS Evansville
McKay,
Tenn. R. M., Jr., WKRM Columbia
McKenna, Jamss A., Jr.. Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson. Washington
McKinney, W. N.. KELD El Dorado
Ark
McTig'ue, Harry, WINN Louisville, Ky
N
Nasman,
Leonard E., WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio
Neary, John F., Lehigh Structural Steel
Co., New York
Neely, Hal. G.. Allied Record Manufacturing Co., Hollvwood
Nelson, Linnea, J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York
New, John W., WTAR Norfolk, Va.
Newcomb, Harold J., WRJN Racine
Wis.
Newens, William J.. KOIL Omaha, Neb
Nichols,
Mass. Horace W., WHAI Greenfield
Nolte, Vernon A., WHIZ Zanesville
Ohio Evans, KELO Sioux Falls, S. D
Nord,
Nostrand. Lew Van, WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa Ky. N., Nunn Stations,
Lexington,
Nunn.
Gilmore

Page, Allan. KSWO Lawton. Okla.
Palmer, D. D., WHO Davenport, Iowa
Parker, Ken. SESAC Inc., New York
Pattee,
Linwood, Broadcast Music Inc
New York
Paul,
Sol. BROADCASTING-TELE
CASTING
Kv.
Peden, Katherine, WHOP Hopkinsville
Pellegrin. Frank E.. KSTL New York
Pengra,
Ch Marshall H., WATO Oak Ridge
Tenn.icago _
Peterson, C. B., The Branham Co.,
Peterson, Edwin R., Kevstone Broad
casting System Inc., Chicago
Petry, Edward, Edward Petry & Co.
New York
Pett.
Lewis.N. E.,
Clifton,
J. DuMont Laboratories
Phillips, C. F., WFBL Syracuse. N. Y
Pinkerton.
Jane, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
Pittman. Chas. W.. WBML Macon. Ga
Potter, Ben H., WHBF Rock Island, 111
Potter, David. WNAE Warren, Pa.
Pratt, D., RCA Victor. Camden, N. J
Pratt.
Va.
Kan. Robert L., KGGF Coffeyville
La.
Preiean. Louis S., WAFB Baton Rouge
Prvor, Emerson J., WDVA Danville
Ind.
Pvles. Richard L., WCSI-FM Columbus.

Q
Quaal. WardcastingL.,
Channel BroadService,Clear
Washington
Quarton. William B., WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa
(Continued on page 20)
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Transit Radio is now under contract in 23 American cities. Many more
are negotiating now. If Transit Radio Js still open in your community,
these facts will interest you :
1. TR gives the ridersof public transportation a program they like. Surveys,
uniformly conducted in major markets, show that 8 out of 10 riders like
TR, the ninth is indifferent and only a small fraction objects. This is a
remarkably high acceptance, as people neveragree 100 percent on anything.
2. TR helps the transit company provide good and economical service by
giving ita sourceof income in addition to fa res. This is in the public interest.
3. TR gives the entire community the advantage of FM radio by supporting
one or more FM radio stations, and the programs broadcast to buses
and streetcars are received in homes, hotels, restaurants and elsewhere.
4. TR makes it possible for the drivers of buses and streetcars to know
how best to meet emergencies, whether fires, storms or other disasters.
Thanks to Transit Radio, frequency modulation radio is given a new
lease on life. It now bids fair to put FM in a secure place beside its
■ older sister AM radio and TV.
Transit Radio offers to millions of Americans who prefer to use public
transportation a radio service superior to that available in private cars.
The large audience in public transportation vehicles is more than
adequate to produce good advertising revenue. There's an important plus
FM audience in homes, factories and public places. Thus, the Transit
Radio audience is sufficient to erect a firm financial foundation under at
least one FM station in smaller communities and several FM stations in
larger communities. We invite your inquiry regarding this exciting medium.
MR. ADVERTISER

. . . MR. TIMEBUYER

AVAILABLE IN
ALL THESE MARKETS:
WFMZ, Allentown, Pa.
WMAR-FM, Baltimore, Md.
WBUZ, Bradbury Heights, Md.
(and suburbs of Wash., D. C.)
Covington,
Ky. Ohio and
WCTS,
Cincinnati,
KCBC-FM, Des Moines, la.
WMLL, Evansville, Ind.
WAJL-FM, Flint, Mich.
KPRC-FM, Houston, Tex.
WPLH-FM, Huntington, W. Va.
WJHP, Jacksonville, Fla.
KCMO-FM, Kansas City, Mo.
KBON-FM, Omaha, Neb.
WKJF, Pittsburgh, Pa.
KXOK-FM, St. Louis, Mo.
KTNT, Tacoma, Wash.
WTOA, Trenton, N. J.
WIBW-FM, Topeka, Kans.
WWDC-FM, Washington, D. C.
WIZZ, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
WGTR-FM, Worcester, Mass.
Minneapolis-Sf. Paul
New York, 250 Park Ave.
Chicago, 35 E. Wacker Dr.
Cincinnati, Union Trust Bldg.

495 sponsors are already using Transit Radio. An imposing array of
authenticated, documented case histories have taken Transit Radio out of
the "experimental" stage and established it as a remarkable new medium .
that sells merchandise and delivers superior results at lower cost.
(a) A growing list of leading national .advertisers using this new medium
with conspicuous success — Miles Laboratories; Bristol-Myers; Swift & Co.;
Fanny Farmer Candy Shops; Manhattan Soap Co.; Whitehall Pharmacal Co.,
and others.
B
^

(b) Many of the leading national advertising agencies are recommending
Transit Radio to their clients — such as, J. Walter Thompson; BBD&O;
Young and Rubicam; Duane Jones Co.; Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield; Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Foote Cone & Belding; McCann-Erickson; Ted Bates,
Inc. ; Leo Burnett Co. ; Erwin Wasey & Co., etc.
We will be happy to show you, too, how you can effectively use this
dramatic advertising medium— Transit Radio.
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all other stations combined
within a 50 mile radius of
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progressive state.
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R
Radford, Lewis
C,
atories, Clifton, N.Jr.,J. DuMont LaborRasmussen, Lee Gordon, KAYL Storm
Lake, Iowa
Reid, Robert H., International News
Service, New York
Reinsch, J. Leonard, WSB Atlanta, Ga.
Reinschild, Carl, Columbia TranscripDiv. of Columbia Records, Inc.,
New tions—York
Rembert, Clyde W., KRLD Dallas, Tex.
Reynolds,
Donald W., KFSA Fort
Smith, Ark.
Wis.
Richards,
G. P., WHBL Sheboygan.
Ridder,
John
W., WOHI East Liverpool,
Ohio
Rine, William E., WWVA Wheeling,
W. Va.
Rines, William H., WCSH Portland, Me.
Ringgold.
Edward Petry &
Co., New Hanque,
York
La.
Ripple, Wm. A., WTRY Troy, N. Y.
Robertson, B. G., KWKH Shreveport,
Robinson,
King H., KATL Houston,
Tex.
Rogers,
Naylor,
Keystone Broadcasting
System Inc., Chicago
Rollo, Reed T., Kirkland. Fleming,
Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington
Roscoe, W.burgh, Pa.S., Blaw-Knox Co., PittsRosene, Marshall, WSAZ Huntington,
W. Va.
Rosner,
Bennett, S.. RCA Victor Div..
New York
Roth.
Eugene
J., KONO San Antonio,
Tex.
Rowan. B. J.. WGY Schenectady, N. Y.
Rothschild, Walter, WTAD Qumcy, 111.
Russell, Frank M.. WRC Washington
Russell, James D., KVOR Colorado
Springs, Col.
Russell. Percy H., Jr., Kirkland. Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, WashingRutledge,
John T., WVJS Owensboro,
Ky.
ton
Ryan. J. Harold. WSPD Toledo, Ohio
Ryan, William B.. KFI Los Angeles
Ryder. J. Maxim, WBRY Waterbury,
Conn.
Safford, Harold, WLS Chicago
Sague. S. R., WSRS Cleveland, Ohio
Scharfeld,
Arthur W., lawyer, Washington
Schroeder, Arthur H.. Miller & Schroeder, Washington
Schroeder,
Frank C, Jr., WDZ
Decatur, 111.
Schudt. William A., Jr., CBS, New
York
Seebeck, Charles E., WTON Staunton,
Va.
Shaffer,
S. C. Roger A., WSPA Spartanburg.
Shafto, G. Richard. WIS Columbia, S.C.
Shaw. Glenn. KLX Oakland, Calif.
Shein. Alice. WBTH Williamson. W. Va.
Shields. Arthur T., WLDY Ladysmith.
Wis.
Shouse, James D., WLW Cincinnati
Simms. Raymond C Erwin, Wasey &
Co. Inc., New York
Sinn, John L.. World Broadcasting System, New York
Sipes, Leon M., KELD El Dorado, Ark.
Slavick, H. W.. WMC Memphis, Tenn.
Smiley, David E.. WDAE Tampa. Fla.
Smith, J. Kelley, CBS. New York
Smith. Joe L., Jr., WJLS Beckley,
W. Va.Harry Mason. WLW Cincinnati
Smith,
Smith, Hugh M., WCOV Montgomery,
Smith,
Ken. Allied Record Mfg. Co.,
Hollywood
Smith, T. A., RCA Victor. Camden, N.J.
Snvder, Glenn. WLS Chicago
Soule, F. C,
WFBL Svracuse, N. Y.
Ala.O. 'P., KTFI Twin Falls, I^a.
Soule.
ington
Southmayd.
John P., attorney, WashSowell, F. C, WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
Spann,
KXLR June,
Little and
Rock,Spann.
Ark. Melvin P..
Sparnon,
Kenneth,
Broadcast
Music
Inc., New York
Spokes, A. E., WJOY Burlington, Vt.
Springgate, V. N., KXOK St. Louis, Mo.
Squire. Burt, Broadcast Music Inc.,
New York
Steele, V. J., WVJS Owensboro, Ky
Stewart, Elliott A., WIBX Utica, N. Y.
Storer, George B., WSPD Birmingham,
Mich.
Stough, Parker, Bruce Eells & Assoc.
Inc., Hollywood
Chicago Horace N., Radiotime Inc.,
Stovin,

Conference

Streibert, Theodore C, WOR New York
Strine, Leroy K.. WORK York, Pa.
Strouse, Ben, WWDC Washington
Sullivan,
S. D. Donald D., WNAX Yankton
Taft, Hulbert, Jr., WKRC Cincinnati
Taishoff,
Sol, BROADCASTING-TELECASTING.
Tarter, George L., KCRC Enid, Okla.
Taylor, Herbert E., Jr., Allen B. DuLaboratories Inc., Clifton, N. J
N. J. Mont
Taylor,
J. P., RCA Victor, Camden,
Teich, Walter J., KROS Clinton, Iowa
Terry, Hugh B., KLZ Denver, Col.
Testut,
S., Associated Program
Service,Richard
New York
Thorwald, John, KWBE Beatrice, Neb.
Tichenor. Dudley, WKBW Buffalo, N.Y.
Tilton,
C, Wincharger Corp.,
Sioux Allen
City, Iowa
Tincher,
Robert
R., WNAX Yankton,
S. D.
Thomas. C. L., KXOK St. Louis, Mo.
Thomas, Eugene S., WOIC (TV) Washington
Thompson,
Bill, BROADCASTINGTELECASTING
Thompson,
James
L., Edward Petry &
Co., Chicago
Tenn.
Thompson,
Marvin I., WIBK Knoxville,
Timlin,
Joseph F., The Branham Co.,
New York
Chicago
Timothy, B. P., Avery-Knodel Inc.,
Todd, Jack. KAKE Wichita. Kan.
Tompkins, Merritt E., Broadcast Music
Inc., New York
Tracy, E. C, RCA Victor, Camden, N.J.
Trainor. M. A., RCA Victor, Camden.
N. J.
Trautfelter, J. H. L.. WFBR Baltimore,
Md.
Trommlitz, L. W.. KERG Eugene. Ore.
Tuhy.
ington Stephen, Jr., attorney, WashTye, Keith, KVER Albuquerque, N. M.
u
Ulmer, Jas. G., KGKB Tyler, Tex.
Unger.
Alvin E., Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
Cincinnati
Uridge, Owen F., WQAM Miami, Fla.
Vadeboncoeur, E. R., WSYR Syracuse,
N. Y.
Voynow. Edward E., Edward Petry &
Co., Chicago

w
Wade, Ralph E., KOAM Pittsburg, Kan.
Wagenvoord, Fred W., KCRG Cedar
Rapids, Iowa
Wagstaff.
Walter E.. KIDO Boise, Ida.
Wailes.
Mich. Lee B., WWVA Birmingham,
Walker, Larry, WBT Charlotte. N. C.
Wall, Charles A., Broadcast Music Inc.,
New York
Walter, John M., and Walter, Mary M.,
WJPG Green Bay, Wis.
Wannamaker,
Allen E., WGTM Wilson,
N. C.
Ward, J. T., WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
Wardell, J. Gordon, KGBX Springfield,
Mo.
Ware. William E., KSTL St. Louis. Mo.
Watts. W. W.. RCA Victor, Camden,
N. J.
Tenn. Irving C, WSM Nashville,
Waugh,
Wayland,
ington Charles V., attorney, WashWebb. Frank V.. KFH Wichita, Kan.
Weed. C. C. and Weed. Joseph J.,
Weed & Company, Chicago
La.
Wehrmann, H. F., WTPS New Orleans,
Weil. Ralph N., WOV New York
Weis. Pierre,
Feature Programs. NewLang-Worth
York
Wells. K. G., KGBX Springfield. Mo.
Weitworth, Raloh C. Broadcast Music
Inc.. New York
Westlund. Arthur. KRE Berkeley. Calif.
Whaley.
Storm. KUOA Siloam Springs,
La.
Whrelahan,
H., WSMB New Orleans.
Ark
N. Y. LeMoine C, WHEC Rochester.
Wheeler,
White. Paul G.. WEIR Steubenville,
Ohio Lee I., KEYD Minneapolis
Whiting
Whitlock, E. S., WRNL Richmond, Va.
Wiig
N. Y. Gunnar O.. WHEC Rochester,
Wilder, Harry C, WSYR Syracuse,
N. Y.
(Continued on page 106)
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OFFICIAL LIST NAB ASSOCI.j
ATE MEMBER EXHIBITS AND l
RECEPTION ROOMS
Official

NAB

Management

Menday, April 17 (9:30 a.m. -12 noon)
Opening
remarks
— Matthew Bonebrake,
chairman,
FM Committee.
SPECIALIZED ADAPTATIONS OF FM
BROADCASTING —
"Functional Music" — Howard Lane, director of broadcasting, Field Enterprises, Chicago.
"Transit
Radio president,
— A Retail Transit
Medium"Radio,
— C.
L. Thomas,
St. Louis.
"Advertising's Biggest Challenge to
Radio;leyHow
FM president,
Will Meet It"—
StanJoseloff,
Storecast
Corp. of America, New York.
"FM
— Matthew
brake,Networking"
general manager,
KOCY Boneand
KOCY-FM Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
"Summary of FM's Special Services —
How to Use One or All" — Edward
Wheeler, president, WEAW Evanston,
HI.,
111 and WOKZ and WOKZ-FM Alton,
HOW TO BUILD THE FM AUDIENCE
AND SELL IT—
"Why I Duplicate" — Merrill Lindsay,
general manager, WSOY and WSOYFM, Decatur, 111.
"Why
Do Not andDuplicate"
— Robert
Dean, I president
general manager,
KOTA
and
KOTA-FM
Rapid
City,
S. D.
HOW TO MEASURE THE FM AUDIENCE— Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, acting
president, BMB.
QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD—
FM Panel — Messrs. Lane, Thomas, Joseloff, Lindsay, Dean and the following
members of the FM Committee:
Messrs. Bonebrake and Wheeler;
Everett Dillard, general manager,
WASH (FM) Washington; Frank
Fletcher, co-owner of WARL and
WARL-FM Arlington, Va.; Victor
Diehm, president and general manager, WAZLJosh
and Home,
WAZL-FMpresident,
Hazleton, Pa.;
WCEC
and
WFMA
Rocky
Mount,
N. C.

As
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Conference

Monday,
12 noon — Presiding:
Luncheon Howard
in the
Grand Ballrom.
Lane, WJJD Chicago, Chairman of
NAB Board's Convention Sites &
Policy Committee. OPENING THE
CONVENTION — Justin Miller, presiNAB . Anniversary.
. . and a bow to BMI
on its dent,
Tenth
1:30 p.m.— Eighth Street Theatre. THE
AMERICAN BROADCASTER'S RESPONSIBILITY in World AffairsSpeaker to be announced.
2:30 p.m.— THE AMERICAN BROADCASTER'S RESPONSIBILITY in Industry— Herman W. Steinkraus, president, U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
3:30 p.m.— THE AMERICAN BROADCASTERS RESPONSIBILITY in Labor Relations — Labor Management
bor Relations — LABOR - MANAGEMENT PANEL — Judge Miller presiding. Representing Labor — Daniel W.
Tracy, president,
Brotherhood of ElectricInternational
Workers (IBEW);
A. Frank Reel, executive secretary,
American Federation of Radio Artists
(AFRA). Representing Management
— C. L. Thomas, general manager,
KXOK and KXOK-FM St. Louis;
Harold Essex, vice president and
managing
Salem, N. C.director, WSJS, WinstonTuesday,
April 18, THE
9:30 a.m.—
Eighth
Street Theatre.
AMERICAN
BROADCASTER'S RESPONSIBILITY
in His Own Profession — Membership
meeting — Presiding Judge Miller.
BMB Discussion — Dr. Kenneth H.
Baker, discussion chairman.
Other Business.
NOTE: Onlytification
those
bearing
NAB Cer-to
Cards will
be admitted
Active
MemberIf Section
Theatre'sto
Main Floor.
you are ofentitled
such certification and do not have an
identity card,
attendantFloor.
at Certification Desk,see
Mezzanine
12:30 p.m. — Luncheon in the Grand
Ballroom. THE AMERICAN BROAD-

clear

as

a

Agenda

CASTER'S RESPONSIBILITY to His
Government — Presiding Judge Miller.
Hon. Wayne Coy, Chairman, FCC.
2:30 p.m.— Eighth Street Theatre— THE
AMERICAN BROADCASTER'S
RESPONSIBILITY in World Economics
— Hon. Paul G. Hoffman, Administrator, Economic Cooperation Administration.
3:30 p.m.— THE AMERICAN BROADin Agriculture —CASTER'S
H. E. RESPONSIBILITY
Babcock, author,
businessman and farmer.
7 p.m. — Normandy Lounge — Reception.
7:30 p.m. — Grand Ballroom, Annual
Banquet.
Wednesday, April 19 — Eighth Street
Theatre, 10 a.m. — Television Session,
Presiding Dave Garroway. "The
Morning After" — Kukla, Fran and
Ollie, NBC; "A Show a Day"— Burr
Tillstrom;
"NAB -WOIC
TV" (TV)
— Eugene
Thomas, manager,
Washington.
PANEL — Theme— "The Show's the
Thing"— "I Watch It"— Jack Mobley,
Radio & TV editor, Chicago Daily
News, duce speaking
for— public;
"I ProIt Nationally"
Ernest Walling,
producer, NBC, speaking for network;
"I Produce It Locally" — Robert D.
Swezey,leans,manager,
WDSU Ideas
New and
Orspeaking for station.
questions from floor. "Welcome to
Show Business."
PANEL — Theme— "The Profit Motive"
—"TV
PaidSales
Off Inc.,
for Me"—
Jim
Moran, Has
Motor
Chicago,
speaking for advertiser; "It Must Pay
Off for My Clients" — Marion Harper
Jr., president, McCann-Erickson Inc.,
speaking for agency; "And It Must
Pay Off for
William B.speaking
Ryan,
manager,
KFI Me"
Los— Angeles,
for station. Ideas and questions from
the
floor. C."OurTait,
Television
Privilege"
— Robert
president,
Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester.

winter's

Exposition HallStevens.
located Lower Lev<-1 '
All rooms in Stevens unless specified'
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
Altec Lansing Corp
504/ |
Amperex Electronic Corp
557/
Ampex Electric Corp
553/;
Andrew Corp
Space <
CollinsB. Radio
Space
Allen
DuMontCo
Lab
Space lr'i
Emsco Derrick & Equipment Co. DraV
Fairchild Recording Equipment
Corp
548/ f
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp. . . 53<|
Gates Radio Co.
Space :j
General Electric Co
210(4
Spaces
ItfiJ
General Precision Lab Space 7,52)1

Gray Research & Development Co.. -56(1
Graybar Electric Co
504.4 4
International Derrick & Equipment Co
539.vj
Machlett Labs
504.4 j
Magnecord Inc
537.4 1
Mcintosh Engineering Lab
537.4 I
Multipulse Sales Co.
550.41
Musicolor Inc
526.4 j
Presto Recording Corp
5113
Radio Corp. of America
5071
Space 14 \
Raytheon Mfg. Co
Space 1.4
Westinghouse Electric Corp. . 509.4 :
Wincharger Corp
551.4 !
RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS
C. E. Hooper Inc
2300 \
NETWORKS
ABC
1005AJ
CBS
1805AI
MBS
2316J

night...
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TOO
pEWS SERVICES
fNS-INP Television Dept
553
.ERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
Si-oadcasting-Telecasting
1206
keystone Broadcasting System . 521A
lliadio Television Publicity Corp. . . . 529
Isadiotime
561
Standard Rate & Data Service . 519A
ItATION REPRESENTATIVES
Ivery-Knodel
1005
jiohn Blair & Co
2320
Boiling Co
633
•Branham Co
1900
Free & Peters
1706
lieorge P. Hollingbery Co
1905A
Catz Agency
2000
liobert Meeker Assoc. ....Blackstone
Sdward Petry & Co
1700
Paul H. Raymer Co
Blackstone
.Weed & Co
2306A
Transcription companies
and program services
ikllied Record Mfg. Co.
2229
Associated Program Service . . 1506A
broadcasting Program Service . 524A
( ?apitol Records Inc.
i Broadcast Division
532A
Columbia Transcriptions
. 509
3ruce Eells & Assoc
542A
[Harry S. Goodman Radio &
I Television Productions
515A
^ang- Worth Feature Programs 512 A
•ID. P. MacGregor Electrical
Transcriptions
502
Tharles Michelson Inc
560A
[RCA Recorded Program Services 512
■gESAC Inc
530A
Space 2A
Standard Radio Transcription
Services
557
>Vorld Broadcasting System
500
rrederic W. Ziv Co
500

Ever hear the moan

Milestones
► WMCP (FM) Baltimore celebrated its second anniversary
March 15. During a two-hour program aired especially for the event,
messages of congratulation received
from government and civic leaders,
FCC officials, radio talent and other
stations were aired. Many celebrities were present in person.
► St. Patrick's Day was an occasion of double significance at KWK
St. Louis because on that day the
station marked its 23d anniversary.
► An anniversary broadcast from
the main intersection of Wichita
Falls, Tex., helped Bill Hood celebrate his 4,000th broadcast of The
M an-on-the-Street show over
KFDX that city.
► Ten American Beauty roses, one
for each year she has been broadcasting, were presented to Heloise
Parker Broeg, who has conducted
Food Fair on WEEI Boston for
that length of time.
► CBS Invitation To Learning
April 2 celebrated its 10th year on
the air. By way of observing the
anniversary, the network has
started a 27 week "Tenth Anniversary Series" based on subject matter of programs heard the first year
Invitation was aired.
► Monday, April 3, marked the
sixth anniversary of Ruth Crane's

Modern Woman program over
WMAL Washington. The show is
heard 11:30-12 noon Mon.-Fri.
► Around-the-clock broadcast
helped WSFA Montgomery, Ala.,
celebrate its 20th anniversary
March 31 and April 1. In 1930 the
station first took the air on March
31, with formal opening on April 1.
► A novel party, at which food
was served on discs of former
shows, place cards were made from
old scripts and favors were made
up of sound effects used in past
productions, marked the 150th
broadcast of Knowledge in Action.
Show is produced by U. of Denver,
and aired over KVOD that city in
cooperation with the Rocky Mountain Radio Council.
► Harvey Olson, program manager of WDRC Hartford, Conn., is
observing his 15th anniversary
with the station this month.
► WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C,
celebrates its 20th anniversary
today (April 17). An NBC affiliate
operating on 600 kc with 5 kw,
WSJS is licensed to Piedmont Publishing Co., publisher of WinstonSalem Journal and Twin City Sentinel. Station began FM operation
in 1947 and currently has television application pending for Channel 6. Officers include Gordon Gray,
president, and Harold Essex, gen-

IT'S now "Col." Sandy Saunders (r),
as the farm director of WKY Oklahoma City, is presented with a commission of full colonelcy on the
governor of Oklahoma's staff by
James E. Berry, lieutenant-governor.
Col. Saunders, who is heading the
31 -day WKY farm tour through
Central and South America [Broadcasting, Feb. 6], was delegated full
authority to represent Oklahoma in
the 19 countries to be visited.
eral manager. Mr. Gray, resigning
Secretary of Army, becomes president of U. of North Carolina Sept.
1. Meanwhile, he is serving as.
special assistant to President Truman.
► Third anniversary of Continental FM Network was celebrated
Sunday, March 27, with debut of
a new discussion series conducted
by St. Johns College, Annapolis,
Md., under the title, Background
of Democracy. Series is heard on
20 Continental stations, Sunday*
6:30 p.m.

of a train whistle, far off on a cold

winter's night? A memorable sound, isn't it? Distant and
near at the same time . . . distinctive in a way nothing
else seems to duplicate.
Nothing can duplicate the subtle innuendos of sound
except the very finest in recording equipment. And, for
that, there is no instrument like a PRESTO recorder. Disc
or tape, PRESTO equipment is without equal for quality,
full tonal response, and long, reliable performance.
Disc or tape, PRESTO is the finest you can buy.
BROADCASTING
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RECORDING CORPORATION
Paramus, New Jersey
Mailing Address: Box 500, Hackensack, N.
IN CANADA:
OVERSEAS
:
M. Simons Company,
Inc.
Walter
DominionP. Downs,
Square BLtd.dg
25
Warren
Street
Montreal, Quebec
New York, N.Y.
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LATEST
CONLAN RADIO REPORT
— SHARE OF AUDIENCE —
Morning
Periods

Afternoon
Periods

'A" Network50 Kw.

27.6

26.5

WHLI

26.7

'B" Network50 Kw.

10.2

'C" Network—
50 Kw.

14.3

"D" Network—
50 Kw.

10.8

"E" Independent50 Kw.

2.0

"F" Independent —
10 Kw.

2.3

All Others— FM-TV

6.1

25.9

DEAN
AVERY, andmanager
Young & ofRubicam's
appointed
vice R.president
generalof manager
Young & Mexico
Rubicam,office,
Mexico,
S. A.
JAMES B. STANTON named vice president in charge of plans and
merchandising, and LUIS GURZA appointed vice president in charge of radio
and TV.
DICK DEXTER appointed merchandising director in Chicago office of Sherman
& Marquette. He formerly was with Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
E. GORDON LANE appointed in charge of new business operations in New
York-middle-Atlantic area for James Thomas Chirurg Co., New York, effective
May 1. He has been general manager of Boston office of firm for past several
EDWARD F. BUXTON, former copy supervisor of Ellington & Co., New York,
years.
joins copy department of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
DON DOBKIN joins Lancaster Adv., New York, as copy chief and account
executive. He formerly had been with Wiley, Frazee & Davenport Inc., New
York.
JAMES PHILLIPS, formerly head of L. Foster Adv., Los Angeles, joins Phil D.
McHugh Co., Beverly Hills, Calif., as account executive.

8.1

W. ROBERT MITCHELL, for last five years vice president in charge of creative
work and service on domestic accounts in New York office of Grant Adv. Inc.,
and before that account executive with McCann-Erickson, New York, joins
Lawrence Boles Hicks Inc., New York, as vice president.

14.3

HERBERT SALINGER joins copy staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago. He
worked previously for RKO Pictures, same city.

2.2

ROSINA LEWIS TODD, formerly with Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles, joins
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, that city, as media director. STANLEY PFLAUM
joins agency as vice president in charge of plans. For past 15 years he has
been president of Stanley Pflaum Assoc., Ltd., national advertising and sales
counsel agency, headquartered in Chicago.
FRED FREELAND, former television director of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago,
joins Galbreath Picture Productions, Ft. Wayne, Ind. He will continue to produce TV films for R&R and serve agency as consultant and freelance director.

1.5

RUTH L. RATNY joins radio and television department of LeVally, Chicago.
She worked previously at Ruthrauff & Ryan and Foote, Cone & Belding, both
Chicago.

13.1

8.4

Survey Periods: Monday thru Sunday — 8:00 A.M. to
5:30 P.M. — February 1950, Hempstead, Long Island,
New York.

AND

IN HEMPSTEAD

THE

JiONG

VOVCEOF

LONG
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63%

8MB*

AMP"

,

ISLAND

N.Y.

MAPPING plans for opening of West-Marquis Inc.'s Long Beach, Calif., branch
office on May \ are (I to r): Seated, Jack Horner, newly appointed office
manager; John R. West, advertising agency's president, and Oliver F. McFadden, who will serve as account executive and art director; standing, George
Wolfe, W-M's radio and TV director, and Pat O'Rourke, of agency's publicity
and public relations staff. Acquisition of facilities at Long Beach adds that
branch to other offices maintained by the agency in Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland, Ore., and Seattle. Mr. Horner formerly managed Long Beach Retailers Associated Offices at 602 Pacific Ave., where Mr. McFadden operated
his own agency the past five years, and which will be used by W-M.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

IN

PES

5

MOINES

MONTH

AVERAGE
TREND

KSO

is the only network

IN

station in Des Moines

share of the audience — 5 months,
with same

SHOWS

October

STARTLING

HOOPER

RATINGS!

to show an increase in Hooper

through

February,

as compared

period last year. All other network

stations suffered a loss.

Percentage

or

Gain

Loss

STATION

B

—

STATION

C

-22.0%

STATION

D

—

KSO

7.0%

15.4%

+24.2%

Based on 5 month Hooper Fall-Winter report, T. R. P., as compared with same report last year.

PERCENTAGE

STATION

B

—

KSO

KSO

KSO

STATION

7.0%

C

KSO

+24.2%

gains

GAIN

31.2%

KSO

gains

OVER

ALL

STATIONS

—22.0%

STATION

+24.2%

KSO

46.2%

KSO

D

—15.4%
+24.2%

gains

39.2%

Based on 5 month Hooper Fall-Winter report, T. R. P., as compared with same report last year.
This remarkable
overwhelming

change

is a definite indication

for

K. H. MURPHY,
KSO

BROADCASTING

watts

the

trend is to KSO.

CBS

5000

that in Des Moines

1460

• Telecasting

Central

President

S. H. McGOVERN,
kilocycles

Iowa

Gen.

headleyreed,

Mgr.
Nat. ReP.
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Every

Fifth

Radio

Home

.

.

. FREE

After serving as the "different" network for

Another thing we like about the Index is the way

over 15 years, we now find that difference

it weighs all four networks -strictly by homes-per-

branded— in earthy, fiscal terms— by the authori-

dollar— during the full 12 months of January through

tative Mr. A. C. Nielsen. His studies reveal that

December, 1949:

the price of four radio homes on other networks

Average Once-A-Week
Commercial Program on

Radio Homes Delivered
per Dollar of Actual Cost

All 4 Networks

281

Other 3 Networks

275

MUTUAL

338

will get you five on Mutual. In terms of actual
audience millions, this plus can shape a Rainiersize peak on your sales horizon.
One thing we like about the Nielsen "Homes
per Dollar" Index is that it reports just that. It

Based on Total Audience data. Programs sponsored by religious organizations omitted.

takes full note of ratings, but it keeps an equally

Here is dollars-and-sensible proof of the matchless

clear eye on the cost of each rating. By dividing

economy of network radio . . . the nation's only true

net time and talent costs into homes actually

mass medium. Here, too, is challenging evidence of

delivered, it comes up with data to warm

how much more your radio program can accomplish

the

heart of any comptroller.

on this "different" network.
The Difference is MUTUAL!

+
REMEMBER THESE OTHER MUTUAL PLUS-DIFFERENCES:
Lowest Costs, Hookup by Hookup, of All Networks.
500 Stations; 300 the Only Network Voice in Town.
Maximum Flexibility for Custom-Tailored Hookups.
vWhere-To-Buy-lt' Cut-ins Available at No Extra Cost.

broadcasting
th.
mutual
system

BROADCASTING
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ORTH POLE COLD STORAGE & ICE Co., Pittsburgh (North Pole's Real
Cream), appoints Wasser, Kay & Phillips Inc. to handle its advertising. I
N Ice
Radio will be used.
BONNEE FROZEN FOODS Co., St. Louis, appoints Oakleigh R. French & Assoc.,
same city, to handle advertising on Bonnee Buttered Beef Steaks. Radio and
television tests are being conducted in local markets. G. GORDON HARTSLET
is account executive.

willie
IS STEALING

MOST

IN INDIANAPOLIS

OF THE THUNDER

SINCE WE'VE MOVED*

GUNTHER BREWING Co., Baltimore (beer and ale), began sponsorship April
8 of reportedly first simulcast of racing event — Havre De Grace racing meet
which will continue for 16-day period. Two TV stations, WBAL-TV Baltimore,
and WNBW (TV) Washington, and five radio stations being used. Agency for
brewing company is Ruthrauff & Ryan, Baltimore.
ATLANTIC CITY RACING Assn., Pleasantville, N. J., appoints Wallace Orr
Inc., Philadelphia, to handle its advertising. Plans include radio and television
spots.
SCARFENET Co., Los Angeles (hair scarfs), starts 13-week TV spot announcement campaign on seven TV stations with plans for five more markets by
month's end. Currently three-weekly spots placed on KLAC-TV, one weekly on
KTTV (TV), both Los Angeles; two weekly each KFMB-TV San Diego,
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, WGN-TV Chicago, KPHO-TV Phoenix, KSD-TV St.
Louis. Markets mulled: Minneapolis, Newark, New York, San Francisco, Salt
Lake City, Newark. Agency: Stodel Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Co. (International Harvester Trucks),
launches 10-week campaign on Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co. stations, KFAR
Fairbanks and KENI Anchorage, Alaska. Live spot announcements are scheduled
five times weekly on both stations. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Chicago.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, introduces new laundry product, Cheer,
in two market areas, Kansas City and Syracuse. Radio will be used. Young &
Rubicam, New York, is handling campaign.
GENERAL CONTROLS, Glendale, Calif, (automatic pressure, temperature, level
and flow controls manufacturer), increases TV spot campaign to 11 stations
with one spot weekly for 26 weeks on KING-TV Seattle. Currently carrying
spots are WGN-TV Chicago, WXEL Cleveland, KRLD-TV Dallas, WJBK-TV
Detroit, WDAF-TV Kansas City, KECA-TV Los Angeles, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, KPIX (TV) San Francisco, KSD-TV St. Louis.
Agency: Hixson & Jorgensen Inc., Los Angeles.

The "sold out" sign hanging on our door is
quite common these days here at WISH.
Hoosier listeners like Hoosier talent and don't
mind saying so. In fact, they keep pushing

DIAMOND T MOTOR CAR Co., Chicago (trucks), plans TV spot series starting in three markets and expanding nationally. STUDEBAKER CORP. to
TV series. Agency for both firms, Roche, Wilexpand liamspresent
& Cleary, four-market
Chicago.

WISH advertisers' sales figures higher and
higher.

Metur&tJH Accounts

Keep your eye on Willie Wish. He's stealing
the show in Indianapolis.

• • •

ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, and P. LORILLARD Co., New York, renew sponsorship of Stop The Music, ABC-TV Wednesday, 8-9 p.m. Admiral Corp., for
television sets and home appliances, has sponsored 8-8:30 p.m. segment of
program and Lorillard, for Old Gold cigarettes, the 8:30-9 p.m. portion, for
through Lennen
past year. Cigarette firm signs for additional 52-week period
& Mitchell, New York, while Admiral buys its portion of program for an
initial 13 weeks through Kudner Agency Inc., New York.

INTERSTATE BAKERIES Corp. of Los Angeles renews Frederic W. Ziv package, Cisco Kid, for 52 weeks on eight Don Lee network stations.

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co., Boston, sponsors broadcast of Tanforan
Handicap, April 22 on 13 Columbia Pacific Network stations, 5-5:30 p.m., PST.
Agency: Maxon Inc., New York.
• • •
ABC Affiliate
NDIANAPOLIS
GEORGE J. HIGGINS, Manager
FREE & PETERS, National Representatives
Page 28
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SEIBERLING, secretary of Seiberling Rubber Co., elected a
WILLARD
director of P.
company.
York,
TED PALMER, formerly with Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New
where he was assistant to president and radio and television director, appointed
assistant advertising manager of Pepsodent Div. of Lever Bros. Co., New York.
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING
A

"No,

wc

ain't

'ONE

EVERYBODY

MULE

knows

that most

exactly

' FARMERS

Northwestern

farmers make big money, but our Red River Valley
hayseeds make fabulously big dough! ($1,750 per
family above the national average.) What's more,
they spend it !
When it comes to how to spend it, and what for,
WD AY is the most persuasive voice in the area.
Here are the Dec. '49 — Jan. '50 Hooper
parisons :

com-

Weekday Share of Audience
|
WDAY

Station "B"
Station "C"
Station "D"
Station "E"

Morning
63.9%
20.6%
6.3%

| Afternoon |
| 69.1%
11.7%
11.6%

4.9%

1.7%

4.8%

6.1%

Evening
66.7%
13.3%
9.6%
7.7%

Mail-pull figures prove that WDAY gets an equally
large and loyal listenership in rural areas !

FARGO, N. D.
NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS

Write to us or ask Free & Peters for all the dope
about amazing, 27-year-old WDAY.
you did!

You'll be glad

FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives

/

Teatute
MEET

THE

THAT WAS

NETWORK
MOTHERED

BY NECESSITY.
THE

PACIFIC

REGIONAL

. .

NETWORK

Newcomers to California since 1940 alone represent a
LARGER consumer group than the ENTIRE population of 38
other states. This fast flowing tide of new residents (3,833,000 in 10 years) has boosted California to second place
in retail sales.*
This mass population shift has created new problems for
national and regional advertisers, requiring reshuffling of
advertising allocations and the development of new ad\ vertising channels to SEEK OUT and sell the consumer.
Existing California media lacked the flexibility, the extensive and INTENSIVE statewide coverage to cope with this
vast and ever-expanding consumer group. That's why we
say the Pacific Regional Network was mothered by necessity.
f
^

*SRDS CONSUMER

MARKETS 1949-50

RETAIL SALES POTENTIALS:
NEW YORK
CALIFORNIA
PENNSYLVANIA
ILLINOIS
EXACTLY

WHAT

$13,792,000,000
$11,080,000,000
$8,504,000,000
$7,771,000,000

IS PRN?

A network of standard broadcast stations in virtually every
significant market in California, linked by high fidelity Frequency Modulation transmission, and united SOLELY to
provide national and regional advertisers with complete
coverage of this rich state.
WHAT ARE THE ADVERTISERS'
ADVANTAGES IN USING PRN?
• Economy — a saving of 20 percent of time costs
and elimination of line charges
• A single, easy-to-control, easy-to-promote
program
• Local station listening loyalty
• Sales impact through "where to buy it" cut-ins
from the local announcer
• Flexibility, free selection of stations, tailor-made
coverage
• Time-saving convenience through a single purchase and single billing
If you are looking for a better way to reach and
SELL the 1 0,730,000 consumers in the nation's second retail sales area, write or wire for list of stations and complete details.
PACIFIC
REGIONAL
NETWORK
6540 SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
TED MacMURRAY
CLIFF GILL
Sales Manager
Hillside 7406
General Manager
Page 30
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MORE THAN 1,000 square dancers
from at least 25 states are expected
to whirl away in the first annual
Prairie Farmer-WhS International
Square Dance Festival at the Chicago Stadium next October. This
is the prediction of General Manager Glenn Snyder and James E.
Edwards, president of the Chicago
station and Prairie Farmer.
WLS, which is underwriting the
entire project, is working in close
cooperation with the recreation division of the Chicago Park District
and state recreation leaders to bring
the dancers to the festival next fall.
The event primarily is a service to
square dancing, Mr. Snyder says,
and secondarily a station promotion for which the board of directors recently set aside an initial
The one-day festival, combining
$25,000.
educational values with entertainment, will begin with an International
Leaders'chiefs
Institute, atSquare
whichDance
recreation
will discuss ways of promoting
square dancing and will work out a
terminology in calling that will ap-

On

-Oil

Week

Blueprint for the dance festival
is formulated by (I to r) Messrs.
Edwards, i2oi/ and Snyder.
ply to all parts of the country.
The finale will climax the session,
and will feature the 1,000 dancers
in demonstrations and exhibitions
of special dances and techniques,
new ideas of production, including
the use of "black light," and whirls
and twirls native to particular sections of the country and to Canada.
Stars of the WLS Chicago National
Barn Dance will appear as guests,
(Continued on page 36)

-Account*

Campbell-Sanford Adv. Co., Toledo,
while
an undergraduate at the U.
non-ulcerous have
life been
amidst
the
a quiet
might
WHAT
of Toledo. (He has an AB in Arts
cool ivy
of a college campus
received in 1927 to show for time
was changed 23 years ago when
Carl Tester picked up a penny from
spent there).
a tea room floor.
Upon leaving Ohio State, Carl
It was this seeming quest for joined a now defunct Toledo advergold that eventually resulted in
tising agency as production manager. Three years later he became
Carl's present position of vice president and general manager, Philip a northwest circulation representative for McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
J. Meany Co., Los Angeles, and acworking out of Toledo. Then, folcount executive on Greenspot Inc.
lowing astretch as chief artist for
This was no ordinary penny that
the
Toledo Glass
changed the course
Sign
Co.
and a short
of Carl's life. The
partnership in the
coin had been dropmanufacture of adped (accidently or
vertising specialties,
purposely
has never
been
determined)
by
he succumbed to the
a Miss Anne Lloyd,
And toin "go
1937
the
urge
West."
an undergraduate at
Ohio State College
Testers found themwhere Carl was
selves in Los Anworking towards his
That, too,
was
well-timed.
Doing
PhD. Upon its attainment, he planthe first round of
ned to teach English
geles.
4-A agencies, Carl
literature. A year
following his gallant
chanced into the office of Philip J.
act, however, Carl
found himself marMeany just as a
riage-minded, deserted the academic halls
copywriter
announced hishad
resignation.
Carl
got
the
and former aspiraCARL
j0b. In 1939 he was
tions and sought a
more "lucrative" field — and the advanced to copy chief; in 1946 he
hand of Miss Lloyd.
became vice president and general
manager of the agency.
Having a bent towards commercial art and writing, he had no
As one who believes that radio
problem deciding upon advertising
has
an impact that "cannot be duplias his field. His introduction there
cated," Carl is a good choice for
had come three years previously,
supervisor of radio activities for
when he worked part-time for two
Greenspot Inc. Now sponsoring
(Continued on page 36)
years as commercial
artist for
Telecasting
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Representatives
from each
of our offices
are here at
the convention. We're
located at the BLACKSTONE.
Come on up, we' 11 be glad
to see you.

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

ATLANTA

DETROIT

H . V.
BARRETT
HEADLEY-REED
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Cover

I
shows how easy it is to run throug)
$40,000 these days.]
* t* *
!
KDTH Tops WSSV

Comments

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations on the new
cover of Broadcasting. It's swell
to see an old friend in a new hat.
Walter Craig
V. P. Charge Radio-TV
Benton & Bowles
New York
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations on your new
cover. It's a neat job.
George Durham
Media Director
Lever Bros.
* * *

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Your new cover format is a
great improvement.
Frank Stanton
President
CBS * # #

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations on cleaning up
your front cover. Modern styling
for a modern book.
Clair R. McCollough
President
Steinman Stations

Re: KTLN Purchase
EDITOR Broadcasting:
In your April 3rd publication
appears an article on page 66 concerning KTLN Denver, in which
you state Alf M. Landon trans-

TWO

CITIES -SOUTH

MISHAWAKA

- ARE

THE

BEND

SOUTH

THE

BEND

ferred the station to me for consideration of $5,000 and that I am
present owner of 35% stock in
KVLC in Little Rock.
I own 47% stock in KVLC Little
Rock, and paid Mr. Landon $45,000
for KTLN Denver. I also propose
to spend an additional $15,000 on
improvements.
Leonard Coe
Manager
KVLC Little Rock, Ark.
[EDITOR'S
the error.
The
dollar NOTE:
mistake Wewasregret
a typo.
Just

AND

HEART

OF

Color Blues
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . They [FCC Commissioners
are still considering the color
problem to the exclusion of every
thing else. This goes on even thoug]
the technical aspects of color ar
as confused as ever. Meanwhile
FM stations are folding up by th
dozen and AM applicants are losinj
the revenue that baseball broad
casts, etc., would provide. This colo
business is giving a lot of us rei
ink and a blue outlook — while w
wait for the green light! . . .
Robert M. Beer
General Manager
WATG Ashland, Ohio
* * *

MARKET

The city of Mishawaka begins where the city of
South Bend ends. They are separated only by a
street. The two cities form a single, unified market of 157,000 people.
Be sure to count both cities when you study
, this market. It makes a big difference. Here's
how: in 1948, South Bend ranked 90th in the
nation in food sales, with a total of $36,129,000.
But when Mishawaka's 1948 food sales are added,
the total becomes $45,385,000— and South BendMishawaka jumps to 69th place! A similar picture is reflected in all other sales categories in
this two-city market.
Don't forget, either, that
waka isonly the heart of the
The entire market includes
people who spent more than
on retail purchases in 1948.
And only WSBT covers

South Bend -MishaSouth Bend market.
over half-a-million
half-a-£////0» dollars
all of this market.

SOUTH
5000
PAUL
Page 32
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EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Mr. Lowell, WSSV, [OpEt
Mike, March 27] suggested some
body might make it five people ii
Little Theatre cooperation, by :
radio station. We can go f urthei !
In the April production of "Ligh
Up the Sky" by the Playmakers o
this city, the following KDTH am
KDTH-FM people will help lighj
up: Vern Stierman, assistant pro
gram director; Maurie Miller, an
nouncer; Virginia Van Patten, mu
sic director; Red "McGregor" Mc
Aleece, sports director; Dom Good
man, continuity editor; Bil
Thomas, announcer; Marth
Shorten, women's features direc,
tor; and the show is under the di
rection of Arnie Stierman, progran
director. Roger Kutsch, filinj
clerk, will act as call boy, and th
whole production is sound engi
neered by Bob Hancock, chief engi
neer.
Anybody want to go further?
Arnie Stierman
Program
DirectorDubuque,
KDTH-AM-FM
Iowa

BEND
• 960

KC

• CBS

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

Champions FM
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Why . . . are there not moi
FM
than AM
now on
air? stations
The answer,
it seems,
can th'
b
traced to two sources, the mam
facturer and the broadcaster. FI
has been steadily and cautious!
progressing for over a decad'
Television, on the other hand, ha
mushroomed with nightmarish pr(
portions. Manufacturers, dealer
broadcasters, and the public, c
course, have demonstrated gres
interest in television, and ha-v
done their utmost to accelerate ii
growth. Because of this, Fft
which ultimately will be the onl
truly acceptable form of radi
broadcasting, was shoved into w]
background. Progress was furth<
(Continued on page 36)
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...and
Great

delivers

Multi-State
of 643

you

a

Audience

Counties

Of all New Orleans stations, WWL, alone, gives you
this dominant coverage of the rich Deep-South market:
INTENSE PRIMARY
(50%+
PRIMARY

to 90%+)

114 Counties

(25%+ to 50%+)
PLUS

128 Counties

(10%+ to 25%+)

401 Counties

TOTAL

643 Counties

South's
Leads

Greatest
in

Salesman

Merchandising

Every place folks go in New Orleans, WWL's big visual promotion
campaign is on the job — selling your program!
On the street— colorful 24-sheet posters, streetcar and bus dash signs.
In the store— stack signs, posters, displays.
In the home— big newspaper ads — tempting listeners with WWL's
varied attractions. No other New Orleans station gives you so much
— so often — to build listenership.

Leads
Hoopers,

in
Too

South's

Latest Hooper proves that
WWL outranks all other
New Orleans stations in
share-of-audience. Evenings, WWL takes a greater
share-of-audience than next
two stations combined.

Greatest

NEW

Salesman

ORLEANS

50,000
CLEAR
CBS

A

DEPARTMENT

OF

LOYOLA

UNIVERSITY

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

WATTS
CHANNEL

AFFILIATE

KATZ

AGENCY

Feature of the Week
(Continued from page 30)
along with the station's top-rung
caller, John Dolce.
State leaders, now being selected
by the dance committee, will in turn
choose 10 sets of dancers to represent their states. The international
event will coordinate square dancing activities which heretofore have
been local. "There have been a number of fine state or regional promotions," Mr. Snyder said, "but square
dance and folk music leaders agree
that the impetus and prestige of
nationwide promotion is necessary
to bring square dancing really into
its own."
Local Last Fall
WLS, in cooperation with the
Chicago Sun-Times and the city
Park District, sponsored the Chicago Square Dance Contest locally
last fall. The competition element
has been eliminated from the upcoming festival, however, because

of the difficulty in judging. Walter
Roy, director of the Chicago Park
District's recreation division, is general chairman. George C. Biggar,
WLS National Barn Dance director, isvice chairman, and John
Drake, WLS promotion manager, is
coordinator of all activities.
State chairmen selected thus far
for the Oct. 28 event include representatives from Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana. Canada is expected to be represented
also.
The national promotion is an outgrowth of "a poll of recreation
leaders over the nation which confirmed our own observations
through the years that square dancing is the finest form of recreation
for both young and old," Mr. Snyder
said. He described it as a family
pastime "with countless health and
other benefits."
NEW poetry program on KWKW
Pasadena, Calif., Love's Notebook,
moves to Sunday, 7-7:30 p.m.

Adams Accolade
THERE'S NO DOUBT that
Cedric Adams, WCCO-CBS
Minneapolis commentator, is
appreciated in his home
town. At a testimonial banquet attended by some 800
persons, nessmen
Minneapolis
tabbed him asbusithe
city's "number one ambassador," and showered Mr. Adams
and his family with gifts,
among them a new Cadillac
convertible. Bob DeHaven,
of WCCO, was m.c. at the
dinner.
(Continued
page 32)
Openfrom
Mike
slowed by an unnecessary re-allocation of frequencies by the FCC,
causing manufacturers and consumers alike to throw up their
arms in disgust.
In the current mad scramble for
TV, manufacturers
have failed

Vle9o

,c u

COMPANY

n°°9a t

t

CHICAGO
NEW

Ch

YORK

DETROIT
Wcpo

.Tv

DALLAS
ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
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MEMPHIS
SAN FRANCISCO
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miserably to produce FM s
which are in any sense of the wc<j
worthy of the nomenclature of "
quency modulation.
George K. Thompson
635 East 108 St.
Cleveland 8, Ohio
* * #
Re: Peggy Lee Start
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Was interested in your pictu
of the Peggy Lee return to Nor
Dakota and the Winter Show he
at Valley City [Broadcast^
March 27]. ... It stated . .
Peggy Fargo.
got her While
radioshe start
WDAY
did si
at WDAY and received a lot j
help there the story is wrong
that Peggy's first radio appearan
was over KOVC in Valley City . I
. . . Am enclosing . . . clippiij
from the
Minneapolis
Robert
Ingstad Tribune. . I
Station Manager
KOVC Valley City, N. D.\
[EDITOR'S
WDAY
and allNOTE:
of radioStations
can be KOV
pro
of the rise to stardom by Peggy L(
A double page picture spread in t
Minneapolis Sunday Tribune for Ap
2 credits station manager Robert In
stad with giving Peggy her first rad
job in 1937. Our hats are off to t
champion talent picker for that yeai
On Al! Accounts 1
(Continued from page 30)
two quarter-hours weekly of Si<\
prise Package on 68 ABC WesteJ
and Southern stations, the oranjj
drink firm had done only spotf
participation before its large spla^
into radio in November of last ye
At that time the firm start
quarter-hour weekly sponsorship
that program on 15 ABC Weste
stations; renewed the schedule aft
13 weeks; March 2 increased it 1
twice weekly on 68 stations; aij
April 3 upped it to five times wee|Ti
ly on the same number of station
In the near future the firm plar
transcontinental sponsorship of tl

Greenspot also currently is spoi
program.
soring the three-weekly, quarter
hour Jam, Jive & Gumbo on WJMj
New Orleans.
Gai'l also is account executive d
Pierce Bros., Los Angeles (morti
ary), account. Firm recently con
pleted a heavy spot radio schedul
in addition to television progranj
ming on Los Angeles stations.
Born in 1905 in Marion, Ind., Caj
Kennedy Tester received his earl
schooling in Toledo. During ||
four years at the U. of Toledo If
was editor of the college annu:
for two years in succession.
Current club activities includ
membership in University Cluj
Los Angeles Advertising Cluj
Copy Club and West Hills Hur
Club. He is past president (for las
two years) of Southern Californi
Chapter, AAAA.
The Testers, who were married i
1929, live in San Fernando Valle
on their quarter-acre Rancho Mar:
Kay, an
posa. Daughter
plished
horsewoman"
at "accott
16, fq
from having advertising inclina
tions, is planning to become a doc
tor of veterinary medicine. Waltei
6, has expressed no specific inclina
tions in any direction.
• Telecastin
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GET

The

NOW*

HEP!

STANDARD!

GET

Setfatfuf

THESE
WHICH

Sww

COMMERCIALLY
ARE

STANDARD

AM

PROGRAM

HUNDREDS

CONCEIVED

INTEGRAL

DEMONSTRATING
TO

£V£ff!

OF

PART

LIBRARY,

THEIR

SALES

STANDARD

SHOWS,
OF

ARE

THE
DAILY

POTENCY
STATIONS

I

it's

easy,

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

HOW!

F AR-SIGHTED radio advertisers know that experienced stations with a flair for programming are the only
ones that can really drive home a sales story. And that's
especially true here in Dixie. . . .
At KWKH we've built up a terrific Southern Know-How
during 24 years of broadcasting to our own audience,
in our own area. Shreveport Hoopers prove that we're
spectacularly successful in attracting and holding this
audience :
For Jan.-Feb. '50, KWKH got a 100.9% greater
Share of Audience than the next station, weekday Mornings — 1 6.6% greater, weekday Afternoons— 76.2%

greater, Evenings!

KWKH
commands a tremendous rural listenership
throughout the booming oil, timber and agricultural
regions of the Central South, as proved by BMB.
Write to us or ask The Branham Company
facts!

for all the
KWKH

You'll be glad you did!

Texas

50,000

Watts

CBS

SHREVEPORT
f
The Branham Company

LOUISIANA
Af IcOlHSAS

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager
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As

Convention

Opens

NOTE
SOMBER
STRIKES
AB
processes (see engineering story
NAB. By April 4 the number had
By J. FRANK BEATTY
Saturday noon to consider prodropped to 1,110, or approximately
posed nominees for the new NAB
TheContinued
half
of the 2,200 AM and AM-FM
ARDS of 1,500 broadpage
40).annual displays
on page of62)equipheadquarters post of general manoutlets.
ters converged on Chicago
ager (see board story and general
Of the resignations, 80% are
the weekend for the 28th
manager story page 45).
declared to have been influenced
liual NAB Convention. At
Management Conference
Convening of the 28th annual
the higher dues they would
hree-day convention at the meeting finds the association facing by
in a Nutshell
have been required to pay as of
nvens Hotel they were to re- a membership problem ascribed
(See
complete
agenda page 22)
April 1. Nine FM station members were lost due to the fact that
ive aseries of messages cen- principally to the increase in dues
MONDAY
ing on a new theme — the for the four lower classifications
they were deleted. Three new as9:30 a.m. — FM SESSIONS, North
sociate
members
joined
prior
to
the
j.ponsibility of the broadBallroom
of the 12%% dis- convention.
ter to his country, to the plus elimination
count put into effect last summer.
12 Noon — LUNCHEON, Grand
rid and to the whole American
The NAB board ordered these dues
Possibility arose that other sta- Ballroom
noray.
tions might have decided to remain
changes at its February meeting,
1:30 p.m. — GENERAL SESSIONS,
Jot for years has a convention
within the NAB fold through April
effective April 1.
8th St. Theatre
gram been built around so somso they could take part in the conMembership Status
a note. The agenda for the
vention, with some of them making
TUESDAY
Since
February
some
70-odd
sta9.30 a.m. — BUSINESS SESSIONS,
'nagement Conference, starting
up
their
minds
after
the
conventions have withdrawn from memiorrow noon, has been tailored
tion whether to stay or resign.
8th St. Theatre
bership. These are predominantly
the management level. It carSteps to stage a membership
12:30 p.m. — LUNCHEON, Grand
low-income stations, though KVOO
drive have been considered by the Ballroom
b the formal designation, "The
Tulsa,
50
kw
outlet,
is
understood
terican Broadcaster's Responsiboard, and plans have been underto have withdrawn. In the lowest
1:30 p.m. — GENERAL SESSIONS,
ty in the World Today."
way to hire a field representative
8th St. Theatre
income
bracket
dues
were
nearly
Jke the Assn. of National Adwhose
main
job
would
be
to
recruit
tisers and the American Assn. tripled as a result of the doubled
new members and contact old ones.
7:00mandy p.m.
Lounge — RECEPTION, NorAdvertising Agencies, which met fee plus elimination of the disEarly convention activities cenarately and then jointly just a count.
7:30 p.m.— ANNUAL BANQUET,
tered on practical workshop probr t n i g h t ago [Broadcasting,
Thirty new members had joined
lems. The Engineering Conference,
Grand Ballroom
jril
the NAB's
annual those
pro- NAB since February, as of April which opened last Wednesday, ex- WEDNESDAY
.m is3],designed
to impress
1, leaving a net loss of roughly 40
plored new horizons in the tech10:00 a.m. — TELEVISION SESnical fields and reviewed new deo influence the nation's thinking members. Last Feb. 28 there were
SIONS, 8th St. Theatre
t the present world situation is 1,150 AM
station members in
velopments in equipment and
ious — more serious than most
^cutives and most people here.
Stress World Affairs
The idea of a program centered
top management problems and
URlhalf nevers°"
SK
CE
PLA
RADIO'
used network radio or
ir relation to world and national
NETWORK
RADIO,S although
it
ing car ownership,
with most new
airs emanated from the NAB
will be affected by TV, is too big cars radio-equipped. (4) More leiit only spasmodically as "in
sure time, with much of it spent used
and outers." Mr. Campbell pointed
;rd's
meeting
Washington Sites
last and efficient to go out of the pic- out-of-doors,
vember.
The in Convention
where
use
of
portable
ture, and radio probably will conout that much of TV's money will
tinue to fill a need that no other radios is popular.
banning Committee has come up
come from new advertisers or will
h speakers well-known to the medium can, Wendell Campbell,
Mr. Campbell pointed out that
de. They include Wayne
CBS Western sales manager, as- it takes 200 hours for a car to be be paid for by new budget allocations. He believes "all major media
serted Wednesday. He answered
driven 5,000 miles per year at an
yT, FCC Chairman, Herman W.
can emerge from this period of
•inkraus, president of the Chamthe question, "Is Radio Here to average of 25 mph. "And the only
of Commerce of the U. S., and Stay?", with an emphatic affirmamedium which can reach the car transition with more revenue."
tive at a luncheon meeting of the audience is radio." This is equal, Cost in relation to sales is going
ul G. Hoffman, EC A administer.
Chicago Radio Management Club. he said, to 50 days of listening in down, advertising appropriations
are being enlarged continually and
The planners have carried out
the average home.
Speaking primarily of network
income continues to go up, he said.
board's instructions, directed radio, Mr. Campbell cited major
Limited
TV
Approach
Howard Lane, WJJD Chicago, reasons why it will continue to be
"The curve of interest doesn't
Most network advertisers are slide
downward in radio, and more
unittee chairman and retiring successful: (1) The population is
».B director-at-large for large increasing, and a large number of approaching video on a "limited time is spent in radio listening than
tions, who worked with Robert new families will be exclusively front," he asserted. He cited ratio on anything else except working or
Richards, NAB public affairs radio homes. (2) There is a time of AM to TV shows for the followsleeping," he said. Anticipating
ing clients: Miles Labs., 8 to 1; network
ector. Other members of the and physical limitation to the
radio expansion, Mr.
amount of viewing which can be Procter '& Gamble, 20 to 1 ; Lever
imittee are Charles C. Caley,
Campbell said CBS for the first
♦IBD Peoria, 111., and James D. done, with no such limitation in ra- Bros., 8 to 1; Colgate, 5 to 1 and quarter of this year billed 4% more
Chesterfield, 5 to 2.
Duse, WLW Cincinnati.
business than during the same pedio (referring to TV's demand for
Among network TV advertisers,
riod last year despite TV.
\. board meeting was planned undivided attention) . (3) IncreasAnalysis
lOADCASTING

of Advertisers
• Telecasting

by

Product

Groups

—

Radio

page

64;

TV

page
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ELECTRONICS

Engineers

Shown

Progress

Side Meetings
(Also see Convention Agendo
page 22)

ELECTRONIC progress from the viewpoint of the engineer was re- has been working nearly a decade
Saturday, April 15 — NAB boar
vealed to a half-thousand of the nation's leading technical specialists at to bring uniformity in the equip- luncheon and meeting, Lower To\
the NAB Engineering Conference last week as the NAB's annual conment, processes and standards in- er, Rm., 12:30 p.m.
University Assn. for Professio
vention week opened at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago (see NAB Managevolved in various types of recordment Conference story page 39). *
ing. Many of the standards are in al Radio Education, PD 2, 9 a.r
(meets Sunday also).
While preliminary events on the ploye-Employer Relations Dept. di- worldwide use and those developed
MBS board of directors, Amba
agenda of the Fourth Annual NAB
rector, was to explain the need of by the committee from time to
Engineering Conference got under harmonious employe relations in time have been gaining equal rec- sador East Hotel, 10 a.m.
NAB Recording & Reproducir
way Wednesday, actual discussions the engineering department as a
of technical developments opened means of attaining operating effi- ognition.
Among the new standards devel- Standards Committee, South Bal
oped by various subcommittees are room, 3 p.m.
Thursday morning with the reading
ciency and keeping expenses at a
those covering wow factor (repro- Sunday, April 16— NAB Golf Tou
of a series of technical papers cov- minimum.
ducing), turntable platen (repro- nament for Broadcasting-Teli
ering the new and the novel asFollowing Mr. Doherty on the
ducing), concentricity of center
pects of radio engineering.
agenda was the FCC-Industry
CASTING
trophy,leave
TarnhotelO'Shantf
in connection with meCourse — busses
at 8:4
More pronounced than usual was
Roundtable, with Stuart Bailey, of hole, all chanical
recording; magnetic tape a.m.
the emphasis on the practical eco- the Jansky & Bailey consulting reel and primary standard flange,
nomics of broadcast and telecast firm, serving as moderator. ApABC Station Planning & Advi
accommodating 30 minutes of re- ory Committee, Ambassador Ea
engineering. Several times during
pearing for the FCC were to be cording.
Hotel, all day.
the Thursday-Friday sessions this Curtis Plummer, recently named
BMI board, PD 6, 9:30 a.m.
phase of technical progress was
Delegation Arrival
chief engineer; John A. Willoughdiscussed. It was slated for heavy by, assistant chief engineer; James
MBS affiliates, Upper and Lowe
Delegates to the Engineering
emphasis Saturday morning.
E. Barr, chief, Standard BroadConference - started arriving late Tower Rooms, 3-5 p.m.
Judging by indications during the
NAB Employe-Employer Rek
Tuesday. Large numbers regis- tions
CyrilDivision;
M. " Braum,
Chairmen, PD 12, 4 p.m.
opening days of the conference, the chief, cast
FM Division;
Broadcast
Edtered Wednesday morning and
Council
of Radio Journalism, P]
highlight of the
ward W. Allen, chief, Technical
afternoon, utilizing the relatively
Research Division; Edward W. free day to inspect in detail the
four-day agenda
5, 7 p.m.
was expected to
Chapin, chief, Laboratory Divi- heavy equipment exhibits in the Monday, April 17 — Clear Channi
sion.
be the Saturday
Broadcast
System stations, PD
Stevens' Exposition Hall and the
mornnig FCC-InIndustry Representatives
light equipment shown on the 9 a.m.
NAB Convention Resolution
dustry RoundScheduled to appear for the in- "Magical Fifth Floor."
table, an annual
Committee,
Rm. 706, 10 a.m.
Exhibitors
presented
for
the
first
dustry were Raymond F. Guy,
event that has
BMI-NAB
Oldtimers Dinnei
time some of the latest refinements
NBC;
E.
K.
Jett,
WMAR-TV
BalAmbassador East Hotel, 6 p.m.
brought better
in
transmitters,
towers,
turntables,
timore; E. M. Johnson, MBS; Wilunderstanding of
Tuesday, April 18 — Annual scratc
amplifiers, studio consoles, and
liam B. Lodge, CBS; Frank Marx,
common problems
of "Flea Circus," 5:30 p.m.
similar devices. [Exhibits were
ABC; Robin D. Compton, WOIC
affecting the regdescribed in the April 10 Broad
Mr. Bailey
(TV) Washington, and Mr. Mculatory and operNaughten.
casting]. Many engineering deleating sides of
ices is arranged by Arthur C
Only remaining Engineering
gates planned to inspect exhibits
broadcasting and television.
Stringer, assistant NAB secretary
Conference event, following the over the weekend with their staThese practical problems were roundtable, was to be a meeting of
treasurer,
assisted by Lucille Grif
tion's top management delegates.
discussed at length during an all- the NAB Recording & Reproducfin,
of
the
NAB
headquarters stafl
This annual display of equipday meeting of the NAB EngiMr. Stringer and Miss Griffi
ment as well as program, research
ing
Standards
Committee,
sched(Continued on page 56)
neering Committee. The commituled for 3 p.m. This committee
and other forms of broadcast servtee convened Wednesday morning.
Members Preside
Members of the committee preineering Group Muli
sided at the three-per-day sessions
of the Engineering Conference,
^
PROBLEM
NARBA
along with Neal McNaughten,
NAB Engineering Director. They CUBAN and Mexican interferIt was the first committee meetEngineering Dept. should handl
in view of the growing membership :
ence with U. S. broadcast service
served in an advisory capacity to
ing since the 1949 NAB EngineerMr. McNaughten in the advance occupied most of an all-day meeting Conference. Members were told demand for advisory services ane
the increased pressure coming fron 1
conference arrangements, with
by Mr. McNaughten that Mexico
ing held Wednesday by the NAB
international developments. Pros
Jessie Basnight, of the Engineer- Engineering Committee as the is making a series of skywave
measurements. These have just pect of a resumption of NARBi
ing Dept., as assistant.
NAB Engineering Conference
meetings in the U. S. next summebii:
Not officially billed as a confer- opened at the Stevens Hotel, Chi- started and may require several
ar auumn was discussed.
months for recording and analysis.
ence topic was the unsettled
cago
(see
main
Engineering
ConNARBA situation. Committee
ference story, this page).
Desire for extension of FCC skyReport on new recommendation
members worked over the NARBA
The committee recessed late wave curves to latitudes below 35 of the NAB Recording and Repro
stalemate at length and industry Wednesday and planned to meet
degrees was expressed by Mexico,
ducing Standards Committee wa
discussed. These were taken u]f)
engineers were expected to bring again Friday afternoon to go furMr. McNaughten said, recalling
ther into the NARBA situation. No that Canada inspired extension of at a committee meeting Saturday
up the topic at the Saturday mornThe committee reviewed the Fft
ing roundtable.
recommendations were adopted
the curves into higher latitudes.
NAB
President Justin Miller
On the Saturday morning agenda, Wednesday but it was indicated
protection situation. NAB las
prior to the roundtable, were two the committee might have a series attended the meeting and took part week had asked the FCC to hold j
papers. W. Earl Stewart, member of suggestions for submission to in the NARBA discussions.
hearing on the proposal to giv
of the NAB Recording & Reproduc- the NAB board at its Saturday
Agenda Endorsed
further protection to Class B F1V
ing Standards Committee, was
The Committee enthusiastically
stations in Area 2 as a means o
(April 15) meeting. Originally the
scheduled to open the Saturday board had planned only to discuss
endorsed the agenda for the Engiimproving service in rural area
neering Conference and adopted a [Broadcasting, April 10].
proceedings with a review of ad- the naming of a general manvances in magnetic recording, outresolution calling for a similar
Suggestion was made that th
lining the advantages of standard- ager.
meeting in connection with the 1951
Neal McNaughten, NAB EngiFCC
clean up its AM Engineerini
Standards.
NAB
Convention
Week.
ization and taking a peek into
neering Dept. director, reported
the future of this newer form of on NARBA developments starting
Mr. McNaughten reported a conAttending the Wednesday meet
sound reproduction. George Adair, with the Montreal sessions last
tinued demand for the newly re- ing, besides Messrs. Miller, Mc
vised NAB Engineering Handbook,
Washington consultant, was to ex- autumn and continuing with acNaughten and Ebel were Jack E
counts of his Havana and Mexico
of which 1,400 copies have been
plain the FCC's audio proof of
Poppele, WOR New York; E. M
performance measurements and City observations. Committee memdistributed to members plus an- Johnson, MBS; K. W. Pyle, KFB;
suggest ways of recording these
bers joined in an exchange of views
other 500 sold separately. He sug- Wichita, Kan.; Oscar C. Hirsch
measurements and utilizing them. led by Chairman A. James Ebel,
gested the committee take a posi- KFVS Cape Girardeau, Mo., ant
Richard P. Doherty, NAB Em- WMBD Peoria, 111.
tion on the type of activities the Frank Marx, ABC.
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FCC

Urged

To

Consider

operate the only broadcasting- sta- its current impact upon the ques■*FCC
WAS TOLD last week thatPOLICY'
'UNIFORM
its "uniform policy" toward violation of character," he said.
Among the others who filed briefs
ikons on non-radio laws should be
Attorney
Paul A. Porter, anstatements, former FCC Chairother former FCC chairman, filed a
i o adopt no uniform policy other ortion."
man James Lawrence Fly felt the brief for Paramount Pictures Corp.
han a case-to-case approach.
questions posed by FCC in calling denying that FCC has power to
Most of the dozen briefs and
the
hearing are "naive" and "repre- effectuate any uniform policy
deadMonday's
by
filed
tatements
i ine
sent a childish groping for cer- which would deny broadcast licenses
dealt primarily with the
on the ground of a previous law
«j veight which FCC should give — or tainty."
"With all deference, " he wrote, violation.
anti-trust
applicants'
to
—
give
; .tot involvements, a question which
"I suggest there is no trick subaw
He noted that Paramount signed
stitute for sound judicial and ad- a consent decree in the recent moi -s holding up Commission action on
ministrative discretion."
a ijtnumber of applications.
tion picture anti-trust case, and
He felt that proof of "serious
Almost uniformly, they held that
contendeddustrial
that
the "instructuretherefore
which occasioned
aw violations — whether anti-trust violations of law" is "clearly pertinent on the issue of character."
aws or others — should not be taken
the assailed practices" has been
he pointed out that offenses
destroyed. The purpose of the antinto consideration unless they re- But
vary.
The
important
consideration
trust laws is remedial, not puniques$ ate to "character" and raise
tive, he said, contending that deions as to the probability that the is the "quality of the offense and
dolator-applicant will operate "in
:he public interest."
STATEMENT BY JUDGE JUSTIN MILLER,
The hearing, originally called
NAB PRESIDENT
ast January [Broadcasting, Jan.
30], is set for April 24.
THIS YEAR'S NAB Convention . . . will reflect the growing consciousThe Justice Dept., only non-radio
ness of broadcasting's impact upon the affairs of the world and its
nganization to file a brief, con- responsibility for helping to shape the world of the future.
ended that an applicant's antiSome of the world's most important men, leaders active in world
competitive practices should be
affairs . . . will be speaking to men who are, also, in their way, vitally
considered whether they involve
important in the generating of
actual anti-trust violations or not.
Even the Justice Dept., which
ideas concerning world affairs and
the communication of those ideas
imited its comments to "antiby broadcasting. All this is in
competitive conduct," felt FCC
;hould approach the problem on a
conformance with the established
ase-to-case basis.
policy of the Association that the
Cites Congress Policy
annual convention shall be a toplevel management conference, as
The department contended Condistinguished from the District
gress intended the broadcasting
Meetings which are conducted on
industry to operate "on a competia workshop basis, and at which
tive and not a monopolistic basis,"
bread - and - butter considerations
and that it is "of the greatest imsuch as selling, are given top
portance that licenses ... be
billing.
awarded to those who will exercise
the proper self-restraint and avoid
But a convention planned and
misuse of their powers."
programmed on a management
The Commission's
function in
level does not exclude the workJUDGE MILLER
passing upon license applications,
shop phases. The exhibit hall, the
Justice Dept. said, is to determine
Engineering Conference, the meetings devoted to FM, to TV, and to the
I "probable future conduct in rela- interests of non-affiliated stations all provide rich substance for broadtion to the public interest." A
casters whose interests lie in those directions. At the business meeting on
]"single misstep many years ago,"
Tuesday morning, opportunity will be afforded for discussion of important
*the department conceded, might
industry issues, which this year will include consideration of the proposed
(not be a fundamental factor if the new
BAM. Moreover, the staff directors of NAB will be available
Iapplicant has not more recently
throughout the convention for individual consultation. Members are
^displayed anti-competitive inclinato get in touch with them for the discussion of subjects of particutions. But, "unlike remoteness in urgedlar interest.
itime, the fact that the applicant's
Conventions Produce Results
conduct is remote from the comThese, then, are some of the reasons why NAB conventions are popular
nnunications field should make litand productive. The scheduled program gives color, form, authority and
itle difference," the brief asserted.
sanction upon the management level. The collateral activities provide
"Such practices as false adveroutlets for particular interests. NAB specialists are available for protising, discrimination against cusfessional consultation and advice. But after the work of the planning
tomers, the use of boycotts, predacommittee and the NAB staff are done, the broadcasters themselves make
tory action against competitors,
their own convention, in every sense of the word.
etc.," the department contended,
Perhaps most important of all, is the opportunity which is provided
"become all the more dangerous —
for broadcasters from all over the country to come together in twos
and the applicant who uses such
and threes to compare notes and trade experiences. Put two such persons
practices all the more objectionable
in the same room and constructive ideas are sure to emerge; revenueas a licensee — because of their
producing ideas, programming ideas, and others affecting all phases of
broadcasting. Broadcasting is like that: its practitioners, even those who
adaptability to the communications
are least vocal, are men of ideas. They are, in the best sense, pioneers
'
field."
whose art and profession depend upon the creative resiliency of their
Justice Dept., whose brief was
minds; upon their capacity to work effectively — with kinetic energy it
filed by John S. Stedman, special
might be said — in the unsettled complex of ideas which characterizes
| assistant to the Attorney General,
present-day civilization.
also apparently assumed that moThis 28th annual membership meeting promises to be one of the best
nopoly of communications is in- in the association's history, with major decisions to be made. It should
not be missed by broadcasting management.
volved "when the only newspaper
in a community seeks a license to
BROADCASTING
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Case-by-Case

nial of Paramount's television applications would represent a penalty contrary to the concept of
anti-monopoly legislation.
Our Suite
HEADQUARTERS
of
Broadcasting during the
NAB Management Conference are at the Stevens Hotel
in Suite 1206.
Mr. Porter claimed FCC may not
put inherent significance on antitrust violations outside the communications field. He also cited
court decisions holding "that a discontinued violation of the antitrust laws is no ground for withholding the enjoyment of a patent,
which, like a broadcasting license,
'is a privilege which is conditioned
Corp.,
by Westinghouse
a public purpose.'Electric
"
dealing with the question of antitrust violations, maintained that
FCC's authority is "limited to . . .
violations that have some direct
and proximate bearing upon the
public interest in radio communication," and does unrelated
not extendto to
"a
field of business
radio
communication."
The brief, filed by Westinghouse
Attorney John W. Steen, said the
company had been involved in past
anti-trust cases, but pointed out
that they reflected in no way upon
Westinghouse's ability to operate
radio stations. He cited the company's broadcasting record as proof
of its ability to operate in the
public interest.
NAB Files Brief
NAB, in a brief filed by General
Counsel Don Petty and Attorneys
Vince Wasilewski and Sidney Farr,
asserted FCC has no authority to
establish a uniform policy on nonradio law violations.
The brief contended that Constitutional limitations prohibit
Congress from granting FCC the
power to make law; that Congress
did not delegate authority to establish the proposed uniform policy,
and that, additionally, establishment of such a policy would go beyond the Communications Act and
violate the Administrative Procedure Act.
On behalf
of Warner
Bros.'
KFWB
Los Angeles,
Washington
Attorney John P. Southmayd reminded FCC it has consistently
handled the question of law violations on an individual or comparative basis, and said: "It seems
impossible to adopt a statement of
policy sufficiently flexible to cover
the individual factors and circumstances necessarily involved in
widely varying violations or alleged violations of law — federal,
state, and local, civil and crimiAlthough Warner Bros, was in(Continued on page 54)
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Profit
TOCK
A REPORT that ABC showed a
profit in the first quarter of 1950
touched off a buying spree that sent
the network's stock to a new high
— $12.75 — on The New York Stock
Exchange last Tuesday.
The report was made by Edward
J. Noble, ABC chairman of the
board, at the annual stockholders'
meeting. News of the favorable
earning picture spread quickly to
Wall Street, and heavy trading in
the closing hour of the day moved
the stock in an advance of 1%
above its closing price the day
before.
Amount Not Disclosed
Mr. Noble did not disclose the
amount of profit earned by the network in the first quarter of 1950.
That ABC showed a profit at all
was regarded a measurable improvement over its reports for the
similar period last year. In the
first quarter of 1949 ABC had a
net loss of $64,010.
The ABC chairman of the board
and majority stockholder said that
television financial prospects were
also brightening. Mr. Noble told
the stockholders that the network's

OKLA.

ASSN.

Bernard Heads New Group
FORMAL organization of the
Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. has
been completed by the election of
officers, it was announced last week.
By mail ballot, 25 AM and TV
broadcasters elected J. J. Bernard,
manager of KOMA Oklahoma City,
as president.
Other officers of the newly
formed association are:
L. F. Bellatti, manager, KSPI Stillwater, vice president; George Tarter,
manager, KCRC Enid, secretary, and
P. A. Sugg, manager, WKY Oklahoma
City, treasurer. Named to the board
of directors, other than the officers,
were Helen Alvarez, manager, KOTV
(TV) Tulsa; Allan Page, manager,
KSWO Lawton; Harold King, manager,
KHBG Okmulgee; John Esau, manager,
KTUL Tulsa, and Albert Riesen, manager, KVSO Ardmore.
As outlined by President Bernard, the purposes of OBA as an
affiliation of AM and TV stations
is to represent the industry before
government and business and to
present a "common front for the
advancement of the industry and
general benefit of AM and TV business."
The charter membership of OBA
is comprised of the following outlets:
KADA Ada, KWHW Altus, KVSO
Ardmore, KWCO Chickasha, KRHD
Duncan, KSEO Durant, KCRC Enid,
KSWO Lawton, KTMC McAlester,
KMUS KBIX, both Muskogee; KNOR
Norman, KBYE KLPR KOCY KOMA
KTOK KTOW WKY, all Oklahoma
City. KHBG Okmulgee, KSPI Stillwater, KOME KOTV KRMG KTUL,
all Tulsa.
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Brings

New

High

UP
five owned and operated television
stations were still operating in the
red but that three of them ought
to break into the black this year.
He predicted that within a few
months KECA-TV
Los Angeles

STATEMENT

BY PAUL

would show a profit and that KGOTV San Francisco and WXYZ-TV
Detroit would get into the black
soon afterward. WENR-TV Chicago and WJZ-TV New York are
in for a longer pull, he said.

B. WEST,

ANA

PRESIDENT

THE OPPORTUNITY offered by Broadcasting to have a share in greeting the radio industry at the time of the NAB annual meeting is always
gratifying. This year, however, it is particularly so.
Our ANA spring meeting is just over. Naturally, radio and television
were on the agenda. And, let me say
right at the outset, few, if any subjects on our program elicited the
interest of advertisers to the extent
our radio session did.
We were fortunate in our speakers. Such prominent members of
your industry as Niles Trammell and
Frank Stanton as well as A. N. Halverstadt, Procter & Gamble Co.;
Howard M. Chapin, General Foods
Co.; Robert B. Brown, BristolMyers; Leonard T. Bush, Compton
Adv.; Marion Harper Jr., McCannErickson Inc.; and A. C. Nielsen, A.
C. Nielsen Co. were on the panel.
What was done at this session of our
meeting has already been reported
by the press. But some of the questions put to this group will, I believe,
be of interest. They are indicative
of what advertisers are thinking and
are, in many ways, as significant as
the answers themselves.
WEST
Television's growth, naturally,
was one of the first things ANA
members wanted to hear about. They asked: "How long is the freeze
likely to continue?" "What are the estimates for future television set
ownership?" "When can we expect television time costs per thousand
(Continued on page 60)

'
LING
SENATE
subcommittee
hearings
GAMB
on the Justice Dept. bill (S 3358)
to control broadcasts and other
interstate transmissions of "gambling information" are slated to
get under way today (Monday)
following postponement of sessions
day.
originally scheduled for last TuesInstead of starting hearings as
scheduled [Broadcasting, April
10], the communications subcommittee of the Senate Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee
conferred in closed session with
Justice Dept. officials last Tuesday
on the intent and impact of the
proposed anti-gambling legislation.
Attorney General J. Howard
McGrath — whose absence from
Washington was given as primary
reason for postponing the hearings
last week — heads the list of witnesses scheduled to appear today,
along with James M. Mclnerney,
assistant attorney general in
charge of the Justice Dept.'s Crim-

The network's net revenues i
(after discounts) in television wer*more than half a million dollars ir.
the first quarter of 1950, Mr. Noble
said. In the same period of 194t
net revenues were $30,000.
Within minutes after the stockholders' meeting was told of the
financial gains, the stock market
flurry in ABC trading began. A
total of 41,300 ABC shares was
traded during Tuesday.
The brisk trading made ABC the
second most active stock on the
exchange on Tuesday. It was led
only by RCA whose shares listed on
the exchange are more than 10
times the 1,689,017 shares of ABC
outstanding. (RCA prices slipped
% Tuesday while ABC's were rising 1%. But on Monday RCA
prices reached a record high for
the year, at one point going for $20.
The heavy RCA trading was believed to be due at least partly to
the declaration of an extra 25-cent
dividend last Friday.)
Sale Rumors Denied
Mr. Noble also vigorously denied
rumors of an impending sale of
ABC. In response to a question
raised at the stockholders' meeting,
Mr. Noble said that such rumors
were without foundation. He :i
pointed out that he had not sold
"a single share" of his own ABC
holdings — 901,667 shares owned directly and 64,000 controlled by
members of his family and a foundation of which he is trustee.
All incumbent members of the
ABC board were re-elected at the .r
meeting. The board, in turn, re- r.3
elected all officers of the firm.

Philip Morris Moyes
PHILIP MORRIS Ltd. (cigarettes)
May 9 moves This Is Your Life
with Ralph Edwards from NBC to
CBS, Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m. Biow tisj
Co., New York, is the agency.
iil
1s
it

ing 0pens 1*8
te E. Hear
OB
PR
inal Division.
No E
date has beenSenaSen.
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
set for the testimony of FCC Chairhead of the Senate commerce com- *E 1
man Wayne Coy, who had been
mittee's communications subcomsupposed to testify at last Tuesmittee, reiterated that radio and
day's session.
FCC is known to oppose the bill, TV station representatives will be
given a chance to give their views
contending it is too complicated
on
the measure. Sen. Ed C. Johnand would create too great a poson (D-Col.), chairman of the ■ 1r
licing burden for the Commission.
Senate commerce committee, inFCC prefers a bill which would
troduced the legislation but made ad
provide, with less complexity, for
a ban on broadcasting, telecasting,
clear that he was acting on request
or common-carrier transmissions
of the Justice Dept. and did not
of information on bets, odds, and necessarily endorse the proposal.
prices
He said that actually he felt
events. paid in gambling on sports
"there is a border line between
Interstate Ban
gambling information and legitiThe Justice Dept. bill would
mate news," and that Constitutional guarantees of freedom of
forbid interstate transmission of
information might be involved.
"gambling information" on sports
Meanwhile it appeared that Sen.
events, and in the case of horse
races would require stations to Johnson's separate resolution calldelay the broadcast of details for
ing for a more far-reaching invesat least an hour after the races
tigation of gambling in interstate
are run. Stations would be limited
commerce had been shelved. Sento the broadcast of one horse race
ate Democratic leaders, faced with
(Continued on page 58)
per day.
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BMI's

Alley

Decade

3, 1939. On that date a lone ASCAP
AGO the broad- convention went on record as enrEN YEARS industr
official, the late John G. Paine,
y organized a
dorsing the position of an equitable
casting
new music licensing and pub- payment for the use of music by general manager, stated that the
president (Gene Buck) had gone
; shing firm in the hope that it radio and at the same time authorized its negotiating committee to on an extended vacation and he,
would ease a musical monopoly that
Mr. Paine, had no authority to
ad beset it, with progressive op- continue its efforts to set a new
agreement. Also, the broadcasters
discuss a proposal, since there
pressiveness, during most of radio's
wasn't one to discuss.
sought a clause permitting such
istory.
1 This month Broadcast Music Inc., stations as wanted it a per-piece or
Organization Planning
jhe organization established and per-program license, should they
Without
ado the committee set a
l/holly owned by broadcasters, is not desire a costly blanket license
proposed special convention in Chilielebrating its tenth birthday. It based on all their revenues, and
cago for Sept. 15, and there the
programs, whether or not they machinery
iould claim ownership and control
was set in motion to
were
all
music.
|f copyrights of several hundred
At
the
same
time
the
convention
organize
"an
independent source of
housand compositions in every muauthorized its committee to take
ical category. During 1949 actual
supply
of
music."
the same
time, a New York At
attorney
and
steps to provide music other than
Dgged performances of BMI music
copyright
expert,
Sydney
M.
Kaye,
ASCAP
in
the
event
further
efforts
xceeded 18.5 million on stations
was appointed as special counsel
at a new pact failed and a special
nd networks.
and he quickly proceeded to crysconvention
was
to
be
called
in
ChiOfficials of BMI like to say that
cago not later than Sept. 15, 1939, talize what the broadcasters had
his vast repertoire and its use have
in mind. At the meeting he prefunds which might be needost broadcasters nothing. The ex- to vote
sented a plan for setting up a
ed
for
such
measures.
Meanwhile
planation is that the industry is the NAB committee was to meet
music licensing organization that
•aying less today for both BMI
with an ASCAP committee on Aug.
would be the property of the broadnd ASCAP music than it would
ave paid to ASCAP alone if the
^SCAP proposal of a 7% license
By J. R. POPPELE, TELEVISION BROADCASTERS
ee in 1940 had succeeded.
ASSN. PRESIDENT
The introduction of competition
into the performing rights field
TELEVISION'S maturity as an important new industry on the American
ffectually lowers costs, expanded
scene has been swift and startling. Its enormous impact on existing
he available repertoires and creatmedia has bowled over many who were unprepared for such important
d new catalogues in all musical
growth in so short a time. Fortunately, there were large segments which
lassifications, it is the contention
sensed the possibilities years ago
f BMI.
and are today making the most of
what is likely to be a happy situation
Early Picture Dim
for years to come.
Things did not look so bright in
Periodic conclaves, bringing tohe years before the organization
gether as they do the best minds in
f BMI.
all phases of broadcast operations,
j The problem of performing
are a healthy sign, for they demlights fees had plagued broadcastonstrate the awareness of the indusers for nearly 20 years, defying
try
to
problems
that are current and
iolution through a series of litigathat lie ahead. The technical papers
|ions, complaints to Congress,
to be presented during the NAB
ntra-industry debates and discusConvention indicate that broadcastions. The problem had begun to
cers are alert to new trends and are
each a head in the summer of 1939
coping
with them. The economics of
.t a convention of NAB.
television, as they affect all branches
At that convention the NAB
of broadcasting, must also be re^usic Committee which had been
viewed from time to time.
.ppointed to negotiate a new conIt is apparent that only by tackract with ASCAP reported it had
ling problems with honesty and con>een unsuccessful in obtaining a
viction can the hurdles on the road
iroposal from the society.
ahead be surmounted. Television is
proving a challenge in many ways,
■ Proposal was sought on the terms
lo be met when the current pact
but none greater than the challenge
•etween ASCAP and the broadcastto all parties to make the most of its
Mr. POPPELE
rs ran out on Dec. 31, 1939. Nearly
unlimited potentialities.
00 stations represented at the
BROADCASTING
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BMI President Carl Haverlin does
the birthday honors.
casters,
month. all prepared within the
In Chicago, some 250 broadcasters were in attendance at the NAB
special meeting and they agreed to
contribute 50% of their 1937
ASCAP fees, pledging themselves
to a minimum of $1.5 million to
get the proposed new music organization under way. One month later,
Oct. 14, 1939, the state of New
York granted a corporate charter
to Broadcast Music Inc. Almost
coincidentally, the president of
ASCAP, Mr. Buck, set up a new
committee to draft a radio contract. The newly born BMI, under
the leadership of Mr. Kaye, was
now closing ranks in its drive to
organize and on Feb. 15, 1940, BMI
was declared operative. Exactly
246 stations pledged $1,140,375 as
a starter.
Ten years ago, April 1, 1940,
BMI began licensing radio stations.
Some weeks before, on March 21,
ASCAP had suddenly called to its
offices a special group of handpicked broadcasters, network and
station men, and presented to them
its new terms for use of its music
on and after Jan. 1, 1941. It was
a 100% increase in ASCAP revenue from radio, particularly from
networks and large stations.
Small Station Aid
Some small outlets which were
barely weathering the depression
and had little income anyway, were
going to be let off lightly.
Objective of BMI and the broadcasters was to build up a huge
stock of non-ASCAP music to keep
stations and networks on the air
after Dec. 31, 1940. BMI went
about coordinating an ample body
of music not controlled by ASCAP
of
every music
classification.
This from
nonASCAP
was obtained
three principal sources: (1) Popular songs by independent authors
and composers, (2) music of nonASCAP publishers and performing
rights societies, and (3) new copy(Continued on page 50)
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Schwerin
By ED JAMES
ALL-RADIO promotion film,
"Lightning- that Talks," has been
tested by Schwerin Research Corp.
before an audience that was representative ofthe general public. The
results of the audience reaction
analysis are being used as a guide
in the production of new versions
of the film, Broadcasting learned
last week.
One significant discovery turned
up by the Schwerin test was that
the audience, after seeing the film,
was overwhelmingly affirmative in
answering the question: "Do you
believe that radio advertising sells
more goods than newspaper advertising."
Majority Affirmative
In response to that question, 71%
said yes, only 14% no. The other
15% expressed no opinion.
The Schwerin firm showed the
film at one of its regular screening
sessions a fortnight ago at New
York's Museum of Modern Art.
The some 300 members of the testing audience were described by the
Schwerin company as "fairly repAWB

CHAIRMEN
Elected for 8 Districts

ELECTION of eight women broadcasters as district chairmen of the
Assn. of Women Broadcasters was
announced last Tuesday by NAB,
parent AWB organization. New
chairmen, comprising even-numbered NAB-AWB Districts 2
through 16, will take office following AWB's annual convention in
Cleveland June 1-3.
Balloting for the chairmen was
conducted by mail. Committee of
three active AWB members — Mary
Pauline Perry, publicity director,
and Ruth Crane, women's director,
WMAL-AM-TV Washington, and
Nancy Osgood, women's director,
WRC Washington — met with NAB
President Justin Miller and AWB
Secretary Bette Doolittle to canvass ballots and elect the chairmen.
(Other district chairmen are
elected during odd-numbered
years.)
Chairmen elected were:
District 2 (N. Y. and N. J.) : Doris
Corwith, director of talks and religious
broadcasts, WNBC New York; District
4 (D. C, Va., W. Va., N. C, S. C.),:
Alice Brewer White, women's director,
WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk, Va.; District
6 (Ark., Miss., La., Tenn.): Elizabeth
Alford, program director and continuity editor, KRMD Shreveport, La.;
District 8 (Mich., Ind.) : Edythe Fern
Melrose, WXYZ-AM-TV Detroit, Mich.;
District 10 (Iowa, Mo., Neb.) : Doris
Murphy, women's program director,
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa; District 12
(Kan., Okla.) : Ethel Jane King,
women's director, KFH Wichita, Kan.;
District 14 (Col., Idaho, Mont., Utah,
Wyo., N. M., part of S. D.) : Evadna
Hammersley, program editor, KOA
Denver, Col.; District 16 (Ariz.,
Southern Calif.) : Anita Chester, administrative assistant, public affairs
department, KNX Los Angeles, Calif.
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Tests

resentative" as a cross-section of
the general public.
Schwerin used the same fundamental techniques in analyzing the
film that it uses in charting audience reaction to other films and
radio and television programs.
At numerous points throughout
the screening of "Lightning" the
audience was asked to express its
liking or dislike for that particular

Public

Reaction

part of the film. At the end of the
screening additional questions were
asked.
On the whole, the audience was
not enthusiastic about the entertainment value of the film, a result
that was to be expected in the view
of the Schwerin company. The film
shown to the test audience was the
full 38-minute version that was
produced for presentation within

the advertising trade, and much of]
it was too esoteric to be appealing
to a more general audience.
The profile of the audience reac
tion to various parts of the film is,
being used, however, as a guide in]
the production of two different 20minute versions of the picture novunderway. One of these versions
is intended to be confined to the
sales stories in the full-length picture, and it will be presented only
within advertising circles. The
other version, to be aimed at more
general presentation, will contain
elements from the original picture
that are of broader appeal.
Audience Response
Questions asked after the screening, and the responses were:
Did this picture hold your interest?
— yes, 37%; no, 58%; no opinion, 5%.
Would you like to see this picture
shown in your local movie theatre?—
yes, 18%; no, 75%; no opinion, 7%.
Did you like the acting? — -yes, 32%;
no, 58%; no opinion, 10%.
Did you think this picture was true
to life?
— yes, 56%; no, 23%; no opinion, 21%).

THESE executives from New York, Boston and Worcester, Mass., were
among those who attended the dinner in Worcester on March 30 when
George F. Booth, president of WTAG-AM-FM Worcester, received the first
annual Isaah Thomas Award "for distinguished community service." L to r:
Seated, Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston, manager of New England operations for CBS; Joseph H. Ream, New York, CBS executive vice president;
Herbert V. Akerberg, New York, CBS vice president in charge of station
relations; Paul H. Raymer, New York, president, Paul H. Raymer Co.,
WTAG's national sales representative; standing, Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG
commercial manager, and Robert W. Booth, general manager of WTAG.

RADIO'S
salesman'
HTNING
LIGcelluloid
"Lightning That Talks," can be
and will be used as a "foot in the
door." Of course it is not a
panacea — it's a sales tool.
That's the opinion of a broadcaster who has been instrumental
in bringing the
trade's motion
picture to the advertiser -salesman's contract
anteroom.
In an interview
with ingBroadcastlast week,
Gordon Gray,
WIP PhiladelMr. Gray
phia vice president and chairman of the All-Radio Presentation
Committee, reviewed the film's reception in the cities where it has
been shown and mulled "Lightning's" future.
The broadcaster who makes "intelligent" use of the film, Mr. Gray
said, "will undoubtedly capitalize
on it." It is important for industry
people to realize that the motion
picture "was very much oversold"
as an idea and "regarded as a

The two 20-minute versions of
"Lightning," like the full-length
film, are being produced by IMPS
— International Movie Producers' T:
Service, New York, under the supervision of Victor M. Ratner.
The first of the two — the one
concentrating on sales elements —
is scheduled for release soon. A
new sound track is said to have
been produced to overcome objections to the quality of the sound
on the original film, and general
technical improvements are said to
have been made.
The Schwerin Corp. conducted
the test without fee, as a service
to the All-Radio Presentation Committee.

-H
* ■w
panacea,
which, UE
of course, nothing ■**ing the 16mm
there should
by all
VAL
ever is," he pointed out.
means be a rehearsal of the film.'l
Enlarging on this important!
In recent weeks, Mr. Gray observed, reports of satisfactory re- factor, Mr. Gray gave this illus-|
action in viewing have been coming
tration: In the showing before theff
Radio Executives Club at the Hotel
in to the committee from retailers
and regional advertisers, rather
Roosevelt in New York, the filr
than broadcasters. In light of this, technician failed to run it througl
he continued, it is necessary for the rehearsal. The lighting was badj
latter
to approach
film "not and
as and the sound mushy. But when!
broadcasters
but astheretailers
seeing the same film in better cir-j
cumstances, he said, it was perfectl
regional advertisers, for apparently through their eyes the film does "Anyone who is showing it should
be sure to run the film off first toi
impress on them the great power
see that conditions for showing are|
of broadcast advertising."
proper,"
Mr. Gray said.
Presentation Important
After Philadelphia subscribers [
With this understanding of the looked at the film under good showing conditions, Mr. Gray found!
film's
role, Mr. Gray
believes
"if
the subscribers
will use
it (the
they decided to rent a theatref
film) and then follow through in- rather than use a dining room to j
telligently, they will get a good permit favorable viewing condi- U
tions and to permit more people at
return on their investment." Intelligent use of the film, he said, the showing. "I think that wherever possible the film should be
takes in a few pointers in presenting the motion picture to shown in a theatre and I think
viewers.
that subscribers will find that that^.
First, the subscriber needs to is as economical a way of showing
understand that a 16mm film is
it as any," Mr. Gray emphasized.
Second, there is no doubt that
never as good as a 35mm film, he
(Continued on page 58)
adexplained. "Therefore, when showBROADCASTING
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As Board Mulls NAB Mgnager
RYAN
ON
YES
jTENTION focused mainly on industry's association.
Members of the special board
J person — William B. Ryan, of
committee are Clair R. McCollough,
If Los Angeles — for the newly
WGAL Lancaster, Pa., retiring
:)ated post of NAB general mansmall-station
director, as chairman;
board's
the NABscheduled
|r, on the eve of
Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston,
.^-convention
meeting
jnoon Saturday (April 15). It District 1 director; Howard Lane,
b to be the old board's final WJJD Chicago, retiring large-station director; Robert D. Swezey,
lifting.
t a series of meetings held since WDSU-TV New Orleans, TV diboard's February session in rector-at-large ; Calvin J. Smith,
KFAC Los Angeles, District 16
l.zona, a special board committee
director. Mr. McCollough was
!, scanned lis,ts of, persons whose
chairman of the board structure
jnes wer,e .mentioned. No definite
prmation has been given out by committee that drew up the NAB
completed in Feb| committee but it is known that reorganization
ruary.
l Ryan's name has been at the
| of the list from the start,
Ryan Background
phe advisory
apMr. Ryan was named general
*inted
to assistcommittee
PresidentwasJustin
of KFI-KECA Los Ange-lller in finding the best man for manager
les Feb. 15, 1943, when the stations
ts key job, the board having felt
Mr. RYAN
Lt a general manager must be were operated jointly. He had
served as a teacher of marketing
* * *
b at NAB's operating helm.
and business administration at
was
named
Northern California
Define Authority
Santa Clara U. and U. of San
Francisco before joining Foster & sales manager. With separation of
\s the convention approached,
NBC Red and Blue networks in
i committee is understood to have
Kleiser Co., outdoor advertising
1942 he became San Francisco gen:en up the problem of defining
firm, in 1928. During his service
eral manager for the Blue, and
■ exact authority and duties of at that firm he rose to head of
directed operation of KGO San
i general manager. Mr. Ryan is agency relations, poster and proJid to have made it clear that he
motion departments, leaving to Francisco. At San Francisco he
was prominent in music circles.
uld not be interested in the job enter radio in 1937 as an NBC San
Mr. Ryan married Gladys Louise
Francisco salesman.
less it carried extensive powers
r the general operations of the
A month after joining NBC he Marx Dec. 29, 1928. He is a past
president of the San Francisco
Advertising Club. Moving to Los
Angeles, he attained national statSTATEMENT BY FREDERIC R. GAMBLE
ure at KFI
during
the mid-'40s
AAAA PRESIDENT
served
on theandNAB
board.
Last January Mr. Ryan was
iJR best wishes to the National Assn. of Broadcasters for a successful
elected to the NAB board for two
ivention and year ahead.
years as a director-at-large repre;The past year, it seems to us, has been a good one in our agencysenting large stations (see board
story page 49).
'badcaster relationship. Not only have
time salesspot
continued
to increase,
but national
advertising
showed
the largest gain of any type of radio
business.
H. McCOLLISTER
The share of radio volume now deKilled in Plane Crash
veloped and serviced by advertising
agencies — well over half of the total FOLLOWING Requiem Mass in
volume — is a mutual and sizable
St. Martin De Tours Church,
responsibility..
Brentwood, Calif., Howard Jerome
This advertising must be soundly
McCollister, 46, his wife Helen
placed, if it is to pay the advertisers
Rhea, 46, and their two sons, Howand bring in new and repeat busiard J. Jr. 15, and Elliott, 13, were
ness. For that reason, agencies are buried in San Gabriel (Calif.)
deeply grateful for BMB Study No. Cemetery last Wednesday. They
2. We are looking to the new BAM
were killed when his single-engine
to find the means for continuing
plane crashed and burned at Palm
standardized and comparable audiSprings, Calif., airport on April 8.
ence measurements which agencies
Nationally known in radio and
so badly need.
advertising, Mr. McCollister and
The advertising must also be his brother Paul W. McCollister,
soundly planned by competent agen- operated their own regional stacies, if it is not to fail and jeopartion representative business with
dize the further use of broadcasting.
headquarters in Los Angeles. BusiBroadcasters, in their own interest,
ness will continue under direction
should be maintaining high stand- of Paul W. McCollister, it was anards for recognizing agencies and nounced.
Mr. GAMBLE
some machinery for recommending
Family were taking off for their
Bel Air, Calif., home when caught
hm, such as that long enjoyed by nearly -every other media group.
in a gale near Palm Springs. RejNot least, advertising must be paid for!
turning to the airport, the plane
(But agencies must collect from their clients in order to pay media;
crashed against a runway and foliencies "are not financial institutions. As a financial safeguard, it is
lowing a gasoline tank explosion
gh time for many more broadcasters to allow a payment stimulus which
burst into flames.
encies may pass to their clients; radio, and especially television, should
Besides his brother, Paul W.,
t lean any longer on the 2% cash discounts allowed by other media.
surviving Mr. McCollister is his
^There is no lack of constructive developments, it seems to us — there is father, Charles M. McCollister of
ed mainly for their wider adoption and support within the industry, Bu.rbank, Calif. Mrs. McCollister
ay the 1950 Convention be a further move toward solidarity.
is survived by a sister, Mrs. Donald
W. Titsworth of Altadena, Calif.
iOADCASTING
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STRENG
NABCites
Affiliate, TH
FM Units
NAB MEMBERSHIP is strongest
in the network affiliate and FM
station groups, according to an
analysis submitted to the annual
convention by C. E. Arney, Jr.,
secretary-treasurer (see membership review in main convention
story page 39).
Of national network affiliates,
62% are NAB members, it was
shown. The breakdown: ABC, 68%
membership; CBS, 69%; MBS,
54%„ and NBC, 69%.
Only 39% of nonaffiliated stations are members, according to
the report. FM membership in
NAB is 62% compared to 51% for
AM outlets and 34% for TV stations. Total membership of 1,726,
according to this pre-convention
report, consists of 708 network
affiliates and 431 nonaffiliates, or
1,139 of the 2,254 AM stations
authorized by the FCC. The membership thus comprises 1,139 AM
stations, 476 FM and 37 TV stations, plus 74 associates, with 53%
of the 3,126 authorized stations
belonging to NAB.
District 4 Largest
Largest membership again is
found in District 4 (Va., N. C,
S. C, W. Va., D. C.) with 224
stations, followed by District 3
(Pa., Md., Del.) with 152 outlets.
By dues classifications, 271 stations as of March 1 were in the
lowest group, compared to 329 one
year ago.
In an analysis of income and
expense for the calendar year 1949,
total income amounted to $763,959,
consisting of $747,641 from member dues, $3,413 from engineering
handbooks, $1,138 from member
service subscriptions, $11,390 from
rent of the old NAB building, $270
from sale of the Joske report, $8
from National Opinion Research
Council and $96.47 miscellaneous.
Income totaled $817,236 in 1948 of
which $801,943 came from member
dues.
Expenses in 1949 consisted of
$439,478 salaries, $134,702 general
and office expense, $11,910 committee expense, $81,851 travel expense,
$53,294 other expense and $39,599
contingent expense.
The 1948 expenses consisted of
$396,882 salaries, $99,053 general
and office expense, $23,452 committee expense, $76,847 travel expense,
$127,091 other expense, a total of
$723,327.
Excess of income over expense
was
1948. $3,120 in 1949 and $93,909 in
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jwman —
REVAMPING
FCC
RESOLUTION opposing President
zation plan, one of 21 affecting government agencies, would give the
Truman's plan to reorganize the
FCC was introduced in the Senate
Chairman a strong hand over the
last week by Chairman Ed C. Commission's purse strings, selection of its personnel and assignJohnson (D-Col.), upon authorizament of its work. This feeling is
tion by his Senate Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee.
The President's proposal, sent to
Congress last month, would concentrate FCC's executive and administrative functions in the Commission Chairman [Broadcasting,
March 20].
Sen. Johnson's action was no
surprise as he had previously expressed consternation with the
breadth and apparent concentration of powers which the plan
would vest in the Chairman as contrasted with that of other Commissions. The move by the Coloradan.
came quite close to deadline, since,
under the Reorganization Act of
1949, proposals affecting each
agency would have become effective
in 60 days after being relayed to
Congress unless disapproved by one
or both houses.

Some Time Saved
However, the current House
Easter recess which ends tomorrow
(Tuesday) has saved some time as
a provision of the Act stipulates
that recess by either house for more
than three days automatically
pushes back the expiration date.
The deadline now is May 24.
As in the case of other specific
objections made to some of the
President's reorganization plans,
the Johnson resolution will be referred to the Senate Committee
on Expenditures in the Executive
Departments which must consider
the moves prior to Senate action.
It appeared likely, according to a
spokesman for that committee, that
Sen. Johnson's resolution would
be considered today and if hearings
are to be scheduled, they would
start tomorrow.
Capitol Hill observers have contended the proposed FCC reorgani-

WILLIAM M. RAMSEY (center), radio
director of Procter & Gamble, who
will serve as campaign radio chairman for the 1950 Community
Chests of America, discusses the program with Charles E. Wilson (I), GE
president and general campaign
chairman for the Community Chests,
and Tom Revere, head of radio and
television for Biow Co., New York.
Occasion was a campaign luncheon
given in New York by Mr. Wilson.
Page 46
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°pp°sed

in senate

shared by Sen. Johnson.
The views have thus been expressed because of the reference to
the Chairman's functions under the
proposed revision, including "(1)
the appointment and supervision of

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"They've come for the Independent's Day session!"
Senate Group Shelves Beer,

personnel employed under the C«f
mission, (2) the distribution
business among such personnel ;
among administrative units of
Commission, and (3) the use ■<
expenditure
funds." Comme
The Senateof Interstate
committee also opposed for
same reasons three other simi

agencyandreorganization
plansbeen
(F' .
ICC
FPC) which had
ferred to it.
When the Senate committee
ceived the plan from Presid
Truman, Sen. Johnson said it rep
sented "an extremely import;
regulatory step" involving "a m
ter of principle." That principle,
has said, would be the placing
the chairman directly under
executive branch of governmc ti
whereas he and other congressio |'
leaders consider such agencies
arms of the legislature.

KSTP STRIKE
Will Hire Non-Union M
SIXTEEN non-union technici;
will be hired by KSTP-TV-AM
Paul-Minneapolis within the n<
week to fill jobs vacated by me
bers of the International Broth
hood of Electrical Workers (AF
who went on strike a fortnii
ago [Broadcasting, April 1
Dispute involved 21 operators :
whom the union had sought ws
increases in numerous negotiate
since expiration of the IBEW ci
tract last Sept. 30. KSTP rejec
the proposal on ground that
men's salaries were $15 higher ]
week than "those of our TV cc to
petitor, which has the same rate
said President and General Mi
ager Stanley E. Hubbard.
Mr. Hubbard claims the men 1

Liquor Ad Ban Proposal
LANGER
BILL
ATTEMPT by temperance forces to hurry through a ban during this
session of Congress on all alcoholic beverage advertising in interstate
commerce was aborted last Wednesday by action of the Senate Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee.
The committee voted 6-3 in extheir
April five
5 "without
notic
After jobs
hiring
permanent
ecutive session to put on ice the groups presented their formal declarations.
Since
that
time
opposiplacements,
Mr.
Hubbard
receh
Langer Bill (S 1847) which would
tion to the measure has mounted
word that the international uni
prohibit beer, ale and wine as well
had ordered the men back to wo
on Capitol
Hill
and
within
the
raas liquor advertising in interstate
dio-TV industry.
The dispute
commerce. The bill would not have
when
operatorscontinued,
reportedly howev
put tjBi:
affected local or state advertising.
Following the hearings' conclu- station on the air the next day>
sion, the NAB formally stated its
As a result of the Senate group's
of regular sign-on tir;
opposition to the proposed legisla- advance
decision, a good slice of the radioThe men were ordered by the S|kr
tion. In a letter to Sen. Johnson,
tion to return home and report 4H(
television
industry's
multi-million
dollar revenue
in network
and spot NAB stressed that its action did
duty
at the regular time. This
not place it as promoting or conbeer-ale-wine advertising has been
doning
liquor
advertising
that
is
suited in charges of a "lockoi
given a new lease on life.
detrimental to the public interest or by union men, who replaced fl ,
Companion Bill Shelved
not within the Standards of Prac- word "strike" with it on thf°
tice of NAB.
picket signs, Mr. Hubbard said.
While the Senate committee's
KSTP,
in a registered let
However, the NAB said the bill
action cut the props from under the
"dry" groups' far-flung efforts and would in effect "usurp" the func- mailed to each technician April
tion of the states to protect their offered to re-hire 16 men with ff
left the bill's supporters in the citizens
from alcoholic beverages
seniority among the 21 for tp
lurch, it also slimmed down any
if they so desire. The NAB emhopes of the "dry" block for revival
unfilled(until
jobs.last
They
were given tofo ffc
f]':
of a substitute bill before Congress
Wednesday)
phasized that in addition to its own, days
adjourns.
the networks' and the stations' turn. Late Wednesday Mr. Hii?
A companion measure in the codes of practices, there are gov- bard reported he had heard nothii
ernment regulations which police from any of the men or from t
House (HR 2428) to the bill authored a year ago by Sen. William
the advertising of alcoholic bever- business agent, Freeman Hurd. T
picket line was still formed, he sa
Langer (R-N.D.) has been on the
shelf in committee with the lower
The FCC had made it plain that
With AM and TV operatic
ages.
while S 1847 would not amend the
branch of Congress failing to sched"going
on normally," KSTP is (
ule hearings.
Communications Act, the "adher- pected to be staffed fully with 1
The Senate committee, headed
ence" by station licensees to the persons by next week. Mr. Hi
by Sen. Ed. C. Johnson (D-Col.),
bill's provisions would be a factor bard said the American Fedeifw
held hearings on the Langer pro- in determining their qualifications tion of Musicians, also AFL, h
as licensees, if the Langer Bill were
posal last January [Broadcasting,
refused to recognize the picket lii
enacted.
on vote of St. Paul members.
Jan. 16] when "dry" and "wet"
BROADCASTING
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ADIO, once the callow prodigy of advertising and enA.
tertainment has grown to
;j.turity. The industry's elder
iitesmen — the Snyders, Megares, Morencys — and an ever-incasing host of veterans have seen
feir radio operations roll past the
arter-century-old mark.
To observe these various silver
vniversaries,
station personnel
Ive expended great effort to inlibly mark the occasion in local,
lite and industry history. As a
■ide to other stations who are apjioaching
such milestones,
Broadsting reviews
a few of
the
'jtivities at some of the stations
Irich successfully promoted and
mmemorated 25th birthdays.
On Jan. 12, WGBI Scranton, Pa.,
jiich was founded by the late
fank Megargee,
celebrated its
ver anniversary of broadcasting,
ti hand to offer congratulations
,bre civic leaders, radio personali;s and executives. Hundreds of
Jitters, telegrams and transcripjsns were received during the anversary celebration.
j'lThe Scranton Chamber of Com^rce awarded WGBI a certificate
merit and achievement. Mrs.
L E. Megargee, now president of
e station, received the award.
Puzzle Gimmick
[ But WGBI was not only on the
Reiving end on this auspicious
casion. Four hundred personal
tters were sent to advertising
jencies throughout the country inting them to join in solving the
lrGBI 25th year, CBS puzzle. Rejard for returning the puzzle cori;ctly assembled to the station was
beautiful three piece sterling
Iver smoking set. Response to
lis piece of promotion was 72%
ad many letters were received
^pressing appreciation for the
^autiful gift as well as commendig the stunt as being "finest staon promotion I have seen" etc.
As another promotion stunt sil2r cards were slipped under the
indshield wipers of cars parked
ongside meters showing red, in
Dwntown Scranton. The cards
irried these words: "Your meter
aowed red. . . . But today, Jan. 12,
WGBI's Silver Anniversary. So
e took the liberty of dropping a
ickel in your meter. In keeping
ROADCASTING

Promotion

Aid

for Stations

.
...
Soto theYou're
Old
stant stream of greetings
on netwith our
25 years service
night on 910 kc. The 25
station is a Years
work shows given by the stars
public we are happy to be able to CBS affiliate.
themselves.
Full
page
ads
were
run
serve you personally today. The
"The Station Listeners Built,"
in the two Hartford papers carryWHEC
Rochester,
N.
Y.,
paused
next hour is our treat. . . ."
pictures of stars and thanking
An essay contest for students in to look back over 25 years in the them ingfor
the greetings.
the Scranton area on the subject radio business on March 25. A
Programs throughout the day
souvenir
booklet,
touching
on
past
"What Radio Means to Me," netted
carried anniversary tie-ins. The
accomplishments and present day
10 winners 25 silver dollars each.
Farmer's Digest at 6:15 a.m. disIt was also a happy birthday for activities of the station, was precussed radio keeping pace with
the first 10 people observing their
pared for general distribution.
farm activities in the past 25 years
25th birthday and presenting their Theme of the anniversary promoand also broadcast greetings from
birth certificates at the studio, on
tion was crediting the listener
the
Secretary of Agriculture. The
WGBI's anniversary, for they also with WHEC's successful growth.
Radio Bazaar compared the presreceived 25 silver dollars.
A factor of special importance
day styles with those of 1925,
Attracting considerable atten- to WHEC and to sponsors of its and entTheatre
of Melody featured
programs, the souvenir brochure
tion during WGBI's anniversary
was a window display at the Scransongs and artists of the mid-20's.
points out, is the minimum personA quiz type program Cindrella
nel turnover. Gunnar Wiig, genton Electric Co., showing a numWeek-end used questions pertainber of radio sets, equipment and
eral manager, has been with the
ing to events, prices and movie perspeakers that were used for radio station for more than 20 years as
sonalities taken from the newsreception 25 years ago.
has Clarence Wheeler, vice presipapers of 1925. An evening sport
dent.
Scranton Campaign
show further played up the theme
Special souvenir menus in silver
by
discussing sports champions of
Letterheads, envelopes and pro- were printed for a dinner com1925 and included an interview
gram schedules which were used
memorating the occasion. In addiwith WTIC's first sports comtion to special guests, present at mentator.
during the Silver Jubilee were decorated in silver. The promotion
the dinner were former employes
created so much comment in the as well as the present WHEC staff.
Altogether some 13 of WTIC's
WHEC became a CBS affiliate in own programs participated in
Scranton area that George D. Coleman, general manager of the sta- 1932 — the station operates with 5 commemorating the occasion. The
tion, was requested to address the kw unlimited on 1460 kc.
only program devoted exclusively
to the anniversary was an evening
Advertising Club Workshop on
Low Budget Promotion
show which featured
"How To Conduct a Promotional
WTIC Hartford celebrated its half-hour
transcribed greetings from some of
The Scranton Tribune on Jan. 12 25th anniversary Feb. 10. "We tried the alumni of WTIC now in HollyCampaign."
call attention to the event," said
ran a full-page advertisement of to
wood or New York, and a 15-minWalter Johnson, assistant general
ute documentary sketching the staWGBI's
personnel
and
the
Scranmanager,
"without
spending
too
ton Times carried ads on some of
tion's 25 years of service.
much money." An announcement
the outstanding CBS personalities
KOA Birthday
card was mailed to all advertisers
heard over the station. The Wayne
Independent, a regional paper, paid and agencies and an ad appeared in
KOA Denver, an NBC affiliate,
the trade papers which was an extribute to the station with a front
chalked up its quarter-century of
act replica of the announcement.
broadcasting on Dec. 15, 1949, with
page story.
Outstanding promotion was a conWGBI's advancement in radio
an elaborate full-day program.
in 25 years includes increasing the
Prominent officials of state and
power from 10 to 1,000 day, 500 w
federal government as well as topnotch NBC stars participated
either personally or through transcribed messages. Theme of the
whole affair was borne out in station's title for the event, "KOA's
Day of Appreciation to Its Radio
Listeners in the Rocky Mountain
Empire." A special birthday
party
was held for the 77 studio
staff members.

TYPICAL SILVER anniversary brochures, bridging the 25-year history of personalities and programs, were these issued by WLS Chicago, which celebrated
its quarter-century of service April 12, 1949, and by WHEC Rochester, N. Y.,
which marked its 25th year this past March 25. WLS, the Prairie Farmer
station, reminded listeners of favorite acts — "then and now" — to "prove
that they still retain their smiles — and good looks." WHEC, "the station
listeners built," traced its role as a "campaigner," friend of the farmer,
source of education and news, and coverage of sports and local shows, as
well as CBS programs.

• Telecasting

Starr Yelland, emceeing a morning show, scanned a 1924 Denver
Post, reading ads and news. Listeners who had missed the dateline deluged the paper and station
requesting more information on
a six-room house, newly decorated
for $40 a month rent and promise
of the landlord to pay $20 of the
moving charges. Calls came in from
Nebraska and Wyoming in addition
to Denver.
On hand
for thewasstation's
gala
birthday
broadcast
Mrs. Henry
Pierson who attended KOA's inaugural program back in December of 1924. Also interviewed
were some of the studio veterans,
R. H. Owen, manager in charge
(Continued on page 52)
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TRANSIT RADIO
Hearing on WWDC-FM Asked
TWO OPPONENTS of transit radio service last Tuesday asked FCC
to designate for public hearing the
application of Capital Broadcasting Co. for license renewal of
WWDC-FM Washington, Capital
outlet for Transit Radio Inc.
Request was contained in a brief
filed on their own behalf by Franklin S. Pollak and Guy Martin,
Washington attorneys, as a supplement to an earlier petition charging that the service is "contrary
to the public
interest."
demanded FCC
halt theThey
service
throughout the United States
[Broadcasting, Feb. 20, 13].
WWDC-FM has been operating
on a special temporary authorization developing out of Capital
Broadcasting Co.,'s purchase of
WOL-AM-FM properties. Temporary authorization was granted
Feb. 23 and extends to June 1.
Request No Action Be Taken
The two lawyers again requested
that FCC "take no final approving
action on applications of others
similarly situated for licenses, renewals of licenses and construction
permits."
The new brief charges that :
Trasit radio does not constitute
"broadcasting" within the meaning of
the Commission's Rules and Regulations; that the licensee abdicates program control to Washington Transit
Radio and Capital Transit Co.; that
the WWDC-FM operation discriminates
"by making available to Capital Transit Co. advertising on its behalf on a
basis not comparable with the basis
applied to other advertisers"; that
WWDC-FM occupies modulated sidebands on both sides of the assigned
frequency "in excess of the spectrum
occupancy" permitted under Sec. 2.202
of FCC Rules and Regulations; and
that WWDC-FM operation is a "breach
of promises and representations" made
to FCC "in order to induce the Commission to grant the original construction permit and license of
WWDC-FM. . . ."
AD HANDBOOK
Barron Edits Factual Guide
ADVERTISING HANDBOOK. Edited
by Roger Barton. New York: PrenticeHall Inc. $10.
THIRTY-THREE top experts in
advertising and related fields have
contributed chapters to this book.
Among them are Charles Hull
Wolfe, radio and television copy
chief at McCann-Erickson Inc.;
John Caples, vice president of
BBDO, and Raymond Loewy, industrial designer.
Advertising subjects cover testing of copy, packaging the product,
uses of advertising research and
choosing an effective advertising
theme. The editor is also editor of
Advertising Agency magazine, a
lecturer on advertising at Columbia U. and a contributor on advertising to the Encyclopedia Britannica.
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WELCOME MAT was out for J. Arthur Rank during his recent visit to Denver
where radio-television-film executives feted the British film magnate and presented him with one of the famous silver Denver Dollars. L to R: Mr. Rank;
Robert Benjamin, Universal Pictures official and Mr. Rank's traveling companion; Harry E. Huffman, president of Aladdin Radio and Television, owner
of KLZ Denver; Frank H. (Rick) Ricketson, treasurer of Aladdin and president
of Denver Fox Intermountain Theatres, and Hugh Terry, KLZ vice president
and general manager.

THE 'DIGEST' DEALSeeks Radio Promotion on P.I. Basis
THE PUBLISHERS of Reader's
Digest, having achieved phenominal success with a magazine that
carries no paid advertising, apparently are firm adherents to the old
theory that it's a poor rule that
doesn't work both ways.
Attempting to get radio promotion for a special subscription offer
of eight issues of the Digest for
$1, the magazine's agent — Irwin
Co. of Beverly Hills — has circularized stations asking them to promote the offer, not in paid time, but
on a P. I. basis of 30^ a sale.
"This promotion is so designed
as to give each station participating 30% net . . . with no waiting,"
the
agency's
form letter
All the
broadcaster
has to declares.
do is to
open the mail, make a list of names
and addresses, send the Irwin Co. a
check
ceived. for 70^ of each dollar re"The advantages of this form of
processing are many," the agency
explains.
(1) It simplifies your bookkeeping,
you
get your
money packages
immediately.
(2)
You
no bulky
handle.
You have
send one
list with your to
check.
(3)
You get
for each
and envelopes
every order youcredit
produce.
Many
will containOther
multiple
ordersof from
your
listeners.
forms
handling
might give you credit only for each
piece
of mail . . . not for each order
enclosed.
Agency Describes Plan
In its accompanying letter, the
agency describes the plan as one
"that will put the productive portions of your station time to work
in a hard-selling money-making
proposition . . . indications are
that it will be the most successful
in the history of periodical promotions, and radio will help to make
What the letter does not add,
it so."
one broadcaster observed, is' obvious: If radio makes the campaign a success radio will have

WCCO
RATES UP
Raises Day, Late Evenin
IN A MOVE described by the ne
work as having been taken t
bring rates into realistic ad jut 1
ment with new listenership sui
veys, the CBS-owned WCCO Minno
apolis last week issued a new rat!
card, which, in some periods, raise
time charges as much as 50%
The new rate card, No. 21, is ei
fective May 1. .
Principal changes were in th)
daytime
and late
The one-hour
rateevening
for the hour;6:3C
7 a.m. period was increased frori
$180 to $240. The 7-8 a.m. rat;
was raised from $240 to $300
8 a.m.-6 p.m. from $300 to $36(i
The 6-6:30 p.m. period was raise
from $400 to $600 and the 10-10:1 1
p.m. time by the same amounll
Other period charges in weekday I
remained unchanged.
Rates for two Sunday period I
were raised: 12 noon-1 p.m. pe I
riod from $300 to $360 and th< 1
10-10:15 p.m. period from $400 t< I
The prices for station break:!
and one - minute announcement; I
were
$600. raised proportionately.

taken all the risk, will have contributed all the work and facilities,
so that the Digest can reap the
benefits. Undoubtedly this is good
business — but not for the Digest,
not for radio.

COLLEGIATE SYSTEM
SW Network Made Permanent

CDS VS. 0EI0
Local 174 Seeks Mediator
FEDERAL or state mediator is
being sought by the Office Employees International Union, Local
174, Hollywood, following reaching
an impasse in negotiations with
CBS Hollywood. Negotiations for
contract, which have been underway since last contract expired the
first of this year, reached a deadlock last week when, the union
stated, the network refused to discuss wages until working conditions could be agreed upon.
Union contends that both elements are tied in together. They
seek $5 to $8 a week raises for employes, "to bring broadcasting
wages up to prevailing salaries in
other industries in area." Meeting
to acquaint the approximately 100
employes involved in the negotiations with these recent developments is scheduled for tomorrow
(April 18).

STUDENTS and faculty of 11 southwestern colleges and univer- .:
sities voted to maintain as a permanent organization the new ~
Southwestern Collegiate Broadcasting System Conference at a meet- ^
ing early this month in Waco, Tex. t
The conference, at a series of a
panels primarily
lasting twowithdays,
was con- ;J
cerned
an exchange!,
of ideas on programming, sales, £
promotion, engineering, opportunities for women in radio and evalua- tion of college laboratory work, j «
The management viewpoint wa&
outlined by Burton Bishop, man- )
ager of KTEM Temple and Stant
Wilson, sales manager of WACO; it:
Waco.
Holiday,
di-jZ
i $a
rector ofMary
WACO,
talkedwomen's
of womero
in radio. Interim directors elected
to succeed themselves as first officers of the network are Jack Lyle
of Baylor U., chairman; Dick Poe,
Hardin-Simmons,
program
direc- >
tor; Louemma Breckenridge, Okla-S;.
noma A & M, promotion director, iL
and Mike Schoffield, Louisiana j.
Tech, relations director.

Raytheon Names Three
Resigns C & O Account^
RAYTHEON MFG. CO., Waltham,
KENYON & ECKHARDT, New
Mass., last week announced the York, has resigned Chesapeake &
promotion of three assistant vice Ohio railway and its subsidiary, the
presidents. Percy L. Spencer was
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur ;
named vice president in charge of Springs. Recently agency was apthe power tube division; Norman
pointed to handle advertising for
B. Krim was promoted to vice pres- competitive transportation commitident in charge of the receiving
tee of Eastern
Railway
Presidents'
Conference
of which
Walter
Tuohy, j
tube division, and Ernest F. Leathern was named assistant to the president of Chesapeake & Ohio, is
president, Charles F. Adams Jr.
chairman.
BROADCASTING
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KTHS
for a grantLE
of the
kc votingIL
'KTHS
frequendcy of 1090e'A
1-B
:|LASS
C
applications.AB
Comrs. Wayne Coy,
effect
was 0
declareKavailabl
by VA
09
1
Paul A. Walker and E. M. Webster
(CC last week in those areas where
itj-lmay be assignable now that the did not participate in the decision.
The majority indicated denial of
01 th American Regional Broadjisting Agreement has expired. has the KTHS bid for a new outlet in
Under NARBA the channel
Hot Springs was moot since the
>en usable in the U. S. heretofore
move was denied. Regarding the
ihly in Arkansas
(KTHS Hot
denial of the Hot Springs Broadcasting application, the majority
Iprings, 10 kw day, 1 kw night)
declared this bid could not be prop([ltd Maryland (WBAL Baltimore,
I) kw, directional night).
erly considered since it would interfere with an existing station
IThe unique situation was re(KTHS)
and the issues in the profinal
sion's
Commis
theWedne
i (jsaled
sday
to deny
Uision bylast
ceeding did not include modification or deletion of KTHS's license
bid of John D. E wing's KTHS
i>le switch to West Memphis, Ark., nor its renewal.
The majority declared that
snnd increase power to 50 kw day,
5 kw night, and to replace its Hot
"after giving due consideration to
prings service with a new outlet the peculiar circumstances in this
nder the same ownership on 550
case, the denial of all three of these
c with 5 kw day, 1 kw night. FCC
applications is without prejudice
lso denied the competitive bid of to their being refiled before the
expiration of the one-year period
I'..E. Palmer's Hot Springs Broadasting Co. for a new station at
1.363" of FCC's
specifiedIt in
50
with
kc
[ot Springs on 1090
rules.
wasSec.
indicated the appliw fulltime.
cants may file "such applications
as . . . [they] may deem approGrants Proposed Earlier

Cose

Decided

States Pub. Co., which has substantial real estate holdings in New
Orleans. KWKH is assigned 50 kw
cn 1130 kc.
President of Hot Springs Broadcasting originally was ex-Gov. Carl
E. Bailey of Arkansas, now deceased. He was succeeded by H. G.
Galloway, Little Rock theatre and
real estate man. There are 40 proposed stockholders.
Mr. Palmer, first vice president
and subscriber to 1,000 of total
8,000 shares authorized, is principal owner of Southern Newspapers Inc., publisher of the only
two daily papers in Hot Springs.
He also controls the Texarkana
NAB

BOARD

(Tex.) News -Times Pub. Co.,
where he owns KCMC. He also
controls papers in Camden and El
Dorado, Ark., and holds large interests in papers at Hope and
Magnolia,
Ark.forMr.
Palmer
submitted a bid
KTHS
in 1942
when it was sold to the Ewing
group
by the Hot Springs Chamber
of Commerce.
New

GF

Post

HENRY P. STOCKBRIDGE, former associate sales and advertising manager of General Foods Calumet Division, has been named to
the newly created post of assistant
advertising manager of following
General Foods products : La
France, Satina, Log Cabin Syrup,
Wigwam Syrup and Baker's coconut.

OF DIRECTORS
13 New Members Slated To Join In Chicago

for the new NAB headquarters
position of general manager. Should
the board ratify this proposed appointment, then the large-station
directorship will become vacant at
The Commission earlier had prothe start of a two-year term.
Hearings in 1946
osed to grant the applications of
priate."
Retiring
the R.
board
at this
convention arefrom
Michael
Hanna,
WHCU
The applications originally were
jtadio Broadcasting Inc., KTHS
Ithaca. N. Y., District 2; Campbell
icensee, to move KTHS to West
in hearing in 1946 and 1947 with
Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk, Va., District
kemphis and to build a new sta- oral argument on the proposed de4; Henry W. Slavick, WMC Memphis,
ion at Hot Springs. But in the
cision in July 1949. At this time a
District 6; Harry M. Bitner Jr., WFBM
third applicant in the proceeding,
the majority concluded
ruling
Indianapolis, District 8; Robert Enoch,
ijmal
his would have violated the spirit W. Wright Esch, told FCC he did
Oklahoma City, District 12; Hugh B.
%f NARBA, in effect at the time of not object to denial of his appliTerry,
KLZ Denver, District 14; Howcation to switch WMFJ Daytona
ard Lane, WJJD Chicago, large stahe hearing, since KTHS "in es|.ence" would be a Memphis, Tenn.,
Beach, Fla., from 250 w on 1450
tions; G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C, and Kenyon Brown, KWFT
tation even though physically lo- kc to 1 kw on 1090 kc, and its conWichita Falls, Tex., medium stations;
sideration was omitted in the final
cated in West Memphis, Ark. The
ruling.
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancas•najority concluded:
ter, Pa., and Merrill Lindsay, WSOY
It is our opinion that in order to
The Ewing family is sole owner
Decatur, 111., small stations; Everett
0 (insure fairness to other potential apL. Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington,
plicants and to other states where 1090 of KTHS as well as KWKH
kc might now be utilized in view of
FM stations.
Shreveport, La., where the Ewings
the supervening circumstances which
New board members who take office
commitown the Shreveport Times. They
[NARBA]
,|iave removed
tments as to theourstate
where 1090 kc also own the News-Star-World Pub.
during
the meeting are William B.
aiay he assigned, we should treat this
Fay,
WHAM
Rochester, N. Y., District
cirthose
of
light
the
application incumstances existing at the time the Co., publisher of two daily papers
2;
Harold
Essex,
WSJS 4;Winstonin Monroe, La., and own the Daily
record was made. Thus, if NARBA
Salem,
N.
C,
District
Harold
were still in effect we would have no
Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans, Dishesitancy in denying the application
„., to move KTHS to West Memphis, Ark.,
trict 6; George
Higgins,
WISHTodd,
InS on the ground that this would, for all
dianapolis,J. District
8; Jack
"flintents and purposes, make KTHS a
KAKE liam C.Wichita,
Kan., District
Wil( JTennessee station whereas under terms
Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne,12;Wyo.,
had comwe
treaty
onal
internati
flbf
District
14;
William
B.
Ryan,
KFI
Los
11knitted ourselves to assign the
1 quency in Arkansas.
Angeles,
large
stations;
A.
D.
Willard
freJr., WGAC Augusta, Ga., and John
Decision Not Unfair
Esau, KTUL Tulsa, medium stations;
Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis, and
) FCC said such a decision would
Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga.,
Ijnot be unfair to the applicants in
small stations; Ben Strouse, WWDCthe proceeding "as they are entitled
FM Washington, FM stations.
to a decision upon the record made,
Continuing in service are Harold E.
and in accord with such applicable
Fellows, WEEI Boston, District 1;
George D. Coleman, WGBI Scranton,
^rules, laws and commitments as
Pa., District 3; Allen M. Woodall,
were in effect at the time the recWDAK Columbus, Ga., District 5;
compiled." FCC's concluord
Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington,
sionwascontinued:
Ky., District 7; Charles C. Caley,
That some of these rules and commitments may have been fortuitously
WMBD Peoria, 111., District 9; Wilchanged subsequent to the closing of .
liam B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids,
the record should not act to place the
la., District 10; John F. Meagher,
' applicants at a competitive advantage
KYSM Mankato, Minn., District 11;
' overwhelming
or disadvantageconsiderations
in the absence
of publicof CELEBRATING the debut of the new Rex Allen Show on some 60 CBS outlets
Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD Dallas, Disinterest or necessity. Such overwhelmtrict 13; Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland.
are (I to r) Ray H. Kremer, radio director, Lambert & Feasley Inc.; Rex Allen,
i ing considerations
we do not
presDistrict 15; Harry R. Spence, KXRO
and
ent in the facts before
us. find
Further,
president
vice
Esau,
star of new Friday night series; John
cowboy
film
Radio Broadcasting Inc. may now commanager, Phillips Aberdeen, Wash., District IV; James
basis, if it so general manager, KTUL Tulsa; Ollie Bettis, advertising
an equitable
jj pete
who appeared
star
D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati,, large staradio
and
screen
desires,on with
any other applicant who
Devine,
Andy
and
sponsor,
Co.,
may wish to enter the lists for use of Petroleum
tions; Frank U. Fletcher. WARL-FM
broadcasts from BartlesII ing
1090 considerations.
kc in accord with presently existon stage shows held in connection with the premiere
Arlington, Va., FM stations; Eugene
ville, Okla., and Tulsa. Mr. Esau was host to a party for the Rex Allen
S. Thomas, WOIC (TV) Washington,
] Comr. Frieda B. Hennock dis- company and representatives of Phillips Petroleum Co., following the second
and Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New!
sented from the majority ruling,
Orleans, TV stations.
broadcast of the show from Convention Hall in Tulsa.
Page
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THIRTEEN new members join the
NAB board of directors during
the 1950 Management Conference,
having been elected by mail ballots
during February - March voting.
The board was scheduled to hold
a luncheon meeting Saturday at
the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
All directors will serve two-year
terms after this year. Heretofore
district directors were elected for
two years and at-large directors
for one year. During the transition
year of 1950, at-large directors who
received the most votes last winter
will serve two-year terms, with the
second high candidates serving one
year. Starting in 1951 all at-large
directors will serve two-year terms
on a staggered basis. Directors are
now limited by the by-laws to two
consecutive terms.
Possibility of a special election
for director-at-large for large stations arose with consideration of
William B. Ryan, KFI Los Angeles,

BMI's

Decade

(Continued from page US)

This group af meeting of Virginia
AP Broadcasters Assn. at Richmond
includes (I to r): Fred L. Hart, gen.
mgr., WLPM Suffolk, and v. p. of
VAPBA; Jack Weldon, gen. mgr.,
WOOD Lynchburg, retiring pres.;
Oliver Gramling, AP asst. gen. mgr.;
John Eure, news editor, WDBJ Roanoke, new VAPBA pres.

THE gentleman on the right, his "correct" attire including a homburg hat
and morning coat, is Antonio, morning disc jockey on WXGI Richmond,
Va. He is being congratulated by
Mr. Fulcher, manager of Raylass
Department
Stores,
on the stores'
contract
to carry
30 minutes
m^m
of Antonio's hour show.

IT'S an "Elsie" button for Allyn
Edwards (center), m. c. of Let Yourself Go, new variety show built by
WNEW New York for The Borden Co.
Medal is pinned by William H. Ewen
(I),
mgr.,sales
as
Ira Borden's
Herbert, asst.
WNEWnatl.v. adv.
p. and

IT'S wedding bells and farewell for
Martha Ross Temple (center), director of women's programs for 1 1
years at WFBR Baltimore. With her
are Helen Brooks, her successor, and
J. H. L. Trautfelter, manager, who
participated
in Miss Temple's
last broadcast.

dir., already "decorated," looks on.

VISIT to Hollywood by Joseph H.
McConnell (center), president of
NBC, is the occasion for this get
together. At the left is Norman
Blackburn, director, NBC's Western
network TV operations, and at the
right, Sidney Strotz, administrative
vice president in charge of the Western Division.

ON her 10th year on the air, Frances
Scully (seated), KECA Hollywood
commentator, is crowned by Clyde
Scott, KECA gen. mgr. Attendants are
(I to r) H. O. Patterson, Shontex;
Norma Geer, Celanese Corp.; J. A.
Gutweiler, General Foods; E. 0.
Anderson, Shontex; Walter McNally, Bon Ami Co., all -^^Lsponsors.

righted arrangements of music in
the public domain.
In August 1940, at the NAB
convention in San Francisco, BMI
was able to report it had pledges
from 336 stations comprising about
80% of the industry's dollar volume. During the same month BMI
had its first song on the Lucky
Strike Hit Parade, "Practice Makes
Perfect." Activity at BMI continued at a feverish pace for the
broadcasters knew that ASCAP's
proposal for 3%% for small stations to 7%% for the major networks, payable at the source of
clearance, would "save" some station money but add millions to the
total cost to the industry. It was
held that the new rates would mean
economic peril to an important section of the industry and the proposed new ASCAP contracts were
rejected by the majority of stations, including the networks.
BMI was functioning primarily
as a performing rights organization and not as a music publishing
firm. A system was set up whereby
composers and publishers could be
compensated on a basis proportionate to actual use of their music.
Previously only network performances had been checked. In cooperation with Dr. Paul S. Lazarsfeld,
director of Columbia U.'s Office of
Radio Research, a sampling system
of radio station performances was
set up which proved an accurate
guide to the use of music by the
broadcasting industry.
Catalogue Rights
In December of that year BMI
made a deal with the E. B. Marks
Music Corp., one of its initial catalogues, along with Ralph Peer
Enterprises, Mexican, Cuban and
other Latin-American music firms,
M. M. Cole and G. Ricordi Co. for
the rights to their catalogues, built
up over a period of a half -century.
This took in many standards,
Latin-American and popular music.
It was the first break in the solid
ranks of ASCAP publishers and
broadcasters took heart anew. This
was December 1940, and at the
end of the month broadcasters
through BMI would be 100% on
its own as to music. It was deemed
in many quarters that a last minute
settlement would take place with
ASCAP, and third parties sought
to bring both sides together. Broadcasters had already practiced nonASCAP runs, networks had advised
sponsors and others to get a new
theme song wherever necessary.
The publicity battle grew apace.
The big blowoff of the year, any
year, when people are apt to be
listening to music or singing it, is
New Year's Eve; and the New
Year's Eve of 1940 saw the last
minute of the ASCAP contract
running out. Radio no longer had
the right to perform ASCAP music.
It was an anxious time for the 600
stations, for radio executives and
for BMI. It was anticipated that

there would be many infringements
But none occurred. No suit was
filed by ASCAP for infringement
no great rush of mail to protesi
certain music being off the air, ir
fact virtually no letters at all
Preparations had been made tc
have boys pick up the protests ancj
arrangements made for large seal
replies. There were none to be:
made.
Advertising agencies and theii
clients on the air agreed to cooperate with the broadcasters in
the name of doing anything that
would contribute to lower costs.
Lower music cost was of interest
to them. So BMI and the broadcasters carried on as the year 1941
grew
by
the usual weeks and
months.

As 1940 drew to a close, the Dept.
of Justice interested itself in the
struggle. A criminal action was
started against ASCAP. An old
civil action against ASCAP was
revived, and BMT, early in 1941,
signed a consent decree which was
intended to serve as a guide for an
ASCAP consent decree and which
was subject to revision if the government ultimately entered into a
different type of decree with
ASCAP. Such revision ultimately
took place.
Production Rush
The big rush in music production
at BMI went along industriously,
culled from E. B. Marks, M. M. IB
Cole, and others along with public
domain arrangements and BMI's
own newly produced songs. Recording and transcription companies
cooperated since this was the only
means of having their product
bought and played on the air. The
Hit Parade managed to find ample
material to keep its program going
full blast.
|[|
In October 1941, after nine
months of being off the air, almost
100%, ASCAP signed the networks
and stations to new nine-year contracts, with a provision for a renewal for an additional nine years
at the same rate. The new rate
agreed upon was 2%% for network programs and 2%% for local
shows under blanket license. This
compared with a former 5% that
was paid on the terminated pact
and the 7%% that was demanded
for the renewal.
Althoueh there were approximately 600 stations which as stockholders had underwritten BMI,
some were loath to continue or
were on the fence. Others who had
]
been given a free ride also were
pondering the situation. ASCAP
was back, why a BMI? An energetic vice president in charge of
station relations for BMI took to
the road. Carl Haverlin, who went
to BMI in 1940, toured the country
completely and when he returned
hundreds of station contracts were
in the fold. BMI had brought competition into the music field. Now
it had to survive the competition.
There were many lean months in
the offing as ASCAP music rebounded to the airwaves. BMI
plugged along.
Hundreds of publishers and writBROADCASTING
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4 AB Convention Staff
ATTENDING the Chicago
convention from NAB headquarters are President
Justin Miller and Helen
Fruth, his secretary; Ralph
W. Hardy, director of government relations ; Don Petty,
general counsel; C. E. Arney
Jr., secretary-treasurer, Arthur C. Stringer, assistant,
and Marcella Fencl and Lucille Griffin, secretaries;
Richard P. Doherty, employeemployer relations director ;
Neal McNaughten, director
of engineering, and Jessie
Basnight, secretary; Ed Sellers, FM director; Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, research director on leave to BMB; G. E.
Markham, TV director; Everett E. Revercomb, assistant
treasurer, and William
Walker, mail room supervisor; Robert K. Richards, public affairs director, James
Dawson, assistant director,
and Gloria Sater, secretary.
Staff directors are available at Private Dining Room
8 for conferences with officials of member stations.
rs seeking performing rights for
ieir product were now in the BMI
'old. As BMI neared its first decide, it found itself the leading
tponent of folk music, hillbilly
r whatever term need be. This
roduct is still the mainstay of the
jke-box nickel and the average
isc jockey around the country,
.long with this type of product
lere is the popular song of which
MI has been enabled to turn out
fair proportionate share, as evienced by its recent four out of
?ven on the Hit Parade. To balnce this there is the classical prodct of AMP, Riccordi and others
hich at times supply complete
rograms conducted by Arturo Tosinini, not to mention numerous
atin-American hits.
AMP Purchase in 1947
BMI further consolidated its potion in the spring of 1947 when
purchased outright Associated
[usic Publishers Inc., insuring
srmanent stability to its serious
iusic repertoire, and installed its
>rmer general manager, M. E.
ompkins, as president of AMP.
Radio performances of BMI
usic have shown a steady climb.
i 1944, for instance, BMI had a
gged radio performance of slightmore than 5 million. In 1949,
B.2 million performances were
gged, an increase of 28.8% over
}48. There is every indication
iat the current year of 1950 will
;e an increase similar to that of
549 over 1948, perhaps 29% for an
;timated total of over 23 million
gged performances, according to
MI.
As a performing rights organiition, BMI has branched out.
ther fields have found BMI music
?eded in their business, and this
d to some 3,500 hotels, night clubs,
ROADCASTING

ballrooms, skating rinks, and other
users of music, being licensed by
BMI. A film synchronization rights
department has been established in
Hollywood.
Since its inception, BMI has
given television rights to its music
on the same basis as radio.
Perhaps the all-important test
of what broadcasters think of their
own music establishment is the fact
that they renewed their nine-year
license pacts with BMI 15 months
before the current ones were to
terminate. President Carl Haverlin, in order to avoid the expense
of more than 2,000 personal letters,
sent out a mimeographed letter
stating that station renewals were
desirable for a nine-year period
from May 1950. In a matter of a
few short months more than 2,000
stations had signed and returned
their contracts.
In BMI Fold
Today there are nearly 2,800
radio station licensees in the United
States and Canada in the BMI fold.
The breakdown: 22 national and
regional networks; 2,082 AM outlets; 394 FM and 94 TV stations
as well as Canadian stations. More
than 1,300 authors, composers and
publishers are affiliated with the
organization.
TULSA

GRANT
Cameron Is Favored
INITIAL DECISION to grant bid
of George E. Cameron for a new
station at Tulsa, Okla., on 1340
kc with 250 w fulltime was announced by FCC last week. Competitive bid of Kenyon Brown there
would be denied.
Mr. Cameron, operator of KOTV
(TV) Tulsa, was preferred by
Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond over
Mr. Brown on grounds that the latter was a non-resident and planned
to devote only one-half his time to
the proposed station while Mr.
Cameron would devote full time.
The examiner also found that Mr.
Brown, general manager and part
owner of KWFT Wichita Falls and
having interests in several other
Texas stations, also planned to relinquish one-half of his 50% interest in the proposed Tulsa station
to his general manager.
Mrs. Helen Alvarez and John B.
Hill, Tulsa residents, are to be associated with Mr. Cameron in operation of his station and each
would acquire a 15% interest from
Mr. Cameron.

WEWS-FH QUITS
Economic Factors Cited

SCRIPTS-HOWARD Radio Inc.
has been granted deletion of
its license for WEWS-FM Cleveland, FCC reported last week. The
Class B station ceased operation
March 25. Although no reason for
withdrawal was officially given, it
was reported economic factors and
lack of interest in FM were responsible. Scripp-Howard also owns
WEWS-TV there.
• Telecasting

PHILLIPS CARLIN
Opens Consulting Service
PHILLIPS CARLIN, who resigned a year ago asdent vice
presiin charge
of
programs
of Mutual, announced
last week that he
has established a
radio-TV business consulting
practice with
headquarters
the
RKO Bldg.,in
New York City.
Mr. Carlin, a
Mr. Carlin
quarter -century
veteran in radio
programming, will engage in syndication of programs, and advisory
work with advertising agencies on
both radio and TV. He is occupying quarters with Douglas Storer, former CBS vice president in
charge of programs.

KWIK LICENSE
Revocation Issue Heard
WITH conflicting testimony offered
by FCC and licensee counsels, a
confusing picture of apparent
stock transfers was given at FCC's
two-day license revocation hearing
of KWIK Burbank, Calif., which
adjourned in Los Angeles April 7.
Although FCC Counsel Robert
H. Alford, through ownership reports and other documents, undertook to present evidence to the
contrary, Marcus Cohn, Washington counsel for Leslie F. Bowden,
trustee in bankruptcy for Burbank
Broadcasters Inc., station licensee,
contended that in some cases what
appeared to be sales of stock were
actually agreements on right to
purchase, with deals not completed.
He said that in other instances
when stock was sold or deals made,
voting rights were retained by
previous owners and no change of
control took place, pending FCC
approval. Issues Involved
With Comr. E. M. Webster presiding, FCC Counsel Alford at
opening of the hearing asserted two
issues were involved: (1) Whether
stock transfers took place without
FCC knowledge or permission; (2)
whether letter of application filed
by Mr. Cohn for Mr. Bowden, was
ing.
sufficient for granting of a hearMr. Cohn during the hearing
offered
provecancelled,
that if innocent
KWIK's
license to
were
persons, including station employes and the government, to
which taxes were owed, would be
penalized. He further offered to
prove that if the license were not
cancelled, the original stockholders
would not benefit by the station
transfer to the trustee in bankruptcy. Comr. Webster refused to
admit testimony on these points.
However, on Mr. Cohn's request,
he agreed to hold the record open
for 14 days from date (April 7)
in event applicant wishes to file
a petition to enlarge the issues.

SAVANNAH
CASE
Rivers Files Protest Answer
ANSWER

to a protest by five Savannah, Ga., radio stations against
a Savannah station grant to E. D.
Rivers Jr. was filed with FCC last
week by counsel for Mr. Rivers.
The Commission had approved a
13]. for 900 kc 1 kw daytime only
grant
last month [Broadcasting, March
In a further statement, Mr. Rivers noted that the Savannah Radio
Council, under which existing stations filed complaint, is not a licensee and has "no standing before the Commission," and charged
that the council "now boldly admits
that it was fear of competition,
after all, that prompted it to file
its The
original
councilpetition."
had taken issue with
the religious program policy of
Mr. Rivers, who also operates
WEAS Decatur, Ga., and "his failure to live up to other commitments" to the Commission. Stations restated their case in answer
to Mr. Rivers' contention that they
wanted "no part" of a radio service
for Negroes
in 10].
Savannah [Broadcasting, April
Rivers' Stand
Mr. Rivers told FCC that the
council is "desperately trying to
keep further competition out of
Savannah" and is, "in fact, trying
to perpetuate a monopoly . . ." He
added that "perhaps the public interest in Savannah requires that
the Commission conduct an investigation of thewas(council)."
Statement
accompanied by
affidavits which show, according
to Mr. Rivers, that a religious
program has been sustaining since
its inception, despite earlier findings by the council.
Mr. Rivers' additional statement
was filed by Philip M. Baker of
Washington. The council is composed of WCCP WDAR WFRP
WSAV and WTOC. They are seeking tocated
have
Mr.application
Rivers' grant
and his
set vafor
hearing.

AD AWARDS
Radio, TV on Seattle List
ADVERTISING campaigns via
radio and television will again
figure prominently in the annual
Advertising Awards for Exceptional Merit in Advertising, to be
conducted for the third successive
year by the Seattle Advertising and
Sales Club. Announcement of the
awards competition, embracing
seven media categories has been
made by J. C. Grover, general
chairman of the awards committee.
Eligible for the competition will
be ads and campaigns between
April 28, 1949, and April 6, 1950.
Final dates for submission of entries was April 14 for radio and
April 28 for television and motion
pictures. The awards in these categories will be presented April 25
and May 9, respectively.
April 17, 1950
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25 Years
(Continued from page A7)
of engineering operations, who was
sent from Schenectady, N. Y., to
help build the station and remained with KOA, and Walter L.
Morrissey, master control room
engineer who was with the station
when it opened, were a couple of
the old-timers. As was "Mr.
KOA," Clarence Moore, program
director, since retired.
Interviewed on one of the programs was 83-year-old Frank Gimlet of Leadville, Col. Known as
the "Hermit of Arbor Villa," he is
considered one of KOA's oldest
listeners. Further promotion included full page ads in the Post
and the Rocky Mountain News
boasting "We're 25 Years Old ToDay." Message harkened back a
quarter century ago to the distribution of handbills heralding the
opening of KOA, "The Rocky
Mountain
Broadcasting Station."
KOA, now a 50 kw outlet on 850
kc, looks backward with a smile to
that inaugural broadcast when the
station had to sign-off for two
minutes during the evening to let
the tubes "cool off."
An earlier celebrator of 25 years
in the broadcasting business is
WLS Chicago, passing that mile
post on April 12, 1949. Like KOA,
the Prairie Farmer station felt that
the day belonged first and foremost
to the listening audience.
The station asked listeners to
write in their most interesting
memory while listening to WLS
and paid cash awards for all such
incidents used on the air. These
same incidents were the basis of
a series of anniversary mystery ads
in Broadcasting.
History Outlined
Highlight of the day was a program from 7 to 7:30 p.m. called
.Silver on Parade which outlined
the main events of the station's
. history. WLS personalities, favorites of yesteryear, were featured on the show;. When the
clock reached 7 p.m. on April 12,
1949, time went forward and backward at WLS. Narrator of the
program Jack Holden let the real
old-timers take precedence. - 'Grace
Wilson, still a WLS star, sang
"Bringin' Home the Bacon," a song
she sang 25 years ago on one of
the first broadcasts. Georgie Goebel, a popular nightclub entertainer, returned to sing "Sippin' Cider
Thru' a Straw," which he sang on
WLS as a little boy. Uncle Tom
Corwine, 80 years old and still with
the WLS Barn Dance, brought
back "Showboat" memories with
his lively sound effects.
Most dramatic of all was the
recording of the WLS scoop of the
Hindenburg disaster, which is said
to be the only radio special event
in Columbia's famous historical
record album "I Can Hear It
Now."
Edgar L. Bill, retired president
of WMBD Peoria wbo was the
first director of WLS and originator of the National Barn Dance,
Page 52
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was guest on the stations noontime Dinner Bell program.
The well known WLS National
Barn Dance provided a promotion
piece in which over-size barn dance
tickets were sent to advertisers
and agencies to be exchanged for
actual theatre tickets at the convenience of the recipient. These
were some of the extra promotion
features. All employes of the station were given a big party. Special letterhead commemorating the
silver anniversary also was used.
WFOR Hattiesburg, Miss., celebrated its 25th anniversary April
6 with an all day birthday party
on the air. The station received
salutes from NBC on the Dave
Garroway Show and Appointment
With Music program. The outlet
has been an NBC affiliate since
1940.
To-day there are over 2,000 AM
broadcast stations on the air, of
this number about 35 stations in
22 states will ring up 25 years of
broadcasting in 1950. WMAL
Washington will be licensed 25
years Oct. 12. and plans special
programs. In Memphis both WHBQ
and WMPS were a quarter-century
old in March followed by WSMB
New Orleans in April.
Radio — a young man's game — is
begining to show the silver threads
among the gold.

RICHARDS CASE
Orders Resumption May 15
A MAY 15 resumption of FCC's
hearing on the news policies of station-owner G. A. (Dick) Richards
was ordered last Wednesday by
FCC Chief Hearing Examiner J.
Fred Johnson Jr., who previously
had set the resumption for Sept. 6
[Broadcasting, April 10].
Advancement of the date followed a petition by FCC General
Counsel Benedict P. Cottone contending the September date provided counsel for Mr. Richards an
"extravagant allowance" of time
in which to prepare their rebuttal
case and would be contrary to the
"clear
import" of the Commission's
own wishes.
The hearings, involving charges
that Mr. Richards instructed staff
members of his KMPC Los Angeles
to slant news according to his own
beliefs, were adjourned April 1
upon tioncompletion
of FCC'sphase.
presentain the Los Angeles
The
May 15 resumption will be in Los
Angeles and is expected to take
several weeks. Subsequent sessions may then be held in Detroit
and Cleveland, where Mr. Richards
is principal owner of WJR and
WGAR, respectively.
The case involves license-renewal
applications for KMPC, WJR, and
WGAR, as well as Mr. Richards'
proposal to set up a trusteeship to
take over control of the three stations.
WLBH-AM-PM Mattoon, 111., which
opened last Nov. 23, aired 117 playby-plays of basketball games in three
months, it reports.

WCCO

SUMMER

DRIVE

'Send Sales Up With Temperature' Is Them*
THE anticipated hiatus or "summer slump" may portend the usual
dire forebodings for part of radiodom this year, but WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul has served notice
it will attack the perennial problem with a staunch hard-selling
promotion campaign of unique
dimensions.
The 50 kw CBS O & O outlet,
now launching its third annual intensive drive to stimulate summer
listening, is giving advertising
agencies the names of firms who
do not advertise on WCCO. The
station has so identified them in
its newest promotional kit titled
"Send Your Sales Up With the
Temperature," and it is promoting the drive on a host of fronts.
BMB Figures Used
WCCO has incorporated figures
of the latest BMB survey as well
as comparative BMB maps to accentuate its claims to huge chunks
of the daytime and nighttime radio
audiences in the Great Northwest
area. Included also are success
stories of advertisers who took "13
weeks with pay" in 1949 by using
WCCO on a year-around basis
as a result of last year's summer
drive.
Those advertisers whom WCCO
has pegged as 1950 summer and
year-around prospects are divided
into four categories: Local radio,
Twin City newspapers, magazine,
and national spot. Having corralled them in its listings, WCCO
KM&G - WOOD
Appoint New

Mr. Lindquist

Executives

Mr. Schroeder

APPOINTMENTS of Lansing B.
Lindquist as radio and television
director of Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, Pittsburgh, and of Willard
Schroeder, who previously held the
agency post, as sales manager of
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich., were
announced last week.
Mr. Lindquist, a Washington
radio - TV independent producer,
previously had served as program
manager
'of and
WOL station
(now WWDC)
Washington
manager
of WSYR-FM Syracuse, N. Y. At
WOOD Mr. Schroeder replaces
Walter Bass, resigned. Previously
he was sales manager for WCAE
Pittsburgh and general manager of
WINS New York. He was active
at KM&G in building radio billings
in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Virginia.

then
mentions its own prog-ran
availabilities.
The BMB section, based on fig
ures for spring 1949, compares e>:
tent of 50-100% daytime and night
time audience coverage with tha
of other stations by overlay maps
One of the highlights of WCCO'i
campaign will be a $25,000 all-ou
newspaper tune-in drive to promoti
peak listening to summer shows
The 1950 theme will be: "Tak<
your WCCO favorites with you—
take a portable radio along this
summer." Station promoted i
tie-in with radio distributors t(
push sale of portable radios lasi
WCCO will launch its nationa
campaign with 12 color advertisements in five leading trade magayear. zines, to be reprinted for mailing
to over 2,000 timebuyers in the
radio and client fields. Additionally, cooperative campaigns have
been set up with Minnesota and
Wisconsin
resort operators associations.

WJBK-FM POWER
Goes to 30 kw Tomorrow J
POWER increase to 30 kw foi
WJBK-FM Detroit will be in effect by tomorrow (April 18), according

to Richard
E. Jones,
general
ager
of Detroit
operations
for man-111
Th=
Fort Industry Co., which owns and
operates the outlet. Now operating
on 1 kw, WJBK-FM will utilize
the new power to cover a radius
of 75 miles, with major objectives Ibi
M
being area,
reception
Detroit's
town
Port in
Huron,
Mich.,down
and
Toledo, Ohio, Mr. Jones said.
The power increase, it also wa_
announced, is timed for broadcasting all Detroit Tiger baseball
games over WJBK-FM simultaneously with the AM operation]
WJBK (AM) is key station for thd
Goebel Beer Baseball Network
WJBK-FM is now scheduling!
broadcasts daily from noon to l3
p.m., and will operate on an interim!
basis of 20 kw until installation oi
the new Western Electric trans-J
mitter is completed, Mr. Jones)
stated. Transmission point hasj
been moved to Northwest Detroit,!
with FM antenna located atop
WJBK-TV's 400-ft. tower.
Indianapolis

Race

PERFECT CIRCLE Piston Ring
Co., Hagerstown, Ind., will for the
fifth consecutive year sponsor the
Indianapolis
Racespecial?
over)"1*
MBS on MaySpeedway
30. Four
an:
broadcasts are schedued, one start- k
ing at 11 :45 a.m., EDT, another at [
1:30 p.m. for 15 minutes and then
from 3-3:15 p.m. Climax of the h
auto race will be broadcast from jt;
4 p.m. to conclusion. Henri, Hurst ..
& McDonald, Chicago, is the agency
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As
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Year!
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Small

Drop
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i
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by
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Other

More

Than

Listening

radio advertisers curtail their summer

Summertime

Offset

schedules in the belief that

radio advertising is expensive and ineffective as compared to the

good" months of the year . . . that "business always falls off in the summer
my way" . . . that "big-time network shows get replaced" . . . that "people just
[on't listen to the radio in hot summer months." Reasoning is that radios
ire restricted to living rooms.
This premise is not true!
Today, families take their radios with them. Radios flock to the beaches,
Onountains and lakes, they go on family picnics, they take weekend trips and
j veek-night drives, they're practically "standard equipment" in automobiles and
summer cottages. In short, radios are as much a part of the summertime
;Vmerican scene as bathing suits, picnics and "two-weeks-with-pay."
the family to cottages and cabins, camps
and hotels.

Statistics confirm this. In Iowa, for exple, the Iowa Radio Audience Surveys*
how a 244% increase since 1939 in the

This summertime bonus audience takes on

umber of radio-equipped cars. These
nillions of car radios create a vital
ummertime

even greater meaning when you realize
that C. E. Hooper figures show only 6.6%
less people available in the daytime in
metropolitan homes during July and
August, than in the peak daytime month of February.

audience, as shown by the

ollowing figures: '

IOWA

CAR-RADIO

Length of Trip

LISTENING

Percentage Who Tune
In Their Car Radios
MEN
33.8%

| Between
Between

1 and
6 and

!> miles
25 miles

! Between 26 and 50 miles
Between 51 and 100 miles
More than 100 miles

-

.

53.0%)
68.3%
69.1%
80.5%

I
[n addition, comparisons between the 1949
and the 1948 Iowa Radio Audience Surveys
reveal a 16.0% increase in the number of
radio sets located outside the home and
outside the family car. Reliable estimates
indicate that Iowans now have about
750,000 portable sets that can travel with

WOMEN
38.0%
52.0%
63.5%
69.0%
63.0%

Evening figures show a decline for July and August of
only
ary. 13.3%, as against the
peak evening month of Janu-

"VACATIONING"— A
BILLION-DOLLAR INDUSTRY!
Between June and September, vacationminded Americans spend well over a
billion dollars planning for their vacations
— and enjoying them. Swim suits and
sun-tan lotions get a part of this billiondollar spending but even more is spent
on such year-'round merchandise as tires
and gasoline, food and drug items,
cigarettes and clothes.
DECISIONS ON
MANY FALL PURCHASES
MADE IN JULY AND AUGUST!
Two recent department store surveys (one
in Milwaukee and one in San Francisco)
show that in 80% of the cases, housewives
make up their minds in July and August
as to what to buy, what brand to buy and
where to buy their September purchases.
There is additional evidence that this
"carry-over" has a very real effect on sales
in October, November and December, too.
As one department store official put it,
"It's too late to wait to sell a major investment until the family is back in Fall
harness . . ."
*The Iowa Radio Audience Surveys of radio listening habits have been made for the past twelve years
by Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his
staff. They are based on personal interviews with
thousands of Iowa families, scientifically selected
from cities, towns, villages and farms all over
the State.
As a service to the sales, advertising, marketing
and research professions, WHO will gladly send a
copy of the 1949 Survey to anyone interested in
the subjects covered.

These figures are substantiated by statistics compiled by

the Psychological Corporation which indicate that only
6.8% of the nation is on
vacation at any one time
between July and Labor Day.
Only about two thirds of these
vacationers take trips — the rest relax and
rest at home, with many of their leisure
hours devoted to radio. The true picture of
summertime radio listening, then, is not
that there is less hstening, but that at least
an equal amount of listening takes place,
with a lot of it in non-surveyable locations!

WIKI©
*for
Iowa
PLUS
#
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC
National Representatives

Uniform

Policy

(Continued from page Ul)
volved in the motion picture antitrust case, he pointed out that its
radio station has never been
charged with any law violation.
The Washington law firm of
Pierson & Ball filed on behalf of
five licensees a brief contending
that "the only legal uniformity of
policy possible
Commission will look isat that
all thethe
evidence
in each individual case before determining whether or not an applicant is qualified. This policy is
already in effect and needs no furdetailedasserted
implementation."
The therbrief
that law violations should be considered as a
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part of
duct, andanthatapplicant's
the weightpast
of conthis
factor cannot depend upon whether
an allegation of federal law violation has been made. The law
firm also felt that the fact that
questionable practices have been
eliminated by a consent decree carries "little or no weight."
The Pierson & Ball brief was
filed on behalf of Yankee Network;
WKY Oklahoma City; KOB Albuquerque; KGLO Mason City, Iowa,
and WTAD Quincy, 111.
CBS, in a brief by General Attorney Julius F. Brauner and Attorney James H. Neu, also urged a
case-to-case approach, with law
violations to be considered along
with all other factors.
CBS Contention
"The Commission is not authorized to establish any rule, regulation or policy whereby any grant
would be automatically denied or
revoked solely because of the violation by the applicant of any
federal law, with the possible exception of (a) violations of the
[Communications] Act, or (b) the
violations specified in Sec. 311 [of
the Act], of which the applicant
has been finally adjudged guilty
by a Federal Court," CBS said.
(Sec. 311 requires FCC to refuse
to license any applicant whose license has been revoked by a court
for anti-trust violations, and permits FCC to revoke licenses held
by persons whom a Federal Court
has held finally guilty of unlawfully
tion.)
monopolizing radio communica-

pcomincj
April 20-21: Philadelphia Chapter A£<
for Education by Radio, U. of Pen
sylvania.
April 26-28: Northern Eastern Distri
trical
iltmo
El's
of
Institute
American,, Sheraton-B
the Engineers
of
R. I.
Providence
Hotel,
April 29: Catholic Broadcasters Ass
spring conference
, n, Catholic
America,
Washingto
D. C. XJ
May 7: Ohio Assn. of Radio News Ec
tors, Columbus, Ohio.
May
-RMA Conferenc
Dept.9-11:of IRE-AIEE
Interior Auditoriu
m, Was;
ington.
May 22-23: North Carolina Assn
Broadcasters
conventioChapel
Hill, N.annual
C.
May
31 -June Advertising
2: Forty-sixth
annii.
convention,
Federate
of America, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
June 1-3: Assn. of Women Broadcaste:
seventh annual convention, Hot
Cleveland, Cleveland.
June 5: Pennsylvania Assn. of Broa<
casters annual membership meetin
Bedford Springs, Bedford, Pa.
lation of law regardless of th
nature of the offense," the brit
asserted.
The company, which operate
WMGM and WMGM-FM Nei
York and KMGM (FM) Los Ar
geles, raised
said noin "character"
was
the motion questio
pictur
anti-trust case, in which Loew
was involved, and that in any even
FCC has "no jurisdiction whatsc
ever" in anti-trust matters wher
no final judgment has been entere
by the courts.
The case-by-case approach als
was urged by WPTR Albany, N.
principally owned by Schine Chaii
Theatres, and by Twentieth Cen
tury-Fox Film Corp., in briefs filei
respectively by the Washingtoi
law firms of Cohn & Marks anl
Welch,
casting, Mott
April &10].Morgan [Broad
Allen B. DuMont Labs, held b;
an FCC proposed decision to b
controlled by Paramount, also noti
fied FCC it will participate in thi
hearing. DuMont Washingtoi
counsel, Thad H. Brown and Wil
liam A. Roberts, reminded FC(
that DuMont denies that Para
mount is or has been in control 0
the radio manufacturing and TA
network firm, which operate!
WABD (TV) New York, WTT(

(TV) Washington, and WDT"\
(TV) Pittsburgh.
Loew's Inc. contended it is im- proposed
decision was Since
issued, FCC'i
Para
possible to cover violations of all mount has been divided into sepa
rate film production and exhibitioi
laws in any "uniform policy," and
suggested that a distinction be companies under an anti-trust con
drawn between law violations
sent decree.
which reflect on character and
those of a regulatory and adminisRiddel! WXYZ Presideni
trative nature which may be inadvertent and unwillful.
JAMES G. RIDDELL, genera
The brief, by the Washington
firm of Bingham, Collins, Porter & manager of WXYZ Inc., ownei
Kistler, said FCC must exercise of WXYZ - AM - FM - TV Detroit
discretion on a "per-case basis," wholly owned subsidiary of ABC
that character is only one element
last week was elected1 president ol
of qualification, and that violations
the subsidiary. Mr. Riddell has
not affecting character should be been general manager of ABC'
disregarded.
Detroit properties since the network acquired WXYZ from th<
"The establishment of an arbiKing-Trendle
Broadcasting Corp.
trary prohibition against all applicants . . . who have violated any
in 1946. At the time of ABC's
law of the U.S. would be about as purchase
from King-Trendle, Mr.
Riddell was sales manager and
reasonable as providing the same
punishment or penalty for any vio- commercial manager of WXYZ.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

PUZZLE

PICTURE

Are zebras white animals with black stripes or black
animals with white stripes? That's a puzzle that will
never be solved.
But there's no puzzle about the best radio buy in
Baltimore. The biggest bargain buy in this rich market
is W'l'T'H.

Here's why:

W'1/T'H delivers more home listeners-per-dollar
than any other station in town. And second, in addition,
a survey made under the supervision of the Johns
Hopkins University showed that of all radios playing
in drug stores, 34.6% were tuned to W'l'T'H.
That means

that a little money

does big things on

W'l'T'H. Call in your Headley-Reed
get the whole W'l'T'H story.

man

today and

WJTH
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
TOM TINSLEY, President

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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Represented by HEADLEY-REED
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Electronics
(Continued from page 40)
set up an office adjoining ExposiHall, on the
basement
level,tionwhere
the Stevens'
heavy equipment
is on display. Mr. McNaughten
and Miss Basnight have their office in Private Dining Room 13 on
the fourth floor.
Jack R. Poppele, WOR New
York, a member of the NAB Engineering Committee and one of radio's pioneers, formally opened the
technical sessions Thursday morning. Meetings were held in the
North Ballroom on the third floor.
Mr." Poppele presented J. W.
Wright, of CBS, who discussed
co-channel and adjacent channel
TV interference tests.

TODAY
IS

OUR

BIRTHDAY!

20

YEARS
1930

We

—

APRIL

OLD

17 —

1950

are justifiably proud of our continued

leadership in the rich tri-city market — Winston -Salem, Greensboro,

High

Point — the

Number One Market, in the South's Number One State!

And

here

is Our

to You,
HOOPER

birthday

present

the Advertiser!

STATION

AUDIENCE

INDEX

Fall-Winter, 1949-1950
WSJS

Station
B

Station
C

All
others

Morning
Mon. thru Fri.

42.9

33.2

11.0

12.8

Afternoon
Mon. thru Fri.

49.6

22.2

13.8

Evening
Sun. thru Sat.

56.4

29.0

Winston-Salem's

First

16.4
14.7

Station

WSJS
AM
5000
WATTS

48.000
WATTS
NBC

Affiliates
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Telecommunications Labs., who described a5 kw air-cooled TV transmitter. L. J. Wolf, RCA Engineering Products, told how super-gain
performance can be attained by use
of a new type of TV antenna. Blair
Foulds and Frank N. Gillette, of
General Precision Lab., described
new types of 16mm TV projectors.
Problems of operating and developing the Bell System TV network were reviewed by Charles E.
Schooley, of AT&T. Leo Staschover
of Federal Telecommunications
Labs., described TV sound diplexing in a TV link.
The economics of TV station operation, of growing importance in
television's development, were discussed by Robin D. Compton, WOIC
(TV) Washington, including staff
organization, budgets, unions, network transmissions and government controls. Thane E. McConnell, Collins Radio Co., read a paper
on the operation of a 10 w FM
transmitter for educational stations.

UHF Project Discussed
Interest ran high in a three-ply
discussion of the RCA-NBC UHF
project at Bridegport, Conn. Three
executives who, have been active in
the effort to solve UHF transmisWith A. James Ebel, WMBD
sion problems described the success
Peoria, 111., presiding at the Friday
attained in providing reliable TV
service in the 529-535 mc band. luncheon, the conference turned to
Performance data were given along the future of TV with an address
with design problems and how they by G. Emerson Markham, director
were solved. Reading papers on of the NAB Television Dept. Since
taking the NAB post last Septemthe Bridgeport installation were
ber Mr. Markham has been working
T. M. Gluyas and 0. 0. Fiet, of
out a long-range program by which
RCA Engineering Products, with the
association can serve the newest
Mr. Guy, of NBC, outlining objec- of the electronic industries.
tives of the project.
Other Thursday morning speakFriday Afternoon
ers were John Ruston, Allen B.
K. W. Pyle, KFBI Wichita, Kan.,
DuMont Labs., describing a new
Friday afternoon. Papers
5 kw TV transmitter; C. L. Ellis, presided
were read by Charles Sheridan,
General Electric Co., explaining a
Radio Inc., on the engineernew synchronizing generator ; Transit
ing
of
this
new medium; by John K.
Lucken E. Rawls, WSM Nashville,
Hilliard, Altec - Lansing Corp.,
speaking on use of pulse technique
Hollywood, on a miniature conto select TV transmitter sites;
denser microphone; by John V. L.
Ralph Harmon, Westinghouse RaHogan, of Hogan Labs., on facsimdio Stations, telling about UHF
ile; by Lauren K. Findley, Colexperiments at KDKA Pittsburgh.
lins Radio Co., on a new 1 kw AM
Welcome By Miller
broadcast transmitter; by W. S.
Mr. McNaughten presided at the Bachman, Columbia Records, on the
first luncheon session, introducing
Columbia hot - stylus recording
NAB President Justin Miller who
method; by Fred Grimwood, Gates
delivered an address of welcome.
Radio Co., on a new 5 kw AM transmitter.
Mr. Guy, president of the Institute
of Radio Engineers, was principal
Three stand-by papers were
luncheon speaker, giving a history
available for the program in case
of broadcasting.
time permitted or a speaker could
Presiding Thursday afternoon
not attend. They were: "A New
was Oscar C. Hirsch, KFVS Cape
Television De-Modulator," Jack W.
Girardeau, Mo. First paper was
Downie,
Electric
Co.; "Reread by F. G. Back, of Television
centGeneral
Improvements
in Televising
Zoomar Corp., suggesting methods
Motion Picture Film," Robert
of bringing all TV optical factors
Myers, Allen B. DuMont Labs.; "A
into proper relationship. Richard
Small Size High-Fidelity Ribbon
Blount, General Electric Co., spoke
Pressure Microphone for AM, FM
on studio lighting; Robert F. Big- and TV Broadcasting," Harry F.
wood, DuMont TV Network, on
Olson, RCA Labs.
theatre TV controls; Ernest L.
Adams, WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio,
on design problems peculiar to a Pa. Broadcasters to Meet
moderate-size TV station.
ANNUAL membership meeting of
J. Roger Hayden, International
the
Pennsylvania
Assn.on ofMonday,
BroadDerrick & Equipment Co., showed a
casters will be held
color film depicting construction of June 5, at Bedford Springs Hotel,
the 1,057-foot tower of WCON At- Bedford, Pa., according to Frank
lanta. Concluding paper Thursday
R. Smith, association president.
afternoon was read by John Lorber,
of Raytheon Mfg. Co., speaking on Mr. Smith, who is president and
general manager of WBVP Beaver
graphical design of grid modulated
Falls, Pa., said about 100 Keystone
power amplifiers for TV.
State station representatives are
John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashexpected to attend. Sixty-seven
ville, presided Friday morning, in- stations are members of the assotroducing E. Bradburd, Federal ciation.
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NAB

us

at

the

CONVENTION

and

make

us

tell

you

about...

CAPITOL

IZED

SHOWS

More than 30 different musical shows, complete in script and

featured artists,- theme fill and bridge music (for commercial

format — that's the new CAPITOL-IZED lineup. Each one's unique

background); courtesy announcements, to build audience inter-

. . . cleverly assembled, with big-time showmanship of network

est. Dollar for dollar, you can't buy better audience builders . . .

calibre. Music has been carefully chosen from Capitol's fresh,

more "sponsor appeal." Make us prove it to you, face to face,

well-balanced Transcription library— over 4500 superbly pro-

at the NAB. convention. We'll be waiting to spin a program

duced selections ... all recorded postwar. And look at these
professional touches: special themes; voice-tracks of the

or two for you . . . in Rooms 532A-534A. Or drop us a line at
Sunset and Vine.

BROADCAST DIVISION
Capitol Records, Inc.
Sunset and Vine
Hollywood 28, Calif.

UNIQUE
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BRARY
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the earlier time limit contemplated
for his original crime investigation.
Within the framework of the
overall gambling probe, the Senate
commerce committee meanwhile
authorized a favorable report on
a Justice Dept. measure to curtail
the interstate transportation of
slot machines for illegal use.

'Gambling' Probe
(Continued from page 42)
the problem of choosing between
this resolution and an even more
inclusive measure introduced previously by Sen. Estes Kefauver
(D-Tenn.), decided last week to
set up a special committee with
Sen. Kefauver as its probable
chairman.
The special committee would be
composed of five Senators — two
from Sen. Johnson's commerce
committee and three from the Judiciary Committee — and would be
authorized to conduct a "full, extensive and fair investigation of
crime syndicates operating in interstate commerce," according to
Sen. Scott Lucas (D-Ill.), Senate
majority leader.
Sen. Kefauver will introduce a
new resolution to create such a
committee and specify a Jan. 1
deadline for its report rather than

NRB

Newsletter

MONTHLY newsletter titled
"Profit Ideas" currently is being
made available to business executives by National Research Bureau
Inc., Chicago. March 1950 issue
contains news on ideas used for
television, a radio case history and
other material of interest to furniture and home furnishings merchandisers. Each issue is devoted
to a particular merchandising field
with examples of "tested businessgetting ideas."

RADIO MINISTERS
Meet in Two-Day Clinic
SPARKED by the desire to produce better religious programs for
Indiana audiences, some 95 delegates attended the first annual
Ministers' Radio Institute-Clinic
at the school of religion of Butler
U., Indianapolis on March 20-21.
The two-day sessions were sponsored by the Indianapolis Church
Federation and the Butler school.
Officials of WIRE WFBM WIBC
and WISH, all Indianapolis, took
part in the discussions. Principal
speakers included Sherman P. Lawton, director of radio, U. of Oklahoma, on "Measurement of Audience Response"; Richard Meischke,
producer of Christian Brotherhood
Hour, speaking on "Music for
Your Broadcast,"
G. B. Gordon, of Butler U. and
program director of the Indianapolis Church Federation's radio

FORMER ALL AMERICAN Glenn
Dobbs (I), renowned former U. of
Tulsa punter and ace passer, it
signed as sports director of KRMG
Tulsa, Okla. Approving the signing
is Robert B. Jones Jr., KRMG manager. The grid star also played with
the Brooklyn Dodgers and the Los
Angeles Rams, professional clubs.
committee, was director of the
clinic.
White

Spring
And

Comes

Sales

Earlier

Seem

Easier

in

Memphis

Tower

Spots

WHITE TOWER management
Corp., Stamford, Conn, (restaurant
chain), is placing one-minute announcement schedule in 11 Eastern
i markets plus Charlotte, N. C, following successful test in Providence, R. I. Announcements feature Bob Crosby, Walter O'Keefe,
■ and the
Andrews Sisters. Future
expansion , of campaign to other
cities where the company operates
restaurants
is contemplated. Badgi
er & Browning & Hersey Inc., New
York, is the agency.
■

i
Spring

Tonic

for

'Lightning'
(Continued from page UU )

Results

i some faults can be found with the
WHHM

Where

your

More

Spots

Listeners

Per

are

Dollar

Spotlighted
in Memphis

WHHM!

film's production and that the "majority doesn't agree as to its effect." But, he added, the film comi
pares favorably to other trade association productions. While there
may have been error in filming
i action on the spot because of a
lack of ideal filming conditions, an
effort was made to make the picture as authentic as possible, he
went on.
Another factor to "Lightning's"
credit, Mr. Gray said, is the revision. The and
presentpacks
version
"is much
different
much
more
punch" than the showings made
of the rough product. In addition,
Mr. Gray believes the 20-minute
adaptation
"Lightning
Sells"
does a better
job than That
the longer
film.
i
This is the verdict given by one
who closely followed the industryfilm from fund
i raising,widetopromotion's
actual filming and finally to its showing in many leading
cities. All in all, Mr. Gray finds
i the film electrifying, radio's sales
line.
pitch not a contract with dotted
i

Independent

But

Not

Aloof

MEMPHIS,
TENNESSEE
Patt McDonald, manager

Representative: Independent Metropolitan Sales
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THIS

IS

KFI'S

DEFINITION

OF

GOOD

RADIO

ADVERTISING

• 76%

INCREASE

IN SALES!

This universally distributed grocery product
had a 76% increase over its already hefty
sales in 10 weeks due solely to Burritt Wheeler
on

• 50%

INCREASE

IN SALES!

KFI. A companion product, barely mentioned byWheeler, had an 85% increase!

An aPPl iance company, selling a $I75 machine
door to door, had a 50% increase in business
after only four weeks due solely to an
audience participation program starring
Stu Wilson — and in the Long Beach territory
alone there is a backlog of 25,000 demonstration appointments.

• 19,000

WOMEN

FRY
PPOftKY
uKUC

INTO

In a four-week

period 19,000

women

went

i t0 tne trouD'e t0 guess a melody, write their
ec
ctadcj.
jIUK
guess on a postcard, and go to a grocery store
to pick up their prize— a 9<t product. This was
all due to 5-minute KFI program broadcast
five mornings weekly.

Radio advertising is too often measured by inconclusive standards—a trade paper review, a rating, a cost -per -thousand
study. The only valid definition of good radio advertising is—
ADVERTISING
PRODUCES
immediate

That

is

and

the
we

THAT
SALE

unmistakable

type

of

attempt

Stte

response.

advertising
to

sell

you,

KF
, ,<Mt

NBC

for

Los

Angeles

5 0,000 Watts
on
6 40 kc
Represented nationally by Edward Petry and Co.
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!
West Statement
(Continued from page 42)
-DAYEAROJ

AND
IN

AND,

NOW
THE

THE

BLOOMINGTON

WHAT'S

GOING

LEADING

TO

MORE,

5000

FIELD
AREA

WE'RE

WaTTS!

(That'll boost our coverage market in central and southern Indiana)
Balanced programming makes the difference,
although we're the first to acknowledge, it doesn't
hurt our rating any to be designated sports
station for Indiana University. Located as we
are in the limestone center of the world, we're
right in there pitching — day and night — with
NEWS

• DRAMA

COMMUNITY

THE

WTTS
Represented Nationally by
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO.
New York, Chicago,
los Angeles, San Franciso
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• MUSIC

INTEREST

SARKES

• CIVIC

and

programs.

TARZIAN

STATIONS

4WTTV BLOOMINGTON
INDIANA
Represented Nationally by
BARNARD and THOMPSON, Inc.
299 Madison Avenue
New York City

homes to come down" "Are program costs going to be very much
higher?" "When can we expect
studies of the sales effectiveness
one question more than any
of But
television?"
other, dominated our discussions.
It was simply this: "What happens to radio listening in television homes?" Advertisers, agencies
and the broadcasting industry soon
must have a reliable answer to this
question if the present confidence
we all have in radio's future is not
to be impaired.
This leads to the second point;
it concerns the future of radio research and particularly the successor organization to BMB. The ANA
board of directors after consulting
over 200 ANA members who are
radio advertisers, recently stated
our policy in regard to radio research. Iwould like to quote at
least part of the board's statement
as it is the best reflection of advertisers' viewpoint I know of.
ANA Board Message
It is essential (the statement reads)
to the long run interests of all those
concerned with advertising — the media
as well as agencies and advertisers —
that advertising expenditures be
channeled in such a way as to produce
the most effective and economical sales
results. In order to accomplish that
object, advertisers must be in a position to employ individual media intelligently— which means on the basis of
facts. Advertisers, as represented by
the ANA, have repeatedly expressed
their need for valid and UP-to-date
information on the audiences and coverage of radio stations.
Responsibility for providing that information seems clearly to rest with
the broadcasting industry. . . . Moreover it has been the established practice with other media to provide a
uniform standard of measurement by
methods acceptable to their customers,
the advertisers. In the absence of
such information on broadcasting, advertisers will be materially handicapped in their efforts to use the
medium fully and effectively.
The history of media research has
demonstrated that its value — to the
media themselves — is in proportion to
the confidence which buyers place in it.
That confidence in turn depends on
the extent to which the techniques
and execution of the research project
are planned and validated in a manner
acceptable to both buyer and seller.
And mutual acceptability can be
achieved only through the joint determination and review of objectives and
procedures which have characterized
the operation of the Broadcast Measurement Bureau. Unless the established principle of tripartite operation is applied in organizing the successor to BMB, there is substantial
risk of loss of confidence in the
data. . . . •
There is more' to the ANA
Board's statement, but I believe the
sections I have quoted reflect advertisers' needs and requirements.
ANA members have a tremendous
and well found faith in the present
and future of radio as an advertising medium. There will, of
course, be changes in what we have
come to call "traditional" radio advertising concepts or patterns. But,
as Howard Morgens of Procter &

Real 'Mystery' Voice
FOR the past two months,
listeners to the 920 Mystery
Club, musical guessing show
on WTTM Trenton, N. J.,
have been greeted by a "mystery voice" when they phone
in their guesses. Through
some sort of mechanical mixup, listeners find themselves
connected with a voice which
exchanges pleasantries and
takes guesses on the mystery
tune. He usually tells callers their guesses are correct
and promises to send the theatre award tickets. When
the "winners" check the station, theyThe
find situation
they've been
duped.
has
brought on a full-scale probe
by police and the New Jersey
Bell Telephone Co.
Gamble recently pat it in a talk to
the New York Radio Executives
Club, "radio and television are
both entering an extremely difficult period . . . the most pressing
and important task for all of us is
to make sure that both are effective
and efficient from an advertising
To do the job, Mr. Morgens sugstandpoint."
gests, as I see it, we must have
more factual radio and television
data, and advertisers are convinced
that it is up to the radio industry
to supply the information they
need.

UNG

WRfH

LANG
WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
Network Calibre Program at Cocal Station Cost
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FIGHT

•
Gives

the

you

Now

WEEK

you can buy spot announcements

in the outstanding

major boxing event known as the "Fight of the Week," presented
by the Sports Network every Monday night at 10 P.M.

SPOT

• The "Fight of the Week" is broadcast direct from ringside and
originates in whatever city the outstanding major boxing events

of

occur. Del Parks brings you a vivid ringside blow-by-blow account
of the fight and Jules Rind does the color and commercials.

the

WEEK!

•

Under this new arrangement

between

you may buy 45-second spots

rounds, on a 13-week basis with option for renewal.

The rate for all markets* listed below is only $250.00 per
45-second spot, per show. More stations are being added each
week at no extra charge to you.

a

SURE

PENNA.
Philadelphia
Allentown
Altoona
Erie
Harrisburg
Johnstown
Lancaster
Lebanon
Lewistown
Lock Haven
Pittsburgh
Pottsville
Reading
Scranton
Shamokin
Wilkes Barre
York

KNOCKOUT
NEW
WPEN
WAEB
WJSW
WLEU
WHP
WCRO
WLAN
WLAB
WMRF
WBPZ
KQV
WPAM
WEEU
WARM
W1SL
WBAX
WSBA

NEW

OTHER

in

these

YORK
Albany
Auburn
Buffalo
Dunkirk
Glens Falls
Hudson
Jamestown
Olean
Plattsburg
Syracuse
Utica

markets

WOKO
WMBO
WEBR
WFCB
WWSC
WHUC
WJTN
WHDL
WEAV
WOLF
WGAT

ADDED

WJOY

MARYLAND
Baltimore

WITH

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington
WEST

JERSEY
Atlantic City WFPG
Bridgeton WSNJ
Trenton WBUD

STATIONS

VERMONT
Burlington

VIRGINIA
Martinsburg WEPM

D E LAW ARE
Wilmington
EACH

WINX

WAMS

WEEK

for Information and Availabilities
SPORTS

BROADCAST

NETWORK
]

Jack
2212
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NAB Convention Opens
(Continued from page 39)

COVERING A 17,000,000
POPULATION AREA
IN 5 STATES

-J. ?""0,t A'*05 G'*°**' Buyat the .owes; rote
_«at.on ,„ ,his of „ny maJ*
region!

CKLW

with 50,000 watt power is hitting an

increased audience of 17,000,000 people in
a 5 state region and establishing new performance records for advertisers. This increased effectiveness, coupled with the lowest
rate of any major station in this region means
now you get even more "pulling power" in
every dollar you spend on CKLW. Get the
Facts! Get the story first hand from those
that see this "pulling power" working day in
and day out right down the middle of the dial
at CKLW's

800 kc.

J. E. Campeau, President
Guardian Building

9

Detroit 26, Michigan

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., National Rep.
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ment and services opened last
Wednesday morning, presenting to
broadcasters the largest technical
show in industry history [Broadcasting, April 10]. Exhibits are
located in the "Magical Fifth
Floor" and the large Exposition
Hall on the lower lobby level of the
Stevens. They will remain open
until Tuesday evening.
The annual Independent's Day
meeting was scheduled all day
Sunday, with an attendance of perhaps 400 expected [Broadcasting,
April 10].
From the standpoint of world
prominence, broadcasters have never before been offered the opportunity to hear speakers of such fame.
Their selection emphasizes the
serious tone of the whole Management Conference program.
Actual Management Conference
programming opens with an FM
session at 9:30 Monday morning
in the North Ballroom (see agenda
page 22). Presiding will be Matthew H. Bonebrake, KOCY-FM
Oklahoma City, chairman of the
NAB FM Committee.
Formal Opening Today
The formal proceedings start today (Monday) at 12 noon in the
Grand Ballroom of the Stevens.
Mr. Lane will preside, as convention committee chairman, and will
introduce NAB President Justin
Miller who is attending his fifth
annual convention.
All Management Conference
meetings following the opening
lunch will be held in the Eighth St.
Theatre, reached via a ramp leading out of the Grand Ballroom.
First convention speaker will be
Ambassador Warren R. Austin,
permanent U. S. representative to
the United Nations. Ambassador
Austin replaces Carlos P. Romulo,
Philippine ambassador and president of the UN General Assembly,
who was summoned back to the
Philippines last week.
The first convention speaker will
sound the opening warning of the
grave problems facing the world
today. He will give the convention
international aspect in outlining
the American broadcaster's responsibility inworld affairs.
With this groundwork laid, Herman W.. Steinkraus, president of
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
and president-general manager of
Bridgeport Brass Co., will take up
key problems facing American industry and their relation to the dayto-day operations of the business of
broadcasters, stressing the broadindustry. caster's duty toward business and

(IBEW), and Raymond Jones, executive secretary, American Federation of Radio Artists (AFRA).
Representing broadcast management will be Chet L. Thomas,
KXOK-AM-FM St. Louis, and
Harold Essex, WSJS-AM-FM Winston-Salem, N. C. Both have been
active in NAB labor relations activities.
Only membership business meeting of the convention is scheduled
at 9:30 Tuesday morning. The
agenda presents one speaker — Dr.
Kenneth H. Baker, who is billed as
discussion chairman. Dr. Baker is
expected to review the BMB situation, including acceptance of Study
No. 2 figures, and review plans for
the third industry measurement
project, Broadcast
Audience Measurement Inc. (BAM).
Other convention business will be
taken up, depending on wishes of
the membership. The Resolutions
Committee will present its report
at this meeting. Only delegates
bearing NAB certification cards
will be admitted to the active member section of the theatre.
After Tuesday's luncheon, the
convention them* moves back into
the responsibility motif as FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy discusses the
broadcaster's responsibility to his
government. Chairman Coy has
been outspoken recently in his ob- 1
servations on radio and television
program standards. His talk is
scheduled at 1 :30 p.m. in the
theatre.
Second speaker of the afternoon
will be Paul G. Hoffman, administrator of the Economic Cooperation
Administration and for many years
president of Studebaker Corp.
Adm. Hoffman, as occupant of one
of the world's most responsible
positions, will tell broadcaster's
their responsibility in world ecomics.
Cold War Warning
Judging by advance intimations,
this talk may prove to be one of the
most serious since the close of
World War II. Already advertisers and agency leaders have been
alerted to the seriousness of the
cold war. Adm. Hoffman, it is believed, will let broadcasters know
just what is going on and what can
happen in an upset world if the
United States fails in its international mission.

H. E. Babcock, agricultural leader, will wind up the afternoon's
discussion and close the "responsibility" portion of the convention
with a discussion of the broadcasters' responsibility in agriculture.
Tuesday evening is earmarked
for a 7 p.m. reception in the Normandy Lounge and the annual banquet at 7room.
:30 BMIp.m.
the Grand
Ballwillin stage
a special
The convention then will shift to 10th anniversary show for the dinner. No speeches are scheduled.
a practical operating interlude in
which two key labor executives will
All exhibits will be closed prior
join two broadcasters in a panel on to the banquet.
Wednesday morning is set aside
the American broadcaster's responsibility in labor relations. Judge
for television. Dave Garroway, exMiller will preside. Representing
Harvard professor turned TV m. c.
labor will be Daniel W. Tracy,
and disc jockey, will preside.
president, International BrotherPanels are scheduled on programhood of Electrical Workers
ming and TV economics. The
BROADCASTING
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Resolutions

Procedure

THE NAB Management Conference Resolutions Committee will meet Monday, April
17, in Suite 706 of the Stevens Hotel, at 10 a.m. Members may submit proposed
resolutions to the committee
at that time by contacting
Don Petty, NAB general
counsel, as committee secretary, in Suite 706, or C. E.
Arney Jr., NAB secretarytreasurer, headquartering in
Room 8, third floor. Committee chairman is Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, Conn.
agenda is strictly of the workshop
type. Two NAB directors will
participate — Eugene S. Thomas,
WOIC (TV) Washington, and
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans.
The Kukla, Fran & Ollie cast
from NBC will perform. Morning
speakers include Burr Tillstrom,
Kukla, Fran & Ollie creator; Jack
' Mabley, Chicago Daily News;
Ernest Walling, NBC producer;
Jim Moran, Courtesy Motor Sales,
Chicago; Marion Harper Jr., McCann-Erickson; William B. Ryan,
KFI Los Angeles, ah NAB board
member; Robert C. Tait, president,
Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester.
The convention will adjourn at
the conclusion of the Wednesday
morning session.

WISH

Coy Helps Dedicate
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy was
featured speaker Tuesday at the
formal ceremonies dedicating the
new studios of WISH Indianapolis,
ABC outlet on 1310 kc with 5 kw
day, 1 kw night, and headed by
Frank E. McKinney. George Higgins is general manager. Guests
included Robert Hinckley, ABC
vice president, and Harry Wismer,
ABC sports director.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy,
speaking at the dedicatory ceremonies, called the "handsome new
studios" a symbol of "the importance of radio broadcasting in our
way of life." He said "they are
eloquent testimony to the faith of
Frank McKinney and his associates in the future of broadcasting
and to their faith in the future of

*

DWNKS

BROADCASTING

WCFL

IS

made by its communications systems." He singled out the "mushrooming growth of that most universal of all forms of communication— radio broadcasting" — and the
rapid growth of television.
"Because of our broadcasting
system," he said, "the American
people have a wider access than
ever before to the free, unhampered
discussion of their community problems and national and international problems. Hence they are
better equipped to participate as
intelligent citizens in the conduct
of their democratic society."
DISPUTE
AFRA Claims Victory

"SIGNAL VICTORY" was claimed
by American Federation of Radio
Artists in the recent settlement of
its dispute with McCann-Erickson
Inc., MBS and Don Lee Broadcasting System on the payment of repeat fees for rebroadcasting of the
Straight Arrow program. Following two days deliberation by the
AFRA board of directors, the union
agreed to accept an MGS offer for
50% of the total payment asked in
repeat fees from Feb. 7, 1950, for
cast members; and written recognition from MBS and Don Lee of
the principle of payment of the repeat fee for use of all such off-theline recordings.
AFRA had claimed a total of
$12,103 was due in back salaries
to actors on the program from Feb.
7, 1950, inasmuch as the program
is rebroadcast on the West Coast
by off-the-line recordings.
According to Claude McCue, executive secretary of the union,
this is the first instance since the
set up of their codes that the theory
of added value to the producer for
use of off-the-line recordings has
been clearly enunciated in writing
by any signatory to the AFRA
contracts.
Recognition of additional payment will hold for all MBS commercial programs, as of Feb. 7,
1950.
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BEATING

PULSE

FASTER

*Chart shows percentage of increase
or decrease, for 50,000 watt and fulltime stations. Pulse Period of Jan.Feb., 1950, as compared to Jan. -Feb.,
1949. (Averages, 6 a.m. to midnight,
Monday through Friday.)

WCFL
+15.29%

Indianapolis."
U. S. preeminence in the world,
Chairman
Coy to
felt,the"iscontribution
due in no
small measure

FEES

SOFT

STUDIOS

.Network Station A
+3.3%

BASIS

OF

CHANGE

Jan.-Feb. 1949

-5.88%
50,000 Watt Independent
-9.52%
Network Station B
—12.5%
5,000 Watt Independent

Going Up! This chart* shows
WCFL's ratings impressively on the
upbeat in Chicago radio.
Audience-tailored programming,
highlighted by sports toppers and
the finest in music — all spiced by
ABC network features and station

I
-19.0%
I
V
Network Station C
l
-22.88%
▼
Network Station D

specialties — readily explains the
gains. Time rates, moreover, are as
inviting as the programs presented
over WCFL.

WCFL
50,000 watts • 1000 on the dial
The Voice of Labor
666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III.
Represented by the Boiling Company, Inc.
An ABC Affiliate
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$112
SPOT'S
ALL-TIME
By TYLER NOURSE
National and regional non-network radio, commonly called spot,
reached an all-time high of $112
million in net time sales in 1949
pressing closer on the heels of its
worthy adversary, national network, which rang up a net total of
$127,590,000 on its cash register.
In an effort to find out just what
product groups contributed to this
26.2% of radio's total income
Broadcasting's research department has, for the second year, obtained data from all classes of stations within the United States.
Overall the 1949 picture has
changed in several respects from
that shown in 1948. Remarkable
were slight increases in the amounts
spent by the Agriculture and
Farming; Gasoline, Lubricants
and Fuel; Household Equipment,
Applicances and Supplies; Insurance, Jewelry, Optical Goods and
Cameras; Publishing and Media,
and Toiletries classifications.
At the same time decreases were
shown in the following groups:
Apparel, Footwear & Accessories;
Beer, Wine & Liquor; Confectionary & Soft Drinks; Drugs and
Remedies, and Retail Stores and
Shops.
Classifications practically unchanged included: Automotive,
Auto Accessories & Equipment;

HIGH

Spot

Radio

Revenue

Entertainment and Amusement;
Food & Food Products; Smoking
Materials, and Soaps, Cleansers
and Polishes.
Five product classifications dom-

Product

J.
3
5
10
3
40
3
3

A.
3
4
10

S.
3
13

40

10
40
3

N.

D.
10

10

12

4

40
4

10
40
4

40
1

in '49

Leading users of spot were advertisers of Food and Food Products. This highly competitive field
spent approximately $23.5 million,
almost twice that of second place
Drug and Remedies advertisers
and over $1.5 million more than in
1948. The Food Product advertisers also lead in network gross
expenditures, placing slightly over
$45 million in that medium, down
about $2 million from the previous
Drugs and Remedies
Drugs and Remedies advertisers
year.
placed just over $12 million worth
of net spot advertising. This classification also was in second place
during 1948 when the drug firms
spent approximately $13 million on
spot campaigns. On the networks
this classification was in fourth
place with just over $21 million
gross, about $1.5 million below
1948.
Manufacturers of Soaps, Cleansers and Polishes, traditionally a
heavy user of radio time, placed
over $9.5 million worth of net spot
business in 1949. This was approximately the same dollar volume
as in 1948. On the networks this
product group ranked fifth with
gross expenditures of $19,334,813,
approximately $1.4 million less
(Continued on page 112) D.

(Accounts, with number of stations used each month, based
A. 40 on 12the N.12Rora-12
baugh Report on Spot Radio Advertising.)
33 22
J. F. M. A. M. J. J.
S. O.
12
12
Gluek's
Hyde ParkBeer Beer 10 11 11 10 12 12 12
1
Jax Beer
21 21 21
Krueger Beer & Ale
3 3
43 55 55 52 52
2117
Lanson Champagne
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Old English Brand Ale
18 15 17 30 30 37 37 42
27 24 21
Pfeiffer Brewing Co
50 50 50 59 59
Prior Beer
3
4
5
5
5 6 6 156 8 8 8 8
R & H Beer
4
4
4
5
5 5 3 1 3 4 4 132
Rainier Beer & Ale
17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 52
17
17
Rams Head Ale
3
4
5
5
5 6 6 6 228 228 8 288
Rheingold Beer
8
7
7
21
Schmidt Brewing Co
3 5 5 6 407 5 1 i
7 7 7 6
Stag Beer
1 1
12 34
Sunshine Beer
4
2
2
2
2
3 3 3 173 13
Taylor Wine Co
2 2
22
28
Trommer's
Utica Club Beer
Beer
1815 1515 14
17 22
30 22
30 22
37 22
37 42 130 130 130
Valley Forge Beer
3
4
5
5
5 6 6 6 8 8 8 8
Virginia Dare Wine
105 105 105
BEVERAGES— NON-ALCOHOLIC
19 27 24 39
Aborn's Coffee
31 31 31 32 32 32 32
Bireley's
Fruit
Flavor
Drink
1 1
1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Bliss Coffee
3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
Canada Dry Bev. (All
Products)
12 12 14 14 17 17 21
286 1 283
Coca-Cola
130 125 116 36 32 32 32 32 28
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
of Minn
2
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
Coca-Cola
Export
Corp
1
1
1
1
1 1 1 211 i
1
Hires, Charles E., Co
28
28
Kroger
Hot-DatedHouse
Coffee. . 28 28 28 28 28 28 28
Instant Maxwell
Coffee
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 22 23 24 32
Maxwell House Coffee
2 2 10 13
7 10 5
4 4 204
Medaglia D'Oro Coffee
,
Miller-Becker
191 203 3
32
Pan American Coffee Bur
32 32
3 3 3
Ridgeway's
Tea
Sanka & Instant
Sanka
Coffee
1 1
1
1 1 1 1 31 13 14 41 41
Savarin Coffee
1
1
1
1
1 2 3
32
"26" Coffee
3
6
6
6 13 15 12 12
Walter
Baker's
Cocoa
1
1
1
1
Welch Grape Juice (All
•
*
•
•
1 1 1 1
ProductsRock Beverages
68 67 62 62 *
White
2 *
2 2*
2
1
2
1
14
Yuban Coffee
2 2 2 2 1 1 1

'7

AUTOMOTIVE
Atlantic Gas & Oil
3 3 29 47 4710 47io 47 47 47
1
Austin Motor Cars
9 10 10
Chrysler Corp
506 1386
373 370
Chrysler Dealers
131 142 144
Conoco Gas & Oil
2
2 2 2 114
422 3602 3592 2 2
. . 731
Dodge Cars
377 377
Esso Gas & Oil
42 42 42 4214 14 42 42 42 42
Ford Dealers
7 8 382 152 150 88
139
14 142 68
General Motors (Inst.)
14 14 14
14 14
Hollingshead Motor Rhythm
& Zorbit
3
14
i 7 7 7
Keystone Auto Club
7 7 7 7
Lee Tires
31 31 31 24 24 23 23 21 21
Mobiloil & Mobilgas
8 9 9 9 179 9 1829 8
Oldsmobile Motor Cars ... 135 136 149 164
15 184 18317 17 177
18 17815
Philgas
21
Phillips 66 Gas & Oil
31 31 31 24 24 23 23 21 43
Phillips 66 Products
Pontiac Motor Division
73
Pure Gas & Oil
2 2 2 422 2 442 2 43
Rootes Motor
24
45
42 16
Shell Gas & Oil
39 39 40
27 28
Standard Gas & Oil (Ind.) 21 21 23 23 24
16
Texaco Gas & Oil
14 14 14 14 14 16 16
1 1 271 1 1
Wasatch Oil
19
BEVERAGES— ALCOHOLIC
12
16
12
Beverwyck Beer & Ale .... 18 19 19
Budweiser Beer
Burkhardt Beer
5 5 5 2451 6 8 8 9
1 1 1 1 1
Calvet Wine
1 501 1 1 1
1
Carlings Black Label Beer 113
Carlings Red Cap Ale
30 22 34 502 2 802 762 712 692
Colombo Wine
2 2 2
Dawson's Ale & Beer
Gibson's Golden Pheas.
Wine
-.
1 1 1
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o.
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Sales

'i

J.3
5
10
3
3
37
3

inated the field, placing slightly
over $58 million dollars worth of
net business. This was approximately 52% of the spot radio total
in 1949.

Net

'i

F. M. A.
4 4
M.
3 3 3 3
14 14
13 14 18
16
3
10
18 18 18
16 16 16 16 373
37 37 37
12
2 2 2
3
16 16 16 3716
1 41 1
4
J.
4
3
4

by

% Total
% Total
Product Groups*
$ 1949 1949
1948
2.6
$ 1948
Agriculture & Farming
$4,368,000 3.9 $2,592,000
3.5
3,458,000
Apparel, Footwear & Accessories 3,136,000 2.8
6,851,000
Automotive, Auto Accessories 7,392,000 6.6
6.9
4,876,000 4.9
Beer, Wine & Liquor
3,696,000 3.3
5,114,000
Confectionary & Soft Drinks
2,800,000 2.5
—
1,126,000 5.1
Consumer Services
1,344,000 1.2
13.4
13,240,000
Drugs & Remedies
12,096,000 10.8
2,435,000 2.5
Entertainment & Amusements 2,352,000 2.1
Food & Food Products
23,632,000 21.1 22,114,000 22.2
2,682,000 2.7
Gasoline, Lubricants & Fuel
5,600,000 5.0
1.5
1,998,000 2.0
Household Equipment & Supplies 3,584,000 3.2
Household Furnishings
1,232,000 1.1
1,532,000
412,000 2.5
Insurance
1,344,000 1.2
2,530,000
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
4,592,000 4.1
595,000 4.5
Publishing & Media
2,016,000 1.8
4,498,000 9.6
Retail Stores & Shops
4,144,000 3.7
Smoking Materials
3,360,000 3.0
3,392,000
9,570,000 3.4
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes 9,520,000 8.5
Toiletries
3,920,000 3.5
1,878,000 1.9
Transportation, Travel & Resorts 1,680,000 1.5 842,000 —
* Product groups representing less than 1 % of all spot business in 1949 are
omitted in this table.
Note:
Estimates based on Broadcasting Research Department Survey of
National and Regional Spot Business for 1949 and 1948.

Onnt in 1 Oil fl ■ ■ Account reported inactive this month.
uDDL
I □4H
Account handling
no longer this
being
reported
on. a reporting member.
r
iwiw
*** Agency
account
not yet
AGRICULTURAL
Armour Fertilizer Works . .
Coconut Meal
Garst & Thomas Hybred
Corn . . . .
Kingscrost Hybrid Seed
Murphy Feeds
Northrup Seeds
Pilot Brand Oyster Shells .
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn...
Sterling Feeds
Swift's
Unadillo Hatcheries
Silo Co

Million

7
131
1 1153 3
36742 42 1055421
2 3672 2
548 993
548 652
368
14 14 14
2114
i
21
218
218 8 173
172
21
14 17314
1
63121 63143
2 2 282
163 163
43 44
28 28
16
1 1
30
24
28 21
24
9 9 8
1 241 1
1
39
30
2 2 2
10 30
11 12

CIGARETTES & TOBACCO
Dutch Master Cigars
1111111
(Continued on page 69)
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iiEAKDOWN and analysis If the product groups will be found on the
66 Consumer Services
:;riculture & Farming
66
& Remedies
iparel
68 Drugs
atomotive
Entertainment & Amusements
70
nation
Food & Food Products
70 Gas, Lubricants, etc.
er. Wine & Liquor
Horticulture
aiding Materials. Etc.
Sonary" Soft Drinks : 76 Household Equip. & Supplies

50

TIME

SALES

98 on page 135.
following pages: Video breakdown starts
76 Household Furnishings
100
etc.
Radios, TV Sets, Phonos,
78 Industrial Materials
Retailers
100
80 Insurance
102 Smoking Materials
82 Jewelry, etc
119
Soap & Cleansers
94 Miscellaneous
Sporting Goods
104 Toiletries
Office Equip. & Stationery
104 Travel & Resorts
96 Publishing & Media

Selling

Is Key;

Rote

By BRUCE ROBERTSON
Groups

Network Gross by Product
"ETWORK time sales will be
Dod in 1950.
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1950
Feb.
Class
Jan.
TOTAL
Business, generally speak1. Agriculture & Farming
5 .2?222
185,135
s
ensu
cons
the
2.
Apparel,
Footwear
&
Access.
1?I'2m
and
91,427
ig, is good
101,392
210,832
/\l,3i«
that
Equip
&
is
ts
Access.
498,040
3. Automotive, Automotive
fthe economic exper
1,217,564
—
Equip
Access. & or
465,690
4.
& Liqu
WineAviation
Beer,
5.6. Aviation,
. will continue on a high level
232,796
Bldg.
Materials,
Equip.
&
Fixtures
ISn
lin
199,258
:>r at least the next few
7.
Confectionery
&
Soft
Drinks
SSnK
95,742
577,952
8. Consumer Services
9 Jas 000
1,208,880
143,616
The housing boom
lonths.
320,666
2,188,000
es
ediments
& Rem
9. Drugs
4,240,991
3,052,991
t & Amuse
Entertainmen
10.
natiotn's
the
as ever
ues
Dntin
Food & Food
Products
A'\l°A,i
y effor to 11.
uilders exert
3,734,472
12. Gasoline,
Lubricants
& Other Fuels
,,744
7,834,596
409,530
13. Horticulture
•
otMrt
861,949
23,488
atch up with the dwelling
35,232
14.
Househojd
Equip.
&
Suppl
ies
244,175
38
494
517,862
eeds of the public, which last 15. Household Furnishings
38,408
215738
Industrial Materials
ear added 3,729,000 babies to the 16.
388,568
172,830
76,902
17. Insurance
259,353
283,262
merican scene. New home owners
114,218
542,615
Goods & Cameras
Optical
Jewelry,
18.
179,127
s,
range
for
293,345
mers
»ake new custo
Writing Supplies & Stationery
Equip.& Media
19. Office
150,567
133,920
284,487
20.
Publishing
176,486
175,046
351,532
efrigerators, vacuum cleaners and
InstruMusical
,
Phonographs
Sets,
TV
Radios,
21.
ess
&
Acc
ments
,
whose
ances
appli
hold
house
ther
116,722
22. Retail Stores & Shops
86,008
202,730
lakers see a peak market in 1950.
23. Smoking Materials
?']£?iS
1,728
1,728
'he automotive industry continues
3,456
1,663,850
4,162,741
hes
Polis
&
1,998,342
24. Soaps,
25.
Sporting Cleaners
Goods & Toys
„
1,551,340
3,215,190
3 set new production records, de- 26. Toiletries & Toilet Goods
' oi'Iie
27.
Travel & Resorts
2,118,517
4,557,713
pite the strike which has tem67,860
28. Transportation,
Miscellaneous
152,445
419,066
508,566
orarily halted work at the Chrys927,632
more
need
17,085,040
cars
More
s.
ALS
plant
TOT
32,459,387
15,374,347
SOURCE:
Publishers
Information
Bureau
are
ries
facto
r
rubbe
ires, and
.-orking longer weeks.
Employment, while below last
and the NAB showed that as of
ear's level, increased to 57,551,000
homes and another 5 million in puba March. National personal in- the first of the year there were
lic places, plus some 14,764,000
a total of 88,964,000 radio and
ome started this year at an annual
resets, with the television
auto
TV
sets
in
the
United
States—
65,
last year's
ceiver count put at 3,764,000. There
billion above mone
ate of $1 Peopl
in
will
y
receivers
e with
436,000 radio-only
.verage.
are plenty of radios to tune in any
pend it for things they want, and
hose things usually carry brand
lames made familiar through adCOMPARATIVE EXPENDITURES IN RADIO BY PRODUCT GROUPS
ertising.
Network
Cigarette Use Rises
Spot
(% Gross)
Net)
(%
Cigarette consumption hit an allAgriculture & Farming
2.8
3.9
ime high last year and cigarette
& Accessories
Footwear
Apparel,
few
the
of
one
was
idvertising
Automotive Equipment & Accessories
6.6
ypes to use more network time
Aviation Equipment & Accessories
adFood
1948.
in
ast year than
5. Beer, Wine
3.3
rertising on the networks decreased
6. Building Material & Fixtures
but
1948,
0.4
from
ts time purchases
7. Candy & Soft Drinks
1.2
2.5
best
network's
the
as
:ontinued
8. Consumer Services
netother
The
so.
:ustomer, even
10.8
9. Drugs & Remedies
work leaders — Laundry soaps,
10.
Entertainment
2.1
— also cur24.1
Drugs and Toiletries
11. Food & Food Products
21.1
:ailed their use of network time in 12.
Gas
&
Oil
5.0
L949 as compared to 1948. Yet
3.0
13. Horticulture
Cheir businesses are among the most
0.2
14. Household Equipment
0.5
nighly competitive in the country
3.3
and advertising is as essential to 15. Household Furnishings
1.2
1.1
3.2
:hem as the manufacturing process.
16. Industrial Materials
2.0
1.2
0.1
17. Insurance
All of these industries anticipate
1.5
18. Jewelry & Optical Goods
top level advertising expenditures
0.5
1.8
4.1
during 1950. All of them will make
19. Publishing & Media
extensive use of network radio.
Radios, TV Sets & Musical Instruments
20.
0.5
0.4
The question is whether they will 21. Retail Outlets
12.6
3.7
curly
gradual
or
use
its
increase
10.3
3.0
tail it in a continuance of last 22. Smoking Materials
8.5
23. Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
year's trend.
1.5
24. Sporting Goods & Toys
0.3
There is no question about the 25.
15.6
Toiletries
3.5
radio
potential audience of the
ed
Travel
&
conduct
7.6
26. Transportation
0.6
networks. A survey
27. Miscellaneous
2.4
jointly by the Radio Mfrs. Assn.
g
Telecastin
•
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Adjustments

106
108
108
H2
H3
114
119

Mulled

sponsor's network offering. The
trouble lies in the nearly 4 million video sets and their effect on
radio listening in areas which also
have TV program service.
John C. McLaughlin, advertising and sales promotion manager
of Kraft Foods Div. of National
Dairy Products, long-time user of
network time and now a steady
client of the TV networks as well,
Chiin a recent speech before the Club,
cago Radio Management
asked openly a question that other
network advertisers have been
months:
in recent
ing can
ponder
no longer offer the
"Radio
same potential audience in major
markets that it could a few years
back, so it seems your product can
no longer demand and get a prestated. mium price," Mr. McLaughlin

He suggested a combined AMTV network package or rate adjustments tocompensate for radio
losses in TV markets might provide
the solution.
Morgens' Viewpoint
vice presiHoward J. Morgens,
dent of Procter & Gamble Co.,
backof network intime,
largest userMcLaughlin
a talk to
ed up Mr.
New
of
the Radio Executives Club
dehe
forward,"
look
York. "We
clared, "to lower radio time costs
developin areas of high television
ment, as confidently as we do to
a higher television time cost in
g that TV's rapid growth
areas."
Statin
those
finds radio "in a period of declining values," Mr. Morgens con-tinued: "In these difficult circum
stances, we believe that the most
task for
pressing and important sure
that
all of us is to make
ve
effecti
are
sion
televi
and
radio
and efficient from an advertising
Broadcasting noted editorAs oint."
standp
such arguments
ially (March 27),n-trade
of buyers
are "the stock-i
of advertising. The fact that
there have been no general network or station rate increases in
11 years, whereas printed media
have boosted rates in tempo with
.
overhead, isn't taken into account
The fact the number of radio homes
in that period has increased from
28,700,000 to 42,000,000, that the
total number of sets has vaulted
from 45,300,000 to 84,000,000, is
(Continued on page 69)
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Class

1:

THE RICH FARM market for all
types of radio-advertised consumer
goods and the millions of dollars
spent for radio time and talent to
sell clothes, automobiles, radios,
foods and all the other necessities
and luxuries are passed by in this
section of Broadcasting's annual
analysis of the radio advertising
of various types of products. Other
sections of this report will deal
with advertising to the farmer
and his family, along with other
consumer groups, under the individual product headings.
This section's concern is solely
with radio advertising of the
farmer's professional goods, the
seeds, livestock and various types
of farm machinery and equipment
he buys to keep his farm running.
Like the raw material and machines
of industrial plants, to which it
corresponds, this industrial farm
equipment does not constitute a
major class of radio-advertised
products.

Network Expenditures Steady
Network advertising of this class,
itemized in the accompanying
table, was about the same in 1949
as in 1948. The drop of about 25%
in total expenditures for network
time reflects a change in the classification ofInternational Harvester
Co. advertising rather than in its
advertising. Since April 1949, when
this company shifted its program
from CBS to NBC, the advertised
product has been reported as
"motor trucks and farm machinery"
instead of "all products" which
moved it from the agricultural
group into the automotive class,
according to the tabulations of
Publishers Information Bureau,
source of the network advertising
figures.
Swift & Co. in January started
a spot campaign for its hatcheries,
using five five-minute programs a
week on some 20 stations, chiefly in
the Midwest. Last year Swift used
only one station for only three

CLASS 1.

AGRICULTURE, FARMING

LEADING NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
ALUS-CHALMERS MFG. CO.
"National
FarmAdv.
& Home
Bert S. Gittins
Co. Hour"
RAL5TON-PUR1NA CO.
"Checkerboard
Jamboree"
Brown Radio Productions
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.
"Harvest
of Stare"
McCann-Erickton
QUAKER OATS CO.
"Man
Farm"
Shermanon &theMarquette
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

months, February-April, for its
hetcheries.
Garst & Thomas Hybred Corn
Co. in January sponsored tenminute and quarter-hour programs,
once to four times weekly, on three
stations, continuing a campaign
which reached peaks of 14 stations
in the spring and 13 in the fall,
declining in the midsummer and
midwinter months.

Class

NETWORK
(Gross)

1948
1949
I 7j7

$1,160,172
1,531,531

Farm Equipment

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC-164-V2

Chow Products

MBS-21B-1V4

All Products

CBS- 167-1/2
(Jan-March)
MBS-403-V2
(Aug.-Dec.)

Product

Full-O-Pep Feeds

•
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1949
1 qap.

1949

1948

$439,264
$360,568

$421,280
$327,532

$223,341

$782,719

$4,3*8,000
Z,392,00C
9 CO*) AAf
1939

$136,999

Murphy Products Co. continues
its year-round use of five-minute
to half-hour programs, once to
six times a week, on 10 midwestern
stations, for its stock feeds. Oyster
Shell Products Inc. is another
regular spot advertiser in this
group, using announcements on 40
stations for Pilot Brand Oyster
Shells.
There are doubtless many other

regional and local advertisers j
tMs class whose campaigns are nj
included in our files or in the Rorl
bau-rh Reports on Spot Radio a|
vertising, the major sources \
information on spot businea
Mutual, for example, reported th\
as of February the network's c\
operative programs were sponsora
on 22 stations by farm equipmerl
companies.

2:

UNCERTAIN is the word that business to insure profitable operaseems most descriptive of the out- tions.
Retailers of apparel, with sales
look for the apparel business at
this time. In February, the U. S. running some 10% below the 1949
Dept. of Commerce reported that level in January and February,
were so cautious in their buying
"active demand, firm prices and
high levels of production are indi- that clothing manufacturers
cated for the major textile fabrics
charged them with losing sales because of incomplete inventories. A
until at least mid-1950." American
Woolen Co. orders in the first two
number of rayon mills in March
months of this year totaled $25 cut operating schedules from a sixmillion, compared to $7 million for day-a-week basis to five days.
the like period of 1949. Yet at Manufacturers looked for improved
buying of both men's and women's
that company's annual meeting the garments
later in the year, howend of March, stockholders were
ever.
told that operations at some of
The shoe picture is more optithatbe company's 25 mills would have mistic.
The Leather Show m
to
curtailed for lack of enough
March
produced record buying
CLASS 2. APPAREL, FOOTWEAR & ACCESSORIES
NETWORK
1949
1949
SPOT 1948
1948 $1,292,367
(Gross)
$3,136,000
(Net)
1,431,589
3,458,000
1939
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
253,979
Network
Product
No. of Stations
1939
1948
Advertiser, program and agency
Hours per Week
1949
BROWN SHOE CO.
Shoes
$442,198
$425,204
NBC-1 63-V2
437,680
"Smilin' Ed McConnell & His
Buster
BrownCo.Gang"
Leo Burnett
Shoes
MBS-56-V2
"Sport
Magazine
Leo Burnett
Co. Awards"
(one time)
$ 4,518
FRANK H. LEE CO.
Men's Hats
$428,324
ABC-276-1/4
$404,195
"Drew Pearson"
"Robert
Speaking"
(Eff. Sept.Montgomery
15)
Grey Advertising
TRIMOUNT CLOTHING CO.
$179,099
Men's Clothes
MBS-233-25min.
"Sherlock
$318,792
(Jan.-June)
William H.Holmes"
Weintraub Co.
ADAM HAT STORES INC.
$151,893
ABC-268-V4
Men's
Hats
$140,685
"Drew
William Pearson"
T. Weintraub Co.
(Sept.-Dec.)
PIEDMONT SHIRT CO.
MBS-349-V4
Men's Shirts
$196,405
$ 72,016
"William
Shirer" Co.
(Jan.- April)
William H.L.Weintraub
EVANS CASE CO.
Handbags,
CBS-1 1-1/2
$ 15,471
"Evans
Show» Co.
Case"
(June-Sept.)
Don Horter
Compacts, Lighters
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
BROADCASTING estimate
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SPOT
(Net)

from shoe manufacturers whl
themselves had received large r(
orders of footwear from retailer
for Easter delivery. Hosiery ship
ments in January were 14% ahea
of those in January 1949. An
California sportswear producer
report a rush of orders from r<
tailers who apparently anticipat
major sales of multi-colored gai
ments this summer.
Two other apparel advertiser
used network time in 1949 in addi
tion to those listed in the adjoinini
table. Mode O'Day Corp. promote
its wash dresses in January 194
with three weekly quarter-hour
of Surprise Package on 20 Wes
Coast
(timeShoes
charges
$1,410).ABCDr. stations
A. Posner
Inc
sponsored Big V Little Club, ABC
Saturday half-hour, Januar;
through May ($13,164). Trimoun
Clothing Co. has begun sponsorinj
sic.
15 minutes of ABC's Stop the Mu

Current Spot Accounts
Spot campaigns currently on th<
air for apparel concerns includ<
Robert Hall Clothes (men's cloth
ing chain), using more than 16(
stations in some 60 markets; Craw,
ford Clothes (men's clothing
stores), sponsoring more than 10(
programs and more than 100 announcements aweek on eight stations in the New York metropolitan
area; Erie Clothing Co. (men's?
clothing), sponsoring five quarter-i
hours a week on WENR Chicago.
Adam Hat Stores in December
started an announcement campaign
in 40 markets; Champ Hats is
(Continued on page 68) <
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measure

your
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dollar

per

spent

i
il
M. L. P. D. are the four letters we've borrowed
from the alphabet to tell KXOK's outstanding story of results. They stand for More
Listeners Per Dollar! Check the Hoopers
. . check the time costs . . . check
KXOK's B.M. B. increase in audience
(587,920 KXOK radio families
day— up 1 0.2%— 555,880
KXOK radio families night —
up 9%) . . . and it all adds up to
KXOK's top-rung position as
the No. 1 Buy. KXOK is the answer
to putting your sales (and your
advertising budget) in better
shape in the St. Louis Area Market.

KXQE
St. Louis' ABC Station, 12th & Delmar, CH. 3700
630 KC • 5000 WATTS • FULL TIME
Owned and operated by the St. Louis Star-Times
Represented by John Blair and Co.

■

Apparel
(Continued from page 66)
considering a spring radio campaign.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
uses station breaks on 76 stations
for its rubber shoe products; National Shoe Stores uses 90 announcements and more than 20 programs aweeks on seven stations in
the New York area. Allied Knit-

Class

ting Mills (Fashionknit ties) has
been sponsoring basketball game
broadcasts and a heavy announcement schedule over three New York
FM stations; Di Tieri (cravats,
robes) is planning use of radio.
F. Jacobson & Sons (shirts, pajamas) uses radio in a cooperative
advertising plan whereby the company pays half the advertising
costs of dealer campaigns for its
products
up to 5% of net shipments.

Celanese Corp. of America continues an announcement campaign
which ran throughout 1949, using
three announcements a week on 28
stations; E. I. duPont de Nemours
& Co. in January started announcements on 60 stations in 40
markets to educate the public about
denier of stockings; Canadian Fur
Trappers Corp. continues an extensive campaign on four New
York stations, using 28 programs
and 130 announcements a week;

Nestle Form Co. plans radio &■
vertising for its brassieres.
Apparel advertising, while on
a minor item in the network ar
spot advertising lists, ranks hij
among the users of radio time ;
the local level. About 140 loc
sponsors of network cooperate
programs (nearly 10% of the tota
are apparel and department store
They also comprise by far tr
largest class of Transit Rad
clients.

slight declines in the number of
cars exported and in the production of trucks and replacement

lion, the association reports, but
sales of camelback for retreading
increased 20% over 1948.
This favorable outlook for the
automotive industry is good news
for radio, which seems slated to
get a larger share of automotive
advertising budgets, estimated to
aggregate better than $400 million in 1950, than in previous
years. Announcement campaigns
for 1950 cars that broke early this
year were credited with making
January 1950 the all-time high
month in the history of spot radio.
Local auto dealers, in some lines
offered cost-sharing plans by motor
manufacturers, are also good prospects for station salesmen.
Automotive advertisers on the
national networks last year, in addition to the six leaders listed in
the table, were: Fram Corp.
(niters), sponsoring Sports Thrill
of the Week on Mutual, five minutes each Saturday, March to June
($44,405 for time); Fruehauf
Trailer Co., This Changing World,
year-round Sunday quarter-hour
on ABC ($225,631) ; Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. (institutional),

Greatest Story Ever Told, Sunda
half-hour on ABC through tl
year except for a July-Augus
hiatus ($436,736) ; Hudson Mot<
Car Co., Anniversary Program las
April, MBS one-timer ($8,811)
International Harvester C
(trucks and farm equipment
Harvest of Stars, Sunday haL
hour on NBC, April-June, Septen
ber-December ($337,962) ; Perfei
Circle Co. (piston rings), Menu
rial Day Races on MBS ($18,759)
Studebaker Corp., Sam Haye
newscasts three quarter-hours
week on NBC Pacific ($140,392)
Western Auto Supply Co. (acce! M
sories), Circle Arrow Show, weel
ly half-hour on NBC, Januan
June ($103,116).

3:

"AFTER setting new sales and
production records in 1949, the
U. S. automotive industry now has
established still another all-time
high for the first quarter of 1950,"
William J. Cronin, managing director, Automobile Mfrs. Assn., reports in an exclusive statement to
Broadcasting.
"Over 1,600,000 new passenger
cars, trucks and busses had been
turned out by the end of March,
more than 200,000 units ahead of
1949's record-breaking pace," Mr.
Cronin continued. "Last year, automotive producers built a total of
6,238,088 new vehicles. The 1949
output topped the two best previous years — 1929, by 16%, and
1948, by 18%.
"With a backlog demand, the
usual seasonal patterns of passenger car sales continued to be
absent during 1949. In fact, August and September, normally the
two slowest months of the year,
topped all others in 1949. Other
new records in 1949 were established in vehicle registrations,
payrolls and special taxes paid by
motorists."
Mr.
Cronin notes

parts.
"While sales during the winter
months have been running at unusually high levels, the industry
looks for even greater activity during the spring selling season which
is just now getting under way,"
Mr. Cronin concludes. "Sales, advertising and promotion programs
have been gearing up for the
spring demand which promises to
be of sufficient strength to enable
vehicle producers to add another
new entry in the industry's alltime record book by the end of
High Rubber Production
June."
The rubber industry also looks
forward to maintaining in 1950
the same high level of production
attained in 1949 when consumption
of new rubber totalled nearly a
million long tons, according to the
Rubber Mfrs. Assn. Output of
passenger car tire casings last
year was 65.5 million, a slight drop
from the 1948 output of 66.7 mil-

CLASS 3.

AUTOMOTIVE & ACCESSORIES
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
FORD MOTOR CO.
"The
Theatre"
KenyonFord& Eckhardt
"The
Fred
Allen
Show"
J. Walter Thompson
Co.
CHRYSLER CORP.
"Hit
the Jackpot"
BBDO
ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE CO.
"Suspense"
Cunningham & Walsh
FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER CO.
"The
of Firestone"
SweenyVoice& James
Co.
KAISER-FRAZER CORP.
"The
WilliamThinH. Man"
Weintraub Co.
"Meet theH. Boss"
William
Weintraub Co.
"Walter
(Eff. July Winchell"
24)
"Your
Kaiser11) Traveler"
(Eff. Sept.
"Walter
William H.Winchell"
Weintraub Co.
GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
"Soap Box Derby"
Campbell-Ewald
Co.
"Fisher
Body Craftman's
Guild Annual
Scholarship
Awards" Agency
Kudner
"Henry Agency
J. Taylor"
Kudner
"Football
MacManus, Game"
John & Adams
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
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Product
Cars
Dealers
DeSoto
Plymouth& Cars
AM Products
Tires & Tubes
Cars
Cars
Cars, Supplies,and
Accessories,
Servicing
Chevrolet Cars
Institutional
Institutional
Pontiac

1949 $6,718,766
1948 7,696,776
1939 3,275,879
Network
No. of Stations
1949
Hours per Week
CBS-170/CBC-H
(Jan. -July)
NBC-I66/CBC-V2
(Jan. -June)
CBS-172-V2

1939

$1,251,459
799,995
451,504

1948
$1,629,102
565,553
670,134

$949,297

$ 898,326

$ 819,297

$950,146

CBS-169/CBC-V2
(Jan. -June;
Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-140-1/2

$ 791,700

MBS-480-V2
(Jan.)
MBS-488-V2
(Jan.)
ABC-286-1/4

$ 726,486
51,324
51,870
623,292

CBS- 170-V4
(1 time)
ABC-37-1/4
(1 time)
ABC-267-V4
CBS-58-2V2
(1 time)

SPOT
1949 $7,392,000*
(Net) 1948
6,851,000

$ 814,365

$ 904,413
$ 776,163

$558,746

$ 957,698
172,182
171,715

$ 635,664
7,850
4,022

$1,152,894
7,490
4,134

603,292
21,500

1,021,270

Kaiser-Frazer Drops
At the end of the year Kaise:
Frazer dropped sponsorship i
Walter Winchell and Chrysle
Corp. shifted its CBS advertising
for De Soto cars from Tuesday 1
Wednesday and its program froi
Hit the Jackpot to the Grouch
Marx show, You Bet Your Lin Ford Motor Co. in Januar
launched a four-week, nine-pn
gram, three-network campaign fc
its 1950 models, buying the moi
popular sustaining shows availah
on ABC, CBS and MBS for p
whirlwind drive that cost the con K
pany
estimated
half its
-million
dollars. an Ford
augmented
spy^;
cial network programs with ate
nouncements on some 240 station ;
following a spot barrage on moi
than 650 stations used in Decent.;
ber. A second flash flood of n&ii
work advertising for Ford is noi ;;
in progress.
Chrysler Corp. last fall bega ;
extensive use of spot radio fc
Dodge cars, using two announce
ments
a day on some and
550 rising
statiotfjjrin October-November
t,r
more and
thannearly
1,000 stations
Decen^':;
ber
1,100 in inJanuar;

$ 19,983

* BROADCASTING estimate

Chrysler1949cars
during
with were
a spot advertise'
campaig
that used more than 350 station
last summer and fall but had d(
clined to a list of only eight outlel $1
in January 1950.
Chrysler ma
be expected to resume heavy radi
schedules as soon as the strife ^
which began Jan. 25, is ended, i
an effort to make up for lost timi
General Motors, as this yeaiv
(Continued on page 70)
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(Continued
Spot from
M. A.
ijl Praco Cigars
6
78
imbassy Cigarettes
; Id Gold Cigarettes 77 781 1 781
arliament Cigarettes .... 1
ialto Cigars
Webster Tobacco Co

RUGS
ell-Ans
lack-Draught
ardui
r. Pierce's Golden Med
iletcher's Castoria
ilyron
Cough Drops . . .
I'xiden's
ydia E. Pinkham
Veg.
Comp
edrex
usterole
utrex .
ertussin
. D. X.

29
614
5
6
16
2

15
105
83
17
3
141
7
15
17
1
1
2
1
5

43
1
1

2
78
1
1
1

2
78
1
1
3

O.

N.

2
19
1
1
1

D.
2 2
19 19
1
1
1 1
901 1
90

29
61
4
5
166
2

6135
1
5

90
7
3

61 61

2
9
4
7
1
5
15
4
93
37
87
3
17
14
1
157
19
1
1
2
1
4

2211
2
7

90
6
3

6
16

4 3 1 802 842 2
106
106 127
127 127
127 80
. 8 8 8 8 847 84
847 101
4 i i
7 7
96 113
96
81 75 31
101 101 1 1 1 1
1 96
2
48
58
64 64
94 93 80 59
2 2 2 2 2
1711 1 1711 1601 1 43i
1 1711 1 1 i i 9
1 1 1
1 1 1 i i i 9
106 127 127 80 84
84

yrone
OODS
-1 Sauce & A-l Mustard . .
bbotts
Deluxe
"A" Milk 29
bbotts Ice
Cream
mold Bakers
4
unt Hannah's Bread
7
aker's Chocolate Products . .
aker's Coconut
1
aker's
Sweet
Cocoa 4-In-l
Mix
4
erio Olive Oil &
Francesconi
15
etsy Ross Break & Cakes . .
irds Eye Frozen Chicken
irds Eye Frozen Foods . . . 105
irds Eye Frozen Peas
irds Eye Orange Juice ... .
isquick and/or Wheaties 83
lack Hawk Meats
1
Sue Label Ketchup & Chili 6
l.ordens Evaporated Milk . . .
ordens Products
ordens Starlac
1
iireakstone Dairy Products 3
f,reyer's Ice Cream
17
rill's
Spaghetti
roadcast
Corned Sauce
Beef
t j Hash
5
Baking& Powder..
CJJalumet
apital Bread
Cake 15
17
Irarnation Evaporated Milk 1
J ertified Bread
1
I'erto
2
JJodfish Cakes and
W\
Shredded Codfish
IFIrax
41
li'ean
Milk
Co
lie Soto Ice Cream
■Mamond Crystal Kosher
|i Salt
. 1
I/iamond Crystal Shaker
Y Salt
25
P >ole Pineapple & Juice ... 1
lugan Bros. Bakery Prod. 1
llulaney Frozen Foods
urr's Pork
Products
1
J skimo
Pies
foremost
Dairies
Ice
Cream
1
Ijorty Fathom Clam
I ! Chowder
Mreihofer's
PerfectOil
Bread. 91
L emma Cooking
flood Luck Margarine .... 1
l;fravem Inglis Baking
jf l rennen
Products
41
Cakes
t >0 Cream Farina
3
K-O Oats
3
It ■; appy
Family Baking
13
Powder
[ awaiian Pineapple Co
|l"einz,
H. J.,
Co
II ellman's
Mayonnaise
... 441
erb-Ox Boullion
Cubes..
I iolsum Bread &
I Doughnuts
13
I "orlock's Corp
Il/ory
,'ostessSalt
Cakes
66
l ane Logan DeLuxe
I Ice Cream
9
lell-O
I ing Midas Feeds
6
f ing Midas Flour
11
i ounty Kist Peas
1
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1329
8
5
14
4
93
88
37
6

142
4
341
98
6
1823
3
14

1
14
4
i
17
102
6
1823
3
14

1
9
8
13

97
1
48
10
10

1
9
13
8

101

1
97
47
i
9

6
1
3

7
1
1
1

1
4

27

27

27

7
1
9
14
7
48
19

1
9
50
13
8

14

19 101

96
17 10617
103
106
6 6 6
3 183 3
3 3 143
18
18
3 3 2
14 14

7
14
18
1
1

101 101
5 5
103 98
97 100
1 481 481
86 79 70
48
150
142
146
1 1 1
9 i i
101

1
9
15
8

14

187
14
1
1

1
9
1
4
1
3
3
15
20
7
1
7

1
10

14

2
17
14
1
7
18
151
1

1
6
1
1
2
16

6
3
'7

ONFECTIONS
olster Bar
29
jrock Candy
Bar
618
lhase
Candy
-f-knny
Farmer
Candies
lollywood
Candy
Co.... 5
oft Candies
3
plk Shake Bars
1
estle's
Semi-Sweet
Chocolate
6
|ockwood
Chocolate Bars
Bits.. . 162
uchard Chocolate

'49
page 65)
M.
78
2 2
78
1 781 1
1 1 1
1

137
1
9
197

1
ioi
49

96
51
6
3
3
18
2
19

20
5165
193
2

31
2015
193
2

7
1
1
1
6

7
1
1
1
6
33

7
i
l
l
27

7
1
1
1
27

7
1
1
1
27

1

i

1

33

1

6
1
1
2
15

6
1
1
272

2
2
2
25

2
2
2
11

3
2
2
8

3
2
2
9

103
2
2

423
i
2

6
1
9
1

6
1
10
1

106
1
1

106
1
1

6
1
10
1

6
1
1
12
11i
3

6
1
11
1
11i
3

6
1
11
1
17
11i
3

i i i i i
3 3 3 3 3
3 3 153 3
13 12
14 15 73 15 11 17 17
1 1 1 1
14 19
26 33
83 52 39 18
4 7
7 7 6 7 177 4 4 4
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
66 66
66
66 66
66 64
6 6 6 •
66
66
9 9 9 9 9 9 66139 9 9
1 1 131 1
7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 71 71
11 14 14 14 14 14 14
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 131
13
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Kroger Various Products
Lemel
Lettuce Leaf Salad Oil...
Light Crust Flour
Milac
Milani Foods
Minot Cranberry
Minute
Rice Sauce .

J.
21
2
197
191
8611
1

Nabisco Sugar Honey
Graham Crackers
Nabisco Vanilla Wafers.
Nestle's Quik

4
4
46
9
Oscar
PhillipsMayer
SoupsMeat
& Products 3
2
14
Pillsbury Mills, Inc
Pillsbury Pancake Mix . . . 1
Post's Cereal Products . . . 1
Post's Puffed Wheat &
Rice
15
Premium Crackers
Premium Saltines
16
3
7
2
Quaker Sugar
1
2
Reick McJunkin Dairy Co.
Rochester Dairy Evap.
1
Milk
Ronzoni Spaghetti
8
51
Products
13
Sealtest
1
Sheffield Milk
Silvercup Bread
Snow Crop Frozen Foods .
Southern Dairies Ice Cream
Sperry
DriftedFlour
HomePerfected
Sperry
"La
Pina"
Flour. . .
Sperry
Pancake & Waffle
Mix

2
4
2
17
17

21
2
7
18
8514

2319
8
43
9
3
2
14
i
15
3
5
2
1
2
16
1
8
i
14
1724
511
17

21

A.

M.
3
7
14

11 11
3 2
M.
7 7
21
56 21

56
20

20

23
i4
28
2
3
2
2
15

3
5
2
16
1
2
3
8
i
52
17142
4
1

80
23
19
9

23
i.8
49*
3
1
2
8
15
16
3
5
2
2
53
27
3
8
i
1
2
4

8
*
*
1
47
8

J.
2
7
212

J.
2
1
8
2
21
15

A.

21

21

2
1
8
212

S. O. N.
21 21
2
1 1 1
8 8 8
2 2

i
8
172

14
9
80

14
9

19
16
289

1

4
29
16*
23
1

4
29
20
23*
1
17

80i
19
9
46
10
80
23
8

439
23
4

*
1
is

*
1
11

15
3
5
16*
532
27
3
8

3
5
16*
1
27
3
538

1
1725

1
2
5

165
24
3
5

24
3
5
i.6*
1 1
27 27
3 3
8 8
18
8 9
52 52
191 181
192 182
5 4

17 17 18
17 17
18
17
17
17
18 19
17
17 17 18 19
17
2 2 3 15 15 15 14
17
(Continued
on page 120)
17

18
2

2517

4
20*
*
1
15
ii
i
5

14
6
13
22*
*
1

165
12
11
5

5

11
i
5

1
27
3
8

1

i65
3
27*
1
3
8
5
18
18
1
2
3
18
54
18

3
8
7
9
52
1
2
3
18

9
52
181
2
3

18
18

18
18
18

18

Time Sales
17 65)
(Continued from page
blithley ignored.
"Radio rates," the editorial continued, "have always been too low.
The networks have set the pattern,
network rates serve as the base for
spot rates. Hence the advertiser
down the line has been reaping
the rewards, getting more for that
radio advertising dollar than he
has ever received from his newsbuck."ent must
or magazine
managem
network
Top paper
now decide the future course of
their medium. They can follow the
example of WFIL Philadelphia,
which has made allowances for the
nighttime competition of TV and
has lowered its evening rates accordingly, at the same time instituting aboost in daytime rates.
Or they can start selling network
time on a realistic appraisal of its
performances for its clients in
comparison with any other medium,
dollar for dollar, day or night,
of sell— the kind
year outGeneral
in,that
year ing
Mills, no
led
small, inexperienced advertiser, to
of nighttime netbuy 65workhours
radio during the coming
summer months.
Network business will be good in
1950. There's no question about
that. No medium which has paid
off so well will be summarily deserted by its clients, although
they may be persuaded to divert
part of their network budgets to
other media. The question is, how
good? And the answer is another
question: Have the networks forgotten how to sell?

S!
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AUTOM

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
Network Calibre Programs at JCocat Station &
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6
46
24•
*
*1
i
14
27
i3
5
183
*
1
171
8
5
181
183
1
2
183

Automotive
(Continued from page 68)
began, was continuing its institutional campaign of weekly quarterhours on 14 stations which ran
throughout 1949. In January the
company sponsored a four-day
$150,000 radio-TV campaign for
Buicks which used 40 announcements per station on more than
100 stations. Chevrolets were promoted on more than 500 stations.
A continuing campaign for Oldsmobiles included one to 10 announcements aweek on 177 stations in January. A two-week
drive for Pontiac in the late fall
utilized announcements on 631
stations.
In a cooperative-dealer campaign
plan running from Feb. 1 to Aug.
1, 1950, International Harvester
Co. offers to pay one-third of time

Class

•

CLASS 4.

AVIATION & ACCESSORIES

about 150 markets across the
country.
Hudson Motor Car Co. opened
1950 by promoting the new Hudson
on some 700 stations. Packard
Motor Car Co. in February
launched a five-week drive for its
1950 line on some 250 stations and
urged dealers to support the drive
with their own local radio campaigns. Automobile dealers, either
individually or in groups, are active users of time throughout the
country.
This class, in addition
NETWORK
(Gross)

1949
11939
948

to
otherbroadcasts
radio activities,
sorsitslocal
of more sponthan '
225 network co-op shows and some
20 Transit Radio campaigns.
Seiberling Rubber Co. will split
costs 50-50 with dealers on their
local radio campaigns. Phillips
Petroleum Co. promotes Lee Tires
as well as Phillips 66 gasoline and
motor oil on its newscasts on 21
stations. Announcements were
used during the winter months for
Prestone anti-freeze (150 marmarkets)kets). and Heet anti-freeze (40

(Net)
SPOT

1948
$ 109,000 *
1949

There are no network advertisers in this class for 1949. Nor, so far as could be determined, was any spot or local
radio time used by this group of advertisers.
Source: Publisher Information Bureau
BROADCASTING estimate
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BEER advertising, far and away
the biggest user of broadcast facilities in the alcoholic beverage class,
should at least equal its 1949 expenditures of some $10 million for
radio and television campaigns, it
is estimated by the United States
Brewers Foundation.
In a report prepared for this
issue of Broadcasting the Foundation notes that brewers sales of
5,596,000 barrels in January 1950
were 8,000 barrels higher than in
January 1949 and that production
was 106,000 barrels higher this
January than last. "Using the first
month as a barometer, brewing industry observers see encouraging
signs for 1950 beer and ale sales,"
the Foundation states, "with prospects that the year's final figures
will at least equal the 84,500,000
[ barrel total of 1949.
$10 Million Budget Seen
"While brewery advertising appropriations are a matter of guesswork, it may be reasonably anticipated that brewers will at least
equal their estimated 1949 expenditure of $10 million for radio and
television, and about $95 million
additional for other media."
The U. S. Brewers Foundation
statement does not break down the
$10 million figure into separate
figures for radio and TV, but available data indicate that a division
of 2% to 3 parts for radio to one
part for TV would not be far
wrong. That would amount to a
total of $7 to $7.5 million spent
for radio advertising by brewers
and $2.5 to $3 million for TV. Those
figures include the cost of talent,
rights to sporting events of which
brewers are major sponsors, etc.,
as well as the sums spent for time.
"An important basis for optimism," the Foundation statement
continues, "was the 1949 survey
made by Crossley Inc. for the Foundation, which revealed that public
acceptance of beer and ale has
advanced to the point where 52.4%
of America's adult civilian population and 69% of the families are
Page 70

costs for local dealer announcement campaigns and provides
either live or transcribed open-end
announcements. Kaiser - Frazer
Corp. also is using radio announcements on a dealer cooperative plan.
Nash Motors (Div. of Nash-Kelvinator Corp.) which last year recommended the use of Ziv recorded
programs to its dealers under a
maximum discount arrangement,
this month (April 1950) planned
starting a four-week announcement
campaign for its new models in
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consumers, while 62.2% of the families buy malt beverages for consumption in the home.
"That beer advertising — radio
and television included — has public
acceptance also was brought out in
the survey, which showed that only
21.9% of the 9,553 interviewed in
a national cross-section poll had
any unfavorable comments."
Sports, particularly baseball, traditionally have mixed well with
beer, at least on the air, and from
all indications the brewers will
energetically uphold that tradition
in the months ahead. P. Ballantine
& Sons will share radio sponsorship of the New York Yankees
home and away games with General
Cigar Corp. on WINS New York
and with Atlantic Refining Co. on
the
"Home
of theBallantine
Champions"
station
network.
also 12-is
sponsoring radio coverage of the
Philadelphia Phillies on WPEN
Philadelphia on an alternating
basis with Atlantic and SuppleeSealtest.
Burger Brewing has just secured
exclusive radio-TV rights to the
Cincinnati Reds for five years and
will sponsor broadcasts of their
games this summer on a four-state
27-station hookup fed by WCPO
Cincinnati. Peter Fox Brewing Co.
and Muntz TV are sharing sponsorship of the Chicago White Sox
broadcasts on WJJD Chicago and,
for night games, WIND Chicago.
Sports Sponsorship
Genesee Brewing Co. will again
sponsor broadcasts of the Rochester
Red Wings on WRNY and WRNYFM Rochester, second year of a
three-year contract. Glasgo Brewing Co. is sponsoring the Norfolk
Tars 1950 season on WNOR Norfolk. Goebel Brewing Co. is buying
time on a special 31-station network fed by WJBK Detroit to
broadcast all home and road games
of the Detroit Tigers.
Griesedieck Bros. Brewing Co.
is arranging for sponsorship of the
St. Louis Cardinal games on WIL
St. Louis. Narragansett Brewing

Co. will share with Atlantic Refining sponsorship of the Boston
Red Sox and Braves games on
WHDH Boston. Regal Amber
Brewing Co. is again sponsoring
the San Francisco Seals games on
KSFO San Francisco.
F & M Schaefer Brewing Co. and
General Foods Corp. are sharing
sponsorship of the Brooklyn Dodgers games on WMGM New York.
Standard Brewing Co. is backing
the Cleveland Indian broadcasts on
WERE Cleveland, having purchased exclusive AM rights for
three years at reported price of
$225,000 a year.
MBS Baseball Plans
Other brewers will doubtless join
the ranks of baseball broadcast
sponsors as the season gets
under way. MBS will broadcast
the American League "Game of
the Day" throughout the season
with the games available for local
sponsorship on Mutual stations
across the country and Liberty
Broadcasting System will similarly
permit local sponsorship of baseball broadcasts of both major
leagues on its more than 250 stations.

Cleveland Barons on six Ohio stations ;F & M Schaefer Brewing Co.
sponsored New York Ranger
hockey games on WMGM New
York.
Acme Breweries maintains a
heavy radio schedule on the West
Coast; mentsBarbey's
Inc. uses announceon 13 Pennsylvania
stations;
Beverwyck Breweries has announcements on 19 stations; Dawson's Brewery has announcements
on 12 stations; Falstaff Brewing
Corp. sponsors the transcribed
Meredith Willson Show in more than
20 markets; Gipps Brewing Corp.
has announcements and programs
on 15 Illinois stations; Gluek Brewing Co. has announcements and programs on 12 stations; Griesedieck
Western Brewing Co. is using programs and spots on about 30 stations; G. Krueger Brewing Co. has
programs and announcements on 16
stations; Maier Brewing Co. is
readying an extensive spot campaign in Southern California for
this spring and summer; Olympia
Brewing Co. uses traffic safety announcements on more than 25
Washington State stations; Adam
Scheidt Brewing Co. has announcements and programs on 16 stations;
Sterling Brewers is_. planning a
widespread spot campaign throughout the South; John F. Trommer
Inc. has announcements on 28 stations; West End Brewing Co. has
announcements and programs on
21 stations. Many of those figures
are taken from reports of midwinter campaigns which may be :
expected to expand
as warm
weather approaches.
Network Activity

Other sports programs are also
sponsored by brewers, although
not to the same extent as America's
national pastime. Columbia Breweries last winter began a threeyear sponsorship of professional
hockey games on three Northwest
stations ; Frankenmuth Brewing
Co., which has just begun three-aweek
of VanDetroit
Patrick's
Sports sponsorship
Scripts on WJR
and
is adding another sports program
on WFDF Flint and announcements on other Michigan stations;
Brewers using network time durChristian Heurich Brewing Co.
ing 1949 are shown in the accomsponsors daily sports resumes on
panying table, except for Regal
WTOP Washington; Chas. D. Amber Brewing Co., which in October started the Regal Amber Sports
Kaiers' Brewery uses a daily
sports show on WPPA Potts- Shoiv, five minutes a week, on 12
Pacific Coast ABC stations, spendville, Pa.; Pabst Brewing Co. sponsors fights on WPTR Albany and
ing $5,984 for time during the
balance of 1949. In January 1950,
WBCA-FM Schenectady; Pilsener
Brewing Co. during the hockey
Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co. joined the
(Continued on page 75)
season sponsored broadcasts of the
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

^spelled T-H-E-S-A-U-R-U-S
. . . and calling it "the source" is no kidding,
either! Sales-wise programmers know that the
NEW Thesaurus is the source of the most
commercial ready-to-air shows in the business
today. They've learned that Thesaurus
productions have the big names, the
smooth styling, the showmanship that hold
sponsors
. . . build
audiences.
It's itno secret
that
the new
Thesaurus
has what
takes to boom SALES! . . .

.

A

,

programmers

best

r .

friend...

js/i

the new era in

C/j^^

Arthur

Fiedler

THE CONCERT
New

conducts

HALL ORCHESTRA

Earl Wild, pianist
Thomas L. Thomas, baritone
The "Concert Hall of the Air" places
under the celebrated baton of Arthur Fiedler

a complement of the country's outstanding symphonic
musicians and noted soloists. A half-hour of pleasurable listening
available for immediate broadcast one-or-more times a week.

new

era

Artie

Shaw

his Clarinet
and his Orchestra
Shaped around the name and fame of Artie Shaw,
'Spotlight on Shaw" opens and closes with
announcements by Artie over his famous
theme music. It's a quarter-hour program immediately
available for one-or-more broadcasts a week.

New

in May in new

era

Frank Black's
with Dr.
MALE CHORUS
Ray Porter, associate conductor and arranger
Complete with opening and
closing choral themes, "The Singing Americans"
unites 26 perfectly blended voices with
a conductor of renown.

...to swing more sponsors, more listeners your way! Each has the names, the talent,
the production to keep your day-in, day-out programming on a high-profit level.
Thesaurus gives you comprehensive programming, promotion, publicity.
You get a steady flow of hit tunes before they're hits . . . weekly continuity . . .
special shows . . . voice tracks, tie-ins, cross-plugs, sound effects . . . lots of
production "extras." Scripts by network-experienced writers.
Your job is made easier — you sell — with NEW THESAURUS.

.

,

A programmers

r .

s

<s/i

the new era in

best fnend...
^^

^

The TEX BENEKE Show . . .
exclusive Beneke and Miller
arrangements by one of
America's top bands.

Music by ROTH . . . Allen Roth,
his Chorus, his Strings and
Orchestra. Everything from
barrelhouse to Beethoven.

"Swing and Sway with
SAMMY KAYE". . .
featuring the Kaydets,
the Kaye Glee Club,
other name artists.

why new

Builds

RAY McKINLEY AND HIS
ORCHESTRA ... Ray McKinley,
his vocals, his drums, and the
most versatile band in the land.

FRAN WARREN Sings
a dramatic voice and
personalized style.
Allen Roth directs.

era

Sales!

Here's JUNE CHRISTY
with the Johnny Guarnieri
Quintet ... a rare approach
in relaxed rhythm.

OLD NEW ORLEANS . . . starring Jimmy Lytell and the
"Delta Eight." Dixieland jazz and happy blues.

recorded
"program
"CLAUDE THORNHILL
presents Win A Holiday"
... a famous band plus a localnational contest: listeners
name untitled melodies,
win trips to New York.

A programmer's

services

best

friend . . .

Radio Corporation
of Am'
RCA Victor Division
120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, N. Y.
Chicago • Hollywood

Beer, Wine
(Continued from page 70)
fcwork ranks with Halls of Ivy,
lf-hour weekly comedy-drama
:-ies, on 165 NBC stations.
More than 50 brewers use radio
{ally or with spot campaigns of
Is than 10 stations, including
pnsors of network co-op shows
|d 17 Transit Radio clients. This
pal also comes from midwinter
imths and will probably be much
rger by midsummer. Although
hall in number of stations used,
pie of these campaigns run into
ar expenditures, such as that of
jsbmann Breweries, which spends
-ne $300,000 a year for 180 spots
(week on six New York stations.
A number of vintners have been
inning campaigns for kosher
jnes, including Ganeles-Lenger
iine Co., with announcements on
o New York stations; L'Chayim
isher Wine, with a spot campaign
major markets across the
jntry; Schapiro's Kosher Wines,
nouncements and programs on
few York stations. Garrett & Co. is
^paring a spring announcement
mpaign for Virginia Dare wines,
adera Wines are advertised via
ansit Radio.

CLASS 5.

BEER, WINE & LIQUOR

LEADING NETWORK

NETWORK
(Gross)

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
PABST BREWING CO.
"The
Eddie1) Cantor Show"
(Eff. July
"The
NBC 7)Theatre"
(Eff. Oct.
"The
life &of Legler
Riley"
Warwick
SCHENLEY INDUSTRIES INC.
"Duffy's Farrell,
Tavern"
Kastor,
Chesley & Clifford
MILLER BREWING CO.
"Lawrence &Welk
Mathisson
Assoc.Show"
PETRI WINE CO.
"Adventures of Sherlock Holmes"
Young & Rubicam
FALSTAFF BREWING CORP.
"Music
From the Heart of America"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
BALLANTINE, P., & SONS INC.
Robinson
-Bellcise
J."TheWalter
Thompson
Co. Fight"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
Hard liquor advertising, traditionally kept off the air by distillers
for fear of arousing public sentiment on behalf of the dry forces
who are always alert for any opportunity to bring back prohibition, seemed slated for a radio test
last year when Schenley Distillers

Product
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer

Blatz Beer
Miller High Life
Beer
Petri Wine
Beer
Beer & Ale

1949 $1,344,746
1948 1,116,697
1939
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
1949
$766,092
NBC-157-1/2

NBC-1 56-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)
ABC-41-V2
(June-Dec.)
ABC-63-25min.
(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-33-1/2
(Jan.
-Aug.)
CBS-162-35min.
(1 time)

Corp. sounded out the networks on
a proposed campaign for its
whiskeys. One network tentatively
agreed to accept such advertising
for a test run in the late evening
hours and two others indicated that
they would accept it, likewise on a
test basis, for individual stations

SPOT
(Net)

1949
1948
1948

4,876,000
$3,696,000*
1939

$760,963

$221,124
$137,931
$101,943
$ 87,696
$ 23,976

$127,860
$ 56,298
* BROADCASTING estimate

but not at first for full network
coverage. What might have happened had such advertising been
broadcast is a matter for speculation, as Schenley at length decided
not to go ahead with the idea and
to use radio only for advertising
its beer and wine products.

THcdeMal
fiuildinq
6:
lass
does not insure a profitable busi.ASS 6. BUILDING MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT & FIXTURES
ness. Aggressive advertising and
NETWORK
1949 $1,281,775
merchandising plans must be creSPOT 1949
1948
0
,00
776
(Gross)
1948 988,686
ated to assure consumer purchases.
(Net)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
1939 175,773
Most of our industry members are
Network
aware of this and are maintaining
448,000*
No. of Stations
1939
Product
Hours per Week
1949
/ertiser, program and agency
advertising programs to make cer1948
4NS-MANSVILLE CORP.
tain that the buying impetus estabIndustrial
MBS-408-25min
IIalter
Henry-News"
lished for the products of our
$844,306
$1,211,695
Products
Thompson Co.
industry shall be accelerated.
■ORE, BENJAMIN, & CO.
MBS-384-V4
Paints &
our Home Beautiful"
"If I were to give any particular
Varnishes
(March-May)
Georges & Keyes
$ 70,080
$ 32,192
would be to caution busi$ 69,366
* BROADCASTING estimate advice,ness initgeneral
jrce: Publishers Information Bureau
not to take good
business for granted, but to seek
}ANK W. CORTRIGHT, execuindustry where competition is presout the great potential markets of
Despite the many new homes,
ent, it is the buyer who benefits.
te vice president, National Assn.
America and use every bit of inHome Builders, in an exclusive
The builder who sells in today's
about
half
of
the
country's
nongenuity and intellect to sell them."
farm dwellings are more than 30
itement to Broadcasting, says:
buyer-market can do it quickly
Mr. Battley's advice is well
only
by
producing
a
better
house
years
old,
requiring
repairs
which
"A quick look at what the home
worth consideration by broadcastilding industry is doing reveals
at a lower cost than his competilast year cost homeowners $7 bilers, particularly when they look
o facts that shine out like neon
at the national advertising .ex" according to Minneapolistors.
.lion,
s
t
e
g
rhts:
Honeywell Regulator Co., which
"Builders are allotting more
penditures ofthe makers of buildreported that in 1949 $1.8 billion
funds for advertising budgets than
"1. Last year's enormous proing
materials,
equipment and fixction of 1,025,000 new homes
ever before, in order to compete in was spent for painting, $1.7 biltures. In 1949 only two members
:d apartments started will be today's market. The bulk of such
lion for heating equipment, a bil- of this class used network time,
lion for roofing, half a billion for both, incidentally, using the same
funds, of course, will go for newspped by 1950 'starts,' if builders
carpentry, $400 million for stone,
d home buyers can obtain the
network, Mutual, with whom they
paper classified and display advertising. Radio time salesmen have
cessary funds for home construcclay and glass products, $300 mil- spent $1,281,775 before discounts.
lion for plumbing and $280 million
The magazine space expenditures
)n three
and purchase.
in the been slow to develop this field.
1st
months of 'Starts'
1950 exceeded
of this class in 1949 were $17,817,"It is up to the radio industry to for papering.
show the builder or realtor how
limparable 1949 figures by nearly
118, nearly 14 times as great as its
Large Dollar Volume
network
total.
||0%, according to government
this medium can serve him in getJoseph
F.
Battley,
president
of
Jures.
ting names of buyer-prospects on
Benj
amin
Moore & Co. is again
the National Paint, Varnish &
this
spring
running
its Your Home
"2. Prices of new homes are low the dotted line of a sales contract.
Lacquer Assn., in a statement to
ough that practically all income
The market is there and the potenBeautiful programs on Mutual, 15
Broadcasting,
said:
"For
the
tial is enormous. But to the averoups are finding well-equipped,
third successive year, the dollar minutes on Saturday mornings.
age operative builder, radio is still volume of the paint, varnish and Johns-Manville Corp. continues its
ell-designed, well-built residences
prices they can economically af- an undeveloped field.
rd.
industry exceeded the bil- five-minute nightly newscasts on
"Reaction has ranged from very lacquer
lion dollar mark in 1949. This is that network.
Complete information is not
to very bad in the radio-TV
| "These two factors, plus the fact good
prices and repfield — for home sales. But it is a based onresents wholesale
at emergency housing needs have
amuch higher figure at the available for spot radio expendiretail level.
field that will certainly bear watchtures of this class, but what there
jng since been satisfied, mean that ing.
liilders are sharpening up their
is does not indicate a great amount
"The
outlook
for
1950
is
most
les tools.
of revenue for broadcasters. The
"However, rates and results must
promising. The paint industry, as Rorabaugh Reports on Spot Radio
''There will be more competition
be competitive with newspaper's
is year than last for consumer
if radio and TV is to win its place well as all others, must recognize
Advertising show only a dozen acthe fact that high national income
(Continued on page 76)
msing dollars. As in any other in the builders' advertising budROADCASTING
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Devoe & Raynolds offers its dealers
a cooperative advertising plan
whereby the company will stand
half the cost of announcement

on two New Jersey stations, with
plans to expand to a seven-station
intrastate network.
Sapolin Paints Inc. in March began a spring spot campaign in five
eastern cities. Muralo Co. also is
planning a spring paint campaign,
using mentsprograms
andtheannouncein cities across
country.

campaigns
to 2% of the Peasleedealer's
net annualup purchases.
Gaulbert Paint & Varnish Co., a
division of Devoe & Raynolds,
makes the same offer for announcements advertising Pee Gee paints.
Wilbur & Williams Co. allows 2%
of net purchases for distributors'
advertising of the company's pro-

tective coating products via p.grams or announcements.
More activity is indicated at tl
local level, with more than 1!
dealers in building materials ai
the like sponsoring network co-<
programs in their communities ai
21 using Transit Radio. BAB
working with the National Ass
of Home Builders which has pla!
for intensive promotion this ye;
and hopes to make local radio ;
integral part of the program.

of Ladies First on Don Lee network during 1949.
Luden's Inc. (candy), had Strike
It Rich, CBS, half-hour a week,
January- February ($89,280);
M&M Ltd. (candy), Joe Di Maggio, CBS, half-hour, SeptemberDecember ($38,084) ; Peter Paul
Inc. (candy), Bob Garrod, CBS
Pacific, three 10-minute and three
15-minute newscasts a week
($114,256).
Brock Candy Co. early this
month started Brock Bar Ranch as
a CBS Saturday evening half-hour.
M&M Ltd. last Saturday (April
15) dropped sponsorship of Joe
Di Maggio's program and moved
to NBC. Mars discontinued NBC's
Curtain Time the end of March,
taking the company out of network radio, but the departure is
believed only temporary until its

new agency, Leo Burnett Co., has
completed media plans.
Pepsi-Cola Co. has returned
David Harding, Counterspy to
ABC for two half -hours a week
after a 10-week hiatus which this
soft-drink company feels it can
take more profitably in midwinter
than during the normal summer
layoff season. William Wrigley
Jr. Co. has added Life With Luigi,
CBS half-hour series.
Leading spot advertisers in this
class include Clark Bros. Chewing
Gum Co., using announcements on
20 stations with plans for expansion; Fanny Farmer Candy Shops,
announcements on 16 stations;
Hollywood Candy Co., programs
and announcements on 26 stations;
Ryan Candy Co., extensive spot
campaign to introduce the new

Hopalong Cassidy Candy Ba
Pepsi-Cola Co., musical spots a;
programs in a widespread cai
paign; Peter Paul Inc. sponso
news in a number of marke
Coca Cola and Dr. Pepper bottle
in various areas use radio pi
grams and announcements in a
preciable quantity. Wm. Wrigl
Jr. Co. is conducting a 13-week te
program and announcement cai
paign on WNAC Boston with t
idea of expanding to full Yank
Network. E. B. Washburn Can'
Corp. uses participations on Ya
kee Network News Service on
stations three days a week.
Many candy and beverage coi
panies use radio locally or in a lii
ited number of markets, includii
14 sponsors of network co-op sho^
and the seven users of Tran:
Radio facilities.

Building Material
(Continued from page 75)
counts of this kind for the whole
year of 1949 and of these only one
was reported as active at the beginning of 1950, Martin Rosenberger Wallpaper Co., using
announcements on 10 stations.
Weather Seal, also active in 1949,
late in January started a 15-minute morning show across the board

Class

7:

"BECAUSE of continuing high
ingredient, distribution and labor
costs and resulting lower profits,
curtailments in candy advertising
budgets will probably be more
likely in 1950 than any expansion
in advertising programs," Philip
P. Gott, president of the National
Confectioners' Assn., points out in
a statement prepared for this issue
of Broadcasting.
"Although candy sales for January 1950 show a slight decrease
from January 1949, it is still expected that poundage for 1950 will
be as large as 1949," Mr. Gott
reports. "In 1949 the confectionary industry produced 2,650 million
pounds of candy with a dollar
volume at wholesale of $986 million, according to the Dept. of
Commerce."
Mr. Gott's prediction represents
a reversal of the outlook of his
industry since last December, when
the trade paper Candy Industry
reported a nationwide survey of
candy manufacturers as revealing
plans to produce in 1950 at least
10% more candy than in 1949 and
to sell this record volume with the
most vigorous sales and advertising drive in the industry's history.
Cites Advertising Results
That sales and advertising effort
does pay off was illustrated by
William Wrigley Jr. Co. which in
1949 achieved its highest net sales
and net earnings. J. C. Cox, Wrigley
president, told last month's stockholders' meeting: "As anticipated
in our 1948 report, our selling program was expanded in 1949 and
undoubtedly this was an important
factor in attaining the great volume of sales." The Wrigley company is further expanding its use
of radio in 1950 and has already
started a second nationwide network program and a spot campaign in New England.
Network advertisers in this
group in 1949, in addition to those
listed in the table, included:
Alberts Products Co. (soft drinks),
sponsoring Meet the Missus 15
minutes a week on CBS Pacific
Network, August - November
(spending 86,454 for time at gross
rates); Green Spot (orangeade),
Detective of the Week, ABC Pacific, five minutes a week, November-December ($3,612), also Surprise Package, ABC Pacific, two
quarter-hours a week, NovemberDecember ($7,424). Green Spot
also used five quarter-hours a week
Page 76 • April 17, 1950

CLASS 7.

CONFECTIONARY

LEADING NETWORK

& SOFT DRINKS
NETWORK
(Gross)
ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
COCA-COLA CO.
"Songs Adv.
by Morton
D'Arcy
Co. Downey"
"The Charlie
D'Arcy
Adv. Co.McCarthy Program"
"Spike Adv.
Jones Co.
Show"
D'Arcy
"The Pause That Refreshes
D'Arcy Air"
Adv. Co.
on
MARSthe INC.
"Curtain
Grant Adv.Time"
"Dr. I. Q."
Grant Adv.
"Dr.
Q. Jr."
Grant I. Adv.
PEPSI-COLA CO.
"David
Biow Co.Harding-Counterspy"
WRIGLEY, WILLIAM, JR.
"Gene Autry
Show"
RuthraufT
& Ryan
GENERAL CANDY CORP.
(Williamson Candy Co.)
"True
Aubrey,Detective
Moore &Mysteries"
Wallace
SHOTWELL MFG. CO.
"True
Wade orAdv.False"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Product
Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola
Candy
Candy
Candy

1949 $6,253,333
1948 7,655,484
1939 2,275,492
Network
No.
Stations
Hourscf per
Week
1949
762,598
$1,549,542
NBC145-3/4
(Jan.-Dec.)
-June;
Oct.
CBS-I8O/CBC-V2
251,667
1CBS-167/CBC-V2
Oct. -Dec. ■
444,857
(Jan.
-June)
CBS-165/CBC-V2
90,420
(Jan.-Feb.)
NBC-145-1/2
NBC-135-1/2
(Jan.-Oct.)
NBC-41-1/2
(Jan.
-April)

Pepsi-Cola
and
Evervess
Chewing Gum

ABC-270-1
(Jan.-Oct.)
CBS-171-V2

Oh Henry
Candy Bars

MBS-482-V2
(Jan. -May;

Puritan Marshmallows,
Candy
Bars

Sept. -Dec.)
MBS-492-V2
(Jan. -April)

SPOT 1949 $2,800,00
(Net) 1948 5,114,00 i
1948
583,507
$2,519,887

786,659

$1,541,411
813,501
662,012

$1,542,062
660,323
761,385

65,898
$1,438,870

120,354

$ 903,333
$ 402,016

$ 871,399

$ 143,200

1939

$ 526,086
$ 381,022
* BROADCASTING estim

8: ConAmmA
Class
includes communications and public
HEADED by the United States
Government, which will spend ap- utility companies, banks, brokerage
proximately three-quarters of a houses and other financial organimillion dollars for broadcast time
zations, schools and colleges and
other professional and business
and programs in recruitment campaigns for the armed forces, this services.
varied class of radio advertisers
Banks represent the largest group

S&wi&
of consumer service advertisers I
the air. BAB in a recent study I
bank advertising found more th; I
2,000 banks currently using rac I
and an anlysis of the sponsors I
network cooperative progranl
(Continued on page 78)
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975 miles west of you
on U. S. 30 lies Iowa. Have you ever seen Iowa corn
fields in late June? A New Englander, enjoying the
experience for the first time, said they looked like
"green corduroy." We, with a radio station to grind,
prefer to think of them a short time later, when the
green has turned into golden buying power. Iowa's corn
yield is the highest of all states.

Have you ever heard
the cry "sue-ee-e" bring ham-on-the-hoof to feeding
troughs? In Iowa hog-calling is a fine art, and its practitioners hang their masterpieces in ever growing bank
accounts. Imva produces more pork than any other
state.

But agricultural
you haven't Iowa
time
for more rural symphonies. Besides,
is only half the story. Industrial Iowa accounts for
almost half of the state's $4 billion annual income of
individuals.

Another sound that

Bill Quarton (WMT's
g.m.) probably thinks this is already too long, but he's
mighty fond of facts so maybe he (and you) will hold
still for a couple of dillys. Practically every day Eastern

breaks the good clean air of Iowa is "here chick, chick,
here chick." It means spending money to most Iowa
farmwives. Poultry sums aren't chicken feed, either.
Ioiva is the highest egg-producing state in the Union;
the value of its poultry exceeds that of any other state.

Iowa's WMT talks to an army of 192,620 families. Their
per capita income increased last year more than that
of any other state. They have money to spend for everything from toothpicks to Cadillacs. They constitute a
market worth reaching — and WMT reaches 'em.
Please ask the Katz man for additional data.

5000 WATTS

600 KC.

DAY & NIGHT
BASIC
.ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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Consumer Service
(Continued from page 76)
shows roughly 100 banks who use
these network shows to create business or for institutional promotion
in their home communities. While
this is a tremendous rise from the
146 banks who used radio in 1937,
the BAB report shows that in recent years there has been a steady
decline in the banks' use of this
medium.
American Bankers Assn. in February completed its 1950 survey of
bank advertising plans, which
showed, according to John B. Mack
Jr., director of the ABA Public
Relations Council, that "total commercial bank expenditures in the
United States for advertising purposes, excluding salaries, will approximate $39 million in this year
ahead. This is a slight falling off
from the 1949 figure which was
$40 million."
"The decline in total expenditure," Mr. Mack observes, "will
take place largely in small banks,
specifically those under $5 million
in deposits. In this category are included approximately 75% of the
total of 14,500 commercial banks
in the country. Larger banks, on
the other hand, plan to spend more
during the coming year."
Of the 3,800 banks (more than
25% of the total commercial banks
in the country) responding to the
ABA survey, 862 said they would
use radio this year. If this could
be extended to the total, it would
mean some 3,200 banks which plan
to use radio, not counting mutual
savings banks. Radio ranked fifth
in number of banks reporting plans
to use various media, with newspapers in first place, followed by
window and lobby displays, direct
mail and calendars.
Army Campaign
The U. S. Army and Army Air
Force recruitment campaigns in
the fiscal year beginning July 1
will expend some 40% of their total
advertising appropriation of $1,591,600 for radio-TV promotion. In
addition, $100,000 of the previous
year's budget is being used for a
spot campaign in 52 cities for the
Army Reserve Program. Announcement that $636,400 would be spent
for radio-TV time and programs,
more than for any other medium,
followed a series of talks between
high military officials and top executives of NAB and BAB, who instigated the conferences after numerous station protests against the
Army's reported plans to ask broadcasters to donate time to the recruitment campaigns while buying
space in printed media.
The list of network sponsors
among Consumer Services for 1949
includes, in addition to those shown
in the table, Budget Finance Plan,
which sponsored James Roosevelt
Speaks for a 15-minute Sunday
evening period on an ABC Pacific
Coast network, April through
September, spending $13,260 for
network time, at gross rates. A
new network advertiser this year
is the American Federation of
Labor, sponsoring News by Frank
Edwards on MBS for 15-minutes,
Page 78
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CLASS 8.

CONSUMER

LEADING NETWORK

SERVICES
ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH CO.
(Bell System)
"The
N. W. Telephone
Ayer & SonHour"
ELECTRIC COMPANIES ADV. PROGRAM
"Electric
(Eff. July Theatre"
31)
"Corliss Archer"
N. W. Ayer & Son
U. S. GOVERNMENT
"Red
GardnerBarber's
Adv. Club House"
"Game
the Co.
Week"
Gardner ofAdv.
"Blue
Russell,Book
Harrisof Sports"
and Wood
BEKINS VAN & STORAGE CO.
"Bekins
Music Hall"
N. BrooksHollywood
Adv. Agency
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.
"Charles
News"
(Eff. Jan. Collingwood,
14)
"Chet
Huntley"
LeVally Co.
NATIONAL ASSN. OF MFRS.
"Address
by Mr. Earl Bunting"
Benton & Bowles
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
Monday through Friday evenings.
Spot advertisers in this class
include a number of telephone companies Bell
:
Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania, using announcements on
95 stations as well as Transit Radio; Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,
using announcements on 17 stations; Indiana Bell Telephone Co.,
announcements on 20 stations;
Michigan Bell Telephone Co., spon-

Class

NETWORK
(Gross)

9:

REFLECTING a decline in drug
store sales during 1949, drug product advertising on the nationwide
radio networks fell off 6.7% from
its 1948 dollar volume. This group
of advertisers continued to represent a major source of network
revenue, however, accounting for
11.2% of all sales of network time.
The 1950 outlook is encouraging,
however. A number of new network campaigns, including two
placed by Anahist Co. for its antihistamine product, went on the
air in the first quarter of 1950 and
it is probable that these new cold
and allergy remedies will help to
swell network business later this
year as well. Spot business from
drug accounts is also more than
maintaining last year's level.
The leading drug advertisers on
the networks last year are shown
in the accompanying table. Others
were: Carter Products (Little
Liver Pills, Arrid) , sponsoring
Jimmie Fidler's weekly quarterhour column of Hollywood chatter
on ABC (with gross time charges
of $385,558 during the year) ;
Luden's Inc., advertising cough
drops with Sing It Again, 15 minutes a week on CBS starting in
November ($58,024) ; Mennen Co.
sponsoring three quarter-hour
newscasts a week on a CBS Pacific

Product
Institutional

1949 $1,938,031
1948 2,549,586
1939
Network
1949
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC-1 53-V2 hr.
$ 845,556

Institutional

CBS-1
63-V2
(Jan. -May;
July-Dec.)

U.
ArmyRecruiting
& U. S.
Air S.Force
Service
U. S. Army and
Air Force Recruiting
Service
U. S. Sixth Army
Command, Recruiting

CBS-1 68-V4
(July-Sept.)
ABC-215-var. times
(Oct.-Nov.)
ABC-24-5 min.
(Jan. -June)
CBS-1 3-1/2

All ProductsMoving
Service
Loans
institutional

$ 734,538
113,554
$ 194,121

66,324

ABC-261-V2
(1 time)

17,482

.

1949
1948
1948

1,126,000
$1,344,000
1939

$ 786,615
$ 539,131
$ 388,100

67,021
13,546
66,750

CBS-1 1-3/4

$ 96,662
$ 451,924

$ 134,763

BROADCASTING esrima

soring three quarter-hours a week
on 17 stations. Southwestern Public
Service Co. last summer arranged
for a special 14-station network in
Texas, New Mexico and Oklahoma
to carry its Sunday series, Hymns
of the World. Other spot advertisers in this class include the
Patricia Stevens Model School, using quarter-hour programs one to
six times a week on 10 stations, and

.

SPOT
(Net)

.

Coast hookup ($70,068) ; Norwich
Pharmacal Co. (Pepto-Bismol, Unguentine), Fat Man, ABC, 30
minutes a week ($809,838) ; Pyridium Corp. (Anahist), in December picked up sponsorship of ABC's
Counterspy for a weekly half-hour
400).
during Pepsi-Cola's hiatus ($41,-

the International Chiropractoi
Assn., more than 50 of whose men
ber associations use the five-minul
transcribed Human Side of Holh
wood programs provided by IC^
Most advertising of this claj
occurs at the local level, with moi
than 160 consumer service organ
zations sponsoring network co-o
shows and some 40 using Trans
Radio facilities.

.

(Dkimi

Sunday, True or False on Satuj
day, to run through March. Mils
Labs, continuing the network pr<
grams it sponsored last year, ha
added in 1950 One Man's Famih
Sunday afternoon half-hour o
NBC; Edwin C. Hill's five-minul
Monday-Friday newscasts on ABC
and Ladies Fair for 15 minutes o
MBS five days a week. Sterlin
Drug Inc., since Jan. 1, hj
dropped Lorenzo Jones on NB
and cut its Bride and Groo;
broadcasts on ABC from a hal:
hour to 25 minutes, but has a;
sumed sponsorship of a quarte:
hour of Sing It Again, CB
Saturday night program, and o
May 1 will add the Monda;
Wednesday and Friday broadcasl
of ABC's My True Story, 25-mii
ute daily show, to the Tuesday an
Thursday sessions it already spoi
sors.
Emerson Drug Co. next wee
(April
24) will
replace Inner
turn with
Hollywood
Star San*
Pla\
house on CBS. Rexall Drug Ine
which will no longer sponsor th
Phil Harris-Alice Faye series aft*
this spring, may buy Richar
Diamond, Private Detective on
year-round basis instead of jus
for the summer as original]
(Continued on page 80)

Rhodes Backs Heatter
Rhodes Pharmacal Co. (Imdrin)
in September began sponsoring
Gabriel Heatter 's 15-minute news
commentaries twice weekly on MBS
($174,292); Serutan Co. (Serutan,
Nutrex, RDX) had two programs
on Mutual during the first six
months of 1949 — two quarter-hours
of Gabriel Heatter and five 15-minute periods of Victor H. Lindlahr
a week ($566,737), and in September started Mr. Lindlahr four
times a week on ABC ($218,140),
changing to five times weekly after
the first of the year; Smith Brothers (cough drops, cough syrup)
sponsored a quarter-hour of Stop
the Music on ABC, January-March
and September-December ($278,673) ; Vick Chemical used three
15-minute segments of Meet the
Missus a week on CBS Pacific Network, January-March ($15,792).
Anahist Co. early in January
1950 started two half-hour programs on Mutual, The Falcon on
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

PLUS COVERAGE. A calendar was offered to listeners of WGAR's "Range
Riders".
Local response
was tremendous.
But there
also were requests from
199 towns and cities outside
the state of Ohio . . . from
Canada, Maine, Virginia,
Michigan! This is a plus
coverage that national
advertisers get on WGAR!

WIDE

AWAKE PROMOTION. A WGAR-published
newspaper, "The Dial", is one
of
WGAR'sMailed
many topromotional
activities.
a select list
of merchants throughout
WGAR's coverage area, it keeps
dealers informed about WGAR
personalities, programs, sponsors, and products.

(AC A/ottfo&uc

C?Aco..\

V

ihe

V

/

SPOTJor

SPOT

RADIO

A WGAR SPONSOR. Watkins
Furniture
Company advertiser
of Cleveland is a successful
on WGAR. They are now
in their seventh renewal of
WGAR's popular "Mayer of the
Morning" program, Monday
through Friday. You are in
good company on WGAR.

AN OUTSTANDING PROGRAM.
Jack Dooley, specially trained U. of
Iowa newscaster and Des Moines
Radio News Award winner, takes
over WGAR's oldest established
news program . . . the 11:00 PM
News. This program is now available for sponsorship. Ask us about it.

WGAR

ROADCASTING

. . . 50,000

RADIO . . . America's Greatest
watts . . . CBS
Represented

• Telecasting

Advertising Medium
Nationally by Edward Petry & Company
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Drugs
(Continued from page 78)
planned.
Dolcin Corp. likes regional networks for its proprietary advertising, currently sponsors three of
Cecil Brown's early morning 15minute newscasts, three quarterhours of Ladies First and two 10minute sessions of The Answer Man
each week on Don Lee, plus three
hours a week on Yankee, including
three 15-minute newscasts, three
quarter-hours of Marvin Miller's
human interest stories, three 15minute sessions of Bill's Scrapbook, the half-hour Deems Taylor
Concert Sunday afternoons and
Hymn Singer for 15 minutes Sunday evening.
Miles Labs sponsors two quarter-hour newscasts a day, Sunday
through Friday on Don Lee, and
also uses weekday announcements
on more than 40 stations for Nervine. Knox Co. sponsors the
Tuesday half-hour Mystery Is My
Hobby on Don Lee and Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co. uses three
quarter-hours of Rise and Shine
on that network plus other programs and announcements on 87
stations in all, including the Don
Lee outlets. Murine Co. promotes
use of its eyewash for 15 minutes
five mornings a week on Don Lee's
Breakfast Gang, with American
Home Products using 15 minutes
of this show three times a week.
Mennen Buys
Mennen Co. has started sponsoring Frank Goss' newscasts three
morning quarter-hours a week on
CBS Pacific and is about to launch
a spot campaign using about 100
women's programs to conduct a
two-week contest in connection with
its baby powder and the new rattle-box which was introduced with
a radio campaign of 15-minute
daily programs on 47 stations for
24 weeks.
Regular winter campaigns for
cold remedies and the like were
conducted by a number of companies, the larger campaigns including Musterole Co., using announcements on 70 stations; Seeck
& Kade (Pertussin), using announcements on more than 150 stations, including Yankee Network;
Luden's
announcements
on
more Inc.,
thanusing
90 stations
for its
cough drops; Scott & Bowne, with
a widespread announcement campaign for Scott's Emulsion.
Pharmco Inc. is launching an
intensive spring campaign for
Feen-A-Mint; Emerson Drug Co.
augments its network show with
announcements for Bromo-Seltzer
in some 25 markets; with numerous lesser drug campaigns either
under way or being planned. Dictograph Products is conducting
intensive announcement schedule
on some 30 stations for its acousticon hearing aid.
Network co-op shows are sponsored by drug producers and retailers to the total of some 125,
with Dolcin Corp. sponsoring
MBS's Behind the Story on 73 stations. Transit Rad'o is used by
16 drug advertisers.
Page 80
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CLASS 9.

DRUGS & REMEDIES

LEADING NETWORK

NETWORK
(Gross)

ADVERTISERS
Product

Advertiser, program and agency
STERLING DRUG INC.
"Mr. Chameleon"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"American Album of Familiar Music"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Lorenzo Jones"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

Bayer Aspirin
Bayer Aspirin
Milk of Magnesia,
Aspirin, Creams,
Mulsified Coconut Oil,
Energine
Drug Products, etc.
Drug Products
Haley's M-O,
Toothpaste,
Milk
Magnesia
Milk ofof Magnesia,
Bayer
Milk Tablets,
ofAspirin
Magnesia
and
Ironized Yeast,
Bayer Aspirin
Alka-Seltzer
Alka-Seltzer
& Vitamins
Alka-Seltzer
& Vitamins
Alka-Seltzer,
Vitamins, others
Alka-Seltzer,
Vitamins

"Bride
& Groom"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"My
True
Story"Id-Sample
Dancer-Fitzgera
"Young
Widder
Brown"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"The
Mystery Theatre"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Stella
Dallas"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

SPOT 1949 $12,096,00)
1949 $21,054,786
1948 22,566,488
(Net)
1948 13,240,001
1939
Network
No. of per
Stations
Hours
Week
1949
1939
1948
CBS-1 38-V2
$7,117,035
669,979
$7,194,594
$3,755,81 T
732,677
746,103
NBC-155/CBC-V2
(Jan. -July; .
Sept.-Dec.)
815,414
NBC-146-1V4
857,031
ABC-225-2V2
ABC-207-50 min.
(June-Dec.)
NBC-1 46-1 >/4
CBS-1 49/CBC-V2
NBC-1 46-1 1/4

MILES LABS INC.
MBS-429-1V4
"Queen
for a Day"
Wade Adv.
NBC-1 48-%
"News Adv.
of the World"
NBC-1 42- 1/2
Wade
NBC-1
62-1/2
"Quiz Adv.
Kids"
(Jan. -June;
Wade
Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-1 2-1 Va
"Fred Beck
Wade
Adv.— News"
CBS-1 41-1 1/4
"Herb
Shriner Time"
(Eff. June)
"Curt Massey
Wade
Adv. Time"
Alka Seltzer,
CBS-1 29-1 1/4
"Hilltop
House"
Wade Adv.
Vitamins
NBC-6O-IV4
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORP.
Anacin
"Just
Plain
Bill"
John F. Murray Adv.
CBS-1 59-1 1/4
Anacin
"Our F.GalMurray
Sunday"
John
Adv.
Bisodol Mints,
NBC-1 29-1/2
"Hollywood
Star Theatre"
(Jan.
-June;
Kolynos
Aug. -Dec.)
Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles
Anacin &
ABC-12-11/4
Drug Products
(Jan. -April)
"Zeke Manners"
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
EMERSON DRUG CO.
CBS-157-1/2
Bromo-Seltzer
"Inner
BBDO Sanctum"
REXALL DRUG INC.
Rexall Drugs
NBC-1 63-1/2
"The
Phil 3)Harris-Alice Faye Show"
(Eff. July
"The
Guy 2)Lombardo Show"
(Eff. Oct.
BBDO
"The Phil Harris-Alice Faye Show"
Turns
LEWIS-HOWE CO.
NBC-1 53-1/2
"A
Date
With
Judy"
(Eff. Jan. 11)
"The
Alan 12)Young Show"
(Eff. July
"George
(Eff. Nov. O'Hanlon"
8)
"Fanny Brice"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
** Toiletry Product advertising of these companies in 1939 also included in this total.

ENTERTAINMENT

LEADING NETWORK

& AMUSEMENTS

868,884

856,369

764,945
872,226

740,271
857,031

1,315,709
1,555,032
497,792
984,724
113,644

1,302,848
931 [461
1 ,504
433
588,342

$1,236,254

111,285
256,001

1,103,251
970,279

264,660

52,267,85/
776,270
856,480
616,509

769,148
$2,448,364
779,333
249,997

$2,529,553*

69,183

18,598
$ 873,033
c dot ono

$ 829,580

$ 810,600

$ 766,830

5 859,386

BROADCASTING estim

1948 $9,246
1948
1939
5,215
Network
No.
of
Stations
Hours per Week
1949
$ 5,340
MBS-44-1/2
(1 time)

NETWORK
(Gross)

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
SHIPSTAD & JOHNSON
"Ice
1950"
Smith,Follies
Bull &ofMcCreery
PARAMOUNT PICTURES INC.
"Samson
Buchanan && Delilah"
Co.
20TH CENTURY-FOX FILM CORP.
"12
O'Clock
High"
Charles
Schalfer
& Co.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

2,025,268

. fcni&daimnjwi
ance of a movie or circus in
accounts. For the most part, their
use of radio has been on a special community and continuing for t
short-term basis to advertise par- duration of its stay. Radio's r<
ticular pictures, plays and produc- ords reveal no recent examples
tions. For the most part, too, such
long-term consistent advertisi
advertising has been placed on a campaigns from this group, su
(Continued on page 82)
local basis, preceding the appear-

10:
Class
THE producers of motion pictures
and of theatrical attractions, the
owners of circuses, carnivals, ice
shows and other traveling attractions and the other entrepreneurs
of the entertainment business have
never been among radio's major
CLASS 10.

2,050,382
342,528

Product
Ice Follies
Motion Picture
Motion Picture

MBS-8-I/2
(1 time)
MBS-193-5 min.
(1 time)

$

2,904

S

1,002

SPOT 1949
(Net) 1948

BROADCASTING

1948
5,215

$2,352,00
2,435,00
1939

13,022
13.083

BROADCASTING estim
Telecast!

THE

KANSAS

Does

/Vot

Run

CITY

/n

and

MARKET

Circ/es

/

Only The KMBC-KFRM
Covers
and

Team

It Effectively
Economically!

Daytime half-millivolt contours shown in black.
The true area of the Kansas City Primary
Trade territory is an East- West rectangle,
as illustrated. Kansas City is the focal point
for all trade to and from this area.
The KMBC-KFRM Team has been built
specifically to provide complete, effective

and economical coverage of this great territory, without waste circulation!
Contact KMBC-KFRM, or any Free &
Peters "Colonel" for full details on why
The KMBC-KFRM Team is your best buy
in the Heart of America.

KMBC-KFR
PROGRAMMED
6TH OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE

iROADCASTING

• Telecasting

BY KMBC
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Entertainment
(Continued from page 80)
as a motion picture company using
a weekly program to promote all
of its pictures, of the kind that are
customary with radio's commercial
clients for advertising their soaps
and cigarettes.
The three entertainment advertisers who used network radio last
year typify the way radio is used
by their class. Each sponsored a
one-time program advertising a
specific production then being pre-

Class

lantic City Racing Assn.
Consistent use of radio is found
only at the local level, where some
theatre managers sponsor regular
campaigns ofnouncements onprograms
or antheir local stations

sented by the motion picture firm.
Recent spot campaigns have
been of the same order. RKO
Pictures in February ran two announcement campaigns for two
new pictures, using 170 stations to
urge listeners to see "Stromboli"
and 38 stations on behalf of "The
Outlaw." Eagle Lion Films that
month publicized "Guilty of Treason" via the Yankee Network.
M-G-M plans to use radio for its
new picture "Annie Get Your
Gun" beginning May 1. Use of
radio along the East Coast is also
planned for this year by the At-

to inform the public of their current pictures. The Long Theatres
of Texas, for example, sponsor
three of Mutual's co-op shows —
Fulton Lewis, jr., Cedric Foster
and Tell Your Neighbor — on KIOX
Bay City, and also sponsors Tell
Your Neighbor on KVIC Victoria.
With attendance at the movies
steadily declining from its 1946

.

11:

"TOTAL advertising expenditures
by the food industry in 1950 probably will exceed those of last year,"
Paul S. Willis, president, Grocery
Manufacturers of America, predicts in an exclusive statement for
this issue of Broadcasting.
Mr. Willis' statement presages
more food advertising on the air
during 1950. Food advertisers have
always been the heaviest users of
radio time and there are no signs
that they are going to change that
status in the months ahead. Plans
so far announced or put into operation by such major advertisers as
General Foods Corp., General Mills
and Pillsbury Mills all call for
increases in their already extensive
use of radio in 1950.
Reporting on the state of the
grocery industry, Mr. Willis says:
"Sales of 89 representative grocery
manufacturers whose products
make up the average grocery basket indicate that 1949 dollar sales
were about the same as in 1948.
They were $15.9 billion in 1948 and
about $15.4 billion in 1949. Industry-wise, itis estimated that total
food store sales for 1949 were about
$30.2 billion as compared with $30.5
billion in 1948. These small declines
are due to lower prices rather than
to decreased tonnage sales.
"Using these figures as a base,
over-all food consumption in the
United States in 1949, including
food consumed on the farm and
sold in public eating places, totaled
about $52 billion, also slightly below the 1948 figure. Preliminary
reports indicate that food sales and
consumption in the first quarter
of 1950 are holding at about 1949
levels.
"Chief reasons for the continued
public interest in good eating are
the aggressive advertising and sales
promotion campaigns staged by
grocery manufacturers to maintain
and stimulate that interest, plus
the fact that more people had more
money to spend and manufacturers
introduced to them new and exciting products which are readily
prepared in the kitchen and which
help the homemaker to feed her
family a variety of good nutritious
foods.
"However, grocerv manufacPage 82 • April 17, 1950

.

advertising and merchandising
campaigns. Therefore, total advertising expenditures will probably exceed those of last year."

turers are fully aware that competition isgetting keener daily and
that increased sales can result only
from extended and hard-hitting
CLASS 11.

.

peak, even in non-TV cities, tli
motion picture producers and el
hibitors are fervently seeking som
way to keep the theatres fill<J
Dishes and such like premiunj|
will no longer do the trick ; to Q
public accustomed to the ref rigei i
tor and fur coat prizes of radk
giveaway shows such small tir
premiums
are no attraction.
haps this industry
is now readyP<consider giving radio a chance
do for the movies what it has doi
so successfully for the products i
try.
other branches of American indu

.

%oodi

The expenditures of the 41 for
advertisers using network radio i
1949 represent 24.1% of the tot;
(Continued on page 86)

FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS

LEADING NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
GENERAL FOODS CORP.
"When
Girl Marries"
Benton &a Bowles
and Young & Rubicon
"The Second Mrs. Burton"
Young & Rubicam
"Gangbusters"
Young & Rubicam
"Meredith Willson"
Young & Rubicam
"My
Husband"
YoungFavorite
& Rubicam
"The
Aldrich25) Family"
(Eff. Aug.
"Meredith
(Eff. Oct. 6)Willson Show"
"The Aldrich
Family"
Young
& Rubicam
"House
of
Mystery"
Benton & Bowles
"Portia
Life"
Benton &Faces
Bowles
"Burns
&
Allen"
(Eff. Aug. 25)
"Father
Benton &Knows
BowlesBest"
"Wendy
Warren"
Benton & Bowles
"The
Jack Carson Show"
(Eff. Sept.)
"The
Young Goldbergs"
& Rubicam
"Surprise
Package"
Benton & Bowles
GENERAL MILLS INC.
"Today's
Children"
Knox Reeves
Adv.
"Light
of
the
World"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Breakfast Club"
Tatham-Laird
"Lone Ranger"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Sam
Hayes" Adv.
Knox Reeves
"Sam Hayes"
Knox Reeves Adv.
"Sam
Hayes" Adv.
Knox Reeves
"Betty
Crocker"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Modern Romances"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"This
Woman'sAdv.Secret"
Knox Reeves
"National Professional Football
Championship
Game"
Knox Reeves Adv.
"Wheaties
Knox ReevesWelcomes
Adv. Back Baseball"
"Today's
Children"
Knox
Reeves
Adv.
"Jack
Armstrong"
Knox Reeves
Adv.

NETWORK
(Gross)

Product
Calumet,
Swansdown
Swansdown,
Jello, Minute
Rice, Certo
Grape-Nuts
Jell-O
Jell-O
Jell-O
Post's Corn
Toasties & Raisin
Bran
Post's 40% Bran Flakes
& Instant Postum
Maxwell House
Coffee
Maxwell House
Coffee,
Sanka, Instant
Coffee
Instant Sanka
Sure-Jell
Bisquick,
Crustquick
Cake Mix, Flour,
Pyequick,Flour,
Soup
Cereals,
Cake Mixes
Cheerios, Kix
& Pyequick
Sperry
& WafflePancake
Flour,
Wheatheat-ts
Pancake
Flour
Waffle Flour, &
Wheaties
Wheaties & Pyequick
Flour & Cereals
Flour
Wheathearts,
Drifted Snow
Flour
Wheaties
Wheaties
Wheaties,
Bisquick,
Crustquick
Wheaties,
&Cheerios,
Soups Kix

1949 $45,312,432 SPOT 1948
1949
1948 47,208,282 (Net)
1939
Network
1948
No. of Stations 1949
Hours per Week
NBC-8I-IV4
834,080
819,000
$7,213,336
CBS-68-1V4
$6,268,427
710,204
348,227
CBS-84-V2
468,255
(Jan. -June,
Oct.-Dec.)
178,872
ABC-1 43-1/2
177,552
(Jan. -March)
CBS-153/CBC-V2
623,268
(Jan.
-July;
Aug.-Dec.)
NBC-150/CBC-V2
521,204
626,263
(Jan. -June;
Aug.-Dec.)
MBS-496-V2
NBC-89-l'/4
NBC-1 55-1/2
(Jan. -June;
Aug.-Dec.)
CBS-151-1V4
CBS-151-V2
(Jan. -July;

513,269

501,637

862,940
588,973

850,297
719,781

1,186,854

1,174,408
545,887

604,224

Sept.
-Dec. 1min.
ABC-9-20
(May-Sept.)
NBC-74-11/4
(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-74-11/4
ABC -248-1 1/4
ABC-1 12-1 1/2
NBC-8-IV2
(March-Dec.)
(June-Dec.)
NBC-8-1
NBC-8-1 1/2
(Jan.-Feb.) 40 min.
ABC-191-1H,
ABC-1 44-1 1/4
(Nov. -Dec.)
NBC-1
1-1 1/4

ABC-260-to Concl.
(1 time)
165-1
(1CBS-time)
NBC-74-11/4
(Jan.-Aug.)
ABC-205-11/4
(Jan. -June;
Sept.-Dec.)
(Continued on page 86)

$23,632,000
22,1 14,000
1939
$5,269,567

16,134
$6,742,004
246,056
724,206
1,036,808
1,790,586
62,193

$7,190,599
995,964
176,032
393,767
1,705,909
71,136

$2,41 1,288

102,480
11,872
1,197,939
100,733
120,640

117,226

27,806
29,000
640,517
651,113

BROADCASTING

995,964
635,831
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HOOPER

STATION

AUDIENCE

INDEX

Git/ Zone

I!
TIME
WEEKDAY MORNING
MOM. THRU FRI.
S.00 A.M.— 12:00 NOON
WEEKDAY AFTERNOON
MON. THRU FRI.
12:00 NOON-6 00 P.M.
EVENING
SUN. THRU CAT.
t 00 P.M.— WiOO P-M.

SETSIN-USE
20.5
29.9

ToUl Coincidental Calls— This Period l4»93fe
s HARE OF BROADCAST AUDIE NCE
Network Station Network
Station Network
Station
Station Station
Station Network
WKBN
C
a
F
D
B
E
40.5

3.2

26.8

14.9

39.2

17.7

22.9

44.1

21.9

11.9

11.2

20.3

26.5

15.7

14.5

6.4

0.7
2.1
3.5

41.7

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
12:00 NOON 6.00 P-M.

32.7

SATURDAY DAYTIME
8:00 A.M.-6:00 PJW.

MOT

TOTAL*
RATED
TIME PERIODS

3j ^

MONTHS:

RAT t D
40.2

(7.orj
5.5

FM. TV &
OTHERS
3.9

HOMES CALLED

2,525

3.6
5.9

1.6

3,798
7.099

5.5
1,514

IM

21.9

4.5

2.5
1.6

J A*U ART-THRU ART, )990

T <) U N C S T 0 It
16.2

8.6

2.7

2.0

4.9
6.c

(6.6tJ

14,936

t The abort iwuraati arc adjusted to oottpenamte
"SHARE OF BROADCAST AUDIENCE" reprlar station. Base for "HOMES-USING-SE^
Where an FM station duplicates iti*ll
mentions.
•Every rated hour g+
.The Code of Practi'
COPYRIGHT \r.

224,000 Radio Families Daytime
214,000 Radio Families Nighttime
40% increase over 1946
84% listen from 3-7 times per week
\

I

/

L

C
B

YOUNGSTOWN,
5000
IBROADCASTING
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WATTS -5 70 KC-Rep.
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THERE'S
COVERAGE
THE PACIFIC

A SPECIAL
PROBLEM
COAST,

ON
TOO!
have a special problem out here on the West Coast

because we're different— geographically and geologically. The Pacific Coast is a big area. It's broken up
by mountains as high as 14,495 feet, and the marketing areas are far apart.
The great distances between markets, the mountains, the low ground conductivity— all make long-range
broadcasting impractical. Yet Don Lee is the only network out here that does not rely on long-range
broadcasting. Only Don Lee is especially designed for the Pacific Coast.
Only Don Lee offers a radio umbrella for each of 45 local markets— a local network outlet of the proper
size to completely cover that market for the least possible amount of money.
Equally important, with Don Lee— and only with Don Lee— you can get radio coverage to meet
specialized distribution requirements. You buy all or part of Don Lee's 45 stations to get coverage of all
or part of 45 local marketing areas— with no waste.
lewis allen weiss, Chairman of the Board • willet h. brown, President • ward d. ingrim, Vice-President in Charge of Sales
1313 north vine street, Hollywood 28, California • Represented Nationally by john blair & company
Of 45 Major Pacific Coast Cities
ONLY 10
24
3
8
have Don Lee
have stations
have Don Lee
have Don Lee
and 1 other
of all 4
and 2 other
and
NO other
network
station
network stations
networks
network station

Page 84
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On the Pacific Coast, about 14 million people spend 15/2 billion dollars per year. Only Don Lee sells
them where they live. And Don Lee sells them from their own local network stations with all the local
selling influence enjoyed by such a station.
If you're selling Pacific Coast consumers (whether you're selling all or some), remember our specialized
coverage. Use the only radio network especially designed for the Pacific Coast: Don Lee.
Don Lee Stations on Parade: KDB— SANTA

BARBARA,

CALIFORNIA

Since 1931, KDB has been a Don Lee affiliate, serving the rich Santa Barbara and Ventura areas. KDB is Santa
Barbara's first station and also its most modern station— having recently completed its new facilities. KDB is a
typical Don Lee station— one of 45 Don Lee Network stations strategically located to serve Pacific Coast people
where they live and spend their money.

The
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CLASS 11 (Continued from page 82)
CAMPBELL SOUP CO.
Soups
"The News Til! Now,
Edward
R.
Murrow"
(Eff. Aug. 29)
"Club Wheelock
15"
Ward
& Co.
Franco-American
"Club
15" 29)
Products
(Eff. Aug.
"Edward R. Murrow"
Soups and Pork
"DoubleWheelock
Or Nothing"
Ward
& Co.
& Beans
SWIFT & CO.
All Products
"Breakfast
Club"
J. Walter Thompson Co.
"Meet
Meeks" Co.
Margarine
J. Walterthe Thompson
Sausage
J."Special
Walter Breakfast
Thompson Club Program"
Peter Pan
"Sky King" Louis & Brorby
Peanut Butter,
Needham,
Canned Meat
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.
All Products
"Arthur Godfrey"
McCann-Erickson
Shredded Wheat
"Straight
Arrow"
McCann-Erickson
Shredded Wheat
"Straight
Arrow"
McCann-Erickson
QUAKER OATS CO.
Pancake Flour,
"Ladies
Be Seated"
Cereals & Flour
C. J. La Roche
Co.
Products
Pancake Flour,
"Talk
Your12)Way Out of It"
(Eff. Dec.
Cereals & Flour
Products
"Quick
a Flash"
C. J. La AsRoche
Co.
Oats
"Man
on
the
Farm"
Sherman & Marquette
Oatmeal
"Roy
Rogers
Show"
Sherman & Marquette
Puffed Wheat,
"Challenge
of the Yukon"
Puffed Rice
Sherman & Marquette
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

CBS-155/CBC-1V4

$5,671,548
1,859,452

$5,819,758
1,895,561

CBS-153/CBC-1V4

1,836,571

1,658,162
1,149,143

NBC-132-2V2
ABC-273/CBC-2V2
NBC-162-Vi
(Jan. -April)
ABC-266-V4
(1
time)
ABC-206-1V4
(Jan. -June;
Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-173-1V4
MBS-287-V2
(Feb.-Dec.)
MBS-347-1
(Feb. -June;
Sept.-Dec.)
ABC-223-1V4
(Jan. -March)
ABC-2 13-1 V2
(March-June;
Sept.-Dec.)
■ ant* ono 1 /MBS-283-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
MBS-505/CBC-V2
*BC-2 18-1 V2
(Jon. -June;
Sept.-Dec.)

Foods
(Continued from page 82)
purchases of network time by all and on the last Friday of the year
celebrated its 25th birthday with
advertisers in that year, more than
half again as much as was used
Rising Wonder, evening half-hour
on CBS ($29,260) ; Cream of Wheat
by any other class of network
clients.
Corp., Let's Pretend, CBS, 25 minIn addition to the six leading
utes Saturday mornings ($368,members of this class listed in the 325); William Edris Co. (Dennitable, the network clients during
son's Foods), Bob Garrod's news1949 included: American Bakeries
casts on CBS Pacific, 10 minutes
three times a week ($47,727);
Co., which in June started the Lone
Fisher Flouring Mills, Afternoon
Ranger on ABC, three half-hours
five five-minute newscasts
a week, spending $134,154 for net- aFinal,
week on ABC Western stations,
work time last year; American
January-March ($13,330).
Meat Institute, sponsoring NBC's
Network Activity
daytime Fred Waring Program two
half-hours a week from January
H. J. Heinz Co., starting Ozzie
through July ($230,684); Armour
& Harriet on ABC as a Friday
& Co., Stars Over Hollywood, Sat- half-hour in October ($214,224);
urday half-hour on CBS ($361,George
A. Hormel
& Co.,
245) ; Hint Hunt, five quarter-hours
Corps, Saturday
half-hour
on G^'rls
MBS
a week on CBS, January-May
January-February ($25,560),
($384,696); Borden Co., County
moved to ABC March-December
Fair, CBS half -hour ($670,739);
($377,456), now broadcast Sunday;
Butler Packing Corp., Newsweek
International Milling Co., three 15Looks Ahead, Sunday quarter-hour
minute segments of Queen for a
on ABC Western hookup, JanuaryDay on MBS January- April ($30,February ($6,720); California
740); Kellogg Co., Mother Knotvs
Packing Corp., Rocky Jordan, Sun- Best, Saturday half-hour on NBC
day half-hour on CBS in West, in West January-July, Octoberstarting in August ($34,458).
December ($43,491); Langendorf
United Bakeries, Zeke Manners,
Carnation Co., Contented Hour,
Saturday half-hour on NBC Jan- five quarter-hours a week on ABC
uary-September ($686,556) and Pacific May-December ($43,968);
Lever Bros. Co. (Spry), Aunt
CBS October-December ($246,363),
Family Party, Saturday quarter- Jenny, CBS five-a-week 15-minute
daytimer ($1,043,831), and (Liphour, CBS, September-December
($10,755), and for Albers Quick
ton's Tea, Soups) Arthur GodOats, Aunt Mary on NBC Western
frey's Talent Scouts, CBS Monday
half-hour ($657,959); Libby, Mchookup five quarter-hours a week
Neill & Libby, My True Story, ABC
($162,500); H. C. Cole Milling Co.
25-minute serial, five times a week
(flour), Ernie Lee Show, Sunday
January-May, three times a week
half-hour, MBS, January - June
($27,795) ; Continental Baking Co., June-December ($1,335,747).
Miami Margarine Co., sponsoring
Grand Slam for five 15-minute
periods a week on CBS ($769,049),
Mutual's Queen for a Day two
Page 86 • April 17, 1950

1,975,525
$3,021,444
2,232,657
148,690

$3,387,240
2,112,742
363,589

3,899
636,198

613,000

$2,565,975
1,500,193
600,255
465,527

$1,149,157

CO AK.t KOO
280,835
537,603

CO1,138,289
A70 coo

$2,704,331

4,996

$1,200,947

EA OCA
770,856
813,275

706,328
333,436
* BROADCASTING estimate

quarter-hours a week JanuaryApril ($45,960); Minnesota Valley
Canning: Co., Fred Waring Program, Friday half-hour (now Saturday), NBC ($425,258); Nalley's
Inc., Meet the Missus, weekly quarter-hour on CBS Pacific MarchMay ($7,347); National Dairy
Products Corp., Kraft Music Hall,
NBC half-hour January-September
($583,672), (Sealtest Dairy Products), Variety Theatre, NBC halfhour January - Julv ($247,664),
Dorothy Dix at Home, auarterhour five-a-week, NBC OctoberDecember ($169,325). (Kraft Products). Marriaae for Two, NBC, 15minutes five times a week OctoberDecember ($291,590), (Parkay),
Great Gildersleeve (Archie Andrews during summer), NBC halfhour ($850,443).
Pet Milk Co., Mary Lee Taylor,
NBC half -hour ($422,545), Pet
MUk Show, also NBC half-hour
'$785,679); Pillsbury Mills, Kay
Kyser's College, five quarter-hours
on ABC January-July ($587,758),
Houseparty, 25 minutes five times
a week, ABC September-December
($453,736), Galen Drake, ABC, 15minutes five times a week ($1,005.362), Grand Central Station, CBS
half -hour ($412,875), Surprise
Package, 15-minutes five times a
week. ABC Pacific March-Decemhe^ '$60,359), Bob Trout newscasts,
NBC Sunday five-minute program
January-March ($?1,0?1); Planters
Nut & Chocolate Co., Elmer Peterson's newscasts, NBC Pacific, three
quarter
hours a week JanuaryMarch ($16,698).

784), Road of Life, five quart]
hours a week, NBC July-DecemJ
($457,720); Ralston Purina i
(cereals), Torn Mix, five quart 1
hours a week, MBS January-Ju|
September - December ($836,879
P. J. Ritter Co. (various food
Betty
Sings,($58,711);
Sunday quart-'
hour Clark
on ABC
Romi
Meal Co., Pass the Buck, Cl
Western half-hour, March-Ju
($27,066), Nig ht Editor, CBS We
em quarter-hour June-Decerm.
($17,721); Rosefield Packing j
(peanut butter), Skippy Holly wo
Theatre, started in December
CBS half-hour ($48,027).
Safeway Stores (Lucerne Mill
Zeke Manners Show, five 15-minij
periods a week on ABC Pad
April-July ($14,030), Bosl
Blackie, CBS half-hour Septemb!
December ($10,976); Charles
Silver & Sons (Red Cross, Sir]
Cross foods), Take a Break, M
quarter-hour March-June $4,09<i
Standard Brands (Tenderleaf Tel
One Man's Family, NBC half-hd]
January-April
($182,172); T(]
O-Kan Flour Mills, Light Cr\
Doughboys, three quarter-hours]
week on MBS starting Septemhi
($449,570) ; Wander Co. (Ovaltinj
Captain Midnight, MBS, five quJ
ter-hours a week January-Jui
two half-hours September-Dece
ber ($387,136); Wesson Oil
Snowdrift Co., Noah Webster Sal
NBC Pacific half-hour JanuaJ
October ($55,680).
New Programs
Since Jan. 1, 1950, Bowey's Ii
has begun sponsoring Stars Oil
Hollywood on MBS for 15 minufl
Saturday. Kellogg Co. also has
new Mutual program, Mark Trq
three daytime quarter-hours a wed
having discontinued its sponsors!]
of Mother Knows Best on CH
Vacuum Foods Corp. (Minute Ma
food products) has started B
Crosby in a daytime 15-minv.
program broadcast weekly on C
Pacific. Libby McNeill & Libby
canceled My True Story on A
three days a week, these peri
being picked up by Sterling Dr
which already sponsored the p
gram two days a week.
General Foods, which last ye
gave network radio a large part |
its overall advertising expenditure
of $30 million, expects to expaJ
both the total amount and radi<|
share this year. So far this year tlf
company has started sponsorn
Hopalong Cassidy as a Sund;i
afternoon half-hour on MBS, h?
shifted two CBS programs — ill
Favorite Husband and The Go§
bergs — from Friday to Sunday ai
Saturday, respectively, on the sar.
network, and is considering spo
sorship of the Brooklyn Dodge
Saturday afternoon ball games
CBS. GF already has contract
for daily broadcasts of the Dodge
on WMGM New York.
Pillsbury Mills has just begi
sponsoring a quarter-hour of A
thur
Godfrey's
show 1(
CBS on
alternatemorning
days, picking
the period formerly sponsored 1
(Continued on pane 88)

Procter & Gamble Activity
Procter & Gamble Co. (Crisco),
Perry Mason, five quarter-hours a
week on CBS Pacific in January
($7,815), Young Dr. Malone, five
quarter-hours a week, CBS ($599,BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

n. recognition and appreciation of
outstanding public service in encouraging
promoting and developing Qmerican ideals
of freedom and tor lo-gal aeuoted
the nation and to the community

service to
it serves

HaMeStatienffiflM
etroit,<Z)T[ichigaa,
has been presented a
^adio

Station

Qward

of
for the xjear
1949

ion,
First Radio Stat
WW J, Detroit's
proudly acknowledges
receipt of the coveted
Alfred I. du Pont
Award for 1949

^Dbe (?o remittee of Quxirds
of the
CUfred^du^Wt
v^adio

dwards

foundation
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COMPANY
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lends

DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: THE GEORGE
P. HOLLINGBERY
Associate Television Station WWJ-TV
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(Continued from page 86)
Gillette Safety Razor Co. for Toni
home permanent waves. This company has moved the five-day 25minute House Party from ABC to
CBS and has added Cedric Adams
in a five-minute spot across the
board on CBS to round out the halfhour. Pillsbury is also now sponsoring It's Fun To Be Young on
CBS Pacific Network.
General Mills this year for the
second time is sponsoring a special
Welcome Back Baseball half-hour
program starring Bing Crosby and
Bob Hope, carried April 15 on CBS,
April 16 on MBS and April 17 on
ABC. GM is also considering addDave Garroway's
halfhour ing
five-a-week
morningnew
program
on NBC to its stable of network
shows. Taking a tip from Ford,
General Mills has arranged with
NBC for sponsorship of six nighttime series during the summer season, from May 1 to Sept. 7.
Quaker Oats Co. is now sponsoring Grady Cole and the Johnson
Family for a 15-minute weekly
broadcast on a CBS network of 37
Southern stations, having coma winter
campaign
Mothers pletedOats
on MBS,
usingfor'
a
morning half-hour of Man on the
Farm. Quaker continues the second half-hour of this Mutual program for its stock feeds (Class 1).
Campbell Soup Co. is doubling its
sponsorship of Double or Nothing
on NBC May 1 by adding a morning half-hour five days a week to
the present afternoon series, also
sponsored by Campbell.
Food advertisers currently using
time on the Don Lee regional network include: Interstate Bakeries,
sponsoring Cisco Kid three halfhours a week for Weber's Bread;
Langendorf United Bakeries, sponsoring Red Ryder two half-hours a

DUNVILLE

REPLIES

•

/4pn7 17, 1950

General Foods' Activity
General Foods Corp., which h
been running announcements f
Bird's Eye Frozen Foods on mc
than 100 stations, including Yank
Network, and on 19 stations f
Swansdown cake flour, in Februa
used 59 stations in a three-we
announcement campaign for Swai
down instant cake mixes and tl
month is using stations in some
markets for Baker's 4-in-l coc
plus soots for Yuban on the Ei
and West coasts. Lever Bros. (
for Jelke's Good Luck margari
is starting announcements for !
weeks on stations in 30 marke
Hygrade Food Products Corp.
readying
markets. a spot campaign in ma;
Pillsbury Mills, in addition to
continuing use of programs a
spots on some 30 stations, in Mai
started a transcribed quarter-hc
strip folk music program with Ja
Huntstations,
for Pillsbury's
Best FlourM
40
to run through
(Continued on page 94)

TO WCBC

Travis Hits WLW
OBJECTION by WCBC Anderson,
Ind., to participation of WLW Cincinnati and other clear-channel outlets in the Indiana State Fair drew
a sharp reply from Robert E.
Dunville, president of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., after WCBC
had made public its views.
William Travis, WCBC general
manager,
viewed to"with
disfavor
what
we consider
be continued
incursions on the Indiana market by
monopoly-minded operations such
as yours." He voiced his position
in a telegram sent to Mr. Dunville
April 4 and then made public.
"In the future," Mr. Travis wired
Mr. Dunville, "we intend to press
the issue of clear-channel 'domination by intimidation and misrepresentation' and we shall press our
own premise that WLW and others
like you have no business trying to
dominate regional and local areas
already adequately served by their
by Broadcasting to state
ownAsked
stations."

Page 88

week: J. A. Folger & Co. (coffee
sponso ing Frank Hemingwaj
newscasts six quarter-hours
week; Golden State Co. (dan
products), Count of Monte Cris
Wednesday half-hour. Coast Fh
ing Co. has bought Cisco Kid seri
on Don Lee stations in Oregon ai
Washington.
The Borden Co., now out of nt
work radio after discontinun
County Fair early this month, h
launched a spot campaign in abo
80 markets, sponsoring many st
tion 15-minute and half-hour pi
grams as well as maintaining
heavy announcement schedule. Br
den for the past year has be
using announcements for Starl
on 20 stations, including Yank
Network, plus less extensive cai
paigns for other products.

'Incursions' on Ind. Mark

WLW's position, Mr. Dunville
viewed the service obligation
clear-channel outlets. He deniec
charge by Mr. Travis that WI
"misrepresentated" its coverage
Indiana to timebuyers, tending
"discredit the effectiveness of
diana's regionals." He cited Niel:
and BMB figures showing WLW (
culation,
this cir j
lation
WLWadding,
must "With
be supplying
type of programming that
people living in Madison Coui
(Ind.) could
enjoy never
more have
than this
WCBCcir
WLW
Mr. Dunville said he did not c;
to
comment
Mr. Travis'
obs
vations
on theon attitude
of. Indif
lation." toward its coverage of
stations
Indiana State Fair but said WI
had received reply wires "from
most every station in Indiana ;
our remarks might inadvertently
volve other stations in Indiana
what well may become a very stu

discussion."
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The RFD

mail wagon which brought the

only news of the outside world to remote
sections of northern California . . . the
security box from a Wells-Fargo stagecoach
... a mailbox

from the 1850's ... an early

telephone . . . the semaphore on San Francisco's
Telegraph Hill . . . Pony Express riders who
speeded communications

between

the east

and west ... ox bells used by highwaymen
as a ruse to stop the stagecoaches . . .

—

I

I—

. . . the flag of the California Republic
... an old telegraph key. All these were
vital communications

in the early

days of northern California. Today there
is one, and only one, way to reach all of
northern California at one fell swoop —
KNBC.

It is northern California's best buy.

THE STATION OF
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
50,000 WATTS

BROADCASTING

680 K. C.
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Represented

by NBC

Spot Sales
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FORT

INDUSTRY

COM

PANY

WSPD, Toldeo, O.
•
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
•
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
WLOK, Lima, O. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O.
•
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. •
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
National Sales Headquarters: 527 Lexington Ave., New York 17, Eldorado 5-2455
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NAB's Hidden Issue
IN PRECEDING pages of this issue (our 19th
NAB convention number) there are stories and
statements and pictorial displays about the
28th annual meeting of the NAB. You are
regaled with facts and features on this toplevel management conference dedicated to the
vital role of radio-TV media in this teeming
world.
All true. All significant. Delegates are, or
should be, impressed. Radio's role in the last
war lies green on their memories. Competition is rigorous. TV is their oyster or their
adversary. The road ahead is far from rosy,
sometimes frightening.
Yet every thinking broadcaster knows the
real issue is not on the formal agenda. That
issue, in unvarnished words, is whether there
will be an NAB worthy of the name to hold a
convention next year.
Occult vision isn't needed to detect this. The
resignation tide has brought deficit-spending.
Networks talk resignation but hold off pending
the outcome of this meeting. Many stations are
of the same mind, but do not want to jump the
gun, or perhaps flush a stampede.
In such a situation, strong medicine is
needed. Do all broadcasters and telecasters understand the functions of a trade association?
Do they appreciate the utter futility of attempting to satisfy the diversified elements of
their ■ art- -on- -all counts all of the time? Do
they recognize that the radio pursuits are
unique because they exist by sufferance of a
Government licQn=Q? Do thev contemplate
the dire conseouences of internecine strife
which inevitably follows disorganization?
Everv healthy art, industry or profession
has a trade organization. The doctors, lawyers,
magazines, newspapers, butchers, morticians.
When a majority of membership is dissatisfied
with policy or management, the order is
changed. The association survives.
So it should be with the NAB.
It hasn't been working that way. The crisis
has been developing by attrition. Resignation
of the networks (and their owned-and-operated
stations) would place the NAB in jeopardy. If
those stations talking resignation should make
good their threats, NAB would fall apart.
No more serious blow could be visited upon
American radio, short of Government control.
Though we may be accused of gross exaggeration, we fear this could be. For out of radio
anarchy could come a "nationalization" tidal
wave. We are still in a state of "national emergency" hanging over from World War II.
Government operation of radio is all around
us in this world shrunk to the size of a man's
hand by the very miracle of radio and its
ether twin — air transport. We have a Government-operated "Voice of America." How long
(or short) a haul is it to a domestic "Voice
of thePresident
United States"
By theunder
strokeSection
of his pen
the
can so ?decree
303
(c) of the Communications Act of 1934.
The NAB board of directors cannot be unmindful of this foreboding prospect. Many
broadcasters who deal in the collective "we",
rather than the first person singular, must
sense it also.
Provision has been made for a "general manager" of the NAB, to sit between the president
and the headquarters staff. He would be empowered to take care of the material things, to
run the NAB's headquarters staff, to hire and
fire or konk heads when the team isn't performing. The appointment of a qualified genPage 92 • April 17, 1950

eral manager (Bill Ryan of KFI Los Angeles
is heavily supported) should do much to restore
confidence in NAB's management.
At this convention there is the leadership
to stem the tide of defection. The issue should
not be albe brought to the floor. It should
lowed to fester. There should be affirmative
action signalizing a new era of strength and
unity and singleness of purpose.
The text may be found in our own Bill of
Rights. Does a citizen "resign" becauseorheouris
out of sympathy with our President
Congress? And if he "resigns" can he avoid
paying his taxes?
Trigger-Happy Boys
NECESSITY, the sages say, is the mother of
invention. No invention, however, is needed
to handle the situation provoked by talk of
"rate adjustments" in radio because of TV
tune-in.
Procter & Gamble's Howard J. Morgens
pulled no rabbits out of his timebuying hat in
meeting the situation head on (Broadcasting,
April 10). He wants lower costs. Who doesn't
on the buying -end ? As radio's biggest spender,
P&G will use radio and TV to sell merchandise if they sell "as efficiently per dollar as
other
media."
That's
all radio and TV can ask. Broadcasters have the job of proving that radio
delivers the sales at costs lower than those of
the competitive media. That is TV's job too.
They are not selling exclusively against each
other, as the trigger-happy boys foolishly have
pegged it. They sell against all other media.
To say that there will be no rate adjustments
henceforth is ostrich-like. There have been
and always will be adjustments, although
radio's curve from its start has been onward
and upward — a phenomenon among media. TV
is swishing across the firmament jet-propelled.
To attempt to stop it would be as effective as
the efforts of the printed media against radio
two decades ago.
P&G's Morgens said his company won't be
"panicked by any casual phrases such as one
occasionally hears . . . that 'radio's through
and television is taking its place'." He emphasizes timing as the key factor.
Mr. Morgens poses the question. Radio must
come up with the answer. NBC does it effectively in a current advertisement aptly labeled
"A new suit of statistics for Uncle Sam."
Adroitly tying its theme into the Census, it
brings out that the census takers will re-discover the giant radio, 95% as big as America,
with 40,700,000 radio families (as against
28,500,000 a decade ago); that 41% of them
have more than one radio, and that more people are listening more to their radios today (it
used to be 3% hours of listening per day, as
against 4 hours and 44 minutes now).
And, as if to hurl defiance at the triggerhappy boys, CBS-owned WCCO Minneapolis,
with two TV stations in its immediate twincity area,
announcedupward
rate "revisions"
effective May has
1 — revisions
during daytime
hours.
Sure there will be rate adjustments. But
not when radio has such unassailable statistics.
And advertising
not when daytime
world's
best
bargain.radio
And isnotthewhen
the
total take of one weekly picture magazine exceeds the gross income of any single network
operating 18 hours a day, seven days a week,
delivering a hundred million circulation.
The facts are there. They must be told, and
retold.
It's too bad the trigger-happy boys had to
pop their cap-pistols. But after all, the value
of a station's time can't be any greater than
that which the management itself places on it.
The manager should know best.

SYDNEY

MILTON KAYE

IT IS A SOURCE of mild distress to Sy(!
most kinet;:
of the
ney Milton
in
ties Kaye,
the broadcast
around
in or one
personali
business, that at times people have thougr
of him as having had only one job — being th
guiding hand of Broadcast Music Inc., an pi]
ganization of which he was principal architec
and builder.
To Mr. Kaye, a life containing only or
fulltime job would be a life of intellects
sloth. It may be stated with emphasis tlu!
he has spectacularly avoided such doldrums.
In the 20 years of his association with radi
Mr. Kaye has provided legal counsel fc
broadcasters, advertising agencies, talen J
talent managers, and a number of industi
committees in addition to serving for seve
years as chief executive officer of BMI.
Although many of these divergent activ
ties have been carried on simultaneously, the
have by no means drained Mr. Kaye's enei
gies. He has found time in recent years 1
become an expert, if amateur, agriculturalis
as the professional farmers of Cornwall Bridg
Conn., whom he supplied with vegetable
when their own withered in last summer .
drought, will embarrassingly testify.
Mr. Kaye's principal role in broadcastin
has been as a lawyer, a profession that seize
his fancy early in life. Born in New York Fel
3, 1900, Mr. Kaye, at the age of 6, had alread
begun to admire the legal life. He has fo:
gotten what motivated his juvenile interes
but whatever the cause, he played lawye
when other striplings his age were playin
robbers or, possibly, cops. His early display
of pleadings before pretended bars so please
his parents that, as Mr. Kaye put it recentl;
"I was committed irrevocably to the study cj
After being graduated from Columbia Co
lege, New York, with a Bachelor of Arts degre
in 1921, he entered Columbia Law School an,
received his legal diploma in 1923.
His first job as a fledgling lawyer was i
the office of Arthur Garfield Hays, a militai
law."
champion
of civilleft
liberties.
Mr. Kaye's
with
Mr. Hays
a deep mark,
and inservk
late
years the pupil was to enlist the services (
the master in a number of cases, principal! ;
in the successful fight against a propose
FCC order to bar newspapers from ownin
radio stations.
The rewards of Mr. Kaye's work with M
Hays, as a young lawyer mostly occupied wit
writing briefs, ran more heavily to the ii
tellectual than to the financial. As a means c
bringing the two elements into more eve
(Continued on page 130)
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Foods
(Continued from page 88)
General Mills uses about 50 stations, mostly station breaks, for
Bisquick and Wheaties. Kroger Co.
sponsors quarter-hour programs
five days a weeks, using 21 stations for Kroger Bread, 28 for
Hot-Dated Coffee.
Continental Baking Co., one of
the most consistent spot users, has

Class

five announcements a week on 64
stations for Hostess Cakes and
three to 17 announcements weekly
on 117 stations for Wonder Bread.
Ward Baking Co. is also a regular
user of spot radio for Tip-Top
Bread, currently placing announcements and 15-minute programs on
113 stations. Breyer Ice Cream Co.
uses announcements on 21 stations;
Swift & Co. promotes its ice cream
with announcements on 71 stations.

12:

PRODUCTION of motor fuel hit
a new high of 960 million barrels
in 1949, an increase of 38 million
barrels over the preceding year.
Despite comparatively warm
Weather in the first and last quarters of the year which reduced consumption of fuel oil and a continuing average decline in exports
of 40,000 barrels a day, the increased domestic demand for motor
fuel kept the year's total petroleum
consumption, including exports, at
the rate of 6,105,000 barrels a day,
only slightly behind the all-time
high of 6,129,000 barrels a day in
1948.
In short, the motorist is a very
important person to the petroleum
industry which may be counted on
to do everything it can to persuade
him to use his car as often and to
drive it as far as his leisure will
permit. The use of radio is one
They really
CBS
WHY ? Because of such top-notch
programs as Jack Benny, Lux Radio
Theater, Arthur Godfrey, Edgar Bergen,
Amos Andy, Bing Crosby and other
CBS programs that attract and hold
radio audiences .. . KROD is the logical :
buy in the El Paso Southwest.

of the most effective ways of doing
this job, as many oil companies
have learned, and the indication is
that the industry will use even
more radio time in the months
ahead.
Last year's network gas, oil and
coal advertisers, in addition to the
six leaders shown in the table, included: Delaware & Hudson Co.
(coal), sponsoring D & H Miners
in a 15-minute Sunday series on
NBC (spending $49,088 before discounts for time) ; Glen Alden Coal
Co., The Shadow, MBS Sunday
half-hour, January-June, September-December ($83,696); Pacific
Western Oil Corp. (Skelly gas and
oil), Alex Drier's newscasts, Monday through Friday, and This
Farming Business on Saturdays,
six quarter-hours a week on NBC
($187,800) ; Phillips Petroleum Co.
(gas and oil), National Barn
Dance, weekly half-hour on NBC
March-December ($202,341) ; Richfield Oil Corp. (gas and oil), Richfield Reporter, ABC Pacific, two
quarter-hours a week ($324,724) ;
Sinclair Oil Co. (gas and oil),
Richfield Spo7-ts Reporter, September-December, Saturday quarterhour on ABC ($41,015); SoconyVaeuum Oil Co., one-time ABC
broadcast of dedication of new
General Petroleum Bldg. ($1,050) ;
Standard Oil Co. of California
(petroleum products), The Whistler, CBS Western Sunday half-

Radio is widely used by bakers
throughout the country in local
and regional campaigns of announcements and programs, with
Ziv's Cisco Kid the favorite vehicle
of this group.
Best Foods Inc. uses spot for its
various products, its largest Februaryfor campaign
ments
Nucoa being
on 25announcestations.
Miami Margarine Co. also uses announcements on about that number

GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS & FUELS
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

5000 WATTS
Southwest Network
Roderick Broadcasting Corp.
Dorrance D. Roderick
President
Val Lawrence
Vice President 6« Gen. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by
TAYLOR- BORROFF <S- CO., INC.
Reach This Rich Market
Through Your Southwestern Shlesman
•age 94
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Advertiser, program and agency
SUN OIL CO.
"Sunoco Three Star Extra"
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
TEXAS CO.
"Milton Agency
Berle Show"
Kudner
"Metropolitan
Kudner Agency Opera"
GULF OIL CORP.
"We
Youngthe& People"
Rubicam
"We
Youngthe& People"
Rubicam
CITIES SERVICE OIL CO.
"Band of America"
Ellington & Co.
PURE OIL CO.
"Kaltenborn Edits the News,"
"Harkness
Leo Burnett ofCo.Washington"
STANDARD OIL OF NEW JERSEY
"New
York & Philharmonic
Symphony"
Marschalk
Pratt
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Because of space limitations only
garine.campaigns on more than 20
food
stations have been listed; actually,
there are scores of national and
regional spot and hundreds of
local radio campaigns for food
products, the local group including
95 sponsors of network co-op shows
and nearly 60 who use the facilities of Transit Radio.

....
^jOAolim
ball radio schedule includes: New
hour ($75,804); Standard School
Broadcast, weekly half-hour on York Yankees on a 12-station reNBC Western January-April, Sepgional hookup with P. Ballantine
tember-December ($28,335), Stand& Sons as co-sponsor; Philadelphia
Athletics on WIBG Philadelphia
ard Hour, Sunday hour on NBC
Western ($164,060); Standard Oil and an Eastern Pennsylvania
Co. of Indiana (Amoco gas, oil, hookup; Philadelphia Phillies, altires), Carnegie Hall, ABC weekly
ternating sponsorship with Supplee-Sealtest and P. Ballantine &
half-hour ($393,686); Tide Water
Associated Oil Co. (gas and oil), Sons, on WPEN Philadelphia;
Pittsburgh Pirates on WWSW
football games on CBS Pacific
September-November ($35,076).
Pittsburgh and a 20-station hookup
in Western Pennsylvania, with
New Network Business
Rieck-McJunkin Dairy Co. as coNew network business from this sponsor; Boston Red Sox and
group this year includes: Phillips
Braves on WHDH Boston, sharing
Petroleum Co., which on March 17 sponsorship with Narragansett
started Rex Allen Show on CBS
Brewing Co.; Baltimore Orioles on
as a Friday half -hour; Sinclair
WITH Baltimore, with Gunther
Oil Co. (Richfield Oil Co. of New
Brewing Co. as co-sponsor; SaturYork Div.), to start Escape on
day afternoon reconstructions of
CBS in the half-hour following
the major league "game of the
Rex Allen on April 21. Phillips
on three Virginia stations —
has discontinued its sponsorship of week"
WRNL Richmond, WBTM DanNational Barn Dance on NBC.
ville, WSLS Roanoke.
Standard Oil Co. of California in
What sports are to Atlantic,
addition to the network shows
news is to Esso Standard Oil Co.
listed above, sponsors Let George
12 to 24 five-minDo It for a weekly half-hour on whichute sponsors
newscasts a week year in and
Don Lee. Esso Standard Oil Co.
year out on 42 stations from Maine
is starting a new CBS series starring Alan Young.
to
the Gulf,
where Another
the sponsor's
products
are sold.
major
Atlantic Refining Co., concenspot
radio
account
is
Mid-Contitrating on sports broadcasts in its
nent Petroleum Corp., which
radio gas and oil advertising, used
spends about $300,000 a year with
more than 130 stations at the peak
50 stations in 15 states.
of last fall's football season and
Other leading spot advertisers in
is now entering the largest basethis group include Phillips Petroball coverage in 15 consecutive
leum Corp., using quarter-hour
three to six times a week on 20
years of sponsoring ball game
(Continued on page 96)
broadcasts. Atlantic's 1950 base-

CLASS 12.

CBS
Affiliate
600 on Your Dial

of stations for its Nu-Maid mar-

Product
Oil, Fuel
Oil & Sunoco Gas
Gas & Oil
Gas & Oil
Gas, Oil, Lubricants,
Tires
All Products
Gas & Oil
Petroleum
Products
Institutional

1949 $5,641,227
1948 5,969,057
1939 4,275,603
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week 1949
NBC-34-1V4
$1,049,984
ABC-259/CBC-V2
677,225
418,542
258,683
(Jan. -June )
ABC-273/CBC-to
concl.
(Jan.
-March;
Nov.-Dec.)
NBC-1 15-y2
105,597
$ 646,806
(Nov.-Dec.)
CBS-1 26-V2
541,209
(Jan. -Oct.)
NBC-80-V2
$ 613,410
NBC-32-1V4
$ 609,832
CBS-1 63-1 V2
(Jan. -April)

SPOT 1948
1949 $5,600,000*
(Net)
2,682,000

$ 454,295
BROADCASTING

1948

1939

$1,049,768
802,848
$1,241,898

$ 656,084

226,362
$ 612,714

$ 875,418

$ 426,360

$ 630,108 $ 718,282
$ 629,000 $ 215,423
$ 311,300
* BROADCASTING estimate
• Telecasting

Extended trips to distant points
Feature some vacation cards.
But Philadelphia^ take their ease
Right in their own back yards!
Mountain scenery's close at hand,
So is the sandy beach;

Playspots galore, and all within
The KYW reach!
So never let the specter of
A "summer sales slump" trouble you
Just keep promoting all year round
On Philly'sKYW!

PHILADELPHIA
50,000
NBC

WATTS

AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
WBZ • WBZA • KDK A • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
P.S. New

BMB

figures show almost 900,000 Radio Familie

(nighttime) in KYW's
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

station audience.
April 17, 1950
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Gasoline
(Continued from page 9U)
t stations and weekly half-hours on
Itwo; Shell Oil Co., with 5-, 10- and
sl5-minute spots three to 12 times
fia week on 44 stations; Standard
tOil Co. of Indiana using programs,
Imainly quarter-hours, six times a
week, on 28 stations; Texas Co.,
t using five to 17 quarter-hour pro-

Class

....

13:

IFERRY-MORSE SEED CO. reasumed sponsorship of Garden Gate
i;on CBS on Jan. 21 for an 18-week
^campaign, ensuring this category
Tan entry in its 1950 table of national network advertisers,
t A second network entry apspeared in March, when California
t Spray Chemical Co. extended its
oGillespie Garden Guide from KFRC
cSan Francisco to the full Don Lee
fNetwork under a 13-week contract
cfor three quarter-hours a week,
t United Florists Trade Assn. reosumed radio activity in February,
busing eight announcements a week
Ion WCBS New York.
Most advertising of flowers,
•'seeds and plants is on the local
i'level. A limited number of florists
tand nurseries use network co-ot)
h programs and seven advertisers in
^this group are among the users
Pof Transit Radio facilities.

FLORIDA'S
SOUTH
Fastest growing independent

Indiana, with a schedule including
games of the universities of Colorado, Michigan, Iowa, Minnesota
and Nebraska, as well as the games
of the Chicago Bears, pro football
team, and Standard Oil of Ohio.
Union Oil Co. in February
launched a $200,000 52-week spot
campaign,a week
using on
eight45 tostations
10 chain-in
breaks
26 Western states. In March,
Pan-X Co. began a six-month na-

grams a week on 20 stations.
Many football broadcasts
throughout the nation last fall
advertised various brands of gasolines and motor oils. Sponsors of
gridiron broadcasts included Atlantic Refining Corp., Tide Water
Associated Oil Co., using Don Lee
Network and individual stations as
well as CBS Pacific, Amoco Dealers, Cities Sex-vice Co., Ethyl Corp.,
Sinclair Dealers, Standard Oil of

CLASS 13. HORTICULTURE
LEADING NETWORK

Advertiser, program and agency
FERRY-MORSE SEED CO.
"Garden Gate"
MacManus,
John & Adams
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

ClflSS
BACK
TO SELLING 14"
is the theme
of the electric appliance industry
for 1950, C. T. Lawson, president,
National Electrical Manufacturers
Assn., stated in his year-end message. He noted that despite a general business recession early in
1949 and coal and steel strikes
later last year, the year's production of the electrical manufacturing industry had totaled $7 billion, compared with $7.75 billion
in 1948, best peacetime year on
record. More than four million
electric refrigerators, three million
washing machines and nearly three
million vacuum cleaners, more
than a million electric ranges, plus

Product
Seeds

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, program and agency
Product

compare .
STATION "A" Price (or /4hr
Closs "A" Time (Yearly Rote) . . . *39.20
STATION "B" Price forV4hr.
Closs "A" Time (Yeorly Rale) . . . $ 5 1.00
STATION "C" Price forV.$hr.
13
Closs "A" Time (Yeorly Role) . . . $42.00
WMBM
I (or '/« hr. oo
Closj-A-Tir
National Represenlatives:
William G. Rombeau Co.. Chicago

*Page 96
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WES^IMGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
"Ted
Malone"
McCann-Erickson
SEEMAN BROTHERS INC.
"tomorrow's Headlines"
WUI'am H. Weintraub Co.
"Monday
Headlines"
WilTam H.Morning
Weiiitraub
Co.
"AMan
Jackson
and
WMTarn H. WeintraubtheCo.News"
NASH-KELVINATOR CORP.
"The Human Side of the News"
Geyer, Newell & Ganger
GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
"Lum 'n' Abner"
Foote, Cone & Belding
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

1949
1948
1939 $97,642
98,946
Network
1949
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
97,642
CBS-32-1/4
(Feb. -May;
Sept.-Oct.)

(Net)
SPOT

1948
1949
1948

446,000
1939
224,000'

98,946
* BROADCASTING estimate

£qjulfL
&koId
<HjDUA
will take strong
selling, backed.up
millions of electric
irons, toasters
and other appliances were sold by strong merchandising and adduring the year.
vertising programs, to keep sales
Reports on the first quarter of at their present high level.
1950 indicate that this year may
That's good news for radio, for
be better than last for the electric
this class of manufacturer has alappliances which make up the
ways been a major user of time on
the air. Last year this group
larger part of this class. Philco
reports air conditioner sales in the ranked third in its purchase of
first three months of 1950 topping
network time among the 28 prodthe like period of 1949 by 50%;
uct classifications, accounting for
sales of Lewyt vacuum cleaners for 12.6% of all network time purchases. This class also makes use
the quarter were more than double
those in the first quarter of last of a lot of stations on a spot or
local basis, with many appliance
year. Spokesmen of the major
manufacturers in this field are
dealers and dealer associations
unanimous that the 1950 outlook is running year-round radio cam(Continued on page 98)
good, but they also agree that it

CLASS 14.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
"The Man& Co.Who Came to Dinner"
Maxon
"G.
YoungE. Houseparty"
& Rubicam
"Fred
BBDO Waring"
FHILCO CORP.
"Breakfast
Club"
Hutchins AcSv.

Many local gas and oil dealers
and dealer groups use radio programs and announcements for
their products, currently including
some 35 sponsors of local broadcasts of network co-op shows.

dtohih^iliWiSL

NETWORK
(Gross)

ADVERTISERS

tional spot campaign in 20 major
markets for its new liquid cooking
agent. Phillips Petroleum Co. is
considering a spot campaign to
augment
on
CBS. its new Rex Allen Show

Any or all
Products
Household
Institutional
Appliances
Refrigerators,
Air Conditioning
Units. Freezers,
Television Receivers
& Radios

1949 $6,118,005
1948 8,628,906
1939
Network
1949
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
51,624,324
CBS-175-1
19,814
ABC-265-2V2
(1 time)
997,168
(Jan. -July)
NBC-1 63-V2
627,342
(Jan. -Sept.)
ABC-278-1V4
$1,592,875

erators, Ranges,
.
Laundromats,
RefrigIrons, etc.
Air Wick
Air Wick
Air Wick

ABC-228-2S min.
(Jan. -June;
Sept.-Dec.)
fi BC-1 26-V4
(Jan.)
ABC-257-V4

Refrigerators,
Ranges
Freezers & Home
Refrigerators

$ 903,997

SPOT
(Net) 1949
1948 $3,584,000*
1,998,000
1948
1939
$3,283,378

$ 367,629

1,826,896
783,084
$1,526,203

$1,318,029 $ 94,822

13,688
$ 675,195
523,472
138,035

165,883
630,525
464,642

ABC-1 37-25 min.
(Jan. -June)

$ 492,976

$ 689,199

CBS-1 64-V2
(Jan. -June)

$ 442,908

$ 800,779
* BROADCASTING estimate

CBS-164-5 min.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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WKZO-WJEF

REALLY

BOMBARD

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!
all other stations in its area with a 58.8%
Share of Audience and WJEF is first among
eight Grand Rapids stations with 26.9%

If you really want "air-coverage" of Western Michigan, WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF,
Grand Rapids are by long odds the best
"weapons"

you can use.

(Total Rated Periods, Jan. — Feb. '50).
While delivering about 66.1% more listeners than the next-best two-station choice

First, BMB and mail-pull figures prove that
both these CBS stations deliver exceptionally
large rural audiences throughout the rich
Western part of the State.

in the area, WKZO-WJEF
cost that's 20%
bination!

Second, Hoopers prove the superiority of
WKZO-WJEF within Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids. Latest figures show that WKZO tops

are available at a

less than the next-best com-

Get all the facts about WKZO-WJEF.
be glad you did !

You'll

'• The United States Air Force did it in February, 1949.

WJEF
^fatf in GRAND
RAPIDS
AND KENT
(CBS)COUNTY

BOTH
FETZER
AVERY-

KNODEL,

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

BY

^

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

Household Equip.
(Continued from page 96)
paigns in their service areas.
Network sponsors in this class
last year, in addition to those
shown in the table, were: Club
Aluminum Products Co. (household utensils), sponsoring Club
Time, a daytime quarter-hour a
week on ABC (spending $143,352
for time at gross rates) ; Modglin
Co. (Perma brooms), Meet the
Missus, weekly quarter-hour on
CBS Pacific J a n u a r y-M arch
($7,997)- Padio Offer Co., prej Christmas campaign for its plastic
•,K products and toys, using a schedule
:c on ABC that began with a weekly
\ quarter-hour in September, Wil£ liam Lang show, and built up to
t 2% hours a week in December, Romantic Song Shop, Pick a Date,
jl Shoppers Special ($78,928); Servel
Inc. (gas refrigerators), What's My
,J Name?, ABC Saturday half -hour
:] February-July
($130,544) ; Stanly ley Home
Products (Kitchen
l Equipment),
two one-timers on
i( ABC, Choral Festival in May and
\" Boys' Town Choir in December
:J ($130,544).
Philco's Breakfast Club and Seei; man Brothers' two news shows are
i] continuing on the networks, but
1. Westinghouse has discontinued Ted
lj Malone's five-minute program
[■( across the board on ABC. ComI, pany is considering using him at
another time, however, probably on
the same network. GE's Hotpoint
Division is planning another special program on Mother's Day
(May 14) on CBS 5-6 p.m. Gulf
Oil Corp. planning a summer campaign for Gulfspray insecticide,
will reportedly sponsor the Lanny
Ross Show on MBS five noontime
half-hours a week, starting in
May.
Hudson Pulp & Paper Co. advertises its paper napkins with announcements on Yankee Network
participating programs, programs
and announcements on other Eastern stations, using 36 in all; McCormick & Co. (Bee Brand insect
powder) started an announcement
campaign in Southern markets
April 1 ; Modglin Co. advertising
to be handled by Compton Adv.

£
,1]
■z
(
i
%
}_

America

s Oldest

POINTS

to

See WLS Dinner Bell's
2-Page Record
in this issue

after June 1 and company may use
radio this summer; O'Keefe &
Merritt Co. (gas ranges) uses
spots on year-round basis on some
30 stations in California; SoconyVacuum Oil Co. promotes Bug-aBoo insecticide as well as Mobilgas
and Mobiloil on six stations, using
from three to 26 programs a week
per station; Southern Appliances
Inc. uses stations in North and
South Carolina; Standard Vacuum
Cleaner Co. uses stations in Northern California.
General Electric Co. has ar-

ClaSS
15:
CLASS 15. HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Product
Advertiser, program and agency
ARMSTRONG CORK CO.
"Theatre
of Today"
BBDO
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
"Adventures
of Ozzie & Harriet"
Yrung & Rubicam
"Ozzie & Harriet"
Young & Rubicam
SEALY INC
"Charles Collingwood, News" (Eff. Jan. 15)
"Chet
Huntley,Adv.
News"
Alvin Wilder
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
THE LOCAL DEALER is the big
advertiser in the home furnishing
field, in radio as in other media.
This class of advertisers at present
includes only two network clients,
a very few spot accounts, but more
than 125 sponsors of network co-op
shows on local stations and 21 users
of Transit Radio time, indicating
that the total number of furniture
dealers using radio probably runs
into the thousands.
Armstrong Cork Co. continues its
Theatre of Today on CBS and
Sealy Inc. its newscast on a CBS
Pacific hookup to make up the netwoik complement of home furnishings advertising. Sealy this month
will start a spot campaign for its
new orthopedic mattress, with announcements and station breaks to
be released to 29 factories for sponsorship in their territories.

Farm

Service Program

its Record

CHICAGO

7

•

freezers, etc.), Lesson Steel Pro J
ucts (Presteline Home Appli
ances), A. 0. Smith Corp. (wat< |
heaters) and York-Shipley Ind
(heating equipment) are amor.j
the appliance companies currentl]
offering to share the cost of radi
advertising of their products witl
dealers and distributors who buj
time in their trade areas.
Heavy users of local radio tim<:
more than 50 appliance dealer
sponsor network co-op shows ii
their communities and 16 US'
Transit Radio facilities.

JjuAnidJunqA
NETWORK
(Gross)

All Products

1949 $ 903,648
1948 1,331,640
1939
Network
1949
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
CBS-1 66-V2
$ 455,638

International Silver CBS-149-V2
(April-July)
Sterling Silver, Silverplate NBC-156/CBC-Vi
(Jan. -March)
All Products and
CBS-8-3/4
Mattresses

SPOT 1949
(Net) 1948

$1,232,000
1,532,000 I

1948

1939

S 429,779

S 422,408
221,889
200,519

S 853,074

$ 235,244

$ 25,602
* BROADCASTING estimat

Pequot Mills started participations in Housewives Protective
League the day after Christmas on
CBS stations in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco, plus a quarter-hour news program on WHO Des Moines and

MASS

participations on WTIC Hartford
Company may use an expanded spoj
campaign for June bride promotion
F. Schumacher & Co. has been us|
ing announcements on two New
York stations for Waverly home
furnishing fabrics.

HYSTERIA DEFENSE
Radio Best Weapon

MOBILIZATION of all communications, particularly transit radio
and other elements of broadcasting, would constitute the "best
defense" against mass hysteria in
times of emergency, Rep. Raymond W. Karst (D-Mo.) told
House colleagues March 31.
Simultaneously he took occasion
to praise the Union Labor Advocate, and AFL organ, for its story
pointing out the useful purpose
which transit radio can serve in
civil defense planning. The Advocate had printed a survey of
streetcar and bus riders indicating
overwhelming approval for the
radio service.
Citing the famed Orson Welles
"men from Mars" show some
years ago, Rep. Karst noted feeling of many Senate members that
mass hysteria could do more damage to tential
America's
than bombs war-making
dropped in poan
atomic attack. "Only through
communications can people be
warned and fears dispelled," he
added.

in Emergency, Says Kars

"present newspaper uproar ove:
the merits of transit radio ... no
only rather silly but not in accor
with the opinion and feelings o:
the riding public," according to th<
Advocate.
Frank W. Jacobs, EW business
manager, pointed out that tran
sit radio can serve to discount "possible false rumors" and advise th
public promptly of major happen
ings. He characterized the scat
tered attacks on the service as
"tempest in a teapot — a cracke
pot,
vocate.at that," according to the AdFCC

Office Move

ENTIRE

FCC Office of Chief Accountant has been moved from
quarters in temporary buildings in
Washington and relocated in the
New Post Office Bldg. there, the
Commission headquarters. Employes presently engaged in broadcast accounting, economic and statistical work are to remain under
William J. Norfleet, chief accountant, untilfunctional
reassignedrealignment
under FCC'sof
proposed

Concerning the labor poll, officials of the Electrical Workers
Local No. 1 (AFL) thought the
operation.
April 17, 1950
BROADCASTING

Clear Channel Home of the National Earn Dance
Page 98

ranged for announcements for
electric fans, to be broadcast by
more than 80 stations on the third
day of the first protracted heat
wave in each area. GE distributors and dealers are heavy users of
radio time for appliance advertising on a local or regional basis
throughout the country, both independently and in cooperation with
the parent company.
Nineteen Hundred Corp. (Kenway appliances), American Coolair
Corp. (ventilating fans), Carrier
Corp.
(air conditioners, food

• Telecasting
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TWO

INSTITUTIONAL campaigns—
U. Guild
S. Steel's
sponsorship
of Theatre
on the
Air and
duPont's sponsorship of Cavalcade
of America — in 1949 as in previous years made up practically
all of the use of radio time by
members of this class. Largely because of U. S. Steel's summer series in place of its usual summer
hiatus, network time sales to this
group rose nearly 25% last year.
Inland Steel's one-time broadcast
on the steel strike is not likely to be
repeated.
The only other advertising from
this group on the air is Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., which in February began using announcements
for its bakelite division on KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa, and two dealer
cooperative announcement campaigns announced by Truscon Steel
Co. and Wisconsin Motor Corp.

Class

-Am/able!

Play-by-Play
MAJOR
LEAGUE
BASEBALL
KFRM has just signed
with Liberty Broadcasting
System for play-by-play Major
League baseball. Participating
announcements now available!
Here's a "red-hot" natural that
will
yourthan
sales
in an
area "hypo"
with more
a million
potential listeners.
For full details, wire The KMBCKFRM Team, Kansas City, Mo.,
or phone any Free & Peters
"Colonel."

KFRM
Kansas

Programmed by KMBC
From Kansas* City
Page 100

NETWORK
(Gross)

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
U. S. STEEL CORP.
"Theatre
Guild On the Air"
BBDO

Product
Institutional

"NBC
Summer
(Eff. Sept.
11) Symphony"
"Theatre Guild on the Air"
BBDO
dU PONT de NEMOURS, E. I., & CO., INC.
"Cavalcade of America"
BBDO
INLAND STEEL CO.
"The
Strike"
Hill & Steel
Knowlton
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Institutional

Institutional

April 17, 1950

.
CLASS 17. INSURANCE
LEADING NETWORK

Advertiser, program and agency
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO.
OTAMERrCA
"Jack
Show"
Benton Berch
& Bowles
"The
Prudential
Benton & Bowles Family Hour of Stars"
EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE U. S.
"This Is Your
FBI"
Warwick
& Legler
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
"Er'c
"Dave Vaile"
(West Sevareid-News",
Coast)
Young & Rubicam
MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH & ACCIDENT
ASSN. OF OMAHA
"Mayor
Ruthrauff of& theRyanTown"
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL ASS N.
"California
Caravan"
Blackwood-Shakleford
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
pace of additions to life insurance
programs, American families
owned a record $213,400,000,000 of
life insurance at the end of 1949.
This is just twice the total owned
only 12 years before — meaning
that as much has been added in
these 12 years as was built up in
the preceding 100 years.
"Four out of five families now
own life insurance — with an average of more than four policies per
family. There are now 191 million
policies owned in the U. S.
"In spite of the large volume of
life insurance outstanding today
and the widespread ownership of
it, there is still room for material
further growth — evidenced by the
average ownership per family of
only about $6,000," Mr. Johnson
states. "In view of this, it is probable that the coming year will see
a still further expansion of life
insurance, with new peaks attained. Furthermore, this growth
may well be expected to continue
for some years to come."
Insurance advertising on the
national networks has not kept

.

.

NETWORK
(Gross)

ADVERTISERS

1949
1948 $2,174,673
1,747,826
1939
Network
1949
No.
Stations
Hoursof per
week
$1,452,089
670,775
ABC- -June)
2 60-1
(Jan.
(Aug. -Dec. i
781,314
NBC165-1
(June-Dec.)
S 710,820

NBC-152-1/2
(Jan. -June)
(Aug. -Dec.
(1ABC-266-'
time) a

Institutional

17:

"PURCHASE of new life insurance by American families were
$23,610,000,000 in 1949— a record
volume for the fourth consecutive
year. In the four years since the
end of the war, total purchases
have exceeded $90 billion — as much
as the purchases^ o±1fa'er~eTght~'irfe^
vious years," Holgar J. Johnson,
president, Institute of Life Insurance, reports in a statement for
this issue of Broadcasting.
"As a result of this sustained

for Rural

LEADING NETWORK

mcrtsuvunk

QnduAihml

16;
ClaSS
CLASS 16. INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS

Product

SPOT 1949
(Net) 1948
1948

$ 112,000
1939

$1,052,090

$ 695,736

$ 196,620

11,764
BROADCASTING estimati

. QnAuhanai
1949 $3,737,682
1948 4,238,745
1939
Network
1949
No. of Stations
Hours per Week

Insurance
Insurance
Insurance
Insurance

NBC-1 37-1 1/4
CB.S-149-1/2

$1,956,359
1,378,695
577,664

ABC-276-V2

$ 909,193

Institutional

CBS-22-1V4

Insurance

MBS-453-25
(Jan. -July ) min.

Insurance,
Hospitalization &
Physicians' Service

ABC-1
1-V2 i
(Jan. -July

$ 478,140

SPOT 1949
(Net) 1948

412,000

1948

$1,344
1939,000*

$1,942,416
1,373,426
568,990

$ 414,330

$ 876,747
$ 471,543

$ 70,240

$ 373,394 $ 728,733
$ 20,596 $ 32,688
BROADCASTING estimat

pace with the volume of insurance
business. On the contrary, it
dropped by about 10% last year
and seems slated for a further decline in 1950, Prudential having
discontinued its Family of Stars
the end of February. California
Medical Assn.'s California Cara-

van is now broadcast on Don Lei
for a half-hour each Sunday.
The Jack Berch Show, This I
Your FBI
and Metropolitan's
net
work
newscasts
continue, wit!
Metropolitan also continuing ;
heavy schedule of news and an
(Continued on page 102)
THE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS

t Growing
Fastes
in the Nation's
Market

PORTLAND

new

OREGON

AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD
BROADCASTING

PETRY & CO.

• Telecasting

10

Years

For

1

Or

Out

More

Of

4

A check of WNAX non-network accounts for January, 1950, showed that 27% of these
advertisers were using WNAX in 1940. Blue chip business, this 27% of our list accounted
for 39% of our total billings.
Advertisers who demand results renew their WNAX schedules year after year because
they consistently get a greater return on each advertising dollar invested in Big Aggie Land.
A major market, Big Aggie Land embraces 'Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa;
the world's richest agricultural area . . . served only by WNAX.
In 1948, folks in Big Aggie Land enjoyed a buying income of $4,547,025,000.00 — greater
than Los Angeles, Philadelphia, or Washington, D.C. Retail sales in Big Aggie Land total
$3,397,461,000.00 — greater than San Francisco, Detroit or St. Louis.*

Convert your SALES POTENTIAL into
SALES RESULTS. Ask your Katz man
to show you how WNAX can produce good
will, increase sales of your product or service.
•Compiled
of Buying from
Power.1949 Sales Management Survey

YANKTON

1ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

-SIOUX

CITY

AFFILIATED WITH THE
AMERICAN BROADCASTING

CO.

April 17, 1950
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Insurance
(Continued from page 100)
nouncements on 30 stations in addition.
Other recent insurance advertis-

Class

halted by the Reconstruction Finance Corp. which loaned the company some $3.8 million last year,
is presenting its new reorganization plans to a Federal Court in
Boston this week and expects to
resume its use of radio on an expanded basis as soon as it gets
production of watches under way
again.
The distribution of GI insurance
dividends is expected to boom sales
of all types of jewelry and if Congress should repeal the wartime
excise taxes on this merchandise
the industry would receive a further boon which it may be expected
to promote with increased advertising expenditures all down the
line.
Programs Have Changed
The network programs of this
group have undergone a good many
changes since the end of the year.
Waltham Watch Co., only network
account of this group not listed in
the table, started Share the Wealth
as a 25-minute Monday evening
series on ABC in October, spending
$48,813 for time to the end of the
year, but was forced to cancel the

CLASS 18.

JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
LONGINES-WITTNAUER WATCH CO.
"Festival
(Eff. Mar. of13)Music"
"Symphonette"
Victor
A. Bennett Co.
"Festival
(Eff. Mar. of13)Song"
"Choraliers"
Victor A. Bennett Co.
"Thanksgiving
Victor
A. BennettFestival"
Co.
SPEIDEL CORP.
"Stop
Music"
Cecil &thePresby
HELBROS WATCH CO.
"Quick asInc.a Flash"
Dorland
REVERE CAMERA CO.
"ihe
Jo Stafford
(Eff. May
12) Show"
"Name
the
(Eff. Nov. 10)Movie"
"A Date with Judy"
Roche,
Williams & Clear-/
BRUNER-RITTER
"Chance of a Lifetime"
Raymond
Spector CO.
Co.
GRUEN WATCH
"Hollywood Calling"
Grey Adv.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
program in January by reorganization difficulties.
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
discontinued its two CBS Sunday
afternoon half-hour programs —
Symphonette and The Choraliers —
in December, but reinstated them
to the same network on the same
day, as of yesterday (April 16).
Helbros Watch Co., which last fall
resumed sponsorship of Quick as a
Flash on Mutual after a summer
hiatus, at the end of December
shifted from that program and
network to Richard Diamond, Private Detective on NBC. Helbros'
plan had been to sponsor this program during the spring, lay off
for the summer and return in the

a better-than-ever BUY
IN OHIO'S THIRD MARKET

5,000
w AM
1390 KC

50,000
w
'
105.1 MC

WFMJ
BASIC ABC FOR YOUNGSTOWN
ASK HEADLEY REED
Page 102

American Mutual Liability Insurance Co. of Boston; Prudential's
weekly 15-minute program on
WNJR Newark, and W. A. Alexander Co.'s quarter-hour a week on
WGN Chicago.

At the local level, some 35 in
surance companies or broker
sponsored local broadcasts of ne"
work co-op programs, with sevei
insurance advertisers using Trans
it Radio facilities.

18:

MAJOR WATCH manufacturers,
whose purchase of spot radio time
— chiefly station breaks for time
signals — makes up most of radio's
revenue from the jewelry trade,
will continue their radio operations
this year on about the same level
as last, according to indications in
the early months of 1950.
Bulova's 1950 budget calls for an
expenditure of some $4 million for
radio and TV time, $500,000 more
than last year.
Benrus expects to spend about $1
million for radio, slightly less than
in 1949. Gruen plans to continue
radio in major market on about
last
year's
to shut
downlevel.
whenWaltham,
its funds forced
were

for

ing on the air includes broadcasts
of the U. of Minnesota's basketball
games on KDHL Faribault, Minn.,
sponsored by Federated Mutual
Insurance Co. ; a Student Forum
for Society contest on three North
Carolina stations sponsored by

April 17, 1950

FM

Longines Watches

1949 $2,789,721
1948 1,201,942
1939
Network
1949
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
S 935,248
CBS-1 65-V2
480,247

Wittnauer Watches

CBS- 169-1/2

493,276

CBS-164-1
(1 time)98-V4
ABC-1

14,725

Product

Watches
Wristwatch Bands
and other Speidel
Products
Helbros
Watches

$ 519,469

MBS-408-2Smin.

SPOT 1949 $4,592,000
(Net) 1948 2,530,000
1943
152,218
S 163,670
11,452

S 262,269

S 363,093 $ 478,002

Movie Cameras,
Projectors &
Accessories

ABC-76-V2

S 355,238 S 242,651

Watch Bands

ABC-202-1/2
(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC- 163-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)

$ 266,760

Watches

S 251,100
BROADCASTING estimat.

fall, but it cancelled those plans
when it learned that NBC had sold
the program to Rexall Drug Co. for
the summer months. Expected
back in network radio shortly,
Helbros in January contracted for
35,000 announcements a year — just
under 100 a day - — on XELO
Juarez, Mexico.
Speidel
Corp. and Bruner-Ritter
Inc.
are continuing
their Sunday
evening programs on ABC for
their respective brands of watchbands, Speidel sponsoring 15 minutes of Stop the Music and BrunerRitter sponsoring the half-hour
Chance of a Lifetime. Gruen
Watch Co. is out of network radio
at the moment, having dropped
sponsorship of NBC's Hollywood
Calling at the end of the Christmas buying season. Revere Camera Co. in February withdrew its
sponsorship of A Date With Judy
on ABC.
NAB By-Laws Amended
AMENDMENT to the NAB bylaws permitting the president to
make employment contracts for
staff personnel up to periods of
three years, with board approval,
has been approved by the membership. Heretofore contracts had
been limited by the by-laws to
one-year periods. Of a total of 851
votes, 819 were in favor with 22
opposed. Ten ballots were void.
At its February meeting the board
had approved the referendum proposal.

1939

"The retailer absorbs the major
part of the cost of advertising,"
BAB pointed out in its recent report on the jewelry trade and its
advertising practices, which notes
that "most silverware and watch
manufacturers allow a dealer discount of 40% with an additional
10% allowance for advertising.
"Today, the average cash jeweler spends from 3% to 4% of his
gross sales on advertising," BAB
reported. "The credit jeweler's appropriation runs as high as 9%
but averages
noted
that thisabout
5.5% 5.5%."
is dividedBABas
follows: 3.70% of gross sales goes
for newspaper advertising, 2.24%
for direct mail, 1.72% for miscellaneous advertising and only 0.92%
for radio.
A moderate amount of local advertising for jewelry and allied
products is indicated by the current sponsorship of network co-op
shows by about 30 dealers in such
merchandise. This class also accounts for more than 20 advertisers on Transit Radio in the various cities served by this medium.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology in America, offers Its
dustry.
trained Radio and Television technicians to the Hrnadca-iting InAddress
Placementinquiries
Directorto
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of ANew
merica
350 W. 4th St.,
York 14, N. T.
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The new Broadcast Measurement Bureau Survey
proves that WOW audience has grown steadily with
the rich area it serves.

wow

WOW's audience is up about 9% since 1946,
this despite 130 NEW stations in WOW-Land states
in that three years.
The new BMB study gives the FIRST and
ONLY direct competitive comparisons of the complete audiences of WOW-Land stations.

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
590 KC • NBC • 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of
WOW-TV

If you haven't a copy already, write today for
the complete new BMB Survey, with maps, and supporting data.
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Class

19:

NETWORK advertising of office
equipment, stationery and writing
materials has fallen off badly the
past two yeai's. In 1947 gross network time sales to this group were
$4,230,989. In 1948 they declined to
$2,317,072 and last year fell off
still further, to $1,413,696. Both
of last year's network clients from
this class have continued their programs into the current year.
In the spot field the picture is
no more cheerful. Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., advertising for Dixon
Ticonderoga Pencils, is the only
account from this class reported by

•

•

•

•

CLASS 19.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT, STATIONERY & WRITING SUPPLIES
SPOT 1949 $
NETWORK
1949 $1,413,696
(Net) 1948 992,000
(Gross)
1948 2,317,072
1939
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
1949
1948
Advertiser, program and agency
Product
EVERSHARP INC.
$
764,166
$
849,424
1939
(Jon-July;
NBC-1
65-1/2
"Take
Pens & Pencils
Biow Co.It or Leave It"
Sept. -Dec.)
HALL BROTHERS INC.
S 649,530 $ 843,801
CBS-1 59-V2
"Hallmark
Playhouse"
Hallmark
Greeting
(Jan.
-June;
Foote, Cone & Belding
Cards
Sept. -Dec.)
BROADCASTING estimate
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
Rorabaugh as active in February,
using announcements on three stations, compared with 15 stations

the year before at that time.
At the local level, a dozen stationers and office supply concerns

sponsor network co-op shows and
five such concerns use Transit
Radio.

TYkdia
&
PuAjtiAhmg
...
20:
Class
THE PUBLISHING industry,
CLASS
20.
PUBLISHING
AND
MEDIA
1949
never a major user of radio time
1949 $ 911,814
NETWORK
in its advertising, showed no signs
SPOT 1948
595,000
1948 1,450,097
(Gross)
(Net)
of becoming one during 1949. Net1939 296,193
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
work billings of this group, which
1948
Network
$2,016,000'
had declined 33% from 1947 to
No. of Stations
1949
Product
1939
Advertiser, program and agency
Hours per Week
1948, fell 37% in 1949. The ABC
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUB. CO.
Newspaper
ABC-80-1/4
quarter-hour weekly program for "The Christian Science Monitor
% 324,448
Christian Science Monitor was the
$ 309,938
Views
the News" Co.
H. B. Humphrey
only network program in this class WILLIAM
H. WISE CO.
s
256,947
Books
160,587
ABC-1-April)
09-3/4
which continued through the com"How to& Get
More Out of Life"
(Jan.
Thwing
Altman
$ 17,800
Books
plete year.
CBS-55-i/j
"How
More Out of Life"
William H. Wise Co. during
(Jan.
-April)
Thwing To& Get
Altman
Books
36,813
1949 ran a number of network cam"Handy &Man"
CBS-55-1/4
36,813
(Jan. -April)
Thwing
Altman
paigns for Handy Man and How To "How To Get More Out of Life"
CBS-25-V4
Books
22,734
Thwing & Altman
Get More Out of Life and is curDec.)
(Nov.-Dec.)
rently promoting the latter volume
DOUBLEDAY & CO. INC.
$ 217,924
Books
(March-April)**
ABC-58-1/4
20,910
with Saturday and Sunday after- "The Doubleday Music Shop"
(Oct.
13,
Nov.
29
noon half -hours on CBS and a "The Family Quiz Club"
$ 36,022
"Pick
a
Date"
(Oct.
Sunday evening quarter-hour on Huber Hoge & Son
(Nov. 20,
29, Nov.
30) 3)
Books
ABC. Doubleday & Co. embarked
ABC-60-27min.
"Jacques Fray"
on extensive network advertising
Huber Hoge & Son
Books
(1MBS-6O-V2
Time)
4,085
for a number of its books during
(Jan.-May)
"John
B. Kennedy"
(EfF.
Sept.
25)
the fall on short-time contracts
99,239
"Sidney
News"
(Sept.-Dec.)
(EfF. Nov. Walton,
6)
with frequent changes of the books
"Sidney
Walton"
"Quiz
Club"
advertised. Currently Doubleday
Huber Hoge & Son
Books
MBS-60-1 1/4
has two consecutive 15-minute pro- "Quiz
Club"
93,690
(March-April)
Huber
Hoge
&
Son
grams on NBC Sunday afternoon
(Sept.-Oct.)
GREYSTONE PRESS
and another pair of back-to-back
$ 112,495
Publishers
ABC-6I-I/4
"Mrs.
Fix-It"
quarter-hours on CBS, also SunH. B. Humphrey Co.
(Sept.-Oct.)
MBS-67-V4
Publishers
** 10 Min.
day afternoons. A similar two-pro(June-Aug.)
"Mr.
41,729
23,992
H. B. Fix-It"
Humphrey Co.
Publishers
gram 30-minute series on ABC was
NBC-34-1/4
"Mr.
Fix-It"
H. B. Humphrey Co.
broadcast following that network's
(Sept.-Dec.)
& April
46,774
opera programs on Saturdays and
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
15 Min. inin March
Nov.
& Dec.
* BROADCASTING estimate
ended with the conclusion of the
1949-50 opera season.
Omnibook Inc., which sponsored
minute news programs for Life.
Robert St. John in a special oneA number of newspapers use ratime quarter-hour on ABC March
dio promotion in their localities
5
as
a
test,
may
use
network
radio
about 40 currently sponsoring local
SAUSMW
on a regular basis in addition to broadcasts of network cooperative
For BIG Results
its extensive spot radio campaigns.
Sears, Roebuck & Co. is considprograms,
of the
which
the Press is
top Mutual's
favorite Meei
with
In This BIG Market
ering anational spot campaign for
newspaper
publishers,
having 18
Use The BIG Station!
American People's Encyclopedia,
of them among its sponsors. Five
probably
publishers use Transit Radio facilinouncements.using dramatized an- ties.
Among magazine publishers, Curtis Publishing Co. uses programs
and announcements on a wide
>>'<.
WKNA
Increases Power
5q
scale for Saturday Evening Post,
* c.
WKNA Charleston, W. Va., owned
Ladies Home Journal and Holiday.
7M
and operated by Joe L. Smith Inc.
Announcements and participations
went on the air March 23 with inhave also been used for Newsweek
FREE and
creased power of 5 kw. Broadcastand Quick in recent months and
PETERS
•000 WATTS OMAHA BASIC CBs
ing on 950 kc, the ABC affiliate i
Time Inc. has been considering a formerly
Reprei«ntattv«s
operated on power of IS
spot campaign of 5-, 10- and 15- kw.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting,
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FRED

KENDALL,

afternoon

star of WJR's

variety show,

"Any-

thing Goes", sent the applause
meter
won

soaring to the top as he
the Arthur

Scout

Show

Broadcasting

•ORE

Godfrey
over

Columbia

System.

Is it any

wonder

that

its huge

market

area?

PROOF

IS

Talent

WJR

THAT

POWERED

dominates

WJR

FOR

RESULTS

CBS

Call or write
your nearest
PETRY office

50,000
WATTS

WJR

FREE SPEECH

THE

GOODWILL

G. A. RICHARDS
Chairman of the Board
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

STATION,

INC.

—

Fisher

Bldg.,

MIKE

Detroit

HARRY WISMER
Vice President and General Mgr.
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Class
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CLASS 21.

Kansas City's ONE and OHLY
50,000
watt station
Programmed for
Mid-America Audiences

Feature
Availability
Jim Monroe 4 The
News 6:00-6:10 P.M.
Tues., Thurs. & Sat.
Radio reporting at
its best with MidAmerica's
newscaster.favorite
Write,
wire or call todayl

National Representative — John £. Pearson Co.
SatneUiina had, been added
To The
BOWL

ROSE

CITY

Pasadena . . . the nation's
107th city in population, but
its 3rd IN PER CAPITA
INCOME . . . shows a newradio profile this spring.
Veteran 1000-watt day timer,
KWKW now has:
BETTER FREQUENCY
FULL TIME OPERATION
NEW RCA TRANSMITTER
BONUS FM AFFILIATE
NEW STUDIOS
KWKW continues to woo
over 100,000 prosperous Pasadenans, plus large segments
of the Greater Los Angeles
market by topnotch news, music and commentary service,
plus such exclusives as allday sports news and a variety
of foreign language hours.
KWKW
Pasadena — Los Angeles
Call your nearest For joe man
for details!
P. S. When you're in PasadenaLos Angeles area, drop out and
get some sunshine and exercise on our private "Pitch and
Putt" course.
Page 106
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RADIOS, PHONOGRAPHS, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
NETWORK
1949
$ 749,257
1948 1,560,098
(Gross)
1939 860,724
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Network
No. of Stations
Product
Hours per Week
1949
Advertiser, program and agency
PHILCO CORP.
ABC-21 1-V2
Radios
"Bing
$ 372,054
HutchinsCrosby"
Adv.
(Jan. -June)
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA
Radios
NBC-163/CBC-V2
$ 277,209
(Jan. -May)
Phonographs,
RCA-Victor
J."TheWalter
ThompsonShow"
Co.
Television Sets,
& Records
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE
85,839
& TELEGRAPH CORP.
ABC-74-V2
(Capehart-Farnsworth Corp.)
"Metropolitan Opera Auditions
74,727
Equipment
(Jan. -March)
Warwick & Legler
Television,
MBS-458-V2
of"Dicken's
the Air"Christmas Carol"
Radio &
11,112
J. M. Mothis
(1 time)
Phonograph Sets
PACKARD-BELL CO.
All Products
CBS-1 4-'/4
"CBS
Abbott World
KimballNewsCo. with Chet Huntley"
(Jan. -March)
HALLICRAFTER CO.
7,555
Television Sets
MBS-57-1/4
6,600
"Hollywood
Sorrenson & Quiz"
Co.
(Dec.)
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

(Radio

"PRELIMINARY figures on first
quarter radio and television receiver production indicate that the
industry's sales are continuing at
the high level of the fourth quarter of 1949, contrary to past years,"
Bond Geddes, executive vice president, Radio Mfrs. Assn., says in a
statement to Broadcasting.
"Total industry radio set production is running just under a
million units a month, yet some
dealers are experiencing shortages,
particularly in radio-phonographs
of the more popular brands. After
a lull last summer, radio set sales
recovered strongly in the fourth
quarter so that the year's output
rose to 11,400,000 units, about 1,400,000 above industry expectations. This year's production probably will equal that of 1949.
"TV receiver production in the
first quarter likewise continued at
the fourth quarter 1949 level and
perhaps exceeded it. Industry estimates indicate that 4,500,000 or
more television receivers will be
manufactured this year, and an
increasing number of these are being equipped with both AM and
FM radio reception facilities.
"As manufacturers' dollar volume rises with TV set production,
most set makers have increased
their advertising budgets for
1950," Mr. Geddes concludes.
"Many of them are using both radio and television to promote set
sales. The present outlook is that
the dollar volume of combined
radio and TV receiver sales in 1950
will be the highest in the industry's history."
The advertising increases Mr.
Geddes refers to do not show up
strongly at the national level. RCA
is the only radio-TV set manufacturer currently sponsoring a network program, Screen Directors
Playhouse, Friday evening halfhour on NBC.
Columbia Record-

ing Corp. sponsors Record Parade
on behalf of its Long Playing records for a Sunday afternoon halfhour. Those two programs make
up the entire network advertising
of the radio-TV-musical instrument-record group at this time.
Hallicrafter Co. discontinued
Hollywood Quiz in March after a
13-week run on MBS, and Muntz
TV, which started Rebuttal as a
15-minute Sunday series on Mutual
early this year, has also dropped
out of network advertising for the
time being. Radio and TV receivers are advertised on the network programs of General Electric
Co. and Westinghouse Electric
Corp., which are listed under the
Household Equipment class as the
major part of their advertising is
Registration
(Continued from page 20)
Wilkins,
Mont. Joseph P., KFBB Great Falls,
Wilkinson, Vernon L., Haley, McKenna
& Wilkinson, Washington
Willard,
Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga.
Iowa A. C.D.,Earl,
Williams,
KFNF Shenandoah,
Williams, J. P., Transcription Sales
Inc., Springfield, Ohio
Tenn.
Williams,
Ray D., WJHL Johnson City,
Williams,
Brunswick,Robert
N. J. Lee, WCTC New
Williamson,
W.
town, Ohio P., Jr., WKBN YoungsWinther, Harold A., KEYD Minneapolis
Wirth, Don C, WNAM Neenah, Wis.
Wismer, Harry, WJR Detroit, Mich.
Wollenhaupt,
F., WKIP Poughkeepsie, N. Arthur
Y.
Wood, H. H., RCA Victor Div., New
York
Ga.
Woodall,
Allen M., WDAK Columbus,
Woodland, William S., KSWM Joplin,
Mo.
Woods, W. W., WHO Des Moines, Iowa
Wooten,
Tenn. Hoyt B., WREC Memphis,
Wright, Anne, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York
Young, Bernard L. KNUJ New Ulm,
Minn.
Ziv, Frederic W., Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
Cincinnati

SPOT 1949
(Net) 1948

$ 1,421,000
560,000

1948

1939

$2,234,816
$ 628,832

$ 635,926

$ 213,362

BROADCASTING estimate!

for home appliances.
Most of the advertising of thia
class is placed by dealers and dis-^
tributors, either independently or!
in dealer groups, and a number of
the manufacturers have cooperaH
tive advertising plans for sharing]
the cost of radio ads for their products with the dealers. General
Electric Co. and Stewart-Warner
Corp. are among the companies
offering dealers such cooperative
plans. Columbia Recording Corp.
provides
package Hour
script-and-record Masterwork
programs
to stations for sponsorship by local
record dealers. About 50 radio-TV
and music stores sponsor network
co-op shows locally and four use
Transit Radio facilities.
RADIO-TV ROUNDUP
Bulletin Compiled by NAB
COMPENDIUM of basic facts on
radio and television has been published by the NAB Dept. oi
Public Affairs. Titled "Dimensions
of Radio
and Television,"
the bul
letin
was mailed
to the membership
by Robert K. Richards, public af
fairs director.
Based on a roundup of informa
tion covering the electronic media
the material was assembled by th<
NAB Research Dept. under direc
tion of Meryl Sullivan, assistant
director. The material wraps uj
in one package the facts about
culation, sets,Revised
time sales,
and
lated matters.
versions
be issued regularly to keep
bulletin up to date.

cirrewil
th<

Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO
Conioct
EDWARD
PETRY CO.

BROADCASTING

BALTIMORE"

MM
• Telecastinj

NEW

HIGH

IN SPONSORSHIP

Sponsors of United Press newscasts span literally
the alphabet of business, from athletic supplies to
zinc. Every yearly survey shows more and more
kinds of sponsors— 99, 115, 178 and now 215.

NEW

HIGH

IN ENTHUSIASM

Stations say: "Renewing for 10th consecutive year"
. . . "The top service" ... . "Nothing but praise" . . .
"Continues excellent". . ."Keep up the good work"
. . ."Still, always will be, tops". . ."Writing is without
equal." (Names on request.)

NEW

HIGH

IN SERVICE

The United Press radio wire, the longest news circuit
in the world, makes for faster, smoother delivery of
all news— international, national, regional. Coastto-coast in Canada now, as well as in the U. S.

NEW

HIGH

IN STATIONS

More stations take United Press service than ever
before. The total is well beyond 1200 now in this
country, a good 10 per cent higher than a year ago.
U. P. clients continue to outnumber any other
service's.

MOST

Ctes

"RETAIL business for 1950 appears to be nearly matching 1949's
sales volume," says Howard P.
Abrahams, manager of the sales
promotion division, National Retail
Dry Goods Assn., in a statement to
Broadcasting.
Last year, Mr. Abrahams continues, "it is estimated that the nation's stores did $127.9 billion. This
is not much under the all-time high
of 129.9 billion in 1948, but a far
cry from the $42 billion in 1939.
"According to a recent survey
(Feb. 20, 1950), stores are planning to spend almost as many dollars in total advertising in 1950
as they did in 1949. As usual, there
are some slight variations from the
previous pattern. Newspapers will
probably receive a slightly reduced
budget, with savings from economies going into space; window
displays will probably account for
less dollars as a result of further
economies in display materials,
while salaries remain constant.
Direct mail is due for a small increase.
"Radio appears to be in for a
small increase. We have finally
seen the day when stores are using
radio as a direct selling tool, not
an institutional building medium.
In other words, retailers are using

ING!

CLOTH

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
fretwork Calibre Programs at £ ral Station Cost
Page 108
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CLASS 22.

RETAIL STORES

NETWORK
(Gross)

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, program and agency
FIRST NATIONAL STORES INC.
"Guy C.Lombardo
John
Dowd Show"

Product
Food Institutional
Products
and
Advertising

DR. HISS SHOE STORES
"Flying Feet" Co.
Honig-Cooper
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Shoe

radio the way they always used
newspapers, to bring immediate
One difficulty with fitting a reresponse."
tail classification into a product
group series such as this is deciding when a store should be classed
according to the products it sells
and when it should be kept out of
that class and reserved for this
retail category. PIB, source of
the network information used in
this series, lists Adam Hat Stores
under the Apparel heading, but
classifies Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores as
retail. Broadcasting in most cases
has considered a store as fitting
best into the class of merchandise
advertised by it on the air, leaving

Class
23:
CIGARETTE consumption in the
United States will this year just
about equal the 1949 all-time high
of 352 billion cigarettes, roughly
117 packs for every U. S. inhabitant— man, woman and child —
according to the Dept. of Agriculture. Backing up that prediction,
the Bureau of Internal Revenue
reported that in February the production of cigarettes was up approximately 1% over the same
month of last year.
That's good news for broadcasters as well as tobacco men. Increased production and sales means
increased advertising and with this
group increased advertising usually
means increased use of radio. Network time for advertising smoking
materials, including cigars, pipe
tobacco and lighters but mostly
cigarettes, rose 16.5% in 1949 over
1948, following a 12.5% increase in
network time sales to this group in
1948 over 1947.
Network advertisers in this class
last year, in addition to those
shown in the table, were: Bayuk
Cigars Inc. (Phillies), sponsoring
Inside of Sports on Mutual five
quarter-hours a week JanuarySeptember (with gross time purchases of $919,124) ; Bloch Brothers Tobacco Co. (Mail Pouch tobacco) sponsored Fishing and
Hunting Club of the Air 25 minutes
a week on MBS ($370,421) ; Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp. (Raleigh cigarettes) sponsored People
Are Funny for a Tuesday night
half -hour on NBC, with Life in

.

.

1949
1948
1939 $40,632
Network
1949
No.
Stations
Hoursof per
Week
ABC-19-V2
38,472
(Jan. -July)
ABC-5V2
2,160
(Dee.)

for this overall retail group only
department stores and other general retail institutions using radio
for all lines of merchandise. This
advertising is almost exclusively
placed at the local level and data
are not available for the application of general statistics as to the
extent of radio advertising used by
these stores.
It is known, however, that when
all advertising placed on stations
by local retailers for all products
they have for sale to the consuming
public — from automobiles to zithers
— the total volume exceeds that of
either the national radio networks
or the total spot business. In other
words, the American merchant is

dfaiaii
SPOT
(Net)

1949
1948
1948
71,448

$4,144,000
4,498,000
1939

* BROADCASTING estimo

an extremely good collective cu;
tomer of the American broadcasts
In 1948 radio rendered a bill t
Mr. Local Advertiser of $171 mi
lion, representing 41.1% of radio
total billings to all classes of ac
vertisers. Last year, the local ac
vertiser's bill was up to $182 mi
lion, 42.2% of the total. This yea
it can well go even higher.
The two network advertiser
listed in the table also used re
gional network time last yeai j
First National Stores in July starl
ed the Lombardo program on Nei
England Radio Network. Dr. His
Shoe Stores used Don Lee as we
as ABC, continuing to use both int
1950.

*
* ? SfwJdnq
rent network schedule. Ronson Ai
Your Hands as a summer replacement, and in the fall added a Metal Works first moved its five
Saturday morning broadcast of this minute Johnny Desmond show f ror
MBS to ABC, then discontinued I
program to its NBC schedule
($899,910); Wally Frank Ltd. last R. J. Reynolds on New Year's Da
November used two broadcasts on
again
of
the sponsored
Cotton BowlABC's
Game. broadcas
Mutual of a 15-minute program,
Liggett
&
Myers
is
expanding it
Profiles in the News, for its line
baseball broadcast coverage thi
of pipes ($4,904); TJ. S. Tobacco
Co. advertised its tobaccos with year, sponsoring broadcasts of th
Take a Number, Saturday half- Chicago Cubs home and awa.
hour on MBS January-July ($444,- games on WIND Chicago an
sharing with local advertiser
601), in March started Man Next
sponsorship of the Cubs broadcast
Door, at the same time on about
from WIND to a special net
100 stations which previously car- fed
work of some 35 midwestern sta
ried Take a Number, continued
Man Next Door after Take a tions; the New York Giants 0:
WMCA New York and a hooku
Number was dropped ($36,753)
of some 12 eastern stations; th
and in August started Martin
Kane,
Washington Senators on WWD<
163). Private Eye as a Sunday
half-hour, also on Mutual ($207,- Washington, with possibly a simila
regional baseball network bein;
formed there with Chesterfield
Liggett & Myers
getting all or part of the advertis
Since the first of the year, Lig- ing in connection with the base
gett & Myers (Chesterfield) has ball broadcasts.
General Cigar Co. (White Ow
added a Saturday night half-hour
on CBS, Arthur Godfrey Digest, a Cigars) this summer will shar
transcribed program of the high
sponsorship of the New Yorl
Yankees games on WINS NeT
spots of his morning shows during
York with P. Ballantine & Sons
the week on CBS of which ChesterWaitt & Bond (Blackstone, Yanke
field also uses a daily half-hour.
P. Lorillard Co. has started Dr.
Supreme cigars) has started usinj
(Continued on page 110)
I. Q. as a Wednesday evening halfhour on ABC for Embassy cigarettes and has cut its portion of
ONE
NOT TO
Stop the Music on ABC from 30
to 15 minutes for Old Gold cigarettes. American Tobacco Co. has
H. R. 7310
dropped Leave It to Joan on CBS
for Roi Tan cigars but may add a
FORGET
daily 15-minute show to its curBROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

embers
Stuart L. Bailey
Jansky & Bailey

ENGINEERING

INTEGRITY

ddociaUon

FEDERAL

o\

COMMUNICATIONS

C^oviiviltivia

£^

Clyde H. Bond
Clyde H. Bond
Lester H. Carr
Weldon & Carr
Joseph A. Chambers
Chambers & Garrison
T. A. M. Craven
Craven, Lohnes & Culver
John Creutz
John Creutz
Ronald H, Culver
Craven, Lohnes & Culver
George C. Davis
George C. Davis
Everett L. Dillard
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Millard M. Garrison
Chambers & Garrison
Glenn D. Gillett
Glenn D. Gillett & Assoc.
Paul F. Godley
Paul Godley Co.
C. M. Jansky, Jr.
Jansky & Bailey
Frank G. Kear
Kear & Kennedy
Robert E. L. Kennedy
Kear & Kennedy
Worthington C. Lent
Worthington C. Lent
George M. Lohnes
Craven, Lohnes & Culver
Frank H. Mcintosh
Mcintosh & Inglis
James C. McNary
McNary
& Wrathall
Russell
P. May
Russell P. May
E. C. Page
E. C. Page
William E. Plummer
Glenn D. Gillett & Assoc.
A. D. Rinq
A. D. Ring & Co.
James O. Weldon
Weldon & Carr
Grant R. Wrathall
McNary & Wrathall

55ociate

emberd

William S. Duttera
National Broadcasting Company
Raymond F. Guy
National Broadcasting Company
Earl M. Johnson
Mutual Broadcasting System
William B. Lodge
Columbia Broadcasting System
Frank L. Marx
American Broadcasting Company
John G. Preston
American Broadcasting Company
Philip F. Siling
Radio Corporation of America
Carl E. Smith
United Broadcasting Company
Jay W. Wright
Columbia Broadcasting System

CLASS 23.
H. V. Kaltenborn To Speak
H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC news
analyst and commentator, will deliver the principal address at the
1950 Institute for Education by
Radio in Columbus, Ohio, May 4-7,
Dr. I. Keith Tyler, director of the
Ohio State U. conference, announced last week.
Mr. Kaltenborn's
speech
will on
be
heard
at the institute
dinner
May 7 when the IER marks the
20th anniversary of its founding.
His subject will cover trends in
informational and educational
broadcasting through the past two
decades, and also will consider the
future of radio and television.
Preceding the dinner, the IER
will present the telecasting of a
local program, Columbus TownMeeting, one of two TV programs
to
originaterooms
fromandtheto be
institute's
conference
carried
by WBNS-TV Columbus. For the
first time Dr. Tyler said announcement of award winners in the exhibition of American educational
radio programs will be made on
May 1 preceding the IER opening.
WMFM (FM) OFF AIR
Lightning Damages Outlet
SHUT down by a lightning bolt,
WMFM (FM) North Adams,
Mass., is not expected to resume
operation for some time, according to word from the station. The
outlet went off the air late last
month when the transmitter was
struck by a bolt that also put out
telephone and power lines in the
area. The transmitter house caught
fire and was badly damaged.
A member of Continental FM
Network, WMFM carried paid advertising in a local newspaper advising listeners to tune in several
FM stations within range that
carry Continental's daily service.
WMNB, AM outlet with which
WMFM is affiliated, was not affected by the storm.
U. OP FLORIDA Radio Guild operated
WGGG Gainesville, Fla., for entire
day recently, with all positions, except engineering, being filled by students.

SMOKING MATERIALS

LEADING NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
LIGGETT & MYERS
"The Chesterfield
Supper Club"
Cunningham
& Walsh
"The Bing Crosby
Show"
Cunningham
& Walsh
"Arthur Godfrey"
Cunningham & Walsh
"Tales of Fatima"
Cunningham
& Walsh
"Dragnet"
Cunningham & Walsh
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
"Your Lucky Strike"
BBDO
"The Big Story"
Sullivan, Stouffer,
Colwell & Bayles
"Jack
Benny Program"
(Eff. June)
"Your
Hit Parade
On Parade"
(Eff. Sept.
11)
"Jack
Benny"
BBDO
"Light Up Time"
BBDO
"Your Hit Parade"
BBDO
"Leave
LawrenceIt toC. Joan"
Gumbinner
PHILIP MORRIS & CO. LTD. INC.
"Philip Morris Night With
Biow
HoraceCo.Heidt"
"This Is Your Life"
(Eff.
(Eff. June
Sept. 21)
20) "Hogan's Daughter"
"This
Is
Your
Biow & Co. Life"
"One &Man's
Opinion"
Cecil
Presbrey
"Ladies
Be
Seated"
Cecil & Presbrey
"Crime
Biow Co.Photographer"
"Horace
Biow Co. Heidt Show"
"PhilipCo.Morris Playhouse"
Biow
"Against
The Storm"
Cecil
& Presbrey
"Kate
Smith
Sings"
Cecil & Presbrey
"Queen
for
a
Cecil & PresbreyDay"
REYNOLDS, R. J., TOBACCO CO.
"The Bob Esty
HawkCo. Show"
William
"Jimmy
William Durante
Esty & Co.Show"
"The
WilliamVaughn
Esty &Monroe
Co. Show"
"Screen
William Guild
Esty & Players"
Co.
"Cotton Bowl
Game"
William
Esty &Football
Co.
"Grand Ole
William
Esty Opry"
& Co.
P. LORILLARD & CO.
"Party
Lennen Time"
& Mitchell
"Original
Amateur Hour"
Lennen & Mitchell
"Stop
the
Music"
Lennen & Mitchell
RONSON ART METAL WORKS INC.
"Twenty
Grey Adv.Questions"
"Johnny
Grey Adv.Desmond Show"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Product
Chesterfield
Cigarettes
Chesterfield
Cigarettes
Chesterfields
Fatima
Cigarettes
Fatima
Cigarettes
Lucky Strike
Cigarettes
Pall Mall
Cigarettes
Lucky Strike
Cigarettes

1949 $23,
1948 20, 667,403
NETWORK
323,300
(Gross)
1939 11, 668,090
Network
1949
No.
Stations
Hoursof per
Week
NBC- 163-V2
2,179,878
$5,228,772
CBS-179-V2
269,094
'Sept -Dec. )
CBS-185-2V2
2,356,349
CBS-26-V2
253,833
(Jan.-Oct.)
NBC- 139-V2
169,618
(Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-165-2V2
384,223
$4,318,658
(Jan.
NBC- -March)
164-V2
862,290

Lucky Strike
Cigarettes
Lucky Strike
Roi-Tan Cigars
Cigarettes
Cigarettes &
Tobacco
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes

CBS-1 8O-V2

960,080

NBC-1 63-1 1/4
NBC-1 64-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-1 74-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-1-Aug.)
62-1/2
(Jan.

932,150

NBC-1 46-1/2
ABC-215-25min.
(Oct.-Dec.)
ABC-220-2H5min.
CBS-1 50-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
(Aug.-Dec.)
CBS-172-V2
CBS-1-July)
48-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)
(Jan.

ABC-21-3/4
(April-July)
ABC-1
ABC-1 99-3/4
89-V2

20,274
$2,122,871
1,203,476
899,121

Ronson Lighters
Lighters and
Accessories

MBS-486/CBC-1/2
MBS-434-5min.

880,429
$1,143,928
263,499

Camel Cigarettes

2,207,796

$2,600,573
148,015
820,830

$2,506,141

823,144

808,584
$3,844,044
$1,216,166
847,746

488,112
423,434

Old Gold Cigarettes
Old Gold Cigarettes
Old Gold Cigarettes

Camel Cigarettes

1939
$ 992,032

$5,043,752
2,835,968

66,574
340,851
362,064
297,684

Camel Cigarettes &
Prince Albert
Tobacco
Prince Albert
Tobacco

Camel Cigarettes

1948

880,065
299,850
567,795
$4,225,934
822,804

MBS-363-1 1/4
MBS-219-1V4
(April-Oct.)
(Jan.
-April)
MBS-388-1V4
(Jan.-Oct.)
CBS-1 62-V2
(Jan.-June;
Aug.-Dec.)
NBC-1 62-V2
(Jan.-July;
Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-1 63-V2
(Jan.
-Aug.;
Oct.-Dec.)
NBC-1 62-V2
Oct.-Dec.)
(Jan.-June;
MBS-458-to concl.
(1NBC-1
time)59-V2

Camel Cigarettes

SPOT 1949 $3,360,000
(Net) 1948 3,392,000

216,262
670,354
747,372
$3,777,544

849,828
$4,076,436

645,171

229,446

818,124

646,833

628,476
32,860

830,833
29,868

842,541

816,492
$1,164,420

$1,418,333

$ 794,014

$ 631,275
BROADCASTING estimat.

Smoking Materials
(Continued from page 108)
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Yankee News Service three times
a week on the full Yankee Network.
P. Lorillard Co. is expanding the
spot campaign for Old Golds, which
in February used announcements
and news programs on 18 stations.
To make American men more
cigar conscious and to encourage
women to buy cigars as gifts for
their menfolk, the Cigar Institute
of America is using three-color ads
in the Saturday Evening Post during the first six months of this year,
with individual cigar producers
urged to back up these ads with
their own advertising in all media.

Broadcasters soliciting cigar business should find good sales arguments in surveys made last winter
by The Pulse Inc. of two cigarsponsored programs on WOR New
York, showing the preference for
the sponsor's products over other
brands to be 3% times as strong
with listeners compared to nonlisteners of one program, 4% times
as strong with listeners to the
other. Surveys also showed audiences to these programs to include
a larger-than-normal percentage of
cigar smokers.
Need for strong cigar promotion

is indicated by sales statistics.
Last year some 5.6 billion cigars
were smoked in the United States,
only a slight decline from the 5.8
billion total for 1948, but a far cry
from the 1920 record of nearly 10
billion.
CONTACT

ARTERS
S
DQURA'
B. IHEA
N.A.
LLV
McG
STEVENS

BROADCASTING

HOTEL

• Telecasting

AM

• FM

• TELEVISION

TOWERS

STAINLESS,

INC

Plant — North Wales, Pa.
Export Office^-13 E. 40 St. N.Y.C.
Western Office — Box 841 — Phoenix, Ariz.

Class

. S&apA

24:

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co. dominates network time purchases to
advertise soaps, cleansers and
polishes, its gross network time
billings of $11,042,947 in 1949
totalling nearly five times those
of B. T. Babbitt Inc., second network advertiser in this category.
As a whole, the class fell 6.9%
below its gross billings for 1948,
dropping it from fourth to fifth
rank among all classes of network
advertisers for 1949. Competition,
always high among the members
of this group, is expected to increase during the coming year as
a reorganized Lever Bros. Co.,
whose top executives are now overhauling its advertising appropriation allocation, is reportedly readying one or more detergents for
introduction later this year.
Soaps, cleansers and polishes
were advertised with network time
last year by the following companies, in addition to those listed
in the table: Armour & Co. (Chiffon Flakes), sponsoring Hint Hunt
five 10-minute periods a week on
CBS January-May and for a Saturday half -hour on CBS during November (using $291,921 worth of
time at gross rates) ; Colgate-Palm olive-Peet Co. (Super Suds),
Blondie for 30 minutes a week on
CBS February-June ($378,444);
Cudahy Packing Co. (Old Dutch

Cleanser), Nick Carter, MBS
weekly half-hour January-June,
September - December ($490,257);
Drackett Co. (Drano, WindexWax), Star Time, weekly quarterhour, ABC January-July ($146,971); Faultless Starch Co., Faultless Starch Time, NBC Sunday
quarter-hour ($65,660); Los Angeles Soap Co. (White King Soap),
Chandu, MBS half-hour FebruaryMay ($5,421); Pacific Coast Borax
Co. (20-Mule Team Borax and
Boraxo), The Sheriff, 25 minutes,
Friday, ABC ($584,720); SOS Co.
(cleaning products), Knox Manning, News, five 15-minute periods
a week on CBS Pacific JanuaryFebruary ($10,320), and Mr. Information, three five-minute periods
a week, CBS Pacific JanuaryAugust ($26,708).
Since the first of the year, B. T.
Babbitt has dropped Lora Lawton
and moved David Harum into the
former serial's spot on NBC, 11:45
a.m.-12 noon, Monday through Friday, and has started a new program, Nona From Nowhere, on
CBS, Monday-Friday, 3-3:15 p.m.,
time formerly occupied by David
Harum.. Other network programs
of this class on the air in December
continue as they were then.
Chemicals Inc. on April 3 started
sponsoring the Frank Goss newscasts three times a week on CBS

7926-7950
CHICAGO'S

PIONEER

GOSPEL

STATION

WMBI
AM

and

FM

24 years of Christian broadcasting;
ing over 250 programs a week.

Owned and operated by
MOODY

BIBLE

INSTITUTE

820 N. La Salle Street
Chicago
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10, Illinois

originat-

Pacific for Vano. On Don Lee, Los
Angeles Soap Co. (White King
soap) sponsors six 15-minute news
periods a week. Gold Seal Co. is
conducting a spring one-minute announcement campaign in 14 Midwest markets for Glass Wax, Park
& Tilford (Tintex dyes) began its
annual 10-week announcement campaign in March, with Best Foods
(Rit dyes, Shinola)
starting
nouncements insome 80
marketsan-a
month later, running from April to

June. Griffin Mfg. Co., after *
winter campaign for All-Whiti
shoe cleaner in Florida, has ex
panded the station list for its She
Lotion announcements, the cam
paign to continue until Novembej
At the local level, some 3-:
laundries and dry cleaners used net
work co-op shows on stations ii
their communities to advertise thej
services, with a half-dozen sue!
establishments buying time oi
Transit Radio.

Spot's All-Time High
(Continued from page 6£)
tween 1948 and 1949.
than was spent in the previous
Big users of network radio wer
Fourth ranking classification in the Smoking Material advertisers
the
year. spot field was automotive,
This group spent $23,667,403 on th
which includes Automobiles, Equipnetworks as compared to $3,360,00'
ment and Accessories. These manin spots to place twelfth. Confec3l
ufacturers spent an estimated net tionary and Soft Drinks advertis .
of $7,392,000 last year on spot ad- ers put over $9 million into radi j
vertising. On the networks their
advertising in 1949. Of this about
$2.8 million went to spot and $
gross total was $6,718,766 for sixth
place. The spot appropriation in- million gross to the networks. Ap)
propriations were decreased i;
creased slightly while that for network time decreased.
both media from a combined tots, ::
As competition became keener in of about $12.7 million in 1948.
the gasoline and oil industry in
The adaptability of spot has mad
1949, these firms increased their
net spot expenditures from $2.7 it a very valuable tool of certaii1
million in 1948 to over $5.5 million.
product
classifications
(Continued
on pagewhich
129) find ■■'
This was approximately the same
dollar volume as went to the networks in gross billings, although
the group ranked ninth there as
compared to fifth for spot. The
dollar volume of network business
decreased only slightly between the
two years.
Advertisers of Jewelry, Optical
Goods and Cameras placed over
$4.5 million in net spot business for
sixth place. This compares with
$2,789,721 gross spent on the networks during 1949. The industry
W
LANGE PR
as a whole increased both its spot
EATUR
F
and network appropriations by several million dollars from 1948.
Retail Stores and Shops, which
for obvious reasons did practically
no network business, spent an estimated $4,144,000 in the spot field.
Beer and wine advertisers also
banked heavily on spot, placing
over $3.5 million in 1949. This is
compared to network gross expenditures of $1,344,746.
Advertisers of Toiletries, the second ranking network classification
in dollar volume, spent just under
$4 million net for spot in 1949. This
ranked the Toiletries advertisers
ninth in the spot field. On the networks they spent $29,370,134, about
$2.7 million gross less than in 1948.
Net expenditures in spot increased
by approximately $2 million beONE
H. R.
TO

NOT
7310

FORGET

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
Network Calibre Programs at JHocal Station Cost
. -A
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

LASS 24.

SOAPS, CLEANSERS & POLISHERS
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

i|dvertiser, program and agency
jtOCTER & GAMBLE
Welcome Travelers"
:|nton & Bowles
i
tosemary"
inron & Bowles
lack Smith Show"
upncer-Fitzgera Id-Sample
Wa Perkins"
! ancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
ria Perkins"
Sncer-Fitzgerald-Sample
.if
e Can& Bowles
Be Beautiful"
linton
Welcome
ow Co. & Travelers"
Compton Adv.
■erry Mason"
■ snton
& Bowles
ulah"
3Sencer-Fitzgera
Id-Sample
er a Day
ghtger
Briitz
Shnceer-F
Id-"Sample
uorenzr-FoitzJon
a Id-Sample
geres"
] nce
Welcome Travelers"
itzgera Id-Sample
!ja
ad r-F
Lif.e"
(tonce
'onof Adv
>mpt
!fhe CGuiding Light"
'.pmpton Adv.
truth or Consequences"
i\ampton Adv.
.What Makes You Tick?"
'Dmpton Adv.
|ff. July 11)
■Che Brighter Day"
Need Skelton
Program"
[pnton
& Bowles
.Mlon
re Can& Bowles
Be Beautiful"
!Jed
Show"
ironSkelton
& Bowles
Travelers''
Welcome& Bowles
jenton
.pmpton
Adv.
iABBITT, B. T., INC.
David
Harum"Co.
uane Jones
.j-ora
Lawton"
bane Jones Co.
OLD SEAL CO.
Meet the Missus"
pmpbell-Mithun Inc.
Arthur
Godfrey Show"
ampbell-Mithun
Inc.
. HNSON, S. C, & SON INC.
Fibber McGee & Molly
:ff . June 7)
King's Men" (Eff. Sept. 13)
Fibber
eedham,McGee
Louis && Molly"
Brorby
EVER BROTHERS CO.
Amos 'n' Andy"
iff. June) "Call the Police"
pff. Oct.) &"Amos
uthrauff
Ryan 'n' Andy"
'MERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORP.
Front Page Farrell"
j»hn F. Murray Adv.
turce: Publishers Information Bureau

Product
Ivory Snow,
Soaps, Cleaners,
Detergents,
Shortening, etc.
Ivory Snow
Oxydol
Oxydol
Oxydol,
Spic & Span
Spic & Span
Spic & Span,
Drene
Tide
Dreft
Dreft
Dreft
Dreft
Duz
Duz
Duz
Ivory Flakes
Tide
Tide
Tide
Tide
Soaps,
Cleaners,
Detergents

1949 $19,334,813
SPOT
1949 $9,520,000'
1948
20,767,870
(Net) 1948
9,570,000
1939
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
1949
1948
1939
ABC-199-1V4
$11,042,947
$11,414,637 $8,769,135**
78,001
(Jan.)
CBS-69-1V4
555,164
509,744
CBS-84/CBC-11/4
1,459,588
1,367,619
NBC-149/CBC-1V4
611,862
488,178
(Jan. -July)
CBS-110/CBC-1V4
697,160
NBC-1 51 /CBC-1 1/4
465,770
919,259
(Jan. -June)
NBC-1 43-1 1/4
415,413
(July-Dec.)
CBS-1
1 4-1 '/4
725,588
650,634
CBS-8I/CBC-IV4
1,167,303
1,327,492
NBC-1 55-1 1/4
460,839
876,441
(Jan. -July )
NBC-1 46-1 1/4
50,213
(Dec.)
415,413
NBC-1 43-1 1/4
(July-Dec.)
NBC-1 56/CBC-l 1/4
490,473
938,236
(Jan. -July!
CBS-86-11/4
616,355
600,016
NBC-143-1/2
714,015
620,511
(Jan.
-June;
Aug.-Dec.)
CBS-82-1V4
632,092
234,207
CBS-1 72-V2
235,954
230,735
(Oct.-Dec.)
477,048
NBC-150/CBC-1V4
(July-Dec.)
NBC-1
52-V2
284,187
(Jan. -May)
ABC-201-1V4
459,223
(Feb.-July)
CBS-55-1V4
NBC-1 35-1 1/4

$ 2,224,022
874,781
1,349,241

859,831
$ 2,032,183
1,172,352

CBS-1
6-1/2
(Jan.-May)

$ 1,521,304
14,868

$ 547,548

CBS-1 73-1 1/4
NBC-1 65/CBC-V2

1,506,436
$ 917,748

$ 1,115,792

Rinso

CBS-1 50/CBC-V2

$ 859,380

$

Aerowax, Kolynos

NBC-59-IV4

$ 768,990

Bab-O, Glim
Bab-O
Glass Wax
Glass Wax
Wax &
Allied Products

**Also includes Toiletry product advertising in
1939.

$ 436,200

$ 589,330

806,546 $3,3?2,672**

* BROADCASTING estimate

BALANCE
IS THE

WORD

IN SPARTANBURG
. . . and WORD means coverage
balancedin the
section.nation's
Balance best
between
and within industry and agriculture means Piedmont Prosperity.
Forty per cent of U. S. cloth
comes from this area. In addition to textile mills, major
industries include forest products, industrial machinery, textile and food processing. Cotton, peaches, cattle, milk and
poultry give farmers year-round
high income.
For sales to a quarter of a
million people with a quarter
of a billion dollar income — buy
WORD. A word to Hollingbery
buys it.
WDX

Y

10,000 Watts
FM ABC
Affiliate

25:
s
Clas
■i.S
THE accompanying table of
■etwork advertising by this class
ihows, the manufacturers of sporting goods and toys who use radio
Nationally do so on a one-time,
jpecial event basis, rather than as
legular sponsors week in, week
lut.
Wilson & Co., which in 1948 was
he only network advertiser in this
lass, repeated in 1949 its sponsorhip of two outstanding football
—.James, the pre-season All Star
■jame in August on Mutual and the
CONTACT

McGI LLVRA'S
N.A.B. HEADQUARTERS
STEVENS
BROADCASTING

HOTEL

^oodA
Spohimq.
final game of the professional foot- radio on a spot basis at that season,
ball season in December on ABC,
sponsoring 10- and 15-minute recorded musical programs in eastern
firmly implanting in the minds of
listeners an identification of Wil- cities in a five-week radio campaign
son sporting goods with the first starting Nov. 7 for its Bugs Bunny
flight athletics. A. G. Spaulding & and Porky Pig toys. RCW Enterprises also used 10-minute and
Bros, used a similar technique idenprograms on 60 statifying its products with its pro- quarter-hour
tions in 30 markets in a five-week
gram when it sponsored broadcasts
of the Davis Cup matches last $250,000 pre-Christmas spot campaign in addition to its network
August for the second consecutive
broadcast.
year
over
a
special
seven-station
hookup.
But while Christmas is the time
of most toy buying and giving, it
Toy advertising comes most is not the only time. Birthdays and
naturally in the pre-Christmas sea- other occasions for presents occur
son, so it is not surprising that the
three network advertisers of toys throughout the year and to publicize its products to this continu(shown on the table) all sponsored
ing market Faydrex Corp. is spontheir one-time programs at that
soring a Sunday morning Musical
time, RCW Enterprises in NovemVarieties program on the Don Lee
ber, the other two in December. Toy
(Continued on page 114)
Productions of Hollywood also used

• Telecasting

WORD
SERVING THE HEART
OF THE PIEDMONT
SPARTANBURG,

S.C.

9
See HOLLINGBERY
iHBHBHBMillSHSaaii^BWi
April 17, 1950

•
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CLASS 25.

SPORTING GOODS & TOYS

LEADING NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
WILSON & CO. INC.
"National Professional
Championship
Ewell & ThurberFootball
Assoc. Game"
"All
FootballAssoc.
Game"
Ewell Star
& Thurber
RADIO OFFER CO.
"Shoppers Special";
"Romantic Song Shop";
"Old, New, Borrowed Blue";
"On
Plaza"
HubsrtheHog*
& Son
RCW ENTERPRISES
"Johnny
the Spot"
Cowan & OnWhitmore
Adv.
FAYDREX CORP.
"Hollywood 400 Presents Saddle
Mountain
Roundup" Information Bureau
Source: Publishers

Class

Mr. Louis J. Nelson
Wade Advertising
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Louis:
Fellers
like spots.
you is Well
aliussir,
lookin'
fer
bright
bizness
Charleston, West Virhome town
uv
ginity- — th'
WCHS one— uvis
really
th' brighest in
th' country !
Jest seen a rec ondiport tion bizness
o ns in
th' Fifth
Federal Reserve
District,
an'
do yuh know
what, Louis ?
Outen all th'
cities in th'
an'
district of— 'em
some
is
ones, six
too
— ■bigoney
showed a retail sales increase in January an' Febsameruary overtwoth'
miints of 194-9,
an' Charleston
wuz one uv
'em! Yessir, in
spite
th'
long coaluvstrike
local retail
bizness increased
three per cent
in arrmentdepartstores!
Tnet's
quite
a
record,
Louis,
an' thet
jest
think what thin's will be like now
ever"
one
is
back
at
work!
Jest
tho't
orta let yuh know since fellers like youI
wants ter place yer advertisin' whur it'll
sell th' most fer yuh, an' with bizness
reports
cain't Algy
overlook
WCHS! like this, yuh jest Yrs.
WCHS

Page 114

•

Sporting Goods
Sporting Goods
Balloon
Animal Toys
Circus
Balloon Toys
Giant Balloons

ABC-242-5mm.
(1 time)
MBS-348-V4
(1 time)

W.

April 17, 1950

Va.

SPOT
(Net)

1949
1948

Sporring Goods
(Continued from po^ge 113)

237,000
19396,000*
33

1948
81,469

4,969
4,324
* BROADCASTING estimate

•^•ie^#^^e^e^^^ep^^eBer ^■•'^■■^^■■•^^•^•i
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NETWORK time sales to toiletry
producers dropped nearly $3 million in 1949 from the 1948 level,
a decline of 8.6%, but it still ranked
second among all classes of advertisers using radio network time
during the year, topped only by
food advertisers. And — with a big
question mark for Lever Brothers
Co., whose top executives were engaged in a thorough overhauling of
the company's advertising plans as
this was being written — the outlook
is good for a comparable volume of

Charleston,

Product

NETWORK 1949 $106,623
(Gross) 1948
81,469
1939
Network
1949
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
$ 90,381
ABC-260-to concl.
27,807
(1 time)
MBS-465-to concl.
62,774
(1 time)
$ 6,749
ABC-60-1
(1 time)

business from this class in 1950.
Gillette plans to continue its Friday night fight broadcasts indefinitely and to go on sponsoring
radio coverage of every major
sporting event it can get rights for.
This includes the World Series and
the All Star baseball games for
this year and six years after that,
Gillette having tied up those rights
last November with a seven-year,
million-dollar contract. And there
are no signs that the makers of
toilet soaps, dentifrices and other
toilet goods are planning any
wholesales exodus from radio as
long as this medium goes on delivering them so many customers
at so low a cost.
S. L. Mayham, executive vice
president of the Toilet Goods Assn.,
has given Broadcasting the following statement on the status of
this industry and its advertising
plans :

Equal 1948 Volume

"As nearly as can be determined
at this early date, total sales of
perfumes, cosmetics and toilet preparations during 1949 practically
equalled the volume done by the
industry in 1948. It should be
pointed out, however, that this excellent showing was made possible
only because of the progress made
by the industry in the sale of new
products during the last few years
and still gaining rapidly in popularity. Of particular interest in
this connection were increases of
nearly 10% in the sales of home
permanent wave preparations and
an increase of about 15% in dentifrices due to the introduction of
ammoniated dentrifrices, and a
continuing increase in sales of
shampoos of various types.
"Perfume business itself was
probably down slightly and the
general line of cosmetics also suffered slightly. Sales of expensive
perfumes and especially gifts, were
directly hampered by the 20% retail excise tax, the effects of which
were felt for the first time in this
industry during 1949. The early
weeks of 1950 have not been good
principally because of the announce-

ment by the President that relief
would be granted from the excise
taxes. The day after this statement appeared in the press, purchases of all except the most essential products practically came to a
standstill.
"We believe that in general,
1950 will be a good year. Much will
depend upon the speed with which
Congress acts on the excise tax
and the extent of relief granted.
If complete repeal could be accomplished quickly, we would anticipate a sharp boom in business
which might make 1950 one of the
top years in volume. If, however,
relief from the tax is delayed and
especially if only partial relief is
given, we would anticipate difficult
times for the industry during most
of 1950.
Co-op Ads Up
"With respect to advertising, we
believe some further curtailment
in the national advertising budgets
of many companies will take place
but we look for an increase in
the volume of cooperative advertising with local newspapers at
local rates. As we have indicated
in the past, radio advertising of
toilet goods continues at a steady
volume but radio advertising is
not a medium that has been par-

13

years . . . 10

network.
Some 15 sporting goods and to;'
retailers sponsor network co-op
programs,
Hunting ClubMutual's
of the Air Fishing
being used&
by 10 of this group. Three also are:
included in the advertisers over
Transit Radio facilities.
Record attendance at the American Toy Fair in New York last
month and large orders placed by
the 11,000 buyers at the fair led
to predictions by industry leaders
that this year's toy production will
top last
of $300
million. year's
Arthur M. output
Raphael,
president
of Toy Mfrs. of the United States
of America, which sponsored the
fair, said that orders for all types
of toys were well ahead of the
1949 fair.
Retailers Good Prospects
Retailers with well-stocked
stores or departments should be
good prospects for sponsorship of
juvenile programs on the stations in
toy; *
their localities.
Lionel Corp., maker of modeL|t>,
trains and associated equipment,
is 50 years old in 1950 and has ,
appropriated the largest adver
tising budget in its half -century,
$500,000. Media plans include radio.

ticularly successful in the sale of
women's cosmetics and perfumes." t;
BAB might look into the cooperative advertising plans of toiletjj,"
goods companies with an eye to1 &
getting the use of radio time as
well as newspaper space included.
Second ranking class of network
business, the advertisers of toiletries accounted for 15.6% of all
network time sales during 1949.
These advertisers, in addition to
those listed in the table, were; 1 TT)
Armour & Co., advertising Dial V
soap on Stars Over Hollywood,
CBS Saturday half -hour, July-I'«
Octobertime(spending
net-T*
work
at gross $60,813
rates) ;for
Beauty,
Factors Inc. (Insta Curl), Meeflti:
the Stars, Thursday five-minute
spot
ABC January-March
($24,-^"£
704);on Block
Drug Co. (Amm-I-j
Dent), started Burns & Allen on.,.,
(Continued on page 118)

months

. . . 14

days!

(June 3, 1936 to April 17, 1950)

Sir

"An Analysis of Advertising" . . „ over f SPR shows direct
and solid liaison between advertiser and consumer in the
rich market of Western New England.
W

S

P

i:

R

Springfield

(Basic ABC)
Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
Represented by: Bertha Barman, Boston
BROADCASTING

Massachusetts
I
1000 watts
fulltime
• Telecasting

LASS 26.

TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS

LEADING NETWORK

.6
'

NETWORK
(Gross)

ADVERTISERS

jvertiser, program and agency
VER BROTHERS CO.
tig
Town"Stauffer,
illivan,
jlwell & Bayles
lob Hope"
too

Product

unior Miss"
leedham, Louis & Brorby
Ilunior
sedham,Miss"
Louis & Brorby
myo'e,Friend
Cone Irma"
& Belding

Pepsodent
Toothpowder
Pepsodent
Toothpaste
Pepsodent
Toothpaste
Lux Toilet Soap
& Lux Flakes
Rayve HomeWave
Permanent
Rayve
Home Wave
Permanent
Rayve Shampoo

Lifebuoy Soap
Swan Soap

RadioThompson
Theatre" Co.
!Lux
Walter
Winner Take AH"
: | Walter Thompson Co.
ilunior Miss"
leedham, Louis & Brorby
Ilunior Miss"
leedham, Louis & Brorby
ULETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO.
ijillette
Iff.
Sept. Fights"
9)
"riday
Night Fights"
oxon Inc.

Razors, Blades,
Shaving Cream
Razors, Blades,
Shaving Cream

-Sports
laseball,Events"
racing, football, etc.)
axon Inc.
bni Division:
is|S.3ive & Take"
jtote, Cone & Belding
This Is Nora Drake"
'bote, Cone & Belding
This
Nora &Drake"
Dote, IsCone
Belding
Crime
Photographer"
jg (bote. Cone & Belding
{Arthur Godfrey"
-f bote, Cone & Belding
adiesCone
Be Seated"
ote.
& Belding
OLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET CO.
AEff.Day
Oct.)in the Life of Dennis Day"
The
Judy Canova Show"
sd Bates
ndi
Blo
/illiam e"Esty Co.
Sports Newsreel
of the Air"
fierman
& Marquette
Your Stand In"
Mr. and &Mrs.
North"
il iherman
Marquette

Toni Creme Shampoo,
Home Permanent Wave
Toni Creme Shampoo,
Home Permanent Wave
Toni Home Permanent
Toni Creme Shampoo,
Permanent Wave
Toni Home Permanent,
Creme Rinse
Toni Home Permanent,
Creme Rinse

The Aug.
Judy Canova
Show"
Eff.
27)
edA Day
Batesin &theCo.Life of Dennis Day"
Our Bates
Miss &Brooks"
ed
Co.
jROCTER & GAMBLE CO.
jPepper& Young's
Jedlar
Ryan Family"
.dwell Thomas"
ompton Adv.
Perry
omptonMason"
Adv.
Right
To
Happiness"
ompton Adv.
Big
Sister"Adv.
ompton
The
iow F.Co.B. I. in Peace & War"

BROADCASTING

(Jan. -Feb.)
CBS-1
69-1/2
(Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-1 76/CBC-V2
(Jan.-June;
Aug. -Dec.)
CBS-1 76/CBC-l
(Jan.-June;
Aug.-Dec.)
CBS-1 65-1 1/4
(Feb.
CBS-1 -Aug.)
67-V2
(March-Oct.)
CBS-1 67-1/2
(May-June)
ABC-237/CBC-1
(Jan.-June;
3epi.-L»ec. )
CBS, ABC, MBS

CBS-1 55-1 1/4
NBC-1 58-1 1/4
(Jan.)
CBS-1
(Jo n . - 49-1/2
J u ly }
CBS-1 68-37V2min.
(Oct.-Dec.)
ABC-23l-3/4
(Jan. -March)
NBC-1 44- 1/2
(Jan.-June;
\JCj.-uec)
NBC-1 53/CBC-V2
(Jan.)
NBC-139-V4

Camay Soap
Ivory Soap
Ivory Soap

NBC-1 53/CBC-l 1/4
CBS-78-lVi

Prell

■'Duffy's
IS. July Tavern"
6)
/Henry Morgan" (Eff. Oct. 5)
"Break the Bank"
»oherty, Clifford, & Shenfield
'Mr.
Attorney"
sungDistrict
& Rubicam
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
'Mr.
TracerAdv.of Agency
Lost Persons"
ohn Keen,
F. Murray
"Romance of Helen Trent"
iohn F. Murray Adv. Agency
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

NBC-1
53/CBC-l/z
(Jan. -June;
Sept.
-Dec.)
CBS-1 67-V2

Dental Cream &
Palmolive Soap
Palmolive Shave
Cream
Colgate Dental Cream,
Super Suds
Shave
Cream,
Brushless Shave
Cream,
Rapid Shave Cream
Halo Shampoo
Halo Shampoo,
Colgate Dental Cream
(Eff. Oct.)
Halo Shampoo,
Palmolive
Shave
Cream
Halo Shampoo,
Palmolive Shave
Cream
Halo Shampoo,
Dental Cream
Palmolive Soap,
Lustre Creme
Shampoo, Colgate
Dental Creme

Ivory Soap, etc.
Ivory Soap,
Drene,
etc.
Lava Soap

Life of &Riley"
lenton
Bowles
RISTOL-MYERS CO.
Break the Bank"
Doherty, Clifford, & Shenfield

1949 $29,370,134
1948
32,145,225
1939
Network
No. of Stations
1949
Hours per Week
NBC- 134-V2
$4,580,221
833,808

CBS-8-11/4
(March-Dec.)
CBS-151-1/2
Kinr 1 dd-lA
IN O^.— 1 HH- '/ 2
(Jan.-June;
Aug.-Dec.)
CBS-1 52/CBC-1/2

CBS-1 2-1 1/4
(Jan.-Feb.)
NBC-1 52/CBC-l 1/4
CBS-93/CBC-11/4
CBS-1 49-1/2
(Jan.-June;
Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-1-May)
39-1/2
(Jan.

667,251
77,322
114,008
665,482
1,348,679

SPOT 1949
(Net)
1948 $3,920,000
1,878,000 j
1948
225,369
$2,994,871

Vaeationland

567,431
1,230,710

WEAV

$3,858,294
652,735

$6,262,539
805,365

435,722

444,319

$ 93,577

Get the facts on
how WEAV has

421,632
907,796
1,319,473
649,914

sold for many national advertisers
1

in the North-Country's vaeationland.

$3,499,560
520,702

1,176,916
659 530
$3,701,001

68,808
548,184

220,038
423,488

57,810
873,297

763,386

599 1 67

476 825

Buy the program
that's styled for

831,392

215,147

your
product
from
hillbilly
to highbrow— and anything in between.
You'll find it on

$2,749,733

Learn how

2

3
$3,729,369
945,884

$5,290,477
927,854

1,073,635
5,491
940,684
705,776

1,424,078

local

prestige has made
WEAV the most listened-to station in
this rich area.

924,303

720,228

701,534
703,830

277,905

608,878

$2,023,458
607,494

$2,101,045
770,003

ABC-224-V2
(Jan.-Sept.)
NBC-1 63-1/2

707,982

666,097

Ipana & Sal
Hepatica
Kolynos,
Anacin
Kolynos, and
others

NBC-163-V2

707,982

664,945

$1,731,430
847,041
884,389

$1,571,681

• Telecasting

$ 603,400

714,661
218,904

Ipana, Sal
Hepatica, Mum,
Vitalis, Minit-Rub,
Benex, Ammen
Vitalis, Trushay,
Mum

CBS-151-1/2
CBS-1 66-1 1/4

1939

605,374
216,484
51,813

439,51 8
1,400,764
78,129
497,843
153,900
199,683

Covering

WEAV
ABC

$1,141,548

1000

w —

960

kc

Plattsburg, New York
Nat. Rep.McGilivra
Joseph Hershey

* BROADCASTING estimate
April 17, 1950
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A

new

suit

of

statistics

fo

This month, all across the land, 140,000 Censu
Enumerators

are ringing doorbells . . . count

ing people, incomes and radios . . . measuring
America for size.
They will find a colossus — bigger than eve, ■
before. Busier, lustier, richer.
Clearing many hurdles, they will discover whaT
research men already know :
[
that our population is now over 150,000,000 r
which is 20,000,000 more than in 19^0
ft

that we now number kS, 000, 000 families —
nearly 7,000,000 more than 10 years age .1:1:
101
The Census-Takers will learn — that our families in 1950 have an average real income oji,
$2,647 — a ten-year increase of 21% ; that oui
savings total a staggering $12,000,000,000.

3tfi
And another fact : our whole standard of living,
has gone up, with 71%
our families now
61%

refrigerators; and:

machines

suit for Radio,

The enumerators
—
—

owning

having washing

New

driving autos; 71% ott

too

will re-discover another giant

95% as big as America. And that's Radio
with its fabulous influence on the lives of

our people. Here are more facts that will be
confirmed :
that there are today h0,700,000 radio fam-

j

Jncle

Sam

Hies (in 19^0 there were only 28,500,000)

(Incidentally you will notice that radio is

that 41 % of them have more than one radio, so that today our people own some

the only major advertising medium
cluded in the Big Count.)

86,000,000 sets, including those in cars and
the portables you see everywhere.
n
^he Census-Takers will learn too, if they ask,
hat more people are listening more to their
Radios today. Everybody

—

greybeards

and

Town-ups, teenagers and tots. City and small
own and farm people.

And

in-

these two facts will bring to your mind,

inevitably and immediately,
Network — NBC.
Like America,
busier, more

NBC

America's

No. 1

has grown. It is bigger,

economical

than ever before —

Vhere the average family used to spend less

Bigger — The stations of the NBC network
have the largest combined weekly audience in

han 33/2 hours per day listening — now it's 4
lours and 44 minutes. And at any hour be-

all America

—

larger than any other network,

larger than any other advertising medium

—

tween 6:00 and 10 :00 in the evening you'll find
(►4,700,000 people happily giving their attenijion to the endless parade of programs on the
dr.

Busier — NBC

J you

services for advertisers, day and night — and
in 1949, advertisers invested more money in

are a national

advertiser

according to radio's own census, the Broadcast
Measurement Bureau.

NBC
if you are a manufacturer

than in any other network.

of products or serv-

es people want and buy — this Census will
ut new emphasis on two facts basic to your
usiness :
America

is selling more products and

More

Economical —

Reaching more people,

selling more goods — you'd think NBC
cost more. The opposite is true. NBC

would
today

re-

costs considerably less per 1,000 homes reached

warding market-place for you than ever

than it did ten years ago — and NBC today
reaches more people at lower cost than any

is a bigger, richer and more

before
To sell the millions who

are this market,

you can have no medium bigger, more powerful, more economical than network radio.

NBC

other national advertising medium

including

the other networks.
Now, more than ever, to sell America

America's

No.

you need...

1 Advertising

Medium

A service of Radio Corporation of America

Toiletries
(Continued from page Hi)
CBS for a weekly half-hour in
September ($253,050); Campana
Corp. (all products) had First
Nighter on CBS a half -hour a week
January-October ($523,716) and
Solitair Time all year on NBC 15
minutes a week ($101,764); Carter
Products had Jimmie Fidler on
MBS for a weekly quarter-hour
January-June for Arrid ($139,458)
and in October began promoting
this product with Sing It Again 15
minutes a week on CBS ($124,412).
Chamberlain Labs.
Chamberlain Labs in December
started John B. Kennedy in a
weekly five-minute newscast on
Mutual ($10,670); Chesebrough
Mfg. Co. sponsored Little Herman
on ABC 30 minutes a week January-July for various toiletries
($380,418) and Dr. Christian all
year on CBS a half-hour weekly
($873,078); Conti Products (shampoo) sponsored Yours for a Song
on Mutual 25 minutes a week January-May ($67,070); Eversharp
Inc. (razors, blades, pens, pencils)
sponsored 15-minutes of Stop the
Music on ABC January-September
($365,533); "42" Products wound
up its use of Bob Garrod's news
program on CBS Pacific with a
single January broadcast ($509);
Grove Labs (Fitch hair tonic,
shampoo, 4-Way cold tablets) sponsored The Shadoiv on MBS September-December 30minutes each Sunday ($122,652).
MAKE

NO

UihqMoL.

Illinois Watch Case Co. (compacts, etc.) sponsored Groucho
Marx's half-hour quiz show on
ABC January-May ($288,870),
moving it to CBS in the fall ($222,
768) ; Andrew Jergens Co. continued Louella Parsons' JergensWoodbury Journal 15 minutes
weekly on ABC through the year
($602,342); Lee Pharmacal Co.
used a quarter-hour of Arthur Godfrey's morning program five times
a week on CBS May-September for
Spray-A-Wave ($401,084) ; Manhattan Soap Co. had Front Page
Features three quarterhours on
CBS Pacific January-July ($45,082) ; and We Love and Learn five
quarter-hours a week on NBC all
year long ($1,394,150) ; Murine Co.
sponsored John B. Kennedy's Saturday evening five-minute newscast
on MBS September - December
($69,250) ; Noxzema Chemical Co.
sponsored
newscasts Gabriel
for 15 Heatter's
minutes MBS
each
Monday all year ($336,194).
R. B. Semler Inc. (Kreml) sponsored Mr. Heatter two quarterhours weekly on MBS through
1949 ($461,796); Sterling Drug
used Manhattan Merry -Go-Round,
Sunday half-hour on NBC in January-February for Dr. Lyons dentifrices ($118,598) and Backstage
Wife, Monday-Friday quarter-hour,
on NBC all year for various toiletries ($872,226); Wildroot Co.
used Meet the Missus on CBS Pacific two quai'ter-hours a week,
January-June ($24,182) and Adventures of Sam Spade, weekly
MISTAKE

Jjul&L

NORFOLK -PORTSMOUTH
*
"A*
it

No.
No.
No.
No.

1—
1—
1—
1—

VYlahk&L

—
Ja.

-NEWPORT

NEWS!

Retail Sales, Food, Drugs, Furniture
Effective Buying Income
Population
General Economic Stability, 1949
compared to 1948

~k See Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power", out May 10th!
Get more for your money in this big, rich
market . . . Get results instead of broad
claims . . . Cover this market from the INSIDE— the only successful way to reach
Tidewater Virginia's 150,000 radio families!

half-hour, January-September on
CBS
($667,180)
SeptemberDecember
on NBC and
($227,926).
All network advertising of this
group berthat
was oninto
the air
in Decemcontinues
1950,
except
Murine Co., Chamberlain Labs and
Illinois Watch Case, which concluded their network programs the
end of 1949. New network business
this year includes: Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., returned to daytime
radio after a long absence, now
sponsoring Strike It Rich on CBS
five afternoon half -hours a week;
Gillette Safety Razor Co. (Toni
Division) has dropped its share of
the morning Godfrey show and now
is sponsoring a five-minute noontime beauty-fashion program across
the board on ABC; Manhattan
Soap Co. (Sweetheart Soap) has
added Frank Goss's newscasts three
days a week on 15 CBS Western
stations; Shulton Inc. sponsors
High Adventure a half-hour a
week on NBC for its toiletries;
William R. Warner Co. has taken
over sponsorship of Walter Winchell's Sunday evening period on
ABC for Hudnut home permanent.
Gillette sponsored broadcasts of
two New Year's Bowl games, Sugar
Bowl
CBS. on ABC and Rose Bowl on
On West Coast
Murine Co. currently sponsors
five 15-minute periods of Breakfast Gang a week on Don Lee, with
Chamberlain Labs taking the sixth
broadcast; and Wildroot Co., sponsors the weekly
half-hour
What's
the Name
of Thafr
Song? on
this
West Coast regional network. Murine also has returned to spot radio
with a campaign of announcements
starting in February in more than
100 markets for Murine Eye-Wash.
Last fall Wildroot started a Barbershop Harmonies series on more
than 100 Keystone Broadcasting
System stations in the South and
Southwest.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. in
January started a 39-week spot
campaign for Palmolive Soap in
more than 150 markets using oneminute announcements; Grove Labs
last month began using announcements in some 60 markets for
Fitch Shampoo; Procter & Gamble

WMAW
CLEARED
In FCC Initial Decisior
INITIAL decision to grant WMAW
Milwaukee a license to cover its
construction permit for 5 kw fulltime on 1250 kc, directional, has
been reported by FCC.
Hearing Examiner Basil P
Cooper ruled that no evidence was
found to support charges that th«
station had misrepresented its ac
tual ownership to the Commission
or that the application filed in late
1944 constituted a means whereby
Herbert E. and Myrtie D. Uihlein
"sought to carry out a partnership
agreement entered into with
George E. Inghram in early 1944."
Although
in certain
instances
reports
of changes
in the organization were not filed within the required 30 days, Examiner Cooper
found that all changes have been
reported to FCC and the late filing
"cannot be attributed to an intent
on the part of the corporation to
deceive the Commission or conceal

IF IT IS
watts

* CP, 1350 kc

L$It-\
FOR

BROADCASTING

Modern Studios in Portsmouth and Norfolk
B. WALTER HUFFINGTON, General Manager
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QUINCY, ILLINOIS
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Muzak in 45 rpm Field
m
ENTRY into the 45 rpm record
field has been announced by Muzak
Corp.'s transcription division. Now
available to the trade are complete
facilities for recording, processing
and pressing, the firm stated. The
service, it was announced, will be
in addition to, and in conjunction
with, operations in the transcription, and standard and microgroove
phonograph record manufacturing
field.

A

STATION

DAY & NIGHT ★
WSAP
PORTSMOUTH,
VIRGINIA

|

IV.
-\atA

material facts."

••Gates

GET WISE ABOUT NORFOLK — ASK RA-TEL
FOR THE FULL, THE NEW STORY OF . . .

5000

Co. this month began using ar
nouncements for Ivory soap ir
about 60 cities. Sales Affiliates In<
is adding two markets — Lincolr
and Grand Island, both Nebraskato the nine in which the company
uses Adventures of Maizie, M-G-WI
transcribed weekly series, foil
Zotos Fluid Wave, with furtheil
expansion anticipated in the fall j
Manhattan Soap Co. this weeJ- I
begins use of 15 announcements z I
week on Transit Radio systems ir I
six markets.

RADIO

COMPANY
WASHINGTON, D. C.
TEL METROPOLITAN 0522

BROADCASTING
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Class
1

27:

Transportation, travel and
Hsort advertising is not a major
:(em of radio revenue.
One ac■unt, the institutional Monday
rening series on NBC
of the
1 merican Assn. of Railroads, acmnted for more than 90 % of this
:oup's network purchases last
2ar. Hotel and resort advertising
usually seasonal and pretty much
calized and — let's face it— newsiapers are the traditional medium
c this type of advertiser and with
; few notable exceptions radio has
bt swung much of this business
^fi|> the airwaves.
I Forty-five states have tourist
jromotion bureaus with advertising budgets to use in attracting
Isitors within their boundaries,
let in 1949 Broadcasting had only
jne report of any state using radio
pr the purpose. Admittedly our
?cords are incomplete on localized
ii&mpaigns, but if there had been
Jny great volume of state advertising on the air it seems likely that
L would have been reported.
Canadian Ads
The Canadian Government at the
ist minute last year allocated
35,000 of its million-dollar travel
romotion budget to American
adio, after Maurice B. Mitchell,
irector of BAB, had registered an
mphatic protest against early
lans to buy space but to solicit
'ree time. This year Mr. Mitchell
las already submitted plans to the
"anadian Travel Bureau for a
200,000 announcement campaign
h United States stations.
A half-dozen transportation
ervices are among the regular
sers of spot radio: Trans World
airlines, which last year spent
oughly $250,000 for announcements on 36 stations in 11 cities;
Jew York Central Railroad, using
nnouncements in 15 cities; North ast Airlines, currently with announcements on nine stations in a
ontinuing campaign which used up
b 15 stations at the peak of the
ummer travel season; United
lirlines, using four stations; Flor-

....
ida Greyhound Lines, sponsoring
an ABC co-op program, Elmer
Davis's news commentary, on five
Florida stations; Union Pacific
Railroad, using programs on two
Los Angeles stations. A number
of suburban railroad and bus lines
use radio consistently in the cities
they serve.
Travel agencies occasionally use
time on the air to promote foreign

travel, particularly guided tours
such as the tours to Rome this
Holy Year organized by American
Express-Catholic Travel League,
which is using both English and
foreign language stations in major
markets to secure members for the
pilgrimages to Rome being conducted by Catholic prelates.
While the travel field is probably not destined ever to become

CLASS 27.

TRANSPORTATION, TRAVEL & RESORTS
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS
"The
BentonRailroad
& BowlesHour"
"The
Railroad
Benton & BowlesHour"
UNITED STATES FREIGHT CO,
"American Forum of the Air"
Raymond R. Spector Inc.
GREYHOUND CORP. (Pacific)
"Romance
the Highways"
Beaumont &of Hohman
Inc.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Product
Institutional
Institutional
Institutional
Bus Transportation

J/vcwid
a large entity in radio advertising,
it seems as if it could contribute
a lot more business than it has to
date if it were properly cultivated.
Six sponsors of network co-op
shows, not including the five Florida station broadcasts sponsored by
Florida Greyhound Lines, and seven users of Transit Radio indicate
a total local volume too low even
for this class.

1949 $1,075,169
1948 333,616
1939
Network
No. of Stations
1949
Hours per Week.
ABC-268-V2
$990,961
776,344
(Jan.-Sept.)
NBC-1 63-V2
214,617
(Oct.-Dec.)
MBS-1
2-V2
(Jan. -May)
$ 63,048
ABC-1 0-1/4
$ 21,160

SPOT 1949
(Net) 1948
1948
$298,560

842,000
$1,680,000"
1939

$ 31,200
$ 3,856
* BROADCASTING estimate

TJtL&CQjUaniMjUA
28:....
Class
Amalgamated Clothing Workers
THIS FINAL category is not so Co. (dog & cat food), Free for All,
Union (CIO) has started sponsormuch a class of advertising as it is CBS weekly half-hour Januaryship of ABC's Town Meeting of the
June ($23,280) ; Maritime Milling
a catch-all, picking up advertising
Air (network co-op) on WJZ New
Co. (Hunt Club Dog Food), news
of art dealers and unions, political
York, first use of radio in the
five minutes a week on CBS startparties and religious organizations,
ing in September ($21,580) ; also union's campaign for "union label"
pet foods and real estate.
suits. Plans for extended use of
Network advertisers from this Confidential Closeups on NBC 15
radio, also TV, will be presented at
minutes
a
week
starting
in
Sep(Continued on page 121)
mixed group during 1949, in additember ($45,764).
tion to those shown in the table,
John Morrell & Co. (Red Heart
included: Ace Markets (art dealHERSON SURPRISE
Dog Food), Lassie quarter-hour
ers), sponsoring Songs by Great
weekly drama on NBC JanuarySingers on MBS 15 minutes a week
Solons Quiz NBC Interviewer
May, September-December ($220,January-March ($20,488 in gross
860)
;
National
Council
of
the
time costs) ; American Bird ProdProtestant Episcopal Church,
ucts (bird food), American Radio
WHEN Bill Herson, NBC WashGreat Scenes from Great Plays,
on
half-hour
weekly
ington veteran personality who
Warblers,
weekly
half-hour
on
MBS
Januchats informally with CongressMBS January-April, October-Deary-February
($128,874);
Radio
cember ($23,554); Armour & Co.
men each Saturday morning on the
(Dash Dog Food), Hint Hunt on Offer Co. (novelty), five one-time
network,
arrived at the CongresCBS five quarter-hours in April, programs on MBS in December
sional Hotel to conduct his show on
one half -hour in August ($22,633) ; ($8,962) ; Southern Baptist ConApril 1, he was surprised.
vention, Baptist Hour, Sunday
Carnation Co. (Friskies Dog
Mr. Herson, who has been conhalf-hour on ABC starting in Octoducting Coffee in Washington on
Elmer Peterson's newscasts
Food), quarter-hours
ber ($59,544) ; political broadcasts,
The
three
a week on
WRC-NBC each morning for the
chiefly
in
connection
with
the
1949
NBC Pacific May-December $56,past five years, had planned to
gubernatorial and senatorial race
QUA
166) ; CIO Textile Workers 10th in
interview Rep. James Morrison
New York State ($56,574).
anniversary program, ABC one(D-La.). Instead, he found that the
AFL
Campaign
Steel
United
timer ($11,184); CIO
WQU A
tables had been turned on him.
Workers, sponsoring Philip MurSince the first of the year, Over 100 senators and representaray, CIO president, in a talk on
American Federation of Labor has
tives had gathered secretly to honor
the steel strike, on ABC ($11,740);
QU Ality
Mr.
Herson
as their guest.
embarked
on
an
institutional
Dawn
Bible
Students
Assn.,
Frank
Service and
So,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Herson took
campaign
on
163
MBS
stations
& Ernest, ABC Sunday quartertheir places at the head table as
hour starting in October ($48,757) ; across the country, sponsoring
QU Antity
featured guests. Then the solons
Frank Edwards' 15-minute newsFirst Church of Christ Scientist,
Audience
cast from Washington five nights turned the interview tables and be'
quarter-hour
weekly
religious
talks
among the 225.000
a week. United Electrical Workon MBS ($51,827).
gan asking Mr. Herson questions
ers has discontinued its weekly he usually has posed — about home
People in the
G. F's Dog Food
quarter-hour news period on ABC.
life, hobbies, past experiences, etc.
"I'm the most honored man in
In January the Communications
General Foods Corp. (Gaines
QUAd
Workers of America bought 15
Dog Food), Juvenile Jury, Mutual
Mr. Herson
minutes on ABC for a talk by their Washington
announced totoday,"
his cheering
hosts.
half-hour
weekly
program,
JanuDAVENPORT • ROCK ISLAND
Plans
for
the
affairs
were
made by
president,
J.
A.
Beirne,
and
in
Febary -June, October - December
MO LINE • EAST MOLINE,
ruary ABC sold another 15-minute
Percy Priest (D-Tenn.), who
($243,607) ; Institute of Religious
spot to CIO for a speech by the Rep.
celebrated his birthday on the
Science,
This
Thing
Called
Life,
E
-TIM
Ik
FULL
A
I
I
Murray. national president, Philip broadcast, and Rep. Reva Bosone
f\XUA
V
MUTUAL
weekly half-hour on MBS starting union's
(D-Utah.)
?ADIO CENTER.
MOLINE. ILL.
in October ($6,240) ; Lewis Food
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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1
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FCC Would Deny Bid for AM

ORTH
LANG -W
00RIVMS
FEATURE PK

fOOD

PRODUCTS!

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Artwork Calibre Programs at Cocci Station Cost
Page 120
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INITIAL DECISION to deny application of Belvedere Broadcasting Corp. for authority to construct
a new 250 w standard broadcast
station in Baltimore was issued
last Monday by FCC. Denial was
urged by Hearing Examiner Jack
P. Blume on the ground that Belvedere's proposal falls short of
compliance with the Commission's
rules and engineering standards.
Examiner Blume noted FCC's
Standards of Good Engineering
Practice provides that, in selection
of a transmitter site, a station
should be able "to serve adequately
the center of population in which
the studio is located and to give
maximum coverage to adjacent
areas." Assignment of this facility to a city like Baltimore would
not be "sound," he found, since
FCC requires that service be provided to 90% of a metropolitan
district.
Belvedere Broadcasting Corp.
had applied for authority to construct the AM station on 1400 kc
with 250 w, unlimited time, contingent upon Baltimore Broadcasting Corp., WCBM licensee, relinquishing these facilities under its
CP to change frequency from 1400
kc to 680 kc. Belvedere operates
WMCP (FM) Baltimore and proposes to duplicate the FM programming on the proposed AM
station.

1

TOILET REQUISITES
Actifoam
Cream Shampio . 1.
Barbasol
Chap
Stick
Doeskin Products
Durham-Enders Razors . . 1
Fleet's
Chap Stick
Gem Blades
41
Kranks Shavekreem
30
Pears Soap
Rolls Razor
Silver Star Blades 3
Silver
Star Blades— Whiz
Pak
Trol Hair Tonic
Woodbury Facial Soap 2
Yes Tissues
8
Zemo

2
1

M.
6
2
1

6*
13

13*
1

1
12

1
15

1

1

11

32
30

1
1
4
30

J.
*
1

*
1

*
1

S.
*
1

*
2

5

J.
2

•
0
7

2

2

2

3

20

20

16

16

16 1(

32 22
30

4

2

MISCELLANEOUS
Adler Shoes
Air France
Alcoa (Farm Roofing)
Alexander. W. A., Co..
American Airlines
1
Anglo Wallpapers
Calif. Nat'l .Bank
Asam
.
1
Atlanta Laundries. Inc.
Avisco
1
Bell Telephone Co. of Pa 88
Best Foods Shoe Polishes
Bituminous Coal Institute 1
Bug-A-Boo
8
Canadian Furs
... **4
Central Coat. Inc.
Central Nat'l Bank & Trust .
Chesapeake & Potomac
Telephone
3
Chick Chick & Presto
Egg Colors
Crosby
Crosley C'othes
Div. of Avco Mfg.
Corp.
D. L. & H. Blue Coal
2
De Nicotea Holder
Detroit Edison Co
1
Dixon Ticonderoga Pencils 15
Dow Chemical Co
Dura Plastic Starch
Esouire Boot Polish
Felton-Siblev Paints
3
G. E. SuDply Corp
Glen Burn Coal
Goodvear Rubber Shoe
Products
86
Hat Research Foundation. 1
Hudson Paper Napkins . 7
Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
Indiana
Bell Hardware
Telephone Co
Iowa Retail
Assoc.
Johnson's
Kelvinator Drax
Appliances ... 2
Koposrs
Coke
1
La France
Lay. H. China
W., & Co
19
Lenox
Marcal
Paper
Products
1
Marshall-Wells Paints &
16
Apnl.
46
Martin Rosenberger
Wallpaper
12
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. 30
Michigan
Bell
Telephone
Co.
14
Milk Bone
1
Milk Foundation, Inc.

47
1 491

2?
1 1
i i
1 1
88 88
1 1
9 9
5 5
29 29
2
8

2
298

921
1
4
1
99
1
9
5
29
2
11

9
230
2 212
1 1
is

9
3
2
1
7

901
1
4
1
1
9
5

8

15 12
92
1
4
1
93
1
9
5
29
99
3
9
9

89
11

191
7
1

1
19
1
2
19

2
1
19
1
41
30
16
14
1

1
7
4
1
19
16

1971
19
1

39
16
18
30

37

38
14
31
17
13
1

1

17
14
1

POINTS

Oldest

to

Farm

4 123 123
1 1 1
92
92
1
1 1 1 1241
1648 82 1648 48
26 27 28
1 1 1
3 3 3 3
16
16
26

1
108
4
*

87 85 83 84 89
11 11 11 11 11
19
1
7
2
1
19

92

13
38
31
17
13
1

38
12
31
16
13
1

10
1021
4
*1

11

19

891
19
3812

891

13

37
10

16
121
31

16
13
1
31

2

1
901
*
3
18
10

i

1

8
18

101
901
38*
18
18

33
10

10

31
16
13
1

16
36
10
31
13
1

36

Service Program

its Record

of the National Barn Dance

BROADCASTING

16
13

1
31

See 2-Page
WLS Dinner
Record Bell's
in this issue

1Clear Channel Home

9:

2

(Continued 14on page 129)
31

America's

1
4
1
2
1
9
2
93
3
9
26
1

11

BELVEDERE

j.
2
1

M.

'6

(Continued
'49
A. page
F. tfromin
Spo
M.
M.
Supplee-WilisJones
5 5 6
Milk Co.
Sunrise Meats
3 3 3 3 193
9
Sure-Jell
19
Swansdown Cake Flour
Swansdown
Devil's
Food
26
Mix
9 116 10
Swansdown Instant Mix . .
Swel
-.
Swift & Co
Swift's
Ice Cream
454 454 45 454 454
Tavol
Teddy's
The House of
Sea Food
24 106
Tenderay Beef
24 11924 110 106
Tip-TopBiscuit
Bread Co.
& Cakes . 11310
24
Union
13
VanCarne
Camp's Chili Con
12 12
12
13
12 12
VanStyle
Camp's
New England 12
12
12 12
Beans
12
12 13
Van Camp's Brand
Tenderoni
. ...
Westchester
Deviled
12 12
Chicken
Western Md. Dairy
3
3 3
Products
1 3
88* 98*
Wheaties and/or Bisquick 83
116
White Ring Flour
9 9 2
Wonder Bread
116 11683 11687 116
1 1
X-Pert Cake Mix
13 13 13
LAUNDRY SOAPS & CLEANERS
2 2 2
Dif Hand Cleaner
1
Disho
6 6 6
Johnson's Glo-Coat
1 1 1
Johnson's Glo-Coat
Lysol
6 256 23
1
171 i9
Oakite
26
7
7
7 6
Swift'sSoap
Cleanser
Tag
1 1 1 1 1
Vano Household Cleanser 7 7 7 7 7
Werx Soap
1 1 1 1 1
PUBLICATIONS
Colliers Magazine
116 141 139 147 150
The Reporter. Inc
28
RETAIL
A & P Food Stores
3
3 3 3
24 24 24
Colonial Stores
Grand Union Food Stores 2
2 2 2
Kay Jewelry Co
2

Red Owl Food Stores
Lee H D Co Inc
Sears Roebuck & Co
Smith's Store (San
Schrafft's
Francisco)
White Tower Restaurants

A.

• Telecasting

Manage

ment

.ASS 28. MISCELLANEOUS
NETWORK
(Gross)

RS
Product

Ivertiser, program and agency
THERAN CHURCH-MISSOURI SYNOD
utheran
Hour"
itham Adv.
Iktham
he Lutheran
Adv. Hour"
NERAL CONFERENCE OF
VENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS
roice
Prophecy"
;esternofAdv.
Agency
I'oice
of
Prophecy"
estem Adv. Agency
1 TED ELECTRICAL, RADIO &
ACHINE WORKERS OF AMERICA
krthur
einsteinGaeth"
Co.
OSPEL BROADCASTING ASSN.
}ld
Fashioned
H. Alber
Co. Revival Hour"
i.DIO BIBLE CLASS
Cadio Bible
Class" Co.
cnley
G. Boynton
rlRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH
Sack to God Hour"
lenn-Jordan-Stoetzet
Durce: Publishers Information Bureau

Religious Talks
Institutionat

1949 $3,302,536
1948 2,836,308
1939
Network
liU.
M n QT
nf JIUIIUII)
Q t#* iinne
1949
Hours per Week.
MBS-443-V2
$534,074
428,382
ABC-180-V2
105,692

SPOT
(Net)

1949
1948
1948

$338,526

Religious Talks
Institutional

MBS-304-y2
ABC-102-V2
(June-Dec.)

$424,454
299,065
125,389

$279,231

Inctitntinnn 1
IIIAIIIUIIUIIUI

ABC-114-V4

$360,352

$293,854

InstitutionQl

^344, 384

KdlQIOUS IQlKS

ABC-232-1
(June-Dec.)
MBS-287-V2

$322,441

$289,280

Religion

MBS-291-V2

$255,197

$208,295

$7,168,000
3,509,000
1939
$ 99,565

$304,651

* BROADCASTING estimate

(Continued from page 119)
le ACWU national conference in
lay, when the union will vote on
doubling its present $500,000 advertising budget.
On the regional level, the Bible
: <nstitute of Los Angeles sponsors
-iree 30-minute morning programs
week on Don Lee Broadcasting
lystem and Good Ship Grace sponors Haven of Rest, also three halfours a week, on the same network,
[artz Mountain Products, sponoring Radio Canaries for 15 mintes Sunday morning, and Lewis

Food Co. (Dr. Ross Dog Food),
using the half-hour Clyde Beatty
Show, are other current Don Lee
clients.
The Roosevelt-f or - Governor
Headquarters in Los Angeles this
month started a 10-week series of
15-minute Friday evening programs on 10 CBS stations in California on behalf of Candidate
James Roosevelt, only political use
of network radio noted so far this
Real estate developers, home
year.
builders and sellers and real estate

jg^jg

agents have found radio effective
advertising in great numbers and
in many communities in all parts of
the nation, but this business is
necessarily localized and its time is
all purchased by local individuals
of local stations.
Carnation Co. in February began using announcements on five
stations for Friskies Dog Food;
National Biscuit had announcements on 13 stations for Milk
Bone; Wilson & Co. was advertising Ideal Dog Food on stations in
three Southern California mar-

EORGE P. RANKIN, president of
G Southeastern Broadcasting Co.,
operators of
WMAZ - AM - FM
Macon Ga., elected
to Bibb County
Boardtion forof
a lifeEducatime
appointment.
He is
also chief engineer
for WMAZ, which
he started 28 years
RAYMOND J.
ago.
CHENEY promoted
Mr. Rankin
to assistant manprogram
sterdam, N. Y. He has agerbeen
of WCSS
Amand production director since 1948 and
will continue to act in that capacity.
JOHN J. HURLEY, general manager
of WNEB Worcester, Mass., is the
father of a girl, Patricia.
RICHMAN G. LEWIN, general and
commercial manager of KTRE Lufkin,
Tex., is the father of a boy, Richman
G., Jr.
kets; Borden Co. had begun advertising its dog food on one station
and Pet Food Co., after a successful test campaign for Thanks Dog
Food in Salt Lake City, was planning use of radio in other markets.

1
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FIRE AT KICD
!
Damage Estimated at $75,000
to

GENE AUTRY (with mike), station
owner and radio-movie star, turns the
tables on disc jockeys Dick Campbell
(I), Frank Raymond (2d r) and Charles
Craig of WDVA Danville, Va., on a
recent visit to city. After having undergone four tape-recorded interviews
for various programs, Mr. Autry took
over the mike and began firing his
own questions. WDVA also recorded
the star's apology for the absence of
his horse, Champion, to 1,000 kids
and grownups in a local department
store who had waited to see the
famed equine
GRAY RECEPTION
Retiring Army Sec. Is Feted
PARADE and reception were held
last Tuesday at Fort McNair,
Washington, for retiring Army
Secretary Gordon Gray, president
of WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C.
President Truman, prominent government officials and high-ranking
Defense Dept. officers attended the
ceremonies.
Mr. Gray has resigned to accept
the presidency of the U. of North
Carolina Sept. 1, but continues as
special assistant to President Truman. He was nominated as assistant Army Secretary Sept. 24, 1947,
and became acting secretary upon
resignation of Kenneth C. Royall.
On May 25, 1949, he was sworn in
as Undersecretary of the Army and
shortly afterward took oath of his
recent office. Meanwhile, last Wednesday Frank Pace Jr. was sworn
in to succeed Mr. Gray.
Hugh (Bud) Ernst
HUGH (Bud) ERNST, 39, producer of Queen for a Day on MBS,
shot and killed himself in a New
York hotel early last Tuesday.
Marital difficulties were said to
have prompted his suicide.

was
Reportribed
ssionof transc
HOOVER
series
theme ofCommi
interviews with Herbert Hoover,
broadcast over WNJR Newark during
week of April 10 at 6:45 p.m. Broadpointingbranc
probe
up Commis
casts,ive
h of sion's
government,
of execut
summarize five reports covering general management, President and his
cabinet, defense, government housekeeping, Post Office, and general inefficiency and health. Time for series
contributed as public service by New
Jersey Manufacturers Assn.
Aids Reading
READINGS of great novels launched
by WSTC-AM-FM Stamford, Conn, today (Monday). Titled Let's Read and
slated for broadcast Monday-Wednesday-Friday, 10-10:30 p.m., series is
being offered in belief that novel and
radio are closely related insofar as
both rely on imagination for amplification of written or spoken word. Programs will give listeners an opportunity to "read" books — none will be
dramatized or edited — in their original
form.
Community Highlights
EACH Friday evening, CKOY Ottawa
visits one of city's 15 community centers with mobile recording unit, covers
highlights of community activities
and rebroadcasts them on Saturday
afternoons. Addresses by guest speakers at community center, ranging from
Canada's chief justice to sports celebrities, are included in recordings at
centers.
Questions Answered
QUESTIONS on newly formed local
Fair Employment Commission are answered in show emceed by Dick Merrin, news editor of WSRS Cleveland,
Tuesday 7:45 p.m. Members of Fair
Employment Commission are interviewed at their respective offices for
on-the-scene coverage of subject. Over
500 questions have been received on
subject to date, station reports.
Dogs* Problems
DOGS with problems, diagnosis and
cure of them, is format of The Animal
Clinic, new 15-minute program beginning this month on WENR-TV Chicago. Stars of show are Dr. Wesley A.
Young, head of Chicago's Anti-Cruelty

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member N-A-B4? .
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Society, and his daughter, Lorie.
Show's stage is examination room of
vet's office where Dr. Young draws
illustrations of problems on blackboard. Some situations are sent in by
dog owners.
Direct from Florida
SPORTS Director Harold (Bud) Saidt
of WBUD Trenton, N. J., has followed
Trenton Giants baseball club to training camp in Florida. Interviews direct from there are heard on his Sport
Shots show every evening at 6 p.m.
Team's new manager, Chick Genovese,
will be introduced to fans via Mr.
Saidt's show.
Writers' Fuel
RADIO-MINDED aspirants vie thrice
weekly in response to CKNW New
Westminster, B. C.'s new program Fuel
For Thought, aired Tuesday, at 8:15
a.m. Hal Yerxa, m. c, plays pop tune
and asks listeners to write him telling
how they would introduce number on
the air. Following week, he presents
best introduction sent in and sends
winner small check as incentive to continue writing. Program is sponsored
by Strickland Fuels.
WTIC Origination
WTIC Hartford's origination May 5
of The Marjorie Mills Hour, regular
daily feature on New England Regional Network, will include tie-in
with House and Garden Week, station
reports. Show will be presented at
Bushnell Auditorium where collection
will be made to benefit Hartford Art
School's scholarship fund. Horticulturist Allen Wood, who often appears
on program, will tour gardens and
broadcast his descriptions. He also
will answer garden-problem questions
submitted by audience at prebroadcast
time.
ICE BREAKING
WBAY Holds Guessing Contest
IN WISCONSIN, when the ice of
the Fox River goes out into Green
Bay, it not only means that spring
is near, but the breakup also occasions many friendly wagers as to
whether or not it will occur by
March 17. This year, WBAY
Green Bay decided to capitalize
on the event.
On a show called Party Line,
WBAY announced that a raft of
logs, painted bright red and sporting a gaily flying pennant, had been
placed in the ice above a bridge
near the heart of downtown Green

KICD Spencer, Iowa, last Monday
began broadcasting from temporary quarters after a weekend fir
of undetermined origin had leveled
a one-story, 12-room structure an<^
enveloped all of the station's pos
sessions. Damage was placed be
tween $60,000 and $75,000.
With only a broadcast transmitter and 395-ft. tower intact and its
staff on hand, KICD resumed operation Monday at 6 a.m. after its
program department rebuilt the
station's complete commercia
schedule by memory, according tc
Ben Sanders, president and general manager. KICD aired spots
of over 200 accounts without s miss, he added.
Station lost only 17 hours broad-: i
cast time through the combined
efforts of a score of staff members,
and the ingenuity of Chief Engineer Eldon Kanago and Program
Director Mason Dixon, Mr. Sanders said.
The fire broke out about 30 minutes after signoff time Saturday,
April 8 and within two hours had
demolished the building. (KICD
had held its 12th annual Easter
egg hunt that afternoon.) A cau\
to Collins Radio Co. at Cedar Rap-r.
ids, Iowa, brought forth a 250 w
transmitter and other equipment
while the fire was still raging. A
crystal was located at KBIZ Ottumwa and sent by plane to KICD. A number of other midwest stations also offered to help.
KICD is drawing plans for construction of a new station and
meanwhile will continue to operate
in temporary quarters until the
new
building
is completed, Mr. s; n:Sanders
said.
: ::

WNAX

Bowling Tourney

TWO-DAY championship finals of
the Five-State Bowling Tournament
sponsored by WNAX Yankton,
S. D., were held on Saturday and
Sunday (April 15-16) in Sioux
City, Iowa, when 216 survivors
from a field of 9,300 bowlers competed for merchandise trophies and
cash awards. Award presentation
ceremonies and a roundup of the
tournament were scheduled for
broadcast by WNAX yesterday.

reported, and on the morning of
the last day, 6,800 cards and letters
Bay. WBAY stated that it wasn't
offering any prizes but that the were received. The raft hit the
person who guessed closest to the bridge at 9:43:44 p.m. on March
time the raft wrould strike the 23, and the young woman who
bridge, would be honored as the guessed
9:45 on that day received
epitome of something or other.
all the awards, ranging from hams
No sooner had the announcement
to a trip around the town in a taxibeen made than merchants started
cab. WBAY said the event will be
calling WBAY, offering all kinds
one of its promotional features
of prizes to the winner. Thousands
each year.
of guesses were sent in, the station
BROADCASTING
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HAHN ELECTED
Heads American Tobacco Co.
?AUL M. HAHN, vice president
>i the American Tobacco Co. since
1932 and president of American
Cigarette & Cigar
Co., a subsidiary,
since 1940, has
been elected president and chief
executive of the
company. He succeeds Vincent
Riggio, who was
elected chairman
Mr. Hahn
of the board at a
neeting of the company's directors
|ast week.
Mr. Riggio had declined to
ptand for re-election as president
because of his age — he is 73. He
lad been president of the firm
;ince the death of George W. Hill
>|n 1946.
i The new president of American
Tobacco Co. joined the firm in
931 as director and assistant to
\lx. Hill. He has been president
»f American Cigarette & Cigar
To. (Pall Mall) for past 10 years,
.ast year sales of Pall Mall cigaettes were 12 times what they
'vere in 1939 before Mr. Hahn took
- Wer.
Edmund A. Harvey, treasurer of
- he company since 1936, was elected
ice president in charge of sales.
i)ie has been a director of the
ompany since 1932.
Harry L. Hilyard, who has been
issistant treasurer and a director
ince 1936, was elected treasurer.
!. . All other officers were re-elected.
ARROWHEAD
Operational Changes Set
OPERATIONAL changes are unerway at Arrowhead Network, it
»as learned last week. Harry S.
lyett, station and commercial
aanager of WEAU Eau Claire,
Vis., will also act as national sales
nanager of Arrowhead.
* In another change already announced, Greg Rouleau, general
nd commercial manager of WJMC
it ^tice Lake, Wis., becomes resident
!.nd promotion manager of WEBC
Duluth, Minn., key station of the
letwork. Walter C. Bridges, genial manager of WEBC and of the
.etwork, continues in those capacities.
Further reshuffling is expected at
•ther Arrowhead stations. The
"letwork includes WEAU WEBC
•VJMC WMFG Hibbing, Minn.,
T"HLB Virginia,
Minn., and WISC
-Iadison,
Wis.
ONE
H. R.
TO

NOT
7310

FORGET
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DEAN
NAMED
Heads S. D. Broadcasters

„
C-OnttttQ'LCUi.

KIRK, formerly with WEEK
B[LL
Peoria, 111., joins local sales department of KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan. JOHN EBERHARDT joins
station as office manager.
GORDON D. WALKER joins KTSL
(TV) Hollywood as account executive.
He was formerly in sales department
of Blake, Moffett & Towne (paper
wholesalers) and prior to that with
Guggenheim Enterprises in sales capacity.
KBUC Corona, Calif., appoints Joseph
Hershey McGillvra Inc. as station representative.
VINCENT R. BLISS Jr. joins Chicago
staff of H-R Representatives Inc. as
salesman. He formerly was with Fred
W. Amend Co. and Grant Adv. Inc.,
Chicago.
KPIX (TV) San Francisco appoints
The Katz Agency Inc. as its national
advertising representative. KPIX is
affiliated with both CBS and DuMont
networks.
CHUCK MILICI, member of WMGM
New York sales department, is the
father of a girl.

ROBERT J. DEAN, president and
general manager of KOTA Rapid
City, was elected president of the
South Dakota Broadcasters Assn.
at its meeting in Merrill. James
E. Sweet, co-manager of KIHO
Sioux Falls, is vice president, and
Irving R. Merrill, general manager
of KUSD Vermillion, was re-elected
secretary-treasurer.
V. E. Montgomery, director of
the business research bureau at the
U. ofBusiness
South Dakota,
on "How
the
Researchspoke
Bureau
May
Help
South Dakota
The members
passedBroadcasters."
a resolution
commending activities of the
Broadcast Advertising Bureau and
recommended its continuation.
Members heard a recorded speech
by Maurice Mitchell, BAB director.
Two-year memberships on the

Any

Way

KRNT

five-man board went to Mr. Merrill
and Mr. Sweet. Mr. Dean appointed
the following
persons
the legislative committee:
Mr. toSweet,
Ray
V. Eppel, president of KORN
Mitchell, and Robert R. Tincher,
vice president and general manager
of
WNAX Yankton, retiring president.
Jones

Elected

E. Z. JONES of WBBB Burlington, N. C, was elected president of
the North Carolina Associated
Press Broadcasters, at a meeting
held March 23 in Greensboro. Mr.
Jones succeeds E. J. Gluck of
WSOC Charlotte. Others elected
were: Ed Kirk of WPTF Raleigh,
first vice president; William Melia,
WWNC Asheville, second vice president, and Paul Hansell, Charlotte
AP bureau chief, secretary. Gilbert Hutchinson, WBIG Greensboro, was host of the convention.
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INDUSTRIAL FILM

in

'Mycalex Story' Debuts At GE
EIGHTY-FIVE engineers and
drafting supervisors attended the
world premier of "The Mycalex
Story," an industrial film, at the
General Electric Co. plant at
Schenectady on April 4. Executives of the company stated after
the showing that the reception was
enthusiastic and resulted in discussions of applications for the material which took most of the day.
The film is intended to show the
properties of Mycalex and was
written and produced by Sam
Freed & Assoc., of Philadelphia.
Scenes are presented from the
Mycalex executive offices, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York; from the
plant at Clifton, N. J. and of different adaptations of the material
in production and in actual use.

THE CENTER

Des

Moines,
OF THINGS

IN IOWA

Highest Hooperated — Biggest Volume
of Accounts — Highest News Ratings —
Most Highest-Rated Disc Jockeys —
Tops in Promotion Facilities

The Hooper Audience Index, January-February, 1950, Shows:
MORNING
KRNT has a 56.1% greater audience
than the No. 2 station.
AFTERNOON
KRNT has a 35.1% greater audience
than the No. 2 station.
EVENING
KRNT is 4.6 percentage points below
SUNDAY AFTERthe No. 1 station.
NOON
KRNT has a 35.5% greater audience
SATURDAY DAY
than the No. 2 station.
TIME
KRNT has an 18.4% greater audience
TOTAL RATED
than the No. 2 station.
TIME PERIODS . . . KRNT has a 40% greater percentage
than the No. 2 station.

NOTICE
Radio Luxembourg
is Europe's only privately owned
station.
Radio Luxembourg
reaches over 10,000,000 persons
every day.
Represented by:
Guy Bolam— 175 Fifth Avenue,
New York 10, N. Y.
Telephone Plaza 3-5950
For further information, see
our ad in the 1950 Broadcasting
Yearbook on Page 355.
Radio Luxembourg

• Telecasting

THOSE ARE FACTS ADVERTISERS KNOW WHEN
THEY BUY KRNT ... THE STATION THAT CAN
SAY: "ANY TIME IS GOOD TIME ON KRNT"

KlRNT
DES MOINES — THE REGISTER AND TRIBUNE STATION
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ ACENCY
The station with the fabulous personalities and the astronomical Hoopers
April 17, 1950
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AM-FM-TV
SETS
Dillard Reports Survey
TWO out of every five TV models
are equipped to receive FM radio
programs, according to Everett L.
Dillard, NAB director for FM stations and owner of WASH (FM)
Washington. The figure is based on
an analysis of TV receiver specifications by Caldwell-Clements Inc.
The analysis shows that of 329
TV models made by 34 set manufacturers, 93 are equipped to receive both FM and AM. Another
38 types of receivers are equipped
to tune FM but not AM programs,
according to Mr. Dillard. He pointed out that the Caldwell-Clements
analysis reveals that TV-FM combination sets outnumber TV-AM
combinations nearly 10 to 1.
Four TV models were equipped
with AM-only radio, or 1.2%, he
said, whereas 38, or 11.5%, provided for FM-only reception in addition to TV. Forty-six set makers
have no provision for reception of
FM broadcasts on their TV models,
but only four of the group made
sets with AM reception with the
other 42 devoting their TV production to TV-only models.
Preen Names

Mathes

A. S. HARRISON Co., South Norwalk, Conn. (Preen, a cleaning and
polishing wax), has appointed
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York, as
its advertising agency. Spring and
fall campaigns using radio and
television are being planned.

fttomotion

as top-sta
itself
FINDI
firstNGPulse
survey
of St.tion
Louisin
litan
metropo
area and four adjacent counties, KMOX St. Louis summarizes report as part of promotional
campaign. KMOX claims survey gave
it the nod for both its CBS network
and local programs.
Televiewers' Center
REFOCUSING its eyes on TV sets
in Syracuse area, WSYR-TV that city,
during first month of telecasting cooperated with set distributors to set
up TV Information Center to handle
inquiries on set tuning, programs and
technical matters. Station reports
first month's operation found 4,238
telephone calls received. Center was
promoted by daily newspaper ads and
by TV distributors in area.
KFUO 1949 Report
REPORT reviewing 1949 at KFUO
Clayton, Mo., Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod station, has been issued.
Folder outlines high points in last
year's operations, expansion plans,
financial status, programs and administration. Year was silver anniversary
for station, celebrating quarter-century of religious broadcasting, according to KFUO's promotion piece.
'The Big Pitch'
BLUE-AND-WHITE folder topped
with screaming eagle introduces adver-

Measuring
mmmm^-ssi0„
smjsvon
New Tran
Daven Type 1 1 A Transmission Meas-

uring Set is fast proving itself a ''must'
for FM and AM station engineers.
This instrument offers an ideal solution for making measurements required byFCC "proof of performance'
regulations.
For an accurate versatile gain set, at a moderate price — specify
The Daven Type 11 A.
Write today for additional information. Dept. SD-3
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Set

tising clubs and associations, media,
agencies and advertisers organizations
to "The Big Pitch", 16mm 20-minute
color film offered by Raphael G. Wolff
Studios, Hollywood 28, Calif. Film,
dedicated "to better understanding, a
greater appreciation of advertising",
highlights advertising's place in the
"American Way." Films available to
advertising and related organizations
at cost.
BAB's Last Call
BROADCAST Advertising Bureau's
strip film,. "How To Turn People Into
Customers,"
issuesto turn
"last incall"
NAB
member
stations
orderto blank
for copies of_30-minute 35mm color
movie. Film tells basic story of radio
advertising to retailers. Also urged
are last minute orders for BAB's direct
mail series, which feature self-mailing
jumbo-sized folders printed and illustrated in two colors. Price of film is
$15 a copy. Sets of BAB direct mail
series are $52 per complete set of 100
each of 13 different mailers.
Memos for Remembrance
ENGLISH morocco memo books have
been distributed to advertisers by
CKNW New Westminster, B. C. Books
are 2 x 4-inch size and are engraved
with advertiser's name on front and
have CKNW microphone stamped in
gold on inside cover. Pocket for business cards also is placed inside front
cover.
Personnel
LOUIS C. OSWALD becomes publicity
director of WHK Cleveland. He fills
vacancy created by resignation of
C. T. CHRISTENSEN who joins Philco
Appliance Division of Strong, Carlisle,
and Hammond. Mr. Oswald has been
employe at WHK for more than three
years in transcription department.
MAURICE E. BUNN appointed public
relations director of CKY Winnipeg.
HAROLD W. SHEPARD and NORMAN W. GLENN appointed to NBC's
radio sales advertising and promotion
department, as sales promotion writers. Previously, Mr. Shepard had been
with Concord & Jerus Sales Co. as ad-

vertislng manager and Mr. Glenn was
advertising salesman for CrowellCollier Publishing Co.
JACK SNOW appointed sales research i
director of WING Dayton. He formerly was copy writer in advertisingpromotion department at NBC in Nev
York. He is also an author, currently
writing series of "Oz" books for children.
RICHARD P. SISSON, WINS New
York promotion manager, leaves to joir
Criterion Service Inc.
NELS BLAIR promoted to sales promotion manager of CHUM Toronto.
WQXRIs Now
MOVES
in Times Bldg,
WQXR New York moved yesterday
(April 16) to new quarters, twice
the size of its former offices and
studios, in the building occupied by
its owner, The New York Times.
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, Times
publisher, described the transfer of
the station to larger quarters as inthe Times'
tinueddicating
growth
of radio.belief in con"The studios and equipment installed i
here," thesaidlatest
Mr.developments
Sulzberger, in"incorporate
sound .
broadcasting. It is evidence that, in our
opinion, basic policy of WQXR — good
music
and factual
fundamentally
sound. news reports — is
"We believe that television is not a
substitute for good music and the
promptnewdissemination
of news
radio.':
The
plant we have
builtbyhere
is
further
proof
of
'The
New
York
Times"
confidence in the continuing growth of WQXR and its faith in radio."
The new offices of WQXR, which
previously was located at 730 Fifths
Ave., are on the ninth and tenth
floors of The Times Bldg., 229
West 43 St.
i da
CATHOLIC RADIO
N. Y. Record Firm Forms «

Keeping

to . ...
Broadcast
Catholic
York of*'
New Service
in ing
FORMATION
transcribed material tpj
furnish
Catholic groups conducting pro
grams on community stations has
O'Brien,
by Michael
been
tion.
The
of the organiza
head announced
broadcasting service will supply
Catholic groups with transcribed
talks by members of the clergy as
well as transcriptions of vocal and
O'Brien said.
tal liturgical music, Mr.
instrumen
1
According to the service's plans,
its facilities are intended to implement local features rather than
replace them. "It is expected that
such a service will enable already t
overburdened groups to sustain a I

Central

high standard
quality in
Catholic1'
radio
and to ofcontinue
their
own

Nebraska

vitally
important
participation,"
Mr. O'Brien
said. First
recordings^
are expected to be available for
distribution on May 1. Recording
laboratories will be located in Long
Island City. Chief assistant to
Mr. O'Brien is Charles L. Dodson
and
Margaret Elizabeth Mahon is
secretary.

Informed
Central Nebraska is known for its
agricultural and cattle resources.
Custer County, in Central Nebraska,
ranks 5th in the Nation in Corn
Acreage and 12th in Cattle. KCNI
is the dominant advertising force
in Custer County.
Bud Crawford, Pres.
Virgil Cuckler, Mgr.
Custer County Broadcasting Co.
2*°
Broken Bow, Nebr. 'f
w
kc 0
Mutual Broadcasting System

CONTACT
n.a.b.
LLVRA'S
McGIheadquarters
OWL
STEVENS HOTEL
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HOOPER

ERROR

KTUL Says Stations
Not Notified

which we paid and a 'corrected index'
though necessary at this time will
not undo the harm wrought for the
past few months or more.
Mr. Esau quoted a letter from
Mr. Dorrell in part:
When your letter of March 28 was
received, I immediately sent it up to
our Production Dept. for a very careful check of our October 1949 through
February 1950 Tulsa report. From a
study of your letter, it was obvious
that there was some error in the tabulation or calculation of the October
through February and the JanuaryFebruary Station Audience Indexes.
I regret that an error was made and
hasten to give you the correct figures. . . .

Corrected indexes, with an accompanying Correction Bulletin, are being prepared and sent out at once.
We are requesting clients to return
the incorrect indexes. This will probably reach you by the time my letter
does. Thanks for calling this to our
attention. We sincerely regret any
inconvenience that the publication of
these
caused. incorrect figures may have

SERIES of charges involving accuracy of the Tulsa station ratings
■ijiiade by C. E. Hooper Inc. has been made by John Esau, KTUL Tulsa,
ijtewly elected NAB board member representing medium stations.
Mr. Esau further charges that after admitting the mistake in ratings
*
jhe Hooper organization failed to KTUL
has suffered revenue, position
lake proper steps to undo the damand
prestige losses through the naige by notifying those who may
tionwide circulation of damagingly inVOCM St. John's, Nfld., granted inlave seen the original figures.
correct figures and information. If
crease in power from 250 w on 1000
Mr. Esau told Broadcasting
this is not so — then where lies the
kc, to 1 kw on 590 kc. CKOK Penticton, B. C, also given power increase
&si week that KTUL is "consid- value of a correct Hooper? There also
from 250 w to 1 kw day and 500 w
ring legal action to recover fees exists a breach of agreement. For a
night on 800 kc. CKOC Hamilton
fee Hooper agrees to deliver correct
•aid for dis-service rendered and
ratings. We have paid the fee but
given approval
mnitive action to recover losses, have
mitter license. for emergency transnot received the service for
! i th financial and prestige, because
his has been allowed to go on and
it this very writing [April 10]
f-till no action has been taken to
iurb it."
KTUL's charges center around a
eries of Hooper calculations for
Tulsa which inspired protests to
:I.Y. Ward Dorrell, vice president
i if C. E. Hooper Inc. Despite the
Tape Recorder
laws which KTUL finds in the
16mm Sound Projector... Magnetic
Ratings, KTUL comes out in an excellent position, Mr. Esau claimed.
Preferred by Radio and Television Studios because they're
He declared Mr. Dorrell had
.-oneeded that mistakes had been
dependable
economical
compact
and easy to operate.
nake and added that in the case
one KTUL protest a new series
i)f figures had been supplied. Mr.
added, however, that he felt
dfe;he Hooper organization had not
;aken satisfactory steps to notify
16mm Sound Projector
J':he proper persons about any mistakes that might have been made.
750-watt brilliancy . . . operIn an April 8 letter to Mr. Dorates on AC-DC . . . 1600-ft.
rell, Mr. Esau said after totaling
nonth-to-month indexes :
reel capacity . . . simple 4point threading . . . speedy
It is my contention that 7% is far
:oo great a margin to be considered
automatic re-wind. "Theatreethical or correct. ... It is my conTone" speaker doubles as
viction that a statistical house must
carrying case; single compact
be without error, except for a slim
unit weighs only 33 pounds.
calculation margin. We subscribe
:o such service as yours in the belief
:hat errors such as these will not,
annot and must not happen. . . .
How much damage has resulted we
lave not yet analyzed but obviously,
1 jfor the past 60 to 90 days at least,
$299 50

\
iI

eur*
Magnetic Tape Recorder

i
JOE GALLAGHER, who assisted
Don Dunphy during last season's
baseball broadcasts on WINS New
Tork, named news director of station
ucceeding JOE DURSO.
jDEAN SEAT ON, formerly with KASA
felk City, Okla., joins KNOE Monroe,
j(-a., as sportscaster.
-CELL A ENGEL appointed farm director for WPFB Middletown, Ohio.
5he has been in radio since 1935.
-OWELL THOMAS, CBS newscaster,
"oted "America's favorite newscaster"
n national listener poll conducted by
?adto & Television Mirror magazine.
3e has won poll for three consecutive
"ears.
fOHN McDONALD, farm director for
•VSM Nashville, Tenn., named honirary member of National Rural Youth
rganization. Station was host to
nRY convention this year.
BROADCASTING
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Every voice and tone recorded
and re-played with life-like
clarity and fidelity. Full hour
of recording on every reel.
Tapes
can be "erased"
and
used repeatedly.
Simplified
controls . . . time and footage
indicator . . . easy portability.

Foot Pedal Control
$159.50
and Ear Phone attachment
for private playbacks (Ideal
for stenographers) optional
at extra cost.
REVERE

CAMERA

COMPANY
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Advertisement
Allied
From

where

61/ Joe

Gabby

Enjoys

to The

Dentist

One of my molars was giving me
a bad time Tuesday afternoon, so I
slipped over to Doc Jones, hoping
to catch him free. When I arrived,
Gabby Jackson was sitting reading a
magazine. I said hello to Gabby and
he nodded.
Doc says I'm next. "Wait a minute," I says. (My tooth seemed to
have stopped aching.) "How about
Gabby — doesn't he have an appointment?" Doc smiles and says, "Gabby?
Why, he's got the finest teeth in the
county. He just comes up here and
reads the magazines whenever he's in
As Doc settled down to work he told
town!"
me that he's glad to have Gabby come
up and read magazines . . . they
might not all be fresh off the newsstand, but if Gabby — or anyone wants
to while away some time who is he to
stand in their way?
From where I sit, this "live and let
live" spirit helps make America what
it is. If I happen to prefer a friendly
glass of beer with my supper and you
prefer milk— who's to say one's right
and the other wrong?

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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I sit

Marsh

Going

-Otti

ption
es addition
announcTranscri
Services
ARD Inc.RADIO
STAND
of Broadcast Relay Service, Valletta, Malta (G.C.) as subscriber to
its full basic transcription library.
Three quarter-hour weekly programs,
Sports Parade, distributed today
(April 17) to subscribers by firm. Designed for local sales, series is released to coincide with start of major league baseball season. Programs
each include five-minute feature story
on well known sports event or perd also is offering
y. "
sonalitStandar
subscribers additional transcribed inwith
terviews leading national sports
figures, on separate fee basis.
WILLIAM RALSTON, public relations
and television representative on staff
of Mayor Fletcher Bowron, Los Angeles, resigns to enter commercial
television work.
HARRY S. GOODMAN Radio Productions, New York, appointed exclusive
distributor of TV films, You Can
Dance. Films, produced by Telecraft
Films Inc., are available for 15 minute
programs. KEANE Adv., Los Angeles,
RAYMOND
packaging
quarter-hour
Bill Hay Reads
The Bible.transcribed
Program
will be offered to stations.
CHRIS MATHIESEN,
itor of Washington
in recent years on
that paper, resigns
Va.). tary to Rep. Burr

former radio ed(D. C.) Star and
Capitol staff of
to become secreP. Harrison (D-

ALERT PRODUCTIONS, radio and
television production firm, opens offices at 8210% Sunset Blvd. Phone is
Hollywood 9-7093. JOHN LONGWELL
heads firm in charge of administration
and sales, JACK LITTLE and CHUCK
BENEDICT assist as co-production
heads.
Equipment
LEONARD C TRUESDELL elected
vice president in charge of radio for
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago. He has
been with company as sales manager
of household radio and TV since September. He is former vice president
in charge of marketing for Hotpoint
and
daire.Kansas City manager for Frigi-

own manufacturing company under
name of THE WHIT Co., at 313 N.
Edinburgh Ave., that city.
FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT Corp., Whitestone, N. Y., puts
new group of cartridges for disc playback on market. All styli are precision ground, uniformly polished and
inspected diamond jewels, firm reports.
RICHMOND TELEVISION Corp.
formed by NATALIE KALMUS of
Technicolor Inc., and J. A. RICHMOND, Los Angeles furniture designer. Firm offering console size
sets, with smallest screen 16 or 19
inches. Cabinets are made to accommodate new 23 inch screen when it appears on market. Sets to bear name
"Natalie Kalmus Television" are made
for black-and-white but can be converted to color, according to corporation principals.

RADIO-TV SET ADS
D. C. Group Sets Standards
VOLUNTARY standards designed
to eliminate false and misleading
advertising of radio and television
sets have been adopted by the Bet- ::
ter Business Bureau of Washington, D. C. The suggested standards
are mainly designed to clean up
"bait" advertising or sale copy in
which the public is allegedly at- Jii
tracted into stores by claims which ue
omit basic model data.
C IS
The bureau developed the standards after receiving numerous com- »
plaints from the public. Local retail organizations cooperated and uBl
agreed to subscribe to the provi- £
sions. Most Washington dealers It
are "in line," according to Mrs. i
Sally Muchmore, assistant bureau
director who directed preparation IT
of the standards. "Washington re- %
tailers should be congratulated for
adopting
she said. the voluntary standards,"
h
U
u
B

MILES F. LECHE, president of Leche
& Leche Inc., Dallas advertising
agency, is vice-president of newlychartered Texas firm, Rogers, Leche
& Wickman Inc., distributors of appliances in North Texas. Lines include Stromberg-Carlson television,
radio and combination sets. Company
has set up dealer organization of 700
retailers in 101 counties.

*

J. BENTON MINNICK appointed national merchandising manager of television for Motorola Inc. HOWARD
C. HANDWERG appointed to similar
post for auto radio division.
HARRY E. WHITTEMORE Jr., formerly manager of Tower Lighting Div.
of Hughey & Phillips, Los Angeles
equipment manufacturer, forms his

BROADCASTING
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TULSA AM GRANT
proposed for KOTV(TV) Owner
jjEORGE E. CAMERON Jr., own!r of KOTV (TV) Tulsa, won an
FCC examiner's initial decision last
It^eek in his bid for authority to
mid a new Tulsa AM station on
340 kc with 250 w.
On the basis of program plans
nd local ownership and operation,
]xaminer J. D. Bond proposed a
rant of Mr. Cameron's application
nd denial of the application of
[enyon Brown, Texas - Oklahoma
roadcaster, who is seeking the
(giame facilities, also at Tulsa.
Under FCC procedure, an examiner's decision becomes final 40
sjays later unless Commission reiew is requested. A grant of either
pplication would give Tulsa its
Eleventh AM station.
Mr. Cameron, Tulsa oil man,
Jjlans to divide 30% of his 100%
mterest in the proposed station
siqually between Mrs. Helen Alarez, proposed station manager,
"'[nd Johnmercial
B.manager,
Hill,as proposed
he did incomthe
lase of KOTV, FCC reported. Mrs.
Vlvarez and Mr. Hill hold positions
jinth KOTV similar to those proosed for them in the AM operaon.
Time for Duties
I Examiner Bond pointed out that
Jhe rival applicant, Mr. Brown,
pho is general manager and 5%
wner of KWFT Wichita Falls,
I'ex., expected to devote about 50%
jf his time to his proposed Tulsa
tation. Further, the decision said:
Mr. Brown's unfamiliarity with
ome network programs to be broadast by him, his justification for ofering them based upon their highly
ated popularity and upon the necesity for carrying network commercial
rograms, his election to refrain from
nlisting the cooperation and assist_nce of Tulsa civic, religious and
educational groups in the local prorams proposed, and his failure to
etail by testimony or exhibits the
■jature
of event
programof
(jgrvice toandbe character
offered in the
on-network operation, are persuasive
iividence that he has exercised subtantially less diligence and foreight than that exercised by Mr.
ameron and his associates in underiking to gauge, ascertain and defiitely serve the interests and needs
f the listeners of the Tulsa com•unity.
In contrast, the Cameron program
roposal is supported by: an evident
umiliarity on the part of Mrs. Alarez with the network and local
rograms to be broadcast; by per-
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Television & Radio Management Consultants
Bond Bldg., Wash. 5
National 2173
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GEORGE HOOPER,
WIBG
Philadelphia transmitter
supervisor,
named chief engineer. He takes
over position that has been vacant
since October 1948, when JOHN HENNINGER was advanced from chief
engineer to technical director of
WIBG-AM-FM and also television for
station. Mr.
joined
engineer
staffHooper
in 1936
and station's
became
transmitter supervisor in 1943.
BILL SABO resigns from WCAE Pittsburgh, to join engineering staff of
WWJ Detroit.
JOHN FULLER, engineer at WBBM
Chicago, is father of a girl.
NEW CATALOG giving details on
various microphone models manufactured by Turner Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, currently being distributed.
NEW voltage supply called "Solavolt"
Type CVL, designed as precision source
of regulated voltage with minimum
harmonic distortion, is being manufactured by Sola Electric Co.
sonal explorations of the radio needs
and interests of numerous Tulsa
community leaders; and by detailed
schedules of programs to be broadcast for either a network or a nonnetwork operation. . . .
It was noted that both applicants
submitted program data which assumed affiliation with Mutual. The
decision continued: "In view of the
fact that the Commission's records
now indicate, as somewhat anticipated by each applicant, that a new
and more powerful station in Tulsa
has become affiliated with [Mutual],
we cannot escape the conclusion
that the type, character, origin,
content, derivation and talent participants in the programs to be
broadcast by Mr. Brown are virtually unknown to us and therefore
cannot be held to promise a service
in the public interest." (KOME is
Mutual's Tulsa affiliate.)
Mr. Brown, in addition to his
connection with KWFT, owns 18%
of KGLC Miami, Okla., 24% of
KBYE Oklahoma City, and is vice
president and 0.025% owner of
KEPO El Paso, Tex. He also engages in advertising consultant
work and is part owner of a Dallas
theatre.
Ayora Visits U. S.
ECUADORIAN radio official,
Luis Fernando Ayora of Quito,
who directs Ecuador's cultural
radio station, Casa de la Cultura,
spent two weeks in Washington
on the first leg of his extended
• three-month tour of the United
States. He is observing scriptwriting methods, announcing techniques and program direction employed by commercial U. S. stations and State Dept.'s Voice of
America. Mr. Ayora formerly
was program director of HCJB
(La Voz de los Andes) and recently was named to head the cultural
station, which is governmentfinanced.
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KDYL At Store Opening
CLAIMING a new record in the
Salt Lake City, Utah, market for
concentration of remote broadcasts
and telecasts for a store opening,
KDYL-AM-TV has reported it handled nine radio remotes and a twohour television variety show from
the store for the opening of BeersBigelow, new Salt Lake City television and appliance mart. KDYL
reported that radio and television
coverage coincided with the threeday opening of the new show,
March 31, April 1 and April 3.
Canada BBM Booklet
THE Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, Ont., has announced publication of its booklet,
Canadian Radio Homes Estimates
— 19U9. The booklet, it was pointed
out, consists of the basic figures
that will be used in BBM Station
Reports when the 1950 survey is
completed. With the exception of
Newfoundland, all Canadian provinces are covered. When data for
that province has been compiled,
tabulations will be issued for insertion in the booklet, it was
stated.
DIFFERENT high school choirs from
all over the country featured in sixweek series, Green Cross Song Festival,
over NBC.
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REGULATORY PLAN
Canada Group Makes Proposal
SPECIFIC PROPOSALS for an
independent Canadian radio regulatory body were made in a brief
before the Royal Commission on
Arts, Letters and Sciences at Ottawa on April 11 by the All-Canada Mutually Operated Stations.
The proposal calls for creation of
an Independent Radio Broadcasting Board consisting of a chairman
from the judiciary and a number
of persons selected for their ability
to bring objective consideration to
the matters submitted to them.
The Dept. of Transport would
be the policing body to enforce regulations, to hear applications for
licenses, and to suggest regulations.
The board would be the final deciding body for license applications
and regulations from the Dept. of
Transport and others. The board
would also set fines, cease and desist orders, suspension of "license
and other punishments for broadcasting stations, but there would
be appeal from the board to the
Governor-General-in-Council and
the Supreme Court of Canada.
Networks would be allowed private
stations within certain protective
legislation.
TRANSIT RADIO
St. Louis Plans Disaster Use
TRANSIT RADIO, now in operation on 1,000 of the busses and
streetcars in St. Louis, would play
a vital role in the emergency mobilization plans of the St. Louis
police department, according to Lt.
Col. Curtis Brostron, police inspector.
Lt. Col. Brostron made the observation April 6 at a meeting of
representatives of public and civic
organizations, the press and radio.
The meeting resulted from initial
steps toward formation of an overall liaison committee to cope with
any major disaster. Under the
committee's plans, busses of the
public service company would be
pressed into service for a wide variety of uses.
Outlining how Transit Radio
(furnished in St. Louis by KXOKFM) would be employed, Lt. Col.
Brostron cited the example of a
possible plane crash in the downtown area. Such an incident, he
pointed out, would necessitate the
"signal white" or second phase of
the mobilization plan which is divided into three main phases. He
said that additional police and personnel from agencies represented
on the liaison committee, would
mobilize at police headquarters.
From there, he continued, they
would be dispatched by bus to the
emergency area and, while on their
way to the scene of the disaster,
would receive instructions by Transit Radio, avoiding any loss of time.
BIDS for $15 million worth of tactical
radio sets will be invited in latter part
of this month by Army Signal Corps.

Production

Melody
RT PERRY,
ROBE
Go Roundm.c. onof WLAW
Merry
Lawrence, Mass., appointed program consultant for station.
HELEN BROOKS, formerly director
of childrens programs at KAVE Carlsbad, N. M., appointed director of
women's programs
for WFBR
Baltimore. She succeeds
MARTHA ROSS
TEMPLE, resigned.
JOE VAN POPPEL, graduate of
Academy of Radio
Arts, Windsor, Ont.,
joins
staff of CJIO
St. Thomas,
Ont.,
Miss Brooks
as announcer.
GUY WALLACE
named to handle live studio commermercials on Amalie Magic Theatre on
WCBS-TV New York. He was formerly on announcing staff of CBS
Chicago and is affiliated with WFDR
(FM) New York. LINDA STEVENS,
former motion picture actress, joins
WCBS-TV show as assistant to "The
Great
Volts."STOREY, formerly staff
VAUGHN
man with WLBC Muncie, Ind., joins
staff of WONE Dayton, Ohio. DAN
PRICE, formerly with KWBE Beatrice,
Neb., also joins WONE.
DICK COBB joins production staff of
WBZ Boston, replacing JOHN McLEAN, moved to WBZ-TV production.
JOE POTIER and DICK WARD also
have joined production staff of WBZ.
HAL HACKADY, former CBS writer
and author of Quizzing The News, on
WJZ-TV New York, joins WNEW New
York continuity department.
PHIL SANDY, formerly of CHML
Hamilton, joins announcing staff of
CHUM Toronto.
JOHN LEWELLEN, program director

WTTN
WATERTOWN
Wisconsin

of Quiz Kids (NBC AM-TV), awarded
medal in Boys' Clubs of America 1950
Junior Books competition for You and
Atomic Energy, which he wrote last
BOB STEVENSON, CBS announcer,
replaces TERRY
announcer on CBS O'SULLIVAN
Jack Smith, asDinah
year.
Shore, Margaret Whiting Oxydol Show.
SHELDON
KAPLAN,
recent U. of
Southern California graduate, joins
KLAC-TV
Hollywood studio stage!
crew.
CALVIN
remote stage crew.REED joins station's
ED SULLIVAN, host of CBS' Toast of
the Town, presented TV Digest Award
by Philadelphia Mayor Bernard Samuel
at special performance of program over
WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
GEORGE COMTE, announcer at
WTMJ Milwaukee, is author of song^
"I Went for a Walk in Oconomowoc,"
which is due to be released by London
Records.
MIRIAM McGARVEY joins continuity
editing staff at WBBM Chicago, re- j
placing MARJORIE RETZKE, resigned (
to be married.
FRANK K. DANZIK, radio producer
is the father of a girl, Priscilla Ann.
AIEE

North

East Meet

THE North Eastern District of
the American Institute of Elec
trical Engineers will hold a three
day meeting April 26-28, at th
Sheraton-Biltmore
Hotel, Provi
dence, R. I. Highlight of the ses
sion will be a meeting of the insti
tute's board of directors on Thurs
day, April 27. Information can be
obtained from H. C. Rankin, chairman of the registration committee,
%
Narragansett
Electric Co.,!
Providence,
R. I.

Serving Central Wisconsin
(Richest Farm Market in the World)
$ Local, Regional, Farm and National News
0 Stationcasts a day)
Specializes in Local News (3 local news-

Covers
Last
Radio
Void
Wisconsin's
Albert B. Gale
President
•
Carl V. Kolata
Sec.-Treas.

# Music tailored to local taste
WTTN went on the air April 2 with local, state
and national dignataries participating.
66% of its time was sold before inaugural day:
7 national and 9 regional accounts, rest local.
6 NBC productions have been sold locally
Signal heard far west as LaCrosse, far east as
Milwaukee.
Tower is 228-ft. high, in the heart of Watertown
on Wisconsin National Bank Bldg., with its roots
in nearby ROCK RIVER.
Entire staff has worked together for 10 years.

WATERTOWN
RADIO, INC.
Watertown, Wisconsin
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Spot's High
(Continued from page 112)
for distribution or other reasons,
they can not use network radio. The
Entertainment and Amusement advertisers are a good case in point.
Where they spent less than $10,000
mi the networks in 1949, their net
spot appropriations were approximately $2,352,000. The Publishng and Media field, which bought
pver $2 million net in spot time,
^pent $911,814 on the networks.
Spot users are a much more diversified group than those which
[juy network time. While there
vere only 241 network users reported in 1949, spot business was
placed by several times this number of advertisers. The leading
letwork user in 1949, Procter &
Gamble Co., spent over $17.3 million gross in the medium, more than
a as spent in all but the top spot
>roduct classification. Food and
«"ood Products.
Network business is highly coni entrated in the top five product
'■ lassifications with a total of alnost 749c of all expenditures. In
he spot field only 529c went to the
op five. On the networks these
ive product groups were: Food and
ood Products, Toiletries, Smoking
Haterials, Drugs and Remedies,
nd Soaps, Cleansers and Polishes.
Average spot business received
y the clear channel stations for
he years 1946-48 totaled $428,701
>er station. This is based on data
eleased by the FCC from station

15
N.

(Continued from page9 120)
Spot in '4
J. F. M. A. M. J. J.
Modern Industrial Bank
National Shoes
7
7 7
7 7 7 7
N. Y. Central RR
17 15 15 15 15 15 15
N. Y. Daily News
N. Y. State Savings Bank
Northeast Airlines
8 8 9 9 9 15
Nu-Enamel Corp
1
Paramount Pictures (N.Y.) 15
Peerless Sheets
18 18 18
6
6
6 6
Prudential Ins. Co. of
America
1 1
1
1 1
1 1
R. K. O. Radio Pictures
2
Rap-In-Wax
1
1 1
1 I
1 1
Raritan Valley Farms, Inc
Reading Anthracite
9 9 10 10
9 8 8
Regal Shoes
2 2
Reynolds Wrap
Rheem Mfg. Co. (Household
Appl.)
Ronson
Accessories
202 20 20 20 20
Sage Air Refresher
1111111
Santa Fe Railway
3 3
Satina
1 1
Southern Pacific RR
1 1
Speakman Plumbing
Fixtures
2 2 2 2
Steinway & Sons
Stevens, Patricia, Model
School
7
7 10 10 10 10 6
Travelers Cheques
4 4 4
2-In-l
Shoe
Polish
3
3
3 2 2 2 1
Union Electric Co. of
Missouri
4
41
*1
* 2*
United
Airlines4
1* 2
United Florists Trades

15
S.
1
7

6
15
15
1
6
1
1

15
4

15
1
o.
4
4
1
1
3
2

D.
1
15
2
4 4
12 12
4
1

1
i
l
8
2
3

1
78
9
2
3

|
1
1

1
1

i
2
1

2
1
6
1

2
1
8
i

2
1
8
i

3

3
1

4
1

1
1

1
1

Weatherseal
Valley
'ChurchScreens
of the& Air 6 6 6
Storm Windows
3 3 3
Yankee Shoes

6
1

financial reports and does not include network owned and operated
outlets.
During the same period regional
stations averaged $73,943 per year
from spot. The spot business on
local stations averaged $13,602.

year period were very similar. In
1948, for instance, approximately
$43.8 million was spent for spot on
clear channel stations and $41.2
million on regionals. In the other
two years studied the variation was
not this great. The difference in
per station average revenue comes,
of course, from the greater number
of regional outlets.

appropriations
to The
total dollar
clear channel
stationsma'de
and
total regional stations in the three-

6
1

6
1

ORTH

IMG-W

6
1
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station

outstanding radio-television promotional

program. It's a proven way to add both audience and advertisers .. . proven by hundreds of radio stations over the past
12 years —

now proven a "natural" for television, too!

Each colorful, superbly-executed album is individually
prepared — "tailor-made" for you and distributed throughout your area. Exclusive — available to only one station in
any city. Profitable —

no cost to you or your listeners.

Simple — let us tell you how it's done!

Respects
(Continued from page 92)
balance, Mr. Kaye went to work
for the theatrical Shuberts, as
their counsel.
He had worked for the Shuberts
for several years when Ralph F.
Colin, a member of the firm of
Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin,
then and now counsel for CBS, invited Mr. Kaye to join the firm.
In 1932, two years after he had
done so, Mr. Kaye became a
partner.
In those days CBS did not maintain as extensive a law department
of its own as it has in later years,
and Mr. Kaye performed almost
CO-OP DRIVE
Blackstone Sponsors Contest
TO SPARK its factory-approved
dealer cooperative radio advertising
campaign, Blackstone Washing Machine Corp. is sponsoring a contest
among its 15 district managers
with prizes for those who bring in
the greatest number of radio contracts for the company's three
transcribed programs.
The programs — Blackstone the
Magician, The Phil Brito Show,
and Smilin' Ed McConnell — are
produced for Blackstone by Charles
Michelson Inc., New York transcription program producer. Each
is a quarter-hour show and dealers
and distributors will be urged to
sponsor them under a 50-50 cooperative arrangement.
Factory is offering a Longines
men's wrist watch, Wittnauer men's
watch and a Parker "51" pen-andpencil set as first, second and third
prize, respectively. With the contest scheduled to get underway this
week, contracts already have been
signed, according to Charles Michelson Inc., for one of the three
programs on:
WGRA Cajro, Ga.: WTBC Tuscaloosa,
Ala.; KGYN Guymon, Okla.; WRNO
Orangeburg, S. C; WIHL Hammond.
La.; KTTS Springfield, Mo.; WFOM
Marietta. Ga.; KFJI Klamath Falls,
Ore.; KTIP Porterville, Calif.; KORE
Eugene, Ore.; KPAS Banning, Calif.

director of the League of Women
Voters in New York.

all the network's legal work, except FCC matters. Although such
labors were extensive, Mr. Kaye
gratefully assumed other jobs, lest
he languish in the torpor of a 10hour day.
Through the '30s and early '40s
he represented the NAB in copyright hearings before Congress.
He was a member of the broadcasters' committee that negotiated
with ASCAP in the early '30s
when the licensing group first invoked its percentage basis of assessing fees.
In 1939 he was retained by the
NAB to blueprint the organization
that eventually become BMI.
Mr. Kaye's role in the ensuing
few years of the battle with
ASCAP and the emergence of BMI
was monolithic. In the formative
period of BMI, even he was satisfied that there was enough to do.
It was not unusual for Mr. Kaye to
get in a day's work in New York,
take a night plane to, say, Los
Angeles, hold a two-hour conference with broadcasters there, return by plane to New York and,
upon arrival, resume the work he
had left upon departure. He was
occasionally frustrated by such
distractions as sleep during this
hectic period, but he made every
effort to keep them at a minimum.
As executive vice president and
general counsel of BMI from its
formation, Mr. Kaye, more than
any other individual, was responsiissue)ble for
. its success (see story this

JACK HINES (I), program director of
WTAM Cleveland, receives the Ohio
Safety Council's "Outstanding
Achievement Award" for the station's half-hour show. Give Death a
Holiday. J. C. Hiestand, president
of the safety council, makes the presentation. WTAM also contributed
822 safety announcements, a program featuring Ralph DiPalma, racing
driver, and a show with J. T. Smith,
vice president. Greater Cleveland
Safety Council and chairman of the
Mayor's Traffic
Safety Education
Committee.

Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment,
Interviews. Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.

Haverlin, at the time vice president
in charge of station relations of
MBS, became BMI president.
At the height of the BMI pressure, in 1941, Mr. Kaye was retained by the newpaper-radio committee to represent it at FCC proceedings looking into newspaper
ownership of radio stations. Mr.
Kaye regards his contribution to
that work as one of the most satisfying of his career.
It was during those proceedings
that he set a precedent in FCC
procedures. Until then the right
of cross-examination had not been
granted at FCC hearings, and it
was Mr. Kaye who successfully
argued for the establishment of
such a right.
The tactics used by Mr. Kaye to
try the newspaper-radio case
hinged upon his belief that newspaper-owned stations were indistinguishable from any other stations and that to deprive newspapers of the right of owning stations would be to imperil the
rights of free speech.
Among the witnesses summoned
by Mr. Kaye to support his plea
was Arthur Garfield Hays, who
provided eloquent testimony as to
the belief that the abridgement of
a newspaper's
rightantoabridgement
own a station would be also
of Constitutional guarantees of
freedom of speech.
Another fulltime activity that
Mr. Kaye undertook in the midst
of the formation of BMI was marriage. In 1940 he wed a New
York girl, Muriel Gray, who, like
her husband, is not addicted to
idleness.
At the moment she is

USE CAUTION — LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.

CONTACT

PROTECT

By 1947, when BMI's place in
broadcasting music seemed assured,
Mr. Kaye found the security of
that situation alarming. He decided to quit as the chief executive
officer so that he could devote time
to his numerous other interests.
Called 'A Publisher'
The incident that provoked his
decision was the appearance of his
picture in a music trade magazine
with the caption "prominent music
publisher."
"I decided that it was time I returned to the law," he said.
Mr. Kaye stepped out of the executive vice presidency, although
continuing as vice chairman of the
board and general counsel. Carl

YOURSELF, your STAFF, yonr CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY

For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS

REINSURANCE

Insurance Exchange Bldg.
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Such weekends and summer vacations as they find possible to take,
the
Kayes
spend at Bridge,
their 170-acre
farm at Cornwall
Conn.,
a two-and-a-half-hour trip from
New York.
Their concept of lazy country:
weekends and summers is vigorous
agriculture. Mr. Kaye in recent
years has developed as shewd an
eye for a tomato as for a tort.
He is in charge of the vegetable
gardenvises thewhile
flowers.Mrs. Kaye superLast summer, when Connecticut
was plagued by prolonged drought.!
the gardens
the Yankee
farm-of
ers who had ofworked
the soil
Cornwall Bridge for generations:
shriveled and died. The crops of M
City Slicker
Kaye,a resident
who was inborn,1.*
raised
and still
theH
same block on Manhattan, weraj
bountiful.
He had thoughtfully™
planted in shaded bottom landsjB
The amateur gardner kept his pro-M
fessional neighbors in vegetables™
throughout the summer.
Mr. Kaye's professional mem-*
berships are numerous. Last yeaiH
he held chairmanships of the Copy-B
right Committee of the Assn. o«
the Bar of the City of New YorM
and of the copyright committee
the Patent, Trade Mark and Copy
right Section of the American Ba
Assn.,
ously. the only instance of any in
dividual holding both simultane
He is a member of the UNESC
panel of copyright experts, of th
New York State and County Ba
Assns. and of the FCC Bar Assn
He belongs to the Lawyers Club
the Lotos Club of New York, th
New York Radio Executives Clu
and to the Radio Pioneers Club.
OHIO U. PROJECT
Students Plan Ad Outlays
PLANNING and working out thed
retical advertising budgets of $50,
000 each, in cooperation with Cin
cinnati advertising men, have rd
suited in prize awards to five Ohit
State U. radio advertising students
The project was sponsored bj
the Advertisers Club of Cincinnatj
under direction of Howard Camp
bell of Gardner Publications Inq
club board member. Each student
in elfect, became advertising man
ager of a company and was grraj
between March 1 and May 30 to sej
up their campaigns with the theo
retical $50,000 budget. Forty paper
were submitted.
The winners, members of Di
Kenneth Dameron's radio advertis
ing class, are: Hilda Roller, Cleve
land; William Smith, Parkersburg
W. Va.; Robert Rapp and Russel
Raymond, both of Columbus, am
Karl Dicken, West Jefferson, Ohic

FM PROMOTION campaign at WTAG
AM-FM Worcester, Mass., given extr;
boost by switching station breaks t
read, "WTAG — FM and AM."
• Telecastini
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CBS
SET

MAKERS

TBS COLOR got one of its biggest
breaks of FCC's current television
learings last week, while FCC
rounsel and manufacturers' witnesses tangled over the prospects
iif set makers producing — or refusing to produce — receivers that
vill accommodate the CBS system.
The threat of "compulsory government action" was raised again
—if government has such authorfcy— as an ultimate method of
orcing manufacturers to produce
ets adapted to receive the otherwise non-compatible CBS system.
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board
h airman of RCA, or RCA PresiLent Frank Folsom was slated to
estify on the production question,
•ossibly this week, after RCA counel waved aside FCC Assistant
Jeneral Counsel Harry M. Plot:in's request for a subpena to
ompel them or appropriate highevel RCA officials to appear.
Mr. Plotkin's subpena request
ame after Dr. Elmer W. Engtrom, RCA Labs, vice president
p charge of research, testified
iCA did not know whether it
."ould produce receivers or adaptrs for the CBS system if its nonompatible technique is approved.
Smith Testimony
David B. Smith, Philco vice presdent in charge of engineering,
estified earlier that his firm would
make what the public demands"
: only the CBS system is adopted,
robably manufacturing both
tandard black-and-white and CBS
Dior sets as well as combinations.
Mr. Smith reiterated his prefernce for a "compatible" system,
ach as RCA's, and opposed adopon of multiple standards or, at
lis time, anything more than
road general standards for any
ne system. Though he considered
a question for management, he
nought Philco would be "very
sluctant" to broadcast CBS color
a its WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia
at this time," but would be "very
appy" to carry all network prorams in color if the RCA system
approved.
Mr. Plotkin cut short his crosslamination of RMA President
. C. Cosgrove in protest that he
as getting no useful information
i his effort to determine probable
MA policy if non-compatible —
BS — standards are adopted. He
lestioned the advisability of peritting trade organizations like
MA to participate in such pro?edings
noting
member com>ge 133 • BROADCASTING

Color

Manufacture

Is Hearing

Issue

BALK?

panies are thus "insulated" from
appearing in their own behalf.
The break for CBS color came in
the form of reports submitted by
E. W. Chapin, head of FCC's Laboratory Division. The reports
credited the CBS system with generally superior color reproduction
and definition, noted relatively low
costs of adapting existing monochrome sets to receive CBS color
in black-and-white, and, on the
basis of preliminary tests, asserted
the "probability" that in-channel
interference with the RCA system
is about twice as great as for
standard monochrome.
Mr. Chapin's data — on which he
has not yet faced cross-examination, and prepared before RCA
demonstrated its new tri-color tube
— also appeared to strike a blow at

AN diANAG
FL
T.
F. FLANAGAN,
managing
rector of the National Assn. of
Radio Station Representatives, last
week charged that Procter & Gamble was seeking three-year rate
freezes from television stations on
which it was placing its Beulah
Show, scheduled to start next fall
on ABC-TV.
The P&G agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, submitted an explanation that was at variance with
Mr. Flanagan's statements.
Mr. Flanagan, in a letter to
Howard Morgens, P&G vice president, said that stations were "appalled by your action, through your
advertising agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, and the ABC network, for a three-year freeze on
television rates for the Beulah
Show."Cites Morgen's Speech
The NARSR executive recalled
Mr. Morgens' outline of P&G policies regarding radio and television
rates before a New York Radio
Executives Club meeting a fort. night ago [Broadcasting, April
10]. Mr. Morgens, in the address,
said P&G looked forward to future
declines in radio time rates and to
future increases in television rates.
A spokesman for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample told Telecasting
that Mr. Flanagan was not correct
in stating that rate protection for
three years had been sought.
The spokesman said that stations had been asked to accept the
April

the feasibility of establishing dual
or multiple color standards except
on a relatively short-term basis,
holding that different allocation
plans might be necessary for RCA
and CBS systems.
Chapin Reports on CTI
With respect to Color Television
Inc.'s system — the third under
FCC study— Mr. Chapin said CTI
had supplied no color receiver, but
that "because of the degree of
degradation of the CTI picture as
received in monochrome, there is
serious doubt whether the system
is either compatible or adaptable."
Laboratory Division tests, Mr.
Chapin said, tended to substantiate
CBS' and RCA's own estimates of
the interference ratios which would
be required for their respective

systems for normal tolerance and
offset co-channel operations.
He thought "a figure near 30
decibels" for offset operation would
be sufficiently accurate for allocation purposes under either system,
but emphasized this figure represents the "tolerable" value for
satisfying only 50% of the listeners in a given region. Available data, he said, indicate the
RCA color system "may require
some 3 db more protection from
offset co-channel interference than
theFrom
CBS the
system."
standpoint
of co-chan-of
nel interference
to the reception
either CBS or RCA color in monochrome, Mr.variation
Chapin reported
significant
from "no
the
values required for the reception
(Continued on page 157)

Rqte Freezes
Char^
P&G
HITS
The Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample
program on firm two-year contracts
spokesman said that one element
at present rates with an option
for renewal the third year at rates
of the proposal that was favorable
to stations was that the Beulah
not exceeding an increase of 33%%
over present levels. Further, he Show would be 28% minutes long,
said, the contracts would call for in comparison with the more common "half-hour" program length
a full 52 weeks of telecasts per
of 29% minutes.
year, without summer hiatus.
Twenty stations have already acHe pointed out that this would
enable stations to sell a minute
cepted the proposal, the spokesman
said.
more for local announcements than
is usually possible.
The P&G proposal for its forthIn his letter to the P&G vice
coming Beulah Show is not unlike
that made a year ago by General
president, Mr. Flanagan said that
Mills for its Lone Ranger television
NARSR members represent twothirds of all television stations now
show — also placed by Dancer-Fitzeerald-Sample and also on ABCoperating.
TV.
"I hope," he wrote, "that the
ABC network will show you the
"Difficult To Understand"
In his letter to Mr. Morgens, Mr.
telegrams and letters they are receiving from stations in protest
Flanagan said:
against this attempt of a prefer"It is difficult for the broadcastential and discriminatory threeing industry to understand why
AM rates must be adjusted in cer- year freeze as against an industry
tain instances to audience changes
26-weeks custom of rate protecwhile at the same time you ask
that television rates be held in a
low bracket vise that prevents their
RCA TV Exhibit
being adequately adjusted for
NEW TV exhibit, by RCA
changes
in audience."
Mr. Flanagan
added that Mr.
Victor Div., is to open April
Morgens could "back up with ac25 at the Chicago Museum
tion."
tion your excellent address at the
of
Science and Industry. VisRadio Executives Club if you will
itors can operate various
now withdraw your three-year reunits
by
means of buttons
quest and content yourself with tbe
and levers, and learn the
why and wherefores of TV,
usual trade practice of 26 weeks'
protection, which under the circumoutlining processes from
stances is most generous in the
camera to living room set.
television medium."
17, 1950
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KITTY DIERKEN SELLS
Merchandise Moves on WAAM
"HOW would you like to move
merchandise at the rate of three
items every two minutes? Would
you like to be in on a TV program
which sells (instead of merely displaying) and sells to every audience in reach of a picture tube?
How would you like to gross over
$4,700 in direct orders in a fourweek period? And would you like
a measurable, sure response of 900
telephone calls and hundreds of letters each and every week, with an
average of 46 cash-order phone
calls every afternoon half-hour and
49 cash-order calls every evening?"
These questions are asked by
WAAM (TV) Baltimore which
claims each and every one is fulfilled by its Kitty Dierken Shops
for You show, seen twice daily
Monday-Friday.
In tracing the program's pulling
power, WAAM goes back to Kitty
Dierken's debut on Sept. 14, 1949.
The TV setting had the appearance
of being "just another women's
program." But the novel twist
came when Miss Dierken, instead of
displaying the merchandise and
letting it go at that, invited direct
orders. The viewer was invited to
phone in name, address and order.
A slide, giving WAAM's address
and phone number was superimposed over the studio scene.
First Response
The response? Well, the show
drew seven calls, five of which were
for information, but Miss Dierken
did manage to sell a cake slicer and
an ash tray on that opening show.
From the beginning, Miss Dierken promised to keep the two shows
— afternoon and evening— aimed
at career girl and housewife alike
and to keep the shows alike in
merchandise displayed and in interviews.
WAAM said its reason for the
second show was the anticipation
that afternoon viewers would tip
their friends off to bargains displayed in the afternoon so they
could see for themselves at 6
o'clock.
The first time the evening show
was shown, the station said, it got
10 calls, five orders. From then
on the calls and orders trebled and
by mid-February, Miss Dierken was
averaging $244.60 in sales and
moving an average of three items
every two minutes, WAAM stated.
One feature of this sales record,
it is pointed out, is the fact that
viewers buy in the majority of cases
without knowing trade names of
the products or retail sources. The
program itself is sold on a spot
or segment basis to advertisers interested in a single rate for the
two programs daily.
The emphasis, WAAM said, is
on low-budget, sensible items. In
addition, Miss Dierken conducts a
"Cooking Talent Scout" search for
clever home cooking, inviting gifted
housewives and their discoverers
to come to her TV apartment and
Page 4
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(TV) Shopping Show

demonstrate to the other folks in
the audience the charms of their
culinary specialties.
Added to this approach is the
work of the WAAM production
staff. Co-directors Paul Kane and
Ed Sarrow handle the afternoon
and evening shows, respectively.
The apartment setting is turned out
by Art Director Barry Mansfield
and staff.
Typical Comments
Typical of sponsors' comments
on the merchandising feats performed by WAAM's Kitty Dierken
is the following from Ideal Novelty
& Toy Co., presentation
New York: ".in. .her
Kitty's
wonderful
live
demonstration brought satisfying
comment from all the buyers of the
leading department stores in Baltimore. They were so thrilled with
the results that they featured and
promoted the identical toys Kitty
demonstrated."
Oklahoma

Clinic

REGISTRATIONS are being accepted for a television clinic to be
conducted June 25-July 1 by WKYTV Oklahoma City and the U. of
Oklahoma, Sherman P. Lawton,
university radio coordinator, has
announced. Advance instruction
is planned for station personnel,
teachers and others with pertinent
backgrounds. Inquiries should be
addressed to Mr. Lawton at the
U. of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
Registration fee is $15.

7i/m

JQepoit

TEN-MINUTE film shorts, Midget
Movies, released through Toby Anguish, Hollywood for telecasting
starting May 1 on KTSL (TV) Los
Angeles. Films, composed mostly
of stories from Aesop's Fables, will
run five weekly. . . . Jed Buell,
formerly general manager of Carl
Laemmle theatres and California
Universal Chain, joins American
Releasing Corp., Los Angeles, as
vice president. Firm recently was
appointed by Anim-Pictures Corp.,
Los Angeles to distribute commercial TV spots.
Protestant Radio Commission, interdenomination agency of major
religions, held press screening of
first in series of pictures, prepared
especially for television and available to church groups. Series consisting of Biblical stories enacted
by marionettes, and filmed in color
can also be telecast in black-andwhite. First of planned 13-cycle
series was shown at Museum of
Modern Art, New York.

Kitty Dierken with an array of merchandise.
SMPTE

SESSION

Chicago Meet April 24-28
VIDEO ENGINEERS, participating for the first time as members,
will hear television papers at the
67th semi-annual convention of the
Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers in Chicago's
Drake Hotel April 24-28. TV men
were officially included in the membership early this year when the
name of the society was altered.
"The Properties and Characteristics of Color Television Systems
Proposed
will be
defined
by Frank toH. FCC"
Mcintosh,
consulting
engineer in Washington, at the
opening evening session April 24.
He will be followed by Col. John R.
Howland of Zenith Radio Corp.,
Chicago, who will trace the progress of Phonevision. He will discuss the economics of the subscription TV system, along with the
upcoming Chicago test next fall.
W. R. Fraser and G. J. Badgley
of the Naval Photographic Center
in Washington will talk about
"Motion Picture Photography of
Color TV Images" April 25 at the
morning session. With them will
be Prof. Arthur B. Bronwell of
Northwestern U., Evanston, 111.,
giving a "Critical Evaluation of
Color Television" (CBS, RCA,
CTI) ; Constantin S. Szegho of the
Rauland Corp., Chicago, "Color
Cathode Ray Tube With Three
Phosphor
and T.andP. J.
Dew-S.
hirst,
F. Bands"
N. Gillette
Ewing of Hertner Electric Co.,
Cleveland, "Component Arrangement for a Versatile TV Receiver."
Other speakers that morning —
France B. Berger of the General
Precision Lab., Pleasantville, N. Y.,
"Characteristics of Motion Picture
and
Television
Projection
E. Arthur
Hungerford
Jr., U.Screens";
S. Navy
Special Devices Center, Port WashY., "Television
Means
of Massington, N.Instruction
in As
thea Armed
Forces." Richard S. O'Brien of CBS
New York will speak on "CBS Television Staging and Lighting Practices" at the afternoon session that
day. With him will be R. L. Garman
and R. W. Lee of the General Precision Lab., "TV Pickup Tubes and
Techniques Used in Studio Film
Chain Cameras"; Mr. Garman and
Blair Foulds of the same firm, "Some
Commercial Aspects of a New 16mm
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Intermediate Film TV System" I
Wayne R. Johnson of Earle C. An |
thony Inc., KFI-TV Los Angeles
"Progress Report on an Experimenta,
Electronic Background Projector fo
TV,"
and Rudy
Bretz,
producer
an'
consultant
and head
of the
television
department of the Dramatic Work
shop and Technical Institute, Ne\-|
York, "TV Special Effects."
After the video sessions Tuesda;
evening, engineers will tour stulf
dios of WGN-TV, Chicago Tribun i
station.
A forum discussion oj :
studio lighting will be conducted
there.
PROGRAM
COSTS
Phonevision Cited As Ait
"THE ACHILLES heel of televi
sion" — high programming costswill be "protected" by Phonevision
which adds revenue from consum
ers to that now taken in from ad
vertisers, Comdr. Eugene F. Mc
Donald Jr., president of Zenith Ra
dio Corp., asserted last week. Ii
a letter to Movie Producer Eddi
LeBaron of Hollywood, Mr. Mci
Donald outlined how Phonevisioi
will help advertisers.
Sanctioning the policy of "hav
ing two economic legs to stand on,';
the Zenith president pointed ou
that newspapers
and magazine,have long gained revenue from th\
customer as well as advertisei
"Radio is the only nation-wid<
'giveaway' advertising medium fo:the public that has ever succeeded
and its success has been possibli
only because it is the cheapest wa;
known to disseminate news, infor
mation and entertainment to th>
public," he said.
"In an almost parallel sense, w<
are trying with Phonevision ti
enable TV to build soundly on thii
proven economic pattern," he con
tinued. "The second economic leg
customer revenue paid via th(
Phonevision 'box office,' is critically important for TV because it!
production costs are not, like ra^
dio's, cheap. Phonevision is an addi
tion to, not a substitute for, TV

it
.
•;

i
i
.

advertising programs and revenue.'
WCBS-TV New York has purchase,
for
exclusive
viewingmanj2'
feature
motion New
picturesYork
including
Hollywood hits. Starting date has no
been announced yet.
BROADCASTING
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SPOT

TV

FLEXES

iTELEVISION spot business
fin 1949 brought the industry
■a dollar volume of income
equal to the entire industry
revenue the previous year —
|8.6 million.
The number of spot users
Increased from 230 in December 1948 to 427 in December
1949. This business was earned by 41 stations in the last month
if 1948 and 89 outlets in the same
nonth of 1949, according to the
Rorabaugh Report on Television
Advertising .
j To determine the type products
which placed this ever growing
:j-olume of business, the Research
^iDept. of Telecasting surveyed the
Nation's television outlets.
J From these reports it was found
dhat 52% of the net spot business
was concentrated in only four prodlet classifications: Jewelry, Optical
ioods and Cameras; Automotive,
Automotive Accessories and Equipment; Food and Food Products,
nd Smoking Materials. This is the
fame percentage of domination
^hich was held by the top five radio
ot classifications (see story page
)•
Top Categories
"J The advertisers of Jewelry, Opti■fes.1 Goods and Cameras were rebrted by station operators to be the
ading users of television spot time.
J) 1949 they spent over $1.3 mil|jon, 15.3% of the $8.6 million estiated for television's net spot ini£»me. The high dollar volume in
I \\% classification is, no doubt, due
6 1 the activity of Benrus Watch Co.,
luiulova Watch Co. and Ronson Art
i ctetal Works Inc. All three of the
•mpanies were heavy buyers of
» '/levision spot time throughout the
i |3ar.
II \ This J ewelry product classifica6 "on also was quite active in the
}-jidio spot field, spending about $4.6
E jdllion net last year and taking
I jxth place. Network gross ex;!''jnditures were low in both radio
'id
onlyfor$105,057
r TVtelevision
and $2.8with
million
radio.
The ability to demonstrate on
ievision made the medium highly

MUSCLES

Grows

Television Spot Advertising by Product Classification — 7949
$ Business
Business
(Net)
%4.5%
Total
Product
Groups*
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
14.0
Automotive, Auto Access. & Equip.
$ 1,204,000
387,000
9.0
Beer, Wine & Liquor
774,000
395,600
4.6
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
249,400
Consumer Services
2.9
12.4
1.0
Food & Food Products
1,066,400
Gasoline, Lubricants & Fuels
86,000
473,000
5.5
1.0
Household Equip., Appliances & Supplies
Household Furnishings
15.3
86,000
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
1,315,800
Radios, Phonographs, Musical Instruments
232,200
& Access.
438,600
Retail Stores & Shops
2.7
937,400
10.9
1.0
5.1
Smoking Materials
86,000
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
* Product groups representing less than 1 % of all television spot business
are omitted in this table.
Note: Estimates are based on TELECASTING Research Dept. Survey of National & Regional Television Spot Business in 1949.
ing month and most outlets carried
three spots
mobile firm. a week for the auto-

popular with advertisers of Automobiles and Automotive Products.
This classification ranked second in
spot and third in network television. Approximately $1,204,000
went to spot and $1,546,287 for
gross network time. The spot appropriation was 14% of the net
total.
Most of the automotive firms
were rather sporadic in their spot
purchases, buying a number of
spots on a large list of stations for
a short time. Oldsmobile Div. of
General Motors, however, continued
its heavy purchases after starting
on 30 stations in July. This list
jumped to 36 stations the follow-

Food and Food Product advertisers, one of the leading classifications in both television and radio,
spent approximately $1,066,400 for
net video spot time in 1949. This
was 12.4% of the total. The classification ranked fourth in network
television where gross time sales
were almost $1.3 million.
In dollar volume of radio purchases the classification ranked first
in both spot and network. Over
$23.6 million went to spot and $45.3
million for gross network time purchases.

Nationally in '49
This classification does not appear to have been dominated by any
one TV spot advertiser, although
the Borden Co. bought time on a
large number of stations, especially
during the latter part of the year.
Rorabaugh reports that 112 accounts were active in this field in
December 1949 compared to 34 in
the same month of 1948. This was
the largest number of advertisers
in any product group for either
month.
While food advertising was
spread out among a number of accounts, fourth ranking Smoking
Material advertisers had their
power concentrated within a few
manufacturers. This product group
placed about $937,400 worth of net
video spot business, 10.9% of the
total for 1949. In spot radio the
classification was low, appearing in
12th place with net expenditures of
about $3.3 million.
On both the radio and television
networks Smoking Material advertisers ranked high. In the TV
field this was the leading group
with gross expenditures of over $2.3
million while the radio networks
got over $23.5 million. Out of the
top five TV network advertisers in
1949, two were tobacco firms, R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. and Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co.
There were 13 Smoking Material
advertisers placing spot business
in the last month of 1949, according
to Rorabaugh, only 3% of the total
spot advertisers. Of these, however,
three placed business on over 30
(Continued on page 157)
241

VIDEO'
TELEVISION
became
S a national
'49
advertising medium in 1949, and is
destined for continued '50 growth.
Completion of the New YorkChicago coaxial cable circuits in
1949 made possible simultaneous
reception of live programs across
the eastern half of the country in
cities as widely separated as Boston and St. Louis. Development of
improved kinescopic films enabled
delayed broadcasts of TV programs
in cities not connected with the

point
of origin. And S
set builders
CLI
and sellers ENT
did their part by putting TV sets into more than 3.5
million homes by the year's end.
A total of 241 advertisers used
TV network time during the year,
with combined gross time charges
of $12,294,513. Advertisers using
TV spot campaigns during 1949
totaled 853. Local clients of TV
stations numbered in the thousands.
And there are no signs of anything
but continued growth in 1950. Feb-

on

Network

ruary saw 65 advertisers on the
video networks, 423 who used spot
time on one or more stations and
1,890 video clients at the local level.
The' use of TV by individual advertisers during 1949 and the outlook for 1950 are described in the
following tables and articles which
analyze the various classes of TV
business, group by group. It is
worthy of note here, however, that
the pattern (%of advertising on the
(Continued on page 158)

COMPARATIVE EXPENDITURES IN TELEVISION BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Agriculture & Farming (Page 136)
Apparel, Footwear & Accessories (Page 136)
Automotive Equipment & Accessories (Page 136)
Aviation Equipment & Accessories (Page 138)
• Beer, Wine (Page 138)
• Building Material & Fixtures (Page 140)
Candy & Soft Drinks (Page 140)
• Consumer Services (Page 142)
Drugs & Remedies (Page 142)
Entertainment (Page 144)
Food & Food Products (Pagel44)
Gas & Oil (Page 146)
i
Horticulture (Page 146)
Household Equipment (Page 146)
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0.3Net)
%Spot
4.5
14.0

Network
(% Gross)
2.3
12.6

9.0
4.6
0.4
2.9
0.7
0.4
12.4
1.0
0.2
5.5

2.7
1.5
0.5
2.0
10.5
5.9
3.7
April

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Household Furnishings (Page 150)
Industrial Materials (Page 150)
Insurance (Page 150)
Jewelry & Optical Goods (Page 151)
Publishing & Media (Page 151)
Radios, TV Sets, Musical Instruments (Page 152)
Retail Outlets (Page 153)
Smoking Materials (Page 153)
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes (Page 154)
Sporting Goods & Toys (Page 154)
Toiletries (Page 155)
Transportation & Travel (Page 156)
Miscellaneous (Page 156)
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1.0
Net)
0.5
Spot
15.3
0.4
0.8
2.7

Network
(% Gross)
6.7
1.1
0.1
0.9
19.4

1.0
10.9
5.1

19.4
0.1
0.9
8.3
0.7

0.8
4.8
0.4

0.4
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ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. CO.
was the only advertiser to use network television in 1949 to sell farm
equipment
this tocompany's
use
of TV was and
confined
institutional
sponsorship of a single telecast
of the National Farm and Home
Hour, which A-C sponsors each
week on NBC's radio network. The
one-time TV program originated
last November from the International Livestock Show in Chicago.
The year 1950 opened with three
spot video advertisers in this class,
one more than there were in 1949.
Cargill Inc. last May began advertising its feeds and dog food

Class

Network
(Gross)

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

1949

this station, using participations
on Gordon's Garden. Staley Milling Co. in January began advertising its feed through Mai Hanson's Grass Roots show or
WOW-TV Omaha.

(Net)
1949
Network
$25,800
No. of Stations Gross Time
Hours per$4,275
Week Costs
Advertiser, Program and Agency Product
Radio has always been more conALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. CO.
Farm Equipment
NBC-25-1
cerned with the farm family as
"National
Farm
&
Home
Hour"
(one
time)
Bert S. Gittins
consumers of foods, clothing and
$4,275
Spot * other produce of general use thar
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
TELECASTING Estimate
with the tools and equipment wit?
television last May and continues
with announcements on KSTP-TV
which the farmer plies his proMinneapolis-St. Paul, added a to sponsor the Mid-Week Gardener
fes ion. Itseems unlikely that TV's
abundant mass appeal will leave
on KFI-TV Los Angeles. In Febweekly sports review on WDAF-TV
ruary 1950, Kellogg Supply Co. much free time for this more
Kansas City in December. Red Star
limited class advertising.
Fertilizer Co. also began using
also began advertising fertilizer on

2:

A FEW YEARS back, when speculation about television and its
probable effects on the distribution
of the advertising dollar was
favorite pastime in advertising
circles, there was general agreement that TV's major impact would
be in the field of apparel advertising.
Never great users of radio, the
makers of wearing apparel and
accessories were foreseen as eagerly
embracing TV which would enable
them to show their products in use.
It was anticipated that fashion
shows, staged for the vast home
audience instead of for small
groups of women in stores, would
become a major form of video programming. Some prophets even
foretold the decline of newspapers,
as their chief advertisers, the
department stores, turned to TV to
better display the latest fashions.
Ten Apparel Accounts
For whatever reason, these
prophecies have not come to pass,
at least not up to now. The 103
users of TV network facilities during 1949 include only 10 apparel
advertisers whose combined expenditures for time aggregated only
2.3% of the total TV network time
purchases of all advertisers. Adding Bond Stores, men's clothing
chain which PIB classifies under the
"Retail" heading, raises the apparel
group's expenditures to only 2.5%
of the total. In February 1950,
last month for which full records
are available, there were four TV
network advertisers from this
group.
The Rorabaugh Report on Television Advertising for February
shows 14 apparel advertisers using
TV spot (3.7% of the total number). During 1949, according to
Rorabaugh, this group accounted
for 60 of TV's spot clients (7.0%
of the total number). At the local
level this February, there were
120 apparel advertisers using TV
C 6.3 % of the total number). Assuming that the 59 department
stores using local TV that month
Page 6

CLASS 1. AGRICULTURE & FARMING

• TELECASTING

advertised mainly apparel items,
which is probably overgenerous,
would raise the percentage to 9.0,
still not an overwhelming share
of the local TV advertising.
Perhaps some apparel makers
are waiting for color television,
the better to display their merchandise. The majority of this
group, however, would seem to be
good menprospects
for TV time salestoday.
Network advertisers from this
class last year, in addition to those
listed in the table, were: A.
Sagner'scasts ofSon
sponsoring
the Inc.,
Pimlico
races telelast

May on ABC for Northcool clothes
($1*0,960 for time); Textron Inc.
(women's apparel), sponsoring the
Hartmans in a half-hour weekly
domestic comedy series on NBC,
February-May ($18,120) ; Trimount
Clothing (men's clothes), with Dr.
Polgar, hypnotist, on CBS, September and October, in a 10-minute
weekly series ($20,718). Maiden
Form Brassiere Co. in October began participating three times a
week in the CBS Vanity Fair daytime series ($15,840 to the end of
1949) and is still using the show.
Fashion Frocks Inc. in January
became a participating sponsor of

CLASS 2. APPAREL, FOOTWEAR & ACCESSORIES
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Product
Advertiser, Program and Agency
Menswear
CLUETT, PEABODY & CO.
"Arrow Show"
Young & Rubicam
Shoes
INTERNATIONAL SHOE CO.
"Howdy
Doody"
Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Keds
U. S. RUBBER CO.
"Lucky
Pup"
Fletcher D. Richards Inc.
Textiles
BATES MFG. CO.
"Girl
About
Town"
James P. Sawyer Inc.
FRANK H. LEE CO. (Disney Inc.)
Hats
"NBC
News
Review"
Grey Adv. Agency
Garters, Belts,
A. STEIN & CO.
"Identify"
Suspenders
Louis A. Smith Co.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

3:
Class
THE AUTOMOTIVE industry had
its biggest year in 1949 and it may
be more than purely coincidental
that in that year the manufacturers
of motor cars, tires and accessories
began to make intensive use of
television for their advertising.
The six members of this class
who used time on the TV networks

1949
Network
(Gross) Spot
(Net) *
$284,801 $387,000
Network 1949
No. of Stations
Gross Time
Hours per Week Costs
NBC-1 6-V2
S48.720
(Jan.-May)
NBC-24-1/4
(Aug.-Dee.)
CBS-1 4-1/4
(Mar.-Nov.)
NBC-16-20min.
(Jan.-April)
NBC-20-10min.
! Jon. -April)
ABC-1
2-1/4
(Feb.-May)

46,440
38,496
32,300
30,363
22,844

TELECASTING Estimate

Vanity Fair on a twice-weekh
basis. Sundial Shoe Co. that montl
started sponsoring the Friday quar
ter-hour Lucky Pup program or
CBS. International Shoe Co.
continuing its Howdy Doody spon
sorship for 15 minutes eacl
Wednesday on NBC, has added •
new TV program Super Circus
sharing sponsorship of the seconc
half of the ABC Sunday evening
hour on an every-other week basi
with M & M Ltd.
Apparel advertisers using T\
on a spot basis in February in
eluded : B.V.D. Corp., using an
nouncements on one station for it:
men's wear; Bond Stores, men';
clothing, announcements on om
station; Brown Shoe Co., partici
pations and announcements on 1<
stations; Cat's Paw Rubber Co.
announcements on three station
for rubber heels and soles; Coma
Hosiery Mills, announcements 01
four stations; Fashion Frocks
participations on three stations
Galey & Lord (fabrics), announce
ments on two stations; Goodyea
Tire & Rubber Co. (shoe products)
announcements on one station; Hi]
Shoe Co., announcements on on
station; International Shoe Co., an
nouncements on 10 stations; Le
Hat Co., participations on one sta
tion;
Clothes on
(men'
clothes),Ripley
announcements
tw
stations; John B. Stetson Cc
(hats), announcements on thre
stations; Williamson Dickie (wor!
clothes), weekly boxing matches o;
one station.

. (fodomoiivfL
.
.
in 1949, while less than 6% of the during 1949.
103 video network advertisers in
Last year's video spot adverl
the year, accounted for 12.7% of tisers included 24 from this group]
TV network time purchases, ac- 2.8% of the total number, according
cording to the records of PIB.
to Rorabaugh reports on TV ad j
These same records reveal that vertising, which show 13 make
this group contributed only 3.6%
of automobiles, five kinds of tires
of the total gross time sales of five accessories and one make o
(Continued on page 138)
the four nationwide radio networks
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STATIONS

...

try out

this

formula

f/ffl/////////////////////////M^^

AAP=GF=GA=M^$

I

i

4

»

AAP

JL

Associated Artists Productions
Good

MA

Honor
New York City
WCBS
WABD
WNBT
WATV
WPIX
Los Angeles
KNBH
KTLA
KTTV
Washington, D. C.
WNBW
Chicago
WMAL
WNBQ
WGN
WBKB
Detroit
WJBK
WXYZ

Films

Greater Audience

Cincinnati
WCPO
WKRC

More Advertisers

Boston
WBZ
Atlanta
WSB
San Francisco
KPIX
KRON
Philadelphia
WPTZ

Increased Revenue
This formula has been proven by the best
TV stations in the country. (See Honor Roll)

Roll
Dayton
WHIO
Louisville
WHAS
St. Paul, Minn.
KSTP
San Antonio
WOAI
Omaha, Neb.
KMTV
WOW
Jacksonville, Fla.
WMBR
Pittsburgh, Pa.
WDTV
WOC
Davenport, Iowa
Charlotte
WBTV
Huntington
WSAZ
Houston
KLEE
Johnstown
WJAC
San Diego
KFMB
Seattle
KING

Associated Artists Productions

(L&4Haicrti£*THE

v PHILADELPHIA

STORY"

Let us show

you how this formula can
work for you!

Paul Diamond

Director of Television

444 MADISON

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

MU

A/so so/e distributor:

,:e 137
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Automotive
(Continued from page 136)
trailer advertised with video spot
campaigns. This ratio continued
in the early months of 1950. The
Eorabaugh TV report for February
shows nine spot accounts from this
group, 2.1% of the total number.
At the local level, automobile and
automotive equipment advertisers
in February totaled 242, 12.7% of
all local TV users. Dollar figures
are not available for spot and local
TV business.
The first quarter of 1950 saw
automotive production reach an alltime high, even surpassing the production record set in the like period
of 1949, and industry spokesmen
anticipate that the first six months
of this year will similarly exceed
the first half of 1949. Television
may be expected to play its part
in keeping automotive sales at the
same high level as production.
Ford Campaign
The same six companies that
used TV network time during last
year continued its use in the opening months of 1949, but on an expanded volume of billings, due
largely to a flash campaign by
Ford in the latter part of January
and early February. As part of an
intensive campaign for the 1950
Fords, which also included heavy
radio expenditures, the company
assumed sponsorship of two telecasts of five top-ranking TV network sustainers : One Man's Family
and Leave It to the Girls on NBC,
Hands of Murder on DuMont,
Super Circus (second half -hour)
on ABC, and Front Page on CBS.
All of the TV network automotive advertisers are continuing
their regular programs into 1950.
In addition, Ford has assumed
sponsorship of the Wednesday
evening telecasts of Kukla, Fran
& Ollie, half-hour Monday-throughFriday series on NBC. Ford has

that in the fall »'»'~,'»''»'~~~~^»~»~~~'»~~~~~'»m~~«."m»~»».»mmm'm%.m»mm«mmmmm»i
also announced
Ford Theatre, hour-long dramatic
CLASS 3. AUTOMOTIVE, AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
program on CBS, will be telecast & ACCESSORIES
1949
weekly in place of its present
Network Spo
every-other-week schedule. Packard
leading network ADVERTISERS
SfiSm
$1 204X
Motor
Co.
has
just
launched
HoliNetwork
' Grot*
1949 '
day
House,
half -hour
weekly
No. of Station*
Time Cost.
Hours per Week
comedy show, on ABC. Another Advertiser, Program and Agency Product
$664,511
impending TV motor account is general motors corp.
2,130
A.l product ck-im*
Chrysler Corp., which is planning 2J£3E£ffi Co.
tt'aw
n.Gtrrkagainst
TVfs itssoonplants
as the
„ s A„
chevf<>|6t
CK_
UAW Strike
IS „|nside
Campbell-Ewald
Co.
Cars
(Sept.-Dec.)
ended.
Football Games
Chevrolet DuM-20-3 78,663
Spot Advertisers Campbell-Ewald Co.
Cars
(Sept.-Nov.)
182,700
NBC-39-V2
Chevrolet
, TV field
„
.
. „_
Campbell-Ewald
Co.
Cars
' Chevrolet
from the
advertisers
Spot
automotive
m. t~,
February
m„ _ ,TV„ Theater"
eluded
Corp., which deCo.
loV^
^
24'813
spite theChrysler
strike, maintained its „CBS News„
oidsmobile CBS-7-3/4 170,390
video promotion of Chryslers — an- D. P. Brother & Co.
Cars
(Feb.-Dec.)
nouncements on two TV Stations, a "Fireball-Fun for All"
Buick Cars
NBC-38-1 147,250
daily 10-minute newsreel on one Kudner Agency Inc.
(June-Oct.)
Station; of Dodges
15-minute "NBC Newsreel"
Oidsmobile NBC-7-Vi 7,680
(Jon.-Feb.)
Cars
weekly sports reviews on three sta- D' P' Brother * Co2,285
'
,
_
McManus,
John
&
Adams
Cars
(one
tme)
CBS-10-V2
?°ntiae
.
.
S}l0F"a
'^?."ety
stafour
on
announcements
tions,
tions — and ,of Plymouths
. . „CO.
. . .— an-FORD MOTOR
443 705
nouncements
on
one
station.
„,..
.
r
.
1D
,,„
,
.
_
,„,,
„
_ , .
_ ,
,
Through the Crystal Ball
Ford Cars
CBS-21-V? 41,195
Ford
m
i ebruary
sponsored J. Walter Thompson Co.
(April-July)
programs and announcements for "United Nations"
Ford Cars
CBS-12-lO 140,500
Fords
on 14 Stations
and for Kenyon & Eckhardt
(Nov.-Dec.)
Lincoln and Mercury cars on five "Toast of the Town"
Lincoln and
CBS-21 -1
167,160
Stations.
General
Motors
Corp.
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt
Mercury
Cars
^"p^c.)
used announcements for Buick on „, . XL . _,,
, ..
„„- ,„ ,
„
, , . and, for
„ Oidsmobile
.
...
Ford Theater"
Ford Cars
CBS- 1 2-1
47,775
19„ Stations
on Kenyon
& Eckhardt
(Jan.-June**;
Oct.-Dee.*)
28 stations. (Chevrolet's heavy use
of TV Spots, programs and an- "K°y Kyser's College"
Ford Cars,
NBC-31-1 47,075
<D"->
Trucks
Cohandled bv city- J' Wolter Thom<»°n
nouncements isdealers
144,840
tire & rubber CO.
FIRESTONE
associations
wide,1 Chevrolet
j•
j
i
...
\
'
Americona"
—
(Eft.
Sept.
5)
Tires
NBC-21-V2
m their individual communities.) "Voice of Firestone"
Hudson Motor Co. used 10 news B r GOODRICH CO
132 595
Shows a week on one Station, an- "Celebrity Time"
Tires
ABC-23-V2
nouncements on 31 stations. bbdo
(Apr.-Dec.)
General Tire & Rubber Co. spon- electric auto-lite CO.
Spark Plugs, CBS-I8-V2 103,781
Sored a half -hour weekly Sports "Suspense"
Batteries, etc. (Mar.-June;
Sept.-Dec.)
Cecil * Presbrey
station; B. F. Goodshow on one
56,855
rich Co. used announcements on goodyear tire & rubber co.
one station; Monroe Auto EquipJJft
ment Co., announcements on one
* Every-other-week
station; National Carbon Co. (bat- ** Once-a-month
teries, anti-freeze), announcements Source: Publishers Information Bureau
* TELECASTING Estimo
on 13 stations; Trico Products ^.
^.
^^^.m^'*
m.^-* m.^.^mm^m^.
Corp. (windshield wipers), announcements On 5 Stations. Nash ««m^mm.m^.mm'&'*m.mmmmm9.mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm«<mm«mm^mwmmmm
Motors was scheduled last week to clASS 4 AVIATION, AVIATION ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENT
Tnere were no TV network or spot advert! sers in this class in 1949.
Start a four-week spot campaign
in about 150 markets.

Class
5:
<B&&Af
Crfinc
&
Jtiqiw/i
combination as the traditional trio ways outstanding among the sponBEER, baseball and television
to the Cincinnati Reds, who:
seem to add up to as popular a of beer, baseball and radio. Alsors of ball games on radio, games will be covered by WCP(
America's brewers are turning to TV Cincinnati and fed to WHK:
1949
TV with the same avidity and a TV Dayton and WTNV (T\!
CLASS 5. BEER, WINE & LIQUOR
Network
Columbus;
Goebel Brewing hi
good share of the %2V2 to $3 million
)
(Gross)
(Net00
which
it
is
estimated
that
they
will
bought
time
on WWJ-TV Detro
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
$774,0
spend for video advertising this to cover the Detroit Tigers arj
Network $326,189 Gross
1949
also is co-sponsor with Remar Bal
year has been earmarked for sponNo. of Stations
Time Costs
Product
Advertiser, Program and Agency
Hours per Week
ing Co. of the Oakland Aeon
sorship of baseball telecasts.
*
ot
P. BALLANTINE & SONS
Brewers already signed up as telecasts on KGO-TV San Frai'j
$152,878 Sp
CBS-11 -Varied
Beer
cisco.
78,778
"Tournament
of
Champions"
(Jan.
-May)
TV baseball sponsors — and as this
J. Walter Thompson Co.
was
written
the
opening
games
Los Angeles Brewing Co. w:
Beer, Ale
74,100
CBS-U-1
"International Boxing Club"
were a fortnight away and many
sponsor half the telecasts of tl
(Oet.-Dec.)
sponsorship deals were still in the Los Angeles Angels on KFI-T
PABST BREWING CO.
96,951
Beer
Los Angeles and half the telecas
making — include: P. Ballantine
DuM-20-11/2
"ABC
Bowling"
5,871
(Dec.)
Warwick & Legler
&
Sons,
sponsoring
telecasts
of
all
of
the Hollywood All-Stars c
NBC-39-V2
91,080
Beer
KLAC-TV Los Angeles at a r
home games of the New York
"Life
of Riley"
(Oct.-Dee.)
Warwick
& Legler
Yankees on WABD (TV) New
ported price of $100,000 for boi
WINE ADVISORY BOARD
41,590
series. Narragansett Brewing C
York and sharing with Atlantic
Institutional
CBS-5-1/4
"Dione Lucas"
Refining Co. home game telecasts will share with Chevrolet Deale:
(Mar.-Dec.)
J. Walter Thompson Co.
of the Philadelphia Athletics and sponsorship of the Boston Red Sc
SCHENLEY INDUSTRIES
34,770
(BLATZ BREWING CO.)
and Braves home games, teleca:
Phillies on WPTZ (TV), WFILBeer
ABC-13-1
"Roller
TV
and
WCAU-TV,
all
Philadelalternately
by WBZ-TV ar
Kastor, Derby"
Farrell, Chesley & Clif 3rd
(Sept.-Dec.)
Boston. The F & 1
phia; Burger Brewing Co. has WNAC-TV
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
* TELECASTING Estimate
(Continued on page HO)
sewed up exclusive radio-TV rights
April 17, 1950
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TIME
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TRANSIT
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Gives
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Beer, Wine & Liquor
(Continued from page 138)
Schaefer Brewing Co. is paying for
WOR-TV New York telecasts of
home
games
of the Brooklyn
Dodgers.
In Minneapolis-St. Paul two
breweries — Gluek Brewing Co. and
Minneapolis — will share the costs
and the commercials of KSTP-TV's
coverage
of this year's
games
the Minneapolis
Millers.
Peterof
Hand Brewery Co. had contracted
for one-third sponsorship of the
Chicago White Sox home games
telecasts on WGN-TV Chicago but
that station has dropped its option
on exclusive TV rights to the
games on the grounds that the
club's asking price, reportedly
$125,000 for the TV rights alone,
was too high.
But baseball is not the only sport
telecast under brewery sponsorship. The Rorabaugh Report on
TV
Advertising
for February

showed 79 brewers using spot TV
during the first week of that
month, including 19 who sponsored
wrestling, eight boxing, four hockey and four basketball, one lacrosse, one race results and 10
various types of sports news, reviews and studio sports programs.
Ten breweries used other types of
TV programming and 31 had announcement campaigns.
One of the outstanding TV
sports sponsors in this class is
Gunther Brewing Co. In addition
to weekly basketball games on
WMAR-TV Baltimore and weekly
lacrosse games on WBAL-TV Baltimore, this company presents an
hour-long TV Sports Special six
days a week on both WAAM (TV)
Baltimore and WTTG (TV) Washington, augmenting its video programs with a score of announcements on various TV stations in
Baltimore and Washington.
National Brewing Co. also provides good TV sports coverage to

the Baltimore - Washington audience, with its National Sports
Parade aired for one hour five days
each week and for two hours the
sixth by WMAR-TV Baltimore
and WMAL-TV Washington, weekthe halfhourly wrestling
Nationalmatches
AmateurandParade
on
WMAR-TV. National also uses
TV announcements in those two
cities and in Richmond and Los
Angeles as well.
On the TV networks, P. Ballantine & Sons continues its boxing
bouts on CBS and in January
began sponsoring Believe It or
Not on NBC-TV; Anheuser
Busch Brewing Co. that month began sponsoring Blackouts for an
hour on alternate Saturdays on
CBS-TV, stepping up the schedule
to once a week in October, after a
summer hiatus; Blatz Brewing
Co. continues the Roller Derby
on ABC-TV and Pabst Brewing
Co. the Life of Riley on NBC-TV.
Of the 10 wine advertisers using

television time in February, Italian
& French Wine Co. sponsored
Sports Spotlight on WBEN-TV
Buffalo; Madera Bonded Wine &
Liquor Co. sponsored Sports Album on WAAM (TV) Baltimore
and announcements on WMAR-TA
Baltimore; Old Monastery Win<
Co. used Top Views in Sports or
WNAC-TV Boston and WNHC-T\
New Haven, plus announcement
on WNHC-TV and WJAR-T^.
Providence; Petri Wine Co. usee
announcements on 14 stations
Wine Growers Guild used an
nouncements on two stations an<
the
each. other vintners on one statioi
Television was used in 1949 b;
114 brewers, 15 wine companie
and two makers of vermouth, th
majority of this group using onl;
one TV station, according to th
Rorabaugh TV Reports. No har
during advertising
the year. appeared on T"1
liquor

(Building

ADVERTISING of building materials, equipment and fixtures has
never been a major item for radio
at the national level and, judging
from last year's record, TV is following the radio pattern. There
were no video network program
sponsors from this group during
1949 and only 28 users of spot TV.
In February of this year, according to the Rorabaugh TV Report,
only three of this group used spot
television advertising, but it contributed 61 advertisers who used
TV at the local level.
The three spot accounts were:
Day & Night Mfg. Co. (water
heaters), using announcements on
nine stations; Foy Paint Co., announcements on one statio; Siller's
Paint & Varnish Co., announcements on two stations. In March,
Carpenter-Morton Co. began sponsoring Caravan of Stars on WBZTV Boston for Carmote paints.
Devoe & Raynolds Co. (paints),
Wilbur & Williams Co. (protective
coatings) and John Wood Co.
(water heaters) have offered cooperative cost-sharing TV announcement plans to their distributors and dealers.
This seems like pretty small
pickings for television from an industry which is enjoying recordbreaking activity. More than a
million new dwelling units were
started during 1949, breaking the
previous high set in 1925 when
937,000 units were commenced.
January and February of 1950
surpassed by some 60% the like
months of 1949 and industry expectations are that this year will
come
close
to equaling last year's
total.
The paint, varnish and lacquer
group in 1949 exceeded the billion
dollar mark for the third year running— and that's at wholesale
prices, Joseph F. Battley, president, National Paint, Varnish &
Page 10
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TJtcri&uak
medium which reaches the publ
CLASS 6. BUILDING MATERIALS
There were no TV network advertisers in this class during 1949.
should be overlooked," Mr. Battle
continues.
1949 Spot (Net) *
$34,400
TELECASTING Estimate
"The comparatively new field (
Therefore, most members of the television is already proving itse
Lacquer Assn., told Telecasting.
His
statement
industry "are maintaining
as an effective means of presentin
national
income notes
alonethat
does"high
not paint
advertising programs to make cer- a sales story in a visual and in
tain
that
the
buying
impetus
insure a profitable business. Agestablished for the products of our
gressive advertising and merchanhe stated.is "I
dising plans must be created to industry shall be accelerated. In pressive
popularitymanner,"
and acceptance
ce
this
aggressive
programming,
no
assure consumer purchases."
tain to increase."

Class

7:

CANDY advertising by TV may
be expected to increase during 1950,
unlike other media used by this
group, according to Philip P. Gott,
president of the National Confectioners' Assn. In a statement to
Telecasting which reported industry expectations that 1950 will
equal the 1949 output of candy —
2,650 million pounds or $986 million
at wholesale — despite a slight decrease in January from the opening
month of 1949, Mr. Gott said :
"Although not the largest advertiser among the food processing
industries, the candy manufacturers use all types of media. Because of continuing high ingredient,
distribution and labor costs and resulting lower profits, curtailments
in candy advertising budgets will
probably be more likely in 1950
than any expansion in advertising
programs.
Expects Increase
"Some increase, however, is expected in the use of television because of the growing popularity
and unusual possibilities of this
medium in promotional activities."
Mr. Gott's prediction of increased
video candy advertising is rapidly
April

class on TV in February.
coming true. The number of TV
network advertisers in this class
The reason for the extensive ui
has leaped from two in December
of TV by this group is plain. Mo
advertising of candy, gum ar
to six in April: M & M Ltd., which
soft drinks is aimed at the juveni
dropped its network radio show and
now shares sponsorship with In- audience, whose members ha*
ternational Shoe Co. of the second
found the family TV set the mo
half-hour of Super Circus on ABC ; fascinating toy they have ev
known, who watch its flickerii
Canada Dry, which continues sponsorship of the first half-hour of screen for hours on end and wl I
this 60-minute Sunday evening
learn from it as they never d
program; Mars Inc., continuing its from teachers or textbooks. A\
15-minute weekly installment of example of their responsiveness j
video advertising is given by til
Howdy Doody on NBC-TV; Quaker
City Chocolate & Conf. Co., now
offer of a Howdy Doody cardboa:!
model in exchange for the wrapp]
sponsoring the Wednesday halffrom a Three Musketeers can(|
hour Lucky Pup show on CBS-TV;
Walter H. Johnson Candy Co., bar plus ten cents, announced <|
the telecasts of Jan. 23 and 30. Cj
Monday sponsor of the half-hour
Captain Video serial on DuMont;
Peter Paul Inc., which has just Feb. 6 the sponsor announced th J
240,000 requests for the model hi
(April 15) started Buck Rogers as been received.
a Saturday evening half -hour series
Among the leading users of sp I
on ABC-TV and began sponsoring
TV
in this class are D. L. Clark C< |
15 minutes a week of Magic Cotusing announcements on 15 statioi I
tage on DuMont.
In February, according to the for its candy bars ; Frank H. Flc
Corp., testing TV for its Dubbl j
Rorabaugh Report on TV Advertising, this class accounted for Bubble gum with announcements 1
five markets; Beech-Nut Packii I
three network clients (two confections, one soft drink) and 29 Co., using announcements on eig '
stations for gum and baby food
video spot advertisers (17 confections, 12 soft drinks). There were
Lamont, Corliss & Co., announc
(Continued on page H2)
also 60 local campaigns in this
17, 1950
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CLASS 7. CONFECTIONERY & SOFT DRINKS

(Continued from page HO)

Network
(Gross)

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Network
$188,309
No.
of per
Stations
Hours
Week
ABC- 14-V2

1949

(Net)

Gross
1949 $395,600
Time Costs

merits on six stations for Nestle's
chocolates; Pepsi-Cola Co., announcements on four stations and
basketball on one; Peter Paul Inc.,
announcements on 20 stations;
Quaker City Chocolate & Confectionery Co. (Good & Plenty candy),
announcements on seven stations.
Ryan Candy Co. plans to make
extensive use of television for its
new Hopalong Cassidy candy bar,
using adjacencies to this hero's
televised films wherever possible
and additional spots as well. E. J.

Brach & Sons, now using TV announcements on four Chicago stations, will expand if sales in that
city warrant it. Edgar P. Lewis &
Sons is having its trademark,
Candy Lou, used as a marionette
for a series of filmed commercials.
Portland Punch is planning use of
TV in Western markets.
A new series of 10 film spots,
featuring the "Pepsi-Cola Girl" in
various types of outdoor activity,
has been completed and will be
tested this spring.

•
8:
Class
BANKERS, supposedly the most
cautious, conservative and unwilling to try anything new class of
business men, are belying this
description in their advertising
practices and are embracing the
newest of all advertising media —
television — with a fervor unsurpassed by other groups generally
thought to be more daring in their
promotional tactics.
"Television," says BAB in a brochure on bank advertising for TV
broadcasters issued in February,
"is destined to remove newspapers
from the dominant position in the
banking field. It will enable banks
to sell the advantages they offer,
such as security, safety, happiness,
convenience and peace of mind, by
actual demonstration. It is already
doing much toward humanizing
the bank in the eyes of TV
viewers."
Strong talk, that, but strongly

S&wju&a
. CojnMLm^
. •
entific phenomena to western
there is at least one bank using movies.
supported by the facts. In February
nearly half of the 136 local TV advertising in every market
TV advertisers of this class; which
where it is available. And, like
Household Finance Corp. is TV's
also includes public utility and
other types of advertisers, they only network account from this
communications companies, schools,
sponsor everything from 20-second
class, sponsoring People's Platform,
professional services and storage
announcements to full-scale proweekly debate of current issues, on
grams which run the gamut from
and moving firms, were banks —
CBS-TV. This company also pre64, to be exact. With few exceptions,
educational demonstrations of scisents three quarter-hour newscasts
a week on KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. The brokerage firm, Kidder,
1949
CLASS 8. CONSUMER SERVICES
Peabody
& Co., sponsors Your
Network
(Gross) Spot
(Net) *
Share
in
America
for a weekly 15LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
$66,890 $249,400
Network
minute period on WNAC-TV BosGross
No. of Stations
ton; Michigan Bell Telephone Co.
Time Cost
Hours per Week
Advertiser, Program and Agency Product
uses announcements on two Detroit
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.
CBS-11-V2
S6 1,375
(Mar.-May;
stations and American Schools ad"Backstage with Barry"
Institutional
Oct.-Dec.)
(Eff. Oct.) "People's Platform"
vertise their correspondence courses
GEORGE S. MAY CO.
with announcements on WPTZ
"AllM.American
Golf Tournament" Business
DuM-15-1
(TV) Philadelphia, completing the
M.
Fisher Associates
Engineering
(one time)
Services
5,515
TELECASTING Estimate list of TV spot advertisers of this
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
class.

Product
Advertiser, Program and Agency
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE INC.
Ginger Ale
Circus" Inc.
Sparkling Water
J."Super
M. Mathes
MARS INC.
"HowdyAdv.Doody"
Candy
Grant
JOE LOWE CORP.
"Lucky Pup"
Popsicle
Blaine-Thompson Co.
MASON,
AU, & MAGENHEIMER
CONFECTIONERY
MFG. CO.
"Howdy
Doody"
Candy
Moore & Hamm
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

.

Class

9:

THE DRUG manufacturing companies, among the foremost users
of radio time to promote the sale
of their packaged proprietaries,
have, as a class, been in no hurry to
add television to their list of major
media. During 1949 the TV networks acquired only four clients
from this category of advertisers,
whose dollar time purchases

amounted to less than 2% of the
total volume of TV network time
sales for the year. Spot TV fared
little better in 1949, with only 13
accounts from this class in the
entire year, and that total includes
four makes of hearing aids.
TV's largest drug client last year
was Drug Store Television Productions, comprising some 16 local

CLASS 9. DRUGS & REMEDIES
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, Program and Agency Product
DRUG STORE TELEVISION
PRODUCTIONS
Drug Products
"Cavalcade
of Stars"
Stanton 8. Fisher
MILES LABS
Alka Seltzer,
"Quiz Adv.
Kids"
Vitamins
Wade
STERLING DRUG INC.
Drug Products
"O. K. Mother"
Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample
VICK CHEMICAL CO.
Va-tro-nol,
"PictureInternational
This"
Morse
Vapo Rub
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
Page 12
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or regional drug store chains who
combined in sponsoring Cavalcade
of Stars for an hour each Saturday evening on the DuMont TV
Network. Early this year, DSTP
added a Tuesday hour-long Cavalcade of Bands, also on DuMont,
and it is estimated that this combination will spend approximately
$2 million for these two TV programs during 1950.
1949
Miles Labs, which early last
Network
year added a video version of its
(Net)
(Gross)
popular Quiz Kids show to the
radio series, is continuing this proNetwork $242,718 1949 $60,200
No. of Stations
Gross
gram in 1950. Instead of dropping
Time Cost
Hours per Week
* the Quiz Kids during the summer
ot
Sp
$161,600
months, as it did last year, Miles
this
summer will sponsor the proDuM-19-1
(June-Dec.)
gram on an every-other-week basis,
70,170
resuming
weekly telecasts in the
NBC-I8-V2
fall.
(Mar.-May;
Sept.-Dec.)
Sterling Drug Inc. entered the
daytime TV field early in 1949,
DuM-15-2V2
6,748
sponsoring OK Mother with Dennis
(Dec.)
James on WABD (TV) New York,
4,200
key station of the DuMont netNBC-7-10min.
work. In December, when DuMont
(Jan.-Feb.)
inaugurated network daytime serv* TELECASTING Estimate
ice for its video affiliates, Sterling
April 17, 1950

$86,082

(Apr.-Dee.)
NBC-24-V4
(Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-25-1/4
(May-July)

37,350

Spot •

36,062

'Jon. -July)
NBC-16-V4

28,815
TELECASTING Estimate

(DhuqA

extended OK Mother's scope to network proportions as well.
Of the 12 advertisers in this
class who used spot TV in February 1950, according to Rorabaugh's
TV report for that month, Emerson Drug Co. had announcements
on 15 stations for Bromo-Seltzer;
Glamour Products Co. (Vitrex reducing aids) had participations on
three stations; Grove Labs used
participations on two stations for
4-Way Cold Tablets; Skillerns
Drug Co. (Dallas drug chain)
sponsored a 10-minute Sports Preview on WBAP-TV Ft. Worth-Dallas,
while the other(tooth
eight —brush),
Automatic-Tooth-Pak
G. Cerebeli & Co. (Brioschi),
Knox Co. (Mendaco), W. W. Lee
Co. (cold remedy), Ludens Inc.
(cough
drops),
Ad. Richter
Co.
(Anchor
PainF. Expeller,
3XB) &,
Serutan Co. (laxative), Sonotone
Corp.
(hearing onaids)
each used
announcements
one —station.
Local TV advertisers in February included: Independent Drug(Continued on page Hk)
BROADCASTING
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DrilfK

(Alka Seltzer distributor), sponsoring Queen for a Day, 30 mina week on KTSL (TV) Los
(Continued from page 14-2) utes
Angeles; Marshall Drug Co., with
gists of California, sponsoring Rising Stars for 15 minutes five
Home Movie Theatre on KFI-TV times a week on WEWS
(TV)
Los Angeles; Miles California Co. Cleveland; Thrifty Drug Stores,

using announcements on KECATV and KNBH
(TV) and the
weekly half-hour What's the Name
of That Song? on KTSL
(TV),
all Los Angeles; Eckerd's Drug
Store, using announcements
on
WICU
(TV) Erie, and C. R.

Bundt
(pharmacy),
using announcements on WSPD-TV Toledo.
Products Corp. is
Dictograph
considering use of TV on Los Angeles stations this spring to augment
the radio
schedule for
Acousticon hearing aids.

fcjnl&JdcriwYuwl
....
10:
CiaSS
ENTERTAINMENT advertising
home viewers for the pictures on
on television is extremely limited CLASS 10. ENTERTAINMENT & AMUSEMENTS
display at the theatres in their
Few, if any, movie
There were no network advertisers in this category during 1949. communities.
and the little there is is almost
to folopportunity
the
'telecasting Estimate houses
$34,400
1949 Spot (Net) *
adverlocal. Of the
entirely
,.
, 23
, ■, ^^»^^^^.m.^^».m.-»-«-»m.«.».»m.«.m.m.».^.».'»m.».m.^m.-.-»^.m.»».m.m.m.».».'«m.».
low themiss
showing
of . their feature
tisers
in this group who
used, telec,
.
,.
.
, ^
.
.
films with trailers for the bigger
vision m February, as shown m ers on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles; Third Man." Filmed announce- and better pictures they are going
the Rorabaugh Report on TV Ad- RKO Radio Pictures, announce- ments are to be used in 58 cities ^0 snow in the future. Putting
vertising for that month, Warner ments on WNAC-TV and WBZ- as the picture is released in each tnese trailers on TV to reach the
Bros, was the only one to use sta- TV, both Boston, and Vanguard market. Atlantic Racing Assn. home audience, which theatre opertions in more than one city. This Films, announcements on five Los plans use of TV spot campaign in ators charge that TV is keeping
company used announcements on Angeles stations.
Eastern cities.
out 0f the movie houses, would
WEWS (TV) Cleveland and two- This group also included nine Perhaps there are good reasons appear to be the best kind of admmute spots on WFIL-TV Phila- movie theatres or theatre chains, why the large motion picture pro- vertising the movies could do.
delphia.
two ballrooms, two night clubs, duction organizations, usually so Certainly, they've got to do someOther motion picture production one recreation hall, one ice hockey adept at publicizing their wares, thing to reverse the decline in atcompanies with TV advertising in series, one greyhound racing track, have not made better use of tele- tendance, which has steadily fallen
February were Eagle Lion Films, one circus and one rodeo.
vision. But to an outsider it seems since 1946. Perhaps instead of
using daily announcements on A more widespread campaign peculiar that this medium is not complaining about the power of
WNAC-TV Boston ; Paramount has been prepared by Selznick Re- more extensively used by movie TV, the movie makers ought to put
Pictures, daily three-minute trail- leasing Organization
for "The
makers to whet the appetites of it to work for their products.

Class

11:

INCREASED advertising of food
products on TV this year is anticipated by Paul S. Willis, president,
Grocery Manufacturers of America, who told Telecasting that
"television advertising probably
will be greater than in 1949 because it is a new medium and more
companies will test its pulling
powers during 1950."
Figures for the opening months
of this year bear out Mr. Willis'
prediction. In February 10 members of this group sponsored one
or more TV network programs,
compared to nine using the networks at any time during 1949.
More than 120 food companies
were using spot TV in February,
indicating that 1950's total will far
exceed the 178 food companies
using spot TV during 1949.
Food producers and dealers are
also good TV advertisers at the
local level, with 283 of TV's 1,890
local advertisers active in February coming from this class. Of
these local campaigns, 51 advertised bakery products and 63 promoted milk and other dairy products, including a great number of
locally-placed video ads for ReddiWip. Potato chip advertisements
were another important group of
food advertisers using television
at the local level. The total also
included 44 restaurants.
TV network food accounts in
1949, in addition to those shown in
the table, included: American Bakeries, which in October began sponsoring ABC's Lone Ranger for a
Thursday half -hour, spending
$8,910 for network time to the end
of the year; Libby, McNeill &
Libby, which started Auction-Aire
Page 14 • TELECASTING

on ABC in September as a Friday
half-hour program ($24,780);
Phillips Packing Co. advertised its
soups with Lucky Pup 15 minutes
a week on CBS May-November
($41,652) and in December began
sponsoring Easy Aces for a like
period on DuMont ($4,920).
All the network programs sponCLASS 11. FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS

....
sored by this group in December
have continued into 1950. In January, Wander Co. began sponsoring Howdy Doody on NBC two
quarter-hours a week; in February, Gorton-Pew Fisheries Co. began using Homemakers Exchange,
CBS daytime participating program, which in April added Chr.
1949

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, Program and Agency
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCT CORP.
"Kukla, Fran & Ollie"
N. W. Ayer & Son
J."Kraft
WalterTelevision
ThompsonTheater"
Co.
GENERAL FOODS CORP.
"Author Meets Critics"
(Eff. July
31) "Meredith Willson"
Young
& Rubicam
"Meet the Press"
(Eff. Feb. 27) "Lambs Gambol"
(Eff. May& Bowles
29) "Leave It to the Girls"
Benton
"Aldrich Family"
Young & Rubicam
"Mama"
Benton & Bowles
"Goldbergs"
Young & Rubicam
KELLOGG CO.
"Singing Lady"
N. W. Ayer & Son
SWIFT & CO.
"Swift Show"
McCann-Erickson
"Super
Needham,Circus"
Louis & Brorby
GENERAL MILLS
"Lone Ranger"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
LEVER BROTHERS CO.
"Godfrey's Talent Scouts"

Product
Ice Cream
Mayonnaise
Cheese
Jell-O
Maxwell House
Coffee

Network
(Gross) Spot
(Net) *
$1,295,9251949 $1,066,400
Network
Gross
No. of Stations
Time Cost
Hours per Week
$453,990
168,990
NBC-36-1
(Sept.-Dec.)
285,000
NBC-22-1
365,696
NBC-1 5-V2
(Jan. -Aug.)
68,515
NBC-1 4-V2
65,725
(Jan.-Aug.)

Cereals

NBC-1 7-1/2
(Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-I6-V2
(Aug.-Dec.)
CBS-1
5-y2
(Mar.-June;
Aug.-Dec.)
ABC-12-V2

128,712

Meats, Cheese
Peanut Butter

(Feb -Dec!
NBC-1
8-V2
(Jan.-Aug.)
ABC-12-V2

126,988
79,410
47,588

Jell-O
Maxwell House
Coffee
Sanka Coffee

Cereals
Lipton's Tea,
Soup Mixes

Source: Publishers Information Bureau
April 17, 1950

51,480
84,690
95,286

(May-Oct.)
75,027
ABC-30-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)
65,240
CBS-8-V2
(Jan. -May;
Sept.-Dec.)
TELECASTING Estimate

3>oodA
Hansen's Lab. (Junket) to its
sponsor list. General Mills sponsored the Chicago Golden Gloves
finals on March 29 over ABC as a
one-time event. This month, Hi-V
Corp. (frozen fruit concentrates)
has started Arthur Godfrey in s
twice-weekly 15-minute series oJ
ukelele lessons on CBS. Arnolc
Bakers, quarter-hour,
sponsor of Fayeon Emerson's
weekly
April If
moved the show from WCBS-T\
New York to an NBC Eastern network. Taylor-Reed Corp. (Cocoa
Marsh syrup) is now sponsoring
Magic
Cottage, DuMont
daily half-hour,
four dayschildren's
a weel
and 15 minutes on the fifth day.
Borden Co. used more station:
than any other TV spot advertise]
in February, according to th<
Rorabaugh Report on TV Adver i
Using, which showed this company;
placing spots on 52 stations for ittl
dairy products. Duffy-Mott Corp,
(fruit products) used announce
ments on 24 stations and sponsoredi
Hollywood Screen Test, ABC co-0] j
TV program, on WENR-TV Chi j
cago and WMAL-TV Washington]
General Foods used announcement: I
on 21 stations for Bird's EyJ
Frosted Foods ; Weston Biscuit Co j
used announcements on 16 station! 1
and Ward Baking advertised Tip 1
Top
Bread with announcements oi I
15 stations.
Louis Milani Foods (salad dress
ing, Charcolit) used TV announce !
ments on 13 stations in February |
Breyer Ice Cream Co., announce !
ments on 12 stations; Interstate
Bakeries Corp. sponsored Hopaloni J
Cassidy for an hour a week on fivi I
stations and announcements oi k
(Continued on page H6)
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Here

is

the

Maura*

1G

mm.

at

Mr. Irving Hartley, top-flight cinematographer and producer— like dozens of
others in the field— knows, uses and recommends the Maurer 16 mm. camera
wherever and whenever excellent color photography is required, for the
following reasons :
Its VERSATILITY first of all, makes it ideal for all sorts of color work, its accuracy, precision high power focusing system and its large clear glass directthrough-the-lens viewing system insure excellent results at all times.
Its DEPENDABILITY, the result of years of rigid testing and improvement have
made it ideal for below freezing or torrid conditions— the dependable camera
for all field work.
Its UNIQUE FEATURES, such as the 235° dissolving shutter, allows you to shoot
with one-third less light, and with automatic fades and smooth lap dissolves
made right in the camera.
These are some of the many reasons why more and more of the best professional cameramen today pick the Maurer— the 16 mm. camera designed
specifically for professional use !
For details on these and other exclusive Maurer features, write Dept.
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The 16 mm. Film Phonograph unit
provides the finest quality in
high fidelity re-recording and
playback. Its unique optical
system
reduces
photo-cell quality
hissresulting
in excellent
reproduction.
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Foods
(Continued from page lkh)
four stations; Langendorf United
Bakeries also used Hopalong Cassidy on two stations and announcements on four stations; Gordon

Class

Baking Co. had Hopalong Cassidy
on three stations.
United Fruit Co. (bananas)
sponsored Stranger Than Fiction
15 minutes a week on WNAC-TV
Boston and used announcements
on that and eight other stations;

Aunt Ellen's Pi-Do used announcements on eight stations; General
Baking Co. used announcements on
eight stations; Continental Baking
Co. used announcements on six stations; R. Gerber & Co. used an-

nouncements on six stations; H. W
Lay & Co. also used six stations.
All others in this group were on(
five or fewer. Hygrade Food Products Corp. is planning use of TV in
major markets.

12:

ALTHOUGH the show rated most
popular in television is sponsored
by a producer of gasoline and motor oil, as a class, the petroleum

sored network programs and 26
and coal industry has not exactly
used spot TV to some extent. In
stormed at TV's gates to demand
February 1950, last month for
time on the video air. Last year
eight members of this class spon- which figures have been compiled,
there were three network adver1949
tisers, 10 in the spot category and
CLASS 12. GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS & OTHER FUELS
24 local accounts from this group
Network
(Gross)
using TV time.
(Net)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
1949
The two network sponsors in
Network$719,609 Gross $86,000
1949 not shown in the table were
No.
of
Stations
Product
Hours per Week Time Cost
Advertiser, Program and Agency
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co., which
TEXAS CO.
$297,640 Spot * paid for a special Sunday afterInstitutional
ABC-7-33/4
7,490
"Metropolitan
noon NBC telecast of Julius Caesar
(one time)
Kudner
Agency Opera"
as
performed
by the Amherst
Gas,
Oil,
Grease
290,150
"Texaco Agency
Star Theater"
NBC-33-1
(Jan.
-June;
Kudner
Players, using $7,920 worth of
Sept-Dec.)
time, at gross rates, and Union
214,770
GULF OIL CO.
All Gulf Products
CBS-2O-V2
Oil Co. of California, which pre"We,
the
People"
98,910
sented its 1948 annual report in a
Young & Rubicam
(Jan.-Oct.)
All Gulf Products
NBC-33-V2
special one-time telecast on CBS
"We,
the
People"
47,550
Young & Rubicam
(Nov. -Dec.)
NBC-20-V2
"Gulf
Road
Show"
Gas,
Oil,
Tires,
etc.
($3,575).
Continuing into 1950 on the TV
68,310
(Jan. -June)
Young & Rubicam
networks were Standard Oil of
ABC-16-2V2
SUN OIL CO.
Gas, Oil,
72,958
Indiana's Wayne King Show,
"Pro
Accessories
(Aug. -Dec.)
Hewitt,Football"
Ogilvy,
Texas Co.'s Texaco Star Theatre
Benson & Mather
and Gulf Oil's We the People.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF INDIANA
42,585
Spotwise in February, Esso StandCBS-7-11/2
"Navy-Notre
Dame
Game"
Gas,
Oil
11,475
ard Oil Co., using announcements
McCann-Erickson
(one time)
on 22 stations, was the only adverNBC-11-3
"Army
Championship
Boxing
Bouts"
Amoco
10,200
(one time)
tiser from this class to use time
Joseph Katz Co.
Gas, Oil
NBC-8-V2
on more than two stations.
"Wayne
King
Show"
Gas,
Oil
20,910
McCann-Erickson
(Sept.-Dec.)
Pan-X Co. is using spot TV this
NBC-I6-V2
CITIES SERVICE CO.
Gas, Oil
41,145
spring
as part of an introductory
(Oct.-Dee.)
"Band
Ellingtonof &America"
Co.
campaign for its new liquid cookCBS-13-V2
39,016
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW JERSEY Gas, Oil
ing agent,20starting
in mid-March
(Oct.-Dec.)
in about
markets.
Union Oil
"Tonight on& Broadway"
Marschalk
Pratt
Co. has ordered four one-minute
TELECASTING Estimate
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
TV filmed commercials from Hal

Roach Studios, and Pennzoil Co. is
also planning use of TV film an-j
nouncements. Pure Oil Co. late}
this month will start a 13-week an-3
nouncement campaign, using five!
announcements a week on stations!
in 13 markets.
A number of oil companies spon-j
sored football telecasts during the!
1949 season in addition to Sunj
Oil's pro grames on ABC. Atlan-|
tic Refining Co., as it has sincea
before the war, sponsored WPTZi
(TV)U. Philadelphia's
coverage
oil
the
of Penn games;
Standardl
Oil of Indiana sponsored Minne-1
sota U.'s home games on KSTP-I
TV Minneapolis-St. Paul; Tide!
water-Associated Oil Co. sponsored
Stanford U.'s home games oil
KPIX (TV) San Francisco anJ
Sun Oil bought time on WAARfj
(TV) Baltimore to telecast fous
midwestern collegiate gridiroil
contests. Humble Oil & Refining!
Co. of Texas sponsored the Notr<|
Dame-Southern Methodist game oil
the three Dallas-Ft. Worth stal
tions — WBAP-TV, KBTV (TVj
and KRLD-TV. The charity gam.|
between the Washington RedskinJ
and Los Angeles Rams was telei
cast by KTTV (TV) Los Angele!
with Richfield Oil Corp. as sponsor!
More football and other sporta
coverage may be expected from thffl
oil industry this year.

dfoJiiiojdiWuA
...
13:
ClaSS
FIFTEEN florists and nurseries The report showed no network use
of TV by any advertiser of this class and only one spot account—?!
used TV time on local stations durCalifornia Spray Chemical Co., o|
ing February, according to the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~»~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~'>'»^~~~~~
KFI-TV Los Angeles. Never largj
Rorabaugh Report on TV Adver- CLASS 13- HORTICULTURE
....
. .
users of radio time, this groujJ
tising
month,
latest ,for
1MO Spot
c . ,7h?";
Were "° ne^°r«$17,200
°d.T*n,,sers
th,s cla" du"n?
c
seems unlikely
to become a majoJ 9
, . ? for
. „that ,.
.'
,
1949
(Net *
* TELECASTING„ Estimate
„ mTr
which information is available. km..m.^.^»mmmmmm-^»mmmmmmm^mmmm^mmm^.mm.mm,mmm.mm"*m.m.mm^m^im.,
source of TV revenue.

ClaSS
14: .
AS IN RADIO, advertising of
household equipment and supplies
in television is placed mostly at
the local level. In February, last
month for which detailed information is available, Rorabaugh reported four network accounts (all
continued from last year), a score
of spot accounts (nearly all using
only one station) and some 200
local accounts. Many of the electrical appliance stores which comprised the bulk of the local business of this class advertised only
a single brand of appliance, indicating that they might be adPage 16 • TELECASTING

.

.

JLoJUJuzhold
foquipmsmi
n
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
o
n
nine
stations
for afternoon half-hours on WCAU-T\jj
vertising under a manufacturer's
Philadelphia with an eye to a neH|
cooperative cost-sharing program.
mops; Western Stove Co., Home
Frigidaire Div. of General
work campaign if it succeeds.
Container Corp. (Fresher ator) and
Nineteen Hundred Corp. thi I
Motors Corp. swelled the network
Moeller Mfg. Co. (bottle stoppers)
roster to five clients from this used announcements on three sta- year is including TV for the firsl
class for 90 minutes on Easter when
time in its cooperative advertisinii
tions each. The rest were oneit sponsored a special variety show
station advertisers.
plan, offering three TV film coral
with Bob Hope as m.c. on a 45O'Cedar Corp. has extended its mercials to dealers and distributor it
station NBC-TV nework.
for cooperative sponsorship. Othe II
TV announcements to 17 stations
firms in this field with dealer co-o l
Home equipment TV spot adverfor its new sponge mops; Philco
tisers in February included Genplans include General Electric ji
Corp. is advertising electric ranges
American Coolair Corp., Yorklj
eral Controls Corp., using anwith
a
half-hour
show,
Philco
nouncements on 11 stations for its
Shipley,
Lesson
Mystery Chef, on two stations;
A.
O. Smith
Corp.Steel Products an<il
thermostats; Seeman Brothers, anProcter Electric Co. for its ironing
nouncements on seven stations for
(Table on Class 14 Advertisers o 11
equipment is testing Television
Women's Club for 13 Wednesday
Air Wick; O'Cedar Corp., anpage 150)
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Weaver

Cites TV's Circulario
(Report 107)

'Telelt

a.tul

TELEVISION already has a bigger audience than the major magazines, Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver,
NBC vice president in charge of
television, said Tuesday in an address to the Pittsburgh Advertising
Club.
Mr. Weaver pointed out that "in
the major markets, the number
of television sets available are considerably in excess of the circulation of any major magazine in the
same market." And the actual TV
audience includes a tremendous
bonus circulation, he added, stating
that television programs are now
available to three out of every five
U. S. families. Of the 20 million
viewers who watched NBC-TV
shows in February, he reported,
nearly half are not owners of TV
receivers but watched the programs
at the homes of friends or in public places.
Cites Non-Set-Owning Viewers
"The viewing of television programs by non-owners represents a
sizeable and continual and highly
productive market for advertising," he said.
Mr. Weaver also called attention
to the fact that the general circulation of any video series is considerably higher than any individual program ratings will show.
Cumulative audience studies, he
said, reveal that individual program ratings cover only one-third
to one-half of the number of people
who watch the program regularly.

T~g5 n.<(«

llillllllllllllllllllllllllll
Television's Potential
Market Surveyed
FCC's TELEVISION freeze and
the absence of applications for new
TV stations are hurting President Truman's home state of Missouri worst of all, from the standpoint of total population out of
reach of television.
This is shown by Dr. 0. H. Caldwell, former Federal Radio Commis ioner, inthe April issue of the
Caldwell-Clements magazine TeleTech, of which he is editor (see
chart this page) .
Dr. Caldwell reports 3 million
Missourians are currently beyond
the range of television and to a
great extent appear destined to remain so until the freeze is lifted
and new stations are applied for
and built.
He estimates that 87 million of
the U. S. total 153 million population are within television's reach.
Of the estimated 66 million beyond
range, Tele-Tech says 20 million
are deprived of TV solely by FCC's
freeze, while the remaining 46 million have no prospect of getting
television service until new stations
are sought and authorized under an
extension of the television broadcast band.
In proportion to their respective
total populations, it is pointed out,
seven states are harder hit than
Missouri. These are listed as Mississippi, South Carolina, Arkansas,
Oregon, Colorado, Maine and Idaho.
City

Weekly Television Summary —
City
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Albuquerque KOB-TV
Ames
WOI-TV
2,475
8.860
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
32,350
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
146,191
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
11,220
12.100
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
Bloomington WTTV
5,000
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
305,793
Buffalo
84.849
WBEN-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
13,169
418,366
Chicago
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
99.500
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
200,269
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
49,600
Dallas,
Ft. Worth
KBTV, KRLD-TV, WBAP-TV
49,125
Davenport
WOC-TV
9,375
Quad Cities: Includes Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
WHIO-TV, WLWD
47,900
Dayton
203.000
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
Erie
33,432
Ft. Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV,
49,125
23,200
Grand Rapids W LAV-TV KBTV, KRLD-TV
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
10,400
Houston
17,500
KLEE-TV
HuntingtonCharleston WSAZ-TV
7,200
36,500
Indianapolis
Jacksonville WFBM-TV
9,000
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
16,560
KalamazooBattle Creek
10,986
32.347
Kansas City WDAF-TV
40,720
WGAL-TV
Lancaster*
* Lancaster and contiguous areas.

ap
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HA,I
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R.I. 1 1 748IM1
ARIZ. I~IB 6i4(MI
N.M. IT.57UMI
N.H. |H
fig .S48IMI
IDAHO
S3(M)
VT. Q[J.374(M)
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297(M)
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CONN. 1
NEV. B.142(M)
KANS. 1 1 1 il 21 W
W. VA. 1 1
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KEY |
|
H9 I 'M
■
NO TV Figum the. iclct
POPULATION
■|l.9(M) POP.IN WITH
OFPOPTV DEPRIVED
BY FREEZE
PROSPECT
population in million]
NOW WITH TV

U.S. 48 States
THIS CHART shows for the United States, and for each of the 48, total4^
population, the proportions which receive television service, those which arejv^,
deprived of TV by the freeze on pending applications and those with nc
television service in prospect due to the absence of TV applications. The
figures show total populations in millions. The chart is from Caldwell-*.^
Clements' Tele-Tech.
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Massachusetts
and Michigan are described as well
served with television.

ril 17, 1950 Telecasting Survey

Los Angeles
Louisville
Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee
Minn.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Haven
New Orleans
New York
Newark
Norfolk
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland,
ProvidenceOre.
Richmond
Rochester
Salt Lake City
San Antonio
San
Diego
San
Francisco
Schenectady
Seattle
St. Louis
Toledo
Syracuse
Tulsa
Utica-Rome
Washington
Wilmington

2 3(M)

NEBR.
U(M)
ME. CJH
COLO.
[^BH' w 2(M)

Outlets On Air
Number Sets
KLAC-TV, KNBH, KTLA, KTSL, KFI-TV
KTTV, KECA-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
WMCT
448,737
25,901
29,775
WTVJ
22,000
WTMJ-TV
101,016
74,900
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
100
72,700
WNHC-TV
WDSU-TV WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV,
WABD,
WNBT
WOR-TV,
WPIX
1.145,000
19,897
WATV
Incl. in N.
WTAR-TV
Y.
Estimate
10,008
WKY-TV
WOW-TV, KMTV
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
24,755
21,088
435,000
KPHO-TV
WDTV

New

Rate Card

For KSD-TV
A NEW rate card, effective May 1.
1950, has been announced by KSD- 3(M)
TV St. Louis.
| I5
Time charges for an hour of
Class A time (6-11 p.m., Mon.-Fri...
1-11 p.m., Sat. & Sun.) becomes
$500. In Class B time (all hours
other than Class A) the hour onetime rate will be $300. One Class
A minute is set at $100 and a Class
B minute at $60. These are time
charges for live talent programs
and announcements only. Services
of projectionists, stagehands, musical, dramatic and other talent
charges are extra.
Film programs and sound-on-film
announcements are 10% less than'
the live time charge rate. Frequency discounts run from 5% for
13 times to 25% for 200 times or
more. Rehearsal charges are $1
an hour up to five hours and $150
for each hour over five.

4,500
WJAR-TV
WTVR
887
34,125
91,000
WHAM-TV
35.436
26,213
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
14,200
KEYL, WOAI-TV
13,427
KFMB-TV
KGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
43,442
34,900
WRGB
KING-TV
1 170,000
1 .500
24,450
KSD-TV
33,758
WHEN, WSYR-TV
39,000
WSPD-TV
KOTV
20,800 March Record For Buffalo
WKTV
WMAL-TV,
WNBW, WOIC, WTTG
118,250
11,500
32,669
W DEL-TV
MARCH reported as biggest
month in Buffalo TV history with
Total Markets on Air 60
Stations on Air 103 Sets in Use 5,127,921
9,156 television sets installed.
Editor's Note: Sources of set estimates are based on data available from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is There are now 84,849 sets in the
necessary approximate.
area, "WBEN-TV Buffalo reports.
TELECASTING
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THE

WMAR-TV

delivers

the

SUNPAPERS

largest

STATIONS

evening

audience

television station in Baltimore."'
*Based on C. E. Hooper, Inc., "TV Audience Index and TV Trends" December
—average 6—10:30 P.M.Saturday through Sunday audience.
age 149

of any

radio

or

1949 through February 1950

Television affiliate of the Columbia Broadcasting System— Represented nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc., New York
• BROADCASTING
April 17, 1950
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1949

CLASS 14. HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Product

Advertiser, Program and Agency
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
"HotpointInc. Holiday"
Maxon
'Riddle Me This"
BBDO

Electric Appliances
Lamps

"Fred Waring
Show"
Young
& Rubicam

All Products

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
"Studio One"
McCann-Erickton

All Products

scon PAPER CO.
Paper Towels
"Dione
J. WalterLucas"
Thompson Co.
NASH-KELVINATOR CORP.
"Homemakers
Refrigerators,
Geyer, Newell Exchange"
& Ganger
Ranges
SEEMAN BROTHERS
"Vanity H.Fair"
Air Wick
William
Weintraub & Co.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

CLASS
15:
FURNITURE retailers have been
quick to make use of this new advertising medium of television,
possibly because they realize its
ability to picture their wares and
to picture them in use, with a
tired businessman sinking into an
easy chair with a sigh of relaxation, for example, or it may be because many furniture dealers are
also retailers of television sets and

CLASS 15. HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

Network
(Gross)
$457,218
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week

(Net)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
1949 $473,000
Advertiser,
Program and Agency Product
Gross
Time Cost
*
Spot
MOHAWK CARPET MILLS
$192,928
4,238
Rugs, Carpets
CBS- 18-1
"Mohawk Showroom"
(one
time)
George R. Nelson Inc.
11,340
CBS-5-1/2
(Jan. -March)
BIGELOW-SANFORD CARPET CO.
177,350
Carpets
CBS-29-1
"Bigelow
Show"
Young & Ruibcam
(Apr.-June;
Sept. -Dec.)
Carpets
181,390
"Bigelow& Rubicam
Show"
Young
BONAFIDE MILLS
CBS-33-1
(May-June;
Sept. -Dec.)
"Stop Me If You've Heard This One" Linoleum
34,660
(Eff. Apr.) "Theatrical Agency"
(Eff. Aug. 26) "Bonny Maid
CBS-5-1/4
Gibralter
Agency
VersatileAdv.
Varieties"
(Feb.-Nov.)
32,400
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
Tableware
"Silver
Young &Theater"
Rubicam
CBS15(Oct.-Dec.)
C. H. MASLAND & SONS
15,840
CBS-3-10min.
"At Home Party"
Rugs, Carpets
Anderson, Davis & Platte
(Oet.-Dee.)
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
* TELECASTING Estimate

1949

Network
(Gross)

(Net;

Gross Spot
1949
Time Cost$86,00

Network$819,698
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC-36-1V4
(May-July;
Sept.-Dec.)
'Jan.
-July,
NBC-29-V2
CBS-33-Vi

$307,770
193,111
105,930
87,181
191,850

(Oct.-Dec.)
NBC-35-Vi
(Jan. -June;
Aug. -Dec.)
CBS-30-V2

80,647
(Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-20-V4
46,320
'Sept. -Dec.)
* TELECASTING Estimal

For further information, write or call . . .
T-V CHECK INC.
Suite 3213, 141 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago 4, III.
Phone WEbster 9-5050
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realize the deep fascination that
TV holds for their customers.
For whatever reason, they are
using television advertising in increasing numbers. In February the
nation's TV stations reported 118
advertisers from this class among
their local clients — 65 advertising
furniture, 19 floor coverings, 10
upholstery, 13 awnings and blinds,
seven mattresses, three interior
decorating service and one furniture repairing.

February's TV spot campaigns
included three placed by members
of this group: Cameo Curtains
Inc., using announcements on 20
stations; Simmons Co., with announcements on 10 stations for its
mattresses; Alexander Smith &
Sons Carpet Co., using participations in The Girl Next Door on
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia.
Network sponsors included International Silver Co., C. H. Masland
& Sons and Bonafide Mills, con-

tinuing the programs listed in th,
table. Mohawk Carpet Mills ha
reduced Mohawk Showroom fron
five to three times a week on NB( ■
and Congoleum-Nairn has begui Z
sponsoring Garroway at Large oi
that network 30 minutes each „
Sunday evening. Armstrong Corl
Co. in June will start a dramati::
program on NBC in a Tuesda; - •
evening half -hour. Bigelow-Sanf or<- —
Carpet Co. dropped its Bigelo
Show at the end of the year.

16:...
CLASS
INDUSTRIAL materials, by definition, are not items designed for
use by the general public. Hence
their advertising is not apt to be
placed in any volume in a mass
medium such as television. (Nor
in radio, where this class consists
almost entirely of the institutional
campaigns sponsored by duPont
and U. S. Steel.)
There were six- clients of this
group using TV in February, according to the Rorabaugh report
for that month. Armco Steel Corp.
sponsored two highschool basketball games telecast by WKRC-TV
Cincinnati. G. Ruhnke Industrial
Blower System used announcements on WENR-TV Chicago.
Troup Engineering Co. advertised

dndrnJUdcd

TyicthJiiah

IT'S NEW!
. . Even Newer Than Television

T-V CHECK INC.
Provides a television checking service
and permanent picture record of T-V
shows andreceives
commercials
the
audience
them . exactly
. . blackas and
white still photos ... or sound-on
film-lymotion
pictures
. . . taken directfrom video
receivers.
Orders are accepted from Sponsors,
their Advertising Agencies, Owners of
Package Shows or Television Stations on
their programs for checking and audition purposes only.
Twenty-four hour delivery on films or
photos, accompanied by certified statement of time, station, and conditions
of telecast and reception.
Available on local and network programs with Chicago outlets.
Studios are equipped with newest 16inch T-V receivers, sound-on-film cameras, and still cameras exclusively constructed for T-V checking.
T-V CHECK INC. all services originated
by and under the supervision of the
Jos. W. lationsHicks
Counsel. organization, Public Re-

I

CLASS
17:
PILOT LIFE INSURANCE Co.
was the major insurance advertiser using television in February,
last month for which details are
available, sponsoring ABC's TV
cooperative program, Crusade in

CLASS 16. INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, Program and Agency Product
ROCKWELL MFG. CO.
(DELTA MFG. CO. DIV.)
"That's O'Toole"
Homecraft
Hoffman & York
Power Tools
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
its four-speed electric motor, BarB-Ques, with announcements on
four Los Angeles stations. Sharie
Inc. used a five-minute demonstration to advertise its power saws
and tools on WMAR-TV Baltimore. Burgess Co. for its tools
used the 15-minute Hobby Parade

m

•

m

Europe, on WBTV (TV) Charlotte and WFMY (TV) Greensboro, N. C.
Other advertisers from this
group include seven insurance
brokers sponsoring video announce-

CLASS 17. INSURANCE
There were no network advertisers in this class during 1949.
1949 Spot (Net) *
$34,400
* TELECASTING Estimate
April 17, 1950

Network
(Gross)

1949
(Net)
1949
Gross Spot
Time Cost
$43,00(

Network
No. of per
Stations
$11,643
Hours
Week

ABC-7-1/4
$ 11,643
(March-June)
* TELECASTING Estimat
on WGN-TV Chicago. Peninsula^..
Armature Works used announce
ments on WTVJ (TV) Miami fo
its electric motors.
Since the expiration of Rock
well
Mfg. there
Co.'s has
That's
last June,
been O'Tooh
no T\
network account of this type.

Qyi&juUimiaL
ment campaigns on one statior
each and Kralee Insurance Servict
advertising the Blue Seal Plar
with a half-hour program, Our GaToni, on WENR-TV Chicago.
An analysis of TV spot account;
in 1949 shows five insurance companies using this medium during
the year, none using more than twc
stations and no campaign lasting
more than five months.
BROADCASTING
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Class

18:

STENT on securing and holding
■ television the same dominant
[osition in watch advertising it
as consistently had in radio,
ulova Watch Co. appropriated
round $500,000 for TV time sigials and announcements during
949, developing a technique of premting the ads as part of the
Nation's visual identifications so
pat the Bulova time signals could
g broadcast on the the hour in
V as they are in radio. (That
lis technique has been copied by
;her advertisers with less reason
\ use it and accepted by stations
ir purely financial reasons, makig double-spotting an almost uni&rsal practice in TV, should
robably not be blamed on Bulova.)
< In January 1949 Bulova time
'gnals and announcements ap?ared on 35 stations; by Decem;r they were on 60 stations and
he total had reached 63 by Febwary of 1950. To keep abreast of
ftf's expansion and Bulova's ex\nding use of this medium, the
3 mpany has appreciably expanded
% advertising budget for 1950,
[ising its radio-TV appropriation
om $3.5 to $4 million, of which
|V will presumably
get about
No.ooo.
Benrus Watch Co., which began
ling TV spots on six stations

IlaSS
19:
HERE were seven members of
is group using spot TV during
bruary, nine local office supply
ncerns and no network accounts,
jcording to the Rorabaugh Report
TV Advertising for that month.
A. Shaeffer Pen Co., the 1949
twork entry of the office equipnt, stationery and writing ma"ials class, had discontinued its
twork show at the end of the
iristmas buying season.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.,

lass

' Locally, TV was used by 36 members of this class: 23 jewelry
Network
stores, two dealers in optical sup(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
(Net)
plies, seven in photgraphic equipment and four photographers.
49s$1,315,800
19os
$105,057 Gr
Network
No.
of
Stations
Hamilton
Watch Co. was either
Product
Time Cost
Hours per Week
Advertiser, Program and Agency
the last TV network advertiser of
SPEIDEL CORP.
CBS-23-V2
1949 or the first of 1950, or possiWatchbands
$68,380
"Ed
Show"
bly both. This company sponsored
Cecil Wynn
& Presbrey
(Oct.-Dec.)
BELL & HOWELL CO.
Spot* a 20-minute telecast from New
29,752
ABC-5-V4
Motion Picture
York's Times Square from 11:45
"Action
Autographs"
Cameras, Equipment (Apr.-June;
Henri, Hurst
& McDonald
p.m. Dec. 31, 1949, to 12:05 a.m.
Sept.-Dec.)
Jan. 1, 1950, on NBC. No TV
LONGINES-WITTNAUER WATCH CO.
network advertising is currently
"Thanksgiving
CBS-22-1
(one-time)
Victor
A. BennettDayCo.Festival" Watches
6,925
placed by any advertiser in this
TELECASTING Estimate class.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
In an idea book the Jewelry Industry Council has sent its retailer
early in 1949, had time signals and
members to help them cash in on
announcements on 38 stations in
Spot advertising in TV from this
the "1950 Silver Parade," running
plan. last year included 17 camFebruary of 1950 and has eargroup
from April 20 through May 6, is
paigns, nine for watches and clocks,
marked $500,000 for TV advertisthis warning: "Don't Overlook
ing during this year, a "vast in- three for watch bands, two for genTelevision." The book states: "Exeral jewelry lines, two for optical
crease" over last year's TV budgcept when very large pieces are
goods and one for cameras. Eight
et, according to Adrian Flanter,
used, actual pieces of silverware
advertisers of this class used TV
Benrus advertising director. Gruen
make an appealing display over
Watch Co., which has boosted its in February 1950: Bulova; Benrus;
television. If television facilities
TV budget by 400%, encourages
Forstner Chain Corp., with anTV advertising of its watches by
nouncements on 13 stations for its are available in your community,
don't overlook the possibility of
retailers by advertising allowances
watchbands; General Time Instruappearing on television with a
ment Corp. (Westclox clocks and
which vary according to the anshow that, in the main, consists of
nual volume of purchases made by watches), using announcements on
displaying and commenting on
the retailer, and has recently pur- five stations; Flex-Let Corp.
silver that your store carries.
(watchbands), Hamilton Watch
chased aseries of 32 film commerAlso: Check with your suppliers
cials for dealer use. Elgin National
Co., Polaroid Corp. (cameras) and
for any television helps or suggesWatch Co. also includes TV in its Semca Watch Corp., each using
tions they might be able to give
announcements
on
one
TV
station.
cooperative
dealer advertising

...
Offlkn
gMupm&nt
using announcements on 12 sta19. OFFICE EQUIPMENT, STATIONERY
tions for Scotch Tape, was the CLASS& WRITING
1949
SUPPLIES
leading user of TV in the February
Network
you."
list. U. S. Envelope Co. used an(Net)
nouncements on 10 stations for its
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
(Gross)
self-seal envelopes; Parker Pen Co.
Network 1 949
had announcements on four ChiNo. of Stations
$21,760 Gross
Advertiser,
Program
and
Agency
Product
Hours per Week
Time Costs
cago stations; Le Pages Inc. adW. A. SHEAFFER PEN CO.
vertised its glue with announceCBS-6-V4
$21,760
ments on two stations in Boston;
"This Week
in Sports"
Pens, Pencils
Russel
M. Seeds
Co.
Inkograph Co. (pens), Felt & Tar(Sept.-Dec.) TELECASTING Estimate
rant (comptometer school) and Dic- Source: Publishers Information Bureau
Spot *
taphone Co. used one station each.

20:

JBLISHERS are making increas? use of television and should be
isidered as good TV prospects,
Tticularly for special promotional
Inpaigns for new books or magae features, although it is unely that this group, which has
/er been among the major advisers in any medium, will make
W great volume TV purchases.
Two book publishers are curitly using network TV: Double/ & Co., using two late evening
minute programs on NBC —
irren Hull on Monday and Ben
Ruer on Tuesday — and Unicorn
:el51 • BROADCASTING

1949

CLASS 18. JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS

.
CLASS 20.

PUBLISHING & MEDIA

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, Program and Agency Product
TIME INC.
"life," "Time,'
"Crusade& Rubicam
in Europe"
"Fortune"
Young
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
Press, advertising Funk & Wagnalls Encyclopedia on the Friday
night edition of George Putnam's
Broadway to Hollywood half-hour
on DuMont. Doubleday uses TV

.

.

(pMjbli&fimt^

1949
Network
(Gross) Spot
(Net) *
$131,063 $68,800
Network 1949
No. of Stations Gross
Hours per Week
Time Cost
ABC-33-25 min. $131,063
(May-Oct.)
* TELECASTING Estimate

for its "how to do" books and its
Dollar Book Club.
Jon Gnagy, author of You
Are an Artist based on his early
TV series of that name which Gulf
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Oil Co. once sponsored on NBC,
appeared on the NBC programs advertising the book in January, and
in February his program was used
by Doubleday live on two stations
in New York and by film on two
stations in other cities. Doubleday
also sponsors the 90-minute weekly
feature film series, Premiere
Theatre, on WPIX (TV) New
York. Literary Guild has been using participations on the Handy
Hint on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
Curtis Publishing Co. in January started five-minute films and
(Continued on page 152)
TELECASTING
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Publishing
(Continued from page 151)
one-minute announcements on a
number of TV stations to promote
readership of The Little Princesses,
serial biography of the daughters
of the English royal family, running in the Ladies Home Journal.
McCall's last year used TV in spot

Class

21 :

THERE'S
nothing sets
like and
television
to
sell television
radio
sets. Both manufacturers and
dealers agree on that. Last year
TV network advertising of this
class was second among all types
of advertising and tobacco advertising, as first, surpassed the radio-TV-musical group by only
$404,621 in gross time billings, a
small addition to the $2,393,107
expended by this class.
In February of 1950, last month
for which full data are available,
the Rorabaugh report showed seven
network and a dozen spot campaigns by this group, plus some
200 dealers and distributors using
television locally. With production
of TV sets during 1950 estimated
at 4.5 million or better, more than
all the TV sets installed at the end
of 1949, there is no reason to expect anything but increased business and increased advertising
from this group during the months
ahead.
Last year's users of network TV
from this class, in addition to those
shown in the table, included: E. L.
Cournand Inc. (Tele-Vue lenses),
sponsoring Greatest Fights of the
Century five minutes a week on
NBC in January 1949, with a gross
time bill of $1,800; Motorola Inc.,
The Nature of Things for 15 minutes a week on NBC JanuaryFebruary and Believe It or Not
for a weekly half-hour also on
NBC March-April ($34,230); Pioneer Scientific Corp. (polaroid filters). Masters of Magic, CBS
weekly quarter - hour, FebruaryMay ($12,300).
Currently, RCA continues sponTV

.

.

1

. 1-2-3
A complete
talent service
under one roof

1. Action
2. Results

3

2

package shows
talent
production

T
MilU THA
CY, NMEN
INC.
AGENRTAI
1 U n IL ENTE
III
JACK RUSSELL, Television Director
2C3 NORTH WABASH AVENUE
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO
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time, Teleguide and Television
Guide — were also promoted via TV.
Kalmbach Publishing Co. advertised its Model Railroad Magazine
with announcements in Milwaukee
and American Radio Publications
its books with programs in Dayton
and Grand Rapids. About 15 newspapers used TV locally.
A new four-way video tie-up is
in the works for a series of fashion

campaign publicizing the autobiographical series by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt which ran in Mc1949. Call's during the latter part of
Omnibook Magazine used oneminute and five-minute spots in
three cities in February, when seven television magazines — TV Forecast, TV Magazine, Television
Magazine, TV Digest, TV Show-

.

.

.

CLASS 21. RADIOS, TV SETS, PHONOGRAPHS,
INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, Program and Agency
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA
& Ollie"Co.
J."Kukla,
Walter Fran
Thompson
ADMIRAL CORP.
"Broadway
Revue"
Kudner
Agency

Product
Radios, TV
Sets,
RecordRecords,
Players
All Products

"Broadway
Revue"
Kudner
Agency
"Hopalong
Cassidy"
Kudner
Agency

All Products

"Stop
Music"
Kudner theAgency
"Lights
Out"
Kudner Agency
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES
"Schoolhouse"; (Eff. April 19)
"Ted Steel"; (Eff. Sept.) "Talent
Direct
Jackpot" on the World"
"Window
(Eff. April 21) "Morey Amsterdam"
Direct
PHILCO CORP.
"Television
Hutchins Adv.Playhouse"
Co

All Products

AVCO MFG. CO. (CROSLEY DIV.)
"This Is&Show
Benton
BowlesBusiness"
"Who
That?"
Benton Said
& Bowles

All Products
All Products
TV Sets
TV Sets
Radios, TV Sets,
Refrigerators
Radios, TV Sets
Home Appliances
Radios, TV Sets,
Home Appliances

EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH
CORP.
All Products
"Toast
Biow Co.of the Town"
hours a weeks
week through August, IV2 since then
*** 2V2Alternate
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
sorship of Kukla, Fran & Ollie
two half-hours a week on NBC;
Admiral Corp. continues Lights
Out on NBC and its segment of
Stop the Music on ABC; DuMont
Labs sponsors Morey Amsterdam
on DuMont but dropped the Tuesday evening show when the Cavalcade of Bands moved into that
time; Philco continues its Television Playhouse series on NBC;
Avco has dropped both its CBS
and NBC series; Emerson Radio &
Phonograph this week starts sponsoring The Clock every other Friday on NBC, alternating with Big
Story in the 9:30-10 p.m. spot;
Columbia Recording Corp., also
this week starts Robert Q. Lewis
in a 60-minute Thursday evening
series, The Show Goes On, on CBS
for its Long Playing records. This
program, part of a $2.5 million
drive for the 33% rpm discs, will
run until June 18, take a summer
hiatus and return to the same pe-

films for TV based on the styk
in each month's issue of MadeimA
selle. Manufacturers whose mei|
chandise is featured in the ori<i
minute films are to pay the produi
tion cost with the films to be spor
sored by retail outlets, and tr
magazine and Vista Productior.
which is producing the films, hai
dling their distribution.

(Radio

and
JO
Stromberg-Carlson Co., Crusade
1949
MUSICAL
Europe, weekly half-hour c
WHAM-TV Rochester; Admir
Network
Corp. and Technical Applian
(Gross)
(Net)
Corp.
using announcements on oi
1949 232,200
station each.
Network$2,392,107
$
No. of Stations
Time Cost
Polo Sponsorship
Hours per Week Gross
Packard-Bell
is now sponsorii
$900,405
(Jan.
NBC-54-1V2*
Aug.-June;
-Dec.)
weekly polo telecasts on KNB
(TV) Hollywood; Ward Produc
471,816
Spot* Corp. has begun advertising i
118,237
(Jon. -June)
DuM-23-1
Magic Wand TV and car antenn;
with film spots in three cities ai
101,000
<NBC-20-1
Jan. -June
plans to expand to 15 market
Belmont Radio is sponsoring wre
(June-Aug.)
NBC-35-1
80,900
ABC-23-V2
tling on a three-station Ohio hoo
ud in cooperation with its loc
123,169
(May-Dec.)
distributor, Graybar Electric C,
NBC-38-1/2
Many radio-TV dealers and di. .
48,510
(Nov.-Dec.)
tributors are large local adverti
340,671
125,258
DuM-1 1-1/2
ers, such as Associated Distri
utors, handling the RCA Vict'
line in Indianapolis, who will spo
sor 28 home games of that city
DuM-31-i/2
215,413
American Assn. team this summ. .
on WFBM-TV Indianapolis,
327,150
number of manufacturers have c
Jon -Apr ;
NBC-49-1
operative
advertising plans whei
July-Dec.)
by they will pay part of the cos
of local campaigns on television f (
259,735
their receivers.
58,465
(Oct.-Dec.)
NBC-53-V2
TV's local accounts in Februa
201,270
CBS-50-V2**
1 April-Aug .,
included a score of musical instr
Oct.-Dec.)
ment and record stores. Colum
Recording Corp. has recently pi
44,000
pared a series of one-minute T
(Jan.-March)
CBS-11-1
film spots for its Long Playii
records.
TELECASTING Estimate
riod Sept. 24, according to present

Users of spot TV in February
plans.
from
this class included : Alliance
Mfg. Co. using announcements on
45 stations for Tenna Rotor; Allen
B. DuMont Labs, announcements
on seven stations; Hoffman Radio
Corp., five 60-minute programs a
week on KPHO-TV Phoenix, with
weekly half-hours on three other
Western stations; Marvel Lens Inc.,
announcements on four stations;
Pioneer Scientific Corp., announcements and participations on four
stations; RCA Victor, weekly halfhour on WBKB (TV) Chicago,
weekly quarter-hour on WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia; Automatic
Radio Mfg. Co., sponsoring five
half-hours a week on WNAC-TV
Boston; Belmont Radio Corp.,
sponsoring Buckskin Theatre an
hour a week on KTSL (TV) Los
Angeles; Packard-Bell Co., boxing
on KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles;
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'SAT.
NIGHT
Adds
Two REVUE'
Major Sponso
NBC-TV's Saturday Night Revt
in its waning weeks before begi
ning a summer vacation, last we
acquired two major sponsors. Sp'
del Corp. (watch bands), throu.
Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell
Bayles, New York, bought the st
ond half of the Jack Carter Sh(i
(the first hour of the 8-10:30 p. |
spread) for three weeks beginni I
May 6 and will sponsor the entij
hour for three more weeks begi I
ning May 27. The Carter sectij
of the Saturday show will stay i
the air until June 10 although tb
as well as the rest of the progrf
had been scheduled to quit for t
summer after the May 20 teleca
before the Speidel purchase.
Magnavox Corp., through Max
Inc., bought
y, Aps«
Saturdap.m.
last 9-9:30
effective the
ment
15. This is the opening period
the "Your Show of Shows" part
the Saturday night production.
• Page 1
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22:

S IN RADIO, so in television,
tail business seems due to prothe broadcasters'
jide
i revenue.
In Februarymain
1950 source
there
"ere 1,890 local advertisers using
"V, compared with 70 network and
J23 spot advertisers in this meium. Comparison might also be
(bade with the 612 local users of
'V advertising in February 1949,
ut attempts to predict the future
Towth of local advertising by
elevision involves predictions as
o the probable increase in the
umber of TV markets and those
nvolve guesses as to when the FCC
riU lift the freeze, and it all gets
ioo involved in too many extraneus factors for consideration in this
cries of advertising analyses.
Most of the local users of TV
re considered under the various
iroduct group headings approprite to the goods they advertise,
f those advertisers are excluded
rom these calculations, this leaves
ome 60 department or general
tores using TV for all of their
merchandise or a major part of it,
o that their use of TV cannot be
ied down to any single product
ategory. Their use of TV is as
aried as the merchandise they adertise in this medium, ranging
rom announcements to programs
f every type from drama to sports,
rom news to comedy, from Weston movies to household hints.
A survey of department store
.dvertising on TV, made by Hugh
^eltis, manager, KING-AM-FM-

CLASS 22.

.

.

(RsdcriL
1949

RETAIL STORES & SHOPS
Network
(Gross)

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, Program and Agency Product
BOND STORES
"Sport Highlights"
Wearing Apparel
Cayton, Inc.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
TV Seattle, early this year of 30
TV stations, showed more than
76% having at least one such account, with 23 stations reporting
stores using TV at least once a
week and eight reporting daily use.
More than twice as many stores
use evening as use daytime programs, probably due to some extent by the concentration of most
TV stations' programming in the
evening hours. Announcements on
slides were most used by stores,
followed by filmed announcements,
film features, variety programs,
sports and style shows, the survey
revealed.
Howard Abrahams, manager of
the sales promotion division of National Retail Dry Goods Assn., reported to Telecasting that retail
business in 1950 appears to be
nearly on a par with 1949 business, when the retail stores volume
for the country totaled some $127.9
billion, not far off from 1948's record high of $129.9 billion.
"According- to a recent survey
(Feb. 20, 1950), stores are planning to spend almost as many total

Network$19,575
No. of Stations
Hours per Week

(Net)
1949 $438,600
Gross Time
Cost

SI 9,575
NBC-16-5 min.
Spot *
(Oct.-Dec.)
* TELECASTING Estimate

dollars in total advertising in 1950
as they did in 1949," Mr. Abrahams
reports, noting that the response
to the survey indicates slight decreases in the sums spent for newspaper advertising and window displays and small increases for direct
mail and radio.
"But it is in television where
there is the greatest speculation
and thinking," he states. Pointing
out that today "retailers are using
radio the way they have always
used newspapers, to bring immediate response," he continues :
"That is now the thinking for
television. There are many stores
which can already point to tangible
results from their TV shows. The
current $64 television question is
'Where do we get our TV budget?'
In the main, it will come from
separate funds, not from the regular retailonebudget."
Only
retailer appears in the
network table for last year, Bond
Stores, which sponsored a weekly
five-minute sports series on a fivestation NBC hookup during the last
Quarter of 1949.

m

In 1925 the first motion picture film was successfullytransmitted by a television

Class
23:
ADVERTISING of cigarettes and
ther tobacco products used more
"V network time during 1949 than
ny other class of products adertised in this medium last year,
ccounting for just under 20 9r of
Dtal TV network time sales. This
lass also sponsored 25 spot TV
ampaigns in 1949 and the outlook
b good for even more TV tobacco
usiness this year.
TV network advertisers during
•949 included from this class, in
ddition to those companies listed in
he accompanying table, Bloch
trothers Tobacco Co.. which in
eptember started Fishing & Huntfig Club of the Air, a video version
f its MBS radio program, a halfour a week on DuMont for Mail
•ouch tobacco (spending $27,000
or time). Program is continuing
nder a new name, Sports for All.
luring the first four months of
■949, Larus & Brothers Tobacco
to: (Edgeworth tobacco) sponsored
'portsmen's Quiz for five minutes
week on CBS ($9,360). Ronson
«.rt Metal Works (cigarette
ghters) in November put its
''wenty
radio proram on Questions
television asMBS
a simulcast
on
TOR-TV New York (WOR origifage 153

• BROADCASTING

...
SmDkinq^
nates the MBS radio series) and an minute four-a-week time on CBS
previously filled by Ruthie on the
NBC video network ($19,350). RonTelephone and has since disconson has since moved the TV protinued the series, retaining its
gram to Friday night and ABC,
Candid
Camera show on CBS. With
retaining WOR-TV as the New
York station but separating the the opening of the baseball seaTV series from that on radio, which
son, Philip Morris will sponsor
continues as a Saturday Mutual
Dizzy Dean in 10-minute interviews
preceding and following all teleprogram. United Cigars- Whelan
casts of the New York Yankees on
Stores Corp. sponsored Hotel
WABD (TV) New York during
Broadway on DuMont 30 minutes
a week, January through April the summer.
Liggett & Myers for Chesterfields
($13,050).
will again this year sponsor video
American Tobacco Co., continuing Big Story on NBC for Pall coverage of the New York Giants
on WPIX (TV) New York and of
Malls, has this year added two TV
network shows for Lucky Strikes, the Washington Senators on WTTG
(TV) Washington. Company has
Lucky Strike Theater, an hourlong dramatic series produced by also secured exclusive advertising
rights within the ball parks of
Robert Montgomery every other
those teams so that wherever the
Monday on NBC, and This Is Show
cameras may be aimed they will
Business, Sunday half-hour on
CBS. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. pick up nobody's ads but the sponsor's. L&M continues Supper Club
(Camels) in January began sponon NBC and Godfrey & His Friends
soring the Ed Wynn Show as a on
CBS. Lorillard continues its two
Saturday half-hour series on CBS,
subsequently moved the program to network TV shows, Original Amateur Hour on NBC and Stop the
Tuesday. The other Camel pro- Music on ABC. U. S. Tobacco Co.
grams, Man Against Crime and
goes on with its sponsorship
Camel News Caravan, continue on also
of
Martin Kane, Private Eye on
NBC.
CBS and NBC, respectively.
Philip Morris & Co. in January
In February, last month for
(Continued on page 154)
put Herb Shriner into the fiveApril 17, 1950

*
signal.
Blair-TV Inc. was the first
exclusive representative of
television stations. The first
company to recognize and
act on the television stations' real need for hard
hitting, single minded, exclusive representation.

IMC.

BLAIR

REPRESENTING
Birmingham
Columbus
Los Angeles
New Orleans
Omaha
Richmond
Salt Lake City
Seattle

TELECASTING

WBRC-TV
WBNS-TV
KTSL
WDSU-TV
WOW-TV
WTVR
KDYL-TV
KING-TV

•
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CLASS 23.

SMOKING MATERIALS

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, Program and Agency
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
"Golden
Gloves
William Esty
Co. Boxing"
"Madison EstySquare
William
Co. Garden Events"
"Man Against
William
Esty Co.Crime"
"Camel
Sports
William Esty Co.Caravan"
"Camel News
William
Esty Co.Caravan"
"Golden Esty
Gloves
William
Co. International Finals"
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
"Godfrey & His
Friends"
Cunningham
& Walsh
"Supper
Club"
Cunningham & Walsh
P. LORILLARD CO.
"Original
Amateur Hour"
Lennen & Mitchell
"Stop
Music"
Lennen the& Mitchell

Product
Camel Cigarettes
Camel
Camel
Camel
Camel
Camel

NBC-23-1V4*
ABC-8-2
(one time)
CBS-46-1
NBC-4I-V2
(Jan.-Dec.)
-June;
Oct.

Old Gold
Cigarettes
Old Gold
Cigarettes

(Jan. -May;
DuM-21-1
July-Sept.)
ABC-24-1/2
(May-Dec.)

(Continued from page 153)
which TV advertising data are
available, Rorabaugh reported
American Tobacco Co. using TV

24:

ADVERTISING of soaps, cleansers
and polishes is not the major
source of revenue for the TV networks that it is for their radio
counterparts. Contrasted with its
fifth place rank among all classes
of radio network advertising during 1949, in TV this group ranked
14th, represented by only one advertiser whose expenditure for TV
network time accounted for less
than 1% of the total billings of the
video networks. The sole point of
similarity is that the dominant advertiser in both radio and TV is
Procter & Gamble Co.
P&G, which has renewed Fireside Theatre for another year on
NBC and is readying a TV adaptation of its radio series, Beulah, for
fail sponsorship on ABC, may remain the dominant network TV advertiser during 1950, but it will
not be the only one as it was last
year. In January, S.O.S. Co. began
using weekly participations in the
CBS Homemakers Exchange for its
scouring pads. Griffin Mfg. Co. in
March began advertising its shoe
polishes by sponsoring half of the

1331 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5. III.
Page 24

Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes

CBS-IO-IV2
(Feb. -March)
CBS-4-IV2
(Jan-April)
CBS-II-V2
(Oct. -Dec.)V2
DuM-9-1
(Feb. -May)

Chesterfield
Cigarettes
Chesterfield
Cigarettes

Smoking

Class

Network
No of Stotions
Hours per Week

• TELECASTING

Network
(Gross)
1949$2,396,728
Gross Time
Cost
$726,400
18,739
77,000
43,095
24,840
558,580
4,146
594,440
473,650
120,790
397,781
162,540
114,941

announcements on 43 stations for
Luckies and on 29 stations for Pall
Malls; Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. using weather forecasts
and announcements on 48 stations
for Kools and announcements on
three stations for Viceroys; Philip

1949
$937,400
(Net) Program and Agency
Advertiser,
*
"Original
Amateur
Hour"
Lennen Sp
& otMitchell
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
"Your
Show *Time"
N. W. Ayer
Son
"Football
Games"
N. W. Ayer & Son
"The Big Story"
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
PHILIP MORRIS & CO.
"Preview"; (Eff. Sept. 12)
"Candid
Biow Co. Camera''
"Ruthie
Biow Co.on the Telephone"

Product
Old Gold
Cigarettes
Lucky Strike
Cigarettes
Lucky Strike
Cigarettes
Pall Mall
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC-29-1
(Oct.-Dec.)
NBC-33-V2
(Jan.-July)
NBC-12-2V2
NBC-33-V2
(Sept.-Nov.)
(Sept. -Dec.)
CBS-IO-V2
(Ma re b - Dec . )
'Aug. -Dec,

1 949
Gross Time
120,300
Cost
271,260
116,880
106,500
47,880
241,127
97,500
143,627

NBC-27-V2 min.***
CBS-23-25
U. S. TOBACCO CO.
'Sept. -Dec. ,
Pipe Tobaccos
96,960
"Martin Agency
Kane, Private Eye"
Kudner
week
*** Every-other-week
50 min. a week up to Feb. 16, after that IVi hours a
*** 5-minute show, six times a week Aug. -Dec five times Oct.-Dec.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
TELECASTING Estime
Morris announcements on 17 stations, plus 10 single-station campaigns for two cigarettes, six
cigars and two pipe tobaccos. The
only local business reported from
this class in February was placed
by one pipe shop and three cigar

companies.
Larus & Brothers is starting
spot TV campaign in New Englan
and Los Angeles this month an
American Tobacco Co. is lining u
Saturday night TV availability
for expansion of its spot campaign

are favorable.
In February there were 17 sp<
TV advertisers from this class c :
whom Von Schrader Mfg. C
(Powder-ene Rug Cleaner)
Zippy Products Co. (starch)
used announcements on four
1949
CLASS 24. SOAPS, POLISHES & CLEANSERS
eac
tions; Kendall Mfg. Co. (Soapint
an
Network
sponsored a 30-minute program st,c
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
WBZ-TV Boston and announc t Hi!
Network$107,310 1949
ments on two other stations, whi
(Net00)0
Time
$86,
No. of Stations Gross
Procter & Gamble Co. (Tide) an
Advertiser, Program and Agency Product
Hours per Week Cost
Lan-O-Sheen Inc. (cleaner an
NBC-20-V2
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO.
Ivory, Duz
$107,310
(Jan.-July;
"I'd Like To See"
Crisco
soap powder) used announcement
on three stations each; E. L. Bruc
(Eff. April)Adv.
"Fireside
Sept-Dec.)
Compton
Inc. Theater"
Spot * Co., S. C. Johnson & Son and S.O.:
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
* TELECASTING Estimate
Co. each used spots on two stations
the others used time on one statioi
60-minute Paul Whiteman TV Teen
Forty-eight laundries and drjj.thinking about putting its veteran
cleaners bought time on their loc;
Club on ABC, and Knomark Mfg.
radio team, Fibber McGee & Molly,
TV stations in February, las-^,,
into television, expects to start month
Co.
Blind
for which records have bee
Datebegan
that sponsoring
month for ABC's
its Esquire
them in the fall, live in the West,
shoe polish. S. C. Johnson & Son is kinescoped in the East, if tests compiled.

$ood&
Spotting
CHARGES OF school authority
CLASS 25. SPORTING GOODS & TOYS
1949
that children are spending nearl'
as much time watching televisio,
Network
(Net)
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
programs as they do in the schoo
rooms and complaints of parenl
1949
Network
No. of $88,535
Stations Gross Time
that
their offspring have to b
$34,400
Advertiser, Program and Agency Product
Hours per Week Cost
driven from the TV set to eat 0.
UNIQUE ART MFG. CO.
NBC-21-1/4
sleep might lead to the conclusio
"Howdy Doody"
Toys
$59,345
Grant Adv.
that TV would be an ideal mediur
21,760
A. C. GILBERT CO.
Spot * for selling the juvenile market, bu
Model Railroad
"Roar of the Rails"
this opinion does not seem to b
Charles W. Hoyt Co.
CBS15-1 ,4
(Oct.-Dec.)
Equipment
generally
held by the manufac
BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
turers of toys and games.
Bowling
Equipment
"ABC
(Dec)
DuM-20-11/2
5,870
Al PaulBowling"
Lefton Co.
Last year's
client
included
only TV
one network
toy compan
LIONEL CORP.
ABC-4-V4
which used TV on a continuin
"Red Caboose"
Model Railroad
1,560
Reiss Adv.
Equipment
(Jan.)
basis, Unique Art Mfg. Co., spor.
TELECASTING Estimate soring a weekly quarter-hour 0
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
NBC's Howdy Doody, and this com
BROADCASTING
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25:

jany has withdrawn its sponsorhip following the end of the
Christmas season. A. C. Gilbert Co.
ised video advertising in a 13-week
>re-Christmas campaign, and the
jionel programs in January of last
'ear were the tag-end of a series
un mostly during the 1948
Christmas shopping season.
Thirteen makers of toys, dolls
nd games used TV spot campaigns
luring 1949, but the longest cam-

lass

paign ran only three months and
the largest number of stations used
by any company was 14. Business
may be better from this group in
1950, however, as there were nine
toy accounts on the air in February,
although mostly at the local level.
There was only one manufacturer
of sporting equipment to use TV
network time in 1949 and this company, Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co., was a sponsor for only four

days while ABC Bowling Tournament was in session. Short spot
campaigns were sponsored during
the year by this company, an
athletic supply firm and a manufacturer of outboard motors. Nine
sports equipment firms used TV at
the local level in February, when
the only spot account active was
American "Q" Ball Corp. of
Pennsylvania,
advertising its

amusement device with four halfhour broadcasts of "Q" Ball Championships on WOR-TV New York
and WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
Lionel Corp. (model trains) celebrates its 50th anniversary this
year and is planning a $500,000
advertising budget for the year,
with TV included in media to be
used.
Gillette will show up as sponsor
of many sporting events on TV before the year is out, doubtless again
sponsoring the World's Series telecasts although probably not on the
same free time basis that prevailed
last year, when the eagerness of
the TV networks to get the Series
exclusively led them to bid against
each other until Gillette was able
to get them all to carry it without
time charges.
Pond's Extract Co. was the major
user of spot TV in this class in
February, with announcements on
nine stations for its creams and
tissues. Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
placed Greatest Fights quarterhours on four stations in addition
to the network; Carter Products
(Arrid), Amurol Products (dentifrices) and Statler Tissue Corp.
also used four stations each; Newport Soap Co. and Wildroot Co.
used three stations apiece; Eversharp Inc. (razors), Personal Products Corp. (Yes tissues) and Potter
Drug & Chemical Corp. (Cuticura
soap and ointment) each bought TV
(Continued on page 156)

26:

.
QA
JU
Qjeach
15 minutes
Sunday
on NBC
expenditures in this medium JO
dur- il
ing 1950. Like radio, TV is used
through the year except for an
eight-week summer hiatus ($39,chiefly for the advertising of dentifrices, razors and shaving soaps,
200); Illinois Watch Case Co.
lipsticks, facial tissues and other
(compacts, etc.), with a one-time
relatively inexpensive items, where
90-minute Thanksgiving Television
Shoiv on NBC ($10,610) ; Pal Blade
the excise tax is not a major deterrent to ready purchase. Both local
Co., Pal Headline)-, five-minute
and spot TV business from this weekly series on ABC May-October
class started out 1950 at a high
($52,452).
level and locally there were in
So far this year on the TV networks, Lever Bros. Co. has started
February eight campaigns for
toilet goods and 10 sponsored by Ilka Chase in a 15-minute CBS series for Harriet Hubbard Ayer cosbeauty shops and hairdressers.
metics, dropping The Clock on NBC
Other Network Sponsors
the end of March. Gillette (Toni
Div.) and Jules Montenier Inc.
Toiletries advertising on TV networks in 1949 included, in addition
(Stopette) are alternating in the
9-9:30 Wednesday evening period
to the six largest accounts shown
in the table : American Home Prodon CBS, sponsoring Toni Twin
ucts Corp (Kolynos, Anacin), startTime and What's My Line? reing Mary Kay & Johnny 20 minutes
Gillette Bowl
on Newgame
Year's
covered thespectively.
Rose
on
a week on NBC for two months,
CBS,
chiefly
by
kinescope,
and
January-February ($3,500 worth
more recently sponsored three
of network time at gross rates),
moving it to CBS as weekly half- major basketball games on ABC.
hour, March-May, July-September
($33,660); Barbasol Co. (shaving
cream), sponsoring Week in Review
nothing but smiles
1949
' LASS 26. TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS
under our umbrella!
Network
(Gross)
(Net)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Network$1,026,380 1949 $68,800
No. of Stations Gross Time
|
Product
Hours per Week Cost
dvertiser, Program and Agency
Spot *
OLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET CO.
$289,535
NBC-22-V2
Dental Cream, Vel
125,435
Howdy
Lustre Cream
id Bates Doody"
& Co.
(Apr.-Dec.)
NBC-17-V2
164,100
Vel, Lustre
Colgate
Theater"
Cream
illiam Esty
Co.
174,990
jULETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO.
Razors, Blades,
>xing Inc.Bouts"
20,070
NBC-8-1
(Feb.-May)
axon
Shaving Cream
Razors,
Blades,
111,390
Itoxing
NBC-25-1
(Jan. -May;
Shaving Cream
[axon Inc.Bouts"
Sept.-Dec.)
Razors, Blades,
nrious Sports Events
ABC, CBS, NBC
43,530
event)
Soap, Cream
(each a one-time
170,946
jllSTOL-MYERS CO.
CBS-1 2-V4
Ipana Toothpaste
58,730
.uclcy
Pup"
aherty, Clifford & Shenfield
(June-Dec.)
ABC-IO-V2
Mum,
!reak theClifford
Bank" & Shenfield
60,166
Benex Vitalis,
(Jan.-Sept.)
Joherty,
NBC-1
9-V2
Vitalis,
Mum
treak
Bank" & Shenfield
52,050
and others
oherty,theClifford
(Oct.-Dec.)
HOLLAND
KALAMAZOO
(VER BROTHERS CO.
96,810
All products
NBC-49-1/2
theWalter
Clock"Thompson Co.
(Oct.-Dec.)
LEONARD A. VERSLUIS STATIONS
-SEBROUGH MFG. CO.
93,165
HY M. STEED, MANAGER
33,297
Vaseline Products
ABC- 10- 1/2
loller
Derby"
cCann-Erickson
(Oct.-Dec.)
Vaseline Products
59,868
Sreatest Fights"
(Apr.-July;
NBC-23-1/4*
pCann-Erickson
Sept.-Dec.)
TERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON
61,512
nm-Fin-Tu
IPRODUCTS CO.
ABC-9-V2
REPRESENTED BY
Kleenex
,?un
for
the
Money"
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
(June- Dec.)
«te, Cone & Belding
Five minutes in April and May, 15 minutes since then,
TELECASTING Estimate
ce: Publishers Information Bureau
^ke only ^Mick iqan

N GENERAL, 1950 looks like a
ood year for the toiletry industry,
iccording to S. L. Mayham, excutive vice president, The Toilet
ioods Assn., who told Telecasting
hat much depends on the speed
nd extent of Congressional action
n repealing the excise tax on perumes. Noting that "some further
urtailment in the national adverising budgets of many companies
/ill take place" this year, according
tpib present indications, Mr. Mayham
Stated:
"We have heard of rather elaboirtlate plans for use of television durjg 1950 but it is our impression
hat this use will not begin in
iolume before the last half of the
!lear and possibly many of the plans
till have to be deferred until the
allowing year. Arrangement of a
jplevision program is by no means
:^isLast
easy year
as many
people advertising
think."
toiletries
o^nked fifth among all classes of
jusiness on the video networks,
idth gross time billings of over $1
trillion and all signs point to larger
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THESE GREAT MARKETS
ONE MILLION PEOPLE . . .
LOOK FOR TV FROM

uimu-TV
GRAND RAPIDS, CHANNEL 7
TV Station outside {Detroit

Class

27:

AIR LINES are the best customers
of TV stations in this class, with
11 aviation services seeking passengers via video time in February- Transcontinental & Western
Air used seven stations, United Air
Lines six, Southern Airways and
Delta Airlines two each; Eastern,
Capital, Piedmont, Florida Air
Coach, Safeway Travel, Vi-Air
Coach and the Flying Irishman
used one station each.
New York Central Railroad and
Union Pacific Railroad advertised
on four TV stations apiece in FebToiletries
(Continued from page 155)
time on two stations, and there
were eight campaigns on one station each.
Wildroot is planning to enter
TV spot on a national scale this
summer. Guitare Lipstick Inc. now
has half-hour weekly shows on four
TV stations and intends to buy
similar time in 11 other markets
during next three months. Campana Corp. has begun using film
spots for Ayds and Associated
Products is considering a national
TV spot campaign for its Five-Day
deodorant pads.
Murine Co. is starting 20-second
TV announcements on four New
York stations for its eye wash.

Sell
Ohio's
largest

third
market

with

WFMJ
5,000 watts AM
and
50,000

watts FM

WFMJ

1390 AM

- 105.1 FM

Youngstown,

Ohio

Headley-Reed Co.,
national representatives
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.

.

.

panies, two travel agencies and
one bus line.
It may be that February makes
such a poor showing because it's
too late to advertise winter vacation tours and too early to start
angling for summer business.
Even so, the above score seems
pretty slim pickings for an advertising medium which can bring
cruise or resort life right into the
prospects' living rooms through
motion picture commercials.

Jjuw&L

CLASS 27. TRANSPORTATION, TRAVEL & RESORTS
There were no network advertisers in this class during 1949.
1949 Spot (Net) *
$34,400
* TELECASTING Estimate
ruary, last month for which records
have been compiled. Since then,
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has launched a six-week TV

drive in four cities — Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles and New York.
February TV clients also included five hotels, three taxi com-

1;

THE UNIVERSALITY of television as an advertising medium is indicated by this final catch-all category of video advertisers. In addition to the TV business summarized
in the preceding 27 analyses, the
medium was also used in February
by an exterminating firm (Bruce
Terminex Co., using TV time in
Atlanta and Memphis), 23 real
estate companies, five luggage
dealers, two auctioneers, one mortuary, one memorial park and two
local political groups telecasting
their appeals to the voters of Birmingham and Cleveland.
In a statement to Telecasting
that pointed out the possibility of
1950 surpassing
year's "enormous production last
of 1,025,000
new
homes and apartments," Frank W.
Cortright, executive vice president,
National Assn. of Home Builders,
said that new homes are priced
within the reach of practically all
income groups. "These two factors,
plus the fact that emergency housing needs have long since been
satisfied, mean that builders and
their sales staffs have long ago
put away their order taking pads
in
he favor
stated.of constructive sales talks,"
Spots Popular
Noting that "builders are allotting more funds for advertising
than ever before," Mr. Cortright
continued: "A few builders and
realty firms over the nation have
used television with varied success.
One-minute spots between programs seems to be the most popular
device. But costs of this time when
compared to newspaper results,
have not been too favorable.
"Reaction has ranged from very
good to very bad in the radio-TV
field for home sales. But it is a
field that will certainly bear watching. However, rates and results
must be competitive with newspapers' ifradio and TV is to win its
place in the builders' advertising
budgets."
Religious organizations are beginning to expand their broadcast
proselyting to include television as
well
People's
Churchas ofradio.
the AirYoung
continues
its
weekly series on ABC and five
others — Church of the Open Bible,
Seventh Day Adventists, Brightmoor Tabernacle, Word of Life
Fellowship and The Quiet Hour —
each used a half-hour weekly tele-

CLASS 28. MISCELLANEOUS

Network
(Gross)

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, Program and Agency
YOUNG
THE AIRPEOPLE'S CHURCH OF
J."Youth
M. Camp
on the March"
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.
"Dog
Show" & Walsh
Cunningham
QUAKER OATS CO.
"Chicago
Ruthrauff &Kennel
Ryan Show"
AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS
"Democratization of Germany"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

ABC-1 2-V2

Institutional

NBC-12-1
(one time)
ABC-3-V2
(one time)

American Jewish
Congress

(Net)
1949
$412,800
Gross Time
Cost

$31,271

(Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-IO-IV2
(one time)

Milkbone
Dog Biscuits
Ken-L Ration

cast on one station in February.
Makers of pet foods, in addition
to sponsoring network telecasts of
dog shows, also sponsor spot and
regional TV campaigns for their
products. Rival Packing Co. uses
announcements on 21 stations;
Victory Packing Co. has announcements and participations on five
stations; Calo Dog Food Co. sponsors a 30-minute Pet Exchange
program on KTTV (TV) Los Angeles and participations on WATV
(TV) Newark; Lewis Food Co. (Dr.
Ross dog and cat food) sponsors
The Ruggles, half-hour weekly program, on four stations, quarterhour weekly series on two stations,
two 10-minute programs a week on
one station and announcements on
two. Seven one-station TV camfor pet
foods areTV also
recordedpaignsin the
Rorabaugh
report
for February from which the above
data were taken. Since then, Doyle
Packing Co. has begun using TV
for Strongheart Dog Food; Perk
Foods has prepared films for spot
video use and Ken-L-Products Div.
of Quaker Oats Co. is placing
filmed commercials.
Alden's Show
Alden's Mail Order House is
sponsoring' a half-hour program,
Dude Ranch, on WENR-TV Chicago, in an eight-week test campaign to promote distribution of its
spring catalog, and Sears, Roebuck
Co. has been using announcements
on WXYZ-TV Detroit.
Amalgamated Clothing Workers
Union (CIO) is using 275 20-second video announcements on WJZTV New York, WENR-TV Chicago,
WXYZ-TV Detroit and WMAL-TV

April 17, 1950

Network
No. of $42,436
Stations
Hours per Week

Product

1949

hir
Spot *

5,680

iflliei

4,000
1,485
TELECASTING Estimate

Washington in a 39-week campaign -,to build familiarity with its union I
label and to promote purchases of
"union label" clothes. This TV
schedule is part of a $500,000
ACWU campaign which also includes radio and a proposal to double the advertising budget to a million dollars will be presented to theunion's national meeting to be held
next month in Cleveland.
NOTRE DAME GAMES
DuMont Buys Football Rights

12
EXCLUSIVE rights to telecast]'
home games
the Notre
Damebeen
\J) \;a
football
team of next
fall have
bought by DuMont Television Network, it was
announced
week.1 a
Although
DuMont
did notlastdisclose
tpi
the
price
it
paid
Notre
Dame
for'
the five games, it was reliably reported to be |163,000.
kltd
The games to be telecast are:
North Carolina, Sept. 30; Purdue
U., Oct. 7; Michigan State, Oct. 28;; |
U. S. Naval Academy (at Cleve-1
i 2:
land) , Nov. 4, and U. of Pittsburgh,'^
Nov.
the tele-';
casts 11.
has No
beensponsor
signed. for The
net
work telecast Notre Dame home, T
games last season under sponsor
ship
of Chevrolet,
bell-Ewald
agency. through Camp i

k
w
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Color Hearing
(Continued from page 133)
ome."
standard ofmonochr
present
of On
the question
interference
from other emissions, he asserted:
CBS submitted information . . .
which indicated no substantial general difference in regard to interference to reception of CBS color signals where the interference was various in-channel signals. This appears
in agreement with Laboratory Division observations to date.
Preliminary tests at the Laboratory
have indicated that the probability of
interference with the RCA color
system is about twice as great as for
a standard monochrome signal. This
increased susceptibility appears to
result from the presence of the 3.6
mc sub-carrier and the receiver
jsampling.
This added susceptibility of the
more signifimay be of consideration
(IRCA system
cance than superficial
jmight indicate. In Exhibit 203, so far
[introduced only in part, JTAC outlines certain methods of securing interference reduction by adoption of
istandard intermediate frequencies and
allocation procedures in order to place
ithe interfering signals at the least
(susceptible points in each channel. The
double susceptibility of the RCA color
[signal quire
to interference
to reabandonment of appears
this approach
to the reduction of interference by
allocation and indicates that the
allocation plan might therefore be
substantially different, depending on
the color system involved.
Mr. Chapin felt that "in genSpot TV
(Continued from page 135)
stations during December and another two had spots on over 15 stations each.
In point of stations, American
^Tobacco Co. was the heaviest TV
fepot user during the year. The
firm placed business on from 21 to
49 stations throughout the year.
The two network leaders in this
classification, R. J. Reynolds and
Liggett & Myers, were not very
^active in spot. R. J, Reynolds placed
business on a peak of only nine
stations while Liggett & Myers
^.steadily cut its station list throughout the year. Although the firm
[ started strong with business on 27
testations in January, this had
[dropped to 19 the next month and
was down to eight in May and one
■by year's end, according to Rora,baugh.
1 Drug and Remedies advertisers,
)|heavy spot and network radio advertisers, placed only $60,200 worth
>of net TV spot business, about 0.7%
of the total. On the video networks
gross expenditures were only $242,718, slightly over 5% of all gross
TV network business placed in
1949. This is a far cry from the
'over $12 million net spent in spot
fradio and the gross of $21,054,786
Expended on the radio networks.
Advertisers of Toiletries also
■have moved slowly in the spot television field. These firms had net expenditures of only about $68,800
for TV spot in 1949. In radio this
product classification had net expenditures of approximately $3.9
million for spot and grossed about
$29.4 million on the networks.
Page 157
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eral, it should be fully realized
that susceptibility to interference
of this type is basic to the RCA
dot sequential system." He thought
it "can be expected to become
worse with additional stations,
additional receivers and additional
other devices employing radio-frequency, such as diathermy machines
and industrial radio - frequency
heating equipment, as well as being further aggravated with the
occupancy of the UHF band."
Receivers Compared
The Laboratory chief conceded
that his reports were prepared
before RCA's new tri-color tube
was demonstrated and therefore
were based on tests and observation of RCA's former three-tube
projection color technique. On this
basis he submitted the following
comparison of the RCA and CBS
receivers themselves:
The RCA receiver was too large
physically to represent any reasonable
classification as a home broadcast
receiver suitable for general use. The
large number of components involved
suggests that tremendous simplifications would be required in order to
enable the production of reasonably
priced receivers. The receiver required frequent adjustment to maintain registry, color values, etc., and
could not be considered in a form
for general home use. In addition,
the picture brilliance, color uniformity, color faithfulness, registry and
definition were poorer than those
given by the CBS receiver.
The CBS table model receiver was
of a size, ease of adjustment and
stable enough to be suitable for
home use and the limited components
in addition to those normal to a
monochrome receiver indicated that
the set could be produced for a reasonable price. The CBS set employed
a lens which restricted the viewing
angle somewhat more than that of
an ordinary direct-view black-andwhite receiver, but the restriction of
view was far less than that of the
RCA set, in which set the limitations
would appear to be objectionable for
general home use. . . .
The problem of picture interference to sound was such as to require
more critical tuning of the RCA
receiver than the CBS receiver.
of standard monoThe reception
chrome pictures on the CBS receiver
was much more satisfactory than on
the RCA receiver. Definition was better, pictures were brighter, and the
pictures were free from the coloration
present in the reception of standard
monochrome pictures on the RCA
set. . . .
Mr. Chapin also reported that
CBS had delivered an all-electronic
receiver which was "much smaller
than the RCA color set."
physically
He
said "time did not permit a
study to be made of the operation
of this receiver," but that he had
seen it in the CBS laboratories
and "its operation on CBS standards compared favorably with the
operations of either RCA or CTI

from black-and
allystandards
go
, or vice
whiteautomatic
to color
versa. Of the automatic adapter
the report said:
This may be advantageous in an
interim situation when some of the
signals on the air might be operating
on each of the systems, and the receiver tuned from one channel to
another. The receiver will determine
which type of signal is being received
and will switch to the proper standards. The receiver will also take appropriate action when a station to
which it is tuned changes from one
system to the other.
Comr. George E. Sterling questioned him specifically on the sensitivity of the automatic adapter,
saying the model in his own home
switched from one line rate to
another when signal voltage ebbed.
Mr. Chapin replied that Mr. Sterling was using the first model
developed, and that he felt there
was nothing inherently wrong with
the technique.
Heffernan Comments
Although Mr. Chapin has not
been cross-examined on his reports,
RCA General Attorney Joseph V.
Heffernan brought out that comp'lation of data for some of them
was commenced on the same day
RCA first demonstrated its tricolor tube, and that they do not
take high-level sampling into account. But Mr Chapin did not
think the tri-color tube could be
said
the reports
until toit "supersede"
has been demonstrated

receivers."
Mr. Chapin submitted a September 1949 report showing the Laboratory had modified existing
black-and-white sets to receive
^BS color in monochrome at costs
(for parts) ranging from $4.35 to
$12.01. The latter, which he described as a "deluxe" adaptation
employed the so-called Chapin
Adapter to permit the receiver to
April 17, 1950

that the tube has sufficient resonomically.
lution and can be produced ecoOn cross-examination, Mr. Smith
said he thought in event of multiple
standards it would be necessary for
industry to get together and decide upon a "preferred system" to
hardship.
avoid public confusion and economic
Mr. Plotkin wanted to know what
Philco would do if FCC changed
existing monochrome standards to
provide for 4 mc channels and for
dot-interlacing. Mr. Smith said the
reduction in bandwidth would
cause Philco to go out of business
for a while to re-engineer its sets.
Adoption of dot-interlacing, he
said, would result in quality sets
that could take advantage of the
technique and in cheaper sets which
could not take advantage of it but
which would provide quality comparable to present receivers.
He said Philco would "go out of
business" if telecasters were required to switch 100% to CBS
color within two years. He pointed
out that British set sales dropped
to 25% of their previous level
when the British announced a
change in standards to take effect
in three years.
He did not foresee a similar effect if FCC required a switch to
RCA color within two years, however, pointing out that the RCA
system imposes no loss of service
(Continued on page 158)
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UI$VI|
WSYR-TV
means
Bright,

Clear,

PICTURES
From its antenna atop Sentinel
Heights, 1,200 feet above Syracuse
and vicinity,
full radiating powerWSYR-TV's
of 23,500 watts
on
Channel 5 assures Central New
Yorkers clear, steady reception of
—theexclusive.
outstanding TV shows — on NBC

the Onjy COMPLETE
Broadcast Institution
in
Central New York

ACUSE
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NBC Affiliate in Central New York
Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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Color Hearing
(Continued from page 157)
on the public.
Nor did he think announcement
of a new UHF service would affect
business adversely. He said Philco
would make some VHF-UHF combinations, some VHF-only sets and
some UHF-only sets, according to
demand.
Asked what would happen to set
sales if FCC should require that
VHF stations move to the UHF
in four or five years, Mr. Smith
said it would "very markedly slow
down
the industry."
He conceded
to FCC Chairman

READY

SOON!
the

NEW

un

a NEW

Coy that adoption of a compatible
system probably would permit
manufacturers to continue selling
black-and-white receivers without
pushing color. But, he said, "I
can't conceive of the radio industry,
if they had color television to sell,
not doing a bang-up job of selling

and

better dial

In the long run, he said, more
money could be made if color were
available.
Comr. Robert F. Jones was criticalit."
of RMA's role in helping FCC
reach a decision, commenting:
"RMA has money for lawyers and
publicity men, but not for field

position

680
KILOCYCLES

a NEW
more

and

powerful

transmitter

10,000
WATTS
Offering NEW

Sales

Opportunities in a
larger, richer

.

market!

UlCBm
MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
John Elmer
President & Commercial Manager
George H. Roeder
General Manager
Baltimore 13, Maryland
WEED

& COMPANY
Exclusive
National Representatives
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testing." Smith's Reply
Mr. Smith replied: "I think the
individual manufacturers [feel]
that, first of all, a non-compatible
color system is not economically
sound, whether it is technically
sound or not; and secondly, that
you would not have any color television; you could not have it until
you had a reasonably practical type
of compatible system. ... I don't
see why a manufacturer should
have gone ahead and spent a considerable sum of money getting
public reaction to a type of receiver
that he knew perfectly well he
could never sell."
Comr. Jones also injected the
question of Philco patents, as he
had done earlier in the case of
RCA.
The question of RMA policy on
color was revived by Mr. Plotkin
when RMA President Cosgrove
took the stand Tuesday. Mr. Cosgrove said RMA would "go along"
with FCC's decision, but doubted
the association is in a position to
"issue directives" to members.
He also doubted that RMA would
employ public relations counsel and
issue brochures to explain that TV
sets without adapters would be
obsolete, in event a non-compatible
color system were adopted, though
he conceded RMA has taken such
steps to keep the public informed
in the current hearings. He felt
the manufacturers might want to
handle the public-education campaign themselves when color is
authorized.
Mr. Plotkin brought out that
RMA is paying $3,500 a month for
public relations counsel, engaged
through the firm of Selvage & Lee.
Mr. Cosgrove said he had not
considered what policy RMA might

take to allay public confusion
when color is authorized, but that
he would take up the subject at the
next RMA board meeting soon.
The Commission subsequently
requested that Dr. W. R. G. Baker
of General Electric Co., head of
the RMA-sponsored National Television System Committee, appear
to present technical testimony.
Patent Question Raised
Comr. Jones raised the patent
subject ination
again
during
cross-examof Dr. G.
H. Brown,
RCA
Labs research engineer. In answer to a question, Dr. Brown said
that "when I was given the responsibility of pushing ahead on
the color system, never once was
I given an instruction to do it to
avoid a patent or make use of a
patent. I have been given complete latitude in coming out with
the best system that we knew
, Comr. Jones also wanted to
know: "Isn't there something significant about the fact that RCA
is more interested in black-andwhite
how."than it is in color, in view
of the fact that it knew how to do
a 6 mc color in 1940 and did not
suggest it as a broadcast service
or did not develop it as a broadcast
service?" Dr. Brown said he did
not have that impression, but
pointed out he was not participating in company decisions at
that time.
Dr. Brown said he considered the
dichroic mirror system a milestone
passed with development of the
tri-color tube, but not a "dead
duck." He said new dichroic mirror receivers employing only 36
tubes, plus the three kinescopes,
would be delivered to Washington
within two or three weeks.
Dr. Engstrom was asked by Mr.
Plotkin what policy RCA has decided upon regarding set production if FCC approves a non-compatible system.
"We do not believe [adoption of
a non-compatible system] is a
good procedure," Dr. Engstrom replied, "because there is this other
alternative open to the Commission, and with that open to use, we
question whether it is proper to
saddle that additional cost on the
American people. . . .
"Therefore, we have not made a
(Continued on page 162)
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Video's '49 Clients
(Continued from page 135)
TV networks today is at some variworks. ance with that of the radio netThe five leading classes of advertising on the radio networks in
1949 were, in descending order:
Foods, Toiletries, Smoking Materials, Drugs, Laundry Soaps and
Cleansers. On the TV networks the
top five were: First, Smoking Materials; next, Radio and TV Receivers and Musical Instruments
(which as a class stood 22d in the
radio network list) ; third, Automotive (sixth on radio) ; fourth,
Foods, and fifth, Toiletries. Drug
advertising, always a major radio
network class, ranked 11th among
the users of network television.
For 1950 the picture contains
nothing but continued growth for
television. The set manufacturers |
promise
an output
somedoubling
4 million receivers
this of
year,
the medium's present potential circulation by Dec. 31. The addition
of new stations, which last year
rose from 50 in operation at the
beginning of the year to 97 at its
conclusion and now number 102, has
just about ended until the freeze is
lifted, but increased hours of operation may be anticipated from
those stations which are on the air.
Following the precedent established by radio more than 25 years
ago, television broadcasting began
as an almost exclusive nighttime
program
except and
for other
baseball and operation,
football games
special events. Daytime programming, still in a tentative stage on
individual stations a year ago, has
increased steadily and a few hours
of network daytime service are now
available. Further daytime developments, both locally and on a
network basis, are certainties in the
months ahead.
Time Charges
Time charges of TV stations
have advanced proportionately to
the growth of the audience and already advertisers are complaining
about the expense of this new
medium, although video broadcasters for the most pai't are still operating at a loss. As in radio, talent
costs range widely, with top stars
commanding top salaries, but television's production and rehearsal
costs are inherently more expensive
than those of radio.
Television's costs, however, are
more than matched by the sales impact of this
medium
andsight-sound-and-motion
there is no sign of
anything but expanded use of this
medium by advertisers on all levels.
TV network time sales for the first
two months of 1950 totaled $3,620,898, a rise of 261.3% over the gross
time sales of the TV networks in
the same months of 1949, which totaled $1,002,250.
CONTACT
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MUSIC

for

BMI means "Music for Canada."

CANADA

It also means that music by Canadians

will at last attain a prominent place among the world's musical literature.
For it is through the combined resources of BMI CANADA
and BROADCAST,

LIMITED

INC. that the broadcasters of Canada today, for the first

lime, possess an international repertoire of music which is, in effect,
Canada's own music.
Today BMI

CANADA

LIMITED

represents hundreds

of composers,

authors and publishers throughout Canada and controls the largest repertoire of Canadian music in the world.
Not only does BMI CANADA

LIMITED

provide broadcasters with a vast

source of performable music and give aid and services in the programming
of music, but now for the first time Canada has an organization expressly
designed to publish and develop the creative efforts of the nation's musical
talent.
And because the management

of BMI

CANADA

LIMITED

is directed

and guided by a board of directors consisting of representatives of the
entire Canadian broadcasting industry, its activities and its objectives are
those of the broadcasters themselves.

WHEN

BMI

BM!

CANADA

CANADA

TORONTO

ROADCASTING

ITS
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MONTREAL

ITS

YOURS

LIMITED
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April 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1590 kc
WGTC
Greenville, N. C. — CP to
change from 1490 kc 250 w unl. to 1590
kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-N.
AM— 580 kc
KDSJ1450Deadwood,
D. — CPto to580change
from
kc 250 wS. unl.
kc 1
kw-D 500 w-N.
Modification of CP
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— Mod. CP AM
station to change from DA-DN to
DA-N.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WROV-FM
Roanoke. Va.; WISC-FM Madison, Wis.;
WJPF-FM Herrin, 111.
WLIN-FM Merrill, Wis.— Mod. CP
FM station
new ant.
to 237 ft.to change ERP to 21 2
kw,
License Renewal
Request for license renewal FM station: WBUZ Bradbury Heights, Md .;
WSRS-FM
Cleveland
KMUW Wichita,
Kan. Heights, Ohio;
TV— 210-216 mc
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.— CP new
commercial TV station to change from
6.5
15.1 kwkw. vis., 3.7 kw aur. to 30.0 kw vis.,
April 10 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner George E. Sterling
Patchogue Bcstg. Co., Patchogue,
N. Y., and Mid-Island Radio Inc.,
Patchogue, N. Y. — Granted petition of
Patchogue Bcstg. Co., requesting extension to April 17, to file exceptions
to initial decision issued in proceeding upon application and that of MidIsland Radio Inc.
Waycross Bcstg. Co., Waycross, Ga.
—tion.
Granted request to dismiss applicaKSGM Ste. Genevieve, Mo.— Granted
leave to amend application to reduce
power from 1 kw to 500 w D-DA
and application as amended is removed
from hearing docket.
FCC General Counsel— Granted request for extension to May 6 in which
to file exceptions to initial decision
issued in proceeding upon applications
of WTNJ Trenton, N. J., and WBUD
Morrisville, Pa.
Tul'e missedBcstg.
Tex.—appliDisas moot Co.,
leave Tulia,
to amend
cation and to retain application, as
amended on hearing docket.
WPOR, Portland, Me.— Granted request to dismiss without prejudice application.
By Jack P. Blume
KFDX Wichita Falls, Tex.— Granted
leave to amend application to change
daytime DA proposed in engineering
portion of application; application
amended, removed from hearing
docket.
Brazoria County Bcstg. Co., Freeport,
Tex. —tionGranted
leave toRoss
amend
applicaso as to delete
K. Prescott
and H. J. Griffith as partners in applicant company, and show transfer of
their interest to A. T. Deere.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Cunningham
A. D. Ring & Co., Washington, D. C.
— Granted continuance of hearing in
Docket 9577 from April 13 to April 26.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
FCC General Counsel— Granted continuance of hearing in proceeding re
applications of Lakeland
Corp
and that of John R. Tomek,Bcstg
from Aprii
12 to May 9, at Wausau, Wis.
By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchinson
Bcstrs. Inc. and Saratoga Bcstg.
Co.Spa Saratoga
Springs, N. Y.—
in part motion of Spa Bcstrs. Granted
Inc for
continuance of hearing re application
and that of Saratoga Bcstg.
Co. from
April 12 to June 5 at Washington
D. C; denied insofar as it requests,
change in place of hearing from Washington, D. C„ to Saratoga Springs,

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Waih. 5, D. C
Sterling 3626
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FCC

APRIL 7 to APRIL 11
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
April 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KHSL Chico, Calif.— License for CP
new AM station to increase power
change directional ant. for night use
only etc.
License to cover CP AM station:
WEBK Tampa, Fla.; WVMI Biloxi.
Miss.; KUNO Corpus Christi, Tex.
WLOW Portsmouth, Va. — License for
CP
etc. AM station to change frequency
Extension of Authority
American Bcstg. Co., New York —
Extension of authority to transmit programs to CFCF CBL and Canadian
Bcstg.
June 2. System for period beginning
AM— 1010 kc
WINS New York— Mod. CP AM station change frequency, increase power
etc. AMENDED for further extension
of completion date.
SSA— 680 kc
WIKYerate on 680
Evansville,
SSAperiod
to op-of.
kc 100 w Ind.—
unl. for
six mos. mencedor
until operation is comas requested.
Modification of License
WMNB
North Adams, Mass.— Mod.
license to increase power from 100 w
unl. to 250 w unl. on 1230 kc.
License Renewal
WPOE renewal.
Elizabeth, N. J.— Request for
license
License for CP
WTCN-TV
Minneapolis, Minn.— Lition. cense for CP new commercial TV staTENDERED FOR FILING
SSA— 1460 kc
WOKO Albany, N. Y.— Request for
SSA on 1460 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N for
period of six mos. from April 24.
Modification of CP
WLIL Lenoir City, Tenn.— Mod. CP
new AM station to change from 730
kc 500 w D to 1490 kc 250 w unl.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WMFT
Florence, Ala.— RETURNED
application for involuntary relinquishment of control in Tri-Cities Bcstg.
Co., license from Franklin L. Bush
(deceased) to Emma E. Arland Bush,
executrix of the estate.
April 1 1 Decisions . . •
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Brazoria County Bcstg. Co., Freeport, Tex. — Granted petition insofar
as it requests deletion of Issue No. 1
of Commission's order designating application for hearing; petition denied
7.in all other respects. Action taken April
BY THE SECRETARY
WCLD Cleveland, Miss.— Granted li-

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

cense for new standard station and
change studio location; 1490 kc 250 w
unl.WOR New York— Granted CP install
new vertical ant. for aux. purposes
with presently licensed 5 kw aux. trans.
Don Lee Bcstg. System, Hollywood,
Calif.— Granted mod. CP KM2XBD for
extension of completion date to 11-1-50
subject cto
disposition
pending
proe ding in Doc.
7398 et of
al and
Doc. 7255.
KDMS El Dorado, Ark. — Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location and specify studio location
and change type trans.
WGAL-FM Lancaster, Pa. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 11-1-50.San Diego, Calif.— Granted
KFMB-TV
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 11-1-50,
Hollywood Bcstg. Co., Hollywood, Fla.
— Granted license for new remote pickup KA-6128.Tennessee Bcstg., Columbia,
Middle
Tenn. — Granted request to cancel CP
forSouthland
remote pickup
KIB-756.
Industries
Inc., San Antonio,
Tex.
—
Granted
WOAITV tower and ant. forCP theusepresently
licensed 5 kw aux. trans. WOAI.
Earl W.
Fessler,
Wis. —
Granted
CP and
licenseMadison,
for new remote
pickup
KA-2982.
Community Bcstg. Service Inc., Bangor, Me.— SameBcstg.
KA-6287.
Brownsville
Co., Brownsville,
Tex.— Same KA-4139.
Charles W. Lamar Jr., Houma, La. —
Same
KA-6284 Bcstg.
KA-6285.
Midwestern
Co., Traverse City,
Mich.— Same KA-3671.
Savannah
Bcstg.
Co.
Inc., Savannah,
Ga.— Same KIB-999.
Richland Inc., Mansfield, Ohio — Same
KA-3347.
Baptist General Convention of Texas, Dallas, Tex. — Granted CP new remote pickup KA-6290.
P. C. Wilson, Canton, Ohio — Same
KA-6289,
Rawlins Bcstg. Co., Rawlins, Wyo. —
Same KA-3498.
KA-6286.
Macon Bcstg. Co., Macon, Ga. — Same
Aroostook
Bcstg. Corp., Presque Isle,
Me.— Same KA-6288.
Granite District Radio Bcstg. Co.,
Salt Lake City, Utah— Same KA-6291.
KA-6283.
Star Bcstg. Co., Pueblo, Col. — Same
American Colonial Bcstg. Corp.,
Arecibo, P. R. — Granted mod. CP
WWA-200 change power from 75 w to
250 w and change trans.
KPOR
Granted mod. (FM)
CP forRiverside,
extensionCalif.—
of completion date to 6-19-50.
WBCA
(FM) Schenectady, N. Y.—
Same
to 9-20-50.
KAKC-FM Tulsa, Okla.— Same to
10-1-50.
WJLB-FM• Detroit— Same to 11-30-50.
WSWN Belle Grade, Fla.— Granted
license covering changes in vertical
ant.WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio — Granted license use old main trans, at present
location of main trans, for aux with
250 w.
KCHIcenseChillicothe,
Granted
linew standard Mo.—
station;
1010 kc
250 w D.
KCRV Caruthersville, Mo.— Granted
license
1 kw D. new standard station 1370 kc
ONE
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WVMI
ON AIR
Miss. Daytime Outlet Opens
WVMI Biloxi, Miss., owned and
operated by Radio Assoc. Inc.,
went on the air April 3. Offices
are located in the Quint Bldg., and
transmitter and studios are 3M:
miles east of the city.
Radio Assn. is comprised of
Odes E. Robinson, James H. McKee and G. E. Holmes. Personnel
includes G. E. Holmes, commercial
manager; C. B. Barrett, account
executive; Gene A. Robinson, program director; Don Murphy, chief
engineer;
announcer. Robert Campbell, chief
WVMI, a daytime outlet, operates on 570 kc with power of 1 kw.
WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla.— Granted
cancellation of license for aux. trans.
KWK-AM-FM St. Louis — Granted
mod. license change corporate name to
KWK Inc.
RGBS change
Harlingen,
— Granted mod.
license
studioTex.location.
WINZ Hollywood, Fla.— Same.
KECC Pittsburg, Calif. — Granted
mod.
KECC license
Inc. change corporate name to
KPPC
Pasadena,
install new
trans. Calif.— Granted CP
KUKI Ukiah, Calif.— Granted mod.
CP approval ant., trans, and studio
locations and change type trans.
WELS Kinston, N. C— Granted mod.
CP
approval- of ant., trans, and
studioforlocations.
WBGE Atlanta, Ga.— Granted mod.
CP 7-1-50.
for extension
to
(Cond.) of completion date
WOHI
East
Liverpool,station;
Ohio— Granted
license
new standard
1490 kc
250 w unl.
KWEWcense increase
Hobbs,power
N. M.—
Granted
and install newlitrans.
The Travelers Bcstg. Service Corp.,
Hartford, Conn. — Granted mod. license
KA-5582
35.62, 39.26change
mc tofrequencies
26.43 mc. from 31.22,
WLAP Near Lexington, Ky. — Granted
mod. CP change trans, location.
WNUR Evanston, 111.— Granted mod.
CP
change
changes
in ant.type trans, and make
WTTJ Ithaca College, Ithaca, N. Y.—
Granted license new noncommercial
educational
219,
10 w. FM station; 91.7 mc, Chan.
WBUR Boston U., Division of Radio,
School oflicense
Public new
Relations,
Boston —
Granted
noncommercial
educational FM station; 90.9 mc, Chan.
215, 400 w, 40 ft.
KVTT Texas Trade School, Dallas,
Tex. — Granted license new noncommereducational
Chan.cial203,
10 w. FM station: 88.5 mc,
Central Bcstg. Co., San Marcos, Tex.
— Granted license covering reinstatement of CPFlint,
for remote
KA-2025.
WBBC
Mich.—pickup
Granted
mod.
license change name to Booth Radio
& Television Stations Inc.
WJLB Detroit, Mich.— Same.
WDLJ Evanston, 111. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to WAMS-FM
10-27-50, Wilmington, Del.— Same
to 11-1-50.
April 11 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WOKO Albany, N. Y.— Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date. Also extension of SSA for 1 kw-D.
500 w-N unl.. on 1460 kc, for period
April 24 to Oct. 24.
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.— Mod. CP
change frequency etc. for extension
of WJLB-FM
completion Detroit—
date. Mod. CP change
ERP to 4 kw.
BASEBALL
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
5 D/F ALL
SPEEDY-Q
DISCS
t<n [2. orea]
COVER
REQUIREMENTS
*|U.
Order C.O.D. today
while supply lasts
CHAS. MICHELSON, Inc.
23 WEST 47th ST., N. Y. 19
PL 7-0695
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W
Washington, D. C.
Member

P . MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEER

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING

JOHN

& CO.

J . KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ANDREW
CORPORATION
SPECIALISTS IN
Allocation • Design • Installation
363 E. 75th St., Chicago 19, 111.
PHONE: TRiangle 4-4400

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1823 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

Mcintosh & Inglis

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4730 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
* 114 State Street
* Bridgeport 3, Conn.
* Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

KEAR

& KENNEDY

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

KENNEDY & TURNER
Wes Turner
Frank W. Kennedy
"Registered Professional Engineers"
Specializing in Television
3701 Arbolada Road
Los Angeles 27, Calif.
Phone, OLympic 7039

• Telecasting

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling .01 1 1
Washington 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Of. H. 3itUr
CONSULTING RA0IO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

BROADCASTING
I

C. DAVIS

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6. D. C.
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Color Hearing
(Continued from page 158)
complete decision as to what we
would do as an answer to your
question; but on the other hand
we are not in position either of offering to do it, and we feel, therefore, that we would make such receivers based upon the public demand for them, not by any concept
that we would have here at the
present time."
He estimated that adding automatic adapters to new sets in the
factory would increase the retail
cost $21 to $24, or $100,000 a year
to the public.
At one point Mr. Plotkin asked:
"Are you saying that if the Commission adopts a system that you
have faith in, you will build for
it, but that if the Commission
adopts a system that you do not
have faith in, you will not build
for it?"
"I don't say that," Dr. Engstrom
replied. "We don't know what we
would do." He said RCA's reputation is involved, and that "in the
one case we have faith [that] when
we sold [a compatible set] a customer would get dollar return for
the money spent, and in the other
case it is a system in which we do
not have faith and, therefore, we
would want to reappraise the situation as it developed."
Dr. Engstrom said this applied
only to production of sets bearing
the RCA name — that RCA would,
on order, build non-compatible
equipment for others to sell under
their own names.
FCC Compulsion
Mr. Plotkin held that apparently
FCC would have to use compulsion
on broadcasters and manufacturers
if it wanted to implement a proCBS decision. Dr. Engstrom
agreed, but added that if compulsion were necessary "there would
be grave question as to whether the
Commission had made the right decision, even if in their earnestness
they thought they had."
If FCC should standardize both
monochrome and color to CBS
standards, Dr. Engstrom said in
answer to another question, RCA
"would have to decide whether we
would want to sell television receivers." Asked whether RCA
might go out of the receiver business, he said TV set sales were
the backbone of the industry but
he could not give a yes-or-no answer before FCC ruled on color
and it was decided what the public
would buy.
Mr. Plotkin said success of a
pro-CBS decision would depend
upon either voluntary or compulsory cooperation of industry, and
interpreted RCA's position as not
being "voluntary."
"It is not voluntary at this
ONE
H. R.
TO
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time," Dr. Engstrom said, adding
he had no way of telling when it
would be otherwise.
"If the Commission adopts an
incompatible system, and wants to
implement it," Mr. Plotkin asked,
"it cannot rely on voluntary cooperation of the RCA?"
"It cannot rely on voluntary cooperation of RCA to begin at some
time before the fact to add equipment to a black-and-white receiver
in order that it may receive signals
which may exist at some time in
the future. But beyond that I
don't think I have indicated a lack
of cooperation," Dr. Engstrom asserted.
WBZ-TV DRAMA
Gas Firm Sponsors Comedy
DRAMATIC TV series, That
Young Couple, presented by Boston's Brattle Theatre Co., made its
debut last month over WBZ-TV
Boston. Sponsored by the Boston
Consolidated Gas Co., the live halfhour weekly domestic comedy is set
in a New England background and
depicts the trials and troubles of a
young suburban
Boston couple.
Emanating from the WBZ Radio
and Television Center, the 13-week
series involves more than 50 people. The live opening and closing
commercials are handled by Art
Amadon, station announcer.
Participating as sponsors with the
Boston Consolidated Gas Co. in the
series are other Massachusetts companies which include the Old Colony
Gas Co., Cambridge Gas Light Co.,
Worcester Gas Light Co., Dedham &
Hyde Park Gas Co., Milford Gas Light
Co., Plymouth Gas Light Co. and the
New Bedford Gas Works Co. The
series is produced by Al Hartigan of
the WBZ-TV staff, with Albert Marre,
director of the Brattle Theatre Co.,
assisting
in arranged
dramatic through
direction.Harold
Contract was
Cabot & Co. Inc., Boston agency.
HOOPER
SYSTEM
TV Measuring Test Set
TELEVISION test of C. E.
Hooper's new automatic audience
measurement system announced remently at Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce television meeting, will
be made within the next few weeks
in Los Angeles.
Initiation of the system awaits
completion of negotiations with the
telephone company inasmuch as
phone circuits are required. System, although to be tried first on
television, is a simultaneous testing device for both radio and TV.
According to Mr. Hooper, the new
measurement process will give results of an evening show the morning after, and complete breakdown
of results within 24 hours.
Sample of 500 homes selected as
"representative of the population
as a whole" will be used for test.
The system employs a special device which will be placed inside
home receivers connected by phone
lines to a central Hooper office.
Signal is sent from the central office into the equipment in the home
establishing contact with it and
causing it to send back signals
which record the results on tape
within three and one half seconds.

TV

INFLUENCE

Non-Industry Look Urged
THE TELEVISION industry needs
an understanding of the medium
as a social force and a spokesman
— "not from the NAB" — who can
interpret TV to the public, according to George Jennings, director of
the School Broadcast Conference
and the Chicago Board of Education's Radio Council. He outlined
TV's influence on children at a
meeting of the Chicago Television
Council on April 5.
Rather than "the compatibility
of (color) TV to (monochrome)
TV, I wonder about the compatibility of TV to homes, schools and
public service," Mr. Jennings said.
Admitting no fundamental difference between educational and
commercial radio and video, Mr.
Jennings termed the main problem as finding "the good things in
both. The excellent shows we do
see and hear are signposts pointing the way."
TV PRODUCERS
TPA and ITPA Merger Set
MERGE of Television Producers
Assn., Hollywood, and Independent Television Producers Assn.,
New York, as National Society of
Television Producers will become
effective within a few weeks following approval by both boards.
Contract and bylaws for a national
constitution are now being drawn
up by the two boards.
New York group at the present
time represents 40 independent
television producers headed by
Paul Sulds, president. Los Angeles group has approximately 50
members. Bernie Elbert is acting
president in place of Mai Boyd,
currently working out of New York.
The national association will be
open to similar groups in other
cities who wish to join.

EDUCATION

MEET

Quaker City Group Plans TV
IN
conjunction
"Schoolmen'sa
Week"
at the U. with
of Pennsylvania,
two-day conference on television
and education will be held April
20-21 in University Museum under
sponsorship of the Philadelphia
Chapter, Assn. for Education by
Radio, representing the Philadelphia Board of Education.
Subjects of discussion will include classroom utilization of television, workshop on television techniques for educators and schoolstation cooperation in television.
Principal speaker at the Thursday
dinner meeting will be Sen. Francis
J. Myers (D-Pa.). Dinner entertainers, from the TV networks,
will be introduced by local TV station managers: R. V. Tooke,
WPTZ; Donald W. Thornburgh,
WCAU-TV;
Roger Clipp, WFILTV.
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Cook-Nook
THE

TV Cook-Nook, designed to "bring television
out into the open," has been
announced by The Majestic
Co. of Huntington, Ind., manufacturer of metal units and
accessories for outcfoor fireplaces. The fireplace with
accommodations for TV, the
firm said, was expressly created to bring together cooking, dining and televiewing
in an open-air setting. The
Cook-Nook, an all-metal fireplace unit, has special provisions for adding a portable
or table-model television set,
it was announced.

WPIX (TV) STAFF
One Promoted, Four Added
WPIX (TV) New York, last week \
announced the appointment of three
new directors and the elevation of
Peter Molnar, associate director,
to a director. The three new directors are: Ted Estabrook, former I
production director at WFIL-TV-J
Philadelphia and before that pro-!
gram director of WAAM (TV)|
Baltimore; Everett T. Gammon,
former director of the Philco Playhouse, NBC-TV program, and currently
of the cast
of "As'
You Likeamember
It," Broadway
play;
and
Robert McCahon, actor-director of;
many stage plays.
At the same time, William B.
MacRae, former assistant director
of radio and television at the Biow
Agency, New York, and before that
commercial manager of WGCH-FM
Greenwich, Conn., was named to
head the sales service department
of the station.

VIDEO'S PR ROLE
Eiges Speaks in Boston j
SYDNEY H. EIGES, NBC vice!
president in charge of press and
information, told the Boston School
of Public Relations past fortnight
that television would be the greatest single tool in public relations.
In an address, one of a series at
the school, Mr. Eiges said that
public relations leaders were "already engaged in elaborate research
to determine the most effective,
means of utilizing television as a",
force for improving public relations
. . . the people, who are the mas?
consumers, are becoming increas-;
ingly inquisitive concerning the
most intimate
aspects
the socia'
behavior
of those
whoseof goods
anc:
services they buy."
Lowe

Appointed

CHARLES
F. LOWE,
radio director of Erwin,
Co. Ltd., Los Angeles,
appointed forhead
all
activities
the of
agency.
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Can you sell? Texas ABC station wants
you. Send full sales resume. Box 676E,
BROADCASTING.
Field managers. If now calling on trade
in Chicago, Toronto, Dallas, Seattle,
Atlanta, Mexico City, Omaha, Kansas
City, Louisville, and Cleveland areas;
having attractive deal. RRR-Radio-TV
Employment Bureau, Box 413, Philadelphia.
Salesmen
Salesmen wanted. Up and coming daytime regional in metropolitan market
contemplating fulltime will need by
August two high-producing salesmen
who can create punchy presentations
and research. One will be promoted to
sales manager. Must have proven sales
record, must have worked with smallest
and largest advertisers, know how to
deal with agencies, large or small: no
price-cutters wanted, just solid, honest
salesmen who know how to merchandise. State salary, commission required;
send references, complete resume and
picture; new management guarantees
on-the-ball
deal, aggressive,
squareoperation.
sales
Address Box 806E,
BROADCASTING.
Network station with both AM and TV
operation
for experience.
staff salesman. Musthas
haveopening
radio sales
Attractive salary and commission plan.
Send complete particulars, including
photo references, experience, to Box
831E, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager, salary $50.00 plus comnecessary.
SendTexas.
full qualifications mission;
to carKCHF,
Cuero,
Opportunity! Six -month old fast growing progressive independent regional
Twin Cities station wants good cleancut, hard working salesman. Right
man can make place for himself. Send
full details first letter. Mr. Ware,
WPBC, Minneapolis.
WSKB, McComb, Mississippi 5000 watts.
Open
for —two
top salesmen — write,
wire. Dhone
confidential
Announcers
Wanted: Chief announcer. Must be
showman, have strong personality and
I ability to mix with people. Permanent
| job. Givepected qualifications
salary693E,
exin first letter. and Box
| BROADCASTING.
I Announcers wanted. Up and coming
iI daytime
metropolitanmature
market needsregional
three inexperienced,
announcers. Disc jockey, news-writerannouncer, all-round staff man. Men
who see announcing as serious business,
I used to writing, planning and producing showsto onwork
short with
noticesuperiors.
if necessary;
SiI willing
No
| know-it-all hotshots need apply. WritIl| ing
desirable
but
not
absolutely
necessary; send sample continuity and comu mercial copy. Give starting salary ref|
quirements,
references,
ei ume.
Send picture
and complete
audition resdisc
1 on 78 rpm. Sorry, no discs or pictures
1 returned. Address Box 805E, BROAD\\ CASTING.
y Announcer-sportscaster,
excellentyoung
opportunity open for experienced
I announcer-sportscaster
who wants to
i step up to 1,000 watt, network affiliate
ooeration. Graduated wage scale, talent.
J Michigan location. Send audition disc,
j photo and letter of Qualifications to
| Box 807E. BROADCASTING.
Midwest
networksports
stationannouncer
has opening'
for
experienced
who
can combine with regular staff duties.
Attractive salary. Send particulars including photo. Box 830E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, engineer capable of announcing. $40.00 for 40 hours. $5 weekly
raise every three months. No phone
calls or audition discs. William Kemp.
KVER. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Wanted — Good announcer with first
class license. Salary in line with ability. Send disc and full details first
letter. Lester L. Gould, WJNC, Jacksonville, North Carolina. Immediate
opening.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced combination man for
WLEW, Bad Axe, Michigan. Send disc,
photograph and full qualifications to
WSAM, Saginaw, Michigan.
Technical
Opening available in middlewest station for engineer with license and control room experience. Must be good
audio production man. Exceptional
opportunity for right man to grow into
combination AM-TV operation. State
salary, experience, send photo first letter. Reply Box 787E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced combo man with ticket,
emphasis on control board. $50.00 per
week. Immediate opening. Air mail
audition, photo and details KISD, Sioux
Falls, S. D.
Production-Programming, others
Musical director, man or woman, to
play Hammond
on 2 daily
programs, and handleorgan
all details
of music
library at metropolitan station. Salary
$275 monthly. Box 782E, BROADCASTING.
Assistant news director who can write
and deliver a good newscast. Executive
ability to help direct news staff, and
work in a fast operation. Box 797E,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted man or woman secretary to
owner of Mutual affiliate. Knowledge
of programming, traffic and accounting
helpful but not essential. $40.00 for
40 hours. Time and a half. Advancement in salary and position promised
if ability disDlaved. Wm. Kemp or
Keith Tve. KVER, Albuquerque. New
Mexico. Will be at NAB. Stevens, Chicago April 16-21.
Experienced continuity writer — Apply
in person
forGrand
interview
at Radio
Station WJEF,
Rapids.
Michigan.
Good job for the right man or woman.
Established agency desires experienced
woman
copywriting. for
Alsonewspaper
knowledgeandof radio
newspaper
layouts desirable. Growing concern.
Pleasant working conditions. Opportunity for advancement. Pat Hill Advertising Agency. 615 West Central, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Immediate opening for female copy
writer for station located in citv of
10.000. Rushformationphoto,
references,
full infirst letter.
KSCB, Liberal,
Kansas.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Young successful manager desires
change. Built two stations. Always
made profit. Civic minded. Will give
vou a station you will be proud to own.
Announce. Sell. Work. No drink.
Married. Box 587E, BROADCASTING.
Successful manager, commercial manager. Strong
sales. Twenty
Efficient managementonguaranteed.
three
years managerial and sales experience.
Can do programming and continuity
writing.
Excellent
references.
Married. Forty
three vears
old. Minimum
$100
t>er week. Box 757E, BROADCASTING.
ManagerinandNewchief
engineer Would
— we're like
not
happy
England.
southwest or northwest. Chief engineer, 9 years broadcasting experience.
Manager, 9 years experience in radio.
Presentlv emploved these positions.
Can suooly excellent references. Box
783E. BROADCASTING.
Background and knowhow. Successful
network station manager, transcription
and network program sales and station
representative business. I am interested in sales executive work in midwest or east where I could use the contacts in Chicago, Detroit and New
York. Familv man, now employed.
Box 784E, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
General manager with $5000.00 to invest desires change because of station
sale. Twenty
management andyears
sales.radio,
Strongten onin sales.
Can
operate
at
minimum.
Box
BROADCASTING. 812E,
Manager, accent on sales. Young, aggres ive. 12 years grass-root experience
in all phases
of radio.
Recordgraduate.
of successful operation.
College
Box 814E, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager — hard hitting, aggressive time salesman with successful
radio executive experience, presently
employed major metropolitan market
desires position as commercial manager. Proven sales, program, promotion ideas.
years Married.
experience
advertising and10selling.
College.
Middle Atlantic. New England. Resume
available. Box 824E, BROADCASTING.
stationwe're
manager's
in U.S.
—Toughest
that's what
lookingjobfor!
Top
man available, wants only stations with
troubles, real problems. Up from ranks,
ex-announcer, night manager, solid
engineering background; now manager
leading station, highly competitive
eastern job
city.requiring
He's young,
of beans,
seeks
man fullwith
sharp
teeth,
cast-iron
stomach.
Contact
PE
-6-2
36
Deutschman,
Inc.,
1440
Broadway,
NYC,
7. KayeSalesmen
Experienced salesman, presently employed, looking
Also
announcing
and advanced
writingposition.
experience.
Box 773E, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — eight years local, regional
station experience with merchandising
and program production knowhow.
Salary and commission. 38. Good refer ences'. Box 800E, BROADCASTING.
Salesman,
married,
excellent
references, midwest
preferred.
Announcing,
CASTING.
writing
experience. Box 810E, BROADAnnouncers
Top sportscaster, excellent play-byplay,immediately,
listener appeal,
employed,
able
references.
Box avail388E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
broadcasting school ingraduate
country. oldest
CBS instructors
taught all phases of broadcasting.
Produced, sang, emceed amateur shows
in Chicago
nite staff
clubs.5,000
Two watt
years NBC
college. Former
affiliate. Consider all offers. Box 607E,
BROADCASTING.
Baseball — Highly qualified play-byplay, basketball, football, staff. Young,
married. Have copyrighted 15 minute
sport feature. Available immediately.
Box 614E, BROADCASTING.
Eastern stations — Experienced versatile announcer. Operate console. Low
CASTING.
starting salary. Box 640E, BROADAnnouncer, nouncing,
2V2 narrating
years and
experience
anrun board.
College graduate. 27, vet, married,
ambitious, reliable. Desire permanent
staff or summer. Relocate for good
spot progressive
personal interview ifstation.
possible.DiscBoxor 689E,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent staff announcer. Present 50
kw. Desiremercials,change.
Experience
comnews, popular
and classical
music, special events, sports play-byplay lege.
and color.
28. ColMarried. NBC
Starttrained.
$65 week.
Box
736E, BROADCASTING.
Topflight sportscaster. Present 50 kw
sports
and staff.
Experience1
basketball,
football,
boxing, baseball,
hockey.
Also sportswriting and features. 28.
College. Married. Want permanent
position Box
reliable
Start $65
week.
735E, operation.
BROADCASTING.
Would you like to have an announcer
with twelve years music experience?
Well trained, educated. Box 739E,
BROADCASTING.
Sports broadcaster. Baseball play-bypiay. Ball player background. Degree
in broadcasting. Single, sober, serious.
Box 781E, BROADCASTING.
If you are going someplace take me
with you.
Congenial,Announcer-engineer.
conscientious, willing to work.
Commercial man and capable newscaster. Presently with net affiliate.
References, single. 30, vet. Box 785E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with excellent play-by-play
sports background seeks connection,
college graduate. References, details,
gladly
furnished
on request.
Box. 789E,
BROA
DCAS
TING
Lazy,
hard radio,
to get oldalong
understand
at 20with,
— nowcan't
30.
A misfit anywhere. Now, with net
affiliate
as
announcer-engineer.
Box
786E, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Announcer,
DJ; experienced showman
CASTING.
can
hypo
your programming.
Currently available.
Box 790E, BROADCombo man, independent, network experience. Graduate nationally known
announcing school. Married, state minimum salary. Desire western states.
Box 798E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Newscaster. Other qualifications. 4 years experience. Married
CASTING.
No
drifter. Permanence preferred with
immediate opening.
Will travel. Photo
disc, references. Box 802E, BROADExperienced newscaster. Presently employed in a
itan city and
would prefer a metropol
similar location. Single
25.
disc
available
Box
803E, BROAD.
CASTING.
Announcer, all phases, 14 months experience, age 25, graduate of leading
announcing school. Available immediately. Box 804E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer (3 years). Age
23. Single. 2 years college. Presently
employed. Available within two weeks
coast. Box 808E
west .
Preferable
BROADCASTING
Announcer — five years experience, versatile, best references, sponsors and
station. Prefer southwest. Consider all
offers if permanent. Car, married. Employed. Box 811E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer— Radio 4 years. Know programming. Want position with future.
27,
married.
Desire western states, will
C A ST
IN
consider
all. G.
Presently employed midwest independent. Box 813E, BROADAnnouncer — Capable, 5 years experience
all phases staff announcing, including
news, music, special events, acting,
commercial. Married, 30, desire permanent position with progressive station with opportunity for advancement.
Presently employed 5000 watt network
affiliate. Box 816E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with ticket:
now employed: married; 5 kw AM. 3
kw FM experience; two years staff
announcing, DJ, hillbilly: car. Desires
change Box
to permanent
position in southeast.
820E. BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer, good network
quality voice news
and diction.
commercials,
and discSpecialize
iockey. Noin
staff experience, but thoroughly trained
in all phases. Experienced as free lance
actor in and around Chicago. Can
operate board. Details, ohoto and
CASTING.
di"C on request. Box 821E. BROADAnnouncer, writer. Deep, mellow voice,
authoritative news, style, top air salesman. Some experience metropolitan
station. Want permanent staff job with
opportunities to do things. Have ideas,
imagination.
Disc,CASTI
photo, details.
8??E.
BROAD
NG. Box
Experienced NYC announcer. Staff.
Sports.tion.Jockey.
eastern
Permanent.Progressive
You say you
want sta-to
BRO
sell
yourADC
market.AST
Hire ING
me! Box. 823E.
Morning,location
noon or
night mansingle.
— knows
board,
secondary,
DJ
and
announcing
position
desired.
8?fiE, BROADCASTING. Box
Excellent sports announcer, vet, college, experienced
play-by-play,
disc
on baseball
available.
Will travel,
salary secondary to good opportunity.
Box 827E. BROADCASTING.
Announcer — College speech major, experienced, vet, news commercials, disc
jockey, available.
play-bv-plav
baseball.
Disc 828E.
and
BROA
photo
Will TING
travel. Box
DCAS
.
Announcer, accountant for small station, experienced, net, independent,
ING^
25. married. Box 832E, BROADCASTAnnouncer, professionally trained.
Needs first job. 20, sinele. Disc, photo.
Box 833E. BROADCASTING.
Looking for a good all-round staff announcer heavy on
I can supply exboard DJ?
proficiency,
CA STperience,
IN
G. degree,
highest references. Box 834E, BROADAnnouncer — Good sell: thorough knowledge all phases radio: strong on sports
play-by-play.
Prefer photo,
Texas.details
Arizona.on
New
Ave.. Mexico. Disc,
request.Chi
Johnny cag
Bourke. o.
8013 Dobson
Announcer available, can also write
commercials and continuity and run
control board. Experience limited but
can will
sell goforanywhere.
you. Won'tChester
snub Manulik.
summer
iob.
159A 23 Street, Brooklyn 32, New York.
Experienced announcer — overall announcing
including news.
DJ. write
commercials,
etc. Operate
console,
imAvailable
single.
copv. Young,
mediately. Dean Murray. 608 South
Main, Milbank. S. Dak.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Top announcers; top newscasters; top
writers; available now. Write, phone
or wire Pathfinder School of Radio.
1222-A Oak
HArrison
0473. St., Kansas City, Mo.,
Radio station managers, directors. For
your station or stations. A man who
says:ferArthur
chaufand hotel Godfrey
man, sowaswasa taxi
I.* Godfrey
doesn't
possess
special
talent,
neither
do I. However, appraise me; I am a
news sports announcer with a broad
education. Intelligent with a good deep
voice. I can announce all sports, playby-play or the sports show with a
twentytion.year
background
participaInnovations
here, no ofcliches
used
with equal fare for competitors of any
sporting event. I can announce news
with impeccable
and a pronunciation. Informal,diction
but with
feeling
for the type. No redundancy used here.
I can also analyze, edit and commentate. I can MC special events, sell a
commercial. I know all types of music.
I have put in 650 hours on the air at
two accredited radio schools. I will
go anytion orplace
for an audisend inyouthea world
disc. Please
wire,
write or phone Kenwood 3468. Bertram
Kaster your newscaster and snortscaster. 2438 Grand Ave., So., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Combination announcer and engineer —
(TV training) emphasis on announcing. Experienced in all phases small
station operation — independent and
network. Morning man DJ 2 years,
man-on-street,
quiz 'hows,
remotes, news,theatre
staff MC.
announcer,
etc.
Sincere, friendly delivery. Prefer
permanent position in progressive
Florida station, but will consider any
reasonable offer in east. Married, car,
disc on request. Write Ken Lueck,
222 N. Spring St., Pensacola, Fla.
Holder 1st class phone seeks position
in broadcasting, announcing and maintenance. Will travel. Raymond Tomaszeski, 210 Second Street, Jersey City,
New Jersey.
Announcer,
1st phone
license,
sportscaster football,
baseball,
basketball.
Capable DJ, news, write copy. Single,
ambitious. WEA. 24 Avondale Street,
Valley Stream, New York.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
Engineer, 1st phone, 18 months experience. Experienced radio serviceman. Age 24. Desires job in Texas or
midwest. Prefers veterans on job
training for combination man. Have
car. Box 809E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — 26 months experience transmitter, remotes. Graduate leading radio school. Army radar experience.
Will
travel.
Box 819E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Licensed, three years experiencecar.
transmitter,
Have
Any maintenance,
location. Boxremote"-;.
815E.
BROADCASTING.
Colored vet, single, 1st class phone,
graduate of large technical school, AM,
FM, TV. Desires station work, available immediately. Contact J. Allen,
60 Belmont Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
Experienced engineer, construction, installation, AM, FM, studios, transmitters, anywhere.
remotes, seeking
permanent
tion
Available
at once.posiH.
C. Williams. % V. E. Hamilton, Rt. 5,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
Seven years
in radio and
electronics. BStraining
in EE, graduate
of Navy
electronics school and National Radio
Institute.
Firstinphone.
engineering position
south Seek
or southwest.
Robert B. Wilson, Lake Cormorant,
Miss.
Production-Programming , others
Woman does man-size job! Captures
achievement record in lively industrial
area.
commentator-rorogram
director Woman
with record
of versatility and
popular success seeks new opportunities
with progressive station. Background
includes successful programming, writing, nublic relations techniques. Personality, voice, performance of sustained,available
above-average
caliber. Immediately
for affiliation
which
recognizes combination of effort, abilING. ity, results. Box 717E, BROADCASTProgram director, sportscaster, playbv-plav, soecial events. Box 725E,
BROADCASTING.

Technical

Continuity writer-announcer. College
graduate, now employed 1 kw station.
Single,
26, best
Seek solid location
with references.
future, permanence.
Newspaper exDerience. Box 744E,
BROADCASTING.

Engineer, experienced 5 kw AM. 3 kw
FM transmitters control board, remotes. Good background. Single, car,
will
ING. travel. Box 690E, BROADCAST-

PD, announcer-writer; experienced
combo man. Talent, knowhow. Work
hard for rieht station. Box 791E,
BROADCASTING.

Engineer,
3'/2 years
AM-FM, andexperienced on remotes,
transmitter
console operation. No announcing. Single,
have car. NY. New England. Pa. nreferred. Box 702E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-Executive now head of broadcast engineering department maior
equipment
company.
College
graduate. FCC licensed,
licensed
professional
engineer with over 10 years experience.
Capable efficient operation AM. FM,
and TV installations. Available immediately. Box 716E, BROADCASTING.
First phone license. Experienced transmitter, remotes, console. Seeking permanent job with northeastern station.
Married,
car. Box 750E, BROADCASTING.
Recent graduate — first phone desires
■job anywhere
south. Straight
engineer.
Box in
767E,theBROADCASTING.
Young, single man desires engineering
position. Two months experience, very
reliable, able to go anywhere. Box
788E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer, two years on
transmitter,
remotes, console.
lent recommendations.
Married.ExcelBox
793E, BROADCASTING.
Will travel anywhere for initial opportunity in radio. College graduate
with some experience. Also graduate
of leading school, Radio City, trained
fully in all phases of broadcasting
technique. Have knowledge of control
board operation. Salary secondary to
opportunity presented. Box 794E,
BROADCASTING.
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Program director-announcer. Presently
employed regional network announcing. Sell, write, produce, direct, announce. Family man. Available May 1st.
Box 817E, BROADCASTING.
Program director — complete services
including announcing. Tried, tested
ideas. Permanent. Detailed brochure,
r.hoto,
ING. disc. Box 825E. BROADCASTHillbilly band,
nationally
known union,
A-l,
available
for radio,
anywhere,
Drogram directors write Dick Carson,
Baden, Pa.
Television
Technical
Experienced television cameraman —
fioor manager would like job out of
New York City. Young, hard worker,
single. Salary is not important. Edward
Fetish, 63 Union Ave., Passaic, N. J.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
Complete setup, for FM station, including 1 kw Western Electric transmitter.
Box 792E, BROADCASTING.
For sale— Four 350 ft. Wincharger four
hundred
withNew.
pre-fixed
guy socketsguyed
and towers
insulators.
never
erected or used. Box 818E, BROADCASTING.
3 BK403 used Brush tape recorders, in
gord mech. condition. $150 cash FOB
Cleveland. Lake Erie Electronics Co.,
2157 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio..

For Sale (Cont'd)
New Magnecorder
PT6-A amplifier,
tape recorder
with
custom 3 channel
$425.
H. N. Black, c/o KSMO, San Mateo,
Calif.
Save $10,500. Complete FM transmitting equipment. 106.9 mc, like new.
Includes GE BT-2-B 1 kw. transmitter, spare tubes, crystal; WE 5-A
monitor; GE BY-6B 6 bay circular antenna with mast; 100' Wincharger type
300 guyed supporting tower; A-3 lighting
equipment; 140'line,
Andrew
1%" angle
type
451 transmission
3 right
bends, 2 45° angle bends, expansion
joint,
reducers,
brackets
etc..
Available
at site. support
$5,900. Wire
or write
WENY, Elmira, N. Y.
Disc recording equipment for sale, all
Presto. Two 8N recorders, $715.00 each;
one 8A amplifier, $145.00; one 125A
microscope, $65.00: one 160B equalizer,
$170.00. If bought in one lot, total
price $1500.00. All equipment in first
class mechanical and electrical condition. Used very little. Write or wire
Chief
N.
C. Engineer, WFMY, Greensboro,
$11,000 FM WE 506B-2 complete, spares,
10 kw transmitter.
New. never
uncrated.
H. Edwin Kennedy,
WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Lehigh 179 foot self-supporting tower,
$1500
WNAE. FOB Warren, Pennsylvania,
For sale: 646B REL FM receiver, perfect for FM relay pickup. Originally
$350.00. Available
much Engineer,
less, immediately. Writeat Chief
WNAM-FM, Neenah, Wisconsin.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted. Two transmitting tubes Type
GL-7D21. Box 799E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to buy — Modern high level 1
kw transmitter and antenna tuning
unit. Box 829E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to buy. Good used studio
equipment including console, turntables
and microphones, also a transmitter
frequency
and modulation
monitors.
Frank
C. Carman,
KUTA, Salt
Lake
City, Utah.
Help Wanted
WANTED
RADIO-TV TIME BUYER
Long established medium-size New York
advertising
radio-TV
mail sellingagency
field entering
wants experienced
buyer familiar with mail selling stations,
independents and networks. Capable of
properly
testing and
then expanding
order campaigns
quickly.
Immediate mail
job.
Need not bring or create accounts. State
experience,mation.salary
and
pertinent
inforof this annouOurncementstaff
. Box 801E,knows
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
New kilowatt desires experienced
salesman. First radio station in
virgin market in Mid- Atlantic region. Earnings unlimited thru incentive plan with salary to start.
BOX 795E, BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager
16 years radio, industry recognized reputation. Let's talk over your problem and
my background during the NAB Convention. Contact through Avery -Knodel,
Inc., Chicago. Andover 3-4710. April
16-18 or Box 774E, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't)
RADIO & TV
EXECUTIVE AVAILABLE
Resourceful
conscious
program and
station managersalesdesirous
of changing
location.
Have record
of
16
years
experience
and
sucaccomplishments
in a 50
station
in majorcessful
market.
Full details
and kwunexcelled
credentials
upon request.
BOX 780E, BROADCASTING

!

Announcers
ANNOUNCER-CHIEF ENGINEER,
offers 10 bination
years
experience
comman. Deep
resonantas voice
and friendly personality adds real
asset to large or small market station.
children,
nentMarried,
positiontwowith
livingpermawage
desired. Sober, hard worker will
travel for real opportunity. BOX
79"E. BROADCASTING.

CATHOLIC ASSN.
Broadcasters Meet April 29
SPRING conference on radio and
television for the Middle Atlantic
states will be held at Catholic U.
in Washington April 29 by The
Catholic Broadcasters Assn., according to Dr. Adolph M. Wasilifsky, head of the department of
English
at St.
Emmitsburg,
Md. Joseph's College,
The one-day conference, it was
announced, will begin at 9 a.m.
with registration in McMahon Hall
at the university and end at 5 p.m.
with a sample broadcast. The program will include panel discussions, workshop activity on specific
broadcast problems and addresses
by
key personnel
the Wasilifsky
radio and
television
industry,in Dr.
said. Also scheduled is a panel
on television which will be led by
producers of religious programs.
All meetings will be open to the
general
and information
bulletins public
and reservations
for the
conference can be obtained through Ik
the national office of the Catholic
Broadcasters Assn., P. 0. Box
1573, Wilmington 99, Del.
I T...
WPEN's New Home
WPEN - AM - FM Philadelphia is .
using a new home as its base of '
operations. Station now is broadcasting from the three-story Philco |
Bldg. it has purchased at 2212
Walnut
St.
Studio - auditorium
shares space on the first floor with
a drug store. Second floor is occuof-'
by modern
pied and
fices
executiveair-conditioned
quarters. Third
floor is given over to five studios, J
four control rooms, one of which )
the"
room, Edcontrollibrary.
is the master
news-room
and record
ward C. Obrist, WPEN general
manager, said the move from 1528
Walnut St. was made to keep pace;
with the advance of the radio in-[
dustry
which,
he said,
"willnext
expands
as never
before
in the
fivef j

. . ."
years. Richmond,
WMBG
Va., awarded
certificate of commendation
by National
Guard of U. S. for "patriotic service
to the National Guard
during 1949."
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

DST SCHEDULES
Networks To Record Repeats
ALL FOUR nationwide networks
will again this summer employ
the split network, recorded repeat
program service plan used in previous years. Plan will deliver programs to affiliated stations and
their audiences at the accustomed
times, regardless of whether the
station is located in a community
which goes on Daylight Saving
Time for the summer months or one
which remains on Standard Time
throughout the year.
Essentially, the plan is simple.
Programs are fed by the networks
as usual to stations in cities which,
like New York, go on DST on
April 30. For other cities, which
remain on Standard Time, these
programs are recorded at key
points and sent over a special
auxiliary circuit which gets the
network programs to the stations
an hour later than the DST service, or at the same local time.
That is, a network program reaching a station at 8 p.m. during the
winter will, during the 22 weeks
of DST, still reach it at 8 p.m.
by its local clocks, whether they
register Standard or Daylight
Saving Time.
ABC, MBS Problems
For NBC and CBS that ends it.
ABC and MBS have special problems, however, which call for
special treatment. ABC's Stop the
Music, has been exempted from the
i general plan because it involves
i'phone
callsThis
to listeners
country.
programacross
will the
be
broadcast to the full network each
Sunday at 8 p.m. EDST during
ijthe summer as it is the rest of the
'!year.
Mutual's special exception to the
general rule is baseball. This net' work's daily baseball broadcasts
, will be fed live at game time to all
affiliates taking the games except
I those on the West Coast, which
I will get them by recordings for
broadcast starting at 1:30 p.m.
PST. The Mutual stations in communities remaining on Standard
Time will thus lose the hour of

WHERE

DO

National Nielsen-Ratings Top Programs
(TOTAL U. S, INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
9.8
Rating
NIELSEN-RATING* MARCH 5-11, 1950
Rating
Current
Current
Current Previous
Current Previous
Homes
Homes
Program
vening.
Rank
Rank
Rank
%
%
Program
Rank
2
3
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)...
ek
(Average for All Prgrams)
9.3
(10.1)
Once-a
9.8
4
Right
to
Happiness
(NBC)
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
9.6
Wendy
Warren
(CBS)
5
4
2
2
Godfrey's
Scouts
(CBS)
23.7
7
6
9.5
18.6
3
6
Amos V Andy (CBS)
19.7
PepperGal,Young's
(NBC) ....
18.6
Our
Sunday Family
(CBS)
6
11107
4
3
Jack Benny (CBS)
Backstage Wife (NBC)
10
8
1615
9.1
5
4
18.4
Mystery Theatre (CBS)
Arthur Godfrey (Gold Seal) (CBS).
9.0
9
8
6
Walter Winchell (ABC)
16
17.6
Perry Perkins
Mason (CBS)
(CBS)
9
7
9
My Friend Irma (CBS)
Ma
17.6
11
8.7
8
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
Road of Life (NBC)
12
8.7
Mr. Keen (CBS)
9
5
16.2
16.5
Stella
Dallas (CBS)
(NBC)
17
13
10
2117
16.1
Gene Autry Show (CBS)
Aunt
Jenny
8.8
5
14
11
7
16.0
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
Rosemary (CBS)
15
12
8.7
12
13
You Bet Your Life (CBS)
12.6
13
8
Fibber McGee and Molly (NBC)
(Average for All Programs)
15.3
15.7
8.7
Day, Saturday
14
3218
Great Gildersleeve (NBC)
15.2
15
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
8.7
16
10.4
12.4
(5.4)
15
Crime Photographer (CBS)
1
1
Grand
Central
Station
(CBS)
14.6
2
3
9.9
42
Bing
Crosby
Show
(CBS)
14.9
Stars
Over
Hollywood
(CBS)
14.8
3
2
Mr. District Attorney (NBC)
17
37
19
9.4
Break the Bank (NBC)
18
(Average for All Programs)
14.6
Day, Sunday
Truth or Consequences (NBC)
28
14.6
True
Detective
Mysteries
(MBS)....
1
1
20
14
Suspense (CBS)
14 J
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)...
2
3
9.5
(3.5)
Shadow (MBS)
(7.0)
14.3
Evening, Multi-Wee kly
for All Programs)
3
2
Beulah(Average
(CBS)
1
Copyright 1950, A. C. Nielsen Co.
2
Counter Spy (ABC)
12.5
Lone Ranger (ABC)
3
Weekday
NOTE:
Number
of
homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN12.3
(Average for All Programs)
RATING"
to 39,281,000— the 1949 estimate of Total United
(6.5)
States Radio(%)Homes.
1
Arthur Godfrey (Liggett & Myers)
(CBS)
12.6
10.1
(*) Homeslistening
reachedonlyduring
or any part of the program, except for
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
homes
1 to all
5 minutes.
Mutual programs immediately preceding the game, but will be fed
these immediately following the
baseball broadcast instead. MBS
will set up a special afternoon
program service for affiliates not
taking the ball games because of
local commitments at some time
during the afternoon.
NARSR

Names

Knodel

NETWORK

CONVENTIONEERS
Representatives at NAB Chicago Meet Listed

THE FOUR major networks will
be represented at the NAB convention at the Stevens Hotel in
Chicago by the following executive
personnel
:
ABC: Edward
J. Noble, chairman of
the board; Mark Woods, vice chairman
of the board; Robert E. Kintner, president. Vice presidents attending for
ABC will be: Robert H. Hinckley,
Ernest Lee Jahncke, in charge of staney. tion relations, and Joseph A. McDonald, secretary and general attor-

WILLIAM KNODEL, Avery Knodel Inc., was elected chairman of
the Chicago council of the National
Assn. of Radio
Station Representatives, itwas
announced last
MBS: Frank White, president, and
week by T. F. the following vice presidents: William
Flanagan, manFineshriber Jr., in charge of programs; A. A. Schechter, in charge of
aging director of
NARSR. Mr. news and press; Earl Johnson, in
Knodel, who will charge of station relations and engineering, and James E. Wallen, treashold office until
Mr. Knodel
urer and controller. From the station
December 1950,
relations department, the following
was elected by a committee which
will attend: Robert Carpenter, Ray
included John Stebbins, The Boiling
Danish, Charles Godwin and Carroll
Co. Inc.; C. E. Peterson, The BranMarts, who will attend from the Chiham Co., and Mr. Knodel.
cago office.
nmnim
■
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MIDDLEWEST
WEST
MIDWEST NETWORK
WESTERN 250 NETWORK—
STATION— $200,000.00
$45,000.00
This broadcasting property beautiProsperous market, good network
fully
equipped,
network
affiliation, well staffed, consistent
contract, annual excellent
gross more
than
earner annually grossing about
sufficient
to
justify
the
price
$200,000.00. Owner retiring.
asked.
This
property
should
clear
Financing can be arranged. An
before taxes between $12,000.00outstanding buy.
$15,000.00.
CONTACT US AT NAB— STEVENS HOTEL OR NEAREST OFFICE

EAST
NEW ENGLAND 250
NETWORK— $90,000.00
This New England network facility,
located city in excess of 100,000
population, 1948 retail sales more
than $120,000,000.00. One of the
most attractive New England
properties we have handled.

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON
COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy
Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg.
333 North Michigan
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341
RAndolph 6-4550
EXbrook 2-5672
BROADCASTING
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CBS: Herbert V. Akerberg, vice
president in charge of station relations; J. Kelly Smith, vice president
and director of stations; William
Schudt Jr., director of station relations; Edward Hall, Eastern Division
manager, station relations; C. E.
Midgely Jr., sales service manager;
Michael Campbell, manager, cooperative divisions; Robert Wood, CBS-TV
traffic manager and Charles Oppenheim, director of program promotion.
NBC: William S. Hedges, vice president in charge of integrated services;
Harry C. Kopf, vice president in charge
of radio sales; Edward Madden, assistant to the president; Frank Russell, vice president in charge of Washington operations; Hugh M. Beville
Jr., research director; O. B. Hanson,
vice president and chief engineer;
Easton C. Woolley, director of station
relations; Charles Hammond, vice
president in charge of radio advertising
promotion ; Norman Cash, Burton
Adams, Frank De Russy, Buck Byford,
Thomas Knode and Steven Flynn of
the station relations department;
Carleton T. Smith, director of TV
operations; Sheldon B. Hickox Jr.,
TV director of station relations.
Electronic Dictionary
A DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONIC
TERMS. Edited by Harry L. Van Valzer, Ph.D. Published by Allied Radio
Corp., Chicago. 64 pp. $.25.
CONTAINING over 2,500 terms
used in television, radio and industrial electronics, A Directory of
Electronic Terms answers the need
for an accurate, up-to-date reference source of words used in the
rapidly expanding electronics field.
It also contains over 125 illustrations and diagrams of components,
equipment and electronic circuits,
as well as an appendix section containing useful radio data.
April 17, 1950
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INDEX

The Daven Co. .
Gates Radio Co.

124
118

Magnecord, Inc. .
J. A. Maurer, Inc.
Presto Recording Corp
Radio Corporation of America
RCA (Tube Dept.)
Revere Camera Co

126
145
22, 23
Back Cover
127
125

Stainless, Inc
GENERAL
American Radio Publications, Inc
Associated Artists Productions, Ltd
The Association of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers
Associated Program Service
Blackburn-Hamilton Co
Blair TV, Inc

BMI Canada, Ltd
Capitol Records, Inc. (Broadcast Div.)
Classified Advertisements

ADVERTISERS
STATIONS— Contd.

NETWORKS AND GROUPS

EQUIPMENT

The Branham Company
Broadcast Music, Inc

TO

Don Lee Broadcasting System
■
The Fort Industry Company
Mutual Broadcasting System
National Broadcasting Company
Pacific Regional Network
Radio Luxembourg
Sports Broadcast Network
Steinman Stations

Ill

STATIONS

129
137

CKLW, Detroit
'.
KCMO, Kansas City, Mo
KCNI, Broken Bow, Nebr

109
15
165
153

KDKA, Pittsburgh . .KEX, Portland
KFAB, Omaha
KFI, Los Angeles
KGW, Portland

36
12, 13
159
57
163, 164

84, 85
90, 91
26, 27
116,117
30
123
61
5

62
106
124
.'.

KLZ, Denver
'..
KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City, Mo
KNBC, San Francisco
KODY, North Platte

95
95
104
59
100

14
81, 100
89
103

KOMA, Oklahoma City

88
123

WFBM, Indianapolis
WFMJ, Youngstown
WGAL, Lancaster
WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa
WGAR, Cleveland
WGN, Chicago

6
102, 156
5
5
79
99

WGN-TV, Chicago
143
WHAS, Louisville
Inside Front Cover
WHHM, Memphis
,
58
WHLI, Hempstead, LI
24
WHO, Des Moines
53
WIBW, Topeka
WISH, Indianapolis
WITH, Baltimore
WJBK, Detroit
WJJD, Chicago

18
28
55
90-91
93

WJR, Detroit . .,
'
105
WKBN, Youngstown
83
WKBO, Harrisburg
5
WKRC, Cincinnati
139
WKZO-WJEF, Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
97
WLAV-TV, Grand Rapids
155
WLS, Chicago
16-17, 98, 120
WLW, Cincinnati
Inside Back Cover
WMAR-TV, Baltimore
149

Consulting Radio Engineers Directory

161

KRNT, Des Moines

Employers Reinsurance Corp
Filmack Trailer Co

130
154

KROD, El Paso

94

KSO, Des Moines

25

Frazier & Peter

127

KTTV, Los Angeles

141

WMBI, Chicago
WMBM, Miami Beach

31

KTUL, Tulsa

10

WMGM, New York

7

KWKH, Shreveport

38

WMT, Cedar Rapids

77

KWKW, Pasadena-Los Angeles
KXOK, St. Louis

106
67

WNAX, Yankton, S. D

101

WOR, New York

Front Cover

Headley-Reed Co
Lang-Worth Feature Programs,
Howard J. McCollister

122

Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
Inc

110, 113, 124, 130, 156, 158
160
Charles Michelson, Inc
152
Mutual Entertainment Agency, Inc. .
Paramount Television Productions, Inc.
Radio Features, Inc.

Philadelphia

54

WBAL,

106

Baltimore

WBTM, Danville

160

WBZ-TV, Boston

20
158

WBZ, Boston

102
RCA Recorded Program Services (insert) 71, 72, 73, 74
RCA Thesaurus
121

95

WAVE, Louisville
WBIG, Greensboro

132
3

RCA Institutes, Inc

Service Directory

KYW,

-.

WCBM, Baltimore
WCFL, Chicago

WRAW, Reading

5

WREN, Topeka

HO

WSAP, Portsmouth, Va

I18

63

WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul

11

Standard Television

147

WCTS-FM, Cincinnati

139

Y,

WSBT, South Bend
WSJS, Winston-Salem

32
5p

29

WSPR, Springfield, Mass

WDEL, Wilmington

5

WSYR, Syracuse

157

WDEL-TV, Wilmington

5

WTTN, Watertown, Wis.
WTTS-WTTV, Bloomington

128

WDAY, Fargo

62
0,1
,16

5

3
,12

WEST, Easton

115

,112

WEAV, Plattsburg, N. Y

108
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WSA

37

•

103

Omaha

158

Standard Radio Transcription Services, Inc
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WOW,

95

114

150
107
126
21
8-9

113
5
'5
1$

WCHS, Charleston

T-V Check, Inc
United Press
U. S. Brewers Foundation
Weed & Co
Frederic W. Ziv Co

WORD, Spartanburg
WORK, York
WOWO, Ft. Wayne
WQUA, Moline, III

33

19

Front Cover Telecasting (131)

95

SESAC, Inc

Transit Radio, Inc

WOR-TV, New York

112
96

WWJ, Detroit

60

87

34-35
WWL, New Orleans
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It's

Mi

still

ft

day

bargain

at

WLW

The number of radio stations competing for listening within
the WLW Merchandise- Able Area has increased from 153 in
1946 to 258 in 1949 ... an increase of 69 percent.*
Nevertheless, during February-March, 1949, WLW

received

20,046,400 Home Hours of Listening per week — compared
to 20,315,137 during the same period in 1946 ... a decrease
of only 1.3 percent.*
Further, on a cost-per-thousand basis, WLW delivers advertising impressions at slightly more than half the cost of using
a combination of the best local stations in each of the 21 major
markets of WLW-Land.
And that's why we repeat . . . it's still Bargain Day at The
Nation's Station!
*Nielsen Radio Index

the nation's most merchandise-able station
CR0SLEY

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

New Duo-Cone loudspeaker, developed at RCA Laboratories, achieves the illusion of "living presence.

hrefs' "Jh^
Music
For years, working toward the ultimate in
important "overtones" lie. RCA's Duo-Cone loudsound reproduction, scientists have sought for
speaker reproduces everv overtone— to the very
peak of a violin's range— and just as faithfully
living presence— the illusion that a real musician or speaker is talking, singing, playing in gives you the deep low notes of a bass drum !
your home.
In addition, the RCA Duo-Cone loudspeaker's wide
angle of sound pervades every corner of a room withNow, with RCA's Duo-Cone loudspeaker, the
out sharply directed blast or blare. Its response to
goal is achieved. Two sound cones in acoustical
tones of every frequency is smooth, flowing, and even.
alignment reproduce sound without distortion —
give you every tonal value from a frequency of 30
See the newest advances in radio, television, and
on to 15,000 . . . and even 18,000 cycles. It is in the
electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th
area above a frequency of 4,000 — seldom touched
Street, New York. Admission is free. Radio Corporation ofAmerica, Radio City, N. Y.
by conventional speakers— that most of the all-

Wor/c/

Leac/er

/n 'Rac/io —

RCA Duo-Cone loudspeaker gets,
passes, its toughest tests from engin
and experts in sound reproduction!

ftrsf- in 1e/e^/s/'on

tit
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Issue-WLW
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WLEE
With
e Newsweekly
f Radio and
Revision.

is now

famous

for fast, profitable results with 250 watts.

5000 watts it will be sensational!

listeners mean
spend on WLEE.
in Richmond,

more

results from

Thousands

upon

thousands

of new

every advertising dollar you

For the whole story of the best buy
call in your Forjoe man

today.
W

.00 Annually
cents weekly
TOM TINSIEY, President

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, General Manager

FORJOE & CO., Representative

covers

25

states

and

Canada

During a recent broadcast of its National Barn Dance, WLS
suggested to listeners that they join us in a square dance,
wherever they were. At 10:30 p.m. that Saturday night, our
John Dolce called the dance, with music broadcast by the
National Barn Dance entertainers.
Without any inducement, square dancers in 25 states
and 5 Canadian provinces wrote WLS to tell us they
joined with us in the "World's Largest Square Dance" —
in their homes, in their clubrooms, w herever they were
having parties. Illinois — Oregon — New Hampshire —
Arkansas — Saskatchewan — Maine — Florida — letters
came from everywhere.
Once again the popularity of WLS programming
is demonstrated — as is the pow er of WLS to bring
response. For more information about this
f^.Tj,000-watt
withfamily
its loyal,
friendly
uidience of station,
substantial
folks, see
your
John Blair man or call WLS.

and over half-way
to another million as we celebrate 26 years
of service to the people of Midwest America

The
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK-REPRESENTED

BY

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

(J

Q

hat's

a

gnat9s

whisker

O

tvorth*?

When you're running with champions, you don't mind not being
first. Particularly when you're just a gnat's whisker away.
WBBW is not Youngstown's first station in listeners.
CBS station is. And well it should be for the cost involved.
Then you look at the record and find your station . . .

delivers a thousand listeners at 16.9% less than the CBS station and 19.9% less than the ABC station*
ranks 6th in the mornings, 3rd in the afternoons, 6th at night of all independents anywheref
has exclusive rights for the Cleveland Indian games (and the big season just ahead)
is acknowledged "the" sports station for a half million listeners
elbowed out most outside-city listening (including 2 NBC, 50 kw) ; captured most of their previous ratings

well,

modestly ,
from
being

Modesty?

you
the

We

know
you're
a gnat's
overall
NUMBER
ONE

ARE

So

the

outstanding

1240 KC

lowest

cost per

thousand

buy

in

station

Youngstown

buy

WBBW

The

whisker away
Y oun g st own

in Youngstown.

MAHONING

We

Serving
Ohio's Market
Third Largest
VALLEY
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• Hooper Station Aud. Index, Oct.-Nov. 1949
t Hooper Station Aud. Indexes — Unaffiliated, Oct.-Nov. 194P
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LOOK FOR ANNOUNCEMENT that Clark
M. Clifford, who resigned recently as special
counsel to President Truman, has been retained by RCA as Washington counsel. He
now is engaged in general practice of law.
BIG THINGS promotionally are being talked
up at NBC and will come before SPAC committee sessions in New York this Tuesday and
Wednesday. NBC, say reports, will take
rubber-band off its bankroll in all-out campaign to regain top-slot ratings. Among other
things, co-op campaign for local audience promotion under consideration, with network and
affiliates splitting bill.
REVISION of NBC's unit-hour plan for computing affiliates' compensation is being considered by network and its SPAC committee.
Present system computes two daytime hours
as equivalent of one unit or nighttime hour.
Increase in daytime listening is basis for consideration of revaluation upward of daytime
rates.
ONE OF FIRST acts of William B. Ryan, who
May 1 becomes NAB general manager, was to
discredit reports of wholesale reorganization
at NAB headquarters upon his assumption of
office. Mr. Ryan said he entered job with open
mind and would do nothing until he has had
opportunity to appraise operation fully.
MOVE developing in NAB to publish BMB
nonsubscriber data. Backers declare this
would solve NAB's temporary financial problem created by $100,000 loan to survey organization.
ONE ADDITIONAL staff appointment is to
be made under new NAB organization — that
of road man to handle new and renewal memberships. Mr. Ryan himself is expected to undertake job of holding membership line if he
can find right man, either within present NAB
organization or outside.
OFFSETTING pre-April defections from NAB
rolls, 70 in all, will be return of WFAA Dallas,
higher-bracket station.
"THAT MAN Atlass again" was quip heard
around NAB convention headquarters in connection with reported conversations between
CBS and WLW Cincinnati involving possible
affiliation (see story page 19). H. Leslie Atlass, CBS Western Division vice president, the
stories ran, must have had finger in it, since
James D. Shouse, Crosley chairman and Avco
executive committee member, broke into big
league radio under Atlass aegis.
COMMITTEE of telecasters to try its hand
at drawing up TV program code is being recruited through NAB. Number of well-known
telecasters were asked to serve on group during NAB TVconvention
last head
week.committee.
It's presumed
network
official will
THAT Justice Dept. investigation of organized
baseball's practices on granting broadcast
(Continued on page 94)
Page 4
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April 24-26:24
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
April 26-28: Northern Eastern District, American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, SheratonBiltmore Hotel, Providence, R. I.
April 29: Catholic Broadcasters Assn., Catholic
U., Washington, D. C.
May 4-7: Institute for Education by Radio, Ohio
State U., Columbus, Ohio.
(Other Upcomings on page 48)
Bulletins
FRANK R. McNINCH, chairman of FCC from
Oct. 1, 1937, to Aug. 31, 1939, died of pneumonia Thursday at Georgetown Hospital,
Washington. Ill for some time, Mr. McNinch
had entered hospital Wednesday. Since his
retirement, Mr. McNinch had served as special
assistant of U. S. Attorney General.
TIP SHEET' PROMOTERS HIT
BEFORE SENATE COMMITTEE
CHARGE that "stations all over the country"
are being solicited to transmit gambling information bypromoting horse race "tip sheet"
was leveled Thursday before Senate Commerce
communications subcommittee.
Andrew J. Kavanaugh, public safety director, Wilmington, Del., told group probing use
of interstate communications for gambling
purposes that Armstrong Daily Sports Inc.,
publisher, is broaching stations to replace
conventional wire service with Armstrong
ticker and to promote sale of sheet. Upon
questioning,
of stations. he said he "can't recall" identity
"We will have trouble in radio and television" if gambling forces are not restrained, he
told subcommittee, headed by Sen. Ernest W.
McFarland (D-Ariz.). He said he originated
FCC case involving WTUX Wilmington, Del.,
horse race shows, and asserted that FCC
"should control policy of horse race programWTUX case currently is pending before
Commission following oral argument and
ming." decision favoring license removal early
initial
this year [Broadcasting, Feb. 20, Jan. 2].
Hearing Examiner Jack Blume had concluded
that WTUX programs were "subverted to that
(unlawful)
end." Thomas D'Allessandro Jr.
Earlier Mayor
of Baltimore, asserted that television, "while
still in swaddling clothes," is becoming "useful
in a small way" to bookmakers.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy is expected to
testify today (Monday) before Senate subcommittee, spokesmen indicated late Thursday
(sfa. early story page 62).
McCLAY NAMED BY WPIX
JOHN L. McCLAY, program manager of
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, named director of
operations at WPIX (TV) New York, newly
created post, effective May 15.

Business

Brief.

P. LORILLARD RENEWS • P. Lorilla
Co. (Old Gold Cigarettes) signs 52-week rd
newal contract for ABC's Stop The Mus
which it has sponsored since May 1948. Renew
to cover 190 stations, effective May 21. Agenc
Lennen & Mitchell, New York.
HUMPHREY NAMED ® Executive Book
and Children's Record Guild, New York, a]=
points H. B. Humphrey Co., New York ani
Boston, to handle advertising. Radio and teV\
vision will be used.

CBS LEADER IN MARCH
RADIO GROSS TIME SALES
CBS was top radio network in gross time said
in March and only nationwide network | f
gross more that month than in March 1941
Publishers
Information
Bureau reported
Among
TV
networks,
NBC
was first by wioj
margin.
NETWORK RADIO
March
March 1st Quarter 1st QuartJ
ABC
1950
1949 1950 1949
$ 3,477,451 $ 4,238,845 $10,184,501 $12,152,4(1
MBS
CBS
1,410,683
1,775,790 17,860
4,490,974
5,329,1 I"
6,110,831 5.837.746
893 17.037,4
NBC
5,847,374 5,847,557 16,785,941 17,003,6j
TOTAL
$16,846,339
$17,669,938 $49,322,309 $51,522,6
NETWORK
ABC
347,361
$ TELEVISION
CBS
190,865
784,311
26,352
476,800 1,827,941 1,090,5
NBC
661,986
DuMont
430,8:
81,352
1,177,166
3,197,562
TOTAL
$2,186,513 $ 775,369 $5,809,814 $1,777
f 51,2;
* Not available.
204,8; =
STERLING DRUG PURCHASE
STERLING DRUG Co., New York, purchase
Harry S. Goodman package production, Yoi§i
Gospel Singer, quarter-hour transcribed she
featuring Edward MacHugh. Five-week coi
tract, beginning Aug. 14, calls for five broaf
casts weekly in seven Southern markets wil
sponsor expected to add 116 next sprini
Dolcin Co. (drugs), after brief hiatus, resur
ing sponsorship of Gospel show on Don Lee N«
work twice weekly. Agency for Sterling, She|j
man & Marquette, New York. Victor Ve
der Linde, New York, agency for Dolcin.
BRIEF IN KOY-KTUC SUIT
ATTORNEYS acting on behalf of Salt Rivf
Broadcasting Co. (for KTUC Tucson ai||f
KOY Phoenix) expected to file supporting brif
in Chicago Federal District Court today (Mo[
day) in firm's $223,000 damage suit agair
CBS [Broadcasting, March 27]. CBS has fij
days in which to file reply, then judge wj
decide whether case should be heard. Sf
River suing network for money damag
allegedly sustained after affiliation contra
cancelled Jan. 1.
ZIV PROMOTES FREEMAN
SIDNEY FREEMAN, on sales staff of Fr<
eric W. Ziv Co., New York, for 10 yea
promoted to district manager of North C(
tral Div., with headquarters in Cleveland.
BROADCASTING
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Orting
Eatonville

Although Newberg has numerous industries, including a pulp and paper mill/ canneries, fruit and nut
dryers and processing plants, machine shops and
foundries, it is important primarily as a trading center for a diversified agriculture. And YOU can tap
Newberg'sHENSIVE
buying
COVERAGE.power

through

KGW'S

COMPRE-

Newberg is in the heart of the highly-developed
Willamette Valley, one of the richest, most beautiful
agricultural areas in the world. And Newberg is
GROWING, too! During the last ten years its population has nearly doubled, helping Oregon as a state
go "over the top" in that period with the largest
population increase in the nation!
KGW DELIVERS NEWBERG ... as it delivers the rest
of the nation's
COMPREHENSIVE

fastest -growing
COVERAGE.

market

through

PORTLAND
This chart, compiled from official, half-milivolt contour maps filed with the FCC in
Washington, D. C, or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story of KGW's Comprehensive Coverage of the fastest-growing market
in the nation.

OREGON
AFFILIATED
REPRESENTED

WITH

NATIONALLY

NBC
BY EDWARD

PETRY

You

have

to

PUSH

to

PULL

and in Flint, WFDF
never quits pushin'/
• WFDF does the most comprehensive, intensive merchandising job
a radio station can do. Our brand of "pushin'" pays off for your
clients !
Here are some of our merchandising and promotion activities:
Display newspaper ads, movie trailers, taxi posters, bus cards inside
all busses, posters on the outside of Valley Coach Line busses, Juke
box inserts, courtesy announcements, publicity stories, letters to the
trade and personal calls on the trade.
And, compared to its closest local station competitor, Mr. Hooper*
shows 6 times as many Flint radio sets are tuned to WFDF in the
morning, 3V2 times as many in the afternoon and more
than twice as many in the evening— more than 3 to 8 times
as many in total rated time periods!
Remember! WFDF's pushin' to pull. And its advertisers
are winning the tug of war for the rich Flint market'*
consumer dollars. Better get on the team!
* Jan. -Feb, Hooper Station Audience Index.
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• Telecastings

for Parole" is a brilliant
chance for an advertiser to frame
his message with true storie.
of crime and punishment, where,
as Variety notes: "the concept
is good . . .dealing with human
values rather than violence."
"Up for Parole" expertly dramatizes
actual case-histories, drawn from
parole boards throughout the
country. And the audience itself
joins in ... is asked to judge for
itself the merits of each case,
before learning what the actual
verdict was.*One decision can be
regarded as final . . .this program,
by verdict of press and public, is
a top dramatic buy in radio today.
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Newsreel
(64)
Cot-Palrn.-PeeT voices Thai Live
Dance
CapitolRoomCloak
Newsreel
Orchestra Sports(1«)
S
(13)
S
Pro 8 Con
a
S

NBC
Co-op News
GeorgeS Hicks
Take SF.lteen
Campbell Soup
Double (132)
or
Nothing

Miles Labs. General Mills
Queen
for A Today'sChildren
(71)
Day (431)
— PMills
General
SG
Light of World
PSG
(71)
Bob Poole
Life-Beautiful
Show
(152)

ABC
Roger S Dann

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
Toni Co.
Adventures of
Give and Take Barn SDance Archie
(150)
SAndrews
Story
Recovery

Lets
Go To Wm. Wise, Get
The Opera
More Out of Life
S
(53)
lien, rooos
Baseball
(95)

S
Bands for Bonds
S Baseball to 4

Z:30-TAIterriate
Weeks
Dance Music

Pioneers
of Music

Overseas
Report
From

Adventures
Road of Life
in Science
(152)
PSG
CBSNewsFarm
There's
Music
Pepper Young
S
HSU
Dance
(153)
Where's
Music
(152)
Right to nessHappi"Sterling Drug
aid,
New,
Buy
Miscellaneous Backstage Wife rowed, Blue
S
Programs
(146)
—Horse
TreasuRaces
iy
Stella Dallas
S
Stating
Bnrg —
Saturday
(146)
Bands
—Lorenzo
p-s-e
Georgia
Jones
at
the Chase
Jamboree
S
(144)
Y. Widder
Stating Bnrg —
Brown (146)
KoHegg General
Racing
Foods
Mar's
Toe-8 HorseGilMo
When (81)
Girl
Mark Trail
Crumpets
Ky. Derby
S
5/6(176)
(MWF 1 hr.)
Foods
Preakness
National Biccuit Gonornl
Life (89)
Portia
Faces
5/20 (176)
S.Tues.-Thurs.
Arrow (343)
M-W-F,
Tom
Cross Section
Mix-Ralston
JustWhitohall
Plain Bill
U.S.A.
(482)
(60)
Bobby Benson Farrell
Front Page
(59)
(Tues.S Thurs.. Whitohall

TBA

Campus 3
Club

a
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C A Tl UKUAY
IDhAV
oAl
CBS
MBS
NRC
Music
Modern
News
News
Bancroft
6:00 PM
S From
MemoSuccess
Lake
«
TBA
6:15
Red Barber
NBC
Music
6:30
Spring Concerts
News
6:45
L. Sports
Leseuer
CMC
Al Heifer
7:00
Brock
Candy
s
Brosk Bar
Hawaii Calls
«
7:15
Ranch. (40)
s
Joe Di «Maggio
«
«
7:30
Errors of
R J. (.163)
Reynolds Comedy
7:45
Show
Vaughn Monroe
S
Wrigley 7:55-8 Kennedy
«
7:3(1-7-55
8:00
Dimension
Gene Aulry RonsonS Metal
0 .ft A
(501)
(170)
20 Questions
"X"
0.1 c
«
»
«
8:15
7.JP
8:30
0.4A
The Goldbergs
Gen.Fds.-Sanka
P S G-Duz
Number
Take A
Truth or Conse8:45
D .AC
(139)« R
«
" quences (142) R
9.UU
Amer.
Tob.
Co.
o.nn
General Foods
Your Hit Parade
Gangbusters True orS False
(165) R
9:15
(150) R
«
Lombardo Colgate Shv. C.
Liggett
Myers
Godfrey& Digest
AofDayDennis
in the Day
Life
9:30
USA
S
(161)
9:45
"
"
Colgate
(144)
H
Chicago Theatre
10:00
of the Air
Judy Canova
Sing It Again
(144) H
S
S
10:15
«
Grand
Ole Opry
n.
<i.
Reynolds
10:30
Carter Prod.
Sing It Again
Sterling
Drug
(160)
10:45
Sing(140)
It Again

(136)
to be

10-10:30 AM
Thurs., Sterling Drug, My
True St
s susstations.
11:30-12
noo S •
a Flash,
-F., Quaker Oats, Quick as
ing Tues. and Thur.
12:25-12:30 1
3:35-3:30 PI
Kiernan
Man s Opinion, 200 stations.
3:45-4 PM Tues. Club Aluminum Products
Co., Club Tim e on 69 stations.
5-5:30 PM Mon., Wed. & Fri., Quaker Oats,
The Yukon over 207 stations.
5-5:30
PM Tues.
Challenge
Of 1 & Thurs., Green Hornet. S.
5:30-6
PM Mon.- Fri.. Ceneral Mills sDonsors
Jack
week Armstrc
with tl
Sky King, 202
F, American Bakeries Co
LonePMRanger,
7:30-8
M-W. 62 stations.
CBS
11:00-11:05 AM Sat., Seeman Bros., Allan
Jackson News, r70 stations.
:55-4 PM Mon. -Fri., Pillsbury, Cedric Adams
over 153 stations.
MBS
PM Mon. -Fri., Bill Henry & the News.
lohns-Manville, 374 stations.

Parade
9pmS Is

Matinee At
Meadowbrook

TBA

Green Cross

Rodio Hum
(Dowey)
(50)
A Honey
SB's*

-8:15 AM Mon. -Fri.,NBC
Alex• Drier, Skelly Oil
Co.. 24 stations.
8-8:15 AM Sat.. This Fanning Business.
Skelly Oil Co.
11:15-11:30 PM Tues. Thurs. Sat.
Morton Downey, Coca-Cola O

and
SlimWildcats
Bryant —
S
BROArW
Hunt
Club (60)
Do
Closeups
Fd.,
Confidential
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Looking

for

the

"Missu

s"

New

biggest

?

is

York's

bigges

t

daytim

e

rti
Number One on the Pulse parade is The Missus Goes AShopping. It leads all local
programs (except news) 8 AM
-6 pm on New York's four
major stations.* And no
wonder. John Reed King's
laughs with the gals are contagious even over the air.
You may be able to buy
The Missus if you act fast.
Get in touch with WCBS or
Radio Sales today.

progr

am

b

u

y

\

*Pulse of N. Y., March 1950, Mon-Fri
average %-hr. ratings.
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THAN

OF
ALL

IN
rjEA BREEZE, Pittsburgh (Antiseptic for skin), through BBDO, New York,
1^ starting spot announcement campaign in five markets using 12 stations
for six weeks.

CULLMAN*,

VOTED

ALABAMA

FOR

11 OLUMBIA BREWERIES Inc., Tacoma (Alt Heidelberg Beer), places quarternour, three-a-week
Heidelberg
on months,
seven additional stations. Show
has been Harmonaires
aired on KJR— Raye
SeattleandforO'Dare
past six
and
additional placements now on KPQ Wenatchee, KIM A Yakima, KWWB Walla
Walla, KPKW Pasco, KREM Spokane, KGW Portland and KASH Eugene, Ore.
Agency: Howard J. Ryan & Son, Seattle.
BUN OIL Co., beginning April 15 and ending April 30, embarked on intensive
television spot announcement campaign employing three ABC stations. WJZTV New York carries 18 announcements; WXYZ-TY Detroit, 31, and WMALTV Washington, 19 spots. Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc., New York,
is agency for the oil company.
BEX HUR PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (Golden West Coffee), adds six radio
tations and one TY station in three western markets to present spot schedule on two California stations in early May. Firm will run approximately
itwo to three spots daily, five days weekly on KING KJR and KING-TV Seattle,
KXLY KHQ Spokane and KERN KERO Bakersfield, Calif. Currently earring
spot schedule are KJBS San Francisco and KSRO Santa Rosa. Agency:
Mogge-Privett Inc., Los Angeles.
SILYERWOOD DAIRIES Ltd., London, Ont.,
10 weeks on CFPL London, CFRB Toronto,
borough, CHML Hamilton, CKCR Kitchener,
&-9:30 p.m. Agency: McConnell, Eastman Co.,
radio advertising.

k

starts Silverwood Serenade for
CFCO Chatham, CHEX Peterand CKTB St. Catherine, Wed.
Toronto. This is company's first

C3B

•Population (1940 Census]— 5,074

NASH MOTORS Div. of Nash-Kelvinator Corp. started four week radio and
television spot campaign using 5,316 one-minute announcements and station
breaks on 241 radio stations in 173 cities and 1,298 television spots on 83 stations
in 56 cities effective April 13. Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York, is agency.
A/eturotk f4ccounti

Do kids love "Cisco Kid?"
Klein's Dairy says: "Yes!"

• • •

... 857 kids ( Vs of Cullman's
kid population) signed petitions saying: "Please keep
Cisco Kid on the air! — we love
Cisco Kid!" Says Hudson Millar
WKUL Manager: "Cisco Kid is
the best show we have on

MILES LABS Inc., Elkhart, Ind., expands sponsorship of Edwin C. Hill, 7-7:05
p.m. on ABC to five days weekly effective Sept. 4. Miles now sponsors show
Mon., Wed., Fri. Agency: Wade Adv., Chicago.
JOE LOWE Corp., New York (popsicle ice cream), beginning May 15 for 10
weeks, will sponsor new series of television programs on CBS-TV, Monday, 7:458 p.m. Entitled Popsicle Parade of Stars, show will have as its initial guest star
Milton Berle. Succeeding programs will star Dick Haymes, Arthur Godfrey,
Tony Martin, Fanny Brice, Borrah Minevitch, Martha Raye, Paul Winchell and
Jerry Mahoney, Margaret Whiting and Groucho Marx. Agency: Blaine-Thompson
Co., New York.
REXALL DRLTG Co., Los Angeles, starts sponsorship of Richard Diamond,
Private Detective, Wed., 7:30-8 p.m., PST, on NBC. Contract is effective June
14 through BBDO, Los Angeles.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Dreft and Oxydol), to sponsor television
version of Beulah, starring Ethel Waters, in half-hour telecasts on ABC-TV early
in the fall. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New York.
ADMIRAL Corp., through Kudner Agency, extends its sponsorship of Lights Out,
9-9:30 p.m., Monday on NBC-TV for eight weeks, effective May 3.

LOW

Write, wire or phone for proof
of
Kid's" sensational
air!"
the "Cisco
performance. See the factual

PRICED!

presentation!

V^-Hour Western Adventure
Program . . . Available: 1-2-3
times per week. Transcribed
for local and regiona
sponsorship.

eoule • •
C. LLOYD EGNER, former NBC vice president, elected vice president in charge
of commercial enterprises for Hudson & Manhattan Railroad Co. He will be in
charge of public relations and research as well as advertising and real estate.
GEORGE L. WILLIAMS appointed advertising manager of La France Industries,
succeeding EDWARD J. IVES, resigned. Mr. Williams has been with company
for over 14 years, and will continue his sales activities in addition to his new
duties. Miss FRANCES E. REYNOLDS named publicity director of company.
DALE MEHRHOFF appointed sales promotion manager of Elgin American Co.
He joined company in 1948.
BROADCASTING
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Here's

the
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Sensational

LOW-PRICED
- That Should Be On

WESTERN
Your Station I
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SPOT
WSB

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
(Dallas )

WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN

FOR

A

WGAR
WFAA

DOLLAR

These days, to be wholeheartedly

effective,

your advertising dollar has two jobs to do:

impact among

possible

KFI
WHAS
WTMJ
KSTP
WSM
WSMB

your prospects.

2. Stay firmly away

from

places

where your prospects aren't.
constant, hammering,
called impact.

well-aimed

punch

WIP
KGW
WEAN
WRNL

Only with Spot radio can your dollar zero
in on the very places and the very people
that you want to sell.
Spot gives you people instead of territory
. . . follows your distribution instead of
nationwide wire-lines.
And

the stations listed here mean

WOAI
KOMO
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO

Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Syracuse
Wheeling

WWVA
KFH

Wichita

Spot at

the height of its effectiveness.

THE YANKEE
TEXAS

EDWARD
NEW

YORK

ST. LOUIS

BROADCASTING

•

PETRY
• CHICAGO

• SAN

&

• LOS

FRANCISCO

•

DALLAS

NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
MBS
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS

NETWORK

QUALITY

CO.,

ANGELES

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC

Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport

WTAR
KOIL

Only with radio can your dollar achieve that

MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC

Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee

KARK
1. Register the greatest

LIST
NBC
NBC
MBS

(Ft. Worth/
Detroit
Fresno
Houston
Kansas City

WJR
KARM
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR

\

RADIO

NETWORK

INC.

• DETROIT
• ATLANTA

Telecasting
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ON

THE

WASHINGTON

SCENE

-fJaenciel
ZEB

TURNER

COMBINE

and

JOBY

MUSICAL

REYNOLDS
TALENTS!

AA o n cd^ thru Friday
4 to 4:30 pm
• • • Zeb Turner,
one of America's top singers of Western ballads, is
also one of the nation's top
hillbilly song writers. A
Grand Ole Oprey star for
six years, he wrote the
number one hit tune of
1947, "It's a Sin." Joby
Reynolds has been voted
Washington's most popular female vocalist. Together, Joby and Zeb provide Washingtonians with
a refreshing half hour of
radio listening. (Participations available!)

GEORGE F. PERKINS, formerly account executive with ABC, named heac
of radio and television department of Schwab & Beatty Inc., New York
E. C. BRADLEY appointed a vice president of Biow Co., New York. He will
continue to work on Procter & Gamble account.
RUTH KINYON, research director of Charles W. Hoyt Co.,
New York, elected president of Gamma Alpha Chi, professional advertising- fraternity for women.
BOB KIRSCHBAUM named radio and television director of
Arthur Rosenberg Co., New York.
TOM U. ENGELMAN, freelance public relations and publicity specialist, joins The McCarty Co., Los Angeles, as
account executive.
MURRAY GOODWIN, formerly with Young & Rubicam,
New York, as member of copy department, joins Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York, in similar capacity.

Mr. Bradley

JOSEPH McPARLAND, for past four years manager of traffic department foi
Buchanan & Co., rejoins Kudner Agency Inc., New York.
ROGER IRWIN appointed representative of Walsh Adv. Co. Ltd., Windsor andH
Toronto, at Ottawa. He will contact government departments.

HERE'S
YOU

A

MUSIC

SHOULD

SHEET

READ

—

CASPER PINSKER Jr., formerly with Pinsker Adv., elected a vice presidentH
of Arthur Rosenberg Co., New York.
OLIVER M. PRESBREY, who was with BBDO, New York, in 1946, rejoins
agency and will head account group on Curtis Publishing Co.
DONALD W. SEVERN, formerly with Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, joins
television department of William Esty Co., New York, in executive capacity.
MARGARET ALGAR joins Young & Rubicam, Chicago, as timebuyer after
working in radio department at Foote, Cone & Belding, also Chicago.
E. GORDON LOWEN appointed Winnipeg representative of Russell T. Kelley
Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., agency. Offices are at 304 New Hargrave Bldg., Winnipeg.
WILLARD BUTLER, formerly with WTAM Cleveland and before that with
McCann-Erickson, New York, joins timebuying department of Benton & Bowles.
New York.
J. EDWARD COOMBES, former director of advertising, market research and
sales promotion for John F. Jelke Co., joins Price, Robinson & Frank Agency,
Chicago, as account executive on Aunt Jemima Pancake flour. He is former
brand man on Oxydol and Dreft for Procter & Gamble.
LLOYD G. DELANEY, for past two years account executive with Biow Co.,
New York, on Philip Morris, rejoins Kudner Agency, New York, as account
executive.
O'NEIL, LARSON & McMAHON, Chicago advertising agency, opens office at
Toronto with BOB KESTEN, Toronto freelance producer and former manager
of CJBC Toronto, as manager. Offices are located at 447 Jarvis St., Toronto;

Arrangement:
ABC Spot Soles

Participations
Available

MILTON B. SCOTT, formerly vice president with Universal Publicizers am
Scott & Baker Co. (radio sales representative), joins Stodel Adv. Co., Los;
Angeles, as chief account executive in charge of sales development.
STEWART-LOVICK
& MacPHERSON
to Stewart-Bowman-MacPherson
Ltd. Ltd., Vancouver, B. C, changes name1

WMAL-TV

THE EVENING STAR STATIONS
WASHINGTON,
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D. C.

WM A L - FM

JAMES W. HUFF Adv., Dallas, moves back to old location in Dallas National
Bank Bldg. Telephone remains P-7-3139.
BUCHANAN & Co., Los Angeles, moves to new and expanded offices at 451 N
La Cienega Blvd. Phone is Crestview 5-5231.
BROADCASTING
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MEAN

MORE

LISTENERS

^T^UHt's
-new
cmcC
Setting the dial at 1150 is fast becoming an Akron habit.
We
can't for
citeweHooper
as yet
to prove
the size12.
of But
our
audience,
only —went
on — the
air February
we do know
independent
survey calls
we'vewhich
just completed, stacksfrom
of fanthe mail
and the phone
have
tied up our switchboard, that our LOCAL programming
format — music, news, sports — has struck an amazingly
responsive chord in this rich market.
And — it's entertainment tailored to LOCAL interests that
sells the more than 1,030,000 people within our primary
service area.

EVERY
Vi'CUE stencrs set
the news HOUR
of the ON
town THE
ahead HOUR
of the —town.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
New
3ROADCASTING

York

Wcue

You'll be hearing more about us — for we're promoting
WCUE, locally and nationally, for all we're worth. And —
in a nutshell — that's our story: People, programs and
promotion.
Remember WCUE — Akron's cue to better listening — your
cue to more sales. Choice time buys are still available.
Get a copy of our survey and complete information from
Forjoe & Company, Inc. Akron Broadcasting Corporation,
Palace Theater Arcade, Akron 8, Ohio.
1000

MIND (?) OVER FLATTER — The zany Jerry Crocker sho«
is but one of our many new and different musical programs

FORJOE
&
Philadelphia
•
Atlanta
• Telecasting

FOR

watts

-

11 50

kc

BILLBOARDS. POSTERS, newspaper ads and movie trailers are all being
to build more listeners for us — a bigger audience for your sales me

COMPANY,
Inc.
•
Chicago
•
Los Angeles

•

San Francisco
April 24, 1950
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NEW

FOR

Patti

Eugenie

STARS

SHINE

LANG-WORTH

Pag\

Bain

Ituss

Alan

4 <ts<>

Dale

a will sparkle in
^production shows,
iang -Worth's revo■ption. These new
available to advermember stations.

The

NEW

Lang

Program

-Worth

Service

The following name artists, orchestras, choruses and
groups have been selected to provide a well-balanced
library of 6,000 recordings. This mammoth collection
of newly manufactured transcriptions will serve
as source material for the new program service.

onnir

Haines

LARGE DANCE BANDS: Ray Anthony, Charlie Barnet with Lena
Home and Bob Carroll, Henry Busse,
Blue Barron, Count Basie, Randy
Brooks, Frankie Carle, Del Courtney, Tommy Dorsey, Ziggy Elman,
Sliep Fields with Toni Arden, Chuck
Foster, Dean Hudson, Henry Jerome,
Vaughn Monroe, Art Mooney with
The Ames Brothers and Fran Warren,- Buddy Moreno, Russ Morgan,
Tony Pastor with Rose Mary Clooney,
Claude Thornhill with Fran Warren,
Tommy Tucker.
SMALL DANCE BANDS: Five Shades
of Blue, Lenny Herman Quintette,
John Kirby with Maxine Sullivan, Al
Trace with Toni Arden, Red Nichols
and His Five Pennies.

SMALL VOCAL GROUPS: The Gay
Blades (barbershop), The 4 Knights,
The Modernaires with Paula Kelly.
SYMPHONY AND STANDARD
CONCERT: The Lang- Worth Symphony, Directors: Howard Barlow,
D'Artega and Erno Rapee; The LangWorth Concert Orchestra.

SONG STYLISTS: Eugenie Baird,
Dick Brown, Alan Dale, Anita Ellis,
Connie Haines, Juanita Hall, Jack
Lawrence, Rose Murphy, Patti Page,
Tony Russo, Johnny Thompson.
INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES:
The Airlane Trio, Frankie Carle
(piano and rhythm), Franzella Quintette, Bertrand Hirsch (violin, organ
and harp), Joe Sodja Trio, Evalyn

CHURCH MUSIC: The L-W Choristers, Leonard Stokes (baritone), Mixed Quartette, Pipe Organ, The Chapel
Choir.
MISCELLANEOUS GROUPS: Latin
American: Chiquito, Tito Guizar,
Eva Garza, Los Amigos Pan Americanos, Harry Horlick, The Padilla
Sisters. Polkas: The Bee Gee Tavern
Band, The Globetrotters. Hawaiian:
Johnny Pineapple.
PRODUCTION AIDS AND MOOD
MUSIC: Separate voice tracks of all
leading artists, special musical themes
identifying specific businesses, applause, crowd noise, football and
baseball effects, etc.... also, 500 musical cuts varying from interludes by
harp, organ, guitar, piano and celeste
to special production themes, openings, closings and background music
by Jack Shaindlin's "March of Time"
Orchestra.

Tyner.
"POP" CONCERT: The Russ Case
Orchestra, D'Artega's "Cavalcade of
Music" Orchestra, Jack Shaindlin's
Silver Strings, Szath-Myri's Symphonic Swing.
SALON AND STRING GROUPS: The
Ambassadors, Modes Moderne,
"Dinner Music," The Sophisticates.
LARGE VOCAL CHORUSES: The
Cote Glee Club, The Cavalcade
Chorus, The Lang- Worth Choristers.

WESTERN: Foy Willing and The
Riders of the Purple Sage, Rosalie
Allen, Elton Britt, Leon Payne, Slim
Rhodes, Billy Williams, Jack Pennington.
ORGAN UNITS: Lew White, Milton
Charles, Hugh Waddill.
BRASS BAND: The L-W Military
Band, The L-W Collegiate Band, The
All American Band.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE
PROGRAMS,
Inc.
113

WEST

Network

57th

STREET,

Calibre Programs

NEW

YORK

19,

N. Y.

at Cocal Station Cost

3,651220
3,868,040

FAMILIES

MB

8MB

DAMME!

NIGHTTIME!

m
Mi

WKTlMHOUSe

ARE

A

WISe

FAMILIES

BUy

AT

■J"

. \

STATIONS

AN/

HOUR!

Morning, afternoon, night. . by listenership ratings, by BMB figures, or by any
other criterion, Westinghouse stations help make every dollar in your advertising
budget most effective. These stations are your keys to six separate and distinct
market-areas: Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Boston, Fort Wayne, Springfield (Mass.)
and Portland (Ore.). For availabilities, check Free & Peters.
WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
KDKA
•
KYW
•
KEX
•
WBZ
•
WBZA
•
WOWO
• WBZ-TV
Notional Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV NBC Spot Sales
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Labor,

FM,

ard Lane, WJJD Chicago and
WayneHT'
Coy took someCON
shots at this.
By J. FRANK
lAB'
S BEATTY
'THOUG
CLAVE director.
The Board's desire to stress top- large-station
BROADCAST management
Men of worldwide fame, familiar
level issues during the Managelast week looked the facts of
ment Conference, final feature of with the main aspects of the touchy
business life, and civilization
the eight-day convention week, was
international situation, gave delecarried out by the Convention Sites
gates who showed an interest in
itself, in the eye and emerged
these problems a series of plainand Policy Committee under Howfrom the NAB's Chicago convention with a new concept
of their problems and the
more tortuous road ahead.
Nearly 1,500 member delegates, flanked by several hundred representatives from related
industries, took part in a convention almost devoid of conflicts.
Rather it was a week of thought
and study, with the main commercial emphasis on the new forms of
electronic media such as TV, FM,
Transit and functional services.
Several quick conclusions were
■obvious as conventioneers left
Wednesday for their stations and
their front-office responsibilities :
# AM faces an increasingly
arduous competitive future.
# So does TV, but it will have
great impetus.
9 Almost-forgotten FM is by
no means near its last breath.
# Judge Miller is still above
par.
% William B. Ryan, new general manager, should lend efficiency
to NAB management.
# Networks aren't too happy
about NAB but are not expected
to quit prior to a May 15 talk-itover session.
% Some, but not all, of the
!delegates appeared to sense the
'grave cold war problem emphasized by noted speakers.
Criticism Voiced
There were, in addition, some deficiencies judging by delegate con! versation :
# AM got little competitive
j help out of the meeting.
# The critical NARBA problem wasn't touched.
% An all-out Latin ether war
could squeeze many signals almost
back into their transmitters, say
technical specialists who had no
place on agenda.
# High-brass speakers didn't
pull well.
© Delegates were roused from
apathy toward BMB and future
measurements.
% Nothing was on the agenda
about program or advertising
standards — and FCC Chairman
BROADCASTING

N

TV

Are

Pondered

talk warnings about their responsibilities toward listeners and toward their own business operations.
This medicine was a bit hard to
take, many of the delegates
thought, and they didn't take it too
well or too gracefully. NAB management hoped that the facts would
sink in after delegates had left the
sociable atmosphere of the Stevens
Hotel for their own desks.
As businessmen, many of the
delegates were interested in learning how to make an extra dollar
and there was considerable disappointment about the high-brass
tone of the program.
Selling Sessions
On the other hand, the convention
produced three surprising sessions
for those interested in selling their
time.
First, the Monday Labor Panel
produced some good ideas and more
important it brought out into the
open some of the smouldering resentment between labor and mantiating. agement without the synthetic attitudes employed in actual nego-

Judge Miller (I) confers with new NAB General Manager Ryan.

Second, the Wednesday TV sessions held a large segment of dele(Continued on page 54)

5house Denies Switch Report
TALKS
CBS
W'
WL
appeared to torpedo that thought —
Stevens Hotel, Mr. Shouse said :
HAS THE war between NBC and
it would mark the first switch of a
I can see how the rumor of changCBS opened on a new front — a
clear channel station from NBC
ing affiliations got started, when somestruggle for top station affiliates?
one learned that I had requested our ranks, ascribable to the CBS talent
That question overshadowed all attorneys to determine our rights as coup of 1949, which saw the transelse at the NAB convention in Chi- a licensee under network regulations
NBC. fer of top-rated programs from
cago last week. It centered upon
to accept programs of other networks.
talk — officially unverified and dealt In addition to the basic program
Long - distance lines hummed,
structure of NBC, WLW carries some
with gingerly — that WLW Cincinonce the WLW rumor got started.
programs
originating
from
Mutual.
nati, pre-eminent AM 50,000 watNo similar arrangement has been
Niles Trammell, NBC board chairter, had reached at least a tentative regotiated
with any other network. So
man whose relationship with his
accord with CBS whereby it would
far, our study of the matter has been
affiliates always has been of the
accept those CBS programs which
purely an intellectual exercise.
We have no intention or desire to highest order, talked with Mr.
the regular affiliate — WKRC CinShouse and his own executives at
cinnati— might reject or which
give up our affiliation with NBC.
the
Stevens. The result was the
might be specified for WLW by the
Speculation Arises
flat statement by Mr. Shouse, denyadvertiser.
Even a non-exclusive CBS aring any intention of giving up the
The report of an out-and-out
rangement by WLW could bring
affiliation with NBC.
switch in affiliation was promptly
far-reaching changes in the affiliate
There were assurances by NBC
refuted last Tuesday by James D. structures of the networks, broadofficials that the relationship with
Shouse, chairman of the board of
casters pointed out. The question
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., and a promptly was raised whether the WLW would remain status quo.
member of the executive committee
The reports of a switch, which
secondary affiliation with CBS
of Avco Mfg. Co.
could set in motion a chain reacwould open the way for ultimate
In a release issued from NBC
tion among affiliates of all netprimary affiliation. If that hap(Continued on page 47)
pened— and the Shouse statement
convention headquarters
at the
• Telecasting
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NBC

SESSION
To Discuss Fall Plans

NBC's course in bucking network
competition next fall on both national and local levels is expected
to be charted soon after a meeting
of the network's stations promotion,
publicity and exploitation committee at the Waldorf Astoria in New
York tomorrow (Tuesday).
At that time, definite proposals
of the nine-man committee will be
referred to NBC executives. Recommendations will concern affiliated
stations' handling of local publicity,
on-air promotion and printed media.
The first session during the NAB
convention was called by Committee
Chairman Ewing G. Kelly, president and general manager, KCRA
Sacramento, for Sunday afternoon,
April 16, at the Blackstone Hotel.
Conferring with him were Clair R.
McCollough, general manager of
the Steinman stations; Milton L.
Greenebaum, president and general
manager, WSAM Saginaw, Mich.;
Jack Harris, general manager,
KPRC Houston; Harold Essex, vice
president and managing director,
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C;
Walter Wagstaff , general manager,
KIDO Boise, Ida.; Stanley W. Barnett, general manager, WOOD
Grand Rapids, Mich.; J. B. Conley,
general manager, Westinghouse
stations, and P. A. Sugg, manager,
WKY Oklahoma City.
NBC men there included Sydney
Eiges, vice president in charge of
press; Charles P. Hammond, vice
president in charge of AM advertising, promotion and exploitation;
Gerald P. Steel, director of audience
promotion, and Norman Kash, AM
station relations department.
RUINS of the studios of KICD Spencer, Iowa, which were destroyed by
fire April 8 [Broadcasting, April 17].
are shown in photo below. Damage
was placed between $60,000 and
$75,000. To the right. General Manager Ben B. Sanders (I) and Program
Director Mason Dixon smile approval
of morning music supplied by Rev. E.
C. Boyer, Episcopal rector from
Estherville, Iowa, who drove 40 miles
to help KICD return to the air on
Monday morning, April 10.

CBS QUARTER
Profit Doubles '49 Period
CBS last week reported a net profit
of $1,626,750 for the first quarter
of 1950, nearly twice the net of a
similar quarter of 1949.
The report was made by William
S. Paley, CBS chairman of the
board, at an annual meeting of
CBS stockholders
at the company's
New
York headquarters.
Mr. Paley said the profit represented 95<^ per share, compared
with 50<? a share in the first quarter last year, when the net was

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Don't yon think Jones goes a little too far with his baseball recreation!"
Terms
MILLER

REVIEWS

Convention

'Very Successful'
MANY of the problems disturbing the broadcast industry were solved or
softened during last week's NAB Management Conference in Chicago,
President Justin Miller told Broadcasting. The long hours spent in discussion and listening to authorities in many fields produced benefits that
will be felt through the years, he
★
•
said.
that the "responsibility" theme of
the Convention had impressed all
Some of the snarls anticipated
prior to the convention failed to broadcasters with the nature of
materialize, he said, referring par- their obligation to the nation and
to the industry in a period of interticularly to the NARBA situation.
national crisis.
Judge Miller said election of
"Broadcasters were given a
William B. Ryan, KFI Los Angeles,
chance to learn from some of our
as general manager of NAB was
leading national figures the facts
well received by the membership,
including network officials, affili- about diplomatic, economic and
other important developments. To
ates and others.
the extent there is in the manageAsked about the May 15 NABment group that type of profesnetwork meeting, billed in some
sional thinking, a good job was
quarters as a network walkout ses- done and
we expect good results.
sion, Judge Miller said, "contrary
"The whole convention operation
to some belief, May 15 is an olive
branch meeting designed to give went more smoothly than we expected. The objectives of the board
everyone a chance to make notes
and suggestions. The networks will and the convention committee were
realized to a large extent and some
participate on the vice presidential
of the issues I thought might be
level. The problems are not serious
enough to require participation on quarreled over were apparently
disposed of without difficulty.
their
"Workshop
sessions covering
Judgepresidential
Miller saidlevel."
he was hopeful
FM, television and labor produced
material that will be helpful in the
conduct of broadcast stations.
"Most disturbing factor in recent

CBS gross income for the first
$855,764.
quarter of 1950 was $30,809,064,
compared with $27,018,288 in the ■
first quarter last year.
E
Operating expenses and costs of i
goods sold were up in the first
quarter of 1950 — $13,926,026 compared with $12,414,577 in the same
period last year.
The network made provision for
federal income taxes of $1,329,000
in the first quarter of 1950 as
compared with a provision of $724,000 in the first quarter last year.
Frank Stanton, CBS president,
told the stockholders that CBS
now claimed the biggest nationwide audience and highest gross
billings of all the networks.

GOYLE NAMED
To WCAU Radio-TV Post
JAMES F. COYLE, veteran member of WCAU-AM-FM Philadelphia's sales staff, was named
Wednesday to a newly created sales
post for the CBS outlet. Alex T..
Rosenman is resigning May 1 as
sales vice president for the stations i!
[Broadcasting, April 10].
sen
According to Donald W. Thornburg, president of WCAU stations,
Mr. Coyle fills a special post in
commercial sales development for
both radio and television at WCAU.
A member of the sales staff for 23
years, Mr. Coyle is one of the oldest
station employes in point of service,
he said.
NAB developments has been tele-;
vision; several resignations were
based on our television activities.
The Wednesday meetings provided
evidence of the increasing interest
in TV and indicated a growing acceptance of the doctrine that TV
belongs within NAB. Other resignations had been based on resentment
fromon BAB's
activities,resulting
particularly
the part
of
newspaper stations.
"The bulk of resignations prior
to April 1 when the dues levels
were raised occurred in Class A,
the minimum dues bracket. Summing up, I would say it was a very
successful convention. . . ."
K&E

Promotes

Stewart

D. C. STEWART, who has been
with Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, since 1936, has been ap- i
pointed secretary and general man- ^
ager of the agency.
Page 20
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COMPETITIVE
iFCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy
told broadcasters at the NAB
Convention in Chicago last
Tuesday to prepare for the
rising gales of competition by
reinforcing their community
Service and redoubling their
jguard against offensive taste.
T "The winds of competition
We blowing a terrific gale on
:rthe broadcasting business," he deIclared. "In many places the storm
his in its full fury and in other
iplaces the winds are rising, but
llto those of you who are complacent, Isay that the full strength of
■'this storm will hit you with a suddenness not characteristic of the
jplaces where it is now in full
strength.
"The question is : 'Can you sleep
on a windy night'?"
'Key to Confidence'
The key to confidence and the
ability to "sleep" in the face of the
competitive gales, he said, "involves
jyour preparation to serve the pub! lie interest" — the sort of service
'which makes a station "an indisi'ipensable part" of community life
|!and keeps the broadcaster's ears atI tuned to "the beating of hearts
j around him as well as to the tinkle
of the cash register."
\\ He emphasized community programming, elimination of bad
taste, curtailment of crime and
''horror programming and fairness
Jin handling controversial issues.
"Clearly," he said, "the American broadcaster's responsibility to
1 his government is to serve with intelligence, impartiality and a high
sense of good taste and decorum as
|a trustee for the radio frequency
which his government licenses him
to use."
Chairman Coy also:
$ Reiterated his "hope" that
jthe television freeze may be lifted
"before the end of the year" and
said "I pray that it will be earlier,"
but refused to "predict when."
# Voiced belief that "this nation will require the strongest, most
flexible and most effective system
of broadcasting that we can de-

Gale

Force,

Says

Coy

in Chicago

WINDS

vise," including "not only a national system of television but
[also] an able system of aural
broadcasting."
% Found the NAB convention
agenda less than adequate, saying
he would have been more impressed
if it encompassed open discussion of
network affiliates' problems in relation to network programming; of
the effectiveness of the NAB Code
and ways it might be improved and

implemented, and of "the problems
involved in determining what constitutes the public interest and how
to meet those needs."
# Reasserted his belief that
television will be the dominant
radio medium and that "it will ocwhen
FCC cupy
andthat position
industry rapidly"
have reached
and accepted a solution of the problems that led to the freeze.
Citing the latest financial data of

the industry (see story below),
Mr. Coy labeled the disparity between the incomes of AM stations
built before the war and those built
since as "the Achilles Heel of our
standard broadcasting system in
meeting the transition problems."
He pointed out that the 800 stations established in pre-war days
received 94% of the 1949 AM station income, leaving 6% to be
shared by the 1,200 war and postwar stations. The latter, he said,
"have an average annual income of
only $6,700 and, consequently,
there is small prospect of these stations financing the construction and
operation of television from AM
broadcast earnings."
Sees Some Failures
Indeed, he added, there is "the
unpleasant prospect that the competition of the transition period
may be too severe and that some of
these
stations
may notto swim."
In his
references
television,
Chairman Coy got a round of applause when he quipped that some
of his listeners, aside from wanting to know "when we will get out
of the freeze," might even "want
me to tell you we'll never get out

BETWEEN COURSES at Tuesday's NAB convention luncheon, ECA Administrator Paul G. Hoffman (r), one of the principal speakers at the afternoon
session, talks with James D. Shouse (I), board chairman of Crosley Broadcasting Corp., and Gilmore N. Nunn, president and general manager of the
Nunn Stations.

BROADCASTAREVENUES—
T
CASAM,
OTV— D
BR
FM,
and
gained 10.3% in
1949 to reach a total of almost $460
million, with most of the $43 million in "new money" coming from
television time sales, according to
a preliminary estimate issued by
FCC last Tuesday.
The report indicated that television thus far is attracting new dollars to the broadcast media instead
of luring them away from aural
broadcasting.
AM network and station revenues were reported at $424.4 million, a gain of 4.3%. But their

NU
E5.5%
Vup
RE
expenses
went
to E
a total
of $361.8 million. Resulting net income before taxes was $62.6 million, aloss of 2.3% over 1948.
The TV networks and 97 reporting television stations showed $33.8
million in revenues as compared to
$8.7 million for the networks and
50 stations which reported in 1948.
Expenses totaled $58.1 million in
1949 against $23.6 million in 1948.
Losses soared from $14.9 million
in 1948 to $24.3 million in 1949 —
$11.8 million by the networks and
their 13 owned stations, and $12.5
million by the 84 other stations.
Six television stations — all inde-

ALL NETWORKS AND STATIONS— AM, FM, AND TV
Estimated 19b9 Revenues, Expenses and Income
Total Revenues
Percentfron
Change
1949
1948
1948
(millions)
AM and FM
$426.0
S408.1
8.7
■jy
33.8
S416.8
industry Total Total Expenses $459.8
AM
and FM
$366.9
23.6
TV
58.1
S347.1
- - L S . .. JL._l_.-iK _
S370.7
$425.0 Tax
• Income
- - • ......Federal
-(Before
industry Total
who
Wayne Coy. (r),L.
FCC
Income
,,_._„
,,CHAIRMAN
S(14.9)
61.0
addressed the NAB convention TuesAM an<j
$ 59.1
(24-3)
day afternoon, sits with NAB Presi- TV
dent Justin Miller at luncheon pre- Industry Total
$ 34.8
ceding his speech.
( ) Denotes loss.
$ 46.1
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

+ 4.4
+288.0
—+ 10.3
3.1
—++ 140.0
24.5
5.7
+ 14.4

He interpreted the financial data
as indicating that television is "beginning to grow
up." "it is already
"In fact,"
he said,
starting
to
show
off, starting to
of it."
(Continued on page 61 )

" in '49
lio
$46° Mil
pendently
owned
— reported no
losses for the year. But it was felt
that some others probably were
reaching a break-even or black-ink
status by the end of the year.

FM Revenue
Total FM revenue for 1949 was
reported as $2.8 million, including
114 FM-only stations and 167 FM
outlets operated separately by AM
licensees. Expenses, cited just for
the 114 FM-only stations since
data for the other stations could
not be separated from AM expenses, were given as $5.1 million for
the year. This represented a net
loss of $3.5 million for this group.
The report indicated only three of
the 114 stations did not report
losses. FM income for 1948 was
$1.7 million, expenses of FM-only
stations $4.2 million and losses for
the latter $3.1 million. FCC said
452 FM stations were involved in
joint AM-FM operations in 1949
and hence reported no revenues.
Among AM stations, those which
had been on the air two years or
more reported an 0.8% drop in
revenues and a 1.2% gain in expenses, for a 10% fall in net income.
The average income of these stations— which numbered 1,466 — -was
(Continued on page 59)
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SALES
SPUF
SEPARATION of NAB sales promotion activities on behalf of aural
and visual radio media was proposed at the NAB Management
Conference in Chicago last week.
Proposal to study this separation
was approved by the membership
at its Tuesday morning business
session. No formal action in this
direction was taken prior to the
close of the convention.
The idea of splitting the activities developed within the convention Resolutions Committee, headed
by Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford. The orginal resolution was
amended on the floor, at the suggestion of Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland, District 15 director. Mr.
Shaw observed that the resolution
did not make clear whether the
separation was to take all sales
promotion out of NAB proper or
merely divide the activities within
NAB.
The committee felt the two media
are directly competitive. While the
plan is still in nebulous shape pending a study of the idea, it appeared
to envision a sort of a radio advertising bureau and a television
advertising bureau.
Outside Listening Study
In adopting resolutions the convention called for a study of procedure by which the extent of auto,
outside-of-home radios and multiple
in-home sets can be shown, along
with listening in public places. The
convention thanked Dr. Kenneth
H. Baker, NAB research director
on loan to BMB as acting president, for his work on behalf of
BMB.
Proposal to ask TV set makers
to install FM tuners in all television receivers was adopted. The
resolution was suggested by the
Monday morning FM meeting.
Other resolutions thanked FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy and other
principal speakers for their contributions; praised work of the
Convention Sites & Policy Committee under Chairman Howard Lane,
WJJD Chicago; approved work of
the Advertising Council, BMI on its
10th anniversary, Voice of Democracy Committee, banquet program,
effort to obtain per program
ASCAP fees for television.
Passage of the McFarland Bill
(S 1973) as it passed the Senate in
1949 was advocated. Acts of the
NAB officers and directors were
ratified.
Special tribute was paid to NAB
President Justin Miller in a resolution adopted unanimously. The action brought applause from the
floor. Another resolution endorsed
board appointment of William B.
Ryan, KFI Los Angeles, as NAB
general manager and pledged support to him.
Two resolutions were submitted
from the floor and adonted unanimously. They voiced praise for
the labor relations discussion MonPage 22
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Pr°p°sed
PROMOTION
day afternoon and expressed ap- a unanimity and courage, of which it
proval of the accomplishments of has reason to be proud, founded BMI.
Against odds and difficulties which can
Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
hardly be exaggerated, BMI furnished
Texts of resolutions covering assoto the broadcasting industry by Jan.
ciation business follow:
1, 1941, a music catalogue which permitted the industry to operate for most
BE IT RESOLVED . . . that this,
of that year without diminution of
the Tenth Anniversary of Broadcast
listener interest or advertising revMusic Inc., offers to the broadcasting
enue. Since that date, BMI has steadily
industry an opportunity to review the
achievements of BMI.
increased the extent and quality of its
repertory and the effectiveness of its
In 1939, the broadcasting industry
was faced with demands which would
service, and it has now substantially
restored competition to a field in which
have doubled the payments to be made
monopoly hitherto existed.
by the industry for music licensing
and caused important segments of the
As a result of the healthy competiindustry to operate at a loss. At this
tion so created, the broadcasting induspoint, the broadcasting industry, with
try has been able to enjoy the music of

WARREN E. AUSTIN, U. S. representative to the United Nations, and Herman
W. Steinkraus, president of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce (seated, I and r),
were honored guests at the NAB management session's opening luncheon
Monday. They addressed broadcasters later that afternoon. With them are
(standing, I to r), Frank U. Fletcher, NAB FM director-at-large and co-owner
of WARL Arlington, Va., and Howard Lane, chairman of the convention
sites and policies committee, NAB director-at-large and radio director of Field
Enterprises, Chicago.

BROADCASTERS must face the the organization, spoke briefly and
ROL
'interlude
AST
a musical
saluted E
a reBRO
fact
today ADC
that they are
"impor-ERS
corded
BMI
hit
tune
for each of
tant arbiters in an uneasy world,"
Howard Lane, chairman of the
the first nine years of BMI's exNAB Convention Sites and Policies
istence, climaxed by a live rendition of a 1950 song by Vivian
Committee,
declared
at
Monday's
luncheon as he opened the 28th Adams, soprano.
annual convention.
Mr. Haverlin reported that BMI
"The salvation of our nation, had recently signed Carl Sandand other nations throughout the
burg's "American Song Bag."
universe, depends largely upon the
Background Outlined
knowledge acquired by the people;
upon the clarity with which such
Tracing NAB's growth from 60
knowledge is transmitted into the members in 1923, Mr. Lane obhomes of America; and consequentserved that the association's purly upon the judgment we use, as
posemotivates
was "not unlike
the purposeof
which
the formation
broadcasters, in programming our
stations," he said.
governments."
nized the need The
for founders
cohesive recogaction
Mr. Lane's remarks prefaced introduction of BMI board members,
on
a
broad
national
scale
"to
prowho were seated at the head table
tect their own self-interest, of
course, and to provide an arena in
in honor of BMI's tenth anniversary. Carl Haverlin, president of which they could exchange ideas

in NAB ^solutions
BMI, and of its competitors, at a percentage of its revenue, lower than that
previously paid to a single licensing
agency and at approximately half of
the percentage that would have been
exacted had it not been for the successful intervention of BMI. In addition,
BMI has exerted a healthful influence
in the entire licensing field, and has
opened the door of opportunity to innumerable writers and publishing enterprises which, without it, would have
never seen the light of day.
To the founders of BMI, who had
the vision and courage to see the future; to its directors, who have unselfishly
and wisely
its course;
the authors
and guided
publishers
who haveto :
aided in making its catalogues great;
and to its diligent and able management and staff, the broadcasting industry extends congratulations and good
wishes, and pledges its continuing supBE IT RESOLVED that the NAB
record their appreciation for the excellent work of the Advertising Council
port.
in putting to work the tremendous
force of advertising for the benefit and
welfare of all the citizens of this country, and the members here assembled
do recommend the support of the Ad- |
vertising Council.
BE IT RESOLVED that the NAB
. . . recommend that the NAB board
of directors institute a study looking
toward the separation of NAB sales
promotional activities in the fields of
television and radio, whether or not
salesin or promotion
without theactivities
NAB. remain withWHEREAS there is a need to show
the full extent of listening and size of
audience in standard radio,
BE IT RESOLVED . . . that the
NAB board of directors examine the
best possible procedures in order to
ascertain the amount and type of radio
listening as represented by automobile
radios, outside-of-home radios and multiple sets in the home as well as listening in public places.
The Resolutions Committee has been j
requested by those in the FM session i
to present the following resolutions:
That the FM members of NAB re(Continued on page 57)

and, as a result, improve their service to the American audience."
Urging unity, he noted, however,
that "this is not a unity that is
easy to accomplish if one reduces
his perspective to the dimensions
of his own operation and stops

J
I
I
|
I
]

"We have a majority problem in I
radio as we do have in government I
and that majority problem is to ji
resolve our differences and stick
tothere."
our decisions on policy and program," Mr.our
Laneconferences
asserted. "If
take from
hereyoua
sense of the dignity of broadcasting
and an evaluation of your importance in the greatest experiment of
living together that has ever been
undertaken by mankind, you take
much — and you will be enriched for

having been here."
BROADCASTING
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NAB's general operations come
under the direct control of a general manager starting May 1 when
William B. Ryan, KFI Los Angeles,
takes office a t
Washington headquarters.
Appointment of
the top-level administrator was
made by the NAB
board at a meeting held just
prior to opening
of the Management Conference
Mr. Ryan
at the Stevens
Hotel, Chicago. Mr. Ryan is given
full power to hire and fire as well
as to direct departmental operations, with the exception of the
president's and general counsel's
office and the secretary-treasurer.
The action brings back to NAB
an administrator, a function abandoned by the board last summer
when the office of executive vice
president was abolished.
Advisory Group Reports
In discussing the appointment,
main item on the board's convention
agenda, the board heard a report
by a special board subcommittee
headed by Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL Lancaster, Pa. This subcommittee was elected by the board
at its February meeting to advise
with President Justin Miller on
appointment of the new general
manager.
Mr. McCollough read the recommendation of the subcommittee,
based on a series of discussions
with Mr. Ryan whose name had led
the field of candidates from the
beginning. The five-man committee
is understood to have voted for Mr.
Ryan 4-1, a minority report dealing with the attitude of a group
of smaller stations. A letter from
William J. Beaton, KWKW Pasadena, Calif., president of the
Southern California Broadcasters
Assn., was read to the board. It
favored Mr. Ryan's appointment.
The board's vote on the election
of Mr. Ryan was 18 in favor and

RYAN

5 not voting. Those who did not
vote, it is understood, were Allen
M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.,
District 5 director; James D.
Shouse, WLW Cincinnati, directorat-large for large stations; Calvin
J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles, District 16 director; Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY Decatur, 111., retiring as
small - stations director; Glenn
Shaw, KLX Oakland, Calif., District 15.
Mr. Ryan is retained at a salary
of $25,000 a year, with the board
agreeing to payment of his expense of moving from Los Angeles
to Washington. The contract carries a three-year clause but is
cancellable on one year's notice.
Creation of the general managership was voted by the board last
February because it was felt Judge
Miller could not handle top-level
contacts and participate in a long
list of activities while carrying
responsibility of the business management of the association.
Secretary-treasurer C. E. Arney
Jr. will report to Mr. Ryan on his
general functions. Heretofore he
has reported to the president. Under the by-laws he is elected annually by the board.
So far there has been no indication of any early changes in the
organization. Mr. Ryan will have
authority to direct personnel operations.
A Broadcaster Since 1937
Mr. Ryan has been in broadcasting since 1937, and since 1943 has
been general manager of KFI (see
biographical sketch, Broadcasting,
April 17).
In the January board elections
Mr. Ryan was elected a directorat-large for large stations. He has
resigned to take the headquarters
post. The board will name his
successor later, probably at the
next meeting to be held at Washington in June.
Mr. Ryan said he could give no
information on his successor as KFI
general manager.
After disposing of the Ryan apBMB

Successor

BAM
INCORPORATES
Opens May 9
FORMATION of a new Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc. to take
over future industry coverage service got under way last Tuesday when
incorporation papers were filed in Wilmington, Del.
Capitalization at a million-dollar figure is authorized under the charter
as drafted by NAB's Audience j.
Measurement Committee, which
Incorporators of BAM are Henry
met Tuesday afternoon during the
P. Johnstone, WSGN Birmingham;
NAB convention in Chicago.
Corporation officers will be an- J. Harold Ryan, WSPD Toledo;
nounced in the near future and the
Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria,
enterprise will be in operation by 111.; Frank M. King, WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.; Clyde Rembert,
May 9, when the Broadcast Measurement Bureau board is scheduled
KRLD Dallas; Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio.
to meet. This skeleton corporation
will provide the basis of a new
The BMB-BAM situation was
measurement enterprise which will discussed at the Tuesday morning
succeed BMB and will permit BMB
business meeting of the convention
but it drew few comments from the
liquidation at relatively small ex- floor.
penditure.
; BROADCASTING
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Gen.Manager

pointment, the board voted to table
a plan for Judge Miller to attend
a meeting of the Inter-American
Assn. of Broadcasters to be held in
the late summer in Brazil and to
investigate U. S. information services in Latin America as suggested
by Mark Ethridge, chairman of the
U. S. Advisory Commission on
Information.
The board went into the Washington regulatory situation by
adopting a resolution opposing Reorganization Plan No. 11, sent to
Congress by the President. This
plan would transfer from the FCC
to the FCC chairman many important executive and administrative functions.
In the board's opinion the plan
"perverts the recommendations of
the Hoover Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of
the government, and is in conflict with existing law."
Chairman's Proposed Functions
Among functions transferred to
the FCC chairman would be appointment and supervision of personnel employed under the Commission, distribution of business
among such personnel and among
administrative units of the FCC,
and the use and expenditure of
funds.
Also on record as opposed to
Plan No. 11 are Chairman Edwin
C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of
the Senate Committee on Interstate
& Foreign Commerce as well as the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
FCBA had contended: "The practical effect of the plan is to destroy
the basic idea of checks and balances in a representative form of
government and establishes a
regulatory agency wholly responsible to the executive. The legislative concept was to create a Communications Commission composed
of seven members of equal rank, of
whom not more than four could
belong to the same political party.
Plan 11 breaks up equality of
duties and responsibilities of the
Commissioners and substitutes
therefor a chairman who has all
of the duties and responsibilities of
the other six members plus enormous executive and administrative
functions (no definitions are given
as to what is executive and what
is administrative), and six Commissioners with a reduced, restricted and limited amount of duties
and responsibilities. In all frankness and candor it would seem
that Plan 11 makes a sham of a
nonpartisan agency. There would
seem to be little, if any reason for
the other six Commissioners if
Plan 11 is otherwise sound."
Text of the resolution adopted
by the board follows:
WHEREAS, the President of the
United States has transmitted Reorganization Plan No. 11 to Congress,
which plan would transfer from the
(Continued on page 52)

Text of the Ryan-NAB
Contract
THREE-YEAR pact between NAB
and William B. Ryan, elected April
15 by the NAB board to fill the
new lopost
of general manager, folws :
Dear Mr. Ryan:
Pursuant to the action of the Board
of Directors of the NAB, I am authorized to announce your appointment as
general manager of the association, at
a salary of $25,000 per annum, for a
term of three years commencing May
1, 1950, with the understanding that
the contract may be terminated at any
time by either you or us upon not less
than one year's written notice.
It is further understood that the
NAB will pay all reasonable costs necessarily incurred for transporting
yourself, your family and your home
furnishings from Los Angeles, Calif,
to Washington, D. C.
The Board of Directors approved the
report of its Advisory Committee for
the Selection of a General Manager,
which contained the specifications as
to the scope of the General Manager's
job. Forficationsyour
these speciare set guidance,
out as follows:
1. ties;
It is primarily an inside job. For
example, the incumbent will not
ordinarily be expected to engage
in speech-making or in general
"outside" public relations activi2. The job involves the performance
of much the same type of duties
as those customarily performed
by the General Manager of a
typical business corporation. The
General Manager will exercise
supervisory control over finances,
income, expenditures, accounting,
audits and the preparation of
budgets;
3. The General Manager will also
exercise supervisory control over
all Departments, except that of
the President and the General
Counsel. This supervisory and
policy level work will be delegated
by the President within the area
specified in the By-Laws of the
Association, Article VII, Section
1, Paragraph 2. The General Manager shall have a sufficient delegation of power from the President to give him actual control
over all members of the staff of
NAB, except the President and the
General Counsel, in order that
there may be no question concerning his right to inquire into every
detail of every operation, and to
require
action following suchappropriate
inquiry.
4. The General Manager shall also
be in charge of the function of
securing and retaining members
for NAB. To assist him in this
work he will have the services of
one full-time man, and may call
upon such members of the staff,
as may be available and qualified,
for assistance in special types of
membership work, by planning
campaigns, special contacts, etc.,
bership.
in various categories of the memThis letter, when signed by you and
by me as President of the NAB, will
constitute the agreement under which
you are employed as General Manager
of the Association. It is understood
that this agreement shall be construed
in accordance with the laws of the District of Columbia.
(Signed) Justin Miller, President
(Signed) "William B. Ryan
April 24, 1950 • Page 23

Thomas
TRANSIT
RADIO'S
Here are GROWTH
few case his(5) The public has and continues to
TRANSIT RADIO is the "first chandise.
tories :
register approval averaging 90%.
truly complete retail medium
should take note
In 18 weeks Ipana toothpaste in- that(6)TVBroadcasters
cannot affect TR audiences.
creased its dollar sales by 67% in one
using radio" for transmission
TR market. It also increased its share
and affords the only way for
Currently there are 23 cities
of total dentifrice business by 83%. under contract to transportation
FM broadcasters "to realize a
Nervine,
manufactured
by
Niles
profit on an FM investment in Labs., increased sales 124.5% in 12 systems and Transit Radio Inc. A
year ago there were five. Next
weeks in one market.
the immediate future." FurSwift & Co. boosted sales for its year — ?— I can only guess, but we
thermore, "there is nothing
shortening product 51% in seven
are on the move and gaining mowrong with FM that listeners
months in still another market.
mentum every day. Be assured
and advertisers will not recthat TR is here to stay and, in
Fanny Farmer Candies were running 7% behind in sales for the same
time, will be recognized as the
tify."
These observations were
period in the preceding year in a pio- sixth established media. It will
neer TR market. The use of TR re- reach the stature of radio, outdoor,
placed before FM operators
versed the trend and showed a 7% gain
newspapers, magazines and direct
in
the
following period.
during the annual NAB Conmail. It will continue to grow and
vention in Chicago last week
These are documented stories
command an ever larger degree of
and there are many more to relate.
by C. L. (Chet) Thomas, presrespect and attention from Ameriident of Transit Radio Inc.
The plus factors of TR are many
can business. It is a public service
in
number.
To
mention
a
few:
Mr. Thomas addressed a speof proven value and is considered
(1) A counted, guaranteed audience.
cial FM session last Monday
an important factor in civilian de(2) Riders are in motion and able to
fense plans on a local and national
on the subject, "Transit Radio
act on a sales message almost instantly. level.
— A Retail Medium." In view
(3) TR cost is low — generally less
of its success in this field, than $1 per thousand, plus a bonus
Cost Question
of home listeners.
Broadcasting herewith pubA question frequently asked of
(4)
Everyone
able
to
hear
can
hear
lishes the full text of Mr.
the announcements because of the uni- me is — "How much does it cost to
form dispersal of signal throughout
Thomas' speech :
equip vehicles?"
We based
have very
devehicles.
tailed cost figures
on the
Transit Radio is a large subject.
To explain its origin and subsequent development will more than
consume the 10 minutes allotted
Crisler, Thomas And
to me this morning. It should
suffice to mention that our home
Kobak Named
TR ELECTS
office is in Cincinnati. Our sales
RICHARD C. CRISLER, executive vice president of Transit Radio Inc.,
offices are in New York, Chicago,
Dallas and Atlanta. The officers
was elected president and a director, and C. L. Thomas, president, was
and directors are broadcasters with
named chairman of the executive committee at a meeting of the TR board
April 16 in Chicago. Edgar Kobak, former president of Mutual and now
many years of practical experience.
a consultant, was elected to the
*
.
The first Transit Radio equipped
executive committee.
vehicle climbed the hills of Cincinis the "whole amusement field."
Forty broadcasters attended a Long term contracts now are the
nati scarcely two years ago. In my
meeting of TR affiliates April 17 at rule in the Cincinnati TR picture.
own city of St. Louis we equipped
20 vehicles for testing purposes in which Hulbert Taft Jr., board
Mr. Thomas reported that
July of 1948. In January 1949
chairman, reportKXOK-FM St. Louis, of which he
we had completed installation of
ed a gain of 15 is general manager, showed an inTR cities within
the 100th vehicle and in October
crease in first quarter billings of
1949 1,000 radio equipped vehicles
the past year for 364% over the same period of 1949,
a total of 23. He
were placed in daily service. We
or approximately $27,000 gross as
predicted that by compared
are young in years, but old in exwith $7,200. Station now
the
end
of
1950
perience. All we need is the passage
has
receivers
in 1,000
more than 50 busses and streetinstalled
of a bit more time to enable TR to
cars.
cities will be TR
develop its full potential. Frequency
Mr. Thomas predicted that broadmodulation made TR possible. Turn
equipped. Frank
casters in Transit Radio "will make
E. Pellegrin, vice
about is fair play. Transit Radio
more
than
they've ever made in
broadcasters will provide a firm
Mr. Thomas
president in
financial foundation to make FM
charge of sales,
I'm not one to write off AM
announced that 11 new advertisers
possible. There is nothing wrong
AM"And
radio."
and renewals recently had brought
with FM that listeners and adverbecause of the gains of TV," he
the total of national TR accounts to added. "No other medium can
tisers will not rectify. TR is at- 45.
hurt Transit Radio, neither AM nor
tracting listeners and sponsors in
increasing volume daily.
"We are out of the experimental
TR's western manager, Carlin
stage,"
saidfound
Mr. Pellegrin.
Convinced of Value
Labs has
that one "Miles
of its French, reported that a major advertiser has admitted his concern
We who have pioneered a new
products, which showed a 124%
and exciting radio medium are increase in a test market, has held over TV's inroads into AM with the
convinced that TR is the first truly up through Transit Radio. Fanny
result that "his interest in Transit
complete retail medium using radio
Farmer Candy has cracked the
TV."is aroused."
Radio
as a means of transmission. TR
Cincinnati market, where Maud
reaches and sells millions of riders
Muller and Mary Lee brands were
daily while these riders are in
entrenched."
transit to the point of purchase.
He urged prospective TR affiliVisualize the effectiveness of an
ates to join up "as the addition of
announcement addressed to women
each new market greatly stimulates
who are enroute to department
Mr. Taft disclosed that WCTS
stores, specialty shops, etc. in which
these buyers are informed by radio
(FM)
sales." Cincinnati, which he heads,
that a sale on coats, blouses, hats, is taping its entire program strucetc. is being held at such and such
ture at a considerable saving. He
a store. We know by actual test said Cincinnati's four largest deMr. Crisler
Mr. Kobak
that Transit Radio sells merpartment stores are using TR, as
Page 24
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Prog ress

experience of markets now
equipped. An average is $200 per
vehicle. This includes a receiver,
antenna, six loudspeakers, connecting cable and labor. The next
question usually asked is how many
vehicles are available in my city.
Accurate figures can be supplied
by your transit system, but here
are a few examples:
The totals given include streetcoaches.cars, motor coaches and trolley
Philadelphia
3,250
Salt Lake City
150
New Orleans
691
Dallas
601
Portland, Ore
481
Omaha
350
Milwaukee
1,152
Atlanta
847
Generally speaking, the number
of rides (not riders) per day in
cities of 100,000 or more is equal to
the population of the area served
by the transit system. Some ride
twice a day, others more frequently. The potential audience per
month available on public vehicles
staggers the mind. In 23 markets
there are 3,300 vehicles equipped
with receivers, antennas and loudspeakers. When these markets are
completely equipped the average
monthly rides will total 215,900,000. So there will be no misunderstanding, the total given is the
aggregate of rides in each city for
the number of hours the transit
system operates. The population
in the cities now fully or partially
equipped exceeds 10,500,000 and the
number of families exceeds 3,200,000. Gentlemen, Transit Radio is
big
and it's growing
largerbusiness
day by day.
TR's Arguments

ci

In a recent article published in
Broadcasting, I developed four
main arguments in favor of TR.
They are:
:..
(1) tation
Thelike Transit
riders ofRadio.
public transpor(2) TR helps the transit companies
provide
service. sound, efficient and economical
(3) Transit Radio is a main support
of FM aural radio.
(4) Transit Radio makes it possible
for the drivers of buses and streetcars
to meet emergencies.
These four, plus its tremendous
sales impact and public service attributes, make it worthy of serious
study by all FM broadcasters. Two
points
I have not mentioned thus
far:
(1) Are TR stations making money?
(2) What about minority groups?
In answer
to the grossing
first question
—
I know
of stations
$8,000,
$10,000 and $11,000 per month.
That is a respectable gross for any
FM station. It is an indicative
gross for a TR station in view of
the youthfulness of Transit Radio,
but is far from the potential earning power of most TR stations.
TR stations grossing $10,000 or
more per month do not necessarily
(Continued on page 52)
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Thomas it was not national policy

LABOR-RELATIONS
LABOR - MANAGEMENT prob- ity ("not featherbedding") ; recognition of union shops, and stability
' lems were
"negotiated"
by two insta-a
tion and two
union officials
of operations. To these Mr. Wimberly added seniority rights, and
j notably amicable panel discussion
arbitration of unfair dismissals
at the Monday afternoon session
I of the NAB Convention.
and of disagreements over contracts.
The "agreement" reached by the
The union spokesmen agreed
bargainers: Mutual understanding,
honesty and fair play are vital to with Mr. Thomas that arbitration
not as good as negotiation, but
successful labor-management rela- is
felt it is a desirable last resort for
tions.
the avoidance of strikes. Mr. WimC. L. Thomas, general manager
of KXOK and KXOK-FM St.
Louis, and Harold Essex, vice president and managing director of
WSJS and WSJS-FM WinstonSalem, represented management,
while Lawson Wimberly, international director of the Radio Division of International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, and Raymond Jones, Midwest regional director of the American Federation
of Radio Artists, represented labor.
NAB President Justin Miller was
moderator.
Understanding 'Imperative'
Opening the discussion, Mr.
Thomas called it "imperative" that
union and management understand
each other, and outlined "five
, points which station management
I considers of paramount importance":
1. Unions must realize that radio is
engaged in "a titanic struggle for existence" and that
facing
rising costs,
must stations,
be free ofstill
pressures
for unreasonable additional cost increases.
2. Heavy investments are being rei quired of broadcasters to replace outworn equipment, much of it pre-war
material,
and to expand into allied
fields.
3. Employe efficiency should be inI creased
through job-training
programs,be
and
make-work
positions should
eliminated.
4. Negotiations must be realistic, and
national unions must be in a position
to reason with unreasonable locals —
"and that works both ways."
5. Sound labor-management relations
are based on an awareness that employes and employers have a mutual
interest, a recognition of "the other
fellow's problems," and an approach
showing "good faith on both sides."
Mr. Thomas
cautioned unions
j that they should not try to superimpose nation-wide or even area! wide patterns upon particular stations.

Problems

Wed

berly said IBEW, with some 400
contracts, hasn't averaged a dozen
arbitration cases a year.
Both the station and union officials
radio's
labor-managementlauded
relations
record,
but Mr.
Essex drew a round of applause
when he observed it would be
"wonderful" if Mr. Wimberly
would send his speech "down the
line" over his signature.
The IBEW
official told Mr.

FOR distinguished service during the past year, J. Leonard Reinsch (I), managing director of the James M. Cox stations, was awarded custody of the VIP
plaque for 1950 at fifth annual reunion of U. S. Radio Mission to Europe,
held in Chicago last Sunday. With Mr. Reinsch are (I to r): NAB President
Justin Miller; VIP Dinner Chairman Clair R. McCullough, president, Steinman
stations, and Poet Laureate Robert D. Swezey, general manager of WDSU-AMFM-TV New Orleans. In accordance with VIP custom, nature of Mr. Reinsch's
service was not disclosed. Selection was made by a secret committee.

to
the employment
of" two
menrequire
to operate
dual transmitters
standing side-by-side, so long as
one man can do the job without
making
errors for which he may
be charged.
Mr. Jones, answering another
question, felt the payment of talent
fees to announcers for special
within-hours work is merited by
the announcers and could serve as
a cushion for broadcasters when
the additional fees are paid by the
advertisers.
Mr. Wimberly said a union would
be "short-sighted" not to take economic factors into consideration
when making its demands upon
stations, but that stations should
not
seek shelter unfairly in such
factors.
Reasonable Profit
To a question posed by Mr.
Thomas, the AFRA executive said
he felt that, if he were a broadcaster, he would be entitled to a
"reasonable profit" from his operations, but was not able to define
"reasonable profit."
"I'm not that much of an expert,"
he asserted.
Mr. Essex summed up management's case, pointing out that few
industries match radio's average
wage scales. He asserted his belief
that employes not only have a right
to bargain collectively, but also
have a right not to do so, according
to their wishes. Even in non-union
stations, he noted, good wage scales
generally exist.
Mr. Jones, in a summary of the
union case, said good labor-management relations depend upon
mutual trust until it is shown to
be unjustified; an understanding
and appreciation of mutual objectives; maintenance of the status
quo while negotiations are in progress; acceptance of contracts in
good faith by both sides, and honest, direct and sincere negotiations.

Stress
FM

PLANS

AT A GLOOMY period in the life
of FM broadcasting, this relatively
new medium stopped, took stock,
and came forth with a series of
s Mr. Wimberly stressed the^'duty
practical money-making plans durand responsibility" of both sides
ing NAB convention week.
,j
to
"do
the
appropriate
thing"
in
• their dealings with each other. Both
This temporary halt in the med■ sides should undertake to accomium's shaky career occurred as the
: plish mutual objectives rather than
kickoff feature of the Management
c attempt to exercise all the legal Conference at Chicago last Monday.
It occurred as a heavy representaj "rights" they have, he declared.
tion of NAB leadership joined
He saw no need for strikes, as; serting that instead each side some 300 members in a frank disshould try to understand the
cussion of FM problems.
For perhaps the first time in FM
J other's viewpoints.
history, one operator declared, FM
"The better we understand each
station operators did a minimum of
other's problems and viewpoints,
dreaming and talking through their
the better we get along together,"
. Mr. Wimberly asserted,
electronic hats and threw their
j Under
questioning by Judge
money-making ideas into a common
Miller, Mr. Jones said the major
pool. Out of this pool, many of those
. problems which employes expect
at the meeting declared, should
their unions to solve include money;
come operating ideas that will help
elimination or curtailment of split many shaky stations at this critishifts; vacations; holiday work;
cal period in FM's history.
After a morning of instructive
five-day week; employment secui"BROADCASTING • Telecasting

Profit

Theme

Operators
talks and seat-of-the-pants discussion, C. M. Jansky Jr., of Jansky
& Bailey and one of FM's pioneers
as well as progenitors, said he had
heard "more and better examples
of business ability than at any past
FM meeting." He added that he
had served on the old FM Assn.
board.
Resolution Adopted
One resolution was adopted by
the FM group on motion of Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington
and NAB director-at-large for FM
stations. It asked the NAB Resolutions Committee to submit a resolution asking TV set makers to
include FM tuners in their sets.
Final action was a tribute to Ed
Sellers, director of the NAB FM
Dept., for his work on behalf of
the medium.
Deep note of concern developed
over fear that if AM stations build
up their FM affiliates into profit-

able stations with wide followings,
then the FCC might come along and
slap on a duopoly ban forbidding a
joint operation. This fear was
raised by Victor C. Diehm, WAZLAM-FM Hazleton, Pa.
Mr. Diehm recalled that in 1947
ex-FCC Chairman Charles R.
Denny had "black-whipped many
of us into FM" and added that
Wayne Coy, present Chairman, recently had blamed the industry
"for the flop of FM."
Morris Novik, WDET-WCVO
New York, who has directed construction of a group of FM labor
stations, criticized manufacturers
for failing to include an FM tuner
in TV sets when the tuner costs
only $2.22. He contended stations
and the people are getting a
"rooking."
With Matthew Bonebrake,
KOCY-AM-FM Oklahoma City,
(Continued on page 58) .
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More A^ressive Selli"g Demandec
AIMS
NT'S
NDE
INDEPE
DEMANDS
for more
aggressive
study. Other figures showed inde-' II
selling and increased resistance to
pendents enjoying heavy shares of I
the out-of-home audience. He said||
rate-cut pressures, coupled with
the out-of-home audience should be J
an exploration of program remeasured in all markets.
sources, highlighted Sunday's Unaffiliated Stations sessions in ChiNorman Glenn, editor and pub-'
cago preceding the NAB convenlisher of Sponsor, cited data on thefl
tion.
listening.of multiple and out-of-home j
extent
Edgar Kobak, business consultant, part owner of WTWA ThomMr. Kobak, speaking at the In- I
son, Ga., and former president of
dependent's
Day luncheon, took at
Mutual, now a member of the NAB
broad look at many industry prob-»
lems.
board, in a luncheon speech also
demanded that NAB convention
He urged a reappraisal and mod-J.i
programs be revitalized and called
ernizing of the basic rate struc-4fl
for industry self-scrutiny and a
tures of radio and television; re-f(
new look at NAB itself [Broadsistance to "pressures" for rate \
casting, April 17].
cuts, particularly in AM; strengthThe program was under the diening of NAB convention programs j■
rection of Lee W. Jacobs, WBKR
by putting more emphasis on pro-; /
Baker, Ore., who said main credit
grams, selling, promotion and man-j I
for its arrangement should go to
agement; more aggressive selling jt
Ted Cott, recently appointed manas
distinguished from merely "ac-ll
ager of NBC's WNBC-AM-FM and
cepting orders," and a reappraisal :
WNBX (TV) New York, who sent
of NAB services and organization If
greetings. Mr. Cott is former manapproached from the standpoint of
ager of the Unaffiliated Stations
"how we would organize and run
Committee. Other members : Mr.
the
NAB if we were just starting ; :
Jacobs; Melvin Drake, WDGY
RESEARCH for "indies" was a before-luncheon table topic at NAB's independent
session,
with
Patt
McDonald
(I),
manager,
WHHM
Memphis,
and
Ben
Minneapolis; Patt MacDonald,
"Self regulation
the secret in
of :;f
Strouse (center), vice president and general manager, WWDC Washington,
WHHM Memphis, and Glenn Shaw,
successful
business is operation
KLX Oakland, with Bob Maynard,
exchanging viewpoints with Dr. Sydney Roslow, president. The Pulse Inc. this country and self-examination ,
WSVS Crewe, Va., and Ben
York last February, 18.4% of all is an important phase of making
Strouse, WWDC Washington, as said, showed 43.5% of this audia business
industry a success," ;
alternates.
ence listening in autos, 25.5% while
declared, oradding:
persons aged five and up had lis- he
tened to the radio away from home
visiting, 18.9% at work and 3.9%
Urges Orientation
Blue Book Needed
in restaurants and bars. The auto
during the day, with 35.5% of
homes having some member of the
and visiting classes are growing,
In his welcoming address Mr.
"Perhaps our industry ought to : i
Jacobs called on broadcasters to he said. Some listening was done family listening out of the home
during
the
day.
Last
August,
the
get
out its own shade of Blue Book 'i
outdoors, in stores and in instituquit taking criticism of the medium
and wait
take for
a good
at itself —group
let's a• -ill
tions,
he
asserted.
peak
out-of-home
audience
was
at
not
somelookambitious
lying down, urging an "aggressive
Over nine out of 10 taverns and
in
the
District
of
Columbia
to
get
3-4
p.m.
when
the
out-of-home
lisjob of selling the industry." He
teners were equivalent to 58.6% of
have radios, Dr. Rosadvised independents to start "a restaurants
edition."
low said. Other figures showed
the number listening at home. This outMr.a new
Kobak
warned that a few
truthful program of education to
tell the public when they will get nearly three out of four autos
high figui'e reflected baseball lis- lapses into poor
it." taste can give the •.
tening in New York.
equipped with radio sets. Auto lisTV," and listed a number of examentire industry "a black eye." Man- z
tening
ranges
from
20.8%
to
agement, he said, must see that the ::
ples of growing recognition of the 23.5% of sets in use at noon to
Independents' Audience Large
independent from agencies and
In terms of homes, he said, the Standards of Practice are f ol- :
32% and upward in the afternoon
Self -policing, he warned, is ■:.
advertisers.
and evening, according to a Boston
proportion with listeners out of the lowed.
"something we must do — or others i:
home ranged from 4.9% to 17.6%
An estimated 300 persons at- study in 1948, ranging up to 35.9%
tended the sessions.
in the morning rush hour and of the homes with listeners at will attempt to do it for us. And' :~.
home. He declared that out-of- no Heone cautioned
wants that."
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of 39.5% at 5-7 p.m. in a more recent
that the various ~
the Pulse Inc., cited a series of New York study. High figures home studies show independent
media should quit fighting among ,
88.7% of the resthemselves. Each medium, he said, ;
data showing the growth and ex- were found, also, for the Los An- stations getting taurant-tavern
radio audience in
geles market.
tent of the out-of-home audience.
should sell its own strength and Dr. Roslow declared that in New
New York, 76.8% in a Boston
(Continued on page 56)
A recent New York breakdown, he
TENTH anniversary of Broadcast
Music Inc. brings congratulatory comments from Judge Justin Miller (I),
president of NAB, at the day-long
independent's session April 16. Carl
Haverlin, BMI president, appeared
with him at the speakers' table.

AMONG 500 guests at the luncheon for executives of independent stations
at the NAB were (I to r): Ralph N. Weil, general manager, WOV New York;
Glenn C. Shaw, general manager, KLX Oakland, Calif.; Edward Gruskin, chief
radio officer, ECA, and Pierre Crenesse, director, French Broadcasting System
in North America.

INDEPENDENT'S luncheon on Sunday
was highlighted with address by Edgar
Kobak (I), business consultant and
former president of Mutual. Check-;
ing a discussion point with him is Lee
Jacobs, president of KBKR Baker, ,
Ore., who presided.

ABC AFFILIATE-EXECUTIVE quintet at ABC Chicago meeting (I to r): Roger
Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia; Harold Hough, WBAP Fort Worth; Robert E.
Kintner, ABC president; Pat Williams, WING Dayton; Edward J. Noble,
ABC board chairman.

LUNCHEON group at ABC gathering in Chicago included (I to r): Ernest Lee
Jahncke Jr., ABC stations vice president; Frank Carmen, KUTA Salt Lake
City; Owen Uridge, WQAM Miami; John H. Norton Jr., ABC Central Division
vice president.

Radio-TV
ABC

Unit

Affected

SEPARATION

SEPARATION of the ABC Stations Dept.'s radio and television
functions into separate units, effective May 1, was announced last
Monday at a meeting of ABC's
Stations Planning and Advisory
Committee meeting in Chicago.
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., vice president in charge of stations, announced the appointment of James
H. Connolly as director of radio
stations and of Otto Brandt, director of the network's stations department, as director of television
stations. Mr. Connolly, with ABC
WBEN STAFF
Thompson, Kelly Promoted
IA. H. KIRCHHOFER, vice president of WBEN Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.,
has announced organizational
changes at WBEN-AM-FM-TV to
enable the stations effectively to
carry on the increasing operations
resulting from television.
C. Robert Thompson, who has
been station manager, was named
general manager. In his new capacity, it was stated, Mr. Thompson will continue to supervise all
WBEN activities, as in the past,
but also will concentrate upon the
work of WBEN-TV.
Also announced was promotion
to manager of Frank W. Kelly who
has been assistant station manager
in charge of sales.

since 1944, has been in the network's Stations Dept., in charge of
stations between the Mississippi
and the Rockies, also representing
West Coast stations in New York.
Mr. Jahncke pointed out that the
changes bring the stations division
organization into line with the
radio-TV separation principle already in effect where sales and
programs are concerned. They follow the ABC principle of overall integration while establishing separation of the radio and television
functions at a lower leve\
"This reorganization, which was
announced to and warmly received
by members
of ABC'sCommittee,
Stations
Planning
and Advisory
was brought about by the heavy increase in the every-day activities
of the Stations Dept.," he said.

"Under this new setup we feel
that the department will be provided with additional strength and
increased efficiency in serving both
AMNetwork
and TV officials
affiliates."
on hand for the
SPAC meeting included Board
Chairman Edward J. Noble; Vice
Chairman Mark Woods; President
Robert E. Kintner; Joseph A. McDonald, vice president, secretary
and general attorney; John H. Norton, vice president in charge of the
Central Division; Mr. Jahncke, and
other members of the Stations
Dept.
SPAC members attending the
meeting included Roger W. Clipp,
WFIL Philadelphia, chairman;
Owen Uridge, WQAM Miami; J. P.
Williams, WING Dayton; Henry P.
Johnston,
WSGN Birmingham;

ZATION
ORGA
RE
C
FC
HEARINGS
on
a resolution
by NI
essary.
day and resume next week if necSen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.)
Despite the delay occasioned by
urging rejection of President Truhearings, authorities thought it
man's
plan
to
vest
FCC's
executive
and administrative functions in the likely that the resolutions would
Chairman [Broadcasting, April be passed on to the Senate for action well before May 24, deadline
17] are slated to get underway tofor rejection by one or both houses
day
(Monday),
with
Senator
Johnson as leadoff witness.
of Congress. Should that fail to
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy has materialize, the plans would become law under the Reorganization
indicated he will be available for
Act of 1949 which sets aside a 60appearance tomorrow (Tuesday)
before the Senate Executive Ex- day period for action (excluding
recess by either house).
penditures Committee, committee
Proposed Powers
spokesmen said. In addition, NAB
Ryan's KFI Post
General Counsel Don Petty and
President's proposal, one of
KFI Los Angeles will make no ap- Frank Roberson, chairman of the 21 The
affecting agencies, would give
pointment tothe general managerlegislative committee of the Fed- the FCC Chairman right to apship for several weeks, according
eral Communications Bar Assn.,
point and supervise personnel under
to Earle C. Anthony, station presi-' are scheduled to appear early this him, mete out work assignments
dent. The position becomes va- week, although no date had been
and to "hold The Commission's
cant through election of William
set.
pursestrings" ■— in the view of
B. Ryan, general manager since
The committee plans to review
many observers.
1943, to the new general managerOn behalf of NAB, Mr. Petty is
three
similar disapproving resoluship of NAB. Mr. Ryan will assume
tions,
introduced
by
Senator
Johnexpected
to favor the Johnson resoffice at NAB May 1 (see story
son and covering other agencies.
page 23). Mr. Anthony said no
olution
the President's
it reportedly
feels (1)
The resolutions will be covered as plan, which and oppose
one is being considered as successor nor is any appointment in a "package," spokesmen said, with does not follow express recommendations of the Hoover Commission
the offing.
hearings to run through WednesBROADCASTING
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Harold Hough, WBAP Fort Worth;
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas
City; Frank Carman, KUTA Salt
Lake City, and Jack Gross, KFMB
San Diego. Mr. Gross was substituting for Arch Morton, KJR
Seattle.
NBC

PROGRAMS

Fifty Summer Shows Ready
DESPITE the absence of a radio
program chief at NBC, the network's program department is in a
state of unprecedented activity
preparing for the summer season
with two shows on tab for every
one now on the network.
The department has approximately 50 programs ready to be
aired and although only 16 summer replacements are needed at
the moment, NBC is set for any
possible last minute change in the
schedule.

°»~
»-*
reports; (2) does not adequately
define the powers of the Chairman,
and (3) leaves unclarified its effect
on the Administrative Procedure
Act covering appointment of hearing examiners.
Mr. Roberson of FCBA is expected to take a similar tack in his
comments before the Senate committee.
Senator Johnson, head of the
powerful Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, which paved the
way for introduction of the resolution in the Senate, is also expected to reiterate his known opposition to the plan.
The Coloradoan takes exception
on the ground that, aside from giving the FCC Chairman control of
the Commission's "pursestrings"
the plan would in effect transfer
the Chairman from the legislative
to the executive branch of the government. "An extremely important regulatory step" is involved as
"a matter of principle," he feels.
Many Congressional authorities
have indicated they share that feeling [Broadcasting, March 20].
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AWAITING their turn to tee off in Broadcasting's tourney are: (I to r) Ralph
Goshen, WBBM Chicago; Frank Parrish, KPHO Phoenix; Russell Eagan, Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington; James Brown, WBBM Chicago; Roy Soderiund, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.

IT looks like an impossible lie for S. (Bud) Fantle, KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.,
(in tree). Urging him to give the old college try are (I to r) Harold Gross,
H. M. Gross Agency, Chicago; Robert Dolph, KFTM Fort Morgan, Col.; Neville
Miller, Washington; Wiley Harris, WJDX Jackson, Miss.

in

SHOWING they mean business in preparing to display their iron shots are (I to r): Dan Meadow,
RCA, Indianapolis; Joe Higgins, WTHI Terre
Haute; Harry Dieter, Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago.

THE score's the thing as Harry Burke (seated),
KFAB Omaha, lends his shoulder and Al Schroeder (I), WOR New York (Chicago office), looks on
while Jones Scovern, Free & Peters, New York,
figures their totals.

COURAGEOUS man is Charles Grisham (center),
Edward Petry & Co., Atlanta, as he gets ready to
pedal off with tourneymates. "Passengers" are
William Cartwright (I), Edward Petry & Co., Detroit, A. J. Schroder, NBC Chicago.

li

IS

EQUI-DISTANT from the cup, this tourney quartet decides to try and make
the rest of the distances billiard style. (L to r) Leslie Atlass Jr., WIND Chicago; Sil Aston, WAIT Chicago; Jack Davis, John Blair & Co., Chicago; Marv jj
Rosene, WIND Chicago.

.CENTER of attention is Fred Klein (2nd left), Toni Co., Chicago, as he totes
Ithe figures after Tarn O'Shanter tour. Watching him are (I to r) Jim Stirton,
jjABC Chicago; Jack Lamarr,
Cone & Belding, Chicago; A. G. Wade, i
i
Wade Foote,
Advertising, Chicago.
„^__
It

I
i

I

BRIEF pause during the Broadcasting tournament is enjoyed by these Illinois
linksmen (I to r): Jack Fisher, Fisher Agency, Chicago; John Carey, WIND
Chicago; Merrill Lindsay (low gross winner), WSOY Decatur; Les Johnson,
WHBF Rock Island.
THESE exponents of the ancient and royal game, said to have first been
played by Scottish kings, take time out for a breather. L to r are Carl
Jewett and Robert Burow, both of WDAN Danville, III.; Robert Everett,
Price, Robinson & Frank, Chicago; Max Everett, Everett-McKinney, New York.
ENJOYING a between-holes chat are these four competitors (I to r): Bruce
Bryant and M. Harms, both of Edward Petry & Co., Chicago; John Outler,
WSB Atlanta; J. Rolston Fishburn, Edward Petry & Co., Chicago.

WINNERS of annual NAB Golf Tournament receive Broadcasting Trophies.
L to r: Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher of Broadcasting-Telecasting; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, III., low medal score, and Rolston Fishburn,
Edward Petry & Co., Chicago, low net.
Lindsay Grosses 79;
CONVENTION
GOLF Fishburn Nets 63
MERRILL LINDSAY, WSOY Decatur, 111., and Rolston Fishburn, Edward
Petry & Co., Chicago, were the low gross and low net winners respectively
in the annual Broadcasting-NAB golf tournament held April 16 at the
famous Tarn O'Shanter Club in Chicago.
—
*
Mr. Lindsay carded a 79 for the
Mr. Lindsay is from a family of
low medal score, while Mr. Fishfamous golfers, his sister, Marjorie,
burn, with a gross of 93 and a blind
bogey handicap of 30, scored 63 having won the Illinois women's
to lead the 80 convention golfers.
state golfing championship for
three years. In his round he had
14 pars and only four double bogies.
Second low gross was shared by
cago, and Dan Meadows of RCA,
J. B. "Steve" Conley of WestingNARBA PICTURE
Indianapolis, tied for third honors,
WFIL THREAT OFF
house Radio Stations and Lew
with low nets of 65.
CCBS Considers Aspects
Green of Green Assoc., Chicago,
Does Nor Sever NAB Link
Messrs. Lindsay and Fishburn
THE
NARBA
situation, its past,
with
81's.
Bruce
Bryant, Edward
were awarded silver loving cups by
THREAT of WFIL Philadelphia to
present and possible future, were
Petry
&
Co.,
Chicago,
last
year's
Broadcasting-Telecasting.
George
I resign from NAB if the association
low net winner, scored an 82 to
canvassed by representatives of the
criticized the station's recent AM
S. May, owner of Tarn O'Shanter
wind up in third place.
Clear Channel Broadcasting Servcourse,
which
in
August
will
hold
rate adjustment failed to materialMonday.
ice at a meeting in Chicago last
Second low net honors went to the All-American Tournament with
ize at last week's Chicago convention.
Steve Pozgay of General Electric,
Louis G. Caldwell, Washington
was thedirector
day's
Chicago, and Frank Parrish of $78,000
The threat was raised in a telehost, aidedin byprizes,
Cliff Posson,
attorney
and CCBS counsel, who
gram from Walter H. Annenberg,
KPHO Phoenix with 64's, while
of public relations of the George S. represented the organization at the
president of Triangle Publications,
Bruce Roberts, WBKB (TV) ChiMay Co., Chicago.
NARBA conferences in Montreal
operating the WFIL properties, to
last fall and in Havana earlier
NAB President Justin Miller. Mr.
reported on the negotiaAnnenberg wired that he had heard
Net this year,
30
tions and associated developments.
indications that Roger Clipp, WFIL
Broadcasting-NABChicago
Golf Scores
NARBA was also the subject of
Gross
H
John Blair & Co.
general manager, might come unDavis, Jack
Chicago
4296
talks by John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM
Edward
KPHO Petry & Co.
Fishburn, Rolston
der broadcaster fire for the sta63
93
(9 holes)
Chicago
Parrish, Frank
Nashville, and G. F. Leydorf, WJR
Phoenix
88
24
64
96
66
tion's rate changes based on TV
General Electric
Pozgay, Steve
RCA
30
Detroit,
who participated in some
Meadows,
Dan
Indianapolis
popularity in Philadelphia.
Chicago
21
WBKB
Roberts, Bruce
Chicago
65 of the Montreal and Havana meet95
30
Judge Miller wired Mr. AnnenWalter
Reubens
Agency
Croft, Robert
ings.
30
KELO
94
WBNS
24
90
Sioux Falls, S. D.
berg that he "would regard any ac64
Chicago
Fantle,William
S. "Bud"
Orr,
67
30
Columbus
WIND
Harold Hough, WBAP Fort
tion by NAB as entirely inapproCarey, John
68
92
24
65
Everett McKinney
priate and an invasion of rights of Everett, Max
68
New
York
Worth,
presided over the meeting
83
66
WJDX
Harris, Wiley
broadcasters to determine their
68 in the absence of Chairman E. W.
96
18
Jackson, Miss.
Miller, Neville
30
68
98
97
Washington,
D.
C.
Westinghouse Radio
Philadelphia
12
81
own methods of doing business."
Stations
Craig,tionsWSM.
All 15 member
staConley, J. P. "Steve"
15
were represented.
The group
The subject was not raised, how70
& Green
Washington
Eagan, Russell Kirk land Fleming
69
30
99
included
:
Chicago
Atlanta
Edward
Petry
&
Co.
Grisham, Charles
69
25
100
ever, at the NAB convention's
Alexander, John
WBKB
30
100
Tuesday morning business meeting.
WEMP
Boice, Hugh
Mr. Hough, WBAP; Col. B. J.
Milwaukee
7069 Palmer,
30
KFAB
Burke, Harry
Mr. Annenberg told Judge Miller
Ralph Evans, Paul Loyet and
15
Omaha
W.
of WHO Des Moines;
Edward
94
Cartright, William
70 JamesW. E.Woods
95
25
the change in rates was planned
Detroit Va.
Edwards, Glenn Snyder and
WDAN Petry & Co.
Danville,
Jewett, Carl
70
Chicago
27
70
Harold
Safford
of
WLS Chicago; John
and executed by the owners of McGorrin, Robert
Quaker Oats Co.
Chicago
70 Leitch, WCAU Philadelphia;
30
100
James D.
Chicago
Edward Petry & Co.
85
ABC
9
Bryant,
WFIL; that he accepted full reStirton, Bruce
J.
Shouse,
WLW
Cincinnati;
John Patt
24
Chicago
Wade Agency
sponsibility, and that Mr. Clipp
71 and Mr. Leydorf, WJR; Mr. DeWitt
97
Wade, A. G.
95
71 and
Irving'andWaugh,
FrankWGNP.
21
Ware, William
92
KSTL
St. Louis
Schreiber
Carl J.WSM;
Meyers,
"merely carried out his instruc82
WDAN
Burow, Robert
Danville
71 Chicago; Victor A. Sholis, Neil D.
Green Assoc.
Chicago
Green, Lew
95
9
tions."
71 Cline and Attorney Neville Miller of
H.
Reaction to the WFIL rate
Gross, Harold
90
2418
WTHIM. Gross Agency
ChicagoHaute
Louisville; Martin Campbell,
72 WHAS
12
Terre
Higgins, Joe
WFAA Dallas; J. Leonard Reinsch and
87
Walter
Reubens
Agency
Chicago
30
15
102
Mandel, Phil
change "shocked" him, Mr. Annen72
John
M.
Jr., WSB Atlanta;
Chicago
18
NBC
94
Roche, S. J.
81
72 Hugh A. L.Outler
Chicago
Halff, WOAI San Antonio;
berg said. He declared "radio has
WIND
102
Rosene,
Marvin
72
grown and thrived on its ability to Zolt, J. J.
84
72 William Fay. WHAM Rochester; WilChicago
27
NBC
21
93
liam B. Ryan,
KFI and
Los Angeles;
HowM.
Fisher, Jack
72
Summerville
Larry Baird,
meet changing conditions." Noting
Toni M.Co. Fisher Agency Chicago
73 WWL ard
15
88
Klein,
Fred
New
Orleans.
72
that advertisers and agencies have
73
79
WSOY
WSB
306
Lindsay, Merrill
72
Decatur
73
Atlanta
10089
Outler, John
accepted rate increases as fair and
Others participating in the meet73
15
Scovern,
Jones
85
Chicago
Free
&
Peters
New
York
73
ing included Ward Quaal, CCBS
equitable, he pointed to an increase
Soderund, Roy
WLS
73
12
95
Foote,
Cone
&
Belding
Chicago
director,
and Mr. Caldwell, plus
73
Chicago
Stilwell, Jack
18
91
in daytime network listening as
74 Percy H. Russell Jr. and R. Russell
Chicago
WAIT
12
Aaton, Sil
12
shown by BMB and a correspondChicago
15
Harms, M. W. Jr.
Edward Petry & Co.
LaMarr, J.
95
Eagan of the Washington law firm
ing drop in night listening. On
Foote, Cone & Belding Chicago
Broadcasting
Chicago
15
Thompson,
William
this basis WFIL lowered night
86
of
Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Mar74
Wehrheim, J.
30
NBC
104
75
New York
tin & Ellis.
10189
74
Young, William
Lang
Worth
Feature
•rates and increased daytime rates,
Chicago
13
Radio
Programs
WBBN
he said.
74
Chicago
2124
89
99
74
Brown, James
Chicago
30
WBKB
Dunham, John
If it was fair to increase night
WJJD
Chicago
90
74
Harm, Fred
27
charges in radio when the number
105
97
SESAC
Johnston, George
Chicago
Lipscomb To Lever
20
Washington,
D.
C.
Broadcasting
of listeners increased, it is fair to Levi, Win
Chicago
75
Walter, Jr. WIND
Chicago
75
reduce charges when the number is Reubens,
75 CHARLES T. LIPSCOMB JR.,
15
90
NBC
Schroder, A. J.
Chicago
105
30
Dieter, Harry
Foote,
Cone
&
Belding
decreasing, according to Mr. An75
76 formerly with McKesson & Robbins
97
WBBM
95
Goshen, Ralph
Chicago
75
nenberg. Similarly, he continued,
Rock Island
106
WHBF
30159
75 Inc, New York, has been named
Johnson, Les
Chicago
NBC
Murphy,
N. J. Jr.
WFIL felt it should recognize TV's
president of the Pepsodent Div. of
78
21
99
76
Atlass, Leslie,
WIND
Chicago
inroads into night radio in Phila78 Lever Bros. Co. Mr. Lipscomb was
22
Everett, Robert
Price,
Robinson,
Frank
21
78
87
108
delphia and seek by means of fair Lindquist, Norman
76
Atlas Films
Washington, D. C.
78 vice president and general sales
97
85
Broadcasting
Long, Maury
76
21277
New York
78
105
price competition "to keep and in- Milner, Gene
Toronto
Capitol
Records
79 manager of McKesson & Robbins,
17
94
96
crease our night radio business.
Stovin, Horace
Stovin
&
Co.
Fort
Morgan,
Col.
24
105
KFTM
30
Chicago
Dolph, Robert
... If NAB disagrees with our
and before that was with the Coca102
WBKB
Ryan,
111 Cola Co. and the Vick Chemical
30
WFOX
stand we shall be happy to withMilwaukee
Jones, William
Art
draw."
141
81 Co.
21
81
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What

radio's

own

census

knows

about

you

Your answers

to the U. S. Census Takers will show America

to be bigger than ever —

with more spendable income per family.
Your answers will also show that there are 40,700,000 radio families (95%

of all

U. S. families) — an increase since 1940 of more than 12,000,000 — and that they
own 86,000,000 sets, nearly double the 1940 count.
Radio's own Census — the Broadcast Measurement Bureau — goes a step further and
counts ears. It measures how much the people in these homes are listening and
to which of the nation's 2,000 stations. This Census

(B.M.B. Report No. 2) was started

some months ago and preliminary findings have just been released. Here's the
one most important fact of that Report :
More

people

network.

listen to NBC

stations

than

to those

of any

other

Specifically:

The combined

total weekly

NBC

is 35,430,000

Network

audience

listening to the stations

families

(daytime)

and

of the

37,750,000

(nighttime). That's more than 3,000,000 higher than the second
network during the day; and over 4,870,000 higher at night.
What

this means

to an

advertiser

- If you are a manufacturer

or services, you will be interested in these facts: (1) America
rewarding

market

of products

is a bigger, richer, more

place for you than ever before, and (2) to sell this market

no advertising medium

more powerful than NBC, because NBC

you can use

is Bigger, Busier,

More Economical . . .
Bigger

- The stations of the NBC

have the largest combined

Network

(according to B.M.B.)

weekly audience in all America

— larger than any other

network, or than any other advertising medium.
Busier

— NBC

is selling more products and services for advertisers, day and night —

and in 1949, advertisers invested more money in NBC
More

Economical

- NBC

than in any other network.

today costs considerably less per 1,000

homes reached than it did 10 years ago — and NBC
cost than any other national advertising medium,
Today, more than ever, to sell America

today reaches more people at lower

including the other networks.

you need

America's

No.

1 Advertising

Medium

A service of Radio Corporation of America

Hoffman Says Radio
Is A Front

Here's

the

Sensational

Flow-priced
western
That

Should

Be

On

Your

Station!

SMAN!
GREATEST
A'S
ICLE
AMERSA
Pays off with the very
first broadcast!
Most
Ever

Sensational

Offered

Success

for Local

Story

Sponsorship!

Interstate Bakeries (Annual Gross Sales: Over
$58,000,000)
"The
KID seen
has our
certainly
sold a lot of breadsay:
for us.
We CISCO
have never
sales
force more enthusiastic. This applies to our grocers also.
Enclosed find our renewal for 6 additional years." — Roy
L. Nafziger, Pres.
Sensational Promotion Campaign— from buttons to
guns — is breaking traffic records!
This low-priced
'/2-Hour Western
Adventure Program
is available: 1-2-3
times per week.
Transcribed for local and regional
sponsorship. Write,
wire or phone forj|
details.

4
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WORLD
CONQUEST
THE REAL BATTLE for world conquest is on the informational and
economic fronts, ECA Administrator Paul G. Hoffman emphasized in an
address at the Tuesday afternoon general session of the NAB convention.
"On the informational front of the struggle between the free world
and the Kremlin slave world we are
whose very existence depends on
outmanned
and
outgunned
50
to
1,"
declared Mr. Hoffman. The former
the markets for these foods."
"In your refrigerator you will
president of the Studebaker Corp. find
your personal link to farm
explained that in France alone the surpluses — p rice supports, the
Communists have spent about $15 Brannan farm plan and to the
health and prosperity of the namillion a year for anti-Marshall
tion," he declared.
plan propaganda.
Earlier,
Mr. Hoffman observed
"In each target country there is that it is hard
to grasp that the
a hard-core of Communists," he "cold war" is going on "here and
said. "This group seeks to capture
the minds of people by the well"This is readily understandable
known Goebbels method. They use for there are few headlines and litthe big lie — they make glittering
obvious"There
drama are
in the
war",
said.
no "cold
jet planes,
promises — but above all they seek he tle
to instill fear and hatred. They no guided missiles, no giant bombers. Yet the fate of free men
know that people whose minds have
now."
everywhere
hangs upon our winbeen so poisoned become so confused that they can neither see nor
Detailed statistics furnished by
think clearly. They know that Mr. Hoffman included: 40 million of
when confusion has been comwestern
ning it." Europe's 100 million lispounded into chaos a very few peoteners hear Marshall Plan broadple can seize control and rule the
casts regularly; radio networks in
each Marshall Plan country receive
special
broadcasts weekly, in their
'Job to Be Done'
native language; programs are
Mr.
Hoffman
insisted,
however,
tailored to the interests of selected
many."
that there is a "huge and difficult audiences; newscasts are serviced
ECA radio news and carry the
job to be done here in America" by by
broadcasters, in addition to the in- Marshall Plan story daily.
tensified activity abroad. He asked
Participating on a Europe-wide
"friendly radio" to help Americans
BBC,
France's(broadcasting
Radio Difto comprehend more fully that if front arefusion,
Radio Italy
an enduring peace is to be achieved, in 22 languages), Radio Istanbul,
three goals must be reached: (1) RIAS (the U. S. Army station in
America must remain strong and Berlin), Red-White-Red in Vienna,
and radio in other countries in adprosperous as "the hopes of men
dition to the Voice of America.
of goodwill everywhere are centered in our strength"; (2) An
"economically healthy, democratically virile and militarily strong
western Europe is a prerequisite to RICHARDS HEARING
Reviewed in Chicago
world security"; (3) America and
the free nations of western Europe PROCEEDINGS involving renewal
must remain united.
of the licenses of the G. A. Richards stations (KMPC Los Angeles,
Calling on the delegates to "make
the story of the fight for peace as WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveexciting and thrilling as the story
land) were reviewed April 16 at a
of a shootingministrator
war,"
declared: the ECA ad- reception held at the Stevens Hotel,
Chicago. John Patt, WGAR vice
"As I see it, your responsibility
is to develop the techniques by president was host.
Fulton, of Fulton, Walter
which an understanding of intangi- & Hugh
Halley, counsel for the stations,
ble truths can be brought home to
reviewed testimony given at the
all the people. It is your responsibility to find the words that will FCC's Los Angeles hearing. He
not only inform but will, to quote warned of the danger of thought
Kipling, walk up and down in the control in FCC control of broadcasting and the political implications of the proceedings.
hearts
of men." Tuesday afternoon
In another
address, H. E. Babcock, author, agriculturist and former chairman of
R. E. Allen Named
the Cornell U. board, asked that
the broadcasting industry do a litE. ALLEN, vice presitle more thinking about the coun- ROBERT
dent of Fuller & Smith & Ross,
try's future food supply; check "socalled farm plans" to see what they New York, has been named manager of the New York office of the
promise in the way of "better agency succeeding John E. Wiley,
meals for more people"; as a pub- who
has resigned. Mr. Allen has
lic service, give diet education a
been
with the company for the past
"high priority"; and "sharpen up
Mr. Wiley relinquished
years.
14
merchandising of good foods."
your
title as chairman of the board
He singled out the animal foods his
as well as manager in order to
for special attention, recommendwith clients like devote a larger part of his time to
"cooperation ture
ing
people, the the development of a new organithe low tempera
zation in the field of merchandising.
packers and the milk companies,
• Telecasting
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MR.

SPONSOR:
^

....AND
IN

THE

WJBK,
TIGER

THE

KEY

BASEBALL

STATION
NETWORK

The kind of Tigers we're talking about make
their mark with baseball bats in Detroit, a town
whose

metropolitan area holds a baseball fan

club over 2V2 million strong.
In case you didn't know, the Tigers
represent Detroit in the American League
. . . and WJBK,

-W/7

A baseball fan club over 2Vz million strong
carries a lot of wallop in the "Sales League."
For a "Sales League" fourbagger, metropolitan
Detroit is the ball field and WJBK is your
best bat.
Get the facts on this home-run

for the second straight

sales

story now. Your local Katz Agency man

year, is the key station of the network

will show

that carries the Tiger broadcasts.

Detroit's buyers league.

-AM

you how

to bat 1.000 in

— FM
-TV

WJBK
NATIONAL

SALES

DETROIT

HEADQUARTERS:

527

LEXINGTON

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

17,

ELDORADO

5-2455

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Radio

Needed— Steinkraus

BUSINESS'
AMERICAN BUSINESS needs anSTORY
while we are helping fellow members of the United Nations to fulfill
assist from the broadcasting industhe
promises
of liberation from
try to "tell its story simply," Herman W. Steinkraus, president of
He lauded the industry for its
the United States Chamber of Commerce, told NAB convention dele- world-wide service on behalf of the
war."noting a "contribution of more
gates at the Monday afternoon
UN,
than $5 million worth of air time
general session.
to spread knowledge about the work
Calling radio "our most powerful medium — because the majority
of the United Nations."
of our people don't read," Mr.
World Affairs
Steinkraus urged that broadcasters

Ambassador Austin observed
that the broadcasting industry's
"media of communication dramatizes the spoken word through the
interpretive color and tone of the
human voice; through television
you add persuasiveness of personthrough projection."
Mr.alitySteinkraus
congratulated
the association for selecting as
theme of the convention "What Is
the American Broadcaster's Re-

— "locally and regionally" — help
tell the story that the American
system "must be preserved."
Earlier, Warren R. Austin,
United States representative to the
United Nations, called on broadcasters to "help conserve the soundness and stability of the economy
of this nation, as well as the hope
and faith of the American people,

"You have brought speeches and
statements on world affairs by people of all shades of opinion and
from many countries into the living rooms of millions of homes,"
he acknowledged. "And your regular programs of news, commentary,
forums, and interviews have constantly directed attention toward
international events and issues."

"It is unusual for an industry
sponsibility?"
to ask such a question," he asserted. "Most organizations today
want to know 'What Are Our
Rights?' You're not interested in
what's in it for you. You wonder
what you can do in world affairs,
in industry, in labor relations, in

Tt™w»
WOW!
What a reception! Radio and TV
leaders are still raving about those profit-pulling powers displayed by
the SESAC Transcription Program Service at the NAB pow wow.
That's something

to really crow

about — so is the SESAC

SERVICE!

He charged that Americans well
informed on baseball, movies, popular songs, travel, extra pay, and
benefits — know too little about their
responsibilities to the nation, the
importance of citizenship and the
truth about corporation profits.
"Our people like the idea that
etc."
government
can do something for
them — they like the idea of socialized medicine, forgetting that Lenin
once said it is the keystone of the
socialized state," said Mr. Steinkraus. "They don't know how fast
the nation's deficits are piling up,
how serious is the cold war, that the
administration in Washington is
the greatest of pressure groups."
"How about a lobby for the people?", he asked the broadcasters.
"Tell the people the truth on a wide
range of issues — and with simplicity. Tell them that unless their
savings are invested in industry,
new jobs will not be created — that
government can't create jobs by
swinging a big whip."
He reported that several broadcasters already had given the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce "from their
rich experience" assistance in tellits story
"clearly."
asked
that ingthe
industry
assist Hebusiness

The money-making SESAC Transcribed Library
Over 3500 selections — music of lasting value.
Covers the variety of categories needed for
Profitable Program Building.

in general, especially since "most
business men are afraid of radio."
Three "great groups" have no
lobby, Mr. Steinkraus declared —
consumers, investors (12 million
of them) and the millions of workers not in any union.

$ $ $

SESAC Script Service
Sponsor-selling continuity scripts.
Highlighted by selections from the Library.
Many scripts in complete series of 39 shows.

WRN ORGANIZED
Cohan Claims 14 Stations

Catalog of Bridges, Moods and Themes
The most extensive compilation of its kind
in the industry.
Saves money and man hours.

A COMPLETE TRANSCRIPTION PROGRAM SERVICE FOR AS LITTLE AS $40 A MONTH !

SESAC.

•

world economics, in agriculture,

$ $ $ — —

$ $ $ ~—
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BMI
MOREDinner
than 100 officers and
directors of Broadcast Music
Inc., past and present, attended the company's second
annual "old-timers" dinner
during the NAB convention
in Chicago. BMI executives,
who promised guests a nospeech evening, greeting conventioneers at the Ambassador East Hotel April 16,
Sunday before the opening
date of the convention.
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INC . , 475 Fifth Avenue . . New York 17, N. Y.

WESTERN Radio Network has
been formed by John Cohan, sales
manager of KNGS Hanford, Calif.,
who will act as sales and contact
man; and Allen Miner, of Hanford.
Now numbering 14 stations, from
Seattle to San Diego, the network
will have offices at 418 S. Robertson, Los Angeles.
The network plans to carry live
re-creations of major league baseball games, with broadcasts originating from the Los Angeles
studios and carried by telephone
lines to member stations. Programs, entitled Game of the Day,
will be sold to stations on monthly
basis based on individual station
rates. Hal Berger, sportscaster,
will announce the games.
BROADCASTING
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The

reveals

some

BMB

pertinent

study

facts about

The audience total for WSB is greater
now than in 1946.

no.

2

the Georgia

market.

The FACTS are now available. Unsupported claims and wishful theory carry
no weight.

No combination of other stations in
Georgia provides as large a total
audience opportunity as does WSB—
measured from any level.

A good coverage job in Georgia means
that WSB's 50,000 watt voice is a must.

WSB
THE

BROADCASTING
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ATLANTA JOURNAL STATION
Represented by Edw Pelry & Co., Inc.

PACIFIC

REGIONAL

FIRST commercial broadcast of Pacific Regional Network [Broadcasting, Feb. 27] will be aired May 14 when the Helen Gahagan Douglas
for Senator Committee sponsors a half-hour political broadcast over a
total of 48 stations in 43 California cities that now comprise the new
network. Origination point of the
broadcast will be KFMV (FM)
work sales manager. He also announced that the network will be
Hollywood.
Included among the station total, sold in statewide, Southern Caliwhich exceeds the original goal of
fornia, Northern California or
30 stations, are 43 AM and five FM
Central Valleys Groups, "tailored
outlets which will act as links be- to advertiser's needs." Saving of
tween AM stations and provide
20% over purchase of stations at
bonus coverage to the FM home
their individual rates would be reflected in time rates of the netaudience. Use of FM links, according to Cliff Gill, PRN managwork, he added.
er, will eliminate cost of telephone
Although PRN plans to operate
lines and result in substantial
mainly for commercial purposes
savings for advertisers.
and offers no guaranteed program"Flexibility" and "free selection
ming service, Mr. Gill stated that
of stations" in its sales pitch will
be stressed by the network, it was
some sustaining programs and special events broadcasts would be
stated by Ted MacMurray, net-

fit Buffalo

you

can

go

places
-AND

available to affiliates.
Network will continue to sign
additional stations for the next two
weeks, Mr. Gill said, pointing out
that the number of stations now
comprising PRN equals the total
number of affiliates of the four
major networks in California.
FM Sales Potential
LATEST picture of FM coverage
in leading markets "with $63 billion in total retail trade" was in
the mails for NAB members last
week. Prepared by Edward L.
Sellers, director of NAB's FM department, the report, called "The
Sales Potential Outlook for FM,"
contains statistics and a map showing FM station coverage.
DIRECT-wire coverage of Worcester
Telegram and Gazette Central Massachusetts Bowling Tournament was
aired by WTAG-AM-FM Worcester.

fast

•
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RATINGS

WBAP

Intruder

A TEXAS rattlesnake appeared at WBAP Fort Worth
but his career in radio was
a short one. Howard Hall,
early morning announcer, discovered the rattler in Studio
A. Seizing a handy coat
hanger, Mr. Hall put an end
to the intruder. "Hereafter,"
says Jack Rogers, WBAP promotion director, "all rattlers
visiting WBAP will have to
have appointments."
RECORDING
UNIT
House-Senate Control Urged
CONTROL of the Joint SenateHouse Recording Facility would be
vested in a joint Congressional
committee under amended legislation favorably reported to the Senate April 14.
In addition, a number of other
changes are incorporated in the
new Senate Rules & Administration committee version of a resolution passed last August by the
House and reported by Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.).
The measure (H J Res 332)
authorizes the recording facility
to assist in making disc, film and
tape recordings for Senate and
House members, and maintain and
operate the public address system.
Provision for film, presumably for
use on television, is another new
feature contained in the modified

proposal.
The Senate committee urged creation of a group comprising members of the administration commit1
tees of both houses, which it felt
would be "in a better position to
oversee the functions of the facility
and its services for Congress."
Currently, the project is administered by the Senate Secretary and
House Clerk.
Appointment of members to
serve on the proposed subcommittee awaits passage of the resolution," now on the Senate calendar.
Some observers felt it would include Sen. Guy Gillette (D-Iowa)
and Sen. Benton from Senate Rules
& Administration, and Reps. Mary
T. Norton (D-N. J.) and Thomas
B.
Stanley (D-Va.)
from the House
Administration
group.
Another provision inserted in
the Senate version would authorize
disbursement of not less than
$13,000 or over $15,000 for purchase of the privately-owned
equipment now in use at the facility, gress
and currently
Confrom Robert leased
Coar, byproject
coordinator.
About $64,700 in bank balances
Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
would be placed in a revolving fund
I. R. ("Ike") leunsberry
to finance future expenses. Fund
would be established in the Treasury and placed within the conof bethepaid
House.
Salaries tingent
would fund
still
by yearly
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
legislative appropriations, and an
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc annual audit of funds would be
taken.
BROADCASTING
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PROGRAMS

Union Offers New
Recordings

STATION management is taking a second look at a new series of 15minute transcribed programs now being offered by the International Assn.
of Machinists, one of the strongest independents in labor's ranks. [Closed
Circuit, April 17]. It is trying to decide where to draw the public interest
line.
*
The IAM claims the recordings
union's publication has cited three
are now being used in as many as stations, WREX Duluth, Minn.,
20 different cities throughout the KXOL Ft. Worth and WNEX
country and quotes other unions
Macon, as broadcasting the prosuch as the AFL, the Upholsterers
gram at choice nighttime periods
Union, Hatters Union, Internawith "an enthusiastic response from
tional Ladies Garment Workers
listeners." James King, WREX
Union, the telephone workers,
general
manager, is quoted as beUnited Auto Workers (CIO), as
lieving the program "is without
doubt one of the best pieces of labor
waxing enthusiastic about the "la- relations
work that I have heard
bor songs." Although available to
stations, the recordings also can be
purchased in albums at $2.25 apiece.
However, it is understood that
According to the union, it is not all stations are that enthusiasplacing some of the programs on
tic nor receptive. Many are quespaid time
"where
the "approach" of the IAM
though others
have necessary"
been taken alby message.tioningWhile
there is wide disof "
stations "on an educational sustainsemination of union educational
ing basis." The union says it hopes programs as well as business shows,
to reach 200 markets when its camthese managers contacted by IAM
pa ien really gets rolling.
doubt whether the shows can be
Treading softly the fine line considered to be within the public
interest category.
between the political and the educational with trip-hammer blows,
The question that is being most
the programs feature "songs" comfrequently raised is "does this type
posed by top-flight song writers,
of programming add to an underMilton Pascal (lyrics) and Gerald
Marks (music).
standing between labor and management?" And the second question,
Pension Jingle
which poses the problem, is "what is
the position of a station that must
Highpoint of Sing a Labor Song
is the tune-jingle, "A pin For Your
keep
the public they
interest
The situation,
feel,in ismind?"
a beLapel: Let's All Shed a Tear" that
labored
one.
trives the unions' interpretation of
the "pension story" in this light:
After 30 years the worker gets a
pin for his lapel . . . "when you ask
for a pension you get the bird . . .
they say how do you dare say that
WQAN
PLANS
dirty
word.is ."let's
. ." all shed a tear for
Refrain
Opens Commercial Operation
the bosses" . . . And "someone give the
boss a crying towel . . . 'cause he got WQAN Scranton, Pa., one of
radio's pioneer stations, which
to
. . ."
Throw
the pay
boss a a living
towel, wage.
the theme
continues,
is owned and operated by The
because his wife must have her mink,
Scranton Times, started commerhe must pay $100 for his hotel room
cial operation April 16 on a dawn
on his Florida vacation and because
to dusk schedule. The station, offi"he pays so much to Uncle Sam. . . ."
cials said,since
has Jan.
operated
non-comOther parts of the show are
mercially
8, 1923.
easier
on the "bosses" but only momentarily.
Commercial operation is from
new studios in The Scranton Times
"The Guy I Sent to Congress"
Bldg. The new studios, divided into
gets it next. He's the man, the IMA
sings, who is to make sure that we
four units, include a 250-seat auditorium for audience participation
"get a square deal," he must have
shows.
The 293-ft. transmitting
the correct "intention" and he
"better take care of me. . . ."
tower is located on top of the buildOther episodes review the working. For the new studios, The
ers' lot a half-century ago in a Scranton Times added a fifth floor
ballad called "50 Years Ago." A to the present building.
marching song completes the musiWQAN officials said the Standcal fare by giving tribute to the
ard Brewing Co. of Scranton some
U.S.A. that "gives us the right
time
ago became the first sponsor.
to gripe . . . we can stand our
Standard agreed to use the Times
ground and not be pushed around
FM outlet commercially until the
A brief introduction is given by AM operation was completed.
A. J. Hayes, IAM president, who
WQAN is licensed for power of 1
says he hopes the "songs" will get kw daytime, 500 w night, on 630 kc.
on the public's hit parade and be
on everybody's lips — though preDECCA Records Inc., New York, has
sumably not by the green-eyed
"bosses."
announced that sales for first quarter
of 1950 were almost identical with
To support its campaign, the
of same period last year. EarnNIGHT baseball on FM is planned by those ings
were expected to be somewhat
KAYL-FM Storm Lake, Iowa. Stahigher months
than lastwhich
year'swasfigure
for first
only. tion's AM outlet, KAYL, is daytime
three
$280,098,
or
36 cents a share.
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FROM

THE

EASTER SUNDAY, 1950, was to
have been the date of the fifth anniversary Open House at Radio
Station KICD (250 w— 1240 kc),
Spencer, Iowa. At 1:30 a.m. unexpected visitors showed up — the
local fire department, which fought
a losing battle against the flames
which broke out in the basement
and destroyed the combined studiotransmitter building.
Ben Sanders, manager and owner,
sadly watched the roaring flames
until it was obvious that his station would be a total loss, except
for the promotion building, tower
and associated tuning unit. Then
he made his way to a telephone.
"Operator
. . ." he
me
R. H. Hollister
of said,
Collins"GetRadio
Company in Cedar Rapids."
Magic Words
Those few words started a chain
of events destined to result in an
amazing story of exceptional manufacturer service.
At Collins Radio Company, things
began to happen. Lights flashed
on at 2:30 a.m., when Scotty Singleton of broadcast sales and Walker Whitmore of the service department arrived to assemble replacment equipment for KICD. By
7:00 a.m. the following equipment
was lined up on the shipping platform :
1— 300G 250 watt Collins transmitter with two sets of tubes
1 — 212A console with power supply, relay unit and tubes
2 — 213A-4 turntables, complete
wTith pickups
1 — 26W-1 limiting amplifier
1 — 6T-1 monitor amplifier
1— 19G-3 rack cabinet
400 ft. — %" coaxial transmission
line, with fittings
685 ft. — Shielded pair audio and
power hook-up wire
Bird-Walking Weather
Under
ordinary conditions,
the
transportation of this equipment
to Spencer would have been a
breeze. But Collins aircraft were
grounded because of the serious
icing and sleeting conditions. The
only alternative was to use a Collins truck.
No 1240 kc Crystals
KICD's frequency of 1240 kc presented a real problem, since no
crystals of that frequency were
immediately available. Ed Lent,
purchasing department, called
James Knights, Sandwich, Illinois,
and requested a rush job on two
1240 kc crystals. Easter Sunday

RADIO

24

HOURS

EASTER
TAKE

ON THs
BUSiNLSi HR*
L IN IN
™IIPUR

Only a chimney remains intact among the debris of the studio-transmitter
building, but an optimistic sign reflects confidence in Collins.
or no, Knights' people turned to and
finished the crystals by the time Ed
Lent arrived in his car to pick them
up. Meantime, another Collinsequipped station, KBIZ, Ottumwa,
helped out by sending a 1240 kc
crystal to KICD as a temporary
loan.
At 10:30 a.m. the Collins truck,
loaded with equipment, left Cedar
Rapids, bound for Spencer over
300 miles of icy, hazardous roads.
At the same time, Chuck Lowder,
broadcast service chief, gathered
test gear, dummy load, tools and
test data, and left for Spencer to
install the equipment.
At 6:30 p.m., Collins' truck, after
driving through one of the worst
ice storms in Iowa history, arrived
at Spencer. Installation began in
the promotion building which the
fire had not reached.
By 3:00 a.m. Monday, program
tests were under way, and FCC approval had been obtained for the
emergency installation.
At 6:00 a.m. Monday, KICD signed
on with full power and regular
Monday morning programming.

BONNETS
BEATING

ON EASTER SUNDAY,
1950, Iowa residents were
gieetedstead ofby
sleet storm,
inthe acustomary
balmy
breezes and warm April sunshine. Up to an inch and a
half of ice coated trees, houses and wires with backbreaking loads. It was ceiling zero
for aircraft — all planes
grounded, highway traffic
slowed to a snail's pace, telerupted. phone and power service disThis was the situation as
KICD's emergency call went
out to Collins Radio Company for
to fire
replace
that equipment
destroyed by
as the storm began.

Smoke-blackened interior of KICD, gutted by fire on Easter Sunday.

Fantastit
Said Ben Sanders, "Thank God we
had Collins. Those boys down
there were fantastic in the work
they did. This tops anything I've
ever known for fast, efficient service in the face of so many obsta-

FOR BROADCAST

COMPANY,

Cedar

Chief Engineer Kanago makes final
check on new Collins Transmitter.
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"Good morning skeptics . .
Ed Boyle signs on Monday, 6:00
a.m.

QUALITY, IT'S . . .
Rapids,

11 W. 42nd St.
2700 W. Olive Ave.
1330 N. Industrial Blvd.
NEW YORK 18
BURBANK
DALLAS 2
BROADCASTING
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cles."

COLLINS

ASHES

Iowa
Dogwood

Rd., Fountain City
KNOXVILLE

417 Rosalyn Ave.
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Editorial

Doubledegook
THERE IS mounting evidence that the FCC
is thrashing about in all directions in its
approach to the question of "editorializing" by
licensees.
The fact of Commission confusion was probably the clearest conclusion to be drawn from
the Mayflower "Repealer," handed down last
June and holding that stations may editorialize
if they act with "fairness" and in "balance."
The five participating Commissioners contributed, among them, a majority report, a
dissent, a statement of "additional views" and
a "separate opinion." The majority's use of
13 pages to express its thesis is indicative of
the confusion that abounds.
No wonder, then, that stations have been
uncertain, or that the Commission felt compelled
to restate its intent, as it has now done in the
WLIB New York case. Comr. Webster called
the turn at the outset. His "additional views"
on the Mayflower report were prompted by his
belief that the decision, although he adopted
it, "still leaves a licensee in a quandary and a
state of confusion."
Inevitably, observers will look at the Commission's action in the WLIB case side-by-side
with its current investigation of the news
policies of another station owner, G. A.
Richards, although the latter is characterized
as an investigation of "qualifications" and not
of editorializing. Already it is being pointed
out that Mr. Richards, an anti-Administration
man, is in peril of losing his three stations
while WLIB, which broadcast editorials in
support of a Fair Employment Practices Commission— an Administration project — thus far
has been asked only to report on "future
policies" with respect to seeking out opposing
viewpoints.
Conversely, and as further evidence of the
confusion that prevails, the letter to WLIB
is being construed elsewhere as an answer to
charges — also related to the Richards case —
that FCC cracks down on anti-Administration
broadcasters but not on Administration supporters.
The letter to WLIB serves notice that FCC
does not expect a station merely to reserve
time for opponents of its editorial viewpoints
in case they come forward and demand it. The
broadcaster, says FCC, has "an affirmative
duty to seek out, aid and encourage the broadcast of opposing views on controversial questions of public importance."
We can conceive of nothing more irrational.
What better way to advertise a viewpoint than
over the air? Is the licensee required to hold
up an editorial viewpoint on a live public
issue until he can grab someone with an
opposing view? Or is he supposed to forget the
whole thing? If it's the latter, then no right to
editorialize' exists at all. It is suppression of
freedom at its worst.
There are sure to be repercussions. For the
sake of a confused art, we hope they will have
a clarifying effect. Rep. Harry R. Sheppard
(D-Calif.), who has a network-licensing bill
pending (and one that's so extreme it falls on
its face), reportedly is considering an amendment to provide that stations shall have the
same editorial freedom as newspapers. We
contend they should have it, but should exercise
it with wisdom.
Page 42
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NAB
Postlude
THE NAB convention — No. 28 of an annual
series — wound up last week in Chicago. There
were good sessions and bad sessions. The nonspeech luncheons were well attended while some
of the business sessions could have been held
in a telephone booth.
The overall attendance was down. There
were no burning issues, unless it was the issue
of the NAB itself. The big business — that of
appointment of a general manager in the 6
foot 2 personage of Bill Ryan of Los Angeles —
was handled by the board even before the
convention got under way. It was generally
applauded.
But theie was lack of verve and enthusiasm.
Some delegates thought the annual conventions
should be abolished. They felt the district
meetings took care of the urgent business.
Many broadcasters didn't even go to the trouble
of registering, and were content to sit on the
side-lines.
It's clear that the NAB has problems. The
appointment of Bill Ryan as President Justin
Miller's right-hand bower with authority to
run everything except policy, should have a
salutary effect. The job now is to stem the
tide of dwindling membership and to balance
the budget. We doubt whether there will be
any further defections until Mr. Ryan has
the opportunity to show what he can do. We
think he can do it— and then some.
But we also think a fundamental change in
the NAB approach is needed. The job of the
new NAB board — and there are a dozen new
heads on it — is to see where the NAB has
been, appraise where it is now, and then determine where it should head.
How can that bounce and spirit be restored
to conventions? The answer, we make so bold,
is in a return to good old swash-buckling
politics, with election of directors from the
floor, selection of candidates in smoke-filled
rooms, and campaign oratory of the brand
that bloomed when Harold Hough, Walter
Damm, Art Church, Mark Ethridge, Ed Craney
and other still youthful "elder statesmen"
kept the convention spellbound, and provoked
unscheduled discussion from the floor. There
was sparkle and spontaneity. Delegates just
couldn't afford to miss a business session.
A few years ago, the membership voted to
have what amounts to absentee elections for all
25 board posts. That, it is now evident, has
emasculated the electioneering spirit. Floor
oratory is becoming a lost art.
So we suggest that the board, at its next
meeting, consider the advisability of once again
amending those by-laws so that the good old
American spirit of unfettered politicking can
return to the NAB councils.

Football's TV Fumble
THE BIG TEN has barred live television for
1950. Films can be telecast the following day.
In our judgment the Big Ten, usually the
bellwether of the collegiate football industry,
has also barred its gates to increased revenue
with which to build new stadia, and otherwise
support their institutions.
You simply have to look at the newsreel
experience. With the onset of TV the newsreel — usually a day or two after the event —
practically went the way of the dodo bird.
People are not interested in watching a football game, the result of which was reported in
yesterday's newspaper. It's the suspense, excitement and will to win that makes the game.
Once the result is known, interest evaporates.
We may be wrong, but it's our guess that it
will be different with the collegiate football
industry when they are deafened by the silence
of non-revolving turnstiles. That is, unless
they see the light later in 1950.

BEATRICE ADAMS

pos- 1I
prized titled
is a yellowed
volume
Adams' most
OF Beatrice
ONEsessions
Pearls From Many Seas. Her father, a i
teacher, used to read it to her when she was a
a schoolgirl back in Belleville, 111.
Miss Adams keeps this book near her desk
at Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis, for
more than mere sentimental reasons. She draws
practical inspiration from its poetry and
philosophy in her daily work as head of the
agency's creative department. She has to be
practical to hold her ground as executive vice
president, a director and member of the executive committee at Gardner. She is surrounded by as astute a group of advertising
males as may be found in any agency in the
land. For more than 35 years they have kept
Ralston Purina happy. Frisco Railroad has
been with them 30 years, Pet Milk, 25 ; Stokely
Van Camp Foods, 20; Wabash Railroad, 15;
Monsanto Chemical, 10; and a score of other I
prominent advertisers for shorter periods.
For the past 15 years Miss Adams has had
a hand in most of these accounts. For example,
she has done the creative work on Pet Milk's
Mary Lee Taylor show for 11 years.
A descendant of the Massachusetts Adams
family, Bea (the name she prefers) discovered
at college that she not only had fresh advertising ideas but that she could put them down
on paper. She actually sold three direct-mail
stunts developed in the classrooms of St. Louis'
Washington U., where she attended night
school. However, she also yearned for a newspaper career. She finally realized this ambition
but, having attained her goal, discovered that
agency work was her forte after all.
Her first job after leaving Washington U. I
was writing sales letters for the Ideal Stencil
Machine Co. in her hometown of Belleville.
Later she joined the advertising department
of Stix, Baer & Fuller, one of St. Louis'
largest department stores, where she wrote
copy for the notions, yard goods and home
furnishings departments. Her alertness as to
fashion trends won her an entree to the St.
Louis Star-Times a year later and she became I
a "fashion columnist" under the by-line 1
"Frances Faye."
"This really was a well-disguised shoppers' I
column," she recalls.
For more than a year after they first saw I
her column, Miss Adams' advertising friends I
kept telling her she belonged with an agency, I
but, "thrilled by newspaper work," she with- I
stood the pressure.
"Who wants to work for an agency," she I
told them. "I'm having too much fun as a I
(Continued on page 44 )
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of Irish activities in America. Born in County Cork, Stanton makes

THAN

show

music

DUBLIN

for

everyone

and

folksongs
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frequent visits to Ireland. He owns one of the finest Irish record
libraries in America, personally selected and brought here. These
recordings of old world Irish songs, and new tunes equally charming, are the basis of this new Irish program. In addition, Stanton's
show will feature celebrated Irish personalities as guest stars.
Here is a great new audience available for smart sponsorship.
Write, phone or wire for details.
Ralph N. Weil, General Manager
John E. Pearson Co., Natl Rep.
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LLE CARTER apMARY LUCI
pointed assistant to Paul Brake,
owner-manager of WWPB-AMFM Miami, Fla. She was formerly
with WSPD Toledo, Ohio, WAGA Atlanta, Ga., WIOD Miami, and WMBM
Miami Beach, Fla.
JACK R. WAGNER, manager of
KSYC Yreka, Calif., named master of
ceremonies for state convention of
county recorders.
PETER LASKER, general manager
of WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio, presented bronze placque by Rev. George
H. Renneker, president of U. of Dayton, for station's all-out cooperation
in helping promote major phase of
university's centennial celebration last
fall.
ARTHUR H. CROGHAN, president of
KOWL Santa Monica, Calif., elected
to membership in Radio Pioneers
Club. He has been in radio more
than 24 years.

columnist."
However, she finally yielded
enough to seek the advice of an
agency woman, the late Mrs. Erma
Proetz, executive vice president of
Gardner. Mrs. Proetz promptly
told her there was a great opportunity potential for women of her
talent in agency work, and a few
weeks later Miss Adams joined up
with Gardner, naturally.
From the time Bea Adams
started writing copy for Ralston's
Ry-Krisp in December 1935 until
her election as vice president in
1944, she gave generously of her
time, not only to Gardner projects
but those of the community at
large. She served as president of the
Women's Advertising Club of St.
Louis, was active in the Fashion
Group of St. Louis, and was a
founder of the St. Louis Women's
Gridiron Dinner, which during the
past five years has raised $35,000
for cancer research.
This latter project has brought
out
Adams' most
greatof versatility.
She Miss
has written
the shows

Barry's Stock Sale
CHARLES C. BARRY, ABC vice
president in charge of programs,
has sold 500 shares of his ABC
stock, it was learned at the New
York Stock Exchange last week.
Mr. Barry's ABC holdings now
total 501 shares.

presented by the "Gridiron Women," at which a thousand women
howl each year. In 1948 and '49 she
directed the productions as well.
Nationally, she has been honored
with the Josephine Snapp advertising award and has served as
vice president of the Advertising
Federation of America. When she
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NEW
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received the Snapp award, the
Women's Advertising Club of St.
Louis followed suit with a trophy
of their own.
Since her election as executive
vice president of Gardner in 1945,
and a member of the board of directors and executive committee a
year later, her duties at the agency
have been largely advisory. She
counsels with writers and artists
on copy and layout problems, but
that doesn't mean she hasn't a
hand in the actual planning of
campaigns, radio programs and
spots.
"How can I advise others," she
asks, "if I don't continue to produce
ideas
Missmyself?"
Adams has a Colonial-type
home in suburban University City
and
Scottyof named
She
takesa care
her own"Rowdy."
rose bushes
and other perennials, plays records
from a choice symphonic collection,
plays Canasta, and drives to and
from work.
Her office at the agency is a
modern marvel with low-swept
divans, built-in bookcases, rare
lamps and draperies. She thinks it
is best described, however, by the
following anecdote:
It seems Miss Adams left the
office hurriedly one evening without closing the windows. A sudden
gale blew a lamp from its perch
on an end table, smashing it to
bits. The cleaning woman reported
an accident in the "recreation
f. 7. BATCH ELDOR
Was ANA Vice President
EDWARD T. BATCHELDOR, 44,
vice president and secretary of the
Assn. of National Advertisers, died
April 18 at his home in Tarrytown,
N. Y.
Born in Salem, Mass., and a
graduate of Harvard U. and Harvard Business School, Mr. Batcheldor joined the ANA in 1936
and became secretary in 1944. He
was also a director of the Hampden Mfg. Co., Plainfield, N. J., and
the Brand Names Foundation Inc.,
New York. For many years he had
been a director of the Harvard
Business School Alumni council
and served as president of the Harvard Business School Club of New
York.
Surviving are his wife, two sons,
and his father.
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DANIEL TUTHILL
Former NBC Executive Dead
DANIEL TUTHILL, 53, former
NBC executive, died April 14 of
coronary thrombosis in the Norwalk
Hospital, Norwalk, Conn. Mr. Tuthill was general sales manager for
NBC in the early 1930's.
In 1940 he was named vice president of National Concerts and
Artists Corp. Mr. Tuthill established his own business in 1946 as
a representative of radio artists.
Surviving are his wife, Doris; a
daughter,
Bevei'ly, and a brother,
Clinton.

Sales Auctions
THAT radio can sell anything, even public auctions, is
being demonstrated by
WROW Albany, N. Y. George
Michael, WROW farm director, for the past two months
has tape-recorded
local auctions involving livestock,
egg,
poultry and produce, and
aired them daily at 7:06 a.m.
and 12:15 p.m. "Our air
time
auction's
gross has
moreraised
thanthe$6,000
per
auction," Mr. Michael wrote
the U. S. Agriculture Dept.
"The added income more than
pays for the advertising."
NARRAGANSETT
Sets Record Game Coverage
RECORD number of 40 outlets in
its new England baseball network,
now on the air for sixth season, is
announced by Narragansett Brewing Co. of Cranston, R. I. This
year, the brewery sponsors all Red
Sox and Braves games in broadcasts blanketing Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.
The other three New England
states — Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut — will receive
the Narragansett coverage on alternate days, as half of the broadcasts
are sponsored by Atlantic Refining Co. Radio and TV baseball
announcing team again will be
made up of Jim Britt, Tom Hussey,
Leo Egan and Bump Hadley.
While this season's coverage is
Narragansett's
largest,
W. Haffenreffer,
treasurer
of theC. company,
points out certain outlets in the
western section of Connecticut and
Massachusetts will not be able to
broadcast every game because of
league regulations affecting the
playing
of minor
on the same
day. league ball clubs
For Narragansett's third season of baseball TV, WNAC-TV
WBZ-TV, both Boston, share
coverage of both Red Sox and
Braves games with WJAR-TV
Providence relaying games to
southern New England.
APS

Has New

Service

ASSOCIATED Program Service
has announced a new "program
merchandising
subscribers. Theservice"
service for
includes

"Show Sellers," a 12-page sales
presentation intended to help local
salesmen in selling APS shows;
"Show Promoters," an audiencepromotion kit containing mat services, layouts for car, window and
counter cards, glossy pictures for
lobby and window display and newspaper releases; and "Program
Manuals," a monthly publication
containing sales hints, success
stories and program ratings, information about talent on the APS
shows, and promotional material
to be placed locally.
BROADCASTING
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Qualified

A noted lawyer once defined the right
to strike in this manner: "The right to
strike, in concert, is a qualified right,
which ceases to be a right when it interferes with the rights of others."
The UMW having demonstrated its
power to throttle the economy of the
nation and to flout all authority, emphasizes the great need for prompt
Congressional action to put an end to
the unreasonable restraint of trade by
union bosses to the extent that their
whims dictate. Their "rights" are indeed qualified.
This union's approach to labor-management problems is the very antithesis of collective bargaining. Today
the miners are no longer free agents
who may effectively vote on issues of
wages and hours or whether or not
to strike. They are just as much the
victims of monopoly as the mine operators and the consumers. They are
even denied freedom of speech, being
fearful of the Gestapo-like forces
which violate their rights and make
them slaves to a cause in which they
have no dissenting voice. By what
seemed to be conspiracy and intimidation they were made parties to a
potential act of anarchy in refusing
to recognize a court injunction to end
their strike.
We contend that no matter what the
settlement in today's dispute, we cannot

Right

ignore what has happened in coal. We
contend that there are certain things
that are not open to "bargaining"—
things like loyalty to one's country; respect for its laws and its president; consideration for the rights of citizens of
this country. We do not "bargain" these
things. They are inherent in the philosophy of America.
The entire situation goes far deeper
than privileges for miners, votes for
politicians and power for individuals.
It reaches to the very roots of America.
Somewhere, somehow, better methods
of resolving labor-management disputes must be devised than we have so
far been able to develop. Perhaps it is
not possible to escape these national
crises when we have industrywise bargaining—but away must be found to
prevent a repeat performance of the
recent demonstration.
Although the strike has been settled
the fundamentals still remain to be
solved or to plague us. At all times
the mine operators were willing to
discuss wages and hours, conditions
of employment and the welfare fund,
but they refused to buy a sealed package, before discussion — and agreement — on the contents thereof. It is
time — high time — that the whole
subject of industrial relations be reexamined where basic industries such
as coal, railroads, telephones, are in-

volved. The subject should be removed from the political realm and
resolved upon the premise of human
relations — and the welfare of all our
If the unions, through the acts of their
people.
leaders, can continue to use economic
force as a weapon against both industry and society, democracy as we now
know it will soon vanish. If the power
to control the production of an industry
and the price of its products is vested
in a labor monopoly, this power will
quickly spread from union to union,
from industry to industry, and the Congress will eventually become powerless
to control the economy of the nation
consistent with the Constitution of the
United States.
The problem now involves steps to insure that it cannot happen again. No
one man, nor any group of men, must
ever again be permitted to throttle our
economy, flout our laws, and lay
great industry low to gain an advantage even if that advantage be a
worthy one. We have laws. They apply to all of us. Let there be no exemptions in the name of "Labor?'
The answer is comparatively simple.
Basic laws are still on the books that
monopoly.
can
be made to apply to all forms of
Monopoly — all monopoly — must and
should be curbed.

BITUMINOUS
COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION
Washington 5, D. C.
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WHEN William Kussell, Boston
furrier, decided 23 years ago to
drop his newspaper, magazine and
direct mail advertising, and concentrate his advertising budget in
radio, he did it on a trial basis.
The "trial basis," in a then relatively new medium, has turned out
to be one of Boston's radio institutions and is still going strong, more
than two decades after its debut.
The program
Shopping
Service isonCaroline
WEEI Cabot's
Boston,
where last week Mr. Kussell paid
his first visit in all these years to
hand Caroline Cabot a year's contract for six participations a week
— double his regular contract.
Mr. Kussell is quick to give the
program full credit for his success.
For 50 years he has been in business in Boston, starting in a tworoom suite, six flights up, without
street level display windows. Still
at the same location, but only three
flights up, in a modern, walnutpanelled salesroom, he occupies an
entire floor.
He said that in spite of competition from nearby furriers who
maintain large newspaper adver-

&n

topresenfed By
FORJOE & CO., INC.
T. t. Baker, Jr., General Manager

ok

-fl//

tilt*!!

Donald Kussell (I) receives scroll
from Mr. Edwards, as Ken Ovenden, announcer on the Caroline
Cabot Program, drapes the fur
piece about_Miss Cabot's neck.
tising schedules, he has built
and kept a selective and discriminating clientele with Caroline Cabot
regularly emphasizing Russell's
quality, service, fur knowledge and
fashion design. Furthermore, Mr.
Kussell has never mentioned price
(Continued on page 48)

-Accounts
somehow bypassed during his
youthful years in Chicago. A native of that city, Ed was born Sept.
24, 1912, one of eight children
(five girls). He attended parochial
schools, Loyola Academy and
Loyola U.
He quit college for the bubbling
job, which lasted 18 months. As a
contrast to his southern experiences, Ed decided to go northward
— to Argonne on the far-north
border of Wisconsin, where he
lived the arduous life of a lumberjack for 15 months.
Camping in the
woods dormitory
fashion with 36 men,
he sawed, cut and
snaked wood from
the forests, learning
the skill of cant
hooking. scribes
Thissimplyheasde-a
means of lifting the
huge logs atop one
another with a
curved hook by
means of leverage

FITZex-D tions
MON
EDWARD REDGERALD'
S distinc
ceed even those that go with
his timebuying work at J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago. He is one
agency man who can maneuver a
cant hook and — if necessary — sell
bubble gum in Spanish at the same
time.
These latter accomplishments,
however, have dwindled from the
livelihood to the avocation stage as
Ed has progressed in agency business. Bubble gum hawking marked
his entry into the
business world in
1932, when jobs were
as fleeting as the
bubbles he blew. Ed
was commissioned by
a banking friend who
had taken over receivership of the
Goudey Gum Co. of
Allston, Mass., to
tour 40 states and
Mexico as a chewing
gum salesman.
Although he sold
only to retailers, he
properly
applied.as
was required to sam"We did nothing
ple and demonstrate
glamorous as roll
the product in hundreds of school yards
logs in a rive r,
across the nation
EI)
and south of the
he
recalls.No river,"
though.
border. For the latter excursions,
After the first six months, Ed
he soon learned Spanish for such
and another Chicago stalwart took
necessary conversation as "Blow
over camp supervisory duties, direction work of all the men. Nine
down, sonny, or it'll stick in your
more
months
of sun-up to sunFor this stint, young Mr. Fitzdown
labor
("and
that's exactly
gerald
learned
how
to
bubble
for
!"
hair
(Continued on page 48)
the first time, an art which he

celebrating
25 years
in Houston

Since 1925, when KPRC went
on the air, Metropolitan
Houston has grown from Y±
million to 34 million.

Buy
I To sell Houston
' and the great
*^jk

Gulf Coast area
KPRC

FIRST in the Souths
First Market

HOUSTON
950 KILOCYCLES - 5000 WATTS
NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
Jack Harris, General Manager
Represented Nationally by Edward Perry & Co.
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WLW-CBS
(Continued from page 19)
works, were discounted as "strictly
bunk."
Mr. Shouse, who attended the
NAB convention as a member of
the NAB board, told Broadcasting
he had no comment beyond his
statement on the report of an imminent switch. He said that, simply as a matter of prudent business,
the Avco and Crosley attorneys
had studied the question of nonexclusive affiliation with CBS. This,
he said, followed the recognized TV
pattern in which TV stations affiliate with more than one network on
a first-refusal basis. He emphasized
that no conclusive opinion had been
reached.
Top CBS executive at the convention was Herbert V. Akerberg,
vice president in charge of station
relations. His comment was strictly
"no comment" on the reports.
Secondary affiliation on a firstrefusal basis, it was pointed out
by observers, is not without precedent. For example, WLW now carries transcribed the Procter &
Gamble daytime serials which run
on CBS, but these are handled on
a national spot rather than a network basis. Prior to the war, when
there was a shortage of desirable
AM affiliates in many markets, it
was relatively common practice for
stations to affiliate with more than
one network. WLW itself carried
the programs of NBC Red and
Blue, as well as CBS and Mutual
at one time, it was reported.
Few Major Shifts
When CBS Chairman William S.
Paley engineered his talent deals
which brought the migration of top
stars from NBC to CBS last year,
it was freely predicted that network affiliation changes would
ensue. There have been few major
shifts, however, despite recurring
reports in that direction.
The shift of a single major affiliate on any network, broadcasters freely stated, could be the
springboard for affiliate switches
that conceivably could affect literally scores of AM stations. Primary
TV affiliations likewise would be
involved because TV affiliation
usually ties in with AM.
The present WLW contract with
NBC, the reports stated, expires on
Feb. 15, 1951. Under the FCC
network regulations, contracts cannot be for more than two years'
duration. Discussion of a change
in affiliation, however, may not be
initiated until six months prior to
expiration. In the case of WLW,
for example, the negotiating period
could not begin prior to Aug. 15. .
Mitigating against any full-scale
WLW shift to CBS, observers felt
would be the immediate effect upon
other CBS affiliations in the contiguous middle-west area. For example, it was possible that such
stations as WHAS, Louisville
Courier - Journal • 50,000 watter ;
WHIO Dayton, owned by the Cox
newspaper and radio interests, and
WBNS
Columbus, of the Wolfe
BROADCASTING

newspaper and radio interests, all
now on CBS, would be affected.
Implicit in all of the conversation was the desire of WLW to add
the top-rated CBS shows and at
the same time retain NBC's service.
But back-to-back conflicts would
have to be reconciled.
The corridor conversations around
the Stevens did not stop with
WLW. Such NBC-affiliated 50 kilowatters as WHO Des Moines, WSB
Atlanta, WOAI San Antonio and
KVOO Tulsa were talked. But inquiries revealed nothing stirring,
other than avid interest.

Chicago

PERIMETER

broadcasting

association

Violent Repercussions Seen
It seemed evident last week that
strict silence would be maintained
until the attorneys for Crosley had
satisfied themselves that a first refusal arrangement is in keeping
with the intent of the FCC's network regulations. It was also evident that all concerned recognized
that this move could cause violent
repercussions in network affiliations, both AM and TV.
Attorneys for Avco and Crosley
who have the over-all matter under
consideration are Raymond Pruitt,
also a member of the executive committee of Avco and Duke M. Patrick, Washington counsel for Crosley. It is understood that Julius F.
Brauner, CBS secertary and general attorney, has had the matter
under advisement.

CBS-MGM
STYMIE
Continues on Credits Issue
WITH controversy between CBS
and MGM over credit lines, film
studio continues to withhold talent
from programs on that network
until a "satisfactory" solution can
be worked out.
MGM claims that credits voiced
at conclusion of a program often
are slurred or even omitted in signoff haste, and therefore insists
recognition for its stars and pictures be given early on broadcast.
CBS and sponsors are equally insistent that credits be given at end
of broadcast, as is the policy.
Initial argument arose over
credits on April 6 Suspense program which starred Van Johnson.
CBS offered picture credits midway in the broadcast, MGM said.
They ended up at the end of the
broadcast, reportedly on order
from Autolite which sponsors the
show.
Cancellations Reported
As retribution MGM reportedly
forced cancellation on the April 13
CBS Lux Radio Theatre of "The
Bride Goes Wild," co-starring Van
Johnson and June Allyson. Substituted were Cary Grant and his
wife, Betsy Drake, in "Every Girl
Should
Be Married".
Although
stars are heavily paid
for appearance on network programs, MGM declares film studio
derives no other gain except a
credit of use of its talent, and
therefore feels itself entitled to
a midway plug.
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RET K. NESBIT apMrs. MARGApointed
program director of
WSIC Statesville, N. C. She
was formerly continuity writer for
station.
WES HARRIS named program directorceeds
of WINX
"Washington.
sucLYNN WILSON
who willHedevote
full time to freelance radio and television work.
STEVE DUNNE, radio and motion picture actor, signs five year contract
with Don Lee TV. Currently star of
KTSL (TV) Los Angeles Love and
Kisses program, he will also be starred
in Ace Mace, Private Eye to start on
station, in addition to performing in
network's projected motion picture
productions.
J. WILLIAM NUZUM rejoins staff of
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., as announcer. He was formerly staff announcer and musical commentator with
AFN in Munich and Garmisch, Germany.
JOSEPHINE MCCARTHY, member of
staff of WMIE Miami, Fla., resigns to
join staff of NBC-TV in charge of
home economics department.
PETER POTTER, disc jockey on
KFWB Hollywood, signs five year contract for five-weekly Peter Potter's
Party on KTSL (TV) Hollywood.
FRANK PORTER, m.c. of Country
Store on WARL Arlington, and WLEE
Richmond, Va., joins WXGI Richmond
as m.c. of show heard 7-8 and 10-11
a.m. daily.
AL MORGAN, former NBC Chicago
employe, joins WJOL Joliet, 111., as
announcer.
GERRY NELSON, actress, joins dramatic and production staff of KRLDTV Dallas. BYRON NELSON, professional golfer, contracts for three, 15minute appearances on station during Western Amateur Golf Tournament to be held in Dallas, April 30May 7.
CARYL WALDO, former copy chief
of Joseph Home Co., Pittsburgh, joins
script and continuity department of
WHLI-AM-FM, Hempstead, L. I.
COLBY LEWIS promoted to TV supervising director at WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, where he has been a member
of directing staff. He will work on
video and audio production techniques,
and help plan all local shows.
HELEN VAN VLACK, former secretary to Guy della Cioppa, CBS associ-

ate director of programs, named script
associate to Norman MacDonnell, director of CBS Suspense and Adventures of Philip Marlowe.
DORIS M. MURPHY, continuity director and women's program
director of
KMA Shenandoah,

Iowa, and director
women's
program
of KMT V (TV)
Omaha, Neb.,
elected chairman of
District 10 of Association ofWomen
Broadcasters. She
succeeds ANNE
HAYES of KCMO
Kansas City, Mo.
THE
SMOOTHIES,
Mrs. Murphy
radio and night
club vocal group,
join WRNL Richmond, Va., on The
Sauer Show.
JACK BINGHAM, formerly announcer
of CBR Vancouver, named producer
of CBR. He has been with station
about five years. TOM ROBINSON,
formerly of CKWX Vancouver, joins
announcing staff CBR.
ELBERT WALKER, senior Don Lee
television producer-director, named
producer-of new KTSL (TV) Hollywood series starring NILS T. GRANLUND, starting May 1.
Mrs. EDITH ALDERMAN DEEN, wife
of Mayor of Fort Worth, Tex., is doing 15-minute program on WBAP
Fort Worth. She broadcasts from her
home at 11:45 a.m. Friday.
PAUL DUBOV takes over lead in
Columbia Pacific Network Jeff Regan,
Investigator, replacing FRANK GRAHAM resigned because of ill health.
VIRGINIA LEE joins CBS Junior Miss
cast
as "Lois,"
K. T.
STEVENS
who left replacing
to fulfill motion
picture commitments.
HOOT GIBSON, western star, starts
weekly hour Hollywood Rodeo show
on KLAC-TV Hollywood.
DONNA MARIE SEIP, writer-commentator, joins KELA Centralia, Wash.,
as continuity writer and director of
women's programs. GARIE CLUNE
joins
KELA. announcing-production staff of
ANTHONY AZZATO, on the film staff
of WPIX (TV) New York, for past
two years, named director of film programs.
WALTER GIEBELHAUS, former supervisor of NBC's building maintenance division of building and general
( I i ( ( t ITTPl
services department, promoted to
supervisor of production facilities central shop. ALBERT HUMBERT will
I Learn how to reach .'. .
replace him in his former position.
K MAIN STREET BUYERS
5
FREBERG, voice-animator on
Where TV does not 8 STAN
KTLA (TV) Hollywood Time for
Beany puppet show, has recorded new
Compete for
album of children's
9 Records,
Hollywood. records for Capitol
R
i ED SULLIVAN, m.c. on CBS-TV
YOU
|
Toast of the Town, Sunday 8-9 p.m.,
S AUDI
E NCE
and MARLO LEWIS, co-producer with
Mr. Sullivan of variety show, sign with
CBS-TV as staff producers. Working
as team, they will create new televiSEE PAGE 87
sion productions and redesign existing
Page 48
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shows to be assigned them by network.
Mr. Sullivan will continue as nationally syndicated columnist, but Mr.
Lewis has resigned as executive vice
president of Blaine-Thompson Co.,
New York advertising agency, to accept new post.
EDYTHE FERN MELROSE, known as
"Lady of Charm" through her shows
on WXYZ-AM-TV Detroit, nominated
as Advertising Woman of the Year by
Women's Advertising Club of Detroit.
BOB HAWK, m.c. of CBS Bob Hawk
Show, and Mary Rechner, executive
assistant to Dore Schary, chief of promarriage.duction at MGM, have announced their
VES BOX, chief announcer at KRLD
Dallas, is the father of a boy.
JEAN COOK, assistant to producers
of CBS Young Love series, was married April 15 to Charles Winfield.
Feature of Week
(Continued from page U6)
in his commercial copy and might
be listed among the very first radio
advertisers to appreciate the power
of "institutional" copy.
WEEI points out that Caroline
Cabot has attained amazing results, not only for Kussell Furs, but
also for more than 650 other advertisers.
When presenting Miss Cabot with
a three-skin baum martin stole to
celebrate the 7,000th Kussell commercial broadcast by her on WEEI,
Donald Kussell, son of William
Kussell, said he confidently looked
to her program to keep him in
business, despite the increased
competition and complexities with
which the small business man is
faced these days.
In addition, Wilbur S. Edwards,
assistant general manager of
WEEI, presented Donald Kussell
with a scroll containing the first
words of the 7,000th broadcast
voiced by Caroline Cabot.
GILLETT IN VIENNA
D. C. Engineer Advises Army
GLENN D. GILLETT, senior partner of Glenn D. Gillett & Assoc.,
consulting radio
engineers, Washington, left April
16 for Vienna,
Austria, where
he will serve as
consultantadvisor
to the
commanding general, U. S. Forces
in Austria, in
connection
with
Mr. Gillett
development of
improved facilities for broadcasting
there, the firm announced.
According to the firm, Mr. Gillett
was retained by the Army at the
request of the commanding general in Austria and will be gone
about three to four months. During his tour of duty in Europe, the
firm will be operated by his associates: W. E. Plummer, E. M. Hinsdale and Paul Bergquist.

On All Accounts
(Continued from page U6)
exactly what it was"), all for $1 a
day and room and board, convinced
him this was not a routine which
led to a substantial future.
Returning to Chicago, Ed worked
briefly as an interviewer for a
loan company. Becoming depressed
at the number of near-bankrupt
people, he borrowed $300 from a
brother to go to business school.
"For the first time in my life," he
said, "I got some business sense
and discipline," during this threemonth course in management,
shorthand and typing for college
men. So, in 1937, he joined J.
Walter Thompson Co.
Working first in the financial department, he transferred two years
later to traffic or production control, becoming assistant manager
in 1944. In 1947 he was promoted to
manager. Despite all this experience working closely with clients
and account executives on their
problems, Ed's sights were set on
radio and television. Late in 1948
he moved into the timebuying job.
Now steeped in AM and TV lore
as well as practice, Ed buys time
for about 10 major accounts. The
biggest piece of AM business is
Swift's Breakfast Club on ABC. On
TV, network accounts include participations in NBC's Saturday
Night
Revue
Swift,
Kraft Televisionfor
Theatre
for NBC's
Kraft
Foods and Auction-Aire on ABC
for Libby, McNeill & Libby. Other
accounts: Parker Pen, TV spots;
Brach candy, TV spots; Ac'cent,
AM-TV spot; Northern Trust &
Co., AM spot; Bowman Dairy, AMTV spot; Indiana Bell Telephone
Co., AM spot, and Trailer Coach
Manufacturers, periodic AM-TV
Ed and his wife, the former
spots.
Lucille Perkins, will celebrate their
10th wedding anniversary this
year. They and their children —
Edward, 8, John, 6, and Barbara, 2
— live on the city's far North Side.
Because the house is 40 years old
"and needs a lot of improvement,"
Ed has little time for his former
sidelines — golf, swimming and
bowling. Gardening is now his first
extra-curricular love.
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May 7: tors,
OhioColumbus,
Assn. Ohio.
of Radio News EdiMay 9-11: IRE-AIEE-RMA Conference,
Dept.
ington. of Interior Auditorium, WashMay
22-23: North
Carolina
Assn. of
Broadcasters
annual
convention.
Chapel Hill, N. C.
May 31 -June 2: Forty-sixth annual
convention, Advertising Federation
of America, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
June 1-3: Assn. of Women Broadcasters
seventh annual convention, Hotel
Cleveland, Cleveland.
June 5: Pennsylvania
Assn. ofmeeting,
Broad- «
casters annual membership
Bedford Springs, Bedford, Pa.
June 17: Second annual Radio News
Editor's conference, Kent State U.,
Kent, Ohio.
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before joining WJEJ.
DORA C. DODSON and CLAYTON J.
COSSE, partners in Dora C. Dodson
Agency, station representative firm,
have announced their marriage.
ontmetcia

ARDEN SWISHER appointed sales
L manager of KOIL Omaha. He
was formerly with regional office
of WNAX Sioux City, Iowa, and has
been affiliated with Cowles Broadcasting Co. since 1940. He was sales manager of WOL Washington while it
was operated by Cowles, and served as
merchandising and promotion manager for Cowles group consisting of
KRNT Des Moines, WNAX YanktonSioux City and WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.
JAMES D. CLARK Jr. appointed sales
manager of WRVA Richmond, Va. He
joined staff of station in 1939 as parttime announcer.
BARRON HOWARD, previously
business and general sales manager, remains as
business manager
and retains responsibility for special
sales development.
HAROLD DAY
Mr. Clark
named assistant
manager of ABC
spot sales department, continuing to
have supervision over spot sales development for network. He has been
with ABC since 1942.

BASEBALL

has been taken by BILL HOHMANN.
JAMES J. NATHAN, formerly member
of sales staff of WVLK Versailles, Ky.,
joins staff of WINN Louisville.
BOB HYLAND, assistant sales manager at KXOK St. Louis for past five
years, joins sales staff of WBBM Chicago. He also worked at KWK St.
Louis.
JOHN H. WHITE, formerly in KXOK
St. Louis sales department, appointed
to head KXOK-FM Transit Radio sales
department.
FRANK SODEN, formerly with
WJEJ Hagerstown, Md., joins sales
staff of WRNL Richmond, Va. He
was sports director of WXGI Richmond
and worked with WOR New York

I SAM CRAWFORD, for past 16 years
' news editor and newscaster of KGY
Olympia, Wash., named commercial
manager of station. He replaces J.
. HARRIS DORR, resigned. (See News.)
JOSEPH (Bud) SOVA appointed com: mercial manager of WJPS Evansville,
Ind. He was formerly general manager of WAJL (FM), Transit Radio
station in Flint, Mich., and before that
was with WFBL and WNDR Syracuse,
N. Y., and WERC Erie, Pa. ROGER
: McMAHON, new to radio, joins com: mercial department of WJPS as sales
. representative.
■ GLENN P. PICKETT, formerly account executive with WJIM Lansing,
3 Mich., joins WILS Lansing in similar
capacity.
; ROBBIE ROBINSON, new to radio,
! joins sales staff of KELA Centralia,
! Wash. HUGH McPHERSON, formerly
with KWSC Washington State College
station, joins sales staff of KELA.
, HIL F. BEST appointed national representative for WKNK Muskegon,
Mich.
1 BERNARD
COVIT, formerly with
. MBS, joins sales staff of WPIX (TV)
Xew York.
CHARLES J. CRESSWELL, former assistant controller of Bigelow-Sanford
i Carpet Co., appointed controller for
NBC-TV.
; GORDON WALLS, account executive
i for General Outdoor Advertising Co.,
Philadelphia, appointed commercial
| representative for TV at WCAU-TV
1 Philadelphia.
. DONALD SERACENO transfers from
ABC Chicago's sales service department to WENR-TV Chicago's network
i and local spot sales staff as account
executive. He is replaced by GRAFTON MASON, whose job in research
BROADCASTING
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WCAV

7 7 Take Giants' Games
FORMATION of the New York
Giants baseball network, under key
sponsorship of Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co. (Chesterfields), became official as the season opened
last week, with 11 stations announced for regional coverage.
Affiliates of the network, which
was designed as an adjunct of the
35-station Midwest Baseball Network for the same sponsor [Broadcasting, March 6], include outlets
in Connecticut, Maryland, New
York, Pennsylvania, Vermont and
Virginia, with WMCA New York
as originating station. In addition
to Chesterfields, provision also is

Norfolk's

made for local spot participations.
Member stations of the network, in
addition to WMCA, are: WLCR Torrington, Conn.; WBMD Baltimore,
Md.; WIRY Plattsburg, N. Y.; WRNY
Rochester, N. Y.; WNDR Syracuse,
N. Y.; WRZE-FM York, Pa.; WPPA
Pottsville, Pa.; WHWB Rutland, Vt.;
WINA Charlottesville, Va.; WVEC
Hampton, Va.; WXGI Richmond, Va.
License Protested
PROTEST was filed by ScrippsHoward Radio Inc. with FCC last
week against issuance by the Commission in March of a license to
WERE Cleveland for 5 kw on 1300
kc. Scripps-Howard contended the
action was unlawful since it has
an appeal pending in the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia which opposes FCC's
original grant of a construction
permit to WERE and denial of its
own bid there. Scripps-Howard is
operator of WEWS (TV) Cleveland and has other radio interests.

Leading

Independent

announces

•

Full-time

Operation
on

850

kc

Joseph Light,

1000

watts

about May 15, 1950

Presiden t— Owner
In the prosperous Norfolk Metropolitan Market,
WCAV soon will begin full-time operation on 850 kc.
WCAV's 1000 watt power will assure national and
regional advertisers a potential circulation approximating 1,500,000. In Greater Norfolk alone, over
567,000 people live and spend $450,000,000 annually
in retail sales. WCAV can multiply sales in this
responsive Southern Market. Burn-Smith Company

•

has the full story on Norfolk's Leading Independent.

Cavalier
HELENA

Broadcasting
BUILDING

—

NORFOLK,

Corp.
VA.

Represented by Burn-Smith Co.
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ored folder from
AMON-colte,
CINNWBT
Charlot
N. C, announces,
"Here's how WBT automatically
promotes your advertising in four
ways." Large white number four is
background on cover. Inside illustrates four media used in promoting
its shows by station. First is courtesy
announcements; second is station's
dealer publication, WBTips; third is
picture display in one of 50 public
places, featuring picture of star on
program, and fourth is two-column
listener ads in local papers. Concluding text of promotion piece states
that four-way service is automatically
given sponsors.
Egg Hunt
EIGHTEEN-acre grounds of WCHV
Charlottesville, Va., were "planted"
with nearly 2,000 Easter eggs and
thousands of jelly beans to be hunted
by more than 2,000 children who took
part in first annual WCHV-Peoples
National Bank Easter egg hunt. Hunt
was jointly sponsored by station and
bank. Live broadcast of hunt was
carried by WCHV and savings bonds
and accounts ranging in value from
$25 to $100 plus merchandise gifts
were awarded children finding numbered eggs.
Radio Clinic
RADIO clinic was set up by WIBX
Utica, N. Y., at request of group of
New York State county agents who
wished to be told how they could use
radio to their better advantage. Ed
Slusarczyk, farm program director of
station, conducted clinic which was
attended by more than 70 agricultural
leaders. Discussions on script writing,
microphone techniques and program
production were given. Station Manager Eliott Stewart and Nate Cook,
WIBX sales and publicity manager,
contributed ideas on radio promotion
of agricultural activities at clinic.
Pocket TV
LISTENERS to Mutual-Don Lee Tom
Mix program are getting the opportunity to receive their own RCA Victor
television sets, albeit in miniature.
Sponsor, Shredded Ralston, and network are offering pocket-sized TV set
for one Shredded Ralston box top and
20c. Set is complete with five toy
television films. In addition, youthful
listeners may receive Tom Mix Tiger's
Eye ring, and TV Bar Brand.
Contest Qualms
RECENT contest conducted over WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, almost had unfortunate repercussions for Tait Cummins, station's sports director. Mr.
Cummins offered week's vacation to
person and his family (for winner)
who could guess winner and score of
Iowa state championship basketball
In
Altoona, Pa.,
It's
ROY F. THOMPSON
and

A prize radio combination in
the rich industrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Page 50
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tournament. Contest pulled over 18,000 entries, more than half of whom
named Davenport's team as winner.
Had score been a conventional 45-40,
Mr. Cummins and WMT would have
had to award more than 50 free vacations. Score was 67-34, making
Davenport, Mr. Cummins, WMT and
winner all very happy.
Offer To Advertisers
SINGLE sheet announces to advertisers that KYW Philadelphia has
"Plenty on the Ball." Drawing of
pitcher throwing curve follows with
text continuing: "Plenty of oomph
with that hopped-up new antenna system. . . . Plenty of ever lovki' cash
register music. . . . Plenty of highpower mail pull." Next to call letters
is written, "The only thing in short
supply is time."
Distributor's Card
EIGHT-by-ten card sent to radio distributors in Washington area by
WWDC is headed, "When you're setting push buttons remember these are
the
big
fourarrows
in D. C."
Drawingpositions
of dial
with black
indicating
of three Washington stations and red
arrow giving WWDC's 1260 setting is
shown. Lineup of frequency of other
fulltime and parttime stations follows,
as well as settings for FM and TV
stations. Bottom of card reminds
dealers to "Keep this card posted in
your shop."Advertisers Mail
LETTER from Herbert W. Frank Advertising Agency, Boston, to Clifford
Youse, account executive at WLAW
Lawrence, Mass., tells of sponsor and
agency satisfaction with Bob Perry's
Melody Merry -Go-Round show, citing
its recent high mail pull. Outside of
letter features picture of Mr. Perry
under head, "WLAW Scores Again. . . ."
On back of letter is lineup of talent
heard over station.
Spring Planting
LETTER accompanied by packet of
flower seeds makes up spring planting
of WLS Chicago. Combination has
been sent to 2,000 agencies and advertisers to spreadandstory
of "WLS'
of friendship
service
which seeds
have
flowered . . . into our great audience
loyalty
and acceptance,"
One hundred
thousand station
listenersstates.
will
send 10c to station for seeds this year,
as they have in past, text of letter
reports.
Eye-Catching Promotion
"KEEP your eye on WHBY" proclaims
banner across latest promotion piece
from WHBY Appleton, Wis. Pictures
of talent with outlines briefly outlining their attractions follow, with long
list of network talent opposite. Back
of page sets forth facts and figures
on Appleton market.
WKBN Report
SPRING 1949 BMB station audience
report and Hooper report sent to trade
showing coverage by WKBN Youngstown, Ohio. Front of folder gives explanation ofterms used in report, with
inside giving maps for daytime and
nighttime audience areas, respectively.
Station data by counties and cities is

inserted on separate page, with back
of folder made up of Hooper index.
Letter and Listing
LETTER from satisfied customer and
list of stations using its service make
up latest promotion piece of INS-Telenews service. Letter, from TV director of WOW Inc., Omaha, lauds "flexible" coverage given news events by
INS. List includes sponsors of programs on various stations.
Weston Promotion
LATEST in series of promotion pieces
from KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul is
folder incorporating story from fan
magazine on Kim Weston, singer for
station. Headed "Kim Comes Through,"
tale of how Miss Weston aided youthful
listener is told, with pictures of star
included.
Personnel
BILL GIVENS, formerly supervisor
of farm broadcasting with WGY and
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y., apstations. pointed supervisor of promotion for
GENE MILLER, formerly continuity
and promotion chief at KPOA Honolulu, T. H., and before that with KUTA
Salt Lake City, joins staff of KELA
Centralia, Wash., as promotion and
program manager.
FRANK HALL FRAYSUR appointed
promotion director of WLWD (TV)
Dayton, Ohio. He is a former editor
of Life magazine, and worked in television publicity before joining WLWD.
HAROLD STORM, formerly publicity
manager of WOW Inc., Omaha, joins
KFAB, same city, as member of promotion department.
BEE CANTERBURY, formerly publicist with Jeanette Ludlow & Staff,
joins NBC Hollywood press department.
HAYWOOD MEEKS, formerly with
WASH tinental
(FM)
Washington
ConFM Network,
named and
publicity
director for WOL Washington and
WRFD Worthington, Ohio, both owned
by Peoples
He previouslyBroadcasting
was with WAYSCo.Charlotte,
N. C.
A. J. PUTMAN assigned to handle all
promotion
and publicity
for KRLDAM-TV Dallas.
He formerly
was
member of stations' sales staff.
Feb. Personal

Income

THE country's personal income in
February — including the special
insurance dividend payments to
veterans — was at an annual rate of
$219.1 billion, $1 billion higher than
in January, the Office of Business
Economics, U. S. Dept. of Commerce, announced. Several factors
of a temporary or irregular nature
affected the February change in
the income flow, according to the
report. It was pointed out that a
substantial increase in dividend
payments to veterans was counterbalanced bythe wage loss resulting
from labor-management disputes
and byturala income.
sharp decline in agricul-

STANDARD Rate & Data Service |
has announced new delivery dates j
for its monthly sections, replacing 1
the present practice of mailing new >
sections on the first and fifteenth r
of each month. Beginning May 1, '
and monthly thereafter, the new r
sections will be delivered as follows: first of month, radio and
television sections; 11th of month,!
newspaper
and business
magazinepublicatio
sections; J-\}
21st of month,
n
section.
Under the new schedule, accord- !1
ing to Walter E. Botthof, publisher :
of
the Chicagowilladvertising
subscribers
receiveservice,
their '
monthly radio and television sec-;
tions on the dates to which they;
are accustomed.
Magazine sec-;
tions, it was pointed out, will be1
delivered earlier, on the 11th of .
each month, instead of the 15th, as ;before.
bm

UP PIKE'S PEAK
KRDO Covers 'Barrow Push

■

JOE ROHRER, manager of KRDO
Colorado Springs, Col., has enjoyed
a long acquaintance with 14,100-ft.
Pike's Peak — in all kinds of
weather. As a long-time member
of the AdAmAn Club, he has
climbed the peak on New Year's

Mr.

Rohrer

(I)

interviews Mr

Hightower atop Pike's Peak.
Eve on more than one occasion tc
help members set off fireworks welcoming the New Year.
When Larry Hightower, famec
wheelbarrow pusher, arrived ir,
Colorado Springs and said he intended to pushdecided
one up to
Pike's
Mr. Rohrer
givePeak
th(
event complete coverage on KRDC
and the Columbine Network.
Wheelbarrow Pusher Hightowe:
left Colorado Springs on a Satur
day last month. Bucking 20-ft
snowdrifts, winds of hurricane ve
locity and 40-to-50 degrees-below
zero temperatures, he finally madi
the summit the following Wednes
day. All along the route and unti
the summit was reached, Mr
Rohrer, with a jeep outfitted witl
a 15-w remote transmitter, gav>
listeners an account of the trip.
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New York- chapter of.- Thota- Signrar
Phi, national professional fraternity
for women in journalism. Award was
given Miss
for "her
able
coverage
and Frederick
interpretation
of events
of national and international signif-

CANADA
RADIO
CAB Recommends 2 Systems
TWO systems of broadcasting — one
Dublicly owned, the other operated
through free enterprise — would be
t>est for Canada, the Canadian
Kssn. of Broadcasters
told the
tloyal Commission on Arts, Letters and Sciences in hearings at
Ottawa April 11-12.
; The systems, CAB pointed out,
.ivould operate under an impartial
regulatory body responsible to
Parliament. The publicly owned
system would be on a national basis
. ndependent
of commercial considerations and devoted to the
:petterment of radio broadcasting
an all its forms. The free enterprise system would be completely
dependent on commercial revenue
.ind in free and open competition
jvith the national system.
1 Also outlined to the Royal Commission by CAB were an impartial
adio regulatory body, an annual
I rrant by Parliament to CBC, elimination of commercials from CBC
jrograms and formation of net: vorks by independent stations. In
addition to CAB, the All-Canada
Mutually Operated Stations, CBC,
"■arious trade organizations and the
Canadian Radio Mfrs. Assn. presented briefs and answered quesis at the commission's final
learings.

BRUCE BARRINGTON, news director
of KXOK St. Louis, elected to three
icance."
year term on Board of Education of
Illinois School District 54.

in

PAUL WILCOX, formerly with WHRV
Ann Arbor, Mich., joins sports staff of
WGAR Cleveland.

TOM HARMON, sportscaster and former All-American football player, joins
KNX Hollywood as sports director.
He starts five-weekly, quarter-hour
Tom Harmon Spoi-ts Show on station.
Mr. Harmon currently has television
program with actress Elyse Knox on
KFI-TV Los Angeles in addition to
doing announcing on baseball games
on station.
PAULINE FREDERICK, ABC news
analyst, receives special award from

GEORGE F. THOMA, former assistant
radio programmer with WILL U. of
Illinois, Urbana, appointed radio news
director of WGIL Galesburg, 111.
MERL GALUSHA named supervisor
of farm broadcasting at WGY and
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y. He
succeeds BILL GIVENS (see Promotion).

Second

MGM

Series

THE SECOND 26-week cycle of
MGM Radio Attractions programs,
eight series featuring Hollywood
star talent, has been put into production, Bertram Lebhar Jr., director of WMGM New York and
head of the MGM radio production
firm, announced last week. Like
the first 26-week series of shows,
the new group will cost a half-million dollars, he said. About 200
stations subscribed to the first
cycle.
»
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CALIFORNIA!

THE

KWKW*
REACH

BONANZA

FOREIGN

BTANLEY STRICKLAND, formerly
with WDMG Douglas, Ga., appointed chief engineer with WLOW
Norfolk, Va.
DUANE WHITE, formerly with Don
Martin School of Radio, Hollywood,
pins staff of KELA Centralia, Wash.,
is engineer-announcer.
DONALD ERIK HEDMAN joins
;>CBKW Aberdeen, Wash., as combination man. DALLAS NIEL BARNARD,
engineer-announcer, resigns to join
5REM Spokane.

Stilt

Can

THROUGH
YOU CAN

,TOHN W. WALSH joins KECA-TV
Hollywood engineering staff as vacaion relief studio and field engineer.
LABE MELL, film director, producer
and chief cameraman for WTVJ (TV)
Miami, Fla., is the father of a girl,
bailie Jeanne.

HANK WEAVER starts five weekly
series of sports commentaries on
KECA Los Angeles.
BOB CLELAND, formerly with Chehalis (Wash.) Advocate, appointed news
director of KELA Centralia, Wash.

member of
BILLnews FOX,staff formerly
of KGW Olympia,
Wash., appointed news editor of
station, succeeding SAM CRAWFORD
(see Commercial).
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In This, The Nation's Third Market KWKW
Serves A Mexican
Population Which Is Second Only To That Of Mexico City.
KWKW
MEXICAN

REGULARLY

programs reaching over 250,000

BROADCASTS

NEGRO disc jockey programs appealing to
over 250,000 listeners
JAPANESE programs enjoyed by some 25,000 persons
GREEK and PORTUGUESE programs
reaching over 23,000 people

persons
ITALIAN programs of interest to 55,000
listeners
BOB TURNBULL, Don Lee Hollywood
'soundman, is author of Radio and TeleYIDDISH programs servicing over 250,000
.ivisioyi Sound to be published by Rineijaart Co. in January 1951.
persons
COMPLETE LISTING of equivalent
*KWKW Has A Record Of Longest Continuous Service To This Great
Darts for over 200 television sets made
Audience. All AM Programs Simultaneously Broadcast on KWKW-FM.
3Dy over 50 of American manufacturers
I
s provided in Catalog No. 50 pub•;-ished by Crest Transformer Co., Chi2
cago. Titled Television Equivalent
iParts, catalog is available without cost
KWKW
;]pon request.
% 1000
Watts
|y
yy
|y
yy
AM
and
FM
5 GENERAL RADIO Co., Cambridge,
jjMass., announces Type 874-LB slotted
I
FULLTIME
ON
1 300
KC
ine and Type 874 coaxial elements
|.R"hich provide convenient and accurate
^
Ask your nearest FORJOE man or write Promotion Department, 800 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena 8, California
'.system
standing-wave,at
voltage for
and impedance,
power measurements
altra-high frequencies.
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Transit's Radio Growth
(Continued from page 2U)
operate in the black. Many of the
pioneers have had extraordinary
expenses in promotion, receiver development and sales. Others are
charging off engineering, development and depreciation costs at a
high rate. Some of our TR stations, while not in the black, have
reduced their operating losses.
Technically this is not making
money, but it does reflect a dollar
saving. TR's expense of operation
is from a third to a half of a comparable AM station. TR cannot
be affected by any other radio or
television station no matter how
many are in your city or area. TR
is new, dynamic and here to stay.
I know of no other way to realize a
profit on an FM investment in the
immediate future. Also, remember this, TR's programming is
popular in homes and elsewhere.
It is the type of radio service most
people like. Hundreds of FM
home listeners have expressed appreciation of TR's type of program ing. It is a type of scheduling FM broadcasters should
consider whether or not Transit
Radio is adopted.
Cites Obligations
The second question without comment thus far concerns the objectors to TR. I believe that most
minority groups who write letters
of complaint to newspapers, radio
stations, transit systems and
others are sincere. I respect their
opinion and tenacity, BUT the
American way of life is guided by
the will of the majority and a vast
majority approve of Transit Radio. Introduction of new services,
inventions and ideologies have created disagreement since time immemorial, but where would this nation be today if the disapproval of
minor groups had stopped the
wheels of progress? Frequently
there is a small flurry of criticism
inspired or encouraged by competing advertising mediums. We find
that the bulk of the complaints
come from elderly riders. There
must be a biological reason for
this. I do not want to infer that
complaints are many. In the aggregate, disapproval is registered
1930 — 1950
20th Anniversary Year
46.0

"*
"HOOPER
* (average 5 periods
winter, 1950)
proves the best buy
in
DANVILLE,
VA.
is
WBTM
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
5k* (d) ABC lkw(n)
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, sales promotion
EL GLUECK
SAMU
director
for Frederic Ziv Co., resigns. He has been with firm for
two and one-half years. Future plans
have not been announced.
BLANCHE GAINES, writers representative, moves her office to 40 East
49th St., New York, offices of Fenton
Productions, where she will work in
conjunction with Mildred Fenton, in
addition to her own duties.
JAMES W. LUCAS appointed director
of product development of Associated
by as few as 1% to a high of 5%.
The remainder approve of TR or
have no opinion. I say again that
Transit Radio is a powerful agent
for public good. It entertains, it
instructs, it sells and it is proving
itself to be a wise investment for
the FM broadcaster.
TRANSIT HEAD
Draws Editorial Comment
SUGGESTION of Chet L. Thomas,
KXOK St. Louis and chairman of
the executive committee of Transit
Radio Inc., that a small minority
opposition to transit radio should
not deprive the public of a service
it desires drew sharp editorial
comment from the St. Louis PostDispatch (KSD).
In addressing the NAB FM
meeting in Chicago Monday morning, Mr. Thomas pointed to transit
as the forthcoming sixth medium
(see story page 24).
The next day the Post-Dispatch
carried an editorial suggesting Mr.
Thomas had proposed "a novel
view of life in a free country."
The Post-Ditspatch added:
"By the same logic, everybody would
have to eat oatmeal for breakfast if
the majority decided that oatmeal was
the ideal breakfast food. The pipesmoking minority would have to take
up cigarettes if a pollster could show
that the majority favored cigarettes.
"Manhattans, old-fashioneds, sidecars and just straight bourbon would
be out if the majority voted for
martinis.
"Mr. Thomas looks askance at minorities. 'Where,' he asks, "would the
nation be today if minority groups had
stopped the wheels of progress?' Did
he mean to say 'profits,' rather than
'progress?' In any event he might
take another look at his United States
history to learn that minorities have
always been the great force behind
the
he might
also nation's
have a advances.
look at theAndconstitution
which is so jealous of minority rights.
.No, while the majority may decide
elections, it has no right to shape
people's personal lives against their
KXOK operates transit service
in St. Louis, with 1,000 busses and
will." equipped with receivers.
trolleys

Program Service, New York. He was
formerly director of programming.
CLIFFORD E. GREENLAND, previously commercial manager, appointed
account executive in station relations
department of Associated Program
Service. He is succeeded by WILLIAM
H. HOUGHTON, formerly staff assistant, who assumes position of assistant
service manager of service department.
HAROLD HIGGINS, formerly associate of Adolphe Wendland & Assoc.,
and before that Chicago sales manager
for WOR New York, forms new product promotion company to be known as
Harold Higgins Co., 6331 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood.
HAL TATE PRODUCTIONS, Chicago,
announces sale of transcribed show,
Who's Talking, to KYW Philadelphia.
HAL TATE, owner of package firm,
returns to his work after long illness.
ROBERT J. LANDRY, formerly head
of writing staff of CBS, appointed
director of summer program at New
York
U.'s Summer Radio-Television
Workshop.
DIRECTORS of Television Fund, subsidiary of Television Management
Shares Corp., Chicago, declare 12-cent
per share dividend payable April 29
to holders of record April 17. Same
amount was paid Jan. 30.
RADIO REPORTS Inc., New York
radio "clipping bureau," recently
opened offices in three additional cities,
San Francisco, Cleveland and Philadelphia. Company, with headquarters in
New York, also has branches in Washington, Boston, Chicago and Detroit.
Equipment
Dr. DONALD B. SINCLAIR appointed
chief engineer of General Radio Co.,
Cambridge, Mass. He has been assistant chief engineer of firm since 1944
and is member of board of directors.
H. W. GRANBERRY named district
representative
Southwestern
trict of GeneralforElectric
Co. He Diswill
have responsibility for sale of broadcast equipment and will headquarter in
Houston, Tex.
I. J. MELMAN, former member of
technical staff of RCA Industry Service
Laboratories, named head of advanced
development division of Air King Products Co. He will be in charge of the
advanced development division of
company.

battery retailers and their full-time
personnel. Contest is designed to acquaint radio dealers with features of
RCA radio batteries and opportunities
offered to trade and closes June 30.
MUNTZ TELEVISION purchases former Howard Radio plant which it occupies in Chicago. Four-story structure has 700,000 sq. ft. of space, housing 900 employes and research and
manufacturing facilities of the TV set
production firm.

Ryan from
Named
(Continued
page 23)
Federal Communications Commission
to the Chairman of the Commission
important executive and administrative
functions of the Commission; and
WHEREAS, the plan perverts the recom endations of the Hoover Commission on Organization of the Exective Branch of the Government, and
is in conflict with existing law;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED,
that the NAB Board of Directors opposes Plan No. 11 and urges Congress
to reject it.
Attending
the theboard's
final
session of
board meeting,
as then
constituted, were:
• Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston,
District 1; Michael R. Hanna, WHCU
Ithaca, N. Y. District 2; George D.
Coleman, WGBI Scranton, Pa., District
3; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk,
Va., District 4; Allen M. Woodall,
WDAK Columbus, Ga., District 5;
Henry W. Slavick, WMC Memphis,
District 6; Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP
Lexington, Ky., District 7; Harry M.
Bitner Jr., WFBM Indianapolis, District 8; Charles C. Caley, WMBD
Peoria, District 9; William B. Quarton,
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, District 10;
John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato,
Minn., District 11; Clyde W. Rembert,
KRLD Dallas, District 13; Hugh B.
Terry, KLZ Denver, District 14; Glenn
Shaw, KLX Oakland, District 15; Calvintrict
J. Smith,
KFACLane,LosWJJD
Angeles,
Dis16; Howard
Chicago,
and James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati,
large stations; Kenyon Brown, KWFT
Wichita Falls, Tex., and G. Richard
Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C, medium
stations; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY
Decatur, 111., and Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL Lancaster, Pa., small stations;
Eugene S. Thomas, WOIC (TV) Washington, and Robert D. Swezey, WDSUTV New Orleans, TV stations; Frank
U. Fletcher, WARL-FM Arlington,
Va., FM stations. Excused were Harry
R. Spence, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.,
District 17; Everett L. Dillard, WASH
(FM) Washington, FM stations, and
Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis,
newly elected small stations director.
Attending as newly elected members who take office at the June
meeting were:
William B. Fay, WHAM Rochester,
N. Y., District 2; Harold Essex, WSJS
Winston-Salem, N. C, District 4;
Harold leans,
Wheelahan,
WSMB J. New
OrDistrict 6; George
Higgins,
WISH Indianapolis, District 8; Jack
Todd, KAKE Wichita, District 12; William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, District 14; A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC
Augusta, Ga., and John Esau, KTUL
Tulsa, medium stations; Edgar Kobak,
WTWA Thomson, Ga., small stations;
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington,
FM stations.
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CONSUMERS
SUPPLY
Co., Des
Moines, named distributor of StewartWarner radio and television products
in 51 central Iowa counties. EDWARD
C. MUELHAUPT is president and
manager.
REEVES SOUNDCRAFT Corp., Long
Island City, N. Y., moves to 35-54 36th
St., Long Island City.
NATION-WIDE contest for radio battery dealers and RCA battery distributors' salesmen that offers $10,000
in prizes is underway conducted by SHORTLY before primary elections, ^
KIMV (FM) Hutchinson, Kan., will
RCA Tube Dept. Two first prizes are make
15 minutes available to every
1950 Ford custom sedans. Called "Get
county candidate for election in area.
the Facts," contest is open to all radio
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Offers
Secrets. A recent AM release is
BLONDES
were mixed equallyFIFTH'
'MAGICAL
with business tips as transcription
Dumas' Cavalcade.
firms, library services and other
Frederic W. Ziv Co. showed merbusinesses of broadcasting hosted
chandise manufactured on its Cisco
NAB conventioneers on the "MagiKid trademark, popularized by the
transcribed show. Products include
Lai Fifth" floor of Chicago's Stevlens Hotel.
Thirty - seven allied
a cowboy suit, tee shirts, blue jeans,
'firms centered their displays on one
holsters, belts, shorts, mittens,
floor, decorated suites flamboyantgloves, hats, lariat and coloring
ly to catch attention and posted
books. Promotion also pointed out
placards about the corridors,
that "267 stations have 439 sponi Novelty items, though numerous,
sors of Meet the Menjous."
!were less plentiful than at last
Standard Radio Transcription
Service announced a new sub■(year's
convention.
gimmick
which brought
visitorsOne
flooding
into
scriber-bonus, 6015-second weather
,|a display room was that of Interjingles sung by Two-Ton Baker.
national Derrick and Equipment
Convention-goers received a novelty
|Co. Representatives took rapid-decoin and watched the history of the
firm flash on a screen in 30 cartoon
[veloping pictures of guests and
presented each with his own in a slides. Sports Parade, a three-acardboard folder. The picture backweek, quarter-hour open end show
ground was an Ideco derrick. Fh-m
written by Don Watrick, was inialso ran a color reel showing controduced.
struction of WCON-TV Atlanta's
Telecasters viewed five picture
|jnew 1,057-foot tower, one of the tube models exhibited by Federal
'highest in the country.
Telephone and Radio Corp., including the only 14-inch rectangular
<j Broadcast Div. of Capitol Reetube shown at the convention. Fed'ords Inc. served drinks behind a bar
eral, which manufactures a variety
'topped with a montage of record
labels and backed by a view of Sunof high-power broadcast tubes, also
demonstrated a 1 million w tube
jset and Vine in Hollywood. Transcriptions numbering 4,500 were
with high-power pulse for a cyclotron.
Jplugged as coming from "the enInternational News Service has
tertainment capital of the world."
Service offers themes, mood music,
hypoed its TV activity since the
^musical bridges, sound effects and
last convention, and now offers a
30 musical programs.
Telenews-INS daily film show,
newsreel weekly, and a weekly
Lang-Worth
Signs
19
I
sports reel. One or more of its
Cy Langlois of Lang- Worth Feaservices is now on more than 70
ture Programs reported a steady
stations, and orders were received
flow of visitors and the signing of last week from WHBF-TV Rock
19 contracts by the end of the secIsland, WLAV-TV Grand Rapids,
! ond day of the management sesWJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., and
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. Internaj■ at
sion,the"theNAB
best business
we've
seen
convention for 10
tional News Photos offers telecastI years." Lang-Worth introduced its er spot news pictures daily, a still
i new half -hour, once-weekly show,
picture package, TV Photo Quiz,
i Remember When, slated for release
Style Preview and daily pictures
j this week. Talent just signed inby mail.
j elude Russ Case and his orchestra,
I Allen Dale, Connie Haines, Juanita
Super Projectall Shown
Hall, Patti Page, Leon Payne and
In
conjunction
with the INS exhis Western music and Eugenie
hibit was that of the Super ProjBaird.
ectall, developed by Tressel TeleCharles Michelson Inc. featured
vision Productions. The instrumaterial on its Blackstone, Magic
ment, released nationally through
Detective co-op series, with its new
INS, is a new version of the Projcontest among district sales manectall introduced a year ago. The
agers. Firm is releasing for the
remote-controlled
combination-TV
first time two TV shows, both fivedevice has two built-in 35mm transminute, open-end three or five-aparency projectors, two automatic
week offerings. They are Capsule
opaque systems, and apertures for
Mysteries and Blackstone's Magic
a 16mm motion picture projector
with built-in multiplexes.
rTTTTTTX^
Gimmicks were showered by RCA
Recorded Program Services, which
Learn how to reach . . .
distributed
"512"
via
blonde
modelskeyswholabeled
admitted
it was
t| MAIN STREET BUYERS J the key to their rooms. After the
Where TV does not Q
second day, the models switched
their
line to "Thesaurus is setting
Compete for
the trade on fire" and passed out
match books with an RCA mest
your
g sage.
C. P. MacGregor Electrical
I AUDIENCE
fi
Transcriptions displayed its entire
library, which stations can buy.
Salesmen gave visitors fake $100
SEE PAGE 87
and $1,000 bills, pointing out that
BROADCASTING
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Treat

these sums could be saved by using
its services. Hollywood Theatre
of Stars and Proudly We Hail were
showcased. Forward America was
auditioned as the latest show of
World Broadcasting System. World
also promoted its time signal, commercial and weather jingles.
Microgroove recordings and their
operation were explained by a Columbia Transcriptions representative, who contrasted today's record
with that of 20 years ago. Today's
microgroove is 10 inches in diameter, weighs six ounces and is .0075
inches wide. That of two decades
ago was 16 inches in diameter,
weighed two and one-half pounds
and was a quarter-inch thick.
Mcintosh Engineering Lab and
Magnecord shared display space,
with the former showing its amplifier and amplifier equalizer. Mag-

necord demonstrated its three-head
unit monitor, amplifier and power
supply unit, and the new PT63
Magnecorder with three heads
which erase, record and play back.
The PT7-CC console includes a mecabinet. chanical unit, console amplifier and
Affiliates of Keystone Broadcasting System were entertained by
President Naylor Rogers and his
associates in a suite next to that of
Musicolor, which introduced the
"dancing light." Potentially a
video aid, Musicolor synchronizes
popular and classical music with a
pattern of colored lights flashed on
a screen. Broadcasting Program
Service offered 5,000 reels of tape
recorded music for transcriptions,
records, films, wired music and TV
films. Associated Program Service,
auditioning its shows and talent,
claims 700 stations buy its "proFairchildgrammingRecording
for profit." Equipment
Corp. brought out new improvements in its professional moving
(Continued on page 57)
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If you want sales in ceniral
Ohio then it takes WBNS to do the job
for you . . . Yes, WBNS has the listeners with the

_
HT

buying power who will step into the stores
and purchase your product. There are
187,980 families in this area who keep

■ W ^Jf

»uned to WBNS plus WELD-FM. Twenty
five years of listening have proved to
them that they can depend upon i
WBNS for the best in news, entertainment and informaWELD-FM
tion. That's why this station does a better selling job at
less cost to advertisers.
ASK JOHN BLAIR
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NAB's Conclave
(Continued from page 19)
gates in Chicago and they were rewarded with a series of earthy discussions.
Third, those who came to bury
FM were stopped short Monday
morning when several hundred
AM-FM and FM-only managers
threw into the pot a crop of ideas
on how to make money with an FM
facility.
They agreed that FM is on the
downgrade in a lot of cases but
contended the medium has technical advantages that keep alive
the hope for a better future and
that perhaps could be the savior of
aural broadcasting.
Want Business Talk
Success of these three plain-talk
work sessions accounted for the
oft-heard delegate comment that
NAB conventions should be good,
solid business gatherings instead of
speeches. Prospect of stiffer competition among radio media and
against other types of advertising
spurred this line of thinking.
The upper echelon talks about
the responsibility of broadcasters
were topped by the Tuesday speech
by Chairman Coy. He was not as
rough as he has been at some past
conventions though there was no
avoiding his punch in urging
broadcasters to watch their program and advertising standards.
Those interested in learning when
the TV freeze would be lifted were

HOT

disappointed. The chairman predicted TV would become the dominant radio medium.
Convention exhibitors were somewhat let down over the volume of
traffic in the Stevens Exposition
Hall (heavy equipment) and the
"Magic Fifth Floor," where light
equipment and services were on
display. On the other hand, many
of the exhibitors said the convention was a success from a business
standpoint because traffic was interested in looking and buying.
Attendance at the eight-day
series of meetings totaled 2,345, according to NAB. This comprised
900 registered delegates at the
Management Conference — 343 at
the Engineering Conference — 242
at the Independent's Day — 300
ladies and visitors — 560 exhibitors
and press. The total was about 300
less than the 1949 convention.
The banquet attendance Tuesday evening was 1,050, about 300
fewer than a year ago. Entertainment at the banquet was provided
by BMI on its tenth anniversary.
This anniversary, incidentally,
was an important feature of convention proceedings as BMI exploited its decade of success as an
industry copyright reservoir.
From the standpoint of time-selling and efficient management, the
three work sessions (FM, Labor
and TV) produced little that would
help the AM station manager who
is concerned about rate-cutting,
competition and rising costs.
The BMB discussion Tuesday
morning
yielded a review of

ROCKETEER

! •

• •

DULUTH, MINN.— "Hot rod? Heck, no!" says Otto
Mattick as he prepares to touch off his hot rocket.
"It takes something with super-sonic drive to get
me up where I can see the soaring figures of the
KDAL Hooper in this prosperous Duluth-Superior
Market." KDAL is way out in front with the audience in this market — America's 51st in Retail Food
Sales. Why not let KDAL put your food product
way out in front in this bonus market?

Getting ahead in the Duluth-Superior
Market is easy. Ask Avery-Knodel for
availabilities.
KDAL
does the rest.
Page 54
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BMB's status and a few inklings
on the proposed Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc. as successor. Delegates interested in knowing about BAM left the meeting
disappointed.
Two key agency executives
gently warned broadcasters they
need reliable and uniform coverage
data if they are to justify the exture of advertiser's
radio (see pendistory
page 65).money on
A new slant on the problem of
providing sales service to the industry developed when a study was
approved on the advisability of
having separate AM and TV advertising operations. A resolution
for such a study was adopted
unanimously. As envisioned, there
might be a BAB-AM and BAB-TV
arrangement, either inside NAB
itself as BAB stands at the present
or operated outside the fold as
separate corporations.
Many broadcasters talked over
their individual sales problems during the convention with Maurice
B. Mitchell, BAB director, who
spoke during the Sunday Independents meeting. Other members of
the NAB staff served in consulting
capacities during the convention.
Indicative of the desire of AM
stations to meet rate-cutting pressures head-on was a proposal to
develop a system of showing the
extent of auto, outside-the-home
and multiple-set listening.
Rate-Cutting Issue
The rate-cutting problem drew
little management discussion.
Judge Miller replied to a wire from
Walter H. Annenberg, WFIL
Philadelphia president, by saying
he felt NAB could not appropritake a adjustment
stand on the(see
station's
recent atelyrate
story
page
29). was keen in the election
Interest
by the board of Mr. Ryan to be
general manager (see story page
23). Mr. Ryan brings to NAB
more than a decade of broadcast
management experience as well as
a long record of participation in
key industry and NAB operations.
Judge Miller retains policy power
and will be free to spend more
time in high-level functions.
Mr. Ryan will serve as a general
manager operates in any organization and will not be expected to
function as a speech-maker. He
will probably work out a membership campaign to halt the resignation tide. Most of these resignations occurred at the time of the
April 1 dues increase. In addition
he is authorized to hire a field representative to work on membership. Mr. Ryan has power over
the entire NAB organization except the president and general
counsel.
Those who went to Chicago in
expectation of seeing a network
revolt were disappointed. The networks were there, but their high
executive level, except for ABC
was not represented. Station relations officials carried the convention ball.
NAB and the networks will meet
May 15 to see what can be done
about their differences.
No one

Efficiency
SYSTEM of certifying delegates held
to NAB
sion
last business
Tuesday sesat
Stevens Hotel, Chicago, was
so efficient that hotel officers
refused to let Don Petty,
NAB general counsel, enter
delegate section. When the
NAB attorney's oratory left
the officer cold he obtained
an official delegate's voting
certificate and walked triumphantly down the aisle.
could be found among the network
delegations who would indicate any
of the four associate members
would resign prior to the meeting.
NAB officials hope the reorganized
headquarters operation will remove
network complaints.
Tribute was paid Judge Miller
at the Tuesday morning management meeting when a resolution
was adopted unanimously praising
his regime and the prestige he has
brought the industry (see resolution story page XX). The convention applauded the judge after
adopting the resolution.
The subject of member resignations didn't arise during the management meeting, except in informal corridor discussions. The
undercurrent of feeling about some
phases of NAB's functioning was
discussed in group conversations
but there was no concerted expression. Some stations are thought to
have delayed resigning until the
convention was over, but belief prevailed that the pre-April tide of
resignations had halted.
Engineers Meet
The Engineering Conference that
started April 12 was well attended
and when it was over Saturday,
April 15, the technical members of
NAB agreed they had taken part
in an outstanding
casting, April 17]. session [BroadNAB's Engineering Committee
held two meetings during the technical conference. The first was held
April 12 [Broadcasting, April
17] and it went deep into the
NARBA crisis. A second meeting
was held April 14, with many committee members fearing there
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might never be another North
American Treaty. The alternative,
they explained, was electronic warfare with Cuba and Mexico.
NARBA and many Federal regulatory problems were discussed
during the annual FCC-Industry
Roundtable held April 15 (see

story below). FCC engineering
officials submitted pointed questions from industry delegates.
Here, too, the consensus indicated
fear of non-treaty warfare though
the idea was proposed that some
industry engineers don't want a
treaty.

The eight-day agenda was devoid of knotty issues. There was
little of the intense feeling that
developed at the 1949 convention
over formation of an advertising
bureau or over the rocky career of
BMB Study No. 2.

k-nuz

SUCCESS
STORY!

ROUNDTABLE
HOPE for adoption of a third
NARBA rests in the friendly attitude of U. S. and Cuban delegations and informal promise of
Mexico to enter treaty negotiations
when they resume in Washington
late next summer or early autumn,
NAB technical members were told
during the annual FCC-Industry
Roundtable winding up the Third
NAB Engineering Conference.
Four-day program ended Saturday, April 15, at the Stevens Hotel,
Chicago, as a feature of NAB convention week (first three days reported in Broadcasting April 17).
The roundtable went into practical station operating problems
and the trend of FCC thinking
along station lines. Stuart Bailey,
of Jansky & Bailey, Washington,
presided. Future of FM, inadequacy of AM, FM and TV receiving sets sold to the public and
interference problems were taken
up by a panel consisting of six
industry and six commission executives.
T. A. M. Craven, of Craven,
Lohnes & Culver, said the industry
is not agreed on desirability of a
treaty but the government wants
one. E. K. Jett, WMAR-FM-TV
Baltimore, said a treaty is necessary or stations will be pushed
right back into their antennas at
night because of interference.
Raymond F. Guy, NBC, said a
treaty is desirable but not "at any
price." Assignments are in Cuba's
favor now, he added, pointing to
Havana as the "most flagrant example" of excessive assignments.
Curtis Plummer, FCC chief engineer, said it is difficult to maintain
the status quo. James E. Barr, of
the FCC panel, reviewed history of
NARBA negotiations.
The FCC freeze was eliminated

SEE THE

BMB

NARBA'

as a topic because of its controversial nature, but Mr. Plummer
gave some general views on the
subject. He said the next phase
of the video hearings will go into
common carrier problems. This
should move quickly, depending on
cross examination, he said, but
there are 200 appearances on general and special allocations and
these may take months since the
FCC must spend at least two days
a week on normal work.
Edward W. Allen, of the FCC
group, said the ad hoc industry
committee's Volume I and addenda
was to have been taken up April 21
and then released, after which the
Commission can proceed with individual allocations.
Cites Next Step
Edward A. Wheeler, WEAW
(FM) Evanston, 111., raised the
question of FCC jurisdiction over
pulse and supersonic emissions
used in transit radio, storecasting
and similar services. The question
proved too tough, but FCC spokesmen said a fact-finding hearing
will likely be held. FCC has received no complaints of interference or degradation of service, it
was added.
The future of FM drew comments from many sources, with
agreement that it is not an engineering but an economic problem.
Mr. Jett said WMAR-FM is losing
$8,000 a month and cannot keep
operating indefinitely. John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville, recalled
the recent demise of WTMJ-FM
Milwaukee, a pioneer station. It
was noted that FM's progress is
spotty, with North Carolina one of
the bright spots.
C. M. Jansky Jr., of Jansky &
Bailey, asked if TV and AM oper-
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ations violate the duopoly rule.
Similar point was raised about
AM-FM stations. Several persons
commented on the statement by
Robin D. Compton, WOIC (TV)
Washington, that TV could carry
FM piggy-back since they are supplementary and use common plant
facilities.
Interference problems were discussed at length after the point
was raised that many suburban
transmitters that were built in
sparsely populated areas are now
surrounded by houses. Sharp
complaints were made about the
quality of receiving sets. Mr.
Plummer said many set makers
turn out receivers suitable for 90%
of locations but not efficient in
problem areas.
Makers' Invitation
Suggestion was made that set
makers be invited to the 1951 conference. Mr. Barr observed that
the licensee must do what he can
if complaints are numerous and
added that the station must renew
its AM license every three years.
The aviation angle of tower sites
was bought up but Mr. Plummer
said FCC-CAA negotiations had
been laid aside.
Monitor receiver for reproduction of picture as it would look on
an ideal TV receiver was described
by Jack W. Downie, General Electric Co. The equipment also provides means for making two transmitter measurements necessary for
top performance. These are the
transient and double to single side
band response characteristics.
George Adair, Washington consultant, presented the first draft of
detailed information worked up by
NAB to aid stations in complying
with the new FCC rule requiring
yearly proof of technical performance measurements on AM
and FM outlets. First measurement is due before Aug. 1, 1950.
Richard P. Doherty, NAB employe-employer relations director,
urged engineers to double up personnel at smaller stations to avoid
overspecialization into cases where
40 man hours of time are assigned
to a 20-hour job. He urged use of
the man on another assignment for
the unused hours, and pointed to
need for careful "human engineering" at stations. Mr. Doherty said
engineering and technical salaries
take from 9.5% to 14% of the
average station's revenues.

Mr. Fred G. Forshag
"AN 85% INCREASE IN
BUSINESS SINCE WE
STARTED USING KNUZ RADIO TIME" — that is Mr.
Fred G. Forshag talking —
manager of the RICE BROKERAGE COMPANY, Hermann Building, Houston,
Texas. Mr. Forshag continues,
"Our organization specializes
in short-term personal loans.
For our purposes, we have
found KNUZ Want Ads just
the thing. We started these
ads in September 1948. and
have stuck by them religiously ever since, for they have
brought regular results. But
in September 1949, we signed
a contract for two additional
spot announcements nightly
on the disc-jockey
show to"Beehive," from 10:30
12
midnight. As a result of this
show, our business surged
85% over a tivo-month period! Our success was vastly
greater than anticipated, and
we are determined to increase
our KNUZ time in the future."
(Upon request. KNUZ will be
happv to furnish complete story
of the success of the RICE
BROKERAGE COMPANY, or
you can contact Mr. Fred G.
Forshag at his office in the Hermann Building, Houston. Texas,
telephone AT-wood 5716.)
Before you buy the Houston
market check the top Hooperated availabilities K-nuz ofYou'll savings.
be dollars ahead
in salesfers.and
CALL, WIRE OR WRITE
FORJOE: NAT. REP.
DAVE MORRIS,
CE-8801 MGR.
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Independents
(Continued from page 26)
the strength of advertising itself.
He saw no reason why the development of television should put
more pressure for rate cuts upon
AM than upon other media, and
urged broadcasters and buyers to
re-evaluate the basic rate structures of the broadcasting media
instead of succumbing to rate-cut
pressures.
Taking a look at the NAB, Mr.
Kobak expressed hope that AM,
FM and TV divisions, with each
under strong leadership, may continue under one broad association.
But he made clear that radio and
television are competitors and that
he felt BAB's sales service functions should be separated and operated competitively.
He felt NAB should seriously
consider moving headquarters from
Washington to New York, where it
would be nearer the "business of
broadcasting," while maintaining a
branch office in Washington.
Urging stronger selling, he noted
that General Mills has bought 65
half-hours for this summer — one of
the largest summer orders — but
pointed out the idea did not come
from broadcasters. He cited other
instances in which it was the advertiser or agency rather than the
medium itself which originated big
ideas and big time sales.
Mr. Kobak also suggested a review of research policies, asserting
that tripartite control of research
in radio has not had too good a
history and pointing out that in
other fields the policies are controlled by the sellers, not the
buyers.
Research Review
In the afternoon session the
spotlight was thrown on transcription and record libraries, BMI material, selling techniques, mailorder business and international
cooperation as "program resources"
to be developed and sold, and on
the legal technicalities confronting
broadcasters in setting up and selling sports programs, particularly
baseball and racing broadcasts.
Arnold Hartley, WOV New York,
was in charge of the program re-

AT NAB's Tuesday luncheon head table are (I to r): Robert D. Swezey, general
manager of WDSU New Orleans; Eugene S. Thomas, general manager of WOIC
(TV) Washington, and Kenyon Brown, president of KWFT Wichita Falls.
sources section and Patt MacDonald, WHHM Memphis, presided
over the sports clinic.
The importance of transcriptions
and records as program sources
was stressed by John Sinn, executive vice president of Frederick
W. Ziv Co. and World Broadcasting System; Sellman C. Schulz,
vice president of Decca Records,
and Charles Grean, assistant recording director of RCA Victor
Div.
Mr. Sinn noted that transcriptions are a "tremendously important source of radio program material designed expressly for radio,"
and advised his listeners to "forget
all you knew" about transcriptions
and get a new outlook from the
1950 product. "A new era is dawning," he asserted, declaring there
is "a transcription answer" to
program, sales, cost and revenues
problems.
Messrs. Schulz and Grean outlined features of their respective
catalogs which broadcasters could
use, including children's and dramatic programs, dance-band shows,
etc.
Carl Haverlin, BMI president,
outlined BMI services to broadcasters— including one script series
which he said is sold to sponsors

TheVoicetf/Kansas
WIBW
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by almost 1,000 stations. Other
services include additional scripts,
pin-up sheets listing top tunes and
most popular folk music, a news
letter, record report, the BMI Music
Memo, model music library, disc
data, research bulletins, various
indices, record labels and basic BMI
transcription library.
BAB Director Maurice Mitchell
reported that BAB has "radically
changed" military policy on advertising, so that radio can get its
share, and announced that an
"agreement" had been reached
whereby at least one of the halfhour recruiting shows will be
opened up for
commercial
announcements,
although the show
itself may not be sponsored.
Programming's Position
He urged stronger and more personalized selling approaches, with
emphasis on sale of programs
rather than spot announcements.
He questioned the program manager's place in top management,
and asserted, though conceding he
was biased, that "I consider a program as a space between commerInternational program cooperation was emphasized by Edward
Gruskin, chief radio officer of the
cials."
Economic
Cooperation Administration; Alfred Puhan of the State
Dept.'s Voice of America, and
Pierre Crenesse, director of the
North American Service of the
French Broadcasting System.
Mr. Puhan, acting chief of the
program operations branch of the
State Dept.'s International Broadcasting Div., said the Voice is currently broadcasting 30 hours daily
in addition to 1,300 discs shipped
overseas each month.
He estimated Russia is spending
$200 million on counter-propaganda
efforts in the "cold war" — which,
he warned, "can turn hot at any

a limited basis and would act as
go-between to secure material from
overseas stations. In the same
theme Messrs. Gruskin and Crenesse pledged the cooperation of
their respective organizations.
The appeal and advantages of
"mail order business" were sketched
by Ralph Weil, WOV New York.
"I like mail order because it brings
in business," he declared. "I don't
like
per prices."
inquiryWOV,
because
I don't
like two
he reported,
sells no mail-order time of less
than 10 minutes, three times a
week for at least two weeks; reserves the right to check copy and
products and requires advertisers
to make a money-back guarantee
to listeners.
An invitation to broadcasters to .li
exchange ideas by reporting their
program,
sales, promotion
and press
sim- ft
ilar innovations
to the trade
was extended by Jerry Fraken, .
Billboard radio editor.
Most of the sports clinic — to a U
great extent off the record — was
devoted to organized baseball's recent changes, inspired by the Jus- jS
tice Dept., curtailing a local baseball club's ofveto
power
overgames.
local!'
broadcasts
major
league
Washington
Radio
Attorneys p
Frank Fletcher, part owner of
WARL Arlington, Va., and Leon- :
ard H. Marks made clear that the pa
local club's say-so is required only
during the times the local club is
playing
home,transmitters
and is limited
to 'r
stations at
whose
are located wihin 50 miles of the local
ball park.
Strouse Talk
Ben Strouse, of WWDC Washington, discussed the selling of
sports adjacencies — concluding
from his experience that the problem is not in selling them but in
finding enough to meet the demands
of advertisers.
Mr. Fletcher also called attention P

to the pending Justice Dept. anti- 3i
gambling bill, which would impose
special restrictions on the broad- ;
cast of horse-race information (seer :
story page 62). He pointed out
that Congress is currently considering the bill and suggested that,
for stations that would be affected, iir
now is the time to communicate
their views to Congress.
NAB General Counsel Don Petty
submitted
an on"interim
which showed,
the basisreport"
of a
survey, no uniformity among school «
authorities with respect to the
granting of broadcast rights to
scholastic sports events. With replies received from 22 states, the
report said, more than 75% indicate "the granting of the rights on
a gratuitous, non-exclusive basis
was the normal practice." The
NAB law department concluded
that "more can be accomplished
public-relations-wise than by resort
to the courts."

Mr. Puhan called upon U. S.
Lang-Worth Additions
moment."
broadcasters
to submit program
LANG-WORTH Feature Programs
material — particularly foreign-lanInc., New York, in the past two
guage programs — for use by the
months has contracted with 108 additional radio stations to carry its
Voice, and said the Voice in return
could supply program material on new eight-inch library.
BROADCASTING
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Split Sales Promotion
(Continued fro-m page 22)
uest television set manufacturers to
install FM tuners in all television reviving sets.
WHEREAS
the district meetings
eld throughout the country have been
rought to a new and greater usefulness to the membership under the supervision of Judge Miller,
WHEREAS Judge Miller has
J achieved greater recognition of the interests of the broadcasting industry
tin the field of international radio and
has secured participation of broadcastting representatives at the policy level
r;|in international negotiations, and
l\
WHEREAS
leadership
of Judge
'Justin
Miller hasthebrought
greater
presHige and respect for the policies and
icontribution of broadcasting to the
tlAmerican way of life,
, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED
j. . . that NAB members heartily comjmend the leadership and inspiration
[which have been provided by their
[president, Judge Justin Miller, and
pledge him their continued support in
'ihis administration of the association.
WHEREAS the consummation of a
fair and equitable television per-proJgram license with AS CAP is vital to
jthe best interests of all radio broadcasters, regardless of the type of
Jlicense under which they choose to
';operate, and
WHEREAS an industry-wide com'mittee has been appointed to negotiate
|a fair and equitable television-ASCAP
'.jper-program license, and
j WHEREAS it appears that due to
jthe complexities of the problem further
^negotiations with ASCAP are necessary to obtain such a per-program
Jlicense.
l, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED
. . . that the NAB board of directors
is urged to continue its support of the
[industry negotiating committee.
I WHEREAS since the Senate passed
'the
McFarland
1973) inin1949,
! it has
remained Bill
in (S
committee
the
• House of Representatives,
< THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED
Ithat the NAB urge the NAB board of
directors and all broadcasters to supi port the enactment of the McFarland
. Bill as passed by the Senate.
WHEREAS the association board of
directors has employed William B.
Ryan as general manager,
AND WHEREAS Mr. Ryan combines
the qualifications of experienced leadership in broadcasting with those of
sound business judgment,
BE IT RESOLVED that the convention delegates here assembled commend

Constant

SERVICE

of Highest type
will Net sponsors
INCREASED SaLES IN
HALIFAX

NOVA SCOTIA
JOS. WEED & CO.

350 Madison Ave., New York,
(Rep.)
5000 WATTS-NOW!
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the board for its action and pledge
support of Mr. Ryan in his new and
important assignment.
J. Harold Ryan, WSPD Toledo,
presided at the Tuesday morning
BMB session as board chairman of
BMB. He reviewed history of the
first two studies and introduced Dr.
Baker.
A year ago, Dr. Baker recalled,
the convention air was tense as
BMB provided a leading topic. This
year the situation has eased, he
said, with No. 2 study finished and
delivered to some 630 stations and
370 agencies and advertisers.
Eighty-eight requests for data on
nonsubscribers have come in recently, he said, with interest mounting.
Linnea Nelson, chief timebuyer
of J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, and one of the original sponsors of industry coverage service,
said agencies need BMB data to
convince advertisers we can reach
the most people for the least money
by use of radio. She said agencies
would like to have area reports, as
in the first study, and they would
like more broadcasters in BMB.
Miss Nelson, noting the small audience (about 150 as she spoke) ,
said the very broadcasters who
most need to hear about BMB
were not present.
Wants 'Exact' BMB Data
Frank Silvernail, chief timebuyer of BBDO, New York, said
his agency wants BMB data in the
exact form it is submitted to stations. Agencies need radio data in
selecting media, he continued, and
observed that often they are not
especially interested in wide coverage. As an example he cited how
a campaign using WLW Cincinnati
might include stations within the
WLW coverage area. He, too, asked
for an area report.
Henry P. Johnston, WSGN
Birmingham, chairman of the NAB
Audience Measurement Committee studying future coverage policies, said the committee had met
several times and had discussed
the problem with committees of the
Assn. of National Advertisers and
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies.
Without some uniform system of
measurement, the radio industry
will be in bad shape, he said.
In a question-answer session Dr.
Baker said no area report was provided because only 630 of 2,000 AM
stations on the air when the study
was made were BMB subscribers
compared to 700 out of 900 in 1946.
He said subscribers don't want to
give nonsubscribers the benefit of
reports. BMB's board will meet
May 9, he said. He cited the conditions by which nonsubscriber
data can be obtained and regretted some "chiselers" have tried to
obtain data without proper payment.
Dorothy Lewis, speaking on behalf of the United Nations information office, told delegates the UN
will open-end its programs for
sponsorship on May 1 but asked
that broadcasters use discretion in
selection of advertisers.

'Magical
(Continued
from, Fifth7
page 53)
coil cartridge, its unitized audio
systems and a turret head arm with
three separate cartridges. For television broadcasters, Fairchild exhibited the Pic-Sync, a system for
recording sound tracks for theatre
and video films on quarter-inch tape
in sync.
Machlett Labs displayed its complement of election tubes, including
the entire Western Electric line
Machlett manufactures and its own
broadcast and industrial line. Sharing space with Machlett was Graybar Electric Co., which distributes
both tube lines nationally. Ten
clocks, with call letter plugs, were
on exhibit in rooms of Radio Television Publicity Corp. The clocks
are spotted in retail establishments
as station promotions.
Bruce Eels & Assoc., which maintains a program library service,
played transcriptions of its shows,
including Frontier Town (52 half
hours), Leather Stocking Tales (65
quarters), and The Adventures of
Frank Race (52 halves). A tuner
with a range of 88 to 108 mc and a
10 w power amplifier highlighted
display of Multiples Sales Co.,
which also exhibited its tuner-tube
and supersonic chassis-tube complements.
Wincharger Corp. sales representatives explained operation of
the firm's antenna towers, while
nearby a Hughey & Phillips salesman displayed and explained tower
lighting equipment. Variations on
SOUTHWEST

the new miniature condenser microphone of Altec Lansing Corp. included types for stand and suspension mounting and chest plate and
lapel mounting. Other products
were amplifiers,
speech input mechanisms and intermodulation
test
equipment. Amperex Electronic
Corp.
its line
AMFM-TV spotlighted
transmission
and of
rectifying tubes, both fixed and mobile,
while Ampex Electric Corp. displayed its magnetic tape recorders,
production and playback-only units.
Presto officials demonstrated the
PT-900 portable tape recorder and
studio model SR-950, along with
the 6N recorder and 90B amplifier.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. maintained open house for broadcasters,
as did Radiotime and RCA Engineering Products. General Precision Lab maintained a suite although its main exhibit was in the
Exhibition Hall (see separate
story). SESAC had displays at
both levels also.
Harry S. Goodman Productions
introduced new radio and TV program
promotion
concerned theideas.
new Most
package,
Red Ryder,
brochures on which were distributed by a blonde cowgirl. A
new TV film series, Ship's Reporter,
stars Jack Mangan interviewing
celebrities aboard ship at the airport in New York.
Principal
display of the Gray
Research and Development Corp.,
Div. of Gray Mfgr. Co., was the
Telop, a four-channel optical system aimed at low-cost production
of TV commercial copy.
RADIO STATION
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FM Plans
(Continued from page 25)
presiding, the FM discussion was
opened with a greeting by NAB
President Justin Miller. Mr. Bonebrake keynoted the meeting with
the statement: "There's nothing
wrong with FM that a profit won't
cure." He said TV and FM possibilities are related "like ham and
eggs."
Howard Lane, WJJD Chicago,
director of broadcasting of Field
Enterprises and NAB director-atlarge for large stations, said a
mass market exists for a paid subscriber music service. This can be
done on a low-cost basis by utilizing an FM station with a cutoff
signal for talking portions of the
service.
Mr. Lane said the size of the investment depends on the market.
He said WFMF (FM) Chicago
operates 8 a.m. to 2 a.m. The receiver in a paid subscriber's place
receives music only and is silent
while news and announcements are
on the air. He described the operations of Field's Functional Music
Inc.
Musicast Cited
Second example of special-service operation was cited by Edward
Davis, executive vice president of
Sundial Broadcasting Corp., San
Francisco. He said KDFC (FM)
San Francisco began operation
three years ago and lost money
steadily until it went into Musicast.
This service provides music to
home listeners, with unobtrusive
voice material; to business and
professional places who pay for
the service. A supersonic tone is
used to eliminate speech portions
of the service where desirable.
Retailers comprise the largest
group of subscribers, Mr. Davis
said. Restaurants run second and
some business and factory establishments use the service to bring
greater efficiency among workers.
Chet L. Thomas, general manager of KXOK AM-FM St. Louis
and now chairman of the executive
committee of Transit Radio Inc.,
described the third form of special
income for FM stations — transit
service. He described it as "the

first truly complete retail medium
using radio as a means of transmission. TR reaches and sells millions of riders daily while these
riders are in transit to the point
of purchase." Text of Mr. Thomas'
speech appears on page 24.
Mr. Bonebrake described the
operation of an 18-station AM network in Oklahoma, fed by KOCYFM's 32 kw signal. He said he
hopes for a §200,000 year on the
network. National advertising is
coming in slowly, he declared, but
many of the regional advertisers
are pleased. He described the ease
of localizing
the
network. sponsors' messages on
Storecast Corp. Represented
Stanley Joseloff, president of
Storecast Corp. of America, said
"many influential people" figure
radio is losing audiences fast and
ought to start cutting rates. He
described FM broadcast service to
stores as one of the answers to
radio's problem, with some 200 national and regional food products
now buying store service and averaging over 70% renewal.
Mr. Joseloff quoted Val S. Bauman, National Tea Co. sales manager, as having 800,000 circulation
weekly in its Chicago stores alone
and calling it "a potent advertising medium." .
He proposed that an organizational job be done under NAB
aegis to bring large numbers of
stores and super markets, with millions of customers, into the store
service fold. "Don't forget that
FM's Nielsen is always 100 at the
point of sale," he concluded.
Edward Wheeler, WE AW (FM)
Evanston, 111., and WOKZ-AM-FM
Alton, 111., summarized the FM
special service discussion. He said
several or all of these services can
be operated simultaneously by
pulse equipment. He said sale of
FM sets can be stimulated by announcements on store and transit
services.
Mr. Wheeler said there are more
FM homes in Chicago than radio
homes in any one of 17 states. He
said it costs $2 to add FM to a TV
set compared to $18 for AM.
Debate on FM duplication was
waged by Merrill Lindsay, general
manager of WSOY-AM-FM De-
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BOB SWEZEY (r), general manager of WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans, takes
broadcasting seriously, as do table companions Lewis Allen Weiss (I), chairman
of the board of the Don Lee network and Benedict Gimbel, president and general manager of WIP Philadelphia.

TRANSIT

CASE

D. C. Utilities Group
Faces Charges

PUBLIC Utilities Commission of D. C. was named defendant in two,!.;
appeals filed the past fortnight in U. S. District Court as a result of the1''commission's earlier decision approving transit radio service in Washington.
The briefs, entered independently *
by two Washington attorneys April vacate the PUC's order and instruct the commission to prohibil
13 and by Transit Riders Assn.
last Monday called on the court to music-equipped busses and streetcars in the District of Columbit
catur, 111., and retiring NAB di- [Broadcasting, Dec. 26, 1949].
rector-at-large for small stations,
Guy Martin and Franklin Pollak
and J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mat- who are personally flighting TE
service before PUC and FCC
toon, 111. Mr. Lindsay advocated
duplication but conceded it will not
charged that PUC "erred" in hold
sell many FM sets except in rural ing
it had no jurisdiction to con
areas.
sider
their complaints and "totallj
WSOY started programming
ignoring" their legal contentions
separately but later switched to and refusing to reopen a hearing
duplication aside from certain to receive new evidence. Three PL
commissioners also were named a; r
sports and local programs, increasdefendants.
ing its operating hours at the same
time. He contended FM has imThey accused PUC of ignoring?
proved his AM BMB rating, the its prior orders and regulations oi
AM coverage going from three to district commissioners "prohibiting
six counties at night.
the use of amplifying devices for;
Mr. Livesay argued that FM can
advertising purposes within thtr
be made to pay if programmed
District," as well as "the constitu,
separately from AM, especially in tional right to listen or not to
the case of daytime AM outlets.
FM has added materially to the
Second appeal was filed bj
stations' income, he said. Last Hector G. Spaulding, of the lav>
season 119 basketball games were
firm of Spaulding & Reiter, lega
broadcast, many of them on FM
counsel
listen." for the Transit Rider;
exclusively. Ford dealers de- Assn., which claims a membershij
manded FM time, he said, through
of 500. TRA's brief contains simi
J. Walter Thompson Co., and want
lar charges and in addition to disbasketball next year.
continuance ofthe broadcasts, ask<
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB re- for "such other relief as the coun
search director and BMB acting
president, described his low-cost
mayThedeem
proper."
organization
has anothei
formula for local set surveys. He complaint
before the court, filec
Feb. 8 and seeking a permaneni
was not optimistic about BMB's
ability to show FM coverage re- injunction against Capital Transii
liably. He said the sample is ade- Co., which owns the vehicles.
FM. quate for AM but not as good for
Messrs. Martin and Pollak al
ready have asked FCC to designate
for public hearing the applicatior
of Capital Broadcasting Co. for re
newal of WWDC-FM Washington
Capital outlet for Transit Radic
Inc. [Broadcasting, April 17]
They contend the service is not ii
"the public interest."
BROADCASTING
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Taking
partwere
in the
question-answer panel
Messrs.
Lane,
Thomas, Joseloff, Lindsay, Bonebrake, Wheeler, Diehm and Baker
along with Everett L. Dillard,
WASH (FM) Washington and retiring FM director-at-large.

Broadcast Revenues
(Continued from page 21)
t32,100. The 821 which were built
tta>efore
a
ilon the war averaged $52,000,
ali 13<"rs drop, while those established
tio
since
ns the war averaged $6,700. Exl »ense
figures used in compiling this
lata included the expense of operatng FM affiliates but not television
Expenses.
ns It was pointed out that the 821
pre-war stations received 94% of
Iphe 1949 AM income, while 1,233
?uilt during and since the war
ishared the remaining 6%.
Network AM revenues (including networks' owned stations)
were virtually unchanged — $104.1
pillion in 1949 compared to $104
million in 1948 — while network TV
revenues gained $14.4 million for
k 1949 total of $19.2 million.
The networks' AM income gained
', Ll.3%
— probably
as aandresult
of
economies
in network
station
operations, FCC
authorities observed— to reach an aggregate of
$19.7 million.
Subtracting their
ty$12 million in TV losses, the netjworks were left with an overall
net income estimated at $7.9 million— a 30.1% drop compared to
'fL948's $11.3 million.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, reviewing the figures in his NAB
Convention speech in Chicago (see
istory page 21), pointed out that

York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and
"for the first time in its history of independent of the old man."
Financial data on broadcasting
more than a quarter of a century,
Boston
man Coy.were presented by Chairoperations in Washington, New
aural broadcasting did not contribute all or most" of the "new"
dollars earned by the industry durAM BROADCAST SERVICE*
ing the year.
Estimated 1949 Revenues, Expenses and Income
"Most of the new money came
from an upstart medium — televiChange
Percentfrom
sion," he declared, adding: "AM
and FM contributed $18 million of
(millions)
1949
1948**
the $43 million of new money, while
4 nationwide and 3 regional networks (incl. 11 key stations)
$ 97.0 — 0.4
television contributed $25 million."
Finding no significant TV impact 2,054
on AM revenues, Mr. Coy pointed
Industr
Total Broadcast Expenses
y and 3 regional networks
4 nationwide
(incl. 11 key stations) .... $ 80.1 — 2.3
out that "established stations in TV
communities suffered only a slight
decline in revenues (1.8%)," while 2,054 In
Broadcast Income (Before Federal Income Tax)
dustry and 3 regional
"in non-TV communities the estab32S716.9
4 nationwide
networks (incl. 11 keys stations)
+ 10.4
.4
lished stations' revenue was vir+ 5.7
$424
.4
tually unchanged — an increase of
+ 4.3
ndusAM
* Iof
Including
the
FM
operations
of
619
AM
licensees.
See
Table
3
for
data on FM
revenues
try licensees.
Mr. Coy cited figures from net- 2,05
4
0.3%." works and selected cities in support
** 1948 data cover 4 nationwide, 3 regional networks (including
key stations) and 1,813
2811
stations.
1
of his conclusion that "TV has not
$361 . .7 +
8.0
8
made significant impact on AM
+ 5.
TV BROADCAST SERVICE
5
revenues."
"TV," he said, "seems to be atEstimated Revenues, Expenses and Income
tracting new sources of revenue
$ 62 1949
either from increased advertising
45..(millions)
(millions)
67
expenditures by American business
—
14.6 —
or from money heretofore spent 84 TV stations
S 19.2 2.63.3
3.9
with other media."
S
4.8
The figures, he asserted, show
Tax)
Total Broadcast Expenses
that television is "still largely supS 33.8
S 12.4
8.7
84 TV stations
ported by its parent, AM," and
27.1
$ 31.0
S 11.2
also that it is "beginning to grow
up, and is starting to look hopeS
58.1
$ 23.6 1948*
fully for the day when it will be
S (6.4)
84 TV stations
S (11.8)
(12.5)
S (24.3)
(8.5)
5(14.9)
( ) Denotes loss.
* stations.
1948 data cover 4 netwofks including their 10 owned and operated stations and 40 TV

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
^Convinced of Coverage
' EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . The recent story [Respects,
I Broadcasting, Feb. 13] has convinced me, if I had not already
been convinced, that everyone reads
Broadcasting. In all truthfulness, I can't see how anyone can
make any pretense of being well
informed in any phase of broadcasting without being an avid reader of your very excellent publica-

pr0grams-p1cture albums
Printed Promotion-Special Features
IF YOUR TV-AM-FM STATION
1 NEEDS PROMOTIONAL IDEAS
SOLD TO PRODUCE CASH REVENUE OF FROM $200-$1,000 PER
WEEK AS WE HAVE DONE FOR
OVER 300 STATIONS FROM COAST
TO COAST DURING THE PAST 12
YEARS—
Wire, call, or write
Edgar L. Bill —
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager
National Radio Personalities
100 Walnut Street
Peoria, Illinois
Telephone 6-4607
j BROADCASTING

tion. It is the one magazine that
I personally read regularly and try
to read from cover-to-cover.
George F. Isaac
Commercial Manager
WCFL >:=Chicago
* *
Nielsen's Audimeter
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
We read with a great deal of
interest . . . "Rating Armistice"
which appeared in your March 6
edition.
You will be interested to know, I
believe, that the word Audimeter,
mentioned in your article, refers to
A. C. Nielsen Co.'s device which
measures radio and television audiences. "Audimeter" is our coined
word and is a trademark. As
such, it should always be printed
with
capital "A."
My a purpose
... is simply to
call this to your attention because
our patent counsel has advised us
that we must do this if we want to
protect our trademark rights. We
are informed that a failure to do
so could easily result in having our
trademark Audimeter transformed
into a generic term. . . .
A. C. Nielsen
President
A. C. Nielsen Co.
Chicago
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Of course, you want MORE AUDIENCE
FOR LESS MONEY . . . Current City
Hooperatings prove conclusively "that
WISN is YOUR BEST RADIO BUY in
the entire Milwaukee market!
WISN
5,000
WATTS
DAY
AND NIGHT
Gaston W. Grignon, General Manager
MILWAUKEE'S CBS OUTLET
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ShoDe<* ^
EQUIPMENT
VY
HEA
HEAVY DISPLAYS in the Ex- commercials at remote sites, relay unit. Collins plugged its 12Z
hibition Hall at the NAB convenweighs 50 pounds and includes two remote amplifier, which operates on
units in addition to the speaker, AC or battery, self-contained, has
tion last week in Chicago attracted
more interest but less visitors than purchase of which is optional. The an automatic switchover if the line
last year, major exhibitors told device attaches directly to a studio power fails and four input channels.
Broadcasting. Representatives of camera also.
radio and television manufacturing
RCA also introduced its new suRaytheon Mfg. Co. introduced
firms, however, seemed to prefer
per gain antenna with an exhibit two new inter-city TV microwave
the new look of seriousness on con- of a tower section fronted on each
link equipment pieces, one for fixed
side by directional elements for installations between cities and the
vention guests' faces even though
variation of a coverage pattern.
the gate was cut down.
other portable for use on remotes.
Many visitors came back four Addition of other such sections, up The modern number is RTR-1C.
and five times, exhibitors reported. to 12, increases radiated power and
In addition, the company disgives a station regional coverage,
This was seconded by Arthur
played its new console, RC12, an
Stringer, NAB assistant to the a spokesman said. This antenna
audio unit designed for TV stations
secretary-treasurer, who tabbed
has been purchased by WCON-TV
2,064 visitors between 8:45 a.m. Atlanta, which will mount it on a and for AM and FM stations planning to go into video. The instruand 5 p.m. Sunday, April 16, the
1,053-foot tower, one of the highest
ment features panel lighting for
in the country.
day before the Management Condark control rooms, a high gain,
ference opened officially. Monday,
Studio Monitor Shown
low noise level and an overall flexifrom 9 until 4, there were 1,860
bility of operation. Equipment
Among the other pieces of equipchecked in through the doors by a
racks
for
video installations comment
were
a
new,
inexpensive
stuguard. Mr. Stringer early last
plement acabinet for custom audio
dio monitor, which costs about
week predicted a larger attendance
$300. Light and utilitarian, it can and custom AM phasing equipment
than last year, which was 7,006 be
mounted into a control rack if installations. Supplementing the
over a three-day period (Sunday,
other TV equipment is the new
necessary.
Alongside this were
Monday, Tuesday).
MTV-12, low-cost station picture
video effects devices, which enable
Lower Level Exhibitors
picture combinations, insertions, monitor with a 12% -inch tube.
Nine income exhibitors and one fades and wipes to help the direcBroadcast Music Inc., celebrating
tor. The RCA Genlock permits its 10th anniversary, exhibited
non-income (Broadcast Measurement Bureau of NAB) occupied
large individual displays featuring
superimposition of film commercials over remotes with simultanesections of the 30,00-square-foot
hit songs of 27 music publishers.
hall on the lower level of the hotel.
ous locking and synchronization of Publisher-members of BMI total
field and studio generators.
RCA, with tons of AM-FM-TV
1,300. On display in the center
corridor of the Exposition Hall was
equipment, rented 2,500 squareDuMont's
major
innovation
was
feet. It was seconded in the amount
an 8-by-10-foot translucent plastic a "memory book," signed by hunof space by General Electric and
dreds of conventioneers in honor of
screen, on which 16mm films were
Broadcast Music Inc., each with projected via a mirror from the rear, the anniversary. In front of a
2,000.
for use as moving backgrounds for spring-like floral display centering
Television was the glamour at- live video shows. DuMont has de- the BMI exhibit were a violinist
traction of the show again this
veloped the DuMont-Holmes Super and accordionist, who entertained
Speed Projector, claimed to be the visitors throughout the day.
year, with RCA, DuMont and Genfirst one which operates fast
eral Electric introducing a variety
AMP Offerings Displayed
enough for projection of backof
video
equipment.
RCA's
Vidicon,
small video camera with a tube
grounds in TV. The same projector
Adjacent to the BMI quarters
can be used for studio work and along the entire east end of the
1-inch in diameter and 6 inches
long, absorbed telecasters as it operates directly into the picture hall were samples of music released
photographed live action directly tube. The projector can relay the by Associated Music Publishers, 23and through a microscope, with film impression to a screen as large year-old firm which has operated as
both projected on regulation re- as 12-by-15-feet.
a wholly-owned BMI subsidiary
Collins Radio Co. exhibited AM
ceivers. The portable camera,
since 1947. Merritt Tompkins, Asand FM transmitters, including its
which weighs only 70 pounds comsociated president and the first general manager of BMI, was on hand
plete with tripod, camera and conModel 738A, a 10 w FM transmittrol monitor, is still in the test
ter for educational broadcasting.
to outline to guests the extensive
stage. Thus far its main applicaIt released an elaborate four-color publishing list it offers in the clastion is industrial.
sical field, including contemporary
brochure on the equipment. Among
The company's new 16mm port- units shown were the power supply works. Composers represented include Villa-Lobos, Paul Hindemuth,
able projector, designed for use by box, dual preamplifier, program
small stations for telecasting of amplifier, monitor amplifier and the Igor Stravinsky and many classic
European writers. Selections in the
library represent more than 1,000
years of continuous music publishing, Mr. Tompkins said.
General Precision Lab displayed
its new line of 16mm TV projectors,
one operating directly into the
image orthicon tube, for use either
: • Gates
ks
ih\
as background or on remotes for
commercials, and the other in the
IF IT IS FDR
A
studio, connecting with either the
iconoscope chain or the orthicon
chain. Machine holds 4,000 feet
BROADCASTING
STATION
of film, operating 112 minutes, and
is controlled remotely. The frequency response is up to 10,000
'
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cycles.
General Precision claims production of the only packaged video
recorder thus far, Model VA100.
Sample video recordings were exhibited by request every hour dur-

AT A SPECIAL table for BMI publishers at the NAB convention luncheon Tuesday, Robert J. Burton (I),
vice president of BMI in charge of
publishers relations and general man
ager of BMI Canada Ltd., jokes with
Dave Kringle of Republic Pictures
Corp., who also is general manager
of Sammy Kaye Enterprises. Mr. Burton introduced more
than a score of j t1
:c
BMI publishers attending.
mg the convention on the "Magical
Fifth" floor, where smaller exhibitors displayed their products
Company also introduced what
spokesmen said is the only inverse
power law amplifier on the market
a gamma correcting TV mechanism
sold separately from the video re
corder although used with it.
Not exhibited, but discussed a
length because of its speed factor,
was the film processor, which de
velops, washes, hypoes, washes
again, air drys, infra red drys and
waxes the film in 40 seconds. It
takes slightly less than a minute
for the film to be processed from
the camera to the projector to the
theatre screen for television, and
has been used by motion picture
theatres.

j

I
B
t
:

Dr. Victor J. Andrew, chairman; f
of the board of the Andrew Corp..

FM
and TV described
transmitter
personally
the antennas.
Multi-"V
Placards spotted around the dis-f-'1
play
pointed broadcasters
out that "71use9c
of the area
AM-FM-TV
Andrew transmission lines and fit
tings." Included also was a para
bolic antenna for TV relay, samples
1,200
of the new ultra low-loss insulated ji
transmission line for TV and UHF4.
relay use and transmission line and
tower lighting equipment.
Visitors were invited by SESAC
to inspect its catalog of in 200 11
bridges, moods and themes
categories, and its script ser
Its portion of the hall was strung
with colorful balloons and card
board cut-outs of rabbits holding
service! 1
real lollipops. Featured recording
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Ifvere made by the Trinity Choir of
St. Paul's Chapel, New York; The
New York Symphony Orchestra,
Philharmonic Aeolian Glee Club
1 pnd the Barbershop Quartet. The
JScript service
includes
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Studio Setup Shown
■i Studio setups, also shown, included a block-built console for
programming and monitoring and
~re-designed studio and film camera
''channels with cables and plugs designed to eliminate interconnecting
'wiring. Other displays — TV monitors amplifiers, sync locks, video
"mixers and control panels.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau as
a division of NAB, occupied the
only non-income section. Maurice
Mitchell, director, and his staff dis'.tributed
selling
met
broadcasters
in aids.
a boothStaffers
to explain
/brochure and film material and to
consult on selling problems. The
entire exhibit was designed to increase general sales effectiveness
among AM and TV broadcasters.
Gates Radio Co. explained and
showed operation of its transcription turn-table and console. Flanking the entire section were the
- BC5B, an "entirely new" 5 kw
transmitter "which increases tube
7 life at one-half tube cost," the 1 kw
: transmitter and equipment for the
. 250 w station.
: PHILCO Corp. introduces two new
'J radio receivers. One is portable f eaTuring novel "Magnecor" long-distance
:-;aerial, the other, an AM-FM table radio
: with new double-sensitive circuit.

HENRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director M.Y.19
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Competitive Winds
(Continued from page 21)
smoke, to stay out late and even
starting to use naughty words."
He called upon broadcasters and
telecasters to remember that their
programs go into the homes of their
listeners.
"Such open entree to the family
fireside is enjoyed by no other medium," he declared. "It carries with
it a high responsibility. Abuse
that privilege, shirk your responsibility for supervising the programs and the talent you take into
these homes and you endanger a
unique and trusting hospitality."
The FCC executive felt that reexamination of program practices
is desirable for the broadcaster in
"planning how he is going to
weather the transition period ahead
of us." He continued:
For example, has he made a recent
survey to determine if he is truly
serving local needs? Is he making an
affirmative effort to find out what the
community needs are and how he can
best serve them? Judging from our
renewal applications, some stations
are operating in a paradise where
there are no problems of education,
racial understanding, citizenship,
health, housing, or recreation. But
then if it were a paradise, they would
at least have some local live talent.
So it must be a desert they are operating in.
. . . We have one applicant who includes in his modest, nay, minute
portion of local live programming his
"sign-on" and his "sign-off.'
Local Applications
Mr. Coy felt it is "praiseworthy" to carry "an elaborate
network documentary on juvenile
delinquency, or on housing, or on
"But," he wanted to know, "what
health."
about the broadcaster's own community. Is he indulging in escapism by ignoring conditions right in
hisHeowncalled
frontattention
yard?" to a recent
NAB report which held that good
programming in itself will not continue to satisfy sponsors and that
commercial radio "is founded upon
programs which appeal to the listening public and which sell merswer was thischandise.": Mr. Coy said his an"The American system of broadcasting— which is a commercial
system, and I repeat that I hope
it continues to be and that I know
of no one in the government who
wants to change that; — is not founded simply to appeal to listeners and
sell merchandise. That concept
completely brushes aside the valuable, the indispensable role in a
station's total program structure
of the program that may appeal
only to listeners and of itself may
not sell one penny's worth of merchandise."
He cited religious programs and
forum discussions of community
issues as broadcasts which may
not attract sponsors — or may be
kept sustaining at the wish of the
station — but which are among the
"most appealing programs of the
schedule" from the public's standpoint.
Su"h programs, he said, "play
a stellar role in keeping listeners

AFFILIATE duo at ABC Chicago meeting (I to r): E. K. Hartenbower,
KCMO Kansas City, and Henry P.
Johnston, WSGN Birmingham.
in the habit of looking to their
radio set for the most significant
and most vital events of the day.
Sponsored programs owe as much
to them as they owe to sponsored
programs. And that points up why
a broadcaster cannot serve the
public interest unless he has at
his command a reasonable amount
of sustaining time to allocate to
such
He programs."
reported "a growing revulsion against lapses of good taste
and against excessive and indiscriminate crime and horror program ing." If crime programs do
not pay in terms of what they do
to promote suppression of juvenile
delinquency, he observed, "then
they
not anpayinstitution
in terms offorradio's
futuredo as
combetterment."
If a munity
broadcaster

is in doubt

about the effect of his practices
upon the community, Mr. Coy suggested he turn to, "of all people,"
his public.
On the handling of controversial
issues, he pointed out that the licensee is "a trustee for all the
people with many divergent viewpoints. So the standard must be
fairness to all such viewpoints."
He emphasized what the Commission had pointed out in its letter
to WLIB New York "interpreting"
the Mayflower Decision — if a
broadcaster editorializes he must
do more than "sit in his office and
wait for someone to show up and
demand time to present the other
"It is up to him," he said, "to
pick up the telephone or to put on
his hat and coat and go out and
make a conscientious effort to enlist some responsible representative
of side."
the other side." The broadcaster
might, he added, use his broadcast
facilities to invite the presentation
of differing viewpoints.
Chairman Coy told his listeners
that broadcasting "has a great role
to play" in national security, where
"our first line of defense is an
informed people who will act instantly and unitedly in any crisis.
"The service that broadcasting
can render has a high survival
value in these troubled times. As
we face the latter half of the
Twentieth Century, no group in our
society has greater power or potentialities for building and guarding
America than you American broadcasters."
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GAMBLING

INFORMATION

FCC's alternative proposals on the
Justice Dept. bill designed to curb
broadcast, telecast and other interstate transmission of gambling information isexpected to command
top attention of a Senate subcommittee moving into the second week
of hearings on Capitol Hill.
Sessions are expected to resume
early this week — either today
(Monday) or tomorrow. FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy, did not appear last week as scheduled. He
may
the Commission's
views present
to the Senate
Interstate &
Foreign Commerce communications
subcommittee sometime this week,
although no arrangements had been
set late Wednesday.
In addition, it was believed that
members of the radio and television
industry also would offer their
comments as the hearings progress,
though again no schedule was revealed.
The subcommittee, headed by
Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (DAriz.), is eliciting views on a bill
(S 3358) introduced by Sen. Edwin
C. Johnson (D-Col.) "by request"
of the department, which requested
the study. (Neither Senator Johnson nor FCC has expressed favor
for the legislation.) Last Monday
the group heard Attorney General
J. Howard McGrath and two other
Justice Dept. officials.
At the same time the Senate
Democratic Policy Committee cut
props from under a similar but
broader study of organized crime
by refusing to take up a resolution
by Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.).
Plan would set up a joint committee comprising two members from
the Senate Commerce Committee
and three from the Senate Judiciary group.
A dispute over jurisdiction of the
respective committees arose last
week when Sen. Homer Capehart
(R-Ind.), pointed out that the Senate Commerce subcommittee already had begun hearings. He also
suggested that the special committee, under the Kefauver proposal,
be expanded to 11 members, six of
them from the Commerce group.
Senator Kefauver asserted that
if his original resolution had been
adopted two weeks ago, the Judiciary Committee would be exploring the same ground at present.
He urged consolidation of the hearing, conceding that the Commerce
subcommittee will have "a great
deal of information which will be
of value to the special committee
when it gets started."
FCC Chairman Coy is expected
to present an FCC draft, already

passed on to the Justice Dept.,
which would simply ban broadcasttelecast common carrier transmission of gambling information dealing with bets, wagers, odds and
prices paid. FCC would impose
no hour time lag following completion of horse races, and would also
levy no prohibition against broadcasts or telecast of sports events
[Broadcasting, April 17].
The Justice Dept. bill would outlaw interstate transmission of
gambling data on sports events;
require that stations delay broadcast of details at least an hour
after races are run, and permit
limit stations and networks to one
horse race broadcast per day.
Generally, too, the Commission
feels the Justice Dept. measure is
too general, all-inclusive and complicated, and would
increase FCC's
administrative
burden.
The FCC bill also would set up
provisions similar to lottery statutes enforceable under the Criminal
code incorporating criminal sanctions against stations who would
violate the proposed law, it was
understood.

We don't sell "time"!
We USE time to increase
your sales and profits.
WGRD

Swnai

Legality Questionable
The FCC version is expected to
elicit careful attention of legislators and the Justice Dept. itself,
whose officials reportedly are not
too hopeful of the legality of its
bill as it stands now. Attorney
General McGrath last Monday told
the subcommittee:
"If there is a simple precise
formula, resting upon a demonstrable factual basis as a solution
for the illegal transmission problems, without undue interference
with press and radio, I am more
than willing to join in supporting
it." He said his "mind is open"
on the question of criminal penalties.
Senator McFarland announced,
at the opening of the Monday session, that "if we postpone hearings
we would, in effect, kill the bill.
The subcommittee deems it a duty
to hold hearings." Also heard were
James M. Mclnerney, assistant attorney general, Criminal Div., Justice Dept., and Herzel Plaine, of
the solicitor's office.
Sitting in on the Monday session,
in addition to Senator McFarland,
were Sens. Lester C. Hunt
(D-Wyo.), Johnson, Capehart, and
Kefauver.
In his statement to the subcommittee, the Attorney General asserted "it is quite evident that the
modern bookmaking operation is
completely intertwined with communication systems of this country . . . and to deny the use of the
facilities of interstate communication to the organized gambling fraternity would be a knockout blow
to their operations."
Attorney General McGrath noted,
however, that information on horse
races and sports events considered
essential to bookmakers and gam-

BAN

which the public is entitled by
means of the usual press and radio
dissemination." The importance of
maintaining the constitutional
guarantee of press freedom must
be fully taken into account in
evolving any legislation, he cautioned. Such a "guard" is clearly
provided in the bill, he felt.
With respect to the proposed
hour time lag in broadcasts following conclusion of the race, the
Justice Dept. official said it was
peculiar only to horse race events
and is "necessary in order to frustrate its illegitimate use, but without destroying its value or currency as news to the general
non-gambling public. We feel that
only the gambling interests, or
those who stand to gain from the
relationship of such broadcasts to
gambling, will be hurt or complain. .. .
"Lest anyone raise the charge
that the brief time lag proposed for
the broadcast ... is censorship of
the radio or television," Attorney
General McGrath observed, "may I
hasten to point out that since 1934
Congress has flatly prohibited, not
merely delayed for an hour, the
radio broadcasting of information
concerning lotteries, which is a
form of gambling with some wider
commercial implications than horse
". . . There is no limitation whatracing."
soever on broadcasting information
concerning all other sporting
events. In total, the safeguards
for the press, for the press .services, and for radio and television
broadcasting, are specific, detailed
and complete," he emphasized.
Expressing belief that the broadcast phase was the lesser "significant" in this problem, the Attorney
General conceded that his Crime
Conference, whose meetings last
February served as basis for the
legislation, found difficulty in defining "gambling information." But
he added:
". . . Ultimate use for printed
news publication or radio or television broadcasting is regarded as

mj^n^
good; any other use is presumed to
be bad, unless it can be shown that
such other use is not in circumvention of the purposes of the bill."
Sports news is transmitted by communications for either of two purposes— as legitimate news or for
gambling — he noted.
Senator Capehart asked whether
it is not true that the proposed bill
puts
"burden orof communications
proof" on radio
stationthelicensees
carriers. Mr. McGrath agreed but
said a licensee would be subject to
FCC action only if, "after it has
been called to the licensee's attention, he repeats the practices."
Bill's Provisions Explained
In the afternoon session, Messrs.
Mclnerney and Plaine explained
provisions of the bill and said it is
based on the premise that gamblers need communications and that
enforcement still would lie with
state authorities.
Queried by Senator Capehart,
Mr. Mclnerney said radio and television stations would "know
whether they are violating the law
from the very nature of the inforas defined
in the
In
further mation
reply,
he felt
thatbill."
placing
liability
on both
sender would
and receiver of such
information
be
"bad" — would throw the federal
government into state domain "on
The Indiana Republican sugboth feet."
gested "that might be better than
imposing the responsibility on
radio
Mr. companies."
Mclnerney revealed to the
congressional group that the Justice Dept. had considered an alternate provision defining gambling)
explicitly as data covering odds, i
wagers, etc. Such a provision, he
added, would not prohibit radio-TV'
broadcasts.
For instance, he elaborated, winners could be announced on either)
media "without odds". Mr. Mclnerney thought that "maybe the
committee
could
satisfy itself" on!
this
alternate
suggestion.

SPEAKERS' TABLE guests at the opening luncheon of the NAB Convention
last Monday included (I to r) Chef Thomas, general manager KXOK St
Louis; William Hedges, vice president in charge of planning and development J
for NBC; Sidney Kaye, vice president. Broadcast Music Inc., and John Elmer.H
president and commercial manager of WCBM Baltimore.
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"Hollywood Playhouse" is now sold out! However, the waiting list is forming at the right with a
few
availabilities scheduled to open up the middle
of May.
If you're interested in participating in WPTZ's
new 6-for-l "Hollywood Playhouse" package, drop
us a line here at WPTZ or see your NBC Spot Sales
Representative. Don't delay; it's already later than
anyone thought!
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1800 Architects Building •
Philadelphia 3, Penna.
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Weeks

Rating

"Hollywood Playhouse", WPTZ's full length daily
feature picture, had heen on the air just three weeks
when the first American Research Bureau survey was
made. Preliminary reports from ARB show the program pulling down an average rating of 27.1. This
means that better than one-quarter of the 435,000
television equipped homes in Philadelphia are tuned
to "Hollywood Playhouse" every day!
What makes this terrific record even more eyeopening is the fact that WPTZ's entire afternoon
schedule also is only three weeks old and breaking
established competition.
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McCann-Erickson's

ADVERTISERS
no longer are
using television "just to get their
feet wet." They're using it "only to
get merchandising results."
Marion Harper Jr., president of
McCann-Erickson, voiced this opinion Wednesday at the closing session of the NAB convention. He
declared:
"Just as any medium that is regarded as a major advertising
medium, TV must pay off in— (1)
proved ability to take its place as
a major medium in consumer regard; (2) ability to provide sufficient coverage to support mass-produced and consumed package items
and to be merchandisable, and (3)
ability to accomplish specific adobjecvertising and marketing
tives "

sented the advertiser and station,
respectively, on the subject, "The
profit Motive in TV."
Relating the story of how his
Hudson dealership had risen from
"2,000th to first place" in the nation through TV, Mr. Moran asserted he entered the medium "to regain
public confidence."
"And since buying TV, I wouldn't spend 10<> on radio," he added,
The "Courtesy Man" told how the
offer of 50 toy Hudson autos on one
brought 12 police
TV program
squads to his establishment the
next day to handle traffic. Street
cars were Piled UP for two miles>
ne recalled.
Mr- Moran recommended "being
honest with the public— giving
them everything you promise to

He urged stations and media
owners
... toj "provide
i adequate de.
scriptive data on the medium m
relation to the market and collect
result data on successful local use
of TV "
Cites Sales Increase

fQlf ^^IfJln
T^T^
He
said. and
he
Wl1 ,b?to $35°>000>
1950
is
opposed
long; commercials
,
„
, ° ,,
.
,
° \ forward to the day .£he"
Courtesy will program without
the public
them, believing that
likes it better this way."
Mr. Outler noted that it was an

Harper

should have been spent deliberately
and with measured intent." He suggested that telecasters begin with
the "natural premise of profit to
the customer — then the approach
would
easier." is going to buy
"The beadvertiser
only so long as the price is right
and he gets acceptable return for
his dollar," said WSB-TV's manager. "There's a lot of romance
selling in the earlier days of a station's life, but inevitably comes the
day when the honeymoon fades
and the man wants his money's
Video Must Hold
He reminded the delegates that
worth."
"the whole trick in profit is in
circulation — and your audience
won't stay with you very long,
after they've grown used to TV in
the home, if your programs are

Urges

Market

Data

heavy tollthat
on must
personnel.
So —it'sanda
decision
be made
Mr. Outler recommended that
adhered
to."usage be made of the
the
fullest
time and efforts of intelligent personnel— "or there's waste and extravagance that keeps mounting
with each additional hour or each
additional
Concludingprogram."
the TV phase of the
convention was a warning by Robert C. Tait, president of Stromberg-Carlson, licensee of WHAMTV Rochester, N. Y., that programming standards of good taste, acceptance and decency must be developed quickly as a safeguard
against criticism and possible future government regulation.
Mr. Tait noted that some criticism already is evident among "professional do-gooders."
"This cannot
be ignored," he said,
"since television enters the living
room, without benefit of mass psychology. Television must become
more and more intimate. There is
an intimacy here that we must

"The general experience has been
mediocre."
that set population grows faster
when there is a balanced program
ratio which includes a network
service — and locally produced
He noted that the trend of TV
on the
Showing TV's net gain in audi- "interesting commentary
shows," he continued. "Locally
guard
jealously."
(Continued
on Telecasting 18)
enc- on a series of slides-^ll based system of free enterprise that the produced
shows,
however,
exact
a
P10neerinS
TV
for
Daid
money
TV-using
23
ickson's
on McCann-Er
~
and AM-using clients — Mr. Harper
reported that sales of products in itf%ff%Sfl^
m ni *m M
Big Ten Bans, PCC to Follow
four TV markets, as compared to M^mMWmM
B LI
jft rTf"
Rom 19 toT^ mark6tS' ^ ^
"But in spite of this increase,
television did not pay off for these
advertisers the first year due to
costs," he said. "It is to be expected
that TV will pay off in its second
year if it holds the business and
continues getting new business at
the same rate."
The McCann-Erickson president
disclosed that a recent contest for
an agency-handled beer account had
drawn 49,700 entries in six weeks,
in a market with 52,000 receivers, at
a cost of 1 cent per entry.
Jim Moran, head of Courtesy
Motors, Chicago, and John M. Outler Jr., WSB-TV Atlanta, repre-

"•I"*'
I CLE V#l J I J
Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, NorthLIVE TELECASTS
of Big Ten
western, Purdue and Wisconsin disfootball games were banned for "at
cussed all angles of the telecasting
ieast one year" last week when
of college athletics with non-Conathletic directors of the Intercolference representatives from Pittsiegiate Conference meeting in Chiburgh, Notre Dame, South Carocag0 termed TV "adverse" to gate
lina and Marquette. In addition,
attendance.
Such action by the
directors, forecast periodically as the NCAA sent its three-man TV
coaches complained of declining study committee.
That group, headed by Tom
gate recepits, may set a precedent
Hamilton of Pittsburgh, is making
for other college and university
a survey on the same subject for
groups, also members of the Nareference to the NCAA convention
tional Collegiate Athletic Assn.,
in Dallas next January. At its
and may be extended to include
convention this year, NCAA memother sports.
bers voted to limit contracts for
Although official decision is not
live TV to one year.
expected for many weeks, Pacific
Film Approval
Coast Conference as a group or
~
'*■""■'•''■''*''*■'*■'*■*''*■'*• its member colleges
Western
Conference
Schools next
as individuals,
IN THIS TELECASTING ... are expected to follow the Big Ten's
season, although refusing to permit
tv Must Sell, Harper
3 action in banning live telecasting
simultaneous telecasts, will allow
Big Ten Bans Grid Telecasts 3 of f00tball games in the West.
Mutual Enters TV Networking 6
....
.
. ,, complete films of the games to be
shown after 6 p.m. the following
"Almost unanimous agreement
sees Coast-to-Coast Video
cowan
by '51
6 for banning live telecasts of top- day (usually Sunday). Post-game
Effort Made To Speed Color Hear- rung football games was reached
highlights on film have also been
twoa
in
rs
directo
Ten
Big
Hecnt Reviews TV's Retail Role 9 daytheconference
April 15 and lb approved.
Conferees agreed almost unanimously that:
LaSalle
Chicago's
at
™ , c, 4
,n
Film
Telefile
* Hotel.
n/r- -uiAt
*.-,„. Report * . . 19
(1) TV definitely will have an adthat tlme> men from Mlchigan
12
Telestatus
verse effect on attendance, affecting
mmv.^m'mmm^m.m.-^'s.v.'i State, Ohio State, Illinois, Indiana,
kmmm^mm^
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the contest being televised as well as
other contests in the reception area.
(2) TV does have a positive public
relations influence, including the live
telecast, the post-game film and high(3) light
Thefilms. fee to be charged for TV
rights, particularly for football, is
variable and debatable. The so-called
"meter" plan (Phonevision or some
similar system) for set owners might,
in the future, be a solution for determining the true value of these rights.
(4)
Both
Conference
and non-Con-,
ferenee institutions
conclude
that live
telecasting of football games will be
more harmful than helpful to college
athletics in general and college football in particular.
(5) Football coaches have an equity
in TV, in considering scouting responsibilities, and visiting institutions
have an equity in TV inasmuch as it
is agreed TV will have an adverse
effect on attendance.
(6) Institutions do have a definite
obligation and responsibility to neighboring and sister institutions because,
in the final analysis, institutions are
completely dependent upon each other
in the conduct of intercollegiate
athletics.
Fritz Crisler of Michigan, chair(Continued on Telecasting 17)
TELECASTING
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sparkling fare that has won
WLWT wide acclaim for effective
production techniques, and a firm
place in the hearts of its advertisers. Success stories have been
accumulating in the WLWT files
during its two-year operation.
One such program, the daily
50 Club, stresses audience participation with interviews, games and
contests for 50 women who
gather in the studio for luncheon
and furnish the entertainment. So
popular is the show that the ticket
supply is exhausted until May 1951.
Ever aware of the rural-minded
element in the Buckeye State and
the inherent predilection of its
natives for home brew, barn dances,
group singing and other bucolic
frolic, WLWT in August 1948
launched Midwestern Hayride, a

sponsorship on a participation
basis only. This policy enables
smaller business men to get "their
feet wet" in video advertising at
a price they can reasonably afford,
station believes.
The policy is operated in conjunction with WLW's famous merchandising service, which is continually expanding to cover TV
advertisers. It has paid off handsomely. The number of sponsors
has jumped from 103 last January
to 148 at present.
The sales force that makes
WLWT's whirl go 'round, sponsorwise, is headed by William McCluskey, who was named the first
fulltime salesman for the station
last May. Today five men comprise the staff, which has evolved
provisions for Class C time, as well

Crosley's Pioneering WLWT
Passes Two-Year Milestone

cinnat
Cin
n hasTV risere-n
latioi's
JUST as ceive
r circu
from a scant 100 sets in mid1947 to a reported 106,000, so has
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s
WLWT (TV) grown in stature as
the city's pioneer television outlet.
Last week Crosley officials drew
second breath and scanned its
passing TV parade since April 1823, 1948, when WLWT held a weeklong open house to commemorate
the grand opening of its studios.
Actually, the WLWT story has
been 13 years in the making — years
of painstaking experimentation and
development which hark back to
April 1937 when AM-grounded
engineers, under R. J. Rockwell, began developing equipment necessary for getting a TV signal on
the air.
The result of their collective
labor was a transmitter, three cameras and miscellaneous equipment
vital to getting experimental outlet W8XCT in working order. Two
of the three iconoscope cameras
built then are in use now for films
and slides at Crosley's WLWD
(TV) Dayton; the other was
loaned to Dr. Allen B. DuMont for
his early video work, according to
Crosley engineers.
T-Day

T-Day officially came to the
Queen City on Feb. 15, 1948. And
when WLWT celebrated its second
birthday anniversary two months
ago, Crosley officials proudly cited
it as another demonstration that,
just as AM parent WLW had
served as the "cradle of stars," so,
too, could WLWT lay claim to
some spectacular TV developments
in the Buckeye State.
Behind this initial development
and laying of the groundwork for
WLWT's role in an all-Ohio TV
network lay extensive and far-seeing planning by two of radio's most
prominent personalities — James D.
Shouse, chairman of the board, and
Robert E. Dunville, president of
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. — and
an original investment of approxiPage 4 • TELECASTING

mately $700,000.
Under their deft supervision, the
station has devised a programming
balance designed to hold regional
as well as local interest. Heading
up that job is John T. Murphy, the
company's director of television
operations.
Others who devote their time
and efforts to the day-to-day problems of putting WLWT on the air
include Lin Mason, WLWT program director, and Bernard Barth,
program coordinator for the three
Crosley video operations.
In its two years plus of operation,
WLWT has celebrated a number of
milestones, starting with T-Day in
February 1948 when the station
featured a special video show and
live excerpts from its current AM
contemplated shows. A week earlier, call letters had been changed
from W8XCT to WLWT.

STILL another occasion for rejoicing was a special network
telecast, NBC Salutes WLW Television, which highlighted the inauguration of coaxial cable service to
Crosley's three TV outlets— WLWD
WLWT and WLWC (TV) Columbus— last Sept. 25.
Crosley's own three-station Ohio
network involves a complex system
of interconnection facilities enabling WLWT programs to be received and rebroadcast by the Dayton and Columbus outlets. Both
microwave and coax transmissions
are used.
WLWT became the second NBCTV affiliate in the nation in April
1948, using kinescope recordings of
popular shows until the advent
of coaxial service nearly a year and
a half later. Station has no other
network affiliations.
In addition to network service,
the Crosley outlet currently is programming approximately 40 hours
of "live" studio features each week.
Total weekly programming comes
to 86 hours and 35 minutes.
A cross section of its originated
programs reveals a schedule of

weekly hour-long program under
sponsorship of the Bavarian Brewing Co. The program, using rural
talent, has achieved recognition, not
only for its entertainment value,
but for integrating commercials in
such a honey-coated manner that
they become part of the amusement
fare of the program. That will
offend no televiewers, certainly,
and it has worked out to the advertiser's advantage. Twenty
months with the same sponsor — in
view
of TV's
high costs — must be
reckoned
noteworthy.

General
include
R shows
OTHE
ast
Store,
a comedy
telec
which has attracted sponsors from
its inception six months ago with
ad-lib routines between two not-sobright residents of a small backwoods town, and Melody Showcase,
sponsored by Crosley distributors.
Though relatively recent to
WLWT logs, program has drawn
acclaim for its production numbers and stage effects; and the
variety acts may well compare
favorably with similar network
telecasts.
Beck Show
Homemakers receive help from
Catherine Beck on Magic TeleKitchen, the first daily feature
originated in WLWT's Mt. Olympus studios. Its selling power has
been demonstrated often. For example, a one-minute spot announcement for a Juengling meat
recipe book flooded the station
with 320 calls within 30 minutes
after the show signed off. Sponsor acknowledged receipt of 280
replies at his place of business.
Similarly, a local contractor
found that showing prospective
buyers the telecast in his office
resulted in 95% specifying Kelvinator equipment (like that used
on the Kitchen Klub, former title
for the Beck show) in new homes.
These results appear typical of
shows on WLWT's entire afternoon schedule started last September when daytime programs of the
Crosley
Cincinnati-Dayton-Columbus circuit
were first offered for
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as 20- and 40-minute time segments.
Rates have been increased since
May 1948, three months after it
began commercial operation, when
WLWT already had set itself a
profitable pattern with 36% of a
30-hour week sold.
Present rate card lists Class A
time (6:30-11 p.m. and all day
Sunday) at $350 per hour, $280
for 40 minutes, $210 for 30 minutes, $175 for 20 minutes, $140 for
15 minutes, $125 for 10 minutes,
$90 for five minutes, and $35 for
one minute. Class B time ranges
from $210 per hour and $130 per
half-hour to $70 for 15 minutes
and $20 per minute spot. Class C
time: One hour, $175; 40 minutes,
$140; 30 minutes, $105; 20 minutes,
$87.50; 15 minutes, $70; 10 min$62.50; 5 $20.
minutes, $45; 1 minuteutes,
(or less),

ged on
conver
ORSof who
VISIT
City's
Queen
the
on station
televisi
commercial
firststudios
two years ago glimpsed the finest
of Crosley facilities including: two
studios, measuring 50 ft. x 75 ft.
x 35 ft. and 30 ft. x 60 ft. x 15 ft.
and located on the first floor of the
four-story building; two RCA studio cameras; three field cameras
for the mobile unit (two of which
now supplement the studio equipment) ;such film facilities as two
16mm, two 35mm projectors, two
slide projectors, two film cameras,
one Houston film processor and one
auricon film camera.
The mobile unit is a converted,
air-conditioned 32-passenger ACFBrill Motors bus, carrying 1,500
feet of cable, two sets of portable
microwave equipment, sound
equipment,
monitoring
and shading
devices,
controls
and power
supply
— a veritable studio on wheels.
Delivered in the fall of 1947, the
formidable unit filled early programming needs of WLWT and
figured prominently in several TV
"firsts," including the telecast of a
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
concert with Jose Iturbi in April
1948 — two months after the station
BROADCASTING
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aired its first commercial program.
Other notable firsts include the
TV debut of Boston Blackie in
August 1948; one of the first paid
political telecasts, with Alben
Barkley and local Democratic leaders in November 1948; and a pickup from under the Big Top of the
Cole Bros, circus, among others.
Commercially, WLWT premiered
the Flash-O-Graph, now widely
used for newscasts, in connection
with a commercial for Dodge Dealers of Greater Cincinnati. Station
also pioneered in the method of
presenting a sponsor's message
during a football or other sports
program without interfering with
the progress of the event.
Stress Sports
Cincinnatians like their sports
about as well as 3.2, and the Crosley outlet probably has placed as
much emphasis on sports as any
other of the 103 TV stations on the
air today. And sports figured in
another first for the station when
WLWT's telecast of the Carthage
Fair Harness races played a part
in a successful Stratovision transmission of a program to the East
Coast.
Other sports telecast by WLWT
have included horse racing, bowling, billiards, boxing, wrestling,
basketball, baseball, table tennis, an
ice show and midget auto racing.
Under Vernon (Red) Thornburgh,
who was named sports director by
Mr. Shouse in September 1947,
W8XCT telecast the first major
league baseball game in Ohio involving the Cincinnati Reds. Station telecast Reds games during
the 1948 season.
A telecast of the Golden Gloves
boxing tournament in February
1948 seems to have indicated even
at that early date, that box office
proceeds do not necessarily suffer
adversely from coverage by television. Attendance totaled twice as
many as the previous year when

ary. Wiedemann Brewing Co., always a leading advertiser, picked
up the tab for the Golden Gloves
boxing tournament and a department store followed suit with
Luncheon at the Sinton. The advertiser, H. & S. Pogue, is still buying time with ^the *station.
%

TYPICAL of WLWT production numbers winning widespread acclaim is this
setup of lights, cameras and settings for station's weekly Melody Showcase
featuring variety acts. Sponsored by Crosley distributors, the program is a
relative newcomer on WLWT's schedule and illustrates use of stage effects
in its local studio programming.
the matches were available only to
sports fans at the actual scene of
the event.
Today WLWT carries such
sports events as wrestling from
Dayton (through WLWD) and boxing from New York's Madison
Square Garden (NBC-TV).
* * *

cation was
appli
LE g its
WHIpendin
before
FCC in April
1939, Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
leased the 48th floor of Carew
Tower, Cincinnati's claim to skyscraper fame, and gave the first
Ohio demonstration of television
over a closed circuit — with equipment designed and constructed in
y's
Crosle
Broadcast Engineering
Labs. Observers didn't think it too
successful.
But two years later in April,
after continued improvement of
equipment was interrupted by the
war, another demonstration provided good air transmission and
reception. Then Crosley engineers

WLWT's role as affiliate of the NBC-TV Network and as the key outlet of
the all-Crosley, three-station Ohio link, comprising outlets in Cincinnati,
Columbus and Dayton, was planned by two Crosley Broadcasting Corp. officials— James D. Shouse (seated), chairman of the board, and President
Robert E. Dunville. WLWC Columbus and WLWD Dayton also are owned by
the company, and participate regularly in exchange of programs among the
three outlets.

were transferred to the company's
manufacturing plant to work on
war projects.
The government authorized test
transmissions in May 1946 and
14 months later W8XCT embarked
on a regular one hour weekly program schedule. Its officials, with
eyes on future acceptance of video,
set forth to awaken public interest without overrating "things to
Public Service
Enthusiastically they focused
cameras
come." on every phase of public
life — religious services, bridge
games, swimming exhibitions, baseball, football and even programs
based on popular parlor games.
Fewer than 100 screens in the Cincinnati area received the fare — but
programming jumped from 5%
hours in August to a 20-hour week
by the end of 1947.
The Crosley outlet was granted
its commercial license in January
1948, but the first sponsored program was not telecast until Febru-

INantenna
March, completed,
its new typeWLWT
high-gain
became the most powerful in the
world, operating on a power equivalent to 50 kw and reaching an area
within a 50-mile radius of Cincinnati. The five-bay turnstile antenna weighs three tons, measures
85 feet and its top towers 571 feet
above the ground. Completion of
the antenna climaxed another phase
of WLWT operations.
Programs 40 Hours Live
WLWT studios and tower are set
high
Cincinnati's
districtabove
and belies
the busy business
activity
which provides approximately 40
hours of "live" programming
weekly for Queen City viewers, in
addition to network service. Site
has become known as Mt. Olympus.
Although company engineers hasten to describe it as "freak reception," WLWT's signal since the
early days of programming has
been received repeatedly in distant
spots normally
coverage
area. beyond
Reportsthe ofstation's
reception have flowed in from such states
as Iowa, Minnesota, Florida, Texas
and Tennessee, as well as from
points within Ohio — ranging from
100 to 200 miles from Cincinnati.
Crosley engineers have offered
their own pet theory for such a
phenomenon — ionized air layers and
wave guide effects, with stratified
air guiding the WLWT signal to
such faraway places. In any event,
they caution letter-writers in far
away places not to expect "regular,
dependable service from WLWT."

SOLVING the daily problems involved in operation of WLWT as the key outlet in Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s three-station TV network is a fulltime
job requiring the combined efforts of these station officers. (L to r) Lin
Mason, WLWT program director; William McCluskey, sales manager, and
Bernard Barth, program coordinator for three Crosley outlets (WLWT WLWC
WLWD) confer with John T. Murphy (seated), director of overall television
operations.
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NETWORKING
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MUTUAL
president and chief engineer, about be reasonbly assured of an order
SIGNALLING Mutual's entry into service eventually will be extended
from WOR for facilities, at least in
to Mutual affiliates which operate
the television network field, MBS
the TV network plans of "WOR or
television stations.
the beginning, to such key televiPresident Frank White announced
sion points as Washington, Boston,
last week that Mutual will make
"Mr. Poppele stated that . . .
The network's stockholders
they
plan
to
eventually
expand
on
meanwhile
re-elected
all
officers
its key TV stations available for
Pittsburgh and Chicago."
Mutual."
In the stockholders' voting, Presnetwork advertisers who wish to and directors, and the directors in a national basis when the FCC auident White was re-elected along
thorizes
additional
stations,
and
it
a subsequent session approved an
telecast their programs.
with
T. C. Streibert of WOR as
is expected those stations will
The announcement followed the increased budget to expand Muboard chairman and Thomas F.
largely parallel the present Mutual
annual meeting of Mutual stocktual's programming and promotionO'Neil
of Yankee Network as vice
al
activities.
The
network
currently
network," Mr. Watts testified.
holders, held April 15 amid growchairman.
numbers 540 stations.
He said Mr. Poppele thought im- were:
ing reports that MBS authorities
President White also announced
Other Mutual officers re-elected
proved service and more economical
are looking to ultimate TV network
rates would result if Western Unoperations along the lines of the that the directors "have authorized
ion entered the network facilities
A. N. Hult, vice president in charge
me to say that no offers for the
Mutual AM network, when more
of sales; William H. Fineshriber Jr.,
field as a competitor of AT&T.
TV stations become available.
purchase of the Mutual network
vice president in charge of programs;
are being either entertained or Western Union currently has a re- A. A. Schechter, vice president in
Detailed plans for overall TV
versible channel between New York
service will be announced shortly, sought." There have been recurcharge of news, special events and
rent reports that Mutual might be and Philadelphia but its use has publicity; Robert Schmid, vice presthe network said.
ident in charge of advertising, research
been limited by AT&T's refusal to
Mutual network advertisers, it sold.
Mutual would be the fifth tele- interconnect telephone company fa- and promotion; E. M. Johnson, vice
was announced, will be able to telecilities with it. The FCC hesring
president in charge of station relations
vision network, joining the ranks
cast their programs over Mutual
is to determine whether AT&T
and engineering; James E. Wallen,
of
NBC,
CBS,
ABC
and
DuMont.
tary.
stockholders' key TV stations —
treasurer, controller and assistant secshould be required to interconnect
WOR-TV New York, WGN-TV ChiA clue to Mutual's possible" tack with Western Union links, as it
retary, and Elbert M. Antrim, secreon
television
had
been
reported
incago, WNAC-TV Boston, WOIC
has been required to do in the case
d
i
r
e
c
t
l
y
a
week
earlier
in
an
FCC
(TV) Washington and KTSL Los
Other Mutual directors re-elected, in
Angeles. More than half of all hearing on intercity television fa- of privately owned facilities.
additionandtoAntrim,
Messrs.were:
Streibert,
O'Neil,
Western Union Order
cilities (see story below).
television sets now in use are conWhite
Mr. Poppele;
William
H.
Watts,
New
York
centrated inthese market areas, it
Mr. Watts quoted the WOR exLinus Travers, Yankee Network, Bosecutive as saying that if Western
was pointed out.
ton; Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP Philametropolitan division sales manager of Western Union, testifying
delphia; Prank Schrieber, WGN ChiAuthorities said it was anticiUnion should overcome
AT&T's
interconnection ban and should offer
cago; Lewis Allen Weiss and Willet H.
on interviews with networks on
pated that the same telecasting
"microwave service on the basis of Brown of Don Lee, Hollywood; J. E.
their possible use of Western Union
Campeau, CKLW Detroit, and H. K.
quality of service and nrice advanfacilities,
asked
J.
R.
Poppele,
MuCarpenter, WHK Cleveland.
W JIM-TV DEBUT
tual board member and WOR vice
tage," then Western Union "could
Gross Sets Date For May 7
OPENING

date of regular programming by WJIM-TV Lansing,
Mich., is set for May 1, according
to Harold F. Gross, president and
general manager [Telecasting,
April 10]. WJIM-TV is owned and
operated by WJIM Inc.
Station has been on test pattern
since March 17. Plans are to house
the station in a modern $500,000
plant and when possible WJIM-TV
will add various local shows to its
daily schedule of network and film
programs. Network broadcasts are
to be beamed by microwave from
Detroit to transmitting equipment
at Milford, Mich.
WJIM-TV also becomes the 30th
interconnected affiliate of NBC-TV.
Contract for the network affiliation
was arranged by Sheldon B. Hickox
of NBC station relations, and Mr.
Gross. Station also is affiliated with
CBS-TV and ABC-TV.

Contract for WJIM-TV affiliation
with NBC-TV is set by (I to r) Mr.
Gross and Mr. Hickox.
Page 6
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COAST-TO-COAST
the end of this year) VIDEO
by some 8,000
INTERCITY network television
miles
in
1951,
about
5,500
miles of
facilities may interlock from coastto-coast as soon as 1951. This re- the additional channels being in
relay and about 2,500 miles
port confirms earlier informal esti- radio
in coaxial cable.
mates of a probable completion
The linking of the East and West
date [Telecasting, March 27].
Coasts by these network facilities
The hopeful but tentative timetable was charted last week by may be included in the 1951 proMr. Cowan testified. He
Frank A. Cowan, engineering chief remarkedgram, that
it is difficult to be
of the Long Lines Dept. of American Telephone & Telegraph Co., in absolutely precise this far in advance of a construction plan of
his detailed testimony etched be- such magnitude, and that work
fore the FCC during hearings held
might not be completed until 1952.
in Washington on April 14. They
However, even if the project were
resume on May 1.
delayed,
he conjectured that posDuring the sessions which probed
sibly the coast-to-coast link would
the question of interconnecting the be finished
by the spring of that
facilities of the Bell System and
Western Union Telegraph Co., Mr.
Mr. Cowan said that Bell System
Cowan filled in spaces as to pos- plans contemplate extending the
year.
sible additions to the Bell System
by the construction
of two
intercity TV network to be made in network'
radio relay
channels between
1951. He also presented important
Omaha and San Francisco, one in
tie-ins in the planning, provision
each direction. At first these faciland operation of such netwoi-ks.
ities would be equipped for teleOutlines Plan
phone
said, be
but made
televisionpurposes,
channels hewould
In the 1951 network program
available if there were commercial
now under consideration, Mr.
demand for them.
Cowan said, Bell System intercity
The tentative 1951 Bell System
network facilities would total about
television network program also
23,000 miles of channels by the end
includes an extension to Miami and
of next year. At that time, Mr.
the linking of Binghamton, N. Y.
Cowan roughly estimated that the
The rest of the plans now being
network would comprise about
formulated relate to the addition of
13,000 miles of radio relay and
channels on various portions of the
about 10,000 miles of coaxial cable.
network as it will stand at the end
This would enlarge the network
of this year.
In addition to the link to the
(which is expected to provide
about 15,000 miles of facilities at west coast, other possible extensions
April 24, 1950

bys^^i
means of radio relay in 1951
would be: One new channel from
New York to Chicago; one additional channel southbound from
Detroit to Toledo; one eastbound
channel from Omaha to Chicago
and one westbound between Des
Moines and Omaha. The connection with Binghamton, N. Y., would
be made by an extension from the
present network either from Syracuse or New York City.
Southern Link
Extensions by means of coaxial
cable to the Bell System television
network would include the equipping for television purposes of a
channel extending from Memphis
to Birmingham, and eastward on
to Atlanta. A second channel — in
addition to the one to be equipped
for television from Charlotte, N. C,
to Jacksonville — would be similarly
equipped in 1951. A single coaxial
cable also would be equipped for
television between Jacksonville and
Miami, so that the latter city can
be added to the network. An additional southbound coaxial channel
would be equipped for television
from Toledo to Dayton.
Earlier in the proceedings on the
interconnection issue, which continued all week after sessions resumed before the FCC on April 10,
M. G. Wallace, eastern area commercial manager of the Long Lines
Dept., testified on the comments of
customers using Bell System inter(Continued on Telecasting 16)
BROADCASTING
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SPEEDUP
HEARING
COLOR
REHASHING of old familiar con- Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom, RCA
RCA's picture at the Laurel demtroversies — plus introduction of Labs vice president, told FCC his
onstration in February, Dr. Stanton replied affirmatively but added
some new conflicts between princi- firm hadn't decided whether or not
pal color TV proponents, RCA and it would make sets capable of re- the first RCA color pictures last
ceiving CBS signals [Telecasting,
CBS — marked the third week of
fall "didn't qualify as pictures."
cross-examination in FCC's color April 17].
Mr. Cahill reviewed CBS manhearing last week.
FCC has indicated it is very conagement policy during the past 10
Concern that the now over-drawn
cerned over the issue of set makers'
years. Dr. Stanton, who took
cooperation and possible need for active management in 1946, afproceeding could lapse into a mere
battle of words was evidenced by compulsion should any non-comfirmed the company policy always
the Commission on Monday when it
patible system such as CBS be had been based on engineering
delayed start of the week's hear- adopted. The Commission has said facts and advice and that the latings while it met in special session it will "go down the line" of witter has never been made to accomto consider the color TV situation.
nesses and question them on all
modate policy. Mr. Cahill indicated
Although no report was made con- aspects of this matter. FCC also this view was presented originally
cerning the brief meeting, it was is expected to continue pursuit of to FCC as CBS policy in 1944 by
understood hearing procedure and its inquiry into patent matters with
Paul Kesten, at that time execuscheduling of witnesses topped the those witnesses where the patent
tive vice president of CBS and now
agenda in an effort to wind up the issue is pertinent.
retained as a consultant at an
color phase as soon as possible
annual retainer of $25,000.
The color hearing continues Tueswithout trimming off vital evidence.
day (April 25) in Washington and
Stanton Recommendation
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy de- on Wednesday will move to New
Dr. Stanton told Mr. Cahill he
York for the record demonstration
layed his departure to the NAB
was aware when he recommended
convention until Sunday to arrange
of CBS' new technique of dot interlacing. Further sessions then are
the CBS system for adoption that
the meeting and it was understood
it had 45% less horizontal and 23%
Comr. George E. Sterling cancelled scheduled May 1-5, when it's now
entirely his plans to attend the con- hoped nearly all examination will less vertical resolution than existing monochrome, as admitted by
vention because of the hearing sit- be concluded except for the Color
Television Inc. demonstration of its Dr. Goldmark during the hearing.
uation.
system on the West Coast.
He indicated the public doesn't see
Highlights of last week's hearCross-examination of Dr. Stanjust resolution when it looks at a
ing through Wednesday included:
ton was begun Monday morning by picture, however.
# Efforts by RCA counsel in
The RCA counsel proceeded to
cross-examination of CBS wit- John T. Cahill, RCA counsel and
observe Mr. Kesten in 1941 told
who is senior partnesses to prove that the color pol- boardner inmember,
the New York law firm of FCC the 441 line, 60 field TV
icy of CBS has been inconsistent
standards then proposed by the
Cahill,
Gordon, Zachry & Reindel.
and that its management policy has
Mr.
Cahill
observed
Dr.
GoldRadio
Mfrs. Assn. were "twice as
conflicted with the firm's own engi- mark earlier had testified he felt
neering advice and representations.
good
as
they seem potentials,
to be" because
development
and
# Observation by CBS Presi- the RCA system could not be im- of
that
Adrian
Murphy,
now CBS
proved and asked the witness if
dent Frank Stanton that his stand
vice president and general execufor non-compulsion in color set he agreed with this statement. Dr.
tive, the same year told FCC 525making and telecasting has been
Stanton replied Dr. Goldmark's
was engineering testi- line pictures were "very satisfac"somewhat shaken" by earlier tes- statement
mony and that as a layman he
tory." He contrasted this with a
timony of certain manufacturing
statement in 1944 by Joseph Ream,
witnesses. But he indicated he be- couldn't disagree with it. Asked
lieved competition would force re- if he had noted improvement in CBS executive vice president, that
luctant firms to cooperate in set
production if the CBS system were
adopted.
9 Testimony by Dr. Stanton
that if manufacturers, however, did
refuse to make sets capable of receiving CBS color, the network
might interest a group of businessmen to form a new firm for that
purpose. CBS would not put money
into it, he indicated.
% Re-affirmation by Dr. Peter
C. Goldmark, inventor of the CBS
color system, that he didn't believe
RCA's color system could be further improved and hence should not
be field tested. He believed RCA's
picture quality had about reached
its ultimate and was just "toler' able."
CBS Witnesses
Eaxdier it had been presumed
that Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, or RCA President
Frank Folsom would appear last
week to testify on RCA's plans to
make CBS-type sets if that system
were approved. But since Gen.
Sarnoff was unable to attend be- THIS is the principal TV studio of WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans which
has just been completed. Dimensions of the studio are 100 x 55 ft., and
cause of other commitments, CBS
and other witnesses were called for it is one of four (two AM and one other to be used for AM and TV interchangeably) which are included in the new studio building located directly
cross-examination. Gen. Sarnoff
behind Brulatour Court. Of the approximate $1,200,000 investment by
now is slated to appear May 3.
His testimony was requested by WDSU in radio and TV services, well over one-half million is directly allocated to video, according to the station.
FCC counsel, Harry Plotkin, when
Pare 69
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525-line standards were not good
enough for postwar TV.
Mr. Cahill also noted that while
Robert Sorrell, then a CBS engineer, in early 1944 as a member of
a Radio Technical Planning Board
committee voted in favor of 525line, 6-mc standards, Mr. Ream in
October of that year urged some
30 channels, each 16-mc wide, be
provided in the UHF and that all
VHF channels be withdrawn as
soon as UHF service was sufficient.
Mr. Cahill stated the Ream proposal came even after another
RTPB group had declared the
UHF unusable in the foreseeable
future due to lack of laboratory
and field experience.
About this same time, Mr. Cahill
recalled to Dr. Stanton, Dr. Goldmark had gone on record as saying
CBS would propose no change in
TV standards after the war.
The RCA counsel reminded Dr.
Stanton that in April 1944 CBS
had issued a booklet to "policy"
people in several fields which asked
if prewar TV would be good
enough after the war and then
proceeded to note technical advances which would promise twice
the detail in postwar TV pictures,
plus color. He indicated the booklet emphasized need for bigger pictures and greater detail — practical
since twice the bandwidth would
be possible — and pointed out limitations of prewar TV "squeezed"
into 6 mc.
Mr. Cahill contended the present
CBS picture is not as good as the
prewar CBS color picture cited in
the booklet as an example of coarse
detail TV to be left behind in favor
of new developments.
Upon questioning, Dr. Stanton
testified CBS' interest in color TV
was as a broadcaster and not as a
color system proponent. He said
the CBS position was not affected
by its investment to date of more
than $4,000,000 in the field sequential system. He termed this
"a drop in the bucket" to what
could be earned by the network in
the long run with color TV.
Dr. Stanton agreed the CBS system at first would have practically
no circulation and this in part was
why CBS planned mostly off-hour
color programming at first. He
indicated other factors also were
involved, though. He acknowledged
there would be no programming
restrictions in adoption of a comAskedpatibleifsystem.
a compatible system
would speed up public acceptance
of color, Dr. Stanton replied,
"That depends on what the manufacturer does." He indicated convertibility of a system also has
importance comparable to compatibility. bility and expressed doubt that the
RCA or CTI systems have convertiDr. Stanton introduced an exhibit
estimating the effect of obsolescence,
conversion and adaptation of TV sets
following FCC approval of the CBS
system. The report estimated that by
June 1, 1954, with a total of 25,000,000
sets, monochrome-only
only 3.1% (786,000)setswould
525line
whilebe31.3%
(7,828,500) would be dual standard 405
or 525-line monochrome sets plus receivers adapted
black-andwhite from
CBSto receive
color signals.
An
estimated 57.2% (14,285,500) would be
(Continued on Telecasting 8)
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Color Hearing
(Continued from Telecasting 7)
combination new color or monochrome
sets, plus sets converted. Some 8.4%
(2,100,000) would represent sets existing now which had become obsolescent
or were traded in.
Asked by Mr. Cahill what CBS'
position was on making color sets
itself, Dr. Stanton indicated he
was glad of the chance to "clear
up any misunderstanding" about
CBS plans. He said CBS might
interest a group of businessmen to
form a corporation to distribute
and perhaps manufacture CBS
color sets if FCC adopts the system, but emphasized this would be
undertaken only if present set
makers refused to produce TV sets
capable of handling CBS color.
The firm would be financed by outside capital, Dr. Stanton said.
Asked whether CBS now is buying interests in certain TV receiver manufacturing businesses,
Dr. Stanton stated it is not now
negotiating for such purchases
although the network has given the
matter serious consideration during the past year.
If both RCA and CBS systems
were adopted, Dr. Stanton indicated CBS would be inclined to see
that receivers of both types were
made available. CBS in addition
to broadcasting its color system
would experiment on RCA "to
make sure the public could compare both systems," he asserted.
Explains Announcement
Considerable time was spent by
Dr. Stanton in explaining announcements aired by CBS in New
York at the beginning of experimental TV transmissions from
1941 to 1946. During lengthy inquiry by Mr. Cahill on the purpose
of the announcements, and an associated booklet offered at the time,
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock expressed "concern" over the material involved.
Dr. Stanton said the announcements and booklet advised the public CBS was not in the set making
business, its transmissions were
temporary and experimental, ultimate disposition of the TV situation was beyond CBS' control and
hence certain risks were involved
in buying sets.
The CBS pi'esident asserted the
statements were full disclosures of
the situation. He told Comr. Hennock they were made because of
possible changes in standards in
view of CBS' "appearance before
FCC for a change of color frequencies into the UHF."
A vigorous exchange ensued with
Mr. Cahill over the booklet's statement in "bold face type" that "color
television may replace black and
white." Dr. Stanton asserted it's
reasonable to believe color ultimately will replace monochrome.
If this were not so, he indicated,
they would not be involved in the
present proceeding.
While opposed to compulsion
generally, Dr. Stanton testified he
would not be opposed to some measures by FCC or other regulatory
body to insure production of color
sets if the CBS
system were
Page 8
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adopted. Such procedure, he said,
would be necessary only if all other
efforts were of no avail.
Indicating this view was conjecture because he firmly believed
set makers would cooperate, Dr.
Stanton said, "I can't see set manufacturers losing a competitive advantage to new manufacturing
firms by refusing to build sets if
CBS standards are adopted."
To a query by Mr. Plotkin, Dr.
Stanton indicated FCC before considering compulsion of any kind
should wait about 30 days after a
decision favoring CBS in order to
allow manufacturers to make up
their minds.
Dr. Stanton told Mr. Plotkin that
adoption of a compatible system
would allow set makers a greater
amount of time to switch from
monochrome to color production
since no need for hurry would be
imposed. He did not see the same
situation for CBS in view of the
automatic adaptor since such sets
would be convertible to color.

Te-Ve
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color television?" Mr. Cahill asked
Goldmark. He replied, "I did
Dr.
not think
of it then and I do not
think of it now," indicating he
didn't consider RCA's system now
capable of producing that definition.
Cross - examination Wednesday
was led off by Charles H. Sparkman, engineering vice president,
Birtman Electronic Co., Chicago,
who said his firm has made 18
color converters for CBS. He said
orders had been received recently
from Philco Corp., Crosley Corp.,
Paramount Pictures Corp. and
Teletone Radio Corp. for one converter each. He said his firm could
produce a minimum of 7,500 units
per month but would prefer a
75,000-plus rate to maintain largescale production.
John Schubert, Birtman vice
president in charge of plant operation, estimated redesigning of
the converter could scale its price
down from the $70 quoted last fall
to about $55. Weight also would be
reduced from 28 lb. to about 20 lb.,
he said.
David H. Cogan, president, Air
King Products Co., Brooklyn, said
his firm has manufactured only a
few pilot models of disc-type color
receivers. Although his firm does
not now produce 10 in. sets (its
smallest is 12% in.), it could make
them converted for color with the
approximate additional cost of
about $100-$105, he said.
Air King Plans

a premature announcement, but
it was assumed from the first the
system had color stability. He indicated the fact it was "re-established" was not improvement.
Questions Stanton
Indicating a picture can improve
only up to the capability limitation
Comr. Robert F. Jones questioned
of the system, Dr. Goldmark upon
Dr. Stanton extensively on comparision
plight with thatTheof questioning thought the RCA piccolor TVof FM's
vs. monochrome.
ture now is "pretty darn close to
witness didn't think the situations
the system's capability."
Asked by Mr. Cahill if the preswere comparable in most respects.
Asked what he believed to be reaent CBS system doesn't have a
greater overall loss in resolution
sons for FM's situation, Dr. Stan- than the 6-mc system proposed by
ton cited lack of promotion between
CBS in 1941, Dr. Goldmark adbroadcasters and manufacturers
mitted this was true but explained
alike, too high FCC operating
He revealed Air King is "status
other techniques have been added
standards, FM's change in alloca- which more than make up for the quo" in its plans for manufacturing
tion, the former AFM ban on FM
color
sets until FCC decides the
loss. The RCA counsel noted CBS in
duplication unless double fees were
color question. If RCA's color sys1946, when pressing for adoption
tem is adopted, he said, all plans
paid, the average person's inability
of its high definition 16-mc color
to properly tune FM sets, and
will
be
dropped, but if CBS' color
television. He indicated the latter
system in the UHF, had playedis accepted by FCC, the firm will
down any system of lower quality.
had the greatest effect.
Dr. Goldmark stated only by proceed. For sets internally
Dr. Stanton said CBS research
adapted to receive CBS color transvery critical analysis is it possible
showed
the public
generallytuned
didn'tit like
mission in black and white, he exhigh fidelity
and usually
out to discern differences between
even_pn sets that could take advantage
plained an interval of 4 to 6 months
of it. He suggested most FM sets now
present 6-mc color picture and would occur before full-scale proon the market do not take full ad- CBS'
the earlier 16-mc picture.
duction could be reached. He said
vantage of high fidelity. The witness
said Jack Benny and "Lux Radio
The RCA counsel also questioned
Theatre" shows were interruped sev- Dr. Goldmark sharply on his a multiple standards decision would
eral times on the five CBS-owned FM
complicate things for the manufacturer.
outlets to test reaction and only three
changes in philosophy over the
or
four
occurred
New Yorkresponses
where the
numberexcept
was ina years regarding optimum viewing
If multiple standards should be
little higher. He indicated this was a distance. The witness indicated this
sad thing for management to consider
decided, he said, "we would build
when it was spending $250,000 yearly partly was due to improvements
both types of sets, although we
to operate FM outlets.
in viewing tube quality.
would not prefer to do so. Our ultiThe
CBS
president
thought
the
staticfree quality of FM was its preferred
Dr. Goldmark explained his apmate objective would be the buildselling point and this generally had
ing of sets which would receive
parently conflicting positions on
been overlooked. Asked by Comr. Jones
if it takes 15,000 cycles to appreciate
TV during 1944, when acting on
Jack Benny jokes, Dr. Stanton replied,
RTPB committees, were due to re- both
S. W.
Gross, president of Tele"No. I think you could enjoy them on
types."
stricted technical information he tone Radio
Corp., New York, said
a Dictaphone."
was familiar with but could not use
his firm was ready to produce a
Dr. Goldmark, under cross-exto motivate his position until the
10 in. CBS color-type converted set
amination byMr. Cahill on Tuesday
latter part of that year. He indi- to retail for $200, a reduction of
afternoon, reaffirmed his earlier
cated RTPB meetings then were
statement he saw no reason why
$20 from the price quoted last fall.
RCA should field test since there
Reduction was due to lower monogenerallyance"considered
a
"darn
nuisbecause of the war and
chrome set costs, he indicated.
could be no improvement in the
everyone wanted the status quo
Mr. Gross said his firm would
system fundamentally. He admitted
for the time being.
not manufacture the conventional
there was "1000% improvement"
set if FCC decided on CBS color.
in the RCA color picture at the
Upon questioning, Dr. Goldmark
Laurel demonstration but this pic- said that although CBS experiThe period of changeover he calculated at eight to 12 weeks.
mented with dot, line and field
ture wassets
"nothing
about"
and the
were to
not brag
unattended
sequential color in 1940, it did not
C. P. Cushaway, executive vice
know about dot interlacing, mixed
as supposed. He termed the pictures
president of Webster-Chicago, said
highs and time multiplexing as his firm has manufactured 20 CBS
just "tolerable."
now
used
in
the
RCA
system.
Dr. Goldmark saw no system
disc type color converters and "one
improvement in the fact RCA
"Did you mean to say that in or two" external type converters.
achieved color stability after its 1940 you did not know how time
He said his firm was prepared to
initial showing. He said RCA orig- multiplexing, mixed highs and horisolve the problem of whatever converters or adaptors are necessary
zontal dot interlacing could be eminally had "heralded as perfect"
its system, which may have been
(Continued on Telecasting 13)
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IMPACT
TV
THE
tion can live unto itself alone. We
By SAMUEL M. HECHT
television upon the selling, promotion and distribution of other types
found that out the hard way. And,
President, The Hecht Corp.
therefore, the retail industry as a of merchandise, beyond television
THIRTY YEARS ago when KDKA
group began to recognize its re- receivers themselves and the influPittsburgh began its experimental
ence on the switch of buying habits
sponsibility in helping to develop
work in broadcasting and made rawhich
will take place as a result.
this
new
technique
in
human
exdio time available to American adIt is no secret at all that the
pression.
vertisers, the nation's foremost
We were almost in the same posi- manufacturing side of the television
business men sat up, took notice,
tion as those who resisted the early
industry has had its hands full
and wrote the following memo on
inroads of air transportation on
the calendar:
trying to keep up with the demand.
the railways and shipping lines.
At the same time, television net"Someday this little giant in comworks have had their hands full in
But during the war many of us
munication will grow up, and somelearned that even a retailer could
their communication
day somebody will find out how to learn to fly a four-motored ship projecting
lines to meet the public eagerness
use it."
over the Burma hump, and do it for television reception.
It did not take the retailer very
with accuracy, consistency and disThe retailer, as one of the parties
long to realize that "something new
to the distribution system, has had
The
analogy
may
seem
somewhat
patch.
had been added" to the publicity
his own hands full and his electrical
and promotional picture, and we all far-fetched to the casual reader, but
appliance business has shown a
stood by and watched the national
there is little basic difference be- marked change in the nature of
advertisers step into the picture
tween our transition from ground
merchandise, along with a tremento air travel than our transition
and take over, all the time wonderdous growth in dollar volume.
from
radio
to
television.
ing "what in the world are we goBut
large retail stores are not
ing to do to handle, control and
Many able advertising men have
primarily and simply distributors
develop this lusty new infant."
expressed themselves to me in this of television receivers. That is
From time to time we all dabbled
vein and as one who has lived
only one small part of the retailer's
timidly and cautiously with this through both the transitions, I can
distribution job. His essential
intriguing new medium without
not escape the feeling that tele- work must remain the over-all reknowing exactly what we were atvision is here, not on a lend-lease
sponsibility to provide all of the
tempting or how much it would cost basis, not temporarily, but as an
goods for all of the people for daily
to make it practical or profitable,
integral part of the science of living. Television satisfies only
even if we were lucky enough to business communication.
one small portion of this great dediscover a technique.
Technical Future
mand and this great responsibility.
Of course, a technique never was
We must be concerned, therefore,
I would certainly not attempt,
developed completely for the re- at this early date, to forecast the with the natural shift in human
tailer as a merchandising and prowants and needs, as a result of
motional medium. Most of the many and varied techniques which
television as a medium of education
may
be
developed
by
wise,
intelmoney we spent — and it ran into
ligent and imaginative merchants
and expression, and this has althe millions — was spent on blind
because I believe that we should
ready forced itself emphatically
faith with the hope that somehow,
leave the technical aspects of tele- into our business consciousness so
someway, and under some circumvision to those who have studied
that we cannot escape the fact that
stances, somebody might stumble
there
has been, and will continue
advertising,
publicity
and
draupon the practical utility of radio
matics, and the relationship be- to be, less demand for certain types
advertising.
tween good merchandising and
of
goods
andofgreater"
other
types
goods. demand for
good
publicity.
Cites 'Score'
This has already been made eviI would only like to make the esThe score-board shows that durdent in the growing demand for
sential point, and that is: Televiing all of these years, nobody got
home
decoration, and merchandise
sion
is
essentially
a
medium
of
very far beyond first base, and
for the home, and especially in the
showmanship and our experiments
while
we couldn't ofexactly
measure
need and demand for living room
to date in our own stores in various
the effectiveness
what we
were
furniture and furnishings.
doing, we were still reluctant to cities have given us conclusive evidence that we have a powerful imEffect on Home
give it up, principally because there
plement for good within our grasp
was a general conviction of the
and
if
we
fail
to
make
full
use
of
More
television
at home, of
hidden power in this vast and imcourse,
will
mean
more family
it
for
the
benefit
of
our
customers,
portant transmission of ideas from
it will be from lack of imagination
home-life. This, of course, will
one human mind to another.
and lack of vision.
mean more people in the living
All of this, of course, may seem
room, more children, more relaObviously,
television
is
a
new
a little bit pseudo-scientific, but I
tives, more friends and neighbors.
science, and as Charles Kettering
think the big point is that millions
(former vice president and director
The impact will extend far beof dollars were spent by retailing
yond an ordinary sale of an elecin an honest and sincere effort to of General Motors Corp.) tells us,
tric appliance, because, by its very
whatever is scientific is something
establish some form or format
nature, television will keep more
whereby radio could be made prof- we do not understand, because when
people at home, and together, and
we begin to understand it, it is no
itable and productive on a promoif family life is an important part
longer scientific. And I believe
tional merchandising basis.
of our democratic system of living,
And then, of course, after 25 that Mr. Kettering made the point then, I believe, we must confess
perfectly because day by day we
years of experimentation, the in- are beginning to understand more
that television will be a tremenevitable came to pass:
about this new science and day by
dous influence for good, in its relaTELEVISION!
tionship to family life.
day it is becoming more underHere, in the flash of an eye, we
standable to us and day by day it
Retail advertising has developed
realized that the missing ingredient
is becoming less scientific and more
in the past few years from a comhad been found.
understandable and its utility and
bination of newsprint-paper and
But the other problem still re- practicality are growing by the printer's-ink into a fantastic combination of motion, color, sight and
mained: What are we going to do hour.
with it? How are we going to use
sound. Newspapers and periodical
However, I believe there is quite
publications gave us advertising by
it? How are we going to make it another aspect to television develsell merchandise over the retail
sight. Radio gave us sound.
opment, aside from all its technical
counter, in commercial quantities,
Television gave us both of these
phases, which must be of vital conand at a reasonable profit?
cern to the field of distribution.
and added a third ingredient:
So now in one medium
I am referring to the impact of MOTION.
Neither an industry nor a naApril
24,
1950
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Mr. HECHT
we have at our disposal three of
the important factors in modern
publicity: Motion, sight and sound.
All that remains is COLOR, and
we are assured by the best research minds that we will have
the color within the next few years.
Leaving the latest element
(color) out of the picture for the
moment, we still have, in one medium, a combination of the other
three which has already adapted
itself to the merchandising of many
types of goods.
Certainly color will be an important future factor in the presentation of fashion merchandise,
but in the meantime the fashion
story has been told on television
with great credibility, by virtue of
presenting merchandise on living
people, in authentic surroundings
and in relationship to the customer's actual needs, wants and desires.
The analogy here, of course, is
very general because the term
"fashion" encompasses not only
dresses, coats, suits and accessories,
but even such things as bathing
suits. And here again the motion
or action would be most important
because a bathing suit shown on a
hanger is just another bathing suit,
but on the proper model flying from
a springboard, the picture becomes
almost sufficiently complete for the
customer to visualize herself in the
identical environment and in the
identical fashion and if the pricetag makes sense, then the whole
story is wrapped-up.
Neither can we ignore the profound influence of television on
child education, even in these early
days of television development. It
seems clear that retailers and other
sponsors of television programs
(Continued on Telecasting 16)
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Howdy Doody's three-way network leac
all daytime

top-rated of all children's shows,
ws, and all multi-weekly shows in television

The little guy means business.
Who else could make 240,000 sales with only 2
announcements ?
And who else but this incredible "Milton Berle

Idolized by an audience of nearly 6,000,000 a
week in 24 important NBC Television markets,
HOWDY DOODY means business, fantastically
good business for his sponsors.

of the Lollypop Set" (Winchell) could get a quarter ofa million urchins to part with a dime each,

That's why he's No. 1 Sales Representative in
Lilliput for advertisers like Colgate, Mars Candy,

plus a Three Musketeers candy wrapper . . . for
a cardboard cutout of himself?

Ovaltine and Poll Parrot Shoes ... on America's
No. 1 Television Network.

For the record, that's $36,000 in returns from
two brief demonstrations on NBC Television.

A few quarter -hour segments are immediately available.

NBC

TELEVISION

America's

No.

1 Network

i
March

Video

Business

(Report 108)

'Telel

tatui

A TOTAL of 2,842 advertisers
used television as a medium during
the first week of March, a gain of
444 or 18.5% over the February
total of 2,398, according to the
March Rorabaugh Report on Television Advertising.
Network TV advertisers in
March numbered 80 companies
sponsoring 98 programs, up from
70 companies with 90 TV network
shows in February. March TV spot
advertisers totaled 527, compared
with 438 in February, while the
number of local video clients rose
from 1,890 in February to 2,235
in March. Figures are based on
reports from all four TV networks
covering the entire month and from
93 of the 98 commercial stations on
the air the first week in March.
New

Third Dimension

Technique
RCA

Developed

TV
by

THIRD dimension effect can be
given television images created by
the industrial TV system developed
by RCA, according to techniques
outlined in Boston a fortnight ago
by Dr. V. K. Zworykin, vice president and consultant of RCA Labs.
Speaking before the Boston section of the Institute of Radio Engineers, Dr. Zworykin said that this
extension of the system's usefulness
would be valuable in specialized
applications, and could be accomplished with a minimum of additional equipment.
Dr. Zworykin said the stereoscopic effect could be produced by

mounting two cameras side-by-side
to view the object from slightly
different angles, in the same way
that the spacing of human eyes
produces the effect of depth. The
TV signals, corresponding to the
two offset scenes, would then be
transmitted to two kinescopes,
either through the air or by suitable cables. The separate images
would be combined and viewed
through special filters to give the
three - dimensional effect, Dr.
Zworykin explained. Development
of the industrial television system
was first disclosed by RCA research
scientists and engineers on March
7York.
at the IRE convention in New
Federal Reserve Surveys
Set Buying Plans
"CONSIDERABLY MORE" than
twice as many consumers intend
buying television sets this year
than planned such purchases last
year, according to preliminary
findings of a survey sponsored by
the board of governors of the Federal Reserve System.
Tabulations were computed from
about 3,000 interviews made during January and February in 66
sampling areas throughout the
country. They were compiled by
the U. search
of Michigan's
Survey ReCenter. An additional
500
interviews will be available in June,
the governors said.
Consumers were queried on their
own financial positions and economic conditions in general at the

Gross TV Time Sales on ABC, CBS and NBC Video Networks in
January and February 1950.
To to
Feb.
Agriculture & Farming
Jan.
580,!
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
23,090
226,^
307,663
Automotive, Automotive Access. & Equip.
20,570
273,146
473,(
Aviation, Aviation Access. & Equip.
43,e.j
110,074
116,179
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Bldg. Materials, Access. & Supplies
25,188
Confectionary & Soft Drinks
29 355
Consumer Service
54,! J
13,500
16,920
13,500
Drugs & Remedies
Entertainment
& Amusements
H
1 A\16,920
.405
Food & Food Products
223 455
244
635
264,:
Gas, Oil & Equip.
Other &Lubricants
90,950
Household
Supplies
72,820
121,958
Household Furnishings
117,129
Industrial Materials
421,
Insurance
239,1
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
12216,930
9">0
Office Equip., Stationery & Writing Supplies
2,696
Publishing & Media
16,040
197,673
Radios,
TV Sets,& Phonographs,
Musical
223,551
Instruments
Access.
25 1*8
Retail Stores & Shops
360,638
Smoking Materials
323,576
1/1
1,631
Soaps, Polishes
& Cleansers
25,185
21,720
Sporting
Goods
Toys
145,173
29 3=5
Toiletries
& Toilet &Goods
148,138
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
m
14,151
17,419
Miscellaneous
3,620, I
Totals
1,730,259
1,890,639
684, •
* Source: Publishers Information Bureau.
its
time
sales,
which
are
not
included
in
th
**DuMont Television Network did not report
totals.
beginning of 1950. Especially notable is the fact that, while over
twice as many consumers have
TV-buying plans this year, personal income expectations for 1950
remained almost static.
By contrast, house-buying plans
were only slightly larger, while
automobiles and selected durable
^oods (furniture, refrigerators and
other appliances) remained about
the
same in point of intended
buying.
There also was sharp divergence
between consumer expectations for

City
April 24, 1950 Telecasting Survey

31, 1.
prices in general and for prices
durable goods. Although only
third of the spending units JooHfor a price decline, more than h|
thought reductions would take pk,
m the TV and other hard gocilines.
ART AWARDS
Cite Agency TV Commercic
THE Art Directors Club of N
York on April 18 presented for 1
first time three special dist
guished awards for television co
mercials to agency art directi
at a luncheon at the Waldo
Astoria Hotel in New York.
:::
Ray Mauer, art director, CanX
bell-Ewald, New York, received; !
certificate
Guber"De,'iTr
commercial forforthe
the "Mr.
Chevrolet
ers Assn. J ohn Cook, art direc
with J. Walter Thompson Co., N
York, was awarded a certific
for the P. Ballantine
Sons '
commercials.
Richard &Lundy,
director with Geyer, Newell 1
Ganger, was presented a certific
for the Kelvinator Corp. video cc
mercials.

Weekly Television Summary —
City
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Los Angeles
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
KLAC-TV,
KNBH,
KTLA,
KTSL,
KFI-TV
2,828
Ames
WOI-TV
KTTV, KECA-TV
Louisville
Atlanta
496,453
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
8,860 Memphis
32,350
Baltimore
WMCT
158,089
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
25,901
Miami
WTVJ
WN8F-TV
Binghamton
11,220
22,000
29,775
100
Milwaukee
Birmingham
12,100 Minn.
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
101,016
WTMJ-TV
-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Bloomington WTTV
Nashville
Boston
5,750
WBZTV, WN AC-TV
339,234
Buffalo
Haven
WBEN-TV
81,600
84,849 New
72,700
New Orleans WNHC-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
WDSU-TV
13,169 New
York
WNBT
418,366
Chicago
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
19,897
Cincinnati
106,900
WOR-TV,
WPIX
WCPO-TV. WKRC-TV, WLWT
WATV
Cleveland
Newark
Incl. in N. Y. 1,145,000
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
200,269
Estimate
Columbus
Norfolk
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
63,800
WTAR-TV
Dallas,
Oklahoma City WOW-TV,
WKY-TV KMTV
Omaha
10,008
Ft. Worth
KBTV, KRLD-TV, WBAP-TV
49,125
Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Davenport
WOC-TV
24,755
435,000
22,122
Phoenix
Quad Cities Includes Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline9,375 Pittsburgh
KPHO-TV
WDTV
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
48,100 Portland, Ore.
91,000 Hope Hooper 49.4
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
216,000
Providence
WICU
6,500
Erie
WTVR
THE SPECIAL Bob Hope
33,459 Richmond
WJAR-TV
Ft. Worth887
television show sponsored by
Rochester
Dallas
49,140
WBAP-TV, KBTV, KRLD-TV
49.125
26,213
WHAM-TV KSL-TV
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV,
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
14,200
23,200 San
Antonio
Greensboro
Frigidaire on NBC-TV East
WFMY-TV
10,400
35,436
KEYL,
Houston
KLEE-TV
18,500 San Diego
er Sunday got a Hooperating
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
14,272
35,600
San
Francisco
HuntingtonKGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
of
49.4 in a special Hooper
Schenectady
Charleston WSAZ-TV
WRGB
70,000
Seattle
Toledo
49,242
7,200 Tulsa
36.500
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
survey
of four cities, the netKING-TV
St. Louis
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
work announced last week
115,000
KSD-TV
9,000 Syracuse
Johnstown
26,700
WJAC-TV
WHEN.
WSYR-TV
18,822
WSPD-TV
KalamazooMr. Hope's rating in New
38,913
KOTV
Battle Creek
39,000
20,800
Utica-Rome
York, Chicago, Cleveland and
Kansas City WDAF-TV
10.986 Washington
32.347
WKTV
WTTG
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WOIC,
11,500
WGAL-TV
Washington was second only
40.720 Wilmington
Lancaster*
Lansing
12,000
32,669
118,250
to
the marks set by the TexStations on Air 103
Total
Markets on Air 60 WDEL-TV
* Lancaster and contiguous areas.
Sets in Use 5,315,167
aco Star Theatre, according
Editor's
Note:
Sources
of
:
->t
estimates
are
based
on
data
available
from
dealers,
distributors,
TV
Circulation
to NBC.
committees,
electric
companies
and
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
some
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets
in
all
areas
is
necessarily approximate.
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Color Hearing
«SS1 :> tinned from Telecasting 8)
various type of sets and said
jster was prepared to go into
production of color camera
is for the CBS system,
elvin Kohner, electrical engidirecting color work for WebChicago, recommended use of
edestal-type color converter for
e TV sets. He revealed the
i has received orders for color
from Westinghouse,
verters
lco, RCA and Crosley.

FAM RENEWAL
•: rotects WFBM-TV Channel
sJIIntINUED operation of HIFAM
..U method of high frequency AM
i i|-adcasting — is assured at least
a result of FCC apa time
a$|•val
of anas application by Sarkes
.ian for license renewal of his
Mperimental station KS2XAP in
j'jomington,
Ind. rendered April
FFCC's
decision,
Sf i approved further renewal of
— license until June 1, subject to
Edition the station not operate
, its frequency of 87.75 mc during
time WFBM-TV Indianapolis
in operation. WFBM-TV, asned Channel 6 (82-88 mc), is 46
les from Bloomington.
" While ordinarily such probable
erference with an assigned fre5 ency would be cause to bar a
P^knt, FCC said, the rules were
fiived because: ". . . The program
research, which the applicant
oposes, is intended to develop a
•vice to be operated on frequenIs other than those allocated such
rcioirvice in the Table of Allocations."
jjHIFAM is projected by Mr. TarHn, a consulting engineer and
!rf'dio manufacturer, as an economkfa and frequency-saving system
Broadcasting, May 3, 1948]. Mr.
^jjirzian has been experimenting
th his method of broadcasting
1_ nearly four years since his sta'"fyn
first went
operation
ratyay 1946.
In Juneinto1949,
Examinerin
'"Hflan
Fred
Johnson
Jr. a recommended
initial
decision
grant of Mr.
rec|arzian's application for renewal
Broadcasting, June 27, 1949]. His
^":ense had been renewed or tem; ■ irarily extended since 1945. Mr.
:' ' arzian and his wife own and opiate WTTS and WTTV (TV),
Hith in Bloomington.
d
-AcCOLLISTER WILL
Estate Is $237,000

Los Anpef|OWARD J. McCollister,
gles TV-radio representative, and
•t-'s wife Helen, killed with their
tmro children in a plane crash on
enpril 8 [Broadcasting, April 17],
enift an estate estimated at $237,ijjbo according to statement filed in
iws Angeles probate court last
m eek.
iiy| Regional station representative
7-usiness which Mr. McCollister
Df3perated with his brother Paul W.
[cCollister, will continue under
— irection of latter.
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TV

WESTERNS
Autry Forms Film Firm
GENE AUTRY, film and radio
singing cowboy star, with Armand
Schaefer, president-producer of
Gene Autry Productions, and
Mitchell J. Hamilburg, head of his
own Hollywood talent agency, have
organized Flying-A Pictures to produce a series of TV western films.
Mr. Autry will be starred in the
series.
Production is scheduled to start
about May 10 on the first
six of the half-hour films. Wm.
Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, sponsor
of the CBS Gene Autry Show, will
also sponsor the video series on
TV stations of that network starting in July.
Mr. Schaefer will act as executive producer with Lou Gray, associate producer, on the series.
Films will be made simultaneously
on location, with full cast and production crew, according to Mr.
Schaefer. New company is entirely separate from Gene Autry
Productions, which makes pictures
for theatrical release.
To clarify its position, Columbia
Pictures Corp. announced that it
was in no way associated with Mr.
Autry in production of the television series. Its policy on television remains the same and the film
company is not entering the TV
field in any way. Studio officials
stated that Columbia Pictures was
not in partnership with Mr. Autry
for the production of television
films, and the proposed series will
not be made on its Gower St. lot.
Mr. Autry also is principal owner
of KOPO Tucson and KOOL
Phoenix, and recently sold his
stockholding in KOWL Santa Monica, Calif., to Arthur H. Croghan,
thus making the latter sole owner.
SELLING POWER
TV Moves Crosley Products
CONVINCED of TV's selling
power are executives of J. N.
Ceazan Co., Los Angeles distributor of Crosley refrigerators and
Crosley custom home freezers, and
Electra City, cooperating Hollywood dealer, who sponsor weekly
Music in the Morgan Manner on
KECA-TV Los Angeles.
Within a few hours after program went off the air on March 29,
Electra City sold 22 freezers at an
average price of $250 each, and
nine refrigerators at an average
of $300 each, according to Jimmy
Fritz, vice president of Ted H.
Factor Agency, Los Angeles, servicing the distributor account. Buyers said purchases were made after
seeing the merchandise on TV.
As a result of that telecast, 25
prospective customers also came to
about furElectra City to inquireunits.
More
ther details of both
also rethan 300 phone calls wereadditional
ceived at the store for
information,
thus giving the firm
new
leads.
April 24, 1950
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phi

Mem

On March 1st of this year, WMCT joined the Cable
. . . the first television station in the South to bring
top shows direct and live from New York and
Chicago to the Memphis market area.
There is a tremendous television interest in Memphis
today, as reflected by the more than 25,000 sets now
in use.

As the only television station in Memphis, WMCT
has an audience in the Nation's twentieth largest
wholesale market — an audience that represents
the cream of this two billion market.

For program and spot availabilities, we suggest
you contact your nearest Branham office, now.
^25,000^
SETS IN USE NOW
distributor's salts flgurcs.^^/
According to latest cvailoblc .

WMCT now programs afternoon and night,
daily. Complete facilities available for both
program and spot sound-on-film production,
live shows and kinescopes.

National Representatives
The Branham Company
Owned and operated by the Commercial Appeal
CHANNEL
4
•
MEMPHIS
AFFILIATED
WITH
NBC
Also affiliated with CBS, ABC, and Dumont
Si TV
. sssi . .■■ .
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SAN

FRANCISCO

announces

the

of

appointment

THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

KANSAS CITY

DALLAS

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

as

its

national

advertising

representative,

EFFECTIVE
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TO SAN FRANCISCO'S
PIONEER STATION

GOES

Top

SAN

FRANCISCO'S

Award

for

Achievement
the 1949

Academy

"Emmy"

of Television

in

Television

of the

Arts

and

Sciences

KPIX

gratefully acknowledges its indebtedness to its contemporary stations and
associates for the high honor bestowed
upon it . . . and for five additional awards
in as many program classifications.
Carrying on the traditional leadership
of KSFO, one of San Francisco's outstanding radio stations.
CHANNEL
SAN
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Wesley I. Dumm, President
Philip G. Lasky, Vice-President and General Manager
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
• BROADCASTING

FIVE

FRANCISCO

CBS and Dumont Television Networks
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Just 'Published

SCIENCE

VIA

TELEVISION

by Lynn Poole
"Every television station, advertising agency and film
studio should have a copy of
SCIENCE VIA TELEVISION"
Gordon A. Hellmann
Manager, Television
Sales Presentations,
Columbia B'casting
System.
THIS

BOOK

— For the how's (and
the why's) of Informational Television Programs.
— For the production
of top-flight educational
telecasts aimed at the
ever growing public
which is demanding
such entertainment.
IN YOUR

HANDS

The Johns Hopkins Press
Baltimore 18, Maryland
Gentlemen :
Please send me
copies paper bound
edition ($2.00)
copies cloth bound
edition ($3.00)
of Lynn Poole's
SCIENCE VIA TELEVISION
□ Bill Ale

□ Check Enc.

Name
Address

Coasr-To-Coast Video
(Continued from Telecasting 6)

CBS-TV SPORTS
Buys Garden Series Rights

city television facilities on the proposal that these network channels
be interconnected with those of
Western Union Telegraph. From
recent interviews with executives
at the New York headquarters of
ABC, CBS and NBC, Mr. Wallace
summarized the following opinions
as given to Long Lines Dept. officials by these users of Bell System
TV network services:
1. They expressed no special interest in the proposed interconnection of Bell System channels with
those of Western Union.
2. They said that this would be
their position as long as they receive adequate facilities from Bell
System to meet their service requirements, and such facilities
compare favorably with those of
Western Union from the standpoint
of over-all quality of transmission,
continuity of service, and cost.
W.U.'s Position
Western Union further developed
its position in the interconnection
case through the testimony of its
executives involved in the fields of
research, sales, and plant and engineering. After reaffirming the
claim that Western Union is not
in a position to lease its present
video facilities or to proceed with
its plans for expansion unless intercon ection ispermitted, witnesses
enumerated certain features of
their service including the possibility of reversing direction of
transmission in a brief time and
the termination of the channels on
the customer's premises. They
also reported favorable opinions of
Western Union proposals had been
voiced in talks with representatives
of broadcasting organizations.
Both Bell and FCC questioning
of Western Union witnesses was
directed toward assessing how
firmly Western Union stood behind
the completion of the various tentative network plans it had previously
offered.
In his testimony, Mr. Cowan
gave a detailed account of such
factors in network operation as
planning, design features, and dayby-day operation, by describing the
layout and activities of the Bell
System television operating center
at Philadelphia, a focal station on
the network.
Mr. Cowan stated that a well
planned and smooth running network should permit ready rearrangement ofall sections and satisfactory coordination of both the
video and audio portions of the
service. He said that each part of
the network must be arranged to fit
into the whole service operation
and that good transmission quality
results from both basic characteristics of the equipment and the
ability to readjust it daily. He
added that precise adjustments required were more demanding as the
network expanded.

CBS has acquired exclusive television rights to a schedule of Saturday evening sports events at
Madison Square Garden, beginning
Oct. 7 for a 26-week period.
Some of the events to be telecast
by CBS-TV will be the rodeo, professional and college basketball,
National Horse Show and five top
track meets. Boxing bouts and
hockey cluded
games,
however, are exfrom coverage.

TEST pattern schedule of WKY-TV
Oklahoma City expanded to include
11 additional hours per week.
Page 16
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The TV Impact
(Continued from Telecasting 9)
have a magnificent opportunity to
help mold the juvenile mind into
proper channels for good citizenship and even though the emphasis
has been placed on melodramatic
material, I believe that more and
more responsible advertisers, retail
and otherwise, will devote serious
thought and effort to the problems
of overcoming juvenile delinquency
and setting up the type of entertainment which will not only attract and interest the rising generation but help to pipe-line the potential power of our youth into sound,
constructive, educational areas.
This point must be considered
in its broadest aspects, not merely
for the immediate selling of children's goods but for the eventual
consumer goodwill which must accrue to the good advertiser of good
things for good citizenship.
This is no less true in the presentation of household merchandise,
and we already have seen evidence
of television's ability to show and
demonstrate kitchen gadgets and
other household equipment before
the camera with terrific force and
vitality, and with selling appeal
which could not possibly be accomplished in a piece of static art work,
regardless of its beauty or merit.
Effects on Cooking
We have all noted the interest
in home activities (and more especially in actual cooking classes)
and the effect that this continued
type of program will have on the
nutritional and eating-habits of the
nation. New scientific devices for
cooking and meal preparation are
constantly being forced into the
public consciousness and I believe
it must be agreed that the majority
of this programming is helpful and
beneficial to the development and
well-being of the average American family. Television provides the
medium and the implementation for
a great advance in the national
health program, and many of our
great food distributors have already found this to be true. It is
a safe prediction that other new
and attractive means of developing
this important side of television
will be constantly sought and found.
I have cited only a few possibilities, which would occur to the
average mind, but the implications
are infinite.
"Merchandise in Action" will be
the keystone of our new advertising
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and merchandising philosophy, and
the advertising man of the future
must be well grounded in the basic
knowledge of showmanship as well
as in the knowledge of merchandising and selling.
On the practical side, we must
also note with some satisfaction
that millions and millions of our
families will feel the need for improvement of their living room
quarters. This has already evidenced itself in the selling of furniture, studio couches, chairs, occasional furniture, carpeting, draperitems.ies and scores of other necessary
Another thought which may seem
to be a projection too far into the
future, but by no means beyond
the realm of reason: That many
homes will have more than one telesion set, just as many homes have
two and three and four radio receivers, besides the one in the automobile down in the garage.
This very obvious trend should
be carefully noted and carefully
watched so that we will be in position to assure ourselves that the
demand
supply. will not run away with the
Rapid Charges
We should all realize that we're
not living in the same world we
lived in 20 years ago, or 10, or five,
and it tomorrow.
certainly won't
be the
same
world
Changes
in living
habits and human conduct inevitably change the flow and nature of
merchandise, and the retail distributor must shoulder the responsibility of making available the
needed merchandise, in ample quantity, at the right time, at the right
place and at the right price.
He must do this, also, with a view
to intelligent, businesslike and profitable operation. We may reasonably pride ourselves upon being a
little bit altruistic in helping to
develop a new medium, but it is
only common sense to keep a
weather-eye on the eternal question: "Who is going to be willing
and glad to contribute that profI sincerely
itable dollar?"believe the world in
general, and retailing in particular,
will benefit in the further development and expansion of television
and in helping to project a public
service that will mean more and
more to more people everywhere.
KDYL-TV

Studio

KDYL-TV Salt Lake City has announced the completion of its new
studio comprising 1,800 square feet
of floor vision
spacePlayhouse.
in the Studio
station's makes
Telepossible the use of 10 different
stage sets.

ADVERTISING!
rjf-TTV
] FILM FOR LOW I
II
l/f\lBUDGET ACCOUNTS I
1331 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.
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Grid Telecasts
(Continued from Telecasting 3)
man of the Big Ten directors, estimated the Conference may lose
S500,000 in revenue as a result of
its ban. He reported that a survey
by Ted Payseur of N.U. showed
that video did not affect attendance
last year, when all Big Ten schools
except Michigan State, Iowa, Indiana and Purdue telecast games.
He added, however, that directors agreed unanimously that TV
would have a deleterious effect on
gate receipts this year. He referred to all college athletics, but
gave special mention to football,
which he termed "our family
jewels" because it has to "carry
all our athletic loads."
Cites Attendance Lag
Mr. Crisler, noting that attendance dropped an estimated 20%
on the West Coast, asserted this
was true also in the East. He
pointed out that Mr. Payseur's
study, though showing no adverse
effect on Big Ten games, found
that smaller schools "suffered." He
said that football crowds at Otterbein, in Ohio, once averaged 2,500,
and that this figure dropped drastically, one time to 172, after Ohio
State sold telecast rights.
"We're trying to avoid killing the
goose that lays the golden eggs.
All our athletic departments have
to be self-sustaining, and football
must carry the load for all sports.
If our crowds decline, we might
have to cut down our athletic programs."
Because directors realize TV is
"a new, complex and puzzling medium," they know also that its effect today may change, Mr. Crisler
said. "Possibly the 10 members
are unduly alarmed, but we feel
we have a definite obligation to
maintain our existing programs,
which at the present time provide
for more than 45,000 students at
our 10 schools."
An official statement issued after
the two-day session conceded that
the "conference has an obligation
to the public and alumni to make
available via TV athletic contests,
of which apparently football is the
most interesting to the most people."
Action was taken against live
showings only because "conclusive
evidence" shows that video "has
an adverse effect on attendance at
football games and that telecasting
of major football games will have
a drastically adverse effect on attendance at small college and high
school football games."
PCC to Analyze
The West Coast situation will be
gone into very thoroughly prior to
and at the PCC annual meeting in
Vancouver, B. C, June 12, according to Commissioner Victor O.
Schmidt. He refused to say or predict what stand PCC would take.
Athletic officials of member schools
either oppose strongly or are lukewarm toward continuing telecasting.
Wilbur Johns, UCLA director of
Page 79
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athletics and chairman of the PCC
television committee, believes it a
question for each school to decide.
He reminded that the TV committee
has already held one meeting on the
subject without coming to a definite
conclusion and said that another is
scheduled for just prior to the
Vancouver conference. Material
gathered by the Big Ten, and several other surveys, including one
currently being made by the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce, will
be utilized by the TV committee in
helping to make final decisions, he
revealed.
Football's Support
"We want and need spectators at
our football games," Mr. Johns
said. "Under the present TV setup, we aren't
them.
While
we would
like getting
to see the
television
program
worked
out beto remembered
everybody's
satisfaction,
it must
that football supports our entire
athletic program. We can't afford
to jeopardize it."

JLatina

It was pointed out that gate
receipts at UCLA and USC games
fell off markedly last year and the
$77,000 reportedly received from
ABC for TV rights was far less
than revenue lost in ticket sales.
Al Masters, athletic director of
Stanford U. at Palo Alto, Calif, let
it be known that his college would
oppose continued telecasting of its
games. He declared that television
kills gate receipts unless the game
is a sellout.
Brutus Hamilton, U. of California athletic director, has no firm
opinion about advisability of allowing telecasting of UC games. He
expressed belief that there has been
no real test of the effects of TV on
gate receipts at his college. He
pointed out that when two UC
games were telecast last year there
were only an estimated 12,000
receivers in the San Francisco bay
area.
Besides Mr. Johns and Mr. Masters, on the TV committee are
Harvey Cassill of Washington.

Action!

ALANCED

Why Hair Turns Gray
CLIFTON UTLEY inadvertently has shown on TV why
agency men grow harried in
a hurry. Mr. Utley, who
presents the news graphically nightly
from 10:15
10:30
on WNBQ
Chicago,to
was commenting on the Federal Trade Commission complaint vertising
against cigarette
ad[Broadcasting,
April 10]. At the close of
the show, he picked up cigarette packages from a desk.
Displaying Lucky Strikes,
Camels and Pall Malls, he
pointed
the "no throat
scratch" out
advertising
which
FTC criticized. After a
brief station identification,
a film commercial popped up
showing an enthusiastic
smoker puffing away on a
Pall Mall. Ad pointed up
the non-scratch features

for a|l TV
TV

Cameras

TRIPOD
(Pat. Pending)

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below:
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars
FRANK C. ZUCKER
(7flm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (o.
^— * 1600 BROROUifly \ nemaoRK cits ^<
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TV

Must

Sell

(Continued from Telecasting 3)
toward "nothing but entertainment" already is "beginning to
pall."
"It is high time we gave some
serious thought to the development
of other kinds of programs, not
mere entertainment, although educational programs can be entertaining, too," he declared.
Mentioning recent critical comments on surveys showing that
school work suffers from television viewing, Mr. Tait observed
that "this is not a broad sociological problem, but a parental problem."
One of the largest turnouts of the
convention was on hand for the
Television Session Wednesday
morning, which opened with a
closed circuit showing of the Garroway At Large program, originated at WNBQ Chicago, and an
on-stage performance by "Kukla"
and "Ollie" of Kukla, Fran and
Ollie. Dave Garroway presided
over the sessions.
Appearing as a late addition to
the program, Motion Picture Producer Hal Roach speculated that
motion picture producers in general will offer little aid to television
"for some time to come." But, he
said, special movies for television
can be had "at prices advertisers
can afford to pay," and "they can
to be made now."
Mr. Roach urged telecasters to

3xT,D&C
10,837

=

requests

for

Yes, the loyalty and enthusiasm of Kenny's Young Fans
is amazing and delightful,
especially to sponsors participating in his daily program — 4:45 to 5:15 PM,
Monday thru Friday on
WLW-Television.
Kenny offered these Free
Buttons just three times on
his "TV Ranger" show, and
10,837 requests came in —
1 5,000 buttons are going out
and more are on order.
Any product for small fry
(or their parents) could benefit sales-wise on this action
producing program on —
WLW-T
CHANNEL 4
CINCINNATI

Page 18

WLW-D
CHANNEL 5
DAYTON

WLW-C
CHANNEL 3
COLUMBUS
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develop local talent, use imagination in building local shows, and
profit from the early experiences
of the motion-picture industry. He
specifically cautioned TV stations
to "keep it clean" in their programming, warning that censorship
could be rigorous.
Burr Tillstrom, creator of Kukla,
Fran and Ollie outlined his staff's
approach to the problem of "a show
aalmost
day." wish
He said
that "in
a sensehadI
network
service
held off a little longer," pointing
out that thus there would have
been greater opportunity for the development of individualized programming.
Eugene Thomas, manager of
WOIC(TV) Washington and an
NAB director-at-large for television, reviewed the television services being offered by NAB, including reports, analyses, sales aids
and a forthcoming part of a BAB
handbook on television advertising.
Mr. Thomas urged his listeners
to give NAB the benefit of their
views on television and to call upon
the association for help with their
problems.
Speaking as a local TV station
operator on a panel on "The Show's
The Thing," Robert D. Swezey,
general manager of WDSU New
Orleans and also an NAB TV director-at-large, stressed "the essential
importance of doing a sound and
fairly extensive live local programming job."programs designed
"Local live
specifically to meet the particular
needs and interests of the community are musts, in any TV operaclared.tion worthy of the name," he deHe felt that talent and material
for good local programming can
be found in any present TV market
and in "almost any community in
the U. S." Local programming, he
asserted, should be done with "elbow grease and imagination."
Local Clients
Mr. Swezey told his listeners
that "local advertisers will support good local programs," pointing out that in a year WDSU-TV
has sold "some 40 different local
program formats covering a wide
range of subject matter" in addition to building some 30 other
formats, some of which are potential commercial material.
He cautioned TV station operators that they "must resist the
natural inclination to restrict their
thinking and their efforts to this
month's profit-and-loss statement."
Though TV fare heretofore has
emphasized entertainment and
amusement, he said, "it will be no
time at all before increasing demands will be made upon the new
industry to bring to its audience
constructive programming."
The importance of good taste and
constructive programming also was
stressed by Jack Mabley, radio and
television editor of The Chicago
Daily News. Television, he said, is
a "tremendous" influence which
should "do something to save the
minds and the morals" of the nation.
He advised telecasters to ap-

proach their program questions by
considering TV's influence and
asking themselves — "would you like
your child to grow up like Milton
Network Standpoint
Berle?"
Approaching the program question from the standpoint of a network producer, NBC Producer Ernest Walling characterized television
as "a cooperative form of expression." Production, he said, requires advance planning and "splitsecond
teamwork."
Mr. Walling
reviewed the steps
taken by NBC in production of the
Lights Out drama series, pointing
out that in one week the staff has
seven shows in various stages of
production. Camera rehearsal, he
said, generally consumes eight to
10 hours for each half hour Lights
Out broadcast.
CBS

CONTRACT

Buys GTE Film Series
CBS in contracts signed last week
with Gordon Levoy, head of General Television Enterprises, Los
Angeles, purchased exclusive
United States rights to telecast
GTE's 52 quarter-hour Strange Adventure film series. Network paid
$225,000 in cash for rights.
After CBS has earned back this
sum from telecasting series, both
parties will share future revenue
from it. Contract covers four year
period with 10 year options following. GTE anticipates films will
gross $600,000 for first two years;
$400,000 for next two; and minimum of $100,000 a year for next
10 years. Contract carries provision that if GTE fails to make
$50,000 per year on deal, they may
cancel out.
Series was originally made by
GTE for Procter & Gamble last
year, running as Fireside Theatre
on 24 NBC-TV stations. Since
then GTE has sold series on city
to city basis for both first and second runs. It is currently on 29 TV
stations throughout the country.
With this new deal Mr. Levoy, who
originally put out approximately
$200,000 for producing the series,
has recovered his total production
cost within a year.
NABET SLOWDOWN
Montgomery Show Cancelled
A SLOWDOWN by NABET technicians arising from a dispute over
who should take orders from whom
in a television production April 10
forced the cancellation of the
Robert Montgomery dramatic show
for American Tobacco Co. on
NBC-TV.
The dispute was resolved late the
same day, but only after cancellation of the program. Basic cause
of the incident was an unsettled
question of procedure in which
NABET technicians had insisted
on following orders issued by the
technical director on the show, also
a NABET member, it was reported.
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LANDSBERG
NAMED
Is Paramount TV V. P.
KLAUS LANDSBERG, West
Coast director of Paramount Television Productions and general
manager of
KTLA (TV) Hollywood, has been
named vice presid e n t of Paramount Television
Productions, Paul
Raibourn, president, announced
last week.
Mr. Landsberg
Mr. Landsberg
has been active in
radio since 1926
and has been in
television since 1935, having started in Europe. In this country he
has been associated with Farsworth Television in Philadelphia,
NBC television in New York, and
DuMont, also New York.
Since 1941 Mr. Landsberg has
served as managing director of
Paramount Television on the West
Coast, first putting KTLA (TV),
then known as W6XYZ, on the air
in September 1942. In 1944, the
Television Broadcasters Assn.
award went to Mr. Landsberg, for
adaption of motion picture technique to television. Among his
other awards have been the 1945
American Television Society citation for "continued excellence in
television production" and the 1946
Television Broadcasters Assn.
award for public service.
Fox Takes

Baseball

PETER FOX BREWING Co.,
Chicago, for Fox De Luxe beer, is
sponsoring 58 daytime home games
of the Chicago White Sox (American League) baseball team on
WGN-TV Chicago through Schwimmer & Scott, same city. WGN-TV,
which started telecasting Sox games
April 18 for the third year on an
exclusive basis, also is handling
the 77 home-game schedule of the
Chicago Cubs in the National
League. Jack Brickhouse handles
commentary on both.

RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
Our Graduates are
Checked for
Ability and Enthusiasm
Appearance
and Personality
Integrity
Trained
by . . and
. Showmanship
Network
Trained
to . . Professionals
Do more than one job well
Understand your operational
Trained with . . .
problemsTV and Radio
Complete
Trained Commercial
under . Equipment
Actual Broadcast Conditions
For Promof free Service
Call, Write, Division
or Wire
Personnel
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE £
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • PLaza 7 321
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Hixson & Jorgensen Inc., Los AnHARRY LEHMAN for Cine-Tel,
geles. Same firm producing spots
Los Angeles, producing series of
for Windmaster, Los Angeles
three 7%-minute semi-animation
TV films, Pete the Pooch. Milt
(plexiglass for cars), through Ad
Engineers, that city.
Gross is associate producer on
series. . . . John A. Norling and
One-minute commercial for DiaWil Marcus elected president and
mond T Truck Co. produced by Atlas
vice president, respectively, of
Loucks & Norling Studios Inc., New
Film ness
Corp.,
Park,Roche,
111." Busiplaced Oak
through
WilYork, picture production firm. Mr.
liams & Cleary. Other TV busiMarcus formerly was advertising
ness— six one-minute spots for
manager of Polaroid Corp., CamEdelweiss beer through Olian Adbridge, Mass. He will replace Mr.
vertising; four one-minute spots for
Loucks, who remains with the firm
Stopette deodorant through Earle
as consultant.
Ludgin agency; three 20-second
commercials for Webster-Chicago,
Series of 26 open-end one-minute
TV films, titled MiniTrix, scheduled
showing new three-speed phonoon WTVJ(TV) Miami for Florida
graph, Fuller, Smith & Ross,
agency.
Power & Light Co. Agency: Bevis
& Tyler Inc. Gerald A. Bartell
Assoc., Empire Bldg., Milwaukee,
are film gotiated
distributors.'
Agency
ne- TV INSTRUCTION
for use of film for
one year
period. Spots are in two sequences,
Stephens College Pioneers
first showing magician performing
PIONEER
TV instructional probaffling dinner-table trick; second
gram is slated for inauguration in
sequence puts camera behind trick
September at Stephens College in
revealing; how it is done.
Columbia, Mo. It will be supported
by a two-camera chain and other
Sarra Inc., Chicago, has released
necessary equipment for class instruction on all phases of practical
series of eight 20-second and onetelecasting, the college has anminute spots for Toastmaster Products Div., McGraw Electric Co., nounced.
showing new Toastmaster. HospiThe project will be directed by
tality Set and Toastmaster Toaster.
Dr. Hale Aarnes, chairman of the
Agency: Erwin, Wasey Co. Same
Radio Education Dept., who earlier
firm recently produced two one- this year made an extensive study
minute spots for Swift & Co., of video and recommended the
through J. Walter Thompson. Spots training program to President
feature comedian Billy Gilbert as Homer T. Rainey. Plans call for
"sausage taste tester."
a closed circuit system on the cenCaston Productions, Los Angeles,
tral campus with studio-classes
located in an auditorium where
has completed eight one-minute TV
film commercials for Payne Furnace
64 x 38 ft. stage area is available.
Co., Monrovia, Calif. Agency:
Facilities will include adjoining
announcers booth, control room,
film projection room and other
work space. Kinescope recordings
NEW RCA TUNER
will be made. Students will be able

'Printed-Circuit' Developed
DEVELOPMENT of the television
industry's first "printed-circuit"
tuner, designed for home-receivers,
has been announced by the RCA
Tube Department.
RCA said the tuner provides
greatly improved performance, including superior reception in
fringe areas as well as in receivers
operated with built-in antennas.
As a departure from conventional
wound-coil units, the tuner utilizes
a photo-etch process to reproduce
the critical circuits, it was explained.
The process, RCA pointed out,
eliminates the complicated method
of mechanically winding coils, and
at the same time produces precision
circuits of superior performance.
The new tuner, already subjected
to extensive field tests, is now
available to manufacturers of TV
receivers and will be available for
replacement purposes through
RCA parts distributors, RCA said.
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ALEXANDER

Buys Films

WPTZ(TV) Philadelphia has announced the purchase of over 200
feature films from Associated Artists Productions. The movies purchased are largely Monogram and
Eagle-Lion productions made between 1938 and 1946. They were
contracted to insure an uninterrupted film flow for WPTZ's Hollywood Playhouse, seen Monday
through Friday from 2-3 p.m. Program went on the air March 20
and since then has been 559fc sold
after having been offered to advertising agencies for only three
weeks, Rolland V. Tooke, assistant
general manager, said.

FILM CO.

SARRA,

INC.

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
5000 Top Quality Commercials
MOTION PICTURES
FDR

5D LINES

□ F BUSINESS

SOUND SLiDE FILMS

A Low-Cost Rental Service
NEW YORK - CHICAGO

WRITE

HOLLYWOOD

BRAY
STUDIOS,
EXTENSIVE
LIBRARY INC.
OF
FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS)
Available for television
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, 19
Save Money!
Save Time!
Low Cost
High Powered
FILM COMMERCIALS
"Finest in Film Since 1937"
LABORATORY
FAST 72 HR. SERVICEI
WALNUT 2164
FILM ASSOCIATES, INC.
440 E. Schantz Ave. Dayton 9, Ohio

• TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
TV AllSPOTS-PROGRAMS
FOR Steps
Production
In One Organization
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD
CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD28,9.7205

TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
FILM SPOTS
20-SECONB AND I MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING

CRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL SPOTS
FOR TELEVISION

I D. C.
STERLING 4650

480 LEXINGTON AVE.
PLAZA 3-1531

to view programs during the presentation.
WPTZ(TV)

minium
£

OFFICIAL TELEVISION, INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF OFFICIAL FILMS. INC.
COMPLETE

VIDEO

PROGRAM SERVICE
NEW SHOWS READY BOON.
CONTACT W. W. BLACK

April 24, 1950

41 E. 50TH ST., NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL B-1162

25 WEST 45TH STREET,
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
LU 2-17CD

RKO PATHE, INC.
625 MADISON

PROGRAMS of KTTV (TV) Hollywood are listed in Fresno (Calif.) Bee.
Fresno is approximately 233 miles
north of Los Angeles.

VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TD
FINISHED PRINT
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
SIO W. 57TH STREET. N. Y. C.
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES

AVE.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
PLAZA 9-3600

BROADCASTING -TELECASTING
FILM & PRODUCTION
DIRECTORY
IS PRINTED THE
LAST
ISSUE OF
EACH

MDNTH

GUARANTEED PAID CIRCULATION
EXCEEDS 15,000
TELECASTING
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HERE'S WHY. Type TA-5C removes 60-cycle hum and
other low-frequency disturbances from the video signal
—and suppresses switching transients. It reduces highfrequency noise components substantially— and cleans up
the blanking pulses. It will restore the sync— or reduce it
as required. It will maintain constant sync level — or
amplify this level to any value up to 50 per cent. It makes
Check the performance of the TA-5C . . . and compare!
Characteristic
Fidelity Response
Signal Gain
Sync Gain
Voltage Output
Separate Sync
Output
Complete Sync
Stripping
Clean Output Signal
No. of Tubes
No. of Controls

RCA, TA-5C
Uniform to 7 Mc
25 db; works down
to 0.15v input
Up to 50%
3v across
37.5 ohms
Yes

STAB
UniformAMPto 5"A"
Mc
20 db; works down
to 0.2v input
Up to 40%
2.5v across
37.5 ohms
No

Yes

No

Yes
19
4

No
247

Uniform
to 5.5"B"Mc
STAB AMP
20 todb;0.2v
worksinputdown
Up to 40%
3v across
75 ohms
No
No
No
27
4

the

business!

it easy to extract a pure video signal from the composite
signal— and provides video gains as high as 25 db.
With this stabilizing amplifier you can switch between
remote (composite) signal and local video signals. You
can adjust video gain control without disturbing the sync.
You can control gain, sync level, and sync clipping remotely—by means of external controls provided for the
purpose. And with the TA-5C, separate output monitoring is independent of line characteristics.
For highest fidelity of video signal, cleanest output, and
highest sync gain, nothing beats the TA-5C. Call your
RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer for details. Or write
Dept. 19-ED, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N.J.
Cleanest output signal
Highest signal fidelity

i

5 5.5 7
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (Mc.)

TELEVISION BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
RAD tO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT. CAMDEN. N.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

OUTPUT QUALITY
AND SYNC GAIN

When you can get RCA
"Know-How". . . why

Pull Out for Filing

take anything less?

SCRIPT CONTEST
AER Lists 403 Final Entries
FINAL entries totaling 403 have
Ibeen received for judging in the
ispring 1950 annual radio script
'contest of the Assn. for Education
(by Radio, it was announced last
[week. The final entries were selected from more than 1,000 original
scripts by -students from colleges in
26 states, officials said. Winners,
who will be announced in May, will
receive cash prizes.
Sponsors of the contest, who have
contributed toward expenses and
who have supplied awards for the
winners, are: Audio Devices Inc.,
Protestant E a d i o Commission,
School Broadcast Conference, Webster Electric Co., World Book Encyclopedia, WJD Chicago, and
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. The
1950 spring contest has been under
the direction of Sherman P. Lawton, U. of Oklahoma, who also supervised the contest for the Assn.
for Education by Radio in the two
previous years.
SCBA

Home

Survey

BROADCASTING

Daily 'Teleheadlines'
EFFECTIVE combining of television
and journalism seen in Teleheadlines
show aired by WOI-TV Iowa State
College, Ames, five nights weekly
Headlines and datelines of copy used
in news show are typed on strip of
paper which feeds through Balopticon.
One voice reads datelines and head;
second voice reads news items. Sound
effects are provided by recording of
teletype machine coming up and fading
between each item. Once weekly, Teleheadlines is followed by picture reities. view of campus events and personalTornado Warnings

; TWENTY per cent increase of
radio homes in Los Angeles County
land 18% in 11 Southern California
counties has been shown since the
war, according to recent estimates
of Southern California Broadcasters Assn. Percentages are based
on BMB 1949 percentages and 1950
statistics of Regional Planning
Commission on number of occupied
dwelling units. Number of county
radio homes is 1,320,060 or 98.7%
of total. Figure for Southern California is 1,799,266 or 98.4% of
total. Total estimated sets in Los
Angeles County, including extra
radios in homes, auto sets, portables, and receivers in offices, is
3,292,873. These figures are based
on BMB percentages and recent
Pulse car-listening survey.

HOWARD

s of
N hours
ELEVE
material
were and
tape45-minute
recorded by
WRAL Raleigh, N. C, at fiveday trial of Raymond D. Hair, charged
with first degree murder. Station received permission to broadcast trial
and used concealed microphones
throughout. Most broadcast of trial
records were made in late evening
hours, station reports, with some excerpts aired on regular newscasts.
Jury's verdict was heard by WRAL
audience 17 minutes after it was returned.

SYSTEM of warning listeners of approaching tornadoes set up by WKY
Oklahoma City in cooperation with
U. S. Weather Bureau. Direct telephone circuit to weather bureau at
city's
airport from
control municipal
room in downtown
sectionWKY
has
been set up. System of warning bells
can be utilized to put weather bureau forecaster on the air in matter
of seconds, in case of emergency.
Band Talent Search
QUEST for talented young musicians
for Band of Tomorrow will be launched
via television on KTTV (TV) Hollywood late this month or early in May
by Freddie Martin, orchestra leader.
Competition open to non-professional
musicians and soloists who possess not
only musical ability but versatility.
Auditions now being conducted at
schools and colleges in Los Angeles
area by Martin talent scouts. Those
selected will compete for seats on the

J. McCOLLISTER

• Telecasting

Band of Tomorrow program which
will run for 13 weeks on KTTV. Selected Band at end of that time would
continue playing in area, with Mr.
Martin then going to other areas of
country to select other orchestral
groups for final competition for national Band of Tomorrow to be telecast from as yet undetermined city and
station. Mr. Martin is now making
arrangements for other TV stations to
engage in program. Future plans also
include possibility of kinescoping
KTTV program to be run as trailer
in other areas so as to spread interest
in venture.
Historic Dedication
REBUILT and restored McLean House
at Old Appomattox Courthouse was
dedicated amid great fanfare April 16.
Highlight of event was presence of
Gen. Ulysses S. Grant III and Robert
E. Lee IV in reenactment of Civil War
surrender. Event was carried by
WWOD and WLVA Lynchburg, WRNL
Richmond, WTON Staunton, WHLF
South Boston, WSVS Crewe and
WFLO Farmville, Va.
Double Deal
"ECHO CHAMBER" effect being used
by Fred Haseltine, m.c, of The Alarm
Clock Club on WRNL Richmond, Va.,
with great effectiveness, station reports. Two copies of same record are
played not quite simultaneously, giving tune hollow, echo-like effect. Slow
ballads are best adapted to this new
twist for disc show, Mr. Haseltine
reports.
Sponsor Tie-In
NEW show on WBAL-TV Baltimore
has both audience participation appeal
and sponsor tie-in. Weekly program,
Prosperity Parade, is sponsored by Ed
die's Super
Baltimore area.Markets,
Questionsfoodin chain
Quiz in
format
are connected with food. Show is set
against back-ground of super market
stage settings. M. C. Jay Grayson
is attired in garb of salesman, and
winners collect their prizes in basket
pushcarts. Prizes are food products.
Highlight of show is "Mystery Pantry." Cupboard stacked with brand
name food products is shown on
screen for few seconds. First 18
home-viewers writing in on blanks
obtained at Eddie's stores identifying products, receive food baskets.
Idea is copyrighted by George Roman
of
more.Roman Advertising Agency, BaltiTwo In One
LISTENERS to WLIZ Bridgeport,
Conn., will receive both music and
late baseball developments during coming baseball season, station reports.
Station is carrying no direct broadcasts or re-creations, but will build its
usual musical format around "baseball scoreboard." Scoreboard will take
the air at 1:45 p.m. and continue until
5:30. When news of scores, pitcher
changes or home runs are received
via Western Union ticker at WLIZ,
they will be flashed on air without
interrupting music.

RECORDING
PROCESSING
PRESSING
. ou get the kind of service you want and the quality
Y,need at RCA! Records
you
and transcriptions of every
description . . . slide film and
promotion
ities. Carefulrecording
handling faciland
prompt
delivery.
Contact
an
RCA Victor
Custom
Record
Sales Studio, Dept. 4-B :
120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, New York
MU 9-0500
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago
11, Illinois
Whitehall
4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Hillside
Hollywood
38, 5171
California
You'll find useful facts in
our Custom Record Brochure.
Send for it today!

custom

sales
Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division
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April 11 Applications
(cont'd.) . . .
WBCA
(FM) Schenectady,
Y.—
Mod.
CP authorizing
changes to N.change
ERP to 1.56 kw, ant. to 850 ft., change
studio site.
WJPB (FM) Fairmont, W. Va.— Mod.
CP change ERP to 4.77 kw.
License for CP
KXOA-FM
License to cover Sacramento,
CP reinstate Calif.—
new FM
station.
Exp.Versluis,
TV Relay-Near Porter,
Leonard A.
Ind. — CP new exp. TV relay on Group
C bands with 10 w vis. and F-5 emission
for use with intercity relay of WLAVTV Grand Rapids, Mich.
April 12 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
WKAP Allentown Pa. and WSCR
Scranton, Pa. — Granted joint petition
in part; Ordered record in proceeding
Dockets 9132 and 9133, reopened for
further hearing, at date to be determined, for purpose
affording
petitioners
opportunity toofpresent
evidence
proffered
with
said
petition,
but
subject to condition that said petitioners
will also present additional engineering
studies, based upon measurements
taken
in accordance
with Commission's
Standards
of Good Engineering
Practice, showing estimated daytime and
nighttime coverage of WKAP and
WSCR, operating as proposed herein,
and also for purpose of affording Commission's counsel
full opportunity
cross-examine
engineering
witnessesto
for petitioners on such evidence and to
present
independent under
evidence
half of Commission
any onor beall
of engineering issues involved in this
hearing.
Saratoga Bcstg. Co. and Spa Bcstrs.
Inc., Saratoga Springs, N. Y. — Granted
petition requesting Commission accept
their late appearance in proceeding re
application Docket 9575, and that of
Spa Bcstrs. Inc.
April 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WMBD Peoria, 111.— Mod. CP AM station to increase power, install DA-DN
etc. for extension of completion date.
WGTR Paxton, Mass.— Mod. CP to
make changes in FM station for extension of completion date.
WBT-FM Charlotte, N. C— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
License for CP
License for CP new FM station:
KDTH-FM
York,
Pa. Dubuque, la.; WNOW-FM
License Renewal
WAJR
Morgantown,
Va. — Request
for license renewal FM W.station.
Modification of CP
KLAC-TV
Los Angeles — Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date.
April 13 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
KSET El Paso, Tex.— Designated for
consolidated hearing at El Paso on May
17 applications for renewal of license
and consent to assignment of license
to Rio Grande Bcstg. Co.; dismissed
application KELP presently operating
at El Paso on 920 kc, 1 kw, D, to operate on 1340 kc, 250 w unl. and two
related petitions.
Action Vacated
KWRZ Flagstaff Bcstg. Co., Flagstaff.
Ariz. — By order Commission vacated
action of Dec. 8, 1949 in declaring license of KWRZ forfeited, and designated KWRZ's
for proceedrenewal
for hearing
in aapplication
consolidated

SERVICE
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of

the

FCC

APRIL 11 to APRIL 18
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
ing with application of The Flagstaff
Bcstg. Co., for new station for same
facilities (1340 kc, 250 w unl.), hearing
to be
held in Washington on date to
be
determined.
Hearing Designated
Jennings Bcstg. Co. Inc., Jennings,
La. — Designated for hearing in Wash12, 500
application
for new
station ington
on on July
1290 kc
w.
WISE Asheville, N. C— Designated
for hearing in Washington on July 14
application to change from 1230 kc to
680 kc, increase power from 250 w to
1 kw, to use different DA patterns day
and night and change trans, location
of WISE; made WCYB Bristol, Va.
party to proceeding.
Hearing Designated
WABW Lawrence, Mass. — Designated
for hearing
applicationfromto change
trans,to
and
studio location
Lawrence
Lowell, Mass., and make changes in
ant. system: hearing to be held July 19
in Washington.
KUNOnated forCorpus
Tex. — Desighearing Christi,
in Washington
June
5 in consolidated proceeding with application of Henry Lee Taylor, et al,
application of KUNO to change from
100 w unl. time to 250 w unl. on 1400
kc.
KRMG Tulsa, Okla.— Designated for
hearing cationinto install
Washington
July 21increase
applinew trans.,
nighttime power from 10 to 25 kw and
make changes in nighttime radiation
pattern of KRMG; made KACE Dallas
party to proceeding.
KSOK Arkansas City, Kan. — Designated for hearing in Washington on
July 24 application to change power
and hours of operation from 1 kw D
to 100 w-N, 1 kw-D unl.
WSGW Saginaw, Mich. — Designated
for hearing in Washington on July 26
application to change type of trans,
and make changes in electrical height
of ant. by top loading and to specify
studio location of WSGW; made WTAR
Norfolk,
Va. and WBBM Chicago, parties to proceeding.
Extension Granted
KMPC Los Angeles— Granted 6 mos.
extension of completion date for mod.
CP.
Petition Granted
WHOM Jersey City, N. J.— Granted
petition to accept for filing application
for mod. of license to change location
of
New main
York Stm-Ho
City. from Jersey City to
Extension Denied
KRKO Everett, Wash.— Denied extension of completion date for CP to
change facilities from 1400 kc, 250 w to
1380 kc, 1 kw unl. DA-N for unspecified time: advised applicant that if
hearing is desired request therefor
should be made within 20 days.
Action Set Aside
WOPT Scriba, N. Y.— Set aside action
of Feb. 15 denying extension of time
for CP and granted extension of completion date to June 2; dismissed as

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 362o
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Actions

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

moot request of WOPT for hearing.
Modification of License
WMCA New York — Granted mod. of
license to eliminate use of remote
reading field intensity receiver.
Hearing Designated
WAMS Wilmington, Del., and WAWZ
Zarephath, N. J. — Designated for hearing ontionsJuly
28 at for
Washington,
applica-to
of WAMS
mod. license
specify unl. operation and of WAWZ
for CP to change power from 1 kw-N,
5 kw-D DA-2, to 5 kw unl., DA-2.
Petition Denied
Orville L. Jenkins, Quanah, Tex. —
Denied petition to reconsider and grant
without hearing application for new
station on 1150 kc, 250 w D; amended
order
of hearing
de'e;eJulyIssues
7; hearing
to be toheld
31. 1, 3 and
Request Denied
Pekin,kc, 111.—
SSAWSIV
on 1150
100 wDenied
N, in request,
addition for
to
its
presently
licensed
daytime
facilities
of 1140 kc, 1 kw.
Extension Granted
WLAQ Rome, Ga. — Granted extension of 30 days from April 14 to operate on 670 kc with power reduced to
tion.
250 w pending operation at new locaHearing Designated
Chesapeake Bcstg. Co. Inc., Bradbury Heights, Md. — Designated for
hearing on July 27 at Washington, ap1 kw D. plication for new station on 1540 kc,
Renewal Granted
KGEM
Boise,
Ida. — Granted
of license for regular
period. renewal
Resumption of Hearing
Hearing examiner J. Fred Johnson
on April
12 orderedredate
for resump-of
tion of hearings
applications
KMPC
Los
Angeles,
WJR
Detroit from
and
WGAR Cleveland be advanced
Sept. 6 to May 15 at Los Angeles.
WEPG-FM
Atlantic
City, is.frequency
J.— Dismissed request
to change
from Ch. 253 to 293 on grounds that
latter is not available for assignment
to Atlantic
Allocation PlanCity
for under
Class BTentative
FM stations,
and applicant does not allege sufficient
reasons for instituting rule-making
proceedings to change allocation plan.
WPTF location
Raleigh,
AlPlan for N.
ClassC— BAmended
FM stations
to substitute Ch. 234 for 233 at Raleigh,
and granted application of WPTF to
shift from Ch. 233 (94.5 mc) to Ch. 234
(94.7 mc).
WGAR Cleveland, Ohio — Denied request for STA to operate Class B FM
station for which it does not presently
hold CP; is proposed grantee in part,
in docket, on which decision awaits
outcome of proceedings in G. A. Richards cases .
WILA Woodstock, 111.— Granted request to remain silent for period of 90
days in order to effect reorganization.
WTFN TiiHn, Ohio — Granted request
to remain silent for period of 30 days
in order to effect reorganization.
Following
grantedauthorized
CP's covering
changes
in presently
facilities as indicated:
WCNT-FM
Centralia, 111. — Change
Why

power 450fromft. 67to kw
from
200 toft. 2.45 kw, and ant
KVLC-FM Little Rock, Ark.— Change
from Class B to Class A station; Ch
231 (94.1 mc) to Ch. 240 (95.9 mcj
power from 9 kw to 390 w; ant. frorr
240 ft. to 120 ft.
WJMC-FM Rice Lake, Wis.— Chang
po'</er from 4.4 kw to 7.4 kw.
KGDM-FM Stockton, Calif.— Chang
power
310 ft. from
to 30039 ft.kw to 1.4 kw; ant. fron
WNAE-FM Warren, Pa. — Changi
power from 350 w to 550 w; ant. frott
minus 100 ft. to minus 140 feet condi
tions.
WHO-FM Des Moines, la. — Chang
power 800from
from
ft. to410690kwft. to 400 kw; ant
WBCC-FM Bethesda, Md. — Chang
frequency from Ch. 276 (103.1 mc) t<
Ch. 292 (106 3 mc) condition.
National Mobile Radio System — B;
order granted leave to file comment
and participate in television proceed
ings
now pending
in Dockets
8736 pt.before
al, andCommissioi
accepteo
said petition for filing as comments
petitioner with respect to issue 5
Docket
8976 470
(utilization
in the band
to 890 mc offorfrequencie
TV).
April 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1340
Mendocino Bcstg. Co., TJkiah, Calil
—CP new AM station on 1340 kc, 25
w unl. AMENDED to change name o
applicant
from LloydEdgar
Bittenbender,
Walter Sandelin,
W. DuttoEF"
Guido Benassini and T. R. Aramante
partnership d/b as Mendocino Bcstg
Co., to partnership of same name an
same
partners with exception of T. J
Aramante.
AM— 980 kc
KSGM Ste. ^°n»vieve. Mo.— CP fr
change from 1450 kc 250 w unl. to 98
kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-2 AMENDE1
to request 980AM—
kc 500
1460w kcunl. DA-1.
Brazoria County Bcstg. Co., Free
port,250Tex.w— CP
AM station
146kc
D. new
AMENDED
to on
chang
name from W. David Evans, Richard J
Higgins, A. T. Deere, John S. Hair
George
Reeves, partnership
Ross K. Pre~cot
and
H. J.D. Griffith,
d/b a;
Brazoria County Bcstg. Co., to neV
partnership of same name and part
ners Mr.
withGriffith.
exception of Mr. Prescol
and
Modification of CP
Lenoir
City, Tenn.—
Mod.kc C]
AMWLrL
station
to change
from 730
50
w D to 1490 kc 250 w unl
WAAF Chicago, 111.— Mod. CP AT
station to change hours of operatior
power,
install
completion
date.DA-DN for extension
Mod. CP new FM station for exten
sion of completion date: KGAR-FT
Garden
City, Kan.; WSFL-FM Spring
field, Mass.
License for CP
KMFM
Monroe,
new FM station. La. — License for CI
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1240 kc
KVAS
Astoria,
Ore. —from
Mod.1050
CP kcne\t
AM station to change
1240 kc and change hours of operatio
from daytime AM—
to unlimited.
1300 kc
WGKV Charleston, W. Va. — CP Al
station to change from 1490 kc to 2E
w unl. to 1300 kc 1 kw unl. DA-1.
(Continued on page 91 )

Engineered byoftheProfessional
World's Oidesi
Largest
Manufacturers
Magneticand Recorders.
Magnecord, Inc., 360 N. Michigan. Chicago. III.

buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job

on "RADIO
Contact
EDWARD
PETRY CO.

ation record- play
PT6-P
A portable,
combinback- remote amplifidelityfier.forExceptional
use with
PTB-A recorder

BALTIMORE"
IVBAL
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
I Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
isIB
i>
If
l Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Fverett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.
II 1

i

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST.. N. W.
WASHINGTON

RA

McNARY & WRATH A LI
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE'

BIG

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.3-3000
J
MOntclair
Laboratories
Great Notch, N. J.

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE'

A. D. RING & CO.

JOHN

DE. 1232

J.

KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

5. D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

>u i o 1 4 rnunsey Blag. — sterling _o 111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St N W Molronolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
OwJ vUllllctllCUI
1 A||S
i r\ n n art ■ e* i ■ ♦ nvc*
Awo
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4730 W. Ruffner

1
RUSSELL

P.

MAY

ij

■ 1422 F St., N. W.
Kellogg Bldg.
: Washington. D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

ANDREW
CORPORATION
SPECIALISTS IN
Allocation • Design • Installation
363 E. 75th St., Chicago 19, III.
PHONE: TRiangle 4-4400

REpublic 7236

Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

Of. HI. 3itUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kings wood 7631, 9541

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

KENNEDY & TURNER
Wes Turner
Frank M. Kennedy
"Registered Professional Engineers"
Specializing in Television
3701 Arbolada Road Phone OLympic 7039
LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF.

KEAR

& KENNEDY

A tCADI
f*\ II 1 1 1 A A JK.
ID
A.
AKL CULLUm,
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

II
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Member AFCCE*
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GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.
AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

C/"\ D ft P.
B ADAIR
A n A ID
ueORuc
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
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Mr. Al Schmale
Young and Rubicam
New York City
Dear Al:
Ever since these VVCHS fellers got
back frum Cincy an'Cereal
thet conferPost
ence all we bin
hearin' is western
Mid-Hayride! No kiddin', Al,herefolksis
'round
goin' crazy
per mot in' thet
bete
whenI
show ha, an'
th' chips is all
down, Charlesth'
rest uvton an'southern West V irginny will really be on Yesth'
Post
sir, map.
I heered
'cm
thin' arrangin'
s wit h
school kids ,
plannin'
an'
p e spots,
r m ads
oshunal
an' talkin' ter
th' boys whats
contacting
th'
qroccry
stores!
Add 'all thet
ter th'
5000
watts
coverage
with 580 on
th' dial,
yuh
really an'
got
a advert i sin'
campaign!
Jest
heerd a big store manager talkin' terday,
an'
he wuzbegins
asayin'
jest asonsoon
as a
company
ter thet
advertise
W CHS,
th' merchandise really starts ter move!
Jest tho't yer'd like ter know, Al! Thet's
Algy ter
th' kinda
thin' s folks likeYrs.
you likes
keep
in mind!
W

C H S

Charleston,

W.

Va.

yjojuA Own
CALL
LETTERS
Individually hand-lettered in gold
on luxurious maroon satin
TIES

MADE

HAND

Write for special prices on
orders of one dozen or more
Allow 2 weeks for delivery
Add 3% sales tax for Michigan residents.
Gifts by Guildcraft
1040 W. Fort
Detroit 26, Michigan
Page 86
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WDDD
ALL-AMERICAN

RETAIL ROUNDUP
Sattler's of Buffalo Plans All-Out- Drive

SATTLER'S Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.,
dry goods store which last year won
the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn.'s Award of Merit for the best
coordinated retail promotion of the
year, has come up with a 1950 promotion predicted by the firm to top
anything it has done previously.
It's called Sattler's All-American
Retail Roundup, planned for a twoweek period in May. The roundup
is designed to follow the Sattler
custom of sharing the impact of
its promotional effort with a public
service cause. Devoted to the country-wide promotion will be radio
and television time, newspaper advertisements, window and interior
displays
and
the
store's public address system.
The hundreds of radio spots
planned will feature congratulatory messages from governors and
state and civic leaders. Sattler's
also has arranged special radio and
video programs during which celebrities and public figures will be
interviewed. During the entire
nine days of the All-America
Roundup, the firm will keep up a
continuous barrage of promotional
advertising in all three Buffalo
daily papers.
In addition, the story will be told
by 24-sheet billboards and each of
Sattler's 25 show windows will
carry a state theme behind featured
merchandise. Maps of the United
States, picturing the products of
different sections, will be shown in
the interior store displays together
with regional exhibits and travel
posters depicting famous American resorts and natural beauties.
Sattler's has reported that governors and state and civic leaders
throughout the country have
pledged their support and many
states are planning to send exhibits
DENVER U. CLINIC
5 Summer Workshops Set
FIVE special radio workshops and
clinics will occupy the faculty of
the U. of Denver department of
radio management this summer, it
was announced at the school last
week. From June 21 to July 22,
workshops will be conducted in the
fields of TV, radio arts and radio
education, and from July 24 to
Aug. 23, the annual professional
radio clinic will consider commercial broadcasting.
In addition, groups of high
school pupils from all parts of the
country will take part in the high
school radio clinic in the studios
and on the sound stages at Denver
U. Faculty for the workshops
and clinics will include Albert N.
Williams, former network producer
and radio editor for the Saturday
Review of Literature; Miss Betty
Girling,
of Minnesota
U.'s
School ofdirector
the Air;
Noel Jordan,
forme*- director of mobile services
for NBC television.

and personnel.
Last year's promotion for May
was the Bargain Air-Lift which
won for Sattler's the NRDGA
Award of Merit. This event drew
the support of six major air lines,
Army and Navy Air Forces, the
Royal Canadian Air Force, New
York State Dept. of Commerce, city
officials and air-minded organizations.
This promotion,
stated,
resulted
in not only Sattler's
the biggest
air
show ever seen by Buffalo, but a
23% increase in sales for the store.
Commenting
on Cornelius,
this year's promotion, Robert
vice
president of Sattler's, said: ". . .
the commodity which will co-star
with Sattler's famous bargains is
far greater than transportation.
It is the United States of America
itself — a reassuring chunk of substance in today's shaky world of
hydrogen bombs and flying sauCANADA RATINGS
cers." American Programs Lead
AMERICAN network programs led
in the national Canadian ratings
for March issued by Elliott-Haynes
Ltd., Toronto. Of 40 evening network programs, first 10 were:
Charlie McCarthy with 35.1, Radio
Theatre 33.5, Fibber McGee &
Molly 33.1, Amos V Andy 32, Our
Miss Brooks 29.2, Bob Hope 26.1,
Twenty Questions 25.8, My Friend
Irma 25.2, Aldrich Family 22.6,
and Mystery Theatre 21.3.
Daytime programs were led by
Big Sister 17, Road of Life 15.1,
Happy Gang (Canadian program)
15, Ma Perkins 14.4, and Pepper
Young's Family 14.2. French-language programs, all of Canadian
origination, were led evenings by
Un Homme et Son Peche 40, Radio
Carabin 35.2, Metropole 31.1,
Raillement du Rire 28.3, and Ceux
qu'on Aime 26.4. Daytime programs were led by Jeunesse Doree
28.9, Rue Principale 28.9, Maman
Jeanne 23.5, Grande Soeur 23.3,
and Tante Lucie 23.1.

SPONSORSHIP

School Board Approve*
PERMISSION for WBUD Tren
ton, N. J., to broadcast commercial'
ly sponsored sporting events fron
the Trenton public schools has beer
granted by the Trenton board o:
education, according to officials oi
WBUD.
This action, it was stated, re
versed the board of education':
previous decision that commercially
sponsored programs should not b<
permitted to originate in thi
schools. In making the request
WBUD reported, it took the initia
tive for all the radio stations in th
Trenton area. Dr. Paul Loser
superintendent of schools, wa
asked to contact other boards o
education and WBUD contacte
other radio stations. At the Apri
meeting, Dr. Loser made his repor
regarding
other favorable,
school boards
of which were
WBUIal'
stated.
Radio at Sea
PASSENGERS on new luxury liners of two U. S. lines
now will be able to plug portable radios into built-in antenna outlets and obtain clear
AM and shortwave radio reception for the first time in
cabins and staterooms at sea,
RCA has announced. The two
ship lines are American President Lines and the American Export Lines. To by-pass
signal - shielding effects of
steel hulls and bulkheads, new
marine RCA antenaplex system will be installed, feeding
more than 200 individual outlets from a single whip antenna mounted above-decks.
FCC Rules Change
AMENDMENT to Sec. 1.854 o
FCC's rules has been announce!
by the Commission to specify prej
cedure for correcting transcripts ooral arguments. No such rule exist
ed before. The new rule allows 1,
days after transcript filing for th,
entering of motions for correctio
and an additional five days for an
reply.

Prospectin' for sales? Montana's got
Wealth from copper, dairy cows, lumberin
farming, hydro-electric
power,
'? beets, me
n sugar
cti
pemajor
pros
packing.
Seven
industries in all add i
to better than $100 million in retail sales (194S
Pan for wealth if you like. But for sales in
hurry, use the Mosby stations.
74e

/tot IfteUv

Station*

KGVO-Knnn
S KW MISSOULA
DAY — 1 KW NITE
ANACONDA BUTTE
250 KW

n
o n t a n
*fc NOT ONE, BUT SEVEN MAJOR INDUSTRIES
BROADCASTING

*
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VIGILANCE
REACH

Aids Radio's Pocket-book
VIGILANT eye of the Washington
rotate Assn. of Broadcasters has
tjjjaid off to a total of $2,000 annual
I saving in industrial insurance fees
jor the industry, according to the
.VSAE.
tj After receiving word from the
Dept. of Labor and Industries that
he industry would pay a 2<t base
■ate during 1950 instead of the
L 2/10tf base rate paid last year,
R. O. Dunning, association's president, and other officers asked the
igency to restudy radio's experimce in the past nine years.
When the study was completed,
he agency found that radio not
mly deserved a much lower rate,
)ut also an entirely new classificaion (from 13-3 where it shared
ategory with phone companies to
15-1 also occupied by the theatrical
ndustry). This transfer autonatically lowered radio's base rate
rom 24 to 4 mills, retroactive to
Tanuary 1950. The agency's director has reported most stations
jvhich had no accidents in recent
fears in the state automatically
deceived an earned rate, that is
0% of the base rate — substantial
avings to stations.

MAIN

Keystone casting
BroadSystem
Gives It to You
in One Low-Cost
Package.

NOW Mr. and Mrs. are Walton Foster (3d I), news editor and disc jockey,
KTXL San Angelo, Tex., and Aria Bishop, Sturgess department store (San Angela) executive. Best man at the double ring ceremony on Feb. 17 was Bob McClellan (2d I), KTXL manager. Joe Yowell (I), KTXL salesman, was an
usher. Bride's father, Baird Bishop, owns and operates KXIT Dalhart, Tex.
Her brother. Ken Bishop, is KXIT manager. Rev. Ray Johnson, who married
them, is brother of Len Johnson, KWKC Abilene, Tex., program manager.
NAB
REPRODUCTION

Group Approves Two
Sets of Standards

NEW STANDARDS covering magnetic tape reels, designed to permit
operation of any reel on any magnetic recorder, were approved April 15
by the NAB Recording & Reproducing Standards Committee, meeting
at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago. The standards require ratification by the
KSLH (FM) On Air
NAB board, normally a routine hub
*—
carrying magnetic tape shall be in
FORMAL opening of a $98,000 St. procedure.
accordance with Figure 4.
ouis Board of Education station,
Neal McNaughten, NAB engi2.50 Primary Standard: It shall be
neering director, presided at the standard where flanges are used that
iSLH (FM), was marked April
,1 by tribute of civic and school committee's meeting with discus- the primary standard flange shall be
sion led by Robert M. Morris, of in accordance with Figure 5.
eaders.
The outlet will supple2.50.01 The primary standard flange
ment classroom activities in St. ABC, committee chairman. The
for the accommodation of sufjouis public schools. Studios in- standards become a part of pre- providesficient
magnetic tape of standard thickvious standards adopted at the
lude a main broadcast, observaness
for
recording. a nominal 30 minutes of
1949 convention. They represent
ion, three smaller broadcast rooms,
i library, office and repair, and the work of subcommittees over a
MECHANICAL
■eception rooms.
A 350 ft. an- long period.
WOW Factor (Reproducing)
tenna-transmitter sends a 3 kw
In addition, the committee ap1.11 It shall be standard that the
proved mechanical standards covinstantaneous peak deviation from the
f'tignal
(12.5
kw
effective
radiated
ering wow factor (reproducing) , mean speed of the reproducing turnpower) on 91.5 mc. Marguerite
table when reproducing shall not exifHeming is in charge of the sta- turntable platen (reproducing) and
ceed ±0.2% of the mean speed.
tion; Catherine Dillon, adviser for concentricity of center hole. Text
Turntable
Platen (Reproducing)
yprograms; Mrs. Ger- of the standards follows:
1.21 It shall be good engineering
Ilementarsten
, adviser for high
rude Hoff
MAGNETIC
practice that the diameter of the transcription reproducing turntable platen
chool programs; Ernest Vogel, enMagnetic Tape Reel
2.45 It shall be standard that the be substantially the same as that of
gineer.
the largest diameter records for which
the turntable is intended.
Concentricity of Center Hole
1.36 It shall be good engineering
practice that the record center hole be
SEE THE BMB STORY ON THE SOUTH
concentric with the recorded groove
spiral within 0.002 inches.
See Centerspread
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE

This Issue
24 HOURS

A DAY

WCKY
CINCINNATI
50,000

WATTS
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OF
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POWER

Nebraska Meeting
EIGHTEENTH annual meeting of
the Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.
will be held May 5 at McCook, Neb.,
according to John Alexander, general manager of KODY North
Platte and president of the association. Representatives from the
state's 21 AM and TV stations are
expected to attend the meeting, Mr.
Alexander said. Host station for
the meeting is KBRL McCook.
PORCELAIN white clock-radio, designed especially for kitchen, added to
General Electric line of receivers.

The 385 KBS outlets reach
40,000,000 radio listeners
in small-town America
where TV does NOT compete. According to latest Nielsen
report, radio listening in Keystone
areas has NOT decreased due to
the audience competition of TV.
KBS offers you radio advertising
"At The Local Level" at an economical NETWORK package rate.
KBS
Let story.
us give you the complete

NEW YORK 580 FIFTH AVI.
CHICAGO 134 NO. LA SALLE ST.

Available!
Play-by-Play
MAJOR

LEAGUE

BASEBALL
KFRM has just signed
with Liberty Broadcasting
System for play-by-play Major
League baseball. Participating
announcements now available!
Here's a "red-hot" natural that
will "hypo" your sales in an
area with more than a million
potential listeners.
For full details, wire The KMBCKFRM Team, Kansas City, Mo.,
or phone "Colonel."
any Free & Peters

KFRM
for Rural

Kansas

§

Programmed by KMBC
From Kansas City
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Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Manager — 250 w station one year old.
Thriving nancedcommunity.
local business Adequately
men. City fiof
9000. Excellent opportunity. T. C.
Gregory. Box 1068. Alliance. Nebraska.
Salesmen
Salesmen wanted. Up and coming daytime regional in metropolitan market
contemplating fulltime will need by
August two high-producing salesmen
who can create punchy presentations
and research. One will be promoted to
sales manager. Must have proven sales
record, must have worked with smallest
and largest advertisers, know how to
deal with agencies, large or small; no
price-cutters wanted, just solid, honest
salesmen who know how to merchandise. State salary, commission required;
send references, complete resume and
picture; new management guarantees
square
deal, aggressive,
sales operation.
Address on-the-ball
Box 806E,
BROADCASTING.
Network station with both AM and TV
operation
for experience.
staff salesman. Musthas
haveopening
radio sales
Attractive salary and commission plan.
Send complete particulars, including
photo, references, experience, to Box
831E, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for transit radio and functional music station in Pennsylvania.
Guarantee formationplus
commissions.
All first
inplus salary
requirements
letter. Box 840E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — yes. alive! — a man who knows
he
can sell
schedules
on aresult-producing
most successful radio
1000
watt daytime
independent
a southwestern market of 250,000in that
has
doubled
the
average
independent's
Hooper rating
keeps market.
its one-sixth
audience
in the and
6-station
Want
a man who is alert enough to know that
a salesman's
job is the bestheadaches,
job in radio
today
— no management
conferences,
no public relations. All no
he
wants to do is go out and sell, keep sold
and collect
his increase
accounts his
so they'll
stay
on the from
air and
billing
to increase his earnings. We offer $400
flat per month salary for 3 months, then
$400 per month draw against 15%
commission for 3 months and after that
it's
We after
won't 6fussmonths
with
you straight
if your15%.
billing
stays
about
$2000.
although
we'd
be
disappointed as that only makes you
$300. We want a man who will hit
at least $4000 after 6 months and can
hold it. Station owned by one of
American's
most
successful
retailers
who
lets staff
operate
properly.
Fine
conditions. Sell yourself in letter to
Box 8S8E. BROADCASTING. Must be
ready to go to work no later than May
15.
Wanted: Salesman for Texas 500 watt
independent. Guaranteed $60.00 weekly
for first three months. 15 per cent commission thereafter. Will not be changed.
Housing
CASTING.available. Box 904E. BROADSalesman —local
Opportunity
hard
working
salesmanforonsteady
dominant
network regional station. Complete details and references with application.
WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
WSKB, McComb. Mississippi, 5000 watts.
Open for two top salesmen — write,
wire, phone — confidential.
Announcers
Announcer-sportscaster, excellent opportunity open for experienced young
announcer-sportscaster who wants to
step up to 1.000 watt, network affiliate
operation.
Graduated Send
wag1? audition
scale, talent.
Michigan location.
disc,
photo and letter of qualifications to
Box 307E. BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers wanted. Up and coming
daytime
regional
metropolitanmature
market needs
three inexperienced,
announcers. Disc jockey, news-writerannouncer, all-round staff man. Men
who see announcing as serious business,
used to writing, planning and producing shows on short notice if necessary;
willing to work with superiors. No
know-it-all hotshots need apply. Writing desirable but not absolutely necessary; send sample continuity and commercial copy. Give starting salary requirements, references, complete resume. Send picture and audition disc
on 78 rpm. Sorry, no discs or pictures
returned.
CASTING. Address Box 805E, BROADMidwest network station has opening
for experienced sports announcer who
can combine with regular staff duties.
Attractive salary. Send particulars inCASTING. cluding photo. Box 830E, BROAD1000 watt independent near Chicago has
opening for versatile staff announcer.
Personal interview required. Box 856E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, commercial, special events,
sports, etc. Write good copy. 1st class
license. Send background, audition,
salary requirement, references. Write
Box 896E, BROADCASTING,
Announcer with first class license. Send
disc, photo and salary requirements.
Car
ING. necessary. Box 905E, BROADCASTMiddlewest network local wants young,
experienced announcer-control operator. Must be educated, clean cut, aggressive but sincere, good natural voice
and diction, news ability, congenial,
willingalty a must.
to learn.
Cooperation
loyNo hotshots,
disc and
jockeys
or sophisticates. Tell all first letter with
photo and disc. KSWM, Joplin, Mo.
Experienced combination man for
WLEW, Bad Axe, Michigan. Send disc,
photograph and full qualifications to
WSAM, Saginaw, Michigan.
Technical
Opening available in middlewest station for engineer with license and control room experience. Must be good
audio production man. Exceptional
opportunity for right man to grow into
combination AM-TV operation. State
salary, experience, send photo first letter. Reply Box 787E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming , others
Program director, Michigan kw planning expansion. Interview essential
before final
Also Manager,
need announceremployment.
with ticket. Apply
WTVB, Coldwater, Mich.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General manager with $5000.00 to invest desires change because of station
sale. Twenty years radio, ten in management and sales. Strong on sales.
Can operate at minimum. Box 812E,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, accent on sales. Young, aggres ive. 12 years grass-root experience
in all phases
of radio.
Recordgraduate.
of successful operation.
College
Box 814E, BROADCASTING.
Manager, commercial manager, salesman. Complete knowledge of station
operation.
Strong on
sales. Anxious
Hard worker. Have proven
record.
for
better ences.
opportunity.
Excellent
referMarried, 28, car, free to travel.
Can arrange for personal interview.
Box 848E, BROADCASTING.
Manager or sales woman, yes woman
with national contacts. Proven record
in sales anddependent
successful
insmall marketmanager
station. ofWest
coast or southwest. Box 857E, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesman with 20 years background in
national, regional and local advertising wishes commercial
job
in progressive
station. manager's
Annual billing record last year in market of half
million exceeded $100,000.00 on regional independent. Married, Salary
important but secondary to opportunity
to become permanent in community.
ING.
References. Box 866E, BROADCASTSuccessful manager, commercial manager. 12 years
young, married.
Excellent experience,
references. Details?
Box
894E. BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman, married, excellent references, midwest preferred. Announcing,
writing experience. Box 810E, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Excellent staff announcer. Present 50
kw. Desire change. Experience commercials, news, popular and classical
music, special events, sports play-byplay lege.
and color.
28. ColMarried. NBC
Starttrained.
$65 week.
Box
736E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer (3 years). Age
23. Single. 2 years college. Presently
employed. Available within two weeks.
Preferable west coast. Box 808E,
BROADCASTING.
Topflight sportscaster. Present 50 kw
sports and staff. Experience baseball,
basketball, football, boxing, hockey.
Also sportswriting and features. 28.
College. Married. Want permanent
position reliable operation. Start $65
week. Box 735E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — five years experience, versatile, best references, sponsors and
station. Prefer southwest. Consider all
offers if permanent.
married. Employed. Box 811E, Car,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Radio 4 years. Know programming. Want position with future.
27, married. Desire western states, will
consider all. Presently employed midwest independent. Box 813E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced NYC announcer. Staff.
Sports.tion.
Jockey.
eastern
Permanent.Progressive
You say you
wantsta-to
sell your market. Hire me! Box 823E,
BROADCASTING.
On deadend street for two years. Desire opportunity. Emcee, jockey, strong
on news, commercial. Program ideas,
some writing. Five years experience,
familytion.man.
man for right staBox 845E.Right
BROADCASTING.
Newsman-announcer. Experienced. Just
graduated Northwestern University.
Trained in all phases of broadcasting.
Looking
for radio
TV job with
future. Will
travelor anywhere.
Disc,a
picture, full details upon request. Box
846E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey. Ambitious, dependable. Had schooling, need experience. Travel anywhere. Salary secondary.
Single,
full-part-time.
Own
collection of sober,
records.
Best references.
Disc, photo on request. Box 847E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Young, experienced, single.
Versatile,
conscientious
worker; willing to travel.
College background.
Box
849E, BROADCASTING.
Chief announcer - program director.
Stable, reliable, family man, 10 years
experience
— programming, announcing,
ING.
handling staff. Box 851E, BROADCASTAvailable nouncer
as whilesummer
replacement
anI look for
a permanent
place. Four years announcing experiING. ence. Age 25. Box 853E, BROADCASTSummer relief. All-round announcer.
Experience all phases broadcasting.
Available June 20 to Labor Day. East
preferred. Box 854E, BROADCASTING.
Professionally trained announcer, some
experience, age 22, will travel. Disc
and photo available. Box 855E, BROADCASTING.
Five years
experience
larger midwest markets.
Strongin commercial.
Light-heavy news and sportscasting
(no play-by-play).
love — Box
disc
show.
Age 30, married,First
one child.
858E, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer, news man j
sports (color), music librarian desires
to settle in the southwest. Box 859E
BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer, disc jockey!
familiar with all phases of radio and 3
television. Single, automobile, free tol
travel. Will prove to be an asset to
your station.
immediately 1
Write
Box 861E,Available
BROADCASTING.
Listen . . . young, ambitious announcer
with great ability. Operate console
play-by-play. How about all night
show? Repeat, young, ambitious. Box
862E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-MC for twelve
years, all phases of radio and programming. South preferred. Box 863E
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone; two years
combo, staff, news, DJ, hillbilly; AMFM transmitter; prefer program work:
now employed; car; married; desire
867E.
BROADCASTING.
permanent
position in southeast. Box"
Experienced combination man wants
position with progressive station. Box
859E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, newscaster. Available now ,
BA Degree,
single, onhave
car. Will'
travel.
Disc, photo
request.
Box
895E. BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, veteran, presently employed in the east, wishes to return tc
the far west, California preferred. i\
years experience including audience
participation and play-by-play. 1V£
years
CBSgoing
affiliate.
ences. with
Will be
west Best
about refer-'
May,
25th
—
may
I
stop
and
talk
with
you"
Box 897E, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-announcer.
Desires per- .
manency. Six years experience, play !
by-play, newscasting, commercial. Mar29. South
or westBROADCASTING
coast — will consider ried,all.
Box 900E.
Quality voice demands salary anc
talent. Completely experienced alij
type shows. No small stations con
sidered. Will sell and please. Available
in May. Prefer live interview. Bo?
901E. BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer with play-by-pla:
ability available. Four years experi
ence, network and independent. Oper
ate console.
Married.
Dependable.
BRO
ADC
AST
ING. low; |j
and midwest preferred. Box 903E'
Announcer, versatile, college. Actinj
Schiller,
ago.
experienceChic
only. Joseph
Carbone, 44<
Newscaster. Successfully sponsored oi
5 and 50 kw stations. Experienced ii
all phasesFlorida.
of radio907
programming.
Writi
Miami,
Frank
LaRue.
Olympia Bldg.
Announcer — Topnotch commercial manDJ, news. Good selling voice, thorougl-j
knowledge all phases radio. Married-!
Age 35. Photo. Disc on request, O. J
Lehto.
742 Aldine Ave.. Chicago 131.
Illinois.
Versatile announcer, V/z years experir
ence, desires summer work. Gordoi
Mclntyre,
Castor Avenue, Phila, [
delphia 15, 7320
Pa.
Experienced announcer — overall an !
nouncing including news. DJ, commercials, etc. Operate console, writ !
copy. Young,
Available
im ■.
mediately.
Deansingle.
608 Sout!
Main, Milbank,
S. Murray,
Dak.
Top announcers; top newscasters; to;,
writers; available now. Write, phon
or
wire OakPathfinder
School City,
of Radic.
1222-A
St., Kansas
Mo
HArrison 0473.
A character with character! I lov
work,
I
hate
money!
Versatile,
flexible
superstrong DJ. College grad (U. o
Md.). vet, married. Prefer east, bu
will travel. Danny Sheelds, 3312 Clark j
Lane, Apt. E, Baltimore. Md, Fores >
0210.
Technical
Engineer, experienced 5 kw AM, 3 kv
FM transmitters
control board,
motes. Good background.
Single, cairewill travel. Box 690E, BROADCAST _m
ING.
Young, single man desires engineerin ||
position. Two months experience, ver It
reliable,
able to go anywhere. Bo mil
788E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, age 24. Transmitter an I
studio experience in 250 watt and 1 to*
stations. Construction experience of jl
kw directional. Training includes Ac!
vance Radio Engineering from CRE
Box 844E. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
hief engineer with extensive and
ove average experience in AM and
transmitter, directional antenna
kid studio construction, maintenance
tad operation seeks position with progressive established employer. Excelpnt record with personnel. Recommended
by leading
in addion to past
and consultants
present employers.
iox 850E. BROADCASTING.
it phone, experienced transmitters,
:motes, maintenance, 5 kw directional
M. 38 kw FM. Young, married, car.
ast coast. Available immediately. Box
.S5E, BROADCASTING.
i
jngineer — 1 year broadcast with 1 kw,
"Jr.
and 21,3 kwhiveFM.car.3 years
radioanywhere.
service,
ingle.
Will go
Sox 893E, BROADCASTING.
jngineer, permanent position in metropolitan area, northeast preferred. Three
jfears experience all phases. Now chief
.Jlowatt directional. Box 899E, BROADCASTING.
jngineer,
1st phone,remote
veteran,
27; 18
aonths
transmitter,
experience,
jechnical school graduate, AM, FM,
,'iV. Interested AM station. Travel. Box
j)6E, BROADCASTING .
"ngineer,
29. first phone
jkonths experience;
graduatelicense,
leading6
jidio
school; preferbestsouthwest;
ble immediately:
references.availBox
07E, BROADCASTING.
""I
.
jngineer,
first immediately.
— experienced,Earlmarried,
;ar,
available
Davis,
;jp6 E. York, Olney, Illinois.
engineer
First class
license,
mo.
;sidence— school.
1 year
college13 level
brrespondence
course,
10
mo.
experijce 250 w AM, 1000 w FM. Veteran,
11, married. Desire permanent position,
an furnish best technical and character references. Appreciate any offer,
liharles Donaldson, 114 Dewey, Wash,'jgton, Indiana.
ilarried veteran, 25 years old with first
': none wants position as transmitter
phgineer,
preferably
in Minnesota.
Kave previous
experience.
Kenneth
'Ulson
510
2nd
Ave.,
S., Moorhead,
Mjinnesota.

iJngineer, first phone, class A ham, do
;f|ot
drive.Avenue,
Single. Highland
Richard Park,
Roeder,N. 424J.
. aritan
Jtngineer, 1st phone, single. RCA gradrjate. 1 year college, 2 years Navy. Some
-■iperience on remotes. Can do some
Announcing. Tom Sparkman, R.F.D.,
Starter's Creek, Tennessee.
{"((xperienced
engineer,
studio and age
trans-40
mitter, electrical
background,
jisar*. single, sober. Claude Thomas,
;.andalia, Missouri.
-even
in radio and
eleconics.years
BS training
in EE, graduate
of Navy
ectronics school and National Radio
:':istitute.
Firstinphone.
engineering position
south Seek
or southwest.
1 obert B. Wilson, Lake Cormorant,
_Iiss.
CA graduate, 1st class phone, now
'inployed capacity,
as radio wishes
technician
in no
Operating
permanent
_!?dio operator position. No announcing. Will travel. John Witkowski, 444
;'r-Tyona Street, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.
■
't
Production-Programming, others
oman commentator. Director. Verfjktile. Experienced all phases radio,
■'".seks connection
offering Advancement.
bona fide opportunity for growth.
Personality, record, background just
ght for aggressive operation following
f rong public service line. Box 717E,
; ROADCASTING.
xperienced program director, ani ouncer — experience and knowledge all
L iases of station operation, 250 w to
: kw. air work a must, MC and special
jjtrents specialty — progressive man
■poking
progressiveBoxstation,
married,
tesentlyforemployed.
841E, BROADCASTING^
1 tale copywriter, fast producer of
v isp clear copy and now handling
jBfty accounts wants new position with
'ftlary starting at 55 dollars. Box
.U2E, BROADCASTING.
JOT and radio news personality wants
'1: xperienced
'eater opportunity
and advancement.
in all phases
of television.
. ?wsreel production, live TV news,
rj idio news. Three years radio news,
n icluding CBS Chicago, 20 months
: Revision newsreel work. Journalism
t!■;:?"ad,the 28,ladder,
married.
Want a another
not just
change. step
Box
HE. BROADCASTING.
ROADCASTING
■

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director or announcer. Three
yearsing experience
commercial broadcastfor net and independent.
Personal
interview, audition in eastern and
northwestern
areas.
Box
898E,
BROADCA
STING.
Copy dio.assistant,
19. Claytonexperience,
Robinson, knows
Route ra-2,
Lewiston, New York.
Television
Salesmen
AM — ten years, definitely started on
bottom rung. Up the hard way. Available now for TV. Age 34. Interested
sales only. Presently employed 3,000,000
market. Box 860E, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Technical
Attention
stations.television
Experienced AM,television
FM. Graduate
workshop. Trained in studio, film and
remote television. 1st phone, married,
car.
Box 8<54E, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.

Help Wanted

GAG WRITER WANTED
Prominent Greeting Card Company,
in Midwest, needs versatile humor
specialist to assist Humor Editor.
Must have legit professional technique and keen commercial perspective. Some Greeting Card experience
helpful, but not essential. Trial-period
arrangement for working at home on
definite assignments, before accepting resident position. Good spot for
hep writer with ideas. Address reply to Box 892E, BROADCASTING,
giving personal data, and enclosing
samples of material. Salary discussed
after material is submitted.

Production-Programming , others
Assistant TV director. Experienced remote and studio programming and station operation. TV and radio writing
background.
Box 715E, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Stock available, possibilities to 30%
independent AM northwest major market. Prefer participating investor comCASTING.mercial experience. Box 902E, BROADEquipment, etc.
Complete setup for FM station, including 1 kw Western Electric transmitter.
Box 792E, BROADCASTING.
For sale, Magnecord tape recording
equipment. Complete set, two recorders, one rack amplifier, one portable amplifier. Includes two PT6A, one
PT6P, one PT6R. Like new condition.
Cost over $1400, first $1,000 takes it.
Write A. D. Gillette, WCKY, Cincinnati, Ohio.
General Electric BC 1A two channel
consolette. Never used. Cost $1595.
Will take $1250 cash. Wire or write
WELL New Haven, Conn.
Disc recording equipment for sale, all
Presto. Two 8N recorders, $715.00 each;
one 8A amplifier, $145.00; one 125 A
microscope, $65.00; one 160B equalizer,
$170.00. If bought in one lot, total
price $1500.00. All equipment in first
class mechanical and electrical condition. Used very little. Write or wire
Chief
N.
C. Engineer, WFMY, Greensboro,
$11,000 FM WE 506B-2 complete, spares,
10 kw transmitter.
New, never
uncrated.
H. Edwin Kennedy,
WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.
For sale: 646B REL FM receiver, perfect for FM relay pickup. Originally
$350.00. Available at much less, immediately. Write Chief Engineer,
WNAM-FM, Neenah, Wisconsin.
RCA 308-A field intensity meter, loop
for broadcast band and power supply.
Recently re-calibrated. Compares with
new meter listing at $2700. Will sell for
$1000. Albert Johnson, P.O. Box 2671,
Phoenix.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co.. 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy

Equipment, etc.
Am not disappointed in FM and am in
the market for a 10 kw amplifier for
my Gates 3 kw transmitter. Must be in
top condition and reasonably priced.
Box 852E, BROADCASTING.
One kilowatt FM transmitter, prefer
Western Electric. Reply Box 908E,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to buy. Good used studio
equipment including console, turntables
and microphones, also a transmitter
frequency and modulation monitors.
Frank C. Carman, KUTA, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
• Telecasting

Schools

CROSLEY BUSINESS
Prospects Favorable — Emanuel
CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp.'s
WLW Cincinnati is maintaining a
high level of business while operations of Crosley's WINS New York
are improved over last year, according to Victor Emanuel, president
and chairman of Avco Mfg. Corp.,
parent company of Crosley.
Mr. Emanuel, in his report to
the annual stockholders' meeting,
said Crosley's three Midwest television stations currently are operating at a loss, but pointed out that
long-range prospects are quite favorable. He told the stockholders
that Avco's business will be improved in the company's general
economic picture and volume for
the balance of the year ending Nov.
30 should also continue at satisfactory levels.
'HOT SEAT7
WANN Broadcasts From Jail

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS?
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!

LOCAL Democrats in Annapolis,
Md., may have missed a bet to
throw the switch on Tom Carr, vice
president and manager of WANN,
and GOP candidate for state senator, when he broadcast from an
electric chair.
Mr. Carr claims he made the
first broadcast in radio history
from a "hot seat" when Sheriff J.
Edward
Slavin's from
"jail-on-wheels"
visited Annapolis
New Haven,
Conn., in the interest of preventing
juvenile delinquency.
Carr's
broadcast
was aired asMr.a public
service feature in line with
WANN's own crime prevention
campaign.

Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
NEW TERM OPENS JUNE 5
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338— 16th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Please send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name.
Address.
City....

. State .

Admiral

Earnings

ADMIRAL CORP., television and
appliance manufacturer, had net
earnings of $4,158,449 on sales of
$46,291,409 for the first quarter of
1950, according to Ross D. Siragusa, president. He said earnings
are the equivalent of $2.08 a share
on the present common stock outstanding as a result of a two for
one split last December. The figures, Mr. Siragusa reported, compare with a net profit of $1,536,217
on sales of $23,513,097 in the first
quarter of 1949, the equivalent of
77 cents a share on the then current
stock.

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□
□
□
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
□
□ PROFESSIONAL
RADIO AND TELEVISION
□
□
SUMMER INSTITUTE— July 5 to August 11
□
□
SIX TOP
WEEKSNETWORK
OF NEW LECTURERS,
YORK'S
□
□
PRACTICAL RADIO-TV COURSES,
□
□
WORKSHOP EXPERIENCE IN THE
□
STUDIOS OF WFUV-FM
□
□ Write for: Folder "B", Radio-TV Dir., Fordham U., N. Y. 58, NYC □
□
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□CDD
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RADIO EDUCATION
Teachers Hold Meeting
DONLEY FEDDERSON, director
of radio and television at Northwestern U. and co-director of the
NBC-N.U. Summer Radio Institute,
was elected president of the U.
Assn. for Professional Radio Education at the group's second annual
meeting last week.
The association, comprised of
15 university radio and/or television directors, met April 15 and 16
at Chicago's Stevens Hotel in conjunction with the NAB convention. Other officers who will serve
with Mr. Fedderson during the
next year are Thomas Rishworth,
Texas U., vice president; Leo Martin, Alabama U., secretary, and
S. B. Gould, Boston U.
Ralph Hardy, government relations director for the NAB, gave
the opening luncheon address, discussing general directions in the
radio industry in terms of professional education.
Techniques of graduate study
were stressed at a panel session
featuring Messrs. Martin, Gould
and Chapman. Projected studies
concerned audience and impact research and pilot and national surveys which could be conducted in
colleges. The closing session was
conducted by G. Emerson Markham,
TV director for the NAB, who outlined the pattern for professional
TV training. Appearing with him
were Kenneth Bartlett, Syracuse
U.; Mr. Rishworth, Mr. Fedderson
and Sidney Head, Miami U. Each
of the speakers has worked in
television at his school.
KPOA, KOLU Join MBS
KPOA Honolulu and KOLU Hilo,
now under construction and both
owned and operated by Island
Broadcasting Co., effective July 4
become affiliates of MBS-Don Lee
Broadcasting System, according to
Patrick W. Campbell, vice president of station relations for the
latter network. Simultaneously Mr.
Campbell revealed severance of
affiliation between MBS-Don Lee
and the Aloha Network (KHON
Honolulu, KIPA Hilo, KTOH Lihue, KMVI Wailuku) as of July 3.

One

Pacific
Nielsen
Ratings'
SMALL-TOWN,
FARM AND
URBAN 1950
HOMES—
and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES
FEBRUARY
Rating
Current
Current
Current
Rating
*
Rank
Current
Homes
Rank
Program
Homes
%9.8
Program
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
%
10
0
4
1
Red Skelton (CBS)
27.7
Young
Brown (NBC)
5
When AWidder
Girl Marries
(NBC) ..
2
Charlie McCarthy (8:30-9 p.m.) (CBS)
24.5
Straight Arrow (MBS)
6
3
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
23.7
7
Young Dr. Malone (CBS)
9.7
4
People Are Funny (NBC)
23.1
9.6
8
Guiding Light (CBS)
5
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC)
22.0
9.8
9
6
Jack Benny (9:30-10:00 p.m.) (CBS)
21.9
Pepper
Young's
Family
(NBC)
10
Big
Sister
(CBS)
7
Let Georqe Do It (Don Lee)
18.7
Ma Perkins (CBS)
9.5
11
8
Horace Heidi (CBS)
18.1
9.4
12
Challenge
the Yukon (ABC)
9
Bing Crosby (CBS)
18.0
Aunt
Jennyof (CBS)
9.6
9.3
13
10
Judy Canova (NBC)
17.7
Lorenzo
Jones
(NBC)
9.2
9.5
14
11
Bob Hope (NBC)
17.7
Road of Life (NBC)
15
12
Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
17.3
13
Walter
Winchell
p.m.) (ABC)
17.3
14
Grand Ole
Opry (6-6:15
(NBC)
17.2
DAY,
1 SATURDAY
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
15
The Whistler (CBS)
17.1
12.1
11.0
9.2
2
Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
16
This Is Your F. B. I. (ABC)
17.1
10.2
17
Fat Man (ABC)
17.1
3
County Fair (CBS)
18
Great Gildersleeve (NBC)
16.7
DAY, SUNDAY
19
Inner Sanctum (CBS)
16.3
20
You Bet Your Life (CBS)
16.1
1
Phil Harris-Alice Faye Show (NBC)
14.4 i
14.1
2
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
13.9
3
Jack
Benny (4-4:30 p.m.) (CBS)
1
Counter-Spy (ABC)
11.2
2
Beulah (CBS)
9.8
Copyright
1950
by
A.
C.
Nielsen
Co.
3
Lone Ranger (ABC)
8.8
[ELSE
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "N home
WEEKDAY
RATING"
(%)
to
4,457,000
—
the
1949
estimate
of
total
radio
in the Pacific Time Zone.
1
Jack Armstrong (Feb. 6, 8, 10 & 21, 23) (ABC) . . 11.4
2
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
10.5
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of the program,
3
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
10.5
for homes listening only 1 to 5 minutes.
(TOTAL PACIFIC AREA,

INCLUDING

NCCM SESSION
Pass Radio-TV Resolutions
RESOLUTION calling on the FCC
not to use, as its basis for determination, the first clause of the
first Amendment to the Constitution in considering pending applications for the assignment of a part
of the FM spectrum for the use of
religious and other non-profit organizations, has been passed by the
National Council of Catholic Men.
This and several other resolutions
relating to the radio-television industry were passed at the final session of the 30th annual NCCM
meeting in Washington April 16.
The council also called on the
television industry to form and
adopt a set of standards and practices which will bind the entire industry to produce no programs
which will be detrimental to the
best moral interests of viewers,
especially the family group and
children of the family. The council
urged the adoption of a code of
standards and practice by the industry itself before such a code is
imposed from without. NCCM also

Station

Market

Isolated midwest farm station — money maker —
TV-proof for years ahead — stable farm income earning fair profit under absentee ownership — can be
extremely profitable with owner-manager combination. Price $54,500.00. Terms easily arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy
V. Hamilton St.
333 N. Mich. Ave.
235RayMontgomery
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook
2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
Sterling 4341-2
Page 90
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thanked NBC, ABC, MBS and their
affiliated stations for granting free
time for the presentation of the
Catholic Hour, The Hour Of Faith
and Faith In Our Time.
COST ANALYSIS
NAB Group Plans 2d Study
PLANS to obtain complete station
returns for the second annual NAB
cost analysis study of U. S. stations
were discussed at an April 16 meeting of NAB district employe-employer relations chairmen. The session was held at the Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.
Richard P. Doherty, NAB employe-employer relations director,
explained that stations are given
absolute secrecy in filling out questionnaires covering details of operating costs. District chairmen
agreed to contact personally the
managers of station failing to send
in questionnaires.

McCONNELL

TALK

Will Keynote NNPA Mee\
JOSEPH H. McCONNELL, pres:
ident of NBC, will give an analytical talk on "Television Todaj
— Its Past, Present and Future/
to open the 20th annual conventior
of the National Newspaper Promo
tion Assn. to be held May 14-17 a
the Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee.
Mr. McConnell's address wil
h:ghlight the opening morning ses
sion which will be devoted to a dis
cussion of newspapers' relation t<
television activities "because of thi
growing number of newspaper:
identified with television activities.'
A two-year
of television';
effect
on sportsstudy
attendance,
said ti
be the first released publicly, wil
be given by Jerry N. Jordan of th
U. of Pennsylvania. Other discus
sions will include an analysis o
TV's effect on newspaper circula;
tion by Belden Morgan, promotioi
manager of the Hartford Courant
effect of TV on newspaper advei
tising by Jerome Stolzoff, vie
president and director of TV opei
ations for the Cramer-Krassel
Agency, Milwaukee; methods o
launching
promoting
a new Tr
station byandFred
Lowe, promotio
director of the Norfolk (Va.) News
papers and NNPA president; an
using TV to promote newspape
circulation by George Morris, pre
motion director of the New Yor
Daily News.

World Library to 27
WORLD Broadcasting System has
announced renewals and extensions
of contracts with 27 stations for
continued use of World's transcribed library service. Stations
are: WBEX Chillicothe, WKRC
Cincinnati, both Ohio; WAS A
Havre de Grace, Md.; KIOA Des
Moines, KICM Mason City, both
Iowa; KWIL Albany, Ore.; WMCA
New York, WWSC Glens Falls,
WCSS Amsterdam, WKOP Binghamton, WHLI Hempstead, L. I.,
WDOS Oneonta, all New York;
Ray Reeve Located
WKOZ Kosciusko, WCJU ColumRAY REEVE, sports director c
bia, WQBC Vicksburg, all Missisthe Tobacco Network who had bee-j
sippi; WMNB North Adams,
reported missing [Broadcasting
Mass.; KNEW Spokane; KIEM
April 3], has been located in Flo:!
Eureka, Calif.; WBDO Orlando,
ida. He is expected back at wor]
Fla., WTWA Thomson, Ga.;
within a few weeks, according to J
WABJ Adrian, Mich.; KMBC
spokesman for the network, whicj
serves 50 stations in the Carolina
Kansas City, Mo.; WLTR Bloomsburg, Pa.; WSVS Crewe, VRVA
Georgia and Virginia. Mr. Reev|
Richmond, both Virginia; KODI
reported
missing
l'l
is
now under
the since
care ofMarch
a physfc
Cody, Wyo.; CJNB North Battleford, Sask.
cian, network officials said.
BROA DCASTING
• Telecastin

FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 8A)
pril 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
SSA— 1400 kc
KUNO
Corpus
SSAdays
on
100 kc 250 w unl. Christi,
for periodTex of— 120
sginning April 20.
AM— 1540 kc
Kettle-Moraine Bcstg. Co., Hartford,
is.— CP new AM station 1550 kc 500
day AMENDED to request 1540 kc.
CP to Reins/ate CP
KNEX-FM
McPherson,
Kan.— CP to
^instate CP for
new FM station.
License for CP
License to cover CP new FM station:
'SDX N.Louisville,
Ky.; WGPS Greensoro,
C.
Modification of CP
KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. M.— Mod.
P new commercial TV station for ex;nsion of completion date.
ipril 17 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner E. M. Webster
David M. Segal, Idabel, Okla.— Petion for dismissal without prejudice of
splication denied without prejudice
i petitioner's
filing
within requesting
30 days
[om
date hereof
petition
ismissal of application with prejudice.
+ WWRL Long Island, N. Y.— Granted
i ntension to April 17 to file petition for
"consideration under section 0.102 of
ales.
;WQXR New York— Granted extension of time to April 24 to file excepJ ?eding
ons to upon
initialapplications
decision issued
in proof Mid-Island
■.r.atchogue,
adio Inc. N.andY. Patchogue Bcstg. Co.
j KPPC Pasadena, Calif, and KGFJ
.'fjtos Angeles — Granted petitions of
'tPPC
extension
of time
) Apriland27 KGFJ
to file for
replies
to exceptions
i> initial decision issued in proceeding
3irian
application
Church. of Pasadena PresbyBy Examiner J. D. Bond
KWOC Poplar Bluff, Mo.— Granted
Dntinuance of hearing re application
ijtom April 24 to June 14 and granted
] Hstition to accept late appearance in
"Toceeding
,jj|f
appearancere ofapplication.
applicant is Statement
accepted.
Iii
By Examiner B. P. Cooper
H FCC General Counsel — Granted exI ension of time to file proposed findings
IE fact in proceeding re application
; ubbock County Bcstg. Co.. KFYO and
lVLU Lubbock Texas; time extended
»rom April 14 to May 5.
'I By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
f FCC General Counsel— Granted peti. .on requesting final date for filing proosed findings in proceeding re trans1 Sr of control and for renewal of license of WSNY Schenectady, N. Y. be
xtended to May 1.
[J By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
RCA Communications Inc. — Granted
ontinuance of further hearing from
Jtpril 18 to June 6 in Washington, D. C.
WHDH Boston, Mass. and KOA Denp(*r, Col. — Granted additional time to
le memoranda in support of joint
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petitionof filed
order
Marchfor28review
grantingof examiner's
petition of
WXKW Albany, N. Y.; petitioners
granted until close of business April 13
to file such memoranda; no action is
taken on joint petition for review,
which
en banc.is addressed to the Commission
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
KMMO tinuaMarshall,
— Granted from
connce of hearing reMo.application
April
21
to
June
26
in
Washington,
D. C.
John H.request
Poole,thatPasadena,
Calif. be—
Granted
official notice
taken of change in license and call
letters of intervenor Poole in proceeding re Dockets 8062 et al— from KWKW
(Southern California Bcstg. Co.) to
KALI (John H. Poole).
By Examiner J. P. Blume
Brazoria County Bcstg. Co., Freeport, Tex. — Granted continuance of
hearing re application from April 14 to
May 11.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
KJAN Bcstg.
Baton Rouge
La. —
Granted
leave Co.,
to amend
application
to
make
changes
in
engineering
data;
amendment accepted.
WLCS Baton Rouge, La.— Granted
leave to amend application to make
changesment accepted.
in engineering data; amendApril 17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WKNA-FM
Va.— Mod.of
CP new FM Charleston,
station for W.extension
completion date.
KSDS San commercial
Diego—
Mod. FMCP station
new noneducational
for
extension of completion date.
License Renewal
KCRW
Santa
Monica,
Request
for license renewal
new Calif.—
FM station.
April 18 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
The Star Bcstg. Co. Inc., Pueblo, Col.
—KA-3887.
Granted license new remote pickup
Marti, Inc., Cleburne, Texas — Granted licenses for new remote pickups
KA-3797, KA-2654.
F. C. Todd, Gastonia, N. C— Granted
licenses
KA-2661. new remote pickups KA-3844,
Baptist General Convention of Texas,
Dallas, Tex. — Granted licenses for new
remote
pickupsBcstg.
KKC-464-5.
Rio Grande
Co., Albuquerque,
N. M. — Granted license new remote
pickup
HermanKKB-824.
Anderson,
Granted
license
new Tulare,
remote Calif.
pickup—
KA-5374.
Shamrock Bcstg. Co., Houston, Tex. —
Granted licenses new remote pickup
KKB-613 KA-4922.
WRON Ronceverte, W. Va. — Granted
request for voluntary assignment of
license from William E. Blake to Blake
Bcstg. Co.
United CPBcstg.
Granted
and Co.,
license Clevelandnew remote
pickup
KA-3489.
WHEB Inc., Portsmouth, N. H.—
Granted mod. license to change frequencies from 30.82, 33.74, 35.82, 37.98
mcs. to 26.15, 26.25, 26.35 mcs. KA-4739.
KFAB Bcstg. Co., Omaha, Neb.—
Granted mod. license to change frequencies from 156.75, 158.40 to 152.93,
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153.29 mcs KA-5512.
National Bcstg. Co. Inc., Chicago —
Granted mod.
to change
frequencies from licenses
31.22, 35.62,
37,02, 39.26
mcs. to 26.11, 26.15, 26.25, 26.35, 26.45
mcs KSA-720, KA-4676, KA-4680.
The Travelers Bcstg. Service Corp.,
Hartford, Conn. — Granted mod. of licenses to change frequencies from 31.22.
35.62, 37.02, 39.26 to 26.23, 26.33, KA5583-4.
KTAR Bcstg. Co., Phoenix, Ariz. —
Granted mod.
license35.62,
to change
frequencies from 31.22,
37.02, 39.26
mcs. to 26.15, 26.25, 26.35 mcs, to be
used with KTAR, Phoenix, KA-3040.
Thomas Patrick, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
— Granted mod. license KA-3765 to
change corporate name to KWK Inc.
United Bcstg. Co., Cleveland —
Granted mod. license to change frefrom mc.31.62, 35.26,
37.34, 39.62quencies
mcs.KQB-216
to 26.29
Frontier Bcstg. Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.
— Granted CP to make changes in frequencies from 30.82, 33.74, 35.82, 37.98
mcs. to 26.21, 26.31, 26.41 mcs.; power
from 15 w to 40 w; emission from A3
to F3 and trans, to WE, BC-604 mod.,
40 w. KA-3746.
WKMH
Granted
mod.
CP to Dearborn,
change typeMich.—
of trans.
WGTR
Paxton,
Mass.—
Granted
CP for extension of completion mod.
date
to 8-1-50.
WBT-FM Charlotte, N. C— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 11-4-50
KSL-FM
Salt Lake City, Utah— Same
to 11-15-50.
KXYZcense install
Houston,
Tex.—
Granted linew aux.
trans.
WGVM
Greenville,
Miss.
— Granted
license install new trans.
WTTNcense newWatertown,
Wis.—
Granted
AM station; 1580 kc, 250 w liD.
WJBF
Augusta,
Ga. — Granted license
change trans.
WHAT Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted license to use old main trans, at present
site of main trans, to be operated on
1340 kc 100 w for aux. purposes.
KELD El Dorado, Ark.— Granted request to cancel
CP power,
for change
frequency, increase
installin new
trans,
and
DA-N
and
change
trans,
and studio locations.
KFEL Denver, Col.— Granted CP to
install aux. trans, at present site of
main trans, to be operated on 950 kc
250 w employing vertical ant.
KGOS
Torrington,
Wyo.trans.
— Granted
mod.
CP to
change type
WFTL
Fortto Lauderdale,
— Granted mod. CP
change type Fla.
trans.
WGET Gettysburg, Pa. — Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant., trans, and
studio locations and change type trans.
WREB Chicopee, Mass. — Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. and
trans, location and change type trans.
KGLN Glenwood Springs, Col. —
Granted mod. CP to change trans, location and specify studio location.
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
date CPas for
shown
WRHC Jacksonville, Fla., to 7-18-50
WOKO Albany, N. Y. to 10-24-50
WPTF Raleigh, N. C. to 11-1-50; KSOX
Harlingen, Tex. to 11-1-50; KLAC-TV
Los Angeles to 11-1-50; KM2XCV Hollywood, to 11-4-50; KRFM Fresno, Calif,
to 10-27-50; WISC-FM Madison, Wis.
to 11-8-50; WROV-FM Roanoke, Va.,
to Alabama
11-5-50. - Georgia Bcstrs, Inc.,
Eufaula, Alabama — Granted license for
newThe remote
WFMJ pickup
Bcstg. KA-4029.
Co., Youngstown,
Ohio — Granted license for new remote
pickup
KA-5184.
Northern
Allegheny Bcstg. Co., Warren, Pa. — Granted license new remote
pickup KA-4138.
Air Waves
Baton Rouge,
La. —
Granted
CP Inc.,
and license
new remote
pickup
KA-2115.
WUOT, U. of Tenn., Knoxville, Tenn.
— Granted
license
new Ch.
noncommercial education
FM for
station
220 (91.9
mc) 3.5 kw; 125 ft.
Twin States Bcstg. Co. Augusta, Ga.
—6337.
Granted CP new remote pickup KATexas Trade School, Dallas, Tex. —
Granted CP new remote pickup KA6336.
KFMA Davenport, Iowa — Granted
mod. CP to change tower location and
ground
system.
Fairmont
Bcstg. Co., Fairmont, Minn.
—Granted mod. CP KA-3684 to change
power
from
to Crosley. 35 w to 25 w and trans,
WMBL
City, N.of C—
ed requestMorehead
for concellation
CP Grantwhich
authorized change in frequency.
KBTA Batesville, Ark. — Granted
mod. CP for approval ant., trans, and
studio locations and change type trans.
WSIPcense forPaintsville,
Ky— Granted
linew AM station;
1490 kc,,
250 w, unl.
KCIJ Shreveport, La. — Granted mod.
(Continued on page 92)

'FLEA CIRCUS'
Holds Meeting in Chicago
THE SECOND annual meeting of
the NAB "Flea Circus" was held
April 18 in Chicago with Neville
Miller, former NAB president,
presiding.
The "Flea
Circus" consists of industry
executives
who
annually attend NAB regional
meetings.
A panel including Sydney M.
Kaye, vice president and general
counsel of BMI ; Milton Blink, vice
president of Standard Radio, Chicago, and Hugh Higgins, manager,
WMOA Marietta, Ohio, recounted
problems confronting the traveling
entourage. A lively discussion
centered on religious broadcasts,
premium offers and card giveaways.
Others attending were Linnea Nelson,
J. Walter Thompson, New York; Dorothy Lewis, United Nations, New
York; Carl Haverlin, Glenn Dolberton,
Burt Squire, Ray Howland and Ralph
Wentworth, all BMI; Jerry King, StanRadio, Hollywood;
grin, dard
Transit
Radio, New Frank
York;PelleRay
Hamilton, Blackburn-Hamilton, Hollywood; Maury Long, BROADCASTING,
Washington; C. E. Langlois and Pierre
Weiss, Lang-Worth, New York; C. E.
Arney, New
NAB, York.
Washington, and Robert
Keller,
FLQN's
Audience
THE
Foreign
Language Quality
Network last week claimed a
potential audience of 4,051,700
Italian and 2,304,655 Polish based
on a special Pulse Inc. survey.
Claude Barrere, general manager
of FLQN, said the figures represented potential in the markets
where FLQN stations broadcast.
SEND
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Blackfoot, Ida. — Blackfoot Bcscj
Co., granted new AM station on 14 i
kc, 250owner
w unlimited.
Paln-i i
sole
has been William
with theI. Bure;
New Grants, Transfers,
of Reclamation since 1934. Granti
April 13.
FCC ROUNDUP
Changes, Applications
KREM Spokane,
Wash. — Cole fro
Wylie
1340 kcgranted
250 w switch
to
970in13.kcfacilities
1 kw, en
cond.
Granted
April
KIEM Co.,Eureka,
— in
Redwo.
SUMMARY TO APRIL 18 Bcscg.
granted Calif.
increase
pow
Hox Scote
from
to 5 kw Apru
directional
night - '
1480 kc.1 kw Granted
13.
FM GRANTS
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Palatka, Fla.— Palatka Bcstg. t
Hearing
Pending
In
cations
268
granted new Class A FM station, t
Grants
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed CPs
2o2
(98.3 Bcstg.
mc), ERP
w, ant.AM2j0oi
Palatka
Co., is420licensee
304
AM Stations
2,119 2,089 185
let
WWPF
that
city.
Granted
April J
22
13
FM Stations
710
493 275
Cond'l AppliRichland, Wash. — Yakima Bcsi
182
TV Stations
103
36
73
Corp.,
granted
new
Class
A
FM
static
* Two on the air.
Ch. 280 (103.9 mc), ERP 580 w, ant. 1
350
ft.
Corporation
is
licensee
AM
KALE Yakima. Granted April 13.stati
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KIHR Hood River, Ore. (Oregon- Washington BroadLaurinburg, N. C— Scotland Best
casters, 1340 kc, 250 w unlimited); KJBC Midland, Tex. (Jack Cecil, 1150 kc 1
granted new Class B FM static
kw day); KZIP Alamo Heights, Tex. (Metropolitan Broadcasting Co., 1240 kc, Co.,
Ch.
(96.5 mc),
ERP is8.8 licensee
kw, ant. A4.
ft. 243
Scotland
Bcstg.
250 w unlimited); WARA Attleboro, Mass. changed from WIRD (Jackson Associates Inc.); WHOU Houlton, Me. (Northland Broadcasting Co., 1400 kc, 250 w April
outlet 13.WEWO Laurinburg. Grant
unlimited); WLIL Lenoir City, Tenn. (Arthur Wilkerson Lumber Co., 730 kc
Baltimore, Md.— Hearst Radio In
500 w day); WMAI Houlton, Me. (Aroostook Broadcasting Corp., 1340 kc, 250 w
granted new Class B FM station C
ited).
unlimited); WTIL Mayaguez, P. R. (Mayaguez Radio Corp., 1300 kc, 1 kw unlim238
(95.5Radio
mc) Inc.,
ERP 20
ant. of500 A
Hearst
is kw,
licensee
outlet
WBAL
there.
Granted
April C
plaintstion atofWISR.
image In
interference
1. See story this issue. Decision
Baltimore, Md. — Tower Realty
view of to
factrecepthat granted
April 14.
new
Class
B
FM
station
C
Worcester Mass. — Announced deci- image interference does not come under
294
(106.7April
mc), 13. 20 kw, ant. 390ss I
Granted
sion to deny application of Worcester
Commission's
Standards
of
Good
EngiBcstg. Co., new station on 970 kc, 1 kw
neering Practice. The Commission is
Baltimore, Md.— Radio-Television
FCC Actions
fulltime, directional. Decision April 17. of the opinion that entire burden of Baltimore
Inc. granted new Class
FM
station on Ch. 222 (92.3 mc)
KPBS
Portland,
Ore.
—
Announced
satisfying
image
interference
comdecision to grant application of Benson
plaints should not be laid upon WBUT
ant. 500 ft.
(Continued from page 91 )
Polytechnic School to increase hours and should not be made a condition of kw,Following
were granted new Class
of operation from between 10:30 a.m. the grant. Order April 13.
FM
stations in the Los Angeles arc
Decisions Cont.:
and 6:30 p.m. to between 10:00 a.m. and
Beverly
Hills—
Don C. Martin tr/
and WINN
Louisville,
10:00 p.m. daily PST, Mon. thru Fri. ByWKLO
School of Radio Arts. Ch. 292 (10
memorandum
opinion
and orderKy.—
(1) 13.
CP for extension of completion date to and
increase
power
from
100
w
to
250
6-7-50 (cond.)..
mc), 1 kw, ant. —105 ft. Granted Ap
w on 1450 kc. Denied application of granted petition of WKLO for additionHugh Francis McKee for new station
al time toto reply
WINN inpetition
askInglewood— William H. Haupt, (
reopento record
proceeding
on 1450 kc, 250 w sharing time with whiching FCCresulted
April 18 Applications . . .
288 (105.5 April
mc), 13. 750 w, ant. 280
grant for WKLO and
Granted
KBPS and hours formerly allotted to requesting that inWKLO
be required to
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
KXL on that frequency. Decision
Inglewood
—
Centinela Valley Best
file
license
renewal
application;
(2)
disApril 17.
Ch.
224
(92.7Granted
mc), 380
License for CP
missed WINN petition insofar as it asks
eng.
cond.
Aprilw, 13.ant. 380
INITIAL DECISIONS
KFRD Rosenberg, Tex. — License for
reopening of record or further hearing
Santa
Monica—
KOWL
Inc., Ch. !
and denied petition insofar as it asks
CP AM station to increase power.
Belvedere Bcstg. Corp., Baltimore,
(94.3 ismc),
1 kw,KOWL
ant. AM
—34 outlet
ft. KOV
that WKLO file renewal bid. WINN
Inc.
licensee
Sai
KREW
Sunnyside,
Wash.—
License
for
Md.
—
Examiner
Jack
P.
Blume
issued
Monica. Granted April 13.
CP new AM station.
initial decision to deny application of contended WKLO's affiliation with ABC
precluded
it
from
rendering
its
proBelvedere
Bcstg.
Corp.,
for
new
station
AM— 1300 kc
posed non-network local service and
Inc.,
272 (102.3
mc), & 1 Warinr'
kw, a
LongCh.Beach—
Nichols
at Baltimore on 1400 kc, 250 w unlimfor which
received
WGKV Charleston, W. Va. — CP AM
1,020 ft., eng. cond. Nichols & Wari
ited
[BROADCASTING,
April
17].
Detive
case itwith
WINN.grantFCCin competisaid the ner
cision April 11.
station to change from 1490 kc 250 w
is licensee
KFOX AM outlet the
Granted
April
13.
unl. to 1300 kc 1 kw unl. DA-DN.
possible
question
George E. Cameron and Kenyon
been network
considered affiliation
fully in making
its
Alhambra— Alhambra
Bcstrs. In
Brown, Tulsa, Okla. — Examiner J. D. had
Modification of CP
decision.
Order
April
13.
Bond issued initial decision to grant
Ch. 296 (107.1
Granted
April mc)
13. 370 w, ant. —70
WJFR Caguas, P. R. — Mod. CP new
application of George E. Cameron for Non-Docket Actions . . .
new station on 1340 kc, 250 w unlimited
AM station for extension of completion
Temple City— Angelus Bcstg. C
date.
and to deny application of Kenyon
Ch. 280 (103.9
AM GRANTS
Granted
April mc),
13. 340 w, ant. —50
Brown for same facilities at Tulsa
KVAS Astoria, Ore. — Mod. CP new
Reno
Nev.—
Chet
L.
Gonce
granted
Whittier
—
Whittier
Bcstg. Co. C
AM station to change from 1050 kc to [BROADCASTING, April 17]. Decision
new AM station 1230 kc, 250 w fulltime;
April 10.
1240 kc and change hours of operation
240 (95.9 April
mc), 13. 100 w, ant. 580
estimated construction cost: $4,500. Mr. Granted
from daytime to unl.
Gonce originally owned KXXL Reno
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Los Angeles— Maranatha Bcstg. C
Mod. CP new FM station for extenwhichuel and
he associates.
sold in 1947 Facilities
to Byron J.granted
Samsion of completion date: KTRH-FM
granted new Class B FM station, (
WHIO Dayton, Ohio — By memoranare
same
as
tho^e
vacated
by
KXXL
262
(100.3 mc), 72 kw. ant. 1,180
Houston; WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va.
dum opinion and order denied petition
and low construction cost is based on Previously
KTRH-FM Houston— Mod. CP new
of WHIO to reconsider action of Sept.
Granted
Aprilheld13. conditional gra
FM
station
to
change
ERP
to
32.3
kw,
15, 1949, which granted application of fact that equipment from KXXL will
Glendale, Calif.— Robert P. Adar
ant. to 470 ft,
Logan Bcstg. Corp., a new station at be used. Granted April 13.
new Class B FM station, C,
WLBR-FM Lebanon, Pa.— CP FM sta- Logan, W. Va., on 1290 kc, 5 kw day,
Boone, N. C. — Wilkes Bcstg. Co., granted
270 (101.9April
mc),13. 9.9 kw, ant. 630 j
tion to change ERP to 720 w.
granted new AM station 1450 kc, 250 w Granted
1 kw night DA-1. Petitioner is unable
fulltime.
Estimated
construction
cost:
to show nature and extent of any inTENDERED FOR FILING
TRANSFER
GRANTS
terference that may be caused inas- $9,532.
Bcstg.
Co., is licensee
of WKBCWilkes
North
Wilkesboro,
N. C.
much as such interference is merely
to
AM— C80 kc
WPAM Pottsville, Pa. — Granted i
Doris B. Brown, president of company
asserted
as
a
possibility.
Order
quisition of control in Miners Bcs
WINR Binghamton, N. Y. — CP
is also y3 April
owner13.WASL Annapolis, Md.
13.
Granted
Service Die, licensee, by Joseph L. a
change from 1490 kc 250 w unl. to 680 April
WBUT
Butler,
Pa.
—
By
memorandum
John
T. Maguirc through purchase
kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-DN.
Fort Stockton, Tex.— Fort Stockton
opinion and order granted WBUT li- Bcstg.
stock
owned by P. J. McCall, EV
Co.,
granted
new
AM
station
APPLICATION DISMISSED
cense for new station and denied petiEvans and
James for
J. Curran.
Cons'1
860 kc, 250struction
w cost:daytime.
Estimated
con- eration
tion of Butler Bcstg. Co. (WISR) which
is $54,000
428 3/7 sh.
$10,175.
Co-partnership
Essie Binkley West, Burbank, Calif.—
requested that license not be granted
V. T. and R. W. Anderson,
Maguires
are
original
officers
DISMISSED April 18 application for except on condition that WBUT satis- includes:
owners Anderson Music Co., Big stockholders in WPAM. WPAM is ac
new AM station 1490 kc 250 w unl.
factorily adjust all legimitate comSorine, Tex., *nd each 25 5/6% owner
signed 250 w on 1450 kc. Gram
of Big State
Bcstg.BigCo.,Spring;
proposed
pur- April 18.
chaser of KTXC
Leonard
KSTA Coleman, Tex.— Granted
R. Lyon 100% owner KTXC and 33%%
signment of license of Coleman Com
owner Big State Bcstg.; George T. and Bcstg.
licensee, from Charles
Clyde E. Thomas, attorneys and each South, Co.,
H. H. Jackson, Alton Stew,
7.5%
owner
Big
Spring
Bcstg.
Granted
April 13.
and
Bohannonof asame
partnership
new Ross
corporation
name a '
Uniontown, Pa. — Uniontown Newspaownership with addition of Billy
IV fat <Ml BMI
pers Inc., granted new AM station on Beach,
oil dealer, who buys half
1300 kc, 1 struction
kw cost:day.
Estimated
conMr. South's 40% interest for $9,0
$15,850.
Uniontown
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit — Published by Mellin
KSTA is assigned 250 w day on 1
Newspapers Inc., is licensee WNIQ
(FM) in that city. Granted April 13.
Raymond, Wash. — Pacific Bcstg.
Corp., granted new AM station on 1340
DON'T
SAY
GOODBYE
kc, 250 w struction
unlimited;
cost $7,300. estimated
Principals coninclude:
Joe
Chytil,
manager
On Records: Jerry Wayne— Col. 38719;
tralia. Wash., president 35%;KELA
MabelCen-A.
Gwinn, secty-treas. and 50% owner
Vic Damone — Mer. 5391; Fran WarKELA, vice president 25%; Marion
Oliver
wife of J.in Elroy
ren— Vic. 20-3738; Ruse Case — MGM
who hasMcCaw,
50% interest
KELA,McCaw
25%;
Schuyler C. Hill, KELA traffic manag10694; S. Evans — Coral 60174.
er, secretarytreasurer.
15%; William
Tilton,
accountant,
Granted
Aprilradio
13.
Summerville, Ga. — Tri-State Bcstg.
On Transcription: Bob Crosby — Standard.
Co., granted new AM station on 950
kc, 1 kw daytime. Principals include:
E. C. Pesterfield, retail clothier, presidentof50%remote
and William
manager
studios B.at Farrar,
Summerville
Bond Bldg ., Wash. 5
National 217]
of WLAQ Rome, Ga., and insurance
Television & Radio Management Consultant,!
pnd real 50%.
estateGranted
business,
treasurer
Aprilsecretary13.
Docket1 Actions
FINAL DECISIONS
KTHS and Hot Springs Bcstg. Co.,
Hot Springs Ark. — Announced decision
to deny application of KTHS to move
to West Memphis, Ark., and increase
power to 50 kw day, 25 kw night on
1090 kc. Denied application for new
station at Hot Springs on 550 kc, 5
kw day, 1 kw night to replace KTHS.
Denied
application
of Hot
Sprii-ps
Bcstg. Co.,
for new station
on 1090
kc,
50 kw fulltime. Decision April 12.
KLX Oakland, Calif. — Announced decision to grant application of KLX to
increase limitedpower
fromdirectional.
1 kw to 5 kwInstall
unon 910 kc,
new transmitter and move studio and
transmitter locations. Decision April
14.
Center, Tex. — Announced decision to
deny application of Shelby Bcstg. Co.
for new station on 1490 kc, 250 w unlimited. Decision April 14.
Sarkes Tarzian, Bloomington, Ind. —
Announced
decision
grant
applica-lition of Sarkes
Tarzianto for
renewal
cense of KS2XAP developmental
broadcast station. Subject to condition
that license herein renewed is subject
to cancellation as provided by Commission's rules. KS2XAP shall not operate
during period that WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind., is on the air and that license herein granted shall expire June
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Granted April 13.
KSUM Fairmont,
— GrantedBcstg.
acuisition
of control Minn.
in Fairmont
yjIKo., permittee, by Leo J. Seifert
nrough purchase of 20 sh. of stock
om each Charles Potter, George Wilt- pn, Harold Westby and L. C. Meyer,
^r.aresSeifert
totaltotalof interest
$8,000 forin
which pays
bringa his
rporation
to
56.7%.
KSUM
as-gned 1 kw fulltime on 1370is kc.
ranted April 13.
KRKL Kirkland, Wash.— Granted asiignment of license from F. L. Thorn11 tr/as East Side Bcstg. Co. to W. A.
;hanness and L. W. Ostrander a part; tership db/as East Side Bcstg. Co. Coni i deration is §52,500. Mr. Channess is
ignal Oil Co., distributor and Mr.
_ «strander is an attorney. KRKL Is
ssigned 250 w day on 1050 kc. Granted
: tpril 13.
KIWW San ofAntonio,
Granted
ssignment
license Tex.—
from
Joe
»liveras, Manuel Leal, and L. E. Rich: rds d/b as The Good Neighbor Bcstg.
3. to a corporation of same name and
- ame interests as existing partnership.
«'o
monetary
consideration.
ssigned
1540 kc,
250 w day. KIWW
Grantedis
kpril 18.
WKNT Kingston, N. Y. — Granted assignment of license from Kingston
., tcstg. Corp., licensee, to newly formed
: orporation Monadnock Radio Founda, ion Inc. Principals in Monadnock RaVlio own WKNE Keene, N. H., and wish
c extend their radio interests. Purchase
-rice of WKNY is $80,010. Joseph J.
?lose is president of Monadnock.
'KNY is assigned 250 w fulltime on
-.90 kc. Granted April 13.
WABG Greenwood, Miss. — Granted
I > ssignment of CP from Cy N. Bahakel
3:nd John C. Love d/b as Greenwood
:!cstg. Co. to Cy N. Bahakel. Mr. Love
l i ishes to dissolve partnership and sells
::ds interest for $1,000. WABG is asigned 1 kw day on 960 kc. Granted
; April 13.
KAFP Petaluma, Calif.— Granted asnent of CP from Howard R. Elvey,
■orrest
W. Sparks
Hughes, and
Raymond
Mort,
mold A.
John E.W. Striker
,'l/b as Petaluma Bcstrs. to Forrest
■lughes, Harold A. Sparks and "Vernon
■ Jparks. No monetary consideration.
1 Granted April 13.
h WCAP-AM-FM Asbury Park, N. J.—
granted assignment of license from
tadio Industries Bcstg. Co., licensee, to
ijksbury Park Press Inc., for $75,200.
vsbury Park Press Inc., is licensee of
TJLK (FM) Asbury Park. WJLK and
fTCAP will be combined under the
TJLK call letters and WCAP-FM will
me dropped. WCAP is assigned 1310 kc,
iioO w unlimited. (See story Broadcasting Feb. 13, p. 24). Granted April 13.
3 KVON Napa, Calif. — Granted transfer
■f control in Napa Bcstg. Co., licensee
rom Elwyn F. and W. S. Quinn, Robert
0_. O'Brien, Grant Pollock, Lewis Mc1 :oy and John Chadwick to Luther E.
jibsonnessforinterests
$15,000.
Mr. Gibson's
include
ownershipbusi-of
3ibson Publications. 50% owner Benicia
r'lerald, % owner Vallejo Steam Laun1 Iry. He is also owner of KHUB AM
•utlet
Watsonville.
Calif. KVON
ites with
500 w fulltime
on 1440operkc.
Granted April 13.
WCPM Middlesboro, Ky.— Granted
transfer of control in Tri-State Bcstg.
*to.,
licensee,
A. G. Barton.
J. H.
3rooks,
C. K. to
Brosheer,
R. L. Kincaid
^ind U. G. Brummett for $50,175. Transferees aresurrender
owners ofthat
WMIKlicense
Middlesiporo and
contingent on this grant. WCPM is assigned 560 kc, 500 w day. Granted April
(13.
KWNO - AM - FM Winona, Minn. —
Sranted assignment of license of
(Vinona Radio Service, licensee, from
(Maxwell White and Hermann R.
iWiecking to Mr. White for $165,775.
;KWNO onerates with 250 w fulltime on
1230 kc. Granted April 13.
KBYR Anchorage, Alaska — Granted
'assignment of license of Aleutian
'Bcstrs.,
licensee,
Keith named
Capper byto
Paul Allen
Odlaug,fromreceiver
Third District Court at Mr. Capper's
irequest. Station is part of Keith Capjjper Enterprises which was voluntarily
(placed in receivership July 11 to protect assets of organization, application
istated, explaining that primarily action
lhad
been initiated against
theatre-restaurant.
KBYR Mr.
is Capper's
assigned 1240 kc, 250 w fulltime. Granted April
■J.
KROX Crookston, Minn. — Granted relinquishment of control of licensee,
Crookston Bcstg. Co., by D. A. McKenzie, ducedwhose
holdings
are re-of
to 38.89%50.14%
through
issuance
new stock to stockholders to increase
total outstanding stock from 1,673 sh. to
4,500 sh. Original plan was that all
would participate in station on same
basis. KROX is assigned 1 kw day on
1050 kc. Granted April 13.
KYA San Francisco — Granted transfer of control of licensee, Palo Alto
BROADCASTING

HEAD TABLE at April 14 session of NAB Engineering
Conference (I to r): Top photo — Cyril M. Braum, FCC;
K. W. Pyle, KFBI Wichita; Edward W. Chopin, FCC; O. B.
Hanson, NBC; Justin Miller, NAB; Neal McNaughten,
NAB; A. James Ebel, WMBD Peoria.

Radio Station Inc., from Dorothy
Schiff to J. Elroy McCaw and John
Keating. Mrs. Schiff sells total holdings
of 10,403 sh. of stock for S155,000 plus.
Mr. McCaw
is 50% KLZ
owner Denver,
KPOA Honolulu, 21.5% owner
33V3%
interest in each KALE Richland and
KYAK Yakima and 50%% interest in
KELA Centralia, all Wash. Mr. Keating is 50% owner KPOA and both own
50% ian
interest
grant with
for HawaiIslands. in
KYArecent
operates
5 kw
dav, 1 kw night on 1260 kc. Granted
April 13.
WWNS Statesboro, Ga. — Granted assignment of license from Alfred Dorman, individual, to Statesboro Bcstg.
Co. forcludesS27.500.
partnership
inRobert H. New
Thompson
Sr., owner
T&S Pub. Co., Cordele, Ga. (advertising), 50%; Virginia Price Bowen,
principal stockholder and president
Telectronics Inc., Waycross. Ga. 50%.
Mr. Dorman withdraws to devote time
to other business interests. WWNS is
assigned 250 w fulltime on 1490 kc.
Granted April 13.
WDXB Chattanooga, Tenn. — Granted
assignment
license Inc.
from Mr.Joe Williams
V. Williams Jr. to ofWDXB
will devote his time to his law practice
and sells for $50,000. Principals in
WDXB Inc., include Joseph Bloom,
who with his wife is owner of Forjoe
& Co., president 50%; David Cohen,
vice president and % owner Cohen
Bros, real estate holdings, vice president 50% and Charles Gullickson, secassigned April
250 w 13.fulltime on retary.
1490WDXBkc.is Granted
KOFOment of license
Ottawa, from
Kan. Robert
— Granted
assignS. Wheeler
Jr., Betty Lou Wheeler, Donald H.
Causey, James N. Jobes and Loren C.
Watkins in Ottawa Bcstg. Co., licensee,
to James N. Jobes, Herbert M. Jobes
and Bernard R. Hawley for $2,073.
james Jobes is program director and
engineer at KHOZ Harrison. Ark., and
will hold 41%% interest; Herbert M.
Jobes, is engaged in farming and holds
41%%;tionBernard
stamanager ofHawley,
KOFO, presently
holds 16%%.
KOFO operates with 250 w day on 1220
kc. Granted April 13.
Deletions . . .
SIX FM authorizations and two AM
were reported deleted during past two
weeks by FCC. Deletions since Jan.
1 tot^l: AM 17; FM 37; TV 2.
KGMI Denver, Col. — Gifford Phillips.
CP Anr. 6. Request of applicant.
WKIN Kittanning, Pa.— WKIN Inc.
Licence March 31. Request of licensee.
WEWS-FM Cleveland — Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. License March 25. Request of licensee.
WXKW-FM Albany, N. Y.— Champplain Valley Bcstg. Corp. CP March
10. Request of applicant.
WIKH Shaker
Heights,Inc.Ohio—
Science
Education
Foundation
CP Apr.
11.
Cannot meet conditions of extension.
WSAU-FM Wausau, Wis.— The Journal Co. License. See story BROADCASTING April 3.
WTMJ-FM
Milwaukee,
The
Milwaukee Journal.
License.Wis.
See — story
BROADCASTING April 3.
WXLW-FM Indianapolis, Ind.— Radio
Indianapolis Inc. License April 14. Request of attorney.

• Telecasting

Bottom photo — G. Emerson Markham, NAB; John V.
L. Hogan, Hogan Labs.; John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville; Frank Marx, ABC; Edward W. Allen, FCC; Charles
E. Schooley, AT&T; George Adair, Washington radio engineering consultant.

New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
North Bend, Ore. — Bartley T. Sims,
1340 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated
construction cost: $17,760. Mr. Sims was
owner KWJB Globe, Ariz., from 1938 to
1948. He is presently CP holder for
KTJKI TJkiah, Calif. Filed April 10.
West Frankfort, HI. — Pyramid Radio
Bcstg. & Television Co. Inc., 800 kc
1 kw day. Estimated construction cost:
$38,730.clude:
Principals
in corporation
inGeorge R. Lockard,
cashier and
president Bank of W. Frankfort, 2%;
Eddie Griffin, owner retail grocery business, 10%; G. W. Lambert, dentist, 10%;
L. Goebel Patton, superintendent of
schools W. Frankfort, 10% Leonard J.
Dunn, general law practice, 3%; Sam
Martin, general manager Lane Chevrolet Co., 10%; I. A. Palmer, 5%; William Glodick, 50% owner Glodick
Motors & Sales, 10% J. R. Minton,
real estate and appliance business, 20%;
E. J. Paxton, manager WKYB and vice
president Paducah Newspapers Inc.,
20%. Paducah
licensee of WKYBNewspapers
Paducah, Inc.,
Ky. is
Filed
April
11.
Birmingham,
Ala. — Harold Ritchie
McBride,mated cost1320
kc, 1 kw daytime.
of construction:
$19,500. EstiMr.
McBride's business interests include
partnership Johns & McBride Engineer13.
sole owner Co.
RockFiled
WoolApril
Insul. ing
Co.Service,
and Aluminum
Georgetown, Del. — Rollins Bcstg. Co.,
17.
900 kc 1 kw daytime. Resubmitted April
Sumter, S. C. — Radio Sumter, 1240 kc,
250 w unlimited. Estimated construction cost:include:
$11,560.36.
in Radio
Sumter
J. Principals
A. Gallimore,
50%
owner WSNW Seneca, S. C. 50% and
Dr. Hugh H. Wells, owner % the stock
in
Medical
FiledTheApril
17. Clinic, Sumter, 50%.
Sturgis, Mich. — Earle H. and Charlene
Bronson Munn Jr., 1460 kc, 500 w daytime. Mr. Munn is chief engineer and
station director WTVB Coldwater, Mich.
Mrs. Munn is in charge of the office
of Munn Art Studio, mfg. Estimated
cost $12,000. Filed April 18.
Clifton Forge, Va.— Clifton Forge
Bcstg.
Corp.,construction
1230 kc, 250 cost:
w unlimited.
Estimated
$20,694.
Principals include: G. R. Stevens, dentist, president 27.27%; J. C. Goodwin,
lawyer, vice president 22.72%; E. A.
Schellhous, professional singer and entertainer, secty.-treas. 19.09%; E. T.
Nicely, Nicely Bros. Ford sales and
service, 3.60%; James B. Racey, real
estate and insurance business, director
1.80%. There are 24 minor stockholders.
Filed April 18.
New Orleans, La. — Jules J. Paglin,
790 kc, 500 w daytime. Estimated cost
of construction $27,000. Mr. Paglin, sole
owner is a sales consultant and presidentformsand Inc.50%Until
owner
Sam Bonart
recently
he held Uni4%
interest WJMR New Orleans. Filed
April 12.
Memphis, Tex. — Dalrad Associates,
1260 kc, 500 w daytime. Estimated cost
of construction: $18,305. Principals include Ed Bishop, sole owner Bishop
Office Supply Co., and 50% owner

KXIT Dalhart, Tex., 51%; Baird Bishop,
owner Bishop Pharmacy, Floydada,
Tex., 50% owner KXIT, 49%. Filed
April 12. TV APPLICATION
Augusta, Ga. — Georgia-Carolina
Bcstg. Co., Ch. 6 (82-88 mc) ERP 1.8
kw vis., .9 kw aur. ant. height above
terrain 459 ft. Estimated construction
cost: $103,000, estimated revenue $70,000,
Augusta-Carolina is licensee of WJBF
AM outlet that city. Filed April 17.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WKIX Columbia, S. C— Transfer of
control of Inter-City Advertising Co.
of Columbia, licensee, from George W.
Dowdy, J. Horton Doughton, B. T.
Whitmire and Harold H. Thorns to
Maresco Corp. for $100,000. Principals
in Maresco include: Charles Wallace
Martin, sales manager WIS Columbia,
president and treasurer 25%; John Cain
Cosby, adjunct professor of electrical
engineering, vice president 25%; Edwin G. Seibels
director
of news 25%;
and
special
events II,WIS,
secretary
Gedding H. Crawford, 66%% C. H.
Crawford Co., stocks and bonds; James
Wesley
Hunt, 50% partner
W. HuntB.
Co. (accountants),
3.125%; J. Frank
Gary, Cooper
Gary, A.
general
law practice, 3.125%;& Paul
Cooper,
50%
Cooper & Gary; Albert R. Heyward,
66%% owner plumbing and heating
company, 3.125%; Joseph L. Nettles,
attorney, 3.125% and Thomas B. Boyle,
presidentsurance
andcompany,
75% 3.125%.
owner WKIX
generalis asinsigned 1 kw day, 500 w night on 1320
kc. Filed March 24.
KTXN
Austin,
— Transfer
control of Radio
KTXNTex.Inc.,
licensee,of from
present stockholders to Edward C.
James for consideration of $2,758.95. Mr.
James is owner of Consolidated Venetian Blind Co. Inc., Houston and owner
of Eagle Rock Ranch. His radio incos.terests
KTXNinclude
is 67.25%
assignedKCNY
1 kw SandayMaron
1370 kc. Filed March 29.
R.— Transfer
160WORA
shares Mayaguez,
of stock inP. Radio
Americasof
Corp., licensee, from Mrs. Josefa B.
Vda. De
Mr.forAl-a
fredo R. deRamirez
ArellanoArellano
Jr., her toson,
consideration of $5,000. WORA is assigned 1kw unlimited on 1150 kc. Filed
April
6. Warsaw, Ind.— Transfer of
WKAM
474 sh. in Kosciusko Bcstg. Co., licensee,
from son,Virgil
A. McCleary,
B. J.T. AnderJ. R. Boice
and Wallace
Millet
to J. W. Autenrieth Sr., for $11,850.
Josiah Autenrieth Jr., one of original
stockholders, retains 45%. 7.6% of stock
is unissued. WKAM operates with 250
w day on 1220 kc. Filed March 30.
INCREASED

spOt

BILLINGS

JOSEPH HFRSHEY McGILLVRA INI
366 Madison Avenue. New York
Murray Hill 2-8755
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CBS TEST POSSIBLE
ON RCA TRI-COLOR TUBE
POSSIBILITY that RCA's new single tri-color
kinescope may be tested soon in CBS' field sequential color TV system appeared Thursday
during further cross-examination of Dr. Peter
Goldmark by FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones in
Commission's color TV hearing. (See early
story page 69). The CBS system inventor
told Comr. Jones it would take "about two
weeks" to arrange for showing of RCA's tube
with his system, if such tube were made
available.
Dr. Dean B. Judd, Bureau of Standards
color expert, told FCC he had seen picture
on an RCA color set, being tested for Senate
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee's
Condon Committee on color TV, and that it
was equal in color fidelity to any CBS pictures
he had seen. He said he found CBS color
rendition was "uniformly good" while RCA's
and CTI's have been "occasionally good and
occasionally bad." He said color fidelity of
RCA and CBS systems are being compared by
Condon Committee but he wasn't authorized
to release data. He indicated results may be
available about May 15. Dr. Judd said he
found CBS' "crispening" circuit caused "slight
to appreciable" improvement to appear optically in that system.
Dr. Goldmark, in answer to further crossexamination by RCA Counsel John T. Cahill,
asserted public would prefer color disc to no
color TV at all. He indicated data on CBS
crispening circuits had not been supplied to
industry since technique was still being refined,
but all necessary information would be given
on record. Further hearing Tuesday is to be
devoted to cross examination of Dr. Allen B.
DuMont and Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith, DuMont Labs, research director.
CBS gave FCC data on patent elements of its
system and total licensing fees which may be payable by manufacturer
standard licenses
monochrome and CBS colorof combination
receiver, assuming
from RCA, Hazeltine and CBS. RCA fee was said
to
aboutfeelVs%
retailat set
0.5%.be CBS
was of
quoted
25tf price,
on setsHazeltine's
retailing
less than $100; 50<s for $100-180; 75<f for $180-250 and
$1 for $250 or more. Alternative option for CBS is
0.33% of retail price.
SAG-TV A BATTLE LOOMS
FOLLOWING 4 A BOARD MOVE
JURISDICTIONAL dispute loomed Thursday
after international board of Associated Actors
and Artistes of America, parent body of all
actors' unions, voted to vest control over video
performers in Television Authority. Action
expected to set off warfare with screen guilds.
Following 4 A's green light to TVA, Screen
Actors Guild issued statement, describing
action as "authorizing jurisdictional war
against SAG and Screen Extras Guild." SAG
said it would ignore 4 A's directive. Both film
guilds are members of 4 A's but are outnumbered on board. Officials believe issues may be
resolved in court. SAG scheduled to consider
such recourse at Hollywood board meeting today (April 24).
ST. LOUIS TV BID
PARK PLAZA HOTEL, St. Louis, has applied
for new commercial TV station there, FCC
reported Thursday. Facilities sought are Channel 7 (174-180 mc) with ERP of 48.6 kw
visual, 24.3 kw aural, and antenna height 509
ft. above average terrain. Park Plaza is one
of Koplar family group. Transmitter would
be atop 35-story hotel with station proposing to
draw upon extensive entertainment activities
and talent featured at hotel.
Page 94
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FCC

BEGINS

HEARINGS

ON 'UNIFORM POLICY' TODAY
SIXTEEN licensees, applicants, and other radio groups to participate in FCC's "uniform
policy" hearing scheduled today (Monday),
corrected schedule showed Thursday. Question involves establishment of uniform FCC
policy with respect to non-radio law violations
by broadcast applicants, with participants expected to put most emphasis on question of
anti-trust violations. Most feel case-to-case
approach
is better
than17].any "uniform policy"
[Broadcasting,
April
FCC said participants would be heard in following order, each attorney to have 20 minutes
maximum (attorneys listed in parentheses):
Allen B. DuMont Labs (Roberts & Mclnnis); CBS
(James H. Neu); WMGM New York and KMGM Los
Angeles; (Bingham. Porter & Booth); NAB (Petty,
Wasilewski, and Farr); Paramount Pictures Corp.
and Paramount Television Productions (Arnold, Fortas &r Porter); WPTR Albany (Leonard H. Marks);
20th Century-Fox Film Corp. (Welch. Mott & Morgan); United Paramount Theatres (Hogan & Hartson); KFWB Los Angeles (Fisher, Wayland, Duvall
& Southmayd); Westinghouse Radio Stations (John
W. Steen); Yankee Network. WKY Oklahoma City.
KOB Albuquerque, KGLO Mason City, Iowa, and
WTAD Quincy, 111. (Pierson & Ball).
TV NEEDS EDUCATORS,
HENNOCK TELLS SCHOOLMEN
EDUCATORS "must get in television at the
beginning and . . . stay in it," FCC Comr.
Frieda Hennock asserted in special Meet the
Press presentation Thursday at 37th annual
Schoolmen's Week observance at U. of Pennsylvania, Philadephia.
"Education once sold its broadcasting birthright for a mess of pottage," she said. "You
can't let that happen again!"
Warning that proposed UHF band may be
television's last space in spectrum, she said
"education must make itself heard now or risk
forever having to hold its peace. . . . Education has the choice of now sitting down to the
first course of a sumptuous repast, or later
coming in as a beggar for its crumbs."
GRANT FOR NEW STATION
PROPOSED
INITIAL DECISION recommending grant of
new station on 1010 kc with 250 w daytime at
Marlin, Tex., to Falls County Public Service,
reported by FCC Thursday. Proposed grantee
is partnership of Virgil H. Gage, radio information specialist, Veterans Adm. Hospital,
Waco, and W. L. Pennington, Texas State
Highway Dept. engineer.
Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond ruled question of possible use of 1010 kc by KWBU
Houston in effect moot since KWBU is now
operating on 1030 kc under special service authorization and seeks permanent assignment on
latter frequency. KWBU earlier had been
granted permit for 1010 kc at Corpus Christi.
Examiner said even if 1010 kc were used by
KWBU, minor resulting mutual interference
should not preclude grant of first local service
to Marlin.
FTC STRIKES STATEMENTS
STATEMENT of Bristol-Myers Co. that Federal Trade Commission was "predisposed" to
issue cease-and-desist order against anti-histamine
products
"because
thatcriticism
failure
. . . to
do so will
resultitinfeels
severe
of it and possible adverse action against it
by various persons, organizations and groups"
was ordered stricken from record by commission last Thursday. Statement was contained
in answer to FTC complaint against BristolMyers'
Resistab (cold drug) [Broadcasting,
March 27].

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
rights,
officially
baseball though
lifted some
of its"suspended"
restrictions,wheij
ha
been quietly resumed, on basis of recer
complaints. One complaint deals with differ
ential some major league clubs have establish^
in their charges. Example: Chicago Cubs reportedly asked $50-per-game for rights t
broadcast their games on stations more tha>
50 miles from minor league club, but $750 pe
game if station was within 50-mile radius.
ANNUAL radio-television festival based oi
all-network and all-station hookup to be pro i
posed to NAB board by Bob Richards, publii
affairs director. Extravaganza would include
community-level observances as feature of Ra
dio Week, and designed to show people benefit,
of American radio system.
TEXAS is buzzing with reports that forme ;
Sen. W. Lee O'Daniel will run again this sum
mer for governor following withdrawal o
major candidate. "Pappy" O'Daniel's com
ments had folks guessing. If he runs, he';
expected to revert to hillbilly musical cam
paign which first carried him from radio int(
politics.
STANDARD
OIL of New Jersey, New York
through Marschalk & Pratt, sponsoring Voice,
and Events, NBC sustaining network show ir
Elmira, N. Y., only on 13 week test.
FCC STAFF study of transit radio, once "com ;
pleted" and submitted to top staff officials, re
portedly is now back in FM law section foi
further work, including incorporation of date
requested from transit FM broadcasters or
(1) contracts, and (2) program logs anc j
pertinent brochures and press releases. A:
originally submitted, report is understood t(
have questioned whether transit-, store-, anc
factory-casting, etc., are strictly "broadcast
ing" and whether such specialized program
ming is in public interest.
INCREASED interest of Charles R. Denny \
NBC executive vice president, in supervisioi
of radio program department suggests networl ;
may notsince
be intransfer
haste to offillThomas
chief program
vacant
McCray jol'
to
West Coast. Mr. Denny has taken charge o:
programming, in addition to acting as pro-ten
chief of radio network.
EXHAUSTIVE
study of buying habits ii ,
some 1,700 homes, showing sales impact of tele
vision advertising, will be unveiled in fev
weeks by NBC-TV.
Study will be basis of full
dress sales presentation.
AUTOGRAPH Souvenir Baseballs, New York i
through Huber Hoge & Sons, New York, look
ing for availabilities of five minutes before anc
after baseball broadcasts and 15-minute spor
shows in as many markets as obtainable. Cam
paign will start April 24 in some markets.
ANDERSON JOINS SSC&B
G. WILLIAMS ANDERSON Jr., formerly ac
count executive with Cecil & Presbrey, Nev,
York, joins Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles in similar capacity. Mr. Anderson pre
viously served with Foote, Cone & Belding oi
Lucky Strike and Toni Home Permanent ac
counts, and with CBS.
FRITZ JOINS AGENCY
EDWARD C. FRITZ Jr., former account ex
eeutive-salesman at WBBM Chicago, join
W. E. Long Co., Chicago agency and manage
ment consulting firm, as radio-television di
rector. He will develop radio-TV business fo
agency's wholesale bakery clients, six of whicl
currently use radio or television.
BROADCASTING
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The greatest audience
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WCAO

Why

All programs
WCAO-FM.

Baltimore-in WCAO

transmitted

.. extra
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coverage

★

Full Basic CBS network

★

No rate increase since 1946.

★

28 years of broadcasting

★

Local promotion

history.

simultaneously
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at no extra cost.

programming.

service to Maryland.

of your show.

Its impdISIBIc.

wow

...you

can't

cover

California's

without

Bonanza

on-the-spot

Beeline

radio

Are you getting the results you're after in the Bonanza
Beeline? It's a S -billion-dollar market, you know ... with
more food sales than Philadelphia . . . with twice the reti
sales of Boston.*
But don't count on reaching this inland market on outsu
stations. That's an on-the-spot job . . . for the five BEELINE
stations located right in inland California and western Nevada.
Because Beeliners — well removed from coastal influence
naturally prefer their own stations to outside stations.
•Stlts Msmigtmw't 1950 Copyright*! S»

.ft****
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Here's what you should know about
KWG and STOCKTON
Oldest end best-known station in Stockton — the trading center for
nation's 4th wealthiest farm county. 250 watts, 1230 kc, ABC.
Serves 68,992 radio families in 2<ounty radius — an area with
nearly 1/4 billion in annuo! retail sales.

,«A1
McClatchy Broadcasting Company
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
PAUl H RAYMEft CO , Notional Representative
KWG

1000 watts

C30 kc.

KM J
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On The Air
Rage 32

iiAM's Upbringing
To Be Nursed
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Every

body

comes

to

WLS

the

NATIONAL

Page 23

mplexion of FCC

BARN

DANCE

Coy's Tenure
Page 25
Jj^ROM groups of all ages and walks of life everywhere in Chicago and the
Midwest come orders for 10, 40, 100 tickets to the one and only WLS National Barn Dance.
I
ins on Page

One ordinary month brought paid orders for 35 tickets for employes of a
Watseka, 111., plant; 12 for Will Co. Farm Bureau; 23 for a parent -teacherpupil group from a Decatur, 111. school; 22 for Lewiston, 111. Vocational Agriculture students; 65 for Michigan City, Ind., Scouts; 8 for a Chicago girl's
birthday party; 30 for the Newton Co. Ind. Hobby Club; 70 for the PolishAmerican C. of C. of Chicago; 38 for Leslie, Mich. Future Farmers; 37 for
Cub Scouts from a Chicago church; 100 for Kenosha Co. Wisconsin Rural
Youth.

The Newsweekly
of Radio and
Television.

In 26 years of broadcasting — 18 of them in the theater that is packed with
paid admissions twice every Saturday night — this one show has endeared itself
to every age group among the substantial family folk whose lasting loyalty to
WLS means results for advertisers. Sooner or later — because so many listen
and enjoy it— everybody comes to the
WLS

ually
% weekly

NATIONAL

a clear channel

entertainment

WLS,
THE
PRAIRIE
— 50,000 watts — 890

BARN
service

FARMER
kc — John

DANCE

to Midwest

America

STATION,
CHICAGO
7
Blair & Co. Representatives

ckiana
in

\esklk
crop

rfon

production

gains

***
The

Kentuckiana

farmer

is

making more . . . for the record

3%
GAIN

shows steadily increasing yields
from such diversified principal
crops as corn, soy beans, wheat,
oats, barley and potatoes.

Based on U.S. Department of Agriculture figures comparing January-February 1950 with January-February J 949.
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alone
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all

of

Kentuckiana

with the
(
Farm

for
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Here

complete

Programming
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1

only

Service

Kentucky

Southern

Indiana

The Kentuckiana farmers depend on WHAS Farm
Coordinator Frank Cooley and Assistant Don Davis
for up to the minute farm news and market reports.
And advertisers have come to depend on WHAS
Farm Programming for sales results in Kentuckiana.
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Circuit
Closed
IT'S FOREGONE conclusion that 1951 annual
convention of NAB won't be pitched on "Public
Responsibility of Broadcasters" format as
have been last two annual meetings. Toplevel reaction to Chicago sessions fortnight
ago is against that theme but new approach
will await board action.
ITS ARDOR dampened by inordinate delays
and CAA red tape, as well as expanded TV
activities (WOR-TV and WOIC Washington),
WOR New York has decided to dismiss its talltower application for AM, which would have
entailed $250,000 investment. Present 450-foot
towers at Linden, N. J., which give station
phenomental coverage, were to have been replaced with 660-foot towers but CAA has
battled move for more than year. Whether application later will be reinstated is undecided.
MARSCHALK & PRATT, New York, has advised stations carrying Esso Reporter that
re-evaluation of station list — static for 10
years — is now underway. Program is sponsored by Esso Standard Oil Co. four times
daily, five-minute shows, on 42 stations.
AMERICAN SOCIETY of Newspaper Editors,
which held annual convention in Washington,
had difficult time in attempting to resolve views
on Lorain Journal anti-trust issue. Horvitz
Brothers, publishers of newspaper, have attacked government suit as interference with
freedom of press, but some editors thought this
was flag-waving and that realistic approach
had to do with archaic device of refusing space
to advertisers who used time on WEOL Elyria,
Ohio, and space in a competitive Sunday newspaper. Result: No resolution.
LEVER BROS. (Lipton tea) through Young
& Rubicam, New York, preparing spot announcement campaign to start in mid-June.
NEWS

SOON will break on biggest TV syndication deal yet, through KTTV, Los Angeles
Times arrangement with 25 newspaper-owned
TV outlets. Agreements were reached and
await signature during sessions of American
Newspaper Publisher's Assn. in New York,
with Harrison Dunham, KTTV general manager, handling negotiations.
RE KTTV syndicate, production of six halfhour packages already has begun at recently
acquired Nassour Studios. Feature length and
short productions will star such Hollywood
celebrities as Buster Keaton, Jerry Colonna,
and Zazu Pitts.
LEFT HIGH and dry by premature reports indicating that Gen. Lucius Clay was in the bag
as its first paid president, Radio Mfrs. Assn.
was without second choice last week-end. Important public personage will be sought, and
one name with formidable support is that of
well known Western member of Congress. Two
other names from military mentioned for post,
(Continued m page 86)
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ngSyracuse, SyrUpcomi
May 1-6: Advertising
Week, Hotel
acuse, N. Y.
May 4-7: Institute for Education by Radio, Ohio
State U., Columbus, Ohio.
May 5: Nebraska Broadcasters Assn., McCook,
Neb.
May 7: Ohio Assn. of Radio News Editors, Columbus, Ohio.
(Other Upcomings on page 85)

Bulletins
NATIONAL DAIRY (Sealtest products)
through N. W. Ayer, New York, planning to
start a spot announcement campaign in
markets east of Mississippi, schedule to start
this month for 13 weeks.
SPRINGFIELD STATIONS
WIN BASEBALL RIGHTS
RADIO STATIONS of Springfield, Mass.,
area won rights Thursday to continue carrying major-league baseball games, after weeklong furore over invocation of local club's
veto power and Congressional threat of investigation of baseball's radio-TV rules.
Springfield Cubs, which had asserted their
right under organized baseball's rules to forbid any station within 50 miles to carry majorleague games while Cubs were playing at
home, reversed decision Thursday, President
Lawrence A. Reilly of WTXL West Springfield
told Broadcasting.
Mr. Reilly said local club's change in tack,
which he attributed to "public clamor," would
permit WTXL to continue carrying home
night games of Boston Red Sox and Braves,
as planned. Day games are carried by WACE
Chicopee; WONS Hartford carries both day
and night games, while several other area stations carry day games of Boston and other
clubs.
Furore developed when Springfield club,
which heretofore was at Newark, refused to
consent to area stations' carrying major
league games while Springfield team was
playing at home on Sunday, April 23. Rep.
Antoni N. Sadlak (R-Conn.) scored situation
in House speech and said he intended to confer
with FCC and Antitrust Division of Justice
Dept. "to ascertain what can be done in the
matter."
WE'RE

SORRY

. . .

... if your Broadcasting-Telecasting
has arrived late these past three weeks.
Bookbinding employes in Washington
printing plants have been on a strike
and we have had to move up deadlines
to rush forms out of town for binding
and mailing under special second class
permit. We're assured prompt settlement by this weekend and of return to
normal schedule.

y
Bri
Busine
BREWERY
BUYss
* Terre
Hauteefl
Brewing
Co. to place Boston BUickie, Frederic W. Ziv
Co. program, in 53 markets on year-round basis.
Ind.
Agency,
Pollyea Adv. Agency, Terre Haute,
RED TOP DISCS # Red Top Brewing Co.
Cincinnati, today (May 1) starts five-weekly
15-minute transcribed Lonesome Gal on 30 stations in Ohio, West Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Tennessee. Program packaged by Cheshire & Assoc., Hollywood. Agency,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Cincinnati.
CHEVROLET THREE-MINUTE
SPOT PLAN PROTESTED
STATIONS, their representatives, and Broadcast Advertising Bureau are up in arms over
solicitation of Chevrolet Motor Co. of 500
stations offering three-minute singing commercials on "unique" rate basis. Proposal is
that stations add five-minute and one-minute
spot rates and divide by two in order to arrive
at three-minute rate.
This, lishedit's
pointed out,andconflicts
with counter
estabrate structures
also runs
to NAB commercial code provisions which
specify that three-minute commercial is outside limit for 15-minute purchase.
"This is a very dangerous precedent,"
Maurice B. Mitchell, BAB director, told
Broadcasting. "That kind of time can only
be sold within the body of 15-minutes of radio
time." Campbell-Ewald is agency for Chevrolet.
A. D. RING ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF ENGINEERS
ELECTION of A. D. Ring, Washington consulting radio engineer, as president of Assn.
of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers was announced Thursday following
AFCCE annual meeting. He succeeds Glenn
D. Gillett.
Other officers named: George C. Davis, vice
president; James C. McNary, secretary, and
Frank G. Kear, treasurer.
AFCCE report showed association, which is
participating in FCC hearing on licensing of
radio relay stations to consulting engineers for
use in adjustment of directional antennas, has
been asked by FCC Chief Engineer Curtis B.
Plummer to make further study of relay and
other facilities needed by engineering consultants in their work. Other AFCCE project, report noted, is continuing review of FCC
engineering standards and recommendations of
improvements.
Membership additions, report showed, include Comdr. T. A. M. Craven and, in associate membership ranks, J. B. Epperson of
Scripps-Howard Radio, and Carl E. Smith of
United Broadcasting Co. (WHK Cleveland).
LOWE NAMED BY ESTY
HENRY W. LOWE, executive on ColgatePalmolive-Peet account at William Esty Co.,
New York, elected vice president of agency.
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He

Supplies

For

a Good

the

Tools

Selling

Job

. . . and he knows how to use them, whether he's building
an audience for his sponsors or hitting the news on the
head for his listeners. Says Mr. Walter S. Conway of the
Idaho Concrete Pipe -Co., Inc., to Station KFXD, both of
Nampa, Idaho:
"More and more in the passing weeks, we can truthfully state without reservation that the good will
brought to us is constantly mounting through Mr.
Lewis' nightly report of 'The News As It Looks From
Here'.
"The prestige coming from such sponsorship is contributing materially to the value of our advertising
message."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, currently sponsored on
more than 300' stations, offers local advertisers a readymade audience at local time cost, with pro-rated talent
cost. Since there are more than 500 MBS stations, there
may be an opening in your locality. Check your Mutual
outlet — or the Co-operative Program Department, Mutual
Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or
Tribune Tower, Chicago 11).
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COmPREHENSlUE

COUERHGW

gateway to
Silver Falls State Park
Lumber

and agriculture are the economic

mainstays

of Silverton ... a city lying in the heart of the greatest food-producing belt in Oregon. And YOU can tap
this well-fed economy
SIVE COVERAGE!

through

KGWS

COMPREHEN-

Besides the usual enterprises of an industriallyawake city, Silverton boasts several saw and planing mills; woodworking and store fixture plants; a
large turkey hatchery. Silverton's main agricultural
efforts are devoted to prune, cherry, walnut, and
filbert orchards, and hundreds of acres of strawberry fields.
KGW s COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE DELIVERS SILVERTON ... as it delivers the rest of the nation's
fastest-growing market!

This chart, compiled from official, half-milivolt contour maps filed with the FCC in
Washington, D. C, or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story of KGWs Comprehensive Coverage of the fastest-growing market
in the nation.
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They

say

American

Ice

to

be

sold

We think that's true. If there's a better car, a
better soap, a better cigarette, a better anything
at a better price, we want

audience of the second network, and ^,870,000
families more, at night.

to be told — and sold.
To sum

And in a Market

as big and rich as America, suc-

cessful selling means
tising—inmedium
a
at the lowest cost.

advertising . . . good adverthat reaches the most people

20,000,000 people; 7,000,000 more families; and
an increase of 21% in family real income. Network Radio, too, is bigger: 12,000,000 more
radio families and nearly twice as many
in 1940.
are

an

advertiser:

sets as

if you are a man-

ufacturer and seller of products or services, you
will be vitally interested in an additional fact —
proved by Radio's own Census, the Broadcast
Measurement Bureau in its Study No. 2 : NBC
reaches the biggest weekly audience in all network radio.
The combined

total weekly audience listening to

the stations of NBC

a big way, you can use no medium

Network

is 35,430,000

in

that is bigger,

more powerful, more economical than Network
Radio — and of all the networks, NBC is
No. 1 because NBC
Economical . . .

Just how much bigger that Market is, will be
revealed in the 1950 Census: an increase of

If you

it up: if you want to sell America

BIGGER-

is Bigger, Busier, More

The stations of the NBC

Network

(as proved by B.M.B.) have the largest combined weekly audience in all America — larger
than any other network or any other advertising
medium.
BUSIER

— NBC

is selling more products and

services for advertisers, day and night— and in
1949, advertisers invested more money in NBC
than in any other network.
MORE
ECONOMICAL
-NBC today
costs considerably less per 1,000 homes reached
than it did 10 years ago — and NBC

today reaches

more people at lower cost than any other national
advertising
networks.

medium,

including

the other

families (daytime) and 37,750,000 (nighttime).
That's 3,000,000 families more than the daytime

Today, more than ever, to sell America

No.

1 Advertising

you need

Medium

'

America

A service of Radio Corporation of America

lllllMilli
a Madison
with

Avenue

other

things

Time
on

Buyer

his mind

H

OLLYWOOD CHARM PRODUCTS, New York (cosmetics), appoints William Warren, Jackson & Delaney, New York, to handle its advertising.
Radio will be used.

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co. appoints Street & Finney, New York, to
handle advertising of its Coleo, denture cleanser.
WEBSTER-CHICAGO Corp. (recording and equipment), Chicago, releases first
in new series of TV spots (six 20-second) distributed nationally on May 1 for
cooperative sponsorship. Second series slated for September. Schedules for
13 weeks.
DA VEGA STORES Inc., New York (sporting goods retailer), names Ben Sackheim Inc., same city, to handle its radio and television advertising.
PEERLESS CAMERA STORES, New York, contemplating summer television
spot campaign through Moss Assoc., New York.
CONMAR ZIPPERS, New York, sponsors television show Cafe Continental
featuring talent from London and Paris, in eight TV cities for ten weeks.
Show was filmed abroad by John Nashi Productions Inc., New York. Eight cities
where program is placed are WNBT (TV) New York, WBZ-TV Boston, WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia, WSB-TV Atlanta, WBAP-TV Dallas, WBKB (TV) Chicago,
KSD-TV St. Louis, KNBH (TV) Los Angeles. Firm also planning spot can>
paign for fall.
975 miles west of you on U. S. 30
lies Iowa. Have you ever seen Iowa corn fields in late
June? A New Englander, enjoying the experience for the
first time, said they looked like "green corduroy." We,
with a radio station to grind, prefer to think of them a
short time later, when the green has turned into golden
buying power. Iowa's corn yield is the highest of all states.
Have you ever heard the cry "sue-ee-e" bring
ham-on-the-hoof to feeding troughs? In Iowa hog-calling
is a fine art, and its practitioners hang their masterpieces
in ever growing bank accounts. Iowa produces more pork
than any other state.
Another sound that breaks the good
clean air of Iowa is "here chick, chick, here chick." It
means spending money to most Iowa farmwives. Poultry
sums aren't chicken feed, either. Iowa is the highest eggproducing state in the Union; the value of its poultry
exceeds that of any other state.
you haven't
for half
morethe rural
Besides,But
agricultural
Iowa time
is only
story.symphonies.
Industrial
Iowa
accounts
for
almost
half
of
the
state's
$4
billion
annual income of individuals.
Bill Quarton (WMT's g.m.) probably thinks
this is already too long, but he's mighty fond of facts so
maybe he (and you) will hold still for a couple of dillys.
Practically every day Eastern Iowa's WMT talks to an
army of 192,620 families. Their per capita income increased last year more than that of any other state. They
have money to spend for everything from toothpicks to
Cadillacs. They constitute a market worth reaching and
WMT reaches 'em.
Please ask the Kafz man for additional data.
5000 WATTS 600 KC

Metwotk

-AccounU
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LANGENDORF UNITED BAKERIES Inc., San Francisco renews Red Ryder on
14 Don Lee network stations, Tues. and Thurs., 7:30-8:00 p.m., PST, for 52
weeks. Agency: Biow Co., San Francisco.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co. will sponsor Kentucky Derby, racing classic,
from originating point at Churchill Downs, Saturday, May 6, on CBS. Company
also will sponsor 15-minute film of race on CBS-TV interconnected network
Sunday, May 7, 10:30-10:45 p.m., and on non-interconnected stations on Tuesday, May 9. Maxon Inc., New York, is agency for Gillette Co.
SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINE SYSTEM launches 38-week campaign on Midnight
Sun Broadcasting stations, KFAR Fairbanks and KENI Anchorage, Alaska,
One-minute live spot announcements will be used. Agency: Wendell P. Colton
Co., New York.
SNOW
orange
Night
agency

CROP MARKETERS DIV. of Clinton Foods Co., New York (frozen
juice), through May 20 sponsors 10-10:30 p.m. portion of Saturday
Revue, NBC-TV's 2% hour variety show. Maxon Inc., New York is
for Clinton Foods.

GENERAL FOODS, New York (Post cereals div.), begins sponsorship of Brooklyn Dodgers Saturday afternoon home baseball games on CBS. While games
will not be available to WCBS New York, network's key station, they will be
heard where they do not conflict with territorial rights of other clubs. Agency
for Post Cereal Div. is Young & Rubicam, New York.
ARNOLD BAKERS Inc., Norwalk, Conn., transfers Faye Emerson Show from
NBC-TV to CBS-TV, Sunday, 10:30-10:45 p.m., from May 21 until Fred Waring
Show begins summer hiatus, when Emerson show will take over 9-9:15 p.m.
time slot. Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.
Q • * «

DAY & NIGHT
BASIC
Page 10
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NETWORK

DAN W. LAYMAN, formerly account executive with Young & Rubicam Inc.,
Hollywood, on Hunt Foods, named vice president in charge of adyertising and
Pasadena (manufacturer of Unmask and
sales
other promotion
cosmetics). for Bramhall Co.,

CHARLES GANSHOW, with American Cigarette & Cigar Co. since 1911, as its
auditor, appointed a vice president. New directors are: ALFRED F. BOWDEN,
assistant to president of American Tobacco (parent company) ; ALAN C.
manager since 1947; and JOHN G. LANGE, assistant
advertising
GARRETT,since
treasurer
1947.
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26% ahead of second station total rated periods, —
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KPRC
FIRST
FIRST

in the south's
market.

IOUSTON
950 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS
NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
Jack Harris, General Manager
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
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Advertisement

From

6y

His
is His

where

Joe

Marsh

Punch
Signature

Was on the train up to Central City
the other day and when the conductor
came around, I asked him why their
ticket punches make such odd-shaped
holes in the ticket.
"Every conductor in the country
has a different design for his punch,"
he tells me. "Some even show up a
fellow's preferences. Now take mine.
The hole looks like a beer goblet."
Sure enough! Then he went on to
say that the punch

I sit

is just like the

conductor's personal signature. Makes
it easy to trace tickets . . . to check up
if something happens.
From where I sit, even though your
ticket is punched differently from mine,
it still gets you where you're going.
Just like people with their opinions.
You might like coffee, another person,
tea — and I'll settle for a temperate
glass of beer. But what does it matter,
so long as we respect the right of the
other to have tastes and opinions?
We're all trying to go in the same
direction — towards a friendlier, more
pleasant world for all of us.

enciel

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
R. HILL, Grant Advertising vice president, appointed director of agency's
i # International Division at New York. He is to co-ordinate Grant's foreign
operations and supervise activities of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Coca-Cola
Export Corp. and International General Electric. He joined Grant as director
of South African Div. in 1948 from Bruce International Adv. Ltd.
ALICE V. CLEMENTS succeeds her late husband, ISAAC W. CLEMENTS, as
president of Clements Co., Philadelphia agency. Mrs. Clements has been cohead of firm since it was founded in 1932, and is in charge of agency's radio
and television activities. ROBERT H. SMITH and STANLEY F. SQUIRE elected
vice presidents of company. DAVID S. ROBERTS elected treasurer and
KATHERINE E. KING, media director, named secretary.
EDWARD MOTTERN, copy chief of Raymond Spector Co., New York, appointed vice president in charge of all creative activities.
STANLEY HINDEN, formerly with Blumberg & Clarich Adv., New York, joins
copy staff of Flint Adv. Assoc., New York.
DAVID L. RAND, former account executive at Roy S. Durstine Inc., New York,
joins Grey Adv. Agency Inc., New York, in similar capacity.
ALBERT A. LOGAN elected to board of directors of W. Earl Bothwell Inc.,
Pittsburgh. He also was elected secretary of corporation.
DONALD E. JORDAN, copy director of Grant Adv. Inc., New York, named
domestic account supervisor in addition to his present duties.
MRS. RUTH FARQUHAR, responsible for planning and production of copy for
several Procter & Gamble brands at Biow Co., New York, appointed special
assistant to Milton Biow, agency president, to work on special projects in advertising and merchandising of P&G brands to women.
JAMES S. COHAN appointed director of television productions for Wm. N.
Scheer Adv., Newark, N. J. He previously was continuity director of WAER
Syracuse, N. Y.
GERTRUDE MICHALOVE, former vice president of Theodore Sills & Co., Chicago and New York, and ROBERT M. DONALDSON, former director of sales
and advertising for Magnetic Power Inc., join Young & Rubicam. Miss Michalove will work in public relations department and Mr. Donaldson in merchandising department of agency.
ALDEN JOICE named assistant media director at Goodkind, Joice & Morgan,
Chicago.
of
agency. He will assist FLORENCE NEIGHBORS, media director and secretary
STEPHEN DiMARCO, formerly with advertising department of a New York
department store, joins DiMarco-Von Loewenfeldt Assoc. San Francisco, as
account executive.
J. E. McCONNELL Jr., till recently manager of Montreal office of McConnell,
Eastman & Co. Ltd., appointed managing director of agency, and manager of
Toronto office. JOHN M. EASTMAN appointed vice president of agency and
chairman of its planning and merchandising board. DONALD M. COUTTS,
senior account executive, appointed a vice president. He has been with agency
since 1922, headquartering at Toronto office.
JOSEPH B. WALLACE, former freelancer, joins Biow Co., San Francisco, j
TED KELLEY, formerly with Cecil & Presbrey, New York, and before that i
with BBDO, joins radio-TV department of McCann-Erickson Inc., New York, j
as timebuyer succeeding JIM RESOR, resigned.
TATHAM-LAIRD Inc., Chicago, elected to membership in American Assn. J
of Advertising Agencies.
PLATTE-FORBES Inc., New York, opens new branch in San Francisco. Office I
will be located in Russ Bldg., 235 Montgomery St. THOMAS F. COSGROVE I
is president of firm.

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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New Addresses: FRANK L. BLUMBERG Adv. moves to 800 Cathedral St., j
Baltimore 1, effective May 1. DENMAN & BETTERIDGE, Detroit, moves to I
Detroit 26. SHAW-SCHUMP Adv. 1
new and larger quarters at 518 Buhl Bldg.,
transfers activities to 409 Colorado Bldg., Denver, and The KATZ Agency I
moves its New York offices to 20th floor of 488 Madison Ave., New York 22. I
Phone number is PI 9-4460. PEARSON ADV. Agency, New York, moves from j
50 East 42nd Street to new and larger quarters at 250 Park Ave. SCHWAB & I
BEATTY Inc. changes location to 488 Madison Ave., New York 22. Phone is I
Murray Hill 8-3813.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

A

million

people

in the

picture
A

. . .
billion

dollars

buying

power

. . .

You'd call it "big screen" coverage— so big that it reaches over 200,000 BMB families
with 1.3 billion to spend. And so clear that hundreds of Michigan viewers have phoned
and written their appreciation.
Not often does a new major market TV station offer three great TV networks. That
means choice adjacencies tucked snugly around the best of NBC, CBS and ABC will go
to wise buyers who want ground-floor opportunities at starting-gun rates.
Want availabilities? . . . Central Michigan? ... a million people with a billion
dollars?

We've got them.

The more

powerful

The brand

Get them from H-R Representatives.

. , .
new

. . .

J I M
W.I

Better Hurry.

• A. BR
I

\l

f°r i-onsing
TV

for Central Michigan
for Kalamazoo

And

. . .

W'GFCr
#
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just ask

• ABC
H-R
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Liked Hecht Story
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
There are very few Mondays that
pass by without my reading Broadcasting, but such a thing did happen with your issue of April 3.
When I finally got around to it
over this week-end, I read with
pleasure the very nice article about
our Hecht Co. television programs
"They Buy What They See," on
pages 4 and 5 of Telecasting
Many thanks again for the excellent coverage of what we believe
is a real pace-setting program.
Harwood Martin
Harwood Martin Advertising
Washington
;'- ■ sfc :f! 4s
Radio Repeat Plan
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
A year ago Broadcasting printed an article proposing that network affiliates in strong TV areas
give serious thought to the possibility of rebroadcasting top radio

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllll^

Mile
pe
O
(Letters
are n
welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)

programs during daytime hours.
Since my last letter on that proposal, developments on the "TVdem-a
heeby-jeeby"
the need strongly
for such
onstrate fronts
plan. . . .
The backbone of radio audience
growth has always been good programming. The cost of a good radio
program can more easily be amortized by means of daytime repeats
than by cutting down on rates or
quality of talent. . . . Network
radio is painting itself into a vulnerable corner. ... It can't justify
the expenditure for good programs
at night and it doesn't have the

availabilities to rebroadcast the
program during the daytime. . . .
Network radio is being aided and
abetted by the big agency groups
. . . (and) the accounts, big ones,
move as slowly as the big agency
in discovering their plight. . . .
Last year we had offered to act
as the guinea pig for the networkindependent rebroadcast plan.
Chester is only 12 miles from Philadelphia. All four networks, four
television stations and 13 independents serve the same general
area as we at WPWA serve. A
rebroadcast of four or five nighttime programs from each of the

four networks would prove our
contentions:
(a) The cost of big-name programs could be cut in half by
getting full use of the program;
(b) The quality of the prowould result
creasedgramming
sets-in-use.
. . . in in(c) Sponsors would get more
results for slightly more cost,
thereby providing the additional
budget
TV. . . . to■ both agenThis isfor
a challenge
cies and networks. If it goes unanswered the sponsor will certainIt's
timely provide
to bootthetheanswer
ostrichin intime.
the tail
feathers and have him pick his
head up out of the sand.
Lou
Poller
President
WPWA Chester, Pa.
* * *
Says Issues Nailed
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations upon the editorial— "NAB's Hidden Issues" — in
the April 17 issue of Broadcasting.
You certainly hit the nail on the
head ! Attorney
Eliot C. Lovett
Washington, D. C.
❖ * *

the

LARGEST

of Eastern

porti

Two

Oklahoma's

$1,000,000,000 "buying income" market is covered
effectively by

Bob Elstons?

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Imagine my surprise when some
. . . announcers at KCMO started
telling me goodby and congratulating me on my new job. Actually,
I had made no plans to leave . . .
and was floored when they showed
me an article in the April 3
Broadcasting (page 82) that Bob
Elston was appointed sports director at KIOA Des Moines Apparently, there are two of us with
identical names — I wonder if the
other Bob Elston is any relation or
if the name just struck his fancy
and he took it . . .?
Bob E. Elston
KCMO
Kansas City, Mo.
Hits Rate Cutting

TULSA'S EXCLUSIVE RADIO CENTER
AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
Radio Station Representatives
JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Page 14
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EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations on your editorial, "Rate Card Ravishing," in
the April
of Broadcasting. Iwant 10to issue
join forces
with you
and anybody else who believes in
radio enough to be able to sell it
intelligently and see if we can't
discourage "rate cutters" out of
the industry or else get them sold
on the best advertising medium.
If this can't be done radio standards will drop to the bottom while
TV will soar to the top. ... A
few advertisers are spending what
they can and should spend anyway, so let's
hold business
the line without
and let
TV build
its own
letting it have radio's plus by
cutting rates.
... in towns like mine without
TV it seems that radio is bigger
and better than ever ; therefore, we
should be able to do a better job
and get a better price for it. . . .
(Continued on page 20)
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Now,

sir,

are

you

for

the

ready

next

question

about

metals?"

CONTESTANTS

John Reed King, Quiz Master on Give and Take, C.B.S.

QUESTION

What is our cheapest metal and what does it
cost per pound — 5?, 19^, 75^?

ANSWER

Steel

Steel is our cheapest metal. And

works

for

EVERYONE

NEW

YORK

Steel is sold at an average price of less than 54
a pound, f.o.b. the mills, bv America's more
than 200 steel companies. That's why steel is so widely used.
See how Steel's average price compares with that of other metals.
Recent prices have been ranging like this:

AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

IRON

Steel
Zinc
Lead

5^ lb.
10V lb.
1 2^ lb.
Tin

AND

INSTITUTE

• Telecasting

STEEL

•

Aluminum
Copper
Antimony
75^ lb.

17^ lb.
19^ lb.
25(- lb.

3 5 0 FIFTH

AVENUE,

1,

N. Y.
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"VIC" DIEHM

7eatute

ofi the

says:

Week

Watch

WSJS

STAYS

ON

TOP!

* Morning
* Afternoon

* Evening
*Hooper Station Listening Index
Winston-Salem, N. C.
December, 1948

No.

1

Market

IN THE
SMITH'S

No. 1 STATE

• WINSTON-SALEM
• GREENSBORO
• HIGH POINT

qj) WINSTON-SALEM (J)
THE JOURNAL-SENTINEL STATIONS
NBC
AFFILIATE
Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
Psge 16
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WTSA parks in front of WKBR as Granite State executives (I to r)
Nor~m Bailey, program director; William Carlisle, publicity director,
and Mr. Rust exchange comments.
SOMETHING new has been added
to the broadcasting business. A
station now can have a flat tire,
be flagged down for speeding or
pull up to Joe's Garage for a
grease job.
In all probability none of these
things will happen to WTSA
Brattleboro, Vt., now that it has

&n

Your

been anchored safe and sound at
its heme base.
WTSA is the completelyequipped station that officially
made its debut a fortnight ago
from a trailer located permanently
at its Brattleboro transmitter site.
It operates fulltime with 250 w
(Continued on page 67)

-flll

-Qc count*
Hoosier, Brace Beemer, now better
broad
businessof istheBrom
ley- known as the Lone Ranger. Later
A TRUE veter
casting an
House, vice president and ra- Mr. Beemer, as chief announcer of
WXYZ, returned the favor, and
dio director of Gregory & House
Inc., a husband-wife agency part- hired Bromley. It was in Detroit
nership in Cleveland, Ohio.
in 1936 that Bromley in partnerBack in 1928 while attending
ship with Mr. Beemer got his first
Arthur Jordan, the musical conagency experience.
In 1938, while in Cleveland on
servatory of Butler U. in Indianbusiness for the agency, young
apolis, young House won the At- House met Honor Gregory, who
water-Kent singing award for
Indiana and found himself behind
had just started in business for
herself. Very shortly thereafter
the microphone as chief announcer
and baritone soloist
the agency partnerfor WFBM in the
ship Gregory &
House
Inc., was
state capital. A real
formed — coincident
Hoosier, he was born
with their marriage
April 27, 1909, in
vows. The agency
Franklin, Ind.
has progressed, and
From a June Sunlargely through
day in 1928 until the
Bromley's interests
present time Bromand background in
ley has been a very
radio, is very active
active part of the
radio industry, proin
sion.radio and televigressing through asIncluded in the
signments ranging
radio and
acfrom program direccounts theTV
agency
tor, program manhandles are The
ager, copy
anPilsener Brewing
nouncerchief,
and soloist
Co. of Cleveland,
on various stations
maker of POC beer,
and networks inwhich uses both racluding WLW CinBROMLEY
dio and television;
cinnati, WXYZ Detroit and the Michigan radio net- The Marshall Drug Co., a retail
drug store, using television; Spang
work, and WTAM Cleveland. And
Baking Co., radio and television;
all the while Bromley House continued his musical education.
RKO Theatres of Cleveland, radio
When he was program director
and television — to mention only a
at WKBF Indianapolis (now
few.Bromley's principal hobby conWIRE) Bromley hired as an(Continued on page 82)
nouncer a close friend and fellow

Profits

Triple!!
when you air your
Sales Message on

WAZL
HAZLETON, PENNA.

wute ta Vic Diehm
Robert Meeker Associates
521 Fifth Avenue, New York City 17, N. Y.

BROADCASTING

Telecasting

3>hDWL

(ML

(pvwl&u

SESAC

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SELLS

The SESAC Transcribed Library
The SESAC Script Service
The SESAC Catalog of Bridges, Moods 8C Themes
The SESAC Program Guide
A COMPLETE TRANSCRIPTION PROGRAM SERVICE
FOR AS LITTLE AS #40 A MONTH!
(Based on your advertising rate card)

CHEERS
F ROM
THE
CKY, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

NORTH!!!

"Your library is SESACtly what a station requires for good and varied programming."
RAVES
FROM
THE
SOUTH!!!
WMUU, Bob Jones University, Greenville, South Carolina
"Using your 'Here Comes the Band' program regularly . . . thank you again for the catalog of moods
and themes . . . use it a great deal and have found it very handy."
APPLAUSE
FROM
WBNX, New York, New York

THE

EAST

! ! !

"SESAC Library a valuable addition to daily programs
enthusiastic audience response."
HUZZAS
FROM
KCSB, San Bernardino, California

THE

shows with SESAC

WEST!!!

"The night we received the Library, we went over its fine points .
more than pays for the transcription service for a year."
This Can

Be YOU!

selections have met with

—

PROFITS

and $ $ $ —

next day sold a sponsor

which

Yours For The Asking!

SESAC, INC.
475 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
We would like to receive:
TERMS AND PARTICULARS ABOUT YOUR TRANSCRIBED LIBRARY PROGRAM SERVICE
AUDITION DISC OF THE FOLLOWING SERIES AS INDICATED BELOW
SERIES A AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC, SQUARE DANCES, COWBOY, HILLBILLY AND WESTERN SONGS,
BARBER SHOP QUARTETS
SERIES B BAND MUSIC
SERIES C CONCERT MUSIC
SERIES H HAWAIIAN MUSIC
SERIES N NOVELTIES
SERIES R RELIGIOUS MUSIC, GOSPEL SONGS, HYMNS, SPIRITUALS, ORATORIOS, ANTHEMS
SERIES S SOUTH AMERICAN AND SPANISH MUSIC

Jhi&

n

Qoupo
and

Wail

RADIO STATION
NAME
ADDRESS.

_CITY

AND STATE.

POSITION.
to

SESAC
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

INC.,

475

Fifth Avenue,

New

York

17,
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Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

CHICAGO

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

EAST,

SOUTHEAST

WBZ-WBZA

Boston-Springfield

NBC

WGR

Buffalo

CBS

WMCA

New

KYW

Philadelphia

KDKA

Pittsburgh

IND.
NBC
NBC

York

CBS

WFBL

Syracuse

50,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
50,000
5,000

WCSC

•Charleston, S. C.

WIS

Columbia,

WGH
WPTF

Norfolk
Raleigh

WDBJ

Roanoke

S. C.

CBS
NBC

5,000

ABC

5,000

NBC

5,000
50,000

CBS

5,000
MIDWEST,

SOUTHWEST

WHO

Des Moines

WOC

Davenport

WDSM

Duluth-Superior
Fargo

WDAY
WOWO

Fort Wayne

WISH

Indianapolis

KMBC-KFRM

Kansas

WAVE

Louisville

City

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC
ABC

50,000
5,000

5,000
10,000

CBS

5,000
5,000*

NBC
ABC

5,000

KFAB

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha

CBS

WMBD

Peoria

CBS

5,000
50,000

KSD

St. Louis

NBC

WTCN

5,000

5,000
5,000

Beaumont

KFDM
KRIS

Corpus Christi

WBAP

Ft. Worth-Dallas

KXYZ

Houston

KTSA

San Antonio

ABC
NBC
NBC-ABC
ABC
CBS

5,000
1,000
50,000
5,000
5,000

MOUNTAIN

AND

*CP

WEST

KOB

Albuquerque

KDSH

Boise

KVOD

Denver

KGMB-KHBC

Honolulu-Hilo

KEX

Portland, Ore.

KIRO

Seattle

NBC
50,000
CBS
ABC

5,000

CBS

5,000

ABC
CBS

5,000
50,000
50,000

Open Mike
(Continued from page H)
Before cutting rates, I suggest
checking the potential in retail
sales (greater than you think) ,
number of advertisers (also more
than you think) , number of advertisers with newspaper (fewer
than you think) , and number advertising in other mediums (still
fewer than you think). Some are
hardly advertising enough to realize it; you realize then how much
you need to pound the streets,
write letters, promote and work
like h . Then if you can't sell
it and you're sure no one else can;
close your doors and help keep
others open.
Jimmy Childress
General Manager
WHCC Waynesville, N. C.
Re: Craig Barton
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
You inadvertently listed Craig
Barton in Production Personnel for
April 10, 1950, as "personal representative ofMartha Graham Foun-

dation in Europe."
Mr.foundation.
Barton is
not connected
with the
He is Miss Graham's personal representative on the Continent for
her first European tour which begins in June.
Thanks for correcting this
point. . . .
Harry L. Koenigsberg
Publicity Director
WFAA-KBTV(TV) Dallas
Cites Iowa Tourney
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I enjoyed the comments by Mr.
Coy, Chairman of FCC, in the
March 27 edition of Broadcasting,
concerning the Indiana state basketball tournament, and feel the
Iowa cause deserves a "chair at the
head table," too! The Hawkeye
State basketball tournament series
is under the auspices of the Iowa
High School Athletic Assn. . . .
. . . There were more than 20 individual radio stations giving playby-play descriptions of the action
from "x'adio row," and this figure
aoes not include the individual stations receiving reports from
"feeder" stations at courtside.

Some stations fed many stations
via an intra-state network which
gave Iowa listeners a complete and
thorough coverage and permitted
them to hear the reports through
their favorite radio outlet. The
quarter-finals, semi-finals, consolation and finals were filmed and
subsequently televised over WOITV Ames, Iowa. You can see the
vastness of the radio coverage
which varied from the 100 w station to the 50,000 watter, to give
the avid Hawkeye State fans, each
minute of the red-hot basketball
tournament series. All along the
way in the elimination series, too,
radios were giving the word picture
of the fortunes of the teams starting with the sectional and continuing right on through to the state
finals at Iowa City. I believe sincerely, that there is no other sporting event that can compare, in
Iowa, at least, with the State High
School Basketball Tournament.
Regardless of whether the local
team is entered or not the interest
is amazing. All Iowa listens to the
. . . series, it's a real testimonial
for radio, and the sponsors realize
this, too. The Iowa High School

WOHI Aids Fliers
TWO OHIO airmen are
thanking WOHI East Liverpool for its help in guiding
them safely through a recent blinding snow storm.
Pilot Robert H. Mays of East
Liverpool and Richard Stoddard of nearby Calcutta took
off in bad weather. The storm
continued, so Mr. Hays
snapped on the automatic direction finder, located the
WOHI beam, and brought his
plane in on radio compass.
Athletic Assn. does not charge any
fee for the radio stations to broadcast the tournaments, all they ask
is permission to judge that the
sponsors used are in good taste with
their policy of high school play-byplay events. Around 100,000 fans
saw the state tournament . . .
in Iowa City, the remaining Iowans
heard it.
Bud Suter
Program-Sports Director
KGIO Mason City, Iowa

The

Coast's

West
MOST

POTENT

INDEPENDENT

"Of the 83 stations used, KTRB obtained the lowest cost per inquiry for
the KERR

home canning booklet."

wan*
MODESTO
KTRB
860 kc 5000 watts AM

ON

THE

California
#

104.1 mg 16000 watts FM

AIR 20 HOURS
DAILY — AM
Wm. H. Bates, Jr., General Manager

—

FM

Represented by
W. S. GRANT
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CO., INC.

•

SAN FRANCISCO

•

LOS ANGELES

•

CHICAGO

•

NEW YORK
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A

BROADCAST

The

QUALITY

TAPE

RECORDER

AT

MODERATE

COST

WEBSTER ELECTRIC
PERFORMANCE

Network

Lkotape
is Compact!

Model

Convenient!

Efficient!

For the radio station requiring top performance from a portable unit,
the Ekotape Network Model provides all of the features necessary
to produce broadcast quality recordings in the field or in the studio.
Large, clearly calibrated and easy to handle controls; 4^" illuminated VU meter; Cannon XL receptacles; zero level 500 ohm input
and output jacks and 6 ohm monitoring jack; fast forward and rewind speeds 10 times the normal playing speed . . . these are just
a few of the features that make it outstanding among portable,
moderate -priced tape recording units. If you haven't already heard
the Ekotape Network Model, contact your nearest dealer and arrange for a demonstration today or write direct to the Webster
Electric Company, Racine, Wisconsin. Net profes- $C(~|C"00
Oj/O- ~~
sional price
ELECTRIC
iJ.FCl R I C j 3
Webster Electric Company, Racine, Wisconsin. Established 1909

WEBSTER

"Where

BROADCASTING

Quality is a Responsibility and

• Telecasting

FEATURES:
OVERALL

SIGNAL

to noise

ratio: Over 35 db.
NOISE LEVEL: Playback amplifier— 47 dbm.
FREQUENCY

RESPONSE:

80 to

6,000 cycles ± 3 db.
SPEED VARIATIONS:

Less than

1 /10 of 1% instantaneous variation.
TAPESPEED:

7W

per second.

Fair Dealing an Obligation"
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"Ordinarily
doesn't

our

make

Here's why: W'l'T'H regularly delivers
more listeners-per-dollar than any other station in town. And at such low costs!

agency

presentations.

But in this case . . ."
You know how it is. When the big, important accounts are at stake, agencies will
do pretty nearly anything to make
pression.

•

May 1, 1950

man.

an im-

One way an agency can make a good
impression is to recommend W'l'T'H in
Baltimore. Because a little bit of money produces such big results on W'l'T'H.
Page 22

For a full presentation about W'l'T'H, just
call in your Headley-Reed

TOM TINSLEY, President

•

Represented by HEADLEY-REED
BROADCASTING
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May Call Broadcasters
IN STRETCH
BILL
RACE
HORSE
in interstate commerce. Justice
felt the views of prosecuting at- January 1948, held that in broadTALK of subpoenaing radio and
torneys should be subpoenaed.
TV station officials to testify on the Dept.'s far broader definition of
casting horse-race information "the
intent or design to assist the carryChairman
Coy, appearing MonJustice Dept.'s bill to ban interstate
prohibited "gambling information"
ing
on
of
illegal activities must . . .
day, was followed at the subcomtransmission of "gambling inforwould be eliminated, the hour's
mittee's next session — two days be clearly evident," before it is contime lag which Justice Dept. protion" (S 3358) developed last weeklater — by James J. Carroll, St.
end as a Senate subcommittee
poses for the broadcast of horse
trary to public interest, but that
race results would be removed, and
neared the end of its second week
program balance also is essential.
Louis price maker and so-called
radio and television stations would
of hearings on the measure.
"betting commissioner," who in- The examiner's WTUX decision, issisted that curtailing interstate
sued last December, held that
The possibility was attributed to be free to carry as many races as
transmission of gambling informabroadcasters' failure to appear vol- they please.
WTUX
carried programs
an
tion would have little overall effect
almost reckless
disregard "with
of their
The FCC plan also would impose
untarily to present their views.
on the scope of gambling.
Observers felt the subcommittee
potential use" for illegal purposes
a $1,000 fine prisonment
and/or
a year's
imMr. Carroll, who quotes odds on
upon each
violator,
but proposed to grant renewal of
members, being in a position perwhereas the Justice Dept. measure
events from horse races to presi- license, which the general counsel
sonally to hear and witness radiodential elections, said the best so- is now opposing.)
provides no criminal penalty and
TV handling of racing information
lution
would be to legalize gambling
would
leave
enforcement
largely
in the Washington area, might
and thus bring it under federal
FCC Objects to Bill
want to examine the problem from
up to FCC.
regulation.
Chairman Coy said the Commisthe station operators' standpoint,
Consider All' Proposals
Chairman Coy, accompanied by
sion has two basic objections to the
by subpoena if necessary.
Sen. E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
FCC General Counsel Benedict P.
The subcommittee hopes to comDept.'s bill: (1) the "inchairman of the subcommittee, said
Cottone and other Commission staff Justice definite
plete hearings this week.
character" of its definitions
the committee will consider "all members, submitted to the subcomConcurrents it was confirmed
of "gambling information," and (2)
proposals" but suggested it may
failure to provide a criminal penmittee copies of a long-secret FCC
that FCC itself is surveying selectadopt a combination of the FCC
wartime staff study of telephone
ed broadcasters and telecasters on
alty for violations, which he feared
and telegraph facilities used in the would make enforcement "a matter
their policies and procedures in plan and the Justice Dept. bill.
Sen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.),
of administrative interpretation
dissemination of racing informabroadcasting horse-race informaa committee member, came out flat- tion.
tion.
ly in favor of the Commission proDetailed questionnaires have
andCiting
regulation."
WWDC, WTUX Decisions
the bill's definitions, he
posal over the Justice Dept. measbeen sent out by the Commission
asked
: "What type of information
He
also
submitted
copies
of
two
ure,
however.
with respect to a sporting event
seeking data on time segments dedecisions relating to the broadcast
"Your bill makes so much more
voted wholly or partially to such
can fail to 'assist' or 'facilitate'
of
racing
data.
One
was
the
Comsense,
in
my
mind,
than
the
Atinformation; specific types of inmission's WWDC Washington de- gambling activities on that sporttorney General's bill, that there's
formation given (entries, scratches,
just no comparison between the
cision; the other was an examiner's
jockeys and jockey changes, track
"The Commission," he continued,
initial decision in the pending
two," Sen. Capehart told Mr. Coy
conditions, odds, off-time, results,
"is convinced
afterward. But he said he still WTUX Wilmington, Del., case, acing event?" that any enactment
prices paid, etc.) ; and average
companied by exceptions which
of such vague definitions of prowas not satisfied that gambling acelapsed time between end of race
hibited types of information can
tivities cannot be curbed at the lo- were filed by the general counsel.
and broadcast of results.
Continued on page 46)
cal and state levels, and that he
(The WWDC decision, issued in
Wants Sponsor Data
The Commission also wants to
know the sponsors of such broadStart on Small Basis, Miller Says
casts, the products advertised, the BAM
PLANS
rates charged, the extent of station
"Don't expect things too fast
THE new Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc., successor to Broadcast
efforts to prevent illegal use of the
Measurement Bureau as industry coverage service, will start out on a from BAM," Judge Miller said.
information, and the degree of cosmall basis and develop gradually, despite its million dollar capitalization,
operation with local and state law"It must study the whole audiNAB President Justin Miller told Broadcasting last week.
ence measurement and coverage
enforcement officers. Other inforfield and come up with a plan for
mation requested includes policy on
BAM is to take over the assets,
*
—
corporators will elect directors and
liabilities and responsibilities of
industry consideration. BAM is not
interruption of continuity to give
BMB next month, following a May
officers, and then appoint commitrace results, source of racing infora
high-pressure organization. It
tees to start preliminary studies,
9 meeting at which the BMB board
will start on a small basis and
mation, and the nature of any comincluding
plans
to
sell
stock.
is
slated
to
make
the
transfer
ofplaints which may have been re- ficial.
First of these studies will be a grow. For the time being BAM will
ceived.
do no actual
research."
Final BMB liquidation should be review of BMB's second coverage
These collateral developments
Planning
Group
came near the end of a week in completed within two months. Dr. project, which was discussed at the
NAB Management Conference in
Kenneth H. Baker, acting BMB
Preliminary work on BAM has
which FCC Chairman Wayne Coy,
Chicago. Under consideration is a been under direction of the NAB
president on loan from directorship
appearing: before the subcommitplan
to make non-subscriber sta- Audience Measurement Committee,
of
the
NAB
Research
Dept.,
will
retee on Monday, reiterated FCC's
tion data more widely available
turn to NAB on a parttime basis
opuosition to the Justice Dept. bill
which met during the Chicago con[Closed Circuit, April 24]. This
vention. Incorporators are Henry
and offered the Commission's subthis month. The department's operations have been carried on by would help BMB pay off its nearstitute proposal [Bkoadcasting,
P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham;
$100,000 debt to NAB. At present
Ap^il 10, 17, 24].
C. Meryl Sullivan, assistant direcJ. Harold Ryan, WSPD Toledo;
non-subscriber data are available
tor, who has resigned effective
Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria,
FCC's substitute would concento subscriber stations for their own
trate its fire on the transmission
May 1.
111.; Frank M. King, WMBR
coverage areas but other parties
BAM incorporation papers were
of information on bets, odds, or
Jacksonville, Fla. ; Clyde Rembert,
filed a fortnight ago in Delaware
must obtain such data through subprices paid in betting on sports
KRLD Dallas; Robert T. Mason,
scriber
stations.
events. These would be prohibited
[Broadcasting, April 24]. Its inWMRN Marion, Ohio.
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active
membership
though
Ryahen
WILLIAM B. RYAN,
former
gen-Nto
R
GE
A
A
M
NA
personally would prefer that they
eral B'
manager ofS
KFI Los
Angeles
who takes over today (Monday) as be active. "I've always believed networks should be active members
NAB general manager, will find
himself in the vortex of a group
and be represented on the board,"
of problems involving the immedihe
said. "They
made members
the decision
to become
associate
and
ate
future
of
the
industry's
trade
association.
the by-laws were amended accordThough NAB has just emerged
ingly. The x-ight hand of fellowship is always out to them to parrelatively unscarred from a peaceticipate on the board if they want
ful convention, it faces a critical
network situation and much of the to, but of course I do not speak for
load of meeting this touchy dilemtheNAB
board."
department heads will meet
ma will fall mainly on Mr. Ryan.
He will have just two weeks prior with Judge Miller May 11 to review plans for the network meeting,
to a May 15 NAB-network session
to acquaint himself with the de- which he described as "a way of
tails of NAB's $800,000 budget and working out our mutual problems
the complex series of industryand understanding each other."
service functions centering at
Two Networks Cited
Washington headquarters.
Talk persists, however, that at
NAB President Justin Miller told least two networks would like to
Broadcasting Thursday that Mr. resign from NAB because they
Ryan will handle the budgetary and aren't happy about the headquarstructure part of the May 15 meetters operation. The May 15 meeting with network officials. He preing may clear the air.
viously had described this meeting
If the networks resign from NAB
as an "olive branch" session in and then pull out their owned stawhich the two industry groups will
tions as active members, the aswork out common problems [Broadsociation will be plunged into a
casting, April 24].
crisis with Judge Miller and Mr.
Meeting Lineup
Ryan in the middle. Appointment
While networks will take part in of Mr. Ryan as general manager
the May 15 conference on the vice may serve to quiet some of the
presidential level, President Miller network criticism.
That's the darker side of the
will head NAB's delegation. Flanking him besides Mr. Ryan will be headquarters picture as Mr. Ryan
key department heads who will takes over the operating helm at
NAB. On the brighter side is the
answer any questions on particufact that the flurry of resignations
lar functions. G. Emerson Markham, director of the TV Dept., will just prior to the April 1 dues increase has been stopped. On top of
speak for NAB's video activities,
for example. Television is expected that, the dismal cash surplus picture that had many heads shaking
to be one of the main topics, with
the proposal for a TV code likely a few weeks ago is looking up and
NAB is hopeful it now is over the
to be discussed (see code story page
financial hump.
50).
As an experienced station operaJudge Miller said there is no
tor and former NAB board member,
move under way to change the
status of networks from associate
Mr. Ryan will be in a familiar ter-

NATL.

GUARD

Gardner Won't Seek Account
GARDNER Advertising Co., St.
Louis, announced last week that it
will not compete for the National
Guard account which expires with
Gardner June 30. Agency has held
the contract since Aug. 5, 1947.
The account is opened to competitive bidding each year.
The service placed between $45,000 and $50,000 in radio time over
AM-TV-FM stations during its recruiting drive last fall. Radio was
credited largely with helping the
guard attain its successful campaign which brought nearly 400,000
men into the fold by Jan. 1, 1950
[Broadcasting, Dec. 12, 1949].
Major E. L. Smith, chief of the
NG Bureau's information office,
praised Gardner agency at a recent
briefing on the 1950-51 contract for
conducting a "highly juccessful
program."
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Hea
ritory when
he vy
takes Dut
over,es
the
Faces
fourth floor NAB office once occupied by the former executive vice
president, A. D. Willard Jr.
He will be responsible for NAB
budgetary operations and work with
the Finance Committee in preparing a June budget report for the
board meeting in Washington.
"Mr. Ryan will take over all this
desk work I've been doing," Judge
Miller said. "This will include the
handling of correspondence from
stations. He will have full authority
to direct staff operations except
those of the president and general
counsel. There will be no question
about his right to supervise the
staff.
"NAB has never gone beyond its
budget since the Portsmouth, N. H,
reorganization last summer. Our
budgetary problems developed a
year ago when we loaned BMB
$75,000 out of surplus, provided an
extra $67,000 for Broadcast Advertising Bureau, encountered a
series of newspaper-station resignations because of BAB and then
paid substantial separation salaries
to personnel affected by the Portsmouth reorganization.
Cut Into Surplus
"Previously the association had
cut into its original $350,000 cash
surplus by spending about $280,000
for the present headquarters building, including cost of improvements. There is no mortgage on
the building though the board gave
me authority last year to negotiate
a mortgage if necessary. I felt
there was no need of paying interest when we could operate without
carrying a loan.
"The smaller stations are actually making a larger contribution
to NAB now than before the series
of March resignations and income
(Continued on page 8U)

TUGGING at the NBC microphone is
Burgess Meredith (r), star of a new
weekly drama series called High Adventure (4:30 p.m. EST, Sunday)
which marks the entrance of its sponsor, Shulton Inc., maker of Old Spice
for Men products, into network radio.
George L. Schultz, vice president,
Shulton Inc., gets a close view of Mr.
Meredith's rendition of a script.

SALES NEED
Emery Points Up Challenge
AMERICA'S new challenge is allstar advertising and all-star selling, asserted Carlyle Emery, vice
president of Ruthrauff & Ryan, at i
Chicago's Radio Management Club
Wednesday.
He outlined the points on each
of the "stars": For advertising —
a universally accepted product, a
copy story with an appeal to selfinterest, repetition, backing up of
advertising with merchandising
and human or public relations.
For selling — an ambitious salesman who loves his job, a convincing and complete sales story,
interestingly and enthusiastically
told, repetition, merchandising, and
"more than a glib tongue, with
closeness
to people."
"We must
set up a selling machine, as we have a need now for
advertising and merchandising
such as we haven't had in 50 years
or more," Mr. Emery said. "The
ability to sell hasn't kept pace
with our ability to make things.
Consumption has been slighted in
the"It's
rush now
for increased
production."
and is going
to be a
knock-down, drag-out fight for the
consumer's dollar, which can only
go so far. The substitutes have
been pulled out and the regulars
are now in there working. It'll be
a long time before we can sit on
the sidelines again because of the

'
'j
!
f

heavily
competitive
situation."
Mr. Emery
concluded
by saying
that advertising men who "make
things
happen"
for
clients
today and
and "take
make orders
orders r;
for clients tomorrow"
are the
sparkplugs of -the business."
Coca-Cola Replacement
COCA-COLA Co., through its
agency, D'Arcy, New York, will
sponsor Percy Faith and his orchestra as a summer replacement
for the Edgar Bergen-Charlie McCarthy show, Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m.,
on CBS starting June 4.

NABET
NE W
AT 2 O'CLOCK Wednesday morning a group of tired negotiators
shook hands and announced that
agreement had been reached on the
major terms of a new contract between ABC, NBC and the National
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and
Technicians to succeed the one expiring at midnight last night
(April 30). Announcement came
at the end of a negotiating session
that had started about 7 p.m. on
Monday and had continued without
interruption for some 31 hours.
The new NABET contract will
run for 18 months, starting today
(Monday, May 1), covering the
technical employees of the two networks for both radio and TV operations, who will receive an average
overall wage increase of 8%. The
union had asked for a 10% wage
boost at the beginning of negotiations.
$35 Per Man Boost
New wage scale means, on the
average, a wage increase of about
$35 a man, it is understood, although complete details were not
immediately forthcoming as company and union attorneys at press
time were busily engaged in putting the oral agreement into writing for the new contracts. Top
engineering employes at the two
networks will now average $559
a month, without overtime, it was
learned.
Two other major issues, in addition to the wage demands, were
dealt with by the negotiators, who
included Joseph A. McDonald,
ABC vice president and general
counsel; Ernest de la Ossa, personnel and labor relations director
for NBC; Victor T. Norton, NBC
vice president for administration;
George Maher, executive secretary
of NABET, and Walter A. Maggiolo of the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service. These issues
were seniority of NABET members and interunion jurisdiction.
No details were available about
the seniority issue, a complicated
matter. Regarding the jurisdictional issue, it is understood that
the networks agreed that the
NABET members are to be given
orders only through their own
supervisors and not directly by
members of other unions.
The jurisdictional matter has
been especially pressing in television, where program production
. involves members of a number of
unions new to radio and lines of
demarcation between the duties of
the various studio crews are not
yet clearly defined and are still
being disputed among the unions
themselves.
Dissatisfaction of NABET members with TV studio conditions was
first manifested in action at NBC
three weeks ago. At that time
members adopted a policy of executing each order from the director
with a painstaking literal interpretation that so disrupted rehearsals of the Lucky Strike
BROADCASTING

ABC- NBC ^
CONTRACT
Theatre program for that evening
NABET members staged a semithat Robert Montgomery, NBC ex- sitdown strike at ABC and NBC
ecutive producer, called off the tele- by stopping work to write out comcast, which was put on the followplaints about their working conditions. NBC was forced to cancel
ing Monday instead [Telecasting,
two afternoon video programs,
April 24].
Last Monday
at 4 p.m. the Judy Splinters, scheduled for 5:15-

DISCUSSING the debut of Minute Maid (frozen orange juice) on the West
Coast via This Is Bing Crosby daytime series on Columbia Pacific Network,
are (I to r): Wayne Steffner, CPN sales manager; John M. Fox, president,
Minute Maid Corp.; Merle S. Jones, CPN general manager; Leo Wilhelm,
district manager of Bing Crosby-Minute Maid Corp., Western distributor.

SPECULATION over possible fu-AVAI
others
say about
E'
COY
ture changes in 'NOT
FCC membership
Askedmay
byLABL
Sen.
John L.it."
McClellan
blossomed last week after Chair(D-Ark.), chairman of the committee, whether he meant he did
man Wayne Coy said he is "not
available" — as of now — for re- not expect to be reappointed, Mr.
appointment when his term exCoy replied:
pires June 30, 1951.
"I said today I am not available. At this point I have no in"At this point I have no intention of being available for retention of being available for reappointment. I do not know
ap ointment," he asserted.
His statement came during testi- whether I would be or not, Senator.
mony before the Senate Committee
I am making no judgment on that
on Executive Expenditures in be- matter, or whether I would have
half of President Truman's plan to the opportunity to be."
There have been recurrent reassign
the Commission's
day-to-dayto
administrative
responsibilities
ports that Chairman Coy might
the Chairman (see story page 27).
resign.
Though he has never comIt was designed to show his permented publicly on the speculation,
sonal objectivity in supporting the he has indicated privately that he
plan. But observers felt it was
intends to honor the commitment
sufficiently qualified to permit a he made, during Senate committee
change of mind.
hearings on his appointment, that
he would serve out his term.
Chairman's Authority
Pushed for comment on last
"I am speaking here in support
of a plan which is not going to week's testimony, he authorized the
FCC public information departconcern me for long," he testified.
ment to say that "It's a long time
"I am talking about the authority
of my successor as chairman of the before July 1, 1951."
It has been generally expected
FCC.
that
Mr. Coy, 46, eventually would
"As you know, my term expires
move into some other government
a year from this coming June. Topost or return to the radio or newsday I am not available for reappaper field, perhaps in his native
pointment to the Commission. So
Indiana, where he was publisher
I am in the position of talking
and editor of the Delphi Citizen
about the responsibilities and what
before entering the political arena
they should be — and I hope from an
in 1933.
objective point of view, and assert
There also have been repeated
that it is my opinion that I am
reports of offers for Mr. Coy in
objective about it, no matter what
• Telecasting

5:30 p.m. and Howdy Doody,
5:30-6 p.m. But by that time,
agreement on further meetings between NABET and network representatives had been reached and
the rest of the evening's TV schedule went on without any further
difficulties. ABC's New York TV
station, WJZ-TV, is not on the air
on Monday and so was not affected.
Effect on Radio
On the radio side, both networks
were able to continue programming
service as usual by using supervisory personnel in place of
NABET members for the technical
chores involved. No interruptions
were reported during negotiations
and none are expected now that an
agreement on the new contract has
been reached and the strike threat
averted. Contracts cover more
than 1,000 employes at the radio
and TV stations owned by the two
networks.
Grove Expands
GROVE LABORATORIES Inc.,
St. Louis (Grove and Fitch drug
products), which has shared sponsorship of The Shadow, MBS, Sunday 5-5:30 p.m., with D L & W
Coal Co., has obtained exclusive
sponsorship rights over the entire
Mutual network, beginning June
11. Harry B. Cohen, New York, is
the agency handling the Grove account.

For

Reappointment

private industry. One of the most
persistent held him as a likely selection for the presidency of Television Broadcasters Assn.
He served for two years in the
early 1940's as one of the late
President Roosevelt's anonymous
assistants, and from 1942-44 was
Assistant Director of the Budget.
In 1944 he became assistant to
Owner Eugene Meyer of the Washington Post and subsequently was
made director of the Post's radio
stations
(then WINX and WINXFM Washington).
Other Commissioners
Not Chairman Coy, however, but
Comr. George E. Sterling will be
the next FCC member up for reappointment.
term
expires June 30.
HeComr. isSterling's
a Republican
from Maine, appointed simultaneously with Chairman Coy in December 1947, and is known to have
the chairman's support for reappointment.
There also have been reports
that Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, the
Commission's most recent new appointee (1948), might leave FCC
to accept appointment to a federal
judgeship. Her term runs to 1955.
Terms of the other Commissioners
expire on June 30 in successive
years as follows:
Rosel H. Hyde, 1952; Paul A.
Walker, 1953; Robert F. Jones,
1954; Edward M. Webster, 1956.
May 1, 1950
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FREDERICK C. MILLER (seated), president of the Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, presents Hugh Boice, manager of WEMP Milwaukee, a contract
for Miller's co-sponsorship for the eighth consecutive year of Milwaukee
Brewers 1950 baseball schedule. Looking on are Norman R. Klug (I), brewery vice president, and Mickey Heath, WEMP sportscaster.

SECOND year of The Treasure Tune
Show, heard weekly on KCBS San
Francisco, is sponsored by Dairy Belle
Farms, as contract is set by James
Higgins (seated), dairy general manager. With Mr. Higgins are Jim
Diamond (I), Gore - Diamond - Ewing
Agency, and Lee Giroux, m. c. of
the show.

CO-SPONSORSHIP of 13 weeks of
recitals on WBIB (FM) New Haven,
Conn., by Samuel Yaffe, concert
pianist, is arranged by (I to r) Sidney
Goldstein, president of G&G Appliance Co., sponsor; Mr. Yaffe, and
Sol Chain, general manager, WBIB.
General Electric Supply Corp. is cosponsor of Monday night show.

SPONSORSHIP of WBT Charlotte's
Corner Store as part of spring ad
campaign by Southern Appliances is
completed by (I to r): Seated, John
Rhinehardt, SA sales; George Mitchell, SA adv. mgr.; standing, Clyde
McClain, WBT announcer; Richard
W. Boettiger, Boettiger & Summers;
Wallace Jorgenson, WBT sales.

IT'S smiles all around as Wade
Beckman (r, front), Houston manager, Bond Clothes Inc., contracts for
the Jlmmie Short Show over KXYZ
Houston. Onlookers are: Fred Nahas
(seated), executive v. p., KXYZ;
(standing, I to r) Jimmie Short, star
of show; Leon Short, Tommy Short,
Wayne Walker.

PLANS for sponsorship of American
Assn. baseball on WHB Kansas City,
Mo., by George Muehlebach Brewing
Co., are discussed by (I to r): Seated,
Larry Ray, announcer for games;
O. F. Bryan, v. p., Muehlebach;
standing, C. C. Tucker, Potts-Calkins
& Holden Agency; W. M. Giesecke,
Muehlebach sales mgr.; Don
Davis, pres., WHB.

COMPLETING contract to air 1950
Oakland Oaks baseball games on
KLX-AM-FM Oakland, Calif., are
(I to r): Seated, Joseph R. Knowland,
KLX pres.; Fritz Hyde, gen. mgr.,
Goebel Brewing Co., co-sponsor with
Remar Baking Co.; Brick Laws, Oakland Oaks owner. Standing is Glenn
Shaw, manager of the Oak- Jtmt
land station.

PAY

RAISES

Set for Six Staff
Executives

PAY RAISES for six of FCC's top staff executives— including heads
of three of the four new bureaus to be established in the Commission's
current staff reorganization — were approved last week by the Civil
Service Commission.
*•
will presumably move into the
The raises put the chief of the
broadcast field.
Common Carrier Bureau, already
Harry M. Plotkin, assistant genestablished, and the chiefs of the
eral counsel in charge of broadproposed new Broadcast and Safety
casting, isgenerally considered the
& Special Services Bureau on a
ranking candidate for the broadsalary par with the General Councast position.
sel, Chief Engineer and Chief AcThe six FCC posts were among
countant, who also received salary
400 in government singled out by
pdvances. All raises were to Grade
President Truman and CSC for
GS-16, $11,200 to $12,000.
The Civil Service Commission
the new GS-16, 17 or 18 ratings.
The 400 were chosen from among
failed to approve FCC's request for 1,008 nominations made by the
GS-16 ratings on two other jobs —
various departments and agencies.
those of the Commission's executive
Only 25 were chosen for GS-18 and
officer and the chief of the prothese were selected by President
rosed new Field Engineering and
Truman, with CSC picking the 375
Monitoring Bureau.
rated GS-16 and 17.
GS-16 is the lowest of three new
grades authorized by Congress last
year as part of the Reclassification
Pay Act of 1949. The others are
SPAC MEET
GS-17, carrying salaries of $12,200
to $13,000, and GS-18, which pays
Looks at Radio-TV Plans
FCC had asked Civil Service to NBC'S Stations' Planning and Ad$14,000.
visory Committee met last week
classify the Chief Engineer, General Counsel and Chief Accountant
at the network's New York offices
as GS-17, but CSC trimmed the to discuss radio and television plans.
While no announcement was
rating down to GS-16. These three
positions are held by Curtis B. forthcoming, it was learned that
Plummer, Benedict P. Cottone and
the Tuesday sessions were devoted
William J. Norfleet, respectively,
entirely to AM, with detailed diswho have been receiving $10,300
cussion of programming and proeach.
motional plans, as well as rate
Of the three bureau chiefships
structures. No definitive decisions
rated GS-16, only one has been
were reached, except as to all-out
filled. Harold J. Cohen, former
promotion, with other topics to be
considered at a meeting, probably
assistant general counsel, is head
this summer.
of the new Common Carrier Bureau
and has been receiving about $10,The Wednesday session was en000.
tirely given over to TV and the
Chiefs of the new Broadcast and
network's expansion plans. TV affiliation contracts, under constant
Safety & Special Services bureaus
study, it was reported, also came
are to be named when those organunder scrutiny.
izations are set up. Work toward
Members of the SPAC present
the reorganization of the safety- were :
special services functions is now
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stain progress and, when completed,
tions (chairman); Howard E. Pill,
WSFA Montgomery, Ala., secretary;
Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem,
AD COUNCIL
N. C; Milton L. Greenebaum, WSAM
Saginaw, Mich.; Walter J. Damm,
White, Moreau, Katz on Board WTMJ
Milwaukee; Jack Harris, KPRC
;
president
MBS
WHITE,
FRANK
Houston, Tex.; Walter E. Wagstaff,
of
t
KIDO Boise, Ida.; Ewing C. Kelly,
Charles E. Moreau, presiden
Moreau Publications Inc., and KCRA Sacramento, Calif.; John M.
Jr., WSB-TV Atlanta; John T.
Joseph Katz, president of The Outler
Murphy, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
Joseph Katz Co.,
Members of the 1949 SPAC who
last week were
were not re-elected were invited to
elected to the
attend the meeting. They were:
board of The AdMartin B. Campbell, WFAA Dallas;
vertising Council,
Harry Bannister, WWJ Detroit; Harit was announced
old C. Burke, WBAL-TV Baltimore;
Wiley P. Harris, WJDX Jackson,
Samuel . C.
by
Miss.; Ed Yocum, KGHL Billings,
Gale, chairman
Mont.
Mr. White will
serve as representative of the
radio industry ;
Taylor Is V. P.
Mr. White
Mr. Moreau will
JACKSON TAYLOR, account
represent news- Katz will reprepapers, and Mr. agencies.
sent advertising
Two directors-at-large also were
CounThe Advertising
by Stanton,
elected
cil: Frank
CBS president,
and Edwin S. Friendly, vice president of the New York WorldTelegram and Sun.

group supervisor of Lennen &
Mitchell, New York, last week was
elected vice president of the agency. Prior to his affiliation with
Lennen & Mitchell in March, Mr.
Taylor was vice president and diYork. rector of McCann-Erickson, New
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Chairman Coy stated:
TRUM
the Chairman report certain ac- bilities, he can create the kind of
PRESIDENT
TRUMAN's
plan to
tions to the Commission.
Commission he wants," he said.
concentrate FCC's executive and
. . . The authority for such day-toadministrative functions in the
FCC's
order, he added, doesn't
Speaking for himself, Comr.
day decisions must flow from a central place. It cannot effectively flow give the Chairman authority to ap- Webster testified he was "heartily
Chairman encountered stormy opfrom the Commission itself because
position from legislative and radio
point personnel, while the Pres- in favor" of the President's plan
the basis of appeal, with consequent
quarters on Capitol Hill last week.
ident's proposal would give the and said he does not view the prodelay
and
lack
of
any
real
authority,
Chairman authority to appoint perThe Senate Executive Expendiposal as altering "either the merits
is
as
broad
as
the
Commission
memtures Committee heard FCC
sonnel except heads of administrabership.
or responsibilities of the CommisChairman Wayne Coy and Comr.
tive units "subject to the approval
sion form of government." He asI feel that the responsibility placed
E. M. Webster support the Truman
serted :
of the Commission."
upon the Commission is extremely
Limitations
Cited
proposal, while NAB and the FedNor
do I fear the usurping of
great,
and
it
takes
the
full
energy
eral Communications Bar Assn.
of every Commissioner working most
Chairman Coy expressed belief power by the Chairman; if the right
joined forces with Sen. Edwin C. effectively, together with the energies
man is not chosen for the job, no
that Plan 11 does not "take effec- amount of legal safeguards can preJohnson (D-Col.) and Sen. Ernest
of a large staff, to carry out that retive
controls
from
the
Commission"
vent abuses. No present or future
! McFarland (D-Ariz.) to attack the
sponsibility. For that reason any
and cited limitations on budget aupolicies of FCC are or can be affected
plan on different grounds.
time spent by the Commission on
thority,
allotment
of
funds
and
in any way, and I still can minister
Basis of the hearings was Sen.
relatively unimportant activities be- other functions.
the Communications Act with my
comes serious.
' Johnson's resolutions [BroadcastThe FCC Chairman said he felt present degree of authority if Plan
We should practically make it a
ing, April 24, 17] urging rejection
11 is favorably enacted.
fetish to relieve the Commission of that the President's plan generally
of the President's proposals to re- any activity that does not directly
Most for the Dollar
was
"more
restrictive"
than
proorganize FCC and other independof the pending McFarland
ent agencies. Sessions were held make an important contribution to Bill, withvisions responsibilities
Comr.
Webster stressed that the
about the
the highest purpose of the CommuMonday through Wednesday with
"only matter" involved in the Presnications Act. Only by doing that
"same,"
but
that
Plan
11
"spells
Sen. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.)
ident's plan "is getting the most
can the Commission have the time, out" the policy-making authority
j presiding.
the energy, the drive to make the Act
efficient work output for the taxof the Commission.
an effective instrument of national
The issue of legislative vs. expayer's dollar" and felt it would
With respect to "arbitrary powcommunications policy.
ecutive authority over independent
"save my time as a Commissioner
er" that might result from enactagencies was projected sharply into
ment of Plan 11, Chairman Coy and get better administrative reUnder questioning, Chairman
the limelight by Sen. Johnson, who
told Sen. McClellan that "the most
Coy
said
that
"generally
speaking,"
He told the committee that for
charged the plan was "clearly an
powers vested in the Chairman
arbitrary man couldn't get away
three
years he had tried to get
invasion of the legislative branch."
A few legislators, notably Sen. under the President's plan and with it," but that that would de- his fellow Commissioners to reorpend on the exercise of responsiFCC's present procedure are "the
William Benton (D-Conn.), and
ganize "either ononthepage
Commission
same," save for a section in the
some observers felt the plan would
(Continued
42)
bilities by the Commission. "If the
sults."
Commission neglects its responsirun into stern opposition in the present FCC order requiring that
Senate once the Johnson resolutions are reported to the floor. Sen.
McClellan declined comment but
thought his group would report the
resolutions early this week. The
p^ent
Truman proposal becomes law May
To Mqve Ful|time Pqld
NS
IG
AL
RE
RADIO
MFRS.
ASSN.
will
follow
24 if the Senate fails to back Sen.
compared
to
a
4,500,000
average in
A
RM
a similar poll last February.
Johnson's recommendations and
NAB's example in operating with
disapprove the plan.
a fulltime paid president, starting
The reorganization plan was
in June, under a reorganization
drafted at a pre-board meeting by
New Power for Chairman
project adopted by the RMA board.
aKahn.
special committee headed by Mr.
The proposal, sent to Congress
Decision to set up a new and exlast March by the President, would
panded manufacturing industry
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy will
give the FCC Chairman power to
address
the RMA annual banquet
operation
was
reached
by
RMA's
appoint and supervise most per- board at an April 20-21 meeting
June
8,
the
board was told by Leslie
sonnel employed under the Comin Ste. Adele, Quebec, where the
F. Muter, Muter Co., chairman of
mission; to distribute business
board met jointly with officers and
the convention committee.
among personnel and administradirectors of the Canadian RMA.
tive units; and to handle use and
A special nominating committee
TV Case Reviewed
expenditure of funds. Almost si- last Monday interviewed Lt. Gen.
multaneously FCC initiated its own
The board heard a review of
Lucius B. Clay, who headed the
far-reaching reorganization along
FCC TV proceedings by President
American
occupation
forces
in
Gerfunctional lines [Broadcasting,
Cosgrove; W. R. G. Baker, General
many, on his availability for the
March 20, 13].
Electric Co., directing the RMA
presidency, which carries a $50,000
Sitting in on the hearings, in ad- annual salary. Gen. Clay decided
Engineering Dept., and Edward K.
dition to Sen. McClellan, were Sens.
Wednesday, however, to accept the
Wheeler, special counsel. Max F.
Benton, Karl Mundt (R-S.D.), An- board chairmanship of Continental
Balcom, Sylvania Electric Products,
drew F. Schoeppel (R-Kan.), MarCan Co. and was eliminated as a
coordinated their reports. The board
Mr. GEDDES
garet Chase Smith (R-Me.), and
candidate for the RMA presidency.
completely entationsapproved
presHerbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.).
Steps to implement the changes
to the FCC.RMA's
Dr. Baker
FCC Chairman Coy told the will get under way shortly. Bywas sceduled to appear before the
■ committee Tuesday that the PresThe presidential nominating comlaws will be amended to change the
FCC hearing today (Monday).
mittee
is
headed
by
J.
J.
Kahn,
ident's plan would:
name of the association to RadioWork of a subcommittee drafting
Standard
Transformer
Corp.,
an
Television Mfrs. Assn., in line with
% Strengthen the entire ComRMA board member, and comprises
a preliminary code of standards for
mission and enable Commissioners
a plan developed some months ago;
TV set advertising was reviewed by
to devote more time to the clear
provide for the fulltime paid presi- all RMA past presidents. It will
nominations of presi- George M. Gardner, Wells-Gardner
channel case, television and other
dency and create a new office, make formal
dent and treasurer at the 26th
& Co., chairman of the Set Division.
communications matters by free- chairman of the board.
RMA
convention
to be held June 5-8 A. D. Plamondon Jr., Indiana Steel
ing them of administrative details.
Bond Geddes, executive vice presat the Stevens Hotel, Chicago. The
Products Co., chairman of the Parts
ident, general manager and secre% Implement "by law" present
Division, told of plans to promote
Commission procedure by vesting
tary, will retire from RMA Aug. 1 board
will
vote
on
the
committee's
nominations.
phonograph
sales. R. C. Sprague,
after
23
years
service,
continuing
as
responsibility for day-to-day administrative matters in the ChairSprague Electric Co., reported on
an advisory consultant for a period
Rising output of TV receivers
man.
was shown in an informal survey
the "Town Meeting" series of
of years. Ray C. Cosgrove retires
of RMA board members on their dealer instruction clinics.
# Strike "a nice balance be- next June as RMA president, an
RMA membership rose to 307 j
tween too much authority for the honorary post thus far held by predictions for 1950 TV output.
association members.
Estimates averaged 5,350,000 sets
(Continued on page 44)
Chairman and too little."
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Rqdio Client List Clmibs
SERVICES
NEWS
AP, UP and INS all reported in- 70% of the nation's present televidevices for TV."
sion stations with one or more of baloptican
creased .service to broadcasters
Mr. Berkson listed several newsduring the past year at meetings
TV news elements," he said. reel "firsts" and exclusives scored
held last week in New York in our
for television by the INS newsreel
"Our leadership as a distributor
conjunction with the ANPA con- of the greatest variety of news pro- affiliate, Telenews, including, excluvention.
grams for television has been consive pictures of the rubber life raft
solidated in cooperation with Tele- found off the coast of Finland and
The report of the AP board of
news Productions Inc. [newsreel
believed to be the only trace of 10
directors, delivered at Monday's
membership meeting, noted that affiliate] to the point where we are missing U. S. airmen believed shot
recognized without question as down by Soviets; exclusive films of
AP's "radio membership grew from
South African tribal ruler, Seretse
940 to 1,048 during the second full Number One in the field.
"This has been the reward for Khama, and his white wife; first
year since memberships became
painstaking pioneer work by INS
available."
AP membership
voted in
three Czech airtelevision news since early in picturesplanesofwhich the
to
take in broadcasters
as members
landed at the Munich
1946.
airport after an escape from beat their meeting in 1948. AP's
hind the Iron Curtain; first film
newspaper membership last year
TV Device Noted
rose from 1,708 to 1,723, the board
"At the recent convention of the sequences of the American freighter, Flying Arrow preparing to run
reported, adding that "more than
NAB in Chicago, INS introduced
1,200 newspapers and radio sta- the latest model of the remarkable
the Nationalist blockade of Shangtions receive the news service in
hai; exclusive shots of Chinese
Projectall machine designed for Communist
countries outside the United
troops reaching Hong
simple, rapid projection of news
States."
bulletins and spot news photos on Kong; first television films of the
A joint report mailed to the AP
television. The new model, called acquittal of Dr. Herman N. Sander,
membership some weeks ago by the Super-Pro jectall, was acclaimed
defendant in the famous "mercyKent Cooper, executive director, by television experts who examined
and Frank J. Starzel, general mankilling
trial."radio station members
it as the latest perfection in such
Although
ager, cited increased cooperation
between radio and newspaper memhighlight of last year's
eventsbers asata AP.
To BeThursday
Announced
Hugh Baillie, UP president, reported on Tuesday that in the
past year UP had a net gain of 142
clients, making a worldwide total
of 3,342 newspapers and radio stations served directly. Abroad, he
said, UP serves 1,117 clients in 69
countries and tei'ritories, an increase of 16 radio stations and 28
newspapers over a year ago. In
the United States, UP serves more
than 1,200 radio stations, as well
as more than half the TV stations
now on the air, he stated.
Duty to Be Accurate
Discussing the difficulties of accurate news coverage at a time
when "the world's clashing ideologies and beliefs are in daily conflict, seeking outlets for their variI ous viewpoints," Mr. Baillie said:
"Our responsibility is to report
these developments accurately,
fairly and impartially.
In these
■ tempestuous times a free press
and radio can perform no greater
service than to renew every day its
endeavor to deliver the complete
news of the world clearly, completely and objectively."
In a report on INS progress during the last year, Seymour Berkson,
general manager, told a business
meeting on Wednesday that INS
had added to its domestic and foreign clients a total of 102 newspaper clients, 31 radio clients, 26
TV stations, 12 special service subscribers and nine university schools
of journalism.
"In the newest medium — television— INS has far more than maintained its initial leadership as the
sole press association furnishing
newsreel as well as teletype news
and spot photos for TV," Mr.
Berkson stated.
"We have broadened our initial
head start in this field to the point
where we now service more than
Page 28
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PEABODY

AWARDS

THE GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY Awards in radio and television
will be officially announced Thursday, May 4, at a Radio Executives
Club luncheon at the Roosevelt Hotel in New York.
Among those getting awards and citations, Broadcasting learned,
will be the following in radio: *
sponsorship of the UN sessions,
WWJ Detroit; KXLJ Helena;
Crusade in Europe and Kukla,
WMAZ Macon, Ga.; WTIC, Hartford; WQXR New York; Eric Fran and Ollie.
Sevareid, CBS news commentator;
Two special citations will be
awarded to Harold Ross, editor of
Erwin Canham, ABC news comthe New Yorker magazine and
mentator; Greatest Story Ever
H. T. Webster, cartoonist, for his
Told, Author Meets the Critics and
strip.
Jack Benny. In television: Ed "Unseen
Audience" newspaper
Wynn, the Ford Motor Co. for

ANPA

MEET

RADIO, traditionally a major
topic of heated conversation
wherever publishers gather, was
all but ignored by the 64th annual
meeting of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn., held Tuesday through Thursday at the Waldorf-Astoria inNew York. In the
meeting rooms, broadcasting had
almost no part in the agenda. In
the corridors, when any medium
but newspapers was mentioned,
nine times out of 10 it was television.
Mostly, the publishers of the nation's newspapers alternated between elated cheering over the
$445 million worth of space sold to
national advertisers last year,
fourth consecutive record breaker
which, more important, put newspapers back into first place among
national media ahead of magazines
for the first time since 1942, and
wondering what to do about the
narrowing margin of profit between revenue and expenses.
At the closing general session
Thursday
morning
the ANPA

of Associated Press do not enjoy
the right to vote and other privileges of AP's newspaper members,
the results of last week's elections
of new board members and officers
for the coming year should allay
any fears held by any broadcasters
of possible discriminatory action
favoring AP newspapers at radio's
expense.
Robert McLean, re-elected president of AP, is publisher of the
Philadelphia Bulletin, owner of
WCAU-AM-FM-TV. Dolph Simmons, Lawrence (Kan.) JournalWorld, which has no radio affiliattion, was elected first vice-president, and Mark Ethridge of the
Louisville Courier Journal
(WHAS-AM-FM-TV), second vice
president.
Executive Committee
The new executive committee, in
addition to Mr. McLean, includes:
Paul Bellamy, Cleveland Plain
Dealer (WHK-AM-^M) ; John S.
Knight, Chicago Daily News
(WIND); Benjamin M. McKelway,
Washington Star (WMAL-AMFM-TV) ; Stuart H. Perry, Adrian
(Mich.) Telegram; E. Lansing
Ray, St. Louis Globe Democrat
(KWK-AM-FM) ; Arthur Hays
Sulzberger, New York Times
(WQXR-AM-FM).
The AP general membership
meeting, held Monday at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York,
elected four new directors and reelected two directors for new
terms. Those re-elected are Mr.
McLean and Norman Chandler,
Los Angeles Times (KTTV). New
AP directors are Harry F. Byrd
Jr., Winchester (Va.) Star; Robert B. Choate, Boston Herald
(WHDH-AM-FM) ; Paul Miller,
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle
(WHEC - AM - FM) ; James M.
North Jr., Fort Worth Star Telegram (WBAP-AM-FM-TV).

Radio

Almost

Ignored

members re-elected all officers for FM-TV) ; William G. Chandler,
a new one-year term and re-elected
Scripps-Howard Newspapers
for two-year terms the five direc(Scripps-Howard stations) ; JS
tors whose terms expired this year.
Gray, Monroe (Mich.) News;
The officers are: President, EdDavid W. Howe, Burlington (Vt.)
win S. Friendly, New York WorldFree Press; F. I. Kerr, Hamilton
Telegram and Sun; vice president,
(Ont., Canada) Spectator.
Charles F. McCahill, Cleveland
The cheers rang out most loudly
News (WHK-AM-FM) ; secretary,
Wednesday
afternoon at the sesJ. L. Stackhouse, Easton (Pa.)
sion staged by the newly incorExpress (WEEX-FM) ; treasurer,
porated Bureau of Advertising of
W. L. Fanning, Westchester CounANPA. Most of the afternoon was
ty Publishers, White Plains, New
given over to a series of dramatized
York (WFAS-AM-FM).
presentations of the various methDirectors Reelected
ods used in securing some of newspapers' new accounts, with radio
Directors re-elected are George
making a few appearances in the
unattractive role of the loser of the
C. Biggers, Atlanta Journal (WSBAM-FM-TV) ; J. D. Funk, Santa
business.
Monica Evening Outlook; B. N.
For example,
of the Refining
presenHonea, Fort Worth Star Telegram
tations dealt withoneSinclair
(WBAP-AM-FM-TV) ; P. L. Jackson, Portland Oregon Journal
Co. in 1945. The Bureau's narrator
(KPOJ - AM-FM); Richard W. proclaimed Sinclair was spending
"a
million and a half in network
Slocum, Philadelphia Bulletin
radio; some $300,000 — or only 15%
(WCAU-AM-FM-TV).
Directors remaining in office for of the budget — in newspapers, and
another year are: Elbert M. An- something under $200,000 in maga(Continued on page 85)
trim, Chicago Tribune (WGN-AMBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FCC
LEGISLATION
Radio Chances Fading
! | POSSIBILITY
of hearings on
I J major communications legislation
\ this year is fading perceptibly on
Capitol Hill — largely because of
I I illness of two key figures on the
House Interstate Commerce communications subcommittee, a diverX gence of opinion on the merits of
i| the various bills involving reorganization of FCC, and lack of time.
I This was strongly indicated last
I week following an informal conference between Acting Chairman
George Sadowski (D-Mich.), who
i : is recuperating from a recent ill' ness, and Rep. A. L. Bulwinkle (DN. C), permanent chairman who
returned to his duties following a
prolonged absence.
Neither will claim jurisdiction
over pending communications legislation which includes consideration
j of the Senate-approved McFarland
' procedures;
Bill (S 1973)
reorganize
FCC
the toSadowski
measure
(HR 6949) to set up, among other
i things, an overall frequency allocations board, and the new Sheppard proposal (HR 7310) to require
licensing of networks.
Committee members are expected
to go along with Rep. Sadowski,
who, despite Chairman Robert
Crosser's (D-Ohio) demand for "action," feels there's little hope for
action this session. Rep. Sadowski
told Broadcasting last week he
thinks "little good can be accomplished now" by holding hearj ings — and that even if sessions
were held, "the Senate wouldn't
approve it anyway."
Little Support Seen
Rep. Bulwinkle said his health
would not permit him to sit in on
hearings. Rep. Dwight L. Rogers
(D-Fla) , mentioned as a possible
chairman, also is unavailable until
May 15, it was learned.
Also indicative of the inertia for
j any communications action now,
'• observers point out, is the fact that
the House Interstate Commerce
Committee has failed to throw into
the House hopper FCC's model bill,
[Broadcasting,
March
6], containing substantial departures from
proposals advocated by Sen. Ernest
W. McFarland in his measure.
Rep. Sadowski said there is virtui ally no support for the McFarland
bill now, or for any of the FCC
measures, and thought hearings
"would be waste of time." In addition, committee members want to
hear the television question
threshed out after FCC completes
its color TV sessions.
However, committee members
will get a chance to express their
views on the advisability of hearings. Rep. Crosser, it was reported,
will be guided by their views.
Virginia Meet
ANNUAL meeting of the Virginia
Assn. of Broadcasters will be held
at Tides Inn, Irvington, Va., May
25-26, according to Philip P. Allen,
of WLVA Lynchburg, president.
BROADCASTING

MAYFLOWER

WFDF FLINT, Mich., announcer covering the 52d annual convention of
the Michigan Retail Grocers and
Meat Dealers Assn., held at the
Hotel Durant in Flint, April 16-18,
stops before a convention official.
L to r: Marion Stutes, WFDF announcer; W. R. Keasey, secretarytreasurer, MRGMDA, and Robert
Duncan, manager. Grocers Assn. of
Eastern Michigan.
OSCAR
F. HILD
Was High in AFM Hierarchy
OSCAR F. HILD, 49, president of
the Cincinnati Musicians Union,
Local No. 1, AFL, for 19 years,
and managing director of the Cincinnati Summer Opera Assn. for
16 years, died last Monday (April
24) in a Cincinnati Hospital after
being stricken with a cerebral
hemorrhage. Funeral services
were held last Wednesday.
A member of the executive board
of the American Federation of Musicians for 10 years, Mr. Hild had
been mentioned at times as a possible successor to James C. Petrillo,
national president of the musicians' union.
A native of Cincinnati, Mr. Hild
was chosen president of the Cincinnati Musicians Union in 1931
and in 1934 became general manager of the Cincinnati Summer
Opera.
Surviving are his widow, a
daughter, two sons, a sister and a
brother.
Camel Sponsors
R. J. REYNOLDS Tobacco Co., for
Camel cigarettes, beginning tomorrow (May 2) will sponsor the fiveminute baseball summary on MBS
following the network's "Game of
the Day" Monday through Saturday broadcasts. William Esty
Co., New York, is the agency.
FCC Actions
SIX new AM stations and
one new FM outlet approved
by FCC. Initial decisions reported to grant a new AM
station and improve facilities
of two existing outlets. Three
transfers approved. Four
FM stations deleted. Details
of these and other FCC actions may be found in Actions
of the FCC beginning on page
76 and FCC Roundup on
page 83.
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Waiting

REPLY

FCC last week was awaiting- reply to its second Mayflower Decision
"interpretation" — this one holding that WWJ Detroit erred in refusing
UAW-CIO's request for time to discuss the Chrysler strike merely because Chrysler would not accept time to reply.
Almost a week after the Com★
might
require no more than .that
mission publicly released copies of the
licensee make a reasonable
effort ^
WWJ
its interpretation— in the form of to secure responsible On
presentation of
a letter to WWJ — station officials
the particular position and, if it fails
said they still had not received
in this effort, to continue to make
either the original or a copy from
available its facilities to the spokesmen for such position in the event
the Commission.
that, after the original programs are
FCC's letter, as released in broadcast, they then decide to avail
Washington, came on the heels of themselves of a right to reply to
one to WLIB New York asserting
present their contrary opinion.
FCC's letter told WWJ that
that WLIB "erroneously interpreted" the Mayflower Decision in "since the issues in the Chrysler
carrying pro - Fair Employment
strike are admittedly of public
Practices Commission editorials
importa
nce, and on the basis of
without affirmatively undertaking
the information before us, it seems
to
seek
out
and
present
opposing
17].
clear that the policy of the station
viewpoints [Broadcasting, April in
connection with this matter is
contrar
y to the above-stated prinThe letter to WWJ asked the
ciples set forth in the above-menstation "to review your action in
tioned decision of the Commission."
this case and provide the Commission with a further statement regarding it." The one to WLIB,
dated April 12, asked for a stateRADIO OUTPUT
future
policies."
WLIB ment
hasof "your
not filed
its reply,
but
RMA Finds Continued Rise
is expected to do so shortly.
Chrysler Refused
The WWJ issue stemmed from
UAW's request for time in which
to discuss the strike in progress
at the Chrysler Corp. Chrysler
refused to accept time in which to
reply.
WWJ's General Manager Harry
Bannister told FCC later, when
UAW complained, that after "a
great deal of soul-searching" WWJ
officials notified the union that station policy would be to make available without charge at least one
hour of Class A time weekly for
"joint" use
casting, by
Feb. 6].both sides [Broad"Obviously," Mr. Bannister said
in notifying the union of WWJ's
position, "the public interest will
not be served by any WWJ action
which supports either party to the
detriment of the other party. Howany use not
of WWJ's
facilities
which ever,does
completely
and
meticulously ensure in advance
that neither party will make
greater or more effective use of
WWJ's facilities must serve, in
effect, to make WWJ a partisan."
Letter to WWJ
In its letter to WWJ, the Commission said "it appears that your
action in this case is not in accord
with Mayflower
the principles
enunciated"
in
the
Decision
on station
editorializing, and cited the following passage from the 13-page
decision :
. . . where the licensee has determined that the subject is of sufficient import to receive broadcast
attention, it would obviously not be
in the public interest for spokesmen
for one of the opposing points of
view to be able to exercise a veto
power over the entire presentation
by refusing to broadcast its position.
Fairness in such circumstances

PRODUCTION of home and auto
radio sets as well as FM receiving
circuits continued the mounting
pace of the late months of 1949
during the first quarter of 1950, according to Radio Mfrs. Assn.
TV production again set an alltime record as RMA member companies reached a March average of
more than 115,000 sets a week.
This does not include non-member
production, RMA representing
about four-fifths of the industry
TV total.
More than a half-million TV
sets were produced in March, a
five-work-week month, bringing
RMA's TV output for the first
quarter to 1,227,930 receivers. The
March TV total was 525,277 sets,
compared to 367,065 sets in February and 335,588 in January.
Production of home radio sets
totaled 724,691 in March, compared
to 529,254 in February and 470,715
in January. Output of auto sets
totaled 255,673 in March, 221,139
in February and 189,480 in January,
a total of 666,292 during the
quarter. Total Set Output
Total output of all sets was
1,505,641 in March, 1,117,458 in
February and 995,783 in January, a
quarterly total of 3,618,882 radio
and TV sets.
The FM picture continued to
brighten, with 408,361 radio and
TV sets carrying FM-band tuners
produced in the first quarter. Of
these, 273,732 were aural sets (FMAM or FM-only) and 134,629 were
TV sets tuning the FM band.
In March 57,602 of the 525,277
TV sets turned out by RMA members had FM-band tuners, with
98,141 FM-AM or FM-only sets, a
total of 155,743 FM receivers.
May 1, 1950
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In terms of merchandise sold, the
proof is much stronger and
NEW

RESEARCH

PLANS for extension of a new
radio research technique to hundreds of cities throughout the
country were revealed last Tuesday by Rogan Jones, president
of KVOS Bellingham and KPQ
Wenatchee, in an address to the
Seattle Advertising and Sales
Club on "Radio Research That Is
Paying Off." Mr. Jones was the
keynote speaker at the Radio Day
Awards in the Ad Club's third annual advertising competition (see
awards story page 44).
On the basis of what he called
"pilot-plant operations" in Washington and Oregon cities, Mr.
Jones predicted that nationwide
application of the research technique, based on Advertising Research Bureau Inc. studies, on a
continuing basis would show:
9 Measured by a dollar's worth
of results for every $1 invested in
newspaper advertising, radio produces $1.40 in sales per dollar invested.
% Two dollars invested equally
in newspaper and radio advertising produce $5 in results.
Satisfaction Noted
On the basis of results in tests
to date, Mr. Jones asserted: "In no
case has an advertiser been unimpressed by the results, or anything
but satisfied with the objectivity
and reliability of the independent
and professional research methods
and techniques used."
The testing method was developed in conjunction with Joseph B.
Ward, independent professional
market researcher of Seattle. Four
tests have been completed in Bellingham, two in Wenatchee, two
in Spokane, two in Portland, Ore.,
and two in Missoula, Mont., and
Mr. Jones disclosed that eight more
are in progress in four other Montana towns.
Each test, he said, measures
comparison of traffic resulting
from radio and newspaper advertising; the percentage of that traffic which buys merchandise; and
how much merchandise is bought
by each type of customer.
The first test, conducted in

MR. JONES (I) discusses a point
in his speech with Bill Hubbach,
choArman of the day and account
executive at KOMO Seattle.
Page 30
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PLAN

Bellingham, showed $1.40 in results per dollar invested in radio,
as compared with $1 return for
newspapers; and two dollars spent
equally in the two media produced
$2.60 in results.
Pattern Maintained
This pattern has been maintained, Mr. Jones reported, in all
five towns where studies have been
completed thus far, involving 11
different stores with 9 different
types of merchandise.
He added:

Told

by Rogan

Jones

"In big towns and little towns;
with stations having networks and
those having none; in stations with
power of 250, 1000, 5000 and
10,000 w; in old established, topflight stations and in new and
struggling stations — under all circumstances we have encountered —
radio has outpulled newspapers.
And both radio and newspaper together have ratably pulled more
than newspaper alone. The pattern of the first test has been
slightly bettered in terms of traffic.

Before the Advertising Research
Bureau Inc. studies were developed
inclearer."
cooperation with Mr. Ward, Mr.
Jones said, KVOS had extensive
evidence of its effectiveness in the
form of Hooper, Conlan and other
survey findings. Elaborate presentations were prepared, and diversified promotional techniques
used to impress prospective advertisers.
While numerous compliments
were received, reluctant customers
usually came up with what Mr.
(Continued on page UU)

RECEIVING awards presented by the Seattle Advertising and Sales Club is this happy group — winners in the
club's third annual advertising competition. Winners are congratulated by Bill Hubbach, KOMO Seattle account
executive and chairman. Radio Day, and Thomas H. Sheehan, advertising manager, Sicks' Seattle Brewing Co.,
and president of the club. L to r are Tom Herbert, Seattle Chamber of Commerce; Eleanor Bell, Seattle Post-Intelligencer; Jim Miller, Western Agency; Mr. Hubbach; Mr. Sheehan; Lucille Fuller, Taskett Advertising Agency;
H. O. Stone, Pacific National Advertising Agency, and George Dean, KOMO.

Cite 7 for Sqfety Cqmpqi9ns
DS
AW
N three
SLOA
FOUR
advertisers,
stationsAR
children's safety show, Hey, Bob
had "an outstanding year-round
and Mutual-Don Lee Network last on KRNT Des Moines, and the program of safety activities, highweek were given the Alfred P. Dayton Coca-Cola Bottling Co., for
lighted by production and distribuSloan Radio Awards for Highway
bringing safety continuously to
tion of 52 15-minute programs to
the attention of the average pedesSafety in 1949 by the National
a 17-station network." WFIL was
trian and driver through the local chosen for its local sustaining acSafety Council, Chicago. The
awards, presented annually by the show, Man on the Street, via
tivities, with its "unique" commuWING Dayton.
nity-wide Silly Willy safety drive.
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation "for
Mutual-Don Lee Broadcasting
Ned H. Dearborn, president of
distinguished public service to
the National Safety Council,
highway safety through radio and
System, Los Angeles, was commended for its sustaining network
headed the judging committee,
television," were given for comactivities and for encouraging
which included Harold P. Jackson,
mercial and sustaining activities
in four categories — national or member stations to support safety.
past chairman of the National
Committee for Traffic Safety; Mrs.
regional networks, TV, regional or
WMAR-TV
Named
clear channel stations and local
J. Blair Buck, president, General
radio stations.
Only video station cited in the Federation of Women's Clubs;
Earl T. Newbry, Oregon secretary
Advertisers and subjects of cita- TV class was WMAR-TV Baltitions were: Lever Bros., New York,
of state and president of the
more, for devoting "an exceptional
amount of time and energy to de- American Assn. of Motor Vehicle
for devoting three NBC network
Administrators; Dr. Kenneth G.
productions of Big Town to traffic
veloping an effective week-by-week
safety, and for special messages
safety program," as well as for Bartlett, dean of the University
during the year; Pure Oil Co., Chi- special safety messages. The two
College and director of the Radio
radio stations — KOIN Portland,
Workshop, Syracuse U., and
cago, for "its effective use of TV"
through the cartoon show, Little
Ore., and WFIL PhiladelphiaGeorge Jennings, director of radio
earned top mention in the regional
Otto, on WBKB (TV) Chicago;
for
the Chicago Board of Educaand clear channel group and local
The New Utica, Des Moines, Iowa
tion and president of the Assn.
classification, respectively. KOIN
for Education by Radio.
clothing store, for an original
BROADCASTING
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Listening

radio advertisers curtail their summer

summertime

Summertime

schedules in the belief that

radio advertising is expensive and ineffective as compared to the

"good" months of the year . . . that "business always falls off in the summer
anyway" . . . that "big-time network shows get replaced" . . . that "people just
don't listen to the radio in hot summer months." Reasoning is that radios
are restricted to living rooms.
This premise is not true!
Today, families take their radios with them. Radios flock to the beaches,
mountains and lakes, they go on family picnics, they take weekend trips and
week-night drives, they're practically "standard equipment" in automobiles and
summer cottages. In short, radios are as much a part of the summertime
American

scene as bathing suits, picnics and "two-weeks-with-pay."

Statistics confirm this. In Iowa, for example, the Iowa Radio Audience Surveys*
show a 244% increase since 1939 in the
number of radio-equipped cars. These
millions of car radios create a vital
summertime audience, as shown by the
following figures:

IOWA

CAR-RADIO

Length of Trip
*
Between
Between

1 and
6 and

5 miles
25 miles

Between 26 and

50 miles

Between 51 and 100 miles

LISTENING

the family to cottages and cabins, camps
and hotels.
This summertime bonus audience takes on
even greater meaning when you realize
that C. E. Hooper figures show only 6.6%
less people available in the daytime in
metropolitan homes during July and
August, than in the peak daytime month of February.
>

Percentage Who Tune
In Their Car Radios
MEN
38.0%
WOMEN
33
.8%
52.0%
53.0%
63.5%
68.3%
69.0%
69.1%
63.0%
80.5%

More than 100 miles

In addition, comparisons between the 1949
and the 1948 Iowa Radio Audience Surveys
reveal a 16.0% increase in the number of
radio sets located outside the home and
outside the family car. Reliable estimates
indicate that Iowans now have about
750,000 portable sets that can travel with

Evening figures show a decline for July and August of
only
ary. 13.3%, as against the
peak evening month of Janu-

of

Radio

Year!

"VACATIONING"— A
BILLION-DOLLAR INDUSTRY!
Between June and September, vacationminded Americans spend well over a
billion dollars planning for their vacations
— and enjoying them. Swim suits and
sun-tan lotions get a part of this billiondollar spending but even more is spent
on such year-'round merchandise as tires
and gasoline, food and drug items,
cigarettes and clothes.
DECISIONS ON
MANY FALL PURCHASES
MADE IN JULY AND AUGUST!
Two recent department store surveys (one
in Milwaukee and one in San Francisco)
show that in 80% of the cases, housewives
make up their minds in July and August
as to what to buy, what brand to buy and
where to buy their September purchases.
There is additional evidence that this
"carry-over" has a very real effect on sales
in October, November and December, too.
As one department store official put it,
"It's too late to wait to sell a major investment until the family is back in Fall
harness . . ."
*The Iowa Radio Audience Surveys of radio listening habits have been made for the past twelve years
by Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his
staff. They are based on personal interviews with
thousands of Iowa families, scientifically selected
from cities, towns, villages and farms all over
the State.
As a service to the sales, advertising, marketing
and research professions, WHO will gladly send a
copy of the 1949 Survey to anyone interested in
the subjects covered.

These figures are substantiated by statistics compiled by

the Psychological Corporation which indicate that only
6.8% of the nation is on
vacation at any one time
between July and Labor Day.
Only about two thirds of these
vacationers take trips — the rest relax and
rest at home, with many of their leisure
hours devoted to radio. The true picture of
summertime radio listening, then, is not
that there is less listening, but that at least
an equal amount of listening takes place,
with a lot of it in non-surveyable locations!

WIN©

+/or
Iowa
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#
Des Moines • . . 50,000 Watis
Col. B. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
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Skits and dramatizations, musical commercials, novelty interviews,
etc., are constantly employed to intrigue and capture the interest of
the listeners, with the inspiration
for the various fo.ms coming from
seaitself! Spec'al
the merchandise
sons, holidays, public
events and
the like, aie also the handles on
which we hang our commercials.
To a surprisingly high degree,
all the object:ves of the program
are being met in a very positive
manner. We sell merchandise —
lots of it — and we acquaint people
with Sibley's services.
In ail -advertising of certain departments, exceptionally good sales
result with fortunate regularity.
For example, in response to a plug
for the Vogue Pattern Book, the
Radio

Brings

And
By LOUISE WILSON
RADIO DIRECTOR
SIBLEY, LINDSAY & CURR CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
EY, LINDSAY & CURR
SIBL
Co. of Rochester, N. Y., largest
department store between
New York and Cleveland, has renewed its 52-week Tower Clock
Time program on WHAM Rochester, for the 19th consecutive year.
Likewise,
Sibley's
has proudly
framed the third
consecutive
first
prize program award won by
Tower Clock Time in the annual
NRDGA contests.
Program awards and sales effectiveness don't necessarily go together. But in this case Sibley's
and WHAM have a story which has
illustrated over a long period of
time the potency of radio as a salesman and goodwill builder. We think
any program that can get continuous sponsorship by the same
advertiser on the same station for
18 years must obviously have something to recommend it besides old
age.
Tower Clock Time is broadcast
on WHAM five times weekly, Monday through Friday, from 9:45 to
10 a.m. It's a show of chatter and
music — with a deceivingly flexible
format.
But though the format
changes even from day to day, the
objectives are clear-cut and do not
change. These objectives are:
Q To advertise merchandise
which will interest the large
rural audience reached by
WHAM's 50 kw and prestige. We know we have a
large city and metiopolitan
audience,
but sales-wise,
we're especially interested in
reaching, by this particular
medium, the people in 8 to
12 outlying counties.
# To stimulate interest in Sibmail-order publication,
Tower ley's
Topics.
% To acquaint listeners with
the various Sibley services,
including Personal Shopper,
Bridal Consultant, etc.
0 To dramatize and bring to
life the various trpde names
and labels associated with
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FOR one of Tower Clock Time's special weekly interviews. Miss Wilson
(r) talks with Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.
Sibley merchandise.
0 To advertise strong departments in important selling
seasons.
9 To keep listeners informed of
new merchandise and timely
events which tie in with merchandise.
# To attract and attempt to
sustain the interest of as
large an audience as possible
by constantly introducing
new ideas and forms.
Since its inception way back in
1932, the program has changed
format hundreds of times. In fact,
right now we consider part of the
success of the program to be due
to the fact that it has no specific
format. It must vary from day to
day to try to capture the imagination of the listeners. They must
never quite know what to expect!
However, they DO know that there
will be the three stand-bys on the
program: Louise Wilson, commentator and store's radio director;
Syl Novelli, popular pianist, and
George Haefner, WHAM staff announcer.
Weekly Features
They know, too, that they can
expect at least one guest a week,
and that the skits — which are very
frequent — and other devices used
to dress up the commercials, will
be acted by professionals.
The professional touch of paid
actors helps to make the commercials believable and convincing. The
method employed is determined by
merchandise to be advertised. It
is never straight selling copy. It
is dramatized with talent, sound
effects, musical backgrounds, and
special effects. It is intended to be
informal and friendly. Two musical selections, as solos, are included,
although this, too, varies from day
to day. It may feature a medley of
tunes from a current Broadway
production, or it may have three
or four shorter solos.

Prizes

Profits

immediate sellbuyerout.reported
The buyer ofan Daytime
Dresses
reported that
of
100
pieces
chandise in stock at the time ofofmerone
morning broadcast, 85 were sold by
noon of the same day, and the outof-town shoppers not yet heard
from. For the same department,
a seven-minute skit on bemberg
sheers sold $1,114 (100 bembergs
at $8.95 and 20 at $10.95).
Aids Book Sale
After we interviewed a local
author about his new book, 50 orders were taken on the phone and
for many days afterward an average of 15 copies per day were sold.
After another air interview with
an author, Sylvia Dee, regarding
her book, And Never Been Kissed,
the biggest autographing party in
the store's history was held. Dozens
and dozens of her books were sold
and reorders sent in several times.
In all these cases, radio was the
only form of advertising used.
Frequently, however, we use the
radio program to cooperate in a
promotion with the store's newspaper advertising, window, and interior displays. When all these
media combine forces, traffic and
REGULAR meetings with the merchandise managers and discussions
with store personnel are required in
preparing each script of the awardwinning Tower Clock Time.
TOP PHOTO: Miss Wilson receives
the NRDGA award certificate from
Julian Loewenguth,
Sibley's publicity
director.
SECOND PHOTO: Information on
the Daytime Dresses Dopr. is gathered
for script material by Ora May Seekins, buyer in the department.
THIRD PHOTO: Scouting around
the store looking for seasonal merchandise to include on the program,
Miss Wilson stops in the children's
department.
BOTTOM PHOTO: One of the program scripts is checked by Miss Wilson with Ed Durgee, a buyer.

sales have been simply terrific. But
when radio stands alone, we can
always notice the results on traffic,
and definite sales invariably result.
Aside from sales, considerable
goodwill has resulted from the
Tower Clock Time broadcasts. Following the diamatic program presented on Thanksgiving Day,
stressing the sending of CARE
packages overseas, phone calls and
personal messages poured into the
store and into WHAM.
In response to a Fashion Quizdown series (once a week for six
weeks), an audience participation
show, many of the listeners came
in to the store following the broadcasts to buy fashion merchandise
mentioned on the prog am. They
were particularly enthusiastic and
eloquent. One buyer remarked
after a sale to a listener-customer,
"If this doesn't build goodwill for
Sibley's, I don't know what can."
School Recommends
Tower Clock Time is considered
important enough by Wells College
(70 miles from Rochester) to be
"recommended listening for dramatic and radio classes." The program is also required for special
classes in our local Board of Education.
If Hooper ratings still mean anything— and I sometimes wonder,
considering how badly they are
misused and misinterpreted — these
facts are somewhat important: In
a city of six radio stations, Tower
Clock Time on WHAM claims
29.4% share of audience. The program's rating equals the coincidental segment of the national
Breakfast Club, and beats all other
local competition by 50%.
Tower Clock Time is merchandised and directly beamed for the
out-of-town customer. We use
newspaper space to cover the city
and surrounding towns. While the
radio program does sell to our local
city folk, its main objective is to
sell the out-of-towner by mail and
phone. Only merchandise suitable
to be salable in this way is accepted. We've been able to sell
everything from pins to pianos —
yes, pianos, sight unseen.
How It's Done
How are the programs planned
and written?

observe customers' reactions. And
yet the office is physically apart
from both the store and the station.
Programs are planned with the
merchandise managers and buyers
in weekly or semi-monthly meetings. The radio office is no ivory
tower to which merchandise is
brought by buyers or stock girls.
The commentator writes three of
the Sibley programs with two freelance writers preparing one each
weekly. Anyone writing copy for
the program must go into the store
and get the story first-hand. In
addition, when possible, the commentator tries and tests the merchandise before advertising it.
Programs are planned, written,
edited, and typed, then distributed
for approval of merchandise managers and buyers. A complete
copy is distributed to departments
for information of sales people.
Every department throughout the
store receives mimeographed copies

of advertised merchandise every
day. In this way, a customer buying an umbrella may ask, and be
intelligently informed by the umbrella salesman, where the jar of
face cream advertised that morning
may be found, and its price and
brand name. This saves confusion
and makes for additional sales.
Sign Copy
Sign copy is prepared for each
item advertised, okayed by the buyer, sent to Sign Shop, produced,
and then displayed in the department concerned on the day the
merchandise was advertised on the
air. A customer coming into the
department may find it immediately. Or a customer who has not
heard the broadcast is automatically attracted to it because of the
effectivesales.
sign. This makes for
"plus"
Although the store gives the radio director a budget for talent,
the entire amount of money (not

including salaries of the radio
staff) spent on radio is just 5%
of the store's publicity budget.
Small as it sounds, it is considered
adequate by the store and likely
will not be increased until such
time as television is added as a
regular motion
feature
schedule. to the store's proWinning awards is good. Selling
merchandise is even better. We're
happy that Tower Clock Time has
been able to enjoy doing both over
WHAM for so long.
Herman

Lebow

HERMAN LEBOW, 60, vice president of Sterling Advertising
Agency, New York, died April 21
at his home in New York. Mr.
Lebow had been with Sterling since
1934 in executive capacities and he
was also a prominent fashion
authority having studied fashion
art in Paris in his youth. Surviving
are his wife and a son.
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Sibley's does not use an agency.
Sibley's is unusual in that it favors
a similar special setup for radio
as it does for newspaper advertising. In too many stores, we feel,
4
radio is treated as a step-child of
the advertising department, and
anyone with a free moment or a
ready typewriter is allotted the job
of preparing radio copy. Sibley's,
on the other hand, has completely
separate staffs for advertis;ng and
radio. This one fact, perhaps more
than any other, is responsible for
whatever success the program has
enjoyed.
The radio director and staff are
housed in the store-owned office
building. The office is close enough
to the store to allow the staff to
THE
get into the store in a few minutes
to see the merchandise, to hear
about it from the buyers, and to
BROADCASTING
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OWN

TICKET'

Budget problem
makes

ON

in the rich Virginia market?

Take it easy, because WRVA

it so easy for you.

You can write your own ticket on this 50,000-watt
WRVA

WRVA

station because

takes that extra step! Now, for little more than the cost of an

announcement,

you may participate in well-established, well-promoted

well-merchandised

programs

and

... a// the benefits of top-notch programming

and personalities ... at a fraction of the normal cost.
This new plan is as flexible as Gertie's garter and one of these great
shows is a "natural" for you:
OLD

DOMINION

BARN

DANCi

Monday thru Friday, 9:00-10:00
am. and 3:30-4:30 pm. Designed
for high ratings and general
listening.
network
commercialFeatures
stars on ' aCBS
localbasis.
'(Brock Bar Ranch, CBS, Saturdays 7:00-7:30 pm.).
CRAW

COLE

TIME

Monday thru Saturday, 5:006:00 am. Designed especially
for rural audience and features
fabulous Grady Cole. (Combination purchase with WBT, Charlotte, N. C.)

50,000

WATTS

• RICHMOND

AND

CALLING

ALL

COONS

Saturdays, 10:00-10:30 am. Audience participation quiz show
broadcast from WRVA Theatre
(average audience of 800). Radio
show is part of two-hour entertainment. Product displays; samples
distributed; with retail grocer merchandising plan; actual product
demonstrations. Buy it weekly, biweekly, or once a month.
NOOSBWim

PROUCWB

LCAGVi

Monday thru Saturday, 5:00-5:30
pm. Features Mark Evans and is
designed primarily for food and
household products.

NORFOLK,

VA.
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PERHAPS the most artful shell game of our
generation is the way in which the printed
media have spread the word that television
spells the doom of sound radio but that
printed media will go on undisturbed.
They've
the wordbelieve
so effectively
even
some spread
broadcasters
it. But that
do
the publishers, notably those without TV, believe it?
Every week that passes makes it clear that
the newspapers and magazines in their public
derision of television are in fact whistling past
the graveyard — with nervous lips. In the privacy of their own lodge meetings they are
treating seriously, as indeed they are wise to
do, the medium which they publicly deride.
In New York, for instance, the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. last week studied
television's cut-in on newspapers and magazines
— a subject not incorporated in the proceeding
for laughs.
And take a look at the agenda for the 20th
annual convention of the National Newspaper
Promotion Assn., May 14-17 in Milwaukee.
The first item is a session on newspapers'
relationship to TV, with NBC President Joseph
H. McConnell as the keynote speaker. There'll
be discussions of TV's effect on newspaper
circulation and on newspaper advertising, its
use to promote newspaper circulation, and its
effects, as shown in a two-year study, upon
sports attendance.
We venture there will be little fun-making
at television's expense in Milwaukee.
But the most revealing reaction came from
Marshall Field, an older hand in radio than
in newspapers. Expressly recognizing television's evening audience hold, his Chicago
Sun-Times cut out afternoon deliveries to concentrate on morning-only, "for the greater
convenience of our readers."
Rival newspapers set up an immediate howl.
Some claimed their own circulations have
increased during television's development, and
that television actually helps afternoon papers
by keeping people at home nights. But we
wonder
for
timeswhether
to come.Mr. Field hasn't set a pattern
The printed media's public attacks on TV
are really an extension of their campaign
against aural radio. Yet radio's circulation
has continued upward, despite "plug-ugly"
campaigns. And radio continues the least
commercial medium.
Instead of moping about these oblique attacks, radio should sell itself as the most influential selling force extant. Instead of talking
rate reductions, radio should talk rate adjustments upwards in those categories where audience and tune-in have increased. Instead of
giving accounts 12 months' rate protection,
radio should take a leaf from the book of the
printed media and cut the protection to three
or six months.
As TV grows, there are bound to be changes.
But they won't be out of radio's pocket and
into TV. The extent to which TV has tapped
"new money" was convincingly told by the FCC
in its latest revenue report [Broadcasting,
April 24]. The advertising dollars will be spent
in direct ratio to results. Advertising isn't
bought on habit or tradition alone.
TV's growth, amazing as it has been, is
just beginning. Radio's growth may be less
rapid, but it hasn't stopped. With 95% of
American homes covered, it has only 5% to go.
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FCC, We Agree— But
LIKE FCC Chairman Coy, we find ourselves
in an anomalous position over the anti-gambling movement now on foot.
Testifying against a Justice Dept. bill
(S3358) which he felt would give the FCC
too much authority, Chairman Coy conceded
that the Commission's "reluctance to accept
broad delegations of authority" is not in keeping w:'th "the role that is commonly expected
of a bureaucrat."
Our own bill,
anomaly
is that,
examining
FCC'sin
substitute
we find
ourselves
for once
agreement with the Commission — at least up
to a point. Certainly we agree the Commission's bill is better than the Justice Dept's.
The Justice Dept. would forbid interstate
transmissions (broadcast, telecast, or otherwise) of "gambling information" and would
define "gambling information" so broadly that
FCC rightly thinks no line could be drawn
squarely between that and legitimate news.
I CC would be handed the job of drawing the
line anyway. And in the case of horse races,
broadcasters could carry no more than one a
day and would have to delay for at least an
hour the news of results of all others.
FCC's approach is more to the point. It
would simply ban interstate transmission of
data on bets, betting odds, and prices paid.
Broadcasters and telecasters would be free to
carry as many races as they please, and to
announce the winners of others without delay.
Radio and newspapers would have equal
footing.
We fear, however, that we cannot make our
anomaly complete by going all the way with
the Commission. In racing, which seems to be
the prime concern, pari-mutuel betting is legal
in a number of states. Fans in those states
would seem to have a legitimate interest in
odds and prices information whether they are
at the tracks or in their homes. Further, as
Sen. McFarland observed, non-bettors have a
sincere interest in the odds and prices on
major events, such as the Kentucky Derby,
the World Series, or a world's championship
fight.
The answer, it seems to us, is more diligent
enforcement of anti-gambling laws at the state
and local levels. The Congress certainly should
think long and hard before it acts. In no event
should it act until it has conducted a searching
overall investigation and found that the menace
cannot be curbed without federal action of the
severity and scope now proposed.

Wave

Cargo

THE DECISION of most New York television stations to install their transmission facilities in a common location, unquestionably the
best in Manhattan, points up an important
variation between radio and television.
Unlike the wide differences in power and
frequency — and hence signal coverage— that
prevail among AM stations in any multiple station city, VHF television stations cover about
the same ground. It is to the advantage of all
within any community to select the best site
for transmission and use it jointly.
Competition among stations is then pretty
much centered in their programming, a very
healthy circumstance. No television station in
a multiple station area can hope to attract
audiences on the basis of signal strength alone.
There is bound to ensue an invigoration of
creative program thinking. In television, audience size will not be determined so much by
the power of waves as by the cargo the waves
carry.

SARKES

TARZIAN

electronic
of Sarkes
ATES manufact
ASSOCI
urer Tarzian,
and station operengineer,
ator, describe him as a man who "is going
places." He is the enterprising Philadelphian
who became an adopted "Hoozier" and who, in
six years, hurdled the electronic rungs of the
success ladder to become a leader in his field.
Today, Mr. Tarzian and his wife, Mary, head
up a million-dollar television manufacturing
corporation — Sarkes Tarzian Inc., a young
giant in the TV tuner, rectifier and tube producing industry, employing more than 1,200
persons in three cities with a payroll that
exceeds $2 million annually.
In addition, they own and operate WTTS
Bloomington, Ind., a 5 kw regional AM station
serving Southern Indiana, and its sister, WTTV
(TV) — "Indiana's second television station."
Mr. Tarzian also is known in the electronic
engineering world as a man with creative and
inventive ability. His most enterprising work
in the broadcasting field is his high fidelity
and high frequency method of AM transmission, called HIFAM. A fortnight ago, the
FCC approved license renewal of his experimental HIFAM station, KS2XAP Bloomington, Ind., which first went into operation in
1946.
Sarkes Tarzian was born in Philadelphia
Oct. 5, 1901. He attended public schools in the
Quaker City, being graduated from the North
East High School in 1920 as class valedictorian.
He was awarded a Simon Muhr scholarship to
the U. of Pennsylvania where he obtained his
B. S. in Electrical Engineering in 1924.
Equipped with classroom knowledge, Mr.
Tarzian put his know-how to work in the practical phases of electronics. He joined the Atwater Kent Corp. as design and development
engineer.
At the Kent firm, Mr. Tarzian helped perfect the gang tuning condenser now in universal use. He also developed the all-metal
radio cabinet that was used by the company
exclusively and which reduced the cost of radio
sets to the public.
In recognition of his keen approach to the
radio industry technique, Atwater Kent in 1926
awarded the young engineer a graduate fellowship at his alma mater. A year later, he rejoined the corporation with an M. S. in Electrical Engineering and further knowledge in the
field which was to become his life's labor.
By 1932, Mr. Tarzian's craftsmanship had
earned him the post of chief design and deve1opment engineer with the firm. Four years
later, he was at RCA in the role of chief engineer of the(Continued
company'sonsubsidiary
page 38) in Buenos
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SHE BATS 1000% with her WBZ "Home
Forum Program" (9:30-9:45 AM, Monday
through Saturday). . a daily favorite with
innumerable New England home-makers.
Limited number of participations now available through WBZ or Free & Peters.

SHE CATCHES a big TV afternoon audience
each Tuesday at 4:15, sponsored by the
Boston Post, on WBZ-TV.

MILDRED

" TRIPLE
carries

- THREA
your

sands of New

SHE PITCHES a daily Boston Post column,
"After Breakfast with Mildred Carlson."
This column, with her radio and TV work,
helps make her the best-known home economist in New England . . an advantage of
real importance to advertisers aiming at this
important home market!

message
England

T"
into

CARLSON
thou-

homes

via

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
KYW • WOWO
• KEX • KDKA • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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(Continued from page 36)
Aires. In South America, Mr. Tarzian supervised production of a full
range of RCA receivers, transmitters, phonographs, cabinets,
radio components, disc and film recordings. In 1938 he was in Europe
serving as consulting engineer to
various continental firms engaged in
radio set manufacture.
When 39 years old, Mr. Tarzian
became chief engineer of RCA's
then (1940) newly-opened plant at
Bloomington. Lending his talent
to the effort, he saw the plant swing
into rapid production. A record
1.1 million receivers were turned
out in 1941.
As the war changed living in the
U. S. and also the nation's industry,
Mr. Tarzian became a top technical
consultant for RCA on such secret
and highly important projects as
the proximity (VT) fuse.
In June 1944 Sarkes Tarzian
struck off on his own as consulting
engineer. To supplement this, he
started, with his wife, a Philadelphia-educated specialist in international relations, his business battle
in the manufacturing world.
The industrial career ushered in
numerous problems. At the outset,
the Tarzians had $40,000 capital, a
rented building, and his 20 years

ENDS
WCOP

Manager Answers Evangelist's Attack

strongest contributing factors to
delinquency, immorality, gangsterism and juvenile wayward-

In his five-minness."
ute stand on behalf of Boston radio,
specifically, and American radio, in
general, Mr. Lawrence said that
the attack on radio programs has
become the "old faithful" standby
of anyone seeking publicity in the
newspapers. "It always gets space.
It's sure fire," he said.
"Now, I have only the highest
regard for the evangelistic work
which Billy Graham is doing. . . .
However, when he provides newspaper fodder critical of radio, I
feel that a reply is necessary. Who
is naive enough to say that radio
programs, or newspapers, or
preaching, or anything cannot be
improved? Not me! I've seen too
many improvements in the past 20
years. On the other hand, I also
Page 38
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experience as an engineer in the
radio electronics field.
In the ensuing years, production
figures tripled and quadrupled as
the demand for Tarzian-patented
and produced parts grew. It is now
estimated by his firm that 65% of
the television industry uses the
tuner, basic patents for which were
taken out by Mr. Tarzian and now
are owned by Tarzian Inc. His

RAI

CANCELLING out a usually heard
sustaining news program, Craig
Lawrence, general manager of
WCOP Boston, spoke in defense
of radio April 18 after Evangelist
Billy Graham attacked "certain
types of radio
programs"
as
"one
of the

Lawrence

HIGHLIGHTING the 37th annual Schoolmen's Week observance in Philadelphia late last month v/as the guest appearance of FCC Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock (center) on a special Meet the Press presentation [Broadcasting,
April 24]. With Miss Hennock are (I to r): Samuel Serota, president, Philadelphia Chapter of Assn. for Education by Radio and educational special
events director of WIP Philadelphia; Helen Atkinson, chairman, Pennsylvania
Suburban Schools Assn.; Dr. Fred Gruber, chairman. Cultural Olympics of the
U. of Pennsylvania.

know from first-hand experience of
the vigilance over program content
exerted by the radio industry. By
internal guidance, instead of external control, we have made it the
cleanest form of family entertainment and mass entertainment that
there is," he said.
"Too many critics use the term
'crime programs' far too loosely,"
Mr. Lawrence declared. "Should
we refuse to carry a program such
as This Is Your F. B. I., which is
endorsed by J. Edgar Hoover and
other civic leaders?"
"In the final analysis," continued
Mr. Lawrence, "it is the listener
who determines the radio programs
which will survive and those which
will fail. There is radio programming for every taste and a glance
at tonight's radio logs for Boston
will show that. There is comedy
with Bob Hope on WBZ, religious
services with the St. Cecelia Novena Service on WMEX, mystery
with the Mystery Theatre on
WEEI, news by Gabriel Heatter
on WNAC, service to veterans on
WHDH, a discussion of race relations on America's Town Meeting
on WCOP — these and many, many
more in drama, comedy, music,
news and discussion. David Sarnoff
once said that the richest man
could not afford to buy what the
poorest man gets free by radio."

Bloomington and Philadelphia
plants produce 4,000 tuners daily
and the firm expects the figure to
mount to 6,000. In addition to the
aforementioned Philadelphia plant,
his company also expanded to New
Jersey where a plant is in operation
at Hawthorne.
A new selenium rectifier plant in
Bloomington, boasting one of the
most modern and largest installations of its kind in the world, is only beginning production. When this
plant hits full production, the firm
estimates an output topping 5 million "Centre-Kooled" rectifiers annually. The Hawthorne factory currently
16- and 19-inch
metal TV is producing
tubes.

s as executi
vice
OrleanRMAN
New SILVE
joins veWMRY
MORT
president. He formerly was
with WEIM Fitehburg, Mass., and
WWCO Waterbury, Conn. He succeeds
STANLEY K. BROWN, resigned. Mr.
Brown had been with station since
its inception in January. Future plans
have not been announced.
ROBERT M. PEEBLES appointed
ma- ager of WKNY Kingston, N. Y.
He formerly was
with WKNE Keene,
been
and hasOlean,
N.
withH., WHDL
WJTN Jamestown,
N. Y., and WCAE
Pittsburgh, Pa. He
succeeds CLAUDE
S. MIDDAGH, general manager for
past two years. Mr.
M i d d a g h's plans
Mr. Peebles
. been anhave not
nounced
JOHN E. SADLER appointed manager
of WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va. He succeeds MAXEY E. STONE.
JOHN
COWLES,'
chairmanof of
the
board and
vice president
Cowles
Broadcasting Co., comprising KRNT
Des Moines, WNAX Yankton, S. D.,
and WCOP Boston, elected a trustee of
Ford Foundation.
CHARLES MOOS, formerly with RCA
Victor,
joins NBC's
legaljoining
department
as an attorney.
Before
RCA,
he was commissioner at U. S. Conciliation Service and attorney for
Wage Stabilization Board.
ROY H. THOMSON, owner of CKGB
limmins, CJKL Kirkland Lake, and
CFCH North Bay, as well as National
Broadcast Sales, Toronto, elected president of Canadian Daily Newspapers
Assn.
FRED THROWER, ABC vice president
in charge of sales, is the father of a
girl, born April 23.
an active Rotarian, member of the
Chamber of Commerce and Bloomington Country Club. He is a solid
"booster" of the community on both
his radio and TV facilities.
While Mr. Tarzian has definite
views about TV manufacturing and
operations, he is by no means an
"opinionated," hard-boiled tycoon.
Associates and employes in his organization meet a soft-spoken, mildmannered, scholarly-appearing man
who constantly shuttles from plant

WTTV, a "home-built" TV outlet, is Mr. Tarzian's latest illustration of a continuing experimentation in the operational field. Most
of its equipment was fashioned in
the various Tarzian plants in
Bloomington and took two years to
assemble. Even the TV antenna was
locally constructed.
Bloomington is a city of 20,000,
the home of Indiana U., and is
known as the "Limestone Capital
of the World." WTTV is the first
commercial TV station operating
in a community of this size. It telecasts 12 hours per week and plans
to expand its programs as soon as
more network shows become available via mocrowave relays now
to plant
being installed. Stat:on is affiliated
ing to the— except
East orwhen
West he's
Coastnotorflyto
with DuMont, ABC, CBS and NBC.
Chicago.
WTTS made its debut in Ma- ch
His philosophy can be summed
19^9: WTTV ap-eared on the
Bloomington scene in November of up in a half-dozen thoughts: He
believes small communities of Amthe same year.
erica can have television, despite
Six Busy Years
the assumption that TV for the
In this span of a busy six years, time being must be reserved for the
life has changed little for Mr. Tarmetropolitan areas because of fizian since his initial and continuing
nancial reasons. And Mr. Tarzian,
success. Together with his wife, a showing his practical weight —
which has earned him a growing
4-year-old son and 2-year-old
daughter, he lives in the modest
electronics empire — puts forward
white bunga^w he purchased five these ingredients for successful
operation in TV: Application of
years ago in Bloomington.
Mr. Tarzian, who takes time out basic business techniques, sound
when he can to play a few holes of management, stable and mature
golf, considers himself a firmlyprogramming and improved adverrooted Indianan despite his Eastern
tising methods to meet TV's visual
background and interests. He is demands.
BROADCASTING
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SINDLINGER
Leaves Measurement1 Field
STATUS of a $2.5 million court
action against A. C. Nielsen Co.
; and C. E. Hooper Inc. by Sindlinger
& Co., Philadelphia, operator of
Radox [Broadcasting, April 3] remained in doubt last week following withdrawal by the latter audience measurement firm from the
radio audience analyses field.
The firm closed its Philadelphia
offices and suspended business on
April 21. Albert E. Sindlinger,
president of the firm, said he had
advised the telephone company to
: disconnect its Radox lines which
were sampling 342 homes owning
542 radio and 132 TV sets.
Mr. Sindlinger said, "This ends
j our endeavor to provide an acj curate, instantaneous, economical
radio-TV audience measurement
system with an adequate sample
I that produces facts within a matter
j of hours."
The firm's damage suit filed in a
U. S. District Court, Eastern Penn! sylvania, last month against the
Nielsen and Hooper organizations
j charged them with "malicious and
unlawful interference" with Sindlinger's business rights, and ac! cused the Nielsen company of an
illegal filing of patent applications.
The Radox system of measuring
the radio and TV audience was introduced by Mr. Sindlinger in September 1948 [Broadcasting, Sept.
6, 1948]. Financing of the company was completed with a group
of Chicago businessmen seven
months later following lengthy negotiations [Broadcasting, April
25, 1949].
KWK-FM
CEASES
After Four Years on Air
KWK St. Louis notified FCC last
week that it was giving up its FM
adjunct, after nearly four years of
operation.
Ray E. Dady, vice president and
station director of KWK and KWKFM, wrote the Commission:
"Despite almost four years of
effort to provide good FM service
in the St. Louis area, it is our
considered opinion that public acceptance of this medium is too limited today and shows too little
promise of improvement to justify
the continuation of FM broadcasting."
He returned KWK-FM's license,
! saying the station ceased operations at sign-off at 10 p.m. April
22.
The action of KWK in closing
its FM affiliate came on the heels
/*>f similar moves terminating operations of WTMJ-FM Milwaukee,
the first FM station west of the
Alleghenies [Broadcasting, April
3], and WMIT (FM) Charlotte,
N. C, the first in the Southeast
[Broadcasting, April 10].
KWK is licensed to Thomas Patrick Inc., partially owned by the
St. Louis Globe -Democrat. Its FM
station was founded in 1946.
BROADCASTING

Milestone*
► George Biggar, director of the
WLS National Barn Dance for
WLS Chicago, has celebrated 26
years of broadcasting. He first
joined WLS May 1, 1924, and since
that time has worked in various
executive capacities at WFAA Dallas, WSB Atlanta, KMBC Kansas
City, WLW Cincinnati, WIBC
Indianapolis and KCRG Cedar
Rapids.
► WRAK Inc., Williamsport, Pa.,
celebrated its 20th anniversary
during Easter week.
► An all day party, with salutes
from NBC on various network
shows, helped WFOR Hattiesburg,
Miss., celebrate its 25th anniversary. WFOR originated as WDBT,
a 10 w station, April 6, 1925.
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Contractor
— by

saves

investing

penalty

$3*84

in Air

of $500
Express

HUTCHINS

Allen Protest's Radio Attack
DENUNCIATION of U. S. radio
by Chancellor Robert M. Hutchins,
U. of Chicago, writing in the
British Broadcasting System Quarterly, was described by Gordon
Allen, general manager of WGEZ
Beloit, Wis., as one "of the best
examples
of biased reporting" he
had
ever encountered.
Chancellor Hutchins had predicted American listeners would
rise up in protest and throw their
radio sets into the street.
Many broadcasters informed
Broadcasting they had received
reprints of Hutchins article in
plain envelope bearing Chicago
postmark.
Commenting on the Hutchins
claim there has been no radio industry change in 15 years, Mr.
Allen observes the number of sets
has tripled along with the number
of stations in that time, with commercial broadcasting selling billions of dollars in goods and giving
many billions in free time and free
advertising impressions to public
service projects.
Mr. Allen criticized Dr. Hutchins
for the academic approach to world
problems, with failure to study the
two billion people who live outside
the academic laboratory. Referring
to criticism of radio and TV program talent and "epitomes of vulgarity," as cited by Dr. Hutchins,
he recalls the vulgarities of Shakespeare which the U. of Chicago
describes as the "expression of his
time." He added that "radio believes the people know what they
want when they listen to belly
laughs, music, biased news — escapism from troubled thoughts."
Many
"are far
ahead ofbroadcasters
the psychologist
in

Time clause in housing project paving contract stood chance of being
invoked when equipment broke down at 5 p.m. 10-lb. carton of replacement parts Air Expressed from 1200 miles away. Delivery in 8 hours.
Air Express charge only S3. 84 — and contractor completed job on time.

$3.84 is small charge indeed,
since it covers door-to-door service.
Anytime delivery, 7 days a week, at
all airport cities. This feature makes
the world's fastest shipping service
the most convenient to use.

Air Express always goes by Scheduled Airlines; this means extra dependability, experienced handling.
And clock.
shipments
'round
the
Regularkeepuse moving
of Air Express
keeps any business moving.

Air Express gives you all these advantages
World's fastest shipping service.
Special door-to-door service at no extra cost.
One-carrier responsibility all the way.
1150 cities served direct by air; air-rail to 22,000 off-airhne offices.
Experienced Air Express has handled over 25 million shipments.
Because of these advantages, regular use of Air Express pays. It's your best air
shipping buy. For fastest shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway
Express Agency. (Many low commodity rates in effect. Investigate.)

applying mass psychology," Mr.
Allen suggested. "Give radio a little
time — educators have had centuries.
We deal daily with people who
are our bread and butter. We
answer their demands as best we
can. Apparently our efforts are

successful."
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In New

York, New

Connecticut
Western

Jersey,

and

Pennsylvania

WNBC

markets

del

as

Your

the

advertising

ers 25% or more
population
Your

largest

message

saturate

New

York,

deliv-

in 64 cities of 10, 000

or over.
in the largest newspaper

delivers 25% or more
more

on WNBC,

of all the families

advertisment

Even

newspaper

of all the families

important

as many

larger audiences

in 33 cities.

to the advertiser

cities as possible:

in this area

who

wants

WNBC

to

delivers

in 58 of the 64 cities in daytime

and

62 of the 64 at night.
If your

merchandising

penetrates

plans call for advertising

the largest number

est cost, your plans should
Number

nbc

NEW

of markets

include

One Station in America's

mm

YORK • CHICAGO

SPOT

• CLEVELAND

• SAN

at the low-

WNBC,

Number
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America's

One

Market.

SALES

FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD

* ing
C Pene
WNBim
e tration*
% Even
% Dayt

Area's targestf
% Daily
Newspaper's Penetration

23

68
81
75

Danbury
Greenwich

59

60
85

66

40
71

18
28
48

Stamford

9

Middletown
37
40

Meriden

77

New Haven

67
42

New London
Norwich

52
41

Jj
j

New Jersey
Atlantic

6
13

32
11

34
City li

Hackensack
Teaneck

53
57
70

East Orange

*Less than 1 percent.
**Source: BMB Study No. 2 March 191,9. Percentage of total
families in city listening to WNBC.
tSource: Audit Bureau of Circulations March 191,9. Percentage
of total families in city reading this newspaper.

57

75
67

~57~

Belleville
Bloomf ield

7
59

35"

12
75

18

59
75
71

INFORMATION

11

AVAILABLE

31

ON:

SERVED

BY:

For similar market penetration comparisons of

New York, New Jersey, Conn. andW. Pennsylvania WNBC, New York

the areas served by seven major radio stations, write NBC SPOT SALES, New York

Illinois, So. Wisconsin and No. Indiana

WMAQ, Chicago

Northern Ohio and N. W. Pennsylvania

WTAM, Cleveland

20, N. Y. You will find that stations represented by NBC SPOT SALES deliver more

Washington, D. C, Maryland and No. Virginia . . WRC, Washington
No. California
KNBC, San Francisco

markets with deeper penetration than any
other advertising medium.

Colorado, Wyoming, W. Kansas and W. Nebraska KOA, Denver
Eastern New York and Western New England . . WGY, Schenectady

go,It but
the staffthatremains
forever."at
is apparent
such groups
the Trade, Power, and Communications Commissions have long sought
to set the policies for the commissions. That the Commissioners must
rely on the staff for research, legal
opinions, and other information somewhat facilitates this objective.
However, the necessity for the staff
converting the full membership to
their views and the fact that the
full membership has a voice in the
selection of the staff not only prevents such small groups from dominating these commissions, but gives
each Commissioner an opportunity to
procure independent advice from
members of the staff in whom the
individual Commissioner has confidence.
To put into the hands of a Chairman, appointed by the President, the
power of "full supervision" over the
staff, makes it possible for such a
small group of the staff to dominate
the Commission by securing the confidence of but one member in each
agency. It also permits them, with
the assistance of the one member who
is designated as Chairman, to control
the opinions and research material
made
sioners.available to all of the CommisThis is a substantial step toward
placing domination of an administrative agency in the hands of men who
are neither appointed by the President nor confirmed by the Senate and
are not responsible to the people.
Sen. Johnson told the committee
he would like to see Commissioners
of FCC and other agencies appointed by the House and confirmed by the Senate rather than
named by the President as under
the present system.
Balance Safeguard
"I don't see how any Commissioner with any self-respect — with
any desire to serve his country —
could be willing to sit in on such
a Commission" as proposed by the
President, he observed.
Sen. McFarland on Tuesday
questioned the advisability of the
President's plan on the grounds
of principle
and other
"my knowledge
how
FCC and
Commissionsof
work." He said America's traditional concept of "separation of
power has kept the government in

Truman FCC Plan
(Continued from page 27)
level or staff level or both" but was
unsuccessful.
"It was only when we were faced
with the threat of legislative action
to reorganize us that the Commisadded. sion finally began to move," he
Several "situations" confront the
Commission today, Comr. Webster
continued, including serious budget
problems, the growing complexity
of national and international affairs, and changing U. S. social
and political values which affect
overall radio and TV program
standards. On the latter point, he
asserted:
The problem ofin this
Commission's
responsibilities
regard
to such
questions as overall program standards for radio and television are as
acute as any that we have before us.
Do we not have some obligation to
see that we are organized to consider
such problems in a manner that will
be efficient, informed and timely?
Power 'Freeze' Feared
Sen. Schoeppel said he was fearful lest, under the President's plan,
power be "frozen" in a chairman
appointed by the President. Comr.
Webster said that "if any chairman dominates, he'll do it and no
law can stop it." He conceded he'd
heard that FCC has had "dominating chairmen in the past."
Sen. Johnson told the Senate
group Monday that the reoi'ganization plans would divest FCC and
other agencies and vest in the
Chairman "important functions
. . . which have contributed materially to their successful operation." He said the plans "will mark
the beginning of the end of these
agencies as quasi-judicial independent arms of Congress," and
will make them "one-man" agencies.
Turning to the role of the staff
within the commissions, he asserted :
It soons to me that what requires
particular emphasis ... is that there
is a tendency in these agencies for a
small group of senior members of the
staff to endeavor to formulate policy
for the agency and to run it. There
is a well-known saying among agency
staffs that, "Commissioners come and

balance."
"If the staff owes its responsibility to the Chairman," Sen. McFarland charged, "you will have

comes

Everybody
WLS

NATIONAL

BARN
(See front

DANCE

cover)

the Prairie Farmer
WLS

to the

Chicago

station

7, Illinois

Clear channel — 50,000 watts — 890 kc — ABC network
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company
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PARTICIPATING in an Exchange Club of Hollywood meeting are these radio
and television executives, all Don Lee network vice presidents. L to r are
Charles L. Glett, in charge of television; Ward D. Ingrim, in charge of sales
and advertising; Patrick Campbell, in charge of stations and guest relations;
Walter Carruthers, in charge of engineering; Donn Tatum, general counsel,
and E. J. Bowen, president. Exchange Club and head of a business management firm.
people pointing an accusing finger
at the Chairman and saying he's
responsible whether it's true or
Sen. McFarland told the group
that his FCC reorganizational bill
(S1973, passed by the Senate last
year and now before the House Interstate Commerce Committee) was
designed
to eliminate frequent
not."
criticism that the Commission staff
has influenced the Commission. He
felt placing the staff under the
Chairman wouldn't do away with
such charges.
"In our bill we were seeking to
separate staff and Commission duties and we didn't want the staff
going
he
added around
heatedly.andHelobbying,"
thought he
could envision situations on station license would
applications
Chairman
directwhere
how "the
the
staff would operate."
Plan 'Ambiguous'
NAB General
Counsel Don Petty,
appearing Wednesday, challenged
the
as "ambiguous" and told
the plan
committee:
Those engaged in radio broadcasting, the manufacture of sets and
equipment, and members of the FCC
have tremendous technical and other
problems of far-reaching significance
confronting them at the present time.
It would seem that the wise legislative approach is that followed by the
Senate in enacting S1973 [McFarland
Bill], and not an approach which
fosters ambiguities.
Specifically, Mr. Petty referred
to hearing examiners appointed
under the Administrative Procedure Act, citing their "indefinite
status" under the President's proposal.
Mr. Petty suggested
"administrative" functionsthat
probably
would include authority over information flowing from FCC.
He also questioned use of the
term "executive" in Plan 11 and
wondered whether it is intended to
include the execution of Commission policies and mean that the
Chairman would be responsible for
them.
Another objection to the plan,
Mr. Petty continued, is that it

overlooks principles of the report
of the Hoover Commission, which
he said did not intend "to merge
the executive, legislative and judicial functions of government." The
President's message and plan contain such ambiguities "as to place
the regulatory agency almost besaid. yond the arm of Congress," he
Establishment of a "one-man
agency" also was attacked by
Frank Roberson, chairman of the
Federal Communications Bar
Assn.'s legislative committee, who
leveled his fire at the problem involving appointment of hearing
examiners. He said that with respectfectlyto FCC
is perclear thatexaminers
[the plan]"itchanges
the method of appointment" required
cedure byAct.the Administrative ProFurther, he
"since the
Chairman
hascontinued,
responsibility
for
staff appointments, and since all
agency action brings forth, and is
largely dependent upon, staff recom endations, itwould be plausible to assume that the staff will,
and in fact must, follow suggestions or directions from the Chairman in preparation of reports or
recommendations."
FCBA Lists Factors
FCBA also contended [Broadcasting, April 24] that Plan 11
would :
.Hoover Commission
Extend beyond
in making the Chairman
intentions
responsible for funds.
Break up equality of duties and
responsibilities of the Commissioners
by substituting a Chairman. . . .
"There would seem to be little, if
any, reason for the other six Commissioners if the plan is otherwise

Make .it. impossible
for the Chairsound.
."
man to discharge
properly executive,
administrative, legislative and quasijudicial functions . . . without total
reliance on the staff. . . .
Transfer the discharge of functions
to "anonymous persons" — as far as
the public is concerned.
Make a "super-official" of the
Chairman, impair morale of the Commission, and limit the Chairman's
power
own conscience."
Will tonot"hispromote
efficiency; but
BROADCASTING
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Lassuming it does, "the price to be
ipaid in terms of concentration of
(power is too high to pay."
Defending the President's plans,
[Frederick J. Lawton, director of
(the Budget Bureau, said the sole
[objective is to improve "organization and administration" of these
•agencies and that the plan would
*;not alter substantive laws administered by them.
The plans would not affect quasijudicial proceedings of FCC and
other regulatory bodies, and separation of responsibilities in such
proceedings as provided under the
Administrative Procedure Act
would "fully apply," he said.
Other 'Protections'
Among other "specific protections" afforded by the Act, he
noted, is a provision that "hearing
examiners, and the commissioners,
when hearing cases on appeal,
must make the decision in each
case solely from the evidence,
briefs, and oral arguments submitted on the record in connection
with the quasi-judicial proceedings." This area of activity is not
related to the transfer of funcsaid. tions in the President's plans, he
On direct questioning by Chairman McClelland, Mr. Lawton said
rfhe was unable to cite specific improvements which would result
from such reoi'ganization or any
deficiencies or weaknesses in the
present organizational structure.
He felt, however, that the President's proposals would provide the
"framework" for greater efficiency
and administration.
Western

Stove Show

THE WESTERN STOVE Co., Cul' ver City, Calif., last week signed
a contract with ABC for a 52-week
period to sponsor the Zeke Manners' Show 7:45-8 a.m. PDT, Monday-through-Friday broadcasts on
nine ABC Pacific Coast stations.
The contract, signed through
Brooks Advertising, Los Angeles, is
' effective Monday, May 8.
SESACS

BUNNY

'Mr. Muggin' Is a Hit
SESAC INC., transcription library
service firm, said last week it has
chalked up its display at the NAB
Convention
a "greatofsuccess"
because
of as
a number
orders
which have been placed as a direct
result.
Additional proof of the exhibit's
effectiveness, SESAC offcials said,
were continued requests from
broadcasters for cardboard bunnies
replete with lollipops attached
which were given away at the convention. Over 3,200 such "rabbits"
were distributed during NAB sessions.
The bunnies promoted Mr. Muggin's Rabbit, a half hour kiddie
show, which is one of SESAC's program script offerings. It already
has been sponsored over more than
200 stations, SESAC added.
BROADCASTING

MBS IN CANADA
FCC Gives Temporary O. K.
MUTUAL's authority to produce
programs for transmission to and
broadcast in Canada was continued on a temporary basis by
FCC last week, pending decision
on proposed rules changes which
might deny it.
The Commission noted that it
has pending a proposal which
would provide that "since an alien
may not be licensed, applications
. . . filed by aliens for authority
to originate programs in this
country for transmission to a
foreign country to be broadcast
there, will not be entertained."
J. E. Campeau of CKLW Detroit-Windsor, citizen
a
of Canada,
is a member of the Mutual board
and for that reason, FCC said, "it
would appear that the authorizations requested [by Mutual] cannot be granted."
But,
the Commission added, the
proposed rules change has not become final — an initial decision is
now pending — and denial of the
Mutual application at this time
"would be a departure from the
past practice of the Commission."
FCC accordingly gave the network a six-month temporary extension of its authority to transmit
programs for broadcast in Canada,
and said final action on its application would be held up until after
disposition of the proposed rules
changes.

the

standard

KRUX SALE
Mrs. Brophy Retains 25%
DISPOSAL by Gene Burke Brophy
of the major part of her interest in
KRUX Phoenix Ariz., to Renee
Donnet Cushman was revealed last
week in transfer papers filed with
FCC. Mrs. Brophy sells 65% to
Mrs. Cushman for $31,500.
Mrs. Brophy originally was sole
owner of KRUX, assigned 250 w
fulltime on 1340 kc. She retains
259c interest. Mrs. Cushman, who
has extensive ranching interests,
earlier had acquired a 10 % holding
in the station [Broadcasting,
April 10]. Mrs. Brophy told FCC
illness of her husband prohibited
her from devoting as much time to
KRUX as heretofore.
Brenner Objects
EXCEPTION to reference to Armstrong Daily Sjiorts as a "tip
sheet" was taken last week by Jack
Brenner, president and general
manager of the publication. In a
letter to Broadcasting, Mr. Brenner dealt with the coverage by
Broadcasting of the testimony of
Andrew J. Kavanaugh, public
safety director of Wilmington,
Del., before the Senate Commerce
Communications Subcommittee.
"For your information," Mr.
Brenner wrote, "the Armstrong
Daily Sports has been published
for more than 30 years on the highest plane and enjoys the position of
the authoritative turf newspaper
of its class. It is not a tip

sheet. . . ."
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RMA Realigns
(Continued from page 27)
with acceptance of five companies.
Mr. Geddes joined RMA Nov. 1,
1927, as executive vice president
and general manager. In his career
at the association he has been active
in the development of the auto
radio, shortwave sets and TV and
FM. During the war he took part
in conversion of the manufacturing industry to military production
and the subsequent reconversion to
peacetime manufacturing.
Since 1932 he has been secretary
of RMA in addition to his other
duties. Aged 68, he requested retirement last winter under a plan
set up two years ago. During his
regime RMA has had 12 presidents.
Before joining RMA Mr. Geddes
was active in Washington journalism, traveling with several presidential and vice presidential candidates in their campaigns. He managed the United Press Bureau in
Washington and was later chief of
the Associated Press capital staff.
His pre-Washington experience included newspapers in Omaha and
Los Angeles.
Mr. Geddes is a member of the
federal bar in Washington and the
FCC bar, having been graduated in
law from Columbian College, now
George Washington U.
Katz New Offices
EFFECTIVE April 29, the Katz
agency moved into new quarters at
488 Madison Ave., New York, on
the 20th floor. The telephone number is Plaza 9-4460.

RADIO DAY
Marks Seattle Awards
AWARDS were presented last
Tuesday to two advertisers, four
programs, and three agencies for
excellence in radio advertising at
the Radio Day presentations of the
Seattle Advertising and Sales
Club's third annual advertising
competition. Keynote speaker at
the meeting was Rogan Jones, president of KVOS Bellingham and
KPQ Wenatchee (see separate
story).
Presented in five categories, the
awards were as follows:
Best live announcement copy broadcast and designed to sell merchandise
and/or service in the Seattle-Puget
Sound area — Washington State Fruit
Commission (Pacific National Advertising Agency). This award was
based on an aircheck recording of
announcements via Housewives Protective League on KIRO Seattle.
Best transcribed announcements designed to sell merchandise and/or
service in the Seattle-Puget Sound area
— -Sicks' Seattle Brewing Co. for
Rainier Extra Pale Beer (Western
Agency). The transcriptions were
produced by KJR Seattle.
Best program designed to sell merchandise and/or service in the SeattlePuget Sound area — ■ Scandia Barn
Dance, aired Saturday, 6-6:30 p.m. on
KOMO Seattle. Co-sponsors of the
show are Old Yankee Foods, Williams
Potato Chips, Meadow Brook Butter,
Red Arrow Crackers, Krusteaz Pie
Crust, and Northwest Blueberry Growers'tising
Assn.,Agency.
all through Taskett AdverBest transcribed announcements promoting public relations and/or community service campaigns — the "Sell

FIRST
the

QUAD

in
CITIES

In Davenport, Rock Island, Moline and East Moline
is the richest concentration of diversified industry between Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Omaha. The Quad
Cities are the trading center for a prosperous two-state agricultural
area. Recail sales, total buying and per capita income rate higher
than the national average, according to Sales Management.
WOC-AM^'WOC-FW,^
WOC delivers this rich market to NBC Network, national spot
and local advertisers . . . with 70 to 100% BMB penetration in the
two-county Quad City area ... 10 to 100% in adjacent counties.
Channel 5
W0C-TV 22.9 Kw. Video • 12.5 Kw. Audio
On the Quad Cities' first TV station NBC Network (non-interconnected), local and
reach radius.
over 9,000 Quad Cities"
sets . . . hundreds
morefilminprograms
a 75 air-mile
Basic NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, General Manager
DAVENPORT, IOWA
FREE A PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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Optimism" campaign developed by
KOMO last August.
Best program or programs promoting public relations and/or community
service campaigns — The Seattle Chamber of Commerce's weekly The Seattle
Story, KOMO. This was the only
award recipient to be so honored for
the second successive year.
Honorable mention in the final
category was presented to Quizdown,
the Saturday afternoon half-hour program presented jointly by the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer, the Seattle Public
School System, and KOMO.
Chairman of the radio awards
committee for the Ad Club was Bill
Hubbach, KOMO account executive. Serving with him were John
Heverly, account executive with
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
and Lincoln Miller, executive vice
president of KXA Seattle.
The judges were Gordon Bennett
of Strang & Prosser Adv. Agency;
Frank Swearingen, advertising director of Puget Sound Power &
Light Co.; and Mrs. Herbert E.
Vedder of the Seattle Council of
Parent Teacher Assns.
New Research Plan
(Continued from page 30)
Jones referred to as "a stinger":
"But you don't sell merchandise!"
He expressed the belief that the
findings of the new research techchange
attitudesniqueinwouldthis
respect.advertisers'
Prefacing his description of the
new technique and its results, Mr.
Jones told his Ad Club audience:
"We at KVOS believe a lot of
things not generally believed by
other radio stations. Our odd beliefs briefly are:
"1. Bellingham is the most competitive town in the state's radio
industry, audience-wise.
"2. Our newspaper, businesswise is the toughest competition in
any small market. This is offered
as a compliment.
"3. Radio performs the same
fundamental service as a newspaper. They differ technologically,
but not philosophically.
"4. A radio station should grow
and prosper on its own merits.
Not because it is alone in a market, or because of its network or
because it buys monopoly rights to
various events, etc., but because it
does a better job than other radio
stations and other media."

WBMS

MUSIC
Drops Classical Policy

WBMS Boston has abandoned its
three-year-old policy for classical
music and is returning to a formula of popular music today
(Monday), according to George
Lasker, vice president of The
Friendly Group, operator of a
chain of stations including WBMS.
In announcing the decision, Mr.
Lasker said that if Boston is a
city of culture where good music,
the classics and semi-classics are
better appreciated than anywhere
else in the country, the hard, cold
facts do not show it. "Appreciation for good music in Boston is
so limited that the only station
broadcasting it here exclusively
for the past three years, has been
compelled to abandon its daily output of Brahms, Beethoven, Bach
and the masters of the ages, to
adopt the more popular type of
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entertainment."
It was found, Mr. Lasker pointed
out, that although a limited au- >_ i
dience enjoyed and applauded the j
music, it resented the sponsorship
and commercials that helped to
make the broadcasting possible to
such an extent that listeners would
not patronize the advertisers . . . f
"and sponsors therefore would not
support the station."
SARNOFF

PLAN

Urges 'Voice' That Roars
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF,
RCA chairman of the board, said
last week that the Voice of America i
must be strengthened as part of a
vigorous effort by the U. S. to meet
the world crisis.
Speaking before the American
Society of Naval Engineers in
Washington last Thursday, Gen.
Sarnoff proposed six ways "to wage
world peace and to prevent another j
He outlined the six ways to peace 1
as adequate military preparation, r
removal of tensions that arise from
mutual fears and suspicions, a
strong policy against piecemeal aggres ion, avigorous domestic econwar."
omy, U. S. leadership in restoring
the economy of other nations of
the free world, and spreading the
message of America to both sides
of the iron curtain. With respect
to the last, Gen. Sarnoff said that
the Voice of America, which is now
a "whisper," must be "amplified to
a road that will override man-

CBS' Carlborg Promoted
HERBERT A. CARLBORG, eastmade interference."
ern sales manager of Radio Sales
for CBS, last week was appointed
manager of sales development for
Mystery Award to MBS
AM and TV at the network.
Thomas Dawson succeeds Mr. WINNER of the best mystery radio program award given by the
Carlborg as eastern sales manager
and Fred J. Mahlstedt, manager
Mystery Writers of America Inc.,
of research and promotion for at its annual dinner April 20, was
MBS' Murder By Experts. Robert
Radio Sales, was named general
and Dave Kogan, proservice manager in charge of the Arthur
ducers-writers of the program, ;
research, promotion, program,
were given "Edgar" statuettes —
traffic, clearance and contract de- busts
of Edgar Allan Poe — as was
the network.
partments.
BROADCASTING
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Opposition Presented
In Oral Argument
INDUSTRY attorneys, POLICY'
standing by their earlier recommendations, last
'UNIFORM
Monday told FCC it should consider on a case-to-case basis only the applications ofthose who have violated non-radio laws. Their views were
expressed during oral argument on the Commission's proposal looking to
a ''uniform policy" for handling of *
such applications [Broadcasting,
certain violations in 1949, could
April 17].
have ruled to have FCC revoke
Nearly all held that law violacertain movie film radio licenses.
tions— whether anti-trust or others
Yet FCC itself did not consider
— should not be considered by FCC
the
case pertinent since it did not
unless they clearly pertain to the participate,
he indicated.
"character" of the applicant and
Bernard Koteen, counsel for
raise a question as to whether the WPTR
Albany, chiefly owned by
station would be operated in the
Schine Chain Theatres Inc., relatpublic interest. They contended
ed FCC in its brief filed with the
most all violations, except those
District Court in the network rules
specifically cited in the Communiconsideration of antications Act, per se, should not be case declared
trust actions is discretionary since
cause for denial, but properly may
the actions may not relate to radio.
be considered along with other
He said the Commission in its
factors.
newspaper ownership case also
FCC indicated considerable conconcluded it could not fairly adopt
cern over the anti-trust question,
any
general policy on procedure.
particularly with relation to the
Mr. Koteen further pointed out numovie industry and its entrance
merous cases in which the Cominto television in view of recent
mission has preferred an applicant
anti-trust litigation in the movie
in a competitive proceeding in spite
field.
of various law violations.
Held Legislative Action
Kenneth C. Royal, former Secretary of the Army and counsel for
William A. Porter, counsel for
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.,
Loew's Inc., parent firm of expanded earlier statements conWMGM-AM-FM New York and
cerning the wide and changing
KMGM (FM) Los Angeles, held
scope of anti-trust proceedings and
FCC's attempt to set any uniform
illustrated how courts now are rulpolicy would constitute legislative
ing as violations the very things
action or an effort to broaden the
they
previously ruled were legal.
scope of the Communications Act.
He indicated the whole gamut of
He indicated only Congress could
legal action cannot be covered by
do this and FCC would be exceedany general rules.
ing its authority as well as avoidDuke M. Patrick, representing
ing its discretionary responsibility
United Paramount Pictures Inc.
as charged by Congress.
(WBKB (TV) Chicago), new exMr. Porter explained anti-trust
hibiting firm formed in the split
decisions are merely charts for of Paramount
as a result of the
future economic action and do not
movie
litigation,
warned that the
necessarily reflect on character.
violation itself cannot be fairly conHe said such suits are remedial and
sidered, but rather each factual
not punative actions as a rule.
situation surrounding any violation
Don Petty, NAB general counmust be taken into account.
sel, argued FCC has no authority
Turner's Stand
to "alter or amend" the Communications Act as it would in effect
George Turner, appearing for
through a uniform policy. He held
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
the Commission also would in ef- held that what an applicant does
fect be legislating criminal law
after an anti-trust decision is more
since violation of FCC policy is indicative than what he did before.
punishable and subject to fine He affirmed the controlling factor
under the Act.
should be an applicant's record in
Paul A. Porter, past FCC chairthe field concerned, rather than
man and counsel for Paramount
unrelated action in another field.
Pictures Corp. and Paramount
Pleas for case-to-case consideraTelevision Productions Inc. (KTLA
tion also were made by John P.
(TV) Los Angeles), told the ComSouthmayd, representing Warner
mission it now has power to limit Bros.' KFWB Los Angeles; W.
monopoly or dominance in its netTheodore Pierson, in behalf of
work and other rules and hence no
Yankee Network, WKY Oklahoma
additional procedural rules were
City, KOB Albuquerque, KGLO
necessary. He reminded FCC that
Mason City, Iowa, and WTAD
to exclude the movie group from
Quincy, 111.; William A. Roberts,
Allen B. DuMont Labs., and James
TV would be excluding a "dynamic
H. Neu, CBS. Mr. Pierson observed
competitive
factor" in the progress
of
that medium.
a single violation does not determine character and FCC would
Mr. Porter explained the 1938
not do its duty if it ruled violators
movie suit was a civil, not criminal, action and that the Justice
out automatically. Mr. Roberts
noted violators are treated on a
Dept. in initiating it had commented on the cooperation of the case-to-case basis, with all facts
film industry in seeking to have
weighed, by other similar agencies
such as the Interstate Commerce
the anti-trust situation clarified.
Commission and Civil Aeronautics
He said the court, in accepting the
film industry's consent decree to Administration.
BROADCASTING
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FOR

SALE

TRANSMITTING
OF

WTMJ-FM

FORMER

EQUIPMENT
STATIONS

03.3 mo) anilWSAU'FM

<95 5«>

50 kw RCA transmitter with control console
G. E. modulation and frequency monitor
550 foot Blaw-Knox tower, Type H-40 complete
with Type A-4 lighting
8 element Federal square loop antenna with de-icers
1340 feet Andrew Company 52 ohm 3!4 inch
transmission line with flange couplers. Also
6 expansion joints and
Tubes used for varying
5592 power tubes, 8
power tubes, 12 type

4 each 45° and 90° elbows.
number of hours: 8 type
type 7C24 intermediate
857B rectifier tubes

10 kw REL transmitter with control console and
modulation and frequency monitor
500 feet Andrew Company 52 ohm 3V8 inch
transmission line with flange couplers. Also
2 each 45° and 90° elbows.
Johnson iso-coupler and standing wave indicator
8 type 4-1000 used Eimac power tubes

Offers for all or part of the above equipment will be
considered. For further information communicate with
Walter

J.

Damm

Vice President and General Manager of Radio
THE JOURNAL
MILWAUKEE

COMPANY
WISCONSIN
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Horse

Race

Bill

(Continued from page 23)
only lead to confusion, evasion, and,
in all probability, failure of the
law to achieve its objectives."
It would be better, he argued,
simply to provide a criminal penalty for interstate transmission of
information with respect to "actual
bets and wagers, the odds on the
particular sporting event, and the
prices paid by the winners of the
particular races or other sporting
events."
Because of the professional
gamblers' and bookmakers' need for
rapid receipt of this information,
he maintained, such a ban would
"strike a substantial, if not fatal,
blow at the interstate gamblingbusiness, at least as we presently
know it." He felt that additional
sports data which might otherwise
be helpful to gamblers would be of
"only minor use" without the betsodds-prices data.
Always Some Gambling
He continued:
. . . As long as there is horse racing, or dog racing, or any other kind
of racing or sporting events, there
is going to be gambling of some variety.
The difficulty is, however, that if
you attempt to prohibit the transmission of any information other
than that relating to the purely
gambling features of horse racing,
such as the specific items mentioned
in the Commission's bill, you inevitably get into a situation in which
any information is going to be use-

ful and where you are going to have
to determine what should be prohibited not by the type of information transmitted but by consideration
of the purposes for which it is submitted and the uses to which it is
made.
But once you attempt to make any
such distinctions you have raised
enforcement problems which make
the law impossible to administer by
any government agency.
The bill's exemption of information intended solely for broadcast
or publication also would create
problems, he said, though he conceded some such exemption would
be necessary if other broad terms
were retained.
The most serious objection, he
said, relates to enforcement problems and the "innumerable avenues
for evasion" which stem from the
exemption clause.
He did not think FCC's proposed
ban on bets, odds and prices would
justify censorship protests or complaints by stations or newspapers
that their sports coverage was being impaired. He explained:
Under the Commission's proposal
the newspapers could obtain, by
means of communications facilities,
whatever information on sporting
events they choose and whenever
they wish except that information
about bets, odds or prices paid may
not be transmitted to them by means
of
ities.interstate communications facilSimilarly, radio and television stations could broadcast direct accounts
of all sporting events as they take
place, or news about events which
have already occurred, so long as
they refrain from giving, by sound

i
c°

please
FACTS

about

. . . not claims

buying time in Lansing, Mich.

\A^ILS is the most powerful station in Lansing
(and always has heen — ask the FCC).
1000 watts full time.

I
These are
facts — not
advertising
claims. Check
with. Rambeau
before you buy
and I you'll buy .

WILS

is 4-times more powerful than the 2nd
station (250 w. is still 250 w. regardless
of transmitter placement ) .

WILS

is the only Lansing station to increase
power in years.

WILS

is the only station actually covering the
entire trade area.

I
I
I
I
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WILS
Lansing s Most Powerful Station
1320 kc. • 1000 watts
Represented by Rambeau

•
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or sight, the odds or prices paid.
Chairman Coy felt the ban on
transmission of lottery information
by radio or the mails is an excellent parallel of the Commission's
proposal and, in the same way, an
answer to any charges of censorship which might arise.
Sen. McFarland argued at one
point that "personally I see quite
a bit of difference between the
transmission of a lottery and
transmission of race horse information and information about a
baseball game." Mr. Coy said FCC
had tried to "draw the line" in its
Mr. Coy told the subcommittee
proposal.
he did not "see how it can logically be argued, as it has been
here, that a ban on the interstate
transmission of gambling information for printed publication would
be illegal censorship but that the
imposition of a one-hour delay on
the broadcast of a far wider variety
of information would not be illegal
He felt the Justice Dept. bill
censorship."
"would be subject to question" insofar as it might prevent the transmission of some types of information "which, under some circumstances, may have no reasonable
relationship to the evils of gamFCC's proposal, he said, is not
similarly open to question.
In making FCC the enforcement
bling."
agent, Mr. Coy said, the Justice
Dept.'s plan
would
mission a task
for give
whichthe itComhas
"neither the manpower nor a reasonable expectation of getting sufficient funds for the needed man-

Pull Out for Filing

AAAA

ELECTIONS
Six Councils Named

COMPLETE list of the six sectional councils of the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies was released last week upon completion
of elections for new officers and
governors, AAAA reported. The
new boards of governors for the
councils are as follows:
NEW YORK COUNCIL— Chairman: J.
Davis Dinforth, BBDO. Vice Chairman:
Fletcher D. Richards, Fletcher D.
Richards Inc. Secretary - Treasurer:
John E. Wiley, Fuller & Smith & Ross
Inc. Other Governors: T. Hart Anderson, Anderson, Davis &. Platte Inc.;
Don Francisco, J. Walter Thompson
Co.; Walter Weir, Walter Weir Inc.,
and Alvin H. Kaplan, Kaplan & Bruck.
NEW man:ENGLAND
COUNCIL—
Edward F. Chase,
Harold ChairCabot
& Co., Boston. Vice-Chairman: George
C. Wiswell, Chambers & Wiswell, Boston. Secretary-Treasurer: Harold I.
Reingold, The Reingold Co., Boston.
Other Governors: Julian L. Watkins,
H. B. Humphrey Co., Boston; Frederick
C. Noyes, Horton-Noyes Co., Providence.
ATLANTIC COUNCIL — Chairman:
Frank C. Murphy, Geare-Marston Inc.,
Philadelphia. Vice-Chairman: A. E.
Morgan, Richard A. Foley Adv., Philadelphia.
Secretary-Treasurer:
/»rndt, John
F^lkner,
.Arndt &Robert
Co.,
Philadelphia. Other Governors: Wesley
M. Ecoff. Ecoff & Jimes, Philadelphia;
Wilbur Van Sant, Van Sant, Dugdale
& Co., Baltimore; Theodore A. Newhoff, Theodore A. Newhoff Adv., Baltimore.
MICHIGAN COUNCIL — Chairman:
J. L. McQuigg, Geyer, Newell & Ganger, Detroit. Vice-Chairman: F. W.
Town?hend,
McCann-Erickson.
Detroit.
Secretary-Treasurer:
Carl Georgi
Jr.,
D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit. Other
Governors: Willard S. French, Brooke,
Sn->ith, French & Dorrance, Detroit;
Elliott E. Potter, Young & Rubicam
Inc.. Detroit.
CENTRAL COUNCIL — Chairman:
Henry H. Haupt, BBDO, Chicago. ViceChairman: A. H. Fensholt, The Fensholt Co., Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer: Roland TiyJor, Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago.
Governors: John
F. Davis.
The Other
Griswold-Eshleman
Co.,
Cleveland;
Oakleigh
R.
French,
Oakleigh R. French & Assoc.,
St. Louis;
John F. Whedon, Young & Rubicam,
Chicago; George Reeves, J. Walter
Thompson
Co., Chicago;
John M.
Willem,
Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago:
Holman
Faust, Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
PACIFIC COUNCIL — Chairman:
George Web»r, Mac Wilkins, Cole &
Weber. Seattle. Vice-Chairman: L. C.
Cole,
L. C. Cole Co.,Merle
San W.Francisco.
Secretary-Treasurer:
Manly,
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Portland. Other Governors: Barton A.
Stebbins. Barton A. Stebbins Adv.,
Los Angeles, and H. O. Nelson, Ruthrauflf & Ryan, San Francisco.

He continued:
If the transmission of this gambling information is injurious to the
public
welfare and must be prohibpower."
ited, it should be made a crime for
the sender to transmit the prohibited types of information. . . .
Enforcement . . . should be directed primarily against the persons
using interstate communications facilities for the transmission of the
prohibited types of information, such
as the nationwide racing news services, rather than against the communications companies whose facilities
are utilized.
FCC Stand Given
Chairman Coy emphasized that
FCC was "not attempting to avoid
all responsibility." If transmission
of gambling information is forbidden, he said, FCC would have a
"clear basis" for considering violations in its renewal proceedings,
and for requiring common carriers
to file tariffs stipulating they will about the pending bill, but that the
refuse the use of facilities for effect of wire-service facilities was
transmission of the banned infor- "of no importance in the carrying
mation.
on of large-scale gambling."
"But," he added, "there is a great
He conceded that much presentdifference between permitting the day betting cuts across state lines
Commission to apply sanctions
and that the proposed legislation
where it appears that a carrier
would eliminate the use of teleor broadcaster wilfully or knowgraph facilities to send money for
bets and to pay off bettors. But, he
ingly participated in the violation
of federal law, and requiring the contended, the long-range effect
Commission to act as the sole in- would be to readjust betting areas
without materially affecting the
terpreter and sole enforcement
total amount of gambling.
agency
respect
to such under
law."
Mr. with
Carroll,
appearing
It might, he said, prove even
subpena, told the subcommittee
more profitable for the individual
he was "completely indifferent"
price-maker, such as himself.
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Most advertising merely paves the way to sales,
Spot Television

sells direct.

>arks Appliance
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Markets

Pagt

PETRY

&

CO.,

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS • ATLANTA

INC.

**0 p£ TRY RSR

REPRESENTING
WSB-TV (Atlanta)
WBAL-TV (Baltimore)
WNAC-TV (Boston)

KFI-TV (Los Angeles)
WHAS-TV (Louisville)
KSTP-TV (M'pTs-St. Paul)

"shortsightedness in selection of advertising media.

WTAR-TV (Norfolk)
KPHO-TV (Phoenix)
WOAI-TV (San Antonio)

IN SAN

FRANCISCO

PROGRAM

BUILDS

BAY

BIG

AREA

AFTERNOON

^Your

proves

TELEVISION

TOP

LOCAL

HOMEMAKING

AUDIENCE:

Home"

KRON-tv

for

Each weekday

... A

show

peak

pull

sponsors

for a full

hour — 3 to 4 p. m., Monday
through Friday — the only
televised homemaking show
in San Francisco Bay Area
sells products by demonstration. Special "Your
Home9' features include:
Monday, decorating tips . . .
Tuesday, charm . . .
Wednesday, community
interests . . . Thursday,
fashion . . . Friday, gardening

Just one example of KRON-TV's
strong local programming
Exceptional sales results are reported by present noncompetitive sponsors of "Your Home." Facts and figures,
now accumulating rapidly, are available on request.
And KRON-TV is teaming many other good local productions with favorite NBC network programs that assure
strong audience tune-in. KRON-TV provides unparalleled
"Clear Sweep" coverage of the San Francisco Bay Area.
If you're planning a television campaign in this market,
check KRON-TV coverage, programs, spot availabilities.

Represented nationally by FREE & PETERS, INC.
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON -TV offices and studios
in the San Francisco Chronicle Building, 5th and Mission Streets, San Francisco
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FCC
CBS

Views

New

Color

Receiver

and

Camera

Chain

SHOWING

ALL-ELECTRONIC color television receiver and a new compact
color TV camera chain were revealed by CBS last Wednesday in
New York as it demonstrated to
FCC its technique of adding horizontal dot interlacing to its field
sequential color system to improve
resolution and definition.
Using a single-gun, three-image,
projection-type kinescope similar
to that employed by Color Television Inc., the all-electronic CBS
receiver was termed still in the experimental stage and not ready for
commercial use.
The new camera chain, being
prepared for testing, consists of
two units — a camera one-sixth the
size and one-third the weight of
present monochrome cameras, plus
a small control unit. The chain
would be used for both broadcasting and closed circuit work, it was
said.
At FCC's color TV hearing in
Washington Tuesday, the only regular session held last week, Dr.
Allen B. DuMont, head of Allen B.
DuMont Labs., told the Commission his firm, "according to tradition," would seek to be the first
out with a color receiving set,
regardless of which system FCC
might approve. He reaffirmed his
earlier position it was too soon to
pick any color system but indicated
he preferred a compatible "dot
sequential"
be
made now.system if a choice must
A Few Sets Produced
However, during Dr. DuMont's
testimony it was brought out that
his firm produced a small number
of CBS disc-type console receivers
to pick up CBS color signals from
New York in early February. It
was indicated these sets, based on
a 10,000-unit "consumers item"
production, would each cost $439.18
plus $30 labor cost. "These figures
indicate a recommended selling
price of $1,125," an exhibit said.
These sets optionally could operate on either VHF or UHF channels, or be able to pick up both,
FCC was told. Similar sets, for
closed-circuit reception only, are
to be offered commercially by DuMont in conjunction with its new
high-definition 18-mc field sequential color TV system for industrial
uses.
Meanwhile, Color Television Inc.
advised FCC that it "has effected
a significant improvement in the
performance of its system of color
and black-and-white reception."
CTI suggested the week of May 15
Page 49 • BROADCASTING

as suitable for the Commission to
go to San Francisco to witness
further demonstration of the firm's
line sequential technique.
Webster Not Present
All Commissioners excepting
Comr. E. M. Webster attended the
CBS demonstration in New York
last Wednesday. The horizontal
interlace principle was demonstrated on a CBS color receiver
having a 12 V£" picture tube (without magnifying lens) and simultaneously on a similar set from
which the color wheel had been removed to present a black-and-white
picture.
The network showed 4-mc field
sequential color without horizontal
interlace, then switched to 4-mc
color with interlace added and then

to color on a 9.6-mc bandwidth
which Adrian Murphy, CBS vice
president and general executive,
told the Commission gave an equivalent geometric resolution of a
525-line black-and-white picture.
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, CBS director of engineering and research
development, pointed out addition
of the interlace principle to reception on the 4 mc bandwidth improved geometrical resolution. He
had previously advised FCC the
technique would almost double the
potential ceiling of performance for
the CBS system. CBS proposes
the interlace technique could be
optional (at higher cost) on its
color sets for those who wanted
to pay for extra picture detail.
Admitting varying degrees of
geometrical resolution were appar-

ent when a test pattern was shown
on the 4 mc band, with and without interlace, and on the 9.6 mc
band, Mr. Murphy pointed out they
were not apparent in pictures of
other subjects.
Patty Painter, the model who has
been featured throughout the CBS
color demonstrations, was shown
holding a colorful box of cereal
during the three different presentations. Variations in resolution in
those sequences were difficult if not
impossible to discern, some observers said.
Geometrical resolution is important, said Mr. Murphy, if "all you
want
look at is acolor
test pattern."
Theto electronic
receiver
shown by CBS used a standard
(Continued on Telecasting 17)
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|ndustry rather
Sees $5 Bi"ion
tem of communication
than
TV
TELEVISION
will beF
a $3 billion
ON Terming
OF
television "a great new
RN
SA
force for industry and commerce,
to $5 billion per year industry
the instrument making such comwithin five years, and will reach
munication possible, he believes.
which makes every home a potenalmost 80 million viewers within
"We can now deliver a message to
tial theatre," the RCA board chairthe brain via both ear and eye,
two and a half years, Brig. Gen.
man said the medium is "unparalDavid Sarnoff, chairman of the
leled as a means of entertainment,
multiplying many times the force
board of RCA, predicted in Chi- even though it is still a very young
cago last Monday. He was there
The exhibit which he dedicated
infant." Gen. Sarnoff, dubbed the
impact."
"Father of Television" by the and
"demonstrates not yesterday, which
to dedicate RCA Victor Division's
new all-electronic television exhibit
Television Broadcasters Assn., en- is considered typical subject matvisions video as a new art form, a
in
the city's Museum of Science and
ter of museum exhibits, but events
Industry.
combination of all others calling
of
today
he said.
Although commercial TV is less for the creation and development of Maj. LenoxandR.tomorrow,"
Lohr, president of
than three years old, it is the new methods of entertainment and
the Museum of Science and Indus"fastest growing new industry in exposition. "The greatest opportry and former president of NBC,
tunity it holds is for young people
American History," Gen. Sarnoff
acknowledged the dedication.
said. He anticipates more than
in the rising generation, an opporGen. Sarnoff and Maj. Lohr were
9 million home receivers by the end
introduced by John K. West, vice
tunity as broad as all outdoors,"
he
said.
of
this sets
year,andwith
"at80least
20
million
about
million
president in charge of public relaTelevision, like radio, is a force
(Continued on Telecasting 13)
rather than an instrument — a sysviewers by the end of 1952."

AT RCA's new TV exhibit at Chicago's Museum of Science and Industry were:
Left photo: Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman (center), who made the presentation to Major Lenox
R. Lohr (r), president of the museum and former president
of NBC. At the left in Gen. Charles G. Dawes.
May 1, 1950

Right photo — Dinner speakers at the dedication included (Ito r) John K. West, toastmaster, vice president
in charge of public relations, RCA Victor Division; J.
Roscoe Miller, president. Northwestern U., and Frank M.
Folsom, RCA president, who introduced Mr. Miller, guest
speaker.
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Unit
NAB To Set Up Code
DS
R
A
D
N
A
T
S
TV
ganizations had shown interest in
APPOINTMENT
of an all-indusgram should it be considered comthe idea. An American Bar Assn.
mercial time in addition to comtry committee to consider advisacommittee
is
considering
the
need
bility of drafting a code of pracmercial
announcements."
tices for television broadcasters
for TV standards, he added.
will be made in the near future by
"The present broadcast standTV FILM CODE
NAB, President Justin Miller told
ards apply to television stations,"
Telecasting last week.
TPA Counters MPA Move
he said, "since the NAB by-laws
At present the idea rests in a expressly include TV member sta- IN MOVE to counteract what it
tions. Generally speaking, TV
list of long-range projects to be
is an attempt of the Movie
member stations are working on thinks
taken up by the NAB TV Dept.,
Producers Assn. to enforce its film
headed by G. Emerson Markham.
that theory. Most of the code pro- code on the television industry,
visions apply to television but new
At the NAB board's February
Television Producers Assn., Hollyareas should be explored in which
meeting Mr. Markham said prewood, at a recent meeting voted
liminary work on an industry code
visual programs present new prob- a resolution to call attention of
lems.
is under consideration.
television stations to the TV code
The code idea gained impetus at
'Matter of Emphasis'
adopted by it and New York Telean April 20 luncheon of the Amerivision Producers Assn. Action folcan Television Society in New
"I suppose it will be more a matlowed a recent talk on the subject
ter
of
emphasis,
such
as
the
degree
York at which Theodore C. Streito
which
crime
and
mystery
proby
Joseph
Breen, head of MPA,
bert, president of WOR-TV New
grams affect members of the fam- before American Television Assn.
York, advocated steps to draft a
in New York.
ily. The technique of committing
code.
crimes can be more apparent on
TV producers feel that their
Will Discuss With Ryan
TV, where it can be seen, than on
code, a more rigid one, is more apaural broadcasts. Of course, school
plicable to the television industry
Judge Miller said that as soon
as William B. Ryan, new NAB
classes in penmanship teach the than the MPA code which would
general manager taking office to- techniques of forgery and chemis- not take in the new problems that
television offers. TPA code was
day (Monday), is settled in his
try classes teach methods of committing other crimes.
work he will take up the project
adopted separately several months
with him, as well as with Mr.
"Perhaps the main benefits of ago by the New York and HollyMarkham, NAB board members,
code drafting would come from
wood groups which have since comand network and station officials. the discussion itself. This was
bined in a National Society of
the case with the Standards of Television Producers.
The subject is expected to come
Practice. Broadcasters have gone
up at an NAB-network meeting
Nominations for offices of presiin New York May 15 (see story
much farther than the press in
dent, treasurer and three board of
page 24).
self-regulation. The Standards of director seats also were held at the
"I have seen some evidence of Practice were well received by the TPA meeting. Nominated for
a desire for a television code simnation and the code process offset president were Mike Stokey, now
ilar to the Standards of Practice
much criticism. Television leader- vice president; Fred Kline, Bob
ship has been careful in its proOakley, for treasurer, re-election
for broadcast stations," Judge
Miller said, recalling he had heard
gramming standards and the oc- of Maleese Black; board of directors, Arnold Marquis, Fred Kline,
from FCC Chairman Wayne Coy,
casional slips have been corrected.
Mr. Streibert and several others in
"There will be some difficulty in Bob Oakley, Bob Clampett, Joe
the industry. He added that some
handling the advertising stand- Ainley, Al Burton. Elections will
19. held at the next meeting May
be
ards. For example, if a Texaco
Parent - Teachers Assn. groups
along with civic and religious orsign appears in a television pro-

Television
Code
IT WAS probably inevitable at this stage of
television development that there would have
occurred enough lapses in common sense and
good taste in programming to arouse a fear
within the industry that unless formal corrective action were taken at once, censorship was
just around the corner.
Before the investigation of a telecasters'
code goes further, it is timely to consider the
history of self-regulation in other media of
mass communications. Two examples are at
- hand.
One is the code of the Motion Picture Assn.,
an instrument which is still the subject of
sore controversy within the film business
although, on the whole, it seems to be regarded
• as indispensable.
The movie code, being an institution of 20
years standing, has more and more been looked
to as a possible model for a telecasters' code,
and indeed at least one television station has
invoked the Hollywood standards for its own
guidance.
This publication, being singularly preoccupied with the broadcasting business, is not
disposed to comment in detail on the provisions
of another industry's code. It is not, however,
beyond our offices to say that any similarity
between the movie code and any set of standPage 4 • TELECASTING
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(I)
ards applicable to video is purely coincidental.
Dissimilarities exist even in the circumstances that prompted the movies to adopt
a code and those prompting telecasters to consider one.
Anyone old enough to remember pre-code
Hollywood productions recalls that some of
them contained material that the most irresponsible telecaster would automatically reject. In the films of those days, virtue was not
invariably rewarded, crime sometimes paid,
and the female neck was something that Rudolph Valentino nibbled on so industriously
that even toddlers in his audiences could not
mistake his intentions.
It was not because such films lacked commercial appeal that the movies turned to organized self-regulation.
The movies adopted a code in order to
eliminate a rising tide of local and state government censorship, varying so widely from
community to community that a film maker had
no way of being sure whether a scene that was
passed in Oshkosh would be approved in Omaha.
The motion picture code was intended to
establish one set of rules that would be acceptable to the majority of censors and thus would
eliminate the vexing variations in standards.
No such tide of censorship applicable to teleMay 1, 1950

TALKING over signing of contract by
Peters Shoe Co., St. Louis, for alternate-weekSunday,
sponsorship of
ABC-TV's
Super Circus,
4:30-5
p.m.
CST, which started April 23, are (I to
r): James L. Stirron, sales manager,
ABC Central Division (where show
originates); Claude Hopkins, general
manager of Peters Shoe, and Bob
White, account executive, Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago. Cosponsor is M&M Candy Co. Halfhour from 4-4:30 p.m. is sponsored
by Canada Dry Ginger Ale.
WTMJ-TVCuts

Baseball

WTMJ-TV Milwaukee has announced itwill not telecast any of
the Milwaukee Brewers' games this
year. Because of objections of
many TV set owners to so much
baseball, particularly both games
of Sunday doubleheaders, WTMJTV said it did not consider telecasting the entire schedule. In addition a plan to telecast a limited
number of games was abandoned,
the station said, because the price
asked per game by the baseball
club was too high to be submitted
to any advertiser.

an
editorial
vision is swelling today.
The reason it is not is simple: Television
standards, on the whole, are just as high — without a code — as movie standards with one.
Aside from the fact that telecasters are
sensitive to public reaction, they are obliged
to watch their programs with care because
of the inescapable surveillance of a federal
agency. The movies do not operate under the
scrutiny of an FCC.
The production of smut can put a broadcaster
out of business overnight. Movie producers
face no such possibility of summary action.
The glaring violations of decency in television have been few. The fact that so few
could arouse so much interest in self-regulation is in itself an indication of the healthy
state of television morals. Responsible telecasters have already taken serious measures to
avoid repetitions of breaches of taste. They
are not, by the most extreme assessment, in
anything like the predicament of Hollywood
before the adoption of a film code.
The second example of self-regulation in a
mass medium is, of course, the NAB code which
was written, after tumultuous labor, two years
ago. It is more germane to television than
the movie standards and will be treated in
relation to television in this space next week.
BROADCASTING
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Tops Night AM
VIEWING

in Baltimore,

UP

Hooper Report Shows
BALTIMORE is the first U.S. city to show TV getting a larger share
of sets-in-use than radio during the evening hours, according to data
collected in February by C. E. Hooper Inc. The Hooper city report on
Baltimore evening audiences for that month shows 50.2% of those called
■
*
by Hooper interviewers reporting
watching TV at the time of the radio and TV, by half-hour periods
call, while 49.8^ were listening to through the week.
the radio.
The New York Pocketpieces are
part of an audience measurement
Other cities nearing the 50-50
package service which the Hooper
mark in February were Philadelorganization will start in June.
phia, with TV getting roughly
46 % of the evening audience to Basic unit of the package is the
radio's 54% ; New York, where the collection of City Reports, issued
ratio was 45% TV to 55 % radio;
up to three times a year for each
Washington, with 43% TV to 57%
of approximately 100 U. S. cities
and showing how the audience is
radio, and Los Angeles, with 407c
TV to 60% radio.
shared by half-hour units among
the stations serving each market.
The TV-radio trends are charted
As formerly, these city reports are
for all TV cities covered by Hooper
available to advertisers and agenreports each month in the Hooper
cies for all measured cities as well
New York Pocketpiece by an insert
as stations in each city.
which shows the rise in the TV
Supplementing the city reports is
audience and the decline in the raan improved share-of -audience redio audience, month by month,
port for each city summarizing the
since January 1949. The Pocketaverage share of audience of each
piece also shows the share of audistation for the average weekday
ence among New York stations,
morning, average weekday afternoon, Saturday daytime, Sunday
afternoon and average evening. In
addition, these reports now include
VIDEO BIDS
each station's .share of audience
for each evening of the week. IsFCC Urges Application Delay
sued monthly, these share-of -audiFCC MADE CLEAR last week
ence reports will cover all cities
that it does not want new television
measured by Hooper during that
applications, or amendments of ex- month and will be available to adisting applications, until it has de- stations. vertisers and agencies as well as
cided its current proceedings on
Two More Reports Set
new TV rules, standards, and allocations.
Two more monthly reports will
Filing them in the meantime,
show the share-of-audiences in TV
FCC reiterated, will create addicities, one tabulating each radio
tional and possibly unnecessary
and TV station's share for cities in
work for the Commission's staff which the evening TV audience is
and perhaps needless expense for less than 25% of the total broadthe applicants involved.
cast audience, the other showing a
graphic comparison for cities in
FCC re-emphasized its position
which the TV audience is more than
in an opinion upholding an earlier
25% of the total. These reports are
action which put into the pending
also available to advertisers, agenfiles a request by Loyola U.'s WWL
cies and stations.
New Orleans seeking to amend its
TV application in order to specify
Hooper also will issue two annual
Channel 4 instead of Channel 10.
reports. One will chart share-ofThe Commission said:
audience in cities where TV has
. . . Until such time as the Commismore than 25% of the evening
sion issues a decision [on TV rules, total. The other will provide a
standards and allocations] it cannot
city-by-city winter average audibe known for certain what channels
ence index (December- April) for
will be allocated to any particular
city. Petitions and amendments of the network stations by half -hour units,
enabling an advertiser or agency to
nature tendered by the petitioner,
therefore, may be futile and will only determine at a glance how any netserve to create a useless burden of
work radio program stacks up
work.
against its competition in each of
We have previously stated that a the hundred Hooper cities.
reasonable period of time will be
Those two annual reports are for
provided for the filing of amendments
advertiser and agency subscribers
such as this after a decision has been
only. Advertiser and agency submade in the above proceeding. No
scribers tothe Hooper package will
applicant will be prejudiced by its
also receive the monthly Pocketfailure to amend to specify new channels prior to such a decision
pieces for New York and Los
Action on petitioner's amendment at Angeles, showing the audience disthis time may give rise to the errotribution among the stations of
neous impression among interested
those cities.
parties that the petitioner is deriving
a tactical advantage by specifying a
new television channel prior to a KBTV (TV) Dallas begins Wednesday
decision in the above proceeding. The
telecasts and discontinues Saturday operations until further notice. New test
creation of such an impression could
result in applicants needlessly filing pattern schedule, beginning 11 a.m.
amendments to their applications in Wednesday and Thursday; 2 p.m.,
an attempt to out-maneuver their
Monday, Tuesday, Friday, and 5 p.m.
opposition.
Sunday, inaugurated.
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ADVANTAGES of the Zoomcr lens, fro be used in telecasting all sports by
WNAC-TV Boston in closeup coverage, are pointed out by its inventor. Dr.
Frank G. Back (with his hand on the 40-inch lens), to (I to r) George W.
Steffy, vice president of the Yankee Network; Harry Whittemore, chief engineer of WNAC-TV, and Jack Pegler, of the Television Zoomar Corp. The
WNAC-TV camera crew will use the Zoomar lens in covering all of the home
games of the Boston Red Sox and the Boston Braves. Dr. Back was at the
WNAC-TV studios to explain the system of video reflections with mirrors of
the lens.

TIPS on stage lighting and other
video developments were given Les
Hacker (1), gen. mgr. of KVEC San
Luis Obispo, Calif., and Bob Wilton
(r), mgr. of KPRL Paso Robles, Calif.,
by Gene Baker, disc m. c, as the two
inspect Hollywood television headquarterswork
of Don Lee Net-

CUEING actors (seated) and cameraman during filming of commercials
for Acme Beer at Telefilm Inc., Hollywood, is S. S. (Bud) Spencer, (standing, I) West Coast head, radio-TV,
Foote, Cone & Belding. Looking on
are Peter Comandini (center), Telefilm production head, and Lyman
Powers, FC&B art director.

AS climax to spring graduation exercises at the Twin City TV Lab in ^^fe^.
the Lyceum Theatre, Minneapolis, I. E. Showerman (r), vice president,
NBC Central Division, awards diploma to Melvin Liss, program director graduate. Looking on is Ernest S. Cooling who introduced Mr. Showerman as main
speaker.
CBS program Toast of the Town, dedicated to Notre Dame U., was the
occasion
for this
backstage
gathering
at the network's
NewtheYork
The
two ladies
in front
are Mrs.
Knute Rockne
(I), widow of
Notrestudios.
Dame
football coach who died in a plane crash in Kansas in 1931, and his daughter,
Jeanne.
gentlemen
are Murray;
(I to r) Mario
NBC-TV's
Milton
Berle; vice
CBS-TV
Stars
Robert Q.TheLewis
and Ken
Lewis,
executive
president,
wm^^t Blaine-Thompson Co. Inc; Comedian Henny Youngman, and William A.
"^^r
Chalmers, vice president and radio director of Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.

SKOURAS

TO

20TH CENTURY-FOX will test
theatre television at a private demonstration next month in New
York, and, if results are "satisfactory," will order telephone lines
and equipment to conduct a comprehensive test in 20 West Coast
theatres early next year. This was
revealed by Spyros K. Skouras,
president of the motion picture
firm, as he gave the opening address Monday at the four-day convention of the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers
in Chicago's Drake Hotel.
Mr. Skouras, whose company has
worked with RCA during the past
three years to develop large-screen
TV for movie theatres, predicts
that TV as a sideline to feature
films in movie houses will "triple
theatre attendance in a short time."
He also announced that, "because
our first allegiance is to the thousands of theatre men who built up
this [movie] industry," I regret
very much to say that 20th Cen-

MOVIE

TV

BIDS

Tobey Asks FCC Inquiry
FCC should inquire into the matter
of "leading motion picture producers who are now seeking to acquire television stations although
some of them were found to have
monopolized and restrained trade,"
Sen. Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.)
advised FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
last Monday.
Sen. Tobey, member of the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, noted FCC's
scheduled oral arguemnt (held last
Monday) on policy it will follow in
granting or denying licenses to
violators of federal laws other than
the Communications Act.
Sen. Tobey said he had noticed
trade reports that these motion
picture producers have refused to
rent films to Zenith Radio Corp. for
its forthcoming FCC authorized
test of Phonevision or fee system
of television. He wrote Chairman
Coy:
I suggest that you inquire of the
. . . producers who appear before
the Commission whether they will
rent their product for this Phonevision test on the same terms that they
rent their pictures to other theatres.
The Commission should know whether
another monopolistic conspiracy with
respect to the use of motion pictures
is being hatched by persons seeking
licenses of the public airways. A
refusal by motion picture producers
to deal with Zenith . . . would be a
significant factor for the Commission
to consider in the matter now before
it. . . .
The producers, in seeking TV
station licenses, are asking "for
the right to broadcast their films
in competition with others," Sen.
Tobey concluded. "Should they attempt at the outset to suppress
Phonevision, the Commission
should be interested in inquiring
into such monopolistic tactics."
Page 6 • TELECASTING
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THEATRE

tury-Fox will not supply motion
picture to Phonevision."
To dous
"prove
that than
TV is
a tremen-to
boon rather
a disaster
motion pictures," Mr. Skouras outlined what 20th Century has done
to promote the actuality of nationwide theatre television. The firm,
and its subsidiary, National Theatres, while waiting for FCC TV
channel allocations, "proposes to
invest millions of dollars and to go
ahead immediately to prove to the
world, to the television industry
and to the false prophets and
skeptics that television can achieve
its greatest heights through the
theatres." Plans Outlined
In an effort to show exhibitors
that "their future lies in theatre
TV," 20th Century-Fox in March
organized country-wide showmanship meetings in the U. S. and
Canada for more than 9,000 men.
At that time, the firm's representatives outlined plans for a largescale test of the medium in 20 theatres in the Los Angeles area early
next year, contingent on success of
the initial demonstration at its New
York headquarters in June.
If the West Coast test proves
successful, "we can look forward to
establishment of four or five competitive networks or circuits in
each natural area or time zone of
the country — New York, Chicago,
Denver, Atlanta, Los Angeles— to

PHONEVISION

TV

^u^sh^

service from 500 to 1,000 theatres
in each network. No advertising
will be able to compete with this
new
avenue
of employment," Mr.
Skouras
asserted.
Foreseeing "a golden era for
theatres unlike any they have ever
known," the speaker outlined various benefits of theatre TV: "It will
provide undreamed of cultural and
social advantages to the theatregoing public; the finest productions
with the greatest talent will be
brought within the means of every
citizen, denied now by time and distance costs; it will play to the
greatest paying audience in hisTheatre television "will usher in
an era of unprecedented prosperity," he claimed.
tory."
Mr. Skouras, while taking a firm
stand against lease of 20th Century
pictures to Zenith Radio Corp. for
its Phonevision test, gave as reasons:
Outlines Position
(1) His initial allegiance to the
many theatre men "who built up
the movie industry"; (2) a belief
that the public can best be served
through theatre TV, and (3) a conviction that theatres, through TV,
"will present undreamed of entertainment, both in quality and quanHis prediction: Movies will be
basic entertainment, supplemented
by video, with elimination of double
tity."
Lauded by Dr. Faught
In Chicago Speech

THE PAY-AS-YOU-SEE system of television as propounded by Zenith
Radio Corp.'s "Phonevision" has been given another boost by Dr. Millard
C. Faught, president, The Faught Co. Inc., New York, business consultants. *
Dr. Faught, who often has
ad budget for the $1,740 million
espoused the Phonevision cause and
plus figure.
who had been retained by Zenith
Pointing out that television into consult on Phonevision economcreasingly comes closer to the
ics [Closed Circuit, April 10], economics and quality of motion
told the University Club at Chi- pictures, Dr. Faught said the
cago a fortnight ago that the TV
Phonevision type of viewing would
industry's revenue answer can be create a national box office that
found by considering television as
would enrich TV's coffers and thus
a "distribution as well as an adverpermit a better and richer growth
of the industry.
tising medium."
Critics of Phonevision, Dr.
Dr. Phonevision
Faught's arguments
in Crux
favorof of
was the
Faught continued, charge that the
need for an additional source of pay-as-you-see system would rerevenue "so as to speed television's
place advertising-supported broadcostly growth and pay for uses of
casting. This "assertion," he antelevision that are not profitably
swered as follows: ". . . [It] is
sponsorable by advertising, but absurd for
the simple reason that
which by their mere existence
people could no more afford (nor
would widen television's use and
would be disposed to buy) all of
incidentally make it still more val- what radio and television now
gives them than advertisers could
uable as an advertising medium."
(or would be disposed to) provide
Dr. Faught predicted a cost of
about $735 million to build what he all of the specific kinds of entertainment and education that varicalled "a national television system
of 1,000 stations of varying sizes for. ous groups would be willing to pay
plus 200 satellites." Total cost of
this system's yearly operation
"It seems only reasonable to exwould run somewhere around $1,pect that what would sell on box
740,352,500, he estimated. Calcuoffice TV [Phonevision] would suplated on 1948 advertising ratios,
plement and complement what will
he continued, it would require $80 be given away as sponsored probillion worth of sales to raise an
May 1, gramming."
1950

features
as nowsurrender
shown. its"The
public will never
favorite
form of amusement — the motion
picture — at a time when it has
reached its greatest degree of perfection," hecharged. The "prophets
of doom,"
reporting
stay-athome
reaction
causeda vast
by TV,
have
a "misguided and distorted philosophy. Americans are gregarious,
andTVwillin not
the suffer
home, stagnation."
however, will
be a "success and flourish as a
complement to theatre TV, and will
develop to perform the same great
function as radio does now. Audiences will pay for the professional
big league stuff even though they
can see sandlot performances free
Stressing the stagnation theme,
of charge."
Mr.
Skouras said stay-at-home population would have a catastrophic" effect on the entire
economy. "Even TV in the home
could not survive in such a paraComdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr.,
lyzed state."
president
of Zenith, was in the audience as Mr. Skouras spoke. Questioned afterwards, Comdr. McDonald said: "I admire Mr. Skouras'
courage,
but what he and
doesn't
realize
is that Phonevision
theatre
TV
are almost identical. The only
difference is that collection is in
the home rather than the theatre.
Ford put people in the streets and
TV is putting them back in homes.
Theatres, as a result, are moving
into the home." The home audience, however, will be larger and
cheaper, the Zenith president predicted.
'TV Threat To Movies'
Commenting on Mr. Skouras' refusal to lease 20th Century-Fox
films for Phonevision, Comdr. McDonald said: "Television, not
Phonevision is the threat to the
movie industry. No industry can
stand up against the sale of 100,000
TV sets per week, which means
400,000 less potential movie-goers
each week. Zenith, as a matter of
fact, is all for theatre television
which is the greatest means of selling video sets
yet that
found."
National
events
lend themselves to theatre TV don't come
often enough, Comdr. McDonald
commented.
Paramount Pictures and RKO
are other movie companies which
have turned down Zenith's request
for films to be telecast via Phonevision.
Col. John R. Howland of Zenith,
speaking that evening on the progress of Phonevision, enlarged on
opinions given by Comdr. McDonald. He reiterated that theatre TV
is
"in another
form,"
but Phonevision
that Phonevision
will command
a larger audience more cheaply.
Referring to
Zenith's
fall homes,
test of
Phonevision
in 300
Chicago
Col. Howland said: "Surely Mr.
Skouras does not propose that the
movie industry wage war by boycotting the test in spite of antitrust laws. Forgetting the anti(Continued on Telecasting 18)
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that's what television Executives say about

STOCK

CAR
on

Excitement,
lightning

TELEVISION

throbbing

speed

the YELLOW

RACING

action,

. . . direct

JACKET

from

SPEEDWAY

in Philadelphia
The

World's

Fastest

Macadam

Short

Track

Picture it Yourself! Skids, blowouts, smash-ups, crashes, fenders crumpling, cars
rolling over .... as world famous racing drivers who have sped to fame in the Indianapolis Memorial Day
Classic and other celebrated racers careen madly around the turns of man-killing YELLOW JACKET
STADIUM! All this on one of the most thrilling half -hour action shows on television
.... and millions will be watching! These same millions could also be watching and listening
to your commercials . ... IF YOU ARE THE SPONSOR!
Complete program package — consisting of exclusive national TV rights,
direction and two announcers (action and color-commercial)
—production,
cost you only:
RIGHTS
Full season, 21 dates
First 13 dates
First 6 dates
Single dates
TALENT

$15,000
10,000
5,000
1,000

Complete production including two announcers $500 per show
Charges above are net and non-commissionable. Only additional costs
are for Television Time and Station Facilities.

First show roars into Action
ACT

NOW

!

MONDAY,

MAY

8th

for

21

Phone, wire or write for option
eigktman,

inc.

WEIGHTMAN BUILDING • PHILA . 2, PA.
Phone LOcust 4-3526

Weeks!

cMaw- One

GESCO

Adoe.lti<le>i £ealned

Grows

By FRANK RYHLICK
Radio-Television Director
Ross, Gardner & White
Los Angeles
TO the fast-growing volume of
television "success stories," we
would
like tobeaddtolda "success
story"
that must
and evaluated
in a different way.
It is not a story of so many sales
from so much money spent. Nor
is it the story of a successful program that caught and held the
public's fancy.
Rather, it is the story of a
pioneer in television advertising —
the story of a company that has
adapted television to its needs and

'Telecalt

ing

One of a Series
the needs of the market over a
period in which television itself
grew from "an experiment" to a
medium of primary importance.
The advertiser whose experiences
comprise this story is the Los
Angeles branch of the General
Electric Supply Corp., which covers
the entire Southern California
market. In this great market area,
reaching from the sea shore to
the desert and from the Tehachapi
Range to the Mexican border, the
GE Supply Corp. is responsible for
the sale of all General Electric
radios and television sets, GE traffic appliances and Hotpoint electric kitchen and laundry appliances.
Ad Purpose
From an advertising point of
view, GESCO's main task is to
tell the public where to buy the
products that are advertised in the
big national campaigns planned by
the home offices of General Electric
and Hotpoint.
This task poses a different and
far more complex problem than
that of telling only a product story.
Just one aspect of the problem is
the fact that many hundreds of
General Electric radio and television dealers, along with Hotpoint
major appliance dealers, must be
given equal consideration and opportunity.
Back in 1947, when television
advertising was first planned by
this GESCO division, Los Angeles
had only one commercial station
on the air, KTLA. Don Lee's
KTSL, which had been on the air
experimentally since 1931, was
still many months away from its
first commercial permit. There were
Page 8
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to sponsor their own programs or
announcements, the L. A. GESCO
executive and advertising personnel
decided to sponsor a program that
would meet three needs: First, it
would be sponsored in the name of
all GE dealers; second, it would
bring the public a top entertainment program to which dealers
on the air and with more than 496,and their salesmen could refer
000 set owners who are constantly
when talking with prospective
Hoopered, Pulsed and even psychoanalyzed.
customers; third, it would show
Mr. RYHLICK
GE radios and television sets to an
The first General Electric television commercials filmed in this audience that up to then was not
area were made at Telefilm Inc. being reached regularly through
studios in the early fall of 1947, the television medium.
of everyone who has seen television
for a program being planned by
Radio, TV Sets Backed
in Southern California."
one of the more aggressive GE
The format of the commercials
Only radios and television sets used in Pantomime Quiz was in
television dealers. These commerwere
advertised
on
this
program.
cials are chiefly memorable for a
with the character of the
Hotpoint products were not to be keeping
very lovely and very blonde young
relaxed and easy informality of
telecast
in
this
area
until
nearly
lady who was obtained from one
the show itself. Sandra Spence
a year later. Window banners and
of the model agencies to wear an
and a male actor were usually used
display ads were used to identify
abbreviated Santa Claus costume
in 90-second skits during which the
the GE dealer organization more
and sit in a decorous manner atop
product was discussed in casual,
closely with the program.
one of the GE television sets.
non-technical terms. The setting
Pantomime
Quiz
was
then
teleThe young lady was Sandra
of the skit would vary with the
cast by KTLA, and was sponsored
Spence, and it was her first work in by GESCO
product — from a mountain scene
for
the
greater
part
of
television. She subsequently came
for a portable radio to a living
1948, when it was reluctantly
to the attention of Mike Stokey and
room for a television set. The
dropped because of the growing
Bernie Ebert, who have a keen eye
cost of the show and the commerneed
of
the
dealers
for
more
direct
for the finer things in television
cials could be considered expensive
cooperative advertising. Evaluatentertainment, and has since been
for that period of television, but
ing
the
results
of
the
Pantomime
ogled by millions from coast to
the needs of the advertiser and the
coast as a regular member of the Quiz sponsorship at the time, Lee
results
DiAngelo,
GESCO
sales
promotion
fied the obtained
expense. more than justipopular Pantomine Quiz program.
and advertising manager in this
Coincidentally, this same Pantoarea said :
Dealer Cooperation
mime Quiz program was the first
"We are proud to have been
Beginning with the fall of 1948
to be sponsored by the Los Angeles
identified with a program like
and continuing down to the present
GESCO office. That was in January
Pantomime Quiz, and we feel that
1948. As there were not yet enough
it has solidly established GE prod- time, the Los Angeles General
Electric Supply Corp. has followed
ucts and GE dealers in the minds
sets in circulation for many dealers
the policy of buying for its dealers
the best one-minute spots available. Dealers use these spots on
a cooperative basis, dividing their
emphasis between product and the
special services, facilities and
terms of their own stores. Since
January 1949, Hotpoint dealers
have become increasingly active
users of television until today there
are often more Hotpoint major appliance dealers than GE radio or
television dealers on the air during
any specific week.
GESCO and its advertising
agency have been fortunate in being able to obtain some of the best
availabilities on Southern California television stations — which,
since May 1949, also include
KFMB-TV in San Diego. One of
the top-rated spots is the one-minute spot directly before the amazingly popular Hopalong Cassidy
film on KTLA, at 6:30 p.m., Sunday. This spot has been used for
nearly a year to advertise Hotpoint
products by Dean & Hoffman, one
of the oldest appliance dealers in
Long Beach. A long list of dealers
FIRST TV spot for GESCO was made in the fall of 1947 at Telefilm Inc. have put in reservations for this
spot, should Dean & Hoffman ever
Studios, Hollywood. Shown during preparation for shooting are (I to r) Mr.
Ryhlick; L. J. Perkins, radio-TV sales manager, GESCO; Lee DiAngelo, sales relinquish it. But Jim Dean, coowner of the company, recently
promotion and advertising manager, GESCO; Bert D'Orsay, dealer; Sandra
(Continued on Telecasting 16)
Spense, star, and Jack Meyers, television sales director, GESCO.
about 5,000 intrepid television set
owners in the area, according to
estimates usually made by the
scientific process of picking a number out of a bowl and squaring it.
By contrast, Los Angeles is today onevision
of markets,
the nation's
largest
telewith seven
stations
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Time
\Phil
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Goodyear
Paul Whiteman
Goodyear
Review
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Starlight
Theatre

Starlit Time
Welcome Mat
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L

Mo j
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Kirby Stone
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Arnold
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15 West 46th Street
New York 19, N. Y.

with one naif- hour
still available
to a happy sponsor.

Robert Q. Lewis at
the top of his form,
parading performers
before noted
show-business figures
and prospective
talent- buyers.

■ill

Sarnoff on TV
(Continued from Telecasting 3)
tions for RCA Victor, who pointed
out that RCA spent $50 million
on TV experimentation before the
medium became commercial. "In
the mid-'20s, RCA anticipated
spending only about $100,000 on
TV," he noted.
Frank M. Folsom, RCA president, introduced the guest speaker,
Dr. J. Roscoe Miller, president of
Northwestern U. Dr. Miller, uniting "radio, television and education," termed immediacy the essence of television's "great power."
Pointing
out American
the "powerful
effect"
of
radio on
life, and
its
formation of public opinion, Dr.
Miller said: "TV already is developing its folk heroes, as did radio.
Television, however, can deal with
areas of entertainment and education which radio can't." He discussed the possible adult educational advantages of video, through
its use as a teaching medium.
Television will continue to grow
in strength as it discovers what is
unique about itself," he concluded.
More than 350 guests — civic, industrial and religious leaders —
toured the 18-section RCA exhibit
after dinner in the main hall of the
museum. The permanent display,
illustrating development and principles of TV, features the following
units, arranged in sequences: Evolution of scanning, mechanical
scanning by pantograph, mechanical scanning with perforated disc,
electronic television, electronic
scanning, phosphors, picture size
as determined by tube size, camera
and receiving tubes, receiver circuits, projection TV, TV transmission, large-screen TV, a "see-yourself " unit, RCA TV sets and pickup
of TV shows.
After the dinner and dedication,
Burr Tillstrom and his Kuklapolitan players, including Kukla and
Ollie, entertained with skits and
songs typical of Kukla, Fran &
Ollie, telecast on NBC-TV from
Chicago. With Mr. Tillstrom were
his producer, Beulah Zachary; director, Louis Gomovitz; musical
director, Jack Faschinato, and
stage manager, Joseph Lockwood.
Guests included H. Leslie Atlass,
CBS Central Division vice president; Leo Burnett, president of the
Chicago agency of that name;
Jules Herbuveaux, TV program
manager, NBC Chicago; Carroll
Marts, MBS Central Division vice
president; I. E. Showerman, NBC
Central Division vice president.
TelePulse Expands
PULSE has expanded the sample
for its TelePulse ratings by 25%
in New York, to 250 TV homes
from 200, and by 33% in six other
cities, from 150 to 200 TV homes,
effective with, the April 1950 interviewing. These cities are: Chicago,
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Boston,
Washington and Cincinnati, with a
similar, enlarged sample size to be
started soon in Dayton and Cleveland.
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"Take*
JOHN ELLIOTT SUTHERLAND
F the John Sutherland Productions' talent
i pool ever finds itself running dry, it won't
have to go further than its founding father
and present operator for talent.
Not only can John E. Sutherland fill the professional acting qualifications, but as a one-time
oil well ditch digger, forest ranger, assistant
~ ^ "
fire chief, night watchman, writer and dishwasher, he could add realism to many roles,
In his present role as head of
John Sutherland Productions, he's
doing a realistic job of producing
both television and commercial
films. First organized in 1943 to
produce training films and animated cartoons, his firm added production of industrial and advertising films in 1945, and, early in 1949
took on television commercial film
production.
Since then he has made TV commercials for General Electric Co.,
Kellogg Co., Pepsodent Co., United
Fruit Co., Ford Motor Co., Coca
Cola Co., Ronson Art Metal Works
Inc., Crosley Corp., Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co., Beechnut Packing
Co., De Soto.
Show Production Planned
From there John plans to go into
the production of longer shows for
MR. SUTHERLAND
television. So far as the success
of the use of television film is conreturned to work his last two years
cerned, he feels that, if the markets are judged properly, a film through UCLA as dishwasher, bus
that doesn't cost too much will al- boy and accounting clerk.
ways bring in profits.
Following graduation he continued in a paid capacity as diThe son of a "large scale ranchrector of dramatics and debate,
er" and "small scale banker," John
Elliott Sutherland was born in which he had done while an underWilliston, N. D., in 1910. He picked
graduate. The next year a 20th
up his early schooling in a collec- Century-Fox producer, impressed
tion of small Montana towns where
by a musical he saw at the school
the family migrated from time to written and directed by John, hired
time. When John was 16, three him as a junior writer at the
studio. That was the shortest job
years of drought sent the Sutherlands looking for a land of milk he's had. Within nine weeks the
and honey and they went to Cali- producer who engaged him fell
fornia. Upon completion of his out of favor, and, as a result, no
senior year at Long Beach High
would look at John's writings.
School in 1927, John pulled his oneAfter
suitable discouragement
levis out of the moth balls and went
he left the studio with the rights
back to Montana as an oil well ditch
to stories he'd written. Among
digger in Great Falls.
these
was by"Flight
coEducation Extended
authored
him andCommand,"
Capt. Harvey
His college education has been
Haislip, and later sold to M-G-M.
an extended one. It started in 1929
He next joined Walt Disney Productions as production manager,
at the U. of North Dakota, Grand
writer and director. Among things
Forks, and was completed in 1937
at the U. of California at Los Anhe worked on was "Bambi." He
apparently found time to work on
geles.
Mingling brain with brawn
Bambi's mother, too, for the
throughout that period, John
young actress who took the part
of the mother, Paula Winslowe,
worked as actor with PratherSales Co. (stock company), and as later became Mrs. John Sutherland.
In 1941 John left to write trainassistant fire chief at Glacier National Park during summers of the
ing and propaganda films for the
two years spent at the first uni- Army, traveling between Washington, D. C, and the Pacific Coast.
versity; was night watchman at
During the next two years he
Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood, while
attending UCLA by day for a few helped educate the Army with approximately 100 reels for various
months in 1931; washed dishes and
did odd jobs during three years with of its branches.
The year 1943 saw the beginning
Pasadena Playhouse where he
wrote and acted in plays; spent a of John Sutherland Productions.
From its meager staff the firm has
year as ranger with U. S. National
Park Service in Sequoia, Calif., grown to 40 permanent members
National Forest, and finally re- who its head feels, are responsible
May 1, 1950

for any success the company has
had or will have. He maintains
active contact with the East by
flying to New York once a month.
Last October he set up a sales
office at 60 E. 42d St., New York.
Warren Schloate is manager.
John and Paula Winslowe were
married in 1939. Since then their
personal staff has been augmented
by Johnny, 8. Mrs. Sutherland,
going under her maiden name,
still holds her own in entertainment
circles — she's Peg on the NBC Life
of Riley show and appears on other
network shows.
John is a member of the Hollywood Athletic Club. So far as hobbies go, until he finds one that he
likes better than his work, he'll
stick to that.

GOLDEN JUBILEE
Ad Meet Holds TV Panel
WILLIAM GITTINGER, vice president of CBS, and Kendall Foster,
vice president of William Esty Co.,
in charge of television, will discuss "Television — Its Place and Impact," May 12 at 2 p.m. at New
York's Park Sheraton Hotel. Session with Bruce Robertson, senior
associate editor of BroadcastingTelecasting as moderator, will
be part of a golden jubilee advertising convention to be held May
11-12 in honor of the 50th anniversary of New York U. School of
Commerce, Accounts and Finance.
Three undergraduate advertising
organizations — Alpha Delta Sigma,
Mu Kappa Tau and the Triad
League — will sponsor the two-day
meeting, which will open the evening of May 11 with a panel discussion on "The Future of Education
in Advertising." Prof. Darrell B.
Lucas, assistant chairman of the
NYU Marketing Dept. and director
of the Research Foundation of America, will serve as moderator.
Speakers are to be: Prof. George
Burton Hotchkiss, chairman of the
NYU Marketing Dept.; Walter
Lowen, president, Walter Lowen
Placement Agency; Sydney H. Giellerup,
vice president, Marschalk &
Pratt Co.

ASCAP INCOME UP
TV Credited for Increase
ASCAP INCOME from television
during the first three months of
1950 was almost as much as the
society received from TV during
all of last year, Fred E. Ahlert,
president of ASCAP, told the organization's members at the annual business meeting, held last
Tuesday at the Hotel Plaza, New
York.
With this boost from TV,
ASCAP distributed to its members
during the first quarter of this
year a larger sum than for any of
the six previous quarters, Mr.
Ahlert said. He reported that the
society's total income for 1949
totaled $10,601,184, only slightly
below the $10,979,183 for 1948.
TELECASTING
• Page 13

TV's
Tele&tatui

COMPLAINT that television viewing is harmful to the eyes again has
been debunked, this time as the result of a scientific survey accomplished over a year's time by the
Pennsylvania State College of Optometry, Philadelphia.
The report points out that television may confuse the eye at first
but televiewing is not permanently
harmful; night vision is impaired
but the body will restore it in a
matter of hours, and the new medium may prove a blessing to
youngsters suffering from squint
or "cross-eyes."
Dr. John C. Neill, professor of
ophthalmic mechanics at the college and head of the contact lens
section of the American Academy
of Optometry, directed the study.
Practicing optometrists in Philadelphia supplied data to the college's research department over the
past 12 months while a continuous
study of 40 senior students was
made under controlled conditions.
Several TV set manufacturers also
supplied technical data.
10% Due to TV
In releasing the results of the
study, Dr. Neill pointed out that
during the past year 10% of all
people seeking eye care did so because of "visual discomfort resulting from the viewing of television." A much larger percentage
also reportedly inquired if video is
harmful to the eyes.
"Television involves nothing that

(Report 109)

is or could be harmful to the eyes,"
Dr. Neill said. He pointed out
that the factors in television which
cause annoyance and discomfort
for those who had not had such
trouble before generally is due to
the fact that the eyes have been
given a new task to learn. After
several viewings discomfort generally disappears, he said, pointing
out that if the discomfort persists
the viewer probably needed eye
correction which did not become
evident until that time.
Training Advantages
As to television's advantages for
training children with squint or
"cross-eyes," Dr. Neill explained
that televiewing is a wonderful
means for getting a youngster to
concentrate on one object. Consequently, the "lazy eye," or the one
which generally is known as
"crossed," will be able to look at
one object with interest for an
hour or more while the healthy eye
is covered. This may help supplement the use of exercise instruments, Dr. Neill said.
In commenting on the harm
which televiewing may do to night
vision, Dr. Neill pointed out that
this is not a permanent damage,
but one which the body restores in
a matter of hours. Vitamin A, he
said, will help reduce this condition. He explained that the indigo
part of the spectrum uses up the
chemical element known as "visual
purple," used for night vision. The
City

Weekly Television Summary— May

new "black tubes" help eliminate
this situation, he said, or a filter
may be used without interfering
with vision.
The survey, summarized, brought
out the following:
(1) New owners should gradually
become accustomed to viewing television and not indulge in it too
heavily at first.
(2) The ideal viewing distance for
any set is about eight times the
height of the screen; thus, for a
7-inch screen the ideal viewing distance is about four feet; for a 12%inch screen, eight feet, etc.
(3) The room in which the set is
located should have some general
illumination to reduce the contrast
between the tube and the surrounding
area. The survey showed that viewing
television during the day results in
less discomfort than at night.
(4) Wearing of dark glasses is not
recommended, because contrast can
be controlled on the set. However,
those persons whose eyes are affected
by the indigo part of the light spectrum should have an absorbing tint
put into their glasses.
The reason for illuminating the
room, Dr. Neill explained, is that
the eye cannot adapt itself to both
light and darkness at the same time
without discomfort.
Legislation Opposes
TV Sets in Vehicles
STATE of Virginia has given final
approval to a bill making it unlawful for anyone to install any TV
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City
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Number Sets
Los Angeles
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
KLAC-TV, KNBH, KTLA, KTSL, KFI-TV
Ames
WOI-TV
2,828
KTTV,
KECA-TV
Louisville
Atlanta
8,860 Memphis
496,453
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
32,350
WMCT
Baltimore
158,089
WTVJ
WAAM,
Miami
25,901
WNBF-TV WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Binghamton
22,000
11,220
29,775
Milwaukee
101,016
12,100 Minn.-St.
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
Paul WTMJ-TV
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
Bloomington WTTV
100
Boston
5,750 Nashville
339,234
81,600
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
New Haven
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
84,849
WNHC-TV
72,700
New
Orleans
13,169
WBTV
Charlotte
WDSU-TV
23,463
418,366 New York
Chicago
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
WABD, WCBS-TV,
Cincinnati
106,900
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
Newark
Cleveland
WATV
Incl.
in
N.
Y.
Estimate
WEWS. WNBK, WXEL
1,145,000
200,269
Norfolk
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
57,300t
10,008
Dallas,
Oklahoma
City WTAR-TV
WKY-TV KMTV
24,755
Ft. Worth
49,125 Omaha
KBTV, KRLD-TV, WBAP-TV
Philadelphia WOW-TV,
Davenport
WOC-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
435,000
22,453
Phoenix
Quad Cities Includes Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline9,375 Pittsburgh
KPHO-TV
48,100 Portland, Ore. WDTV
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
91,000
Detroit
216,000 Providence
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
6,500
WICU
Erie
WTVR
WJAR-TV
33,459 Richmond
49,140
Ft. Worth887
26,213
Rochester
WBAP-TV, KBTV, KRLD-TV
Dallas
WHAM-TV
35,436
14,200
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
49,125
WLAV-TV
Grand
Rapids
23,200
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
San Antonio
14,876
KEYL, WOAI-TV
10,400
Diego
Houston
KLEE-TV
18,500 San
36,300
KFMB-TV
San
Francisco
HuntingtonWRGB
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Schenectady
49,242
Charleston WSAZ-TV
70,000
8,396 Seattle
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
KING-TV
36,500
26,700
Jacksonville WMBR-TV
St.
Louis
115,000
KSD-TV
9,000
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
39,000
Toledo
Syracuse
38,913
Tulsa
Kalamazoo18,822
WSPD-TV
Battle Creek
KOTV
WKTV
20,800
10,986
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
Utica-Rome
Washington
11,500
Lancaster
WGAl-TV
32,347
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WOIC, WTTG
118,250
32,669
40,720
Lansing
12,000 Wilmington
WDEL-TV
WJIM-TV**
Stations on Air 104 Sets in Use 5,315,064
areas,
Total Markets on Air 61
* Lancaster and ncontiguous
this report.
** New station
Revised figure submitted by WLWT.
Editor s Note: Source of set est mates are based on data available from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committee, electric companies
and
manufacturers.
Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily
approximate.
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set in an automobile, truck, bus or
other vehicle where it would be
visible to the driver. Bills governing the use of television in motor
vehicles have been given House approval by two states, have been introduced by two others and have
failed of passage in two others, according to the legislative reporting
service of the Automobile Mfrs.
Assn.
Approved by the New Jersey
house is a bill making it unlawful
to operate any motor vehicle which
is equipped with or in which is
located a television set so placed
that the viewing screen is visible
to the driver while operating such
vehicle. In Massachusetts, the legislature passed a bill by which "no
persons shall drive any motor vehicle equipped with any television
viewer, screen or other means of
visually receiving a television
broadcast which is located in the
motor vehicle at any point forward
of the is
back
of the
driver's
or
which
visible
to the
driverseat,
while
operating
vehicle."
Similar the
billsmotor
introduced
in Kentucky and New York failed of
passage, the association reports.
Bills also have been introduced in
Rhode Island and Mississippi, according toAMA.
a|e a|e sfe
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh
Issues Rate Card No. 4
RATE CARD No. 4, effective today (May 1), has been issued by
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
Basic hourly air time rates for
studio or film on a one-time basis
become: Class A (6 p.m. to sign
off, Mon.-Fri., 12 noon to sign-off,
Sat. and Sun.), $450; Class B (5-6
p.m., Mon.-Fri.) $360; Class C
(sign-on to 5 n.m., Mon.-Fri., signon to noon, Sat. and Sun.) $270.
Live or film announcement rates in
Class A time are $75 for 1 minute,
$60 for 20 seconds and $25 for 10
seconds.
Frequency discounts start at 26
times and programs and spots may
not be combined to earn higher discounts. No charge is made for the
use of studio or film facilities for
rehearsal in equal proportion to
the length of the program.
* * *
American

Research

Program Report
AMERICAN Research Bureau
television ratings for the week
ended
show Milton
Berle's
Texaco April
Star 7 Theatre
the leading
program in five of the six cities
covered. In Cleveland Godfrey
and his Friends was reported as
the
top program
Theatre
in second with
place.Texaco Star
Information
is secured from
(Continued on Telecasting 19)
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Signs

Progress

of WGN-TV's

NUMBER
APRIL,

Another

sign of success . . .WGN-TV

carries 42%

more

OF ADVERTISERS
1948

6

local retail business

than the nearest competitor. Important proof of WGN-TV's selling power,
because retail advertisers are shrewd . . . they buy where they get the greatest
return for their dollar. Another

reason for buying WGN-TV

in Chicago.

3>he Chicago tribune Celebision Station
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STOP

GUESSING!

W6AL-TV
the ideal station for
testing your TV sales
campaign.
The only television station
which reaches this large, prosperous section of Pennsylvania
— including Lancaster, York,
Lebanon, Reading, Harrisburg
and adjacent area. This market
fulfills all requirements for reliable testing. Viewing is unusually high and consistent
because of interesting local
programming and the top
shows of four networks— NBC,
CBS, ABC and DuMont.
Write for information.
A STEINMAN STATION

WML
CHANNEL -TV
4
Lancaster, Penna.
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.
Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles
New York
San Francisco
Chicago
NBC
Page 16
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GESCO Grows
(Continued from Telecasting 8)
some dealers who did not use any
said : "This is our most valuable
piece of advertising. If GESCO
television spots reported that customers would come in asking to see
ever gives up the time, we'll take
the Hotpoint washer that had been
it and pay for the whole thing ourdemonstrated on television.
George Yoshonis, of the GESCO
GESCO dealers have found that
selves."
carefully-selected
spots not only branch office in San Diego, reported
move television sets and major ap- that the Hotpoint automatic washer advertising over KFMB-TV was
pliances, but serve to identify the
very effective, even though the
dealer solidly in his own commustation
had then been on the air
nity. Marlow & Azar, television
only
a
few
weeks.
and major appliance dealer in
The format of the one-minute
Wilmington, which has used telecommercials is very simple. The
vision spot advertising consistently
for nearly a year, reports this type Hotpoint Inc. main office in Chiof reaction :
cago has produced 23-second films
demonstrating all of its major
"Our local YMCA director mentioned that he saw our spot on tele- appliances. In a Hotpoint dealer
vision the other night. He said it commercial, the spot is usually
opened with a photograph of the
made the group in his living room
feel good to see one of their own
dealer's store, with address superimposed and live opening narration
people
on &the DeVore
air."
Gibson
Television & by the station announcer, who leads
the 23-second product films —
Appliance Co. in Torrance is rela- into
which have their own sound track.
tively new in that busy oil commuAfter the product film, there is
nity, but sponsorship of a half -hour
television program, as well as the either a slide highlighting the
use of television spots, have made
dealer's special terms or special
it one of the business leaders of service features, and a closing
slide with dealer identification, adthe town. People point to the comdress or phone number, depending
pany with real local pride. One of
the oldest and most successful auto
on the nature of the sales approach. These spots sell both
companies in the city recently solicited the cooperation of Gibson & product and "where to buy" — as
DeVore in a major local promotion.
well as "reason for buying" from
a particular dealer.
Dealer Campaigns
The GE radio and television
dealer commercials are similar in
Many GESCO dealers advertise
regularly on one-minute spots held format, except that they open with
the same identification that has
under long term contracts. Others
utilize television when new prod- been used in this area since GESCO
ucts are introduced, or for special first went on the air with Pantomerchandising events. The Los
mime Quiz. This is a GE radio
Angeles GESCO office has set up and television blinking sign which
its television plans so that they is seen first in the distance, and
are flexible enough to meet the moves in slowly, continuing to
needs of a dealer at any time. blink, until it fills the entire screen.
These simple formats were
During some periods of peak activity, there have been a score of worked out with a view to dealer
dealers on the air in any one week
costs and to the job that had to
with announcements and programs.
be done.
When the cost of a program is
Use Surveys
too much for one dealer to handle,
two or more dealers in different
During the past year, the increasing number of surveys has
geographical areas will join tomade it possible to measure the
gether. Two dealers, for example,
joined in successful sponsorship of size of the television audience in
each of the 16 major trading areas
Bob McLaughlin's well-liked Pic- in the Los Angeles market. Some
ture Album, a clever half -hour
GESCO dealers have been advised
musical show on KLAC-TV.
The Los Angeles GESCO office not to use television because of the
relatively small number of sets in
also pioneered in using daytime
their areas. Other dealers have
television for its dealers — recognizing that women influence the been notified when their area became saturated with sets to the
sale of 85% of all major appliances. When KPI-TV turned to point where television was a medium of primary importance.
daytime programming last spring,
This has necessitated careful
GESCO dealers instituted a heavy
schedule of two spots a day, six planning and constant cooperation
days a week. But, for a time, between GESCO executives,
Hotpoint dealers had to scramble
GESCO salesmen, the GESCO advertising agency and the dealers.
for availabilities, because the new
At General Electric Supply
General Electric low-cost television
sets were introduced about this Corp., all advertising plans clear
through the office of Lee DiAngelo,
same time and dealers were anxious to advertise them.
who has recognized the importance of television as an advertisIn June 1949, when the new
ing medium from its very earliest
Hotpoint automatic washer was indays in Los Angeles. He has
troduced in the Southern California market, television proved a worked constantly with it, and,
particularly effective medium. Sev- to learn more about its technique —
even took on anonymously the role
eral Los Angeles dealers reported
heavy sales volume as a result of of one of the actors in the Pantotheir television advertising, while
mime Quiz program commercials.
May 1, 1950
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Drawn for Telecasting by John Zeigler
"Is that you dear? How do you like
the new life size screen?"
Some members of the show never
did learn that he was the guy who okayed the bills.
As future advertising and merchandising programs are set up,
it is likely that GESCO and its
dealers will be swinging more and
more to programs instead of spot
announcements. For one thing,
good new availabilities for spot announcements are becoming increasingly hard to obtain. GESCO is
protected by long contracts and renewal options on most of its good
spots, but the need is growing.
Also, many of the large dealers
are beginning to appreciate the
prestige and merchandising value
of good local programs. Also, since
Arizona is within the jurisdiction
of the Los Angeles GESCO headquarters, the advent of KPHO-TV
in Phoenix during December 1949
has necessitated increasing attention to that area.
Perhaps this is not so much a 'I 18
television "success story" as the I S
story of how one company has I HI
recognized the importance of the g
television advertising medium and
has tried to learn how to use it.
VIDEO PANEL SET
Top Leaders at N. Y. Meet
TELEVISION will be discussed
from every angle by an all-star
panel May 23 at a joint luncheon
session of American Television Society and Sales Executives Club of
NewthatYork
in
city.at the Hotel Roosevelt
Mark Woods, ABC vice chairman,
will speak on "Predictions for the
Future of Television." G. Bennett
Larsen, general manager, WPIX
(TV) New York, will discuss "The
Role of the Independent TV Station"; Glen Gundell, advertising
manager, National Dairy Products
Co., veteran video sponsor, will
tell "Why an Advertiser Uses Television"; H. M. Beville, NBC director of research, will talk about
"The Sociological Effect of Television in the Home." Dr. Allen B.
DuMont, president, Allen B. DuLabs, Billion
will speak
on Indus"Television—MontThe
Dollar
BROADCASTING
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CBS Showing
(Continued from Telecasting 3)
RCA projection screen, approximately 13%xl8 inches.
The Commissioners inspected the
jgun to observe variations in flicker
quality among the three phosphors.
Only the green phosphor had long
persistence characteristics while
[the red and blue phosphors were of
short persistence. The green phosphor produced a picture on the projection tube without flicker, CBS
'pointed out, while flicker was eviident on the short persistence red
and blue phosphors.
FCC counsel, Harry Plotkin, began the full-day cross examination
lof Dr. DuMont on Tuesday by running down a list of questions comparing the three principal color
systems proposed for adoption. Dr.
DuMont saw RCA's chief advantage in its compatibility with existing monochrome standards. He
thought RCA's color performance
''not equal to what should be obtained in a 6-mc band, but stated
he wouldn't say it couldn't be done.
Color fidelity also could be improved, he said.
Dr. DuMont indicated the RCA
system must be seen under commercial conditions before final judgment is passed. He saw problems
to be overcome in commercial production of the tri-color tube newly
developed by RCA, and in getting
' detail. He criticised the dot effect
— and need for greater picture
brightness was noted.
FCC can assume there eventually
will be a practical tri-color tube,
whetherMont toldRCA's
or another, Dr. Duthe Commission.
He said the tri-color tube as well
lias the RCA color system itself
should have more field testing. As
to RCA's three-tube receiver, the
earlier model demonstrated, Dr.
DuMont said a very great registration problem was presented and it
:was not practical because of size,
cost and small angle of viewing.
Registration Termed Problem
He termed registration a very
serious problem in the CTI system
and definition as demonstrated
needed improvement for commerjcial application in either color or
monochrome. Dr. DuMont described
CTI color fidelity as "reasonably
good." CTI picture brightness was
termed of a "fairly low order, about
3 ft. lamberts." Dr. DuMont indicated his firm's monochrome sets
currently are running 60-100 ft.
lamberts highlight brightness.
■ Incompatibility of the CBS sys'tem was its chief drawback, Dr.
DuMont testified. He saw no problem of registration and he termed
color fidelity as "reasonably good"
and slightly better than RCA and
CTI as. now developed. He considered present CBS resolution as
"slightly better" than RCA or CTI
but wanted to wait and see dot interlacing on the CBS system before
commenting on that feature.
He indicated dot interlacing
should improve CBS definition "if
it
works," theoretically
about
monochrome
value. Dr. toDuMont
Page 63
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TV

Mixes

Well

A LARGE Tulsa retail outlet, Oklahoma Tire & Supply
Co., has found a new selling
recipe for angel food cake
pans over KOTV (TV) Tulsa,
the station reports. As a result of one announcement on
KOTV's Lookin' at Cookin',
half-hour cooking program,
the retailer sold out its entire
supply of 200 cake pans by
noon the next day. Fifty
other cutomer reportedly left
order for the pans.
said "crispening" as employed in
the CBS system helps apparent
definition to a certain extent.
Crispening or video amplifier
"peaking circuits" have been used
in monochrome by DuMont for two
or three years, he said.
Brightness of the CBS picture
was "not as bright as I would like
to
it," Dr.from
DuMont
He
sawseetrouble
flickerrelated.
if it were
upped to about 40 or 50 ft. lamberts
and hence would have to be kept
to around 20 ft. lamberts. Some
color breakup was cited in the CBS
picture but Dr. DuMont said he
didn't think it was serious enough
to cause concern.
For the purpose of getting color,
Dr. DuMont testified he considered
the present CBS system would be
a little more complex than either
the
ods. single-tube RCA or CTI methFurther Testing Necessary
Further field testing of the CBS
system was held necessary by the
witness, both as to programming
and technical matters. He said he
wasn't convinced CBS could handle
regular commercial programs such
as the Fred Waring type and also
wanted reception tests in areas 40
to 60 miles from the transmitter.
He said
hasn't proven
system canCBS
be handled
over its
coaxial

Then you, too, should grant big summer discounts.
Certain stations granting summer discounts probably
should make it a year-round habit because in most
cases, their winter ratings are below the summer
ratings.

cables on regular commercial schedule. CBS has made coaxial transmissions, however.
Given the assumption FCC wanted to choose one system now which
would give the best color, Dr. DuMont indicated he preferred the
system using the dot sequential
technique since it has "most promise." He subsequently agreed with
Mr. Plotkin it would be a "fair
appraisal" to say he preferred a
color system which if it didn't work
in the long run it still would not
harm black-and-white TV.
Dr. DuMont explained FCC's
color standard choice ultimately
would evolve as the only standard
for TV and hence warned the Commission not to choose any standard
now which would last but a few
years.
Concerning DuMont manufacturing policy, Dr. DuMont told the
Commission that regardless of
which color system it might choose,
his firm would continue to make
monochrome sets only and when it
had developed a "satisfactory" color
(Continued on Telecasting 18)

WCPO-TV

holds the leading position in viewer popu-

larity in the Cincinnati market — according to every
recognized survey.
No — WCPO-TV has not nor will not grant summer discounts. Our leading position plus the higher average
in summer than winter of sets in use, hasn't put us in
the position of the young man above.

I

p )

Id
WCPO-TV
Channel 7
Affiliated with the
CINCINNATI,
Cinti. Post
Represented by the BRANHAM CO.
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ifWEWS, Cleveland
is another
Scripps-Howard
OHIO
TV Station — 1st
in the market. J
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In 1884 Paul Nipkow invented the television scanning disc and thus began
the history of television.
Blair-T\T Inc. ivas the first
exclusive representative of
television stations. The first
company to recognize and
act on the television stations real need for hard
hitting, single minded, exclusive representation.

BLAIR

INC.

REPRESENTING
Birmingham
WBRC-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV
Los Angeles
KTSL
New Orleans
WDSU-TV
Omaha
WOW-TV
Richmond
WTVR
Salt Lake City
KDYl-TV
Seattle
KING-TV
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CBS Showing
(Continued from Telecasting 17)
receiver it would put it on the
market. He indicated "lots of
pressure" would exist since all firms
would be trying to get out their
color set first, hence DuMont would
continue to strive to win the race.
He inferred DuMont color set production in large part would depend
upon development of a single tricolor tube.
Should FCC decide on the 405line CBS system, Dr. DuMont indicated his firm would continue to
make 525-line monochrome sets and
an optional model which could also
get the 405-line signal. Adaptors
installed at the factory would boost
list prices of sets $25-35, he said.
If complete change to 405-line
standards were to be required in
three years, all sets would be double standard, Dr. DuMont told FCC.
Ruling for changeover sooner would
have a proportionately depressing
effect upon TV manufacture, he
indicated.
Dr. DuMont absolutely does not
want multiple standards under any
arrangement, he told FCC, because
of public confusion and result that
large proportion of the public ultimately would be left wTith apparatus it couldn't use.
Comr. Robert F. Jones asked Dr.
DuMont why he now took a position opposite that in 1944 when he
urged prompt standardization of
monochrome since there was "no
need to wait for miracles" and developments would more likely occur
if the present standards were aptoday's
situationproved.isDr. DuMont
not the replied
same because
no standards have been set for color
by FCC.
Compatible System Needed
Comr. Jones asked if DuMont's
stand for a compatible system
isn't "ringing the curtain down on
any
the
samenon-compatible
manner the system"
Radio inMfrs.
Assn. did to DuMont's monochrome
proposal in 1940. DuMont was not
then an RMA member. Dr. DuMont replied, "Everyone can see
there's no good in an incompatible
system
now." brief in 1940 chargA DuMont
ing RMA was "dominated" by RCA
and its affiliates because of the patent situation was cited by Comr.
Jones who asked the witness what
he thought on the subject now. Dr.
DuMont replied that he believed
that a lot of changes have been
made in RMA since that time, experience had broadened the outlook
and that RMA now included all
groups.
The witness agreed with Comr.
Jones that CBS was not a member
of RMA.
Asked by Edward K. Wheeler,
RMA counsel, if RCA now dominates RMA, Dr. DuMont replied in
the negative. The witness also replied RCA had no influence on
RMA's stand for a compatible color
system.
The witness told Comr. Jones
that all RMA members today were
not RCA licensees. He also said

that if DuMont were looser in the
current patent infringement suit
with RCA, it would not have to
become an RCA licensee. Some
patents "can be built around," he
indicated.
Additional details about the DuMont patent situation were requested by William H. Bauer, chief
of FCC's Law Bureau technical
section. Of some 125 DuMont-held
patents, about 30% relate to TV,
Dr. DuMont said. All DuMont patents were developed by the firm
except for one or two purchased,
he said.
Concerning his firm's high-definition 18-mc industrial color system, Dr. DuMont said 95% of it
represented monochrome components developed during the past five
years while the remaining 5% were
color components refined in the past
few months. Dr. DuMont indicated
his firm is also working on an
"intermediate color system" but no
details were given.
Skouras
(Continued from Telecasting 6)
trust laws for the moment, it seems
very clear to me that film producers
should be more interested than
Zenith in the outcome of the Phonevision test, intended solely to determine whether the American public
will pay to see good movies in their
Zenith attorneys have advised
Comdr.
homes." McDonald that producers
cannot leagally refuse to rent their
films, inasmuch as Zenith has
offered to pay producers the same
rate charged theatres with the
same audience. "We have left it
to the producer to determine just
what the audience should be estimated to be, keeping in mind that
only 300 homes
Howland
said. will be tested," Col.
"Phonevision, instead of threatening theatres, will enable many
of them to survive the onslaught
of television," Col. Howland continued. He outlined the pay-asyou-see system's advantages: "To
the public, a show not otherwise
obtainable; to the broadcaster,
those assets long enjoyed by the
press with its paid circulation in
addition to its advertising revenue
and its ability to accurately audit
its circulation, daily; to Hollywood
or the theatrical producer, an audience exceeding the capacity of
every theatre in the land, and the
privilege now enjoyed only by radio
of going into the homes of those
who find it inconvenient to come
out; to the telephone company, an
added revenue from an added service to be performed."
Phonevision's operation was
demonstrated in a film prepared by
Zenith. Dr. Alexander Ellett, Zenith vice president in charge of
research and the inventor of Phonevision, described the system's technical operation.
Color television is "close enough
so that we should go ahead with
it, but it isn't practical to have
more
one system,"
asserted
Frank than
M. Mcintosh
of Mcintosh
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OLLIE

BLUSHES

As NBC-TV

Engineers Strike

OLIVER DRAGON ate a few of
Burr Tillstrom's words in Chicago
last Monday after the creator of
Kukla, Fran & Ollie (NBC-TV)
spoke at the opening luncheon at
the Society of Motion Pictures &
Television Engineers Convention
(see separate story). Stressing
the importance of engineers to a
good performance and production,
Mr. Tillstrom commended them for
their criticism, "worth more, perhaps, than that of any other
group." He ended with a lusty
sanction from Ollie — "All Hail,
Television Engineers."
That afternoon, two hours before show time, NBC Chicago video
engineers went on strike. Mr.
Tillstrom et al scurried for substitutes to handle a special remote on
their show from, the Museum of
Science and Industry, where RCA
(and its top brass, including Brig.
Gen. Sarnoff) was dedicating its
new TV exhibit that evening.
Midst much ado about everything,
a truce was called, engineers returned, and Ollie — with outstretched neck — limited his salute
this time to "All Hail, Television."
Engineering Lab., Washington, who
spoke Monday evening.
"The FCC will have to decide
whether the present black-andwhite system is too good to justify
further, and what rate of speed it
prefers for the color system," Mr.
Mcintosh said. "All three systems
—CBS, RCA and CTI— are sequential systems. The only difference is
in the rate of operation," he said.
Explains Basic Difference
He explained
that fact
the that
basic CBS
difference lies in the
uses only one color per entire
frame, that CTI uses the conventional three (red, green and blue) I
on alternate lines and that RCA
uses all three on each line per
screen picture. The RCA system, j
therefore, permits the finest definition, Mr. Mcintosh said, because
all colors are integrated and the
flicker of the CBS system is eliminated. He added: "Whether the
expense and added equipment
needed for the RCA system is
worth all the trouble or not will
have
to be decided
by thethat
FCC."
Mr. Mcintosh
explained
all
tubes and camera equipment currently manufactured can be adjusted to each of the three color
systems with modifications.
He said the CBS* color system
has a 46% overall reduction in resolution or definition, which makes 1
for the flicker and creates more
work for the eyes of the viewer.
"I do not believe FCC should ac- I
cept the CBS system for this reason," he said. He also pointed out
that the CBS operation is incompatible. "CBS, however, although
it has reached the ultimate in its
color development, should be given
credit for its pioneering in the
BROADCASTING
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Biow, Loewi Speak
MILTON H. BIOW, president of
the Biow Co., New York, and Mortimer W. Loewi, director of the
DuMont Television Network, will
be the guest speakers at a luncheon
May 2 at the Hotel Biltmore, New
York, given by the Fashions
Group. A discussion of television
and cosmetics from the point of
view of advertising, sales promotion, as well as influence upon the
consumer market, will take place
at the luncheon.

ATKINS-GILBERT, Los Angeles,
has acquired television rights from
Maxwell Shane, producer-director,
20th Century-Fox, to 39 half-hour
dramatic films written for Big
Town radio series aired in 1939,
1940 . . . John Burns James Jr.,
formerly in motion picture field in
Cincinnati, has joined Video Films,
Detroit, producer of motion picture
TV advertising.
* * *
United Productions of America,
Hollywood, has started production
of four one-minute animated commercials for Shell Oil. Agency, J.
Walter Thompson. Films will carry
to TV the Shell campaign now being
used on billboards and newspapers
and will feature writhing antics of
power laden gas hose. Plans are to
adapt films for later theatre release.
... Telefilm Inc., Hollywood, has
completed series of 12 TV film conn
mercials for Bohemian Distributing
Co., Los Angeles (Acme Beer). Included are nine 20-second and three
one-minute spots. Films running
on six Los Angeles TV stations.
Agency Foote, Cone & Belding,
Hollywood.
Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, has completed first films
in new half -hour TV series Rocket
to the Stars for Oldsmobile. Series
shows stage and screen personalities in home backgrounds and is
scheduled for fall release. First
program featuring David Niven
will be "sneak previewed" sometime in May in San Francisco,
Detroit, St. Louis, Philadelphia,
Cincinnati and Albany. Agency for
Oldsmobile is D. P. Brothers & Co.,
Detroit.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles has
acquired 21 Western movie serials

1331 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.
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(Continued from Telecasting H)
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39.0
The Lone Ranger
41 .0 Program Ratings
WASHINGTON
1 4.0.
71.4
Star Theatre
48.6 NEW YORK area Nielsen TV
48.9
2.5. Hopalong Cassidy
3. Stop the Music
Ratings for evening, once-a-week
46.1
Godfreyof and
Friends
programs
Texaco The
Starsurvey
TheToast
the
Town
atre in theplaces
top spot.
45.1
6. Frontier Theatre
and 48 cartoons for telecasting,
40.0
7. Boxing
covered the four weeks ending
NBC — Friday
A Id rich— Family
40.5
scheduled to start sometime in
40.1 April 8. The top 10 New York
39.4
Time)
9.
TV
Playhouse
May. Included in serials, each 12 10.
38.9 programs
are reported by Nielsen
Super Circus
as
follows:
chapters long, are Tom Mix in
8.
"Miracle Rider"; John Wayne,
Nielsen-TV Rating
% TV Homes Using
"Shadow of the Eagle" and "Three
(Number of)
TVTelecast Radio
Homes
(At
Homes
Musketeers"; Ken Maynard, "MysRANK
(Telecasts)
%
%
%
(000)
PROGRAM
74.9
(4)
tery Mountain"; George Brent,
81.7
7.9
1
Texaco Star Theatre
(4)
76.2
56.9
57.1
621
2
"Lightning Warrior"; Harry Carey,
9.2
Toast of Town
(4)
619
3
"Last of the Mohicans." . . . Wil829
Godfrey'sBoxing
Talent Scouts
Gillette
5.3
69.7
47.8
520
4
72.8
(4)
78.1
liam Asher, head of production,
6.9
5
493
45.3
(4)
Lights TVOutPlayhouse
410
43.3
6
Philco
471
TEEVEE Film Co., Beverly Hills,
(4)
9.2
6.3
423
72.4
77.7
38.9
7
(4)
Man
Against
Crime
takes over as executive producer
37.7
Fireside Theatre
7.7
8
(4)
409
The
Goldbergs
9
(4)
78.2
7.7
on KFI-TV Los Angeles' You Be
76.7
11.3
71.4
407
10
Godfrey & Friends
(4)
the Jury show.
37.6
37.4
All programs telecast two or more times.
6.7
NOTE:
Number
of
homes
is
obtained
by
applying
the
rating (%) to 1,088,000 — the March
Telemount Productions, Holly1, 1950, NT1 estimate of total TV Homes in the "New York" area.
wood, producing two one-minute
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
spots for Sun Battery Co., Los
Angeles, for placement in West
Coast regional markets. Agency,
Henry Schwartz, Long Beach. Film
firm recently completed one onenothing but smiles
minute and one two-minute spots
under our umbrella!
for Barr Mfg. (clothiers) also Los
Angeles. Agency, Charles Ross
Adv., that city.
Kling Studios, Chicago, has completed following TV spots: For
Taystee Bread, one one-minute and
20-second, through Young & Rubicam; Raytheon Mfg. Co., three oneminute, three 20-second, Beaumont
& Hohman; Standard Oil of Indiana, third in series, McCannErickson; Ken-L-Ration, for Quaker
Oats, six spots through Ruthrauff &
Ryan; Magic Washer, six spots,
Weston-Barnett Agency, Waterloo,
Iowa.; two for Bavarian Beer
through Ralph Jones, Cincinnati,
and Squeeze Spray deodorant for
Jules Montenier through Kaufman
& Assoc. All agencies Chicago unless otherwise noted.
INS-Telenews daily newsreel has
added WBAL-TV Baltimore to its
client list, as well as renewal by
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee for its
weekly newsreel. Sponsor First National Bank, Milwaukee. Morely
Bros., RCA distributor, will sponsor daily newsreel on WLAV-TV
Grand Rapids, co-sponsored by
New Home Appliance Store that
city. WPIX (TV) New York, new
outlet for INS-Telenews, has lined
up Williams Oil-O-Matic as sponsor.
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How

electronic

pictures

in

"paintbrushes"

onr

newest

art

create

form

There's not a single moving part
in a kinescope — but it gives you
pictures in motion

No. 4 in a series outlining high
points in television history
Photos from the historical collection of RCA

• Ever watch an artist at work— seen how his brush
moves over the canvas to place a dot here, a shadow or
highlight there, until a picture is formed?
Next time you're asked how television pictures are
made, remember the paintbrush comparison. But the

An experimental model of the kinescope— developed by Dr. V. K. Zworykin of
RCA Laboratories— is seen undergoing laboratory tests.

"brush" in this case is a stationary electron gun, the
"paint" is a fluorescent material made light or dark by
electrons, and the "canvas" is a television screen.
Developed by Dr. V. K. Zworykin, now of RCA Laboratories, the
kinescope picture tube is one of the scientific advances which gave
us all-electronic television . . . instead of the crude, and now outmoded, mechanical techniques.
Today, through research at RCA

Laboratories, these highly

complex kinescopes are mass-produced at RCA's tube plants in

Lancaster, Pa., and Marion, Ind. Industrial authorities call this one
of the most breath-taking applications of mass production methods
to the job of making a precision instrument.
Thousands of kinescope faceplates must be precisely and evenly
coated with a film of fluorescent material . . . the electron gun is
perfectly synchronized with the electron beam in the image orthicon
tube of RCA television cameras . . . the vacuum produced in each
tube must be 10 times better than that in a standard radio tube— or
in an electric light bulb!
Once completely assembled, your RCA kinescope picture tube is
ready to operate in a home television receiver. In action, an electrically heated surface emits a stream of electrons, and the stream is
compressed by finely machined cylinders and pin-holed disks into
a pencil-thin beam. Moving back and forth in obedience to a radio
signal— faster than the eye can perceive— this beam paints a picture
on the face of the kinescope. For each picture created, the electron
beam must race across the "screen" 525 times. To create the illusion
of motion, 30 such pictures are "painted" in every single second!
Yet despite these terrific speeds, there are no moving parts in an
RCA kinescope. You enjoy the newest of our arts because electrons
can be made to be obedient.

New 16-inch RCA kinescope picture tube, almost 5 inches shorter than
previous types, incorporates glare-free glass in its faceplate — Filter glass.

Radio Corporation of America
WORLD LEADER IN RADIO— FIRST IN TELEVISION

Pull Out for Filing
FELIX APPEALS
Contests Libel Suit Rule
AN APPEAL that contests the
ruling of a Philadelphia federal
judge that a radio broadcaster is
not liable for libel in the broadcast
of an uncensored political speech
[Broadcasting, March 20] has
been filed in the Circuit Court of
Appeals, Philadelphia.
Case centered upon a libel suit
against KYW Philadelphia (Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.) and
four other stations in the Quaker
City (WCAU WFIL WPEN
WIBG). A Philadelphia attorney,
David H. H. Felix, asked $50,000
damages from each station for
broadcasting a political speech
which allegedly contained libelous
matter. Judge Kirkpatrick's ruling last March dismissing the Felix
complaint, in effect supported
FCC's famous Port Huron decision
which held a station may not censor
a political broadcast even if it contains libel.
Westinghouse attorneys said the
case may be considered in October
by the appeals court.

CAB '51 Meeting
CANADIAN ASSN. of Broadcasters has announced that its 1951
annual meeting will be held at the
Chateau Frontenac, Quebec City,
Feb. 26 to March 1. Decision was
made at an April meeting of the
CAB board of directors, reversing
plans announced at the CAB annual meeting at Niagara Falls. At
that time the annual meeting was
set for Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal, later in March.

For that "all-in" feeling,
munch a piece of energy
— a tasty, chocolate-like KEVETT.
KEVETTS contain-deep sea kelp, soy
bean, dextrose, wheat germ, malt,
brewers'
yeast,aremagnesium
W-H-Y, KEVETTS
enriched withsterate,
iron,
calcium, phosphorus, iodine.
KEVETTS
help promote
tone
and added
vitality, stronger
that keepsnerveyou
on your toes all day long.
For .those ."four-o'clock
blues" munch a piece of
energy — and finish the day
with plenty of pep to spare.
Insist on KEVETTS at
your food or drug store.
Accept no substitute.
There is none
KEVO PRODUCTS. E-5
Azusa, California
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S, formerly
J. FORBE
RD
HOWAgeneral
manager of WWNR
Beckley, W. Va., appointed comcial manager of
WGTM Wilson, N.
C. He was also formerly with WWW
Fairmont, W. Va.
ROGER S. DAVISON,mercial
formermanager
com-of
KXJK Forrest City,
Ark., becomes
com-of
mercial manager
W M I S Natchez,
Mr. Forbes
Miss. He also was
formerly associated
with KGHI Little Rock and KXLR
North Little Rock, both Ark.
FORT INDUSTRY Co.'s New York office, headed by TOM HARKER, vice
president and national sales director,
moves to new and larger quarters at
488 Madison Ave.
GILL SPECTOR, formerly with WLEE
Richmond, Va., joins sales staff of
WXGI same city. RICHARD GILLFORD also joins sales staff.
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul issues
Rate Card No. 21. Card is effective
today, May 1.
BILL POST returns to KSL Salt Lake
City after absence of 15 years to join
staff of KSL-TV as member of sales
department and host of musical show.
He was affiliated with Intermountain
Network previous to this move.
KSFO San Francisco appoints WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co. as national
representative.
RICHARD HOGUE rejoining ABC
spot sales department after service
with Music Corp. of America. He
replaces GEORGE PERKINS, resigned.
Mr. Hogue joined ABC in 1949.
WILLIAM F. MALO, commercial manager of WDRC Hartford, Conn., elected
to Radio Pioneer's Club. He has been
in radio for 28 years, 20 of them with
WDRC.
H. ROLLIN BOYNTON, formerly with
Fletcher D. Richards, New York
agency, joins WQXR New York as
junior account executive.
CRYSTAL GEHRIG, of ABC Hollywood accounting staff, and Bill Phillips
were married April 22.
BILL HUNEFELD, member of sales
staff of KLX Oakland, Calif., is the
father of a boy.

Defense Series
NEW series of programs titled
"Primer of U. S. Defense," featuring interviews with top Defense
Dept. officials conducted by radio
and newspaper correspondents, began April 18 over ABC (10-10:30
p.m.) as a continuance of the department's regular Time for Defense public service presentation.
ABC News Analyst Elmer Davis
inaugurated the series by interviewing Gen. Omar Bradley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Program originates at Washington's Departmental Auditorium.
• Telecasting

Feature of Week
(Continued from page 16)
on 1450 kc.
Prior to its opening, WTSA
wheeled through Keene, N. H.,
Bellows Falls, Vt., and other
nearby communities in a tour promoting the station and Boston
baseball games.
The trailer unit is about 30 feet
long. In the back end is the console
flanked by two 3-speed turntables,
clock and other equipment plus a
microphone for the announceroperator. Behind the operator —
toward the trailer's nose — is the
transmitter to the right and a
large record and transcription library to the left. A door leads to
a business office, containing desks,
file cabinet, phone, interview mike
and other equipment.
WTSA uses a Collins transmitter and much of its other equipment is made by that firm.
WTSA is owned and operated by
The Granite State Broadcasting
Co., Manchester, N. H., and is the
third AM station opened by the
firm since late 1946. Others include WKBR Manchester, N. H.,
and WTSV Claremont, N. H.
In ern
a few
modstudiosmonths,
will beWTSA's
built, after
which the trailer station, designed
by William F. Rust Jr., general
manager of Granite State, will be
moved to Lebanon-Hanover, N. H.
There, with FCC approval, the
firm plans to operate still another
station.

An Adapter

AAW COMPETITION
McAndrews Named Chairman
ROBERT J. McANDREWS, managing director of Southern California Broadcasters Assn., has been
named chairman of the annual
radio commercials competition of
the Advertising Assn. of the West.
SCBA will act as coordinating
group for this year's contest.
Appointed to the committee are:
Walter E. Wagstaff, manager,
KIDO Boise; Frank B. McLatchy,
sales manager, KSL Salt Lake
City; Lloyd E. Yoder, manager,
KOA Denver; Ray Rhodes, Pacific
Coast manager, Paul H. Raymer
Co.; J. Archie Morton, manager,
KJR Seattle, and H. Quenton Cox,
manager, KGW Portland, Ore. Traditional trophy donated by Vancouver Advertising Club and additional
certificates of merit will be presented to contest winners at AAW
convention being held June 25-29
at the Ambassador Hotel in Los
Angeles.
Hugh McClung
FUNERAL services for Hugh McClung, 56, owner of KYOS Merced,
KVCV Redding and KHSL Chico,
all California, were held in Merced
April 21 with burial in San Mateo
County. Mr. McClung died April
19 in a Monterey Hospital after
he had been stricken with a heart
attack. He leaves his wife, a son,
Hugh Jr., and a daughter, Mrs.
Martha Roberts.

For Your 9-A Equipment

! \

No Need to Buy Costly Additional Arms and Equipment for
Your Tables
Replace Diamond or Sapphire Points Yourself in a Few Minutes
Better Fidelity - Less Needle Scratch
Plug this General Electric reluctance head with adapter into your
present 9-A arm and play all phonograph records and lateral
transcriptions.
To play verticals, simply plug your standard 9-A head back in.
Adapter with G.E. broadcast model head and switch and matching
cable. Everything you need*
only $29.75
"Diamond Point 2.5 MIL
$16.50 additional
'Sapphire Point
$ 2.10 additional
Broadcast

Service

334 ARCADE
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ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS Inc.
and WORLD BROADCASTING
SYSTEM Inc., both New York,
appoint David O. Alber Assocs. Inc.,
New York, to handle their publicity
with GENE SHEFRIN as account executive.
LARRY FROMMER, former script
and production director of WOL
Washington, announces opening of
Frommer Radio-Television Productions, specializing in scripts, script
services, live and transcribed program
packages and talent. Firm is located
in Sound Studios Bldg., 1124 Vermont
Ave., N.W., Washington. Phone is
Sterling 3861.
LEW HILL, formerly manager of
CJCH Halifax, joins Walter A. Dales
Radioscripts, Montreal.
RICHARD BRUSKIN, television director of Advertest Research, New Brunswick, N. J., is the father of a boy,
David Bruce.
COLORAMA TELEVISION, with
branches in Detroit, Chicago, New
York and Oakland, opens factory unit
in Hollywood at 5401 Santa Monica

Blvd. Firm manufactures 12%, 16 and
19 inch round and rectangular picture
tube sets.
Equipment
G. EDWARD DeNIKE appointed manager of DuMont Teletron sales, Passaic, N. J.
BENNO VON MAYRHAUSER appointed chief production engineer for
Turner Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
TELREX Inc., Asbury Park, N. J. (antenna design and development), acquires new testing site at Belmar, N. J
MOTOROLA reports all-time . sales
high for first three months of 1950,
with estimated profits of $3.50 per
share after all charges. Profits per
share for same period last year were
$1.14. To handle increased volume,
Motorola has acquired 100,000 additional square feet of plant space in
Quincy, 111., which will be in operation
by mid-summer.
ABC's Jackie Robinson- Show, Sunday,
10:30-10:45 p.m., featuring baseball
star, has acquired 24 sponsors on 23
network stations since it began last
January, ABC reports.

STUDIOS

FORMAL dedication of new studios at WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans, climaxing a six months' expansion program, was held last Monday
(April 24).
A special half-hour program titled Dixie Jambake and featuring
Sportscaster Harry Wismer as m.c,
was aired over the station and the pointed out that as many as eight
ABC network. In addition to Mr. different sets can be assembled and
Wismer, the show included selec- put into working use at one time.
Other features of the TV studio
tions by New Orleans bands and
are dressing rooms for performers
singers and the Tulane-Newcomb
A Capella Choir of 50 voices di- as well as offices for the personnel
rected by John Reininger.
handling the mechanical operation.
Waters from the Seven Seas, The rear of the studio extends to
Toulouse St. and is constructed
flown in by Pan American Air- with
an entrance way large enough
ways, were used by Mr. Wismer
to allow passage onto the stage of
in the christening
' As- huge trucks, cars and other massisting him wereceremonies.
Mary Brooks
sive equipment a sponsor may want
Soule, this year's Mardi Gras
queen, and her attendants. All to demonstrate on his show.
The studios are located in the
were escorted by an honor guard
Brulatour Mansion in New Orof the Naval Reserve Unit of Tulane U.
leans' French Quarter. The exterior of the building has been
The new studio building, which
designed in traditional New Oris adjacent
WDSU's four
administraleans architecture. Construction of
tive offices,tocontains
broadnew studios was started last
casting studios and one large tele- the
fall.
vision studio. All are equipped
with the latest and most modern
facilities and have been designed
to allow a maximum flexibility, ac- RADIO-TV ACTING
Y&R's Duerr Authors Book
cording to Edgar B. Stern Jr.,
managing partner. Robert D. RADIO AND TELEVISION ACTING.
Swezey is general manager of Criticism, Theory, and Practice. By
Edwin
New$5. York: Rinehart &
Co. Inc.Duerr.
417 pp.
WDSU-AM-FM-TV.
With the four broadcasting studios built around one large master
control room, WDSU facilities also
include a newsroom, record library,
client's viewing room and a general reception room. Total of the
overall AM area is approximately
4,000 feet.
Patterned after Hollywood sound
stages, the television studio has a
master control room, including a
producer's and announcer's room,
situated above stage level and
overlooking more than 6,000 square
feet of working area. Officials
RADIO NEWS
Los Angeles Awards Made

watTS
A

Greater

Voice

m

800 kc

• A Greater

Value!

THE DETROIT AREA'S
Better-than-ever Best Buy
Coverage

Adam

of a 17,000,000 population
area in 5 States

J. Young, Jr., Inc., National Rep.
Mutual
Broadcasting

CHIUJ

System

Guardian Building, Detroit 26, Michigan
J. E. Campeau, President
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AM, TV Quarters
Dedicated

AWARDS for outstanding achievement in radio journalism in the
greater Los Angeles area have
been presented by Radio News Club
of Southern California. Divided
into five different categories,
awards went to Chet Huntley, CBS
commentator, for best consistent
news commentary during 1949;
Bob Garred and John Wald, both
ABC, tied for best consistent news
presentation for 1949; Dave Anderson, NBC, for best news writing
during 1949; KNX-CBS news
staff's coverage of Kathy Fiscus
story, for best on-the-spot coverage
of a special event; Sam Baiter,
KLAC, as best sportscaster during
1949. Both stations are in Los An-

AUTHOR Edwin Duerr, radio and
television supervisor, Young &
Rubicam Inc., and formerly director of the U. of California Little
Theatre, takes the reader backstage in radio and television's acting world. Well-detailed and
interspersed with illustrative material taken from national radioTV show scripts, Radio and Television Acting is intended to teach as
well as to inform.
Chapters devote considerable attention to the nature of acting,
voice and speech, microphone techniques and procedures, microphone
reading, characterization, emotional and comedy acting, motion and
various aspects of each one of
these categories. Bibliographies
and exercises follow each brief
chapter, making this volume easy
to read and to understand for
either student or professional.

T T
is tie

PI kK

Judges were Leonard Riblett,
geles.
chairman
of Greater Los Angeles
ABCPress Club; Gladwin Hill, Southern California representative of
REPRESENTED BY
the New York Times; Arthur A.
^mTOPEKA
WEED
& COMPANY
Engel, assistant to publisher, Hollywood Reporter.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Request

Jf or $ ree Jiublic £s>ecbtce £tme

We, the undersigned, representing
request that Radio Station provide us with free public service in conjunction
Mi
It is furthermore
stated that no funds ore available for advertising purposes and that no funds have
been or will be spent for other Media ^newspaper, printing, signs, etc). It is und»rstood that willful misrepresentation of the facts in this statement on our part will
disqualify us for future consideration for free public service broadcast on Radio
Station .

Date
NCAB-100

North Carolina Association of Broadcasters, Inc.)

FOLLOWING the March 18 BAB report on free
secretary-treasurer of the North Carolina Assn.
attention to this special printed form which the
those requesting free public service

time, J. S. Younts, executive
of Broadcasters Inc., called
NCAB members distribute to
time of stations.

WORLDWIDE NETWORK
Sen. Benton Urges Formation To Spread Democracy
_
DISSEMINATION of truth is the It is only we who have the reonly counter weapon capable of
sources. .. ." Assistant Secretary
The former
''fending off and neutralizing the
lies and distortions" of totalitarian
of State noted that he had "sevpropaganda, and the United States
eral times'' urged formation of a
worldwide
radio network capable
appears to be the only nation able
to finance construction of a worldof laying a signal into every receiver in the world providing
wide broadcasting network.
These views were reiterated by UNESCO can "learn how to do
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.)
the programming job."
April 13 in an address before the
Sen. Benton is one of 12 co-sponU. S. National Commission for
sors of a six-point resolution (S
UNESCO, which held a three-day
Res 243 ) proposing immediate creation of a U. S. radio unit that
meeting in Washington. The Connecticut Senator formerly served
could broadcast "on longwave,
as chairman of the U. S. delegashortwave or medium wave." Program also advocates increase in
tion at two previous UNESCO conferences.
UNESCO operation to implement
Sen. Benton told delegates that
radio broadcasting facilities in Germany looking toward breakdown
"if it is in the national interest of
the United States that UNESCO
of the USSR's Iron Curtain, and
become a powerful force in the general expansion of State Dept.'s
information and educational activiworld — as I believe it is — then we
should not hesitate to finance it if
ties [Broadcasting, March 27].
it has the leadership and the projects with sufficient promise . . .
NEWS EDITORS
Wisconsin Group May Form
1 93 0 — 1 9 5 0
PRELIMINARY
talks to sound
20th Anniversary Year
out possible formation of a Wisconsin Assn. of Radio News Directors
46.0
have been scheduled tentatively for
early this month in Madison, Wis.,
"*
according to Robert Lindsay, news
"HOOPER
•(average 5 periodi
editor of WKOW Madison.
winter, 1950 I
Mr. Lindsay reported that at
proves the best buy
least 10 news editors in the state
in
have replied favorably to initial
DANVILLE,
VA.
queries concerning the establishment of such an organization.
Background information has been
obtained from the Ohio Assn. of
Radio News Editors, he added.
WBTM
Rep: HOLLEN GB ERY
5kw(d) ABC lkwfn)
BROADCASTING

KOA Denver aired seven complete
shows from national AAU basketball
tournament recently conducted there.

• Telecasting

COLD WAR
NOTE
HT Cites 'Voice' Effort
BROADCASTING, along with the
press and other information media
"that the people trust," must join
the battle to spread the American
message to countries behind the
iron curtain. President Truman
told the April 20-22 meeting of
American Society of Newspaper
Editors, held in Washington.
"Unless we get the real story
across to people in other countries
we will lose the battle for men's
minds by default," the President
said. "Our present overseas information and educational exchange program is getting results.
For example, the Voice of America
has been carrying to people behind
the Iron Curtain the true story of
world events.
"It has been so successful that
the Soviet government is using a
vast amount of costly equipment
in an attempt to drown out our
broadcasts by jamming. We must
devise ways to break through that
jamming and get our message
across. And we must improve and
strengthen our whole range of
information and educational servThe President reminded that this
country has "tremendous advantages" in the struggle for men's
ices." and loyalties. "We have
minds
truth and freedom on our side,"
he said. "The appeal of free institutions and self-government springs
from the deepest and noblest aspiraof mankind."
He tionsdeclared
Secretary of State
Dean Acheson had been directed

and
to newsCleveed WSRS
KILLEX
ing appoint
ED announc
staff of
land. He was formerly with
WHA Madison, Wis., on news staff.
GEORGE GRIM, newscaster-commentator for WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul,
signs
exclusive three-year contract
with station.
LIONEL MOORE appointed farm director of CKY Winnipeg. BILL
MOVER joins station as sportscaster.
FULTON LEWIS Jr., MBS commentator, has received Catholic War Veterans' annual distinguished citizens'
award. He received tribute at CWV's
13th annual pageant. He is first radio
commentator to be so cited. Citation
was given "for your outstanding contributions tothe American way of life."
HERB DIXON joins news staff of
CKY Winnipeg.
' to plan a strengthened and more
effective national effort to use the
great power of truth in working
The editors were told by several
speakers that total cold war is
for peace."
needed
for victory in the battle
for Europe, a message impressed on
broadcasters at the NAB Chicago
convention. Barry Bingham, president of WHAS Louisville, now
chief of the Economic Cooperation
Administration's special mission to
France, cited bright and dark spots
in the French economy and apbarriers. pealed for' a lowering of tariff

The stars of
today and
are
tomorrow
with the new era in

JIMMY LYTELL AND THE "DELTA EIGHT"

The neiv Thesaurus brings you bigger
and better programming packages •with
QAM"
topOsponsor-appeal
liHuM) . . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity, tie-ins, crossplugs, sound effects ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material . . . netvrork-cruality production. Wire or write
today for full details!
recorded

Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division

"program
120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, N. Y.
Chicago • Hollywood
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OYLE D. THOMPSON appointed
technical supervisor of WFMYTV Greensboro, N. C.
BRUCE BERQUIST, HAROLD WHITTEBERRY, JOHN FRISHETTE, WALTER McKECHNIE, WILLIS MARSHALL, ELVIS OWEN and CHARLES
TACKENBERG added to NBC Chicago
staff for temporary work on network's
Daylight Savings Time operation.
EDGAR L. BERNHEIM, assistant
recording supervisor, is in charge.
HERB BRODY, formerly with engineering staff of WMGM New York,
joins engineering department of WPIX
(TV) same city.
RAY FREUTEL and AL KNISPEL
join NBC Chicago TV field engineering
staff after working in building maintenance department.
FRANCIS JACOB, control room supervisor of WWL New Orleans, is the
father of a girl, Cathy Claire.
DONALD J. WILSON, of transmitter
staff at WNBQ Chicago, is the father
of a boy Donald James Jr.
NEW radio interference locator for
550 kc to 30 mc frequency range announced by Sprague Products Co.,
North Adams, Mass.
POLARAD
ELECTRONICS Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., introduces its radio
cue system, model AB, for use in directing personnel via radio link. System
is especially useful in TV production,
firm reports.
D
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CLAROSTAT MFG. Co., Dover, N. H.,
announces high-voltage coupler and
spacer assembly, 59-186, with nylon
insulator
RN-3",in foralluseClarostat
in TV,
now
madeshaft,
available
Pick-A-Shaft type controls.
AEROVOX Corp., New Bedford, Mass.,
now producing smaller miniaturized
tubulars than were previously available, measuring 3/16" in diameter and
7/16" long. Tubulars are type P83Z.
TECHNICAL
APPLIANCE Corp.,
Sherburne, N. Y., announces production of new all-channel high-gain antenna designed to emphasize Channels
11, 12 and 13 reception. Antenna is
called Taco Tri-X.
NEWS RATIO
Students Like Radio 2 to 1

WAVE

TO

IT'S an informal discussion among these Virginia radio
men and women at the meeting of Virginia AP Broadcasters Assn. at Richmond in March [Broadcasting,
April 3]. L to r: Seated, Don Murray, WDBJ Roanoke;
John Daffron, AP, Richmond; Bob Dalton, WRNL Richmond; Emileigh Maxwell, WTAR
Norfolk; Frank H.
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STUDENTS— at least those at
Phillips U., Enid, Okla.- — prefer
radio to the newspaper by 2 to 1
to keep up on the latest news,
according to a survey conducted
by R. G. Martin Jr., associate proversity. fessor of journalism at the uniMore than 130 of 960 Phillips
students were asked reading and
listening habits: When they either
listened to a newscast or read the
daily newspapers and for their
preference of the two media. Students queried were representative
by class, sex and major study, Mr.
Martin explained. Enid has two
stations, KCRC - AM - FM and
KGWA, two daily newspapers, two
weeklies and access to Oklahoma
City, Tulsa and Wichita papers.
Reasons for preferring radio
news were it's "fresher," less time
is consumed in obtaining top news,
it lightens the reading load of the
student, out-of-towners are not in
the local paper habit and "radio
news presentations make more
sense," Mr. Martin reported students observed. One out of eight
students at Phillips was queried
with equal selection among men
and women. Coeds gave more overwhelming preference to radio news
than did the male students, the
survey revealed.

Fuller, Richmond AP Bureau chief; Mrs. Polly Daffron
Miller, WRNL; Jack Weldon, WWOD Lynchburg; Leigh
Smith, WSLS Roanoke; Charlie Spears, WXGI Richmond;
standing, John L. Cole, WHLF South Boston; Frank M.
Stearns, AP, Washington; Oliver Gramling, AP assistant
general manager for radio. New York; John Eure, WDBJ.

AD

WEEK
SET
Noble Duram To Speak
TWO network officials — Edward J.
Noble, chairman of the board, ABC,
and Arthur Duram, TV market
research counsel, CBS — are slated
to speak at the second annual Advertising Week which starts today
(Monday) through Saturday at
the Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
The week will be celebrated with
the 48th annual conference of international affiliation of sales and
advertising clubs (Thursday, Friday and Saturday) which is expected to draw members from 14
adveitising and sales clubs in the
U. S. and Canada. Syracuse Advertising and Sales Club and Syracuse U. are hosts to the conventioners.
Highpoints of the convention are
International Day on Saturday and
presentation of radio-TV and other
awards for best advertising performances inthe upstate New York
area. Mr. Noble is scheduled to
talk on Advertising Day, Friday,
on "Better Living Is in the Air."
Mr. Duram speaks the following
day
at a panel
To Make
Advertising
Workon at"How
the Consumer

Level." Also on the speakers' program are Walter R. Barry, vice
president in charge of sales, General Mills Inc., on "Advertising
and
the
Expanding
Market,"
and
Violet Symons,
publicity
director,
Gimbel Bros., Pittsburgh, on "Advertising for Today's Retail Store."
Royal H. Ray, of the All-University
Dept. of Advertising, Syracuse U.,
is general chairman.
NICHOL NAMED
Is BMI Comptroller
BOARD of directors of Broadcast
Music Inc. elected Alexander D.
Nichol as comptroller at a meeting
April 16 during the NAB convention in Chicago. Mr. Nichol joined
BMI's financial department a year
ago.The board voiced pleasure at the
industry response to BMI's 10th
anniversary celebration. A resolution was adopted thanking Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters and
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for
their unprecedented action in voting to increase the fee paid to BMI
Canada
because ofmusic.
BMI's contribution to Canadian

SERVICE
Twenty-four years of faithful service
to American agriculture makes WIBW
the most-listened-to-station in Kansas
and adjoining states.

TheVoi[e/7/Kan5as
WIBW

in

TOPE
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NEWS
JOBS
CRJ Queries Managers
FIFTY percent of 173 station managers queried about job placements
by the Council on Radio Journalism
said they would hire persons without previous station experience.
This was reported by Council
Chairman Floyd Baskette of the U.
of Colorado at the semi-annual
i meeting of the group April 16 in
i conjunction with the NAB at Chij cago's Stevens Hotel.
The same managers reported
they expect to employ 387 persons
! this year, of which 143 openings
will be for newsmen, newsmen-announcers and advertising men this
spring and summer, Mr. Baskette
said.
The council, comprised of five
radio industry representatives and
five university men from the American Assn. of Schools and Departments of Journalism, discussed at
length the problems of placing
graduates in jobs. For the first
time since the war, June graduates
are not expected to be placed entirely until October. They previously found work immediately after
graduation, one spokesman said.
Average starting salary for jobs
at the stations surveyed is about
$50, it was reported.
The council is preparing a report
! for institutions with research facilities listing radio journalism research topics that the industry itself considers "significant and
necessary."
to beandassigned
I;to
candidates Subjects
for master
doctor
degrees were selected on recomi mendations of network research
men, independent survey concerns
and radio news directors.
Industry men attending the evening
session senting
wereNAB, Arthur
Council Stringer,
secretary; repreE. R.
Vadebor.coeur, WSYR Syracuse, vice
! president; Karl Koerper, KMBC Kansas con.
City, Educators
and Wilton
WMAZ
Mawere Cobb,
Kenneth
Bartlett,
Syracuse U.; Mitchell V. Charnley, U.
of Minnesota; Baskett Mosse, Northof Iowa. western U., and Dr. Arthur Barnes, U.
FIFTH graduation from Academy of
Radio Arts, Toronto, was held April 14.
Thirty-five announcers, producers and
writers graduated this season, and
most were placed with independent
radio stations.

to
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St.
e of fire
coveragturned
INE recently
ROUTLouis
out into be
more than that when KMOX that
r Courtney Heinecity
Reporteit.
man sent
to cover
Mr. Heineman
reached scene at 11:15 a.m., called in
at 11:40 to report that fire was rapidly
consuming estimated $25,000 worth of
office equipment belonging to his
father's firm, Heineman Office Equipment Co. Complete report on damage
done, casualties and activities of firemen were aired by KMOX on noon
newscast.
Promise Kept
CASUAL wager by Mrs. Betty Pattee,
"better-half" of WKNB New Britain,
Co nn., Mr. & Mrs. show, was won by
Mrs. Pattee recently. Some months
ago she had remarked to audience that
birth of Pattee's fifth child would not
interrupt their daily 1 p.m. broadcast.
Child, a boy, was born Sunday, April
2, and show was aired from Mrs.
Pattee's
hospitalof room
for
remainder
week. next day and
'G-String' Inventor Speaks
RECENT guest on WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia's Open House show was Dr.
George Goobau, inventor of wire which
Signal Corps expects eventually to
replace coaxial cable. Called "GString," gadget has horn attachment
which shoots signal along surface of
specially insulated wire. Dr. Goobau
explained way in which wire works
to Roy Neal, m.c. of show, and Joseph
Wilson of U. S. Signal Corps.
Record Collector
NOTED Baltimore record collector,
Dean Lloyd Garrison, is center of new
show on WMAR-FM Baltimore. Aired
Monday, 8:30-9 p.m., show features Mr.
Garrison spinning old and near-forgotten records. Discs will come from his
private collection, largest of its kind
in state. First show was built around
artists who started in Baltimore.
Program is titled Collector's Corner.
Network Quiz
FIRST broadcast in new series of
shows by National Assn. of Mf rs., titled
High School Students Quiz Industry,
will be aired by WLAW Lawrence,
Mass., and heard over ABC at 10:30
p.m. tomorrow (May 2). Eight shows

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member N-A-BBROADCASTING
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in series will originate from ABC affiliates in different locations . Prominent
representatives of industry will be
asked questions around central topic,
such as "Is Industry Human ?" Unrehearsed shows will feature one indents. dustry representative and three stu'Cuyahoga Calling'
ORGANIZED communities are given
opportunity to extol their virtues and
acquaint others with their advantages
on Cuyahoga Calling, new show over
WERE Cleveland. Programs originate
in public building in community concerned and include dramatized or narrated story of community's history,
future plans and highlights of its activities. Local music groups, little
theatres and leading inhabitants participate. Community song contest,
with original songs submitted by local
persons, will win prize for community
whose song is judged best. Show is
aired Saturday, 8-8:30 p.m., with John
Saunders, production supervisor, in
charge.
Regatta From Blimp
COLLEGE regatta, featuring crews of
Penn, Princeton and Columbia, aired
by WFIL Philadelphia from blimp.
Mobile unit of station was placed
about 100 yds. from finish line, furnishing ground contact for blimp and
outlet for public address system, over
which description from blimp could be
heard. Movies taken in blimp were
shown by RCA Victor TV newsreel.
Tom Moorehead described event.
Conversation Piece
FACTS, interesting stories and slants
on little-known events are focal point
of Talk of the Town show on WBBM
Chicago. Show stars Earl Nightingale
who reports on behind-the-scenes happenings in his co-star, Chicago. People from all walks of life who have
achieved success in unusual business
ventures are interviewed on program
which is heard 15-minutes thriceweekly. Editor is Don Brinkley,
WBBM writer-producer.
Gardening Hints
SPRING show on WJZ-TV New York
features practical hints for home horticulturists, new methods of landscaping and demonstrations of how to make
gardens and lawns beautiful and useful. Show is conducted by Phil Alampi,
farm and garden editor of WJZ, and
titled The Home Gardener. Visual demonstrations executed on small garden
set will be conducted Friday, 8-8:30
p.m. Special authority on home gardening will appear on show weekly.
KCMO Loves Ladies
THRICE-weekly audience participation show on KCMO Kansas City takes
place in
Tea there.
Room of
Macy's atdepartment store
Women
lunch
are asked questions on everything from
soup to nuts, and receive mechandising
prizes for correct answers. Prize also
is offered weekly for best recipe sent
in by listener. Love Those Ladies is
heard Mon., Wed., Fri., 3:30-4 p.m.,
and
is sponsored
and local
grocers. by Stokely's Foods
Shakedown Cruise
WCOP Boston's recording equipment
was taken aboard Navy's latest type

schnorkel submarine for shakedown
cruise. Fifteen-minute special events
feature was aired by Ken Mayer, special events director, and gave listeners
actual commands and sounds as boat
went through its paces. Tape recorder
also caught actual crash dive and
ascent of submarine.
Half-Century Events
NEW WEEKLY series on CJBC
Toronto and Dominion network will
feature events in first half of century.
Not only major developments will be
chronicled on program, but also many
little things which have happened and
are worth remembering. Direct quotations and actual recordings of famous people will
be included
in onehour series.
Program
is produced
by
J. Frank Willis, CBC Toronto.
Kids' Show
KPIX (TV) San Francisco launches
new amateur talent show designed
especially for "little people." Program, entitled Kids' Capers features
Wally King, disc jockey, his 3-year-old
son, Kenton, and radio-night club
pianist, Edna Fisher. Amateur talent
on show is restricted to 14-year-olds
and under and aims especially for acts
of type to appeal to very young TV
audience. Program is sponsored by
Wiseman Appliances, Berkeley.
MANILA Broadcasting Co. is increasing its capital stock from $500,000
to $750,000 in order to buy all outstanding stock of Philippine Broadcasting
Although
stock-as
holders willCorp.
continue
to PBC
function
one unit, overall management will be
handled by MBC. Arrangement calls
for transfer of PBC stock to MBC
in exchange for shares in MBC capital
stock at rate of 4.25 shares for every
PBC share.
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FERGUSON NAMED
is KXOA KXOB KXOC V.P.
APPOINTMENT of Herb N. Ferguson, general manager of KXOA
Sacramento, and KXOB Stockton,
both California,
as a vice president and director
o f Sacramento
Broadcasters Inc.,
owner and operator of KXOA
and KXOC Chico,
has been announced by Lincoln Dellar, president of the three
Mr. Ferguson
stations. KXOB is
owned by Valley Broadcasting Co.
of which Mr. Ferguson also has
been appointed a vice president and
director.
With headquarters in Sacramento, Mr. Ferguson will serve as
general manager of the three stations, dividing his time between
them it was announced. Mr. Ferguson entered radio in 1944 with
KFRE Fresno. He was named
manager of KXOB in 1947 and last
year, also was appointed manager
of KXOA.
CANADIAN MARCONI Co., Montreal,
reported net profit for 1949 of $26,656,
compared with loss the previous year
of $388,971. Operating profit in 1949
was $354,689. Net working capital
improved to $1,648,987 compared with
$1,444,918 in 1948. Company manufactures receivers and transmitting
and operates CFCF-AMequipment
FM Montreal.
M r. Eli Cohan
Joseph Advertising Agency
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dear Eli:
WCHS is makin'
terGood
makeoleLONESOME
GAL real
feel plans
right
at home now
tgonna
h e t beshe's
here
in Charleston,
West Virginny.
Yessir, make
she's
gonna
lots uvarrfriends
once
5000
watts on 580
starts^ gets
gain' with her
an'
program,
all!
Nthet
o sirain't
e e, Eli,
theta jug
ain'tfull!
all
by
When these
here fellers
puts their
think
caps
on theyin' really
comes up with
idees fer permotin'
show,
an' I a noticed
they's had ^em
on ferweeks
th' past
few
LONESOMEfer
isGAL!
jest An'
one this
uv
th'
ways boys
these
WCHS
has uvadvertismakin'
their
ers
happy.
Th'
listenin' audience uv WCHS is really tremenjus, an'
with everybody
in th' coal
fields
at higherbackpay,at work
you fellers
kin
really look fer results! Yessir, Eli,
WCHS really does a job fer its customers any way yuh looks at it! Jest
tho't yer'd like ter know! Yrs. Algy
WCHS
Charleston,
Page 72
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Production

Toronto, joins CJVI Victoria, as and program
appointe
HILLS
TED
manager
of KXYZ
Houston,
Tex. nouncer.
He was former owner-manager of
KF VI, chief announcer for KPRC, and MARION SHEPPARD, member of
program department at WBBM Chimanager of KTLC, which later consolicago, transfers to music library staff.
dated with KXYZ. All are Houston
She is in charge of all music clearances.
stations. He assisted in organization of KLUF Galveston, returning JEAN W. SLADDEN joins WDTV
to join KTRH Houston, where he re(TV) Pittsburgh as traffic manager.
mained 10 years as production manwas with KGVO Misager and account executive. He also She formerly
soula, Mont., as continuity chief. She
was former general manager of KTHT
is succeeded at KGVO by JOAN
and KLEE Houston.
HOVDE.
VIRGIL ROYER joins WCSI (FM)
former program manColumbus, Ind. He formerly was with JOHN agerKEOWN,
and assistant professor of radio
WWNI Wabash, Ind. He replaces at U. of Tulsa, joins NBC Chicago
MIKE MAY, who joins WXGL Rich- radio production staff as director.
mond, Va., as announcer. Mr. May
ROBERT LEHMAN, formerly producer
succeeds BILL NEWMAN at WXGL
of Command Performance for Armed
BOB GORDON, formerly with KXRO
Forces Radio Service, joins KTSL
Aberdeen, Wash., and before that
(TV) Hollywood as writer-producer.
with KXA Seattle, joins continuity
department of KSL-TV Salt Lake City. JANE ACKER, graduate of Academy
of Radio Arts, Toronto, joins CBC
CLAUDIA VAN VOORHIS joins continuity department of KSL. She for- Toronto, in production department.
PHYLLIS TOWNER, recent graduate
merly store
was with
Keith-O'Brien
ment
in Salt
Lake City.departof U. of California, joins KGO-TV
San Francisco as assistant head of
GEORGE HELLMAN joins CKY Winnipeg as announcer.
station's film department.
WILLIAM S. DODSON added to an- ART MERCIER, announcer for WBBM
Chicago, is author of two articles to be
nouncing staff of WWDC-AM-FM
Washington. He formerly was radio published in forthcoming issues of
director of Williams, Stark & Hinkle
The Outdoorsman.
Adv., and previously announced for
JOHN MICHAEL HORNBACH, known
WTIK Durham, N. C, and WFNC
as John Michaels on WPAY-AM-FM
Fayetteville, N. C.
Portsmouth, Ohio, and Virginia Cordes
ROBERT ADAMS Jr., for past two have announced their marriage.
years associated with television film
production, joins KTSL (TV) Holly- MacGREGOR EADIE, assistant manager of NBC Hollywood continuity acwood as asistant producer. He will
ceptance, and VERONE SCULLY,
act as special assistant to Don Hine,
production director, in handling of formerly with Dan B. Miner Co. advermotion picture programming.
tising
prior tonewscaster,
that assistant toagency
SAMandHAYES,
JERRY LEONARD added to continuity
were married April 14.
staff of WERE Cleveland. He forGREG GARRISON, ABC-TV Chicago
writer-director
Children's
Theatremerly wasshow
on WSRSof Cleveland.
who handles Super Circus, is the father
Show also moves to WERE.
of a boy, Michael.
MYLES FOLAND Jr., formerly with DON and VERA WARD, stars of
Tauber's Parade on WENR-TV ChiWSIV Pekin, 111., joins WMBD Peoria
with his disc show.
Ann. cago, are the parents of a girl, Laura
GROVER J. ALLEN becomes director
at ABC-TV Chicago after working as
stage manager. DON RUHMAN named
TEX AND JINX
program assistant.
WNBC WNBT Set 5-Year Pact
KAYE SANDERSON and STAN WILLIAMS, graduates of Academy of A FIVE-YEAR contract signed by
Radio Arts, Toronto, join CJBQ BelleTex and Jinx McCrary with WNBC
ville, as announcers.
EVELYN ELIASON, script writer on and WNBT (TV) New York,
ABC's Carnegie Hall, joins network as guarantees the stations exclusive
services of the couple for both radio
television script editor.
and television. New agreement will
RAY ARLO
of ~Al Siegel's
take effect in 1951, upon expiration
Music
Shop joins
show cast
on WOR-TV
New
of their current contract.
York as singer.
EDDIE EDWARDS, for more than 20
At the same time the station announced that a new TV series
years with KMBC Kansas City, joins
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., as prostarring
Tex
and Jinx will make its
duction manager.
debut on Aug. 15. The show will be
ED WILSON, m.c. of Ed Wilson Shows
patterned on the couple's radio
on KWK St. Louis, is on three-week
show (which on May 15 will in■tour of Europe, collecting material
crease its time from 45 minutes to
for his shows.
a
full
hour,
Monday through FriBOB HOWAR promoted to chief announcer of KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.
day, 8:30-9:30 a.m.), and will be
FRANK THOMPSON, graduate of 1950 viewed on WNBT five-times-a-week
class of Academy of Radio Arts, from 6:30-6:55 p.m.

UN AGENCIES
U. S. Participation Mulled
REPRESENTATIVES of the
FCC, State Dept. and other government departments took part
April 20 in a discussion of continued U. S. participation on various economic and social agencies
of the United Nations and certain
inter-American bodies.
Speakers included Ambassador Ernest A. Gross and Under Secretary of
State James E. Webb. Among those
attending were Comrs. Paul Walker
and E. M. Webster; Francis Colt de
Wolf, U. S. representative on the administrative council of International
Telecommunications Union; George D.
Stoddard, chairman of U. S. National
Commission for UNESCO, and George
P. Baker, U. S. representative on the
UN Transport and Communications
Commission. FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy also was invited but was "unable
to attend.
WADC

ANNIVERSARY
Silver Promotion Tied In

TIE-IN involving promotion of silverware in connection with the silver anniversary of WADC Akron,
Ohio, last month [BROADCASTING,
April 10], has been reported as
highly successful by Allen T. Simmons, owner and operator of the
5 kw CBS affiliate.
For two weeks prior to the anniversary date, WADC ran a two-fold
campaign in which the silver theme
was carried in teaser announcements which preceded the main announcements by four days. One
phase of the promotion was
WADC's offer to give 52-piece sets
of Oneida Community Silverware
to every person born in the Akron
area on April 8, 1925, the day the
station first went on the air.
In the campaign's other phase,
WADC announced that every child
born in Akron on April 8, 1950, the
station's anniversary date, would
be presented with a six-piece "stepup" set of 1847 Rogers Brothers j
Silverware. Over 30 "step-up" sets
were given away, it was reported.
SPECIAL interviews and programs
were carried by KDKA Pittsburgh
from 14th annual West Virginia Farm
Electrical Conferences.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER
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Warner Reviews
Problems

PROGRAM
RIGHTS
THE OWNERS of radio and television programs will have to rely upon
statutory rather than common law copyright to protect their interests
in these properties if an outstanding court decision is permitted to stand.
This is the warning of Harry P. Warner, of the Washington law
firm of Segal, Smith & Hennessey, *
in an article in the Vanderbilt Law
With respect to the general quesReview. The article, "Protection
tion of common-law copyright in
of the Content of Radio and Televi- television, the article asserts:
... It is believed that the courts
sion Programs," will be a chapter
in the second volume of his book, would have no difficulty in finding
Radio and Television Law.
common-law copyright in any television program. Any television proThe case which would upset presgram, including a news, sport, or draent radio and television copyright
matic show, is an "original, unpubpractices is the suit of Actor Mel
lished, intellectual production." It
I Blanc alleging rights to the murequires the use of technical and ar—
tistic skills — viz., lighting effects,
— "ha-ha-ha-ha-ha"
sical laugh
jwhich
he claims
to have originated
integration and synand which became known to the camera thesisangles,
of sight and sound, to produce
a
finished
television
production. It is
public via the "Woody Woodpecksubmitted that there is as much
er" cartoons.
right in the finished televiIn granting a defense motion for property
sion picture as in a photograph or
dismissal of Mr. Blanc's suit, ac- painting, and the evanescent charcording to the article, a California
acter of a telecast does not destroy
I court held that use of the musical
its common-law copyright. . . .
laugh in motion pictures amounted
. . . Although the evanescent character of a telecast precludes the asIto "general publication." If use in
sertion or recognition of statutory
!movies is "publication," Mr. Warj!ner contends, then use on radio or copyright in a telecast per se, the
unauthorized exhibition of a copytelevision is also "publication."
righted work may be forbidden and
The Blanc case is now on appeal to
its lawful use protected. Thus the
the California Court of Appeals.
Copyright Office permits the registration of dramatic scripts designed for
Common-Law Copyright
radio or television broadcasts and of
Mr. Warner explains that commotion picture photoplays and motion
mon-law copyright gives adequate
pictures other than photoplays intended for transmission by televiprotection of the originator's rights
sion. . . .
in every "new and original product
. . Based on custom and usage,
;of mental labor embodied in writ- a .radio
performance or telecast is a
ing or some other visible form
limited publication since the former
which remains unpublished."
is dedicated to the public in their
Traditionally, he continues,
homes. This is evidenced by the restrictive announcements preceding
' courts have held that broadcasts,
imovies, and stage productions do telecasts (reserving rights in the programs). Under the foregoing circum•not amount to "publication," which
stances aradio or television broadcast
|is the point where common-law
copyright ceases to operate and constitutes a limited publication . . .
and the proprietor of the program
statutory copyright becomes necesmay enjoin any person who entersary for continued protection of feres
with or seeks to appropriate his
intellectual
effort without his authori'the author's interests.
ity
, Mr. Warner
feels the court
... If the "publication" holding
of the Mel Blanc case is affirmed by
the appellate court, we will have witnessed the initial stage of the demise
of common-law copyright. The latter
will no longer be invoked to protect
the content of radio and television
programs and of motion picture film.
Radio and television stations and net-

I"reached the correct conclusion" in
j dismissing the Blanc suit, "but not
;for the reasons" given in the court
opinion. He suggests that if the
issues were tried on the merits,
"the court might conclude that the
musical laugh was not a protectible
property interest."
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USSR PROPAGANDA
WAVE Picks Up Broadcasts
CLAIMING an exclusive scoop,
WAVE Louisville has reported interception of Soviet Russia's use of
the 40-meter band for propaganda
purposes national
in violation
Radio Treaty.of the InterWAVE officials said the broadcasts, beamed at the United States
and outlying countries by Radio
Moscow, were picked up April 14.
Amateur Operator Dr. Milton
Schwalbe, of Louisville's Nichols
Hospital, and WAVE Engineers
Dick Bush and Frank Burger
picked up the Soviet signal on 7245
kc. Under the direction of Jim
Caldwell, WAVE news director,
the broadcast was immediately recorded.
News of the WAVE recording
was relayed to NBC and arrangements were made for a rebroadcast
of the recording on Morgan Beatty's
News of the World broadcast the
same day. WAVE reported it was
the first time Radio Moscow was
picked up on the 40-meter band
which, according to the International Radio Treaty, is to be used
only for dot-and-dash messages,
not for voice or propaganda pur-

station

7, Illinois

Clear channel — 50,000 watts — 890
ng kc — ABC network
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company
BROADCASTING

A WARM welcome, presentation of the keys to the city and a luncheon in
his honor helped make last month's visit by ABC Sports Director Harry
Wismer to Spartanburg, S. C, a memorable one. L to r: Mayor Thomas W.
Whiteside, who welcomed Mr. Wismer and extended him the keys of the
city; Walter J. Brown, president of WORD and WDXY (FM) Spartanburg,
who gave the luncheon; Mr. Wismer, and Federal Judge C. C. Wyche. Luncheon attendants included Amoco dealers in the Spartanburg area. WORD
and WDXY (FM) carry the Washington Redskin football games, which Mr.
Wismer broadcasts.
works and motion picture producers
PLAY-by-play or re-creations of all
will seek the benefits of the Copyright
daytime Washington Senators games
Code or rely on an expanded concept
will be fed to network consisting of
of unfair competition to prevent the WSID Baltimore, WCUM Cumberland,
misappropriation
of
their
intellectual
WARK Hagerstown, Md., WRVA
efforts.
Richmond, Va., and WHVR Hanover,
Pa., by WWDC Washington.

poses.
ARRANGEMENTS completed between
WXGI Richmond, Va., and Eastern
Baseball Network for station to broadcast all of games played by New York
Giants at home and away.
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CANADA
TRAVEL
Bureau Mulls '50 Radio Plans
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT'S
Travel Bureau, Ottawa, has not
yet finalized its radio plans for this
year, D. Leo Dolan, director, has
told Broadcasting.
Discussions are still going on
by the department and U. S. station representatives as to how much
radio the Canadian Travel Bureau
is to use this year.
Unofficial reports state as much
as $200,000 is to be spent in 1950
on U. S. radio following representations made by Maurice Mitchell,
director of BAB, and representatives of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, but neither the
agency, Cockfield, Brown & Co.
Ltd., Montreal, nor Mr. Dolan have
finalized plans for the campaign.
FM RADIO QUIZ
Students Survey Seattle
RADIO students at the U. of Washington are making a house-to-house
survey to determine the status of
FM listening in northeast Seattle.
Conducted by Radio-TV Guild,
made up of students majoring in
radio and related subjects, the
sampling will cross-section 750
persons as determined by the Washington Public Opinion Lab.
Second objective of the survey
will be to sound out the pattern
of listening to programs transcribed
at the university and then aired
on commercial stations in Seattle
and elsewhere in the state, the university explains.
Homeowners will be asked
whether they listen to any of 21
specified AM programs and 12
which may be heard only on FM.
These include university, network
and local shows. Bulk of questioning centers on degree of FM listening, noticeable differences in FM as
compared to AM, and whether future set buyers contemplate inclusion of FM.
CERTIFICATE of Award of Merit
awarded Southern California Broadcasters Assn. by Community Chest
of Los Angeles.

We do not cover all of Connecticut, but we DO cover*
NORWICH and most of New
London county . . . 1948 retail sales $129,364,000.00.

pick attache
plastic
PAGE
sent with
to trade
by KTSM
El Paso,d
Tex. Written next to pick are
words, "There's pay dirt in the Rio
Grande . . . when you use KTSM."
Text continues, "All you have to do
is dig for it . . . and you'll come up
with real sales nuggets."
Service Promotion
SINGLE - SHEET promotion from
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., features
reprint of story from Montgomery
County Sentinel telling of station's
aid to rare-blood type patients in hospital. Beside reprint is letter from
Montgomery County General Hospital
Inc. thanking station for its help to
hospital's patients. Written .across
bottom of reprints is, "Glad to be of
service . . . WGAY."
Graphic Illustration
FOLDER titled "A close shave wins
by a big margin ... on the right Baltimore station," sent to trade by
WFBR Baltimore, Md. Folder recounts story of Mennen shaving aid's
use of WFBR for three and one-half
years, with recent check on station's
results being entirely favorable. Letter from advertising manager of
Mennen is reprinted in green and
white, colors of Mennen packages. Accompanying folder is box containing
sample bottles, tubes and blades of
sponsor's products.
Facts From WFAS
SINGLE sheet, printed in green and
white, tells story of Mrs. Westchester
show to trade. Next to picture of
housewife hugging WFAS White
Plains, N. Y., microphone, is text
which
says:to "More
Westchesters listen
WFAS Mrs.
from noon
to 6
o'clock every day than to any other
station." Facts are based on Conlan
survey. Text concludes, "Call a WFAS
account man to explain how this persuasive housewives' friend can build
business for you in '50."
Brochure Announcement
DRAWING of man carrying filing
cabinet up stairs is cover on buff-
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Have you been bypassing
this market? Remember you
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can BUY it on a station that
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colored folder sent to trade by Bing
& Haas nounces
Adv.,
Folder
move ofCleveland.
firm to fifth
floor an-of
Frederick Bldg. Pictures of new space
and personnel are feature of booklet
which urges prospective advertisers
to use facilities of B & H. Enclosed is
reprint of story in local paper concerning move.
Twenty-Two on One
MIMEOGRAPHED sheets from WOAI
San Antonio, Tex., ask, "What ONE
station airs the first-ranking 22 daytime shows in San Antonio?" Answer,
given on second sheet, is, of course,
WOAI. Line up of shows, plus figures
for homes using sets, and Hooperating,
are set forth.
Doughnut Tie-In
NATIONAL doughnut week was used
by Jos. M. Zamoiski Co., Baltimore,
distributor for Columbia records, to
promote Burl Ives reecording, "The
Doughnut Song.' Each of city's leading disc jockeys was sent dozens of
doughnuts daily, supplied by Bond
Bakers. Large display cards, made
in shape of doughnut with picture of
Mr. Ives looking through center, also
were used.
KTLA Study
"A STUDY of Television and Radio
Advertising
title of folderCosts
sent into Los
tradeAngeles"
by KTLAis
(TV) Los Angeles. Folder is made
up of charts giving average share of
TV or radio audience, sets tuned in,
audience, and time charges by station
in area. Final totals show low rate of
KTLA as compared with network radio
stations, and combined TV stations
in city. Figures are based on Hooper
reports and BMB data.
Personnel
MILLARD B. SOUERS appointed promotion manager of WHBC Canton,
Ohio. He replaces JULIUS GLASS,
who is now associated with WGAR
Cleveland. Mr. Souers was former
fulltime, instructor of speech and radio
at Kent State U., Canton.
HERBERT G. CARHART Jr. joins
WBCC Bethesda-Chevy Chase, Md., as
sales promotion manager. He formerly was with B. H. Lawson Assoc.,
New York public relations firm.
LLOYD SHERMAN II appointed promotion manager of WPBC MinneapolisSt. Paul. JOE KANE appointed St.
Paul promotion manager of WPBC.
LOIS MINNIG, formerly secretary to
CLARK GEORGE, Columbia Pacific
Network sales manager in San Francisco, transfers to press information
at KCBS same city. RUTH FUNK replaces Miss Minnig.
Mrs. SHIRLEY SMITH, promotion
writer for KCBS San Francisco, resigns from station.
WALLY HUTCHINSON, assistant promotion manager of KGO-AM-TV San
Francisco, is the father of a boy, Scott
Michael.
CERTIFICATE of
tional Guard received
ington in recognition
ice in broadcasting
Guard show.

Merit from Naby WMAL Washof patriotic servof new National

RADIO WRITING
Book Traces Developments
RADIO AND TELEVISION WRITING.
By
MaxInc.Wylie.
New$5. York: Rinehart
& Co.
635 pp.
SINCE the first edition of this book,
published in 1939, radio has continued astainment
"still
the the
greatest
force on
face ofenterour
mixed-up planet," and television
has not reduced its "selling power
or popularity," Author Max Wylie
asserts in the preface of his revised and enlarged work. Industry
experts contributed to the book.
Mr. Wylie's new book covers
basic principles of radio writing
(in the classroom and for networks) ;problems of adaptation
(the novel and short story) ; radio
journalism (news writing) ; comedyand(with
chapters ; on
tion
techniques)
the construcdaytime
serial (an analysis of programs
and plots) ; mystery and murder
(specific examples) ; radio for
adults; and television (which embraces story adaptation for TV and
actual mechanics and technical
problems). The book is well documented with concrete examples and
illustrations, as well as editorial
comment by columnists.
GUIDE-POST POLL
Pittsburgh Listening Studies
HALF of Pittsburgh's families
regularly listen to the radio after
11 p. m. more than half the evenings of the week; another 39% of
the families listen occasionally
(less than half the evenings),
while the remaining 11% never
listen to the radio after 11 p. m.
These findings were announced by
Guide-Post Research after a survey of 1,500 homes in the Pittsburgh district.
Listening habits vary with income, Guide-Post reported, with
54% of the families earning under
$3,500 a year listening regularly
after ilies
11 p.
m., over
and 46%
the famearning
$3,500of listening
regularly. Late evening listening
is almost identical inside and outside the metropolitan (dial teleout. phone call) area, the survey points
A similar study of early morning listening found 41% of the
homes with radios turned on before
8 a. m. more than half the weekday mornings, Guide-Post reported.
Another 31% listen fewer than
half the mornings of the week and
28% never listen before 8 a. m., it
was stated. According to Charles
F. Ackenheil, survey director, these
figures represent
the "total"
listening
which should
not behomes
confused with other ratings which
measurelistening.
the "average" number of
homes

Why

buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
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mercial broadcasters listening councils, high school administrators and
parents. Speakers will include
Beulah Zachary, producer of Kukla,
Fran & Ollie on NBC-TV, Betty
Ross, assistant director of public
affairs and education at NBC Chicago; Mrs. Clara S. Logan, president, Southern California Assn. for
Better Radio and Television; Phillip Lewis, assistant principal, South
Shore High School, Chicago, and
Thomas Rishworth, Radio Chairman, National Parent Teachers
Assn. and director of broadcasting,
U. of Texas.

Columbus Meet May 4-7
RADIO
EDUCATORS
WHEN the pioneer conference of educators and broadcasters convenes
tion, in charge of Caroline Burke,
in Columbus, Ohio, May 4 in connection with the 20th Ohio State U.
TV supervisor
of NBC's
public afInstitute for Education by Radio [Broadcasting, Feb. 27], participants
fairs and education
department.
will include the FCC, leading representatives of commercial broadcasting
The effect of video on youngsters
and the U. S. Office of Education. *
Dr. Howard L. Bevis, president of will be explained by three ColumTheme of the opening general
bus school children from elemenU. Dr. Bevis is chairimeeting will be "Do We Need a Ohio manState
tary and junior and senior high
of
the
radio
committee
of
the
New National Policy for Radio and
school
classes on the TV panel, to
National Assn. of State UniversiTelevision?"
be
conducted
by Dr. Leland B. Jacties
and
the
Assn.
of
Land
Grant
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
obs of Ohio State. He will introColleges
and
Universities.
Speaklis scheduled to appear on the openers at the session will include:
duce panelists representing coming symposium.
Dr. Herman Wells, president of
Topics of the remaining three
Indiana U.; Dr. Charles E. Friley,
sessions, as previously announced
president of Iowa State College,
jby I. Keith Tyler, institute direc- and Miss Ira Jarrell, Atlanta, Ga., 'TELL TO SELL'
Clair Outlines Techniques for WHYU Salesmen
tor, will be: "International Affairs:
superintendent of schools.
house. . . .
A Challenge to Broadcasters,"
Closing event of the four-day
!"Are We Losing Our Constitutionsession will be the institute dinner
sales"sell"
to
designed
4.
"No
results." A. — Can you afford
T
BOOKLE
al Freedoms?" Look
and at
"Educational
men at WHYU Newport News, Va.,
Administrators
Radio and on Sunday, May 7, at 2:15 p.m.,
a
poll.
Those
who can buy radio five
with H. V. Kaltenborn, noted radio titled "How You Can Sell Radio
Television."
to
one
.
.
.
(Radio)
has a strong emocommentator, delivering the major
Time," has been compiled by FredTentative plans call for reports
tional appeal10thatyears
lingers.
. I'll still
bet
address.
Clair,
manstation
WHYU
eric
that
nearly
after,. . you
covering a round-the-world tour
remember that "Lucky Strike Green
'Firsts' Scheduled
from
Japan and thesession
"cold war"
at
ager.
Using as its theme the slogan,
an international
set for
Has Gone to War." That's what radio
Friday morning, May 5. The
does.
Several "firsts" are on the insti- "Each Salesman Is His Own Paymaster," the 15-page mimeothree general sessions will be fol5. "Newspaper is better." A. — Of
tute's agenda. One is a specialcourse you read your ads. You can
lowed by a discussion of what
interest group meeting featuring a
graphed guide begins with basic
clip
and save a newspaper ad, but
'broadcasters can do in internationprogress report on educational
material such as "What is a Radio
you're
really spending an awful lot of
television chaired by Willett Kempal affairs by a panel of personaliStation?", "Why Sell Radio Time?"
ties in radio and education. These
ton of American U., Washington.
money for a scrapbook. ... If a newsetc. Manual then delves into the
paper has 20,000 subscribers . . . how
[will include Morris Novik, radio
Participants will be Richard B. nature of prospects, method of presconsultant, of New York; Mark
Hull, radio-TV director, Iowa
can you prove they read it? You can't
entation and the sales process.
Haas, educational director of WJR
get inside their heads and test "attenState College; Sydney W. Head,
tion." We believe we can get 20 lisDetroit; Saul Carson, radio editor chairman of the U. of Miami's
Included is a prepared, "proven
sales talk" based on the theory
tenings for every "read" they can get.
of the New Republic and co-pro- radio and TV department; Martha
Newspapers have been telling people
ducer of the documentary record
Gable, Philadelphia public schools, that the "only solution to sales —
for
100
years that they get results,
album about the United Nations.
and Leon Levine, CBS director of granted good price and a needed
until
the
merchants believe it. In less
discussion broadcasts.
product — is frequency and multiOhio State Telecast
than a lifetime radio has proved that it
Resource personnel will include:
plicity of contact" with the mergets dollar volumes.
The Friday evening general ses- Paul A. Walker, vice chairman of
chant. Helping the client "tell to
sion will be based on the first ac- the FCC; Sterling Fisher, NBC
sell" can result in a "better job,
tual telecast to originate from
manager of public affairs and edu- dollar for dollar, than that by any
Ohio State. The DuMont netcation; David E. Weglein, WBAL
other medium," Mr. Clair stresses.
Baltimore, public service counselor;
work's
Court
of
Current
Issues
will
•Am/able!
"Sales-making," according to Mr.
be telecast over a local station.
Hale Aarnes, chairman of radio
Clair,
"is
just
like
splitting
a
log.
Preceding the broadcast, Irvin education department, Stephens
You don't stick a wedge in a log
Paul Sulds, originator and pro- College, and Kenneth Bartlett, di- and try to drive it all the way down.
Play-by-Play
rector of the Syracuse U. radio
ducer of the program, will discuss
You
place
a
half-dozen
wedges
and
and
television
center.
problems and techniques involved
MAJOR
LEAGUE
The first IER group meeting to then tap each in turn, lightly and
;in this type of TV show. Discussion of both technique and content
be given over exclusively to TV
BASEBALL
firmly. . . ."
of the program will follow the tele- training in colleges and universiOutlines Answers
ties
will
be
under
the
chairmanship
cast.
The Saturday night, May 6, ses- of William Sener of the U. of
Taking five basic negative anKFRM has just signed
Southern California. Another is
sion, when educational administraswers,
Mr.
Clair
provides
his
saleswith
Liberty Broadcasting
the first group session to be devoted
tors take a "verbal" look at radio
men with one positive answer to
System
for
play-by-play Major
:and TV, will be presided over by entirely to TV writing and produceach :
League baseball. Participating
1. "Don't want it now. Come back
announcements now available!
and see me later." A. — . . . Even in
the worst depression everyone buys
Here's a "red-hot" natural that
some merchandise. Someone has to
sell it. It can be you. Radio leaves a
will "hypo" your sales in an
area with more than a million
lingering impression, and the first impression is the strongest. . . . You
potential listeners.
should start now ... to get the first
punch in on your competition, then
For full details, wire The KMBCincrease your advertising later. . . .
KFRM Team, Kansas City, Mo.,
2. "Not interested." A. — You have
or phone any Free & Peters
to . . . buy right merchandise, price
it
right,
and
tell
'em
about
it.
You
Sell Ohio's Third Largest Market
are not in business to keep it a secret
with
. . . (Radio) is one of the best ways
50,000 watts
5,000 watts
to tell to sell.
FM
AM
3. "Can't afford it." A. — You can't
afford not to. As times get worse the
WFMJ
105.1 FM
1390 AM
KFRM
smart merchant is better off to keep
less stock and move it. . . . The more
for Rural Kansas;
you need business the more you must
Youngstown,
Ohio
advertise. . . . Every dollar in radio
Programmed by KMBC
can move ?10 in stock, and I know you
From Kansas City
Head ley- Reed Co., national representatives
don't want
to operate
a ware.BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
May 1, 1950
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April 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WQ/VN Scranton, Pa. — License for
CP to increase power, change hours
operation etc.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KFAC-FM Los
Angeles; WLOK-FM Lima, Ohio.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1330 kc
KVOL Lafayette, La.— Mod. CP AM
station to change from 1330 kc 1 kw
unl.
DA. DA-N to 1330 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N
April 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KRPO San
Jose; WJBK-FM Detroit.
TENDERED FOR FILING
STA— 1550 kc
KENT Shreveport, La. — Request for
STA to operate on 1550 kc 1 kw DA-N
until tionXENT-XEML
is cleared up. Nuevo Laredo situaAPPLICATION DISMISSED
Winston O. Ward, Waco, Tex. — DISMISSED April 11 application for new
AM station on 1010 kc, 1 kw.
April 21 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewal
WCLE Clearwater, Fla. — Granted renewal of license for regular period.
KNOGnewal of license
Nogales,for Ariz.
reperiod— Granted
ending Feb.
1, 1953.
WCVI newal ofConnellsville,
Pa. — Granted
relicense for period
ending Feb.
1, 1953.
License Extension
Following stations granted extension
of licenses on temporary basis for
period ending Sept. 1: WMRO Aurora.
111.; WAAT Newark, N. J.; WDAY
Fargo, N. D.; WFMD Frederick, Md.;
WGL
WGOV N. Valdosta, Fort
Ga.; Wayne,
WPAT Ind.;
Paterson,
J.;
WSBT South Bend, Ind.; WSPA Sparg, S. C;KAKC
WJAR Tulsa;
& aux.KELP
Provi-El
dence,taR.nburI.;
Paso; KROW Okland, Calif.; KVOB
Alexandria, La.; WCEN Mt Pleasant,
Mich.; WCNX Middletown, Conn.;
KXOC Chico, Calif.; WHAK Rogers
City, Mich.; WPRP & aux. Ponce, P. R.;
WCOC Meridian, Miss.; WORA Mayaguez, P. R.; WPEN Philadelphia;
WBCK Battle Creek, Mich.; KRAM
Las Vegas, Nev.; KOLO Reno, Nev.;
WARC Rochester, N. Y.
Renewals Granted
Following
stations for
wereperiod
granted
renewal of licenses
ending
May 1, 1953: KDSH Boise. Idaho;
KFSG tion,LosCol.; Angeles;
KFXJ Rock;
Grand KJR
Junc-&
KGHI Little
aux. Seattle; KRKD Los Angeles;
KRRV Sherman, Tex.; KSAL Salina.
Kan.; KSDN Aberdeen, S. D.; KSEI
Pocatello, Idaho; KTMS Santa Barbara; KVAN Portland, Ore.; KXLY
Spokane; WARE Ware. Mass.; WBAA
W. Lafayette. Ind.; WBBB Burlington,
N. C; WCAE & aux. Pittsburgh,;
WCMB Lemoyne, Pa.; WCOP & aux.

SERVICE
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FCC

ant.-antenna
cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
D-day
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
N-night mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
vis.-visual unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
Boston; WCSH & aux. Portland, Me.;
WDAE & aux. Tampa, Fla.; WDBJ &
aux. Roanoke; WEAV Plattsburg;
WEOL Elyria, Ohio; WFDF & aux.
Flint, Mich.; WFLA Tampa; WIBX &
aux. Utica; WJBO Baton Rouge, La.;
WJMX Florence,
S. C;Dayton,
WJRD Ohio;
Tuscaloosa. Ala.; WONE
WRCS Ahoskie N. C; WTCH Shawano,
Wis.; WTRY & aux. Troy, N, Y.; KALL
Salt Lake City; KCKY Coolidge, -Ariz.;
KECK Odessa. Tex.; KGKL San Angelo.
Tex.; KHBC Hilo, T. H.; KOVO Provo,
Utah; KPAC & aux. Port Arthur, Tex.;
KRIO McAllen, Tex.; WAVE Louisville;
WBOC ham,Salisbury.
BirmingAla.; WGBIMd.;& WBRC
aux. Scranton;
WJHL Johnson City, Tenn.; WKCT
Bowling Green, Ky.; WRFC Athens,
Ga.; WRRF Washington, N. C; WSNW
Seneca, S. C; WEBR Buffalo; KXL
Oakland, Calif.; KWSC Pullman, Wash.;
WHA Madison, Wis.; KUSD Vermillion,
S. D.; WLBL Stevens Point, Wis.;
WJAX & aux. Jacksonville, Fla.; KAAA
Red Wing, Minn.; KFEL Denver; KFRD
Rosenberg. Tex.; KFSA Ft. Smith,
Ark.: KFVS Cape Girardeau. Mo.;
KIMP Mt. Pleasant. Tex.; KITE San
Antonio: KLER Rochester, Minn.;
KMBC & aux. Kansas City, Mo.; KNEB
Scottsbluff, Neb.; KOIN Portland, Ore.;
KPOF Denver; KPRC Houston; KROF
Abbeville. La.; KTKN Ketchikan,
Alaska; KTLW Texas City, Tex.;
KWAD
Wadena,
Minn.; KWAT
Watertown, S.
D.; KWBC
Fort Worth;
KXJK cago;
Forrest
City,
Ark.;
WAAF
WABI Bangor. Me.: WAPO Chi-&
aux. Chattanooga; WBEN & aux. Buffalo; WBRM Marion. N. C; WCNR
Bloomsburg. Pa.; WELI & aux. New
Haven; WGGH Marion, 111.; WICA
Ashtabula. Ohio; WKLF Clanton. Ala.;
WKNA Charleston. W. Va.; WKRT
Cortland. N. Y.; WKY & aux. Oklahoma
City; WLOF Orlando. Fla.: WMTR
Morristown, N. J.; WNOW York, Pa.;
WPBC Minneapolis; WPFB Middletown,
Ohio; WREN Topeka; WRNL & aux.
Richmond. Va.; WRUN Utica; WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va.: WSBA York, Pa.;
WSIX Nashville; WSLI Jackson, Miss.;
WSUI Iowa City: WTAD Quincy. 111.;
WTAW College Station, Tex.; WTCO
Campbellsville, Ky.; WTMA & aux.
Charleston. S. C: WTTM Trenton;
WTYC ester.
Rock
S. C; Wooster,
WWNH RochN. H.;Hill.
WWST
Ohio;
WWWR
Russellville.
Ala.;
WWYO Pineville, W. Va.
Application Dismissed
KSTV Stephenville, Tex. — On request,
dismissed application for consent to

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics

Actions
of the
APRIL 18 to APRIL 26

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

* VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readersstation owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for AM. FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.

assignment of license from Doyle E.
Collup to Stephenville Bcstg. Corp.
Hearing Designated
No. Ala. Bcstg. Co., Guntersville,
Ala, and Attalla Bcstg. Co., Attalla, Ala.
— Designated for consolidated hearing
application
of North
Co.
for
new station
on 940 Ala.
kc 250Bcstg.
w d with
that of Attalla Bcstg. Co. for new station on 930inkc Washington
l~ltw D only;onhearing
be held
Aug. to7.
Further ordered that, if as result of
consolidated proceeding, it appears
that, were it not for issues pending in
hearings regarding Clear Channels, and
in hearing regarding Daytime Skywave
Transmissions
and Commission's
policyin
pertaining thereto
as announced
Public Notices of Aug. 9, 1946 and May
9, 1947, public interest would be best
served by grant of application of North
Ala. Bcstg. Co., then said application
shall be returned to pending file until
after conclusion of said hearings regarding Clear Channels and Daytime
Skywave Transmissions at which time
it will be considered in connection with
any other pending applications with
which it may then be in conflict.
Midwest Bcstg. Corp., Montevideo,
Minn. — Designated for hearing in Washfor new
station ingtononon Aug.
1450 2.kcapplication
250 w unl.:
and
granted petition of KFAM, St. Cloud,
Minn., to make it party to proceeding.
WRFC Athens, Ga. — Designated for
hearing in Washington on Aug. 9. application to change facilities of WRFC
by increasing hours from D only to
unl., tionusing
w, DA-N; andIowa,
upon made
petiof KMA500 Shenandoah.
it and WDBJ Roanoke, Va., parties to
proceeding.
CP Granted
WTVB Coldwater, Mich.— Granted CP
to change from DA to non-directional
ant. employing
east changes
tower forin non-DA
operation
and make
ground
system. Hearing Designated
WGRD Grand Rapids, Mich. — Designated for hearing on Aug. 4 in Washington, application to change hours
from D to unl., change power from
1 kw day to 5 kw day and night and
install DA-N; made WELL Battle Creek,
Mich., and WRMN Elgin, 111., parties to
proceeding.
Mod. License Granted
KFAC Los Angeles; — Granted mod.
license to change from employing DADN to non-DA-D and DA-N, provided applicant agrees to satisfy legiticomplaints
blanket
encemateoccuring
withinof 250
mv/m interfercontour.

Brooklyn,
N. Y..
and to use Staten
Island as aux.
studio.
Hearing Designated
Scranton Radio Corp. and David M.
Baltimore, Scranton, Pa. — Designated
for consolidated hearing in Washington
Aug. 14, application of Scranton Radio
Corp, with that of David M. Baltimore,
each requesting new station on 1400
kc 250 w, unl. time, (contingent on
WARM relinquishing 1400 kc); made
WEST Easton, Pa. party to proceeding.
KSD St. Louis, Mo.— Designated for
hearing on Aug. 16 in Washington, application tofor
allowaux.usepurposes
of KSD's
main trans,
withold5
kw D, 1 kw N and made WKRC
Cincinnati party to proceeding.
KTMS Santa Barbara, Calif.— Designated for hearing on Aug. 18 in Washfor CP to change
trans, siteington,
andapplication
ant. system.
KGDE Fergus Falls, Minn.— Designated for hearing on Aug. 21 in Washington, application to change frequency
from 1230 to 1250 kc. increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw and use DA-N.
Extension Granted
KGFN Grass Valley, Calif .—Granted
final extension of authority to remain
silent to April 30 for financial reorganization.
Extension Denied
KWBB Wichita, Kan.— Denied application for extension of completion date
(for mod CP to operate on 1410 kc 1 kw
unl. DA), to Oct. 10, advised applicant
that, if hearing is desired, request
therefor should be made within 20 days.
Extension Granted
WOKO tensionAlbany,
Y. — kc
Granted
of SSA onN. 1460
1 kw ex-to
local sunset, 500 w-N, to Oct. 10; also
granted application for extension of
SSA to use Western Electric type 106-B
trans, for aux. purposes with power of
500 w, until Oct. 24.
April 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 680 kc
WINR toBinghamton,
station
change from N.1490Y. —kcCP250AMw
unl. to 680 kc AM—
1 kw-D860 500
kc w-N DA-DN.
WOAY
Oak Hill,
tion to change
from W.860Va.kc— 1CPkw AMunl.sta-to
860 kc 10 kw unl. AMENDED to request 5 kw License
unl.
for CP
Guntersville,
CPWGSV
new AM
station. Ala. — License for
WHVR Hanover, Pa. — License for CP
AM station to change hours of operation install DA-N.
License Renewal
WWSW
Pittsburgh,
Pa.— Request for
license renewal AM station.
Modification of License
WHOM Jersey City, N. J. — Mod. license AM station
to change
mainBldg.,
studio location
from Jersey
Journal
Journal Sq., Jersey City to 136 W. 52d
St., New York.
Modification of CP
WNOE
New
Orleans—
Mod. CPpower
AM
station to change
frequency,
etc. for extension of completion date.
WBNL Boonville, Ind.— Mod. CP AM
station to show studio, trans, and ant.
locations as Indiana Highway #61.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date; KPFA Berk(Continued on page 78)

Application Granted
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago — Granted in part application for new trans,
for experimental TV station KS2XBS,
with effective radiated power of 1 kw
vis andtion of 500
w aur.
and South
change Lain locatrans,
to 135
Salle
Street, Chicago, to be used in conducting Phonevision tests.
April 24 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Mod. License Granted
WABB Mobile, Ala.— Granted mod.
only.
license to change from DA-DN to DA-N

Engineered byoftheProfessional
World's Oldest
Largest
Manufacturers
Magneticand Recorders.
Magnecord, Inc., 360 N. Michigan, Chicago, III.

Hearing Designated
KPET Lamesa, Tex. — Designated for
hearing application to change hours of
operation from D only to unl.; hearing
to be held in Washington on Aug. 11.
Application Granted
WBBR Staten Island, N. Y. — Granted
application
main studio
location of WBBRto specify
as 124 Columbia
Heights,
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE'

Commercial Radio
Everett L. Dillard,
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON,
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY,

RAYMOND

Equip. Co.
Gen. Mgr.
1319
0. C.Dl.
LO. 8821
MO.

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

P . MAY

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W
Washington, D. C.
Member

Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

ENGINEERS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. U07 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

J . KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ANDREW
CORPORATION
SPECIALISTS IN
Allocation • Design • Installation
363 E. 75th St., Chicago 19, III.
PHONE: TRiangle 4-4400

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

Of. 1R. 3ilUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, 111.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

KENNEDY & TURNER
Wes Turner
Frank M. Kennedy
"Registered Professional Engineers"
Specializing in Television
3701 Arbolada Road Phone OLympic 7039
LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF.

• Telecasting

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4730 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

3ROADCASTING

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

KEAR

& KENNEDY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 76)
eley, Calif.; WRCM New Orleans.
TENDERED FOR FILING
KLIX
Falls,from
Ida.—1310
Mod. kcCP1 AM
station toTwin
change
kw
unl. DA-2 to 1310 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N
DA-2.
AM APPLICATION RETURNED
WHBT Harriman, Tenn. — RETURNED
April 19 application for acquisition of
control of licensee corporation thru
sale of 32 sh. common stock from J. B.
Brewer,man. Neil
Bennie
Hamilton,
HickShields
and L. J.A.M.Shivers
to F. L. Crowder.
TV APPLICATION RETURNED
Durham Radio Corp., Durham, N. C.
—RETURNED
24 application
request change April
in frequency
from Ch.to
4 (66-72 mc) to Ch. 5 (76-82 mc), Returnedfor
non-compliance
with frequency
assignment
area.
April 25 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WCUOcense forCleveland,
Ohio— Granted
linew FM station;
Chan. 277
(103.3 mc) 14 kw, 575 ft.
WJAC-FM
license
changeJohnstown,
in existingPa.FM— Granted
station
(95.5 mcs); 8.3 kw, 1,070 ft.
KSUM Fairmont, Minn. — Granted license new AM station, and specify studio location; 1370 kc, 1 kw, unl. DA-2.
WHNO-FM
N. station
C. —
Granted licenseHenderson,
for new FM
(92.5 mcs); 9 kw; 260 ft.
Lewistown Bcstg. Co., Lewistown,
Pa.
— Granted CP new remote pickup
KA-6414.
Lewistown Bcstg. Co., Lewistown,
Pa. — Granted CP for new remote pickup KGB -233.
KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. M. —
Granted mod. CP for extension of completion date to 11-1-50.
WKNA-FM Charleston, W. Va. —
Same to 11-10-50.
A. H. Belo
Corp.,
Tex. —
Granted
license
for Area
new Dallas,
experimental
TV Relay KA-3991.
WJLK aux.
Asburytrans.
Park,Chan.
N. J. —232
Granted
license
(94.3
mc. 1 kw. 250 ft.
WJFR Caguas, P. R.— Granted mod.

send

me

ONE YEAR— $7
TWO YEARS — $12
□ I enclose $7.00 □ Please bill me
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE

BROADCASTING
Tin N.wi»..l<jp(Sf Iodic and T.l.»li -on
TEj/ECASTINC
Nat'l. Press Bldg., Washington 4, D.C.
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CP for extension of completion date
to 10-18-50.
WFMR New Bedford, Mass. — Granted
license change in existing FM station;
Chan. 251 (98.1 mc), 20 kw, 330 ft.
WBUY-FM
N. C. Ch.—
Granted
licenseLexington,
new FM station;
232 (94.3 mc), 300 w, 210 ft.
KISWcense new
Seattle,
Wash.—Ch.
Granted
liFM station;
260 (99.9
mc), 2.1 kw, 350 ft.
WJW-FM
Cleveland,
Ohio— mcs);
Granted19
license
new FM
station (104.1
kw, 510 ft.
WNAV-FM
Granted
license
new FMAnnapolis,
station; Md.—
Ch. 256
(99.1
mc),
16.6
kw;
370
ft.
Mitchell Bcstg. Assn., Mitchell, S. D.
—KA-3600.
Granted license new remote pickup
Hagerstown Bcstg. Co., Hagerstown,
Md. — Granted license new remote pickups. KGA-558-9.
Eugene
P.license
O'FallonnewInc.,remote
Denver,pickup
Col.
— Granted
KA-5669-70.
Wescoast Bcstg. Co., Wenatchee,
Wash. — Granted licenses for new re5745. mote pickups KA-5746, KOA-994, KAMahoning Valley Bcstg. Corp.,
Youngstown, Ohio — Granted CP and license new remote pickup KA-6313.
Tucson CP
Bcstg.andCo.,license
Tucson,newArizona
Granted
remote—
pickup
KA-3530.
Maine CPBcstg.
Co., Bangor,
Granted
and license
for new Me.
remote—
pickup
KA-2114.
Calcasieu Bcstg. Co., Lake Charles,
La. — Granted CP and license new repickup DuMont
KA-2312. Labs Inc., New
Allenmote B.
York — Granted CP and license new remote pickup KA-4039.
The Journal Co., Milwaukee, Wis. —
Granted mod. licenses KA-3043-4-5 to
change frequencies from 33.38, 35.02,
37.62, 39.82 mcs, to 26.15, 26.25, 26.35
mcs.
Lynchburg Bcstg. Corp., Lynchburg,
Va. — Granted CPs for new remote
pickups KIA-589, KA-3641, KIA-588.
United Bcstg. Co., Ogden, Utah —
Granted CP new remote pickup KOB281,Eastern
KA-6391.Idaho Bcstg. & Television
Co., Area Idaho Falls, Ida. — Granted
CP new remote pickup KA-2476.
WTVNcense newColumbus,
licommercialOhio—
TV Granted
station and
to indicate change in trans, as proposed. Chan
kw; 6 kw
vis.;6 (82-88
525 feet.mc) 3.25 kw aur.
KCLF
Clifton,
new AM stationAriz.
and— Granted
change license
studio
location: 1400 kc 250 w unl.
WKAQcense install
San new
Juan,trans.
P. R.— Granted liWTNJcense change
Trenton,
N.
J.— Granted litrans.
WVMI
Biloxi,
Miss.
—
Granted
new AM station; 570 kc, 1 kw, D.license
KUNO newCorpus
Christi, Tex.
license
AM station;
1400 —kc,Granted
100 w
unl.
KRMG Tulsa, Okla. — Granted license
new AM station and specify studio location. 740 kc, 50 kw-D, 10 kw-N DA-2,
unl.
KXRO Aberdeen, Wash. — Granted license change frequency, increase
power, install new trans, and DA
night use. 1320 kc, 1 kw, DA-N, unl.
WAFB increase
Baton Rouge,
— Granted
license
power, La.
install
new
trans. 1460 kc, 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N DA-N.
WAFB Baton Rouge, La. — Granted
license to use old main trans, at present site of main trans. — to be used for
aux. purposes with power of 1 kw,
emploving DA-N.
KWBGcense to change
Boone, studio
la. — Granted
location. mod. liRogers City Bcstg. Co., Rogers City,
Mich. — Granted CP new remote pickup
KA-6377
KHQ inc., Spokane, Wash. — Granted
CP and license new remote pickup KA6378.
Broadcast Management Inc., Bethesda, Md. — Granted CP new remote pickup KA-6379. News Inc., Covington, Ga.
Covington
— Granted CP new remote pickup KA3533.
KCOM Bcstg. Co., Sioux City, la.—
Granted CP new remote pickup KA6380.
Studebaker Bcstg. Co. Die, San
Diego, Calif. — Granted CP new remote
pickup
KA-6381.
Mercantile
Bcstg. Co., Miami Beach,
Fla. — Granted CP and license new remote pickurj KA-2965.
Alexandria
Bcstg. CPCo.andInc.,
Alexandria, La.— Granted
license
for
new remote pickup KA-2110.
WGAF
Valdosta,
Ga.—
Granted
mod.
CP for extension of completion date to
10-10-50.
to KGAR-FM
10-24-50. Garden City, Kan. — Same
WSFL-FM
Springfield, Mass.— Same
to 10-1-50.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner E. M. Webster
FCCtion General
Counsel
— Granted
for extension
of time
to Mavpeti-10
to file Exceptions to Initial Decision

FORDHAM
SCHOOL
Radio-TV Faculty Complete
FACULTY at Fordham U.'s fourth
annual Summer Institute of Prof esional Radio and Television, July 5
to Aug. 11, will be made up of
well-known network officials, directors and producers, according to
William A. Coleman, chairman of
the university's radio-TV division.
Teaching
staff will include:
issued in proceeding upon application
WRIB Providence, R. I.
M. R. Lankford, Princeton, Ind. —
Granted continuance
of hearing
plication from April 24,
to June re27 ap-at
Washington, D. C.
WFBC Greenville, S. C— Granted
leave vise
to directional
amend application
so as to new
rearray and specify
trans, site; application as amended is
removed from hearing docket.
Southeastern Bcstg. System, Waycross, Ga. — Granted leave to amend
application
to kc
specify
kc 1
kw D in lieuso ofas 790
1 kw 980
D only;
application as amended, is removed
from hearing docket.
KXRO
Aberdeen,
Wash. —upon
Granted
leave
to intervene
in hearing
application of KCRA Inc., Sacramento,
Cal.
Savannah Radio Council — Granted
extension to April 21 to file reply to
"Further statement of E. D. Rivers.
Jr." in
proceeding re Rivers applica18. tion, Savannah, Ga. Action taken April
Radio Station WOW Inc., Omaha,
Neb. — Granted extension of time in
which to file Exceptions and request
Oral Argument in proceeding upon
application of KID Idaho Falls.
Booth Radio and Television Stations
Inc., Saginaw, Mich. — Granted leave to
amend application so as to eliminate
request for authority to make changes
in ant. system, and for removal of application, as amended from hearing
docket.
Easton
Pub. to amend
Co., Easton,
Granted leave
applicationPa. so—
as to show redistribution of common
stock and changes in officers and directors.
WEST Easton, Pa. — Granted leave to
amend rentapplication
so as to show
curinformation concerning
officers,
directors and stockholders and balance
sheet as of Feb. 28.
WLCS Baton Rouge, La. — Dismissed
petition of March 2 requesting review
of Examiner's
permitting
KJAN
Bcstg.
Co., Batonruling
Rouge,
La., to amend
application.
Syndicate Theatres Inc., Columbus,
Ind. — Granted dismissal without prejudice of application.
FCC General
Granted ex-to
tension of time Counsel
to file —Exceptions
Initial Decision issued in proceeding
re application of WMAW Milwaukee,
Wis. to May 10, 1950.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KAVR Havre, Mont. — Granted leave
to amend application so as to request
operation
with power
5 kw-D
1 kw-N
using
DA-DN
in lieuof of
1 kw,
unl.
using DA-N to change engineering proposals in accordance with requested
change in daytime power and use of
DA: to submit current information with
respect terests
to of finances,
program
plans,radio
instockholders
in other
stations, and changes in oroposed staff.
Northwestern Ohio Bcstg. Corp..
Lima, Ohio — Granted continuance of
hearing from April 28 to May 15 in
Lima,
re apdication andOhio,
that inof proceeding
Sky Way Bcstg.
Corp.,
Columbus, Ohio.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
KXLR North Little Rock. KWAK
Stuttgart, joint
KWEMpetition
W. Memphis.
Granted
of KXLRArk.—
and
KWAK insofar as they request reasonable ceeding
postponement
of
hearing
in
prore their Mav
applications:
continued from
1 to Julvhearing
24 at
Little Rock, Ark. denied petition of
KWEM insofar as it requests indefinite
ceeding.
postoonement
of hearing in this proBy Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Lakeland Bcstg. Corp., Wausau, Wis.
— Granted motion to admit James E.
Doyle, Esq.
to practice
before
Commission for purpose
of taking
testimony
in proceeding re application and that
of John R. Tomek, Wausau, Wis.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
FCC General Counsel — Granted inof proceeding
hearing now-re
scheduled definite
for continuance
May 1 in
petition of John J. Dempsey for revocation of license of station KOB Albuquerque, N. M.
(Continued on page 83)
BRO A

Richard Linkroum, producer of
CBS-TV shows, on television production; Ernest Ricca, president of
Radio-Television Directors Guild
and director of network radio
shows, on radio direction and production; Bill Hanrahan, NBC microphone technique; Rod MacLeish,
ABC-TV script editor, scriptwriting; Judson La Haye Jr., of Fordham's WFUV executive staff, station operation and management,
and Edward Stasheff, director of
TV, New York Board of Education outlet, teaching radio and TV.
Among authorities in the field
who will lecture in the symposium
on communications are:
Clayton (Bud) Collyer, president,
American Federation of Radio Artists;
Fred Coe, manager of program development, NBC-TV; and
Joseph
A. McDonald,
vice president
general
attorney,
ABC; Dr. Franklin Dunham, director
of radio and TV, U. S. Office of Education; Foy Kohler,
chief, Div.;
State Irving
Dept's
International
Broadcast
Mansfield. CBS radio-TV director;
James Sauter. president, Air Features
Inc.,
and Abe Burrows, CBS writercomedian.

FULL SEASON of baseball is promised
Detroit Tigers fans by this contract
signing calling for broadcasting of all
Tigers'
gamesJ. byAnderson,
WJBK Detroit.
L to
r: Edwin
president,
Goebel Brewing Co., sponsor; C. E.
Carey, Goebel vice president, and
Richard E. (Dick) Jones, general manager, WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co. sales in year
ended March 31 were highest in company's history, firm announced. Sales
of $255,752,00*0
were recorded,
increase over preceding
year. Net12%earnings after taxes were $15,303,184,
amounting to $7.26 per share on common stock, as compared with net earnings of $12,498,058 or $5.38 per common share year before.
LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly Inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write
Employers
Reinsurance
Corporation
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
Kansas City, Missouri
CASTING
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TOTAL

U.

S.,

INCLUDING

SEN RATINGS*
NIEL
FARM
AND
URBAN HOMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)

SMALL-TOWN,

l"

MARCH 12-18, 1950
Rating
EXTRA WEEK
Rating
Current
Current
Current Previous
Current Previous
Rank
Program
Rank
Homes
Rank
Homes
Program
Rank
%
%
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
1
11
5
24.1
Lux
Radio
Theatre
(CBS)
24
Mystery Theatre (CBS)
17.0
4
12
16
Jack Benny (CBS)
Bing Crosby (CBS)
17.3
23.7
21.4
13
3
Bob Hope (NBC)
15.5
Amos 'n' Andy (CBS)
15.2
2
14
15.9
Fanny
Brice
—
Baby
Snooks
(NBC)
.
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
20.6
11
19.0
39
Charlie McCarthy (CBS)
Our
Miss
Brooks
(CBS)
27
14.9
13
16
26
Fibber
McGee
&
Molly
(NBC)
.
Day
in
the
Life
of
Dennis
Day
(NBC)
18.6
17.8
6
17
10
Waiter Winched (ABC)
15
Gene Autry Show (CBS)
14.8
20
7
18
9
Mr. Keen (CBS)
17.7
My Friend Irma (CBS)
12
17.4
19
44
You
Bet
Your
Life
(CBS)
Hallmark
Playhouse (CBS)
14.7
14.3
29
14.5
17.3
46
Red Skelton (CBS)
Horace Heidt (CBS)
Rating
NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS TOP PROGRAMS
MARCH
Rating 19-25, 1950
Current
Current
Current Previous
Current Previous
Rank Rank
Program
Rank
Rank
Program
Homes
Homes
%
%
10
(9.9)
EVENINGS, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
13
6
Ma Perkins (CBS)
7
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
Wendy Warren (CBS)
24.2
21.7
108
8
Road of Life (NBC)
2
2
Godfrey's
(CBS)
9.0
8.6
20.8
9
9
3
3
Jack
BennyScouts
(CBS)
Arthur Godfrey (Gold Seal) (CBS)
8.7
8.6
12
Stella Dallas (NBC)
4
11
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
17.9
8.6
18.2
5
6
Amos V Andy (CBS)
Average
For
All
Programs)
DAY,
SATURDAY
17.5
6
10
You Bet Your Life (CBS)
13.5
1
17.3
1
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
(5.9)
| 7
12
McGee & Molly (NBC)
2
5
Let's
8
5
My Friend Irma (CBS)
DAY,
3
11.1
2
Grand Pretend
Central (CBS)
Station (CBS)
17.2
9
8
Walter Winched (ABC)
11.7
17.1
SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
i 10
4
Mystery Theatre (CBS)
(4.3)
15:6
12.0
1
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs) .....
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS) . . .
(6.4)
13.3
2
3
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS) . .
1
1
Beulah (CBS)
11.4
11.4
11.0
3
2
Shadow (MBS)
fl 2
4
Counter-Spy (ABC)
11.1
3
2
Oxydol Show (CBS)
Copyright
1950,
A.
C.
Nielson
Co.
(6.2)
EEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
1
1
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS)
NOTE: Number to
of
by applying
of homes
homes is
is obtained
obtained1949 by
applying the "NIELSEN"N
11.9
9.9
2
2
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
RATING"
39,281,000—— the
the 1949 estimate
estimate of Total
Total United
States
Radio(%)Homes. 39,281,000
9.3
3
5
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
9.3
4
3
Right to Happiness (NBC)
(*) homes
Homes listening
reached only
during1 toall5 minutes.
or any part of the program, except
for
5
4
Pepper Young's Family (NBC)
9.2
DRAIN DISPUTE
Government Sums Up Case

'BRIEF summing up the Government's charges against the Lorain
Journal, involving alleged discriminatory practices against advertisers who used the facilities of
WEOL Elyria-Lorain, Ohio, has
been filed in Cleveland.
The anti-trust case involves the
newspaper and four executives of
the Lorain Journal Co. — Samuel
and Isadore Horvitz, who own the
Journal, and D. P. Self and Frank
:Maley — as defendants. The trial
v.-as completed in Cleveland last
March [Broadcasting, March 20]
after Judge Emerich Freed heard
166 witnesses for the government
and one for the defense.
The defense had until April 28
to file its brief. Authorities expressed belief that a decision would

be handed down sometime between
early May and July.
Government has charged that
the Journal had refused or threatened to refuse advertising of
merchants who also bought time on
WEOL. Additionally, the newspaper was charged by WEOL
President Roy Ammel with refusing to print station's logs as
paid advertising.
The government said further in
its brief that "the First Amendment does not immunize anyone
from prosecution for violations of
the general laws of the United
States in which the media of free
speech or press have been used in
perpetration
the contended
crime."
The Journalof had
that
a newspaper cannot be compelled
to take advertising; that it did not
restrain interstate commerce channels; and that conviction would infringe on freedom of the press.
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European Study Tour
KENNETH BARTLETT, dean of
University College at Syracuse U.
and director of radio and television, and Sam J. Slate, head of
BBC program operations in New
York, are organizing European
study tour of broadcasting systems
for industry personnel, the school
has announced. Mr. Slate will conduct a course on foreign radio,
while Mr. Bartlett will outline the
American system. The tour, sponsored by Syracuse U., leaves New
York by plane July 2 and returns
July 31. Students will visit England, The Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany and France.
HR-7310 COPIES
NAB Blocks Distribution
EFFORT of Gordon Brown, WSAY
Rochester, N. Y., to distribute
copies of proposed law (HR-7310),
to require licensing of networks,
among the delegates at NAB convention, Chicago, was temporarily
blocked fortnight ago by NAB
(WSAY isn't member) and Stevens
Hotel officers.
Undismayed, Mr. Brown discovered that 10-foot area of ramp between Stevens ballroom and Eighth
St. Theatre actually is classified by
the city of Chicago as an alley. He
stationed scantily-clad model in
"alley" to hand out literature as
delegates went to and from meeting
room.
The bill was introduced Feb. 15
by Sen. Sheppard (D-Calif.) and
referred to the Committee on Interstate & Foreign Commerce.

STANFORD-NBC
Courses Begin June 22
FOURTEEN courses in the eighth
annual Stanford-NBC Radio-Television Institute, opening at Stanford U. June 22, were announced
last week by John W. Elwood, general manager of KNBC San Francisco.
Institute is designed for professional radio men, teachers, advertisers, community leaders and advanced college students. Tuition is
$200 for students seeking academic
credits, $135 for non-academic students. Classes end Aug. 19.
Two courses, U. S. broadcasting
and broadcasting lab, will be required of all students, Mr. Elwood
said. Optional courses will cover announcing, acting, production, writing, directing, news, special events,
selling and advertising, planning,
program scheduling and radio survey work. Emphasis will be on
latest radio and TV developments
and techniques.
Instructors for the Institute are
drawn from the Stanford faculty
and KNBC department heads.
Number of students will be limited,
as in past years, to 75, Mr. Elwood
said.
COLUMBIA Pacific Network and
KSDO fornia
San Broadcasters
Diego join
Southern
Assn.
Group Calinow
numbers 47 stations and networks in
16 cities, in addition to FM and TV
affiliates of members.

OVER

230,000

POPULATION
Largestin population
market
Illinois and
Iowa, outside Chicago.
Family income tops
S5,650 per year.
Farm machinery manufacturing center of the
nation.
Delivering more listeners
at a lower cost . . .

WHBF
5000 Watts Basic ABC
AM • FM • TV
Halional Representatives . . Avery Kncdei, Inc.
May 1, 1950
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Commercial manager for 5 kw midwest
Mutual. sential.
National
experience esBox 956E. sales
BROADCASTING.
Manager — 250 w station one year old.
Thriving nancedcommunity.
local business Adequately
men. City fiof
9000. Excellent opportunity. T. C.
Gregory, Box 1068, Alliance, Nebraska.
Salesmen
Network station with both AM and TV
operation
for experience.
staff salesman. Musthas
haveopening
radio sales
Attractive salary and commission plan.
Send complete particulars, including
photo, references, experience, to Box
831E, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for transit radio and functional music station in Pennsylvania.
Guarantee plus commissions. All information plus salary requirements first
letter. Box 840E, BROADCASTING.
Time salesmen — two. We operate three
stations
in upperSingle
Michigan
northern Wisconsin.
stationandmarkets,
no outside competition. All stations
network. Trade very radio minded.
Living costs extremely low in America's vacation land. Liberal drawing
accountCompany
and commission
that 20won't
cut.
in business
years.be
Beautiful opportunity to make money.
Not interestedformationinfirstfloaters.
inletter. Send
Box all963E,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager-salesman wanted for 5
kw network station in one of midsouth's ducer,
topnot desk
markets.
Interested
proexecutive.
Goodin man
will make money with liberal commission. Do not apply if less than five
years
experience. Box 980E, BROADCASTING.
We want a salesman with radio experience, knowhow, aggressiveness without high pressure, saleable ideas and a
desire to work. Ours is a long established, highly accepted ABC affiliated
station. If you're looking for a better
deal,
here's
aforfinea man
opportunity
andpro-a
good income
who tocan
duce. Send complete
details
KWNO.
Winona, Minnesota.
Salesman — Opportunity for steady hard
working local salesman on dominant
network
station.
details andregional
references
withComplete
application.
WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Veterans newspaner in Kansas City
sponsoring weekly radio program needs
advertising phone salesman. Advertising man with initiative and ideas can
write own ticket. Minimum earnings
S100 weekly up comm. Don Wilson,
Gateway Publishing Co., 319 W. 9th
St., (Victor 0457).
Announcers
Announcer-sportscaster, excellent opportunity open for experienced young
announcer-sportscaster who wants to
step up to 1,000 watt, network affiliate
operation. Graduated wage scale, talent.
Michigan location. Send audition disc,
photo and Jotter of qualifications to
Box 807E, BROADCASTING.
1000 v/att independent near Chicago has
opening for versatile staff announcer.
Personal
interview required. Box 856E,
BROADCASTING.
.Announcer with first class license. Send
disc, photo and salary requirements.
Car necessary. Box 905E, BROADCASTING.
Midwest ABC affiliate has opening for
announcer. Salary $55 per week. Send
full details, audition and picture. Box
961E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
first class
cense. KSUE,with
Susanville,
Calif.phone li-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers — Four with first class licenses. Also all-round man for announcing, copywriting, traffic, sales
and service. Excellent climate. Starting salary dependent on experience and
ability. Send disc or tape and background immediately. Single men preferred, but married men will be considered. Apply directly to Manager, Box
1419, Albuquerque, N. M., the fastest
growing state in the Union.
Wanted — Experienced announcer with
first class license for combination position. Starting salary $60.00 week.
Ed Anderson, Station WBBO, Forest
City, N. C.
Experienced morning man for 250 watt
station with regional FM. 45 hours per
week. Call Program Director or ManN. C. ager, WFNC (Phone 4848), Fayetteville,
Disc .iockey with good southern accent
or other cellent
attractive
accent Send
cr style.
incentive salary.
tape Ex-or
disc to Franklin, 3823 N. 52nd Street,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager, accent on sales. Young, aggres ive. 12 years grass-root experience
in all phases
of radio.
Recordgraduate.
of successful operation.
College
Box 814E, BROADCASTING.
Manager,lations program
director,
public re-18
20 years radio
experience.
successful years with middlewest 50
kw station. Exceptional references as
to ability and character. Box 952E,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager — who in twenty years
has personally sold millions of dollars
in local time seeks job as commercial
manager
substantial
station
or man-of
ager of a ofsmaller
station.
IV2 years
television. 45 years old. married and
have two children. Complete references.
Box 953E, BROADCASTING.
Manager. Proven sales record, currently commercial manager, wealth of radio experience, 37, excellent health,
family man, civic minded, enjoys
working. Box 960E, BROADCASTING.
Background
that'soperation.
necessary 12 for
smooth,
successful
yearsa
in
radio
—
all
departments.
Interested
in investment in small market station.
Can fully rience.
staff.
Over a year's
TV interexpeCan schedule
personal
view. Box 967E,
BROADCASTING.
Eight cialyears
of radio
includingowner,
commerand station
manager,
can
mean clean, efficient operation for your
station, Present situation secure. What
can vou offer? Box 972E, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Sales comm. mgr. College education.
Agency, promotional experience. Strong
on sales. Box 926E, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager-salesman, 33, married,
proven record, high earnings. Also
write,
announce. Box 949E, BROADCASTING.
My sales
havetogether
been tops
and future
I'm happy.
We
can get
if your
will
CASTING.
equal mv talents. Box 973E, BROADSalesman: 5 years topflight insurance
agency, now trying radio. Graduate
leading broadcasting school. Announcing, board, writing, travel. Raymond
Dormer,
90 Saratoga Avenue, Yonkers,
N.
Y.
Smiley Wilson entertainers. Western
music-entertainment.
Phil Edwards,
Deland, Fla.
Salesman, announcer — experienced, age
26. Good producer, travel anywhere.
Mark Stanton, Penthouse Club, 62 Pitt
Street, New York City.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Newsman-announcer. Experienced. Just
graduated Northwestern University.
Trained in all phases of broadcasting.
Looking for radio or TV job with a
future. Will travel anywhere. Disc,
picture, full details upon request. Box
846E, BROADCASTING.
Professionally trained announcer, some
experience, age 22, will travel. Disc
and
photo available. Box 855E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced combination man wants
position with progressive station. Box
869E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, newscaster. Available now.
BA Degree, single, have car. Will
travel. Disc, photo on request. Box
895E, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-announcer. Desires permanency. Six years experience, playby-play, newscasting, commercial. Married, 29. South or west coast — will consider all. Box 900E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer - program director major network and independents
experience. Best references. Single,
available immediately, anywhere in
United States. Box 915E, BROADCASTING.
Young,
announcer-engineer.
One yearaggressive,
experience.
Operate Western
Electric and RCA consoles. Presently
employed, would like to relocate in
Great Lakes area, preferably near Chicago, Box 916E, BROADCASTING.
Looking for an experienced, hard working, dependable announcer and operator? I'm available. Single, 22, college
graduate. Travel anywhere. Salary
ING.
secondary.
Box 921E, BROADCASTNewscaster. A newspaperman with a
voice. Gather, write, deliver. Best
references. Disc, details upon request.
Box 923E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Good voice. Experienced in 1 kw net and 250 indie.
Married. Have a car. Available now.
Midwest or northwest only. Box 927E,
BROADCASTING.
Capable, hardworking — broadcasting
degree. Just need a chance. Play-byplay my desire but will accept position
with chance for sports announcing
eventually. Will go anywhere. Disc,
photo, references available. Box 929E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced in announcing,
disc jockey, newscasting, sportscasting. Threemotion.
yearsKnowledge
experience
sales proof board.
Will
travel. Box 930E. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced in announcing,
disc jockey, news, continuity writing,
five years sales promotional work.
Knowledge of board. Dependable, sober.
Box 931E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-writer. Vet, single, will
travel, college grad with BA Degree.
Available
immediately.
experience in announcing.
HaveSome
written
and
produced a radio series aired over a
major N. Y. metropolitan station. Box
932E. BROADCASTING.
Looking for that first break as announcer and disc and
jockey;
ence but ambitious
willingno toexperiwork.
Single.
disc
available.
Box 933E,
BROADCASTING.
Available immediately — two highly versatile announcers — excellent voices.
Written,
enacted
shows fordirected
N. Y. and
stations.
Can several
write
own copy. Information, discs available.
Box 934E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
staff experience
All-round, newscaster,
deejay,Newetc.Yoi-k.
Will
go
anywhere.
References.
Box 935E,
BROADCASTING.
If your prescription calls for youth and
experience. I may be just what the
doctor ordered. Can give your station
a shot in the arm. Send case history.
Box 936E. BROADCASTING.
Attention major city stations. Major
city voice for sale. Have done every
pattern of announcing chore long and
successfully.
PresentlyNowemployed.
audition in person.
in N. Y.WillC.
Box 937E, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
South Texas preferred. Announcer
three years experience. Heavy on newsDJ-continuity writing. Looking for
permanent position with programming
future.
Can you use me? Box 940E,
BROADCASTING.
Want experience? 11 years announcing,
accent on sports plus 1 year sports and
studio director on television plus sales
experience. 7 years with last employer.
Prefer midwest, available now. Box
945E. BROADCASTING.
Need a sincere hard worker around?
I'll
that major
for DJmanagement,
experience. 24,4
yearsswap
college,
2 years sales, have car, salary secCASTING.ondary, anywhere. Box 947E, BROADAnnouncer: Recent graduate of radio
school. Can operate console, college
graduate, ambitious, hard worker, need
that
all important first job. Will send
BROADCASTING.
disc and photo if interested. Box 962E,
Newscaster — Ten years experience with
large network affiliate, distinctive voice
and delivery, former Army correspondent, can do creative writing or rewrite, solid radio background and serious student of TV, top references,
collegesonalgrad,
available
May 1stBoxfor 970E,
perinterview
and audition.
BROADCASTING.
ING.
Attention
Virginia and North Carolina.
Experienced announcer with accounting background wants position with a
small station handling all books and announcing. Age 25. married, child,
sixty dollars. Box 971E, BROADCAST-

!
.
j
'

Baseball play-by-play man. Not too
late to get a warm, informal, but exciting style which brings sales to sponsor, listeners to station and fans to : i
club. Available immediately. Thoroughly experienced all phases broadcasting. College graduate. Box 975E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, including news, popular
and hillbilly, DJ. Knows board, single,
go anywhere,
BROADCAS
TING. anytime. Box 976E
1 I;
Morning team (2 males). Travel, spe- P
cialize, news, DJ. Topflight play-by- 7
play
allADC
sports.AST
Board,ING
sales,.Box
graduates
BRO
leading
New
York
school.
977E, -;
Announcer-veteran-graduate of leading broadcasting school. Have had acting training. Operate console, salary
optional,
prefer upstate New York,
BRO
ADC
New
England
area.
Available.
Box
AST
ING
. 978E,
Announcer — can sell, write commercial
CAS
TIN
copy
— specialize
in G
baseball
play-by. BROADplay, know board. Box 979E,
Announcer, 2V2 years network, independent experience, versatile, single,
24. B.A.sible.Degree.
Experience Dependable,
commercials, responnews,
popular, manent
classical
music.
Desire 11402
perposition. Jack Erthal.
Superior Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio.
Announcer, 32, single, experienced good
all-round man. deep resonant voice.
Can handle board. Will travel. Disc,
photo, available. John Gary, 635 Hemlock St., Scranton 5, Pa. Phone 2-1180.
Announcer-engineer — First class phone
(also class A amateur); M.A. in English (Columbia University); now teaching English; available about middle of
June; prefer N. Y., N. J. or Pa. George
Hirshfield.4, Illinois.
403 Dechman Avenue,
Peoria
Announcer — Graduate of leading announcing school. Midwest preferred,
but will consider any offer. Record
upon
request.
Muir, 319 E. Chicago St.. Elgin. Cecil
111.
Top announcers; top newscasters; top
writers; available now. Write, phone
or wiren Pathfinder
School of Radio.
HArriso
1222-A Oak04
St., 73
Kansas .
City, Mo.,
2-4Jack
03
72076
. Turnbull
Annourcer.
Rock,
Ave.. New York 61, N. Y. Talmadge

._

I
:
:

Combination announcer-engineer, first
phone,
request. 80Available
im- F '
Avenue. disc
N. mediY.
C.
aton
ely. Ed Sullivan,
Amsterdam
Anxious to get started — good voice.
Some
experience
canY.
you
offer? combinations.
Recent grad What
good
N.
school,
excellent references. Arthur
Zarn, 1551 Fulton Avenue, Bronx 57,
Technical
Young, single man desires engineering
position. Two months experience, very
reliable, able to go anywhere. Box
788E, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
.ngineer — 26 months experience transknitter,
remotes.
raIdio school.
ArmyGraduate
radar leading
experience.
(Will
travel.
Box
819E,
BROADCASTING.
Thief engineer with extensive and
jabovetransmitter,
average experience
in AM
and
IFM
directional
antenna
land studio construction, maintenance
,£nd operation seeks position with progressive established employer. Excelrecordleading
with consultants
personnel. inRecomimendedlent by
addition to pa?t and present employers.
iBox 850E. BROADCASTING.
Attention
midwest
like my
cation in your
files— I'd
so that
whenappliyou
need an experienced engineer with announcing experience you can call on
me. Presently employed. Box 918E,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 17 years experience
seeks change
more progressive
station. Best ofto references.
Box 924E,
(BROADCASTING.
(Chief engineer
— Construction
operation 5 kw with
directionalandantenna
land TV installation experience. Complete control
installation.
Licensedroom
since and
1936.studio
All inquiries
(answered. Box 938E, BROADCASTING.
jFirst phone license. Transmitter, console, remotes. Married, car. Want to
settle with northeastern station. Box
939E. BROADCASTING.
Engineer available on short notice —
consider only 5-50 kw stations. Best
references. Box 925E, BROADCASTfc:
Engineer or combination. 1st phone
(vet. Married. Broadcast experience.
■Have house trailer. Prefer southwest.
Disc. Box 948E, BROADCASTING.
^Engineer — First phone. Three years
(broadcasting experience. Console,
[transmitter and some construction.
Have car. 28 years old. Currently employed chief engineer. Box 958E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced consulting engineer, now
employed by Washington firm, wants
permanent
engineer
job with
regional chief
network or
expanding
station.
Box 959E, BROADCASTING.
;Young experienced combination man
(holding first phone, second telegraph
licenses available June. Box 964E,
BROADCASTING.
([Licensed operator, commercial first
•phone, ten years experience other than
commercial broadcast desires position
jin midwest or south. Single, age 44.
First two weeks without compensation.
;Very willing to learn and perform additional duties. All reolies answered. May
"II be of service? Box 969E, BROADjCASTING.
Engineer,
first immediately.
— experienced,Earlmarried,
icar,
available
Davis,
'506 E. York, Olney, Illinois.
Engineer, first phone, no experience,
vet, married, age 31. Willing to travel.
G. Elliott, 45-06 39 Place, L. I. C.
Vet, 25, single, first phone and telegraph. 2 years cw, 7 months broadcast
experience.
Have
Desire Scranton
permanent position
withcar.future.
and vicinity and Eastern Seaboard. Sal
Giammanco, 624 Hendrix St., Brooklyn
17, N. Y.
Experienced engineer-announcer seeking permanent position in home state
. of Minnesota. References, photo and
^recording
availableClifford
on request.
ently employed.
D. Hatch,Pres902
jFast First Ave., Williston, North
''Dakota.
|Engineerposition,
with will
first work
phoneanywhere.
license,
Wishes
Wo exDerience. A. D. Kirschbaum,
-Cairo, Nebraska.
"Position
wantedChester
as broadcast
operator.
Experienced.
Stromswold,
Waterville, Minnesota.
Experienced engineer, studio and transmitter, electrical background, age 40
:ivears, single, sober. Claude Thomas,
IVandalia, Missouri.
: Seven years training in radio and eleccronics. BS school
in EE,andgraduate
Navy
electronics
Nationalof Radio
Institute. First phone. Seek engineering position in south or southwest.
Robert
B. Wilson, Lake Cormorant,
Miss.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming , others
Woman commentator. Director. Versatile. Experienced all phases radio.
Seeks connection offering bona fide opportunity for growth. Advancement.
Personality, record, background just
right for aggressive operation following
strong
public service line. Box 717E,
BROADCASTING.
Ambitious assistant program director
of five kw network station looking for
opening as program director. Previous
experience: announcing, continuity,
programming, promotion, production.
College grad with five year record of
successful radio. Sober, reliable . . .
highest
references. Box 919E, BROADCASTING
Secretary
you. Save
executive's
(your)
timefor
— handle
customers
with
deft
touch,
promote
goodwill
for your
firm, sell your product and service.
Attractive, brains. courteous. Box
928E. BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer, sports to comedy
skits — experienced as time salesman.
Wants writing job with station or
agency. Box 950E. BROADCASTING.
Traffic manager who can fill the bill.
I have six years experience in traffic,
copy. Available immediately eastern
or southern station. Box 951E, BROADCASTING.
Program director position desired in
New England or upstate New York, by
staff man currently employed 50,000
watt independent. Please state rate of
remuneration. Box 957E, BROADCASTING.
Seek combination program directorsales appointment; creative mind; know
station operation thoroughly; now,
successfully operating radio ad agency;
can meet hard
peopleworker;
and sellnetwork
'em; young,
mature,
announcer-actor; highest references. Box
9'5E, BROADCASTING.
Experience? Yes. Program director, announcer, news, disc shows all types,
ad-lib. remotes, board, all-round, net
and independent. Available immediately. Bill Steen, 3430 Orange Ave.,
Long Beach. California. 422-89.
Television
Managerial
Successful commercial and station management has paid me well. No TV
knowledge,
but a BROADCASTING
yen to learn. Let's•
talk.
Box 974E,
TELECASTING.
Salesman
Crack radio salesman wants TV. College graduate. Three years radio, 1000 w
to 50,000 w. Three years advertising and
promotion,
newspapers,
theatre, agencies. Proven
record, references.
Box
920E, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcers
Reliable, ambitious, talented university
graduate
years radio-TV
training and 1with
year2 experience
all phases
of radio. Ready for TV. Box 941E,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , others
Young uateman,
28, television with
schoolstation,
gradseeks opportunity
packager or agency as writer, production trainee
or producer's
Studied
medium
two years.errand
Owns boy.
six
money making program ideas and more
growing. vision
Haslibrary.
ownFamily
typewriter
and
teleman, honest
conscientious. Will travel. Salary secondary to opportunity. Box 946E,
BROADCASTING » TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Stock available, possibilities to 30%
independent AM northwest major market. Prefer participating investor comCASTING.mercial experience. Box 902E, BROADEquipment, etc.
Complete setup for FM station, including 1 kw Western Electric transmitter.
Box 792E, BROADCASTING.
Best offer takes complete recording
setup consisting
of 2 lathes,
Presto 6N
turntables and cutting
equipped
with automatic disc equalizers — one
Presto 92-A recording amplifier — all in
A-l condition. Write Radio KOOL,
Phoenix, Arizona.

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale, Magnecord tape recording
equipment. Complete set, two recorders, one rack amplifier, one portable amplifier. Includes two PT6A, one
PT6P, one PT6R. Like new condition.
Cost over $1400, first $1,000 takes it.
Write A. D. Gillette, WCKY, Cincinnati, Ohio.
$11,500 savings. Complete FM transmitting equipment. 105.9 mc. Like new.
Includes GE BT-2-B 1 kw transmitter,
spare
tubes,
crystal;
WE antenna
5-A monitor;
GE BY-6B 6 bay
circular
with
mast; 100' Wincharger type 300 guyed
supporting tower; A-3 lighting equipment;mission
140' lineAndrew
1%" type 451
transwith accessories.
Available
at
site
$4,900.
WENY,
Elmira,
New
York.
Lehigh
self-supporting
254 feet,galvanized
Locke insulators.
Tower tower
now
in service. Excellent condition. For
additional details write or phone K. R,
Cooke.ton, Pa. Chief Engineer, WGBI, ScranHave several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Four veterans, total twenty years experience,AM wishstation
inclusion
in staff,
south-or
western
through
partial
comolete purchase. Box 955E, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
One kilowatt FM transmitter, prefer
Western Electric. Reply Box 908E,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — FM frequency and modulation
monitor in good condition. State make,
model and age in replies. Box 917E,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
in new
condition— Part
for 500or wallAMequipment
station with
two
200'
guyed
towers.
Mail
list
and
best
price. Box 922E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted.
range extension filtersGeneral
for use Radio
with General
Radio
732-A distortion and noise meter. Box
966E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — RCA type 76B consolette;
RCA type 70C turntable, preferably
with preamplifier. State age. condition,
exact type and price. Box 968E,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted— One RCA WX-2B or WX-2C
field intensity meter in good serviceable
condition.
ington, Ky.Radio Station WLAP, LexMiscellaneous
We offer, frequency measuring service,
commercial quartz crystals, new, regrinding or repairs. Frequency monitor
service. "14 years experience." Eidson
Electronic
Phone 3901.Co., Box 31, Temple, Texas.
Employment Service
N-O-W! OPEN—
^Home
economist
women's
*Lady deejay
(1st— fone
lie.) dir.
*Lady
copywriter-director
& sales.
*SALESmen
(No order takers).
N-O-W ! AVAILABLE—
•Topnotch
chief const,
(15 exp.)
yrs. exp.)
*AM-TV program
dir. engr.
(20 yrs.
♦Executive
manager
(heayy
on
SALES).
♦Several GOOD sportscasters.
N-O-W!
be serviced — by: BU—
*RRRREAU- YOU
RADIO too- TVcan EMPLOYMENT
*P.O. Box 413. Philadelphia 5. Pa.
*FREE — to employers — screened personnel !
Situations Wanted
Announcers
ANNOUNCER- SALESMAN
Sober, mature man with desire to enter
radio
Can'tReason
get thank
you not
for enough
letters
sent tofield.
stations.
I presume
experience.
I'llgraduate,
surprisetaught
you asby tomenmy active
ability.in
Radio
school
radio. Speech training for radio and have
good sales iencrecord
inandanother
field. Some exe in news
baseball
both live perand
recreations,
at 5000play-by-play,
w station.
Graduate Geo. Barr Umpire School to help
me ineran,baseball
play-by-play
broadcasts.
married. 33 years old. religious. VetBOX 944E. BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING OR
GENERAL MANAGER
Engineering executive now chief of transmitter section of major broadcast equipment manufacturer seeks position as director of engineering for a progressive
broadcast organization now in TV or with
TV plans.
Over 18 years experience in AM-FM-TV
and an outstanding record of design, construction and administrative engineering including two years TV operational experience as director of our own 5 kw experimental TV station. Also interested in
investment. Present employer will provide
top reference.
BOX 943E, BROADCASTING
Television
Production-Programming, others
TV PRODUCTION ASSURANCE
PRODUCER-WRITER
3 years radio, 2V2 years TV
Commerciallyand remote
experienced
in all studio
operations
Excellent references
BOX 942E, BROADCASTING
AZRAEL
AGENCY
Alters Giveaway Show
NEW

VERSIONS of the social security card giveaway program
operated by Azrael Adv. Agency,
Baltimore, adapting the plan to
small - town stations, were announced last week by the agency.
Number of participating stations
has risen to 83, according to
Maurice Azrael, president of the
agency. The plan covers the reading of a social security card number, with holders of numbers en13]. titled to collect a prize ranging
up to $100 [Broadcasting, March
A new scale of prizes ranges
from $25 to $100 depending on
frequency of awards and size of
city. Station fees range according
to size of city. Minimum rate is
$45 a week in cities under 50,000,
providing for a minimum of one
$25 cash award a week. Maximum
fee is $200 a week in cities over
400,000, providing a minimum of
one $100 prize a week.
Mr. Azrael said WKMH Dearborn, Mich., had six winners in one
week and KSON San Diego five in
a week. WWDC Washington has
expanded the program to 12 times
daily, using auto registration as
well as social security numbers
because large numbers of listeners
in the area do not have social security cards.
Old NAB Bldg. Sold
OLD NAB building, across the
street from present Washington
headquarters, has been sold for
about $60,000, double purchase
price early in the war when association was forced out of downtown quarters. Building was
bought for $30,000. Purchaser is
District of Columbia Chapter,
American Institute of Banking.

BOND
THE

HAYWARD

FOOTNOTE
Former Network Star Sells Homes on WGAC

A DETAILED footnote is being
written at WGAC Augusta, Ga., to
the radio career of a former network star, Joyce
Hayward, who is
making local history by producing
and starring in a
successful show
of her own.
It was radio
that precipitated
her exodus from
B r o a d w ay's
bright lights and
Miss Hayward
from the sets of
millions of radio homes where she
was heard as a leading character in
daytime serials. She left New York
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 16)
tinues to be music, and he can be
heard occasionally on the Cleveland air waves or the back row of
the
Club.
1940
when Singer's
he worked
on Since
the Wilkie
campaign in a special phase of
labor relations, with emphasis oh
broadcasts of well-known labor
leaders, Bromley has participated
in political activities. He classes
these political interests as "good
opportunity for consumer research."
In spite of his busy agency life
and political doings Bromley finds
time to be president and district
governor of the Exchange Club of
Cleveland, is active in the American Legion, Chamber of Commerce, Elks, Eagles and the Cleveland Church Federation. In addition the Houses have just moved
into a new ranch home in the
Cleveland suburbs and are trying
to find time to plant a few shrubs.
"Radio must adhere closely to
fundamentals to be successful advertising," says Bromley. His primary headache today is producing
television and radio commercials
that will meet the standards of the
agency and_ fit the budget of local
and regional sponsors as well.

when she married Edgar Kobak
Jr., part owner and general manager, WTWA Thomson, Ga., and
settled down to a quiet life in the
South.
But , life — via radio — soon took
on a look of anything but peace.
Joyce Hayward's fame had preceded her to Georgia, and in
March, the Knox Corp., Augusta
builder of prefabricated Knox
Homes, a new entry in radio, purchased her show. Since that time,
the program has been paying off
for Knox, both in prestige and in
the amount of traffic through its
model homes.
The Joyce Hayward Show is a
woman's
to and
the
informal program
touch withtailored
the star
her announcer, Warren Hites; visiting places of historical note and
frequently interviewing visiting
personalities. In the daily chit
chat, Miss Hayward and Mr. Hites
present recipes and household hints
while passing-on daily party ideas.
The program is broadcast Monday
through Friday, 11:30-11:45 a.m.
Program Spark Plug
Sparkplug of the program, of
course, is Miss Hayward who makes
arrangements for the show and
produces it with the assistance of
Mr. Hites. This is a new type of
role for the actress who has had the
lead in a score of top radio dramas,
including Mystery Without Murder
(as Amy Riddle) ; Young Dr. Malone (as Barbara Hale) and Backstage Wife (as Vi Waters).
On Broadway she played the
theatre as a member of the cast of
"Liliom," which starred Burgess
Meredith and Ingrid Bergman. She
was the original "Miss Television"
at the New York World's Fair and
later played in TV shows including
Kraft Theatre and Philco Playhouse. As an author, Miss Hayward has contributed to national
magazines and to network shows.
While helping Knox to sell its
homes, she finds a second career in
her own home where Mr. and Mrs.
Kobak have a baby girl, StellaCeleste.

Top
Network
Station
One of the midwest's dominant facilities. This
property has everything that a leading regional
needs. It is well established, shows a continuous
record of growth and is just beginning to capitalize
on its number one position in the market. Is in an
excellent position for TV. Price $375,000.00. Financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy
V. Hamilton St.
333 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
235RayMontgomery
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
Exbrook 2-5672
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MAL HANSEN, WOW Omaha's farm
service director, is now "Big Chief
Sagwa" after being so designated by
the 216 members of the recent WOW
New South Farm Study Tour [Broadcasting, March 20]. On the final
night of the trip, the group surprised
Mr. Hansen by presenting him with
this certificate and $65 to buy himself a present. Members of the tour
said "Sagwa" means "Moses, Leader
of the Tribe."
HOLMES
AWARDS
To Cite Western Adwomen
FOURTH annual Frances Holmes
Achievement Award for outstanding advertising achievement has
been announced by Los Angeles
Advertising Women, in cooperation
with Advertising Assn. of the
West. Contest is open to any woman in the 11 western states and
British Columbia who has originated, planned, developed, executed, supervised or participated
in advertising produced between
April 1949 and April 1950. Total
of 14 awards in that number of
different advertising categories, including two radio and two television groups, will be presented.
Winning entries from each classification will be judged for top
Frances Holmes Outstanding
Achievement Award.
Presentations,
statuettes,
will be inmadeformfor ofbest"Lulu"
work
in following categories: (1) Radio
Commercial Campaign; (2) Sponsored
Radio Program Series; (3) Television
Commercial Campaign; (4) Television
Program Series; (5) Copy Series; (6)
Layout Series;
(7) Mechanical
duction; (8) Research
Project; Pro(9)
Finished Art Series; (10) Direct Mail
Campaign; (11) Publicity or Public
Relations Campaign; (12) Commercial Film; (13) Outdoor or Transit
Advertising; (14) Complete Campaign.
Entries will be judged for idea,
grasp of problem, ingenious use of
space or medium, style, execution,
good taste, soundness of appeal,
and overall effectiveness.
There will be five judges, two
who have not yet been named.
Chosen are Herbert Kirschner,
president of AAW and head of
Kirschner & Co., San Francisco;
Dana Jones, head of Dana Jones
Co., Los Angeles; Ivan Shun, of
Advertising Counselors of Arizona,
Phoenix.
Contest closed April 26 with
awards to be made at presentation
luncheon May 21 at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

DRIVE

Treasury Set on Radio-TV
RADIO-TV plans for the U. S.
Treasury Dept.'s May 15-July 4
"Independence Drive" to sell savings bonds are reported nearing
completion by the Treasury's Saving,ingsAprilBond10].Division [BroadcastCornwell Jackson, Hollywood
vice president of J. Walter Thompson Co., has been named national
radio consultant to Treasury while
David Levy, radio-TV director for
Young & Rubicam, New York, has
been named national television consultant, Treasury announced. Mr.
Jackson is handling arrangements
for the four-network kick-off broadcast on May 15 while Mr. Levy is
arranging its TV counterpart, now
slated for NBC-TV.
Both the AM and TV shows will
feature pickups of President Truman and Secretary of the Treasury
John W. Snyder. The AM program
otherwise will present some 20 top
radio-movie personalities and a
half-dozen name orchestras. The
TV show, styled as an "open house
with Arthur Godfrey," will feature
leading talent to be introduced by
various government officials, including FCC Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock.
Special series of Treasury's regular Guest Star Parade transcriptions, now heard on more than 2,800
stations weekly, is being prepared
for the drive. TV announcement
films are being readied by G. M.
Basford Co. Additional radio-TV
announcement copy also is in preparation.
Recordings of the Liberty Bell,
symbol for the drive, will be sent
all stations. Fifty-two exact replicas of the original bell, minus its
crack, are being cast in France and
will be sent on tour during the
drive.

CHILDREN'S SHOWS
N. Calif. Group Lists Top 15

FIFTEEN "family listening" programs have been judged as "excellent" in the second annual report
released by the Children's Committee of Radio Listeners of Northern California. The committee, in
considering 43 programs, listed 10
as good, five as fair and 13 as poor
for children's listening.
"Modern radio meets perhaps one .
twentieth of the needs of today's
children," the report stated. The
committee deplored the fact that
because of the relatively few children's programs on the air today,
children are constantly tuning in
on adult programs. The shows
judged as excellent, and the San
Francisco stations presenting them,
were listed as follows :
Fred Waring, Signposts for Young
Scientists, Standard School Broadcast,
Junior Jingles, NBC Theatre and
Cavalcade of America, all on KNBC:
Let's Pretend, Gold Rush Days, both on
KCBS: Quizdown. Schoolcast and Mr.
President, all on KGO: Story Teller and
Youth Symphony, both on KFRC; Les
Malloy. KYA: Tunes for Tots, KSFO.
BROADCASTING
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Docket Actions . . .
FINAL ORDER
Terrell Best. Corp., Terrell, Tex. —
' Adopted
order andgranting
petitionhearfor
reconsideration
grant without
ing of application of Terrell Best. Corp.,
I for new station on 1570 kc, 250 w day.
I Principals in corporation include Frederick I. Massengill Jr., D. W. Massengill and Carl Tegler. Frederick Massengill is general manager of Tribune Pub.
Co. Estimated construction cost at
time application was filed in 1947 was
S13,200. Decision April 24.
INITIAL DECISION
Falls County Public Service, Marlin,
Tex. — Initial decision issued by Exiaminer J. D. Bond to grant application
iof Falls County Public Service for new
station on 1010 kc, 250 w daytime only.
: !Initial decision April 20.
•I WBAT Marion, Ind., Chronicle Pub.
,|Co. Inc., Marion and Kokomo Pioneer
• :Bcstrs., Kokomo, Ind. — Initial decision
issued by Examiner James D. Cunningham to grant application of WBAT to
Ichange from 1600 kc, 500 w day to 1400
i kc, 250 wcations ounlimited
and to deny
f Kokomo Pioneer
Bcstrs.,applifor
j |new station at Kokomo and Chronicle
i jPub.
Inc.,
for
new
station
at
Marion,
Ind. both requesting 1400 kc, 250 w
unlimited. Initial decision April 26.
I WMRO Auroa, 111.; WGBF Evansville,
: iltid. — Initial decision issued by Examiner Jack P. Blume to grant application of WGBF to change from 1280
kc 5 kw day 1 kw night to 1280 kc
<5 kw unlimited and to deny application
of WMRO to change from 1280 kc 250
w day to unlimited time using 100 w
might. Initial decision April 26.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Loyola TJ., New Orleans — By memorandum, opinion and order affirmed
j,staff action in referring to pending
i (files petition of Loyola U. to amend
TV application to substitute Channel
4 in lieu of Channel 10 at New Orleans.
Commission had previously requested
lapplicantscations ortoamendments
postpone filing
of applipending
final
determination of Rules and Standards
land allocations proposed in proceedings. Order April 21.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Litchfield, HI. — Mid-Illinois Bcstg.
<|Co., granted new station on 1540 kc,
rtl kw day. Estimated construction cost
537,653.56.clude: HayPrincipals
corporation
inward L. inTalley,
engineer
WOKZ, secretary-treasurer 39.08%; Roy
Talley, farmer 14.38%; there are ten
minor stockholders Granted April 21.
Hanover, N. H. — Granite State Bcstg.
Co. Inc., granted new station on 1400
conunlimited.
fee, 250 w struction
cost: $10,150. Estimated
Granite State
j Bcstg. is licensee of WTSA Brattleboro,
«Vt.; WTSV Claremont, N. H.; and
WKBR Manchester, N. H. Granted
April 21.
„
San Francisco — Grant R. Wrathall
granted new station on 1010 kc, 1 kw,
eng. cond. Estimated construction cost:

FCC
Sox

P

ROUNDU

Changes, Applications
'
' Transfen
New Grants
SUMMARY TO APRIL 26

Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Total
CPs
Cond'l cations In
Class
Licensed
Grants Pending Hearing
37
On
Air
498
186
AM Stations
*
302
267
267
FM Stations
3
23
13
2,094
2,120
Appli104
72
TV Stations
351
182
709
* Two on the air.
* * *
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KCJB Minot, N. D. (North Dakota Bcstg. Co. Inc., 910 kc,
1 kw unlimited); KILA Hilo, Hawaii changed from KOLU (Island Bcstg. Co.);
KRIB Mason City, la. changed from KICM (Mason City Bcstg. Co.); WATH
Athens,field,Ohio
(A. H. Kovlan
& J.Co.D. 1430
Sinyard,
1 kwWERH
day); Hamilton,
WDBL SpringTenn. (Springfield
Bcstg.
kc, 11540
kw kc,day);
Ala.
(Marion County Bcstg. Co. 970 kc, 1 kw day); WPRB Jackson, Ala. (The Jackson
Bcstg. Co., 1290 kc, 1 kw day); WKBI St. Marys, Pa. changed from WSMP (The
Elk County Bcstg. Co.).
$23,200. Mr. Wrathall is a consulting
engineer and holds radio interests as
follows: 50% KDON Santa Cruz; KUTA
Salt Lake City and KGEM Boise, Ida.;
23.1% Ephrata, Wash.; 15% KOPR
Butte, Mont.; 12.5% KIFI Idaho Falls,
Ida.; KEIO Pocatello and KLIX Twin
Falls, Ida.; 1.5% WLOU Louisville, Ky.
Granted April 21.
Corning,newN. station
Y. — Corning
granted
on 1540Leader
kc, 250Inc.,w
unlimited. Estimated construction cost:
$6,750. Corning Leader Inc., is licensee
WKNP-FM Corning and WELM Elmira,
N. Y. Granted April 21.
West Bend, Wis.— West Bend Bcstg.
Co., granted new station on 1470 kc,
500 w day. Estimated construction cost:
$17,368. Principals include: Paul J.
Mueller, 2% owner WMIL Milwaukee
and ex-chief engineer that station,
president 14%; Paul Ripple, WMIL
engineer, secretary 12%; Carl Rhode,
lab technician for AC Spark Plug Division, General Motors Corp., treasurer
12%; Wendell S. Ciganek, owner Central
Radio Parts, Milwaukee, vice president 12%; August C. Berkholtz, theatre
and hotel properties at West Bend and
Two Rivers, Wis. Granted April 21.
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich.— Granted
increase in power from 500 w to 1 kw
daytime on 1150 kc. Granted April 21.
WFHG Bristol, Va. — Granted switch
in facilities from 860 kc, 1 kw day to
980 kc, 1 kw unlimited, directional
night. Eng. cond. Granted April 21.
FM GRANT
Sanford, N. C— Lee Bcstg. Corp,
granted new Class A FM station, Ch.
288 (05.5 mc) ERP 490 w, ant. 340 ft.
Lee Bcstg. Corp., is licensee WWGP AM
outlettion at
Sanford.Granted
Estimated
cost $4,119.
Aprilconstruc21.

TRANSFER GRANTS
KTOPment of Topeka,
Kan. —T.Granted
assignlicense from
Hall Collinson
tr/as Collinson Bcstg. Co., to Charles
B. Axton for $52,500. Mr. Axton has
been a radio artist for many years. He
is presently sales manager WREN
Topeka, Kan. KTOP is assigned 5 kw
(Continued from page 78)
unlimited on 1250 kc, directional.
Granted April 21.
April 26 Applications . . .
KRSC Seattle, Wash —Granted transACCEPTED FOR FILING
fer of control in Radio Sales Corp., licensee, from P. K. Leberman, Robert
License for CP
E. Priebe and John E. Ryan Jr., to
KALE
Yakima,
Wash.
—
License
for
Sheldon
Sackett for a consideration of
2P new AM station.
$112,500. Mr. Sackett is owner of
Modification of CP
KROW Oakland, Calif., 95% owner
Coos Bay Ore., and 77%% owner
KVOL Lafayette, La.— Mod. CP to KOOS
of KVAN Vancouver, Wash. KRSC
:hange frequency power etc. modified
operates
withApril
1 kw21. unlimited on 1150
so increase daytime power from 1 kw
kc. Granted
:o 5 kw etc.
WORA of Mayaguez,
R.— inGranted
J WSYR-FM Syracuse, N. Y. — Mod. CP transfer
160 shares ofP.stock
Radio
fiFM station to change ERP to 10 kw,
Americas Corp., licensee from Mrs.
M&nt. to 482 ft.
Joefa
B.
Vda.
de
Ramirez
Arellano
to
Williamsport,
Pa.—name
Mod. from
CP
Mr. Alfredo R. de Arellano Jr., her son,
! newWLYC
FM station
to change
for
a
consideration
of
$5,000.
WORA
is
-Lycomingcoming County
assigned 1 kw unlimited on 1150 kc.
Bcstg. Co. Bcstg. Co. to LyGranted April 25.
TENDERED FOR FILING
OPERATIONS SUSPENDED
WXLW
Indianapolis, Ind.— CP to
KGFN Grass Valley, Calif. — Joe D.
Change
ikwD. from 1590 kc 1 kw D to 1130 kc
Carroll granted final extension of
authority to remain silent to April 30,
for financial reorganization. Action
taken April 24.
L
■ ' FOR
WJEM Springfield, Ohio— Champion
City Bcstg.
Co.,90granted
requestcompleto remain silent for
days pending
j INCREASED SPQT BILLINGS
tion of plan for reorganization. Action
contact
April 21.
WRGK Brookfield, 111.— WRGK Inc.,
iJOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA. INC.
granted request to remain silent until
June 27. This is final authorization to
366 Madison Avenue, New York
r>o so. Extension of completion date
for FM station was granted to same
Murray H'.U 2-8755
date. Action April 21.
BROADCASTING
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Deletions . . .
FOUR FM AUTHORIZATIONS were
reported deleted last week by FCC.
Total to date: AM 17; FM 41; TV 2.
WTNB-FM Birmingham, Ala.— Pilot
Bcstg. Corp. CP March 7. Forfeiture. .
WMSL-FM Decatur, Ala. — Tennessee
Valley Bcstg. Co. Inc. CP Feb. 28.
Forfeiture.
WSUA-FM Bloomington, Ind. — Radio
Station WSUA Inc. CP March 7. Forfeiture.
KVNJ-FM Fargo, N. D.— Northwest
Bcstg.
Co. License April 20. Cancelled
AM operation.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Pocahontas, Ark. — Pocahontas Radio
Inc., 1420 kc,
day. Estimated
struction1cost:kw$19,281.
Principalscon-in
corporation include: A. J. Baltz, owner
Blatz Implement Co., and holder of
real estate and farming interests, president 41%%; Rufus D. Haynes, doctor
of optometry, vice president 33%%;
Adrian L. White, sales manager KDRS
Paragould, Ark., 25%. Filed April 21.
Atlanta, Tex. — Ark-La-Tex Bcstg.
Co., 900 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated construction cost $14,321. Principals include: Herman H. Wommack, vice
president
Wommack's
Inc., David
men and
boys clothing
store, 85%;
A.
Wommack, chief engineer KTFS Texarkana, Tex., 15%. Filed April 21.
Pottstown, Pa. — East Penn Bcstg. Co.,
1370 kc, 1 kw daytime. Estimated construction cost $16,975. Principals inDavid W. Jeffries,
agerclude:WESB-AM-FM
Bradford,plant
Pa., man50%;
Joseph V. Lentini, salesman for Joseph
F. Ventura, wholesalers, 50%. Filed
April
20.
Campbellsville,
Ky. — Taylor County
Bcstg.
Co., construction
1450 kc, 250 cost:
w unlimited.
Estimated
$20,950.
Principals include: R. P. Thompson,
ownersonand
Walker & agency),
ThompDrug operator
Store (Walgreen
president
33%%;
Ray
Smith,
co-owner
Scott & Smith Dept. Store (retail dry
goods), vice president 33%%; M. M.
Hall, urer
medical
33%%. Fileddoctor,
April secretary-treas19.
Walton, N. Y. — Delaware County
Bcstg., 1270 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated
construction cost: $20,150. Principals

include: Dr. E. Odgen Bush, dentist,
president
25%;of Elmer
Kellam,State,
Member
of Assembly
New York
vice
president
25%; general
Hyman New
E. Mintz,
ant attorney
York assistState,
secretaryand school
25%; Muriel
M. Kyle, houseFiled wifeApril
19. teacher, treasurer 25%.
Nashville, Tenn. — H. C. Young Jr.,
1470 kc, 1structionkwcost $20,700.
day. Estimated
Mr. Youngcon-is
owner of Salesmen Outdoor Advertising Co. He was previously announcer
at WKDA and WMAK Nashville, and
program
WKEU Griffin, Ga.
Filed Aprildirector
19.
FM APPLICATIONS
Mesa, Ariz.— Sun Valley Bcstg. Co.,
Class B FM station, Ch. 284 (104.7 mc),
ERP 50 kc, ant. 142 ft. Estimated
construction cost $18,016.75. Applicant
is licensee of KTYL AM outlet at
Mesa. Filed April 19.
Lexington, Ky. — American Bcstg.
Corp., Class B FM station, Ch. 233
(94.5 mc),
ERP 5 kw,
ant. 350AMft. Applicant is licensee
of WLAP
outlet
at Lexington and this is application
for reinstatement of previously held
CP. Filed April 19.
Kalamazoo, Mich. — Western Michigan
College
education ofFMEducation,
station, Ch.noncommercial
216 (91.1 mc)
ERP 400 w. Filed April 20.
TV APPLICATION
St. Louis, Mo.— 220 North Kingshighway Inc., Ch. 7 (174-180 mc) ERP
48.6 kw vis., 24.3 kw aur., ant. 509
ft. Estimated construction cost: $332,050,
estimated first year revenue $125,000
to $150,000. Principals in corporation
include: Sam Koplar, president Embassy Invesment Co., board of directors
San Janet Apt. Hotel Co., Forest Park
Hotel Co. and Hotel Management Inc.,
president 5%; Harold Koplar, vice
president Hotel Management Inc., vice
president and general manager Chase
Hotel, treasurer and general manager
Forest Park Hotel, vice president 45%;
Jeanette
Koplar,of treasurer
ber of board
directors and
San memJanet
Apartment Hotel, president Montgomery
Investment Co., treasurer 10%; Lillian
Koplar Shenker, attorney, 15%; Betty
Dolores Koplar, student, 20%; Morris A.
Shenker, lawyer, secretary 5%. Filed
April 21.TRANSFER REQUESTS
KMED Medford, Ore. — Assignment of
license from
Mrs. Medford
W. J. Virgin,
licensee to Radio
Inc. for
$290,000.
Principals
in
new
corporation include: H. B. Murphy, stockholder in Pinnacle Packing Co. Inc.
(fruit growers, packers, storage, etc.),
treasurer 20%; Dwight Findley, physician and surgeon, assistant treasurer
20%; V. J. Robinson % interest in
Daniels-Robinson Ins. Agency, president 10%; Winifred J. Robinson,
% interest Daniels-Robinson Ins.
Agency, 10%; B. L. Lageson, dentist,
assistant secretary 20%; J. L. DeArmond,, 50%
Ross president
& De Armond
Lumber
Co. owner
Inc., vice
10%;
William M. McAllister, attorney and
51% stock holder in Medford Tank
Lines, secretary 10%. KMED operates
with 5 kw day, 1 kw night on 1440 kc.
Filed April 26.
KRUX inGlendale,
Ariz. — Acquisition
control
Radio Arizona
Inc., licensee,of
by Renee S. Donnet Cushman through
purchase
315 sh. forof $31,500.
stock from
Gene Burkeof Brophy
Mrs.
Cushman recently acquired 10.27%
interest in KRUX (Broadcasting, April
(Continued on page 8k)

BMI
Published by Broadcast Music
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit—
LAN E
THE
DOWN
Dec. 24986;
—
On Records: Russ Morgan
Jo Stafford-Gordon MacRae — Cap. 969;
10702; ModLyn Duddy Singers — MGM
ernaires — Col. 38791 ; Del Casino — Caravan 302; Chuck Cabot — Atomic 1005;
Claude Thornhill — Vic*
ated.
On Transcription: Alan Holmes — Associ* soon to be released.
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COMMERCIALS
Maschmeier Defends Radio
A NEWSPAPER story by Columnist Robert C. Ruark approvingly
speculating about a new "advertiser killer" — a gadget designed to
tune out commercials — last week
aroused WPTR Albany's Program
Director H. W. Maschmeier to retort that Mr. Ruark should take a
look at his own medium before talking about radio.
"Yes, Mr. Ruark," he said, "and
all you other scribes of press, magazines and other printed media,
don't crow about over-commercialism in radio (or TV for that matter)— not until you have a much
smaller ratio of 'commercial' to
news space in your own media."
Mr. Maschmeier's answer, sent to
Broadcasting, suggested that "as
a matter of fact, it might not be
a half-bad idea for all of us in
radio to plug the fact that radio
is 'less commercial' than practically any other medium of mass
communication."
Why The Victim?
"While we're on the subject," he
said, "let's think of all the swipes
taken by press and magazines in
the immediate postwar period on
the so-called 'over-commercialism'
of American radio. On that one, ask
the millions of GI's who had to
listen to the dull programming of
the BBC during the war, and [who]
sent, many, many letters to those
of us with the American Forces
Network in the ETO, asking us to
put in some of the commercials they
missed from USA radio.
"Radio, without the right to
editorialize (until recently, then
in half-fashion only) has been unable to answer these attacks. This,
of course, has been the good fortune
of press and magazines, since where
do you find more over-commercialism than in those fields (have you
tried reading Time or Life lately?).
"For that matter, thanks to the
listing of columnists and news
departments on the front of the
World Telegram, I can sometimes,
with the aid of my tri-focals and
three lamps, find the news and
columns in among the mountains
of ads and commercials."
Ziv Moves

N. Y. Office

FREDERIC W. ZIV Co.'s New
York offices effective today (May
1) will move to 488 Madison Ave.
The company will occupy a 20-office
suite on the fifth floor of the building.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One
the leadinR
and
oldestof schools
of Radio
Technology In America, offers Its
trained Radio and Television techdustry. nicians to the Broadcaatlne InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of A meriea
360 W. 4th St., New York 14, N. T.
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NAB's Manager
(Continued from page 2U)
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FUNERAL services for Frank
Ramsay McNinch, chairman of the
FCC from 1937 to 1939, were conducted Sunday, April 23, at Second
Presbyterian Church of Charlotte,
N.
C, with
burial in Charlotte's
Elmwood
Cemetery.
Mr. McNinch, who would have
been 77 last week, died in a Washington hospital on April 20 [Broadcasting, April 24]. He had been
in ill health and his condition
worsened the preceding day when
he developed pneumonia.
Drafted by President to "clean
up the mess" at the FCC, Mr. McNinch initiated a reorganization
of the agency after he assumed
office on Oct. 1, 1937. He was
named to fill the vacancy created
by the death of Chairman Anning
Prall on July 2 that year.
Under his direction the division
system of organization was abandoned, the posts of division directors were abolished, and the
examiners division was eliminated.
He was frequently accused of planning a strict censorship, but denied
the charges.
Mr. McNinch joined the Commission with a wide reputation as an
administrator, having served as a
member of the Federal Power Commission since 1930 and as its chairman since 1933. When his FCC
nomination was first announced in
August 1937 as an answer to Congressional demands for an FCC
investigation, it was thought he
would take a leave of absence
from the power agency and return
upon completion of the FCC assignment. He subsequently decided to
resign the FPC post, however.
Went To Justice Dept
He left the FCC on Aug. 31, 1939,
to become a special assistant to
the Attorney General. He continued
as a special advisor to the Justice
Dept. until his retirement in 1946.
His home was in Westmoreland
Hills, Md.
Mr. McNinch was born in Charlotte on April 27, 1873. In 1900
he began the practice of law in
Charlotte and five years later entered polities, winning election to
the North Carolina House. He
later served two terms — 1917-21 —
as Charlotte's mayor and finance
commissioner, and then returned
to private law practice.
Although a Democrat, he supported Herbert Hoover against
Alfred E. Smith in the 1928 Presidential election. As leader of the
anti-Smith forces in North Carolina he figured prominently in
that state's going Republican for
the first time since Civil War days.
He accepted President Hoover's appointment to FPC in 1930, after
once rejecting it.
His liberal views on control and
use of electric power — he advocated
Government ownership of power
sites, and strict regulations on private power procedures — also won

jWcJ^mcf)
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Mr. McNINCH
the approval of President Roosevelt, who promoted him to FPC
chairman in 1933.
FCC Resolution
Following his death, the present FCC members adopted a resolution expressing "deep sorrow" at
his passing and paying tribute to
his service as FCC chairman until
his health forced him to resign.
"His tenure as Chairman of the
FCC for two years was a brief
but important part of a lifetime
almost exclusively devoted to the
service
of his state
and his nation,"
the
Commission
declared.
"He brought a high standard to
the performance of his public functions and was most exacting of
himself in the conscientious performance of his duties. We mourn
his loss as one who has fruitfully
devoted his life to the public servMr. McNinch leaves his wife,
Huldah Groome McNinch, and two
sons and three daughters.

FCC

Roundup

is higher in the upper brackets.
The surplus is now building up
Judge Miller said Mr. Ryan's job
will be an "inside position," having
been created so the day-to-day operating functions could be handled
while the president is out of Washagain." ington on high-level association
business. This will leave him free
to take part in a large number of
functions in which NAB is active
and carry the broadcasting industry's case to all corners and all
elements of the political and economic life of the nation. He will
repeat to the board next June an
offer he made in February, 1949,
at New Orleans, and has repeated
at subsequent meetings, to register
as a lobbyist.
As in past years Judge Miller
will attend the autumn district
meetings if individual district directors desire his participation.
This will not affect management of
the association since Mr. Ryan will
remain on the job in Washington.
Judge Miller has been asked by the
U. S. Advisory Commission on Information and the State Dept. to
inspect U. S. information services
in Latin American nations but the
matter was deferred by the board
at its Chicago session. The trip
would prevent his attendance at
district meetings.
To Name Field Director

T.

Mr. Ryan's
chores
willOnebe ofselection
of a earlier
field director.
The job was set up by the board
last fall and carries a $10,000 salary
ceiling. The field man will be expected to solicit memberships and
contact present members. Among
names already mentioned, it is un- It
derstood, are Robert Enoch, retiring board member and formerly of
KTOK Oklahoma City, and Edward ) :
M. Kirby, at one time NAB public
relations director.
A few changes in the NAB staff
are occurring, though Mr. Ryan is
not exepected to make a sweeping
overhaul [Closed Circuit, April 1
24.] C. Meryl Sullivan, assistant
director of research, has resigned
effective May 1. Robert M. McGredy, assistant director of BAB,
is understood to be leaving to acI
cept a key post at WCAU-TV
Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 83)
ice."
10, p.sive88),
in addition
has Brophy
extenranching
interests.sheMrs.
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB re- !
will retain about 25% interest in stasearch director, will start spending :
tion. KRUX operates with 250 w unlimited on 1340 kc. Filed April 26.
two
or
three days a week at NAB
KXLO
Lewistown,
Mont. G.
— Assignment of license
from William
Kelley headquarters now that the BMB
and Victor J. Morgan d/b as Montana
Bcstg. Co., to William G. Kelley tr/as Study No. 2 has been completed
Montana Bcstg. Co. for consideration
(See separate BMB story page 23).
of $8,500. KXLO operates with 250 w
unlimited on 1240 kc. Filed April 5.
These are some of the items facWGTNment of license
Georgetown,
S. C. T.
— Assigning the new general manager, as
from John
Assey,
Helen M. Assey and Harmon L. Dunhe takes to NAB headquarters well
can a partnership to a new corporation
Bcstg.
Co. New
mem-L. over a decade of broadcast managebers Georgetown
include J. B.
Delzel,
Sylvan
ment experience.
Rosen, Lewis F. Freeman and Carol
Eve Witt who provided necessary funds
and made advances for construction and licensee, a partnership composed of
operation of station to the effect that William J. Cox, LeRoy W. Lenwell,
a corporation would be formed. WGTN
operates
withApril
250 5.w unlimited on Edward Cooper and Arthur V. Henri to
1400 kc. Filed
a corporation The McCook Bcstg. Co.
Inc. New corporation involves no
TRANSFER REQUESTS
money transaction or change of stockKBRL
McCook,
Neb.
—
Assignment
of
is assigned
250 w 30.unlicense from The McCook Bcstg. Co.,
limitedholders.
on 1450KBRL kc.
Filed March
BROADCASTING
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newspapers should encourage the
'publisher - broadcasters who attended the session to give their
strongest support to BAB and its
work on behalf of the whole radio
industry.
Irwin Maier, publisher of the
Milwaukee Journal (WTMJ-AMTV) and vice chairman of the
bureau, concluding speaker of the
session, told the publishers that
"it's too early to say with certainty
what effect television will have"
and warned them against making
any premature conclusions until
they have enough facts to go on.
The question of the effect of TV
on newspaper circulation was
raised at Tuesday's meeting of the
publishers of newspapers of from
10,000 to 50,000 circulation, to
whom Matthew G. Sullivan, circulation manager of the Gannett
newspapers, reported that a survey he had conducted produced
little evidence of any harmful effects of TV on the sale of papers.
The publishers from cities with
video service corroborated this conclusion and seemed to agree that
circulation losses reported in some
West Coast cities were probably
due more to raising the price of
papers to seven cents a copy than
to television.
ANPA reported a total of 778
newspaper members, of which 567
have circulations of less than 50,000, 151 of less than 10,000 and 38
of less than 5,000.
Hereafter all directors will be
elected for three-year terms. The
28th place on the board is automatically held by the president of
ANPA.
Directors elected Wednesday are :
For one-year term ending April 1951.
E. Press
Bartlett Barnes, Bristol (Conn.)
W. A. Butler, Holland (Mich.) Sentinel
Sidney F. Harris, Ottawa (Kans.)
Herald
P. L: Jackson, Portland Oregon Journal
(KPOJ-AM-FM)
Samuel
H. Kauffmann, Washington Star
( WMAL-AM-FM-TV)
John
G. Meilink, Cleveland Press
Roy D. Moore, Brush-Moore Newspapers
(WHBC-AM-FM
Canton, Ohio)
Eugene C.
Pulliam,
Indianapolis
Star
(WIRE)
Irwin
Maier,
Milwaukee Journal
(WTMJ- AM-FM-TV )
For two-year term ending April 1952.
Philip
(KTTVChandler,
(TV)) Los Angeles Times
L. N. Bitner, Elmira (N. Y.) StarGazette (WENY-AM-FM)
Lester G. Bradley, San Diego TribuneSun
Union (KSDO-FM-AM)
E. M. & Dealey,
Dallas Morning News
(WFAA-AM-FM)
F. (WPIX
M. Flynn,
New
York Daily News
(TV))
D. R. Merrill, The Detroit News
(WW J-AM-FM-TV)
Linwood
Globe I. Noyes, Ironwood (Mich.)
George F. Russell, Tacoma News Tribune (KTNT-AM-FM)
Richard W. Slocum, Philadelphia Bulletin (WCAU- AM-FM-TV)
Mr. Slocum also was elected chairman of the Bureau of Advertising
board of directors.
For three-year term ending April
1953.
Chesser M. Campbell, Chicago Tribune
(WGN- AM-FM-TV)
Stuart M. Chambers, St. Louis PostDispatch Chandler,
(KSD-AM-FM-AV)
Williams
Scripps-Howard
Newspapers
Clarence Hanson Jr., Birmingham News
& Age-Herald (WSGN-AM-FM)
Williamnal R.American
Hearst Jr., New York JourE. B. Stahlmean Jr., Nashville Banner
J. Hale Steinman, Lancaster (Pa.)
Newspapers (Steinman Stations)
Joyce
Minneapolis
Star &
TribuneSwan,
Walter White, Lincoln Star (KFAB)
Ex-officio: Edwin S. Friendly, president, ANPA.
• Telecasting

AN PA Meet
(Continued from page 28)
zines ... a potential for newspaper
gains well worth going after."
And go after them the Bureau's
salesmen did. First, they proposed
that Sinclair use comic strip ads,
! which the continuing study of
newspaper reading showed had attracted far greater average readership than other ads of the same
size. Next, they arranged for
readership tests in newspapers of
Sinclair ads and kept working with
the company and its agency until
phenomenally high readership was
obtained. When a change in Sinclair's distributing methods killed
hopes for a nation - wide cartoon
campaign, the bureau continued to
work on the account, hammering
home their argument that newspaper advertising can be used only
in the markets desired by the advertiser and that they reach everybody in those markets. After several more disappointments, perseverance paid off. A test newspaper
campaign produced good results
and in this year of 1950 newspapers
(are Sinclair's No. 1 medium, a $1
million campaign using 235 newspapers in 145 cities.
Concluding this presentation,
Sylvester M. Morey, president of
Morey, Humm & Johnstone, the
Sinclair agency, praised the bureau
'cfor "its farsightedness in developing the continuing study of newspaper reading."
Another of the bureau's success
stories described how newspapers
;got the beet sugar campaign after
the agency, Foote, Cone & Belding,
ihad proposed "starting off with a
strong blast in newspapers and
.then switching to radio to get heavy
repetition of our message." Stressing the interest of women in food
news in newspapers (another use
of continuing study data), the bureau argued, according to the dramatization"If
: you're going to break
down long standing public prejudice and get over the various points
about beet sugar that you need to
cover, you will automatically be
forced to use pretty long-winded
jcommercials if you go on the air.
That's pretty dull going on the
radio. Also, you have a highly regional marketing problem and, as
you well know, it's hard to buy good
•local spots whenever and wherever
you need them."
How another type of research information, Industrial Surveys data
jon regional variations in the consumption of the various types of
^soft drinks, was used to get more
than S3 million of Coca-Cola advertising into newspapers this year,
substantially more than in 1949,
Wvas described in another bureau
presentation. Others dealt with
methods used to get the National
Biscuit Co. and the various chain
store organizations to increase their
use of newspaper space.
While few broadcasters would
find the arguments presented by the
bureau convincing proof of the superiority of newspapers to radio as
an advertising medium, the success
of this cooperatively supported organization inincreasing billings for
BROADCASTING
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GRANT

Easley Files Protest
With FCC

PROTEST against FCC's grant of 500 w daytime on 730 kc to Arthur
Wilkerson at Lenoir City, Tenn., has been filed with the Commission by
Robert L. Easley, consulting engineer at Columbia, S. C, and 30%
owner of WRNO Orangeburg, S. C. He asked the grant be set aside.
Mr. Easley charged the station,
WLIL, had been built and unlawfully operated prior to FCC's grant
thatstatement
the applicant
later "used
aandfalse
and influence
on
certain of the Commission's staff
to promote a grant without hearing" and "without a complete inhaving been
The petitionvestigation
alleged
Mr. conducted."
Wilkerson
told FCC he had been "incorrectly
informed and ill-advised" by Mr.
Easley, who had prepared part of
the application, assisted in building the station and supplied certain equipment.
Mr. Easley charged he had correctly informed Mr. Wilkerson of
the Commission's rules several
times and warned of violations. He
contended the contrary representations allegedly made to FCC were
being widely circulated by the applicant and unless corrected would
damage his engineering practice.
The petition said Mr. Easley traded
"engineering services and broadcast equipment for merchandise
and money" with Mr. Wilkerson
and alleged the latter "tried to collect again" for the merchandise
"claiming falsely he had not been
paid." Mr. Easley has caused a
state arrest warrant to be issued
and the matter "has not yet been
determined," the petition said.
Wilkerson Reply
In a reply brief, Mr. Wilkerson
admitted he did erect the station
prior to grant of the permit, but
stated he acted "pursuant to the
advice and counsel" of Mr. Easley
and "denies most emphatically"
that Mr. Easley "warned him not
to
proceed told
with FCC
this work."
Wilkerson
he did Mr.
not
know of the violation until so informed by Commission field engineers, at which time he took down
the tower, removed the transmitter
building and dug up the ground
system.
The WLIL owner contended that
if Mr. Easley had known the actions were violating FCC rules he
should have reported them to FCC.
Mr. Wilkerson alleged Mr. Easley
"was personally testing the transwhen detected."
Mr. mitter
Wilkerson
further denied
making false representations to
FCC concerning the matter at any
time and did not attempt to avert
a full investigation. He also asserted he "has not widely circulated
or statements concernreports
any
ing" Mr. Easley "which are not
The reply stated Mr. Wilkerson
has charged Mr. Easley with
"fraudulent breach of trust" in
true." County, Tenn., and that
Loudon
Mr. Easley has been indicted by
the grand jury of that county. The
brief said the consulting engineer

* under $2,000 bond and his trial
is
is set for the week of May 22.
Concerning the warrant for
arrest which Mr. Easley said he
has caused to be issued, Mr. Wilkerson stated he has not been
served. He added he was served
with two other such warrants but
that Mr. Easley in each instance
failed to appear at the preliminary
hearing with the result both were
dismissed for want of prosecution.
SCOTT

RUSSELL
WESC President Dies

SCOTT RUSSELL, 54, president
and treasurer of WESC and WESCFM Greenville, S. C, died suddenly
at Greenville on April 21.
He was majority stockholder of
Greenville Broadcasting Co., the
licensee firm, which founded WESC
in 1947 and WESC-FM in 1948.
Two sons, James S. and Ben S., are
among the minority stockholders.
Mr. Russell, a native of Atlanta,
was an attorney and manufacturing
executive before entering the radio
field. He formerly practiced law at
Macon and was executive vice president and subsequently president of
Bibb Mfg. Co., Macon, until he resigned in 1943 to become counsel
for the Senate Committee on Postwar Economic Policy and Planning.
He later served for a time as
manager of the Aeronautical
Chamber of Commerce of America
and practiced law in Washington
from January 1945 until he moved
to Greenville to operate WESC.

May 9: BMB board meeting, New York.
May 9-11: IRE-AIEE -RM A Conference,
Dept. of Interior Auditorium, Washington.
May
22-23: North
Carolina
Assn. of
Broadcasters
annual
convention.
Chapel Hill, N.. C.
May 25-26:castersVirginia
Assn. of BroadIrvington, Va.annual meeting, Tides Inn,
May
31- June Advertising
2: Forty-sixth
annual
convention,
Federation
of America, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
ea]
June 1-3: Assn. of Women Broadcasters
seventh annual convention. Hotel
Cleveland, Cleveland.
June 5: Pennsylvania
Assn. ofmeeting,
Broadcasters annual membership
Bedford Springs, Bedford, Pa.
BASEBALL 10. [2
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
or
5 D/F ALL
SPEEDY-Q
DISCS
COVER
REQUIREMENTS
Order C.O.D. today
while supply lasts
CHAS. MICHELSON, Inc.
23 WEST 47th ST., N. Y. 19
PL 7-0695
May 1, 1950
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DAYLIGHT TIME UNDER WAY
WITH SPLIT NETWORK SYSTEM
FOUR

national networks invoked split network system to cope with arrival of daylight
saving time many places in country at 2 a.m.
yesterday (April 30). System like that in
use in former years, with programs being
fed as usual to cities going to DST and
recorded for rebroadcast hour later to cities
remaining on standard time [Broadcasting,
April 17].
Purpose is to keep shows arriving at accustomed hours locally. Exceptions to system
are ABC's Stop the Music, which because of
telephone call format will be broadcast live
throughout nation, and Mutual's daily baseball
broadcasts. MBS will feed games live everywhere except to West Coast, where recorded
rebroadcasts are scheduled.
Washington, D. C, radio and TV schedules
scrambled by Congressional delay in putting
through legislation authorizing DST. WWDC,
independent, not affected and all programs
will be at usual hour. CBS network programs
from WTOP will come by way of Chicago
with no local disruption. WMAL (ABC) programs not affected but WMAL-TV will lose
on network shows 7 to 8 p.m. Super Circus
telecast Sunday at 5 p.m. scheduled one hour
earlier. Some programs will be kinescoped
and run week later.
WE AM, MBS affiliate, will be provided with
both daylight and standard program service
entailing no schedule changes. WOIC (TV)
will telecast all shows one hour earlier. WRC
using recordings via Chicago to carry NBC
programs at same time but WNBW (TV)
NBC-TV programs carried hour earlier.
Some local WNBW programs unchanged.
House of Representatives late Thursday
agreed by unanimous consent to consider today
(Monday) daylight saving time for District
of Columbia.
HUFFINGTON RESIGNS
B. WALTER HUFFINGTON, general manager of WSAP-AM-FM Portsmouth, Va., has
submitted resignation to board. He based action on long period of disagreement over operating policies. Before joining WSAP he had
been national radio director of American Red
Cross and prior to that had been with southeastern stations. Jack Norfleet, of WSAP sales
staff, has assumed managerial duties.

TV SYSTEM PANEL STARTS
UHF TRANSMITTER STUDY
SPECIAL PANEL of National Television
System Committee has launched "intensive investigation" of transmitter requirements for
both UHF and color television, NTSC announced Thursday. Study is one of several
being undertaken by NTSC looking to preparation of report and recommendations to
FCC with respect to technical basis for "a
truly nation-wide television service in both
monochrome and color," it was pointed out.
Transmitter panel is headed by P. J. Herbst,
RCA Victor. Membership was announced as
follows :
A. Talamini, DuMont Labs., vice chairman; W. F.
Bailey, Hazeltine Electronics Corp.; D. L. Balthis.
Westinghouse; F. J. Bingley, Philco; Dr. J. G.
Brainerd, Moore School of Electrical Engineering,
U. of Pennsylvania; R. D. Chipp, DuMont Labs.;
L. Morgan Craft. Collins Radio Co.; William E.
Evans, Stanford Research; Frank G. Kear, consulting radio engineer; C. D. Kentner, RCA; R. M.
Morris. ABC; John Siebert, NBC; Harry Smith,
DuMont Labs.; W. P. Short, Raytheon Mfg. Co.;
I.Telecommunications
R. Weir, General Electric;
N. H. Young, Federal
Lab.
NTSC, industry-wide group organized by
RMA, is headed by Dr. W. R. G. Baker, GE
vice president.
MAX BALCOM ELECTED
SYLVANIA BOARD CHAIRMAN
MAX F. BALCOM, with Sylvania Electric
Products since 1918, elected chairman of board
succeeding late Walter E. Poor. Frank A.
Poor, founder of company, was elected vice
chairman. Mr. Balcom is past president of
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and is chairman of RMA's
Television Committee.
Sylvania sales of $29,347,911 in first quarter
of 1950 set alltime record, with earnings of
$1,225,844 equal to 77 cents per share after
deducting preferred dividends. Orders for first
quarter nearly 30% in excess of shipments,
building up backlog in several lines. Second
quarter seasonal decline expected to be less
severe this year.

GOP ASKS EQUAL TIME
EQUAL TIME requested by Republican National Committee on four national networks
May 16, 11:30-12 midnight, to reply to President Truman's May 15 address in that period
climaxing National Democratic Conference
and Jefferson Jubilee in Chicago. At Broadcasting press time both ABC and MBS had
advised GOP time requested was reserved for
their use. Earlier in evening, May 15, President Truman is to be on four networks also to
help launch Treasury Dept.'s Independence
Drive for Savings Bonds.

CBS LOS ANGELES PLANS
PROBABILITY that CBS will acquire own
television station as well as large studio facilities in Los Angeles arose from reports of
shopping tour in West of William S. Paley,
CBS board chairman, last week. At least two
stations— Don Lee's KTSL (TV) and Los Angeles Times' KTTV (TV) — considered by Mr.
Paley. CBS already owns 45% interest in
KTTV, has reportedly advised Times it would
buy other 559c at right price but Los Angeles
Times, 55% owner, says it is not for sale.
Network known to be hopeful of building up
own television facilities in Los Angeles as soon
as possible.
McAVITY GETS POST
TOM McAVITY, for 20 years radio producerdirector and now directing CBS Corliss Archer
and MBS The Saint, May 8 joins CBS Hollywood as radio production supervisor. He will
work directly with Harry Ackerman, CBS
Hollywood vice president in charge of network
radio and television programs.

AT&T RELAY PROJECT
RADIO relay between Denver and Omaha, to
provide two broad-band TV channels each direction, proposed by AT&T Thursday at FCC.
Commission reported it has accepted AT&T's
revised interconnection xules for inter-city TV
relay services.

WSGW
NAMES PEARSON
WSGW Saginaw, Mich., has appointed John
E. Pearson Co. as national representative, according to Robert W. Phillips, vice president
of Booth Radio & Television Stations Inc. and
general manager of WSGW. The station expects to go on the air early this month on 790
kc as 1000 w fulltime outlet and MBS affiliate.
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
Gen. Walter Bedell Smith, former Ambassador
to Russia, and Maj. Gen. Walter G. Farrell,
USMC retired (see early story page 27).
NAB planning
- June
"indoctrination"
course
for 10 new midboard
members
to replace
proposed May 12 session. Scheduling of Washington catechism adjacent to June board meeting saves cost of extra trips and gives new
headquarters regime chance to prepare training material.
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, television sets,
starting spot announcement test campaign in
three markets this month through its recently
appointed agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York. In addition agency is looking for network television program.
YOU CAN expect sharp retorts to article in
May Harper's
Producer-Writer
Houseman, that withbydevelopment
of TV,John
radio
will
fulfill "minor, but useful" faction as carrier of
music and disseminator of cultural items. Article, based on Audience Research polls, says
theory
that TV is "novelty that will wear
off" is erroneous.
GOAR

MESTRE, owner of Radiocentro, operating three of Havana's largest stations as
well as CMQ Network, is in United States in
connection with plans for launching television
operations in Cuba. He is visiting stations along
the eastern seaboard as well as equipment and
program suppliers.
AMERICAN CIGAR & CIGARETTE Co., New
York (Pall Mall cigarettes), through its
agency, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
New York, preparing schedule of spot announcements insecondary markets to start in
mid-May wherever its network program The
Big Story does not saturate.
ALTHOUGH horse racing is made main issue
of federal crusade against gambling, independent studies indicate that there are more bets
placed on play-by-play baseball and basketball
games in "bookie" establishments than on
horses.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER top brass will
visit Chicago within fortnight to discuss possible leasing of feature films to Zenith Radio
Corp. for its Chicago Phonevision test next
fall. Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr., president of Zenith, still declines to give names of
film firms which will supply movies for test
but admits turndowns from 20th Century-Fox,
RKO and Paramount.
KANS WINS FIRE AWARD
NATIONAL Board of Fire Underwriters announced KANS Wichita was winner of gold
medal award for "outstanding public service
in fire prevention" in 1949. Honorable mentions awarded to WEBR Buffalo, WJEF
Grand Rapids, KONO San Antonio, KELO
Sioux Falls and KSYC Eureka, Calif.
SPORTS RADIO TAX PROTEST
NEW JERSEY Broadcasters Assn. will discuss plans to oppose state bill to levy 109c
tax on radio and TV rights at boxing and
wrestling matches when group meets May
5-6 at Haddon Hall, Atlantic City. Bill already has passed House and is pending in
Senate. Commissioner Robert F. Jones, of
FCC, to be principal speaker with Carl Mark,
WTTM Trenton, presiding as NJBA president
BROADCASTING
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Longhair

It's got to be right for the
ears of your customers
to make

them buy. As a

well-known

baking company

illustrated when they set out to

it
f

sell more bread to breadwinners

I

in Washington,

D. C. At the

suggestion of Radio Sales,
they put their dough on WTOP's
Claude Mahoney. And announced
soon afterwards: "Claude Mahoney
is the perfect salesman for our
bread in Washington.

Some

people call him corny. But he's made
more friends for us than corn
has kernels." No wonder

national

spot advertisers use more than
750 local live talent broadcasts each
week on the radio stations
represented by Radio Sales. They know
Radio Sales can furnish them with
the right program

to sell their products

... in 13 of their best markets.

RADIO
SALES
Radio and
Television Stations Representative .. .CBS
Representing WCBS, wcbs-tv, New York City; wbbm, Chicago;
knx, kttv, Los Angeles; WCAU, WCAU-TV, Philadelphia;
wcco, Minneapolis; weei, Boston; KMOX, St. Louis;
kcbs, San Francisco; wbt, wbtv, Charlotte; wrva, Richmond;
wtop, Washington ; ksl, ksl-tv, Salt Lake City; wapi, wafm-tv,
Birmingham; and the Columbia pacific network.

or

corn

.

.

.
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New

higher

ratings

than

It's just another reason why . . .
WOR

is first in gross billings — first in

number of accounts — first in total
audience — first in market coverage —
first in news listening — first in mail

.00 Annually
weekly

station

nighttime

are

he Newsweekly
of Radio and
television.

York

results — first in sales results.

a

year

ago!

'-according, to March PULSE, new york report

FASTEST

GROWING

TWO-YEAR-OLD

IN RICHMOND

After two years, television has
lost none of its magic in Richmond,
though much of its mystery.
From the moment WTVR, the South's
first TV station, was unveiled
it became the most sought-after guest
in more homes than set makers could
frequently supply.
Today, more than 27,000 Richmond homes
are television-equipped and the
number continues to grow in beanstalk-like
fashion.
In Richmond your most important step
for national sales is to get in step
with the Havens & Martin stations,
pioneers in AM, TV and FM. Ask your
nearest Blair man for particulars.

Havens & Martin Stations are the on//
complete broadcasting institutions in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by
John Blair & Company.

FOR

AWARD

NATIONAL

NOTHER

appreciation, one of the highest

This makes

WMAZ

the only station in the entire

South ever to win both a Du Pont and a Peabody award —
top achievements

in the field of radio.

We are grateful to the Du Pont and Peabody groups
and to those others who

have filled our walls with

thirty-odd citations and scrolls for service.
But our deepest thanks go to the listeners and
advertisers whose

continued loyalty for 28 years
has made

10,000
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W.

•
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all this possible.
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~AA/VUWWWVWIAAA.
Closed

Circuit

CBS SHORTLY will announce new affiliate—
WKOW Madison. Wisconsin station is headed
by Stewart A. Watson and managed by Ralph
A. Amnion, operates on 1070 kc with 10,000
w day, 5,000 w night, is now on MBS and is
represented by Headley-Reed.
WITH settlement of strike at Chrysler plant
in Detroit, radio advertising plans will be
revived in near future. Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, understood to be preparing spot
announcement campaign as well as TV network show for Dodge Division.
TO AM-is-a-dead-duck zealots: Important group of businessmen, with $2 million bankroll, has commissioned well-known
radio firm to find half-dozen network-affiliated
stations in Southeast (NBC or CBS preferred). No TV strings are attached, and
one acquisition said to be in signing stage.

May 9: BMB Board meeting, BMB Hdqrs., New
York.
May 9-1 1 : Joint Conference on Electronic Components, Dept. of Interior Auditorium, Washington.
May 10-11: CBS Affiliates Advisory Board, 1950
session, CBS Hdqrs., New York.
May 18-20: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters Radio
Institute, Henry W. Grady School of Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens.
(Other Upcomings on page 40)

Bulletins

NOTE

RMA presidential bee still buzzes but with no
indication as to where it will light. There
are dozen serious possibilities, but no meeting
of nominating committee minds since Gen.
Lucius Clay turned them down fortnight ago.
When committee does meet, it's certain it will
consider such names as FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy (who hasn't been formally contacted) ; Lt.
Gen. Edmund B. Gregory, former quartermaster general, and perhaps Ray Cosgrove,
now honorary president, who might be prevailed upon to accept on interim basis until
heat is off and new funds raised.
WITH UNCONTESTED naming of Frank
T. Bow, former counsel of House Select Committee to investigate FCC and ex-Portsmouth,
Ohio, newspaperman and commentator
(WPAY), as Republican candidate for House
from 16th Ohio District, you can look for
radio issue to be strongly injected in campaign. His opponent is incumbent Rep. John
McSweeney (D-Wooster, Ohio). If elected
in November Mr. Bow will introduce resolution to investigate FCC with emphasis on
broadcast matters.
SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL &
BAYLES, New York, has recommended summer spot radio campaign to its client, Lever
Brothers, for Lifebuoy soap.
IT'S NIP AND tuck whether Cuba will attend upcoming NARBA conference looking
toward equitable distribution of AM broadcast facilities among North American nations.
Official and private opinion in Cuba, it's reported, is divided and no determination yet
has been reached as to participation after
Feb ruary-March
bilateral conference fiasco.
WITH NARBA sessions planned for August
in U. S.— probably Washington — talk already
has developed concerning possible "TVNARBA" whereby television facilities would
be allocated among North American nations
(Continued on page 78)
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CLARK GRIFFITH, owner of Washington
Senators and a founder of American League,
said Friday telecasting of team's games would
be discontinued next year, and said he anticipates similar action by other major league
teams. He cited recent attendance at games
as reason.
MBS has total of 950 local and regional sponsors for Game of the Day, Monday through
Saturday baseball series, Bert Hauser, MBS
research director, announced Friday.
HOUSE
GIVEN

APPROVAL
FCC BUDGET

FCC budget of $6,600,000 for 1950-51 approved
Friday without amendment in House consideration of overall appropriations for fiscal year
beginning July 1. Budget awaits routine House
passage of package bill, then goes to Senate
where Appropriations subcommittee hearings
temporarily disrupted. No schedule set for
FCC appearance. Group holding own sessions
preparatory to study of House bill.
FCC operating budget cut estimated $227,000
below this year's figure, $287,000 under President's budget estimates, though Commission
is given additional $25,000 for employment of
outside consultants to plan staff reorganization program. "Cut" stems from fact that
FCC must absorb salary and per diem boosts
provided
by Congress in 1949. [Broadcasting,
March 27].
D. C. LOCAL NETWORK
FORMATION of Metropolitan Network by five
Washington (D. C.) area daytime stations to
offer programs for joint sale was announced
Friday. Network at outset will offer one-hour
program daily: 7-8 p.m. musical show originated by WARL Arlington, Va. and picked
up from WARL-FM and rebroadcast by other
network members — WPIX Alexandria, Va.,
WFAX Falls Church, Va., WGAY Silver
Spring, Md., and WBCC Bethesda-Chevy
Chase, Md. Negotiations for formation of network were handled by Howard B. Hayes,
WPIK; Raymond W. Baker, WARL; Joseph
L. Brechner, WGAY; Lamar A. Newcomb,
WFAX; Willard D. Egolf, WBCC.

SHAMPOO PROSPECT * Joseph H. Kate
Co., New York, looking over availabilities foi
possible radio campaign on behalf of Mini-Poc
shampoo.
LOOKING OVER TV # Illinois Meat Co
through Arthur Meyerhoff, Chicago, thinking
of buying TV spot series starting in New York
and Chicago next fall.
DAIRY SPOTS # Fletcher D. Richards
New York, preparing four-week spot announcement campaign for Foremost Dairies, Jacksonville (Triple Goodness ice cream bars).
GENERAL FOODS BREAKS • Genera
Foods, New York (Post Sugar Crisp), has
bought one-minute station breaks in 14 cities
starting today (Monday), five to seven weeks
Agency, Benton & Bowles, New York.
COY, WALKER ADVOCATE
IMPROVED PROGRAMMING
NATIONWIDE campaign by listeners anc
lookers to improve radio-TV programming advocated by FCC Chairman Wayne Coy anc
Vice Chairman Paul A. Walker Friday ir
speeches at Institute for Education by Radio
Columbus, Ohio (also see early story page 26)
"It is high time for the American radic
listener
stopsaid
being
a Casper Milquetoast,'
Chairmanto Coy
in transcribed
speech urg
ing formation
of listener
is time
for
him to stop
acceptingcouncils.
supinely"Itanything
the broadcaster chooses to dole out to hin
or snapping off the switch and sulking silently
. . . Broadcasting is too important to be lefi
to the broadcasters. The listener — not thf
broadcaster, not the advertiser and not th<
government — is the most important party ir
the American system of free radio."
Comr. Walker, on educational TV panel
questioned wisdom of spending billions oi
education and yet permitting TV to be "em
ployed extremely for time-wasting, numbing oj
shoddy entertainment, crime and horror, whil
educational programs are given short shrift.'
TV's advent, he suggested, marks time foi
government,
public,
and standards
industry oftobroad
"re
examine the public
service
He was "personally anxious to see som<
provision
casting." for noncommercial educational [TV
stations," and suggested educators might pre
pare for TV operation by starting with FM
"We are going to need sound broadcasting rii
matter how television expands," he said.
Chairman Coy reiterated hope that T"\
freeze may be lifted by year's end. Comi
Walker thought "thaw" may bring one of big
gest booms in American industrial histor;
with possibility of 2,000 stations on air in fiv
years if construction can resume early
MEDIA POST TO HACKETT
JOHN
J. HACKETT, formerly with medi
year.
department of Calkins & Holden, has joine
Marschalk & Pratt, New York, as assistar
media director.
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MOV&

for

WKMH
now

^

f^P

• • •

AWAY

WATTS

MICHIGAN'S
MOST
POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT

Music
News
• Sports

Multiply by five that aggressive sales job
WKMH did as a thousand-watt fulltimer. Now
5000 watts, there's plenty of power for Detroit
and a lot to spare for bonus areas.
You liked that 330 per 1000 before. You know
what five times more power means. . .more listeners,
more times, less cost. Weed's got the story.
Weed
and company
National Representatives

Fred A. Knorr
President & Gen. Mgr.
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BONUS:

Get it today.

Ann Arbor, Pontiac, Ypsilanti
Toledo and Sandusky, Ohio.
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Washington 4, D. C.
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RCA Earnings Up 89.4% in First Quarter
Who's Hit by TV? By Herbert Krueger
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WASHINGTON H E AD Q U ARTE RS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
Hailey, Berlyn,
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Ginn, Tom Hynes, Jonn
Osbon, Ardinelle Williamson. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Estelle Dobschultz, Kathryn Ann Jones, Pat
Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Wilson D. McCarthy, Jean
D. Statz; Eleanor J. Brumbaugh, Assistant to the
Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Phyllys Steinberg, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff,
Treasurer; Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Bill Gabriel Jr., Elaine
Haskell, Grace Motta, Lillian Oliver, Al Riley,
Warren Sheets.
NEW YORK BUREAU 250 Park Ave., Zone 17, PLaza
5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, New York
Editor; Herman Brandschain, Asst. to the New York
Editor; Florence Small, Gloria Berlin.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning.
CHICAGO BUREAU 3C0 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William L. Thompson. Manager; Jane
Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD, BUREAU,Taft Building, Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
man, Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann 81S1;
August.David GlickTORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting • Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
* was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast
in 1933.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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Forum
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"Ca rried listeners beyond national horizons. "
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Alfred I. du Pont Award for 1949
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Radio

is

the

biggest

Boston is Boston . . . and there's no place like it. Take
radio. Today 99.2% of all homes in metropolitan
Boston — the largest percent for any city area in the
world — are radio homes.

thing

in

Boston

!

WEEI is the biggest thing in Boston radio. Bigger than ever! Today, the number of families
listening to WEEI during the average quarter hour
between 6 and 8 pm is 50%

greater than in 1948.

More Boston families are listening than ever

Between 8 and 10 pm— 20% greater. Between 10 PM

before. In 1948, there were 210,599 families listen-

and midnight— 43% greater. Today, WEEI delivers
not only more listeners than any other Boston station

ing to radio during the average evening quarter hour
between 6 pm and midnight, all week long. In 1950,
there are 229,077. . . a 9% increase ! And . . .
The station is
WEEI
Columbia's Friendly
Voice in Boston
Columbia Owned

—but also bigger audiences than ever. And WEEI
sponsors get more for their money than ever before !
Sources: BMB, 1949; Pulse of Boston, Jan Feb., 1950

4+

WILLIAM J. GREEN, formerly radio director for Knollin Adv., Los Angeles, and before that production manager of WRNL Richmond, Va.,
named radio and television director of Lewis Edwin Ryan Adv., Washington. BETTE MURPHY appointed radio and TV copy chief. GORDON
MANCHESTER, formerly radio director, becomes fulltime account executive.
ROBERT W. ROBB, formerly with N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., joins Calkins Holden,
Carlock, McClintock & Smith Inc., New York, as director of public relations.
EDWARD MOTTERN, copy chief of Raymond Spector Co., New York, appointed
vice president in charge of all creative activities. He joined
firm year ago after having been member of plans board of
Roy Durstine Inc.
CHARLES F. METZGER joins copy staff of Grant Adv. Inc.,
New York. He was previously associated with Vick Chemical
Co., New York.
R. R. RULLMAN appointed vice president in charge of Los
Angeles office of Caples Co. He was previously manager
of same office.
Mr. Mottern
San Francisco,
of agency.

:

IRVING LEHRER, formerly head of his own public relations organization in New York, appointed director of public
relations and sales promotion for Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff,
He also will work with New York and Los Angeles branches

LINCOLN LEWIS SCHEURLE joins television-radio division of Hugo Wagenseil & Assoc., Dayton. He was with CBS for three years and is experienced
television-radio producer-director- writer.
JAMES T. SHAW joins Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, as assistant radio
and television director. He formerly was producer at Brand Productions, same
city, handling Action Autographs on ABC-TV.

KWFT
WICHITA

FRANK H. BARR appointed vice president and general manager of Harry R.
Despard Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
RICHARD M. DUNN, radio and television producer-director with N. W. Ayer &
Son for past nine years, named manager of radio and television department of
Stockton-West-Burkhart Inc., Cincinnati. After month in Cincinnati, he will
headquarter at agency's New York office, to be opened about June 1.
GLADYS BLAIR, account executive at J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
elected president of Women's Advertising Club of Chicago for next year.
Serving with her are Mrs. LAURA OMAN, J. R. Pershall Co., first vice president; Mrs. JEAN SIMPSON, Leo Burnett Co., second vice president; LEONA
MURPHY, Glenn, Jordan, Stoetzel Inc., recording secretary, and KATHARINE
FITZSIMMONS, McCann-Erickson, treasurer.

FALLS,

620
5,000

TEX.

KC
WATTS

CLARENCE E. BURDETTE, formerly with Foster & Kleiser Adv., Los Angeles,
joins Campbell-Ewald Co., Los Angeles, as account executive.
GILMAN SULLIVAN, former vice president and account executive of Federal Adv. Agency, New York, joins Geyer, Newell & Ganger as assistant to
president.

AMARILLO,

WARNER M. WILSON, formerly with Foote, Cone & Belding, joins DancerFitzgerald-Sample, New York, as account executive.

940

TEX.

KC

DEANE E. WITT appointed to new business department of Fred Gardner Co.,
New York.
1,000 WATT!
ANDERSON, BEVER, GRANT Inc. formed in Los Angeles by K. W. ANDERSON,
formerly owner of Anderson Adv.; GLENN BEVER, formerly president and
•general manager, American Releasing Corp. (TV film releasing agency), and
U. S. GRANT of U. S. Grant Supply Corp. Mr. Anderson acts as president;
Mr. Bever and Mr. Grant as vice presidents. Offices are at 2900 East 11th St.
Phone: Angelus 3-7171.
JOHN CHRIST, formerly radio director and producer, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Hollywood, joins The Bogerts as radio and television director. Mr. Christ
had been with Thompson Co. for past 20 years, first joining New York office
of agency.
COMMERCIAL RADIO SERVICE, New York, changes name to Luotto Adv.
Agency.
TURNER, LEACH & Co. formed by HAWLEY TURNER, former vice president
of Lennen & Mitchell, and DONALD A. LEACH, former head of Lindstrom,
(Continued on page 21 )
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When

you're making

out that schedule

for the

Southwest don't overlook this sales-winning pair of CBS
stations. For availabilities and rates, write, phone or
wire our representatives.
National Representatives
JOHN

BLAIR

&

CO.
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TODAY

Network

Radio is

the only medium that's 95% as big as
America — 40,700,000 radio families,
up 12 million in 10 years— and 86 million sets, twice the 1940 total. It is a
selling force of fabulous

appeal and

influence.

And as always in Network Radio— the
first choice is NBC. Because NBC is
Bigger, Busier, More Economical.

Today,

more

than

eve

BIGGER

According

to Broadcast

Measurement

Bureau, Study No. 2, NBC

has

the biggest audience in all radio — day and night.
Specifically : the combined
Network

total weekly daytime audience of the stations of the NBC

is 35,430,000 families — 3,000,000 more than the second network. At

night the figure is 37,750,000 and that's 4,870,000 more than the second network.
NBC's

margin

of leadership on the basis of daily audience is 12% more

families daytime and 14%

BUSIER

more families at night than the next network.

In 1949, advertisers invested more

money

in NBC

than

in any other network.
And

ill 1950, advertisers are again making

One recent record-breaking

their first choice.

example : General Mills has signed with NBC

sponsor 65 evening half -hour programs

More

NBC

Economical

NBC

to

to run through the summer.

today costs about 15% less per 1,000

homes reached than it did 10 years ago.
Even more important to the advertiser: NBC

today reaches more people at lower

cost than any other national advertising medium

f sell America

— including the other networks.

you .need

America's

No.

1 Advertising
Medium
A service of Radio Corporation of America

A/ew

AVID EVANS COFFEE Co. purchases Korn Kobblers quarter-hour disc
series from Frederic W. Ziv Co. for five-weekly use 52 weeks, in 20 midwestern markets. Agency, Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
j

ce$

\nnoun

That with its new facilities, it is completely
equipped

to produce

both local and net-

work radio shows. Far from selling radio
short, WDSU
its new

has devoted

almost 50%

of

Studio Building to spacious, well-

planned AM

studios and equipment.

d
MIDLAND MFG. Co. (plastic toys) appoints Denman & Betteridge Inc., Detroit,
to handle its advertising. Early plans call for test of television in several
Midwestern markets. Harry W. Betteridge is account executive.

ACACIA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE Co., Washington, is mapping radio-TV
spot campaign in all major markets served by firm. Radio announcements art
20-second spots; TV, one-minute. Possibility of extending campaign to other
states, to total of 38, by next year. Acacia appoints Lewis Ryan Adv., Washington, as its agency. Gordon Manchester is account executive.
KWIKLY Inc., Los Angeles (food processors), through Charles Ross Adv., that
city, will expend $50,000 for three months' radio and television campaign to
start about May 15 in Southern California markets to introduce its processed
Italian style spaghetti and meat balls.
H. P. HOOD & Sons Inc. (dairy chain) purchases Time for Beany, Paramount
TV Network's across-the-board children's show. Beginning June 5, for 26weeks, dairy company will sponsor show on three New England stations
WNAC-TV Boston, WJAR-TV Providence and WNHC-TV New Haven. Harolc
Cabot & Co., Boston, is agency.

//eturotk Recounts

• • •

UNITED STATES STEEL will renew sponsorship of The Theatre Guild on the
Air, on NBC, Saturday, 8:30-9:30 p.m., beginning Sept. 10 for 39-week period
Current series of program goes off the air for summer hiatus on June 4. Or
following Saturday, (June 11) U. S. Steel will sponsor NBC Symphony Orchestra as summer replacement in same time slot, for 13 weeks. BBDO, New York
is agency for U. S. Steel.
FRIGIDAIRE Div. of General Motors will sponsor Bob Hope's second telecast
Saturday, May 27, with one and one-half hour show on NBC-TV from New
York. Variety program is scheduled to start at 10 p.m., CST, and will replace
New York portion of Saturday Revue. Show will be aired live on 29 stations
and by kinescope on 28. Foote, Cone & Belding is agency.
SEEMAN BROS. Inc. (Air-Wick) signs 52-week renewal contract with ABC
continuing its sponsorship of Monday Morning Headlines over 261 stations
Sunday, 6:15-6:30 p.m., EDT.

"DIXIE JAMBAKE"— ABC Network— April 24th

LINCOLN-MERCURY'S Toast of the Town, CBS-TV, Sunday, 8-9 p.m., add;
seven new outlets, which brings to 31 total number of stations carrying show
New stations are: WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo., WKY-TV Oklahoma City
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, KRLD-TV Dallas, WMCT (TV) Memphis, KLEE-TV
Houston and WDSU-TV New Orleans.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHEVROLET DEALERS sign through Campbell
of Dave Scofield's thriee-weeklj
for sponsorship
Francisco,California
Ewald Co.,on San
newscasts
11 Northern
Don Lee stations.

Ask

Your

JOHN

BLAIR

Man!

ADVANCE PATTERN Co., ARTHUR BIER & Co., SCHWARZENBACH HUBEF
Co., B. BLUMENTHAL & Co. and PHILBECK Corp. sponsor Sewing Can B(
Fun on CBS-TV, Mon„ Wed., Fri., 3:45-4 p.m.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., through William Esty, New York, purchases
series of spot announcements for two of its detergents, Fab and Vel, ovei
Alaska Broadcasting System network.

JACK PETTERSEN, former advertising and sales promotion manager of G. E
Supply Corp., Chicago, appointed assistant advertising manager of Motorok
Inc. At same time N. H. (Terry) TERWILLIGER, with company for past year
appointed sales promotion manager.

of advertising for National Assn. of Manuformerly director
GERRY BRANT,
director of Tea Bureau Inc.
facturers, named promotion
BROADCASTING
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*your

perfect

customer

prospect;

NOW AVAILABLE IN ALL THESE
MARKETS (AND COMING SOON
IN SCORES OF OTHERS)

* she's

going

bye...

buy!

Now you can reach a radio audience in transit - Workers - Shoppers while they are on their way to earn money or spend money!
Transit Radio is the new, economical effective way to: • deliver your commercials

Allentown, Pa. WFMZ
Baltimore, Md. WMAR-FM
Bradbury Heights, Md. WBUZ
(and suburbs of Washington, D.C.)
Cincinnati, Ohio WCTS
(and Covington, Ky.)
Des Moines, la. KCBC-FM
Evansville, Ind. WMLL
Flint, Mich. WAJL-FM
Houston, Tex. KPRC-FM
Huntington, W. Va. WPLH-FM
Jacksonville, Fla. WJHP
Kansas City, Mo. KCMO-FM
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha, Neb. KBON-FM
Pittsburgh, Pa. WKJF
St. Louis, Mo. KXOK-FM
Tacoma, Wash. KTNT
Topeka,
WIBW-FM
Trenton, Kans.
N.J. WTOA
Washington, D.C. WWDC-FM
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. WIZZ
Worcester, Mass. WGTR-FM

within minutes of point of purchase • reach listeners with all the impact
of the spoken voice • get a counted, guaranteed audience of transit riders
and the FM home audience which is great now and growing larger
• make every advertising dollar count, at the lowest cost-per-thousand.
For full information— rates, audience, success stories,
sample schedules— call or write
3
RANSIT

RADIO, INC., NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES
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Complex TV program continuity is
reduced to a simple push-button operdMnPn an RCA TS-20A System.

in

Video

REMOTE

This Relay Switching System

does

RCA's Audio Relay Systems

have

what

This video relay system removes all switching restrictions from equipment operations. Itimposes no limitation
on equipment installation —
no matter where you set up
your units. It provides unlimited flexibility —
enables you to add facilities as your station
grows, without losing a penny's worth of your
original equipment investment.
Actual switching in the RCA TS-20A system is done by d-c operated relays located in
the video line itself! Designed by RCA for this
special service, these relays are controlled by
TELEVISION

BROADCAST

simple d-c lines from any point you choose.
No expensive coaxial line required to and
from control points. No extra cable connectors needed. You can rack-mount the relays
wherever you want them. You can set up your
control positions wherever you like. There
are circuit provisions for sync interlocks and
for tally lights.
The RCA TS-20 System provides complete master or studio facilities for program
monitoring, production talk-back, and
video switching between studio camera, film
camera, remote pick-up and network programs. For example, you can fade or lap

EQUIPMENT

RADIO
CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT.

of AMERICA
CAMDEN N.J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
3 OF

THE

MANY

BLANK
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BASIC
RRAY
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SET-UPS

POSSIBLE

WITH;

BASIC
RELAY
PANEL

BLANK

BLANK

580 -C
POWER
SUPPLY
RELAY
POWER SUPPLY

ADD-A-UNIT
MIXING AMP.
MIXING AMP.
BLANKBASICCHASSIS
o o CHASSIS
o o o o

BLANK

CONSOLE HOUSING

1. Minimum Master Control arrangement. Combines
simple operation with economy. Provides switching of
6 inputs to either of 2 outputs.

CONSOLE HOUSING
RELAY
POWER SUPPLY
2. Simple Studio Control layout. Additional facilities include: Preview monitoring and line monitoring, fades,
lap dissolves, and superimposition.

Switching

RELAYS!

for TV
done

master

or studio control

for aural broadcasting.

dissolve between studios. You can set up for
\ program previewing and other monitoring
functions (up to 5 program monitors availi able). You can combine the TS-20A System
I with audio switching and presetting, so that the
a sound switches with the picture automatically!

For long-range planning of your TV programming facilities, overlook none of the
- advantages of this revolutionary new relay
1 switching system. Ask your RCA Broadcast
Sales Engineer about it. Or write Dept. 19 EB,
RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.

RCA'S

TS-20A

SYSTEM.

DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIER
BLANK CHASSIS
BASIC
O O CHASSIS
O O O O
bask: relay
PANELS

AUXILIARY
RELAY PANELS

RELAY
POWER SUPPLY
3. A more elaborate master control room set-up than shown
in No. 1. Switches any of 12 inputs to any of 5 outgoing
lines. Includes preview and line monitoring.
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Serving
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Week

TWO sportscasts and a three-hour
record show have combined to make
Don Dahl, staff announcer at
KDAL Duluth, Minn., the triplethreat star of radio in the western
Great Lakes region.
With his two daily On the Line
sportscasts, the "Minnesota Irishman" keeps a finger on the high
school and college sports pulse in
the KDAL tri-state listening area. .
Station reports he has built up a
large following, particularly in the
rural, small-school regions, through
which he has made repeated trips.
These journeys into the "hinterland" permit Mr. Dahl to interview
On stage ready to present his
coaches, talk shop with outstanding athletes and for station-fan
KDAL "Band Stand" is Don Dahl.
relations, giving him the chance to
address school gatherings.
ceived each month, all on a write-in
request basis, and advance bookings
Mr. Dahl's brain child, however,
for
"Band Stand" throughout the
is the KDAL "Band Stand," a completely portable turn-table and p. a. northern portions of Wisconsin,
Michigan and Minnesota.
system that brings the name bands,
With all these matters to keep
via recordings, to the area's teentabs on, the versatile Mr. Dahl
age dances. He thought up the idea
sees no let up in the future, reports
as host on KDAL's three-hour
Open House record show each
KDAL. The "Band Stand" has hit
Saturday afternoon. Proof of the its stride and Mr. Dahl now spends
show's draw, KDAL reports, is the at least two nights a week enterflow of more than 4,000 letters retaining enthusiastic teen-agers.

On

-fill

has been said of Ed Kash ofit
e City
Lakns
AROU
AdverW. Eva
David Salt
theND
y:
tising Agenc "For one guy he
sure casts a large shadow in radio
and television circles." Edward
Ellery Kash has been casting such
a shadow in Utah's capital for only
two years, but in that short space
of time he has won several citations. Included was grand first
med radio proprize for group bea
grams in the National Retail Dry
Goods Assn. radio
contest taken by one

-Accounts
nouncer spot at another outlet.
Next, he accepted a production
job at XMHA Shanghai, China.
Showing his ability to inject a little
American blood into what had been
British dominated programming,
he convinced a British brewery it
should sponsor baseball broadcasts
of an American league made up of
American businessmen, the Navy's
Yangtze Patrol, Chinese and Japanese teams. Broadcast simultaneously on long-wave and shortwave,
the games were
heard in China, Japan and even in
Singapore.
In addition, Ed
recalls the E w o
Brewery increased its
sales tremendously
in China and opened
up new sales outlets
in areas
never before attempted.
In 1941 Ed wrote

's
of
ts. agency
clienthe
Despite his comparatively brief
service in Utah radio, Ed stands out
for his capability in
the field and also
has become a recognized leader in television.
The course he took
and produced
mentator'sComClearing
to achieve his posiHouse, a weekly
tion has been a
news show on which
varied one and, lookAmerican foreign
ing at the record, a
correspondents in
harsh and . arduous
China collaborated.
one at times.
Ed Kash got his
This program
attracted the attention
first taste of advertising by selling space for a college ED of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek
yearbook. He attended Cornell U. who retained Ed to write a 15minute show to be broadcast weekly
as a freshman and St. Mary's Col- from Chungking.
lege, Moraga, Calif., as a sophoEd vacated China just before the
more. Ed then went to the Pasaoutbreak of war and was in Manila
dena Community Playhouse. From
there he took a job as announcer
the day of Pearl Harbor. He later
at a Southern California station
became co-director of the Voice of
Freedom broadcast which originand later left for a writer-anBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Number
Number
Number
Number

NETWORK BOXSCORE
of commercials on four nationwide networks, March 31
of commercials starting on networks during April
of commercials dropped from networks during April
of commercials on four nationwide networks April 30

April Additions
SPONSOR
PROGRAM
NETWORK TIME
General Foods
Brooklyn Dodgers CBS Sat. afternoons
Home Games
Longines-Wittnauer
of Song & CBS Sun., 2-2:30 p.m.
Watch Co. Festival
Choraliers
Pillsbury Mills
Arthur Godfrey
CBS M.W.F.,
10:1510:30 a.m.
Richfield Oil Corp. Escape
CBS Fri.,p.m.
10-10:30
Colgate-PalmoliveStrike It Rich
CBS Mon.
Peet Co.
p.m. Fri., 3:30-4
Brock Candy Co.
Brock Bar Ranch
CBS Sat., 7-7:30 p.m.
Campbell Soup Co. Double or Nothing NBC Mon.11 -Fri.,
a.m. 10:30-

AGENCY
Young & Rubicam
Victor Bennett
Leo Burnett
Morey,
HummInc.&
Johnstone
William Esty
Liller,
Battle Neal &
Ward Wheelock

April Deletions
Borden Co.
County Fair CBS Sat., 2-2:30 p.m.
Toni Co.
Arthur Godfrey CBS T. 10:30
Th., 10:15p.m.
Wm.Co. H. Wise & Get More Out of Life CBS Sat., 2:30-3 p.m.
Libby, McNeill & My True Story ABC M.W.F., 10-10:25
Libby
a.m.
Anahist Corp. True or False MBS Sat., 5-5:30 p.m.
Whitehall
Star
NBC Sat., 8-8:30 p.m.
cal Co. Pharma- Hollywood
Theatre

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Foote,
BeldingCone &
Thwing & Altman
J. Walter Thompson
BeldingCone &
Foote,
Sullivan,
Colwell &Stauffer,
Bayles

Hotpoint Inc.
General Mills
Ford Motor Co.
Ford Motor Co.
Ford Motor Co.
Ford Motor Co.
Gifts By Mail Inc.
Ford Motor Co.
Ford Motor Co.
General Mills
Ford Motor Co.

April One-Timers
Dinner at Eight
CBS April 9, 5-6
Welcome Back Base- CBS April 15, 10-10:30
ball
p.m.
p.m. 12, 19,
Lum V Abner CBS April
10:30-11 p.m.
Pursuit CBS April 18, 10:3011 p.m.
Adventures of Philip CBS April 11, 10-10:30
Marlowe
p.m.
Broadway's My Beat CBS April
21, 9:3010 p.m.
Modern Romances ABC April
18, 11,
11-11:30
a.m. 4,
Date With Judy
ABC April 20, 8:30-9
Blondie ABC April 13, 8-8:30
Welcome Back Base- MBS Aprilp.m. 16, 7-7:30
ball
p.m.
p.m. 10, 24,
Dangerous Assign- NBC April
ment
10:30-11 p.m.

r

267
7
6
268

HERE'S

THE

low-priced
WESTERN

ON

Maxon Inc.
Knox Reeves
J. Walter Thompson
J. Walter Thompson
J. Walter Thompson
J. Walter Thompson
Huber Hoge & Son
J. Walter Thompson
J. Walter Thompson
Knox Reeves
J. Walter Thompson

YOUR

STATION!

moved * a tie ... in
(Third9.4
place . . .
December, 1949)
up to.
8.9

ated at Corregidor. At the time
of the Corregidor surrender he was
among those captured.
For 42 months Ed was a prisoner
of the Japanese. After being released from Toyama pirson in Japan, it took him two years to recover.
Deciding to return to radio work,
he joined David W. Evans Advertising Agency, in early 1948. In
his two years there he has been
responsible largely for the firm's
winning five first, two second and
two third place awards in the National Retail Dry Goods Assn. radio
competition, plus BAB's special
commendation for best overall radio job for retail store advertising
in 1948 and the grand first prize
for group beamed radio programs
in 1949. The client was ZCMI,
classed as an outstanding department store.
Makes Hollywood Study
Ed supervises all radio and TV
activities for the Evans agency in
a department which has grown
from one (himself) to four people.
Only a short time ago he spent
considerable time in Hollywood
studying television technique.
The 26 accounts he directs include leading business houses of
the area and cover a wide range of
products. To mention only a few
who use radio, in addition to ZCMI
BROADCASTING

and ZCMI Wholesale Distributors:
Milk White frozen chicken, Milk
White eggs, Rheem Mfg. Co., State
Savings & Loan Assn., Utah-Idaho
Sugar Co., Utah Lumber Distributor, Utah Symphony Orchestra
Assn.
Ed says he finds little time for
clubs because of his agency demands but manages to get to an
Ad Club meeting occasionally and
is a member of the Disabled American Veterans.
Ed found time eight months ago,
however, to take an important step
in his life — marriage. His wife,
the former Miss Von Ekins, in her
own right is a talented radio and
television personality.
For a hobby, Ed dabbles in the
kitchen, brought on partially by his
conviction that he could, someday,
be a great amateur chef.
Carolyn Turner
CAROLYN TURNER, 46, senior
timebuyer of radio and television
for Young & Rubicam, New York,
died Saturday, April 29, at Harkness Pavilion, New York. She had
been with the agency for the past
eight years. Surviving are her
parents, Mr. & Mrs. Henry C. Turner Sr.; a sister, Mrs. John Guyon,
and a brother, Henry C. Turner Jr.

• Telecasting

(Fourth
positionin . . .
achieved
November, 1949)
For the some period, "Cisco
Kid" outrated all other
'/2-hour Westerns by 50%!
* "Cisco Kid" is aired three times
weekly — Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. It is the highestrated show in its time period on
Wednesday and Friday . . . and
is second
only Write,
to "Bobwire
Hawk"or
on
Monday!
SENSATIONAL PROMOTION CAMPAIGN — from
buttons to guns — is breaking traffic records I
This amazingly successful
'/2-hour Western adventure
program is available: 1-2-3
times per week. Transcribed
for
local and regional sponsorship.

phone
for proof sales-producing
of Cisco Kid's
record-breaking,
performance.
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'Spot7 Breakdown
EDITOE, Broadcasting:
I am very much interested in
your article "Spot's All-Time High"
. . . April 17 issue of Broadcasting
with particular regard to spot radio
expenditures.
Our management is very much
interested in the activity in this
medium, not only as to total expenditures for product groups, but
by total expenditures for individual products or companies.
D. E. Velso
Advertising Dept.
Lever Bros. Co.
New York
[EDITOR'S
Next this
spotdata.]
survey
will
be gearedNOTE:
to include
Cites Duty to Farmers
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Radio can greatly benefit the
farmers and ranchers in the fight
against soil erosion across the nation. And, personally, I believe
soil and agriculture work is one
place where about 75% of the nation's stations are falling down on
the job. If we don't support and
help our nation's farmers and
ranchers the backbone of our national economy will have a tendency to collapse. Then what happens to US? . . .
Jim Hairgrove
General Manager
KFRD Rosenberg, Tex.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Story on KFRD
winning
a small
ScrippsHoward award
for stations'
soil conservation
efforts is in this issue.]

space salesman will do with that.
WCCO, whose great signal covers the Northwest and 17 other
counties, spends $25,000 in a
NEWSPAPER campaign— to tell
radio listeners to "take along your
Where's Mitchell?
Bert Wick
Director
portable."
KDLR Devils Lake, N. D.
Sears7 Promotion
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I give credit to Broadcasting
for helping to make a very excellent sale for WGEZ (Beloit, Wis.)
due to the last article you carried
on Sears — you can't do too much
of this type of thing and I am glad
that you are moving to more of
it. . . .
. . . Sears' saturation campaigns
are helping to make more and more
Beloit area merchants promotion
minded. . . .
It is this type of success story
that is of immeasurable help to the
small station manager — I know
from the sad, digging on barren
ground, experience in several medium markets.
Gordon Allen
General
ManagerWis."
WGEZ Beloit,
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Allen27,refers
BROADCASTING, Mr.
March
whichto
Vt.]
featured the sales success story of
Sears, Roebuck & Co. in Burlington,
* * *
Keep Idea File
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . On the day of the opening of

major league baseball we had four
lovely ladies parade up and down
the business section of town, listening to portable radios tuned to
KSJO. The comment was terrific.
We gotcasting .. the
fromstation
Broad-in
. Someideaother
the East did it, and although I
can't remember the call letters, I
would like to thank them for the
idea . . .
Speaking for the station, your
magazine is a wonderful help. We
keep all the programming and publicity ideas . . .
Jerry DeHaan
Manager
Merchandising & Promotion
Dept.
KSJO-AM-FM
San Jose,
Calif.
[EDITOR'S
one butgimmick
countless stationsNOTE:
use thisNotsure-fire
for big sports events — one of the many
good ideas that BROADCASTING relays through its
column.]
* Promotion
* #
Cites WCCO
Campaign
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Wow — page 11 issue April 17,
story.
Wow-Wow — page 52 — WCCO
1950—
What
some smart newspaper

CHILDREN'S SHOWS
Coy Gets Bay Area Analysis
CRITICAL analysis of radio programs for children in the San Francisco area was sent to FCC Chairman Wayne Coy last week by Mrs.
Frances L. Mitchell, chairman of
the children's committee of Radio
Listeners of Northern California
[Broadcasting, May 1]. Mr. Coy
released the report "because of the
general interest I am sure there
will be in the manner in which you
are attempting to raise the standards of children's programs in your
The report, which explored the
community."
questions of whether radio meets
the needs of and has a moral obligation toward children, concluded
radio bears the "heaviest responsibility" of all media of communication since "children spend more
hours at the radio than in the
classroom." It found San Francisco's eight stations "devote less
than
3%
their time in
to children."
Of 43 ofprograms
the area
studied, the report judged 15 as
excellent, 10 good, 5 fair and 13

poor.

WBT

delivers

Hooperated

JEFFERSON

STANDARD
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50,000
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Kate Smith celebrated her 20th
year as a coast-to-coast network
(personality with her broadcast on
'[May 1 of Kate Smith Speaks, on
MBS. Concurrent with the anniversary broadcast Miss Smith bejg-an her 13th consecutive year as
commentator for the show.
► Don McNeill, toastmaster of
ABC's Breakfast Club, five-a-week,
fe to 9 a.m. CST, and his colleagues
observed their 5,000th consecutive
broadcast in Chicago April 21
before an SRC* throng at the network's Civic Studio. Mr. McNeill
jwas given a distinguished service
citation by the Chicago Assn. of
Commerce and Industry. The show,
|on the air since June 1933, is sponsored by Swift and Co., Philco and
General Mills.
KGO-TV San Francisco celebrated its first anniversary May 5
with a filmed telecast of the origination and development of its TV
facilities in the city's famed Sutro
Mansion.
► Ernie Swan, chief engineer of
CKEY Toronto and its predecessor
CKCL, May 1 marked 20 years
with the station. He has been in
radio since 1920.
In recognition of its 18th year
on the air, NBC's One Man's
Family was presented an honorary
scroll by the Los Angeles Church
Federation's Commission for incorporating "within its structure the
finer principles of family life, characteristic ofwhat the Church would
envision." Carlton E. Morse is crea-

of

Milestones.

tor, writer, director and producer
of the program which is claimed to
be the longest running radio family
story on the air.
► Mr. District Attorney celebrated
its 10th anniversary on NBC under
sponsorship of Bristol-Myers with
its April 19 broadcast. The series
first took the air on April 3, 1939,
on a five-a-week basis, then
changed to half-hour, once-a-week
format the following June. Ed
Byron has been producer-director

Leach & Co.

audience

in

of the program since 1940, except
for wartime service. The chief
actors, Jay Jostyn, Len Doyle and
Vicki Vola, have been with the
show almost since its inception.
Program is aired Wednesday, 9:3010 p.m.
► Billy Leach, baritone star of
WBBM Chicago and CBS network
programs, celebrates his fifth year
as member of the WBBM staff
early in May. Mr. Leach had been
associated with WMBJ Wilken-

BLOCK'S SHOW
Elicits Official Praise
VOICE of America's international
radio program, Make Believe Ballroom, featuring Disc Jockey Martin
Block elicited plaudits from Capitol Hill and State Dept. alike on
the
occasion
last Monday. of its first anniversary
Rep. Jacob K. Javits (R-N. Y.)
singled out the show in an issue of
the Congressional Record, which included a statement from the State
Dept. on the nature of Mr. Block's
program and its international
popularity.
Mr. Block volunteers his services,
recordings and facilities for the
show, beamed to Europe, Latin
American and the Far East. Program is designed to popularize
American music, the American way
of life and to complement the
Voice's overall schedule, and has
attracted thousands of letters from
the world over according to State
Dept. Anniversary was celebrated
Monday by a special one-hour program which featured congratulations and greetings from leading
American entertainers.

ALFRED N. MILLER Adv., New York, expanding service to include radio and
television department, with HAL BROWNE as director. Mr. Browne formerly
with WMCA New York and transcription companies.
ROBERT KIBRICK, former director of research for New York Sun and previously research analyst with New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce, joins
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as business manager of research department.
GEORGE JOHNSON joins copy department at Doremus & Co., Chicago.
New Addresses: WANK & WANK ADV. moves to new quarters at 425 Bush
St., San Francisco. Telephone: GArfield 1-2921.
ELLIS ADV. Co., BuiTalo, expands to larger quarters in Erlanger Theatre Bldg.
New department of publicitv and promotion opens under direction of JO
WILLIAMS.

in

than

Charlotte

NORTH

any

other

the
country...
*Charlotte Hooper
Station Listening Index. Jan.-Feb. 1950 ■

—

morning,

try

CHARLOTTE,

► Howard Neumiller, music librarian at WBBM Chicago, has
begun his 20th year as station staff
member.

Agencies
(Continued
from page 11)
New agency will be located at 10 East 40th St., New York.

audience

(station

the

burg, Pa., as announcer, arranger
and producer, and as vocalist with
the Raymond Scott and Guy Lombardo
WBBM. orchestras before joining

CAROLINA

WBT

afternoon

for
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SPOTS
ARMY
FOR
$1 00,000
formation and Education Division
A NATIONWIDE $100,000 radio
plaints of stations who have been Army and the Air Force "were not
which conducts a "Troop Attitude
spot announcement campaign over
using public service recruiting pro- going to buy any more radio."
On the contrary, Col. Wilkins
Research" survey — and independent
1,400 stations in 1,124 cities was
grams on a free-time basis, the
said, the two services have not de- checks such as that made by the
disclosed officially last Thursday by spokesmen said announcements
viated from a charted course —
the U. S. Army and Air Force re- would be placed on stations "carryagencies.
cruitment office [Broadcasting,
that of buying time in peak recruiting public service recruiting proUse Local Agencies
ment
periods
on
stations
which
March 6, Feb. 27].
grams (but) who have not parWhile
Grant Advertising is diticipated inany paid time programs
carry public service programs proIn another branch of the armed
duced
by
the
services
and
placed
recting
placement of the national
forces — the National Guard — there
so It
far also
this fiscal
year."
drive, local agencies, it was pointed
was revealed
that the on a free-time basis.
also is activity affecting radio.
out, are handling supplemental pur$100,000 expenditure will come out
Either today (Monday) or tomorchases made by the six field armies.
May Spend More
row a new agency is expected to of the 1950 Army-Air Force recruitAlso revealed to Broadcasting
The
spot
campaign will take the
ment
advertising
budget.
The
servbe named, succeeding Gardner Adwas an indication that the $100,000
vertising Co., St. Louis.
ices' year is computed on a July to now planned for the campaign is radio advertising program of the
two services through to about midJuly basis, as are all government
The selection will be made when
not a static sum but regarded as July. However, all radio placement
budgetary operations. Accordingly,
a board of officers meets to study
after that time is conjecture,
this concentrated spot campaign is the minimum amount to be exa list of less than a half-dozen
pended.
It
is
possible,
according
to
spokesmen said, as it is dependent
expected to end the first or second
agencies competing for the account.
spokesmen, that the total amount
on
the 1950-51 budget. As in the
week
in
July
1950.
Last fall National Guard radio exThe spot announcements, the spent for the campaign will top the case of the National Guard, Conpenditures were in the neighborgress must set appropriations.
Pentagon said, are in addition to $100,000 figure. Such a develophood of $50,000.
Realignment of the recruiting
ment would occur if rebates are readvertising being placed in other
The Army-Air Force expendiceived from other expenditures in program's radio policy was made
media and will tie in with themes
ture, a Pentagon spokesman told directed to graduates in national
the overall recruiting program, it known to the industry only last
Broadcasting, is in line with its
month. It followed a series of
was explained.
newspaper supple' revised radio policy. The latter magazines,
Col. Wilkins said the drive, as meetings by Maj. Gen. T. J. Hanments, local newspapers, direct mail
calls for more spending in the ad- and public service radio programs
of personnel procurein past years, has been "timed for ley Jr.,mentchief
vertising budget for radio time pur- during the same period.
for services, with Charles
when it will be the most effective."
Batson, of Broadcast Advertising
The policy, he said, was to saturate
! chases than for the costs of proLt. Col. Donald J. Wilkins, Air
ducing programs for public service Force officer concerned with reBureau, and various members of
the market with an intensive
the NAB including its president,
I broadcast
[Broadcasting, April
spot campaign at an opportune
cruitment advertising media, told
i 10].
Judge Justin Miller. Also present
Broadcasting the monies allotted
were
The
colonel
pointed
out
that
the
period.
agency.executives from the Grant
Drive Starts May 15
for the radio spot campaign "vineffectiveness
of
the
campaign
is
dicates" the services' position. He
Additional details encompassing
In the last meeting, Gen. Hanley
tested through reliable research
said it contradicts reports circuthe new campaign are:
(Continued on page UO)
lated a few months ago that the
surveys — such as the services' In% Drive gets underway in about
a week with May 15 set as the
tentative target date.
• Announcements are one-minute long and on a paid time basis.
Would Be Radio Program Chief
NBC
TO
Y
BARR
Mr. Barry, who is 38 years old,
0 The spots are being placed
increase of nearly $8,000 over his
CHARLES
(Bud) BARRY, ABC
entered radio in the NBC employ.
nationwide, augmenting local spot vice president in charge of proearnings the year before.
announcement campaigns being
Whether Mr. Barry would join
He joined the network in Washgrams, will be appointed radio prohandled concurrently through the
gram chief of NBC, Broadcasting
ington in 1937 as a sports and speNBC with the rank of vice presisix Army commands.
cial events announcer. Before that
dent could not be learned at the
learned Friday. Although NBC
time he had been, progressively, a
© The recruiting messages will would neither confirm nor deny the time this story was written. Elections to officership must be made
be offered adjacent to baseball
appointment, it was learned aupublicity director of a Boston dethoritatively that announcement of by the NBC board of directors. The
broadcasts or sports summaries,
partment store, a copywriter for
NBC board was in session when
Montgomery Ward in New York,
and will run on consecutive game
Mr. Barry's joindays for intensive coverage.
this page went to press.
ing that network
and advertising manager of Groswould probably be
• Placement is being handled
ner's,
Washington, D. C.
McCray Shift
In 1938 he became night manager
by Gardner Advertising, of Chi- made this week.
of WRC and WMAL Washington,
NBC has been considering a numcago, which has been the ArmyNBC was understood
to
have
then
both NBC stations. In 1941 he
ber
of
candidates
for
chief
execuAir Force's agency since last offered Mr. Barry
tive of its radio programming, a was made New York assistant proJanuary.
The Army-Air Force officials said the position at a
job created
the network's
degram
of the
Bluebecame
Netcision to shiftby Thomas
C. McCray,
work, manager
and a year
later
the joint drive is being conducted
salary of more
now national program director, to national director of programs, a pocoincidental with the spring college than $40,000 a
and high school graduation period. year to entice him
sition he kept when Blue became
Hollywood.
Mr. Barry
ABC.
to leave ABC,
Mr. McCray has been awaiting
It is designed to attract graduates
the appointment of a program chief
to the Aviation Cadet Training pro- where he has been
In 1945 he returned to Washinggram and to numerous other careers
ton as a representative of ABC
a vice president since July 1947. at network headquarters before
proceeding to the West Coast,
open in the Air Force and the
As ABC program vice president,
and in July 1947, he became the
Army.
Mr. Barry last year was paid $36,- where he will be in charge of net- netwoi'k's vice president in charge
work shows and other operations.
666.56, which represented a salary
of programming.
Acknowledging in effect the comBROADCASTING
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ADVERTISING
Barry Accents Big Role
ADVERTISING will continue "to
play a big job in getting more
goods to more people at less cost
in terms of their outlay of money
or energy," Walter R. Barry, vice
president in
charge of merchandising for
General Mills,
said Friday. He
spoke to members
of the Advertising Week Forum,
sponsored by the
Advertising Club
Mr. Barry
of Syracuse
(N. Y.) and the U. of Syracuse.
Asserting that "dynamic distribution," backed up with advertising
sales and service, will maintain an
expanding American economy, Mr.
Barry said "distribution channels
are adequate, but we must not
make the fatal blunder of regarding distribution solely as a pipeline
through which commodities flow
automatically."
Manufacturers who believe in
and use advertising "have made
and will make a tremendous contribution in the field of new products," Mr. Barry said. "Without
this leadership, daring, risk of development expense and the willingness to spend in advance of
demand, there could not be the
much needed expanse of production
and of markets."
Mass production, with lowered
costs, "is only possible through
mass distribution, in which advertising plays a vital part," he said.
Advertising, however, "must
keep pace with the quantitative
growth of the country, and must
always herald news of improvements ..."
PNR

NETWORK
Being Organized in Wash.
NEW Pacific Northwest Regional
Network, consisting of AM stations
in Washington and Oregon, is being organized with Glasco Branson, commercial manager of KMCM
McMinnville, Ore., elected chairman pro-tem.
A joint sales and production center, to cover adjoining areas, will
be established. The group also
has offered to link with the recently formed Pacific Regional Network in California [Broadcasting,
April 24].
Facilities of KPFM (FM) Portland will be made available for
programming and for direct feed
by FM carrier to affiliating stations, it was said.
Court Delays Hearing
LATEST extension in the case of
Salt River Valley Broadcasting Co.
(KTUC Tucson, KOY Phoenix)
against CBS for $225,000 damages
carries the hearing to May 29 in
Chicago Federal District Court.
CBS petitioned for ar extension
April 28.
Page 24
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Is KOB-AM-TV Manager
APPOINTMENT of Phil Hoffman,
former vice president, general and
sales manager of WOL Washington,
as general manager of KOB-AM-TV
Albuquerque, N.
M., has nounced
been
by T. anM.
Pepperday, publisher of the Albuquerque of
Journal and owner
the KOB properties. Mr. Hoffman
succeeds R. R.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Good afternoon. We bring you a special broadcast from an accident on
Route 120."
BMB

STUDY
Book Proposal Mulled

PROPOSAL to publish a 3,000-page
area book showing coverage maps
of subscriber and nonsubscriber stations as shown by Study No. 2 of
Broadcast Measurement Bureau
will be submitted to the BMB board
at a meeting tomorrow (Tuesday)
in New York.
Individual state books or books
covering groups of states would be
obtainable for the 630 subscriber
stations and the 1,170 nonsubscriber
stations covered by the 1949 study.
Availability of these reports, it
is believed, would help BMB clear
its original $95,000 debt to NAB,
which actually was an underwriting
of the project. Already some of
the debt has been paid back, and
sale of area books would make BMB
solvent, it is suggested.
The BMB board is scheduled to
take up plans for dissolution of the
bureau and transfer of assets and
liabilities to the recently incorporated Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc., set up by a halfdozen broadcasters under a plan
drafted by the NAB board last
autumn [BROADCASTING, May 1].
J. Harold Ryan, Fort Industry
stations,
is tosession
preside asat chairman
tomorrow'sof
BMB board
the board. Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
NAB research director, is dividing
his time between BMB as acting
president and NAB headquarters.
Target dateismentioned
dissolution
June 31. for BMB's
Norton

Sells Stock

JOHN HALE NORTON Jr., ABC
vice president, sold 500 shares of
his ABC stock April 21, it was
learned last week. Mr. Norton took
advantage of a sudden rise in ABC
prices on the New York Stock Exchange— following an optimistic report
stockholders'
meeting.at the
His annual
holdings,
after the
sale last month, amounted to a total
of 2,100 shares.

TUBE SALES
RMA Reports Record High
SALES of tubes for radio receivers
set an alltime record in March, according to Radio Mfrs. Assn., totaling 33,663,494 compared to 24,856,546 in February and 14,505,349 in
March of 1949.
Tube sales in the first quarter
doubled those of the same period in
1949, increasing from 40,658,043 to
80,801,064, RMA reported. Of March
production, 26,274,558 tubes were
for new sets, 6,102,167 for replacements, 1,204,765 for export and
82,004 for government agencies.
March sales of TV picture tubes
to manufacturers totaled 642,986,
an alltime record, compared, to
427,189 tubes in February and 636,953 in the entire first quarter of
1949. RMA said 37% of all picture tubes sold in March were 14
inches and larger, with 98% 12
inches or larger.
First Quarter Totals
TV picture tube sales in the first
quarter of 1950 totaled 1,506,427
compared to 1,317,088 in the fourth
quarter of 1949. Dollar volume of
March picture tube sales to manufacturers was $15,588,979. Including all types of cathode tubes,
March sales comprised 676,524 units
valued at $16,539,346.
Dairy Takes Ziv Show
FREDERIC W. ZIV'S transcribed
package, Guy Lombardo Show has
been sold for a 52-week period to
Pet Dairy Products, through Robert
E. Clarke & Assoc., Atlanta.
Mai'kets to be used in North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia,
West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky, total 28. The show has also
been sold for 52-weeks to Smith
Grocery Co., Detroit, George
Byers' Sons, Louisville, and the
Haas Brewing Co., for broadcast
on WHDF Houghton, Mich., action firm.cording to the program transcrip-

Seal, who signed.hasThe AM
reMr. Hoffman
outlet is a 50 kw
NBC affiliate.
Mr. Hoffman started in radio
in Iowa in 1927, first as an announcer with the old KTNT Muscatine. He later served at KFJB
Marshalltown and WMT, then in
Waterloo, and joined the Cowles
organization as manager of WIAS
Ottumwa. WIAS was later merged
with another Cowles-owned outlet,
KWCR Waterloo, which with acquisition of WMT Waterloo, was
destined to become WMT Cedar
Rapids. He later went to KSO
Des Moines and in 1935 joined the
Cowles
Moines. organization's KRNT Des
In June of 1948, Mr. Hoffman,
as vice president of the Cowles
Broadcasting Co. and superintendent of operations of KRNT and
WNAX Yankton-Sioux City, went
East to become vice president, general and sales manager of the
Cowles-owned WOL. He served in
that capacity until early this year
when WOL was purchased by
WWDC Washington.
WLW
POSITION
'War' Not Planned — Dunvillc
STATEMENT that WLW Cincinnati is not declaring war on any
station, or group of stations, in"
spite of a WLW presentation currently being shown to various agencies and sponsors, was voiced last
week by R. E. Dunville, president
of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
which owns and operates WLW.
Mr. Dunville said that although
the presentation predicts a decline
in listening to local stations within
the next four years, "we have meticulously avoided singling out
groups of stations in an effort to
transfer business from those stations to WLW.
"The presentation," he continued,
"does state that, in our opinion,
based upon the trends in the past
two years, plus a projection of
those trends to 1954, the small,
local stations located within television areas will suffer the most;
and further, that stations outside of
the television areas will undoubtedly suffer because of the retrenchment of national funds on spot

radio for pinpoint markets."
BROADCASTING
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Selling
By J. FRANK BEATTY

Good-Will

and

Traffic
Too
and showing signs of selling
freight
business.
ONE YEAR ago the Assn. of American Railroads knew it had hit on a
© The audience growth is swift
successful public relations formula in its 30-minute versions of operettas
| ONE of the greatest industrystories ever sold — the story of
and musical comedies. Having just completed an exhaustive study of — not skyrockety but steady.
e Radio's flexibility was used
the program, AAR now has discovered that a year ago it really didn't know
I the nation's $28 billion railin an emergency to bring a message
its own radio strength, though it began to suspect this power when some 600
road network — is producing
to the public within a few minutes
listeners went to the trouble to mail Christmas cards to the association.
Jan unexpected bonus for its AAR has developed a tremendous entertainment enterprise. Is it paying off? of a major development.
The answers are supplied in these columns.
© The audience is of high qualijnarrators, the Assn. of American Railroads, sponsoring
ity and friendly, and the associa! The Railroad Hour on NBC.
tion can prove it.
say.
hear what the railroads have to
to gain intimate contact with 150
®
It's a consistent audience,
This bonus, gratifyingly
with new people coming in every
million Americans through their
week.
enough, is highly mercenary.
90 million radio receivers.
The first year of railroad broad, It consists of an identifiable incasting produced an outstanding
0 In less than two years the
Via these loudspeakers the railexample of goodwill building by a carriers have built up one of inj crease in rail traffic despite the
roads are routing entertainment
large industry [Broadcasting, Oct.
i fact that the two-year-old broadplus the friendly story of the servdustry's most powerful public-opinion instruments.
ice they provide and the problems
3, 1949].
fjcast is designed purely to acquaint
Approaching the end of the sec0 The
2i the public with the railroads' role they face.
cial hasclosing
amazing20-second
potency. commerond year, the men who man the
in the national economy and to
It's a story that is told, and sold,
Iron
Horse
have
stopped
to
take
every Monday evening to an audihold the friendship of the citizenry.
The commercial side of this purestock. What they have found is
ence of 15 million select and intelly institutional broadcast is getting,
In a critical phase of the indusgood. Reduced to capsule form,
ligent citizens who listen because
a lot of attention at the Assn. of
try's 120-year-old career, its or- they want to hear the show and, they have learned:
American Railways headquarters
ganized directorate has been utiliz- perhaps surprisingly to some of
0 This institutional program is in Washington. First of all, the
ing the power of the spoken word
the carriers, because they want to starting to sell passenger traffic,
program is designed to tell the
railroad industry's story, not to sell
rail traffic. The association doesn't
peddle goods off a shelf to buyers,
so it can't measure sales as easily
Advertiser, Agency and Network Evaluate the Program's Effect
as a single-company sponsor.
Since the main goal of The Railroad Hour is to convince the public
municate ideas and win friends and
WILLIAM T. FARICY
to its worth. We are very proud
that the roads are doing a good job
of this fine program, and it is, of customers for a whole industry.
President
and can do a better one, the origcourse, an additional source of
Assn. of American Railroads
While we speak of The Railroad
inal institutional theme is still folpride to us that the Assn. of AmerHour as "institutional," its purpose
lowed.
ican
Railroads
has
chosen
the
fais essentially no different from that
ANOTHER year's experience with
But something quite new, and
cilities of NBC to reach the AmerI1The Railroad Hour has served to
of
other programs — to enlist the effective, has been added to the
ican people.
confirm our original impression
attention of a selected audience,
basic theme, a reminder slogan
that such a program offers an efprovide an appropriate atmosphere
with a touch of financial pastel:
fective connection between the railto tell people about ourselves and, "It's Good Business to Do Business
CLARENCE
B.
GOSHORN
road industry and the public it
if they feel we deserve it, gain
President
serves.
their approval and support.
With
Don'tthegetRailroads."
the idea that this vast
Benton & Bowles
|j This is evidenced by the public
service industry is adopting the
We
trust
them
to
pass
on
their
response both to the program and
ALTHOUGH there are innumerconfidence to others, because they LS/MFT technique of hammering
,the favorable reception of its comable records of the effectiveness of know why they are our friends.
over and over, and then over some
mercial messages as indicated by radio in product selling, this story
Its accomplishment should be stim- more. On the contrary, it has
the literally thousands of unsolicitof The Railroad Hour is perhaps
ulating both to other industries and
adopted a quasi-institutional way
jed letters we have received from
unique in it sthorough documentato those associations with commodof inserting a use-our-facilities
'listeners who had no other reason
(Continued on page 42)
tion of the power of radio to comities rather than brands to promote.
Jto write than to express their appreciation.
We believe the program is definitely helping to accomplish our
major objective of a better public
understanding of the railroad industry, its progress and its problems, and that it is serving as a
stimulus to traffic.
JOSEPH H. McCONNELL
NBC President
fT is particularly appropriate
that the Railroad Hour with its
splendid portrayals of famous operettas and light operas should be
'the springboard for NBC's two
hours of good music every Monday
light. We are looking forward to
p long association with the Assn.
}f American railroads.
The popularity of the Railroad
Hour is the best possible testimonial
BROADCASTING
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Hennock
FRIEDA B. HENNOCK, FCC
Commissioner, last week sharplycriticized the present level of radio
programming in America during
the opening general meeting of
the 20th Ohio State U. Institute
for Education by Radio at Columbus. She spoke Thursday during
a symposium which had as its
theme "Do We Need a New National Policy for Radio and Television?"
Other chief speakers were Ralph
Hardy, NAB director of government relations, Washington; Morris Novik, AFL radio consultant
and president of WLIB New York,
and Dr. H. Gordon Hullfish, professor of education at Ohio State.
Sounding an affirmative note,
the Commissioner said: "As long
as the objectives of American
broadcasting are commercial it
isn't going to go very far to make
radio a creative force in our society."
Comr. Hennock praised the institute for "doing some of the
most important work in American
broadcasting" by attempting to
raise the level of programming
which, she said, "is far from satisfactory."
Public Service Role
As toHennock
radio's public
servicein role,
Comr.
said that
her
opinion the foremost function of a
broadcasting system is to "aid in
the development of an enlightened
public opinion." Toward this end,
she said, radio must be used to
give the public information on all
matters in which it is vitally interested and that "all responsible
points of view on any question of
public importance must have a
chance for expression."
She sounded a note of warning
to station managers stating: "We
[FCC] have not in the past denied
licenses solely because of inadequacies in programming, but the
Commission is undeniably . . .
giving closer scrutiny to this facet
of each station's operations."
Comr. Hennock reminded the
educators that expansion of television is about to begin and that

Hits

Programming

they should explore its possibilities
and participate in TV broadcasting from the beginning. She congratulated the licensees of educational AM and FM stations and
asked "where are the titans of our
educational system now that the
time has come for you to demand
your rightful place in the televipicture?"
Dr.sion Hullfish
warned against
"official controls" of mass communications, but added that restrictions do not always flow from offi-

American

at Ohio

cial sources. He said: "We want
no iron curtain. But neither do we
want a town crier who is free to
limit his voice to the service of a
special group." He further stated
that "the matter of responsible
ownership of facilities of mass
communications is a major public
Three other general sessions,
concern."40 smaller group meetings
nearly
and the annual IER dinner on
Sunday were to make up the IER
four-day program.

Exhibition of Educational

IMPROVED programming in aural
broadcasting was reflected in the
list of awards announced for the
14th annual American Exhibition
of Educational Radio programs,
sponsored by the Institute for Education by Radio. A total of 119
awards, each with a citation, was
announced last week at the 20th
annual institute in Columbus, Ohio.
This was the second largest list of
honors awarded in any one year by
the Exhibition. It was exceeded
only
awards.by last year's list of 125
The awards covered programs in
four general classifications heard
during 1949 in the U. S. and Canada. The judges made 53 first
awards as compared with 57 last
year. A total of 59 programs won
honorable mention certificates — the
same number awarded in 1949 — and there were seven special
awards compared with nine last
The network program classificayear.
tion was judged live by a New York
board. NBC had seven firsts in

State

Radio Awards

aural broadcasting plus three in
television, three honorable mentions, and one special citation.
CBS and CBC had five firsts and
three honorable mentions each in
aural broadcasting and CBS won
two in television. They shared one
special citation and CBS took two
specials of its own. MBS won
three firsts and a special citation,
while ABC was recognized with
three honorable mention awards.
In the network classification there
were 25 firsts, 12 honorable mentions and five specials.
It was the second year that judging had been decentralized, giving
a number of committees in various
metropolitan centers the final word
on awards.
More than 700 programs were
entered and of these approximately
200 were network shows.
National Networks and
Organizations
Religious — Eternal Light (NBC),
Catholic Hour (NBC) and Family
Theatre (MBS), all three first awards.

Special commendation to Stories froit
the
(CBC) — Citation:
seriesBible
conspicuous
in filling ".a .long
standing need for a religious prograr.
designed for children.
Agricultural — RFD America CNBC,,
first award. American Farmer (ABC j
honorable mention.
Cultural ("excepting music) — Stag'
'49-'50 (CBC) and NBC Theatr(NBC), both first awards. Invitatioi
to Learning (CBS), honorable men
tion. Special award to CBC Wednesdat
Night
(CBC)experiments
— Citation:with
"Forradi'itcourageous
themes, techniques and writing, an'
for the excellence of its music an(
Cultural Music — Pioneers of Musi'
(NBC) and CBS Symphony (CBS)
production."
both
first awards. Metropolitan Open
(ABC), honorable mention. Specia
award Symphonies for Youth (MBS
— Citation: "This well-planned serie;
of well-chosen musical programs, wit)
more vitality in both content and de
livery of the commentary, would fil
more fully an urgent need. A serie:
like this is valuable to young people
throughout the country to broader
their musical horizons."
Public Affairs, Drama — In Search o\
Citizens (CBC) and You Are Then
(CBS), both first awards. Cross Sec
tion (CBC) and Living 19^9-195(\
(NBC), both honorable mention.
Public Affairs, Talks-Discussions—
In Search of Ourselves (CBC) anc
Meet the Press (MBS), both firs
awards. University of Chicago Round
table (NBC), You and the Work
(CBS), and America's Town Meetini
of the Air (ABC), all three honorablf
mention. Special award Memo fron
Lake Success, United Nations radit
broadcast over CBS and CBC — Cita
tion : "The story of the United Nations, with its happenings and achievements, is brought to the Americar
people in an informative, human manner through this series."
Children's Programs — Let's Pretenc]
(CBS), Cuckoo Clock House (CBC)
and Mind Your Manners (NBC), al
three first awards. Maggie Muggint
(CBC),
honorable
mention.
One-Time
Broadcasts
— Eleven Mem )
ory Street (UN Radio over MBS) and
(Continued on "page 4-6 )

First Quorter Net Up 89-4%
[ARMINGS
A
RC
CONSOLIDATED gross income of Sarnoff, chairman of the board of dividend i n company history
[Broadcasting, April 10].
RCA, made the announcement at
51
RCA for the first quarter of 1950
the annual stockholders meeting
Television,
"
the
greatest
single
amounted to $127,369,550, an incontributor toward making 1949
crease of $35,041,723 or 38.0%
last Tuesday. Held in NBC's Studio
the most successful year since RCA
8-H in the RCA Bldg., New York,
over the gross of $92,327,827 for the
session was the largest in was founded in 1919," accounted
the like period of 1949. David
for approximately half of the gross
company history, with approxiincome last year and for nearlyj
mately. 900 in attendance.
RCA net profit for the first
60% of the gross for the first quarquarter, after providing $7,709,000
ter of 1950, Gen. Sarnoff reported.
for federal income taxes, was $11,- "Considering the fact that television as a major industry is less
236,-231, up $5,304,148 or 89.4%
•(iptil Sox Scots
over the 1949 first quarter net than three years old, this is most
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
profit of $5,932,083, Gen Sarnoff
significant,"
stated. chairman of
FCC as of April 30 follows:
109
Arthur E. heBraun,
AM
reported. After provision for preFM
TV
the
board
of
The
Farmers Deposit
ferred dividends, earnings per com756
National Bank of Pittsburgh; John
mon
share
were
75.3
cents,
com2,281
103
708
496
2,127
pared with 37.1 cents a share for Hays Hammond Jr., president,
256
182
Hammond Research Corp.; Harry
2,099
15
404
64
Construction permits
178
the
first
quarter
of
1949.
3
2
Conditional grants
39
Dividend Declared
C. Ingles, president,
Commu957
nications, and Gen RCA
Sarnoff
were
Total applications pending
38
On
the
basis
of
these
earnings
304
23
Requests for new stations
350
re-elected directors for three-year
267
and the prospects for the rest of terms. Ruth Bryan Rohde, former
Requests to change existing facilities
Deletion of licensed station in March
1
7
the year, Gen. Sarnoff said that the U. S. minister to Denmark, was
6
Deletion of construction permits
board had declared an extra divinominated for a place on the RCA
dend of 25 cents a share on the
Deletion of conditions1 grants
board
from the floor
of theUl)meet(Continued
on page
RCA common stock, first extra
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HIT
O'S KRUEGER
WH
By HERBERT
COMMERCIAL MANAGER
WTAG
WORCESTER, MASS.
THERE'S nothing like digging
your own grave — and paying for
the privilege!
This television, . . . it's doing an
awful job on radio audiences!
Everyone knows that! I know
it, you know it, Young & Rubicam
knows it, BBDO knows it and the
proprietor
of
Helen's Hatte
Shoppe on Main St. knows it!
And that, broadcasters, is what
" I mean when I say we are digging
, our own graves, and paying for
i ! the privilege!
In our city there are no television stations. We are in a "fringe
j listening" area. Before television
our Hooper reports showed the usual negligible rating under the
'Others" column.
Then came
|, "FM & Others" and the rating was
still small. Then came "FM, TV
ll & Others" and that started small,
but kept growing and growing.
Certainly it wasn't the "Others"
!; or the "FM" that caused the in| crease. It was television. LookE ing at a current index and comparing it with the same period a
L year ago, one gets quite a shock.
For years we've used Hoopers
Has a sales tool. Took them out,
r showed the client, rubbed our
L hands and said, "See, I told you
a.you
there!"andWe show
still
take hadoutsomething
the Hoopers
them to customers.
What happens? The proprietor owns a television set in his home. Thousands
and thousands of people in our city
don't own television sets. But this
fellow does — and he uses it. He
looks at the Hooper, runs his fin'iger horizontally along the page
and says, "Wow!, Television is
.sure cutting into your audience,
,!isn't it?"
Client's Decision
Right there the client decides
two
be
darn things.
sure toFirst,
use he's
TV going
if it toever
rcomes to his city. Second, maybe
he'd better cut down on his radio
^expenditure and pour a little more
back into good old newspaper advertising.
! The salesman comes back to the
office and says, "What can I tell
him?" So you again point out the
'growth of your audience, you get
jout the new BMB, you repeat the
stuff about impact and the many
tried and true sales plusses of
radio. You tell the salesman that
■television is a glamour gal reaching only a minority, and a small
minority when it stacks up against
other advertising media.
Then you admit that a person
looking at a television screen can't
be listening to a radio program.
But, he also can't be reading a
newspaper, or a magazine, or be
Dut riding around looking at billboards, or reading his mail ... or
BROADCASTING

A"
TV?
BY
even going to the movies, playing
bridge, working in the garden, or
anything else. You point out that
television has an impact on everything, not just on radio.
So the salesman passes all that
along to the client. He nods, but
he isn't convinced. Maybe television viewers don't read the newspaper so much, but the "solicitor"
from the paper was just in and
showed him the ABC report and it
looked pretty good. There was
nothing in there about television.
Nothing in the line of figures to
show that.
Wait a minute! What, then,
are we doing with TV figures on
our Hoopers? Drop that shovel —
let somebody else dig the grave.
As broadcasters, we have become
victims of our own zealousness.

ses
Mediq' Not Just Radio' Krue9er s*r«
broadcasters,
that
the
advertising
picture of how many people are
power of radio was priced too low.
listening to radio programs — and
that's what the survey was or- In face of the growth of radio as
dered to show.
an advertising
rate structures failed to medium,
keep pace.
In television markets there can
Now, just when the idea is about
be television surveys and radio
to sink in, along comes television,
surveys; order one, or order both.
Each will give a fair picture of its and broadcasting has the problem
of maintaining its rate structure
own particular audience.
instead of increasing it.
'Evaluate All Media'
Intra-station competition, levelIf advertising agencies then
ing of consumer sales conditions,
want to find out the facts about
and the fact that orders ceased
coming in over the transom made
competing media in a given market, let them gather their own
us all easy prey for the present
television scare. Here and there
data, at their expense, or at least
a few broadcasters announced
at the expense of the respective
media. Let them evaluate all
"new Class A rates," or "timemedia covering the market, each
bonus
coldblame
war
became packages,"
a hot one. andWhothecan
in its own relative position.
the advertisers for jumping on the
That radio is not alone in the
steamroller path of television is band wagon and doing all they can
to knock down the rates for broadcast advertising?

INDUSTRY sales problems have held the attention of Herbert
Krueger for many years. As a member of the NAB Sales managers Executive Committee he was active in the
association's steps to improve the industry's advertising position. When the All-Radio Presentation was set in motion over two years ago he
was given the job of handling finances. The
NAB sales managers group spawned the idea
that led to formation of the present Broadcast
Advertising Bureau. At WTAG Worcester, Mass.,
Mr. Krueger is commercial manager. He raises
in this article a point that all broadcasters
Mr. Krueger
should recognize, and appreciate.
We have always led the advertising field in research for our
clients. So maybe it was a natural
and logical step to drift into
Hoopers, or Nielsens, or Pulses,
or whathaveyous that gradually
noted the trend toward television.
But if we become objective in
our viewpoint we recognize the
radio and television and magazines
and newspapers are all competing
media. Our relationship with television is certainly closer than with
the others in that it is "broadcast"
advertising. However, we must
realize that we do compete with
television, whether .we own it or
somebody else owns it.
A Word on Research
The next step then, is a suggestion that the research firms recognize this competition also. When
we order a Hooper sm-vey, we order a Hooper radio survey. It will
give us the breakdown and division of the radio audience. When
Hooper interviewers call a home
and the respondent says the radio
is not turned on because he is reading a magazine, or a newspaper,
or playing Canasta, that doesn't
show up in the Hooper. Why then
should the Hooper go out of its
way to ferret out the television
viewers?
Maybe the sets-in-use figure will
change, and maybe the overall
proportion will be altered somewhat, but the result will be a fair

• Telecasting

borne out by two recent statements
from newspaper trade journals.
In Editor & Publisher of April
1, 1950, was the following:
Television's effect on newspaper
circulation is apt to exceed the 4.7%
readership decline noted in the Washington, D. C. survey, in the opinion
of Charles Thieriot, manager of the
"San Francisco Chronicle's" KRONFM and KRON-TV.
Addressing a luncheon session of
the Western Conference of Circulators
here this week, Mr. Thieriot pointed
to the algebraic growth of video and
predicted similar impact on newspaper advertising and on newspaper
size. Circulation - wise, convention
delegates privately estimated inroads
on newspaper sales as high as 17%.
In the Editor & Publisher of
Feb. 25, 1950, in a story concerning the report of a survey by the
National Retail Dry Goods Assn.,
Howard P. Abrahams, manager of
NRDGA's sales promotion division, is quoted as saying:
Several retail admen believe that
evening newspapers are securing less
minutes of family readership than
they did before. If this continues,
these retailers plan to reduce their
advertising in these newspapers.
How many newspapers do you
think are rushing around to show
their advertisers these findings?
For years the chief aim of farseeing and aggressive broadcasters
was to convince advertisers, and
the majority
of their fellow

Radio Bigger Than Ever
Running like a frightened rabbit, the broadcaster hasn't time to
stop and look at the facts. Radio
today is bigger than it ever was,
with nearly 90 million sets in use.
It's a rare home with only one
radio set. It's a rare car without
a radio set. It's also a rare station or network that has increased
its rates in accordance with the
tremendous increases in delivered
audiences.
Meanwhile, other media, at the
drop of nounceanan increased
ABC report,
anrate, will
backing
it up solidly with circulation data.
It's happened with newspapers;
it's happened with magazines; and
if you've had any printing done
lately
direct you'll
mail. find it's happened in
And radio, delivering fuller impact, non-divided attention, the
smoothest and most effective type
of advertising to more and more
and more people every day, is cutting rates!

SEN. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) (I),
president of the Western League,
discusses Wichita, Kan., return to
organized baseball for the first time
in 18 years, as well as baseball in
general,
with Wichita.
Sportscaster
Glen Per'
kins of KFH
Occasion
was
the Perkins sports review ors KFH
prior to the opening game April 18
between the Wichita Indians and the
Pueblo Dodgers.
May 8, 1950
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TV

AUTHORITY

TELEVISION Authority, an amalgam of live talent unions, last
week started a drive to gain recognition from the television industry
and to establish wage scales and
working conditions.
TVA, which despite protests of
the screen guilds has been granted
jurisdiction over TV by the Associated Actors & Artistes of America,
parent body of AFL talent unions,
last week held its first meeting
with representatives of television
networks and the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies.
Although TVA had prepared a
full "code" of wage scales and
working conditions which it proposed to seek as a basis of bargaining, it was learned that industry
representatives at the meeting
raised the question of whether or
not TVA could claim to represent
all talent in television.
Although both are members -of
the Associated Actors & Artistes
of America, the Screen Actors
Guild and Screen Extras Guild have
repeatedly protested the 4A's action in granting jurisdiction to
TVA and have announced they
would continue to represent performers in television film.
Film Also Covered
The "code" presented by TVA
embraced proposals covering television film, and the perplexing question as yet to be settled is whether
the industry could enter an agreement with TVA covering film performances while the screen Guilds'
claim to jurisdiction in this regard
is still unresolved.
The TVA proposals for wages
and working conditions were detailed at length in a letter distributed to members of the various
performers' unions.
The TVA proposed a union shop
for all television performers, and
limits each collective agreement to
one year.
It further espouses the principle
that any film or kinescope used
more than once in any area "must
require additional payment of fees
to the performers involved."
Specific wage minimums sought
by TVA are:
(1) For one hour telecasts: Minimum fee of $115 plus rehearsal
fees, with rehearsals not to extend
over more than nine consecutive
days including the day of presentation.
(2) For half -hour telecasts: Minimum fee of $85 plus fees for rehearsals that are not extended over
more than five consecutive days
including day of presentation.
(3) Quarter-hour telecasts; Minimum fee of $70 plus fees for rehearsals that shall not extend over
more than three consecutive days
including show day.
Rehearsal fees are set at $6 an
hour, with no rehearsal to be less
than three hours in any one day.
TVA seeks a schedule < f no less
Page 28
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than a three hour minimum call for
15-minute shows, a six-hour call
for half-hour programs and a ninehour call for hour programs.
After minimum rehearsal periods, fees are $3 per hour or any
part of an hour, computed in halfhour periods.
All foregoing fees apply for live
telecasts, except standard acts that
are defined as "any performer or
group of performers who render
and perform a self-contained theatrical performance with material
and theatrical routines furnished
by the producer-employer." "Such
performances must have been previously rehearsed and/or used by
such standards prior to their engagement by the television producer-employer."
The TVA set minimum scales for
standard acts as $201 for singles,
$300 for groups of two, $400 for
groups of three and $500 for
groups of four.
Minimum Scales
"To all these payments there
must be added all prescribed rehearsal fees at regular rates, plus
2% of the minimum fee for each
station carrying the show by live,
kinescope or similar device," the
TVA proposed. "These minimums

RADIO

Drive,

are to apply to any show regardTVAless of the
alsolength
seeks ofto the
set program."
scales for
filmed telecasts, defined as those
which are "filmed prior to and for
transmission by or from a television transmitter and may be used
for telecasting purposes only."
Film Fees Set
Minimum fees for filmed programs will be the same as those
pertaining to live performances,
except that there must be an eighthour required call in any one. day,
less one hour for meals. "No film
telecast may be used more than
once in an area," the TVA proposal adds, "without payment of
additional compensation as provided for in the collective bargainRepeat
telecasts of any kind of
ing agreement."
television performance, live film or
kinescope, require payment to performers of fees equal to those they
received for the first telecast.
An exception to that proposed
rule is made in the instance of a
live repeat performed "for the purpose of supplemental coverage of
the same network within 48 hours
of the original performance and

NEEDS

AN ANTIDOTE for what he
called "inertia . . . one of the
greatest dangers to sound broadcasting," was enunciated by FCC
Comr. Robert F. Jones, principal
speaker at last Friday's New
Jersey Broadcasters Assn. spring
meeting held in Haddon Hall, Atlantic City.
At the same time, he reminded
broadcasters that this is no time
"to don your sackcloth and ashes
for sound radio." Comr. Jones
said more than 40 million American families — or 95% of the total
— own radio receivers. "Poor
radio," he mused, "it has only 5%
to go to completely saturate AmerComr. Jones reviewed the
"facts" of broadcasting— AM, FM
and
ica!"TV — in the state of New Jersey. He acknowledged that in the
first category, New Jersey is covered "like a blanket with multiple
services" in view of the powerful
competition from clear channel
stations in New York City and
Philadelphia. The latter stations,
he said, "skim off the sweet cream
of the advertising dollar," while
less
powerful
"for
the skim
milk outlets
of radiocompete
advertising
with a national appeal."
Looking at the future of radio,
Comr. Jones observed there are
"definite improvements" which the
smaller station can make to level
its sights at the "critical job . . .
of reducing the cost of operation
and increasing the sales income."

Recognition

SPARK

These, he said, are: (1) Blueprint jobs necessary to operate an
efficient station, (2) offer regular
training to personnel, (3) urge
training in selling methods since
"radio advertising today . . . requires salesmen with outstanding
training and qualifications," (4)
make it easier for the advertiser
to buy, such as more than one station selling a single package to
meet big station competition, (5)
re-evaluate station's promotion —
keep the old as well as the new
advertiser informed of the station's progress, and (6) let the
community know of the job the
station is performing.
Example of 'Inertia'
As an example of radio's "inertia," Comr. Jones retold an experience of an NAB delegate, who, he
said, found the broadcast business
suffering from "a form of myopia
from internal politics and accumulated inertia — which in the human
structure is called hardening of

Presents

'Code'

for filmed or kinescoped telecasts
used within 30 days of the original
Retakes on films or kinescopes
performance."
will
mean payment of additional
fees to performers, computed at a
rate of one-half of the program
fee plus any rehearsals.
TVA seeks to prohibit telecasts
from any television studio or elsewhere that admission is paid.
The TVA "code" of proposals
also embraced provisions covering
"commercial inserts, doubling, rest
periods, demonstrations, auditions,
previews, after-shows, television
screen tests, walk-ons, extras,
sportscasters,
other
activities. understudies" and
Preliminary Meeting
The meeting with industry representatives last week was described as preliminary in nature.
Another meeting is scheduled late
this week. It was made clear by
television management representatives who attended that there were
many difficult problems of procedure, in addition to that of TVA
or screen guild jurisdiction, to be
settled before discussions with
either of the two union groups
reach a negotiational stage.

Jones Hits 'Inertia'
expression, as important to your
community as your daily newspapers and as integral a part of your
local institutions as your schools,
churches and town halls or beer
Admonishing the extreme pessimists who find radio on the way
out because of television, Comr.
Jones said "radio and TV can live
parlors."
side
by side." Although values
and times may change, he said,
"no wide awake medium of intelligence has ever gone into complete eclipse because of the introduction of a new medium."
". . . Radio every year has
achieved new records, if what I
read in the Broadcasting Yearbook is so," he continued. ". . . Our
own FCC figures show that television, even at this early age, has
tapped 'new money' to a greater
degree than it has raided the inThe comes
FMof other
picturemedia."
was not painted
a rosy hue by the Commissioner
who admitted that "fitting FM
into
your hepicture
is low
a problem."
However,
said, the
powered
FM properties of stations can
serve an area several times as far
as many an AM facility because
of the latter's severe limitations
at night. "In terms of square miles
of nighttime coverage free from
interference, FM stations often
serve areas that are from 10 to 100
times as large as the coverage of
the
Jonesassociated
noted. AM station," Comr.

theInarteries."
view of the growing importance of TV, he said, the economic
factors must be considered. But,
he asserted, "don't set your sights
on national statistics when you
know your local financial condition contradicts the predictions
and conclusions reached on a national basis." Localized radio stations have had to become, he said,
"that which in my judgment, the
Communications Act of 1934 contemplated — media of local selfBROADCASTING
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PEABODY

Five Stations,

WINNERS

SELECT 1949 radio and television
programs, including those of five
stations and three networks, were
I honored last Thursday at the 10th
annual presentation of the George
Foster Peabody Radio Awards at a
■ Radio Executives Club of New York
luncheon, held at the Roosevelt
Hotel.
Awards were presented by EdJ ward Weeks, editor of The Atlan| tic Monthly and Chairman of the
Peabody advisory board. John J.
Karol, CBS sales manager and REC
| president, presided at the luncheon.
1 Dean John E. Drewry, Henry W.
Grady School of Journalism, U. of
Georgia, introduced the speakers.
WQXR New York broadcast the
award presentations (1:30-2 p.m.)
! and the proceedings were taped for
broadcast later that day by CBS
(5:30-5:45 p.m.), ABC (10:45-11
p.m.) and NBC (11:30-11:45 p.m.).
WWJ Detroit Lauded
WWJ Detroit was lauded for its
public service programming as a
regional station. Cited were four
programs in a series which showed
an "admirable appreciation of social responsibilities of broadcast! ers." The programs were Protect
1 Your Child, an "intelligent approach" to the sex crime problem;
The Best Weapon, dealing with a
polio epidemic; Meet Your Congress, presenting problems and
issues of joint interest, and The
World Forum, similarly an aid to
a better understanding of world
events. Don De Groot, WWJ public
affairs manager, was commended
for his part in arranging the
series.

Public service award for a local
station went to KXLJ Helena,
Mont., based on the station's Legislative Highlights broadcasts which
spanned sessions of the state legislature. Apoint was made of KXLJ
donation of transcriptions of the
series to the state library and the
station's publication of a book
suitable for school and library use.
Programs demonstrated "democracy in action through the medium

Three

of broadcasting," the citation said.
In the reporting world, Eric Sevareid, chief CBS Washington correspondent, was commended for his
"rich background and understanding" of events he reports or interprets. He reveals a "depth and
clarity, a perspicacity and lucidity ..." when reporting, according
to the citation.
Similar citation was awarded
Erwin Canham, editor, Christian

Winners of George Foster Peabody Awards
Radio
# Public Service by a Regional Station — WWJ (NBC), DETROIT.
# Public Service by a Local Station — KXLJ (NBC) HELENA, Mont.
# Reporting and Interpretation of the News — ERIC SEVAREID, CBS
Washington, D. C. Citations to WMAZ (CBS) MACON, Ga., and ERWIN
CANHAM and the program "THE MONITOR VIEWS THE NEWS," ABC.
# Entertainment and Drama — JACK BENNY, CBS. Special unclassified
citation to "THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD," ABC.
# Entertainment in Music — WQXR NEW YORK.
# Educational Program — "AUTHOR MEETS THE CRITIC," ABC.
# Children's Program — Citation to WTIC (NBC) HARTFORD, for "MIND
YOUR MANNERS."
# Outstanding
Contribution to International Understanding — NBC's
UNITED
NATIONS PROJECT.
Television
# Entertainment — "THE ED WYNN SHOW," CBS.
# Education — "CRUSADE IN EUROPE," ABC.
# Reporting
and Interpretation
— CBS's
GENERAL
ASSEMBLY.
(Sponsored ofby theFordNews
Motor
Co.) COVERAGE OF UN's
# Children's Program— "KU KLA, FRAN, AND OLLIE," NBC.
Special Citations
To CARTOONIST H. T. WEBSTER, for his weekly "Unseen Audience."
To the UN and AMERICAN BROADCASTERS IN GENERAL, as represented
through NAB, for contributions to better international understanding.
To HAROLD ROSS and THE NEW YORKER for their successful Grand
Central campaign in behalf of the rights of the so-called "captive audience."

Networks

Honored

Science Monitor, for his reporting
and
ABC's
MonitorViews analyses
the News.onBoth
Mr. Canham
and the program were named. The
program was underscored because
ABC aired "the only news program
on which the editor of a major U. S.
daily is the chief spokesman."
Also cited was WMAZ-CBS Macon, Ga., for its news coverage, particularly on local news. Station devoted 140 of 1,170 minutes of broadcast time each day to news, spending some $50,000 during the year
on local news coverage and discouraging advertising support "which
might in any way jeopardize unbiased reporting of the facts," the
citation explained. The Peabody
Committee suggested, "this station may well serve as a model for
those that would do a better news
Entertainment Winner
Chosen as standout in the entertainment and drama field was Jack
Benny, CBS radio comedy star, for
avoiding "habit, staleness and artificiality" in his show. The award
noted the "masterly timing and delivery" of Mr. Benny's lines and
his "good sense in subordinating his
role in the interest of many a comic
job."
situation.
. . ."unclassified citation
A special
was awarded ABC's The Greatest
Story Ever Told which dramatizes
teachings from the New Testament.
The Committee noted that the program maintains a high degree of
integrity, free of denominational
(Continued on page U5)

Ed Craney

Don DeGroot
WWJ Detroit

Jack Benny
CBS Comedian

Elliot Sanger
WQXR New York

Paul W. Moreney
WTIC Hartford

KXLJ Helena, Mont.

Eric Sevareid
CBS Commentator

Wilton Cobb
WMAZ Mason, Ga.

Martin Stone
'Author Meets the Critic'

Sterling Fisher
NBC Public Affairs

Erwin Canham
ABC Commentator

LING'
AMB
CESSATION
of three-week Congressional hearings on Justice
Dept.'s bill to prohibit interstate
transmission of gambling information and Senate approval of a farreaching crime probe highlighted
developments on Capitol Hill last
week.
Meanwhile, speculation that the
Senate Interstate Commerce communications subcommittee might
subpoena radio and television
broadcasters appeared to have subsided, for the time being at least,
as Subcommittee Chairman Ernest
McFarland (D-Ariz) announced
Thursday that further hearings
were recessed "subject to call of the
chairman."
The announcement followed Senate approval of a $150,000 sweeping crime investigation proposed by
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.)
which some authorities felt would
only touch on phases already covered by the McFarland subcommittee in its communications probe.

BEFORE leaving for Washington to
take over his new post of general
manager of NAB, William B. Ryan
was feted by his KFI-AM-FM-TV
staff. His secretary, Winifred Scott
(I) makes the presentation of luggage
while Mrs. Ryan looks on. Mr. Ryan
has been general manager of KFI for
the past seven years, and of KFI-TV
since its start two years ago.

HEARING
The Kefauver plan (S Res 202)
calls for a five-man committee,
three members from the Senate Interstate Commerce group, and two
from the Senate Judiciary Committee. While selection of members
rests with Vice President Alban
Barkley, it was generally believed
that Sen. Kefauver would be named
chairman of the special group, to
include Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
(D-Col.), Sen. Charles W. Tobey
(R-N. H.) and Sen. McFarland, as
well as Sen. Alexander Wiley
(R-Wis.).
Authorities close to Sen. Kefauver
said last week that the probe probably will not get underway for at
least one or two weeks pending
compilation of necessary data and
addition of staff personnel.
Communications Secondary
It was believed most of the witnesses already called by the Senate Commerce subcommittee would
not be invited by the special committee to testify but rather that
the communications phase would be
secondary to the overall crime investigation, inwhich Sen. McFarland is expected to take part.
Meanwhile, possibility was held
out that the Senate communications subcommittee might hold
further hearings, but they would
not be extensive, authorities felt.
The subcommittee will review testimony given during the past three
weeks and compile necessary data
with a view to preparing its report
on the proposed Justice Dept. bill
[May 1, April 24, 17, 10], which
might be used by the special Kefauver committee.
Sen. McFarland declined to comment on what action his subcommittee would take but already has
indicated it may adopt a compromise version of the FCC plan and
Justice Dept. bill (S3358). The subcommittee disclaimed any intention
last week of subpoenaing broad-

William B. Ryan (center), formerly general manager of KFI-AM-TV Los
Angeles, and now genera! manager of NAB, was honored guest at a farewell
luncheon in Los Angeles before his departure for Washington. On hand to
pledge cooperation in his new assignment were William J. Beaton (I), general
manager of KWKW Pasadena, and Calvin J. Smith, general manager of
KFAC Los Angeles. Mr. Beaton is president of Southern California Broadcasters Assn., luncheon hosts. Mr. Smith is NAB 16th District director.
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Senaie Plgns Probe
casters, with hearings now recessed,
though Sen. McFarland twice expressed surprise during Wednesday's session that none had requested to appear. Once he remarked, "I
take it that they favor the legisChairman McFarland's comment
came during testimony by Elmer
lation."
Davis, president of Radio Correspondents Assn., who opposed the
measure, as did representatives of
AT&T Long Lines Dept., Western
Union, Armstrong Daily Sports
Inc., U. S. Independent Telephone
Assn., AP, INS and Transradio
Press Service Inc., and others.
Four days running, Monday
through Thursday, the subcomittee heard further views on Justice
Dept.'s proposed bill which would
outlaw interstate transmission of
gambling data on sports events; require that stations delay broadcast
of details at least an hour after
completion of horse races, and limit
stations and networks to one horse
race broadcast per day — not including "special events."
FCC's plan would eliminate
transmission of all information on
bets, odds, or prices paid in betting
on any sports event in interstate
commerce.
Commission's
sion seeks The
to limit
definitionverof
"gambling information" and would
enable radio-TV stations to carry
as many horse races as they chose
if they abide provision on odds, bets
and prices paid.
Implications Outlined
Mr. Davis told the McFarland
group
that that
". . .the
If transmission
the principle of
is
established
certain kinds of news may be prohibited or delayed because evil men
may use it for an evil purpose, you
could prohibit the transmission of
any other kind of news if Congress
is persuaded that an evil purpose
could be frustrated thereby."
Recalling his opposition to similar bills on newspapers and contending that arguments advanced
for the Justice Dept. bill could
logically apply to them, Mr. Davis
alluded to the lottery law governing broadcasting.
"This served an undoubtedly
worthy purpose; it also got the
camel's nose inside the tent. S 3358
would get his ears inside too and
about half his neck, and after that
there is no telling where he would
Mr. Davis, appearing at the direction of the association's executive committee, said he thought
stop."
FCC's proposed limitations on bets,
odds and prices in all media would
be "less obnoxious though the principle wouldthermore,
besincejust
as bad."
it would
applyFur-to
newspapers as well, that would
serve to unite them and kill the bill
itself, he noted, adding that was
"the wrong way to fight gambling,

RDS case
RICHA
Cunningham
To Preside
FCC EXAMINER James D. Cunningham was designated late last
week to succeed the late Examiner
J. Fred Johnson Jr. as presiding
officer in the G. A. (Dick) Richards
news policy case, and it appeared
likely FCC would be asked to start
the hearings anew.
Counsel for Mr. Richards, owner
of KMPC Los Angeles, WGAR
Cleveland and WJR Detroit, reportedly were set to petition for a
fresh start in the hearing as a result of the death of Examiner
Johnson (see story page 77).
Three weeks of the hearing have
been held, devoted to presentation
of FCC's case in support of charges
that Mr. Richards ordered KMPC
staff members to slant newscasts
against members of the late President Roosevelt's family and certain
minority groups [BROADCASTING,
March 20, 27, April 3, 10].
Judge Johnson had been scheduled to resume the hearings in Los
Angeles May 15, but upon his
death FCC postponed the resumption to June 5.
A major contention of Mr. Richards' counsel relates to the credibility of FCC's witnesses. Counsel
therefore are expected to insist
upon a complete new start so that
the presiding officer will be able to
evaluate all witnesses' testimony
for himself.
Hugh Fulton, Washington and
New York attorney who is chief
trial counsel for Mr. Richards, was
understood to be prepared to cite
court decisions supporting the contention that failure to grant a new
start would violate due process
rights.
Joined
FCC designated
in '34
The new
examiner
for
the case is a government career
man who has served with FCC
since December 1934, except for
almost six years' service with the
Army, from which he was separated in May 1946 with rank of
colonel.
Among the many FCC cases in
which Mr. Cunningham has participated are the WMEX Boston
renewal proceedings and the hearings on the charge of Homer P.
Rainey, then a candidate for governor of Texas, that four Dallas stations conspired to deny him the
use of their radio facilities.
on the proposed hour time lag but
felt that permission to publish such
news with the time lag requirement
would be "useful to the publishers
of evening newspapers, which would
no longer be in danger of being
Chairman
McFarland
beaten
on racing
news." told Mr.
Davis his subcommittee had received no requests from radio or
television stations opposing the
legislation "to appear and comment
on it" and remarked: "Evidently
they favor it." Mr. Davis said he
didn't know whether they favor it
or not(Continued
but countered
that UU)
"so far
on page

Mr. Davis said he had no opinions
however."
BROADCASTING
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"It seems

sales

that

has

manager

with

the

another

new

a brother

agency"

Well, don't take it so hard, old man. Clients
change agencies for all kinds of reasons.
And

here's a helpful hint about how to keep

your clients happy in Baltimore — you buy
W'l'TYH, the BIG independent with the BIG
audience.
Then you're sure of getting more listenersper-dollar than from any other station in town.
Then

you're sure of low-cost results.

If you'd like to know all about W'I'T'H, just
call in your Headley-Reed
give you the whole story.

man

today. He'll

WITH
BALTIMORE,

MARYLAND

TOM TINSLEY, President

•
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ATMOSPHERE at WAVE
Louisville is taking on an international tint. By request
of the United Nations' Paris
office, Bill Hodapp, WAVE
continuity editor, and Clarence R. Graham, Louisville
public librarian, are preparing a 3,500 word article which
will be translated into all
foreign languages and circulated at a UN meeting in
Sweden this summer. Paper
will compile suggestions as to
how foreign nations can benefit from WAVE-LouisvillePublic Library efforts in field
of education, public service
and audio-visual aids. Choice
of the writers grew out of
their collaboration on an article, "Television's Town
Hall," published in Library
Journal last year.

one

announcement
brought

.

.

.

FOR

//MASKS

Holsum Bakery reports "Cisco Kid"
is a terrific bread salesman! A
single offer of "Cisco Kid" masks
stampeded the kids. Although
these masks were to be distributed
by dealers, the following day, impatient youngsters stopped Holsum
trucks that same evening — demanding masks! Next day, the
entire supply of 10,000 masks was
distributed! The station reports:
"Could have used 40,000!"
All over the country, the "Cisco
Kid" is breaking sales records for
many different products and services. Write, wire, or phone for
details.

SENSATIONAL PROMO*
TION CAMPAIGN — from
buttons to guns — is breaking traffic records I
This amazingly successful
Vi-hour Western adventure
program is available: 1-2-3
times per week. Transcribed
for
local and regional sponsorship.

GEORGIA MEET
Mitchell Institute Speaker
ADDRESS by Maurice B. Mitchell,
director of NAB's Broadcast Advertising Bureau, demonstration of
the effect of radio advertising on
sales and a showing of the radio
promotion film, "Lightning That
Talks,"nual will
highlight atthethe
fifthU. anRadio Institute
of
Georgia May 18-20, the institute
has announced.
Mr. Mitchell, secretary of the
committee which produced the film,
will speak following the film showing. Also scheduled is a panel discussion on radio advertising led by
Mr. Mitchell and Allen M. Woodall,
WDAK Columbus, past president
of the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters and currently a member of
NAB's board of directors.
Previously announced institute
speakers are Malcolm Johnson,
Pulitzer prize winning reporter
now with INS, and John M. Cooper,
director of radio for INS, who will
lead a session on radio news.
The institute is held annually
under the sponsorship of Georgia
U.'s Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism. Institute committee is
headed by Lewis A. Doster, WGAU
Athens.
Arthur

Here's

the

Sensational

LOW-PRICED
That Should Be On
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LEVER ELECTS
Babb To Succeed Luckman

Mr. Hancock
Mr. Babb
JOHN M. HANCOCK, partner of
Lehman Bros., was elected chairman of the board of directors of
Lever Bros. Co., and Jervis J.
Babb, executive vice president of
S. C. Johnson & Son Inc., was
elected president at an annual
meeting in New York on May 2.
The new board of directors of
Lever Bros, will consist of Messrs.
Hancock and Babb, and the following: William H. Burkhart, vice
president of Lever Bros. Co.; J.
Laurence Heyworth, director of
Lever Bros. & Unilever Ltd.;
Franklin J. Lunding, president of
the Jewel Tea Co. Inc.; Charles A.
Massey, president of Lever Bros.
Ltd. (Toronto); Robert B. Smallwood, president of Thomas J. Lipton Inc., and Louis F. Watermulder, vice president of Lever Bros.
Co. Other officers of the company,
and of the
Jelke divisions willPepsodent
remain the and
same.
Succeeds Luckman
Mr. Babb succeeds Charles Luckman, who resigned two months ago.
The new Lever president who is
expected to assume office in about
60 days, was born in Pennsylvania
and graduated from Haverford
College in 1921 and from Harvard
Business School in 1924. In 1931,
Mr. Babb joined Standard Oil Co.
of Indiana where he was manager
of sales research and then manager of retail sales. He became
vice president and general manager of the Booth Fisheries Corp.,
Chicago, in 1941 and in 1944 went
with S. C. Johnson Son Inc. as
executive vice president and director.
Mr. Hancock, a director of a
score of leading U. S. corporations,
including Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
International Silver Co., and American Lines, graduated from the U.
of North Dakota in 1903. He
served in the Navy during the
first World War and in 1919 was
named vice president of the Jewel
Tea Co., president in 1922, served
as chairman of the board from 1924
to 1942 and was re-elected in 1948.
He joined the firm of Lehman
Bros., bankers, as a partner in
1924. He became a member of the
War Resources Board in 1939 and
was Bernard M. Baruch's alternate as a member of the U. S. delegation to the United Nations
Atomic
Energy Commission in
1946.

Rubicam
ARTHUR RUBICAM, 50, account
executive of Morey, Humm &
Johnstone Inc., New York, died
April 27 at his home in Upper
Montclair, N. J. Born at Plymouth Meeting, Pa., Mr. Rubicam
attended New York U., and was
associated with several advertising
agencies until 1943 when he joined
General Electric as advertising
MORE than 50 AM and FM stations
and promotion manager of the in New York State currently are
heating equipment division. In broadcasting transcriptions produced
June 1949 he joined Morey, Humm
by State Radio Bureau concerning: state
& Johnstone. Surviving are his income tax and disability benefits lavr.
wife, his sister and his mother.
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Neighboring

States

Love

Him

Too

Powered by 50,000 watts, WWL's programs include varied
rural fare — weather and market reports, on-the-scene rural
broadcasts, 4-H Club programs. Plus services like herd improvement contests win strong listener loyalty throughout
this rich Deep South market.
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South's
wins

Greatest

Hearts...

WWL's

evening share-of-audience

combined.

WWL

and

Hoopers

exceeds that of next two stations,

features CBS — and CBS

est array of top-flight stars. And
greatest salesman.

Salesman

features the world's great-

the whole family loves the South's

WWL keeps families tuned in hour after hour — with more favorite
programs in all age groups, headline shows, local shows of network
quality, more complete reporting of local news and events.

South's

Greatest

NEW

ORLEANS

50,000
His

Listener

Promotion

Is Greatest

Ever

Already far in the lead, in all forms of listener promotion,
WWL now adds the biggest, most highly concentrated
station newspaper campaign New Orleans has ever
seen. WWL gives you more of everything to build sales!
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THE VENEER continues to wear off
that story that TV is taking its toll exclusively from radio. Latest word is that
Bulova is cancelling its space in large
weekly consumer magazines while retaining its radio station breaks and
adding TV.

Phrase

That

Never

Fails

"PUBLIC interest, convenience and necessity."
If you've been in radio more than a week,
you must have collided with it dozens of times.
It is the catch-all phrase in the Communications Act of 1934 which the FCC uses to justify
its action in any case. It can be a grant or a
denial, left or right, up or down.
It used to be even more ambiguous. In the
original Radio Act of 1927 it was ". . . and/ or
necessity." Then, in the 1934 act, major surgery was performed to eliminate the diagonal
(/) and the or.
the public
interest? Let's take a
lookWhat
at theis current
record.
WWJ Detroit has been on the air continuously for 30 years. Only one other station can
make that claim (KDKA Pittsburgh). Last
week WWJ won the coveted Peabody Award,
;' for outstanding "public service." A few weeks
earlier it had received the equally significant
duPont Award. It has won a half-dozen other
awards for service during 1949 — all because of
. public service programming.
WWJ is on the FCC carpet, hat in hand. The
[ UAW-CIO has asked the FCC to cite the station for renewal proceedings because it had
refused to sell or allot time to argue the union
case in the Chrysler strike. The refusal came
after the station had asked Chrysler whether
it would use equivalent time — a proffer that
was declined. The station wanted balanced
discussion, in keeping (it thought) with the
intent and spirit of the Communications Act,
and of FCC policy. Indeed, its position seemed
affirmed by the FCC ruling a few weeks ago
involving WLIB New York wherein it said it
was the affirmative duty of the station to seek
out the other side on another controversial
issue — FEPC.
Here you find "public interest, convenience
and necessity" in action. It rides down both
. sides of a one-way street in either direction.
It means what the FCC says it means either
way, and on virtually the same set of circumstances. It does not mean what the public
says it means in handling to WWJ, for example, all of the public service awards worth
winning.
What a job Gilbert & Sullivan could have
done with: "The public interest, convenience,
and nec-ess-ity !"
NOW THAT Congress has killed the
administration proposal for a 10% excise
tax on TV sets — recognizing that it could
torpedo a new industry so important in
the national economy — it behooves allconcerned to press for elimination of that
discriminatory impost on sound radio.
Radio is no longer a new medium, what
with 95% of the nation's homes equipped.
The 10% tax falls in the "luxury" class.
Radio is as much a luxury as the food
we eat and the clothes we wear.
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John's Other Bull
YOU WOULD think that in these breathless
days of hot heads and cold wars; of Marshall
Plan vexation and the quest for American
dollars to save Europe from collapse, that the
British would forget their crusade to BBC-ize
what's left of this democratic world.
Unhappily, that does not appear to be so.
Indeed, there is evident a resurgence of
activity, channeled through either misguided
or naive pedagogues, or others with axes to
grind.
One would have to be small pickin's indeed
if
he didn't
weeks
either:receive during the past two or three
(1.) a reprint
the "BBC
Quarterly" chanof a
bombastic
articlefrom
by Robert
M. Hutchins,
cellor of Chicago TJ. and erstwhile boy wonder of
higher education, taking TJ. S. radio to the
cleaners and vigorously supporting "subscripor plus enclosures, from Dean Ken(2) tionanethradio";
letter,
G. Bartlett
of Syracuse U. soliciting a
group for a junket to Europe, under BBC
auspices to "study European broadcasting systems in action."
The Hutchins diatribe is just so much anticommercial radio eye-wash. It was mailed from
Chicago, whether by the University itself or by
proponents of "subscription radio" we just
haven't bothered to ascertain.
That junket smells like a Trojan horse of
another breed, though it may have trained
in the same stable. Prof. Bartlett candidly says
the study was developed by Sam Slate, head
of BBC in New York, who in mid-April was
in London completing details. It is perhaps
significant that more than half of the time on
the continent would be spent in London covering BBC activities.
If British leadership is seriously bent upon
stemming its declining economy by increasing
home consumption, it would do itself a favor
by inviting American broadcasters, advertisers
and agency executives over to show BBC how
it's done the American way. Unfortunately,
the BBC career bureaucrats always prevail and
always seem to have enough funds to carry
on their world-wide proselyting.
The Peabody Beautiful
NOT ANOTHER moment should pass without
a round of applause for the Peabody Awards
Committee, a body possessed of such astonishing energy that it not only can easily dispose
of its job of judging all the broadcasting of
1949 but has enough strength left to investigate activities in other fields as well.
Or perhaps it was because the committee
had two citations left over after completing
its admittedly noteworthy radio and television
awards, and flung them forthwith, before they
burned a hole in its pocket, to Harold Ross,
a magazine editor, and H. T. Webster, a newspaper cartoonist.
Mr. Webster admittedly is a talented cartoonist whose work is admired by those he
lampoons, but we doubt that any program was
ever inspired or influenced by his drawings.
Mr. Ross, who edits a magazine that is a
cherished oasis of articulateness, humor and
reason in the publishing field, may have performed a St. Georgian effort in slaying the
monster of Grand Central Terminal, but his
prey was not of the genus radio. He may
deserve an award for creating a magazine or
a trophy for disposing of the loudspeaking
system in the railroad terminal, but it is not
the province of a radio awards committee to
grant him either.
This journal has often stated its belief that
most broadcasting awards are shallow, inane
and meaningless. The Peabody and duPont
awards, in the past, have been excepted. Another batch like those presented last week and
the Peabodys will look like most of the others.

VICTOR THANE

NORTON

VICTOR THANE NORTON, who became
NBC's vice president in charge of administration last January, moves with such sudden
propulsion that he sometimes startles himself.
He is remembered at Northwestern U., for
example, as a student who rushed through his
studies so rapidly that he enrolled for his
fourth year without knowing he had graduated
at the end of his third.
The premature climax of his college career
was a miscalculation, Mr. Norton recalls. He
had decided to clean up most of his courses
during his first three years at Northwestern
so that he might be lightly encumbered with
academics in his fourth. He had not, however,
intended to complete the curriculum at the end
of his junior year and hence was distressed
to learn he had overtaken himself and was
without reason to prolong his university residence.
The blow was so severe that Mr. Norton
retired to his .native Ridgway, Pa., to hunt,
fish and restore his perspectives before tackling a job.
He had grown up in Ridgway, having been
born there Jan. 15, 1904. Upon returning to
his home, to spend an unhurried period in
deciding what course of business to pursue
after leaving Northwestern, Mr. Norton
learned that the high school in nearby Johnsonburg was in need of a teacher of physics
and chemistry and a football coach.
He applied for the two jobs and got them.
He had graduated from college as a civil
engineer and had played football until an unfortunate accident caused him to quit the
game. In his sophomore year at Northwestern
he had broken his neck in a scrimmage.
The principal reason, Mr. Norton says now,
for his deciding to work in Johnsonburg, although until that moment he had never considered ateaching career, was that the fields
and streams of that region abounded with
game and fish.
For a man who sped through college with
such spectacular haste, he was astonishingly
deliberate in deciding on his eventual career.
For a year he pursued the ruffed grouse and
the speckled trout, taught chemistry, physics
and football to the Johnsonburg young, and
brooded about his future.
It was not an easy task for Mr. Norton to
decide which job to settle on — he had been
offered positions by seven different, companies
before he left Northwestern. Further, he was
not sure which of several types of business
he would follow. As an undergraduate he had
been not only an engineer but also had man(Continued on page 38)
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MAURICE
CONDON,Inc.,
formerly
with
Roy S. Durstine
New York,
as director of radio-TV, and
with WGAR Cleveland from 1931 to
1944, appointed
business manager
of WEOL Elyria,
Ohio, effective May
15. He succeeds
H. A. SEVILLE,
resigned. Mr. Condon was radio director of Cincinnatistine
officeInc.offor
Dur-a
Mr. Condon
year; transferred
to New York office
in 1945 as associate radio director and
was named radio-TV director in 1948.
Mr. Seville's
been
announced.future plans have not
GORDON GRAY, vice president of
WIP Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Broadcasting Co., named member of
board of directors of that company.
He joined WIP in February 1947 and
was named vice president early following year. He is former regional
director of O.W.I, and was at one
time director of Nebraska State Network.

Cited for Americanism
by Catholic War

Veterans

". . . BECAUSE he represents fearless American reporting
of actions, background and reasoning which contribute
to the movements of world events — and
"BECAUSE he has always recognized that all men are
equal in the plan of Our Creator — never stooping to
tinge with religious or racial association the contents of
his reports — and
"BECAUSE he indicates by his workmanship that he — in
accepting the privilege of 'Freedom of Expression' — is
always conscious of the responsibility of protecting that
Freedom for himself and all who equally appreciate it. . ."
The DEPARTMENT OF NEW YORK, CATHOLIC WAR
VETERANS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
awarded a Scroll of Honor to Fulton Lewis, Jr. He is
the first radio commentator to be cited in the 12-year
history of the awards, which are presented annually to
individuals who have distinguished themselves as outstanding citizens *
during the *
year.
*
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, currently sponsored on
more than 300 MBS stations, is available for sponsorship
in some localities. Check your Mutual outlet — or the
Co-operative Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune
Tower, Chicago 11).
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DICK JOY, currently Hollywood freelance announcer, elected president of
KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif. DONALD
C. McBANIN, chief engineer of KCMJ,
and GEORGE W. IRWIN, head of
Irwin Adv. Co., elected vice presidents;
ROLAND VAILE, general manager,
appointed secretary-treasurer, and C.
D. RYDER Jr., accountant, elected to
board of directors.
GENE FRANKEL, formerly chief announcer and sports director at WCFC
(FM) Beckley, W. Va., appointed station manager at WERH Hamilton, Ala.
CARL ZIMMERMANN, formerly assistant manager for WFOX Milwaukee, appointed station manager for
WRAC Racine, Wis., which is scheduled to take the air about May 14.
WILLIAM A. HANNON, vice president of Employers Reinsurance Corp.,
Kansas City, and well known in radio, on Apr. 24 was appointed a
Knight in the Order of Orange Nassau by the Netherlands Government.
Award, made by Dr. E. N. van Kleffens, Netherlands Ambassador to
U. S., was given in recognition of
Mr. Hannon's service as Counsel of
the Netherlands for midwest fivestate area.
GENE TIBBETT, general manager of
WLOX Biloxi, Miss., elected president
of Biloxi Rotary Club.
Respects
(Continued from page 36)
aged several school publications,
from both editorial and advertising sides.
At the end of his year at Johnsonburg, he decided to join the
Jewel Tea Co., at Barrington, 111.
His first occupation with the firm
was in a sub-executive level, sweeping out the warehouse. Soon, however, he progressed to salesman.
Before he left, in 1938, he was
assistant to the president.
He resigned from Jewel Tea Co.
to become general sales manager
of the Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago. Later he became vice president in charge of sales and merchandising and was then put in

charge of the manufacturing and
distribution of the Cudahy packing
house, dairy and poultry products,
as well as advertising, public relations and research.
He left Cudahy in 1945 to join
Kenyon & Eckhardt as merchandising consultant at the agency's
New York office. Later he was
transferred to Chicago as vice president and director in charge of
the agency's office. He then returned to New York as a member
of the plans board and supervisor
of several accounts.
In 1947 he joined American
Home Foods Inc. as executive vice
president, and later that year became president. He occupied that
position when he was hired by
NBC to be its administrative officer.
The position of vice president in
charge of administration was created in the reorganization of NBC.
Mr. Norton, a staff-level officer,
has under his direction: Companywide financial planning, headed by
John H. MacDonald, vice president; staff engineering, 0. B. Hanson, vice president; intregrated
services, William S. Hedges, vice
president; personnel and labor relations, Ernest de la Ossa, director; and staff plans and research,
Hugh M. Beville, director.
Married in 1932
Mr. Norton's year in his native
regions after his graduation from
Northwestern was not exclusively
devoted to the pursuit of fish and
game. Upon returning to Ridgway, he met Elizabeth Ravenscroft
Smith, whose family had moved
there during his absence at college. They were married in 1932,
after he had ascended securely
above his original job with Jewel
Tea Co.
The Nortons have three children,
Thane, 15; Nina, 12, and Elizabeth,
9. They live in Riverside, Conn.
Mr. Norton describes himself as
an incorrigible hobbyist, although
he gloomily reports that his time
for avocational interests has been
sorely curtailed since he joined the
reorganized NBC.
At various times he has been an
enthusiastic amateur artist, working in oils, water colors and charcoal; a photographer whose work
has been exhibited both in the
U. S. and abroad, and a general
artisan. He makes much of his
own fishing equipment and such
hunting
gear as decoys and gun
butts.
His memberships include his college fraternity Beta Theta Pi, the
Riverside Yacht Club, the Beaver
Kill Club (a New York fishing
club), the River Hill Club of
Greenwich, Conn. He is a trustee
of the Nutrition Foundation and a
director of the Grocery Manufacturers of America.
Radio,
in Mr.some
Norton's
is not unlike
of his opinion,
former
associations. All are essentially
selling operations, he says. At NBC
life is not much different than it
was at Jewel Tea, Kenyon &
Eckhardt or American Home
Foods,hobbies.
except that it raises hobs
with
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Yes, no matter where they are — at home, at
the office, in the car, at the store — in Milwaukee they all "LIS'N TO WISN." And why?
Because WISN has the finest local and network
programs and personalities in the greater
Milwaukee area.
Hooperatings continue to show

that WISN

is

the "MOST LISTENED-TO STATION" in Milwaukee. WISN programs for ALL the listeners.
WISN leads in Public Service Awards.

WISN
5,000 WATTS

DAY

AND

NIGHT

Gaston W. Grignon, General Manager
MILWAUKEE'S
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Army Spots
(Continued from page 23)
agreed to change the Army-Air
Force accounting system so that
the cost of producing programs for
free broadcast and the cost of time
purchases would no longer be
lumped together in reports of radio
expenditures.
Among the competing agencies,
for the National Guard account,
who survived a field of 11 submitting written bids covering advertising services for the Air and Army
National Guard, it was learned, are
Albert Frank-Guenther Law Inc.,
Buchanan & Co., Owen & Chappell
Inc., and Robert W. Orr & Assoc.
The Gardner Advertising already
has announced it will not compete
forthe account which last fall placed
between $45,000 and $50,000 in time
over AM-FM-TV station [Broadcasting, May 1]. Present contract
expires June 30, end of the current
fiscal year. Gardner had held the
account since August 1947.
The current overall NG budget
allots $49,500 for Air and $350,000
for Army, with advertising expenditures divided approximately equal
between radio, TV, newspaper and
other media. Appropriations for
1950-51 have not been set yet by
Congress.
Plans have not been completed
for a proposed fall recruiting campaign by the guard, but Maj. E. L.
Smith, NG information officer, indicated that radio and television
will be allotted their shares of the
advertising budget once the agency
and funds have been determined for
the coming fiscal year.
Other agencies who reportedly bid
for the contract include Bronson West
Advertising, Calkins, Holden, Carlock,
McClinton & Smith, J. M. Hickerson
Inc., Melamed-Hobbs Inc., Kal, Ehrlich
& Merrick Inc., Henry J. Kaufman &
Assoc. and Schwimmer & Scott.
Smith

Davis Moves

SMITH DAVIS, radio and television station brokerage, has moved
from the Waldorf-Astoria Towers,
New York, to 9 East 62 St. Mr.
Davis, Vincent J. Manno and Howard E. Stark compose the firm doing business as individuals in concern under the name Smith Davis.
Telephone at the new quarters is
Butterfield 8-2941 and 8-5185.

181)5
aiDin 2nus
ALVIN ENUS NELSON, 56, pioneer radio and advertising man,
died of a heart attack last Wednesday.
He suffered the fatal stroke in
a San Francisco superior court
where he was engaged in a civil
damage suit. He was believed in
good health up to the time of the
attack.
At the time of his death, Mr.
Nelson headed his own advertising
agency, the A. E. Nelson Co., at
300 Montgomery St., San Francisco.
Mr. Nelson was born in Chicago
June 9, 1893, and worked his way
through Northwestern U. He acquired his interest in radio while
still in school.
In 1923 he founded WIBO Chicago and operated the station until
1933 when his wave length was
awarded by court order to the
State of Indiana.
He then became a trouble shooter for NBC, being first sent to
Denver as general manager of
KOA. He made the station into
one of the most successful in the
West.
In 1937 NBC sent Mr. Nelson
to Pittsburgh to take over and do
the same job for the Westinghouse-owned KDKA. That job accomplished, in 1938 he was moved
to New York and named sales
manager of the NBC-Blue network. Transferred to San Fran-

Networks Reserve Time
FOUR major radio networks
have
~~
ER
NSW
agreed
the
Republican
OP'S toAgive
G
Party time to answer President
Truman's May 15 address climaxing the National Democratic Conference and Jefferson Jubilee in
Chicago. The 11:30-12 midnight
(EDT) period May 16 has been
reserved for an address by Sen.
Robert Taft (R-Ohio).
Spokesmen for the Republican
National Committee said the party
had asked for time on behalf of
the Senate and Congressional Campaign Committees and the parent
Republican committee, who selected
Sen. Taft. He will speak over combined facilities of ABC, NBC, CBS
and MBS from Washington.

Belson
cisco in 1939, he became general
1950 (now
KNBC). of KGO and KPO
manager
Mr. Nelson promoted and directed the building of NBC's modern
Radio City Bldg. in San Francisco
and headed the combined operations of the two stations until the
Red and Blue networks were separated in 1941, and KGO became
an ABC station.
He was an assistant vice president of NBC when he resigned
to form his own advertising agency in 1942.
Mr.
Nelson is survived by his
wife, Ethel Nelson, and a son,
Alvin Jr., both of San Francisco;
a daughter, Mrs. Jane Bowes, of
Denver; a brother, Earl Nelson,
and a sister, Mrs. Mae Thorson,
both of Chicago.
WDOK
OPENS
Begins 24-Hour Schedule
CLEVELAND'S only 24-hour station, WDOK, licensed by the Civic
Broadcasters Inc., completed its
first week's operation today (Monday). debut
Station
made its
April 30 at 1 p.m.
Station's staff,
in addition to R.
Morris Pierce,
president
and
general
manager,
and Frederick C.
Wolf, assistant
to the president,
consists of Wayne
Mr. Pierce
Mack, program
director; George R. Plagnez, promotion manager and news editor;
Stanley Barron, sports editor; and
announcers, Sid Garris, formerly
with WONE Dayton; Dick Mabry,
formerly with WIBG Philadelphia,
and Charles Hoover, formerly with
WHKK Akron.
Mr. Mack, associated with radio
in Cleveland for the past 15 years,
previously worked at WGAR
Cleveland. Mr. Plagnez wrote
sports for the Cleveland Press, and
Mr. Barron was associated with
KFSB Joplin, Mo. Mr. Pierce is
former vice president of WGAR
Cleveland.
WDOK operates on 1260 kc with
5 kw. Mr. Pierce reported favorable news notices following the
station's bow.

COURT
REVIEW
House Reports Out Hobbs Bill
HOUSE JUDICIARY Committee
last Thursday voted to report out
— with limitations — legislation to
provide that applicants seeking
court review of certain FCC actions could file appeals in a threejudge district court in their home
jurisdictions.
Authorities felt, however, that
the measure (HR 5487), introduced last year by Rep. Sam
Hobbs (D-Ala.), would have little
practical significance to the FCC
or applicants, since the committee
specified it should not apply to Sec.
402
(b) of the Communications
Act covering:
(1) Any applicant for a station CP,
license or renewal, or for modification
of an existing license whose application had been refused by the Commission.
(2) "Any other person aggrieved or
whose interests are adversely affected
by any decision of the Commission
granting or refusing any such appli(3) Any
license has radio
been operator
suspendedwhose
by the
Commission.
cation."
Thus, final FCC actions on revocations, transfers, and rules and
regulations having an immediate
and final effect could be appealed
to
special
"home"theycourt.
Underthepresent
procedure
are
appealable to statutory three-judge
courts, which would be abolished
under the Hobbs bill.
The rest of the measure would
remain substantially the same as
proposed
Hobbs.
judicial by
courts Rep.
and the
U. S.TheCourt
of Appeals for the District of
Columbia would have "exclusive
jurisdiction to enjoin, set aside,
suspend (in whole or in part) ,
or to determine the validity of,
all final orders" of the Commission. Rep. Hobbs' bill supersedes
a similar one he had sponsored
earlier last year [Broadcasting,
Feb. 28, 1949].

eomim
May
22-23: North
Carolina
Assn. of
Broadcasters
annual
convention.
Chapel Hill, N. C.
May 25-26:castersVirginia
Assn. of BroadIrvington, Va.annual meeting, Tides Inn,

May 31 -June 2: Forty-sixth annual
convention, Advertising Federation
of America, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
June 1-3: Assn. of Women Broadcasters
FIRST 15 HOOPERATINGS NEW YORK — APRS I
seventh annual convention, Hotel
Cleveland, Cleveland.
TV HOMES
RADIO-ONLY HOMES
ALL HOMES
Sponsored
Network
Programs
June 5: Pennsylvania
Assn. ofmeeting,
BroadSponsored Network Programs
Sponsored Network Programs
21.6
casters annual membership
1. Jack Benny
26.2 TV
1. Texaco-Milton Berle
1. Texaco-Mil»on Berle
21.0
Bedford
Springs,
Bedford,
Pa.
2. Radio Theatre
21.6
53.9
2. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
2. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
65.5
18.1
3. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
20.6
20.1 TV
TV
3. The Goldbergs
3. The Goldbergs
50.2 June 5-8:
Mfrs. Chicago.
Assn. conven16.8
4. Bing Crosby
46.7
4. Toast Of The Town
4. Toast Of The Town
18.7 TV
tion, Radio
Stevens Hotel,
7.5. Mr. Keen
5. Lights Out
16.1 TV
5.
June
17:
Second
annual
Radio News
6. Groucho Marx
38.3
6. Lights
& His Friends
15.3
GodfreyOut
7.6. Godfrey
Crime Photographer
15.2 TV
38.0
Editor's conference, Kent State U.,
7. Studio
One& His Friends
Studio One
40.2
16.4
8. This Is Your F.B.I.
14.7
15.1
15.2
Benny
16.1
Kent, Ohio.
8. Jack
30.6 June
13.0 Radio
9. Suspense
Radio Theatre
9. Suspense
19: NAB Board indoctrination.
Cavalcade of Sports
31.4
Hope
TV
12.7 Radio
10. Bob
14.7
10.9. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
13.8
10.
Radio
Night Revue
NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
30.5
27.4
14.3 11. Saturday
12.6
11.
11. Suspense
12. Burns & Allen
29.8
Philco
TV
Playhouse
June 20-22: NAB Board of Directors,
12.2 TV
Walter Winchell
12. Cavalcade-Sports
12.8. Silver Theatre
12.2
13. Ganqbusters
26.8
NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
13. Saturday Night Revue
13. Lone Ranger
12.1 Radio
13.5
14. Bing Crosby
14.
25.9
14.
Break
the
Bank
13.1
15.
My
Friend
Irma
13.4
11.9 TV
TV
F.B.I. In Peace & War
15. Philco TV Playhouse
June
annualInstitute
Stanford-NBC15. Man Against Crime
Radio22: - Eighth
Television
opens,
25.9
Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
The average evening broadcast audience this report is 38.6, down 0.7
from last report and up 3.3 from year ago.
June 25-29: Advertising Assn. of the
West convention, Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles.
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RCA Earnings
(Continued from page 26)
ing by Wilma Soss, president,
Federation of Women Shareholders
in American Business, but did not
get enough votes to beat any of
the official slate of nominees.
The stockholders also followed
the management recommendation
in rejecting a proposal for cumulative voting submitted by Lewis D.
Gilbert and John J. Gilbert. They
also authorized the reappointment
of Arthur Young & Co. as independent public accountants to
certify the corporation's financial
statements for the fiscal year ending Dec. 31, 1950.
Noting that RCA's annual business volume has increased threefold in the last decade, from a level
of $128 million in 1940 to $397
million in 1949, Gen. Sarnoff told
the stockholders that "the funds
required to run the business have
grown nearly as fast, from $75
million 10 years ago to $185 million at the end of 1949, or a 10-year
growth of $110 million. Capital
expenditures have averaged about
$15 million a year for the last five
years and are likely to so do for
the next five," he said. t
Profits Plowed Back .
"In obtaining these additional
funds we did not dilute the equity
of the stockholders through the
issuance of additional stock," Gen.
Sarnoff said. He explained that
about two-thirds of the new capital
came from profits plowed back into
the business and the rest from a
long-term loan of $40 million received about a year ago. This sum
is the initial portion of a $60 million loan, with the remaining $20
million to be received later this
year. This loan, which has an
interest rate of 3%, will begin to
mature about 20 years from now,
he said.
Expressing appreciation for the
"splendid work and the spirit of
loyalty among our more than 40,000
employes," Gen Sarnoff noted that
last year "was the first in which
Mr. Frank M. Folsom served as
president of RCA. His ability, experience and enthusiasm are reflected throughout the operations
of the corporation. Mr. Folsom's
contributions to the year's results
were of the highest order." A
burst of applause indicated stockholder concurrence in Gen. Sarnoff 's
congratulations to President Folsom.
Turning to television, Gen. Sarnoff reported that in February
RCA Victor turned out its millionth
TV set and added that there is a
shortage of RCA receivers despite
all the efforts being made to keep,
up with demand. He cited industry
estimates that five million new TV
sets would in 1950 join the four
million in operation at the beginning of the year, indicating a total
U. S. audience of some 32 million
viewers by the end of 1950.
Reporting on the demonstrations
of color television made by RCA
before the FCC. Gen. Sarnoff declared that the new RCA electronic
BROADCASTING

Radio Corp. of America and Domestic Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statement of Income
For the Quarter Ended March 31
Gross Income:
From Operations
Other Income, including Interest and Dividends from
other Investments
Dividends from wholly-owned Foreign Subsidiaries
Total Gross Income from all Sources
Deduct:
Cost of Goods Sold, Operating, Development, Selling
and Administrative Expenses
Depreciation
Amortization of Patents and Patent Rights
Interest
Total Deductions
Balance before Provision for Federal Income Taxes
Deduct:
Provision for Federal Income Taxes
Net Profiit for the Quarter
Preferred Dividend
Balance for Common Stock
Earnings per share on Common (13,881,016 Shares)
direct-view color picture tube which
was demonstrated publicly for the
first time on March 30 [Telecasting, April 3] "promises to be one
of the great inventions of the second half of the century. It is an
outstanding development of our
time and the master key to practical color television for the home."
He said that new tube gives a
color TV set "unencumbered by
any mechanical parts or revolving
discs" with "no flicker, no color
break-up, no whir of discs." He
added that the RCA color system
has "complete compatibility with
the present black-and-white system" and that if the FCC approves
it, owners of present day sets can
get RCA color broadcasts in monochrome without any alterations or
adjustments and without fear of
obsolescence.
"Neither has the broadcaster any
need to fear obsolescence of his
transmitter, nor the loss of his
black-and-white audience when he
broadcasts RCA color programs,"
he said. "Because of this feature
of compatibility, the RCA color
system functions at both transmitter and receiver in complete
harmony with the existing blackand-white system."
Color Set
Gen. Sarnoff said that with the
new tube TV color sets can be built
of the same general size and shape
as standard black-and-white receivers. He reported that through
new equipment developed by RCA
engineers color programs can be
sent over existing coaxial cables,
insuring network program service from the start if the RCA color
system is approved. In answer to
a question as to when the public
may expect color TV, he replied
"within a year or two after the
FCC sets the standards for color
broadcasting."
For NBC, the year has been one
of "notable progress" in both radio
and TV broadcasting, Gen. Sarnoff
reported. With more than 85 million radios in the nation and "considering the country as a whole,
radio broadcasting continues to hold
high
popular rating."
reported
the suggestion
of JackHe Berch
on
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KPHO

1950
$

$
1949

126,986,873
167,745
214,932
127,369,550

92,014,705
113,122
200,000

105,627,536
2,096,025
375,000
325.758
108,424.319
18,945,231

80,500,532
J/3,UUU
1,447,351
200,861
82,523,744
9,804,083

7,709.000
11,236,231
788.201
10,448,030
.753

3,872,000
5,932,083
788,200
5,143,883
.371

92,327,827

his NBC show that listeners contribute their Christmas cards for
distribution to unfortunates and
that this 30-second appeal pulled
more than five million cards.
Admitting that the expenses of
television
net
income forhad1949pulled
belowNBC's
the 1948
level, despite an increase in gross
revenue of nearly $2 million, Gen.
Sarnoff stated that although "the
operation of a TV network is as
yet unprofitable, the margin of
loss is steadily being reduced. We
are confident that television stations and networks will become
profitable enterprises within a reasonable time, as the size of the
audience, number of advertising
sponsors and advertising rates
Gen. Sarnoff reported that the
increase."
45-rpm system of recorded music,
introduced a year ago, "has won
widespread public acceptance and
is rapidly becoming the most popular type of phonograph record on
the market," with these records
now being manufactured by RCA
at the rate of more than 30 million
a year and turntables for them
being turned out and sold by RCA
at the rate of more than one million
a year.
He departed from his prepared
text to state that if RCA had
listened to complaints from stockholders and dealers a year ago this
never would have happened, statingmentthat
company's
took the
the course
it did managebecause
of its faith in the recommendations
of the RCA engineers who developed the 45-rpm system. With
the 45's established, RCA is now
issuing 33% rpm records as well,
he noted.
WCAP Is Now WJLK
WCAP Asbury Park, N. J., was
scheduled to become WJLK at 7
a.m. May 1. The new call letters
honor the late J. Lyle Kinmonth,
for 50 years editor and publisher
of the Asbury Park Press, owner of
the station. WJLK will operate with
250 w on 1310 kc while WJLK-FM
will continue on Ch. 232, 94.3 mc,
with 1 kw, according to Thomas B.
Tighe, manager.

REVAMP

Change-Over in Owners
REORGANIZATION of ownership
in KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix was announced last week with sale by Rex
Schepp of his 43% interest in
KPHO for $101,000 and sale by
Edward R. Borroff of his 10% holding in the AM station for $20,000
to principals in the TV station.
Transfer papers are being prepared
for FCC approval.
Mr. Schepp, president and general manager of KPHO, and Mr.
Borroff, KPHO-TV general manager and former ABC vice president in charge of the central division, both announced their resignations concurrent with sale of their
holdings. Buyers are John C. Mullins, Phoenix attorney; John Mills,
owner of Westward Ho Hotel there,
and Dr. J. N. Harber, also Phoenix.
They plan to divide the interests
equally, it was said.
It was expected that Mr. Mullins
would be elected president to succeed Mr. Schepp with Carl Wester,
KPHO-TV vice president, continuing second in command. KPHO, an
ABC outlet, is assigned 5 kw on 910
kc. KPHO-TV, established in 1949,
operates on Channel 5 (76-82 mc)
and is the only TV outlet in
Arizona.
Schepp Stock
Mr. Schepp owned 3,825 of the
total 8,750 shares in Phoenix
Broadcasting Inc., KPHO licensee,
and five of total 11,585 Class A
common voting shares in Phoenix
Television Inc., licensee of KPHOTV. Mr. Borroff held 750 shares
in Phoenix Broadcasting. Other
stockholders in Phoenix Broadcasting include: Mr. Mills, 2,925 shares;
Citizen Pub. Co., Tucson, 750
shares; Erskine Caldwell, 400
shares, and George W. Chambers,
100 shares.
Other holders of Class A voting
stock in Phoenix Television include:
Mr. Mills, 3,750 shares; Mr. Harber,
2,000 shares; Mr. Mullins, 1,750
shares; Phoenix Broadcasting, 500
shares; Citizens Pub. Co., 2,600
shares; Mr. Caldwell, 250 shares;
Mr. Chambers, 100 shares; Mrs.
R. E. Ellingwood, 200 shares; John
Ellingwood, 230 shares. Total of
480 shares Class B common nonvoting stock is held by: Mary Harber, 300 shares; Elsa Myers, 100
shares; Carolyn Carelton, 70
shares; Fred and Ethel Kindley, 10
shares.

Berns Joins WJZ-AM-TV
WILLIAM BERNS, former special
events director of WNEW New
York, and more recently on a special publicity assignment for NBCTV's Saturday Night Revue, has
joined WJZ-AM-TV New York,
effective today (Monday) as promotion manager. Before his entrance into the radio and television
field, Mr. Berns handled special
promotion for Warner Bros., Eagle
Lion and United Artists.
May 8, 1950
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Selling Good-Will
(Continued from page 25)
hint in a dignified and human narrative.
All the association wants to do
is show the public that the railroads have an attractive service to
offer those who travel or ship commodities.
The relatively new commercial
theme is linked with AAR's general publications advertising. More
and more the radio campaign
(nearly 509c of AAR's entire public
relations budget) and the publications advertising are dovetailed.
Signs of the wisdom of this refined broadcast technique are appearing in AAR's large amount of
unsolicited mail, and reflected at
the ticket window. More important,
in view of the fact that basic railway funds come from freight, is
the indication of audience interest
in this less glamorous type of
service.
A Railroad Hour fan, who is general traffic manager of an important industrial concern, wrote to
AAR asking for reasons he should
ship by rail instead of truck and
concluded this way, "I am now
thinking of this in the interest of
our country as a whole more than
individually."
Without trying to stretch this
incident into a trend, the association's officials added it to other
related comments and incidents and
decided to put a trifle more commercial punch into their institutional campaign.
Such changes in the approach of
radio messages can be effected
quickly and easily due to the medium's flexibility. How quickly and
easily was shown just a fortnight
ago — April 24.
Radio's Flexibility Used
With a major rail strike imminent, AAR officials were able to
take advantage of radio's flexibility
when they learned at 7:24 p.m. via
Morgan Beatty's NBC news roundup, that the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen & Firemen had just
accepted the mediation offer of a
federal board.
Forty minutes later William T.
Faricy, AAR president, addressed
the nation when The Railroad
Hour's "Prince of Pilsen" paused
for the regular two-minute message
from the association.
President Faricy explained what
had happened and reviewed the
background of the strike threat,
calmly and carefully, leaving the
facts with listeners so they could
draw their own conclusions.
The two-minute message offers
an outstanding example of an ina crisis. dustry's contact with the public in
Had AAR tried to explain this
situation in publication advertising
it would have required a minimum
of 48 hours for anything approaching national coverage.
Of course there's no way of
hitching a yardstick or decibel
meter to the public's response to
the radio message, but it stands up
in any public relations m^n's book
as a demonstration of quick, digniPage 42
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fied and effective contacting.
A
study of AAR's
announcements
showsmid-program
many fine
examples of institutional , copy.
Only recently was it discovered
that the 20-second closing billboard
had unsuspected impact. The discovery occurred when AAR decided
to repeat an audience analysis tried
during the Railroad Hour's opening
season.
After all, AAR is spending
$1,150,000 a year on its radio campaign and wants to know who it is
reaching, how many of them, and
what they are like. When AAR
does anything, it does it in a big
way and that's what happened
when the audience study was
started.
Out of the project came one of
the top examples of audience dissecting. The technique was simple
and scientific, and AAR certainly
hadn't the slightest desire to kid
itself by shimmering up the results
with statistical fantasies.
Details Outlined
It worked this way. On the Jan.
23 broadcast the middle commercial
told listeners they would be mailed
a railroad question-answer booklet
titled Quiz if they wrote to The
Railroad Hour, Transportation
Bldg., Washington 6, D. C.
On the Jan. 30, Feb. 6 and Feb.
13 programs the closing 20-second
commercial was devoted to the Quiz
offer.
And what happened? Well, 63,794
persons wrote to AAR for the booklet. Every letter and postcard was
checked, showing 98.5% of requests
correctly addressed in every detail,
even down to the zone number.
AAR thought the original twominute offer would be the best mail
puller but discovered that the three
20-second reminders drew almost
as heavily as the middle commercial. As a result this brief windup
is getting more attention with
Singer Gordon MacRae reading the
lines.
This doubling-in-brass idea is
working out nicely. Mr. MacRae,
who admits he is a "frustrated announcer," handles the lines with
sincerity and relishes the intimate
chat with the AAR's family of 15
million listeners.
Though AAR made no suggestion of any sort in its four Quiz
announcements, 11,315 (18%) of
those writing took time to comment
on the NBC program. Of these,
11,298 were favorable, 1 definitely
critical (he once had a dusty train
ride) and 16 mixed ("it's a good
Linnea

Nelson

Speaker

LINNEA NELSON, radio timebuyer for J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, will be guest speaker
at the Women's Advertising Club
of Washington, D. C, luncheon
on Wednesday (May 10) at the
Washington Hotel. Mrs. Nelson
also is a member of the board of
Broadcast Measuring Bureau and
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies free time buying committee.

ABOUT to leave New York aboard an
American Overseas Airlines flagship
for Europe are Ed Wilson, KWK St.
Louis personality, and Mrs. Wijson.
The couple left April 30 on a threeweek tour during which Mr. Wilson
will do a series of broadcasts from
England, Germany, Switzerland, Rome
and France.
show,
but statistical
. . .").
AAR's
staff went to
work on the 7,161 of the letters
that could be identified by occupation of the listener. It found that
61.40% were men, 32.33% women,
5.86% children and .41% unidentilowifiable.
ng : The group included the fol-

week showed that during October
1949 through January 1950 the
program gained 21% in average
audience rating and 33% in share
of audience over the same period a
year before. The audience remains fairly level throughout the
entire 30 minutes whereas a year
ago it had declined "almost
steadily" when the program lasted
45 minutes.
Interesting comment by the
agency was that the program is
gaining considerably this year in
small cities and rural areas as
well as medium-sized cities.
Stimulating interest in The Railroad Hour are 1% million railroad
employes and their families,
spurred by the promotional efforts
of the individual carriers whose
house organs, stations and vehicles
carry posters and other material.
As alieves major
advertiser,
AAR bein advertising
its advertising,
and results show that the formula
is paying off on all sides. Even
companies selling equipment and
supplies to the road are joining in
the promotion. A great majority
of railroad public relations and advertising directors are enthusiastic
over the
program
ance is growing. and their acceptThrough The Railroad Hour,
AAR is telling the nation about
the tremendous increase in railroad efficiency as a result of vast
investments in facilities during and
since the war, though costs are
much higher. The story of improved safety is stressed, along
with other advantages of passen-

60 college teachers
199 college students
200 high school teachers
1,305 high school students
440 primary school teachers
2,370
primary school children
216
101 clergy
libraries
313 lawyers
doctors
47
31 writers, editors, commentators
13 bankers
899 businessmen
22 organizations
ger travel.
62 public
officials
Current Problems Included
743
railroad
employes
133 service personnel
595Canada)
from foreign countries (mostly
At first the broadcasts had emthe railroads'
the
Besides this Quiz mail, AAR gets nation, butphasizedthe
messages role
haveinbeen
stacks of unsolicited letters of combroadened to include current probment. Most of the writers say they
lems as they arise along with more
enjoy the program and many like commercial and controversial
the commercials. Every letter is phases of the industry.
answered, and all suggestions go to
Railroad employe reaction is favAAR's agency, Benton & Bowles.
orable. The workers, their employers, listeners and the program
Audience Studied
cast are developing a family feelWith all this information, AAR
ing. This has convinced many rail
believes it knows as much about its executives,
long-range minded, they
audience as any sponsor. While
have a public relations and sales
the program's results can't be instrument that will grow in popuadded up at cash registers, the aularity and influence through the
dience is known to be of high quality and ratings prove it is consistThe program is readily adaptent and appreciative.
able to television, and AAR is
years.
These conclusions definitely conlooking into the visual medium in a
firm the results of a similar study
preliminary way pending its evena year ago, when the Quiz booklet
tual
development as a fully nationwas offered on eight programs and
wide service.
drew 49,383 responses. All these
AAR's officials are sure they are
figures show composition rather
on the right track. The Railroad
than size of audience.
Hour format will be varied someThe Railroad Hour's average
what during the summer months,
share of audience increased from
continuing Mr. McRae and the
15.1% in the October-December
other talent but shifting May 29
period of 1948 (pleasing for a new
to a musical memory motif.
show) to 20.9% in the same 1949
But the railroad broadcast will
period, rising 38% in a year, based
carry on its same institutional
on Nielsen data. The Nielsen rating
in late 1948 was 6.3% compared to theme, frosted with a tasty coating
of traffic promotion.
8.1% in late 1949, a 29% gain.
And the program will continue to
Highest rating, 13.8%, was attained last Nov. 21. A fan magatell
the public a great industry's
zine panel classified the program as intimate story, telling it with
warmth
and friendship to millions
the eighth most popular on the air,
of persons who listen because they
rating- above Bob Hope.
A Benton & Bowles study last want to listen.
BROADCASTING
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FELLOWS ELECTED
Heads Boston Radio Club
HAROLD E. FELLOWS, general
manager of WEEI Boston and director of CBS operations in New
England, was
elected president
of the Radio Executives Club of
Boston
at the
final business
meeting of the
1950-51 season
last Wednesday
(May 3) at Hotel
Touraine. Approximately 150
Mr. Fellows
broadcasters and
agency executives attended the
session.
Highlight of the meeting was
presentation of the all-industry
film, "Lightning That Talks," by
Maurice Mitchell, director of
NAB's Broadcast Advertising
Bureau. Mr. Mitchell said that a
tighter, 20-minute version called
"Lightning That Sells," was being
prepared.
Other Officers Named
Other officers elected were: Edmund J. Shea, radio and TV di: rector, James Thomas Chirurg Co.,
first vice president; Jan Gilbert,
radio and TV director, Harold
Cabot & Co., second vice president;
Elmer Kettell, Kettell-Carter, station representative, treasurer; Rudolph Bruce, advertising manager,
New England Coke Co., secretary.
Named to the board of directors
were: W. C. Swartley, manager of
WBZ-AM-TV, representing Boston
stations; Gerald Harrison, president of WMAS Springfield and
WLLH Lowell-Lawrence, out of
town stations; Paul Provandie,
vice president, Hoag & Provandie
Inc., advertising agencies; Stacy
Holmes, publicity director, Filene's,
advertisers; Bert Georges, Transcast Corp., related businesses.
ZUGSMITH
SUIT
Court Grants Defense Motion

isqi

(Beneroso

A SOLEMN Requiem Mass for
Generoso Pope, 59, president of
WHOM New York and publisher
of II Progresso, Italian language
newspaper, who died on Friday,
April 28, was offered on Monday,
MayNew1, at
St. Patrick's Cathedral
in
York.
The funeral cortege was led by
300 New York City policemen and
the Police Dept. band. Mr. Pope,
who was an honorary Deputy Police
Commissioner, was given the funeral honors of that rank. Mayor
William O'Dwyer and Police Commissioner William P. O'Brien
headed the line of honorary pallbearers.
Italian Born
Born April 1, 1891, in the province of Benevento, Italy, Mr. Pope
arrived in the United States at
the age of 10 and worked as a
water boy for a sand company on
Long Island. Fifteen years later
he became president of that company. At the time of his death he
was president of Colonial Sand and
Stone Co. Inc., largest organization
of its kind in the world.
In 1928 Mr. Pope purchased the
Italian language newspaper and in
1946 acquired WHOM, a station
with a large Italian audience. Generoso Pope Jr. is executive vice
president and general manager of
the station. Whether or not Mr.
Pope's death will affect the management of the station is not yet
KYOS KVCV KHSL
Mrs. McClung Named Head
FOLLOWING the death of Hugh
McClung, owner of KYOS Merced,
KVCV Redding and KHSL Chico,
[Broadcasting, May 1] his widow,
Mrs. Mickey McClung, has been
elected president and general manager of the three properties. Active
with her husband as assistant manager for several years, Mrs. McClung announced there will be no
change in operational policies or
organization.
Elsworth Peck will continue as
manager of the central offices of
the McClung broadcasting stations
in Merced. Charles H. .Kinsley Jr.
is KYOS station manager, with M.
F. Woodling continuing in similar
capacity at KHSL and Fred M.
Stuelpnagel at KVCV.

|3ope

1950

known.
Throughout his life Mr. Pope
had been active in many charities
and served as chairman of the
Committee of Americans of Italian
Origin for the American Red Cross.
During the last war he was chairman of war bond drives and sold
over $400 million worth personally.
He also was active in New York
political affairs and served as
treasurer of the 1949 New York
Democratic mayoralty campaign.
Congressional leaders from New
York last week paid their respects
to Mr. Pope. Tributes were offered on Capitol Hill by Reps.
Abraham Multer, Gary L. Clemente and Anthony F. Tauriello, all
Democrats, and were inserted in
issues
of the Congressional Record.
Surviving are his wife, and three
sons, Fortune R., Anthony J. and
Generoso Jr.

NAB

BRIEFING

Precedes Board's June Meet
SUMMER meeting of the NAB
board of directors, to be held June
20-22 at NAB headquarters in
Washington, will be preceded by
an indoctrination session for new
members [Closed Circuit, May 1],
NAB anounced last week. Eleven
new board members will take part
in the catechism, scheduled June 19.
Serving as instructors will be
NAB President Justin Miller; General Manager William B. Ryan and
Secretary-Treasurer C. E. Arney
Jr., flanked by department directors
from the NAB staff.
Mr. Ryan assumed his NAB post
last Monday and devoted the first
part of the week to meetings with
staff members. He is expected to
take part in the scheduled May 15
meeting between NAB officials and
representatives of the four networks [Broadcasting, May 1].
The network meeting will be held
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York. Tentative agenda as proposed by Judge Miller includes such
topics as NARBA, international
relations and activities of the various NAB departments.

WFRC
PETITION
Cites Economic Factors
WFRC Reidsville, N. C, petitioned
FCC last week to designate for
hearing the new AM application of
Reidsville Broadcasting Co., operator of WREV (FM) there, on
grounds the city cannot support
two AM outlets.
WFRC, a regional outlet on 1600
kc with 1 kw fulltime, directional,
opposed the WREV(FM) bid for a
new AM station in the city on 1220
kc with 250 w daytime. WFRC contended the hearing would prove "it
is not possible for another radio
station to operate in the Reidsville
market without both stations slipping below the low water mark
permitted by the Communications
Similar Case Cited
The "low water mark" concept
was brought out in a similar case
in early April, that of WKUL Cullman, Ala. [Broadcasting, April
10]. WKUL asked the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the District of CoAct." lumbia to set aside an FCC grant
for a new Cullman station on
grounds the city couldn't support
both.
WFRC said in FCC's memorandum opinion, denying WKUL's request that the new Cullman grant
be set aside, the Commission indicated it had authority to use its
discretion in designating hearings
on economic claims, depending on
their merit.

WHITE'S YEAR
MBS Honors Its President
FRANK WHITE'S first anniversary as MBS president was celebrated last Monday at a luncheon
given by Theodore C. Streibert,
president of WOR - AM - FM - TV
New York and chairman of the
Mutual board.
The directors of the network, Mr.
Streibert said, are pleased with
the improved outlook in the sales
picture and said they all looked
forward to Mr. White's continued
leadership in the future radio and
television operations of Mutual.
Mr. White's executive staff also
were guests at the luncheon.

i A DEFENSE motion to amend the
complaint filed four months ago by
Albert Zugsmith, who is suing
Smith Davis, radio stations and
newspaper broker, for $2.5 million
on charges that Mr. Zugsmith was
improperly deprived of his share of
revenue from the brokerage firm,
was granted last week by federal
court.
The defense motion to dismiss the
NIELSEN RATINGS*
' complaint for lack of a cause of
(TOTAL U. S., INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN H OMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
1 action was, however, denied.
Federal Judge William Bondy,
RANK OF TOP PROGRAMS, EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
EXTRA-WEEK
MARCH 26-APRIL 1, 1950 Current
sitting in the U. S. District Court,
Current
Current
Previous
Rating
Current Previous
Rating
Southern District of New York,
Rank Rank
Program
Homes
Rank
Rank
Program
Homes
ordered that some sections of Mr.
1
1
lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
21.9
10
11
Day in the Life of Dennis Day (NBC) . . . 15.1
Zuzsmith's complaint be clarified
2
3
Jack Benny (CBS)
20.0
"by alleging the facts relied on to
3
2
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
19.8
NOTE! Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSENsustain the conclusions."
4
5
Amos 'n' Andy (CBS)
18.4
RATING"
to 39,281,000— the 1949 estimate of Total United
States
Radio(%)Homes.
5
6
You Bet Your Life (CBS)
18.1
Judge Bondy also granted a mo6
8
My Friend Irma (CBS)
- 16.7
tion to quash the service on Smith
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of the program., except
7
4
Charlie McCarthy (CBS)
16.7
Davis & Co., an Ohio corporation,
for homes listening only 1 to 5 minutes.
8
19
Red Skeiton (CBS)
15.5
and one of the several defendants
9
7
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC)
15.1
Copyright 1950 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
named in Mr. Zugsmith's suit.
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'Gambling7 Hearing
(Continued from page 30)
as I know, not a single member of
the radio gallery here" deals with
racing news.
Pursuing the same tack, Sen. McFarland observed that sports news,
odds and even races are broadcast
by radio and TV stations and that
he had received no request from stations to appear. "I take it that they
favor the legislation," he commented dryly.
Mr. Davis acknowledged that
"certain kinds of broadcasts do promote gambling at race tracks" but
objected that prohibition of news
about it "is not the way to go
about it."
Sen. McFarland reminded Mr.
Davis that he had "deprived some
of these radio stations and companies of a free broadcast from
you"
by
banning
broadcasts
the committee
room.
Stations from
also
had tried to record proceedings involving "admitted violators of the
law" who testified but the committee felt "that was not a very good
thing," he remarked.
Brenner Testifies
Jacob Brenner, president and
general manager of Armstrong
Daily Sports Inc., told the sub< committee that Armstrong programs are in "great demand" and
that stations "solicit" the organization for racing news. "Several requests for the program have been
made to us within the past few
weeks," he added.
Singling out WTUX Wilmington,
Del., Mr. Brenner accused Andrew
J. Kavanaugh, Wilmington public
safety director, of making "irresponsible statements" before the
subcommittee last month and before FCC last year. Mr. Kavanaugh testified that the service was
soliciting stations to transmit gambling information by promoting its
"tip sheet" [Broadcasting, April
24].
Mr. Brenner said Armstrong does
not buy time from WTUX or other
stations, only spot advertising and
news announcements, and that "20odd" other advertisers also buy time
during afternoon periods on WTUX.
He said that prior to October 1948
1930 — 1950
20th Anniversary Year
46.0

"HOOPER"*
* (average 5 periods
winter, 1950)
proves the best buy
in
DANVILLE,
VA.

WBTM
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
5kw(d) ABC lkw(n)
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when Armstrong news began on
WTUX, the station had broadcast
a racing news program with results "much more quickly than
under the Armstrong sponsorship."
Walter Semingsen, assistant
vice president of Western Union
Telegraph Co., said the company is
"unalterably opposed to any legislation which would place on the common carriers burdens or responsibilities which are unreasonable, impracticable orimpossible of fulfillment." The bill would make Western Union a "policing and censoring" agency, he declared. Furthermore, WU did not give preference
to racing interests during wartime
on use of facilities as mentioned in
the FCC report, he added.
Mr. Semingsen said the telegraph
company annually derives about
$800,000 from its baseball ticker
service and another $200,000 from
services for football, hockey and
basketball. Baseball information
is transmitted by WU employes at
the ballparks play-by-play, "every
three-innings or at the end of
games. No racing news is carried
by the company's CND (Commercial News Dept.) reports, he said.
While he felt that radio has cut
down the number of WU subscribers, Mr. Semingsen said the firm
has some 2,574 tickers in 529 cities,
with transmitting stations at Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, New York
and San Francisco. Up to 3,500baseball-sports tickers are used
during the peak of the baseball season, he estimated.
WU Circuits Shown
He showed a Western Union exhibit of circuits which are leased to
both Armstrong Daily Sports Inc.
and Morning Telegraph who transmit racing news by means of teleprinter. Stations served by the
Armstrong circuit included WRIB
Providence, R. I,; WSFL Springfield, Mass.; WOKO Albany, N. Y.;
WKIB New Britain, Conn.; WMID
Atlantic City, N. J.; WTUX Wilmington, Del.; WSID Baltimore,
Md.; WDAS Philadelphia, Pa.
Morning Telegraph serves KBFT
Los Angeles, according to the exhibit. Mr. Semingsen described the
broadcasts coming "at intervals" or
as racing results.
Mr. Semingsen thought it clearly
recognized that furnishing or receiving racing news or sports data
is not "gambling" and itself illegal,
and added that it must be notified
by federal or local authorities that
the facilities are being used illegally.
(Meanwhile, last week Western
Union asked FCC to amend its tariffs to permit it to discontinue acceptance ofmoney or wagers in and
out of the state of New Jersey —
at the request of the state attorney
general who ruled the practice
illegal.)
S. Whitney Landon, genei'al attorney, AT&T Long Lines Dept.,
said that if the Interstate Commerce Committee should approve
the bill, "it should be aimed at senders" and not common carriers.
Additionally Mr. Landon felt that

felt the proposed one-hour time lag
after radio broadcasts or telecasts
"involves the recognition of a
dangerous principle of discrimination against radio versus the newsMr. Moore explained that Transradio sports wire subscribers include about an equal proportion of
radio, television and newspaper
clients, and a general wire which
primarily serves radio stations.
Stressing
paper." the importance attached
to radio as a news channel and
IN recognition of his "valuable services to Greece," J. E. Baudino (1 ), station manager of KDKA Pittsburgh, is
presented with the Insignia and the
Diploma of the Cross of the Commander of the Royal Order of the
Phoenix by Greek Ambassador Vassilli C. Dendramis. The order was
bestowed by the King of Greece who,
through the ambassador, cited Mr.
Baudino for the moral support he has
continually given to Greece and the
help he has given in establishing a
better understanding between the two
nations.
it would not be "in the public interest" for telephone companies to
be required to censor telephone conversations, which in turn would
make them a "law enforcement
group." Long Lines has refused
to give facilities to sport sheet services, he added.
Similar fears of a possible "communication censorship" were expressed by Clyde S. Bailey, executive vice president, U. S. Independent Telephone Assn., who felt that
placing the burden on both senders
and receivers would be "unrealistic"
and "far-reaching." It would turn
companies into "crime detection
agencies," he charged.
With respect to the proposed FCC
bill to ban outright all betting, odds
and price data on all sports, Mr.
Bailey thought it had "certain advantages" over the Justice Dept.
proposal by providing a "more clear
cut definition of the word 'gambling,' "and specifying an offense
only when transmission is done
"knowingly."
Mr. Bailey contended that "even
this leaves much to be desired" and
felt the FCC version could give rise
to
vexatiousof questions"
the "many
determination
whether it in
is
done "knowingly."
Represents Independents
Mr. Bailey's association is a national trade organization representing approximately 5,000 independent companies who are not members
of the Bell System.
Herbert Moore, chairman of the
board, Transradio Press Service
Inc., felt the proposed Justice Dept.
bill "skirts so close to the basic
problems of freedom of information
as to require the most searching
Mr. Moore told the subcommittee
scrutiny."
that whatever bill (FCC or Justice
Dept.) is accepted, radio and television should not be assigned "an
inferior role," and expressed doubt
if betting has been increased by
radio broadcasts of race results. He
BROA

pointing to television's rapid
strides, Mr. Moore termed broadcasters "timid" in the fight for
news freedom because of "investments the
under government
and told
subcommitteelicense"
radio
"must look to you, in great part, to
defend a free and non-discrimiHe added
nating policywarily:
for radio news."
"I'm sure this committee is well
aware of the danger of any law
which would in any way give the
communications companies and the
FCC a sort of police function, which
I'm sure none of them want and
none is equipped to exercise. The
FCC's tasks have become so complicated by the vast new developments in radio, television and
communications generally as to
discourage loading more functions
Frank Starzel, general manager
of Associated Press, characterized
the bill as "dangerous legislation"
and that it is "wrong in principle to
prohibit
on it." transmisson of news that
is legal at its point of origin. He
said AP services only one radio station in the West and none in the
East with racing and other sports
information.
ONE WORLD
Awards to McBride, Murrow
MARY MARGARET McBRIDE,
women's commentator on WNBC
New York, and Edward R. Murrow, CBS commentator, have been
selected as the 1950 radio award
winners by the One World Award \
Committee, it was announced
Wednesday by Prof. James H.
Sheldon, chairman of the nominating committee.
Mr. Sheldon also announced that
Roger Baldwin, international affairs chairman of the Civil Liberties Union, will receive the One
World Flight Award and will
make a round-the-world trip under
the organization's
auspicesQuentin
sometime later this year.
Reynolds will receive the press
award and William Wyler, producer of "Mrs. Miniver," "Best
Years of Our Lives" and other
movies, the motion picture award.
The 1950 One World Awards
will be presented at a dinner to
be
held June 7 Hotel,
at NewwhenYork's
Waldorf-Astoria
the
organization also will present special awards for international
statesmanship to Ben Cohen, Assistant Secretary General of the
United Nations; Carlos P. Romulo,
UN Assembly President, and
others.
• CASTING
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bias or prejudice.
Its "peculiar
niche" (as a religious feature) has
been "carved by both quality and
popularity,"
citation concluded.
Its musictheentertainment
won
WQXR New York an award in that
types of the "best"
All committee
category.
in
music, the
said, are
brought by WQXR to a half million families in New York plus
homes in 14 other states and Canada. Prominent 1949 offering on
the station, the committee observed,
was Our Musical Heritage Series.
Author Meets The Critic was
judged tops in educational programs. The program has been
heard regularly for the past 10
years over ABC — in 1947 it was
aired on both radio and television.
The Committee noted perseverance
of Producer Martin Stone who
stuck with the program even though
it often lacked a sponsor. Lauded
also was the editorial ability of
John McCaffery, program host.
In children's programming, the
bell was rung by WTIC-NBC Hartford for Mind Your Manners, which
underscored the theory that it is
smart for teen-agers to have good
manners. As a new approach to
the juvenile program, the judges
found the WTIC program obtaining
the approval of parents, teachers
and the youngsters themselves.
NBC's UN Project Cited
As an outstanding contributor to
international understanding, a commendation was given to NBC's
United Nations project. No subject,
the committee said, is more vital
to the welfare of mankind than international understanding. The
program concentrated its effort to
explore the "structure, philosophies,
and accomplishments of the agency
most concerned with world harmony" and has been "an important
adjunct to the UN itself in the fulfillment of its far-flung mission,"
the judges said.
For television entertainment,
veteran comedian Ed Wynn, "The
Perfect Fool," was voted first place.
The Ed Wynn Show on CBS-TV,
the judges found, brought to the
TV screen the "best of the techniques of stage, screen and radio."
As an educational program, .4

'This is some character^
NAMED W£BS7£R.1fieYRe
GIVING HIM SOME KIND OF
KNOW
AN AWARD.DONDON'T
7" &VE VJHAT
WHV AND
WHY
DARN.
A
CALLS
RADIO
-THEY PlTT THESE BORES ON
The air i dmr imagine.
I'D EVEN PREFER LISTENING TO A SINGING
\COMMERC IAL

I NEVER
HEARD OF
The man ,

STATION

IN THE

50

COUNTY
TULSA
AREA 60.33%

but i feel
sorry for
him. ne a
SCARED STIFF

OF 1949 BMB
RADIO

This
Proves
Again
THE UNSEEN AUDIENCE — Mr.
Crusade in Europe, telecast by
ABC-TV, copped honors. Also recognized were the personalities involved in making the program
available: Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, author of the book by the
same title upon which the film was
based; Henry R. Luce, editor, Time
and Life; Roy E. Larson, president, Time Inc.; Richard de Rochemont, producer, and Arthur Tourtellot, assistant producer, "March
the judgment of the Peabody
of InTime."
Committee the most worthwhile TV
undertaking in the news area during 1949 was CBS's United Nations
in Action, a series of programs reporting activities and proceedings
of the world body. This program
was underwritten by the Ford
Motor Co. as a public service.
Video's best children's program in
1949 was NBC's Kukla, Fran &
Ollie, according to the judges. The
puppet show was cited for the
"whimsy and general satire of the
THE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS

in the Nation's
Fastest Growing
Market
PORTLAND
OREGON
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLT BT EDWARD
BROADCASTING

GREATEST

TO PE 6
LI RE
RT
ST PO
O
EN RT
K W
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V E
O E7
G
O K
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YS

Peabody Winners
(Continued from page 29)
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PETRT A CO.

Webster's cartoon last Friday.
James Barrie-Lewis Carroll sort."
Special citation was awarded to
cartoonist H. T. Webster, for his
weekly cartoon, "Unseen Audience," as the most . "graphic and
civilized criticism of radio." The
Herald-Tribune Syndicate releases
the strip. Other special citations
went to the UN and the American
broadcasters in general, as represented through NAB, for broadcast contributions to better international understanding; and to
Harold Ross and The New Yorker
for its successful campaign in behalf "of the rights of the so-called
'captive audience.' "

And

SAUDEK
ELECTED
Is New REC President
ROBERT SAUDEK, ABC vice
president in charge of public affairs, has been elected president of
the Radio Executives Club of New
York for the 1950-51 season, John
J. Karol, CBS
sales manager,
current REC

KVOO shows a radio
family audience in
the 1949 BMB reporttimeof 799,050
dayagainst 683,920

president,
announced at last
Thursday's
eon session. lunchOther officers
for the coming
year will be: Vice
president, Ralph
Weil, WOV New
Mr Saudek
York; treasurer,
John W. Brooke, Free & Peters;
secretary, Claude Barrere, Foreign
Language Quality Network. They
will be installed at REC's final
meeting of the present season, May
18 at the Hotel Roosevelt.
Speaker at that luncheon meeting will be Clarence B. Goshorn,
President, Benton & Bowles, and
retiring chairman of the AAAA.

Impressive
Loyalty
Listener
KVOO's

More
Families
Listen

in the 1946 BMB report; and a 1949
nighttime audience
of 1,270,040 against
997,040 in 1946.
Write KVOO for
complete BMB 1949
report.

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
National Representatives
50,000 Watts
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IER Awards
(Continued from page 26)
NBC United Nations Report (NBC
and UN Radio), both first awards.
People's Choice (CBS) and Teddy Is
My Son (NBC), both honorable mention.
News, Analysis-Comment — Edward
R. Murrow and the News (CBS) and
Howard K. Smith from London (CBS),
both first awards. Special award,
Voices and Events (NBC) — Citation:
"Although not strictly in the category
of News, Analysis-Comment, the judges
recommended this program in recognition of the creative use of technical
advances to bring news to listeners in
an informative and educative manner."
Canadian National School Broadcasts
— This Is Newfoundland (CBC), first
award. Children of the Commonwealth
(CBC), honorable mention.
Television Awards
Programs of various types — Mr. I.
Magination (CBS), Studio One and
Ford Theatre (CBS), Meet the Press
(NBC), Kukla, Fran and Ollie (NBC),
and Your Show of Shows (NBC), all
five first awards.
Author Meets the Critic (ABC),
NBC Television Opera Series and CBS
Television Opera Series (NBC and
CBS), Arthur Godfrey and His Friends
(CBS), Today with Mrs. Roosevelt
(NBC), Fred Waring Show (CBS),
and Escape (CBS), all six honorable
mention.
Regional Networks, Regional Organizations and Regional and
Clear-Channel Stations
Religious — Here's to the Family
(WNBC New York) and committee of
Catholic Lay Organizations, first
award.
Agricultural — Modern Farmer
(WNBC New York), first award.
Extension Service of the Air (WSJS

Winston
mention. - Salem, N. C), honorable
Women's Programs — Martha Deane
Program (WOR New York), first
award.
Cultural (excepting music) — Music
for the Connoisseur, Municipal Broadcasting System, New York, first
award. History and Myth on Stage
(WHA U. of Wisconsin), honorable
mention.
Personal and Social Problems — We
Human Beings (WCOP WCOP-FM
Boston), first award. Everyman's Story
(WNBC New York), honorable mention.
Presenting Public Issues — Take It
From Here: The New England Story
(Lowell Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council, WHDH WHDH-FM
Boston), first award. Also three honorable mentions: W-I-N-D Forum of
the Air (WIND Chicago); Murder
on the Highway (WCAU Philadelphia) ;Junior
Town Meeting (WJR
Detroit)
.
News Interpretation — Capital Correspondent (WPTR Albany), first
award. On the Communist Front
(WOR New York), honorable mention.
Furthering International Understanding— Three honorable mention
awards: After the Atom (WAVE
Louisville) ; World and You (WHDH
Boston) ; E Equals MC Squared (Radio
House of U. of Texas, KFJZ Fort
Worth). Special award — United Nations Proceedings (WNYC New York)
— Citation: "For unique and consistent
endeavor in bringing full coverage of
UN sessions to the public. Interpretative background presented with clarity,
dignity and showmanship."
One-Time Broadcasts — Race Prejudice (WMAQ Chicago) and PTC Strike
(WCAU Philadelphia), both first
awards. Kidnap (WWJ Detroit), honorable mention.
Children's (Out-of-School Listening)
— King's Three Ring Circus (KING
Seattle), first award. Honorable men-

FIRST
the

QUAD

in
CITIES

In Davenport, Rock Island, Moline and East Molinc
is the richest concentration of diversified industry between Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Omaha. The Quad
Cities are the trading center for a prosperous two-state agricultural
area. Retail sales, total buying and per capita income rate higher
than the national average, according to Sales Management. ,
47 Kw.
WOC-AMS'WOC-FM, 03.7 Mc.
WOC delivers this rich market to NBC Network, national spot
and local advertisers . . . with 70 to 100% BMB penetration in the
two-county Quad City area ... 10 to 100% in adjacent counties.
llWVi -TIVV 22.9
Kw.l 5Video • 12.5 Kw. Audio
Channe
Wftf
On the Quad Cities* first TV station NBC Network (non-interconnected), local and
reach radius.
over 9,000 Quad Cities'
sets . . . hundreds
morefilminprograms
a 75 air-mile
Basic NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Senders, General Manager
DAVENPORT, IOWA
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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tion to Sounds Fun (CBL Toronto)
cago).
and Carnival of Books (WMAQ ChiTeen-Agers (Out-of-School Listening)— Young Book Reviewers (WMCA
New York) and Young Ideas (KLZ
Denver), both first awards. Young
America Speaks (KFI Los Angeles),
Family Table (WIND Chicago) and
River Story (WAVE Louisville), all
three honorable mention.
In-School Use (Intermediate Grades)
Children of Other Lands (CBL Toronto) and Tales From the Four Winds
(WNYE New York), both first awards.
Magic Book (KMBC-KFRM Kansas
City), honorable mention.
In-School Use (Intermediate Grades)
— Classmates Overseas (WSUI-KSUI
Iowa State U.), first award. Dr. Tim,
Detective, (KLZ Denver) honorable
mention. Special award Music Map of
America to Standard Oil of California
(KNBC San Francisco and western
NBC network) — Citation: "For 22
years of fine service to West Coast
elementary school children in presenting unusually high-quality musical enjoyment; for efforts to provide a program which will integrate historical
and cultural understanding."
In-School Use (Junior-Senior High)
— Young People's Symphony Preview
(KUOM U. of Minnesota) and Get the
Answer — Right! (WBOE Cleveland
Board of Education), both first awards.
My Neighbor and Me (CBR Toronto)
and Understanding One World (KDKA
Pittsburgh, both honorable mention.
Local Stations and Organizations
Agricultural — Indiana Farm Journal
of the Air (KIOU Kokomo, Ind.), first
award. Friendly Farm Chat (WSTV
Steubenville, Ohio), honorable mention.
Cultural (excepting music) — -NBC
Theatre (WAVE, U. of Louisville),
first award. Music of the Nations
(WCFM Louisville Public Library),
honorable mention.
Personal and Social Problems —
Syracuse It's Your Problem (WAER
Syracuse U.) and PTA of the Air
(WIRAable mention.
Fort Pierce, Fla.), both honorPresenting Public Issues — On the
Spot (KTBC Austin, Tex., U. of
Texas), first award. Brown America
Speaks (WDIA Memphis), honorable
mention.
News Interpretation — Report from
Congress (WAER, Syracuse U.), first
award — Citation: "A serious and successful attempt to clarify the issues in
the national capital each week through
careful research, effective dramatization, skillful use of human interest
and introduction of important public
figures." Understand the Peace (WSPR
Springfield, Mass.), honorable mention.
Special One-Time Broadcasts — For
This I Die (WAER Syracuse U.), honorable mention.
Children's (Out-of-School Listening)
— Children's Workshop (WTOM Bloomington, U. of Indiana), first award.
Also honorable mention to: Magic
Music Box (WINR Binghamton) and
waukee).
Playtime for Children (WEXT MilTeen-Agers (Out-of-School Listening)— Treasures off the Shelf (WUOM,
Paul Laven
FUNERAL services for Paul Laven, 43, gag writer on the NBC
Bob Hope Show, were held in Los
Angeles on May 3, with burial in
Warren sville Cemetery, Cleveland,
Ohio. Mr. Laven died at his Los
Angeles home on May 1 following
a heart attack. Surviving is his
wife, Betty.

Pull Out for Filing
U. of Michigan, Ann Arbor), first
award.
In-School Use (Primary Grades) —
WBGO Story Hour (WBGO-FM, Newark Board of Education), honorable
mention.
In-School Use (Intermediate Grades)
— Under American Skies (WABE-FM,
Atlanta Board of Education) and Listen to a Legend (WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa), both honorable mention.
In-School Use (Junior-Senior High)
— 8-A Quiz (WBGO-FM Newark Board
of Education) and Teen Topics
(WABE-FM Atlanta Board of Education), both honorable mention.
Organizations Preparing and
Distributing Transcribed Series
Religious — All Aboard for Adventure
(Protestant Radio Commission), first
award.
Cultural
musicCarolina))
— University Hour (excepting
(U. of North
first award. American H erita g e
(Armed Forces Information and Education Div.), honorable mention.
Personal and Social Problems — VD
Radio Project (Columbia U.), first
award. The American Indian (American Restitution and Righting of Old
Wrongs Inc.), honorable mention.
Presenting Public Issues — Rutgers
University Forum (Rutgers and New
Jersey State U. over WCTC New
Brunswick and WAAT Newark), honorable mention.
Furthering International Understanding— GI Ambassador of Goodwill
(Armed Forces Information and Education Div.), honorable mention.
Special One-Time Broadcast — The
Only tionGood
Indianof (American
of Righting
Old WrongsRestituInc.),
honorable mention.
Children's (Out-of-School Listening)
— Adventure in Folk Song (Gloria
Chandler Recordings), first award.
Teen-Agers (Out-of-School Listening)^— That Ignorant, Ignorant Cowboy (Columbia U.), honorable mention
— Citation: "For a daring and unique
educational
in VD control."
In-School experiment
Use (Intermediate
Grades)
— This Week in Nature (Cornell U.,
WHCU Ithaca), first award. California
Stepping Stones (Junior Leagues of
California), honorable mention.

CHNS
The Shortest Route
To Results in
This Area Is Via
HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA
Maritimes Busiest Station
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JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
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Newsw

Television set ownership is growing at a
phenomenal rate. Every day television is paying
off more . . . to more advertisers.
THIS ISSUE:
Even the time when networking breaks
into the black is very near. That's why it is
extra important now to remember
certain things about television-. —
★ ★

★ ★★★★★★*★*★★★★★*★★★★

By Mid- 1951
Page 3

In the beginning . . . there was Du Mont.
Yes, Du Mont did it first — built the first
network between its New York station
WABD and its Washington station WTTG. .
Now the Du Mont Television Network
contains 54 stations from coast to coast.

As for coverage, Du Mont gets 'em all—
99% of the nation's telesets are
within reach of the Du Mont signal.

Clair
access
Page 3

(And don't forget that Du Mont signals
are just as good as anybody's.)
With no vested interest in other media,
Du Mont concentrates — gives
its undivided attention to tefevison.
Du Mont believes in television —
with a young-minded singleness of
purpose that bodes the best for sponsors.

Little David
int-Biow
Page 5

*
Du Mont continuous program research pioneers
the way to larger audiences, smaller budgets, i*
Du Mont cuts the- cost of television,—
labors to deliver more
viewers per dollar. And
that's only part of

a College Analyze
Sales Impact

the reason why —

Page 6

The Nation's Window on the World
515 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22, N. Y.
A Division of Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
Copyright 1950, Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.

Large advertiser or small, there is Du Mont
and talent, Du Mont programs and spc
suited to you. For the rest of the story write, wire, phone or run over to:
THE DU MONT

TELEVIS!

\NORK

IN

LESS

THAN

5

MONTHS

. . .

TV Dude Ranch is the shortest 30 miu
utes. Heretofore we didn't care for
anything Western, but your Dude Ranch
i Program changed our minds .
_

Seeing and listening to WOAI-TV would convince
you easier and quicker, but these "pat-on-the-back"
letters are the best printed proof we have. We have
lots more to show you when you can accept our invitation tovisit us soon. To entertain and sell an enthusiastic South Texas audience there's no substitute for
San Antonio's FIRST television outlet, WOAI-TV. For
availabilities, ask Petry.

Sponsors

enthused,

I had my set before you went on the alri
waiting to see what you could do. From the
[beginning I've been enjoying your wonderful
(programs.
wouldn't sell my set for a
Black land IFarm.

too!

Four more of WOAI-TV favorite local programs
join the ever-increasing list of sponsored shows:
* "Fashions in Your Living Room"
■fftV'Wrestling Personalities"
"Wrestling from Wrestlethon"
Represented Nationally By
Hoffman Hayride"
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
New
Louis
DallasYork• •SanChicago
Francisco • Los
• Angeles
Detroit •• St.Atlanta
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$7 annually, 25c weekly

CLI

Set

Production

THE RCA-CBS color television
battle was virtually in the hands
of the FCC late last week after
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, wound up major
presentations with testimony in
which he said RCA could have
sets for its system in production
by June 1951.
In a move to speed termination
of the long-drawn proceedings,
FCC meanwhile announced ses! sions would be held for as long
this week as may be necessary to
complete cross - examination and
rebuttal evidence, leaving only a
further demonstration of the CTI
system in San Francisco on May
17 and, on May 25-26, CTI crossexamination and rebuttal.
The testimony of Gen. Sarnoff,
on the stand in a marathon performance for two days and one
evening, highlighted a full week
which also produced these developments :
• Dr. W. R. G. Baker of General Electric Co., head of RMA's
engineering department, recommended that FCC let the National
Television System Committee,
which he heads, or some equivalent
industry body draft recommended

color standards within a broad
policy framework to be fixed by
the Commission.
# In the same vein, Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., research director of Allen B. DuMont Labs,
said he thought a group of engineers bya"getting
in of
a corner"
could do
better job
settling
the color controversy than can be
done via additional formal hearing
procedure.
# It was learned that the Bureau of Standards Committee on
color television, set up to study
and report to the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, has its report in the "firstdraft stage" and, though studies
are still in progress, is expected
to complete its work and report
within a few weeks.
Hearings to Start June 5
9 FCC announced that hearings on the next phase of the overall television case — a Bell System
proposal to allocate the 470-500
mc band at the lower end of the
UHF region to common carrier
operations instead of TV — will
commence June 5, with crossexamination to follow immediately
upon
timony.completion of the direct tes-

Gen. Sarnoff, who said he had
read all of the estimated 10,000
pages of the color hearing transcript, appeared to have anticipated most of the questions which
were put to him, with the exception mainly of detailed interrogation on patents and patent policies.
His appearance Wednesday,
Thursday and Thursday evening
brought out one of the largest
audiences the color sessions have
had since their early days last
September and October. CBS
President Frank Stanton and
Executive Vice President Joseph
H. Ream were present to hear him
castigate the system they propose. RCA President Frank M.
Folsom was among the top-level
officials of his own organization on
hand.
Final Cross Examination
He was preceded by Drs. Goldsmith and Baker, and was to be
followed by wind-up cross-examination of Vice President Conway
Coe and Drs. E. W. Engstrom and
George Brown of RCA; CBS Vice
President Adrian Murphy and Dr.
Peter Goldmark, developer of the
CBS system, and Dr. Goldsmith
(see late story At Deadline

UHF Development
STANFORD U. Research Institute announced last Friday it had developed a new
high powered UHF transmitter and a completely compatible converter to go with
it. The institute has been
working on UHF equipment
under the sponsorship of
John H. Poole, UHF experimenter of Long Beach, Calif.
A complete report on the new
transmitter and converter is
being prepared for early release, institute officials said.

Laying plansto for
CTI's May
17 •demonstration,
be attended
by
Chairman Wayne Coy and Comr.
Rosel Hyde, as well as key staff
members, FCC said CTI officials
report "a significant improvement"
in the operation of their system.
• FCC rejected Hallicrafters
Co.'s request for permission to
participate in the color hearings,
on grounds that the data the company has to offer would not help
FCC to write rules and standards.
Hallicrafters' request stressed the
importance of having a compatible
color system and urged FCC to
lift the VHF freeze and make
UHF assignments.

Gen. Sarnoff was subjected to
page).
extensive questioning on patents
by FCC counsel, the DuMont attorneys and Comr. Robert F. Jones
in particular.
Judge Samuel Rosenman, counsel for CBS, probed pointedly and
at length, contending RCA had
consistently sought to block CBS
color and arousing Gen. Sarnoff to
retort that Columbia's announcements of its color systems were
intended to retard black-and-white
TV.
Chairman Coy revived his query
about the possibility of moving all
television into UHF, and was told

PEABODY AWARDS in television (see story page 29) were conferred on the
following:
Crusade In Europe — Left photo: Roy Larsen (I), Time Inc., sponsor, and
Mark Woods, ABC vice chairman, looking over script.
Coverage of UN General Assembly — 2d photo: Frank Stanton (I), presi-

by Mid-' 51 -Sarnoff

Gen. Samoff testifies. . . .
VHF definitely should be retained
for both color and black-and-white
but that steps also should be taken
promptly to open and develop
UHF for both services. Very little
is known about UHF despite the
work that has been done in that
area, Gen. Sarnoff asserted. He
argued that opening of UHF and
abandonment of VHF would retard commercial color.
In a gloves-off attack on the
CBS system, Gen. Sarnoff called
upon FCC to set standards based
on compatability, 6-mc bandwidth,
and color quality comparable to
black-and-white. Standards based
on the CBS system, he claimed,
would be "a fatal mistake," resulting in a set-sales recession that
would bring "ruination and bankturers. ruptcy" to many small manufacOn the question of RCA's color
manufacturing policies — one of the
main points which led to Gen.
Sarnoff 's appearance — he testified:
£ If the RCA system is given
commercial
approval
would have color
sets in"soon,'"
factory RCA
production at a rate of 200 a week by
June 1951, increase the tempo to
1,000 a week by the end of the year
(Continued on Telecasting 8)

dent of CBS, and Henry Ford II, sponsor, at Lake Success.
Ed Wynn — 3d photo: Star of Ed Wynn Show.
Kukla, Fran & 0/lie — Right photo: Burr Tillstrom, creator, and Fran Allison
with the puppet stars, the blue-nose Kukla and Ollie the dragon.

'JERRY'S ANIMALAND' SUCCESS
WKRC-TV Program Uses Recorded Voices, Live Action
SUCCESSFUL test of the practicality of a new television technique
by which the audio part of a television show could be recorded beforehand and merely pantomimed by
the actors during the telecast, has
been announced by the program's
joint producers, WKRC-TV Cincinnati and Robert Acomb Inc., Cincinnati advertising agency.
The experimental show, called
Jerry's Animaland, was taken off
the air after a seven-week showing
when Robert Acomb, agency president, and Richard von Albrecht,
WKRC-TV program director, were
satisfied it was practical.
Station reports that one network and a film company have expressed an interest in syndicating
the show.
The program told the story of
Jerry, the 10-year-old son of a circus animal trainer, and his daily
experiences with his animal friends
who were being trained by his
father.
Working together on ideas, story
and direction, Mr. Acomb and Mr.
von Albrecht said they were confronted with something new and
different in television production.
This was because one person was
to take the part of all animal voices.
They decided to try the technique
and planned the experiment.
Mr. Acomb wrote and produced
the show. The station, through Mr.
von Albrecht, directed and telecast
it four times a week, 7:45-8 p.m. At
the end of seven weeks both reported the answer was clear that
this technique would make TV production better, easier— and less expensive. They found that continuity
slip-ups were eliminated, actors
were more at ease during the actual
telecast and production and talent
costs were kept at a minimum.
The part of Jerry was played by
.Gerald Harris, 10-year-old Cincinnati student. Victor Moore Jr.
did all the animal voices so that
the two were the only principal
characters needed.
During the experimental period,
Messrs, Acomb and von Albrecht
said, the program caught on rapidly
and gained a large following.
Adults and children alike wrote to

Trying their luck by breaking a
wishbone before their WHAS-TV
debate are Mr. Sholis (I) and Mr.
Comm., "the man who couldn't lose."
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praise the show and ask for more,
they reported.
This summer they plan on writing and recording new shows, designing new costumes and creating
new scenery, all to be ready by fall.
Both will tell you one thing is certain. The experiment substantiated
their belief that a TV show, based
on this completely different production technique, was feasible, could
be worked out, and would keep cost
down.
In addition to Messrs. von Albrecht and Acomb; Gerald Harris,
and Mr. Moore, other key figures
in Jerry's Animaland include Margie Shera of WKRC-TV; Richard
Ostrander, WKRC-TV production
man, and Robert Huber, in charge
of camera direction.

Taking time out from their chores in connection with Jerry's Animaland
on WKRC-TV are (I to r) : front, Gerald Harris (Jerry), Mr. von Al-\
brecht; Mr. Moore; back, Miss Shera, Mr. Ostrander and Mr. Huber.
WRESTLER
STRIKE
Halts Hollywood Arena

ASCAP TV MUSIC

WITH

Industry Meet Set May 16-18
THE INDUSTRY committee appointed to negotiate per program
licenses for the use of ASCAP
music on television will meet with
the television committee of ASCAP
at the society's New York headquarters May 16 - 18, Stuart
Sprague, New York counsel for the
TV broadcasters group, announced
last week.
Every effort will be made to
clear up the remaining difficulties
and settle terms of the proposed
licenses during the three-day meeting, Mr. Sprague said. Committee
was formed last fall after an earlier
TV music committee had worked
out terms for blanket licenses with
ASCAP, but negotiations of the
per program forms were delayed
while ASCAP was working with
the Dept. of Justice on details of its
new consent decree.
DERBY

TELECAST

WHAS-TV

Sponsors Debate

WHAS-TV Louisville sponsored a
debate a fortnight ago but it was
a case of one of the two principals
being sure to win.
The debate was between Victor
Sholis, general manager of WHAS,
and Bill Corum, president of
Churchill Downs race track. The
question
the Louisville areawas:
have a"Should
live telecast
of the
Kentucky Derby?"
In their debate, both Mr. Corum
and Mr. Sholis agreed that neither
wanted to kill America's blue-ribbon turf event which was held last
Saturday. Mr. Corum, debating on
the negative side, was much the onesided winner because, long before
the debate, he and others of
Churchill Downs official family had
decided and announced the answer:
It was: "No" for telecasters.

wrestlers refusing to perform before TV cameras, wrestling
at Hollywood (Calif.) Legion Stadium has been discontinued and the
house will remain dark until termination of the present telecasting contract with Don Lee Television on May 26.
Stadium committee, headed by
Leonard Jacobsen, made a direct
appeal to wrestlers, managers and
promoters to permit resumption
and uninterruped telecasting of
the sport in behalf of needed war
veterans' relief. Stadium and Don
Lee officials offered to waive any
revenues for the balance of the
existing contract and turn over
that money to such veteran causes
as directed.
The wrestlers' "strike" began
April 17 when KSTL (TV) Los
Angeles moved its cameras into the
stadium to telecast matches. Moments before the bouts were to
begin, contestants told stadium
officials they would not wrestle unless TV cameras were removed.
With a stalemate, the stadium cancelled its matches and refunded
money to the spectators.
As a result, Legion officials declared they would ask the State
Athletic Board to suspend the 10
wrestlers involved for breach of
contract.
Mr. Jacobson said the Legion
had a contract with Don Lee Television for telecasting of all stadium events. He further declared
the wrestlers had signed regular
contracts with the arena.
Phonevision

to KTTV

(TV) Hollywood, has contract with Comdr. Eugene MacDonald, head of Zenith Radio
to Phonerights
firstLos
Corp., for
vision
in the
Angeles area.
KTTV

Rights permits KTTV to operate
the system
either lon basis,
an experimental or commercia
if and
when it becomes feasible after test
scheduled in Chicago next September.
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EXTENSIONS
FCC Probe Still Alive
EVIDENCE that FCC has not com-j
pletely abandoned its investigation
of NBC's 2y2-hour Saturday night
TV series appeared last week in reports from the Commission concerning temporary license extension of several AM stations [Telecasting, Feb. 27]. Before beginning the series NBC amended certain network provisions to which
FCC had originally objected.
FCC explained it issued tem-.
porary licenses April 28 to WISN
Milwaukee, WWJ Detroit and
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., because
television affiliates of these operations were involved in the NBC
Saturday night TV case which it
expected to have under consideration, for at least another week.
WISN, a Hearst Radio Inc. station, was temporarily extended because of affiliated WBAL-TV Baltimore, the Commission said. Similarly, WMMN was put on temporary license because of WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio. Both are Fort Industry stations. WWJ is affiliated
with are
WWJ-TV.
of the TV out-'
lets
NBC-TV All
affiliates.
Observers last week questioned
FCC's reasoning in the WISN and
WBAL-TV association since only
a fortnight ago the Commission
granted WBAL a construction permore.mit for a new FM station in BaltiMeanwhile, FCC also reported it
had
the license
of NBC's
WRC extended
Washington
on a temporary
basis because of the long pending
complaint of the National Assn.
of Radio Station Representatives,
KFWB Los Angeles was temporarily extended because of the
pending policy consideration regarding the movie anti-trust cases.
JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES, Plymouth, Ind., announces marketing of
10-inch table model TV receiver with
built-in antenna for $99.90. Model
will be released to dealers soon.
BROADCASTING
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Hearing In
Favored
APRIL

PULSE

Reported for Three Cities
LATEST television reports by The
I Pulse Inc. show Godfrey & His
Friends as the top once-a-week
I show in Chicago. Texaco Star
I Theatre lead the Los Angeles and
i Philadelphia list.
The report covers the period
April 1-7. Television program
average ratings for three cities are
I given by The Pulse as follows:
CHICAGO
Once-A-Week Shows
Godfrey & His Friends
60.4
Texaco Star Theatre
52.8
"The
52.1
Toast Lone
of theRanger
Town
42.8
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
40.8
Kraft TV Theatre
35.6
Super Circus
34.1
1 Stop the Music
33.8
Saturday Night Revue
31.1
Sachs Amateur Hour
30.9
* Including re-broadcast
Multi-Weekly Shows
Howdy Ooody
18.3
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
17.7
Lucky Pup
15.0
Wranglers Club
14.9
Small
Fry
Club
14.7
Paddy the Pelican
13.5
Film Serial
12.8
Mohawk Showroom
12.5
Car »us Jim
11.7
Judy Splinters
10.9
LOS ANGELES
Once-A-Week Shows
Texaco Star Theatre
35.5
Hopalong Cassidy
30.9
The Movies
25.2
Toast of the Town
23.0
Movietown: RSVP
23.0
Fred Waring
22.9
Ed Wynn
22.5
Ken
Murray *
Show
21.5
Baseball
20.1
Alan Young Show
19.0
Multi-Weekly Shows
Time for Beany
17.5
Handy Hints
i0j
*Cowboy
Thrills
15.6
Newsreel (7:00)
12.0
Wheeler & Rourke
10.3
Newsreel (10:00)
10.2
Telequiz
95
Playtime
8.9
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
88
Cyclone Malone
8.7
* 15.2 Mon.-Sat.
PHILADELPHIA
Once-A-Week Shows
Texaco Star Theatre
61. <*
Godfrey & His Friends
54.3
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
52.05
Toast
of the
Town
49
Kraft TV Theatre
39 0
Fireside Theatre
39.0
Philco
Playhouse
37.
Ford Theatre
3^.61
The Goldbergs
36 0
I Silver Theatre
36.0
Multi-Weekly Shows
'Frontier
Playhouse
31.1
Howdy Doody
28.4
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
22.4
Mohawk Showroom
16.2
Judy Splinters
15.7
Camel News Caravan
15.4
Godfrey & His Uke
15.2
Ghost Rider (11:00 PM)
13.4
CBS-TV News
12.1
Hollvwood Playhouse
11.0
* 28.5 Mon.-Sun.
HAYES-PARNELL
Get Film Library Rights
EXCLUSIVE television releasing
■ rights to a library of 3,600 reels
of film have been acquired by Sam
Hayes, head of Hayes-Parnell
Productions Inc, Hollywood, from
Hollvwood Film Enterprises Inc.,
that city.
Releasing plans are being set up
and pictures will be made available
to all stations and networks, with
distribution handled by his own
organization, Mr. Hayes said. He
also pointed out that his contract
for TV rights has no time limit.
Page 51
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INTERCONNECTION
INTERCONNECTION of Western Union and Bell System inter-city TV
relay facilities was considered generally favorable to the rapid growth
of television, with certain exceptions, by five broadcasters appearing last
Monday and Tuesday before FCC. *
The hearing on the interconnecanyway
for full flexibility in operation issue between Western Union
tion.
and American Telephone and TeleThe ABC executive thought
graph Co. was interrupted by the WU's one-year contract imposed
sudden death Tuesday night of the
flexibility than AT&T's short
presiding officer in the case, J. less
term agreements. If both AT&T
Fred Johnson Jr., FCC's chief and WU rates and quality of servhearing examiner (see story page
ice were equal, even with inter77). The case was continued to
connection, Mr. Jahncke indicated
an undetermined date later in the
a station would prefer to do busiweek by the Commission.
ness with only one carrier to avoid
J. R. Poppele, vice president -in problems of divided responsibility.
charge of engineering for WORWilliam S. Hedges, NBC vice
AM-TV New York and WOIC
president in charge of integrated
(TV) Washington, stated he be- services, preferred the relay bandlieved the industry "would gain a
width which would give the best
tremendous advantage by having
quality picture and saw advantage
two competitors" providing inter- to reversibility if it lowered cost.
city relay facilities. He thought
He noted that even the 5-15 second
this would bring costs down and
switching time for the WU link
improve quality of the service.
would be too slow for some situaMany places in the U. S., particutions, however.
larly the "hinterlands" would gain
Cites Pros and Cons
service under competition, he indicated, with plenty of room for
Customer premise termination
both WU and AT&T to operate.
has both advantage and disadvanRodney K. Chipp, director of entage, Mr. Hedges indicated. Elimination of local loops would possibly
gineering for DuMont Television
Network, also considered WU's 4- improve quality, he said, but conmc channel as desirable and saw
siderable disadvantage was seen in
putting control of switching proreversibility
"a
distinct
advantage"
over certain circuits such as the
grams into the hands of affiliated
stations rather than the common
New York-Washington link.
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., vice carrier. He preferred to issue orders to the latter for service.
president in charge of stations for
ABC, favored interconnection and
Adrian Murphy, CBS vice prescompetition between AT&T and
ident and general executive, said
WU if it meant lower costs and
he didn't know if interconnection
better service. He offered the same
would actually lower operating
view regarding reversibility. Tercosts tial
butthat said
CBS feels beit'sallowed
essenmination of channels on the cusbroadcasters
at
all
times
to
interconnect
with
tomer's premises was considered
advantageous only if it eliminated
any common carrier. As to bandthe cost of local loops as required
width preference, Mr. Murphy said
with AT&T service, but Mr.
station reports show that AT&T's
Jahncke said stations would want
2.7-mc coaxial appears "satisfacto keen local loons in most cases

AM
torv."

DON'T
SELL
"TELEVISION will not replace
radio for a long time to come,"
Milton Biow, president of the Biow
Co., New York, told the Fashion
Group at a luncheon meeting last
Tuesday at the Biltmore Hotel in
New York.
"It will not take money away
from radio or newspapers," Mr.
Biow said, "television is another
sales medium."
Comdr. Mortimer Loewi, director
of DuMont Television Network,
speaker at the same luncheon, said
that color television is still experimental and far from being perfected or standardized. The cost to
adapt nearly 8 million sets now in
use for color reception through
field sequential as developed by
CBS, would be $2.5 million to $3
million, Comdr. Loewi estimated.
In addition, he stated color
would require expensive equipment
changes in the 103 television stations now on the air, and he felt
sure that station men across the

SHORT

country were not looking forward
to further investment in equipment
until thev were out of the red.
Mr. Biow also told the group
that it was not too important to
advertisers whether television is
black-and-white or color, but
quality of the program was important as it must serve as the
stimulant to sales.
Cites Relative Cost
The cost to the advertiser in
radio for such programs as Bob
Hope, is 283 consumers per dollar;
for the Jimmy Durante program,
202 consumers; for the Phil Harris
show, 235 consumers, while in television the Jack Carter Shoiv was
reaching 249 consumers per dollar,
Mr. Biow said.
As for commercials, he advised
the group to put them on film because that allows for correction
and perfection in the final showing.
Referring to TV's lack of threat
to radio, Mr. Biow said the rapidly
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TV SET TAX
House Committee Says No
A UNITED industry stand spurred
by Radio Mfrs. Assn. against a
Treasury Dept. proposal to tax
television receivers last week appeared to have turned the tide in
favor of TV manufacturers, distributors, retailers and telecasters.
The House Ways and Means
Committee last Tuesday tentatively
turned thumbs down on the suggested 10% excise on TV sets,
which the Treasury Dept. had recommended in the interest of an
estimated additional $45 million
annualing, Feb.
intake
in taxes [Telecast20, 13].
Authorities stressed the action
was "tentative" and subject to
change, but conceded they hope to
offset this amount by closing certain "loopholes" in the present tax
structure and obtaining revenue
from presently non-taxable corporations as recommended by President Truman. RMA had no comment on the action.
The committee reportedly sidetracked aplan to levy a 5% tax on
TV receivers, and an earlier one
calling for the full 10% based on
what some members felt was the
"industry's ability to pay." It was
pointed out the President had urged
general excise cuts throughout the
list of items and imposition of
taxes on present tax-free firms in
his annual budget message to ConMeanwhile, in other action the
committee voted to exempt from
gress.
excise taxes electronic radio redesigned forandcommuniceivingandsetsnavigation
cation
sold to
a reproposed
and
the government,
duction from 25% to 10% on domestic telegraph, radio and cable dispatches. It was proposed leased
wire
20%. excises be cut from 25% to

Says Biow
has not yet afmedium
expanding
fected radio
as an outlet for the
message. With 80 million
sponsorshomes
radio
as compared to the
present 5 million television homes,
he said, radio men had no need to
although video will continue
worry,
to
follow the course of radio as a
competitive medium.
Sponsors should be fully aware
that the combined audio visual
presentation is extremely strong,
he said. Usefulness of the product
rather than fine points of construction have more appeal to the potential buyer and he advised sponsors
to
concentrate to that end in commercials.
Televiewers, Mr. Biow said,
spend more than 7% times as many
hours watching as radio listeners
spend listening, and he advised
would-be sponsors to tailor their
programs specifically for the audienceshows
they want
to reach.
Dramatic
were first,
he claimed,
in TV ratings, followed by the
variety show.
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Brands NOT on TV
LOSE SALES in TV homes

30*1%

19.1% sales loss
18.3%

14.8%

A.«drage percent
buying 13 competing brands
NOT on IV

77 New Customers
Non-Owners Set-Owners

NBC LAST WEEK began showing
SAL
advertisersSand agencies
itsES
new
TV'
Hofstra study of television sales
effectiveness, a painstaking research job that gives substantial
testimony to the persuasive selling
power of video [Closed Circuit,
April 24].
The essence of the Hofstra findings is that among television owners the use of television advertised
products increases sharply while
the use of products not advertised
on television declines.
The study, which forms the backbone of NBC's new presentation,
was conducted by Hofstra College,
Hempstead, N. Y., under commission by NBC. Dr. Thomas Coffin,
then chairman of the psychology
department of the school, was in
charge of the project. Last September he joined the NBC television staff as a research associate.
The technique used in the study
was personal interviews of two
groups — television set owners and
non-owners, matched for neighborhood, age, education, family size,
standard of living and buying
power.
The two groups, according to
NBC, are "statistically indistinguishable."
Compares Groups
"Both have access to the same
newspapers, magazines and radio
programs," the NBC presentation
explains. "Both pass the same billboards. Both shop in the same
stores, choose from the same assortment of brands, are served by
the same clerks. Both are exposed
to the same advertised and unadvertised specials and the same
word-of-mouth advertising.
"Consequently if the buying of
the non-owner group is taken as
the norm, then any difference in
the buying by set-owners must be
due to television. Other influences
have been neutralized as completely as competent research can
achieve."
A total of 3,270 personal interviews were conducted, about half
of them in the first part of the
survey. Four months later Hofstra
interviewers revisited the original
group and achieved a record of
reaching 96.6% of all the people
Page 6
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sales increase

per M sets

reached in the first survey.
first
interview and thats^
of the
C
the
two groups
"This means
Sis 7.7. NB
NES
IVE
that
for every 100 sets there are
InEFF
the firstECT
survey 902
nonsecond, Hofstra found that "right
owners of television sets were in- 7.7 additional, or new customers —
from the start, owning a television
terviewed and 749 owners, for a or 77 new customers per thousand
set means more buying of television
total of 1,651. By the time of the sets for the average TV-advertised
brands, less buying of compete ~
second survey 72 of those who four
brand," the presentation states.
brands not advertised on televimonths before had not owned sets,
Sales increases for TV-adverhad acquired them. The breakdown
tised goods in TV homes were noted
Before owning a set 20.4% of
in every product category and for
in the second survey was 810 nonthose respondents bought the
each
of the 15 brands.
owners and 809 owners, for a total
average non -television advertised
of 1,619.
Among the 13 products not ad- brand.
After acquiring a set, only
Months after the second set of
vertised on television, the study
12.8% of them bought it. This
interviews, Hofstra researchers
found, the average brand was
conducted a pantry-check of 533 bought by 18.3% of the non-owners
a 37.3% sales loss for
represents
sion."
these
brands after TV entered the
new respondents, also consisting of and by 14.8% of the owners.
matched owners and non-owners.
19.1% Sales Loss
home, the NBC presentation says.
These were asked the same buying
Before owning a set 28.9% of
This represents a sales loss of
questions used in the former sur19.1%,
NBC
points
out.
respondents bought the averthose
veys and their answers were
age television advertised brand.
"This illustrates the doublechecked against brands actually
After acquiring a set, 40.5% bought
found in the home. Nearly 98% of edged effect of television," the NBC
it. This represents 40.1% gain in
presentation
says.
"Not
only
does
the
it (TV) increase sales of televi- sales of television advertised
firmed.purchase claims were consion-advertised brands in television
brands after TV entered the home.
Products Surveyed
homes, it cuts down the sales of
Sales effectiveness of television
non-television brands in those same
Fifteen products advertised on homes.
does not depend upon the novelty
television and 13 competing prodon acquisifactor of recent televisi
ucts not on television were inves"Thus the TV advertiser is ahead
tion, the Hofstra study found.
in two ways: He has obtained new
tigated. All products were widely
Indeed, the longer the set is in the
advertised in other media, all were
customers for his product, and he home, the more television adverwell established brands.
tised products are used there.
has 'saved' some 35 of his previous
customers which ... he would have
Among television-advertised
Length of Ownership Factor
products, the study found the averHofstra found that the average
lost had he not been in television."
age brand was bought by 25.6% of
Lower sales of non-television ad- TV advertised brand was bought
non-owners of television and 33.3%
vertised goods in television homes
of owners having sets
by 32.9%
of the set owners. This represents
were noted in every product cate- from
one to nine months, by 33.6%
gory
and
in
each
of
the
13
brands.
a 30.1% "sales increase" for TVadvertised brands in TV homes.
In analyzing the buying habits of those having sets 10 to 15
and by 33.9% of those own"Stated in numerical terms, the of the 72 people who acquired tele- months
ing TV 16 months and longer.
vision sets between the time of the
difference between the figures for
Another discovery by the study
was that television advertising
—
*f
influence was not exclusively exIS' TOTAL CI JSTOMER
GAIN
.
erted on owners of television sets.
It was found that two-thirds of
the non-owners interviewed had
NEW CUSTOMERS
9 33.3 ; ♦ ■ . -.
seen television within the previous
9 23.5 9
— ♦S^f
month, watching it for an average
of 7.9 hours.
SAVED CUSTOMERS
23.5%
the non-owners
whoOnlywere
not of
exposed
at all to
I 14,8 gg • ■ 18.3 9
television bought the average TV
advertised brand. Of non-owners
who had seen television 26.5%
BONUS CUSTOMERS
boueht it.
" :
i
This difference represents 30
B9H
9
bonus customers per thousand nonTOTAl EXTRA
owner viewers, according to NBC.
CUSTOMERS
"Since there were about two nonPER
M
SETS
Hi
HI OWNERS
NON-OWNERS
owner viewers per TV set, this
WSs GUBT VIEWERS
means 60 bonus customers per thousand sets," the presentation adds.
The 23.5 % buying of the average
May 8, 1950
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[TV advertised brand among nonn.vners who had no exposure to
television, rather than the 25.6%
(figure applying to all non-owners,
t hether they had seen TV or not,
fis "the proper base against which
(to compare the percent buying in
TV homes, for it is the best measure we have of the sales of these
brands when there is no exposure
jto their TVentation says.
advertising," the presOn this basis, the percentage
lof buying among TV owners
! 1 33.3%) is 9.8% higher than that
iamong non-exposed non-owners,
lepresenting 9.8 new buyers per
hundred sets or 93 per thousand.
Figuring in the 35 "saved" cus'tomers (the less experienced by
competing brands not on TV and
'the loss which the TV advertiser
would experience if he were not
on TV) the 60 bonus customers
* among
non-owner
XBC calculates
thereguest
are a viewers,
total of
193 extra customers for TV advertised goods per thousand sets.
"This is the closet estimate we
can make of the total difference
television means to the advertiser
as between using and not using
the medium," according to the
presentation.
Ad Costs Estimated
Adapting those figures to an
Jestimate of advertising costs, Dr.
Coffin cited the case of one of the
TV advertised products, otherwise
unidentified. The weekly cost of
its program, including time, talent
and commercials, was $11,988.
Since two products were advertised
on the show, Dr. Coffin charged
each with $5,994, or half the total.
On the network carrying this
program, New York accounted for
41.5% of the TV circulation, and
accordingly its share of the cost
was $2,488 per product per week.
This figure, converted to cost per
thousand sets, was $4.15 per week,
' or This
$16.60advertiser
per month.
gained 257 extra
regular users per thousand TV
sets, according to Hofstra figures.
.Dividing the extra users into the
cost per thousand sets per month,
Dr. Coffin found each extra buyer
cost the advertiser 6% cents per
month.
"In other words," Dr. Coffin says,
"through television this advertiser
could buy an additional customer —
[ over and above those he was already getting though other media
j— for 6% cents per month."
Further projecting: the figures
for this advertiser, Dr. Coffin says
that according to national averages, a regular user spends $1.17
per month for this product. Therefore the 257-per-thousand new
xisers acquired through television
=Dend a total of $300.69 per thousand sets per month.
That means that for an advertising cost of $16.60 per thousand
circulation per month, the advertiser got $300.69 in new sales — or
$18 in new business for every dollar invested in TV, according to
Dr. Coffin.
The case was typical of all television advertised brands studied in
the Hofstra survey, he said.
The average return for all
Page 53
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New
TBA

CHANGES

Committee Chairmen
Are Named

REORGANIZATION of eight committees of the Television Broadcasters
Assn. will follow the appointment of new committee chairmen announced
last week by J. R. Popple, WOR-TV New York, president.
Joseph A. McDonald, ABC vice president, general attorney and secretary, will head the newly organized
commercial operations and legal president in charge of engineering,
committees.
has been appointed chairman of
George B. Storer, president of the engineering committee, which
The Fort Industry Co. and Frank
is at present preparing data with
M. Russell, NBC vice president,
respect to new allocations in the
VHF and UHF.
will be co-chairmen of the membership committee, which will
The TBA board of directors has
launch a drive for members among
approved
for affiliation Standard
all TV stations.
Rate and Data Service Inc., media
Finance committee chairmanship
service. Representatives to TBA
will be taken over by Dr. Allen B. from Standard Rate and Data are
DuMont, president of DuMont LabC. Lauray Botthof, president, and
oratories Inc., and Lawrence W. Albert W. Moss, executive vice
Lowman, vice president of CBS,
president.
will be in charge of the advisory
Dr. DuMont has announced that
committee on TV programming.
he
is submitting applications for
Paramount Television Producactive membership in TBA on betion's president, Paul Raibourn,
half of DuMont's O&O WTTG
was named head of public relations
(TV) Washington and WDTV
and publicity. Executive commit(TV) Pittsburgh. WABD New
tee of affiliates will be headed by
York, key station of the DuMont
Ernest B. Loveman, vice president
Television network, already is a
of Philco Broadcasting Corp., and charter member.
Edward Cole, professor of drama
at Yale U., will act as chairman of
the educational and public service
committee. Frank Marx, ABC vice VIDEO CODE STODY
Lowman Heads TBA Urn*
ALEX ROSEN MAN
PROGRAM
principles and policies
Joins Official Films Inc. issued by Television
Broadcasters
Assn. in 1948 will be reviewed by a
ALEX ROSENMAN, who a fort- new
TBA advisory committee on
night ago resigned as vice presTV programming, established last
ident in charge of sales for WCAU
Philadelphia [Broadcasting, April week by TBA with Lawrence W.
Lowman, CBS vice president, as
10], has been
chairman.
named executive
Other members of the committee
vice president of are to be named soon. They will go
Official Films
over the 1948 policies of TBA in
Inc., film distribthe
light of video experience since
utor, Aaron Katz,
that time.
president,
anThe principles drafted by TBA
day.
nounced last Monin 1948 in essence urge TV broadcasters "to recognize their obligaChairman of
tion to observe the highest standthe board of Offiards of good taste and fairness in
cial Film is Isaac
Mr. Rosenman
D. Levy. Mr. Levy programming their stations" and
suggest that until such time as a
and his brother, Dr. Leon Levy,
who is a member of the board of more specific code may be drafted
that they use the motion picture
the film company, formerly owned
production code and the NAB
WCAU and are important stockStandards of Practice as a guide in
holders in CBS.
the
general principles of service
In his new post, Mr. Rosenman
will devote most of his efforts to in the public interest.
the expansion of the firm's television operations, working with William Black, vice president of Offi- KBTV CHANGE
cial Television Inc., a wholly owned
Becomes WFAA-TV May 21
subsidiary of Official Films Inc.
FOLLOWING the stroke of midbrands studied was $19.27 in extra
night, May 21, KBTV (TV) Dallas
sales for every dollar spent in tele- will become WFAA-TV. Special
vision cost, Dr. Coffin says.
inaugural programs are being
Other elements turned up in the planned for the call-letter change,
Martin B. Campbell, WFAA and
Hofstra survey included the findings that the use of TV advertised
KBTV general manager, announced.
brands increases in relation to the
Though housed in a separate
frequency of viewing the program
on which its commercials are car- building in another part of downtown Dallas, the television setup
ried, that television products high
has been integrated with the
commercial recall and high commercial liking (seven out of ten WFAA-AM-FM operation.
Purchase of KBTV from Oilman
who remember commercials say
Tom Potter by A. H. Belo Corp.,
they liked them) and that the more
viewers like commercials the more
owner of the Dallas Morning News
of the advertised products they and WFAA, received FCC apbuy.
proval [Broadcasting, March 13].
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Color Hearing Climax
(Continued from Telecasting 3)
and pick up more momentum after
that.
$ If the CBS system alone is approved, RCA would manufacture and
sell transmitting equipment, receivers,
converters, adapters, tubes, and parts,
— including RCA's new tri-color picture tube — but would not, according
to present plans, build CBS adapters
into regular black-and-white sets in
the factory.
% If the CTI system alone is approved, RCA policies in general
"would be the same as if the RCA
system had been adopted."
% If multiple standards are adopRCA again
"would
have ted,
outlined
in the
eventdo thewhat
RCA I
system were adopted" and "would
manufacture and sell multiple receivers to the extent of public demand," though these would necessarily involve "substantial additional
expense to the set owner."
Gen. Sarnoff made clear that he
did not expect FCC to "outlaw"
the RCA system. He opposed multiple standards except as a "choice
of evils," to be preferred only as
an alternative to the approval of
an inferior or doubtful system
alone.
He said the basic question of
the hearing is whether television
shall move "forward or backward." The non-compatible CBS
system, he charged, would "saddle

for MOBILE

TV

UNITS

an all-electronic art with a mechanical harness." "
"The adoption of the CBS system, whose obsolescence is already
foreshadowed in this fast-developing electronic art, would earn the
scorn of the world," and, if adoptexclusively, "would
earn
the eddissatisfaction
of also
American
families," he declared.
lit? pointed out that American
delegates at a current meeting of
the International Radio Consultative Committee in London are
urging establishment of world TV
standards on a basis equivalent to
existing
U. S. monochrome standards.
"For this Commission to degrade
the standards of American television by adopting the inferior
CBS system only," he claimed,
"would be to show the world that
we do not have any faith in the
standards which our own State
Dept. is recommending to the
world," he asserted.
Evaluation Urged
He urged the Commission to
evaluate the deeds as well as the
words of the color contenders.
"It is significant," he said, "to
compare the results of CBS color
development with those of RCA.
Contrast on the one hand the use
of a spinning wheel — hardly an
invention of this age— and the
'crispening circuits' — whose ancestry is doubtful — with the development of the RCA color television
system with its compatibility; picture dot interlace; dot sequential
presentation of color; mixed highs
transmission; and the tri-color
kinescope.
"Now ask yourselves the question, if you are left in doubt, who
has made the real contributions to
color television ?"
Gen. Sarnoff emphasized that
CBS said at the outset of the hear-

ON

ELECTRIC

AN
PLANTS

Quiet-running,
vibrationfree
Onan Electric
Plants
are compact, lightweight,
easy to install in TV, FM,
and AM mobile units. Supply power for transmitting,
recording, lights and all other needs. Electric
push-button
or
manualinterference.
starting. Fully
shielded to eliminate radio
Aircooled A.C. models range from 400 to
3,000 watts. Water-cooled electric plants up
to 7 5,000 watts.
ONAN STANDBY ELECTRIC PLANTS
for transmitter stations, keep you on the air
«nd protect against loss through failure of
highline power. Fully automatic start and
stop. 1,000 to 75,000 watts, A.C.
D. W. ONAN & SONS INC.
3 157 Royaliton Ave., Minneapolis 5, Minn.
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CBS President Stanton (1) and
Vice President Ream at hearing.
for an adaptation to a degraded system which is non-compatible.
We do not believe that the public
will want adaptation to a degraded
CBS picture at this or at any other
price. Nor do we believe that the
public should be forced to pay this
tax of $100 million a year in order
to receive the CBS degraded picture.
He conceded public demand could
dictate a change in RCA policy.
"We will have to make receivers
with adapters, if future experience
proves that this is what the public
Gen. Sarnoff scoffed at the Commission's apparent fear that a dewants."cision for CBS might be "frustrated" unless manufacturers commit
themselves in advance to produce
for the CBS system.
"No Compulsion Needed"
He assumed that if FCC adopted the CBS system it would do so
in the conviction that it is "the
best" system. "It goes without
saying," hemitmentasserted,
"that will
no comor compulsion
be
needed to sell the public 'the best.'
. . . The need to apply force would
come only from the opposite premise— that Columbia's proposal
could not be sold on its own

Aside from the tube, he estimated, color sets probably will cost 25
to 50% more than comparable
black-and-white sets without picture tubes.
He agreed RCA is no longer advocating the simultaneous system
of color television as it was known
in 1946-47, but would not agree
it was given up because of fundamental defects, as Dr. Baker
had suggested. He stressed that
RCA's present system employs the
principles of the simultaneous
system.
He scored CBS' failure to back
its
system with manufacturing investments.
FCC Patent Attorney William
Bauer launched into a lengthy inquiry into RCA's patent position
and policies which brought frequent
protests from John T. Cahill, RCA
counsel and, from Gen. Sarnoff, frequent references to RCA Patent
Chief
Conway
Coe as the proper
witness.
Patent Licensing Statement
Gen. Sarnoff had read a statement pointing out that the basic
structure of RCA patent licensing
was approved by the Justice Dept.
and the courts in 1932 and reaffirmed by the courts in 1942.
"I believe that the beneficial nature of RCA's licensing policies are
apparent from the assistance which
the industry has received as a result of these policies," he asserted.
"I believe it will be conceded by
all concerned that we would not
have the highly competitive, highly
successful television industry that
we have today were it not for the
affirmative assistance which the
RCA has made available through

itsBecause
patent licenses
and litigation
otherwise."in
of pending
RCA's confidence in its new tri- which RCA is involved, he asked
color picture tube is "so strong not to be "drawn into detail" on
merits."
that
we are already proceeding the
patent situation.
with plans for acquiring a new
Within limits necessary to profactory and the machinery necestectrentthe lawsuits,
company's
position
cursary to produce these color tubes
however,
he in
agreed
in quantity," he said. He estimated
mass production would start by to answer general questions within
June 1951.
his knowledge or designate the officials who know the answers.
"Within the next six weeks," he
RCA needs to acquire patent
disclosed RCA will demonstrate a
RCA, he said, "has always been color converter utilizing the new
rights, he said, to avoid infringein the forefront of color television
tube.
ment suits and to assure its engidevelopment" and "the world leadWithin 60 to 90 days, he said,
neers of complete freedom of action
er" in development of television
some 10 development model RCA
in their developmental work. Gengenerally. At the start of the cur- color sets will be available
for field
erally, RCA buys non-exclusive
rent hearings, he recalled, RCA
tests in the Washington area, and rights under patents rather than
"said that its color apparatus
September" RCA expects
the patents themselves, he ascould be improved and made sim- "during
to start building five or six sets a serted.
ple." Events, he asserted, have week for testing purposes and for
He contended there is "nothing
shown that "we have done what
use of other manufacturers for unusual"
in RCA's patent agreetest and design purposes.
ments with other companies, and
we Onsaid."
Asked
under
cross-examination
RCA's plans against buildpointed out that licensees are free
ing adapters into black-and-white
by FCC Assistant General Counsel
to go to the patent owners, rather
sets if the CBS system alone is Harry M. Plotkin whether he than to RCA, to secure rights.
adopted, he pointed put that .pres- thought FCC should accept Dr.
Chairman Coy wanted to know
ent black-and-white production is Baker's suggestion that NTSC be whether RCA's patent structure and
permitted to draft color standards,
about
policies didn't tend to encourage
said : 5 million sets' a year, and
Gen. Sarnoff said he considered
them,
from the standpoint of econWith an estimated minimum figure FCC "competent" and that he was
omy, to go to RCA instead of the
opposed to any procedure that
of $20 for built-in automatic
individual patent owners. Gen Saradapters, the public would have to would result in delay.
noff agreed it is to their economic
Gen. Sarnoff estimated the ulti- advantage
pay more than $100 million a year
to secure rights through
May 8, 1950
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ings that and
its that
system-1"
developed,
tn^j was
RCA fully
system could not be improved.
Now, he said, CBS has "borrowed horizontal dot interlace
from the RCA system" to improve
CBS picture definition, and has
welcomed RCA's development of
the tri-color tube as a means of
eliminating the CBS mechanical
disc.

c«it&

mate cost of the tri-color tube at
about 50 to 100 'A more than a
comparable black-and-white tube,
with 100%.
the final figure nearer 50%
than

When Mr. Bauer asked whether
RCA, but reiterated there is no
iates to use RCA equipment. AnCBS questioned RCA's good faith
swering a query by Chairman Coy
compulsion for them to do so.
RCA's purchase of rights under the he would make a charge he had
he
guessed
RCA produces less than
In a heated exchange between
intended
to
pass
over
—
that
ColumFarnsworth patents hadn't dimmed
of TV sets and its licensees
Gen. Sarnoff and Comr. Frieda B. Farnsworth's incentive for further
bia's "principal purpose" in an- 20%
another 40%. Many questions
nouncing its color developments
research, Gen. Sarnoff replied that
Hennock, on the subject of probable
about patent contracts went unanproduction time tables and costs, on the contrary, the money Farnshas been to "retard" black-andtelevision.
swered on objection of RCA counthe witness interjected that alworth received from RCA had "kept white
Chairman Coy intervened to say
though he respected her acumen
alive."
that acrimony was perhaps a nat- sel.Comr. Jones brought up testiand sincerity, he wished she had them
Judge
Rosenman said CBS which
ural development in so competitive
mony by Gen. Sarnoff at 1940 and
had experience working in a factory
previously had waived all cross-ex1947 proceedings, which brought
proceeding, but that FCC actually
amination rights, felt it desirable
and grappling with production
replies that the situations were in
to question Gen. Sarnoff because he is little concerned about such matproblems.
ters. He pointed out that no one
no way comparable because TV
It will take the better part of a had (1) "summed up" RCA's case filed 6-mc
was an unborn industry in 1940
color
proposals
until
year to get into production on color although CBS had understood sumafter the Commission specifically
and color progress in 1947 was relming up was not to be permitted;
regardless of the system, he maininvited it last May.
atively slight, especially since the
tained.
(2) offered a production time table
tri-color tube had not been deJudge
Rosenman
contended
Dr.
"for the first time" and (3) made
veloped.
Comr. Hennock cited Dr. Baker's
testifying in 1946-47 as
"some irresponsible threats" to Engstrom,
suggestion that NTSC be assigned
Gen. Sarnoff refused to be pinned
an
RMA
witness,
expressed
conFCC about bankruptcy and world
to draft color standards.
fidence that industry agreement on
down on his policy toward adapters
scorn resulting from a decision color standards might be expected
Gen. Sarnoff disagreed, retorting
if the FCC sets standards other
adopting the CBS system.
in about 18 months. The RCA re- than RCA's but promised to cothat FCC has worked "industriJudge Rosenman read a statesearch chief's more recent estimate
operate when the FCC hands down
ously" on color for nine months and
ment, which he attributed to C. B. that standards might be fixed in its color
decision. He recalled
that he thought in accordance with
Jolliffe, vice president in charge of
bitterly how the FCC had given
six or seven months has "similarly
historic precedents "it's time for the RCA Labs Division, asserting
to naught," he asserted.
something to be born."
green light on TV a decin the basic principles come
Gen. Sarnoff felt that more tele- him adetheago and
Comr. Hennock noted that he confidence
then reversed itself a
of the RCA system although some
vision sets would be sold if color
short time later.
labeled the CBS picture "degraded"
improvements remained to be made.
is available than if it is not, proComr. Jones described adoption
but that she considered it "beauWhen Gen. Sarnoff expressed apvided the color system is the of 525-line 60-frame color as
tiful." He replied that it is "deproval of the statement, Judge
"right" one. Pressed on the point
"freezing," but Gen. Sarnoff said
graded" when compared with the Rosenman noted that the statement
by Judge Rosenman, Gen. Sarnoff
any standard would amount to
RCA picture.
observed:
"I
can
appreciate
your
was made in 1946-47 about RCA's
that. "I don't like scientific standComr. Paul A. Walker asked
sequential system, not about its difficulty in your unfamiliarity
ards to be frozen into a legislative
whether RCA hadn't originally anpresent system.
with the radio business."
nounced its present system was
strait-jacket,"
added.color begins
Gen. Sarnoff agreed that RCA
Gen. Sarnoff contended the state"I don't know hewhere
ment was correct when it was
had reprinted and circulated copies
"ready." Gen. Sarnoff said later a
review of RCA releases showed the made, and that no change has been
of a Coronet magazine article, and ends any more than I know
made in the basic principles of the "How Much Bunk in Color Tele- how sound radio will be integrated
system was described as a "sound
into television," Gen. Sarnoff said.
basis" for home color TV, and that
RCA system. He also quoted tesvision?", which he said "de-bunked
"RCA must travel with caution.
timony of Messrs. Jolliffe and the bunk" about color.
"neither expressly nor by implicaGen. Sarnoff accused CBS of
(Continued on Telecasting 11)
tion" did the announcement say it Engstrom in 1946-47 to the effect
that much work remained to be misstating to the public what it
was ready for standardization.
done on the RCA system and that was doing in its winter demonstraPatent Questions Raised
standards could not be set at that
tions of color. He charged CBS
Resuming his patent inquiry
time.
DOUBLE
Thursday morning, Mr. Bauer
was giving a "degraded" blackHe said RCA would have worked
sought to learn whether RCA had on its 6-mc color system in a and-white picture and called it "a
BONUS
in its hands in September 1940 "a "more orderly" fashion in the lab- fraud on the public."
Judge Rosenman drew an analform of the tri-color tube" it has
oratory if CBS hadn't announced
recently demonstrated. Gen Sarnoff
ogy
towardbetween
CBS colorRCA's
and itsattitude
promotion
development of its own 6-mc syssaid he did not know the answer.
tem.
of
the
45
rpm
recording
system.
Advertisers on WLW-TeleMr. Bauer wanted to know
Judge Rosenman put the RCA
vision are now getting extra
Reciting RCA's handling of this
whether RCA didn't acquire sub- chief through a long series of quesbenefits from two sources:
development, Gen. Sarnoff conlicensing rights to certain Farnstions designed to show similarities
tended there was no analogy beworth patents because RCA needed
1. GREATER MARKET
cause the recording industry is not
between developments in the 1946them in order to maintain a posi- 47 color controversy and those in subject to federal licensing.
Set ownership in the
tion whereby licensees could get all the present proceeding. His purCross-examination by W. A.
WLW-Television
Threenecessary TV rights from RCA.
pose, he said, was to show that Roberts, DuMont counsel, centered
Station area jumped from
Gen. Sarnoff protested the "conRCA's -sole purpose has been to around RCA's patent position and
80,200, Nov. 1, 1949, to
"rush in after CBS" and block the relation to the NBC television netclusion" contained in the question.
185,400 on March 1,
He said RCA's patent experts ad- CBS color system.
work, with suggestion RCA would
1950. This is an increase
vised him they needed rights to the
Gen. Sarnoff retorted that since force its owned stations and affilFarnsworth patents and that arof 131 % as against the
rangements were made to acquire
national growth of 60%
them.
Post-Freeze
for this period.
He objected to use of the word
2. SUMMER DISCOUNTS
TV Boom
DuMONT
PREDICTS
"dominance" with reference to RCA
and said he resented insinuations
With the WLW-Television
about RCA's patent practices and
A PREDICTION that "three out of every four American families will
schedule of summer disposition. The company's practices,
counts in effect from May
own a television receiver" three years after the freeze is lifted and new
he reiterated, have contributed mastations constructed was voiced Thursday by Dr. Allen B. DuMont, presterially to industry development.
1
through
September, adident, DuMont Labs, in an address to the U. of Missouri School of
vertisers can earn up to
RCA has bought sublicensing rights Journalism.
*
to some patents at the insistence of
60% discount.
tion today, Dr. DuMont said that
Reviewing the growth of televiits licensees and charged them
sion since the end of the war, Dr. "every major American city- and
No better time than now . . .
nothing for it, he added.
DuMont said that there were some
the surrounding country will have
no better way than WLWRCA, he declared, spends vast four million TV sets in operation
a choice of programs from at least
Television
covered byto sell the markets
in American homes the end of last four different transmitting stasums for research and development.
year and forecast that this total
tions. Each of the major television
Out of this, he said, comes "leadership," and with leadership, "recog- would be more than doubled by the networks will be able to offer its
WLW-T WIW-D WIWC
nition." He thought it should be end of 1950, with 1.25 million sets advertisers and sponsors a comCHANNEL 4 CHANNEL 5 CHANNEL 3
said that its practices have put already sold in the first three
plete national network whereby
CINCINNATI DAYTON COLUMBUS
months of the year.
they can bring promotion for their
RCA in a position of "leadership"
Anticipating 600 to 1,000 TV
products before the eyes and ears
rather than "dominance," which he
felt has come to have a sinister
stations on the air after the freeze
of a really vast segment of the
American people.
connotation.
ends, in place of the 103 in operaPage 55 • BROADCASTING
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Advertest

Studies

Sales Effects

(Report 110)

TELEVISION advertising not
only increases use of the sponsor
brand, it also tends to increase use
of the product generally. As the
length of television set ownership
increases so does the use of a video
advertiser's product.
These conclusions may be drawn
from a Study of Product Usage in
Television Homes and the Advertising Effectiveness of Television
released by Advertest Research as
another report in The Television
Audience of Today series. Material was gathered during the first
10 days of March in 572 television
homes in the New York metropolitan area.
In the homes surveyed, it was
found that beer was used to a
slightly greater extent by regular
viewers of beer-sponsored programs than non-viewers. In this
classification, however, non-viewers
outnumbered viewers in their use
of the advertised brands. As
length of set ownership increased
so did use of the television advertised brands. Pabst beer, which
was used by 5% of the buyer families which had owned a TV set
less than six months, was used by
12.491- of those families which had
their set for over seven months.
Dish Soap Use
Dish soap was found to be in use
in 88.6% of the homes covered. Of
these 90.991- who regularly watched Colgate Theatre use dish soap
as compared to 87.2% use in
non-viewing homes. Vel, the advertised product, was used in 11%
of the viewing homes as compared
to 7.2% for non-viewers. As the
length of set ownership increased
the use of Vel by buyer families
went from 6% (1-6 months) to
9.6% (over 7 months).
Canada Dry was found to be
used in 41.6% of the homes where
Super Circus is viewed regularly
as compared to 25.7% in non-viewing homes. In 79% of the TV
homes ginger ale was found to be

SRT-TV
INTENSIVE PROFESSIONAL
COURSES
in TELEVISION
BROADCASTING
Instruction
by top-ranking
als under actual
broadcast professionconditions
Complete TV Station Equipment
Co-Educational
or Evening
Approved for• Day
Veterans
Send for free prospectus
"Careers in Television"
SRT
'School ol Radio Technique)
TELEVISION STUDIOS
America's Oldest Broadcasting School
316 West 57 Street, New York 19, N.Y.
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used. Over 90% of the viewers
used it compared to 74.3% nonviewers. Use of the advertised
brand increased slightly with
length of set ownership.
Pipe tobacco, Advertest reported,
is used in 28.8% of the homes surveyed— 30.7% by viewers of Martin
Kane-Private Eye and 27.3% by
non-viewers. Old Briar, one of the
advertised brands, was used by
4.9% of the viewers as compared
to 1.2% among non-viewers. For
Model, the other brand promoted
on the show, 3.7% of the viewers
used it as compared to non-viewer
use of 4.8%. Length of set ownership increased use from 2.4% for
both brands in the 1-6 month period to 4.8% for Model and 3.2%
for Old Briar where the set had
been in the home for over seven
months.
Ivory's Ad Effect
Ivory soap was found in the
homes of 40.4% of those who watch
Fireside Theatre as compared to
21.7% for non-viewers. Toilet
soap for the hands and face was
used in over 99% of the homes
surveyed with less than 1% spread
between viewers and non-viewers.
Buyer families increased their use
of Ivory only slightly as the length
of set ownership increased.
In 64.2% of the homes Advertest found candy bars to be used.
Power House was the brand in
5.4% of the homes where Captain
Video is seen as compared to 2.1%
among non-viewers. Questions on
this category were asked only in

families with children.
Two other classifications — powdered scouring cleanser and frozen
and concentrated orange juice —
also were included. No information on program influence for
either group is available and Adveitest reportedly plans to use the
material for comparison at a later
* * *
date.
Television's Status
In Milwaukee
ADMIRAL is the most popular
make television set in Milwaukee,
according to the 1950 Consumer
Analysis of the Greater Milwaukee
Market just released by The Milwaukee Journal (WTMJ-TV).
On Jan. 1, 25% of the sets in
greater Milwaukee were Admiral
as compared to 15% at that time
last year. When the 1949 survey
was made RCA was the leading
make with 19.7% and Admiral was
second. General Electric was shown
in third place for both years.
There were 28 different makes of
TV sets found in 1949 as compared
to 55 the first of this year.
Income and Ownership
The largest number of television
sets was reported owned by the
income group between $4,000 and
$5,999. The largest percentage of
ownership falls in the income
group above $7,500.
The Milwaukee Journal market
analysis shows the most popular
tube size to be 10 to IOV2 inches,
City

accounting for 40.8% of the sets.
The 11 to 12V2 inch size is second,
appearing on 35.5% of the local
sets.
Plans to buy a television set in
1950 were registered by 18.2% of
the families. On this basis a potential market for 46,230 TV sets is
seen by the Journal for 1950. The
largest number of sets will be purchased by families in the $3,000$3,999 income group, the report
said.
Additional Data
This is the 27th such yearly survey prepared by The Milwaukee
Journal. In addition to the material on television, the book also
contains similar detailed information on food products, soaps and
allied products, drugs and toiletries, beverages, homes and appliances, automotive and a general
section.
Tele-Que Reports
On Los Angeles Viewing
MOST popular television program
in the Los Angeles area in April
was Hopalong Cassidy, according
to the latest Coffin, Cooper & Clay
Tele-Que survey. Survey covered
604 homes during the week of April
2-8. Next four programs in popularity as revealed by the survey
were The Movies, Texaco Star
Theatre, Triple Theatre, Lone
Ranger.
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Weekly Television Summary— May
Outlets On Air
Number Sets Los Angeles
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Albuquerque KOB-TV
KLAC-TV, KNBH, KTLA, KTSL, KFI-TV
Ames
8,860
2,828
Louisville
496,453
WOI-TV
KTTV,
KECA-TV
Atlanta
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
158,089
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
32,350 Memphis
WTVJ
WMCT
Baltimore
34,706
28,322
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
W
MAR-TV
Miami
13,000
200
Binghamton
14,000
Milwaukee
WNBF-TV
22,000
Birmingham
WTMJ-TV
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
101,016
Minn.
-St.
Paul
WTTV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Bloomington
Nashville
Boston
339,234
W8Z-TV, WNAC-TV
5,750 New Haven
81,600
Buffalo
84,849
WBEN-TV
New
Orleans
WNHC-TV
14,568
WBTV
Charlotte
WDSU-TV
457,565
New
York
Chicago
72,700
23,463
WABD, WCBS-TV.
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
106,900
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
200,269
Newark
WATV
Incl. in
Norfolk
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Cleveland
57,300
Columbus
N. Y. 1,270,000
Estimate
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
WTAR-TV
Dallas,
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
10,008
WOW-TV, KMTV
Omaha
52,500
Ft. Worth
Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
KBTV, KRLD-TV, WBAP-TV
24,755
456,000
Davenport
Phoenix
WDTV
22,705
KPHO-TV
Pittsburgh
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Includes Davenport. Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
9,375
48,100
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
105,000
Portland,
Ore.
Detroit
216,000
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Providence
WICU
6,500
Erie
Richmond
WJAR-TV
33,459 Rochester
49,140
WTVR
Ft. Dallas
WorthWHAM-TV
KBTV, KRLD-TV
52,500 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV,
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV,
KSL-TV
W LAV-TV
29,073
35,436
San
Greensboro
San Antonio
Diego
30,000
WFMY-TV
11,475
15,700
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
Houston
887
KLEE-TV
21,500
San
Francisco
KFMB-TV
Schenectady KGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
15,292
HuntingtonWRGB
Charleston WSAZ-TV
37,100
78,000
Seattle
KING-TV
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
49,242
26,700
KSD-TV
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
St. Louis
41,200
8,500
115,000
Johnstown
Toledo
WHEN, WSYR-TV
WJAC-TV
18,822
WSPD-TV
9,878 Tulsa
KalamazooSyracuse
Battle
Creek
38,913
KOTV
40,000
Kansas City WDAF-TV
18,926 Washington
Utica-Rome
WKTV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WOIC,
Lancaster
24,100
32,347 Wilmington
Lansing
WGAL-TV
13,200
40,720
128,100
WJIM-TV
WD EL-TV
Stations on Air 104 WTTGSets in Use 5.584,344
32,669
* Lancaster and contiguous areas.
Total 12,000
Markets on Air 61
Editor's
Note: Source Since
of setmany
estimates
are basedmonthly,
on data some
available
from dealers,
distributors,
TV Circulation
and
manufacturers.
are compiled
may remain
unchanged
in successive
summaries. committee,
Total setselectric
in allcompanies
areas is
necessarily approximate.
City
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Color Hearing Climax
(Continued from Telecasting 9)
We must face our stockholders.
FCC has no stock outstanding."
Questioned on competitive aspects of color, he declared there is
"more competition in radio than
a dog has fleas." He claimed CBS
has not put any money on the line
for manufacturing. As to adapters,
he said, "Let CBS put its money on
the line and we'll put ours." He
told Comr. Jones many laboratories
besides RCA's were contributing to
TV development, including Bell
Labs., General Electric, Westinghouse, CBS, Philco and others.
Chairman Coy asked Gen. Sarnoff which tri-color tube he liked.
The RCA chairman said he liked
the one-gun tube at demonstrations
but that his engineers insisted the
three-gun tube also has advantages
at this point. Gen. Sarnoff said
doubling of color dots on the tube
face would bring substantial improvement and that RCA would
soon have some new tricks to show.
Chairman Coy asked a series of
questions about use of UHF alone,
with abandonment of the VHF
band, but Gen. Sarnoff said no engineer can build UHF equipment
and guarantee the same range.
Opposes Use of Compulsion
Gen. Sarnoff repeatedly said
gradual abandonment of VHF for
UHF would delay establishment of
color as a commercial service.
Questioned about installation of
adapters in sets, he said the manual shift is not good and the automatic device is expensive. He firmly opposed use of compulsion by
FCC in requiring manufacturers to
include adapters in receivers but
felt it proper for FCC to point out
what it thinks is in the public
interest.
He agreed it might be a good
idea for FCC to ask the Federal
Trade Commission to require manufacturers to state if their sets
include adapters, feeling the public
should have maximum information
on the product.
Chairman Coy's query about
feasibility of requiring all TV
signals to be in color brought the
reply that it would relieve broadcasters of some investment in
black-and-white.
Opening the Monday session, Dr.
Baker recommended that FCC turn
the hearing record over to industry
— the National Television System
Committee which he heads, or an '
equivalent body — to work out
standards for the best possible
color system.
He thought this job might be
completed in 10 to 12 months, that
the result might be a "composite"
system embodying the best features
of the various techniques under
consideration,
that industry'
would
supportandstandards
thus
achieved.
Under questioning by Comr.
Webster, he said he felt FCC, before assigning industry to such a
task, should make the fundamental
policy decisions as to channel
width, compatibility or non-compatibility, and spectrum space to
be used.
Chairman Coy and several of his
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colleagues snapped him up: Did
he mean to imply that FCC isn't
competent to write color standards
itself?
Dr. Baker said he didn't want to
7i/m
/2eisott
use the words "competency" or
"adequacy," but that he felt FCC
hasn't the time, money, manpower,
or access to industry information
to write the best possible standards
natural for sponsorship by chilDESILU PRODUCTIONS, Hollyalone. It is not a question of "comdren's food product. Two networks
wood, formed by Lucille Ball, star
said to be interested in series.
petency," he said, but of unifying
of CBS My Favorite Husband, and
the industry.
Desi Arnaz, orchestra leader, for
Dr. Baker favored compatibility,
Arthur Carlbom joins scenario
production of television, motion
opposed multiple standards, and
nictures and vaudeville shows. . . . staff of Sarra Inc., Chicago. Firm's
reiterated that "I do not think any
Chicago headquarters producing
color system ... is ready for Larry Finley has purchased in- one-minute
and 20-second film
terest
of
Larry
Kolpack
in
Larry
standardization now."
commercials for Campbell-Mithum,
Finley
Productions,
Hollywood.
Mr.
He said RCA's tri-color picture
Minneapolis, featuring Gold Seal
tube has stimulated wide-spread re- Kolpack has resigned to produce
Co. products, Glass Wax, Wood
search on the single tube — which he his own TV packages.
Cream, Self -Polishing Floor Wax
Shooting of half-hour audition
called "the most critical thing in
new product that will make
film of Secret of the Golden Cave, and
debut
with TV series. Tony Marvin,
He said he knew of four other
starring dog, Sleepy, to get underon Arthur Godfrey AM
color." of direct-view tube now in
way this month by Telefilm Inc., announcer
types
show which is sponsored by Gold
development, that some might prove
Hollywood. Producing film are Bob
Seal, doing narration.
superior to RCA's, and that he McRevnolds, Elizabeth J. Stewart
thought such tubes would be avail- and Sherman W. McLeish. BudgBing Crosby Enterprises, Hollyable within a year.
eted under $10,000. Film has Westwood, currently doing new series of
ern ranch locale and is considered
In a heated exchange with Comr.
eight half-hour films for Procter &
Hennock, he denied industry does
not want color. Industry wants it, "impressions" that the radio in- Gamble Fireside Theatre. Firm recently completed 10 films for series
dustry has been negligent regarding
he insisted, but wants it in "orderand plans to have additional 34
ly" fashion.
color TV. Heefforts
notedduring
the industry's
meritorious
the war
completed by end of December.
Attacking his plan to have NTSC
and
cited
the
two-to-three
year Films cost $12,000 per half-hour
draft standards, CBS Counsel Richard Salant brought out that NTSC
period of postwar reconversion as segment and will be telecast on
Panel 5 in its first meeting on April reasons for delay in the develop- NBC Eastern TV stations about
ment of color TV.
September. Frank Wisbar is pro4 went on record in favor of comducing series with Sidney Smith as
patibility. He questioned whether
He re-emphasized his suggestion
NTSC could therefore be called an that FCC turn over all TV data ac- associate producer.
cumulated during the hearing to the
"impartial body."
Louis Mucciolo, formerly with
Dr. Baker said he knew of Panel
National Television Systems ComRKO-Pathe Inc., has joined staff of
mittee, which would recommend
5's action but that it was "just a
Jerry Fairbanks Inc., New York,
panelmain
report"
and heof doubted
that standards from this material in an as studio manager in that city.
the
committee
NTSC would
estimated 10-month period. Asked
by Comr. Jones if manufacturers
pass upon the recommendation.
Mr. Salant also cited minutes of should thereby benefit from their
1940 NTSC meetings in an effort own negligence, Dr. Baker again
to show Dr. Baker had been op- denied "negligence" and pointed out TV SET SALES
posed to color.
RMA To Issue Monthly Data
the industry really was "offering
Dr. Baker said he didn't definitely
"Plan" Needed
MONTHLY reports showing total
remember whether RMA testified
TV set sales to dealers will be comin the 1946-47 color hearings that its shirt."
Asked why no sets were made
piled by Radio Mfrs. Assn., giving
industry could be expected to agree
on simultaneous systems within 18 for field testing of proposed color a more accurate picture of TV
systems, he told Comr. Jones he was
circulation than previous data
months and that then standards
based on manufacturer sales to
"willing to build sets when I know
could be issued.
distributors.
what I want to build." He indicated
Salant's Reply
The new figures will be compiled
GE couldn't afford to "chase fanfor 174 important counties in the
tasies" and indicated development
"You have no recollection," Mr.
Salant retorted. "You mean that of color TV must be done by a United States. These counties will
be located within 50 miles of cities
RMA did its job, color was put on
Comr. Jones asked the witness
having TV stations.
the shelf, and so you have con"plan."
In charge of the new project is
where the country would be if every
veniently forgotten it since that —
F. W. Mansfield, Sylvania Electric
new idea had to go through seven
is that correct?"
Products, chairman of the RMA
"No, I would not say that," Dr. months of hearing before it was
Baker replied.
given to the public. Dr. Baker re- Industry Statistics Committee.
He said it was his understanding
Forms already have been sent to
plied, "In the stone age."
manufacturers.
that further work on RCA's 1946DuMont's Dr. Goldsmith, cross47 simultaneous system showed it examined Tuesday afternoon, comPractically all major manufacwas not the system to use and that
turers are expected to take part in
mended FCC for the tremendous acit was dropped.
complishment ofcollecting all the the monthly circulation reports, incolor data it did during the hearing,
cluding Admiral Corp., not an
Under questioning by Comr. Henand said he felt the sessions were
nock, he said he did not think FCC
RMA member.
could lift the VHF freeze until the necessary, but thought a group of
VHF - UHF allocations hearings
engineers
in a corner"
$150. FOR 1 MINUTE
have been completed.
might
settle"bythegetting
color dispute
better
TV FILM COMMERCIAL
Dr. Baker continued on the stand than formal hearing procedure.
TV advertising!
for further cross-examination on
None of the three principal systems has shown sufficient picture
FILM FOR LOW
Tuesday by Comr. Jones. To questions concerning his views on tele- brightness, Dr. Goldsmith testified,
vision during the past decade, he analyzing what he considered major
BUDGET ACCO'J
problems of each.
frequently replied, "I don't rememFILMACK
He said none of the systems
ber all the details. If it's in the
were ready for final consideration
record,
then
I
said
that."
1331 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.
The witness vigorously attacked
and all needed further field testing.
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CONSULTING

RADIO

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Mtmber AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATH ALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.

DE. 1232

WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL

P.

MAY

1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE'

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

KEAR

LYNNE

& KENNEDY

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

KENNEDY & TURNER
Wes Turner
Frank M. Kennedy
"Registered Professional Engineers"
Specializing in Television
3701 Arbolada Road Phone OLympic 7039
LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4730 W. Ruffner

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING
ENGINEERSRADIO
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Cf. H.RADIO.
$itUr
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

KBYR Anchorage, Alaska — Granted
mod. license to change main studio
location.
WDAY
Inc., Fargo,
D.— Granted
KA-3618.
CP
and license
new N.remote
pickup
Pull Out for Filing
April 27 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 910 kc
KAVR Havre. Mont. — CP AM station
to change from 1240 kc 250 w unl. to
910 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N AMENDED to
request 910 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-DN.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KMJ-FM
Fresno: WDAE-FM Tampa, Fla.;
WCBM-FM Baltimore; WAND-FM
Canton. Ohio.
TV APPLICATION DISMISSED
Los Angeles, Calif. — DISMISSED
April 24 application Los Angeles Bcstg.
Co. Inc. for new commercial TV station
on Ch. 13 (210-216 mc) ERP 29.52 kw
vis.. 14.76 kw aur. Request of attorney.
April 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KLIX Twin Falls, Ida.— Mod. CP AM
station to change from 1 kw unl. to
5 kw unl. directional, on 970 kc.
WMAY Springfield, 111.— Mod. CP AM
station to change trans, location specify
studio etc.
SSA— 1550 kc
KENT Shreveport, La. — Request for
SSA on 1550 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N for
periodredountil
situationXENT-XEML
is cleared. Nuevo LaAM— 1260 kc
Monroe, Wis. — CP new AM station on
1260 kc, 500 w D AMENDED to change
name from Nicholas Tedesco to
Nicholas Tedesco tr/as The Monroe
Bcstg. Co.
Modification of CP
WROW-FM Albany, N. Y.— Mod. CP
FM station for extension of completion
date.
License for CP
WOAI-TV
San Antonio, Tex.— Litense
for
CP
new commercial TV station.
May 1 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. E. M. Webster
KTLW
Texas City, Tex.— Granted
dismissal
without prejudice of application.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to May 16 to file exceptions to
initial decision issued in proceeding upon application of Independent Broadcasting Co. (KIOA), Des Moines, Iowa.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to June 1 to file exceptions to
Initial decision issued in proceeding
upon applications of Kenyon Brown
and George E. Cameron, Tulsa, Okla.
Thomas Patrick Inc., St. Louis, Mo. —
Granted leave to amend application so
as to change
poration to KWKname
Inc. of applicant corR. L. Easley — Dismissed as moot petition requesting that Commission accept late filing of required extra copies
of petition in proceeding upon application of Arthur Wilkerson Lumber Co.,
Lenoir City, Tenn.
David M. Segal — Granted dismissal
of his application with prejudice.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
Gateway Bcstg. Co., Texarkana, Ark.
— Granted leave to amend nighttime
DA pattern to restrict radiation of proposed station towards Houston, Tex.
whereby primary service area of KTHT
in
that
city would be protected against
interference.
WSrV Pekin, 111.— Granted continuance of hearing re application from
May 10 to June 12.

SERVICE

FCC

cond.
-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local
sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
El Dorado Bcstg. Co., El Dorado, Ark.
— Granted continuance of hearing re
application from May 3 to Aug. 3.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Coast Bcstrs, Astoria, Ore. and Seaside Bcstg. Co., Seaside, Ore. — On Commission's own motionre continued
hear-of
ing in proceeding
applications
Coast Bcstrs. and that of Seaside Bcstg.
Co. from May 1 to May 22 in Washington, D. C.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to June 12 to file Proposed
Findings of Fact and Conclusions in the
proceeding re applications of WCMB
Lemoyne, Pa., and WHGB Harrisburg,
Pa.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
FCC General Counsel — Granted petition requesting that hearing in proceeding re application of Farmington
Bcstg. Co.,
Farmington,
N. M. be continued to June
1.
Atascosa Bcstg. Co., Pleasanton, Tex.
— Granted continuance of hearing re
application now scheduled for May 5
in Washington,
tinued indefinitely.D. C. Hearing conBy Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Cascade Bcstg. Co. Inc., Richland,
Wash. — Granted continuance of hearing
re application
and that
Louis 22Was-to
mer,
Pasco, Wash,
fromof May
July 24 in Washington, D. C.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Pratt Bcstg. Co., Pratt, Kan. — Granted leave to amend application so as to
specify operation on same frequency
1230 kc 250 w unl. and to substitute
new pages 1 and 2 of Section IV of
present application and new program
schedule for one now associated therewith, in order to show program service
proposed to be rendered during unl.
hours of operation.
May 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 980 kc
Southeastern Bcstg. System, Waycross, Ga. — CP new AM station 790 kc
11 kw
kw D.D AMENDED to request 980 kc
License for CP
WTSA
Brattleboro,
cover new AM station. Vt.— License to
AM— 1330 kc
WFBC Greenville, S. C— CP AM station to install DA-1 AMENDED to request DA-N only.
Modification of CP
WSLN Fort Lauderdale, Fla.— Mod.
CP new AM station for extension of
completion date.
WCBM Baltimore, Md.— Mod. CP AM
station to change frequency, increase
power etc. for extension of completion
date.
WNAM Neenah, Wis. — Mod. CP AM
station to change hours operation and
installtion DA-N
for extension of compledate.

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626
BROADCASTING

Actions
of the
APRIL 27 to MAY 4

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KECA-FM
Los Angeles: KSTP-FM St. Paul. Minn.
License Renewal
WHAI-FM Greenfield, Mass.— Request
for license renewal FM station.
FM— 102.1 mc
WSMB-FM New Orleans— CP FM station to change ERP to 16.7 kw.
Modification of CP
WGN-TV
Chicago— Mod. CP new
commercial TV station to change ERP
from 11.2 kw vis., 7.3 kw aur. to 29 kw
vis. 14.5 kw aur.
FM APPLICATION DISMISSED
Key
Bcstg. April
Corp.,28 Baltimore,
DISMISSED
application Md.new—
FM station. Failure to prosecute.
May 2 Decisions
BY COMMISSIONERS WALKER,
HYDE, JONES, STERLING
Renewal Granted
WGST Atlanta, Ga.— Granted renewal
of license of aux. trans, for period
ending May 1, 1953.
BY THE SECRETARY
WPEP Taunton, Mass.— Granted license new AM station and change
studio location. 1570 kc 1 kw D.
WRGA Rome, Ga. — Granted license
mount
tower. FM ant. on side of #3 AM
WOW-TV
Omaha, Neb.—
license new commercial
TV Granted
station and
indicate designation of studio and trans,
locations at 3509 Farnam St. Omaha,
Neb. in lieu of 35th & Farnam St.
Omaha. Chan. 6, 16.2 kw vis. and 8.5 kw
aur. 590 ft.
KREWcense newSunnyside,
liAM stationWash.—
1050 kcGranted
250 w D.
WBCOcense newBessemer,
Ala.
—
Granted
liAM station; 1450 kc 250 w
unl.
WKOY Bluefield, W. Va.— Granted
mod.
location.license to change main studio
WERH Hamilton, Ala.— Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans.
WOKY Milwaukee— Granted mod. CP
to change type trans.
Following
granted mod
extension of completion
datesCP'sas for
shown:
WGRY
Gary,
Ind.
to
11-21-50;
WNOE
New Orleans to 8-21-50; WHDH Boston
to 7-21-50.
Warner Bros. Bcstg. Corp., Hollywood, Calif.
— Granted
renewalsbasis
of re-to
pickups
on temporary
9-1-50. mote
KA-6513-12.
The Evening News Assn., Area Detroit, Mich. — Granted renewal of repickup 1.KA-5486 on temporary
basis tomoteSept.
National Bcstg. Co. Inc., Area Washington, D. C. — Granted renewals of
remote pickups on a temporary basis
to Sept. 1, conditions; KA-5174, 5, 6, 7,;
KA-6514,
KA-5469-73;
KGA-844.of Ga.,
Board of15;Regents,
U. System
Area Atlanta, Ga. — Granted remote
pickup
on regular basisKA-6516-17
to May 1. renewals
1953.
Rio Grande Bcstg. Co. Inc., Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted license for
remote
KA-3284.
KBRL pickup
McCook,
Neb.— Granted request
for
voluntary
assignment
of license from partnership
composed
of
four
equal partners
to corporation
The McCook
Bcstg. Co.;
no monetary—
consideration involved.
WDAYlicense
Inc., to
Fargo,
N. D.—
Granted
mod.
change
frequencies
KA-5606 KAA-994 from 30.82, 33.74.
35.82. 37.98 mc to 26.23 . 23.33 , 26.43 mc.
WSM Inc. Nashville, Tenn. — Granted
mod. license to change frequencies
KA-4743 from 31.62, 35.26. 37.34, 39.62
mc. to 26.33 mc.

Inc., Buffalo,
Y.— Granted
KA-2259.
CPWEBR
and license
for new N.remote
pickup
Inc., changes
Nashville,in Tenn.
— Granted
CPWSM
to make
existing
remote
pickup
KIB-339
to
change
frequencies
from 156.75, 158.40, 159.30, 161.10 mc
to 153.17 mc; power from 40 to 50 w
and change trans.
WCAP Asbury Park, N. J.— Granted
CP to change trans, location.
WRCM New Orleans — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 11-27-50.
WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va.— Granted mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 11-21-50.
WGPS newGreensboro,
N. C—
Granted
license
noncommercial
educational
FM station; 89.9 mc, 10 w.
KXOA-FM Sacramento, Calif.—
Granted license new FM station; 107.9
mc; 13 kw; 170 ft.
Mountain Bcstg. Service, Princeton,
W. Va. — Granted license for new repickup Nashville,
KA-2945. Tenn.— Granted
WSM moteInc.,
license
to make
changes in existing
station
1606, 2074;
2102 andKIB-277;
2758 kc;frequencies
150 w; emission
A3;
T-L Base, Franklin, Tenn.
WRRZ Clinton, N. C— Granted request for voluntary relinquishment of
control of licensee corp. through transfer of 15 shares of common stock from
W. R. Roberson, Sr. to W. R. Roberson,
Jr., et al.; no monetary consideration
involved.
WRRF Washington, N. C— Granted
request
for ofvoluntary
of control
licensee relinquishment
corp. through
transfer of 15 shares of common stock
from W. R. Roberson. Sr. to W. R.
Roberson, sideration
Jr., etinvolved.al; no monetary conW
T
A
X
Inc.,
Springfield,
IllGranted CP and
license
for new remote
pickup
WWHI KA-6461.
Muncie, Ind. — Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans, and make
changes
in ant.
(Continued
on page 75)
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AD
NETWORK
CLAIMS
'Creates Confusion' — Stanton
FRANK STANTON, CBS president, charged last week that conflicting- claims to leadership, circulated recently by networks, are
"creating confusion" and "can be
damaging, not only to radio, but
to all advertising — since it tends to
cast doubt on the validity of research on which many important
buying judgments are based.
Mr. Stanton made his remarks
in a letter sent to clients and other
advertisers.
Mr. Stanton said that "other networks" were basing claims on 1949
information — the 1949 BMB study,
1949 Publishers Information Bureau billings, and 1949 Nielsen
Radio Index costs-per-thousand
families.
CBS claims to leadership, he said,
were based on 1950 circulation.
. . . facts summarize the tremendous shift in network leadership which has occurred during the
past 18 months," Mr. Stanton said.
Facts pertaining to former years,
circulated in present sales efforts,
cause the conflicting claims that
can "cast doubt on the validity of
research on which many important
buying
judgments are based," he
said.
KATZ ADDITIONS
Four Join Staff
FOUR

staff additions were announced last week by The Katz
Agency, New York, radio and television station representative.
Robert S. Wilson, formerly with
Edward Petry Co., and before that
account executive with MBS in Chicago, has joined the New York TV
sales staff. William Condon, formerly with Wade Advertising
Agency, Chicago, will join the Chicago TV sales staff May 15. Richard H. Coombs, former space salesman for the Midwest farm paper
unit, has joined the Katz Detroit
sales staff. The company also announced the addition to its research and promotion department
of John Hooker, formerly with the
Snow Crop Div. of Clinton Food
Inc.

om

mete

RALF
BRENT,
sales promotion
manager
at WBBM
Chicago,
named sales manager of station.
He is former manager of WGYN (FM)
New York and has worked in radio
12 years as announcer, copywriter,
producer, program director, sales
manager and account executive for
five stations. He replaces ROBERT
LIVINGSTON, resigned.
BERNE W. WILKINS appointed local
sales manager of KDYL-AM-TV Salt
Lake City. He was
formerlyutive with
salesWNEW
execand WMCA New
York, and was most
recently
commer-of
cial manager
KFWB Hollywood.
He also was associated with Music
Corp. of America
and was radio and
TV director of
Mr. Wilkins
Sterling Adv.
Agency, New York.
RALPH G. ALLRUD, formerly account executive with G. M. Basford
Adv., New York, and WSAY Rochester, appointed commercial manager of
WDEM Providence, R. !.
WILLIAM H. TANKERSLEY, formerly
vice president in charge of sales and
promotion for Story-Ad Inc., Hollywood film production unit, named merchandising manager of KNX Los Angeles and CBS Pacific Network. He
replaces ARTHUR M. MORTSENSEN
who becomes account executive. Mr.
Tankersley works under direction of
RALPH TAYLOR, CPN promotion director.
ROBERT SCHROEDER added to staff
of WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, as account executive. For past four years
he has been with WCAE Pittsburgh
as salesman. He formerly was associated with Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
DONALD L. DAHLMAN, former advertising manager of Adler Co., hosiery
manufacturer, joins sales staff of
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
PAUL WILSON joins sales staff of
KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan., as account executive. He has been in radio

ia

for 13 years, and was formerly with
KANS Wichita, as program director.
E. T. (Larry) SHIELDS named commercial manager of KWRN Reno, Nev.
He succeeds JOHN A. LAND, resigned.
Mr. Shields was program director for
station for past two years.
CLIFFORD T. LAWSON joins sales
staff of WKBN Youngstown, Ohio.
RONNIE LASKEY appointed to sales
staff of WPEN Philadelphia. Miss
Laskey has been with station for past
five years, three of which were spent
in sales department, as assistant to
EDWARD C. OBRIST, general manager of station. SAM GARRISON, formerly with Philadelphia Daily News,
also joins WPEN sales staff.
RICHARD GREGORY CAHILL joins
sales staff of WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
He is former executive assistant of
Armour Research Foundation, and has
done sales promotion and publicity
work for several Chicago firms.
ROBERT MEEKER Assoc. Inc., New
York station representative, appointed
exclusive national representative by
WHKK Akron, Ohio, effective May 1.
VERNON HEEREN appointed manager
of spot sales traffic at NBC Chicago,
succeeding GEORGE CREECH, who
has resigned to go into his own business in Washington.
SCHEPP-REINER Co. appointed national sales representative of WDIG
Dothna, Ala.
BEN R. DRAKE named sales coordinator at WBKB (TV) Chicago after
working as secretary to program manager since October.
LON KING, KNBC San Francisco
salesman, elected member of board of
directors of San Francisco Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
ROY BACUS, commercial manager of
WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth, Tex.,
elected president
vertising Club. of Forth Worth AdHAL GAISFORD, KSFO San Francisco salesman, is the father of a boy.
Bond

Show

Cut

TREASURY DEPT.'s kickoff show
May 15 for its savings bond "Independence Drive" was cut last week
from a full-hour to a half-hour on
the four AM networks [Broadcasting, May 1]. Show now is scheduled 10:30-11 p.m. EDT, Treasury
said. Show is expected to top last
year's record of 1,981 network affiliates and independent outlets. No
change was made in the TV counterpart kickoff, Open House With
Arthur Godfrey, scheduled 10.11
p.m. on NBC-TV.
ThEVoice^/Kansas
WIBW
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STUDENTS of Stamford High School,
Stamford, Conn., will operate WTSCAM-FM that city on May 10. Students
day.
will be in charge of complete broadcast

GUIDEBOOK

Maps Self-Regulation
THE ADVERTISING standards
recommended by NAB in its current Standards of Practice, together with similar material from the
"codes" of other organizations, are
summarized in Self-Regulation of
Advertising, 68 page "guidebook of
major facilities" issued last week
by the ANA and AAAA, for whom
it was prepared by Verne Burnett,
public relations consultant.
In addition to the NAB code material, the book also contains sections on self-guidance helps of the
AAAA, Advertising Federation of
America, Better Business Bureau,
U. S. Chamber of Commerce,
Newspaper Advertising Executives
Assn., Magazine Advertising Bureau, Associated Business Papers,
Outdoor Advertising Assn. of
America, Federal Trade Commission, Proprietary Assn., American
Medical Assn., National Canners
Assn. and the U. S. Supreme Court.
Noting that "improvement and
development of advertising through
self-regulation has been the concern of various advertisers, agencies, media, national and local organizations and governmental
agencies
since introduction
the early 1900's,"
the
volume's
points
out that the book "is intended as a
guidebook of major facilities available now for self -regulation or voluntary censorship of advertising."
NBC NAMES BOCK
To Coast Artists' Relations
HAROLD J. BOCK, with NBC
Western Division for past 15 years,
has edbeen
to theappointnewly
created rector
postof artists
of direlations and will
continue to be
headquartered in
Hollywood
, according to Sidney
N. Strotz, NBC
administrative
vice president.
Prior to his
Mr. Bock
new assignment,
Mr. Bock was
manager of KNBH (TV) Hollywood, NBC owned and operated
television station, and before that
was Western Division director of
public relations and publicity manager. In his new capacity, he will
work with all radio and TV talent
as NBC contact in matters regarding artists' relations with the
network, press and audience.
Burger Beer .
DOUBLES SALES
in 3 weeks

i
i
with "directed" advertising ^
on
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Grand Rapids, Michigan ^
word-:
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all

time

buyers

get
into

like

fixes

this

And use SRDS to help
get out of them
Such Service-Ads as this in the monthly SRDS Radio
Section help Tune Buyers pick the right stations
Late one afternoon the agency's top client
phoned. Would the Time Buyer ready a list of
station recommendations in 22 cities by the next
afternoon? The client had just got wind of a
competitor's plan to break a test in those cities
and wanted to get in at the same time to jam
it. Had to work fast!
The Time Buyer buckled down to a double
day's work. No time to call the reps. No time
for looking up information. No time for any
help, except his own long experience and the
Badio Section of SBDS.
The next afternoon his recommended list was
approved.

Many radio stations help Time Buyers working
under such pressures by supplementing and expanding the information in their SBDS listings
with Service-Ads, like the WHDH Service-Ad
shown here.
"When I'm using STAND ABD BATE," one
Time Buyer tells me, "I'm looking for certain
things. I'm not reading. But, if I see an ad which
gives station coverage or other useful facts not
in the listing, I make it a point to check it. I have
to be familiar with each station. That's what
makes SBDS so important to me."
When you re comparing stations, make sure to
check the station Service-Ads as well as their
listings in SRDS.
Note to Station Managers: The SPOT
RADIO PROMOTION
HANDBOOK reports
in detail what sort of
information helps

STANDARD SATE & DATA SERVICE, Inc.
Tftm NationalWaiter
Authorityt. Serving
Medio Boytna'Fvoctlon'
Botthot,Iha Publisher
333 NOITH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO t, 1IAINOIS • NEW YORK • tOS

i'OADCASTING
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buyers decide "which
stations
theyavailable
want."
Copies are
from any SRDS office
or representative at a
dollar each.
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AAW

SCBA Sponsors '50 Contest
AWARDS in four categories will
be given in the Advertising Assn.
of West annual radio commercials
competition, it has been announced
by Southern California Broadcasters' Assn.
Categories include commercial
programs and commercial spot announcements used in cities of 10,000 or over; programs and spots in
cities of under 100,000. In addition, one will be chosen from the
four winners to receive the top
trophy donated by Vancouver Advertising Club.
Contest is open to stations, networks, agencies, advertisers and
individuals in the 11 Western
states and Western Canada. Entries will be judged on the basis
of creative originality, factual information, listenability and sales
effectiveness. Awards will be presented at the AAW convention
June 25-28 in Los Angeles.
Judges for the contest include:
Robert J. McAndrews, managing
director, SCBA, chairman; John
Weiser, vice president and Pacific
Coast manager, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Hollywood; Martha Gaston Bigelow, account executive, KFOX
Long Beach; S. S. (Bud) Spencer,
Pacific Coast radio and television
director, Foote, Cone & Belding;
Glad Hall Jones, account executive, KRKD Los Angeles.
WTAG FILM SET
Tells Worcester's Story
MARKET film promoting Worcester, Mass., and prepared jointly by
WTAG-AM-FM that city and the
Telegram-Gazette, will be premiered May 9-10 at a luncheon
meeting in New York's WaldorfAstoria, according to the station.
Film runs 25 minutes and is in
sound and color.
Called "Worcester — Industrial
Capital of New England," the film
stars Jeffery Lynn, who introduces
his home market area to national
advertisers and industrialists. The
movie is the initial thrust of a nation-wide selling program designed
to present the facts about "New
England's third largest market,"
WTAG reported.
WHY

TAKE

J^toduction
llll

KTHT
ICK FISCHER appointed proD
gram director of WSAI Cincinnati. He was formerly with
WHAS Louisville as news director
and later program director and has
been with WSAI for a year.
CLIFF BADGER, formerly with Perrett Co., Los Angeles agency, joins
KTMS Santa Barbara, Calif, as continuity writer.
BETTY ANN HORSTMAN appointed
director of women's activities at WING
Dayton, Ohio. She
joined station last
summer, specializteen -disc
age
talenting inand
shows.
BILL WOLFF, formerly with WDYK
Cumberland, Md.,
and WONW Defiance, Ohio, joins
announcing staff at
WHTC HeHolland,
Miss Horstman Mich.
succeeds
MILES BASKETT.
GLENN UHLES promoted to supervisor of office services and personnel at
NBC Chicago after working as assistant night manager of guest relations
and program traffic since last year. He
is former night program manager for
ABC Chicago.
HARRY OLESKER and MORT LEVIN,
writers, join WNEW New York, as
senior writers.
KENNY McMANUS, director of Columbia Pacific Network Meet the
Missus series, appointed CBS assistant
director, with headquarters in Hollywood.
FRANK FOX and JESSE GOLDSTEIN
join writing staff of CBS-TV Ed Wynn
Show.
DONALD HALL, formerly of WCFC
(FM) Beckley, W. Va., named chief
announcer at WERH Hamilton, Ala.
EUGENE MARSILI appointed head of
ABC Hollywood duplicating and typing
department. He is assisted by CATHERINE STEFFES.
JAMES N. FLENNIKEN, former eastern representative of Capitol Tran-

SECONDARY

COVERAGE

of Virginia's FIRST Market?
Regardless of claims, if you're trying to cover Greater Norfolk from
the outside, nature's terrain made it impossible.
Only Greater Norfolk stations can cover it. And only WSAP can
cover it at lowest cost.
Availabilities and costs from Ra-Tel will prove it.
WSAP . . . "solving advertising problems" in Virginia's FIRST market.
MUTUAL NETWORK
AFFILIATES T\
SERVING
WSAP
▼ ▼ Smm
*1 PORTSMOUTHJ-H
NORFOLK NEWPORT NEWS
14*0 KILOCYCLES
WSAPFM
99 7 MEGACYCLES OR
B. Walter Huffir-gton, General Manager
Page 62

and
their Luther
marriage.Menge have announcw
JOHN BRYSON, announcer at WENfl
AM-TV Chicago, is the father of \
girl, born April 21.
DORIS ROGERS, switchboard opera
with WBBM Chicago, and Rich;
riage.
Carlson
have announced their m;

AWARDS
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Ask Ra-Tel!

scriptions, named program director of
WEIR Weirton, W. Va., scheduled to
take the air late in June. Mr. Flenniken was station manager and program director for WCAW Charleston,
W. Va., for three years, and in same
dual capacity at WBRW Welch, W. Va.
He was production manager at WKBN
Youngstown, Ohio, for three years and
was also with WMMN Fairmont,
WAJR Morgantown and WBLK Clarksburg, all W. Va.
LEE N. VOGEL, formerly with American Male Concert Chorus, joins staff
of KJCK Junction City, Kans., as announcer.
JOHN B. STODELLE, announcer-salesman for KWRN Reno, Nev., promoted
to program director for station.
MATT DENNIS, singer-pianist, joins
cast of half-hour weekly Lee's Lair
program on KTSL (TV) Hollywood.
JOE THOMPSON, disc m.c, starts new
55 minute The Joe Thompson Show
featuring recorded music, commentaries and interviews, on Pacific Regional Network.
ED SULLIVAN, m.c. of Toast of the
Town on CBS-TV, awarded official
certificate of appreciation by Disabled
American Veterans "in appreciation
for your many services to America's
war-disabled veterans."
EDWARD M. GALLOWAY named program manager in charge of production
and music for WIL
St. Louis. He was
staff announcer on
WEW and program
director of KSTL
both St. Louis, before joining WIL.
HERBERT B. CAH AN, program
manager of WAAM
Baltimore, is the
father of a girl,
Mr. Galloway
Julie Fellman, born
26. to CanaGEORGE LOVATT April
appointed
dian Broadcasting Corp. TV staff at
Toronto to investigate film and associated equipment for direct photography and kinescope recording. He was
formerly
in charge of CBC Toronto
machine shops.
DON (Creesh) HORNSBY, Hollywood
comedian, signs exclusive five-year
radio and television contract with NBC.
RAY TREMAINE
appointedsucceeding
chief librarian of CKEY Toronto,
CLIFF BOWERS, who joins CKRD
Red Deer, Alta.
ROY LOGGINS starts five weekly
disc program Blowing With Roy on
KALI Pasadena, Calif. Leo J. Meyberg & Co., Los Angeles (RCA distributor), is sponsor.
JANE QUINN, star of WGN-TV Chicago's Telephone Quiz and Hy-Power
Crossword Puzzle, and Scott Gordon
were married April 22.
ED REIMERS, KTTV (TV) Hollywood
staff announcer, signed by Filmakers
to narrate several sequences in forthcoming motion picture "Outrage."
HELEN RAY, member of program department at WTIC Hartford, Conn.,

CASE

FCC Says Power Grant Prop
FCC's 1947 grant to KTHT Hov
ton, Tex., for boost in night pow
from 1 kw to 5 kw directional
790 kc, was in accord with its A
gineering standards, the Comm
sion has told the U. S. Court
Appeals for the District of Colu
bia in a statement of facts aj
grounds for the decision.
FCC said although KECA L
Angeles received interference oi
side its normal area, it was not e
titled to the special engineeri
consideration it claimed. The coi
had requested the details in
October 1949 decision on KEC^
1949], which remanded the case
appeal
FCC [Broadcasting, Oct.
KECA's appeal was made wh
FCC
denied the
station's
for a hearing
on the
KTHT requi
gra:
The Commission explained KE(i
as a Class III station was entitl
to protection to its 2.5 mv/m ccT
tour but prior to the Texas gra
was serving to its 1.83 mv/m cd
tour. KTHT's changed facilit:
were cited as reducing this to 2.
mv/m, effecting a loss of 5.2%
KECA's then existing audien
KECA made no adequate showi
its programs were different frc
other services available to the ar
lost, hence it was not entitled
protection in this outside ar<
FCC said.

RCA THESAURUS
36 Stations Are Add*
RCA'S THESAURUS, transcrih
program service, has signed 36 nt
station subscribers. Stations sign
are:
WJJJ Montgomery. Ala.; WD;
Kansas City, Mo.; WOHI East Liv<
pool, Ohio; KPOJ Portland, Or
KWCR Cedar Rapids, Iowa; KTI
Texas City, Tex.; WIBA Madison, Wi
WCOJ Coatesville, Pa.; WPCF Panai
City, Fla.; WNMP Evanston. 111.; W
Dallas, Tex.; KCUL Fort Worth; K/
Petaluma, Calif.; WCUE Akron, O
KCRV Caruthersville, Mo.; WA
Canton. Ohio; KBIX Muskogee, Okl
WFTR Front Royal. Va.; KVI Seatt
KGNB New Braunfels, Tex.; WKT
Allian.
WFAH Ind.;
Muskegon,
Wc
South Bend,
Ohio- WSBT Mich.;
Crookstc
Ind.; KROX Ga.:
Ft Wayne,
WOV
Minn.; WLBB Carrollton,
Biloxi, Miss.: WC1
Ft Wayne; WVMI
Tallahassj
Cambridge, Md.; WTAL Va.\
WAC
Fla.; WRAD Radford,
Galesbu
WGIL
Me.;
WK.
Presque
• WKTYIsle.La Crosse. Wis.;
111
Weirtc
WEIR
and
111.;
Wa'ukegan,
W. Va.

SPOT BILUNGS
ASED ccnlact
JOSEPH hEPSHEY
McGILLVRA INCj
Hadjion Avenue. New York
MUrrey Hill 2 8755
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GraybaR

ELECTRON

MACHLITT

For years, it has been Graybar policy
to distribute only the finest in broadcast equipment. It is natural, then, that
Graybar offers the Machlett line of
tried and tested electron tubes.
Machlett products are backed by
more than 50 years of experience and
skill — you get a bonus of extra-long
Ilife and high-quality performance in
■ every tube.

TUBES

All types and sizes of Machlett tubes,
as well as any of your other broadcasting equipment requirements, are
quickly and conveniently available
from Graybar's nation-wide network of
warehouses. For facts, call your nearest
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric Company,
Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, New York 1 7, N. Y.
5056

Distributor of Western Electric products

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

TO

KEEP

YOU

Manufactured By . . •
I Graybar Brings You Broadcasting's Best
(1 ) Altec Lansing
Amplifiers (1,20)
(2) Ampex
' Antenna Equipment (20)
(3) Blaw-Knox
Attenuators, Test Equipment (7)
(4)
Bryant
(5) Communication
Products
Cabinets (13)
(6) Crouse-Hinds
Consoles (20)
(7)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,20,22)
(8) Daven
Fairchild
Microphones, Stands and Accessories (1,11,12,15,20,22) (9) General Cable
(10) General Electric
Monitors (10,20)
(11) General Radio
Recorders and Accessories (2,7,17,19)
(12) Hubbell
(13) Hugh Lyons
Speech Input Equipment (20)
(14) Karp Metal
Test Equipment (1,10,21)
(15) Machlett
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
(16)
(17) Meletron
National Electric Products
Tower Lighting Equipment (6,9)
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
(18)
Presto
(19) Triangle
Transmitters, AM and FM (20)
(20) Webster Electric
Tubes (9,14,20)
(21) Western Electric
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (7,17,20)
(22) Weston
(23) Whitney Blake
Wiring Supplies and Devices (4,8,9,1 1 ,1 6,1 8,22)
ROADCASTING
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THE

There are Graybar offices in over 100 principal cities. These
are the District Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives in
19 Key Cities.
DETROIT
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
HOUSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
CHICAGO
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonv le 6-7611
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
KANSAS CITY, MO.
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
CLEVELAND
LOS ANGELES
W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360 R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
DALLAS
MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
C. C. Ross, Central 6454

NEW YORK
F. C. Sweeney, Watkins 4-3000
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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placed in public transCAR CARDS portation
vehicles by LaRosa &
Sons, New York (macaroni products), are being distributed now to 400
timebuyers and radio directors in Chicago and New York by C. P. McGregor
Inc. as promotion pieces. LaRosa,
s McGregor's Hollywhich sponsor
wood Theatre of Stars, contributed
samples of car cards which it displays
in 18 markets. McGregor's Chicago
and New York sales chiefs, William
Mertz Jr. and Nat Donato are promoting 204 different stories in the
half-hour show. Colored cards are
being delivered in person in Chicago
and New York proper, and mailed to
peripheral areas.
Tune Title Contest
CONTEST tying in BMI tune written
by Bill Copeland of Byer & Bowman
Advertising Agency and Geer Parkinson of WBNS Columbus, Ohio, is latest promotion of WCOL Columbus.
Conducted by WCOL Disc Jockey
Emerson Kimball, contest offers prizes
to listeners submitting statement of
25 words or less beginning with title,
// Summer Is Good to Me, tune written by Mr. Copeland and Mr. Parkinson. Prizes include bicycle, broiler,
set of wrenches and theatre passes.
WSM 'Opry' Bookings
WSM Nashville has announced it is
now booking its Grand Ole Opry for
next season. Show, which will celebrate its 25th year in October, is held
by WSM to be natural for outdoor promotion. WSM reported over four million people have visited Nashville to see
show in Ryman Auditorium and many
millions more have seen it in person
in all 48 states and in Canada and
Canal Zone. For cross-country tours,
Grand Ole Opry acts use two DC-3
airplanes.
WOIC Promotion
INAUGURATION of new promotion
by WOIC (TV) Washington, including newspaper advertisements asking
"How's Your Pulse?" has been announced by John P. Hardesty, director
of advertising and special events. Promotion is designed to appeal to both
TV viewer and prospective sponsor,
making primary pitch at viewer and
winding up with straight sales "comeon." Advertisement also states WOIC's
Channel 9 is home of five of top 10
TV shows and, in addition, has Washington's highest-rated daily locally
produced TV program featuring Jim
Simpson, 6:45-7 p.m.
NBC's Flying Saucer
TAKING flying saucer for theme, NBC
press department has come out with
"Radio Editors' Flying Saucer Mail
Service." Promotion piece is made up
of white saucer-shaped cardboard let-
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prize to winning father is compk
wardrobe, worth about $500, and fir
prize to son writing letter is %'<
savings bond and portable radio. Coi
test is being promoted on Starlets (
Parade show over KDKA. Men's Wei
Guild is placing displays in 250 men
wear stores in area and supplyir

tered in red and white and attached to
sky-blue square. Sent via airmail, card
states on reverse side that flying
saucer is attached. Purpose is to call
attention to new listening time for
Dimension X, Saturday, 8-8:30 p.m.
(EST), dramatizations of "outstanding
science fiction."
WWL Brochure
BROCHURE titled "Young Man and
a Bull" tells story of how WWL New
Orleans "has raised standard of living
of whole area, built loyal audience for
programs and created market for its
sponsors' products." Promotion piece
was prepared and sent out to agencies
by WWL's national representative,
The Katz Agency. In line with project,
George Shannon highlights on early
morning show, Farm Front Reporter,
interviews recorded by him on yearly
trips through Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama and Tennessee.
Demonstration Film
QUARTER-HOUR 16mm film to demonstrate KTTV (TV) Hollywood's facilities at its newly acquired studios at Nassour Motion Picture lot
in Hollywood prepared by Los Angeles
Times-CBS owned station for showing
to advertisers and agencies. Film,
which presents various shots of Los
Angeles-Hollywood area, points out
central location of its studios, facilities offered there and type of TV programs which can be expected to originate there. Film will be distributed by
station's representative, Radio Sales,
in New York, Chicago, Detroit and
San Francisco, in addition to being
booked for local showings by KTTV
sales representatives. Ed Reimers,
station staff announcer, did narration on film; John Vrba, promotion
manager, was producer.
Informational Cards
SERIES of 6x9-inch self-mailer cards
describing business activity of WMCA
New York being sent by station to
all advertising agencies and advertisers. Cards are made up in various
colors and carry slogan, "Leading advertisers in every field lead the way
to WMCA." In addition, some cards
mention contract just signed with
advertiser, agency, starting date and
program; other cards carry available

Westinghouse Display
prizes.
WHEN parent Westinghouse Electr
Corp.
held recent KYW
stockholders'
in
Philadelphia,
that citymeetir
set U
Westinghouse display in concourse i
Pennsylvania Railroad's 30th St. St:
tion, which greeted stockholders d
their arrival in city. Display feature
latest Westinghouse TV set model
and prominently exhibited call lette
of KYW.
Race Park Honors WTVJ
HONORING WTVJ (TV) Miami, Gul:-.
stream Park April 18 named featui
race of day
"WTVJ and
Handicap."
Mr
Mitchell
Wolfson
Mrs. Sidne

J. AKUHEAD PUPULE (Hal Lewis) accepts coffee and a doughnut from a
Honolulu Rapid Transit employee
while duplicating his pose on KHON
Honolulu, T. H.'s outside bus card.
The three-color cards were used to
publicize
Mr. Lewis'
switch
KPOA Honolulu,
to KHON
and from
the
Aloha Network.
spots, programs, etc., with rates on
each.
Smart Space
YEAR'S contract for space in TV
Digest, Philadelphia magazine for television viewers, signed by Hohenadel
Brewery, Philadelphia. Company runs
ad weekly on page listing sport highlights of upcoming week. Form of ad
consists of banner head, covering both
ad and sports box which says, "Add to
your
besideenjoyment."
and under Sales
box. message
Additionalis
promotion sent to clubs and bars in
area is reprint of ad and sports highlights on heavy coated stock paper
with hole in top for hanging.

Meyer, wives of WTVJ's co-owner
were in winner's circle to make troph
presentation to owner of winnin
horse. Handicap was final speci:
event scheduled in WTVJ's first ann
versary
ran April
12-1
inclusive.week
WTVJwhich
has telecast
Wedne;
day and Saturday feature races £
Gulfstream during 1950 meet.
Educational Tours
EDUCATIONAL radio tours for a
school teachers of Illinois' Jefferso
County are now being conducted weel
ly at WMIX Mt. Vernon, 111. Toui
through studios, and short talks by a
staff members are part of prepare
entertainment. Tours will stop at en
of school term and resume in fall.
KCOL Coverage
PROMOTION piece extolling coverag
by KCOL Fort Collins, Col., issued b
station. Four-page leaflet contain
frontispiece picture showing Her
Hollister, president of KCOL, present
ing station's trophy to winning tear
in Northern Colorado division shoo
for National Rifle Assn. KCOL als
emphasizes its business pull in br
chure.
Award Announcement
ANNOUNCEMENT of San Francisc
Academy of Television Arts and Sci |
ences award for outstanding station
achievement to KPIX (TV) San Frait
cisco used by station in direct maij
promotion card. Under announcemenj
of award and picture of silver statuett.
that went with it is copy expressinf
gratitude to "contemporary station
and associates for the high honor . . 6
and for five additional awards in a:!

Baby Pins
DIAPINS, two large safety pins connected by six-incharelink
for baby's
underpinnings,
sentchain
on request
by
Perfex Co., Omaha (cleaners, starch),
which sponsors Kitchen Club on more
than 30 stations. Edith Hansen mails
handy, goodwill promotions with following card verse: "Hi there, little
bundle, we're glad that you are here.
We think you're really something and many program classifications."
we hold you very dear. These Diapins
Personnel
we send you for mother's busy days,
will help her manage safely your 'ever BOB CHILL, former Chicago Sun
Times reporter, joins publicity staf
changing' ways!"
Advantages Presented
at ABC's Central Division. DOJ
BID for increased spot business made
CARRELL
ABC's mai
room
staff topromoted
promotionfromdepartment
by KRON-TV San Francisco in new
direct mail promotion piece headlined:
"KRON-TV's program parade holds lywood
MARK FINLEY,
Mutual-Don
LeeisHoi'
public relations
director,
thi
audiences alert for spots." Copy iden- father of a girl, Kathleen O'Reilly.
tifies KRON-TV as San Francisco television station "that does most to help
your 'spots' produce." Also listed
BASEBALL
prominently is complete run down of
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
all types of programs featured by station and on which adjacencies are
5 D/F ALL
SPEEDY-Q
DISCS *|U.
t4f|[2. orea
available.
COVER
REQUIREMENTS
Best Father Sought
Order C.O.D. today
while supply lasts
LETTER writing contest sponsored
by KDKA Pittsburgh is open to any
CHAS. MICHELSON, Inc.
boy or girl
area.station
Con23 WEST 47th ST., N. Y. 19
testants areunder
asked 16to inwrite
PL 7-0695
on subject, "Why I think my dad is
the best father in the world." First
BROADCASTING
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OFFICIAL
Congress Okays for D. C.
WASHINGTON radio and televi;6on stations last Thursday resumed
i ormal operating- schedules after
fcongress earlier in the week finally
i.pproved Daylight Saving Time
or the District of Columbia
Broadcasting, May 1].
jl President Truman signed a
kouse-originated bill (HR 6354)
iter the Senate cleared the bill
Tuesday, giving the District DST
*or 1950 only, a provision which
onflicted with a Senate-sponsored
.ill favoring DST on a permanent
^asis.
, Washington
radio - TV logs,
crambled by the delay in launching "fast time," resumed operaions calling for listening periods
ubstantially identical to those
isted while the region was on
Eastern Standard Time.
' Television stations were affected,
lor the most part, during the fouray interim, with Washington teleiewers enjoying their network TV
lare an hour earlier each day.
Capital radio stations generally
vere not affected on network shows,
iring recorded playbacks to listeners at the same periods.
I In House debate on the measure
:jast Monday Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara
R-Minn.) charged that "the force
j'ehind this bill originates in New
Ifork City where the radio people
,mt on their programs" and that
Jadio announcers had "quite frequently" urged District residents
|d vote for DST. He deplored DST
4s a "delusion and a myth" in opposing the measure.
FTC Actions
TOTAL of 1,331 out of 77,420 radio
ontinuities examined by the Fedral Trade Commission during
Jarch were set aside "as being
possibly false and misleading,"
ii"TC's Division of Radio and Periodical Advertising has reported.
fTC conducts monthly survey of
adio, TV, magazine, newspaper,
mail order and other advertisements looking toward apparent and
trobably misrepresentations.

Time

Simulated

WHEN is a simulcast not a
simulcast? Answer: When
legislators fail to push up
their own clocks and the rest
of the country adopts "fast
time." That's exactly what
happened last week before
Congress finally gave the
green light to EDT for the
District of Columbia — effective four days after the normal national switchover.
Washington televiewers of
NBC's Voice of Firestone,
which is usually simulcast,
last Monday got the TV version at 7:30 and the radio
portion an hour later, because
of scrambled radio-TV schedules.

'SAVE THE SOIL'
Awards to Texas Stations
AGGRESSIVE programming on
measures to defeat soil erosion has
won honors for KFRD Rosenberg, KGNC Amarillo and WFAA
Dallas, all Texas, in the fifth annual "Save the Soil and Save
Texas" awards program sponsored
by Scripps-Howard newspapers in
that state. KFRD was named winner of the small-station class for
doing the most for soil-conservation
in Texas during 1949. KGNC won
recognition for its efforts as did
WFAA, which received honorable
mention.
Awards in the form of bronze
plaques will be presented at the
annual awards banquet to be held
at the Rice Hotel in Houston May
16. Featured speakers are Sen.
Clinton P. Anderson (D-N. M.),
former Secretary of Agriculture,
Gov. Allen Shivers, and other dignitaries. Highlights of KFRD's campaign, General Manager Jim Hairgrove said, included personal interviews tape recorded with farmers,
studio interviews with agriculture
leaders and regular news releases
on soil conservation.

WBAT
WGBF
BIDS
FCC Would Grant Changes
INITIAL DECISIONS to grant
WBAT Marion, Ind., change from
500 w daytime on 1600 kc to 250 w
fulltime on 1400 kc and to grant
WGBF Evansville, Ind., power increase to 5 kw fulltime, on 1280 kc,
have been reported by FCC
[Broadcasting, May 1].
Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham, in recommending approval of the WBAT bid, ruled to
deny the new station requests of
Chronicle Pub. Co., Marion, and
Kokomo Pioneer Broadcasters, Kokomo, Ind. He preferred to grant
Marion its first fulltime facility
because Kokomo already has such
an outlet, WIOU. Since Chronicle
Pub. Co. owns both daily papers in
Marion, the examiner preferred to
approve the application of WBAT,
an independent firm. The publishing firm also is licensee of WMRI
(FM)
there. recommended WGBF
In the
grant, Hearing Examiner Jack P.
Blume found that only slight interference would occur to KSFT
Trinidad, Col. He ruled to deny
competitive bid of WMRO Aurora,
111., for night operation on 1280 kc
with 100 w. WMRO, now on that
channel with 250 w daytime, was
ruled out because it is a Class IV
station on the regional facility and
did not meet all conditions necessary to entitle it to exception under
FCC's
locations.rules governing channel alKokomo Pioneer Broadcasters is
a partnership of Donald A. Burton, William F. Craig and Ralph
J. Whitinger. Messrs. Burton and

18 RD
resumes
his former
as
on May
ET post
C. HOTTEL
RICHA
CBS correspondent in Berlin,
succeeding BILL DOWNS, who will
move to CBS news staff in Washington.
H. V. KALTENBORN replaced on his
NBC news commentary show by
RICHARD HARKNESS during for11.
mer's vacation from May 26 to Sept.
JACK LEWIS, sportscaster for WTVR
a(TV)
boy. Richmond, Va., is the father of
BILL MURPHY, news editor and
disc jockey for WCKB Dunn, N. C, is
the father of a boy, William Bailey
Jr., born April 24.
JOE CRYSDALE, sports director of
CKEY Toronto, is the father of a girl,
born April 21.
Craig own WLBC Muncie, Ind. The
Chronicle Pub. Co. publishes the
Marion Leader-Tribune (morning),
Chronicle
(evening) and ChronicleTribune (Sunday).
Coast

Electronic

Show

SEVENTH annual Pacific Electronic Exhibit will be held in 1951
at San Francisco Civic Auditorium, Aug. 29-31, according to H.
P. Balderson, president of West
Coast Electronic Mfrs. Assn. The
sixth annual exhibit will be held
at Long Beach Municipal Auditorium next Sept. 13-15 inclusive.

NEED

MORE

COVERAGE?

NRDGA SESSION
Radio-TV Panel Set
A RADIO and television panel is
scheduled among events at the midyear conference of the National
Roy Thompson
Retail Dry Goods Assn. at the
Hotel Biltmore, Los Angeles, May
31-June 2.
I ~&Uy
A M 25
years
of
radio
exparience and personal particlThe radio and television panel
I■
pation in his community's
I
projects and services have
session will be held at 2 p.m. Wedmade
Roy Thompson a
nesday, May 31, in the grand balllake no "bones" about
■ m. household word in industriroom of the hotel. Chairman of the
it
.
.
.
you get real coverage
panel will be E. J. Shurtz, vice
ona. WRTAon,,
Altopson
ally -ric
T the
Stati
Roy h Thom
in
this
important market
president of the Broadway departwill assure you a loyal, buyment
store,
Los
Angeles.
Partici_ ■ ing audience throughout the
when you use powerful
pants will be George L. Moskovics,
listening hours.
Jk
CBS manager of television sales
KFYR
advertising.
Out here, listening to
KFYR
development; Maurice B. Mitchell,
ABC
1240 KC
BAB director; Mag Zahrt, of BAB;
550 KC 5000 WATTS KFYR is a habit — based on a quarter
Robert Enders, of Robert Enders
NBC AFFILIATE
century of outstanding service. Ask any
Altoona,
Pa.
Advertising Agency Inc., WashingBISMARCK, N. DAK. John Blair man for the complete story.
Represented by
ton; and James Rotto, sales and
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
publicity director, Hecht Co., Washington.
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FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Network Calibre Programs at Cocal Station Cost
Miss Florence Richards
McCann-Erickson
New York City
Dear Flo:
tliin's
with a Tried
bang
hereWell,
in th'
homeis really
town uvgoin'
WCHS!
ter
git
down
town
Sattiday,
an' I never
seen
seek
crowds uv peemoney
!9 5I 0 bet-is
put 1aspendin'
cha
goin
be th'
biggestter bizness
h i s t r in
y uth'v
year
C h arleston,
West Virginny,
and sayin'
thet's
sreally
it m p t we've
h i n'j,
'cause
had some
m i g h t y b ig
bizness
'round years
here!
Yes'm, th' coal
miners
is
a wo r kin' ter
heat th' band;
th'
trades buildin'
has a
new contract;
aV th'tors contracis gittin
ready f e r a
hist r y-m aki
boomn'a
onbuildin'
account
hoiv th'dentPresisigned
t h ' h o u sin'
bill; an' th' big plants in th' valley is
agoing 'round
full tilt!
hit ter
looks likemoreth'
folks
here Flo,
isthengoin'
money ter spend
you kinhaveshake
a
stick at, an' you guys and gals what has
thin's ter sell cud reallv do a job for yer
clients by usin' WCHS! Hit's th' station folks lissens ter th' most right here
where th' money's ter be spent!AlgyThet's
good news, ain't it Flo?
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston, W.
Page 66
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flood inlisteners
Crookston,
Minn., wasof given
by
WCCO Minneapolis through staff
members who traveled 300 miles for
that purpose. Early reports on risingwaters and snowstorm which disrupted
communications in area were given
WCCO by George Grim, newscaster
for station, and Bob Sutton, program
director, who flew over area. Wiley S.
Maloney, news director, Stewart MacPherson, Frank Butler, announcer, and
Engineer Harry Larson went to
Crookston and telephoned eye-witness
accounts to station. Tape recorded
interviews with personnel at Red Cross
headquarters, men working to save
bridge and flood refugees were combined into half-hour show which helped
raise funds to aid in emergency work
in area.
Sportsman's Award
SPECIAL Bill Hunter Tribute broadcast over Columbia Pacific Network,
May 5, was occasion for awarding of
CBS Pacific Network Sportsman's
Award to Willis 0. (Bill) Hunter,
athletic director of U. of Southern
California. Presentation is made annually to Western sports figure who
makes greatest contribution to Western sports each year. Howard S.
Meighan, CBS vice president and general executive, made award, while Tom
Harmon, KNX Hollywood director of
sports, narrated program which precareer. sented highlights from Mr. Hunter's
TV Auction
LEADING Baltimore retailers and
manufacturers co-sponsor new show
over WMAR-TV Baltimore called TeleSale. Show is actual auction of merchandise ranging in value from small
amounts to hundreds of dollars. Items,
all products of sponsors, are open to
bids from studio and home audience
at same time. San Rea, auctioneer,
will conduct shows, taking studio bids
while battery of models at telephone
extensions in studio take home offers.
New, nationally - advertised products
are put on block, and highest bidder
can secure his goods from sponsor on
following day. Show is aired Thursday, 8 p.m. Agency is Harrison-Pitt
Inc., Baltimore.
WIP Roundup
TO PIERCE cloak of confusion
drawn about Philadelphia's threat of
transit strike, WIP Philadelphia obtained exclusive roundup statements
from spokesmen and key figures of
both labor and management. Separately taped statements and newsinterviews which clarified status of
events involving Philadelphia Transportation Co. dispute were aired fortnight ago together with similar news
from local Pennsylvania Railroad and
Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania,
each concerned with railroad and
telephone labor disputes, respectively.
Future Farmers Feted
FUTURE FARMERS of America, 20
strong, were honored at WLS Chicago
Prairie Farmer family dinner April
28 during their all-expense-paid threeday trip
to Chicago.
Annual promotion of station
and newspaper
since
1944, trips are given to boys from
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin and Mich-

igan for outstanding achievement in
agriculture and scholastic or community leadership. Eight youths discussed current farm topics with Paul
C. Johnson, editor of Prairie-Farmer,
at dinner, and tape recording was
broadcast later. Arthur C. Page, WLS
farm
master. program director, was toastCup Race
FAMOUS Maryland Hunt Cup pointto-point race telecast by WBAL-TV
Baltimore from J. W. Y. Martin estate
in Worthington Valley. Station claims
"first" in giving viewers direct on-thespot coverage of event. Special equipment and camera techniques were used.
Maggi
m.c. of NBC's
Leave
It to theMcNellis,
Girls, interviewed
celebrities
and Tom White, newscaster, handled
color. Race was described by Humphrey Finney, editor of The Maryland
Horse magazine.
"Game of Day"
WPEN Philadelphia has started new
sports show called Game of the Day,
broadcast Monday through Saturday
from 7:15-7:45 p.m. Program is capsule reconstruction of major league
baseball games. WPEN said play-byplay description faithfully reconstructs
complete action of outstanding afternoon ball game. Play-by-play, in which
every play is re-enacted with proper
sound effects simulating live action at
ball park, is handled by Del Parks.
WHEB X-Ray Show
NEW HAMPSHIRE'S X-Ray Unit, in
Portsmouth for recent three-week stay,
was used by Lu and Phyl Dumont for
their WHEB Portsmouth show, The
Dumonts. Broadcasting from inside
X-ray bus, Dumonts were X-rayed, describing procedure to listeners and
then interviewing state health director
and his assistant who have been traveling around state giving free chest
X-rays to as many citizens as possible.
As result of Dumonts' program, and
other publicity announcements, bus
reportedly broke all previous records
for visits and remained in Portsmouth
week longer than originally planned.
WCPO Pays Tribute
SHORTLY after death of Archbishop
John T. McNicholas of Cincinnati last
month, Bob Otto, WCPO Cincinnati

news director and a personal friend of
the prelate, went on the air with
broadcast which, WCPO reported,
brought numerous requests for transcripts from both clergy and laymen.
Informed of the archbishop's death less
than hour after it happened, Mr. Otto,
having written brief biography of prelate earlier this year, went to WCPO
studios, edited script down to 10 minutes and did broadcast carried on
WCPO-AM-FM-TV. Station recorded
broadcast so that prints could be
obtained by churchmen wanting them.
"Maid of Cotton"
"Maid of Cotton" for 1950, Miss Elizabeth McGee of Spartanburg, S. C,
starred in her first TV fashion show
fortnight ago over WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, Show, reported by station
to have been viewed by thousands of
shoppers in local stores, was tied in
with city-wide cotton sales promotion.
Miss McGee, 19-year-old brunette who
won "Maid of Cotton" title last January from 400 other contenders, appeared on show telecast from WFMYTV studios as official goodwill and
fashion ambassador for the American
cotton industry.
Trans-Atlantic Show
YOUNG PEOPLE of England and the
U. S. discussed socialized medicine on
trans- Atlantic broadcast of Junior
Town Meeting, educational show aired
by WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., which
was beamed to BBC. Two students
from each nation argued question,
with one representative of each country taking the affirmative, the other,
negative. Five additional students from
each country formed question panel
and quizzed principal speakers during
last half of show. Program was aired
April 30, 1:30 p.m.
Talent Search
CITY-wide search for television talent
being conducted in Chicago by Admiral
Corp., Balaban & Katz theatres and
B & K's WBKB (TV) Chicago. Search
begins today (Monday) and will be
made up of daily auditions in B & K
theatres, after applicants have secured
entry blanks from Admiral dealers.
Audition winners appear four nights
weekly at theatres and from them
eight persons will be chosen by audiences each week to appear on Admiral's half-hour TV variety show,
Wednesday, 8:30 p.m. Telecasts are
scheduled for 13 weeks, beginning May
17. Twelve weekly winners will compete for one-week Chicago theatre
contract on final show.
FIRST of series of scholarships on
Leaders of Tomorrow show on WWJ
Detroit, awarded to Nafe Katter, U.
of Michigan student.
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[SET KWRZ
FCC Sets Hearing Dares
ISSUES and dates for license renewal proceedings involving KWRZ
(Flagstaff, Ariz., and KSET El
Paso, Tex., have been announced
by FCC. The hearings respectively
Bre to commence May 15 in Washington and May 17 in El Paso.
In the KWRZ case, upon request
bf the station, FCC set aside its
earlier order forfeiting the station's license [Broadcasting, Dec.
b.2, 1949], and designated the renewal bid for consolidated hearing
with the application of Flagstaff
Broadcasting Co. for a new station
on KWRZ's
250
wthere
fulltime
on 1340 assignment,
kc.
The Commission's hearing on the
KSET renewal includes inquiry
regarding a pending bid to assign
the station's license to Rio Grande
Broadcasting Co. FCC indicated it
wishes to determine whether any
unauthorized transfer of KSET has
taken place. KSET is assigned
250 w on 1340 kc, fulltime.
Among issues in the KWRZ
;case, FCC reported the following:
To determine the legal, technical,
financial and other qualifications of
Grand Canyon Bcstg Co. (KWRZ) to
continue to operate station KWRZ and
more particularly to obtain full information relating to: (a) the circumstances leading up to and surrounding
the cessation of operation of KWRZ
■on Sept. 30, 1949; (b) the contract,
dated Jan. 14, 1949, entered into between the licensee of KWRZ and Selwyn Kirby and Agnes McGillvra by
virtue of which the licensee agreed to
■sell their
interestthein buyers
KWRZ would
and by take
virtue of which
over as managers and receive profits
and losses subsequent to Feb. 1, 1949:
(c) the operation of station KWRZ
subsequent to February 1, 1949 by Selwyn Kirby and Agnes McGillvra; . . .
<g) the plans of Grand Canyon Bcstg.
Co. as to the resumption of broadcasting over KWRZ; (h) the circumstances
leading up to the bankruptcy of James
IL. Stapleton on October 1, 1949 and the
resultant effect of such bankruptcy on
the future operation of station KWRZ.
To determine whether the license
for KWRZ,bilitiesorincident
the thereto,
rights andhave
responsibeen
transferred, assigned or disposed of, diconsent ofrectly
theor indirectly,
Commissionwithout
and in the
violation
cf Sect. 310(b) of the Act.
1 To determine whether KWRZ has
"been
persons byto this
whom no
licenseoperated
has
beenby issued
mis ion in violation
of Sect. 301 ofComthe
Act.
Issues in the KSET case included among others:
' To determine the legal, technical,
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TO reach the transmitter at WHAM
Rochester, N. Y., Al Balling, transmitter supervisor; Ken Gardner, director of engineering, and Earl
Zimmer, operator, make use of the
boat provided by the county sheriff's
office. This resulted after spring
floods put the transmitter at the
center of a lake a mile in diameter.
Station did not go off the air, officals
said.
financial and other qualifications of
the applicant, Sunland Bcstg. Co.
(KSET), to continue to operate KSET
and more particularly to obtain full
information relating to: (a) The circumstances leading up to and surrounding the cessation of operations of
KSET on July 31, 1949; (b) The method
or methods of financing of the operation of KSET from July 31, 1949, to
date and the source or sources of such
financing; (c) Two certain contracts,
date Oct. 14, 1949. entered into between Sunland Bcstg. Co. and one J.
L. Vance, and between Sunland Bcstg.
Co., J. L. Vance, and Rio Grande Bcstg.
Co., by virtue of which all of the real
and personal
property
of Sunland,
including all books
of account,
ledgers,
bankbooks, etc. and "any and all other
papers, documents or writings pertaining in any way to the property assigned"timatelwasy to Rio
conveyed
to Vance
and emulGrande;
(d) The
ployment by Sunland of personnel of
Rio Grande and particularly the employment of G. C. Hoffman, an officer
in Rio Grande, as "operational manager of KSET",
together
information relating
to the with
scope full
of authority of such employees over the operation and policies of KSET; (e) The
authority and control exercised by the
stockholders of Commission record of
Sunland Bcstg. Co. over the policies
and tooperation
1949
date. of KSET from July 31,
W. S. SYMINGTON
Begins Post at NSRB
W. STUART SYMINGTON, former Secretary of the Air Force, has
assumed his duties as chairman of
the National Security Resources
Board, charged with formulating
a mobilization program for the nation's resources in the event of
emergency. He was sworn in April
26. Presidential Assistant John R.
Steelman, had been acting board
chairman.
The new NSRB head will be responsible for distribution of potential resources for military and
civilian requirements, policy guidance on the stockpiling program including vital radio-TV equipment,
civil defense planning and preparedness measures. The board has
assigned specific projects to a number of government agencies, including the Munitions Board in
charge of procurement of equipment.
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stawithnamed
15 months,
pastBENHAM,
EDWARDtion for E.
chief engineer of
assistant
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
RENE FRENETTE appointed chief
operator of Quebec area of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., with headquarters
at CBV Quebec. He formerly was
with transmission and development
section of engineering division of CBC
at Montreal.
KARL MESSERSCHMIDT joins TV
engineering staff at NBC Chicago.
NICK M. SANCHEZ Jr., engineer at
KONO San Antonio, Tex., is the father
of a girl, Beverly Jean.
SETCHELL - CARLSON
Inc., New
Brighton,
Minn.,
producing
"unit-ized"
television sets, featuring entire
chassis
organized into eight plug-in units, each
performing separate and distinct funcset. tion, yet synchronized in operation of
SHALLCROSS MFG Co., Collingdale,
Pa., announces availability of laboratory-type capacitor analyzer meeting
need for highly acurate, wide-range,
direct-reading measuring instrument
capable of determining essential characteristics of capacitors.
W. J. WILLIAMS
Radio-TV Pioneer Dies
WYNANT J. WILLIAMS, 66, pioneer in radio and television, died of
a heart attack May 1 while in
conference at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Prof. Williams
was head of the department of
electrical engineering at RPI and
also general manager of the
school's WHAZ Troy, N. Y. In
addition, he served as technical advisor for WTIC-AM-FM Hartford.
An associate of the American
Radio Relay League and Croft Lab
at Harvard U., Prof. Williams had
been active in the supervision of
the development at RPI of an allelectronic color TV system which
would permit TV sets to receive
color transmission. Surviving are
his wife; a daughter, Ruth L.
Williams of Albany, and a son,
Wvnant J. Williams Jr. of Hartford.
20 Elected To AP
TWENTY radio stations were
elected to AP membership April 27
at a meeting of the AP board of
directors. New station members:
KUOA Siloam Springs, Ark.;
KTHS Hot Springs, Ark.; WLOI
La Porte, Ind.; KARE Atchison,
Kan.; WFBR Baltimore; WLEW
Bad Axe, Mich.; KPBM Carlsbad,
N. M.; WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.;
WFTC Kinston, N. C; WBEX
Chillicothe, O.; WERE Cleveland;
WICU (TV) Erie; KVMC Colorado
City, Tex.; KGNB New Braunfels,
Tex.; WRAD Radford, Va.;
WCOM Parkersburg, W. Va.;
WWGP Sanford, N. C; WLOH
Princeton, W. Va.; KGON Oregon
City, Ore.

pling techniques'7
SURVEYS,
POLLS

&

SAMPLES
By MILDRED B. PARTEN, Research
Associate, Dept. of Psychology,
Univ. of Rochester
Here is the
most up-to-date and comprehensive
book available on the whole subject
of conducting surveys, polls and
samples. You will find in it a svsteraatic,
step-by-step description and evaluation
of every kind of research procedure. It
shows you exactly how to carry out
successfully
investigations
consumer andsuch
market
surveys; aspublic
opinionence and
polls;
type, Inradio
audisocialcensus
surveys.
addition
SURVEYS, POLLS & SAMPLES analyzes the comparative merits of different
methods for handling specific problems.
Roperandsays:
"I want evaluation
to commendof
aElmo
judicial
disciplined
the field in which we work."
SURVEYS,
SAMPLES
only
discussesPOLLS
theory& and
problems"notof
sampling and polling, but contains
detailed discussions of the technique
to be followed in everyr step of the
survey procedure." —Advertising Age.
HELPFUL CHAPTERS COVER
Social Surveys and Polls in the United
States • Planning the Procedure •
Methods of Securing Information • The
Role of Sampling • Organization and
Personnel of the Survey • Construction
of the Schedule or Questionnaire •
Types of Sampling • Procedures for
Drawing Samples • Size of Sample •
Interview Procedures • Mail Questionnaire Procedures • Sources of Bias •
Editing the Schedule Data • Coding
the Data • Evaluation of the Data and
Sample
• Preparation and Publication
of the Report.
"PROBABLY ONE OF THE YEAR S
Ink
BEST
BOOKS
ON —Printer's
RESEARCH."
EXAMINE IT 10 DAYS FREE
Send for your copy of SURVEYS,
POLLS & SAMPLES now. If within 10
days you are not completely convinced
that it can help you solve your research problems, return the book and
pav nothing.
| m MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
I HARPER & BROTHERS, 51 E. 33rd St., N.Y. 16 |
| Gentlemen: Please send me Surveys, |
and Samples
for 10that
days" time
FREE I _|
■| Polls
examination.
Within
_I85
will remit S6.00, plus a few cents
mailine charees, or return the book. |'
■ Name
■
| Address
|
I City
Zone . . State I
' SAVE! If you enclose pavment. '
I publisher will pay mailing charges. I
I Same return privilege.
I
0206A I
F_ ____________
_1
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BURNE joins Jay &
N WASH
JOHGraha
m Research, which publishes
Videodex, as director of press relations.
ADVERTEST RESEARCH, New Brunswick, N. J., releases copies of new rate
structure on two subscription services
published by firm. Rates were made
available to subscribers during March
1950.
GUS HAGENAH elected vice president of Standard Radio, Chicago transcription service.
He has been with
firm as Midwest
sales representative
since 1944. He was
S E S A C station
relations representative from 1947 until 1944.
KYW Philadelphia
and WOW Omaha
contract with Feature Radio Inc.,
Mr. Hagenah
Chicago for Feature Foods, women's participation
program. Show, merchandising program at WLS Chicago for 15 years,
starts on KYW this week and on WOW
Sept. 1. Plan includes local distribution checks by staff members, promotions with key stores, introduction of
new products and client service. KYW
sells participations for $75 each with
minimum of two weekly for 13 weeks.
WOW will sell participations for
$46.75 each, on same terms. Only noncompeting accounts are accepted, according to Lyman L. Weld, president
of Feature Radio.
BERT SOMSON appointed distributor
for Charles Michelson Inc. program
transcriptions for Illinois, Missouri,
Arkansas and Tennessee, headquartering in St. Louis.

A. MAXWELL HAGE, creator of The
Better Way, script series on free enterprise anti-Communist themes, adds 40
new subscribers, bringing total to 110
stations carrying series.
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc., New York,
publishes "Lingo of Tin-Pan Alley,"
22-page booklet on language and slang
of song publishing by ARNOLD
SHAW, vice president and general professional manager of Duchess Music
Corp., affiliate of BMI.
BEN MILLER appointed associate editor of Television Digest. He previously was with NAB as assistant director of program department, and
before that was program director of
WGAC Augusta, Ga., WPID Petersburg, Va., and on the staff of We The
People with Young & Rubicam, New
York.
WORLD VIDEO Inc., New York package producer, announces completion of
12 summer programs, running from
drama to children's shows.
HAL LEYSHON & Assoc. Inc., public
relations, moves principal executive
offices to 292 Madison Ave., New York
17. Telephone is Murray Hill 5-0744.
EXTENSION of its radio audience
rating service to start with June
reports, announced
by ELLIOTT-

SELLS THE
Meiwfudiicm
/Ilea.
AT LOW COST/

The "Consumer Markets" Section of
STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE reports comprehensive market data from
the most reliable sources for every state,
every county, and every city of 5,000
and over.
The Product Advertising Manager of one
of the largest food companies says, "I
am deriving invaluable assistance from
SRDS 'Consumer Markets.' Its wealth of
detailed material and its careful organization have a universal application to
food products marketing problems."
Media and market men, account executives, advertising and sales managers
everywhere are finding SRDS "Consumer
Markets" a useful business tool.

#1 COUNTY IN THE UNITED STATES...*

Media Service-Ads like WGAY's
shown here provide valuable
supplementary information.
Once you use the 1949-1950
CONSUMER MARKETS you'll use
it whenever market problems
arise. Single copies $5.00 each.
A StcKon of Standard Rat* & Data Service I
Walter E, Botthof, Publisher
333
Av«noe, .Chicago
1, tit. • j1
New North
York Michigan
• Son Froncltio
lot Angelas
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mil
HAYNES Ltd., Toronto. Expanded
service will include rural audience ratings by station and time segment, multiple set listening as index of total
audience within home, auto radio listening, out-of-home listening in restaurants, stores, etc., and semi-annual
measurement on correlation of program listening to use of advertised
products as basis of measuring program's selling effectiveness.
WNBQ (TV), NBC M & O station in
Chicago, has subscribed to video rating service of American Research Bureau.
Equipment
CAPT. DAVID R. HULL, USN retired,
former assistant technical director of
Int'l Telephone and Telegraph Corp.,
effective May 15
will join Raytheon
Mfg. Co., Waltham,
Mass., as assistant
to Wallace L. Gilford, vice president
in charge of Equipment Divisions.
Before joining
IT&T, Capt. Hull
was executive vice
president
and director of CapehartFarnsworth
Corp.,
Capt. Hull
and prior to that
vice president and director of Federal
Telecommunication Laboratories. During World
he served
assistant War
chief of II,Naval
Bureauas for
Electronics.
BOB CHESIRE, formerly with Commercial Distributors, handling TV
sales, named assistant eastern regional
sales sionmanager
of DuMont
receiver Labs.
sales diviof Allen B.
He
will assist H. James Tait in territory.
WILLIAM W. STIFLER Jr. joins application engineering staff of Sprague
Electric Co., North Adams, Mass. He
formerly was connected in executive
capacity with Engineering Research
Assoc., Arlington, Va.
LEWIS RUSSEL joins Mitchell Mfg.
Co., Chicago, as advertising and sales
promotion manager of four divisions,
including radio and television sections.
He is former advertising manager of
Culligan Zeolite, Northfield, 111,
JAMES F. McLAUGHLIN appointed
sales manager for All-State Distributors Inc., Newark, N. J., wholesale
distributor of Hallicraf ter's television
and Webster-Chicago recording equipment. He is former branch manager
for Zenith Radio Corp.
GEORGE J. SCHULTZ Inc., Norfolk,
Va., named by Tele King Television,
New York, as distributor for its receivers in Virginia and eastern North
Carolina. BEN A. ARON, formerly
with Storecast Corp. and promotion
manager of WNOR Norfolk, Va.,
named advertising manager for
Schultz and Tele King in that area.
CLARENCE S. TAY, former general
manager
Admiral named
Corp.'spresident
is four
distributingof divisions,
and board chairman of divisions.
LYNN C. PARK, treasurer, elected a

director and secretary-treasurer ol
branches and GEORGE DRISCOLL
secretary, named assistant secretar
of three branches and a director oi
New York division.
ROBERT A. GROSS, previously as -U|
sistant to president of Gross Dis-T
tributors Inc., radio distributor, apn
pointed executive vice president offl
firm.
ROGERS MAJESTIC Ltd. and!
ROGERS ELECTRONIC TUBES Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont., establishes three nevJ
companies: Manufacturing division!
becomes Canadian Radio Mfg. CorpJT
Ltd.; consumers'
goods Radio
divisionCorpJj
be-l
comes
Rogers Majestic
Ltd., and communications division be-l
Ltd.
comes
Rogers Majestic Electronics,"
COMMERCIAL RADIO-SOUND Corp.,,
New York, changes phone number to.
Plaza 9-5100.
MAGNECORD Inc., Chicago, announces!
new PT 7-CC console model tape
recorder for broadcasting industry.^
Console is priced at $950, firm reports.
Magnecord also develops new three)
head professional tape recorder permitting monitoring of tape during
recording process. Unit, PT 63-A,
offers separate heads to erase, record
and simultaneously playback.

SESAC LIBRARY
Transcriptions Increased'

INCREASE of SESAC Inc.'s j
Transcribed Library Service sol;
that subscribers will now receive i
at least 3,700 selections, has been 1

announced itbyalso
the was
firm.
Simul- )"
taneously,
announced
that SESAC plans to assure *
broadcasters more material specifi- (
cally aimed at public interest by
continuing development of special j
non-sectarian scripts for presentatioii of religious musical programs.
SESAC said the success of its;
transcribed program service is due
to the new script service with special emphasis
on children's shows
of the
"non-bloodcurdling"
type.
The firm points out that there are :
no shootings, hangings or murders
in the SESAC kiddie shows.
CJCJ Calgary has changed call letters. ,
to CKXL.
The

WQUA
QUA
means
Service and
Audience
ity
QU Ant
among
the 225.000
People in the

DAVENPORT
ROCKMOISLAND
MOLINE
LINE,
UAd• •EAST
Q
RADIO

CENTER.
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WJR

'ENDING WJR Detroit-CBS contract negotiation sescn in Detroit were: G. F. (Fritz) Leydorf, WJR vice presi■fent in charge of engineering; William G. Siebert, WJR
rector and secretary-treasurer; Harry Wismer, WJR
sneral manager and assistant to the president; H. V.
kerberg, CBS vice president in charge of station relaAcMAHON

NAMED

Heads Senate 'Voice' Group
EN. BRIEN McMAHON (D3nn.) has been named to head a
ecial Public Affairs Subcommite of the Senate Foreign Relations
jmmittee set up to consult with
ate Dept. on Voice of America
id other international information
ograms.
Other members of the group, one
eight created to confer with the
ate Dept. on various policy matrs, include Sen. William J. Fulight (D-Ark.) and Sen. H. Alex■Aer Smith (R-N. J.). Names of
le subcommittees correspond
ughly to structure of State Dept.
The special group will be availcle for consultation with Edward
irrett, Assistant Secretary of
ate for Public Affairs, who superses Voice and other activities,
It is not primarily designed to
-.ndle legislative matters, it was
rphasized. No regular schedule
meetings has been set, but comttee members expressed hope they
)uld take place "at least once a
Dnth" to enable them to keep
urrently informed" on State
2pt. activities.

WEVD
117-119 W. 46 St
_
*NRY GREENFIELD, Me. Director N.Y.19
ROADCASTING

tions; G. A. Richards, chairman of the board, WJR WGAR
Cleveland and KM PC Los Angeles; Joseph H. Ream, CBS
executive vice president; John Patt, WGAR director and
general manager; Worth Kramer, assistant general manager of WJR; James H. Quello, promotion-publicity director of WJR.

STRIKE

NOW A LUXURY
Should Never Occur, Hayes Tells AFRA

EFFICACY of the strike threat in
union contract negotiations is almost gone in broadcasting, John S.
Hayes, WTOP Washington vice
president and general manager,
told a meeting of the AFRA Washington local.
Having been on both sides in
contract negotiations, Mr. Hayes
said, he was convinced a strike
should never occur. It is almost
equally difficult for the union or
for management to face a strike
with equanimity, he explained.
Salary scales, in general, have been
pushed to a level so high that the
organized employe in broadcasting
can probably no longer afford the
luxury of a strike, he suggested.
Nor can management face the
prospect of a strike without apprehension, Mr. Hayes said, with risk
of error by inexperienced replacements afrightening element.
Mr. Hayes explained that in most
large stations the manager is an
employe of an absentee ownership,
a situation fraught with many
problems. He said union negotiators occasionally are prone to overlook the fact that a manager "is not
dedicated solely to the principle of
holding the line but that he may
well be attempting to work out
some form of compromise which
will meet the union's request, the
requirements of his own board of
directors, and still fall within the
realm of what is possible to acIn viewing the union situation
complish."
Mr. Hayes said, "I get a little
weary sometimes listening to some
of my colleagues who persist in
thinking of trade unions as organizations which devote themselves to
the harassment of management and
the potential bankruptcy of the industry. Iget a little weary also
of listening to friends within the
broadcasting union movement who
persist in thinking of management
as a group of men who have dedicated themselves to the unhappiness and enslavement of their
employes.

• Telecasting

Meet

WGAR
SIGN
Renew CBS Affiliations
NEW two-year contract between
WJR Detroit and CBS, to run from
Sept. 30, 1950, to Sept. 30, 1952,
was announced last week by G. A.
Richards, chairman of the board of
WJR, WGAR Cleveland and KMPC
Los Angeles.
It also was announced that
WGAR has renewed affiliation with
CBS for an additional two year
period beginning Oct. 1.
Representing the network at negotiations conducted in the WJR
executive offices were Joseph H.
Ream, CBS vice president, and H.
V. Akerberg, CBS vice president in
charge of station relations. Harry
Wismer, WJR general manager,
and assistant to Mr. Richards, and
William G. Siebert, WJR director
and secretary-treasurer, represented the Goodwill Station along
with the board chairman, it was
announced.
WJR has been a CBS affiliate
since September 1935, corresponding at that
time to
with50 kw
the onoutlet's
increase
in power
clear
channel. WGAR, also 50 kw, has
been a CBS affiliate since 1937.

"It so happens that both of these
groups are wrong. Both management and labor have a great stake
in this industry of ours. Neither
of us can prosper, and certainly the
industry cannot prosper, unless
both management and labor look
upon their respective efforts as a

Many of the union complaints
against management, Mr. Hayes
said, arise from actions of supervisory personnel and may not be
known to management. He declared negotiations "really go on

joint endeavor."

for 365 days a year."
favorite

subject

In the past decade, some 20 radio readership surveys have
been conducted, not by BROADCASTING, but by stations, agencies, representatives, etc. Twenty surveysone answer. BROADCASTING first.
May 8, 1950
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RICHFIELD PLANS
WCAU

SALES

Appoint deRussy, McGredy
FURTHER revamp of WCAU
Philadelphia's sales force was announced last week by Donald W.
Thornburgh, president of WCAU
Inc. John S. (Jack) deRussy, former manager, NBC National Spot
Sales, becomes general sales director, and Robert M. McGredy,
formerly assistant director of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, is
new sales manager of WCAU-AMFM-TV.
The appointments follow the
resignation last Monday of Alex
Rosenman as sales vice president
for the stations [see story Telecasting 7]. James F. Coyle,
veteran member of the stations'
sales staff, was named April 19
to a newly created sales post at
WCAU [Broadcasting, April 24].
According to Mr. Thornburgh,
the new appointments were made in
line with a new sales structure
being formulated at WCAU, that
of maintaining two separate sales
staffs — one handling AM, the other
TV — which will work in close cooperation. Under supervision of
Messrs. deRussy and McGredy, Mr.
Thornburgh said, WCAU will follow a two-fold sales policy: Build
up a locally-sponsored daytime
schedule, and establish WCAU-TV
as a testing ground for potential
network TV sponsors.
Mr. deRussy is a veteran of 13

MAJOR

LEAGUE

BASEBALL

'%^4~tfo'15e& fits
LIBERTY!
Millions of people listen to
major league baseball over
Liberty Broadcasting System
. . . and major league baseball has made Liberty the
largest baseball network in
the history of radio!
LIBERTY
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Dallas, Texas
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Mr. deRussy

Mr. McGredy

years radio and newspaper sales
in Philadelphia. He has been sales
manager of KYW-NBC Philadelphia and had been a staff member
of Philadelphia's major daily newspapers. Joining NBC National
Spot Sales in 1944, Mr. deRussy
became manager three years later.
A 15-year veteran of radio-newspaper-agency advertising fields,
Mr. McGredy, who began his
WCAU duties effective May 1, was
formerly sales manager of WTOPCBS Washington. He resigned as
sales manager of WPAT Paterson,
N. J. to join BAB last August.

Shifts 'Reporter' to NBC
RICHFIELD OIL Co., Los Angeles
(petroleum products), after two
years, on June 26 shifts six weekly
Richfield Reporter from 20 ABC
Pacific Coast stations to 10 NBC
Pacific stations, Sun.-Fri., 10-10:15
p.m. (PDT) and seven Arizona
stations, time to be designated.
Agency is Hixson & Jorgensen Co.,
Los Angeles.
Oldest commercially sponsored
newscast in the West, the program
started on NBC April 6, 1931, occupying the 10 p.m. time slot until
two years ago. Shift was made to
ABC when California went to daylight saving time and NBC could
not clear the period. With General
Mills cancelling out its four weekly
night newscasts on Feb. 28, and
Studebacker Corp.'s twice weekly
news contract expiring, time again
became available on NBC with
Richfield returning to the 10 p.m.
spot.
Sports Issue
Considered

WASH.
STATE
MEET
RESOLUTION, asking the state superintendent of public instruction
and/or the courts to decide that "the State High School Athletic Assn. has
no authority to sell school contest broadcasting rights," was voted by the
Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters' annual spring meeting at
Wenatchee April 29.
atchee; Allen Miller, KWSC Pullman;
Carl Downing, Radio News Bureau
WSAB also elected the following
Olympia:
Cole
E. Wylie.
KREM Burt
Sposlate of officers: President, Fred
kane and
KREW
Sunnyside;
Harrison
and
Peter
Barr,
KWSC
PullChitty, KVAN Vancouver; vice
man; James W. Wallace, KPQ Wenpresident, Rogan Jones, KVOS Belatchee; Rogan
Jones, KOMW
KVOS Bellingham; Dean
Nichols,
Omak:
lingham; secretary-treasurer, Jerry
Mortimer Clements, KGIB Bremerton;
Geehan, KMO Tacoma; directors,
Joe
Chytil,
KELA
Centralia-Chehalis:
Leo Beckley. KBRC Mont Vernon:
Bill Taft, KRKO Everett, and Don
Bruce Bartley, KBRO Bremerton;
Wike, KUJ Walla Walla.
Robert W. McCaw, KYAK Yakima.
KXRN Renton and KALE Richland;
The sports resolution recognized
Pacific Telephone
TelepraDh O'Neil,
Co., Seattle;
Mrs. Jack &Rogers,
that "irrespective of the outcome of Dave
any case in the courts of the state,
KBRO Bremerton; Joe Ward. Associated Radio Broadcasters, Seattle.
we should decide upon legislative
action in the 1951 session of the
Canadian Meet
legislature."
In a second resolution, WSAB
WITH the Royal Commission hearcommended the Washington State
ings out of the way, the directors
Advertising Commission for the
of the Canadian Assn. of Broad"fine maner in which it is bringing
casters has called its next meeting
national attention to the natural,
for
late
this summer, Aug. 30scenic and man-made wonders of
Sept. 2, at Jasper Park Lodge,
Washington through a well plan- Jasper, Alta. The Western Assn. of
ned, concerted year around adverBroadcasters will hold its meeting
there at the same time.
tising program." This resolution
also recognized the work of Loren
Stone, manager of KIRO Seattle
and member of the advertising
commission
the state's
broadcasting representing
industry.
Outgoing Officers
Outgoing officers of WSAB are:
President, R. O. Dunning, KHQ
Spokane; vice president, James
Wallace, KPQ Wenatchee; secretary-treasurer, Tom Olsen, KGY
Olympia; directors, O. W. Fisher,
KOMO Seattle, and H. J. Quillian,
KTBI Tacoma.
Those reported attending were :
H. J. Quilliam, KTBI Tacoma; Ed
Craney, KXLY Spokane; R. O. Dunning, KHQ Spokane; Don Seelev,
KWIE Kennewick; Loren Stone, KIRO
Seattle;deen; Harry
Spence, KXRO
AberJames McLaughlin,
John Keating
Co., Seattle; Mark Knight, AP, Seattle;
Done Wike and H. E. Studebaker,
KUJ Walla Walla; Bill Taft, KRKO
Everett; Pat O'Halloran, KPQ Wen-

'Candler Weather'
INCLEMENT weather invariably increases calls for
the services of roofing firms.
Instead of trying to guess
the weather in advance, J. D.
Candler, Detroit roofers, have
left the whole weather situation up to WJBK Detroit.
Using
participations
the
Joe & Ralph
morning onshow,
the roofing firm has instructedler
the commercial
pair to useevery
the single
Candday the weather is bad. All
they have to do, according to
WJBK, is look out the studio
window at 7 a.m., and if they
see rain or snow, the schedule is on. This has led Joe
and Ralph to refer to all bad
weather as "Candler weath-

MAIL CRACKDOWN
On Chicago Giveaway Fin;
THE POST OFFICE Dept. gi
issued a fraud order against tbj
National Radio Program Agenc;!
Chicago, which has offered fq
several months to put persons froi]
all over the country on nation;'
giveaway shows in Chicago for I
$2 entrance fee in a competitio J
asking for a 25-word contest lette '
[Broadcasting, April 10]. Tr!
Post Office has ordered all ma
sent to the firm at 82 W. Washing!
ton
Chicago,
to be to
returned
the St.,
sender,
according
a repoiji made by the Chicago Better Bus
ness Bureau. In addition, no mone l
orders or postal notes payable t
the firm will be paid.
Activities of the agency an
Robert A. Starnes first were repori
ed to Bureau members by the BB
April 10 following numerous con
plaints from private persons
well as broadcasters.
The Ne
tional Radio Program Agency, i
direct-mail solicitation, asked per
sons whether they would like
free trip to Chicago, with expense
paid, to appear on a giveawa
show. No sponsor, station, proc _
uct or network was mentioned i;
the mailing piece.
More tha: $4,000 isin reported
collected
this way. to have bee-

wtLw m> BMI m
t
Another BMI "P«». l/p" Hit— Published by Forres
RAG
SUGARFOOT
On Records: Red Foley — Dee. 46205;
Hank Garland— Dee. 46204; Bill Darnel—Coral 60147; Roy Stevens— Lon.
650; Art Lund— MGM 10648; Freddy
Mitchell — Derby 738.
.
On Transcription: Jerry Gray — Standard
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BS AFFILIATES
®™V
Coffin Johnston
w]
Meet Set for May 10-11
out the years.
COL. GEORGE COFFIN JOHNSIE COLUMBIA Affiliates AdAssociated with Col. Johnston in
TON, 78, pioneer broadcaster and
sory Board's 1950 sessions will for over two decades chief owner
the station have been Bill Mcheld at CBS headquarters in of WDBO Orlando, Fla., died of Bride,
director of national sales,
;w York and at the Ritz-Carlton
a heart attack
who
joined
WDBO in 1930 as an)tel on Wednesday and Thursnouncer; James Yarbrough, chief
April cent
29 City,
in Calif.
Cres- engineer since
y, May 10 and 11. Meetings will
1926; Jack Pedrick,
attended by CAAB members repHe was on a 20,- local sales manager, with the sta;enting 178 independently-owned
000-m i 1 e auto
tion since 1935, and Harold DanSliates and CBS key executives.
tour of the U.S.
forth, vice president, who was with
A private session of the board
WDBO under its Rollins College
Distinguished
11 be held on Tuesday, May 9, to
in three other holders.
ownership. All are minor stockct a chairman and secretary for
fields
before
enCol. Johnston was ordered to
|e coming year and to prepare an
;enda for the meetings with CBS
tering radio —
active
duty in World War II but
ecutives.
medicine, teachage
and
physical condition preing
and
Army
Col.
Johnston
Members of the board are :
cluded his serving again. He was
service
—
Col.
I. R. Lounsberry, WGR Buffalo, Johnston was noted also for his placed on the honorary retired list
in 1947 with rank of colonel.
irman, representing District 2;
civic interest in Orlando. He was
E. Hill, WTAG Worcester, Mass.,
Disposition
of Col.
Johnston's
estate
had not been
announced
late
pretary, District 1; C. T. Lucy, president and owner of 390 shares
.RVA Richmond, Va., District 3; of the total 750 shares common
last week.
stock in Orlando Broadcasting Co.,
Jenn Marshall Jr., WMBR JacksonA widower, his wife was the
le, Fla., District 4; Howard Sumerlicensee of WDBO-AM-FM. A former Ida B. Davis of Pittsburgh,
lle, WWL New Orleans, District 5; CBS outlet, WDBO is assigned 5
who died in 1945. A daughter, Dorjchard Borel, WBNS Columbus,
kw on 580 kc, directional night.
liio, District 6; William Quarton,
othy, also is deceased. Col. JohnsCol. Johnston was born April 4,
ton is survived by a brother and
MT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, District 7;
two
sisters.
1872,
in
Lisbon,
Ohio,
the
son
of
Ij'de Rembert, KRLD Dallas, Tex., Rev. George N. Johnston and
strict 8; and Clyde Coombs, KROY
Emma Coffin Johnston. For two
Lcramento, Calif., District 9.
CBS executives who are to at- years he attended Washington & MISSOURI AWARDS
Jefferson College and then went to
nd the CAAB meetings include:
Cite Sulzberger, Hobby
Western U. at Pittsburgh. In 1895
jFrank Stanton, president; Joseph
he
graduated
from
the
Western
| Ream, executive vice president;
ARTHUR HAYS SULZBERGER,
Pennsylvania Medical College and
jjBrian Murphy, vice president and
practiced medicine for 25 years in publisher of The New York Times
mineral executive; Lawrence Lowman,
Pittsburgh.
ce president and general executive;
and president of Interstate Broaderbert V. Akerberg, vice president in
casting Co. (WQXR-AM-FM New
It was here he took an early inYork), and Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby,
r|arge of station relations; William
terest in roentgenology, the science
Gittinger, vice president and as- of X-rays. In 1909 he was named
former head of the U. S. Women's
Kfetant to the president; Hubbell
Army Corps and executive vice
ipbinson Jr., vice president in charge first president of the American
I network programs; J. L. Van Volk- Roentgen Ray Society and was first president of the Houston (Tex.)
burg, vice president in charge of professor of roentgenology in the Post (KPRC-AM-FM Houston),
ftwork sales; William B. Lodge, vice U. of Pittsburgh. He also was on
the staff of seven hospitals in that were among four American journa-esident in charge of general engi- city.
lists to receive Missouri Honor
sering; Earl Gammons, vice president
charge of Washington office; J.
Awards
for Distinguished Service
During World War I he was
in
Journalism
at the U. of Mis'blly
Smith,
vice
president
and
direccommissioned a major and conItr of station administration; Louis
ducted aschool to train physicians
souri's 41st Journalism Week sesBusman, director of advertising and
sions last week.
l|les promotion; William A. Schudt
in the war usage of X-ravs. Later
., director of station relations, and he was named Surgeon General in
The citations were presented by
E. Hall, Eastern Division manager,
Dean Frank Luther Mott of Mischarge of all medical field equipation relations.
ment used by the American Exsouri's School of Journalism. He
peditionary Forces in France.
also presented awards to Joe Alex
TA issues new edition of its questionFollowing World War I he went
,id-answer handbook, RCA — What It
Morris, graduate of the school and
I— What It Does, which, with simple to Orlando for reasons of health
magazine editor; James Todd,
ret and many illustrations, describes
and subsequently became interested
Moberly, Mo., publisher, and to the
Jstory of corporation and activities
in
radio, purchasing WDBO from
St. Louis Star Times (KXOK St.
j its various divisions, including radio
id television broadcast services of Rollins College in the mid-'20s. He
Louis), one of two newspapers to
SC.
was active in its operation throughbe cited. The other was a Dutch
paper.
Ziv Sales Additions
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THREE additions to the sales force
of the Frederic W. Ziv Co., New
York, producers of transcribed
radio programs, were announced
last week. Henry Z. Unger, radio
sales veteran, has been assigned to
the company's North Central Division, with headquarters in Youngstown, Ohio. Arnold Nygren, formerly with Transit Radio, has been
named to the company's Eastern
Division, with base of operation in
Boston. Norman Land, who will
headquarter in New York, has been
assigned to the eastern half of
Pennsylvania.

WPAT APPOINTS
Corlin, SchofieSd Named

Mr. Carlin

Mr. Schofield

PHILLIPS CARLIN, former MBS
vice president in charge of programs, and now an independent
consultant, has been retained by
WPAT Paterson, N. J., as program consultant.
Station also has announced the
appointment of Arthur C. Schofield as publicity and promotion director. Mr. Schofield formerly was
advertising and promotion director
of the DuMont Television Network.
Elaine Starr, former publicity
director of the station, has been
transferred to the sales department
as an account executive.
Mr. Carlin resigned from Mutual
last year. Before joining MBS he
was vice president in charge of
programming of ABC and before
that program manager of NBC.
Mr. Schofield, before joining DuMont, had served as promotion director of KYW and WFIL, both
Philadelphia.
RADIO listening in five-county Metropolitan Boston area is up 19.8% since
advent of television, according to figures based on The Pulse Inc. report.

-Am'/dblo!

Play-by-Play
MAJOR

LEAGUE

BASEBALL
KFRM has just signed
with Liberty Broadcasting
System for play-by-play Major
League baseball. Participating
announcements now available!
Here's a "red-hot" natural that
will "hypo" your sales in an
area with more than a million
potential listeners.
For full details, wire The KMBCKFRM Team, Kansas City, Mo.,
or phone "Colonel."
any Free & Peters

KFRM
for Rural

Kansas

Programmed by KMBC
From Kansas City
May 8, 1950
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Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
- (transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
General manager, fulltime midwest,
non-network. Must have managerial
experience. Box 85F, BROADCASTING.
Manager wanted. Capable manager for
FM station. Expanding into transitcasting and functional music. Large
eastern city. Must be aggressive, experienced and have ability to produce.
Only qualified persons need apply. RefCASTING.erences required. Box 93F, BROADManager, salesmanger or topflight
salesman
independent
in metropolitan marketforwith
pay for results.
Modest
draw at start but no limit to percentage
take. Station
stock
participation
possible. CP. A. Room 33. Montgomery
Trust
Arcade,
Norristown,
Pennsylvania.
Manager. Downstate Illinois AM-FM
very favorable single station market of
over 100.000. Complete details first letter including required draw on earnings
participation
Interview
cago can be basis.
arranged.
Write intoChiG.
Sherman, Room 221, 333 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago.
Salesmen
Time salesmen — two. We operate three
stations
in upperSingle
Michigan
northern Wisconsin.
stationandmarkets,
no outside competition. All stations
network. Trade very radio minded.
Living costs extremely low in America's vacation land. Liberal drawing
accountCompany
and commission
that 20won't
be
cut.
in business
years.
Beautiful opportunity to make money.
Not interested in floaters. Send all information first letter. Box 963E,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Salesman for 250 watt network affiliate, middle Atlantic states.
Rush references and full information.
Box 3F, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced, aggressive salesman for 1000 watt fulltime independent
New York state station. Draw against
commission. Box 10F, BROADCASTING.
Independent station along Atlantic
Coast has opening for salesman. Thousand watts — strong on local programming. Part of our territory still unopened. Salary and commission. Box
17F, BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted: Salesman, high caliber
man who will enjoy working and living
in southern city of 40.000. Car necessary. Box 43F. BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Opportunity for steady hard
working local salesman on dominant
network regional station. Complete details and references with application.
WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Salesman: If you are an experienced
salesman, willing to work hard with
Connecticut network station we have
an excellent opportunity for you including advancement. Write immediately giving qualifications, background,
availability and financial arrangements
required. Box 15F. BROADCASTING.
Announcers
All-round announcers. Live wire, 1 kw
independent in ma.ior midwestern locality has opening for two announcers
capable of handling disc, adlib, manon
and sports
Should
be -the-street
able to handle
own shows.
board. Liberal
base pay plus talent. Real opportunity
for top quality man. Send full details, disc, salary expected, photo. Box
32F, BROADCASTING.
Two good combination men. Send qualifications to KNPT, Box 276, Newport,
Oregon.
Announcer, only experienced need apply. Disc, photo, tell all first letter.
KSCB, Liberal, Kansas.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Experienced announcer with
first class license for combination position. Starting salary $60.00 week.
Ed Anderson, Station WBBO, Forest
City, N. C.
Hammond organist — announcer, immediately. Security, future. Start $50
plus talent. Send disc, photo, resume
Air Mail. WCBA, Corning, N. Y.
Combination. Experienced only. Accent voice. Copy writing knowledge
helpful. Phone number with reply.
WCVA, Culpeper, Virginia.
Immediate need combination experisportscaster. enced,
Mustcapablebesports
tops inwriter
sportsandcoverage
and air work, familiar with minor and
majordio Station
sportsWERC.
events.Erie,
WirePa. collect RaAnnouncer-engineer
by belt
1000 ofwatt
NBC
station in heart of citrus
Florida.
Short hours. Good working conditions.
Must be experienced. Give complete
information and audition disc. William P. Lee. WLAK, Lakeland, Florida.
Have immediate opening for first class
combo man — announcer-engineer. Top
salary paid if you are the one. Apply
to Gene Tibbett, Manager, WLOX,
Biloxi, Miss.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ent,ticket,
Virginia
daytime resort
independrich fishing,
swimming,
area
of state. Need good morning man.
Living accommodations available.
$240.00 per month start. WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia.
Technical
Combination men: First class license,
must be experienced announcer, good
ad-lib.BROADCASTING.
Salary $55.00 for 40 hours. Box
81F,
Chief engineer, 5 kw midwest Mutual,
fully
experienced. Box 21F, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 250 watt Rocky Mt. net
affiliate. Position open near future.
Send disc and photo. Write Box 35F,
BROADCASTING.
AM-FM independent near Chicago
needs summer replacement engineer
after Julyquired. 1.Box 47F,
Personal
interview reBROADCASTING.
Chief engineer: construction experience, directional array, excellent opportunity to build up a station. Send
full qualifications, photo, and expectant
salary.
Car necessary.
Box 80F,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming , others
Combination man, Wyoming station.
Good voice essential. Send disc and
photo. Write Box 34F, BROADCASTING.
Women's director for 30-minute daily
participating show, capable of servicing
her sponsors, writing new copy daily
and doubling in station continuity department. Southern market of 200,000,
network station seeks proficient and
permanent
CASTING. employee. Box 60F, BROADExperienced play-by-play sports program director with iicense. Need ambitious,
youngSendmantape,
immediately.cooperative
Salary open.
disc,
details to KAYS, Hays, Kansas.
Television
Salesman
Television
opportunity:
only 7 months old and is WFMY-TV
growing. Weis
heed another good salesman now. This
man must have had at least 3 years or
more of solid radio selling experience.
Prefer a young, aggressive man with
good personality and what it takes to
grow with accounts. No high pressure,
no floaters. WFMY-TV, owned by the

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Greensboro Daily News, is in the No. 1
market of the No. 1 state in the south.
Excellent living and working conditions. Schools, churches, colleges, climate tops. A comparatively small TV
operation
so you'll Maybe
have ayouchance
learn
all phases.
alreadyto
sell TV and want to locate in this fastgrowing section of the south. Send full
particulars about yourself (photo preferred) right away. We will make a
decision soon as we find the right man.
Salary and commission: write CommerManager. WFMY-TV, Greensboro.
NorthcialCarolina.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager, accent on sales. Young, aggres ive. 12 years grass-root experience
in all phases
of radio.
Recordgraduate.
of successful operation.
College
Box 814E, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager — who in twenty years
has personally sold millions of dollars
in local time seeks job as commercial
manager
substantial
station
or man-of
ager of a ofsmaller
station.
IV2 years
television. 45 years old, married and
have two children. Complete references.
Box 953E, BROADCASTING.
Eight cialyears
of radio
includingowner,
commerand station
manager,
can
mean clean, efficient operation for your
station.
Present situation secure. What
CA
can
vou ST
offer? IN
Box G.
972E, BROADGeneral manager willing to invest.
Formerly manager — part owner independent and network.
13 years onexperience at two
stations. Strong
sales
and economical management. Basically
sound opportunity and permanence
paramount. Full details exchanged.
Box 56F, BROADCASTING.
Salesman with 20 years background in
national, regional and local advertising wishes commercial
manager's
job
in progressive
station.
Annualof billing record last year
in market
half
million exceeded $100,000.00 on regional independent. Married. Salary
important but secondary to opportunity
to
become
permanent in community.
ING^
References.
Box 866E. BROADCASTGeneral manager with accent on sales
desires local network or regional station
connection. 19 years newspaper and
radio sales and executive experience
with only two employers, majority
years in radio. Program, expense and
public relations
conscious.
Offer productive management
in return
for
equitable remuneration and pleasant
relationship.
South preferred. Box 57F,
BROADCASTING.
This team will make you money!
Father and son combination. Station
and commercial manager (father) program director, news, sports, special
events,ture andtopflight
Mayouthfulannouncer
enthusiasm.(son).
Smooth
efficient economical operation with real
showmanship and sparkling programming.periStrong
sales results.
Long exence in network
and independent
radio. Promotion
and publicity
minded.
No social butterflies — just sincere, hardworking, honest, sober and dependable
men. Pleasing personalities that mix
well with young and old. Desire persand or manent
morelocation
within city
one of
(notfifteen
more thouthan
two) station. Very reasonable salaries
and percentage of sales. These two men
can give you the station managerial,
program and sales results you have
wanted. Box 19F. BROADCASTING.
Administrative assistant to general
manager
other tointerests,
the advent of TVwhose
or wish
concentrate
on
sales, forces him to spread himself too
thin. 13 years radio experience on top
of newspaper and college background.
Majority of radio time spent in similar
capacity. Also station management and
sales experience. Have moved only
once and am interested only in pleasant
relationship with permanence and security.Background
Desire personal andinterview
the station.
referencesat
will
indicate a capable individual with
CASTING^
capacity for work. Box 58F, BROADCommercial manager, 11 years all
phases. Desirous of making long standingtion.proposition
with middlewest
staHard Good
worker,
and conscientious.
recordsober
in sales.
Family
man. Box 51F, BROADCASTING.
Married veteran, 27, became assistant
to station manager, billings have increased credit
sixty per and
centa since.
take
part of the
job in aI'llsimilar
capacity or as program director of a
slightly larger station. Some DJ work
and
much copy. Box 89F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Complete staff nucleus, including gen
eral manager,
commercial managefinest
announcer-engineers.
All pe
sonnel thoroughly experienced. Cai
organize
or
re-organize
your
Write Box 95F. BROADCASTING.station
Salesmen
Sales manager-salesman, 33, married
proven
record, high
Alsc
write,
announce.
Box earnings.
949E, BROAD
CASTING.
My
havetogether
been tops
and future
I'm happv
We sales
can get
if your
wil
equal
my
talents.
Box
973E,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager or salesman, experienced, young college
Can 996E
pro- :
duce, write,
announce.grad.Box
BROADCASTING.
Salesman top billing in highly competi
tive market. Proven sales results.;
Promotion minded. Copywriter. Interested in regional AM or TV station.
Presently employed with 5 kw affiliate.
Highest
references.
Box 18F. BROADCASTING.
Twelve years radio sales and production, want permanent sales connection
withilydefinite
Sober, not
stable,
man. Hot future.
shot selling
my famline,? !
but if you have saleable operation in
potential market, we both will profit.
Box 50F. BROADCASTING.
Salesman: Young, aggressive. Record
of successful achievement.
College graduate. TV affiliated operation pre-njf erred. Reference from present employer. Box 59F, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, limited rural area experi-J
ence. Have 1st class ticket. Car, prefer- east coast. Independent.
Box 66F.
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer, newscaster. Available now.
BA Degree, single, have car. Will
travel. Disc, photo on request. Box
895E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer - program di-X
rector major network
and independents
experience.
Best references.
Single, *~
available immediately, anywhere in
ING.
United States. Box 915E, BROADCASTLooking for an experienced, hard working,
announcer
and college
operator? I'mdependable
available.
Single. 22,
graduate. Travel anywhere. Salary, _
ING.
secondary.
Box 921E, BROADCAST-

Newscaster. A newspaperman with a
voice. Gather, write, deliver. Best
references. Disc, details upon request. I
Box 923E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Recent graduate of radio
school. Can operate console, college
graduate, ambitious, hard worker, need
that all important first job. Will send J
disc and photo if interested. Box 962E. j
BROADCASTING.
Baseball
man. Not
too '
late
to getplay-by-play
a warm, informal,
but exciting
style
which
brings
sales
to
sponsor, listeners to station and fans to ]!
club. Available immediately. Thoroughly
all phases
casting.experienced
College graduate.
Box broad975E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-writer. Age 22, single, college, veteran, AFRS experience disc
shows,
news Car.
shows,
Operate console.
Disc,commercials.
photo on request.
Will
summer replacement. Box '
995E, accept
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-continuity
writer. Single veteran, 24. Seven
months experience including DJ, news,
console operation, general staff announcing. No floater. All replys anpromptly.
Available
immediatelyswered
anywhere.
Disc,
photo available.
Box 997E, BROADCASTING.
Florida stations — announcer, 5 years
experience,
family
college, Box
desires permanent
roostman,
in Florida.
IF, BROADCASTING.
Available dependable sportscaster
wants position with reliable Minn.,
Iowa or Wise, station. Can make sports
pay dividends with accurate play-byplay and smooth sportscasts. Four
years radio experience. Sports participant.
Personal interview. B.A.,
Write 28,
Boxmarried.
5F. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Excellent newscaster and staff man,
|B, married, writes and does half hour
that type show"
carries mature
terrific
jBmmercial
appeal,thatfriendly,
Ibice, prefers New England location,
fox 6F, BROADCASTING.
iihief announcer — Family man. Desires
tnmediate opportunity. Available at
pee. Box 11F, BROADCASTING.
iittention Indianapolis. DePauw radio
jkajor. Soph. Wants summer job.
lessenger or vacation fill-in. Head
fePauw sports announcer. Looking
jito the future? Then hire me. Box
8F, BROADCASTING.
J|
d and
jockey, experience
disc recording
ijillbilly
-jpable, also
for well known
fbcord firm. Have library of my own.
merchancan sell Box
and board!
greatdise.program
Can operate
14F,
jjROADCASTING.
nnouncer professionally trained.
feeds first job. 20, single. Disc, photo.
ox 16F, BROADCASTING,
•
si
nnouncer: family man, 2.7, 2 years
Well trained
ollege.
ision. Prefer
midwest.for radio-teleBox 26F,
ROADCASTING.
flombo man, experienced, reliable.
■isc and references on request. Box
tfF, BROADCASTING.
iisc
jockey
well and
pro-a
rammed
shows— intelligent,
with a deep voice
=laxed style. Two years experience,
ow working in the metropolitan New
ork area. Box 29F, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer, young, ambitious, versatile,
esires staff position. No experience
Lit thoroughly trained. Disc and photo
ailable. Box 39F, BROADCASTING.
xcellent announcer. Present 50 kw.
esire change. NBC trained. 28. Col-^ge.
Married. Start $65 week. Box
IF, BROADCASTING.
Icmbination ■■
man: Chief announcer
iith ticket, programming, production,
riter. News, specialty. Top grade
ork. 3 years experience. West coast
aly. Box 49F, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer, experienced New York sta"bn
(FM).
single, freeResume
to travel,
esires
steady32, position.
and
jdition disc available. Box 61F,
ROADCASTING.
opflight sportscaster. Present 50 kw
!|lay-by-play,
staff, sportswriting,
Ves.
28. College.
Married. Start fea$65
jeek. Box 45F, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer, experienced metropolitan
ation. 31, married, free to travel,
esires steady position. Resume and
isc available. Box 62F, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer, four years experience. Can
o first rate disc show, strong newscast,
ist and pleasant audience participation
how. Also handle board, write copy.
variable June 1. Disc information on
j?quest. Box 65F, BROADCASTING.
";aff
announcer,
phases
iE radio
business,3 years
incl. staff,
board,all sports,
uusic. Specialist on news. Single, will
avel. Disc, references, info request,
fox 69F, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer, young, single. Four years
,".Y.
All-round
staffer.
Intelgent radio.
news, strong
on D.J.,
will travel.
Box 71F, BROADCASTING.
opnotch
announcer,
and Prefer
ambious, wants
first bigyoung
break.
jew England. Disc available. Box 73F,
ROADCASTING.
ummer replacement, announcer, 2
ears fulltime staff experience, news,
iiusic, copy, board, sports. Available
jpne through September. Highest refii-ences. Contact immediately. Box 68F,
"ROADCASTING.
mbition and willingness to work are
iy qualifications to a decent first
teak. Disc available. Box 74F,
ROADCASTING.
xperience means quality. For an anouncer with a good bit of both. Write
ox 75F, BROADCASTING.
Jinouncer experienced. Box 70F,
ROADCASTING.
nnouncer, newscaster, 29, single, vet,
raduate leading radio school in New
ork. Six years experience sales field,
'ill travel anywhere for break. Disc,
hoto available. Box 77F, BROADASTING.
'neoretical
you need experience,
an announcer,
writewriter
me. with
Box
?F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, 28, married, experienced,
affiliate and indie, good all-round man,
including N.Y.C. staff. Handle board,
travel, N.E. preferred. Disc, photo
available. Box 79F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced play-by-play announcer
looking. Sports and all other. Box
82F, BROADCASTING.
Not a hot shot: Just a good all-round
staff man with IV2 years metropolitan
staff experience; heavy on DJ. Board
proficiency, BA. Box 84F, BROADCASTING.
All-round, well experienced announcer.
Good selling voice. Fine personality.
Best references.
Console.
able immediately.
Will Single.
travel.AvailBox
86F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Accent on announcing.
Available
immediately. Experienced.
Will travel.
Box 92F,
BROADCASTING.
5 years experience. Chief announcer,
management. Experienced in all type
broadcasting. All offers considered.
Presently employed chief announcer,
5,000 kw. Married, small child. Can
really sell morning show. News, commercials, discs, constant ad-lib. Write
Box 94F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 2Vz years network, independent experience, versatile, single,
24. B.A. Degree. Dependable, responsible. Experience commercials, news,
popular, manent
classical
Desire 11402
perposition. music.
Jack Erthal,
Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
Announcer-engineer, emphasis announcing. Two years experience all
phases play250baseball,
independent.
play -byfootball. Some
Married.
No
children. Car. Available immediately.
Lee Hughes, 5414 S. Wood St., Chicago
9, Illinois.
Young,
single position.
man desires
engineering
RCAannouncerInstitute
graduate. 1st class phone license, armycontrol tower operator (2 years). Location and salary secondary. Lee Kramer,
370 Y.Montgomery Street, Brooklyn 25,
N.
California — Announcer 3 years experience. Left eastern position to settle
in any section of southern California.
2 years college, 2 years specialized
training. Excellent references, married,
dependable, available. Dick Miller,
6306 Bluebell Ave., North Hollywood,
Calif. Phone Sunset 1-9467.
Are you looking for an announcer for
any type program, especially morning
man? Contact Pete Stenger, 418 Winchester Ave., Martinsburg, W. Va., or
call 6141. Available immediately.
Technical
Engineer —mitter,
26 months
experience leading
transremotes. Graduate
radio school. Army radar experience.
Will
ING. travel. Box 819E, BROADCASTChief engineer, 17 years experience
seeks tion.
change
more progressive
staBest ofto references.
Box 924E,
BROADCASTING.
First phone
license.
Transmitter,
sole, remotes.
Married,
car. Wantcon-to
settle with northeastern station. Box
939E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer available on short notice —
consider only 5-50 kw stations. Best
references. Box 925E, BROADCASTING^
Chief engineer — Presently employed, in
charge of engineering for two stations.
Full experience all phases of broadcast
engineering. Excellent references. Age
33, married, 2 children, sober, induss. 3 years
Avail-a
able intriou30
days.present
Want position.
chance with
good aggressive station. Can operate
your engineering department in an
efficient economical manner. Let's correspond. I'l come to you for interview
if preliminary correspondence war• rants. Box 990E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer now employed as assistant
chief at five kilowatt regional. Experienced allWellphases;
seeking by
better
position.
recommended
present
employer. Box 993E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced combination man wants
position with future in financially
sound organization south or southwest.
Plenty experience engineering and announcing. Presently employed chief
engineer. Sober, dependable, hard
worker. Married. Automobile. Two
weeks
ING. notice. Box 7F, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced engineer-announcer looking for work with progressive station.
Good voice, excellent timing. Commercial writing. Farm editor. Taught
radio two years. References upon request. 18 months broadcasting. Box
8F, BROADCASTING.
Chief 250 net, now employed, want
change to progressive organization.
Experienced all phases. Married, dependable;
excellentposition.
references.
sider staff of
chief
Box Con28F,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, degree, licensed, 12 years
experience, 8 as chief, now employed.
Box 33F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer thoroughly experienced, no
announcing, excellent references. Go
anywhere. Box 40F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer: Experience
14 months
combination. Available —latter
part June.
Midwest desired. Box 41F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, 1 year transmitter work,
single,
to travel;
have car if
needed. willing
Box 42F,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer desires permanent position
with a Box
growing
Willing to
travel.
46F, station.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st
Veteran remotes.
27; experiencedphone.
AM transmitters,
Technical school
graduate, AM,
FM,
TV. Prefer east coast, midwest. Box
48F. BROADCASTING.
Veteran, 22, single. 1st phone. 3 years
broadcast experience. Theory instructor in Signal Corps. Available immeWill travel.
Possible combination. Boxdiately. 52F,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer: 10
years
experience.
Construction, economic operation. Field
strength surveys,
FM
background,
fessional recording engineer. Chiefpro-of
kw
past four years. Available immediCASTING,
ately, any locale. Box 63F, BROADEngineer,ground,1stconsoles,
classrecording,
ticket radio
time backsales.
Will
position, northeast. consider
Box 67F,summer
BROADCASTING.
Recent graduate, 1st class phone (with
TV
training) vet, single, reliable, willING^
ing to travel. Box 76F, BROADCASTChief engineer desires settle, prefer
city under 100,000, progressive station,
background 18 years. College teaching.
FM research, ABC Hollywood, NBC
Hollywood,
50 kw, EE Degree
television, references.
Age 34,— now
steady,in
capable, married, financially independent, willST
consider stock. State all deCA
tails first letter.IN
Box G.
83F, BROADEngineer — licensed. Three years experience
transmitter,Anyremotes,
maintenance.
Have car.
location.
Box
88F, BROADCASTING.
___
Radio engineer, formerly chief field
engineer Washington consulting firm
now chief engineer California radio
station desires position as chief or staff
engineer where combination consulting
and operating knowledge needed. Five
years experience full range consulting
design and field work. Ten years operatingcludingand50 kwinstallation
experience
inpower. Capable
complete
station layout and installation including
design and construction directional
equipment.
Can go anywhere. Box
90F, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer, 6 years experience, last two kilowatt directional.
Married, have car, willing to live at
Beckley
iob. Box 35
206, Mabscott,
W..
Va. Phone:
39
Young, single man desires engineering
position. Two months experience, very
reliable,
to go anywhere. William
S. Dickinson,
Dable
a515k
M.
W. .
5th Ave., Mitchell,
Engineer-announcer. Experienced on
local, running board and both logs
simultaneously.
car mind
and ampresent
willing to move. AlsoHave
do not
employer being contacted. Write or
wire Tom
Gadwa,.
c/o KISD, Sioux
Falls,
S. D.
Vet. 25. 3 years C.W. and broadcast
experience.
HaveScranton
car. Seeking
manent position
vicinity perand
east.
Sal.
Giammanco,
624
St.. Brooklyn 7. N. Y. Hendrix
Engineer with first phone license,
wishes position, will work anywhere.
No experience.
A. D.ka.
Kirschbaum,
Cairo.
Nebras
Engineer first phone, class A ham, do
"ot drive. Single. Richard Roeder. 424
Raritan Avenue. Highland Park, N. J.
Operator,
first license,
years broadcast experience,
wants five
transmitter
job.
31. Single. Available short notice.
Lewis
Sherlock,
Box
51,
Plainview,
Texas.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, available immediately, first
phone, married, experienced AM, FM,
trained in television. Studio construction. Experienced chief engineer 250.
Desire permanent position. Jim Suptic,
335 Armstrong, Kansas City, Kansas.
Operator — First phone, broadcast experience during war, 24, married. North
or southeast. J. M. Wall, South River,
N. J.
Production-Programming , others
Traffic manager who can fill the bill.
I have six years experience in traffic,
copy. Available immediately eastern
or
southern station. Box 951E, BROADCASTING.
Seek combination program directorsales appointment; creative mind; know
station operation thoroughly; now,
successfully operating radio ad agency;
can meet people and sell 'em; young,
mature, hard worker; network announcer-actor; highest references. Box
965E. BROADCASTING.
Young man, 29, six years intensive
experience
selling
to advertising
agencies, wants
to join
radio/television
representative or package show outfit.
Good writer; creates and pushes sales
presentations.
graduate,
veteran, married. College
N.Y.C. only.
Box 991E,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer-announcer, college
grad, 25,
position
ture.looking
Referencesforfrom
top with
men fu-in
radio tell my story. Box 998E, BROADCASTING.
Woman continuity director with air and
sales experience. University graduate.
Presently employed. Best references.
Box 20F, BROADCASTING.
Woman commentator, director. Versatile, experienced all phases radio, seeks
connection offering bona fide opportunity sonality,
for growth,
advancement.
Perrecord, background
just right
for aggressive operation following
strong
public service line. Box 24F,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity-script writer. College grad.
Down-to-earth writer with plenty imeasy conversafree and and
agination andLocation
tional style.
pay no object. Box 30F, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster: "Newspaperman with
voice." BS; family. AM or TV. $90$100. Box 36F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio man in late thirties
wishes public
relations job in with
sales promotion and merchandising
progressive station. Background includes
every phase of radio with particular
emphasis on public relations and sales
promotion. mentaries,
Have
handled
newsin comdisc jockey
spots
past,
plus selling locally and nationally. Good
references.
importantBox
but secondary toSalary
opportunity.
38F,
BROADCASTING.
News editor now employed in midwest
network
affiliate wants advancement to
CASTING.
news
conscious station anywhere in
U.S. able
College
graduate,
Availone month.
Box married.
53F, BROADTranscription production clerk, college
graduate, single, 3 years experience,
deejay and variety shows, directing,
tape recording, editing, sales. Box 72F,
BROADCASTING.
Man with future seeks continuity job
with progressive
or agency.
Degree in music andstation
radio.
Knowledge
sports, news, special events. Travel
anywhere.tunity. Salary
to opporBox 87F, secondary
BROADCASTING.
Combination man. Operate recording
studio; board, cutters, announce, act.
Completed radio school. 2V2 years college. Installed college station — taught
radio.
Knowrecord
pop library.
music thoroughlv
have own
Pronounce—
French, German dialects. Chance for
advancement of prime importance.
Married, vet. 24. Will travel. Jimmy
Valentine.
ington 5, D.1327
C. N Street, N.W., WashTelevision
Managerial
Successful commercial and station management has paid me well. No TV
knowledge, but a yen to learn. Let s
talk.
Box
974E, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
(Continued on next page)

Television (Cont'd)
Salesman
Proven radio salesman anxious to
switch to TV, college grad, three years
advertising, theatre, newspaper and
agency contacts. Writer, director and
traffic. Young, aggressive, competent.
Available now. Will travel. Box 2F,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
College grad, 25, vet, now working free
lance for firm making TV commercials.
Looking for permanent position in TV
station or agency. Best references.
Box
999E. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
For sale: General Electric FM transmitter, type No. BT-4-B with rated
powertransmitter
of 10 kw.;console,
General two
Electric
3A
racksBC-of
speech input equipment; also Western
Electric 8-section cloverleaf antenna,
type
54-A. Make offer. Box 992E,
BROADCASTING.
RCA 72D recording attachment, new,
$200; 64B speaker,
like new.
$75; 82C-1
monitoring
amplifiers,
$60 each;
35B
panel shelfs, $15 each; junior velocity
microphone, $15; 40C line amplifier,
$60;
child Radiotone
heads, $300;recording
without lathes
heads, Fair$150,
Box 9F, BROADCASTING.
RCA-BTF-250A FM transmitter and
type
600T-REL
frequency
modulation
monitor,
like new.
Price $1500.
Box
12F, BROADCASTING.
Presto 8-N recorder in floor cabinet.
I-C cutter. Outside-in and inside-out
feedscrews. 125-A microscope. 190-A
equalizer slider. All in new condition.
Original price $1900. Sell for $1350.
Contact John Rowlett, KECK, Odessa,
Texas.

For sale,
two self-supporting
Ideco
towers
complete
with clearance lights,
300 MM code beacons, flashers and base
insulators,
$1500 meter
each; RCA
308B field intensity
serial model
551, $1400.
F.O.B. San Diego. KSDO. San Diego,
California.
WE 250 watt 310-B transmitter 2 sets
tubes. Good condition. Available now.
$1,000. KXRO, Aberdeen, Washington.
Two Presto turntables with Western
Electric 9-A reproducers. One Gates
model 35 console. One RCA BA-2 amplifier. Excellent condition. Make
offer. WGCM. Gulfport, Miss.
1— Model DC1E Gates, 1 kw, transmitter, used five months only. Write
Houston Radio Supply Co.. Inc., Clay
and LaBranch, Houston 3, Texas.
RCA 100F AM broadcast transmitter.
26-41 megacycles. Not war surplus.
Original cost $1500.00. Sell for $200.00.
Karl
16 May Place, Nutley
10. N. Neuwirth,
J.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy

One kilowatt FM transmitter, prefer
Western Electric. Reply Box 908E,
BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
NEW TERM OPENS JUNE 5
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338— 16th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Please send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name
Address
City
Page 74
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Salesman
SALESMEN WANTED
Fine Opportunity for experienced salesmen on a 5000 watt network station in
one of the south's largest metropolitan
markets. Man who has sold time in south
preferred. Send photo and all details first
letter. Write BOX 22F, BROADCASTING.

Radio station representative . . . Experience necessary . . . Excellent opportunity with aggressive, expanding
organization o'f Radio Station Representa ives .. . Send complete resume.
Our staff knows of this advertisement...
BOX 55F, BROADCASTING.

Equipment, etc.
For sale — Equipment for complete 250
watt broadcast station including high
fidelity
custom
built rackUsed
and panel
control room
installation.
less than
three years. Write for list or specific
Martin Karig, Station WWSC,
equipment.
■ Glens Falls, N. Y.

Address all replies, strictly confidential.
Mort Silverman, General Manager
Station WMRY
New Orleans, La.

Production-Programming , others

>
•
S
I
;I
"
•

Personable announcer, special events — douhie in promotion. 10 years of proven ability. Married, conscientious, sober, reliable,
with excellent references. Presently employed.
Wouldstation
like toin locate
more
progressive
majorwithmarket.
Available July First. For details Box
23F, BROADCASTING.

An

I
;
;
!
■;
i
■

Outstanding

LOCATION:
FIXED

RADIO TIME SALESMAN

For Sale

2. Sportscaster — play-by-play — staff.
Three sonsyears
seaeastern experience.
baseball and Two
football
■ferred.
— married. East or northeast pre-

Wanted to buy — One used Presto 6N
or Reco cut disc recorder. Must be in
good condition. Radio Station KNED,
McAlester, Oklahoma.
Need Trained Personnel?

TOPFLIGHT TV PRODUCER
GOING FROM NEW YORK TO LA.
Thoroughly experienced TV, radio
producer, director and writer. Wrote,
produced, directed over 200 television, radio programs of all types, on
all major TV, radio networks, leading
independents. Presently manager TV,
radio department New York agency,
charge of all TV, radio including
time buying, talent, negotiation. Familiar all phases radio, TV advertising,
well-rounded executive experience advertising, public relations, publicity.
Knows big business. Present employer
knows of ad. Write Box 54F, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.

We are changing operation to strictly
Negro programming soon. These
men are loyal, cooperative, competent. Iam most anxious to see
them placed well. Available now.
1. Program director — special events
— disc
jockey. Excellent voice and
married.
personality. Six years experience

Equipment, etc.

Help Wanted

Production-Programming, others

RECOMMEND!
TWO STAFF MEN! !

150 foot tower. Also 250 watt AM
transmitter and associated monitoring
and studio equipment. Separate items
considered. State model number, condition and price. Box 91F, BROADCASTING.

MANAGERS!

Television

Situations Wanted

Turntable, preferably RCA, complete
with pickup. State lowest price and
age. Box 37F, BROADCASTING.

STATION

RESEARCH, PROMOTION
& MERCHANDISING MAN
Young man who knows his way around agencies
and networks. Has network news and time
selling experience.
Handlednowpromotion
for two
smaller
market stations,
wants step
up
into larger organization. Yale grad, top references. For full detailsBOX 31F, BROADCASTING

NEWS ANNOUNCER: Here's a real
opportunity for the right man to join a
big California station. We are looking
for an experienced news announcer who
wants to settle down and become an institution in the community. The man we
want has a low authoritative voice, lots
of ambition and the ability to keep his
feet on the ground. Some news, editorial
ability required. Primary emphasis will
be placed on ability to deliver on the air.
$85.00 a week to start. Send all information and a photo in the first letter and
be prepared to supply a transcription on
ING.
request.
Apply to Box 25F, BROADCAST-

5000 watt AM transmitter. Four 300
foot towers. Box 4F, BROADCASTING.

Schools

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale: Two Model Y-2 Presto recording amplifiers and turntables. Used
very
little.
Condition console.
good as new.
Mounted
in handsome
This
equipment
cost
over
$2,200
and is available at a big saving. Contact
Radio
Station KRIG, Odessa, Texas.

ASSETS:

EARNINGS :

PRICE :

SCBA Elections May 11
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Broadcasters
Assn., Hollywood,
will hold its annual election of
officers May 11. Election committee
appointed by William J. Beaton,
president of SCBA and general
manager of KWKW Pasadena, to
supervise nominating and voting, ;
includes Frank Burke Jr., KFVDd
Los Angeles; Thelma
Kirchner, '.
KGFJ Los Angeles; Harrison Dunham, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles..
Current board of directors held
its final meeting in Hollywood .
May 2.

Independent

Excellent midwest single station
market.
Above average, include valuable
real estate.
$40,000.00 plus yearly net before
taxes.

$50,000.00 down, balance financed
on favorable terms.

CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
James W. Blackburn
Montgomery St.
235
Washington Bldg. 333 N. Mich. Ave.
Sterling 4341-2 Randolph 6-4550 Exbrook 2-5672
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

KCIJ Shreveport, La. — Granted mod.
CP change type trans.
WCAV Norfolk, Va.— Granted mod.
CP make changes in ant. and ground
j (Continued from page 59)
system.
WARA Attleboro, Mass. — Granted
decisions Cont.:
mod- C° to install new trans.
WLYC Lycoming County Bcstg. Co.,
WFVG Fuquay Springs, N. C—
Pa. — Granted mod. of Granted
cation. mod. CP to change studio lo(ik'illiamsport,
o.P to change name to Lycoming Bcstg.
KOLS Pryor, Okla.— Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. and trans.
Leonard A. Versluis, Porter, Ind. —
WNXT
Portsmouth, Ohio— Granted
ranted CP for new experimental TV
mod. CP change trans, location.
telay KSB-59.
WAAF Chicago— Granted mod. CP
u Leonard A. Versluis, Nr. Cedar Bluff,
extension of completion date to
lien. — Granted mod. CP to change fre- for
10- 10-50.
uency assignment KQB-29 from 1990WMBD
Peoria, 111.— Granted mod. CP
)08 mc to 2042-2059 mc band (or such for extension
of completion date to
-equencies
as
may
be
assigned
by
1115-50.
lommission) and install new equipment
WVOK
Birmingham,
Ala. — Granted
jnd ant. system.
mod. CP to make changes in trans,
« Leonard A. Versluis, Nr. Stevensville,
equipment.
"lich.
mod. KQB-30
CP to change
freRadio Americas Corp., Area Mayauency— Granted
assignments
from 2042guez, P. R. — Granted renewals remote
959 mc band to 2076-2093 mc band and
pickup
i^tall new trans, and ant. system.
Voice KA-5699
of Porto toRico9-1-50
Inc., Area Ponce,
P. R.— Same KA-5040.
WJCM Sebring, Fla.— Granted mod.
WDAY Inc., Area Fargo, N. D. —
(P to change type of trans.
Granted renewal remote pickup KAFollowing
granted mod.
ex6481 temporary basis to 9-1-50.
cision of completion
datesCP's
as for
shown:
WDAY Inc., Fargo, N. D.— Granted
;PFA Berkeley, Calif, to 10-21-50;
renewals
remote pickup KA-5606, KAACSDS San Diego, to 10-15-50; KQB-32
994
on temporary basis to 9-1-50.
stevensville, Mich, to 7-15-50; KQB-30
Granted
following remote pickups refr. Stevensville. Mich, to 7-15-50; KQBnewals on regular basis to May 1, 1953:
'3 Nr. Cedar Bluff, Mich to 7-15-50;
WEBR Inc., area Buffalo, N.Y.;
^QB-31 Nr. Cedar Bluff, Mich, to 7- KA-5885
KA-5e98 The Wooster Republican Print5-50; KHPO San Jose, Calif, to 10-1-50;
ing Co.. area Wooster, Ohio; KA-5831
yjPF-FM Herrin, 111. to 9-30-50;
KOVO Bcstg. Co., area Provo, Utah;
vLOK-FM Lima, Ohio to 11-18-50;
KA-55?2 KA-31?8 Richmond Radio
i/JBK-FM Detroit to 11-29-50; KTRHCorp..
areaWDAJ)
Richmond,
KA-6477
M Houston to 9-12-50; KFAC-FM
(Formerly
TampaVa.;Times
Co.,
os Angeles to 11-16-50.
pr»a
Tamoa,
Fla.;
KA-6478
(Formerly
Gila Bcstg. Co., Safford, Ariz.—
'VTHB), The Tribune Co.. area Tampa.
,-ranted license for new remote pick- *"la.; KA-°479 (form?rly WAIY). WIBX
up KA-5498.
N. Y.;Inc..
KA- area
6480 Utica.
(forWKLK Cloquet, Minn.— Granted li- Inc. area
merlyUtica,
WALT) WIBX
jense
new
AM
station;
1450
kc
250
w
N. Y.; KA-6482 (formerly KAXB); KAnl.
p"83
KAZA) WKY
WCMI Ashland, Ky.— Granted license
nbone (formerly
Co., area Oklahoma
City, RsdioOkla.:
i stall new trans.,
KA-S484 (formerly WAEA) WAPO
j WLOW Portsmouth, Va.— Granted li- Bcstg. Service, Chattanooga, Tenn.;
ense change frequency, change power,
KA-6485 (formerly WAIX) WJHL Inc..
ours of operation, trans, and studio
?T-ea Johnson City, Tenn.: KA-6485
iications
and
install
new
trans.;
1400
(formerly
Bcstg.
Stac 250 w unl.
tin, area WAUB)
Nashville.WSIX
Tenn.;
KA-6487
KVSO Ardmore, Okla. — Granted li- (formerly
KRHP) The Houston Post
ense
install
new
trans,
and
change
Co.. area Houston. Tex.; KOA-414
tudio location.
Bcstg. Co.. Provo. Utah; K4KSDO San Diego, Calif.— Granted li- -KOVO
'88 (formerly WAHMI Richmond Radio
ense increase power, change hours of Orp..
area
Richmond. Va.: KA-5013
peration, install new trans, and DA(formerly
WDAC) area
State of Wiscon-in,
>N and change trans, and studio locaU.
of
Wisconsin,
jons; 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-2.
KA-5521 Midland Bcstg. M^di^on.
Co. Inc.. Wis.:
area
- WHEC Inc., Rochester, N.Y.— Granted
Kansas
City.
Mo.:
KA-5522
Midland
-lod. license to change frequencies KABcstg.
Co.
Inc..
area
Kansas
City.
Mo.;
vi3 from 30.82, 33.74, 35.32, 37.98 mc.
KA-5459 Alamance Bcstg. Co. Inc., area
0 26.15, 26.25. 26.35 mc.
Burlington. diophone
N.Co.,C;
WKY City,
RaEarle C. Anthony Inc., Los Angeles,
areaKA-5616
Oklahoma
alif. — Granted mod. license to change
Okla.; KA-5565; 55S6 Scranton Bcstrs.
.;-equencies KA-4710 from 31.22, 35.62.
Inc.. area
Atlantic CoastScranton.
Bcstg. Co.,Pa.;
area KA-5465
Charleston,
'7.02,
39.26 mcs.
mcs. for
to 26.11,
26.15,KFI-TV
26.25.
3 35, 26.45
use with
S.
C.
1 addition to KFI and KFI-FM.
Rockbridge Bcstg. Corp., Lexington,
April 28 Decisions . . .
("a.
— Granted CP new remote pickup
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
ZA-3534.
License Extension
Big Horn Bcstg. Co. Inc., Sheridan,
Renewals for following stations were
'Syo. — Granted CP new remote pickup
granted on temp, basis for period end[tA-4015.
ing Sept. 1: WAVL Apollo, Pa.; WFNS
: Santa Monica School Board, Santa
Burlington, N. C; WGLS Decatur. Ga.;
jlonica, Calif. — Granted CP new re- WHAY
New Britain. Conn.; WKPA
mote pickup KA-6460.
Midwestern Bcstg. Co., Traverse City, New Kensington, Pa.; WKVA Lewistown, Pa.; WSKB McComb, Miss.;
lich. — Granted CP and license new
WXGI Richmond, Va.; KVEC San
emote pickup KQB-399.
Luis Obispo, Calif.; WRC Washington.
KWTO Springfield, Mo.— Granted CP D.
C; WWJ Detroit; WISN (and aux.)
istall aux. trans, at present site of
Milwaukee; WMMN Fairmont, W. Va;
llnain trans, on 560 kc, 1 kw DA-N.
KFWB Los Angeles; WWSW Pittsburgh;
Id KWOR
Worland,
Wyo.—
Granted
CP
install new trans.
WNDB Daytona Beach, Fla.; KMA
Shenandoah; KWDM Des Moines:
Moberly, ofMo.—
PKNCM
for approval
ant.,Granted
trans, mod.
and KSEL Lubbock, Tex.; KPHO Phoenix;
tudio locations and change type trans.
KVWC-FM Vernon, Tex.; KE'XCW
and KE2XCX New York (NBC develKJCF Festus, Mo.— Granted mod. CP
3r approval ant., trans, and studio
opmental
stations). Renewal
License
Ji)cations, and change type trans.
License
renewals
sta, KJBC Midland, Tex.— Granted mod.
tions were granted for
for following
period ending
KP for approval ant., trans, and studio
May 1, 1953: KDHL Faribault, Minn.;
^cations.
KFKU Lawrence, Kan.; KFNF (& aux.)
KAJL Lancaster, Calif. — Granted
Shenandoah, Iowa; KRSC Seattle; KTW
nod. CP for approval ant., trans, and
Seattle; WQAN Scranton, Pa.; WDVA
.tudio locations and change type trans,
Danville,
Va.; KGLC Miami, Okla.;
ij Wayne M. Nelson, Nr. Mooresville,
KOOL Phoenix, Ariz.; KDET Center,
If.'
Granted
mod.trans,
CP for
Tex.
.nt.,C. —type
trans,
andapproval
studio
WTEL Philadelphia — Granted license
1 ^cation.
renewal for period ending Feb. 1, 1953.
Astoria, of
Ore.ant.,
— Granted
mod.
WGST Atlanta, Ga. — Granted license
•,:PKVAS
for approval
type trans.
renewal for main trans, for period
\ nd trans, location
ending
May
1, 1953, subject
to comj
pliance with engineering
standards.
WKLY Hartwell, Ga.— Granted licence renewal for period ending May
1, 1953.
Denied
petition
of CIO
Why buy 2 or more...
ing that
renewal
be set
for requesthearing
since casts
contract
in
dispute
for
CIO broadon
station
hns
been
reinstated
and
do 1 big sales job
CIO has failed to advise Commission
whether it proposes to pursue further
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
its petition.
WKPT-FM
Kingsport,
Tenn. — ending
Granted license renewal
for period
March 1, 1951.
Banks Independent Bcstg. Co., GarEL.
WBAL
den City, Va. — Granted
renewal
for develoomental
stationlicense
KG2XCK
for
period ending May 1, 1951.
BROADCASTING
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FCC

Actions

Modification of CP
WHP Harrisburg, Pa. — Granted mod.
CP specify change in trans, and add
top-loading STA
to ant.;
engineering cond.
Extensions
STAs for following exp. TV relays in
New York area extended to Oct. 27:
KA-2461. Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corp.; vision
KA-5037-8-9,
Productions Inc.Paramount
ExtensionsTeleare
subject to cond. that action is without
prejudice to any action FCC may take
in light of movie anti-trust decisions.
FCC explained extensions are to permit
temp, continuation of exp. programs
and should not be used for large screen
exhibition or demonstration of TV programs
connected
with experimentationnotin line
with FCC
ruling last
Nov. 17.
May 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM — 1130 kc
WXLW
Indianapolis, Ind. — CP AM
kc.
station to change from 1590 kc to 1130
May 3 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
Examiner J. Fred Johnson Jr.
WRUS, WRUL, WRUW, WRUX,
WRUA Scituate, Mass. — Granted continuance of hearing in proceeding re
applications for renewal of licenses of
WRUS. et al and WRUW for CP. Hearing continued from May 16 to Aug. 15.
WOBS Jacksonville,
— Granted
continuance
of hearing inFla.proceeding
re apDlication for mod. CP from May 5
to July 24.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WGST tiAtlanta,
nuance of hearingGa.—
in Granted
proceedingcon-re
application WALT Tampa, Fla., WJBF
Augusta. Ga. Hearing continued from
May 15 to date to be subsequently announced.motion
Any party orto petition
these proceedings may by
request
that hearing be set for any given date.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
FCC General Counsel — Granted reouest that period for filing proposed
findings in proceeding re apolications
of Delta Bcstrs. Inc., Thibodaux, La.
and of KCIL Houma, La. be extended
from May 1 to June 1.
WHIT New Bern. N. C— Granted
continuance of hearing in proceeding
re application and of WELS Kinston,
N.C. from May 8 to July 26,
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
WALE and Bay State Bcstg. Co., Fall
River, Mass. — Dismissed motion of Bay
State Bcstg. Co. at own request for
continuance of hearing in proceeding
re
application
and for
of WALE.
Grantedof
motion
of WALE
continuance
hearing from May 8 to July 10.
By Commissioner Paul A. Walker
KPAB
Laredo,
— Granted findings
extension to June
5 to Tex.
file proposed
of fact and conclusions of law in proceeding upon matter of revocation of
license of KPAB and for consent to
transfer of control.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension of time from May 3 to May 18
in which to file proposed findings in
proceeding re application of KFSA Fort
Smith, Ark.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
WWJ Detroit — Denied leave to take
depositionsceedingof
25 individuals
prore applications
of inWKNX
Saginaw, Mich, and WKMH Jackson,
Mich. This denial is without prejudice
to filing of another petition and order
in form required by Section 1.821 of
the Commission's Rules and Regulations
requesting same relief.
May 3 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1230 kc
Pratt
Bcstg.
Kan.—w CPD
new AM stationCo.,1230Pratt,
kc 250
AMENDED to request 1230 kc 250 w unl.
License for CP
License to cover CP new AM station:
KJCK Junction City, Kan.; KTOE
Mankato, Minn.
WWRL Woodside, L. I.— License for
CP to increase power, install DA etc.
KONO San Antonio — License for CP
to change frequency, increase power
etc.
WCPO-TV Cincinnati— License for
CP new commercial TV station and indicate studio and trans, location as
2345 Symmes St., Cincinnati.
(Continued on page 76)

MARCH
PROTEST
Hits Texas Network Policy
COMPLAINT against the Texas
State Network was filed with FCC
last week by Caso March, gubernatorial candidate, charging TSN
was giving free time to Gov. Allan
Shivers while refusing him time
to reply to the Governor's "camFCC paignacknowledged
that the
speeches."
complaint had been filed but declined to make it public since it
was a "letter." The Commission
also explained it wished to get
TSN's reply before releasing details. Mr. March was reported in
Texas, however, as stating he had
asked FCC to institute a hearing
and to require the network of 17
outlets to afford him equal time
with Gov. Shivers.
Gene L. Cagle, TSN president,
stated the free time was allocated
not to an individual but to the
office of Governor for the purpose
of reporting on public affairs concerning all of the state. He told
Mr. March that if the latter were
elected he hoped the Governor's
reports
continued
"in
the
fine would
fashion be
instituted
by the
In addition
to heading TSN, Mr.
present
Governor."
Cagle is president and general
manager of KFJZ Fort Worth and
president of KRIO McAllen and
KABC San Antonio, all TSN outlets.
Worthy Retires
RETIREMENT of Charles W.
Worthy,
chiefpromotion
of FCC'sof docket
branch, and
Jesse
(Sally) R. Blaine to that post was
announced by the Commission
Thursday. Mr. Worthy, a native of
Indiana, had joined FCC's predecessor, the Federal Radio Commission, in 1932 and had served continuously since that time. Mrs.
Charlotte B. Gladden was promoted
from clerk in FCC's mail and files
branch to chief information clerk
and assistant to Miss Blaine.
DIRECTORS of WJR Detroit vote
dividend of 10c per share to be paid
June 5 to stockholders of record at
close of business May 17, 1950.
programs-picture albums
Printed Promotion-Special Features
IF YOUR TV-AM-FM STATION
1 NEEDS PROMOTIONAL IDEAS
SOLD TO PRODUCE CASH REVENUE OF FROM $200-$!, 000 PER
WEEK AS WE HAVE DONE FOR
OVER 300 STATIONS FROM COAST
TO COAST DURING THE PAST 12
Wire, call, or write
YEARS—
Edgar
L. Bill — Merle V. Watson
Julian Manteli. Sales Manager
National Radio Personalities
100 Walnut Street
Peoria, Illinois
Telephone 6-4607
May 8, 1950

•
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Docket- Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISIONS
Desert Bcstg. Co., Palm Springs,
Calif. — Announced initial decision by
Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison to deny
as in default application of Benton
Beckley and Leo Paquette d/b as
Desert Bcstg. Co. for a new station
on 1,000 kc, 1 kw fulltime, directional
night. Decision April 28.
S. C. — Announced
Camden,
WACAdecision
by Examiner J. D. Bond
initial
to grant application ofCP Hayforgood
stationS.
Bowden for license for
WACA at Camden on 1590 kc 1 kw
and to grant applicationfromof
daytime
Bowden for assignment of CP Corp.
Mr.
WACA
station May 2.to Camden Bcstg.
Decision
Non-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANTS
Tex. — Granted assignKPLTment ofParis,
license from North Texas
to North Star
Bcstg Co., licensee,
FCC approved
Oct. 14, 1949
Bcstg. Co.
Star and
to
sale of North TexaswishesNorth
dissolve
latter companyis assigned to
kc, 250
1490
KPLT
wformer.
unlimited. Granted May 2.
Granted
WCIF Madisonville, Ky.—
Madisonville
assignment of license from to
Pierce E.
Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee,
ion
Lackey, individual. This applicat
with applisimultaneously
was filed
from
license
of
nt
assignme
for
cation
Messenger Bcstg.
Pierce E. Lackey to WCIF
is assigned
Co. not yet granted.
FCC Actions
(Continued from page 75)
Application Cont. :
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new commercial TVon station
date:
for extension of completi
WKTV Utica, N. Y. to 7-1-50; WGN-TV
Chicago to 12-1-50.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of License
WLBE Leesburg, Fla.— Mod. location
license
AM station to change studio
Ave.,
Floradel
1240
to
Fla.
from Eustis,
Leesburg.
license
Mod.
Tex.—
KULP El Campo,
to change from 1390 kc 500 w D to
1390 kc 500 w-D 100 w-N.
AM— 1490 kc
Beloit Bcstg. Co., Beloit, Wis— CP
to change from 1490 kc 100 w unl. to
1490 kc 250 w unl.
AM— 790 kc
WQXI
Buckhead,
tion to change from Ga.—
790 kcCP 5 AM
kw Dsta-to
790 kc 5 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
AM— 1410 kc
KNAL Victoria, Tex.— CP AM station to change from 1410 kc 500 w D
DA to 1410 kc 500 w unl. DA.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
Howard A. Shuman, Grand Island,
Neb.— DISMISSED April 28 application
new AM station on 920 kc 5 kw ST
(KUSD).
Paul W. Hand,
Millwood,
Wash.new—
DISMISSED
April 28
application
AM station on 1340 kc 250 w unl.
WLIN Merrill, Wis. — DISMISSED
April 28 application for SSA on 730 kc
1 kw-D 250 w-N for period ending no
later than Nov. 1. 1952.

PT6-A
A tape recorder with amazingly low
distortion, wide band reproduction,
versatility, and economy

Engineered by»ftheProfessional
World's Oldest
Largest
Manufacturers
Magneticand Recorders
Macnecori Inc., 360 N. Micfaran, Chicago, IN.
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Applications

SUMMARY

TO MAY 3

Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Hearing
cations
306
Cond'l Pending
Grants
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed CPs
182
267
AM Stations
2,120
2,098 182
13
22
FM
Stations
709
497
265
3*
In
AppliTV Stations
104
38
71
* Two on the air.
350
250 w day on 730 kc. Granted May 2.
WBNL Boonville,
— Granted
assignment of CP fromInd.Henry
Sanders
tr/as Boonville Bcstg. Co., permittee,
to show Henry Sanders & Norman Hall
d/b as Boonville Bcstg. Co. WBNL
is assigned 250 w D on 1540 kc. Granted
May 2.
WCLE Clearwater,
assignment of license Fla.
from— Granted
Clearwater
Bcstg. Co. to Florida West Coast Bcstrs.
Inc. for $32,500. Florida West Coast is
composed of Dr. Charles L. Farrington,
St. Petersburg, president 20%;- William
Perry, ex-program director of WPAT
Paterson, N. J., secretary 20%; Arthur
Mundorff, ex-manager of WPAT, treasurer 50%; John Phillips, insurance
business, vice president 10%. Sellers
are Houston A. Cox Jr., 50% owner,
and Morris L. and Saul Rosenzweig,
25% each. WCLE is assigned 1 kw day
on 680 kc. Granted April 28.
OPERATION SUSPENDED
WMMJ thority toPeoria,
— Extended
remain 111.
silent
to May au-22
pending
action
on
involuntary
applicaInc. tion for assignment of license to WPOE
Deletions . . .
THREE FM AUTHORIZATIONS were
reported deleted last week by FCC.
Total to date since Jan. 1: AM 17; FM
44; TV 2.
WGYN New York— WGYN Inc. License April 26.
WMIT
Winston-Salem,
WMIT. License
April 26. N. C— Radio
WKNE-FM Keene, N. H.-WKNE
Corp. CP April 24.
New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Kewanee, 111. — Cecil W. Roberts, 960
kc, 250 w day. Estimated construction
cost $10,775.include
Mr.ownership
Roberts' ofradio
inKNEM
3.Nevada, terests
Mo.; KCHI Chillicothe, Mo.
and KREI Farmington, Mo. Filed May
Winston-Salem, N. C. — Community
Bcstg. Service Inc., 980 kc, 1 kw day.
Estimated construction cost $9,700.
Principals in corporation include: F.
Roger Page Jr., president and 49%
interest.
Mr. Page's
businessof interests
include owner
and operator
tobacco
and general farms, agent for Farm
Bureau Mutual Insurance, and dealer
in farm equipment. Clarence E. Leeper,
radio announcer WPTF Raleigh and
15% owner WVOT Wilson, N. C, vice
president and 49%. Beatrice Leeper,
housewife, secretary 1% and Rachel
Page, housewife, treasurer 1%. Filed
May 3.
Beaver
Wis. —kc,Beaver
Bcstg.
Co. Dam,
Inc., 1430
1 kw Dam
day.
Estimated construction cost $15,060.
Principles
in corporation
include:
William E. Walker,
50% owner
WMAM
Marinette, Wis., president 40%; Howard
L. Emich, sales manager WMAM and
6.67% interest, vice president 20%:
Joseph D. Mackin, 20% owner WMAM
and general
manager,
urer 40%. Filed
May 1.secretary-treasSan Juan, P. R. — Condado Bcstg. Co.,
1190 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated
cost of construction $22,037. Principals
include: Jose
Madrazo,Inc.,
co-owner
treasurer
CasaR. Victor
importer&
and distributor RCA Victor products,
50% owner WMDD Fajardo, P. R.,
secretary 33%%; Alfredo M. Suarez,
president Condado Beach Hotel Co.
and co-owner, president 33%%; Juan
Ramon Balseiro, secretary Plazuela
Sugar Co., treasurer 33%%. Filed April
28.
Forest Grove, Ore. — Irving V.
Schmidtke
kc, 250
day. Estimated 1520
construction
cost:w $8,500.
Mr.
Schmidtke
owns
Smitty's
Radio
(radio servicing). Filed April 27. Clinic

LABOR CASES
I
CBS Hit by Two Union
CBS HOLLYWOOD currently i,
under fire by two unions, with
strike imminent by over 100 offic
employe union members and tl
filing of charges of unfair labc j
practices
by the Internation
Brotherhood of Electrical Worker
last week.
Meeting was scheduled for las I
Thursday between W. J. Bassetl
secretary of California Central La
bor Council, and network official ;
in final efforts to avoid the offic
employes strike. No results wer j
available as Broadcasting weni
to press.
Members of Local 174 of Offic
Employees
International Unioi
earlier had voted 90-2 for strik
action following several weeks o i
unsatisfactory negotiations witl
the network during which time:fc
both federal and state mediator; <t
were called in. Union is seeking I
basic $5 weekly raises and rejected
the network's offer for raises o j
$1 to $3 weekly.
No agreemen
was reached on working conditions \
Unfair labor practice charges
against the network's Hollywoot
affiliate, KNX, were filed last Tues
day byof Roy
business
man
ager
the Tindall,
Broadcast,
Television
Recording Engineers Local 45 o:
IBEW on grounds that the statioi
had "arbitrarily and unjustifiably'
stalled signing of a contract cover
ins: nine staee set-up employes
Union, which has been in negotia
tions for several weeks with th(
station for a new contract, claimec
that although wage rates an<
working conditions had been agree(
upon, the station, "without justifi
cation," had refused to sign the
writing.
contract providing for them ir,

Williamsport, Pa. — Lycoming Bcstg.
Co., 1050 kc,cost:
1 kw$15,200.
day. Estimated
construction
Lycoming
Bcstg. Co., is licensee of WLYC FM
outlet that city. Filed April 27.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WMSL inDecatur,
Ala. — Valley
Acquistion
control
Tennessee
Bcstg.of
Co. Inc. by Frank Whisenant through
purchase of 64 sh. of stock owned by
Mutual
LifeisIns.
Co. Board
for $25,-of
600.
Mr. Savings
Whisenant
on the
Directors of Mutual Savings and 2%
stockholder. WMSL is assigned 250 w
unlimited on 1400 kc. Filed April 5.
WLECment of 153
Sandusky,
Ohiostock
— Relinquishshares of
in Lake
Erie Bcstg. Co., licensee, from L. A.
Pixley individually and as agent for
certain other principals in corporation
to Albert E. Heiser for $83,529. Mr.
Heiser is general manager of station.
WLEC
assigned
1450 kc. isFiled
April 250
5. w fulltime on
KVKM Monahans, Tex. — Transfer of
control in Monahans Bcstrs. Inc., licensee, from Jack W. Hawkins, Barney
H. Hubbs and Harry W. Boehnemann
to Charles W. Stuckey for consideration of $25,000. Mr. Stuckey is president
and general manager of KVKM and
transfer would give him 60% of stock
not now held by him. KVKM is assigned 250 w fulltime on 1340 kc. Filed
April 5.
WMFTment of control
Florence,in Ala.
— RelinquishTri-Cities
Best.
Corp., from
Franklin
L.
ceased) to Emma E. ArlandBush
Bush(de-as
executrix of the estate and further
transfer of same interest from Emma
E. Arland Bush, executrix to Emma E.
as distributee under will of Franklin
L. Bush.
WMFT
is assigned
250 w fulltime
on 1240
kc. Filed
April 26.
WHAP inHopewell,
— Acquisition
control
HopewellVa. Bcstg.
Co. Inc.,of
licensee,
by
Hugh
M.
Overturf,
The union further stated that i
M. Mark, R. E. Anthony Jr., andCharles
John
P. Mercer Jr. through purchase of 50 saw no difference between a re
sh. stock of A. H. Campbell, 55 sh.
of stock of G. W. Thomason and 20 sh. fusal to sign an agreement already
of 55 sh. owned by E. L. Burwell for a arrived at and refusal to bargain
total consideration
of $12,500.
All pur-at insisting on its right to have pre
chasers are actively
employed
WHAP.son Mr.
Campbell
and
Mr.
Thoma-in tection of a written agreement'
have estblished businesses
North Carolina and therefore wish to Intention was expressed by th(
withdraw. Filed April 20.
group to press charges until a
WDOK Cleveland, Ohio — Transfer of "satisfactory"
contract is secured!
300 shares stock in permittee corporation, Civic Bcstrs. Inc., from Frederick
Wolf to R. Morris Pierce for $30,000.
Mr. Pierce has been president of WDOK
Merle H. Tucker to H. W. Bumpas, A
since January and prior to that was
M. Caldwell and Herbert Wimberly foi
vice president for 5 years of KMPC Los
$140,000.
Mr. Bumpas is owner ol
Angeles WJR Detroit and WGAR
Southwest Publicity Inc., and 40^
Cleveland.
WDOK
is
assigned
5
kw
DAowner WIBR Baton Rouge; Mr. Cald2 on 1260 kc. Filed April 3.
wel , is owner of Cottons Inc. (bakers)
WHBT
Harriman,
Tenn.
—
Acquisition
Baton Rouge; Mr. Wimberly is owner o:
of control of Harriman Bcstg. Co. Inc., Auto
Hotel Co.. and 50% owner oi
licensee from J. B. Brewer, Bennie
Rentals Inc., Baton Rouge, al
Hamilton,
L. Auto
will have 33%% interest. Parties entei
Shields andJ.L.M.A. Hickman,
Shivers byNeil
F. L.
into agreement with understanding thai
Crowder. Mr. Crowder is president and
20% Sh.
stockholder
and purchasesof KGAK Gallup will be sold to Mr
32
stock forWHBT
a consideration
Tucker for $8,000. Application for assignment of license from Rio Grandi
$20,000.
WHBT
is
assigned
250
w
fulltime on 1230 kc. Filed April 26.
Bcstg. to Merle H. Tucker filed simultaneously. KOAT is assigned 250 w or
KTMC McAlester, Okla. — AsFi?nment
1450 kc; KGAK operates with 250 w oi
of licensecensee, tofrom
J.
Stanley
O'Neill,
li1230 kc; KRSN is assigned 250 w or
The McAlester Bcstg. Co.
1490 kc; KTRC is assigned 1400 kc, 25(
for consideration of $65,000. Principals
w
fulltime. Filed April 7.
in new company include: William E.
Young, manager
J.
C.
Penny
ptore
McAlester, president 20%; William A.
Cornish, partner in law firm Cornish &
Baumert, 20%. There are 17 minor
stockholders, all local business men.
KTMC is assigned 250 w fulltime on
1400 kc. Filed April 12.
KOAT Albuquerque; KGAK Gallup;
KRSN Los Alamos: KTRC Santa Fs,
all N. M. — Transfer of control in Rio
Grande Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee from
Albert E. Buck, Frank C. Rand Jr. and
BROADCASTING
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TRUMAN
PLAN
Early Action Expected
iTITH TIME running out before the
lay 23 deadline, the Senate Execuive Expenditures /'Committee is
xpected to take action early this
eek on resolutions urging flat rection of President Truman's FCC
^organizational plan.
The President's proposal, which
j(-ould vest certain administrative
ijnd executive functions of the Commission in its chairman, becomes
ijiw May 24 unless turned down
y either house of Congress,
i Authorities said last week that
en. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.),
ommittee chairman, would probbly call an executive meeting early
liiis week with a view to reporting
tie measure to the floor. The reacting resolution, sponsored by
en. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
ould then be placed on the Senate
ilendar for action within the next
:|vo weeks. No action was taken
5 of Thursday by the committee,
rhich held hearings the past fortfight [Broadcasting, May 1].
I The President's plan, which drew
eated protests from legislative and
frdio quarters during the sessions,
expected to encounter equally
iff opposition on the floor, some
oservers feel. Whether the Trulan plan will garner sufficient
;rength within the committee for
favorable report was not known,
;ut some committee members have
dicated they will oppose it as an
invasion of the legislative branch",
3 charged by Sen. Johnson and
en. Ernest McFarland (D-Ariz.)
Other witnesses — representing
le Federal Communications Bar
ssn. and NAB — attacked the probsal on other phases,
j The Truman plan, sent to Confess last March, would vest with
le FCC Chairman appointive and
apervisory power over employes of
ie Commission; authorize him to
istribute business among personel and administrative units; and
ive him power to handle use and
spenditure of funds.

SAFETY AWARDS
Honor 78 Radio Outlets
J. FRED JOHNSON Jr., 57, chief
FCC hearing examiner and presiding officer in several major cases
now pending for the Commission,
died Tuesday
night at his home
in Washington
following a heart
attack.
Judge Johnson
was to resume
next Monday
(May 15) on the
West Coast his
most spectacular
Mr. Johnson
case, the Commission's investigation of the news policies of G. A.
(Dick) Richards and his three stations, WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles (See
story page 30).
On Monday and Tuesday last
week Judge Johnson presided over
the detailed investigation of
whether Western Union should be
allowed to interconnect its proposed TV inter-city relay facilities
with those of American Telephone
and Telegraph Co. (See story page
51). Observers at these sessions
indicated the examiner had appeared in good health.
Also on his schedule was the
license renewal hearing for World
Wide Broadcasting Co. international broadcast stations (WRUL
et al) at Boston, set Aug. 15;
hearing on bid of WOBS Jacksonville, Fla., to switch from 1 kw
day on 1360 kc to 1 kw fulltime
directional on that frequency, and

another complicated common carrier proceeding involving Western
Union and certain international
carriers.
Named chief hearing examiner
only two months ago concurrent
with the start of FCC's functional reorganization [Broadcasting,
March 13], Judge Johnson had
served with the Commission since
1935, when he joined FCC as principal attorney. He was appointed
a hearing examiner in June 1947
when provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act were put
into effect. His successor as chief
examiner has not been named.
A resolution adopted by the
Commission Wednesday, recording
with "deep sorrow" Judge Johnson's death, stated in part:
Judge
manner
and calm Johnson's
personalitygracious
have endeared
him to his colleagues and to all who
knew him and have been of inestimable value in carrying out his duties
with the Commission as a Hearing
Examiner, and prior to that as Principal
Attorney. His entire public service
career has been characterized by his
untiring efforts and devotion to duty.
Judge Johnson was born March
15, 1893, in Florence, Ala. He
attended the State Normal College
and in 1914 received his AB from
the U. of Alabama. In 1916 he
received his LI. B from the latter
school. During World War I he
entered service with the Alabama
National Guard, becoming first
lieutenant with the 64th Infantry.
From 1916 to 1925, except for
war service, he engaged in private
law practice. His work as first
assistant attorney general for Alabama from 1925-1928 won him
judgeship of the Alabama 11th
Judicial Circuit, in which capacity
he served until appointment to
FCC in 1935.
Judge Johnson is survived by his
wife and a son.

KY. SALES PLAN
KBA To Approach Bell Co.
KENTUCKY Broadcasters Assn.
has authorized Edwin E. S. Weldon
of WKYW Louisville to make a
sales presentation to Southern Bell
WORLD CONTRACTS
Telephone Co., Atlanta, on behalf
of all Kentucky stations. This was
Sign 10 New Stations
approved at a recent two-day meetWORLD Broadcasting System Inc.,
ing of the group, which is making
plans for a similar session June 22
New York, has announced 10 new
and 23 at the Hotel Seelbach in stations who have contracted for
ING-WORTH
Louisville.
Supplies 40 More Stations
the program service and the extenPresident J. Porter Smith of
ANG-WORTH Feature Films Inc.,
sion of existing contracts by 24
■Tew York has announced the addi- WGRC Louisville will invite presisubscriber stations.
New stations are: KSFO San Fran, on of 40 radio stations contracting
dents and secretaries of broadcastcisco; KELA Centralia, Wash.; WESB
ing associations in states adjacent
f>r the new one-inch Lang-Worth
Bradford, Pa.; WPEN-FM Philadelphia;
library.
to Kentucky to attend. The first WARK Hagerstown, Md.; KRKO EvNew subscribers are: WIVI St. Croix,
erett, Wash.; KVOS Bellingham. Wash.;
day, Associated Press members will
KEIO Pocatello, Idaho; WLIP Kenosha,
irgin Islands; KLMO Longmont, Col.;
:ECC Pittsburg,. Calif.; WFTL Fort meet, after which sales and proWis.; and WACE-FM Chicopee, Mass.
j auderdale, Fla.; KRXL Roseburg,
Extensions are: WSOU-FM South
gram clinics will be conducted.
ire.; Jamaica. B. W. I.; WERH HamilOrange, N. J.; KUTA Salt Lake City;
Agenda for the second day includes
ton, Ala.; KCIM Carroll, la.; KDSH
WDWS
111.; WFKY
a panel on keeping operating costs
j'.oise,
Ida.; WRJW
fort, Champaign,
Ky.; WJBF Augusta,
Ga.; FrankWFAS
nd Coalinga,
Calif. Picayune, Miss.;
White
Plains,
N.
Y.;
WWW
Fairmont,
within
income,
discussion
of
the
Subscribers renewing contracts are:
W. Va.; WTBF Troy, Ala.; KSD St.
WFMB (FM) Mayodan, N. C; KWSI
use of radio by industry in the
Louis, Mo.; CKX Brandon, Manitoba;
ouncil Bluffs, Iowa.; WJBC BloomWFAH Alliance, Ohio; KSUE Susanngton, 111.; WJPD Ishpeming, Mich.; . state, a general business session
ville, Calif.; KGEZ Kalispell, Mont.;
IFSB Joplin, Mo.; WNAR Norristown,
and a cocktail party and banquet.
KWAT Watertown, S. D.; WILE Cambridge, Ohio; WKBO Harrisburg, Pa.;
*°a.;
KIMP
Mount
Pleasant,
Tex.;
The executive committee attendVERC Erie, Pa.; WHFB Benton Harbor,
WBAB Atlantic City, N. J.; WWNY
4ich.: WBBO Forest City, N. C;
ing
the
meeting
included
Messrs.
Watertown,
N. Y.; KPAC Port Arthur,
VWNR Beckley, W. Va.; KCOY Santa
Weldon and Smith; Charles C. Tex.; KDLR Devils Lake, N. D.; WJMB
Maria, Calif.; KTMS Santa Barbara,
Brookhaven, Miss.; CJVI Victoria,
Warren, WCMI Ashland; J. W.
~alif.;
WJHL Johnson
City, CartersTenn.;
B. C; KTOW Oklahoma City, and
(VFGN Gaffney.
S. C; WBHF
KWSC Pullman, Wash.
Betts,
WFTM
Maysville;
Hugh
O.
'ille,
Ga.;
WIRC
Hickory,
N.
C;
WJRI
^enoir. N. C; KFXJ Grand Junction,
Potter, WOMI Owensboro; W. T.
Col.; WTPR Paris. Tenn.; KWBR OakIsaac, WHIR Danville. Program
WLIB New York has opened new
and. Calif.; WMBH Joplin. Mo.; WAYB
committee members present were
Harlem studios in Hotel Theresa, New
Waynesboro, Va.; WROV Roanoke, Va.;
WBTM Danville, Va.; KXRA AlexYork. Station also has studios at 207
G. F. Bauer, WINN Louisville and
andria. Minn.: WFVA Fredericksburg,
East 30th St.
Charles Harris, WGRC Louisville.
p., and KFXD Nampa, Ida.
3ROADCASTING
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NBC, Mutual-Don Lee and 78 radio
and six video stations have earned
public interest awards from the National Safety Council for "excep1949. tional service to safety" during
TV stations include KPIX (TV)
San Francisco, KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles, WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
WMAR-TV Baltimore, WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee and WWJ-TV Detroit.
Radio stations are:
CJBC Toronto; CKWX Vancouver,
B. C; KATE Albert Lea, Minn.; KCMO
Kansas City; KCVN Stockton, Calif.;
KEBE Jacksonville, Tex.; KFEL Denver; KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan.; KFJI
Klamath Falls, Ore.; KFYR Bismarck,
N. D.; KIUL Garden City, Kan.; KLBM
La Grande, Ore.; KLZ Denver; KNUZ
Houston; KOIL Omaha; KOIN Portland, Ore.; KOMA Oklahoma City;
KRBC-AM-FM Abilene, Tex.; KRNT
Des Moines; KROS Clinton, Iowa;
KTJS Hobart, Okla.; KTUL Tulsa;
KXO El Centro, Calif.; KXOK St.
Louis; KWG Stockton, Calif.
KYNO Fresno; WALD Walterboro,
S. C; WBTA Batavia. N. Y.; WCAE
Pittsburgh; WCCC Hartford; WCCM
Lawrence, Mass.; WCCO Minneapolis;
WCHS Charleston. W. Va.; WCSS
Amsterdam, N. Y.; WDEL Wilmington,
Del.; WDSR Lake City. Fla.; WFIL
Philadelphia; WFJL (FM) Chicago;
WFLA Tampa; WFLO Farmville, Va.;
WGKV Charleston, W. Va.; WHO Des
Moines;
Chicago. WILS Lansing, Mich.; WIND
WING Dayton; WIRE Indianapolis;
WIRK West Palm Beach; WISC Madison, Wis.; WISN Milwaukee; WJBW
New Orleans; WJDX Jackson, Miss.;
WJTNGa.;JamesWJJW town,Wyandotte.
N. Y.; WKEUMich.;
Griffin,
WKY
Oklahoma City; WKXL Concord, N. H ;
HamilWMOH
Ohio;
WLEC tonSandusky,
Ohio; WMPS Memphis; WMRN
Marion, Ohio; WMTW Portland, Me.;
New York;
WNYC
WOOD Grand
Mass.: WOCB-AM-FM
West Yarmouth.
York. Pa ; WOWOFt
Rapids; WORK WPIT
Pittsburgh; WPRO
Wayne, Ind.;
WRAKProvidence: WQ*M Miami:
AM-FM Williamsrjort, Pa.: WSTC-AMStamford.
FM
Norfolk, Va.;
WTAR WSTP-AM-FM
N. C;Conn.:
Salisbury.
WTIC Hartford: WTRR Sanford, Fla.;
New OrWWL
Detroit;
WWJ-AM-FM
lesn*. and WWNR Beckley, W. Va.
Among the judges were Wesley
I. Nunn, advertising manager,
Standard Oil of Indiana and coordinator of the "Stop Accidents"
Adverendorsed by The
campaign Council;
Arthur Stringer of
tising
NAB, and Judith Waller, director
affairs and education at
of
Chicago.
NBCpublic

SPORTS BILL
NJBA Wins Anti-Tax Fight
PROTEST by the New Jersey
Broadcasters Assn. against a state
bill proposing a 10% tax on radio
and television rights for boxing and
wrestling matches has resulted in
defeat of the bill, the association
learned Friday at the opening of
its two-day spring meeting at HadMay 1].
City [Broaddon Hall,casting,Atlantic
Carl Mark, WTTM Trenton,
nt, told the associaNJBA tion preside
he had been authoritatively
informed the measure had failed
Senate Reto gain approval of the
publican majority caucus. NJBA
had campaigned against the tax,
which passed the House, as "totally
unwarranted." Mr. Mark informed
legislators in a letter that revenue
produced by the tax would be "mi-

croscopic."May 8, 1950
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ENTER TV PROCEEDING
EIGHT television groups slated to participate
in oral argument next Friday on FCC's proposed clarification of its rule (Sec. 3.661-b)
limiting separate operation of television picture
and sound transmitters [Telecasting, Dec.
12, 1949], FCC announced Friday. They will
be heard in following order, each to be limited
to 20 minutes: Television Broadcasters Assn.;
Fort Industry Co.; NAB; ABC; KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, NBC, RCA Service Co., and
WKRC-TV Cincinnati.

MOVIE FILM DENIAL
INTERPRETED BY COY
MOTION picture producers' alleged refusal to
rent films for Zenith Radio Corp. Phonevision
test would involve questions "relevant to . . .
qualifications" in any "factual" hearing on
movie applications for station facilities but
does not concern FCC's oral argument [Broadcasting, May 1] on uniform policy for applicants who violate anti-trust and other laws,
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy has advised Sen.
Charles Tobey (R-N. EL).
Comments are contained in reply to Senator's
suggestions [Telecasting, May 1] that FCC
inquire of producers whether they will supply
films to Zenith for Phonevision fall test. Oral
argument held April 24.
Chairman Coy conceded "Commission could
and probably should develop the facts relating
to that matter in some proceeding where the
question is put to issue" and felt that in
hearing on producers' applications for stations
such an inquiry would be relevant. He noted
oral argument concerned "legal questions" relating Commission's authority "to consider
conduct which is violative of the anti-trust
and other laws in the exercise of its licensing
functions, and questions as to what policy, if
any, should be applied to violations by an
applicant. . . ."
HOOPER DATA HIT
LONG-STANDING intra-industry argument
over validity of TV homes estimates and
whether telephone surveys reflect accurate
video audience behavior broke into general
press
Winchell's
column
includedFriday
quote when
from Walter
CBS memo
to its network
salesmen charging Hooper with "overestimating TV ownership" which "arbitrarily reduces
the ratings of radio programs and inflates TV
programs." Out of town Friday, Mr. Hooper
is expected to fire statistical salvo back at
CBS this week. R. C. Maddux, WOR-AM-FMTV New York sales vice president, charged
New York TV figures are "inflated" and
"don't stand up in light of other research."
NYU TV PANEL NAMED
C. E. HOOPER, president, C. E. Hooper Inc.,
joining panel on television at Friday afternoon session of New York U's Golden Jubilee
Advertising Seminar at Park Sheraton Hotel,
New York, May 11-12. Other speakers are
Kendall Foster, vice president, William Esty
Co.; Arthur Duram, TV marketing counselor
for CBS. Bruce Robertson of Broadcasting
is moderator.

KTLA (TV) NAMED IN SUIT
CENTRAL CHEVROLET Co., Los Angeles,
suing KTLA (TV) Hollywood in L. A.'s
Superior Court in auto firm row involving
Announcer Dick Lane now also reading commercials on Ford co-sponsored wrestling telecasts although under contract with Chevrolet
for Spade Cooley Time commercials. Filed by
attorneys, Getz, Aiken & Manning, suit asks
$213,900 in damages for alleged loss in
business.

TWO NAMED BY AGENCY
LESLIE R. GAGE and Rhoades V. Newbell
have been named vice presidents of LeVally
Agency, Chicago. Mr. Gage is former western
advertising
manager
for of
McFadden's
Group and is
in charge
media at Women's
LeVally.
Mr. Newbell, account executive, was home
freezer sales manager for Deepfreeze.

CBS TRANSFERS JENCKS
RICHARD W. JENCKS, of CBS New York
legal staff, transferred to CBS Hollywood as
assistant to Ned Marr, director of legal-personnel relations. Before joining CBS in
February Mr. Jencks was on NAB legal staff.

ABC APPOINTS PACEY
JACK PACEY, former trade news editor for
ABC, named assistant to Robert Saudek, vice
president in charge of public affairs for network. Arthur B. Donegan, assistant manager
of ABC publicity department, also to act as
trade news supervisor.
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Deadline...

RCA STUDIO COLOR COST
ESTIMATED AT HEARING
STUDIO equipment for RCA color television
system would cost black-and-white telecaster
about $54,440, according to RCA estimates presented in FCC's color TV hearing Friday
(early story page 49) by Research Engineer
G. H. Brown. Each additional color camera
would cost $26,750, estimates showed.
Estimates "do not reflect the potential savings from the use of single tubes in either the
cameras or monitors or as a result of further
circuit simplifications," it was pointed out.
Dr. Brown denied it has been established,
as FCC Laboratory Chief E. W. Chapin suggested in earlier report, that RCA system is
doubly susceptible to in-channel interference
and said problems Mr. Chapin had reported
with respect to black-and-white reception on
RCA color set are "no longer of any consequence," due to new techniques.
In afternoon Dr. Brown indicated oscillator
radiation problem should not be solved by allocation, and suppressors would be costly in
UHF though only few dollars in VHF. He
revealed RCA has developed receiver circuit
eliminating dot pattern and outlined numerical
values for color standards.
Mr. Chapin, under questioning by RCA
counsel, conceded RCA color set employing
new tri-color picture tube has "substantially"
fewer tubes than projection model on which
he based his report — 47 as compared to 96
in projection set. He was not "positive" of
immediacy of tri-color tube, said he felt receiver used by CBS in recent demonstration
of its dot-interlace technique was too large for
ordinary home use, and that he personally
questioned whether it is essential to have color
quality fully as good as monochrome's
Adrian Murphy, CBS vice president and
general executive, said CBS long-playing
record has shown public will stand for extra
units outside receiver if benefits are sufficient.

Circuit

on technical basis that would avoid inter
ference. Such session now is premature
since U. S. has not yet devised complete plar
for TV allocations or even charted its spec
trum.
IF THINGS develop as planned, former Sen
D. Worth Clark, Idaho Democrat, now en-;
gaged in Washington law practice, will rur
for his old seat against incumbent Sen. Glerj
Taylor, who was vice presidential candidate i
on Henry Wallace ticket last campaign. Sen
Clark owns 10% interest in KJBS San Fran-'
cisco.
DEAL OF KTTV for Nassour Studios in
Hollywood understood to involve $2,100,000
— largest single transaction to date in TV
by individual station. Acquisition is by Lot
Angeles Times, majority stock holder ii
KTTV, rather than KTTV Inc., in which!
CBS owns 49 % interest. With acquisition
large-scale syndication plans are under waj
using as nucleus about 25 newspaper-owned ;
TV stations [Closed Circuit, May 1].
FIRST official act of NAB's new general manager, William B. Ryan, was memo to departhelp. ment heads placing moratorium on salary
boosts or promises as well as hiring of more
DEMISE
of Sindlinger
& Co.'s
measurement
[Broadcasting,
May Radox
1] doesradio
not
mean end of activity of Albert E. Sindlinger
in radio field. His conclusion was that Radox
type of measurement was premature and that
he plans to re-enter field at "appropriate time."
Meanwhile
Philadelphia.he's maintaining headquarters inft

WASHINGTON'S
radio row seething over!
Senate version of House-passed bill which j
presumably would give greater control ofj I
recording facilities to Robert J. Coar, in direct ' 1
competition with radio correspondents for Con- 1
gressional members' interviews. Senate would
transfer recording operation to joint Con- ;
gressional committee.

CONSTRUCTION expected to start soon onj I
first Canadian coaxial cable between Montreal! I
Ottawa and Toronto, by Canadian National I
Telegraphs & Canadian Pacific Telegraphs.B
Cable to be used on TV between three citiesM
and CBC is planning a TV repeater station atjj |
Ottawa to serve capital city.

ALAN (Bud) BRANDT, promotion head of| I
Martin Stone Productions, expected to join
WNEW New York, as director of publicity] I
and special events succeeding Richard Pack! I
promoted recently to program director.
LEVER BROS, summer replacement for Amosl
V Andy, Sundays 7:30-8 p.m. on CBS, through!
Ruthrauff & Ryan expected to be Hit the Jack-i
pot, sponsored a year ago by DeSoto-Plymouth.lj
LOBBY

HEARING

IN JUNE

PLANNED appearance of NAB President
Justin Miller, Washington radio officials and
members of Federal Communications Bar
Assn. before House Select Lobbying Activities Committee set for late June, Rep. Frank
Buchanan (D-Pa.) disclosed to Broadcast-]
ing Friday. They'll testify on Buchanan
proposal to exempt radio from Lobby Registration Act, on equal footing with newspapers
[Broadcasting, March 20].
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stations
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only

every w

Basic NBC Affiliate

one...
NASHVILLE

CLEAR

CHANNEL

50,000 WATTS
As prime evidence of WSM's unique standing in the broadcast
league, consider this fact: Every week, in addition to normal
station business, WSM
ponder

originates sixteen network shows, too. Then

the sales possibilities of a single radio station which

has

talent of sufficient quality, and in sufficient quantity, to build
sixteen shows of net work

quality . . . especially when

leads the league in the fastest growing
Central South.
Want

more

that station

region in the nation — the

facts? Just contact Irving Waugh

or any Petry man.

HARRY STONE
General Manager
IRVING WAUGH
Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representative

MAY
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"Some

station

reps

bore

me

to

tears!"

"They're always talking about the power of radio
stations. Always showing me coverage maps.
What

I'm interested in is the results you get perdollar-spent!"
Well, sonny, you're our man. W-I-T-H in
Baltimore is famous for delivering more listenersper-dollar than any other station in town. And
that means low-cost results!
If you want to do BIG things in this rich market
with a LITTLE bit of money, buy W-I-T-H. Call in
your Headley-Reed man and get the whole story.

TOM

TINSLEY,

President

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

•

Represented

by HEADLEY-REED

r

ckrana

in

More

nation

\eakfa
farm

income

gains

money from crops . . .

more money from livestock
. . . more

money

3%

to spend.

This continuing prosperity
throughout

KY.

u. s.

IND.

Kentuckiana

adds up to a real sales opportunity for advertisers.

WHAS

TOTAL INCOME FROM LIVESTOCK AND CROPS
Based on U. S. Deportment of Agriculture figures comparing
January-February 1950 with January-February 1949.

alone

serves

all

of

with
Farm

Kentuckiana

the

and

P*u

ESS"

50,000 WATTS
The

*

Service

Kentucky

Southern

Indiana

The Kentuckiana farmers depend on WHAS Farm
Coordinator Frank Cooley and Assistant Don Davis
for up to the minute farm news and market reports.
And advertisers have come to depend on WHAS
Farm Programming for sales results in Kentuckiana.

5

% ^

1A CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio station

complete

Programming
for

*****

only

*

serving gr^

all of the rich Kentuckiana

840 KILOCYCLES

INCORPORATED

ESTABLISHED 1922

selling

Market
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

•

ASSOCIATED

WITH THE

NEIL D. CLINE, Safes Director

COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
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coverage

effective

of the
State

The

1950

George

ture

Legisla

Foster

?

Peabody

Radio

Award

KXLJ

Helena,

Montana

This award is more significant since, in 1949, this station was
questioned by the FCC as to the percentage of commercial programs and
as to its public service programming.
KXLJ gratefully acknowledges
receipt of the 1950 George Foster Peabody Radio Award for "effective
coverage of the Montana State Legislature."
KXLJ has also been
awarded first place for "Public Service Promotion in 1949"' by Billboard.
A

member

of the:

PACIFIC
KXL

Portland

NORTHWEST

BROADCASTERS

KXLL

Missoula
Great Falls

KXLE

Ellensburg

KXLK

KXLY

Spokane

KXLJ

Helena

KXLQ
KXLF

Bozeman
Butte

KING

Seattle
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Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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TOM L. EVANS, president and chief owner
of KCMO, Kansas City 50,000 watter, last
week boarded Presidential train at Kansas
City and accompanied Mr. Truman on his
whirlwind cross country trip. Mr. Evans, also
head of Crown Drug Co., is old friend and
colleague of Chief Executive.
UNHERALDED MEETING of nominating
committee of Radio Mfrs. Assn. in New York
last week yielded nothing tangible on selection
of paid president but decision was reached
to upgrade dues (to defray increase in overhead). Both matters come before annual
convention next month in Chicago. Meanwhile leading prospects for paid presidency
will be canvassed, including: both LaFollettes
(former Senator Bob and former Wisconsin
Governor Phil) ; former Army Quartermaster
Chief Edmund B. Gregory; Lt. Gen. Walter
Bedell Smith; FCC Chairman Wayne Coy;
CAA Administrator D. W. Rentzel; and former Presidential Counsel Clark Clifford.
There's still chance that Ray Cosgrove, honorary president, will be inveigled into accepting
interim presidency.
BELIEF growing broadcasters will get tired
of kicking around at hands of organized baseball, with possibility courts will get chance to
settle question via test case.
GET-TOUGH attitude toward AM applications is developing in FCC, perhaps out of
penitence for way AM spectrum is torn by
interference through past disregard for strict
letter of engineering standards in making
grants. With spectrum already crowded, it
could lead to hearings on virtually all applications that come in.
LAMBERT

& FEASLEY, New York, has recommended TV spot schedule for Phillips Petroleum Co.'s Phillips 66 gasoline, in addition
to present radio network show.
ABC BROKE BREAD with FCC last Thursday night in Washington in its annual offthe-record dinner. ABC's need for more
power (presumably through clear channel
revision) to offset physical advantages of
competitors was stressed, it's understood.
Present: All seven members of FCC plus General Counsel Ben Cottone, Asst. Gen. Counsel
Harry Plotkin and Chief Engineer Curtis
Plummer. For ABC: Chairman Noble, Vice
Chairman Woods, President Kintner, Vice
Presidents Hinckley and Marx, and Director
of Advertising, Promotion & Research Ted
Oberfelder.
FCC'S UNSETTLEMENT on color TV extends all way to question of when decision can
be issued. Some authorities think decision
could be «ut by about Aug. 1 (60 days from
time record will be closed), while others feel
(Continued on page 86)
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Upcoming
May 18-20: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters Radio
Institute, Henry W. Grady School of Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens.
May 22-23: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, Chapel Hill, N. C.
May 25-26: Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters, Tides
Inn, Irvington, Va.
May 31 -June 2: Advertising Federation of America Convention, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
(Other Upcomings on page 43)

Bulletins
A. A. SCHECHTER, MBS vice president in
charge of news and special events, sent telegram Friday to Gov. Chester Bowles, Connecticut, protesting seizure by Connecticut state
police of tape recorded interview with victim
of Bigelow-Sanford payroll robbery Friday.
George Lezotte, of WAVZ New Haven, and
Fred Peach, of WHYN Holyoke, Mass., interviewed wounded guard in Springfield, Mass.,
hospital, for Mutual Newsreel. Tape and reporters' notes were confiscated by police.
PEPSI-COLA Co., New York, through Biow
Co., planning intensive radio spot campaign in
Washington and Baltimore.
FIRST option on rights to Big 10 football
film highlights for post-game showing next
fall acquired by J. Walter Thompson Co., it's
learned. Asking price understood down from
$100,000 to $90,000 for 10-program half-hour
series. Option expires in 15 days.
WDOK Cleveland names Everett-McKinney,
New York, as national representative.
Sports
Attendance
TELEVISION does not hurt attendance at
sports events after first year of set ownership
when novelty has worn off, according to exhaustive study conducted by Jerry N. Jordan,
son of Clarence L. Jordan, executive vice president of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia. Detailed results were to be given today (Monday)
at Milwaukee meeting of National Assn. of
Newspaper Promotion Managers.
Completed findings confirm tentative results
disclosed last winter by Mr. Jordan [Telecasting, Jan. 23]. Cooperating in two-year
project were N. W. Ayer & Son, Atlantic Refining Co., Radio Mfrs. Assn., major and minor
league baseball clubs, Princeton U., U. of
Pennsylvania and others.
Attendance at some forms of entertainment
shows increase, Mr. Jordan found. Major factors influencing attendance, he said, are higher
incomes and shorter working hours, management, performance of teams and publicity.
TV is not major factor, he found, citing long
lists of figures compiled from 460 baseball

Business
Briefly
DE SOTO SPOTS # BBDO, New York,
planning intensive national spot series for
Chrysler's De Soto cars. Final decision expected late this week.
LINING UP LIST # Saraka (proprietary)
through Abbott-Kimball, New York, preparing
station list for transcribed The After UO Club.
RADIO PROSPECT # Chelsea Milling Co.,
Chelsea, Mich. (Jiffy Mix), names Clark &
Rickerd, Detroit, as agency, planning regional
radio next fall or winter.
CANDY CHANGE $ Hollywood Candy Co.,
Centralia, 111., division of Hollywood Brands
Inc.,
D'ArcyRuthrauff
Adv., St.& Louis.
Radio
to be resigns
continued.
Ryan among
agencies soliciting account.
KRUEGER SURVEY PLAN
ADOPTED BY HOOPER
SEPARATION of radio and television audience surveys so true picture of all media in
individual areas will be shown, as recommended by Herbert Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass., in the May 8 Broadcasting, will
be adopted by C. E. Hooper Inc. as pattern
for
ences.future reporting of radio and TV audiMr. Krueger contended surveys tend to show
TV impact on radio without showing effect on
other media.
Writing to Mr. Krueger, C. E. Hooper, president of research firm said:
Your
article, "Who's Hithasby been
TV?" the
pagesubject
27, Mayof 8.a
1950, BROADCASTING,
two-day-long conference among the principals of
our organization. Its recommendations are being
adopted as a blueprint for our future reporting of
radio and television audiences.
This is the most emphatic way we could tell
you that standing
we example
consider
contribution
an earth
outof goodyourthinking,
down to
reasoning and perfect timing on a fundamental
industry problem.
Not
Hurt
by
TV
clubs, 192 universities, 32 high schools, 100
arenas and other sports sites, with 572 cities
covered in every state and 124,000,000 paid
admissions.
Series of charts showed detailed effect of
TV on sports attendance, with analyses of
various factors affecting attendance.
Mr. Jordan found habits of TV set owners
return to original pattern one year after set
is acquired, with attendance at some forms of
entertainment showing increase.
Main conclusions follow:
Higher percentage of colleges in TV areas increased attendance in 1949 than colleges in non-TV
areas, especially small colleges.
More colleges telecast in Western Conference area
last year than any other section, and they had higher
percentage gain in attendance than any other section.
Fifteen of 16 major league baseball clubs increased
or decreased attendance in direct relation to improved or lowered performance.
Thirteen of 18 telecast minor league clubs increased or decreased attendance in direct relation to
performance; in Pacific Coast League five of six
telecast teams followed performance.
BROADCASTING
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STOF

GUESSING!

WGAL-TV
testing

—

The

ideal

station

your

TV

sales

campaign

for

The only television station located in and, the only
station that reaches this large, prosperous section of
Pennsylvania which includes — Lancaster, York,
Lebanon, Reading, Harrisburg and the adjacent area.
This market ideally fulfills all the basic requirements
for reliable TV sales testing because of:
• Comparative isolation — not deeply penetrated by any
other television stations
• Stabilized economy
• A well-balanced population of average cultural level
• Widely diversified industries
• Ample facilities for distribution and sales
• Compactness which permits fast, accurate checking of results
• Reasonable advertising rates
Viewing is unusually high and consistent because of interesting local programming and the top shows of four
networks— NBC, CBS, ABC and DuMont. A number of
alert advertisers are now making TV sales tests
on WGAL-TV. Such a test can mean the difference
between profit and loss in your TV selling.
Write for information.
Represented by
ROBERT
Chicago
San Francisco
New York
los Angeles

A STEINMAN
MEEKER

S TAT I O N

Associates

Channel 4 — Lancaster, Penna.
-T
AL
WG
Clair
R. McCollough.
Pres. V
NBC • TV AFFILIATE
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications. Inc.
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870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
# Twenty-six years of top performance in Indiana have
built a listener-loyalty for WFBM

SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisner
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, News Editor; Tyler Nourse, Jo Hailey, Assistants to the News Editor. STAFF: David Berlyn,
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Ginn, Tom Hynes, Jonn
Osbon, Ardinelle
Williamson.Kathryn
EDITORIAL
ASSISTANTS: Estelle Dobschultz,
Ann Jones,
Pat
Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Wilson D. McCarthy, Jean
D. Statz; Eleanor J. Brumbaugh, Assistant to the
Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Phyllys Steinberg. Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff
Treasurer; Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P
COSGROVE, Manager; Bill Gabriel Jr., Elaine
Haskell, Grace Motta, Lillian Oliver, Al Riley,
Warren Sheets.
.NEW YORK BUREAU
_ _ 250 Park Ave., Zone 17, PLaza
5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, New York
Editor; Herman Brandschain, Asst. to the New York
Editor; Florence Small, Gloria Berlin.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director,
Eleanor R. Manning.
CHICAGO BUREAU
_ _ 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1.
CEntral
Pinkerton.6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane

that you seldom find for

any single radio station. In fact, the latest Hooper shows
this Indiana pioneer station's audience way ahead again —
with an even larger proportion of listeners in the total rated
time period than any other Indianapolis station.
And there's another point worth noting about WFBM.
The "right" people . . . those who prefer good radio just as
they prefer, and can afford, the best of everything they select
to buy or enjoy . . . prefer the "quality radio" that has always
distinguished WFBM.
Remember— if you want to make sales, you have
to make calls— and WFBM calls on the most important part of the Hoosier market morning, noon
and night. You could have no better sales contact!

N

INDIANA

ANY

WAY

YOU

JUDGE

BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
Associated ivith: WFDF
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Flint — WOOD

Grand Rapids — W E O A Evansville

!

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
man,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann 8181;
August.David GlickTORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate. Broadcast Advertising * was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast Reporter in 1933.
•Reg. V. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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San Franciscans wake up laughing when kcbs' Bill Weaver
spins his whimsical stories.
But if funnyman Weaver lives by his wits, ace salesman
Weaver lives by results. As when he appealed for sewing materials
for the Bay Area's homes for the aged. And pulled thirty-five
barrels full!
That's the kind of drawing power that keeps everybody
happy. And gives kcbs the highest average daytime local-program
ratings of any station in San Francisco.*
If your sales need needling in America's seventh market,
Weaver's your man. He's got the city's best and sellingest
morning program.1 And he's got time for you.
Why not sew it up right now?
San Francisco
Columbia's Key to the Golden Gate
Represented by Radio Sales

*Pulse, January-February 1950
f'Waitin' for Weaver," Monday through
Saturday, 6:15 to 7:00 a.m.
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ELLEN STERN, former promotion and publicity director of KPIX (TV ) and
KFSO San Francisco, joins Emil Mogul Co., New York, as assistant to
president. She will be in charge of radio and television functions of
agency.
VIC PIOTROWSKI, with Kroger Co. for past 17 years as grocery merchandiser,
joins Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, as vice president in charge of
merchandising department, effective May 22.
PHIL GORDON AGENCY Inc., Chicago, moves to larger
quarters at Finchlay Bldg., 23 E. Jackson Blvd.
JACK T. SHARP, formerly sales representative at WJMO
Cleveland, joins Ohio Adv. Agency, Cleveland, as account
executive.
DONALD C. FOOTE Jr. appointed assistant to Victor
Seydel, director of radio and television for Anderson, Davis
& Platte Inc., New York.
SANDER HEYMAN, formerly of Schenley Industries, joins
Al Paul Lefton Co. He will serve in an executive capacity
Mr. Piotrowski
in agency's New York office.
SARA M. KELLY purchases entire interest of JOHN E. FONTAINE in Nelson
Chesman Co., Chattanooga, Tenn. Business will be continued under same name
and policies. JAMES R. FOX appointed to direct handling of all accounts and
supervisor of all creative and promotion work. He has been with agency a year,
and was formerly with McCann-Erickson, New York.
HOWARD W. NEWTON resigns as vice president of Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, New York, to devote fulltime to his placement agency for creative
and executive advertising personnel.
ROBERT J. HAKKEN, formerly with Benton & Bowles, New York, joins copy
staff of Kenyon & Eckhardt, same city.
LEE TODD, formerly with Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles, joins Brisacher,
Wheeler & Staff, that city, as radio and media director. She replaces CHARLES
CHAPLIN, resigned.
GEORGE STEGE, former sales director for Pepsodent Division of Lever Bros.,
joins Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, as account executive. He worked at Pepsodent
six years and was director of advertising and merchandising there.
CHARLES PHELPS HINES, formerly with W. B. Doner Adv., New York, joins
Detroit copy staff of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.

J
.
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ELLIOTT, DALY & SCHNITZER, San Francisco, dissolve partnership after two
year association. Mr. Schnitzer opens new agency under his own name,
Bernard B. Schnitzer Inc. Other partners, WALLACE F. ELLIOTT and JOHN
C. W. DALY, are joined by ROBERT SHERMAN, formerly of Sherman & Shore,
in new firm named Elliott, Daly & Sherman. Staff of dissolved partnership will
be retained by latter firm. Accounts have been divided on mutually agreed
basis. Offices for both agencies will be maintained at 256 Sutter St., San
Francisco.
WARREN H. WILKES named vice president and director of Tandy Adv. Agency
Ltd., Toronto. ROBERT C. MORGAN appointed secretary and director of
agency.

entor
Knodel repres

IXC.
SADIO STflTIOK REPBESEMTATIVE

ARTHUR C. LINGE, formerly with Benton & Bowles, New York, joins Maxon
Inc., New York, as director of media estimates and contracts. Thomas E.
Haytham, with agency for six years as director of marketing and media, appointed director of markets and media research.

ard
j j. Bern
ger
General Mana

HOWARD M. ROSHKOW, formerly account executive at Wain & Baruch Inc.,
public relations firm, joins S. R. Leon Co., New York, to manage publicity and
research activities.
MAXON Inc., with offices in Detroit, Chicago and New York, will open new
San Francisco branch in near future. GEORGE A. THUSS, agency staff member,
will direct opening.
WALTER M. HAIMANN, formerly with Jardine Liquor Corp., joins Flint Adv.,
New York, as an account executive.
W. W. MacGRUDER Inc., Denver, changes name to MacGruder, Bakewell,
Kostka Inc.
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LEY & LIVINGSTON, San Francisco, moves from 11th floor to penthouse atop
Newhall Bldg., 260 California St. Telephone remains Yukon 6-4478.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

'
Broadcasting 8 hours a day, 5 days a week,
it would take nearly 17 months to air the
11,337 non-network quarter-hours WNAX has
carried for Procter & Gamble since June, 1939.
Nearly 2,000 of these were for Ivory alone
. . . 3,000 for Oxydol.
Procter & Gamble is just one of the major
national selective advertisers who use WNAX
year after year to reach a Major Market
which can be covered in no other way. Twenty-seven per cent of WNAX non-network accounts have used the station for ten years or
more. Blue chip business, this 27 % accounts
for 39% of total WNAX billings.

A

than Los Angeles, Washington, D. C., or St.
Louis. They accounted for nearly $3'/2
billion in retail sales — greater than San Francisco, Philadelphia or Detroit.*
Convert your Sales Potential into Sales
Results. Ask your Katz man to show you
how WNAX can produce good will, increase
sales of your product or service.
•Compiled from 1949 Sales Management Survey of
Buying Power.
949 BMB DATA: 405,210 Daytime families;
327,620 Nighttime. PENETRATION: 80% listen
to WNAX three to seven times every week. ]
am

Big Aggie Land, served only by WNAX, is
one united Major Market, embracing 267
counties of Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska

[i

and
area.Iowa . . . the world's richest agricultural
In 1948 folks in Big Aggie Land enjoyed a
buying income of over $4'/2 billion — greater

YANKTON
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-SIOUX
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RUBSAM & HORRMANN BREWING Co., New York, begins intensive advertising campaign for R&H Light Beer in New York area. Included are
radio and television. Paris & Peart is agency: Remus Harris, account
executive.
BELMONT RADIO Corp., Chicago, owned by Raytheon Mfg. Co., Boston has
released two one-minute and one 20-second TV commercials, promoting Raytheon AM-FM-TV-phono combination and its entire line, to dealers and distributors nationally for co-op sponsorship. This is firm's first use of such TV
package. Belmont also released six one-minute transcribed radio spots for
similar sponsorship. New agency is Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, although this business was placed through Beaumont & Hohman, same city.
PURITY BAKERIES Corp., Chicago, for Taystee bread, sponsoring 10 oneminute and 20-second TV spots weekly in Cincinnati, Louisville, Detroit, Houston
and Dallas for 13 weeks. More expected to be added later. Young & Rubicam,
Chicago, is agency.
MASON, AU & MAGENHEIMER CONFECTIONERY MFG. Co. Long Island,
appoints newly organized Turner, Leach & Co., New York, to handle its advertising. Radio is planned.
KAYE-HALBERT Television, Los Angeles, to introduce new television set
models, going into national television about mid-June with 13 week placement
of quarter-hour transcribed Gorgeous George's Gossip Column featuring the
wrestler on TV stations in 17 markets throughout country. Cities include
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Dallas, San
Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Atlanta, Philadelphia, Memphis, Boston, Phoenix,
San Diego and Minneapolis. Price of package is approximately $3,500. Agency:
Knight & Russell Inc., Los Angeles.

A/aiurotk -@ccou.nts
through your FREE & PETERS

Colonel

It's phenomenal. We can't quite
explain it ourselves. But, since
we've moved* we're literally swamped
with requests for "time" on WISH.
Successful advertisers and eager
Hoosier listeners alike apparently
are teamed up to keep us out front.
Well— we WISHed for it . . . but frankly
not to the extent where we sometimes
have to say "no" to our advertisers.
But keep in touch with us.
We hope it won't be long.

ABC Affiliate
NDIANAPOLIS
GEORGE J. HIGGINS, Manager
FREE & PETERS, National Representatives
Page 10
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GEORGE A. HORMEL Inc. (meat and dairy products) will sponsor Music With
the Hormel Girls, half-hour musical show featuring orchestra and chorus
consisting of former WACS, WAVES, SPARS and girl Marines, beginning
next Saturday (May 20) on CBS from 2-2:30 p.m. Initial 13-week contract
placed through BBDO, New York. Company sponsors same show on ABC,
Sunday, 6:30-7 p.m.
WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), sponsor of portion of Howdy Doody on 27
interconnected NBC-TV stations, adds 14 stations which will carry show via
kinescope recordings. Agency for Wander is Grant Adv., also Chicago.
GOSPEL BROADCASTING Assn., Pasadena, Calif., June 18 renews for 52
weeks Old Fashioned Revival Hour on 282 ABC stations in United States,
Alaska and Hawaii. Effective that date, program shifts to Sunday, 1-2 p.m.,
PDT, time slot. Agency: R. H. Alber Co., Los Angeles.
■Qdjaeojale
J. P. SEIBERLING, president of Seiberling Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, elected to
combined post of president and chairman of the board of directors of company.
He succeeds his father, F. A. Seiberling, who resigned as
board chairman Feb. 1.
JAMES D. EVANS, formerly with Young & Rubican Inc.,
Toronto, appointed advertising manager of Diamond Match
Co., New York.
PAUL S. GEROT, president of Pillsbury Mills Inc. grocery
products division, named corporate vice president. Also
appointed corporate vice presidents were: CLYDE H. HENDRIX, president of feed and soy division; A. B. SPARBOE,
president of flour milling division, and B. J. GREER, president of Globe Mills division.

Mr. Seiberling

JOHN N. KANE, Eastern division sales manager and vice president of Kellogg
Sales Co., Battle Creek, Mich., for past 13 years, named chairman of Eastern
division. O. K. BERRY, vice president in charge of Southern division, succeeds
Mr. Kane as sales manager of Eastern division.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

DRAWS LISTENERS. And
listeners draw, too! When
the popular WGAR- produced Fairytale Theatre
asked school children for
their sketches of the stories
presented, over 800 drawings were received! Miss
Mullin, producer of this
prize-winning children
show, selects some of the
prints to hbe
placed
on exibition at the
Cleveland
Public Library. Listeners
respond to WGAR!

PUBLICITY.
WGAR's Manny
topnotch publicity director,
Eisner, keeps Northern Ohio
listeners informed about what's
going on at WGAR. He creates
publicity ideas and keeps in
close touch with the trade press
and news sources. His constant
stream of stories about WGAR
programs and personalities is
an extra service to WGAR
sponsors. And publicity is another one of WGAR's many
effective promotional activities.

Uo

A/ottfo&Ut,

Ohio..

-the

A WGAR SPONSOR. Mr. A. L.
Petrie is manager of the new ultramodern store for Bond Clothes in
Cleveland. He is a member of the
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce
and
Club,forand
has
been the
with Optimist's
Bond Clothes
twenty
years. Bond Clothes is a WGAR
advertiser.

WGAR...

BROADCASTING

RADIO . . . America's
50, 000 watts... CBS

• Telecasting

SPOT-for

SPOT

RAPIO

NOW AVAILABLE . . .
the Polka
Cleveland. . . theParty
Polkain Town!
Polka Party features live
polka inbands
known
this area.wellResponse to the first
WGAR -produced live
polka show was terrific!
Requests
ten states!poured
If youin from
want
results, consider Polka
Party. Ask about it.

Greatest Advertising Medium
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Company
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Railroad 'Home Run'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In my opinion, you scored another
home run with your story about
the Railroad Hour in the [May 8]
Broadcasting-Telecasting, and I
think you did an even better job
with this article than the first
one. . . .
Albert R. Beatty
Assistant Vice President
Assn. of American Railroads
* * *
'Insult to Radio'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Announcement of the 1949 Peabody Awards lists as one of the
recipients the New Yorker, a comic
book for adults, and gives as the
reason for the presentation that
magazine's efforts "to shield" a socalled "captive audience" from
loudspeaker programming in the
Grand Central station.
It is difficult for me to under-

was written (May 4) before the publication of our
editorial
* *issue* "The
Beautiful"
in our
of MayPeabody
8.]

stand the kind of reasoning that
prompted a "radio" award to a
magazine whose total effort was
aimed at barring fair advertising
competition by another medium.
. . . The award amounted to a
gratuitous insult to radio. I believe
that this particular award reduces
the 1949 Peabody in this specific
category to pygmy stature.
I have been in radio some little
while and have never before seen
a public address system described
as radio broadcasting. And there's
been a lot of loose talk about "captive audiences." For the record,
let it be said that any medium,

be it public address or magazine,
which reduces its audience to a
"captive" state has accomplished
the ultimate for advertisers. What
kind of advertising does the New
Yorker sell? "Escape advertising?"
The day that a Pulitzer Prize is
awarded a broadcaster for efforts
aimed at the prohibition of advertising in newspapers or magazines
will be the day that I will admit the
appropriateness
of the New Yorker's Peabody Award.
Hugh M. P. Higgins
General Manager
WMOA Marietta, Ohio.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Higgins' letter
ll

Adarns
'Corrects7
[EDITOR'S NOTE:
William J. Adams
program manager of WHEC Rochester,
N. Y., takes exception to some of the
statements
made May
in our
Clock"
story published
1. To"Tower
give readers
the benefit of his views, we are publishing Wilson,
excerpts from his letter to
Miss Louise
of Sibley, Lindsay
& Curr, Rochester, N. Y.]
Miss Louise Wilson
Radio Director
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
Your very excellent article . . .
about the Tower Clock program
would have been greatly helped by
the insertion of some qualifying
statements. .
In your article you mention that
Hooper figures have been misused
and misinterpreted, then you continue by saying that, "The Tower
Clock Hooper equals the coincidental segment of the National
Breakfast Club and beats all other
local competition by 50%." This
statement should haye been qualified by adding, "in the summer, or
May through September 1949
Hooper
Survey.1949
. . ."through FebruThe October
ary 1950 Hooper gives the BreakClub station
5.8, WHEC's
To the
the
Ladiesfast4.0,
WVET 2.7,
Tower Clock 2.2, and with the other
stations 1.8 and 1.3. . . .
William J. Adams
Program Manager
WHEC Rochester, New York

over of merchandise, because WIBW is the station
most-listened-to by farm and small town folks.*
Dealers throughout Kansas and adjoining states
Bright plowshares are biting deep into fertile
know how WIBW gets ACTION. Just tell 'em,
Kansas soil . . . turning it over for still another
"We're using WIBW", and you'll get bigger orrich harvest.
ders, 100% cooperation in display and merchandising . . . and MORE SALES.
For our advertisers there's a continuous turn* Kansas Radio Audience 1949

It's turnover time . . . both for farmers and
for you.

B

W

SERVING AND SELLING
"THE MAGIC
CIRCLE"
WIBW • TOPEKA, KANSAS ♦ WIBW-FM
Rep:
Page 12
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A WBMS Listener's View
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Reference to your May 1 issue
page 44 concerning WBMS [Boston] dropping classical music. . . .
I disagree with Mr. Lasker that
the listeners resented the sponsors,
what we objected to were the type
of commercials employed . . . offensive commercial copy on a classical
music station breaks the mood of
the music. . . .
Another thing was the announcers themselves. WBMS had excellent classical music announcers, if
they stuck to music, but they tried
at times to inject humor into the
program. On classical music the
less the announcer says the better.
. . . Unfortunately the classical
music listener has a good education,
isn't suggestable to the so-called
high pressure commercials, resenting them generally. . . .
... If memory serves me I believe it was Mr. Lasker, when he
was at WNEW New York many
years ago, who introduced the first
"singing commercial" which today
is the first curse of radio.
I have money
no objection
to ahope
station's
making
and only
they
can make enough, but I suggest
that before a station blame its audience for lack of commercial sponsors, perhaps it had better check
its own policy and see why the
sponsors stay away in droves.
If I were going to operate a
(Continued on page 16)
BROADCASTING
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This

reason-why

type

ad

r s
tries

to

ergo

appeal

In 1946 there were 25 broadcasting stations in
Iowa. Now there are 66— -over 2Yi times the number at the
time the first BMB study was conducted. Yet the W MT audience has
increased an average of 14.9%.
The November-December Hooper covering 86 cities showed Cedar Rapids
to be first in the morning (in homes using sets) with an
average of 27.9, which was 71% above the national average.
The WMT share-of-audience was 74.7. Cedar Rapids
was third in the afternoon with 25.8 (38% above the national average)
and sixth in the evening with 39.8 (14% above the national average).
WMT's evening share-of-audience was 64.6.
WMT's 5,000 watt signal on 600 kc
Cedar Rapids — to
enough people to make
Practically every

pushes our 2.5 mv fine way beyond
encompass 19,100 square miles and
a city the size of Washington, D. C.
day WMT talks to 192,620 families.

The income of WMTland's people is a bright and shining thing,
with a per capita rating that increased last year more than that of
any other state. It's a balanced market, almost equally
divided between agriculture and industry.

Conclusion

s

1. Iowans are well-heeled.
2. They listen to the radio.
3. They listen to WMT.
4. WMT is a logical choice for your clients
with something to sell in Eastern Iowa.
The Katz man will provide a basketful
of additional ergos. Just ask him, please.

5000 WAT

BASIC

BROADCASTING
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WBIG

Est. 1926
o

f

'The

Prestige

Station

Carolinas"

the

dominates

WBIG

"The

7eatute
ofi the
Week
were in "poor" repair requiring
A ONE-MAN campaign to eliminate sub-standard living condimajor repairs.
Mr. Lazell said he encountered
tions in Norristown, Pa., has partially paid off after one solid year
"inertia, outspoken opposition,
of almost daily effort. The man
charges of being a rabble-rousing
who conducted the campaign had
outsider, anti-this and anti-that."
a real, uphill battle before it turned
He pointed out that the sole
in his favor.
newspaper in town "has turned its
That's what J. Arthur Lazell,
back on the housing and living condirector of news and special events
ditions through all these years.
at WNAR Norristown, Pa., said
Even now it has (to date) refused
after conducting over a 12-month
to The
publish
surveycommittee,
results." he
period a commentary called Somerealtheestate
thing To Think About, using an
said, gave a clean bill of health to
annual "clean-up" campaign as the the
borough after conducting a
starter story series.
Mr. Lazell said it was not until
highly publicized
ination of borough "outside"
homes. examthis month that a housing and livA
copy
of
Mr.
LazelPs
survey,
ing condition survey in Norristown
— a town of 40,000 people on the made possible through the joint
effort of the area's AFL and CIO
outskirts of Philadelphia — showed
that he did not exaggerate one bit unions which supplied four paid
when he described the condition of workers, has been given to the Norristown borough council and is now
parts of Norristown.
Covering 376 houses and 472
in its building and zoning committee's hands for action. Over 150
families, the survey revealed, accopies of the survey, and the letter
cording to Mr. Lazell, that 108
to the borough council, have been
families still have outside toilets, 153 families were without
sent to mothers' clubs, civic, fraternal and service organizations,
baths, eight were without electriccouncil
of churches, he said. The
ity, 169 are without modern heatunions made the survey after Mr.
ing, 11 had no heating facilities
LazelPs week-to-week reports on
whatsoever, 158 had only cold wathe actual conditions he discovered.
ter, 13 had no water and 151 houses

Circle"*
Magic
more
of the
20 top

haying

Nielsen-rated programs than
all other stations combined
within a 50 mile radius of
Greensboro.
%
5,000

watts

unlimited
CBS

affiliate

On

-Oil

, Hawaiilishe
stitutions
hasd its
inestab
AMONG its long
u Mauna Loa, Waikiki, Diamond Head, pineapples, luaus and
leis. Almost as much an institution
as any one of these is the man
whose voice is heard each Saturday
night on Hawaii Calls, shortwaved
weekly from Waikiki to MBS.
In radio at least half of his 43
years, Jim Wahl takes second
place to none in island broadcasting. As announcer and associate
producer of Hawaii
Calls, Jim is given
much of the credit

-Accounts
Bureau, Hawaiian Airlines Ltd.,
Hawaiian Dredging Co. Ltd., The
Hawaiian Electric Co. Ltd., Hawaiian Property Management Co. Ltd.,
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Sugar
Tuna Planters'
Packers Assn.,
Ltd.,
Honolulu Motors Ltd., Inter-Island
Steam Navigation Co. Ltd.
Also, Kodak Hawaii Ltd., Lewers
& Cooke Ltd., Matson Navigation
Co., Standard Oil Co. of California,
and
Ltd. The Von Hamm-Young Co.

for thecentprogram's
Hooperating reof
fifth place among
sustainers on all networks.
gilbert m. hutchison
general

Represented

manager

by

Hollingbery

* the richest and most populous area of North
Carolina, the South's wealthiest and most
progressive state.
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When Jim Wahl
arrived in Hawaii in
1932, hoping to get
on the air, he soon
found himself underground breathing a
mixture of air and
gas instead. As Jim
tells it himself, there
were only
two stations in Honolulu
then and neither
was exactly waiting

His duties, however, are far from
being confined to the
show. In fact, his
main job these days
is radio director for
to hand Jim a vicethe Honolulu adverpresidency. While
tising firm of Hoist
looking around for
& Cummings Ltd.,
some kind of work,
which is associated
and feeling hunger
contractions in his
with BBDO and National Export Adopu (stomach), he
vertising Service
stood aunder
JIM
until
coconuta tree
fell,
Inc., of New York.
In this capacity, Jim handles
Fortunately, he stated, coconuts
over a score of accounts which repare
plentiful in Hawaii.
resent leading island firms. These
Before the coconut diet went too
include: Alexander & Baldwin Ltd.,
far, the local gas company gave
Bank of Hawaii, Canada Dry Bottling Co. Ltd., Castle & Cooke Ltd., him a sorely-needed if none-tooTheo. H. Davies Co. Ltd., Hawaii
fragrant job. For the next six
months he dug gas main ditches in
Employers Council, Hawaii State(Continued on page 16)
hood Commission, Hawaii Visitors
BROADCASTING
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Openfrom
Mike
(Continued
page 12)
classical musical station, and I
believe one could be successful in
Boston,: I would have the following
musts
1. The best musical announcers I
could secure, paying them top money.
2. Permit minimum amount of talk
on the station.
3. Have salesmen who enjoy classical
music and could talk it, to contact the
sponsors.
4. Provide dignified commercial copy
and stick to it.
5. Arrange nouncprograms
and announcespot anements so that no spot
ments would be permitted between
movements or changes of records to
interrupt the listener during a long
work.
6. Maintain a program guide.
7. Limit the length of commercials.
Nuff said.
George W. Brooks,
Greenbush, Mass.
Not West

Enough

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In your New Business column in
Broadcasting, May 1, we noticed
that you have moved WBAP-TV
to Dallas. Them's fighting words,
pardner, and we're a 'strapping on
our six guns. Our location is still
3900 Barnett St., Fort Worth, Tex.
Thanks.
Jack Rogers
Director — Promotion, Publicity, Merchandising
WBAP-AM-FM-TV Fort
Worth
KSYC

in Yreka

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... In the May 1 issue of

THESE Boston music students picket
WBMS Boston after announcement ;
the outlet intended to abandon its
three-year-old policy of classical music [Broadcasting, May 1]. The sta-'
tion reported it was compelled to drop
classical music because listeners
would not patronize the advertisers
and "sponsors therefore would not
support
station." to The
said theythe intended
staystudents'
in the
picket lines until WBMS did something about classical programs.
Broadcasting . . . you announce
. . . citations . . . awarded by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters to several radio stations
including KSYC.
. . . You have placed KSYC in
Eureka, Calif. Now Eureka is on
the coast and has two very good
radio stations operated by my good
friends Bill Smullin and Carroll
Hauser. Yreka, which is our loca
tion is a hundred or so miles inland from Eureka! . . .
Jack R. Wagner
Manager
KSYC Yreka, Calif.

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 1U)

Top Audience— KLZ
shows the greatest "Share of
Audience" increase of any
Denver station in the past year.
(Feb.-March Hooper Indexes, 1949 and 1950).
Increased Coverage— KLZ's daytime and
nighttime BMB has grown over 10 percent.

DENVER
5,000 W
ft e present
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KA*TZ

560 KC
AGENCY

the crusty lava soil.
A look at Jim's life before he
landed in the islands, shows that
he was born James MacDonald
Wahl in the Northern California
redwood lumbering town of Scotia.
He attended school at nearby
Eureka. After being graduated
from high school there, he went to
Phoenix, Ariz., to begin a threeyear
business
delivery
boy. career — as a grocery
After that he resumed his schooling at Phoenix Junior College. In
his second year, on the day he was
elected president of the student
body, he got a job announcing and
programming at KOY. That was
the start of his real career — radio.
At KOY, now a Mutual station
but then independent, he learned
how to program nearly everything
broadcastable, including hillbilly
bands, drama, local symphony and
choral groups, and others.
The urge to go to Hawaii came
when he happened to hear the
first program ever shortwaved from
ship to shore, from the Matson
Liner Malolo on its way to Honolulu— before long so was Jim.
During his ditch-digging interlude, Jim's ambition to get into
island radio persisted. He kept in

close touch with both stations, and
finally, KGU, the NBC outlet, came
through with the fondly desired
Jim remained at KGU for 13
years. During eight of these he
was head newscaster. When PeaTl
Harbor was attacked he reported
the news to the NBC network. He
job. then appointed NBC corres
was
pondent attached to CINCPAC
Admiral Nimitz's headquarters.
From then on, he broadcast reguto the VJmainland
until six
months larlyafter
Day.
In addition to his duties witl
Hoist & Cummings and Hawai
Calls, Jim also is producer anc
originator of the teen-age Voici
of Junior Hawaii broadcasts sponsored by the Hawaiian Electric Co
This series has won national recog
nition as a community relation:
program "by giving the younj
people of Hawaii's cosmopolitai
population identification with thei:
community, through helping to pro
mote racial and interschool har
mony and through emphasizing th<

democracy."
principles
Jim is aofbachelor,
is a directoj
of the Honolulu Symphony Society
and a member of the Honoluh
Press Club. He is an ardent advo
cate of statehood for Hawaii.
BROADCASTING
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HEM'S WHY. Type TA-5C removes 60-cyclehum and
other low-frequency disturbances from the video signal
— and suppresses switching transients. It reduces highfrequency noise components substantially — and cleans up
the blanking pulses. It will restore the sync— or reduce it
as required. It will maintain constant sync level— or
amplify this level to any value up to 50 per cent. It makes
Check the performance of the TA-5C . . . and compare!
Characteristic
Fidelity Response
Signal Gain
Sync Gain
Voltage Output
Separate Sync
Output
Complete Sync
Stripping
Clean Output Signal
No. of Tubes
No. of Controls

RCA, TA-5C
Uniform to 7 Mc
25 db; works down
to 0.15v input
Up to 50%
3v across
37.5 ohms
Yes

STAB
UniformAMPto 5"A"
Mc
20 db; works down
to 0.2v input
Up to 40%
2.5v across
37.5 ohms
No

STAB AMP
Uniform
to 5.5"B"Mc
20 db; works down
to 0.2v input
Up to 40%
3v across
75 ohms
No

Yes

No

No

Yes
19

No

No

24
7

27
4

4

in

the

business!

it easy to extract a pure video signal from the composite
signal — and provides video gains as high as 25 db.
With this stabilizing amplifier you can switch between
remote (composite) signal and local video signals. You
can adjust video gain control without disturbing the sync.
You can control gain, sync level, and sync clipping remotely— by means of external controls provided for the
purpose. And with the TA-5C, separate output monitoring is independent of line characteristics.
For highest fidelity of video signal, cleanest output, and
highest sync gain, nothing beats the TA-5C. Call your
RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer for details. Or write
Dept.l9-EC, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N.J.
Cleanest output signal
Highest signal fidelity

RCA TA-5C
5 5.5 7
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (Mc.)

TELEVISION BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
RADIO
CORPORATION
of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT. CAMDEN. N.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

OTHER MAKES

OUTPUT QUALITY
AND SYNC GAIN

A Veteran Broadcaster's Counsel to a Student
ON THE RIGHT TO EDITORIALIZE
Dear Mr. Epley:
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Mr. Rex Howell
KFXJ Grand Junction, Colo.
In reply to you letter . . . Dear Mr. Howell:
regarding our editorial poliHere at the U. of Oregon, the . . .
cies, we have no quarrel with
Department
of Journalism has a course
the present understanding of
the subject particularly as in special radio seminar for advanced
radio journalism students. . . . We are
enunciated in the minority
each given a choice of subjects to choose
report expressed by Commissioner Jones of the FCC, after from for a term project. My choice is
editorials in the radio business.
the final "Mayflower DeciAs I understand it, you are perhaps
sion." Neither do we quarrel
one
of the outstanding radio editorialists
with the position of the Comin the West. . . . Consequently, my letmission majority with respect
ter to you. If you could send me a
to the responsibilities inhersummary of your ideas on the subject
ent in the assumption of an
of editorials on the air, how you kept
editorial position — namely
on operating despite the fact that the
the "affirmative obligation to Mayflower
decision of 19 Ul actually for
also seek out and air conbade such operation ... 7 would ap
Withintrastingreasonable
limits predate it immensely.
views."
Also, if you could describe to me
this of course is a good general policy. In fact this is the your program setup, some of the sub
jects and how you treated them . . . it
position we have always
would be most helpful.
taken during the 20-odd years
Malcolm Epley Jr.
that our station has broadcast
Eugene, Ore.
editorial opinion. We simply
label all such programs as
our editorials the following are
representing our opinion on the current examples :
WATER DIVERSION (Should
subject, and invite other comments.
... We subscribe to the theory
sections east of the Continental Divide be permitted to tap our water
that radio should not exclude sigresources by means of diversion
nificant viewpoints concerning controversial subjects.
tunnels?) We took the position the
diversion should be permitted only
In the final analysis, however,
compensatory reservoirs were
it is the licensee's responsibility to if
built. This was done.
determine the appropriate manner
in which to deal with the matter
CITY ZOO (Should it be abandoned and playground equipment
fairly. If stations were required
installed in its stead?) We tool;
to let everyone broadcast who
might have an opinion there ob- affirmative position pointing out
viously would soon be a point of that conditions at zoo were such
saturation reached in which the as to cause unnecessary suffering
balance of good programming
of animals, and that the annual
would be destroyed.
cost, if diverted, would provide excellent playground equipment. This
You ask how "we got away" with
programming editorials while the was a half victory. The zoo is being
old Mayflower Edict was in force.
retained but with improved faciliYou must remember the Mayflower
ties to preclude cruelty to animals.
Decision never had the weight of Also Lion's Club has endorsed playlaw. It was merely an example of a
ground idea and is purchasing the
rule promulgated by obiter dictum,.
equipment.
Other similar projects such as
In my opinion no station incurred
any risk in defying it. With the the Youth Center, Community Humane Society, Polio Committee, and
possible exception of J. Lawrence
various other activities owe much
Fly, to whom goes the dubious
distinction of having sired the to the editorial efforts of KFXJ
original Mayflower Decision, I in their behalf. Most of our ediquestion whether any member of
torial subjects are purely local. . . .
We consider our editorial efforts
the FCC has
ever deemed it enforceabl.,
as simply another phase of our
Certainly the present members
public service programming.
of the FCC inherited it from their
Some broadcasters may prefei
predecessors, and few if any were
to duck their local responsibilities
and never express any opinions . . .
inclined to accept it as representing the letter of the law. In fact yet they permit news commentators
I think the FCC of 1940 really
and others to use their facilities for
started out to set forth something
that purpose. Here we regard it as
of the same philosophy as the our duty to remain alert to compresent decision, but got so badly
munity problems, and we hold nc
muddled in terminology etc. that brief for the psuedo liberals who
the whole thing got twisted around.
would preclude broadcasters from
The present majority opinion
editorializing on the general theory
that broadcasters are not qualified
doesn't do much better. Commissioner Jones' separate opinion howto express opinion, because broadever very clearly and adequately
casters are businessmen and busicovers the subject. If you have
nessmen are all fascists!
not read the latter I certainly
Thanking
you for your interest
commend it to you.
and wishing you success. . . .
Rex Howell, President
As to your request for informaWestern Slope Bcstg. Co.
tion concerning topics covered in
BROADCASTING
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Been

shofpim'
buffer,

OOUP

for
elmirey

or soap . . . tarts or toothpaste, North

Dakota's rich Red River Valley yokels buy
with the nation's most lavish hand ! With no
strain on their budget either, because their
average Effective Buying Income per family
is $1729 above the national average!
For 27 years, WD AY, Fargo, has been the
favorite listening habit of our wealthy citizens, both urban and rural.
Here are the Jan. -Feb. '50 Hooper
sons:

compari-

Weekday Share of Audience
Morning Afternoon Evening
WDAY

Station "B"
Station "C"
Station "D"

65.7%

70.3%

20.3%

9.7%

66.2%
1 2.9%

7.5%

13.8%

9.9%

4.9%

2.6%

8.5%

If you'd like to hear more, write us — or
ask any Free & Peters "Colonel"!

FARGO, N. D.
NBC » 970 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives

?

Advertisement

From

ly

Mud

where

Joe

I sit

Marsh

Lake

up"
Gets "Cleared
County officers got a notice from
the government not long ago, asking
them to change the name of Mud Lake.
Seems it's a pond, not a lake, by
government standards.
Because it lies entirely inside our
town limits, we asked to do the namechanging ourselves. Figured we'd think
up a brand-new name. Mud Lake's
really not very muddy —sort of pretty,
as a matter of fact.
County people said go ahead, so we
held a Town Meeting. Everyone suggested something. Windy Taylor
thought of "Taylor Pond'" because
his place borders it— for about 30 feet!
But we finally decided to call it "Turtle
Pond" in honor of the real owners.
From where I sit, naming that pond
wasn't the most important thing in
the world — but the way we did it was.
Everyone offered his opinion and then
the majority vote decided it. That's
the way it should be — whether it concerns naming a pond, or having the
right to enjoy a friendly glass of beer
or ale — if and when we choose.

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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. . • J0n "The Public
Jfetvice
Offers $1,000 Prize
burgh helped launch the Allegheny
County
American
Society's
A GIGANTIC parade of enterdrive for
funds Cancer
April 11.
The
tainers and a contest with a $1,000
half-hour program was broadcast
cash award served as the Cancer
direct from the William Penn
Crusade kickoff for WKBW BufHotel
and was fed to a Pennsylfalo last month as the countrywide
vania statewide
* *network.
*
campaign got underway. WKBW
went on the air at 11:10 p.m.
Trains Volunteers
Tuesday, April 4, in a parade of
stars and a dramatic presentation
KJR Seattle reported it used radio
outlining the cancer drive. In in an unusual way for the Cancer
addition, a contest to identify the Crusade March 31 when it pro"Whistler" was introduced. Lisvided its studios and air time for
teners entered the contest by stat- a 15-minute program. The proing in 23 words or less why they
gram was in the nature of an orgave to the Cancer Crusade. First
ganizational meeting for the hundreds of fund-raising volunteers
person
identifycashthe awarded
"Whistler"
receivedto $1,000
by in the Seattle chapter. All volun* *
teers in the area were told to tune
J. N. Adam's *Department
Store.
in. Campaign leaders, in a roundtable discussion moderated by AnWAAM (TV) Auction
nouncer Bob Ferris, discussed
IN Baltimore, the inflated U. S.
three
principal
points: How fundcurrency didn't stand in the way
raising calls were to be made; how
of charity as WAAM (TV) Balti- pledges were to be picked up, and
more began its 1950 Cancer Cruhow the printed literature was to
sade 'with a novel fund-raising
be used, for education as well as
idea. M. C. Tommy Dukehart of- fund raising.
fered to spend $100 on bargains
* * *
phoned in to him by his viewers.
He promised to spend the entire
ABC Tells Gunther's Story
$100 as wisely as possible, culling
SPECIAL American Cancer Sothe best bargains from all offers
ciety broadcast April 17 on ABC,
phoned in. He sold at auction all presented a dramatic adaptation
the bargains with all proceeds from
of John Gunther's book, Death Be
the auction to be re-spent on fur- Not Proud, a tragic account of the
ther bargains, re-auctioned for a death of his teen-age son, John
bigger gain, and so on until April
Gunther Jr., who died as the result
29. The final total was given to of a brain tumor. A special score
the Maryland Division of the for the broadcast, originating in
American Cancer Society.
New York, was composed and con%
ducted by Lan Adomian. The
adaptation, which made use of the
WSTC Kick-Off Show
WSTC-AM-FM Stamford, Conn., narration technique, was prepared
opened its Cancer Crusade with by
Peterdivision.
Martin, member
ABC'sof
script
Walter of
King,
the Connecticut Cancer Campaign
the American Cancer Society, proKick-Off broadcast April 1. Speakduced and directed the program.
ers included Geraldine Fitzgerald
* * *
of the screen, Stamford Mayor
WDTV Aids Berle
George Barrett, State Campaign
Chairman Charles H. Walters and
DIRECTED by General Manager
State CIO Vice-President Daniel
Donald A. Stewart, WDTV (TV)
J. Gallagher. The program orig- Pittsburgh and its staff lent full
inated in Hartford and was carsupport and cooperation to the
ried by the Connecticut State Net- Milton Berle "Telethon" for the
work.
cancer drive April 29. The out* * *.
let's engineers,
members
of the International
Alliance of Theatrical
WMAL-TV "Strikes Back"
IN COOPERATION with the Stage Employees, and the production crew offered their services
D. C. Division of the American
without
compensation for the ful]
Cancer Society, WMAL-TV Washrun of the show. The Pittsburg!
ington presented a special program
on April 14. Produced during the Junior Chamber of Commerce
fund raising campaign of the so- handled the local telephone exchange set up to receive pledges
ciety, some of the latest phases of
from the tri-state
* * district.
*
study in the attempt to "strike
back" at cancer were demonstrated. Featured on the program
Memorial Tribute
were Dr. and Mrs. Ivor Cornman,
IN memory of two people in thf
who are doing research at George
nation's capital who died of canWashington U. The program
cer, AFRA talent, NBC writers
warned of the seven cancer danger
and staffers of WTOP Washingtor
signals and how to recognize them
combined to present a salute Maj
in the early stages.
* * *
2. The half -hour show, 10:30-11
p.m., was a factual drama on
Gen. Donavan Featured
causes and cures of cancer. Titled
AIRING of an address by Gen. In Memoriam, the program hon(Continued on page 78)
Will Donavan over WWSW PittsBROADCASTING
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AMERICA'S

GREATEST

ADVERTISING

Dedicated

MEDIUM

to Public

the Preservation

Service

of American

and
Freedom

WJR

THE

GOODWILL

STATION,

INC.

—

Fisher

Bldg.,

Detroit

CBS
50,000
G. A. RICHARDS
Chairman of fhe Board
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WATTS

HARRY WISMER
Vice President and General Mgr.
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it's

easy,

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

HOW!

H IGH hurdles or Hoopers — whatever the "race,"
the winner has usually had years of experience in his
particular field. Know-How,

we call it.

Twenty-four years of broadcasting in this one area has
given us at KWKH
Know-How.

an unbeatable advantage in radio

Latest Hoopers prove it:

Jan. -Feb. '50 Share of Audience

"B" | "C" | "D"
|KWKH| 17.8%
22.3%|13.8%
Weekday Mornings |44.8%
Weekday Afternoons|35.1 % 30.1% 1 6.7% |15.7%
Weekday Evenings
|47.4% 26.9%|14.3%| 9.8%
Sunday Afternoons 32.4% 22.5% |19.4% 123.9%
Total Rated Periods |42.5%|26.0% 1 6.8% 113.0%

Furthermore, BMB Study No. 2 shows that KWKH's
Weekly Daytime Audience has increased by 51,130
families since 1946 — now totals 303,230 families in
Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas.
Write to us or ask The Branham Company
proof of KWKH's

for all the

superiority in this prosperous market.

KWKH
Texas

50,000

Watts

CBS

SHREVEPORT
f
The Branham Company

LOUISIANA

Al"IC€kflSi&S

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

'Trends'

INCREASED
FURTHER EXPANSION of radio
billings, especially on the national
spot and local level, is the enthusiastic prediction of the nation's
radio executives.
Answering Broadcasting's 23rd
Trends survey station managers
and owners predicted:
will1. beRadio's
in localgreatest
business.future gains
2. Station's are doing a constantly improving job of merchandising
their sponsor's products.
3. Per Inquiry advertising will
increase and may possibly adversely
affect radio billings.
4. National advertising, particularly spot, will increase in the
neighborhood of 10%.
5. Local advertising will increase
more than 10%.
6. Automobile dealers will lead
other classifications in increasing
use of radio.
The Trends study of executive
opinion in radio and allied fields
was directed to a representative
sample of station executives across
the country and was answered by
nearly 70% of the panel.
The questions asked (in bold
type), the percentage of executives
checking each division and a short
discussion of the answers follows.
Question I
Where do you think the largest
future gains in radio dollar volume
will be made?
Network Programs (0.0%)
Selective Market Programs
(28.3%)
Selective Market
Spot Announcements (28.3%)
Local
Spot Announcements
(43.4%)
Local Spot Gain Seen
Gains in local spot sales are, in
the opinion of station managers,
the largest single source from
which an increase in billings may
ij be expected. Selective market buying also is expected to bring more
i money to stations. Managers are
divided equally, however, o n
whether this will be through the
use of spots or programs. Station
managers doubted that income from
network sources would increase.
The percentage figures are based
on 60.6% of the replies where only
one classification was marked or a
first and second choice was indicated. In the latter case first choice
only was used for this tabulation.
Several station managers indicated
BROADCASTING

BILLINGS

they expected increased dollar volume from several
sources but
showed no preference. Of these,
of
37.7% marked local and selective
Exetative Opinion
market spot ;
26.1% combined
selective market spots and programs; 15.9% added programs to
local spots; 11.6% see gains in a
combination of selective market
programs and local spots, while the
remaining 8.7% combined the three
classifications other than network
programs.
Question II
Do you believe the trend in radio
stations' merchandising of sponsors
advertising is toward
More? (56.8%)
About the same? (36.9%)
Less? (6.3%)
While advertisers are placing
their radio business to create increased buyer demand, stations appear to be coming to the realization

SPOTS

CUNNINGHAM & WALSH, New
York, last week changed its spot
campaign for its client, Chesterfield cigarettes, from the weekly
schedule common in radio timebuying to a new .schedule of alternate
weeks.
The revision, a unique way to effect a budget cut, was understood
to have "been accepted by 80% of
the 135 stations involved. Those
who rejected the Chesterfield proposal did so on the grounds that it
constituted a serious disruption of
radio time scheduling practices.
T. F. Flanagan, managing director of the National Assn. of
Radio Station Representatives, said
that many stations had pointed out
that acceptance of the Cunningham
& Walsh revised schedule would
complicate their schedules so severly that revenue from the Chesterfield spots would not be worth
the trouble.

• Telecasting

Shows

SEEN

future gains in dollar volume from
network programs as a second or
third choice.
The remaining
39.4% of respondents indicated

L&M

Study

that delivering the sponsor's message is not their only field of activity. As more sponsors are requesting merchandising support for their
products managers at 56.8% of the
stations polled said they feel the
trend is to increase this support. In
36.9% of the cases, respondents indicated this merchandising activity
was continuing at about the same
level while 6.3% of the station
managers saw the trend decreasing.
At the end of 1949 a Trends survey of advertising agency executives found 62.8% of those queried
felt individual stations gave inade1949]
quate
to sponsors'
ucts.support
[Broadcasting,
Nov.prod21,
Question III
Do you believe per inquiry (P. I.)
advertising will
Increase? (49.4%)
Remain the same? (15.5%)
Decrease? (35.1%)
Changes in the amount of PI
business are seen by a majority of
station managers.
In the opinion
of 49.4% of the respondents there
will be an increase while 35.1% see
a decrease.
The trend of radio business in
general and local business in particular was indicated by many manAlternate

agers to be a contributing factor.
If billings are good, they say, the
trend will be away from PI. If business drops off to a marked extent,
PI may have a chance to increase.
A number of managers who indicated PI advertising may increase
generally noted that they do not accept this type of business.
Question IV
How do you think per inquiry advertising will(8.3%)
affect radio billings?
Increase
No effect (45.2%)
Decrease (46.5%)
Although 49.4% of station managers indicated a possible increase
in PI business, an almost equal
number (46.5%) showed a feeling
that acceptance of Pi's would tend
to decrease radio billings in time.
There were very few managers
(8.3%) who could see an increase
in
total billings from this type of
advertising.
If PI business does increase,
45.2% of the respondents indicated
they feel it will have no general
effect on radio billings.
Question V
Do you believe the number of advertisers using radio on a national
(Continued on page U8)

Week

They pointed out that accepting
one campaign, on an alternateweek basis, would mean trying to
sell other advertisers alternate
week schedules to fit in between
the Chesterfield spots. Such procedure, the protesting stations said,
would lead to drastic revision of
the whole schedule system.
In its letter to stations and to
station representatives, Cunningham & Walsh wrote:
". . . The Chesterfield announcement schedules on all stations will
be changed from the curent weekly
basis to an every other week basis
effective the week of May 22, 1950
(that is, the week of May 22 — no
advertising;
week of May 29 —
full
schedule, the
etc.).
"We will forward revised orders
covering the change in scheduling
to apply against our current contract. This letter is your notice
to cancel all stations that refuse

Plan

Announced

the schedule on the revised basis
after
May 21, another
1950."
Meanwhile,
advertiser,
Procter & Gamble, through DancerFitzgerald-Sample, was experiencing more difficulty than that encountred by Liggett & Myers
(Chesterfield) in its proposal for
deviation in rate standards.
P&G three weeks ago [Broadcasting, May 1] had proposed to
place a television program, Beulah,
on ABC-TV stations with the condition that stations freeze rates at
current levels for two years. P&G
offered an option for renewal the
third
year 33%%.
at rate increases of no
more than
Mr. Flanagan, whose association
members have vigorously protested
the principle of freezing TV rates,
reported that 23 ABC-TV affil:
had turned down the P&G program.
In those markets where ABC(Continued on page SO)
May 15, 1950
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HOLDINGS
5. iff
I
THOMAS S. LEE Enterprises Inc., not a separate entity but does business under that style as a unit of
Los Angeles, including Don Lee
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc. The
Broadcasting System, KTSL (TV)
and other accumulated properties,
radio properties, which in addition
will be offered for sale effective to- to those enumerated include Paday (May 15) at the direction of
cific Northwest Broadcasting SysPublic Administrator Ben Brown
tem Inc., have a book value of
of Los Angeles and at the request
$3,700,000. The overall properties
are understood to have a book value
of R. D. Merrill of Seattle, 83-yearold sole heir of the late Mr. Lee.
of $8,700,000.
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc.
Competitive bids will be received
but the offers will not be opened is said to have several million in
until a date to be determined — pos- cash assets. The inheritance tax
liability is believed to be in excess
sibly 10 days or two weeks hence.
of $4 million.
Ray Wright of Seattle, attorney
for Mr. Merrill, last week entered
separate negotiations having to do CITES OLYMPIA
with disposition of the Cadillac
Honored tor Safety Spots
dealerships held by Thomas S. Lee
Enterprises. Conferences were held
YEAR-LONG public service spot
in Detroit last week looking toward
campaign
has won national recogsale of these California agencies
nition for the Olympia Brewing
to General Motors Inc. The figure
Co., Olympia, Wash. National
mentioned was in the neighborhood
Safety Council has awarded a pubof $2,500,000, with the likelihood
lic interest award for "exceptional
that certain of these dealerships
service to safety" during 1949, to
would be turned back to present exOlympia for its traffic safety spot
ecutives of Don Lee Motor Corp.
drive sponsored on 28 Washington
Because of the nature of the stations from April 4, 1949
California law, there can be no
through April 1, 1950 [BROADCASTING, March 28, 1949]. Washingformal bidding until the Public Administrator sodeclares. A number
ton's Governor Arthur B. Langlie
will personally present the award
of interests, however, it is reported,
have conferred informally with the to Peter Schmidt, brewery president, in ceremonies in the govPublic Administrator and Mr. Merernor's office.
rill's associates.
The
spot
campaign, devoted enNo Formal List
tirely to traffic safety messages,
involved a total budget of $80,000
While no formal list has yet been
released, it was variously reported
and was placed through the Seattle office of Botsford, Constantine
that among organizations inter& Gardner. Over 11,232 spots
ested are CBS, primarily for KSTL
were used during the campaign.
(TV) and possibly certain real
The 20-second transcribed anestate; Music Corp. of America,
said to be acting as agent for other
nouncements were prepared in cointerests; Ed Pauley, oil magnate,
operation with the Accident Prevention Division of the Washington
Col. A. L. Lintner, capitalist and
businessman who maintains his State Patrol.
National Safety Council also
headquarters in Anchorage, Alaska,
and two brokerage houses acting on
presented public interest awards to
behalf of clients, Dean Witter & NBC, Mutual-Don Lee and 78
radio and six video stations
Co. and Blyth & Co.
[Broadcasting, May 8].
Both Lewis Allen Weiss, chairman of the board, and Willet Brown,
president of Don Lee, are understood to figure prominently in a
number of the offers on a management basis. Mr. Brown has also
directed certain of the Cadillac
operations and it was expected that
he would retain the Hollywood distributorship.
Reports were current that bids
under $8,700,000 for the entire Don
Lee structure would not be entertained. Involved are 5,750 shares
of stock in Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc., issued in a single certificate and held by Public Administrator Brown. Separable sale of the
various properties, however, is regarded as not only permissible, but
likely.
Don Lee Broadcasting System,
embracing the four AM stations
(KHJ Los Angeles, KFRC San
Francisco, KDB Santa Barbara,
KGB San Diego), the TV station
and one FM outlet (KFJ-FM), as
well as 19% interest in Mutual, is
Page 24
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Mr. Lee's will, filed shortly after
his death last Jan. 13, left the entire
estate to Mr. Merrill, his uncle by
marriage and a retired Seattle
businessman. The will provided
that Mr. Merrill was left the estate
"to be divided as he sees fit." The
will is being contested by Mrs. Nora
S. Pattee of San Marino, Cal., a
maternal aunt. Mr. Merrill thereafter announced his intention of
selling
tive bids.the properties via competiCBS, it is understood, previously
had made a tentative offer for the
television station and Don Lee's
new headquarters at 1313 North
Vine St., Hollywood. The offer,
understood to have been approximately $1 million for KSTL (TV)
and $2 million for the building, was
said to have been rejected.
MCA May Bid
MCA's main interests are in the
entertainment field. Consequently,
it is generally believed that the firm,
in proposing to bid, will function as
an agent for another group. Mr.
Pauley, well known in Administration circles, has long been interested
in both radio and TV. Some time
ago he made overtures for a San
Francisco TV station and also unEsso Shifts in N. Y.
ESSO STANDARD Oil Co., New
York, has made one change in one
market, New York, in its 10 year
old station schedule of the Esso
Reporter since its agency, Marschalk & Pratt, New York, sent out
letters advising the stations carrying the program of a revaluation
of its station list [Broadcasting,
May 1]. The company will drop
the show on WJZ New York, after
15 years, on May 31 and will start
June 16 on WNBC New York,
12-12:05 p.m., five times weekly
and on WOR New York, 6-6:15
p.m., three times weekly.

successfully tried to acquire KLACTV Los Angeles. He also has been
an applicant for original television
facilities.
The two brokerage companies —
Dean Witter and Blyth — are said
to be acting for undisclosed New
York syndicates.
Mr. Lintner, who holds diversified
interests, including war surplus
properties, oil, mining and aviation
interests, is declared to be acting
for himself and possibly a small
group of associates. He is being
represented by the Washington law
firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson.

BARRY NAMED
is NBC Vice President
NBC officially announced last week
the appointment of Charles C.
Barry, ABC vice president in
charge of programming, as NBC
vice president in charge of programs for theMayradio
[Broadcasting,
8]. network
Mr. Barry will join NBC June
5. He will report to Charles R.
Denny, NBC executive vice president who is temporarily heading
the NBC radio network pending
appointment of a vice president.
NEW
WJR RATES
Wismer Announces Revision
REVISION
WJR Detroit's
daytime rates wasof announced
last week
by Harry Wismer, assistant to the
president of WJR, WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles.
Nighttime rates will remain the
same, in line with policy set by
other stations he said:
Other segments of the broadcast
time were increased or reclassified
in accordance with audience potentials as determined by recent extensive research, Mr. Wismer pointed
out. He said present advertisers
will continue on old rates for six
months, or until Nov. 6, 1950.
Under
the will
newrange
rates,
Class
A time
fromWJR's
$200
for five minutes to $1,000 for one
hour; Class B, $134 for five minutes
to $670 for one hour; Class C, $110
for five minutes to $550 per hour;
Class D, $80 for five minutes to
$400 for one hour; Class E, $100
for five minutes to $250 for one
hour. Announcement rates go from
$40 for the 6-7 a.m. slot to $150 for
one minute from the 6-11 p.m.

period.
Coca-Cola Replacement
AS A summer replacement for the
Edgar Berg en-Charlie McCarthy
Show, the Coca-Cola Co., beginning June 4, will sponsor The Pause
That Refreshes, in the same time
slot as the Bergen show, CBS, Sunday, 8-8:30 p. m. The musical series
will feature Percy Faith and his
orchestra and will present prominent singers as guest stars. Agency
for the sponsor is D' Arcy Advertising, New York. The Edgar Bergen show will return to the air in
early October.
BROADCASTING
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REPORTS
tion getting a complete picture of
all stations having a BMB (10%)
audience in their area.
In deciding to release all information collected in BMB Study No.
2, the board overrode protests of
many individual station subscribers who have, from the time the divulgence of non-subscriber data was
first broached more than a year ago,
strenuously maintained that such
general release of data for all stations would place the non-subscribers on an even basis with those who
have underwritten the cost of the
study and BMB's other expenses.
Users of BMB data have naturally desired full reports on all stations and have argued that this
would be a good move for the
broadcasting industry as it would
provide more information to the
buyers of radio time and so would
help make wiser decisions about
the use of radio which in the long
run should increase the use of radio in competition with other media.
Area Figures Wanted
Agency spokesmen who took part
in a BMB-BAM discussion at the
NAB convention last month
[Broadcasting, April 24] told
broadcasters they wanted area re-

n c°yera^
To Giye c°mpiete stati°
of the BMB board reported keen
contemplated, the BMB board was
interest in the BMB data by agenunanimous in its decision. Broadcies and radio advertisers generally
casters joined with advertisers and
and expressed a general feeling on
advertising agencies represented on
the board in voting for the later the part of the users of radio time
date.
that there be no interruption in
One reason for the delay in end- service between the end of BMB and
ing BMB's hectic career is that
beginning of BAM. The $95,BAM as yet is unready to take the
000
debt of BMB to NAB, now
over. Just incorporated, BAM at
present has neither board, officers somewhat reduced, is understood to
have loomed large in the minds of
nor staff. No stock has been issued
as yet in BAM and no decision has the board's broadcaster members
been made as to how it shall be in endorsing the postponement of
issued, to whom it shall be offered
the wind-up of BMB.
and who will handle its sale. If
Loan Not Repayed
the issue exceeds $300,000 — and it
Estimates
made at the time of
is difficult to see how an efficient
the 1949 NAB Convention that by
audience research organization
could be established on such a re- this time BMB would be in a posistricted financial base — the issue
tion to pay off its loan from NAB
have not worked out that way,
must clear the Securities and Exlargely because the 100 additional
change Commission.
station subscriptions to BMB that
Data Being Processed
Furthermore, the BMB staff is were anticipated did not materialize.
Present at the meeting were:
now busily engaged in processing
For NAB: J. Harold Ryan, Fort Inand servicing the data of BMB's
dustry; Justin Miller, president, NAB;
study No. 2 for both station subRoger
Clipp
WFIL Philadelphia; Hugh
scribers and for advertisers, agenM.
Beville
Jr.,
NBC; E. P. H. James,
cies and station representatives.
Steuben Glass Inc. (formerly MBS) ;
Several special tabulations already
G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia,
have been made for individual
S. C. For ANA: Paul B. West, presiagencies and station representative
dent; Joseph M. Allen, Bristol-Myers
Co.; Lowry Crites, General Mills Inc.;
firms. The handling of non-subscriber data, a process guarded by Albert Dempewolff, Celanese Corp.,
James, P. Lorillard Co. For
many special restrictions so that Alden
AAAA: Frederic R. Gamble, president;
stations which did not cooperate
Leonard T. Bush, Compton Advertising
Inc.; D. E. Robinson, Price, Robinson
in supporting
year's audience
nationwide survey of last
the radio
shall not benefit at the expense of & Frank; Linnea Nelson, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; Melvin Brorby, Needthe stations that did finance the ham,
Louis & Brorby. Guests were:
study, is another major task for the Kenneth Godfrey, AAAA; Kurt Jewett,
bureau staff.
ANA; Don Petty, NAB counsel;
Laurence Casey, BMB counsel.
Agency and advertiser members

AREA
BMB statement
COMPLETE
of broadcasting station coverage will be
made available for the first time
within a few weeks when Broadcast Measurement Bureau starts
publishing state area reports, Dr.
Kenneth H. Baker, BMB acting
president and NAB research director, told Broadcasting Thursday.
Publication of area reports was
ordered last Tuesday by the BMB
board, and Dr. Baker quickly drew
up plans for the project. The new
reports are expected to bail out
BMB from a near-$100,000 debt to
NAB.
The board decided to postpone
any steps toward dissolution of
BMB until next Oct. 1.
In making available area reports
by states BMB takes a step that
is expected to bring Study No. 2
into universal use by buyers of
time. The reports will show all the
stations heard in every state provided they have 10% or more of
the state's audience.
Thus buyers of radio time can
consult the complete list of area
reports for coverage of all 1,800 of
the stations on the air in March
1949. Coverage will be shown for
600-plus subscribing stations and
nonsubscribers as well. The first
BMB study in 1946 had shown data
BMB published a national area
for only 700 of the 900 stations ports.
then on the air.
report based on the 1946 survey.
The 1949 state reports will consist
Restriction Lifted
of separate books for each state.
As a result of the new state area
Although designation of Oct. 1
reports BMB subscribing stations
need no longer be held to their ac- for the transfer of BMB's activities to Broadcast Audience Meastual BMB coverage claims while
urement Inc., organized as the sucnonsubscribers use various types of
cessor to BMB, some four months
millivolt contours, mail reports and
beyond the July 1 date originally
similar claims. The subscribers
and nonsubscribers will be placed
on the same basis through availability of the state reports.
A number of stations had complained to BMB that Study No. 2
0n Trumqn FCC Plgn
does not tell "what the competition
SEEN
FIGHT
SENATE
PROSPECTS
of a Senate floor
#
Disclosure
of
a
protest
by
is
doing,"
according
to
BMB
offiappoint and supervise FCC emcials.
a Federal Communications Bar
ployes, subject to the consent of
Board decision to publish state fight against President Truman's
(Continued on page b6)
Assn. member who claimed the
FCC "reorganization" plan [Broadarea reports was based on what
FCBA witness against the plan
casting, March 20] were mounting
was described as "a terrific de- last week after the plan won slim did not appear upon the authorizamand," especially among advertion of the FCBA membership.
approval by the Senate committee
tisers and agencies.
assigned to study it.
0 Development of a move on
Subscribers will be designated in
With less than a fortnight re- Capitol Hill to bring the plan up
the new reports by a BMB crest.
Senate consideration on Wednesday.
maining before the May 23 dead- for
With printing scheduled to start in
line for Congressional action to
about a month, BMB will accept
block the Presidential proposal, the
These developments came on the
station subscriptions from stations
week
produced these developments
heels of a 6-to-5 vote of approval
desiring to be designated by the
and repercussions:
crest.
of the President's plan Tuesday by
Price for the state books will be
9 A scathing blast at FCC by the Senate Executive Expenditures
Sen. Homer E. Ferguson (R- Committee headed by Sen. John
prorated on the basis of printing
L. McClellan (D-Ark.), who said
costs, which will vary for each
Mich.), who charged the plan "can he
plans to report it early this
state. A price list will be pub- lead to complete Government ownlished soon.
ership and operation of the radio week.
State reports will be available
Outright Rejection Stopped
industry," and called for a "comAPPROPRIATE is the word for the
to BMB subscribers and their repplete and thorough" probe of FCC
candles on this cake, made of Ipana
Technically,
the committee voted
resentatives, advertisers and agen- practices and procedures.
tubes,
they're lighted by Niles
to report "unfavorably" a resolu- Trammellas (I),
£ A spirited drive by NAB
cies.They
'
will not be available to
chairman of the board
nonsubscribers.
tion (S Res. 257) by Sen. Ed C.
calling upon member and nonof
NBC,
on
the
10th anniversary :
Board decision on the project member
stations to flood their Sen- Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the Bristol-Myers sponsorship of Mr. Diswas unanimous. In the discussion
Senate
Interstate
and
Foreign
ators with protests against the
it was pointed out that subscribers
trict Attorney (NBC, WedCommerce Committee, who urged
9:30 p.m. EDT). With Mr, Tromw
should realize publication of the plan, which would concentrate the
outright
rejection
of
the
plan.
are Lee Bristol (r), president of
reports will be the best thing that Commission's administrative and
executive functions in the ChairThe President's proposal would
Bristol-Myers, and Joseph Mcran, a
can happen to individual measuregive the FCC Chairman power to
ments at this time, with every sta- man.
Young & Rubicam vice president.
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The first amateur entertainer,
a girl singer, who got to the microphone after those introductory remarks called him Buddha and the
name stuck. It's still sticking. The
spelling has been changed to Budda
in deference to persons of the
Buddhist religion who may object
to a radio m.c. carrying such a title.
Two months after the show went
on the air Marin Dell took over

MARIN DELL's million-dollar modern
dairy plant on 13th and South Van
Ness Sts. in San Francisco is the nerve
Jm center of its widely scattered
^
dairy operations.
joined KYA San Francisco as an
announcer in 1933.
Within a few months after joining the staff he was named program director of the station. KYA

Marin

Dell Grows

With

flie

Plant

Budda
By GEORGE

Its $50,000

3 to 65 Routes

Amateur

Hour

Built'

VOIGT

the center of San Francisco's South-of -Market business section, at 13th and South Van Ness Sts., stands the gleaming,
modern, block-square Marin Dell dairy, a million dollar plant and
one of the finest dairy installations in the country.
It's called by the company "The
Budda and his amateur hour are
Plant That Budda Built" and it
stands as a testimonial to one of not the creatures of Marin Dell.
The program and the company
the brightest success stories in San
started within three years of each
Francisco radio.
other but completely independently.
The "Budda" to whom- the comMr. Foster was a salaried milk
pany gives credit for building the
plant is Dean Maddox, m.c. of wagon driver, and had been for 24
years, when he conceived the idea
Budda's Amateur Hour, Saturday,
8 p.m. on KFRC San Francisco.
of Marin Dell, a wholesale distribuThe show has been sponsored by
tion agency for independent dairy
ranchers and independent retail
Marin Dell almost since the comstores. He started the company
pany's inception 20 years ago.
Thomas Foster, founder and vice with three ranches and three milk
president and general manager of routes. It worked this way:
the firm, who decided to gamble on
His company, officially the Marin
radio back in the early days when
Dairymen's Milk Co. Ltd., took
every dollar expenditure was care- over management of the dairy operations of participating ranchers.
fully weighed by the infant company, gives radio major credit for In return he guaranteed the ranchbuilding the firm from a handful
ers year-round distribution of their
of milk routes to the extensive Bay milk. Thus the ranchers, whose
Area distributing organization it dairy products were a lucrative
is today.
though minor portion of their ranch
output, were relieved of all bother
Ads Center on Show
and responsibility of management
Marin Dell's success story is in this department and still were
unique in that it has built almost
guaranteed a steady and reasonits entire advertising campaign
able profit from their dairy herds.
through the years around its amateur hour show. The company toRetail Cooperation
day spends in the neighborhood of
A similar arrangement was made
$50,000 annually on this single
program. Its newspaper and spot with retail stores. The stores were
guaranteed supply for signing up
radio budget is practically nil.
Newspapers and spot are used as Marin Dell distributing outlets
and they had no competition to face
only infrequently on special camin the sale of Marin Dell products
paigns for which special money
outside of the retail store field.
outside the assigned advertising
No Marin Dell product was or is
budget is used. Marin Dell spends
only a few thousand dollars each
sold to chain organizations or direct to consumer by way of home
year with grocery and dairy trade
publications and on travelling dis- delivery. Hospitals and restaurants, not in the business of selling
plays, like street car cards.
milk, are also serviced by the company.
The company was started in
July 1930.
Budda's Amateur Hour was
started three years later. Dean
Maddox, a radio man who entered
the industry via the stage in 1927,
started the program. After bouncing around the business coast-tocoast and spending a couple of
years as chief English announcer
for the Chinese National Radio in
One of a Series
Peking and Shanghai, Mr. Maddox
Page 26
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at that time was owned by William
Randolph Hearst and one of the
first suggestions passed down by
"The Chief" to the newly appointed
program director regarded an amateur hour program.
Mr. Hearst said he thought such
a program would go well in San
Francisco.
Maddox show
didn'tshould
even
know
what Mr.
an amateur
consist of or how one should be organized and handled. He went to
the station general manager for
direction and was told: "Don't
bother
me with details. Start one."
He did.
Beginning Plans
He began announcements over
KYA that such a program was
being formed and any listeners
with show business talent were invited to come down for the show.
The listeners responded by the
hundreds and Mr. Maddox brought
his microphone out onto the street
in front of the studios to conduct
his first amateur hour program. A
crew of policemen had to be called
out to keep order.
In describing the scene to his
listeners, Mr. Maddox ad libbed:
"And here I stand with my microphone like Buddha in front of a
throng of pilgrims and I don't know
what to do. I don't know where
or how to get this thing going."

sponsorship and ever since, with
one brief interruption, has been
completely satisfied to let Mr. Maddox, in the role of Budda, do its
commercial talking for it via radio
and to assign almost its entire advertising budget to the program.
The one brief interruption came
in mid-1935 when Mr. Maddox left
KYA. Six weeks after he left the
station, Marin Dell moved the program to KFRC, now the Don LeeMutual station in San Francisco,
and reinstalled Mr. Maddox as m.c.
Business Grows
And Marin Dell grew with the
program. By the end of 1935 its
three routes had increased to 30.
Today it services 65 routes and
has some 90 dairy suppliers shipping their products directly into
the South Van Ness St. "Plant
That Budda Built." It draws from
ranches throughout the Bay Area
and reaches down into California's
rich San Joaquin Valley for additional supply. Among consumers,
Marin Dell is one of the best known
dairy brand names in the area.
Surveying this growth over the
years, Mr. Foster today says :
"I find no reason to regret my
original decision to gamble on radio as I did 17 years ago. At first
it was a hardship for our growing
company to meet the weekly ex-

DEAN MADDOX, as Budda, in action during a broadcast of Marin Dell's
Budda's Amateur Hour, aired on KFRC San Francisco each Saturday at 8 p.m.
Program draws a large and enthusiastic studio audience.

Mr. FOSTER
* * *
penditure. But it has paid off.
Since that time and over the years
our radio program has become a
part of the life of our community.
We receive annually many thousands of letters from our customers telling us that Saturday night
in their home is Marin Dell night
with Budda's Amateur Hour.
"Our experience with radio is a
pleasant one. It has paid us many
dividends both in direct and institutional selling. We intend to
continue the association indefinitely, which means forever."
For a man whose successful use
of radio has, by his own words,
meant so much to the success of his
business, Mr. Foster pays surprisingly little attention to the conduct of the show itself.
In all the years of his sponsorship he has never attended a performance of the program. He
never imposes his ideas or directions on the show. The program has
proved itself successful in selling
Marin Dell through the years and
he's satisfied to leave everything
concerning the production up to
Dean Maddox. He doesn't expect,
nor would he tolerate, he says, any
suggestions on how to run his
business and by the same token he
doesn't feel he should tell Mr. Maddox how to run a radio show.
Harris Handles Account
Even in the commercial aspect
of the show Mr. Maddox has a
very free hand. Present agency
for Marin Dell is Russell, Harris
& Wood, San Francisco, with King
Harris as account executive. The
agency has had the account for the
past two years. Campaigns are
planned by the agency, under Mr.
Harris' direction, products to be
emphasized at various periods are
selected and commercials are prepared by the agency. But these
are given to Mr. Maddox purely in
the form of direction.
All commercials on the program
are brief, usually no more than
three minutes per hour show, and
all are ad lib, as is everything else
on the program. If the name, occupation or comments of a participant on the show suggest a
clever lead into some other type of
commercial than that supplied by
BROADCASTING

the agency, Mr. Maddox follows the
lead. The success of this non-rigid
commercial policy was proved in
1946 when a Bay Area survey
showed Budda's Amateur Hour as
having the highest sponsor identification of any program included
in the survey.
In its 17 years on the air more
than a million persons have seen
the show, more than 6,000 have appeared on it. Some 500 of those who
first exhibited their talent on the
show have gone on to successful
entertainment careers.
Plans Expansion
Mr. Foster, as has been noted,
says his company's association with
the program and with radio has
been so pleasant and profitable the
association will be continued "forever." But, as further evidence of
his feelings on the matter, he also
says the company's radio usage and
expenditures would continue to expand. He said:
"Radio has helped us to grow.
And we're going to continue to
grow with radio — in any of its new
improvements, methods or expansions, whether that be television or
even some distant development.
Our past has been built with radio,
so will our future."
One of the immediate plans in

LISTENER

LOIS BAKER, director of Budda's Amateur Hour show; M. C. Dean Maddox,
and King Harris, Marin Dell account executive for Russell, Harris & Wood
agency in San Francisco, go over the note-type outline used as a script.
this expansion, Mr. Maddox says,
is television.
Budda's Amateur

COUNT

Not

Hour will go on television as soon
as KFRC-TV
is in operation.

Percents

RADIO time buyers need to know how many people listen to a particular
station or program, not what percentage of an unknown quantity listen,
according to Linnea Nelson, chief time buyer for J. Walter Thompson
York, speakingD. last
Co., New
Club
of Washington,
C. Wednesday before the Women's Advertising
Miss Nelson, who has bought
and where they are located. She
over $100 million in radio time for said it is necessary to have information on the listening habits to
J. Walter Thompson clients over
the past 20 years, reminded her each station because "in order to
listeners that newspapers, through
have something to determine how
the Audit Bureau of Circulations,
many we are getting for how much,
can tell a buyer how many copies we need to know approximately
people might be conof the publication are sold. "In how many
sidered as our potential audience
radio," she said, "we know the percentage of listeners, but how do we
where they are located."
turn that percentage figure into andExpanding
on BMB and its sucnumber of listeners? . . . everyone
cessor, Miss Nelson went on to say:
seems to know radio started with
"We hope that some day the inpercentages of audience without
dustry will see fit to join wholeheartedly to keep this thing going
knowing what to apply the percentage to, and everyone has been try- and make it worth while and stop
ing to do something about it for arguing whether or not we are, as
of the moment, doing everything
Nielsen Method Hit
100% right — stop the little arguments between stations — and come
years."
The Nielsen National Radio Netto the realization that advertising
work Service, which is claimed by money must be carefully allocated
and that advertisers must know
A. C. Nielsen Co. to give figures
applicable to the total number of how and where to spend it and how
radio homes in the United States,
much to spend." She said at preswas hit by Miss Nelson because
ent "there is no organization in
"there are not enough Audimeters
existence that does a complete rato break this down by cities."
dio and television survey job."
Hooper Individual City Reports,
Miss Nelson pointed out that
she said, "again give us the rela- time buying spreads itself in many
directions, all of which end with
tive audience percentage to programs. But to what do we apply
one major goal — sale of the clients'
this figure to get a cost per thou- products.
The buyer must understand something about programsand? No one knows."
ming and have some knowledge of
Citing the work of BMB, of
which she is a member of the board
total audiences to programs, and
of directors and which now is being types of audiences to the various
reorganized, Miss Nelson pointed programs as well. This, she said,
out the need of a national survey
means that the buyer must select
on a regular basis to find out what
programs, or periods adjacent to
stations people listen to, how often, programs, that should appeal to
• Telecasting

Wanted — Nelson

the potential user of the product to
be advertised.
General information on a market
also is important, Miss Nelson told
her audience, and said "market research as well as program research
plays a big part in determining
what
to buy always
for our been
clients."
"I have
a strong

booster of women's participation
programs," she said, "and I believe
they can be used to sell almost any
products to women listeners." This
is true of both radio and television,
she said.
Notify Agency
Miss Nelson pointed out, however, thatwhere the format and personalities on these programs
change, the agency should be notified. She cited the unhappy reaction of the sponsor in several cases
where changes had been made in
programs without telling the
agency.
The regular radio and television
checking services "do not do for
us the jobs we need to do personally," she said. "It is a plain case
of getting our own people to know
what really goes on as applied to
the overall plans for the advertiser.
It is our job to get out locally and
find out exactly what is happening
and whether or not the things we
are buying, and in turn selling to
our clients, are really worth the
The problems of buying network
television time, particularly in
money."
station markets, was discussedMiss Nelson said television is
different from radio since many
stations are affiliated with several
networks.
May 15, 195G
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FCC

Approaches

Issue

FCC Actions
TRANSFER of WEBC-AMFM Pittsfield, Mass, granted
by FCC last week. Four year
controversy between Northwestern Ohio Broadcasting
Co. (WIMA Lima, Ohio) and
Sky Way Broadcasting Co.
settled. Five FM outlets deleted. Details of these and
other FCC actions are found
in Actions of the FCC beginning on page 67 and FCC
Roundup on page 83.

FCC MAY SOON undertake to cials," Mr. March wrote the ComI don't see how he could discuss
WHA
T'S
TICAL?
spell out the
differences, ifPOU
any, mission.
between a political speech and an
Mr. March
anything
else."asked FCC to order
"I would not object to an occathe TSN stations to show cause
sional broadcast by the Governor
incumbent officeholder's "report to
in which he would give a report
why they should not grant him free
the people."
time, and requested an immediate
The issue, long a puzzler to to the people of Texas, but when a 22.
hearing since the primary is July
broadcasters and politicians alike, large network makes available
is raised in a complaint filed free time on a weekly basis — in
against the 17 Texas State Net- other words, a sustaining program,
In its call for information, FCC
work stations by Caso March, in the midst of a heated political
asked
the stations to submit "all
Texas gubernatorial candidate
campaign for his office, such action
the relevant information which you
[Broadcasting, May 8], copies of is in violation of the FCC Act have" in addition to specific data
KFI Retains Mills
which were sent by FCC to the unless similar time is made avail- including the amount of time which
various stations last week along
able to opposing candidates.
has been made available to Gov.
EDWIN C. MILLS, former genwith requests for statements in
eral manager of ASCAP and
"The Governor did not think of Shivers, the date on which his
United Artists board member, has
reply.
these weekly broadcasts, nor did he broadcasts started, and the date
been retained by Earle C. Anthony,
Indicating FCC's intention to attempt to secure free time on a they are scheduled to end.
move promptly toward disposition weekly basis, until after he found
president
of KFI-AM-FM-TV Los
TSN stations are:
Angeles, to make a survey of the
of the case, the letters called for himself in the midst of a political
KRBC Abilene, KNOW Austin,
business and operation of the stathe replies to be submitted by May
campaign for re-election to the
tions. The survey is expected to
12 — last Friday.
KBST Big Springs, KBWD Brownoffice of Governor. His speeches
take about a month and station
wood,
WRR
Dallas,
KFJZ
Fort
Worth,
over this network are simply camActions Questioned
executives reportedly have been
KG VL Greenville, KTHT Houston,
paign speeches for re-election. . . . KCMC Texarkana, KFRO Longview,
instructed to give Mr. Mills their
The Commission also asked the It is difficult
to
see
how
a
candidate
fullest cooperation. Mr. Mills,
KCRS Midland, KRIO McAllen, KPLT
stations whether their actions in
now retired, moved to the West
Paris, KGKL San Angelo, KMAC San
the case resulted from decisions for state office could have a broadCoast from New York about a year
er scope of operation than to dis- Antonio, KRRV Sherman, WACO
reached independently or in concuss state government.
In fact, Waco.
cert with other stations.
Mr. March contended in his comago.
plaint that weekly broadcasts by
Texas Gov. Allan Shivers on the
Bannister Hits FCC Policy
17 TSN stations are actually political speeches and that accordingly EDITORIALIZING
he is entitled to time in which to
tion of all public issues. Different
reply.
WWJ Detroit, called upon by forth the obligation to provide equal
issues will invariably require differFCC to account for its both-sidesHe quoted TSN President Gene
opportunity for opposing viewent techniques. . . . The licensee will
points, and contrary to the spirit in each
Cagle as saying, in denying his re- or-none policy on handling disinstance be called upon to
c
u
s
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
Chrysler
strike,
last
exercise
his
best judgment and good
quest for reply time, that broadof the yardstick of 'fairness' which
sense.
.
.
.
week
challenged
has
always
characterized
every
casts by the Governor are in the
the wisdom of
phase of our operation throughout
public interest and would be carMr. Bannister also cited FCC's
ried free on a weekly basis until
letter to WLIB New York.
FCC's giving a liour
long
history."
The
case
stemmed
from
a
UAWafter the June 4 filing date for the
"In your letter of April 13, you
censee responsibility and then
CIO protest to FCC charging that take to task WLIB because under
gubernatorial campaign.
WWJ refused the union's request
"I realize that it is in order to trying totermind"masthe [Mayflower] decision of June
him by
for time to discuss the Chrysler
make available free time over your
2, 1949, WLIB had failed to broadstrike.
WWJ
replied
that
it
felt
cast a balanced presentation but
control."
licensees' stations to public offi- remote
discussion by both sides was necesGeneral Manhad confined itself to one side of
sary in the public interest, that its a highly controversial issue. Then,
ager Harry Bannister
cited
a
secpolicy
therefore was to offer time in your letter to us of April 21,
MBS Sportscaster Al Heifer (r) cononly for joint use by both sides,
tion of the Comus to task because we retracts to present five-minute Camel's
and that Chrysler had refused to you take frained
mission's edito- Mr. Bannister
from committing the same
Baseball Scoreboard immediately
rializing decision
participate.
error
as
WLIB,"
he declared.
following the network's Game of the — a section which recognized that
Mayflower
Decision
Mr.
Bannister
reiterated
that "in
Day major league baseball broad- cases will differ and held that liFCC then called attention to a all . . . labor-management disputes
censees in each case must exercise
casts. Witnessing signing are Tom
involving the automotive industry
Luckenbill (I), vice president in their "best judgment and good section in its Mayflower editorializwe
had repeatedly tried to put tocharge of radio, William Esty Co., sense" — as the best approach to
ing decision asserting that "it would
gether the elements of a balanced
obviously not be in the public inagency for the Camel account, and the problems involved in handling
presentation but that the manucontroversial
issues.
terest
for
spokesmen
for
one
of
facturers involved had refused to
Charles White, Esty Co. Aired for
the opposing points of view to be avail themselves of our facilities
Bannister's
letter,
written
the first time last May 2, Camel's andMr.delivered
to
FCC
before
the
able
to
exercise
a
veto
power
over
Baseball Scoreboard will continue on
Chrysler strike was ended, said the entire presentation by refusing
WLIB Case Cited
MBS throughout the major league
to broad-cast its position." FCC
that tion
after[Broadcasting,
learning ofMayFCC's
posiseason.
"Nevertheless, after you had
1] WWJ
also asked WWJ to review its action and submit a further state- censured WLIB for contenting itoffered and is prepared to grant
self with a one-sided presentation,
ment [Broadcasting, May 1].
time to UAW-CIO irrespective of
In his reply, dated April 29, Mr. you censure us because we have
whether Chrysler takes time to
reply.
Bannister conceded that the sec- gone to great lengths to avoid a
tion of the Mayflower decision to one-sided presentation."
"We will take this action in
His letter continued:
which FCC referred could apply
deference to the Commission's
I realize that the perfect answer is
to
the
WWJ-UAW
case.
But,
he
wishes,"
Bannister
wrote,
a balanced presentation, but apparcause itisMr.
obvious
that you
want"beus
said, "there is also an application
ently you overlook the fact that we
to do this.
to this case of practically every
cannot
force anyone to use our faciliparagraph in your decision . . . ,
"However, I respectfully submit
ties and that since we could not attain
that such action is contrary to many of them at variance with
perfection (through no fault of our
own — because we tried repeatedly)
true public interest and contrary to other paragraphs." In particular,
we did the next best thing and avoided
the broad interpretation and spirit he cited Paragraph 10:
of the Decision of June 2, 1949,
opening our facilities to only one
side.
It should be recognized that there
'Editorializing in the Public In- can be no all-embracing formula
It is pertinent to note that during
terest,' and contrary to Sec. 315 of which licensees can hope to apply to
(Continued on page 8i)
the Communications Act which sets
insure the fair and balanced presentaBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

488

Madttxm

/Joe.

Becomes

A

New

Radio-TV

Center

488 MADISON AVE., New York, is the new address of nearly a dozen
top-flight radio and advertising companies whose presence in the recently
completed building make it one of the most important centers of broadcasting business in the city.
Three station representatives
488 Madison within a few weeks.
firms are now in residence: Edward Petry & Co., The Katz
The newest building in mid-town
New York, 488 Madison is situated
Agency Inc., and the Taylor Co.
The New York office of Fort In- across the street from headquarters of CBS, is a block from Radio
dustry Co. Stations and New York
City,
where ABC, NBC and nuheadquarters of Frederic W. Ziv
merous agencies and other radio
Co., and World Broadcasting Sys- and television enterprises are
housed.
tem are also at 488 Madison.
Four advertising agencies, all of
The Petry Co. occupies the entire 23d floor of the new building.
them buyers of radio and televiPetry
telephone is Murray Hill
80200.
sion, have moved in. They are
William H. Weintraub & Co.,
The Katz Agency occupies the
Anderson, Davis & Platte Inc., entire
9- 4460. 20th floor; telephone Plaza
Joseph Katz Co. and Schwab &
The Taylor Co. is occupying
Beatty.
temporary space on the sixth floor,
Cowles Magazines Inc., part of
pending completion of its permathe vast Cowles publishing and
nent quarters which will be on the
broadcasting enterprises, occupies
same floor. The Taylor telephone
is Murray Hill 8-1088.
three floors of the building.
Fort Industry Co. also is in temMinute Maid Corp., a heavy
space on the sixth floor
radio advertiser, is also in the while itsporary
permanent space on the
building.
same floor is being completed.
The New York bureau of BroadTelephone is Eldorado 5-2455.
casting-Telecasting wil move to
The Ziv Co. and World Broad-

Drawing of the new 488 Madison Ave.
casting offices are on the fifth floor,
telephone : Murray Hill 8-4700.
The Weintraub agency has the
entire 17th floor; telephone: Murray Hill 8-3901.
Anderson,
Davis & Platte has
the 19th floor; telephone: Plaza

FILLING out the bookshelves was one of the first chores undertaken by
George Brett (I) and Gene Katz of The Katz Agency
^
A FINAL paint touching up was done by (I to r): Lloyd George Venard of
the Taylor Co.; Tom Harker, Fort Industry Co.; and James Bailey, manager
of WAGA Atlanta, a Fort Industry station.
A
JOHN SINN (lower left), executive vice president of Frederic W. Ziv Co.
and president of World Broadcasting System, looks out of a window toward
CBS across the street. NBC and ABC, in Radio City , are 1 ! 2 blocks away.
ED PETRY (lower right), of the representative firm bearing his name, examines the welcome poster at the entrance.
IN OFFICES of William H. Weintraub Co. (I to r): Theo Gannon, director of
radio productions: Ray Kelly, assistant to Noran E. Kersta; Gladys York, time
buyer; Mr. Kersta, vice president in charge of radio and TV.

A .

3-5200.
The Joseph Katz Co. is scheduled to move into the sixth floor
about June 1.
The New York bureau of
Broadcasting telephone will remain unchanged: Plaza 5-8354.

D. C. Meet
NARBA

SESSION

THE SECOND phase of the overall
NAEBA conference is scheduled to
get under way in Washington, D. C.
on Sept. 6, with indications now that
all nations which subscribed to the
expired treaty will participate.
State Dept. officials said last
week that all signatory nations
have informally indicated their willingness to accept the September
date — a month later than the "deadline" formerly agreed upon — and
that formal invitations will be issued shortly.
Only qualification with respect
to the Sept. 6 resumption came
from Mexico, which did not participate actively in the first NARBA
sessions at Montreal last fall and
which said a date later than Sept.
6 would be more convenient in view
of other meetings slated that
month.
Mexican authorities indicated,
however, that they would accept
the Sept. 6 date if the other nations
preferred it, even though it would

BARRY
ARTHUR
Head WEOK
To
F&P
Leaves
ARTHUR J. BARRY Jr., vice
president of Free & Peters, has resigned as of June 1 to become vice
president and general manager of
WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Jack
Thompson, account executive in the
Chicago office of
Free & Peters,
will move to New
York to succeed
Mr. Barry.
Mr. Barry
joined the Chicago office of the
station representative firm in 1939.
After war-time
service on board
Mr. Barry
an aircraft carrier as a commander, he returned to
Free & Peters New York office in
1945 and was elected a vice president in November 1948.
He has acquired part ownership
of Mid-Hudson Broadcasters Inc.,
owner of WEOK, which has plans
for adding a TV operation after the
freeze ends.
Mr. Thompson was with Edward
Petry Co. before his war service —
five years with the Army. He spent
several years in the New York radio
department of McCann-Erickson
before joining Free & Peters more
than three years ago.
Joins CBS

Sales

HENRY UNTERMEYER, account
executive of WCBS New York, today (Monday) joins the staff of
Radio Sales, Radio and Television
Stations Representative, CBS, as
account executive. Mr. Untermeyer
has been with CBS since 1937 in
various executive capacities.
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Sept. 6

SET

mean dividing the Mexican radio
delegation between the NARBA
conference and the Sept. 18-28
meeting of the Inter-American
Assn. of Broadcasters at Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
U. S. officials appeared hopeful
that the conference would be successful inbreaking the U. S.-Cuban
deadlock which finally forced a recess in the Montreal negotiations
last December and could not be
broken in some seven weeks of
separate U. S.-Cuban conferences at
Havana earlier this year.
There have been reports that
Cuba was undecided about participation in further sessions after the
fruitless bilateral sessions at Havana, but State Dept. authorities
said Cuban officials indicated resumption of the full conference on
Sept. 6 is acceptable.
Date Extended
When the Montreal sessions were
recessed to give the U. S. and Cuba
an opportunity to work out their
differences bilaterally, deadline for
resumption of the full conference
was set at Aug. 1. The new date
was agreed upon informally after
Canada requested postponement to
avoid conflicts with governmental
sessions.
In preparation for the NARBA
negotiations, Mexico reportedly is
now making skywave measurements
which may occupy most of the time
until Sept. 6. For this reason there
had been speculation that Mexico
might press for a later date for
the start of the conference.
Knottiest problem thus far fac-

NAMES
NAB
B. WALTER HUFFINGTON,
general manager of WSAP Portsmouth, Va., has been named NAB
field director by William B. Ryan,
NAB general
manager.sumes hisHeduties
astoday (Monday).
In radio for a
decade, Mr. Huffington brings to
NAB varied executive and staff
experience which
equip him for
this new role in Mr. Huffington
association affairs, Mr. Ryan said. Decision to
create the field directorship was
made by the NAB board at its
Arizona meeting last winter
[Broadcasting, Feb. 13].
Mr. Huffington will spend about
a month at NAB Washington headquarters to acquaint himself with
the entire operation. After the
orientation period he will start out
on the road, serving as a combination traveling secretary and mem-

ing the sessions is the as yet unresolved dispute over U. S.-Cuban
allocations. Mexico's participation
increases the complexity, in view of
the close relationship of allocations
for all three countries.
Signatories of the last NARBA,
which expired March 29, 1949, are
the U. S., Canada, Mexico, Cuba,
Haiti, Dominican Republic, and the
Bahamas.
BIB

FREE TIME
Sets Up Paid Printed Ads

EXTENSIVE campaign of "consumer education" donated by radio
and television to Bib Corp., Lakeland, Fla., laid the groundwork for
a paid newspaper advertising drive
in the New York City area.
After the free educational effort,
Bib Corp. "complemented" the
drive "by paid advertising in the
form of full pages in New York
newspapers including the Times,
World-Telegram & Sun and Journal-American," according to the
publication, Food Field Reporter.
Bib Corp. markets Bib orange
juice for babies. Its agency is
Blaine-Thompson Co., New York.
Paid copy in newspapers featured the theme that no other
product offers such advantages as
guaranteed vitamin C content,
flavor control, elimination of peel
oil
and single-feeding size for convenience.
Tie-in advertising is said to be
planned by store chains, including
A&P and Grand Union.

OPERATION of KXYZ-ABC Houston's new model transmitter is explained to Ted Hills (I), newly appointed program manager, by Gerald
Chinski, station's technical supervisor. Transmitter was put into use
on May 1. Mr. Chinski said new facilities will give listeners a clearer
and moreKXYZ's
powerful
reception of
signal.
SCAAA

Meets

Today

"WHAT'S happening in Southern
California Radio" will be discussed
at the regular monthly meeting today (Monday) of the Southern
California Advertising Agencies
Assn. at Nikabob Restaurant, Los
Angeles. Main speaker will be
Robert J. McAndrews, managing
director, Southern California
Broadcasters Assn., joined by a
panel of six representatives of Los
Angeles Radio stations. Making up
panel
Kevinare:Sweeney, sales manager, KFI
and KFI-TV; Clyde Scott, general manager, KECA; Stan Spero, KFAC sales
representative; Ole Morby, assistant
sales manager, KNX and CBS Pacific
Network; Doty Edouarde, sales manager, KFWB; Maury Gresham, sales
representative, KLAC.

»«»
*M
HUfflNGTON
bership solicitor.
years at WPTF Raleigh, N. C. At
NAB announced no salary for these stations he served as writer,
commentator, producer, salesman,
the field directorship but the board
was understood to have set a publicity director and sales promotion director.
$10,000 salary ceiling.
In 1941 he was named general
The membership situation at
NAB is none too encouraging as manager of WPID Petersburg, Va.,
Mr. Huffington prepares to see a post he held up to affiliation with
the wartime Office of War Inforwhat can be done about it. Roughmation as regional director for
ly half of the 2,200 AM stations
are members. Many of the peren- Virginia, North Carolina and South
Carolina. In 1945 he became pronial non-members have often complained they never were contacted
gram manager of WTMA Charleston, S. C, returning to Petersburg
at their offices by anyone from
NAB. Some 70 stations dropped
in 1946 as general and sales manout in March and early April after
ager of WSSV. He was named
the board increased dues in the general manager of WSAP Portsmouth in 1948.
lower brackets and removed the
Between
the Petersburg and
12V&% discount, with another 30
assignments he served
tion.
new members joining the associa- Portsmouth
as national radio director of the
American Red Cross, planning and
Flurry Before Convention
supervising radio campaigns feaThe flurry of resignations ended
turing top talent and heard on as
just before the April convention
many as 1,800 stations.
and since that time the membership
Mr. Huffington married Helen
total has been relatively stable.
Anne Lang, of Norfolk, in 1929.
Mr. Huffington's first major ra- They have a daughter, Betty Anne,
dio job was at WTAR Norfolk, Va., 16. He has been active in Portsmouth civic affairs.
in the late '30s, followed by three
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E IVERYBODY knows that a family with two
radio sets listens more to radio than a family with
one set. And still more with three sets — Dad hears
the evening news, Sister listens to a musical program. Mother tunes to a dramatic program, or the
whole family listens to the same program — usuallv
in different rooms.
Figures from the 1949 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey^? reveal that multiple-set ownership in Iowa
homes has increased 136 f c since 1944. The number of sets has jumped from 904,000 in 1944 to
2,140,000 !*# In addition, there are now over 400.000 automobile and truck radios, as well as thousands of non-residential sets in offices, barns,
stores and restaurants!
Thus despite a 14 rc rate increase since 1944,
HO is today one of the great radio bargains of
the nation, because WHO is "^tened-to-most" on
more than 136cc extra sets in 1949!
Get all the facts about Iowa's extra listening and
WHO's share of the bonus audience. Send for
your copy of the Survey today!

'46

'47

'48

'49

'50

3£ The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is a "must" for
every advertising, sales or marketing man who is interested in Iowa.
The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study of radio listening habits in Iowa. It was made by Dr. F. L. Whan of
Wichita University — is based on personal interviews with
9.116 Iowa families, scientifically selected from cities,
towns, villages and farms all over the State.
As a service to the sales, advertising and research professions, WHO will gladly send a copy of the 1949 Survey
to anyone interested in the subjects covered.
Iowa Radio Audience Survey figures applied to population estimates of Sales Management's Surveys of Buying Power.

WIHIO
+ for Iowa
PLUS
#
Des Moines . • . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

AUDIENCE

THIS group of National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors
gathered at the organization's south-central region spring
meeting at Stillwater, Okla., where Oklahoma A & M
College was host. L to r are: Standing, Edd Lemons,
Oklahoma extension editor; Gene Robbins, Texas A & M.Johnny Watkins, KWTX Waco, Tex.; Phil Evans,
KMBC-KFRM Kansas City; Burnis Arnold, Oklahoma exTo Handle

tension radio director; Jim Wells, KSPI Stillwater, Okla.;
Bill Tipton, "Paymaster Network," Abilene; seated, Andy
Adam, Texas extension radio editor; George Roesner,
KTRH Houston; Murray Cox, WFAA Dallas; Gladys Foris
and Marguerette Engel, Oklahoma extension radio editors, and Sam Schneider, KVOO Tulsa. Mr. Arnold was
elected chairman of the group.

National

Guard

1950-51 Ad Account
ORR
NAMED
ROBERT W. ORR & Assoc., New York, last Tuesday was named to
handle the National Guard's 1950-51 advertising account as Congress
took up consideration of the Defense Dept's overall expenditures for the
fiscal year beginning July 1.
The National Guard has asked
$350,000 for Army. The total sum,
Congress for $298,000 for the comwithout any breakdown for Air or
ing year covering recruiting adverArmy, is $298,000. Above figures
tising needs — the same amount as refer to personnel, not funds. It
requested last year. While Congress
was stated that the Armyhad not concluded debate on mili- also
Air Force account is placed by
tary appropriations, authorities
Gardner Advertising Co. Grant
felt the $298,000 figure would reAdvertising
main intact as proposed in the the account. Inc., Chicago, handles
President's budget.
Radio and television again are
expected to draw roughly $50,000
of this allocation if the Senate and
O'DANIEL PLANS
House approve requested funds,
Mulls Time on Texas Network
Maj. E. L. Smith, NG information
INFORMATION on the cost of a
officer, indicated last week.
The Orr agency was chosen by "commercial broadcast" that would
a board of officers to succeed
be aired over a network of 30 Texas
Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis,
stations has been sought by W.
which has held the account since
Lee O'Daniel, ex-Senator from the
August 1947. Field had been narLone Star State and one-time Texas
rowed down to three agencies, one
reported to BROADof which — Owen & Chappell Inc. governor, CASTINGit lastwas
week.
— withdrew last week. Eleven
Mr. O'Daniel was reported to
agencies competed for the contract.
have told radio executives that the
Others considered last week were
Albert Frank-Guenther Law Inc. broadcast was to be "commercial,
and Buchanan & Co.
not political." No arrangements
have been made as yet concerning
Plans in Abeyance
the broadcast. Mr. O'Daniel, whose
possible entry into the Texas guberMaj. Smith told Broadcasting
natorial race has caused wide disthat no advertising plans would
cussion, made extensive use of
be formulated until after Congress
radio in his past successful campasses the single-package appropaigns for governor and U. S.
priations for 1950-51.
A national $100,000 radio spot
campaign embracing 1,400 stations
Senate. '
in 1,124 cities already had been
ABC Stock Sales
disclosed officially by the U. S.
Army and Air Force recruitment
OWEN D. YOUNG, honorary
office, with the drive tentatively
chairman of the board of General
Electric and member of the ABC
set to get underway today (Monday) [Broadcasting, May 8].
board of directors, has sold 5,000
shares of his ABC stock, it was
Last week it was incorrectly
stated that NG's budget called for learned last week. Mr. Young retains 5,000 ABC shares.
an allotment of $49,500 for Air and
Page 32
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Pope Lauds Radio
RADIO was given a highly
favorable comment from the
Vatican May 6. Pope Pius XII
said radio's good outweighs
evil and that the Catholic
Church is interested in the
medium nently
because
it's "emipreciousofmeans
for
accomplishment of her (the
Church) own mission." Speaking to delegates to the international administrative conference on high frequency
broadcasting, Pope Pius said,
in reference to Eastern Europe that radio is especially
important for peoples without churches or priests.
AFA

CONVENTION

PROOF

Expected From Radio — Harms
RADIO "more than ever before,"
will have to prove that it delivers
an audience and what that audience is comprised of, Marvin
Harms, vice president of H. W.
Kastor & Sons, charged Wednesday
at the Chicago Radio Management
Club.
Radio "may suffer most among
media" as a result of television's
inroads, he said, but will find its
place because of (1) multiple sets
in homes, (2) listening away from
home, in cars and via portable receivers, (3) some preference for
hearing rather than viewing because of the concentration required
for the latter, (4) radio coverage
in areas not reached by television,
and (5) specialized radio programming, which will beam specific
shows to selective audiences, emphasizing news, sports and classical or popular music.
TV, which is causing the same
"headaches" that radio brought in
the '20s, calls for a "ripping apart
of tried and true advertising measures." In spite of the current
sellers' market (which is "fast becoming" abuyers' market), wherein advertising budgets are everincreasing, "those budgets are not
big enough to take in TV without
cutting somewhere. TV has to be
added," Mr. Harms concluded.
"It's fortunate for us all that
the FCC freeze on TV is in effect
— it's a blessing to all advertising,
because
we havein time
study TV's
effectiveness
the tocurrent
TV
markets. This gives us a chance
to get our house in order before the
medium grows any more," the
speaker said. Asserting that video
gives the "greatest impact of any
advertising
medium
Mr.
Harms
estimated
that today,"
nine million
sets will be installed in homes by
the end of the year. In addition, he
predicted that TV "will move
strongly into daytime hours just as
radio did after developing evening

46th Meet May 37 -June 2
DISCUSSION of how to "bridge
the gap between advertising education and advertising practice" will
highlight the 46th annual convention of the Advertising Federation
of America, May 31-June 2 at the
Hotel Statler, Detroit, the organization announced last week. This
event is scheduled for the final
session, June 2, with Donald Davis,
professor of advertising, Pennsylvania State College, as moderator.
Representing the advertising field
in the discussion will be Frederic
Schneller, general merchandising
director, Lever Brothers Co.; T.
Lee Brantley, vice president,
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., and
Frederic R. Gamble, president,
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies. Speakers from education
will be Rev. Bernard W. Dempsey,
St. Louis U.; Mrs. Rosamond Risser
Jones, Butler U., Indianapolis, and
Professor D. M. Phelps, U. of Mich-

programming."
WTAG LUNCHEON
Film Shown to N. Y. Admen
GEORGE BOOTH, president,
WTAG-AM-FM Worcester, Mass.,
and publisher, Worcester Telegram
& Evening Gazette, headed a delegation from the station and newspaper who played host last Tuesday to several hundred agency executives at a luncheon gathering in
New York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
Following the luncheon, the group
was shown a sound color film on
Worcester,
highlighting
the city's
advantages as
a place to live,
work
and sell and the coverage and popularity of the station and newspaper [Broadcasting, May 8].
Similar showings of the promotional film will be given in Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Detroit,
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Herbert L. Krueger, commercial
manager of WTAG, and Harold V.
Manzer, business manager of the
Telegram - Gazette, will conduct
these meetings.

Elliott Shumaker, general adverigan.
tising manager, Detroit Free Press,
is general convention chairman.
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Is your ear seeking trie sweet music
One Saturday announce-

of sales? That's the theme song at 50,000watt KDKA. Here are a few recent notes
showing how KDKA

iARLY

gets listeners

2 JIN JUG

ment on the 6:05 PM News
pulled 2,650 orders for

buying. . early in the morning, late

another 25 -cent book

at night, any other time!

let. Cost per order, 9c.

An investment of $240
LATE

in late evening time by the
William Wise Company

* Wired Fred C. Breismeister, Wise v.p. —
Congratulations on splendid job your station

brought $4,500 worth

is doing on our books. If you have other
availabilities comparable to spot buys we

of business.

are now using, please have rep advise our

NIGHT

agency, Thvving & Altman, immediately.

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
In c
WBZ
• WBZA
• WOWO
• K E X • KYW
• KDKA
• WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free and Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

PITTSBURGH
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE
KDKA
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Boards

of Governors

Are Listed
AAAA
ELECTS
AMERICAN ASSN. of Advertising Agencies has completed election of
officers and governors for the year beginning April 1, 1950. The boards
of governors of the AAAA chapters are:
Chesapeake Chapter: Joseph Katz,
*
The Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, chairW. Woodbridge Jr., Botsford,
man; D. W. Lindsey, Lindsey & Co. liam
Constantine
& Gardner, Seattle, vice
Inc., doreRichmond,
chairman;
Theochairman; Sidney Copeland, Mac
A. Newhoff, vice
Theodore
A. Newhoff
Adv., Baltimore, secretary-treasurer.
Wilkins, Cole' & tary-treasurer.
Weber,
Seattle, secreOther governors:
WarOther governors: Sidney Levyne, The
ren E. Kraft, Honig-Cooper Co., Seattle;
S. A. Levyne Co., Baltimore; J. Robert
William H. Horsley, Pacific National
Corry. Lewis Edwin Ryan, Washington.
Adv. Agency, Seattle; Francis G.
Cleveland Chapter: R. G. Simmons,
Mullins. Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland, chairSeattle; Joseph Maguire, Strang &
man; H. D. Falls, The Bayless-Kerr Co., Prosser
Adv. Agency, Seattle.
Cleveland, vice chairman; Carr Liggett,
Rocky Mountain Chapter: Harold
Carr Liggett Adv. Inc., Cleveland, secWalter
Clark, Harold Walter Clark
Other governors:
Frank Otte, Fuller retary-treasurer.
& Smith
& Ross
Inc.,
Carl Denver,
A. Salstrand,Denver,
Ball & chairman;
Davidson Inc.,
Inc., Cleveland; V. L. Kenney, The
vice chairman; James R. Macpherson,
Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland.
Northern California Chapter: Ford
Conner Advertising Agency Inc., DenSibley, Foote, Cone & Belding, San
St. ver,
Louissecretary-treasurer.
Chapter: James B. Wilson,
Francisco, chairman; Roos H. Ryder,
Ryder & Ingram Ltd., Oakland, vice DArcy Adv. Co. Inc., St. Louis, chairchairman; Robert H. Knollin. Knollin
man; W. Louis,
L. Sanborn,
Winuis-Brandon
Inc., St.
vice chairman;
Frank
Advertising Agency, San Francisco,
A. Watts, Watts Advertising Agency.
secretary-treasurer. Other governors:
St.
Louis,
secretary-treasurer.
Other
Edward
A.. Merrill
Jr., Young John
& Rubi-J. governors: R. C. Strieker, Ruthrauff
&
cam Inc.,
San Francisco;
Ryan Inc., St. Louis; H. O. Whiteside,
Wiley, Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., San
Francisco.
Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis.
Southern California Chapter: Robert
Oregon
Chapter:
Pacific National
Adv. Milton
Agency,Foland,
Portland,
P.
Walter Thompson
" Co.,
chairman: Marvin E. Knudson, Richard
Los Shirey.
Angeles,J.chairman;
A. W. Neally,
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
G. Montgomery & Assoc., Portland,
vice chairman; D. R. Dawson, Mac
Inc.. Los Angeles, vice chairman; John
Wilkins, Cole & Weber. Portland, sec- A. Privett, Mogge-Privett Inc., Los
retary-treasurer. Other governors:
Angeles,
Other
Adolph L. Bloch, Adolph L. Bloch Adv.
governors: secretary-treasurer.
Charles Levitt, Smalley.
Levitt & Smith Inc., Los Angeles;
Agency, Portland; Leith Abbott, Foote,
Charles John Hawkins, Barnes Chase
Cone & Belding, Portland.
Pittsburgh Chapter: H. B. Peebles,
Co., Los Angeles.
The Albert P. Hill Co. Inc., Pittsburgh,
Southern Ohio Chapter: Herman H,
Hutzler, Hutzler Advertising Agency
chairman; W. Stanley Redpath, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove Inc., Pitts- Inc., Dayton, chairman; Robert Marsh.
burgh, vice chairman; George S, Hill, Compton Adv. Inc., Cincinnati, vice
The Albert P. Hill Co. Inc., Pittsburgh,
chairman; Don Kemper, Don Kemper
secretary-treasurer. Other governors:
Co.
Dayton, secretary-treasurer.
James Holding Jr., Batten, Barton,
OtherInc.,
governors:
Carter B. Helton,
Kircher, Helton & Collett Inc., Dayton;
Durstine & Osborn Inc., Pittsburgh;
George E. Kelly, W. Earl Bothwell
John Magro, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Inc.. Pittsburgh.
Cincinnati. Puget Sound Chapter: Harry S..
Southwest
ThomasInc.,
F. ConPearson, Harry S. Pearson & R. E. roy,
ThomasChapter:
F. Conroy
San
Antonio, chairman; Lowe Runkle, Lowe
Morgan Adv., Seattle, chairman; Wil-

Does More Than
Get Your Foot
In Th e Door
IN

MIAMI

BMB Study No. 2 shows . . .
WIOD Has the Largest
Listening Audience in The
History of the Station
For detailed information and
further proof of what WIOD
can do for you in Greater Miami
...Dixie's
newest Key Market...
call
our Rep
George P. Hollingbery Co.

James M. LeGate, General Manager
5,000 WATTS
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Runkle Co., Oklahoma City, vice chairman; John Stewart, Glenn Advertising
Inc.,
Worth, Dan
secretary-treasurer.
Other Fort
governors:
T. White, Dan
White & Assoc., El Paso; J. B. Wilkinson, Wilkinson, Schiwetz & Tips Inc.,
Houston; Don Watts, Watts-Payne
Advertising
Inc., Tulsa; Jackson,
George Miss.
Godwin, Dixie Advertisers,
Spokane Chapter: J. Walter McLean,
Tomowske Advertising Agency Inc.,
Spokane, chairman; Harvey A. Brassard, Syverson-Kelley
vice chairman;
Vernon L,Inc.,
Cary,Spokane,
Pacific
National Advertising Agency, Spokane,
secretary-treasurer.
Twin City Chapter: E. A. Cashin,
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
Minneapolis, chairman; Michael J. Fadell, The Fadell Co., Minneapolis, vice
chairman; Harold Walker, Harold C.
Walker Advertising, Minneapolis, secretary-treasurer. Other governors: John
T. Foley,
Foley, Minneapolis;Olmsted
Raymond C.& Jenkins,
Erwin,
Wasey Co. Inc. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
KANS'

WINNER
Fire Efforts Described

EFFORTS of KANS Wichita,
Kan., to make "every week fire week
in Kansas" were responsible for the
NBC outlet being designated winner of the gold medal award of the
National Board of
Fire Underwriters [Broadcasting, May 1], according to W. E.
Mallalieu, general
manager.
Cited for outstanding public
service in fire pre1949, KANS ar- Mr Gow
ranged for Commentator George Gow to conclude
every evening's broadcast with a
suggestion that householders "check
their homes against fire before goIn its campaign, KANS used a
to bed."mark as the symbol of
red ingcheck
fire prevention and distributed 20,000 red check mark stickers to
school children. Another highlight
was formation of a KANS fire
brigade which enrolled 2,000 listeners in a voluntary movement to
remove fire hazards from homes
and other buildings.

'NBC DAY' TODAY

GROVE LABS
Antamine Charged by FTC
GROVE Laboratories Inc., St.
Louis, last Monday became the
fifth manufacturer of antihistamine products to be charged by
Federal Trade Commission with
false and misleading advertising.
FTC's complaint accused the firm
of misrepresenting the therapeutic
properties and effectiveness of its
Antamine cold preparation in radio
and published advertisements.
The representations included
copy broadcast over MBS Dec. 4,
1949, and Feb. 5, 1950, according
to the commission. The company
has until May 28 to reply to the
complaint. Last week a Grove
official in St. Louis denied the
charges urally"
and
said the
will contest
them.firm "natFTC's Stand
FTC attacked as "unfair and
deceptive" claims that Antamine
is a "competent and effective treatment" for the common cold; that
it was tested and perfected by
Navy doctors, and that its formula
Complaint is similar to those
is "safe."
lodged against Bristol-Myers Co.
(Resistabs), Anahist Co. (Anahist) , Whitehall Pharmacal Co.
(Kriptin)
and Union Pharmaceutical Co. (Inhiston).
The government is expected to
resume hearings today (Monday)
in Cleveland, Ohio, on charges
against Bristol-Myers Co. and
Anahist Co. Subsequent sessions
are slated for Boston May 22 and
Baltimore May 26. Hearing set
for last Monday was postponed.
The Washington law firm of
Dwight, Royall, Harris, Coegel and
Caskey is representing the Anahist Co., while Bristol-Myers' chief
attorney is Isaac Diges. Randolphattorney.
W. Branch is the government
At initial hearings held in
Washington, Bristol - Myers Co.,
whose product Resistabs FTC
charges may be "harmful," entered
a statement that it "cannot receive
the disinterested and unprejudiced
trial to which it is entitled by law"
on grounds that FTC is "predisposed" to rule against the com-

Set by Hollywood Ad Club
HOLLYWOOD Ad Club has designated today (May 15) as NBC
Day, with Sidney N. Strotz, network administrative vice president
in charge of the Western Division
pany. Bristol-Myers Answers
operations, as chairman of the biBristol-Myers officials told FTC
monthly luncheon meeting. Bernie
at the hearing that its contentions
Belt, club president, will preside.
are "completely erroneous and at
Norman Blackburn, NBC West
from the true facts."
Coast director of network tele- variance
Firm's advertising is based on
vision, and Tom McFadden, newly
"clinical and scientific investiga•appointed manager of KNBH (TV)
tion," officials added.
Hollywood, will discuss video.
Anahist Co. told the commission
Frank (Bud) Berend, NBC Western Division sales manager, will that its advertising claims are
based on "clinical evidence" and its
speak on radio. Including an analyproduct is "directed only to the resis of Los Angeles measurements
compared with other markets, Dr.
lief of the cold symptoms."
The Food & Drug AdministraSydney Roslow, director of The
tion already had indicated it has
Pulse Inc., New York, will disno
"evidence"
that the two prodcuss "Validity of Pulse Research"
ucts are dangerous when taken
as principal
speaker
at
the
Hollywood Ad Club luncheon meeting
accordingcasting,
toMarchdirections
[Broad27].
on May 29.
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ARE

than

That's

practically

of rising

a

ever

miracle

prices . . . but

WORTH

here

MORE

before

in these
are

ON

WGN

/

days

the FACTS:
Radio Homes

Homes Available

In WGN's Coverage Area*
1946

3,761,000

Per Dollar**
4,178

1949
4,754,000
5,282
INCREASE

Up

993,000

Up

1,104

These figures are based on WGN's highest time cost: Class A, 1 time, hour rate of
$900 . . . the same price today as you paid in 1946 even though almost a million
radio homes have been added to WGN's

coverage area.

We could have used the 52 time, Class C rate to show an even more impressive
number of homes available per dollar spent, but we want you to see that your dollars
are worth more on WGN — regardless of what time you buy.
Add to all this the fact that more people listen to WGN

each week than any other

Chicago station.*** It's no wonder WGN carries more local retail and national spot
business than any other Chicago station.

*Nielsen Station Area Report.
***Nielsen Annual Report — Feb.- Mar., 1946, 1947, 1948, 1949.

MBS
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Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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leadin

The leading market- Los Angeles
County's food sales are the highest in the
nation . . . $1,220,244,000 per year. In
fact, Los Angeles County's volume of food
sales is greater than the combined dollar
value of such sales in the home counties of
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Baltimore and
Atlanta. There are 6,950 outlets for food
store products in Los Angeles County.

For a bigger share of the nation's biggest
food market, be sure your story is told on . . .

The leading station- knx is the
most-listened-to station in Los Angeles. Says
Pulse : KNX

is first in twelve out of the total

of eighteen one- hour time periods, Monday
through Friday, including one first-place
tie . . . and first in total rated time periods.

LOS

ANGELES

KNX
50,000
COLUMBIA
Sources:
Sales Management, May J949
California State Board of Equalization
Pulse, January-February 7950

WATTS
OWNED

narket

for

Rate
£!dtitotial

FCC

Fairness

&

Faith

WE'D LIKE to think the protracted silence
on the subject of FCC's proposal to end "trafficking in frequencies" by banning transfers
of construction permits (with certain exceptions) means it has been forgotten, though it
probably doesn't.
The Commission's proposed rule [Broadcasting, Jan. 16, Feb. 20] automatically assumes that all CP transfers involve trafficking.
The assumption is ridiculous. Many permittees have legitimate and even compelling
reasons for relinquishing permits before their
stations are on the air. They are entitled at
least to the return of their investment. Yet
under FCC's proposal, forfeiture of permit
would be the penalty for them no less than for
the most flagrant traffickers.
The Commission makes a fetish of fairness.
Licensees, it reiterates, must be fair. A.review
of its own fairness would seem in order.
Trafficking can be handled wherever it is
found, on a case-to-case basis. In fairness to
itself and the art it regulates, FCC should
abandon its proposal and return to a less
cynical way of thinking which does not deny
the existence of good faith or try to penalize it.

Nipped by Nips
IN 1945 radio broadcasting observed its 25th
anniversary. It was not only the silver event
for radio in the United States, but in this
whole bleary-eyed world, because radio was
born, nurtured and developed in the U.S.A.
About a year ahead, long-sighted broadcasters planned for the anniversary. It was obvious that one of the highlights should be a
commemorative stamp. Radio was for it;
philatelists were for it. But not the Post
Office Dept. There were just too many arts,
pursuits and industries that wanted commemorative stamps. Presumably there were
such folks as the guy who ate the first oyster,
the discoverer of the praying mantis, and the
man who stayed for dinner. So radio went
without.
In March Japan, in all its cultural splendor, issued not one, but two stamps commemorating the 25th anniversary of Japanese radio
— five years after its U. S. natal year. Those
Japanese transmitters were probably the originals of KDKA or of WWJ.
So American radio worries along without a
commemorative stamp or a first cover. It will
just keep on breaking records for radio homes,
sets-in-use and dollar volume, and keep on
sending worn-out transmitters to our neighbors in the Antipodes and the western world.
LAST

WEEK the Securities & Exchange Commission announced top industrial salaries for 194-9. Among them
were David Sarnoff, RCA chairman,
who in that capacity also directs the
destinies of NBC, and Frank Stanton,
CBS president. Gen. Sarnoff drew
$200,000 and Dr. Stanton, $1SU,7U0, including bonus. One has but to scan the
record of the FCC color TV hearings
during the past few weeks to understand
why these men have attained topmost
rank. Their testimony, under strafing
examination, clearly connoted leadership, vision, courage and acumen.
Page 38
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Rape

A THREAT upon the integrity of radio's established rate structure — potentially as insidious as the stigmatized per inquiry chisel
— is making its appearance.
It is the quest of the national radio advertiser, through his agency, for the special deal,
going beyond rate specifications. The latest
is by Chesterfield, through Cunningham &
Walsh. It seeks to run its present weekly
spot schedules, having specified network adjacencies, on an every-other-week basis. A
number of stations report cancellation of
schedules because of refusal to comply with
an obvious degradation of rate structure.
Many stations have held the line.
Another recent off-rate-card proposal was
that of Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald
[Broadcasting, May 1] wherein it sought
availabilities for a three-minute singing commercial at a tailored rate to be arrived at
by adding the five-minute and one-minute
rates and dividing by two. There are a number of other examples of practices designed
to get around established card units in both
radio and TV- The Chesterfield approach
could leave stations with odd-lot adjacencies
on their hands, allowing every-other-week accounts the impact of every-week schedules.
Accounts, these days, are trying to squeeze
the maximum out of every budget dollar.
That, we must recognize, is resourceful business. It comes because there are more stations with which to deal, and consequent
keener competition, and because buyers are
seeking to ride the crest of the TV wave.
These overt thrusts coincide with a Broadcasting Trends survey, reported in this issue,
indicating that the nation's broadcasters expect gains in both national spot and local business, (see page 23). They also foresee gains in
automotive business, now that the backlog of
orders has been absorbed.
When that Trends survey was made — only
a few weeks ago — the portents of these offrate-card forays were not too evident.
Those rosy predicitions will go aglimmering
if radio and TV permit themselves to be compromised through packaging and special dealing. Radio has achieved its success the hard
way by treating all customers equitably. To
deviate from that method, however great the
pressures, is to undermine the economic stability of a now adult medium.
Reflections

on

Reflexes

YOUTH MUST BE served in all branches
of the vibrant radio-television arts. Especially is this true in TV programming, where
spontaneity is all-important.
But is it wise for the current crop of postgraduate, crew-cut producers to exclude socalled oldsters from staff positions, just
because
We thinkthenot.latter may have "slower reflexes?"
Perhaps video would fare better today if
the "boys" who have perfected split-second
timing would lend an ear to "men" of proven
creative ability. In most of our larger cities,
many with natural ability, mellowed by years
of experience, are either on-the-shelf or onthe-outside-looking-in. This is a mistake,
especially since the services of these timetested veterans of stage, screen, or radio can
be obtained at reasonable figures.
Behind the scenes of some of our most successful video efforts you'll find an elder statesman of show business, who regards a script as
a skeleton from which to develop and mold a
skillful production. In view of much of the
current
fare,ofperhaps
there's something to
be said inTVfavor
slower reflexes.

DOROTHY

STIMSON

BULLITT

than a
no amore
who inhad
a woman
FOR
listener's
interest
radio
scant three
years ago, Dorothy Stimson Bullitt, now
principal owner and past president of King
Broadcasting Co. (KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle) ,has a remarkable understanding of the
problems and opportunities presented by the
audio-video medium.
Not merely a stockholder, Mrs. Bullitt takes
an active interest in all the station's operations. She knows what makes broadcasting —
from program schedules to per-impact rate
cards — and can cite chapter and verse from
Hoopereports, engineers' studies or whathave-you, to prove her contention that KING
not only is the leading independent station in
Washington State but a contender for a top
spot even over the Seattle network affiliates.
The answer to Mrs. Bullitt's grasp of the
radio business may be summarized in two
words — ■ heredity and environment. Her
father, the late C. D. Stimson, went to the
Pacific Northwest as a pioneer from Chicago,
and in the early years of the century, he established successful business activities in the
lumber industry and in real estate.
Her husband, A. Scott Bullitt, practiced law
in Louisville and later in Seattle, and upon
his death in 1932 she became president of the
Stimson Realty Co., a firm established by
Mrs. Bullitt's father. She still holds this position, and from her fairly modest offices directs the management of some of the largest
office buildings and other real estate properties
in the Pacific Northwest.
Her recently acquired interest in radio
management, however, is absorbing more and
more of her energies, and today she is known
to many persons in the community who are
less impressed by her status as a woman
realtor than with her interest in good radio.
Dorothy Stimson was born in Seattle on
Feb. 5 . . . and no gentleman would press
the issue further. She was educated at Mrs.
Dow's School, Briarcliff Manor, in Westchester County, N. Y. She later took supplementary music courses in New York City, at
the same time writing music critiques for
Opera magazine.
Married in Seattle, Mrs. Bullitt then went
to Louisville where her husband had established his law practice. They later returned
to Seattle. Fifteen years after her entry into
the business world via the Stimson Realty Co.,
she took a leading part in the formation of
the King Broadcasting Co., which in 1947
bought the properties of what, up to then,
(Continued on page U0)
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facts provide the time buyer with badly
needed coverage data on tbe Cincinnati

.A. X-< L

Cincinnati

However,

W^SAI

stations did not subscribe.

lias all tbe figures.

are invited to call upon
you do not bave.

market.

It goes without

us for any data
saying that we

are especially pleased with our showing,

YOU

will be, too, for it will prove that your

choice of this station in covering Cincinnati
both necessary and economical.
Ohio,

a Alarshall

Field

WSAI,

has been

Cincinnati,

station, represented

by

Avery-Knodel.
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SEVILLE, formerly manHA.
# ager of WEOL Elyria, Ohio,
appointed general manager of
WCAV Norfolk, Va. Station plans
me
fullti operation on 850 kc with 1
kw power effective June 1.
JOHN D. FREW, commercial manager
of WKYW Louisville, for past six
months, resigns to join WLOU that
city, as general manager in charge of
station operations and sales. Before
joining WKYW he had been associated
with Jerry Liddiard Adv., Glendale,
Calif.
RAY D. WILLIAMS, formerly manager
of WJHL Johnson City, Tenn., appointed general manager of WHIT
New Bern, N. C. He previously was
radio director for Prater Adv., St.
Louis.
PITTSBURGH Post-Gazette, owner of
WWSW and WMOT (FM) Pittsburgh,
moves New York office to 511 Fifth
Ave., New York 17. Telephone is
Murray Hill 7-1155-6.
WALTER NIEMAN, formerly manager
of WLIV (FM) Providence, R. I., and
program director of WDEM same city,
appointed manager of WDEM.
JACK KENT COOKE became sole
owner of CKEY Toronto, with recent
transfer of number of shares approved
by Dept. of Transport, Ottawa. He
bought station and became majority
shareholder five years ago.
LONE STAR CHAIN, Texas regional
network, moves Dallas office to 3012
Douglas St. H. H. (Pat) Dunavan is

manager. New phone number is Lakeside 1041.
VELMA BOYCE COLLINS resigns as
private secretary to Martin B. Campbell, general manager of WFAA Dallas, to become private secretary to
Fred McCabe, Southwest division
manager of UP at Dallas. Succeeding
Mrs. Collins at WFAA is PAT McCARLEY.
DAVID ADAMS, NBC assistant to executive vice president, is the father of
a boy, born May 4.
Respects
(Continued from page 38)
had been KEVR (AM only) Seattle.
"My interest in radio," Mrs.
Bullittties and
says,
"wasservice
in its apossibiliin the
station
could render to the community and
still be a sound investment. I have
a firm belief that both can be done.
There need be no conflict between
running a commercial station and
rendering
public service."
At the outset,
Mrs. Bullitt was
president
of theas company,
" with
Henry B. Owen
vice president
and general manager. Then, in
the spring of 1949, when Hugh M.
Feltis was appointed as station's
manager fresh from his national
experience as BMB president, Mr.
Owen became president of the company and Mrs. Bullitt stepped
down
"Theyof
wanted toto vice
make president.
me chairman
the board," she says, "but there
was noit was
such worth
title, the
and trouble
I didn't
think
to
create it."

The spring of 1949 was a busy
time for KING. The appointment
of Mr. Feltis, the increase in
power from 10 to 50 kw, and the
addition of an FM affiliate, all
occurred in the space of a few
weeks. Then, effective Aug. 20 of
last year, KING took over operation of the state's only television
station, which had been established
less
than a year before as KRSCTV Seattle.

scheduled telecast of the film until
they were able to arrange, in cooperation with the U. of Washington Adult Education Division, a
thoughtful discussion to round out
the
program into a full-hour presentation.

KING-TV is now on from late
afternoon through the evening,
seven nights a week. This regular
schedule is supplemented by special daytime coverage of such
events as a high school basketball
tournament, and at the other end
of the broadcast day, the station
likewise stays on if the situation
warrants. An example was the
recent telecasting of what is believed to be the longest professional tennis match in history, for
the March of Dimes. The match
continued until midnight, and
KING-TV stayed with it. As Mrs.
Bullitt put it, "We don't go off the
air if we've got something to do."
On the radio side, the program
pattern emphasizes sports, music,
children's programs and public
service. Actually, while the AM
and TV operations are separately
staffed and scheduled, many of the
same policies obtain on both.
"To do the best possible job for
children," Mrs. Bullitt says, by
way of example, "we called in
people interested in better programssultants
for children."
The conincluded representatives
of the school system, the Seattle
Public Library, the PTA and other
organizations. One result was
KING'S Circus, built as a sustaining feature and launched last September.
Preliminary Work
For two months before the
broadcasts started, it was promoted by cooperating groups
through all available media, including some that the station itself
would have been unable to reach.
An announcement that the show

screeningis wrestling
matches."
Her
theory
that special
programs
must be built for the type of person who turns on a set only when
there is a particular program he
wants to hear or see.

was approved
children's
listening went to for
60,000
youngsters,
with posting on bulletin boards in
every school classroom.
For children's programs on television, Mrs. Bullitt explains the
same machinery is being used, with
the committee passing on serial
films and other programs. Time
for Beany was promoted through
the same channels as KING'S Circus, even though the video show
is
sponsored
locally
Buchan's
Bread. Neither
Mrs. byBullitt
nor
the cooperating agencies see any
inconsistency in pushing as public
service a program which has a
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"This approach does more than
a public service," Mrs. Bullitt explains. "It will sell television sets
to people who realize that the medium is more than a gadget for

Competition's Benefits
Mrs. Bullitt is not at all afraid
of competition. The launching of
new television stations in the
Seattle market, she believes, will
help KING-TV by helping sell additional sets, although it will neces arily, in her opinion, dilute the
program content of each station.
Television requires a technique
of its own, she contends. It is not
like radio, the movies or anything
else, and just as the early broadcasters found that they could not
carry drama to the radio intact, so
acting techniques and other television requirements are different
from all other media.
Will television eventually replace radio? Mrs. Bullitt is convinced it will not. KING entered
television because the management
considered video a companion medium to radio, but she believes
some people will always prefer one
medium to the other.
"The sales possibilities in television are tremendous," Mrs. Bullitt
believes. "Radio has been wonderful for brand names and for institutional selling, but for items, television
is clearer."
Mrs. Bullitt
is a member of the
Assn. of Women Broadcasters, the
Sunset Club and the Seattle Golf
Club. She is also active on behalf
of the Seattle Art Museum, the
Children's Orthopedic Hospital, the
Community Chest and other community service enterprises. In
1945, she was named by the Seattle
Business and Professional Women's Club as "First Woman of the

War Service
During the war, she was chairman of the Civilian Defense Volunteer Office, a member of the
original executive committee of the
Year."
Washington
State Defense Council, a national committee member
of the American Red Cross, and
chairman of the board for the
Service Women's Club, an organization started by a group of
Seattle women who bought and
a clubhouse with dormisponsor.
Mrs. Bullitt also cites as an ex- furnished
tory facilities for enlisted girls.
ample of KING-TV policy the staHer three children are Stimson,
tion's recent action on the Encycloan attorney, and Priscilla (Mrs.
pedia Britannica film about atomic
Josiah Collins), both of Seattle,
power, Where Will You Hide?
and Harriet (Mrs. William Brew[Broadcasting, April 10]. After
ster) of Boston.
consultation with the mayor, the
Mrs.
Bullitt's hobbies are music
Episcopal Bishop, representives of
and gardening — and she never
the American Assn. for United
Nations, and other leading citi- misses an evening watching television when she's at home.
zens, the station postponed its
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BROADCASTER
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In a
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LOW

BUT

Transcription
Program
Service
what really counts
is the

THE

before you buy.
Remember,

PRICES

WITH

hear-it-for-yourself values.
That's why we urge
you to look
the whole transcription field over

LOWEST

THE

it's your money.
Spend it where it brings you

HIGHEST

the greatest dollar
for dollar return.
SESAC

leads the way
with

lower than low prices
and
greater than great values.
But we want you to

VALUE!

A

COMPLETE

FOR

AS

TRANSCRIPTION

LITTLE

AS

PROGRAM

SERVICE

$40 A MONTH!
(Based on your advertising rate card)

check this policy for yourself.
Make

your own

comparison

and you'll soon discover why
Industry Leaders keep going the
SESAC way.

SESAC, INC.
475 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y,

SESAC doesn't have to yell about
its values
to keep those leaders joining up.
It's the SESAC
with

the SESAC

SERVICE

Transcribed Library
and

those lower than low prices
that do the shouting for us.
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_SERIES A
.SERIES B
-SERIES
-SERIES
-SERIES CH
-SERIES RN
.SERIES S
RADIO STATION.
NAME
ADDRESS.
POSITION.

SESAC

We would like to receive:
TERMS AND PARTICULARS ABOUT YOUR TRANSCRIBED
LIBRARY PROGRAM SERVICE
AUDITION DISC OF THE FOLLOWING SERIES
AS INDICATED BELOW
AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC, SQUARE DANCES, COWBOY, HILLBILLY AND
WESTERN SONGS, BARBER SHOP QUARTETS
BAND MUSIC
CONCERT MUSIC
HAWAIIAN MUSIC
NOVELTIES MUSIC, GOSPEL SONGS, HYMNS, SPIRITUALS
RELIGIOUS
ORATORIOS, ANTHEMS
SOUTH AMERICAN AND SPANISH MUSIC
CITY AND STATE

f

INC./75

Fifth Avenue

. . New York 17, N. Y.
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SCREEN PUBLICISTS
Seek Pay Raise From CBS
PAY INCREASE of 25% is being
asked of CBS Hollywood by Screen
Publicists Guild for 12 press information publicists and two sales
The inpromotion staff members. effective
creases would become
June 30 and were presented at reopening of contract negotiations
with the network.
The guild seeks wage increases
from the basic $77 to $96.25 for
the press information staff; $90 to
$106.25 for the sales promotion
staff, and a general 25% increase
for members in those departments
making over the base.

Percy Atkinson

PERCY ATKINSON, 64, advertising copywriter for the Kudner
Agency, New York, died last Monday. In 1912 Mr. Atkinson joined
the advertising department of
Hearst Publications where he
stayed until 1922. For the next five
years he headed the advertising
ent of MacFadpromotion departmAfter
that he was
den Publications.
Graphic,
York
publisher of the New
then left to join the advertising
agency field. In 1943 he joined
Kudner Agency, New York, as
copywriter. Surviving areA. hisJ.
widow and a daughter, Mrs.
Kelly.
f
Sell
Ohio's
largest

third
market

with

WFMJ

5,000 watts AM
and
50,000

watts FM

WFMJ

1390 AM

- 105.1 FM

YounMown,

Ohio

Headley-Reed Co.,
national representatives
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Set Dealers
ommetcia

formerly with
BURNS,
T cial
ROBER
commer
department of WRFD
Worthington,
Ohio, appointed
commercial manager of WJZM Clarksville, Tenn.
JOHN S. ALLEN joins WTVJ (TV)
Miami, Fla., as business manager. He
was formerly general sales and business manager of WMIE Miami, going
there from WAPX Montgomery, Ala.,
where he was vice president and general manager. He also was formerly
with WHBB Selma and WCOV Montgomery, both in Alabama.
STANLEY SMITH, former account
executive for WMGM New York and
MGM, joins TV sales staff of ABC.
CHARLEY STANDARD, client service
executive for A. C. Nielsen Co. for
past four years, joins NBC Chicago as
TV network salesman.

Heavy

TV AIDS RADIO
Users
ONE of the most dramatic spot developments withinSpot
the past
year has
been television's unprecedented use of radio to sell its product. TV
retailers have emerged in that period as one of radio's firmest group
of supporters.
In New York where a represent- *
Vim Stores located in New
ative situation obtains, nearly a
York and Brooklyn are using spots
dozen television retailers are
spending as high as $15,000 a week
and programs on WOR WCBS in
every week to exploit their sets
locally.
New York, and on WAAT Newark, and WPAT Paterson, N. J.
Leader in the use of radio in the
Times Square Stores are using
New York area is the Muntz group
one hour, seven times weekly on
of stores which purchases 40 to 45 WMGM New York and one hour,
hours of broadcast time a week at seven times weekly on WVNJ
Newark.
a cost of close to $750,000 a year.
Dynamic Stores, distributor . for
Majestic and Admiral sets in the
locality, uses 35 hours a week on
radio, spending close to a half million dollars to exploit its wares.
Vim Budgets

BASEBALL

ISSUE

Springfield Case Settled
HAMPDEN BREWING Co., sponsor of the Springfield Cub games
on WHYN Holyoke, Mass., and the
Springfield Cubs bought newspaper
ads in the Springfield Daily News
and Union and in Hartford and
Pittsfield papers fortnight ago to
announce that as far as they were
concerned "broadcasting of major
league games is free to come back."
The ads were placed in the aftermath of the lifting of the ban by
the Springfield Cubs, which had
asserted their right earlier under
organized
baseball's
rules50to miles
forbid any station
within
from carrying major league games
while the Cubs were playing at
home. The right to continue to
broadcast major league ball games
was granted April 27 [Broadcasting, May 1] when the club reversed
its decision.
Lawrence A. Reilly, president of
WTXL West Springfield, Mass.,
and a major objector to the ban,
said "there are no hard feelings
following the lifting of the ban.
We are all behind the Cubs. We
think their coming to Springfield is

Vim Stores, which, like the others, merchandises an extensive list
of other products, has nevertheless
RUDY RUDOLPH, KECA-TV Holly- appropriated 25% of its overall
wood account executive, is the father advertising budget1 to plug its
single line of Electromatic TV sets
of a boy, Gerald Jay, born May 4.
on
radio.
RUTH DICKENS, assistant to comRounding out the Big Four, the
mercial manager of KVOO Tulsa,
Okla., installed as president of Pilot Times Square Stores, BroadcastClub of Tulsa, classified service club
ing learned, are using two hours
for business and professional women.
daily, seven days a week to promote GE Black Magic sets.
MICHAEL SWEENEY, on staff of
WJZ New York spot sales, is the father
Muntz, Dynamic and Times
of a girl, Marcia Pegeen.
Square promote the "free home
on the air. AdWILLIAM K. TREYNOR, account ex- demonstration"
vertisers are reluctant to reveal
ecutive at WOIC (TV) Washington,
appointed to publicity committee of the exact number of "leads" received from radio advertising but
Washington Advertising Club's "1950 one executive admitted that the
Jamboree."
calls into radio stations have been
plentiful. He also said that once
a television set is placed in a home
CANADA-U.
S.
— as a result of the lead call — it is
UHF-VHF Coordination Set an almost certain sale.
Another point that the same executive revealed to Broadcasting
INFORMAL administrative procedure for coordinating VHF and was that if the sale of TV sets
UHF frequency assignments with should fall off during the summer
months the stores plan to retain
the Canadian Dept. of Transport
has been announced by FCC. As- the time to plug their "white
a great thing for this area." The
changeallow
in the
club'sto decision
signments to civil fixed and mo- goods," such as washing, and dish
will
WTXL
continuenowto
bile services operating between 30 washing machines, stoves and re- broadcast the home night games
and 3000 mc are involved.
frigerators.
of the Boston Red Sox and Braves.
Muntz' Technique
FCC said the purpose is to enable the CDT and the Commission
Norman Boggs, executive vice
to determine, in advance of makpresident of WMCA New York,
ADVERTISING CODE
ing assignments to stations not told Broadcasting that "Muntz as
previously authorized to use cer- local originator of the home demSCBA Sets Sales Rules
onstration idea deserves credit for
tain frequencies, whether a proposed assignment would interfere the creation of a new system of THREE-POINT code on direct sales
with or receive interference from
merchandising. Not only is it advertising was adopted recently
a previous assignment in the other
dramatic but it is successful. It
directors of Southcountry. Objective is to take all has opened a whole new method of by theern board
Californiaof Broadcasters
Assn.
voluntary measures possible to publisher selling in the home.
for recommendation to all radio staavoid serious interference developtions.
"There is no doubt in my mind,"
ing between the rapidly expanding
Points include (1) station shall
said
Mr.
Boggs,
"that
there
will
be
U.S. and Canadian radio services
a continued substantial amount of satisfy itself on both quality and
in the VHF and UHF and conseprice of each product accepted for
business on independent stations
quent undue hardship on station
that will be the result of this kind
advertising; (2) stations shall exlicensees.
ercise continuing surveillance over
of merchandising."
The procedure of notification
Muntz-TV Inc. sponsors proadvertising copy to see that it conadopted is in no sense a frequency
grams on the following stations:
forms to policy, after initial examination and acceptance of product;
allocation agreement, FCC ex- WMCA WINS WMGM WOV
plained, and does not alter the WOR, all in New York and WAAT
(3) station shall demand from advertiser right to return money of
Newark.
Commission's rules or application
Dynamic Stores are using
any dissatisfied purchaser, and deprocedure. No compulsion is induct that amount (sum remitted) to
volved in the agreement and all WMCA WNBC WOR WMGM
advertiser, to retain confidence Nof
frequencies will continue to be WNEW, all in New York and
listener in station.
WVNJ Newark.
available as heretofore allocated.
BROADCASTING
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ELECTRONICS
IDEAS and techniques of the entire electronics components and
i equipment industry were thrown
into a common pool last week as
nearly 800 representatives of manufacturers and government held a
symposium in Washington.
Meetings were held Tuesday
through Thursday at the Interior
Dept. Auditorium under sponsorship of Radio Mfrs. Assn., Institute of Radio Engineers and
American Institute of Electrical
Engineers with active participation by the U. S. Dept. of Defense
and the National Bureau of Standards.
Though much of the emphasis
was placed on the need of developing electronic gear of maintenance-free type for the military,
speakers representing all branches
of the manufacturing industry
pointed to the need of reliability
in radio and television receivers
and other civilian products.
At the conclusion of the threeday meeting it was agreed among

MEET

the delegates that notable progress
had been made toward improving
the design and performance of
electronic gear. This progress will
be reflected in the techniques and
material used by component manufacturers and equipment builders,
with the overall goal of improved
performance all through the electronics field.
Meeting Termed 'Milestone'
F. J. Given, of Bell Telephone
Labs., chairman of the symposium
committee, termed the meeting "a
milestone marking the cooperation
of electronics manufacturers in
the affairs of industry and government." Broadcasting, television, industry in general and the
military serve to profit by this cooperation, he said.
Mr. Given described the symposium as the first exclusive meeting
on the basic performance of components and pointed to the need
for better materials as well as approved design.
F. R. Lack, of Western Electric

Co., New York, said much electronic equipment lacks dependability. The average broadcast receiver is adequate for the job it
has to do, Mr. Lack said, but this
is not true all through the equipment field. He said customer influence is forcing dependable gear
and proposed the same engineering
philosophy be brought to bear on
electronics equipment that has
built reliable power plants, bridges
and similar devices.
L. V. Berkner, of the Carnegie
Institute of Washington, said the
maintenance problem facing the
military is staggering. He suggested military electronic gear
must be built henceforth to perform its full life without any
maintenance. "The failure of a
single vacuum tube may lose the
next war," he suggested.
Set Manufacturing Cited
R. F. Rollman, of Allen B. DuMont Labs, said TV receiver manufacture isbecoming big business.
In view of the high price of sets,
he added, the customer is entitled
to good equipment as well as reliable and economic performance.
He declared the average TV
receiver contains 417 electronic
and 556 mechanical components
and components manufacturers
must share the responsibility of
producing reliable receivers.
Mr. Rollman urged manufacturers to adopt "quality programs"
designed to improve their products. He said a high-quality product is not necessarily expensive.
Quality programs have been established in the tube industry and are
Upcoming

ELECTRONIC engineering group at Washington symposium (I to r): L. V.
Berkner, Carnegie Institute; F. J. Given, Bell Telephone Labs., chairman of
symposium committee; F. R. Lack, Western Electric Co.; C. Brunetti, Stanford Research Institute; Dixon Lewis, Aluminum Co. of America; A. V.
Astin, Bureau of Standards.
QUARTET at electronic component symposium (I to r): D. E. Noble, Motorola
Inc.; E. D. Cook, General Electric Co.; R. F. Rollman, Allen B. DuMont Labs.;
Robert F. Field, General Radio Co.
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May
22-23: CBC board of governors,
Ottawa.
June 1-4: Assn. of Women Broadcasters
seventh annual convention, Hotel
Cleveland, Cleveland.
June 5: Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters annual membership meeting,
Bedford Springs, Bedford, Pa,
June 5-8: Radio Mfrs. Assn. convention, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
June 17: Second annual Radio News
Editor'sOhio.
conference, Kent State U.,
Kent,
June 19: NAB Board indoctrination,
NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
June 20-22: NAB Board of Directors,
NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
June 22: Eighth annual Stanford -NBCRadio - Television Institute opens,
Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
June 22-23: Kentucky Broadcasters
Assn., Hotel Seelbach, Louisville.
June 25-29: Advertising Assn. of the
West convention, Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles.
June 25- July 1: WKY-TV Oklahoma
City Television Clinic, U. of Oklahoma, Norman.
June 30-July 2: Catholic Broadcasters
Assn., U. of St. Louis, St. Louis.
Aug.
10-13:Chicago.
AFRA convention, Sheraton
Hotel,
Aug. 30-Sept. 2: Western Assn. of
Broadcasters, and directors meeting,
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
Jasper Park Lodge, Jasper, Alta.
Oct. 22-24: 10th District convention of
Advertising
Amarillo, Tex.Federation of America,
Nov. 16-18: National Assn. of Radio
News Directors convention, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.

breaking ground in the rest of the
electronics field, he said, adding
that the whole manufacturing industry has a responsibility to its
15 million annual customers.
Joining these speakers in the
discussion of dependability were
D. E. Noble, of Motorola Inc.;
P. K. McElroy, General Radio Co.,
Cambridge, Mass., and C. R.
Banks, Aeronautical Radio Inc.
All appeared on the Tuesday
morning program.
C. Brunetti, Stanford Research
Institute, Stanford, Calif., presided
at the Tuesday afternoon session
on unitized design and fabrication
techniques. Mr. Brunetti pioneered
the printed circuit technique while
at the Bureau of Standards.
Mr. Given presided at a Wednesday morning session on production
and types of components. S. H.
Watson, RCA, presided Wednesday
afternoon. The components discussion concluded at a Thursday
morning session with W. G. Dow,
U. of Michigan, presiding. This
meeting dealt with tube design and
Ernest Weber, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, presided at
types.Thursday morning panel disthe
cussion and open forum.

RADIO SALARIES
SEC Lists Network Executives
THE highest paid executives of
three networks — ABC, CBS and
NBC-RCA — were revealed last
week in stockholders reports filed
and made public by the Securities
& Exchange Commission.
Brig. Gen. David SarnofF, chairman of the board, RCA, received a
salary in 1949 of $200,000. Niles
Trammell, NBC chairman of the
board, was paid $100,000 in salary
and Frank M. Folsom, president
of RCA, received $100,000.
At CBS, William S. Paley, chairman of the board, was paid $100,000 salary. Frank Stanton, president, received $100,000 salary and
a bonus payment of $34,740.
Joseph H. Ream, executive vice
president, had $50,000 salary and
an $11,977 bonus. Edward R.
Murrow, director and counselor on
public affairs, received $121,944.
According to the information filed
at the SEC, Mr. Paley received
$28,269 more than he did in 1948
and Mr. Stanton was increased
$24,941 over the preceding year.
ABC's highest paid official was
Mark Woods, vice chairman of the
board, who received $75,000. Robert
E. Kintner, president of the network, was paid $50,000 and Charles
C. Barry, vice president (also see
Barry appointment story, page 24),
received $36,666, an increase over
1948 of $7,916.
Figures were not available for
Edward J. Noble, chairman of the
board, ABC, who owned 901,667
shares of ABC common stock —
53.38% of the total stock — as of
last December. SEC pointed out
that figures are not broken dow
for salaries, including bonus and
commission payments, which did
not exceed a total of $20,000.
May 15, 1950
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Normal
KSTP

RECENT "agency open house" at WMBM Miami Beach, Fla., was occasion
for discussion of broadcasting by this group. L to r: Dick Parker, WMBM
commercial manager; Harold Herman, Public Relations Assoc.; Hank Bernaeki, Robert E. Clarke Assoc.; Bob Schwartz, Sid Gorsehov Agency; Charley
Friedlander, Advertising Trade Service; Bob Lipton, Chambre Advertising
Agency; Les Stern, Roland-Bodee Agency.
COL. B. J. Palmer (r), president of WHO Des Moines, receives the Order of
the Golden Plow from Mayor Heck Ross of Des Moines. Col. Palmer
"^^r
was the 15th notable to be awarded the Golden Plow.

DURING Montana's 4th annual Winter Fair at Bozeman, KXLQ and the
Z Network bought Pinkey, 1,070-lb
Hereford steer and champion of all
the cattle shown, for $1 a pound.
With Pinky are (I to r) Toby Orr,
Cameron, Mont., Hereford breeder,
—
and Ernest Neath, KXLQ
manager.
slops

FAREWELL gathering at Pennsylvania
Station, New York, marked the departure of the RCA special train
which is taking the NBC Symphony
on a nationwide tour. Saying their
adieux to Conductor Arturo Toscanini (center) are Frank Folsom (I),
RCA president, and Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, RCA board chairman.

WITH
the wordsSo "We
Knew cake
You bearing
Were Coming
We
Baked a Cake," the Andrews Sisters
welcome back Bob Crosby to CBS
Club IS. L to r: A. E. Joscelyn, CBS
Hollywood; Maxene and Patty Andrews; Mr. Crosby; LaVern Andrews;
Arthur Bailey, of Ward Wheelock,
agency for Campbell Soup,
sponsor.
\-

CHICAGO Assn. of Commerce and
Industry, through Leverett Lyon (r),
chief executive officer, gives Don
McNeill (center), star of ABC's
Breakfast Club, a distinguished service citation on the latter's 5,C00th
broadcast. At left is John H. Norton Jr., ABC Central Division vice
president.

STRIKI

Operation

Claimed,

Picketing Continues

MANAGEMENT of KSTP-AM-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis continues to
claim "operation normalcy" despite a 24-hour daily picket line by IBEW
technicians and refusal of 13 APM musicians to pass it.
Twenty-one technicians, members of the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, went on
*
strike more than five weeks ago
wages
for non-technical union
after eight months of sporadic
members, defining the latter as
men
without
formal electronics
negotiations for a wage increase.
schooling.
Except for WCCO Minneapolis,
Mr. Hubbard denied published
which has a New York union contract, KSTP was the only station
reports about complaints of KSTP
in the Twin Cities not to settle for sponsors and loss of contracts.
Because of Board of Education
a rate hike after the conferences,
union officials report. Stanley policy, school children have been
denied permission to cross picket
Hubbard, president and general
for appearances on shows.
manager of the 50 kw NBC sta- lines
tion, said he rejected wage in- This has not affected programming
because school shows are off for
creases because the men made
"between $95 and $110 weekly, the summer, he said.
about $12 more than our nearest
HONOR
McGRATH
Technicians claim they returned
competitor."
to work shortly after the outset
Cited By Syracuse U.
of the strike, offering to negotiate
WILLIAM McGRATH, general
again, but say they were locked
WHDH Boston was given
out by management. They are manager,
maintaining the picket line, in the annual station management
which they have been backed by award for alumnus of Syracuse U.
during the observance of Annual
Minneapolis and St. Paul American Federation of Musicians lo- Radio Day May 10 at the university. The award was presented by
cals. KSTP musicians, members
Dean Kenneth G. Bartlett, director
of both AFM locals, are expected
of thecenter.
Syracuse Radio and Televi
to remain off duty until settlement
-sion
with IBEW.
Afternoon program included
George Merk, president of the
Minneapolis Musicians Assn. (the talks by Mr. McGrath, Dr. Millard
Faught, president of Faught ReMinneapolis local), and member
search, and Curtis Canfield, NBC
of the state legislature, says the
AFM made its supporting decision television producer. General topic
under discussion was the "Future
after approval of the policy committees (central labor unions) of of Radio, Television and Phonevision." In the evening the univerboth cities, the Trades and Labor
sity conducted its first telecast from
Assn. of St. Paul and the Minnethe new campus studios of WSYRapolis Central Labor Union. Both
TV Syracuse, with Jack Carter,
unions are in the AFL.
NBC
Johnson Follows
monies.comedian, as master of cereWSYR-TV, owned by Central
Cliff Johnson, IBEW internaNew York Broadcasting Corp., is
tional representative, is in Minneapolis to follow developments. He on Channel 5 (76-82 mc). Col.
and Mr. Merk reported dismissal
Harry Wilder is president of
of injunction proceedings brought
WSYR-AM-FM-TV.
by Mr. Hubbard a fortnight ago,
Following the show the second
when the station manager objected
annual Radio and Journalism banquet heard William S. Hedges,
to pickets parading away from the
station to in front of an armory
NBC vice president in charge of
from which a remote wrestling
integrated services, speak.
show was being telecast by KSTPTV. Mr. Hubbard claimed this
Chesterfield Switch
was a violation of Minnesota's
anti-secondary boycott law, but the LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co.,
judge ruled that any such remote
Chesterfield cigarettes, will replace
was an integral part of the KSTPTV operation and could be picketed the Bing Crosby Show, CBS, Wed.,
legally.
9:30-10 p.m., with ABC's of Music,
Mr. Hubbard, keeping what he in the same time slot beginning
May 31. Summer program will
calls "an open shop," has replaced
star Robert Q. Lewis. Cunning16 of the technicians with nonham & Walsh Inc., New York, is
union men. He continues to use
live music and has cancelled no the Liggett & Myers agency.
music programming. He reports
no curtailment of any part of the
operations as a result of the dis- KVVC Reorganization
pute, and expects the picketing to KVVC Ventura, Calif., licensed to
KVVC The Voice of Ventura
continue "indefinitely."
Although "I am not against
County, has filed
a the
petition
for reunions, I do believe radio cannot
organization under
Bankruptcy
exist with all these unions putting Act in Los Angeles Federal Court.
No schedule of liabilities and assets
the bite on us for more money,"
has been filed. William H. Haupt,
Mr. Hubbard asserted late Thursday. "We don't believe in letting
the unions make a racket out of Los Angeles attorney, is corporation president and general manit." He says he paid technicians'
ager.
BROADCASTING
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RMA

REORGANIZES

REORGANIZATION of Radio Mfi
Mfrs. Assn. is scheduled at RMA's
5-8 at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago,
speak at the annual banquet June
I8Membership interest is centered
in the proposal to name a paid
president of RMA, with over a
score of names said to be under
consideration. Screening of candidates is in charge of RMA's Organization & Services Committee,
headed by Jerome J. Kahn, Standard Transformer Corp.
The Kahn committee met
Wednesday to review the reorganization problem and consider bylaws amendments permitting a
paid presidency with §50,000 salary. The committee first approached Gen. Lucius B. Clay, former head of American forces in
Europe, but Gen. Clay accepted
board chairmanship of Continental
Can Co. [Broadcasting, May 1].
Delay Seen
Due to embarrassment because
of premature publicity on the proposal to Gen. Clay, the Kahn committee members refused to discuss
what happened at the Wednesday
meeting. It was inferred in some
quarters that the nomination of a
president might be delayed some
weeks or even months.

Set for June

s. Assn. into Radio & Television
annual convention to be held June
Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, will
★
Present president of RMA is
Raymond C. Cosgrove, who serves
as an honorary officer. Under the
proposed by-laws change the top
honorary post would go to a board
chairman. Bond Geddes, executive
vice president, general manager
and secretary, will retire from
RMA Aug. 1 after 23 years, continuing in an advisory capacity.
Chicago convention proceedings
open Monday, June 5 with meetings of RMA sections. Tuesday
the Excise Tax Committee will review the tax situation. The House
Ways & Means Committee has opposed White House proposal to
place a new excise tax on TV receivers. Committee chairman is
Joseph Gerl, Sonora Radio &
Television Corp. Other committees
will meet Tuesday morning.
In the afternoon the Advertising
Committee will meet under chairmanship of Stanley H. Manson,
Stromberg-Carlson Co. Among
topics on the agenda will be the
plan to draw up a new formula for
celebration of National Radio &
Television Week in cooperation
with NAB and the U. S. Junior
Chamber
of Commerce. Other

committees,
will meet.
schedule is a
Organization
tee.

Xoms

%.

LOUIS K. LEAR, 64, president
and treasurer of the Queen City
Broadcasting Co. from 1935 to
1946, died in Seattle May 1. At
the time of his death, he was
chairman of the board of directors
of the company, licensee of KIRO
Seattle.
Born in Iowa, Mr. Lear had
gone to Seattle 45 years ago, and
was active in business and civic
affairs there. A long career in
banking was climaxed with his
election as a member of the board
of directors and a vice president
of the Seattle Trust and Savings
Bank, a post he held until his
death. He also was at one time
a member of the Seattle Advisory
Board of the Reconstruction Finance Corp.
Active in Civic Affairs
Active in community affairs, Mr.
Lear was a member of the threeman Municipal Transportation
Commission, having been appointed
by Mayor William F. Devin in.
1947. Prior to this service, he had
been chairman of the City Planning Commission for seven years,
and
had
also servedCommission.
on the city's
Charter Revision

Hear

1950
casting Co. (KXLY Spokane).
Mr. Lear's survivors include his
widow, Mrs. Ruth C. Lear; a
daughter, Mrs. Albert C. Thompson Jr., of Bellevue, Wash.; a
brother, Harry Lear; a sister,
Mrs. William Mertens; and two
grandchildren.

sections and groups
On the afternoon
session of Mr. Kahn's
& Services Commit-

Division and committee sessions
will be held Wednesday morning.
The board of directors will meet
informally at luncheon with committee members. At 2 p.m. Mr.
Cosgrove will preside at a meeting
of the board.
Annual membership meetings of
the divisions will be held Thursday
morning, with joint membership
luncheon to follow. Presiding at
the luncheon will be Messrs. Cosgrove and Geddes. Chairman Kahn
will report to the membership on
his committee's organization and
presidential actions.
The new RMA board will meet
at 3 p.m. Chairman Coy will speak
at the annual banquet, scheduled
at 7 :30 p.m. Presiding will be
Leslie F. Muter, Muter Co., Chairman of the RMA Banquet & Convention Committee.
Friday's agenda is built around
the annual Radio Industries Golf
Tournament at Calumet Country
Club. Luncheon and dinner are
planned at the club.
Armed

1SS6

5-8 Meet

Forces Day

FOUR major networks and The
Advertising Council will cooperate
in the observance of Armed Forces
Day May 20, a salute to all the
military services, Charles Dillon,
chief, Radio-TV Branch, Office of
Public Information, Dept. of Defense, announced last week. This
is the first combined observance,
Mr. Dillon said.

CEREMONY making Jim Connolly
(I), of ABC's advertising department,
an honorary member of the Kiowas,
Oklahoma Indian tribe, is conducted
by Chief Saunkeah and his wife.
Occasion was Mr. Connolly's visit to
KTOK Oklahoma City when he was
honor guest at a KTOK staff dinner.
He was given the name of Chief
Goom-Tau-Ta-Ke-Ah which, appropriate to Mr. Connolly and his calling, means "He who gives word
from air."
PROETZ AWARD
Edythe Melrose Honored
EDYTHE FERN MELROSE,
known to her WXYZ-AM-TV Detroit listeners and viewers as "The
Lady of Charm," has been awarded
first prize in the radio division by
the Erma Proetz Award Committee in St. Louis, it was announced
last week. The awards are made
annually to the leading women in
the fields of radio, magazines and
newspapers.
The award, the committee stated,
was based primarily on the fact
that Miss Melrose has been the
only woman to build and operate
a radio and television testing home
with capital created by her work
in the radio field. The testing
home is called the "House of
Charm" and is located in suburban
St. Clair Shores.

MOBILIZATION
PLAN
Truman Urges 'Czar'
mendation
was
referred
to
the
NSRB; the Munitions Board,
A "CZAR" to oversee the nation's
Senate Executive Expenditures
which is handling electronics and
war mobilization program, including responsibility for the role of Committee.
other equipment requirements in
Authorities felt there was little cooperation with Radio Mfrs.
communications in the event of an
prospect for early action on the Assn.; the re-established Office of
emergency, was urged by PresiCivilian Defense headed by Dr.
dent Truman last Tuesday in a President's plan.
Paul J. Larsen; and a host of
plan sent to Congress involving the
Many Plans Offered
National Security Resources
other participating agencies, inBoard.
The committee currently is
cluding FCC, Post Office Dept.;
Treasury Dept., etc.
The President proposed that all processing a host of other reorganization plans, including one on
present functions now vested in the
CPB Group Studies
FCC (see separate story), which
board, comprising members of the
require Senate or House veto by
Presidential cabinet, be transThe President's temporary fiveman Communications Policy Board
ferred to the chairman; that the
May 23 or they become law.
Overall communications and
members serve as an advisory unit
[Broadcasting, Feb. 20] also is
civil defense planning have been
to the chairman; and that a vice
expected to study the utilization of
coordinated by the NSRB since communications for emergency use
chairman be appointed.
June 1949. Among them is a pro- as part of its overall investigation.
W. Stuart Symington, recentlynamed head of the resources board
posed wartime key AM-TV-FM
The proposed vice chairman
and former secretary of the Air
emergency radio network, blueprint
for
which
is
slowly
being
would
be appointed from civilian
Force,
would
hold the "czar"sentpost
under the
recommendation
to evolved [Broadcasting, Feb. 27, life, as an additional board memNov. 21, 1949].
Congress. It would become law
ber, at an annual salary of §16,000
July 8 unless vetoed by either
Mr. Symington thus would di- and perform certain of the duties
rect mobilization activities of the of the chairman.
house of Congress.
The recom-

In addition to operating KIRO
Seattle, the Queen City Broadcasting Co. is majority stockholder in
the Boise Valley Broadcasters
Inc. (KDSH Boise) and a minority
stockholder in the Symons BroadBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Senate Fight Seen
(Continued from page 25)
his colleagues in the selection of
heads of major units; assign business among personnel and administrative units, and direct the use
and expenditure of the Commission's funds.
The plan becomes effective May
23 unless voted down by one House
of Congress. A majority of the
Senate — 49 votes, not merely a
majority of those present — is necessary to defeat it. Theoretically
the House could act if the Senate
fails to do so, but there have been
no indications that it will.
It was understood that Sen.
Johnson would bring the subject
up for floor debate Wednesday. In
any event, Senate Majority Leader
Scott Lucus has assured Sen. McClellan the proposal will be "considered" and will not become law
through default, it was reported.
If Sen. Johnson does bring up
resolution, it was learned, the littleused cloture rule would probably
be used limiting debate to three
hours.
Opponents have variously characterized the plan as "an executive
invasion of the legislative branch,"
and feel it would create a "oneman agency." Advocates, who included FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
and Comr. E. M. Webster, feel it
would relieve Commission members
of day-to-day administrative details by transferring them to the
Chairman, thus expediting commission activity.
Sen. Ferguson told Senate colleagues that "it
important
to
make certain
radiois does
not fall
under the thumb of a dictator." He
felt the "possibility of such a sad
result is so alarming as to justify a
complete examination of this reorganization plan and in fact a reexamination of the whole work of
FCC and its policies in regulating
radio."
Chairman Ail-Powerful
Under the Truman plan, he declared, it is obvious the Chairman
in nearly all cases "will be able to
carry his ideas over any opposition
which minority members of the
Commission may offer." It has the
potential effect, he charged, of making FCC a "one-man agency" and
would invalidate its bi-partisan

•

character.
Sen. Ferguson noted sharp division within the Senate Executive
Expenditures Committee on the
plan with respect to its general
conformance to the Hoover Commission report, and said it contains
a concentration of authority, "especially vital in any agency that is
of necessity so reliant upon its technical staffs as is the FCC, which
goes far beyond the purposes of
efficiency . . ." He observed:
FCC's Legal Staff
The Senate has already taken cognizance of the peculiar reliance upon
its legal staff in the FCC. The Senate
has unanimously approved S 1973,
which has the effect of stripping the
Commission's legal staff of some of its
tremendous unseen influence in the
workings of the Commission by creating independent legal counsel to assist
the individual Commissioners in the
discharge of their duties. It is not
without signficance, as revealing a
jealous determination to preserve the
influence now exerted by the Commission's legal staff, that S 1973 has been
vigorously opposed in the House. It
is an open secret that the Sadowski
Bill, to substitute for S 1973 in the
House, was written by the Commission's legal staff to preserve and protect its present prerogatives.
The FCC today is widely known to
be dominated
by the
Democrats who serve
on "Liberal"
the Commission
and who permeate its staff. . . .
Charging that "big government"
philosophy is "threatening the
radio industry and the people themselves to an extent which has be-

come very, very dangerous," Sen.
Ferguson recalled that a "previous
member of the Commission" invited "some Englishmen ... to
make an analysis of our radio system.
"That analysis was such that if
the recommendations contained in
it had been adopted the radio broadcasting industry in America would
have been placed under the same
domination ... as in Britain, which
is government-owned," he stated.
He continued:
During the past 16 years, since the
establishment of the Commission by
the Communications Act of 1934, the
Commission has increasingly expanded its power of regulation in a
manner which the framers of the
Communications Act did not intend.
It has succeeded in expanding these
powers, perhaps to a much greater
extent than many of us realize, and today stands in a position, if its power
is not checked here and now, to
throttle and ruin any radio station
licensee it sees fit to discipline. The
Commission is now attempting to expand these powers still further, and
if this move is successful it is certain
that the radio industry will be forced
to give up even the fiction of free enterprise. Itis even possible that this
proposed expansion of its power can
lead to complete Government ownership and operation of the radio industry. Let us examine the way in
which this change has taken place and
the way in which it can proceed.
Government Ownership
Sen. Ferguson said it is "even
possible that the proposed expansion of the Commission's power can
lead to complete Government ownership and operation of the radio
industry." Tracing the history of
the Communications Act, he said
FCC's primary function is one of
"acting as a traffic policeman" and
allocating frequencies, but questioned definition of "character" applied to applicants for licenses.
"Today, at a time when increasing regulation of private enterprise is certainly the political
fashion and certainly the primary
motivation of the Fair Deal Admintration," hebent
asserted,
Commissionisseems
upon "the
expanding
the meaning of this word 'character' and thereby tremendously
expanding its own power over the
radio industry.

FREE and
PETERS
Rtpresentalives
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DEDICATION of WSIR Winter Haven, Fla., "to continued public service"
highlighted the MBS affiliate's third anniversary observance last month.
Participants in the dedicatory ceremony included (I to r): Program Director
Dick Eyrich, Manager Larry Rollins, Mayor L. H. Recker, who re-started the
transmitter after 15 seconds off the air, and Chamber of Commerce President
John W. Dame.
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hearings on the news policies of
G. A. (Dick) Richards, owner of
WGAR Cleveland, KMPC Los Angeles and WJR Detroit, and said
the charges made "are not attacks
on the operations of the stations
or the programs . . . but ... on the
character of the principal stockholder of the stations and what he,
individually, thinks.
"Nevertheless," he continued,
"now the Commission is threatening a refusal to renew the license of
the stations" because of "irresponsible allegations made against the
character of Mr. Richards."
Sen. Ferguson felt it should be required that, where objectionable
material has been "actually broadcast," licenses might be revoked
rather than not renewed giving the
licensee "complete notice of the
charges
him" He
and asked:
setting
the
case against
for hearing.
"Can it be doubted that this
method of proceeding is unfair? . . .
Is this proceeding (the Richards'
case) in itself not substantial evidence that the FCC is attempting
to enlarge and expand its powers of
regulations . . . and without consideration being given to the deprivation oflegal rights which such
parties as Mr. Richards have sufHe asserted that "if the Senate
. . . does not act now, and positively,
to stave off this attempt by the
FCC to expand its powers, the FCC
fered?"
will
succeed again and again in the
future.
". . . It is the agency which by
the nature of the field in which it
operates is potentially the greatest
thought-control medium in the nation," he declared.
FCBA Rift
Meanwhile, a member of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
disputed the claim that Frank
Robertson, chairman of the FCBA
legislative committee, was speaking
with FCBA authorization when he
testified against President TruMay 1].man's FCC plan [Broadcasting,
Paul M. Segal, of the Washington law firm of Segal, Smith &
Hennessey, wrote Sen. John L. McClellan that:
. . . With the exception of half a
dozen local members who are on
Judge Roberson's committee or on the
Executive Committee, the members
of the FCBA haven't the slightest
knowledge that the Association is, or
could be or would be involved with
regard to this proposed legislation.
There may even be some doubt that
the Executive Committee itself fully
realizes it is being committed.
I venture to suggest that if the
matter were made known to the membership, the members would support
President Truman's proposed reorganization, or at least would vote that

Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO
IHE.

Sen. Ferguson referred to FCC's
BROADCASTING

BALTIMORE"
IVBAL
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the matter is not the concern of the
Association. . . .
Mr. Segal considered it "fantastic
for anyone to imply to your committee that Wayne Coy has any wish to
dominate his fellow members of the
! FCC or that he could dominate
them if he wanted to. With all rei spect for Frank Roberson, I am sure
it is quite clear that no far-reaching
change or even any substantial
i change is planned for the f unction!ing of the FCC."
Mr. Segal circulated copies of his
!letter to FCBA President Neville
|Miller, members of the Executive
Committee and Judge Roberson because, he wrote, "I do wish that individual members of the FCBA
would discontinue attempting to
' speak for the Association as a body
without getting effective authoriza|tion after a full discussion of
i views."
Procedure Normal
FCBA President Miller said the
reorganization plan was considered
1 by the legislative committee and
that the legislative group's report
was considered at two meetings of
the executive committee. The latter, he said, voted unanimously to
oppose the plan. Further, he said,
the FCBA for several years has followed similar procedure in formulating its position on legislative
I matters.
NAB last week reported "reason; ably good response" to its letters
asking station managements to
contact members of the Senate Executive Expenditures Committee
and "your own U. S. Senators" and
appeal for approval of the Johnson resolution.
In letters signed by Don Petty,
general counsel, and Ralph Hardy,
, director of government relations,
NAB advised stations that the Truman plan would make "radical
changes in the structure and operation of the FCC." They traced the
history of the plan and also sent a
number of enclosures, which included a blank report of action
taken to be returned to NAB.
Mr. Petty, testifying for NAB ber fore the Senate committee last
month, challenged the Truman plan
as "ambiguous."

FCC

BUDGET

A "RIDER" attached to the omnibus appropriations bill, which the
House passed Wednesday and sent
to the Senate, threatens to pare
FCC's overall operating budget
for the fiscal year beginning July
1 — unless reinstated by the Senate.
Two amendments, designed by
the House to save an estimated
$600 million and which would
affect almost all independent agencies, would impose a 10% cut in

WGNY
(FM) OUT
Cites Economic Factors
CONTINUING financial losses after more than eight years of operation prompted the decision to close
WGYN (FM) New York [Broadcasting, May 8], station spokesmen said last week.
President Palmer K. Leberman
said all efforts to make the station
profitable had failed and that to
continue the operations which started in December 1941 would be
"pouring good money in the soup."
The station, a Class B outlet on
Channel 250 (97.9 mc), was owned
jointly by Radio Sales Co., licensee of KRSC Seattle, Wash., which
also is headed by Mr. Leberman,
and Charles E. Merrill of investment securities firm of Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Beane.
The licensee firm was WGYN Inc.
The station originally was owned
by Muzak Corp., which subsequently sold two-thirds interest to Mr.
Merrill and Radio Sales Co. and,
in 1947, relinquished its remaining
one-third interest.
The WGYN operators are the
second FM broadcasters to make
the decision to withdraw from the
FM field in the New York area in
recent months. Nathan Straus,
owner of WMCA and WMCA-FM
New York, announced plans last
December to close WMCA-FM for
economic reasons. The station was
sold, however, to a group headed by
Stanley Joseloff , president of Storecast Corp. of America, for $7,500
subject to customary FCC approval.

m
Used By More Radio Stations Than All
Other Professional Tape Recorders

Greatest professional recording value on
the marketl Portable high fidelity recorder and amplifier — as low as $499.50

WJNC Airs Maneuvers
MARINE and naval maneuvers
held off Camp Lejeune, N. C, were
covered by WJNC Jacksonville, N.
C, the station reports. About 15,000 men participated in "Operation
Crossover" held April 28-May 1.
Commentary and interviews were
made by Lester L. Gould, station's
owner. One of the interviews — with
Rear Admiral Jerrauld Wrights —
was broadcast over Mutual's Newsreel Theatre May 2 at 10:15-10:30
p. m.
WDET-FM Detroit presented with
Charter Membership Award in recognition of station's contributions toward success of Torch Fund Drive of
United Foundation last year.
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SEEN

FCC's salary allotment as well as
reduce the number of vacancies
which the Commission could fill.
The proposals mentioned no
agencies by name, only exemptions, and FCC and other agency
officials were pondering the significance of the amendments. Some
authorities felt, however, that the
10% reduction on filling of vacancies might have the end result of
cutting
as 20%. salary funds even as much
Will Fight Cut
In any event, an FCC spokesman
said the Commission and other
agencies would fight the measure
in the Senate. Initially, the bill
must be referred to the Senate
Appropriations Committe, now
holding hearings, where strong

Any

Way

KRNT

In House 'Rider'
protest by individual agencies is
expected.
The salary amendments were
proposed by Rep. John Taber (RN. Y.),
ranking
member of the
HouseRepublican
Appropriations
Committee, and Rep. Albert
Thpmas (D-Tex.), chairman of a
House Appropriations subcommittee, which held hearings on the
single-package funds bill.
FCC's operating budget of
$6,600,000 for 1950-51, approved
recently by the House [Broadcasting,
May 8],
effect represent a cut
of would
about in
$227,000
below
this year's figure and $287,000
under the President's budget estimates, due largely to salary and per
diem increases provided by Congress in 1949.

You
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LEADER

in

Des

Moines,

the center of things in Iowa
Highest Hooperated — Biggest Volume of Accounts
— Highest News Ratings — Most Highest-Rated
Disc Jockeys — Tops in Promotion Facilities
The Hooper Audience Index, February-March, 1950, Shows:
MORNING
KRNT has a 92.7% greater audience than the No. 2 station.
AFTERNOON
KRNTence has
39.2%
greater audithan thea No.
2 station.
EVENING
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
SATURDAY

WDRC
Hartford, Conn.

BROADCASTING

CUT

DAYTIME

TOTAL RATED TIME PERIODS

KRNT
low the isNo.3.01
KRNTence has
than thea

percentage
points bestation.
22.1%
greater audiNo.
2 station.

KRNTence has
greater audithan thea 22.5%
No. 2 station.
KRNT has a 38.5 greater percentage than the No. 2 station.

Those are Facts Advertisers Know when
they buy KRNT ... the Station that can
say: "Any Time is Good Time on KRNT"

DES MOINES — THE REGISTER AND TRIBUNE STAT
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ ACENCY
The station with the fabulous personalities and the astronomical Hoopers
May 15, 1950
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Increased Billings
(Continued from page 23)
basis (network and spot) will
Increase more than 10%?
(23.8%)
Increase, but less than 10%?
(29.3%)
Remain
about
the same?
(26.8%)
Decrease by less than 10%?
(14.6%)
Decrease by more than 10%?
(5.5%)
A minority of station managers
see a decrease in national radio
business, but no great increase is
predicted either. The largest percentage of respondents (29.3%)
look for a few more advertisers on
a national basis but expect the increase to be less than 109c. On
26.8% of the questionnaires station
managers indicated they expect
the number of advertisers using
radio on a national basis to remain
about the same. Another 23.8%
see an increase of over 10%.

decline would be greater than 10%.
The number of local radio advertisers was expected to remain about
the same by 11.6% of the respondents. This is compared to 26.8%
who indicated they expect no
change in the national picture.

Question VI
Do you believe the number of advertisers using radio on a local
basis will
Increase more than 10%?
(56.9%)
Increase, but less than 10%?
(25.6%)
Remain
about the same?
(11.6%)
Decrease by less than 10%?
(4.7%)
Decrease by more than 10%?
(1.2%)
On the question of local advertisers, station managers are more
in accord. Over 75% see an increase in this field and 56.9% say
they think it will be greater than
10%. A smaller increase — less than
10% — was indicated by 25.6% of
the respondents.
In only 5.9% of the cases did station managers see a decrease in the
number of local advertisers. Of
these only 1.2% said they felt the

Question VII
What do you think will be the
general trend in use of local radio
by the following classes of advertisers?
Department Stores
More
Same
Less
(63.4%) (26.3%) (10.3%)
Automotive Dealers
More
Same
Less
(75.6%) (20.4%) (4%)
Appliance Dealers
More
Same
Less
(67.4%) (27.4%) (5.2%)
Food Stores
More
Same
Less
(54%)
(39.7%) (6.3%)
The optimistic note for local
radio is again sounded by station
managers in their replies to this
question. In all four classifications
a majority of respondents to each
post look for increased radio use on
the local level.
As the automotive field turns
more and more from a sellers "to
a buyers" market, this trend is reflected in the radio picture. Here
75.6% of the station managers see
greater use of radio by local automotive dealers. Only 4% of the
managers see a decline in this field
while 20.4% said they expect the
use of local radio to remain about
the same.
Appliance dealers, who also are
meeting stiffer competition as the
channels of supply fill and new
products enter the field, are expected by 67.4% of the respondents to
increase their use of local radio. A
continuation of local radio at the
present level is seen by 27.4% of
the station managers and 5.2%
look for a decline.
Department stores and food
stores, notably slow in many cases
to utilize the potential selling force
of radio advertising, are expected
by a lesser number of station managers to be a source of increased
local business. Although 63.4% of
the respondents to this part of the
question see an increase in the use
of local radio by department stores,
10.3% look for a decline. In the

NEWS

•

Only 10% Drop Seen
On the other side of the picture,
14.6% of the station managers said
they feel national radio users will
drop but by less than 10%. Only
5.5% see more than 10% of the national advertisers on the decrease.

That's why in
Lansing, Michigan,
dials stay tuned to
1320 . . .
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it counts!

Ten minutes after Lansing's latest robbery occurred,
residents were listening to reports over WILS. Our
newsmen were at the scene of the biggest crime in
Lansing's recent history,
the news
it was
in the reporting
making. WILS
actedasswiftly,
had the first exclusive coverage of
the event . . . just another of the
WILS exclusives . . . EXCLUSIVE
now
LANSING'S LEADING
NEWS asOUTLET.
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WILS
Lansing's Most Powerful
Station
1000 Watts Fulltime
Represented by Rambeau

food store field 39.7% see the picture remaining the same. A slight
majority, 54%, however, look for
increased use of local radio by food
stores.
CFOR Orillia, Ont., expects to be on
the air with new 1 kw transmitter on
July 1, operating on 1570 kc, moving
from 1450 kc with 250 w.

WROL TRANSFER
Adcock to Mountcastle
SALE of one of Knoxville's pioneer
stations, WROL-AM-FM, by Stuart
E. Adcock for $300,000-plus to Paul
Mountcastle, insurance executive,
was reported in transfer papers
filed with FCC last week.
Mr. Adcock told the Commission
he wished to sell WROL since large
sums of money will be required to
be invested to keep abreast of new
developments in radio. WROL
established in 1927, is assigned 5
kw on 620 kc, directional.
Transferee is Mountcastle Broadcasting Co. Inc., of which Mr.
Mountcastle is president and sole
owner. He is president and minor
stockholder in the Life and Casualty Insurance Co. of Tennessee,
which from 1940 to 1946 was minor
stockholder of WSM Nashville.
Mr. Mountcastle also has other
local business interests.
Other officers in Mountcastle
Broadcasting include W. H. Linebaugh, WROL business manager,
who is vice president; Paul Mountcastle Jr., treasurer; Catherine E.
Mountcastle, wife of Paul Sr., director, and John Ayres, attorney,
director.
In late 1948 Mr. Adcock sold
WROL for $365,000 to the Knoxville Journal but the bid was
matched under FCC's then-existing
Avco procedure by DempsterJohnson & Ward and was subsequently withdrawn. Competitive
purchaser was headed by George
R. Dempster, 50% owner of WGAP
Maryville, Tenn., and former
Knoxville city manager [Broadcasting, Feb. 7, April 18, 1949].
OAB

MEET SET
Plan May 24-25 Agenda
ISSUES important to the broadcaster will be discussed at the
management meeting of the Ohio
Assn. of Broadcasters which is set
for May 24-25 at the Neil House
in Columbus, according to J. Robert Kerns, WLOK Lima, secretarytreasurer.
Agenda already prepared by
Carl George, WGAR Cleveland,
OAB president, includes such
problems as how to best handle
political broadcasts, out of control
expenses, trade practices, business
forecast, a look at TV progress,
and the advertiser's view of radio.
Qualified speakers will discuss the
most important of the issues, Mr.
Kerns said.
Also scheduled are an election of
officers and a proposed change in
by-laws to authorize the OAB to
maintain a board of directors to
assist its executive committee.
Other topics for discussion may be
added to the calendar.

WVLK

SALE

Scripps-Howard Negotiating
NEGOTIATIONS have been resumed looking to Scripps-Howard
Radio's acquisition of WLVK Versailles, Ky., with intentions of
moving the regional station to Cincinnati. Probable sales price was
understood to be in the neighborhood of $200,000.
The move would require Sci'ippsHoward, under FCC's duopoly
rule, to dispose of its WCPO Cincin ati, a250-w local on 1230 kc
for which it has long sought a
regional assignment. The WCPO
call probably would be retained.
WVLK operates on 590 kc with
1 kw and is owned by a group
headed by Baseball Commissioner
A. B. (Happy) Chandler. The licensee
casting Co.firm is Bluegrass BroadIndications that negotiations
were again in progress came
Thursday afternoon when the
Washington law firm of Segal,
Smith & Hennessey, counsel for
Scripps-Howard, undertook to dismiss its appeal from an FCC decision denying a WCPO application
for 630 kc. The move was delayed
by Court sistence
of that
Appeals
officials'
indismissal
of the
appeal requires FCC consent.
Bid Once Dropped
Arrangements for the purchase
of WVLK were completed in the
fall of 1948 but the application
was dismissed when FCC ruled
that Scripps-Howard must choose
between this bid and its then pending application for 630 kc, which
was involved in a competitive proceeding subsequently
WLAP Lexington,
Ky. won by
Sales price in the 1948 sale was
$225,000.
Last week's move to dismiss the
630 kc appeal was designed to prevent development of the dual
application factor which led to
withdrawal of the 1948 WVLK
purchase application.
The purchase will be subject to
the customary FCC consent.
Scripps-Howard also has Cincinnati television and FM authorizations which would not be affected.
The newspaper subsidiary also
controls WEWS (TV) Cleveland
and WNOX Knoxville, while the
newspaper
Memphis
Publishing Co.firm's
(Commercial
Appeal)
owns WMC and WMC-TV MemCarruthers Heads WINA
phis.
ELECTION of Thomas M. Carruthers, general manager of
WINA Charlottesville, Va., to
president of the Charlottesville
Broadcasting Co., owner and operator of the outlet, has been announced by the board of directors.
He succeeds Frank Parker Jr.,
who resigned from the board of diinterests.rectors to devote himself to other
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PT63-A

Offers
MONITOR

3

Heads

FROM

THE

TAPE!

A new professional tape recorder with three separate heads: erase, record, playback for monitoring from the tape. This PT63-A Magnecorder incorporates allother fine features of the PT-6-A. The
new PT63-J Amplifier for single microphone recording includes separate playback amplifier.
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Three Heads

and Amplifier Kit

Converts Your PT6-A
To Monitor From Tape
Complete conversion kit includes new
three-head unit, additional monitor am-

"rt?r,n9Jl ^replaceable.

plifier and power suppiy. Three-head
unit simply plugs into receptacle for
present two heads on your PT6-A Magnecorder.
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SPECIFICATIONS JUST RELEASED
Write for detailed information on these latest
Magnecorder developments.
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h°S ^

INC.
*

360 NORTH

MICHIGAN

AVENUE

•

CHICAGO

1, ILLINOIS

World's Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Professional Magnetic Recorders
BROADCASTING
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jelecGAliHCf,
L&M Spots
(Continued from page 23)
TV affiliates had rejected the offer,
he said, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
had offered the program to competing stations — at the same rate
that the network affiliates would
have received if it had accepted the
program on a network basis.
Stations selling programs on a
spot basis, Mr. Flanagan pointed
out, derive much higher revenue —
from two to three times as much —
than they do from network commercials they carry. The D-F-S
offer, therefore, constituted a double threat to rate standards: On
the one hand insisting on rate
freezes and on the other attempting
place spot business on network
to
rates.
Although no official comment was
forthcoming from D-F-S, one executive of the agency said that 27
stations had accepted the Beulah
show.
It also was learned that production costs of the program were estimated at $1,400,000 a year. The
sponsor's interest in economies apbe confined to the purpearedoftotime.
chases

RCA Communications Inc. announces
new international customer-to-cusavailable betomer teleprinter service,ands.
System
tween U. S. and Netherl
will enable RCA private-teleprinter instal ations inNew York customers' offices to connect with ■ teleprinters in
doHolland. In effect system isg like
mestic TWX service operatin within
U. S.
Miss Lois Winston
The Biow Company
New York City, N. Y.
Dear Lois:
Folks is really gonna be surprised
when th' census taker tells how many
is alivin'
in
terfolksWCHS
rytory! Yessir,
aeffenc iyud
r c Idraw
e a
hunnerd miles
'round Charleston. West
Virginny, yud
really be surprised at how
many peepul
does live down
here. Thet
there circle ud
take in all uv
southern
au'
central West
Virginny, and
a whole lot of
teastern
u c k y Kainan d
Ohio
—southern
t e r rytory
whur
lots uv there's
peepul
and lots uv
money bein'
spent!
Uv
course,
townsth' big
is
arguin' 'bout
which
is th'
biggest.
hometown
Charleston, uth'v
WCHS, mainit's biggem Huntington 48 mile away, tainsand
uv
course Huntington says Charleston is
jest a suburb. But y'know, Lois, th'
boys here at WCHS really aren't worryin'
'bout which is th' biggest. They's jest
interested in havin' lots uv peepul livin'
'roundlissens
here,tercause
they
WCHS!wherever
Yessir, they
WCHSis
is right smack in th' middle uv a fastgrowin' , money-spendin' part uv th'
country, an' folks what hasAlgythin's ter
advertise cain't afford Yrs.ter overlook it!
WCHS
Charleston, W.
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Va.

Counsel

Asks FCC

For New Start
RICHARDS
HEARING
COUNSEL for G. A. (Dick) Richards petitioned FCC last week for a
Pull Out for Filing
completely new start in the hearing on his news policies [Broadcasting,
May 8], contending the courts have held this procedure is necessary
when the presiding officer dies before closing the case.
The petition, filed Tuesday, fol- *
decisions in support of the claim
PA. GROUP MEET
lowed the death of FCC's Chief
Hearing Examiner J. Fred Johnson
that a completely new start is necBroadcasters Session June 5
Jr. and the Commission's designaessary. Among these was the sotion of Examiner James D. Cuncalled Buchsbaum Case, in which a ANNUAL meeting of the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters will
Circuit Court of Appeals held that
ningham to succeed him as presidbe held June 5 at Bedford Springs,
ing officer in the Richards case.
the Federal Trade Commission
The first phase of the hearing
Bedford, Pa., Frank R. Smith,
should have ordered a new hearWBVP Beaver Falls, president of
was held March 13-April 1 for
ing in a case in which the original
group, announced last week.
presentation of FCC's case. Sec- examiner died before the taking the
Principal speaker at the all-day
ond phase, primarily comprising
of testimony was completed.
session will be Theodore Roosevelt
evidence for Mr. Richards, is now
The petition was filed by Hugh
III, Pennsylvania secretary of comslated to get under way in Los
Fulton, Mr. Richards' chief trial merce.
Angeles June 5.
counsel, of the Washington law
Opening at 10 a. m., morning
firm of Fulton, Walter & Halley,
Mr. Richards' licenses for KMPC
sessions will include a news panel
Los Angeles, WGAR Cleveland, and
with the Washington office of KirkCleary, WE SB Bradland, Fleming, Green, Martin & with Joseph
ford, chairman; special events disWJR Detroit and his trusteeship ' Ellis appearing as counsel for
plan for the three stations are at
cussion, James Murray, KQV PittsWJR and WGAR, and Dow, Lohnes
stake in the proceeding, which
burgh, chairman; "Lightning That
& Albertson for KMPC.
involves charges that Mr. Richards
Sells," by Gordon Gray, WIP Philaordered KMPC staff members to
delphiametropolitan
;
market panel,
Roger Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia;
slant news against members of the
small market commercial panel,
WDSM
RESUMES
late President Roosevelt's family
Victor
C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton,
and certain minority groups.
Uses WSBR Unit After Storm
chairman.
If the Richards petition is ALTHOUGH the tower of WDSM
Afternoon events will include a
granted, 2,315 pages of testimony
small
market program panel, WilSuperior,
Wis.,
was
totally
deby 21 witnesses and some 94 exstroyed in a windstorm May 5, the
liam K. Ulerich, WCPA Clearfield,
hibits offered by FCC counsel dur- ABC outlet was able to resume
chairman ; metropolitan market
ing the sessions conducted by
broadcasting the following mornprogram panel, George Coleman,
Judge Johnson would be stricken
ing, according to General Manager
WGBI Scranton, chairman; floor
from the record and a fresh start
Carl Bloomquist.
made.
discussion of association resolutions and by-laws, C. G. Moss,
By a coincidence, he said, WSBR
Attorneys for Mr. Richards said,
WLTR Bloomsburg, chairman.
Superior
had
turned
back
its
lihowever, that "in the interest of
cense to the FCC, enabling WDSM
Election of officers and directors
saving time and minimizing ex- to lease the transmitter immediwill close the meeting at 3:30 p. m.
pense," they are willing to go ahead
ately and resume broadcasting May
Nominating committee is George
with presentation of KMPC evi- 6 on its regular 1230 kc frequency.
Podeyn, WHJB Greensburg, chairdence on June 5, "subject to ComWDSM received FCC approval
mission counsel recalling at later
man; Louis Murray, WPAM Pottsto operate on the WSBR facilities
ville, and John P. Foster, WJAC
time such of the witnesses preJohnstown. Also scheduled are a
viously heard before the late Chief pending
completion
5 kw outlet
on 710of WDSM's
kc, whichnewis meeting of the association directors
Examiner Johnson as Commission
expected around June 15.
at 8 p. m., June 3, and a golf
counsel may desire to rely on."
tournament on Sunday, June 4, Mr.
'Credibility' Issue Cited
Smith announced.
The petition contended one of the
CANADA RATINGS
principal issues of the case is the
McCarthy Tops Night Shows
"credibility" of former KMPC emRecording Laws Mulled
ployes who testified for FCC. WithONE CANADIAN program was
out having heard and seen them
LEGISLATION
designed to apply
listed among the first 10 most pophimself, it was argued, Examiner
ular evening network shows in the U. S. Code to importation or
Cunningham "will not be able to April in Canada according to naof "obscene or lewd"
make a fair and just decision on
tional rating reports released by transportation
phonograph records or electrical
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto, on transcriptions in interstate comthis major issue of . . . credibility."
merce has won approval of the
Mr. Richards' counsel had asked
May 9. Charlie McCarthy led the
permission to make recordings of field on evening shows with rating House Judiciary Committee, which
testimony at the outset of the hearreported it favorably to the House
of 33.7, followed by Radio Theatre
ings but were denied.
30.7, Amos V Andy 30.3, Our Miss floor May 5. The bill (S 2811)
Brooks 27, My Friend Irma 24.1, passed the Senate with the en"The stenographic transcript,"
dorsement ofthe Justice Dept. and
NHL Hockey (Canadian program)
the petition continued, "does not
reflect in any way the manner in 24, Twenty Questions 23.8, Fibber other law - enforcement agencies
which each witness answered the McGee & Molly 22.6, Aldrich Famwhich indicated the volume of shipment of such records has increased.
questions put to him, nor does it
ily 20.8, and Bob Hope 20.2. Renote the pauses, hesitations and
gional hockey play-offs interfered
by Congress would subconfusion evident on the part of the with some of these programs, giv- Approval
ject records to prohibitions now imwitnesses in answering. . . .
ing them lower ratings than usual.
posed by the code on pamphlets,
First five daytime programs in April pictures and motion picture film.
"Personal observation and judgwere: Big Sister 16.2, Ma Perkins 14.6,
ment of the Commission's witnesses
Road
of LifeHappy
14.5, Pepper
Young's Family
and of their manner in answering
14.5, and
Ganglanguage
(Canadian
proFrench
evening
questions and their attitude to-, programsgram) 14.2.
were led by the usual Un
Homme et Son Peche 40.8, Radio Carawards the applicants was particularly important . . . because of bin 31.9, Metropole 30.9, NHL Hockey
25.8, and French
Ceux qu'on
Aimeprograms
23.9. Fivein
the bias against and hostility
leading
daytime
April were: Rue Principale 28.4,
towards the applicants manifested
Jeunesse Doree 27.9, Quelles Nouvelles
by the Commission's witnesses. . . ." 22.7,
Jeanne 22.2, and Tante
Lucie Maman
21.8.
The petition cited several court
BROADCASTING
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little wonder that selling's fine on channel 9...
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RADIO STATIONS Inc
KDKA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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COLOR

MAY

WINDUP

FCC'S EXHAUSTIVE color television hearing was completed last
week except for Color Television
Inc.'s further demonstration in
San Francisco May 17 and a brief
session in Washington May 25 for
CTI cross examination and rebuttal testimony.
Meanwhile, FCC's hope to close
the record at that time and produce
a decision as promptly as possible
was evidenced in the Commission's
issuance Wednesday of an exacting notice concerning the time
table and procedure for filing proposed findings, conclusions and reply briefs by the participants (see
storv Telecasting 13).
CTI has claimed it is prepared
to show substantial improvement
in its system at the May 17 demonstration [Telecasting, May 1].
The showing will be made for the
FCC record beginning at 10 a.m.
in the Borgia Room of the St.
Francis Hotel. FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy and Comr. Rosel Hyde
will represent the Commission
along with Harry Plotkin, FCC
assistant general counsel; Edward
M. Allen, chief of FCC's Technical
Research Division, and Wilmar K.
Roberts, Laboratory Division engineer and co-inventor of the
Chapin-Roberts automatic adapter.
On the return from the West
Coast Chairman Coy first is to
discuss television and the freeze
before the City Club of Portland,
Ore., on May 19 and the Rocky
Mountain Radio Council in Denver
on May 22.
Hearing Actions
The hearing before FCC last
week, held Monday, Tuesday and
part of Wednesday, included:
$ Further examination of the
RCA patent situation through
questioning of Dr. E. W. Engstrom
and Conway P. Coe, both RCA vice
presidents and the latter a former
U. S. Commissioner of Patents.
O Assertion by Chairman Coy,
when dispute over the patent questioning arose, that he thought it
important that "there be understanding that the Commission is
concerned about the general patent
picture" with respect to existing
monochrome and proposed color
standards and is concerned whether there has been any restraint
upon TV development.
® Detailed criticism of RCA's
color system by Dr. Peter B. Goldmark, who claimed his CBS color
system "outperformed RCA's in
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every respect," despite the contrary
views of Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
RCA board chairman [Telecasting, May 8] . Dr. Goldmark charged
"basic misconception" of the CBS
system exists "at the top of RCA
management" and that this "underlay his [Gen. Sarnoff's] entire
presentation."
Engstrom Appears
Dr. Engstrom, vice president in
charge of research, RCA Labs. Division, was examined on Monday
by FCC Patent Attorney William
Bauer. He indicated that RCA, to
protect itself from possible infringement suits and to assure
complete freedom in development
work, acquired certain rights to
the Lorenzen tri-color tube patent,
has taken an option from Technicolor Inc. for non-exclusive license
and sub-license rights on the Geer
tri-color tube, and is negotiating
for similar non-exclusive rights
under the Toulon patent respecting horizontal dot interlacing.
Dr. Engstrom said the Toulon
patent came to RCA's attention in
Patent Office files just before the
color hearing. It had been issued
Aug. 23, 1949, he said. RCA
thought picture dot interlacing was

Completed

Except

its own when it announced its color
system earlier, he reported.
Concerning the C. W. Geer patent interference with RCA's A. N.
Goldsmith tri-color tube patent,
substantially won by Dr. Geer last
fall, Dr. Engstrom contended there
was "no question" that Dr. Goldsmith was first but that certain
claims had been lost by RCA
through lack of diligence because
of war work. He explained that
the Geer patent claims go to the
tube itself while the Goldsmith
claims pertain to the circuitry using the tube. He felt them interdependent.
Tri-Color Tube Question
Mr. Bauer wanted to know what
part the Goldsmith tube, first conceived in the early 1940s, played
in the tri-color tube RCA now has.
Dr. Engstrom said his research
people had not been enthusiastic
about the Goldsmith tube and accordingly tried many paths.
Over objections of RCA counsel,
John T. Cahill, the witness was
asked to compare similarities of
the Goldsmith tube and RCA's
present tri-color tube. Dr. Engstrom explained that on the scanning surface of the Goldsmith tube

for CTI

the phosphors are arranged on
raised surfaces while on the present
tube they are on a flat surface. He
said the Goldsmith tube has three
guns, each in a separate neck, while
one form of the present tube features three guns in a single neck.
Mr. Coe, who appeared Tuesday
told FCC his duties were assigned
by Gen. Sarnoff and RCA President Frank M. Folsom and that in
addition he was member of RCA's
patent policy committee and chairman of its trade-mark committee.
He patents
presentedbased
a survey
of RCA's
TV
on reports
of the
Chromy Digest, published by the
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and which reflects all patents in the electronics
field issued by the U. S. Patent
Office.
48,000 Electronic Patents
He testified the reports show that
for the years 1931 through 1948 the
Patent Office issued about 48,000
patents in the electronics field, of
which 15-16% were issued to RCA..
Since the study covers a period of
18 years and the life of a patent is
17 years, that
Mr. Coe
"this would
indicate
RCAsaidowned
7,500
unexpired patents which were
(Continued on Telecasting 12)

Seek
TVA-SAG
DISPUTE
SCREEN ACTORS GUILD last respect to talent used in production
Thursday sought to open negotiaof motion pictures."
tions with the television networks
The guild suggested that netfor contracts covering performwork representatives meet with
ances in television film.
its officials tomorrow (May 16) at
The SAG action was taken after
10
a.m. at the guild's New York
offices.
Television Authority, with which
SAG is embroiled in a bitter jurisTelegram to Networks
dictional dispute, filed a National
The SAG telegram Thursday
Labor Relations Board petition was the second it sent to networks
seeking certification of TVA as the last week. The first announced
single bargaining unit for all per- the guild's intention to file NLRB
formers in all kinds of television
petitions seeking certification as
programs, live or filmed.
the bargaining unit for performers in all motion pictures, whether
TVA already has met with network representatives to push its made for theaters or for television.
In Los Angeles a fortnight ago,
claim to representation of television talent [Telecasting, May 8]. the SAG petitioned the NLRB for
In a telegram sent Thursday to a representation election covering
all New York headquarters of actors employed by all Southern
television networks as well as to California companies engaged in
making motion pictures, including
WOR-TV and WPIX (TV) New
those making television film.
York, the screen guild made a
The TVA petition seeks blanket
"formal request . . . for a meeting
jurisdiction
over "all persons enbetween the guild and your comgaged as talent by any of the empany for the purpose of negotiatployers of television programs,
ing collective labor agreement with whether alive, filmed, kinescoped,
May 15, 1950

Showing

NLRB

Action

taped, transcribed or utilizing any
other device." Such employers include networks, stations affiliated
with networks, producers of "programs or portions thereof including commercial messages for television broadcasting on a network or a
station affiliated with a network
or on a syndicated or multiple station basis," as well as "advertising
agencies and/or sponsors producing such programs where such
programs
are broadcast
by television in New
York, Chicago
or
SAG Action
Los Angeles."
Following the filing of the TVA
petition, the SAG telegraphed TV
networks and New York TV stations that although the Screen
Guild had no quarrel with the establishment of TVA as the bargaining unit for live performers
would file NLRB petitions in major
centers to pursue its claims as representative ofperformers in all ce'e(Continued on Telecasting 8)
TELECASTING
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Griffith,
ASEBALL
MODIFIED opposition to telecasts
the grounds it hurts minor league
office receipts of the major circuits
owner of the Washington Senators
Mr. Griffith thus altered previously published views [Broadcasting, May 8] that he would ban
home telecasts of Senators' contests in 1951 because TV had cut
into his own attendance figures.
"I haven't made up my mind
definitely yet, but I doubt if we'll
televise our games next year," the
Senators' owner stated, adding
that he would not be surprised if
the major leagues vote to eliminate
all baseball telecasts at their 1951
winter meeting. He conceded,
however, that he would go along
with other clubs if they permit
telecasts.
West Coast Picture
On the West Coast, the baseball
picture also was shaken up by a
verbal blast delivered by Clarence
Rowland, president of Pacific
Coast League, against the telecasting of games and his suggestion that clubs "tear up contracts."
While no outright cancellations
were reported, PCL club owners
cocked a wary eye on the effect of
video on gate receipts.
Mr. Griffith said he felt that television is "definitely hurting baseball" on the minor league level and
that "in the long run [it] is detrimental to the sport." He cited transfer of the Newark international
league club to Springfield as an example of the "damage TV has
done," and said telecasting major
league games "is bound to decrease
attendance in minor league areas
where the games are obtainable."
Under organized baseball's revised rules governing broadcast and

Rowland

Muster

of major league baseball games on
attendance figures rather than box
has been voiced by Clark Griffith,
baseball club.
*
telecasts,
however, a local minor
club within 50 miles of a major
league territory may veto telecasts
of the latter's games in minor territory when the minor circuit team
is playing at home [Broadcasting,
Oct. 31, 1949].
The Washington club, one of the
first major league teams to permit
baseball telecasts (in 1947), reportedly receives from Liggett &
Myers Co. (Chesterfields), between
$100,000 and $125,000 for TV rights
to home games and radio coverage
of the full 154-contest schedule.
Originally Mr. Griffith charged
that telecasts had hurt his box office

TREASURE chest of Old Golds is presented to Robert B. Manna (r), stations manager of WGY WGFM (FM)
WRGB (TV) Sckenectady, N. Y., by
Zeke Baldwin, Eastern Division sales
manager for Old Gold. Old Gold
sponsors two programs weekly over
WRGB, one half of Thursday's Stop
the Music and the Original Amateur
Hour on Tuesday.

and cited 12,000 paid attendance for
a Saturday night game with the
World Champion New York Yankees. Threatening weather, combined
with TV, had kept the customers at
home, he complained. It was the
Senators' first scheduled home contest on a Saturday night when even
television normally has difficulty
keeping the people home, it was
pointed out.
Pacific Attendance Figures
While attendance figures . for
Pacific Coast League games played
thus far do not show any decline
over the spectator count for the
corresponding period last year, 1950
figures on baseball video audiences
released in Los Angeles last week
added a measure of worry for club
owners.
Adjusted attendance figures for
comparable periods show that 555,355 fans attended Pacific Coast
games thus far this year as against
548,504 in the same first weeks of
the 1949 season.
Tele-Que Report on the Los Angeles TV audience released by Coffin, Cooper & Clay Inc., that city,
revealed the Los Angeles-San Diego
series at Wrigley Field on April
4-8 drew 102,057 week-day viewers,
with only 4.6% of this figure actually at the ballpark. While 173,000
persons watched a Sunday double
header over KLAC-TV Hollywood
on April 2, the report showed that
the crowd at Gilmore Field numbered only 9,269 paid admissions.
Another twin bill between Los Angeles Angels and San Diego Padres
found 2,083 persons at the park
compared to 232,000 viewers on
KFI-TV. TV audience for weeknights for the series averaged

Television
Code—
(II)
the document before it was written and only
IF TELECASTERS, in considering the creaoccasional disregard for them after the code
tion of a code for their own programming,
paused to study the history of the NAB StandThe section
became
"law." of the code over which the
ards of Practice for radio, they would be apt
greatest controversy raged in the preparatory
to wonder if codes are worth the very great
effort it takes to write them.
period was that which fixed limitations on
In its two years of existence, the NAB code
advertising time. A not inconsiderable number
has proved to be a much less controversial issue
of broadcasters argued that the proposed time
standards were unrealistic. There is no reason
than it was before it was written. Rereading it
today, one is struck by the fact that the code is,
to believe that they changed their minds or
their habits in this regard after the adoption
in most respects, a painstaking expression
of the obvious.
of the code.
Excerpts from the NAB code suggest that
Now if, on the one hand, the programming
broadcasters should honor the sanctity of
principles contained in the code were in general
marriage and the home, observe the proprieties
practice before its adoption and, on the other,
,of civilized society, present news that is factual
the time standards were the subject of disagreement before and after they were put into
and without bias, confine children's programs
the code, the question arises: What purpose
to those that "contribute to the healthy develophas the code served?
ment of personality and character," and refrain
The question may stand as rhetorical in refrom airing mystery shows that "tend to make
lation to radio. It may be asked, in future
the commission of crime attractive."
Since no broadcaster in his right mind
tense, in regard to a television code.
would quarrel openly with such precepts (who
The moral standards already being observed
would be witless enough to take a stand
independently by most telecasters presumably
would be those contained in a formal code.
publicly against children and dogs?), there
It would
seem no more than an academic
was little disagreement over their inclusion in
Page 4
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97,300; ballpark attendance averaged 4,757, the report showed.
Meanwhile, executives of the
Angels and the Hollywood AllStars declared last week they have
no "immediate plans" to cancel telecasting of baseball games in Los
Angeles. Don Stewart, Angels'
president, and Victor Ford Collins,
All-Stars' president, commenting on
the Rowland statement, said they
wanted to view TV's effect over a
longer period of time before coming
to such a decision. Los Angeles
Brewing Co. (Eastside beer) sponsors half this season's telecasts of
the Angels and All-Stars home
games on KFI-TV and KLAC-TV
respectively. Century Distributing
Co. (TV sets) sponsors alternating
games on KFI-TV. KLAC-TV alternating time is utilized by participation sponsors.
To stimulate ballpark attendance
for the All-Stars games, KLAC has
launched a series of promotional
tie-ins such as fan clubs and contests.
Oaks Honor Contract
Despite reported poor box office
receipts, the Oakland (Calif.) Oaks
will honor contracts permitting the
telecast of its games twice weekly
over KGO-TV San Francisco for
the balance of the season. Brick
Laws, club president, said although
he would like to cancel remaining
telecasts he would keep his oral
agreement with both the station
and the fans.
A different story was told in the
northwest where the Seattle Rainiers' vice president, R. C. (Torchy)
Torrance, told Telecasting his club
has not found the telecasting of
home ball games as a deterrent to
attendance. For the second consecutive season, Rainiers home
games are being telecast on KINGTV Seattle three days a week. In
1949, the club drew 100,000 fans
above the year before when no
games were telecast.

an
editorial
exercise to set them out in writing.
To attempt to establish industry-wide standards for commercial time at this state of
television development would be rashly premature. Such criticism as has been heard of
television lately has not been concerned with
commercial excesses. Indeed it is not excess but scarcity in advertising that troubles
television today.
Grant that in the main television morals are
in good repair, without a code, and that it is
too early in the growth of television to hobble
it with difficult commercial limitations, and
you must also grant that there seems little
reason now to explore further in the direction
of a formal document of self-regulation.
Conceivably the situation could deteriorate.
Necklines could plunge beneath levels of, well,
decency; questionable ad libs could go unrebuked, and commercials could blank out programming. We doubt, however, that the future
holds such terrors.
In this space next week we shall discuss
our reasons for believing that no code adopted
now could materially alter the character and
destiny of television.
BROADCASTING
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HIGH LEVEL TV
Cabinet Meets Via Camera
i FIRST public meeting of a Presijdent's cabinet to be telecast in
I U. S. history was scheduled by
1 CBS-TV for yesterday (May 14)
Ifrom 2-3 p.m. (CDT) as part of the
Democratic
national
ference andParty's
Jefferson
Jubileecon-in
Chicago.
Arrangements with CBS New
York were handled by the network
and Stuyvesant Peabody Jr., chairman of the Chicago host committee,
according to William M. Boyle Jr.,
chairman of the Democratic National Committee. The special program, described as a report to the
people, was to have included all
cabinet members except State Secretary Dean Acheson. NBC was
slated to broadcast the report, with
other network coverage pending
last week.
Other TV coverage of the conference will include the President's
address tonight (Monday), 11:3012 midnight, on NBC-TV. The four
radio networks also will broadcast
the speech. Other broadcasts also
were slated for the three-day conference, which ends today.
WSM-TV PLANS
Cost- Is Set at $400,000
INSTALLATION of WSM-TV
Nashville, including a microwave
relay system between Nashville and
Louisville which will bring network programs to that city, will
cost approximately $400,000, officials announced last week.
The relay system, claimed by
WSM to be one of the first installed by an individual station
over such a distance, will consist
of transmitters and receivers at
five points between the two cities.
All equipment for construction and
installation of WSM-TV has been
ordered, officials said, and work has
been started. This means that
.Nashville should have TV by late
summer, it is reported.
Chromatic Labs
PARAMOUNT Television Productions, subsidiary of Paramount
Pictures, has acquired an interest
in Chromatic Television Labs., it
has been announced by Richard
Hodgson, CTL president. Paul
Raibourn, president of PTP, becomes a board member of CTL,
whose research into color TV is
said to be applicable to both home
and theatre video programming.
WOAI-TV On 7 Days
[ WOAI-TV San Antonio, owned and
operated by Southland Industries
Inc., began seven-day-a-week operations May 6. Programming for the
first Saturday on the air, officials
reported, included the first softball game to be telecast in the
area. WOAI-TV operates on Channel 4 (66-72 mc) with power of
10.8 kw aural and 21.6 kw visual.
Page 55
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TV SUPPORT
Ads Not Enough, Says Smythe
DALLAS W. SMYTHE, one-time
head of the FCC Accounting Bureau's Economics and Statistics
Division, feels advertising revenues won't be enough to build a
nation-wide television system in
the near future, and regards
"Phonevision" as the most promising source of non-advertising commercial support for the industry.
He also thinks that federal and
state subsidy — but local operation
— of a small number of both TV
and aural stations is worth considering. But he feels that more than
the commercial support that comes
from advertising or government
subsidy will be needed if the TV
industry is to keep up its present
pace of development.
Prof. Smythe, now a member of
the U. of Illinois Institute of Communications, aired his views in a
paper prepared for the Illinois
Academy of Science meeting at
Rock Island on May 5.
Canvassing alternative economic
bases for broadcasting, he dismissed outright government ownership and operation as being
inconsistent with U. S. communications policy. But he suggested
that further consideration might
be given to a proposal to establish,
under state and federal subsidy,
a small number of both television
and aural stations to be operated
by local authority independent of
political or private economic pressures.
Sources of Support
Among potential sources of nonadvertising commercial support
for television he listed, in addition
to "Phonevision," cooperation of
video stations with motion picture
theatres equipped with large television screens.
Prof. Smythe saw the problem
of financial support as one arising
out of the rapid development of
television and the attacks made by
aural broadcasters upon the federal licensing policy. To weaken
or abandon the licensing feature,
he concluded, would decrease competition and increase the degree
of monopoly in the industry.
Prof. Smythe won a reputation
as one of the Commission's leftwing exponents during his approximately five years at the FCC.
He left the agency in July 1948 to
become professor of economics and
research professor at the U. of
Illinois Communications Research
Institute.

WTAR-TV

Joins DuMont

WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., owned
by the WTAR Radio Corp., has
signed an affiliation contract with
the DuMont Television Network.
This marks the 57th station to
join the network. The station also
is affiliated with NBC-TV, CBSTV and ABC-TV.

PLANS
Columbia
Inc. sponsorship
30 minutes
The ShowforMust
Go On,Records
which made
its debut on oftelevision
April of20,CBS-TV's
are set
by (I to r): seated, Marion Harper Jr., president of McCann-Erickson Inc.;
Edward Wallerstein, president of Columbia Records; and J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS vice president in charge of network sales; standing, Goddard
Lieberson, executive vice president, Columbia Records, and Robert Q. Lewis,
star of The Show Goes On.

INDULGING in a bit of camaraderie
after Magnavox Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
agreed to sponsor 9-9:30 p.m. (EST)
segment of NBC Saturday revue
Your Show of Shows, are (I to r)
L. J. Sholty, v. p., Maxon Inc., agency; Sid Caesar, star of show, and
Frank Freimann, executive v. p.,
Magnavox.

CONTRACTING for Saks-34th Street
sponsorship of half hour of Kathi
Norris Show on WNBT (TV) New
York are: seated, Richard Bloom,
president of firm; standing, Donald
A. Norman, WNBT sales director;
James
director
owned M.
and Gaines,
operatedNBC's
stations;
Kathiof
Norris, star of show.

LOU SIMON (I), commercial manager of KPIX (TV) San Francisco,
and Clarence Horowitz, executive of
the Consolidated Advertising Agency Inc., same city, contract for sponsorship by Eagleson's
Clothing weekly
Store,
San Francisco,
of a half-hour
talent show, Talent
Showcase,
on
KPIX.

CHICAGO viewers saw actual setting
of contract between Peter Fox Brewing Co. and WGN-TV Chicago for
daytime home games of White Sox
baseball team. Cameras are focused
on (I to r) Ted Weber, WGN-TV
sales; R. J. Scott, Schwimmer &
Scott agency; Milton Fox, Fox Brewing; George Harvey, WGN-TV sales.

PETER POTTER (seated), well known Hollywood disc m. c, completes negotiations for his appearance on Don Lee television. Watching as Mr. Potter
sets the agreement are (I to r): Bob Hoag, sales manager for the Don Lee
Network; Cecil Barker, executive producer for Don Lee; Charles Glett, vice
president in charge of Don Lee television.

Video's Effect on D. C. Children
Teleitatui

(Report 111)

sons contacted in Los Angeles Angeles set owners. Of those inNINE out of 10 elementary school
ington U.; Comdr. Thomas A. Harterviewed inLos Angeles 67% said
students in Washington, D. C, have
would pay $1 to see first run movies
ris, USN, head of the neuro-psyon their home sets; 34% gave neg- they spent more time at home, with
access to television sets and a machiatric branch of the Navy Bureau
ative answers. Only 24% declared
San Diego figure at 58% and San
jority of parents and teachers feel of Medicine and Surgery; Dee W.
that the medium is contributing to Pincock, FCC employe and televi- they would pay average box office Bernardino 76%.
About half of those interviewed
sion instructor at American U., and price (50-75 cents) to see a TV
educational achievement, according
to a report made last week by Dr. Mrs. Madeline W. Leckle, first grade show on a large size theatre screen. indicated they would like to buy a
Carl F. Hansen, associate superin- teacher at a local school.
In San Diego 52% of those in- new and larger screen set this
year. Makes of sets in homes contendent of Washington schools. Dr.
terviewed were for seeing movies
In Canada, Toronto educators altacted include RCA, Philco, HoffHansen presented the report
ready are concerned about the effect at home and paying $1 for the
man, Packard-Bell and Admiral.
Wednesday at a panel discussion of of TV on school children, although
service while 38% turned it down.
Length of Ownership
"Television and Its Effect on Our there is as yet no television in Ca- Twenty percent said they were
nada. The educators are asking the willing to pay to see TV on a large
Children" at the 37th annual conIn homes having sets over 12
vention of the D. C. Congress of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to size theatre screen. San Bernarmonths, 19% of the owners in Los
Parents and Teachers.
dino figures revealed 56% for home
develop educational programs for
Angeles said they are viewing programs more, with 28% giving an
The survey covered 5,000 chil- use on the first Canadian TV sta- viewing and paying for first run
tions to be opened by the CBC in pictures and 32% against. While answer of "less," according to the
dren from kindergarten through the
survey. The San Diego figure has
sixth grade, 546 teachers and 54 September 1951 at Toronto and 56% were against seeing TV shows
Montreal.
on large size theatre screen, 37%
parents.
increased, with 18% more attention
in the San Bernardino area gave given to viewing by owners who
In his findings, Dr. Hansen retheir approval.
have had sets a year or more. In
ported that of the children who see
San Bernardino there is a difference
To a movie going question, 34%
television regularly, 56% have sets
Set Owners Approve Paid
in their homes while 35% view those
of those interviewed in Los Angeles, of 4%, with 26% reporting more
Home TV in California
of neighbors. Over half of them
and having receivers more than 12 viewing and 30% declaring they
watch TV less.
TELEVISION families in South- months stated they attended movwatch television to "some extent"
ern California are willing to pay to
Time For Beany is still tops with
every night of the week, he said,
ies less frequently and 39% resee first run movies over home reand one in three watch five or more
ported no change in habit. Of San children in the popularity poll and
ceiver sets, but not to see them on Diegans interviewed, 41% reported Hopalong Cassidy is a close second.
programs during the afternoon and
large size theatre screen, according attendance at movies as the same,
Milton Berle holds first place in
evening of school days.
to the quarterly Tele-Census of the 31% attended less. In San Bernarpopularity with adults, according to
Teachers Queried
TV Research Bureau of Woodbury
dino, 32% said there was no change the survey and comes in for third
Of the teachers queried, 44%
College, Los Angeles.
place with the children. Spade
in theatre attendance habits, 42%
said they do not believe video to be
Cooley Show, movies and wrestling,
Embracing some 3,000 TV set admitted going less frequently.
harmful to children. Another 7%
owners in Los Angeles, San Diego,
in respective order are popular feaSet Owners Pleased
had no opinion. To the question,
tures with set owners. Viewers
San Bernardino and fringe areas of
After having acquired TV sets, would like to see Bob Hope, Bing
"Have you reason to believe that Riverside, and covering a 30 day
children's present use of TV is con97% of the Los Angeles owners
period ending May 5, the research
Crosby, Jack Benny and Red Skeltributing to educational achieveproject was conducted under the declared they were "glad," pri- ton
on TV, giving their preference
in that order.
ment?", 58% of the teachers said
supervision of Prof. Hal Avry.
marily because of entertainment
"yes." Ten percent of the teachers
economy and more home life. San
Some 500 students from Woodbury
To the question of whether crime
said they feel television increases
and detective type shows should be
College,
Valley
College
and
RedDiego
"pleased"
figures
were
92%
interest in reading.
lands U. handled inteiwiews.
with San Bernardino
City 98% and for shown at different hours than curAlthough beneficial effects were
(Continued on Telecasting 8)
the same reasons disclosed by Los
The
survey
shows
59%
of
the
perseen by a majority of teachers, 64%
of them reported they also have
"seen significant evidence of harmCity
ful effects of TV." Some teachers
Weekly Television Summary — May 15, 1950 telecasting survey
reported having seen harmful efOutlets On Air
Outlets On -Air
fects to only a few children, such as
Number Sets
Number Sets Los Angeles
Albuquerque KOB-TV
sleepiness, fatigue and lassitude,
Ames
KLAC-TV, KNBH, KTLA, KTSL, KFI-TV
530,645
WOI-TV
KTTV,
KECA-TV
Louisville
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
but thought it did not justify a genWAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
2,828
Memphis
9,100
158,089
WMCT
Baltimore
WAAM. WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
eral conclusion. A number of Binghamton
32,350 Miami
28,322
WTVJ
WNBF-TV
22,000
MilwaukeePaul
109,547
13,000
Birmingham
teachers also reported seeing both
34,706
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WT7V
14,000
Minn.-St.
Bloomington
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
harmful and beneficial effects in the Boston
KSTP-TV,
87,700
Nashville
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
339,234
Buffalo
5,800 New Haven
same classroom.
WBEN-TV
77,500
WBTV
Charlotte
New
WNHC-TV
93,288
14,568
WDSU-TV
New Orleans
York
The parents who took part in the Chicago
200
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
457,565
WABD.
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
26,000
106,900
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
WOR-TV,
WPIX
study registered a highly favorable
in
Newark
Cleveland
Norfolk
. 223,236
57,300
WATV
Incl. N. Y. 1,270,000
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
estimate
reaction to video. Of the 54 surColumbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
WTAR-TV
15,374
Dallas,
Omaha
veyed, all but nine said they feel
Oklahoma City WOW-TV,
WKY-TV KMTV
Ft. Worth
KBTV,
KRLD-TV,
WBAP-TV
27,457
52,500
Philadelphia
TV to be beneficial to their children.
Davenport
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
23,013
10,428 Pittsburgh
Phoenix
Includes Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
483,000
Quad Cities WOC-TV
The benefit named most frequently
KPHO-TV
WDTV
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Dayton
105,000
247,000
Detroit
48,100
by parents was that television has
Portland,
Ore.
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
Providence
WICU
7,000
Erie
WJAR-TV
WTVR
33,459 Richmond
stimulated a "keen interest in news,
49,140
Ft.
Worth29,073
52,500
Rochester
887
Dallas
scientific and travel programs . . .
WBAP-TV, KBTV, KRLD-TV
Salt
Lake City WHAM-TV
Rapids WLAV-TV
and has extended the interests of Grand
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
30,000 San
15,700
35,436
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
San Antonio
Diego
15,784
KEYL,
Houston
11,475
children."
KLEE-TV
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
21,500
37,100
San Francisco KGO-TV,
Schenectady
HuntingtonKPIX, KRON-TV
Mrs. Peter Seitz, mother of two
WRGB
Charleston WSAZ-TV
49,242
Seattle
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
grade school pupils, suggested that
78,000
29,000
KING-TV
41,200
8,770 Toledo
St. Louis
KSD-TV
WMBR-TV
parents guide their children in the Jacksonville
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
WHEN. WSYR-TV
128,000
Syracuse
selection of programs during
18,822
40,000
WSPD-TV
KalamazooKOTV
9,878 Tulsa
38,913
Battle Creek
18,926
Kansas City WDAF-TV
WKTV
Utica-Rome
"proper" hours.
24,100
Washington
13,200
WGAL-TV
34,267 Wilmington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WOIC, WTTG
44,804
The panel was moderated by Dr. Lansing
128,100
WJIM-TV
WDEL-TV
Paul F. Douglass, American U. Lancaster*
Stations
on Air 104
Sets in Use 5,764,268
Total Markets12,000
on Air 61
*
Lancaster
and
contiguous
areas.
34,742
president. Other speakers included:
Editor's
Note: Source Since
of setmany
estimates
are basedmonthly,
on datasome
available
from dealers,
distributors,
TV Circulation
committee,
electric
companies
and
manufacturers.
are
compiled
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets
in
all
areas
is
Dr. L. D. Folkemer, director of renecessarily approximate.
ligious activities at George WashPage 6
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^See C. E. Hooper, Inc., "TV Station Audience Index" Feb.-March.
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Telestatus
(Continued from Telecasting 6)
rently, 42% in Los Angeles were
for readjustment to later hours,
31% recommended they remain at
their present times. In San Diego
43% were for readjusted time and
21% said to leave those telecasts
as they are at present. San Bernardino figures show 42% against a
shift while 31% want telecast hour
changed for crime shows.
TV, as a whole, has created no
major problem with children's habits, according to the parents interviewed. In Los Angeles, however,
26% of the parents said TV affects
bedtime hours. In San Diego the
same complaint was registered by
22% of the parents interviewed and
in San Bernardino by 16%. Interference with homework was the second complaint, registered by 9% of
the parents in Los Angeles, 7% in
San Diego and 6% in San Bernardino.
Berle Leads
Multi Market

Telepulse

MILTON BERLE's Texaco Star
Theatre was the most popular
television program during the
period April 1-7, according to the
Multi Market Telepulse released
last week by The Pulse Inc. Ratings of the top 10 television network programs in addition to the
average quarter-hour sets in use
and percent of TV homes to the
total number of families in the

nothing
under

but

our

nine cities covered by The Pulse
Inc. follow:
Average
Program
Rating
Texaco Star Theatre
Godfrey's TalentFriends
Scouts
Godfrey
Toast of &theHisTown
Stop Goldbergs
the Music
The
Saturday Night Revue
Kraft TV Theatre
Fireside Theatre
Studio One

Anr
Mpr.
54.4
42.6
41.7
34.4
40.9
33.6
32.6
33.5
30.3
30.0

Mar.
53.1
38.6
42.1
40.5
33.7
35.3
31.7
29.0
30.7

AVERAGE 'A HOUR TV SETS-IN-USE
Entire Week, 12 Noon-12 Midnight
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
1 73U
1950 1949
Boston
27.4
24.7
Chicago
29.9
28.6
28.3
Cincinnati
36.6
34.6
26.3
Cleveland
30.3
Dayton
29.0
32.1
Los
Angeles
27.5
33.2
New York
25.6
31.8
Philadelphia
34.2
30.0
Washington
24.4
24.3
26.9
All Markets Combined 31.2
29.9
% OF TV HOMES IN TOTAL FAMILIES
1950 Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
1950
1949
22.1
Boston
24.2
5.2
Chicago
28.3
25.9
7.2
20.3
Cincinnati
6.0
23.1
16.3
Cleveland
25.1
23.3
15.0
Dayton
27.8
25.1
Los Angeles
29.1
New York
30.4
14.0
Philadelphia
29.4
13.0
Washington
31.5
28.1
25.8
26.8
All Markets Combined
28.9
Chicago Videodex
Report for May
VIDEODEX, television rating
service of Jay & Graham Research
Inc., inaugurates a new policy of
releasing monthly network returns
by cities five days after the week

smiles

KALAMAZOO

LEONARD A. VERSLUIS STATIONS
HY M. STEED, MANAGER

MIS Ml
REPRESENTED BY
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

THESE GREAT MARKETS
ONE MILLION PEOPLE . . .
LOOK FOR TV FROM

UIMU-TU
GRAND RAPIDS, CHANNEL 7
^Cke only JMichixjavi TV Station outside (Detroit
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Te-Ve

Drawn for TELECASTING by John Ziegler
"The trouble with television today
is everyone's working for peanuts!"

umbrella!

HOLLAND

surveyed. The top 10 Videodex
Chicago TV shows for the week of
May 1-7 follow:
1. Texaco Star Theatre
69
2. Godfrey and Friends
57
3. Talent Scouts
49.6
4. Toast of the Town
42.8
5. Saturday Night Revue
39.3
6. Fireside Theatre
38.2
7. Kraft TV Theatre
37.6
8. Man Against Crime
37.4
9. Original Amateur Hour
36.2
10. Garroway at Large
35.5

NEW TV UNIT
Stanford Shows Transmitter
NEW television transmitter that
will partially solve problem of congested TV air lanes has been designed by Stanford U. Research
Institute, it has been announced
[Telecasting, May 8].
Developed under sponsorship of
John H. Poole, owner of KSMA
Santa Maria and KALI Pasadena,
and adapted to needs of his experimental station KM2XAZ Long
Beach, Calif., the transmitter is
designed for sending signals in
the ultra-high frequency region
of 475 to 890 me recently authorized
by FCC for experimental TV
broadcasts. The experimental
transmitter operates at 530 mc.
"Perfection of a transmitter of
the type announced has been one
long-sought step toward the opening of the UHF region for commercial broadcasting," the institute
said. "Another is the development
of converters for bringing UHF
signals down to the VHF level of
standard commercial receivers."
Institute stated that such a prototype converter was designed and
built
under
last year. Mr. Poole's sponsorship
Explaining importance of the
transmitter, the institute added
that: "Because even the best receivers have trouble clearly differentiating between two stations
on immediately adjacent channels,
the maximum practical number of
stations which can be received well
in any given area is seven. This
limit has been reached in New

York and Los Angeles."
May. 15, 1950

TVA-SAG Dispute
(Continued from Telecasting 3)
vision films save kinescopes.
The SAG defined kinescopes —
over which it does not dispute
TVA's jurisdiction — as those made
of live television programs simultaneously with the live telecast.
SAG said it was "gratified that
TVA has decided to follow the
lead of the guild which two weeks
ago instituted NLRB action to
settle this issue" and that it hoped
TVA contract negotiations for
performers in live television "will
move to a speedy and successful
A TVA spokesman described
conclusion."
the
TVA filing with the NLRB as
aNLRB
"counter
petition" to the SAG's
appeal.
Since its formation, TVA has
endeavored to establish itself as
the one over-all union for television
talent. A month age, it was accorded this jurisdiction by vote of
the board of directors of the Associated Actors and Artistes of
America, AFL, parent body of all
performer unions.
Although the Screen Guild is a
member of the 4A's, it bitterly
protested the 4A's board action
and has announced it does not feel
bound by it to yield its jurisdiction
over motion pictures, no matter
for what purposes they are made.
Charles T. Douds, regional director of the NLRB in New York,
said it was probable that the SAG
and TVA NLRB petitions would be
joined for NLRB action.
The probable course of NLRB
procedure, it was thought, would
be first to appeal to both union
groups to agree on an election by
their members to choose one of
them as the bargaining unit, and,
if that course failed, to set the
whole matter down for formal
NLRB hearings.
The second course was regarded
as far more likely to develop than
the first.
Meanwhile, any contract negotiations between telecasters or producers of television programs and
either union group are virtually
precluded. Authoritative estimates
were that if the jurisdictional issue
went to formal NLRB hearing, it
might be months before it was
resolved.
SELLING BY TV
Weaver Addresses Brewers
DESPITE the high cost of effective television advertising the nation's brewers will inevitably have
to make full use of the new medium,
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, NBC
vice president in charge of television, told the United States Brewers Foundation at its 74th annual
convention in San Francisco May 3.
Television, Mr. Weaver said, will
be the next battlefield for the brewers in their fight for- a share of the
nation's markets. The competitive
advantage enjoyed by those brewers
already in television will make it
impossible for others to stay out,
he said.
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The

Medium

that tells you

A SELECTED

AUDIENCE

A COUNTED

AUDIENCE

A LOW

AUDIENCE

A

AND

HOW

COST

HOME

AUDIENCE

many.. .WHO

And

RADIO,

INC.

.With this precise information and Transit Radio's low rates,
you can see at a glance your guaranteed cost-per-thousand.
.

.Because of their unique "music and news" program structure,
Transit Radio Stations capture the bulk of FM home listeners
. . . with highest hours-per-day average. Check the FM
listening reports.
RESULTS!

New York: 250 Park Ave.,
Mu.H. 8-3780
Chicago: 35 E. Wacker,
Fin. 6-4281

in CINCINNATI,

OHIO

WCTSFM

Times-Star Bidg. — GA 1331
Affiliated with WKRC-WKRC-TV and the Cincinnati Times-Star
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they cost

...by half-hour periods. You know exactly how many people
your
sales message reaches. No "guesstimates," no surveys
necessary.

15
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WHAT

. . .Breakdown of men and women riders, inbound and outbound. Audience composition breakdowns, by hours of the
day — you can choose exactly the type of audience you want.

REMEMBER,
TRANSIT
RADIO
GETS
Call TODAY for the fact-full story from

TRANSIT

they are. ..and

May 15, 1950

TRANSIT RADIO IS AVAILABLE
IN ALL THESE MARKETS . . .
( And coming soon in scores of others):
Allentown, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.
WFMZ
WMAR-FM
WBUZ
Bradbury Heights, Md.
(and suburbs of Wash ., D. C.)
WCTS
Cincinnati, Ohio
Des Moines, la.
Evansville, ind.
KCBC-FM
WMU
Flint, Mich.
Houston, Tex.
WAJL-FM
Huntington, W. Va.
KPRC-FM
Jacksonville, Fla.
WPLH-FM
Kansas City, Mo.
WJHP-FM
Omaha,
Neb.Pa.
KCMO-FM
KBON-FM
Pittsburgh,
WKJF
St. Louis, Mo.
KTNT
Tacoma, Wash.
KXOK-FM
Topeka,
Kans.D. C.
WIBW-FM
Washington,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
WGTR-FM
WWDC-FM
WiZZ !
Worcester, Mass.
TELECASTING
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New Fairchild Turret-Head
3-Way Transcription Arm
Plays Standard Laterals, Microgrooves, and Verticals
Without Plug-ins . . .
WHAT

IT IS:

A revolutionary new pickup
with provision for 3 separate
cartridges — All in ONE arm

WHAT

IT DOES:

Obsoletes plug-in cartridges.
Eliminates extra pickups on
turntable. Performs functions
of 3 separate pickups.
RESULTS:
• Lateral, Vertical, Microgroove in 7 Arm
• Any combination of cartridges in 7 Arm
• Simply turn knob to select cartridge
• Pressure changes automatically
• Optimum performance
— separate cartridge for
each function
• No arm resonance —
new viscous damping
• Fits all transcription
turntables.
Write for
Illustrated Details

^/ajjLoAilcl.
:
^—
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
154TH STREET AND 7TH AVENUE
WHITESTONE, N. Y. w-ns
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Asks More Spot T'me
PLAN
day in the not too distant future, the sisted that their replies not be
networks will find themselves with affil- identified with them or their oriates only in major markets — with a
few scattered rich boys carrying their ganizations.
The network reactions were well
programs to other limited areas. Number Two — If the networks do not at- presented by one top executive in
tempt some plan along these lines, I the following statement:
Every TV broadcaster is making his
am afraid that many stations — probably a majority of stations — will be own future in television. As of today
forced to lean on national spot pro- there are a number of television stations which are in the black without
gramming (or of course local programming in areas where talent is avail- doing a big programming job themselves. This is true of both on-cable
able) to the exclusion of network programming. This I believe you will and off-cable stations.
agree would be more detrimental to
Hourly rates in television are alnetworks than revamping their schedready, by and large, at a much higher
uling along the lines suggested above. level than
are comparable radio rates
Isn't it better for networks to allow and they will continue to go higher.
a station to sell a 1-minute spot fol- We can expect — within a couple of
lowing anetwork show — or would they years — television rates will generally
prefer that the station delete the net- be from three to five times higher than
work entirely in this period and pro- radio rates. And this, whether on a
gram it with a more remunerative na- national spot, local or network basis,
will mean that much more income to
tional spot show?
Before publishing the proposal the television station. Obviously they
wouldn't be this high unless the telefor general discussion, Telecastvision stations' operations were so
ing informally submitted it to the much more
costly than those of radio
stations.
top executives of the four networks
and to a number of agency televiIt is more than likely that indesion directors. Some of them dependently owned television stations
clined to comment. Those who did will get in the
black much more quickly
than will networks. Reducing the
express their reactions were unanimous on two points: They all op- present alleged quarter-hour, which is
posed the plan and they all in- actually 14% minutes, to 13% minutes
would require proportionate decreases
in time costs to national advertisers
and this is certainly not in the cards
TV BUSINESS
at this writing.
Cramer Sees Rapid Growth
The author of this proposal has apparently forgotten his own responTHE MANUFACTURING-distribsibility as a television station operator
uting side of television can easily — that is, the responsibility to do proamount to $2 billion in the year
gramming on his own rather than
1950 alone, Leonard F. Cramer,
merely trying to coast on network programming. The history of successful
vice president of Allen B. DuMont
radio has been one of the station operaLabs, said Tuesday in a talk before
tor doing a good job of local programa luncheon meeting of 40 DuMont
ming around his network programming
dealers in the Boston area, held and charging
prices accordingly. Why
at Boston's Copley-Plaza Hotel.
doesn't this particular station operator,
Mr. Cramer predicted that within
instead of asking for more time between network programs, double his
the next two years television will
rate for the 30 seconds that he now
be
one
of
the
nation's
top
10
industries.
has between
programs?
There's
ing to stop him
from doing
thisnothand
He noted that the total investthe additional revenue.
ment in TV equipment in the getting
As far as using a minute or a
country already exceeds $2.5 bil- minute-and-a-half, arbitrarily, as far
lion and with addition of the '50 as the station is concerned, we are
investment, may be expected to
faced today — where this occurs —
reach the $4.5 billion mark by the being
with being forced to rebate to the adend of the year. Mr. Cramer pointed
vertiser. If he buys his network program to start at 8 o'clock, he wants
out that these figures "leave out
telecasting entirely. However, in to start at 8 o'clock and not at 8:01.
All in all, there apears to be a lack
February the TV networks reof thinking on the part of the creator
ported $1,730,259 in total billings,
that was 299% over the same
of the plan. Any station is at commonth in 1949. First quarter
plete liberty to determine not to make
a network affiliation, if it does not
charges, of all four of the TV net- care to. Most of them care to because
works are well over last year's the advantages are, to a thinking stafigures for the similar period.
tion operator, quite obvious.
"The impact of television as an
Client Disfavor
advertising medium will stimulate
Agency reactions agreed that
business activity 10% to 15%," Mr.
Cramer stated, adding that "at the the proposed plan would not be favored by their clients, whether
present time more than 2,500 concerns use television to sell their sponsors of TV network programs
or of video spots. The network
goods and services." As a concrete
sponsor, it was pointed out, is
example of the impact of video
already complaining of the high
advertising, he cited a recent statecosts of video programming and
ment by Marion Harper, president
of McCann-Erickson, that for 23 feeling that it is not quite fair that
the spot advertiser should be alof
the agency's
clientstosales
lowed to cash in on the major
increased
from 19%
37% had
in
TV markets compared to sales in expenditures of the program sponsor. He would certainly object
areas without
casting, Aprilvideo
24]. service [Telemost emphatically to any more
BROADCASTING
• Page 6C
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NUE
RE
IV
WORRIED
aboutVE
the costs of
operating a video station and seeing
no chance to get out of the red for
years to come, a thoughtful broadcaster has come up with a plan for
increasing station revenue which
he has asked Telecasting to present to the networks, advertisers
and advertising agencies.
In essence, his proposal is that
the TV networks shorten their
program periods so that their
affiliate stations can have more
announcement time to sell. A
quarter-hour program, now actually 14% minutes, would be reduced to 13% minutes by this plan,
and a half-hour show would run
not 29% minutes as at present, but
28% or perhaps 27% minutes.
Author's Thinking
The author of this plan, manager of an outstandingly successful radio station which last year
added a TV station to its operalows: tion, presented his thinking as folInterconnected as well as non-interconnected TV stations are having quite
a struggle. If and when the Commission lifts the freeze and if and when
all the current and future applicants
get on the air, it is reasonable to assume that more and more of us will
have more and more operational and
financial problems than anticipated.
It is also reasonable to assume that
many of these stations will "see red"
for long periods of time — longer perhaps than many of them can afford
financially. It follows then that a lot
of the boys who have large capital
investments in TV will be forced out of
business — thereby retarding the overall
progress of the industry.
The life blood in TV, as far as station operators are concerned, is derived
from 1-minute and/or 30-second national spot announcements. Those of
us who are not on the cable have been
fairly successful in selling these spots
between network shows and simply
starting the upcoming network show
30 seconds or 1 minute late. So far
the networks have not squawked too
much about this general practice. As
far as the interconnected stations are
concerned though, this of course is impossible since the networks have chosen
to program their television on a radio
time segment basis — that is, 14% minutes for a quarter-hour show, 29%
minutes for a half-hour show, etc.
My idea is simply for the networks
to agree among themselves and with
their clients to change their rate structure and overall programming to the
extent that their affiliates might be
allowed to pick up that extra buck that
will keep them in business. I mean
simply that instead of setting up 15minute shows on a 14%-mihute basis,
they should set them up on a 13%minute basis and sell them accordingly.
Half -hour shows should be set up on a
28% -minute scale — or even 27% -minutes. This would allow stations to sell
remunerative spots on either side.
When this plan is discussed with the
networks, their first question will
probably be: "Where do the networks
benefit by this plan ?" The answer is
simple. Number One — if something
along these lines is not instituted by
the networks, I firmly believe that some

WMAR-TV Baltimore is cited "for
distinguished public service in highway safety," as Alfred P. Sloan (r),
i chairman of the board of General
Motors, presents the Alfred P. Sloan
Radio Award to E. K. Jett, WMARTV director. Occasion was the
awards dinner held May 8 at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
1
time for station break commercials between programs, it was
stated.
j| The spot user would object with
; equal emphasis, according to the
.agency executives, who pointed
flout that the television audience
now gets four commercials — the
closing commercial
of one program, the station break, the socalled service announcement which
Ins combined with the station identification and the opening commerI-cial of the next program — within a
n period of about two minutes. To
f add any more would be confusing
h to the viewer and useless to the
'advertiser, the agencies believe,
' and they said they would fight
against any such proposal by rec< ommending that their clients stop
using TV spots under those circumstances.
In Light of Radio History
These arguments should perhaps
be weighed in the scales of radio
J history. Network advertisers have
time and again tried to free their
programs from neighboring announcements; networks have tried
. to compel stations to eliminate sta1 tion break commercials at certain
i times ; neither advertisers nor net! works have been able to make any
■' appreciable headway against the
inescapable economic fact that
I without the revenue from an" nouncements few stations would be
able to operate in the black.
^ The costs of TV operations, as
the author of the shorter network
program plan has pointed out, are
much greater than those of radio.
At least one network, ABC, has
j recognized the validity of his ar3,gument
that
more
time for
^ station break announcements is
needed to provide adequate station
revenue. All of ABC's half-hour
] TV network sustaining programs
are presented in a 28/40 format,
pas compared to the 29/25 format
1 of the network's half-hour commercial shows. But when one of
the ABC sustainers recently went
commercial its sponsor resolutely
'■refused
to accept
time
period which
had the
beenshorter
established
Page 61
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and insisted on his full 29 minutes,
25 seconds.
Television is presenting many
new problems to broadcasters and
advertisers alike and the formulas
established by radio over the past
25 years may not always provide
the right answers for TV. The
station-network time allotment
problem posed above is as serious
as it is controversial and the early
discovery of a solution that will
operate to the benefit of all concerned— stations, networks and advertisers — is imperative. Telecasting will welcome constructive
comments from any and all of its
readers.

Johnson 'Meets Press'
SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON (DCol.), chairman of the Senate Interstate &Foreign Commerce Committee, was scheduled to appear
yesterday (Sunday) on NBC-TV's
Meet the Press, 4:30-5 p.m (EDT).

WORLDWIDE rights to six hum
'n' Abner video features, on both
35mm and 16mm film, have been
purchased by Post Pictures Corp.,
New York. . . . New treatment for
obtaining sponsor identification on
feature film presentations was announced by James G. Riddell, president of WXYZ Inc., Detroit, and
shown on WXYZ-TV's Theatre
Hour April 30. Process developed
by John Pival, production manager
of
shows
advertiser's
at station,
bottom of
screen
in such a name
way
that it does not detract from action.
Each sponsor is given one-minute
spot at beginning of act, plus constant identification during purchased period.

NOW
BRINGS

Arrangements to telecast 68 recent J. Arthur Rank films have been
completed by WLWT (TV) Cincinnati. Many of the films have not
been shown in American theatres.
Films, all made since 1944 and
mostly in 1947-48, include "I Know
Where I'm Going," "Tawny Pipit,"
and "ThistroduceHappy
Breed". . .Cassidy
.To inits new Hopalong
Socks, children's socks with picture
of Hoppy on each pair, Sport- Wear
Hosiery Mills Inc., New York, has
prepared one-minute TV commercial. Film with 15-second open-end
on audio for local store message
can be secured by contacting Harry
Feigenbaum Adv. Agency, 2011
Walnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.
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Martin B. Campbell, General Manager
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Color Windup
(Continued from Telecasting 3)

u

is

In 1927 television by radio
was demonstrated — both
image and sound on the
same frequency band by a
single transmitter.
*
Blair-TV Inc. was the first
exclusive representative of
television stations. The first
company to recognize and
act on the television stations' real need for hard
hitting, single minded, exclusive representation.

-zi
BLAIR
~--

REPRESENTING
Birmingham
Columbus
los Angeles
New Orleans
Omaha
Richmond
Salt Lake City
Seattle

i
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INC.
■\

WBRC-TV
WBNS-TV
KTSl
WDSU-TV
WOW-TV
WTVR
KDYl-TV
KING-TV

,- 1j i::i , ■
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.

issued
directly
it." studies indiMr. Coe
said toRCA
cate "slightly less than 30% of
these electronic patents were applicable in the general radio broadcasting industry, including both
transmitters and receivers," or a
total of 1,800. About one-half of
these, or 900, he said, "have particular application to television transmitters and receivers."
He estimated RCA under sublicensing agreements has the right
to license about 900 additional patents relating directly to TV transmission and reception.
The witness explained that of
these two groups of patents relating specifically to TV about onethird apply to transmitters and
two-thirds to receivers. An exact
count is difficult, he said, since
some apply to both.
Under cross-examination by Mr.
Bauer as to why RCA does not
mark all of its patents and does
not require its sub-licensees to do
so, Mr. Coe explained the necessary
information is contained in the licensing agreement and RCA believes this is lawful.
Mr. Bauer asked, "What is your
intention with RCA patents, to
have just a pool and not identified
as to what you use, so that when
you give a license you give a license
to use the RCA patent pool?"
"No," was Mr. Coe's prompt
reply. He asserted, "First of all,
I do not regard the RCA patent
structure as a pool."
Questioned on Patents
Mr. Bauer asked if it was RCA's
policy to "wait until your licensees
make the demand that you acquire
the right to sub-license patents or
is it your policy to look after that
patent structure and acquire patents that you think the TV receiver
licensee should have in order to
build receivers without getting a
license from another?"
Replying that it is RCA's policy
to acquire non-exclusive rights for
itself and when possible the right
to pass it on to RCA licensees, Mr.
Coe said: "The RCA never is interested in the acquistion of sublicensing rights, except in those
situations where of necessity or at
least of a very desirable approach
those rights are necessary for RCA
alone." He added he knew of "no
case where RCA has been interested or has acquired sub-licensing
rights without having to have those
rights for itself.
When Mr. Coe testified RCA
keeps licensees notified of its new
inventions through industrial bulletins and laboratory demonstrations
but does not report on such inventions until RCA first proves them
practical, Chairman Coy expressed
concern about the point where RCA
"makes the judgment as to the
practicability of the invention and
its usefulness."
He asked the witness if from
this it might be assumed that suppres ion of new developments could
occur. Mr. Coe agreed it might be

Johnson

Lauds

FCC

SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON (D-Col.), chairman of
the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
which has consistently prodded the Commission on color
TV, told Telecasting Thursday that "I'm proud of the
job they've done." He noted
FCC hadthe"explored
field"
during
extended the
hearings
but conceded he doesn't know
"what the results will be"
and would withhold further
comment until a decision is
reached by the Commission.
"theoretically possible" but held
"it does not happen at RCA."
Mr. Bauer queried the witness as
to whether RCA is better off than
its licensees since it cannot sublicense the Hazeltine patents which
it has rights to. Hazeltine has a license system competitive with that
of RCA and RCA's licensees can get
separate licenses from Hazeltines
just as RCA does, the witness explained.
W. A. Roberts, counsel for Allen
B. DuMont Labs, asked Mr. Coe if
RCA has the right to conduct suits
for infringement, to restrain infringement or to recover damages
thereon with respect to those
patents which RCA has the right
to use itself and also sub-license.
Mr. Coe said he couldn't speak for
all agreements but that on some
RCA does. On the majority RCA
does not, he added.
When Mr. Roberts asked whether
RCA has the right to sue under licenses secured from American Telephone and Telegraph Co., General
Electric Co. and Westinghouse
Electric Co., Mr. Cahill objected
on the ground Mr. Roberts was
attempting
try his
case
before
FCC torather
thanclient's
the courts
since those agreements are in litigation between RCA and DuMont.
Right to Sue Covered
Asked for specific examples
where RCA does not have the right
to
sue, Mr. Coe named Philco and
Crosley.
Comr. Robert F. Jones, recalling
earlier testimony of David B.
Smith, Philco Corp. vice president,
asked Mr. Coe what RCA is getting
for the $3,000,000 it is paying
Philco for receiver patent rights if
Mr. Coe wasn't able to tell FCC
whether or not RCA is using those
patents. He asked if it could be
assumed this was a rebate on license royalties Philco is uaying
RCA.
RCA Counsel Cahill objected
vigorously to this assumption, stating there was nothing in the record
to support it and that "grave consequences" could ensue.
Comr. Jones said that since it
is not positive on the record that
RCA is using these patents, it is
a "fair inference" to assume alternatively that RCA is buying a
property right in order to furnish
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a rebate. "Criteria for use or purchasing utility of property rights
either to license or sub-license needs
some justification in this record,"
Comr.
"up to
RCA toJones
tell ussaid,
just and
whatit'sproperty
it To
has bought."
Mr. CahuTs assertion that
the inference was unfair, Comr.
Jones said the record "leaves some
room for speculation since RCA
hasn't been specific." Mr. Cahill
retorted that "RCA is not buying
anything for $3,000,000 that is of
Value of Philco Pact
no Mr.
value."
Coe testified the "elements of
value" in the Philco agreement were
that "there were two or three hundred patents, a comparable number
of pending applications, and a provision that RCA was to have freedom during the term of the contract
under any developments that came
from the Philco Laboratories." He
said the agreement was still in
effect.
Comr. Jones asked Mr. Coe
whether "the policy enunciated in
1940 was if one patent was needed
from RCA in order to build equipments called for under the standards" the full royalty rate for ail
patent privileges must be paid.
Mr. Coe replied, "If they want
the full license and the right to use
all of our patents, to get that
patent they pay the royalty, and
they pay it if they use one patent.
If they don't use any patents, they
don't
pay any
royalty." atThe2.25%
amount
was later
established
on
manufacturer's selling price. Mr.
Coe indicated all RCA licensees
pay the same rate and that there
is no discrimination.
Cites Competition
Mr. Coe told Comr. Jones he
agreed with Gen. Sarnoff that from
the standpoint of public interest it
is good to have a number of different laboratories working on television techniques. The witness also
told Comr. Jones there was competition between these laboratories.
When Mr. Coe in reply to a question
said he didn't know of "anyone that
has
royaltyif such
as ours,"
Jonestheasked
it would
be inComr.
the
public interest to have a more even
division of royalties in order to have
income for research in more than one
company.
The There
witnessis more
said, than
"I think
you
have that.
one
company
now
engaged
in
research."
"Would it be in the public interest
to strengthen by selecting a broad
base of patents for our standards so
that more than one company would
have adequate
Jones
asked. financial support," Comr.
"I would think that the basis of selecof standards,"
Mr. best
Coe service
replied, and
"is
what tionwill
result in the
the best product regardless of who
owns
the Jones
patents."continued, "TheoretiComr.
cally if one
company has the largest
share of the patents, either owned by
itself or by purchasing the right to
sub-license others, and in addition
having
the licensing
rights and every
earning an income
from practically
licensee in the manufacture of telereceivingwould
sets, doesn't
it appear
to youvision
there
be more
equal
opportunity
in
the
trading
and more
exchange of patent information and
mutuality if there was a division of
income among the several companies
having
"I don'tlaboratories?"
think so," Mr. Coe replied,
"because I don't see how you could
divide this thing except according to
your patent merit
As far as 1
am aware this acquisition of subrights has not of
failed
to stimulate the licensing
continuance
research
by
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lother laboratories. Certainly no one
lhas suggested that the Bell Labs, have
ceased or that Philco has ceased, or
lin any way diminished their research
jactivities."
Mr. Coe also suggested that patients have a way of expiring, hence
(selling of rights to RCA "has every
inducement" to such firms "to
[strengthen their research and their
■patent position."
I "As a matter of fact then," Comr.
•Jones
"assuming
patent asked,
lasts until
1955, that
and the
it isToulon
basic
(to your system, and that you have
other patents that will be granted
llater adapting the Toulon dot interilace system to yourself that will run
lover until 1962, will that not continue
|the predominance of RCA in the patent
[licensing and sub-licensing field for an
additional number of years?"
, "If our system is adopted," the RCA
jwitness
replied,
"I would
that
our patent
position
would assume
be stronger,
jnot for the reason because of that
.'adoption,
but because
that is the system we have
been concentrating
our
jresearch, and our inventions are more
^likely to be more important and more
Inumerous."
Dr. Goidmark,
who appeared
jbriefly Monday and again Wednesday morning, asserted the "possibility of the RCA system ever becoming apractical home broadcast
service is extremely doubtful." He
:;said RCA's problems "are monumental and fundamental."
I The CBS inventor contended Gen.
-Sarnoff was wrong in calling the
icolor disc a "harness" and held that
'jif it were not for this disc, and
jithe quality of the CBS picture,
rthere never would have been a color
hearing. Dr. Gollmark argued the
Color wheel was rather a "starting
point for a practical, inexpensive
home color TV system."
Claims No Registration Problem
Dr. Goidmark said the CBS sys|Item, using the disc, was the only
i'|one that has no registration problem at either the camera or the
receiver. He charged RCA and
others have minimized this problem
.and noted that if the RCA camera
tubes are off one element the picture resolution is cut to 25% of
that usually obtained.
Regarding color fidelity, Dr.
Goidmark said three points were
important: Faithfulness at a given
point in the picture; uniformity '
lover the whole screen, and stability
under home conditions over a long
Iperiod. He contended CBS has met
3ta.ll three of these conditions and
Ithat RCA has not, and he doubted
jit ever could. He said RCA itself
'has admitted color cross-talk to be
a problem in small detail.
Even though Gen. Sarnoff characterized the CBS picture as "degraded," Dr. Goidmark said he has
seen all RCA demonstrations and
the RCA picture under all conditions has been "degraded."
| . The CBS witness considered
the CBS picture adequately bright
for satisfactory viewing and without flicker. He said the RCA tricolor tube used with the CBS system would automatically increase
brightness since RCA light emis"sion
only 15%
the time
due tooccurs
the mixed
highs ofwhile
CBS
light occurs 100% of the time.
He said CBS home equipment
could be available within a few
months but that "grave doubts"
exist that RCA equipment ever can
Jbe ready. He held CBS also would
beat RCA on receiver costs even
jPage 63
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if the number of tubes were the
same since RCA would require
exacting construction and testing
because of its critical circuits and
close tolerances.
Dr. Goidmark asserted the dot
interlace technique used by RCA
is twice as susceptible to interference as the simple form proposed as a refinement of its sysby CBS. Hesuppression
said CBS doesn't
need temoscillator
either.
Although he considered the question of compatibility to have been
well covered already, Dr. Goldmark said he found on RCA receivers in his hotel suite that blackand-white pick up of RCA color
programs suffered from bad aural
signal interference to the picture. He said if this problem can't
be adjusted, "RCA is not compatible" to monochrome standards
without antenna or set modifications being made.
Dr. Goidmark testified at length
to his experience with an RCA color

COLOR

FINDINGS

FCC Tells Participants
To File Proposals

SCOPE and complexity of FCC's problem in deciding the color television issue were made evident last week in the specifications it issued
for the submission of proposed findings and conclusions by participants
(also see story Telecasting 3).
conclusions — and RCA, CBS and
The Commission called upon
CTI may also do so with respect to
RCA, CBS and CTI— proponents
the
systems of each other — on conof specific color systems — to file
dition that they cover all of the
proposed findings and conclusions
points
specified
by the Commission.
relating to their own systems, and
Deadline for filing the material
set out a 2% -page list of points is 20 days after the record is
to be covered.
closed, and replies may be subOther participants will be permitted 10 days later. The record
mitted to file proposed findings and is expected to be closed about May
25-26, the dates set for final crossexamination and rebuttal after
receiver at the home of FCC General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone
the CTI demonstration in San
Francisco on May 17.
one evening. He indicated the color
and registration were poor and that
Among the information FCC
the picture also suffered from in- called for were "precise" stateterference. He said he found the
ments of "the specific transmission
color phasing control very touchy,
standards
and "the prospedifficult to adjust and frequently
cific rulesproposed"
and regulations
(Continued on Telecasting 1U)
out of adjustment.

KPHO-TV...HIGH
VALLEY

OF

THE

IN

THE

SUN

From the top of Phoenix's modern Westward Ho Hotel, KPHO-TV
reaches 240 feet into the air . . base to the tip of the RCA 3-bay
super turnstile antenna. Phoenix Broadcasting, Inc., selected
IDECO for this job for two very important reasons:
Triangular-Section Safety — IDECO triangular design reduces
wind load on tower . . gives added rigidity and freedom from
distortion .. contributes to IDECO's outstanding safety record.
Complete Engineering* — IDECO engineering covers the whole
job — grillage which was necessary to distribute the tower load
to the building columns, coaxial cable from base to antenna,
lighting material, platforms.
Before you build or buy a tower — for AM, FM, TV or all three
— investigate how IDECO can relieve you of problems and
responsibilities. Write today for bulletin RT46 and SSRT-1 or
ask for figures on your requirements.
International Derrick and Equipment Company
Torrance, California
Columbus 8, Ohio

; IDECO engineering covers
the entire
job, fromto antenna
foundation specifications
array, including erection and
^s:;^rerection'

t^ui ....
towers
AM
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Color Findings
(Continued from Telecasting 13)

DISK

Recording
WITH

TAPE

Quality

Fairchild Thermo-Stylus Kit
• For maximum reduction
of surface noise
• For quality recording at
innermost diameters
WHAT

IT IS:

A kit of special styli with
miniature heating elements, a
cutterhead adaptor and a heat
control with calibrated meter.

WHAT

IT DOES:

Applies thermoplastic principles
to disk recording; eliminates
mechanical loading of the cutter by the disk material.
RESULTS:
• Reduces basic surface noise at
least 20 db.
• Minimizes frequency discrimination at innermost diameters.
• Eliminates most difficulties due
to production differences in blank
disks.
Recordings made with the Fairchild Thermo-Stylus Kit retain
the esthetic listening appeal of
original sound.
Write for illustrated details —
specify your cutterhead.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
154TH STREET & 7TH AVENUE
WHITESTONE, NEW YORK fr-iizj
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posed"; recommended policies on
compatibility, convertibility, patents, desirability or undesirability
of establishing color standards at
this time, minimum and maximum
number of hours of colorcasting,
and the handling of the transition
from black-and-white to color.
Complete list of subjects on
which information was requested:
Proposed Findings of Fact
1. Description of sytem: Brief description of technical operation and
characteristics of the system.
2. System and apparatus capabilities and performance — present: Description of the present development
of the system and of various types of
transmitting and receiving apparatus
employed in the system for color and
monochrome transmission and reception. Such statement should include specific reference to the following factors in connection with each
type of apparatus:
(a) COLOR RECEPTION:
(1) Overall picture quality
(2) Brightness
(3) Color breakup and fringing
(4) Color fidelity and color contamination
(5) Contrast
(6) Picture texture
(7) Flicker, dot crawl, line crawl,
etc.
(8) Picture size limitations
(9) Viewing distance and angle
(10) Registration
(11) Resolution — horizontal
(12) Resolution — vertical
(13) Transmitting apparatus, including description, availability (dates
and quantities), cost, original and
maintenance, etc.
(14) Receiving apparatus, including description, availability (dates
and quantities) cost (original and
maintenance), etc.
(15) Network transmission, including capability for transmission over
existing and proposed network facilities.
(16) Convertibility of existing television receivers to receive color transmis ions in color, including description
of converters, availability (dates and
quantities), cost (original and maintenance), etc. Include a statement as
to whether existing television receivers designed to receive television programs in accordance with
present transmission standards will
be able to receive television programs
transmitted in accordance with the
proposed new color standards simply
by making relatively minor modifications in such existing receivers.
(b) MONOCHROME RECEPTION:
(Same information as that required
with respect to color reception in 2(a)
above, except that items on color
breakup and fringing and color
fidelity do not apply, and Item 16 relates to ability or adaptability of
existing msets
to receive color transis ions in monochrome.)
3. System and apparatus capabilities and performance: prospective:
Description of system and apparatus
developments actually disclosed in
record, showing their status of development, plans for future developments, estimates of dates available,
and effect upon factors listed under
"2(a)" and "2(b)" supra.
4. Interference: Statement of precise data available concerning susceptibility of the system and various
types of apparatus to interference
and similar effects, and statement of

how such interference may be minimized, with respect to the following:
Co-channel interference; adjacentchannel interference; oscillator radiation interference or other in-channel interference such as diathermy
harmonics and other station harmonics, including interference to any
subcarrier employed in the system;
image interference; noise; ghosts;
ignition interference.
5. Field tests and public reaction
tests: Summary of all field tests and
public reaction tests conducted concerning the system and each type of
apparatus, specifying purpose and
results of said tests. Statement of
adequacy and weight to be given to
the field tests and public reaction
tests conducted for the purpose of
adoption by the Commission of transmission standards concerning the system.
6. Plans: Statement of plans to be
put into effect in event the system is
adopted by the Commission as basis
for transmission standards (a) on an
exclusive basis, and (b) as one of
two or more systems. Include plans
as to manufacture of transmitting and
receiving apparatus, and as to broadcast and networking of color programs. Proposed Conclusions
7. Precise statement of 'specific
transmission standards proposed.
8. Precise statement of specific
rules and regulations proposed.
9. Statement of recommendations as
lowing:
to policies with respect to the folCompatibility; convertibility; patents; desirability or undesirability
of promulgating color television
standards at the present time in the
light of the development of the art
(include a statement as to social
value and economic cost to the American public of adoption of any specific
system at this time or at a later
time); minimum and maximum number of hours of color broadcasting;
handling of transition from present
situation in television broadcasting to
color television broadcasting.
10. Statement of any other proposals or recommendations.
NEW COAX LINK
AT&T Announces Construction
CONSTRUCTION of a new coaxial cable link scheduled for television service next October between Indianapolis and Louisville
has begun, the AT&T announced
last week. The cable initially will
carry one video channel from Indianapolis toLouisville.
AT&T also said that construction was proceeding on a DaytonIndianapolis radio relay system
which
will connect with television
ing.
network channel already operat-

SMITH TO WCAU-TV
Is TV Operations Manager
THOMAS FREEBAIRN SMITH
takes up duties today (Monday) as
manager of television operations
for WCAU-TV Philadelphia. His
appointment was announced last
week by Charles Vanda, vice president in charge of television for
WCAU Inc.
Mr. Smith formerly was with
Foote, Cone & Belding and Ruthrauff & Ryan.
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NIELSEN DATA
Issues First TV Ratings
A. C. NIELSEN Co. has issued its
first National TV Nielsen-Ratings
Report for subscribers. It is the
successor to "TV-Network Hooperatings" acquired by Nielsen last
March [Broadcasting, March 6].
Acquisition of the Hooper services, the Nielsen firm said, set off
its program of expansion and improvement of the TV ratings.
Improvements coordinated in the
report thus far are (1) figures
for total TV audience, (2) increased information and program
ratings of "useful types," (3)
pocket size report, (4) reduced
charges for copies, (5) elimination
of branch office charges, (6) faster
delivery of reports, and (7) inclusion of alternate-week programs.
Nielsen's compilation of top TV
programs for March, based on the
weeks of March 1-7, and 15-21,
both the Angels and All Stars:
AUDIENCE DELIVERED
(Average Audience Basis)
Number of TV Homes Reached in
Total U. S. A.
Homes
Rank
Program
(000)
1 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 3,277
2
Godfrey
and
Friends
(CBS)
2,334
3 Toast of the Town (CBS) 1,985
4
1,924
5 Big
PhilcoStory
TV (NBC)
Playhouse (NBC) 1,915
6
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
1,876
7 Lone Ranger (ABC)
1,828
8 Stop the Music (Admiral) (ABC) 1,746
9 The Goldbergs (CBS)
1,730
10
Stop the Music (Old Gold) (ABC) 1,699
PROGRAM POPULARITY
(Average Audience Basis)
Per Cent of TV Homes Reached in
Program Cities
Homes
Rank
Program
%
1 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 79.8
2
Scouts(CBS)
(CBS) 55.2
66.3
3 Godfrey's
Godfrey andTalent
Friends
4 Toast of the Town (CBS) 55.1
5 Stop the Music (Admiral) (ABC) 51.9
6 Gillette Cavalcade (NBC) 51.1
7 Stop the Music (Old Gold) (ABC) 50.5
8 Lone Ranger (ABC)
49.1
9 The Goldbergs (CBS)
49.0
10
Big Story (NBC)
48.4
Dr. Pepper TV Spots
DR. PEPPER Co., Dallas (soft
drink), will use TV spots in selected major markets from June
1 through July 31 as part of its
$250,000 campaign introducing the
new, simpler bottle cap. Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
DuMont

Adds

Two

WKTV (TV) Utica, N. Y., and
WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo., have
signedtractsnetwork
affiliation
conwith the DuMont
Television
Network, bringing the total number of the network's affiliates to 56.
Both stations also are affiliates of
CBS-TV,
and NBC-TV.
MINUTE ABC-TV
j
ONE
TV FILM
Chicago
1331 S.
Wabash
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

RADIO

ENGINEER

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHAIL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
fveretf L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W
Washington, D. C.
Member

P.

MAY

Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

JOHN

J . KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1823 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Philip Merryman & Associates
* 114 State Street
* Bridgeport 3, Conn.
* Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DSSIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

Mi

KEAR

LYNNE

& KENNEDY

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5. D. C.

KENNEDY & TURNER
Wes Turner
Frank M. Kennedy
"Registered Professional Engineers"
Specializing in Television
3701 Arbolada Road Phone OLympic 7039
LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. — STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE'

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4730 W. RufTner

E . C . PAGE
CONSULTING
ENGINEERSRADIO
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 ISth St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125
Street
Of. Monroe
H. 3'dUr
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

Actions
MAY

of

the

4 to MAY

FCC

11

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod, -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

the

Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
May 4 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Request for license renewal of AM
station: KMNS San Luis Obispo, Calif.;
WWJ Detroit.
License for CP
License to cover CP new FM station:
KDNT-FM Wash.
Denton, Tex.; KALE-FM
Richland,
Modification of CP
WIBG-FM Philadelphia — Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WHOP-FM Hopkinsville, Ky. — Mod.
license FM station to change power
from 22 kw to 8.8 kw.
WFNS-FM Burlington, N. C— Mod.
CP new FM station to change ERP to
2.85 kw and ant. to 191 ft.
Mod. CP new TV station for extension of completion date: KPHO-TV
Phoenix, Ariz, to 11-27-50; KTLA
Hollywood. Calif, to 9-1-50; WLWD
Dayton, Ohio to 12-4-50.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Athens,
— Athens forBcstg.
Co.
DISMISSED Ohio
application
new AM
station 1580 kc, 1 kw D.
May 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1010 kc
WSID Essex, Md.— CP AM station to
change from 1570 kc 1 kw D to 1400
kc 250 w unl. AMENDED to request
1010 kc 1 kw D and omit contingent
on
denial Belvedere Bcstg. Corp. application.
AM— 790 kc
WQXI
Buckhead,
tion to change
from Ga.—
790 kcCP5 AM
kw Dsta-to
790 kc 5 kw D 500 w-N DA-N.
AM— 790 kc
WLBE Eustis, Fla.— Mod. license to
change main studio from Eustis, Fla. to
Leesburg, Fla.
AM— 1390 kc
KTJLP El Campo, Tex.— CP AM station to change from 1390 kc 500 w D to
1390 kc 500 w-D 100 w-N.
License for CP
KCIJ
Shreveport,
CP new AM station. La. — License for
Modification of License
WGEZ Beloit, Wis.— Mod. license to
increase
power from 100 w to 250 w
unl.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new AM station for extension of completion date: WSGW Saginaw. Mich.; KERB Kermit, Tex.
KRGV Weslaco, Tex.— Mod. CP AM
station to increase power etc. for extension of completion date.
WIMS Michigan City, Ind.— Mod. CP
AM station change power etc. for extension of completion date.

SERVICE

comparison

Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WAVU-FM
Albertville, Ala.; WCAR-FM Pontiac,
Mich .
WIS-FM Columbia, S. C— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP to 1.3
kw.
KVTT Dallas — Mod. CP new noncommercial educational FM station to
change ERP to 1.012 kw and change
ant. to 135.8 ft.
WNAV-FM Annapolis, Md.— Mod. license to move studio location to Admiral's Drive.Houston,
Annapolis.Tex.— Mod. CP
KXYZ-FM
new FM station to change ERP to 15
kw, ant. to 437 ft.
License for CP
WWDC-FM Washington — License for
CP to change frequency to 101.1 mc.
Modification of CP
WOI-TV
la.— Mod.
CP new
commercial Ames,
TV station
for extension
of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1240 kc
WCEM Cambridge, Md. — Mod. license
to change from 100 w unl. to 100 w-D
250 w-N.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KNAL Victoria, Tex. — Victoria Bcstg.
Co. RETURNED May 5 application for
mod. license to change from daytime
to unlimited time.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
WWRL New York— DISMISSED May
2 application for CP to replace expired
CP to increase power etc.
Laconia, N. H. — Warren H. Brewster
DISMISSED May 5 application for new
station on 1490 kc 250 w unl.
May 8 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
KAKE Wichita, Kan.— Granted leave
to intervene in hearing upon application of Pratt Bcstg. Co., Pratt, Kan.
WOR New York — Granted petition requesting dismissal with prejudice of
application for CP.
Illinois Baptist State Ass'n., Murphysboro, 111. — Granted petition requesting
dismissal
prejudice of application forwithout
CP.
WKRC Cincinnati, Ohio — Dismissed
petition filed Sept. 15, 1949, and supplement thereto filed on Feb. 6, 1950, requestion Commission to set aside final
decision in proceeding re application
and that of WJIM Lansing, Mich.
WDOV Dover, Del. — Dismissed as
moot petition of June 27, 1949, requesting Commission issue order to show
cause why
operation covered
by Corp.,
application of Commonwealth
Bcstg.
(WLOW) Norfolk, Va. should not be
modified.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KOJM Havre, Mont. — Granted continuance of hearing from May 8 to May
(Continued on page 78)
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SEVENTEEN-station Texas State
Network has acquired exclusive
radio rights to 1950 Colonial National Invitation Golf Tournament, to
be held in Ft. Worth May 25-28. One
hour of tournament will be aired
daily, with more on Saturday and
Sunday. Sportscasters will be Charlie Jordan, vice president of TSN;
Fred Kincaid, WRR Dallas, and Bill
Michaels, manager of KABC San
Antonio.
Hallock Cited
AWARD for conducting area's "most
interesting
and was
worthwhile program,"
On
the Record,
presented to Ted
Hallock, special
events director of
K P 0 J Portland,
Ore., by Press Club
of Oregon. Show
brings to microphone local and national figures of
prominence in political, social, business, labor and
spiritual fields who
Mr. Hallock
are queried by local
press and radiomen. Some included
Alaska Governor Ernest Gruening,
Sen. Wayne Morse (R-Ore.), Mayor
Dorothy McCullough Lee, Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt and Harry Bridges, West
Coast union leader.
New 'Television Shopper'
NEW Your Television Shopper, merchandising service for homemakers,
soon will make its debut on WABD
(TV) New York and DuMont network.
Daily bargain items, obtainable by
writing station, will be featured on
show, to be viewed daily, 11 a.m. to
12 noon. Duncan MacDonald, former
studio supervisor, now supervisor of

RTH
LANG-WO
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FEATURE PR

FOOD
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WORTH

FEATURE PROGRAMS, In..
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Network Calibre Programs at jCocal Station Cost
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women's programs, will head station's
shoppers who will comb city's stores
and show rooms for "bargains." Sydney Smith is conductor of program.
Airs Dedication
SPECIAL broadcast of the dedication
service of Grace Baptist Church in
Richmond, Va., when new church
building was opened on May 7, was
presented over WMBG Richmond.
Outlet's remote and special events department carried hour long dedication
service as public interest feature.
Church had been holding services in
local theatre since former building
was burned down five years ago. Since
fire, regular Sunday morning services
of Grace Church had been broadcast
over WMBG at least one month each
Indianapolis Races
year.
ENTIRE 500-mile race at Indianapolis
Motor Speedway will be telecast for
second year by WFBM-TV Indianapolis on Memorial Day, May 30, station
and speedway officials have announced.
Telecast will be sponsored by Perfect
Circle Corp. and Lincoln Mercury Div.,
Ford Motor Co. WFBM-TV will use
three cameras covering five-hour period beginning at 10:15 a.m. (CDT).
Station is airing qualification trials
for first time on three weekends prior
to race.
Medal Presentations
BROADCAST of unusual nature, covering presentation of Silver Star of
Solidarity Medal from Republic of
Italy to five local persons, was presented remote April 30 by WFCB
Dunkirk, N. Y. Medal, only one currently being awarded by Italian republic, went to persons for their leading
part in Dunkirk to Anzio Day in 1947.
One of recipients was second woman
in country to receive award. Ceremonies were translated into 22 foreign languages for broadcast over
Voice of America.
Florida Elections
FULL coverage of Florida primary
from 7 p.m. May 2, to 10:05 a.m. May
3, interrupting regularly scheduled
NBC and local programs to air returns in English and Spanish, was
carried by WIOD Miami. Full 15minute election summary was heard
at 11 p.m. and coverage was continued
from 11:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. WIOD General Manager James M. Legate coordinated work of staff in tabulating
local and state returns. News staff
supplemented state returns with
phoned in reports of Smathers-Pepper
race from WFLA Tampa, WJAX Jacksonville and WIOD.
'Capital Cooking'
KITCHENS of embassies and famous
personalities in and around Washington are scene for new TV series,
Capital Cooking, currently being produced by Bernard G. Wilens & Assoc.,
TV package producer. Series shows
chefs preparing dishes for which respective countries are noted. M.c. is
Anne Denton Blair, who has her own
show on WQQW Washington. Miss
Blair will discuss general background
of countries, explain steps in preparation of dish and suggest substitutes
for various ingredients not easily avail-

FIRST in series of public interest
broadcasts over KOA Denver is attended by Gov. Walter Johnson
(seated), as KOA General Manager
Lloyd E. Yoder stands by. Gov. Johnson now airs weekly 15-minute fireside chat called The Governor's
Report, using KOA facilities.
able in this country. Embassies of
Norway, India, Denmark, Finland and
Costa Rica are included. Joseph I.
Sonnenreich, New York, is exclusive
selling agent for show.
Repairs Aired
PROBLEM of rapid repair and maintenance of B-36 bombers at Air Force
fields covered recently by KGO San
Francisco for Special Event, ABC Pacific network program. Listeners heard
actual repair work being done, orders
transmitted by two-way radio to waiting teams of specialists, trouble shooters, repair crews, inspectors and test
hop teams from time plane rolled up
to flight line until test hop was completed, matter of only a few minutes.
Citation Presented
AT BROADCAST of McCurdy Little
Symphony on WHAM Rochester, N.
Y., station presented special citation
to Dr. Howard Hanson for his silver
anniversary as radio performer and

director of Eastman School of Music.
Dr. Hanson also was presented bound
portfolio containing special messages
from Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, Niles
Trammell, Frank M. Folsom, Joseph
H. McConnell, Frank Black, Charles
R. Denny and other NBC top personnel.
Cancer Show
ILLINOIS Div. of American Cancer
Society will benefit from donations
made by Chicago-area televiewers May
19 during two-hour variety show via
WENR-TV (ABC). Jim Moran, sponsor of The Courtesy Hour (10 to 11
p.m., CST, Friday), is contributing
show and supplanting commercials for
his Hudson cars with cancer promotion. ABC, in addition to giving extra
hour of time 11 until midnight, will
donate services of crews, technicians,
equipment and directors on air and in
rehearsal. Sandra Television Productions is lining up talent, and both
American Federation of Musicians and
American Guild of Variety Artists
have agreed to cooperate. Agency is
Malcolm-Howard,
rison will direct. Chicago. Greg GarCentennial Preview
AS preview of Olympia, Wash., Centennial Week, May 1-7, KOMO Seattle
originated its Scott and Freddy breakfast show
in the
State's
capital.
Show
was Evergreen
one of five KOMO
broadcasts to be aired from Olympia.
State officials appearing on program
included Gov. Arthur B. Langlie, Secretary of State Earl Coe, Treasurer
Tom Martin and Attorney General
Smith Troy. Several West Coast NBC
shows joined KOMO in salute.
Holy Year Hour
HOUR-LONG documentary entitled
The Holy Year in Europe, presented
on WOR New York May 14 from
9:30-10:30 p.m., and re-broadcast on
MBS from 10-11 p.m. the same night.
Francis Cardinal Spellman, Archbishop
of New York, opened religious program, with Pope Pius XII saying
Lord's Prayer at its close. Docuput togetherlisteners
by WOR's
John
Wingate, mentary,
brought
spectacle
of Papal procession in Rome, and description of Vatican interior and catacombs.
Fashion Telecast
ETHEL THORSON, fashion designer
and commentator, last week (May 9)
started new 15-minute show on WTTG
(TV) Washington under sponsorship
of Woodward & Lothrop, local department store. Guests on first show were
Hy Gardner, humor columnist and
radio personality; Bert Bachrach,
magazine fashion editor, and Danton
Walker, Broadway columnist. Details
for new presentation were handled
through Lindstrom, Leach & Co. Inc.,
New York.
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ow more than ever before — Sales and Advertising
Executives appreciate and depend on the STANDARD
ADVERTISING REGISTER. Experience has taught them that
S.A.R. is really the ONE dependable "source book" of facts about the
13,500 Companies and their Advertising Agencies spending 95 cents out
of every national advertising dollar in the U. S. A.!
Imagine — in one handy book — listed and cross-indexed for immediate
reference — 13,500 Companies with their 50,000 Executives listed by
title, the Advertising Agency handling the account, all subdivided into 47
classifications, 12,500 Brand Names.
You owe it to yourself and your Company to have the STANDARD
ADVERTISING REGISTER on your desk. So here's an easy way for us
to
Just drop us a line on your Company's letterhead. We'll
do get
the acquainted.
rest.
NATIONAL REGISTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.
330 WEST 42ND STREET
333 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
CHICAGO 1, ILL.
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.
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and Aline Martin have announced their
marriage.
!. NETWORK
Marjack Is First Sponsor
FIRST sponsor for Metropolitan
Network, formed earlier this month
by five Washington, D. C, area
daytime stations, was announced
last Wednesday. The group offers
programs for joint sale [Broadcasting, May 8].
Marjack Co. Inc., Washington,
nationwide confectionary firm, will
sponsor a quarter-hour segment
of the one-hour daily program,
Metropolitan Melody Time, for
Chief Treat Popcorn on a 13-week
basis beginning this week.
The first program, originating at
WARL Arlington, Va., and picked
up from WARL-FM and rebroadcast by other network members,
was aired simultaneously at 7-8
p.m. Other participants, all independents, are WPIK Alexandria,
Va.; WFAX Falls Church, Va.;
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., and
WBCC Bethesda - Chevy Chase,
Md. Marjack account was placed
through the firm's agency, William
Stark & Hinkle, Washington.
According to Howard B. Hayes,
WPIK, Marjack's signing and subsequent "blanket coverage" for the
firm, "heralds a swingover" to this
type of network offering. "It's an
indication for other advertisers,
who have shown interest, to come
along
on Metropolitan Network,"
he
added.
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ED SULLIVAN, m.c. of Toast to the
Town show on CBS-TV, awarded engraved silver water pitcher and Sylvania TV set by Maryland Television
Dealers Assn., who voted show best
on TV.
EDWARD THOMAS SULLIVAN Jr.,
continuity director of WCOP Boston,
is the father of a girl, Mary Ellen.

jQtoduction

former salesman
ROSS MERRITT,
joins ABC's
for Radiotime,
Central Division as AM producer.
HONORE NICHOLS appointed producer for WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati.
She joined station
in 1948, shortly
after it began
commercial operation,
handling make-up
and script
tion. In coordina1949 she
was appointed
sistant editoras-of
Now, ern
forWoman
the show,
Modand is currently
Miss Nichols

producing
Cowley's
Alley,
afternoon
disc program.
RICHARD ARLEN, stage and screen
star, named m.c. of KTLA (TV)
Hollywood half-hour weekly Hollywood Opportunity program.
MARC OLDS of WKDN Camden, N. J.,
morning recorded show, and instructor at Columbia Institute's Radio
Broadcasting School, Philadelphia,
joins staff of WCAU Philadelphia.
FELIX GRANT, m.c. of Yawn Patrol
on WWDC Washington, selected by
CBS to appear as guest star on new
network program, ABC's of Music.
BOB ROTH, formerly announcer for
CBC, joins WIP Philadelphia as relief
announcer.
NICK NICKSON, disc jockey for
WARC Rochester, appointed to handle
new summertime show, Everything for
Everybody, weekdays, 1-5 p.m. on
WARC.
JOE ROCKHOLD, formerly "Uncle
Orrie" on National Barn Dance, moves
to WRFD Worthington, Ohio, to direct
artists bureau for talent now on station. He was previously station manager of WHOK Lancaster, Ohio, and
has been with WLW Cincinnati, WLS
WGN WMAQ Chicago, WXYZ Detroit
and WSPD Toledo.
ALWYN BACH, formerly KYW Philadelphia night supervisor and newscaster, joins KNBC San Francisco as
vacation relief announcer.
MRS. LILLIAN J. NEBEL joins WOAITV San Antonio as film librarian and
assistant to Hull Youngblood, film
manager. She previously worked for
Philco Corp., Ruthrauff & Ryan, McCann-Edickson and Wilding Picture
Productions.
TOM MARSHALL, continuity writer
at WNJR Newark, N. J., resigns to
open his own book and record rental
business on Cape Cod.
CARL NELSON joins WBBM Chicago
as conductor of nightly record show,
Matinee at Midnight, after working
as disc m.c. at WTMJ Milwaukee, starring on Masters of Rhythm show.
GORDON L. HINKLEY, announcer,
transfers to WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee from WSAU Wausau, Wis. Milwaukee Journal owns both outlets.
VICTOR YOUNG, composer-conductor,
named musical director of CBS Contented Hour. He replaces TED DALE,

who
dance resigned
troupe. to join Martha Graham
JOHN BRADFORD, staff announcer
of WINS New York, named program
director of station. He succeeds JOHN
NEAL, resigned. ED BENDER, producer and night supervisor of WINS
New York, appointed assistant program director for station. FRANK
TOMASELLI, program builder in station'sduction
music manager.
department, named proLEE MORRIS, formerly music librarian for WSB Atlanta, Ga., appointed
to fulltime announcing staff. BLAIR
TREWHITT replaces him as librarian.
STEVE HUNTER, formerly with
KRIB Mason City, Iowa, joins staff
of KJAY Topeka, Kan., as disc jockey
on Destination One A.M. show.
JOHN CLAAR named to direct new
Freddy Martin Band of Tomorrow television show to start next month on
KTTV (TV) Hollywood.
BOB DICKSON, formerly with WXGI
Richmond, Va., as promotion and production manager, appointed program
director of WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va.
JIM SIMMONS, formerly spot announcer at WHLF South Boston, Va.,
appointed continuity chief and production manager for station.
HOOSIER HOTSHOTS, musical comgroup, beingSymphony
featured inin new
hour edyprogram,
Corn,halfon
KHJ Los Angeles. Also featured is
ANITA GORDON, vocalist. FORT
PEARSON is m.c. of show which is
produced by JIMMIE DOOLITTLE.
FRANK KOERNER, ABC-TV Chicago
technical director, and MARGEE
BISHOP, freelance TV packager, were
married May 9.
LARRY BLENHEIM, WMGM New
York staff announcer, is the father of
a girl, born May 3.
RUTH CRANE, director of women's
activities for WMAL Washington, honored by Advertising Club of Washington for her nomination as Advertising
Woman of the Year Award.
REYNALD TEASDALE, chief script
writer of CJEM Edmundston, N. B.,

SDX AWARDS
Cites Davis, Pietzsch, WTTS
ABC COMMENTATOR Elmer
Davis, News Editor Sid Pietzsch
of WFAA Dallas and WTTS
Bloomington, Ind., were included
in annual awards for distinguished
service in American journalism
announced last week by Sigma
Delta Chi, professional journalism
fraternity.
Mr. Davis won fraternity's radio
news writing award for "his consistently brilliant writing, reportCited
radio reporting, Mr.
ing and for
analysis."
Pietzsch was acclaimed for having
done "a complete and effective job
of radio reporting when he broadcast the news of an airplane crash.
His skilled coverage of a dramatic
story also demonstrated initiative
and preparedness for meeting and
covering such spot news events."
The public
in radio
nalism awardservice
went to
WTTS jourfor
broadcasting the School of the
Sky, a public service educational
series prepared
by Indiana U.'s
department of journalism.
Slanted
to students of the grammar school
level, the programs were singled
out for their "public service, originality, and the value to an estimated listening audience of over
200,000 persons."
Storecast Additions
STORECAST CORP. of America
has announced that during the
months of March and April it
signed 19 new advertisers. Storecast coverage area includes 500
super markets and FM listeners in
Southern New England, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia and Chicago. The sponsor lists now include more than 150
products.
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Minneapolis, Minnesota now represents

a powerful new selling force in the great northwest. It has 50,000 watts power on 1130 kilocycles,
reaching 55% of Minnesota radio homes within
its daytime 0.5 Mv/m. contour. It carries an effective power signal into 96 counties in three states,
representing nearly a million radio homes.
The nine WDGY

self-supporting Truscon Radio

Towers typify Truscon's world-wide experience in
designing towers to fit individual needs. Whether
your own plans call for new or enlarged AM, FM, or
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TOWER
> LIGHTING
m
EQUIPMENT
H & P lighting equipment, consistently
specified by outstanding radio engineers,
is furnished as standard equipment by
most leading tower manufacturers.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE
OBSTRUCTION LIGHTS

■QIliad

RESEARCH
DATA
Nielsen Cites Acceptance
SAMUEL
O. CARTER,
on
sales staffs
of WLIPformerly
Kenosha,
Wis., and WCAV Norfolk, Va.,
named sales representative of World
Broadcasting System Inc., New York.
JOSEPH M. BARNETT, formerly with
National Concert & Artists Corp., and
also independent program package
producer, appointed New York sales
manager of Jerry Fairbanks Inc., New
York film producer.
JOE BIGELOW, producer, will direct
MGM Radio Attractions' The Hardy
Family program, replacing TOM McAVITY, who has joined CBS Hollywood as radio production supervisor.
JAMES T. MAHONEY, former program director for WLAW Lawrence,
Mass., before that with WHDH Boston
in same capacity, and at one time production director of NBC, opens program consultant offices in New York
at 251 West 57th St.
WILLIAM SLOAN named musical director of John Norman Productions,
Houston, Tex.
MARJORIE HYER, former secretary
for press and radio of Church World
Service, joins staff of Protestant Radio Commission, where she will be in
charge of development of radio ex-

Bases ruggedly constructed of heavy
aluminum alloy castings. Precision machining insures proper light center
when used with specified lamp. Prismatic globes meet
CAA light specifications. Relamping
accomplished without removing prismatic globes.
Mounting base designed for standard
A-21 traffic signal
lamps.
OTHER H & P PRODUCTS:
300 MM Code Beacons • Mercury Flashers
Photo-Electric Controls • Complete Light
Kits for A-2, A-3, A-4 and A-5 Towers
PROMPT SERVICE and DELIVERY
Immediate Shipment Out of Stock
WRITE OR WIRE FOR CATALOG
HUGHEY & PHILLIPS
TOWER LIGHTING DIVISION
326 N. La Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Calif.
60 E. 42nd St. New York 17 , N. Y.
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DAVEN

It is now possible to minimize the chance for human error in program
control work. The Daven Company has once again pioneered in the field of
audio communications controls, and developed a foolproof Miniature
Switch. This type*, SW-1000, is a notably compact, low voltage, low
current control. It is a cam operated single pole double throw switch, with
an OFF position in the center. An outstanding feature of the SW-1000 is
that it may be obtained on standard Daven attenuators without increasing
the overall dimensions.
This switch may be used to:
* Operate
motor. a relay which can start a turntable
* Function as a cueing control.
* Control indicator lamps.
This switch is rated at 1 Amp. — 48 Volts.
Available on Daven LA-350 Series of 20 Step Ladder Attenuators
•PAT. PEND.
For further information write to Dept. BD-3

THE
191 CENTRAL
A VENUS <°
EN
DAV
NEWARK
4 , NEW JERSEY
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ern Electric Co., appointed vice president in charge of broadcast sales and
product development of Standard Electronics Corp., subsidiary of Claude
Neon Inc.
ROBERT F. HERPICH joins engineering staff of Telrex Inc., Asbury Park,
N. J., as industrial engineer.

pediter's program and promotion of
the commission-produced transcription
series, All Aboard for Adventure.
RAY STREETER, former WGN Chicago announcer, named production
head of E.C.L. Corp., Madison, Wis.,
TV specialties firm.
MGM RADIO ATTRACTIONS, New
York, announces addition of following
stations to its list of subscribers:
WTHI Terre Haute, KTTS Springfield, Mo., WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.,
WJR
Ohio. Detroit and WBNS Columbus,
DAHLMAN & DAHLMAN, New York
television production service supplying
costumes, props, sets, lighting equipment as well as consultation on makeup, hair-styling and scripts, formed.
Company has offices at 130 West 42d
St., New York; telephone, Wisconsin
7-2466. Its costume department is
situated at 3 West 61st St.
KASPER-GORDON Inc., Boston, releases new juvenile transcribed program series titled The Adventures of
Sunny Bear. Initial unit of 78 quarter-hour episodes is ready, with series
expected to continue to 260 or more
programs. Audition samples are available on memo for 30 days.
Equipment
PAUL V. GALVIN re-elected president
of Motorola Inc., Chicago. Other officers re-elected: ROBERT W. GALVIN,
ELMER H. WAVERING, WALTER H.
STELLNER,
FRANKand J.GEORGE
O'BRIEN,R.
DANIEL E. NOBLE
MacDONALD, vice presidents, and
CHARLES E. GREEN, secretary.
ALFRED C. LINDQUIST, formerly
manager of RCA TV Antenaplex Systems, becomes manager of sound products and associated electronic activities in RCA Engineering Products
Dept.
1928. He has been with RCA since
G. A. BRADFORD, formerly account
supervisor for apparatus department
of General Electric Co., appointed advertising manager for tube divisions
of General Electric.
L. M. CLEMENT, formerly director of
engineering for Crosley Div., Avco
Mfg. viser
Corp.,
adto vice appointed
president technical
and general
manager, John W. Craig. D. B. NASON
advanced to manager of electronic engine ring in charge of research, development and engineering on TV and
radio receivers.
JOHN KANE appointed Bendix Radio
& Television district merchandiser for
Northern California and Western
Nevada.

IF THE USER of a research organization believes the findings of
a survey when they agree with his
opinion, he should believe the findings when they are in disagreement
with him, Arthur C. Nielsen believes.
In an address May 5 on the
"Executive Program" of the U. of
Chicago, the president of Nielsen
Radio Index observed that "the
truth of research findings is dependent solely upon the skill with
which the survey was planned and
executed — and not at all on whether the findings happen to agree
with the subscriber's own opinion."
Mr. Nielsen suggested that before reading the findings, the subscriber should file a written record
of his own opinions — then compare
them with the findings.
AP-RADIO UNIT
North Dakota Group Forms
NORTH DAKOTA radio members
of the Associated Press have organized the North Dakota AP Broadcasters Assn.
Chairman elected was Jack
Dunn, WDAY Fargo. George
Brooks, KDIX Dickinson, was
named vice-chairman, and AP Corsecretary. respondent Fred Moen was elected
KICM Becomes KRIB
CALL letters of KICM Mason City,
Iowa, have been changed to KRIB
"Crib of the Corn Belt." The 250
w station operating on 1490 kc
and affiliated with MBS and the
Iowa Tall Corn network, is licensed
to Mason City Broadcasting Co.
Allan Curnutt is general manager.
At a ceremony April 25, congratulations were accorded by the mayor
and
Iowa's governor, William S.
Beardsley.
w
SOUTH

CAROLINA'S

ERMARKET*
SUPHAS
37%
OF SOUTH CAROLINA'S
FOOD
SALES

A. EARLE FISHER appointed merchandise manager of Westinghouse
Home Radio Div.
FIVE new types of miniature tubes,
W
FBC
{
designed especially for long life and
service under conditions encountered
in mobile and aircraft service, added
The News-Piedmont Siafion
to General Electric's product lines.
Tubes are designated as 5749, 5750,
llllU
Markets
MDP ForSpartanburg
GreenYille-Anderson5725, 5726 and 5686.
JOHN H. GANZENHUBER, formerly
Represented by Avery-Knodel
manager of broadcast sales for WestBROADCASTING
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The Zenith Distributor in your territory is anxious to
work with you to get more good FM sets throughout your listening area ... to build bigger,
better audience for you. Get in touch with him now ... or write direct to Advertising Manager

ZENITH
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'£1ELL
campaign
way Radio-'
in Tucson
where is
fourundernetwork stations, KVOA KCNA
KTUC KOPO, have banded together
in direct mail campaign for months of
May, June and July, to "sell" all local
advertisers. In addition to promotion cards, which point up radio as
best buy, advertisers also are sent
mailing pieces prepared by BAB.
Stations also plan weekly radio show,
broadcast by four outlets at same
time, which will sell radio as best advertising medium.
WTOP Audience Claims
THREE-DAY series of station breaks,
May 7-9, on WTOP-CBS, 50 kw Washington outlet, contained announcements to effect that station has more
people listening to it "than to any
other radio or TV station in Washington" and that more people are listening to station "this year than ever
before in history." Statements were
based on latest Pulse reports for the
Washington area and figures from
BMB report.
Beanie Boom
OFFER of beanie hats by Royal
Crown Bottling Co. on WHAS-TV
Louisville, resulted in sell out of 3,000
in one day at TV cost of per sale,
Edward Petry & Co. Inc., station representative, reports. Citing promotion
as "Proof Through Sales on WHASTV," sponsor says response forced
them to Air Express to replenish
stock.
Adds 'R' for Radio
CHEHALIS (Wash.) High School received added "R" to readin', 'ritin' and
'rithmetic when Hoe Chytil, manager
of KELA Centralia - Chehalis, promoted Chehalis High Day on KELA
last month. From signon to signoff,
programs prepared by students, all
commercial announcements and station
breaks were presented by seniors. Mr.
Chytil said school broadcast proved

/^to/notion

success both from KELA sponsors'
standpoint and audience's. School
program day would be planned as
annual event, according to Roscoe
Mitten, Chehalis High principal.
Sales Stimulants
ACCENT on entertainment in television underscores promotional drive by
Florida Power & Light Co. which hopes
to stimulate sales of some $800,000
worth of TV receivers during May and
June. Both firm and WTVJ (TV)
Miami sponsored meetings attended by
Greater Miami TV retailers and distributors. Kits were distributed containing TV program schedule, booklets
on viewing, window and counter display cards. Electric company backed
up dealer displays with full-scale advertising campaign via radio, newspaper, bus card, mailings and special
displays. Many retailers changed advertising to stress entertainment
rather than tube size or. make.
Baton Rouge Radio
DOWNTOWN Baton Rouge, La., window display promoted radio industry
as parttionsofcooperating
city's were
life recently.
StaWIBR WJBO
WLCS and WAFB all Baton Rouge.
Using theme of radio news, display
showed how stations keep listeners
abreast of news of the world. Simulated broadcasts were made from
window four times daily, with PA
system carrying voices to street.
World map with ribbons from capital
cities coming to Baton Rouge with

The stars of
today and
tomorrow
. . with the new era in

ARTHUR FIEDLER CONDUCTS

The new Thesaurus brings you bigger
and better programming packages with
top sponsor-appeal . . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity, tie-ins, crossplugs, sound effects ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material . . . network -quality production. Wire or write
today for full details!
recorded

Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division

"program
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120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, N. Y.
Chicago • Hollywood

Mindy Carson, The Truitts and Night
Beat. Auditions of other shows will be
sent out in future. Record players
and records were delivered by NBC
pages. Idea was conceived by Charles
Hammond, vice president in charge of
advertising and promotion for NBC.
Promotes 'Maid of Cotton'
ALL-OUT effort of Spartanburg, S. C,
to promote home-coming of Maid of
Cotton, Elizabeth McGee, was highlighted with promotion by WSPA and
WORD Spartanburg. WSPA staged
doll dress-making contest and WORD
put on "Made of Cotton" contest, giving to person listing greatest number
of articles made from cotton proceeds
from sale of bale of cotton auctioned
off in front of WORD studios. Bale
brought $127.55, and this was given
to winner who submitted list totaling
more than 1,600 articles.

stations' call letters placed around
meeting point was background of
window. Teletype machines were
placed so that observers could read
news as it came into "studio." Stunt
was part of Rosenfields department
store's 98th anniversary.
TV Center Tours
GUIDED tours of ABC's 23-acre Television Center in Hollywood are being
conducted weekly Wednesday through
Personnel
Sunday four times a day to show public what
is
believed
to
be
world's
largALAN
(Bud)
BRANDT, former direcest television production facility.
tor of publicity and promotion for
Area is famous as site where first talk- Martin
Stone Assoc., effective May 22,
ing picture was made by old VitaWNEW New York as direcgraph Studios. Price of complete tour will torjoin
of publicity [Closed Circuit May
is 60<* with special student rate for
8]. He has been in charge of promogroups of 10 or more at 25<J.
tion and publicity for such Stone proLetter Promotes Radio
ductions as Howdy Doody and Author
Meets the Critics. Before joining proLETTER sent to merchants and manufacturers in Tulsa area by Dick
duction firm, Mr. Brandt was assistant
Campbell, general manager of KOME
to president of International Artists
Corp., and prior to that was with
Tulsa, promotes radio as primary adParis tures
publicity
office of Columbia Picvertising medium. Letter states: "AlCorp.
though you are not currently a user
of radio station KOME, I would like MARY JANE LANG, new to radio,
to take this opportunity to commend
joins promotion staff of Don Lee
you for your business acumen in se- Broadcasting
System, Hollywood.
lecting radio; as an advertising medium. I feel it produces more sales ADOLPH L. SETON, former reporter
per dollar spent than any other mefor Providence (R. I.) Journal-Evening
dium. I sincerely hope you will conBulletin, joins publicity staff of WOR
tinue to use radio, which gives free to New York as writer. BARBARA
the poorest man . . . that which the FROST, with WOR publicity department since last April, named publicity
richest man cannot buy."
That's the Ticket
writer for WOR-TV.
LONG yellow ticket, with perforated
ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., New York,
stubs attached bearing titles such as appointed sales promotion representative for WIRK West Palm Beach, Fla.
"Backyard Specials," "Shore Spots,"
"Mountain Meccas," and "Historic
FRED BRICKENDEN appointed press
Shrines," sent to trade by KYW Phila- and information officer for CBC Indelphia. Main part of ticket reads,
ternational Service at Montreal. He
"Here's your ticket for a happy sumpreviously was International Service
mer selling in the KYW vacationland
representative at Halifax, and prior
. . . where backyard vacationers alone
to that was on CBC news staff.
spend
more
than
$5
billion
each
year!"
Tickets list highlights of vacation
CODY PFANSTIEHL, director of prospots in Philadelphia area. Attached
motion for WTOP Washington, apsheet features drawings of people enpointed to publicity committee of
joying themselves within sight of KYW
transmitter and short poem urges
Washington
Advertising Club's 1950
Jamboree.
sponsors to use KYW "where there's SIG MICKELSON, CBS director of
no summer hiatus in buying!"
public affairs, is the father of a boy
'Cleveland Against World'
born on May 2.
WTAM Cleveland (May 8) started
contest, in cooperation with Campbell
Soup, sponsor
of program,
Walter O'Keefe's
Double
Or Nothing
in which
winners will receive week-end trip to
Hollywood. In addition to expensepaid trip, winners will appear on
Walter O'Keefe show in "Cleveland
Against
World" must
contest.
To enter
contest, the
listeners
complete
(in
25
words
or
less)
sentence:
"I'd
like
to appear on Double or Nothing in
Hollywood with (name of artist) because:" WTAM's local programs which
will participate in contest are: Jim
▼
ABCChapman's Musical Farmer, Jay Miltner's Musical Clock, Bob Reed and His
Talking Piano, Tom Haley's Off the
/sM*PEAK
Record, and Mildred and Gloria's
Woman's Club of the Air.
'Novel Stunt'
IN NOVEL stunt to promote sponsor
interest in NBC-built radio programs,
REPRESt*T£D BY
network distributed RCA record players to nearly 100 agency officials in
WEED
& COMPANY
New York. With record players went
audition record of three shows —
j^TOPEKA
BROADCASTING
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Phasing Unit for 6 tower directional antenna system.

THE

BROADCASTERS

WORLD!

Special Antenna Tuning Unit for a directional system. Includes
pattern switching and isolation coil for sampling cable.

ANDREW

phasing

and tuning equipment

has a long record of complete
dependability

and

economy!

Whether your installation requires a single
tower or a nine-tower directional array it will pay
you, too, to specify ANDREW

Equipment.

Special 50KW Antenna Tuning Unit built
for a South American station.

1
0
3 6 3 EAST

75th

1J nrld's Largest Antenna Equipment Specialists
5ROADCASTING

TRANSMISSION LINES FOR AM-FM-TV • ANTENNAS • DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
ANTENNA TUNING UNITS' TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT • CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES
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CHESAPEAKE
MEET
AP Group Has Spring Session
SPRING

ew5

news
K SWENSON appointed
JACeditor
of KFYR Bismarck, N. D.
He was formerly in similar position at WD AY Fargo, N. D., and before that was news and special events
director at KVNJ-AM-FM Fargo.
PAUL SHINKMAN, Washington correspondent for Central Press Assn. and
director of news for WBCC Bethesda,
Md., since that station went on the
air in 1947, granted leave of absence
to accept temporary appointment as
consultant in German affairs for Dept.
of State.
ALFRED (Tubby) WALTHALL appointed sports director of WSVS-AMFM Crewe, Va. He has been with station since its inception, as play-by-play
man and sportscaster.
JIMMY POWERS, sportscaster, signs
long-term contract with WNEW New
York. He is heard on Powerhouse of
the Air, every night, 7:45-8 p.m., and
also is sports editor of New York
Daily Xeivs.
LESTER SMITH, sportscaster and
newscaster for Yankee Network, is
the father of a boy, Mark Allen.
THOMAS J. PAGE, WNBC New York
agriculture director, named permanent
chairman of National Advisory Committee on Forest Insects and Diseases,
of American Forestry Assn.

meeting of the Chesapeake Associated Press Radio
Assn. was held in Washington May
5 with broadcasters from 20 stations in the Chesapeake Bay area
attending the day-long session.
Principal luncheon speaker was
Sen. Millard Tydings (D-Md).
He and Maryland Congressmen
were guests of the association.
Speakers also included Oliver S.
Gramling, AP assistant general
manager for radio; W. L. Beale
Jr., Washington AP Bureau chief;
Max Fullerton, chief of the AP
Baltimore bureau; Howard L.
Kany, AP Washington radio representative, and Denis Sartain,
WWDC Washington news editor,
association president. Mr. Sartain appointed a committee to explore the advisability of establishing annual awards for best station cooperation with AP and for
the most commendable local coverage by station reporters or newscasters.
Named on the committee were:
Ernie Tannen, WGAY Silver
Spring, Md.; Stewart Phillips,
WARK Hagerstown, Md.; Ed W.
Dockeney, WEPM Martinsburg,
W. Va.; John Alderson, WFBR
Baltimore, and Mr. Fullerton.
Mr. Phillips was elected second
vice president of the group, replacing Edwin Hinkle, formerly of
WTBO Cumberland, Md., resigned.

Head table group at Chesapeake AP group's luncheon included (I to r) :
Mr. Kany, Mr. Fullerton, Sen. Tydings, Mr. Sartain, Rep. George Fallon
(D-Md.) and Rep. Edward T. Miller (R-Md.).
It was voted to hold an outing in
September at the transmitter site
of WJEJ Hagerstown, Md.
Statistics Ready
FCC book, Statistics of the Communications Industry, for the calendar year of 1948 and based on
annual reports field with the Commis ion, is now available from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C. Price for the 292-page
volume is $1. Section A deals with
common carrier services. Section
B, available separately at 35c?, deals
with broadcast networks and stations. Financial data for FM and
TV are included for the first time,
FCC said.

'VOICE' RECORDINGS

Bill Would Exempt From Duty
SOUND recordings imported by
State Dept. for use in its Voice
of America programs would be
exempt from duty, provided in the
1930 Tariff Act, under a. bill introduced in the Senate May 5 and
another
being drafted on the House
side.
The legislation— a bill (S 3545)
sponsored by Sen. Walter F. George !
(D-Ga.)to and
a companion
slated
be thrown
in the measure"
hopper i
by
Rep.
Robert
Doughton
(D- 1
N. C.)
— was
urgedL. by
State Dept.
as a means of "speeding up" current import procedure involving
foreign countries. Recordings sometimes are delayed in mail through
customs red tape, it was explained.

'H
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WINS INJUNCTION
Court Stops Union Pickets
WINS New York last week was
granted an injunction by the New
York State Supreme Court against
Local 802 AFM, restraining the
union from picketing or boycotting
the station or any point where a
WINS broadcast originates.
Ludwig Teller, attorney for the
station, stated that "the injunction
prohibits any and all activities carried on by Local 802 pursuant to
i its unlawful conspiracy against
WINS." The union is boycotting
the station due to the fact that it
no longer had need for live music
and the station feels "that its
broadcasting activities could be
properly performed by means of
recorded music." The union demanded, however, that the station
employ 10 musicians.

New Beginner's Guide
HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMA" Radio
TEUR. Relay
Published
The American
League, byW. Hartford,
Conn.
70 pp. 5.50.
THIS new, expanded edition of
How to Become a Radio Amateur
is a complete beginner's guide to
the hobby of amateur radio. It
explains in concise and understandable language what amateur
radio offers, from communicating
with distant countries to emergency communications work, from
learning the code and theory to
building a station.

"Techn

ical

NORMAN
(Hap)of WEBSTER,
technical D.director
McClatchy
Broadcasting Co.,
Sacramento, Calif.,
is first man in field
of radio to become
affiliated with 25
Year Club of McClatchy Newspapers. He recently
observed his 25th
year with organization.
TED JOHNSON appointed to engiMr. Webster
neering staff of
WSB Atlanta, Ga.
GRAY

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT Co., Hartford, Conn., issues sixpage catalogue describing Gray
TELOP, camera turrets, multiplexer
and other basic equipment designed for
broadcasting in TV stations. Catalogue
is available on request.
AMERICAN MICROPHONE Co., Pasadena, Calif., produces new dynamic
microphone, with one-inch diameter
head and omnidirectional pickup,
mounted with detachable head for hand
use. List price is $125.
AUDIO FACILITIES Corp., New York,
announces artificial reverberation gen-

erator, new unit for addition of reverberation to radio, video and recorded
sound channels.
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., produces
new portable service-type oscilloscope
(Type WO-57A), incorporating features formerly found only in more
costly laboratory oscilloscopes. Firm
also announces television "ruler" which
can measure time it takes for TV signal to travel across face of kinescope.
Item is called "Microstick" and is
sealed
sizes. for use with all picture tube
CREST TRANSFORMER Corp., Chicago, takes over entire building at
1834 W. North Ave., doubling its previous plant size.
ALTEC LANSING Corp., Hollywood,
produces 155A chestplate for use with
Altec 21B miniature condenser microRADIO
phone. ENGINEERING LABS., Long
Island, producing new FM relay reband. ceiver (model 722) for 88 to 108 mc
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS Co., New
York, develops FM-TV sweep generator
and marker combined in one instrument weighing 15 lbs., and selling at
net price of $84.50.

PHILCO EMPLOYES
NLRB Orders Ohio Election
NATIONAL Labor Relations
Board has ordered an election to
determine collective bargaining
representative of employes who
produce radio and television sets
at Philco Corp.'s two plants in
Sandusky, Ohio. The bargaining
unit will include "all hourly rated
production and maintenance employes" but exclude office and
clerical help.
Competing for jurisdiction are
separate locals of the International Union of Electrical, Radio &
Machine Workers (CIO) and the
United Electrical (UE), Radio &
Machine Workers of America.
Election was directed to be held
before June 1. Petition originally
was filed by the international
union.
CBC

Radio Center

WORK is progressing on schedule
for the opening of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. radio center
at Montreal. The former hotel
building, now in part occupied by
CBC engineering, personnel administration, programming and international service, is to be officially opened late in October with all
departments headquartered at
Montreal. A TV studio annex is
to be started soon to be ready for
TV planning and experimental
production work early next year.

"
CARE
H
f
T
A
Whether the thinnest of trebles... or the fattest of bass notes ... sound is a
perishable commodity to be handled with care. If you would preserve it perfectly, you need a device of exceptional versatility. And that device— in its
most perfect, dependable form— is a presto recorder. Here, within a single
instrument, electronic fidelity and mechanical exactness are combined to
attain results beyond excelling. Whether you choose to record on disc or tape,
presto units give the same dependable, accurate reproduction of sound-asit-was ... a faithful, repeatable echo of whatever you wish preserved.
There are many other instruments that will record sound. There are none
that do it better than a presto.
~gg

RECORDING CORPORATION
Paramus, New Jersey. Mail to: Box 500, Hackensack, N. J.
IN CANADA:
OVERSEAS:
Walter E Downs. Ltd.
M. Simons Company, Inc
Dominion Square Bldg.
25 Warren Street
Montreal, Quebec
New York, N. Y.
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 67)
26 in Washington, D. C in proceeding
re application and that of KAVR Havre,
Mont.
The Flagstaff Bcstg. Co., Flagstaff,
Ariz. — Granted leave to amend application so as to specify frequency 1450 kc
in lieu of 1340 kc and change engineering in support of said application and
for removal
from hearing of said application, as amended.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Vermilion Bcstg. Corp., Danville, 111.
—so Granted
leave tofrequency
amend application
as to change
from 1240
kc 250 w unl. to 980 kc 1 kw DA by
supplying entirely new engineering
data, and by submitting additional
financial information, population data,
and subscription agreements, and, in
addition, requesting removal of applidocket. cation, as amended, from hearing
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
James E. Murray, Vern Minor and
Dorothy C. Murray (Transferors)
Hutchinson Publishing Co. (Transferee)
—consent
Grantedto transfer
continuance
of hearing
of control
of KWHKre
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Hutchinson, Kan. from
May 23 to July 18 at Hutchinson, Kan.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
WBBZ Ponca
City, Okla.—
Granted
continuance
of hearing
in proceeding
re application of Pratt Bcstg. Co., Pratt,
Kan. from
ington, D. C.May 8 to June 12, at WashMay 9 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WKNA Charleston, W. Va.— Granted
license increase power, install new
trans, and change DA pattern; 950 kc
5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-2.
WFKY
Frankfort,
Granted
cense change
trans, andKy.—
studio
location.liWQAN Scranton, Pa. — Granted license change frequency, power, hours
of operation,
trans,newandtrans.;
studio630location, and install
kc
500 w D.
Union Carolina Bcstg. Co., Area
Union, S. C. — Granted licenses new remote pickups KA-5744. KIB-759.

. . . stay tuned to KROD because
on 600 they hear such stellar CBS
programs as Jack Benny, Lux Radio
Theater, Arthur Godfrey, Edgar Bergen, Amos 6- Andy, Bing Crosby and
others that are popular with young
and old alike . . . KROD is your
radio buy in the El Paso Southwest.

5000 WATTS
Southwest Network
Roderick Broadcasting Corp.
Dorrance D. Roderick
President
Val Lawrence
Vice President &• Gen. Mgr.
Represented Nationally "by
THE TAYLOR COMPANY
Beach This Rich Market
Through Your Southwestern ^Salesman
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United Bcstg. Co., Ogden, Utah —
Granted licenses new remote pickups
KA-6391, KOB-281.
WSM Inc., Nashville, Tenn. — Granted
licence change existing remote pickup KIB-339 153.17 mc; 50 w emission
F3 (Special).
KWTX CP
Bcstg.andCo.license
Inc., Waco,
Tex.—
Granted
new remote
pickup KA-6586.
WEBR
Buffalo,
Y.— Granted
CP
and Inc.,
license
new N.
remote
pickup
KA-2475.
U. of Florida, Gainesville, Fla. —
Granted CP new remote pickup KA6585.
WABG Greenwood, Miss. — Granted
licen e new AM station; 960 kc 1 kw D.
KSTN Stockton, Calif. — Granted voluntary assignment of license from
partnership to corporation — San Joaquin Bcstg. Co.
KTLA Hollywood, Calif. — Granted
mod. CP for equipment changes, subject to express condition that it is
without prejudice to any action Com.
may take with respect to outstanding
authorizations or applications of grantee
in light of decision of Supreme Court
in United States v. Paramount Pictures,
Inc., et al, 334 U.S. 131; for extension
of completion date to 9-1-50. Same condition.
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
datesCPsas for
shown:
KSTP-FM St. Paul, Minn, to 12-1-50;
WLWD Dayton, Ohio to 12-4-50; WGNTV Chicago to 12-1-50; KPHO-TV
Phoenix, Ariz, to 11-27-50; WAND-FM
Canton, Ohio to 7-21-50; WCBM-FM
Baltimore, Md. to 11-1-50; KMJ-FM
Fresno, Calif, to 5-30-50; WDAE-FM
Tampa, Fla. to 12-6-50; WARD-FM
Johnstown, Pa. to 9-30-50; WTIM Taylorviile, 111. to 6-15-50.
WNAV-AM-FM Annapolis, Md. —
Granted
mod. licenses to change studio locations.
WWSW Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted CP and license new remote pickup
KA-6552.
Fa;rr-ont Bcstg. Co., Fairmont, Minn.
— Granted CP and license new remote
pickup
Shelby KA-3487.
ville Radio Inc., Shelby ville,
Ind. — Granted CP and license for new
remote pickup KA-3422.
Hereford Bcstg. Co., Hereford, Tex. —
Granted CP new remote pickup KA6551.
Richard Field Lewis Jr., Winchester,
Va. — Granted CP new remote pickup
KIC-286.
Johnson County Bcstg. Corp., Iowa
City, la. — Granted CP new remote pickup KA-2221. Bcstg. Co., Houston, Tex. —
Shamrock
Granted CPs new remote pickups KA6549-50.
Charles Wilbur Lamar Jr., Houma,
La. — Granted CP new remote pickup
KKC-978.
Board of Regents U. Sys. of Ga., Atlanta, Ga. — Granted CP for new remote
pickup
KA-5834. Mich.— Granted CP to
WJR
use old Detroit,
main trans, as aux. trans, with
power of 50 kw at present location.
Granted CP to install new main trans.
WSGW
— Granted
mod.
CP toSaginaw,
change Mich.
type trans.
KECA-FM
Los
Angeles,
Calif. —of
Granted mod. CP for extension
completion date to 9-30-50.
WKTV
Y.— Kansas
Same toCity,
12-1-50.
Midland Utica,
Bcstg.N.Co.,
Mo.
— Granted mod. CP KA-6530 to change
type station from base 10th & McGee
Sts. Kansas City, Mo. to mobile Area
of Kansas City and granted license to
cover same.
Radio WMIT Winston-Salem, N. C—
Granted request to cancel license for
STL KIA-24.
KCOM license
Bcstg. for
Co.,newSioux
City,pickup
la. —
Granted
remote
KA-6380.
Mt. Pleasant Bcstg. Co., Mt. Pleasant,
Tex. — Granted license for new remote
pickup
KA-4227.
Corning
Leader new
Inc., remote
Elmira, pickups
N. Y. —
Granted
licenses
KEA-874-5; KA-5284-5.
KFRDcense Rosenberg,
Granted
liincrease power: Tex.
980 — kc,
1 kw D.
WMFT Florence, Ala. — Granted involuntary relinquishment of control of
licensee corporation from Franklin
L. Bush, decea°pd. to F.mma E. Arland
Bush as Executrix of Estate of Franklin L. Bush, deceased, and further
transfer of same interest from Emma
E. Arland Bush, Executrix, to Emma E.
Arland Bush as Distributee under will
of Franklin L. Bush, deceased.
KGWA Enid, Okla.— Granted license
new AM station and specify studio location. 960 kc, 1 kw, DA, unl.
Western Montana Assoc., Missoula,
Mont. — Granted CP and license new
remote rjickup KOB-314.
WWSW
Pittsburgh,
Pa.— pickup
Granted CP and Inc.,
license
new remote
KGB-258.
Grand Forks Herald Inc., Grand
Forks, N. D. — Granted CP and license
new remote pickup KA-2403.
Western Slope Bcstg. Co. Inc., Grand

Junction, Col. — Granted CP new remote pickup
Board
of KA-6534.
Regents U. System of
Georgia, et al., Atlanta, Ga. — Granted
CPWheeling
new remote
pickup
Bcstg.
Co.,KIB-815.
Wheeling, W.
Va.
—
Granted
CP
new
remote pickup
KA-6536.
Lamar County Bcstg. Co., Paris, Tex.
—6535.
Granted CP new remote pickup KASarkes Tarzian Inc., Area Bloomington, Ind. — Granted license new experimental TV relay KA-6097.
KRLD Radio Corp., Area Dallas, Tex.
— Granted license new experimental
TVMidland
relay KA-3982.
Bcstg. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
— Granted license new experimental
TV station KA2XAQ.
City of St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg,
Fla. — Granted mod. CP for extension
of completion date to 11-15-50.
May 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WGRC Louisville, Ky.— Mod. CP AM
station to change frequency, increase
power
date. etc. for extension of completion
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KDFC San
Francisco; WLAG-FM LaGrange, Ga.:
KSCJ-FM Sioux City, la.; WBMS-FM
Boston, Mass.; WKMH-FM Dearborn,
Mich.;
WEST-FM
FM Houston,
Tex. Easton, Pa.; KXYZLicense for CP
WLOE-FM Leaksville, N. C— License
for CP new FM station.
WVSH Huntington, Ind. — License for
CP new noncommercial educational
station.
TV— 174-180 mc
WJZ-TV New York— CP to install
aux. trans, on Ch. 7 (174-180 mc) ERP
0.425 kw vis., 0.207 kw aur., ant.
May 10 Applications . . .
FOR kcFILING
1,311'6". ACCEPTED
AM— 1390
WFNC Fayetteville, N. C— CP AM
station to change from 1450 kc 250 w
unl. to 1390 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N
AMENDED
to request 5 kw-D 1 kw-N
DA-2.
License for CP
WHYN Holyoke, Mass.— License for
CP new AM station to change frequency, increase power etc.
WDOK Cleveland, Ohio — License for
CP new AM AM—
station.980 kc
Vermillion Bcstg. Corp., Danville,
111.— CP new AM station on 1240 kc
250 w unl. AMENDED to request 980
kc 1 kw unl.
DA-1.
Modification
of CP
Mod. CP new AM station for extension of completion date: KULE Ephrata,
Wash.; KOEL Oelwein, la.
WDSM Superior, Wis.— Mod. CP AM
station to change frequency, increase
power etc. for extension of completion
date.
WERCtion to Erie,
Pa.—power,
Mod. CPinstall
AM staincrease
DA
etc. for extension of completion date.
KTOK-FM Oklahoma City, Okla.—
Mod. CP new FM station to change
ERP to 4 kw.
License for CP
WCOV-FM
Montgomery,
cense for CP new
FM station. Ala. — Li(Continued on page 83)

:

In Public Service
(Continued from page 20)
ored Reg Allen, WTOP announcer,
and Betty Caldwell, local scriptwriter, both of whom died of cancer this spring.
■if. if. if,
Syracuse Unity
WHEN

(TV) Syracuse, N. Y., reported that a total of $1,500 in
pledges was netted for the Syracuse chapter of the American Cancer Society on Sunday, April 23,
when talent from Syracuse radio
and TV stations joined forces for
a special video show. Aired on
WHEN, talent from most of the
city's five radio and two video stations participated. Doug Johnson,
local public relations man, emceed
the show which invited viewers to
call the TV station and pledge
dollars for the cancer fund in exchange for request performances
by the artists. Entitled the BuyA-Tune show, it was directed by
Jean Slade.
Over the Top
KLEE-TV Houston, Tex., was
cited in an article in the Houston
Post as being responsible for that
city's cancer drive going over the
top. A seven-hour variety show,
featuring a cross section of Houston talent and five emcees, was
telecast Sunday, May 7, and helped
net some $8,000 above the goal of
$75,000.
HIGHWAY SAFETY
Sloan Awards Dinner Held
ALFRED P. SLOAN radio awards
for highway safety [Broadcasting,
May 1] were presented at a dinner
last Monday at
New
dorf-Astoria.
Alfred P.York's
Sloan WalJr.,
founder and president of the Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation and chairman
of the board of General Motors
Corp., presented the plaques to the
eight radio and television winners.
Mr. Sloan praised broadcasters
for their public service activities in
carrying messages for highway
safety, instrument
saying thatthat
"there
is no
other
compares
with your ability to do this job."
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sented at the convention: DuMont's Court of Human Issues, on
the question of losing Constitutional freedoms, and a 15-minute
program on anesthesia prepared
by the Illinois State Medical Assn.
over WBNS-TV Columbus.
At the closing general session, a
panel of four considered the part
that radio and TV should take in
schools and colleges. Louis P.
Hoyer, superintendent of Philadelphia public schools, described educational TV programming in the
Quaker City. Other speakers were
Richard Hull, Iowa State College,
director of radio and TV; J. Max
Bond, president-elect, Liberia College, Monrovia, Liberia; and William B. Levenson, Cleveland's
assistant superintendent of schools,
whose speech was read. Howard
L. Bevis, Ohio State U. president,

NEW
WJR RATES
Wismer Announces Revision
EEVISION of WJR Detroit's daytime rates was announced last week
by Harry Wismer, assistant to the
president of WJR, WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles.
Nighttime rates will remain the
same, in line with policy set by
other stations, he said.
Other segments of the broadcast
time were increased or reclassified
in accordance with audience potentials as determined by recent extensive research, Mr. Wismer pointed
out. He said present advertisers
will continue on old rates for six
months, or until Nov. 6, 1950.
the range
new rates.
WJR'sfor Class
A Under
time will
from S200
five
minutes to SI. 000 for one hour; Class
B, S134 for five minutes to $670 for one
hour; Class C, S110 for five minutes to
S550 per hour; Class D. $80 for five
minutes to S400 for one hour; Class E.
S100 for five minutes to $250 for one
hour. Announcement rates go from
$40 for the 6-7 a.m. slot to $150 for
one minute from the 6-11 p.m. period.
RAILROAD SPOTS
Started on Ga.-Ala. Stations
TEST radio campaign is underway
on three Georgia and two Alabama
stations by the Atlanta & West
Point Railroad, operating between
Atlanta and Montgomery, it was reported last week. Schedule of announcements began May 8 on a
basis of five announcements daily.
Campaign will run for an indefinite period, until it is leveled off on
a basis of seven announcements
per week. Ed Mullinax, president,
Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
worked out details with W. W.
Snow, railroad's general passenger
agent. Stations are: WCOH Newnan, WLAG La Grange, WRLD
West Point, all Georgia; WJHO
Opelika, WAUD Auburn, both
Alabama.
WTVB Operation
WTVB Coldwater, Mich., began
operation May 5 on a non-directional basis using 1 kw on 1590
kc, according to Station Director
i E. Harold Munn Jr. Owned and
operated by Twin Valley Broadcasters Inc., WTVB operates daytime and has been on a directional
basis.
1930 — 1950
20th Anniversary Year
46.0
"HOOPER"*
•(average 5 periods
winter, 1950)
proves the best buy
in
DANVILLE,
VA.

WBTM
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
5kw(d) ABC lkw(n)
BROADCASTING

LEADING speakers at the IER convention held May 4-7 at Ohio State U.,
Columbus, meet with the director. L to r: I. Keith Tyler, director of IER;
Frieda Hennock, FCC Commissioner who spoke on a national radio-TV policy,
and Ralph Hardy, NAB director of government relations, also a speaker.

Educators
VIEWS

RADIO

See Long

Use of AM

WHILE

educators seem increasingly aware of their profession's blossoming stake in television, there is strong indication that a high degree
of concern with sound broadcasting will prevail indefinitely in peda*
gogues' high councils.
This was the general import
ming— speakers at the convention
drawn at the conclusion of a four- lined up on both sides of the question. Judith Waller, NBC direcday meeting, May 4-7, of the 20th
Ohio State U. Institute for Edutor of public affairs and education,
cation by Radio at Columbus
suggested guidance programs in
[Broadcasting, May 8].
the
home. "Everything can't be
The radio longevity note was
planned
children," she said.
struck by a number of the fea- "Parents for
decide whether a child
tured speakers. FCC Vice Chairdrives a car. Why blame the TV
man Paul A. Walker underscored
industry if their children spend
this feeling by saying, "we are
too much time looking at TV?"
going to need sound broadcasting
Opposite viewpoint was exno matter how television expands"
pressed by Thomas D. Rishworth,
and suggesting educators might
director of U. of Texas Radio
prepare for TV operation by starting with FM.
House, who found "too much blood
and alcoholic humor" entering the
'Radio to Stay'
home through radio and television.
At the same time, NBC Commentator H. V. Kaltenborn told A child acquires a "distorted image
of life" through listening to a
400 delegates that "radio is here plethora of killing and thievery,
to stay; TV will never completely
he said.
Answers Ross
replace it." The teaching profession, he said, is secure because
Rebutting, Betty Ross, NBC
"there is no substitute for the perChicago, observed that many of
sonal touch." He asserted that
teachers and broadcasters are
TV's so-called harmful effects are
"simply adult projected." Another
"just as dissatisfied as ever" with
each other, a condition, which is TV producer said the new medium
should be praised for putting
"as it should be." Only by wide
emphasis on cowboy adventure
differences of opinion and active
disagreement, he said, can there be instead of "gangsterism that dominates much of aural broadcastprogress toward a common goal.
Continuing this trend of thought,
Mrs. Clara S. Logan, head of
W. W. Charters, founder and honorary director of IER, told the the Southern California Listeners
audience that the organization has Assn., avid critic of TV, released
worked to close the gap between
a number of statistics on "crime
anding."
violence" via TV, while Philip
"commercial and educational radio
Lewis, Chicago secondary school
people" and that "we believe someadministrator,
called surveys that
thing in that direction has- been
condemn TV as bad for school
brought about through a better
understanding of common prob- children "unfair unless they qualified their investigations and re-

Discussing one of these "gaps"
—lems."
that of current TV program• Telecasting

presided.
Another session dealt with "Educational Broadcasting Over Commercial Stations," with Parker
Wheatley, director of Lowell Institute Cooperative Broadcasting
Council, chairman; speakers, Martha Gable, Philadelphia Board of
Education, and Earl Wynn, director, U. of North
munication Center. Carolina's ComJack Weir Lewis, acting director
of Rocky Mountain Radio Council,
told delegates "showmanship is as
high an art as teaching and only
a combination of the two will
reach the people who need to be
taught." He said the council uses
professors to "further the cause
of education only when those professors have become humanized
and made effective through a comprehension of the needs of the
common people."

The Happy Kitchen, one of the
Midwest's oldest and best liked
women's programs, is conducted
byThis
Nancy 9:15
Goode.
a. m. week-day
feature has
been on the air
for almost 15
handled
by
years.
The
program is deftly
Nancy
Goode,
homemaker,

Nancy Goode
mother and
active clubwoman. Her recipes,
food and household hints are of
great
interest
to KMBC-KFRM
listeners.
Her April
mail averaged
more than 250 letters a week!
Fleischmann's Yeast and K. C.
Power & Light are current sponsors, but additional participations
are now available!
Contact us,
any Free & Peters
"Colonel"
for ordetails!

Two live TV programs were presults."
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Situations Wanted
•Classified Advertisements!
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word— $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.

Managerial
Sales manager — who in twenty years
has personally sold millions of dollars
in local time seeks job as commercial
manager of substantial station or manager of a smaller station. 1% years of
television. 45 years old, married and
have two children. Complete references.
Box 953E, BROADCASTING.
This team will make you money!
Father and son combination. Station
and commercial manager (father) program director, news, sports, special
events, topflight announcer (son). MaHelp Wanted
ture and youthful enthusiasm. Smooth
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
efficient economical operation with real
Wanted: Experienced announcer for showmanship
Managerial
and sparkling programlocal
ABC
network
station.
Box
134F,
ming.periStrong
sales results.
Long exManager wanted. Capable manager for BROADCASTING.
ence in network
and independent
radio. Promotion and publicity minded.
FM station. Expanding into transitcasting and functional music. Large
Announcer-engineer. Must have engi- No social butterflies — just sincere, hardeastern city. Must be aggressive, exworking, honest, sober and dependable
license. Quality
perienced and have ability to produce.
voice. neer's
Wisconsin
station. announcing
Send disc, men. Pleasing
personalities that mix
photo, background, references, salary well with young and old. Desire perOnly qualified persons need apply. References
required.
Box
93F,
BROADexpectations.
Box
135F,
BROADmanent
location
CASTING.
CASTING.
sand or more within city
one of
(notfifteen
more thouthan
two)
station.
Very
reasonable
salaries
Commercial manager for 5 kw midwest
Wanted. Good announcer with first and percentage of sales. These two men
Mutual. National sales experience precan give you the station managerial
class license. $65.00 for 42 hour week.
ferred. Attractive salary and commisprogram and sales results you have
Southern station. Box 138F, BROADsion plan. Unlimited opportunity for CASTING.
wanted. Box 19F, BROADCASTING.
qualified
man.
Box
132F,
BROADCan
you top this? As general manager
CASTING.
took last station in three station market
Announcer,
only
experienced
need
apdoubled
billing in two months. Terrific
Manager:
250 watt
daytimegroundwork
indepenply. Disc, photo, tell all first letter. job on sales
dent station.
Excellent
and' programming. Young,
KSCB, Liberal, Kansas.
aggressive,
educated.
Looking
for that
staalready laideration.
in Manager
three desired
years ofwith
good good
option
in
tough
midwestern
market
CASTING,
pay for results. Box 105F, BROADAnnouncer with first class phone will
background this type operation. Must
needed immediately for combination
be sober, morally high-type. Excellent
opportunity. Kermit Ashby, Box 30, job 5 kilowatt network affiliate. Must Former network actor-producer with
be capable announcer. Prefer midwest
Lamesa, Texas.
local agency
experience. Recentlyandsoldstation
one ofsales
nations
top
man preferably from this area. Send
Salesmen
full details first letter including ref- radio schools. Now available as manerences,
marital
status,
experience,
salager.
Ideas
4production
4promoSales manager-salesman wanted for 5
ary desired, photo and audition disc.
tiontional
4- sales
= increased
nakw network station in one of midand localimpetus
sales. Anxious
for chalBoy wonders and booze chasers would
lenge.
Can
staff
station.
South
or
midsouth's ducer,
topnot desk
markets.
Interested
pro- save time and postage. Address Grover
executive.
Goodin man
west preferred. Married, 33, veteran.
Cobb, KVGB, Great Bend. Kansas.
will make money with liberal commisSalary sonal
plus interview
percentage
or bonus.
sion. Do not apply if less than five
arranged
after Perfirst
Wanted — Experienced announcer with BRO
letter containing
details
Box. 109F,
years
experience. Box 980E, BROADADC
AST
ING
CASTING.
first class license for combination position. Starting salary $60.00 week.
Station manager thoroughly experiWanted — Experienced, aggressive salesEd Anderson, Station WBBO, Forest
enced all phases broadcast operation.
man for 1000 watt fulltime independent
City,
N.
C.
10
years experience, 3 years as manNew York state station. Draw against
ager. Capable of taking complete
commission. Box 10F, BROADCASTING.
Technical
charge ficient
of station
runninga an
efoperation.andRequire
salary
Independent station along Atlantic
adequate
for
self,
wife
and
two
small
Coast has opening for salesman. ThouChief engineer, 250 watt Rocky Mt. net children. Box 142F, BROADCASTING.
sand watts — strong on local programaffiliate. Position open near future.
Station manager available with proven
ming.opened.
Part of
our
territory
still
unSend
disc and photo. Write Box 35F, record
Salary and commission. Box
of managerial ability over period
BROADCASTING.
17F, BROADCASTING.
of years. Have handled all phases of
station work from original application
AM-FM independent near Chicago
for grant, thru construction and on to
Salesman — 1000 watt Illinois independent has replacement opening for sales- needs summer replacement engineer
black-ink nouncer,
operation.
Have been
ansalesman, program
director,
man who has considerable experience
after Julyquired. 1.
Personal
interview
reBox 47F, BROADCASTING.
sales manager. General manager for
in local, small-town sales. Minimum
$2000 billing at straight 15% guarantees
multiple ownership with outlets for
immediate $300 income with potential
four major networks at same time.
Chief engineer for 5 kw midwest Muto $500 easily attained. Good market,
Have built and operated at a profit
tual. Extensive experience in AM
fine station, every possible sales help. transmitter
an independent, metropolitan station.
and
studio
maintenance
Outline complete sales experience plus
Early
was in newspaper field.
and operation
essential.
Excellent
op- Have training
personal data
in
letter
requesting
inwide acquaintance among naportunity
for
right
man.
Box
133F,
terview. Box 107F, BROADCASTING.
timebuyers.
Personal
referenBROADCASTING.
ces oftional
highest
caliber.
Believe
my
Connecticut 1000 watt independent
greatest
strength
is
in
ability
to
build
seeks aggressive salesman with record
an
organization
that
gets
results.
Box
Production-Programming,
others
of proven results in local fields. Inter156F, BROADCASTING.
ested only in man who knows how to Combination man, Wyoming station.
Administrative
ass't — accounting.
sell
and
resell.
Box
112F,
BROADGood voice essential. Send disc and Thorough knowledge
CASTING.
of radio from administrative viewpoint and broadphoto. Write Box 34F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced time salesman for 5000
est
personal
relationship
with industry heads. Currently employed
and
net affiliate in top south market. Guarresponsible
for
supervision
of accountantee and commission. Box 122F.
Experienced play-by-play sports proBROADCASTING.
ing,
(hold
degree),
employees,
admingram director with license. Need ambiistration and general office managerial
tious,
cooperative
youngSendmantape,
immediduties. Box 166F, BROADCASTING.
Earnings unlimited — middlewest netately.
Salary
open.
disc,
work station. Must know local selling. details to KAYS, Hays, Kansas.
Salesmen
State experience fully. Box 137F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman: Young, aggressive. Record
Television
of successful achievement. College
Fulltime independent in southern city
needs hard hitting sales representative.
graduate. TV affiliated operation preGood all-round
sales
background
necferred. Reference from present emSalesman
essary for this five station market.
ployer. Box 59F, BROADCASTING.
Man or woman willing to work and
Salesmanager or salesman, experienced
settle inapply
one for
of south's"
in production, announcing, continuity.
opportunity:
should
this rightfinest
job cities
with Television
college graduate. Box ,110F,
only 7 months
old and is WFMY-TV
growing. Weis Young,
real money for honest effort. Box need
another good salesman now. This BROADCASTING.
141F, BROADCASTING.
man must have had at least 3 years or Fully qualified salesman looking for
more of solid radio selling experience.
step upward. Must earn 100 per within
Salesman —local
Opportunity
hard Prefer
a young, aggressive man with short time. Three years radio sales
working
salesmanforonsteady
dominant
1000 w to 50,000 w. College graduate.
good
personality
and
what
it
takes
to
network regional station. Complete de- grow with accounts. No high pressure,
Three years advertising and promotion.
tails and references with application. no floaters. WFMY-TV, owned by the A-l
sales settle
record.
References.BoxYoung.
WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
permanently
Greensboro Daily News, is in the No. 1 Wants
BROtoADC
AST
ING. 116F,
market of the No. 1 state in the south.
Announcers
Excellent living and working condiSalesman, three years college, married,
churches, colleges,
27, three years experience selling, manmatetions.
tops.Schools,
A comparatively
small cliTV
agerial qualities. Write Box 151F,
Straight staff with 5000 watt net afBROADCASTING.
operation
so you'llMaybe
have ayouchance
filiate. Occasional special events and learn
all phases.
alreadyto
mc.
Midsouth.
Box
121F,
BROADCombination sales, continuity and ansell TV and want to locate in this fastCASTING.
nouncing. Prefer small market setup.
growing section of the south. Send full
College graduate with experience in all
particulars
about
yourself
(photo
preNeed good commercial staff man in
ferred) right away. We will make a three fields. Also experience in advermidwestern major market radio. Minidecision soon as we find the right man.
tising agency work and commercial
music. Will send further information
mum 3 years experience. Good basic Salary and commission; write Comand details on request. Write Box
salary. Forward disc, backgiound info.
mercial
Manager,
WFMY-TV,
GreensBox 127F, BROADCASTING.
boro, North Carolina.
165F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Looking for an experienced, hard working, dependable announcer and operator? I'm available. Single, 22, college
graduate. Travel anywhere. Salary
secondary. Box 921E, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster. A newspaperman with a
voice. Gather, write, deliver. Best
references. Disc, details upon request.
Box 923E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-writer. Age 22, single, college, veteran, AFRS experience disc
shows,
news Car.
shows,
Operate console.
Disc,commercials.
photo on request.
Will accept summer replacement. Box
995E, BROADCASTING.
Florida stations — announcer, 5 years
experience,
family
college, Box
desires permanent
roostman,
in Florida.
IF, BROADCASTING.
Chief announcer— Family man. Desires
immediate opportunity. Available at
once. Box 11F, BROADCASTING.
Excellent announcer. Present 50 kw.
Desire lege.
change.
28. ColMarried. NBC
Starttrained.
$65 week.
Box
44F, BROADCASTING.
Topflight sportscaster. Present 50 kw
play-by-play,
staff, sportswriting,
tures. 28. College.
Married. Start fea$65
week. Box 45F, BROADCASTING.
Combination man: Chief, announcer
with ticket, programming, production,
writer. News, specialty. Top grade
work. 3 years experience. West coast
only. Box 49F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced New York sta(FM). 32, position.
single, free to travel.
Desirestion steady
and
audition
disc available.Resume
Box 61F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced metropolitan
station. 31, married, free to travel.
Desires steady position. Resume and
disc
ING. available. Box 62F, BROADCASTBaseball, play-by-play. Experienced.
Available
CASTING. now. Box 101F, BROADPlenty of training — announcing, news,
continuity
writing.
Excellent steady
voice,
diction.
Married,
30. Ambitious,
worker. Interested more in experience
than
Disc, photo, available. Box
102F, salary.
BROADCASTING.
If you're looking for an experienced,
thoroughly grounded young radio man
to fill the position of announcer or
news editor, here's your man. Over
three years extensive experience includes all phases of announcing, production, continuity writing, local news
preparation, console operation. Desires
position
where to
there's
and
an
opportunity
work permanency
hard. Presently
employed. Complete details including
photograph, references
and audition
transcription
will be forwarded
upon
request. Personal interview may be
arranged. Box 113F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, reliable, married. Age 22.
Some experience
prior
recent
professional training.
Discto on
request.
Box 114F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, network and independent
experience.
Young,
single. Good
selling voice. Top
references.
Available
immediately.
Disc
and
details
on
quest. Box 115F, BROADCASTING. reAnnouncer-engineer. 3 years experience announcing and engineering. Station construction. Currently chief enCASTING.
gineer. News and general announcing.
Married. Have car. Box 118F, BROADI'm currently employed as an an-writer ata 1 kw
regional only
network affiliate. Inouncerwant
announcing
and that's the reason for this ad. Disc,
resume
CASTING.available. Box 119F, BROADAnnouncer — 30, single; rich, low voice.
Dependable, experienced. Can handle
controls. Will travel. Disc and photo on
request. Box 120F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced play-by-play sportscaster
and news
man. available
College graduate,
veteran, married,
immediately
$60.00
per week. Box 125F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, Young, deep mature voice.
Graduate of New York radio school.
Have had pendent
some
inde-of
station experience
handling allwith
types
shows. Salary secondary. Free to
travel. Box 130F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
lAnnouncer, graduate oldest broadcasting school in country. CBS instructors taught all phases of broadcasting.
Produced, sang, emceed amateur shows
in Chicago nite clubs. Two years college.filiate.
FormerConsider
staffall5,000
NBC 136F,
afoffers.watt Box
BROADCASTING.
Morning, noon or night man — knows
board, location secondary, single, staff,
|DJ announcing position desired. Box
139F, BROADCASTING.
Sports
vou are director-announcer-engineer,
really interested in a man whoif
'pan do a spectacular job of play-byon the threecaliber
major announcer
sports, whowithis
also aplay network
9 first class ticket please state salary
and working conditions and write to
Box 140F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer and program
man. 10where years
all phases.
Want somewith future,
but for present
will
be satisfied with salary that will
modestly support self, wife, 2 children.
Box 143F. BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey — 500 watt experience. Capable of handling console. Willing worker, travel anywhere. Can emcee live
Shows. Need opportunity to develop
technique. Presently employed. Age
26, married, disc and photo available.
Box 146F, BROADCASTING.
\nnouncer-engineer: Network caliber
commercials
Newscaster,
read-y, terrific
personalitydon't
and sound
good
oroduction on disc shows, scripted or
non-obvious
operation,
(smoothetc.)
aot.
disclaimers,
Exceptionally good
anger (mail pull), western and pop
Good ad-lib.
bones.
guitar,
;tylist,
Godfrey-Drake-Garroway-Wiley style
Thirty four, veteran.
delivery).
pt
Family, late car, will travel. College,
irst phone, experience, adaptability.
Want permanence, opportunity and no
paychecks. Box 147F, BROADubber
ASTING.
r-writer coman announce
,[f you need
155F, BROADwrite me. Box
bination,
G.
TIN
CAS
\nnouncer, vet, graduate of leading
adio school. Knowledge of all phases
3f radio broadcasting. Free to travel,
^Jew England or upstate New York.
at botAvailable immediately. Start dependAlways
om and
able Boxwork
160F, up.
BROADCASTING.
Attention midwest stations. Topflight
,-oung announcer seeks advancement,
news, disc
t years experience, sports,
family man with
ockey. Dependable
ar. Box 164F, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer. Newscaster. Other qualifications. No hotshot or glamour-boy.
.Iarried. Stable. 4 years experience.
Vill travel. Permanency with imnediate opening preferred. Details:
31 South Palm, Ponca City, Oklahoma.
lold it! Announcer, 3 years experience,
■ollege background, knowledge all
jhases of broadcasting specialty sports
md discs available after June 1. Call,
vrite, wire Jay Arthur, 2126 East 24
Street, Brooklyn, Nightingale 8-6608.
"amily
:an
do man,
sports.news
Four and
yearscommercials.
schooling.
)isc and photo upon request. David
Spstein,
3621
N.
Richmond,
Chicago,
llinois.
(umonncer
— Experienced,
esonant voice.
Can operatesingle.
board. Deep
Will
ravel. John Gary, 635 Hemlock St.,
eranton, Pa. Phone 2-1180.
uinouncer desires summer position. 2
ears part-time 1 kw — newscasting,
ports,
DJ,college
boardsophomore.
experience.DiscConcientious,
on
equest. Write Joe Huie, Hunt 3, R.P.I.,
?roy, N. Y.
.
'oung,
single position.
man desires
ngineering
RCAannouncer
Instituteraduate. 1st class phone license, armyontrol tower operator (2 years). Loca>ion and salary secondary. Lee Kramer,
J.70 Y.Montgomery Street, Brooklyn 25,
nnouncer with 1st class ticket an4
traight announcer — both experienced.
Desire location together. Bob Longhamp, 7 Sexton Ave., Concord, N. H.
California
3 yearstoexperi;nce. Left— Announcer
eastern position
settle
n any section of southern California.
years college, 2 years specialized
raining. Excellent references, married,
lependable, available. Dick Miller,
306 Bluebell Ave., North Hollywood,
:alif. Phone Sunset 1-9467.
Technical
Chief engineer, 17 years experience
eeks change
more progressive
stalon.
Best ofto references.
Box 924E,
3ROADCASTING.

i

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced combination man wants
position with future in financially
sound organization south or southwest.
Plenty experience
engineering
announcing. Presently
employedand chief
engineer. Sober, dependable, hard
worker. Married. Automobile. Two
weeks notice. Box 7F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, degree, licensed, 12 years
experience, 8 as chief, now employed.
Box 33F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer thoroughly experienced, no
announcing, excellent references. Go
anywhere. Box 40F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer available on short notice —
consider only 5-50 kw stations. Best
references. Box 925E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer desires permanent position
with a growing station. Willing to
travel. Box 46F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer: 10
years
Construction,
economic experience.
operation. Field
strength surveys,
FM
background,
fessional recording engineer. Chiefpro-of
kw past four years. Available immediany locale.
BoxG.
63F, BROADCAately,
ST
IN
Recent graduate, 1st class phone (with
TV training) vet, single, reliable, willing to travel. Box 76F, BROADCASTING^
Radio engineer, formerly chief field
engineer Washington consulting firm
now chief engineer California radio
station desires position as chief or staff
engineer where combination consulting
and operating knowledge needed. Five
years experience full range consulting
design and field work. Ten years operatingcludingand50 kwinstallation
experience
inpower. Capable
complete
station layout and installation including
design and construction directional
equipment.
Can go anywhere. Box
90F, BROADCASTING.
Young man wishes job in station. Vacation
experienceremotes.
in transmitter,
network, console,
Two years
schooling. Television, radio repairman.
Box 100F, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — Executive who knows
how to run engineering department.
Extensive experience in construction,
maintenance, operation, allocation and
measurement work. Now chief of regional directional but seek connection
with more stable and aggressive organization, preferable with TV plans.
Engineering degree, married, age 30.
Highest recommendations including
those
of consultants. Box 104F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone would like permanent position anywhere, 21 months
broadcast experience, vet, married,
have car. Box 124F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. 1 year transmitter, control
and remote experience. Presently unemployed. Box 129F, BROADCASTING^
Chief engineer, 15 years experience in
responsible engineering, all phases AM
and FM to 100 kilowatts. Prepared for
TV. Highest professional references.
Box 131F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 27 months broadcast, 3 years
armying radar
experience.
Graduate
radio school.
Will travel.
Box lead144F,
BROA
DCASTING.
Engineer, 14 years experience, AM-FM
construction installation — maintenance
— studios — transmitter. 10 kw direcreferences. tional,
Box available
145F, immediately,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer now with ABC outlet. Experienced AM-TV. Engineering background
major electronics
manufacturerwithand graduate
top engineering
school. Age 22. Wants greater opportunity. Excellent references. Go
anywhere. Box 152F, BROADCASTING.
First phone
license,Married,
experienced
mitter operator.
car. transWant
permanent position in northeast. Box
153F, BROADCASTING.
Summer replacement or permanent
announcer — experience, good voice,
excellent delivery, versatility. Avail■ CASTING^
able immediately. Box 154F, BROADEngineer, first phone, single, vet, no
experience,
travelwithandfuture.
willing to learn. willing
Desiresto job
Box 159F, BROADCASTING.
Young man, good background, limited
experienceeration, 1stallphone,
phasesprefer
independent
position op-as
utility
in northeast. Box 161F,
BROADCman
ASTING
.
First class technician, would accept
well-paying,communications
out-of-town position
broadcast
field. Royin
Dashukawich, 4439 Third Avenue
Bronx 57, N. Y.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Young man, personable, intelligent,
1st class radio telephone license, looking for position in broadcast field out
of New York City. Fred Kreschollek,
3323 Bouck Ave,, New York 67, N. Y.
Engineer, first phone, BA Degree; will
travel, available immediately, veteran.
Write
Romar Compton,
McCamy, Calif.
514b S. Tamarind Street,
Operator,
first license,
years broadcast experience,
wants five
transmitter
job.
31. Single.
Available
short notice.
Te
xa
s.
Lewis Sherlock, Box 51, Plainview,
Operator
— First
phone,
broadcast North
expeN.
J.
rience
during war,
24, married.
or southeast. J. M. Wall, South River,
Production-Programming , others
Woman continuity director with air and
sales experience. University graduate.
employed. Best references.
Presently
Box
20F, BROADCASTING.
Woman commentator, director. Versatile, experienced all phases radio, seeks
connection offering bona fide opporPeradvancement.
tunity sonality,
for growth,
just right
record, background
operation following
aggressive
for
strong
public service
line. Box 24F,
BROADCASTING
.
Newscaster: "Newspaperman with
voice." BS; family. AM or TV. $90$100. Box 36F, BROADCASTING.
Man with future seeks continuity job
Deor agency.
station
with progressive
Knowledge
radio.
gree in music and
Travel
sports, news, special events.to opporanywhere.tunity. Salary
Box 87F, secondary
BROADCASTING.
Five graduates, University of Michi-,
productionin
in radio interested
MA'sengineers)
gan (three
phone
two first
investor
Will
station.
small
operating
limited capital with profit sharing
mind. Box. 108F,
inTING
eventual purchase
DCAS
BROA
Experienced. Writer and announcer desires change in location. Am now employed. College references.
background. Box
Can 111F,
also
sell.
Excellent
BROADCASTING.
Enthusiastic young woman (25) with
"radioactive" imagination and several
years experience writing commercial
copy, variety-type shows, musical programs, children's stories etc., is ready
to graduate from 250 watter to progressive network affiliate demanding
originality, initiative and good judgment. Former employers write: "Very
excellent. ma. writes worker
competent
terial . . .. . diligent
. .
acReplies
her."
highly recommend
knowledged immediately. Samples.
References. Will travel anywhere for
ING^
good opportunity, but prefer Ohio TriState area. Box 128F, BROADCASTAll-round radio man. Former exec,
writer.
showman,
able. Yourproducer,
reply invited.
Box Avail150F,
BROADCASTING.
Writer : Continuity, — script, commercial copy, sales promotion, publicity.
Excellent experience. Through knowlCASTING^
edge, music and programming. Creative, dependable. Box 158F, BROADExperienced
-producer
for
west coastradio-TV
agency; writer
8 years,
know
the
west.
Eyebrow-raising
references.
Box 162F, BROADCASTING.
Female name personality (with musical
netshow,desires
network
film, big
comedy,work affiliate
station
success)
position as mc of unique disc feature
or woman's variety program. Full
background
information upon request.
Box
163F, BROADCASTING.
Combination man. Operate recording
studio; board, cutters, announce, act.
Completed radio school. 2>/2 years college. Installed college station— taught
radio.
Knowrecord
pop library.
music thoroughly
have own
Pronounce—
French, German dialects. Chance for
advancement of prime importance.
Married, vet. 24. Will travel. Jimmy
Valentine,
ington 5, D.1327
C. N Street, N.W., WashTelevision
Salesman
Recommended radio salesman wants to
switch to TV. Three years radio with
50,000 w experience, B. S. Degree.
Theater director. Agency contacts.
Traffic.liable
Excellent
record. Fully
Reworker. Filmsales
contacts.
qualified for TV station. Young, Box
117F, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Television (Cont'd)
Technical
Telecasting engineer; 1st phone, some
broadcasting
experience, photography
excellent
radio and professional
background,portunity married,
car, desire
opin TV station.
Box 103F,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Two engineers, first phone, seek TV positions.first
Recent graduates
of S.R.T.TV available
week in June.
Single,
will travel.
Box
157F,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
South Atlantic exclusive network affiliate. Owner's take, $15,000 annually.
CASTING.
$40,000
cash handles. Box 106F, BROADControlling interest New York area
station, reasonable and on terms due
to other interests. Identify yourself
in full or don't reply. Box 149F,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
For sale: General Electric FM transmitter, type No. BT-4-B with rated
power
of 10 kw.;console,
General two
Electric
3A transmitter
racksBC-of
speech input equipment; also Western
Electric 8-section cloverleaf antenna,
type
54-A. Make offer. Box 992E,
BROADCASTING.
RCA-BTF-250A FM transmitter and
type
600T-REL
frequency
modulation
monitor,
like new.
Price $1500.
Box
12F, BROADCASTING.
Presto 90-A recording console, as new,
with tubes, plugs and instruction book,
$300.00. Box 123F, BROADCASTING.
200 stations have saved $500,000 by
using my shortwave remote pickup
equipment. Complete, guaranteed,
ready to install, as per my article in
NAB Handbook. Low priced. Write
Wm.
C. Grove, KFBC, Cheyenne,
Wyoming.
For sale. CP deleted. 25% discount.
All brand new in original cartons. GR
modulation monitor. GR low distortion
oscillator. GR noise and distortion
meter.
1000mike
watt boom.
tuningOther
unit.
yB"
co-ax. RCA
equipment. Write for complete list. KNGS,
P. O. Box 620, Hanford, California.
For sale: Two Model Y-2 Presto recording amplifiers and turntables. Used
very little. Condition good as new.
Mounted in handsome console. This
equipment
$2,200Contact
and is available at a cost
big over
saving.
Radio
Station KRIG, Odessa, Texas.
WE 250 watt 310-B transmitter 2 sets
tubes. Good condition. Available now.
$1,000. KXRO, Aberdeen, Washington.
Two Presto turntables with Western
Electric 9-A reproducers. One Gates
model 35 console.
RCA BA-2 Make
amplifier. ExcellentOnecondition.
offer. WGCM, Gulfport, Miss.
$11,000 FM WE 506B-2 complete, spares,
10
kw transmitter.
New, never
uncrated.
H. Edwin Kennedy,
WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
5000 watt AM transmitter. Four 300
foot towers. Box 4F, BROADCASTING.
Turntable, preferably RCA, complete
with pickup. State lowest price and
age. Box 37F, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to buy — A good used Western
Electric 250 watt transmitter, preferably type 451 A-l. Box 168F, BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

Help Wanted
Salesman
OPPORTUNITY CALLS
SOUTHWEST REGIONAL KILOWATT has opening for time salesSales Director's
will
soon beman.open.
Excellent position
Conlan and
BMB show we dominate this procountyexceeding
area withS6500.re- ,
tail salesgressive
perthirtyfamily
highest in the state. Clean, progressive, community that is growing rapidly. Beautiful modern studios with
finestties,
equipment
and bestorgan.
of faciliincluding Hammond
Top
quality announcers. Everything to
make the sales job easy. Here is
your chance to become part of a
progressive, profitable station in a
modern, fast growing community,
noted for its wealth. Our entire staff
knows of this ad. Send full details
of past erences
experience,
photo, ref-to
and personalrecent
background
Box 148F, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
NEWS ANNOUNCER: Here's a real
opportunity for the right man to join a
big California station. We are looking
for an experienced news announcer who
wants to settle down and become an institution in the community. The man we
want has a low authoritative voice, lots
of ambition and the ability to keep his
feet on the ground. Some news, editorial
ability required. Primary emphasis will
be placed on ability to deliver on the air.
$85.00 a week to start. Send all information and a photo in the first letter and
be prepared to supply a transcription on
request. Apply to Box 25F, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming
Are you interested in a
PARLAY?

ir RADIO: Network, Metropolitan
AGENCY: $10 Million
* Billings
* NEWSPAPER:
Local &
Chain
* SELLING:
Printing, Engraving
Interested in this man?
BOX 126F.
BROADCASTING

Situations

Wanted

(Cont'd)

NAB

DEPARTMENT
HEAD
(Available June 1)
YouVe familiar with my work.
Am Ass't Treas., NAB and with
Ass'n since 1936 (except for three
years Navy). Responsible for
supervision of accounting (hold
degree), employees, administration
and general office managerial
duties.
Thorough knowledge of radio from
administrative viewpoint and
broadest personal relationship
with industry heads. Write, wire
"Rev." Revercomb NAB 1771 N
Street N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
For sale — Equipment for complete 250
watt broadcast station including high
fidelity
custom
built rackUsed
and panel
control room
installation.
less than
three years. Write for list or specific
equipment.
Martin Karig, Station WWSC,
Glens Falls, N. Y.
Harbach Heads ASCAP
OTTO A. HARBACH, playwright,
author and songwriter, was elected
president of the American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publishers, by the ASCAP board at a May
3 meeting. Other new ASCAP
officers are: Vice president, Oscar
Hammerstein II; vice president,
Saul H. Bourne; secretary, George
W. Meyer; treasurer, Louis Bernstein; assistant secretary, Walter
A. Kramer; assistant treasurer,
Frank H. Connor.
Okay Funds
NEW OUTLAY of $10,000 to cover
expenditures has been accorded the
Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee in a routine
resolution (S Res 257) approved
by the Senate May 1. Sen.
Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the powerful communications committee, had asked the
Senate for the additional sum to replenish the group's depleted fund.
The request was granted without
objection.
rmrmm

Money-Making
Stations
East
Midwest
One of the best exclusive
Top network facility — long
the number one station in one
market properties available.
of the most desirable medium
This attractive Wisconsin stasized markets in the east. Has
tion has always made money
and is now returning better
a long record of excellent earnings. Price 8150,000.00. Good
than 25% on the sales price
of $90,000.00.
financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. 333 N. Mich. Ave.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
Pag
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Listeners Favor
Continuance
TESTS
ONE of FM's pioneers, WNBF-FM Binghamton, N. Y., has decided not
to join WTMJ-FM Milwaukee and WMIT (FM) Charlotte, N. C, ir
abandoning this form of broadcasting, according to Cecil D. Mastin.
general manager of WNBF-AM-FM-TV.
Instead, Mr. Mastin has decided
★
■
to keep WNBF-FM on the air as carried a separate program servict
the result of a test survey just during the war years, expecting to
realize financial returns after the
completed.
Early in April WNBF announced
war.
it would ask FM listeners for their
"Boom, the low band went. Our
opinions. WNBF-FM carried this FM marbles were swept away so,
announcement
: "WNBFor we got more marbles, a 10 Rewill
decide nextApril
week9-27whether
transmitter, new antenna, and
not to continue with its FM system.
broadcast on both bands. Soon we
Write WNBF-FM Post Office Box
would arrive in FM elysian fields.
48, Binghamton, telling us of your
Two years ago we dropped our low
use or dependence upon our FM
band and duplicated on FM all
WNBF
1:05 a.m.programs from 6 a.m. to
The station received 637 replies,
482 coming from New York State,
Climax to Complications
155
from Pennsylvania. Of these
system."
431
said they used FM exclusively,
"On the one hand the engineerday and night; 65 said they used
ing standards of AM were being
FM at night; 179 complained of diluted; on the other the FCC was
"hash" on the AM band; 63 said
lambasting broadcasters to get into
FM or be left at the post. Then,
they wanted CBS service; 43 indicated recent purchase of FM sets;
along came the glamor girl, television. We took the leap and
9 spoke of shopping in Binghamton; 9 advised the station to dis- started our feverish TV building,
continue its older AM service.
and boom, the freeze!
"So we decided this spring to
Report on AM Service
re-examine FM and see if we could
Majority of responses was in an
save a little money. The response to
area 25 to 50 miles from Binghamthe survey shows me that we are
ton, complaining
could by
get any
"no not operating on barren ground
satisfactory
AM they
service
but that FM is a young sapling
AM station at any time," according
worth cultivating. Neither the
to Mr. Mastin. "Frankly, I do not number of sets nor the number of
know what this survey represents
listeners is economically sufficient,
viewing it as a sample of probable
but they are nevertheless substanlisteners. Sure it isn't 100%; most
tial. And of course we realize that
likely not 50%, and I presume sub- as more and better FM sets are
stantially 20%. It does indicate to
us a bonus to our AM coverage of made, our service is increased."
up to 12,000 listeners. If not that,
a substantial amount in any event.
"So, perhaps the FM nag is
Truman's WGIL Speech
getting out of the starting gate.
Will she overcome her handicaps?
FULL ACCOUNT of President
Who knows! Anyway, we will
Truman's
first stop on his current
continue to ride not one, not two,
cross-country speaking tour was
aired
over
WGIL Galesburg, 111.,
but all' three— AM, FM, TV."
on May 8. The President spoke
Mr. Mastin, a former chairman
of the NAB FM Committee, re- to a gathering of 7,000 and into
called that WNBF applied for its the WGIL microphone, reports
experimental FM license in 1938, General Manager Robert W. Frugetting on the air in 1942 on the
deger, who also lined up state
old band.
dignitaries from Springfield, 111.,
for a warm-up show. George
"A Jansky & Bailey measurement
indicated possibility of an 80 to Thoma, station's news director,
100-mile coverage for FM, day and
met the Presidential train in Chicago and rode with the party to
night, exposing us to a potential
Galesburg where Mr. Truman
audience of over a million people,"
made his birthday, VE-Day and
Mr. Mastin said. "We invested thousands of dollars in equipment and
first WGIL speech.

WNBF-FM

FOR SALE— 5/10 kw composite transmitter. High
level modulated air cooled used less than 500 hours as
auxiliary transmitter. Excellent frequency and distortion characteristics, first class mechanical and
electrical workmanship. Will make excellent main transmitter for new 5 or 10 kw station or as auxiliary for 5,
10 or 50 kws. Price FOB Cincinnati uncrated with one
complete set tubes, miscl. spare tubes and spare parts
$6500 cash. C. H. Topmiller, WCKY, Cincinnati.

BROADCASTING
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 28)
License Renewal
WAER Syracuse, N. Y. — Request for
license renewal noncommercial FM station.
Modification of CP
WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio — Mod.
CP new commercial TV station for extension of completion date to 12-16-50.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1410 kc
KXAL Victoria, Tex.— CP AM station to change hours of operation from
p to unl.
May 1 1 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Request Denied
; Commission addressed letter to Co_ lumbia Bcstg. System re CBS request
' Jthat
AT&Tvideo
waive
charges for
use TVof
.:.
inter-city
transmission
during
color tests. Commission stated that it
is without authority to grant request.
Order
By order Commission withdrew Nov.
16, 1949 proposed reallocation of Class
B FM frequencies for Gadsden, Ala.;
" Wilmington,
Pa.,
Hand
Baltimore.Del.;Md.,Philadelphia,
and terminated
; proceedings in Docket 9502,
Mil
STA Granted
r KGGF Coffeyville, Kan. — Granted
"STA for period ending Nov. 10 to
■-operate for STL purpose of providing
;; program circuit from studio to new
~ trans, site of KGGF.
May 1 1 Applications . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1450 kc
Flagstaff Bcstg. Co., Flagstaff, Ariz.
—CP new AM station 1340 kc 250 w unl.
AMENDED to request 1450 kc 250 w unl.
Kettle-Moraine Bcstg. Co., Hartford,
Wis. — CP new AM station on 1540 kc
500 w D AMENDED to request waiver
of Rule 3.30(a).
Modification of CP
KBOK Waterloo, la.— Mod. CP AM
station change frequency, hours of
operation
tion date. etc. for extension of compleMod. CP new AM station for extension of hattan.
completion
KMAN Minn.;
ManKan.; WJON date:
St. Cloud,
WGYA Logan, W. Va.
KMAR Bakersfield, Calif.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP to 5.04
kw, ant. to 450 ft.
WGBA-FM Columbus, Ga.— Mod. CP
to make
changes
existing
tion change
ERP toin 13.8
kw. FM staLicense for CP
Evanston, 111. —educational
License for FM
CP
newWNTJR
noncommercial
station.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1230 kc
KNCM Moberly, Mo.— Mod. CP AM
station
D to 1230to kcchange'
250 w from
unl. 1220 kc 250 w
AM— 1230 kc
WSKY Asheville, N. C— CP AM station to change from 1490 kc to 1230 kc.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WTPS-TV New Orleans— Times Picayune Pub.
RETURNED May
plicationCo.
for reinstatement
of CP3 apon
Ch. 10 in lieu of Ch. 7. Not in order.

New
FCC

ROUNDUP

Changes,

Transfers,

Applications

SUMMARY TO MAY 11
£oX ScOtQ
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations
* Two on the air.

Cond'l Pending
cationsHearing
In
OnTotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants
2,128 2,102 179
311
267
704
493 264
3* Appli22
13
104
39
70
350
182
* * *

CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KBOK Waterloo, la. changed from KAYX (Waterloo
Bcstg. Co.,); KCHN Chanute, Kan. (Chanute Bcstg. Co., 1460 kc, 1 kw day);
KFOX-FM Long Beach, Calif. (Ch. 272, Nicholas & Warinner Inc.); KFST Ft.
Stockton, Tex. (Ft. Stockton Bcstg. Co., 860 kc, 250 w day); KJAN Atlantic, la.
(George Basil Anderson, 1220 kc, 250 w day); KLVC Leadville, Col. (Vir N.
James, 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited); KOWL-FM Santa Monica, Calif. (KOWL Inc.,
Ch. 232); KRBL Mena, Ark., (R. B. Bell, 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited); KRUZ San
Francisco (Grant R. WrathaU, 1010 kc, 1 kw day); KSGV(FM) Temple City, Calif.
(Angelus Bcstg. Co., Ch. 280); KSRT Beverly Hills, Calif. (School of Radio Arts,
Ch. 292); WATA Boone, N. C. (Wilkes Bcstg. Co., 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited);
WBAL-FM Baltimore, Md. (Hearst Radio Inc., Ch. 238); WBRO Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Ebbets-McKeever Exhibition Co. Inc., Ch. 290); WCLI Corning, N. Y. (Corning
Leader Inc., 1540, 250 w day); WEWO-FM Laurinburg, N. C. (Scotland Bcstg.
Co., Ch. 243); WFAA-TV Dallas, Tex. Changed from KBTV (A. H. Belo Corp.
Ch. 8); WGCB Red Lion, Pa. (John M. Norris, 1440 kc, 1 kw day); WGLM Gaylord, Mich. (Midwestern Bcstg. Co., 900 kc, 1 kw day); WJLK-FM Asbury Park,
N. J. changed from WJLK (Asbury Park Press Die); WJLK Asbury Park,
changed from WCAP (Asbury Park Press Inc.); WSNS Sanford, N. C. (Sanford
Bcstg. Co., Ch. 276); WWGP-FM Sanford, N. C. (Lee Bcstg. Corp., Ch. 288);
WWPF-FM Palatka, Fla. (Palatka Bcstg. Co., Ch. 252).

Docket Actions . . .
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
WIMA Lima: Sky Way Bcstg. Corp.,
Columbus, Ohio — Announced opinion
and order to dismiss on Commission's
own motion proceedings involving application of WIMA
for license
for Way
station at Lima
and petition
of Sky
Bcstg. Corp.
for
reinstatement
of
application for new station at Columbus.
Grantedcense application
WIMA offor Sky
liand dismissed ofpetition
Way Bcstg. Corp. Order May 9.
Sky Way Bcstg. Corp., Columbus;
Akron Bcstg. Corp., Akron, Ohio —
Commission
order announced by
decisionseparate
for reconsideration
and grant without hearing application
of Akron Bcstg. Corp., for new station
at Akron (2) accepted for filing as of
May 9, new application of Sky Way
Bcstg.bus on Corp.
station
at Colum1580 kc,for 1 new
kw day.
Order
May 9.
Ordered on Commission's motion that
oral argument in matter of amendment
of section 3.66(b) of rules relating to
separate operation of aural and visual
transmitters of TV stations now scheduled for May 12 be continued to June
2 at 2 p.m. and letter from Paramount
Television Productions Inc., be accepted as intention to participate in
argument herein. Order May 9.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANT
WBEC-AM-FM Pittsfield, Mass. —
Granted transfer of control from Western Mass. Bcstg. Co., licensee, to
Eagle Pub. Co., for §50,000. Donald B.
and ersLawrence
K. Miller and
are transferee
50% ownof both transferor
and no change of ultimate ownership
will result from transfer. WBEC is
assigned 250 w on 1490 kc. Granted
May 9.
Deletions . . .
Five FM authorizations reported deleted by FCC last week. Total to date
since Jan. 1: AM 17; FM 52; TV 2.
KWK-FM St. Louis— KWK Inc. LiMay 9. FM showed little promise
in thatcensearea.
Catholic Meet
WESB-FM
Bradford,
Bradford
Pub.
Inc. License
May Pa.—
9. Continuing
ANNUAL convention of the Catholosses
on
FM
would
adversely
affect
lic Broadcasters Assn. will be held AM.
WEBR-FM Buffalo, N. Y.-WEBR
June 30, July 1-2 in St. Louis, ac- Inc. License May 9. Limited FM audience.
• cording to Rev. Patrick J. Peyton, WCAP-FM Asbury Park, N. J.— Radio Industries Best. Co. CP May 9. As: C. S. C, president of CBA. Sessions
f Radio Industries to Asbury
: will be held at St. Louis U., utiliz- Park Presssignment oInc.
\ ing facilities of the Institute of
KWRN-FM Reno, Nev. — Reno Newspapers Inc. License May 9. Cannot
Speech and Communications Arts
make expenses due to lack of listeners.
[: tions
and WEW,
school's
outlet.
Reservafor the convention will be New Applications
accepted through the office of the
AM APPLICATIONS
coordinator of CBA, 216 W. Ninth
Memphis, Tex. — Blake Bcstg. Co.,
1370 kc,tion 250
w day. Estimated
St., Wilmington 99, Del., it was
cost §20,600.
Principalsconstrucinclude
announced.
John Blake, 50% owner KPAN HereBROADCASTING
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ford, Tex. and 75% owner KSNY
Snyder,Texas
Tex; Printing
Robert Blake,
75% owner
West
Co., Brownwood,
Tex. Filed May 5.
Moorefield, W. Va. — Lost River Bcstg.
Corp., 740 kc,
kw day.
Estimatedin
construction
cost1 $20,908.
Principals
corporation
include:
R.
E.
Fisher,
director South Branch Valley National
Bank 50% owner South Branch Realty
Co.,
33%%South
Moorefield
50%
interest
BranchExaminer,
Air Service,
president 6623%; Mrs. S. A. McCoy,
3313% owner Moorefield Examiner,
33%%; Katherine
secretarytreasurer
33%%; J. Fisher,
G. Freeland,
chief
operator and service technician WRMP
Romney,
Va.
State
Police
Radio
tion, vice president %%. Filed MaySta-5.
Junction, Tex. — Kimble County Bcstg.
Co., 1450
100 w cost
unlimited.
Estimatedkc.
construction
$6,000. Equal
partners are: James nouncer-newscaster
E. Calhoun,
anKDWT Stamford,
Tex., and Callan Graham, attorney
and owner of ranch lands. Filed May 5.
Clinton,
Mo. — Lee
and
Jeanne
F. Baker,
1280 E.kc, Baker
1 kw day.
Estimated construction cost §8,000. Lee
E. Baker is a consulting engineer and
chief engineer KICK Springfield, Mo.,
as well as instructor of mathematics
and physics, Southwest Mo. State College, Springfield. Filed May 10.
Mt. Airy, N. C— Mt. Airy Bcstrs.
Inc., 1240
250 wcost:
unlimited.
Estimated kc,
construction
S13,100. Principals include: Robert Ennis Epperson,
50% interest in WYVE Wytheville, Va.;
Russell
Hiatt, owner
Hiatt's
Radio
Shop Colonial
andE. Erastus
Poore,
for
GraniteF. Co.,
all salesman
hold Ys
interest. Filed May 10.
Wildwood, N. J. — Francis J. Matrangola, 1230
250 w cost
unlimited.
matedkc,
construction
86,504. EstiMr.
Matrangola, individual owner, is an

instructor at New York Technical Institute of Maryland, Baltimore (radio
school). Filed May 11.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WMMJcense fromPeoria,
Assignmentreceiver
of liJulian 111.B.— Venezky,
for bankrupt WMMJ, to WPEO Inc.
Principals in new corporation include:
J. R. Cary, 25% owner Cary Motor Co.
(Ford dealers), Madisonville, Ky., 50%
owner Acme Loans Inc., and 50% owner
farm, president 33%%; Ned Trent,
stockholder in Cary Motors, vice president 33i3%; T. E. Brewer, general and
commercial
manager 33%%;
WCIF Madisonville, vice president
J. Chase
Scully Jr., attorney and director Peoria
Malleable
no stock
interest. Casting
Purchase priceCo.,
is §12,500.
WMMJ
is assigned 1 kw day on 1020 kc. Filed
April 21.
WEAT Lake Worth, Fla. — Assignment
ment of license from Robert W. Rounsaville,
licensee,Mr.to Brewster
Warren H.owns
Brewster for §60,000.
29%
WLNH Laconia, N. H. which he is
presently
arranging
to sell.
business interests
include
33%%Other
Brewster
Hotel Corp. WEAT is assigned 250 w
fulltime on 1490 kc. Filed May 3.
WFHR-AM-FM Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis. — Transfer of control of William
F. Huffman Radio Inc., licensee, from
Louise Huffman, executrix of the
estate of William F. Huffman Sr.
(deceased)
Wisconsin
RapidsRapids
Triforto§59,280.
Wisconsin
Tribunebune Co.owns
247 of 250
sh. of William
F. Huffman Radio, and William F. Huffman Radio in turn owns 488 sh. of Wisconsin Rapids Tribune. There will be
no material change in proportionate
ownership of William Huffman Radio
after transfer is completed. WFHR is
assigned 250 w fulltime on 1340 kc.
Assignment
of KSIJ
licenseGladewater,
from BarnesTex.
H. —Broiles,
Carl
B. Everett, John Ben Sheppard, Thomas
C. Unis and Henry Wade d/b as The
Gladewater Bcstg. Co. to Taylor W.
Lee, with same firm name. Mr. Lee
will assume expenses of transfer and
outstanding
accounts
payable. Mr. Leedebts
has and
extensive
business
interests including oil operations, president and 98% owner VaLee Canning
Corp., VaLee Gin Co., and the Red
Gate Gin Co., and Raymondville Gin
Co. at Raymondville in which he has
50% interest. KSIJ is assigned 1 kw
d?y on 1430 kc. Filed April 27.
WAUX Waukesha, Wis. — Acquisition
of control of WAUX Bcstg. Co., licenthroueh purchasenotof stated),
164 sh. byof
stocksee,(consideration
Carl Tavlor. Donald L. Tavlor, Alma I.
Taylor and Velma F. Taylor from Lloyd
Burlingham and Russell Salter. Mr.
Burlingham
Mr. Salter
wishinterest
to reduce holdingsandbecause
of their
in WBEL Beloit, Wis. There will be no
chansre in nature of licensee structure.
Mr. Carl Tavlor is president and chief
executive of WAUX. WAUX is assigned 2F0 w day on 1510 kc. Filed
April
28. Springfield, HI. — Assignment
WMAY
of CP derfrom
Gordon
Sherman,
AlexanBuchan,
Melvin
Feldman,
Sol
Binkin and Robert Weiner d/b as Lincoln Bcstg. Co., permittee, to new corporation of same
name and ofpeople.
Minor changes
in distribution
will
result
as follows
Alexander stock
Buchan,
president
and director.
Sherman, treasurer
and 28%;
directorGordon
26%;
Melvin Feldman 2d vice president
18%; Sol Binkin. 1st vice president
14% and Robert Weiner, secretary and
WMAY
assigned
Ddirector
500 w-N14%.
on 970
kc. isFiled
May 111.kwWROL-AM-FM Knoxville, Tenn. —
(Continued on page 8U)
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Editorializing
enda
Communications on Ag
SE
O
R
P
E
AI
?/
Cl
stations to air horse races within
PLANS for a sweeping national
(D-Wyo.) and Herbert R. O'Conor
prohibition.
crime probe, encompassing the use
(D-Md.), all members of the Sen- that
While the Senate subcommittee
of interstate communications faciliate Interstate Commerce Committies, took shape on Capitol Hill last
tee, and Sen. Alexander Wiley (R- has indicated further but not extenweek with formation of a special Wis.) from the Senate Judiciary
sive hearings may be held, Sen. McFarland has hinted his group may
Senate committee headed by Sen. Committee. Appointments were announced by Vice President Alben adopt a compromise measure someEstes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) [Broadwhere between the Justice Dept.
casting, May 8].
Barkley last Wednesday.
Sen. Kefauver, author of a longSen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), bill and the FCC plan, which many
pending proposal (S Res 202) to chairman of the Senate Commerce
observers feel the "lesser of two
launch such an investigation, told Committee, and Sen. Ernest W.
Broadcasting Thursday that McFarland (D-Ariz.), head of its
Tobey Statement
Hope that the McFarland group
comunications subcommittee, re"we're going into communications"
portedly declined to serve on the will
evolve a bill to "strike at the
but indicated his group "would try
evils."
not to duplicate" work already done Kefauver committee because of evil of illegal bookmaking and at
the
same
time not do violence to
by the McFarland communications
pressure of other business.
subcommittee which has concluded
Meanwhile, the McFarland sub- our basic constitutional precepts of
three week hearings on legislation
committee continued to gather data a free speech and radio," was voiced
designed to curb use of radio-TV
on bookmaking activities in con- last week by Sen. Tobey in a statenection with its study of the Justice
ment accepting an appointment to
facilities for transmission of "gamDept. bill (S 3358) to ban inter- the special five-man Kefauver unit.
bling" data.
Sen Kefauver will head a fivestate transmission of gambling data
Sen. Tobey, ranking member of
man group to include Sens. Charles
on sports events; require that sta- the Senate Interstate Commerce
Tobey (R-N. H.), Lester C. Hunt
tions delay bi'oadcast details at Committee, felt that hearings held
least an hour after completion of by the McFarland group would pave
horse races; and limit networks and the way for the broader forthcomFCC Roundup
stations to one horse race broadcast
ing crime investigation and said
(Continued from page 83)
evidence already obtained would
per day.
A host of officials, including Radio prove "invaluable" to the special
Applications Cont.:
Assignment of licenses from S. E. Ad- Correspondents Assn., American
Judiciary-Commerce committee.
cock d/b as Stuart Bcstg. Co., licensee, Telephone and Telegraph, Western
The Senate, which authorized a
to new firm Mount castle Bcstg. Co. Inc., Union and various news services, as
sum of $150,000 for the probe, also
for $301,293.78. Paul Mountcastle, is
president and 100% owner. He is
as FCC, testified in. opposition approved a resolution calling for
president of Life and Casualty Ins. Co. well
of Tenn., and less than 25% stock- to the bill [Broadcasting, May 8, employment of a chief counsel at
holder, he is president and 21% owner
$17,500 and assistant counsel at
1, April 24]. FCC offered its own
Fireproof Storage and Van Co., presi- substitute
measure which would
dent and less than 25% owner Southern
of national repuIndustrial Bank, as well as director and simply eliminate transmission of $12,500.tationAwilllawyer
be selected. The comless than 25% stockholder Commercial
all information on bets, odds or
mittee must file its report to the
National Bank. Others in corporation
include Paul Mountcastle Jr., treasurer
Senate by Feb. 28, 1951.
prices
—
in
all
media
—
and
permit
and W.agerH.WROL,
Linebaugh,
business WROL
manvice president.
is assigned 5 kw fulltime, directional on
620 kc. Filed May 11.
Industry Leaders Speak
KPET Lamesa, Tex. — Assignment of
license from R. O. Parker, R. A. WoodAt Toronto Meet
son, K. S. Ashby a partnership d/b as
Lamesa Bcstg. Co., licensee, to R. O. ALL-CANADA
Parker and R. A. Woodson. Mr. Ashby
LATEST developments in programming and advertising were studied
sells his 24%
$20,000. will
Mr. Woodson's
holdings
afterfor transfer
total 37%
by some 44 commercial and program managers of stations represented
and Mr.signedParker's
as- by All-Canada Facilities at a Toronto meeting held May 8-11. Speakers,
250 w day 63%.
on 690KPET
kc. isFiled
May 11.
discussing a wide range of topics from TV to tape recordings, included
WNAT from
Natchez,
Miss.Seale
— Assignment
license
M. T.
and H. ofJ. industry leaders from the U. S. *
Jennings d/b as Old South Bcstg. Co. to and Canada. Guy F. Herbert, genFoster Agencies; a timebuyers
H. J. Jennings, Charles E. Ratcliffe,
Laurie G. Ratcliffe, Elna R. Lambert
and Edward G. Lambert new firm with man. eral manager of ACF, was chair- panel under chairmanship of M.
Rosenfeld of MacLaren Adv. Co.;
same name. Consideration $20,000. Ownership interests: C. E. Ratcliffe owns
and a representative panel preFirst day's sessions included
25% interest in Ratcliffe plantation and
stock farm, 17%%; L. P. Ratcliffe 25%
talks by George Bertram, adversided over by John Tregale of AllRatcliffe plantation, 17%%; Mr. Lamtising manager of Swift Canadian ; Canada and including Joe Weed
bert, circulation manager Natchez DemT. L. Anderson, general manager
ocrat, 8%% and Mrs. Lambert, houseand Pete McGurk of Weed & Co.,
wife, 8%%; H. J. Jennings, manager
of Cockfield Brown & Co.; R. B. New York.
WNAT, 50%. WNAT is assigned 250 w
Wakeley, media manager of H. E.
unlimited on 1450 kc. Filed May 11.
Tuesday Agenda
Tuesday sessions included a talk
on national sales by Pat Freeman,
sales director of Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters; BAB slide presiti. BMI ft*
entation and recording of a talk by
od
h.vo
Beec
by
d
Maurice Mitchell, director of BAB,
Another BMI "Pin l/p" Hit-Publishe
at the recent CAB convention at
ING)
MORN
AY
SUND
T
Niagara
Falls. Tuesday after(NEX
CH
LET'S GO TO CHUR
noon was devoted to programming
for sales, with tape recordings,
ting-Jimmy
On Records: Margaret Whi
news,
library services and tranVxc.
oWakely__CaP. 960; Perry Com 587 »< ,
scriptions being discussed.
.
Col
ne—
Wednesday was devoted to a visit
20-3763; Jerry Way
of all Toronto stations and a tour
3; Owen
Slim Whitman-Vic. 21-031
of a record pressing plant.
Dec.
ey—
Fol
?>adley— Coral 60208; Red
Thursday sessions featured
Tone 496.
46235; Phil Reed— Danceagency relations, success stories,
handling local accounts, and television. On Friday the group visited
WBEN-TV Buffalo, CKOC Hamilton and a steel plant.
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(Continued from page 28)
the current UAW-Chrysler dispute,
there have been several requests from
both federal and state mediators,
asking the disputants NOT to give out
statements at critical times in the
negotiations, on the grounds that
such action might delay or hinder a
settlement.
Mr. Bannister said FCC's letter,
released in Washington April 21,
was not received by WWJ until
April 28. But when the station
learned of it via press association
dispatches on April 21, he said, he
contacted union representatives and
offered time on April 21, 22, and 23.
The union felt it was too late to
get a speaker for April 21 or 22,
he said, but accepted the offer for
Sunday. However, he added, "the
speaker for the UAW-CIO never
appeared, so the time went by un'Hopeful Stage'
He continued:
By that time, the negotiations were
in a highly hopeful stage . . . and my
guess
is that UAW-CIO did not want
toused."
endanger a settlement by publicly
airing the issues.
However, if the situation should
take a bad turn, as it has on several
past occasions when a settlement was
in sight, I'm certain we'll hear from
[union representatives] with further
requests.
The situation is delicate and critical, but if the UAW-CIO requests
time, we intend sorrowfully to open
our facilities regardless of whether
or not Chrysler also requests or accepts similar time.
We will take this action in deferencecauseto itthe
Commission's
wishes,
is obvious
that you
want beus
to this. ...
Frankly, I think the best way to
handle this matter, and any subsequent matters of the same nature
which may arise, is to follow the
language of Paragraph 10 which
recognizes that each case is different.
To attempt a lateral imposition of
Paragraph 8 [the section cited by
FCC as denying one side the power to
"veto" an entire presentation by refusing to participate] as a blanket
rule is, in effect, a nullification of
Paragraph 10. . . .
Furthermore, it seems to me that
unless a licensee disqualifies himself
on moral or ethical grounds, or by
an obvious display of bias or incompetence, you really have no recourse other than to permit the licensee to use the fullest latitude in
making these on-the-spot decisions.
If he does disqualify himself on any
of the aforementioned grounds, then
he should no longer be a licensee. But
I don't see how you can grant him
a license and then attempt to masterhim bysort.
remote control in mattersmindof this
KDKA Pittsburgh Agricultural Scholarship awards given Carroll L. Howes,
of Penn. State College, Dale W. Zinn
of West Va. U, and Donis D. Patterson, Ohio State U.
FOR
INCREASED

SPQT

BILLINGS

JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA. INC.
366 Madison Avenue, New York
'
Murraycontact
Hill 2-8755
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WOMEN'S
Theme of AWB

TOUCH
Meet
June 1 -4

THEME centering on "Radio's
Feminine Touch" will mark the seventh annual convention of the
NAB's Assn. of Women Broadcasters, to be held June 1-4 at the
Cleveland Hotel in Cleveland, according to Eleanor Hanson, WHK
Cleveland, chairman of the AWB
Convention Committee, and Bette
'Doolittle, AWB acting executive
Secretary.
Opening day will include mornling registration for women broadcasters from NAB member stations, with regional luncheons to be
held at noon. Delegates will see
lighting demonstrations in the afternoon at the General Electric Co.
talant, at Nela Park.
[ Other highlights on the agenda:
I Trip to the Northern Ohio Food
Terminal will be taken the morning
jof June 2 for a breakfast session.
^Business meetings start at 10 a.m.,
jto be followed by a TV show, Through
khe Kitchen Window, conducted by
Louise Winslow on WNBK (TV)
Cleveland.
i] Afternoon agenda includes a food
forum conducted by Grocery Mfrs. of
(America. Taking part will be W.
Howard Chase, General Foods; Milton
Fairman, Borden's; Steve Nisbet,
berber Products Co.; Esther Latzke,
Armour's; Paul S. Willis, Grocery
iMfrs. of America.
Third day will open with a panel
bn programs for children, led by
Esther Mullin, WGAR Cleveland.
iRobert K. Richards, NAB public affairs director, will conduct a public
relations panel.
Miller to Speak
NAB President Justin Miller will
the June 3 luncheon. A fash[(address
ion show will follow, staged by Mary
Kelley of the New York Millinery
fashion Bureau. Radio and TV work
sessions will be held in the afternoon
with the latter to be led by Kathi
\Torris, WNBT (TV) New York.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau will
tiold a panel on its new sales manual
-itled "Radio's Feminine Touch," with
Meg Zahrt, BAB assistant director, in
•harge.
National Assn. of Greeting Card
Publishers will be host at a cockrail party following the afternoon
neeting. Annual business brunch will
he held June 4, with AWB board
Members, officers and district chairnen discussing association business.
Members of the convention committee, besides Misses Hanson and
Doolittle, are Mildred Finnell and
gloria Brown, WTAM Cleveland;
Esther Mullin, WGAR Cleveland;
fane Stevens, WJW Cleveland.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology In America, offers Its
trained Radio and Television techdustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
360 W. 4th St.. New York 14, N. T.
BROADCASTING

National Nielsen-Ratings* Top Programs
(TOTAL U. S., INCl. SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES — and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)Rating
APRIL 2-8, 1950
Rating
Current
Current
Homes
Homes
Current Previous
%
Current Previous
%
Rank
Rank
Programs
Rank
Rank
Programs
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs) (9.8)
6
4
Pepper Young's
8.7
7
3
Romance
of HelenFamily
Trent (NBC)
(CBS)
8.6
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
20.9
8
16
When a Girl Marries (NBC)
8.5
2
3
Jack Benny (CBS)
19.3
9
8
Wendy
Warren
(CBS)
8.4
3
2
Godfrey's
Scouts
(CBS)
17.8
10
18
Young
Widder
Brown
(NBC)
8.3
4
10
Bing Crosby Show (CBS)
17.0
5
5
McGee & Molly (NBC)
17.0
DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Programs)
(5.3)
6
8
You Bet Your Life (CBS)
16.9
1
1
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
10.8
7
4
Amos V Andy (CBS)
16.9
2
3
Let's Pretend
(CBS)
9.6
8
9
Walter Winchell (ABC)
16.4
3
2
Grand
Central
Station
(CBS)
9.6
9
7
My Friend Irma (CBS)
16.0
10
6
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
15.4
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
(3.8)
1
3
Shadow (MBS)
9.8
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs).... (5.9)
2
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
9.2
1
1
Beulah (CBS)
11.7
3
2
Martin Kane — Private Eye (MBS)
8.8
2
2
Lone Ranger (ABC)
11.2
3
3
Counter-Spy (ABC)
10.7
Copyright
1950
by
A.
C.
NIELSEN
CO.
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(5.8)
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN1
1
Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS)
11.7
RATING"Homes.
(%) to 40,700,000 — the 1950 estimate of Total United States
2
2
Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
10.0
Radio
3
14
Godfrey (Gold Seal) (CBS)
9.3
4
11
Backstage Wife (NBC)
9.0
* Homes reached during all or any part of the program, except for
5
5
Right to Happiness (NBC)
8.7
homes listening only 1 to 5 minutas.
KGLN
OPENING
MBS Outlet Now on Air
KGLN Glenwood Springs, Col.,
owned by the Western Slope Broadcasting Co., was scheduled to open
yesterday (May 14).
Broadcasting 18 hours daily with
250 w on 1340 kc, KGLN is a
Mutual affiliate. Its local programming includes news, women's programs, weather reports, local
sports and civic programs, officials
said. Glenwood Springs, Rifle,
Aspen, Eagle and intervening communities are in the KGLN primary coverage area, it was reported.
KGLN will be under the personal
supervision of Rex Howell pending
the appointment of a permanent
resident manager. Carl Anderson
is chief engineer. Owners are Rex
and Charles Howell, president and
secretary-treasurer respectively of
Western Slope Broadcasting Co.,
which also owns KFXJ Grand
Junction.
STROTZ ELECTED
Heads L. A. Charities Group
SIDNEY N. STROTZ, administrative vice president in charge of
NBC Western Division, was elected
president of Radio Television Recording Charities Inc., Los Angeles, at a meeting of incorporators
and directors May 9. The group
was formed recently to organize
the many isolated charity drives
held throughout this year in Los
Angeles into one major combined
drive in the fall, RTRC reported.
Other officers elected to the group
were :
Larry Shea, head of Artists & Products Inc., vice president; Donn Tatum,
vice president and counsel for Don Lee
Network, secretary; Wayne Tiss, vice
president and manager, Hollywood
office, BBDO, treasurer. Executive comincludesKMPC;
Robert Glenn
Reynolds,
generalmittee
manager,
Wallichs,
president, Capitol Records: George M.
Balzer, radio writer; John Brown,
actor; Everett Crosby, president, Bing
Crosby Enterprises; Phil Fischer, radio
representative, Musicians Union; Knox
Manning, commentator; Carl Seaman,
comptroller and campaign director for
charities group.

• Telecasting

NW-SKY WAY CASE
FCC Settles 4- Year Issue
FOUR-YEAR old controversy between Northwestern Ohio Broadcasting Co. and Sky Way Broadcasting Co. for 1150 kc at Lima
and Columbus, Ohio, respectively,
was settled by FCC last week.
Northwestern was given a license
for WIMA Lima while Sky Way,
which has sought reconsideration
of the WIMA grant, was allowed
to file a new application for 1 kw
daytime on 1580 kc at Columbus.
The Commission also dropped
its investigation of whether both
applicants had been entirely "candid and truthful" concerning Sky
Way's allegations that Northwestern was trying to sell WIMA three
weeks after it finally won the facility over Sky Way's bid [Broadcasting, Jan. 9]. FCC indicated
insufficient evidence existed to
merit pressing this investigation
and noted that "after four years
of controversy in these proceedings, the dispatch of our Commission business justifies an end to
this controversy at this time."
POLITICAL CLINIC
SCBA Gives Election Advice

SCIENCE BOARD
Truman Signs Law for Agency
LEGISLATION creating a National Science Foundation which
will serve as a central clearinghouse for information on U. S.
scientific and technical personnel
and also appraise the impact of research upon industrial development was signed into law by
President Truman last week.
The foundation, established as
an independent agency within the
executive branch of the government, also will be authorized to
develop a national policy for promotion of basic research in engineering and other sciences; initiate and support specific research
activities involving national defense; and to foster the interchange of such information among
scientists of the U. S. and other
countries. Foundation also will be
able to make contracts or arrangements with foreign countries.
The President will be authorized to appoint 24 members to the
science board from engineering
and other fields, and a director or
chief executive officer at $15,000
annual salary. Provision for executive committees, science divisions, subcommittees and special
commissions also is made.

ANTICIPATING California's June
election, the Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. held its first
all day political broadcast clinic
at NBC studios last Friday.
State-wide candidates and their
staffs, as well as advertising agencies handling political campaigns,
were on hand to glean information
on how to intelligently utilize radio,
and TV to best advantage in the
election, SCBA reported. The
clinic included seven lectures with
panel discussions and questions
from the floor, and was held under
the direction of Jennings Pierce,
chairman of SCBA's educational
committee and NBC Western Division manager of public affairs and
education.
May 15, 1950
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
At

Deadline...

PROMPT COLOR DECISION
URGED BY JOHNSON
ANY DECISION on TV allocations "now"
would involve four to six weeks of hearings
without consideration of color and would "set
back" advent of commercial color TV by "a
generation," Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
chairman of Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, declared Friday, quoting
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy as authority.
"The odds are . . . that it could well take
60 days from June 25 for a final decision in
the color question," he said. ". . . Under all
circumstances, it would appear unlikely that
the final allocation decision can be made before
late November or early December." He asserted FCC "feels absolutely" it cannot take
up allocations before giving color decision.
He emphasized, however, that FCC "has no
schedule fixed or announced for target dates
on completion of the present schedule of hearings."
He said committee expects to receive Condon
Committee's special color TV report "early
next month," adding that this "may . . . aid
the Commission in expediting its own decision"
on color. Report to be made public.
Sen. Johnson's statement issued Friday following conference with officials of National
Society of Television Producers on problem of
lifting of TV freeze. James Lawrence Fly,
ex-FCC Chairman and now general counsel to
NSTP, said society is "satisfied that the Commission is doing everything it can" and that
freeze
probably
can't be
lifted had
before
year's
end. He said NSTP
officials
conferred
with two FCC members on Commission TV
timetable. Efforts to meet with others Friday
afternoon were unavailing since Commission
was in executive session.
NSTP members attending, in addition to Mr. Fly.
were: Irvin Paul Sulds, NSTP president and he_ad of
Sulds Productions; Mai Boyd, president, West
Coast branch. Hollywood; Mike Jablons, vice president. Gainesborough Assoc. Inc., N. Y.; Judy Dupuy,
Video Events Inc., N. Y.; Oliver W. Nicoll. Radio
Features of America Inc., N. Y.; Walter Armitage,
Cavandish Productions Inc., N. Y.
ABC

NET

INCOME

HIGHER

ABC announced last week its net income for
first quarter of 1950 after taxes was $93,000
or 5 cents a share on common stock. Figure
for similar period last year was $64,000.
NEW

LAGRANGE,

ILL., OUTLET

NEW

AM outlet on 1300 kc with 500 w daytime granted LaGrange Broadcasting Co.,
LaGrange, 111., in final decision issued by FCC
Friday. Initial ruling also reported to grant
new station on 1490 kc with 250 w fulltime at
Greenville, S. C, to Piedmont Broadcasting
Co. and to deny competitive bid of William M.
Drace for same facilities at Greer, S. C.
WKZO-TV

RELAY

GRANT

PRIVATE inter-city TV relay facilities
granted by FCC Friday to WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., to permit it to receive TV network programs.
SCHLOEDER

JOINS

R&R

STAN SCHLOEDER, formerly with Benton
& Bowles, New York, as timebuyer, joins
Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city in same capacity.
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DON LEE RENEWAL ORDER
IS MADE FINAL BY FCC
LONG-PENDING Don Lee network case settled by FCC Friday in adopting as its final
decision earlier proposed ruling to grant renewals to Don Lee's KGB San Diego, KDB
Santa Barbara, KFRC San Francisco and
KHJ-AM-FM Los Angeles [Broadcasting, Jan.
2]. Commission majority ruled Don Lee had
violated network regulations but since only
penalty was flat non-renewal, majority was
inclined to afford last chance. Chairman Wayne
Coy and Comr. Frieda Hennock dissented,
voting for denial.
decision from
severed
Don Lee's
at
SanFinal
Francisco
network
case TV
and application
placed it in
pending file until TV freeze is lifted. Bid does not
become part of San Francisco comparative TV hearing in which four applicants seek two facilities and
tentative reservation of Channel 2 (54-60 mc) there
continues, FCC said. Final ruling further severed
Don Lee bid for Class B FM facilities in San Francisco and granted motion to sever KGB application
for switch from 1 kw to 5 kw on 1360 kc. FCC
ordered further hearing on KGB bid on technical
issues only. KVRS Rock Springs, Wyo., and KMOD
Modesto, Calif., were made parties to hearing.
JOSCELYN HEADS SCBA
AUSTIN E. JOSCELYN, CBS Hollywood
operations director, elected president of Southern California Broadcasters Assn., succeeding
William J. Beaton, KWKW Pasadena, who had
served three years. Clyde P. Scott, KECAAM-TV Los Angeles, elected vice president to
succeed incumbent, Ernest L. Spencer, KVOE
Santa Ana. Cliff Gill, KFMV (FM) Hollywood,
elected secretary-treasurer. Re-elected to board
were Robert O. Reynolds, KMPC Hollywood;
Jennings Pierce, NBC; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC
Los Angeles, and Mr. Beaton.
HOOPER DEFENDS RATINGS
ACCURACY of Hooper television ratings
cited by C. E. Hooper, president of C. E.
Hooper Inc., at New York U. advertising
convention Friday, answering critics' complaints. Kendall Foster, TV vice president
of William Esty & Co., said TV cost-per-thousand is less than newspaper costs. Arthur
Duram, CBS TV market research director,
said TV effect on other media will hit magazines hardest. Bruce Robertson, Broadcasting, was panel moderator,
WMGM
RELEASES EIGHT
EIGHT staff announcers on WMGM New York
given four-week notice of release last week.
Bert Lebahr, director of WMGM, said action
is without regard to personalities and does
not represent either a layoff or permanent reduction in number staff announcers, since replacement will be made immediately. Station
policy
calls
hard hitting sales techniques,"
Mr. Lebahr "for
stated.

it must wait for decision on overall allocations
earliest)
.
(not expected
much before end of year, at
TOP CANDIDATES for successor to late
Judge J. Fred Johnson Jr. as FCC's chief
hearing examiner at this point reportedly are
Examiners
FanneyandN.James
Litvin,D. one
of FCC's
senior
attorneys,
Cunningham,
who drew assignment to succeed Judge Johnson as presiding officer in explosive G. A.
(Dick) Richards news policy case.
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER would star
Jeannette MacDonald in TV series if money
is right. She insists deal must not interfere
with other professional assignments.
TWO-MAN NAB team of President Justin
Miller and General Manager William B. Ryan
will
NAB brass,
in today's
Neworiginal
York
sessionrepresent
with network
reversing
plan to take along department heads as reserves. Association hopeful networks and
owned stations will stay within fold despite
apparent lack of enthusiasm by three out of
four networks.
ORIGINALLY scheduled as all-day session,
proceedings will be confined to luncheon. Networks are to be represented by these emissaries— Frank White, MBS president; Robert
E. Kintner, ABC president; Joseph H. Ream,
CBS executive v-p; Charles R. Denny, NBC
executive v-p.
WITH THROWING IN of sponge by his nearest rival, Gordon Persons, former part-owner
and manager of WSFA Montgomery, automatically becomesDemocratic
Alabama's nomination
new governoris
next November.
tantamount to election, but runoff had been
indicated. Mr. Persons, who entered politics
about ten years ago, selling his interest in
Montgomery station which he fathered, is
brother of Maj. Gen. Wilton B. Persons, who
handled Congressional liaison for military
establishment and now is superintendent of
Staunton Military Academy.
NEW BOOK on radio being authored by
Charles A. Siepmann, of FCC "Blue Book"
fame, now scheduled to roll off presses in September. Book will carry wrapper by Ed Murrow, CBS news analyst, and reportedly tears
into BBC's operation — a departure from Siepmann's Radio's Second Chance in which he
castigated American radio in contrast to British Government monopoly. Author is chairman of Communications Dept. of New York U.
PROMINENT SOUTHERN station-owner is
under consideration by President Truman for
appointment to highly placed economic post in
inet.
Federal Government, sitting just under CabTHERE ARE SIGNS that TV's bite on motion picture attendance has reached point
where procedures may go into reverse. For
example,
it's Detroit
reported and
thatChicago
Balabanhasorganization in both
offered

TUBE PLANT TRANSFERRED
REMINGTON RAND Inc. transferring TV
picture division at South Norwalk, Conn., to
Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Stamford, Conn., including facilities for manufacture of rectangular tubes for home sets. With pilot production
completed, manufacture of tubes on large scale
is planned.

TV stations in those cities long-term leases
at nominal rentals. Theatres, of course, would
be used for TV studio production.

COLLIER EXPANSION
COLLIERS magazine, through Kudner Agency,
slated to expand spot announcement campaign
in Chicago and New York starting May 18.

SECRET ballots ordered by NLRB to determine if stage electricians, carpenters, and
property men at WNBT (TV) and WJZ-TV,
both New York, and WNBQ (TV) Chicago
desire to be represented by NABET or IATSE
or neither. Some extras found eligible to vote.
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RADIO.!.
WHICH

The
WHY

.or

• . .'WILL

smart
BOTH?

TV

IT

BE?

WLW-land!
COVERAGE

DOMINANCE

PENETRATION

=

IMPACT

TV enters a radio home, the total viewing-listening activity
Television's
tremendous
growth
has has
resulted
in a decline
is more than ever before . . . thus increasing the adver
in radio listening.
But this
decline
been OFFSET
by
tiser's opportunity to sell!
an increase in the total number of radio homes.* And when
COVERAGE
DOMINANCE
WHY WLW?
PENETRATION = IMPACT
The Nation's Station delivers 20 million home hours of
listening per week in an area comprising 330 counties
. . . 13.404.000 people . . . nearly 1/10 of the United
States. Yes. WLW is still far ahead in ... .
COVERAGE— In four weeks, WLW reaches 80.7% of
all radio homes in \SLW-Land — an increase of 25% in
coverage since 1946.
DOMINANCE — WLW enjoys 16.6% of all radio
listening in its Merchandise-Able area . . . competing
with 257 other stations.
PENETRATION— The average radio home in WLWWHY

WLW-TELEVISION?

PENETRATION

The three micro-wave-linked Crosley Stations — WLW-T,
Cincinnati; WLW-D. Dayton; and WLW-C. Columbus —
have an average share of Audience of 52.5% from 11 A. M.
to 11 P. M. seven days a week. Compare this to an average
of 28.5% for the other five TV stations located in these
three cities.**
SPECIAL

Land listens to WLW 5 hours and 27 minutes per week
. . . more than the four leading competitors combined.
And when vou put coverage, dominance and penetration togetheron '. a. .cost-per-thousand
THAT'S IMPACT! basis. WLW delivers
Further,
advertising impressions at lower cost than five combinations
of the best local stations in 21 major markets. The savings
you realize by using WLW, if invested in WLW-Television, will result in an additional audience and will
protect your AM advertising dollars in metropolitan TV
areas against the inroads of television.
=

IMPACT

• COVERAGE • DOMINANCE
the 2ND LARGEST TV
And lookINat THE
the market.
It'
6TH LARGEST TV
MARKET
MIDWEST
MARKET IN THE NATION.
As for costs, WLW-Television has the second lowest
cost in the midwest — as low as 16c per-thousand-set owners.

SUMMER "BONUS TIME PLAN" * IMPACT = COVERAGE * DOMINANCE
Special summer discounts are available through September to advertisers on both
WLW, The Nation's Most Merchandise-Able Station, and on WLW-Television,
the most dominant television operation in the nation s 6th largest TV market.
For complete information , contact
any of the WLW Sales Offices in
.\eiv York. Chicago,
Hollywood, Cincinnati,
Day ton or Columbus.
* All WLW data based on Nielson
Radio Index, Feb. -Mar., 1949
**All WLW-Television data based on
Videodex Reports, April, 1950

WLW
WLW-Televlslon

New-type glass for RCA television picture tubes filters unwanted light, to give sharper, clearer images

Wert/ware/

//<y/?f-/s c//sc/p//hec/—

Now television pictures gain still greater contrast and definition— through research initiated
by scientists at RCA Laboratories.
Their discovery: That wandering light waves
inside a picture tube— and even more important,
inside the glass itself— may cause halation and blur
an image's edges. But, by introducing light-absorbing materials into the glass, the wayward flashes
are disciplined, absorbed, so that only the light
waves which make pictures can reach your eyes!

Glass companies, following this research, developed
a new type of glass for RCA . . . Filterglass. Minute
amounts of chemicals give it, when the picture tube is
inactive, a neutral gray tone. In action, images are
sharper, clearer — with more brilliant contrast between light and dark areas. Reflected room light is
also reduced.
*
*
*
See the latest in radio,
RCA Exhibition Hall,
Admission is free. Radio
Building, Radio City, N.

television, and electronics at
36 West 49th Street, N. Y.
Corporation of America, RCA
Y,

Filterglass gives you more brilliant picon the screens
of today's RCA Victor
home turestelevision
receivers.
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Ml

and the substantial family people of
Midwest America are called to Church
...for religion is deep-rooted in the small
towns and farming communities that
dominate the Midwest. . .and church
bells sound the answer to a basic need
in all the 217 counties where WLS is
counted a helpful friend as well as a
radio station...

qHURCH

BELLS RING... and with equal fervor and loyalty, Midwest

families gather at their radios to enjoy "Little Brown Church of the Air"
and its radio pastor, WLS' Dr. John W. Holland, for 18 years a regular
visitor in most of the 1,840,320 farm and smalltown radio homes within easy
listening of our 50,000-watt, clear channel broadcasts. So church bells symbolize
the kinship between listener and broadcaster... a kinship we believe to be unique
in all radio, both as a channel of service and a means of achieving unusual ad
vertising results.

CLEAR

CHANNEL

Home

of the NATIONAL

Barn Dance

RESENTED BY \
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK — REPRESENTED

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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free

(NEW
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people
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1949...

of
THE 215,000 STOCKHOLDERS
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey)

esses, more new products, more new jobs and
job opportunities. We took in more money,

HIGHLIGHTS FROM
1949 REPORT:

have just been sent the Company's 1949
Annual Report. Some highlights are given here.

and paid out more — for wages, taxes, dividends, supplies— than in any previous decade
in history. And in that ten years almost four

PRODUCTION — 957,000 barrels daily
total (11% less than 1948)

The report covers the closing year of an
eventful decade — a decade of violent action
and change ... of war, and war's results, of
great shifts in people's living standards, and
in their hopes and aims.
It was a decade which put the strength and
adaptability of American business to great
new tests. And proved that the American kind
of business enterprise gets jobs done.
To the oil business, these last ten years
brought demands far beyond any past experience.
Standard Oil Company (New. Jersey) carried well its full share of this load. More new
supplies of oil were found and developed than
ever before. With them came more new proc-

STANDARD

times the amount paid in dividends was invested in new facilities — strengthening the
business to meet war and post-war needs.
Like all sound American business, Jersey
Standard got these results through skill, initiative, teamwork and the productive use of capital. Men who work in the business of their
choice — free to think and make decisions —
took actions which got results and got them
in time.
In reporting for 1949, this Company offers
its stockholders not just the report of one
business year . . . With it comes the hopeful
assurance of strength and ability to meet the
growing oil needs of free people in free lands.

OIL
COMPANY
(NEW
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES

JERSEY)

THE

(for the consolidated companies)

REFINING — 1,287,000 barrels daily total
(7% less than 1948)
SALES
— 1,363,000
less than
1948) barrels daily (slightly
RESEARCH — $21,400,000 spent on scientific projects (6% more than in 1948)
CONSOLIDATED NET EARNINGS
— $268,870,000 or $8.91 a share. This
compares with $365,605,000 or $12.44
a share in 1948. Total income
$2,934,686,000 (12% less than in 1948)
PARENT COMPANY NET EARNINGS
— (from which shareholders' dividends
are paid) $171,707,000 or $5.69 a share.
This compares with $155,923,000 or $5.31
a share in 1948.
DIVIDENDS — $4.00 a share plus one
share for each 50 shares held.
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS — Again no
work interruption due to labor difficulties.
•
• •
Copies of the full report will be
gladly sent to anyone wishingfuli details. Write Room 1626, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

^Published every Monday, 53rd
issue as(Year
Bookclass
Number)
February
Broadcasting
Publications,
Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered
second
matter published
March 14,in 1933,
at Postby Office
at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under870actNational
of MarchPress
3, 1879.

Closed

Circuit

NAB board will get detailed report in June on
Washington hotel facilities. Move to shift
annual convention to Washington apparently
based in part on theory broadcasters could
improve relations with legislators and government officials, following newspaper editors
strategy. NAB holds option on Stevens Hotel,
Chicago, for 1951 meeting but hasn't signed
contract.
WCON, Atlanta Constitution ABC outlet on
550 kc, ceases operation May 31 as result of
merger of Constitution Publishing Co. with
Atlanta Journal (see story page 30). ABC
affiliation will switch to WGST, regional outlet
owned by Georgia Institute of Technology. It's
presumed Mutual affiliation which WGST will
relinquish will go to WATL, Woodruff -owned
regional.
PRESIDENTIAL pickers for proposed $50,000
post at Radio Mfrs. Assn. veering "away from
military and government bracket toward own
industry, with name of Ray Cosgrove, now
honorary president, looming larger. If honorary presidency is continued — and this is entirely possible — name of W. R. G. Baker, of
General Electric, among those being considered.
Reorganization decision up to RMA membership in Chicago convention next month.
TOM LYNCH, timebuyer for Cunningham &
Walsh, New York, slated to join Ruthrauff &
Ryan in similar capacity on June 1. C & W
looking for replacement.
IT LOOKS like early June before bids for
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc. (Don Lee
Network and associated radio and automotive
properties) will be opened by Public Administrator Ben Brown of Los Angeles [Broadcasting, May 15]. Among active bidders are
CBS, Music Corp. of America, Col. A. L. Lintner, Alaska capitalist and businessman, and
several brokerage houses. CBS, primarily interested in KTSL (TV) Hollywood and Don
Lee's new headquarters as well as San Francisco properties, is represented in persons of
William S. Paley, chairman and principal
owner, and Howard Meighan, vice president
and general executive now running West Coast
headquarters.
FIREWORKS loom when FCC goes before
Senate appropriations subcommittee in next
fortnight or so for hearings on 1951 budget.
Among subcommitteemen is Sen. Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.), plain-spoken FCC critic who
castigated Commission and called for investigation in fiery speech on Senate floor two
weeks ago [Broadcasting, May 15].
WESTERN UNION can look for claims for
rebates as natural follow-up to FCC decision
outlawing its $2-per-game special assessment
on stations using its baseball reports in networks (story page 28). One of largest, in(Continued on page 82)
Page 4
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Upcoming
May 22-23: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, Chapel Hill, N. C.
May 25-26: Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters, Tides
Inn, Irvington, Va.
May 31 -June 2: Advertising Federation of America Convention, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
June 5-8: Radio Mfrs. Assn. Convention, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings on page 30)

Bulletins
DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE, New
York, making up list of radio stations in
varied markets for General Mills (Cheerios) to
start June 1 for 52 weeks.
H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh, renews Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet, effective Sept. 29 on
277 ABC stations for 52 weeks. Agency:
Maxon Inc., New York.
NEW STUDIES SHOW RADIO
SUPERIORITY, SAYS MITCHELL
NEW TECHNIQUES in radio research undergoing pilot tests in Pacific Northwest are proving radio's superiority over other media,
notably newspapers, Maurice B. Mitchell, director of Broadcast Advertising Bureau, told
Georgia Radio Institute at Athens Friday.
Preliminary studies were described by Mr.
Mitchell to joint session of Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and U. of Georgia Journalism
School showing that radio, dollar for dollar,
outpulls other media on direct sales by substantial margins [Broadcasting, May 1]. He predicted results of point of purchase studies in
such cities as Portland, Spokane and Bellingham, Wash., would establish generally uniform
pattern for other cities in Northwest now
being surveyed.
GAB presented to university and to Dean
John E. Drewry, of its School of Journalism,
resolution unanimously adopted expressing appreciation for Dean Drewry's "leadership,
initiative, foresight and ability" in establishing Georgia Radio Institute four years ago.
At May 18-20 sessions, Institute heard number of radio and journalism executives, including Sig Mickelson, CBS director of public
affairs; Warde Adams, director, Protestant
Radio Center; John A. Reagan Jr., advertising
and public relations manager, Sunoco Products
Co., Hartsville, S. C. ; John M. Cooper, director
of radio and Malcolm Johnson, Pulitzer prize
winning correspondent of International News
Service, and Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher
of Broadcasting.
Saturday's session concluded with symposium
on television which was scheduled to be
moderated by George E. Storer, president, Fort
Industry Co.

Business

Briefly

GENERAL MILLS CONTINUES • Gen*
eral Mills renews Lone Ranger effective JunH
2 on 132 ABC stations, three times weekl;l
for 52 weeks. Agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald w
Sample, New York.
SCHLITZ PLANS SHOW • TelevisioJ
show built around Pulitzer Prize awards bein!1!
contemplated by Schlitz Brewing Co., Mill
waukee,
Chicago. through its agency, Young & Rubicam I
COLLIER'S CAMPAIGN # Collier's magal
zine adds seven stations in New York an<|
five in Chicago for 13-weeks in addition t':
campaign on ABC owned and operated stations
Agency, Kudner Adv., New York.
WGIL NAMES # WGIL Galesburg, 111.
names William G. Rambeau as national repre
sentative.
PACKARD RENEWAL
# Packard Motor
Inc., Detroit, has renewed Holiday Hotel oi
47 ABC-TV stations, and effective Sept. 1
will change to new time 9-9 : 30 p.m. Thursday!
Agency, Young & Rubicam, New York.
COLGATE TESTS # Colgate-Palmolive-Pee
Co., Jersey City, starts Tello-Test June 5 fo >
52 weeks, Mon.-Fri. (10:15-10:30 a.m. PDT
on 35 Don Lee stations. Agency, Sherman i
Marquette, New York.
LOOKING FOR SHOW • Celanese Corp.
through its agency, Ellington & Co., New York
understood to be in market for prestige tele
vision show.
CHRYSLER WANTS TIME # Chrysle
Corp., through McCann-Erickson, New York
dickering with NBC-TV for specific time t<
sponsor T-Men.
NEW CAPITAL SERVICE
NEW business music service, Tempo Inc.
started in Washington last week by group o
businessmen. Service affiliated with Functiona i
Music Inc., Chicago, and competes with Muzak
Music of WWDC-FM transit service is utilized:
with pulse signals cutting out transit com
mercials. Pulse system will prevent bootleg i
ging.
Music will be sold in time blocks(
additional
extend separate FM programming i i'
WWDC mayhours.

LIFSCHULTZ NAMED
EVELYN LIFSCHULTZ, CBS Hollywoo.
production supervisor, named radio coordina'
tor, office manager and assistant to Dian;
Bourbon, radio department head, at War< j
Wheelock Co., Hollywood. Appointment effec
tive June 5. No replacement named for Mis
Bourbon, who leaves agency in August.
NAMED

VICE

PRESIDENT
SYDNEY RUBIN, radio and television di
rector of Frederick-Clinton Co., New York
'a
named vice president.
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WFDF
WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

% Flint's families, with their high $5,764 average effective buying
income, spend their money . . . and it's natural for them to patronize
WFDF advertisers because their products are best known to them!
Morning, noon and night, more Flint families listen to WFDF

than

to all of the other Flint stations combined. It's hardly surprising that
local and national advertisers choose this top advertising medium —
to make sure of getting their full share of the $288,000,000 annual
retail sales in Flint.

Remember — sales are a family affair . . . don't just try to
get your foot in the door when you can sit right down with
Flint's high-income families in their own living rooms. That's
the SURE way to make sales!

FLINT
910

MICH.

Kilocycles
AMERICAN

REPRESENTED
^Associated with: V'OOD
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The prairie wagon

which

carried goods

and settlers to California . . . the
original "Snowshoe Express," 10-foot
skis with a single pole . . . the Hangtown
stagecoach which ran the tortuous
course from Hangtown

(Placerville) to

Carson City ... an engine reminiscent
of those which met at Promontory
for the Golden

Spike ceremony

early San Francisco

IT 75

Sacramento

... an

cable car . . ,

the old paddle-wheeler
7Z

Point

on the

River. These were familiar

sights in the early days of northern
/T

California. Today 28-year-old KNBC
I

is as familiar to the people of
northern California as were the wagons

i

oooo
and steamboats
northern

of the 1850's. It is

California's best buy.

THE STATION OF
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
50,000 WATTS

o

680 K. C.
Represented
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A statement of our business philosophy on our 17th Anniversary
by John Blair, President — JOHN

We're
problems
proved

old

of

radio

principles

us

the

success!

television, has prompted us to review our whole
business philosophy. And, having done so, we
proudly repeat the basic pledges we first made in
1933 to the broadcasting and advertising fields we
serve. These are the principles by which we have
grown through 17 years. They are the principles
through which the stations we represent have prospered. We are convinced they are the principles
which will continue our growth and the success
of our stations in 1950 . . . and from then on!

Company

The strength of a firm of representatives rests on the people in it. We at
John Blair & Company have consistently sought the most experienced, best qualified men available.
Consequently we now have an organization that is outstanding in the
field of radio representation.
60% of our men have radio station
backgrounds. Another 10% have
network experience. All others have
had broad advertising experience —
with agencies, other media or other
representative firms.
These men are John Blair &
Company. The extreme care with
which they have been chosen has
resulted in a closely knit, wellintegrated staff. Internally, that has
meant a congenial, cooperative, efficient relationship. Externally, it
has assured the same kind of relationship between us, our clients and
our customers and has helped build
not only our business but theirs.

bution system — unique in the industry— only men who are currently
active in this business own John
Blair & Company. A generous Employees' Retirement Trust and a
liberal
Employees'
(established
more thanPension
10 years Plan
ago)
further cement the bond between
the company and the individuals in it.
Blair salesmen have a vital personal
interest in doing more than an adequate job because they are paid on a
salary and commission basis. They
are rewarded promptly and substantially for what they produce.
Our men look upon their positions
as permanent careers. Personnel
turnover is virtually nonexistent,
nearly half our staff having been with
us 10 years or more. We have no need
for constantly educating and training
new people. John Blair men know
their business; they own their business; and they work constantly to
develop better ways to better their
business. The benefits to advertisers,
agencies and John Blair stations are
obvious and virtually automatic.

WHO

WHAT

philosophy?

possible.
2. To create and adopt new and
better methods of service to advertising agencies and to simplify
their time-buying job.
3. To foster such an intimate relationship with the stations represented— to know them so well —
that we are able to act as the station itself at the point of sale.
4. To keep faith with our customers by making only recommendations which are conscientious and sincere.
This is still our philosophy of
operation. That it has been a sound
one has been attested, I believe, by
the success we and our stations have
known throughout the years.
May 22, 1950

brought

with

WHO

1. To maintain a staff of professional, seasoned advertising men,
with radio experience so far as

•

that

tough

is the John Blair &

When John Blair & Company was
new we published a simple statement of policy which included these
four essential points:

Page 8

today's

representation

What lies ahead for radio and television?
This year . . . next year . . . and from then on? One
thing is sure! The problems are changing. They're
getting tougher . . . not easier. Solving them will
be tougher . . . not easier. And it's going to take
strong, sound, experienced representation . . . working closely with stations, advertisers and agencies
alike ... to maintain the profitable progress of the
whole field of broadcasting.
The seriousness of today's problems, including

WHAT

solving

BLAIR & COMPANY

is John Blair & Company?

owns John Blair &
Company?

has John Blair &

Company contributed to Radio
Under a profit-sharing, stock distri- We have always felt that whatever
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

benefited theradio industry benefited
us. In our own consistent advertising, in Fortune magazine and numerous trade papers, we have concentrated on developing the use of
Spot Radio. Through the years the
effect of these campaigns has been
felt by us, of course, and by the entire radio industry as well.
Timebuying in the early days was
pure guesswork. Stations were remote and buyers unfamiliar with
radio practice and potential. In
1933, in an effort to overcome pigin-a-poke buying, we pioneered the
now common practice of auditioning local station productions on our
own portable equipment. We followed upwith standardized presentations which included case histories, result stories, talent information and other factual data.
We have always worked vigorously to simplify the buying of Spot
Radio. We were the first to develop
a standard program-schedule form
which we made available to our stations at no cost. This form was later
adopted by the NAB and distributed
widely throughout the industry.
After the 1946 BMB study was
released, we originated and distributed standardized coverage-maps
and presentations for our stations.
These four-page folders included
availability sheets, BMB maps and
complete BMB breakdowns and
marketing information. These forms
were adapted by BMB, itself, for
distribution in its 1949 study.
We were the first to develop a
standard method and form for the
presentation of availabilities. We also
designed and used standard forms
for the presentation of programs and
other information on our stations.
Knowing that it takes more than
a rate card, a coverage map and an
affable personality for a salesman to
make an intelligent solicitation, we
created a Sales Development Department which keeps our salesmen
supplied with effective sales materials of all kinds. All of these things
are necessary for successful representation. We pioneered with them
and we plan to continue them because they have paid off well — for
us and for the entire industry.

WHAT

does "represented
by John Blair &

Company"actually represent?
We are proud of the relationships
we enjoy with our stations — many
of which go back to the founding

OFFICES IN CHICAGO
BROADCASTING

•

of the company. These relationships
have been so intimate that we can
indeed act as the station when doing
business with buyers of radio time.
We are proud, too, of the confidence placed in our men by the
buyers of radio time. It is an absolute
essential to success in this field and
one which results only from years
of sincere and conscientious service.
These two assets, made more valuable by their rarity, make up the
worth of Blair representation. They
explain, perhaps more than anything
else, the success we and our stations
have earned, and the enviable position we hold in the field of radio
representation.
WHAT

about Television?

The problem of television representation faced us immediately after the
war. We recognized that AM broadcasting and television are basically
competitive media. We recognized
our primary obligation to the AM
stations we represent. At the same
time, we felt a responsibility to the
TV stations which were already
seeking our services.
Blair-TV, Inc. was the logical
outgrowth of these considerations.
Established in 1948, it was television'sfirst exclusive national representative. Blair-TV, Inc. recognized
and met television's real need for
exclusive, hard-hitting, singleminded representation.
That our approach to this problem has been sound is demonstrated in part by the way other organizations have followed our lead.
Even more important evidence is the
fact that Blair-TV, Inc., in its most
competitive television market, has
outstripped all competition!
While Blair-TV, Inc. has been expanding to meet the increased needs
of television, the sales force of John
Blair & Company has also grown
substantially. Thus, both organizations are equipped to meet the severe
competition which is inevitable.
Each can give the stations on its list
aggressive representation. Each has
its own specialized and fully qualified personnel and its own single
goal. Each offers the sure promise
of success.
WHERE
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buy through us.
We have done all these things for
one simple reason: to increase the
national Spot Radio business done
by each of the stations on our list.
The measure of our success in doing
so lies in the constantly increased
billings placed with our stations.
We stand on that record . . . proudly!
John Blair & Company is
pledged to a continuation of our
original principles and to the prinof complete
separation
of saleseffort cipleon
radio and
television.
We
are convinced that there is no better
way to produce increasing profitable business for our stations, to
provide the finest service to advertisers and their agencies . . . and to
continue our own uninterrupted
success.

John Blair, President

JOHN

BLAIR
£, COMPANY

do we go from here?

The original statement of principle
we published many years ago still
stands. We feel that by following
those principles for the past 1 7 years,
we have kept faith with the industry,
our stations and ourselves. We have

NEW YORK

maintained a staff of seasoned, experienced, successful men. We have
made them more effective by giving
them an ownership stake in the business and its profits. We have made
every effort to improve our service
to agencies, clients and stations alike.
We have cemented even more firmly
our relationships with our stations.
And we have preserved the high
confidence and trust of those who

DETROIT

•

ST. LOUIS

•

REPRESENTING

DALLAS

•

LEADING

SAN FRANCISCO

RADIO

•

STATIONS

LOS ANGELES
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JOHN L. McQUIBB, vice president, partner and manager of Detroit office of
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York, elected to agency's board of directors.
He also is group director on Nash and Kelvinator accounts in Detroit.
FRANKLYN W. DAYSON, vice president in charge of radio and television,
appointed partner and member of board of Turner, Leach & Co., New York.
He currently directs Kuda Bux television show on CBS-TV.
FRANK W. CHAFFEE joins LeVally Agency, Chicago, as vice president in charge
of merchandising, June 15. Mr. Chaffee, who works for American Home magazine, is former Western advertising manager of Look magazine and has been
associated also with Curtis Publishing Co., Good Housekeeping and the Chicago
Herald- American.
R. IAN LAIDLAW appointed associate radio director of Russell T. Kelley Ltd.,
Toronto. He has served with CFRB Toronto, CHSJ and CFBC St. John.
ALGOT SWANSON appointed vice president and account executive of MacKenzie Inc., Minneapolis. He was formerly account executive for BBDO and
McCann-Erickson.
JAMES BURTON, former manager of Hutchins Adv., Hollywood, joins firm's
New York office as assistant to H. PIERSON MAPES, vice president in charge
of radio and television, including Philco TV Playhouse. Mr. Burton also is
manager of agency's commercial film production department.
WALTER M. LEE, formerly advertising director of Soft-Lite Lens Co., New
York, joins copy staff of S. R. Leon Co., New York.
KAY MacKAY, formerly in Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Hollywood, radio department, joins Associated Adv., Los Angeles, media and copywriting staff.
LEONARD CAROLTON, agency producer for the Mark Trail program, sponsored
by Kellogg Co., appointed production director of radio department of Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York.
HERBERT W. COHON, formerly account executive with Redfield-Johnstone Inc.,
joins Joseph P. Schneider Inc., New York, as head of its new business departFRANK ment.■ McKIBBEN, account executive for Hal Stebbins Inc., Los Angeles,
named vice president of agency.
MRS. MARJORIE ALLEN, formerly with Compton Adv. and McCann-Erickson,
joins copy department of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York. ROYALL SMITH,
formerly with Benton & Bowles, New York, also joins copy department.
ED SACHS, formerly with Independent Lithograph Co., San Francisco, joins
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, same city, as production and traffic manager.
EDNAMAY FASANO, formerly with Lynn Baker Inc., New York, joins copy
staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
CATHERINE BRADY, formerly with General Service Corp., Los Angeles, and
one-time executive assistant to Ed Gardner of Duffy's Tavern, joins Western
Adv. Inc., Los Angeles, as radio and television timebuyer. She replaces Ruth
Johnson, who left to take government position in Japan.
Monday thru Friday
1:15 to 1:45 pm

CYRELLA ANDERSON joins Ruse & Urban, Detroit, as timebuyer after working at Wolfe, Jickling & Conkey, same city.
HECTOR FONTAINE appointed chairman of board of Canadian Advertising
Agency Ltd., Montreal. L. ERIC SCHOFIELD appointed president and R. M.
DAGG, vice president.
GORDON G. VANDERWARKER, former media coordinator for Benton & Bowles,
New York, joins BBDO, New York, in same capacity.
GEORGE KLOSSMAN, formerly with Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, joins L. C.
Cole Co., San Francisco.

WMAL
WMAL- TV
— —
THE EVENING STAR STATIONS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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WMAL-FM

JOHN M. MILNE appointed manager of Walsh International Adv. Ltd., Toronto,
succeeding
of agency. ROGER IRWIN, who recently was appointed Ottawa representative
RUSS McCOLLUM and JOHN PERSHING join Tullis Co., Hollywood, as account executives. Mr. McCollum formerly was in production and management
capacity with KFRC San Francisco, KOMO Seattle and KPOA Honolulu; Mr.
Pershing in retail merchandising.
BROADCASTING
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GET

/9e

OFF

ON

-the

THE

SPOT

I

Spoi

0
WHEN
U
Happens
It is a proven fact that dials stay at the
The Gates RP-10 delivers 10 watts of
station which broadcasts every important
solid signal in the 26 Mc. band over a surevent. Many events are aired minutes after
prisingly wide area. Any good high frequency
AM receiver may be used.
they happen — there is no time to install lines.
After clamping the antenna to the bumper
Gates offers the RP-10, a compact highly
efficient wide response mobile transmitter . . .
and attaching to the car battery, you are on
complete with antenna and hand microphone,
the air — on the spot where action means
listeners and dollars.
ready to install in your car.
At a very modest price, you can add something new and so dominantly effective that increased
business is bound to result. A line on your letterhead will bring the story entitled, "Get Off The
Spot — Be On The Spot When It Happens."
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FELS & Co., Philadelphia, for Felso (detergent), through Elser & Cothran,
New York, planning spot radio announcements in selected Eastern and
Midwestern cities early in June.
ROYCE CHEMICAL Corp., New York (Royox household cleanser), names
Samuel Croot Co., same city, to handle its radio advertising campaign.
CARLSON & SULLIVAN, Los Angeles (steel tape rules), planning June test TV
spot campaign on Midwestern stations. Campaign to start in Kansas City and
proceed to Indianapolis, Minneapolis and St. Paul. If successful, it will be
extended to other markets. Agency: Steller-Millar-Lester Inc., Los Angeles.
NEW MINIATURE magazine to be launched in June by Newsweek appoints
Lennen & Mitchell, New York. Radio and television spots being considered.
BLUE SUDS MFG. Co. and WESTON BISCUIT Co. appoint Ruse & Urban,
Detroit. Test campaigns planned in Michigan with radio and TV contemplated.
JULES MONTENIER Inc., Chicago (Squeeze Spray deodorant), planning
schedule of one-minute live-action TV spots to be placed in eight markets
before mid-June. Agency: Kaufman & Assoc., Chicago.
J. W. MANNY Inc., New York (hearing aid distributor), appoints Norman D.
Waters & Assoc. Inc., New York, to handle its advertising. Radio is planned.
ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago, entering spot TV for first time late in June
with series of six one-minute and 20-second commercials for new phonograph
combination. Spots expected to be released regionally and to dealers for co-op
sponsorship. Plan will be introduced with new model at dealer convention in
Chicago next month. Agency: MacFarland-Aveyard, same city.
BANNER SPECIALTY Co., Philadelphia (automatic merchandising machines),
appoints Weightman Inc., same city. Television will be used.
JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES, Plymouth, Ind. (TV receivers), names LeVally
Agency, Chicago, to handle its national advertising. Rhodes Newbell is account
executive. Radio and TV may be used later.

A/etwotlc -Recounts • • •
'This medium-sized Southern bakery (name on request) tested
"Cisco Kid" for 90 days ... in a market where distribution
was thin . . . during the summer, when bread sales are lower.
Now In 2nd Renewal! Results were so sensational— 14%
sales increase — that this bakery decided to sponsor "Cisco
Kid" in six additional markets! "Cisco's" performance, as a
record-breaking salesman for many products and services, is
ready for your inspection. Write, wire or phone for details. See
the proof — before you commit yourself on any Western!
Sensational "Cisco Kid" Promotion Campaign —
From buttons to guns — is breaking traffic records.
LOW PRICED!
'/i-Hour Western Adventure
' rami
T
Program . . . Available 1-2-3 i
times per week. Transcribed /
for local and regional r
sponsorship.

Here's

the

Sensational

LOW-PRICED
That Should Be On
Page 12
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WESTERN
Your Station!

MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind., moves One Man's Family from Sun., 2-2:30 p.m.
(CST) on NBC to slot now occupied by Lucky Strike Light Up Time, five-aweek, 6-6:15 p.m. (CST) starting June 5. In addition, broadcast will be
repeated 10-10:15 p.m., both on 149 stations. Agency: Wade Adv., Chicago.
MARS Inc., Chicago (candy), renews Mon. 5:45-6 p.m. segment of Howdy Doody
on NBC-TV 13 weeks from June 15, adds Wed. and Fri. segments, 5:30-5:45
p.m., on 27 connected stations (Mon. kinescoped on 14 outlets). Agency:
Leo Burnett, Chicago.
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP, Los Angeles, June 2 starts 52 week sponsorship of Proudly We Hail on full Don Lee Network (45 stations), Friday, 8-8:30
p.m. Agency: Bishop & Assoc., Los Angeles.
TIDEWATER ASSOCIATED OIL Co. buys sponsorship of George Putnam's
to Hollywood, on DuMont Television Network, WedBroadway
commentary,
nesday 10-10:30
p.m. Lennen & Mitchell, New York, is agency.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis (Kix breakfast cereal), June 5 starts sponsorship of five weekly Frances Scully program Monday through Friday, 3:00-3:05
p.m., PDT, on full ABC Pacific network (23 stations). Contract for 52 weeks.
Agency: Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago.

e&ple • • •
associate director of public relations for Lever Bros., named direcDREW,
J. E.
tor of public relations, and G. F. GAMBER, associate director of personnel,
named director of personnel. Both have been with company for past two years.

CHARLES G. MORTIMER Jr., vice president in charge of marketing for General
to board of directors. He has been with General Foods
Corp.,
Foods 1928
in 1947 was named to his present post.
and elected
since
BROADCASTING
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on
Handwriting
To Belshazzar, king of ancient Babylon, the fearful
warning on the wall of his banquet hall came too late.
That very night he and his kingdom were destroyed.

Wall -1950!
rowing money to make up the difference. Would you
handle your own family finances that way? Of course
not. Nor would any sensible business man handle his
company's affairs in such a manner. A day of reckoning always comes. Debts must be paid.

the

Here in America there's handwriting on our own walls
today: "EXCESSIVE DEBT LEADS TO DISASTER!"
Our public debt . . . national, state and local staggers
the imagination. Worse yet, through the so-called policy
of "Deficit Spending," we are plunging deeper and
deeper into the red. We're spending money we don't have.
These spending policies now endanger the security and
prosperity of all American business and industry, both
large and small, and of their employes, stockholders
and customers. That means, of course, that the security
and prosperity of you and you . . . and everyone else
. . . is at stake, too!
Take a look at the record. During America's first 152
years (1789 to 1941), the federal government spent a
total of 180 billion dollars. Now, in the jive years ending June, 1950, it will have spent 217 billion dollars.
That is 37 billion dollars more, spent in the last five
years alone, than was spent during the first century and
a half of our nation's existence.
Any man can create a false and temporary prosperity
for himself by living beyond his income and by bor-

The
policy
Spending"
has Your
now increased
the
federal
debtof to"Deficit
256 billion
dollars.
share of this
debt burden is $1700. Your wife and each member of
your family owes that much, too. So does every person
in America. Each of your children must face the future,
carrying a $1700 mortgage, as of today. It may be
more next year.
There is one answer to this frightening problem . . .
SIMPLE, SENSIBLE, DAY-BY-DAY ECONOMY. Most
of us practice that kind of economy in our private lives.
Isn't it time we started to practice that same kind of economy in our national, state and local governments, too?

REPUBLIC

A

BROADCASTING

Republic Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio
GOOD
PLACE
TO
WORKSTAY
TO
PLACE
A GOOD

• Telecasting

SEND FOR THESE FREE BOOKLETS TODAY!
Republic has prepared interesting booklets on two of
today's most important economic problems. Booklet titles
are "Profits" and "Is Bigness Bad?" Address Republic
Steel Corporation, 3100 East 45th St., Cleveland 1, Ohio,
and simply ask for "Economic Booklets."

STEEL

/^SSX
/l _1SiTsffT"S"TV
(I REPUBLIC II
V
M
HU31
\
^^j^^^jj^^r

Alloy, Carbon, stainless steeis-Coid
Finished Steels' Plates* Bars-Shapes
-Strip. Sheets-TinPlate-Pipe.
Tubing • Bolts • Nuts' Rivets * Nails •
Pig Iron'Coal Chemicals-Farm Fen;. Wire • Fabricated Steel Products.
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► WCSC Charleston, S. C, May
14 observed its 20th anniversary
on the air. Slogan for the CBS
voice of coastal Carolina is "1390
since 1930." Assigned 500 w when
it went on the air in 1930, WCSC
now operates with 5 kw. Owned
by John M. Rivers since 1944, the
station has grown from four fulltime people in 1930 to a staff of
28 fulltime employes.
► Utilization of booth space at
the 1950 Builders' Show helped
WING Dayton, Ohio, publicize its
25th anniversary last month. Motif
for the WING display was furnished by a three-tiered 4% foot
cake, 10 ft. in diameter, done in
white and silver and featuring 25
lighted candles. Pictures of WING
personalities on blue, white and
silver posters fllanked the cake
on each side.
► The "WIS Hired Hands" hillbilly group April 16 celebrated their
14th year of continuous broadcasting on WIS Columbia, S. C. Heard
twice weekly, with an early-morning and a noon-time show, members
of the group are "Snuffy" Jenkins,
Ira Dimmery, Tommy Faile, Marion Kyser and Grady Lindler.
► NBC's Your Hit Parade ob-

Page 14
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served its 15th anniversary April
22. The show's first stars when it
made its debut in 1935 included
Lennie Hayton and his orchestra,
Gogo De Lys, Johnny Hauser,
Charles Carlisle and Kay Thompson. Current singing stars are Jeff
Clark and Eileen Wilson with Raymond Scott as conductor.
► KDYL-TV Salt Lake City
marked its second anniversary
April 19 with a special half-hour
show. Mayor Earl J. Glade complimented the outlet for its record
of performance. In addition, the
TV audience was taken on a "behind the scenes" tour of more than
6,000 square feet of floor space in
the KDYL-TV Playhouse.
► In recognition of his fifth anniversary with KWK St. Louis, Disc
Jockey Gil Newsome was feted
May 3 in St. Louis by 65 leading
personalities in the music and record business worlds. Also joining
in the tribute to Mr. Newsome
were civic leaders, including
Mayor Joseph Darst who presented him v/ith a special citation,
and praise from colored and religious leaders recognizing Mr.
Newsome's efforts to improve inter-racial relations in St. Louis.

THEY KNEW he was coming, so Mutual officials baked a "cake" for MBS
President Frank White (r) to help celebrate his first anniversary at the
helm of the network. Attending the presentation of the sketch, which bears
signatures of Mutual employes, are (I to r): Theodore C. Streibert, chairman
of the board; E. M. Johnson, vice president in charge of engineering and
station relations; James E. Wallen, treasurer and comptroller; Robert A.
Schmid, vice president in charge of promotion, advertising and research;
William Fineshriber, vice president in charge of programs, and Mr. White.
Luncheon was held May 1 [BROADCASTING, May 1].
sary of its telephone quiz show
The hour-long salute included a
Phone Your Answer. Claimed by
special tribute over Mutual during
the 15-minute origination from the WATR to be the oldest of its kind
in New England, the program has
Chase Hotel.
been produced and emceed by Sam
► WATR Waterbury, Conn., last Elman, station manager, since its
month celebrated the 12th anniverinception in the pre-war days.
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For the most meritorious public service rendered by a
radio station in the United States in promoting greater
safety from fire in its community . . .
KANS used the above
red check mark as a
symboltion of
fire prevenand distributed
these stickers to over
40,000 Kansas school
children to place in their
homes.

'pine

Ti^uUncv^titen^

19 4 9_
OR OUTSTANDING
IPUBLIC SERVICE

Children such as the group shown
here were visited at their respective
schools and appealed to personally
by KANS representatives. These children agreed to obey instructions including pasting up the red check
stickers and at all times to be on the
alert for fire hazards around their
homes.

1949

Chalet

medaC

^acCta

acva/id

Station

George Gow, KANS News Editor,
and the dynamic leader in this Fire
Prevention Campaign, gave every
available minute to talk to the school

GEORGE

KANS

children, to write and phone personal appeals to the fire officials in
neighboring cities. Gow closed each

GOW

night's broadcast with the admonition: "Be sure to check your house

*7teoui4, Sdtfoi

against fire before going to bed!"
Affiliated with
5000

CM

WTS.

KANS

1000

WTS.

WICHITA,

1480

k.c.

KANSAS

DAY
NITE

NBC
National Repre
THE TAYLOR CO.,
NEW YORK • C
LOS ANGELES • S/

~

DALLAS
.ANCISCO

America's

Key

TV

Network

Equipment

WJZ-TV's Empire State transmitter room is completely RCA-equipped. It includes a 5 -kw transmitter
(plus 2.5 kw for FM sound), a 500-watt stand-by
transmitter, control console, antenna diplexer,
vestigial side- band filter, dummy load.

^^^^^^"^^

TELEVISION
WJZ ■ TV

WJZ-TV's famous ABC Studio One— and its six other TV studios
—is RCA-equipped with cameras, dollies, booms, stands, mounts,
microphones, and accessories.

WJZ-TV uses two fully- equipped RCA field
trucks — including seven field cameras.

WJZ

TV,

for

instance

lOW ON THE AIR from atop the
world's tallest television tower . . . the
Empire State building in New York City
. . . WJZ-TV is setting an enviable record
for wider coverage, and brighter, clearer
pictures over the vast Metropolitan area.
We are proud that the superior service
of this important ABC network station is
backed by equipment designed and built
by RCA. Seven modern studios, complete
TELEVISION

BROADCAST

with RCA's new remote video relay switching system. A modern film-projection and
film-recording room — complete with four
Kinefoto film recorders. A fleet of field
trucks — with all necessary gear. A complete transmitter room with all associated
equipment.
Good reason why WJZ-TV can count
on continued unexcelled performance
from its new Empire State location.
EQUIPMENT

RAD tO
CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT.

of AMERICA
CAMDEN. N.J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

X* #i tit «•
Master Control Room. All seven control rooms of
WJZ-TV use RCA equipment — video consoles, program console, audio consoles, microphones, turntables.

WJZ-TV uses RCA Studio Cameras

Draws

I'll begin worrying about radio's
future.
But not until then.
Art Leavitt
Announcer
KOCY Oklahoma City, Okla.
* * *

Comments

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Just wanted to say thank you for
the nice story [Respects, Broadcasting, April 24] . . . Since the
. . . issue came out, I've had quite
a few complimentary comments
about the column. . . .
Beatrice Adams
Executive Vice President,
Gardner Adv., St. Louis
* * *
Cites Cancer Report
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Broadcasting's many informative features and excellent industry news coverage long have been
among my most reliable means of
keeping abreast of developments in
the field.
It was especially gratifying,
then, for me to read your "In the
Public Interest" column in the May

DON'T

FORGET

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
llllllllllllillllllll!llllllllll!!!!!llllllll
15 issue. The 11 reports of what
often sniped at and too seldom apradio stations and networks did
plauded.Walter King
during the recent Cancer Crusade
summarize what we have known
Director, Radio and TV
American
Cancer Society
the industry has been doing — givInc.
ing the American Cancer Society
vigorous, ingenuous and determined assistance in its efforts to
bring about the control of cancer.
May I take this means of again
thanking radio for its splendid and
invaluable support of our work.
And may I also congratulate
Broadcasting for its good sense
and fairness in giving recognition
to a phase of radio which is too

TO

New York
* * *
Not Worried

About

TV

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Is television hurting AM radio?
When your magazine becomes
an 80-page Telecasting with a
12-page Broadcasting insert, then

ADD

MISHAWAKA
WHEN

YOU

SOUTH

BEND

STUDY
SALES

FIGURES!

Saleswise, the two cities of South Bend and
Mishawaka are one. They are separated only by a
street. Together they form a single, unified
market of 160,000 people.

Only Lord Haw Haw
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I wonder if Dean Kenneth G.
Bartlett of Syracuse U., whom you

This two-city fact makes a big difference in
South Bend's national sales ranking. For example:
in 1949, South Bend ranked 85th in the nation
in retail sales, with a total of $161,266,000. But,

spanked
in your
editorial "John's
Other Bull"
[Broadcasting,
May
8], has ever stopped to realize that
while the American broadcasting
industry has produced dozens of
radio stars and personalities who
get small fortunes for personal
appearances in Great Britain, the
only English radio personality ever
to receive much publicity in this
country was the late Lord Haw
Haw. Even he had to take lessons
from Axis Sally who broke him of
his dull and boring air habits
acquired from too many years
listening to the BBC.
Thomas B. Newsom Jr.
Radio Station Sales
Transfer & Investment
Melbourne, Fla.
* * *
Defends Peabody Award

when you cross the street and add Mishawaka's 1949
retail sales, the total jumps to $190,907,000.
That figure boosts South Bend-Mishawaka to
72nd place nationally — instead of 85th!
Be sure to add Mishawaka when you count up
South Bend sales figures. Remember, too, that
these sister cities are just the heart of the South
Bend market. The entire market takes in more
than half-a-million people who spent more than
half-a-billion dollars for retail purchases in 1949!
WSBT— and only WSBT— covers all
of this rich and responsive market.

Figures from Sales Management's
1050 "Survey of Buying Power"

WB
S 0 U I H

H .

PAUL
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Evaluating Radio
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
My congratulations to the man
who
wrote "John's
OtherSome
Bull"
[Broadcasting,
May 8].
of
our learned pedagogues confuse
everybody except the man who is
spending his money. Apparently
it took Shakespeare several hundred years to become the immortal
bard and required classroom reading, but when he wrote — he wrote
for money. And, he came out of
the most commercially productive
era in English history.
Back in 1940 I took a young lady
from the Australian BBC on a
guided tour through Radio City,
New York. She was amazed by
the stupendous organization and
the splendor. She had to admit
that things were a bit stuffy on the
BBC.
Most of us today are no better
at evaluating our culture than
most of Will
contemporariesShakespeare's
were in his day. But,
radio is on the rack for being a
medium of trash and I say that the
day the college professors stop
picking
us is the day we'd better
evaluate onourselves.
Bill Roche
Promotion Director
WFBR Baltimore
* # *
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EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I think that Broadcasting missed
the point in its editorial criticism
of the Peabody Award to Harold
Ross [Broadcasting, May 8].
Terminal Radio Inc. broadcast
by direct line rather than a radio
transmitter, and thus, in the

m
BEND

WATTS
• 960 KC • CBS
•
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE

technical
sense,
not
Nevertheless,
the was
audience,
ing transcribed music,
(Continued on page
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The New Collins 20V
One-Kilowatt
AM Transmitter

Here's

Pinchpenny

in

Person

It is 1950's great engineering gift to the harassed, cost-conscious AM broadcaster.
A brand new one-kilowatt transmitter that will get by on a leaner operating and
maintenance budget than ever before, while delivering a thousand fat watts of power
to a transmission line.
This new, ultra-frugal transmitter, the Collins 20V, is the product of new engineering techniques resulting from research conducted during the past five years, and only
recently available in terms of tubes and other components. It obsoletes the engineering of pre-war 1940.
The modulator and power amplifier tubes used in the new Collins 20V are high
gain tetrodes, of types that have regularly chalked up operating life records of 4,000
to 8,000 hours, even at FM broadcasting frequencies. Their characteristics permit
great simplification in associated circuitry, and the use of low-drain receiver type
tubes in the driver stages. Only 16 tubes are employed in the entire transmitter. The
replacement cost of the complete tube complement is only $217.10.
Whether you are thinking of building a new station or replacing an obsolete
thousand-watt transmitter, get all the facts about the Collins 20V. Write, wire or
phone your nearest Collins representative.

FOR

COLLINS
11 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 18
BROADCASTING

BROADCAST

RADIO
COMPANY,
2700 W. Olive Ave.
BURBANK
• Telecasting

ECONOMY,

IT'S...

Cedar
Rapids,
1330 N. Industrial Blvd.
DALLAS 2

Iowa
Dogwood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
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Teaiute

[in Dollar Value

NASHVILLE

*Beca

u&e

ofi the

RELUCTANCE of a Muskegon,
Mich., department store to employ
radio as an advertising medium
soon evaporated following twin promotions on WKNK Muskegon this
spring.
Results
the Grossman's
department
storeof radio
campaign
gave rise to this comment from
Louis Grossman, vice president of
the firm, to Don Mann, WKNK
general manager:
"We are convinced that WKNK
is a medium to obtain results.
Part of our new advertising budget
has been allocated for radio on
WKNK. We feel confident that
our new program with you, Koffee
Klatter, will bring immediate results for us and our co-sponsor,
General Electric. Enclosed please
find the signed contract for the
show.
. . ." consisted of a series
Promotion
of daily spot announcements with
two live 15-minute interview type
programs aired from the fourth
floor of the store April 13-22.
Grossman's ran several tests on
WKNK. One day a setting of
silverware for six with each purchase of a major GE appliance
was offered.
The unanticipated

O'n

Represented By
FOfUOE & CO., INC.
T. I. Baker, jr., General /Manager
C1H. «
ftAtKVIttt .T

\«
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Week

k-nuz

SUCCESS
STORY!
No.

5

Checking last-minute radio plans
are Messrs. Grossman (center I)
and Mann.
response made it necessary for the
store to withdraw the offer the next
day. Three days after the twin
promotion programs ended, Mr.
Grossman signed a contract.
All promotion, the shows Grossman Days and Grossman's Housewares Fair and spot announcements, was aired only on WKNK.
No other medium was used. Koffee Klatter, Mr. Mann explained,
follows the format of the test shows
— interview type and broadcast direct from the store.

-flccounti
Bowles, and active in early radio
shows. There Hugh was thrown
into the company of such old timers
as Tiny Ruffner and the cast of the
"Show Boat."
Returning home to Greensboro,
N. C, Hugh could think of nothing
else but a career in radio. This
ambition persisted through four
years of prep school and the U.
of North Carolina where he was
graduated in 1942 with a B.A. in
dramatic arts. This drama training has served him
well many times in
his rapid advance in
radio and TV.
"No training could
possibly have helped
me as much," he
says. "After all, a
stage is a stage, and
I felt perfectly at
home in TV opera-

III Mr.GulfReeves
W. Company
Hendershot
Brewing
||| moved
Pale Dry
has
fromGrand
seventhPrize
position
||| to Houston's LARGEST sellIll ing beer in just a few scant
jj: months.
;j; "The phenomenal rise and
II; public acceptance of Pale Dry
III Grand Prize," according to
III Reeves W. Hendershot, ViceIll president in Charge of Sales
III at GULF BREWING COMIII PANY in Houston, "was due
III to the cooperation of retail:[: ers and salesmen who mer;:: chandised our intensive me::: dia campaign. And I heartjjj ily attribute a good portion
HI of their success to our 12
j::
quarter-hours carried
and 21
an■■I nouncements
weekly

and
radi
n E,
oro for
sioHOL
direct
televiS.
HUGH
Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance, Detroit, is a baseball
fan, but he's wondering if TWO
opening days in the same season
aren't too much.
When Goebel Beer decided to
bring Detroit fans the opening day
ceremonies from Cleveland on both
AM and TV this year, it meant a
flying trip home from Colorado
for Hugh to make all necessary
arrangements in the
:::
request K-NUZ will be
city across the lake.
over K-NUZ."
Hi Upon
;:; story
happy ofto thefurnish
Then, three days
successcomplete
of the
III GVLF BREWING COMPANY,
later, back to Detroit for the opener
HI
can contact
Mr. Reeves
III or
W. you
Hendershot
at 5301
Polk,
there.
This was the first
HI Houston, Texas.
time an out of town
HI Grand Prize Advertising Is Preopening game was
brought directly to
III pared By Foote, Cone and BeldDetroit viewers and
II;
ing, Houston Office.
listeners, but was in
Hugh's earning
HI Before you buy the Houston
line with a standing
HI market check the top Hooperpower is no secret,
Goebel policy to
|ii ated availabilities K-nuz ofeither. He readily
bring direct all im:::
in salesYou'll
and be
savings.
III fers.
dollars ahead
tells
that he started
tions."
with Benton &
portant
series
involving the Tigers.
CALL, WIRE OR WHITE
Bowles in 1942 as a
Under BSF&D guidFORJOE:
NAT. REP.
mail boy, for the
ance, the Goebel Net"huckster" salary of
DAVE MORRIS, MGR.
work has now grown
CE-8801
to 36 stations in
$19.52.
Of those
his progHUGH
ress
since
days,
Michigan and Ohio.
In addition, a selected number of he openly confesses: "I've had a
games are telecast by WWJ-TV
Like all ambitious men, in 1946
Detroit.
he
decided to go into business for
Slim, quick-grinning Hugh got himself,
(KAY-NEWS)
I k-nuz
raise." and with his brother,
an early exposure to radio and
Leonard,
and
several
other
part9th
Floor Scanlon Bldg.
radio personalities on a trip to
ners, he formed Television-Radio
New York to visit his brother,
Enterprises to develop and market
Leonard, who was one of the
(Continued on page 69)
earliest employes of Benton &
| HOUSTON, TEXAS
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Bl

LLOYD

REISNER

A blinding storm. A wrecked car. A
mother deep in shock. In her arms a
horribly hurt little girl— in danger of
bleeding to death.
Lloyd Reisner, edging his truck
cautiously through the deluge, stares
through the windshield.
His air-brakes check his momentum as his alert eyes see the wreck.
Pulling off the road, Reisner jumps
from his cab.
Reisner gave first aid; his training
and instruction as a truck driver had
given him the instinct to do the right
thing in a crisis.
In desperation, he commandeered
a .car — and holding the little girl in

©1950, American
Trucking Associations

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

"1950

DRIVER

OF

THE

YEAR

Then— with the little girl safely
hospitalized and her life saved— he
went on about his job.
For this deed and for his many
years of competent, safe, accidentfree driving for the Hancock Truck
Lines Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., Lloyd
Reisner was selected from among
hundreds of candidates as the trucking industry's 1950 Driver of the
Year.
*
# #

of St. Paul, Minnesota, saved a
trapped car driver from certain death
by freezing.
The year before, it was Verl Langford of Buena Vista, Colorado, who
ran 7 miles down a mountainside to
bring help to a badly injured group
of motorists, saving their lives.
Some of these drivers have over a
million miles of accident-free driving. They are safe, courteous and
trained in first aid, often by the
American Red Cross. Next time you
are in trouble on the highway,
chances are it islthe truck driver who
will offer help.

Last year's winner, Martin Larson

They are Men You Like To Meet.

his arms, applied pressure to the
throat arteries to stop the dreadful
hemorrhaging.

American
Trucking INDUSTRY
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS, WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
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"You

Yes, sir, we do!
cost through
And

say

You

can reach more

best

buy?"

the way to get the absolute

from your advertising dollar is to buy

means

low-cost results. That

small appropriations
in your Headley-Reed
Page 22

the

people at lower

W-I-T-H. No other station delivers so many
at such low cost.
That

is

radio than any other advertising medium.

in Baltimore,

maximum

radio

May 22, 1950

on W-I-T-H
man

means

listeners

do big things.

for the whole

WITH

that
Call

story today.

BALTIMORE,

MARYLAND

TOM TINSLEY, President • Represented by HEADLEY-REED
BROADCASTING
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Withdraws Its 7 Outlets; ABC Expected To Follow
NAB
S
QUIT
CBS
NAB FACED at the weekend the
port to the board when it meets in
reported dissatisfaction over ex- as B. Walter Huffington reported
problem of maintaining normal
ecutive personnel or the associaJune 20-22.
to NAB headquarters as field di- Washington
In leaving the association, to
services without benefit of possibly
tion's legislative record, CBS did
rector, with the job of conducting
§65,000 in dues as the result of not mention them in its official ana one-man membership drive in the which it paid $5,000 a year as an
nouncement.
resignation of CBS and its owned
associate member, CBS also withfield. Mr. Huffington formerly was
NAB declined to comment
drew its seven owned stations. The
stations and the apparently imminent withdrawal of ABC and its Thursday on the ground that it manager of WSAP Portsmouth,
network's
total dues amounted to
Va. [Broadcasting, May 15].
an estimated $40,000 a year.
had not been officially notified and
owned-and-managed outlets.
The NAB dues of ABC and its
CBS notified NAB Wednesday
NAB officials insisted that servhad no way of knowing what CBS
five owned and managed stations
ices would be continued on a norit was preparing a letter of resig- was doing. Unofficial disclosure
came with a series of phone calls
nation. ABC appeared on the
mal basis, aside from the drive for are estimated between $25,000 and
from reporters anxious to know if strict economy in all phases of asverge of resigning. NBC and MBS
$30,000 a year. NAB itself refused
did not withdraw.
the association had any comment.
sociation operation. Staff fear of to divulge the dues on the ground
The CBS action culminated a
the
information was confidential.
Acclaim Accorded
immediate personnel cuts was discounted.
year of discontent with NAB funcSpeculation Arises
'50
Just as CBS was givins: NAB
Future attitude of the other
two
tioning, an attitude shared to some
'49
unofficial notice Wednesday of its
The 1950 NAB budget runs
national networks toward NAB
degree at least by the three other
withdrawal, the association was
about $800,000 a year. Mr. Ryan
'49 continued to be the
major networks [Closed Circuit,
membership
has
been
reviewing
the
budget
being acclaimed for its active op'50
Feb. 20].
carefully and conducting a detailed '5subject
0
of speculation
at the weekposition to President Truman's
All four networks had aired their
'49
FCC reorganization project (Plan
study of departmental functions.
end.
views last Monday at an NAB11) which was defeated in the He has full administrative charge
Suggestion was heard that some
instigated joint luncheon held in Senate (see story page 26).
under President Justin Miller and
stations
historically
New York.
(Continued
on outside
page 40)NAB's
The membership defections came
will submit a detailed budget reWhether the CBS withdrawal
would start a chain reaction affecting NAB's very life could not be
foretold, but the network's announcement said it hoped independently owned stations would
lndePendents ProsPer
VISION
DI
not follow the example. There were INDEPENDENT
CE
EN
DI
AU
STATIONS have
no immediate portents of wholeTABLE I
felt
the
competition
of TV less
sale resignations.
keenly than have network affiliates
Sunday
THE AVERAGE Va HOUR SETS-IN-USE
in the same cities.
Strict Economy Started
Saturday
6
p.m.
-12
Midnight
—
From
March-April
Radio
Reports
Television to a substantial deWithdrawal of CBS and indicaMon.-Fri.
Entire Week
g.ee is creating its own audience.
tion that ABC would pull out came
9.8
These two conclusions arise in- NEW YORK
as the industry's trade association
20.8
17.2
11.0
evitably from examination of the All Indies
5.0
9.6
was starting to operate on a policy
4.7
15.6
11.3
20.5
18.6
26.7
20.9
Networks
i of strict economy under direction
accompanying tables which com15.8
18.6
15.3
4.8
15.3
3.9
TV
27.0
12.3
pare the average evening ratings of All
30.1
29.9
28.1
31.4
28.5
29.8
29.6
of William B. Ryan, installed just
7.7
14.4
All
Radio
30.8
8.9
Total
Homes
using
all
programs
—
network
radio,
nona fortnight ago as general man43.2
41.9
36.2
39.6
4.7
4.9
5.1
35.1
5.3
network radio, TV — and the way
ager.
34.6
5.4
Radio
or
TV*
the total evening audience is shared
PHILADELPHIA
42.7
3.3
"We'll live with it," one top NAB
20.8
5.5
4.9
3.2
All Indies
official told Broadcasting Thurs- among these three for March-April
21.8
17.3
15.3
19.9
17.4
27.4
Networks
20.6
27.6
14.4
4.3
day, reflecting the general attitude of this year and the same period a All TV
4.5
4.3
13.3
14.0
12.5
26.3
22.5
year
ago,
as
measured
by
The
27.2
22.2
30.6
All Radio
3.4
at NAB Washington headquarters.
23.3
22.1
Total Homes using
Pulse
Inc.
in
five
major
markets
for
While no effort was made to con- which data for both years was
34.9
29.2
34.1
34.5
35.2
6.0
ceal chagrin at loss of key indus- available.
31.7
Radio or TV* 30.7
BOSTON
30.9
1.6
j try support, it was noted that for
4.9
5.6
4.7
4.9
3.2
4.8
2.8
25.1
All Indies
General Trend Seen
24.6
21.3
many years prior to 1945 the asNetworks
9.5
9.0
2.0
9.5
All
TV
2.3
9.5
1.4
22.4
22.5
22.3
Five
markets
do
not
make
a
nasociation had only two of the four
29.5
27.2
28.3
29.6
27.2
24.8
All Radio
25.9
28.6
28.2
networks on its rolls.
tion, but when they all show the
33.8
Total Homes using
36.7
35.6
31.4
6.0
5.6
30.9
35.5
30.3
33.7
From 1942 to 1947 networks had same general trends and differ only
7.3
31.2
Radio
or
TV*
CHICAGO
in
detail
they
may
be
assumed
to
16.8
been active members, with MBS
5.9
4.0
5.8
5.9
5.1
a significant picture of All Indies
having joined in 1945. The by- present
Networks
21.2
17.3
22.7
17.8
13.3
27.8
18.5
laws were amended in 1947, at audience changes in the past year
2.2
All TV
12.1
12.8
2.1
2.4
27.1
27.1
23.1
21.8
21.1
All
Radio
network suggestion, to give them, in cities which have both radio and
Total
Homes
using
12.2
12.3
33.7
25.8
TV program service.
1.7
associate rather than active status
29.1
19.2
22.4
33.3
30.4
27.4
Table
I,
showing
average
sets-inand removing them from board
Radio or TV*
CINCINNATI
33.5
29.1
30.2
use from 6 p.m. to midnight, or
membership except through rep4.8
7.2
5.6
6.5
4.7
4.5
4.1
All
Indies
29.0
average ratings, if you prefer, re25.6
resentation of an owned station.
Networks
24.3.6
23.1
veals that in all five cities the total
27.2
19.9
1.1
.9
9.8
.9
9.8
27.5
All
TV
27.2
27.3
22.5
34.0
In a statement explaining its broadcast audience has increased
33.5
All
22.3
32.1
6.4
33.7
27.1
TotalRadio
Homes using
35.8
31.5
resignation, CBS cited NAB dupli- from last spring to this. To put
34.6
34.6
36.0
34.6
9.9
9.8
cation of functions the network
it another way, more people were
than the total of radio
Radio beor higher
TV* 34.9
* May
35.8
The
Pulse
as
some
hor
already performs for itself. If found listening or looking during
Inc.
nes
reported
using
both.
Source:
(Continued on page 24)
there were other factors, such as
plus TV
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Audience Division
(Continued from page 23)
the evening hours in March-April
1950 than in March-April 1949.
Television should be credited
with adding new members to the
overall broadcast audience and
with increasing the total amount
of time spent on broadcast entertainment— either oral or visual — as
well as blamed for converting yesterday's radio listeners into today's
video viewers.
It is perhaps noteworthy that
New York, which has had regular
TV programming longer than any
other U. S. city and therefore
might be assumed to be less affected
by TV's novelty appeal than any
other city, shows the largest percentage increase in total audience
of the five cities reported. In fact,
the total radio audience in that city
showed almost no change during
the year, with the full growth in
the TV audience being matched by
the increase in total audience during the 12-month period.
The relative positions of network
radio, non-network radio and TV
are more clearly shown in Table
II, comparing share of total mentions— or share of audience — among
the three forms of broadcast entertainment. This table, which reflects the competition among the
three classes, shows for all cities
the same general changes in the
past year: TV share has increased
and radio's share decreased, with
network stations losing more heavily than the non-network stations.
Type of Programming
This situation seems a natural
result of the type of programming
which TV offers, programs that in
general compare closely with those
offered by the radio networks —
name stars, elaborate musical and
variety shows, big dramatic productions and the like. Conversely,
TV has very little of the musicand-news type of programming
which is the basic formula of much
of non-network station operation.
The disc jockey, often the most
popular attraction of an independent station, has no exact counterpart in TV. It is a logical conclusion, therefore, that people who
formerly spent most of their listening hours tuned to network stations should more quickly transfer
their affections to television where
they find the same type of entertainment, while those who prefer
the independent station type of entertainment stay with radio because they can't find this kind of
programming in television.
A corollary explanation for TV
making deeper inroads into network radio audiences than into the
audiences of independent stations
arises from the economic status of
TV set-owners. Families in the
upper income brackets have generally been the first purchasers of
video receivers, with TV sets gradually moving down into the middle
and lower income groups as set
prices decline and as the amount of
TV programming available to the
community increases.
Network
programming rates
Page 24
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TABLE II
SHARE OF TOTAL MENTIONS
6 p.m.-12 Midnight — From March-April RadioSunday
Reports
Saturday
Mon.-Fri.
NEW YORK
All Indies
Networks
TV
PHILADELPHIA
All Indies
Networks
TV
BOSTON
All Indies
Networks
TV
CHICAGO
All Indies
Networks
TV
CINCINNATI
All Indies
Networks
TV

27.0
53.6
14.4
17.2
68.7
14.1

25.4
41 .0
33.6
14.1
47.3

31.7
55.6
12.7
18.8
70.2
1 1 .0

16.5
79.1
4.4

38.6
13.8
60.7
25.5

74.1
19.5
6.4

21.0
71.7
7.3

17.0
49.1
33.9

66.7
27.4
5.9

18.5
78.5
3.0

13.1
60.9

22.8
75.3
1.9

26.0
The Pulse Inc.

highest with the upper income
groups, research indicates, with
non-network programming most
popular with the middle and lower
income bracket families. If more
TV sets go into the homes of families who prefer network radio programs than into homes of those
who do not, it should follow that
the network programs will lose
more listeners than the non-network broadcasts.
Close observers of the radio-television situation in New York believe that this conclusion should not
encourage the independent broadcasters to think they have nothing
to worry about and can sit still and
watch their network competitors
waste away. TV sets are already
moving into middle and lower income class homes and at a constantly accelerating rate, they point

28.5
35.3
36.2
46.4
16.5
37.1
16.1
58.4
25.5
19.2
42.4
38.4
16.1
27.3
56.6

13.0
73.7
13.3

17.8
49.0
33.2

MARY

Entire Week
25.6
13.9
60.5
16.1

78.3
12.4
9.3

54.9
35.6
9.5

9.3
84.1
6.6

8.3
65.8
25.9

17.2
75.0
7.8

11.7
51.7
36.6

13.9
2.4
83.7

10.9
62.7
26.4

70.5
13.4
15.9
5.0
79.1

71.6
21.2
7.2
18.5
78.8

24.8
41 .4
33.8
48.3
13.7
38.0
6113.3.2
25.5
16.5
48.6
34.9
13.2
60.6
26.2

2.7
out. And once a TV set has entered the home, the impact of sightand-sound programs is bound to
make some impression on even the
most faithful disc jockey fan.
The answer given by one radiotelevision veteran is simple: All
radio broadcasters, network and
independent alike, have got to do
the best program jobs they possibly
can, have got to offer new program
ideas, new program formats, new
stars,
to keep 'em listening instead
of
looking.
Stanton

Plans Vacation

FRANK STANTON, CBS president, will leave on an extended vacation on May 26. Mr. Stanton
is planning to tour the country by
motor.

DUNLAVEY

Is Cohen's Head Timebuyer
MARY DUNLAVEY, former timebuyer with Cunningham & Walsh,
New York, has been appointed
head of the timebuying department
of the Harry Cohen Advertising
Co.,
New Dunlavey
York.
Miss
takes over her
new duties today
with
(May Cunningham
22). While
& Walsh, she
handled the AutoLite and Chesterfield spot campaigns.with
Before
that she was
Pedlar & Ryan
Miss Dunlavey
and Ruthrauff &
Ryan, both New York. At the latter agency, she placed one of the
largest spot announcement campaigns in radio history for Pall
Mall with its "On Land, On Sea
and In the Air" schedule. She also
placed time for Lever Bros.
At the Cohen agency Miss Dunlavey will handle the Grove Labs
and Fitch Shampoo accounts, both
active radio and television users.

HAMM CAMPAIGN
50 Outlets Set by Beer Firm
MORE than 50 stations will be used
for the advertising program of
Hamm's beer during the spring and
summer months, Clyde E. Rapp, advertising director of the Theo.
Hamm Brewing Co., St. Paul, announced last week.
Mr. Rapp said Hamm's has
agreed to sponsor baseball broadcasts in Duluth, St. Paul and
Moorhead, Minn.; Fargo, N. D.;
Sioux Falls, S. D., and Wichita,
Kan. Sportscasts and news broadcasts have been purchased from
California to Wisconsin on an individual market basis. The Intermountain Network also is included
and Transit Radio is being used in
Houston, Mr. Rapp said.
Brewster Joins M-E
ROBERT J. BREWSTER, program
manager of WOR-AM-TV New
York, joins McCann-Erickson, Chicago, as executive assistant for
radio and television. He will report to Homer Havermale, vice
president in charge of the Chicago
office. James Shelby continues as
radio and television director. Mr.
Brewster formerly worked as an
account executive at J. Walter
Thompson Co. in New York and
at JWT in New York and Hollywood as a radio producer. He produced the Bing Crosby show for
five years.
Carlos Franco

Weds

CARLOS FRANCO, general executive of Kudner Adv., New York, «ei
married Gisele de Bueno of New
York, on May 10 in New York City.
"Is this counted as a public service or will I be charged regular rates?"
• Telecasting
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STRUGGLE for leadership between
TBS and NBC last week was erupting in such intensity that NBC had
bandoned the defensive tactics it
i hose two years ago — when CBS
ipegan raiding its talent — and was
hq the raiding business itself.
NBC's top brass was personally
leading what it hoped would be a
eries of successful forays, not
taly to capture some stars from
]BS but also to tie up Bob Hope,
i. current NBC attraction.
Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president, and Mannie Sacks, whom
*CA hired away from Columbia
iecords Inc. a few months ago to
ecome a top talent executive of
SCA Victor, were in Hollywood
laking overtures to half a dozen
tars, some of them now on CBS.
, The revision in NBC tactics was
bviously caused by the ascendancy
f CBS in both audience ratings
nd radio billings. Within recent
i/eeks, through all kinds of promoonal and sales techniques, CBS
as repeatedly announced its claims
p network leadership in both
reas.
Last week CBS publicly unveiled
p latest presentation, "Radio's
'ixtra Profit Margin," which aserts that because of its expendijre of $30 million since 1946 in
cquiring top talent and building
rograms CBS has won "the larg?t weekly circulation of all netorks . . . both night and day"
See story page 39).
Quotes PIB Figures
In the same presentation, CBS
eports Publishers Information Bu?au figures showing that CBS led
II networks in radio billings in
le first quarter of this year.
The CBS promotional campaign
as emphasized that its audience
nd billings figures are for 1950,
iainly a counter to an NBC pro.otional campaign which has run
, i newspaper ads and elsewhere
; lat claims NBC leadership on the
asis of BMB figures (for 1949)
hd on total 1949 PIB billings.
"One factor above all others has
jSeated for CBS advertisers this
itra profit margin," the new CBS
esentation asserts. "CBS, alone
E all the networks, has acted on
ae principle that effective proi'amming comes before anything
se in the endeavor of broadisters."
Two years ago, when William S.
jaley, CBS chairman of the board,
jiticed Amos 'n' Andy and Jack
jenny to CBS from NBC on the
jasis of "capital gains" deals, NBC
t it be known that its strategy
as to resist joining the high bid-

IN

TAUNT

ding for talent.
At a meeting of stockholders of
RCA, parent company of NBC,
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, then
RCA President and chairman of
the board, outlined that strategy
in response
a stockholder's
tion. Gen.toSamoff
said at questhat
time that it was not NBC's intenhand. tion to let talent prices get out of
The eminence of Mr. Sacks in
the Hollywood negotiations was
not without significance. As one
of the most active talent chiefs in
the CBS executive ranks, he had
assisted Mr. Paley in turning more
than one of the big star deals.
To some of the stars who were
being sought, joint NBC and RCA
Victor contracts were being offered,
a hitherto unprecedented unification of effort by RCA and its
subsidiary.
Competitive bidding is keen with
top executives from both NBC and
CBS making flying trips to Hollywood for talks with such names as
Mr. Hope, Groucho Marx and
Dinah Shore.
Niles Trammell, NBC chairman
of the board, and Mr. McConnell,
as well as Mr. Paley and Frank

FIGHT

Stanton, CBS president, and James
Seward, CBS vice president in
charge of program packages, are
among New York executives who
have been handling talks.
Although Mr. Hope is said to be
safely in the NBC fold on a long
term contract for radio and television, it is still a question if he will
remain with that network or accept a CBS offer.
All the major points of a contract have been settled, Mr. McConnell let it be known when in
Hollywood last week, but there are
many minor ones to be clarified
before the deal is definitely consummated.
Offer Stock Purchase
The NBC offer to Mr. Hope includes purchase for $1 million
stock of his corporation and in addition a five year contract which
would pay him $10,000 weekly if
he works or not. It covers radio
as well as video.
Contracts are yet to be signed,
according to James L. Saphier,
radio-TV agent for Mr. Hope.
Meanwhile, there is considerable
speculation
to Mr.
Hope's
radio
status with as
Lever
Bros.
Although
he has made formal request to

NBC Plans 'Raids'
sever relations, his contract with
that firm has three years more to
go. Future plans also depend
greatly upon this settlement.
Whether Mr. Marx's You Bet
(Continued on page Ul)
WITT JOINS CHCM&S
Is Head of New L. A. Office
APPOINTMENT of Harry W.
Witt as general manager of the
newly established
Los Angeles offices of Calkins &
Holden, Carlock,
M c C 1 i n to n &
Smith Inc., New
York agency, was
announced last
week by H. L.
McClinton, agenMr.
Witt was
cy president.
Mr. Witt
for four years assistant general manager of the
Columbia Pacific ' Network and
KNX Hollywood and more recently
was general manager of KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, owned by CBS
and the Los Angeles Times.

U. S. Leaders

BUSINESS
GROUP
TOP FIGURES in American busi- project last February. They have
met enthusiastic support.
ness and industry will cooperate
Committee deliberations will be
with broadcasters in mapping economic trends and planning for the reported to the NAB memberfuture through the NAB Business
ship in an economic letter to be
Trends Committee.
prepared by Mr. Doherty following each session and through regThis move to bring the nation's
ular reports to the membership,
industrial giants into close relationship with broadcasters devel- which Mr. Richards will edit.
oped at the NAB board meeting in
Will Expand Soon
Chandler, Ariz., last February
[Broadcasting, Feb. 13]. NAB
"Nineteen
men who epitomize
President Justin Miller last week
American industrial and business
announced formation of the boardleadership thus far have accepted
approved project.
my invitation to serve on the NAB
First meeting of the committee,
Business Trends Committee,"
which thus far includes 19 memJudge Miller said. "This number
bers, is scheduled July 11 in New
will be expanded in the near future
York. Other members may be by the addition of a few more
named prior to the opening session.
business advisors and representaJudge Miller announced the purtives selected from NAB's network
pose of the trends committee is "to and station membership.
bring together at regular intervals
"The men whose genius is rethe best minds in American insponsible to a great degree for the
dustry to chart out, through dis- stability of America's economy
cussion and interchange of ideas, have recognized unanimously the
the status of the American econvalues of such activity as that repomy and to supply NAB members
resented in the NAB Business
with basic information concerning
Trends
Committee.
Their willingthe business and economic trends
ness to discuss with network and
station broadcasters problems of
within our free enterprise system."
Participating in the committee
mutual interest speaks for the imactivities for NAB will be Judge
cussion. portance they attach to such disMiller; William B. Ryan, general
manager; Richard P. Doherty, em"I am confident that through this
kNA Names Waters
continuing association, business
ploye-employer relations director
RANCIS M. WATERS Jr., for- and Robert K. Richards, director of and industrial leaders not only will
contribute much to their mutual
er assistant director of market
public affairs.
business pursuits but will develop
Judge Miller and Mr. Doherty
!search and public relations for
luett, Peabody & Co. Inc., New
have discussed the committee's ob- ideas and information that will
jectives with a large number of serve immeasurably the cause of
ork, last week was appointed asbusiness and industrial leaders
a free economy to the benefit of
stant to Paul B. West, president,
ssn. of National Advertisers Inc. since the board's approval of the our nation's welfare."
ROADCASTING
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NAB

Members of the committee are:
William M. Rand, president,
Monsanto Chemical Co.
S. Bayard Colgate, chairman,
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Herman W. Steinkraus, president, Bridgeport Brass Co.
Keith McHugh, president, New
York Bell Telephone Co.
Raymond W. Fogler, president,
W. T. Grant Co.
J. Cameron Thompson, president,
Northwest Bancorporation
R. W. Moore Sr., president, Canada Dry Ginger Ale Inc.
Gilbert W. Chapman, president,
Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
William A. Berridge, economist,
Metropolitan Life.
Murray Shields, vice president
and economist, Bank of Manhattan
Allen H. Temple, vice president
and economist, National City
Bank of New York
Dexter Keezer, economist, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Thomas Holden, president, F. W.
Dodge Co.
John Sinclair, president, NaBoard tional Industrial Conference
Marion B. Folsom, treasurer,
Eastman Kodak Co.
Lloyd Brace, president, First
National Bank of Boston
Paul F. Clark, president, John
Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Harry eral
A. Mills
Bullis,
Inc. chairman, GenRobert C. Tait, president. Stromberg-Carlson Co.
May 22, 1950
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FCC

REORGANIZATION

A CONCERTED campaign by
NAB and other radio factions was
credited with defeat of President
Truman's FCC "reorganization"
plan last Wednesday as the Senate "vetoed" the controversial proposal by a slim margin.
The President's plan to vest administrative and executive functions in the FCC Chairman was
beaten by a vote of 50-23 — one
more than the constitutional majority of 49 needed to keep it from
becoming effective tomorrow night
(Tuesday) .
The "defeat," one of five suffered so far by the Administration
on reorganization measures (without a victory), culminated a
spirited drive by opponents, including Sens. Edwin C. Johnson
(D-Col.) and Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) of the Senate Interstate &Foreign Commerce Committee; Sen. John L. McClellan
(D-Ark.), chairman of the Executive Expenditures Committee; and
the Federal Communications Bar
Assn.'s
executive committee, as
well
as NAB.
Though no official comment was
forthcoming from NAB, the association assuredly was gratified
with the result, which many observers felt had stemmed largely
from NAB's campaign carrying
the fight to both member and nonmember stations. NAB had received over 200 replies from stations reporting action on the plan
and this week plans to send out detailed reports summarizing the
proposed legislation, according to
Ralph Hardy, NAB government
relations head.
Sen. Johnson Led Fight
Sen. Johnson led the floor fight
to reject the plan after the Senate
Executive Expenditures Committee had reported "adversely" his
resolution, on which technically the
Senate acted.
Simultaneously, in bi-lateral
blasts at FCC and Chairman
Wayne Coy, he quoted the committee's report charging that FCC
was the "only" agency which "declined to cooperate" in the compilation of memoranda requested by
Sen. McClellan's group, and that
Chairman Coy "countermanded"
a report requested by the committee and prepared by the Commission (see story page 38).
Sen. Johnson noted the FCC
Chairman is appointed by the
President and questioned a statement by Sen. Hubert Humphrey
(D-Minn.) that no "dictatorship"
is involved in the Truman plan.
Sen. Johnson declared:
"The Commission prepared a report, Congress wanted that report,
but Mr. Wayne Coy vetoed the request. Icall that dictatorship . . .
This plan gives all the powers of
the Commission to the Chairman so
that he can become, ii the operation of the Commission, a complete
Page 26
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dictator, just as he indicated he
would become when a committee of
the Senate asked him for a reSen.port . Johnson
unan. ."consent tohadsetobtained
imous
aside only 30
minutes for debate, a move strongly protested by Senate Majority
Leader Scott Lucas (D-I1L), who
defended the Truman plan along
with Sen. Humphrey.
Question of Appointment
Pointing out that the issue involves a "fundamental principle
of government involving an arm of
Congress," Sen. McFarland noted
a "distinct difference between
transferring certain functions of
a commission to a man who owes
his appointment as chairman . . .
to the President . . . and transferring [them] to a Chairman who
owes his appointment ... to the
Commission itself."
Staffs of independent agencies
have become "more and more important and Commissioners must

President's

Bill 'Vetoed'

consult them for advice and for
expert
noted. opinions, Sen. McFarland
"Are the Commissioners going to
have to consult staff members who
do not owe allegiance to them?
Are [they] to be placed in a position where they will not be able to
function independently because
staff work and staff opinions, on
which they must rely, are prepared under the direction of the
Chairman, who, in turn, is wholly
within the domination of the executive?" he asked Senate colleagues.
Sen. McFarland then quoted
FCC's statement on the Hoover
Commission recommendations:
The Commission believes that the
existing provisions of sections 4 and
5 of the Communications Act of 1934
provide sufficient flexibility to enable
the Commission to delegate to the
Chairman necessary authority to expedite Commission administrative
activity. Under these provisions the
Commission has over a period of years
delegated increasing powers to the

ENJOYING a between-sessions chat during National Assn. of Radio Station
Representatives' May AM clinic are (I to r): Louis Moore, Robert Meeker
Assoc.; Fred Hague, George Hollingbery Co.; Richard Grahl, William Esry
Co., guest of the association, and Lewis Avery, Avery-Knodel Inc. and
NARSR president.

by Senate

Chairman with respect to administrative matters. Administrative order
No. 8 has recently been adopted setting forth this principle of Chairman
initiative in Commission administration. . . .
To the extent that any additional
legislation may be deemed advisable
to expressly designate the Chairman
as the chief executive officer of the
Commission, the language proposed in
section 5 (a) of S. 1973, a bill providing for extensive changes in Commission procedure and organization which
was favorably reported by the Senate
Committee on Interstate Commerce
on July 21, 1949, would appear to meet
such requirements. . . .
Conceding that Chairman Coy
had favored the plan as a means
of relieving other Commissioners
of day-to-day
administrative
details [Broadcasting,
May 1], Sen
McFarland noted that "only one
other member" (Comr. E. M. Webster) had "supported
thai
two others
(Comrs. him"
Roseland Hyde
and George Sterling) had opposec
it in statements filed during hear-,
ings on the proposal.
Opposition from FCC
Sen. McFarland said he assumec
the rest of the Commission took nc "official position publicly" because
they had previously adopted anc
submitted to Congress their oppo
sition report to Hoover Commis
sion recommendations.
Sen. McClellan, who served oi
the Hoover Commission, told th<
Senate that it was "never the in
tent of the Hoover group to con

centrate power
under the
theHoove;
Chie: -'
Executive"
and claimed
task force findings and Commissioi
recommendations were not neces
sarily always identical. Hi
charged that there is not a "$1 o: .i
savings in any of the plans."
At one point in debate on reor
ganization, which also included i
plan covering Interstate Commercr
Committee, also defeated, Sen
Johnson remarked: "There is ;
well-known saying in Washington
'Commissioners may come and gc
but the staff goes on forever'."
Sen. Lucas thought it "ridiculou
and fallacious"
the Chairma
(Continued that
on page
42)

k

GROSS0-^
NETWORK
APRIL
For the first four months of the PIB cannot supply comparable fig
GROSS time sales of the four naures for the two years as th
tionwide networks in April totaled
year, gross radio network time
om '4
DuMont TV Network
ar <
6 Frbillings
sales
amounted
to
$65,252,973,
a
$15,918,672, down 5% from April
longer available it was an
decrease of 4.5% from the like no
1949, according to data compiled
nounced.
period of last year. For television
by Publishers Information Bureau.
NETWORK TELEVISION' 4,350,
NETWORK RADIO
Four 564
Months
Months
Four
1949
1949
Four
April
Four
1950
Months
Months
1950
47,359
1950
April
1949
1950
1949
ABC
April
371,422
S 2,724,717
1,152,379
April
186,616
98,6i I.
CBS
ABC
617,5(
3,136,891
*
Dumont
$16,046,208
896,776
477,843
$13,339,364
S
3,893,784
CBS
6,056,316
23,911,229
87,851
5,569,965
22,607,449
MBS
1,154,982
1,757,432
7,086,604 NBCTOTAL
5,932,426
1,441,452
2,577,21
799,669
292,7.' PJ,
22,545,740
5,284.013
S 8,227,660
5,542,138
NBC
22,069,954
$
2,423,180
1,568,3'
L
Not
Available
TOTAL
SI 5,91 8,672 $16,763,319
$65,252,973
$68,286,001
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the contest, the school with the
finest choral singing and the one
with the best orchestra.
As early as the first few weeks
of the series, results were enlightening to Wilmer J. Waller, president of the bank. Not only did
Hamilton begin to notice a large
amount of goodwill as seen by
batches of letters and postcards and
a deluge of telephone calls, but new
faces were appearing at the savings account window.
A number of new depositors
mentioned they were opening accounts in appreciation of what
Hamilton was doing for the city's
youth. One letter received from a
new depositor said the account was
being placed for an unborn baby
"because you are doing such a fine

A

Bank

As

Buildi

pn&liiae and

Patron

of

Acoauntb

. . .

Community

IHE HAMILTON National Bank in Washington, D. C, received
acclaim May 14 for its radio series — first in the history of
T climactic
the institution.
That day, an audience made up of Congressmen, the city's board of
ducation and superintendent of *
these tapings. Hamilton would
chools, bank officials and hundreds
recognize the winners by awarding
if students listened at Constituthem scholarships. Other finalists
tion Hall to nine finalists comwould receive lesser awards.
pete for music awards.
WMAL felt the big recording
Roots of Hamilton's initial radio
(iroject were formed early this job could be done and joined in the
project with enthusiasm. At the
ear when the bank became per(Onality conscious in the realization
same time, a city-wide promotion
campaign involving school posters
hat well-aged institutions can
and newspaper ads was launched.
gather moss as easily as non-rolling
Student reception was lusty.
jtones.
To become the friendly, neighborMitchell Heads Judges
hood bank (it has branches in
Howard Mitchell, director of the
esidential areas), Hamilton de- National Symphony Orchestra,
cided to swing into a radio camaign that would reach John Q. gave the idea his blessing and accepted an invitation to head a panel
'ublic and possibly entice him to of prominent judges: Warner
ihe cashier's cage.
Lawson, dean, Howard U. school
J At the least, bank officials would
of music; Rt. Rev. John K. Cart)e satisfied to keep the institution
efore the eyes of depositors and wright, rector, St. Matthews
Cathedral; Patrick Hayes, concert
on-depositors in the Washington
rea. If the campaign managed to bureau operator, and music critics
of the four Washington dailies.
btain new accounts, so much the
Appointments were made with
•etter.
each of the high . school musical
Waterfield Plans
directors. J. Wilton Peters, Hamilton assistant president and public
Fortified by his client's approach,
ohn E. Waterfield, president of relations chief ; Jack Logan, director of AM operations, WMAL,
i«.dmasters Advertising Inc., Washand Mr. Waterfield checked school
agton, outlined plans for this
oodwill and business wise venauditoriums for peculiarities which
could
cording.arise during high fidelity rejbre to officials at WMAL Wash■figton.
Following this survey, the
J Mr. Waterfield explained that
ne bank wanted to step down from
lengthy recording job got underway. WMAL Announcer Jack
s lofty financial pedestal accepted
y so many of its peers. In more ' Henry was chosen to be master of
.pecific terms, the idea was to lend ceremonies at the schools during
the recordings. By the end of
ssistance to deserving high school
lusicians.
all the city's high school
A talent contest would be held, January,
students had heard their musically
tudents selected from the city's 26 talented friends introduced by Mr.
Henry as entrants in the talent
arochial and public high schools
ould have their performances re- contest. Some 62 vocalists and 82
jrded. A panel of prominent
instrumentalists had their solo performances recorded. In addition,
Tashington artistes and music
school glee clubs, bands, orchestras
ritics would pick the winners from
ROADCASTING
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— even a fife and drum corps —
were recorded to lend a change of
But the big job had only begun.
A tremendous task of editing was
pace.
required to bring the shows into
sharp, interesting focus that would
entertain and hold the radio audience.
Impartiality was assured by requesting the judges to hear the
performers on playbacks of the
high-fidelity tape. When the judges
selected the best talent, the announcer's voice was dubbed in,
giving explanatory remarks and
introductions of students by name.
Music was both classical and popular, with the former category predominating.
Debut of Series
The curtain lifted on the series
Feb. 14. The 26 programs, each a
half-hour, were placed on WMAL
on Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. and on
Sunday at 5 p.m. every week. By
the first week of May, the semifinals were held, 20 contestants
competing for the finals. Nine were
selected, three in the vocalist category and six instrumentalists.
Thus on May 14, the finalists
were the products of a radio search
that had touched upon talents of
some 150 aspiring youngsters. At
the ceremony, Dr. Sigmund Spaeth,
lecturer and writer on music, and
in the past eight years in radio on
ABC's Metropolitan Opera Quiz,
presented the winning soloists with
their awards — a $500 scholarship to
a school of music. Other semifinalists were given trophys.
In addition, honors were bestowed on the high school with the
best musical presentation during
* * *
HAMILTON trophy is awarded Hendrick Essers (I), high school orchestra
director, by Dr. Sigmund Spaeth as
William J. Waller, bank president,
smiles approval.

thing. . .Aids
." Musical Life
A local official echoed these sentiments from another approach.
Richard Bales, music director, National Gallery of Art, said the program series would prove to be an
important development in the
musical life in Washington. Eventually, he opined, the series
would make its "contribution
toward a finer American music
This radio success has not been
lost on Hamilton officials. A total
of
400 unsolicited letters praising
culture."
the program have been received.
Present Hamilton plans call for
an annual contest series. It is
estimated that this year's campaign
000. the bank approximately $30,cost
Hamilton National Bank's first
radio project rang a bell in its
ivory tower. Now that it has mixed
freely with the powerful medium
of radio, Hamilton is rediscovering
what traditional radio-users already know — goodwill makes good
business.
EXAMINING awards prior to the
finalists' appearances are campaign
planners J. Wilton Peters (I), assistant bank president, and John Walterfield, Admasters Advertising Inc.'s
president.

WU
WIRE

ASSURING broadcast, via studio
re-creations from Western Union
wire reports, of every other New
York Yankee baseball game over
WNOR Norfolk, Ya., this season
are (I to r): Earl Harper, WNOR general manager; Charles Sweeney,
WNOR acct. exec, Parker New, gen.
mgr.. New Bell Storage, sponsor.

SETTING contract to air Dugout
Chatter on WWDC Washington
prior to every Washington Senator
baseball game this year, are Bob
Wolff (I), WWDC sportscaster, and
Jack Blank, owner of Arcade Pontiac Co., sponsor of the program.
Mr. Wolff also does part of playby-play of the Senators games

AGREEMENT for KERG Eugene, Ore.,
to air games of the Far-West
League's Eugene Larks is set by (I
to r): Seated, Monte LeFors, general sales mgr., Davidson Baking
Co., sponsor; L. W. Trommlitz,
KERG mgr.; standing. Herb Michael,
KERG sales mgr.; Don Hall, Davidson sales; Walt Nef lis. Larks.

EXCLUSIVE rights to broadcast the
Toronto Maple Leafs ball games for
two years go to CKEY Toronto, as
deal is completed by (I to r): Seated,
Joe Zeigler, Toronto baseball club
mgr.; Hal Cooke, CKEY mgr.;
standing, Sportscasters Joe Crysdale
and Hal Kelly. Broadcasts are sponsored by Imperial Oil Ltd.

SPONSORSHIP of a quarter-hour
sports review over KFH Wichita,
Kan., six days a week for 26 weeks,
is okayed by J. W. Gerhardt (seated r), president, Conway Springs
Bottling Co. Looking on are (I to
r) Sportcaster Glen Perkins, Sales
Mgr. Bob Hix and Gen. Mgr. Frank
Webb, all of KFH.
INKING contract for sponsorship of
Mutual's Game of the Day major
league broadcasts on WCBI Columbus, Miss., is W. E. McClure
(seated), owner-operator of a chain
of furniture stores in Mississippi.
With him are Bob McRaney (I), gen.
mgr., Mid-South Network, and J.
W. Eatherton, WCBI mgr.

FOR a third year. Globe Brewing
Co. (Arrow beer), Baltimore, agrees
to sponsor home games of the Petersburg Generals on WSSV Petersburg,
Va., Setting plans are (I to r): Louis
H. Peterson, pres., WSSV; Edward
E. Phillips, local Arrow distributor;
Jack Laflin, WSSV sports dir.; Ray
Moss, WSSV gen. mgr.
LONG-term pact to sponsor WCPO
Cincinnati's Man in the Street program is arranged by (I to r) Sam
Johnson, WCPO acct. executive;
Vernon Curran, setting the deal for
the Streitmann Biscuit Co., sponsor;
Bill Dawes, m. c. on the show, and
Glenn Clark Miller, WCPO station
director.

FEES

Ponders

FCC

Action

On Baseball Charges

WESTERN UNION was pondering its next move last week after FCC
affirmed — and seemingly strengthened — an examiner's decision holding
unlawful the assessment of special charges for its baseball play-by-pla r
reports when used by networks.
Upholding Examiner Elizabeth
C. Smith's initial decision [Broadnon-subscribers in a network in i
casting, Jan. 9], FCC ordered WU
1948, even though WU said it did ,
to eliminate the special $2 charge
so in order not to upset the stait has been levying upon subscribtions' schedules and with clear noers for each additional station to
tice that additional charges would
which they furnish the play-bybe made for such network use in :
1949.
play
service.
The same ruling applies in the
If WU withdraws the contested
case of a $1 additional charge which
tariffs and is not overruled by the
the telegraph company fixes for Commission, then presumably each
each non-subscriber station carrystation which wishes to carry the
ing, from a subscriber, after-thereports would have to subscribe and
game
summaries
of
the
highlights
of play.
accordingly would have to pay, instead of the $2-per-game charge,
The extra charges, FCC ruled, are
the
basic
subscriber's rate — which
"discriminatory" since they apply averages about
$23 per game.
to radio stations but not, for example, to press associations which
Question of Rebates
similarly transmit the reports to
The question of rebates by Westseveral newspapers. Further, FCC
said, use of the reports by several
ern Union for the "discriminatory'^
stations in a network does not in- charges collected since the case has
been
under FCC consideration—]
crease Western Union's expenses
which
encompasses all of the 1949
in providing the service.
Western Union authorities said season as well as the 1950 season
they could not determine their next to date — has not been raised and
mentioned in FCC's decistep until
have studied the de- was notsion.
Presumably, however, the
cisionthey
thoroughly.
company
will
be faced by a claim
But there was speculation that for these collections.
the company may appeal to the
WIND, whose complaint touched
courts or perhaps undertake some
other tariff revision which might off the Commission's investigation
organized the Midwest Baseball
cost sports-service users as much
Network in 1947 to carry games of
or more in the long run.
the Chicago Cubs. The network
had grown to some 32 stations in
Fee 'Unreasonable'
1949, and also received, from WJJD
More clearly than the initial de- Chicago, games of the Chicago
White Sox and other American
cision, FCC's final ruling branded
the $2 charge not only discriminaLeague teams. Western Union facilities are used when on-the-scene
but "unreasonable"
— a would
label
which tory
users
almost certainly
broadcasts cannot be made.
cite in protest if WU should seek
In the case of the Midwest Baseto eliminate "discrimination" by
ball Network, the $2 extra charge
imposing a similar $2 fee for each
increased
the network's operating
client
tions. served by the press associa- costs by about $3,000, FCC found.
Most of its broadcasts were on-the^
Some observers thought the comscene accounts, not dependent or
WU reports.
pany might undertake to withdraw
the challenged tariff altogether,
In addition to WIND, KFBC
leaving their regulations with no
Cheyenne,
Wyo., participated if
specific provision for network
broadcasting of the sports reports. the FCC hearing as key statior
feeding baseball accounts to some
This was the situation which
18 stations on the basis of reportf
existed before the $2 fee was im- furnished by Western Union.
posed in April 1949. WU claimed
that until 1948 it did not know
that networks were using its reports and that, in fact, the status
Agencies Shift
of the tariffs at that time did not
permit their use by stations not THREE top Chicago agencies are
owned by subscribers to the service. shifting into new locations at the
Palmolive Bldg., 919 N. Michigar
WIND Chicago, however, which
Ave., on June 1. Grant Advertising
operates the Midwest Baseball Net- formerly occupying quarters on the
work and which was one of the chief
seventh floor, moves to the 19th
complainants against the $2-per- floor, vacated by Foote, Cone <£
station additional charge, claimed
Belding when it moved into its owr
on the other hand that the pre-1949 building at 155 E. Superior last
tariffs definitely did contemplate
month. Other former FC&B space
use of the reports by more than the on the 19th floor is being taken bs
subscriber station.
BBDO. The latter's offices in the
tower on the 36th and 37th floor;
On with
this Western
point FCC's
sided
Union. decision
It held will be occupied by Russel M. Seeds
WU violated the Communications
moving from the third floor. BBDC
Act by knowingly permitting sub- also relinquished space on the 33c
scribers tobroadcast the reports to and 35th floors
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Locals
N. M.

TAX

MUDDLE

Await

Ruling

was adjudged liable for taxes on
its local broadcasts for a fourmonth period.
In Docket 5237, however, the
appellate court upheld the trial
court in ordering all taxes for another four-month period returned
to KOB.
While the two decisions fail to
clear up confusion over the interstate character of broadcast busivictory.ness, KOB clearly won a financial

THE State of New Mexico has abandoned its attempt to collect a 2%
month period (Docket 5237), claiming it was not necessary to amend
gross receipts tax on income from local broadcasts of regional and clearchannel stations in that state but has not yet decided what to do about
the pleadings to introduce into evidence the fact that business was
250 w outlets, Broadcasting was informed Thursday through official
derived from outside New Mexico
sources.
not interstate business. The trial
by sponsors of local broadcasts.
The attorney general's office in- court admitted new evidence showOutcome of Cases
dicated it was considering two
ing
the
local
broadcasts
were
incourses — collection of the tax from
Another series of legal actions,
tended by advertisers to be heard
The two cases were tried to! low-power stations or recommendaoutside the state. This evidence
gether. The state relied on a plea started in 1945, was based on the
tion that the legislature enact at had
not been introduced at the first of res judicata (already litigated). contention that the tax was unconthe next session a new tax law that
The trial court would not accept
would bring broadcasters within its trial. The lower court therefore
stitutional because of radio's interheld it was impossible to separate
this plea and held KOB was not
state characteristics. These stascope.
income of the station into solely liable for any of the tax.
tions went to a three-judge federal
Thus the six-year controversy
intrastate and interstate receipts,
Once more the state appealed.
court, which ruled there already
over the state's privilege tax re- ordering the entire tax refunded
The upper court in Docket 5236 re- was an adequate remedy in the
mains in a state of confusion after, to KOB.
affirmed its earlier decision and state courts. The U. S. Supreme
!; or as a result of, a series of trial
This time the state appealed to rebuked the lower court for failing Court upheld this position in 1947.
and appellate court decisions.
the New Mexico Supreme Court, to carry out the order to separate
Last March, when the New
under Docket 5236. The station, local and interstate business. In
Mexico Supreme Court handed
meantime, had sued to recover an- addition it struck out evidence addown two decisions in the case of
mitted at the new trial. Thus KOB
other tax payment covering a fourANAHIST CASE
KOB Albuquerque, there were 13
suits pending [Broadcasting,
Medical Man Supports FTC
Combines FM With AM
March 6, 20]. The decisions called
TESTIMONY by a university proi for separation of KOB receipts
In New Aural Unit
fessor of medicine was offered last
- from local and interstate broad- FCC MERGER
Monday in Cleveland, Ohio, in supi easts, with the 2% tax to be levied
■ on the local but not on interstate
MERGER of the broadcast functions of FCC's engineering FM Broadport of Federal Trade Commiscast Division with its engineering Standard Broadcast Division, to form
: income.
sion's charges against Anahist Co.
a new Aural Broadcast Division under the charge of James E. Barr,
and Bristol-Myers Co. for alleged
The state attorney general conchief
of
the
former
Standard
Broadcast
Division,
was
announced
by
"deceptive" advertising of its antisented that judgment be entered
FCC last Wednesday. The changes *
histamine cold products.
$ in all of KOB's suits to recover
are effective immediately.
efficient use of existing personnel.
Dr. John Dingle of Western Retaxes, which it had paid under proSimultaneously, FCC announced
FCC explained that the FM, nonserve U. cited a university research
test, with KOB also to receive in- that Cyril M. Braum, chief of the
commercial educational FM and
J terest on the payments. This was
former
FM
Broadcast
Division,
report
which questioned the "comfacsimile
functions
of
the
FM
construed as official admission that was named chief of the Television
petent and effective
of
Broadcast
Division,
together
with
colds
claimed
for thetreatment"
drugs.
, the station did not have to pay the Broadcast Division. He succeeds
Both
Anahist
Co.
(for
Anahist)
the personnel dealing with those
- tax.
Curtis B. Plummer, now chief engi- functions, were merged with the
and Bristol-Myers Co. (for ResisLast week, however, it was
neer of the Commission.
functions and personnel of the AM
tabs) once again denied the allegaAlthough
the
action
pertained
learned that the attorney general's
Broadcast Division into the new
tions. Attorneys reiterated that
office was still pondering policy,
Aural Broadcast Division. Funcclaims for their products are based
i especially in regard to collection of
tions and personnel of the FM di- on "clinical evidence" [Broadcastthe tax from low-power outlets on
vision concerned with auxilliary
ing, March 27].
the ground they were strictly inbroadcast
services,
including
develHearings
are today
scheduled
to retrastate business operations desume in Boston
(Monday),
opmental, remote pickup and studioI spite the fact that their signals
transmitter services, were transwith other sessions slated for Balti. passed over state lines.
ferred to the Television Broadcast
more, New York, Chicago and
Enforcement Undecided
Division.
Washington.
While the state apparently has
The government has filed similar
Functions and personnel con1 decided not to attempt enforcement
cerned with international broadcast
charges against Grove Laboratories
I of the 2 % tax on KOB income from
services were transferred from the Inc. (Antimine), St. Louis, for
Mr. Braum
Mr. Barr
local broadcasts, the broad legal
claims contained in advertisements
television
division to the chief engi: questions in the case are left in a
neer's office. Only personnel in- on MBS in December 1949 and
only to engineering duties at this
jstate of confusion by the two de- time, it was indicated the move
volved is Engineer Kenneth Miller,
February 1950, Whitehall Pharmacisions last March.
in effect is a preliminary step in now attending the world high fre- cal Co. (Kriptin), and Union
It is clear, according to industry
Italy.
Pharmaceutical Co. (Inhiston)
quency
conference
in
Florence,
accord with FCC's overall re) lawyers, that an unapportioned
[Broadcasting, May 15].
organization
along
functional
lines
gross receipts tax on station ad- which currently is underway
vertising income is forbidden under
[Broadcasting, March 13, 20].
the Fisher's Blend decision. It is
Further modifications and pernot clear, on the other hand, whethsonnel changes could be made when
er the New Mexico tax can be
185 FAMILIES FOR ONE
CENT
levied on station income from local the full reorganization is accomplished, itwas pointed out.
broadcasts originating in the studio
Past Realignment
|and bringing business to sponsors
FCC already has abolished its
'from surrounding states.
^» See Centerspread This Issue
Bureaus of Law, Engineering and
The litigation started five years
lago after New Mexico decided to Accounting with the broad administrative duties now under the Offices
apply its 2% privilege tax on the
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
gross receipts of broadcast sta- of General Counsel, Chief Engineer
tions. KOB .sued to recover $23,000
and Chief Accountant. One compaid under protest, contending it
plete functional reorganization effected is that within the newly
'was engaged in interstate commerce and the tax was unconstiestablished Common Carrier Bureau, which includes legal, accounttional under the Fisher's Blend deWCKY
cision. The trial court held the
ing and engineering personnel.
CINCINNATI
station must pay the tax.
Last weeks' action on FM and
KOB took the case to the New
AM engineering divisions also was
Mexico Supreme Court which held said to have been taken in an effort
the tax could be levied on local to more evenly distribute the Com50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING PO'
mission work load and assure more
broadcast advertising revenues but
BROADCASTING
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Actions Near Record High
pcominy
FCC
WORK
LOAD
NEAR EECORD in number of
May
22-23: CBC board of governors,
plication now pending with FCC to celled.
Ottawa.
switch from 5 kw on 590 kc. WAGA
station transfer grants was marked
FCC's
approval
of
the
transacMay
26-27:
Michigan AP Broadcasters
Lansing.
has offered to buy the WCON AM
Assn., Michigan State College, East
up by FCC last week along with
tion was conditional upon the asauthorizations for 13 new AM sta- plant for $237,500. The entire
signments not being effected until
1-4: Assn. of Women Broadcasters
the Journal surrendered its license June
tions, two new FM outlets and im- WCON-AM-FM-TV investment
seventh annual convention, Hole]
Cleveland,
Cleveland.
was reported at almost $1,000,000.
proved facilities for nine existing
for WSB-FM and the Constitution
standard stations.
June
2-3:
Florida
Assn. Orlando,
of Broadcasters,
On the May 31 settlement date
its permit for WCON. The ComOrange Court Hotel,
Fla.
mission also ruled there shall be
the license of WSB-TV will be asSome 23 different station transJune 5: Pennsylvania
Assn. ofmeeting,
Broadsigned to Atlanta Newspapers by no simultaneous operation of WSBfer cases were approved by the
casters annual membership
Bedford Springs, Bedford, Pa.
Commission with 35 AM, FM and
the Journal as will the permit for TV and WCON-TV and that no
June 9: West Virginia Assn. of AP
TV facilities involved and considWCON-TV by the Constitution.
Broadcasters,
Vandenberg Room. U.S.
authorization will be isWhen WCON-TV is licensed for program
erations totaling almost $1,000,000.
Capitol. Washington.
sued for WCON-TV except simulPrincipal transaction approved
Directors, AdChannel 2 (54-60 mc) operation
taneously with the cessation of op- June 12-13: Radio
ministrationFarm
Bldg., Washington.
from its 1,000-ft. antenna and its
was transfer of the WSB-AM-FMeration by WSB-TV and the surrender of its license.
TV Atlanta properties from the FM-TV transmitter plant, now
nearing completion, the license for
Atlanta Journal to Atlanta NewsEx-Gov. James M. Cox, chief
RADIO DOLLAR
WSB-TV on Channel 8 (180-186
owner of the Journal, becomes chief
papers Inc. along with WCON-FMmc)
will
be
surrendered.
The
TV there from the Atlanta Constiowner of Atlanta Newspapers and
Biggest Return Cited
tution. Atlanta Newspapers is the WCON-TV call would be switched
board chairman under the consoliTHE
ADVERTISER
is now getto
WSB-TV.
dation. Clark Howell, president
new parent firm under the consoliting more for his radio dollar than
dation of the ownership of the two
WSB-FM Transfer Action
of the Constitution, becomes vice at any other time in radio history
papers in which the chief control
chairman of the board. The Howell despite television competition. That
Similarly on May 31 the license
interests acquire all the preferred
goes to the James M. Cox Sr. in- of WSB-FM also will be transwas the opinion of
terests which presently own the
stock in the new firm. J. Leonard
ferred from the Journal to Atlanta
Robert J. McAnJournal and WSB [BROADCASTING,
Newspapers as will the permit for Reinsch, managing director of the drews, managing
conmonetary
No
10].
April 3, sideration isinvolved in the Atlanta
WCON-FM from the Constitution.
Cox radio properties, which include
director, SouthWCON-FM would cease interim
WIOD Miami, Fla., and WHIO
ern California
consolidation.
Broadcas ters
operation,
it
was
explained,
and
Dayton,
Ohio,
in
addition
to
WSB,
Nashville Approved
Assn., speaking
upon subsequent licensing its call becomes radio director of Atlanta
WSM-AM-FM-TV Nashville, li- would
Newspapers,
and
a
member
of
its
be
changed
to
WSB-FM
with
before the regucensed to WSM Inc. and owned by
board of directors.
the present WSB-FM being canlar monthly meetNational Life and Accident Insuring of Southern
ance Co., was granted voluntary
California Adverrelinquishment of control from AsFCC
Questions
Lease
sociated National Trustees to 80
tising Agencies M7l!^ndr~
May 15].
beneficiaries under the trust agree- WAJL
Arrangement
Assn. CASTING,
[BROAD(FM) FLINT
ment, now expired. No money or
Discussing "What's Happening
LEASE arrangement for WAJL (FM) Flint, Mich., transit FM outlet
ownership change is involved.
licensed to Advertisers Press Inc. and operated by Flint Transcast Co., in Southern California Radio," Mr.
Other major transfers approved
McAndrews offered a statistical
was declared by FCC last week to violate provisions of the Communicaby the Commission included:
tions Act. Advertisers Press was given until June 19 to show it had profile of radio as it exists today as
WSAN-AM-FM AUentown, Pa. —
to set distribution costs compared
Transfer of control from John C. Shum*—
berger Sr. and associates and Call- regained "exclusive use and operaChronicle Newspapers Inc. through sale
have control over the length of with other media, and success
tion" of WAJL or face the sanction
of 77% interest for $214,565 to B. Bryan
of revocation.
commercial announcements, their stories in various categories.
Musselman and family.
Radio has managed to retain its
In the unprecedented action in quality and other program details,
WQUA
Moline,
111.—
Sale
by
Bruff
W.
Olin Jr. of his 85% interest for $130,000 the transit FM field, FCC said that FCC reported.
top position in Southern California,
to Dalton LeMasurier, majority owner
FCC stated Advertisers Press in he said, because of the huge growth
of KDAL Duluth, Minn., and part from information on hand it beof the audience in that area withowner of WIRL Peoria, 111.
lieved the lease agreement between
latter February advised the Comout an increase of rates. Audience
WKIX
Columbia,
S.
C—
Transfer
of
mission
it
didn't
believe
the
lease
Advertisers
Press
and
Flint
Transcontrol from George W. Dowdy and
associates for $100,000 to group headed
cast violates Sec. 310(b) of the involved any transfer of control or captured by television is mainly
by Charles W. Martin.
made up of the increase in total
responsibility, contrary to the opin- broadcast
KFIO Spokane, Wash. — Sale by Act, prohibiting unauthorized
tune-in. Actually, he
ion of an inquiry on the matter by
Arthur L. Smith for $30,000 to Louis transfers of control, and Sec. 301
Wasmer, former owner of KGA and of the same statute prohibiting
said, TV has cut into total Los AnFCC earlier that month.
KHQ there and presently part owner
geles home radio audiences only
unlicensed operation of a broadcast
of KOL Seattle and KXLL Missoula,
Letter on Situation
5%.
Mont.
station.
WLEC Sandusky, Ohio — Sale by
"The only attempt made to jusLloyd A. Pixley and associates of 69.5%
WAJL programs are carried on
interest for $83,520 to General Manager
tify your to
conclusion,"
saidlast
in
busses of the Flint Trolley Coach
its letter
AdvertisersFCCPress
Albert T. Heiser and 14 others. The
George Arthur Arnot
Pixley
family
owns
WCOL
Columbus,
Inc.
Established
in
1948,
the
sta"was the statement made
Ohio.
tion is assigned Channel 296 (107.1 week,
GEORGE ARTHUR ARNOT, 36,
[in] your letter wherein you stated:
Transfer Details
mc), a Class A facility. President
'I think I can assure you that I sales manager of William Wright,
Further details of the transfers
of Advertisers Press is Myron
exercise more watchfulness and Toronto, station representative,
and new station grants are given
Weingarden.
control
over the programming of died suddenly May 14 at his home
in FCC Roundup beginning on
Lease
Terms
Outlined
the
station
now +han I ever did. at Weston, Ont. He started with
page 79.
I have a receiver here at my desk William Wright as representative
The lease between Advertisers
Date for consummation of the
and I check on them several times
in Winnipeg, joining the Toronto
Atlanta consolidation has been set Press and Flint Transcast was
per
day. I receive program logs office five years ago. He is surfor May 31, it was reported to entered into Nov. 1, 1949, FCC revived by his widow and two sons.
FCC last week. At that time the
ported. Flint Transcast agreed to which I go over very carefully.' "
FCC's letter to Advertisers Press
Journal will assign the license of lease all equipment, premises and
continued:
tion of or failure to observe any of the
facilities used by WAJL in conWSB, pioneer 50 kw clear channel
The Commission is of the opinion, on restrictions and conditions of the Act or
sideration
for
59f
of
gross
income
outlet on 750 kc, to Atlanta Newsthe basis of the information presently of any regulation of the Commission
authorized by the Act.
available to it, that the lease agreepapers and the Constitution will from all time sales. In addition
This will advise you that unless you
ment in question amounts to a violaFlint Transcast agreed to assume
surrender to FCC for cancellation
submit a properly verified statement
tiontions
of Sec.
of transfers
the CommunicaAct in 310(b)
that it
to the by
June 19, 1950, showing clearly that
its permit for WCON, assigned 5 all operating and maintenance exFlint Transcast Co., without prior Advertisers
Press Inc., as licensee of
kw on 550 kc.
penses and to keep the facilities in Commission
consent, rights and duties WAJL-FM, has regained the exclusive
which
are
by
law
properly
exclusive
good
condition,
the
Commission
use
and
operation
of the station, the
At midnight May 31 WCON's
to a radio licensee. The Commission
sanction of revocation as authorized by
ABC affiliation is to switch to stated.
is further of the opinion that the operSec.
312(a)it will
this
showing,
will be
be ordered.
necessary Asto to
supply
by theamounts
Flint TransWGST Atlanta, now a Mutual outThe lease, good for one year and
castationCo.of WAJL-FM
under the lease
to an the Commission with verified copies
let, owned by the Georgia Institute
with option to renew for nine oneunlicensed operation in violation of of any and all documents and papers
Sec. 301 of the Communications Act.
of Technology. WSB will retain year periods, further provided that
necessary to effect the required result.
As you knownications ASec.
312(a) that
of the
Comits NBC affiliation.
Upon receipt give
of such
showing
the Comct provides
a station
"programming shall be left solely license may mube
further
revoked for failure by as to whatmission willaction
should
beconsideration
taken with
WCON's assignment is being to the discretion" of Advertisers
the
licensee
to
operate
substantially
respect
to the license of station WAJLFM.
sought by WAGA Atlanta in an ap- Press and that the lessor should
as set forth in the license, or for violaPage 30 • May 22, 1950
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RICHARDS CASE
Cottone Views Re-Opening
FCC General Counsel Benedict P.
Cottone told the Commission last
week that it is under "no legal
obligation" to start the G. A.
(Dick) Richards hearing anew,
but that he has no objection to
such a move.
Mr. Cottone's statement was filed
Monday in response to a petition
by Hugh Fulton, chief trial counsel for Mr. Richards, claiming a
fresh start is essential because of
the death of Examiner J. Fred
Johnson Jr., who conducted the
first phases of the hearing on Mr.
Richards' news policies [Broadcasting, May 15].
"In view of the propensity of petitioners' trial counsel to try this case
everywhere else," Mr. Cottone told the
Commission, "it should be made clear
beyond the possibility of confusion
that he is being afforded the fullest
opportunity to try this case before
the Commission and accordingly, no
objection is interposed by the General
Counsel to the grant of a de novo
hearing.''
Mr. Cottone said the Richards
petition, in citing precedents for
the grant of a new start, overlooked the Administrative Procedure Act which "clearly contemplates completion of a hearing by
another examiner where the first
examiner becomes unavailable."
"However," he continued, "in view
of the fact that applicants appear to
feel strongly that there should be a
hearing de novo, and since the General Counsel does not want applicants
to have any possible basis for a
belief that they have not had the full
and fair hearing to which they are
most certainly entitled, the General
Counsel is agreeable to a grant of a
hearing de novo as a matter of policy."
Background of Case
The hearing, dealing with
charges that Mr. Richards instructed staff members of his
KMPC Los Angeles to slant news
against the late President Roosevelt, members of his family, and
certain minority grourjs, is slated
to resume June 5. Three weeks
of the hearing, all devoted to
presentation of FCC's case, were
held in March. Since Judge Johnson's death, Examiner J. D. Cunningham has been designated to
take over the case.
Counsel for Mr. Richards claim
that Examiner Cunningham will
be unable to judge the credibility
I of the witnesses FCC has prej sented against Mr. Richards, un. less he personally hears them
testify.
The case involves license renewal applications of all three of
Mr. Richards' stations — KMPC,
WGAR Cleveland, and WJR De; troit— as well as his plan to set ur>
; a trusteeship to control the three
outlets.
FIRST Japanese edition of Radio &
Television News, with Japanese rights
leased to Seibundo-Shinkoshaco Pub.
Co., Tokyo, published recently. Magazine is shortened and carries local advertising.
BROADCASTING

AMONG

those at the May session of New Jersey Broadcasters Assn. in Atlantic City [Broadcasting, May 8]
were (I to r): Seated, Ivon Newman, WVNJ Newark; Harry
Goodwin, WNJR Newark; Fred Bernstein, Estelle Feiner,
both of WTTM Trenton; Ranulf Compton WKDN Camden, vice president of NJBA; Carl Mark, WTTM, NJBA
president; Charles O'Neil, WNJR; Mary Haines, WCAM
Camden; Mrs. William Maron, William Maron, WPOE
HOOVER'S
VIEW
Tobey Demands Statement
SEN. CHARLES W. TOBEY (RN. H.) last Monday called on
Herbert Hoover to "speak out
specifically and unequivocably" on
President Truman's FCC and other
reorganization plans up for Senate
consideration
arate story) . last week (see sepIn a telegram to the former
President and chairman of the
commission to study government
reorganization, Sen. Tobey noted
that "group after group has sponsored resolutions of disapproval"
and wondered whether arguments
raised against the plans are
"valid." He f u r.t h e r observed
charges that the proposals are
"not in line with Hoover Commission recommendations" ; "establish
dictators of Commission chairmen," and "delegate powers of
Sen. Tobey said many Senators,
Congress."
not members of the Executive Expenditures Committee which has
considered the plans, are "not in
a position to determine the fine
points of these arguments."
". . . The climate to reorganize
is daily growing more unfavorable

Elizabeth; Dave Freedman, Sam Aloytz, both WMID
Atlantic City; standing, Arnold Snyder, WTTM; Fred
Weber, WFPG Atlantic City; James L. Howe, WCTC
New Brunswick, NJBA past president; George Croy,
WMTR Morristown; Charles Scully, WAAT Newark;
Willard Schriver, John Cleary, both WCAM; Martin Pollins, Joe O'Hara, both Bridge
WNJR,ton. and Paul Alger, WSNJ

under the incessant hammering of
these special groups, both within
and Mr.
without
the government," he
told
Hoover.
UN OBSERVANCE
NBC To Spearhead Week
NBC, in cooperation with the National Education Assn., and the
American Assn. for the United Nations, will again spearhead the
observance of United Nations
Week, Oct. 16-24, in which 80 to
100 other national organizations,
including NAB, NAM and U. S.
Chamber of Commerce as well as
the national AFL and CIO bodies,
will also cooperate.
Theme of this year's UN week
will be "Today's Best Hope For
Peace Is UN Plus You" and all
organizations and all media will
be used to tell the American public
how each individual can do his
part by helping UN to stave off a
third world war. Justin Miller,
NAB president, is chairman of the
radio and TV committee, which is
expected
lastairyear's
achievementto ofrepeat
filling the
with
UN programming on Oct. 24, climax of the observance.

NGS*
RATIHomes
SENand Urban
NIELFarm
(Total U. S., Incl. Small-Town,
— and including Telephone and
Non-Telephone Homes)
RANK OF TOP PROGRAMS, EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
—0.3
EXTRA-WEEK, APRIL 9-15, 1950
—0.4
Chang
—Homes
Current Ratings Current Previous
Points
Homes
%
Rank
Rank
(000)
— 3.1
Program
21.9
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
2
3
Godfrey's
Talent& Scouts
(CBS) ..
19.1
16.7
3
5
Fibber McGee
Molly (NBC)
8,913
7,774
16.5
4
6
You Bet Your Life (CBS)
6-593
6,797
5
2
Jack
Benny
(CBS)
,
.
.
6.553
16.2
16.1
6
16
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
6,716
16.0
7
+ 0.0
1.0
129
My Friend Irma (CBS)
15.8
8
26
Mr. Keen (CBS)
15.6
9
Mystery
Theatre
(CBS)
+1.3
6,512
6,431
15.1
10
20
Dr. Christian (CBS)
6,349
+ 2.0
NOTE: Number of h omes is obtained by applying the
6,146
'homes
(%) to 40,700,000the 1950 estimate of Total United States Radio Homes."NIELSEN-RATING'
+ 2.5
1.0
(*)
reached during all or any part of the program, except for
listening+ onl"
1 toHomes
5 IT inutes.
1.5
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
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ABC

STOCK

Anderson Sells 6,000 Shares
KARL E. ANDERSON, ABC vice
president and member of the board,
sold 6,000 shares of his ABC stock
in April, it was learned last week.
Mr. Anderson is the third among
ABC officers and directors to sell
ABC stock during April, when
prices of the shares on the New
York Stock Exchange rose sharply.
Others were Charles C. Barry,
ABC vice president in charge of
programs, who sold 500 shares of
his stock, making his holdings
total 501 shares [Broadcasting,
April 24], and Owen D. Young,
honorary chairman of the board of
General Electric and member of
the ABC board of directors, who
sold 5,000 shares of his ABC stock
[Broadcasting, May 15]. Mr.
Young retained 5,000 ABC shares.
Mr. Barry joins NBC June 5.
Mr. Anderson still holds 9,000
ABC shares.

EM CHANNELS
FCC Puts Changes Aside
PROPOSAL to reallocate certain
FM channels in Gadsden, Ala.,
Wilmington, Philadelphia and Baltimore was dropped for the present
time by FCC last week. Initiated
last November, these proposed
changes were withheld when final
action was taken in January on a
number of other reallocations
[Broadcasting, Jan. 30].
FCC dropped its plan to add
Channel 226 to Gadsden and
switch Channel 293 for 294 in
Baltimore. Similarly, FCC dropped
its proposal to delete Channels 243,
279 and 295 from Philadelphia and
substitute them for Channels 229.
241 and 297 at Wilmington.
WAMS-FM and WDEL-FM Wilmington would have been required
to change frequencies. FCC indiproposed revisions are
cated the study.
still under
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Still a Seven-Man Team
BY ITS REJECTION of President Truman's
plan to concentrate FCC's administrative and
executive functions in the Chairman (see story
this issue), the Senate has made clear that it
wants the Commission's business run by seven
Commissioners, not a Snow White and six
dwarfs.
We judge it a commendable and far-sighted
decision, chiefly because it minimizes — insofar
as it is possible to do so without specific, affirmative action — the risks which always lurk
where powers are concentrated.
It is not enough to say the powers would
not be used unwisely or arbitrarily in the
present regime. So long as the qualities and
tempers of future chairmen and future commissioners are unknown and unknowable, it is
unwise to court even the possibility of oneman dominance.
Credit for defeat of the President's plan
can be shared by many — the NAB, whose Government Relations Director Ralph W. Hardy
was notably and effectively active; the broadcasters who responded to NAB's call; the Federal Communications Bar Assn.'s executive
committee, and, in the Senate itself, Chairman Ed Johnson (D-Col.) of the Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee and Chairman E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) of the radio
subcommittee, who carried the ball with telling
Is effect.
It is significant, we think, that the Commission itself was divided. Chairman Wayne
I Coy and Comr. E. M. Webster found the plan
meritorious, capable of freeing commissioners
from minutia and enabling them to concentrate on the Commission's real business.
Comr. Rosel Hyde, on the other hand, took the
long-range vhw that there would be too few
curbs to eliminate "the danger of one-man
control" in the future. Comr. George E. Sterling considered the plan sufficiently similar to
the Chairman's present authority to be "unneces ary" as a matter of legislation.
Even if the President's plan were identical
to FCC's modus operandi in every respect,
we would have to challenge it as legislation.
The Commission can un-do a thing of its own
making; legislation is more permanent.
Those who figured in it can take pride in the
present victory. But it is no time for sitting
on laurels. There is a McFarland Bill to reorganize the FCC. It may have flaws, but it
is headed in the right direction. It has passed
the Senate. It should be pushed through the
House — at this session.

Radio's Heart Beats
THE AGENDA for the annual convention of
the Radio Mfrs. Assn. to be held June 5-9 in
Chicago has a familiar and nostalgic ring.
RMA is going to reorganize, and acquire a
formidable national figure as its "paid" president. Thus it will be organized along lines
of the NAB, the Motion Picture Assn. and
numerous other trade groups which have gone
outside their own bailiwicks for leadership.
The broadcasters and telecasters wish RMA
well. RMA, after all, is their "circulation"
department. And, were it not for the broadcasters and telecasters, who supply the programs, there would probably be no RMA — a
point which many manufacturers may have
overlooked in the past. Most of them, however,
are doing much better -with TV, through the
use of both aural and visual radio to merchanPage 34
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dise their products.
The convention will mark the retirement of
Bond Geddes after 23 years of stewardship as
executive vice president, general manager and
secretary. He has served valiantly. He carried
the association through lean years of depression. He departs for a well-earned respite
when his membership is riding the crest of a
TV boom that places it in the forefront of all
industry.
RMA and NAB have worked together on
some projects, but not as effectively as the
natural affinity of the two groups would appear
to dictate. The outstanding example has been
National Radio (and now TV) Week. The
notable successes of the last two years are
ascribable principally to team-work of three
men: Gifted W. B. McGill of Westinghouse
who spawned the idea; inspired Robert K.
Richards of NAB, and intelligent, resourceful
James D. Secrest, of RMA. (It is sheer coincidence that Messrs. Richards and Secrest
got their boot training in Washington radio on
this journal, and that the editor and publisher
of Broadcasting broke into newspaper work
under Bond Geddes, at the Associated Press.)
We have no doubt that NAB-RMA collaboration will be more effective henceforth. A new
mutuality of interest has developed by virtue of
TV. There are common regulatory problems.
And manufacturers at long last are learning
that radio and TV can deliver sales faster and
cheaper than other media.
There's an opportunity at the upcoming convention for RMA to perform a real service for
its radio contemporaries. The April NAB convention passed a resolution requesting TV set
manufacturers to install FM tuners in all sets.
It costs but a few cents, and it performs a
real service. It will pay long-ran°;e dividends.
Broadcasters extend to their RMA brethren
every good wish for a successful convention and
a painless reorganization which will bring inspired leadership. If proof be needed as to the
blood relationship of the two associations, it
may be found on the agenda. FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy, who was principal speaker at the
NAB convention in April, holds that honored
spot for the RMA too.
TV

Wins

Its Case

THE JORDAN SURVEY of television influence on sports attendance, which is reported
elsewhere in these pages, is the kind of sober
and intelligent research that is desperately
needed to restore perspectives about the newest
invention in entertainment.
Too many scatterbrained conclusions have
been leaped at by proprietors of other amusements who, acting on inadequate information
or no information at all, have adopted policies
antagonistic to television. The members of the
Big Ten, for example, having only a few weeks
ago barred television from their football
games, must now wonder if their decision was
sound.
The Jordan survey shows that last year
although more college games in the Big Ten
area were telecast than in any other region
a higher percentage of the colleges in that
area recorded increases in game attendance
than colleges anywhere else. It would be hard
for the most witless arithmetician to add these
figures up to any conclusion save that television not only did not harm the gate but actually may have improved it.
It has become fashionable to blame television
for any unpleasant development that is not
otherwise easily explained. Investigations
like the Jordan survey serve to abate
such witch-doctor thinking. We hope more
of them will be undertaken to examine television's influence not only on sports but also on
all the social behavior patterns it has been
accused of either wrecking or degrading.

SYDNEY

ROSLOW

The Pulse
ROSLOW,
SYDNEY
IFInc.,
were asked
to sum head
up hisof career
in a
single sentence, that sentence might well
read: "I started out with an idea for a radio
program and wound up with a successful radio
research
business."
While this
one-sentence biography is necessarily an over-simplification of the Roslow
story, it is essentially true.
It started in 1941 when young Dr. Roslow,
who had been employed in market research at
the Psychological Corp., was imbued with the
idea that a weekly report on what the average
New Yorker was thinking about would make a
good radio program. And that a good name
for the program would be The Pulse of New
York.
So he started the rounds of New York radio
stations. As his friends were mainly station
research executives, he found himself listening
to complaints about the shortcomings of the
telephone techniques employed by the major
audience measurement firms instead of himself explaining the virtues of his program idea.
The result of his station visits was that he
temporarily shelved tne program to embark on
a house-to-house personal interview survey of
the listening habits of the radio families of
greater New York.
This was in April 1941 and during the spring
and summer Dr. Roslow conducted three or
four experimental studies in audience research,
perfecting the roster technique with the financial support of a half-dozen broadcasting organizations. In October, taking the name of
his proposed radio program, he launched The
Pulse of New York as a new audience research
organization, with four of his summer clients as
reguTar subscribers. This quartet — NBC, CBS,
WNEW
scribers. and WOV— are today still Pulse subThe technique then used is substantially the
same as that which the Pulse uses today.
In the intervening years the sample size has
been increased, the number of day-parts stepped
up from three to four and the quota sample
system, which starts with a preconceived sample comprising the correct proportions of economic and other groups, changed to a probability sample method. This involves the random selection of every nth family in the area
to be surveyed so that, while nothing is known
in advance about any individual family, the
overall sample is representative of all families
in the area.
Personal interviews and a house-to-house
survey with a scientifically selected sample are
(Continued on page 70)
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Underwriters to make its awards for public service in fire

prevention. As in past years, these citations include —
A GOLD MEDAL to the radio station for the campaign
which has been most effective in the fight against fire
in its community.
HONOR

AWARDS to five radio stations for distinguished achievement through their campaigns.

In reporting the news, hundreds of America's
tions, through the years, have been close to
stories and appalling property losses due to
has made them keenly conscious of the need

radio stathe tragic
fires. This
for public

education in fire prevention and they have made invaluable contributions toward this end. They have been behind the drive for modern fire fighting equipment and
more effective fire departments . . . behind the drive for
better fire safety laws . . . stimulated the work of civic
organizations . . . made millions of listeners more aware
of fire hazards in their homes ... at their jobs ... on
their farms.
Through the constant work of these radio stations
thousands of lives have been saved.
For this work in the public interest the National Board
of Fire Underwriters joins with the grateful citizens of
America to pay you homage.

TO

RADIO

for
in

the

a job
interest

and

GOLD

MEDALIST

Station KANS
Wichita, Kansas
This station made ever)' week Fire Prevention Week in Wichita. It built a fire
safety campaign around die nightly suggestion of news commentator, George
Gow, "to check your home against fire
before going to bed." A red check-mark
was made the symbol of the campaign,
and 40,000 stickers bearing the checkmarks were distributed to homes by
school children. The station also enrolled 2,000 listeners in a KANS Fire
Brigade in a voluntary movement to inspect homes and other buildings.

well

done

of America

Americans

HONOR
AWARDS
for fire protection campaigns of unusual merit
WEBR, Buffalo, N. Y.— For its mass fire drill for all schools in Buffalo and Western
New York, its weekly fire department program, and its year-around fire prevention
campaigns.
WJEF, Grand Rapids, Mich.— For originating a special Saturday morning program
for children to promote fire safety consciousness, and emphasizing the cause of local
fires in newscasts.
KONO, San Antonio, Texas — For its daily broadcasts describing the fire alarms of
the previous 24 hours in human, real life terms, including the errors which had caused
the fires.
KELO, Sioux Falls, S. D.— For its year-around campaign against farm fires, which
included 1,033 sPot announcements, 55 special programs, and 150 announcements in
newscasts.
KSYC, Yreka, Calif.— For aiding volunteer fire fighters by interrupting its programs
and giving the location of fires, and for its effective campaign against forest fires.
Judges

Ted Cott, Vice-President and Director of Programs, WNEW, New York City
Barry Mahool, Radio Director, American Heritage Foundation
Gerald Maulsby, Manager of Broadcasts, Columbia Broadcasting System

NATIONAL
BOARD
OF
FIRE
UNDERWRITERS
Public Service Organization of the Capital Stock Fire Insurance Companies
85 John Street, N. Y. 7, N. Y. • 222 West Adams St., Chicago 6, III. • 1014 Merchants Exchange, San Francisco 4, Calif.
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AN

EVALUATION

Loyet

BMB

Compares

and then generally inside relatively
high signal strength contours.
Practically all of these factors can
be taken into account today but
the calculations and presentation
of the data is very laborious and
complicated. Not only that, but
when finished it does not take into
account the individual listener
himself, who not always having
"free choice," and perhaps not
knowing any better, thinks it is
good. In a way he is like the
bumblebee who, according to areodynamics experts, hasn't enough
wing area to fly, but not knowing
this, goes ahead and flies anyway.
At the other extreme, the engineering study does not generally
provide information on competing
stations' signal strengths. One is
not apt to listen very long to a
definitely inferior signal. As an
example, most city dwellers stick
closely to their local stations regardless of sizeable signals from
outside (Milwaukee vs. Chicago).
We know these extremes are existent and are too complicated to

ularly" (Whan) or "Regular Listening" (NBC) in a comparison
study of the three surveys published in Broadcasting (Feb. 24,
1947). While the questions in
themselves seem very different
psychologically, they evidently elicit very similar response from the
listener. He seems to immediately
name a station he can depend on
as far as actual coverage is concerned. This conjecture should
therefore have some correlation
with engineering data.
Cites Engineering Studies
Prior to BMB the only uniform
coverage studies were engineering
ones and they were uniform only
on basis of signal strength. They
generally lacked several engineering factors such as noise and unwanted radio interference, both cochannel and adjacent channel.
What" seemed needed by the engineer was not only signal strength
but the ratio of the "wanted"
signal to the "unwanted." This
ratio unfortunately required some

THIS article by Paul Loyet is an excellent presentation of the results of a
careful study of the BMB data relating to his station. The technique he has
used — that of relating his BMB data to other things he knows about his station— is one that should be employed by every station. It is foolhardy to
accept a measurement merely because it gives one a high standing or rating.
It is equally shortsighted to reject a measurement simply because it does not
put one in first place.
Mr. Loyet's engineering background has accustomed him to a reliance on
facts and he realizes that facts sometimes contradict each other and must
be reconciled. This imposes a requirement of objectivity which it is hard for
many to attain. When it is attained, as in the case of this article, facts are
made clear and presented in such an array that everyone can examine them
and come to his own conclusions.
Everything possible should be done to encourage other similar careful examinations ofthe BMB data. BROADCASTING is to be congratulated for making
this possible.
Kenneth H. Baker
NAB Director of Research
Acting Director, BMB
0<
standardizing since "the ability to handle by engineering alone.
If we can show the divergence of
listen" might be a long way from
"pleasurable listening."
these listener "extremes" by more
For instance, engineering comabout a mean "renmittees have found that a wide practical means,
gineering curve of some sort, • our
cross-section of people, if given problem becomes simpler. The enfree choice, prefer a signal to noise
gineering curve can then be deratio exceeding 100 to 1. This ratio
pended on for coverage information
is exceeded in parts of the U.S. for without worrying about program
a certain percentage of the year impact.
At the same time, we
^

100

%

ft

should glean some information
about the effects of program material, competing signals, necessity
of signal to noise ratios, etc. Since
BMB is one source of such practical listening data it should provide these answers.
Figure 1 is a scattergram of
BMB daytime "Total Weekly Audience" percentages applied to the
various counties against the distance from the center of the county
to the location of the WHO transmitter. Each point thus represents
a lot of listeners. The open dots
represent counties within the state
of Iowa, the black ones counties
outside of Iowa. The dotted curve
is the root mean square value of
the white dots representing counties within the state of Iowa. The
solid curve is representative of all
of the dots on the page.
Ability to Listen
These two curves indicate several things. First, of course, both
curves pass through the 50% BMB
ordinate at approximately the 0.5
millivolt line. It would appear,
therefore, that the 50% BMB figure, aside from its own average
F/ ...
value has significance
when related
to engineering concepts of ability to
listen. The scattered points produce a field strength curve but individually are highly influenced by
program and other factors. The
Hr curve it'~'.| measured field strength
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By PAUL A. LOYET
Vice President-Resident Manager
WHO Des Moines, Iowa
THE RECENT release of the 1949
BMB study has already brought
forth numerous articles regarding
it, some pro and some con but none
overenthusiastic. This might also
describe the 1949 subscribers since
there was no whole-hearted reception of the 1946 study. Most subscribers seem to have felt it at
least was common to all broadcasters and its technique was generated by advertisers and advertising agency representatives as well
as broadcasters. This lethargic
feeling is bad for radio.
BMB was not a casually thought
up study but one which seemed necessary to the whole industry. The
early committees were well represented by acute students of all of
the older measurement techniques
and the calibre of these men suggests they should have evolved
something useful. Unfortunately,
few have come up to defend the
real value of the study aside from
its uniformity. The purpose of
this article is to examine BMB in
the light of other knowledge and
i see if this expensive tool can be
evaluated more closely.
Many Questions Raised
The publication of the 1946 study
brought on all sorts of "use" questioning. Just what did the percentages mean? Which should be
used ? Was there a primary, secondary, or even a tertiary coverage
defined by percentage and if so,
where? Were enough and the right
questions asked the listener? And
so on.
The release of the second study
has provoked even more controversy since there are more percentage figures. In addition to the
published ones, BMB itself suggests another weighted one labeled
"Average Daily Audience." This
despite the fact that the county
figures are presumably not
weighted within the county.
Many researchers in 1946 worried about the single response of
. "Listened to Once a Week" as being too nebulous an answer for
careful circulation appraisal. Response to this question was shown
to be very similar to "Heard Reg-
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self would better serve to indicate
coverage.
The disparagement between the
dotted and solid curves indicates
a definite loyalty trend. There is
no doubt that a listener is prejudiced in several ways in favor of
his local station, whether state or
city. This undoubtedly is due to
pride, and the program specialties
peculiar to the region's requirements. Local news handling is
typical of this interest. There certainly is no doubt as to the divergence of these curves since a little
later on it will be noticed that the
same thing occurs on the BMB "6
or Note
7 Days
next Weekly."
that the 90% to 100%
BMB penetration occurs generally
within the 2.0 millivolt line, which
represents an approximate 100 to
1 signal to noise ratio in the state
of Iowa on a year around basis.
In this area, generally, the high
signal is sufficient to over-ride not
only noise but other forms of interference and results in a marked
degree of fidelity.
Figure 2 is the same type of
diagram derived from the 1949
Iowa Radio Audience Survey, conducted by Dr. Forest L. Whan of
the U. of Wichita. The Iowa curves
are remarkably alike again despite
the fact that IRAS used the "Heard
Regularly" question as it has for
many years past. We thus have a
distinct correlation between the
daytime BMB "Total Weekly Audience" and the Whan "Heard
Regularly" studies.
Figure 3 is a graph similar to
Figure 1 but of the BMB column
"6 or 7 Days Weekly." This curve
supplies additional data on listening. The 50% BMB "Daily Audience" figure is applicable near the
1.0 millivolt line, and inside of the
0.5 millivolt contour a 25% BMB
audience can listen daily. Here, as
mentioned before, is a distinctive
showing on state or local loyalty.
It would appear therefore that
the "Total Weekly Audience" and
the "6 or 7 Days Weekly" figures
bear a close relationship to previously used data, engineering- or
listener-wise. Similarly, "The Total
Weekly" figure serves to validate
the 1946 BMB study.
Summing up, BMB is not only
a useful tool to substantiate coverage, but provides a measure of
"extremes" not easily susceptible
to engineering appraisal. With fair
exactness it shows that:
1. The average person can listen
"once a week" inside the 0.5 mv/m
contour regardless of other factors.
2. The average person can listen
"daily" inside the 1.0 mv/m contour regardless of other factors.
3. Field strength alone has merit
as a coverage indicator without
"wanted" to "unwanted" signal
factors.
4. Field strength has more merit
as a coverage indicator than listener surveys.
5. Of all BMB percentages, 50%
is most easily related to field
strength.
6. There is definite local listener
loyalty.
7. That both 1946 and 1949 BMB
questions elicit useful answers.
BROADCASTING
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SINDLINGER
SINDLINGER & Co., Philadelphia,
sis field with new clients and a new
problems.
That was the announcement last
Albert E. Sindlinger. The company, which for 22 months operated Radox, audience measurement
system, closed doors about a month
ago because of financial losses and
lack of satisfactory response to its
circulation of the Radox reports
[Broadcasting, May 1].
Mr. Sindlinger told Broadcasting that the radio picture in regard to inroads made by TV has
been clouded by conflicting reports.
He said he has found discrepancies
in surveys made on the audience
share of TV sets-in-use. In addition, Mr. Sindlinger said, the stress
has been on TV vs. radio rather
than television vs. time.
Subsequently, the firm, which
plans to specialize in qualitative
research and media analysis, will
study habits of television set owners and the "effect that television
has on reading, motion picture attendance and radio," Mr. Sindlinger explained. From his own
experience, he said, some heavy
users of radio "are getting excited" over the "survey which
claimed Baltimore is the greatest
TV town" [Telecasting, May 1].
Concern Premature
However, he said, such concern
is premature and unfair to radio.
Mr. Sindlinger made the following
points which he said will be
brought out in detailed analyses by
his company:
1. It is not the presence of a TV
set in a home that is significant
but the way it is used — what
leisure or "entertainment" time
is consumed.
2. Research in the past has shown
that even after TV is in the home,
"radio comes back."
Mr. Sindlinger said his firm had
gathered much material while
sampling Philadelphia homes. This
data will be compiled and combined
with additional information.
First clients for the qualitative
studies, he disclosed, are the four
radio networks— ABC, CBS, MBS
and NBC— DuMont TV Network,
Paramount Pictures and Philadel-
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CHANNEL
206
FCC Proposes UN Use
RESERVATION of FM Channel
206 (89.1 mc) in the New York
area for use by the United Nations
was proposed by FCC last week.
The Commission would amend its
rules to prevent any assignment
which wouldterferencecause
inwith the objectionable
UN station. The
outlet would broadcast proceedings
of the UN and other related programs. Comments were invited to
be filed with FCC by June 19.
The Commission notice stated
FCC had received a letter last November from Durward V. Sandifer,
Acting Assistant Secretary of State
for United Nations Affairs, in
Audience Analysis Firm
which the Commission was requested to take no action which
Resumes Business
might jeopardize the availability of
is back in the radio audience analy- an FM channel for the UN.
It was indicated negotiations are ,
approach to the radio-TV industry's
underway to establish the necessary formal agreement between the
Tuesday from the firm's president,
United States and the UN looking
★
toward installation and operation
phia stations KYW WCAU WDAS
of an FM station in the new headWFIL WIP WPEN.
quarters of the UN in New York.
Radox — a system whereby inEarlier Letter
stantaneous radio-TV audience
The State Dept. communication
measurements are taken — will be
continued in operation but on a referred to an earlier letter about
the UN station addressed to FCC
limited scale. The telephone com1948 by Maj. Gen. Frank E.
pany in Philadelphia had not dis- in
Stoner,
chief communications
connected Sindlinger's Radox lines engineerthen
for the UN and now a
which were sampling 342 homes
owning 542 radio and 132 TV sets. consulting engineer with Weldon
& Carr in Seattle [Broadcasting,
Sampling now will be made on spe10]. Gen. Stoner told the
cial request and will not be pub- April
Commission the UN contemplated
lished.
the establishment of an FM broadFollowing discontinuance of his
cast station which would broadcast
service, Mr. Sindlinger said he was
programs
in English. These proapproached by motion picture,
grams, itwas explained, would con- ]
magazine and radio-TV interests,
sist of running commentaries of
who asked him to consider the posimportant meetings in the Council
sibility of making qualitative
chambers and the General Asstudies.
sembly and periodic news.
Qualitative Reports
The UN station would program
Mr. Sindlinger said that his about 12 hours per day, Gen. Stoner
FCC, and would be located on
original intention, when he left the told
the 40th floor of the Secretariat
Gallup public
or- building now under construction.
ganization opinion
almost three survey
years ago,
was to service clients with qualita- In 1948 it was estimated the building would be completed in early
tive reports. "Now after all this
1950. FCC's proposed reservation
time, we are finding out that that's specifies effective radiated power of
what people wanted to know in the 20 kw with antenna height above
first place," he said.
average terrain of 500 ft.
. The "half -billion dollar radio inThe formal agreement to au- ■
dustry" is in serious straights, he thorize
the FM station must be ■
said, "if advertisers believe that made pursuant to the 1947 legislaTV is pushing radio listening out
tion which constitutes the agreement between the U. S. and the UN
of
the he
homes
cities,"
a belief
which
does innotbighold
as accurate,
for establishment and functioning
adding that "not all of the time of the UN headquarters district in
consumed by TV listening is comNew York. Section 4 of this law .
(Public Law 357, 80th Congress, 1st
ing from radio."
Meanwhile
the $2.5 million court Session, 61 Stat. 759) pertains to
action against A. C. Nielsen Co. communications facilities.
and C. E. Hooper Inc. by his comThis section provides for establishment and operation of shortwave equippany will continue to be pressed,
ment,phone
for radiotelegraph,
radioteleMr. Sindlinger said. The damage
radioteletype, radiotelephoto
and
similar
services;
one point-to-point
suit filed in a U. S. District Court
circuit
between
the UN
in New York
last month against the Nielsen and
and the UN office in Geneva for the exclusive exchange of broadcasting proHooper firms charged them with
grams and microwave,
interoffice communic?itic:'-;:
low
power
or ipvi
"malicious and unlawful interfer- frequency facilities for medium
commv
in
the
headquarters
district
itself:
c
ence" with Sindlinger's business
point-to-point facilities under cc
rights, and accused the Nielsen tions
similar to that for U. S. amateur
company of an illegal filing of operation, arid "such other radio facilities as may be specified by supplemental agreement between the United
patent
applications
[Broadcasting, April
3].
Nations and the appropriate American
authorities."
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HIT
FCC
A CHARGE that FCC refused to
cooperate with a Congressional
committee was raised last week by
committee staff members.
In a memorandum entered into
the record of hearings on the President's plans to "reorganize" FCC
and other agencies (see story page
26), they asserted that "the Commissioner," presumably Chairman
Wayne Coy, "countermanded" delivery of information they had requested.
They said Mr. Coy subsequently
sent them a letter but that it was
"silent" on the point on which they
had particularly requested information.
FCC's Reasoning
Failure of FCC to deliver the material they sought was ascribed to
the fact that Chairman Coy had
just testified before the committee
on the subject of the reorganization plan "and that a scrutiny of his
testimony would disclose those facts
which we sought."
But his testimony did not cover
all the points on which they needed
information, they asserted.
The memorandum was signed by
Thomas A. Sappington, professional staff member with the Senate
Committee on Expenditures in the
NCAB
SESSION
Annual Meet Opens Today
ANNUAL convention of the North
Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
opened today (Monday) at Carolina Inn, Chapel Hill. The twoday session was called to order by
Robert Wallace, WOHS Shelby,
NCAB president.
Highlights scheduled for today's
program include address of welcome by W. D. Carmichael Jr., acting president, U. of North Carolina; showing of NAB-BAB film,
"Lightning That Talks"; luncheon
address, "Trend in Music Licenses,"
by Robert Burton, vice president,
Broadcast Music Inc.; discussion
of NCAB group insurance plan by
James Vincent, Pilot Life Insurance Co., Greensboro; address on
"Taking Another Look at North
Carolina's Use Tax Law," by W. C.
Harris Jr., Raleigh attorney; cocktail party hosted by WDNC WSSB
WTIK Durham, WPTF WRAL
Raleigh. Also scheduled is a banquet at 7 :30 p.m.
Tomorrow's activities will open
with an address by Andrew G.
Haley, Washington attorney, on
"Broadcaster's Responsibility Toward Airing Controversial Issues";
talk on "Foresight Will Minimize
Construction and Operating Costs
in Radio and Television Stations,"
;3 by Rodney Chipp, director of engineering, DuMont TV Network; address by Harold Essex, WSJS
Winston-Salem, District 4 director
of
NAB, on
NAB";
luncheon
and"What
tour About
of Morehead
Planetarium. Concluding event
will be a business session \"ith Mr.
Wallace presiding.
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Hill Group

Charges

Executive Departments, which conducted the hearings, and approved
by Staff Director Walter L. Reynolds.
The memo dealt with the authority which the chairmen of the
agencies in question — FCC, Interstate Commerce Commission, Federal Trade Commission and Federal
Power Commission — would have in
the selection of hearing examiners
and other personnel if the President's plan were put into effect.
The question had been raised during the hearings [Broadcasting,
May 1]. To get specific information the staff queried the four agencies and the Civil Service Commission. Of FCC, the memo said in
Of :the live agencies from which inpart
formation was required in the compilation of this memorandum, only
the FCC has declined to cooperate.
In view of the necessity for expeditious accumulation of the data
herein, the staff made request by telephone for the several reports required. We are advised by the FCC
that the material requested by us
had been prepared but the delivery
thereof was countermanded by "the
Commissioner," understood to be Mr.
Wayne Coy, the Commission Chairman.
The reason given for this countermanding is that Mr. Coy had testified
on Tuesday, April 25, 1950 before this
committee with respect to Reorganization Plan No. 11 of 1950 and that a
scrutiny of his testimony would disclose those facts which we sought.
The staff of this committee has not
only also
read been
Mr. in
Coy's
testimonyat but
had
attendance
the
time of its personal delivery. Although there is not available therefrom complete information as required for this memorandum, in view

Lock of Cooperation
of the declination of the FCC to comply with our request it is necessary
that we extract from the testimony
and from other sources such pertinent data as may be available. . . .
Since the original advice from the
FCC, referred to in the first paragraph of this section, a letter has
been received confirming the [memorandum's] statement of the personnel appointment situation there. However, the staff had, in each verbal
request to the several agencies involved in this memorandum, emphasized the Committee's interest in the
appointment of hearing examiners.
Mr. Coy's letter is silent as to that
segment of the Commission's staff.
The Committee staff concluded
that it did not have available information on "whether or not the
positions of hearing examiners are
included in that particular group
whose appointments must be submitted to the Commission for approval" under the ill-fated reorganization plan.
Present Operation Outlined
It was pointed out that FCC's
present
"substantially"
the
sameoperation
as that isprovided
in the
President's proposal.
But, the memo noted, "although
certain staff appointing actions are
now subject to the approval of the
entire Commission," under the
President's plan "those matters
would be under the sole authority
of the Chairman, with the qualification . . . which reserves to the
approval of the entire Commission
the appointment of the heads of
major administrative units and exempts from the plan personnel employed regularly and fulltime in the
immediate offices of the respective
Commissioners."

MARKETS
SUPERse of
Radio Outlined
SUPER MARKET operators can
best expand their business
"through low-cost, word-of-mouth
advertising over the radio," Frank
Reardon, president and general
manager of KBOW Butte, Mont.,
and owner of the largest super
market in the state, asserted in
Chicago last week.
Mr. Reardon outlined how to use
radio at a panel meeting Tuesday
morning during the 13th annual
Super Market Institute, attended
by
6,500
operators from all parts
of the
country.
Mr. Reardon recommended radio
over all other media for super
market owners because (1) it is
fast — "With radio you can always
clean up on any item that would
spoil over a weekend and you can
turn a loss into a profit — and (2)
it sells staple and fair-traded
goods, "andtionally
is advertised
best atand
selling
naknown
Own Experiences
brands."
Discussing his own experiences
with radio before he built KBOW
three and one half years ago, Mr.
Reardon remarked that he had
been in the super market business
15 years and in the grocery business 43 years. He recalled one
success story which concerned a
30,000-pound shipment of cherries
which arrived on a Saturday afternoon and had to be moved fast so
they wouldn't spoil by Monday.
He spotted announcements on a
local station and before 8 p.m. had
sold the entire load. "There is no
other advertising than radio that
will do this for you," he said.
In another instance, he stocked
up on canned goods before the war
and planned to store them in a
warehouse and sell from there with
the help of radio. "I gave floor
space to the first carload, and we
never used the warehouse." As
each carload arrived, it replaced
its predecessor and was emptied
immediately
by purchases of customers.
Registers Run Riot
"We were taking money out of
the store fast enough to pay cash
for the goods as they arrived and
get discounts. We had six cash
registers,
and enough
because wetheyremoved
didn't
work
rapidly
the governors so we could attend
to more customers. We averaged
one burned-out motor a week on

MANIPULATING the switch, Arthur F. Rekart (I), chief engineer, turns on
the KXOK-FM St. Louis new 10 kw transmitter located in the Boatmen's Bank
Bldg. in downtown St. Louis. Robert V. Nicholas, assistant, operates the
control panel. New facilities, in operation since April 27, enable the station
to broadcast with a radiated power of 70 kw in a 17,500 square mile area.
Its new tower rises 574 ft. above street level. KXOK-FM, affiliated with
Transit Radio Inc., broadcasts continuous music-news-weather programs to
1,000 buses and streetcars of the St. Louis Public Service Co.

merchandising his goods, Mr.
theInregisters."
Reardon "always ties in with nationally advertised brands, especially when they are radio-advertised. We have our own radio
spots next to theirs, and place
posters referring to the radio
shows beside merchandise dis-

He recommended that super
market owners "give up private
brands, which meet a stiff sales
resistance, and stick to nationally
advertised brands, which increase
plays."and sales simultaneously."
profits
BROADCASTING
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FIRST 15 HOOPERATING LOS ANGELES, MARCH-APRIL
ALL HOMES
RADIO-ONLY HOMES
TV HOMES
4.
32.8
27.0 Radio
1 . Texaco-Milton Berle
1. Jack Benny*
2. Hopalong
1. Jack
2. Charlie McCarthy*
Cassidy
2.
CharlieBenny*
McCarthy
1_ i
f. ■ i
21.0
3. 1Film-Movies
Radio
(Sun. 8:00-KTLA)
19.0 Radio
28.2
WalterCrosby
Winchell*
3. Walter
Winchell*
Lone
Ranger
4.3. Bing
4.
Bing
Crosby
17.8
21
.1
Radio
16.7 Radio
5. Western
5. Groucho Marx
20.4
5. Red Skelton
Varieties
6. Red Skelton
6. Laurel & Hardy (Sat.-8:30-KTLA)
6. Bob
RadioHope
Theatre
15.7 Radio
7.
7. Chevrolet Feature Theatre
7. Radio Theatre
18.0
20.1
Radio
15.2
8. Harry Owens
Hope
8. Judy Canova
17.6
14.5 Radio
9.8. Bob
13.4
9. Sandy ForDreams
1
7.6
F.
McGee
&
Molly
9.
Louella
Parsons*
10.
Tim McCoyBeany
10. My Friend Irma
10.
Groucho
Marx
12.6 Radio
1 / .3 11. Time
Radio
TV
u. Texaco-M. Berle
11. F. McGee & Molly
13.
16.7
12.6
16.5
12. Louella Parsons*
12.
12. My
Irma
16.2
12.5
Cyclone Malone
BurnsFriend
& Allen
12.4 Radio
13. Judy Canova
Radio 13.
15.2
14. Burns & Allen
12.3 Radio
15.7 14. Suspense
14.
People
Are
Funny
Film-Western (Wed. 7:00-KTSL)
15. Horace Heidt
15. Pinkie Lee
11.6 Radio
15. People Are Funny
16. Our Miss Brooks
14.3
14.3
The Average evening Broadcast Audience This Report is 38.4 down
* Includes first and second broadcast
1.3 from Last Report and down 0.9 from Year Ago.

SALVO
CBS
CBS last week let go its latest promotional salvo, a full-dress presentation which asserts that network
radio delivers more audience per
dollar than either magazines or
newspapers.
The presentation, called "Radio's
Extra Profit Margin," compares
results to be expected from a
$22,000 investment in (1) CBS
network radio, (2) national magazines, (3) newspapers.
The CBS study was first shown
on May 12 to representatives of 56
CBS affiliates meeting in New
York. Their response was described as enthusiastic.
In CBS radio, the presentation
says, $22,000 will reach 12,667,000
prospects — figures arrived at by
computing costs for time and talent on the average CBS half-hour,
evening programs and computing
audience size by applying the most
recent Nielsen Radio Index CBS
evening, half-hour average to the
total radio homes and multiplying
that by the 2.34 persons per set
that C. E. Hooper estimates.
In Life magazine $23,000 will
reach 9,519,000 prospects — figures
reached by computing the cost of
a four-color, full-page ad and using
magazine
audience group study

NAME LOUNSBERRY
Again Heads CBS Affiliates
I. R. LOUNSBERRY, president and
general manager of WGR Buffalo,
has been reelected chairman of the
CBS Affiliates Advisory Board.
E. E. Hill, executive vice president of WTAG j ,
Worcester, was
reelected secretary. In addition
to Messrs. Lounsberry and Hill,
members of the
board are: C. T.
Lucy, WRVA
Richmond; Glenn
Marshall
Jr., Mr. Lounsberry
WMBR Jacksonville; Howard Summerville, WWL
New
Orleans;
Richard Borel,
WBNS Columbus, Ohio; William
Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, la.;
Clyde Rembert, KRLD Dallas;
Clyde Coombs, KROY Sacramento,
Calif. The board met in New York
May 10-12.

BROADCASTING
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Rqdio Gets
figures on average noters of such
an ad per issue.
In newspapers, $22,000 will buy
500-line ads in leading newspapers
in 49 of the biggest cities and will
reach a total of 5,836,000 prospects— figures reached by applying
the percentage of noters per 500
line ad (Analysis of Continuing
Study of Newspapers) against
total readership of the papers.
The CBS presentation points out
that "noting" magazine and newspaper ads creates the largest possible audience figures for those
media and that "average audience"
creates the smallest figures for
radio.
Even with those facts in mind,
the conclusion that radio is cheaper
than magazines and newspapers is
inescapable, according to the presentation.
It points out that the average
$22,000 CBS program delivers 577
listeners per dollar while Life delivers 414 noters per dollar and
newspaper delivers only 263 noters
per dollar.
In the past two years, CBS
points out, television homes grew
from 189,000 to 5,000,000, but
radio homes also grew — from 37,600,000 to 40,700,000. Despite the
growth of television, the average
CBS nighttime sponsor is getting
1,243,000 more listeners per
broadcast now than he got in 1948,
the presentation asserts.
The new CBS presentation, plus
optimistic sales reports from network executives and from stations,
reportedly evoked enthusiasm
among the representatives of the
56 CBS radio station affiliates who
gathered at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel,
New York.
The special meeting was confined
to affiliates situated in television
markets and was designed to invigorate radio activities in those

Mrs. Walter E. Benoit
MRS. WALTER E. BENOIT, wife
of the vice president of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., died
Thursday night in Abbington Memorial Hospital, Philadelphia. She
had been ill for some time. Mrs.
Benoit will be buried this morning
(Monday) from the L. H. Caron &
Son funeral home in Chicopee Falls,
Mass. Services will be held at 9
a.m. in St. George Roman Catholic
Church, Chicopee Falls.

Aud

ience

Per

40.7
35.4
30.7
3130.7.8
26.0
28.0
29.8
i/i o
24.2
23.9
23.6
21.5
20.5
19.5

Dollar

areas where television constitutes
a threat.
A roster of CBS executives,
headed by Frank Stanton, president, addressed the affiliates, and
all had cheering news of rising
billings and audiences to report.
The meeting of the officials from
the 56 affiliates followed a threeday session, also at the Ritz-CarlBoard.ton, of the CBS Affiliates' Advisory
Pioneers Meet May 26
RADIO PIONEERS will hold a
special luncheon May 26 at the
Hotel Roosevelt, New York, at
12:30 p.m. Session has been called
by the group's new president,
Frank E. Mullen, board chairman
of Jerry Fairbanks Inc.
SOUTHWEST

ELECT
New

WEIL
President of FLQN

RALPH N. WEIL, general manager, WOV New York, was elected
president of the Foreign Language
Quality Network Inc. Thursday at
the first meeting of the stockholder
stations of FLQN, held at WOV.
Each of the eight charter member stations is represented on the
board by a vice president, elected
as follows: Patrick J. Stanton,
WJMJ Philadelphia, also elected
chairman of the board; Roy E.
Ferree, WHOD Homestead, Pa.;
Lee C. Mikesell, KSAN San Francisco; Ralph H. Robinson, WACE
Springfield, Mass.; Sam R. Sague,
WSRS Cleveland; E. Douglass
Hibbs, WTEL Philadelphia; Aldo
De Dominicis, WNHC New Haven.
Mr. Hibbs was named secretary;
Mr. De Dominicis, treasurer, and
Claude Barrere, exec, secretary.
Eleven other stations have confirmed their intentions of participating in the development of FLQN
and of becoming stockholders, Mr.
Barrere reported. This permits the
group to offer advertisers outlets
in the two languages with most
widespread national distribution —
Italian and Polish — in 18 markets,
including Boston and Springfield,
Mass.; Providence and Westerly,
R. I.; Hartford-New Britain, New
Haven, New York, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Scranton - Wilkes-Barre,
Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Cleveland,
St. Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee, Los
Angeles and San Francisco.
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CBS Quits NAB
(Continued from page 23)
fold because of opposition to network membership, even as associates, might decide to join the association as a result of last week's
defections.
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive
vice president, said that NBC had
"no plans for withdrawing from
the NAB."
Frank White, president of Mutual, issued a similar statement.
It was learned, however, that
both networks were carefully trying to assess what influence would
be exerted by further network
withdrawals on the operation of
the trade association. The elimination of all four networks and their
owned stations would seriously deplete NAB income, perhaps so seriously as to require complete revamping of the present structure
of the association.
Mr. White, it was learned, will
discuss the question of Mutual's
continuing as an NAB member
with the Mutual board of directors
at its next meeting, scheduled for
i mid-June in New York.
Ream Statement
In announcing the CBS resignation from the association, Joseph
H. Ream, CBS executive vice president, said the question had been
under study for more than a year.
"We have concluded that the
services provided by NAB are
largely duplicated by the services
which we ourselves provide for the
CBS network and the CBS-owned
stations,"
Reambeensaid,
"and the
fact
that weMr.have
members
of
the NAB has led to confusion and
misunderstanding in a number of
areas in which CBS has been active
in its own name.
"It is our belief that the NAB
can and does provide many valuable services to independently
owned stations, and we do not wish
our resignation to be taken as an
example to be followed by any independently-owned station.
"The manifold problems of the
radio industry attest to the need
for a trade association such as the
NAB. The anomaly, however, of
network membership has become
increasingly apparent recently, and

it is for this reason that CBS is
resigning."
The seven CBS-owned stations
whose memberships were resigned
simultaneously with the withdrawal of the network are WCBS
New York, WEEI Boston, KMOX
St. Louis, WBBM Chicago, WCCO
Minneapolis-St. Paul, KNX Los
Angeles and KCBS San Francisco.
ABC's owned and managed stations are WJZ New York. WENR
Chicago, WXYZ Detroit, KGO San
Francisco and KECA Los Angeles.
P&G DROPS QUIZ
Offers Edwards TV Version
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., after
10 years, has cancelled the weekly
NBC Truth or Consequences following the June 14 broadcast, but
made Ralph Edwards, program
packager and m.c, a definite offer
to put that show on TV. Program would be filmed in Hollywood.
Mr. Edwards has reserved decision pending negotiations with another radio sponsor. The AM
show already has been offered to
advertising agencies and their
clients. Should the new radio
sponsor not insist upon video
rights, Mr. Edwards will re-sign
with Procter & Gamble, it was said.
In Hollywood last week to confer with Mr. Edwards were A. N.
Halverstadt, manager of radio and
media division, and Gail Smith,
radio and TV executive, of Procter
& Gamble; Lewis Titterton, vice
president in charge of radio and
TV, and Leonard T. Bush, director
and secretary, both of Compton
Adv. Inc., New York.

ABC

INCOME

UP

TV Billings Are Credited
SPECTACULAR increase in TV
billings, both on the network and
on owned - and - operated stations,
was mainly responsible for the improvement in ABC's first quarter
financial report this year as compared with last [Broadcasting,
May 15], it was pointed out last
week.
According to Publishers Information Bureau, ABC-TV network
gross billings in the first quarter
of 1950 were $784,311. In the same
period last year they were only
$51,299.
The billings of individual ABCowned television stations are not
matters of record, but it is known
they have increased sharply since
the first quarter of last year, and
some of the stations are near the
break-even point.
ABC recorded net income of
$93,000 in the first quarter of 1950,
compared with a net loss of $64,000
in the first quarter of 1949.
Another factor influencing the
improved financial report, it was
said, was rigorous economizing at
the network, both in operations
and personnel. For example,
WJZ-TV New York, key station
of the network, has been telecasting on a five-day-a-week schedule
in recent months, thus saving overhead. Last week it was announced
the station would return to the
seven-day-a-week schedule, an indication ofhow much the television
revenue situation has improved for

RECORDING
NEW standards for disc and tape
recording devices, designed to bring
uniformity in equipment and response, have been approved by an
NAB committee and are being sent
to the industry for comment. The
standards will be added to revised
standards adopted in April 1949.
The Executive Committee of the
NAB
Recording & Reproducing

STANDARDS
Standards Committee has approved
the new standards, originally submitted by project groups. Chairman of the executive group is
Robert M. Morris, ABC. The top
Recording & Reproducing Standards Committee, of which NAB
Engineering Director Neal McNaughten is chairman, comprises
all industry elements having an
interest in recording.
NAB board approval is required
before the standards become effective. The new proposals are to be
submitted to the board in June
along with standards covering magnetic tape reels as well as disc wow
factor, platen size and center hole
which were approved by the top
committee April 15 [Broadcasting, April 24].
Started in 1940

The standards were completely
revised in 1949, but some elements
•
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VIRGINIA ASSN.
year.
Irvington Meet May 25-26
INDUSTRY problems centered in
station operating costs, local promotion and impact of TV will be
discussed by the Virginia Assn.
of Broadcasters at a meeting to be
held May 25-26 at Tides Inn, Irvington, Va. Phil Allen, WLVA
Lynchburg, will preside.
Opening speaker will be Harold
Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C,
newly elected NAB District 4 director. Mr. Essex will discuss
NAB functions. Richard P. Doherty, NAB employe-employer relations director, will discuss NAB's
station cost study and wage-hour
regulations. Keith Kiggins, of
Edward Petry & Co., will review
TV developments.
Station promotion in the local
field will be discussed by Fred
Lowe, promotion manager of
WTAR Norfolk, winding up the
Thursday proceedings. Business
meeting and election of officers are
scheduled Friday.
FIRST QUARTER of 1950 Canadian
radio set sales amounted to 142,650
units as compared to 138,778 in 1949,
Canadian Radio Mfrs. Assn. reports.
Radio inventories increased to 152,639
receivers as against 125,884 before.
NAB

Adoption of recording standards
was started in 1940, leading to virtual worldwide use of many characteristics. The project was suspended by NAB during the war
and then resumed in 1947 by nine
project
Morris. groups under Chairman
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the network.
The better ABC financial record
in the first quarter of 1950 was
achieved despite a severe decline
in radio network billings. PIB reported ABC's gross radio billings
in the first quarter of 1950 were
$10,184,501 compared with $12,152,424 in the same period last

Drafts

Data

in the recording process are still
not standardized.
NAB is considering an oft-heard
proposal that it exclusively produce
and distribute standard reference
recordings, both tape and disc, to
insure maintenance of standards.
Newest additions to the mechanical recording standards provide
clockwise rotation for disc records.
Minimum rumble characteristics
are specified. Specifications for
lateral frequency records are listed,
including physical characteristics,
groove contour, recording level, frequency characteristic, symmetry of
reflected light pattern, recorded
frequencies, noise, distortion and
label information.
Additional standards are provided for magnetic tape recording.
Erasing function is to be applied
to the entire width of the tape.
With present standards for highquality broadcast use set at 15
inches per second, length of tape
is to be 2,400 feet, providing 30
minutes of recording. A secondary
standard of 1,200 feet provides a
30-minute recording time.
Deviation of response is not to
exceed plus or minus 1 db. Detailed specifications are given for
the standard reference tape.
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Return Bout
(Continued from page 23)
Your Life moves from CBS to NBC
next fall in a combined radio-television deal should be decided before this week-end, according to
John Guedel, co-owner and packager with Mr. Marx. The show
has been renewed for another 39
weeks starting next season by
DeSoto-Plymouth on CBS.
NBC is said to have offered Mr.
Marx a guaranteed 10-year deal
with television figuring prominent! ly. CBS, it is understood, is willing
to top any NBC offer.
Networks would buy all rights
to You Bet Your Life. Besides the
services of Mr. Marx, it would
include Mr. Guedel's production
staff. Although neither CBS or
the packagers would reveal the
amount of money involved, Mr.
Guedel said it was "in the millions." Besides offers from NBC
and CBS, he said there "has also
been talk with ABC."
Miss Shore also is considering
bids from NBC to move from CBS
where her radio show now is sponsored by Procter & Gamble. This
offer came from Mr. Trammell
through Mr. Sacks when the latter
! was in Hollywood recently.
Dinah Shore Offer
Mr. Sacks also offered her an
RCA-Victor five-year contract
calling for $400,000. Miss Shore's
current Columbia Records contract, which expires next Jan. 1,
guarantees her $250,000 in five
years. Mr. Paley and Goddard
Lieberson, vice president of Columbia Records, also talked about a
new deal with her, but Miss Shore
reportedly is still considering.
NBC would like to have Red
Skelton back but no TV arrangement can be made because of his
MGM contract which forbids video
appearances. The film studio is
"cold" to television.
There have been talks too with
Jimmy Durante and Phil Cohan,
producer and co-owner of the
NBC-Jimmy Durante Show. Although NBC would like to retain
him, CBS and ABC also would
like to have the comic with TV in
view. He is under contract to
• MGM for another year, but when
that expires he will be free to
make other commitments.
Edgar Bergen was another star,
now appearing on CBS, whose
services were being sought last
week by NBC and RCA Victor.
Mr. Bergen's contract with CBS,
which wooed him away from NBC
a year ago, runs through 1951,
and he has been renewed on CBS
by his sponsor, Coca-Cola.
The primary romancing of Mr.
Bergen was being done by Mr.
Sacks, who seeks him for an RCA
Victor recording contract, but interest also was shown by NBC in
obtaining the ventriloquist for
services after termination of his
CBS and Coca-Cola arrangements.

Congress Awoits Results
PRIMARIES
ON
EYES
actively associated with radio
THE NATION'S solons, with one
will face
in the
dentialvoters
elections. The
terms'52of PresiSens.
measures during the 81st Congress
eye on unfinished Capitol Hill busithan either Chairman Crosser,
Owen Brewster (R-Me.), John W.
ness and the other on the '50 Congressional elections, are currently
Bricker and John J. Williams (R- whose greatest interest is transchanneling their interest to state
portation, or Rep. Bulwinkle.
Del.) also expire in 1953.
primaries now in progress. On the
Other figures familiar in radio
Sen Myers, No. 2 Senate rankcircles also will be watched with
ing Democrat and Majority Whip,
results will hinge the complexion
interest as the primaries unfold.
of the 82d Congress and the legislalast week was unopposed for Demotive course of communications durCongressmen and dates of pricratic renomination in Pennslymaries listed in parenthesis :
vania. Primaries in New Hamping 1951-52.
Reps. John Phillips (R-Calif.), who
Of particular interest to the
shire and Washington, home states
with his sons sold KPAS Banning,
radio industry is the membership
of Sens. Tobey and Magnuson,
Calif., last year (June 6) ; Alvin E.
of the House Interstate & Foreign
respectively, are slated for Sept.
O'Konski (R-Wis.), owner of WLEN
Commerce Committee, whose 28 12.
Merrill, Wis. (Sept.19); Harris EllsStatus Not Set
seats are at stake, and the Senate
worth (R-Ore.), who holds 125 out
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Nominations of Sen. Capehart
of 500 stock shares in KRNR RoseCommittee, five of whose members
burg, Ore. (last Friday, May 19);
and Sen. McMahon will be deterwill be up for re-election this fall.
W. Kingsland Macy (R-N.Y.), whose
mined by party conventions. Sen.
brother Valentine is president of West
With respect to the House group,
Capehart, former owner of a radio
Chester Broadcasting Corp., licensee
the test will reach its peak in manufacturing firm bearing his
of WFAS White Plains, N. Y. (Sept.
primaries involving its members
name, presently is active in a com19); Karl Stefan, formerly WJAG
this September when nine Conmercial phonograph producing firm.
Norfolk, Neb., newscaster (Aug. 8) ;
gressmen will bid for additional
Sen. Tobey, ranking Republican
Francis Walter (D-Pa.), frequent
two-year terms. Six committeemen
committee member, anti-monopoly
critic of FCC, (unopposed last Tueshave an interest in primaries held
crusader and outspoken critic of
day, May 16) ; R. B. Wigglesworth
during May.
(R-Mass.), another FCC critic (Sept.
FCC,
has served since January
1939.
Of the powerful, more radio19); H. R. Gross (R-Iowa), formerly
active Senate Interstate Commerce
news editor of WHO Des Moines,
On the House side, Rep. Robert
Committee, five Senators each will
KXEL Waterloo and WISH IndianCrosser (D-Ohio) of the Interstate
apolis (June 5).
seek another six-year term. They
& Foreign Commerce group apare Sens. Charles W. Tobey (RUnopposed nomination of Frank
pears virtually to have assured
T. Bow, former counsel for the
N. H.), Homer E. Capehart (R- himself of the chairmanship if the
House Select Committee to InvestiInd.), Brien McMahon (D-Conn.),
Democrats preserve their House
Francis J. Myers (D-Pa.) and
gate FCC during the 80th Conmajority. Though opposed in the
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.).
gress, as Republican candidate for
Ohio primaries, he is expected to
Tenure of Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
Ohio's
District 16 also is being
return to Congress next January
closely watched. If elected this
for his 18th term.
(D-Col.), committee chairman, does
fall, Mr. Bow may introduce a
not expire until 1955, though adIn the event that the Republicans
mittedly his chairmanship of the gain control of the lower chamber,
resolution to probe FCC on broadcast matters [Closed Circuit, May
Senate group and its makeup in the the post presumably would go to
8, Broadcasting, Dec. 5, 1949].
interim will hinge on the fortunes
Rep. Charles A. Wolverton, rankwas a newspaperman
of the Democratic Party. Sen. Ering GOP committeeman, who is He formerly
commentator for WPAY
nest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), head
favored following conclusion of the and
Portsmouth, Ohio.
of the Senate Interstate Commerce
New Jersey primaries last April.
communications subcommittee and
Up for re-election on the Senate
Rep. Alfred L. Bulwinkle, (D- side
is Sen. Chan Gurney (R.
second-ranking committee member,
N. C), titular head of the group's
S.
D.),
whose family formerly
FCC-FTC-SEC subcommittee, aloperated WNAX Yankton, S. D.
ready
has
announced
he
will
not
PROFITS SOAR
South Dakota primaries will be
compete in his state's primaries,
held June 6.
which begin this Saturday.
Night Club Turns to Radio
Sen. Robert Taft (R-Ohio),
In his absence the communicaranking Republican of the Senate
tions post has been filled by Rep.
THE NIGHT CLUB business today
Labor & Public Welfare CommitGeorge Sadowski (D-Mich.), himisn't what it was a few years ago.
tee and member of the Senate
self ailing, as acting chairman.
But the profit chart at PhiladelFinance
group, is expected to carry
Sadowski plans to enter the
phia's Latin Casino tells a different Rep.
one of Ohio's two Senatorial seats.
Sept.
12
primaries
in
Michigan
in
story Ross
now that
three-hour
Sen. Taft's family holds ownersearch of his eighth term.
Kal
ShowWPEN's
has taken
over.
ship
WKRC
Rep. Sadowski has been more
Radio was employed when Harry
nati andinterests
the in
Times
Star. CincinSteinman, club's owner-operator,
had a hunch in mid-April, as sales
sagged to a new low, that a wellprogrammed radio show would
185 FAMILIES FOR ONE
CENT
prove a stopgap. He contacted
WPEN General Manager Edward
C. Obrist and two weeks later, the
Ross show originated from the
See Centerspread This Issue
club's Circus Lounge nightly from
11:05 p.m. until 2 a.m.
•
After one month passed, Mr.
Steinman had this to say: "Before
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
my radio brain storm, I had quite
a few vacant seats each night.
Now traffic has increased 800%.
I sure picked the top man and the
right station." Presenting a varied
show, Mr. Ross interviews celebWCKY
rities from the world of sports,
CINCINNATI
stage,
screen
and
theatre;
talks
PLAYS, drama magazine for young
about world affairs to listeners
people, publishes book entitled, Radio
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POW1I
over the phone; reviews books,
Plays for Young People, which conplays
and
moving
pictures,
and
tains 15 classic stories adapted for radio by Walter Hackett.
spins records intermittently.
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FCC Reorganization
(Continued from page 26)
has "to take it up with the Commission every time he makes a
minor work assignment." He said
functions dealing with the expenditure of funds and reviewing budget
estimates is still held by the Commission itself.
Sen. Humphrey felt the evidence
before the Expenditures Committee was "rather overwhelming" for
reorganization, and said that
"what this plan authorizes is
merely that the [FCC] plan which
has been in effect for one year on
a temporary basis shall become a
permanent administrative plan for
the organization."
Voting lineup on the FCC plan
indicated almost as many Democrats opposed to the President's
proposal as favoring it. Twentyfour Democrats and 26 Republicans
opposed it, while breakdown of
those approving it showed 15 Democrats and eight Republicans, including Sen. Charles Tobey (RN. H.) of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, which is
headed by Sen. Johnson.
Not Opposed to 'Principle'
Comr. Hyde, in a statement on
the Truman proposal, wrote Sen.
McClellan that he is not opposed
to the "principle of delegating certain purely administrative and executive functions" to the Chairman.
But he felt the plan "goes too far
in its delegation and might . . .
at some future time, result in the
concentration of control in the
hands of a Chairman desirous of
obtaining: such control." . . . He
observed
. . . The broad powers proposed to
be transferred [appointment of person el] . . . are not sufficiently tempered or limited by the other [provisions] so as to eliminate the danger
of one-man control . . . Such limitations as are set forth in the plan are
so broad as to possibly lead to abuse
of the delegation or to undesirable
problems of jurisdiction within the
Commission.
Specifically, the appointment or
supervision of "all personnel" might
tend to place such personnel under
the personal influence of the Chairman possessing such power and thus
The
QUA
in
WQUA
means

QUAIity
Service and
QU Antity
Audience
among the 225.000
People in the

Ad
WW
DAVENPORT • ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
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to diminish the influence and prestige
of the other members . . . with the
staff. A natural reaction on the part
of the staff might be to unduly minimize the views and desires of the
other Commissioners and to satisfy
[those] of the Commissioner directly
concerned with their appointment and
promotion.
Control over the "disposition of
business" might also result in an
undesirable stressing or minimizing
of particular projects in accord with
the Chairman's views which perhaps
might not be in accord with the views
of the Commission or a substantial
minority thereof. The control over
the use and distribution of funds
could also result in the advancement
or delay of projects in accord with a
Chairman's personal desires. . . .
Comr. Hyde made plain that his
views should not be construed as a
"reflection" on Chairman Coy but
were expressed to show "what I believe to be the inherent danger" of
the plan.
Comr. Sterling pointed out to the
committee that the Commission already has revised its internal administrative affairs and felt the
Truman proposal is "unnecessary
to accomplish" the transfer of functions.
The Senate reversal came after
Sen. Herbert O'Conor (D-Md.) had
reported
resolution "adversely"
on behalf ofthethe Johnson
Senate
Executive Expenditures Committee
Tuesday. The Truman plan had
been favored 6-5 in committee over
the strong objections of Chairman
McClellan (D-Ark.). No minority
views were filed with the report.
Opposition Vote
Voting against the Truman FCC
plan in committee, it was learned
authoritatively, were Sens. Karl
Mundt (R-S. D.), Joseph McCarthy
(R-Wis.), Margaret Chase Smith
(R-Me.), Andrew F. Schoeppel (RKan.) and Sen. McClellan. In favor
were Sens. Clyde R. Hoey (D-N.
C), Humphrey (D-Minn.), William Benton (D-Conn.), Irving
Ives (R-N. Y.), Edward L. Leahy
(D-R. I.) and O'Conor. Sen. Arthur Vandenberg (R-Mich.), who
has been ill, and James 0. Eastland
(D-Miss.) abstained from voting,
though the latter voted against the
reorganization plan on the floor.
Sen. Eastland's vote would have
deadlocked the committee report
had it been cast in committee.
The majority report of the committee felt it "perfectly obvious"
that the plan would not have transferred to the FCC Chairman functions which are not presently vested
within the Commission. It added:
The most conclusive evidence of the
merits of the plan is that the FCC
has operated for the past year under
FCC Administrative Order 8 which is
practically identical with Plan No.
11. Not one of the "inherent dangers"
witnesses repeatedly charged would
be brought about if administrative
responsibility for . . . day-to-day
operations are transferred permanently to the Chairman . . . have come
about. ...
With respect to the Administrative Procedure Act, the majority
took exception to charges that the
Truman plan would vest in the
Chairman "the right to hire and
fire hearing examiners without re-

course to the Commission, and that
he might influence decisions on
cases which met his approval by
assignments to examiners who were
inclined
to the cannot
same views."
Examiners
be appointed
by the Chairman alone without
Commission approval, and the Act
contains "adequate protections"
through rotation of cases "which
the Chairman could not ignore,"
the majority asserted.
Additionally, it said, the Hoover
Commission on Reorganization
stressed the "great" administrative burden on individual Commisan "intolerable
which thesioners, majority
felt situation"
would be
corrected by the Truman plan.
HONOR
GRIGNON
For Druggist Program
MILWAUKEE County Pharmacists Assn. will honor WISN Milwaukee's general manager, Gaston
W. Grignon, at a dinner party
Juna 7 marking the completion of
eight years of continuous broadcasting of the
public service
program,Druggist
Know
Your
Better.
The weekly
15minute
dramatic
series, which has
been under Mr.
Grignon'svisionsupersince it
first took the air,
Mr. Grignon
has received acclaim from prominent figures in the
American pharmaceutical world as
one of the finest shows of its type
in the country. Each week the program features some phase of the
pharmacist's
work living.
and his contributions tobetter
The radio committee of the Milwaukee County Pharmacists Assn.
acts as an advisory board for the
program and checks each script for
professional accuracy. The committee also makes recommendations
for new subjects to be featured on
the series.

KICK LICENSE
Renewal Hearing Ordered
LICENSE renewal application of
KICK Springfield, Mo., was designated for hearing by FCC last
week. The Commission indicated
it wished to investigate ownership
of the ' station and determine
whether any misrepresentation has
been made.
KICK, assigned 250 w fulltime
on 1340 kc, is on temporary license
to Sept. 1. FCC ordered the license renewal hearing to commence
Aug. 1 in Springfield.
The Commission denied petitions
by KTTS Springfield which sought
reconsideration of FCC's grant of
a license to KICK last September
and to designate the license application for hearing. FCC said the
renewal hearing on its own motion
would be more conducive to the
proper dispatch of its business
than the type hearing sought by
KTTS.

Pull Out for Filing

HENNOCK
HOPE
Educators Must Cooperate
FCC ALONE can't improve programming, FCC Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock warned educators Wednesday at a symposium on the regulation of radio and communication held at Mount Holyoke College,
South Hadley Mass. At best, she
said, the FCC limited authority —
such as license renewal power — is
negative rather than constructive.
Urging educators, parents
groups and the individual to let
broadcasters know their views on
programs, Comr. Hennock suggested they cooperate with local
stations and if possible create prothemselves which they believegrams
desirable.
On the question of types of programs available to the American
radio or TV audience, Comr. Hennock said "the cultivated and the
educated have always been the first
to complain about what gets on the
air, buttions their
have beenaffirmative
niggardly,contributo say
The Mount Holyoke speech was
athe reiteration
of Comr. Hennock's
viewsleast."
on radio and television programming sponsibility.
and the Once educators'
reagain, Comr.
Hennock warned them to avoid being left out of TV — as they were
left out of standard radio — by actively supporting those organizations participating in FCC's TV
hearing
and by seeking
TV channels for educational
purposes.
Bv pointing out that the responsibility for program improvement
is with the educators and not the
FCC or any governmental agency,
Comr. Hennock contended educators "who can see no further than
their own schoolrooms or campuses
are neglecting some of their most
important
Warning charges."
that TV now is at a
crucial stage of development, the
Commissioner said the educational
communitv must "try to assure
that television does not rest completely incommercial hands."
AWB
MEETING
Hardy To Speak
RALPH W. HARDY, NAB government affairs director, will address the seventh annual convention of the Assn. of Women Broadcasters, meeting June 1-4 at the
Hotel Cleveland, in Cleveland, according to Bette Doolittle, AWB
executive secretary. Mr. Hardy
will speak at the June 3 luncheon.
Convention proceedings open
June 1 with registration and a regional luncheon for all 17 districts.
Presiding: will be Katherine Fox,
WLW Cincinnati, AWB Executive
Committee chairman. Eleanor
Hanson, WHK Cleveland, is chairman of the AWB Convention
Committee.
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look at Du Mont Daytime Television —
your customers do. If you need major results
on minor time and talent money — this
is your buy. Network or local, we can
show you actual case histories of
Du Mont daytime programs that pay their
cost many times over in direct
phone and mail sales.
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515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. • Phone: MUrray Hili 8-2600
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At

3

o'clock

we're

AS an important feature of our afternoon program
schedule, "Deadline for Dinner" not only gives the
housewives of Philadelphia some mighty useable ideas for
tomorrow night's dinner but brings in outstanding Philadelphia chefs to tell them exactly how to prepare the
special dishes.
The program, part of WPTZ 3 P.M. cooking strip, is
on the air Monday and Tuesday immediately following
"Hollywood Playhouse," the hour-long daily feature picture.
Results from "Deadline for Dinner" in the three weeks it
has been on have ranged from excellent to staggering ! For
instance, the other day the chef of the Hotel Warwick
demonstrated how to make Shrimp Lamaze, the hotel's
famous and once secret specialty. The first mail brought
1300 letters requesting the recipe ! After that we lost count
but it seemed like everybody wrote us including a chap who

FIRST

IN

owedrecipe
us money
the
anyway.who said he still couldn't pay but wanted
With four years of post war experience in producing
cooking shows . . . facilities which include three full scale
working kitchens for both gas and electricity, WPTZ certainly should know how to make the most of such programs.
If you have a food or household product and want to reach
the 435,000 television homes in Philadelphia at reasonable
cost — "Deadline for Dinner" is a steal! This successful
program is now available either on a participation or fully
sponsored basis.
For more complete information see your NBC Spot Sales
Representative or call us direct.
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1800 Architects Building •
Philadelphia 3, Penna.
Telephone: LOcust 4-2244
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Sale
KTTV

BUYS

WITH PRICE said to be $2 million, KTTV Inc., Los Angeles, has
purchased the Nassour Studios at
5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, and
the property is now in escrow
[Closed Circuit, May 8]. Joint
statement last Tuesday by Norman
Chandler, president of Los Angeles
Times and KTTV Inc., and Edward
and William Nassour, announced
the purchase.
Transfer of studio property title
is expected to be completed within
two weeks, it was said. KTTV has
been operating from four different
locations and will move to the new
headquarters by June 1.
In addition to purchasing the
studios, it is understood that KTTV
has arranged to buy land and apartment houses adjoining on Van Ness
Ave. which the Nassour brothers
had under lease with option.
In 'Radio Row'
Office structure and sound stages,
newest and among the most modern in the motion picture industry,
occupy approximately 3% acres
and are located in Hollywood's
TV

NASSOUR

"Radio Row." Construction of Nassour Studios was completed last
year.
KTTV television production will
occupy a portion of the sound
stages with the remainder as well
as office space available to independent motion picture producers.
Will Expand
"These fine new facilities will enable KTTV to produce television
programs
under Dunham,
ideal conditions,"
said Harrison
general
manager. He added that facilities
also will permit KTTV to start

ai

Price

$2 Million

STUDIOS
daily telecasting at 1 p.m. instead
of the curent 4 p.m. time, effective
June 5. With time expansion KTTV
becomes the third Los Angeles station to telecast during daylight
hours and will be operating on a
66-hour and 30-minutes weekly
schedule. Other Los Angeles stations are KFI-TV and KLAC-TV.
The Buster Keaton Show will be
the first filmed by KTTV under the
new corporation set up by the Los
Angeles Times for the handling of
syndicated programs. Shooting is
expected to start in late June. Mr.
Dunham has signed some 25 TV

SHOWING

COLOR TELEVISION Inc.' demonstrated its color TV system for
FCC on its San Francisco home
grounds last week, simultaneously
attacking the objectives of its
rivals — RCA and CBS — as monopolistic and their color systems as
impractical and undesirable.
CTI President Arthur S. Matthews, referring to CTI's two
"mammoth" competitors, described
his company as "the small dark
horse" in the color contest and said
it asks only a "fair chance" and
seeks no "domination over this in-

Calls

stations, all newspaper-owned, to
participate in the leasing of these
filmed programs.
Managers' Meet Set
He plans to have general managers
TV stations discussion
in Hollywoodof these
for a roundtable
with KTTV executives in mid-June.
Besides financing, discussion will
include type of programming and
amount each station will need or
can use. An executive producer
to handle the as yet unnamed syndication setup will be appointed in
the meantime.

RCA,

supervision of FCC engineers:
E. M. Allen, technical research
chief, and Wilmar K. Roberts of the
FCC laboratories. Assistant General Counsel Harry M. Plotkin,
chief counsel for the Commission
in the color proceedings, also witnessed the showing.
CTI spokesmen hailed the tests
as a successful presentation of the
"interlaced" color shift technique
which the company had planned to
show before the equipment breakdown in Washington.
Interlaced Shift
The interlaced shift was described as a double shift in which
each picture line appears in all
three colors — green, red, blue — in
the course of six field scannings.
Each color appears in successive
frames, as nearly as is geometricallybetween
possible,its
"interlaced"
way
appearanceor inhalfthe
preceding frames.
CTI officials claimed it to be the
best pattern yet produced and called
it a "marked step forward, insuring
both better color pictures and completely compatible black-and-white

COMMERCIALS
McNamara Cites Errors
MANY television commercials fall
by the wayside because they wrere
either (1) badly conceived, (2)
made on too small a budget, (3)
After the demonstration, prehad too short a production sched- dustry."
sented Wednesday with Chairman
ule or (4) didn't have adequate
Wayne Coy and Comr. Rosel H.
scheduling.
Hyde representing the Commission,
So declared Don C. McNamara,
television director of Telefilm Inc., Mr. Matthews reiterated that the
Hollywood, when he addressed the CTI system is completely compatiSan Francisco Ad Club members
ble with present black-and-white,
in the Palace Hotel, that city, produces a good color picture, and
May 16. Analyzing various types "requires no souping-up of transof film commercials to show what
Uses KPIX
makes them "tick,'' he said that of mitters."
The San Francisco showing,
some 8,000 made, "you can rule out
4,000"
a chance due scheduled after CTI equipment deto
one as
of not
thosehaving
four reasons.
veloped defects in the RCA-CBSCTI comparative demonstrations in
He used the Lucky Strike dancing cigarettes as a successful illus- Washington earlier this year, was
A four-colored pinwheel spintration and pointed out that this staged at the St. Francis Hotel.
ning at 40, 80, 120 and 150 revoluwas a new idea worked out effec- Telecasts originated in the CTI
pictures."
tions per minute in front of the
tively and given heavy scheduling, laboratories, were microwaved appictures revealed no breakup or
Mr. McNamara said it was the
proximately two miles to the KPIX
fringing of colors.
province of the film producer to San Francisco transmitter, and
CTI told the FCC members and
work closely with the advertising were broadcast on KPIX's Channel
more than 100 press and industry
agency in order to produce the 5 (76-82 mc). Authorities said no
representatives at the demonstrafinest product for the budget al- alteration of the KPIX equipment
was necessary.
lowed, and by doing so improve
tions that the tests "completely refuted charges that lack of definieffectiveness of known techniques;
Color and monochrome sets suption has masked defects in the
find new ones and use TV for
plied by RCA were used along with
what it is — "the most potent sell- CTI color sets. The RCA color
ing force the world has ever
receiver employed dichroic mirrors.
CTIComparative
system." average resolutions
on the three types of receiver used
The tests were conducted under the
known."
BROADCASTING
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CBS

Monopolistic

in the tests were reported as: 230
lines vertical and 200 horizontal,
and 210 vertical and 250 horizontal, for two CTI sets in use; 300
vertical and 267 horizontal for the
RCA black-and-white receiver, and
267 vertical and 237 horizontal for
the RCA color receiver.
Industry witnesses appeared
particularly enthusiastic about the
quality
reception on the blackand-whiteof set.
A spot check of several observers
brought unanimous agreement
that the black-and-white picture
from the CTI color transmission
was of better viewing quality than
is usually achieved with blackand-white transmission.
In his attack on RCA and CBS
at a brief hearing following the
(Continued on Telecasting P. 17)

NEW CBS color camera chain, which
is one-sixth the size and one-thir
the weight of present black-andwhite cameras, is held by James
Reeves (I), CBS engineer, as Dr. Peter
Goldmark, the network's director of
engineering and research development, inspects the unit.
TELECASTING
• Page 3
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DuMont lssued Pqtent
TUBE
COLOR
THREE
A THREE-COLOR direct view "It provides for compact cabinet
yet but predicted that it will be in
about a month. It can produce
television tube, for which a patent size with a minimum of additional
was issued last week to Allen B. equipment within the set. It does "good bright pictures," he stated,
DuMont Labs, was described Thursaway with motors, whirling disks, "with color quality about as good
as Kodachrome and substantially
day at a news conference by extraneous apparatus, and hazards.
Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., DuMont
It also eliminates expensive distort- better than Technicolor movies."
Dr. Goldsmith noted that the new
director of research, as offering a
ing lenses or pale, dim projected
tube is not limited as to size when
"basic contribution" to the devel- images, or dichroic shadow tunnels
opment of color television.
requiring complicated and costly used in a receiver, commenting that
Similar in construction to the mirrors and optical alignment
actually larger tubes are easier to
usual black-and-white picture tube,
produce than smaller ones. He said
the new tube in place of the coatequipment."
Kasperowicz Inventor
it is too early to talk about price
ing of fluorescent material which
Henry Kasperowicz of the Dubut that probably the cost of conproduces a black-and-white picture
Mont Labs invented the tube some
has a fluorescent screen composed
verting ablack-and-white receiver
of tiny fluorescent dots which give five years ago, Dr. Goldsmith said, to receive color pictures by installforth red, blue and green colors, explaining that application for a
ing this new tube and the other
respectively, when struck with the patent was filed Oct. 26, 1945, but necessary parts would approximate
the patent was granted only last the original cost of the set.
electron beam. These dots, numbered in the order of 1,000 to one as week. He said that the tube is not
Asked when the tube could be
compared to picture height, are so ready for public demonstration as
arranged that each dot of one color
is surrounded by dots of other
TV-Motion Picture Conference
colors and are placed so close together that they produce fine pic- Y&R
STUDIO
Room Opened in N. Y.
ture detail, Dr. Goldsmith said.
Operation Outlined
In operation, as the electron beam
of the color TV tube passes over
the tiny color spots successively
the beam is turned on and off
rapidly in accordance with both
the brightness and color of the picture to be reproduced. The fluorescent dot screen is employed at both
ends of the TV system, in the
camera tube as well as the receiver
tube, and can be used with any of
the three color systems which have
been proposed to the FCC — the
field sequential, dot sequential or
line sequential.
At the camera end, Dr. Goldsmith said, the new tube has great
advantages over the three-gun color
tubes which require the most careful handling to obtain correct color
registration whereas this tube does
the whole process in one focus and
with one instead of three optical
registrations.
"This tube provides an all electronic system of high definition,
compatibility, and also large picture size," Dr. Goldsmith stated.

YOUNG & RUBICAM, New York,
and television conference studio, the
New York offices.
The studio is designed specifically
both to the agency and its clients,
to monitor current TV shows, review previous programs and provide facilities for experimenting in
the telecasting of clients' products.
The studio, located on the 4th
floor at 285 Madison Ave., consists of an air-conditioned room, a
reception hall, a control room and
the conference room which seats 35
people. An auxiliary studio on the
11th floor, equipped with an RCA
Vidicon, permits intensive experimentation as well as the "test"
telecasting of products before they
are placed in front of standard
cameras.
Among the unusual features of
the conference studio is a rear projection screen built into the wall to
simulate a cathode ray tube. A mirror reflector takes the picture directly from the projector and transmits it to the screen. Optical glass
in front of the projector and in

formally opened its motion picture
first of its type, last Thursday in its
to present television program ideas
★
front
of the rear view screen eliminates any picture distortion, as well
as mechanical sounds and interior
noises. The room also contains the
latest 19-inch General Electric receiver.
The auxiliary studio will be used
for experimental purposes, Roland
Gillett, vice president in charge
of TV production for the agency,
said. Among other things, it will
be used "to train copy writers to
think pictorially instead of with
Agencies will be judged by "how
well
they can do commercials," Mr.
Gillett
words."told newsmen at the formal
opening, and he explained that
Y&R clients will be able to see
pictures of their products in the
studio just as they would be presented on a correctly tuned-in television set in the home.

Drawn for Telecasting by John Zeigler
put into mass production, Dr. Goldsmith replied that it would take
from 18 months to two years after
the FCC has approved standards
for commercial color to set up production lines for this tube capable
of turning out hundreds of thousands of them annually.
Dr. Goldsmith said that in announcing this tube the DuMont organization was merely giving a
progress report on its own experiments in color TV and was in no
way dropping its frequently stated
contention that there is much to be
done before color is perfected and
that standards should not be set
at this time.
Dr. DuMont Concurs
This view was also expressed by
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, company
president, who said, in a prepared
statement :
Significant though this development is, this invention is only one of
many avenues of exploration in color
the DuMont Laboratories has been
investigating for many years. Although this particular tube shows
great promise, we still feel there is
much ground to cover before we will
have achieved a color system which is
comparable to present black-andwhite in quality, ease of operation,
and cost.

Television
Code—
(III)
' ....
anis pure.
editorial
scattering
of whom will show a picture that
industry's heart
SELF-REGULATORY
codes usually
are writSuch reasoning exceeds pragmatism. It
has not passed review. The broadcaster, being
ten by majorities in an effort to improve the
habits of minorities.
borders on cynicism. It would be a pity if
his own producer and exhibitor, is not subject
to such control.
television fell into habits of insincerity before
Codes therefore work only if the majority
it even came of age.
If a broadcaster elects to take liberties with
holds enforcement powers to cause the offendThere is in television, as in every medium
ing minority to fall into line.
the NAB code, the industry for all practical
If enforcement powers are absent, no code
purposes is powerless to prevent it. The only
of communication with the public, an overcan be considered more than a document of
retaliatory action theoretically possible for the
whelming need for self-regulation. But the
NAB to take is expulsion from the NAB. We
need is best expressed in individual terms.
hope. The NAB code, which is being reknow of no instance in which that theory was,
examined these days with a view to adapting
No document, however finely worded or
it to television, is such an instrument. The
or is likely to be, put in practice.
intended, has the power to make decisions that
code of the Motion Picture Assn., to which
A code without attendant means of enforcethe practical telecaster must make for himself.
telecasters are also looking for instruction,
ment becomes, in effect, a formal expression of
It does not take 3,000 words of multi-syllabic
is not.
the attitudes of the majority that adopted it
prose to tell a telecaster when a chemise is
Whether agreeing with its principles or not,
and was practicing its principles before its
correctly tailored or a comedian is turning
one cannot ignore the fact that after 20 years
adoption. It is in no real sense binding upon
blue.
the minority whose excesses it was to cure.
of application the movie code is a very active
The vast majority of telecasters are already
entity. It is questionable that the same may be
Now there may be a pragmatic reason for
aware of the nature and sensibilities of their
said for the NAB code, last adopted two years
drawing up such a toothless code in spite of
audience. No code is needed to underline the
ago, and which superseded several others.
its obvious shortcomings. The only reason we
already
obvious fact that the television audiEnforcement of the film code is possible
can think of is that a code can always be held
ence is a family in a living room and not the
through the cooperation of exhibitors, only a
up, in times of criticism, as proof that the
boys in the pool hall down on the docks.
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TV
Doesn't
Empty
Grandstands
performance are powerful factors
DOCUMENTED proof that attendance at sports
in attendance, Mr. Jordan found
NUMBER OF BASEBALL GAMES ATTENDED
events does not suffer from television, after
on the basis of a 25-year analysis
the novelty of set ownership has worn off, is
of the Philadelphia Athletics.
presented in a study conducted by Jerry N. Jordan,
SEASON OF 1949 -SHIBE PARK
Comparing performance and atU. of Pennsylvania graduate student and son of
TV OWNERS
tendance he found:
LESS THAN I YEAR
Clarence L. Jordan, executive vice president of
Fifteen
out
16 major last
league
ball clubs had oftelevision
year. baseN. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
The
seven
clubs
that
improved
their
Results of the study were submitted last Monday
performance in 1949 over 1948 had an
increase
in
attendance
of
7.2%.
by Mr. Jordan to the Milwaukee meeting of the NaThe nine clubs that had a lower perNON-OWNERS
tional Assn. of Newspaper Promotion Managers
formance record in 1949 showed a decrease in attendance of 15.3%. These
(summary of findings appeared in the May 15
nine
included
not televised. Pittsburgh, the only club
Broadcasting) .
Obviously television could not
Mr. Jordan started the study two years ago while
TV OWNERS
a student at Princeton and continued the research
have been a very important influence because 15 of the 16 clubs
I YEAR OR MORE
as a Penn graduate student. The results showed
followed performance regardless
clearly, he said, "that television habits do change
of TV, according to Mr. Jordan.
after people have had their sets for a year or more.
Analysis of TV ownership last
When they first get a set, it is an exciting new hobby.
year (April-October) and combined
They stay home — go out less to
tions. Fifteen factors affecting
The same pattern was found in
attendance figures at half-season
paid entertainment.
and entire season showed that
attendance were studied, according
baseball, with 44% of TV owners
baseball attendance slipped 4.2%
"But a year later, when the of less than a year attending major
to Mr. Jordan, who discovered each
novelty has worn off, the original
league baseball games in 1949 and
sport is a separate study in itself. with economic conditions in the
pattern tends to return. Attend58% of TV owners of more than a
first half, while TV ownership inFour major factors that have
ance at some forms of entertaincreased 21%. With one of the
caused the fast growth of sports
ment even shows an increase. . . . year. This compares with 45%
hottest pennant races in history,
attendance are higher incomes and
attendance
by
non-TV
owners.
It is hard to conceive of the great
attendance picked up despite a
It was found that TV owners of shorter hours, management, perindustry of sports today without
formance and publicity, the study 45% increase in TV sets. The
less than a year went to 3.7 games
the constructive support of sports in the six-month baseball season
size of the TV audience was found
shows. With shorter hours and
writers and commentators. Yet,
to have practically no effect on the
(see
chart),
owners
of
more
than
higher
incomes,
people
have
more
earnest and sincere men once
number of admissions at the park,
leisure and money and have autos
a
year
went
to
5.9
games
and
nonthought that both were harmful
to provide fast transportation to whether day, night or Sunday
owners went to 4.4 games. Football shows similar results.
athletic fields. The amount spent games. This finding was confirmed
to the game."
Major and minor baseball league
in an analysis of 444 minor league
on spectator admissions is up 200%
In other words, owners of more
clubs.
owners cooperated in the study, as than a year actually attend more
since 1929, with personal income
did colleges, high schools and
up 250% in the same period.
games than non-owners.
The Minors' Situation
: others connected with sports. The
Sports admissions are up 440%
The theory was tested against
Most
of the minor league teams
list includes 16 major league clubs, actual paid attendance figures for compared to 192% for movies, de444 minor league clubs, 193 col- all types of baseball and football
cline of 3% for theatre, opera, etc., showed attendance records following performance, just as in the
leges and universities, 32 high games; on big teams and little and gain of 215% for non-athletic,
schools, and more than 100 race
majors. The minors had an allnon-profit
and
other
admissions.
teams;
on
network
and
local
teletime record of 42,000,000 admistracks, arenas and other sports
Economic conditions and team
casts, and other types of condisions last year. The study shows
enterprises located in 572 towns in
that telecasting of a major league
all parts of the nation.
game, especially at night, creates
Extent of Survey
severe competition for nearby
FOOTBALL
ATTENDANCE
Figures in the survey cover all
minors but only 3% of minor
clubs are within TV range of any
51 areas where TV was in operation last fall along with major
major
league city and some of
WHEN
PEOPLE
BUY A TV SET
these did not show attendance
non-TV areas. The public attitude
survey consists of 1,203 personal
losses last year. Mr. Jordan contends this does not uphold the
interviews and 918 mailed ques%WH0 60 TO GAMES
tionnaires along with data from
charge that TV threatens the fu60i
13,908 interviews made by Atlantic
ture of minor league baseball, esRefining Co.
54%
pecially since some of the teams
Most of the interviews were connear major league cities did not
show attendance losses last year.
ducted in the 50-mile Philadelphia
area, with highest TV saturation
Actual sampling of crowds at
NON-OWNERS-46%
of any large area in the world —
Shibe Park, Philadelphia, late last
36.4% in April 1950 and 24% last
season showed on Sept. 25 (Athfall. The area has had sports teleletics-Senators) 25.7% of the fans
vision for a decade. The interwere TV owners; on Oct. 2 (Philviews showed "a marked change
lies-Dodgers) 28.6% of the fans
in habits the longer a family had .
were TV owners. On Oct. 1, 18.6%
owned its television set."
of the families in the Philadelphia
In the case of football (see
area owned television sets.
chart) 24% of the TV owners who
The payoff, Mr. Jordan found,
had owned a set less than three
was the fact that 59% of the TV
months went to see one or more
owners in the stands had owned
football games in the fall of 1949,
their
sets for more than one
41% for 4-11 month ownership,
twice as high as the percentage of
45% for 1-2 years, 54% for two
1-3 MONTHS
long-term owners in Philadelphia.
years or more. This compares
4-11 MONTHS
1-2 YEARS 2YEARSorM0RE
"There couldn't be any further .
with 46% attendance by non-TV
owners.
(Continued on Telecasting 17)
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First
MOST

in

programs

OF THE 'TOP TWENTY'
NBC

.

2nd

Network

5

3rd

Network

3

4th

Network

HIGHEST

AVERAGE

11

. . .

1

RATING

NBC

26.8

2nd

Network

20.9

3rd

Network

19.3

4th

Network

14.9

TV Network Hooperatings, January-February, 1950

First
NBC

in

audience

advertisers attract by far the biggest audience

in television— 25,000,000 different viewers a week, in
60 of America's

First

in

most important markets.

program

coverage

Due to its pioneering in the field of television, NBC
is now able to deliver the greatest number
markets

of major

for national advertisers. In actual performance, NBC sponsored

programs

on the average in 50% more

are being viewed

markets

than the pro-

grams of the second network, as these figures show—

AVERAGE

STATIONS

PER PROGRAM

NBC

. . 30

2nd

Network

20

3rd

Network

20

4th

Network

12

Rorabaugh, February, 1950

First

choice

PERCENTAGE

of

OF TOTAL

advertisers
NETWORK

BILLINGS

NBC

52%

2nd

30%

Network

3rd

Network

4th

Network

11%

7%*

P. /. B., January-February, 1950

First

in

creative

programming

To build other new top-rated programs
you will need to power
has assembled

* Estimated

— and the show

your TV selling drive— NBC

some of the most talented producers,

directors and technicians in show business ... a staff
that for versatile showmanship
vision. Their programming

has no equal in tele-

skill is still another assur-

ance that the advertiser who chooses NBC
America's

No. 1 Television Network.

TELEVISION

is getting
A service of Radio Corporation of America

■

WTVJ

.

.

(TV)

and Public Service

EW chapter is being added to the combined 50 years in show business
N for theatre co-owners Mitchell Wolfson and Sidney Meyer, who are
entering the second year of operation for WTVJ (TV) Miami.
Messrs. Wolfson and Meyer are soldering a link between theatre and
television operation along the zealous lines which knot together
sentinel palm trees, luxurious hotel
broadcasting and telecasting.
playlands and richly lacquered
Establishment of WTVJ in April
swimming pools offer a bounty in
1949 was an outgrowth of expanentertainment for year-round residents and winter vacationers, is a
sion plans which have long been
gathering steam under direction of haven for showmanship.
these showmen. They also have
An example of this flair for the
operated the Wometco Theatre cir- novel was WTVJ's anniversary
cuit in South Florida since 1925.
of April 12-18 when Miami
There are 30 movie houses in the week
televiewers
were given an eyeful
circuit with an additional theatre
of
telecasts
spiced with special
now under construction at Miami
birthday shows. The high point of
Beach.
In making their debut in the the celebration was a remote telecast picturing the South Florida
video world, the partners felt the
area shown from a Goodyear sightstep to be a logical one in keeping
seeing blimp.
with their theatre background.
From the entertainment standFor the unique blimp-cast, the
point, both fields flourish on showair vessel was stripped of seats and
manship.
into this space was fitted the necessary equipment, including a 110
'TV Essentially Showmanship'
Mr. Wolfson says "television is volt generator, a field camera, sync
generator, low voltage power supessentially showmanship." To round
out this belief, he adds: "People
ply, etc., complete with associated
will buy a television receiver for cables. A walkie-talkie provided
the entertainment it offers them
contact from blimp to control tower.
and will support the stations that
Theme of the telecast was growth
give them the most in return enof the area within a one-mile
tertainment-wise. Ithas been the
radius of WTVJ's antenna tower.
same with movies down through the
Various scenes were pointed out to
years."
viewers by a trio of civic leaders
Miami, where sun-baked beaches,
* * *
* *
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MIAMI

. Finds Showmanship

Mr. MEYER

B

Make

a Successful

who appeared before cameras at
the control tower.
Other specialties during the
week, declared "Television Week"
by Miami Mayor William M. Wolfarth, included the showing of
feature films and various network
personalities' birthday greetings by
kinescope recordings. Window displays in downtown stores, streamers in TV set outlets and other promotion were used
to spread WTVJ's
anniversary
message.

to the limit,
also anhas
uses itshowm
WHILE shipWTVJ
left an indelible mark in public
service programming. Built around
personalities who visit Miami, the
station has introduced to its viewers Secretary of Commerce Charles
Sawyer; Sen. Spessard L. Holland (D-Fla.); Secretary of the
Navy Francis P. Matthews; Harold
Russell,. AMVETS national commander, and Charles A. Goren,
n's
bridg
expert.at Presi
i VFW
appeaerance
the dent
MiamTruma
convention was picked up by
WTVJ's remote crew.
Remotes Are Important
The station credits its remote
telecasts with being the ace-in-thehole that has delivered varied
entertainment to its viewing audience. Every available type of telecast, including that of the blimp

Col. WOLFSON

Mr. RUWITCH
May 22, 1950

Combination

stunt,
includedwhich
in WTVJ's
schedulehasforbeenremotes
centers
on sports and civic events.
Starting with local games of the
Florida International Baseball
League last April, remote crews
have covered wrestling bouts, U. of
Miami football, high school gridiron play, university and high
school basketball, Miami's City
Commission elections, the seven
week session of the Roller Derby,
the Little River (Miami suburb)
TV Fair, the dedication of Mt.
Sinai Hospital in Miami Beach, the
Miami Beach Open Golf Tournament, and twice-weekly races at
Hialeah and Gulfstream.
Other remote landmarks were
telecasts of the Latin American
sport — Jai Alai — during its season,
presentation of "A Comedy of
Errors" (from the U. of Miami's
stage), and coverage of the devastating hurricane that swept Florida
last September.
Attendance Helped
The station believes its policy
of local remotes wherever possible
has been responsible for the growing interest in TV by local residents as well as a renewed interest in the events telecast. For
example, WTVJ points out that
Hialeah's 1950 meet was one of
the most successful in history as
both attendance and mutuel figures topped 1949. Jai Alai played
to packed houses throughout its
three-month season. The U. of
Miami's football team played to
40,000 more paying customers in
1949 than in preceding years,
WTVJ reports.
Interest in Miami television is
not confined to the set owners. Advertisers are becoming increasingly
aware of this medium as a super
salesman for their wares. WTVJ
had six sponsors buying time the
day it started operations. At the
end of its first week there were 25.
The list now has grown to a January-February-March weekly average of 76. The first year total
includes 265 sponsors exclusive of
network and national spot advertisers.
Hours of programming and the
BROADCASTING
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number of set owners have similarly increased. Programming has
been expanded from 12 hours per
week last summer to an average
of 45 hours per week at present.
WTVJ, which is affiliated with all
four TV networks, uses an average
of 16 hours of network kinescopes
per week. Set owners now are tabulated at 22,000 in the Miami area.
* * *
pace with this inKEEPING creased
speed of operation,
WTVJ has more than doubled its
staff — from 22, on opening day, to
47. This is the lineup of executives :
Messrs. Wolfson and Meyer are
active in the operation of WTVJ
and formulate its general policies.
Lee Ruwitch has been general
manager of the station since August 1949. He is a graduate of the
U. of Minnesota and has been associated with Mr. Wolfson in the
operation of the Wometco Theatres
from the past five years.
John (Jack) Shay works with
Mr. Ruwitch as technical and programming coordinator. Mr. Shay
joined WTVJ several months before the station went on the air
and was instrumental in the installation of the station's equipment.
He was formerly associated with
General Electric at WRGB (TV)
Schenectady and has been in radio
and television for 15 years.
Lewis Chief Engineer
Earl Lewis is WTVJ's chief engineer. He has spent his business
life in the electronics field, has
written several textbooks on radio
operations and was chief engineer
at WMIE Miami before he joined
WTVJ.
Clyde Lucas, active in the show
world since 1927 as a top-flight
band leader, has been WTVJ's program director since the station
went on the air. Lee Waller handles
traffic and copy for Mr. Lucas.
Harold W. Batchelder is sales
manager, and is in charge of a staff
of five salesmen. He previously
was sales manager at WBAL-TV
Baltimore. Lynn Morrow, formerly
promotion manager at WBZ-TV
Boston, is administrative assistant
to Mr. Batchelder. Burt Toppan
handles publicity and audience promotion for the station.
Cornerstone of WTVJ operation
is the traditional theatre-radio
maxim of giving the public what
it wants to see or hear. In order
to keep abreast of public opinion,
the station uses its facilities to
query the viewing audience about
program preferences. Last summer,
WTVJ Television Forum, as a
weekly feature on the station,
brought together for a roundtable
WTVJ staff members, a local TV
dealer and a visiting member of
the viewing audience.
Mr. Wolfson participated in
these telecasts, outlining the station's program plans for coming
months and inviting viewers to
* * *
LABE MELL, WTVJ cameraman and
producer, gets last minute instructions before going aloft for WTVJ's
anniversary blimp-cast. Jesse Cripe
of WTVJ's technical staff is in the
background.
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write or call in their program
preferences. This invitation also
was carried in announcements on
Wometco Theatre screens.
In programming, studio presentations average nine hours per
week. These shows vary in type
from sports, kitchen views, commercial "shopping" shows, variety
shows to several variations of quiz
programs.
Two studio shows, Holiday
House WTVJ
and Shopper's
been
features Guide,
since have
last
summer. Built around participatspots and theusing
a women's
show ingformat,
programs
have
proved to be excellent commercial
vehicles and have a waiting list of
prospective sponsors.
Holiday House features Josephine McCarthy on Tuesday and
Friday, 5-5:30 p.m. It provides
helpful hints for the housewife.
Shopper's Guide stars Jackie Pierce
(Miss Television of Miami) and
Alec Gibson in a home setting
where they display unusual shopper items to their audience. This
program carries 12 participations.
* * *

has
r's progra
story.m Casa
to a success
claim Shoppe
THE
Elsasses, a gift department store
in Hollywood, Fla., featured a toy
retailing at $32. Within four days
after a single participation, 10 of
the toys were sold and, according
to the sponsor, the sales were the
direct result of the TV spot. This
return represented $320 on a $30
investment.
The station's investment in
equipment is estimated at approximately $450,000.
WTVJ's studios are located in
the Wometco Theatres main office
building at 17 N. W. Third St.,
Miami. One is 40 x 20 ft.; the
other 60 x 22 ft. The walls and
ceiling are made of rock wool
blankets and perforated transite.
There are five banks of fluorescent
lights to provide a smooth lighting
system. Storage space is located
at the rear of the studio, providing
room for a complete kitchen plus
four refrigerators, two ranges,
three console TV sets and the necessary flats used to dress the shows.
Both studios, as well as the rest

Mr. LUCAS

Mr. SHAY

of the building, are completely air
conditioned.
The control room is located just
forward of the main studio with a
5 x 10 ft. glass partition through
which the director has a full view
of the studio. The control room is
arranged so the director sits about
five feet above the studio with the
monitors slightly below him. Monitor controls, however, are mounted
on his table together with mikes to
contact the cameramen and floor
director.
The station's projection room is
equipped with an iconoscope film
camera, two 16mm projectors and
a double custom-built baloptican. It
adjoins the control room.
* * *
"PORchased
studiotwo
use, General
WTVJ has
purElectric
studio-type, image orthicon chains,
making a total of five cameras.
The WTVJ technical crew had the
cameras with the new video switching and line monitoring equipment
installed and on the air within 72
hours after they had been delivered.
The station's remote truck is a
Linn Special made under GE specifications and described as "a complete control room on wheels."
WTVJ's 5 kw transmitter and
tower are located atop the Hotel
Everglades on Biscayne Blvd. about
four blocks from the studios. The
antenna is a GE three bay and is
306 feet above street level. GE monitoring and measuring equipment is
installed together with a control

Mr. LEWIS

console. The station is currently
operating with 2.2 kw visual and
1.1 kw aural power on channel 4
(66-72 mc).
Located next to the studios is
WTVJ's "Television Theatre," a
60 seat regulation movie theatre.
This theatre is equipped with both
16mm and 35mm projectors and a
6 x 8 ft. Theater-View projector
TV receiver. Clients and guests are
entertained in this little theatre
during business hours. At all other
times it is open to the public.
This theatre has been used by
many of WTVJ's sponsors, including American Bakeries, Westinghouse and Anheuser-Busch, to conduct sales meetings and to screen
TV programs for their personnel.
WTVJ's local rates are $250 an
hour for A time, $187.50 for B time
and $125 for C time (the latter runs
from sign on to 5 p.m. and 11 p.m.
to sign off). National rates for
Class A time are $300 per hour with
the national spot rate at $50 per
minute. Local spots and participations are $30 per minute.
Heavy Local Sponsorship
It is estimated that during an
average week last March, about
70% of WTVJ's advertisers were
local accounts with the remainder
either network or national spot accounts. In this same week, the station programmed a total of 44 hours
and 50 minutes; 81.1% of this time
commercial and 18.9% sustaining.
As an added boon to the WTVJ
advertisers, clients receive additional promotion through Wometco
Theatres' art displays in window
and lobby,terials. In"decals,"
maaddition, and
screenother
trailers
promoting shows are run in the
circuit which plays to over a million
and a half patrons each month.
Adding
board,up
WTVJ its
facesfirst
the year's
future scorewith
the same calm confidence with
which owners Wolfson and Meyer
entered the TV field. As a matter
of fact, Mr. Wolfson says he believes the year's results have been
successful and now that "WTVJ
has established its leadership in
south Florida," it "intends to keep

May 22, 1950

Messrs. Wolfson and Meyer also
that lead."
have
their eye cocked to what lies
over the TV horizon. Mr. Wolfson
says "we are now planning to expand into multiple-station operations as soon as it is possible."
TELECASTING
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A

LONG-LIFE

NEW

TUBE

TELEVISION

in

High

Produced

with

Type

H

the

Output!

light

Newest

Equipment

and

in the

TV

Most

Advanced

Industry

.ere's the precisely right tube for TV.

Here's tube design based on more than forty
years' tube manufacturing

experience. It's

Federal's New-Day Kinescope, introducing a
new high in light output and fine performance.
Federal's Kinescope is the new over-all advanced design embodying the ion-trap type*
electron gun. Magnetically focused, magnetically deflected, delivering the sharpest contrast and picture definition, it assures the user
quality-first pictures, quality-first performance.
For complete details, write to Dept. K409.

BACKED

BY MORE

Federal
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION LABORATORIES, Nutley. N. J . . . a unit of
I T 4 T's world-wide
engineering
organization.research and
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THAN

FORTY

Telephone

YEARS' TUBE MANUFACTURING

and

Radio

EXPERIENCE

Corporation

VACUUM TUBE DIVISION, 100 Kingilond Road, Clifton, New Jersey
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St.,N. Y.
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Largely Money
TV

Matter,

PROBLEMS

Says Goshorn
THE PROBLEMS of television are largely a matter of money, Clarence
B. Goshorn, president, Benton & Bowles, said Thursday. Noting that
"it now costs us as much for access to one-sixth of the homes by television as five-sixths
radio,"toheitsstated: "Certainly we expect television
to be as effective in by
relation
cost as any other medium we have
used — and that means it must be good shows and then talking about
more effective because the costs them.
etama
"We should tell what's good
willMr.be Goshorn
higher."
about them and what we did to
make
he said.
"We
PRESIDING over the "Reddy Kilo- FACTS about the new facilities of spoke at the final
should them
explaingood,"
over and
over again
luncheon of the
WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans are
Modern Electric
Cooking
what is involved in putting on good
School onwatt"
KRLD-TV
Dallas are
(I to explained by General Manager Robert
1949-50 season of
r) Irene McDaniels and Marian
shows, what goes on behind the
D. Swezey (seated), to (I to r) E. C. the Radio ExecuGauldin, home economists. Irene and
scenes. . . . Tours through studios
Page, consulting engineer; Harry
tives Club of New
Marian appear each Wednesday
Wismer, ABC sportscaster, and George
are more valuable to television
York at the Hotel
than to radio; they heighten the
Markham, NAB's TV director, all of Roosevelt in that
afternoon
at
4
o'clock.
The
program
is sponsored by the Dallas Power & whom attended the studio
interest of the visitor instead of
city. Session also
Light Co.
disillusi
oning him."
the inopening. "^^r" included duction
of the
Mr. Goshorn
club's officers for
FILM CATALOG
the coming year: Robert Saudek,
ABC vice president, as REC presiFor TV Stations' Use
dent; Ralph Weil, general manager of WOV New York, as vice CATALOG of films available for
president; Claude Barrere, For- use by TV stations has been pubeign Language Quality Network,
lished by the Radio & Television
as secretary, and Jack Brooke,
Service, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
Free & Peters, as treasurer. Re- Designed in loose-leaf form, the
tiring REC president, John J.
catalog will accommodate future
Karol, CBS sales manager, pre- department
film releases.
sided.
Kenneth
M.
Gapen, assistant diHits Production Costs
rector of information for radio and
TV at the department, said some
"One reason why the progress
in [video] programming has not of the films are in color but these
been as great as we had hoped is will be furnished in black-andthat too much of the expense goes white as soon as time and budget
MARY
PICKFORD,
famous
star
of
the
into the wrong things," Mr. permits. He added that the departON behalf of Author John E. Hasty,
ment is the only government agency
silent movies, is shown some of the Goshorn said. "Production costs
Video Actress Vilma Kurer accepts
Chevrolet's TV award for his script technical equipment used in TV sta- too much, not only because we are supplying written TV clearance for
its films. The catalog tells each TV
tion operation by Paul L. Chamberup against new blocs of high-cost
"The Wine of Oropalo," chosen as
best presented on winter cycle of
lain, manager of GE equipment sales, union labor, but because we have
station
where prints can be obTele-Theatre dramas. Award is made
at Syracuse. Miss Pickford and her not yet learned how to handle the
tained. With the catalog are copies
husband, Charles (Buddy) Rogers,
by W. G. Power (r), Chevrolet adv.
of the film releases.
physical properties economically.
mgr., as NBC Director Garry
have applied for three video
"Talent costs are too high
\/
Simpson looks on.
stations in North Carolina. ~*^^r against the potentials of the pres- 'SCIENCE
REVIEW
ent number of sets. That money
would do more for television and
for the actors if it went into in- Davison Sponsors WAAM Show
genuity and creative brains, into
originating new exploitations of SPONSORSHIP of The Johns Hopthe unique television facilities,
kins Science Review, claimed to be
rather than torturous adaptations
the first television program to be
from other media and translations
presented weekly by a university,
from other entertainment forms.
was taken over by the Davison
"Many of the big stars of radio
Chemical Corp., Baltimore, effective with the May 12 show.
are pricing themselves out of teleThe review is made up of a
vision— perhaps, because of the
rigor of the work involved, they series of science demonstrations
want to wait until it can support
given by well-known scientists of
them in the manner to which they Johns
Hopkins U. over WAAM
LOCAL EXECUTIVES who discussed the Los Angeles television outlook at are accustomed."
(TV) Baltimore. Commenting on
the sponsorship, C. F. Hockley,
recent v.
Los p.Angeles
Advertising
include
to r):mgr.
Charles
Lauds Progress
Glett,
in charge
of Don Women's
Lee TV; TV
FredPanel
Henry,
asst. (Igen.
and
president of the chemical firm, said
prog. dir... KLAC-AM-TV; Martha G. Bigelow, KFOX Long Beach account
Declaring that already there are that the general educational forexecutive, moderator; Richard A. Moore, asst. gen. mgr. and dir. of TV operaTV programs which indicate that
mat of the program would be maintions, KECA-TV; Joseph Conn, KTTV (TV) executive producer; Thomas .^^m.
their producers are beginning to
tained under the direction of Lynn
B. McFadden, KNBH (TV) station mgr.
learn how to use this new medium,
Poole of the university.
Mr. Goshorn said: "We have some
programs probably as good as we
will ever have in many fields —
Standard Oil Renewal
drama, comedy, musicals including
even opera, children's shows, forums, press interviews and others."
He noted that these good shows
"perhaps receive less praise than
the bad shows receive blame" and
commented that "perhaps all of us
with a stake in television should
make its public relations our personal responsibility," first making

STANDARD Oil of Indiana, Chicago, through McCann-Erickson,
same city, is planning to renew the
Wayne King Show on NBC-TV for
44 weeks starting next fall. Halfhour weekly Thursday night show,
which originates in Chicago, goes
off the air for the summer June 22.
It has been on since September.
BROADCASTING
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TV Not Robbing Rqdi°— sto
MONEY'
'FRESH
same
name,
revealed
in
a
session
Monday.
MONEY invested in television is "fresh money," coming from increased
advertiser profits and not money transferred from other media, such
as radio, J. S. Stolzoff, vice president in charge of radio-television, The
Outlining the "Program-Market
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee advertising agency, told the National
Ratings" for the first time publicly, Mr. Nielsen explained how
Newspaper Promotion Assn. last *
Hammond told the conventioners
Monday.
some sponsored shows reach audiences with only 70% of the buying
art is the top proMr. Stolzoff's views were pre- that themotionnew
tool for newspapers which
sented in connection with the first
power for a specific commodity.
seek increased circulation. It With a more careful selection of
of a series of naprogram material, he pointed out,
can "show the non-reader your
tional departfront page . . . feature articles
ment store teleadvertising can be beamed to
vision surveys
. . . bring your writers and col- homes with a buying power from
umnists before him in person . . . 25 to 50% above the average for
being conducted
the particular commodity.
make him want to buy," he said.
by Cramer-KrasNewspapers which also are
selt. He emphaPotential Increase Seen
operators of TV stations present
sized that many
of his conclusions
examples of this type of promotion
His conclusion — based on ratings
were based on
on TV, he pointed out. In the same
"the trend of
way that radio-TV's story is told made from 1,066 different combinations— is that the potential inin some instances through newsthinking among
Mr. Stolzoff
crease in radio's selling power is
papers only, Mr. Hammond said
department store
41%. This gain will counterbalexecutives" on the role of TV, "there are many occasions where
ance the loss of radio audience size
television can tell your (newsparadio and newspaper advertising
per) story better than any other because of TV's inroads, he claims.
in their plans.
Mr. Nielsen said there has been
medium and bring it dramatically
At the association's Milwaukee
before
the
people
you
want
to
a trend to "exaggerate" televimeeting, Mr. Stolzoff said apprehension that a new medium will
sion's effect on AM listening volume, but admitted that evening
cut into the advertising dollar
reach."Message Not Limited
and daytime listening decline 73
spent for other media was simMr. Hammond emphasized that and 13%, respectively, in a new
ilarly voiced in 1927 when radio
a newspaper which advertises on TV home. Because the percentage
was in its infancy.
of TV homes is small, however, the
Ascendancy of television, he TV "does not have to have its mesactual decline is only about 8.5%,
sage
limited
to
three
minutes
of
said, has not changed the fact that
commercial announcements in a he explained.
about 90% of advertisers' funds
The loss of hours of radio listenhalf-hour of entertainment." The
invested in TV comes from adverwhole program content and every
ing per home has been evenly baltisers'vestmentprofits
notmedia.
tabbed for inanced by the increased number of
in other
part of it, he said, can be a presenradio homes. Because of this,
tation
of
the
information
and
enMr. Soltzoff pointed out that in
tertainment to be found in the January 1950 listening for the
1947 it was said TV's "fresh
U. S. was the same as the average
columns of the paper.
money" was there because of the
for
January for the three precedNielsen Audimeter listening recexperimental period and the siting
years, he said.
ords
are
being
combined
with
uation would change by 1948.
Harold S. Barnes, director of the
household inventories for the first
However, in the latter year, he time
Bureau of Advertising of the
to determine for network
said, the same condition existed
American Newspaper Publishers
and the belief was advanced for shows the relative buying power
Assn., told the convention that
of each audience as compared with
1949. Again, the prediction was
the average, A. C. Nielsen, presi- television will have a "very neglibased on a change in 1950.
dent of the research firm of the
gible effect" on newspapers as
"Well," he said, "it really hasn't
changed today at all. Most of
television's money is additional appropriation money or even better
it is money that is coming from
bringing non-advertisers or relatively small advertisers into the
fold of those who use the sales
power of advertising."
TV Dollars Earn Profit
That TV expenditures by advertisers eventually will come out of
the other media's dollars is still
questionable, Mr. Stolzoff said. He
said it was his belief that the TV
billing of new money will continue
"because most of the dollars being
invested in television are earning
a good profit. Much of that profit
will be plowed back into more television space."
Also released at the meeting
was the survey made by Jerry
N. Jordan, son of Clarence L.
Jordan, executive vice president
of _N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, on the effect of television on
sports attendance [Broadcast^
•ing, May 15, also see survey
story Telecasting 5].
Third aspect of TV impact was
discussed by Charles P. Hammond, NBC vice president. Mr.
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long as newspapers are kept readable.
He pointed out that television
may affect the hours at which a
paper is read, but if it is "alert,
well edited, sympathetic to the interests and needs of the community, I'm sure it's going to get as
thorough reading as it ever did."
Mr. Barnes referred to the "almost universal tendency" to believe
that a new medium such as television can grow and prosper only at
the expense of older media. As an
illustration, he declared that newspaper and magazine circulations
increased sharply notwithstanding
the advent of radio.
KLAC-TV
SUIT
Fedderson Denies Charges
REPLYING to a $250,000 damage
suit filed in Los Angeles Superior
Court by John Masterson, John
Reddy and John Nelson, charging
plagiarism of their co-owned and

Briden,and
ABCFedderso
produce
vice Groom'
presiprogram,d Don
dent and general manager of
KLAC-TV Los Angeles, denied that
he had infringed on their rights
with the weekly 30 minute video
program Wedding Bells.
Mr. Fedderson, in a formal statement, declared that "our television
show is the complete opposite of
their radio program in that we
televise the actual wedding ceremony, whereas they just discuss the
wedding which takes place in a
room other than the site of Bride
and Groom broadcast." In addition, Mr. Fedderson said he had
"proof" that both he and KLAC
have staged radio wedding shows
as far back as 1930. He let it be
known that KLAC-TV expects to
fully enforce prior television rights
to its wedding program.
Also named as defendants, in addition to Mr. Fedderson and KLACTV, are Mrs. Dorothy Thackrey
Schiff, KLAC-TV owner; Maury
Gresham, Herb Allen, M. Morton
and GAM Productions, reportedly
packagers of the KLAC-TV proSterling Drug Co. sponsors Bride
and Groom on ABC.
gram.
WASHINGTON FILM
Preview First of Series

TALKING things over at the National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives'
Spot TV Clinic luncheon held at New York's Biltmore Hotel last month are
(I to r): T. F. Flanagan, managing director of NARSR; Patrick R. Gorman,
advertising manager, Philip Morris Co., and luncheon guest; William Faber,
Headley-Reed Co.; Albert Goustin, Blair TV Inc.
May 22, 1950

NEW SERIES of documentary
films on the theme "This Is Washington" is being produced by Hullinger Productions, Washington,
D. C, for television and educational use. Preview of the first
of the series depicting a typical
day in Congress will be shown at
the National Press Club Wednesday, 9 p.m. More than 40 members of Congress shown in the film
have been invited to attend.
The new series is under the
direction of Edwin Ware Hullmger, who, during the war, was assistant director the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service at FCC.
Subsequent films will deal with the
White House, the various federal
agencies and similar themes.
TELECASTING
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Talent
eleitatui

TELEVISION talent fees have
risen 5% to 15% in the past year
and are still definitely on the upgrade, according to the April-May
issue of Ross Reports on Television
Programming. The report predicts
that
costs in
andtheset "fall,
sales when
should sponsors'
reach a
point where television moves ahead
of AM as an advertising buy,"
talent may be expected to increase
its demand for higher fees.
Noting that "the actual present
scales being paid vary according to
the name, number of cast, type of
role and sponsorship," Ross reports the range in fees for dramatic shows as: "Commercial,
hour dram a — star, $500-$l,500 ;
supporting, $100 to $275; bits,
$70-$90; sustaining, hour drama —
star or lead, $250-500; supporting, $75-250; bits, $60-85; commercial, half -hour dram a — star,
$300-750; supporting, $75-225;
bits, $60-85; sustaining, half-hour
drama — lead, $225-400; supporting,
$65-175; bits, $50-75."
Wide Range in Talent Fees
Variety talent fees range from
$50 to $2,000 for guest shots, in
rare cases going as high as $3,000,
the report points out, adding that
when an act uses its own material
the proposed TVA and SAG scales
call for minimum fees of $200 for
a single performer, $300 for
doubles, $400 for trios and $500
for quartets. Writers get from
$300 to $500 for adaptations and
$300 to $700 for original scripts
for one-hour, dramatic shows;
$200 to $500 for half-hour scripts,
Ross states.
Directors at the major networks
get staff salaries of $145 a week
plus commercial fees which are
subject to direct negotiation with
the program's producer and average $150 to $300. Set designers
have a minimum of $175 but average $250. Costume designers have
a minimum of $126.75 while costume finders get a minimum of
$100 a week.
Musicians get 90% of AM scale
for TV network programs, 80%
for local shows. Arrangers get
$250 a week on the average at
staff salary, but generally work
on a freelance basis with fees
based on radio scales.
Ross concludes that the end of
the TV freeze and the advent of
color, if combined with continued
high set sales, should produce
rapid rises in talent fees. "Performers will probably gain the
greatest increase," the report
states, "directors, arrangers and
musicians, a smaller one. Costume
and set designers will become more
important with the inception of
color television. Writers will get
a salary comparable to their movie
brethren. . . ."
Page 14 • TELECASTING

Fees Seen Increasing
(Report 112)

Effect of Set Ownership
According to Income
MEMBERS of low-income families
spend less time in taverns as a
result of television than those in
high-income groups, according to
a survey made by an independent
Chicago research organization at
the request of John Meek Industries (TV manufacturing).
Twice as many (24.1%) lowincome families ($40 per week or
less) reported spending less time
in taverns and cocktail lounges
after getting a TV set than those
for high-income families ($100 a
week and over) .
Representative Families Used
The survey was conducted among
54 and 56 representative families
in the respective groups, with 75%
of the high-income class earning
$10,000 per year or more. The
study was made by Meek to correspond with the extremes in pricing
of TV sets manufactured by the
firm — the inexpensive, large-screen
Meek set and the high-priced, quality Scott receiver.
Fifty percent in the lower income clasification said that keeping adults in the home was an
important factor in the purchase
of a set, compared with 26.8% in
the other group. TV's provision
of "more wholesome leisure time
activity" was a reason for purchase with 68.5% of the $40 families, 46.4% of the other. Both
said TV had beneficial effects on
family life — 57.4% lower income;

50% higher. Other findings:
Low
High
Income Income
Helps Children
41.9% 57.1%
Keeps Family
Together 25.8% 25%
Good Entertainment 12.9% 0.0%
Gives Entertainment Family
Couldn't Afford
Otherwise 6.5% 7.2%
A quarter of the families with
the higher income showed more
concern about harmful effects of
TV, compared with 3.7% for the
other group. Points mentioned
specificially were mealtime difficulties and homework problems.
One-half of the mothers in the
lower group mentioned they bought
the receiver expecting television
to keep children occupied, thus
giving mothers more free time for
their own activities. In the higher
income category, 38.5% of the
mothers mentioned this fact.
Low-income families were chosen
from several sections of Chicago,
high
area. income from a near-suburban
# % %
KFI-TV Los Angeles
Announces New Rates
REPRESENTING an increase of
67% the KFI-TV Los Angeles onetime, hourly rate for Class A time
(6 p.m. to sign off) was increased
from $300 to $500 effective May
15. Class B time (12 noon to 6
City

p.m.) was increased from $210 to
$300 per hour and Class C (9 a.m.
to 12 noon) from $150 to $200 an
hour, according to new Rate Card
No. 5.
Other time segments on a onetime basis for studio or film in
Class A, B and C, respectively,
under the rate increase follow:
30 minutes, $300, $180 and $120;
20 minutes, $225, $135 and $90; 15
minutes, $200, $120 and $80; 10
minutes, §175, $105 and $70, 5
minutes, $125, $75 and $50.
Participation and minute announcements, respectively, are :
Class A, $100 and $90; Class B, $60
and $54; Class C, $40 and $36.
California Seen
As Leading Set Market
CALIFORNIA will be the leading
television market from now on,
according to S. W. Gross, president
of Tele-Tone Radio Corp., New
York. He made the prediction
while in Los Angeles last week for
conferences with his largest distributor, Wood & Cies Distributing
Co. The local market will absorb
about 10% of the five million units
expected
to be sold this year, he
said.
With his company planning
further expansion in 1950 and 1951,
Mr. Gross was on the West Coast
to appraise the markets and distribution. Production this year
will place Tele-Tone Radio Corp.
well up in the big 10 TV set manufacturers nationally, he declared.

1950 Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary — May22,
Number Sets
Number Sets
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Los Angeles
Albuquerque
KLAC-TV, KNBH, KTLA, KTSL, KFI-TV
530,645
KOB-TV
Ames
2,828
9,100 Louisville
WOI-TV
KTTV,
KECA-TV
Atlanta
32,350 Memphis
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
32,115
WTVJ
Baltimore
WMCT
165,843
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Miami
13,000 Milwaukee
34,706
200
Bingham
Ion
WNBF-TV
24,800
Birmingham
14,000 Minn. -St. Paul
109,547
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WTMJ-TV
Bloomington
WTTV
87,700
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
5,800 Nashville
Boston
367,631
77,500
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
93,288
Buffalo
14,568 New Haven
WNHC-TV
WBEN-TV
26,000
New
Orleans
WBTV
Charlotte
Chicago
457,565
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
120,000 New York
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
WABD,
Cincinnati
WOR-TV,
WPIX
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
WATV
Incl. in N. Y. 1estimate
,270,000
223,236
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Newark
66,400 Oklahoma
15,374
Norfolk City WTAR-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
WOW-TV,
KMTV
WKY-TV
52,500
Ft. Worth
Omaha
27,457
483,000
KRLD-TV, WBAP-TV, WFAA-TV
23,246
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Davenport
10,428 Philadelphia
Phoenix
WOC-TV Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
WDTV
Quad Cities Includes
105,000
Pittsburgh
7,000
KPHO-TV
62,100
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Dayton
247,000 Portland, Ore.
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
Providence
Erie
33,459 Richmond
WJAR-TV
56,511
WTVR
Ft. Dallas
WorthRochester
52,500 Salt
887
WBAP-TV,
WFAA-TV,
KRLD-TV
Lake
City
29,073
39,357
WHAM-TV KSL-TV
Grand Rapids
KDYL-TV,
15,700
WLAV-TV
30,000 San Antonio
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
San Diego
KEYL,
37,100
Houston
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
21,500
KLEE-TV
11,475 Schenectady
16.221
San Francisco
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Huntington49,242
Charleston
. 8.770
WRGB
WSAZ-TV
Indianapolis
Seattle
WFBM-TV
St. Louis
78,000
Jacksonville
KING-TV
WMBR-TV
29,000
41,200
128,000
KSD-TV WSYR-TV
Johnstown
9,878 Toledo
21,300
WHEN.
WJAC-TV
44,878
WSPD-TV
Kalamazoo40,000
Syracuse
Battle Creek
WKTV
18,926 Tulsa
24,100
KOTV
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
34,267 Utica-Rome
Washington
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WOIC,
WTTG
13,200
WGAL-TV
44,804
Lansing
WJIM-TV
12,000 Wilmington
Lancaster*
34,742
128.100
WDEL-TV
Stations on Air 104
Sets in Use 5,863,617
* Lancaster and contiguous areas. Total Markets on Air 61
om dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
Editor's
Note: Source Since
of setmany
estimates
are basedmonthly,
on datasome
available
and
manufacturers.
are compiled
may fr main unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
City
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Is there

a

program

idea

Put it into the "laboratory" this summer
out.

you

iuant

to

test?

. . . and see what comes

WSB-TV has the production ability and station facilities for
handling any kind of television program for you. Currently,
approximately 125 live shows monthly are being produced and
shown.
Personnel is talented — and experienced.
Moreover, the Atlanta market is so typical that sales reaction
from a program test can be considered to have a national flavor,
and sales results can constitute an index.
This knowledge of what an audience wants — plus the ability
to deliver it— can be used by you to your advantage and to your
client's advantage. Let us give you more of the facts. Write
us direct, or see your nearby Petry man.

ON
Owned
Page 57

•

and

Operated

PEACHTREE

STREET

By The Atlanta Journal — Represented by Ed w. ■ Petry & Co., Inc.
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Would

Bring Network Service
From Louisville

DETAILS of the extensive TV relay sought by WSM-TV Nashville to
obtain network service from Louisville were revealed in applications
filed with FCC last week.
The microwave radio relay, similar to that granted by FCC a fortnight
ago "for a two-year period to that
*
AT&T has no plans for TV
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.,
would connect next fall with the network service to Nashville during 1950 and has made no plans
coaxial cable of American Telephone and Telegraph Co. at after that date.
WHAS-TV Louisville [TelecastThe telephone company, according, April 3, May 15].
ing to a letter submitted with the
The WSM-TV intercity link, to applications, informed WSM-TV it
would allow interconnection until
cost an estimated $158,000, would
such time as its own channels were
operate until such time as regular
common carrier facilities were
available and the licenses for the
available, according to FCC's pol- private WSM-TV link had expired.
icy on TV intercity networking
AT&T Advises
as applied in the WKZO-TV case
AT&T advised the station that
[Broadcasting, May 15]. The
should WSM-TV proceed with its
Commission's intent to allow temown relay "our plans for video
porary private relaying until regservice into Nashville and other
ular common carrier channels are
points
in Tennessee might be deavailable was reported last Decemferred somewhat, pending developber
in
FCC's
ruling
to
require
ments with respect to the construcAT&T to interconnect with these
tion of other video broadcast
relays [Broadcasting, Dec. 26].
stations in this general area, but
In its two-year relay grant to we
would expect to provide needed
WKZO-TV, the Commission authorized the private carrier to facilities as rapidly as practioperate one year after the estiWSM-TV told the Commission
mated date regular AT&T service
cable."when it filed in January for
would be available. During this that
extension of completion date one of
time the private carrier would
have to be amortized, it was indi- the most important considerations
at that time was the ability to get
cated. AT&T estimated its facilinetwork service. Since AT&T was
ties would be ready one year after
order.
not able to provide service this
year and had no definite plans for
WSM-TV told the Commission
later, WSM-TV told FCC it undertook a 60-day study to choose the
best sites for its own relay system.
The system will comprise two
terminal stations and five intermediate stations, it was indicated.
The originating relay is to be located on the roof of the Courier
Journal Bldg. in Louisville where
interconnection with AT&T would
Advertisers on WLW-Telebe made. The Courier Journal
vision are now getting extra
and Louisville Times are owner of
benefits from two sources:
WHAS-AM-TV there.
1. GREATER MARKET
Intermediate relays are to be
located near Elizabethtown,
Set ownership in the
Smith's Grove, Fairdale and BonWLW-Television Threenieville, all Ky., and Bethpage,
Station area jumped from
Tenn. FCC was told the system
80,200, Nov. 1, 1949, to
would have an overall signal to
185,400 on March 1,
noise ratio of better than 40 db
1950. This is an increase
allowing simultaneous fades of 20
db over the entire path. The staof 131% as against the
tions would operate with 10 w in
national growth of 60%
the 2093-2110 mc and 2008-2025
for this period.
mc bands.
2. SUMMER DISCOUNTS
With the WLW-Television
DuMont Reports Profit
schedule of summer discounts in effect from May
NET PROFIT of $1,967,000 after
1 through September, adtaxes, a 33% increase over a similar period last year, was reported
vertisers can earn up to
60% discount.
for the first quarter of 1950 by
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories
No better time than now . . .
Inc., last week. According to the
no better way than WLWreport, which covered the first 12
Television to sell the markets
weeks of 1950, sales were $15,113,covered by
000, compared with $11,092,000 in
the same period of 1949. The net
profit was achieved despite the
WLW-T4 WLW-D
CHANNEL 3
CHANNEL
CHANNEL 5 WLW-C
loss of an unreported amount by
DAYTON
COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI
the DuMont Television Network,
a subsidiary of the company. In
the first quarter of 1949 net profit
was $1,481,000.
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BACK TO NATURE
WAAM Plans Open Air TV
MOTHER Nature must be beamWAAM The
(TV)
Baltimore's
latesting atventure.
station
reports
its plans are complete for cpnstruction of an outdoor studio on
a 10 acre plot which flanks its
tower and building.
In the past few months, WAAM
has been using the land to stage
and telecast motorcycle crash driving, horse shows, infantry mock
attack, athletic exhibitions and
other special features. New facilities at the "Terrace Studio," featuring an outdoor stage with natural woods as the background,
will enable the station to program
outdoor events as supplementary
to studio originations, WAAM reThe outdoor area can be entered
ports. adjacent garage type doors
from
opening
WAAM's
750 cu. from
ft. main
studio.indoor
The 126,land
will be improved with fresh sodding, planting and trellising. Engineers have applied techniques to
minimize effect of sun's rays,
among them special filters for
cameras and care in "shooting" to
avoid bright light reflections and
blackening of subjects in the picture.
CBS FILM PLANS
Syndicates Series for TV
CBS has completed for syndication
to local stations a new series of 13
quarter-hour films for television
featuring interviews with Hollywood personalities.
The films, produced in Hollywood
by Gene Lester,
willa consist
of interviews between
local station
personality and a Hollywood star,
the station's m.c. interviewing the
star "live," the star replying on
film. Grant Theis, CBS manager
of film procurement and syndication, will handle syndication of the
show from the New York headquarters.
FORD DEALERS
Mull Big Ten Film
FORD DEALERS, through their
Detroit avertising committee headquarters, are considering sponsorship again this year of Big 10
post-game film highlights once
weekly for 10 weeks during the
football season. J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, holds an option
on post-game film rights from the
Big 10 Conference. Rights to the
series, which was sponsored selectively on 17 stations by Midwest
Ford Dealers through JWT last
year, are reported to cost $90,000
this year. The Big 10 is understood to have lowered the price
$10,000 from an original figure
of $100,000.
J. Walter Thompson will try to
place the business this year on a
regional network rather than selectively so that films can be telecast closer to the actual day of the

May 22, game.
1950

ELECTRICIANS
NLRB Acts on Jurisdiction
QUESTION of whether television
stage electricians should be lumped
together with carpenters and property men of IATSE (International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes) or represented by NABET
(National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians) was referred to the employes themselves
in a decision handed down last
Monday by the National Labor
Relations Board.
The case involves NBC's WNBT
(TV) New York and WNBQ (TV)
Chicago
and ABC's WJZ-TV
York [Broadcasting,
May New
15].
Both unions contend that the
history of bargaining with each
network supports their jurisdictional claims. NBC and ABC take
no position
on thewere
unions'
conten-to
tions. Employes
directed
vote by secret ballot not later than
June 14.
The issue has been a sore jurisdictional dispute over a number of
years. NLRB's ruling was interpreted by some observers as a
"diplomatic and non-definitive" decision, indicating no particular
board approach to the problem in
the future.
IATSE claims to represent electricians at units at NBC and ABC
stations in New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles. Its New York and
Chicago locals have written and
oral contracts, respectively, with
NBC Television, the former in effect since 1941, according to
NLRB. NABET was certified as
bargaining representative for radio and television technical employes of NBC and the Blue Network, predecessor to ABC, in 1944.
ART DIRECTORS
Krizman Reviews Problems
NEED

for close coordination between TV art directors and other
production units to make the art
director's work more effective in
video programming was stressed
Tuesday by Serge Krizman, KFITV Los Angeles art director, in a
panel held by the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, Los AnMr. Krizman felt that emphasis
by the advertiser on the commercial
presentation rather than on the
geles.
show itself added to the omni-present problem of lack of time. Commercials, he said, should be integrated within the show to create a
more overall artistic production.
WDTV

(TV) Moves

WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, owned
and operated by Allen B. DuMont
Labs, has announced removal of its
administrative offices in the Clark
Bldg. to the second floor of the
Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Studios, to be completed soon, also
will be located in the same building,
officials said.
BROADCASTING
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Jordan
(Continued from Telecasting P. 5)
question about it," said Mr. Jordan. "Actual attendance figures
— as well as people buying tickets
to the games — both confirmed the
theory that TV has very little
effect on baseball and that longterm ownership may even increase
attendance."
Turning to football, Mr. Jordan
said 192 colleges in the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. sent paid
attendance figures for the last four
years, with won and lost records
and other data. He found that
549c of colleges showed an increase in average attendance per
game in 1949 over 1948 — nearly a
half -million paid admissions; 57%
of colleges in TV areas showed an
increase per game; only 51% in
non-TV areas showed a gain.
"On a broad pattern of this nature, based upon actual attendance
figures, television made no big difference in attendance gains or
losses," Mr. Jordan learned.
While colleges in high TV saturation areas showed a somewhat
lower percentage of increases, it
was found this trend existed in
areas where TV has grown very
rapidly with a high percentage of
new owners (80% or more). On
the other hand, longer-established
TV areas like New York and Philadelphia had a much better record
than the new ones like Los Angeles. This confirmed the original
finding that the hurt to football
attendance comes only from shortterm owners, not long-term owners. When long-term owners dominate in a few years, results should
be favorable to attendance, Mr.
Jordan predicted.
Nearby Games
Telecasting of big college games
did not hurt attendance at nearby
smaller colleges, it was found,
though team performance made a
difference. Drop in college enrollment is an important factor.
Mr. Jordan suggested sports announcers should help promote attendance and not compete for the
home audience. Increase in size
of the TV home audience was not
made at the expense of attendance,
he found, but came from alumni
who formerly were not interested
in following the games frequently.
Cooperating in Mr. Jordan's
study besides baseball clubs and
universities were the Radio Mfrs.
Assn., 64 television stations,
United Press, U. of Pennsylvania,
jj. Princeton, N. W. Ayer & Son and
other ' interested groups.
Swift To Use TV
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, uses TV
for the first time for its TableReady meat starting June 11 for
13 weeks on the four Los Angeles
stations. A total of six film spots
(20- and 60-second) will be used
weekly during the campaign.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
Page 59
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Dressmaking on TV
EXPERIMENTAL series of
13 lessons in dressmaking
has been completed on
WNBW (TV) Washington by
the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Titled Let's Make a
Dress, programs demonstrated operations that go
into professional dress-making at home — right down to
modeling of the completed
garment. USDA reported
participation of 2,000 women
"in one way or another."
CTI

SLASH
FILM

"non-compatible" and said "its
adoption would render the transition from black-and-white to color
most impractical from the standpoint of the public. It also would
prove financially difficult, if not
disastrous to all but the largest
television manufacturers."
He said it would cost the public
more than $500 million to convert
or adapt present- black-and-white
sets to CBS color.
If the CBS system is approved,
he said, "the entire future of television might well be jeopardized."
Final session of the long-drawn
color hearing, which was started
last September, is slated May 25-26
for cross-examination and rebuttal
based on the CTI demonstration.
Although the Commission itself
has announced no timetable, Chairman Ed Johnson (D-Col.) of the
Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee has indicated
FCC will settle the color question
before proceeding with its general
television allocations hearing
[Broadcasting, May 15].

COSTS

with the Fairchild PIC-SYNC* Tape Recorder
*P/c-Sync means "in sync" with picture
camera regardless of tape stretch.

Showing

(Continued from Telecasting P. 3)
tests, Mr. Matthews charged that
"RCA has not pressed for the solution and adoption of color television from the very beginning.
"RCA has never proposed any of
its systems except when it has
been faced with threats of competition and of possible consequent
weakening of its powerful position
in the radio industry," he claimed.
Attacking the RCA color system, he said:
"It is altogether too complicated
for the average service man to
handle or for the average viewer
to adjust successfully and certainly
for television's largest audience,
the children, to operate."
Expanding his charges of monopoly, he said RCA currently
"holds or controls 9,000 patents in
this radio field — maintains the
position that no person can produce
a television receiving set under
present FCC black-and-white
standards without a license from
RCA — can collect 2% or more
royalty from all of its main manufacturing competitors in this field
— continues to be both patent licensor and competing manufacturer— its subsidiary NBC remains
the largest single broadcasting
entity and the largest chain broadcasting the
company CBS
in thecolor
business."
He called
system

PRODUCTION

Each time you retake a sound track, film production costs go up. The waste of film stock
and the time delay for processing increase
operating costs immeasurably. You eliminate
these extra costs with the Fairchild PICSYNC Tape Recorder. Play back the sound
at once . . . check it . . . erase the track . . .
retake the sound before the talent, the set and
crew are disbanded.

Now

Use Va

Tape For All Original Sound

Tracks

Fairchild's development of the PIC-SYNC feature makes possible
the use of *4" tape. Sprocket driven magnetic tape is costly.
• 1/4" tape costs 80%
mm magnetic tape.

less than 16

• %" tape requires 50%
age space.

less stor-

• 1/4" tape is easier to handle.
• contact
1/4" tapewith
assures
more intimate
the heads.
• 1/4" tape has more uniform coating— less amplitude flutter.
• '/}" tape eliminates roughness of
tone caused by sprocket drive.

RECORDING
154TH ST. AND 7TH AVE.
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CLL/lf
EQUIPMENT

Bulletin fully describes
the new PIC-SYNC tape
Recorder. Send for your
copy today.
TELEVISION
SAFETY SOUND TRACK
RECORDING
CBS-TV saves $24.00
per hour by making
safety sound tracks of
television recordings with
the Fairchild PIC-SYNC
Tape Recorder.

CORPORATION
WHITESTONE, L. 1., N. Y.

T

■
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INTERFERENCE
Oscillator Radiation HitFCC MADE CLEAR last week
that it expects the oscillator radiation interference problem in television— which it has under active
consideration — to be corrected at
the manufacturing or local level.
This tack was evidenced in a
letter to Yankee Network rejecting
Yankee's proposal that its WNACTV Boston be granted temporary
authorization to operate on Channel 2 instead of Channel 7 because
of oscillator radiation interference
with WJAR-TV on Channel 11 at
Providence, R. I.
FCC's letter asserted that a
grant of the WNAC-TV application would violate the principles of
the TV freeze order, and added:
The commission is of the opinion
that the type of interference involved
is due to unsatisfactory receiver design, and may be eliminated by appropriate steps in the manufacture of
television receivers to correct design deficiencies. . . . Appropriate
measures can be taken by receiver
manufacturers, dealers, and servicemen to eliminate this type of interference.
Therefore, in the Commission's
opinion, the problem can and should
be resolved by remedial measures at
the source rather than by manipulating the outstanding frequency assignments of existing FM and television stations. Similar problems have
developed in other situations; e.g.,
Atlanta, Ga., and Syracuse, N. Y., and
by the coordinated action of station
licensees, manufacturers, dealers, and
servicemen the local interference
problems have been resolved.
Consequently, it is suggested that
you follow this course of action in
solving your local interference problem.
Many Sets Affected
Local authorities estimated that
some 30,000 to 40,000 TV sets are
affected by oscillator radiation interference between WNAC-TV and
WJAR-TV.
In rejecting WNAC-TV's proposal, FCC noted that it "must
maintain the greatest possible
flexibility with respect to frequency allocations in order that it
may remain free to adopt an allocation plan upon the conclusion of
the current hearings based on the
soundest engineering principles."
It was also pointed out that
Yankee has proposed the substitution of another VHF channel for
No. 7 at Boston and that "the
Commission believes that to grant
your application or request for
special temporary authorization
would tend to prejudge the merits
of this proposal to be considered
at FCC
the hearing."
called attention to the fact
that it has "undertaken a general
MINUTE
S1MG
TV FILM i 4I/R0VWT1
1331 S
Wabash, y
Chicago /
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study of interference of this type
with a view to taking steps to solve
the problem on an overall basis."
Approaching the problem from an
allocations standpoint would cause
"a great
in spectrum space,"
the
letterwaste
continued.
The Commission said it is "of
the opinion, therefore, that the
problem involved must be treated
from the overall viewpoint, and
that to grant frequency changes
upon request of particular stations
for eliminating such interference
would not be in the public interest."
CUBS

OFFICIAL
Says TV Helps Sports

TELEVISION "can't help but help
sports, especially baseball," Chicago Cubs Business Manager Jim
Gallagher admitted Wednesday before members of the Chicago Television Council. Although "we still
don't know the exact effect of TV
on baseball attendance because
there aren't enough facts and figures to prove anything, we have
proved
that to
TV other
doesn'tfactors
hurt." which
Pointing
have hurt baseball — bad weather
and loss of public following because of the team's losing streaks —
Mr. Gallagher
"The only
time
television
hurts said:
attendance
is when
there's a better sports telecast
than the one you have."
Telecasting of "your own event is
not harmful competition — the harm
comes from competing sports
events that are of more interest
and higher calibre," he said. The
speaker contrasted the conviction
of sportsmen 20 years ago that
radio would "kill" baseball and
other sports. "They think the same
thing today, yet I have seen nothing to disprove the fact that television will help baseball."
CTC

Elects Showerman

I. E. SHOWERMAN, NBC Central Division vice president, was
elected president of the Chicago
Television Council at the regular
luncheon meeting Wednesday. He
succeeds George Harvey, commercial manager of WGN-TV Chicago. Other new officers are:
John B. McLaughlin, advertising and
promotion manager, Kraft Foods, vice
president; Mildred Dudley, LeVally
Agency, secretary; Edgar N. Greenebaum Jr., Television Shares Management Co., treasurer, and Attorney John
Moser, legal advisor. Committee
chairmen: Howdee Meyers, NBC, program; Ell Henry, ABC, publicity; Gil
Berry, DuMont, membership, and Jim
Cornell, Foote, Cone & Belding, research.

CBS' STAR Arthur Godfrey (I) moves
to NBC — but only temporarily — he
was master of ceremonies May 15
of an hour-long, star-studded , TV
program (10-11 p.m. EDT) marking
the opening of the U. S. Treasury
Dept.'s Independence Savings Bonds
Drive. To make it official. Secretary
of the Treasury John W. Snyder pins
the National Liberty Bell button,
symbol of the drive, on the radio-TV
entertainer's lapel [sse Programs].
COAST
CIRCUITS
Sept. Video Hookup Seen
TELEVISION circuits between
Los Angeles and San Francisco
are scheduled to be ready for service by next September, Ernst H.
Schreiber, staff enginner of Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph Co., told
Electric Club members at their
meeting in Los Angeles May 16.
Two channels will be provided
initially and present plans contemplate the provision of three additional channels between the two
California cities late in 1951, Mr.
Schreiber said. On completion of
the project, there will be three
northbound and two southbound
channels, which will be provided by
a microwave system using eight
relay stations.
"With linking of Los Angeles
and San Francisco this year, it is
reasonable to expect that further
impetus will be given to West
Coast television development," he
predicted. "Extension will undoubtedly be made from this initial
West
Coast
network."
Further
extension to the
Pacific Northwest
through equipping coaxial cables
into that area for TV was indicated. Mr. Schreiber said that
work is going ahead rapidly to
provide TV channels across country, using both coaxial cable and
microwave systems.
Hits TV

Freeze

GLEN FORD and William Holden,
Hollywood movie stars, have
formed partnership to produce series of 12 half-hour western type
TV films, with George Marshall as
co-producer. Besides playing roles
themselves they plan to use other
name talent in series. Mr. Ford
and Mr. Holden both trying to
work out arrangements that will
permit TV activities with present
movie contracts.
David F. Squire, formerly with
20th Century-Fox Films, has taken
over vice presidency at TV/films
Inc., New York. Mr. Squire has
announced firm is expanding scope
and facilities to produce motion
pictures as well as film for TV.
During past two years TV/films
has specialized in TV commercials
for Bulova Watch, Pall Mall cigarettes, Westinghouse
* * * and others.
Mack Sennett, producer and star
of early comedy pictures, planning
TV activity. Currently perusing
some 700 scripts of his silent picture comedies, and plans to have
50 ready for TV market early next
year. . . .
Gabriel Gonzales Videla, President of Chile, conferring in Hollywood with Filmtone executives on
setting up low-budget movie and
TV film production unit in Valparaiso. ... Jerry Fairbanks Inc.,
Hollywood, recently completed onehalf minute television film presentation for Glamour Products Inc.
(Vitrex Dietary Supplement) for
use in forthcoming TV campaign.
Agency: Barton A. Stebbins Adv.,
Los Angeles. . . . TEEVEE Film
Co., Los tribute
Angeles,
named Beauty,
to disErn Westmore,
Glamour and Personality, quarterhour television film.
K LAC-TV Hollywood telecasting first of recently acquired feature length movies. Included in
total of 43, are 25 westerns as well
as 18 full-length films starring top
movie talent. Ford Dealers, Los
Angeles, sponsoring latter group.
Television Features Inc., New
York, currently preparing film
commercials for Dawson's Ale,
Hudson Napkins, Genesee beer and
Sieberling beer.
Edward Schager resigns as Chicago manager of Jam Handy Organizations (film producers) to join
Atlas Film Corp., Oak Park, 111.,
as vice president. He was a writer
for Atlas in 1937. K T T V
(TV) and KLTA (TV) Los Angeles
recently purchased feature length
motion pictures for telecasting
from Hal Roach Studios, Culver
City, Calif. KTLA acquired exclusive rights to all Charlie Chase
comedies, which will be telecast for
26 weeks under sponsorship by
Murphy Motors, Los Angeles used
car dealer. Agency, Charles N.
Stahl Adv., Los Angeles.

PETITION by the City of Chicago
for removal of FCC's television
freeze and action on pending TV
applications there was filed with
the Commission last week. Accompanying the request were several
resolutions which have been
adopted by the Chicago city council in January, March and April
[Broadcasting, March 13]. The
petition said the freeze "is injurious to residents of . . . Chicago and to the commerce and
industry" of Chicago.
May 22, 1950
BROADCASTING

Agency TV Clinic
McCANN-ERICKSON Inc., San
Francisco, is conducting a television lecture clinic to inform staff
members on latest developments in
the field. Meetings each Thursday morning are handled by the
agency's specialists in various aspects of TV use. Among the lecturers are Burton Granicher,
Alden Nye, Robert Connell, Richard Tyler and Robbins Millbank.
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Telecasting

Yearbook

. . . And the wise timebuyer, account exec, ad manager and station man
keeps that bright, red 1950 BROADCASTING-TELECASTING YEARBOOK
right where he can lay his mits on it. They know that this 3V2-pound,
550-page volume, veritable index to the whole of radio-tv, is finger-tip
reference to the booming business of broadcasting — available from no
other single source.

clip and mail
BROADCASTING • Telecasting
National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, 0. C.
Please send me an extra -copy of the 1950 YEARBOOK
^]l enclose $5.00

^Please bill me

an extra copy

We have a small supply of these books available at $5.00 each. Radio

Firm
Address
City
Page 61

or if you need
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State

folk just naturally take to the YEARBOOK — so if someone's appropriated
yours, or if you need an extra copy, use the handy order form. We'll
have the book en route to you by return mail. But, by all means, act
now — there aren't many left.
May 22, 1950
TELECASTING
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SUP£RSPE£D

^ Sets new standards of performance, utility and economy for TV station operation. Provides a means of film
pickup that approaches the contrast and clarity characteristic ofstudio productions.
t DIRECT FILM PROJECTOR
Used with a Du Moni Special Image-Orthicon film pickup to
give studio clarity to movies and teletranscriptions.
| BACKGROUND PROJECTOR
Brings dramatic moving sets and backgrounds into any
studio. Eliminates costly and cumbersome sets and backdrops.
For information on the Superspeed Projector or other
Du Mont Telecasting equipment write, phone, or visit.
© ALLEN B. DU MONT
LABORATORIES. INC.

FLYING SPOT SCANNER

aUMOHr
ALLEN

B.

DU

MONT

LABORATORIES,

INC.. TELEVISION

TRANSMITTER

DIVISION. CLIFTON.

N. J.

Pull Out for Filing
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FLORIDA

aement

MEET

Agenda Set for June 2-3
GENDA has been announced by
W. Esch, WMFJ Daytona
lj>eaeh, Fla., president of the
florida Assn. of Broadcasters, for
|he annual meeting of the FAB to
je held June 2-3 at Orange Court
jlotel, Orlando.
, Meeting will feature speeches by
jlosel Hyde, FCC Commissioner,
nd Frank King, member of the
JAM board. Business sessions, disussions on BAM and NARBA and
lection of officers headline the
trogram.
The convention gets underway
'une 2 with
business and
meeting
Allowed
by aa luncheon
the
BAM talks. Other speaker listed
or BAM is Lt. Col. Donald Wilkins,
J. S. Air Force publicity officer.
Talks also will be heard on the
veather bureau and Florida Citrus
Commission. Cocktail hour and
water show followed by a banquet
•onclude that day's activities. On
Tune 3, NARBA talks, headed by
omr. Hyde and joined by John S.
ross, assistant chief, Telecommunications staff, State Dept., will
be followed by a luncheon, business session and election of officers.
Phi Ico Sales
INCREASED demand for Philco
ITV sets stimulated the firm's net
jincome and sales this first quarter
n comparison to last year's corresponding period, William Balderiston, president, Philco Corp., has
Announced. Sales this quarter
;otaled $79,487,000 compared to
$53,006,000 for the first quarter
ast year. Net income totaled $4,)74,000, an increase of $3,159,000,
ind equivalent, after preferred diviiends, to $2.37 per share of common stock as compared to 49<£ per
share in the 1949 period.

BROADCASTING

GEORGE neer
S. ofJOHNSON,
chief AlbuengiKOB-AM-TV
querque, N. M., will continue as
station manager of KOB-TV in addition to his engineering responsibilities. AM operation is under management of PHIL
HOFFMAN, former
vice president and
general and sales
manager of WOL
Washington
[ BROADCASTINjG,
May 8] .erties
KOBare owned
propMr. Johnson
by T. M. Pepperday, publisher of
Albuquerque Journal.
MARCEL CARTER and G. W. RICHARDSON promoted to positions as executive assistants to management of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa.
Mr. Carter will be executive assistant
to CBC General Manager Dr. Augustin Frigon; Mr. Richardson will be
executive assistant to CBC assistant
general manager, Donald Manson.
Mr. Carter has been with CBC since
1944 in administrative positions, and
Mr. Richardson has been in administrative positions with CBC and its
predecessor Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission since 1933.
EMERSON J. PRYOR, general manager of WDVA Danville, Va., elected
vice president and
general manager of
station. Before
joining WDVA two
years ago, he was
general manager
for WRRN (now
WHHH) Warren,
Ohio.
FLEM J. EVANS,
president
eral and
managergen-of
WPLH - AM-FM
Mr. Pryor
Huntington, W.
Va., is recipient of
Junior Chamber of Commerce Young
Man of the Year Award.
WILLIAM S. PALEY, chairman of the
board of CBS, named as member of

• Telecasting

advisory committee of Columbia U.'s
Graduate School of Business Adminisversity. tration. He is also a trustee of uniLARRY NUSS appointed station manager at KXGI Fort Madison, Iowa: He
was formerly manager at KAYX
Waterloo and spent
three years in sales
department at
WDGY Minneapolis. He entered radio in 1943 at
KROC Rochester,
N. Y., and was also
with KOL Seattle.
THOMAS
RICK Inc., PATowner
Mr. Nuss
of KWK St. Louis,
changes corporate
name to KWK Inc.
BARBARA KOBE joins WXGI Richmond, Va., as executive assistant to
dent.
GRAEME ZIMMER, WXGI vice presi-

bership award from Detroit's United
Foundation
Torch Drive. for station's help in first
JACK YOUNTS, president and general
manager of WEEB Southern Pines,
N. C, is the father of a boy, Millard
Stephen, born May 9.
DR. D. D. PALMER, vice president and
treasurer of Central Broadcasting Co.
(WHO Des Moines) and Tri-City
Broadcasting Co. (WOC Davenport),
is the father of a girl, Jenns Wren.
Dr. Palmer is the son of COL'. B. J.
PALMER, president of broadcasting
companies.
C. J. MARSHALL, assistant secretarytreasurer of Don Lee Network, Hollywood, and MARGARET COLE, secretary to Ward Ingrim, Don Lee vice
president in charge of sales, were married May 5.

KWRZ

Hearing

NO APPEARANCE was made by
KWRZ Flagstaff, Ariz., at its license renewal hearing before FCC
May 15, the Commission reported
last week. FCC earlier had forfeited the station's license but withdrew that action upon a request
for hearing. The Commission indicated it wished to determine
whether ownership of the outlet
had been transferred without FCC
approval [Broadcasting, May 8].
KWRZ is assigned 250 w fulltime
on 1340 kc.

THEODORE C. STREIBERT, president of WOR-AM-TV New York, and
MBS chairman of the board, arrives in CKVL-FM Verdun, Que., has begun
Hollywood tomorrow (May 23) for one operations on 96.9 mc with 3 kw.
week to inspect various television stations and investigate West Coast
methods of operation. While in Hollywood he will confer with Lewis Allen Weiss and Willet Brown, board
chairman and president, respectively,
of Don Lee Broadcasting System, who
also are directors of MBS.
J. P. WILLIAMS, vice president of
WING Dayton and WIZE Springfield,
Ohio, named to board of directors of
Dayton Better Business Bureau Inc.
FRANK SAMUELS, vice president in
charge of ABC Western Div., Hollywood, appointed to television committee of Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
BOB BINGHAM, general manager of
WCNC Elizabeth City, N. C, elected
to membership in Radio Pioneers Club.
He began his radio career at WKBW
Buffalo in 1927.
ROBERT LEAHY, of FCC Accounting
Dept., Broadcast Div., and Margaret
Kennedy Altman of McAlester, Okla.,
were married May 15 at Fort Smith,
Ark. Circuit Judge J. Sam Wood
officiated.
ALVIN C. WALTERS, liaison officer
ProgrammedAudiences
for
Mid-America
for O&O stations of Yankee Network
outside Boston, is the father of a boy,
Alvin Charles Jr.
: B
ROBERT J. McANDREWS, manager
of Southern California Broadcasters'
Feature
Assn., Hollywood, is the father of a
Availability
girl, Julie Anne.
BENJAMIN BARTZOFF, executive
vice president and general manager of
Jim Monroe & The
WVOM Boston, appointed to MassaNews
Tues., 6:00-6:10
Thurs. & PM.
Sal.
Radio reporting at
lic Health.chusetts Citizens' Committee for Pubits best withfavorite
MidAmerica's
CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD, vice
newscaster. Write,
wire or call today]
president and general manager of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.
(WBT) , Charlotte, N. C, chosen one
of 10 best-dressed men in city.
WILLIAM J. JORY, vice president of National Representative — John c. Pearson Co.
WJLB Detroit, receives charter memMay 22, 1950
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ommezctai

FireLUTZ,
Central Sales with
Div., apstone's formerly
head
pointed of sales department of WRFD Worthington, Ohio.
JOE BRADSHAW transfers to handle
national accounts.
DALE

dubbings
spots
pressings

demue

RECORDING • PROCESSING
PRESSING
Xou get the kind of service you want and the quality
you need at RCA ! Records
and transcriptions of every
description ... slide film and
promotion recording facilities. Careful handling and
prompt delivery. Contact an
RCA Victor Custom Record
Sales Studio, Dept. 5-B
120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, New York
MU 9-0500
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago 11, Illinois
Whitehall 4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
Hillside 5171
You'll find useful facts in
our Custom Record Brochure.
Send for iModay !

RICHARD H. CLOSE, active in NBC
Spot Sales Dept. for past 15 years,
most recently as account executive,
appointed
manager
of NBC's JOHN
NationalS.
Spot Sales.
He succeeds
DeRUSSY, who joins WCAU Philadelphia as director of sales for AM and
TV [Broadcasting, May 8].
JAMES FLETCHER appointed to sales
staff of KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska. He
was formerly regional manager of
Alaska Broadcasting Co., Anchorage.
FRED A. SCHWENDIMAN joins sales
staff of KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake Cit.y
STAN GORDONI joins WTVJ (TV)
Miami, Fla., as commercial coordinator.
He formerly was with WMIE Miami,
as salesman. MARY FORD joins station's sales staff, after having been
with WMIE and Miami Daily News.
EDITH M. CAROLIN becomes office
manager for WTVJ replacing FRAN
EMLER,rector ofappointed
station. copy and traffic diJOSEPH N. CURL, formerly on sales
staff of WOV New York, joins WOR
New York sales department as account
executive.
SCHEPP-REINER Co., New York, appointed commercial representative of
WASA Havre de Grace, Md.
WILLIAM K. McDANIEL, acting sales
manager, KECA-TV Hollywood,
named sales manager of station.
BRADLEY R. EIDMANN, former commercial manager at WAAF Chicago,
joins WGN Chicago as salesman.
CHARLES A. B. JOHNSON, former
account excutive for Harper's Bazaar,
joins sales staff of WMTR Morristown,
N. J.
WEED & Co. appointed national representative for WOI-TV Ames, Iowa.
DAVID R. ALLEN, former copy writer
and account executive for Flack Adv.,
joins WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y., as
local television time sales representative.
GEORGE
P. HOLLENGBERY Co.,
station representative, moves to new
offices at 500 Fifth Ave., New York.
Telephone is: BRyant 9-3960.
JACK WOOLLEY, production manager
of Hunter Adv., Los Angeles, for past
two years, joins KMPC Hollywood as
account executive.
VERNON HEEREN, sales service manager at NBC Chicago, is the father of
a girl, Diane Marie.

'Whispering' Jack Smith
JACK SMITH, 51, known in radio
as "Whispering" Jack Smith, died
May 13 at his home in New York.
Mr. Smith started on his singing
career
During
1930's
he
was in
the 1914.
star of
severalthenetwork
shows and three weeks ago appeared on WNBT (TV) New York.
Surviving are his wife, a brother
and a sister.
Page 64
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Openfrom
Mike
(Continued
page 18)
cials, news flashes, and weather
coming out of a speaker, was certain to think of it as radio, and
since feeling was running so high
in the matter, the radio industry
certainly should have been concerned, at least from a public relations standpoint.
If I'm wrong — if the terminal
broadcasts had no relation to the
radio industry — I'm curious to
learn why the birth, death throes,
and ultimate demise of Terminal
Radio Inc. was reported so faithfully in Broadcasting, "The Newsweekly Keith
of Radio
Cannesand Television."
Commercial Copy Editor
WQXR York
New Times
York
New
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Terminal Radio,
dead or alive, was a matter of tangential interest to radiomen and hence its
convulsions were briefly reported in
this publication. Neither it nor its
executioner, however, could properly
be considered to fall within the scope
of the Peabody Awards which are
officially described as "designed to recognize the most disinterested and
meritorious public service rendered
each year by the broadcasting industry." The italics are ours. Mr. Connes
might consider this question: If the
loud speaking system of Grand Central
had transmitted good music (of the
quality, say, of that aired by the
award-winning
WQXR), would it have
deserved a Peabody?]

and so has a long record of conl
tinuous operation.
For verification of these dates gej
a copy of Ed Shurick's book, Th\
First Quarter Century of Americar
Broadcasting — pages 11-13.
WHA's claim to the distinctk
of being "The oldest station in tl
nation" has frequently been chal
lenged — yet no other station ha
been found to have been in opera
tion for so many years. Regular];
scheduled programs — with weathe
reports, farm information, mark:
news and music — were provided i;
1919, following two years of spc
radic experimental broadcasting.
If you find an older station — le
us know. If not — let us know, too
Harold A. Engel
Assistant Director
WHA (U. of Wisconsin)
Madison, Wis.
The Captive Audience
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I am enclosing a cartoon done b
Bill Wheeler of our announcin

Cites Responsibility
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Your editorial comment on the
"Phrase That Never Fails" is most
interesting [Broadcasting, May 8].
The FCC jumped WLIB for
broadcasting one side only when
unable to get anyone to take the
other side. Then the FCC jumped
WWJ for declining to broadcast
one side when it could not get anyone to take the other side.
But
who broadcast
is to blame?
Isn't have
it a
fact that
licensees
the duty to fight for free radio just
as newspapers have the duty and
recognize it to fight for a free
press? If the broadcasters would
be more alert to their freedom and
more determined to stand for it
then FCC tyranny would be lessened or eliminated. . . .
Walter Johnson
Attorney
Heathsville, Va.

ll In
I ill
staff. Thought perhaps you migr
use it in Broadcasting or tr
Telecasting section.
George O'Connor
Promotion
Director
WINR Binghamton, N. Y. : "I'STAFFERS and emergency equipmei
sent by CBC to Winnipeg to mainta;
radio service during flood crisis.
1930 — 1950
20th Anniversary Year
46.0

WHA Claimed Oldest
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
As I read your editorial "Phrase
That Never Fails" I was about to
disagree with your statement that
only one station other than WWJ
could claim 30 years of continuous
operation. Then I realized that
WHA (formerly 9XM) has been
operating not 30 — but 33 years. It
served during World War I in cooperation with the Navy experimental telephonic transmissions, at
a time when most other sending stations had been ordered dismantled,

* (average
period*
winter, 51950)
"HOOPER"*
proves the best buy
in
DANVILLE,
VA.

WBTM
R.p. HOLUNCBESY
5kw(d)
ABC lkw»
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CLAIMING something different in
jl special events coverage, WEEB
Southern Pines, N. C, obtained
fst hand look at joint Army-Air
jjrce
Swarmer"
heldMay.in
arolinas"Exercise
in late April
and early
h April 27, Jack Younts, WEEB
fesident and general manager, Joe
'arren, news and special events di^ctor, and Arch Coleman, WEEB
immentator, took flying tour of mabuver area culminating at Shaw Air
orce base at Sumter, S. C. At base,
kio taped several interviews with jet
jilots participating in the operation,
.eluding actual conversation between
ilots and control tower as planes
iok to air. Also provided was aerial
escription of 3,000 paratroopers hitIng silk.
King-Sized Show
PECIAL one-hour television show for
5ant Treasury Department bond drive
as aired Monday, May 15, on NBCIV, 10-11 p.m., spearheaded by Presient Harry S. Truman. Show was
mceed by Arthur Godfrey and inluded: Secretary of the Treasury
ohn W. Snyder; ECA Director Paul
:. Hoffman; Paul Winchell and Jerry
[ahoney; FCC Commissioner Frieda
. Hennock; Justice of the Supreme
ourt William 0. Douglas; Jerry
olonna; Harold Stassen, president of
f. of Pennsylvania; Perry Como; the
'ontaine Sisters; Admiral Forrest P.
lierman; Sid Ceasar; Imogene Coca;
|t. Gen. James H. Doolittle; Gladys
warthout, and Archie Bleyer and his
rchestra. Rolland W. Gillett, vice
resident and director of television at
'oung & Rubicam, directed, and David
.evy, also of Y & R, produced.
Successful Election Night
JPERATING on own, instead of with
ewspaper as in past, WTBC TuscaDosa, Ala., gave complete result of
seal and state returns on election
ight. Using students from radio deartment of U. of Alabama, WTBC
ecured returns and did all tabulations,
according to Bert Banks, manager
nd partner, staffers surprised themelves with excellent job. Sponsor of
lection returns also was very happy
bout presentation, Mr. Banks said.
Pork and Bean Month
rIONTH of May formally declared Naional Pork and Bean Month over
CMTV (TV) Omaha through courtesy
•f Stokely Van Camp Inc. Occasion
ivas "sight-unseen" auction on Penny
Auction program, in which bid was
von by Mrs. Rose Lee. Unable to
dentify item which she had purchased,
ilrs. Lee was told to make two-minute
! peech on "Why May should be called
national Pork and Bean Month." During her speech, 1,000 cans of pork and
>eans were dumped at her feet. Mrs.
^ee's arguments were so persuasive

that Stokely Van Camp proclaimed
May as NP&BM.
Winnipeg Flood Coverage
STEWART MacPherson, WCCO Minneapolis staffer and native of Winnipeg, journeyed to flood-stricken city
for eye witness coverage. Mr. MacPherson returned to Minneapolis May
16 and aired account of damage done
and state of flood on WCCO news
periods. In addition, he was heard on
Allan Jackson CBS News and CBS
News of America that evening.
Election Night Format
IN Portsmouth, Ohio, WPAY-AM-FM
and Portsmouth Times cooperated to
present Election Night Party May 2.
Station remained on air until 1 a.m.
Added features of election night coverage were pickups of state-wide election
results from WVKO Columbus. On
same evening, WPAY aired recorded
broadcast of local home talent show, as
well as remote broadcast of church
musical program.
Billionth Battery
WHEN Ray-O-Vac Co., maker of batteries for powering portable radios,
picked one-billionth sealed-in-steel,
leakproof flashlight battery from assembly line late last month, Madison,
Wis., stations joined in covering event.
WFOW (FM) broadcast half-hour program direct, while WIBA and WISC
carried delayed broadcast. Wisconsin
U.'s outlet, WHA, scheduled series of
later broadcasts of tape recording of
ceremony with salutes to Wisconsin
industries and cities. Highlight of
program was presentation of "Billioneer" battery to Donald W. Tyrell,
president of company, by Carl Swenson, 85, oldest Ray-O-Vac employe in
point of years and service to company.
'Q-Ball' on TV
LATEST sports programming on
WFIL-TV Philadelphia offers unique
game of "Q-Ball" and traditional golf
play for enthusiasts. Q-Ball Corp. of
Pennsylvania now sponsors weekly
series of programs on game which combines some elements of billiards and
pinball.
George
Walsh, weekly
station'sseries
sports-of
caster, has
scheduled
five-minute films showing how professional golfers round links, for bene-

J. McCOLLISTER
Regional Representatives
BELIAGIO, LOS ANGELES
• BR 04705
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member N'A'B• Telecasting
'BROADCASTING

fit of fans desiring to brush up on
finer points of game.
Milk Auction
CFOR Orillia,
children's
auction
programOnt.,
everypresents
Saturday
morning to boost milk consumption in
area. Auction is for weekly prize and
bidding is done with milk bottle tops,
youngsters sending in their bids as
number of milk bottle tops they have
collected. Highest four bidders are
called to be interviewed on program
each Saturday morning, and have to
bring their bottle tops with them.
More Good Music
MONEY donated by Citizens Committee for Better Music in Chicago is paying for some 13 hours of programming
weekly on WXRT (FM), affiliate of
WSBC Chicago, which airs only classical music during its 70-hours per week
schedule. Station reports commercial
sponsors are interested in buying classical programs after widespread publicity following formation of Citizens
Committee. Members of group, donating minimum of $10 per year, attempt
to foster performance of good music
and have started their campaign with
radio. Committee has contracted to
sponsor hour and a half of symphony
six nights weekly and entire opera
Sunday nights for a year.
Fishing Feature
WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw, Mich., reports "Let's go fishing" really means
something in northeastern Michigan.
To help keep Izaak Waltons up to
date on what's biting and where, NBC
outlet has inaugurated 15-minute program each Thursday evening entitled
Let's Go Fishing. On program, phone
calls are made directly to several
choice fishing localities and accurate
reports are made by fishermen themselves. Through use of telephone tape
recordings, they tell fellow anglers
what fish are biting, what kind of bait
works the best, how weather is and
who's catching big ones.
Telecast Election Returns
JOINING
Miami WTVJ
Herald (TV)
and paper's
affiliate WQAM,
Miami
originated
election
show
in
Herald's
news room. State-wide returns on
hotly contested Pepper-Smathers Senatorial race pouring in from tabulators
were caught by three remote cameras
in news room. One followed figures on
election board, another caught excitement of WQAM news room and third
followed news ticker and activity in
joint
news uproom.
Herald'sas
returnswire-press
were picked
by WTVJ
John T. Bills, WQAM news editor, and
Ralph Renick, WTVJ news editor, exboard. plained results posted on 40-ft. blackDaily Funnies
EARLY morning programming on
WNAO-AM-FM Raleigh, N. C, now includes Funny Paper Time broadcasts
aired daily by Program Director
George T. Case. Using nom de plume
of "Uncle George," Mr. Case, whose
reading of Sunday funnies was feature
for past year, gives youthful listeners
opportunity to follow favorite comic
strip and be kept up to date on safety
notes, school bulletins, etc.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
Network Calibre Program at Cocal Station Cost

AIVHTV
YOUR BEST BUY
BLOOMINGTON'S

WTTS
now 5000 WaTTS, and easily
the leading station in the
central and southern Indiana
area. A regional station, WTTS
is located in the heart of
the world-famous limestone
industry. For complete
information, call or write:
Bob Lemon, Sales Manager,
WTTS-WTTV, Bloomington,
I ndiana.
WTTV
is a "home-built" station,
but don't— for heaven's
sake— get theIt'sideafar it's
amateurish!
People in the industryfromjustit.
can't understand how a town
the size of Bloomington
supports
TV. We'd
tell
you more
about like
it. to
Write, wire or call our
National Reps., Barnard and
Thompson, New York.
WTTS

WTF

THE SARKES TARZI*
Bloomington In
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"j\TORMAN
EVANS
formerly of
J_^| WAAM
(TV)
pointed chief Baltimore,
announcer ap-at
WFMD Frederick, Md.
JIM WILLIAMS, formerly with
WNIQ (FM) Uniontown, Pa., joins
announcing- staff of WWSW Pittsburgh.
JIM THOMAS, formerly member of announcing staff of WSB Atlanta, Ga.,
rejoins WCYB Bristol, Tenn., where
he was announcer prior to entering
Navy.
LEW JEFFREY joins program department of KMTV (TV) Omaha. He was
formerly with KMA Shenandoah, Iowa.
JIM DIMITRI joins WIND Chicago as
staff singer. He formerly worked at
WNMP Evanston, 111.
HANK BASAYNE, formerly with CBS
shortwave and Telepac, New York,
WVET Rochester and Dolman-Basayne, San Francisco, joins KSJO San
Jose as copy chief.
JUNE DeSPAIN joins continuity staff
of WXGI Richmond, Va., as assistant
to JOE GUIDI, continuity director.
TOM NOLLOTH, formerly of WSRS
Cleveland, joins staff of WCPO-TV
Cincinnati, as announcer.
ROGER CLARK, formerly disc jockey
and staff member of WNOR Norfolk,
Va., joins WFGN Gaffney, S. C, as
combination man.
BOB GLENN joins staff of WSTV
Steubenville, Ohio, as announcer.
JAMES A. MAHONEY, formerly with
station relations department of MBS
and with Crossley Research Co., joins
ABC stations department.
PETER POTTER, Hollywood disc m.c,
starts new hour weekly television show,

Here's

the Picture

Ptoduction

llllllllllllllllllllllilllllillilllllllllll!
Peter Potter's Party, on KTSL (TV)
Hollywood.
MAURIE COHEN, associate producer
of Columbia Pacific Network's Meet
the Missus, named director of program.
LEE WALLER, formerly traffic and
copy director of WTVJ (TV) Miami,
Fla., joins WMIE same city as copy
director.
WALLY NORMAND, formerly of
CKOY Ottawa, joins WPTR Albany,
N. Y., as m.c. of Wake Up With Wally
morning show. BOB SWAN, formerly
staff announcer at WMTW Portland
Me., and WCAX Burlington, Vt., becomes m.c. of WPTR Mood Indigo,
nightly disc show. Other additions to
WPTR staff are DAVE DENNY and
ANNA MARIE THOMAS, hillbilly duo.
ANN CORNISH, director of classical
music division of WQXR New York,
resigned May 15. HAROLD LAWRENCE, assistant to Miss Cornish for
the past year, assumes her duties.
JOHN DIRN, formerly announcer-operator at KJAM Vernal, Utah, and
HENRY GRIPP, recent graduate of
Don Martin School of Radio, Los Angeles, join KYOR Blythe, Calif., as
announcer-operator.
BILL CAMPBELL, formerly announcer-engine r with KVOC Casper,

. . ♦

inGLOVERSVILLE.JOHNSTOWN
CONLAN
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INDEX

Total Coincidental
Calls — 8,437
* Sets
STATION
STATION STATION
In use WENT
D
Index
B
C
OTHERS
4.3
4.3
8:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m.
18.0
61.1
22.9
7.4
Mon. thru Sat.
10:00 a.m.-12:00 N
19.9
25.7
4.4
6.3
4.9
58.7
Mon. thru Sat.
4.3
8:00 a.m.-12:00 N
19.0
5.3
6.1
59.9
24.4
Mon. thru Sat.
12:00 N-2:00 p.m.
6.6
61.9
4.7
20.9
23.7
Sun. thru Sat.
3.1
2.00 p.m. -4:00 p.m.
18.7
51.3
31.6
Sun. thru Sat.
5.1
5.6
6.4
4.3
4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
18.4
34.5
5.6
49.6
6.0
Sun. thru Sat.
4.6
12:00 N-6:00 p.m.
19.3
4.8
54.5
29.7
Sun. thru Sat.
6.4
6.00 p.m. -8:00 p.m.
29.2
49.9
36.8
2.9
7.5
2.9
Sun. thru Sat.
8.00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
37.7
35.9
2.5
3.5
Sun. thru Sat.
50.1
6.2
6:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
2.7
50.0
32.9
37.4
Sun. thru Sat.
3.2
6.7
* WENT covers Fulton and Montgomery and portions of other counties with 145,000 in its
primary area.
CBS
for
GLOVERSVILLE
and JOHNSTOWN
Joseph Hershey McGillvra
National Representative
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Wyo., and BILL WARREN, formerly
with KREO Indio, Calif., in same capacity, join announcing-engineering
staff of KPDW Helena, Mont.
JEROME C. ROBINSON, former casting director of The Big Story, NBCTV, named supervisor of production
of program.
JANET
KTJBICZ, formerly with'
the old
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
agency,
rejoins WBBM Chicago as producer of
Paul Gibson shows.
BILL ROBERTS, formerly of CKSF
Cornwall, joins production staff of
CKOY Ottawa. He started in radio
at
CKVD
Val d'Or,
Que., andandalsoCKGB
has
been
on CKCR
Kitchener,
Timmins.
ADELINE HANSON and EDDIE
SMARDAN have started six-weekly,
half-hour recorded music program on
KOWL Santa Monica, Calif.
JACK DuMONT, former Hollywood
artist, joins ABC-TV Chicago as makeup man.
HOWARD VIKEN, formerly with
WEBC Duluth, Minn., joins announcing staff of WCCO Minneapolis. He
began his radio career with KUOM,
U. of Minnesota outlet.
DONALD SHAW, former supervisor of
television commercial and sustaining
traffic at ABC, promoted to television
division of Stations Dept. at network.
WARREN HULL joins cast of Talent
Parade on WOR-TV New York. Show
is aired Saturday, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
DICK PIKE, formerly chief announcer
at WKNX Saginaw, Mich., joins
WCKY Cincinnati, as conductor of
Nighthawks, daily, 1-4 a.m.
BOB WATSON, announcer for WSB
Atlanta, Ga., named acting producer of
Views of the News, replacing BETTY
COLLINS, who is on leave of absence.
LES MITCHEL, producer-director of
CBS Skippy Hollywood Theatre,
named assistant producer of Lippert
Productions, Los Angeles, forthcoming feature movie "The Return of
Jesse
James."BULOTTI, formerly proCHARLES
gram director,
Mutual-Don
Lee Broadcasting System,
Hollywood,
joins
KLAC-TV same city -as night operations manager.
HANK SYLVERN signs to conduct and
compose music for new CBS Beyond
Tomorrow show.

KNX Open House series which startei
last week on KNX Hollywood.
LELA HAYES, traffic manager
WHO-AM-FM
Des Moines,
Jamei"
Sellers have announced
their and
marriage,
BILL LEYDEN, Los Angeles dk.
jockey, is m.c. for new five weekh
hour Club 11 program, featuring filmti
performances by famous vocalists arj<
orchestras on KTTV(TV) HollywooJ
tions manager.
RALPH MOFFATT, announcer-dis
jockey at WCCO Minneapolis, is @u
father of a girl, Martha.
GIL THOMAS, radio writer-producei
joins Columbia Pacific Network Holly
wood writing staff, effective May 29.
VERNE DIAMOND, WXYZ-TV De
troit
assistant, is the fathe
of a production
boy.
NANCY MIRCHEFF, formerly secre
tary to JAMES FONDA, CBS Holly
wood program supervisor, named as
sitant to ANNE NELSON, office man
ager of network program departmenl
ROXIE FREDERICKSON, home eco
nomics director of KPOJ Portlanc
Ore., is winner of Glamour magazin
all-expense trip to New York for sub;
mitting best essay from Glamou
Career Council for Portland area.
BILL MORGAN, announcer for WHO
AM-FM Des Moines, is the father of

GIANCARLO ROSSINI, announcer an
newscaster for Voice of America, an
Arlene Rae Taylor have announce
their marriage.
girl.
JERRY
WHITE, chief
WLOF Orlando,
Fla., announcer
leaves statiofo'
to take television training in Ne
York.
MURRAY ARNOLD, program directc
of WIP Philadelphia, is the father
a girl, Deborah.
JOHN R. CLEMENT, continuity writ!
at WROV Roanoke, Va., is the fath<
of a boy, John Roberts.
JIM McFADDEN, recent graduate
Pasadena, Calif., Institute of Radi
and DICK GLANDER, graduate |
Broadcasters Network Studio Schoc f
Los Angeles, join announcing-opera i
ing staff of KGIW Alamosa, Col.
NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL, CI
cago, and WHOM New York are pr
paring series of transcribed safe,
spots in Italian, Polish and Spani:
for release to all foreign langua;
stations. Charles Baltin, WHOM a
sistant manager, is handling prodi^
tion
Reques1
shouldand
be transcription.
sent to Paul Jones,
Council,
Chicago. at 425 N. Michigan AvJ|si

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER1

RON CAREY, formerly with KOA Denver, WIS and WNOK Columbia, S. C,
joins
announcingS. staff
FM Greenville,
C. of WESC-AMCARL F. MACAULEY, formerly freelance artist; ALBERT GOODMAN,
former MGM Culver City, Calif., set
any
v/Wy
designer, and MARY LOU VOGEL,
new to television, join KECA-TV Holboy 'ir..Harv/rite *°r „
lywood production department.
ETHEL JANE KING, women's editor
of KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan., elected
chairman of 12th District (Kan. and
Okla.) of Assn. of Women Broadg°res
casters.
-,d f>c"""
.i*1"*;**
by
rd
fo
HARRY BABBITT and ILENE
s
rt
Give
facts
shows
WOODS, singers, are co-stars in new
BROADCASTING
• Telecastit best
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Bigger Than Other Media,
Berend Tells Ad Club

RMED with facts and figures, Frank (Bud) Berend, NBC Western
ivision sales manager, told Hollywood Ad Club members last Monday
iiat "radio is bigger than ever — bigger than 10 years ago and bigger
Ian any other advertising medium."
"There are 12 million more radio *
imilies today than 10 years ago, have the answer to all the problems." He told Ad Club members
h increase of 43%," Mr. Berend
that NBC is developing new
lid. "Today's total of 86 million
idio sets is nearly twice the 1940
methods of kinescoping that will
give a quality comparable to live
gure, an increase of 91%."
J Radio listening, he declared, is TV. He foresaw a vast new era
,;ill No. 1 in public acceptance,
of entertainment opening in Hollywood, and indicated that the West
jid he pointed out that it is over
Wo greater now, per home, than
Coast won't have to wait for the
coaxial cable to achieve that.
>ur years ago. Directing remarks
, agency timebuyers and adverSidney N. Strotz, NBC adminissers in particular, he reminded
trative vice president in charge
of the Western Division operations,
ijiem that radio time costs are
was chairman of the bi-monthly
nng down. "In the past 10 years
ney have declined 11%," he said. luncheon meeting, designated as
e also cited other figures to show
"NBC Day." Ernie Belt, club presilat radio continues in No. 1 place
dent, presided.
|b a merchandise mover.
!, Speaking for TV was Norman
'llackburn, NBC West Coast di- FTC REALIGNS
ictor of network television, and
Announces Bureau Shifts
!jhomas McFadden, newly appointREORGANIZATION
of its but manager of KNBH (TV) Hollyreaus and divisions and appointood, who took issue with a recent
ment of supervisory officials, effeciatement of Sylvester L. (Pat)
tive June 1, was announced last
/eaver, NBC vice president in
Monday by Federal Trade Comlarge of television, that Hollymission in a move designed to
ood would be inferior to New
streamline
its functions.
ork in TV programming until
Purposes of the reorganization,
j|ie coaxial cable links both coasts
which would affect FTC's Radio
5me two years hence.
and Periodical Advertising DiviNew York's Start
sion, are to (1) eliminate delay
in handling cases; (2) promote
Conceding New York's two year
ead start would require some
development of cooperative work
pitching up locally, Mr. Blackwith industry; (3) relate investiurn declared that while easterners
gations of complaints with any
ke their shows live, lower film trial work that may develop, and
Ijbsts of improved quality and a
(4) associate economic probes with
ferfected kinescope will turn the preparation and trial of cases to
■ick. The West Coast has been
discourage early monopolistic development.
|)ut of sight and out of reach,"
Donald B. Catling will head the
e said, because we are "hamradio division. Lowell B. Mason,
;rung by mountains and money."
He advised that New York proacting FTC chairman, will superducers have found many fine subsivise trial examiners and the Bureau of Administration.
ffites for Hollywood talent which
Supervisory assignments of other
as been denied them. "Viewers,"
Commission members include William
e said "are learning to like what
Ayres,
over General
Counsel's
office;
John Carson,
over Bureau
of Restraint
ley see."
of Trade, and James Mead, Bureau of
Mr. McFadden said Hollywood
Industry Cooperation and Bureau of
m't miss being the world's tele- Deceptive Practices.
vision center and declared that "we

m
JOS. WEED & CO.,
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Know About the
5000 WATT

TRANSMITTER

Now in Use at
•CHNS

HALIFAX

NOVA
The Maritimes
BUSIEST
Commercial Station

ROADCASTING

SCOTIA

LOW-POWER FM
Indiana Meet- Set Aug. 3-4
LOW-POWER FM educational stations will be the topic headlined at
the fourth annual Conference on
Radio in Education, scheduled to
be held Aug. 3-4 at Bloomington
under the auspices of Indiana U.'s
radio department. Meeting aims
to aid teachers, broadcasters, school
administrators and other interested
groups.
Conferees will study station planning, studio design, equipment and
installation, program building,
script-writing, production, etc. Sessions also will be held for PTA
and non-school groups to help them
learn to use radio — publicity and
planning of projects. Displays will
show latest equipment designs. A
well-seasoned panel of speakers is
planned for discussion periods.

• Telecasting

MASTER
BREAD!
*|CONLON, APRIL, 1949)
"Since 1946, Cisco Kid has proved to be one of America's
greatest salesmen" . says Dick Koenig, Manager of Mas*
ter Bakers.
SENSATIONAL PROMOTION
"Cisco" is amazingly sucCAMPAIGN
cessful at sparking sales
. . From buttons to guns
—4
— is breaking traffic records!
crews — enthusing dealers —
LOW
PRICED!
building great kid (and adult)
audiences — zooming sales —
Vj-Hour Western Adventure
Program . . . Available:
boosting profits! Write, wire
1-2-3 times per week. Transcribed for local and regional
or
phone
for
proof
of
"Cisco
Kid's" sensational businesssponsorship.
building performance!

Here's

the

Sensational

LOW-PRICED
That Should Be On

WESTERN
Your Station!
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tries, president; LESLIE EVAN ROBERTS, vice president; F. W. ADAMS,
vice president and counsel; RUSSELL
G. EGGO, secretary; G. F. MECK,
treasurer. PAUL SCHUECKING recomptroller.
board
includes elected
Messrs.
Meek, Five-man
Roberts, Eggo,
and Adams, in addition to H. S. DARR,
former president.

THOMAS A. GONSER, director of
personnel and public relations
for Lever Bros, since 1947, resigns that post to open his own organization tohandle corporation public relations and service educational
and philanthropic institutions. Office
is at 111 W. Monroe St., Chicago. Before joining Lever Bros., Mr. Gonser
was vice president and director of
public relations of Northwestern U.
for 24 years.
HELEN WILLIAMS, affiliated with
Averell Broughton Adv. and public relations agency, New York, establishes
her own public relations firm, called
Publicity a La Carte, located at 224
Sullivan St., New York, to cater to
individuals and small businesses.
DONALD HIRSCH named producer of
Auction- Aire, television quiz-type show,
by Masterson, Reddy & Nelson, New
York package production firm.
WILL H. CONNELLY joins contact
and sales promotion staff of The Jam
Handy Organization, Detroit.
ASSOCIATED PROGRAM SERVICE
signs Westminster Choir of Princeton,
N. J., to recording contract.
MEL WILLIAMSON resigns as executive secretary of Hollywood local Radio and Television Directors Guild to

Pietujre

go into independent radio and television production.
Equipment
ROBERT W. SANDERS, for past 11
years chief engineer of advance development section, Capehart-Farnsworth, Ft. Wayne, Ind., named chief
radio and television engineer of Hoffman Radio Corp., Los Angeles.
JACK WHEELER, Newton, Mass., appointed Bendix Radio district merchandiser.
ARNOLD S. KIRKEBY, president of
Kirkeby Hotels Inc., and ALVA J. McANDLESS, president of Lincoln National Life Insurance Co., Ft. Wayne,
Ind., elected directors of Magnavox
Co., Ft. Wayne.
GLENN HALL appointed statistician
in jobber sales division of Clarostat
Mfg. Co., Dover, N. H.
STEWART-WARNER Corp. incumbent
directors re-elected at stockholders
meeting in Richmond: THOMAS H.
BEACOM, IRVING S. FLORSHEIM,
CHARLES F. GLORE, FRANK A.
HITER, JAMES S. KNOWLSON,
GEORGE L. MEYER Jr. and WILLIAM A. PATTERSON.
SCOTT RADIO LABS elects JOHN S.
MECK, president of John Meek Indus-

Albuims^Programs

PRINTED

PROMOTION

SPECIAL FEATURES
We originated sponsored Radio Personalities
Picture Albums in 1938, many new program
features, and have more sales records and
years of experience in selling for over 300
Radio Stations from Coast to Coast than any
similar organization in America.

WORKSHOPS
SET
NBC-U. of Calif. Project
SEPARATE workshops in radio
and television will be offered this
summer by NBC in conjunction
with the U. of California, Los Angeles, June 19 through July 28 at
NBC studios, Hollywood. This reportedly will be the first time a
major network and university have
combined to offer television workshop study.
It was announced that both
workshops will be highly restricted
in character to maintain consistent
high level of participation throughout the term.
Radio workshop will be restricted to 35 individuals from
operating radio stations or others
prepared for jobs in stations from
previous training. Fee for the
season is $100.
TV workshop will allow 25
screened individuals who have had
some experience in the field and
definite interest in receiving inservice training in "finer points of
television problems." Also eligible
are persons with experience in related fields who would not require
excessive preparation for the
course. Cost for the term is $150.
Jennings Pierce, manager, public
affairs, station and guest relations
for NBC Western Division, is coordinator for the workshops. Administrator of the radio workshop
is Andrew Love, NBC producer,
assisted by Alan D. Courtney, assistant to Mr. Pierce at NBC. Robert Brown, KNBH (TV) Hollywood program manager, is administrator of the television workshop;
assisting him is Ruth Swanson of
the UCLA staff.
BOARD of directors of Magnavox Co.,
Chicago, declares dividend of 25 cents
per share on Class A cumulative preference stock, payable June 1 to stockholders of record May 15. Same dividend declared also on common stock,
payable June 15 to stockholders of
record May 25, 1950.

WRCO

STAFF
Additions Are Listed]
WRCO Richland, Wis., fulltim
independent on the air since las
Oct. 18, has added several members to its staff, General Managei
Thomas R. Kelley announced last
week.
Robert J. Bodden, formerly pre
gram director at KROS Clin tor
Iowa, and WCLO Janesville, Wis.
is serving as program manager
Other staffers include: Don North
rup of Minneapolis, George Boss ol
Saginaw, Mich., and Bert Claudy
of Chicago, combination announcer
engineers; Joseph Koelsch of Ra
cine, Wis., news editor; Shulon
Kurtz of Denver, continuity editor
Joseph
Kopp Mrs.
of Rhinelander,
announcer;
Dorothy LewisWis.',
o:
Richland Center, bookkeeper, an'
Arlene Banker, Richland Center
receptionist-stenographer. Operat
ing 16% hours daily, WRCO i
licensed for 250 w on 1450 kc.
STORE TRAFFIC
WPCF Drive Draws Crow<

HEAVILY concentrated promotio)
campaign on behalf of a newly re
modeled Piggly Wiggly store i:
Panama City, Fla., has been con , ,
ducted with "great success" ovel;
WPCF Panama City, the statio:L;
reports. A campaign scheduled t
start on the same day the stor
opened was set early in the wee .h
by the station and the store's mar
ager, Don Fay. No other advei
tising was used.
A one-time sponsorship of th
Welcome to Hollywood show, spc
announcements, and a 25-minut
taped interview between Mrs. Mac
Lewis, a Panama City matron, an
Eleanor Whitelaw, WPCF's pre
gram director, in which they con
mented on new features in th
store, all were aired before 2:3
p.m. on the day of the opening.
At 2:35 p.m., after the store ha, J
been open for five minutes, mor
than 300 people had crowded ii
and more
6:30
p.m., were
over still
1,500 coming.
people haB~
registered for free gifts, appro?
imately half of the total crowd, M:
Fay reports. WPCF, 250 w o
1400 kc, began operation in Decern 10
ber 1949, and is an ABC affuiat
(El|«rrl|
TMIb

If your AM-TV-FM station needs promotional
ideas sold to produce cash revenue of from
$200-$l,000 per week.

Stng-

Wire, call or write
Edgar L. Bill
—
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager
symbol
of
WLS
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National
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 20)
bkage shows. He laughingly
i/ugs off this experience.
'It lasted nine months, all right,
it it didn't give birth to anyng," Hugh says.
He jumped right back into
ency work in 1947 with Dancertzgerald-Sample, in charge of all
inmercial production. Here he
and what a treadmill was really
with four soap operas and the
ck Smith show to supervise five
kTs every week.
|'It seemed sometimes as though
spent every waking hour runng from one studio to another,
,:'ing to keep up with the five
Inbws."
August 1948 he deserted the
1st for his present position at
5F&D where he has been in■umental in guiding many of the
ency's accounts through the opent mazes of the TV experience. Of
TV observations, he emphasizes :
i'We have not found that tele;ion has hurt any other media,
^hiding AM radio. So far, for
| TV has been a completely new
,?dium with additional budgeting."
Goebel's _Schedule
And it's a list of solid accounts
at he's been assisting. The Goebel
ogram involves the Detroit Lions
Dtball games in the fall as well
the baseball schedule, plus a
avy spot schedule involving
ewster, the Goebel rooster. Hudn Motor Car Co. is another heavy
'jot user, and
Hugh timebuyer,
and Clyde
jrtman,
BSF&D
frked out the buy of the entire
|utual network for a special proam last fall. Youngstown Kitch|s also is getting active in the TV
^irket. Hugh's interrupted trip to
>lorado Springs involved film
iking for that firm. Iron-Rite
oners has been one of the first
^T advertisers to buy a steady
riedule of programming.
Hugh held out against matrimony
r a goodly time, but last Jan. 2
fell for a Midwesterner, Lillian,
wf his wife. To his New York
tends who despaired of his ever
ining the ranks of the benedicts,
attributed his attraction to a
tJjichigan
to his
(like
ther, likegirlson),
for father
his mother
as born in nearby Ann Arbor,
ich.
UHugh will admit to only one
bby, golf, but his predilection for
rrying his clubs with him is
iving the BSF&D accounting dertment wild. Following the
igers to Florida, from there to
os Angeles, then on to Colorado,
srings, he ran up an item of $62
r "excess baggage." He finally
nvinced the auditors that his golf
jbs were the cause.
Why

UNESCO
AIM
Maps Anti-Jamming Plans
A "more challenging" program to
combat jamming of international
radio channels will be a major objective of the U. S. delegation to
UNESCO, which today (Monday)
begins its Fifth General Conference
in Florence, Italy. Conference is
expected to adjourn about June
16.
The delegation is headed by
Howland H. Sargent, deputy Assistant Secretary of State for
Public Affairs, and George D.
Stoddard, president of the U. of
Illinois. Contingent includes leaders
of mass communications and other
fields.
Mr. Sargent described as major
projects "attacks on barriers to
the free flow of information; condemnation ofthe jamming of radio
channels, denying the right of
people to listen to the broadcasts
they choose"; and reduction of
barriers to educational exchanges.
Congressional representatives to

In Buffalo

buy 2 or more...

you

the conference, in which 54 member nations will take part (Russia
is the only large country not represented), are Sen. William Benton
(D-Conn.) and Sen. Margaret
Chase Smith (R-Me.), both members of the U. S. National Commission for UNESCO.
Political Rule
FCC'S RULE governing use of
AM, FM and TV facilities by political candidates was extended to
include noncommercial, educational
FM stations in a proposal issued
by the Commission last week. New
section would be added to educational FM rules similar to that in
AM, FM and TV provisions.
Comments on FCC's proposal were
invited to be filed by June 19.
Rule states that although a station
is not required to allow use of its
facilities by a candidate, it must
accord equal access to all candidates for the same office if it allows
any one of them to do so. Station
also is prohibited from censorship.

can

go places
\--AND

riodically with radio
and teleDANA REYNOLDS,
associated
pevision activities of Dept. of
Agriculture since 1930, joins ECA as
agriculture information liaison officer.
He will supervise channeling of agriculture data for use both in Europe
and in United States. His duties will
include information activities on both
radio and television.
MILTON A. FISHMAN, formerly editor and publisher of San Joaquin,
Calif., newspaper, and one time ABC
Hollywood night editor, joins KECATV Hollywood in network news and
news features.
boy.
DICK YOAKAM, newscaster for WHOAM-FM Des Moines, is the father of a
JACK LEWIS, director of sports for
WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va., made
honorary member of Navajo Indian
Tribe.

fast

with
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Leo J. ( Fitz ) Fitzpatrick
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do 1 big sales job
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WILLIAM P. MOUZIS, in same capacity with KIST Santa Barbara,
Calif., join KECA Hollywood engineering operations.
"Tccknical

CARL HUBBS, service man for KXOKFM St. Louis, is the father of a girl,
Barbara Joyce.

NORMAN sJ. DICKEN appointed
operation manager of KSET El
Paso, Tex. He has been in radio
for 25 years and worked with such
outlets as WTAM Cleveland, WIOD
Miami, WFLA Clearwater, both Florida, WSB Atlanta, Ga., and spent 10
years with NBC and ABC New York.
CHARLES TUCKER, formerly chief
engineer of WRJW Picayune, Miss.,
appointed chief engineer of WERH
Hamilton, Ala.
JOSEPH W. CONN, acting chief engineer, director of operations for KTTV
(TV) Hollywood, named chief engineer. He continues as executive producer, in charge of directorial and
production procedures.
JAMES A. ARTHUR, formerly KOAT
Albuquerque, N. Mex., engineer, and

This

^

LNSTRURENTAL Co., Washington,
D. C, publishes catalog "Rental Instruments," which describes service recently made available to engineers and
scientists. Catalog is available by
writing firm at 411 Albee Bldg., Washington.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse,
N. Y., announces new electronic television mixer (type TV-19-A) for automatic and manual fading, lapping and
dissolving of television pictures. It is
built for both portable and studio use.
Firm has developed 24-inch TV picture tube which will produce directview picture almost as large as daily
newspaper page, firm claims, and new
television visual demodulator (Type
TV-21), which allows, transmitter operator to measure signal.

is the

f^i^

UYINdJiCOA^

WBNS

Respects
(Continued from page 3k)
the foundation of the Pulse surveys. For example, Pulse interviewers between noon and 1 p.m. interview housewives on their use of
the radio between 8 a.m. and noon
that day. First, the housewife is
asked if the set was on during the
morning and, if she answers that
it was, the interviewer asks if it
was on during breakfast, or during
the after-breakfast dishwashing, or
while she was doing her other
housework, etc. — until he has a
good idea of what times she was
listening.
Then, and only then, does he produce the roster, which lists, station
by station and quarter-hour by
quarter-hour, that morning's program schedule, from which he helps
her recall exactly what programs
she heard.
"The procedure of learning the
times of listening before showing
the roster is very important," Dr.
Roslow explains, "as it keeps the
respondent from reporting programs she is familiar with but did
not hear the day of the interview.
Otherwise, there would be a tendency to inflate the audience of the
big name
shows." Interviews
Continues
The same interviewing pattern
is followed throughout the afternoon and evening.
The Pulse report for New York
is published monthly and covers
interviews made during the test
week with some 8,400 families. Collecting the data for the New York
reports requires the services of 35
interviewers, with a headquarters
inside staff of 27 kept busy compiling this information and that collected by interviewers in the 11
other cities now served by the Pulse.
For these other markets — Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Cleveland,
Dayton and Richmond — the Pulse
publishes bi-monthly reports.
Although this expanded activity
seems a good record for an organization less than nine years old,
most of it has come about in the
post-war years. The Pulse was
barely two months old on Dec. 7,

\
jMafkef

\

WHY
ASK
JOHN

BLAIR

Yes, there is an abundance of buying
power here in central Ohio. It is a rich
market that is thoroughly covered by
WBNS plus WELD FM. 187,980 families
in the area are loyal WBNS listeners.
They act upon the buying advice they
hear over this station . . . and it's the
kind of action that makes sales for
WBNS advertisers.

TAKE

1941, when the nation found itsei A
at war.
Lawrence Roslow, Sydney' .,]
nephew and the chief statistician]
of the organization, entered th \
service shortly after that date i
Dr. Roslow joined the prograsurveys division of the Dept. o
Agriculture, which had been give)
the job of conducting wartim I
surveys of public opinion ar
morale, and the Pulse was conte:
just to mark time and keep it
New York operation going durin
the first three years of the war. .
In addition to its radio audienc
surveys, the Pulse measures teltf
vision audiences in 9 of the 1 .
cities in which it conducts radi \
surveys, all but San Francisco, S' <
Louis and
Angeles.
surveys
wereLosstarted
in NewThe YoiT1
in April 1948.
TV Surveys Separate

These
separat
from
and TVin surveys
addition are
to the
radi '
surveys, using a sample of 2,00
video set-owning families in Ne'f
York and 1,600 in each of thf
other cities.
It is probably good research pre
cedure never to accept a fact witl1
out verifying it by a re-check, an
Sydney Roslow got off to a goo
start by having two birthdaysJune 2, 1910, on the authority c
his mother, who certainly shoul*know, and July 29, 1910, accordin
to the birth certificate filed by th
doctor with the city authoritie ■
There was no disagreement aboi
the place, New York City.
After the usual years at gran
mar school, he attended Jame
Madison High School, where \
won a scholarship to New York I
He continued his studies to sue
avail during his college career th<
he emerged -in 1931 with a PI
Beta Kappa key, a B. S. degr<
and, what was of much greats
value in that time of unemployment, an offer to return to trf':
university as an assistant instru ctor in the psychology department
Times were still bad a year later
so he pocketed his M.A. degree ar
kept on teaching and studying ui
til in 1935 he acquired a Ph. D.
As a high school student ar
university
he tendctoward theundergraduate
serious in his
extr^
curricular activities, going in f(
such things as service squads ar

SECONDARY

COVERAGE

of Virginia's FIRST Market?
Regardless of claims, if you're trying to cover Greater Norfolk from
the outside, nature's terrain made it impossible.
Only Greater Norfolk stations can cover it. And only WSAP can
cover it at lowest cost.
Availabilities and costs from Ra-Tel will prove it.
WSAP . . . "solving advertising problems" in Virginia's FIRST market.
MUTUAL NETWORK AFFILIATES
WSAP
▼ ▼
" PORTSMOUT
NORFOLK NEWPORT NEWS
U»0 KILOCYCLCS

WSAP19 7 MfCftCYCLES FM
OR

PLUS WELD-FM
POWER 5000 D 1000 N
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;udent government rather than
Jotball or dramatics.
After acquiring his bachelor's
^gree, he turned to research to
jpplement his teaching experience
jand income). In 1931 he began
ioing part-time work for Psychojgical Corp. and in 1935 joined the
rm on a fulltime basis. He relained with this research organiation until 1941 when he left to
?tablish his own company.
| It was one of his after-school
ssignments that gave Dr. Roslow
fs first contact with radio. The
)b was a house-to-house personal
iterview coincidental survey made
or Standard Brands to determine
{he effect of changing the comany's from
Sunday
night
radiotoproiram
Eddie
Cantor
an
peratic series. He also collected
ata on the program's audience
nd on purchases of Chase & Sanorn Coffee. "The main conclusion
reached," Dr. Roslow says now,
was that house-to-house coincidental surveys are not practical on
ny large scale."
In 1932 Dr. Roslow married
rma Sternberg, twice, following
in informal civil ceremony with a
ull-scale religious wedding. The
loslows now live in Rego Park,
^ong Island suburb of New York,
ith their three children: Richard,
[2; Susan, 8, and Peter, 1.
Gardening Hobby
Dr. Roslow says his main hobies are working around his house,
ither in the garden or on a relodeling project. He recently
.-ailed and papered the basement,
wishing the job by tiling the
loor. Such manual labors, he
ays, provide excellent relaxation
rom a day spent poring over
J'ages of figures.
, Dr. Roslow is a member of the
jtmerican Psychological Assn.,
tVmerican Marketing Assn., American Assn. for Public Opinion Research, Radio Research Council,
^tadio Executives Club of New
"ork,
^lub. Chicago Radio Management

COY ADDRESSES
To Speak in Denver Today
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy is
scheduled to address members of
the Rocky Mountain Radio Council, regional organization of 40
educational and civic groups, and
the Colorado Broadcasters Assn.
in Denver today (Monday).
Mr. Coy is attending at the invitation of Jack Weir Lewis,
director of the council, and will be
guest of honor at a luncheon given
by the broadcasters' association.
An audience of 2,000 is expected,
comprising electrical dealers and
distributors, educators, civic and
state leaders and other businessmen, as well as radio officials from
throughout Colorado.
Denver is the "only major city
without TV," according to Mr.
Lewis, and Mr. Coy will be asked
to comment on the current TV
freeze and when the city might
expect the new service. A local

Bering Sea Audience
SPONSOR identification
for Owl-Rexall, Los Angeles (drug stores), Steve
Allen Midnight Show aired
on KNX Hollywood only,
would seem to be secure in
the islands of the Bering
Sea. Recently the firm received an order for one of
the watches advertised on
the program from Charles
E. Dallam, employed by Fish
& Wildlife Service on St.
Paul Island (Alaska). He
states the program is a favorite among the inhabitants
there. The very delighted
sponsor complied with the
order by shipping the $5.50
watch gratis.
dealer-distributor organization has
been circulating petitions to sound
out public
on FCC's "tardiness," Mr.feeling
Lewis added.

€fJWJEf2N

NE¥i

TRANSIT

RADIO

Pellegrin Reviews Growth
TRANSIT RADIO, operating a
year ago in six cities, now serves
23 cities with a combined population of 10,500,000, Frank Pellegrin,
vice president in charge of sales
of Transit Radio, said May 16 in
a talk before the Pittsburgh Advertising Club. These 23 cities have
3,300 buses and street cars now
equipped for reception of the
Transit Radio programs and when
installations are completed on all
their public transit vehicles this
service will reach a total of 215,900,000 passengers a month.
Since Jan. 1, 1950, the number
of national advertisers using TR
has risen from 25 to 45 and when
the last report on local advertisers
was compiled in February there
were 344, Mr. Pellegrin reported.
Renewals are running at almost
100%, he said.

£H4W

With the Pulse now operating in
||2 cities and a 13th, Columbus,
¥)hio, to be added this summer,
!|!ydney Roslow is well on his way
[toward his goal of having Pulse
furveys in 20 to 25 major markets.
i.nd, as a research man, he is
seasonably content with his progress.
I Deep within his heart, however,
till rankles the frustration of an
rtist whose brainchild has been
ejected. He firmly believes that a
Weekly report on public opinion
rould make a fine radio series,
nly now he would call it, not The
^ulse of New York, but The Pulse
f the Nation.

INCREASED

spQt

JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA. INC.
366 Madison Avenue, New York
Murray Hill 2-8755
KjSROADCASTING
I

Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres. — Gen. Mgr.
Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr. — Sales Mgr,
WTIC's 50,000 WATTS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEED & CO.
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May 12 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Extension
KXA Seattle, Wash. — Present license
further extended on temp, basis for
6 mo.
TV — Relays
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich. — Granted two intercity TV relays for two year
period
regular common
facilitiesuntil
are available.
Granted carrier
relay
on 1990-2008 mc near Albion and relay
on 2025-2042 mc near Manchester, Mich.
May 15 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
KAMC-FM Oklahoma A. & M. College, Stillwater, Okla. — On request set
aside action of March 21 denying application for six-month extension of
expiration date of CP for new noncommercial educational station; designated said application for hearing in
Washington June 15.
Following FM stations were granted
changes
in presently authorized facilities :
KEDO Ontario, Calif.— To change
from 310 w to 1 kw; ant. from minus
110 ft. to 40 ft.
KFI-FM
To change
from
287 kw Los
to 16.5Angeles—
kw.
KFVS-FM Cape Girardeau, Mo.— To
change285 from
from
ft. to 20
130 kw
ft. to, 8 kw; ant.
KWFM San Diego, Calif.— To change
from Class A to Class B station, from
Ch. 252 to Ch. 284 (104.7 mc); power
from 240 w to 960 w, move studio from
National City to San Diego; cond.
WXHR
To change
from
20 kwCambridge,
to 5 kw; Mass.—
ant. from
440 ft.
to 450 ft; cond.
WLIN-FM Merrill, Wis.— To change
from 9.7 kw to 20.5 kw; ant. from 260
ft. to 240 ft.
KRE-FM Berkeley, Calif.— To change
from 6.8 kw to 9.9 kw; ant. from 1,420
ft. to minus 70 ft.
WGAL-FM Lancaster, Pa. — To change
from 16 kw to 3.8 kw; ant. from 545 ft,
to 260 ft.
KECA-FM Los Angeles— To change
from 56 kw to 3.8 kw; ant. from 3,000
ft. to 240 ft. cond.
KNX-FM Hollywood— To change from
297 kw to 59 kw; cond.
Hearing Designated
KELT Electra, Tex. — Designated for
hearing application for license to cover
CP new station and application for consent to assignment of CP from C, C.
Elkins Jr. and Bill F. Lindsay, d/b as
Oil City Bcstg.. Co. to Oil City Bcstg.
Co. Hearing to be held in Electra, Tex.,
June 6 (Comr. Hyde dissented).
KSVC Richfield, Utah — Designated
for hearing
at Richfield
July 11 (Comr.
application for renewal
of license
Hyde dissented).
Paris Bcstg. Co., Paris, 111. — Designated for hearing Aug. 25 application
for new station 1420 kc 250 w D.
Carl H. Meyer, Streator, 111.— Desigfor hearing
for newnatedstation
1430 Aug.
kc 25028 w application
D.
South St. Paul Bcstg. Co., South St.
Paul, Minn.— Designated for hearing
Aug.
application
for new station
1590 kc301 kw
D.
WMMB Melbourne, Fla.— Designated
for hearing Sept. 6 application to
change from 1050 kc 250 w D to 1270
kc 100 w-N, 250 w-LS unl.

Unl! Construction permits portable or rack
mount operation. 3 separate heads to
monitor from the tape I Prevents record
ing errors! New 3 head unit also available to convert present PT6 Magnecorder.
360 N. Michigan Ave
Ch co9o 1, III
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Actions
MAY

of the
11 to D-day
MAY 18

cond.
applicant
satisfiesinterference.
all legitimate! !
complaints
of blanket
Authority Extended
WTMJ Milwaukee— Granted extension \
of authority for period of 90 days from
May 18 to operate with nondirectiomblf
ant. and N power reduced to 1 kw,
pending ofrestoration
and sub- ,.„
mission
new proofof ofDAperformance
with Form 302.
Petition Denied
KCRO Englewood, Col.— Denied peti-jk
tion to dismiss proceedings in matter
of revocation of CP.

FCC

ant.-antenna
cond.
-conditional
CP-construction permit
LS-local
sunset
N-night
DA-directional antenna
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
trans. -transmitter
aur.-aural
STL-studio-transmitter link
unl.-unlimited hours
vis. -visual
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
WIBR Baton Rouge, La. — Designated
for hearing Sept. 11 application to
change from 1220 kc 250 w D to 1300 kc
1 kw unl DA-DN, install new trans,
and change trans, location.
Prairie Bcstg. Co., Aberdeen, Miss. —
Designated for hearing application for
new station 1240 kc 250 w unl.
WNAV Annapolis, Md.— Designated
for hearing Sept. 20 application for
mod. license to increase power from
500
w toLakeland.
1 kw, change
made
WLAK
Fla.. DA-N;
and WVAM
Altoona, Pa., parties.
Mendocino Bcstg. Co. and Arnold C.
Werner, Ukiah, Calif .—Designated for
consolidated hearing Sept. 27 applicakc 250 tions
w each
unl.requesting new station 1340
KLCN Blytheville, Ark.— Designated
for hearing Sept. 22 application to
change from 900 kc 1 kw D to 910 kc
100 w-N 1 kw-LS unl, and made WSUI
Iowa City party.
Angelus Bcstg. Co., Temple City;
Newport Harbor Bcstg. Co., Newport
Beach, and El Dia Bcstg. Co., Long
Beach, Calif .—Removed application of
Angelus Bcstg. Co. from pending file
and designated it and applications of
Newport
Bcstg. Co, and
El DiaSept.
Bcstg.
Co.
for consolidated
hearing
25;
made KVOE Santa Ana, Calif, party re
Newport and El Dia. Further ordered
that if as result of consolidated proding, it appears
were it not
for issues cepending
in hearings
regarding
clear channels and daytime skywave
and Commission's policy pertaining
thereto, public interest would be best
served gelusbyBcstg.grant
application
of AnCo., ofthen
said application
shall be returned
to pending
file until
after conclusion of hearings regarding
clear channels and daytime skywave,
at which time it will be considered in
connection with any other pending apwith whichseeks
it may
in conflict.plications
Angelus
760 kcthen
250 bew
D; Newport and El Dia 740 kc 1 kw D.
Bay Bcstg. Co. and Bartley T. Sims,
North Bend, Ore. — Designated for consolidated hearing application each 1340
kc 250 w unl.; hearing to be held Sept.
SSA— 680 kc
29 WIKY Evansville,
Did. — Denied application for SSA 680 kc 100 w unl. Also
adopted order designating for hearing
Oct. 2 application to change from 820
kc
to 680Chicago
kc 250 party.
w unl. DA-2
and 250
madew DWMAQ
WNDB Daytona Beach, Fla., and
WPAQ Mt. Airy, N. C. — Designated for
hearing
from 1150applications
kc 1 kw Dto tochange
550 kcWNDB
1 kw
unl. DA-N, and to change WPAQ from
740 kc 1 kw D to 550 kc 1 kw unl. DADN. to be heard in consolidation with
application of Constitution Pub. Co.
for mod. CP to change DA of WCON
Atlanta, Ga. from six element array to
four element array with change in DA
patterns, currently scheduled June 26;
on
samepetition
party. of WQAM Miami, Fla., made
FM Ant. License
KWKHcense install
Shreveport,
La.—oneGranted
FM ant. on
tower liof
DA; denied informal request of WDGY
Minneapolis
to
designate
license
application for hearing.
Extension Granted
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.— Granted
extension of completion date to Oct. 11.

Extension Denied
WJBA Sparta, Wis. — Denied extension of completion date to June 26.
SSA— 1400 kc
KBNO
Corpus
SSA 1400 kc 250 w Christi,
for 120 Tex.—
days. Denied
Extension Granted
WPPA Pottsville, Pa.— Granted extension of authority to operate N with
nondirectional ant. and power reduced
to 250 w for period of one month from
May
restoration
tower 25andpending
submission
of forms of302,center
new
ant. resistance measurements and sufficient
proof
DA
is
in
proper
adjustment.
Call Assigned
Carl F. Knierim, Grand Coulee, Wash.
— Granted assignment of call letters
KFDR to new station at Grand Coulee
for which he holds CP 1400 kc 250 w,
specified hours.
Petition Granted
Radio St. Clair Inc., Marine City,
Mich.,
WAKR
Akron,St.Ohio
Granted and
petition
of Radio
Clair—
insofar as it requests leave to amend
its application for new station to request 1 kw-D on 1590 kc instead of
500 w D, and application as amended
was removed from hearing docket;
dismissed petition insofar as it requests
grant without hearing; granted petition insofar as it requests dismissal as
moot of its pending petition for declaratory order
in alternative,
Dismissed as or
moot
petition of rule.
Summitt
Radio Corp. requesting that the issue
relating
vacated. to operations of WAKR be
WICA Ashtabula, Ohio; WWSW Pittsand WEBR petition
Buffalo, requesting
N. Y.—
Grantedburgh, joint
waiver of cond, in authorizations requiring submission of field strength
recordings and vacated such cond. in
their respective authorizations.
Tex.—1.363(a)
Grantedto petition
forKGKB
waiverTyler,
of Sec.
permit
filing before expiration of 12 mo. of
application
foron same
previously denied
Oct. 21,facilities
1949.
Petition Denied
WJBK Detroit and WABJ Adrian,
Mich. — Denied petitions requesting reconsideration, severance and grant of
their applications to change facilities
and scheduled consolidated hearing in
this matter July 27 on issues previously
specified.
Aiken, S. C—
requestof
forWNCA
reconsideration
of Denied
staff action
May
4
which
denied
program
tests
and
affirmed staff action.
Hearing Designated
KVAS Astoria, Ore. — Designated for
hearing application for mod. CP to
change from 1050 kc to 1240 kc, hours
from D to unl. in consolidated proceeding with applications of Coast
Bcstrs.uled May
and22. Seaside Bcstg. Co. schedModification of CP
WIBS Santurce, P. R. — Granted mod.
CP to make changes in DA subject to
SERVICE

May 15 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KAFP Petaluma, Calif. — License tc
cover CP new AM station AMENDEE
to WJCM
change Sebring,
name toFla.Petaluma
— License Bcstrs.
to covei ■
CP new AM station.
KLVL Pasadena, Tex. — Same.
WRAD Radford, Va.— Same.
Modification of CP
WTOC-FM Savannah, Ga.— Mod. OF
new FM station for extension of completion date. Newark— Same.
WNJR-FM
WROV-FM Roanoke, Va.— Mod. CI
new ant.
FM tostation
change ERP to 30r|"
w,
minus to5 ft.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WGYA Logan, W. Va.— Mod. CP in
crease N power from 1 kw to 5 kw
change DA (1290 kc).
May 16 Decisions
APPLICATION RETURNED
D. W. Barnes, Madison, Fla. — CP nev
AM station 1310 kc 250 w D RETURNEI"
MayNathan
10. Frank, Henderson, N. C. — CJ
new AM station
TURNED
May 9. 1450 kc 250 w unl. RE Druid Hills Baptist Church Die, At,
lanta,
Ga. —FMCP station,
new noncommercial
ed
ucational
Ch 201 (88.1 mc):
10 w RETURNED May 5.
Harlandale Baptist Church, San An
tonio
CP station,
new noncommercial
educa„1
tional— FM
Ch. 201 (88.1 mc).
w RETURNED May 5.
BY THE SECRETARY
American Pacific Radio Bcstg. Co
Corona, Calif. — Granted request fo I
voluntary assignment of license fror
limited partnership to partnership c
same
name.-John T. Assey Jr., Helen ft!
WGTN
Assey and Harmon L. Duncan, partner
ship, Georgetown,
C. — Grantedof re1:
quest
for voluntary S.assignment
cense to Georgetown Bcstg. Co.
KAPP newPetaluma,
— Granted
cense
standardCalif.
station
1490 k1
250 w unl.
Heart of the Black Hills Statioi
Deadwood, S. D. — Granted license ne
remote
stationBcstg.
KA-2849.
Bamberger
Service Die, Was!
ington, D. C. — Granted CPs new remol
pickups
KA-2881-2,
KA-313<-»Central KGB-331
Bcstg. Corp.,
Centralia-Ch<
halis, Wash.— Granted CPs for ne
remote
KA-6640-1.
Clatsoppickups
VideonewKOB-336,
Bcstrs.,
Granted
CP
remoteAstoria,
pickupOre.KA,
6642.
Johnson County Bcstg. Corp., low
City, Iowa —Bcstg.
Granted licenseAda,new remo
KADA
pickup
KA-2221.
Granted license new
Die, remote
Ada, Okla.
KA-5648.
pickv
Meroco Bcstg.
Co., Greeley,
Col.
Granted license new
remote pickv
KA-5354.
Die.
KADA Bcstg. new
remote Okla.
Granted license
KKC-416.
Texas Trade School, Dallas, Tex.
Granted license new remote pickv
KA-6336.
(Continued on page 78) pickv

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. S, D. C
Sterling 3626

COMMERCIAL
RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Nigh
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Me

BRO ADCASTING

• Telecastin

III

CONSULTING

RADIO

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
rxecutive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ashing ton, D. C. AD ams 2414
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL

P.

MAY

1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

J . KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
* 114 State Street
* Bridgeport 3, Conn.
* Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

Member AFCCE*

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
- 18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
I
Broadcasting

KEAR

LYNNE

& KENNEDY

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4730 W. Ruffner

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING
ENGINEERSRADIO
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Of. !£.
XilUr
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

KENNEDY & TURNER
Wes Turner
Frank M. Kennedy
"Registered Professional Engineers"
Specializing in Television
3701 Arbolada Road Phone Olympic 7039
LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF.

• Teiec asting
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•Classified Advertisements:
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible tor the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Eastern station wants good general
manager. One willing to invest. Box
180F, BROADCASTING.
Commercial
NBC major charge
Florida market manager
station. — Complete
of sales. Must be fully experienced.
Real opportunity for a producer. Salary
plus commission on sales. Opportunity
for
salesman forin aaddition.
Here's
a reallocal
opportunity
solid future
for
the right man. Box 228F, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager and program director, both with writing and announcing experience for new 250 w daytimer
in Pennsylvania small market. Full
details, salary requirements, picture in
first reply. Box 255F, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Independent station along Atlantic
Coast has opening for salesman. Thousand watts — strong on local programming.opened.
Part of
still Box
unSalaryour
and territory
commission.
17F, BROADCASTING.
Connecticut 1000 watt independent
seeks aggressive salesman with record
of proven
localknows
fields. how
Inter-to
ested onlyresults
in man in who
sell and resell. Box 112F, BROADCASTING^
Experienced time salesman for 5000
net affiliate
top south market.
antee andin commission.
Box Guar122F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman with proven record. 5 kw
midwest Mutual affiliate. Liberal drawing account against commissions. Write
stating experience.
particulars including Send
photo,complete
references.
Box 189F, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Salesman with proven ability
— 1000 watt station in central Massachusetts. Good opportunity for right
man. Will pay the right salary for the
right man. Answer must be in long hand
and picture must accompany first letter.
Box 193F, BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted. Send photo and details to KOCO, Salem, Oregon.
Salesman — Opportunity for steady hard
working local salesman on dominant
network
station.
details andregional
references
withComplete
application.
WFDF. Flint, Michigan.
Announcers

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer — Long established Michigan
station with national network has permanent, well-paying position open for
capable, experienced announcer. Send
qualifications,
tion disc DCAS
and salary
photo expected,
to Box audi224F,
BROA
TING.
Announcer with 1st class license. Permanent position southern station. Box
231F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced air salesman with ideas for
simple saleable shows and especially
able help build audience 9-noon on
NBC in highly competitive area south.
$55 plusST
talent. IN
Box G.
242F, BROADCA
Experienced announcer-engineers for
new 250 w daytimer in Pennsylvania
small ing.market.
on details
"announc-in
Send disc, Emphasis
picture, full
first reply. Box 256F, BROADCASTING^
Announcer with first class phone
needed immediately for combination
job 5 kilowatt network affiliate. Must
be capable announcer. Prefer midwest
man preferably from this area. Send
full details first letter including references, marital status, experience, salary desired, photo and audition disc.
Boy wonders and booze chasers would
save time and postage. Address Grover
Cobb. KVGB. Great Bend. Kansas.
Wanted — Announcer with 1st class ticket, emphasis announcing. Desire playby-play football. Needed at once.
WSSO, Starkville, Miss.
Experienced announcer-engineer. Send
disc, photo, salary required. WVOT,
Wilson, N. C.
Technical
New England network affiliate seeks licensed engineer with transmitter and
studio experience, also seeks licensed
operator with acceptable voice. Send
completecationdetails
on experience,
eduand references
to Box 183F,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced
chief engineer-announcer
250 watt
network
station. Give fullfordetails
and
salarv
requirements.
Box
184F,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Chief engineer for midwest
250 watt AM-FM station. Only a man
with experience as chief engineer will
be hired.ground inPreferably
a manor with
programming
sales.backBox
206F, BROADCASTING.
Northern Illinois independent station
needs experienced
broadcast
cian. Ham preferred.
Box techni214F,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Wanted — Program director for a combination AM-FM local station. A man
with imagination and initiative. This
is a job for a man who wants to settle
down and become a part of a midwest
community. References are required.
Box 207F, BROADCASTING,
Music librarian. Bright young girl to
program kind of music that clicks.
Responsible, permanent position.
Resume, references and photo please.
Box 182F, BROADCASTING.
Radio newsman. Writer-announcer,
over 30, to fill responsible executive
position; permanent job for capable
man now in New York, willing to reCASTING.
locate. Full resume. Box 187F, BROADWanted — A farm news director for a
midwest 250 watt AM-FM station.
References
Experience preferred. Box required.
208F, BROADCASTING.

Straight filiate.
staffOccasional
with special
5000 watt
net and
afevents
mc. Midsouth. Box 121F, BROADCASTING.
Need good commercial staff man in
midwestern
market radio.
mum 3 yearsmajor
experience.
Good Minibasic
salary. Forward disc, background info.
Box 127F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Must have engilicense. Quality
voice. neer's
Wisconsin
station. announcing
Send disc,
photo, background, references, salary
expectations. Box 135F, BROADCASTING^
Topnotch announcer with first class
ticket needed for independent station
in good market beginning operation
first June. Excellent pay for right man.
Box 181F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter. Immediate opportunity for experienced man with
good voice, writing ability. Send full
information regarding experience, eduCapable program director. Initiative
cation, salary requirements to Box
Ideas must be compara197F, BROADCASTING.
. paramount.
tive with 250 watt fulltime independent
Midwest network wants experienced
operation in retail market of twenty
announcer-control operator. Special million. Location middle Atlantic state.
No floaters. No hotshots. Steady, read-lib and program developing work.
Chance to deyelop your special talents.
sponsible man only. Send disc, experience and references first letter. PerSend disc, qualificatior s, salary resonal interview necessary if these satisquirements. Box 219F, BROADCASTING.
factory. Box 234F, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director. Mature thinker, capable supervisor, able turn out saleable
programs, do a top public relations job
for AM
and post-freeze
Permanent, responsible
position TV.
southern
top
net
ING. affiliate. Box 238F, BROADCASTSituations Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager — who in twenty years
has personally sold millions of dollars
in local time seeks job as commercial
manager
substantial
station
or man-of
ager of a ofsmaller
station.
lVz years
television. 45 years old, married and
have two children. Complete references.
Box 953E, BROADCASTING.
Can you top this? As general manager
took last station in three station market
doubled billing in two months. Terrific
job on sales and programming. Young,
aggressive,
Looking
for that
station in tougheducated.
midwestern
market
CASTING^
will
pay for results. Box 105F, BROADFormer network actor-producer with
local agency
experience. Recentlyandsoldstation
one ofsales
nations
top
radio schools. Now available as manager. Ideas 4- production + promotiontional
4- sales
= increased
naand localimpetus
sales. Anxious
for challenge. Can staff station. South or midwest preferred. Married, 33, veteran.
Salary sonal
plus interview
percentage
or bonus.
arranged
after Perfirst
letter containing details Box 109F,
BROADCASTING.
Not a chair warming manager, unexcelled engineer, nor high pressure
salesman but a good honest dependable,
hardworking man desiring an affiliation
where he can settle down, raise a
family and dog and feel secure. Years
of experience in all phases of broadcasting would prove valuable to any
organization.
Available now. Box 195F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman: Young, aggressive. Record
of successful achievement. College
graduate. TV affiliated operation preferred. Reference from present employer. Box 59F, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, three years college, married,
27, three years experience selling, managerial qualities. Write Box 151F,
BROADCASTING.
Florida stations note. One of midwest radio'stimbre,
better now
sales in
executives,
managerial
Florida,
seeking
connection
with
good
substantial operation. Finest references
and
complete performance records. Box
200F, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-engineer, limited experience
for rural independent station. Have
car.
Northeast only. Box 239F, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Experienced all-round announcer with
license. Well recommended. Quality
voice. Write for my convincing letter.
Box 175F, BROADCASTING.
Looking for an experienced, hard working, dependable announcer and operator? I'm available.
Single, 22, college
graduate.
Travel anywhere.
Salary
secondary.
Box
921E,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster. A newspaperman with a
voice. Gather, write, deliver. Best
references. Disc, details upon request.
Box 923E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer- continuity
writer. Single veteran, 24. Seven
months experience including DJ, news,
console operation, general staff announcing. No floater. All replies anpromptly.
Available
immediatelyswered
anywhere.
Disc,
photo available.
Box 997E, BROADCASTING,
N.Y.C. announcer desires bigger fish
in smallerground.
pond
deal. Excellent
Top audience
appeal. backBox
176F, BROADCASTING.
Chief announcer — Family man. Desires
immediate opportunity. Available at
once. Box 11F, BROADCASTING.
Attention California stations. Accomplished announcer available. Distinct
radio personality. Hold ticket. Start
$65. Box 177F, BROADCASTING.
Baseball, play-by-play. Experienced.
Available now. Box 101F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd) i
Plenty of training — announcing, new3 •
continuity
writing.
Excellent steadj
voice 1
diction.
Married,
30. Ambitious,
worker. Interested more in experienc! !
than
Disc, photo, available. Bo;
102F. salary.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced play-by-play sportscast?
and news man. College graduate, vet 1
eran, married,
immediatel$60.00
per week. available
Box 125F,
BROAD
CASTING.
Polished announcer. Non-regiona
speech plus license. Qualified specia
events man. Letter tells story. Box 178F
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, graduate oldest broad
casting school in country. CBS instruc
tors taught all phases of broadcasting
Produced, sang, emceed amateur show
in Chicago nite clubs. Two years col
lege.
watt Box
NBC 136Eaf ;
filiate.Former
Considerstaffall5,000
offers.
BROADCASTING.
fc
Sports director-announcer-engineer, i |
you are really interested in a man wh
can do a spectacular job of play-by
play on the three major sports, who i
also a network caliber announcer wit]
a first class ticket please state salar;
and working conditions and write t
Box 140F, BROADCASTING.
Morning or all night man with tickefo
Appealing background.
style. Warm Past
personality
Impressive
sponsor
my best recommendations. Box 1791
BROADCASTING.
IF
I need that first break. Have schooling;? i
and background. Can sell and air qw
shows. Will travel. Photo and disc Bo
186F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-newscaster: I am 27 yeai4er
of
a recent
fromage,a single
leadingandradio
college,graduatrp
wher._
I received a B.F.A. Degree in Radi;]Education with a major in announcing
Also worked as announcer at FM sta C
tion. Received training in all phase
of station operation; compile newscast' L;
write copy, production, programming i
etc. Will
you
dat'htf
sheet,
disc send
and
photomyat personal
your
Available
immediately.
Boxreques1901
BROADCASTING.
Capable man. Six years experienci
CBS and NBC stations. Presently chie
announcer 5 kw NBC station. Want
position with a future. Sober, non
floater as best references will prov<
Hard worker. Experience includes pre
duction,
programming
well
as announcing.
Box and
194F, selling
BROAE a
CASTING.
Combination man. First telephone 1;
cense. Eight years announcing experi
ence.
Engineer
sinceexpected
1942, Good
Can ad-lib.
Salary
$75.00voicipea ,„:
week. Box 196F, BROADCASTING. ^
Versatile announcer — Experienced to d ffi
all
Disc uriit;
on phases
request.of staff
Box announcing.
199F, BROADCAST^;
ING.
fDisc jockey — Sports man desires pos t!
tion in station with TV or contemplative TV. Presently employed in WasrHf1
ington,
D. C, Young,Experienced
aggressive.in Ca«
also
do promotion.
TjP
production.
Family
man.
A-l
refei
ences.201F,
Prefer
east coast or .
midwes 3g
Box
BROADCASTING.

Not "50-girls-50" but 1-top announced
1! Six years radio-theatre-TV filu.:
experience; 2 years NYC indies. Presfe
ently 5000 watt AM, midwest. Seekin
TV and/or AM spot in east. Highe:
audience ratings in mc, deejay, newt::
IN
G.
— 1 .
grad, leadir
acting.
sports, univ.
eastern
BoxCollege
203F, BROADCAST
{E:

Looking for an experienced staff m3fv
with boai
SuchBAa man
heavy on DJ?plus
proficiency
at Box
204] #r.BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-console oper
ator desires position as summer re ;
4 years. Michigai
placement.
" ■
... , 205JD M;
preferred.
area TING
ioCollege
Indiana-Oh
.Box
DCAS
BROA
»W
.
boa
with
announcer
staff
ed
Experienc
CASTI
BROAD
210F,
BA at Be j ,jT;
attitude,NG.
y, mature
proficienc
Announcer, knowledge all phases j
broadcasting. Also operate consol
Good on commercials, news, etc. Teli
vision, some directing and camera e;
perience.
phases
of T1
ThoroughlyUnderstand
trained, all
top
reference
Ambitious,
dependable,
married.
Lin
ited
announcing
experience.
Box
212.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Good music ar
production background. Member Scri]
Writers Guild. College. Married. 2
ING. permanent position with reliab
Want
operation. Box 215F, BROADCASr

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
liergency — Good, experienced allland versatile announcer-program diptor, inpresently
i-ate
or withinemployed
100 milesbutof must
Los
[geles. Will
explain
first letter. Percent. Box 216F, BROADCASTING.

knouncer — 5 years experience. Prefer
[ath or west. Consider all. Friendly,
;ord of dependability and success,
ailable short notice. Car. Box 217F,
SOADCASTING.
inouncer — Seeking
permanency. 4
ars experience all phases. Desires
lws position. Married. West preferred,
insider all. $60, Box 218F, BROADi STING.
.
iare them all; southern stations you
fl, to hire me. Two years announcing,
pywriting. Box 222F, BROADCASTG_.
inouncer, salesman. Experienced in
■A time sales, college grad, radio
pool
Emphasisvoice,
on news
and
brts, grad.
deep mature
27. Vet,
%gle, no foolish claims. Disc or inter •w will convince. Box 223F, BROADJSTING.
'^wscaster
— write,Familiar
direct, all
announce,
in department.
phases.
-|w, here.
resonantWant
voice.
Hold toplocation
audicce
permanent
Bth top AM — having TV ideas, that
:hdio.afford
top man. references.
College — 6 years
Guaranteed
Box
5F, BROADCASTING .
|vo announcers currently employed at
jree
fiveyears
kw, staff
ABC experience.
affiliate. Each
with
Between
je two all phases covered. Desire
J^st coastgered. location.
All replies anBox 221F, BROADCASTING.
Eb you gamble? Well it isn't necesjt-y.
can will
fill your
opening audition
for aniuncerI and
give personal
llthin 100 miles of New York City or
iami, Florida. Disc available for
er localities. Box 227F, BROADSTING.
Jiinouncer — 4 years experience. Availijjle immediately. Single. News, sports,
{f, board, copy, production, music,
ill nt!travel.
informato Box Disc,
240F, references,
BROADCASTING.
jhnouncer,
trained.
>eds first job.professionally
Single, twenty,
disc
Id photo. Box 254F, BROADCAST ,
p
-jwill
exchange
four years
eastern
net
id indie
experience,
ability,
natural
:livery and dependabihty for a posiDn with a progressive station. Special
[ents, sports, morning show specialty,
riting, producing, among qualifica|»ns. Married, one child. References —
ist. Travel? Yes. Answer all relies. Box 259F, BROADCASTING.
onouncer — staff, news, sports and also
ting. Veteran, married. Graduate of
lading broadcasting school in NYC.
derate
console.
Salary New
optional.
r upstate
New York,
JerseyPre-or
;;w England area. Disc. Available.
»>x 261F, BROADCASTING.
inouncer,
2 yearsDesires
experience.
Prestly employed.
more secure
-sition with progressive station. Can
rite. Good voice. Conscientious
<:>rker. References. Box 232F, BROADCASTING.
inouncer: Age 24, single, will travel.
ould like to specialize in disc jockey
j,Drk and sports. Will do general staff
Srk. Training: two years college and
.tensiveN.course,
School of Radio
xque,
Y. Audition
recordTechand
Tioto on request. Box 233F, BROAD!J; STING.
|x years AM-TV experience. Three
41 ars theater. Can program, disc jock,
ej
nounce,shows.
MC, and/or
produce-direct
a 4M-TV
Complete
operating
U 'iowledge AM-TV equipment. Young,
lgle, personable. Moderate salary
' ^quirements. Consider all offers; AM
, *mbitious
TV. Box Canadian
235F, BROADCASTING.
chief announcer
:e to be ambitious American an>uncer. Has visa. Experienced everying exclusive sports. Excellent refIflfences. Work exceptionally hard for
"portunity. Audition disc available,
ax 236F, BROADCASTING.
anouncer. Single, 23. Four years exMvrience. All-round staffer. Intellii snt news, strong on DJ, write copy,
, ork board. Will travel. Box 243F,
f p.OADCASTING.
inouncer— 4 years experience. Can
3> first-rate disc show, strong newsst, fast and
audienceboard,
par:ipation
show.pleasant
Also handle
rite
copy.
Disc,
information
on
lest. Box 244F, BROADCASTING. rearting is the hardest — I may be the
1 llow you have in mind. No-Ezio-but
\S '-.u
turn me off either. Box
5F, wouldn't
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer — College graduate, one year
experience announcing, disc jockey and
staff N.Y. indie. Single, ambitious,
reliable. Will travel. Car. Disc or
personal interview if possible. Box
246F, BROADCASTING.
Voice, rich resonant. Experience one
year N. Y. FM. Education B.A. Degree.
Versatile announcer wants to work with
progressive
station. Write Box 247F,
BROADCASTING.
Summer
replacement
2 yearsboard.
staff, Box
allround announcer; operate
248F, BROADCASTING.
•Experience
— 2V2 years
New Yorknews,
FM
staff. Announcer,
DJ, intelligent
control board.
Travel.
Box 249F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — College graduate — one year
experience. Will relocate for position
on progressive station. Box 251F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 22. Some experience. Disc
jockeycials,
ad-lib,
newscasting,
commerinterviews,
scientious. Goodcontrol
voice. board.
Write ConBox
252F, BROADCASTING.
If your station needs an announcer
with
writing ability write Box 253F,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced combo man with 1st phone
ticket. Box 126, Rt. 1, Redbank, Calif,
News and, sports, 50,000 watt experience. Prefer Texas or California. Looking for permanent connection with a
well-established network affiliate. Write
or phone Bill Borom, 703 S. Vernon,
Dallas 8, Texas. W 3-1014.
Announcer-writer — seven years college,
journalist. English instructor, can write
anything,thority thorough
radio Music
education,
auon sports, news.
a hobby.
Typist. 27, single, work anywhere for
whatever
you offer. Lew Carter, Som- .
ers, Connecticut.
Seeking start announcing. Interested
western music disc shows, Texas, Virginia,where.but Canany
offerboard.
considered
operate
Single,any26,
travelled throughout world. Disc, photo
on request. J. Hill, 2102 W. Fourth
St., Chester, Penna.
Michigan-Ohio vicinity. Experienced
in all phases of staff announcing. Disc
upon request.
Dick Jarvis, Box 617,
Evanston,
111.
Announcer — Excellent voice for news
and commercials. Married, 36. Have
car. No experience. Recent graduate
School of Radio Technique, O. J. Lehto,
742 Aldine Ave., Chicago 13, 111.
Announcer: News, disc jockey, write,
experienced.
Vet, midwest,
college grad,
available June. Like
S. Calif.,
south.
Robert
Norton,
1215
S.
4th,
Champaign, 111.
announcers
men,
early morning
Good
Practical announcers
and writers.
willing to work and learn. Pathfinder
St., teleOakMo.
1222-A
of Radio, 0473,
School HArrison
phone
K. C,
Experienced announcer - continuity
writer. Single veteran, 24. DJ, news,
general staff. Availconsole operation, anywhere.
immediatelyDisc, photo Absolutely able
no floater.
available.
Write, wire, phone Robert Rauch, 724
South nt
Grand uc
Avenue,ky
Fort.Thomas,
Ke
Experienced young announcer, capable,
hard worker. Permanent position in
northwest desired. 2 years 5000 watt
CBS outlet. Don Stellges, 10835 N.E.
Marx, Portland, Oregon.
Someone foronce
a break:
I'm
Graduate
same youbreak.
thatgave
looking
of announcers school; will go anywhere; not afraid of extra work; salary
secondary to opportunities. Write or
wire Stewart Wickett, Morningside Pk.,
Springfield, Mass.
.
Sportscaster — experienced. Play - byplay all sports. Also special events,
newscasting. Single. Will travel. Bob
Wilson, 705 W. Fifth St., Storm Lake,
Iowa.
Technical
Engineer, degree, licensed, 12 years
experience.
8 as chief, now employed. .
Box
33F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer thoroughly experienced, Go
no
references.
announcing,Boxexcellent
anywhere.
40F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer desires permanent position
with a growing station. Willing to
travel. Box 46F, BROADCASTING.
permawould like
first phone
Engineer,
nent position
anywhere,
21 months
broadcast experience, vet, married,
have car. Box 124F. BROADCASTING .
Chief engineer, 15 years experience in
responsible engineering, all phases AM
and FM to 100 kilowatts. Prepared for
TV. Highest professional references.
Box 131F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, 27 months broadcast, 3 years
armying radar
experience.
Graduate
radio school.
Will travel.
Box lead144F,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 14 years
experience,
AM-FM
construction
installation
— maintenance
— studios — transmitter. 10 kw direcreferences. tional,
Box available
145F, immediately,
BROADCASTING.
First phone
license,
experienced
transmitter operator. Married, car. Want
permanent
position in northeast. Box
153F, BROADCASTING.
1st phone license, college graduate,
young,
competent,
AM, FM experience.
Box 185F,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
tech-to
nician, RCA engineer,
graduate television
and willing
travel anywhere desires employment
in
a broadcast
station.
Available immediately.
Box 191F,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First class radiotelephone
license. Six years experience; FM, AM,
studio, remotes, transmitter. Married,
available at once; will go anywhere.
Box 192F, BROADCASTING.
4 years experience, first fone, college
senior. Desire vacation work. Box
198F, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Now chief of one kw.
20 years construction
experience of
including
directionals,
two stations.
Family. Box 220F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Three years experience.
Temporary or permanent. Available
immediately
or future date. Car. Box
226F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
chief engineer-announcer
desires
permanent
connection with
solid organization south or southwest.
Dependable,
hard
working
Excellent references. Married.man.
Automobile, two weeks .
notice. Box 230F,
BROADCASTING
First phone license. Will accept job
anywhere. Inexperienced, but full of
ING^
ambition. Box 257F, BROADCASTChief engineer, 17 years experience
all classes of stations. Particularly well
trained in construction, studio and
transmitter and difficult directionals.
Desire make change with full consent
and approval of present employer.
ING^
Prefer
south. Box 262F, BROADCASTF.neineer, licensed, married, veteran.
Will consider any offer. Jerry Eide,
614 Center Street, Pes Moines, Iowa.
Engineer, first phone license, two years
broadcasting experience. Single. Age
23. Immediately available. James Ellzey,
Rt. 4, Tylertown, Mississippi.
Summer replacement engineer. Nearly
5 years experience, all phases sound
broadcasting. Available college vacation.
References.
Interview.
Adaptable. Robert
F. Hooper,
95 Lathrop,
Battle Creek, Michigan.
Engineer, first phone, BA Degree: will
travel, available immediately, veteran.
Write Romar McCamy, 514b S. Tamarind Street, Compton, Calif.
Experienced engineer, AM-FM. First
phone, experienced construction, inconsole,
remotes.stallation,
Seeking transmitter,
permanent
position
anywhere. H. C. Williams, c/o V. E.
Hamilton, Rt. 5, Knoxville, Tenn.
Combo, ticket, lVz years experience
net affiliate metropolitan southeastern
market. Vet, car, 2 children. Goal:
Relocate midwest. Request disc. 2016
Trent Blvd., New Bern, North Carolina.
Production-Programming, others
Newscaster: "Newspaperman with
voice."
AM or TV. $90$100. BoxBS;36F,family.
BROADCASTING.
Program director — programming, production, promotion. First phone license
■— transmitter, console, remotes. Now
employed
5 kw. Conscientious,
able, permanent.
No drinking. dependPrefer
small California station affording opnew listeners. Boxportunity to build
213F, enthusiastic
BROADCASTING.
Programming-traffic-woman's
editor.
15 years experience in radio, IV2
years
TV. Write Box 263F, BROADCASTING.
Newsman - writer - announcer, young
married, ambitious. Would like post
news-conscious station in city 100,000
or above. Two years newspaper, year
radio experience,
director small station.presently
College news
graduate.
Available two weeks notice. 763 Bloomfield, Montclair, N. J.
Experienced radio, television, commercial and script writer with production,
makeup, scenic design, acting, announcing,
background, wantsWrite
staff Fred
employment. Best references.
Webb, 703 S. Vernon, Dallas 8, Texas
or 1509 Lincoln, Toledo, Ohio.

Television
Technical
Telecasting engineer; 1st phone, some
broadcasting
experience, photography
excellent
radio and professional
background,portunity married,
car, desire
opin TV station.
Box 103F,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Engineertion.— RCA1stInstitute
phone seeking
posigraduate,TV single,
will travel.
Box
250F,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
For sale— by Twin Cities broadcasting
company
blockDetails
of up on
to $5,000
of common stock.
request.
Box
188F, BROADCASTING.
For sale— 250 watt fulltime network
station located in southeast. $25,000
cash. Box 260F, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Western Electric 20A-250 watt AM
transmitter, tubes, 2 crystals 1230 kc,
set spare tubes, clean and in excellent
condition, complete with instruction
book and diagrams. Original cost $6000.
Price $2000 f.o.b. St. Louis. Radio Station WIL, Chase Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
For sale: General Electric FM transmitter, type No. BT-4-B with rated
powertransmitter
of 10 kw.;console,
General two
Electric
3A
racksBC-of
speech input equipment; also Western
Electric 8-section cloverleaf antenna,
type
54-A. Make offer. Box 992E,
BROADCASTING.
For sale — Hewlett-Packard FM frequency and modulation monitor. 20 per
cent
original
cost used.
of $935.00.
monitoroff has
not been
Write This
Box
209F, BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
NEW TERM OPENS JUNE 5
;
I
;S
■
S
S

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338—
16th St.,
Washington
10, N.W.
D. C.
Please send information concerning '
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses, j
Name
|

■I Address.
State. S■
"iiiiiciiiBiiBiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiavDasBtiBaiiflaiiiiiM
j City. ..

For Sale (Cont'd)
REL-518B-D1 1000 watt FM transmitter,
crystal 97.3 mgc. Complete with tubes,
set spare tubes, instruction book and
diagrams. Good condition. Original
cost $11,000. Price $3250 f.o.b. St. Louis.
Radio Station WIL, Chase Hotel, St.
Louis, Mo.
For sale— 1 RCA 5C5KW AM broadcast transmitter, complete with antenna
matching network into 600 ohm open
wire line. Also, RCA 1D1KW broadcast transmitter with 833 push pull output. Complete speech equipment with
both transmitters. Box 229F, BROADCASTING.
REL #600 FM broadcast modulation
and frequency monitor, tubes, crystals
97.3 mgc, instruction books. Original
cost $900.
Price$75;$475.
AM modulation monitor
RCARCA
49 cathode
ray
modulation monitor $20, f.o.b. St. Louis.
Radio Station WIL, Chase Hotel, St.
Louis, Mo.
Audio for sale: WE 110A limiter $300.
RCA BA-3B amplifier $75. WE 1126B
limiter lector$200.
RCA VU
meter $50.
withRCA
seand attentor
in panel
monitor amplifier $80. 7B amplifier
with power supply $40. UTC program
amp. with power supply $25. All above
equipment struction
clean
and supplied
inbooks, f.o.b.
St. Louis,withRadio
Station WIL. Chase Hotel, St. Louis,
Mo.
RCA, lent5Ccondition.
1-5 kwNowtransmitter.
Excelin use. Complete,
plus large supply spare parts and tubes.
Available thirty days. Reply Box 258F,
BROADCASTING.
Electric generating set — not surplus. International diesel 100 h.p., 50 kw. Electric machinery generator— 3 phase 60
cycle, 230 volt — all self-contained and
mounted on skids. Two heavy-duty
external mufflers and connecting pipe.
Needs only external fuel tank to operate. In A-l condition. Price $3,500
f.o.b. our transmitter. KGLO, Mason
City, Iowa.
Complete 250 watt WE transmitting
installation in excellent condition, including tower; WE D97008 antenna
coupling unit, WE310B transmitter,
732-AS7 General Radio distortion and
noise meter, 214 foot Blaw-Knox selfsupporting tower (dismantled), lights,
lighting choke, 2 audio racks, WE
speaker, jack strip, jacks, VU meter,
475C General Radio frequency monitor,
681B General Radio frequency deviation
meter, 731B General Radio modulation monitor, 733-AS8 General Radio
oscillator. Immediate shipment. First
$3000.00 takes package, FOB Tulsa. Call
or wire KOME, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
2 new 9 A reproducer heads $35 each.
1 Gates TT arm and head $20. 40 hole
jack panel
Superior
Instrument modelused
400 $15.
electronic
multimeter
$25. FD 1-1A thermometer $2. FD 1-1A
thermostats $1. Parmetal 6 ft. relay
rack $8. Relay rack telephone type 6
ft. $8. Condensers 1, 2, 4 mfd. 2000V $2
each. Choke Thordarson 20 hen 500
mils $3. Transformer Jefferson 1.5 kw.
three phase 220 V AC 60 cycle 5000
volts, meters
meter current0-100
square3" thermo
Weston galvano$15. 0-5
amp RF 3" Weston $6. 0-20 mil 3" Weston $5. 0-1 mil 2" Weston $5. 0-7 mil
Triplet 3" $4. 0-1 mil AC mils 3" Jewel
$3.50. 0-2000 volt 3" Jewel $7. Following meters $2.50 each: 0-150-300 DC volt
2" Jewel. 0-100 mil 3" Jewel. 0-30 mil
2"
Jewel.
3" Jewel.
F.O.B. Radio0-150-7.5
Station DCWIL,volts
Chase
Hotel,
St. Louis, Mo.

Pacific

For Sale (Cont'd)
Blaw-Knox tower 189 feet, self-supporting, base insulated $1500 f.o.b.
Dupo, 111. Radio Station WIL, Chase
Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric 1 kw FM transmitter
and console. Perfect condition. Box
237F, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Two Model Y-2 Presto recording amplifiers and turntables. Used
very little. Condition good as new.
Mounted in handsome console. This
equipment
over $2,200Contact
and is Radio
available at a cost
big saving.
Station KRIG, Odessa, Texas.
For sale — RCA BTF — 3B, 3 kw FM
transmitter, like new; two sets of
tubes; 2 crystals, 93.7 megacycles. Spare
parts, high voltage plate transformer.
Also RCA BF— 14AB aluminum, foursection, pylon antenna, complete with
obstruction lights, vibration dampers
and photo-electric
control F.O.B.
equipment. All offers light
considered,
Granite City, Illinois. Write, wire Chief
Engineer, KXOK-FM, 12th and Delmar,
St. Louis 1, Missouri.
For sale — Western Electric 54A, 4 bay
cloverleaf antenna. Used, but in good
condition. Make offer. Chief Engineer,
WAGE, Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.
$11,000 FM WE 506B-2 complete, spares,
10 kw transmitter.
New, never
uncrated.
H. Edwin Kennedy,
WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Turntable, preferably RCA, complete
with pickup. State lowest price and
age. Box 37F, BROADCASTING.
One kw FM transmitter and related
equipment except tower. State lowest
price
for quickOhio.
sales. Fred A. Palmer,
Worthington,
Situations Wanted
Mr. Radio Station Owner
If your
ProfitsSales
Suffer Staff!
from —
A Weak
Cut Rate Time Sales!
Too Many Radio Stations in Your
Area!
Here's What We Do—
Build a permanent sales staff of
local men trained to overcome
sales resistance.
Maintain Your established card
rate.
Aid in programming to increase
your listening audience.
The Cost
A percentage of your increased
billing created by our efforts.
We We're
have the
doing"Know-How"
it Now
Write or Wire — Confidential
Box 202F, BROADCASTING

Northwest

Station

$75,000.00
An unusually attractive fulltime facility in one of the
Northwest's growing cities with retail sales in excess of
$20,000,000.00. This property is well equipped — valuable
land and real estate are included in the purchase price.
Financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. 333 N. Mich. Ave.
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-r Randolph 6-4550 Exbrook 2-5672
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Help Wanted
Salesmen

CHICAGO AWARDS
Ad Club Cites 22 Shows,

TRANSCRIPTION SALESMEN
Highly successful transcription
company desires two salesmen. Territory to be covered — Rocky Mountain
states and midwest.
Liberal drawing account against
commissions. Must have radio sales
experience.
BOX 21 IF, BROADCASTING
School
3k
SRT-Radio
AMERICA'S OLDEST BR0ADCASTIN6 SCHOOL
Intensive full or port time
COURSES
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
Outstanding fatuity of
Network Professionals
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Small Classes
Approved for Veterans
Writ* for Prospectus
School of Radio Technique
RK0 lldg., Radio City, N«w York 20, N. Y.
221 South Wabash Am., Chicago 4, Illinois
Wim«nwii

AGENCY

RATES

Canadian Unit- Hits Change
OPPOSITION to any over-all
change in the prevailing rate of
advertising agency commissions
was voiced by the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers in a letter to the
Canadian Assn. of Advertising
Agencies at Toronto on May 9.
The ACA stated that the answer
may lie in individual adjustments
where agencies can demonstrate to
clients that existing commissions
yield inadequate compensation for
services rendered.
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
in its recent convention at Niagara
Falls, Ont. [Broadcasting, April
3], also turned down the request
for an increase for at least a year.

TWENTY-TWO
Chicago-o r i g i
nated radio and television show
and spots received 1950 Chicagcf
Federated Advertising Club award
at the annual dinner last Thurs :
day night at the Morrison Hotel.
Clifton Utley, NBC AM and TA \
commentator, was cited for "out
standing interpretation of the
news" in both media in a specia •
award. In the network televisioi

category, the award
commercial
an'
nouncements
went to Uni
versal Gas Range for film spot
prepared
Sarra cited
Inc. were Wayn
Network by
TV shows
King Show (NBC, musical, Standar'
Oil Co., McCann-Erickson) , Garrowa
at Large (NBC, variety, Congoleum
Nairn, McCann-Erickson), Quiz Kid)
(NBC, quiz, Miles Labs., Wade Adver .
tising), Super Circus (ABC, kid show
and Kukla, Fran & Ollie (NBC, fam
Sealtest).
ily-comedy, RCA Victor, Ford an
Winners in the (WGN-TV,
local TV quiz,
classifica'
tion:
Naif
tional Cartune-O
Food Stores, Schwimmer
an :
Scott),
Sachs
Amateur
Hour
(WENS'
TV,
B. Sachs,
Ruth"
rauff variety,
& Ryan),Morris
Fairteen
Club (WGK
TV, kid show, The Fair Store anj.
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., Ivan Hill Inc.
The Weatherman-Clint Youle (WNBC
service, Standard Milling Co.. Joh
W. Shaw), Clifton Utley and the Neu
(WNBQ, news, Peabody Coal Co.
Sports
the Year special
(WGN-TV,
sports v'
S-Day for
(WENR-TV,
promotion
and Chicagoland
Newsreel
(WGN-Ti
newsreel).
Local
spots
cited
were
thos-of
ing. Beatrice Foods Inc. (Meadow Go]
Butter), through Foote, Cone & Belc
Tops in AM network features froii
Chicago: The Breakfast Club (AB(
Swift and Co., J. Walter Thompso
and McCann-Erickson),
of Chicac
Roundtable
(NBC, special V.feature,
su:
taining),
commercial
announcemen
cn Pure Oil News Time (NBC, Pui
Oil Co., Leo Burnett).
Local AM: Listen to Cliff (prograr
WBBM), Report Vncensored No.
(special
feature, for
WBBM,
off the Corj
air
and commercials
Greyhound
produced
by
Lew
Green
&
Assoc.
f(
Beaumont & Hohman.
Radio-TV

Annual

I le
CANADIAN RADIO AND TELEVISIO
ANNUAL 1950. T. J. Wheeler, 302 BAK
St., Toronto. $6.
NEW
Canadian1950Radio
and Teleir
sion Annual
is divided
int .■
various sections with differeL Z
colored paper, listing all organize
tions in Canadian radio — statioi
and networks — engineering ar
equipment companies, music orgai
izations, production and prograr
ming facilities, plans for TV jA
Canada, biographies of over 3,0<j||
men and women in Canadian radi
and all Canadian radio legislatk
and regulations.

FOR SALE— 5/10 kw composite transmitter. High
level modulated air cooled used less than 500 hours as
auxiliary transmitter. Excellent frequency and distortion characteristics, first class mechanical and
electricalmitter forworkmanship.
"Willstation
make orexcellent
main for
trans-5,
new 5 or 10 kw
as auxiliary
10 or 50 kws. Price FOB Cincinnati uncrated with one
complete set tubes, miscl. spare tubes and spare parts
$6500 cash. C. H. Topmiller, WCKY, Cincinnati.
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rURTLE invasion, involuntary as
far as amphibians were concerned, was recent promotion tie, on part of Noel Crouch, advertising
inager of Jacob Schmidt Brewing
., which sponsors baseball broadpts on WMIN St. Paul, along with
Idway Chevrolet Co. Frank Deiney, vice president and general
anager of WMIN, which airs St.
ul baseball games, reported that
rtles were brought into town and
stributed to various taverns, cafes
d grocery stores. Turtles, measurg about two inches in length, sportmulti-colored shells with legend,
jlarty for City Club . . . WMIN
. . All Games." Distribution of
st pocket reptiles made great hit
th small fry and WMIN reported
stribution throughout area created
'ption
e of most
effective
broadcast-proimpacts
witnessed
in some
lie.
JVotes from WTTAG
IT LINE with showing of its promo»nal film on Worcester market,
TAG-AM-FM that city is sending
o-color promotional booklet to those
tending showings. Booklet is shaped
:ce spiral pad and contains noted
ghlights of statistics and data injded in film, written in grey simu;ted pencil. Most important facts
Je underlined or checked in blue
jiiulated pencil. Booklet is complete
en down to doodling in margins, and
ncludes — "See Raymer for WTAG
ailabilities — Top station — top marts" Yellow paper attached to book•jt reads, "We took notes for you —
:;TAG-AM-FM."
June Promotion
jjNE brides will be favored by prootion planned by WXGI Richmond,
;a., when outlet will air actual marage ceremony on Frank Porter's
.juntry Store on second floor of Rayiss Department Store, program's
• onsor. Marriage will be performed
i7 Rev. James Westcott, one of WXGI
idio pastors, and over $300 in prizes
ill be presented to newlyweds by
>onsors.
'Portable Pitch'
AMPAIGN to promote sale of port)le radios in Washington, D. C, area
le week prior to Decoration Day,
I ay 30, continuing through July 4,
is been announced by Ben Strouse,
jce president and general manager
'- Capital Broadcasting Co., owner
id operator of WWDC-AM-FM Wash;gton. Projected as strictly public
^rvice, campaign will involve airing

WEVD
117-119 W. 46 St
.IEMRY BBEENF1ELD. Ug. Director M.Y.19
ROADCASTING

J^tomotion

of spot announcements gratis by station. No advertiser will be asked to
pay for service. Promotion is entitled
"Portable Pitch."
Competition Opened
ANNUAL WOR New York HeraldTribune Journalism awards competition opens in city's public and parochial high schools. Awards, designed
to encourage aspiring journalists, will
be given boy and girl of graduating
class who have written best news reports or interviews in school newspaper.
WILS' 'Lonesome Gal'
WIDE sponsor-program promotion effort by WILS Lansing, Mich., points
up its new transcribed program sponsored by Berghoff Beer. Called Lonesome Gal, show runs for 52 weeks, five
times weekly. In addition to air announcements, campaign carried forward through newspaper ads and publicity, taxi posters, direct mail to beer
trade in local retail trading zone, outdoor posters, etc. Campaign coordinated with drive by BBDO, agency involved.
Grady Cole Mailing
COPIES of North Carolina's weekly
magazine The State being mailed by
WBT Charlotte. Current issue headlines article profiling Grady Cole,
WBT's star announcer now celebrating his 20th year with station. It
traces
Mr. Cole's
outlining
achievements
earned career,
as broadcaster.
Mr. Cole's time clients, agencies and
trade publications are receiving copies
as will dealers throughout Carolinas
who handle products advertised by Mr.
Cole over WBT.
Iowa Cotton
IT TAKES a Texan to change landscape of state's "outer fringes."
Johnny Holmes, assistant to Chuck
Worcester, farm director at WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is Texan who
lamented nothing in Iowa could compare to cotton fields in Lone Star State.
In answer, Mr. Worcester told his
listeners about dispute and sent out
3,000 10-cent packets of cotton seeds to
Iowans. Since each package contains
50 seeds, full harvest of about 150,000
cotton plants is expected. However,
campaign's
WMT doesn't
expect Texasin tofun
loseand
its market.
Barrel of KEYL Fun
BARREL of fun featured switch from
AM platter spinning to TV for Bud
Whalev when the disc jockey left
KMAC San Antonio for KEYL (TV)
San Antonio. Making change to video
graphic, Mr. Whaley paraded through
downtown district in a barrel, saying
•he had switched, lock, stock and barrel.
HPL Sales Talk
GRAPHIC folder tells how nighttime
edition of Starlight Salute, sponsored
by Housewives Protective League, has
become "the most sales-effective participating program in all radio." To
prove
it, HPL relates
how hard-to-convince advertiser
was shown
that Galen
Drake over WCBS New York could
reach women with food commercial at
11:15 p.m. Mr. Drake, folder says,

• Telecasting

offered recipe books five consecutive
nights — expecting couple of thousand
letters. Result: 24,321 proving "he
has a way with the ladies . . . anyFM Appeal Cited
FULL-PAGE newspaper ad and aptime."peal to business establishments feature
FM campaign launched by WATG
(FM) Ashland, Ohio. Station reminds
businessmen that uninterrupted music
service often is limited to use of toll
lines because of interference by thunder storms, electric motors, neon lights,
etc. WATG offers this same staticfree service without cost, station explains. Also promoted is Disc Derby
highlighting six-day a week, 3% hour
record show with three disc jockeys
dividing the time.
Crosby Paris Momentos
PARIS post-cards arrived in 1,000
mailboxes in Washington, D. C, coincident with placing on WTOP Washington This Is Bing Crosby show
10-10:15 a.m. Mon.-Fri. Cards had
been shipped by station in bulk to
Paris two weeks previous. They were
stamped and postmarked in Paris and
sent back to Washington by regular
mail. One side showed Queen Elizabeth, luxury liner, with message
penned by
"Bing
listeners
to tune
in. Crosby" inviting
WCOP Small Fry Folder
ONE-FIFTH of U. S. population are
moppets under 10 years of age, folder
sent to national and local advertisers
by WCOP Boston promotion department declares. Piece points out that
young age bracket has expanded 45%
more than before war — making up
growing market for merchandiser.
Station emphasizes its children's shows
and urges advertisers to devote portions of budgets to such advertising.
Mailing was sent to select list of advertisers who have interest in small
fry market.
Early Promotion
"IT WAS FINE in '49 but it will be
more
'50" is theme
which keys
third nifty
annualin National
Television
and

185

FAMILIES

Electrical Living Show. Show managers are mailing to the trade threecolor, four-fold sheet pointing up need
"to show your product, to tell your
sales story and to reach the cream of
your market." Event, sponsored by
Chicago Electric Assn., will take place
at
city'sOct.Coliseum
from Sept. 30
through
8.
Personnel
ISABELL M. HOYT appointed promotion manager of KPOJ Portland, Ore.
Mrs. Hoyt has been with station for
four years, three of them in program
department. She was previously with
McCann-Erickson.
JACK SAUNDERS, formerly with
WRR Dallas, Tex., and with TracyLocke and Ray K. Glenn Adv., named
promotion
manager of KXYZ Houston,
Tex.
WAVZ New Haven, Conn., appoints
ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., New York,
as sales promotion representative.
JERRY DEHAAN, formerly with
WSRK Shelbyville, Ind., as program
director, and chief announcer at
KVOE Santa Ana, Calif., joins KSJO
San Jose as manager of merchandising and promotion department.
HELEN PARRIS becomes fulltime
merchandising consultant for WESCAM-FM Greenville, S. C.
ALAN ELROD, formerly with Searle
& Parks, Chicago (program packager),
and before that promotion art director, ABC Western Div. and KECATV Hollywood, returns to ABC and its
Hollywood TV outlet in same capacity.
New addition to ABC press department
is CATHY STEFFES, formerly in
mimeograph department.
COLEMAN (Bill) CODY, assistant
merchandising manager of WCOP
Boston, is the father of a girl, Anne
Baldwin.
Radio Jamaica Plans
PAN AMERICAN Broadcasting
Co. has announced that Radio Jamaica, British West Indies, will
be the first station to operate commercial y inJ amaica when it makes
its debut early this summer. Broadcasts will be made from the capital
city of Kingston simultaneously on
shortwave and standard. The station is scheduled to be on the air
from 4 p.m. to 11 p.m. with both
live and transcribed shows. Time
already has been sold to several
international advertisers, according
to Pan American.
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MEXICO OUTLETS
FCC Reports on Changes
CHANGES in facilities and assignment of call letters to stations in
Mexico were reported by FCC last
week upon notification by Mexico
according to the provisions of the
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement, now being renegotiated.
New 200 w fulltime outlet on
1410 kc, XEVH, is to begin operation Sept. 1 at Valle Hermoso, it
was reported. XEXP Matamoros,
250 w fulltime on 1450 kc, was
reported deleted and its assignment
given XEAM there effective Sept.
1. XEAM is to switch from 1400
kc. Call letters were assigned to
the following:
XEAF Tala, 550 kc; XEAH Santa
Rosalia and XEAK Tecate, 560 kc;
XEAY Villa Acuna. 570 kc; XEBB
Acapulco, 600 kc; XECO Zapopan, 760
kc; XEBE Tijuana. 800 kc; XEBD
Saltillo, 920 kc; XEBF Mexicali, 940
kc; XEBN Agua Prieta, 1010 kc; XELB
La Barca and XERG Nuevo Laredo,
1090 kc; XECB Aguascalientes, 1170 kc;
XECE Oaxaca and XECG Nogales,
1240 kc; XEZU Zacapu, 1270 kc; XEGJ
Guadalajara, 1280 kc; XEBY Agua
Prieta, 1310 kc; XESR Santa Rosalia,
1320 kc; XECI Acapulco, XECJ Apatzingan and XECK Durango, 1340 kc;
XECM Manzanillo, XECN Progreso and
XEDQ San Andres Tuxtla, 1400 kc;
XEBC Ciudad Guzman, 1430 kc; XECP
Ciudad Victoria, XECS Ciudad Manta
and XECT Ojinaga, 1450 kc; XECU
Los Mochis, 1470 kc; XECV Guasave
and XECW Veracruz, 1490 kc; XECX
Queretaro, XECY Huamantla and
XEDB Thuacan, 1520 kc; XEDC Aquascalientes and XEDD Monterrey, 1560
kc; XEDI Queretaro, 1570 kc; XEDM
Hermosillo, 1580 kc; XEKT Tecate, 1590
kc; XEDO Acapulco, 1600 kc.
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CENTER I
ABC

GIVING the boys at ABC's Western
Division a boost up the ladder of
success are Frank Samuels (I), vice
president in charge of the division,
and Ernest Felix (r), assistant treasurer of ABC and Western Division
personnel director. The seven boys,
originally employed by the network
as mail and messenger boys, were
promoted to more responsible positions. Standing on the roof are
Mark Bortles (I) and Tom Sumner,
now in engineering. On the ladder
(reading down) are Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Walter Cooper, with the
network directing division; Carroll
McKenna, audience promotion; Arthur Bartick and Arthur Thompson,
program assistants.
WISCONSIN
MEET
News Editors Form WARNE
ROBERT LINDSAY, news editor
of WKOW Madison, was named
acting president of the Wisconsin
Assn. of Radio News Editors at an
organizational meeting held May
13 at Madison.
It was anounced that membership
in WARNE is open to any bona
fide news editor or news director
of any Wisconsin radio or TV station, and that news editors of
Upper Michigan stations will be
invited to join. The organization
also announced that a combined
business meeting and radio news
clinic will be held at the U. of
Wisconsin in the fall, the date to
be announced.
Members of WARNE are:
Jack Krueger, WTMJ Milwaukee;
Paul Clifford, WAUX Waukesha; Joe
Koelsch, WRCO Richland Center; Roy
Vogelman, WHA Madison; Bob Macaulay, WMAM Marinette; Michael
Griffin, WBAY Green Bay; Paul
Ziemer, WKBH La Crosse; Dick Vogl,
WEAU Eau Claire, and Mr. Lindsay.
Also present at the organizational
meeting were: Robert Bodden, WRCO;
Robert Taylor, U. of Wisconsin News
Service; Dr. Ralph Nafziger, U. of
Wisconsin School of Journalism;
Arthur Bystrom, AP, Madison.

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 72)
Decisions Cont.:
KIDO Inc., Boise, Ida.— Granted license new remote pickup KA-2729.
General Bcstg. Co., Atlanta, Ga.—
Granted mod. license to change frequency from 156.75, 158.40 mc to 152.87,
153.35 mc KA-5706-7.
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa— Granted mod.
CP
for extension of completion date to
11-15-50.
Radio Station WSBC ChicagoGranted mod. CP for extension of
completion
to 10-24-50 WXRT
KXYZ-FM dateHouston,
Tex.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to
11-15-50.
KSLH Board of Education, St. Louis
— Granted license new noncommercial
educational
FM station; 91.5 mc 12.5 kw
400 ft.
WLAG-FM La Grange, Ga.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 11-30-50.
WKMH-FM Dearborn, Mich.— Same to
8-28-50.
KDFC San Francisco — Same to 12-1WEST-FM Easton, Pa.— Same to 1250.
15-50.
WLBZ Paul Hunter Eustis, Fla.—
Granted
requestto for
assignment of license
WLBEvoluntary
Inc.
WHHH
Warren,
Ohio—
Granted
license change frequency, etc.
News-Sentinel Bcstg. Co., Area Fort
Wayne, Ind.— Granted extension of licenses of remote pickups KA-6645, KA5535 on temp, basis to Sept. 1 subject
to change in frequency which may result from proceedings in Docket 6651
subject to cond. no harmful interference
is caused to stations operating in accordance with existiing frequencyservice allocations and in no event
shall operation on assigned frequencies
be continued after July 1. Authority
contained herein shall be without
force and effect after July 1 unless
modified to conform with frequency
assignment provisions of Sec. 4.402.
KAST Astoria, Ore.— Granted license
change frequency, etc. 1370 kc 1 kw DA.
unl.
Tampa,
Fla.—1590Granted
newWEBK
standard
station
kc 1 kwlicense
D.
KWKW
Pasadena,
Calif.—
Granted
CP install new trans.
WFTC Kinston, N. C. — Granted CP
install new trans.
WJEH Gallipolis, Ohio— Granted mod.
CP
approval of ant., trans, and
studioforlocations.
Following were granted mod. CPs for
extension of completion dates as shown:
WNAM Neenah, Wis. to 7-15-50; WSLN
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. to 9-23-50; WCBM
Baltimore to 9-1-50; WSGW Saginaw,
Mich, to 7-15-50; WAVU-FM Albertville, Ala. to 7-1-50.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Comr. Paul A. Walker)
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to June 12 to file exceptions
to initial decision issued in proceeding upon application of Falls County
Public Service, Marlin, Tex.
Chronicle
Pub. Co.,
Marion,
—
Granted extension
to June
19 toInd.file
exceptions to initial decision.
(By Examiner Leo Resnick)
KCBD Lubbock, Tex.— Granted request Commission accept late its writin proceeding
West
Texasten appearance
Bcstrs. Inc.,
Plainview,re Tex.,
scheduled June 21.
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Cites Union

DEMONSTRATION by American
Communications Assn. (CIO)
against WLIB New York has led
to the filing of unfair labor charges
against the union. Station filed
charges with the National Labor
Relations Board asserting the union violated the law April 28 by
engaging
in "a and
concerted
picketingof
demonstration
dissemination
false and slanderous statements
among employer's
ACA
contract
with WLIBcustomers."
expired April
30.

May 16 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
License FOR
for FILING
CP

6

^

j4nt 7H*d*

Station

KGVO-Kfinn
ANACONDA
5 KW MISSOULA
DAY— 1 KW NIT£
250 KWBUTTE

~>m

o

i^

KDMS El Dorado, Ark.— License t
cover CP new AM station.
KGLN
Springs,
Col. — Sam< ai
KVAS Glenwood
Astoria, Ore.
— Same.
WNCA Aiken, S. C— Same.
WOAI San Antonio — License to cove
CP use WOAI-TV tower and ant. fo)
presently licensed 5 kw aux. trans.
Modification of CP
KLIC Monroe, La. — Mod. CP ne\
AM station for extension of completio
date.
WDSM Superior, Wis. — Mod. C
change
frequency
completion
date. etc. for extension c
WKYB Paducah, Ky. — Same. Jn
(TV) Syracuse,
N. Y. for
— Mocex
CPWHEN
new commercial
TV station
tension of completion date.
KGVO Missoula, Mont.— Mod. CP ir
crease power etc. for extension O
completion date.
KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo.— Mod. C
new height:
FM station to change ERP an
ant.
FM Changes
WKYC
(FM) Paducah, Ky. — C/|a
change ERP and ant. height.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 590 kc
WGGA
Ga. —toCP590chanf
from
1240 Gainesville,
kc 250 w unl.
kc
kw-N, 5 kw-D unl. DA-DN (Contingei .1
on WAGA change in facilities).

like TREES?
Come Nov.-Dec, Montana's Christmas tree harva
alone will top $1 million. Overall, a half-bill!
feet of lumber are cut annually in Montana.
Diversified industry keeps buying high and stead
Ifs a big reason why big-hearted Montanial
led the nation five times in five consecutive boa
drives. KGVO-CBS covers the county with t|
largest
and
CBS per
for capita
sales inbuying
Montana.power. It's KGV

NAME
WLIB

(By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith)
Santa Rosa Bcstg. Co., Santa Rosa,
Calif. — Ordered further hearing be sp)
Aug. 3.
KSET Sunland Bcstg. Co. (assignor),
Rio Grande Bcstg. Co. (assignee), EI 1
Paso, Tex. — Granted continuance oj
hearing re assignment of license fro r
May 17 to July 14 in El Paso, Tex.
(By Examiner Jack P. Blume)
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — Granted con- 1
tinuance
of hearing from June 1 tc i
August 1.
Brazoria County Bcstg. Co., Freeport
Tex. — Granted continuance of hearirif
in proceeding
May
11 to July re17. its application frorr '
WWJ Detroit— Granted in part petition to take depositions of 25 witnesse:
in proceeding re applications of WKNX
Saginaw, Mich, and WKMH Jackson
Mich.; petitioner authorized to take
depositions of 17 witnesses in Jackson
beginning May 24 and continuing frorr .,
day-to-day thereafter until concluded
WJMR New Orleans — Granted peti
tion (1) for leave to amend its appli
cation to show resignation of tw<
officers and directors and transfer o
four shares to remaining stockholders E
and (2) that record in proceeding r<
its application and that of Royal Bcstg
Corp., New Orleans, and Gretna and
Lower Coast Radio and Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Gretna, of
La.substituting
be reopened
limited'
purpose
new forexhibit
reflect changes:
record then
closed. t
(By Comr. Paul A. Walker) <J
KXOK St. Louis, Mo.— Granted peti
tion for dismissal without prejudice o
its application for CP; dismissed a
moot petition to remove from hearings
docket and grant without hearing.

n

t
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APPLICATION RETURNED
IWFOB
(FM)
Fostoria, Ohio— CP
dange frequency and ERP RETURNED
proper signature.
Kay 17 Decisions
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
IKCNA Tucson, Ariz. — Granted leave
amend application so as to specify
* w N with different ant. system in
u of 1 kw N DA and for removal
.ereof, as amended, from hearing
icket.
WHIT New Bern, N. C. and WELS
inston, hearing
N. C. — OnnowCommission's
otion
scheduled own
for
ily 26 is continued to Sept. 26 in
ashington, D. C.
WSIV
On Commission's
motionPekin,
hearingHI.—presently
scheduled
r June 12 is continued to Sept. 6 in
ashington, D. C.
Reub Williams and Sons, Inc., War;w, Ind. — Granted continued hearing
i application from May 24 to July 24
Washington, D. C.
KROY Sacramento, Calif.; KYA San
(•ancisco, Calif.; KVSM San Mateo,
ilif. — Onpresently
Commission's
ownformotion
»aring
scheduled
June
continued to Aug. 1, 1950, in Wash;gton, D. C.
ay 17 Applications. . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILLING
AM— 1240 kc
WCEM Cambridge, Md. — Mod. license
M1 station to change from 1240 kc 100
unl. to 100 w-D 250 w-N.
AM— 1230 kc
KNCM Moberly, Mo.— Mod. CP AM
Ration to change from 1220 kc 250 w D
i 1230 kc 250 w unl.
AM— 1230 kc
WSKY AsheviUe, N. C— CP AM stasn to change from 1490 kc to 1230 kc.
AM— 1410 kc
KNAL Victoria, Tex.— CP AM station
change hours of operation from D to
til. on 1410 kc.
AM— 1290 kc
WGYA Logan, W. Va.— CP AM station
. 5change
kw unl.from 1290 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N
Modification of CP
WEIR
Weirton,
W. Va. — ofMod.
CP new
TM station for extension
completion
ate.
KRON-TV Mod. CP new commercial
yate.station for extension of completion
TENDERED FOR FDLING
AM— 1420 kc
KLFY Lafayette, La.— CP AM station
change from 1390 kc, 500 w unl. to
i20 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
AM— 960 kc
WABG Greenwood, Miss. — CP AM
ation to change from 960 kc 1 kw D
b 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
AM— 1600
WHLL Wheeling, W. Va.— CP AM staon to change from 1600 kc 1 kw D
>,A to 1600 kc 5 kw D.
••ay 18 Decisions.
BY A BOARD
Renewal Granted
\ Following were granted renewal of
censes for period ending Feb. 1, 1953:
tlJV Huron, S. D.; WTAN Clearwater
la.; KSUB Cedar City, Utah; WWPG

New
FCC
£ox

ROUNDUP

Grants,

Changes,

LaGrange Bcstg Co., LaGrange, HI. —
12.
Granted application for new station on
1300 kc, 500 w, day only. Decision May

Applications

SUMMARY

Stcote

Transfers,

TO MAY

18

Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations
* Two on the air.

Cond'l Pending
cationsHearing
In
OnTotal
Air Licensed
CPs Grants
2,135 2,104 190
298
279
704
494
265
3* Appli20
13
104
39
70
352
182
* * *

Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Leader Pub. Co., Guthrie, Okla. —
Granted application for new station on
1490 kc, 250plication owf Enid
fulltime,
apBcstg.andCo.denied
for same
facilities
at
Enid,
Okla.
Decision
May
15.
Lawrence Bcstg. Co., Lawrence, Kan.
—Harrison,
Granted executrix
application
of Loula
of estate
of L.MaeC.
Harrison, trading as Lawrence Bcstg.

Co., for new station on 1320 kc, 500 w,
day only. Decision May 16.
KOOS Coos Bay, Ore., and KIDO
Boise, Ida. — Granted application of
KOOS to move from 1230 kc with 250
w to 630 kc with 1 kw, and of KIDO to
change from 1380 kc with 2.5 kw day
and
1 kw Decision
night toMay
630 kc
fulltime.
16. with 5 kw
Western Union Baseball Charges.—
Held discriminatory and unreasonable
Western Union's additional charge of
$2
game for each
station (other
thanpersubscriber)
in networks
using

Palm Beach, Fla.; WAML Laurel, Miss.;
WENT GloversviUe, N, Y.; KJAM Vernal, Utah.
KMYC-FM Marysville, Calif.— Grantedingrenewal
license for period endMarch 1,FM1951.
WVJS-FM Owensboro, Ky.— Granted
renewal FM license for period ending
March 1, 1953.
WGBA-FM Columbus, Ga. — Same.
Granted Mod. CP
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— Granted mod. of
CP to utilize DA-N only, subject to
condition applicant satisfies legitimate
complaints
occurring of
withinblanket
250 MV/Minterference
contour, and
other eng. cond.
Granted Mod. License
KAST Astoria, Ore.— Granted mod.
license to change from same DA day
and night to nondirectional daytime,
DA-N, provided applicant satisfies
legitimateferencecomplaints
of blanket
interoccurring within
the 250 mv/m
contour.
Hearing Designated
Glacus G. Merrill, Ironton, Ohio. —
Designated application new station on
1230 kc 250 w unl. in consolidated hearing with mutually exclusive applications of Coston-Tompkins Broadcasting
Co., and David W. Jeffries; scheduled
hearing at Washington on Oct. 11.
The Ashley County Broadcasting Co.,
Crossett, Ark. — Designated application
new station on 1240 kc 250 w unl. in consolidated hearing with mutually exclusive application of Parish Bcstg. Corp.
for new station at Minden, La. scheduled hearing at Washington on Oct. 12;
made KVRC Arkadelphia, Ark., KWAK
Stuttgart, Ark., and KLIC Monroe,
La.,, parties to proceeding with respect
to KDDD
Ashley Dumas
application..
Tex. and New Tex
Bcstg., Clovis, N. M. — Designated for
consolidated hearing in Washington
Oct. 15, application of KDDD to change .
from 800 kc 250 w day only, to 1240 kc
250 w unl.
time,station
and New-Tex
application for new
on 1240 kc,
100

w; made KIUL Garden City, Kans.,
and proceeding.
KASA Elk City, Okla., parties to
the
Hearing Designated
KYUM Yuma, Ariz. — Designated for
hearing application for mod. CP to
specify presently licensed trans, site.
Hearing to be held in Washington on
Oct. 16.
Motion Granted
WBBZ Sec.
Ponca
waived
1.389City,
and Okla.—
granted,Byin order
part
motion of WBBZ to enlarge issues in
re
application
of
Pratt
Bcstg.
Co.,
new station at Pratt, Kan. 1230 kc for
250
w unl.; Commission, on own motion
amended order of hearing to include
issues as to technical and financial
qualifications and as to program proExtension Granted
posals.
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted
extension of SSA on 770 kc 25 kw-N,
50 kw-LS, for period June 1 and ending
Sept. 1 subject to final decision of
hearingcense ofon
KOBapplication
on 770 kc. for regular liHearing Designated
WCAW and WGKV Charleston, W.
Va.; WFLB FayetteviUe, N. C— Designated for consolidated hearing at Washington Oct. 17, application of WCAW
to change facilities from 1400 kc to
1300 kc, 250 w to 1 kw, install new tran.
and DA-DN, and change trans, location;
WGKV application to change from 1490
kc to 1300 kc, increase power from 250
w to 1 kw, and install DA-DN; and
WFLB application to change from 1490
kc to 1300 kc, power from 250 w to 1
kw, install new trans, and install DA;
made WGYA Logan, W. Va., party to
proceeding with respect to WCAW and
WGKV, and WOOD Grand Rapids,
Mich., and WERE Cleveland, Ohio,
parties with respect to WGKV.
WBSC Bennettsville, S. C; WSPC
Anniston, Ala. — By order on petition of
WBSC designated for consolidated hearing applications
cilities from 1400ofkcWBSC
250 w totochange
1550 kcfa-5
kw N, 10 kw LS, DA-N, and application
of WSPC to change facilities from 1390
kc 1 change
kw, DA-DN,
to 1550 kc
10 kw, type
DAN,
directional
pattern,
trans.,tion;ground
system
and
trans,
locahearing to be held on Oct. 18 in
Washington.
Johnston Bcstg. Co., and WTNB
Birmingham,
consolidatedAla.
hearing—inDesignated
Washingtonfor June
22 application of Johnston Bcstg. Co.,
and kcWTNB,
requesting
850
1 kw-N,both
5 kw-LS,
DA-N. CP's on
License for CP
WBIR-FM Knoxville, Tenn. — Granted
license for CP new FM station, Ch. 227
(93.3 mc), ERP 2.85 kw, ant. 350 ft.
May 18 Applications. . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 590 kc
WGGA
Gainesville,
Ga. —kcCP250AMw unl.
station to change from 1240
to 590 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-2.
License for CP
WWHG-FM
for CP new FMHornell,
station. N. Y.— License
Modification of CP
WMAZ-FM
Macon, Ga.— Mod. CP

5ROADCASTING
WIBW• Telecasting
T'EVt"O PE3K A

WU baseball play-by-play reports; order WU to amend tariffs to eliminate
discrimination.
cision May 15. Story page xx. De-

Don Lee Bcstg. System — Made final
FCC's proposed
grant
renewal of licensesdecision
of KGB toSan
Diego,
KDB Santa Barbara, KFRC San Francisco, and KHJ-AM-FM Los Angeles.
Don tionLee's
San Francisco
was severed
and placed TVin applicapending
file. San Francisco FM application and
KGB bid for increase from 1 to 5 kw
on 1360 also severed, with latter set for
further hearing on technical issues and
KVRS Rock Springs, Wyo., and KMOD
Modesto, Calif, named parties to proceeding. Story Broadcasting, May 15.
Decision May 12.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Piedmont Bcstg. Co., Greenville, S.
C. — Initial decision by Examiner J. D.
Bond to grant application of Charles
B. Britt and associates for new station
on 1490 kc with 250 w fulltime and to
deny application of William M. Drace
for same
facilities
tial decision
May 12.at Greer, S. C. Ini(Continued on page 80 )
new FM station for extension of completion date.
TENDERED
FOR FILING
Special Authority
KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex.— Authority to
transmit Liberty Bcstg. System programs through KLIF to XEAC Tijuana,
AM— 1190 kc
Mex.
KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex.— CP AM station
to change daytime power from 1 kw to
AM— 1280 kc
5 kw.
WONW
Defiance,
tion to change
from Ohio—
1280 kcCP500AMw
500 w APPLICATION
unl. DA-N.
RETURNED
Sparta, Wis.— Victor Tedesco
12 application
AM stationTURNEDonMay 990
kc 250 w D. for

Dsta-to
REnew

Mr. William Dekker
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
New York City, N. Y.
Dear Billy:
Some feller come inter WCHS t'other
day ter ask whut sumpthin'
wuz talkhe'd
'nouncer
in'
about.
He
h e e r d t h'
when he wuz
sed:
"Iout,alius
aleavin'
he
found
an'
lissens
ter
WCHS 'cause
Iwhutknows
thet
they tells
is tk' truth.
In fack, I been
alissenin'
ter
WCHS I ever
since
come
Now, Billy,
you'd prised
bejest how
surter
town."
many
folks
in
Vxrginny,
WCHS
tory
in terryWest
Ohio, and
Kaintucky does
ter
staa regular
make tionthis
lissenin'
ness.
order Not
uv only
bizth' this
hometruetownin
is
en
uv what
Charleston, butsome
outback country
WCHS teris fer
th'' oney
lots
uv and
'em
lissens
news, station
entertainment,
Algycalls
folks
th'
fer
ter
make
up
their
minds
as
ter
what
they wants ter buy. Yessir, Billy, you
kin
do right
yerself
yer
clients
effen handsome
yuh placesby yer
ads an'where
they'll do th' most good, and down here
WCHS' 5000 watts day and night on 580
really does th' job uv sellin' Yi
in a big way!
WCHS
Charleston,
May 22, 1950
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•
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is $8,000.
WNNT is
690 kc, »
Robert E. Grey, owner of The Sound
250
w D. Granted
Mayassigned
15.
Workshop (bankrupt), 30%. Granted
WMID
Atlantic
City,
N.
J.—
Granted
,
May 15.
transfer of control of Mid-Atlantic!
DeRidder, La. — Sabine Bcstg. Co., SELLING RADIO
granted 1010 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated
Bcstg. Co., licensee, from Earl M. John- |]
son
and Charles
H. Singer toof Richard
construction cost $17,640. Principals in
Shugert Sees Challenge
E. Endicott
for consideration
$50,000. |i
Sabine include John B. McCrary, proMr. Endicott has hotel interests in At- |
fessional musician, manager 25% inter- AN ADVERTISING executive of lantic
City. WMID is assigned 1340 ii;
est WCNU Crestview, Fla., 50% interkc, 250 w unlimited. Granted May 15. ft
a large spot radio user will discuss
est
WATM
Atmore,
Ala.;
Cyril
W.
Reddoch, manager, chief engineer and 50% how radio can revitalize its sales
WVNJ Newark, N. J.— Granted transowner WCNU. Granted May 15.
fer of control of Newark Bcstg. Corp., 1
Albany, Minn. — Stearns County Bcstg. job to maintain growth as televi- licensee, through multiple small stock
Co. Inc., granted 1150 kc, 500 w day.
transfers and new issues over period f
sion
expands,
at
the
Ohio
Assn.
of
Estimated construction cost $23,270.
of time, from six original owners to
Principals include: W. H. Blattner, Broadcasters two-day meeting this present 18 stockholders, including cer- '
week at Neil House, Columbus,
partner in tractors,
D. andH.president
Blattner Blattner
& Sons, contain
memberswithof *1
Co. Ohio.
their original
families. owners
WVNJ oroperates
5 kw on 620 kc. Granted May 15.
Inc., implements
and
hardware,
president 16%%; Andrew J. Glatzmaier,
Charles W. Shugert, assistant
KHIT Lampasas,
— Granted
asbookkeeper for D. H. Blattner, vice
signment of license Tex.from
Sylvester
president 16%%; Louis H. Gretsch, manager, sales-promotion advertisLewis
and
Robert
Easton
d/b
as
Lampmanager Gretsch garage, vice president
Bcstg. Co. to new partnership of [
ing department, Shell Oil Co., will same asasname
and composed of W. R.
16%%;and Urban
J.liquor,
Keppers,
owner treasUrb's
bar
retail
secretary
Pierre,
T. A. Newman and M. A.
speak
on:
"Enjoy
Yourself
—
It's
urer 16%%. Granted May 15.
Frankel.
Mr.
Newman and
ownsriceconstrucOwatonna, Minn. — Owatonna Bcstg. Later Than You Think."
tion and contracting,
drying
Other speakers slated for the businesses, as well as investments in
Co., granted 1390 kc, 500 w day. Estimated construction cost $23,874. ComWednesday and Thursday meeting truck
equipment.
Mr. l'
pany is comprised of William F. Johns
Frankelandis contracting
sports director
KTLW Texas
Sr., who has 15% interest in WOSH
include
Louis
Caldwell,
of
KirkCity
and
WTAW
College
Station
and
f
Oshkosh, Wis., treasurer 40%; William
Mr. Pierre is station manager WTAW
F. Johns Jr., 221/2% owner WSHB Still- land, Fleming, Green, Martin and and
program
director
at
KTLW.
Con15.
Ellis, Washington, D. C, on FCC
water, president 30%; Victor J. Tedessideration is $35,000. KHIT is assigned ■
co, 2214% WSHB, secretary 10H%; Al- regulations, political and contro- 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited. Granted May
bert S. Tedesco, 20% WSHB and proversial issues; Paul Peter, of
gram
10%; 10%;
AnAustin,of Tex.
— Granted
toniomanager,
Tedesco, vice
shoepresident
repairman,
Frazier & Peter, Washington,
ferKNOW
of control
Pioneer
Bcstg.transCo., ,
Nicholas Tedesco, 25% owner WSHB
licensee,
from
C.
C.
Woodson
by
sale y
and parttime sales advisor, 10%. D. C, on "Out of Control Exof his 50% stock to Wendell and DorGranted May 15.
othy
Mayes
for
consideration
of
$40,451
penses"; apanel made up of John plus. The Mayes prior to transfer were
North Platte, Neb. — John Townsend
granted 1280 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated
McCormick, WNBK (TV) Cleve- 50%
stockholders. KNOW is assignee
construction cost $21,725.36. Mr. Townland manager; John Murphy,
1490 kc, 250 w unlimited. Granted May
send, sole facture
owner,
is
engaged
in
manu15.
of electronics equipment.
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati; E. Y.
WSB-AM-FM-TV and WCON-FM-TV
Granted May 15.
Atlanta, Ga. — Granted assignment of; t;
Little Falls, Minn. — Capital City Flanigan, WSPD-TV Toledo; RobWSB
properties from Atlanta Journal if
Bcstg. Co. Inc., granted 960 kc, 500 w
ert F. Jones, FCC Commissioner,
Co. and WCON-FM-TV from Atlanta j
day.
Estimated
construction
cost
$22,and
Don
Thompson,
Fifth
Federal
Constitution
Pub. Co. to Atlanta News- .
093.54. Principals include: Thornton G.
Inc., new firm consolidating tu.
Simpson, owner finance company and Reserve District, Cleveland, on papers
ownership of two papers. For details ,
real estate businesses, president 33%%;
"Business Forecast."
see story page 30. Granted May 15.
George L. Heleniak, St. Paul manager
WTCN Minneapolis, vice president
Warsaw,
Ind. — Granted
trans- [
of control
in Kosciusko
Bcstg. Corp.,tji
"National Spot Radio" is the ferWKAM
33%%; William F. Johns Jr.. eeneral
licensee, from J. R. Boise, Wallace T.
manager and 22%% owner WSHB Still- subject of a talk to be delivered
water, Minn., 15% interest WKLK
Miller, B. J. Anderson and Virgil Mc- fa
by Lewis H. Avery, Avery-Knodel
Cloquet, Minn, and 30% owner OwaCleary by
of 51.3% Sr.,
of for
stock$11,-to <hInc.,
New
York.
Joseph
W. sale
Authenrieth
850. Josiah Authenrieth Jr., one of lu
ed Maytonna,
15. Bcstg., Owatonna, Minn. Grantoriginal
stockholders,
retains
48.7%. fcfl
Sayre, Pa. — Thompson K. Cassell,
WKAM operates with 250 w day on
granted 1470 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated
1220 kc. Granted May 18.
WSVA
Harrisonburg,
Va.
—
Granted
construction
cost $20,738.72.
Cas- increase in power from 1 kw day to
sell is 99% owner
and station Mr.
manager
Non-Docket Actions. . .
WHAP ofHopewell,
GrantedBcstg.
ac-'J"M
1 kw fulltime on 550 kc, DA-N. Granted
quisition
control inVa.—
Hopewell
WDAD Indiana, Pa., 24% interest May
15.
WLEA Hornell, N. Y. and 25.8% owner
Co. Inc., licensee, by Hugh M. OverAM GRANTS
Charles M. Mark, R. E. Anthony r«
WENEin Endicott,
N. Y.
of stock in WCHA-AM-FM Chambersswitch
facilities from
1450— kcGranted
250 w turf,
Jr., and John P. Mercer Jr., through w
Monett, Mo: — Lloyd C. McKenney and burg, Pa. Granted May 15.
unlimited to 1430 kc 5 kw unlimited
purchase
of 50 sh. of stock of A. H. 1.1
John J. Daly d/b as Carthage Bcstg.
KCSU
Provo,
switch
Co., granted new AM station, 990 kc,
Campbell, 55 sh. G. W. Thomason and fie
facilities
fromUtah
1490— Granted
kc to 1400
kc, DA-N. Granted May 15.
250 w day. Estimated construction cost in
20
of
55
sh.
owned by E. L. Burwell pi
250 w unlimited. Granted May 15.
FM GRANTS
$21,158.74. Applicant is licensee KDMO
for a total consideration of $12,500. All i:
KGEKcrease in power
Sterling,
Col.—
Granted
inCarthage, Mo. Granted May 18.
purchasers
are
actively employed at i«a
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Charles A. Lenz.
from 100 w to 250 w
granted Class B FM station, Ch. 250 time
WHAP.
WHAPkc. isGranted
assignedMay
250 18.
w fuU- Bl
Waycross, Ga. — Southeastern Bcstg. day on 1230 kc. Granted May 15.
on
1340
(97.9 mc), ERP 16.5 kw, ant. 200 ft.
System granted AM station, 980 kc, 1
WKLKin facilities
Cloquet, from
Minn.1450— kcGranted
Estimated
construction
cost
$1,000.
Mr.
kw day. Estimated construction cost switch
KFIO of
Spokane,
— Granted
to 1230 Lenz, individual applicant, is owner
transfer
control Wash.
in Spokane
Bcstg.
$22,397. James S. Rivers, sole owner is kc, 250 w unlimited. Granted May
15. Lantern Lane apartments, treasurer
licensee WMJM Cordele, Ga. Granted
Co.,
licensee,
from
Arthur
L.
Smithof J
to
Louis
Wasmer
for
consideration
and stockholder in Sherman Hotel, as
May 18.
WWNR Beckley, W. Va.— Granted
change
from
1450
kc,
250
w
unlimited
to
$30,000.
Mr.
Smith
retires
because
of ti
well as auto phone service and insurScottsboro,
— Pat M. Bcstg.
Courington
ill health. Mr. Wasmer previously
kc,
1
kw
day,
500
w
night,
DA-N.
ance
agency
and
other
business
interd/b
as SandAla.Mountain
Co., 620
Granted May 15.
owned KGA Spokane which he sold to t
He alsoPetersburg.
is applicantGranted
for TV May
sta- Gonzaga
granted 1050 kc, 250 w day. Estimated
tionests.at St.
U. He has a 43% interest in !
WLET Toccoa, Ga. — Granted switch
construction cost $17,600. Mr. Couring15.
KOL Seattle and 22% in KXLL Mis- J
from 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited to 1420
ton is president and general manager
Goldsboro,
N.
C.
—
Southern
Radio
kc, 1 kw day. Granted May 15.
and 51% owner WAVU Albertville, Ala.
Mont. KFIO operates with 250 -f
Television Corp., granted Class A soula,
Granted May 15.
WANS crease inAnderson,
C. — toGranted
in- and
FM station, Ch. 288 (105.5 mc), ERP
w18. unlimited on 1230 kc. Granted May '*
hours fromS. day
unlimited
Crescent City, Calif. — Del Norte
410 w, tionant.
130 ft. Estimated
WLIZ of
Bridgeport,
— Granted
using DA-N. Granted May 15.
Bcstg. Co.,
granted 1400
kc, 250 w fullcost $5,000.
Principals construcinclude:
transfer
control in Conn.
Bridgeport
Bcstg. |
time.
Estimated
construction
cost
KFRB Fairbanks, Alaska — Granted
Hayden
Stuart,
president
Bell-Stuart
Co.,
licensee,
from
G.
Gresham
Griggs, j
$21,700. Principals in company include:
increase in power from 1 kw unlimited
Furniture
Co.
Inc.
and
50%
owner,
Manning
Slater
and
Philip
Merryman
.
5 kw unlimited on 1290 kc. Granted
John
Perry, general
partner70%El and
Ca- to
president 25%; B. H. Bell, 50% owner
to Mr. Griggs and Mr. Merryman as:
May 18.
mino J.Veterinary
Hospital,
Bell-Stuart Furniture, vice president
25%; K. T. Marshall, car dealer, treasvoting trustees; no monetary consider-'
urer 25%; Coleman Scott, general manager
WGBR
Goldsboro
and
its
FM
affiliate WEQR. Granted May 15.
THE ONLY STATION
In
KROC-FM
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS
switch from Rochester,
Class B to Minn.—
Class A Granted
station
with CP for Ch. 232 (94.3 mc), ERP
Altoona, Pa.,
225 w, antenna 40 ft. Amended revised
tentative FM allocation plan for Class
51i
Hi|llUH:i:TKiI>]
B stations, deleting Ch. 234 and adding
Ch. 264. Granted May 15.
ROY F. THOMPSON
COVERAGE
OPERATIONS SUSPENDED
WMFM tended North
Adams,
Mass. for
— Exfor 90 days
authority
FM
station to remain silent in view of rein thetNation's g
Growin
Fastes
pairs and business negotiations resultIt's
May ing18.from lightning damage. Decision
Market
WTFM Tiffin, Ohio— Granted 30 day
extension for FM station to remain silent in order
to effect reorganization.
Decision
May 18.
PORTLAND
A prize radio combination in
TRANSFER GRANTS
the rich industrial market of
OREGON
WNNTment of license
Warsaw,from
Va. —Grayson
Granted Headley
assignnew
Central Pennsylvania.
t/r as Northern Neck and Tidewater
Represented by
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Grayson
Headley
and
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
Charles E. Stuart, new firm of same
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
name. dentMr.
Stuart isPacking
a lawyer,Co.presiREPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD RETRY & CO.
of Stratford
and
farmer in Montross, Va. Consideration
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FCC Roundup
(Continued form page 79)
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Radio Reading, Reading, Pa. — Denied
petition
to review
examiner'sof order
which ruled
that application
John
J. Keel Radio Reading for new station
be referred to Broadcast License
Branch for new file number; affirmed
examiner's ruling. Order May 12.
WRAP Allentown and WSCR Scranton, Pa. — Denied FCC General Counpetition inforpart
review
of examiner's
order sel's
which
granted
joint petition of WKAP and WSCR for reopening of record in hearing on their applications for 1330 kc; affirmed examiner's ruling. Order May 12.
KPMO Pomona, Calif. — Extended to
May 8 time for filing exceptions to examiner's initial decision to deny KPMO
license miss
renewal
application
and to dis-of
application
for assignment
KPMO license from Myron E. Kluge
and Dean H. Wickstrom d/b as Valley
Bcstg.ner H. Co.
to Mr. Wickstrom
and Bcstg.
WarJ. Sorenson
d/b as Valley
Co. Order May 12.
WKUL Cullman, Ala. — By memoopinion and relief,
order denied
petitionrandum
for interim
requesting
FCC to maintain status quo in proof Voice
Cullman ceeding
for upona application
new AM station
there,of
pending determination on its appeal of
grant to Voice of Cullman now pending in U.claims
S. Court
of Appeals
D. C.
WKUL,
Cullman
cannot forsupport
both ondstations
and
hence
grant
of
secoutlet should be set aside. FCC
contended Supreme Court has ruled a
station is not entitled to protection
from loss due to competition and FCC
cannot consider such loss in its actions.
Order May 15.
KTTS and KICK Springfield, Mo. —
By order questing
denied
of KTTS
FCC topetitions
reconsider
grant re-of
license to KICK, set aside said grant
and designate
for hearing
withhold action onit KICK
licenseandrenewal
bid. On own motion FCC designated
KICK renewal for hearing at Springfield Aug. 1 and made KTTS party.
KICK license extended on temporary
basis to Sept. 1. See story this issue.
Order May 15.

Lion. \\ LIZ is assigned 1 kw day on
too kc. Granted May 18.
WSM-AM-FM-TV
Nashville,
Tenn. —in
ranted
relinquishment
of control
TSM Inc., licensee and permittee of
fSM-l'V, fromunder
-National
to 80
lenehciaries
trustIrustees
agreement.
o monetary consideration. WSM is
ssigned oO kw on 650 kc; WSM-FM
perates on Ch. 277 (103.3 mc); WSMrVranted
is assigned
May 18. Ch. 4 (bo-iZ mcj.
KGST Fresno, Calif. — Granted asgnment of license from John L. Ba■er, Peter K. Onnigan, George F.
aker,
Hartunian
Schif:r d/b Harry
as Baker
Bcstg. and
Co., Jim
to Sidney
,. Mandel, Morris Mindel and Milton
erloff n/b as Delle Bcstg. Co. for conjaeration of $55,000. Three men in
ew
previously
loyeapartnership
at WSBC were
Chicago.
KGST em-is
ssigned 1600 kc, 1 kw day. Granted
lay 15.
KSTB Breckenridge,
Tex.Robert
— Granted
cquisition
of control by
W.
hapman through sale of 50% stock
■om
A. J. and M. Mr.
L. Trammell
through
ote transaction.
Chapman assumes
otes for $18,702 and §21,750. Prior to
ransfer held 40% interest in station.
.STB is assigned 1 kw day on 1430 kc.
ranted May 15.
KSAM Huntsville, Tex. — Granted asignment of license from J. G. Long,
censee, to Harvard C. Bailes and
Iorris B. Cauthen d/b as Huntsville
icstg. Co. for a consideration of $40,D0. Mr. Bailes is manager of KSAM
nd Mr. Cauthen is lumber and lumber
roducts salesman. Mr. Long wishes
3 liquidate some of his assets. KSAM
; assigned 250 w fulltime on 1490 kc.
Granted May 18.
i(ranted
WSAN-AM-FM
transfer ofAllentown,
control fromPa.John—
. Shumberger Sr., Fred W. Weiler,
state of Royal W. Weiler, David A.
Iiller, Samuel W. Miller, Donald P.
liller, Miller Assoc., Cole-Chronicle
Newspapers Inc., and B. Bryan Musselpan,
a corporation
as Lehigh ofVal-B.
;y Bcstg.
Co., to ad/b
partnership
iryan Musselman, Olivia P. Musselman
nd Reuel H. Musselman, company of
ame name, for a consideration of $214,164.64. B. Bryan Musselman, vice presient and general manager, will own
0% of stock; Olivia P., office manager
f WSAN, 20% and Reuel H., chief enineer, 20%. WSAN is assigned 5 kw
ulltime on 1470 kc. WSAN-FM is assigned Ch. 260 (99.9 mc). Granted May
WKIX Columbia, S. C. — Granted
■ransfer of control in Inter-City Adv.
0. of Columbia, S. C. Inc., licensee,
rrom George W. Dowdy, B. T. Whitfaire, J. Horton Doughton and Harold
It. Thorns to Maresco Corp., for a conlideration of $100,000. Principals in
Haresco Corp. include: Charles W.
jlartin, sales manager WIS Columbia,
■resident and treasurer 25%; John Cain
:osby, adjunct professor of electrical
ngineering, vice president 25%; Edwin
1. Seibels II, director of news and special events minor
WIS, secretary
25%. WKIX
There
re seven
stockholders.
i assigned 1 kw day, 500 w night on
320 kc. Granted May 15.
WHLL Wheeling, W. Va. — Granted
j ssignment of license from Erlin L.
3'reeman,
H. Forney Bcstg.
and Glen
p.. Forney Kenneth
d/b as Wheeling
Co.,
i.censee, to corporation composed of
rame partners and same name. . Cor' artnership
oration formed
in accordance
agreement.
WHLL iswith
ass
i
g
n
e
d
1
kw
day
on
1600
kc,
directional.
Granted May 15.
\\fWQUA
M. — Granted
controlMoline,
in Moline
Bcstg. transfer
Co., li^nsee, from Bruff W. Olin Jr., through
"ransfer
of his 85% d/b
stockas holdings
Jalton LeMasurier
Quad Cityto
Jcstg. Corp. for a consideration of
130,000. Mr. LeMasurier is president
nd 100% stockholder in Quad-City
Scstg. His other radio interests include
4% ownership KDAL Duluth, Minn.,
nd an interest in WUtL Peoria, HI.
Je is also president and 75% owner of
ted Wagon Equipment Corp. WQUA
s assigned 250 w unlimited on 1230 kc.
Granted May 15.
WWW Fairmont,
Granted
cquisition
of controlW. ofVa.—Fairmount
5cstg. Co., licensee, by J. Patrick
3eacom from George J. Feinberg, Clar-

ence E. Smith and Robert L. McCoy
for consideration of $28,238. Prior to
transfer Mr. Beacom held 232.37*4 sh.
of 550 sh. stock outstanding. WWW is
assigned 250 w fulltime on 1490 kc.
Granted May 15.
WPUV Pulaski, Va.— Granted transfer
of control in Southwest Bcstg. Co., licensee, from Allan S. Aden and W. F.
White by sale of 50% stock to Howard
Imboden and Mrs. Eleanor Imboden
for $40,000. The Imbodens prior to
transfer were 50% stockholders. WPUV
is assigned 250 w fulltime on 1230 kc.
Granted May 15.
KOSEment of Osceola,
Ark. —H.Granted
assignlicense from
F. Ohlendorf,
licensee, to Osceola Bcstg. Corp., for
consideration of $45,000. Principals in
new corporation include Mr. Ohlendorf
who retains 51% interest and is president; J. C. Buchanan, 50% owner Buchanan Chevrolet, vice president 11%
plus; Dr. George Cone, dentist, 6}£%;
J. T. Cromer, y3% interest Cromer Milling Co., 514%; H. A. Segraves, farm
manager, 5'o%; Richard Cromer, farm
manager 5}4%; Sam M. Hodges, publisher Osceola Times, weekly newspaper, 51/4%; G. B. Segraves, attorney,
Vz%; E. H. Burns, farm manager, 2%
and Julia M. Morrison, secretary, 2/5%.
KOSE is assigned 1 kw unlimited on
860 kc. Granted May 15.
WLEC Sandusky, Ohio — Granted
transfer of control in Lake Erie Bcstg.
Co., licensee,
A. certain
Pixley other
individually and asfrom
agentL. for
principals in corporation to Albert T.
Heiser and 14 others for consideration
of $83,520. Mr. Heiser will hold 80 out
of 175 onsh.1340WLEC
assignedMay250 15.
w fulltime
kc. isGranted
KVKM
Monahans,
Tex.
—
Granted
transfer of control in Monahans Bcstrs.
Inc., licensee, from Jack W. Hawkins,
Barney H.to Hubbs
W. Boehnemann
CharlesandW.Harry
Stuckey
for a
consideration of $25,000. Mr. Stuckey
is presently 40% owner of KVKM and
transfer gives him additional 60%.
KVKM is assigned 250 w fulltime on
1340 kc. Granted May 15.
Deletions . . .
ONE AM and four FM authorizations
reported deleted last week by FCC.
Total since Jan. 1: AM 18; FM 54; TV
2.
KFLW-FM Klamath Falls, Ore. —
Herald Pub. Co. CP May 11. Applicant
did not feel station could adequately
serve public.
KHWO Brownwood, Tex. — Howard
Payne
ture. College. CP March 15. Forfei* KSCS Los Angeles — L. A. County
Supt. of Schools. CP April 21. Forfeiture.
* WFSI
Lakeland,
Fla.— 30.
Florida
Southern College.
CP April
Forfeiture.
Des Inc.
Moines,
la. — Radio
DesKBIG
Moines
CP May
12. Station
* Noncommercial education stations.

New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Richmond, Va. — United Bcstg. Co.
Inc., 740 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated
construction cost $23,405. Applicant is
licensee WOOK-AM-FM Silver Spring,
Md. and WSID Essex, Md. Filed May
18.Lawton, Okla. — Lawton-Fort Sill
Bcstg. Co., 1250 kc, 1 kw day, 500 w
night DA-N. Estimated construction
cost $29,378.15. Principals include:
Byrne Ross, owner KLPR Oklahoma
City, Lila G. Ross, director of programs
for children, KLPR; Robert R. Harrison, lieutenant U.S.A. and Dorothy V.
Harrison, housewife. Filed May 17.
Rexburg, Ida. — Snake River Radio &
Television Co., 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited.
Estimated construction cost $47,500.
Principals include; Seth Wood, farmer,
director 5%; M. F. Rigby, physician,
president 10%; E. L. Soule, physician,
vice president 10%; Russell Flammr
partner in furniture store and undertaking business, director 5%; E. C.
Flamm, partner furniture store and undertaking business, secretary-treasurer
5%; T. R. Webster, farmer, director
5%; Howard R. Chapman, instructor
radio dept. U.S.A.C. Logan, Utah, general manager 2%; T. R. Payne, partner
and manager Rexburg Coal & Feed Co.,
2%;
Filed O.
MayD.16. Hoffman, physician, 3%.
m a t I Space — Big Story
Fircrest, Wash. — William M. Bunker,
1450 kc, 100 w unlimited. Estimated construction cost $5,850. Mr. Bunker is
MORE people
employed by Geophysical Dept. Continental
Co. He Norman,
previouslyOkla.
was and
enMORE times
gineer Oilat WNAD
KWCO Chickasha, Okla. Filed May 15.
9 LESS money
TV APPLICATIONS
Grand Rapids
Lancaster, Pa. — Peoples Bcstg. Co.,
Ch. 9 (186-192 mc), ERP 948 w vis.,
WGRD
Michigan
474 w aur., ant. 443 ft. Estimated
construction cost $106,272; estimated
first year revenue $100,000. Applicant
BROADCASTING
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CRIME PROBE
Halley Named

Counsel

APPOINTMENT of Rudolph Halley, member of the New YorkWashington law firm of Fulton,
Walter and Halley, as chief counsel
for Sen. Kefauver's Special Crime
Investigating Committee was announced on Capitol Hill last week
as the group met in executive sessions to chart its course. Proposed
probe eventually will touch on use
of radio and other interstate communications facilities for transmission of gambling data.
Mr. Halley was assistant chief
counsel and later chief counsel of
the old Senate War Investigating
Committee in 1942 under Harry
Truman, then U. S. Senator. He
worked with Hugh Fulton, earlier
chief attorney of the group and
now chief trial counsel for G. A.
(Dick) Richards in FCC's hearings
on the news policies of the owner
of WGAR Cleveland, KMPC Los
Angeles and WJR Detroit.
Gambling Angle
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
chairman of the five-man committee, has indicated his probe will
encompass the use of interstate
communications facilities for "gambling" purposes [Broadcasting,
May 15], a subject explored at
great length by a Senate Interstate
Commerce communications subcommittee under Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.).
No plans have yet been laid
which touch directly upon communications.
Other members of the committee
are Sens. Charles W. Tobey (RN. H.), Herbert R. O'Conor (DMd.), Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.),
who took part in the McFarland
hearings, and Sen. Alexander
Wiley (R-Wis.). Sens. Wiley and
Kefauver are on the Senate Judiciary Committee.
is licensee
WLAN
caster. Filed
May 17.AM outlet in LanSioux Falls, S. D. — Midcontinent
Bcstg.
mc),503ERPft.
23.8 kw Co.,
vis.,Ch.
11.911kw(198-204
aur., ant.
Estimated construction cost $173,800.
Midcontinent Bcstg. is licensee KELO
AM outlet in Sioux Falls. Sam Fantle
Jr., is president and 99.49% stockholder.
Station plans at inception to use film
almost entirely for programming. Filed
May 18.

Meanwhile, last week, the McFarland subcommittee reportedly
was working on a substitute measure for the Justice Dept. bill (S
3358) on which it held three-week
hearings, to ban interstate transmission of gambling data on sports
events. Proposal would require
that stations delay broadcast of
racing details for at least an hour
after completion of horse races,
and limit networks and stations to
one such broadcast per day [Broadcasting, May 8, 1, April 24].
While details on a possible McFarland substitute bill were not
known, it was believed that Sen.
McFarland's group may adopt a
compromise measure less stringent
than the Justice-recommended plan
and somewhat more along the lines
of one offered by FCC, which opposed the Justice version.
FCC's plan would simply prohibit
of all
bling" datatransmission
— odds, prices
paid,"gambets,
in all media including radio and
television. Some observers feel
that the FCC proposal is the "more
realistic" of the two plans, and
would enjoy greater chance for
passage in the Senate.
WSVA

FULLTIME
Last NBC

Daytimer

WSVA

Harrisonburg, Va., only remaining daytimer among NBC affiliates, last week announced plans
for fulltime operation by Sept. 1.
The plans, which encompass construction of a complete new plant
for both WSVA and WSVA-FM,
were disclosed by President Fred
Allman after FCC announced on
Monday that it had approved
WSVA's application for fulltime
use of 550 kc with 1 kw, the frequency and power currently used
on a daytime-only basis.
Mr. Allman said construction
will start immediately on the new
plant including a- building to house
transmitter, studio facilities, and
offices. A site already has been acquired. WSVA-FM, on the air
since 1946, will be combined with
the
ters. AM operation in the new quarUnder the new fulltime operation, WSVA will employ a threeelement directional array at night.

BMI

*a ?

7V fat 16.
d by Hill & Bnn*e
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Publishe

ROSES
ky Lanson_W
IXstint-MGM 10684; Snoo
; Gene Autr.
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Ant
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MILLER VOICES REGRET
AT WITHDRAWAL
OF CBS
NAB needs experience and advice of network
executives, especially where difficult policy
questions are involved, President Justin Miller
said Friday in commenting on resignation of
CBS and O&O stations (early story page 23).
Judge Miller termed resignation at this
time "particularly unfortunate" in view of
large number of problems affecting welfare
of broadcast industry and interests of listening
and viewing public. He said he has always
favored network membership on active rather
than associate basis, with participation on
NAB board.
"CBS has contributed generously and richly
not only to the growth of the art but to the
development of this association," Judge Miller
said. "The network's withdrawal cannot lessen
its traditional determination to contribute to
the continuing improvement of broadcasting
in all its forms. We hope we can reestablish
in the minds of the CBS management the conviction that the best way to do this is through
the NAB."
He cited list of NAB achievements "which
have redounded to the lasting benefit of the
networks as well as individual stations." List
included founding and growth of BMI; measurement of audience attitudes toward radio;
successful labor negotiations; development of
uniform audience measurement; forestalling
legislation which would shackle industry; "sosoon-forgotten shelving of the Blue Book and
similar projects."
BIRMINGHAM
REALIGNMENT
OWNERSHIP of WSGN and WSGN-FM Birmingham, licensed to Birmingham News Co.,
not affected by realignment of Birmingham
papers. News company continues News as evening paper and Sunday paper but has dropped
its morning Age-Herald. Scripps-Howard
Newspapers has discontinued its afternoon
Post to concentrate on morning field with new
Post-Herald.
$1 MILLION ZIV PACT
NBC has signed $1 million contract with Ziv
Television Programs Inc. for The Cisco Kid
film series to start next fall on three NBCowned stations, WNBT (TV) New York,
WNBW (TV) Washington and WNBK (TV)
Cleveland, John L. Sinn, president of production firm, announced Friday. Films being
made in color, can be shown in black-and-white
television now and color when it becomes
available.
CONSIDER TV ASCAP FEES
COUNSEL for TV broadcasters and ASCAP
video committee to meet this week to work out
extension of present interim licenses to permit
use of ASCAP music in TV programs until
new licenses are completed. Stuart Sprague
is counsel for broadcasters, Herman Finkelstein for ASCAP. Three-day meeting of TV
broadcasters committee on per program music
licenses with a video committee of ASCAP,
held in New York last week, failed to reach
solution to basic questions of rates and of
proper method of calculating payments on spot
announcements.
HEADS BENRUS ADVERTISING
HOWARD P. LANE, formerly advertising
manager of Ronson Art Metal Works, appointed director of advertising, Benrus Watch
Co., New York.
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COY CONFIRMS POLICY
ON COLOR DECISION
FCC'S PLAN to decide color television question before proceeding with general television
allocations [Broadcasting, May 15] was confirmed Friday by Chairman Wayne Coy, who
also gave his "pledge" that "we will lift the
freeze
at the toearliest
practical
date." (Ore.),
In speech
City Club
of Portland
Mr. Coy said:
Just how long it will take us to arrive at a
decision
color question,
don'tup know.
After
we issue onthethedecision
we will Itake
the matter
of allocations.
My best judgment today is that all this cannot
be completed and the freeze ended much before
the end of this year. If the freeze is lifted by the
end of essing
this applications
year, the
Commission
early
next year. will begin proc. . . When the freeze is lifted, a reasonable time
will be permitted for other applicants to file.
Decision to settle color question before going
into allocations had been reported earlier by
, Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), who also thought
"it could well take 60 days from June 25" to
issue final color decision. June 25 is approximate deadline for participants to file proposed
findings and replies.
Answering Portlanders who wanted to know
why freeze cannot be lifted now for Portland
— since both old and proposed allocations envision five VHF channels — Mr. Coy emphasized FCC's need for flexibility in overall
allocations approach. Net effect of un-freezing
Portland before general allocations hearing,
he said, would be to "finalize" proposed allocations for "substantially the entire states of
Oregon and Washington" and to deny, without
hearing, applications for cities not now covered by allocations.
Referring to freeze — ("never before has a
freeze generated so much heat") — he gave assurance that "the kind of television system we
are now working on will be well worth waiting
for" from standpoint of public, broadcasters,
and manufacturers. "Once the freeze is
lifted," he said, "television will move ahead
with Seven League boots toward its goal as
. . . America's dominant medium of mass
communication."
FCC DEFICIENCY VOTED
HOUSE Appropriations Committee Friday
voted $129,345 deficiency fund for FCC for
fiscal year ending June 30. Sum, for salaries
and expenses, cut below $137,000 asked by
Commission last month. Both houses must
approve.
KWRZ RENEWAL OPPOSED
DENIAL of license renewal to KWRZ Flagstaff, Ariz., recommended in initial decision
issued by FCC Friday. Hearing Examiner
Fanney N. Litvin ruled to deny application
for default since station failed to appear at
renewal hearing last Monday (see early story
page 63).
RALEIGH SUMMER DRAMA
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp.,
Louisville, for Raleigh cigarettes, will replace
People Are Funny on NBC this summer with
A Life in Your Hands for second vacation
season. Mystery, created by Erie Stanley
Gardner, will originate in Chicago for 13
weeks from June 20, with People Are Funny
slated to return to network Sept. 19. A Life
in Your Hands will be broadcast Tuesday,
9:30-10 p.m. (CDT) on 165 stations, with recorded repeat Saturday at 8:30 a.m. on 17
eastern stations. Agency is Russel M. Seeds,
Chicago. Jack Simpson, radio director at
agency, will produce and direct.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U )
volving some $18,000, is due to come from
baseball network which did not participate in
FCC proceeding.
REBUTTING claims that transit radio service
is too specialized — as that still-secret FCC staff
report on transit and related types of broadcasting issaid to claim — WCTS (FM) Cincinnati has submitted Pulse report to FCC showing its transit operation has largest FM home
audience in Cincinnati.
DON'T THINK death of Langer Bill necessarily means there won't be further legislation to curb alcoholic beverage advertising.
Chairman Ed Johnson (D-Col.) of Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee,
which shelved Langer measure, reportedly is
toying with idea of new bill affecting only
radio and TV. One of leaders of Capitol Hill
dry forces, he's known to be particularly concerned by beer ads on TV.
HOW FCC will react to DuMont all-electronic
single tri-color camera and receiver tubej announced last week (see story page 46), subject
to wide-open speculation. FCC hopes to end
color TV hearings this week. DuMont receiver
tube not ready for showing for another month
and camera tube for several months. DuMont
technicians say camera tube has proven fundamentals and see no obstacles to practical refinement.
LAST WEEK'S Closed Circuit stating that;
Tom L. Evans, president and chief owner of(
KCMO
Kansas City, 50,000 watter, madej
"Whistle Stop" swing with President Truman
was in error. He was scheduled to pick up
party but cancelled at 11th hour because of ;
necessary dental work. Mr. Evans, incidentally, has sold his interest in Crown Drug Co.
and last week resigned as chairman of board.
He will maintain headquarters at KCMO's
offices.
TAM O'SHANTER TOURNEY
GEORGE S. MAY Co., Chicago (business
engineers), will sponsor finals of world goli
championship
from from
Tarn WENR-TV
O'Shanter Chicago
country
club on ABC-TV
Aug. 13, 5:30-6:30 p.m. (CDT).
COAST STRIKE AVERTED
AGREEMENT reached after several months
contract negotiations between CBS Hollywood
and office employes' international union averts
threatened strike at last minute. While details unavailable at press time, understood;
network met most of union demands.
COAST FIRM FORMED
NEW SALES and advertising consultants
firm, Gaynor & Forward Inc., 6331 Hollywood
Blvd., formed by Sydney Gaynor and Robert
H. Forward. Mr. Gaynor, who resigns as vice
president of Raymond R. Morgan Co., Holly
wood, is president. Prior to joining Morgar
company, he was general sales manager, Dor
Lee Network, for seven years. Mr. Forward
American Cancer Society's West Coast representative, was once KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
program director.
NEW PROMOTION SERIES
SERIES of new announcements for use by
broadcasting stations in promoting own medium
as well as all advertising and American system of private business prepared by NAB
Twenty-second announcements prepared by
NAB Public Affairs Dept., headed by Robert
K. Richards.
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Kansas City's Primary Trade Area is an
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Again

The Spring 1950 Kansas City Primary Trade Area Survey — a coincidental survey
of over 80,000 telephone interviews in one week by Conlan — just off the press —
shows The Team even further ahead of its nearest competitor than a year ago !
It is one of the most comprehensive listener studies ever made — and one of the
most revealing.
Together with the Fall 1949 Kansas City Primary Trade Area Survey — an aided
recall survey made through 2,122 personal interviews at the 1949 Missouri State
Fair, Kansas State Fair and the Kansas City American Royal — it provides irrefutable proof of The Team's outstanding leadership. Yes, current proof, not
moth-ball evidence.
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Page 21
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WATTS

POWER!

tailored by Jansky & Bailey, America's foremost radio engineers, to enable The Team to

Spring 1950 Kansas City Primary Trade Area

effectively cover Kansas City's vast trade territory (a rectangle — not a circle), The Team
offers America's most economical radio cover-

Radio Survey, just completed, shows KMBCKFRM far ahead of all other broadcasters trying to serve this area.

age.
Contact
KMBC-KFRM, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for complete substantiating evidence.

THE UAM

00 Annually

Team

Yes, The Team covers an area far greater
than KMBC alone, at its present location,
could cover with 50,000 watts with the best
directional antenna system that could be designed. With half-millivolt daytime contours
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KENTUCKY
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From "The Farm Real Estate Market", publication of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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Market Report
Farm News
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Kentuckiana

Service

Kentucky

Southern

Indiana

The Kentuckiana farmers depend on WHAS Farm
Coordinator Frank Cooley and Assistant Don Davis
for up to the minute farm news and market reports.
And advertisers have come to depend on WHAS
Farm Programming for sales results in Kentuckiana.
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AMERICAN CHICLE CO., through Badger &
Browning & Hersey Inc., New York, preparing
special 17-week spot campaign to start sometime in June.
THOSE
500,000
may be
analysis

OPTIMISTIC predictions about 5,TV sets off production line in 1950
discounted, but in reverse. Quick
of annual reports of only 14 manufacturers, made by Fred Lowe, promotion
manager of Norfolk Newspapers Inc. and
WTAR, discloses that they forecast among
themselves possible production of eight million
sets.
LEVER BROTHERS considering realigning
its present list of advertising agencies and also
understood to be reallocating its budget on
CBS with possibility that some of budget will
go into CBS television.
DESPITE big talk of most newspapers that TV
won't affect readership and will have negligible
effect upon linage, reports from inner councils
of National Newspaper Promotion Assn. meeting in Milwaukee [Broadcasting, May 22]
indicate this is all teeth-whistle. When proposal
for survey of TV impact on afternoon newspaper readership was proposed, it was
squelched in committee — by afternoon newspaper spokesmen.
AMERICAN Oil Co., through Joseph Katz Co.,
New York, scheduled to sponsor Ed Murrow,
7:45-8 p.m. five times weekly on CBS in East.
Another oil company expected to pick up
sponsorship on western part of network.
RECENT progress in several laboratories
bringing magnetic-tape recording of TV programs near practical stage. Problem of high
speed for visual portion has been one of
stumbling blocks. In sound field, Navy is
interested in recorders in which signal is
pressed on movie film at estimated cost of 20
cents for hour program.
TO DISSIPATE fears of transit radio operators: There are no transit radio implications
in FCC's condemnation of lease agreement between WAJL (FM) Flint, Mich., and Flint
Transcast Co. [Broadcasting, May 22], even
though WAJL operates transit FM service.
It's purely contract matter, was handled by
Law Bureau's transfer section and not by FM
section, which deals with transit FM.
WHETHER there will be a multi-milliondollar TV programming center at U. of North
Carolina, to feed programs to commercial TV
stations in state, will be decided this fall.
Proposal to endow center pending before board
of trustees but won't be acted upon until
former Army Secretary Gordon Gray, who
owns WSJS Winston-Salem, takes over in
September as university president.
MOST PROLIFIC correspondent among new
members of NAB board of directors is John
(Continued on page 82)
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Upcoming
May 31-June 2: Advertising Federation of America Convention, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
June 1-3: Assn. of Women Broadcasters Convention, Hotel Cleveland, Cleveland.
June 2-3: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, Orange
Court Hotel, Orlando, Fla.
June 5: Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters, Bedford Springs, Bedford, Pa.
June 5-8: Radio Mfrs. Assn. Convention, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings on page 28)

Bulletins
IN WHAT appeared clear victory for broadcasters, Western Union spokesmen said Friday they would delete $2-per-game extra
charge for stations using WU baseball-sports
service in networks but will permit networking to continue (early story page 32). FCC,
which had ordered WU to eliminate "discrimination," on Friday gave permission to amend
tariffs to that effect on day's notice.
EDWARD LEE NORTON
NAMED TO RESERVE BOARD
EDWARD LEE NORTON, chairman of board
of WAPI Birmingham, nominated Friday by
President Truman to 14-year term as member
of Federal Reserve Board of Governors. Post
carries $16,000 salary.
Mr. Norton also is board chairman of WFOY
St. Augustine and WMBR Jacksonville, both
in Florida. He is in investment banking business in Birmingham and is executive vice president of Munger Realty Co. At one time he was
president of Birmingham baseball club.
Active in politics and civic affairs, Mr.
Norton has been director and chairman of
Birmingham branch of Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank. He is aged 57.
Sterling

Is

Business
Briefly
BEST FOODS LOOKING • Best Foods
(Hellman's mayonnaise) through Benton <£
Bowles, N. Y., looking for spot availabilities.
TONI SCHEDULE # Toni Co., Chicago, foi
its
Home
Permanent,
Cremesummer
Shampoo
and'
Creme
Rinse,
begins heavy
schedule
on ABC with three shows from New York —
Modern Romances, Quick as a Flash and
Chance of a Lifetime. In addition, Toni has
renewed The Carol Douglas Show five-minute
daily fashion commentary, on same network
from 11:25-11:30 a.m., CDT. New schedule
of daytime shows — May 29 through June 9,
Modern Romances, 10:15-10:30 a.m. (CDT),
Mon., Wed., Fri., and Quick as a Flash, 10:3010:45 a.m., Tues., Thurs.; June 12 through
Aug. 4, Quick as a Flash, 10:30-10:45 a.m.,
Tues., Thurs., 10:45-11, Mon., Wed., Fri.; May
29 through Aug. 4, Chance of a Lifetime, 1 : 30- '
1:45 p.m., Tues., Thurs., 1:45-2 p.m., Mon.,
Wed.,
Chicago.Fri. Agency, Foote, Cone & Belding,

MODIFIED GAMBLING BILL
APPROVED BY COMMITTEE
MODIFIED gambling bill banning radio-TV
broadcast of odds and similar data prior to
horse races but permitting them during and I
after races approved Friday by Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
Bill is compromise of Justice Dept. measure
(S-3358), and less restrictive than FCC plan
which would have banned transmission of
data on odds during, after or before event
[Broadcasting, May 1, 8]. New bill aimed at
transmission of betting data by stations and
wire services, and at providing or maintaining
facilities for such uses, with year's imprisonment and $1,000 fine as maximum penalties.
Transmission of data permitted in bill after
race starts on ground this is news. Original
provision allowing broadcasting of gambling
information in advance of special events such
as Kentucky Derby, was dropped.
1!

Renominated

FCC COMR. George E. Sterling was renominated by President Truman Friday for full
seven-year term starting July 1.
Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) of Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, to
which nomination was referred, said hearing will be
held, probably in latter part
of June. Present term expires June 30. First consideration may come in executive session of committee
June 14.
Despite hearings, Mr.
Sterling is generally exComr. Sterling
pected to win approval of
both committee and Senate. Sen. Johnson said
he had "some questions to ask" and it was con-

as

FCC

Member

sidered likely that other committeemen who
include Sen. Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.),
chief questioner in Comr. E. M. Webster's
confirmation hearing last year, would be simview of committee's keen
interestilarly
ininclined
FCC inaffairs.
Comr. Sterling, Maine Republican, is known
to have had Chairman Wayne Coy's endorsement for reappointment to post he has held
since Jan. 2, 1948. He is former FCC chief
engineer and one of two engineer-members of
Commission. If confirmed, his reappointment
will preserve FCC's 50-50 political complexion
— three Democrats, three Republicans, one
Independent; it also will insure availability
of full Commission for decision on highly
complex, highly controversial color TV issue.
His appointment to present term was con(Continued on page 82)
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BASIC

Auto Budgets Ready to Boom
Proposed Antenna Rules Announced by FCC
Court Upholds Petry
Operating Costs Leveling Off — Doherty
Shell's Shugert Sees Radio's 'Golden Era'
Esty Makes Plans for Alternate-Week Spots
Listeners Become Customers — Schwerin
BAB Marks First Year
BMI Hit as Davis Charges Monopoly
Business Census Notes Trade Rise
N. C. Broadcasters Protest 'Off Rate' Deals
NAB Services Continue'.
Ohio Broadcasters Protest Sports Fee Stipulations.
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Message
Israel of

10:15
10:30
10:45
11 :C
11:15
11:30

12:00 N

Voice of
Prophecy
(281)

NegroChoirs
College
S

Church of Air
Foreign
Christian Ref.
Newsmakers Church,
Reporter
God Back
(266) To
S
S
Howard K.
Dawn Bible
Smith
Students, Frank
8 Ernest (179)
S
N'western U
Salt Lake City
Review
Hour of Faith Tabernacle
S
S
S
Melody In
Fantasy
S

Invitation
Learning To
S

College Choirs

12:15 PN
12:30

Piano
Playhouse

Platform
S
People's

MutualMusic
Chamber

12:45
Sammy
Sunday Kaye
Serenade S
1:15

S
The Falcon
S

Co-op
Headline Edition

TBA

Elmer
aaj.Davis
Genera!
Mills
Lone Ranger
(175)SR

Wildroot
Adv. of SamCo.
Spade (166) H

Ethel 8 Albert

Motors
U.S.Steel
Summer
Symph. General
HenrymiTaylor
„JUL.Jjine_U_
Melody
Sophisticated
Rhythm
Rendezvous
S
Bayer Asprin
American
A. of
F. Music (154.)

Soliloquy
Solo
S

Eversharp
Take It or
Leave 11(164)

Cross Roads
Ted Malone
S
DixieFrom
Strictly

9:45
10:00

SHOWSHEET

SUNDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
ABC
Adam Hats Gen. Fds.-Jello Ouaker Oats
Drew Pearson Husband
Roy Rowisnnis Catholic SHour (Not in Service)
My Favorite(154) stm»
(226) Bros.
B
Seeman
Mon. Headlines
(218) Co.
B
C-P-P, The Cudahv Packing Henry Morgan
Hormel
Nick Carter
Hormel Girls Steve Allen
Show
Shaw
(152) B
LZ22J
Co-op
aea

9:15
9:30

NETWORK

Charles
Collingwood
S
Elmo Roper
S

News
Stringsof
Voices

NBC
TUESDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
News
Metro. Life Ins. Kid Strips
Allan Jackson
Bob Warren
(Not in Service
Repeat of
S
02)
ClemMelody
McCarthy
6:15-6:20 S
S
Co-op
Sketches in
And —
NoYou Network
6:20-6:45 S
P 8 ML
G— Ivory
Sun OilExtra
Co.
Co-op
3-Star
Lowell Thomas
JUL.
Miles Labs.
P & G-Dreft Fulton Lewis jr
One Man's Fam. Headline Edition
Beulah
C5D-I
P &-021JL
G— Oxydol
Miles Labs.
4291)
News ol World Elmer Davis Jack
Dinner
Date
Counter-Spy CampbellSmithSoup
(1M)
Music
Rhodes
Pharm.
Club 15
Pepsi-Cola
(2LL) Campbell Soup Gabriel Heatter
am S H R
415)Pure Oil Co.
ILove
USDA-055)
Mystery
Ed.(155)
Murrow
Kaltenborn
Sterling
Drug
R
JW-05DAmer. Oil Co.
Count ol
Railroad Hour Carnegie Hall
Monte Cristo
Mystery
Theater
(150)
B
S
USD
—
A. A UiD
of R9's
C-P-PT'thPwdr.
Firestone
Gentlemen
Official
Arthur
Godfrey
8:30-8:55
Luvei-Liulu1.
ol
the
Press
Detective
Co-opS__
Talent Scouts Crime Fighters Voice Firestone
S
am
— rmm —
(152) B
Satan's Waitin'
Wm. Wrigley
Murder By
Bell Telephone Town Meeting Life with Luigi John Steele
Lever—
Lux
Radio Theatre
Adventurer
ExpertsS Telephone
(51)
(.155) BHour
am
— am —
<™ N
Sc. Monitor Philip Morris
Cities Service Chr.
Murder at Band
of America Vies?; the News This
Is Your Life Mysterious
Midnight
Traveler
I
Oil)
Musical
Co-op
Co-op
Memos
_S_
A. F. of L. General Mills
Time
For
A. F. ol L.
Defense
Commentators
Philip SMarlow Commentators
fceriT""
(146)
Night(136)Beat
My Pepsodenl
Friend
Irma
(146)
R. J. Reynolds Newsreel
„
Newsreel
Christopher
Chamber of
Commerce, This Pursuit
London
Dance
Orchestra
Or£a
Is Our Town
S
A Foil
As We See II
MONDAYMBS
CBS
Metro.
Life
Allan JacksonIns. Kid Strips
Repeat of
C22)
S
You and —
Co-op
No Network
P & m.
G— Ivory
Lowell Thomas
P & Beulah
G-Dreft Fulton Lewis jr.
Oil)
P & G— Oxydol Dinner Date
Jack(Hi)Smith
_S_
Noxzema
Campbell
(Hi) RSoup Gabriel
Club
Header
MIS) 15R
Ml
Campbell Soup A IMystery
Love
5
Ed. Murrow
B-Bar-B
Bromo Seltzer
Riders
Hollywood(157,1StarR
PPhQusii

Today
Co-op
Co-op
ABC
MONDAY - FRIDAY
ABC
CBS Co-op
MBS Red NBC
Foley
r General Mills
No School
Robt. Hurleigh
Breakfast Club
News
S
S
(212)8 RCo.
Swilt
Wormwood
Forest
Tell
Your
Breakfast Club Barnyard Follies
Neighbor
(127) R
Bach Aria Group
Tennessee Clevelandaires
Jamboree
S
S
Philco Corp.
Hudson
Coal
Co.
Co-op
D. 8 H. Miners Breakfast Club
(24) Story
National
P 8 Travelers
G, Welcome
(13)Pulpit My True
Radio
Music Please Cecil Brown
S
S
(142)
(30)
Pillsbury <
(196) R
Wildroot, Arthur Faith Our Time
Godfrey (170) R
Campbell
Soup
Gold Godfrey
Seal
Religion
General Mills Arthur
Nothing
Music
in the News
Double (34)
or
Betty Crocker
Say
It
with
S
Co-op
(191)
Story
(173) Biscuit
R
The UN
SerutanR National
Is My Beat Victor Lindlohi Arthur Godfrey
Co-op
Manhattan Soap
Faultless Starch San Francisco
(69)
Junior
Liggett(173)Godfrey
8 Myers
R
Starch Time
Behind the WeLearnLove(162)
Orchestra Arthur
and
Junction
Morning
S
S
Mailbag
(50)
Garroway
Next
Dave
(187) R
Serenade
S
(split net)
Contn'l Baking G. Healter's Prudential Ins.
Bob
Poole
At Home
With
Music
Jack(139)Eereti
News Hilites Quick as a Flash Grand Slam
S
S
(48)
(206).
=WrT"
Rosemary
Lt.
Crust
Dough
Babbitt
Co-op
Campana
Boys (Burrus) David Harum
Solitair Time "Thilip Morris
(M-W-F)
(140)Foods
General
(20)
American
01 Ranch Boys
(58)
No Network
ForumAir olS the
Ladies Be Wendy Warren Kate Smith
Service
S
Music
Jenny
Sealed (209)* Aunt
Lever(150)
Bros.
Gulf
SpeaksOil
"The Eternal
Lanny Ross Mon. 8 Wed.
(83)
American
Whitehall
Wagon
Out of Service Helen— Trent
P 8 G 8 D Chuckle Hometowners
Farmer
LigSht
Mon.-Th.
S
(165)
Co-op
TJFbp
Whitehall
Kaiston
US Band
Marine
Our Gal Sunday Checkerboard
Jamboree
(160)
PTE
America
Baukhage
Fri,Boston
12:30-1
CoTop
United
Navy Hour
Harvey
Cedric
Foster
Symphony
Big
Sister
Harding
Mon.
1-1:30
S
(141)
(92)
Luncheon with
Nancy Craig Ma Perkins
Lopez
Tues.-Fri.
(11)
(144)

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
News
9:30 A MOpens
)
(Network
News

Garden
Gate
Make Way
For Youth
County
Fair
Let's ofPretend
Cream
Wheat

Lever-Rayve
Junior Miss
(175)
(154) *
Armstrong Cork
Theater of T'day
(172)
PillsburyCenMills
Brand
Sta
(153)
Armour
Stars Over
Hollywood (168)

TBA

Petri Wine Co.
Sherlock Holmes

TBA

4U5)
Buzz Adlam
S

Lever Bros
Big Town

Miller Brewing
Lawrence Welk
_J26j

Brown ("4)
& Wmsn.
PeopleareFunny
Oiii-

On Trial
S

DAY

Co-op

Barnyard
Follies

NBC
ABC
News
Not in Service)
Bob Warren
S
ClemMelody
McCarthy
6:15-6:20 S
Co-op
Sketches in
Co-op
6:20-6:45 S
3-Star
Sun OilExtra
Co.
Miles(33)Labs. Headline Edition
One Man's Fam.
Miles Labs. Elmer Davis
News Music
of World
<W
Lone Ranger
General
Mills
S
45S)J
O^
Pure Oil Co.
R. Harkness
Embassy
Dr. I. Q.Cigs.
duPont, Cavalc.
of America
(55)
(77) BR
(15?) H
Cliche Club
Lewis-Howe
Starlight
Walter Kiernan
S
Carnal Uiii

Magic Rhythm

NBC
Skelly
Oil
Mind Your
Manners
Mind
Your
Manners
S
Irown
Wmsn
Funny8 (16)
People are
Coffee In
Washington
Minn
SValley
Fred
CanningWaring
Co.

11

TIME
Vespe
Nation
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30

— m —

Around
ABi
Worh
C50)
Co-oi :
Mr Pre;
Speakl,

2:45
Helen Hall
News
Coast
Guard
Band

hVyPetLeeMilkTaylor
(149)

3:15
TBA

NBC
Stamp Club
Man onS Farm Adventures of
Archie Andrews
News
Music
TBA

Dance
Orchestra

3:00

3:30
3:45
4:00

of Sor,
Lthrn La
Lutheran
(190 I
FineSA

4:15
Barriault
Washington
News

4:30
4:45

Public SAffairs
U.S. Treasury

Milton
Quart
S i■
Opera
Think AI i

Luncheon
Lopez with
5:15

News
Ulis-Chalmers
Hour (164)
S
Ifatl. Farm 8 H.
Jerry 8 Skye
S

5:30
5:45

Goodyei
Greatest

N

G

FOR JUNE

5 DAY
aar<; NRr
News
(Repeat
Bob Warren
niU duipsof
S
Clem
c.ic McCarthy
c*9A c
Sketches
Melody in
1 *
6:22-6
Sun Oil45Co.S...
3-Star Extra
Miles (M)
Labs.
(on Lewis jr. )ne Man's Fam.
(1641 Labs.
HR
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1 (Ml) News
of World
'inner
— SDale — <m
. B. Semler
briel Heatter IrvingTrioFields
■t-m — Pure OilSCo.
I Love
A Mystery —Kaltenborn
man You Too
Sehlitz
This
Halls of Ivy
| Snternational

THURSDAY
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CBS
MBS
Metro. Life Ins.
Not in Service) Allan Jackson
RepeatStripsol
Kid
(22)
„
a
s You And
a
a
No Network
P L.& Thomas
G— Ivory
a
«
Co-op
Ott-B
P&G
Fulton Lewis jr.
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leadline Edition
(291)
Co-op
P&G
Dinner
Date
(82)
R
(S3)*
Elmer Davis
Jack Smith
s
— w
—Campbell
(8D-B
Soup
Sabriel Heatter
Pepsi-Cola
Club 15
Counter-Spy
S (135)
(Hi) —Campbell
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Soup
1 Love
Ed. Murrow
A Mystery
053}
Casebook of P & G—
FBI Lava
California
GregoryS Hood
Caravan
(Ill)
Blondie
s

TBA

«•
2.000 Plus
a

Whitehall
Mr. Keen
— (15D-B

Cld Gold Orig.
AutoBreak
Bank Amateur Hour Electric
Lite, Suspense
BristoltheMyers'
026)
— (m — — (UD-1

Bristol Myers
imily *Theatre Dist. Attorney
(Ul)

Philip Photog.
Morris
Crime
UM)

a

NBC
News
Lionels Ricau
Mem McCarthy
6:15-6:20
Melody S
Sketches in
6:!0-6:45 S
Sun OilExtra
Co.
3-Star
U2i
Miles Labs.
)ne Man's Fam.
(164) Labs.
HR
Miles
News of World
—IrvingOil)
Fields
U.S.. Trio
Treasury
Pure Oil Co.
R. Harkness
(21)
G. F.-Jello
Aldrich
Family

Mail « Pouch
3. F.-Maxwell
*
Father(HIP
KnowsB
Sports CUD
for All i Best
(155) H R
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Show

Camel Screen
RsjuuldsTub.
Guild Theatre —

Mr. Feathers

Blab Brewing
H
3)Tavern
Duffy's(16UL5J)

Paul Harvey
«
s
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Commentators
iommentators The Big Story Meets« Critics
Co-op
TBA
s•
(166)
£146)
(146)
«
Co-op
Newsreel
Newsreel
— Ruselicld
United
Okla. State General Mills
Dance
or SNot
SkippywoodHollyOrchestra
Theater
Dangerous sigAsSymphony
nment (136)
—
m
TBA
u
(6-14)

SUNDAY
15
MBS
iRerds. Lutheran
Hour
rarade
(Lutheranl
Music with
Trendler
. Witttraliers
If

Co-op
Sill Cunningham
(55)
Veteran Wants
to Know
S
Treasury
' tation
Jisie Variety Show
1
!L —
General Foods
JcvenileJury
(123)

NBC
U of Chicago
Round Table
S

ABC
Not in Service)
Co-op

NBC
Theatre
S

ArtNotebook
Baker's
Co-op
Welcome to
Hollywood
Hannibal
Cobb
S

t(SL
Hall

General Foods
Hopalong
Cassidy (482)
U.S.TotatM
,-WittWm Gargan
mpho- 'rivate
Investgr
145)
. (380)

TBA

Sterling Drug
Bride & Groom
(221) •

TBA

Happy Landing

MONDAY
CBS
P&G
Dr. (139)
Malone
P&G
Guiding Light
(141)
Gen.
Fds.-Jello
Mrs. Burton
(68)
Quaker (35)
P&G
Perry Mason
Ton!(147)Co.
Nora Drake
(158)
P&G Day
Brighter
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Babbitt, Nona
From (144)
Nowhere
Miles Labs.
Hilltop House
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Take All
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Surprise(68) Strike It Rich
Package
S*(37) R
Surprise
Package
S
Treasury
" Shulton Inc.
ligh Adventure Happy SLanding Bandstand
(13)
Ted Malone
S
4:55-5 News
The Big Guy See Footnotes The w-r-w
Chicagoans
S
StThur.-Fri.
l imit Mat.
Cloak and
Dagger
S

Hit
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■rove Labs(420)
The Shadow

Your
lion
I

Williamson inn Harvester
True Detective larvest of Stars
Mysteries (472)
(167)
a

a
a

TopTimeTune
Mues Massey
Laos.
Curt
Time (141) R

TBA
■
Dragnet
L&M-Fatima
(141) H

- FRIDAY
MBS

FRIDAY "
ABC
CBS
MBS 1 NBC
News
Metro.
Life
Lionel Ricau
Not in Service) Allan JacksonIns. Kid Strips
Repeat of
s
(22)
lemMelody
McCarthy
«
S —
8:15-610 S
You And
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a
No Network
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S
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3-Star
Sun OilExtra
Co.
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«
•
L. Thomas
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(76) R
Miles(34)Labs.
P&G
s
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ulton
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I
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(Mil
(164)
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P&G
Elmer Davis
News
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World
Dinner
Date
Jack
Smith
«•
. Play
(143).
Campbell Soup
The
Boys ..
General
Mills
Lone Ranger
Sabriel
Heatter
S
(84,1. RSoup l
ran(US)
»
Club
Pure Oil Co.
—Campbell
(155) 15
R
A 1Mystery
Love
Kaltenborn
Ed. Murrow
(21)
lorwich Pharm. The Oil)
Bandstand
Stars
Show
Startersand
Fat Man
Goes On
U.S.A.
(136) R
s
«
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Life
We the People
Music
This
Your
FBI
(115)
—(2211 R
a
Air Force , RCA Victor
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■lavhouse (165)
of OzzieAdvntrs.
&
Hour ;1
Co-op
Harriet (207) Up For Parole
creen Directr's.
«
R. J. Reynolds
Camel,
Jimmy
Pressthe
Pac. C. Borax Broadway Is
Meet
The (181)
Sheriff
Durante (163)
Ch. Spark Plug
My Beat
Roll Call ' Phillips■ Petro.
'abst Sales Co.
Co-op
(21S)
A.F.olL.
Life of Riley
iilletteS.R.Co.
Gillette Fights Rex Allen Show Commentators
(146)
(64)
(270)
Escape
(155)
Richfield
Newsreel
(34)
lol.-Palm.-Peet
Dance
a
Orchestra
Iports(140)
Newsreel
Capitols Cloak
Room
a
a
Pro & Con
S

NBC

Music

Co-op News
GeorgeS Hicks

Bands for
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Miles Labs.
Ladies'
(438)Fair

Take SF.fteen
Campbell Soup
Double (132)
or
Nothing

CBS
MBS
SATURDAY

ABC
RogerS Dann

Toni Co.
Give and Take
(150)

Barn Dance
S

Lets Go To
The Opera
S

Hormel & Co
Music
Girlswith(62)H.

a

TBA
Co-op
«
Jert Andrews
Chandu
S
Dixieland
Jan Bands
S
Hollywood
s
Byline

The
Goldbergs
Sen.Fds.-Sanka
(139) R

Ray
Burn
& Finch
s

General Foods
Gangbusters
(150) R

u

.iggett & Digest
Myers
Godfrey

u

(167,1 B

TBA

Gen. Foods
Baseball
(77)
:30-5 Alternate
DanceWeeksMusic

a

TBA
P&G
Life-Beautiful
P&G
(152)
Road of Life
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P&G
Pepper Young There'sS Music
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Where's
(152)
light to nessHappiSterling Drug
Miscellaneous lackstage Wife Id,
rowed,
New,
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S BlueDor(146)Drug Horse Races
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Stella Dallas
S
Treasury
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■Lorenzo
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Y. Widder
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When
Girl
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Life (89)
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Mix-Ralston Just Plain Bill
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a
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(59)
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Bob Poole
Show

Overseas
Report
From
Adventures
in Science
News
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Dance
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1

Bands for
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Truth "X"
or Conseimai (14?) R

True or False
s
Lombardo
USA
s
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four Hit Parade
(165) R
of Dennis Day
Shi/,Lifec
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Day in the

19511

6:00 PM
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
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7:45
8:00
8:15
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8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

NBC
Slim
Bryant &
His Wildcats
S
Story
Recovery
S

Musicana
TBA

Dance
Bonds*
Orchestra

Take A
Number

Colgate
Chicago Theatre
Judy Canova
reasury Bands Sing It Again 1 of the Air
-cmj-H —
S
s
S
Srand
Ole Opry
R.J.Reynolds
(»4) H
Carter Prod.
Claremont
Hotel
Sing It Again
«
Sterling
Drug
S
— <m
Sing(136)
It Again
(141)

a

(Also
until Baseball
4 p.m.)
Miles Labs.
Queen
for A
Day (431)

ABC
Albert Warner
Trios
Roger Rentier
s
TBA

SATURDAY
News
CBS
MRS
NRC
News
Music
Modern
Bancroft
S
Memo From
Lake Success
TBA
Red Barber
Music
Sports
News
Al Heller
L. Leseuer
„
Brock
Candy
S
Hawaii Calls
Ranch
(40)
Brock Bar
a
S
Joe Di aMaggio
Comedy ol
R J. Reynolds
'aughn
Monroe
Errors
Show
Kennedy
— Wrigley
063) :55-8
S
7:30-7:66
« 7 s
Gene Autry Ronson Metal
Dimension
20 Questions
i
(Silt)
JUL)
.,

ofPioneers
Music

Music

'Explanatory: Listings in order: Sponsor,
tame of program, number of stations; S
aining;
west coast; TBA ti
announced.R rebroadcast
Time is EDT.
ABC
10-10:30 AM Tues.. Thurs., Sterling Drug, My
True Story. 204 stations.
12:25-12:30 PM Mon.-Fri., Toni on 225 stai
3:30-3:35 PM Mon.-Fri.. Philip Morris. W
Kiernan's One Man's Opinion, 200 stat
3:45-4 PM Tues., Club Aluminum Products
Co., Club Time on 69 stations.
5-5:30 PM Mon.. Wed. & Fri.. Quaker Oats,
Challenge Of The Yukon over 207 stations.
5-5:30 PM Tues. & Thurs., Green Hornet, S.
5:30-6 PM Mon.-Fri., General Mills sponsors
Jack Armstrong on alternate days each
week with the Derby Foods sponsoring
Sky King, 202 stations for both.
7:30-8 PM M-W-F, American Bakeries CoLone Ranger, 62 stations.
CBS
11:00-11:05 AM Sat., Seeman Bros., Allan
Jackson News, 170 stations.

Dunn
Discson

Living—S 1950

;nry
ans. & the Nev
\e
of the Day heard
it..
vest.Baseball G<

Parade
S
Sports

Matinee At
Meadowbrook

TBA

Falseor
True

Voices
and Events

NBC
Ion. -Fri., Ale:
er. Skelly Oil
24 sta Sat., This Fa
15 AM
ing Business,
Skelly Oil Co.
11:15-11:30 PM Tues. Thins. Sat., So
Morton Downey, Coca-Cola Co., :

Cross Section
U.S.A.

Kadie
Harris
(Dowey)

«
a
Saturday
at the Chase

Twin Views
of (50)
News

TBA
( Ra4ie. aft

a
Tay 29

4

f

enaeA

1260

..

. the center

of the dial

for listening in Greater
f> OBERT F. LEWINE, former vice president of Cine-Television Studios,
rS joins Hirshon-Garfield Inc., New York, as radio and television director.
JUDAH KATZ, media director of H-G, named supervisor of timebuying
or radio and television.
\\
JtUSSELL K. JONES and NEWMAN F. McEVOY elected vice presidents of
^unningham & Walsh Inc., New York. Mr. Jones joined firm in 1929 in
executive capacity and is now account
executive on Holmes & Edwards and
The Murray Corp. Mr. McEvoy joined
agency's
media
department
in 1928
and
was named
director
of media
in 1947.
EMIL STELN, formerly copy chief of
Farson, Huff & Northlich, appointed copy
chief of L. W. Roush Co., Louisville.
He succeeds GEORGE M. STAPLES, resigned.

night
r

Cleveland

and

WD

GREGORY MURPHY Jr., former assistant manager of Atlanta office of KellyMr. Jones Smith Co., newspaper representative,
Mr. McEvoy
joins sales staff of Katz Agency Inc.,
Atlanta office. He was also with Headley-Reed Co. and Eastman-Scott Adv.
THELMA JUDITH YOUNG, formerly with L. Bamberger & Co., as divisional
idvertising manager, joins Robert W. Orr & Assoc., New York, as copywriter.

5000

JEORGE
JANDA
Petesch,
Hecht & after
O'Connor,
as administrative
lead
of radio
and joins
television
productions
workingChicago,
as associate
member at
)'Reilly, Doty & Sommer, public relations firm, same city. Mr. Janda, former
•adio director and copy chief at Agency Service Corp., was announcer-writerlirector at WBKB (TV) Chicago and director-producer at KPIX (TV) San
-"rancisco.

around

fOEL HARVEY, formerly on advertising staff of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, New
i'ork, joins Ted H. Factor, Los Angeles, as production director.
fOHN W. BAKER, formerly advertising, copy and merchandising counsellor
n southern Connecticut, joins Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York, as copywriter.

clock

ROD MacDONALD, formerly production manager of Biow Co., San Francisco,
ioins media department of Foote, Cone & Belding, same city. WALTER E.
UTTERBACK, formerly with Pacific Advertising Staff, Oakland, succeeds Mr.
MacDonald at Biow.
FRANK BLAUTTER joins television department at Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago,
jfter working at BBDO, Minneapolis.
DAVE BOTSFORD Jr„ copy chief of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco, elected vice president of firm.
CY REEBIE joins copy staff at Leo Burnett, Chicago, after working in same
capacity at MacFarland-Aveyard, also Chicago.
EUGENE AUSTIN, account executive of J. Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles,
Dn Ford Dealers' Advertising Assn. of Southern California, transferred to
agency's offices in Sao Paulo, Brazil. WILLIAM V. PATTEN shifted from
agency's New York staff to Los Angeles, to service Ford dealers' account.
JOHN M. HANDLEY, formerly copy director of Monroe Dreher Agency, and
rice president of Grant Adv., joins Needham & Grohmann, New York.
HAH) EN (Dick) RITCHIE, formerly with Ross Bros., San Francisco department
.store, joins copy department of McCann-Erickson Inc., same city.
DAVLD KAIGLER Jr., formerly production director for WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
and before that with WFIL-TV same city, appointed director of television for
Adrian Bauer Adv., also Philadelphia.

the

Have you measured the listeners AFTER midnight
in Cleveland? There's a lot more wide-awake buyers
than you'd think. That's why WDOK is Cleveland's
only 24-hour station. At 1260, you get g\[ the
listeners all night long. They're workers in iron,
and steel, in lake shipping, in chemical and motor plants.
No other station programs around-the-clock. They're
our listeners — your buyers. And WDOK's daily programming —
freshly designed for Ctevelanders — is fast turning dials
to 1260. Get choice availabilities from Everett-McKinney.

Ohio's
ing market
serv
1st

HARRY R. HALDEMAN, formerly with J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
transfers to media department of San Francisco branch of firm.

24-hours

ELEANOR DEAN, formerly with Federal Adv. and McCann-Erickson, both
New York, joins Robert W. Orr & Assoc., New York, as copywriter stylist.

a day

GEORGE E. LICHTY, formerly with Grant & Wadsworth, New York advertising agency, joins copy department of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., San Francisco.
New Addresses: BERGMAN- JARRETT Co. moves to 33 W. 46th St., New York.
New phone is Columbus 5-4990. ROBERT HOLLEY & Co. moves to 511 Fifth
Ave., New York 17. New phone is Murray Hill 2-8408.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

watts

Represented

Cleveland
1260

kc. 5000

w.

by Everett-McKinney
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Hits TV Rates
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
May I inject my voice into the
continuing discussion of television
rates and rate, increases. . . .
Almost every week brings to my
desk a stack of rate-increase
notices. In every instance, a great
point is made of the increase in
number of receivers since the original rate was set, or the last increase put into effect (in multistation markets no mention is ever
made, of course, of how many of
these are listeners to that particular station). They very carefully
ignore, however, that the previous
rate was much too high, from any
basis of sound advertising — circulation, cost-per-thousand, market
potential and sales potential. And
I am not forgetting, or arguing
the much vaunted "impact" of TV.
I will admit that the station's
costs are high — initial cost of building and getting into operation, and
also operating costs. The solution,

(Letters are welcomed. The
editors reserve the
0*pen
Mtlte
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
however, is not in the current expectation of station management,
which seems to be that the advertiser should underwrite those costs
through unrealistic rate structures. .. .
The solution lies in station management taking a long look at their
operations — hiring executive and
creative personnel who are capable
and qualified — and holding rates to
a level commensurate with results.
A very great deal of the high costs
of operation are the result of waste
and inefficiency. Directors take
twice as much time rehearsing as
should be necessaryi in many cases,

because they simply are not qualified to handle their shows, to give
just one instance. . . .
Do not misunderstand me, please,
I am 100% behind TV— I believe
that its future will be fantastic
— beyond even the rosiest predictions—PROVIDED, it does not kill
the goose that lays the golden eggs
that will assure that future. We,
here at this agency, have been
instrumental in introducing a number of advertisers to television,
and we have our share of "success
stories" in it. We will continue to
use it and recommend it— with the
reservation of eliminating from the

f

the

LARGEST

of Eastern

port

Oklahoma's

$1,000,000,000 "buying inmarket is covered
effectively by

schedules those markets or stations
that have rates that would be
grossly out of line with their potentials in results. . . .
Wallace H. Lancton
Director, Radio & TV
Jackson & Co.
New York
[EDITOR'S
the Jackson
& Co. TV NOTE:
accountsAmong
are Pequot
Mills,
Berkshire Fine Spinning Co., Richard
E. Thibault,
Flo-Bar
Ltd.]Warner Wallpaper Co. and
*

*

*

Wants 'Orderly' Business
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . We are making the television rules right now. We can
avoid chaos if we make this an
orderly, sportsmanlike business.
Both radio and television have
enormous power to sell merchandise at low cost, so the stations do
not need to sell their time on the
scheming terms of a few bargainers.T. F. Flanagan
Managing Director
National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives Inc.
New York
* *
*
Wants

Better Index

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
As you certainly know, anybody
in broadcasting finds reading and
keeping a file of your magazine a
necessity. Your magazine is not
just light weekly reading, it is a
valuable reference work. . . .
You need a better index and
table of contents. . . .
I realize that indexing is troublesome and expensive. However, I
believe that most of your readers
would much appreciate this extra
service, and find it would increase
the value of an already valuable
journal.William Marsh
Chief Engineer
WHHM Memphis.
[EDITOR'Sboard
NOTE:
BROADCASTING'S
editorial
is making
a study of
Mr. Marsh's proposal.]
FOR THE PEOPLE
CBS Marks 600th Program
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THE 600th broadcast of CBS'
People's Platform was celebrated
May 21 with an appearance on the
air of Frank Stanton, CBS president, and top military leaders.
Mr. Stanton told listeners that
"your decision at the ballot box
will be sounder because you are
given the freedom to make your
own choice from among the different roads and opinions given
you" on People's Platform.
Participants on the show were
Louis A. Johnson, Secretary of
Defense; Gen. J. Lawton Collins.
U. S. Army Chief of Staff; Lt. Gen.
Idwal H. Edwards, U. S. Air Force
TULSA'SAVERY-KNODEL,
EXCLUSIVE RADIO
CENTER
INC.
deputy chief of staff for operations ;
Radio Station Representatives
Adm. Lynde Dupuy McCormick.
vice chief of U. S. Naval operaJOHN ESAU, Vice Pies & Gin. Mgr.
tions, and Gen Clifton B. Cates
U. S. Marine Corps commandant
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

is

it

two

for

a

penny?

You wouldn't expect to sell champagne to the
lollipop trade anymore than you'd expect to sell
your product to the wrong audience.
At KTRH it's easy to find your customers. To sell
feed, flour or farm equipment — there's the farm family
audience in the morning rural block.
For soap, soup or cereal — the housewife audience
on mid-day women's shows.
For cures, cars or cigarettes — the all-family audience
on evening CBS shows.
KTRH is first in number of BMB
listeners in Houston and the Texas
Gulf ence
Coast
increase.area with 11.2<fa audi-

KTRH
CBS in Houston
John Blair — Natl Rep.
50,000 watts — 740 kc

May 29, 1950

Chicago

A/ew

PERIMETER

broadcasting

association

CHAP STICK Co., Lynchburg, Va. (Chap-Stick lip protector), through Law
rence C. Gumbinner Inc., New York, schedules radio spot campaign durinj
summer months.
FOX DE LUXE BREWING Co., Chicago (beer), names Tim Morrow Adv., alsj
Chicago, to handle its account effective June 1. Mr. Morrow is account execu
tive. Radio and television are planned.
FELS & Co., Philadelphia, for Felso (detergent), planning spot radio announce
ments in selected Eastern and Midwestern cities early in June. Agency fo
Fels is S. E. Roberts, Philadelphia. Elser & Cothran, New York, which handle
Fels' publicity, was incorrectly identified as firm's ad agency in Broadcastinc
May 22.
HOLLYWOOD CANDY Co., Centralia, 111. (Zero candy bar), begins one-minut
and 20-second TV spot campaign in eight markets June 5 for summer seasor
Firm names Ruthrauff & Ryan, St. Louis, to handle its advertising.
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co. (Kolynos Toothpaste and Toothpowder)
appoints Biow Co., New York, to handle its advertising.
WORLD TRANSPORTATION FAIR, Santa Anita Park, Calif., appoints Dozie
Graham Eastman, Los Angeles, to handle advertising. Radio and television
will be used for fair, to be held from May 30 to Sept. 9, 1951. Lionel Ormsb
is account executive.
CENTENNIAL TURF CLUB, Denver, appoints Mark Schreiber Adv., same citjj
to handle its advertising. Transcribed spot schedule on 28 regional station
scheduled to start in late June.
MUSIC EDUCATION INSTITUTE, San Francisco, appoints Umland & Co., sam
city. Television and radio will be used.
RENAULT SELLING BRANCH Inc., New York (automobiles), appoints Cat]
Reimers Co. Inc., same city, to handle advertising. Spot radio is planned;
A/etwotk
*Modiryrillo
PULASKI

Station
Sold

4

Coverage

in Combination

WJOL
J O L I ET

WJOB
HAMMOND
chicago

WKRS
WAUKEGAN

. . . For the answer to your spot radio
needs — contact . . .
Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Inc.

WRMN
ELGIN

•

GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, renews five-a-week, 1:30 to 2 p.m., CDT tim
period for 52 weeks on a 72-station NBC network for Live Like a Millionair
starting June 5. Show replaces two 15-minute strips sponsored by General Mill
Today's Children and Light of the World.
LAMONT CORLISS & Co. (Nestle chocolate bar) will sponsor Mr. I-MaginatioT
featuring Paul Tripp, on CBS-TV, Sunday 6:30-7 p.m., starting in fall. Cecil
Presbrey, New York, is agency.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich., starts sponsorship of Howdy Doody o j
NBC-TV Tuesday and Thursday effective June 6 for Rice Krispies, durin
5:30-45
p.m. time
period. "Snap,Kenyon
crackle& Eckhardt,
and pop" New
puppetYork,
giveaway
offer |
to
be featured
in commercials.
is agency.
COCA-COLA Inc. will sponsor Morton Downey in variety show on CBS Satui
day, 10-30-11 a.m. effective Oct. 7. Mr. Downey is now heard on NBC thrq
times weekly, 11:15-11:30 p.m. Format of CBS series not yet set. Agenc!
for Coca-Cola is D'Arcy Adv., New York.
BLOCK DRUG Co. (for Amm-I-Dent toothpaste and tooth powder), signs fc
mystery-play series on CBS-TV, beginning sometime in September. Show wij
be viewed Tuesday, 10-10:30 p.m. Cecil & Presbrey, New York, is agency, i

perimeter

broadcasting
assn.
185 NORTH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
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ROLAND F. ROCHE, former manager of national youth market for Coca-Col
Co., elected vice president in charge of advertising for Pepsi-Cola Metropolita
Bottling Co., New York, wholly owned subsidiary of Pepsi-Cola Inc.
JAMES CALVIN AFFLECK, former advertising and sales promotion manage
for Radiomarine Corp. of America, RCA subsidiary, named to newly create
post of sales promotion manager, receiver sales division of Allen B. DuMoi
Labs.
advertisingandmanager
for DuMont's
receivcdivisionInc.
who HENRY
has held R.dualGEYELIN,
post of advertising
sales promotion
manager,
wi I
now concentrate on advertising.
ROL RIDER, formerly with Hollywood and Chicago offices of N. W. Ayer
Son Inc., Dog
joins Food.
Carnation Co., Los Angeles, as assistant advertising manager fc|
Friskies
*
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

...you

cant

cover

California's

without

Bonanza

on-the-spot

Beeline

radio

Visualize a big inland market, larger in area than Pennsylvania plus Michigan. Give it 3 billion in buying power . . .
more people than Los Angeles . . . greater food sales than
Philadelphia.* Place it across California's great central
valleys and western Nevada. You have the Bonanza Beeline !
But don't expect to cover it with outside radio. Beeliners,
remember, live remote from coastal influence — they're independent inlanders. So the way to reach them is on their
own stations . . . the five BEELINE stations.
Each BEELINE station gives you top coverage in its
own rich radius. With all five, you blanket the whole market.
Choose best availabilities on each station without line costs
or clearance problems. Combination rates.

Here's what

.

*S*let Management's 1950
Copyrighted Survey

about

BMB home-county weekly audience of 93% daytime, 95% at
night. (And Fresno County is nation's 2nd wealthiest farm
county.) Hoopers twice as high as next closest station for
Mon. thru Fri. 12 Noon -6 P.M. period. 351,000 radio families
in its 16-county 1 Vi-bil lion-dollar orbit.

***
**McClatch
y

KFBK
Sacramento (ABC)
50.000 watts 1530 kc.
BROADCASTING

you should know
KMJ Fresno

Broadcasting
Company
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
•
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
KWG
KERN
KOH
Stockton (ABC)
Bokersfield (CBS)
Reno (NBC)
Fresno (NBC)
250 watts
1230 kc.
1000 watts 1410 kc.
5000 watts, day ; 1000 watts, night
5000
watts 580 kc.
630 kc.

• Telecasting
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cue

tuute

WGR,

WHO,

corttiauau&tty

Su^frda

£W

—

&i*tce

1*232:

*Daveafcmt—

woe,

%Wto-WDAY^^^-

wmbd,

Free

&wved

&

Pewiia.

Peters,

inc.

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

CHICAGO

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

EAST,

SOUTHEAST

WBZ-WBZA

Boston-Springfield

NBC

WGR

Buffalo

CBS

WMCA

New

KYW

Philadelphia

IND.
NBC

KDKA

Pittsburgh

NBC

York

CBS

WFBL
Syracuse
Charleston, S. C.

WIS

Columbia,

WGH

Norfolk
Raleigh

WDBJ

5,000
5,000
50,000
50,000
5,000

WCSC

WPTF

50,000

S. C.

Roanoke

CBS
NBC

5,000

ABC

5,000

NBC

5,000
50,000

CBS

5,000
MIDWEST,

SOUTHWEST

WHO

Des Moines

WOC

Davenport

WDSM

NBC
NBC

50,000

Duluth-Superior
Fargo

ABC

5,000

WOWO

Fort Wayne

WISH
KMBC-KFRM

Indianapolis
Kansas City

ABC
ABC

WAVE

Louisville

WDAY

WTCN
KFAB

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha

WMBD

Peoria

KSD

St. Louis

NBC

CBS

5,000
10,000

NBC

5,000*
5,000
5,000

ABC

5,000

CBS

5,000
50,000

CBS
NBC

5,000
5,000

KFDM

Beaumont

ABC
NBC

KRIS

Corpus Christi

WBAP

Ft. Worth-Dallas

KXYZ

Houston

KTSA

San Antonio

NBC-ABC
ABC
CBS

5,000
1,000
50,000
5,000
5,000

MOUNTAIN

AND

WEST
NBC

KOB

Albuquerque

KDSH

Boise

CBS

KVOD

Denver

ABC

5,000

KGMB-KHBC

Honolulu-Hilo

CBS

5,000

KEX

Portland, Ore.

ABC

KIRO

Seattle

CBS

5,000
50,000

50,000

50,000

I
ALL

BALLED

UP

It's easy to get confused about the best radio buy in
Baltimore. With so many claims and counter-claims
filling the air, you can become just as tangled-up as
this puppy.
But ore thing is crystal-clear — the big bargain buy
is WJ/IYH.
W'l'TVH

is the station that delivers more

home

listeners-per-dollar than any other station in town.
And in addition, a survey made under the supervision
of the Johns Hopkins University showed that of all
radios playing in taverns, 67.3% were tuned to
W'I'T'H.
That

means

that you get big results from small

appropriations on W'l'T'H. Call in your Headley-Reed
man and get the whole W'l'T'H story today!

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
TOM TINSLEY, President

18
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■

Represented by HEADLEY-REED
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Radio,
AUTO

BUDGETS

jWITH

LABOR PEACE restored in their field, automotive manufacturers are addressing themselves to a program of advertising that
(promises to establish the industry as one of the most enthusiastic users of radio and
television in the country.
At least two major car companies are considering heavy spot
schedules, and three others are actively searching for television programs to start next fall.
Among cars anticipating radio
"and television spot schedules for
inext fall are Nash, through Geyer,
jlNewell & Ganger for its new small
jcar, and Lincoln-Mercury which is
thinking of a radio version of its
television show Toast of the Town,
to be placed on a regional basis in
markets where the TV version
isn't presented.
Chevrolet dealers are understood
to be considering a spot campaign
iion a local and regional basis to
'start sometime in July. CampbellEwald, New York, is the agency.
Major Budgets Planned
Those understood to be readying
major budget allotments to network television are Buick Division
of General Motors, through Kudflner Agency; Kaiser-Frazer through
William H. Weintraub Co., and
Dodge Division of Chrysler Corp.
through Ruthrauff & Ryan.
The present state of active advertising planning follows the
settlement of the 100-day Chrysler
Corp. strike and the peaceable
negotiation of a new five-year General Motors contract.
Despite labor difficulties that for
f\ three months halted the production
of Chryslers, Dodges, Plymouths
and DeSotos, when advertising was
kept to the barest minimum, the
automotive industry spent almost
as much money for network radio
time during the first four months
of this year as in the similar period of 1949.
Gross
network manufactime pur- "
chases national
of automobile
turers; January through April 1950,
totaled $1,423,855, compared with
$1,787,739 for the same four
months of 1949, according to the
records of Publishers Information
Bureau, which keeps score on the
expenditures of network advertisers.
TV network advertising from
BROADCASTING

READY

the auto makers on ABC, CBS and
NBC (with DuMont figures not
available) totaled $899,722 for the
first four months of 1950, almost
seven times the $129,780 this group
spent for time on all four TV networks in the same period of last
Generally, radio and television
year.
activity in the motor industry can
be summarized as follows:
Ford is keeping a heavy television schedule. Ford dealers are
reported about to renew Ford Theatre on CBS-TV alternate weeks,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt. Ford
Motor Co., through J. Walter
Thompson, sponsors Kay Kyser on
NBC-TV each Thursday and the
Wednesday portion of Kukla, Fran
& Ollie on NBC-TV.
Chevrolet Continues Sponsorship
Chevrolet, leading the motor
industry in sales, is still sponsoring Teletheatre, its half-hour dramatic show on NBC-TV, but plans
an eight-week summer hiatus.
General Motors Division, Pontiac,
is biding its time. MacManus,
John & Adams, Pontiac agency, is
reported to be building a new spot
schedule which, now that the labor
negotiation has been resolved, is
expected to be launched.

ANTENNA

RULES

ANTENNA-SITE standards designed to minimize the perennially
troublesome problem of CAA approval were officially proposed by
FCC last week — seemingly little
changed in substance from those
which drew broadcasters' fire when
informally advanced a year ago.
The Commission also issued a
proposed codification and simplification of its present requirements
for the painting and lighting of
towers, and, as a matter of "general information," outlined a speedup plan which government aviation
authorities propose to follow in
processing
antenna-site applications.
Except for insertion of a "grandfather clause" which broadcasters
had demanded and a revised passage on instrument approach area
protection which was open to con-

• Telecasting

A brighter spot is Oldsmobile.
Always a heavier user of spots in
both AM and TV, Olds is still
carrying three spots per week on
154 AM stations, and three per
week on 33 TV outlets. In addition, the Douglas Edwards news
program is being sponsored on
11 CBS-TV stations. This program
is being directed and placed from
D. P. Brother Inc.
Hudson One of Spot Leaders
Among the independents, Hudson
Motor Car Co. is one of the leading
spot users. Though slightly off
from a high of almost 800 stations
earlier this year, Hudson is still
placing spots on nearly 500 stations.
Stations on the list are getting
five spots per week for two weeks
out of each month. Campaign is
placed by Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorrance.
Nash has completed a $250,000
spot buy to help introduce its new
small convertible, the Rambler.
The schedule ran for four or five
weeks on 1,250 AM stations and 67
TV. Nash, through Geyer, Newell
& Ganger, is said to be considering
national TV, but a spokesman said :
"We are not blind to the fact
television covers but 12% of the
sales possibilities of the country,

Estimates Watered Down
Government authorities appeared
to have watered down their original
estimates that the standards would
make antenna-site studies unnecessary for perhaps as many as 80%
of the applications received by
FCC. The Commission said, however, that "inbroadcasters
many cases" to
the make
plan
will enable
definite selection of satisfactory
sites in advance.
Broadcasters felt it was clear,
on the other hand, that the proposals would severely restrict the
choice of locations for television

Text of Proposed Antenna-Site Criteria, page 40

Slice Big

andPackard
are notis ignoring
AM radio."
another motor
maker
with a strong investment in TV.
It has renewed sponsorship of
Holiday Hotel on ABC-TV in 14
live markets, and 32 kinescoped
areas. Packard hit the AM spot
market heavily earlier in the
spring, with a five-week campaign
over 150 stations. Young & Rubicam is the Packard agency.
Dodge-Plymouth dealers are to
start a new spot campaign in Detroit this week, with other markets
being added immediately. A fourweek campaign is listed, with two
Class A spots per day, if available. Sporadic efforts were made in
400 markets.
Roller Derby Telecasts
Dodge Division of Chrysler Corp.,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, has bought part of the world
series of the roller derby to be telecast June 3, 4 and 8 by ABC-TV
from Madison Square Garden.
Dodge will sponsor the Saturday
June 3 portion from 10 p.m. to
conclusion, and the following day
will sponsor the 3:30 p.m. to conclusion telecast of the event. The
finals, which will be on June 8, will
be sponsored by Dodge from 10 to
10:30 p.m. and by Blatz Brewing
(Continued on page 52)

Proposed

flicting interpretations, the proposed criteria as well as the processing procedures are generally in
line with plans outlined in government-industry conferences last
May
1949]. [Broadcasting, May 2, 9, 30,

TV

Standards

Set

and FM towers in particular, especially in the immediate vicinity of
large cities.
FCC authorities emphasized that
the requirement of "special areonautical study" for tower proposals
which exceed the specified minimum limitations does not mean
that such proposals would automatical y be rejected. It means only
that the possibility of a hazard to
air navigation is present in those
cases, they said, and that the
appropriate government bodies
want to examine them before giving approval.
The "grandfather clause," promised at broadcasters' insistence at
the 1949 meetings, stipulates that
existing structures and those authorized prior to the effective date
of the standards shall not be ;
fected. Nor would future ch;
in the standards or in the 1
of airports impose :v
striction upon then-e
au(Cohtinued on page 10) ,
May 29, 1950
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Christal
COURT

UPHOLDS

NEW YORK State Court of Appeals last Thursday, in a decision
ment to the certificate of incorporation so as to increase the number
unanimously reached by the seven judges, ruled that Edward Petry, as
of directors from four to five and
majority stockholder in Edward Petry & Co., station representative
organization of which he is also president, is entitled to increase the by that means to give him control
number of directors of the com★
over
its managements."
In deciding
that Mr. Petry did
pany if he so desires, regardless
plaintiff should have equal reprehave
that
right, the three appellate
sentation on the board of direcof a provision of the firm's by-laws
division judges concurring in the
tors; that each at all times should
limiting the number of directors
to four.
have the right to nominate and majority opinion based their decision largely on the testimony of
elect two of the directors, and that
Decision upholds that of the apPetry and plaintiff were to have Edward E. Voynow, manager of
pellate division of the New York
equal control over the management
Supreme Court [Broadcasting,
the company's Chicago office and
a 5% stockholder, that when it was
of the corporation.
July 4, 11, 1949] in dismissing with
costs the suit of Henry Christal,
"The primary question ... is as agreed to divide the profits of the
business equally among Messrs.
secretary and treasurer of the to whether there is a valid agreement which precludes Petry as Petry, Christal and Voynow, Mr.
company, to restrain Mr. Petry
holder of record of a majority of Petry had stated that while Mr.
from upsetting the two balance
on the Petry board which Mr. voting stock from exercising his Voynow was becoming a one-third
Christal alleged had been orally statutory right to effect an amendpartner in the earnings of the comagreed
on
at
the
time
of
the
firm's
formation in 1934.
Elects Shultz
As the action is based on New
President
York state law, there can be no
VIRGINIA
ASSN.
further appeal beyond the Court of JOHN M. SHULTZ, general manager of WMVA Martinsville, last
Appeals, highest court in the state.
Friday was elected president of Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters for a
Neither Mr. Petry nor Mr. Christal
one year term at the annual meeting of the association at the Tides
was immediately available for comInn, Irvington, Va. He succeeds Phillip P. Allen, WLVA Lynchburg.
ment as to what effects the deciJames Moore, WSLS Roanoke,
sion will have on the organization
*
was
elected vice president and
approved
by the North Carolina
and operation of the Edward Petry
Assn. of Broadcasters at Chapel
Charles Blackley, WTON StaunCo.
Hill earlier in the week (see story
History of the case was de- urer. ton, was elected secretary-treasscribed in the majority opinion of
page
The 25).
unfavorable vote followed a
New directors are Campbell
the appellate division as an "action
floor
discussion with a majority
Arnoux,
WTAR
Norfolk;
C.
T.
brought by Henry Christal, a
of the delegates harboring the
Lucy, WRVA Richmond; R. Sanstockholder owning 44% of the
view that the matter was one for
ford Guyer, WBTM Danville; Jack
voting stock of Edward Petry &
individual station handling rather
Weldon, WWOD Lynchburg; and
Co. Inc., a New York corporation,
than for association action.
R. H. Smith, WCYB Bristol.
to restrain defendant, Edward
Among other actions at the closVoted down at the closing sesPetry, a holder of 51% of the voting session, the VAB commended
sion was a resolution proposed by
ing stock, from proceeding with a
Mr. Lucy, and other members of
the resolutions committee which
plan initiated by Petry to increase
the legislative affairs committee
the number of directors of the
would have deprecated the acceptance of off-rate card business in for carrying to successful conclucorporation from four to five. The
sion legislation exempting Virginia
complaint alleges an agreement
the mail order category, particularly because of the failure of radio from municipal franchise
between plaintiff (Christal) and
taxes. Resolutions also were
Petry to the effect that the board
certain agencies to fulfill commitadopted commending Mr. Allen,
ments in delivery of merchandise
of directors of the corporation
and all officers and directors for
should at all times consist of four
and payment of bills. A similar
(Continued on page 42)
members;
that Petry and the resolution had been unanimously

OPERATING
INDUSTRYWIDE trend toward
rising station operating costs is
starting to level off for the first
time in several years, judging by
early returns from the NAB's second annual study of broadcast expenses.
This leveling-off process as it affects the South Atlantic area was
reported to the Virginia Assn. of
Broadcasters at its Thursday meeting held at Tides Inn, Irvington,
Va., by Richard P. Doherty, NAB
employe-employer relations director.
Tendency of selling expenses,
particularly, to increase was found
in NAB's analysis, in which the Research Dept. is cooperating. Only
exception to this trend was found
in low-income stations in the South
Atlantic Area.
With about 62% of stations showing an increase in gross revenues,
NAB found that the average increase for this group was 11% from
Page 20
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Suit Is Dismissed
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COSTS
1948 to 1949. Of the 38% of South
Atlantic stations showing a decline,
the average loss was 8%, Mr.
Doherty told the Virginia group.
Stations enjoying the best revenue increase were in the $100,000$200,000 annual revenue class, with
$75,000-$100,000 ranking second,
Mr. Doherty said.
Revenue Decreases
In the case of stations that fell
off in revenue from 1948 to 1949,
the highest decline occurred among
stations with annual revenue under
$75,000.
Best improvement in operating
cost ratio was found in the $100,000-$200,000 and $200,000-$300,000
categories.
As a rule payrolls were held to
the 1948 level, according to Mr.
Doherty. Ratio of payrolls to operating revenues remained about the
same except at stations doing business of less than $75,000 a year.

Are

Leveling

pany "you are not going to be a
one-third partner in the control of
the company because I have a 51%
control of it and I won't give up
Mr. Christal testified that at the
any
time of
of mine."
incorporation it was decided that it would be helpful to
Mr. Petry to own 51% of the stock
but that this was not "in any way
to
relationship"
between
themaffect
for the
control
of the company,
according to the appellate division
majority opinion, which continued:
"To carry into effect this arrangement, according to plaintiff,
the attorney who drew up the certificate of incorporation caused it
to provide for four directors and
also had a similar provision inserted in the by-laws of the corporation. The by-laws contained a
further provision for their amendment by an affirmative vote of 75%
of the stockholders. However, no
such limitation was contained in
the corporate cumulative voting required under the by-laws which
plaintiff asserts were adopted so
as to keep control between Christal
andNoting
Petry that
evenlythe
balanced."
business had
been "highly successful and apparently over the years no question
ever came up as to who was in
control," the opinion pointed out
that differences "have recently
arisen" between Mr. Petry and Mr.
Christal over management policies.
To resolve those difficulties and
gain control, Mr. Petry called a
special meeting of the stockholders
to increase the board membership
from four to five. Mr. Christal
then brought suit to restrain Mr.
Petry afrom
doingdesignated
this. "After
trial,
referee
by thea
parties to hear and determine the
issues granted substantially all the
(Continued on page 42)

Off,

Doherty

Reports

"The number of loss stations was
higher than in 1948. With the
sample of the South Atlantic area,
51 stations failed to make a profit.
Forty-two percent of these 1949
loss stations were in the below
$50,000 gross revenue category;
46% were in the $50,000 to $100,000
theInindustry."
his South Atlantic analysis bracket; and 12% 89%
had incomes
89%
Mr. Doherty said, "The year 1949
saw station operating costs increase
above
Mr. $100,000."
Doherty gave the Virginia
slightly more than did station revgroup these figures on station operenues; italso saw a larger segment
ating ratio (percent of total income
to dollar expenditures) , applying to
of the stations in the area operating at a loss than in any previous
1948
profit stations only: 1949
Station Class
Under $50,000
"The aggregate picture of South
Atlantic stations which operated in
87
$50,000-375,000
the black indicated an increase of
84
year.
$75,000-$100,000
86
nearly 4% in stations revenues in
$100,000-$125,000
88
1949 compared with 1948. However,
$125,000-$150,000
87
the tendency among these stations
$150,000-$200,000
84
$200,000-$250,000
was for operating costs to rise, with
82
$250,000-$l,000,000
"The fact that
the result that the total operating
84
87
84costs
ratio rose barely 2% above last
on operating
page
32)
83
81
74
72
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year.

Current economic trends emphasize the increasing need for more
effective station cost control and
greater sales efforts, Mr. Doherty
said, describing control of reduction of operating costs as "one of
the most pressing problems facing

ER
N is more
LDE
S local 'GO
increase
thanA'
65%,
IO'and
RADIO generally,
radio ership
RAD
he said, with home listening up
in particular is on the threshold
more than 50% along with 15 milof "a golden era" in both TV and
lion auto receivers.
non-TV homes and areas.
The away-from-home listening is
This prediction
too often overlooked, he continued,
was made Thursday by Charles
comparing this oversight to a situation in which a newspaper failed
W. Shugert, asto include in circulation claims the
sistant to the
papers read in streetcars and buses.
manager of the
He cited radio and circulation
promotion - adverstudies of BMB, Hooper, Nielsen,
tising department, Shell OU
Psychological Corp. and other research firms.
C o . Addressing
the Ohio Assn. of
"On the basis of comparative
Broadcasters in
audience statistics (TV vs. radio)
Mr. Shugert
Columbus (see
large sponsors are returning to raconvention story, page 44), Mr.
dio," Mr. Shugert
said. "Grove
Laboratories
have returned
to the
Shugert offered "a prosperity program for the radio industry in the air this year to split-sponsor The
age of television."
Shadow.sumed its This
Luden's rewinteryear
participation
in
Mr. Shugert is a past president
of the Industrial Advertising Assn.
CBS'
Sing
It
Again
after
12
months
of New York and at present is absence.
"Sweetheart Soap picked up
secretary-treasurer of the National
Industrial Advertising Assn. Shell Mary Margaret McBride after
dropping her for a year. And, after
is one of the nation's largest spot an
absence of three years, H. J.
users and currently sponsors 53
separate radio programs in as Heinz returned to network radio in
1950 with the Adventures of Ozzie
many markets.
& Harriet over 270 ABC stations.
Proper promotion and programRadio Holds Fast
ming, Mr. Shugert
said, "can mean
more radio
sets manufactured
and
"Another recent survey by
sold; more radio listening; more
Hooper discloses that the first 11
advertising revenue for radio; more
product brand acceptance via radio, most popular programs in the Los
Angeles area, considered the home
and more all-around value per ad- of
the entertainment industry, are
vertising dollar for the radio sponstill radio programs. Of the first
sor."
15, only two are television programs. And yet, as of March 1,
Step Lively Warning
there were more television sets in
Warning broadcasters they will Los Angeles than in any other city
have to hustle from now on for in America, except New York
their "rightful share of the sponsor's advertising dollar," he pre| dieted TV will have a major effect
City."
on all advertising media. He said
he doesn't believe radio is "a dead
; duck" as an entertainment and ad'• some
vertising
force, as predicted in
quarters.
ALTERNATE
"Radio must act fast," Mr. Shu- ACCEPTANCE by a number of
stations of a Cunningham & Walsh
| gert said. "The millions of dollars
j spent ican
thiscompanies,
year by
Amer-to proposal to change Chesterfield
and leading
the return
spot schedules to an alternate week
radio by many big advertisers after basis [Broadcasting, May 8, 15]
a year's absence, are proof that ra- last week prompted another large
dio still sells merchandise — locally agency to consider similar revision
and nationally.
for some of its clients.
"If properly developed, radio
R. C. Grahl, timebuyer of Wil| may become bigger than ever. A
liam Esty Co., sent a letter to starecent poll by Fortune magazine
tion representatives asking for
J] disclosed that radio is still the No. identities of stations that would
1 leisure time activity of more
accept contract revisions to the
than half the population. Radio
every - other - week
listening is twice as popular as unprecedented
schedules.
watching sports events, visiting
"Please give us a list of your
' with
friends,
playing outdoor
stations which are taking this type
sports, going to the movies, or
of business," wrote Mr. Grahl, "as
reading books and magazines."
make similar arMr. Shugert said that with 50 we may wishrangementstoon some
of our conmillion radio sets sold since the
war, there are 85 million radios in
Asked for comment on Mr.
use today compared to around 5 tracts."
Grahl's
letter, T. F. Flanagan, manmillion TV sets, with "more radio
aging director of the National
sets in repair shops today than
Assn. of Radio Station Representtelevision sets in homes." At the
atives, issued a criticism of stasame time, he added, radio advertions that had yielded to the
tising revenue is increasing in Chesterfield proposal, which he demany aspects, particularly spot
scribed as a "serious breach in the
customs of the broadcasting busi* time sales. The post-war set ownBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

ert Sees ProsPerity Desp|te TV
Shug
Describing
the typical day of an that radio has many prosperous
average housewife, Mr. Shugert
years lieve
ahead,
but now
added,on,"I you
also men
bethat, from
predicted "daytime radio will grow
must work — and work hard — f or
bigger than ever. I really doubt
that the millions of housewives,
the
sponsor's advertising dollars."
who are today the steady fans of He offered the following program
of "immediate action" by the
soap sureopera,
will and
everwatch
have daytime
the lei- broadcasting industry:
to sit down
1. Radio should review the entertaintelevision.
ment value of its programs. New and
"Daytime radio permits the original programming is vitally necwomen to go about their normal
essary at this time. The creative peohousehold duties without interrupple of radio should be given a freer
tion. Many of these hardworking
hand to build new and more interesting
women, with the responsibility of programs. Radio must display the
a household on their shoulders,
same originality, imagination and ingenuity it exhibited in the early days
would suffer pangs of conscience if
of
its
growth.
The best and most exthey permitted themselves the luxperienced brains in the entertainment
ury
of
'sitting
one
out'
during
the
afternoon when so much remains
world are in radio. Let's use them.
2. Radio should make a serious effort
to be done.
to win back its summer audience.
Daytime Radio Rates High
There should be no let-down in program quality during the summer
"Daytime radio can well become
months. The growth of portable radio
sales
is
indication enough that people
the
said. premium time on the air," he want to listen to radio wherever they
After comparing the degree of go during the summer, to the beaches,
concentration required for TV
parks, or even to the ball game. Give
viewing and radio listening, Mr. them the chance. Give them summer
Shugert said portability is another
programs worth listening to. Remember, here is one way in which you can
advantage of radio with millions
listeners away from television.
hearing programs on portable sets take
During the hot summer months, many
at
beaches,
parks,
picnics
and
elsewhere.
people
don'troom
want watching
to sit in television.
a closed,
darkened
"It seems to me that radio has
Here's a chance to turn the tables on
TV.
abepower
and
an
appeal
which
can't
3. Radio should launch a vigorous
erased overnight by any mecampaign of program promotion. I
dium, including television," Mr. believe
a station should spend approxiShugert declared. "Radio has a
mately 5% of the time cost of any
place in the American social fabric
which cannot be destroyed." Citing program in a campaign to promote
the example of a Christmas appeal
that program among the sponsor's
on the Jack Berch program, he dealer organization. Not only would
this build up an audience for that parsaid, "You can't dismiss such powticular program
sponsor's
own dealer
group,among
itthewould
selling appeal."
(Continued
onbutpage
UU) also
Mr. erful
Shugert
said he is certain

Makes

Plans

WEEK
SPOTS
^
ness." NARSR has taken a firm was referring to the Chesterfield
stand against such revisions in innovation, Mr. Flanagan added:
"Those few stations that thoughtpractices.
Full text of Mr. Grahl's letter to
lessly accepted the Chesterfield
representatives read:
We understand some stations are contract amendment will now see
that they have made a serious
now accepting "fixed" spot business
breach in the customs of the broadon an every-other-week basis.
Please give us a list of your stacasting business — a breach that is
tions which are taking this type of bound to have an adverse effect on
business as we may wish to make their incomes.
similar arrangements on some of our
contracts.
"Broadcasting is too powerful
If you do this for one advertiser, a sales medium — it produces such
you should do it for others.
high volume business for adverTo save time, you may write your
tisers at such low marketing cost —
answer on this letter.
that stations need not go bankrupt
Flanagan's Comment
Mr. Flanagan, asked by Broadcasting for comment on what appeared to be the development of a
trend, said:
"I have heard that Mr. Grahl
has sent such a letter to station
representatives. Of course he is
entirely right that all advertisers
deserve equal treatment, terms and
time rates from broadcasting staSaying that Mr. Grahl obviously
tions."

in delivering their service to advertisers.
"They should stick to published
rates and terms. They need not
succumb to the wiles of the barAlthough Mr. Grahl made
mention in his letter of clier .
whom
Esty was considering schedgainers."
ule alterations, it was regarded as
probable that one he had in mind
was Camel cigarettes, a spot account as heavy as Chesterfield.
May 29, 1950
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CUSTOMERS
BECOME
LISTENERS
difference
in
the
number
of
users
STATISTICAL evidence of a corquency of use of products by lis- follow a principle of "psychologiteners than do the believability
relation between the believability
per every thousand listeners and
cal compatibility," his own term
and
remembrance
scores of the
of radio commercials and sales of per every thousand non-listeners
His definition of "psychological
the product advertised was pre- was presumed to be attributable to commercials themselves.
compatibility" is "making your
Mr. Schwerin cited the case of commercials take advantage of the
sented last week in New York by exposure to radio.
Schwerin Research Corp.
Mr. Schwerin explained that one advertiser who sponsored five audience's reason for listening to
The new study was unveiled by "such variables as exposure to network programs, with widely
Horace Schwerin, president of the other advertising media tend to varying popularity ratings and
Mr. Schwerin described the evolution of commercial techniques in
randomize when samples of this widely varying extra users per the program."
firm, who said it served to prove
one
serial drama to illustrate how
thousand
scores.
his contention that despite the size are being used."
Result of the analysis showed
Of the five programs, the one psychological compatibility was
growth
television
sell
two or ofthree
times"radio
the can
amount
with the highest popularity rating achieved. When the commercial,
that there was a positive correlation between Schwerin records
delivered the fewest extra users of in the form of a testimonial
of sponsors' goods that it now
of believability and remembrance of the sponsor's product per thousand
throughout the evolution, was desells."
commercials and the use of the listeners.
livered by a beauty expert, 17%
The Schwerin study, called "How
To Turn More Radio Listeners Into
"The effectiveness of a radio of the women listeners believed and
advertised products among listeners to the program on which the program, sales-wise, can be said remembered it. When a showgirl
Customers," received the endorsecommercials were aired.
ment of Hugh M. Beville Jr., NBC
read the same commercials, the
to equal the size of its audience
times the percentage who buy the score went up to 25%. A profesdirector of plans and research.
Believability
Important
Mr. Beville pointed out that the
sional woman's delivery of the tesMr. Schwerin said in his
When a commercial gained a product,"
Schwerin company had been under
timonial elicited a 42% score.
presentation,
"The
percentage
who
retainer from NBC for several
high believability and remembrance
buy the product is the direct funcBut a housewife's reading scored
years to perform the primary job score in the Schwerin studio audition of how well the message is re- highest of all, 45%.
membered and believed.
ence tests, there were more extra
of testing programs, but he thought
that the Schwerin analysis of last customers per thousand listeners
Type of Delivery Important
"Doubling the size of the audiweek, from the standpoint of the to the program on which the comence is an expensive and sometimes
Mr. Schwerin explained that the
mercial was used; when its be- impossible task; doubling, or even
industry as a whole, "is more imhousewife's delivery "borrowed"
lievability score was low, there
portant than the Schwerin protripling, the remembrance and be- from the serial drama program,
were fewer extra users per thougram findings."
lievability of its commercials re- whose basic appeal was to housesand listeners.
The Schwerin analysis involved
wives. When the same commercial
quires
only
intelligent
re-examination of some 500,00Q
To
achieve
high effort."
believability was read by the same housewife on
According to the Schwerin findindividual reactions to 1,500 radio
scores
for
commercials,
Mr.
ings, program popularity ratings
a different program, a mystery
programs and 2,300 commercials
exert less influence on the fre- Schwerin suggests that advertisers
show, it scored less than 6% in
over the past several years.
remembrance and believability.
Queried on Product Use
Turning to examples of how his
theories of psychological compatiAmong questions that the
TWO WAYS OF INCREASING EFFECTIVENESS
bility had been put to practical
Schwerin company has been asking
of its selected studio audiences in
| test, Mr. Schwerin said that by imtests of programs already on the
proving believability and remembrance of commercials and retailair are whether or not the participants in the tests were listeners
oring programs on the basis of
Schwerin tests, the sponsor of one
to the programs as broadcast and
whether or not they used the
news show increased extra customproducts advertised.
ers per thousand listeners 450%.
P:
"Radio can sell as much or more
By applying those data, plus
other information on socio-ecomerchandise than it ever sold prior
nomic levels, the Schwerin company
to television," said Mr. Schwerin,
was able to create for each of a
* \ "if it takes advantage of its opnumber of programs two groups of
portunity to improve its quality.
several thousand each, matched in
... By qualitative improvement
! of commercials and programs,
most important characteristics exEffectiveness
cept that one group was composed
which will be directly reflected in
exclusively of listeners to each
audience — still tresales, themendous—radio
program and the other of noncan be turned into cuslisteners.
tomers in such numbers as to comIn each group users of the adpletely compensate for the loss of
vertised product were counted. The
listeners due to TV."
Page 22
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BUMARK
BAB ADVERTISING
REAU has a birthday this week —
its first — but none of its hurrying
and harried staff will spare the
! time to cut a cake, let alone bake
| one.
!; The event will be marked by no
I more than the usual turmoil that
prevails in BAB, an organization
which in its short existence has inundated the broadcasting industry
with such a flood of sales promotional material and energy as it has
never seen before.
This week will be a normal one
for BAB.
Maurice B. Mitchell, BAB director and principal evangelist among
radio salesmen, under the pressure of mounting work cancelled a
trip to a National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. convention in Los Angeles.
Meg Zahrt, BAB assistant director and expert on retail advertising, was to attend the NRDGA,
then will fly to Cleveland to attend
the convention of the Assn. of
Women Broadcasters.
Batson at AFA Meet
Charles Batson, BAB assistant
director and television specialist,
will be attending the Advertising
Federation of America convention
in Detroit.
At BAB's New York headquarters the rest of the skeleton staff
includes four super-secretaries who
will be too preoccupied with working on projects for the next year
to celebrate accomplishments of the
one that has passed. A fifth girl,
who completes the eight-member
BAB staff, will be absent on vacation.
Almost any week picked at random from the BAB schedule in the
past year would have looked approximately like this one.
Since June 1, 1949, when BAB
4? *

MAURICE B. MITCHELL
Director, BAB
BROADCASTING

-floesute:

h 'Nor™'' Week
YEAR
T established
was 1S
officialy
by the w»
When the NAB board requested
NAB, Mr. Mitchell has flown more
budget estimates last November,
than 100,000 miles, delivered 75 Mr, Mitchell proposed one of $243,speeches and added an imperishable
000 for BAB. Deferring decision
phrase to the lexicography of until its meeting last February in
broadcasting. "Mitch's Pitch" is Phoenix, the board then granted
now synonymous with hell-forhim a budget of $200,000 with the
leather salesmanship that elevates
provision that all revenue from
the radio story to a level of pure BAB would be diverted into the
NAB.
gospel.
The organization has risen enLast year BAB took in some
ergetically above the limitations of $30,000 from the sale of promomodest budget to make itself the
tional material. Being able to retain this amount, BAB actually
delight of broadcasters and the
operated on a total budget of a
despair of rival media. The Newspapers' Bureau of Advertising al- little less than $160,000, including
ready has issued a call to rally its its $127,000 allocation from NAB,
before the February board action.
members in a counter-offensive
The question of when to cast
"while BAB is still in the organizational stage and not conditioned
BAB loose as an autonomous organization has recently been raised
to BAB
shock."was founded by NAB as an again. Justin Miller, NAB president, has suggested to NAB board
invigorated replacement for what
members that the subject be conhad been the Broadcast Advertising
sidered at their next meeting.
Dept. of the NAB.
Despite changes in the NAB
The Broadcast Advertising Dept.,
board's attitudes toward BAB's
which Mr. Mitchell headed from
future and finances, BAB has
October 1948, until the formation
out an impressive amount
of BAB, had a budget of $63,000 a turned
of work in the single year of its
existence.
year, not enough in opinion of Mr.
Mitchell and many others to finance
BAB Projects Cited
aggressive action.
Its first major project was the
The department's budget was
raised to $78,000 in 1949, still an production of a strip film, "How
Turn People Into Customers," a
inadequate amount to manage the To
functions that Mr. Mitchell and his vigorous, competitive sales talk for
radio that could be used by individsupporters hoped to perform.
ual stations to drum up local busiAt the meeting of the NAB board
ness. To date 475 stations have
coinciding with the NAB April 1949 bought prints of the film at $15
convention, Mr. Mitchell proposed each. Mr. Mitchell estimates that
the creation of an organization that at least 100,000 advertisers, agenwould ultimately become a central
cies and other businessmen have
bureau to provide information for seen it.
both buyers and sellers of time and
The strip film was frankly incould act for broadcasters as a
tended to counteract another strip
whole, thus gaining admittance to film, "This Little Product Goes To
places where individual broadcastMarket," that had earlier been proers could not go.
duced by the Bureau of Advertising
of the American Newspaper PubBudget Increase Asked
lishers Assn. and was enjoying conMr. Mitchell asked for a budgetsiderable success.
ary increase of $100,000 immediThe
fact
that the BAB film supately, added to the $78,000 already
plied tough competition was atbudgeted for 1949 for the broadtested to by a recent confidential
cast advertising department, and
report by the Bureau of Advertisfor authority to move the organizaing to its members. Parts of the
tion to New York, the principal
center of business.
report are herewith quoted: "Don't
The NAB board that April au- underestimate radio's competitive
thorized the $178,000 budget for power on the local front. . . . That's
not just our own opinion but also
the year April 1949 to April 1950 the
considered judgment of a long
and BAB was officially formed the
following June.
standing
a better bureau
positionmember
than who's
most in
to
In August, BAB moved to New
York in the quarters that had been evaluate just what radio's current
activities mean — including specifioccupied by the expiring Broadcally the BAB strip film presentacast Measurement Bureau at 270
tion, 'How To Turn People Into
Park Ave.
Customers,' and the loudly fanIn the preceding July, however,
the NAB board withdrew $50,000 fared new promotion motion picture, 'Lightning That Talks.' . . .
of the budget it had allocated to
" 'Lightning That Talks' has been
a wet firecracker in many places
BAB and set up the organization's
new budget — about $127,000 — on a where it's been shown, instead of
July to July basis. At the same
a thunderbolt, but . . . there is
meeting the board voted to sepa- method in their madness, and it
rate BAB from NAB within a year, would be foolhardy for us to disbut this was later discarded.
miss radio's new activity as fruitless on the basis of their first two
Budget requests and withdrawals
have continued to trouble BAB.
productions . . . They are the first

• Telecasting

FULTON LEWIS jr. (r), MBS commentator, gives hearty approval as
Bruce Alexander (I), assistant general manager. Capital Garage (Nash
dealer), Washington, buys Mr.
Lewis' news program across the
board on WEAM-Mutual Arlington,
Va. WEAM General and Sales
Manager Howard Stanley, who convinced one of the biggest garages
in the area to make its first major
investment in radio, looks over their
shoulders.
guns of Fort Sumter and it means
Radio, says the Bureau of Advertising report, is "on the march for
retail
advertising."
The report continues: "We, too,
take great risks ... if we do not
prepare to meet this challenge
right
now while BAB is still in the
war."
organizational stage and not conditioned to shock. We have new
competition
that calls
action."
Other projects
whichforBAB
has
(Continued on page 52)

JONES SHIFT
Hayes Named President
DUANE JONES, president of
Duane Jones Co., New York, effective June 1 will become chairman
of the board of the agency, specializing in packaged goods accounts.
Succeeding him as president will
be Robert
viceagency,
president and Hayes,
directornowof athe
it was announced by Ralph Smith,

Mr. Jones

Mr. Hayes

executive vice president and chairman of the plans board.
The change in management will
free Mr. Jones from internal executive responsibilities, Mr. Smi
said, and enable him to
closer with the agency's cli; :s in
their creating and selling iziobleais.
Mr. Hayes has been with the
agency since October 1944. He was
formerly with Procter & Gamble
and Young & Rubicam.
May 29, 1950
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Davis
PETITION asking the FCC to issue
temporary licenses to all stations
holding stock in Broadcast Music
Inc. was filed Wednesday by Kenneth Davis, attorney, who also has
asked the Federal Trade Commission to investigate BMI as a monopoly.
Mr. Davis, filing on his own behalf, asked the FCC for a ruling
under Rule 1.728 "whether it is the
accepted and correct policy to permit radio licensees to control or
barter in the source of their supply
when such activities are denied to
private industries."
In addition he asked FCC to decide if "such trafficking" is "inimical to the best interests of the
public
Mr. generally."
Davis told Broadcasting
that he proposes to bring about the
dissolution of BMI.
The FTC petition was filed by Mr.
Davis on his own behalf, but he
said he represented "8 or 12 stations" which he would not identify.
Mr. Davis said he represented
radio stations many years ago,
fighting ASCAP in Washington
State, and added that he drew the
Washington anti -ASCAP bill
which became a law. He declared :
"I'll extinguish BMI. A lot of
broadcasters think BMI is a Frankenstein and ought to be destroyed.
There no longer is any need of BMI
since the recent ASCAP court decree.
I am turning over the tax charges to
the Commissioner of Internal revenue.
"This is the first of a series of actions against BMI. A radio station or
other party in New York will bring a
dissolution suit against BMI. There
are others besides radio stations in
this."
Before formation of BMI, Mr.
Davis recalled, he owned the taxfree music library operating as
Davis & Schwegler, with Carl
Haverlin, now BMI president, as
an employe.
'Not Private Controversy'
The FTC petition said the request
"is not a private controversy but
the acts complained of herein affect
adversely the interest of the public
generally."
Named in the complaint are BMI,
the four major networks and NAB,
along with the individual officers
and directors of the BMI board including Chairman Justin Miller,
NAB president, and Mr. Haverlin.
Citing history of the Washington
State litigation, along with the U.S.
consent decree with ASCAP and
BMI, Mr. Davis charged that stations, networks and NAB "unlawfully pooled" resources to create
BMI "for the purpose of supplanting ASCAP and other copyright licensing agencies in the industry,
although they stated they were
merely creating competition for the
society."
He claimed "BMI's sole purpose
was to suppress all competition,
which it has done," and termed this
"a bold conspiracy to \iolate the
laws of the United States relating
Page 24
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Charges

Monopoly/

to the restraint of trade." He quoted
statements from Broadcasting in
which BMI was referred to as the
"world's largest music publisher"
and then charged "the so-called
'competitor' became the monopoMr. Davis claimed ASCAP's comlizer." petition has been "diminished and
assassinated" and its preeminence
"shattered."
Cites 'Overt Acts'
Citing "overt acts" Mr. Davis
charged "stockholder radio stations
receive a discriminatory rebate
from BMI, as opposed to the nonstockholder . . . radio stations,
in express violation of the law." He
claimed BMI as "the tool and
agency of the networks who control, own and operate the television
industry, has granted non-compensating licenses to BMI's 'patrons'
and 'owners,' the networks, free of
charge, to the detriment and injury
of the BMI writers and other
authors of this country." He criticized BMI's alleged lack of distinction between TV and audio in its
performance rights.

Seeks

FCC

Action

"The acts of the various persons
herein complained of are so brazen
and openly a violation of both the
Clayton and Sherman Acts that the
applicant assumes this duty just as
would any other citizen when
knowledge of a law violation is
called
to such
person's
Mr. Davis
declared
in theattention,"
petition.
He claimed the government has
done nothing about "this impertinent monopoly" ; that Justice Dept.
cannot proceed against BMI as it
did against ASCAP "for the reason
that only the harsh remedy of dissolution could be used against
BMI." He listed "overt acts" including rebates to stockholders;
self-perpetuation of BMI board
through stock control including return of stock to BMI upon sale of
a station; extension of monopoly
into Canada; discrimination between composers in giving away of
TV rights; BMI's owners and confederates exploit BMI music and
stifle competition; BMI is attempting "to make ballroom and hotel
groups pay the way of its radio
owners, who are already reaping

Shows

a harvest from the post-war radio '
stations that are not stockholders."
Other charges includes use of
"scare tactics" over what ASCAP
might have charged; false advertising; use by NAB and BMI of "political artifices" that have discouraged attacks against "this powerful monopoly."
'Disciplinary Message'
Mr. Davis claimed networks and
their owned recording companies
"pass a disciplinary message down
to all of their affiliated stations and
artists to perform and sing that
particular tune or composition
which at the moment BMI wishes
to Crediting
have madeNABpopular."
with vast political
influence, he said this "pernicious
influence" should be investigated,
declaring NAB exists "solely to
exercise influence to the ultimate
beneficial gain to the said networks
and to all of their affiliates and pertherewith."
Attached sons
to connected
the petition
is a copy
of a petition filed by ASCAP in
the government's suit against the
society, in which ASCAP asked
that BMI be named a defendant. J
This petition was denied.

Tripled

Retail

Trade

BUSINESS
CENSUS
The 1939 figures shown in the
SALES AND RECEIPTS from
1948 Census of Business "covered
retail trade in 1948 were $130,- all establishments in the following table below represent a comparable
coverage of business, according to
527,317,000 as compared to $42,- trades, as defined by the Standard
the Census Bureau. Both the 1939
041,790,000 in 1939, according to Industrial Classification Manual,
and 1948 figures exclude data for
May 1949 issue, of the Executive
the United States preliminary
administrative and executive ofsummary of the 1948 Census of Office of the President: All retail
fices of multiunit organizations and
Business released Saturday by the trades; all wholesale trades; all
Bureau of the Census, Dept. of service trades in the following four for chain-store warehouses.
Commerce.
groups — personal services, busiIt is pointed out that the "1948
ness services, automobile repairs
In wholesale trade, sales and
sales and receipts" figures repreand
services,
and
miscellaneous
resent sales of merchandise and rereceipts were reported as $185,pair services ; hotels ; tourist
ceipts from repairs and other serv279,986,000 in 1948 and $54,888,ices to customers.
courts and camps; and amuse480,000 in 1939.
ments, including motion-picture
The United States preliminary
At the end of the 1948 there
theatres. Some important services
summary
of the 1948 Census of
were 1,769,993 separate business
covered are radio broadcasting
locations used for retail trade. not
Business with comparable 1939
and
television,
medical
and
health,
This number of establishments
was down slightly from the 1939 legal, educational, nonprofit, ac- data, by trade groups and kind of
business,
below:
)
* isdol.reprinted
counting and domestic services."
figure of 1,770,355. The number
Paid employees,
of wholesale trade establishments
Salesentire
and year
receipts,
workweek ended
recorded an increase of 41,803, go1948
ing from 199,726 in 1939 to
nearest Nov.(number)
15 :
1948
(number)
241,529 in 1948, according to the Trade group and kind of business (thous.
dol.)
90
.
1948 Census of Business.
,7
us
RETAIL TRADE, total
130,527,317 42,0(t41ho
4,821,806
Food group
30,980,440
6,927,891
814,746
Number of Employes Up
1,012,934
Grocery stores, without fresh meat. . 4,045,341 102,,122645,,943675
131,543
Grocery stores, with fresh meat
20,727,011
421,491
89,215
7
79
0,
During the work week ending
8
75
31
Meat markets, fish markets
1,777,986
6,
55,115
5,49
602,235
9
23
2,
22
Fruit
stores,
vegetable
markets
399,993
nearest Nov. 15, 1948, there were
20,282
14,917
47,627
Candy, nut, confectionery stores.... 648,996
0
30
5,01 1
29
31,393
6,927,891 employes engaged in re43,624
740,
Dairy products stores, milk dealers.. 1,883,519
tail trade and another 2,340,093
168,02507 39* 102,372
99,266
Bakery products stores 2
729,781
19
82,725
Egg,
poultry
265,011
28,933
63,3
in wholesale trade. For the 1939
All other
food dealers
stores
502,802
22,418
5,468
1939*
203,4902
Eating and drinking places
10,690,576
21,255
period the retail employe figure
7,801
976,350
830,063
05
0,
52
3,
0
Eating
places
2
6,475,482
02
1,345,338
222,181
was 4,821,806 and in wholesale
2,135,
Drinkingstores
places
4,215,094
607,882
368,988
General
1,163,975
1,385,0322
62,423
41,453
trade 1,605,481 employes were reGeneral merchandise group
,. 15,930,708
965,884
34
S
0,
U
7
81
)
00
5,
833,173
66
5, 208
Department
stores
10,638,688
172,143
1,337,219
ported.
3,
71
4,80991
The 1948 information is based
976,
331,903
3,97
Dry goods,stores
general merchandise stores 2,504,436
2,787,584
637,189
99,246
Variety
on reports submitted by business
229,449
Apparel
group
9,797,438
580,919
2
417,396
establishments for that census. The
3,258,77
Men's,stores
boys' clothing, furnishing
773,312
figures are preliminary, the report
2,176,530
Family clothing stores
113,309
429,454
61,598
70,752
1,801,301
Women's ready-to-wear stores
225,800
points out, and represent the sum93,089
3,277,507
1,009,494
143,985
Millinery
stores
.....
mation of the reports included in
438,053
Other stores
women's access., specialty
219,149
releases for each of the counties of
31,024
Shoe stores
617,064
the United States.
40,616
1,468,223
73,680
Custom tailors
142,794
13,260
66,257
66,282
The scope of material in the
(Continued on page
13,322
• Tele.cast.ing
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North

Carolina

Assn.

Hits Agencies
'OFF RATE' DEAL
S order" agencies, which have
STRONG CONDEMNATION of "mail
failed to fulfill commitments or deliver merchandise as promised, was
voiced by the North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters at the closing session of a two-day meeting last Tuesday at Chapel Hill in North Carolina.
"
*
Culminating a two-year investigation, the association adopted a its overhead.
Present officers and directors
resolution attacking the growing
tendency of "per inquiry" or "off were continued until a fall meeting, to be held at Southern Pines,
rate card" agencies to solicit stations offering card rates, but then
and a proposal to retain a fulltime
failing to follow through either on
secretary, with a $12,000 annual
merchandise or commitments. The
budget, was rejected in favor of
resolution deprecated acceptance
the present organization. In addition to Mr. Wallace, officers are
i of such business, "notably from
Earl J. Gluck, WSOC Charlotte,
Pacific
Northwest
agencies,"
and
authorized its officers and directors
and Jack S. Younts, WEEB Southern Pines.
to take "appropriate legal steps to
ensure fulfillment of commitThe association adopted resolutions congratulating Gordon Gray,
ments."
owner of WSJS Winston-Salem,
In the debate preceding adoption
of the resolution, specific mention
who in September becomes president of the U. of North Carolina,
was made of the Pacific Northwest
after serving as Secretary of the
Advertising Co., and of Edwin
Army and as deputy to President
Kraft, its general manager. There
also was discussion of free time
Truman; commending BMI for its
contribution to the public, the mugrabs by federal and state agencies
sical arts and to radio, and the U.
which buy newspaper space or otherwise compete with private busi- of North Carolina and its staff for
ness.
handling of the convention.
Harold Essex, WSJS Winston'Controversial Issues' Discussed
Salem, past president of NCAB
Andrew G. Haley, Washington
and new District 4 NAB director,
attorney and counsel for ABC, dismade a plea for a "united front"
cussed the broadcasters' responsito support NAB. Without menbility toward handling of controtioning the CBS resignation, Mr.
issues. Reciting the theories
Essex stressed the need for a of FCC versial
decisions which have made
trade association and inveighed
of broadcasters "second class citiagainst resignations from the NAB
zens," he said that the Commission,
as "a protest against some policy in its repealer of the so-called
or action."
Mayflower editorializing opinion
"Let's all take an interest in the last year, had introduced the new
NAB and make out of it the kind
of organization that we want it ingredient of "fairness" as the
test. He called this a mere "tranto be. We must have a strong
sitional" ruling and expressed the
trade association to reprehope that there would emerge a
sent the broadcasters. There is no more legal elucidation of the rights
substitute for such an organizaof broadcasters to express their
tion." At its closing session, views.
NCAB adopted a resolution recogRodney Chipp, director of ennizing the necessity of a "strong
gineering of DuMont Television
national trade association to repNetwork,
gave
NCAB a bird'sresent radio on all fronts" and
eye view of TVthe construction
and
pledging to Mr. Essex "unqualified
operating costs in secondary markets. A small market station
support as an NAB director."
would entail a minimum investUse Tax Attacked
ment of $125,000 and a maximum
A frontal attack upon the North
of $250,000. The bill for power
Carolina use tax law, as it applies
and maintenance and replacements
to radio, was authorized by the would
run about $300 a week, he
association after Allen Wannasaid.
maker, WGTM Wilson, chairman
Comparing TV to AM, he said
of the tax committee, had cited discrimination against radio. All out personnel costs would be five to six
times greater, power costs five to
of state purchases, Mr. Wanna10 times higher, replacement costs
maker said, are taxed 3%, nor10 to 20 times, and administrative
mally up to a maximum of $15, costs
about twice as much.
although the North Carolina Dept.
of Revenue on occasions has taxed
the full amount of purchases, in- Don Hornsby
cluding towers, equipment, transcription and other commodities.
DON HORNSBY, 26, comedian
The association unanimously ap» and composer, died last Monday
proved a group insurance plan at Eastview, N. Y. Mr. Hornsby,
was a night club entertainer,
recommended by President Robei-t who
M. Wallace, WOHS Shelby, and had recently signed a five year
its board of directors. The plan, contract with NBC-TV, and was to
gone on the air in the new
offered by the Pilot Life Ins. Co. have
Anchor-Hocking show the night he
of Greensboro, covers life, acci- died. He was a guest star on the
dent, hospital and surgical bene- Bob Hope Show on NBC-TV Easter
fits, with an override accruing to Sunday. Surviving are his wife
the state association to help defray and three children.
BROADCASTING
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THIS group attending recent Public
Relations Society meet at U. of
Southern California includes (I to r):
Worth Larkin, Los Angeles C. of C;
Ed McKenna, Hopalong Cassidy
show's merchandising and promotion
director; Burns W. Lee, Burns W. Lee
Assoc.; Mark Finley, Don Lee Network; John West, West-Marquis Adv.

ATTENDING New York showing of
film, "Worcester — Industrial Capital
of
England,"
are (I to r):Regan
Herbert&
W. New
Moloney,
of Moloney,
Schmitt; George F. Booth, editor and
publisher, Worcester Telegram-Gazetfe-WTAG,
the film's
and
Paul H. Raymer,
Paulsponsors,
H. i^M
Raymer Co.

BEHIND the counter, Rudy Vallee
(r), star of the Rudy Vallee Show now
heard on WIP Philadelphia, inspects
imported Dutch cheeses at the opening of the Holland Fair in Gimbel
Brothers, Philadelphia. With the star
are Benedict Gimbel Jr., president of
WIP, and Mary Lou Ofer.

EL--

_ '

^lj *
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DEA of the road-height of two 420ft. towers of ABC outlet KUGN Eugene, Ore., is shown by the six-foot
gentleman standing in front of the
Portland Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
transport. When unpacked and erected, the steel will provide needed
facilities for KUGN's new 1 mmt
kw power on 590 kc.

- *l

DISCUSSING the th erne song for Pic-A-Hit, new program on WCAU Philadelphia, are (I to r): Joe Connolly, WCAU program director; Hal Moore, m.c;
James Cox, BMI station relations; Jerry Wayne, author of song. The quartet
has just completed plans for the program which gives listeners an opportunity
to pick a potential hit song and name a specified number of days in which the
song must make good. Show started in Saturday 3:30-4 p.m. slot but
will move to Tuesday 10:30 p.m. effective May 30.

iBDO

DINNER session highlighted the fifth annual Georgia Radio Institute held
May 18-20 [Broadcasting, May 22] at the U. of Georgia's Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism where Sig Mickelson, CBS public affairs director, delivered the main address. L to r: (seated) Edwin Mullinax, WLAG LaGrange,
president of Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters; Mr. Mickelson; Dean John E.
Drewry, head of the Grady school; Hon. Jack Wells, mayor of Athens, Ga.;
(standing) Lewis Doster, WGAU Athens, institute chairman, and Ray Ringson,
WRDW Augusta.
Beat, 8:30 p.m.; July 18, Romance, 9
p.m.; July 19, Philip Marlowe, 10 p.m.;
July 20, Johnny Dollar, 10 p.m.; July
WRIGUEY DM
21, Cloud Nine, 8 p.m.; July 22, Pursuit, 8 p.m.; July 24, Broadway Is My
Buys 36 Half-Hours on CBS
Beat, 8:30 p.m.; July 25, Romance, 9
WILLIAM WRIGLEY Jr. Co., p.m.; July 26, Johnny Dollar, 10 p.m.;
July 28, Philip Marlowe, 8 p.m.; July
Chicago, for its Spearmint gum,
Thursday signed with H. Leslie 31, Broadway Is My Beat, 8:30 p.m.;
Atlass, CBS Central Division vice Aug. 1, Romance, 9 p.m.; Aug. 3,
Joh?my Dollar, 10 p.m.; Aug. 4, Philip
president, to sponsor 36 half-hours
Marlowe, 8 p.m., and Aug. 8, Romance,
on the AM network this summer.
9
p.m.
Six different shows were bought
through Arthur Meyerhoff Agency, also Chicago, to fill time slots
vacated by Life With Luigi and
The Gene Antry Show this sumTo Triple '50 Ad Outlay
mer. Season ends June 13 and
MOTOROLA Inc., will triple its
June 24, respectively. Other time
advertising budget in 1950, accordperiods were purchased through
ing to Ellis L. Redden, director of
the week of Aug. 6.
advertising. He anticipated that
Complete schedule of half-hour
national and local advertising exshows follows:
penditures this year will total $15
June 14, Philip Marlowe, 10 p.m.;
million.
June 15, Johnny Dollar, 10 p.m.; June
20, Romance, 9 p.m.; June 21, Philip
The company's
of television sets for theunit
firstsales
quarter
of
Marlowe, 10 p.m.; June 22,, Johnny
Dollar, 10 p.m.; June 27, Romance, 9 the year was 340% of last year's
figures for the same period.
p.m.; June 28, Philip Marlowe, 10 p.m.;
June 29, Johnny Dollar, 10 p.m.; July
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New
I, Pursuit, 8 p.m.; July 3, Broadway Is York and Chicago will handle radio
My Beat, 8:30 p.m.; July 4, Romance,
and television program and is look9 p.m.; July 5, Philip Marlowe, 10 p.m.;
ing for a network TV show for
July 6, Johnny Dollar, 10 p.m.; July 7,
Cloud Nine, 8 p.m.; July 8, Pursuit, 8 Motorola [Closed Circuit, May 1].
p.m.; July 10, Broadway Is My Beat,
8:30 p.m.; July 11, Romance, 9 p.m.;
July 12, Philip Marlowe, 10 p.m.; July
FCC Actions
14, Cloud Nine, 8 p.m.; July 15, Pursuit, 8 p.m.; July 17, Broadway Is My
SALE of KLEE-TV Houston
from W. Albert Lee to
"Houston Post" for $740,000
granted by FCC last week
Kellogg Elects Two
along with 10 other station
transfers. Three AM station
AT A MEETING last week of the
licenses were revoked. One
board of directors of the Kellogg
new AM outlet, three FM
Co., Battle Creek, E. T. Swan and
stations authorized. Three
Ralph P. Olmstead were elected
AM stations, including
vice president in charge of sales
WBAP Fort Worth and
and vice president in charge of
WFAA Dallas, given imadvertising, respectively. Both
proved facilities. Details of
Messrs. Swan and Olmstead are
these and other FCC actions
members of the board and will conmay be found in FCC Roundtinue in their respective positions
up beginning on page 79 and
as sales manager and advertising
Actions of the FCC beginmanager. Mr. Swan also is presning on page 72.
ident of the Kellogg Sales Co. and
Mr. Olmstead is vice president.
Page 26
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BILLINGS

Barton Sees $10 Million
More This Year

SPENDING of at least an additional $10 million in radio and other advertising media this year by BBDO has been forecast by Bruce Barton,
chairman of the board, in a talk before 300 industrialists and business
executives at Ware, Mass. Mr. Barton unveiled the figures while pointing
out that he did not anticipate much and
*
will remain so for several
of an increase in general business.
Basing his speech on the radio
Dipping into radio lore, Mr.
theme, Mr. Barton said broadcastcome."Owen D. Young as
years to cited
ing today is the mightiest force in Barton
being the prime mover in radio
existence for spreading informafinancing. It was he, according to
tion and entertainment throughout
Mr. Barton, who predicted in the
the world.
early days of programming that
"Second Largest Agency"
"the President of the United States
The advertising executive said
will press a switch in Washington
and his voice will be heard in 20
his firm last year spent $40 million
in radio advertising alone. Among
million homes in the country."
many others, BBDO has program
WARE Ware, Mass., was host to
accounts of such radio greats as Mr. Barton and the executives and
also broadcast the address.
Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Alice Faye,
Cavalcade of America and Theatre
Guild. Mr. Barton noted that his
firm is the second largest advertising agency in the U. S.
PH1LC0 CORP.
Looking at television, Mr. Barton
said, sion
"People
ask Ime,
televikill radio?
ask 'will
them,
did
radio kill the newspaper? Nothing
can kill either . . ." He continued,
"AM radio will continue to grow
to enormous proportions. Radio
will always be 'first' in giving the
news, and in providing entertainment. Television is still restricted,

ZIV

EXPANSION
Add 3 Sales Divisions

STEMMING from the expansion of
the Frederic W. Ziv Co., New York,
three new sales divisions and managers and 16 additional sales personnel have been appointed since
the first of the year. According to
a Ziv spokesman, present plans call
for additional divisions and division
managers to be named soon.
The following new divisions have
already been set up: Atlanta. Tom
Privette, manager; Dallas, Elmer
Bieser, manager, and in Cleveland
Sid Freeman, manager.
Sales appointments since the
first of the year are: Walt Miller
Detroit; C. Wylie Calder. Charleston; Carrol Gardner, Jacksonville;
Henry Ungar, Youngstown; A.
Frank Parton, also Youne-stown;
Lafe Pfeifer, Little Rock; Richard
Danahy, Buffalo; Leo Knight, Lubbock; Everett Dungey, Syracuse;
Charles Holloway, Indianapolis;
Stan Levey, Chicago; WilHam Rogers, Peoria; Norman Land. Harrisburg; Arnold Nygren, Boston; Eric
A. Rehnwall, St. Paul-Minneapolis,
and Harold Keown, Tulsa.
C&W

Promotes

Two

Top Appointments Made
PHILCO Corp. announced five new
executive appointments last week
as. part of its advertising and sales
expansion program to keep pace
with increased TV and refrigeration products sales.
John F. Gilligan, veteran of 28
years service with Philco and its
advertising manager since 1944,
has been named vice president of
advertising. Henry T. Paiste Jr.,
a 22-year man and director of
quality control, TV and radio division, during the past year, becomes
vice president in charge of service
and quality.
Also upped in Philco ranks is
Raymond B. George, who joined
Philco in 1936, from sales promotion manager to a new post of vice
president of merchandising in the
television and radio division.
Walter H. Eichelberger, with the
firm 14 years and sales manager of
the refrigeration division for six
years, has been appointed to a vice
presidency, and James M. Skinner,
a veteran of 16 years service, is
the new general sales manager of
the division.

ADMEN'S PROGRAM
Honor ADS Members
THE ASSN. of Advertising Men
will be hosts to outstanding members of Alpha Delta Sigma, honorary advertising fraternity, from 41
colleges throughout the U. S. from
June 12 to June 16 in New York
at a special "Inside Advertising"
Guests will visit an advertising
program.
agency, radio and television studios,
a newspaper plant, direct mail
house, and a magazine publisher.
The week long program will be
concluded with a dinner at the
Advertising Club of New York.
Guest speakers scheduled :
Don Francisco of J. W. Thompson
Co; B. R. Canfield. national president
of
Alpha Delta
Sigma;of America,
Elon Borton.
Advertising
Federaton
and
Jack
Tarcher,
Jack
Tarcher
Adv. and
founder of AAM.

RUSSELL K. JONES, account executive, and Newman F. McEvoy,
director of media of Cunningham
& Walsh Inc., New York, last week
were elected vice presidents of the
agency. Both Messrs. Jones and
McEvoy were
C&W'sCo.,predecessor, with
Newell-Emmett
for
over 20 years.
BROADCASTING
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136%

RADIOS

INCREASE

IN

IOWA

IN

NUMBER

HOMES

SINCE

OF

1944

2,200,000
2,100,000
2,000,000
1,900,000
1,800,000
1, 700,000
1,600,000
1,500,000
1,400,000
1,300,000
1,200,000
1,100,000
1,000,000
900,000
800,000
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E IVERYBODY knows that a family with two
radio sets listens more to radio than a family with
one set. And still more with three sets — Dad hears
the evening news, Sister listens to a musical program, Mother tunes to a dramatic program, or the
whole family listens to the same program — usually
in different rooms.
Figures from the 1949 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey H> reveal that multiple-set ownership in Iowa
homes has increased 136% since 1944. The number of sets has jumped from 904,000 in 1944 to
2,140,000 In addition, there are now over 400,000 automobile and truck radios, as well as thousands of non-residential sets in offices, barns,
stores and restaurants!
Thus despite a 14% rate increase since 1944,
WHO is today one of the great radio bargains of
the nation, because WHO is "listened-to-most" on
more than 136% extra sets in 1949!
Get all the facts about Iowa's extra listening and
WHO's share of the bonus audience. Send for
your copy of the Survey today!

'46

'47

'48

'49

'50

ffr The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is a "must" for
every advertising, sales or marketing man who is interested in Iowa.
The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study of radio listening habits in Iowa. It was made by Dr. F. L. Whan of
Wichita University — is based on personal interviews with
9,116 Iowa families, scientifically selected from cities,
towns, villages and farms all over the State.
As a service to the sales, advertising and research professions, WHO will gladly send a copy of the 1949 Survey
to anyone interested in the subjects covered.
rfrrfr Iowa Radio Audience Survey figures applied to population estimates of Sales Management's Surveys of Buying Power.

WIHI©
+/©r
Iowa
PLUS
#
Des Moines • • • 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

WMAR-FM
QUITS
WAAM (TV) Also Drops FM

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Well, it is a little confusing but I like to help everyone's rating!"
Full Operation
NAB

SERVICES

Continues

Despite Loss of CBS
NAB last week recovered from the impact of the CBS resignation as
William B. Ryan, new general manager, kept all services operating
under a budget from which some $40,000 had been clipped by loss of the
network's dues as well as those of its O&O stations.
The association was steeled for a *
second blow that failed to arrive —
"a major threat" to NAB, he said.
threatened withdrawal of ABC and
One "unfortunate" side of the
its owned stations.
network's withdrawal, he declared,
A few minor station resignations
is loss of Harold E. Fellows, WEEI
Boston, as an NAB board member
and additions — about par for the
membership course — developed durbecause WEEI is a CBS O&O outlet.
ing the week but apparently were
not connected in any way with the
"Removal of Mr. Fellows from
CBS withdrawal.
the board takes away one of its best
On the brighter side of the assomembers," Mr. Ryan said. "He has
ciation's picture was a vote of conoperated constructively and sucfidence from Joseph H. McConnell,
cessfully for the entire industry and
NBC president, who reiterated
enjoyed the complete confidence of
other board members. He will be
NBC's determination to remain
within NAB.
missed especially for his knowledge
During a tour of West Coast sta- of NAB's operating details through
membership on the board finance
tions, Mr. McConnell told Broadcasting he believed major networks
committee."
should stay in NAB even though
Existing Vacancies
they duplicate some of the associaTwo vacancies now exist on the
tion's services.
board and will be filled at the diCites Need for NAB
rectors' June 20-22 meeting in
"NBC recognizes NAB as vital Washington. Mr. Ryan had been
to the health of the radio industry,"
elected as a director-at-large for
he said, "since the health of the in- large stations and Mr. Fellows has
dustry is vital to NBC. The CBS
represented District 1 (New Engwithdrawal will hurt NAB finan- land).
cially but have no effect on assoNAB's new membership operaciation activities or services to
tion went into action last week as
members," he said.
B. Walter Huffington, new field diSupporting NAB also was Harold
rector under Mr. Ryan, attended
Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, the Thursday-Friday meeting of the
newly elected NAB District 4 di- Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters
rector, who said radio's honeymoon
(see story, page 20). He did his
is over and called for a "united
first membership work in familiar
front" in the industry.
territory, having formerly been
Mr. Ryan told Broadcasting
general manager of WSAP Portsmouth, Va.
NAB "definitely expects to operate
NAB last week received comall of its services" despite loss of
the CBS income. "NAB must be
mendation from many stations for
carefully managed, just as a radio its new promotion drive on behalf
station or any other business," he of the radio medium and the freeenterprise system [Broadcasting,
said. "I'm responsible for income
and expenditures. NAB will opeMay 221. The drive is built around
rate with the utmost economy in a series of suggested 20-second anline with the results we plan to acnouncements for use by stations.
complish. No recommendation has
New series will be sent out from
been made to curtail any essential
time to time, according to Robert
K. Richards, public affairs director
service."
The resignation of CBS is not in charge of the drive.
Page 28
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OPERATION of WMAR-FM Baltimore, Transit Radio outlet, is to be
discontinued June 6, FCC was informed last week by A. S. Abell Co.,
licensee of the station and publisher of the Baltimore Sunpapers.
The firm said it was relinquishing
the Class B FM outlet on Channel
250 (97.9 mc) to concentrate on
television and its WMAR-TV there.
Meanwhile, Radio-Television of
Baltimore Inc., operator of WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, also informed the
Commission it has decided not to
keep the new Class B FM permit
assigned by the Commission in midApril [Broadcasting, April 24].
Radio-Television said that after receiving the grant, one of several
FM assignments made to Baltimore, its board of directors voted
to forego FM in favor of concentrating attention on television.
In a letter to the Commission, A.
S. Abell Co. explained WMAR-FM
has been operated at a "substantial" loss for the past 18 months
and ratings show less than 1% of
Baltimore's evening audience is
tuned to FM. It was pointed out
that with 170,000 TV sets now in
that area some 50% of the evening
audience is devoted to television.
WMAR-FM is to be discontinued
June 6, FCC was informed.
The Sunpapers gave up its AM
station, WMAR Baltimore, in December 1948 on similar grounds to
devote attention to TV [Broadcasting, Nov. 29, Dec. 13, 1948]. WMAR
was 1 kw fulltime on 850 kc.
Transit Plans
R. C. Crisler, president of Transit
Radio Inc., last week said relinquishment of WMAR-FM's license
does not necessarily mean the absence of transit radio in Baltimore.
He said, "TV has consistently occupied the predominant interest of
the station, and WMAR-FM has
only experimented with transit
radio." Mr. Crisler explained a
"token number" of 60 vehicles were
equipped with radios.
"We have continually emphasized
that a small proportion of coverage
in any market renders the market
relatively unsaleable," Mr. Crisler
said, "particularly to national advertisers. Television expenses apparently made additional expenditures for receiving equipment inadvisable to the management of
WMAR (FM), and no reasonable
basis existed for maintaining the
experimental installations.
Mr. Crisler indicated plans are
underway by a new group, which
may include Transit Radio Inc.
personnel, to "not only carry on
but to expand the Baltimore operation to around 400 vehicles and be
functioning commercially by early

pcominy
June 9: West Virginia Assn. of AP
Broadcasters, Vandenberg Room, U.S.
Capitol, Washington.
June 12-13: Radio
Directors, AdministrationFarm
Bldg., Washington.
June 17: Second annual Radio News
Editor's conference, Kent State U.,
Kent. Ohio.
June 19: NAB Board indoctrination,
NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
June 20-22: NAB Board of Directors,
NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
June
annualInstitute
Stanford-NBCRadio22: - Eighth
Television
opens,
Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
June 22-23: Kentucky Broadcasters
Assn., Hotel Seelbach, Louisville.
June 25-29: Advertising Assn. of the
West convention, Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles.
June 25-Julv 1: WKY-TV Oklahoma
City Television
homa. Norman. Clinic, U. of OklaJune 30-July 2: Catholic Broadcasters
Assn., U. of St. Louis, St. Louis.
Aug.
10-13:Chicago.
AFRA convention, Sheraton
Hotel.
Aug.
30-Sept.
2: Western
Broadcasters, and
directors Assn.
meeting,of
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
Jasper Park Lodge, Jasper, Alta.
Oct. 22-24: 10th District convention of
Advertising
AmariPo. TexFederation of America,
Nov. 16-18: National Assn. of Radio
News
Sherman,Directors
Chicago. convention, Hotel
WOWO

PETITIONS
Seeks Final Decision
PETITION for final decision in
FCC's proposed grant of a power
boost to WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.,
from 10 kw to 50 kw on 1190 kc,
directional night, was filed with
the Commission last week by Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., licensee.
In the mission
proposed
ruling
the Comhad indicated
it would
not
issue a final decision until it completed studying
Westinghouse's
qualifications
in light
of its involvement in anti-trust litigation
and FCC's own proceeding for establishment ofa uniform policy in
licensing of such applicants
[Broadcasting, April 3].
The WOWO petition contended
this delay was unnecessary and
irrelevant to a "determination of
the willingness and ability of
Westinghouse Radio," a subsidiary
firm not party to the anti-trust
litigation,
"to asoperate
its the
stations
in the future,
it has for
past
30 years, in conformity with law
and the Commission's regulations
andWestinghouse
in the public stated
interest."
it had par"uniCommission's
ticipated inthe argument
form policy"
and held
that FCC
did have authority
to
consider Federal violations in
granting licenses but this only
could be done on a case-to-case
basis because of the many complex,
variable casting,
factors
May 1]. possible [BroadS.F. Stations Join
FIVE San Francisco bay area stations have banded together under
name of San Francisco Bay Area
Spot Broadcasters, to sell their
facilities as a package to advertisers. Heading group is Charles
E. Morin, general manager of
KVSM San Mateo. Other stations
include KTIM San Rafael; KSAN
San Francisco; KRE Berkeley;
KXRX San Jose. Business offices
are at 420 Market St., San Francisco.

The Transit Radio executive said
gross sales in greater Cincinnati,
with 502 vehicles equipped, reached
a new peak in May of better than
fall."
$14,000.
BROADCASTING
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Our

Hat's

C

Off

K

R

To

. . .

C

and the other Winnipeg stations for the great courage building,
morale sustaining job they have done during the flood.

Displaying the same spirit that once brought civilization to the
wilderness and today is making Canada one of the great nations of the
world, these men of Winnipeg kept their broadcasting stations on the
air twenty-four hours a day during the entire flood period and served
to bring information, comfort and cheer to the people of the stricken
city. This heroic task was accomplished under the greatest of difficulties. Waters were fought off from flooding transmitter sites, and
when they raged out of control and overran the buildings, new transmitters were brought in from other cities and installed on top of office
buildings. Crews worked in eight hour shifts at the broadcasting
stations and then spent most of the other sixteen hours fighting the
flood, salvaging their own homes, belongings and families and aiding
in bringing safety and comfort to others before returning hungry,
sleepy and well nigh exhausted to their jobs.

Yes, our hat's off to you, Bill Speers, and all the gallant crew at
CKRC.

w

e

We're proud to serve you.

e

d
new

and
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KMOX

IS

THE

SIX-TO-ONE

WINNER

Year

after year, in every listening study made,

wins

in a walk.

Pulse

And

of St. Louis

Of the 504

1950

proved

quarter-hours

place in 418 . ..585%
Of the total 240
KMOX

more

weekday

is no different. The

it. The

second

all week

first

confirms

long, KMOX

wins than
daytime

KMOX

it.*
wins

first

any other station!*

quarter- hours,

wins first place in 200 '/t

Of the top 10 locally-produced

daytime

programs,

9 are on KMOX.K

It's no

news

to us — but it's new

for advertisers— that KMOX
That's

one good reason

and

further

always wins

why KMOX

selling force in Mid -America

proof

easily in St. Louis.

is the greatest

today.

"The Voice of St. Louis" KMOX
Columbia Owned • 50,000 watts • Clear Channel

Report No. 1, Jan.-Feb. 1950 ; Report No. 2, Mar.-Apr. 1950 *6 :00 AM to 12 :00 Mid., Sunday thru Saturday

1 6 :00 AM to 6 :00 PM, Monday thru Friday

ing top levels of efficiency is a continuing one. Toward the end that
the radio industry may effectively
control the trend toward rising
costs, the NAB's Second Annual
Cost Study will be available during
the next few months. With approximately 1,000 questionnaires alyear's cost
ready turned in,thethis
most practical
study will afford
and comprehensive operating cost
guides that the industry has ever

Operating Costs
(Continued from page 20)
continued to rise is not as gloomy
as it sounds," Mr. Doherty said.
Particularly significant is the fact
that the preliminary South Atlantic
Survey indicates that the year 1949
showed the smallest percentage increase in operating cost ratios that
has occurred since 1945. Apparently broadcasters have been doing an increasingly better job of
cost control than ever before and
have been stemming the tide of
rising costs.
"We are convinced that the NAB
cost studies have contributed substantial y to this trend for better
cost control. Hundreds of broadcasters have reported widespread
use of last year's cost yardsticks,
toward the end that they have
found ways of reducing certain
uneconomic expenses,
"However, the task of maintain-

* Is.

possessed."
Regional Studies
Last year Mr. Doherty took complete regional cost studies to the
NAB district meetings. Similar
analyses are now in preparation
with itemized breakdowns for all
classes of stations by areas and income levels.
Mr. Doherty predicted, in a
question-answer session, TV would
not unduly disrupt existing media
though he anticipates basic changes
in NAB programming and values.

Your

Own

"Pops"

*

*

*

JA&mM

(Balkl

*

Skmdahd

Ofmka

OvsJduMA

The

best in Light

Music

Up

Programs

based

on

TbovsdilsiA

WjdodkA

Concert

Selections.
Audiences!

Sales!
of profit

music

value

of lasting

in

The

Sponsor-Selling

SESAC

Transcribed

Library

Hundreds of additional American Folk— Band— Concert— HawaiianNovelties— Religious— South American and Spanish renditions included in the
3700 musical selections contained in the complete SESAC Transcribed Library—
(Based on your advertising rate card)
ALL FOR AS LITTLE AS $40 A MONTH!

SESAC
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INC..

475 Fifth Avenue,

New

WU

REFUNDS
Liberty Seeks $17,972
THE FIRST of what may be a
series of claims for refunds of "unlawful" charges collected by Western Union for its play-by-play
sports service was filed last week by
Liberty Broadcasting System, seeking the return of $17,972 plus interest [Closed Circuit, May 22].
The complaint, filed with FCC,
came on the heels of FCC's final decision outlawing the special $2-pergame fee which WU has been levying upon subscribers for each station t which they furnish such reports. FCC authorities said it was
the first complaint of its kind they
have been called upon to handle.
It was considered likely that
other baseball networks would follow suit, now that the $2 extra
charge — as well as a $1 additional
charge for after-the-game summaries— has been adjudged "unreasonable" and "discriminatory."
Although they made no announcement of their plans, WIND Chicago
and its Midwest Baseball Network,
and KFBC Cheyenne and . a network of some 18 stations to which
it feeds reports were thought to be
sure to file claims. WIND and
KFBC waged the fight against the
charges in the FCC proceeding
through their Washington counsel,
Thomas N. Dowd of Pierson & Ball.
Liberty Broadcasting
System's
complaint,
filed by Marcus
Cohn
and Bernard Koteen of the Washington law firm of Cohn & Marks,
sought rebates primarily for "unlawful" fees paid for baseball service, but also included some involving football and basketball reports.
Quotes pointed
FCC
The complaint
out that
FCC, when it called the investigation in April 1949, refused to suspend the questioned charges. At
that time, it was noted, FCC said
subscribers who are affected would
"have adequate opportunity to seek
a refund ... of any charges which
they may pay ... in excess of the
charges found to be lawful by the
Commission after investigation and

QnicAmn^A

and

plenty
with

the

Summer

Symt^tuz

Summer

"pops"

WKAT HONORED
Ecuador Earthquake Aid Cited
CITATION honoring WKAT
Miami Beach and Col. A. Frank
Katzentine, owner-operator, for
efforts in relief to the peoples of
Ecuador following the 1949 earthquake, was presented May 21 at
the WKAT studios.
Authorized by the Congress of
Ecuador, the citation was awarded
by Dr. Carlos Puig, consul general,
in behalf of President Lazo Plaza.
Bob Lido, WKAT's Spanish commentator, also received a scroll and
citation for meritorious service.

Concerts!

that builds Radio
Sparks

He said radio business should be
better for the first six months of
this year than the same period of
1949 largely because general business is improved. Big business has
its fingers crossed as to 1951, he
noted, able
adding
thatbusiness
radio's remarkrecord of
failures
may not stand in the months ahead.

York

177 N.Y.

The claim covered the period
from
the opening of the baseball
hearing."
season in April 1949 to the end of
April
The 1950.
number of stations to which
Liberty furnished the reports in
1949 ranged as high as 54 per
game, and was consistently 31 per
footDuring
game this year.ball-basketball
seasons the the
average
was 10-12 per game.
Liberty, headed by Gordon B. McLendon with headquarters in Dallas, asked FCC to order WU to refund, in addition to the $17,972,
"interest at the rate of 6% per
annum on such unlawful charges
from the respective dates on which

spokes"men meanwhile said
WU occurred.
they
had not definitely decided upon
they
their next step. FCC's order instructed the firm to amend its tariffs to eliminate the "unlawful discrimination and charges."
• Telecasting
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W G B F 'S

FM

S T A T I0

WMLL
ON THE AIR, INC. • 519 VINE ST. . EVANS VI LLE, IND.
■I
NOW AVAILABLE IN ALL THESE
MARKETS (AND COMING SOON IN SCORES Of OTHERS
D.C.)
Baltimore,
Md. WMAR-FM
Bradbury Heights, Md. WBUZ
(and suburbs of Washington,
Cincinnati, Ohio WCTS
(and Covington, Ky.)
Des Moines, la. KCBC-FM
Evansville, Ind. WMLL
Flint, Mich. WAJL-FM
Houston, Tex. KPRC-FM
Huntington, W. Va. WPLH-FM
Jacksonville, Fla. WJHP

Kansas City, Mo. KCMO-FM
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha, Neb. KBON-FM ;
Pittsburgh, Pa. (Suburbs) WKJF
St. Louis, Mo. KXOK-FM
Tacoma, Wash. KTNT
Topeka, Kans. WIBW-FM
Trenton, N.J. WTO A
Washington, D.C. WWDC-FM
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. WIZZ
Worcester, Mass. WGTR-FM

TRANSIT RADIO, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
250 PARK AVE.. NEW YORK, N.Y.-MU. H. 8-3780 • 35 E.WACKER DR., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS- FINANCIAL 6-4281 • UNION TRUST BLDG., CINCINNATI, OHIO- DUNBAR
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Business Census
(Continued from page 2U)
Paid employees,
Sales and receipts,
entire year )
workweek ended
t.
do
1948
nearest Nov. 15 1
(thous.
Trade group and kind of business (thous.
dol.)
1948 (number)
1939*
(number)
Furriers, fur shops
218,787 94,133*
13,402
All other apparel stores
274,243 49,884
1939
14,912
220,950
15,783
Furniture, furnishings, appliance group 6,914,247 1,733,257
374,812
7,526
Furniture stores
3,425,325 973,157
163,116
1 08,246
Floor covering, drapery stores ...... 503,283 74,461
29,882
49,328
28,562
8,541
Other home furnishing stores
438,504 152,266
Household appliance stores
2,160,006 484,698
118,028
69,818
Radio stores
387,129 48,675
400,166
14,458
Automotive group
20,118,052 5,548,687
5,783
634,654
324,688
519,466
• Motor
Motor vehicle
(new
and
used)
dealers
15,971,790
4,810,245
vehicle (used) dealers
2,432,834 193,790
13,744
32,065
Tire, battery, accessory dealers .... 1,361,226 523,685
73,336
59,800
Motorcycle, aircraft, boat dealers . . . ) ,59 202 20 967
9,787
Other automotive
dealers
j 6,492,586
'
1,934
246,600
287,896
Gasoline
service stations
2,322,495
479,888
257,641
Lumber, building, hardware group ... 11,142,304 2,734,914
Lumber yards, building materials
dlrs
5,132,248 1,478,459
138,957
216,607
75,708
Plumbing,
electrical stores 2,497,296
1,150,020 282,746
35,766
113,063
Hardware paint,
stores
629,276
57,998
24,920
Farm equipment dealers
2,362,740 344,433
74,510
282,390
192,296
Drug and proprietary stores
4,011,523 1,562,502
52,613
liquor stores
2,585,978 586,351
20,787
27,065
Secondhand stores
303,636 138,007
24,132
362,444
476,988
Other retail stores
10,395,854 3,496,437
107,026
111,884
Fuel, fuel oil, ice dealers
2,421,860 1,013,542
Feed, farm, garden supply stores ... 3,146,361 779,289
72,220
49,472
Jewelry stores
1,233,191 361,595
69,145
37,609
Book, stationery stores
534,885 192,026
47,940
28,295
Sporting goods stores, bicycle stores 344,949 63,751
14,274
Florists
377,031 148,741
6,144
16,498
32,553
22,561
Cigar stores, cigar stands
535,016 207,781
14,449
News dealers, newsstands
216,457 72,427
16,049
11,725
Gift, novelty, souvenir stores
199,286 53,568
13,981
6,438
Music stores
337,987 65,127
19,090
8,566
Luggage, leather goods stores
69,040 19,345 'All other
retail
Optical goods stores
Included with
3,759
Camera, photographic supply stores 201,681 32,343 'All other
9,561 retail 2,012
Of\ee. store machine and equip, dlrs.
Included with
3,300
Alt other retail stores
778,110 370,029
59,989
54,892
stores."
WHOLESALE TRADE, total
185,279,986 54,888,480
2,340,093
1,605,481
Merchant wholesalers, total
79,363,838 21,742,474
940,092
1,495,566
stores."
1 80,799
Groceries, confectionery, meats
11,220,756 3,940,781
153,704
91,382
Groceries (general line)
5,634,828 2,185,736
76,616
Confectionery
373,167 132,682
9,467
Fish, sea foods
391,574 131,248
11,242
7,075
Meats and meat products
2,025,783 519,593
26,250
42,220
18,771
9,022
Other grocery, food specialties ... 2,795.404 971.522
42.45R
156,523
Farm products, editble
7,602,217 2,110,766
94,212
104,464
Dairy, poultry products
4,388,899 967,914
52,342
Fruits, vegetables (fresh)
3,213,313 1,142,852
52,059
41,870

ABC
1230 Kc
TEXARKANA

KCMC-FM
98.1 Mcs. • 40,000 W.

Texarkana is a major distributing point to
359.000 people in N.E.Texas, S.W. Arkansas,
S. E. Okla. and N. W. Louisiana. KCMC has
more listeners (day and night) in Texarkana
than all other stations combined. (Conlan)
1950 MARKET DATA
52,000
City
Population
239,330
Greater
Retail Market
Families
61,103
Radio Homes
34,385
Retail Sales
56,904,000
No. of Retail Stores
2,302
Frank O. Myers, Mgr.
Rep: The Taylor Co., Inc.
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Faid employees.
workweeK
ended
nearest
1948
Nov 1 5
(number)
~7/ii
nci
(number)
(thous.
.
1I ,1AQ
46,21 1
X"4502f7 , 111104AA
62,631
34,201
23,359
55,737
28,430
yearom mi
40,226
22,852
16,81 1
363,621
1 0,478
1 57, 1 90
1 1,453
15,456
/UU, / 1 7
21,125
lift 101
18,785
1939*
25,825
1,106,215
5,954
6,008
1 ,o8o,952
8,678
68,986
700,501
1939*
78,499
inx. 031
27,109
30,415
1
1,377
_
127,882
1,951
5/2, 1 535
318,251
,920
30,500
409,31
1 1,560
18,817
373,464
n.c.
61 ,1n.c.
88
49,198
15,026
n.c.
J
Z7A2,276
071
313/4,7/
n.c.
20,360
31,912
3,791
n.c.
n.c.
10,302
n.c.
n.c.
9,112
n.c.
19,827
8,225
n.c.
n.c.
1,628,706
24,409
1,732
135,572
zo0,02¥
27,712
58,871
n.c.
n.c.
23,654
n.c.
189,400
1 1,918
70Q
ni»
/ Oo,Ux4
451,329
38,592
21,011
49,226
336,695
17,581
971
,975
102,161
62,715
40,174
58,600
col Ann
40,180
43,561
379,7/5
QftA lOrl0
487,61
86,385
22,535
37,420
47,467
18,188
11J 1 AOff7Q1OX
38,918
187,665
11 ,44U,*J/
AAf\ 171 1
19,232
89,779
1 1A QOO
32,026
11,299
17,797
OA70,330
CCA
9,308
5,059
59,395
640,936
71,739
33,137
172,855
28,118
17,972
268,725
2,866
22,779
16,882
ACJ , Afil
C uo07C3z
3CIO1 3,7/
33,487
5,898
17,226
1AA AA(\
28,292
OU4,44U
211
,535
14,607
59,773
O j O, AAA
uuu
ACA
2,564
27,601
46,423
334,1 36
1 7,802
1 32,172
35,582
5,195
321
,864
1 A1A
07/1
2,619
1 Z4,4/7
L, OOU.O/
4
28,621
22,418
15,739
88,501
1511 00,3/
AQ2,835
C71A
12,635
10,823
333,844
8,030
14,431
234,054
20,043
6 799
16,426
8
860
10,170
9,702
196,734
4K273
26>34
1,060,356
478,639
15,048,967
323,716
109,863
99,956
11,200,560
3,807,908
156,780
99,245
154,701
87,016
3,088,571
O OT^ CQ1
OIA 171
1 10A ATI
846,284
234
698
700,A/ A1
I
*
*
151,864
t
377,124
17,286
93,826
330,216
863,155
36,722
331,625
223,687
998,079
6,938

dol.)
Sales and receipts.
1948 entire
COI.;
Trade group and kind of business
Beer,
distilled spirits
Beer,wines,
ale
Wines, distilled spirits
Drugs, chemicals, allied products ....
Drugs (general line;
Drugs, drug sundries (specialty lines)
Industrial chemicals, explosives ....
Paints and varnishes
Tobacco and products (except leaf) . . .
Dry goods, apparel
Clothing, furnishings, footwear ....
Dry goods (general line)
Dry notions
goods specialties, piece goods,
Piece goods converters
Furniture, home furnishings
Furniture (household, office)
Home furnishings
Paper and its products
Wrapping
paper, twine
Fine
paper
Stationery, office supplies
Wallpaper
Other paper products
Farm
products — raw materials
Automotive
Automobiles, other motor vehicles . .
Automotive
equipment, tires and
tubes
Electrical goods
General-line, apparatus, supplies . . .
Electrical appliances and specialties
Hardware,
plumbing, heating
Hardware
Plumbing, heating equipment, supplies
Lumber, construction materials
Lumber, millwork
Other construction materials
Machinery, equipment and supplies
Comercial machines and equipment
Construction machinery, equipment. .
Farm-dairy
machinery, equip,
equipment.
Industrial machinery,
supplies. .
Professional equipment, supplies . . .
Service establishment equip., supplies
Transportation (except automotive)
equipment, supplies
Metals, metalwork (except scrap) ....
Iron, steel and products
Nonferrous metals, metalwork
Waste materials
Iron, steel scrap
Othermerchant
scrap, waste
material
Other
wholesalers
Amusement, sporting goods
Books, coke
periodicals, newspapers ....
Coal,
Farm supplies
Jewelry . ,
Petroleum and products
Merchant wholesalers, n.e.c
Manufacturers'
sales branches (with
stock)
Manufacturers'
sales offices (without
stocks)
Petroleum bulk stations, terminals . .
Agents, brokers
Assemblers (mainly farm products).
SELECTED SERVICE TRADES, total
Personal services
Business services
Automotive repairs and services . . .
Other repair services
HOTELS
TOURIST COURTS AND CAMPS
AMUSEMENTS

a(thous.
f\*i"i nno
1 AA1
/.4OJ,VH0
O QAO AQA
u 1 *> '1 n 0
0 1 l,6\jj
6c 3 , 1 94
5&5,758
226,235
2,493,473
ATA OQ1
1 CQA
OAA
5,749,772
1 7/11 111
1 ,ooU,j/o
sJU^ ,570
OH J.
1ttt\
1 904 976
459
J U 1 , 593
-> 7 D
1 g2 367
929,980
6,769,746
1 Afi
H I J , 1Q1
JTJ
AO1 ,flOi
AQQ CO'3
7. on
A 17A O40
2,378,131
■6, 6 I 0,7*40
J,oo4
1,998,817
1011
A LA
■)1 OIP
ftl 1 AA7
OAft
1 Qni AflA
1 ,«HI4
111 ,OU7on
QAO
1 27 905
A 70/:
71 n ISO
117
O,/8591 O, 750
LuL
535,679
555,335
2,966,554
7A1
/ Ox, ICC
J3D

n nc.o
aao
x,U97fOUo
sin nrt7
1 549
601
2 711 41 6
Q1 IDA
687 701
727
1 D11
ACQ
0 , 553
ZOO, 469
/ OO
458 958
11,229,636
n^i t\~i a
796,689
770,521
2,434,436
50,610,038
10,554,410
33,998,742
10,752,958
O CA7 104
4,426,880
1,643)717
1,553,316
943,481
2,072,689
197,643
2,208,147
1939 available.
Wholesale and Service data adjusted to scope of 1948 Census.
f* Not
n.c. No comparable 1939 data.
'Bakery products
1 Includes employees paid for less than the full workweek.
-stores"
Data for
included with "Eating places" in 1948 and with
for "Caterers"
1939.
3 Included in "Dry goods specialties, piece goods, notions."
man, and Ernest W. McFarland
(D-Ariz.), of the Interstate Commerce Committee, and John L.
HOOVER PLANS
McClellan (D-Ark.), chairman of
Miller Charges Distortion
the Committee on Executive Expenditures. Inhis letter of resignaDISTORTION of Hoover Commistion Judge Miller said he had
sion plans by President Truman
hoped the Citizens Committee itself
in presenting the recommendations
would oppose some of the plans on
to Congress was charged Wednesthe ground they attempt to acday by NAB President Justin
complish the opposite of purposes
Miller in resigning from the Citi- intended by the Hoover Committee.
zens Committee for the Hoover
Report.
In his letter to Dr. Robert L.
Remote Pickups
Johnson, committee chairman,
Judge Miller pointed out that the
NAB board had voted unanimously
FCC's rule relating to the use of
remote pickup stations in areas
in April that NAB should oppose
outside the U. S. was amended last
Plan 11 which would have vested
week to include the Virgin Islands,
added man.powers
in
the
FCC
chairPlan 11 was rejected by the
since station grants have been
Senate [Broadcasting, May 22]. made there. Sec. 4.431 (d) of the
Commission's regulations pertains
Judge Miller notified Senators
to remote pickups.
Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairTelecasting
BROADCASTING •
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audience

Cleveland

Li i I i

than

has

the

stations

Before

your

next

a

next

two

combined

advertising

placed in Cleveland you'll want
these important facts:

1 . WTAM's

larger

schedule

is

to consider

total audience is larger than the next two Cleveland stations combined. (BMB)

2. WTAM's daily audience (6-7 days per week) is over twice as large as the next best
station. (BMB)
3. WTAM

is the only station in Northern Ohio that delivers regular audiences in four major

cities. . . Cleveland, Akron, Canton and Youngstown. (BMB and Hooper)
4. WTAM

penetrates over twice as many cities as the next best station; WTAM

pene-

trates 48 cities; the next station— 22 cities. (BMB)
5. WTAM's
area.

primary area (50% and over, BMB) is larger than the next station's total

After you've considered these facts, chances are you will
agree that your schedule belongs on WTAM, Northern
Ohio's Dominant Station.
For further information and intelligent assistance in
planning your schedule in Northern Ohio, write, wire or
phone WTAM, NBC Building, Cleveland, or your near-by
NBC Spot Salesman.
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$ for $ Research
OUT WEST, where they still view with a
jaundiced eye the techniques and foibles of
the
they're
experimenting
with "city
a newslicker"
method East,
of radio
research.
Instead
of dealing in ratings, recall, coincidentals or
mechanicals — they're dealing in dollars.
It's as simple as that. And it may prove an
eye-opener, not only for radio, but for all
types of retail advertising.
The Advertising Research Bureau Inc.
(ARBI) is now conducting pilot studies in
Washington, Oregon and Montana [Broadcasting, May 1]. Several tests have been
completed, and others are in progress. Each
test measures comparison of traffic in a retail
establishment resulting from radio and newspaper advertising; the percentage of that
traffic which buys merchandise; and how much
merchandise is bought by each type of customer. Reports on complete results will be
published in the near future.
The measurements are made at point of
purchase. The answer is depicted by the
number of dollars of merchandise sold for
each dollar spent in each medium. In certain
of the pilot tests radio has produced results
as high as $7.90 for its dollar, with the average, $4 to $1. In one case a station ran second
to the newspaper by a fraction — enough to
prove the integrity of ARBI, according to its
entrepreneurs.
This new standard of comparison goes back
to fundamentals — dollar for dollar. It's perhaps too early to appraise the overall effectiveness of the method. But it sounds sort of
earthy to us. After all, why deal in abstract
rantings about ratings, when dollars are still
the coin of our realm?

Calling Mr. Spelvin of 1776!
IN AN EMERGENCY (at any given
time) IT WOULD REQUIRE ONLY
THREE PERSONS (subversives) —
one engineer in master control at a radio network,
one director in a radio studio,
one voice before a microphone —
TO REACH 90 MILLION AMERICAN
PEOPLE, WITH A MESSAGE!
Those are not the words of this journal.
They are the words of someone whose identity
is unknown to us. They were typewritten on
the fly-leaf of a sheaf of photostated newspaper clips and letters sent by registered mail
to the editor. The return address read:
"FROM: George Spelvin
1776 Broadway, N. Y."
"George Spelvin" is Westbrook Pegler's
average American.
The "1776" connotation
is as patriotically obvious.
The documentation is carefully done. Three
individuals are named — all officials of labor
unions in radio. We do not reprint them because of the libel statutes.
This anonymous individual makes his case
well. A newspaper headline reads:
Reds Colonizing in TV and Radio
Another:
Accused Red Is Aid
To Radio Guild Here
All sort of frightening?
We think so. Else we would heave the
batch into File X. We are pursuing this. We
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ask "Mr. Spelvin" to send us more. Or better
yet, to make his identity known to our editors
here or in New York.
There can be no doubt that there is Communistic infiltration of radio. Why should they
overlook that most direct and potent means
of reaching the public? "Mr. Spelvin" probably communicated with us because of our past
editorial thrusts against Reds in radio.
The networks, we are confident, are aware
of their great responsibilities. They clear the
programs. They pass the script and the talent. They hire the directors and the engineers.
One has but to read the headlines to get the
answer.
Not

The

NAB;

But An

NAB

LIKE DEATH and taxes, the inevitable again
has been visited upon the NAB. It is at the
familiar crossroads. Resignation of CBS and
the probability of other withdrawals would
appear to augur a change of organization, if
not command.
There is little doubt about the ground for
dissatisfaction. NAB has not performed in
optimum fashion. Few trade associations do.
But even admitting that NAB is not up to
par in the trade association field, we regret
the action of the networks at this juncture.
If any substantial number of affiliates follow
their lead, it could spell the demise of the
NAB, already engaged in what veers dangerously close to deficit spending.
Almost everybody recognizes the need for a
trade association. There's nothing in the NAB
structure that a reorganization can't cure. The
NAB board as a necessary first step revised
the organization a few months ago to provide
for a general manager. William B. Ryan, that
new general manager, has scarcely had a
chance to learn his way around the headquarters operation.
We were hopeful that the netwoi'ks would
retain membership until Bill Ryan had been
given the chance to reorient the NAB. That
unfortunately isn't the case.
Where does the NAB stand today? It is
still a going concern. The framework is there.
If the radio body-politic isn't satisfied with the
administration (and certainly the CBS action
must be construed as a vote of no confidence),
then the administration can and should be
changed. It is far easier to revise an existing
organization than to scuttle it and start from
scratch. There would be an outcropping
of several rump organizations, perhaps none
qualified to perform the essential task.
To start anew would be an insuperable job
and result in a shameful waste of time,
money and energy. There would be loss of
prestige and standing.
The issue is no longer one of unwavering
support of the NAB as presently constituted.
Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, new district director, told state association meetings
in North Carolina and Virginia last week that,
as he sees it, the question is not to retain the
NAB but to retain an NAB.
If the answer is in full scale reorganization,
with a pay-as-you-go structure, then the board
should be prepared to set up the machinery
at its meeting next month in Washington. If
further personnel changes are indicated, the
board should so set its sights. Prior to the
meeting, the board might well solicit from
the networks and others out of sympathy with
the present order bills of particulars on precisely what they regard as necessary reorganization steps.
The issue is bigger than any single entity or
group. The answer is not in wholesale resignations but in wholesome reorganization —
wherever it might strike.

WILLIAM

ROBERT McANDREW

REWmaytoday
be theis
for what
writing
(Bill)es McAND
IAM headlin
WILL
"big story" in his ever progressing
career — management of NBC's Washington
operations, WRC-AM-FM and WNBW (TV).
General Manager McAndrew was picked for
his job because he has seldom tackled a tough
problem without finding some way of licking it.
When he took the reins at NBC Washington
last year, Mr. McAndrew had a few problems
to lick — and he faced them with the same twofisted approach that won him a name as a
radio newsman.
WNBW's heavy schedule of color TV transmissions and the realignment early this year of
NBC Washington operations — splitting radioTV functions along network lines — shackled
Mr. McAndrew with the unenviable task of
producing results on two fronts.
Faced with keeping WRC healthy and getting WNBW on its own feet, Bill McAndrew
hiked his shirt sleeves and went to work. In
the background were statements from the
"experts" to the effect that radio was "dying"
and TV consigned to the doldrums of red ink
for several years.
Under the reorganization, with WRC (AM)
and WNBW (TV) in effect competing with
each other, Mr. McAndrew has effectively
avoided giving the impression of a man shadow-boxing with himself — despite the fact he
presides at separate weekly radio and TV
staff meetings.
At this early stage, he appears to be making
an outstanding success of a formidable job.
For the record, WRC had one of the three best
months in its financial history early in 1950
and WNBW has more than doubled its number
of advertisers in the past 12 months.
William Robert McAndrew, whose father
is a native of Kentucky, was born in Washington, D. C, Sept. 7, 1914. His father is
still active in the nation's capital as superintendent of the plate-making division of the
Government Printing Office.
Young McAndrew attended St. Anthony's
grammar school, Gonzaga High School and
was graduated in 1935 from Catholic U. with
a bachelor-of-arts degree in economics. At
college he managed to embroil himself in
campus politics and the vicissitudes of newspaper censorship.
In his sophomore year he was named to
succeed the editor of the college paper who was
suspended fcr running afoul the faculty on the
question of a repressed editorial — a cause in
which Bill McAndrew himself heartily con(Continned on page U7)
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• The big news for 1 950 is
the Sales Punch being delivered by ALL New
York Independents to a larger nighttime listening audience than ever before! Pulse Ratings
show that between 7 P.M. and 12 Midnight —
April 1950 the Independents gained 20%
more audience than last year!
And for the advertiser and its agency looking for sales and coverage in the New York
area — this is important — WOV increased its
audience by 39% with NO increase in rates!
So before you buy radio in New

York look

at the Rated Independent Stations — then take
out your slide rule and check the cost to reach
1000 people!
For information

on increasing your sales

*COST

PER 1000

Station
"A"
WOV
"B"

Minutes
.20
$ .17
.23

"C"
"D"

.28
.28

"E"

.35

PEOPLE
1 5 Minutes

.62
.60
$ .45
.65
1.10
1.13

write this station or contact our National Representatives.

"WOV delivers the lowest cost-per-thousand people of any New York City Rated
Independent.
Costsme),
based on current Cioss
"A"
Rates (312-ti
stations' coverage
and April 1950 Pulse from 7 P.M. to
Midnight.

5000

OM

NEW

WATTS

YORK

JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY, National Representatives
e
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Antenna Rules
(Continued from page 19)
thorized structures.
Similarly, the simplified version
of tower-marking requirements
would apply to existing or authorized structures only insofar as they
are less stringent than present requirements. Towers under 170
feet high and requiring no aeronautical study would need no marking.
FCC said hearing or oral argument on its antenna-site and towermarking proposals will be held if
comments which seem to warrant
it are received by July 3.
The speed-up procedures adopted
by the government Air Coordinating Committee for passing upon
applications which require special
aeronautical study were designed
to attain two objectives long
sought by broadcasters: (1) expedite clearance of antenna-site
proposals, and (2) when proposals
are turned down, to get the reasons
on the record.
Under this plan, applications
needing clearance will be referred
by FCC to the ACC's appropriate
Regional Airspace Subcommittee,
which will obtain informal clearance if possible.
If any objection is raised, the
case will be put on the agenda for
the next meeting of the subeomittee and the applicant and objectors
will be heard. The regional subcommittee will make recommendations to the Washington subcommittee and send copies to FCC,
which will consider the application
approved unless the Washington
subcommittee reports otherwise
within nine days.
FCC Notification
FCC will notify the applicant of
approval or disapproval of his application, or, upon request, will
report on its current status. If
either the regional subcommittee
or the Washington subcommittee
recommends disapproval of an application, "reasons therefor must
be given."
From FCC's standpoint, the
Commission said applications which
do not require aeronautical study
under the standards, as well as
those which are given recommended
approval by the Airspace Subcommittee, will "be deemed not to
involve a hazard to air navigation,"
and will be processed by FCC accordingly.
In the case of those which draw
a recommended denial from the
Airspace Subcommittee, or on
which the committee indicates lack
of
agreement,
"thetheapplicant
will
be so
advised and
Commission
will take such further action as
might be appropriate."
Broadcasters felt the "appropriate action" in the latter case
should be spelled out to show that
a hearing definitely would be held,
in order that the applicant would
have full opportunity to meet objections in proceedings before the
Commission and to appeal to the
courts in event of adverse final
action.
Under the proposed standards,
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applications involving towers up
to 500 feet in height would require
no special aeronautical study unless their location would fall within
specified areas where they might
be deemed hazards to air navigation.
On this point broadcasters failed
to win concessions which, during
the 1949 conferences, they described as essential to success of
the plan — that is, a substantial increase in the height below which
tower proposals would not need
special study except in specific
locations. NAB had urged that
the 500-foot figure be raised to 650.
Towers up to 170 feet in height
similarly would not require special
aeronautical study unless located
in airports and airport approach
areas — and then only when they
would exceed limitations specifically set forth in the criteria.
Antenna structures more than
500 feet in height would require
aeronautical study in all cases, irrespective of their proposed locations. But the existence of natural
or man-made formations and structures which would provide shielding would be taken into account in
the study.
Dispute developed over the effect

of a revised portion of the standards relating to limitations on
towers proposed within the approach areas of runways used for
instrument operation. The original
plan would impose the same limitations regardless of whether the
runway actually is used or "may
be
tions.used" for instrument operaBroadcasters construed this as
a "blank check" in favor of the
aviation interests, particularly
since the protected area for instrument runways extends out approximately 51,000 feet — almost 10
miles — from each end of the runway. In width, the protected area
flares out from about 1,000 feet
at the runway's end to a total of
16,000 feet at the outer limit of the
approach. Concedes Point
FCC authorities maintained that
broadcasters won their point in
this argument. They pointed out
that the criteria as now proposed
do not refer to runways which
"may be used" for instrument operations. Rather, it is specified that
"the approach area requirements
for instrument runways shall apply to both ends of all runways

being used for instrument operation under construction or provided
for by existing airport construction
or Observers,
improvement
plans." pointed out
however,
that the proposed definitions accompanying the criteria still stipulate that "the approach area
requirements for instrument runways shall apply to all runways
which may be used for instrument
operations . . ." At best, these obneeded. servers maintained, clarification is
Broadcasters did win one point
in this connection: The maximum
height for towers located in instrument approach areas (without being required to undergo aeronautical study) would be 250 feet at
10 miles from the runway end,
whereas in the original plan the
maximum would have been 200
feet.
Special study still would be required for towers in instrument
approach areas if they would exceed 100 feet above ground (or 100
feet above the approach end of the
runway, whichever gives the higher
elevation of the structure) within
three miles of the runway's end; or,
when (located
farther
out,£2)if their
Continued
on page

Text of Proposed FCC Antenna-Site Standards
runway, with 800 feet added in case of ground. (NOTE: Reference point is
FOLLOWING is the text of FCC's
"a point selected and marked at the
regular Dept. of Defense air bases;
proposed antenna-site standards,
approximate center of the airport
with notes showing definitions of additional 40,000 feet added in case
and is normally estabprincipal terms employed (see of runways which may be used for landing lishedarea
at the midpoint of the center
instrument
operations
and
is
apstory, page 19) :
ways.) plicable to both ends of such runline of the instrument runway."
Sec. 17.11 Antenna Structures over
(c) Antenna structures of an elevation which would increase the final
500 feet in height — Antenna strucSec. 17.13 Antenna Structures 170
tures over 500 feet in height above
approach
minimum flight altitude.
feet in height and under. — Antenna
the ground will require special aero(NOTE: This is "an altitude designautical study irrespective of their structures 170 feet and under in
nated by appropriate federal authorheight above the ground will not relocation. In the special aeronautical
ity which is normally established
quire special aeronautical study, exstudy, the circumstance that an anfrom
the
point within five
tenna structure will be shielded by 17.14. cept in the areas outlined in Sec. statute mileshighest
of the center line of the
natural formations or existing manSec. 17.14 Antenna Structures in final approach course of the radio
made structures will be taken into
facility used for final let-down for
account.
airports . and approach . areas. — Antenna structures within airports and
an airport, and extending for a disSec. 17.12 Antenna Structures over
tance of 10 statute miles along this
approach areas [for definition see
170 feet up to and including 500 feet note
course outward from the radio facilto
Sec.
17.12
(c),
above]
will
rein height. — Antenna structures over
quire aeronautical study if they pro170 feet up to and including 500 feet
(d) In addition to the requirements
ject above the following heights above
in height above the ground will not
mentioned above, antenna structures
ground
or
surfaces
(in
case
of
conrequire special aeronautical study exflict the lowest height will prevail) : which project above the landing area
cept in the following areas:
or any of the imaginary surfaces
(a) In instrument approach areas,
(a) Certain areas within the Civil more than 100 feet above the ground
outlined below will require special
Airways and designated air traffic or 100 feet above the elevation of the aeronautical study. (Under most
control areas in the country where
conditions, the limits prescribed in
end of the runway, whichantenna structures less than 500 feet approach
ever gives the higher elevation of the paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) above
in height would necessitate the rais- structure, within three statute miles
will ity."
be the determining factor. Howing of the minimum flight altitude. of the runway end, and increasing
ever, in the areas immediately ad(NOTE: Information about location in height above ground in the proporjacent toconditions
the runways
under
cerof civil airways and designated air
tion of 25 feet for each additional
tain
whereandthe
terrain
traffic control areas can be obtained
statute mile of distance outward from
rises rapidly in the airport areas, the
from CAA licatregional
offices, CAA pub- the runway but not to exceed 250 feet surfaces outlined below become a more
ions, etc.)
within 10 miles of the runway end.
limiting factor from the absolute
(b) Established coastal corridors. The approach area requirements for height of requirements.)
instrument
runways
shall
apply
to
(NOTE: These are certain established
(1)
corridors in which low-level flight is both ends of all runways being used
(2) Approach
Horizontal surface.
surface.
for instrument operation under conrequired for military operations con(3)
Conical surface.
struction or provided for by existing
ducted from air station within 20
(4) Transitional surface.
statute miles of Atlantic, Pacific and airport construction or improvement
Sec. 17.15 Existing Structures.
Gulf Coast. Information to be pub(b) More than 170 feet above the
ways.) lished along with data on civil air- plans.
(a) Nothing in these criteria conground or the established airport
cerning antenna structures or locaelevation, whichever gives the higher
tions shall apply to those structures
(c) Airport and airport approach
elevation of the structure, within
now existing or to those structures
areas of all airports now in existence,
three statute miles of the reference
under construction or improvement,
authorized prior to the effective date
point of a feeder or larger class air- of these criteria.
or provided for by airport construcport and increasing in height above
tion or improvement plans, on file
(b) No change in any of these
with the CAA as of the filing date of ground in the proportion of 100 feet
criteria or relocation of airports shall
the application for radio facilities. for each additional statute mile of at any time impose a new restriction
distance from the airport but not to upon any then existing or authorized
(NOTE: Approach area extends 10,- exceed
a maximum of 500 feet above
200 feet outward from end of each
antenna structure or structures.
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"PI," we understand, is trade jargon for an
arrangement between advertiser and broadcaster whereby the station is paid on a basis of
cost Per Inquiry.

•

•

We're against PI. Why? Because, obviously,
it means that different advertisers pay different
prices for the same commodity. It is a step away

•

from the goal of fair, standardized rates for one
and all. It means that some advertisers pay more
than their share of valid media costs.
This, we submit, is bad for advertising.

We're against PI for another reason, too: We
have something hetter. It's PRARLOC— Proved
Returns At Rates Listed On Card.
And when we say "proved,'' that's exactly what
we mean. Here, for instance, are recent examples ofresults obtained on various Westinghouse stations:

WESTINGH0USE

KDKA

• KYW

• KEX

•

•

One advertiser on KDKA's Farm Hour spent
$500 for time, pulled $20,000 worth of orders
promptly.
A hand-cream manufacturer
sample offer found that KYW
at less than one-tenth the cost
the other Philadelphia station

with a special
brought replies
encountered on
used.

"Radio (WBZ) increased my revenue over 50
percent from last year," writes New England
berry grower.
Portland food market sold two tons of poultry
after one announcement on KEX. Time cost:
A Fort Wayne hardware company tripled its
$25.
business in power lawnmowers . . selling several hundred . . with only four short messages
on quarter-hour Sunday afternoon programs.
Total cost, $280.

Week after week, day after day, we're producing profitable business at the rates •published on
our cards and in Standard Rate fr Data. That's
our policy, and it's paying off for hundreds of
"regular customers" among the nation's leading
advertisers!

RADIO

• WBZ

STATIONS

• WBZA

Inc

> WOWO

• WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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Court Upholds Perry
(Continued from page 20)
relief sought by the plaintiff," the
opinion said.
The appellate majority concluded, however, "that there was
insufficient proof of an agreement
between Petry and plaintiff such
as is alleged in the complaint. If
such an agreement had in fact been
made it would seem that written
evidence of it, signed by both
parties, would be available. Every
detail of arrangement between
Petry and the plaintiff was always
reduced to writing. ... If there
existed an agreement as alleged
in the complaint ... it is incomprehensible that such an arrangement
would not have been properly
recorded."
"We think," the three concurring
judges wrote, "that upon all evidence the alleged agreement for
equal corporate control is wholly
inconsistent with the documentary
evidence in this case and has not
been established. Such an agreement would be the foundation of
the relationship between the parties. If it actually existed it would
have been evidenced by a clear and
unambiguous writing and not by
the complicated and wholly ineffective means which plaintiff
claims was employed to accomplish
the purpose."
The opinion added that the alleged two and
two 35agreement
"is
in violation
of Sec.
of the Stock
Incorporation Law which provides
that a majority of the stock may
increase the number of directors
and, hence, is illegal and void."
The decision was that "the
judgment should be reversed, the
complaint dismissed with costs and
the relief demanded in the counterclaim should be granted."
The two dissenting judges voted
to affirm the decision of the referee,
"particularly on the ground stated
by him that 'although oral the
agreement not to increase the
number of directors was made
before incorporation, between
Christal and Petry who were then
the sole owners of the business and
stood in a fiduciary relationship to
each other as partners or joint
venturers.' "
Mr. Christal appealed this decision to the Court of Appeals
which unanimously upheld the majority opinion of the appellate division in dismissing his complaint
with costs and upholding the contention of Mr. Petry that as majority stockholder he can change
the number of directors on his
company's board as he sees fit.
WGN-IBEW
Sign
Pact
NEW International
Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers contract at
WGN Chicago calls for a $10 a
week starting pay increase and
attainment of top w.age scale in
four rather than four and one-half
years. Eighteen - month contract,
effective April 1, was negotiated
by Carl J. Meyers, engineering director of WGN Inc., and a union
committee headed by H. Walter
Thompson, president of IBEW Local 1220, who works at WGN.
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LEOPARD-SHIRTED '01' Doc Lemon, (center), Cleveland's popular disc jockey,
signs third station contract in the city with WDOK. He already is featured
over WJMO and WEWS (TV). The employers trio are (I to r, standing) R.
Morris Pierce, president WDOK; Jack Hartley, manager, WEWS, and Dave
Baylor, director, WJMO. Mr. Lemon's stint consits of one-hour on WEWS,
a three-hour stand on WDOK and a similar record spinning session on WJMO.
Virginia Assn.
(Continued from page 20)
their stewardship. The association
pledged support to District 4 Director Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, and commended Mr.
Arnoux, retiring director, for his
services on the NAB board.
Mr. Essex implored Virginia Association members not to resign in
protest from NAB because of disagreement with policy but to exert
their efforts as members to rectify
shortcomings and permit radio to
continue its "united front." He
said the honeymoon in radio is over.
Mentioning specifically the CBS
resignation, he expressed the hope
that the network would reconsider
and return to the fold. He paid
high tribute to Mr. Arnoux.
Richard P. Doherty, NAB employe-employer relations director,
discussed NAB's station cost survey, giving preliminary findings
(see story page 20).
Keith Kiggins, vice president of
Edward Petry & Co. in charge of
TV, urged AM operators to get into
TV, and predicted that the cost of
installations soon would drop to
those comparable with earlier AM
costs for small .stations. He estimated the outside figures for a secondary market station at $75,000
and probably between $50,000 and
$60,000.
Declaring that TV is paying off
for the advertiser, Mr. Kiggins recited a series of outstanding TV
successes. He said the Petry experience has been that most TV
business is new business and has
not been diverted from radio. Local
business probably will be the bureaucrat of TV revenue, he said.
Mr. Kiggins also foresaw the development of new names among
advertising agencies as a result of

TV. This, he said, likely would follow the experience in the early days
of radio, when such agencies as
Young & Rubicam and Benton &
Bowles sprang into prominence by
dint of courage and aggressiveness
in radio.
While AM may not be the "gravy
train" it has been in past years,
Mr. Kiggins said it is likely to continue profitable and effective for
prudent operators.
Fred Lowe, promotion manager
of the Norfolk Newspapers Inc. and
of its radio and TV operations
(WTAR and WTAR-TV), urged
stations to turn their hands to more
aggressive promotion. He cited
"programming, public service and
promotion" as synonymous in radio.
The new decennial population
census provides a timely springboard for original promotion by all
stations, he said, particularly when
the data can be broken down and
localized to fit the particular station's coverage. Mr. Lowe urged
cooperation with local newsapers
all down the line. He cited as an
excellent vehicle the joint handling
of election returns.

FCC MEASURE
House Passes Deficiency Bill

height above 100 feet would be
greater than 25 feet for each additional mile up to the 250-foot maximum at 10 miles.
The proposed codified version of
existing tower-marking requirements would specify that antenna
structures be painted and lighted
if theytical(1)
study,require
or (2) special
exceed aeronau170 feet
in height above ground. Most of
the reductions in marking requirements, FCC authorities said, apply
to lighting specifications. Towers
less than 170 feet and not requiring
aeronautical study would not have
to be marked.
For all towers which must be
marked, alternate bands of intez*national orange and white are prescribed, with orange bands at top
and bottom.
Tower Markings
Towers up to 170 feet in height
would be marked at night by two
100-watt lamps (#100-A21/TS) enclosed in aviation red Fresnel or
prismatic obstruction light globes
at the top, plus the same type of
lights in pairs at the one-third and
third-thirds mark on towers from
100 to 170 feet tall.
Towers between 170 and 400 feet
in height would have at the top a
300 m/m electric code beacon
eauipned with two 500-watt lamps
(PS-40, Code beacon type), both
lamps to burn simultaneously, and
aviation red color filters, plus a
flashing mechanism. At the onethird and twothirds levels, at least
two 100-watt lamps (#100-A1/TS) would be required. All
lights would be controlled by a
light-sensitive device.
Towers between 400 and 500 feet
in height would be marked at
the top. At the one-fourth and
three-fourths levels, at least one
100-watt lanro (#100 A21/TS)
lamps would be required. Again
all lamps would be controlled by
a light-sensitive device.
Painting and marking requirements for antenna structures over
500 feet in height would be deterstudy.
mined by FCC after aeronautical
Will Print Text
Full text of FCC's proposal —
definitions, antenna-site standards,
and painting and lighting specifications— will be published in the
Federal Register, FCC authorities
reported. Copies also are being
distributed to participants in the
government-industry
conferences
held
last May.

Information concerning the apHOUSE of Representatives last
plicability ofthe proposed antennaMonday passed the 1950 deficiency
site standards to specific site locations,
FCC
said, may be obtained
appropriations bill which would
enable FCC to replenish funds for from the commanding officers of
the fiscal year ending June 30 with
nearby Dept. of Defense air bases
and from the administrator of the
an additional $129,345. The Commission had requested an outlay
CAA regional office concerned. A
of $137,000 in hearings before a list of charts and publications to
assist applicants in determining
House Appropriations subcommittee to make up deficiencies in site locations, plus a complete directory of CAA regional offices, is
salaries and expenses [Broadcastplanned when final standards are
ing, May 22]. The Senate still adopted.
must approve the measure.
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COmPREHENSlUE

COUERRGE^

Eatonville

...producer
of a world's champion
Diversified agriculture has been the chief factor
in the formation of Mt. Angel's economic background, abackground stabilized by five farmerowned co-operative organizations, largest of
which is the Mt. Angel Co-operative Creamery.
Other

co-ops include a hop producers' organization, a co-operative flax plant, an oil cooperative, and a co-operative warehouse and
grain elevator.

High quality of Mt. Angel's agricultural products
is exemplified by the handsome Holstein pictured above, which recently set a world's record
for butterfat production.
Through

Comprehensive Coverage, KGW DELIVERS MT. ANGEL. ..as it delivers the rest of

the fastest-growing

This charl> compiled from official, half-milivolt contour maps filed with the FCC in
Washington, D. C, or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story of KGW's Comprehensive Coverage of the fastest-growing market
in the nation.

AFFILIATED
REPRESENTED

market

WITH

NATIONALLY

in the nation!

NBC
BY EDWARD

PETRY

& CO.

OAB Protests Contract Strings
PORTS
FEES
printed media.
BROADCAST rights to high school Robert Kerns, WLOK Lima, was
athletic contests without financial re-elected secretary-treasurer.
FCC Commissioner Robert F.
Jones received an ovation after his
obligation to the State Athletic
Hugh M. P. Higgins, WMOA
speech (see story page 57).
Board or to schools were asked by Marietta, chairman of the OAB
the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters at Education Committee, announced
Don Thompson, of the Fifth Feda Wednesday-Thursday meeting
eral Reserve District, saw possithat Ohio State U. will start a conheld at the Neil House, Columbus.
bility of slackening in payrolls and
sumer survey on impact of broadThe Ohio board will be formally
casting on buying habits in the employment, pointing to the need
requested by OAB to rule against
state, including pantry-count tech- for aggressive selling.
charges for high school athletic
nique. The university is now exLewis H. Avery, of Avery-Knodel
perimenting with survey methods.
pickups and the petition will be
IN appreciation of CBS affiliate
Inc., said "almost nobody" is doing
WMAZ Macon, Ga., receiving a
taken up by the board at its July
Resolution was adopted urging anything to sell advertisers on AM
14 meeting.
that continued effort be made to radio. He lauded benefits of the George Foster Peabody award for reporting and interpretation of the
spot radio estimator published
Practical broadcast and televi- remove from the Ohio Liquor Connews [Broadcasting, May 8], the
some time ago by National Assn.
sion problems were discussed at
trol Board regulations discriminacitizens of Macon, through Walter
ting against radio in favor of of Radio Station Representatives.
the two-day meeting, featured by
Cates (r), manager of the Macon
Fifty percent of national business
the prediction of Charles W. Shustarts on the local level, he said. Chamber of Commerce, present a
gert, Shell Oil Co., that radio faces
HILL RECORDING
He observed that the agency ac- certificate to Wilton Cobb, WMAZ
a "golden era" if it is properly
count executive is becoming as im- general manager. Certificate was
programmed and promoted (see
Proposed Changes Opposed
signed by Mayor Lewis Wilson,
portant as the timebuyer and learnstory page 21).
Chamber of Commerce President
OPPOSITION to the proposed
ing more about radio.
Opening speaker Wednesday was
Peyton Anderson and Calder B. Clay,
Capitol Hill Joint Recording FaParticipating in a TV panel were
Louis Caldwell, Washington radio
County Commiscility
bill,
which
some
observers
attorney, who discussed political
John McCormick, W N B K - T V chairman of Bibb
sioners.
Cleveland; John Murphy, WLWT
broadcasts. Citing the history of view as a potential encroachment
on private broadcasting domain
radio regulation and FCC policies,
(TV) Cincinnati and E. Y. Flani[Closed Circuit, May 8], was
profitably side by side.
Mr. Caldwell warned of danger in
gan, WSPD-TV Toledo. Mr. Murmounting on Capitol Hill last week
phy analyzed personnel needs of
6. Be sure you have a good "rep."
the conception that "the governstations. Mr. Murphy said WLWT
In my particular job, I meet daily repment knows best what is good for as NAB and Radio Correspondents
resentatives of all .forms of media — •
Assn. continued study of the con- is 75% sold in the daytime and
broadcasters."
troversial measure.
and as a group, I have a healthy reshould
reach
85%
by
midJune.
Paul Peter, of Frazier & Peter,
spect for radio reps.
The proposal (H J Res 332), Business is 60% local, 22% nationmanagement consultants, analyzed
Their
knowledge of their jobs, their
al spot and 18% network, he said. knowledge
passed by the House last August
station operating costs in Ohio
of your facilities, your
and
now
pending
on
the
Senate
Mr.
Flanigan
said
the
pioneer
cities. He pointed to the problem
markets and your sales potentialities
calendar, underwent drastic revi- station in a city takes a terrific
are far superior to their counterparts
of finding competent sales personsion as reported out of the Senate beating in financing developmental
in other media. I think the radio rep
nel and the need of careful manRules & Administration last April. work. He said AM at WSPD is is far more important than many staagement as costs and competition
tions realize, and a good rep can often
increase.
Senate version transferred con- ahead of last year and TV is sold
almost solid. He advocated use of be, and often is the influencing factor
trol
of
the
recording
facility
from
Carl George, WGAR Cleveland,
the House Speaker and Senate the same salesmen for AM and TV
in the buying of a station's program.
was re-elected president of OAB.
Secretary to a joint Congressional since they are interested in proRobert Fehlman, WHBC Canton,
Television "has no record of killtecting AM accounts as well as decommittee comprising members of
was elected vice president, and
ing anything," Mr. Shugert insistveloping new TV business.
the two rules committees [Broadcasting, April 24].
ed, noting
that "it
has increased
interest in sports
events,
notably paid
NAB has referred the legislaRegistration
attendance at wrestling matches,
Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters
tion to a legal advisory group comroller derbies, baseball and football
Radio's
(Continued 'Golden
from page Era'
21)
prising Frank Fletcher, WARL
contests. And, believe it or not, it
Arlington,
Va.;
Eugene
Thomas,
Avery, Lewis H., Avery-Knodel Inc.,
seems to have increased interest in
build
up
a
permanent
audience
among
New York; Baruch, Ralph M., SESAC.
WOIC (TV) Washington, and the dealers for all programs on that
New York; Beer, Robert, Beer & Koehl,
Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland, Calif. station or network. You'll get the radio." He cautioned radio against
WATG Ashland; Berk, Roger G.. WAKR
Akron; Boyd, Gerald F., WPAY Portsthe summer
slip away
Similarly, the correspondents as- dealers in the habit of listening to your letting
mouth; Bradford, Phil S., WCOL Coto television
but literally
into "not
thin
lumbus; Caldwell, Louis, Kirkland,
station
regularly.
And
you'll
have
a
sociation
has
named
a
"vigilante"
Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, Washair," referring to the audience
loyal following for all your programs,
subcommittee to probe the issue.
ington; Carr, Eugene, Brush-Moore Co.,
which listens either to radio nor
no matter what television offers.
Canton; Charles, Bert, WVKO ColumThough
NAB
officially
has
taken
television.
bus; Eberle, Bill W., WHIZ Zanesville;
4. Cooperate with radio manufacno action on the measure, it has
Fehlman, Robert C, WHBC Canton;
turers in a joint advertising campaign
Noting the relatively high cost
Ferguson, Robert W.. WTRF Bellaire;
indicated unofficially that it is pre- promoting
Flanigan.
E.
Y.,
WSPD
Toledo;
George,
the
purchase
of
secondary
of
TV shows compared to radio,
pared
to
coordinate
its
efforts
with
Carl, WGAR Cleveland.
sets in a household. This will increase
the radio galleries to secure defeat the hours listened per home per person
Hackathorn. K. K., WHK Cleveland;
Mr. Shugert reminded that televiHamilton, G. E., WIMA Lima; Hemsion "is the only medium, in adof the legislation when it is and, therefore, increase the value of
inger, Harold H., WFIN Findlay; Higdition to motion pictures, which afgins, Hugh M., WMOA Marietta; Jones,
brought before the Senate. Oppo- radio as a product merchandiser.
fords the sponsor an opportunity to
Robert F.. FCC, Washington; Kerns, J.
sition is expected to take the form
5. Reduce nighttime rates in TV
Robert, WLOK Lima: Leonard, James,
of suggested amendments on the markets. The greatest impact of tele- make an actual sales demonstraWLWC Columbus; Levi, Win, BROADCASTING, Washington; MeFarland, C. floor if the resolution is removed
vision upon radio listening, we have
tion." He reviewed TV's progress
H., WEIR Steubenville; McFeely, Ralph
discovered, is the five-hour span in the since the war.
S., R. S. McFeely Co., Columbus; Mack,
from
the
calendar
without
"objecR. W., WIMA Lima; Martin, Dwight W.,
early evening and night from 6 p.m. to
Crosley Broadcasting Com.. Cincinnati;
In referring to TV's impact and
11 p.m. I believe radio should be far- growth,
Mason, Robert T. Jr.. WMRN Marion;
he told the Ohio group,
Primary objections to the reso- sighted
Milder, Nate, WHIZ Zanesville; Moore,
enough
to
adjust
its
rates
aclution
in
its
present
form
are
that
Sibley, WGAR Cleveland.
cordingly— before a real exodus of "Enjoy yourself — it's later than
tion."facility allegedly competes
the
Nasman, Len, WFMJ Youngstown;
sponsors begins.
Nolte, Vernon, WHIZ Zanesville; Parkyou think, but it's not too late."
with
radio
correspondents
for
reNo doubt you are acquainted with
inson, Geer, WBNS Columbus; Patt,
corded interviews with Congres- the recent action of station WFIL
John F., WGAR Cleveland; Peter, Paul,
Frazier
Rogers,
sional members, and thus sets gov- Philadelphia, which voluntarily anLeonard 0. Groves
Thomas &*A..Peter,
WCLTWashington;
Newark; Runnernounced a reduction in its nighttime
ernment against private enterStrom, R. O., WCOL Columbus; Ryan,
J. Harold, The Fort Industry Co.,
rates.
Said
the
general
manager
of
prise; that it would give AdminisToledo; Sague. Sam, WSRS CleveLEONARD 0. GROVES, 52, secretrator Robert Coar broad authority the station: "We are doing today what
land; Sanders, Robert, WEIR Steubentary to the board of directors of
we believe most of the industry will do The Baltimore
ville; Shugert, Charles W., Shell Oil over arrangement for all radio-TV
Radio Show Inc.,
Co., New York; Thompson, Don, Fifth recordings and use of the public tomorrow." I, myself, believe that if
Federal Reserve Dist., Cleveland; Trace,
owner
and
operator
of WFBR
Gene, WBBW Youngstown.
address system; and that the legis- you adjust your rates on an intelligent
Baltimore, died in Baltimore May
White, P. G., WEIR Steubenville:
basis,
you
need
have
no
fear
of
televilation
as
now
written
represents
Williams, C. S., WADC Akron; Wilsion. Television advertising would be 21. Mr. Groves had been associated
liams, John P.. WING Dayton, WIZE
too broad a leeway in the interpre- on a limited circulation basis at a with WFBR since 1927. He is
Springfield: Wilson, Robert, WADC
tation of "such other duties" to be higher rate. Television and radio, even
Akron: Williamson, W. P. Jr.. WKBN
survived by two brothers, Norman
performed by the administrator.
Youngstown.
at nighttime could then exist very and Paul Groves.
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FRANK L. STRAXD appointed general manager of University City
Broadcasting Corp. (WKID-AMFM), Urbana. 111.
WTLLARD SCHROEDER, formerly
radio and television director at Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, Pittsburgh,
and before that associated with Cros1 e y Broadcasting
and Hearst Radio
as manager of
WINS New York,
and sales manager
of WCAE Pittsburgh, appointed
general manager
and secretary of
Mr. Schroeder
WOOD Grand
Rapids, Mich., and
Grandwood Broadcasting Co. He replaces STANLEY W. BARNETT, rehave not signed.
beenMr. Barnett's
announced. future plans
JACK PARKER, formerly with WSAM
Saginaw, Mich., and before that news
correspondent for ABC, appointed director of station operations for KCRG
Cedar Rapids. Iowa, MEREDITH
KOERNER appointed director of facilities and research for Saginaw
Broadcasting Co., licensee of WSAMAM-FM. He has been with eompany
for four vears, and before that was

WBT

with WSBT South Bend, Ind.
JACK SHEFRIN, formerly program
director of WOAK Chicago, and on
staffs of KMBC Kansas City, Mo., and
WEEK Peoria, 111., named station
manager of KNAL Victoria, Tex.
COLLN M. SELPH appointed vice
president in charge of sales for
KPIX (TV) San Francisco. He formerly was . associated with Muzart
Corp., Northern California Muzak
franchise
SIMONof
continues asoperation.
commercial"LOU
manager
KPIX.
RALPH TUCHMAN, formerly associated with Los Angeles Times on
KTTV (TV) Hollywood Newsreel,
named assistant to Harrison M. Dunham, general manager of KTTV. In
that post Mr. Tuchman will handle
coordination of liaison' between station
and film producers in connection with
station's projected film syndication
plans. Prior to joining KTTV last
January, he was Hollywood news editor of Broadcasting.
Admen Elect Sigmund
WILLIAM F. SIGMUND, partner
of Hem-y J. Kaufman & Assoc.,
Washington, was re-elected president of the Advertising Club of
Washington at the annual election
held a fortnight ago.

CAMPBELL

Drops Murrow, Keeps 'Club 15'
CAMPBELL SOUP CO. (FrancoAmerican), Camden, N. J., through
its agency, Dancer - Fitzgerald Sample, New York, will cancel
sponsoiship of Edward R. Murrow,
five times weekly on CBS, effective
at the end of this season. The company will retain its Club 15, 7 :307:45 p.m., five times weekly on CBS.
The cancellation came after a
fortnight of negotiation between
the agency and the network, with
the latter refusing to allow Campbell Co. to retain the 7:45-8 p.m.
time without Mr. Murrow. CBS,
it was understood, feels that an
advertiser in that time period must
buy Mx. Murrow. Campbell Soup,
meanwhile, has bought part of the
daytime show Double or Nothing
cn NBC. The Club 15 portion is
handled
New York.by W'arwick & Legler,
WPWA
FULLTIME
Ceremonies Mark Extension

MARKING his 25th anniversary as a
broadcaster. Dr. Howard Hanson (I ,
director of the Eastman School cf
Music of the U. of Rochester, receives from William Fay, vice president of Stromberg Carlson Co. and
general manager of WHAM Rochester, a special WHAM citation.
Since 1925, Dr. Hanson and the Eastman School of Music Symphony
Orchestra have combined to present: .
many programs over WHAM and the
NBC network. In 1946, Mr. Hanson,
and WHAM were given a Peabod)
Award.

ELABORATE dedication ceremonies were scheduled this past
Saturday (May 27) to mark the
start of fulltime operation — from
6 a.m. t? 1 a.m. daily — by WPWA
Chester, Pa., on 1590 kc with 1 kw.
Special six-hour program was to
have included a transcribed 15minute tiibute to the independent
station from Vaughn Monroe and
his orchestra at 7 p.m. WPWA also
reports it received congratulations
from such artists as Songstress Jo

Stafford, Ed Sullivan and Con-fi;
ductor Arthur Fiedler of the Bos-.:
ton Pops Orchestra, whose conceit;
will be featured on WPWA eao
Sunday evening. Celebration was
open to the public. In addition
WPWA
bought signoff spots or;
WVCH Chester and WJMJ Philaschedule. delphia to publicize its evening!."
WPWA first began operation on*;
Oct. 17 1947.
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(Continued from page 38)
urred. He then proceeded to
vovk his way down, acceding to
uch positions as managing editor
|.nd finally sports editor.
Mr. McAndrew first cast his
^ewspapering lot as a stringer
eporter for the sports desk of
he Washington Times-Herald at
he munificent wage of 25e per
inch. His stipend averaged $15
|»er week during the summer
nonths when he worked in the
Gerald's morgue from noon to midlight.
At the insistence of his uncle,
Mike Flynn, who was the Times*Herald's managing editor, Mr. McAndrew left the newspaper field,
|ifemporarily, to enter Catholic U.
Joins Up
1 Following his graduation, he was
rired as a copy boy for United
r"ress in Washington. A UP assignment in 1935 brought Mr. McAndrew one of his first contacts
vith the broadcasting industry.
\Vhen the country's rivers got out
)f hand, young McAndrew was
jtent out on a plane tour of the
Washington area to get a flood
ptory. While on this story he met
several radio newsmen, among
;hem Carleton Smith, now manager of NBC-TV network.
A year later, Mr. McAndrew
irew a similar flying assignment
over flood waters — but this time for
MBC. He had been hired as assistant news editor by Kenneth
Berkeley, then general manager of
WRC and WMAL (NBC Red and

of

audience

tat

f the

Blue outlets in Washington) and
now head of WMAL.
In this news capacity, he stapled
up his first Esso Reporter newscast from the UP wire in early
1936, and handled continuity acceptance for the two stations.
In 1937, when NBC moved its
Washington offices from the National Press Bldg. to the TransLux Bldg., Tom Knode (now with
NBC-TV station relations in New
York) was hired as Mr. McAndrew's assistant. Together they
handled
day and night news coverage.
With the start of World War II
in Europe in 1939 Bill McAndrew
was assigned to cover Capitol Hill
as NBC Washington expanded its
newsroom coverage. The following
summer he covered the political
conventions in Chicago and Philadelphia.
Leaves NBC in 1940
In December 1940 Mr. McAndrew joined Broadcasting as executive news director, a post which
he held until February 1942 when
he became information director for
the Board of Economic Warfare.
Following the split of the Red
and Blue Networks in July 1942,
Mr. McAndrew rejoined radio's
ranks as news editor for WMALBlue where he produced Watch the
World Go By, featuring Earl Godwin under sponsorship of Ford
Motor Co. The Ford series ended
in January 1944 and Mr. McAndrew joined WRC as news room
manager.
Promotions followed in order: In
April 1947 he was appointed as-

ion

audience

in

in

sistant to NBC Washington Vice
President Frank M. (Scoop) Russell; in February 1948, supervisor
of NBC Washington stations; in
March 1949, general manager of
WRC-AM-FM and WNBW, where
his "two fronts" task began.
Bill McAndrew approached the
radio-TV problem with a working
philosophy : "Radio is an advertising medium; television is a sales
medium. . . Hit television where it
ain't — hit hardest on AM where
TV doesn't
Sees cut."
Rigid Demands
As general manager of a profitable AM outlet, Mr. McAndrew
can't go along with the thesis that
radio is on the way out, though
some contraction and change in
format are to be expected, he points
out.
"After skimming the cream off
the top for the past 20 years radio
now has to use some ingenuity —
which means better programming,
and a better promotion and merchandising job, for both stations
and clients," he explains.
For television, he feels that
afternoon programming will be
the difference between red and
black ink and that it will be "essential" for stations to get into daytime TV to show a profit.
One of 32 charter members of Radio Correspondents Assn., Mr. McAndrew was named president last
March and has been a recognized
leader in the organization's long
and diligent fight for parity of news
privileges on Capitol Hill. He was
one of four members of the original

than

any

executive board which activated
the Senate Radio Gallery in 1940.
One of Mr. McAndrew's favorite
forms of recreation is reading historical novels and railroad magazines. Another is an avid predilection for police calls which come
through his shortwave receiver at
home. While these calls do not
exactly spur Mr. McAndrew to
take off "on the double" for a fire
or robbery, they do serve a worthy
purpose, one tied up with the
station itself.
At his bedside are two telephones
— one connected with NBC in the
Trans-Lux Bldg. by direct wire.
When the NBC official chances upon a shortwave tip on a fire,
robbery or some local disaster
worth local news coverage, he telephones to WRC newsroom.
Other Affiliations
Mr. McAndrew also is a member
erf the Washington Advertising
Club, National Press Club, the
Kiwanis and Sigma Delta Chi, the
latter membership of recent vintage. Other memberships include
the Electric Institute of Washington board of directors and Washington Board of Trade. He at one
time served on NAB's new defunct
Research Committee.
Mrs. McAndrew is the former
Irene Byrne of Waterbury, Conn.,
who met the Washington executive
while she was a student at Trinity
College in Washington. The McAndrews have two daughters, Irene,
10, and Mary, 4, both of whom
attend the Campus School at
Catholic U.

other

the
country
^Charlotte Hoocer
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FCC

HEARINGS
Reassigns Johnson Cases
REASSIGNMENT of cases being
handled by FCC Hearing Examiner
J. Fred Johnson Jr. at the time of
his death [Broadcasting, May 8],
was announced by the Commission
last week. Five proceedings are
involved.
Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith has
been designated to preside at the
nearly completed hearing to determine whether Western Union may
interconnect its inter-city TV relay
facilities with those of American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. No
date has been set for its resumption. Examiner Basil P. Cooper has
been named to conduct a common
carrier complaint proceeding involving Western Union and certain
international carriers.
Examiner Jack Blume is to preside at the hearing on the bid of
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla., to switch
from 1 kw day to 1 kw fulltime on
1360 kc, directional. Case will begin
July 24. Examiner J. D. Bond has
been designated to handle the license renewal hearing for World
Wide Broadcasting Co. international broadcast stations (WRUL
et al) at Boston beginning Aug. 15.
Earlier the Commission designated Examiner James D. Cunningham to preside over its investigation of the news policies of G. A.
(Dick) Richards and his three stations, WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Hollywood. This
proceeding will be held de novo, the
Commission ruled last week.

NATIONAL
NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP PROGRAMS APR1L
(TOTAL U. S., INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES) Rating
Rating
Current
Current
Current Previous
Homes
Current Previous
Homes
Rank
Rank
%
Rank
Rank
%
5
18
My True Story (Sterling) (ABC)
S3
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
(9.4)
6
2
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
8.1
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
25.7
7
14
Ma
Perkins
(CBS)
8.1
2
3
Jack Benny (CBS)
19.4
8
7
Romance
of
Helen
Trent
(CBS)
7.8
3
Godfrey's
Scouts (ABC)
(CBS)
18.8
9
6
Backstage Wife (NBC)
7.7
4
112
Walter Winchell
17.9
10
16
Rosemary (CBS)
7.7
5
4
Fibber McGee and Molly (NBC)
17.2
DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Programs)
(5.0
6
8
My Friend Irma (CBS)
16.5
7
9
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
15.5
1
1
Armstrong
Theatre
(CBS)
10.9
8
7
Amos V Andy (CBS)
15.2
2
3
Grand Central Station (CBS)
9.7
9
30
F.B.I, in Peace and War (CBS)
14.9
3
5
Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
9.1
10
24
This Is Your F.B.I. (ABC)
14.8
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
(3.7
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs)
(5.9)
1
2
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
8.9
2
3
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)
7.5
1
31
Counter-Spy
(ABC)
11.5
2
Beulah (CBS)
10.8
3
1
Shadow (MBS)
7.4
3
4
Oxydol Show (CBS)
9.6
1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(5.5) NOTE! Number Copyright
of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN1
1
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS) 10.3
RATING"
(%)
to
40,700,000
— the 1950 estimate of Total United States
Radio Homes..
2
45
Pepper
Family
(NBC)
9.2
3
Right toYoung's
Happiness
(NBC)
8.9
*
Homes
reached
during
all
or any part of the program, except for
4
8
Road of Life (NBC)
8.6
homes listening only 1 to 5 minutes.

■Qllied-Qtti

C. STICKLE
N ion
WARRE
examinat
sectionR, ofchief
Fieldof
Engineering and Monitoring
Div., FCC, named communications officer of CAP's newly-licensed radio
network. He will be in charge of control station for National Capital Wing
of CAP and 20 to 25 stations to be in
completed network.
RICHARD MANVILLE RESEARCH,
national marketing and advertising
research organization, moves its research and contest divisions to 225

ARD
A

L T O

O

N A

FIRST

FIRST
You're on the INSIDE
with the OUTSIDE audience on VWAM. ONLY
1000-watt fulltime coverage in Altoona and
Central Pennsylvania.

Represented
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JOHNSTOWN

by Weed

HOOPER MORNING RATINGS
WARD
Station B
Station C

55.4
26.4
17.3

reWARD your client!
Feb.-Mar.
'50 noon
Mon.-Fri.
8 am-12

&

Company

Park Ave., New York. New telephone
number is Oregon 9-2435.
GEOFFREY B. BENNETT joins Chicago office of RCA Victor Custom
Record Sales Division as sales representative. He formerly was East Indian branch manager in Calcutta of
Columbia Graphophone Co. Ltd.
CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., New
York, announces contracts signed by
KMUR Murray, Utah; WERH Hamilton, Ala.; KTTS Springfield, Mo.;
WPPA Pottsville, Pa., and KTOK
Oklahoma City.
RED CROSS announces that series,
Your Blood Saved My Life, is available through local Red Cross chapters
to radio stations in communities where
National Blood Program is in operation.
JIM McGUINN, radio publicist, is the
father of a boy, Brian, born May 16
at Tarrytown, New York.
EVERETT F. GOODMAN, vice president of Harry S. Goodman Productions,
New York, is the father of a boy,
born May 23.

LaGRANGE OUTLET
FCC Grants Daytime Station
NEW

AM outlet for 500 w daytime on 1300 kc has been granted
to LaGrange
Broadcasting
Co.,i i
LaGrange, 111., in a final decision
issued by FCC. Initial ruling also p
has been reported to grant a new as
station on 1490 kc with 250 w fulltime at Greenville, S. C, to Pied- [
mont Broadcasting Co. and to deny I
competitive bid of William M.
Drace for the same assignment at \
Greer, S. C. [Broadcasting, May \.
In the LaGrange ruling the FCC .
found the outlet would cause only ?.
slight interference with three other
stations and this was considered r
insufficient to preclude a first fa- E
cility to LaGrange.
Grantee is
partnership of Russell G. Salter c:
and Charles F. Sebastian. Hear- k;
ing Examiner J. D. Bond in the
1490 kc initial decision ruled out
the Drace
15]". bid since the applicant
failed to appear at the hearing.
Piedmont Broadcasting is a partnership of Vardry D. and John
Arthur
Ramseur;
Charles
B. %
Britt, 16% owner and general 7
manager
of WLOS Asheville,
N. C, and his father, Joe
Britt, 30% owner WLOS.
H.:te

Equipment
SAM NORRIS, previously executive
vice president of Amperex Electronic
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., elected president of corporation.
Dr. LLOYD T. DeVORE named manager of electronic laboratory at General Electric's Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y., effective July 1. He is
presently member of electrical engineering department at U. of Illinois.
WILLIS O. JACKSON, former sales
TERRACE plowing contest held near
manager of Edward-Harris Co., At- Clearwater, Kan., was attended by: a
lanta (DuMont distributor), appointed
Governor Frank Carlson and covered ;p
southeastern regional sales manager
by KFH Wichita.
of Allen B. DuMont Labs Receiver
Sales Division. He will headquarter
in Marietta, Ga.
i
CAXTON BROWN retires as chairman
SOUTH CAROLINA'S
of executive committee of Weston
Electrical Instrument Corp., Newark,
HAS
N. J. He retains his post on board
of directors and is available to firm as
SUPERMARKET'
consultant. He joined Weston in
38%
1901.
MUZAK Corp., New York, announces
price reduction of vinyl biscuits made
OF SOUTH CAROLINA'S
effective immediately.
DRUG
SALES
LARGE, new building purchased by
RCA to provide additional 126,000 sq.
feet of space for expansion of electron
tube manufacturing facilities at its
WFBC
Harrison, N. J., plant.
PERMOFLUX Corp., Chicago, announces new cone, with ideal response
The News-Piedmont Station
is claimed, for its 8T8-1 high-fidelity,
8-inch speaker. Manufacturer reports
Spartanburg Markets
HUU
that speaker when properly baffled
Greenville-Anderson^or
NRP
compares in performance with any 12Represented by Avery-Knodel
inch speaker on market.
BROADCASTING
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RATE STRUCTURE
NARSR Critic Answered
FAVORABLE comment has been
eceived by National Assn. of
Itadio Station Representatives for
its stand to prevent "demoralization" of the TV and radio rate
tructure, according to T. F. Flan|gan, NARSR managing director.
Replying to A. H. Kirchhofer, vice
president of WBEN-AM-TV Bufalo, Mr. Flanagan defended
CARSR's
letter to position
Procter as& expressed
Gamble Co.in
Broadcasting, April 17].
4*! Mr. Kirchhofer wrote Mr. Flang-an May 20 in reference to "your
Organization's attempts to speak
or broadcasters and to your un-iolieited advice as to how radio
tations should be operated." He
aid WBEN and WBEN-TV are
perated "to give the best possible
ervice to the listening public" and
.dded that station representatives
Ire free to view the business "priaarily as a matter of the dollars
hey retain as commissions on bustiess placed with the stations they
epresent."
[ "We consider representatives
iubordinate to our control," Mr.
Circhhofer said. "Delusions of
1,'randeur about their making staion policy should be reduced to
•ubble."
Mr. Flanagan, in replying to the
etter, said he was surprised "beause it indicated to me that you
lad almost completely misunder)tood our association's position."
3is Feb. 24 letter to Mr. Kirchlofer and the April 12 letter to
3&G "were not intended to convey
my responsibility on our part for
tation behavior, but only to present the demoralization of the rate
tructure of our industry."
The April 12 letter, addressed
;o Howard Morgens, P&G vice
president, charged P&G was seeking three-year rate freezes from
TV stations in placing its Beulah
'Show on ABC-TV. Dancer-Fitzl^erald-Sample, P&G agency, said
20 stations had accepted the program on firm two-year contracts
at present rates with an option for
-renewal the third year at rates not
exceeding an increase of 33%%
Dver present levels and calling for
full 52-week schedules.
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r and
LEE, y formerly
BOBcontinuit
directorannounce
of WEOL
Elyria, Ohio, joins WCAV Norfolk, Va., as head of continuity and
traffic departments.
CHARLES (Red) DONLEY, sports
director for WSTV
Steubenville, Ohio,
for past two years,
named assistant
program director
of station.
CLARENCE
LEISURE, KNBC
San Francisco announcer, is the
father of a girl,
Katherine Susanne.
TERRY KIELTY,
Mr. Donley formerly with
CPRA Ottawa and
WDMG Douglas,
Ga., joins WEAV Plattsburg, N. Y., as
program director.
PERRY GELLAM, formerly with
WJJM Lewisburg, Tenn., joins announcing staff of WSIX Nashville.
JIM TRAVIS, formerly of WCNT
Centralia, 111., and GIL GREEN, new
to radio, join staff of WJJM Lewisburg, Tenn. Mr. Travis was also
previously on staffs of KOMA Oklahoma City, KGO San Francisco and
KFOR Lincoln, Neb. PEGGY MARSTON, member of continuity department, appointed continuity editor
for WJJM, succeeding KATHERINE
PATTERSON,
resigned to be married.
JERRY GAINES, with WHAT-FM
Philadelphia since March 1950, appointed chief announcer at station.
BOB MATTHEWS, formerly general
construction contractor, appointed to
newly created post of supervisor of
CBS Hollywood television facilities.
He will be responsible for supervision
of stage crews, scenery construction
crews and property department operations.
MILTON GREEN, staff announcer at
WNOR Norfolk, Va., appointed program director. Mrs. ROSE LANCASTER and Mrs. NELLIE D. GRIFFIN
join station's continuity department.
CARLO DeANGELO, formerly producer for Treasury Hour series, Hilltop House and other programs, appointed producer of Ave Maria Hour,
weekly religious program under
auspices of Friars of the Atonement.
NETTIE SMILEY, formerly continuity
chief at KVFD Ft. Dodge, Iowa, and
OLIVE PERCIVAL join continuity
staff of KFAB Omaha, Neb.
EDWARD P. RODEN, program manager of WHEN (TV) Syracuse, N. Y.,
resigns, effective June 1. He was
associated with WBKB (TV) Chicago
for two years before joining WHEN.
Future plans have not been announced.
BYINGTON COLVIG, formerly continuity acceptance editor for KGO San
Francisco, joins KECA Hollywood
continuity acceptance department. He
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replaces BOB ROBB, who transfers
to same department at KECA-TV, in
addition to handling literary rights
there.
DENNY WALKER, formerly with
WJJM Lewisburg, Tenn., joins announcing staff of WNAH Nashville.
MARK SHEELER, morning man for
WPIK Alexandria, Va., is author of
"Mark Remarks" column for Fairfax
(Va.) Sentry. Column was previously
published in Providence (R. I.) Herald
Neivs.
STAN ARMSTRONG, announcer for
CBX Edmonton, resigns to join radio
division of publicity bureau, Dept. of
Fisheries, Ottawa.
H. J. KONOW joins Norwegian section
of CBC International Service, Montreal, as announcer.
GLENN RANSOM named production
manager at WGN Chicago, where he
has worked on production staff for
past eight years. He has been acting
head of department since early this
BOB CRAGER, program director and
year.
disc jockey at WWCO Waterbury,
Conn., show
selected
to appear on ABC's of
Music
on CBS.
JOE PYNE, formerly of WVCH Chester, Pa., joins announcing staff of
WHAT Philadelphia.
THERESA TUTTELMAN, record librarian for KLAC-AM-TV Hollywood,
and George Russell, singer, were married May 16.
JIM WALTON, m.c. of Coffee Call on
WHAS Louisville, returns to show
after having
broken his ankle two
weeks
ago.
JIMMY CAPPS, disc jockey at WPTF
Raleigh, N. C, is the father of a boy,
James Jr.
DON AMECHE replaces DON McNEILL as toastmaster on ABC's Breakfast Club (five-a-week, 8 to 9 a.m.,
CDT) for six weeks from June 26
while Mr. McNeill and his family
vacation in Europe.
LEE H. BRISTOL Jr., program director for NBC-TV and Louise Baber
Wells have announced their marriage.
Valentine Day Plans
RADIO is one of the media whose
use is planned for promotion of
Valentine's Day 1951 by the National Valentine's Day Council.
Group last week selected next
year's Valentine's Day poster,
bearing the slogan, "The Day for
Those You Love." The Council
is now preparing a kit on how to
sell gifts
Valentine's
Day
which
it willfor
release
this summer.
Council headquarters are at 350

NAME WELC STAFF
Station to Debut in June
RUSSELL A. MARION, formerly
associated with WDVA and WBTM
Danville, Va., has been appointed,
general manager of WELC Welch,
W. Va., new 1 kw daytime station
scheduled to go on the air during
June on 1150 kc, according to Howard R. King, president, Pocahontas
Broadcasting Co., permittee.
Other station appointments include Sid Hear, program director;
Frank Harville Jr. and Francis
(Sonny) Starling, announcers, and
Howard R. King, chief engineer.
In addition to Mr. Marion, corporation executives are D. C. Bradberry, supervisor of maintenance,
McDowell County Schools, secretary-treasurer, and Sam Sidote,
senior clerk, Easter Gas & Fuel
Assoc., vice president. Representative will be Joseph H. McGillvra.
SFAC

Elects Officers

SAN FRANCISCO Advertising
Club elected new officers at its
weekly luncheon meeting, May 10.
Elected were:
President, Everett M. Runyon, sales
promotion manager of California Packing Corp.; vice president, Charles H.
Ferguson, vice president and general
manager of BBDO; secretary, Helen
Ennis, copy writer at Biow Co., and
treasurer, Harry F. Borden, Borden
Printing Co. Burton C. Granicher,
Pacific Coast radio and television director for McCann-Erickson Inc., spoke
on "Television — Threat to Radio."

Sell
Ohio's
largest

third
market

with
WFMJ

5,000 and
watts AM
50,000

watts FM

WFMJ

1390 AM

- 105.1 FM

Youngstown,

Ohio

Fifth Ave., New York. '
VOCM St. John's, Newfoundland, has
started commercial programs on Sunday. It reportedly is first station in
Newfoundland to do so, others carrying only religious programs on Sunday.

Headley-Reed Co.,
national representatives
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f I TAKING a negative approach to
[_ pushing the popularity of Bob
Scholz, disc jockey for WBEL Beloit, Wis., is one of series of ads in
local paper. Headed, "Beloit's most unpopular disc jockey . . . Hair raising
isn't it!" distorted picture of Mr.
Scholz follows with text reading, in
part, "Surveys . . . prove that nobody
. . . ever listens to this goof. 12,342
cards and letters received during past
12 months . . . indicate something or
other. . . . The only reason we keep
him on the air is that he won't let his
sponsors out of the contracts they so
foolishly signed."
Massive Promotion
PROMOTION which reached crowds
of people attending 1950 Home Showin Washington was used by WPIK
Alexandria, Va. Station, reportedly
only in area which participated, used
display featuring leather couches and
chairs, making it one of few places
where tired walkers could relax. Continuous tape-recorded music on PA.
system promoted station's "pleasant
music" policy. One show daily was
aired from booth and a "guess-thenumber-of-miniature-homes-in-the-fishbowl" gimmick was carried. Station
estimates that over 100,000 people
passed booth during 10 day exhibition.
Gorgeous Gourds
YEARLY promotion on Gordon
Thomas' Top O' the Morning show on
WTMJ Milwaukee netted new high in
listener requests for "Gordon's Gorgeous Gourds" — 17,013 letters — highest
in eight years. Previous high, set
last year, was 16,685 requests. Each
spring since 1943 Mr. Thomas has offered free packets of gourd seeds each
morning for two weeks. Listeners
enter their grown gourds in annual
fall exhibit sponsored by station at
Milwaukee's Radio City.
WTAR-TV Summary
BLUE-toned brochure including facts
on market, coverage, facilities and programming, sent to trade by WTARTV Norfolk, Va. Also included is
week's program log, program from station's initial presentation, Operation
Pioneer, packet of tickets for admittance to Operation Pioneer, paper eyeglasses with WTAR-TV written around
rims and jigsaw puzzle picture of
coverage area sent to trade as preopening promotion in April.
'Uncle Sam' Says
UNCLE SAM was measured for a new
suit — of statistics, that is — according
to attractive brochure released by
NBC, giving results of BMB Study
No. 2. Booklet, decorated by tape
measured Uncle Sam, states that
"Broadcast Measurement Bureau re-

J^tomotion

leased its Study No. 2, a coast-tocoast survey of radio listening. The
outstanding fact in this is NBC's
unequalled bigness. ... In 1949 advertisers invested more money in NBC
than in any other network." Booklet's well-designed pages close with
slogan, ". . . NBC, America's No. 1
advertising medium."
Timebuyers' Special
"CHECK-LIST for timebuyers . . ."
is legend of new direct mail promotion
piece sent to trade by KNBC San
Francisco. Copy urges: "Consult
KNBC for a point-by-point run down
on this check-list for timebuying and
convince" yourself that KNBC is the
station of Northern California . . .
the record shows KNBC is the choice
most often; KNBC has more program
time sold. . . ." List cites size and
loyalty of audience and cost per impres ion as top items among 10 offered
for cheeking.
WTVJ News Display
APPARENTLY first news promotional
tie-up in television field transacted by
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., with Illustrated Current News for placement of
promotional displays. Lee Rutwich,
station manager, reports display pieces
carrying news photos and WTVJ insignia are to be placed in 50 leading
stores in area. ICN to service each
display with news photos three times
weekly with station giving each participant one spot announcement per
week for sharing in promotion.
'Vertical' Audience
ELEVATOR passengers in National
Bank Bldg., home of WOOD Grand
Rapids, Mich., are receiving Just Plain
BUI, Linda's First Love and variety
of other programs offered to station's
clients as "plus value." Listener reaction to date is incomplete, but elevator attendants appear enthusiastic and
occasionally passengers become so absorbed they forget to get off at proper
floor, attendants report. Despite heavy
"vertical" audience, WOOD has no
present plans for selling new elevator
radio service to sponsors.
Student Documentaries
OFFICIAL charter of operation given
to Futura Radio Production Co., a
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Junior Achievement Inc. organization,
by its sponsor, WXYZ Detroit. Consisting of teen-agers, Futura Productions has been studying and working
in WXYZ studios, under guidance of
Jack Rellis, on development of special
series of teen-age documentary radio
programs. WXYZ Inc. received from
Junior Achievement Inc. a plaque of
appreciation for its efforts in providing
leadership,
dent group. advice and counsel to stuWHIO-TV Cards
THREE-PRONG promotion by WHIOTV Dayton, Ohio, employs bookmarks,
baseball schedules and post cards.
About 2,000 bookmarks were distributed to book stores, libraries and
book lovers. They picture WHIO-TV
tower on front side with list of 27
top TV shows on reverse side. Baseball card bears photographs of Cincinnati Reds baseball team members on
cover with schedule of all Reds games
to be telecast listed inside. Bulk was
distributed to bars, TV set owners and
prospective owners. Direct mail material features 5 x 8V2 post cards
which come in blue, green and peach
colors, showing imprint of WHIO
tower.
WOW Tours
SEEING three major league baseball
games in two days is treat in store for
midwest sports fans as planned by
WOW Omaha for its Tip Saggau baseball weekend. According to WOW
Sportscaster Saggau, tour will leave
Omaha July 22 at 7: 30 a.m. to see St.
Louis Cardinals play Boston Braves
that Saturday night and then journey
to Chicago for Sunday afternoon
double-header between Cubs and New
York Giants at Wrigley Field. Tour
also includes all meals and sightseeing
trips. Led by Mr. Saggau, trip is offered on first-come, first-served basis
for $58.50 per person. Highlight of
family picnic reunion at Vennelyst
Park, Omaha, June 17, will be attendance of nearly 450 midwest farmers
wTho were members of three WOW
Farm Study Tours (to Europe in 1948,
West Coast in 1949 and recent "New
South" tour). Mai Hanson, WOW farm
service director, announced that between 600 and 1,000 persons are ex-

ton May 18. Station describes "fattest,
biggest, most gargantuan clown" rollicking during show carrying "gigantic, i
awe-inspiring WTOP microphone' J
right under big top. Jet black letters
on mike proclaimed to circus goers
that WTOP has "The Biggest AudiWFEC's Coverage
ence in Town."
WFEC
Miami, Fla., issues schedule
log which also includes map of station's coverage. Promotion piece covert
contains wording, "Greater Miami's!!
Home Station," with call letters on J
black banner and photo of Martha!
Chase, WFEC fashion editor. Dataj
also includes listing of population figures, number of homes, valuation of|
real estate and general financial picture of Miami metropolitan district.)
Bowling for Listeners
AIMING
at listeners like tenpins, I
WNAX Sioux City-Yankton, S. D., hasl
published 20,000 copies of WNAX I
Bowling News for distribution at|
bowling alleys in the Dakotas, Minnesota, Nebraska and Iowa, as official.,-^
report
of WNAX's
ment held
this springfive-state
in SiouxtournaCity. L,
Over 9,210
bowlers participated
in ''
WNAX
tournament.
Total value ofT*
trophies — including cash ■— reached J'
nearly is$28,000.
Another Ladyeffort
WNAX
Your Neighbor
promo-by««
tion which features large cards for"™
advertisers to display at point-of-.iji
purchase.
Space is available for
client's imprint and cards can be distributed through field representatives.—

HST'S FCC PLAN
Lucas, Benton Score Opponents
CHARGES that spiteful opposition
to President Truman and other
"political motivations" accounted
for "some of the votes" against
the FCC and other reorganization
plans [Broadcasting, May 22] and
that the Senate "absolutely and
completelymissionignored"
Hoover recomComand Presidential
mendations inrejecting them were
leveled in the upper chamber last
33:
week.
Sen. Scott Lucas (D-IU.), Demo- Li;
cratic majority leader, complained
on the floor that Senators who opposed the transfer of power to the
FCC Chairman "could not fall back
on that objection" on the FCC plan
since the President already had
such power. He said the Senate
had ignored the wishes of the m
Hoover
group and President Truman.
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.)
charged that "political motivations" influenced voting on the FCC
plan, and said that had it been
considered earlier in the session,
the "fate of [FCC and other] plans
would
perhaps
haveFCC,
beenhedifferent."
In the
case of
told col-

pected. Facts and More Facts
ATTRACTIVE blue booklet entitled
"So . . . Who Listens to WQXR?"
released recently by the New York
station. Results of comparative study
audience analysis, conducted by The
Pulse Inc. for WQXR, are given in
detail in booklet. Random sample of
WQXR listening families and equal
leagues, antagonism to FEPC —
number of families who never listen "even to the
President himself beto station were asked identical quescause of his courageous leadership
results
that "Twice
as manytions, andheads
of showed
WQXR families
are on civil rights" — influenced voting
in the executive classification than are against the FCC plan which was
found among the non-WQXR listeners beaten by a bare constitutional ma. . . three times as many WQXR
of two votes.
The jorityTruman
proposal for FCC
family heads are college graduates
would have transferred certain ex. . . 509c of WQXR family incomes
ecutive and administrative funcare
$5 000 report.
a year or over," according
to station
tions from the Commission to its
Chairman, including: disposition of
WTOP Joins Circus
work assignments, control over use
THAT old colossal in showmanship —
and distribution of funds, and apthe circus — was put to use by WTOP
pointment or supervision over all
Washington - when Ringling Bros, and
Barnum & Bailey opened in Washingpersonnel.
BROADCASTING
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"VIC" DIEHM

says:

ommetci&i

'HIS picture of her bosses at Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia agency, and a cutut of a blown-up bathing-beach picture of Mrs. Patricia Nelson, secretary to
he firm's art department, were the bosses' gifts to Mrs. Nelson when she
sft to make a career of marriage. With the cutout are (clockwise) Terrance
i. Casey, Charles Rae Evo, William H. Jepson, J. Philip Blank, Vincent
enedict, W. Frederic Clark, Guy Fry, Claude W. Ely Jr. and Russell R. Gazzara.
WABB

COMPLETE coverage of an entire
fternoon's track meet, known to
e particularly difficult to describe
jtrom a broadcaster's standpoint,
j/as accomplished successfully at
,he Big Seven Conference Collegiate meet in Lincoln, Neb., May
)0, it was reported last week.
The problem was handled by Sam
lolen, sports director of KMBC[LFRM, Kansas City, Mo., and is
.■elieved by the stations to be the
.irst tried in the Midwest. Conronted by the element of time, Mr.
;Jolen decided to use a tape-recordr to describe events as they haplened throughout the afternoon,
rle then went on the air live from
.he U. of Nebraska Memorial Stadium at 5:15 p.m. and broadcast
jmtil 6 p. m.
By supplementing his direct
broadcast with recorded portions of
jiarlier events, Mr. Molen was able
p condense into his 45-minute feaure complete coverage of the afterloon's activity.

CASE
'Guilty' Plea Filed
SENTENCE in the WABB Mobile,
Ala., conspiracy case, involving five
men indicted last January in connection with an assault on a station engineer, has been set for
June 19 and subsequent dates, following a guilty plea entered May
17 by J. E. Tait, one of the principals involved.
Mr. Tait, who has been identified
as a former business agent of
Motion Picture Operators Local
519, filed with Mobile Circuit Court
a plea to an earlier grand jury
indictment charging him with conspiring to assault Dean H. Durham,
transmitter engineer, last January,
according to the Mobile Press
Register, owner of WABB-AM-FM.
Station's engineers have been on
strike since October 1949, though
WABB has continued normal operations. At that time the newspaper
offered a $1,000 reward for information leading to arrest and conviction of persons who poured acid
through cable holes, disrupting
WABB - AM - FM and telephone
lines.

1 930 — 1 950
20th Anniversary Year

KELT HEARING
FCC Sets June 6 in Electro

46.0

HEARING on the transfer and license applications of KELT Electra, Tex., was ordered by FCC last
week to commence June 6 in Electra. The Commission indicated it
wished to investigate whether the
KELT permit has been transferred
without approval.
Assigned 250 w daytime on 1050
kc, KELT seeks a license to cover
its construction permit and to
transfer the CP from a partnership of C. C. Elkins Jr. and Bill
Frank Lindsay d/b as Oil City
Broadcasting Co. to a new corporation of the same name and ownership [Broadcasting, Nov. 6, 1949].

JIG 7 MEET
KMBC-KFRM

Cover Event

"HOOPER
"*
* 'average 5 periods
winter, 1950)
proves the best buy
in
DANVILLE,
VA.
is
WBTM
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
5kw(d) ABC lkw(n)
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AN apMONAH
J. (Mo)
commercial
manager
of
RICHARD pointed
WAVZ New Haven, Conn. He
was formerly on sales staff of KHMO
Hannibal, Mo., and before that was
with WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.
DANIEL H. HOPE Jr., new to radio,
joins KXOK St. Louis sales department. He was formerly with sales
department of General Mills.
VIRGIL V. EVANS, formerly commercial manager of WCOG Greensboro, N. C, joins sales department
of WFMY-TV Greensboro. He was
associated with WSPA Spartanburg,
S. C, before going to Greensboro.
WILSON (Lefty) LEFLER, sales
service manager of ABC Western
Division, takes over supervision of
all sales service and traffic matters
for network's Western Division.
MARGARET MALONEY, formerly
with New Orleans Item, joins WDSU
New Orleans as sales representative.
JACK DAVIS, salesman for John
Blair & Co., Chicago, for past four
years, transfers to sales staff of
Blair-TV, same city.
WILLIAM TODD, formerly of Montreal office of William Wright, radio
station representative, appointed commercial manager of CKOX Woodstock. He is succeeded at Montreal
by GUY NEWSAN, formerly of National Broadcast Sales, Toronto, sta-,
tion representative firm.
SEARS & AYER Inc. appointed national representative for WPBC Minneapolis-St. Paul.
WPOR Portland, Me., appoints Everett-McKinney, New York, as its national representative.
CHARLES GRANT Jr., former editorial assistant for Alfred M. Best
Co., New York publisher, joins Pan
American Broadcasting Co. as assistant
advertising manager.
JULIAN F. HAAS, commercial manager of KARK Little Rock, Ark.,
elected president of Little Rock Ad
Club. He previously served as a director and vice president.
JOHN PEARSON Co. appointed national representative of KPAC Port
Arthur, Tex.
DON DONAHUE, member of sales
department of WKBW Buffalo, N. Y.,
and Eileen Dowling, formerly with
Wm. Weintraub Agency, New York,
have announced their marriage May
12.
World

Watch

Your

Profits

Triple!!
when
Sales

you air your
Message on

Sells Series

WORLD Broadcasting System,
New York, has sold its Forward
America series featuring Walter
Houston to the following stations
for local sponsorship:
WTBF Troy, Ala.; WRLD West Point,
Ga.; WOCB West Yarmouth, Mass.;
WABJ Adrian, Mich.; KGHL Billings,
Mont.; KDLR Devils Lake, N. D.:
WROW Albany, N. Y.; KOLN Lincoln,
Neb.: WDAK Columbus. Ga.; WEED
Rocky Mount, N. C: KSLM Salem.
Ore.; KTFS Texarkana, Tex.; KSVC
Richfield, Utah; WMON Montgomery.
W. Va.; WSBF Beatrice. Neb.

WAZL
HAZLETON. PENNA.

w*Ue to. Vic Diehm
or
Robert Meeker Associates
521 Fifth Avenue, New York City 17, N. Y.
May 29, 1950
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FCC REVOKES
KTXN KFTM WXLT Licenses
LICENSES of three standard stations were revoked by FCC last
week on grounds that transfers of
control had occurred without Commission approval. They were KTXN
Austin, Tex., KFTM Fort Morgan,
Col., and WXLT Ely, Minn.
All three stations were given
until June 7 to request a hearing
on the revocation orders, which
otherwise would become effective
June 26. If a hearing is requested,
the orders would be set aside pending final decision in the proceeding.
Meanwhile, the Commission designated for hearing the license renewal application of WJVA South
Bend, Ind., a 250-w daytime station
on 1580 kc licensed to St. Joseph
Valley Broadcasting Corp. WJVA
was extended on temporary license
until Sept. 1. FCC gave no reason
for its hearing order.
KTXN, licensed to Radio KTXN
Inc. and assigned 1 kw daytime on
1370 kc, has pending an application
for FCC consent to transfer of control to Edward C. James from
Thomas G. Harris, John W. Stayton, J. Chrys Dougherty, Nat Harris Jr., Mrs. James P. Alexander,
Joseph Cocke and John S. Braun
[Broadcasting, April 24]. FCC
contended, however, that control
already had been transferred to
Mr. James through a management
agreement.
KFTM, assigned 500 w daytime
Mr. Frank Coulter
Young and Ttubicam
New York City
Dear Frank :
Never wuz much doubt thet WCHS
is West Virginny's most lissened to station, but sumpthin'
happened
t'other
day
thet shore
pinted hit up.
patrol
Ever yearboys
th'
goes teringtonWashter see
th' sights,
this
year an'a
whole busload
of 'em lit out
for alth'Capital.
NationNow,
hit's
oney
natter
thet parentsa I
an' sech tid
worry a good
bit 'bout their
kiddies, so ar-rangem nt s
wits made fer
ter
bodynotify
jestever'as
soon as th' bus
got ter Washin
g t o n.
An'
Frank,
d'yuh
know
whut
they done ?
They arranged
fer ter call
WCHS
an'
give
th' news
ter our
boys
here and git
t h ' message
across ter th' homes thetaway! They
said
hit wuz th' durned
bestest way
cud
think
near they
ever'one
round uvheresinee
lissens ter WCHS!
Jest
'nother proof, Frank, thet WCHS is
definitely West Virginny's Number
One their
Station,
an' isfolks
time
for
clients
aliuswhut
glad buys
ter know
thet. tion folks
Theylissen
likestertermostl
deal with th' staAlgy
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston, W.
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Va.

on 1260 kc and licensed to Fort
Morgan Broadcasting Co., has pending an application to assign its
license to Morgan County Broadcasting Co. Robert Dolph and
Robert McCollum, licensee partners,
are to hold 61% interest in the new
firm with newcomers including L.
R. Christensen, Corder Smith,
Frank Smith, Rainsford Winslow
and Charles F. Kronkow [Broadcasting, March 6].
WXLT, licensed to Ely Broadcasting Co. and assigned 250 w
fulltime on 1450 kc, has pending an
application to transfer control from
Charles W. Ingersoll to Lynn C.
Thompson, Cornelius Thompson,
Harold Henry, Cyrille Fortier,
Mirth Lutnes, Nellie Ingersoll and
L. W. Andrews. Mr. Andrews, who
would own 16%, is a radio consultant, owner of KFMA Davenport,
Iowa, and one-third owner of WTIM
Taylorville,
111. [Broadcasting,
Feb. 27].
Auto Budgets
(Continued from page 19)
Co. from 10:30 p.m. to conclusion.
Agency for Blatz is Kastor, Farrell,
Chesley & Clifford, New York.
The DeSoto-Plymouth dealers
have held tight to their successful
Groucho Marx show, You Bet Your
Life, through the strike and will
replace it for the summer with It
Pays To Be Ignorant. No information is yet available as to whether
Mr. Marx will be back with the
dealers next fall. In addition, the
DeSoto factory account has bought
one week's spots on 292 stations,
telling the public that cars are coming soon. BBDO is the agency for
this group.
Outside Detroit, at the huge Willow Run plant of Kaiser-Frazer,
things are beginning to stir, with
the introduction of the new 1950
Kaiser. Spot radio in about 30
markets was used in a 10-day test.
The long awaited small car of
K-F is due in the late summer,
and plans for this showing are
just being made by K-F and its
agency, William H. Weintraub Co.
Spot TV in the largest markets is
said to be a sure thing, with AM
plans not yet made.
Chrysler Corp., for Chrysler cars,
through McCann-Erickson, is about
to buy the NBC-TV 8:30-9 p.m.
Tuesday time for a new show,
Treasury Agent, when Texaco Star
Theatre abandons the 8-9 p.m. hour
for summer hiatus. When Texaco
returns next fall to that time,
Chrysler will move to Thursday
8:30-9 p.m. on NBC-TV, according
to present plans.

BAB Marks 1st Year
om page 23)
(Continued fr
undertaken and is continuing on a "all the things we hoped to do,'|
regular basis include:
says Mr. Mitchell.
But he envisions a much bigger
(1) Dealer co-op bulletins, intended to keep stations posted on job that should be done in a day
news of advertising campaigns
of bigger budgets and bigger staff.
He would like to be able to unwhose expense is shared by manuderwrite new research to bolster
facturer and dealer. About 200 such
bulletins have been circulated for radio and television sales talks, to
AM stations and 75 for TV.
expand BAB's staff to include field
(2) Direct mail pieces. A total men, to increase the production ana
of 400,000 cards have been sold to distribution of sales tools to help
local salesmen.
stations for their own mailing.
Maybe if staff additions that Mr.
(3) Monthly series of retail information folders, which cover im- Mitchell hopes for materialize,
portant facts about individual re- there'll be enough people in New
tail businesses. These enable local York a year from now to hold a
radio salesmen to have at their celebration for the second birthday.
disposal basic facts about businesses whose advertising they are
RICHARDS
CASE
soliciting.
FCC Orders New Start
(4) Preparation of elaborate
brochures which are intended eventually to compose a library of in- A COMPLETE new start in FCC's. r
formation on basic promotion types. hearing on the news policies of '
G. A. (Dick) Richards was ordered "
The first, "Radio's Feminine
by the Commission last week.
Touch," was released two months
The move, which strikes from
ago, along with a complete direc- the record the 2,315 pages of testitory of women's shows in radio.
mony presented during the threeOthers on news, farm, sports and week session
held before the death •
transcribed programs are in work.
of Examiner J. Fred Johnson Jr., ^
(5) Publication
of "Pitch,"
information
sheet published
at an
no
was
made counsel,
upon motion
of Mr.
Richards'
to which
the -!■•
22].
special regularity, but whenever,
FCC legal bureau offered no obin Mr. Mitchell's words, "we have
jection [Broadcasting, May 15,
something
to
say."
'Pitch' Achievements
The hearing is scheduled to resume in Los Angeles June 5 with
"Pitch" is at least partly responExaminer James D. Cunningham
sible for stimulating broadcasters
against free-loading by the Army
presiding.
In seeking
fresh -~
start,
Trial Attorney
Hugh a Fulton
in its recruiting program, as well
as for informing subscribers of and associated counsel for Mr. |s
Richards asserted that court de- ;
all kinds of general sales news.
cisions
need for !
Now nearing completion is ana new have
start upheld
when the
an examiner
other strip film, with accompanydies in mid-trial. Otherwise, they L
ing script, called "How To Pick a • claimed, Examiner
Cunningham L
Winner," a presentation of national
would be unable to judge the
spot advertising. It is scheduled
credibility of witnesses who testi- :for release in mid-June.
before Judge Johnson in ses- H
Another project nearing frui- fied
sions last March.
tion is the preparing of a special
Mr. Richards is owner of KMPC
booklet giving tips on commercial
Los Angles, WGAR Cleveland, and
television production. This book
The hearing conwill show tricks of production in WJR Detroit.
cerns charges that he ordered L
displaying numerous kinds of products in television, and will enable
KMPC staff members to slant news •
local telecasters and their adveragainstfamily
the late
Roose- ~ j
and President
certain minority
tisers to learn at a glance the velt's
techniques that have been acquired
groups.and License-renewal
applications
a trusteeship plan
for :
painfully elsewhere.
the three stations are at stake.
BAB in its first year, has done

Lewis Sets Tour
DOROTHY LEWIS, coordinator,
station relations for United Nations Radio, will leave tomorrow
(May 30) on a coast-to-coast
three-month tour of 50 cities. Miss
Lewis will hold about 75 conferences with broadcasters and UN
leaders to discuss the new United
Nations code for commercial sponsorship and UN plans for the coming season.
BROADCASTING
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Dance and Music Series
IISTORY of folk dances and music
f America to be traced in series of
hree shows on WMAL-TV Washingon by American U., that city. Talent
5 provided by local high schools
hrough the university's Television
Vorkshop under supervision of Ella
larllee. Van Beuren W. De Vries is
j ^irector. First show, aired 11 p.m.,
jlay 25, presented Chippewa Scalp
)ance, and series will continue demon: - trating phases of those arts, down to
i )he Charleston.
Watts Interviews
"RAVELING some 300 miles to Caser, Wyo., Lowell Watts, farm reporter for KLZ Denver, managed to
nterview two top administrative offiials for his farm show when Presilential train stopped in Casper for
major address. Personages interiewed were Secretary of Interior
j)scar Chapman and Commissioner of
Reclamation Michael Straus.
Fashion Shows
ASHION show at Easter, which was
climaxed by male dancer running in
•ewilderment from one model to anaher until he had decided on his partler for Easter Parade, has grown into
iaily fashion program on WHIO-TV
Dayton, Ohio. Show is set against
>ackground of three modern settings
Vnd distinctive floral arrangements.
Apparel, millinery and accessories are
1 2'urnished by local department and
specialty stores and modeled by beautiful young women. Show is carried
sustaining and produced by Eileen
rloelle, directed by Don Wayne and
larrated by Pegge Farmer.
WBUD 'First'
FIRST for WBUD Trenton, N. J., was
hcored when Jack Walsh, contender for
ptleelephant.
of World'sFeat
Strongest
Man, lifted
•an
was broadcast
by
WBUD exclusively and sponsored by
retz Beer. Strongman not only lifted
.slephant, when Hunt Bros, circus was
Iplaying Trenton for Lions Club benefit,
put two men and platform they were
standing on. Total weight, lifted four

inches from floor, was 4,400 lbs., hailed
as new world's record.
Celebrity Interviewer
BOB DeROOS, San Francisco Chronicle columnist, is featured on new celebrity interview program on KRON-TV
San Francisco. Program, carrying
title of Mr. DeRoos' newspaper column,
"Now Hear This," is sponsored by
James Motor Co., San Francisco Nash
distributor. Agency is Elliott, Goetze
& Boone same city.
Merchandise Auction
AUCTION audience rating program,
designed both for radio and television,
announced by WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y.
Designed and copyrighted by Lee Hollingsworth, WKBS president, show is
presented one hour each day when
different accounts donate merchandise
certificates for their lead-in scripted
advertisement. During period, products represented by sponsors are auctioned off to listeners who phone in
bids.
Children's Hour
NEW feature for children added to
Saturday morning schedule of WWSW
Pittsburgh. Quarter hour feature is
named Once Upon a Time and carries
recorded albums of music and stories,
spun by Ray Schneider. Feature ends
at 10:15 a.m., and is followed at 11:30
by
show
from Enrightchildren's
Theatre talent
which is
sponsored
by
Ward Baking Co.
Audience Sells
AUDIENCE
use 'Sell
Yourself, newparticipators
show on KPIX
(TV)It
San Francisco, to hawk their unwanted
odds and ends to viewing audience.
Show is handled by Lee Giroux, freelancer, and sponsored by Chemicals
Inc., Oakland, on 52-week contract.
Garfield & Guild, San Francisco, is
agency.
One-Man Show
AMONG longest one-man shows in
radio are sessions of Bob O'Donnell,
disc jockey on WARC Rochester, N. Y.,
station
Mr. O'Donnell
records claims.
and chatter
to audiencesshoots
six
and one-half hours nightly, except
Saturday and Sunday. Saturday night
finds him behind turn tables for nine
hours. Over 700 fans sent telegrams

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member N-A-BBROADCASTING
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to Mr. O'Donnell during his first month
with WARC, station reports.
'Just Kids'
GIVING children opportunity to go to
party
every
Hollywood
has Saturday,
started hourKLAC-TV
weekly
Just Kids audience participation program. Aimed at children 4 to 12 years
of age,tests,program
will consist
of constunts and games
to be indulged

1

WORTH

ROGRAMS
FEATURE P

ISOFT

I

SI

DR1NIC

in by children chosen from studio audience. Chubby Roland is m. c. of program which is produced by AndersonSnader, Hollywood.
Famous Lies
CASE HISTORIES from files of late
Leonarde Keeler, perfector of lie detector and inventor of Keeler polygraph, are being aired from WGN
Chicago on MBS. Called The Hidden
Truth, half-hour show is written by
Jack La Frandre, who works with
Eloise
Keeler, and
Mr. orchestra
Keeler's supply
sister.
Henry Weber
the music as written by Kenneth
Churchill.
Prisoner's Labor Aired
FIRST public performance of "The
Bastille Concerto," written by Charlestown State Prison inmate, was given
May 18 over WMEX Boston on The
Prisoner Speaks series. Concerto was
written by Prisoner Malcolm (full
name withheld), who worked for more
than three years under supervision of
Arthur J. Marsh of Wellesley, instructor at music at State Prison Colony
in Norfolk. Trumpet player in several
orchestras before he entered prison,
Mr. Malcolm during his sentence has
studied music theory, harmony, counterpoint and composition through
Massachusetts U. Extension correspondence.
WCPO-TV Programming
TELECAST of what it calls one of
worst ball games on record aired by
WCPO-TV Cincinnati. Outlet carried
contest between team made up of Cincinnati disc jockeys and record salesmen and softball outfit representing
Cincinnati Police Dept. WCPO decided
to let town in on fun after platter
spinners'
defeatscaused
in firstmuch
two non-telecast contests
hilarious
comment. WCPO discers in lineup included Paul Dixon, Bill Fields and
Walter Phillips.
All Night Sale
WOOK-FM Silver Spring, Md., remained open all night May 19 when
what station called "world's most unusual marathon race" was broadcast.
Occasion was in connection with birthday May 20 of D. T. Gardiner, president of Provident Life Insurance Co.,
as well as 57th birthday of insurance
company. Sales staff of 90 worked all
night to give him unique present.
All worked to sell as many policies to
"those who sleep usually during day
as well as to those who never sleep
and
really results
need insurance."
WOOK
broadcast
each five minutes
throughout night beginning at 8 p.m.
and ending Saturday morning at 6
o'clock. Marathon broadcast was interspersed with music.

LANG
WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
Network. Calibre Programs at Cocal Station Cost
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Congratulating a winning farmer
couple, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Inabinet
of Pioneer, Tex., is Mr. Jones (I).
IT WAS a great day May 16 for
soil conservation, Texas farmers
and businessmen — and for radio.
A program devoted to the "Save
the Soil" awards celebration held
that day originated 9-9:30 p.m. at
KTRH Houston, scene of the
awards-giving, and was broadcast
with CBS cooperation to 15 stations in the Southwest including
Texas, Oklahoma and western
Louisiana.
Opening portion of the broadcast was aired from the Rice
Hotel Crystal Ballroom at the
special "Save the Soil" award dinner. Former Texas Attorney General William McGraw, acted as
master of ceremonies. Attending
were such dignitaries as U. S.

WAVE
WON'T
YOU

SELL

G

RIDIN

ON

HABIT

(Ky-)!

keep us iro
' .
CKy )
t
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Ha
ng
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WAVE'sblue.rxbbon-try;ner
the only B«e, 27-county
aronnd bereTraain
- nb6Area bafay
^e
Louisville
rope, saddle and^
r«to ^ «bi}.
-weli, a
to a fare-youmark
« * ^ ^
et
Uon buck"

rest oj *

Louisville?

Let us spur y
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Jac/c Shannon (I), public relations
director of the Humble Oil Co. in
Houston, presents the plaque to J.
B. Linn, KGNC's
farm and ranch
editor.
Sen. Clinton P. Anderson (DN. M.), former Secretary of Agriculture; Gen. Harry H. Johnson,
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture -representative in Mexico, and Jesse H.
Jones, former Secretary of Commerce and KTRH owner. All are
active in soil conservation work.
Stations winning awards for
"Save the Soil" programming in
1949 included KFRD Rosenberg,
KGNC Amarillo and WFAA Dal-

O'n

Following Mr. McGraw's reference to notables attending the dinner, the program scene shifted to
KTRH studios where a panel made
up of outstanding farmers and
businessmen discussed soil conservation. Panel talks were led by
George Roesner, KTRH farm director, and Waters Davis Jr., president, National Assn. of Soil Conservation District Supervisors.
At
the
program's
the
broadcast returned
to theclose,
ballroom
where Texas Gov. Allan Shivers
made the special "Outstanding
Farmer of Texas" award to Merrell J. Stewart of Garrett's Bluff.
Program climaxed KTRH collaboration with the NASCDS in organizing and coordinating "Save
the
service.Soil" efforts as a public
Stations carrying the program
were KTUL Tulsa; KOMA Oklahoma City; KWFT Wichita Falls,
Tex.; KLYN Amarillo; KRLD
Dallas; KWKH Shreveport, La.;
KLOU Lake Charles, La.; KTBC
Austin; KTSA San Antonio;
KEYS Corpus Christi; KGBS
Harlingen, Tex., all CBS affiliates;
and Texas State Network stations
KBST Big Springs; KRBC Abilene and KGKL San Angelo.

9+ileSit
Pull Out for Filing
struct, so Bob joined Ken Sibson
as assistant manager of Ra-Tel
Reps, establishing the Dallas office.
Then came his affiliation last October with Lannan & Sanders.
As Lannan & Sanders radio-TV
director, a one-man department,
Bob Stuart is perhaps proudest of
his connection with the account of
the far-flung Transcontinental Bus
System, holding corporation for
the separate operations, Pacific,
Western, Rocky Mountain, Dixie,
Southern and Continental bus systems.
Radio Billings
Radio billings of the Transcontinental account began on April 26,
1948, when the Lannan & Sanders
agency was formed. From billings
of less than $10,000 in 1948, with
1949 slightly higher, Transcontinental^ billings this year will top
$100,000, based upon task appropriations and budgets expended to
date. This will not include television, Bob says, but that medium
has a budget in reserve appropriated in addition to others.
As of this date, Bob reports,
Lannan & Sanders has only one
other account active in radio. Several others of a regional or local
nature are in the planning stage
but will not allow disclosure of any
details, he said.
Bob and Greta Louise McLarty
weie married April 26, 1947. The
Stuarts have two sons, Robert Emmett II, born Feb. 29, 1948, and Arlie Terrill, born March 29, 1949.
When it comes to clubs and fraternities, Bob puts himself down
as mostly a non-joiner. He is now
serving an elected term as a vestryman at St. George's Episcopal
Church in Dallas, handling advertising, publicity, promotion and
planning.
His hobbies are writing — fiction
and non-fiction for stage, screen,
radio. He ghost-writes several accounts on a freelance basis, indulges musically with the bass and
the drums and is interested in all

-flit -ffccounti
in 1942 he decided to help Uncle
ed
walkers
into Lan
BobnanStua&rt Sand
Sam with some very important
WHEN
Ltd. last October, his purbusiness. "Misrepresenting" his
pose, as a station representative,
age — he was only 16 at the time —
was that of trying to sell. But he enlisted in the Navy. He served
instead of selling his clients to the until 1945 in the submarine servDallas advertising organization,
ice, getting, as he put it, "a few of
Bob sold himself. Today, as radiousual medals."
TV director, he is in charge of theWhile
still in the service, he bebillings which on one account alone
came interested in radio as a voare . expected to top $100,000 for
cation. He did freelance produc1950
tion work on the West Coast.
Robert
Then there were a few false starts
Not yet 25 years
Emmett St uart
in movies, band business, PR and some
packed his career
more
radio. Next
with a wide variety
he did some audioof experience bevisual educational
fore joining Lannan
& Sanders. Born
material, such as
Oct. 27, 1925, he was
film and transcriptions for submarine
reared in Texartraining units.
kana, Tex. His
sp.orts.
Finding the West
father was a men's
Coast
too
crowded
clothing salesmanafter the war, he
merchant, his mother a writer. After
tried college for a
WDRC
the death of his
while. Then, hearmother ■ — Bob was
ingtion
that a(KFTS)
new was
staonly six months old
at the time — he was
opening
up back
the
old home
town,in
reared by a widowed
aunt. Completing
he dropped in to
the Texarkana
chat, offered to help
out writing some
schools, he succesBOB
sively attended
copy and was hired.
Southwestern U. at Georgetown
He next joined KNOW Austin
as chief announcer, went to KCNC
and
tions. Texas U., both Texas instituFort Worth as assistant program
He did not take a degree, decid- director and then accepted the
ing that experience was better. He managership of KNET Palestine.
went to work and studied nights.
Next came the general managership
The story of those years of Bob of KELL Waxahachie-Ennis. The
KELL CP, however, was not acted
Stuart's life would be far from
complete without mentioning that upon, the stockholders did not conBROADCASTING
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One of £Pat€tmounf'b TRANSCRIBED SHOWS: A half-hour— once a week— of hilarious comedy and heartlifting melody served up in robust Western style. M.C'd by the smiling Western -TV star, Spade Cooley, one of
the most versatile and ingratiating personalities on the West Coast.
FORMAT: Film-recorded highlights of the regular Saturday night jamboree at the mammoth Santa Monica Bailroom as telecast by KTLA, Los Angeles. Featuring Spade Cooley and his popular Spade Cooley Orchestra, with
such talented artists as Ginny Jackson and Les Anderson, plus a 10-gallon-Stetson-ful of guest variety acts every
week.
RATINGS: The Spade Cooley program on KTLA usually ranks among the West Coast's "Top 10" most popular TV shows, frequently climbing into the "Top 3." It boasts the phenomenal average Hooper Telerating of
36.4 for the 9 months (Aug. '49-Apr. '50) that television audience measurements have been reported for the
Los Angeles market. The Hooper ratings are confirmed by Videodex, which reported Cooley in No. 5 spot for
April, and by Tele-Que which also reported Cooley in its April "Top 10."
Available soon to advertisers in one or more TV markets on a spot basis. Also available to TV stations with
privilege of resale to local advertisers. Open-ended for commercials. Other ^PabtMnount

transcribed pro-

grams include "Wrestling from Hollywood" and "Time for Beany," popular 15-min. 5-times-weekly puppet
adventure series ... at a fraction of original production costs.
******
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeies 38 • Hollywood 9-6363
Eastern Sales Office • 1501 Broadway, New York 18 • BRyant 9-8700
A SERVICE
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e Interest'
FCC COMR. Robert F. Jones
He 'F
continued:
OXES'
HITS
ES
JON
warned
sound
broadcasters
last
I identify a multiple-interest broadcaster by investment and annual reweek against "foxes" of the inturn. That is, a broadcaster whose
dustry who, he said, may be ininvestment and annual return on
terested in seeing sound radio
sound broadcasting is a small fraclive "just long enough to make the
tion of his total investment and antransition" to television.
nual return in television station
At the same time he expressed
ownership, television network ownera fear that UHF television broadship and operation, and in television
casters may find themselves "in receiver manufacturing — and frequently more than one of them.
the same box" that FM is in today,
if manufacturers fail to push
Now, if you recognize the fact that
UHF reception equipment.
his interest in sound broadcasting is
about to be small compared to the
Speaking Wednesday at the anvast potential of earning power in
nual spring meeting of the Ohio
this new medium of television —
Assn. of Broadcasters at Columwhether it be station ownership, netbus (story page 44), he reiterated
work ownership and operation or
that he felt radio and TV can
television receiver manufacturing —
live "side by side."
then I think you are heading for real
But "foxes" do exist, he warned,
trouble if you don't recognize the fox
slinking along the trail.
identifying them as "the multiple
interest broadcasters, who, oddly
You sound broadcasters are not conenough, have the best sound facilifronted with a competitor who is primarily interested to see this medium
ties and who, as I have said before,
live, but one who may be interested
skim off the cream of the adverin seeing it live just long enough to
tising dollar in sound broadcasting
make the transition to the new mein Ohio."
dium.

SWIFT APPOINTED
WCBS-TV Key Posts Filled
IN LINE with its policy of integrating AM and TV operations
on an administrative level, CBS
last week appointed G. Richard Swift as general manager of
WCBS-TV New
York in addition
to his position as
general manager
of WCBS (AM),
the
network's key
station.
At the same
time, Mr. Swift
Mr. Swift
announced other
appointments to key positions on
his staff.
Clarence Worden, WCBS director of special features and public service, was named assistant to
Mr. Swift. Richard Doan, former
administrative head of Martin
Stone Radio Assoc., New York
production firm, was appointed director of TV programs. George R.
Dunham Jr., eastern sales manager
(television) for CBS Radio Sales,
was named sales manager of
WCBS-TV.
Don Ball and Don Miller will
remain as program director and
sales manager, respectively, of
WCBS (AM).
Page 57
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He warned that if clear-channel
stations get additional power, then

Operators

dollars are easier to get than
sound radio dollars, then he can
"blow the whistle on every network-affiliated sound broadcaster's
rate card by merely refusing to
renew the affiliation contract except at a lower rate."
Escape from "the effect of such
a toboggan," he said, lies in increased emphasis on local programming— "selling time on a local
basis to local merchants."
Radio-TV Accord
But Comr. Jones found evidence
"on every hand" that radio and
television can live side by side.
"History," he said, "confirms the
prophets that no wide-awake
medium of intelligence has ever
gone into complete eclipse because
of the introduction of another
Mr. JONES
other sound broadcasting stations
will have to compete with "a supersignal
Further,from
he super-power
asserted, whenstations."
and if
the network owner decides that TV

In the television field, he eonceded
there is basis for "concern"
medium."
about
operations in the littleknown UHF region. He considered
it clear that manufactures will not
build UHF tuners into VHF sets
(Continued on Telecasting p. 13)

Two

TRI-C0L0R
TUBES
DEVELOPMENT of two more triIn the Paramount-chromatic pecolor direct view TV tubes were
tition, filed by Paul A. Porter, exreported to FCC last week, one by FCC chairman and member of the
Paramount Television Productions
Washington law firm of Arnold,
Inc. and Chromatic Television
Fortas & Porter, it was explained
Paramount Television Productions
Labs. Inc., and another by Don
Lee Broadcasting System.
is a stockholder of Chromatic TeleAllen B. DuMont Labs, reported
vision Labs, and is collaborating
it had received a patent for a new
with the latter "in development of
tri-color, single-gun tube just a a new tri-color direct view tube
which can be utilized in all of the
fortnight ago which has both camera and receiver applications
color television systems which are
[Telecasting, May 22].
under
in FCC's
Paramount indicated its tube is color TVconsideration"
hearing.
to be ready for showing about
Termed Compatable
June 15 and requested permission
It was explained Chromatic was
of FCC to participate in the color
organized specifically to develop
TV hearing to offer evidence. Deand produce this new tube and it
tails of the tube construction were
has entered into contracts with
not revealed.
Machlett Labs. Inc., Springdale,
Don Lee Broadcasting, according to Willet H. Brown, network
Conn., "for the purpose of the
president, has filed application for manufacture of experimental tubes
employing a new design and prinpatents for its tube under the name
ciples heretofore undeveloped which
of "Color-Vision." Mr. Brown
made the disclosure in a report to are unique and provide a new
FCC on the first six months of method of achieving high-definition
intensive "Color- Vision" and stere- color in a 6-mc band." The tube
was termed completely compatible
oscopic television development
conducted at the network by Harry
with existing monochrome transmissions.
R. Lubcke, director of television
research and color for Don Lee
Copies of the patent applications
Broadcasting.
already have been supplied FCC in
May 29, 1950

More

Announced

early May, the petition said. Paramount did not know of the development until February 1950, it was
explained, and hence was not in a
position to enter the color hearing
any earlier. Paramount is a party
to the reallocation proceeding.
"For the Commision to refuse
to consider or evaluate an analysis
of present proposals and how they
may be integrated into a plan
under which all systems can function would be retrogressive in
character," the petition said, and
would "eliminate from consideration an important development
which gives promise of affording
a workable solution to some of the
complex issues which are involved
in this
proceeding."Components
Contributing
In the Don Lee report to FCC,
Mr. Brown
explained that the
devices to be used for single tube
reception of color television images
are being proposed as contributing j
components for finally - a ppcolor TV standards rather than
as a new color system. Although i
varying from other systems, he j
stated, they can apply to any or all
three of the existing systems.
TELECASTING
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The

Register

NATIONAL

"NATIONAL Shoes ri-ing the
bell!"
For years that phrase, set to
music, has been the radio theme
of the 77-store National Shoe Co.
chain in the New York area. But
recently the firm invaded television
and the theme proved as prophetic
as it is lyrical. National Shoes
rang the bell with a resonance that
is still echoing in the steady peal
of its cash registers.
Emil Mogul, energetic president
of Emil Mogul Co., agency for
the shoe advertiser for whom these
bells toll, hails the success as sustentation of her belief that tall
results can be achieved on a small
budget in television if the campaign
is intelligently planned and con-

For

SHOES

scientiously executed.
The specific success to which
Mr. Mogul refers saw a mail
return of 8,000 post cards within
a 48 hour period as a result of a
straight commercial announcement
over a local television station,
WATV (TV) Newark.
However the story of the coup
is not that of a one-day wonder,
but rather one of careful planning
that led to this spectacular climax.
Actually, the story began with
a problem. National Shoes previously had been using radio and
newspapers, measuring results
strictly by the total of its sales
slips. There were few abstractions in the picture. In contemplating television, the problem was

whether the advertiser could use
the new medium in the same way.
In short — could television sell merchandise profitably for the comparatively small-budget advertiser?
Together National Shoes and the
Mogul agency set out to seek the
answer. Their first task was to find
the proper type of TV vehicle to
carry their message. After much
deliberation they decided on an
hour-long program of western films
once a week for a 13 week test on
WATV.
The reasons for their choice were
several: The program had a readymade and loyal audience with an
average Pulse rating of 10, a lot
higher than many more expensive
shows. It offered an opportunity
to use both film and live commercials to exploit every facet of the
medium's possibilities. Moreover,
it delivered that audience on a
budget of around $600 a week, including studio, rehearsal and talent
costs.

COMMERCIALS for National Shoe Stores' video program start in this story board conference at Emil Mogul
Co. Agency executives who participate are (I to r) Max Sapan, television director; Jerome Sanders, art director;
Milton Guttenplan, account executive; Myron Mahler, copy director; Emil Mogul, agency head; Helen Munroe,
research and production director, and Bob Wanderman, assistant.

TYPICAL scene from one of the film
commercials for National Shoe Stores.
The firm planned to use the
opening and closing portions of the
program for institutional commercials on film; and the minute spots
during the program intermissions
for live presentations of specific
merchandise
handbags. — shoes, hosiery and
The problem of doing two effective, entertaining film commercials
on a reasonable budget had to be
solved. The agency's scripts called
for a bag full of tricks including
intricate stop-motion effects. The
agencymatesoriginally
received
from producing
studios estifor
as high as $7,000 per film. However, it finally engaged its own
technicians and turned out the two
films for a total of $3,000.
As for the intermission live
spots, these commercials were kept
simple and direct, concentrating on
specific items of merchandise.
For the first four weeks this
format continued with encouraging
results. The first general reactions
were good. Each week, store managers reported a large number of
specific requests for the TV items.
The program maintained its high
rating and despite competition on
other channels, it reached number
seven position among the 10 top
multi-weekly shows. National Shoes
felt quite sure it was on the right
road in television and the agency
was almost ready to chalk up a
modest success.
It was then that the bells, almost
inadvertently, began pealing. The
agency decided at that juncture to

One of a Series
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check the geographical distribution
of the program's audience against
the locations of National's 75-odd
metropolitan stores. Thus the regular commercials were replaced by a
straight announcement of a fairly
conventional offer: If within 48
hours the televiewer would send his
name and address on a penny postcard, National would reward him
with a 20c/c discount certificate usable for any purchase at any National store before a certain date.
The agency considered 500 post
cards an acceptable response for
the purpose of the test. But, playing it safe, it ordered 1,000 certificates. Almost twice that number of requests came in on the first
mail after the initial announcement,
and by the end of the 48-hour deadline, an avalanche of more than
8,000 cards had been received.
The advertiser renewed the program for another 13 weeks, and it
is still running. And the bells are
still ringing.
Of National Shoes overall budget
of $200,000 yearly, 85% is still being devoted to radio. In that medium the firm uses 14 quarter-hour
programs per week on WINS New
York for Showtime and Listen to
Lacey; 12 10-minute programs
weekly on WMCA New York with
Mr. & Mrs. Music, Top Tune Time,
Bandstand, Sweet and Solid and
Music Box, and three quarter-hour
programs on WNEW New York on
Make Believe Ballroom.
Other Announcements
In addition, National uses 15 announcements per week on WLAD
Danbury, Conn; 18 announcements
per week on WTTM Trenton; 35
announcements per week on WINS
New York, 35 announcements per
week on WMCA New York; 17 announcements weekly on WNEW
New York; 12 announcements per
week on WHOM New York; and
27 announcements a week on WOV
New York.
Radio has been a substantial factor in the success of the company.
National Shoes began originally
with one store in 1924. Consistently
using spots and local radio it has
expanded until today it embraces
more than 75 stores in the New
York area.
Louis Fried, the original owner
of the stores, is president and general manager. Mac Siegal is in
charge of real estate and labor,
Irving Siegal is head of the women's division and Fred Siegal is
store personnel head and display
manager.
Snow Crop on NBC-TV
SNOW CROP Frozen Foods, New
York, through its agency, Maxon
Inc., New York, will sponsor a
show featuring Faye Emerson,
starting June 7 on NBC-TV,
Wednesday, 8-8:15 p.m. for 13
weeks. The program was sold by
Rockhill Radio & Television. Miss
Emerson also appears in a television show sponsored by Arnold
Bakeries, New York, through Benton & Bowles, New York, on CBSTV, Sunday, 10:30-45 p.m.
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TOASTING the special origination of CBS-TV's Toast of the Town in Philadelphia isthis group of sponsor, agency and network representatives. L to r:
Ray Scott, chairman of Philadelphia Lincoln-Mercury Dealers' Assn.; Richard
Boutelle, firm's Philadelphia district sales manager; Donald W. Thornburgh,
president, WCAU-TV (CBS) Philadelphia; William Matthews, Kenyon &
Eckhardt Inc.'s eastern area L-M field representative, and Norman Bertels,
K&E administrative assistant to the account supervisor on L-M.
BEHIND WALLS
It's TV Grandstand Seats
THERE'S at least one group of
baseball fans who line up to a
man behind continuance of telecasting the games. According to
Jim Woods, WAGA-TV Atlanta,
this group has sent him a fervent
appeal for continued telecasts of
the Atlanta Crackers' games in the
Southern League.
Urging
Mr. toWoods
age the fans
come toout"encourto see
the fine games that the Crackers
are playing," the letter writers
said they too would like to see the
games at the ball park "but where
we are employed, we are restricted
from going to ball games." With
TV,
said, "wewe arehavenot the
worried
aboutthey
admission,
price
of a ticket every time the Crackers
The letter to Mr. Woods came
from Cherokee County Prisoners
atplay."
Canton, Ga.
KSL-TV

Studios

STUDIOS are being remodeled
for use by KSL-TV Salt Lake
City, with operation slated to begin
at that site sometime after midJune, C. Richard Evans, general
manager of KSL-AM-TV, has announced. Facilities will be housed
in building at 145 Motor Ave., and
include a 200-seat auditorium on
the first floor and main studio on
the second floor, along with dressing rooms and film service laboratories. Studios will be located on
both floors. KSL-TV, which has
shared space with KSL-AM since
June 1949, will introduce a variety
of locally-produced shows and utilize new TV techniques, including
use of stage setups without loss of
time in scene-changing. Programming and staff personnel will be
increased, station announced.

WKZO-TV
STARTS
Program Service Thursday
PROGRAM SERVICE will be inaugurated formally Thursday
(June 1) by WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., John E. Fetzer, ownerzer Broadcasting
president
of FetCo.
TV), (WKZO-AMannounced
last week. Station will serve
western Michigan
and northern Innel 3. diana on ChanWKZO-TV has
been on the air
Mr. Fetzer
with test programs during April and May.
Dealers and distributors report
TV sets are on the move in Grand
Rapids, Kalamazoo, Battle Creek,
South Bend, Elkhart and other
principal communities in the area.
Grand Rapids dealers, according to
Mr. Fetzer,
noting "above normal" TV set are
sales.
Station's monthly analysis obtained through dealers and distributors shows 50,909 TV sets in the
average 40-mile area and 61,851
sets in the average 50-mile area of
WKZO-TV as of May 1. It is
estimated two thirds of total sets
which rely on intermittent service
from Chicago and Detroit will be
in the position to receive primary
service from WKZO-TV.
Local origination of programs
will continue until such time as the
new inter-city relay system from
Detroit and Toledo is effectively
operating for network service, Mr.
Fetzer said. He expects formal
announcement of network plans
after the relay system is completed.
BELMONT Stakes, June 10, will be
telecast by direct relay from WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati, WAVE-TV Louisville.
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WGN-TV
EXPANDS
Buys New RCA Equipment
WGN-TV Chicago has bought
$120,000 worth of electronic equipment and accessories ,from RCA,
Station Manager Frank P.
Schreiber announced last week.
Purchase includes five video cameras and facilities for control room,
audio and monitoring. Equipment
will be installed in station's new
TV studios, 7A and 5B, in the new
WGN Bldg. about July 1, Mr.
Schreiber said.
Studio 7A, 32 by 70 feet, is
designed along the same lines as
6A, now in use. The new studio
will have a three-camera chain,
with a catwalk which gives additional space for lights and scenery.
The other studio being built, 5B,
is 31 by 25 feet, and will have two
cameras. It will include a modem
kitchen set-up used on current
shows and a small living room set
for interviews. Each studio is being
built on the "room within a room"
principle, Mr. Schreiber said, with
surrounding air cushions and shock
absorbers.
WGN-TV will move its entire
facilities from the Daily News
Bldg., where it has headquartered
since going on the air two years
ago, after these new studios are
put into operation. Fourteen studios will eventually be housed in
the WGN Bldg., seven for AM,
four for TV and three to be
shared.

Nine Take Saturday Show
-TV 'REVUE'
NBC
NBC-TV's Saturday Night Revue,
2 Vi hour variety show, will be sponsored by nine advertisers when it
returns to the air Sept. 9, after a
summer hiatus. Three sponsors
have purchased half-hour portions
of the show. They are Campbell
Soup Co., through Ward Weelock
Co., New York, 8-8:30 p.m.; Snow
Crou Foods Inc., New York,
through Maxon Inc., same city, 99:30 n.m. ; Crosley Division of Avco., Cincinnati, throuerh Benton &
Bowles, New York, 10-10:30 p.m.
Six advertisers who have purchased one-minute spots are:
Whitman's Chocolate Co.. through
Ward Wheelock Co.; Johnson's
Wax, through Needham. Louis &
Brorby; Wildroot Hair Tonic,
through BBDO; Minnesota Mining
Mfg. Co. for Scotch Tape, through
BBDO; S.O.S. Cleanser, through
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco,
and Benrus Watch Co., through
J. D. Tarcher Co.
KLAC-TV

Gross Climbs

GROSS close to $iy2 million this
year is exoected at KLAC-TV
Hollywood, Don Fedderson, vice
president and general mans;
has announced.
According to Mr.
Fedderson, the station !
out of red since March 1, and with
daylight operation during the
two months billing averaged about
600 <7r greater than that of last
TELECASTING
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DuMont Sees $2 Billion
For TV This Year

ATTENDING a CBS color TV demonstration in New York are (I to r):
William Lodge, chief engineer for
CBS; Ina Lindman, dir. of home
economics. United Fruit Co.; Herb
West, head of BBDO's TV unit;
Chiquita Banana (Helen Bosshard);
Frank Silvernail, head of BBDO timebuying; W. A. Pleuthner, BBDO v. p.

DETAILS of this transmitter, made by
General Electric for Zenith Radio
Corp. and its experimental Phonevision broadcasts in Chicago, are discussed at GE's plant in Syracuse by
F. P. Barnes (I), GE broadcast equipment sales manager, and Charles
Probeck, Zenith transmitter engineer.

VIEWING
a kinescope
The Jack Carter
Show ofareNBC-TV's
(I to r)
Paul Levinger, v. p. -gen. mgr., Speidel
Corp., sponsor; G. William Anderson
Jr., account executive, SSC&B Agency,
and Harold Rosenquist, Speidel's advertising manager. Speidel is sponsoring the show for three weeks
(started May 27).

FIRST anniversary of Mohawk Showroom (NBC-TV Mon., Wed. and Fri.,
7:30-7:45 p.m.), is the occasion for
this cake cutting by (I to r) Charles
R. Denny, executive v. p. of NBC;
Roberta Quinian, seen on the show;
Herbert Shuttleworth, executive v. p.,
Mohawk Carpet Mills Inc.

THE NBC-Hofstra study on television's sales effectiveness is discussed
by (I to r) Ernest B. Loveman, v. p.
and gen. mgr., WPTZ Philadelphia;
James Spillan, v. p., Benjamin Eshelrtin Agency, and pres.. Poor Richard
Club; J. B. Conley, gen. mgr.
Westinghouse Radio Stations. "^^P"

SPOT TV Clinic luncheon held early
this month in New York by National
Assn. of Radio Station Representatives brought together this quartet
(I to r): C. A. (Fritz) Snyder, advertising director, Bulova Watch Co.;
Norman Farrell, Weed & Co.; Jack
Brook, Free & Peters; James
LeBaron, RA-TEL.

HIGH VOLUME
BUSINESS VOLUME of the television industry generally will reach $2
billion in 1950, compared with an estimated $1 billion in 1949, Dr. Allen
B. DuMont, president of Allen B. DuMont Labs., predicted at a joint
luncheon meeting of the American Television Society and the Sales
Executives Club last Tuesday at *
the Hotel Roosevelt in New York.
that live television commercials
Television sets for the year will could sell better than film. He said
reach six million units and these, WPIX was planning to maintain
plus installation fees, the sale of a fleet of mobile units which could
network and station time, would
bring advertising merchandise to
bring the volume up to $2 billion the viewer from the point of sale.
or more, he said.
Hugh M. Beville Jr., NBC diSales of products on television
rector of plans and research, said
have increased, Dr. DuMont said. television has been the subject of
He referred to the recent survey
gloomy forecasts which have all
been subsequently proved untrue.
by McCann-Erickson which showed
sales of merchandise in television
In 1947, it was eyestrain; in 1948,
areas were up 19 to 37% compared
the doom of movies; in 1949, disaswith non-television areas.
trous effect on sports gates, and in
Mark Woods, vice chairman of 1950, the degenerating effect on
children's
ABC, said that "television is raphome
work. school marks and their
idly becoming the greatest force
for sales, entertainment and educaAll of these actually have failed
tion that the world has ever seen."
to materialize according to scientific research, he said, except for
Urges TV Use
the effect upon school children, and
Glenn Gundell, advertising manwe still haven't a really definitive
ager of National Dairy Products
study on that, he noted. But recent
Corp., said that although the cost
of television advertising is high
studies by school officials in Chicago
and Washington
have
re"large national advertisers canvealed
numerous beneficial
effects
not afford to wait until television
comes
of age." that no other media
He predicted
except radio will be affected by
television and that within five years
radio and television would be a
single unit. Sound radio would be
used without pictures during most
of the day and video at night.
He reported that Kraft sales
from television expenditures were
successful and that 12 more stations were going to be added next
fall to the Kraft TV Theatre, now
carried in 27 cities on NBC-TV.
G. Bennett Larson, vice president
and station manager of WPIX
(TV) New York, told the group

COMBATS
STRIKE
Rich's Sells Via WSB-TV
'MODERN' selling plan was employed last week by Rich's Inc., Atlanta, one of the South's leading
department stores, which turned to
WSB-TV Atlanta when the city's
transit strike tied up merchandising activities of local retailers.
Since shoppers were unable to
get into town to see the merchandise, Rich's management decided to
use TV to bring the merchandise
into the shoppers' homes, via a
TV program called Rich's In Your
Home.
WSB-TV cameras and production
staff originated at Rich's the 11
a. m. and 2 p. m. periods of "television selling" on heavy shopping
days — Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Viewers were urged to call
the store's personal shopper and
indicate their merchandise desires.
An assortment of each item was
then placed before cameras and
the viewer allowed to make a selection, calling the choice in to the
store.

of TV.

KBTV NOW WFAA-TV
Change Marked by Simulcast'
WFAA-TV Dallas, owned and
operated by the Dallas Morning
News, began operations under those
call letters May 21 marking the
event with ceremonies attended by
close to 900 employes of the newspaper and WFAA - AM - FM - TV.
The TV outlet formerly carried the
call letters KBTV [Telecasting,
May 15]. E. M. (Ted) Dealey,
president of the News and WFAA,
and Martin B. Campbell, general
manager of all WFAA operations,
were heard in speeches that formed
part of a simulcast from Dallas
Fair Park.
Event also was marked by NBC,
and the station's $95,000 telecruiser was used to handle the remote program. The TV outlet was
purchased
January
from itOilman Tom last
Potter
who built
in
1949. WFAA-TV is licensed for
Channel 8 (180-186 mc) with
power
visual. of 13.5 kw aural, 27 kw

TV

Bulletin Issued

TELEVISION BULLETIN, bimonthly series released by The Advertising Council to inform agencies, advertisers, networks and stations of the Council's campaigns,
has been released for the May-June
period. The eight-page folder lists
the public service campaigns to
which The Advertising Council will
give special emphasis and includes
a list of materials available free of
charge for each campaign.
BROADCASTING
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COLOR

HEARING

NEARS

END

CTI

Testimony

Heard

He indicated that both he and
)OLOR television hearings before FCC neared the finish line Thurswould be welcome by CTI "on an
Mr. Matthews were urging the
lay, with only two witnesses remaining to be heard. Testimony was
experimental
basis"problems
but for would
comCommission,
if
it
should
adopt
mercial purposes,
Inc.'s
:onfined to cross examination and rebuttal on Color Television
"roll up like a snowball." The
RCA standards, "to see that the
lemonstration of its system for FCC at San Francisco May 17 [Telecasting, May 22].
colonel
pointed up the "invested
be abused."
power
Matthews
had notcharged
RCA
[monopoly]
breakup of the CTI pic- Mr.
rights
of would
receiver
which,
At the close of Thursday's ses- no color
ture
during
the
demonstration
and
he
said,
be buyers"
jeopardized
by
with
holding
or
controlling
9,000
jsion, FCC expressed hope that the added that he believed the interauthorization
of
multiple
standards
patents
in
the
radio
field,
employ[hearings, which started last Seplace shift was the best pattern
for commercial color telecasting.
tember, would wind up Friday or
ing licensing rules and requiring
(double
shift
in
which
each
picture
(see
latest
the
Experimentation, he said, would
jtoday (Monday) at
royalties from manufacturing comline appears in all three primary
petitors while continuing to be give CTI time to "prove our sys'story At Deadline) . Remaining witnesses were Samuel B. colors — green, red, blue — in the "both patent licensor and compettem to the satisfaction" of the
course of six field scannings) .
Commission, the experimenters and
Smith, San Francisco patent attorHe
said
the
CTI
system
could
be
ing manufacturer."
to the public. Conversion of sets
jney and engineer, for CTI; and
from UHF to VHF, he opined,
Compatability Issue
E. W. Chapin, head of FCC Lab preferred over RCA or CBS bewould be a big undertaking, but
Div., on further interference excause of its "extreme accuracy to
CTI's supremacy over the CBS
which synchronization must be color
perimentation inthe laboratory.
"that would be nothing like the
system,
Col.
Lippincott
said,
Col. Donald K. Lippincott, pat- maintained for a high fidelity of
problem of converting sets from
could
be
summed
up
in
one
word
—
ent attorney and CTI color expert, color." Col. Lippincott reiterated
compatibility.
black-and-white to color."
explained procedures of CTI in its that "there are serious technical
If the FCC could hold up its
demonstration and under examinaproblems in the RCA system" and
color decision until all parties intion directed by counsel sumthat regardless of the improvement the direct view tube may
volved in the proceding were supmarized the firm's position in the
plied with a direct view tube, the MOVIES WARNED
hearing. He indicated CTI would make, these inherent weaknesses
CTI expert said, the systems could
favor a multiple standards deci- will remain.
Join With TV — Streibert
be demonstrated on an equal basis
sion on an experimentation basis.
Hits RCA
THEODORE C. STREIBERT,
and the Commission "could go on
CTI presented in evidence a reQuestioned on CTI President
president of WOR (AM, FM, TV)
port outlining a limited amount of Arthur S. Matthews' statement in and allocate channels in the UHF
New York and board chairman
field testing it has made of its sys- San Francisco charging RCA with
the VHF."
andComr.
George E. Sterling asked
tem. Also included were diagrams
of MBS, last Thursday warned the
monopoly in the radio industry,
motion picture industry to wake
of its interlaced shift ; co-channel
the
witness
what
technical
develexan
said "such
Col. cessLippincott
opments would be worked upon by up and get together with television
interference tests; TV synchronizof [patent] power is appalling
ing waveform, horizontal deflection to me." He called for an open
CTI should the FCC "give you an- before it's too late.
Interviewed in Hollywood, Mr.
' and sync unit, all demonstrated in pool of patents in the communicaSan Francisco.
Streibert said that the movie
tions field to permit independent
year?" t said he believed
Lippincot
Col. other
Characteristics already shown by inventors to find a salable market
his firm would experiment further maker has "a so-what" attitude
CTI, Col. Lippincott said, are suffi- for their developments. RCA, he on phosphors, on its circuits and about TV. The picture business is
on other developments which may
said, is the only market to which
forgetting
purpose — a fundacient to make the system "ready
mental of—theon entertainment
world
inventors can bring their crea- materialize in the future.
for standardization." However,
he modified his statement to point tions.
Multiple standards, he said, — that "the show is the thing."
' out that all equipment used by
each of three systems have been
"makeshift and obsolete" in character. He suggested that before
the Commission sets standards, the
Plans Coast TV City
systems be demonstrated with the
use of a direct view tube, such as CBS
PURCHASE
LAND
the type produced by RCA, giving
Lee Broadcasting System, and now
area. CBS executives concluded
"controlled conditions for compari- WITH price said to be in excess of
CBS is purchasing
starting from the part of Thomas S. Lee estate. CBS
by
million,
only
$2%
that
son."
ground up could a West Coast plant owns 49% stock interest in KTTV
More Work Needed
at Beverly Blvd. and Fairacreage
Hollywood and would dispose of
fax Ave. in Los Angeles, including
planned and constructed which
be
Emphasizing that commercial
that to Los Angeles Times which
Stadium,
Gilmore
by
occupied
that
s
color telecasting would not be
serve a television'
adequatel
would
nts ony both
requireme
near and has 51% control, if deal for a staCity.erect a West Coast Television
practical now, Col. Lippincott to
tion could be worked out.
long term basis.
stressed the need for more "techniWith
James
Landauer
Assoc.
of
:
Don Lee Bid Seen
cal development before receiver
Initial parcel is 15 acres with
New York acting as consultants for
property extending three blocks
sales are encouraged." The direct east
more
and
Blvd.
It
is
generally expected in the
Beverly
property is being purchased
CBS, Mrs.
view tube, he said, was one of than aonblock south on Fairfax. It from
trade
that
CBS, having acquired
Elizabeth
J.
Hilty
and
those technical refinements which
its
new
television
city site, will
Mrs.
Frances
L.
Hilen,
daughters
e
"Gilmor
of the famous
is part and
could be put to immediate use. He Island"
of Earl B. Gilmore. Coldwell,
be among those bidding for Don
is adjacent to Gilmore
said CTI had been promised a Field and
Farmers Market. It is
Lee TV and radio properties when
Los Angeles, negoLawrence direct view tube from understood that the deal calls for Banker tiated& for Co.,
the sellers.
they
go on the market, to settle
Paramount within 60 days from
an option clause for purchase of
the estate. Regional network staStarts Survey
the date of the San Francisco demtions, it was pointed out, could be
acreage of "Gilmore
additional
onstration (see story, Telecastshould CBS so desire.
Island"
disposed
of, the
but building
CBS wouldproperty
retain
foreall
of
e
Takingseeableadvantag
KTSL and
ing, p. 3).
future trends in design and
CBS will build "from the ground
for
use.
Of the compatible systems, Col. up" for future needs and expantechnique, CBS is initiating an
sion, it was said. Construction is exhaustive functional and engineerWith CBS having outgrown its
Lippincott continued, "CTI is the
most reliable." He said an esti- expected to start by July 21, 1951,
ing survey designed to capitalize on Columbia Square headquarters on
mated 15-20 unsolicited telephone
and provision will be made for past experience as builders and
Sunset Blvd., the network is
calls were received by his firm at color TV which CBS has pioneered
producers of radio and television
sorely
in need of additional execusince 1940.
San Francisco from public viewers
shows, the announcement said. An
tive offices and studios for Hollyof the black-and-white transmisural
architect
study
will
be
made
to
The date marks the 20th anniwood AM originations too. Execuversary of the inauguration by encompass new and revolutionary
sions during the color demonstratives as a result have also inspected
tion. Most of the callers asked
concepts of the most effective and
the Don Lee studio building at 1313
CBS of America's first regular
efficient forms and designs.
when they could buy receivers, he schedule of television broadcasting
Vine
St., with thought to buv
said.
in New York City.
CBS also would like to have its thus operate from both buil
Strength of the CTI system, Col.
Selection of the site was made
own Los Angeles TV station. There
As it now stands, CBS rents about
after, several months study and
has been talk with Earle C. AnLippincott said, is its synchroniz15% of Don Lee studi: space for
investigation of practically every
thony to acquire KFI-TV. Inspecingcable
signal
which the"is line
mostor applihas
to select
field available developed and undetion too has been made of KTSL
program originations, andrental
outside studios on
other
basis.
(TV)
owned
and
operated
by
Don
veloped
property
in
the
Hollywood
sequentials." He said he noticed
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TV's Effect on Reading Surveyed
fe/edtatud

OWNERSHIP of a television set
tends to slightly decrease the
amount of time spent readingnewspapers. Magazine reading is
cut more drastically.
This trend is shown in a Study
of the Effects of Television on
Reading Habits released last week
by Advertest Research, New
Brunswick, N. J. The survey was
conducted during the first 10 days
of April and covered 781 television
homes in the New York-New Jersey television area.
The average number of daily
newspapers purchased by television families before and after buying the set was found to remain
constant at 2.1. The largest percentage, 44.4%, purchased two
daily papers before and after getting a TV set.
In 86.9% of the cases, respondents said they spend the same
amount of time reading daily papers now as before they got TV.
There were 11.9% who said they
read less. The average amount of
time spent in reading daily papers
now is said to be 1 hour, 12 minutes as against 1 hour, 24 minutes
before purchase of a TV set.
A slight shift in the hours of the
day during which newspapers are
read regularly is noted in the Advertest report. Although the hours
between 5 and 9 p.m. were mentioned most often for regular
newspaper reading before and
after purchase of a TV set, the
trend after purchase is toward the
period between 5 and 7 p.m. The
hours before 1 p.m. and after 11

(Report 1 13)

p.m. also showed an increase in the
number of people who regularly
read their daily newspapers then
after getting a television set.
The purchase of Sunday newspapers was shown to remain constant at an average of 2.4 per
television home, before and after
set purchase. Respondents in
87.2% of the homes said they spend
the same amount of time reading
Sunday papers now as they did
before set purchase. Another 9.2%
said they spend less time and 2.2%
reported more time spent reading
Sunday papers.
In the homes covered, an average of 2 hours, 6 minutes now is
devoted to reading Sunday papers
as opposed to 2 hours, 24 minutes
before TV purchase. The hours
during which Sunday papers are
read regularly also shifted slightly
— notably to before 11 a.m. and
after 11 p.m. — after the video set
entered the home. The hour following 11 p.m. was listed by 2.2%
of the respondents as the period
during which they now read Sunday newspapers.
Radio-TV News Reading Up
With respect to sections of
the newspaper they read regularly
now and which they read before
TV, most sections showed a decrease with only three sections registering increases. Radio-TV news
increased 17.6%, being a regular
reading feature now in 77.5% of
the TV homes surveyed. Sports
and social news were the other two
features which showed an increase

in regular readers after the purchase of TV. Fiction, national advertising and department store advertising had the largest decline
in regular readers. After TV,
they dropped by 5.6%, 4.9% and
4.2%, respectively.
Women's news
features and international
showed no effect from TV ownership in the report.
In the 781 television homes surveyed by Advertest it was found
that 24.7% regularly receive three
different magazines. The average
is 2.5 per home. Two magazines
are received in 19.7% of the homes
while 16.9% get none.
Say 'Less'
When 25.4%
respondents
were asked to
estimate the amount of time spent
reading magazines now and before
TV, 25.4% said they spend less
time now. The present average is
3 hours, 1 minute per week as opposed to 4 hours, 3 minutes before
TV. Only 54.1% of the respondents said they spend the same
amount of time reading magazines
at present as they did previous to
getting a TV set. This is compared to the 86.9% who said they
now spend the same amount of
time reading daily newspapers and
the 87.2%. who indicated no change
in the amount of time spent reading Sunday papers.
Only 19.1% of the respondents
said they have started purchasing
any new magazines since TV entered the home. Of these, TV
Guide was the leader, being named
by 9.7% of those queried. In

City
Weekly Television Summdry — May 29, 1950 telecasting survey
City
Number Sets
Number Sets
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Los Angeles
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
KLAC-TV,
KNBH,
KTLA,
KTSL,
KFI-TV
Ames
530,645
10,366
WOI-TV
3,100 Louisville
KTTV,
KECA-TV
Atlanta
37,500 Memphis
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
WMCT
Baltimore
WAAM.
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
32,115
165,843
34,706
Miami
27,400
WTVJ
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
13,000
Milwaukee
14,700 Minn.-St.
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
Paul KSTP-TV,
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
WTTV
109,547
Bloomington
87,700
6,000 Nashville
Boston
200
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
367,631
77,500
Buffalo
New Orleans
Haven
WBEN-TV
93,288
WNHC-TV
New
WBTV
Charlotte
14,568
26,276
WDSU-TV
Chicago
457,565 New York
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBO
WABD. WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
1,310,000
Cincinnati
120,000
WOR-TV, WPIX
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Cleveland
WATV
loci, in N. Y. estimate
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
223,236 Newark
Columbus
Norfolk City WTAR-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
66,400 Oklahoma
Dallas,
15,374
WKY-TV KMTV
Ft. Worth
52,500 Omaha
WOW-TV,
27,457
KRLD-TV,
WBAP-TV,
WFAA-TV
23,583
Philadelphia
Davenport
WOC-TV
491
,000
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
10,428
Quad Cities Includes Davenport. Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
KPHO-TV
WDTV
105,000
Dayton
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
62,100
Ore.
Detroit
247,000 Portland,
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
7,000
WICU
Erie
Providence
WJAR-TV
33,459
56.511
Richmond
WTVR
Ft. Dallas
Worth887
29,073
Rochester
WBAP-TV, WFAA-TV, KRLD-TV
WHAM-TV
52,500 Salt
Lake
City
Grand Rapids
WLAV-TV
15,700
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
39,357
30,000 San Antonio
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
16.663
KEYL, WOAI-TV
11,475 San Diego
Houston
KLEE-TV
21,900
37,100
KFMB-TV
San
Francisco
Huntington49.242
KGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
11.580
Schenectady
Charleston
WRGB
WSAZ-TV
78,000
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
47,500 Seattle
29,000
KING-TV
WMBR-TV
Jacksonville
St.
Louis
10,000
KSD-TV
128,000
Johnstown
21,300 Toledo
WJAC-TV
WHEN. WSYR-TV
WSPD-TV
Syracuse
Kalamazoo44,878
Tulsa
40,000
Battle Creek
KOTV
23,876
WKTV
25,700
13,200
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
Utica-Rome
34,267
Washington
44,804
WGAL-TV
WMAl-TV, WNBW, WOIC, WTTG
128,100
Lancaster*
Lansing
WJIM-TV
12,000 Wilmington
WDEL-TV
34,742
* Lancaster and contiguous areas. Total Markets on Air 61
Stations
on Air 104
Sets in Use 5,939,042
Editor's Note: Source of set estimates are based on data available from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers.
Since many -tre compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily
approximate.
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80.9% of the homes no new magazines have been purchased regularly since the entrance of TV.
Continued purchase of the magazines which already were entering the home before the coming of
TV was reported in 90.1% of the
cases. The remaining 9.9% said
they have stopped regular purchase of at least one magazine.
Magazine subscriptions have
been renewed by 27% of those interviewed by Advertest. The remaining 73% said that since they
purchased a television set no subscriptions have been renewed.
Respondents in the 781 television
homes were queried by Advertest
about changes in magazine reading
habits, by sections, brought about
by TV. At present 40.8% said
they spend the same amount of
time reading stories as before
while 23.9% said they devote less
time and 3.6% reported more to
reading of magazine stories. On
time devoted to articles, 43.9% reported "same," 16.9% said "less"
and 5.6%,the"more."
Advertising
received
following:
49.3%,
"more."
"same"; 13.4%, "less"; 5%
The length of set ownership,
from date of original set purchase,
was broken down as follows in the
781 television homes covered for
this survey by Advertest: 1-6
months, 32.4%; 7-12 months,
35.2%; 13-18 months, 12.1% ; 19-24
months, 10.6%; over 24 months,
9.7%.
* * *
WTMJ-TV
Issues New

Milwaukee
Rate Card

SEVENTH rate card was issued
last week by WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, with July 1 the effective
date. Base rates for specific time
lengths follow: One minute or less,
$80; special 10-second service
spots, one-third of applicable oneminute rate; 5 minutes, $112.50;
10 minutes, $157.50; 15 minutes,
$180; 20 minutes, $225; 30 minutes, $270; 40 minutes, $337.50;
45 minutes, $360, and 1 hour, $450.
Live spots on What's New participation show, are $65 each.
Rates include station facilities
and set-up but not rehearsal time.
The latter, for programs, is $50
per halftoriumhour.
the audi-is
studio forUsean ofaudience
$50. The
cardthealsostation
lists technical datarate
about
and
requirements for film and live
shows and spots.
ARB

Releases

May Video Ratings
LATEST television ratings for
New
York, Philadelphia
Chi(Continued
on Telecastingandp. 14)
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Come on, Mr. National Advertiser . . . the selling's fine in Dayton and the Miami Valley with WHIO-TV.
Here's all the proof you need!
68 Local advertisers use WHIO-TV
for them each week.

each week. We're televising 134 spot announcements and 32 programs

WHIO-TV's local production staff is producing those 32 local programs . . . shows that are making sales
and bringing in new customers for their sponsors.
These local programs run the gamut from musical and variety shows to sports, quiz, news, women's programs
and kiddies shows.
WHIO-TV

delivers the biggest TV audience in this area to you. All ratings show this. And with over 65,000

sets in the area, it's a big market for you. Viewers prefer WHIO-TV's local shows and top CBS, ABC and
DuMont programs. Consistent merchandising promotion on the local level is a plus factor in your favor.
1]
News, Sports • CBS, ABC, DuMont
j lanne

PS.

1 13

tv:;:

DAYTON,
OHIO
)o
Page 63
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• Besf Shows

Represented nationally
by The Katz Agency, Inc.

AFFILIATED WITH THE DAYTON DAILY NEWS AND JOURNAL-HERALD
May 29, 1950
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Important

WDEL-TV
CHANNEL

7

WILMINGTON, DEL.

Assures advertisers the clearest
picture in this rich, important
market. NBC network shows, fine
local programming — provide an
established and growing audience. Many advertisers \^
are now enjoying profitable returns.

WGAL-TV
CHANNEL

4

LANCASTER, PENNA.

The only television station that reaches this
large, important Pennsylvania market. Local programming— top shows from four networks: NBC, CBS, ABC and
DuMoht guarantee advertisers
a loyal, responsive audience.
STEINMAN STATIONS
Clair R. McCollough,
General Manager
Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
New York
Chicago
San Francisco Los Angeles

Page 10
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Plummer Reviews Problem<
ENCE
ERcapable
FOUR
of TE
commercial
RFteleof causing harmonic in- and termed this "a large amount
IN
TV YEARS
of power when it is considered
vision operation have brought to
terference: with television." Mr.
Plummer said
that it takes only about one oneFCC "the greatest number of inWe have established a policy at the
hundredth as much signal as the
terference complaints that have
Commission of including harmonic atever been received in a comparable
tenuation figures in the rules of all desired signal to spoil your neighour radio services. We have already
bor's program." Interference of
period of time," Curtis B. Plumincluded them in the rules of about half
this type for miles has been
mer, FCC's chief engineer, told the of the services and add them to each
known, he said.
Canadian Mfrs. Assn. last Thursday
new set pletely
whenrewrite
it is
to comthenecessary
rules for
that
He said three different solutions
in Ottawa. Poor receiver design got service. The
attenuation figures we are
have been under consideration to
using are considerably more stringent
part of the blame.
than required by international radio
lick the radiation problem. He
regulation, but not unreasonable. We
Surveying the TV interference
expect
to use figures between 70 and
named reallocation, change in insituation and possible solutions,
100 d/b for the broadcast services and
termediate frequencies and limitaMr. Plummer also admonished TV
for other services in proportion to
tion of radiation.
power. A little thought in the design
servicemen and dealers to be more
and installation stages of building radio
Regardless of the outcome of
candid and realistic about the in- stations will cost little and at the
same time pay dividends in a minimum
deliberations
by the FCC-industry
terference problems. He termed
of future trouble as the radio spectrum
committee studying the radiation
becomes more crowded.
this to be "simply good business
ethics and would go a long way
problem,
Mr. Plummer said amateurs may
recognized Mr.
thatPlummer
too much said,
haste"ithasis
be credited with more interference
toward keeping the customer sold."
been made in getting receivers to
The Commission's former Telethan they perhaps merit since they the public and not enough considvision Broadcast Division chief told
are cooperative and fix trouble
the Canadian group that the work
eration has been given to design."
spots when they arise. He foreAlthough the competitive ecoload of investigating these comsaw some difficulties with interfernomic factors were noted as imporplaints fallsand
on in
the some
Commission's
ence from use of the new 21,000tant, Mr. Plummer observed that
field offices
of these
21,450 kc amateur band.
"the headaches which follow techFCC has two or three men worknical shortcuts are not pleasant to
ing fulltime on investigation of
Suggests Corrections
complaints from TV set owners.
contemplate." He said that "what
TV receiver intermediate fre- we
hope to see in the immediate
He said experience has shown
quencies in the 21-27 mc area are
future is a television set which,
the complaints fall into three broad
subject to interference often from
after being tuned to say Channel
classifications: (1) Attempted reinternational broadcast stations,
6, will receive that and not a
ception beyond the normal service
it was explained, but this is not neighbor's receiver operating down
area of the station; (2) apparatus
hard to correct with a trap in the
deficiencies, especially deficiencies
antenna circuit. Diathermy maWarns Set Makers
of design of receivers now in the
chines were cited as one of the the street."
worst interference offenders but
hands of the public, and (3) misMr. Plummer also warned TV
understanding of the nature of this would be corrected with reset designers not to overlook intelevision reception and its inherquirement for use of special diaterference toAM reception caused
ent limitations.
thermy band by 1952.
by video and sweep circuits.
"We find that some complaints
Coverage Area
Auto ignition systems "are noof interference made to television
torious
as
TV
program
spoilers,"
Although the normal service
Mr. Plummer stated, but are easily dealers and service people have
range of a TV station is about 40 identified. While very difficult to been pretty casually dismissed by
miles, depending on site, power,
alleviate in any particular case,
terrain etc., Mr. Plummer said the problem is being worked on by poorly trained service personnel,"
Mr. Plummer said, "who without
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and Automobile
FCC gets many complaints from
analysis of the situation or any
people trying to see from 80 to Mfrs. Assn., it was said. Other
formal diagnosis, stated that the
100 miles or more. The same pat- similar offenders cited were neon
interference was caused by one of
tern of interest similar to the DX
signs, sparking motors, heating the licensed radio services, menfad of early aural radio days was
pads,
ultra-violet lamps, elevators
noted.
and fluorescent lamps.
tioning it by none
name."would deny this
Admitting
TV receiver oscillator radiation
Mr. Plummer said some people
to
be
"rapid
diagnosis,"
Mr. Plumare building expensive, complicated
interference was termed the "most
mer
observed
it
also
"does not
receiving apparatus and getting
insidious type of interference"
seem to be very sincere and cergood reception at distances up to since it always affects the other
tainly is not scientific." He said
fellow's set. Mr. Plummer said
100 miles but pointed out these
"it
gives
the complainant an inFCC
engineers
have
measured
as
pictures are extremely vulnerable
complete picture and often results
much
as
0.2
volt
on
the
receiver
and legitimate local interference
in improper condemnation of the
antenna terminal and 4 millivolts
often mars the picture.
licensed station to which this inper
meter
at
100
ft.
in
the
field
He explained legitimate interterference isattributed."
"The dealers
and the installation
ference— that caused by licensed
radio transmitters — is the kind
people would perform a much
Pinned Down
greater service to the public and
FCC "is equipped to handle" since
WHEN Dorothy Livengood,
"we know how to run it down in
to
the licensed stations," Mr.
San Antonio wrestling prothe field" and is making "excellent
Plummer said, "if they would acprogress at keeping it at the irappeared aonfortnight
WOAIcurately analyze the interference
TV San moter,
Antonio
reducible minimum."
for
what
it
actually is."
The FCC chief engineer termed
ago, the interview didn't end
until
the
station's
switchthe first order of this type interTV Legislation
board became jammed. Honference was from other TV staored for her 20th year in
tions, now being considered in
THROUGH governor's action, the
wrestling promotion, Miss
State of Rhode Island has given
FCC's television reallocation proLivengood
correctly
thanked
ceeding. Another kind is harmonic
final
approval to a bill which prointerference from FM stations
sponsor
Grant's
Home
&
vides that no television viewer,
Hardware
Store
for
its
gifts.
which must be remedied at the
screen or other means of visually
Then she started the switchsource. He explained FM stareceiving a television broadcast
board buzzing by mistakenly
tions are not the only stations
shall be located in a motor vehicle.
thanking
a
competitor
of
the
involved in this problem since poIn Virginia, a bill governing the
7-Up
Bottling
Corp.,
second
lice, amateur, point-to-point and
use of television in motor vehicles died after favorable house
"in fact almost all radio services
sponsor
of the Wrestlethon's
weekly
matches.
action.
that are lower in frequency are
May 29, 1950
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ITAPIX
ABC Has New TV Recorder
ITAPIX, a new method of rerding TV programs on 16mm
j.m, representing a combination of
ijveral new techniques developed
y ABC engineers during the past
3 months, was demonstrated dur;|ig a news conference at the netfork's headquarters in New York
•jist week.
i Demonstration was a half -hour
Recast, including kinescopic readings, of ABC's first telecast of
Opera in Novem5he Metropolitan
er 1948; segments of the Crusade
it Europe and Lone Ranger series,
!.oth telecast directly from film
.iiade especially for TV use; movies
r!nade in Hollywood under controlled
lighting conditions and using a
irofessional Mitchell motion picure camera. Each of these films
vas shown in conjunction with
n ograms recorded by the Vitapix
)rocess so viewers could compare the quality of these new film
'recordings with the other kinds of
jHlms used in telecasting.
New Techniques Used
Frank Marx, ABC vice president in charge of engineering, said
;hat new techniques used by ABC
En the Vitapix process include new
Methods of lighting and special
:amera angles, as well as a special
lew method of processing the 16mm
Eilm. New devices developed by ABC
'how are being installed on its TV
cameras and control room equipment as part of the new process,
he said.
3 Mr. Marx said the Vitapix films
fare directly comparable in quality
COLOR
PANEL
Experts See Compromise
IN THE final analysis the color
.television system which will be
adopted, probably from three to
.five years from now, will be a compromise of the three plans — CBS,
RCA and CTI — now proposed before the FCC.
That was the consensus of a
panel of experts who discussed
color TV on a telecast May 18 from
Syracuse U.'s new television studio. Participating were Dr. Thomas
T. Goldsmith, director of research,
DuMont Labs., and Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, vice president, General
Electric Co. They were questioned
on the program, Silhouette of Tomorrow, over WSYR-TV Syracuse
by Moderator Eugene Foster, of
the university's radio-TV faculty,
and Jack Gould, radio and television critic, the New York Times.
Both Drs. Goldsmith and Baker
said none of the systems demonstrated before the Commission is
ready for the public yet — and they
predicted that it will be all of three
to five years before Syracuse or
any other city sees color TV as
regular fare. It was also agreed
that mixed system of telecasting,
i. e. both black-and-white and color,
will be maintained. Dr. Baker
said the TV industry should establish color TV standards and the
FCC should concern itself mainly
with policy.
Page 65
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to present commercial film made
with professional 16mm cameras.
Vitapix, he added, offers advantages in quality control, affords
instant editing and is directly
adapable to present known methods
of color TV broadcasting. The new
process will be installed immeditely
at ABC's three main program
origination points — New York, Chicago and Los Angeles — and will
be made available to all ABC-TV
affiliates as soon as possible.
Mexican TV
WITH the Mexican government
having allocated TV Channel 6 to
Jorge I. Rivera Enterprises, engineering has been completed on the
transmitter site at Point San Acee,
near Rosarito Beach in Lower California. The station expects to
start telecasting on Sept. 1. Dr.
E. R. Hood, Los Angeles representative, said that the station signal
will reach 80% of the Los Angeles
area.

JloaUna

IOWA
U. SHOW
DuMont Aids 1st Live Program
WITH cooperation of the DuMont
Television Labs, WOI-TV Ames,
Iowa State College outlet, has telecast its first live programs. For
a three-day period, May 8-10,
DuMont sent its Telecruiser.
WOI-TV's telecasting was one
of the highlights of the school's
annual "Veishea Open House Celebration," astudent-managed festival held each spring to show visitors to the campus just what is
being done at the college.
Events telecast by WOI-TV and
the DuMont crew included a baseball game between Iowa State College and Nebraska U., an hour
children's program, two-hour parade, horse show, two plays and
opening ceremonies of Veishea,
with Iowa Governor Beardsley as
guest speaker. The station also
filmed the lighting of the traditional Veishea torch by President
Truman
in Ottumwa, Iowa.

THIRD DIMENSION
AEC Reveals New System
A NEW

SYSTEM of Stereo-Television, transmitting three-dimensional images, was announced last
Wednesday by Argonne National
Laboratory, midwest installation of
the Atomic Energy Commission.
Developed
by engineering
the laboratory's
remote control
division
with the cooperation of Allen B.
DuMont Labs, the system was described as providing a method for
working with radioactive materials
at a distance, watching by television to operations of remotelycontrolled devices.
Designed to achieve depth perception similar to that of human
binocular vision, the Stereo-Television system uses twin lenses with
a separation about that of human
eyes in place of the usual single
TV camera lens.

for aH

Action!

TV

Cameras

i r
BALANCED

TV

TRIPOD
(Pat. Pending)

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars
FRANK C. ZUCKER
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35MM
FILM
Recommended
65
GEORGE

WALTER

TRESSEL

of
packaging
PUPPET
video S,
shows Projectals
are mixed and
equally
into a 16hour day by George Walter Tressel, president of Tressel Television Productions, Chicago. Co-inventor of the Projectal, which
flashes time, weather, news and an advertising
message on the video screen, George has developed numerous technical aids to TV produc-

m
r

In 1887 Heinrich Hertz first
proved that electromagnetic waves could be sent
through space.
*
Blair-TV Inc. was the first
exclusive representative of
television stations. The first
company to recognize and
act on the television stations' real need for hard
hitting, single minded, exclusive representation.

BLAIR

REPRESENTING
Birmingham
Columbus
les Angeles
New Orleans
Omaha
Richmond
Salt Lake City
Seattle

Page 12

INC

WBRC-TV
WBNS-TV
KTSl
WDSU-TV
WOW-TV
WTVR
KDYl-TV
KING-TV
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tion and shooting.
A puppeteer from away back (18
years), he was one of the first to
see a potential for puppets in video
programming. In 1944, George
produced his first TV puppet show
at WBKB (TV) Chicago. Taking
time off from studies at the U. of
Chicago, where he majored in
physics as both an undergraduate
and graduate student, he produced
Dickens' "Christmas Carol" fulllength. The one-hour show, "stinking throughout" he says, was later
repeated successfully at the station
with 10 three-dimensional sets, a
40-foot platform-stage, 25 puppets
maneuvered by four string-pullers,
and film clips.
Sound was recorded, so directions
could be called out. Elaborate
shooting required additional detail,
one scene calling for a camera to
focus over a puppet's shoulder
through a window down into a
street scene.
While he was designing balloonborne instruments to measure such
things as turbulence and upper air
winds in the U. of C. meteorological
instrument lab, George labored also
at designing puppets and marionettes, and their costumes. He uses
both continually in his film shows.
His initial experience at WBKB
led to a fulltime job there in 1947
as a member of the crew. Progressing through the routine training
program, he left the station 1%
years ago to organize Tressel Television Productions. While a video
control man at the station, he developed afilter to be placed over
the face of the TV tube to eliminate
the "gooey" look of complexious. A
major manufacturing firm began
producing the same thing six
months later, but the device is no
longer used because of improvements in the tube proper.
It was also at WBKB that he
helped invent the Projectal. The
instrument is leased nationally by
International News Service, and has
been installed in about 20 stations.
George's official description of it
— "an opaque projector with a lot
of gimmicks." It was formally introduced to the industry at the
NAB convention last year, and its
successor, the new Super Projectal,
bowed at the NAB conclave this
year.
Television's rapid growth is
traced easily by George Tressel.
When he started in the medium,
lights were so hot that paint on
puppets' faces melted. Now the
casualty rate is zero.
Believing that packaging serials

by Shupe

THE USE of 35mm film for kin scope recordings was recommends
in preference to 16mm film bj
George Shupert, vice presiden .
Paramount Television Productions
in an address to the newly-formec
TV Executives Club at the Towr
House, New York.
Group was organized to meet the
desire of advertising agency executives, to whom membership i;
limited, for a means of free discussion of the numerous problem;
arising from the introduction oi
television into the advertising
media field.
Speakinar on the subject, "How
Can We Make Better TV Recordings ",
? Mr. Shupert stated that the
basic advantage of 35mm film is
that it "allows more light to pass
through the film and onto the TV
pickup tube. . . . And, because if
records greater detail, greater detail is transmitted.
"The 35mm projectors used by
TV stations today, in most instances, are of higher quality than
the 16mm projectors." Mr. Shupert
said. "Unfortunately, only about
20% of the nation's TV stations on
the air today are equipped with

35mm projectors."
Mr. TRESSEL

'SPOT SPONSOR'
WNBT (TV) Game Commercial

"is the future for small firms such
as ours," the film producer plans
an "at-home" series with husband
and wife duo, scheduled to run a
quarter-hour once weekly for 13
weeks. "The hope for all small
producers, however, is to develop
five-a-week film serials to hold an
audience during the daytime." Ends
would be open for local sponsorship.
He has just completed a 15minute burlesque western with 10
puppets, slated to be telecast
initially three times weekly for 13
weeks and expanded later to fiveweekly. George and his staff continue to invent small items as TV
aids. "Major companies take the
surface off instrument development,
but leave the field of minor attachments fallow," he claims.
He is now working on a "tele
recorder" which he hopes will
heighten definition and eliminate
the fuzziness of kinescopes. Among
equipment installed in his South
Side studio is a viewing device for
film cameras similar to the viewing
slot on TV cameras. Three such
cameras are used for variety in
angles, and each is switched from a
control room.
"Much of our work is still experimental, and we continue to do
a lot of shooting in the dark,"
George admits. He's convinced,
though, there is a vast market for
video films.
Mrs. Tressel, the former Mary
Ann Schmidt, also gets in on the
act. She has worked in theatrics,
and often joins George's video
crew. They have a three-year-old
son, Paul Sergei.

ALMOST a dozen advertisers May
15 started on a new type of
television commercial called "Spot
the
on WNBT (TV)
New Sponsor,"
York.
The commercial is being shown
four times daily. It is composed of
a one-minute film showing all
sponsors' products in shadow boxes
with Louise Varney commenting on
brand identification in the first
showing at 5 p.m. Audience is
asked to guess the missing sponsor'
in the subsequent films, shown at
three other times, 5:29 p.m., 6L
p.m., and 6:54 p.m., and the person
called by the station who correctly
identifies
ceives $25.the missing sponsor re-
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All advertisers have signed 13week contracts for participation on
this game commercial. They are:
Esso Standard Oil Co. (Flit),
Snow Crop Orange Juice, Savarin
Coffee, Delrich Margarine, Old
Dutch Cleanser, Swift's Peanut
Butter, Derby Foods, Pepsi-Cola,
Wards Tiptop Bread, SOS Cleanser and Seven-Minute Mix. The
commercial idea was conceived
by Russel Varney and Earl G.
Thomas.
MINUTE |
ONE
TV FILM

■
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"S FUTUR
Denver GroupE Hears Coy
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy last
Monday told the Rocky Mountain
Radio Council at Denver that the
Commission is working to lift the
TV freeze "at the earliest possible
date." As he had informed the City
Club ofnight'Portland,
Ore.,Coy
a fortago, Chairman
also
stated FCC would settle the color
jquestion before proceeding with
jgenerai TV allocations [Broadcasting, May 22].
Going into considerable backjground detail concerning the origin
pf the allocations and color problems in television, Chairman Coy
lexplained to the Denver group that
ssignment of stations could not
e made in that area before the
freeze was lifted because no city
""lives to itself alone" in television.
The FCC Chairman offered no
estimate as to how soon a color
ruling would be issued since the
earing on color was to be comleted only last week. He did indiate he didn't believe the color
_uestion could be settled, the allocations problems considered and the
(freeze lifted much before the end
bf this year.
Even if the freeze were lifted
•at that time, Chairman Coy told
the group, it would be next year
before the Commission would begin
'processing
and become
noted
that many applications
of these might

involved in "complicated" comparative hearings. He assured the group
'that the kind of television the Comijmission was working on would be
:l"well worth waiting for," however,
from the standpoint of the public,
broadcasters and manufacturers.
Observing that TV would become "America's dominant medium
lof mass communications," Chairman Coy stated television already is
.-.("having far-reaching repercussions
Ifin our home life, our social life,
uour educational and informational
techniques, our entertainment inand on commerce."
.over 5.5 dustries
million
sets now inWith
the
hands of the public, Chairman Coy
predicted this total would be 25
'million
years.
TV
stations within
now onthree
the air
already
!cover areas occupied by more than
^ne-third of all families in the U. S.,
he said. He also noted some $35
'million was spent in TV advertising last year.
^National TV Show Plans
TWO SHOWS — Groucho Marx
and a supporting cast of singers,
imusicians and acts, and one starring Mr. Marx and Betty Hutton
— are being considered as headline
Attractions for the Third National
Television & Electrical Living Show
in Chicago next fall. New show
■policy was set last year when
Eddie Cantor, with the cast of his
.radio show, appeared twice daily
for 10 days. Cost of the entertainment was included in the $1 general admission to the Coliseum.
|Art Holland, owner of MalcolmHoward Agency, which handles the
account, is negotiating for the
talent.
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(Continued s from
'Foxes' p. 3)
HitsTelecasting
Jone
until UHF standards are fixed, and
saw "no guaranty" that they will
build UHF sets even then.
Because rates depend upon set
circulation, therefore, he felt there
exists "a real danger that those
of you with a UHF channel will
find yourself in the same box that
He felt, however, that FM has
been
promoted and
FM is inadequately
in."
emphasized
that
many
tions which are hemmedAM in staat
night by interference could reach
far greater areas with FM.
He thought UHF television's economic security lies in the advertising accounts of "the small business
man" who, at present, is "almost
completely crowded off the televiTEN gallon hat, gift of Colorado broadcasters, is worn by FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy (I) on his visit to Denver to discuss the television status (see adjacent story). Smiling their approval are (I to r) Mayor Quigg Newton of Denver; Robert Ellis,
Pueblo, Pyle,
vice president
of KVOD
the Colorado
Assn., KGHF
and Duncan
manager of
Denver. Broadcasters'
COY

IN

OREGON

DuMont

Queried on TV Freeze
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy,
during his visit to Portland, Ore.
[Broadcasting, May 22], came up
against a group of radio and press
representatives — on KPOJ Portland's On the Record show — who
wanted to know why Northwest
television applications are still in
a state of freeze.
Mr. Coy's accepted explanation
was that television was in danger
of becoming a metropolitan service
instead of a nation-wide service,
and that until the UHF bands are
"sorted out" the freeze will continue. However, he did indicate
that that might come close to the
end of 1950, with grants then starting within 60 days.
On the Record is produced by
KPOJ with the cooperation of the
Press Club of Oregon and is moderated by Ted Hallock.
The panel which questioned Mr.
Coy was H. Quenton Cox, manager
of NBC's Portland outlet, KGW;
Dwight Loomis, radio engineer and
physics instructor at Lewis and
Clark College; Ben Ostlind, chairman of Portland's "Television
Now" committee, and Joe Stein,
radio columnist of the Oregon
Journal.
CALIF. FILM TAX
Stare Cancels Proposal
PROPOSED 3% California state
sales tax on filmed TV commercials
has been cancelled, E. H. Stetson,
State Board of Equalization tax
counsel, advised the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce Television
Committee last week.
Decision to cancel the tax, the
committee announced, came after
the group arranged a special meeting on April 28 in Los Angeles between the State Board of Equalization tax officials and film producers.

to WJIM-TV

WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., has
signed an affiliation contract with
the DuMont Television Network.
The addition of the station brings
the DuMont affiliate list to 58. The
station is also affiliated with ABC,
NBC and CBS.

nothing
under

but

our

In the recent development of
lower-priced equipment for industrial television service Comr. Jones
saw a likely boon for prospective
small-market TV operators.
"A little pressure for the development ofthis kind of apparatus
for broadcasting purposes will undoubtedly result in the development
of suitable broadcasting apparatus
at a price that a small television
station can afford," he said. "And
more important, it can be operated
with a reasonably small staff."

smiles

umbrella!

HOLLAND

LEONARD A. VERSLUIS STATIONS
HY M. STEED, MANAGER
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market."to Small Stations
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REPRESENTED BY
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

KALAMAZOO
THESE GREAT MARKETS
ONE MILLION PEOPLE .
LOOK FOR TV FROM

GRAND RAPIDS, CHANNEL 7
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(Continued from Telecasting p. 8)
cago, released last week by the
American Research Bureau, show
Texaco Star Theatre to be the
leading program in all three cities.
Talent Scouts was second in New
York and Philadelphia and Godfrey and His Friends took second
place in Chicago.
Reports are based on 500 "viewer diaries" placed in a cross section
of TV homes in each city.
Top television shows for the
week May 1-7 for the cities measured by Audience Research Bureau
are:
NEW YORK
1. Star Theatre
70.0
2. Talent Scouts
60.5
54.3
3. Toast of the Town
46.4
4. Studio One
45.8
5. Godfrey & Friends
41.2
6. The Goldbergs
7. Philco Playhouse
40.3
39.8
8. Sat. Night Revue
39.4
9. Lights Out
10. Silver Theatre
35.1
PHILADELPHIA
80.4
1. Star Theatre
66.9
2. Talent Scouts
62.5
3. Toast of the Town
58.7
4. Godfrey & Friends
52.5
5. Lights Out
50.8
6. Philco Playhouse
50.1
7. Kraft TV Theatre
49.0
8. Stop the Music
48.2
9.
Film
Theatre
(WFIL-TV)
47.0
10. Studio One
CHICAGO
69.5
1. Star Theatre
65.4
2. Godfrey & Friends
56.7
3. Talent Scouts
50.9
4. Toast of the Town
5. Kraft TV Theatre
46.2
44.1
6. Orig. Amateur Hour
40.9
7. Private Eye
8. Sat. Night Revue
40.5

Naders***
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5,863
from a
TV

Population

of

only 38,000 Sets
(. . . but Growing Fast)
★
Here's PROOF of
Audience Interest
ACUSE
AM • FM • TV
NBC Affiliate in Central New York
HEADLEY-REED, National Representatives
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37.0
39.4

9. Fireside Theatre
10. Suspense

Telestatus
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SPECIAL
New York May ReportReleased by Pulse
NEW YORK television ratings for
May 1-7 released last week by The
Pulse Inc. show Texaco Star Theatre as the leading once-a-week
show. Howdy Doody was tops in
multi-weekly programs.
New York program standings as
reported by The Pulse Inc. are as
follows :
Rating
MayAverage
Program
Once-A-Week Shows
Texaco Star Theare
The Goldbergs
Toast of the Town
Godfrey's
Studio One Talent Scouts
Saturday Night Revue
Philcd TV Playhouse
Lights Outvs. Detroit
Yankees
Godfrey & His Friends

62.3
Apr.
46.8
44.2
60.1
41.4
42.8
41.8
40.2
36.1
34.7
39.2
34.2
33.6
32.0
31.6
32.2
31.8
30.6 33.0
30.6
Rating
Average
Program

Multi-Weekly Shows
Howdy
Doody
Yankee Baseball
Games
Captain
Video*
Junior Frolics**
Lucky Pup
Camel
News Caravan
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
Children's
Theatre
Magic Cottage
Godfrey & Uke
*** 13.1
1 1 .7 .Mon.-Sat.
Mon.-Sun.

May
22.4
19.8
14.4
13.6
13.3
12.2
11.6
10.8
10.4
9.9

Apr.
26.0
15.5
18.4
13.9
13.6
12.6
12.2
10.4

AVERAGE QUARTER
SETS-IN-USE FOR
THE WEEKHOUR
STUDIED
Entire Week, 12 Noon- 12 Midnight
TELEVISION HOMES
bined
Radio
May,
TV Radio
14.0
Com&46.0
TV
May, 1950
34.2
47.0
34.2
April, 1950
28.9
14.7
35.1
7.4
1949
KTLA Compares L. A.
Radio-TV Audiences
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, in a
Study of Television and Radio
Advertising Costs in Los Angeles,
reports that the station now delivers a larger average evening
audience than the leading radio
station in the same mai'ket. The
survey was made by Paramount
Television Productions Inc., KTLA
owner. Hooperating figures are
used.
Lens for Races
WFBM-TV Indianapolis is
making sure that television
set owners in the Indianapolis area get plenty of
closeup action at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway during qualification trials and
the 500-mile race itself.
Using a new 40-inch lens, the
Reflectar, WFBM-TV has
mounted a camera atop the
paddock stands across from
the pits. The lens is so powerful, the station said, that
when turned on the pit area,
across the track, it can show
only about one-third of a car
at a time — but in great detail. The Reflectar is an
invention of Dr. F. G. Back,
inventor of the Zoomar lens.

TV SECTIONS
Papers Owning Stations Play for Dealer Ac

A GOOD many newspaper owners
who jointly operate a TV facility
are tripping up the old saw —
"don't put all your eggs in one
basket." Rather', they are spreading them with excellent hatching
results.
The method, used by an increasing number of TV-newspaper
owners, is simple and effective —
that of printing an entire section
of the Sunday edition devoted to
television news, and more pointedly,
to TV distributor and dealer ads.
An example of this heads-up
TV-publisher cooperation and mutual benefit is the television section which has appeared periodically in the Baltimore Sunday
Sun. The Sunpapers own and
operate WMAR-TV Baltimore and
its sister station, WMAR-FM.
On May 7, the Sun printed its
fourth TV supplement — the first
one was published in 1948 and it
has appeared since about every six
months. It contained 32 pages.
Exactly one-half of this section,
or 16 pages, was made up of full
page
dealer-distributor TV advertisements.
A general accounting of the set
makes in order of full-page appearance found Zenith, RCA
(three pages),
Mo- ,
torola, AdmiralMagnavox,
(three pages)
Stromberg-Carlson, General Electric and Philco (three pages).
Every one of these makes and
others such as Tele-tone, AMC,
Hallierafters, Emerson and Westinghouse were liberally advertised
in smaller displays. One dealer
split two full page ads among four
makes— Motorola, Philco, Emerson
and GE. Some of the smaller ads
swept at least half of the printed
Most

of the

remaining news

page.
WNBQ's NEEDS
Report Expected Soon
INDEPENDENT industrial engineer, hired by NBC to report on
the need for TV facilities at the
Central Division in Chicago, is expected to complete his report and
make recommendations for additional space within two weeks.
WNBQ.
(TV),
M and
O station which
took NBC
the air
a year
and
a half ago, has outgrown its studio
space in Merchandise Mart headquarters. The engineer is reported
to have considered acquisition of
space on the Mart roof adjacent to
present TV installation as well as
properties away from the Mart.
NBC, which decided to relinquish
its lease on the Studebaker (legitimate) Theatre when it was set
that the Jack Carter show would
originate in the East instead of
Chicago next fall, now is planning
to continue the lease despite a
$2,000 per week rental. Decision
was based on immediate need for
space and amount of equipment
and installation investment there.
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space was taken over by TV fe&
tures and comments on shows, ei!
tertainers, radio-TV logs, etc. Th
front page of this section featurec jj
four stories — Baltimore area fan
ilies' investment in TV sets; influence of TV on living habits ; TV
spring sports program of basebal
and horse racing, and the winning
of safety awards by WMAR-TV.
The Sun's TV outlet also strike;
a stirring figure in regular advertising during the year. Whih
dealer ads are multi-apparent as
they are in all newspapers in th
country, WMAR-TV alone has ai
average of 150 lines per day—
a total of 900 lines for the six
day publishing week with addec, r;
linage for its Sunday advertise-: !.

ments.
with ofTV,
WMAR-FM
'
also getsAlong
a share
space
— the 90( jj
lines mentioned above vie equally
between the stations for readers
attention.
EQUIPMENT MAKERS
Employment Outlook Bright
BRIGHT OUTLOOK for employment and production in the communicationis equipment
manufacturing industries
resulting
froir.
the soaring production of televisior
sets, according to a report released
fortnight
by the LaborSecurity
Dept.'s
Bureau ofagoEmployment
In a survey covering 190 plants
85% of the communication equipment industry, employment rose
5.6% between January and March
and a further rise of 2.6% by July
is anticipated by the bureau.
In addition to increased employment, more than 10% of the reporting firms said they need more
space. All of these firms produce
television sets and parts or tubes.
In March a little more than half
of these
companies
plans
to expand,
the had
reportdefinite1
says.
EMERGENCY

PLAN

Legislation by TV Urged
PROVISIONS for dispersal of
Congressional members to 30 or 40
key centers and for legislation by
mobile television should be marked
for "intense study" looking toward
some concrete emergency plan,
Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.)
again has advised Congress
[Broadcasting, Dec. 5, 1949].
Reminding that the idea of a
"mobile capitol" or White House
is "neither new nor improbable,-'
the Wisconsin solon felt "train
mobility and /or legislation by television might be the only answer."
Sen. Wiley's latest comments on
the use of TV in defense plans
were contained in an article in the
quarterly issue of Air Affairs,
published by the American Society
of Air Affairs, which he inserted
in the Congressional Record May
12.
BROADCASTING
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PRODUCTION
SERVICES
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii
GENE LESTER Productions, Hollywood, has completed first of 12minute Hollyivood Picture Album
television series on Hollywood celebrities. First film features Actress-Singer Martha Raye. Threeminute introduction by announcer
in each city will lend local angle.
. . . Betty Sinclair, formerly production supervisor, Lippert Productions Inc., Hollywood (motion pictures), joins Max Gilford and Wally
Kline, same city (television film
producers), as producer on ABCTV Marshal of Gimsight Pass.
Amalgamation of New World
Films and Motion Picture Stages
Inc., New York TV film studio, has
been announced by Burgess Meredith. Mr. Meredith is vice president
of revamped board of Motion Picture Stages. Les Hafner is president. Firm planning expansion in
belief that dramatic shows on film
soon will become "solid middle
ground" of television.
Sarra Inc., Chicago, producing
spots for Pure Oil Co. and Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
Pure Oil series includes one-minute
films giving practical solutions to
motoring problems, titled "What
to do if it happens to you." Oneminute and 20-second spots for
Santa Fe show crack trains and
travel spots in Southwest, theme:
"Ride great trains through a great
country."
Associated Films Inc., New York,
will distribute 16mm documentary
film made by Col. Ilia Tolstoy, entitled "Inside this
Tibet."
According
to distributor
is first
motion
picture to come out of Tibet. . . .
Additions to INS-Telenews roster
include: WTCN-TV Minneapolis,
daily newsreel, sponsored by Baker
Co. department store; WENR-TV
Chicago, daily newsreel and This
Week in Sports, Hauser Nash;
KEYL-TV San Antonio, This Week
in Sports.
Flying A Picture Co. has set up
offices at 6000 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood. Flying A Picture is new
firm formed by Gene Autry, Armand Schaefer and Mitchell J.
Hamilburg to produce TV western
films [Telecasting, April 24].
William Wrigley Jr. Co., sponsor of
CBS Gene Autry Show, has first
refusal rights to TV films.
United Videogram, Chicago, has
released one-minute and 20-second
commercial to Grant Advertising,
same city, sponsored by Cudahy
Packing Co., for Old Dutch Cleanser, in five TV markets. . . . Filmack
Trailer Corp., Chicago, has developed coated lens, in own shop,
which fits on motion picture cameras to clear and brighten film spot
backgrounds. Firm also has completed TV trailerettes for Studebaker Theatre, Burke Motors and
Courtesy Motors, all Chicago.
Kling Studios, Chicago, under
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supervision of Fred Niles, has completed video spots for following
clients: Carlay Co., Batavia, 111.,
for Ayds, through H. W. Kastor &
Sons; Chicago Western Corp., Pinafore Chicken, through Phil Gordon
Agency; Flavour Candy Co., Chicago, through Phil Gordon; Glidden Co., paints, through Meldrum
& Fewsmith, Cleveland. Agencies
all
wise.Chicago unless specified otherASCAP

ALEXANDER

5000 Top Quality Commercials
FOR

50 LINES

in Counsel
1940." for the committee is
Stuart Sprague, New York.

□ F BUSINESS

OFFICIAL TELEVISION, INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF OFFICIAL FILMS. INC
COMPLETE

VIDEO

PROGRAM SERVICE
NEW SHOWS READY BOON.
CONTACT W. W. BLACK

A Low-Cost Rental Service

25 WEST 45TH STREET,

WRITE

NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
LU Z-17DD

RIGHTS
TV Unit To Seek Plans

PREPARING for long drawn-out
negotiations with ASCAP over
television rights, the Television
Per-Program Committee announced
Friday it will seek plans to continue the negotiations on behalf
of TV stations. The ASCAP temporary licenses were renewed Friday until July 1.
Dwight Martin, WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati, committee chairman,
submitted a report to TV broadcasters who had authorized the
committee to negotiate with
ASCAP. He reported nine separate
meetings had been held with
ASCAP officials since the body was
formed last September.
Factors holding up completion
of a mutually acceptable plan, he
said, include per program fees, long
an industry problem in ASCAP
negotiations. "Under blanket license terms, as now practiced in
radio broadcasting, the licensee
pays a percentage of his income and
can use ASCAP music on any or all
programs," he explained.
ASCAP now wants to be paid
a per program rate for spot announcements that are adjacent to
programs employing ASCAP music,
even if these announcements contain no music, Mr. Mai'tin said,
adding that acceptance of such a
demand would break down "one of
the principles for which we fought

FILM CO,

SARRA,
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913

INC

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
MOTION PICTURES
SOUND SLIDE FILMS

CREATORS and PRODUCERS
of
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

NEW YORK - CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:

AUSTIN 7-BS2Q

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS!
Available for television
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK. 19
Save Money!
Save Time!
Low Cost
High Powered
FILM COMMERCIALS
"Finest in Film Since 1937"
FASTLABORATORY
72 HR. SERVICEI
WALNUT 2164
FILM ASSOCIATES. INC.
440 E. Schantz Ave. Dayton 9, Ohio

PRODUCERS MERGE
National Society Is Formed
MERGER of Television Producers
Assn. of Hollywood and Independent Television Producers Assn.,
New York, as National Society
of Television Producers has become
effective. Los Angeles group at
regular meeting May 19 approved
constitutional bylaws set up for
the national organization. New
York unit is expected to pass on
the bylaws.
Officers for the national group
will be named at future date by the
board of directors representing both
branches.
May 29, 1950

GRAY — O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL
SPOTS
FOR TELEVISION
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
NEW YORK
PLAZA 3-1531

RKO PATHE, INC.
625 MADISON

AVE.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
PLAZA 9-3600

SILENT FILMS SOUNDED
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We co-operate with all or any studio.
WRITE& FILM
US SYSTEMS
SYNCRO TAPE
489 Fifth Ave. New York
MUSIC - NARRATION - EFFECTS
TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
TV AllSPOTS-PROGRAMS
FOR Steps
Production
In One Organization
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD »-7I05
TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
FILM AND
SPOTS
20-SECONB
1 MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, 0. C.
STERLING 4650
VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TO
PRINT OF
□WNE.SFINISHED
AND OPERATORS
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
51D W. 57TH STREET. N. Y. CWITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES
41 E. 50TH ST.. NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL S-1162
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Billions

Gleaming

of

speeding

set phosphors
luminescent materials,

electrons

"on

fire"

excited by an electron beam,
help create television pictures

No. 5 in a series outlining high
points in television history

Photos from the historical collection of RCA

• "Specpure Laboratory," said a sign at RCA Laboratories, "Do Not
Enter. Dust Is Our No. 1 Troublemaker." On the floor were moistened rugs to trap any speck of shoe-borne dust. Scientists and
technicians had to change to clean white clothing before entering
the room.

This block of luminescent material, energized by ultraviolet light, provided
illumination for this photograph.

Purpose of this meticulous housekeeping was to provide a place
where no speck of dirt would handicap the work in progress. RCA
scientists were studying luminescent materials— seeking ways to produce them in commercial quantities, while maintaining the utmost
quality and purity. Not even a speck of foreign matter could be tolerated. One part of copper in ten million will show up as green spots
on a television screen.

sive research was done until scientists began seeking to perfect these
glowing materials for use on the screens of television receivers. A
scientist at RCA Laboratories, in the Specpure Room, was one of the
first to develop the fundamentals for a way of making luminescent
materials in bulk for television.

Although phosphors have been known for centuries — since even
sugar, salt, and diamonds have luminescent properties— little inten-

This development is one of the reasons why, at RCA Tube Plant
in Lancaster, Pa., phosphors can now be made by the tankful ! Yet
even in mass production, each "batch" of phosphors has uniform
characteristics. White light, of the type most suitable for television
pictures, is produced by mixtures of materials combined in exactly
the correct proportion.
Guarded at every step against any trace of contamination, these
phosphors are deposited in a delicate film-like coating on the faceplates oftelevision tubes . . . where thev cling by a form of molecular
attraction. Excited by an electron beam, they glow with a brilliant
white light and thus produce the crisp black-and-white pictures we
see on television.
To television, the phosphors developed by RCA scientists are as
important as paint is to the painter. The face of the kinescope tube
is the "canvas." A picture appears as a visible image when the electron gun acts as a "paintbrush"— and emits billions of speeding
electrons— to create patterns in the phosphors!

Tubes move at a snail's pao along this settling belt, while the luminescent
coating settles on the face of the bulb.

Radio Corporation of America
WORLD LEADER IN RADIO— FIRST IN TELEVISION
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Advertisement

Pull Out for Filing

FCC

REVERSED
Court Upholds WBNY
CC WAS REVERSED by the
J. S. Court of Appeals for the
[District of Columbia last week and
jiirected to allow WBNY Buffalo,
N. Y., to show cause in hearing
vhy its operation should not be
nterfered with by WFCB Dunkirk, N. Y. WBNY had appealed
jhe non-hearing grant of WFCB
lifter being denied reconsideration
bf the action by FCC.
Roy L. Albertson, licensee of
|tt7BNY, assigned 250 w fulltime
|>n 1400 kc, protested the December
948 grant of 500 w fulltime on
410 kc to Dunkirk Broadcasting
)orp. for WFCB, claiming WBNY
ivould suffer interference within
Its normally protected contour.
FCC denied Mr. Albertson's petition to set aside the Dunkirk grant
"or hearing on grounds the WBNY
engineering evidence was insufficient. The court noted, however,
jhat WFCB admitted the interference in its opposition to the
protest.
Proctor's Opinion
The court's opinion, written by
udge James M. Proctor, said FCC
|n its reasoning ignored "the admitted interference by Dunkirk"
md disregarded "the long estabished rule that a defective pleading
bay be aided by an opposing
heading and that a party will not
*e heard to insist that his adversary
las omitted to allege facts he himself has supplied?1^
In view of this, the court said,
'we cannot escape the conclusion
hat the action of the Commission
n dismissing Albertson's applicaion for rehearing was an unvarranted denial of rights accorded by law. This stands out in
ight of the fact that the Dunkirk
dcense was obtained without a
learing and without notice to, or
; participation by Albertson, all due
LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write
Employers
Reinsurance
Corporation
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
Kansas City, Missouri
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sports announce
KENfromMARSTO
d, Tenn.,r
WBACN, Clevelan
and WKSR Pulaski, Tenn., joins
sports and announcing staff of WJJM
Lewisburg, Tenn.
PAUL BARETTE, former CBC war
correspondent, appointed editor of
CBC International Service at Montreal. For past three years he has
been chief of CBC French network
news service. He replaces GEORGE
FRAZER, appointed to Prince Edward
Island provincial government as public relations officer.
DR. FRANK H. JETER, farm commentator on WPTF Raleigh, N. C, and
agricultural editor of North Carolina
State College there, honored by college
in current yearbook, which is dedicated to him.
JOHN FACENDA, newscaster for
WIP Philadelphia, given certificate of
award by Golden Slipper Square Club
for his commentary on sound track
for film of Golden Slipper Camp.
LOWELL THOMAS Jr., son of Lowell
Thomas, CBS news commentator, and
Mary Taylor Pryor have announced
their marriage.
RON MILLER, newscaster for WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va., is the father of a
boy, Scott Leslie.
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Oh -My

where

Joe

Aching

I sit

Marsh

Feet!

The other night just as I was about
to settle down with a book and a mellow glass of beer, the wife calls down,
"Joe — i" almost forgot — you and I
are going over to the High School and
take dancing lessons!"
Now, I can waltz with the best of
them, so naturally I put up a quiet

to assurance that no interference
wozdd be caused."
"Had that fact been known to
the Commission," the opinion said,
"the license could not have been
granted
without
Albertson's tohaving notice
and opportunity
be

struggle against going, but it was no
use. Turns out it was the class in
square dancing. And from the look on
some of the other men I judged that
I wasn't the only one there who had
been taken by surprise!

The court held that a rehearing
heard."
should be allowed and Mr. Albertson "accorded a full and fair opportunity toshow cause why operation of WBNY should not be interfered with, and thus modified
... by the Dunkirk grant."
The court declined to consider
Dunkirk's contention that the
WBNY service area involved already was subject to interference
from WPLN Erie, Pa., whose nonhearing grant of 250 w on 1400
kc WBNY was alleged not to have
protested. The court said this question did not fall within the scope
of the appeal and no opinion could
be expressed on the matter.

Miss Williams and Curly Lawson
taught us what to do with our feet, and
before it was over, darn if I wasn't
actually enjoying myself. Going back
next week, too!
From where I sit, we sometimes get
an idea into our head for or against
something and then hang on for dear
life. Whether it's square dancing, or
the right to enjoy temperate beer or
ale now and then, we owe it to ourselves as Americans to take an open-

Socialists' Meet Booked
FOUR networks to carry portions
of Socialist Party National Convention at Detroiter Hotel, Detroit,
June 2-4. MBS will broadcast
keynote speech by Norman Thomas
June 2, 11:15-11:30 p.m. ABC
will carry speech by Maynard
Krueger, U. of Chicago, June 3,
4-4:15
NBC'sMr.W.Thomas
W. Chaplin willp.m.
interview
and
Harry Fleischman, national secretary of Socialist party, on NBC
June 3, 5:30-5:45 p.m. CBS will
carry closing convention address
by Mr. Thomas June 4, 11:30 p.m.12 midnight.

• Telecasting

minded attitude — that's even after we
make up our minds about it!

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
jfiC
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Contractor

saves

penalty

of $500

Actions

of

MAY
— by

investing

$3*84

in Air

Express

the

19 to MAY

FCC

25

cond.
-conditional
LS-local
sunset
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-efFective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hour.'
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfer
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of nev
station and transfer applications.

$3.84 is small charge indeed,
since it covers door-to-door service.
Anytime delivery, 7 days a week, at
all airport cities. This feature makes
the most
world'sconvenient
fastest shipping
the
to use. service

Air Express always goes by Scheduled Airlines; this means extra dependability, experienced handling.
And shipments keep moving 'round
the clock. Regular use of Air Express
keeps any business moving.

Air Express gives you all these advantages
World's fastest shipping service.
Special door-to-door service at no extra cost.
One-carrier responsibility all the way.
1150 cities served direct by air; air-rail to 22,000 off-airline offices.
Experienced Air Express has handled over 25 million shipments.
Because of these advantages, regular use of Air Express pays. It's your best air
shipping buy. For fastest shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway
Express Agency. (Many low commodity rates in effect. Investigate.)

Rates include pick-up and delivery door
to door in all principal towns and cities
A service of
Railway Express Agency and the
SCHEDULED AIRLINES of the U.S.
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May 23 Decisions . . .
I
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Pi.
Hearing Designated
WJVA South Bend, Ind.— Designate! S
for hearing application for renewal o
license and extended present licens* c
on a temporary basis for period end
ing Sept. 1, 1950.
Renewal Granted
I
WPAL ofCharleston,
S. C—
Granted
re,
newal
license for
period
endinj
Nov. 1, 1952.
Extensions Granted
Granted further temporary exten
sions of licenses of following station
to Sept. 1, 1950: WOXF Oxford, N. C.
KPMO Pomona, Calif.; WMEX Boston
Mass.; WGAR and aux., Cleveland ,
Ohio; KMPC Los Angeles, Calif.; WJI .!
& aux. Detroit, Mich.; WTUX Wilming i
ton, Del.; WBAL
Md.; KEY^
Pocatello,
Ida.; Baltimore,
WSNY Schenectadv
N. Y.; KHOZ Harrison, Ark.; KXLI I
N. Little Rock, Ark.; KWAK Stuttgart
Ark.; KWEM West Memphis, Ark.
KOJM Havre, Mont.; WINK Fort Myers KE
Fla.; KSET El Paso, Texas; KSVC jh
Richfield, Utah.
r.E
Petition Granted
Commission by Order, granted peti
tion by Home News Pub. Co., Nev la
Brunswick, N. J., to intervene in tele
vision hearing to introduce evidenc
relating to general problems of alloca
tion and utilization of ultra high fre
I
quencies.
Company
operates
station KE2XEL
and FM
station exp.
WDHTT°i
New Brunswick.
K
BY THE SECRETARY
The Chronicle Pub. Co., San Fran
Cisco — Granted license KMC-74 to us
facilities of exp. TV relay KA-4131 a V
TV STL
in connection
with atKRON-TA
San
Francisco,
with trans,
905 Mis IP:oiK
sion St., San Francisco.
3
WVSHnewHuntington,
Ind.— Granted
cense
noncommercial
educationali I
FM station; (88.1 mc), Ch. 201 10 v W
maximum.
Pacific Video Pioneers, Area, Signa mo:
Hill, Calif.
— Granted
licenseKM2XAZ_If.
change
power
and trans,
equipment
WJER Dover, Ohio— Granted licenser
new AM station; 1450 kc, 250 w uni3j~
time.
U. of CPs
Oklahoma,
Okla.-jw
Granted
for new Norman,
remote pickupjtrrj
KA-6736, KKD-310.
Appalachian Bcstg. Corp., Bristol, Va'

WLIN Merrill, Wis.— Mod. CP AM station to change
500 w-N
to 1 kw from
unl. 550 kc 1 kw-D

BROADCASTING

E

Time clause in housing project paving contract stood chance of being
invoked when equipment broke down at 5 p.m. 10-lb. carton of replacement parts Air Expressed from 1200 miles away. Delivery in 8 hours.
Air Express charge only $3.84 — and contractor completed job on time.

May 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 580
KCNA Tucson, Ariz.— CP AM station
to change from 1340 kc 250 w unl. to
580 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA AMENDED
to request 580AM—
kc 5 1010
kw-Dkc 500 w-N DAN.
Syndicate Theatres Inc., Columbus,
Ind. — CP new AM station on 1010 kc
500 w-D AMENDED to request 1010 kc
250 w D.
AM— 1590 kc
Radio St. Clair Inc., W. of Marine
City,w Mich.
— CP new AM
station 1590
1590 kc
500
D AMENDED
to request
kc
1 kw D DA. AM— 960 kc
WABG Greenwood, Miss.— CP AM
station to change from 960 kc 1 kw D
to 960 kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N.
AM— 1420
kc
KLFY Lafayette, La.— CP AM station
to change from 1390 kc 250 w D to
1420 kc 1 kw-DAM—500 1600
w-N kcDA-N.
WHLL Wheeling, W. Va.— CP AM
station to change from 1600 kc 1 kw
D DA to 1600 kc 5 kw D.
License for CP
WVOT Wilson, N. C— License for
CP to change hours of operation etc.
KBKI Alice, Tex.— Same.
KCLX Colfax, Wash. — License for
CP new AM station.
Modification of License
KHBR Hillsboro, Tex. — Mod. license
to change Modification
studio location.
of CP
Mod. CP AM station to change frepower etc.
for Yuma,
extension
completionquency,date:
KYUM
Ariz.;of
WSAY Rochester, N. Y.; WPRA
Mayaguez, P. R.; KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo.; KGGF Coffey ville, Kan.
N. C— Mod.
CP new
AMWPNF
stationBrevard,
for extension
of completion
date.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WWJ-FM
Detroit; WJZ-FM New York; WIS-FM
Columbia,
S. C; KTSA-FM San Antonio.
KALE-FM Richland, Wash.— Mod. CP
new FM
to change
tion to station
Columbia
Basin studio
Road, locanear
Pasco, Wash.
Modification of License
WSMB-FM
New Orleans— Mod. license to change ERP to 16.7 kw.
License for CP
WTTH-FM Port Huron, Mich.— CP
to change ERP FM station to 6.6 kw
and license to cover CP.
Modification of CP
Greensboro,
C— Mod.
CPWFMY-TV
new commercial
TV N.station
for
extension of completion date.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1460
WGBA Columbus, Ga.— CP AM station to change from 1460 kc 1 kw unl.
DA to 1460 kcAM—
5 kw-D
550 kc1 kw-N DA-N.

—KA-6737-8-9.
Granted CPs new remote pickups
YVMPM
Granted
mod.
CP forSmithfield,
approval ofN.ant.,C—trans,
and
studio locations.
Following granted mod. CPs for
extension of completion dates as shown:
WLWC
Columbus, Ohio to 12-16-50;
KRON-TV San Francisco, to 12-15-50;
WROW-FM Albany, N. Y. to 11-25-50;
WHEN
Syracuse, N. Y, to 12-12-50;
WIBG-FM
Philadelphia
to 12-1-50;
KRGV Weslaco, Tex. to 8-15-50; WERC
Erie, Pa. to 8-2-50; WJON St. Cloud,
Minn, to 12-7-50; KERB Kermit, Tex.
to 7-7-50; WGRC Louisville, Ky to 8-15150;
KOELWVOW
Oelwein,
I'tcond.);
Logan,-ia.
W. to
Va. 8-15-50
to 11Wi 15-50 (cond.); WDSM Superior, Wis. to
1|7-6-50 (cond.); KULE Ephrata, Wash.
Ito 6-30-50 (cond.); KMAN Manhattan,
I |Kan. to 6-17-50.
tfl Airfan Radio Corp. Inc., San Diego,
ji|changes
Calif. — inGranted
existinglicense
remote covering
pickup
|J |A3
KA-3008;
26.15,
26.25,
26.35,
mcs;
75 w
emission;
trans,
location
—
mobile
area San Diego.
■•"IAla.United
Bcstg.license
Co. Inc.,
— Granted
new Montgomery,
remote pickup KA-6044.
WCKY Cincinnati, Ohio— Granted request to cancel license to use composite 10 kw trans, for aux. purposes.
U National Bcstg. Co. Inc., Hollywood,
tjCalif. — Granted CPs for hew remote
fifoickups KA-6708-13.
k Caribbean Bcstg. Corp., Arecibo, P. R.
[J■6714.
— Granted CP new remote pickup KAj WTOB Winston-Salem, N. C —
fI Granted
cation. mod. CP to change trans, loWFMJ
Youngstown, Ohio — Granted
license change frequency, . increase
jJpower,
install
new trans,
DA-Nkc
Bland change trans,
location;and1390
I 5 kw DA-N, unl.
K WFGM Fitchburg, Mass.— Granted litjcense new AM station; 1580 kc 1 kw D.
|3| WILS Lansing, Mich. — Granted liTjCense
change and
frequency,
-flof operation
trans, power,
locationhours
and
] install DA-N.
JISnewKALE
AM Pasco,
station;Wash.
900 —kcGranted
1 kw D.license
a KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.— Granted lii cense change in daytime DA pattern.
II KJCK Junction City, Kan. — Granted
vlicense
kw D. change frequency; 1420 kc 1
KOH Reno, Nev. — Granted license ini 'crease daytime power and install new
{:trans. 630 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA.
Ifotnew
WUSV
Scranton, Pa.—
Granted FM
CP
noncommercial
educational
iistation; Ch. 201 (88.1 mc), 10 w.
* WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio — Granted
f]CP installof old
present
Allocation
mainmain
trans,trans,
to beat used
for
f aux, purposes with power of 250 w.
WRCO
Richland,
Wis.—
Granted
I install new trans, and authority CPto
fddentify station as being located at
fRichland Center, Wis.
jtj
Ashland,
fto WATW
install new
trans. Wis.— Granted CP
f,
KERB
Kermit,
Tex. location;
— Grantedcond.
mod.
I,CP to change studio
mod.
ted
Gran
la.—
Oak,
Red
O
RA
iK
CP for aDproval ant. and trans, location.
WOND Pleasantville, N. J.— Granted
mod. CP for approval ant. and trans.
Jlocation and change type trans.
1 WOIC Washington, D. C— Granted liTpense new commercial TV station and
!rdesignate studio location as 40th and
■fBr
ed, on,
ingtC.on,in
rminingt
WashD.
deteWash
to be St.,
of wine
lieuandy
tJd. c.
tflwFPAcenseFort
linew AM Payne,
station;Ala.
1290— Granted
kc 500 w D.
KFAB
Bcstg.
Co.,
Omaha,
Neb.
Granted license new remote pickup—
KA-5242
KVTT'changes
Dallas,in Tex.—
Granted
CP to
make
existing
noncommercial educational FM station — to increase
ERP & change type trans,; Ch. 203
(88.5 mc), 1.012 kw 135 ft. ant.
Mercantile Bcstg. Co., Miami Beach,
Fla. — Granted CPs and licenses new
remote nickups KA-6678-9.
Chambersburg Bcstg. Co., Chambersburg, Pa. — Granted CP new remote
pickup KA-6676,
Frontier Bcstg. Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.
— Granted CP new remote pickup KA5677.
Columbia Bcstg. System Inc., New
York — Granted CP for new remote
■pickup KA-4017.
I WOAI
San new
Antonio,
BCP
to install
trans. Tex. — Granted

WKY Oklahoma City, Okla.— Same.
KLZ Denver, Col.— Same.
WNJR-FM Newark, N. J.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 12-7-50.Savannah, Ga.— Same to
WTOC-FM
12-18-50.
Big Horn Bcstg. Co., Sheridan, Wyo.
—KA-4015.
Granted license new remote pickup
North Central Indiana Bcstg. Corp.,
Kokomo, Ind. — Granted CP and license
newAssociated
remote pickup
Bcstrs.KA-2824.
Inc., Wadena,
Minn. — Granted CP and license new
remote pickup KA-2894.
WSBT South Bend, Ind.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 8-16-50. (Cond.)
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Walker
Farmington Bcstg. Co., Farmington,
N. M. — Granted dismissal without prejudice of application.
KTOW dismissal
Oklahoma
City,prejudice
Okla.—
Granted
without
of application.
KTFS Texarkana, Tex. — Granted dismissal without prejudice of application..
WTNJ Trenton, N. J. — Granted petition requesting Commission accept late
filing of ceeding
exceptions
and brief
in pro-of
upon application
and that
WBUD Morrisville, Pa.

fact

book

now

in

production

There is no single volume so completely designed for the radio buyer.
The '50 Marketbook features the copyrighted "Spot Rate Finder," which
in minutes figures the entire cost of spot campaigns. It includes every
needed 1950 market-fact for fall placements. 16,500 circulation
guaranteed.
• Please

buy 2 or more...

do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
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EDWARD
PETRY CO.
WBAL
5ROADCASTING

re petition of WSB for reconsideration
of grant to WNCB Aiken, S. C. and for
hearing.
designation of such application for
By Examiner Jack Blume
WKMH Inc., Jackson, Mich. — Granted
petitions of WKMH Inc. for leave to
take depositions of 5 individuals in
Jackson on May 24 and of 5 individuals
in Detroit on May 26, in proceeding re
application and that of WKNX. It is
further ordered that the depositions of
Robert inW.Jackson,
Coleman,beginning
et al, shall
be
taken
May 24,
and continuing from day-to-day until
concluded; and further ordered that
the depositions of Marshall Wells, WJR
Detroit, et al, shall be taken beginning
May 26, in Detroit, and continuing
from
cluded.day-to-day thereafter until conWKNX Saginaw, Mich. — Dismissed
without prejudice leave to amend application.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Clatsop Video Bcstrs., Astoria, Ore. —
Granted continuance of hearing in proce ding re application et al, now scheduled for May 22, hearing continued
until further order.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KOJM and KAVR Havre, Mont.—
(Continued on page 7U)

dio'
rath
it
ors
au

| WMBI Chicago— Same.
Why

George R. Nelson, Bradley Kincaid
& Benjamin Dubb — Granted petition to
dismiss petition filed on Jan. 18,
1949 which requested application of
WSNY natedSchenectady,
Y. bethedesigfor hearing and N.
to make
said
petitioners parties thereto.
Louise missed
C. asCarlson,
New
Orleans
—
Dismoot petition requesting
application of Times Picayune Pub. Co.,
New Orleans for CP to replace expired
permit
denied. be returned, dismissed or
By Examiner Leo Resnick
KPRS Olathe, Kan. and KRES St.
Joseph,
— Granted bypetition
of KPRS
to amendMo.application
supplying
new
eng. data,cation, and
for
removal
of
applias amended, from hearing
docket;
application
of KRES
is likewise removed
from hearing
docket.
FCC General Counsel — Granted petition requesting record of hearing in
proceeding re application of Pioneer
FM Co., Madison, Ind. for CP for new
FM station (Class A) be reopened for
sole purpose of accepting as part of
record stipulation between General
Counsel and William M. Poland, memberord isof thereupon
applicant partnership,
and recclosed.
WSB ance ofAtlanta,
Ga.
—
Granted
hearing from May 22 continuto June
12 in Washington, D. C, in proceeding
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ILLINOIS

FCC Actions
(Continued from, page 73)
Decisions Cont'd.:
Granted leave to amend KOJM application so as to request 610 kc in lieu
of 910 kc, to change DA to be used
nighttime only, and to show changes
in financial condition of applicant, and
for removal of said application, as
amended,
from hearing
cation of KAVH
likewise docket;
removed applifrom
hearing docket.
Motions Commissioner deferred action. Docket 9543. Docket 9604. In
matter of revocation of license of
KPAB Laredo, Tex. Mark Perkins
(transferor)
Laredo
Bcstg.(transferee)
Co. (licensee) Allen
K. Tish
Laredo, Tex.
May 23 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KWSO
Wasco,
new AM station. Calif.— License for CP
KPBM Carlsbad, N. M. — Same.
Modification of License
Kingston, N. Y. — Mod. license to
change corporate name from Monadnock stonRadio
Foundations Inc. to KingBcstg. Corp.
Modification of CP
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date. AM— 1190 kc
KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex. — CP AM station
to change from 1190 kc 1 kw D to 5
kw D.
AM— 1280 kc
WONW
Defiance,
AM wsta-D
tion to change from Ohio—
1280 CP
kc 500
to 1280 kc 500 w unl.
May 24 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
Capital City Bcstg. Co. Inc., Menomonie, Wis. — Designated for hearing, in
Washington, on Oct. 23 application for
new station on 1450 kc 250 w unl. and
made WDLB Marshfield, Wis. party to
proceeding.
WICH Norwich, Conn. — Designated
for hearing in consolidated proceeding
applications WALE Fall River. Mass.
and Bay State Bcstg. Co., Fall River,
Mass.. presently scheduled for July 10
in Washington, application of WICH
for CP to install new vertical ant. and
change trans, location; made WHMP
Northampton
party only.
to proceeding with
reference to WICH
The Monroe Bcstg. Co., Monroe, Wis.
— Designated for hearing, in Washington on Oct. 24. application for new
station on 1260 kc 500 w D and made
WHBF
ceeding. Rock Island. 111. party to proWRIO Rio Piedras, P. R. — Designated
for hearing, in Washington on Oct. 26,
application to change facilities from
1140 unl.
kc 500 w N 1 kw-D, to 1320 kc 1
kw
WSAT Salisbury, N. C— Designated
for hearing in Washington on Oct. 27,
applicationhours
for of
CP operation
to installfrom
DA-N,D
increase
to unl. on 1?80 kc 1 kw.
KBMY Billings, Mont. — Designated
for hearing in Washington on Oct. 30,
application to change facilities from
1240 kc 250 w unl. to 920 kc 1 kw DA-N
unl.. to install DA-N, install new trans.
WMNB North Adams, Mass. — Designated for hearing, in Washington on
Oct.
9, application
for mod.
to increase
power from
100 w ofto license
250 w
1230 kc. made WTSV Claremont, N. H.,
party to proceeding.
May 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KCSB San Bernardino, Calif.— Litioncenseetc. for CP to change hours of operaKECK Odessa, Tex.— Same.
WLAQ Rome, Ga. — Same.
(Continued on page 79)
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of AMERICA

HARRISON,

N.J.

U.

Buys New FM Equipment
U. OF ILLINOIS trustees have
announced purchase of a 50 kw
FM transmitter and 550-ft. tower
from WTMJ Milwaukee to imthe school's
ingproveservice
and sound
as a broadcastfirst step
towards entering the TV field.
School officials said Illinois
would soon be operating the most
powerful FM broadcasting unit
for non-commercial purposes. The
new equipment will be located at
the university's Robert Allerton
Park near Monticello, 26 miles from
the
campus
where
the school's
AM main
station,
WILL,
is located.
Purpose in setting up the equipthe state's
center mentisnearfuture
use ofpopulation
it as a
feeder to several commercial down
state stations which are interested
in certain types of service and
educational programs, the officials
said. With an intermediate relay
station, it was explained, the FM
facility can link programs from
the university with Chicago broadcasting. The tower can also support
a TV antenna. Equipment for FM
transmission is expected to be
operating by late fall.
FCC Subpoena Rule
FCC CLARIFIED Sec. 1.832 of its |
rules relating to issuance of subpoenas last week by amending the
provision to specifically indicate
requests for subpoenas may be
made at any time before or after a
hearing has been designated. The
amended rule states requests must
be made in writing unless made on •
the record during a hearing and
indicated such requests need not
be served upon other parties to a
proceeding.
Mexican

Changes

CHANGES in assignments and call
letters of several Mexican stations
have been reported according to
provisions of the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement,
FCC announced last week. Report
showed XENT Nuevo Laredo to
be operating on 1550 kc, switching
from 1140 kc, with 50 kw, while
XEML Mexico City, formerly using
20 kw on 1550 kc, now on 1140 kc
at Veracruz. Both are Class I-B
outlets. Call of XEHA was assigned,
to new station on 580 kc at Ciudad
Camargo while XESL San Luis
Potosi, on 1340 kc, was given
power boost from 100 w to 250 w.
New station on 1240 kc at Santa
Ana was deleted and assignment
with 250 w made at Nogales.

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, 0. C.
STerliitg 3626

COMMERCIAL
RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

BRO ADCASTING
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A ^3-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1449 CHURCH ST., N. W.

JOHN

DE. 1232

P.

MAY

1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL

J.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

KENNEDY & TURNER
Wes Turner
Frank M. Kennedy
"Registered Professional Engineers"
Specializing in Television
3701 Arbolada Road Phone OLympic 7039
LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF.

(BROADCASTING

KEAR

• Telecasting

& KENNEDY

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4730 W. Ruffner

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 44721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Mcintosh & Inglis

Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Of. H.RADIO
XilUr
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
7-2153
III.
(A Chicago suburb)

Member AFCCE*
May 29, 1950

•
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# Classified Advertisements!
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Eastern station wants good general
manager. One willing to invest. Box
180F, BROADCASTING.
Manager:
watt daytime,
ruralowned
station. Texas250Panhandle,
Mutual,
by newspaperman, offers opportunity
to right
manearnings
to acquire
to y3period.
interest out of
afterup trial
Excellent prestige but profit slipping
as present manager relaxes. Need
morally
family
who
loveshigh-type,
small town solid
and will
workmanto
achieve financial security. Promoters,
Open 3 or
4fly-by-nighis
weeks. Box save
340F,postage.
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Connecticut 1000 watt independent
seeks aggressive salesman with record
of proven
local knows
fields. how
Inter-to
ested onlyresults
in man in who
sell
and
resell.
Box
112F,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced time salesman for 5000
net affiliate in top south market. Guarantee and commission. Box 122F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman with proven record. 5 kw
midwest Mutual affiliate. Liberal drawing account against commissions. Write
stating experience. Send complete particulars including photo, references.
Box 189F, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Salesman with proven ability
—1000 watt station in central Massachusetts. Good opportunity for right
man. Will pay the right salary for the
right man. Answer must be in long hand
and picture must accompany first letter.
Box 193F, BROADCASTING.
Salesman ABC
— Aggressive,
experienced
salesman
Texas station.
Draw
against
commission.
Box
268F,
BROADCASTING.
Connecticut station seeks man with
proven record of sales. Box 307F
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-commercial
manager Must
for 1000
watt
station in Tennessee.
be
thoroughly experienced. This is a new
station in a new market with excellent
opportunities to man who can produce.
Box 312F, BROADCASTING.
Good sales position for man wanting
permanent small-market set-up. $200
month guarantee with no charge-back,
straight 15% when billing equals guarantee. Splendid potential; independent
station. Box 337F, BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted. Send photo and details to KOCO, Salem, Oregon.
Salesman —local
Opportunity
hard
working
salesmanforonsteady
dominant
network regional station. Complete details and references with application.
WFDF. Flint. Michigan,
High caliber, experienced man who
would like to make western New York
his permanent home. Remuneration
based on 15% commission which will
not be cut. Possibility of advancing to
commercial manager. Must have proven
ability and character which will bear
strict investigation. WJOC, Jamestown,
New York.
WKAT, Miami, Miami Beach has opening for man who can manage, direct sales and sales campaign. Must
be of proven record and integrity; have
best references. Experience handling
alert, progressive sales staffs.. Must sell
himself and service house accounts;
aid sales staff in selling and closing.
This is not an easy, soft iob, as we are
an alert, driving outfit. Unwilling
worker need not apply. Salary will be
negotiated and incentive earnings will
be agreed upon.
Announcers
Straight staff with 5000 watt net affiliate. Occasional special events and
mc.
Midsouth. Box 121F, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Need good commercial staff man in
midwestern major market radio. Minimum 3 years experience. Good basic
salary. Forward disc, background info.
Box 127F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with 1st class license. Permanent position southern station. Box
231F, BROADCASTING.
Personality man, versatile, original
night shows. Football announcing helpful. Permanent ABC affiliate. Box 269F,
BROADCASTING,
North California 250 watt independent
wants announcer with 1st phone license,
who can write copy, announce .special
events and sports play-by-play, act
as program director. Give salary reCASTING. quirements. Write Box 277F, BROADNeed three excellent combination men
immediately
for fulltime
position station.
with established east coast
Must
have first class license with accent on
announcing.
you'rea looking
a fine
place
to workIf with
congenialfor organization,
let's
hear
from
you
immediately. Send disc and resume to Box
284F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Must have engineer's license. Quality
voice. Wisconsin
station. announcing
Send disc,
photo, background, references, salary
expectations. Box 135F, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer emphasis on announcing. Send complete
information, disc. Mutual affiliate
KAVR, Havre, Montana.
Announcer-engineer experienced only.
Accent on announcing. Furnish phone
number, experience, references. WCVA,
Culpeper, Va.
Wanted — Announcer with 1st class ticket, emphasis announcing. Desire playby-play StarkviUe,
football. Miss.
Needed at once.
WSSO,
Production-Programming, others
Capable program director. Initiative
paramount. Ideas must be comparative with 250 watt fulltime independent
operation in retail market of twenty
million. Location middle Atlantic state.
No floaters. No hotshots. Steady, responsible man only. Send disc, experience and references first letter. Personal interview necessary if these satisfactory. Box 234F, BROADCASTING.
Program director. Leading southern
network affiliate, with TV plans, needs
experienced man to produce saleable
programs, do top public relations job.
Permanent position under aggresive
management. Box 238F, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer 5 kw midwest network. Experienced traffic, commercial
copy. Send details. Background, qualifications, salary reauirements. Box
267F, BROADCASTING,
Music librarian. Bright young girl to
program kind of music that clicks.
Responsible,
permanent
Resume, references
and position.
photo please.
WHYN, Holyoke, Mass.
Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Not a chair warming manager, unexcelled engineer, nor high pressure
salesman but a good honest dependable,
hardworking man desiring an affiliation
where he can settle down, raise a
family and dog and feel secure. Years
of experience
all phases
broadcasting would inprove
valuableof to
any
organization.
Available
now.
Box
BRO
ADC
ASTING. 195F,
Station manager, experienced, wants
manage small station town 50,000 or
less, west of Chicago. Personal and
business record excellent. Experienced
building
programs
will both
sell, trainsalesmen
and that
selling
local
and ing
national
business
... in other
words, making money for owners.
Compensation based on volume and
profits. Can arrange personal interview.
Box 270F, BROADCASTING.
Four years experience all phases small
station operations through building by
community service. Married, mature.
Can sell, announce or manage. Want
opportunity to prove myself to you.
Box 275F, BROADCASTING.
Manager — Knowhow in every department
ence.gained
Proven thru
sales,hard-knocks
programmingexperiand
public relations ability. Exceptional
references from advertising agencies,
station representatives, chamber of
commerce, past and present employers.
Managerial experience in 250 and 1000
watt metropolitan and rural stations.
32, married,
two children.
Would
consider production
or program
director
in metropolitan market. Presently employed, but can start solving your
problems after June 15th. Box 276F,
BROADCASTING.
Manager — Network and independent
experience. Heavy on sales. Can show
you black ink operation. Married, have
three children. Can leave in two weeks.
Box 282F, BROADCASTING.
General manager — Now commercial
manager 1 kilowatt, 3 million market
in middlewest. Complete story follows.
Box 286F, BROADCASTING.
Manager or commercial manager, family man wants to become permanent
part of enceda local
small
salescommunity.
problems. ExperiSalary
CASTING^
plus. Details. Box 289F, BROADNow employed metropolitan New York
managerialnouncer,
capacity.
Former
anprogram director,
also first
class license. Thoroughly experienced
all phases. Will make owner proud of
his station if given the opportunity.
Box 298F, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman: Young, aggressive. Record
of successful achievement. College
graduate. TV affiliated operation preferred. Reference
from present employer. Box
59F. BROADCASTING.
Salesman, three years college, married,
27, three agerial
yearsqualities.
experience
Write selling,
Box man151F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman, young man with college
background and limited experience in
radio sales, copy and production, also
hold 1st phone. Prefer sales but will
combine any of the above to round out
staff of rural independent. Box 317F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman.of Hard-hitting
sales producer.
Record
successful results.
Serious
family man. TV affiliated operation
preferred. In position go any place
U.S.A., but not interested in "Blue
Sky"
promises.
Topnotch references.
Box 334F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Managerial

Chief announcer — Family man. Desires
immediate opportunity. Available at
once. Box 11F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, network and independent
experiece. Young, single. Good selling vo'ce. Tod references. Available
immediately.
DiscBROADCASTING.
and details on reouest. Box 115F,
Announcer, graduate oldest broadcasting school
country.
CBS instructors taught
all inphases
of broadcasting.
Produced, sang, emceed amateur shows
in Chicago nite clubs. Two years college.filiate.
FormerConsider
staffall5,000
watt Box
NBC 136F,
afoffers.
BROADCASTING.

Administrative ass't — accounting. Thorough knowledge of radio from administrative viewpoint and broadest personal relationship with industry heads.
Currently employed and responsible
for supervision of accounting, (hold
degree), employees, administration and
general office managerial duties. Box
166F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, knowledge all phases of
broadcasting. Also operate console.
Good on commercials, news, etc. Television,perience.
some directing
cameraof TV.
exUnderstand allandphases
Thoroughly trained, top references.
Ambitious,
dependable,
married.
ited announcing
experience.
Box Lim212F,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer
— 5 years
experience.
Prefer < '■
south or west.
Consider
all. Friendly
record of dependability and success
Available
short notice. Car. Box 217F
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Seeking permanency. 4
years experience all phases. Desires
news position. Married. West preferred.
Consider all. $60, Box 218F, BROADCASTING.
I dare them all; southern stations you
all, to hire me. Two years announcing,
copywriting. Box 222F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, salesman. Experienced in
FM time sales, college grad, radio
school grad. Emphasis on news and
sports, deep mature voice, 27. Vet,
single, no foolish claims. Disc or interview will convince. Box 223F, BROADCASTING.
I will exchange four years eastern net
and indie experience, ability, natural
delivery and dependability for a position with a progressive station. Special
events, sports, morning show specialty,
writing,
amongReferences
qualifica-—
tions. producing,
Married, one child.
best. Travel? Yes. Answer all replies. Box 259F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, writer, salesman. Hardworking and dependable, married, 23.
college graduate, travel anywhere.
Salary secondary. Details and photo
ING. request. Box 266F, BROADCASTupon

Announcer — qualifications — college
graduate, experience, good chatter, I:
voice.
Answer
progressive
station in -'
nice town.
Box 271F,
BROADCASTING.
Is there a Florida station needing good
experienced announcer? Excellent
voice, write copy, run console. Strong
on news, commercials, music. Age 31, i
married, children. Now employed, but ^
prefer permanent spot in sunshine
state. Box 280F, BROADCASTING.
Sports-news-general
announcer-sportswriter.
Summer relief
or permanent, f,$
1 kw experience. Good sports background. Resume, disc available. Box
285F, BROADCASTING.
Hopeful announcer-disc jockey looking _
for
Ambitious
and will- '
ing that
to first
work.break.
Single,
disc available.
Box 287F, BROADCASTING.
News — Mature, experienced man with
voice, delivery and writing ability,
presently employed in executive capacitytion
desires
with Box
stawhichfulltime
demandsnewsthejobbest.
288F, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer — Experienced in all
phases — quest.
operate
Disc upon reBox 290F,console.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
accountant coast
desiresline,
locate Virgina,and Carolinas
experienced,
competent,
references.
Box 292F. BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer.
Graduate of AM,
TV will
school.travel.
No
experience.
Car, FM,
single,
BROADCASTING.
Available
immediately.
Box 296F,

'
!
'
;
1
i

Announcer-engineer — family man, fourteen months training, two years experience, presently employed desires
permanent
with delivery,
progressive station. employment
Good voice, good
news, sports, commercials. Handle DJ,
ad-lib. Box 304F, BROADCASTING.
I'm
a gal who
can create
type itme andto
announce
it. How
about it,
putting
work? Box 306F, BROADCASTING.
21 months experience, announcer-engifamiliar with
all types
shows,neer,remote
pickups,
man of onrecord
the •
street, can write. Capable sports, news
and
commercial man. Board operator.
CASTING^
Vet.
30,
StaffBoxannouncer.
Presently withsingle.
net affil.
309F, BROADClip this who
ad ifcanyouhandle
need bookkeeping,
a good an- ;
nouncer
ING^
office work. Box 293F, BROADCASTVirginia-North Carolina stations. Young
announcer, single. Radio, television i
schooling.
Experience,
deep Box
pleasant
BROA
voice. DiscDCAS
available.TING
Write
. 314F,
Triple threat radio and/or TV man; ten
years as radio announcer, news editor,
program
director;
produced,
directed
and created
TV shows;
looking
for
permanent position requiring initiative; .
now employed
but Box
available
immediate interview.
315F, forBROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
.nnouncer, experienced, news, comlercials, disc jockey, console operaion, play-by-play ball in all sports,
ollege, disc and photo available. Will
Favel. Box 316F BROADCASTING.
hxperienced 3 years, all-round anouncer, newscaster, D.J. College backIround, operate console. Box 318F,
BROADCASTING.
'I'oung man.nouncingsingle,
seekingexperience,
staff anposition. Some
rrained in all phases radio at Radio
City. Will travel. Disc available, also
tally
trained in TV. Box 320F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, versatile, picture. My reiording where.
willBox 323F,
speakBROADCASTING.
for me, go anyItaff announcer, 3 years staff, all phases
k radio, including board, sports, mu-!ic, specialist on news. Single, will
ravel. Disc, references, information
:equest. Box 324F, BROADCASTING.
Lnnouncer,perience.
single,
four Intelligent
years exAll-round 23,
staffer.
-lews, strong on DJ, write copy, work
-ioard. Will travel. Box 325F, BROADCASTING. N
Announcer, four years experience. Can
-*ally build audience for DJ show.
trong on news. Handle board, write
Jopy Disc, information on request.
;.3ox '326F, BROADCASTING.
ports broadcaster — commentary, playiv-play, sportswriter, player backiound. College grad, young, ambitious. Box 327F, BROADCASTING.
lUinouncer-writer. Good voice, sober
:|nd dependable. Available immediate3r. Experience in announcing, disc
-ockey, news,
continuity writing,
knowledge motional
of work.
board;
sales proDisc 5 years
and references
vailable. Box 328F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, three years. Top mail pull,
i^lso news, continuity, program, traffic.
Answer this and you'll get your
i noney's worth. Prefer west. Box 330F,
iROADCASTTNG.
Innouncer-engineer-program director
with
six years
experience
car,phases
best
eferences.
Familiar
with —all
. . willing to work hard. Prefer
outh. Box 331F, BROADCASTING.
invest wisely and make money — man
l^ith pleasant voice, college grad. Compete extensive course in radio broadasting, can operate console. If interested will send audition disc and re[ ume. Box 335F, BROADCASTING.
Kportscaster, 2 years experience base; all, basketball, football, console, announcing also. B.S. Degree, married.
mailable now. Box 339F, BROADCASTING^
f you're looking for a combo man with
j"ependability
little more than
experience,
abilityWould
and
the average.
"ike to hear from all stations offering
I" livable salary. Box 332F, broadcasting.
|;?opnotch, free lance announcer in the
Jew
overpermanent
five years position
experince, York
wants area,
secure,
n large eastern market . . . AM, TV
r both. Send replies to Apartment
-M, 102-40 67th Drive, Forest Hills,
J.Y.C.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer, degree, licensed, 12 years
experience, 8 as chief, now employed.
Box 33F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer thoroughly experienced, no
announcing, excellent references. Go
anywhere. Box 40F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 27 months broadcast, 3 years
armying radar
experience.
Graduate
radio school.
Will travel.
Box lead144F,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 14 years experience, AM-FM
construction installation — maintenance
— studios — transmitter. 10 kw direcreferences. tional,
Box available
145F, immediately,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First class radiotelephone
license. Six years experience; FM, AM,
studio, remotes, transmitter. Married,
available at once; will go anywhere.
Box 192F, BROADCASTING.
4 years experience, first fone, college
senior. Desire vacation work. Box
198F, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Now chief of one kw.
20 years construction
experience of
including
directionals,
two stations.
Family. Box 220F, BROADCASTING.
First phone license. Will accept job
anywhere. Inexperienced, but full of
ambition. Box 257F, BROADCASTING^
Chief engineer, 17 years experience
all classes of stations. Particularly well
trained in construction, studio and
transmitter and difficult directionals.
Desire make change with full consent
and approval of present employer.
Prefer south. Box 262F, BROADCASTING^
Looking for a good chief engineer or
staff technician? Experienced college
graduate desires employment. Veteran,
married,
car.
Box 273F, BROADCASTIN
G.
Situation wanted — Experienced engineer wishes position in right station,
will furnish reference on request.
Single. 22 years of age. Box 274F,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced, versatile, wants
more education. Nights or part time in
university town.
Salary secondary.
Box 297F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer. Thoroughly competent engineer. Announcing better
than average. Strong on news and
commercials. Can write acceptable
copy.
Available immediately.Prefer
Box south.
300F, BROADCASTING.
Chiefestengineer.
Record
standknown
closscrutiny, backed bywillwell
references. Experienced with toughest
directionals.
Management
Excellent personnel
relations. minded.
Box 302F,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer now available. First phone.
33 years old, single, reliable, ambitious,
collegeacter
background
and excellent
charreferences. Technical
experience
250 watt transmitter, control board and
remotes. Creditable announcing, knowledge of programming. Will sell in
spare time. Desire position with a
progressive station offering opportunity
and
permanence
— location unimportant
— prefer
west-southwest.
Minimum
salary $50 to start. Photo, disc, particulars on request. Box 305F, BROADCASTING.
___
First phone license. Young and single.
Desires position. Will travel. Box 311F,
BROADCASTING.
Combination operator-announcer wants
position with progressive station in
Virginia area. Married, 23 years old,
presently
14 months experience. Boxemployed,
313F, BROADCASTING.
Recent graduate, 1st class phone (with
TV training) experience audio console
and turntables. Worked 500 w xmitter.
Single, willing to travel. Box 319F,
BROADCASTING.
First class license. Single, age 33, very
young appearance. Willing to start
from bottom. Serious-minded, conING^
scientious. Box 322F, BROADCAST-

Lnnouncer, deejay
experienced.
lewscaster,
and sports.All-round,
Will go
ny where. Disc and photo available,
lobert James, 513 Emmett St., Palatka,
"lorida.
Innouncer-writer;
experienced. Jay
Joon, 138 Garside Street, Newark 4,
. J. HU 5-1775.
Jood early morning men, announcers
ind writers. Practical announcers
tilling to work and learn. Pathfinder
School
of Radio, 0473,
1222-A
OakMo.St., tele•hone HArrison
K. C,
Lnnouncer-newscaster: College degree.
'oung. Two regional
years experience
atCon500
,vatt
frequency.
inuitystation,
and control board
ability. Good
nusical background. References. Disc.
,'Vill travel. W. Plunkett, Sturgis, S. D. Chief engineer, experienced all phases,
.portscaster, play-by-play, baseball, • transmitter, studio, nemo also previous
«oxing, etc. Disc, photo on reauest.
combination engineer-announcer. Over
3rnie Puig, 765 Southern Blvd., Bronx
2V2 years chief. Interested primarily
5, N. Y:
in engineering. Married, reliable, excellent references. Prefer upper midLnnouncer: Limited experience New
west, but all offers considered. Box
:ork stations, operate console. Vet- 336F, BROADCASTING.
ran 25, college. Disc, photo, resume,
eferences available. Free to travel,
Engineer, first phone, no experience,
age
wouldgraduate.
like to
"rank
Real,
vn 8, N.
Y. 173 Fountain Ave., Brooksettle25.insingle,
south. have
Radiocar,school
James
Bratcher,
R#2,
Box
43,
Daylight,
Tenn.
Graduate of leading radio school. 2V2
ears radio speech at McPhail College,
/lajored in news, commercials, sports Engineer, first phone license, two years
broadcasting experience. Single. Age
nd narrating speech. Write Ken Sun- 23.
Immediately available. James Ellzey,
•lers,
440 Adams St., N. E., Minneapolis,
linnesota.
Rt. 4, Tylertown, Mississippi.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced operator will accept position anywhere. Seeking combination
experience.
GeorgeCity,Kregotis,
St., S. W., Mason
Iowa. 2221-19
Holder of first telephone, second telegraph,Desires
amateur radio
licenses —operator
college
graduate.
broadcast
position.
Will
relocate.
Write
N.
Y.
Lawlor, 930 East 4 Walk Apt, 14E, James
N. Y.,
Engineer-announcer two years experienced operation and construction of
control room and transmitter, AM and
FM. Available immediately, prefer
New York
state. Dick Pirong, c/o
WNOR,
Norfolk.
Experienced engineer seeks permanent
position in home state of Kansas. Presently employed as engineer-announcer.
Single, car, references. Bernard Budenbender,
1st Avenue East, Williston. North902—Dakota.
Engineer — 1st phone, 2nd tel. No broadcast experience.
2 years
radio communications, available
immediately.
Will
relocate. Robert Farrell, 28 Schaeffer
St., Brooklyn 7, N. Y.
Radio operator, no experience, wants
1000 or $150 pendable.
perYearmonth.
decontract Sober
or 6 and
months
in west or southwest and possibly in
south. Available immediately. I need
time on ticket. Walter Hoffman, P. O.
Box 1407, Beverly Hills, California.
Transmitter engineer, 6 years experience, married. Available immediately.
Jack Slygh, Box 206, Mabscott, W. Va,
Phone Beckley 3539.
Production-Programming, others
Programming
-traffic-woman's
editor.
15 years experience
in radio, IV2
years
TV. Write Box 263F, BROADCASTING.
Radio-television. Salary, location no
object. Enthusiastic, young, single.
Graduate known New York school.
Knowledge
programming, all phases of
ING^
production. Box 281F, BROADCASTGood programming and production
sense. Thorough knowledge of popular
and classical music. Experience in
programming, announcing, commercial
and production continuity, special
events. These, plus willingness and ambition, are my qualifications. I hope
they meet with your approval. Box
294F. BROADCASTING.
Available for production, programming, or promotion position AM or TV
with opportunity. Midwest. Married,
26, industrious and steady. BA in
radio. Announcing, production, writing background. Good references. Box
295F, BROADCASTING.
Writer; commercial and dramatic. Sales
and publicity experience. Presently
employed. College graduate. Family.
Top
references. AM or TV. Box 301F,
BROADCASTING.
Six years radio experience. Extensive
knowledge classical music, both symphony and opera. Two years singing
opera and musical comedy. Proven
record . . . can make classics listenable,
interestingmentatorandwith Philharmonic
saleable. Former
comOrchestra.
Read French, Italian and German with
varying Box
degrees
fiuencv. Best references.
303F,of BROADCASTING.
One year with radio. Can write and
produce. Age 29, single. Box 308F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, family man, SV2 years experience in staff, special events, sports
and board work located in Baltimore,
desires position as program director or
staff man on a permanent basis with
solid midwestern station. Box 329F,
BROADCASTING.
Farm director, 2 years radio experience
extensive agricultural background, car,
will travel. Excellent references. Box
333F. BROADCASTING.
Ambitious young lady with two years
experience as continuity writer, women's editor,
traffic, assistant
program
director,
(emphasis
production),
air
experience with children's programs
and women's shows, looking for job
immediately.
in radio-speech.
Can furnish theDegree
best references.
Work
anywhere. Prefer work in production.
Box 338F. BROADCASTING.
Attention station managers. Newsmanannouncer-reporter who covered South
Amboy, New Jersey explosion ABC
News of Tomorrow. Ex-news director
1000 watt Virginia station seeking similar job station larger northern or
metropolitan city. College graduate,
married, three years experience, radio,
newspaper, wire service, publicity.
Leigh Smith, 763 Bloomfield, Montclair.
New Jersey.

Television
Technical
Telecasting engineer; 1st phone, some
broadcasting experience, excellent
radio and professional photography
background, married, car, desire opportunity in TV •station.
Box 103F.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Two engineers, 1st phone, desire TV
position, immediately.
recent graduates
Available
Single, SRT-TV.
car, will
travel.
Box 321F, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Young Univ. of Missouri graduate seeks
opportunity with station, agency or
packager as writer-producer trainee.
Presently employed AM station. Have
proven writing record. Some sales and
publicity. Family. References. Box
310F,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTFor Sale
Stations
For sale— by Twin Cities broadcasting
of comto $5,000
of up on
company blockDetails
Box
request.
stock.
188F, mon
BROADCASTING.
For sale— 250 watt fulltime network
station located in southeast. $25,000
cash. Box 26.0F, BROADCASTING.
New England exclusive network outlet.
Desirable property for sale on basis
of 5 times net. Box 272F, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
For sale: General Electric FM transmitter, type No. BT-4-B with rated
powertransmitter
of 10 kw.;console,
General two
Electric
3A
racksBC-of
speech input equipment; also Western
Electric 8-section cloverleaf antenna,
type
54-A. Make offer. Box 992E,
BROADCASTING.
For sale — Hewlett-Packard FM frequency and modulation monitor. 20 per
cent off original cost of $935.00. This
monitor has not been used. Write Box
209F, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Two Model Y-2 Presto recording amplifiers and turntables. Used
very little. Condition good as new.
Mounted in handsome console. This
equipment cost over $2,200 and is available at a big saving. Contact Radio
Station KRIG, Odessa, Texas.
For sale— RCA BTF— 3B, 3 kw FM
transmitter, like new; two sets of
tubes; 2 crystals, 93.7 megacycles. Spare
parts, high voltage plate transformer.
Also RCA BF — 14AB aluminum, foursection, pylon antenna, complete with
obstruction lights, vibration dampers
and photo-electric
control F.O.B.
equipment. All offers light
considered,
Granite City, Illinois. Write, wire Chief
Engineer,
St. Louis KXOK-FM,
1, Missouri. 12th and Delmar,
For sale — Western Electric 54A, 4 bay
cloverleaf antenna. Used, but in good
condition. Make offer. Chief Engineer,
WAGE, Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.
$11,000 FM WE 506B-2 complete, spares,
10 kw transmitter.
New, never
undated. H. Edwin Kennedy,
WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Merger of WJLK and WCAP, Asbury
Park, N. J. makes available immediate
sale 1 GE 250 watt FM transmitter, 1
WE 25B console. Good condition. $1,250
each FOB. Will trade a/c 250 watt AM
transmitter.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Manager and chief engineer of a southern station would like to buy station
in south through earnings. Can give
results and not clock watchers. Box
283F, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Turntable, preferably RCA, complete
with pickup. State lowest urice and
age. Box 37F. BROADCASTING,
Complete equipment, and tower 25C
watts AM. Willing to share stock
southwest
corporation.
Box 265F,
BROADCASTING.

School

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Wanted to buy — 1 kw AM transmitter.
Prefer Raytheon RA-1000 or Gates
BC-1E. Must be in good condition.
Write full details and price to WVOP,
Vidalia, Ga.
Situations Wanted

FARM

Managerial
NAB

DEPARTMENT
HEAD
(Available June 1)

You're familiar with my work.
Am Ass't Treas., NAB and with
Ass'n since 1936 (except for three
years Navy). Responsible for
supervision of accounting (hold
degree), employees, administration
and general office managerial
duties.
Thorough knowledge of radio from
administrative viewpoint and
broadest personal relationship
with industry heads. Write, wire
"Rev." Revercomb NAB 1771 N
Street N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

«l*een»«,'° *- . »„»nee<»
i t0°«»//"p'Tpp'o-ed:Hous
1 VetC'
tree e»»3<°*"«9^^^
NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
531 S. W. 12th • PORTLAND, OREGON
MAYFAIR

HIT

AFRAFederation
Claims of
'Unfair'
AMERICAN
Radio
Artists
has
labeled
as
"unfair"
Stations
the Mayfair Transcription Co.,
Hollywood, and its executive vice
president, B. A. Joslin. Action folHIGH
lowed alleged refusal by the firm
to pay AFRA members rates speciWOULD YOU LIKE A SPACIOUS
TV42' STUDIO 8 MINUTES
fied in union transcription code for
FROM TIMES SQ.
sale and release of the Alan Ladd
Box 13 series in foreign -countries
Wonderful for network shows
through Towers of London, in adand rehearsals. Building in excellent condition. No posts.
dition to money due for second reHigh elevation. Former theater
lease of the series in Los Angeles
in Jersey. tation.
Excellent
transporon KECA.
Phone Henderson
Ruling, authorized by AFRA
4-2942 or Write Box 278F,
BROADCASTING . TELE23' national board, prohibits union
CASTING.
members from performing any
services for Mr. Joslin or the
BALCONY
transcription company.
The union further demanded
filing of bond as required under
76'
Wanted to Buy
the transcription code in "amount
sufficient" to guarantee payment of
Stations
$6,368 due for foreign release and
approximately $4,750 for domestic
reissue of the balance of 19 proRadio station manager desires to
grams of the Box 13 series.
purchase outright 250 watt network
(not bonus) AM station in midwest
Satisfactory settlement for
or northwest in city of at least 20,violation of an individual contract
000. Station must have good sales
with Knox Manning for release of
record or potential. Plan to operate
it myself. Prefer to deal directly
Behind the Scenes transcribed sewith present owner. Box 279F,
ries also was demanded from the
BROADCASTING.
firm by AFRA.
For Sale

Midwest

Money-Maker
$45,000.00

This is one of the outstanding low-priced opportunities
of the year. Located in an attractive college city and a rich
farm market, this exclusive station is doing over $5000 a
month and showing a fine profit on low operation cost.
Valuable building and land are included in the realistic
price of $45,000.00. Financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC
RAO/O STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. 360 N. Mich. Ave.
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Randolph 6-4550 Exhrook 2-5672
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DIRECTORS

Set Washington Agenda
AGENDA for the fourth Radio
Farm Directors' Washington meeting, slated for June 12-13, has been
sent to RFD members by the U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture.
Opening the two-day meeting,
which will include sessions with
farm organizations and Congressional committees, will be a TV
forum titled "Television — Ls It or
Will It?" under the direction of
Maynard Speece and Tom Noone,
department radio-TV specialists.
Talk is scheduled for 9 a.m. on
Monday.
A complimentary luncheon arranged by the National Assn. of
Radio Farm Directors will be held
at 12:30 p.m. at the Carlton Hotel.
Members of the Senate and House
Agriculture committees will meet
with directors at 3 p.m. that day,
and at 6 p.m. NARFD will hold a
dinner at the Mayflower Hotel.
Jackson Heads Discussion
C. W. Jackson, KCMO Kansas
City, Mo., will lead an informal
morning session Tuesday on
NARFD-USDA relations, with information personnel of both organizations taking part. Following sessions on European farm
problems,
food and the
"cold RFDs
war,"
and the research
outlook,
will meet with President Truman
at noon.
Afternoon sessions, following a
luncheon given by the National
Farm Organizations at the Washington Hotel, will include a discussion with farm organizations under
leadership of Roy Battles, NARFD
president.
RFDs who desire will be able
to tour WNBW (TV) Washington
studios and sit in on a USDA color
TV show, slated for 3:30 p.m.
USDA information officials, including Kenneth Gapen, assistant
director for radio-TV information,
and Messrs. Speece and Maynard,
will be on hand Wednesday for
informal discussions of television.
Headquarters will be Room 281,
Administration Bldg., Dept. of Agriculture.
WBEN COMMENDED
Cited by CIO for Time Offer
FOR offering radio time to union,
religious, political and civic leaders wanting to express "opposing
views" to those of John T. Flynn
on his current transcribed series,
WBEN Buffalo has been commended by CIO Regional Director
Hugh Thompson.
The commendation came after
Frank W. Kelly, WBEN station
manager, sent a letter to the leaders inviting them to use WBEN
time in the event they felt "justified" in giving opposing views.
The Flynn broadcasts are heard
weekly. Mr. Thompson said:
"WBEN is to be commended and
I hope other stations will follow

WBRC IS 25
NBC Programs Salute Outl
WBRC Birmingham, Ala., NE
outlet that once had its transmits,
in a clothes closet of the loc,:
YMCA, celebrated its 25th annive
sary Saturday (May 27). NE
network programs saluting the st;
tion included Truth or Cons
quences,
The U.National
a-n
Home
Hour,
S. Army Farm
Band ai
Matinee at Meadowbrook.
Back in 1925, believing that rad
was here to stay, J. C. Bell and tv.
of his friends, M. D. Smith Jr. ar
K. G. Marshall, formed a broac
casting company and named it fc
Mr. Bell's radio shop, "WBRC
The first studio was in the back c
this shop with only a curtain as
dividing partition. Operations we:
begun with power of 10 w, ii
creased that year to 50 w and t\
following year to 250 w. From 192!
when WBRC went to 500 w, powcwas gradually increased until 194
when it went to its present powcof 5 kw. In June of 1949, WBR
opened its TV outlet which
affiliated with NBC and DuMon
Eloise Smith, wife of one of tr
station's founders, M. D. Smith Ji
is now president and general mai
ager. Don Campbell is sales mai
ager, G. P. Hamann is manager c
television operations, and Olive
Naylor is TV sales representativ
Dellar Names

Wickett

APPOINTMENT of Martin Dear
Wickett as director of operatior
of the three Lincoln Dellar stc
tions — KXOA Sacrament'
KXOB Stockto
—andhasKXOC
been Chicai
nounced by Hei
Ferguson, vie
president an
general manage
of the Delia!
group. For . tri
Mr. Wickett
ationg fQrhasKX0;
Wickett
bee
year, M'
pastVanDerwerl
Sacramento. Homer
of °Pei
t directoroperatior
ketMclntyre,
erMrandWic
Neil
directors for KXOB and KXO(
respectively, continue in the
present posts, Mr. Ferguson sai
FTC REPORT
Radio-TV Misnomers Le:
TOTAL of 1,201 out of 59,75
radio and television advertisir
continuities were set aside f(
study during April as "possifr
falseFederal
and misleading,"
accordir
to
Trade Commission
monthly report on radio and per
odieal advertising.
The division's report als
showed, in comparison, a large
proportion of newspaper ad cop
marked for such study. Total
537 out of 12,563 newspaper advei
tisements were designated as "pos
sibly false and misleading." Ans
ysis of magazine copy revealed
similar ratio.
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 7U)
Applications Cont.:
AM— 1360 kc
KGB San Diego — CP AM station to
hange from 1350 kc 1 kw unl. to 1360
c 5 kw unl. DA-DN AMENDED to
ilequest DA-N.
AM— 910 kc
Grove, 910Denver,
LewWilliam
AM C.station
kc 1 Col.kw— CPD
k MENDED to request specified hours.
AM— 1520 kc
|nd.Lake
County
Bcstg.station
Corp., on
Hammond,
— CP new AM
1520 kc
kw DA AMENDED re officers, dijectors and stockholders.
License for CP
KEYL-TV San Antonio — License to
over CP new commercial TV station
d indicate slight change in ERP to
7.7 kc and studio location as N. St.
lary's & Villita Sts., San Antonio.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM-1430 kc
KCNI Broken Bow, Neb. — CP new
lM station to change from 1490 kc
kw D to 1430 kc 1 kw unl.
TV APPLICATION RETURNED
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y. — RE'URNED
May new
16 application
inrease power
commercialto TV
tation. Application incomplete and
toes not comply with present Rules.

New
FCC
Sox

ROUNDUP
Seote

Grants,

Changes,

Transfers,

Applications

SUMMARY

TO MAY 25

Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
13
18
In
Total
cations Hearing
Class
CPs
Grants Pending
On Air Licensed
279
185
AM Stations
2,137
FM Stations
702
Cond'l Appli2,107
301
353
182
69
40
TV Stations
104
493
263
* Two on the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KFDR Grand Coulee, Wash. (Carl F. Knierim. 1400 kc,
250 w SH); KTER Terrell, Tex. (Terrell Best. Corp., 1570 kc, 250 w day); KUTE
Glendale, Calif, changed from KGLA (Robert P. Adams); WABM Houlton, Me.
changed from WMAI (Aroostook Bcstg. Co.); WCAP Lawrence, Mass. changed
from WABW (Northeast Radio Inc.); WBRD Fort Lauderdale, Fla. changed from
WSLN (George D. Gartland); WCRI Scottsboro, Ala. (Pat M. Courington, 1050 kc,
250 w day); WOKY Milwaukee, Wis. changed from WEXT (WEXT Inc.); WGTA
Summerville, Ga. (Tri-State Bcstg. Co., 950 kc, 1 kw day); WMIK Middlesboro,
Ky., changed from WCPM (Cumberland Gap Bcstg. Co.); WVOW Logan, W. Va.
changed from WGYA (Logan Bcstg. Corp.); WTAQ LaGrange, 111. (LaGrange
Bcstg. Co., 1300 kc, 500 w day); WTSL Hanover, N. H. (Granite State Bcstg. Co.
Inc., 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited).
* * *
ing
orderof will
Docket Actions . . .
3* suspended
untilhearing
conclusion
suchstand
hearing.
Order
May
24.
INITIAL DECISION
KFTM Fort Morgan, Col.— Adopted
order to revoke license of KFTM effecKWRZdecision
Flagstaff,
Ariz. — Announced
initial
by Examiner
Fanney
tive June 26, unless written application
for hearing is made to Commission
N. Litvin
to denyCanyon
for default,
tion of Grand
Bcstg. applicaCo. for prior to June 7, in which case order
renewal of license [BROADCASTING,
will stand suspended until conclusion
ay 25 Applications . . .
of hearing. Order May 24.
May 22]. Decision May 19.
WXLT license
Ely, Minn.
— Adopted
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
OPINION AND ORDER
revoke
of WXLT
June 26,order
unlessto
written application for hearing is made
WHOL Allentown, Pa. — Issued memAM— 1330 kc
to Commission before June 7. Revocaorandum opinion and order by ComJ!:PRose
tion order will stand suspended until
mission to grant petition of Allennew M.AM Kirby,
station Scottsboro,
on 1280 kc Ala.
1 kw—
after hearing if such request is made.
town
Bcstg.
Corp.
to
amend
its
applih AMENDED to request 1330 kc 1 kw
cation
to
show
stockholders,
directors,
See
separate
storyOrder
this May
issue24. re susb and change name to Scottsboro
officers and other information as of
pensions orders.
Jicstg. Co.
April
10,
and
denied
portion
that
AM— 1460 kc
requests approval
of executory
agree-C. Non-Docket Actions . . .
transfer control
to Victor
WGBA Columbus, Ga.— CP AM sta- Diehm,ment toHilda
AM GRANTS
Deisroth, E. H. Witney
ion to change from 1460 kc 1 kw unl.
and George M. Chisnell. Order May 24.
)A to 1460 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-N.
Booneville, Miss. — Booneville Bcstg.
REVOCATION ORDERS
Co., grantedconstruction
1400 kc, 250
unlimited.
AM— 1590 kc
Estimated
cost w $9,400.
E. O.
Austin,
Tex.
—KTXN
Adoptedeffective
order
Roden individual applicant is owner of
Olathe, Kan. — CP AM station to to KTXN
revoke
license
of
hange from 1590 kc 500 w D to 1550 kc June 26. If written application is made
7754 sh. of 125 sh. Union News Inc. and
is
owner May
of Booneville
Printing Co.
1 kw D AMENDED to request 1590 kc to Commission before June 7 requestGranted
24.
Ij kw D.
WOAY inOak
Va.—D Granted
AM— 610 kc
increase
powerHill,
fromW.1 kw
to 5 kw
License Renewal
D
on
860
kc.
Program
tests
not to has
be
j KOJM Havre, Mont.— CP AM station
WBKY Beattyville, Ky.— Request for authorized until WFHG Bristol
■p change
from
730
kc
1
kw
D
to
910
noncommercial edu1 kw unl. DA-N AMENDED to license renewal
vacated 860 kc. Granted May 24.
cational
FM
station.
equest 610 kc 1 kw unl. DA-2.
WBAP Fort Worth and WFAA Dallas,
Mod.
new commercial
sta- Tex.
— Granted switch in facilities from
License for CP
tion forCP
extension
of completionTV date:
using
DA-N to DA-DN and change
KFI-TV to 12-30-50; KTTV Los Angeles
Bozeman,
trans, on 570 kc 5 kw operation share
t^PKBMN
new AM
station. Mont. — License for to 9-30-50.
time granted. May 24.
TENDERED FOR FILING
:jp KNED McAlester,
FM GRANTS
ModificationOkla.—
of CP Same.
AM— 1230 kc
Columbus,
Neb.
— George Basil Ander;4j KYMA Yuma, Ariz. — Mod. CP new
son granted new Class B FM station,
KREW to change
Sunnyside,
,UM station for extension of completion
Ch. 268 (101.5 mc), 6.9 kw, ant. 260 ft.
station
from Wash.—
1050 kc CP
250 wAMD
if: ate.
Estimated construction cost $16,085.
to 1230 kc 250 w unl.
I WLIN Merrill, Wis.— Mod, CP AM
Applicant
owner and
KJSK
Columbus. isGranted
May operator
23.
Modification
of
CP
(Station
to
change
from
550
kc
1
kw-D
TOO w-N to 1 kw unl.
Georgetown,
Del.
—
Rollins
Bcstg.
Co.,
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.— Mod. CP
ff( Mod. CP new FM station for extennew Class B FM station, Ch.
AM station to change from DA-1 to granted
»on of completion date: KOCY-FM
268
(101.5
mc),
20
kw,
ant.
500
ft.
DA-2.
)klahoma City; KREL-FM Goose
Principals include John W. Rollins,
•reek, Tex.
APPLICATION RETURNED
Lewes,
Del.
auto-dealer,
president
License for CP
29 1/6%; Katherine E. Rollins, treasurer
WCOH Newnan, Ga. — Newnan Bcstg.
4%; Orville Wayne Rollins, general
WNOV St. Paul, Minn.— License for Co. RETURNED application for assignmanager Rollins Bros, summer resort,
ment of license from Newnan Bcstg.
'P
new
noncommercial
educational
Tunnel Hill, Ga., vice president 33Vn%;
"M station.
Co., partnership to Newnan Bcstg. Co.
Jack C. Gardner, secretary 1/6%;
Rollins Motors Inc., Princess Anne, Md.
33i/6%.
Application forbyAMRollins
stationBcstg.
was
filed simultaneously
Inc. Granted May 23. : . .
Indianapolis, Ind. — Jordan College of
Music,
granted
educational
FM new
stationnoncommercial
on Ch. 220
(91.9 mc), 820 w, ant. 50 ft. Granted
May 23.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KLEE-TV Houston, Tex.— Granted
assignment of license from W. Albert
Lee, licensee to The Houston Post Co.
for $740,000. Houston Post Co., is licensee of KPRC AM-FM Houston. Mr.
Lee who has been operating KLEE-TV
for past 18 mos. wishes to withdraw
for reasons of health, and demands of
rather business interests. He will retain KLEE-AM outlet. Principals in
Houston Post include Ex-Gov. W. P.
Hobby president and 54%, owner of the
Post; Oveta Culp Hobby is vice president. 45% plus is held through trusts
for W. P. Hobby Jr. and Jessica Oveta
Hobby. Jack Harris of KPRC will head
TV facility. KLEE-TV is assigned Ch.
2 (54-60 mc). Granted May 23.
KPETment of Lamesa,
Tex. —R.Granted
assignTheVoice^/Kansas
license from
O. Parker,
R.
A. Woodson and K. S. Ashby d/b as
Old South Bcstg. Co., licensee, to R. O.
WIBW
in
TOPE
K A
Parker and R. A. Woodson. Mr. Ashby
sells his 24% interest for $20,000. Mr.
• ROADCASTING
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Parker's holdings now are 63% and Mr.
Woodson's 37%. KPET is assigned 250
w day on 690 kc. Granted May 23.
WMAY Springfield,
— Granted
assignment
of CP from111.Gordon
Sherman, Alexander Buchan, Melvin Feldman, Sol Binkin and Robert Weiner
d/b as Lincoln Bcstg. Co., permittee, to
new corporation of same name and
people. sults:
MinorAlexander
distribution
stock reBuchan,of president
and director 28%; Gordon Sherman,
treasurer and director 26%; Melvin
Feldman, 2d vice president 18%; Sol
Binkin, 1st vice president 14% and
Robert Weiner, secretary and director
14%. WMAY operates with 1 kw day,
500 w night on 970 kc. Granted May 23.
KTMC McAlester, Okla.— Granted
assignment of license from J. Stanley
O'Neill,Co.licensee,
to The of
McAlester
Bcstg.
for consideration
$65,000.
Principals in new firm include: William E. Young, manager J. C. Penny
store McAlester, president 20%; William
A. Cornish, partner in law firm Cornish & Baumert, 20%. There are 17
minor stockholders, all local business
men.
time onKTMC
1400 is
kc. assigned
Granted 250
May w 24.fullWDOK Cleveland,
Ohio—
Granted
relinquishment ofcontrol in Civic Bcstrs.
Inc.,
permittee,
by
Frederick
Wolf
to
R. Morris Pierce. Mr. Wolf sells 300
shares or 30% for $30,000. Mr. Pierce
has been president of WDOK since
January and prior to that he was vice
president for 5 years of KMPC Los
Angeles, WJR Detroit, and WGAR
Cleveland. WDOK is assigned 5 kw
unlimited
Granted Mayon23. 1260 kc directional.
KRUX Glendale,
— Granted
acquisition of control Ariz.
in Radio
Arizona
Inc.,
licensee,
by
Renee
S.
Donnet
Cushman through purchase of 315 sh.
stock from Gene Burke Brophy for
$31,500. Mrs. Cushman recently acquired
10.27% interest in KRUX [BROADApril 10]. Mrs.
Cushman Mrs.
has
extensive CASTING,
ranching
interests.
Brophy retains 24.85% interest in staKRUX operates
with May
250 w23.unlimitedtion.
on 1340
kc. Granted
KOPP-AM-FM Ogden, Utah— Granted
transfer of control KOPP Inc., licensee,
from James B. Little.iohn to G. Stanley
Brewernessfor
$9,999.
Mr. Brewer's
interest
include
ownershipbusi-of
retail food store, owner WBW Hereford
Ranch Co. and Wheatley Motor Co.
KOPP is May
assigned
Granted
23 1 kw day on 730 kc.
WCIF Madisonville,
— Granted
signment of license Ky.
from
Pierce as-E.
Lackey, licensee to Messenger Bcstg.
(Continued on page 80)

The Happy Kitchen, one of the
Midwest's oldest and best liked
women's programs, is conducted
byThis
Nancy 9:15
Goode.
a. m. week-day
feature has
been on the air
for almost 15
handled
by
gram is deftly
years.
The
proNancy
Goode,
homemaker,

Nancy Goode
mother and
active clubwoman. Her recipes,
food and household hints are of
great
interest
to KMBC-KFRM
listeners.
Her April
mail averaged
more than 250 letters a week!
Fleischmann's Yeast and K. C.
Power & Light are current sponsors, but additional participations
are now available!
Contact us,
any Free & Peters
"Colonel"
for ordetails!
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 79)
Co. for $60,000. Messenger Bcstg. Co.
is licensee of WFMW FM out let Madisonville.
WCIFkc. isGranted
assigned May
250 23.
w daytime on 730
KXXX Colby, Kan.— Granted transfer
of control in Western Plains Bcstg. Co.,
licensee, from John B. Hughes and 20
others to KMMJ Inc., for a consideration of $83,500. KMMJ Inc., a licensee
AM outlet KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.
KXXX operates with 5 kw day on 790
kc. Granted May 23.
KWOC-AM-FM
Poplar
Bluff, Mo.—
Granted
assignment
of license
from
A. L. McCarthy and J. H. Wolpers d/b
as Radio Station KWOC to Poplar Bluff
Bcstg. Co. for $90,000. Principals in
new firm include: Mr. McCarthy, president 20%; Mr. Dolph, treasurer 20%;
O. A. Tedrick, lawyer, secretary 20%;
Dr. W. Li. Brandon, owner Brandon
Hospital, vice president 20%; and E. K.
Porter, engineer and contractor and
owner Porter-DeWitt Construction Co.,
vice president 20%. KWOC is assigned
250 w on 1340 kc. Granted May 23.
KBLF Red Bluff, Calif. — Granted assignment of license from Russell G. Frey
to Arvo Haapanen and Victor Lahti
d/b as Tehama Bcstg. Co. for a consideration of $20,000. KBLF is assigned 250 w fulltime on 1490 kc.
Granted May 23.
Deletions . . .
THREE AM and five FM authorizations were reported deleted last week
by FCC. Total to date since Jan 1:
AM 21; FM 59; TV 2.
KFYO-FM Lubbock, Tex.— Plains
Radio Bcstg. Co. CP May 23. FM operation dependent on final action to
change frequency of AM outlet.
WHB-FM Kansas City, Mo. — WHB
Bcstg. terestCo.
Lack further
of inin FM CPdoesMaynot 23.
warrant
expenditure.
WNIQ
(FM) XJniontown,
Pa. —May
Uniontown Newspapers
Inc. License
16.
Economic. Annual losses amounted to
$40,000.
WDMG-FM Douglas, Ga. — WDMG
Inc. CP May 16. Studios destroyed by
fire.
KOWL-FM
Calif.—
KOWL
Inc. CPSanta
May Monica,
15.
WSTJA Bloomington, Ind. — Radio Station WSTJA Inc. License May 17. Station had been off air pending financial
reorganization.
WMIK Middlesboro, Ky. — Cumberlanddition
Gap Bcstg.
Co. CP May 17. ConWCPM transfer.
Uniontown, Pa. — Uniontown Newspapers Inc. CP May 17. Economic.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Bellefontaine, Ohio — Charles H.
Chamberlain,
1390 kc, cost
500 w$11,820.
day. Estimated construction
Mr.
Chamberlain, individual applicant is
owner Chamberlain Welding Service.
Filed May 19.
Cumberland, Ky. — Blanfox Radio Co.
Inc., 1490 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated
construction cost $11,693. Blanfox Radio
Co. Inc., is licensee WHLN Harlan, Ky.,
and WNVA Norton, Va. Richard B.
Helms is president of company. Filed
May 19.

New
KOB

TIME

Have you been bypassing
this market? Remember you
can BUY it on a station that
has ONE rate both day and
night.
NEW HAVEN
BRIDGEPORT
NORWALK
STAMFORD .
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Is Named
KOB Albuquerque filed suit last week against the New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, its former owner, in an attempt
to free itself of a time-reservation contract condemned by the FCC.
The station asked the U. S. District Court for New Mexico to hold
valid FCC's rule banning the res- *■
ervation of time as part of the time in advance of that date by
sales price of a station [Broadpaying a reasonable lump sum.
casting, Jan. 10, 1949], and to
The KOB-college contract, dated
rule, among other things, that such
May 7, 1936, involved the sale of
a contract between KOB and the the station by the college to Albuquerque Broadcasting Co., the
college, dating
to by
1936,substantial
is "compresent licensee, for $25,000 plus
pletely executed
the right of the college to one
performance
thereof."several months
The suit followed
hour's daily use of station time —
of attempts by KOB and the col- for educational, non-commercial
lege to work out a modification of broadcasts — for the life of the stathe contract to bring it into line tion.
Under a subsequent stipulation
with FCC's specifications, and,
failing that, unsuccessful joint which led to dismissal of a breachefforts to secure an FCC waiver of of-contract charge filed by the colthe rule in this particular case.
lege, itwas pointed out, the college
KOB's suit said that, if the sta- and the station agreed upon signtion is discharged from further
on and sign-off announcements for
obligation under the contract, it the college, plus six spot announcements daily, with KOB retaining
will either "compensate [the college] in the manner determined by
the
right
the court to be just and proper, or material. to reject "objectionable"
surrender its license for the operaBefore that, in 1945, the complaint noted, the New Mexico Distion of KOB."
The Commission's rule — which
trict Court upheld KOB's contenKOB holds to be valid — forbids
tion that the station's duty under
station sales in which the seller, as the contract to broadcast college
part of the sales price, reserves
programs was not greater or diftime for his own use. In cases
ferent from the station's duty
under the Communications Act.
where such contracts were already
in effect when the rule was
This decision was affirmed on apadopted, the rule requires that the
contract be modified to expire by
KOB's suit was filed by A. T.
Feb. 15, 1964, and to give the li- and G. W. Hannett, Albuquerque
censee the right to cancel at any peal.
attorneys, and Pierson & Ball,
Memphis, Tenn. — Frank J. Keegan,
1570 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated construction cost $8,700. Mr. Keegan is owner
of
Keegan's School
Broadcasting
and
Television,
giving oftraining
in both
technical and dramatic aspects of
broadcasting. Filed May 23.
Conroe, Tex. — Montgomery County
Bcstg. Co., 900 kc, 500 w day. Estimated
construction cost $37,450. Principals in
firm include: Regan Smith, contractor;
W. B. Weisinger, owner Weisinger
Chevrolet Co.; F. B. Petty Sr., Fred
Petty Beer Co., owner; D. C. Norton,
owner Conroe Courier, newspaper publishing and sales; James C. Dorrell,
appliance salesman Goodyear Rubber
Co.,
and
Neathery,Tex.,
engineerannouncer John
KIVYW. Crockett,
under
partnership agreement to each receive 10% interest for service or money
at a later date. Present set-up is general partnership with Messrs. Smith,

WICH
FULL TIME
1400 KC
250 W
NORWICH
kNEW LONDON I

EASTERN
CONNECTICUT
JOHN DEME
NOEL BREAULT
BROADCASTING
PRES. & GEN. MGR.
COMPANY
SALES MGR.
COMPANY
* You'd be surprised at our coverage in New London.
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School

SUIT

IT
We do not cover all of Connecticut, but we DO cover*
NORWICH and most of New
London county . . . 1948 retail sales $129,364,000.00.

Mexico

Petty, Weisinger
and 24.Norton each
holding
25%. Filed May
TV APPLICATION
Columbus, Ga. — Georgia-Alabama
Bcstg. Corp., Ch. 3 (60-66mc), ERP
1.59 kw vis., 0.795 kw aur., ant. 598 ft.
Estimated construction cost $200,000;
estimated revenue first year $50,000.
Georgia-Alabama
Bcstg.and Corp.,
is licensee of WGBA AM
FM outlets
Columbus. A. H. Chapman is president
of corporation. Filed May 24.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WCOH-AM-FM Newnan, Ga. — Assignment of license and permit from
Newnan Bcstg. Co., a partnership composed of D. T. Manget, Evan W.
Thomasson, James Thomasson and Ida
A. Thomasson, to new corporation of
same name and individuals. Partnership wishes to incorporate in order to
secure continuity of operation and
place ownership on more permanent
basis.
is assigned
on
1400WCOH
kc. Filed
May 17. 250 w fulltime
KFPW-AM-FM
Fortof Smith,
Ark.—
Transfer
of control
Southwestern
Hotel Co., licensee, from John A.
England (deceased) to Alice R. England, executrix of the estate. No monetary consideration. KFPW is assigned
1400 kc, 250 w unlimited. Filed May 17.
KOKO La Junta, Col. — Acquisition of
control in Southwest Bcstg. Co., licensee, by Douglas Kahle through
purchase of 85 sh. of 131 sh. of stock
owned tion by
Ellis K.Mr.Lupton.
is $12,500.
Kahle Considerapresently
owns 17 sh. and additional stock will
increase his interest to 51%. KOKO is
assigned
Filed May 25015. w fulltime on 1400 kc.
KSBW
Salinas,
Calif. — Relinquishment of control
in Salinas
Bcstg. Co.,
licensee, by J. M. Hall to Harry Morgan
and William M. Oates. Mr. Hall sells
25% of his total 30% to Mr. Morgan for
$16,666,67 and 5% to Mr. Oates for
$3,333.33. limitedKSBW
1 kw Filed
unon 1380 is
kc,assigned
directional.
May 24.
WEKRment of license
Fayetteville,
of Elk Tenn.
River— AssignBcstrs.
Inc., licensee from A. D. Smith Jr. to
John R. Crowder and James Porter
Clark d/b as Fayetteville Bcstg. Co.
for $37,500. Mr. Crowder is 70% owner
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn. and Mr. Clark
is 20% owner. WEKR is assigned 250
w fulltime on 1240 kc. Filed May 19.

Washington counsel for the Bti
tion, which is owned by T. I
Pepperday, also publisher of tr
Albuquerque
Journal.
The co|
lege, represented
Attorney
Arthur by
W. Washingtr"
Scharfel
reply.
has 20 days in which to file i
FCC may also be drawn into fcl
case in support of the validity
its time-reservation rule. Spoke
men pointed out that the questk
of the rule's validity is also pen<
ing before the U. S. Supren
Court. This is an appeal from
decision of a three-judge distri'
court in Chicago upholding ti
validity of the rule in the A. .
Felman-WJOL Joliet, 111., case ii
volving reservation of time for a<
Feb. 27]. purposes [Broadcastin
vertising
Time for KOB's compliance wit
the rule has been extended to Jur
1, which is also the date when tr
station's present operating autho
ity is up for renewal.

AWB
CONVENTION
Three-Day Meet Opens Thur:,
SEVENTH annual convention (
the Assn. of Women Broadcasts
will open Thursday in Clevelan
with a three-day agenda bui
around the theme "Radio's Fen
inine Touch." Convention will 1
held at the Hotel Cleveland.
Several program changes wer
made last week by Bette Doolittl
AWB acting executive secretary
Eleanor Hanson, WHK Clevelan',
convention chairman, and Katl
erine Fox, WLW, chairman of tY
AWB Executive Committee.
The sales panel Saturday wi
include Dorothy Fuller, WBE
Brockton, Mass., and Jane Daltoi
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C.
With advance registrations i
the 100 mark last week, attendanc
of at least 200 was predicted n
the convention committee.
Esther Van Wagoner Tuft.
Washington political reporter, wi
address the convention Thursda
on the topic, "Why Not Mor
News." Ralph W. Hardy, NA:
government relations director, wi
speak on the subject, "Whither tl"
Following the three-day convei
Magic AWB
Touch."
tion,
district chairmen wi
hold a Sunday meeting.
Members of the convention con
mittee, besides Miss Hanson, ai
Mildred Funnell and Gloria Brow:
WTAM Cleveland; Esther Mulli:
WGAR Cleveland, and Jar
Stevens, WJW Cleveland.
EMPLOYMENT Outlook in Radio a,
Television Broadcasting Occupation
available from Supt. of Document
Government Printing Office, Washinj
ton 25, D. C, for 30 cents.
FOR
SP^^T BILLINGS
contact
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA. INCj
366 Madison Avenue, New York
Murray Hill 2-8755
INCREASED
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Truman
tLOTHES DRIVE
incinnati Outlets Spur Results
N ALL-NIGHT simulcast by
|VKRC, WKRC-TV
and WCTS
FM), outlets of Radio Cincinnati
Jnc, spearheaded a drive to obtain
i^rviceable clothing for needy
ijkmilies. The collection — over 250
jbns of clothing — broke all records,
ccording to Hulbert Taft Jr., exjutive vice president of Radio
jincinnati Inc.
iii The" three stations went on the
[)|r at 11 p.m. Friday (May 19)
rid concluded the drive at 6 a.m.
iie following day, drawing on upwards of 30 acts, an orchestra and
illbilly band from its AM and TV
klent. Listeners and viewers
|ere invited to the studios while
le show was in progress, and were
fered coffee and doughnuts for
othes donations. An array of
•dephones also was set up on
rage. Aside from clothing, $350
jas pledged, though no cash conIj-ibutions were requested,
j Mr. Taft turned over facilities
f the three stations for the drive,
i>onsored by the Junior Chamber
|! Commerce, which got underway
J) days earlier with station breaks
jfid straight spots. Employes of
d their
services-,
donateationa
station
'Leile
l Brother
the s Intern
od of Electrical Workers volunered its personnel to WKRC-TV
■hief Engineer George Wilson for
jheduling so that all studio cam*'as could be pressed into action.
EE

ESTATE

Mr. Taft (I) hands over cash collected during clothing drive to
Fred Breyer (center), local Welfare Dept. director, and receives
plaque of appreciation from Jerry
Kennedy, Jaycee chapter chairman.
HIGHWAY

SAFETY

Radio's Role Cited
HIGHWAY SAFETY broadcasts
generated in the states and cities
totaled 25,731 hours in 1949, William J. Scripps, publisher of the
Detroit News and owner of WWJAM-FM-TV Detroit, reported
Thursday at the President's Highway Safety Conference in Chicago.
"The highway safety story was
told more widely and compellingly
to the American people in 1949
than ever before," Mr. Scripps
said. He estimated that listener
impressions during the year
amounted to 1,744,495,000.

Bidding Deadline Is Reported
Set For Friday

IDS for the Thomas S. Lee estate with its radio-television properties,
|e not expected to be considered for "several weeks" with the interring time used for more detailed appraisal of properties and inspec:>n of books [Closed Circuit, May 22].
Public Administrator Ben Brown *
Los Angeles was reported Fri- tained to make the valuation
y to have set June 2 as deadline
primarily of Don Lee radio and
r filing bids for the properties.
television properties prior to the
Donald W. Thornburgh, presi- accepting of bids, it was said.
nt of WCAU and WCAU-TV
Certain "identical interests" exist
between Mr. Merrill and Mrs.
liladelphia and formerly CBS
est Coast vice president, has Patee, which underly his employen in Hollywood for about two
ment, it was explained.
;eks appraising the estate and is
No decision has been reached on
heduled to leave for his head- how bids will be handled, accordbarters Wednesday (May 31). He
ing to Raymond Wright, attorney
i.d been retained as appraisal for Mr. Merrill.
unselor by R. D. Merrill of
Original date for entertaining
•attle, 83-year-old sole heir of bids was May 15. With Mr.
e late Mr. Lee; Mrs. Nora Wright and Public Administrator
Brown in Detroit at that time in
.tee, maternal aunt contesting
connection with the estate settlee will, and Public Administrator
ment, the date was postponed.
■own.
Prominent among those expected
"Working closely with manageto enter bids are CBS, primarily
snt" Mr. Thornburgh was re- for KTSL (TV) and certain real
estate which include the studio
building at 1313 Vine St., Music
Corp. of America and Associates,
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
reported as acting as agent for
other interests; Ed Pauley (oil
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
magnate and associates) ; Col.
Technology in America, offers its
trained Radio and Television techA. L. Lintner, New York capitalist and businessman who makes
dustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
his headquarters in Anchorage,
Placement Director
Alaska; and two brokerage houses,
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
Dean Witter & Co., and Blythe &
of America
Co., which are said to be acting
350 W. 4tb St., New York 14, N. T.
in behalf of unnamed clients.
iOADCASTING
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Names

Mead

And Wallgren
FTC, FPC HEADS
APPOINTMENTS of Mon C. Wallgren, former governor of Washington
and stockholder in KIRO Seattle, to head the Federal Power Commission and of James M. Mead as chairman of Federal Trade Commission
were announced by the White House last Wednesday.
President
Truman's
ments followed
within 24appointhours former secretary to the Democratic
Central Committee and competitor
Senate approval of plans to reorfor
the Senate in 1946, Mr. Hutchganize those commissions by vestinson has represented such radio
ing power to name the chairman
clients as WMBG and WTVR (TV)
with the President and otherwise
Richmond.
concentrating certain executive and
Committee spokesmen said last
administrative functions in the reweek that his nomination probably
spective chairmen.
be taken up sometime within
Mr. Wallgren, who was rejected will
the next two weeks. He would reby the Senate last year in a bid
place the late Ewin L. Davis, whose
for chairmanship of the National
term expires in September 1953.
Security Resources Board, assumes
The Senate approved the two
leadership of the power agency to Truman
proposals last Monday by
which he was named as a commissubstantial margins. The upper
sioner earlier this year. He succhamber rejected resolutions by
ceeds Nelson L. Smith, who conSen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
tinues as a member. Mr. Wallgren
who spurred defeat of the FCC
had served as vice chairman.
Mr. Mead, who took office at plan, urging
rejection
of reorganization of each
commission.
The
FTC last fall following an unsucJohnson
resolutions
drew
34 and
cessful bid for the New York
gubernatorial honors in 1948, will 37 votes for FTC and FPC disap roval— short of the 49-majority
assume duties currently held by
necessary to defeat them.
Republican Lowell Mason, now
The plan governing FTC reoracting chairman, under FTC's
ganizes that body along lines simiformer system of rotating its
lar to that proposed for FCC, vestchairmanship. Mr. Mead was coning certain administrative and
firmed by the Senate Nov. 16, 1949.
executive duties in the chairman,
Truman Associates
who would be subject to overall
Both Mr. Mead, who served 20 commission policy and be named by
the President. Functions would
years in the House of Representaappointment of personnel
tives and eight years in the Senate, include
and control of funds.
and Mr. Wallgren, who holds considerable interest in Queen City
Presidential appoinment of chairman has been advocated for the
Broadcasting Co., KIRO licensee,
are Democratic associates of the past three years by Mr. Mason,
whom Mr. Truman overlooked, as a
President, dating back to his term
minority figure in the commission.
as Senator from Missouri.
He felt that cease and desist orders
Each will receive a compensation
of $15,000 annually and be subject
represent "hit-and-miss" prosecutions.
to removal only at the discretion
of the President or at the expiration of their terms as commissionJames L. Trowbridge
ers in either independent office if
JAMES
L. TROWBRIDGE, 56,
not re-nominated. Their appointaccount executive for BBDO, New
ments followed charges that presidential selection of chairman
York, died May 20 at his home in
Pleasantville, N. Y. Born in Baltiwould constitute "rubber-stamp"
more, Mr. Trowbridge was a graduappointments.
Still pending before the Senate
ate of Lafayette College and soon
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
after World War I joined George
Batten & Co. and remained with
Committee is the President's nomination of Martin A. Hutchinson,
the agency through its merger.
famed Richmond, Va., attorney, to Surviving are his widow and two
fill FTC's remaining vacancy. A sons.

ael
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

At

Deadline...

COLOR TELEVISION HEARING
CONCLUDED BY FCC
COLOR TELEVISION hearing concluded by
FCC Friday after nine months of proceedings
and last-minute decision not to recall CBS'
Dr. Peter B. Goldmark for further cross examination because RCA contended it didn't
have full opportunity to query CBS system
inventor on his dot-interlace demonstration
[Telecasting, May 1].
Flurry of procedural bickering between RCA
and CBS counsel over admittance of certain
exhibits climaxed windup and caused RCA
regarding Dr. Goldmark's examiobservation
nation. RCA withdrew view upon Chairman
Wayne Coy's insistence to hold no further session.
"You mean we can quit? Quite a shock, was
Chairman Coy's only observation on closing
lengthy, complex case.
In admitting hotly contested Color Television Inc. exhibit on interference tests, Chairman Coy noted many objections to competence
of data were pertinent but FCC already had
been "extremely lenient" in accepting exhibits
with as little validity from others in case. He
said FCC's experience in this and other proceedings consistently has been that it's "virtually impossible to get the parties to submit
y is willadequate interference data." Industr
ing to allow allocation on inadequate data and
hopes things will work out well, he said, but
when they don't those few favored by existing authorizations make strong pleas no others
be granted to relieve situation.
Col. Donald K. Lippincott, patent attorney
FCC's
and CTI color expert, was askedif by
he would
patent expert, William Bauer,
advise CTI to grant non-exclusive sub-licensing rights should CTI system be adopted.
Witness replied he might advise CTI to sell
whole company or patent rights but not sublicensing rights unless compensation for latter
was tantamount to outright sale of CTI.
Col. Lippincott indicated multiple standards
would favor RCA system since industry would
have to follow choice of NBC and influence of
RCA Service Co. He told Comr. E. M. Webster
RCA patent position has little effect on public
and actually reduces industry costs. He preferred wider distribution of royalties through
his patent pool suggestion (early story page 61).
Parties given to June 26 to submit proposed
findings and July 10 for replies. June 5 FCC
begins hearing on common carrier bid for
470-590 mc portion of TV's UHF band.
DUMONT TO ELECT OFFICERS
ALLEN B. DuMONT LABS, will hold special
stockholders meeting in lieu of annual meeting
at 11 a.m. June 28 at company's office in Clifton, N. J., at which directors and officers will
be elected for year. Notice sent to Class A
stockholders proposes Allen B. DuMont as
president, Leonard F. Cramer as vice president and those two plus Bruce T. DuMont,
Thomas T. Goldsmith and David Van Alstyne
Jr. as directors to be elected by this group.
Paramount Pictures Corp., as holder of all
Class B stock, will elect three directors and
secretary-treasurer and assistant treasurer.
NBC APPOINTS KNOX
NEIL KNOX, former television personnel
supervisor for NBC, Friday appointed salesman in NBC television network eastern sales
department, and William M. Roden, former
manager of records and research division of
NBC personnel department, named television
personnel supervisor.
Page 82
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EDWARD

PETRY

COMMENTS

ON COURT DECISION
EDWARD PETRY, president, Edward Petry
& Co., Friday released following statement:
"The Court of Appeals, as the highest court
in the State of New York, has made final disposition ofthe suit between Edward Petry and
Henry Christal relating to control of the Petry
company (see early story page 20).
"The court decision, unanimously in favor of
Edward Petry, represented an affirmation of a
previous decision of the Appellate Division.
Mr. Petry, owner of the majority of the Petry
stock, declared that company control will continue to be exercised in the same way which has
prevailed since the company was formed."
WEEKLY RADIO SET OUTPUT
AGAIN AT HIGH LEVEL
WEEKLY output of radio receivers in April
surpassed high rate in March, according to
Radio Mfrs. Assn. Television output maintained record March level.
April production (four weeks) of home
radios totaled 648,352, or 160,000 a week, compared to 724,691, or 145,000 a week, in March
with its five work weeks. Total home radio
sets produced in five months by RMA members was 2,373,012.
Television output in April was 420,026,
maintaining alltime record weekly rate in
March when production totaled 525,277 sets.
Total 1950 TV output by RMA companies,
nearly 80% of industry, was 1,647,956 sets.
Rate of FM output maintained, with 78,008
radios and 36,987 TV sets having FM reception facilities, a total of 114,995 for the month.
RMA reported 498,624 cathode ray tubes
were sold to TV receiver manufacturers in
April of which 51% were 14 inches or larger
and 99% 12 inches or larger. Output of radio
receiving tube sales was 27,387,689, double'
those of April 1949.
NRDGA RADIO-TV CLINIC
NATIONAL RETAIL DRY GOODS ASSN.
will hold two-day radio-television workshop
at Hotel Statler, New York, Sept. 28-29.
Workshop, first such intensive course in retailers' use of two media, planned "because
of the continuous stream of requests for radio
and TV information from NRDGA's 7,000
member department, chain and specialty
stores," according to Howard P. Abrahams,
manager
of association's
sales promotion
division and visual
merchandising
group.
SKELTON SEEKS TV CLAUSE
RED SKELTON, radio and motion picture
star, reportedly negotiating new contract to
include provision for TV appearances effective
January 1952. Current agreement with MGM
covers radio only. Abbott & Costello have
clause in new five-year contract permitting
live or film TV starting in 1951.
AAAA INCORPORATED
AMERICAN ASSN. of Advertising Agencies
incorporated as non-profit membership corporation under laws of State of New York.
Organization
was established as association in
1917.
KEARN

TO JOIN

BIOW

KENNETH KEARN, assistant to head timebuyer at Compton Adv., New York, expected
to join Biow Co. middle of June as timebuyer.

Esau, general fellow
manager
of KTUL
Tulsa. He'
circularizing
directors
on various
pro
jects, and is expected to be in forefront oi
discussions when new board holds first meet
ing in Washington June 20-22.
NOW THAT 488 Madison Avenue, housing
dozen advertising agencies, station representatives and other radio-TV firms, officially has
been named Look Building, radio tenants re-]
portedly propose to petition building ownership to revise name to "Look and Listen
Building."
Sterling
(ContinuedRenominated
from page A)
firmed after pro forma hearings.
In government radio service since 1923, Mr
Sterling assumed Commissionership as successor to E. K. Jett, who had resigned to takf
present post as vice president and radio director of Baltimore Sunpapers.
Mr. Sterling is 55, native of Peaks Island
Portland, Me. His radio experience dates tc
establishment of his first amateur station ii
1908.
He entered federal service as radio inspectoi
in Commerce Dept.'s Bureau of Navigation
became inspector in charge of Federal Radiq
Commission's 3d Radio District, with head
quarters at Baltimore, in 1935 ; was transferred
to Washington as assistant chief of FCC's field
division in 1937 ; became chief of field divi-t
sion's National Defense Operations Section ir
1940 ; was promoted to assistant chief engineer
and head of Radio Intelligence Division ii
1942; was made assistant chief engineer ir
charge of field and research branch in 1945 <
and chief engineer in 1947.
He has participated in several internatior
conferences. He was chairman of U. S. dele
gation to pre-NARBA technical conference ir
Havana in 1947 and co-chairman of U. S\
delegation to International High Frequencj
Broadcasting Conference in Mexico City iii
1948. He is a senior member of IRE and
author of widely recognized text and reference)
book, The Radio Manual.
COURT RULING AWAITED
RULING expected in few days by Judge
Thomas J. Clary, U. S. District Court foJ
Eastern District of Pa., on request of A. Cjj
Nielsen Co. to defer taking of depositions ir
suit filed by Albert E. Sindlinger & Co., Phila|
delphia [Broadcasting, May 22]. Sindlinge
firm attacks Nielsen jurisdictional defens^
that it does not do business in area by pointing
out there are over million radio homes at
suggesting nationwide survey includes sor
Nielsen equipment.
COLTON HEADS FEDERAL
MAJ. GEN. Roger B. Colton, since April
1948, executive vice president of Federal Tele
communications Labs., Nutley, N. J., elect
president of company, succeeding Harold
Buttner, who became vice president and depu
technical director of International Telephor
& Telegraph Corp. Federal is subsidiary
IT&T.
THREE ELECTED BY B&B

THREE executives elected vice presidents a
Benton &. Bowles. They are Brown Bolte
supervisor of Procter & Gamble and Nor\
Pharmacal drug products; John Cobbs Jr., 'j
supervisor of activities of Assn. of American |
Railroads, and Alan Sidnam, account execuTide. tive and supervisor of all activities on P&G's
BROADCASTING
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136,

570

FAMILIE

You

can

spot

the

w

difference

Take to the air with Radio Sales and you'll find there's no difference between
AM and TV. Advertisers who for years have turned to Radio Sales to solve
their spot radio problems find they get the same complete service (and
soaring sales) in television, too. Because Radio Sales had the foresight to get
into TV early. And to develop a full-time, separate TV staff by the same
standards that have made Radio Sales so successful (and so unique) in AM
Representing radio
stations wcbs,
WEBM, KNX, WCAU,
WCCO, WEEI, KMOX,
KCBS, WBT, WRVA,
WTOP, KSL, WAPI
and the Columbia
Pacific Network;
television stations
WCBS-TV, KTTV. WCAU-TV
WBTV. KSL-TV. WAFM-TV

radio: first-hand knowledge of markets, stations and programs; exhaustive
research by the most resourceful research department in the field.
For an advertiser who wants to get up in the world, there's nothing like Radio
Sales to give him a lift. In radio. And in television.
Radio

Sales

Radio and Television Stations Representative ... CBS
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Radio's Future
Business?
Page 75
B In Dual Rol«
Before FCC
Page 75
• Challenges NAB
4ARBA Policy
Page 77
Areas Command
>6 Billion Tota
1 Retail Sales
Page 79

WOR

to

sells

almost

everything

everybody

from

Maine

to

North

G Top Networl
jyer In March
Poge 79
Carolina...
TELECASTING
ygins on Page 47
small wonder that WOR's daytime audience
during April 1950 was the greatest for that month
in the station's history.*
small wonder that WOR sells everything from
Broadway plays to toy planes.
e Newsweekly
Radio and
levision.

.00 Annually
cents weekly

small wonder that WOR sells more goods for more
people to more people, more often, than any
other station in the United States.
* based on Pulse New York Reports6:00 AM -6:00 PM

Throughout the length and breadth of Virginia
there's nothing to equal Havens & Martin Stations.
Top attraction is WMBG, with its scintillating
combination of NBC and local highlights,
high on the applause list since 1926.

WTVR is Richmond's only television station.
Where but WTVR can tele-viewers turn for
Show visual wonders gathered the world over by NBC-TV.

Greatest

Nor is FM forgotten. For WCOD
enthusiastic audience.

serves its

Small wonder that the Havens & Martin trio are
the First Stations of Virginia. Small wonder that
they're preferred by national advertisers
who know Virginia markets.

WMBG

am

WTVR

tv

WCOD

™

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company

Yankee

Yankee

gets

home-town

you

into

stations take you

directly into the principal markets
New

of

England. They offer the greatest

any

market

faster!

each market through your dealer's own
home-town

station. No

waste

"circula-

tion." Mass impression everywhere,

possible range and flexibility to carry out
With Yankee's 28 home-town stations
an aggressive and well integrated camyou can do an all-out job in New England,
paign aimed at local markets throughout or you can cover any group of markets to
the area.

fit your present distribution, expanding

You have New England's largest reto fit your needs,
gional network — with a widely spread
Open up a hard-hitting New England
network audience for Yankee and Mutual
sales drive. Reach more people, more
features. You have direct local impact in

rfccefifrutce

The

THE YANKEE

Yankee

effectively with Yankee.

NETWORK'S

0pocotcUtio*t

Network,

Inc.

Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD

PETRY & CO., INC

June 5 — Broadcasting
[Wished every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washing on 4. D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C. under act of March 3, 1879.
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Circuit

NEXT ORDER of major AM business at FCC
can well be disposition of hoary clear-channel
case. Present thinking, it's understood, contemplates sandwiching clear-channel consideration between consideration of color TV and
overall TV allocations this summer and fall.
WHEN Comr. George E. Sterling appears before Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, tentatively set for June 14, in connection with his reappointment for new sevenyear term, it's likely committee members will
query him on (1) status of TV allocations
and color; (2) disposition of clear-channel
case (see above) ; (3) his views on McFarland
Bill to reorganize FCC.
DESPITE careful scanning of long candidate
list, Radio Mfrs. Assn. presidential selection
committee believed far from accord on eve
of Chicago convention (see early story page
34). If no outstanding candidate appears during convention, selection of occupant for proposed $50,000 post may be deferred to September.
DANCER - FITZGERALD - SAMPLE, New
York, preparing spot announcement campaign
for Procter & Gamble's Shasta shampoo to
start July 3 in 14 markets.
IS COMBINATION of AM-TV-FM under same
ownership in same market a single entity or
three separate projects? That question is
pending before Jacksonville, Fla., court by virtue of project of City of Jacksonville, licensee
of WJAX, to float $400,000 bond issue for TV.
Taxpayers' suit brought by WPDQ Jacksonville contends TV was separate project since
separate licenses are required, entailing individual approval. Such testimony was given
by George Davis, Washington consulting engineer. Paul F. Godley, consulting engineer for
city, contended that TV was part of same
project as is FM.
ANOTHER Florida city-owned station —
WSUN St. Petersburg — also is experiencing
bond activity, having validated $250,000 bond
issue. In this connection, reports again were
current, though unsubstantiated, that station
might be sold to private operators.
STANDARD form of contract approved by
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and
NAB, it has been discovered, violates Virginia
statutes, not because of terms but because 8
pt. type is illegal in contracts. Virginia broadcasters, on local business, therefore must print
own forms and in 10 pt. type to conform.
CARTER PRODUCTS Inc. (Arrid) through
SSC&B, New York, considering sponsorship
of another radio show in addition to Sing It
Again on CBS, or possibly sponsoring radio
version on television. Simulcast was made
last week of program.
COMPLAINT of CIO asking FCC to issue
temporary licenses against transit radio sta(Continued on page 78)
Page 4
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June 5: FCC 'pcom
Hearing beginslnj
on reallocation of
470-500 mc band from TV to common carrier,
FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
June 5: Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters, Bedford Springs, Bedford, Pa.
June 5-8: Radio Mfrs. Assn. Convention, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.
June 6-7: Free & Peters National Spot Sales
Clinic, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
June 12-13: Radio Farm Directors Convention,
Administration Bldg., Washington.
(Other Upcomings on page 38)
Bulletins
LIPTON'S ice tea, through Young & Rubicam
preparing summer campaign to start June 26
in about 100 markets. Contract is for six
weeks.
JOHN G. WILSON DIES;
RCA-VICTOR OFFICIAL
JOHN G. WILSON, 50, executive vice president in charge of RCA Victor Division of
RCA, died Thursday night at his home in
Wynnewood, Pa.
Born in Alma, 111., on Aug. 17, 1900, Mr. Wilson attended public schools and Northwestern
U. In 1927 he joined Montgomery Ward as
assistant controller and then was made controller. He remained with Montgomery Ward
until 1940 when he left to join Goldblatt Bros.
Inc., Chicago, as vice president and controller.
In 1943 he became vice president and general
manager of United Wallpaper Co.
Mr. Wilson joined RCA in June 1944 as
administrator of accounts and finance for RCA
Victor. He was elected operating vice president in 1945, and in 1947 was elected vice
president and general manager of division.
In December 1948, Mr. Wilson was elected executive vice president. He was member of Controllers Institute of America and of Society
of Naval Engineers.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Hazel L. Wilson ;
son, Michael, and two daughters, Shirley
and Jean.
MUSIC WITH TEST PATTERN
FAVORED AT FCC HEARING
INDICATION FCC may be inclined to allow
some music background to , TV test pattern
operation during non-program hours — but on
strict non-commercial basis — seen in oral argument Friday on Commission's rules restricting
separate operation of TV aural and visual
16].
transmitters
[Telecasting, Dec. 12, 1949; Jan.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy feared telecasters would commercialize music-test pattern
operation and shackle TV with "illegitimate"
type of programming in competition with
strictly aural services. Otherwise, he saw logic
in arguments for music with test patterns to
aid TV sales and installation, as advanced by
(Continued on page 78)

Business
Brief
SWANSDOWN
SPOTS %
General ly
Food
(Swansdown cake flour) preparing spot an
nouncement campaign to start in early June fo:
three weeks on 50 stations in 20 markets
Agency, Young & Rubicam, New York.
KELLOGG RENEWAL % Kellogg Co.
Battle Creek, to renew Mark Trail on full MB!
network starting in autumn. Program hao
been carried on test basis on about 50 stationsi
Agency, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
GRUEN SERIES # Gruen Watch Co., Cin '
cinnati, planning to sponsor Blind Date Thurs.
9-9:30
on ABC-TV.
West & p.m.
Burkhart,
Cincinnati.Agency, Stockton1!
SPOT TESTS
O Austin Portrait Studios
California and Utah, names Mayers Co., Lo^
Angeles
radio and TY^
test
spotsasinagency,
Pacific planning
Coast markets.
CANDY PROJECT 9 Barricini Candy, Nev
York, appoints Goold & Tierney, New York, t(
handle radio spot campaign.

FLORIDA GROUP ELECTS
POWELL PRESIDENT
GARLAND POWELL, WRUF Gainesville
elected president of Florida Broadcasters Assn
Friday at opening of two-day meeting a
Orlando. He succeeds W. Wright Esch, WMF.
Daytona Beach.
Tom Watson Jr., WSWN Belle Glade, electee
first vice president; S. O. Ward, WLAK Lake
land, second vice president; T. S. Gilchrist
WTMC Ocala, secretary-treasurer; Harold P
Danforth, WDBO Orlando, and Doug Silvei
WIRH W. Palm Beach, directors.
Chairman of nominating committee was W
G. McBride, WDBO. Other members wer<
Glenn Marshall, WMBR Jacksonville, anc
James M. LeGate, WIOD Miami. W. Walte:
Tyson, WALT Tampa, was chairman of Reso
lutions Committee.
Frank M. King, WMBR, explained plans fo
Broadcast Audience Measurement, BMB su
cessor, and urged stations to support projec
Dawson
Newton,
advertising manager o
Florida Citrus Commission, explained ho\ L
commission selects media in allotting $1.3 mil K
lion budget, of which radio gets small sharey
He suggested stations do selling job on com
mission and Benton & Bowles, its agency. 10
Col. D. J. Wilkins, of U. S. Army, explainer
Army's advertising policy. Letter was rea>
from Maurice B. Mitchell, director of Broad
cast Advertising Bureau, explaining radio no\
gets 50-50 break in Army advertising. Grad;
Norton, head of Florida Hurricane Servict
thanked stations for public service durinj
disasters. FCC Commissioner Rosel Hyde spok
Saturday as did Capt. John Cross, State Dept
(see story page 28).
DURKEE'S NEW AGENCY
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS Division of Glic
den Co., Cleveland, names Meldrum & Few
smith, also Cleveland, as agency.
BROADCASTING
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DETROIT

Ct£s

MICHIGAN'S

MOST

POWERFUL

INDEPENDENT

WKMH is the PLUS station of Detroit ... a great abundance of the
music
everyone wants to hear . . . PLUS competent news coverage,
broadcast intelligently and often . . . PLUS complete coverage of all the
important sports . . . gives you more listeners per dollar invested
throughout Metropolitan Detroit and Southeastern Michigan . . . PLUS a
BONUS:

Ann Arbor, Pontiac, Ypsilanti — Toledo and Sandusky, Ohio.

"The

TIGER

Station

• Music
• News
• Sports

Fred A. Knorr
President & Gen. Mgr
TING

• Telecasting

Weed
lad company
National Representatives
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18.9%

1948

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Office*-.
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022

GROWING

SHARE

Spot, Local Business Seen as Radio's Best Prospects
NAB Federation Suggested by Dual Role Before FCC
Hyde Questions NAB Policy on International Meets
Transit Radio Wins Two Major Victories
ABC Leaves NAB, WOV WHOM Also Out
40% of Retail Sales Concentrated in 32 Areas
P&G Tops Network Users in March
F. E. Baker President of Adv. Research Bureau....
Hyde Outlines NARBA Stand at Fla. Assn. Meet. ...
NRDGA Hears Tips From BAB on Radio's Use
Revamping of RMA on Convention Agenda
Compromise Gambling Bill Awaits Senate Action..
NBC Gets Marx in Current Round of Talent War. . .
Telecasting Section Page 47
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SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
Hailey, Berlyn,
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Ginn, Tom Hynes. John
Osbon, Ardinelle
Williamson.Kathryn
EDITORIAL
ASSISTANTS: Estelle Dobschultz,
Ann Jones,
Pat
Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Wilson D. McCarthy. Jean
D. Statz; Eleanor J. Brumbaugh. Assistant to the
Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens.
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Phyllys Steinberg, Judy Martin; B. T. TaishorT.
Treasurer; Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager: Bill Gabriel Jr., Elaine
Haskell, Grace Motta Lillian Oliver, Al Riley.
Warren Sheets.
NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, New
York Editor; Herman Brandschain, Asst. to the
New York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor;
Gloria Berlin.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL. Advertising Director,
Eleanor R. Manning.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane
Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
man,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann 8181;
August.David GlickTORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.Broadcast
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
* was acquired in 1932
and
in 1933.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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1. John McNulty, Clevelander. having
passed his medical exam and heen hired,
reports for instrucrions. He is given general working rules, together with his
gate badge and Safety booklet.

John

McNulty's

Plants Became

2. On his way to the Safety equipment
department, he pauses to look at the
plant
Safer}'
scoreboard. It's
constant
reminder
for steelworkers
to bea safe
and
stay safe.

Training Shows

How

3. Next, John is fitted with a pair of Safety
shoes. Their steel toe caps protect his feet
from possible injury.

Steel

One of the Safest Places to Work

Today the steel industry is one of the four safest major industries
in the country. In 40 years the number of employee accidents in
steel has been cut by 90 percent.
That seems like a miracle and it is. It has been achieved in two
ways. First by installing accident-prevention devices. And second,
by constantly reminding workers of safety through training and
education.

The minute a man starts, his training in Safety begins. That's the
way the steel industry protects its more than 600,000 employees,
helps them to be safe and sfay safe. Here, John McNulty gets
acquainted with ways of Safety in steel.
4. John's foreman shows him how to
handle his new job safely and efficiently.
Right here he is explaining the electric
controls of a conveyor which transports
10-ton coils of steel.

DRSEPt/W
5. Here a supervisor is
making a periodic check
with calipers on the
chains and coil hooks
of John's
conveyor.
Evidence ofdefects
or overstrain means prompt
replacement
to prevent
accidents.

6. Department foremen
conduct regular Safety
meetings. John joins in
a general discussion of
what
steel workers wear
for Safety.

Steel

AMERICAN

iROADCASTING

IRON
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STEEL INSTITUTE

works

for

• 350 FIFTH AVE., NEW

EVERYONE

YORK

1, N. Y.
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In

Boston

...

it takes

time

to

make

friends

Boston is Boston . . . and there's no place quite like
it. Take friendship, for example. Boston forms its

They're all on WEEI . . . because WEEI knows what
Boston likes. No wonder WEEI has the largest share

friendships slowly. But once formed, they last for-

of audience, the highest average ratings and more

ever. It's true in radio, too.
Most of Boston's radio favorites today are the
hometown "real folks" WEEI first introduced many
years ago — 20-year veterans like E. B. Rideout,
the weatherman; Caroline Cabot and her shopping

quarter-hour wins than all other
Boston stations combined.^
And today WEEVs bigger
audiences are giving

service; Carl Moore of the rapier wit; or such com-

sponsors more for their
money than ever before.

parative "newcomers" (all on WEEI at least 10
years) as Uncle Elmer, Ken Ovenden, Charlie Ashley,

the station is WEEI

Mother Parker, Jesse Buffum, Priscilla Fortescue.

Columbia s Friendly Voice in Boston

iPulse oj Boston, March-April 1950

INDSAY MacHARRIE, for past five years radio and TV production superj visor and producer for Young & Rubicam, joins Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, New York, as manager of radio and television
reduction.
IXTHONY C. PIERRO, media director of Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York,
ected a vice president of agency. He has been with firm since June, 1949. Bejre
his association
N & Adv.
G, he Co.
wasandmedia
Buchanan Co.,
id before
that was with
with G,
Gotham
Paris director
& Peart ofAgency.
HARLES SCHAFER, formerly sales promotion manager for Crosley Disjibuting Corp., New York, appointed director of public relations and sales
lomotion for Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, San Francisco, New York and
ps Angeles.
ILBY M. DURHAM, formerly active in Utah radio circles, joins Ross Jurney
Assoc., Salt Lake City, as account executive.
jOBERT W. KELLOGG Jr., formerly with Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance,
ins copy staff of Denman & Betteridge Inc., Detroit.
\MES M. NEVILLE joins public relations department of John LaCerda Agency,
hiladelphia.
aVAUGHN HANSON, formerly with Leo Burnett Co., Los Angeles, joins
|jlvertising service section of Young & Rubicam, Hollywood.
[
NNABELLE ANDERSON, timebuyer with Maxon Inc., New York, will broadVst in French on subject of radio and television timebuying for Voice of
merica.
ON McGEE, formerly account executive with Campbell-Mithun, Chicago, joins
layers Co., Los Angeles, in newly created post of director of marketing and
erchandising of new products.
1
DHN HALPERN, formerly with Erwin, Wasey & Co., joins Pedlar & Ryan,
ew York, as assistant radio and television director.
rHITNEY HARTSHORNE, formerly radio and television timebuyer for Erwin,
rasey & Co., Los Angeles, named general media director of agency. He reaces BUELL M. BROOKS, who left to join Scripps-Howard Newspapers, San
ranciseo. JOHN R. SCHLUTER, formerly Erwin, Wasey traffic supervisor,
ill act as agency timebuyer under supervision of Mr. Hartshorne.
. R. BLOOM, former media director of Geyer, Newell & Ganger, Detroit, joins
enyon & Eckhardt, Detroit, in same capacity.
1
3HN JESSUP, former account executive at KJR Seattle, joins staff of Romig
. Fuller & Co., same city. Firm deals with radio and TV exclusively.
ERBERT S. LENZ, formerly with Young & Rubicam and R. H. Macy, New
ork, joins Farson, Huff & Northlich, Cincinnati, as senior account executive
id director of merchandising.
OUISE PACKARD, formerly continuity editor and women's director for
'LOW Norfolk, Va., joins -staff of Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., Washington,
h TV producer.
jOIZEN ADV. INC., Buffalo, N. Y., elected to membership in American Assn.
t Adv. Agencies.
ARRY WALL, manager of Viewer Depth Surveys, New York, June 1 joined
?search staff of Warwick & Legler, New York.
URTON BROWNE, partner in Burton Browne Adv. Agency, Chicago, awarded
onorary Doctor of Science in Business Administration degree by U. of Hollywood.
AVID VAN de WALKER, office manager of Young & Rubicam Inc., Hollywood,
the father of a girl, born May 21.
ew Addresses: MOGGE-PRIVETT Inc., Los Angeles, moves to new and larger
aarters in Citizens National Bank Bldg., Wilshire Blvd. at Curson Ave. New
tione is York 7243.
ROADCASTING
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When

you're making

out that schedule

for the

Southwest don't overlook this sales-winning pair of CBS
stations. For availabilities and rates, write, phone or
wire our representatives.
National Representatives
JOHN

BLAIR

&

CO.
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FEDERAL BLDG. & LOAN Assn., Salt Lake City, names Ross Jurney
Assoc, same city, to handle advertising. Extensive use of radio planr

FOELL PACKING Co., Chicago (Rose Brand canned meat products), appoii
Gordon Best Co., same city, -to handle its advertising.

A. HOLLANDER Co., Newark, N. J., through Grey Adv., New York, curren
sponsoring Wendy Barrie, Thursday, 10:30-45 a.m., on WNBT (TV) New Yo i
expected to expand show on entire network beginning this summer.
HOWARD D. JOHNSON Co. (restaurants) schedules radio spots to be us
locally in cooperation with advertising campaign. N. W. Ayer is agency.
WMBD

proves
morning

promotion

vast

audience

"Ugh, heap many Braves in Peoria" sighed WMBD
staff members after more than 8000 Peorians
stormed the doors for colorful Indian hats. Occasion was the triumphant return of the Bradley
University basketball Braves from the NCAA
offs at Kansas City.

play-

Four short announcements on early morning shows
comprised the only publicity. Long before noon the
station was swamped as fans lined up shoulder to
shoulder in WMBD's

PLAZA STUDIOS (blouses and scarves), New York, appoints Yates, Werteh
& Babcock Inc., same city, to handle its advertising. Television spots will
used. Charles L. Babcock is account executive.

outer lobby.

//atwotk

-@ccou.nt5 • • •

KRAFT FOODS, Chicago (Parkay Margarine and other products), replac
The Great Gildersleeve with The Falcon on NBC for 11 weeks starting June
Show is aired Wednesday, 7:30 to 8 p.m., CDT. Agency: Needham, Louis
Brorby, Chicago.
EMBASSY CIGARETTES to sponsor The Web, mystery series, beginning July
on CBS-TV Tues., 9:30-10 p.m., in period vacated for summer by Suspen
Agency: Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York.
MARS Inc., Chicago (Milky Way candy bar), to sponsor five-a-week, five-mini
show on 200 ABC stations 5:55-6 p.m. in all time zones starting in Septemt
for 52 weeks. Show to follow Jack Armstrong and Sky King, aired alterm
days and to be cut from 30 to 25 minutes. Agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago.
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. (A.S.R. lighters), cc
tracts for 8-8:30 p.m. segment of The Show Goes On, over CBS-TV, effect)
September 28. Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc.
RONSON ART METAL WORKS' Co. Inc. (Ronson Lighters) renews sponsorsl'
of Twenty Questions for fifth year on MBS, Sat. 8-8:30 p.m. Grey Adv., N
York, handles Ronson account.

Striking, if somewhat
startling, evidence of
WMBD's

vast and re-

PROOF

sponsive audience —
that people

listen to the radio in

BONAFIDE MILLS Inc. returning Sept. 1 to NBC-TV with Bonny Mc.
Versatile Varieties, Friday 9-9:30 p.m., after eight-week summer hiatus.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, Colonial Radio & Television Div., will
one top football game each Saturday over ABC starting Sept. 30. Kenyon
Eckhardt is the agency.
ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE Co., renews Suspense on CBS for next fall. Adv«
tiser also has scheduled Suspense on CBS-TV to return Aug. 28. Cecil & Pre
brey, New York, is agency.

Peoria . . . and particularly WMBD!

WILLIAM BROOKS SMITH, advertising director of Thomas J. Lipton Inc., a
pointed chairman of Assn. of National Advertisers Radio and Television Stes
ing Committee.
PEORIA
CBS Affiliate • S000 Wattt
Free & Peters, Inc., Nat'l. Reps.
Page 10
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JAMES CALVIN AFFLECK, formerly with Radiomarine Corp. of Ameri:
appointed to newly created post of sales promotion manager of receiver sal
division of Allen B. DuMont Labs.
MINNESOTA VALLEY CANNING Co., Le Sueur, Minn., buyer of broadcast^
for many years, changes its name officially to Green Giant Co.
BROADCASTING
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Pond

s

Bigger

fhan

Ian

Francisco!

Is the area covered by W O WO . . not
ily Fort Wayne and its suburbs, but a
'■ige Midwest market of 49 BMB counties.
market with almost 300,000 Radio
:milies.. bigger than the city of San
lancisco! A market in which WO WO
ograms show consistent leadership in
tening surveys., morning, noon, and
ght! To reach this important segment of
e nation's purchasing power most eco<mically and most forcefully, ask Free &
ters about WOWO.

FORT

ABC

wowo

A

\2T.

BIG

FROG

IN

A

BIG

WAYNE

AFFILIATE

POND

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
I it c
KYW
•
KDKA
•
K EX
•
WBZ
•
WBZA
•
WOWO
• WBZ-TV
Notional Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV NBC Spot Sales
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OKLAHOMA'S GREATEST
STATION FOR 25 YEARS
BMB

SHOWS KVOO
JBIankeis

OKLAHOMA'S NO. 1
MARKET Plus
Adjacent Bonus Counties in Kansas,
Missouri and Arkansas
And KVOO Blankets this rich market more intensely than does any
other medium. The 1949 BMB report shows each of the 30 counties
in the Tulsa Market Area of Northeast Oklahoma plus 13 counties in
Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas
within the KVOO 50-100% daytime
area.
KVOO shows a radio family audience in the 1 949 BMB report of
799,050 daytime against 683,920
in the 1946 BMB report; and a
1949 nighttime audience of 1,270,040 against 997,040 in 1946.
1949 KVOO BMB DAYTIME
1949
6-7
No. of Radio KVOO
Days
Week a
Counties Counilies
With: ties Fam%
Audience*
231,930 60
50-100% 50 384,470
30-49%
20 103,790
16
16,640
10-29% 76 310,790
5
17,330
146 799,050 265.900 33
1949 KVOO BMB
NIGHTTIME
1949
6-7
No. of Radio KVOO
Nights
Week a
Counties Counilies
With: ties Fam%
Audience*
50-100%
45
150,700
39-49% 3841 333,510
143,960
18,100
164
10-29% 230 792,570
35,330
12
309 1,270,040 204,130
"Families to among
families(or
listening
KVOO 1949
6 to radio
7 days
nights) a week.
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
National Representatives
NBC AFFILIATE
50,000 Watts
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7eatute
ofi the
AN HISTORICAL anecdote culled
from New England's prodigious
backlog
walked
WEEIandBoston's
sales office
earlyinto
in May
signed
a contract. Or so it seemed to the
station.
For several months, old buildings in a mid-city block owned by
The Jordan Marsh Co., department
store, have been coming down to
make way for new ones. During
this bevy of construction, Walter
Piper, editor of the "Walter Piper
Page" of Jesse H. Buffum's New
England Almanac (Mon.-Sat. 6:156:45 a.m.) joined sidewalk superintendents.
Mr. Piper's eye fixed itself on
a large block of granite that had
the initials SPG carved upon it.
It aroused his curiosity sufficient
enough for him to make mention
of it in his script. Mr. Buffum
picked the item out for special
attention on the broadcast and
as Mr. Piper contributed further
investigative reports, he relayed
them to listeners.
The Piper diggings brought forth
an historic tale reaching as far
back as December 1800. In that

On

-QLL

NE of the important contributions radio has made
O
to Midwest living has been
the instantaneous contact isolated
farm families have with events

Week

Listeners
To

Linking past and present are
Messrs. Gardner (1) and Buffum.
This is G. Peabody Gardner, lineal
descendant of the historic Gardner.

Switch

KCBQ

San Diego Audience
Chooses CBS Station
An overwhelming number of San Diego
radio listeners are switching to KCBQ
— CBS in San Diego. Figures released
today by the station prove that KCBQ
is the only San Diego network station
CHANGE
i . i i i iiINi iOVERALL
..iiii.i '
"SHARE
AUDIENCE"
FOR SAN OFDIEGO
NETWORK
STATIONS
'At THRU
JAN '50 DEC.
(HOOPER)

year, Samuel Pickering Gardner —
hence the SPG — purchased the
land, house, coach-house, farm
buildings and pear and apple orchards from Frederick W. Geyer,
a Loyalist sympathizer during the
(Continued on page 69)

-Accounts
earned promotions in the field of
retail selling.
Since Eileen joined Ambro in
1945, one advantage of her position has been the opportunity
given
her job
for with
"doubling
in brass."
Her first
the agency
was
that of production clerk. In an
agency of Ambro's size at that
time, she points out, the position
was the same as assistant production manager.
After being with the agency
approximately six
months, she began
handling media director's work, a title
finally decided upon
about a year ago

throughout
This view the
has world."
been expressed by
Mrs. Eileen Gould, who, as media
director for the Ambro Advertising Agency of Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, handles 26 accounts whose
more than 100 broadcasts are
aimed at this vast market.
With Ambro since
1945, the vivacious
young media director's first responsibility is to handle
all
of
the firm's
media assignments.
after the
tensivefirm's
growth. exHowever, she has had
Of
the
26
Ambro
an opportunity to
accounts, all of
work in several
which Eileen comes
phases of the agenin contact with,
cy operation. She
also writes some rasome
tive onesrepresentainclude
dio copy and has the
American Trust &
important job of
Savings Bank, C. R.
speeding the work
& I. C. Railroad,
of her 16 associates
The Hamilton Co.,
by controlling the
Interstate Finance
production departCorp., Iowa Electric
board. ment's productrol
Co., Iowa Light &
EILEEN
Power Co., Kilborn
In preparing for
Photo Paper Co., The Pickwick
her position in this wealthy and
Co., Potosi Brewing Co., WKBB
important market, Eileen worked
in radio and television at CBS and
Dubuque, Tallo-Hy Kitchens, TherWBBM Chicago. A graduate of mogay Co., Vigortone Products Inc.
Busy as she is, Eileen stoll finds
the Mount Mercy Junior College
and Iowa State U., she majored in time to devote herself to other
First and foremost is
music and dramatic art. Her first interests.
daughter Patricia Kaye, a carbon
job was with the Northwestern
(Continued on page 73)
Bell Telephone Co., and she also

KCBQ

NET STATION "A"
IpNET
STATION "C"
"B S
NET STATION
'47 inDECover-all
to show an DEC
increase
'48 1949
JAN '48
'49with all"share
of-audience" JANduring
com
'49-peting network affiliates taking DEC
a nose
dive.
San Diego Now 26th Market
JAN '50-Astute time-buyers are taking particulai
notice of this fact because of the tre
mendous importance of the swiftly
growing San Diego market, and th
strong KCBQ sales story. They poin
out that
San Diego
now the country':
26th
market
with ais diversified,
stabli
economy and the second highest retai
sales index (435) in the U.S. today
This figure is also backed up by th
1950 edition of Consumer Markets
published by Standard Rate 8C Data.
Hollingbery Is Rep.
Inquiries may be made by contacting
the KCBQ Sales Department or through
the offices of the Geo. P. Hollingbery
Co., station representatives.
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WEBSTER ELECTRIC
FOR

THAT

NEWS
The New EKOTAPE

ON-THE-SPOT
RECORDING

the

new

Lkotape

Pla-mate is a recorder

you'll be proud to take out for on-the-spot news
recordings. It's a beauty ... as smart as modern luggage, and
acoustically designed too. Fine tone quality. One central control

tape

recorder

selects tape speed and direction — fast forward,
standard forward for recording and playback
and fast rewind. Two-hour playing time with
7-inch reel, and one hour with 5-inch reel. It has
3%" per second tape speed and "twin track."

WEBSTER

As a portable tape recorder for supplementary

Webster Electric Company, Racine, Wis. • Estab. 1909
"WHERE QUALITY IS AH56
RESPONSIBILITY
50
AND FAIR DEALING AN OBLIGATION

use around the station — see and hear the

ELECTRIC

new Ekotape Pla-mate.
5ROADCA

STING
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Spot,
large national
advertisers have
RADIO'
S Page
BUSIN
partment stores," Mr. Stolzoff told
ESS
PROSP
ECTS
[AFA Convention
Story,
17~\ been heavy
users of radio
as an the AFA.
RADIO
has become
a powerful
"One of these stores,
advertising medium but its big- important part of their promoSchuster's of Milwaukee, used up
tional plans. He added that there to 36 hours per week of radio
gest achievements lie in the future, especially in the field of are many dramatic success stories programs on five of the six radio
direct selling, according to J. S. in which small local advertisers
stations in their market. In second place was The Golden Rule, a
have built their advertising proStolzoff, vice president of CramerKrasselt Co., Milwaukee.
St. Paul department store, which
grams around radio.
Basing his predictions on a
"During 1949 the two largest used up to 22 hours per week of
scientific poll of advertiser, agen- local daytime radio users in the radio during the peak of their
cy and broadcasting executives, nation were two midwestern de- 1949 radio promotional plans.
Mr. Stolzoff- last Wednesday told
the Advertising Federation of
America convention in Detroit that
"more and more large local advertisers, and regional and national
advertisers, are going to use radio
on a basis that radio has rarely
been used in the past."
Mr. Stolzoff pointed to "a growing group of advertisers who are
Increase more
developing an exciting and successful approach to using radio on
than iO°7o
a highly profitable basis" and
increase, but
cited results of a survey conducted
by Cramer-Krasselt Co. in co/ess than 10%
operation with Broadcasting.
Remain about
In this magazine's 23d Trends
the some
survey, station managers and owners predicted increased billings
for the radio medium, especially
Decrease but
on the national spot and local
/ess than !0%
level [Broadcasting, May 15].
Revealed for the first time by
Decreose more
Mr. Stolzoff are the predictions of
than 10%
advertisers and agencies. They,
Percent of Advertisers 0 5 10 15 20 25
too, foresee expanded use of the
radio medium and Mr. Stolzoff
presented their predictions separately and combined with views of
broadcast executives.

Local

Loom

Best

"How successful were these pro"The answer is that both of
grams?
these stores are continuing their
schedules with undiminished force
through 1950. Another measure
could be in terms of product
Mr. Stolzoff explained how the
Rule store decided to sell television sets by using a home demonstration offer in which the pressales."
tige and confidence enjoyed by the
store would be applied to a nationally advertised receiver.
Low Cost Radio
TV sets were sold in large
quantities at a total advertisingto-sales cost of less than 5%, he
said, "certainly a dramatic figure
measured in terms of normal sales
cost on a direct selling program."
He said other stores are now investigating plans to set up outside
organizations with leads developed
by using radio as the "promotional
"By the end of 1950," he conbackbone."
tinued, "you will see an increasing
number of department store advertisers using radio time in large
quantities to secure leads for outside selling crews." He added
that stores know there are 50
(Continued on page 16)

Radio "Mature"
^
Dugl Roie ot FCC Hearin
"Radio has reached its maturiFEDERATION?
NAB
against
the
FCC
proposal
but
ty," Mr. Stolzoff concluded. "It is NAB appeared before the FCC with the association's obligation to merely on the TV stand.
today, more than at any previous
Friday in a new dual capacity — in render full service to all its memtime in its history, a powerful, favor
While NAB's Structure Commitbers. "There is no thought of
of and at the same time optee was discharged by the board
flexible giant medium with a sales
posed to a proposed new regula- federating," he said. "We merely
last
February after a series of
power limited only by the ingenu- tion.
are using the NAB organization
revamping
operations, the idea of
ity of the people who use it.
with
maximum
flexibility,
serving
On behalf of aural (AM and FM)
a federated association was raised
"The biggest radio success sto- station membership the association interests within the membership
ries are still to be written. And
at the Chicago convention in an
took a flat stand in favor of a pro- structure.
address to independent stations by
they will be written by people who
"I see no need whatever for any
posed FCC policy that would sharpEdgar Kobak, consultant. The
are willing to roll up their sleeves
ly restrict TV programs in which federating within the NAB."
board itself has taken no action
and milk every last drop of power
sight and sound are not integrated.
Asked if he is studying a reoralong federation lines.
from their radio advertising dolganization along federation lines,
And on behalf of its TV memberVincent Wasilewski, NAB atlars."
ship NAB opposed any such re- Mr. Ryan said: "No, I'm not studyWoven into the analysis of ad- striction.
torney, appeared at FCC's Friday
ing reorganization. I'm studying
vertiser-agency-broadcrsterp e hearing on behalf of the associaThis
dual
stand
raised
suggestion. He was accompanied by G.
dictions by this key agency execDecision of NAB to appear for
tion that the association was con- organization."
Emerson Markham, director of the
utive are case-history stories based
ceding the need for complete re- TV stations against the FCC's
on actual direct-selling achieveNAB Television Dept. and EdwTard
ments.
organization into a federation but proposed restriction of TV aural
L. Sellers, director of the FM
operation
followed
a
board
poll
in
Recalling radio success stories William B. Ryan, NAB's general which the action was favored on a
Chairman Wayne Coy ruled that
Messrs. Markham and Sellers
of the institutional type, particu- manager, said no such inference
4-1 ratio. This poll, it was underlarly large local advertisers and was justified.
could not argue for the record
stood, was not based on the probthe small and medium-sized naMr. Ryan told Broadcasting the
(Continued on page 39)
lem
of
NAB
appearances
for
and
tional advertiser, Mr. Stolzoff said dual role was entirely consistent
June 5, 1950 ® Page 15
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Radio's from
Prospects
(Continued
page 15)
prospects on the outside for every
one that comes into the store.
"Every test that we know of,
that has been conducted by stores
attempting to find what will do
the best job of securing valid leads
at low cost, have shown radio to
be the advertising medium best
designed to do this job," Mr.
Stolzoff said. He cited an example in Detroit in which a leading midwestern manufacturer will
use his first commercial radio time
in the near future, tying in with
12 to 15 key dealers in an all-out
campaign with radio getting 50%
of the budget.
Radio Doubles Results
He told of a pilot test in Milwaukee, with radio as the sole
promotional weapon, in which a
dealer who had spent $3,000 in
normal advertising was able to
get double the results with a $600
"Well, you can always
radio campaign — a ratio of 10 to
1 in favor of radio.
fess that I am among them, feel
Referring to dozens of other
that radio, generally, but most
campaigns already running or in
certainly
daytime radio specificalthe planning stage, Mr. Stolzoff
ly, can and will move ahead dursaid: "The payoff on the radio
ing the next five-year period —
advertising, quite aside from whatmove ahead in volume, in sales
ever long-range advertising value
results and in the number of adthere may be, comes within 20 vertisers.
minutes of any given radio
"To help get the national radio
broadcast.
'feeling,' a survey based on over
"There is no room for these
280 reports submitted by adveradvertisers to wonder whether
tisers, agencies and broadcasters
radio is a good selling medium
has recently been completed. In fact
or not. Each of these advertisers
the final tabulations have been made
knows immediately how resultful
within the past few days. The
his program has been. Nor can
broadcasters were surveyed by
we think of these campaigns as
Broadcasting, in cooperation with
being isolated or being exceptions
The Cramer-Krasselt Co.
to the rule. There is every indi"The advertiser and agency
cation that more and more large
groups received the same questionlocal advertisers and regional and
naire from the Research Departnational advertisers are going to
ment of the agency. The stations,
use radio on a basis that radio
the advertisers and the agencies
has rarely been used in the past.
surveyed represent a fairly accurate cross-section. They include
"Radio station operators, advertisers and agencies who have gotthe very largest and the very
ten into the field of using radio
smallest stations. They include
as a direct selling force, producing
radio users, radio non-users, large
immediate leads or immediate
advertisers, small advertisers, big
sales, have a most optimistic attiagencies and little agencies, scattude about the direction in which
tered geographically across the
radio is headed.
country in television markets and
in non-television markets.
"That group, and I must con-

programs. Another 42% said ii
selective market announcements
and 21% in local spot announcejf
ments. None said network.
"While stations feel that the bull
of the increased advertisers will gr
in on a selective market basis, ovei
43% see greatest gains in loca
spot announcements. Identical num15]. bers said selective market program*
and selective market announcements, 28.3% [Broadcasting, Maj
Average
of agency-advertiser
station views of where radio wil
make its biggest gains:
Network programs (1.1%)
(39.0%) Market Announcements
Selective
(33.8%) Market Programs
Selective
(26.1%)
Local Spot Announcements

Drawn lor BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
listen to the radio."
Where do agencies believe radio's
biggest gains will be made?
Network Programs (3.4%)
Selective
(46.6%) Market Announcements
(36.1%) Market Programs
Selective
(13.9%)
Local
Spot Announcements
"The reaction of the agencies
seems to bear out the contention
that radio is getting more and more
to be an aggressive, hard-hitting
selling force operating right in the
market and tied in closely with the
actual sale of the merchandise
through such devices as producing
active sales leads.
Where do advertisers believe
radio's
biggest
gains will
be made?
Network
Programs
(0.0%)
(42.1%) Market Announcements
Selective
Selective
(36.8%) Market Programs

"Averaged together to get the
general thinking of the entire radic
industry, we see that 98.9% of the
persons participating in the survej
said that radio will make its biggest gains at the local level. Onlj
1.1% said at the network level.
More Advertisers Seen
"Another set of questions were
asked to find out what advertisers,
agencies and stations believe actually is going to happen as far as
changes in the number of advertisers who will be using radio.
Agencies say: "More advertisers
will be using radio on a loca
basis." (See illustration, this page.)
Increase more than 10% (24.9%)
Increase,
(27.3%) but less than 10%
Remain about the same (25.1%)
(12.3%) but less than 10%
Decrease,
Decrease more than 10% (10.4%)
"The agencies generally agreed
that more advertisers will be using
15.)
radio on a local basis.
Advertisers say: "More advertisers will be using radio on a
local basis." (See illustration, page

Local
Spot Announcements
(21-1%)

Increase more than 10% (23.5%)
Increase,
(29.4%) but less than 10%

"The advertisers surveyed indicate the same belief that radio will
move ahead in selling market by
market. Over 36% predicted the
biggest gains in selective market

Remain about the same (23.5%)
(Continued on page 77)
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NAB

CHALLENGED

IN A SHARP
REBUKE for
charges raised by NAB President
Justin Miller, the chairman of the
U. S. NARBA delegation last week
challenged NAB's usefulness in
international negotiations under
its existing policies.
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, head
of the NARBA delegation, wrote
Judge Miller that the contributions
of NAB representatives in conferences on policy or non-technical
i matters appeared to be "nullified
by the restrictions imposed upon
i them by your Association."
Accordingly, he wrote, "I perI sonally can see little fruitful purpose to be served in their partici! pation in a delegation to an international conference."
By implication he suggested that
his views be considered by the NAB
board at its June meeting, since
Judge Miller had indicated that its
policies on participation in international conferences would be reviewed at that time.
Comr. Hyde's letter was in answer to one sent by Judge Miller
to the State Dept. — with a copy to
Comr. Hyde — suggesting that there
were attempts to "coerce" NAB's
representative at the NARBA
conferences held in Havana earlier
this year. The reply was released
in response to queries by Broadcasting after State Dept. sources
confirmed reports that coercion
charges had been made.
Quotes Judge Miller
In his letter Comr. Hyde quoted
Judge Miller as saying that policy
established by the NAB board forbade NAB representatives to "participate in or acquiesce in any of
the proposals" made by the U. S.
delegation to the Cuban government during the Havana meetings.
"I am forced to speculate as to
the usefulness to the U. S. delegation of any representative so limited in power and discretion,"
Comr. Hyde declared.
He told Judge Miller that he
was "shocked by, and take issue
with, your unsupported and unsubstantiated statement that 'an
effort was made to coerce' your representative into acquiescence with
a proposal submitted to the Cuban
Government. . . .
"As Chairman of the U. S. delegation Iwas intimately acquainted
with every phase of the proceeding
and I do not recall the use of coercion of any kind whatsoever on
any member of the delegation, or
on any advisor, or on any observer."
He thought it possible that Judge
Miller was referring to a "meeting
at which each member of the delegation .. . was polled for his opinion and advice on a proposal then
being drafted."
The delegation, he noted, included "executives, attorneys and engineers connected with the various
networks, with individual stations,
BROADCASTING

with industry groups, and with the
government."
"Please be advised," the letter
continued, "that such polling was
done on the assumption that each
member of the delegation was a
person able to consider matters
freely and objectively and able to
assist the delegation in the performance of its functions by making available his views on the problems under discussion."
He said he was officially notified
that NAB's representative "was
precluded from giving such assistance" only after the representative,
NAB Engineering Director Neal
McNaughten, was called home from
the conference.
"I might mention that the NAB
withdrawing Mr. McNaughten from
the conference at that time did not
materially aid the delegation in

Hyde

Questions

Miller

drafting difficult and technical engineering positions under consideration," he added.
The letter continued:
You will recall, Judge Miller, that
your presence had been specifically
requested as a member of the delegation in order that the delegation
might have available the views of a
responsible representative of the NAB
in its consideration of the various
problems that were sure to arise.
When the specific invitation to you
was acknowledged only by the nomination of Mr. McNaughten, it was
assumed that he would be able to
fulfill this function. I am aware now
that we were mistaken in such an
assumption. However, I cannot concede that the mere polling of a member of the delegation for an opinion
on a matter under discussion, along
with all other members of the
delegation, can be construed in any
light as "coercion."

Our New New York Quarters
BROADCASTING-TELECASTING has moved its New York
Bureau to 488 Madison Avenue, on "Radio Row," opposite CBS
and a stone's throw from Radio City.
Phone remains unchanged — PLaza 5-8355.
The new air-conditioned Look Building nouses a number
of top-flight radio firms and advertising agencies. They include
Edward Petry & Co., The Katz Agency, Frederic W. Ziv Co.
and World Broadcasting System, The Taylor Co., Fort Industry
Co. New York Branch, William H. Weintraub Agency, Joseph
Katz Co., Anderson, Davis & Platte Inc., Schwab & Beatty,
Minute Maid Corp., and Cowles Magazines Inc., which embraces
the Cowles radio properties.
Situated in the new headquarters will be Sol J. Paul, advertising director, who continues to headquarter in New York;
Edwin H. James, New York editor, and Bruce Robertson, senior
associate editor; Herman Brandschain, assistant to the New
York editor, Florence Small, agency editor, and Eleanor Manning, assistant to the advertising director. The new offices
are located on the sixth floor. Readers are invited to utilize the
facilities of our new quarters.

MES
AF
(AlsoA
see AFANA
story, page 15)
NEW officers were elected Thursday by Advertising Federation of
America, winding up its 46th annual convention at the Statler
Hotel, Detroit, with Graham Patterson, publisher of Farm Journal
and Pathfinder, becoming chairman
of the board.
Ben R. Donaldson, advertising
director of Ford Motor Co., was
elected treasurer, and Grace Johnsen, ABC continuity acceptance
director, becomes secretary.
Re-elected to the board of directors were Fairfax M. Cone,
chairman of the executive committee, Foote, Cone & Belding; Leonard
Hornbein, director of public relations and advertising, FamousBarr Co., St. Louis; George S. McMillan, vice president, BristolMyers; Robert S. Peare, vice president, General Electric Co.; Ralph

• Telecasting

'Coercion'

Charge

In the event that the mentioned
incident is the alleged effort at
"coercion" to which you refer, and,
as I know of no other circumstance
which could by any interpretation
whatsoever be considered as "coercive," it is manifest that you are
either grossly mistaken or have been
grievously misinformed.
Comr. Hyde quoted Judge Miller as saying that "there comes a
point to which our Association is
not empowered to proceed as an
Association," and that "at that
point it is necessary for our representative torefrain from participating in final decisions and from
joining in recommendations and
Hits NAB Stand
The NARBA chairman conceded
proposals."
that "your desire to avoid taking
a position under certain circumstances isunderstandable," but felt
that "the NAB has gone far from
adopting a neutral stand with respect to NARBA problems. In essence, the NAB has put itself on
record as being against any adjustment of the statushe quo."
"Mr. McNaughten,"
continued,
"was apparently instructed not to
agree to any proposal involving
such an adjustment, and this instruction, in effect, resulted in his
having to disagree with every pro"This, in my opinion, is not only
an unrealistic position in the light
posal.
of the complex problems presented,
but a completely inflexible one
which, if adopted by a majority of
the delegation, would have the effect of foreclosing any adjustments
despite possible advantages which
might result to the U.S. or of the
radio industry as a whole. Moreover, the adoption of such a position would appear to render the
(Continued on page 29 )

Mee*
M ****
PATIERSON
Smith, executive vice president,
ments in Washington. "With the
Duane Jones Co.
advent of color, which is not far
New board members elected by off, the impact of television will
increase
beyond
measure."
AFA were Vernon Brooks, adverMr. Hatch
urged
AFA members
tising director of Scripps-Howard;
to
make
the
most
of the new techRobert Gray, director of advertisniques in TV commercials and
ing and sales promotion, Esso
Standard Oil Co.; Henry G. Little, praised the visual medium's ability to do a selling job. He sharply
executive vice president, Campbellcriticized stations not doing a
Ewald Co., and Wesley I. Nunn, advertising manager, Standard Oil proper job of projecting and transmitting filmed spots and programs.
Co. (Indiana).
"There is just no uniform standSt. Louis Next
ard of quality in the projection of
The 1951 AFA convention will be film in television and I certainly
wish that we could do something
held May 6-9 at the Jefferson
Hotel, St. Louis.
about it," he said. At the same
time he complimented network proClarence Hatch Jr., executive
jections but urged all agency and
vice president of D. P. Brother Co.,
Detroit agency, alerted delegates
advertser officials to be "
on your toes/' Mr. Hatch
to TV possibilities. "Color tele- fully
suggested timebuyevs buy time
vision is nothing short of magnifionly on stations doing a good job,
cent," he said, explaining he had
been observing RCA color experi(Continued on page 2d) "
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TRANSIT

RIDES

HIGH

Wins

Two

Major

Victories

American Civil Liberties Unioi
Interviews were conducted by paper which began some nine months
TRANSIT RADIO won two victories last week and then ran into agents stationed at bus and street ago and which still continues, is brief filed Thursday, was signby General Counsel Arthur Gar
opposition
a blast from the CIO.
car loading points where riders amplenot beproof.
ignoredA 15%
nor can
support canby field Hays, Attorney James La
Victory No. 1 — A Federal court . could be identified as such. Hours
74.9% be ignored.
rence Fly, former FCC Chairman
were 7 a.m. -8 p.m. except that
dismissed three suits against tranThe opponents can well appeal their and others.
sit service.
downtown shoppers were included
to the Missouri Public Service
Meanwhile, ACLU was joinei
the evening of May 1; riders to a case
Commission charging invasion of in its fight against transit FM b;
Victory No. 2 — The St. Louis
night
baseball
game
May
2;
downPost-Dispatch, after finding overprivacy.
the CIO in separate petitions file*
town passengers May 6, 10 a.m.whelming public sentiment for
At this point the ayes seem to have
with FCC last week.
it.
transit in a survey, dropped its 5 p.m.
ACLU called on the Commissioi
After
the
District
of
Columbia
battle against the service in St.
Battle Against Service
to
terminate transit radio ii]
Louis (see editorial page 32).
court ruling Thursday, Ben
The Post-Dispatch and Star- Strouse, vice president and general
Washington and to hold "immedi
The setback took the form of a
Times (KXOK) had conducted a
ate hearings." The CIO, makinj
CIO petition asking FCC to revoke
of WWDC-FM Washingthe same request, asked FCC tj
newspaper
battle since transit manager
licenses of transit stations and hold
ton
and
Washington
Transit
Radio
take action along lines previous];
service was started on Aug. 4,
a transit hearing.
demanded by Mr. Pollak [Broad
1948, on an experimental basis. Inc., declared:
In U. S. District Court, District
"It is our considered opinion that casting, Feb. 13].
KXOK serves vehicles through its
of Columbia, Judge Edward A. FM outlet. At present 700 busses
the overwhelming majority of
Union Stand
Tamm ruled transit service is not and 300 trolleys in the city carry transit riders have been and are in
"inconsistent with the public conThe union- told the Commissioi
transit receivers, largest installa- favor of transit radio. Washington Transit Radio Inc. is now comtion in the nation. An early survey
it should (1) rule that the servic
venience, comfort and safety."
pleting plans to bring this service
Judge Tamm acted on three suits had shown that over 90% of peris
the Rules
"publicand
interest'
andcontrary
violates toFCC
Regu
sons would not object to transit to an even larger audience through
filed by Transit Riders Assn.; two
increased installations in streetWashington attorneys, Franklin S. radio if the majority wanted it.
lations;
(2)
adopt
a
policy
of
revo
cars and busses of the Capital
cation of licenses to end it; (S
Pollak and Guy Martin, and a sepaText of the Post-Dispatch editorial
follows:
take no interim action on applica
rate appeal by Paul N. Temple.
Transit System."
In addition the American Civil
Public taste is often nebulous. This
tions for licenses, renewals an<
Basis
for
Dismissal
Liberties Union had filed a brief can no longer be said, however, as
CPs; and (4) designate for public
Attorneys for both Washington
supporting suits, and it also took to public taste in Transit Radio. A
hearing application of Capita
the issue to the FCC last week.
TR
and
the
Public
Utilities
Compoll conducted for the Post-Dispatch
Broadcasting Co. for renewal o
mission told the court that the WWDC-FM's
among 23,000 bus and street car
The St. Louis incident was
license.
cases
should
be
dismissed
because
passengers by the Bureau of Business
greeted by many transit advocates
and Economic Research, School of
as a major development in the methe "preponderance of the public"
Commerce and Finance of St. Louis
U., indicates beyond doubt that a enjoys the service, and pointed out Ogden Joins LeVally
dium's history. The Post-Dispatch
(KSD) carried a news story on great majority of passengers enjoy that PUC did not originally "order
WILLIAM B. OGDEN last weel
Transit Radio. The vote is 74.9%
page 3 of its June 1 issue giving
anyone to do anything" but merely
joined LeVally Inc., Chicago agen
dismissed
its
own
investigation
in
favor
of
Transit
Radio,
15%
results of a survey conducted on its
[Broadcasting, Dec. 26, 1949].
cy, as manager of the radio am
order by the Bureau of Business & against and 10.1% who have no
Judge Tamm dismissed the suits television department, assisting
Economic Research, School of Comopinion.
The poll reveals some interesting
James G. Cominos, vice presiden
on these grounds.
merce & Finance, St. Louis U.
results. Young people are overwhelmand radio-TV director. Mr. Ogdei
Transit
FM
opponents,
in
deingly for music on the streetcars.
Editorial Gives Position
that the PUC order be is former general manager an(
Nearly 93% of them favor it. Older rescinded, manding
had
contended that the vice president of WFYC Alma
In addition, the newspaper carpeople, those 50 years of age and
ried an editorial explaining that more, are less enthusiastic. 31% of broadcasts violate the "free
Mich.,
and Sales.
DetroitBefore
manager
CBS Radio
that, fo:'
h<
them are opposed. That the objectors
speech"
and
"due First
process
of Fifth
law"
public
taste
no
longer
is
"nebulous"
worked
in
the
recording
divisioi
clauses
of
the
and
in the case of transit radio and that really object there can be no doubt.
at NBC New York.
Amendments to the Constitution.
The steady flow of letters to this newssince "a great majority of passengers enjoy transit radio . . . the
ayes seem to have it." (See text
of editorial below.)
The St. Louis U. study, conducted
May 1-6, was based on 23,587 interviews, the most elaborate tranaIs° °ui
wha om
woy- which
sit survey yet made. The univerB
network at the presen
NA
their
actions
were
only
coincidental
ABC
last
week
resigned
from
the
ES
AV
LE
Csecond network to do
sity had been commissioned by the NAB,
AB
the
and were not taken with the oth- time can receive from the NAB.
"ABC's board of directors in th<
er's knowledge.
Post-Dispatch to conduct a poll of so in the past fortnight.
street car and bus 1'iders to detercourse
of a number of meetings or
The withdrawal of ABC and its
WHOM, which withdrew efmine their opinions on transit rafective
May
31,
had
been
paying
dio.
five owned-and-operated stations
the
subject
mostmight
reluctandues of about $2,300 a year. WOV,
to take
any has
stepbeen
which
dea
means the loss of around $25,000
Interviews disclosed that 74.9%
a
serious
blow
to
the
makeup
o:
which
quit
a
few
weeks
earlier,
of riders favor radio in busses and a year in NAB dues, it was said. paid dues of about $5,000.
the NAB. Still the advisability
CBS
had
tendered
its
resignation
trolley cars; 15% oppose the serv- from the association two weeks
Neither WOV nor WHOM an- of network membership in the NAI
ice; 10.1% have no opinion.
nounced its withdrawal, but execu- has been subject to increasing
ago [Broadcasting, May 22].
tives of both stations confirmed
Broken down racially it was
question by ABC.
The resignation of ABC and its the fact.
"In accordance with my previous
found that 73.6% of white persons
owned-and-operated stations left
discussions with you dating bacl
favor transit, 16% are opposed,
Kintner Outlines Stand
the NAB with only two station
some months I must therefore sub
10.4% have no opinion. Other
In a letter to Justin Miller, NAB
races: 81.7% in favor, 9.6% op- members in New York, WNBC,
mit to you the resignation of ABC
owned-and-operated by NBC which
posed, 8.7% no opinion. Interviews
president, Robert E. Kintner, ABC
and its owned-and-operated stacovered 19,758 white persons and has said it has no intention of re- president, said the network had
signing, and WOR, stockholder decided to quit despite professed
3,829 members of other races.
ABC stations are WJZ New
station in MBS. The question of reluctance "to take any step which
By age groups, results were as
York,
WENR Chicago, WXYZ Decontinued membership in the NAB
follows:
might deal a serious blow to the
troit, KECA Los Angeles and
is to be taken up by MBS board
No
KGO
tions." San Francisco.
members at their next meeting in makeup
of
the
NAB."
"As you know," Mr. Kintner
Mr. Kintner wrote Judge Millei
For Against Opinion
14.6%
mid-June.
wroter, "ABC has for the past year that in advising of the resignation
Over 50
54.4% 31%
It was learned that two other been reviewing its relationship to of ABC "I wish to stress that ABC
12.9
17.6
69.5
35-49
New York stations, WOV and the NAB both from the standpoint
8.5
. . . does not urge other member
83
25-34
WHOM, had notified NAB of their of values which we might be able stations
8.5
throughout the country to
53.8
4.2
15-24
90.8
resignations a month ago. Officials to contribute to your organization
follow
our
action. I wish you suc92.7
3.5
Under 15
of both stations emphasized that and with respect to the benefits
cess
in
the
future of the NAB."
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32
RETAIL

Areas

Command

40%

of

Total

SALES

'TWO-FIFTHS of the nation's reiltail business was done in the 32
largest metropolitan areas in 1948,
according to information released
last Wednesday by Roy V. Peel,
director of the Bureau of the
Census.
The combined retail sales of the
(32 areas exceeded $56 billion, an
increase of 192% over 1939.
The material was compiled from
(the individual metropolitan area
reports of the Census of Business,
population figures used in the
table below are for 1940.
,| The rate of business growth in
the central cities has been exceeded
[by the rate of growth for the remainder of the metropolitan areas,
the report points out. In 27 of the
big cities, a combined loss in the
number of retail stores between
1939 and 1948 of about 10% was
revealed in the findings, while the
other five showed small gains.
In contrast, combined rates of
increase in the number of stores
Ifor the areas surrounding the 32
central cities was reported at 6%.
Those central cities which showed
gains were Birmingham, Dallas,
Houston, Memphis and Washington.
As another aid to business, the
Commerce Dept. on May 31 issued
a new publication— Economic Development Atlas — Recent Changes
in Regions and States.
Prepared by the Office of Domestic Commerce, the book is designed
to show in graphic and tabular
form some of the more significant
economic changes that have taken
place in the geography of the national economy over recent years.
It covers such factors as population, manufacturing, agricultural
operations, and total per capita
income.
Copies of the Economic Development Atlas are available from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C, at 75 cents a copy.

Also from the field offices of the
Dept. of Commerce.
Retail trade information for the

32 largest metropolitan areas as
compiled from the Census of Business follows:
Percent change
Stores
Sales (000) 1939 to 1948
1939 1948 1939 1948 Stores Sales

Metropolitan Area
Metropolitan Areas with Central
Cities of 250,000 inhabitants
or more, total
656,499 632,196 $19,217,581 $56,132,516 —3.7
Centra! Cities
432,707 395,506 13,751,966 38,123,424 —8.6
Balance of Areas
223,792 236,690 5,465,615 17,991,002 + 5.8
Metropolitan Areas with Central
Cities of 1,000.000 inhabitants
or more, total
369,883 354,783 10,296,798 29,814,262 —4.1
Central Cities
237,529 216,435 6,922,452 18,860,641 —8.9
Balance of Areas
132,354 138,348 3,374,346 10,953,621 +4.5
New York-Northeastern New
Jersey Metropolitan Area
182,002 170,747 4,875,169 12,618,982 —6.2
New Yorkof City
115,219
Balance
Area
66,783 103,765
66,982 3,192,594
1,682,575 8,000,012
4,618,970 —10.0
+ 0.3
Chicago Metropolitan Area
65,586 61,881 1,996,204 5,970,537 —5.6
Chicago
47,832 43,466 1,514,829 4,336,330 —9.1
Balance of Area
17,754 18,415 481,375 1,634,207 + 3.7
Los Angeles Metroplitan Area.. 46,776 48,765 1,364,609 4,887,163 +4.2
Los Angeles
24,535 25,820
22,945 782,842
2,340,388 +16.1
—6.5
Balance
of Area
22,241
581,767 2,546,775
Philadelphia Metropolitan Area 47,356 45,423 1,156,425 3,335,541 —4.1
Philadelphia
30,099
766,622 2,108,988
Balance of Area
17,257 28,163
17,260 389,803
1,226,553 —6.4
0.0
Detroit Metropolitan Area
28,163 27,967 904,391 3,002,039 —0.7
Detroit
19,844 18,096 665,565 2,074,923 —8.8
Balance of Area
8,319 9,871 238,826 927,116 +18.6
Metropolitan Areas with Central
Cities of 500,000 to 1,000,000
inhabitants, total
163,221 156,994 5,022,752 14,230,938 —3.8
Central Cities
102,003 92,077 3,487,839 9,292,231 —9.7
Balance of Areas
61,218 64,917 1,534,913 4,938,707 + 6.0
San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan
Area
23,938 25,123 749,436 2,361,192 +5.0
San Francisco-Oakland .... 16,493 15,606 564,419 1,576,748 —5.4
Balance of Area
7,445 9,517 185,017 784,444 + 27.8
Boston Metropolitan Area
27,275 23,864 941,269 2,172,037 —12.5
Boston
11,817 9,817 490,396 1,078,972 —16.9
Balance of Area
15,458 14,047 450,873 1,093,065 —9.1
(Continued on page U0)

+192
+177
+229
+190
+172
+225
+159
+151
+174
+199
+186
+240
+258
+199
+338
+188
+175
+215
+232
+212
+288
+183
+166
+222
+215
+179
+ 324
+131
+120
+142

FCC Actions
THREE new AM stations,
one new FM outlet and improved facilities for two
existing AM stations were
granted by FCC last week.
Three stations were granted
transfers of control. Four
FM stations were deleted.
Details of these and other
FCC actions may be found in
Actions of the FCC beginning
on page 67 and FCC Roundup
on page 76.
RESEARCH NEED
Poll AAPOR Members
A POLL is being conducted by
American U.'s School of Social
Sciences and Public Affairs, Washington, D. C, among a number of
American Assn. of Public Opinion
Research members to determie
whether they favor the formation
of a professional society of communications researchers.
According to the sponsors, there
is a need for a new society to
meet annually for presentation of
papers and discussions in the fields
of content analysis, audience analysis techniques, readability, communication and foreign policy, communication control, etc. Question
put to members is whether these
needs could best be met by working through the AAPOR or by
organizing a new society.

In March— PIB
USER
than PIB originally reported
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. was
to $16,846,810, a drop of 4.8% from
[Broadcasting, April 24].
the March 1949 total of $17,705,248.
the leading user of radio network
NBC's March gross billings this
time during March, according to For the first quarter, the 1950
data released last week to Broadgross of $49,322,899 fell 4.3% be- year were just about the same as
in that month a year ago, $5,847,low the 1949 gross of $51,540,735.
casting by Publishers Information
CBS was the only network to 374 in March 1950; $5,847,557 in
Bureau. Figures show this soap
show a gain in gross time sales for March 1949. For the quarter, NBC
manufacturer as using $1,324,568
(Continued on page H )
March 1950 as compared with the
worth of network time, at gross
same month of last year, rising
rates, in that month. P&G was the
TABLE I
only network advertiser to use from $5,837,746 in March 1949 to
$6,111,302
in
March
1950.
For
the
more than a million dollars' worth
TOP TEN NETWORK
ADVERTISERS IN
MARCH 1950
of time in March; Miles Labs, in quarter, CBS also showed an in1.
Procter
&
Gamble
$1,324,568
crease, grossing $17,861,483 in the
second place, accounting for only
2. Miles Labs
764,801
first
three
months
of
1950
as
com3. Sterling Drug Co.
670,310
$764,801 spent for time for its net4. General Foods Co.
657,309
work radio shows. (See Table I
pared with $17,037,484 for the like
5. General Mills
576,861
for list of top 10 network clients period of 1949. (Due to a subse6. Liggett & Myers Co.
508,231
7. American Tobacco Co.
492,565
during March.)
quent correction, the CBS figure
SET OUTPUT
8. Philip Morris & Co.
424,858
Total national network time for the month and that for the
9.
Lever
Bros.
Co.
358,926
NAB Starts Running Total
quarter are both slightly higher 10. American Home Products 309,586
sales during the month amounted
*
*
*
*
NEW breakdown of radio set manTABLE II
ufacturing statistics of member
GROSS NETWORK TIME SALES FOR MARCH AND FIRST QUARTER 1950,
companies of Radio Mfrs. Assn.
COMPARED TO 1949, BY PRODUCT GROUPS
was compiled last week by the
March
-March March
March Jan. -March March Jan. -March
1950Jan. 1950
1949 Jan-March
1949
1950
1950 1949 1949
NAB Research Dept. Using RMA's
Industrial
Materials
172,830
561,398
181,000
588,450
first - quarter production figures
Agriculture & Farming
95,826
280,961 147,581 410,435
Insurance
254,335 796,950 337,035 994,281
Apparel,
120,368
331,200 123,760 392,577
[Broadcasting, May 1], NAB
104,144 397,489 178,903 574,086
Access. Footwear &
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
will carry running totals of AM
& Cameras
Automotive, Automotive
406,534 1,624,098 656,980 2,051,272 Office
Equip., Writing
150,753 435,240 149,046 430,647
Equip. & Supplies
and FM set output.
588
Supplies,
Stationery
Aviation, Aviation
&
Access.
Equip.
&
Supplies
NAB's Broadcast Advertising
1,964
Political
Beer, Wine & Liquor
292,939 758,629 70,476 208,404 Publishing and Media
Bureau pointed out that the rapid
464,283 111,648 476,773
Bldg.
Mat., Equip. &
112,751
131,024 330,282 128,476 316,511
111,739
297,662
314,469
154,551
Fixtures
Radios, TV Sets, Phonogrowth in radio set output comes
Confectionery
&
Soft
625,268
1,842,716
660,471
2,048,099
Drinks
graphs, Musical Inin response to public demand. No
Retail Stores strume&nts & Access.
Direct
Consumer Services
146,182 466,848 144,707 463,071
medium with this penetration and
5,184
5,496
16,438
2,280,917
6,521,750
1,860,948
5,276,263
Drugs
&
Remedies
Mail
continuous growth can be de- Entertainment
Smoking Materials
& Amuse1,728
ments
1,762,461
4,977,651
1,925,509
5,322>7:
Soaps,
Polishes
&
2,213,949
6,376,690
1,945,728
5,?<c
~ ,~
scribed as "supplanted, declined,
Cleansers
Food & Food Products
4,221,789 12,064,909 4,311,315 12,109,480 Sporting
Goods & Toys
outmoded or weakened," BAB said. Gasoline, Lubricants &
455,078
1,317,027
619,868
1,825,376
Toiletries & Toilet Goods 2,376,887 6,934,344 2,773,647 S,G82.937
Other Fuels
It added that the production demTravel &
Horticulture
67,860
220,305
106,304 346,000
23,488
58,720 22,922 45,984 Transportation,
Resorts
onstrates
AM's
continued
good
243,341
761,163 769,696 2,139,287 Miscellaneous
Household Equip. & Suphealth as a communications and
435,341 1,363,037 233,347 860,694
TOTAL
Household
Furnishings
advertising medium.
38,690 115,592
96,764 314,592
16,846,810 49,322,899 17,705,248 51,540,735
plies
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Baker

ADV.

RESEARCH

FREDERICK E. BAKER, senior
partner of Frederick E. Baker &
Assoc., Seattle advertising and
public relations agency, has been
named president of Advertising
Research Bureau Inc., the recently
formed organization to measure accurately on a dollar-for-dollar
basis radio's effectiveness as an
advertising medium in comparison
with newspapers [Broadcasting,
May 1, and At Deadline, May 22].
Other officers are Edward
Craney, owner of the "XL" stations in Washington, Oregon and
Montana, who is
vice president;
and Rogan Jones,
president of
KVOS Bellingham and KPQ
Wenatchee,who is
secretary - treasurer.
With present
Mr. Crane v
ARB I operations
located in the
Central Bldg., Seattle, Mr. Baker
announced last week that the organization plans soon to establish
regional offices in the key markets
of the U. S., thereby extending the
media-comparison research technique nation-wide.
"I am convinced that we have
found a new and sound method of
effectively measuring the value of
radio as an advertising medium,"
Mr. Baker told Broadcasting, adding: "ARBI can be of invaluable
service also to television in setting up rate structures. We sincerely believe our method will
supersede any previous method of
testing. It will give, in an intelligent manner, data on which station time — both radio and TV- — ■
may be accurately evaluated."
Findings Outlined
Tabulation of the first 16 pilot
tests in nine cities in Washington,
Oregon and Montana, according to
Mr. Baker, disclosed that:
9 Radio developed nearly
twice the amount of store traffic
than did newspapers, as measured
on a dollar-for-dollar basis of advertising funds invested.
0 Radio accounted for 54.6%
of the dollar volume of sales, as
compared to 20.3% attributed to
newspapers.
Mr. Baker also cited concrete
results of the first test findings:
(1) One station has increased its
monthly billings by 20%; (2) another is revising its rate structure;
(3) one important advertiser who
had used newspapers exclusively
now splits his annual budget 50-50
between newspapers and radio;
and (4) another, who previously
had allocated only one-sixth of his
ad budget to radio, now invests
one-half in radio advertising.
In the 16 Pacific Northwest pilot
tests, radio advertising resulted in
40.4% of the store traffic, as compared with 21.2% attributed to
newspaper advertising, ZJlr. Baker
said. In combination, radio and
Page 20
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newspapers were responsible for
14.3% of the traffic, while the remaining 24.1% gave various other
reasons for visiting the stores.
"Our first test was in Bellingham, Wash., followed by subsequent tests in Wenatchee and
Spokane, Wash.; Portland, Ore.;
Missoula, Helena Bozeman, Great
Falls and Butte, Mont.," said Mr.
Baker. "Even before we had completed all of these pilot surveys, we
knew we had found what radio for
years has sought — an accurate
method of measuring effectively
radio's value as an advertising
medium."
Tests began early this year on
a two - survey - per - station basis,
with two types of retail stores cooperating. In markets the size of
Spokane and Portland, however, it
was discovered, according to Mr.
Baker, that two tests did not give
a complete picture of radio's
actual pulling power, so additional
surveys were scheduled immediately.
Tests Conducted
"Now we are convinced, after
testing various sized markets,
that we have found the basic method and format that radio has been
seeking for so many years — the
true test of its effectiveness in
moving
asserted.merchandise,"
He added that Mr.
testsBaker
have
been made in single-station, two,
three, four, six and ten-station
markets.
"All of these surveys pitted radio's selling power against newspaper advertising on the basis of
a dollar-for-dollar advertising investment," he explained. "In
every case except one, we found
that for the same advertising dollar radio produced more traffic and
more dollar-volume sales than did
the newspapers. Of even greater
importance is the fact that careful
use of radio and newspaper in
combination produces more traffic
and sales for the advertiser's dollar than the use of either radio or
newspaper alone."
Although ARBI was not incorporated until recently, the idea was
born a year ago when a group of
broadcasters, principally from
Washington, but including representatives from Oregon and Montana, held a series of meetings in
Seattle to discuss audience sur-

Is President

NAMES
veys. Meeting on Sundays, they
began to call themselves "The
Sunday Broadcasters."
What they sought was an accurate method of measuring radio's
pulling power as compared with
the other major medium — newspapers. Competition in the Pacific Northwest was stiff; and advertisers seemed unimpressed by
estimated audience figures, program popularity polls and radiohomes data. To an early meeting, the "Sunday Broadcasters" invited Fred
Baker, who has long been active in
advertising, public relations and allied fields in the Pacific Northwest.
[On All Accounts, August 30,
1948]. At Mr. Baker's suggestion, the group got in touch with
Joseph B. Ward, formerly of New
York but now operating his own
marketing research and engineering firm in Seattle.
Mr. Ward's clients on the Pacific
Coast have included the Hearst
newspapers, the Carnation Co., and
a leading Seattle department store.
Before the war, he was employed
in the East where he prepared surveys for du Pont, Mohawk Carpet
Mills, General Electric Co., Schick
dry razors and other leading manufacturers.
Research Format Set

When he heard the problem of
the "Sunday Broadcasters," Mr.
Ward came up with a research
format that looked good to the
group, and the first test was okayed
for Bellingham. Mr. Baker who was
thoroughly sold on the method presented by Mr. Ward, then formed
Advertising Research Bureau, Inc.,
incorporating in the state of Washington. Mr. Ward was retained as
chief of research.
As explained by Mr. Ward, the
ARBI method does not rely on estimated audiences and projected sales
data based on limited sampling, but
embraces point-of-sale interviews
with actual customers.
Under his personal supervision,
interviewers are being trained in
preparation for ARBI's national expansion. Because of the emotional
stability and objectivity required
for the highly specialized work of
point-of-sale interviewing, Mr.
Ward disclosed that only one out of
10 applicants thus far has been

Percent of Traffic Developed

Percent of Dollar- Volume

CHECKING media surveys developed!
by Joseph B. Ward (ri, Seattle industrial and marketing engineer, is |
Frederick E. Baker, president. Advertising Research Bureau Inc., and j
senior partner, Frederick E. Baker &
Assoc., Seattle advertising agency.
Mr. Ward's method makes controlled i
tests at-point-of-sale to measure relative effectiveness of major advertising media. ARBI plans to make the
technique,
now
used in Pacific
Northwest cities, available in other
U. S. major markets.
selected for training.
Each applicant must take a sixweek training course, including
actual field work under a district
supervisor, before he or she may
qualify as a skilled interviewer, Mr.
Ward explained.
Next step in the expansion of
ARBI's operations, as announced by
Mr. Baker last week, will be the
inaugui'ation of tests in California,
Colorado and Utah, to be followed
by further coverage eastward.
Menser

Joins Stetson U.

CLARENCE L. MENSER, former
NBC vice president in charge of
programs and more recently owner
of WEAT Lake Worth, Fla., has
joined the faculty of John B. Stetson U., Deland, Fla., as professor
of speech and director of radio.
He will supervise the university's
newly-acquired WJBS, in addition
to teaching. Station is an MBS
affiliate. Mr. Menser will also continue to operate his orange groves
at Jupiter, Fla.

by Media

Sales by Media
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"Tell

me

that

radio-results

story

again!"

The story is just this: for low-cost results from
advertising, you buy radio.

And

in Baltimore,

you buy W-I-T-H.
No other station in Baltimore
listeners at such low cost.
bit of money

provides so many

That

spent on W-I-T-H

means

that a little

brings big results.
WITH

If you'd like to hear the remarkable
stories about W-I-T-H,
man

call in your Headley-Reed

today.

BROADCASTING

success

BALTIMORE,

MARYLAND

TOM TINSLEY, President • Represented by HEADLEY-REED
• Telecasting
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G. A. RICHARDS

ACCEPTING public service awards from the National Safety Council and
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation on behalf of Don Lee is Lewis Allen Weiss
(r), network's board chairman. With him are (I to r) Art Baker, narrator
on show; Robert McAndrews, secretary. So. Calif. Broadcasters Assn.; Los
Angeles Mayor Fletcher Bowron; Earl F. Campbell, a NSC director; Robert
Coulson, West Coast representative. Advertising Council.

INTERVIEWING Union Pacific R. R.
officials on their visit to Kansas
City, Mo., during nation-wide tour is
Harold Mack (center), KCMO Kansas
City newsman. A. E. Stoddard (I),
railroad president, is accompanied by
E. Rolland Harriman (r), board chairman.

ALSO accepting a National Safety
Council Award is Police Lt. Roland J.
Schumacher div.,
(r), from
of St. Louis
Louis'Antoine
traffic
education

NATIONAL Safety Council award to
KLZ Denver is marked by (I to r)
Gen. Mgr. Hugh B. Terry; Brandon
Marshall, ex. sec, local NSC; Matt
McEniry, KLZ public affairs dir.;
Charles 0. Voight, pres., NSC Denver chapter.

RICHARD E. O'DEA Jr. pilots speed
boat "Miss WOV" named after his
father's New York station. Young
O'Dea competed in the AU Class of
the Albany to New York outboard
motor races held May 28.

(I) of area's safety council, on behalf
of KXOK that city. Mr. Schumacher
conducts KXOK'sTo So
You.It Can't Happen

WCCO Minneapolis staffers are acquainted with the Theo. Hamm Brewing
Co. St. Louis plant. L to r are Odd E. Moe, brewery's sales-merchandising
mgr., pointing to photo-mural; Carl Ward, sales mgr.. Babe LeVoir, sports
announcer, Ed Viehman, production
and m.c. of Hamm's Harmony
House, allmgr.
WCCO.

»

I

' WT"'

«""'*'" ..- '

May
Be Witness
If Doctors
Okay

G. A. (Dick) RICHARDS, if doctors sanction, may take the witness
stand in FCC's new hearing on his news policies, which gets under way
today (Monday) in the U. S. Postomce & Court House Bldg., Los Angeles,
with Examiner James D. Cunningham presiding [Broadcasting, May 15,
*
22, 29].
Because of ill health, Mr. RichMessrs. Cottone and Fulton Sunday
ards was not called to the stand
during the earlier three weeks of (June 4) on "a number of procedural matters relating to the newhearing held before the death of
Examiner J. Fred Johnson Jr., who
The Saturday Evening Post
presided. Licenses of Mr. Richmeanwhile
in FCC's action
hearing.
ards' three stations — KMPC Los against "Mr. saw
Richards a proceeding
Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAR
dangerously akin to government
Cleveland — are at stake in the censorship.
hearing, which involves charges
In an editorial in the May 27
that Mr. Richards ordered news
slanted.
issue entitled "Who Is Competent
FCC General Counsel Benedict
to Decide Which News is Slanted?",
the Post observed: "If a GovernP. Cottone feels Mr. Richards'
ment commission is to inquire into
health has sufficiently improved
the
opinions,
or social
and last Wednesday issued sub- connections ofprejudices
radio proprietors,
poenas for the station owner's ap- we are nearing the point of no repearance and- that of Robert 0.
turn as far as arbitrary censorReynolds, vice-president and general manager of KMPC.
Character Inquiry
ship is concerned."
Whether Mr. Richards would be
The editorial noted that the
on the stand today was a question.
It was expected his doctors as well
Commission's inquiry is designed
as Chief Counsel Hugh Fulton will
to determine Mr. Richards' "character" and that it is based on comvigorously oppose the move, fearing the excitement and strain
plaints filed by three former KMPC
might be fatal to Mr. Richards.
employes,
following
"James
Roosevelt wrote
to thewhich
Commission
Explains Action
suggesting an investigation of all
Mr. Cottone, who has taken over
three
Mr. Richards'
stations."
The ofeditorial
said:
personal supervision
FCC's
presentation
of its case, of
explained
. . . The notion that failure to apthat action in issuing a subpoena
preciate James Roosevelt implies deto Mr. Richards at this time has
ficiency in"character" would probably
been taken after full consideration
not have occurred to the framers of
the communications law. Nor would it
of assertions made to the Commission during the past several have occurred to them that discussions
months concerning health of the or orders behind the scenes in a broadstation owner and his physical abilcasting
or thecertain
proprietor's
priviewsstudio
about
politicians
ity to appear at a hearing to testify. wouldvatebe
seriously considered as
"It is neither my wish nor, I am
sure, that of the Commission to grounds on which to challenge a man's
fitness to operate a radio station —
particularly when there seems to have
require
Mr. ifRichards'
appearance
as a witness
the condition
of his been no complaint of the fairness or
health is such that such appearance,
impartiality of the actual "programas has been asserted by his at. . . The Richards case sounds sustorneys and doctors, would endanger him," Mr. Cottone said.
piciously like one of those "alarm
the atnight"
which free men
"It appears, however," Mr. Cot- bells
fail to inheed
their peril.
tone added, "from recent reports
ming."
in the press concerning business
activities of Mr. Richards, that the
state of his health may now be
POWER
UP
such that his appearance to give WNOE
Marks Selling Drive
testimony at the hearing may be
safely undertaken without danger
MOVING to its newly-authorized
of adverse consequences to him."
1060 kc frequency, WNOE New
Mr. Richards' appearance will Orleans June 1 stepped up its
not be insisted upon at this time,
to 50 kw daytime and 5 kw
however, if it is established upon power
night. Station had been on 1450
kc with 250 w.
the record
Mr. Richards'
attorneys, at thebyopening
of hearing
on
In announcing the improved faMonday, through competent medicilities and the installation of latcal testimony, that his health
est RCA equipment, the station
would be endangered, Mr. Cottone called
attention to its listener
said.
Mr. Cottone reminded that it is loyalty record of the past 25 years;
cited WNOE's individual programentirely appropriate and necessary
ming, tailored to the area, plus
to require appearance of a principal
leading Mutual network shows;
officer and controlling stockholder
of a licensee in Commission pro- and stressed the fact that the station was engaged in its greatest
ceedings involving the qualifications of the licensee. License re- promotion drive to date.
newal applications and a trusteeship
WNOE, owned by James A.
plan
stake. for the three stations are at Noe, is under the direction of
Prehearing conference was held James E. Gordon, general manager.
by Examiner
Cunningham with National representative is Ra-Tel.
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The laws of nature and logic demand
coverage on the Pacific Coast. Mountain

local radio

ranges (5,000 to 14,495 feet high), great dis-

tances between markets and low ground conductivity place many vital areas on the
West Coast outside the limits of long range broadcasting.
Only Don Lee is especially designed for the Pacific Coast. Only Don Lee has a local
network station in each of 45 important markets (nearly as many
networks combined) . Only Don

as the three other

Lee has the flexibility to offer a local network station

in the Pacific Coast markets where you have distribution.
Only Don Lee can broadcast your sales message to all the Pacific Coast radio families
lewis allen weiss, Chairman of the Board ■ willet h. brown, President ■ ward d. ingrim, Vice-President in Charge of Sales
1313 NORTH vine street, Hollywood 28, California • Represented Nationally by JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

Of 45 Major Pacific Coast Cities
ONLY 10
24
3
8
have Don Lee
have stations
have Don Lee
have Don Lee
and 1 other
and 2 other
of all 4
and
NO other
network stations
network station
networks
network station

mm
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from a local network station located where they live— where they spend their money. It's
the most logical, the most economical coverage you can get on the Pacific Coast. You
buy only what you need, and you get what you buy every time.
That's why Don Lee regularly broadcasts as many— or more— regionally sponsored
programs as the other three networks combined.

"It is
CORRECTION: Our copy which appeared in this space on February 6, 1950, included this statement,
nearly 100 miles from Seattle to the Canadian border, yet Don Lee is the only network that has a station between
these two points" This was an error made by our copywriter. In twenty-four Pacific Coast markets Don Lee has
the only neticork station, but Bellingham is also served by Station KV OS, an ABC affiliate.

The

Nation's

BROADCASTING
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Greatest

Telecasting

Regional

Network
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AFA Names
(Continued from page 17)
putting economic pressure on
guilty ones.
Mr. Cone said advertising must
establish its own safeguards
against exaggeration and dishonesty in advertising copy. He is
AAAA board chairman. "Just as
surely as dishonest advertisng contaminates honest advertising —
blatant, foolish adjectives destroy
the worth of goods," he said. "I
would like to see the advertising
clubs of America set up groups to
watch for advertising foolishness,
and, when they find it, laugh it out
of Charles
being." Luckman, former head
of Lever Bros., said retirement and
pension of the aged provided business leaders with their greatest
peacetime problem.
William F. Hufstader, vice president in charge of distribution,
General Motors Corp., told the
AFA America could not have
reached its present high level of
living without intelligent use of
advertising and merchandising
techniques.
In elections for officers of the
Council of Advertising Clubs, Ira
E. De Jernett, president of Ira E.
De Jernett Adv. Agency, Dallas,
was re-elected chairman. Robert
P. Anderson, of Norton Co., Worcester, Mass., and Chester W.
Ruth, advertising director of Republic Steel Corp., Cleveland, were
elected vice chairmen.
Five persons were elected posthumously to the Advertising Hall
of Fame: F. W. Ayer, founder
of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia;
Stanley Clague, Chicago, a founder
of Audit Bureau of Circulations;
Benjamin Franklin, Philadelphia;
James H. McGraw, founder of McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., and
Merle Sidener, chairman of the National Vigilance Committee of the
Associated Advertising Clubs.

ATLASS FIRM
Assumes WKOW Management
ATLASS AMUSEMENT CO., new
corporation formed by the Atlass
family in Chicago, has taken over
management and consultation of
WKOW Madison, Wis., in a special
five-year contract signed with
Monona Broadcasting Co., WKOW
owner. The station, on 1070 kc,
operates with 10 kw day and 5 kw
night. Contract was effective June
1. Station switches from MBS to
CBS today (see story this page).
Atlass Amusement, incorporated
in Illinois early this spring as negotiations were begun with WKOW,
is headed by Leslie Atlass Jr., program director of WIND Chicago,
who is president. John Carey, commercial manager of WIND, is vice
president. Mr. Atlass' uncle, Ralph
Atlass, is general manager of
WIND and consultant to WMCA
New York. Leslie Atlass Sr. is
CBS Central Div. vice president.
The management company has
recommended hiring a new general
manager, and WKOW executives
are considering the nomination.
Page 26
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FREE

&

PETERS

To Hold Spot Sales Clin,
A NATIONAL spot sales clinu
for top management and sales ex
ecutives of the stations representee 1
by Free & Peters will be held a
the Edgewater
and Wednesday iP
^I
cago, tomorrow
Some 80 sta- v
«j
tion
■{
acceptmen
ed thehavein- mm
Bfe. As
vitation
of their
.Mm MmMm
station representg| " Wm'i
ACHIEVEMENT awards in 10th annual competition sponsored by Advertising
Federation of America were presented Friday (June 2) to winning clubs at
AFA convention. Maurice B. Mitchell (r), director. Broadcast Advertising
Bureau, and other judges sift through entries prior to presentation. L to r:
Kerwin H. Fulton, president. Outdoor Advertising Inc.; Harold S. Barnes,
director. Bureau of Advertising; P. L. Thomson, president, Audit Bureau of
Circulation; Arch Crawford, The National Assn. of Magazine Publishers Inc.,
and Mr. Mitchell.
WOMAN
OF YEAR
Council Cites Bea Adams
BEATRICE
ADAMS, executive
vice president, Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis, was cited last
Thursday as
"Advertising
Woman
of the Year" by
Council on Women's Advertising
Federation of
America's convention in Detroit. She received
the award from
Mrs. Honor GregMiss Adams
ory House,
chairman of the awards
committee, and president of Gregory House Inc., Cleveland.
Miss Adams is in charge of
creative work, copy, art and home
economics for Gardner Advertising.
The award is given annually to the
woman in advertising selected as
having contributed the most during
her career to the growth and
development of advertising. Judges
panel included Mrs. Ella B. Myers,
1948 award winner and advertising consultant ; Frederic R. Gamble,
president American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, and Dr. Kenneth Dameron, professor of business organization, Ohio State U.,
WKOW JOINS CBS
Affiliation Effective Today
WKOW MADISON, Wis., joins
CBS as the network's 188th AM
affiliate effective today (June 5).
The station operates on 10 kw daytime and 5 kw night. WKOW will
be a supplementary station in the
CBS northwestern group.
One of the first pieces of business will be the 36 half -hours purchased by the William Wrigley Jr.
Co., Chicago, on the full CBS network during the summer [Broadcasting, May 29].

and director of Committee on Consumer Relations.
Presentation was made during a
luncheon at which Charles Luckman, former head of Lever Bros.,
spoke. In 1941, Miss Adams, who
joined the Gardner agency in 1935,
won the Josephine Snapp Award
given
by Chicago,
the Women's
Advertisingof
Club of
a forerunner
the "Advertising Woman of the
Year" award. She became vice
president of Gardner in 1944 and
was named executive vice president
in 1945 and a member of the board
of directors a year later.

WKUL
RATE PLAN
Adopts New National Card
LOCAL stations are urged by
WKUL Cullman, Ala., to scale
down national rates close to their
local rates in order to combat some
advertiser attempts to scuttle stations' national rate cards.
According to Manager Hudson
C. Miller Jr., WKUL has adopted
a new national rate policy to permit the national advertiser to buy
a group of stations in an area on a
concentrated sales effort.
As outlined by WKUL, this policy calls for the addition of 15%
to the local rate to allow for sales
expense and another 15% for agencommission.
the cyfinal
national "This
rate ismeans
simply that
the
local rate, plus 30%, whereas the
national rate formerly was almost
100%
overthethestation
local rate."
Such increase
procedure,
feels,

ative organization
Mr. Peters
to attend the twoday meeting, H.
Preston Peters, F & P president :
said last week.
"The clinic will not be the occa- ;
sion for any announcement oi ,
any new plan of operation by Freed i
& Peters," Mr. Peters explained!!
"but it will be a real shirtsleeve™
meeting at which the station exec-H
utives will conduct panel discusJH
sions on sales, programming andM
promotion. New Ideas
"Practically every station on ourl
list has developed at least one new
and successful idea which the!
others can adopt with profit and
we expect the clinic to be a valu-j
able educational experience for us
all, including the F&P staff men
as well as those from our stations."
Meetings will be closed and, except for one agency panel, will be
conducted by the station men themselves. The two work-day clinic
sessions will be topped off with a
no-speech dinner on Tuesday.

SUMMER
DRIVES
Lotion, Deodorant Spots Set
SEASONAL summer accounts such
as suntan lotions and deodorants
are starting annual spot announcement campaigns in radio and TV.
Tartan suntan lotion, through
J. D. Tarcher & Co., New York,
starts its spot campaign in radio
on 75 to 100 stations during the
month of June for a six to seven
week campaign. In addition, the
company will use 20-second station
breaks in television on about 100
video stations.

Among the deodorants, ColgatePalmolive - Peet's Veto, through
Sherman & Marquette, New York,-|j;
has placed a heavy spot campaign 1
on about
the
country.190 stations throughout

would serve as the local outlet's
The contract, with varied startanswer to pressure from some naing dates in May and June, extends
tional advertisers that the smaller
station sell time on the basis of its until the end of the year.
local rates. WKUL said it feels
Another deodorant, Carter Products' Arrid, which uses a station
"unless some definite policy is
adopted and strictly adhered to, list of about 100 will add more announcements to each station, thus
that the national rate structure in
increasing the weekly frequency
time will be completely destroyed
for small market stations. ... To of spots. Frequency additions vary
deter in any way or fashion from in each market. Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell
& Bayles, New York, is .
the rate card is the quickest road the
agency.
towards bankrupty . . ."
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Fla. Group
NARBA

Told

U.S. Position

STAND

FCC COMR. Rosel H. Hyde, chairman of the U.S. NARBA delegation, reiterated last week that the
U.S. is prepared to make reasonable
"adjustments" in its NARBA channel rights — but will not accept less
than its "fair and equitable share."
He made the statement in a
largely off-the-record speech scheduled for delivery Saturday at a
meeting of the Florida Assn. of
Broadcasters in Orlando.
Capt. John S. Cross, assistant
chief of the State Dept.'s telecommunications Staff, buttressed the
pledge by telling the Florida group
at the same meeting that the State
Dept. stands ready to "reject any
unreasonable inroads" into the frequencies presently held and needed
by the U.S.
Addressing broadcasters in the
curstate most affected by Cuba's
rently unresolved channel demands
and her present use of channels to
which she had no right under the
expired NARBA, both Comr. Hyde
and Capt. Cross emphasized the importance ofreaching a satisfactory
agreement on international channel
rights.
"But," Comr. Hyde said, "our
belief in international agreement
and our desire to cooperate toward
that end should not be misunderstood as a willingness to accept any
kind of agreement merely for the
sake of agreement.
"We will not accept any agreement which does not provide a fair
and equitable share of the standard
broadcast band for the U.S. In
other words, unless we can say that
an agreement is equitable to all
nations concerned and will not
broadcasting inimpair the overall
terests of the U.S., we will not
accept it."
Position Outlined
Comr. Hyde continued:
It is difficult to be more specific
concerning the content of an acceptable agreement. And it does not follow that we are unprepared to make
some adjustment in the interests of
inter-country cooperation and understanding.
However, there are millions of
people in this country who depend on
of news, educaradio as a vital sourcenment.
tion and entertai
And the
record is clear and unrefuted that
the people of Cuba receive a far
more adequate share of radio service
than is received by the people in most
parts of the U. S.
In our view, it is therefore clear
that proposals for extensive adjustment and dislocation of U. S. stations
cannot be justified on the basis of a
fair and equitable distribution of
facilities. The facts just don't support any such contention.
Most of the off-the-record portions of Comr. Hyde's address dealt
with the background of U.S. -Cuban
efforts to resolve their differences
earlier this year and with problems
to be faced in the forthcoming resumption of the overall NARBA
June 5, 1950
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tered protests in individual cases
conference, now scheduled for
as they have arisen.
Sept. 6.
Captain Cross emphasized that
Capt. Cross, also reviewing the
history of NARBA negotiations, as- "sovereignty" does not permit the
sured the FAB delegates that the U. S. to impose its will upon the
State Dept. will continue to be other countries and that such an
effort would result in "far-reaching
guided by the policy of guaranteeand serious political implications"
ing "protection" of this country's
overall broadcasting interests.
and "endanger good international
He said the State Dept. is "well
Captain Cross observed that
aware of the tremendous stake" the relations."
Cuban station assignments, made
U. S. has in standard band broadsince expiration of NARBA in
casting and the "serious repercussions" which would result if the March 1949, have resulted in a
American listening public is beset number of protests from U. S. stations complaining of interference.
by material interference.
Noting strong advocacy for ne- The interference factor, he added,
gotiations based on U. S. area and makes an agreement on standard
population and for resort to politi- band broadcasting in the North
cal and economic sanctions to in- American region desirable.
U. S. broadcasters as well as the
sure agreements with other
NARBA countries, Captain Cross
State Dept. and FCC will be seriously confronted with the question
reminded that each signatory nation has complete sovereignty which , of effect on U. S. interests if no
leaves it free to administer its international regulations are probroadcasting affairs as it sees fit.
mulgated and if all countries inThe fact that such administravolved are permitted, "without retion sometimes affects U. S. broadstraint," to operate their stations
casting adversely is a matter for on any frequency "with any amount
"serious protest," he conceded,
of power they may desire" at any
noting that the State Dept. has, location, he said.
He told FAB
members that
"with considerable success," regis-

SPONSOR pride is built by Wl
Philadelphia in instituting awards I
10 year and older sponsors. At in
tial award ceremony are (I to
Gordon Gray, WiP vice president
Arthur Lefko, president, Adarr
Clothes, receiving merit certificat
for 15 year
sponsorship
C'monWl '
Dance;
Benedict
Gimbelof Jr.,
president and general manager, an
Herman Lefko, Clothes.
vice president, Adam
broadcasters will have to conside
whether the "best interests" of th i
U. S. would be served "by refusal
to accept any international agree
ment or whether ... it would b
better to accept an agreemen
which does not satisfy everyon
but is in the best overall interest!
of the U. S."

He°rs BAB T|p
NRDGA
RETAILERS
TO
H plumped
TC
PIlast
BAB
week
hard for retailer use of radio, particularly
cerned with women's shows.
Pointing out that such program
news, transcribed and women's programs, in speeches before the midyear conference of the National Retail Dry Goods Assn. in Los Angeles.
directly influence "the buyin:
The speeches were prepared by Maurice B. Mitchell, BAB director, and minds of women," Miss Zahrt gav
many reasons why retailers coul
Meg Zahrt, BAB assistant director, ^
but all were read to the conference
on V-J Day.
profitably use women's shows.
Among them were the fact tha
by Miss Zahrt. Mr. Mitchell was
Turning to transcribed shows,
obliged to cancel his appearance.
"your
is personally en
Mr. Mitchell pointed out that they dorsed"advertising
by women commentator
Mr. Mitchell's speech* presented
enabled local advertisers to buy
Thursday at the conference in the expensive arrays of talent for costs
and that such a program "gets
direct merchandise message acrosLos Angeles Biltmore Hotel, dis- they could afford.
cussed news and transcribed shows.
Cites Program
radio's ability to lend per
to "It
youris listeners."
Radio, said Mr. Mitchell, "in the
sonal recommendation, persona
He cited the example of one
short space of 30 years . . . has
experience, to your advertising
replaced everything else as the transcribed program series featuring an orchestra, a famous constory that makes a women's pro:
source of news."
ductor, achorus and a star soloist. gram a powerful medium for bring
News, he said, is "not only ra- Talent costs on this show amount
ing women into your store — am
dio's most important single service,
to $5,054 for each half -hour show.
it is also its most commonly-found
once they
are in isyour
storebeyon
thei 1
normal
tendency
to buy
program type. It is almost always
"Yet by using the transcription
library at your local station . . . their
said. original intent," Miss Zahr
available for local sponsorship."
Advantages to a sponsor of a your store can sponsor it and benefit from its entertainment and adnews program include :
vertising impact at a cost that is Durante Cancels
(1) The sponsor gets the credit
negligible," Mr. Mitchell
said.
for bringing the news into the lis- actually
tener's home.
DURANTE
chose followinj
cancella1
"In some cases, stations will JIMMY
tion of his
NBC program
(2) "You can forget about one supply
library
material
at
the
cost
the
June
30
broadcast
rather
thai
big radio program problem when
of only the time, and in most others
you sponsor news — the problem of only a small handling charge is make a firm TV commitment prio
to R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
keeping your program always interesting, new and entertaining.
(Camel cigarettes). Having ai
Mr. Mitchell said that "in no MGM contract forbidding TV ef
. . . The news is — just because it involved."
other advertising medium is the fective one more year, the acto:
is news — always changing, never
felt he did not desire to tie himsel
skill and performers
artistry of the
stale, repetitive, boresome."
so nation's
readily to a deal. William Esty Co., Came
(3) "People believe news, a fact greatest
available at so little cost. No where
that adds integrity and believabilelse in radio itself is there such a agency, insisted on commitment a:
ity to your advertising message."
vast and inexpensive reservoir of an alternative of taking a cut ii
Mr. Mitchell pointed out that the
kind of entertainment that most
the package show price in tin
the size of the radio news audience
event Mr. Durante refused T\
has grown since the war; it was
people will always want and seek." offer.
Miss Zahrt's speech was con35% bigger in January 1946 than
BROADCASTING
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NAB

Rebuked

; (Continued from page 17)
[holding of international conferences
completely nugatory."
While taking- exception to NAB's
stand on policy and non-technical
matters, Comr. Hyde paid tribute to
''the services of representatives of
the NAB, such as Mr. McNaughten,
... in connection with strictly technical consideration."
Comr. Hyde noted that Judge
Miller's letter "makes reference to
possible further definition of policy
by the NAB Board as to the partii cipation that representatives of the
NAB should play in international
lijconferences.
"In the light of the desirability
of having
all points of view afforded genuine representation in a
delegation," he continued, "I have
no objection to your making known
to the Board of Directors my views
regarding the highly limited usei fulness of your representatives
under the existing NAB policies."

quency lists which have been prepared since the Atlantic City conference. These lists involve assignments to stations below 27 mc, but
discussion of assignments within
the broadcast band is not anticipated since, under the Atlantic City
Convention, these would be worked
out by special regional agreement,
as The
through
NARBA.
"
NARBA
conference,
which
broke up last winter over U.S.Cuban allocations differences which
have not yet been resolved, is now
slated to resume in Washington on
Sept. 6 [Broadcasting, May 15].
Carnation

Milk Adds

CARNATION Milk Co's Carnation
Family Party, audience participation program now on CBS Pacific
Network, will be heard on the entire network facilities beginning
Saturday, July 1, 10-10:30 a.m.,
EDT. Erwin Wasey & Co., Los
Angeles, is the agency.

WILLIAM

LEMKE

N. D. Congressman Dies
FUNERAL services were held
Friday in Fargo, N. D., for Rep.
William Lemke (R-N. D.), 71,
veteran member of Congress, radio
critic, and perennial advocate of
legislation to return a portion of
the 50 mc band to FM. He succumbed from a heart ailment last
Tuesday.
A one-time Union Party candidate for the Presidency in 1936,
Rep. Lemke came to Congress in
1933 and had served continuously
with the exception of one term
(1941-42). He was seeking his
ninth term this fall.
A member of the House Public
Lands Committee, Rep. Lemke was
actively interested in FM radio,
as well as Zenith Radio Corp.'s
Phonevision. He sponsored legislation in the 79th, 80th and the
present Congress designed to restore part of the 50 mc band to
FM. The House Interstate & For-

eign Commerce Committee held
hearings in April 1948 on a measure to augment
presentof the
88108 mc
band with FM's
a segment
50 mc sector. A similar bill is
currently before the group with
little hope of passage.
Mr. Lemke was born in Albany,
Minn., Aug. 13, 1878. He is survived by his widow, two sons and
a daughter.
Radio-TV for Flamingo
RADIO and television as well as
other media will be used to proFlamingo,
a new to
frozen
orange moted
juice,
scheduled
be '
launched this month, it was announced in New York last week by
Douglas Leigh, creator of Broadway displays and operator of a
giant advertising dirigible. The
product will be financed, distributed
and advertised by Leigh Foods Inc.
Radio-TV campaign is slated to begin July 4 in the New York market,
first distribution point.

Sees 'Misconceptions'
J Comr. Hyde also found in Judge
1 Miller's letter indications of "the
I existence of certain misconceptions
I on your part with respect to the
, duties and functions of members of
| the U.S. delegation to international
conferences."
Of a mention made by Judge
Miller that Comr. Hyde might "be
designated, again, to represent the
FCC" at an international conference, the letter said:

For your information, I was appointed chairman of the U. S. delegation to the conference concerning
NARBA matters at Montreal and I
continued in that capacity in our
meetings with the Cubans at Havana.
I As such, I did not "represent the
FCC" as you state, but rather I
represented the U. S. and,
therefore,
not only the FCC and other government departments, but all U. S.
interests, including those of the
broadcasting industry and the listening public.
For a chairman, or for a delegate,
| to take any other view or to have
a more limited perspective, would not
be in accord with the purposes of his
office or be consistent with his
duties. . . .
Basis for Letter
Judge Miller's letter which inspired Comr. Hyde's reply was one
| written in response to a State
Dept. invitation to send a representative tothe Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference
which is scheduled to open at the
Hague, Netherlands, Sept. 1.
Although copies of it were not
immediately released, it was presumed to refer to NAB's present
policies on extent of NAB participation in international conferences,
past experiences in this connection,
and the prospect of a re-examination of policies at the next NAB
board meeting, scheduled June
20-22.
The Hague Conference, envisioned under the 1947 Atlantic City
Convention, is being held to approve the new international freBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Gamble

THAT BILL to restrict the interstate transmission of "gambling" information gets better as it goes along.
The first version, written by the Justice
Dept., would have prohibited the transmission
of virtually any sort of information that could
be construed as "assisting" gambling activities, and added a special penalty for radio in
the form of a time-lag before the results of
horse races could be carried.
FCC couldn't go along with so far-reaching
a ban, the policing of which, incidentally, would
have been an FCC responsibility. So the Commission came up with its own version, a more
direct and fairer approach which would simply
have banned the transmission of data on bets,
odds, and prices paid in gambling on sports
events.
Now the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee has approved a compromise
[Broadcasting, May 29; also see story this
issue] which seems to cut even the FCC's proposed restrictions at least in half.
The substitute's definition of "gambling information" ismore inclusive. But it has the
substantial merit of applying only up to the
moment when the event starts. After that, the
information is "news." Further, the prohibitions relate only to horse and dog races, not to
other sports events.
Let us not be too much carried away by the
improvements, however. The odor of censorship still clings. We find it especially hard
to understand how information which is legitimate "news" at one moment can be forbidden
at another. Censorship exists or it doesn't; it
is not a matter of degree.
We do not mean to discredit the work of
Sen. E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) and his commerce subcommittee which drafted the framework of the substitute bill. We can appreciate
their interest in cui'bing gambling syndicates.
But we still think a full-scale investigation is
needed first — of the sort which Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) currently is undertaking —
and that, in the long run, the answer is in more
industrious application of local laws.
Radio should be grateful to Sen. McFarland
and his group for their efforts to eliminate the
earlier bill's discrimination against broadcasting and its inroads on free speech. It seems
to us that they have been as successful on this
score as they could be without abandoning this
legislative approach altogether.
Which brings us to our point.
EMBATTLED
FCC Comr. Robert F.
Jones, in his address before the Ohio
Assn. of Broadcasters, appears to have
opened a new front in the regulatory
war. He attacks "multiple interest" operators— those who are in fields other than
sound radio per se. // the original radio
regulatory body had held this view, there
would be no broadcasting art today, because all of the first generation stations
were started by "multiple interest" operators who risked their capital. If carried
to the extreme, Mr. Jones' precept would
lead to a ban on joint ownership of sound
and TV facilities and thus torpedo development of the radio arts. Comr. Jones
should make it crysta' clear that he harbors no such confiscatory notions.
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BAB's Birthright
ASK ANY peddler for newspapers, magazines,
outdoor or sky-writing about Broadcast Advertising Bureau, and it's 15 to 2 he'll tell
you that Mitch's outfit has been a thorn in
his side for years.
BAB was just a year old last week. It
is probably the only organization in sales
history that started full blown. It moved so
fast
stream.it got buffeted about in its own slipMaurice B. Mitchell has been the perfect
man . for the job — one that was thought insuperable. Young, fast and facile, his stamina
has amazed those who have observed his supersonic sales operation. The activity of BAB
after one year was recounted in these pages
last week.
With a modest budget of about $200,000,
BAB has exerted such influence and stimulated
such sales force that the newspaper industry's
rival organization, the Bureau of Advertising,
already has begun to wince. The Bureau of
Advertising, it is well to point out, is blessed
with a budget more than five times that of
BAB.
It is a dismal but inescapable fact that
broadcasters too often have undersold their
wares. What BAB has done to correct that
condition, from where we sit, is worth every
penny subscribers have paid. The question
soon will arise whether BAB should cut loose
from the NAB's apron strings and shift for
itself. Such a separation would appear to be
in order if the NAB board decrees a "federation" formation, whereby broadcasters would
pay a blanket membership to NAB, but would
pay-as-they-use for other services. Such a
federation, approach seems to be indicated.
Whether it's BAB within or outside the
NAB, we wish it many happy returns, which
indubitably would be translated into happy
returns for broadcasters and telecasters.

Happy Ending
OUT IN ST. LOUIS, where they take their
freedoms seriously, a battle has been raging
for months over transit radio. The principals have been the Post-Dispatch (KSD and
KSD-TV), which has been vehemently opposed
to radio on street cars and busses, and the
Star-Times (KXOK and KXOK-FM) which
has the Transit Radio franchise.
The going has been as hot and heavy as
any in modern journalism. Editorial writers
brandished phrases and parried rapier thrusts
in the fashion of Mark Hanna and 'Marse'
Watterson.
Top cartoonists had a field day.
Last Thursday the Post-Dispatch announced
the results of an extensive and expensive survey by St. Louis U. It showed that 75% of
23,500 passengers polled, favored Transit
Radio; 15% were against and 10% had no
opinion. Almost all the young people liked it.
Forgetting the invective of the campaign,
the P-D did that which is in the best journalist
tradition. It pointed out that the 15% opposiion can appeal its case to the Missouri Public
Service Commission, charging "invasion of
privacy," a theory that was rejected on the
same day by Judge Edward A. Tamm in Washington, who dismissed three suits brought to
block WWDC's Transit Radio in the nation's
capital. But the P-D recognized the will of
the people, as expressed in the survey it underwrote.
"At this point," concluded the P-D editorial,
"the ayes seem to have it."
The cue is there for all others. They
should remember that all advertising is designed to be "captive," else it fails its mission. And they should recognize that every
new medium has been accommodated.

ABEL ALAN

SCHECHTER

achievewhose notable
R, newscasts
ments in radio
range from
an
A A. SCHECHTE
* exclusive description of the scuttling of
the Graf Spee to an international contest for
singing mice, last week was busy reinforcing
Mutual's claims that it broadcasts "more news,
more often, in more sponsored time than any
other
network."
Despite
the rigors of overseeing the fullest
network news schedule in the business and
riding herd on such special events as the
Indianapolis auto race, Mr. Schechter found
the week languid, not to say dull. Without a
disaster, war, famine or other cataclysm, the
week for Mr. Schechter passed in ennui.
The MBS vice president in charge of news,
special events and publicity is most at peace
when working at a speed just short of disintegration. At moments when the news is only
routine, he is morose and restless. At such
moments he occasionally is driven to invent
occurrences spectacular or bizarre to pique his
interest.
Perhaps the most celebrated stunt that Mr.
Schechter has conceived in such a moment of
tedium was the singing mouse contest he staged
while at NBC before the war. It is widely remembered among almost everyone but music
lovers.
Mr. Schechter, having noticed a newspaper
item reporting that a man had trained a pet
mouse to sing, set the entire NBC organization
to frantic action. In a matter of days, NBC
station network newsmen had ferreted out
droves of singing mice. Regional contests of
mice talents were held and seven winners competed in the national finals, broadcast, of
course, by NBC.
The American winner then was entered in an
international competition, a competition involving Canadian and British mice as well as NBC
and the British Broadcasting Corp. Among the
distinguished judges were the late Walter
Damrosch and Deems Taylor.
If it failed to advance musical progress perceptibly, the singing mouse contest did arouse
vast public interest. Mr. Schechter today cherishes a page torn from the Toledo Blade of the
time. A streamer headline across the top announced the singing mouse contest. Down in
the middle of the page was a two-column headline reporting that Lily Pons was making her
American debut.
Mr. Schechter's record of more sober newscasts is even more impressive than his inventions. One of the most significant exclusives in radio news history was NBC's eyewitness broadcast of the scuttling of the German
(Continued on page 38)
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CONVENTION

RADIO MFRS. ASSN., whose
members are shooting toward their
first billion-dollar radio-TV production year, open the 26th annual
convention today (Monday) at the
Stevens Hotel, Chicago, with an
agenda featuring plans to reorganize the association.
Three-ply reorganization program will be laid before the association byRaymond C. Cosgrove,
RMA president, and J. J. Kahn,
Standard Transformer Corp.,
chairman of the Organization &
Services Committee.
RMA members have been scanning the reorganization suggestions as drawn up by Chairman
Kahn's
commit-to
tee will committee.
meet Tuesday^This
afternoon
draw up final recommendations.
In essence the committee's suggestions include proposed amendment of the by-laws to provide for
a full time paid president; changing
of the name to Radio & Television
Mfrs. Assn. and re-vamping of the
dues structures to remove inequalities and raise the maximum dues.
Present dues range from $100 to
$5,000 a year. Under the proposed
revision the maximum would be
raised to $10,000 and adjustments
made in some of the categories.
Constitutional changes will be
submitted to membership vote. If
the plan for a paid president is
approved, selection of the person
to fill the job will be up to the
new board along with election of
other association officers. The
Kahn committee is expected to
draw up recommendations for the
board at its Tuesday meeting.
Report Set
This committee will make its
first report Wednesday, submitting
it to the retiring board. Association members will meet by divisions Thursday morning to vote
on by-laws changes, with chairmen
of each division casting board votes
after the Thursday luncheon on
the basis of division balloting.
Most of the four-day agenda consists of committee and division sessions covering specialized problems.
Membership luncheon and the industry banquet are scheduled
Thursday. FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy will be the speaker at the
dinner. Presiding will be Leslie F.
Muter, Muter Co., chairman of the
Banquet & Convention Committee.
Since many of RMA's members
are keying their production programs around television, interest
in Chairman Coy's speech will be
high though he has stated his views
on color TV and allocations many
times during discussions of the
Commission's freeze. When the
freeze is lifted, the industry expects to attain production heights
far beyond the 1949 factory sales
of $875 million and the 1948 figure
of $750 million.
The convention will be the last
in which Bond Geddes, RMA exPage 34
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Revamping

ecutive vice president, general
manager and secretary, will participate as an active officer. Mr.
Geddes retires Aug. 1 and will
serve the association on a consulting basis under a retirement plan
based on his 23 years of service.
Should a paid president be
named, RMA may elect a chairman
of the board as honorary head of
the association. It will consider,
also, the problem of staffing the
Washington headquarters and appointment of a general manager
or similar executive will be considered.
The reorganization project developed at RMA's April board
meeting in Ste. Adele, Quebec
[Broadcasting, April 24, May 1].
At that time word leaked out that
the Kahn committee had interviewed Lt. Gen. Lucius B. Clay in
connection with the paid presidency, which carries a proposed
$50,000 annual salary.
Among official reports to be submitted during the four-day meeting will be that of President Cosgrove on the color television discussions. Max F. Balcom, Sylvania

Plan

on Agenda

Electric Products, will report as
chairman of the RMA Television
Committee. Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
General Electric Co., will report as
chairman of the National Television Systems Committee which has
made detailed studies on color, allocations and other phases of TV
development.
Request for Funds
Two industry groups will submit
requests for promotional funds.
The Phonograph Industry Committee plans a drive to exploit products in that field. The Sales Promotion Committee of the Amplifier
& Sound Equipment Division is
anxious to develop sales in that
field, including school and industry
equipment as well as home intercommunication equipment.
RMA's program opens today at
10 a.m. with a series of section and
committee meetings. Similar
schedule is planned Tuesday and
as many as nine committees will
be meeting simultaneously. Thirteen different groups will meet
Wednesday morning and the retiring RMA board will meet Wednes-

day at 2 p.m. with President Cosgrove presiding.
Annual membership meetings of
the five RMA divisions will be held
Thursday morning followed by the
membership luncheon. Presiding
at the luncheon will be President
Cosgrove and Executive Vice President Geddes. Mr. Cosgrove will
give his annual report. Mr. Muter,
RMA treasurer, will give the annual financial report followed by
the report of organization
Chairman
committee. Kahn's reThe new RMA board meets at 3
p.m. Thursday. Fourteen new
members, who will be elected during the convention, will take office
at that time. The board also will
take up the whole reorganization
problem, including personnel.
Members of Chairman Kahn's
key reorganization committee include Messrs. Muter, Baker and
Balcom; G. M. Gardner, WellsGardner & Co.; W. J. Barkley,
Collins Radio Co.; R. E. Carlson,
Tung- Sol Lamp Works; A. D.
Plamondon, Indiana Steel Products
Co.; A. Liberman, Talk-A-Phone
Co.; Benjamin Abrams, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp.; Paul
V. Galvin, Motorola Inc.; Fred R.
Corp. Western Electric Co.; W. A.
Lack,
MacDonald, Hazeltine Electronics

Senate Action
SILL C°m^rom'se Awaits
GAMBLING
other factor reportedly was that
COMPROMISE version of legisla- Kefauver (D-Tenn.). His five-man
tion to prohibit broadcasts and group is preparing to launch a Sen. McCarran felt "states' rights"
are involved.
broader full-dress inquiry.
telecasts of gambling" informaIt
was
reported
that
Sen.
Pat
tion prior to horse races but perIn any event, authorities felt
mitting coverage of the actual event McCarran (D-Nev.), chairman of there is little likelihood the bill
the Senate group, may attempt to would be taken up this week in view
was marking time on the Senate
calendar last week following ap- have the measure referred to his of other pressing Senate business.
committee for close scrutiny. Sen. When the calendar might be called
proval of the less stringent measure
McCarran could not be reached for was a matter of speculation.
by the Senate Interstate & Foreign
comment Thursday, but had not
Commerce Committee [BroadcastThe bill reported by the Senate
ing, May 29].
officially pressed for action on the Interstate Commerce Committee,
Senate
floor.
Meanwhile, there was speculathree weeks'
tion that the bill (S 3358), reported
He was understood to have ob- following
[Broadcasting,
May of
8, hearings
1] and
to the Senate May 26, may run afoul
jected to the Commerce-reported
study
by
its
communications
subof a jurisdictional dispute involving bill on grounds that it involves
committee, headed by Sen. Ernest
the Senate Judiciary Committee,
criminal statutes and hence penal- W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), was
which originally proposed a sweepties would be enforced by the Jus- adopted as a compromise between
ing crime probe under Sen. Estes
tice Dept. rather than FCC. An- the Justice Dept. bill and the FCC
plan, which would have banned
transmission of data on odds, etc.
during, after and before a horse
race.
Given Specific Definition
It defines gambling information
more specifically and would permit
transmission of such data during
and after horse and dog races on
the ground that the information
would
constitute
"news."
Measure then
specifically
encompasses
wire services and stations, covering
the leasing of communications facilities, and the broadcast of such
information. Maximum penalties
would be a year's imprisonment
and a $1,000 fine.
Sen. McFarland, in a statement
PAUSING at entrance to the convention hall at the U. of North Carolina in
Chapel Hill, during the May 22-23 meeting of the North Carolina Assn. of
Broadcasters [Broadcasting, May 29], are (I to r): Cecil Hoskins, manager,
WWNC Asheville; Jack Younts, manager, WEEB Southern Pines and secretarytreasurer of NCAB; Robert Wallace, manager, WOHS Shelby, NCAB president,
and Earle Gluck, manager, WSOC Charlotte and vice president, NCAB.

accompanying bill
the tosubcommittee's
recommended
the full committee, noted that the Justice Dept.
measure (S 3358), would have permitted widespread dissemination of
(Continued on page 77)
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Here's What They Say
About SRDS Consumer Markets
From the President of a Minneapolis Agency:
"We are putting it to work in preparing at least two recommended schedules."
From a Middle Western National Advertiser (Heating Equipment):
"Very helpful in administration of our current newspaper
program."
From
the Vice-President of a Radio Network:

SRDS Consumer

"I am enclosing a tabulation from your book which is highly
illuminating."
From the Media Director of a Northwestern Agency:

The Market Data Book of a

"We found Consumer Markets just the thing in helping plan
campaigns."
From the President of a Southern Advertising Agency:

more than 350,000 Market

"Have used it to actually close opinions on new sales ventures."
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(Continued from page 32)
navy's pride, the Graf Spee, in
Montevideo harbor, in 1940.
Mr. Schechter arranged an exclusive on the event by the simple
device of tying up the only radio
circuit from Montevideo and hiring
every English-speaking person in
the city. The principal correspondent on the scene, also hired for the
occasion, bought a small lighthouse
with a commanding view and from
it was able to describe the demise
of the German raider when her
crew scuttled her in the harbor.
Born in 1907
Abel Alan Schechter was born in
Central Falls, R. I., Aug. 10, 1907,
attended public schools there and
then entered Boston U. He had
decided to become a newspaperman. Displaying even then an
alarming aptitude for keeping busy,
he enrolled as a full-time student
in the university's school of journalism, and to avoid the awful
prospect of an idle moment, took a
full-time job as a reporter on the
Providence Journal.
He commuted from Providence to
Boston, arriving at school for early
morning classes and returning to
Providence in time to start his daily
trick at 6 P.M.
In four years he was graduated
not only from Boston U. but also
from the Providence Journal. He
moved to Newark, N. J. and joined
the Newark Star-Eagle as a reporter.
Within a few months he had what
he had wanted all along — a job on

a New York paper, specifically The
World. Three years later, when
The World was sold, he joined the
Associated Press as night city editor in New York, and a few months
later went to International News
Service as city editor.
In 1932 he joined NBC as copy
editor in the press department.
Three years later the press-radio
war flared up; press associations
denied their services to radio, and
Mr. Schechter was assigned to the
NBC news department with the
somewhat taxing mission of singlehandedly covering the news of the
entire world.
The task of competing with the
giant news gathering resources of
press associations and metropolitan
newspapers drove the energetic Mr.
Schechter to a state of sheer happiness. By keeping up a steady
torrent of telephone communications with news sources over the
four instruments at his desk and
stooping to occasional larceny while
riffling through late editions of the
press, Mr. Schechter collected such
volumes of news that at times he
was even ahead of the press.
Press-Radio War Recalled
In his book, I Live on Air, published in 1940 by F. A. Stokes Co.,
Mr. Schechter recalled incidents of
this press-radio war.
In 1936 he became NBC director
of news and special events. In the
next few years, before he went into
first the Office of War Information
and later the Army, Mr. Schechter
kept occupied with the increasing
tempo of international news and
the approach of war. NBC in that
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period scored a number of outstanding news beats under his direction.
In 1941, after Pearl Harbor, Mr.
Schechter drew up the first draft of
a radio censorship code for the
Office of Censorship. A few months
later he acted as civilian consultant
to the War Dept. Bureau of Public
Relations. In the spring of 1942 he
took a leave from NBC and joined
the OWI as special assistant to
Gardner Cowles, then chief of
domestic operations.
After serving in that capacity for
several months he became a captain
in the U. S. Army Air Force as
chief of radio public relations. In
March 1944 he was assigned to
Gen. mand
Douglas
comas chief ofMacArthur's
radio in the GHQ
public relations section.
Equips Radio Ship
Upon arriving at Brisbane, Australia, the headquarters of Gen.
MacArthur's command, the then
Major Schechter was assigned to
equip a special ship with voice
radio equipment adequate to transmit directly to San Francisco from
future beach-heads. What emerged
from his labors was the Apache, an
antique craft that more than made
up in electronic knick-knacks what
it lacked in nautical architecture.
The Apache survived two contested
landings at Leyte and Luzon as well
as numerous bombing raids with
never a serious disruption in her
radio service.
In June 1945 Mr. Schechter was
decorated with the Legion of Merit
by Gen. MacArthur for operating
the complicated radio communications during the Philippines campaign. He was relieved from the
Army as a lieutenant colonel that
month and returned to the U. S.
In July 1945 he joined Mutual as
vice president in charge of news
and special events.
At Mutual he has kept up his
usual pace. One of the first newscast exclusives he arranged was a
direct report from the Manila
courtroom of the Judge reading the
verdict in the trial of the Japanese
General Yamashita.
He set a precedent, quickly followed by the other leading networks, in selling Mutual's coverage of the 1948 presidential election returns to a sponsor, Curtis
Publishing Co.
Mr. Schechter is married to the
former Fritzi Breger, whom he wed
in 1940. He belongs to the National
Press Club, the Dutch Treat Club,
The Players and to Sigma Delta
Chi.

and clear in a larger area than any other station

Harter

in the U. S. A. And that isn't all! KFYR enjoys a
choice frequency of 550 kilocycles, is located in

BOB HARTER, WHO Des Moines,
was elected president of the Advertising Club of Des Moines at
the organization's annual election
meeting May 23 at the Fort Des
Moines Hotel. Also elected was
John Schweiker, sales and promotion member of WHO, as vice
president in charge of publicity.

the center of an area noted for excellent ground
conductivity. 24 years of listener loyalty, too.
Ask any John Blair man to prove it.

Heads

Ad

Club

STERLING TERM
Set for Airing June 14
FCC COMR. to George
Sterling's for
renomination
the Commission
a full seven-year term, effective
July 1, has been slated for consideration by the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee at
its next regular meeting June 14,
Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.)
announced last Monday.
Comr. Sterling will be invited to
express his views to the committee, which also plans to act on
the nomination of Martin Hutchinson to Federal Trade Commission.
Whether the committee will act
quickly
Sterling's May
renomi-26
nation, onsentComr.
to Congress
by Mr. Truman [Broadcasting,
May 29], will depend on the tack
taken by committee members.
In any event, Senate approval
is confidently expected, though Sen.
Johnson already has indicated a
hearing will be held. It was believed the hearing might consume
one day at most. On the other
hand, the committee may report
favorably on Comr. Sterling after
executive session June 14. Com'
mittee approval generally is tantamount to Senate confirmation.
Sen. Charles W. Tobey (RN. H.), leading questioner in
Comr. E. M. Webster's confirma
tion hearing last year, said last
week he had not given the Sterling
renomination much thought. It
was believed, however, he would
pursue color TV phases. Sen
Johnson already had indicated he
may
have "some
questions
to ask'
but preferred
to await
the Commis
sioner's appearance.
Comr. Sterling is known to have
FCC
Chairman
Wayne Coy's ento
dorsement
for reappointment
the post which he assumed Jan. 2,
1948. His present term expires
June 30. Additionally, the com
mittee, chief watchdog of FCC,
may be expected to weigh Comr.
Sterling's engineering background
in view of the Commission's study
of the highly technical color TV
question. He is one of FCC's two
engineer-members.
Mr. Hutchinson would succeed
the late Ewin Davis for a full
seven-year term as member of
FTC.
to\pcoming

June 17: Second annual Radio News
Editor's
conference, Kent State TJ.,
Kent, Ohio.
June 19: NAB Board indoctrination,
NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
June 20-22: NAB Board of Directors,
NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
June
annualInstitute
Stanford -NBCRadio22: - Eighth
Television
opens,
Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
June 22-23: Kentucky Broadcasters
Assn., Hotel Seelbach, Louisville.
June
Advertising
Asm. ofHotel,
the
West 25-29:
convention,
Ambassador
Los Angeles.
June 25-July 1: WKY-TV Oklahoma
City Television
homa, Norman. Clinic, U. of OklaJune
29-30:
of IndependentMetropolitan Assn.
Stations
Convention,
Miami, Fla..
June
Julyof 2:St. Catholic
f1?
Assn.,30- U.
Louis, St.Broadcasters
Louis.
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NAB Federation
(Continued from page 15)
because they are not attorneys and
overruled Mr. Wasilewski's request
jfor extra time to present two opposite viewpoints. Mr. Wasilewski
summarized the Markham and
Sellers prepared statements for
the record. The statements themselves were filed with the secretary's office for the information
jof the Commission.
Mr. Markham noted that 146 of
■the pending TV applicants hold an
NAB AM or FM membership and
that all but two of NAB's 37 TV
members operate AM or FM or both.
TV licenses have gone well beyond
iFCC's minimum program requirements, he said, in contending FCC
should not restrict separate aural
and visual broadcast to an experimental or test basis.
In time, he said, integrated use
jof aural and visual transmissions
i will completely occupy all assigned
frequencies during desirable hours.
-, He argued music is more useful
than a single tone as test-pattern
background. The FCC interpretation would ban such service.
Mr. Markham favored any use
iof TV facilities in non-program
time which would speed the sale
and facilitate the maintenance of
iTV sets. Several segments of the
c'TV industry benefit from aural
entertainment with test patterns,
;he contended. The transition period for joint AM-FM-TV operators is difficult, he pointed out, and
he denied recorded music or AM"FM programs with a test pattern
'^disrupts the radio audience. "Each
should fend for itself," he argued.
FCC Not Concerned
FCC was not concerned over
'FM's effect on AM when it licensed
M stations, he said, and should
ot be concerned about TV's impact
ion existing operations. The time
: is not yet ripe to spell out in detail
what is or is not in the best interest of the public or the industry,
i&nd any such regulation is premajture, he contended,
j Mr. Sellers argued in favor of
"the
FCC'sout proposed
restriction,
pointing
that one TV
channel
could accommodate 30 FM broadcast channels. After noting the
. existing "headache" over AM-FM
: duplication, he said, "How much
bigger headache is 'triplication'."
Mr. Sellers foresaw not only the
tendency of TV stations to duplicate AM and FM broadcasts but
also the origination of aural
"broadcasts within a visual signal,
-'contending
would be
proper and this
uneconomic
use anof imthe
spectrum space allocated TV.
Moreover, he said, it would place
broadcasters without TV in unfair
competition with operators of TV,
' JAM and FM services.
He said unintegrated service
would bring use of TV hours for
a non-visual service during hours
that might be spent in developing
local TV programming. TV is deprived of its greatest asset — sight
— in nonintegrated programs, he
argued. The single audio tone is
highly satisfactory for set servicing, he said.
BROADCASTING

SENHOMESRATI
(TOTAL U. S., INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM NIEL
AND URBAN
— and NGS*
including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
RANK

'urrent

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Previous
Rank
1
3
2
6
8
11
7
5
4

OF TOP

PROGRAMS, EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
EXTRA-WEEK
Rating
APRIL
Current
Rating 23-29, 1950
Current
Current
Homes
Homes
%
Rank Previous
Rank
%
Program
10
28
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
-13-7_
23.0
Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
17.4
17.1
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN18.9
RATING"Homes.
(%) to 40,700,000 — the 1950 estimate of Total United States
Radio
You Bet Your Life (CBS)
14.9
15.9
(*)
Homes
reached during all or any part of the program, except
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
for homes listening only 1 to 5 minutes.
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC)
Walter Winchell (ABC)
14.6
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
14.8

WKRT
SALE
Union Undecided
Price Totals $100,000
On Terms
IBEW-CBS
TALKS
INTERNATIONAL office of the International Brotherhood of Electrical
WKRT
Cortland,
N. last
Y, week
a 1 lewindependent,
was sold
by
Workers (IBEW) in Washington was still undecided late Thursday as
Cortland
Broadcasting
Co.
Inc.
to
to whether it would recommend acceptance of a new contract offer made
Radio
Cortland
Inc.,
whose
princiby CBS the previous week for broadcast engineers or issue a strike call.
pals are Leighton and Robert M.
From May 22 through 28, CBS
Hope, at a price of $100,000. The
gineer
Henry
Grossman.
Station
sale is subject to FCC approval.
management met with IBEW ofwere Ken Craig, asGerald Mayer, president and
ficials at closed day and night ses- men present
sistant
to
H.
Leslie
Atlass,
CBS
general manager of Cortland
sions in St. Louis to negotiate
Central Division vice president at Broadcasting Co., reportedly sold
terms of a new IBEW-Network
WBBM
Chicago; Arthur Hull the station to devote full time to
contract to replace the one which
his law firm, Mayer, Rigby &
Hayes,
vice
president and general
expired May 26. Final outcome
Ryan, which has offices in Cortland
manager
of
KCBS
San
Francisco;
was an offer from CBS for wage
and in Washington, D. C. Mr.
increases at all seven stations af- Erwin H. Shomo, general manager
Mayer was principal stockholder
of KNOX St. Louis, and Harold
in the station.
fected in Boston, St. Louis, ChiE. Fellows, general manager of
cago, Minneapolis, San Francisco,
Leighton Hope is a former officer
of the National City Bank of San
Los Angeles and New York. A WEEI Boston. IBEW was represented
by
Lawson
Wimberly,
chief
Juan. His brother, Robert, is forblanket raise was offered two
of the broadcast engineers division
mer general manager of WWWB
groups — New York and Los Anof IBEW, and Freeman Hurd of Jasper, Ala., and has served with
geles in one, and Chicago, Boston,
the international office, in addi- WCOS Columbia, S. C, WSFA
St. Louis and Minneapolis in the
tion to men from locals in each of Montgomery, Ala., and WOR New
other.
the seven cities affected.
York. The sale of the station, 1
KCBS San Francisco received
International headquarters call- kw day 500 w night on 920 kc, was
ed at the meeting.
handled bv Blackburn Hamilton.
separate consideration because it
has only 5 kw instead of 50 kw as
do other CBS key stations, and
also is the newest station under
CBS ownership [Broadcasting,
FIRST
in
Feb. 21, 1949].
Working Conditions
Although the amount of salary
increase was received favorably
by union representatives, they rejected terms of working conditions.
Main dispute throughout the week
was reported to be the union's
demand for a single standard of
employment throughout the network, with a few allowances for
local variances, and network's insistence on conditional terms contingent on offer of the raises.
Union claims CBS demands too
many concessions in each locality.
IBEW filed official notice for
federal mediation with the National Labor Relations Board May
1, giving the required 30-day notice. This expired May 30, leaving
the international office free to call
a strike if it wishes.
St. Louis was selected as a meeting place after two weeks of preliminary talks because of its central location. Among those attending from CBS were Howard Hausman, chief attorney, Vice President Frank Falknor and Chief En-
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QUAD

CITIES

In Davenport, Rock Island, Moline and East Molinc
is the richest concentration of diversified industry between Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Omaha. The Quad
Cities are the trading center for a prosperous two-state agricultural
area. Retail sales, total buying and per capita income rate higher
than the national average, according to Sales Management.
47 Kw.
103.7Mc.

W0C-Affl=

WOC delivers this rich market to W0C-FM
NBC Network, national spot
and local advertisers . . . with 70 to 100% BMB penetration in the
two-county Quad City area ... 10 to 100% in adjacent counties.
Channel 5
W0C-TV 22.9 Kw. Video • 1 2.5 Kw. Audio
On the Quad Cities' first TV station NBC Network (non-interconnected), local and film programs reach over 10,000 Quad
Cities' sets . . . hundreds more in a 75 air-mile radius.
Basic NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, General Manager
DAVENPORT, IOWA
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
June 5, 1950
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Retail Sales
(Continued from page 19)
Sales
Stores
Metropolitan Area
1948
1939
697,016
Pittsburgh Metropolitan Area . . . 22,971 23,252
Pittsburgh
7,875
337,312
7,515
Balance of Area
15,096 15,737
359,704
515,733
St. Louis Metropolitan Area ... 21,059
39 " 19,750
19
St. Louis
13,161 11,650
353,860
161,873
Balance of Area
7,898
8,100
Cleveland Metropolitan Area . . 17,418 15,555
524,073
Cleveland
13,814 1 1 ,759
420,426
Balance of Area
3,604
103,647
3,796
Washington, D. C, Metropolitan
Area
9,136 10,135
482,503
Washington, D. C
6,893
402,768
7,074
Balance of Area
2,243
79,735
3,061
422,500
Baltimore Metropolitan Area . . . 16,360 15,336
Baltimore
14,116 12,579
380,103
Balance of Area
2,244
42,397
2,757
Buffalo Metropolitan Area .... 13,868 14,222
365,316
Buffalo
8,459
250,311
115,005
Balance of Area
5,409
8,313
5,909
324,906
Milwaukee Metropolitan Area 11,196
9,757
Milwaukee
9,375
288,244
7,764
Balance of Area
1,821
1,993
36,662
Metropolitan Areas with Center
Cities of 250,000 to 500,000
inhabitants, total
123,395 120,419
3,898,031
Central Cities
93,175
3,341,675
Balance of Areas
30,220 86,994
556,356
33,425
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
Metropolitan
Area
12,577 10,161
474,745
437,082
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
10,613
8,261
Balance of Area
1,964
37,663
1,900
296,556
Kansas City Metropolitan Area. 9,690
8,944
Kansas City, Missouri and
260,097
Kansas
7,222
Balance of Area
.
2,463
6,741
36,459
2,203
10,090
Cincinnati Metropolitan Area 11,151
319,486
Cincinnati
7,006
230,446
6,357
Balance of Area
4,145
89,040
213,998
Houston Metropolitan Area .... 6,413
3,733
7,919
Houston
5,148
193,965
5,799
Balance of Area
1,265
20,033
2,120
Portland, Oregon
227,033
Metropolitan Area
7,234
7,348
Portland
4,800
183,551
4,618
Balance of Area
2,434
43,482
2,730
Seattle Metropolitan Area
8,389
238,317
7,834
Seattle
6,563
208,537
5,732
29,780
Balance of Area
1,826
2,102
Dallas Metropolitan Area
5,217
188,536
5,928
172,904
Dallas
4,294
4,660
Balance of Area
923
15,632
1,268
Atlanta Metropolitan Area .... 5,954
203,543
5,748
Atlanta
4,137
172,279
3,516
Balance of Area
1,817
31,264
2,232
Providence Metropolitan Area.. 9,307
250,751
Providence
4,010
8,940
131,847
3,823
Balance of Area
5,297
118,904
5,117
197,234
Indianapolis Metropolitan Area 5,790
5,233
Indianapolis
5,208
188,553
638
Balance of Area
582
4,595
8,681

(000)
1948
1,967,604
871,194
1,096,410
1,556,067
978,298
577,769
1,520,224
1,175,139
345,085
1,480,835
1,107,732
373,103
1,225,746
174,182
1,051,564
1,025,946
662,987
362,959
921,287
789,597
131,690
12,087,316
9,970,552
2,116,764
1,257,233
1,127,313
129,920
974,377
844,860
129,517
875,903
615,558
260,345
811,198
691,193
120,005
768,318
572,128
196,190
749,464
609,739
139,725
708,545
625,397
83,148
661,026
515,188
145,838
647,814
325,027
322,787
624,219
583,072
41,147

—4.6 Change
Percent
1939
—6.2to 1948
Stores Sales
—11.5
—10.7 + 182
+ 1.2 + 158
—14.9
+ 4.2 +205
—6.3
++ 176
+ 2.6 +202
190
+
180
+257
—10.9 +233
15.3.7
+—+ 10.9
+207
175
2.6 ++368
+ +36.5
+ 190
—12.9
—17.2 + 177
+22.9
—2.4 ++ 311
181
—6.6
+ 2.6 ++ 216
165
+ 9.2 ++ 184
174
—3.3 +259
—19.2
—22.2
+9.4
—7.7.
+ 198
+—6.7
10.6 +210
—9.5 +280
—9.3
—10.7
—9.9 + 165
158
++ 229
+245
+225
+255
+ 167
174
+ 192
+279
+256
+499
+238
+212
+351
++214
192
+369
+276
+262
+432
+ 225
+ 199
+366
+ 158
146
+ 172
+216
+209
+374

—3.8
— 6.6
+ 12.6
+23.5
—12.7
+67.6
+ 1.6
+—3.5
12.2
—4.0
—15.0
+— 15.1
4.7
—3.4
+—9.6
13.6
+ +37.4
8.5
—11.8
+22.8

+ 9.6

The stars of
today and
tomorrow

. . . with the new era in

ARTIE SHAW AND HIS ORCHESTRA

^

The new Thesaurus brings you bigger
and better programming packages with
top sponsor-appeal . . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity, tie-ins, crossplugs, sound effects ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material . . . network-quality production. Wire or write
today for full details!
recorded
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Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division

"program

June 5, 1950
services"

120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, IV. Y.
Chicago • Hollywood

—1.0
—10.6
(000)
—2.6toChanac
Percent
1939
1948
Stores
1943
1948
1939
Metropolitan Area
Stores
—5.7 Sales
5 402
1939Sales
195,932
592,281 —7.1
Denver
Metropolitan Area
5 725
1
'038
Denver
508,039
4*
26
4706
4 206 5 177,963
Balance of Area
1 0194'856
17,969
502,030 —7.6 + 186
New New
Orleans
Metropolitan
Area
1157,062
67,027
546,504
3*
897
Orleans
84,242
3*
52
7,468
Balance of Area
8
3'
5 639 3 63 7^646
515,949
44,474
+202
152,668
9.965
1 038
6,608
Louisville
Metropolitan
Area
.
.
Louisville
410,199 —12.2
6,673
4
1
43
4
036
—4
795
.2
+
17.4
+365
—0.8 +220
5 676
BalanceOhio,
of Area
131,004
Columbus,
44,474
9,965
+227
Me'rcool'tan Area
+ 346
+
30.6
505,002
172.974
Columbus
+213
458,960 ++ 2.4
4
933
159,167
0.6
Balance of Area
46,042
13,807
700
722
489,295 + 30.6 +238
4.654
Rochester
Metropolitan Area
53^932
449
5 900
4,233
+ 346
Rochester
190.675
408,441
Balance of Area
1 20,708
69,967
1 044
1 1 84
+ 192
475,752
80,854
4 117
Memphis
Metropolitan Area . . .
140,595
Memphis
+ 18E
452,457
135,486
Balance of Area
534
144,008
+234
778
663
157
445,273
+
140
Toledo
Me'ropolitan
Area
Toledo
395,870
5,109
13.4 +238
4,178
23,295 + +3.1
589
Balance of Area
+290
131,629
3,549
3,400
4,212
49,403 + 10.3 +234
Birmingham Metropolitan Area..
12,379
Birmingham
340,053
209
3,899
99,110 +5.6 ++356
100,136
no
oco
Balance of Area
2,651
5,152
+
4.9
23,817
These areas consist of a county or 1/248
group of2,074
counties representing
an integrated
economic
3,078
+ 17.3unit,
+299
unit. Except in New England where towns
commonly represent the basic geographic
only j
16.1 +254
complete counties and independent cities are used. An example is provided by the+ Washington,
+201 j
D. C., metropolitan area which consists of the District of Columbia. Montgomery+66.2
and Prince
+240
+32.1
Georges Counties,
Md.,Church,
FairfaxVa.and Arlington Counties, Va., and the independent cities of i
Alexandria
and Falls
The San Antonio Metropolitan Area is excluded from this table because annexation+316of
parts of Bexar County by the city of San Antonio since 1939 makes comparisons difficult-

PUBLIC ISSUES
Yale Journal Urges New Plan
A REQUIREMENT that broadcasters report — and prove — that
they
have
"reasonable"
amount of allotted
time toa controversial
issues and have handled such presentations fairly is suggested in a
recent issue of the Yale Law
Journal.
Writing on "The Mayflower Decision Scuttled," John G. Burnett
of New Haven suggests that "a
more effective plan" of enforcing
the Mayflower
"fairness"
rule
might be Decision's
evolved along
these
lines :
First, the FCC could require all
applicants for license renewal to make
and substantiate an affirmative claim
that they have allotted a reasonable
amount of time to discussion of controversial issues, and that such discussion has, in the overall, been
presented in a fair and representative
manner.
Second, in line with this suggestion,
the Commission could specifically
require all such applicants to enumerate and summarize all partisan
expressions emanating from their staion"tions,
or not.wether formally tagged "opinFinally, if more direct measures
prove necessary the Commission
might establish a permanent impartial body to analyze the contents
of broadcast programs on a random
sampling basis. The purpose would
not be - to evaluate the ideas expressed, but rather to earmark
partisan expressions and make an
initial determination as to whether
the requirements of representative
presentation are being met.
Mr. Burnett is author of an
article, published in the June 1949
issue of the Yale- Law Journal,
upholding FCC's right to issue
its anti-giveaway rules, which are
now in state of suspension pending
outcome of current litigation.
ONE broadcast by Henry J. Taylor,
commentator on ABC, drew 11,300 requests from listeners for copies of
script, network reports. Of these,
10,900 asked to have their names placed
on permanent mailing list.

KTOP

AUCTION

For Underprivileged Children

UNDERPRIVILEGED children in j
Topeka, Kan., received a big help
ing hand from Mutual affiliate
KTOP when the outlet's Auction on
the Air enabled the Topeka Kiwanis Club to raise $1,300 for the
charitable cause.
Donating their time, two veteran FE
auctioneers,
Charles
and Ken

During Auction on the Air, Auctioneer Crews Axton.
(I) describes the next '
1!
piece of merchandise, held by Mr. 'I
Crews, auctioned off on the air
hundreds of new merchandise items
to high bidders who called in their
bids via telephone. Six phones, installed in the office, were manned
by members of the Kiwanis auxiliary, "The
Kiwanitas."
KTOP
reported
that many of the
merchant-donated items were sold
at prices well above the retail price
during the eight-hour series. When
KTOP offered five 15-minute segments of time on the last broadcast,
a local cleaner was top bidder with
$80. In excess of 1,000 telephone
calls poured in during the broadcasts, Bailey Axton, KTOP general manager, reported.
NEW

automobile radio aerial, patterned after TV antenna, contributes
greater distance and clearer station
reception and increased volume to
car radios, Trio Products, Franklin.
Mich., manufacturer, claims.
BROADCASTING
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' 78,285

P & G Tops
(Continued from page 19)
was down slightly, grossing $16,785,941- in the first three months of
1950, compared with $17,003,602 in
the like period of 1949.
ABC and MBS both showed
losses for March and the first
quarter of 1950 in comparison with
a year ago. ABC grossed $3,447,451
this March; $4,238,845 in March
1949. For the quarter, ABC
grossed $10,184,501 in 1950; $12,152,424 in 1949. MBS gross for
March 1950 was $1,410,683; for
March 1949 it was $1,775,790. For
the first quarter of 1950, MBS
gross was $4,490,974; for that period of 1949 the MBS gross was
§5,329,172.
TRAFFICKING
Argument Set June 79
ORAL ARGUMENT on FCC's proposed new rules against "trafficking in frequencies" was scheduled
by the Commission for June 19.
The proposed regulations, announced early this year, would require automatic forfeiture of the
construction permit for any station which is sold before program
tests commence [Broadcasting,
Jan. 16].
Only exceptions to the forfeiture
requirement would be (1) so-called
•'pro forma" transfers and assignments which do not affect control,
and (2) transfer of an AM (or FM)
grant along with an FM (or AM)
license by the same owner.
WTUX

Petition

WTUX

Wilmington, Del., petitioned FCC last week to reopen
the record in the investigation of
its horse race programming to
show that the station has discontinued broadcasting of all racing
information. Case is pending final
decision after an FCC examiner
recommended renewal of license
despite finding that while programs questioned were not designed to aid illegal gambling they
were "subverted to that end"
[Broadcasting, Dec. 26, 1949;
Jan. 2].
Vou

Cm
C/9U
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***QWHEAP

TABLE III
1950
TOP NETWORK ADVERTISERS FOR EACH PRODUCT GROUP IN MARCH
Allis-Cholmers Mfg. Corp.
Agriculture & Farming
33,198
Frank H. Lee Co.
Apparel,
& Access.
43,680
Automotive,Footwear
Automotive
Equip. & Access. Electric Auto-Lite Co.
95,265
Aviation, Aviation Equip. & Access.
Pabst Brewing Co.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Johns-Manville Corp.
Bldg. Mat., Equip. & Fixtures
105,
9,30
9577
Coca-Cola Co.
Confectionery
&
Soft
Drinks
17
Consumer Services
Electric Co.s Adv. Program
75674,,680321
Miles Labs
Drugs
&
Remedies
Entertainment & Amusements
Food & Food Products
General Foods Corp.
657,309
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
Sun Oil Co.
Horticulture
92,896
Ferry Morse
Seeman
Bros. Seed
Inc. Co.
Household Equip. & Supplies
23,488
51,896
Household Furnishings
Armstrong
Cork
Co.
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel Corp.
35,024
108,210
Insurance
Prudential Insurance Co. of Amer.
122,245
Bruner-Ritter Co.
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
63,168
Office Equip., Writing Supplies, Station- Hall Brothers Inc.
588
Politicalery & Access.
Roosevelt for Governor Hdqrs.
84,165
Publishing & Media
Doubleday & Co. Inc.
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
48,590
Instruments & Access.
Radio Corp. of America
Retail Stores & Direct Mail
Dr. Hiss Shoes Inc.
Smoking Materials
Liggett && Myers
Procter
GambleTob. Co.
Soaps, Polishes & Cleansers
Sporting
Goods
&
Toys
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
Miscellaneous

Baseball

n
'p
(Letters
aree
welcomed.
The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)

Back

in Contact

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Since the article [On All
Accounts, May 1] appeared in
yourfriends
magazine,
I'vebusiness
heard from
old
in radio
with
whom I have been out of contact
for many years. . . .
Bromley House
Vice President
Gregory & House Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
Cites IER Awards
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Thanks very much for including
us in your list of Institute for
Education by Radio awards for
Take It From Here: The New
England Story, broadcast over
station WHDH. I wonder if you
knew that we also produced We
Human Beings, a first award winner for programs dealing with personal and social problems, broadYO(/R

SHOTS

NETWORK

To cover the rich dairyland
markets of Wisconsin; the
dustrial centers of Northern Minnesota . . . use the Arrowhead. Net
work. You're interested in sales — and
that's what we deliver!
NETWORK

^ARROW

HEA^

WMF©

for 200,000

WEAU
•

WISC

yiftGiNl*.
Represented nationally by RA-TEL Reps., Inc. and regionally by
BULMER-JOHNSON, Inc. Mpls.

cast over station WCOP. . . .
Parker Wheatley, Director
Lowell Institute Cooperative
Bcstg. Council
Boston
Bartlett and BBC
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I should like to call your attention to some misstatements in your
editorial titled "John's Other
Bull" [Broadcasting, May 8].
The "Study of International
Broadcasting" offered by Syracuse
U. as a part of its travel study
section in University College is
not under BBC auspices.
I developed the idea and invited
Mr. Slate to help with the tour. I
asked for his help. I asked the
BBC for permission to visit their
studios and talk with their personnel. In my judgment, it is unfortunate for your editorial writer
to assume that BBC was doing
anything more. . . .
As one who has spent about 20
years objectively observing American radio and who believes in the
American system, I am somewhat
surprised that one of the leading
trade journals would, without inquiry or investigation, make
charges that are utterly unfounded. This is not a time to
add even one small log to the international fire.
Kenneth G. Bartlett
Director, Radio-TV Center
Syracuse U.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Pleased to know
BBC didn't
inspire proposed
which
we understand
now hasjunket,
been
"postponed"
because
of
inadequate
response. We have always admired Dr.
Bartlett and his early recognition of the
radio media. We feel, however, that he
fell fcr one on this occasion and that
his own correspondence indicated that
BBC,
evenwasif itnothadn't
certainly
averseinspired
to it. Weproject,
agree
this is no time to add "even one small
log
to
the
international
fire"
but
we
feel as strongly as ever that Britain
should
keep
it's
government
radio
philosophy within its own domains.]

Fans

Never before have baseball fans of
Spartanburg and the Piedmont been
treated to such a baseball line-up. WORDWDXY present a double header every day
to Carolina listeners whose chief relaxation is baseball.
'Peaches'

Games

As in past seasons (it's a dialing habit)
WORD-WDXY broadcast every game
played by the Spartanburg Peaches (TriState League). It's live play-by-play at
home and away, every night.

Major League Ball
Big League baseball comes to Spartanburg every afternoon through the Liberty
Broadcasting System and WORD-WDXY,
featuring
Lendon. the old Scotchman, Gordon Mc"The

Sports

Stations

ABC
of the Piedmont"
• DUPLICATION
WDXY-FM

WORD
SERVING THE HEART
OF THE PIEDMONT

SPARTANBURG
See HOLUNGBERY
June 5, 1950
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AAW

•W-7-ALT
GAINES,
formerly of
\y WCPM Middlesboro, Ky., named
station manager of WVMI Biloxi, Miss.
AMON CARTER, president of WBAP
Fort Worth, Tex., and HAROLD
HOUGH, station's director, served as
honorary chairman and publicity committee chairman, respectively, of Colonial National Invitation Golf Tournament in Ft. Worth May 24-28.
JACK PARKER, formerly of KCRG
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, appointed director
of station operations of Saginaw
Broadcasting Corp., operator of
WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw, Mich., and
WLEW Bad Axe, Mich. Mr. Parker
was incorrectly identified as director
of station operations for KCRG Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, in Management, May 29.
WILLIAM R. McANDREW, general
manager of WRC-AM-FM and WNBW
(TV) Washington, has received award
for stations' "outstanding service in
the entertainment of hospitalized veterans," from Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
HARRY K. RENFRO, executive assistant to general manager of KXOK
St. Louis, named member of Missouri
Peace Officers Assn.
WDRC Hartford, Conn., has received
letter from Paul G. Carney, supervisor
of New England census, commending
station for its "excellent cooperation"
during census.
me

ONE YEAR— $7
□ I enclose $7.00 □ Please bill me
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
ZONE

CITY

STATE
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Highlights Radio Feature

Management

send

JUNE

RADIO viewpoint will be a highlight of the Advertising Assn. of
the West annual convention to be
held June 25-29 at the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles. The convention is expected to be the
largest in AAW's history.
Sharing a two-session "Court
of Advertising at Work" with
other media spokesmen, radio
members will take part in a review of case histories of current
advertising successes. A total of
eight successes will be outlined, four
at each session, with each medium
represented. Speakers have not
yet been selected for presentations.
Harold J. Meriless, senior vice
president of AAW, will moderate.
Featured speakers at the convention already selected include
Don Belding, chairman of the executive committee, Foote, Cone &
Belding; Paul G. Hoffman, ECA
administrator; Frederic R. Gamble, president, American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies; Samuel C.
Gale, chairman, Advertising Council, and vice president and advertising manager, General Mills
Corp.; Herbert H. Kirschner, AAW
president.
Taking part in a television
panel, entitled "What, Where,
When and How," are these Los
Angeles TV station executives:
Charles Glett, vice president in
charge of Don Lee TV (KTSL) ;
Thomas B. McFadden, manager,
KNBH; Klaus Landsberg, vice
president, Paramount Television
Productions, and manager, KTLA;
Richard A. Moore, assistant general manager and director of television operations for ABC Western
Division; Haan J. Tyler, manager,
KFI-TV; Harrison Dunham, general manager, KTTV; Don Fedderson, general manager, KLACAM-FM-TV. Martha Gaston
Bigelow, account executive, KFOX
Long Beach, Calif., will be moderator.
Another feature of the five day
session will be the presentation of
the Radio Advertising Award for
Vancouver Trophy for the best
commercial programs and spot announcements.
Hauser's Luck
IF the luck of Carroll R.
Hauser, owner - manager of
KHUM Eureka (Calif.),
ABC affiliate, holds out, he
won't have to worry about
where his next vacation is
coming from. Recently Mr.
Hauser won a week's vacation for two at Los Vegas as
second prize in an ABCRichfield Reporter promotion
contest. And last year he
and his family enjoyed a
Caribbean cruise as first
prize in an ABC-General
Mills contest. He's now looking forward to next year's
vacation.

COOK'S TOUR of the Esskay (meat products) plant in Baltimore gives Kitty
Dierken (2d I) of WAAM (TV) that city, and Susan Kent (3d I), WFBR same
city, TV and radio "cooks" respectively, an inside view of William Schulderberg-T. J. Kurdle Co.'s operations. Miss Dierken conducts WAAM's Kitty
Dierken Shops for You for which firm has contracted four participations weekly.
Miss Kent succeeds Martha Ross Temple as chief cook on Esskay's WFBR
program, It's Fun to Cook. With them at the plant are Bob Walsh (I), radio
and television director, and Henry Erck, vice president, Van Sant, Dugdale &
Co., Baltimore (Esskay's agency).
chises, and other video outlets also
MRS. AMERICA
are being lined up by World. Last
Most Contracts Complete
year, WJZ-TV New York sponsored
the Greater New York contests and
RADIO and TV stations will con- ABC-TV telecast the grand finals
duct most of the elimination events
from Asbury Park.
in the 1950 Mrs. America contest
slated for Sept. 10 at Asbury Park,
Re-elect Alice Mooney
N. J., according to Mrs. America
Inc., sponsor of the event.
Radio franchises purchased di- ALICE L. MOONEY of Lawrence
rect from Mrs. America Inc. in- Everling Inc. was re-elected president of the Philadelphia Club of
clude: KSJO San Jose, Calif.;
Advertising Women at its annual
KVOC Casper, Wyo.; KTRM
business meeting on May 25 at the
Beaumont, Tex.; KCLO LeavenPoor Richard Club. Other officers
worth, Kan.; KLVC Little Rock;
KXAR Hope, Ark.; WLAQ Rome, elected were: Jerrie C. Rosenberg,
Ga.; WEAR Pensacola, Fla.; and Lavensor Bureau, first vice president; Anne LaMott, Ford Bros.,
WLIZ Bridgeport, Conn. Judging
second vice president; Gladys
is based one half on contestant's
Mornan, S. E. Roberts Inc., treasbeauty and the other half on homemaking talent.
urer; Marie Kerrigan, A. PomerElimination TV franchises are antz & Co., recording secretary,
being handled by World Video Inc. and Mary Beitler Whitemore, Acwhich reports the signing of
curate Addressing Co., correspondWCAU-TV Philadelphia, WEWS
ing secretary.
(TV) Cleveland and KSL-TV Salt
Lake City. TV stations in New
FARM radio scholarship of $1,000 ofYork City reportedly are bidding
fered by WMT Cedar Rapids to outfor Greater New York and New
standing student at Iowa State ColJersey State eliminations franlege, Ames, awarded to M. Leon Kline.

in
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Workers' Earnings Up
AVERAGE weekly earnings of America's 11.6 million
production workers reached
a record high of $56.89 in
mid-April, according to preliminary estimates released
May 25 by the Dept. of
Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics. Average weekly hours
in durable goods industries
rose to 40.8 and weekly earnings increased to a record
high of $61.04. The length of
the workweek rose generally
in the machinery manufacturing industries during April
although some reductions
were reported in the radio and
television industries. Weekly
earnings in nondurable goods
industries dropped to $52.24
while weekly hours declined
to 38.5 in April, according to
the report.

FISHER RES!
To Leave NBC Post in July
STERLING W. FISHER, manager
of public affairs and education for
NBC, will resign from the network
sometime in July
to take charge of
the Japanese edition of the
Readers Digest.
Mr. Fisher,
long active in education and journalism, was Far
Eastern editor of
of the New York
Times and taught
Fisher
English at Kwansei U. in Japan for eight years. He
joined CBS as director of education and radio talks in 1937 and in
1942 went with NBC as assistant
to
the network's public service
counselor.
Mrs. Fisher and their son will
accompany Mr. Fisher to Japan.
Canadian

Probe

Because
SELL

—

We're
65% SOLD!
WGRD
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
BROADCASTING

STATION operations, in both AM
and TV, were discussed at the
regular semi-annual meeting of
executives of The Fort Industry
Co., held at Key Largo Anglers'
Club, Key Largo, Fla., a fortnight
ago. Group convened May 14 at
the Indian Creek, Fla., home of
George B. Storer, company president, and proceeded to Key Largo.
Business sessions were held each
morning of the three day meeting.
In addition to operational factors,
stations' heads reviewed advertising, sales, promotion and programming problems. Meetings were presided over by Lee B. Wailes, vice
president in charge of operations.
An annual stockholders meeting
re-elected Messrs. Storer, Wailes,
J. Harold Ryan, senior vice president and treasurer, and John B.
Poole, company counsel, as directors. James E. Bailey, vice president, WAGA-AM-TV Atlanta;
Richard E, Jones, vice president,
WJBK-AM-TV Detroit, and Allen
L. Haid, vice president, WMMN
Fairmont, W. Va., were added to
the board of directors for the coming year. They replaced E. Y.
Flanigan, vice president, WSPDAM-TV Toledo, Ohio; William E.
Rine, vice president, WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va., and Stanton P.
Kettler, vice president, WGBS
Miami, Fla.
Also attending sessions were
Glenn G. Boundy, chief engineer,
Birmingham, Mich.; G. W. Harker,
vice president and national sales
director, New York; H. A. Steensen, assistant treasurer and comptroller, Toledo; J. Robert Kerns,
vice president, WLOK Lima, Ohio;
George B. Storer Jr., managing
director, WAGA-TV Atlanta ; L. C.
McAskill, general manager, Miami
Beach Florida Sun, and C. M.
Dailey, general manager, Coral
Gables Riviera Times.
SCHOOL PROGRAMS
NBC Offers Recorded Series

A COMMISSION has been appointed by the Canadian Dept. of
Labor, Ottawa, to investigate and
report on a number of offenses
alleged to have been committed by
Press News Ltd., Toronto, and its
general manager, Charles B. Edwards. Appointment of the commission was made following application of the American Newspaper
Guild, recently appointed bargaining agent for the editorial employes of PN, which supplies news
to Canadian radio stations.

WE

FORT INDUSTRY
Executives Hold Meeting

NBC, in conjunction with the State
of Minnesota's Dept. of Education,
will make available to schools
throughout the country tape-recordings ofpublic sexwice programs
at no charge.
The network's public service
program, which will be tape recorded by the Minnesota department are: University of Chicago
Round Table, American Forum of
the Air, Living — 1950, and the UN
documentary, America United. In
order to receive these programs,
school officials will have to mail a
blank reel of magnetic sound tape
to the Minnesota Dept. of Education. Catalogues of all available
programs will be sent to audiovisual supervisors and school administrators.
to
FIRST of 10 $100 scholarships
Carnegie Institute of Technology es
tablished by Pittsburgh Ad Club presented to Charles N. Guttendorf
Scholarship
tion program.are part of club's educa-

• Telecasting

ommexcia

manager appoint
of KGHIed Little
comCLARK
WARREN mercial
Rock, Ark., replacing DON CORBET, resigned to enter insurance
business. KERMIT RICHARDSON retion. places Mr. Clark as salesman for staSTUART MacHARRIE joins WDOK
Cleveland as sales manager. He has
been in New York
sales office of WLW
Cincinnati for past
five years. For two
yearswasprior
that
he
withto WJZ
New York and ABC
Spot Sales, same
city. In his new
capacity he will be
responsible
for both
sales. and national
local

Assoc., San Francisco, to specialize
in TV station representation. Headquarters are in Russ Bldg. Telephone:
Sutter 1-6072,
RUSS McELWEE, formerly on staff
of WCRS Greenwood, joins sales staif
of WIS Columbia, S. C. BILL BOCHMAN, formerly manager of WCOS and
staff. Columbia, also joins WIS sales
WKIX
R. L. McQUAGE appointed commercial
manager of WOBS Jacksonville, Fla.
WXGI Richmond, Va., appoints Independent Metropolitan Sales as its
national representative.
HAL WALLACE, formerly with KSFA
Nacogdoches, Tex., and KEBE Jacksonville, Tex., joins sales staff of
KNUZ Houston, Tex.

Mr. MacHarrie

INDEPENDENT
METROPOLITAN
SALES appointed exclusive national
representative of Metropolitan Network consisting of: WARL Arlington,
Va.; WBCC Bethesda-Chevy Chase,
Md.; WFAX Falls Church, Va.;
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., and WPIK
Alexandria, Va.
JACK CAHILL, formerly president of
W. F. Coleman Co., publishers' representative, opens Jno. J. Cahill &

Picture

Herbert

B. Hauser

HERBERT B. HAUSER, 58, research statistician for Lennen &
Mitchell, New York, for the past
13 years, died May 28 of a heart
ailment at his home in Jamaica,
N. Y. Surviving are his widow,
Mary Flynn Hauser, director of
co-op sales for MBS; three daughters and two sons.

Alfoiims^Progarains

PRINTED

PROMOTION

SPECIAL FEATURES
We originated sponsored Radio Personalities
Picture Albums in 1938, many new program
features, and have more sales records and
years of experience in selling for over 300
Radio Stations from Coast to Coast than any
similar organization in America.
If your AM-TV-FM station needs promotional
ideas sold to produce cash revenue of from
$200-$ 1,000 per week.
Wire, call or write
Edgar L Bit

Merle V. Watson

Julian Man tell, Sales Manager

1 00

£o
WALNUT

PEORIA,

STREET

ILLINOIS

Telephone 6-4607
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NEWS

EDITORS
Kent U. Meet Set
SECOND annual Conference for
Radio News Editors will be held
June 17 at Kent U., Kent, Ohio,
under auspices of the university.
Agenda for the conference was announced last week by Carleton J.
Smyth, of the Kent School of Journalism.
Opening the program will be
Arthur C. Stringer, NAB special
services director, who will discuss
progress of legislation giving radio
newsmen right to protect news
sources. Robert Rogers, of Akron,
will discuss basic newsroom needs
and Gene Ragle, program director
of WCLT Newark, Ohio, will speak
on smaller city coverage. Winding
up the morning session will be a
talk on larger city coverage by Don
Brice, program director of WKBN
Youngstown, Ohio.
Luncheon Talk
At the noon luncheon Bill Crooks,
WFMJ Youngstown, president of
the Ohio Assn. of Radio News Editors, will preside. Speaker will be
Don De Groot, WWJ Detroit public
affairs director, with the topic,
"Public Affairs Programming."
Charles Starrett, radio head of
the Red Cross, will speak in the
afternoon on disaster coverage.
Richard Oberlin, WHAS Louisville,
and Floyd Weidman, WEWS (TV)
Cleveland, will discuss TV news.. A.
panel, "What News Should Do for
Sponsor, Station and Listener," will
"We

have a

17.1 Rating
and the Sponsor
is very Happy'
says Si Goldman

station WJTN
Jamestown, N. Y.
■
YOU

can do as well

with "THE
FIGHT
of the
every Monday night at
WEEK"
r
1Q p.m.
available on local
sponsorship plan at a
very low cost to station
phone-wire-or write
Jack Rensel, General Mmiager
sports broadcast network
2212 Walnut Street, Phila. 3, Penna.
V.
LOcust 4-4383
June 5, 1950
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feature Verne Nolte, WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio, and Robert Dailey, McCann-Erickson, along with a "critical listener." Evening banquet will
be held at the Mayflower Hotel,
Akron, with Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio, as toastmaster. Speaker will be Elmer
Davis, ABC commentator.
Kent is located 10 miles east of
Akron. All sessions except luncheon
and dinner will be held on the
campus in McGilvrey Hall. Conference director is Charles Day,
WGAR Cleveland.
Record

Law

LEGISLATION prohibiting importation or transportation of "obscene or lewd" records in interstate commerce, under penalty of
violation of the U. S. Code, has
been signed into law by President
Truman. The bill (S 2811), which
Congress approved last month, was
strongly endorsed by the Justice
Dept. and other law-enforcement
agencies, and subjects phonograph
records to same restrictions now
governing motion picture film,
pictures and pamphlets. President
Truman signed the measure May
27.

eu?5

ROBERT
joins
staff of (Red)
WRFDSCHMIDT
Worthington,
Ohio, as associate farm service
director.
WILLIAM G. PORTER, previously
newsman at WPTR Albany, N. Y., joins
WTAG-AM-FM Worcester, Mass., as
member of news staff. He is graduate
of NBC-Northwestern Summer Radio
Institute, and formerly was associated
with WSNY and WGY Schenectady.
DICK KEPLINGER, Seattle freelancer,
starts 6 p.m. Dinner Time Edition of
the News on KJR Seattle. He continues shows on KXA and KOMO,
also Seattle.
STEPHEN FENTRISS, writer for
WGN-TV Chicago Newsreel and graduate student at Northwestern U., has
received annual Harrington Memorial
award at Medill School of Journalism
for outstanding work in radio and
television.
ERNST W. GREUP, director of news
and program director of WDUK Durham, N. C, resigns to attend StanfordNBC Summer Institute. He formerly
was associated with WKRT-AM-FM
Cortland, N. Y., as assistant manager
and news director.
ELMER DAVIS, ABC commentator
(Mon. through Fri., 7:15 p.m. EDT),
presented Bill of Rights Award of
American Veterans Committee for
press-radio wing because "during 1949
he saw with clarity and reported with
vigor the ever-increasing threats to
our fundamental freedoms. . . ."
BOB TRUERE, news director for
WCSC Charleston, S. C., and Barbara
Lerner have announced their marriage.
HARRY CAMPBELL, farm director at
WBBM Chicago, is the father of a
girl, born May 24.

Taped Evidence
TAPE recording of an actual
arrest was played back in a
Yreka, Calif., court recently
as the defendant sat by and
heard himself condemned by
his own behavior. Violator
was cited by highway patrol
for faulty driving and drinking. A KSYC Yreka tape
machine, set up to obtain
material for a traffic safety
broadcast, recorded the incident. Judge W. B. Seymour
ordered the transcription
played to acquaint the court
with events of the case and
show the defendant the error
of his ways. The recording
offered its own confirmation
when compared with previous testimony, the judge
noted.
NARND SESSION
'Sell' Newsroom — Shelley
RADIO NEWSMEN should tell
"much more often and effectively"
what product a professional newsroom can offer to "build and hold
audiences, win good will, and increase prestige for stations," Jack
Shelley, president of the National
Assn. of Radio News Directors and
WHO Des Moines news manager,
told the Nebraska Assn. of Radio
News Directors May 27.
He said it is imperative that
radio newsmen "sell 'em as well as
tell 'em" to meet the challenge of
a critical period for the broadcast
news profession. Mr. Shelley noted
increased media competition
heightened
by television's
growtha
and felt newsmen
can make
"mighty realtistic argument that
radio news presented and prepared
in professional fashion . . pays
off" — a theme he said will be explored at NARND's annual convention in Chicago Nov. 16-18.
Mr. Shelley also urged establishment of an NARND research bureau to document effectiveness of
radio news compared to other
media.
CBS-MGM

Settlement

DIFFERENCES over motion picture credit on network programs
settled by CBS and MGM, allowing studio's
talent
to resume
network shows.
Discord
aroseon nine
weeks ago when CBS offered such
credit at conclusion of Suspense
rather than during program. As a
result, Actors Cary Grant and
Betsy Drake subsequently were
yanked from CBS Lux Theatre.
The ban was lifted after conferences among Harry Ackerman,
CBS vice president; Louis K. Sidney, MGM vice president, and Les
Peterson, film studio director of
radio.
SAN FRANCISCO Music Assn. presented certificate of merit to NBC and
KNBC tion that
city in
for bringing
"their contributo culture
Arturo
Toscanini and NBC Symphony to
American listeners since 1937."

WNBH
TO BUILD
AM-FM Operations Cente
CONSTRUCTION will start soo;
on a new radio center to hous
present AM and FM facilities o
WNBH and WFMR
(FM) Nei
Bedford, Mass., which will allov; |
for future TV expansion, accord- ;
ing to Basil Brewer, vice president
and treasurer, E. Anthony & Sons
Inc., stations owner.
The one-story building, wThich
is located in the center of the city's
business section, will be modified
and a second story added. Offices
and studios will occupy the entire
second floor— an area more than
double the present space. Facilities
will be available for three studios,
recording studio, newsroom, music
library, lobby and viewing space
for visitors. Space adjacent to the
building has been purchased for
eventual TV facilities.
Exterior of the building, Mr.
Brewer said, will be made of white
cement stucco, black granite, heavy
extruded aluminum and plate glass,
and an aluminum canopy over
hanging the sidewalk. WNBH took
the air in May 1921 and WFMR, its
FM
affiliate,
operations'
December
1946. began
Both stations
are
managed by James M. Patt.
RIVER BOAT TRIP
KWEI Covers Adventure
COVERAGE of what it claims to
be the first boat trip down the wild
and tortuous Snake River's Hell's
Canyon bordering Idaho and Oregon has been arranged by KWEI
Weiser, Idaho, according to Don
Jones, program director.
Using a specially designed 31foot boat, Blaine Stubblefield, former Washington correspondent,
along with several Weiser businessmen, reporters and newsreel men,
will make the trip. Since radio
option and transmission is impossible in the remote wilderness
of the more-than-mile-deep gorge,
KWEI is sending a tape recorder
to capture the adventure in sound,
Mr. Jones said.
As a greeting to the people of
Lewiston, terminus of the better
than 200-mile trip, Mr. Jones prepared a tape recording to be sent
by way of Hell's Canyon.
Roy

Thompson

25 years of radio experience and personal particiin hisservices
community's
projects pationand
have
made Roy Thompson a
household
word
in
industriR
al y -rich Altoona. WRTA,
the Roy Thompson Station,
will assure you a loyal, buyT
ing audience
listening
hours.throughout the
ABC
1240 KC
A

W

Altoona,
Pa.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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Hears Allentown

Case

Involving FCC
APPEALS
COURT
THE U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia last week
heard attorneys for two rival applicants charge — and FCC counsel
deny — that the Commission failed to comply with the court's decision
*
in the case.
Attorneys for both Allentown
affirmance of its original decisions,
Broadcasting Co. and Easton Pub- there would be little point in going
lishing Co., competing for 1230 kc to court except to have Commiswith 250 w for almost five years,
sion decisions upheld. Judge
contended a court decision issued
Stephens interjected that the court
a year ago meant for FCC to de- is not a "rubber stamp" and that
cide their case without holding the such an insinuation is not warfurther hearing which FCC has ranted.
since scheduled.
Donald C. Beelar, counsel for
But Max Goldman, FCC assistAllentown Broadcasting, urged the
ant general counsel, contended the court to direct FCC to make supCommission cannot comply with
plemental findings on the relative
the court's decision — which sent needs of Allentown and Easton
the case back for further findings
on the basis of the record as it
on relative needs of Allentown
stands, and to submit a full stateand Easton — without further
ment to the court.
hearing.
He pointed out that in its order
for a further hearing the ComFCC's original decision granted
mission listed all six issues of the
! the application of Allentown
Broadcasting, which is now oper1946 hearing plus two others deating WHOL under that decision
signed to cover the questions
pending outcome of the case. On
raised by the court's decision.
: appeal by Easton, the court held
Mr. Goldman claimed the present hearing record would be relied
that it could not tell, from FCC's
; findings, why the Commission had
upon by the Commission insofar
as it is not affected by changes in
I concluded that Allentown's need
for an additional radio station was
circumstances since the first hearing was held.
greater than Easton's.
When he stressed the imporOwnership Changes
tance of a further hearing in light
Attorney Eliot C. Lovett, representing Easton, said FCC had
ordered a further hearing "on the
excuse" that there had been
changes in the ownerships of the
"fecknica
l
corporate applicants. He said the
applicants had attempted to bring
the record up to date by submitting a stipulation as to changes
which occurred after the original
, chief ofengineer
SHAFFERmanager
1946 hearing and were willing to PAUL
WNOR
and assistant
stand on the present record, but
Norfolk, Va., resigns. HOWARD
SHEETS, formerly with WFTL and
that FCC insisted upon an enWGOR (FM) Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
tirely new hearing.
succeeds Mr. Shaffer as chief enSuch a procedure, Mr. Lovett
claimed, would make it impossible
gineer.
for FCC ever to issue a final deciBOB JONES, formerly NBC Hollywood page, named television studio
sion in any proceeding, because of
engineer. Until Oct. 15 he will act
changes which inevitably occur.
as vacation relief engineer.
Chief Judge Harold M. Stephens
HOWARD ELLIOTT, ROBERT JANwondered whether this wasn't "a
NEY, WARREN PHELPS and RUSquestion of administrative conSELL RENNAKER are new broadcast
to decide. venience" for FCC and Congress
technicians at WGN-TV Chicago.
Mr. Lovett argued that if FCC
OSCAR D. SHELLEY, new to radio,
joins ABC Hollywood as studio and
can use its procedures to get a refield engineer.
JOHN CAMPION, transmitter engineer
at WDRC Hartford, Conn., and
JEAN CHESLEY, former secretary for
station, have announced their marriage.
WDRC
FRED CHASSEY, member of engineerCONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER
ing staff of WFLN (FM) Philadelphia,
is the father of a boy, Fred Jr.
FAIRCHELD RECORDING EQUIPMENT Corp., Whitestone, N. Y., announces control track generator which
superimposes high frequency signal on
non-synchronous 14-inch magnetic tape
simultaneously with sound track. When
played back, track compensates for
tape stretch and shrink, maintaining
lip-sync between track and film.
HALLICRAFTERS Co. announces that
technique of "printing'' electronic circuit instead of using wire is now being applied to television receivers for
first time through firm's new "dynamic
tuner" which uses photographically
"printed" circuit.
casting
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of ownership changes, Judge
James M. Proctor observed that
he didn't see how a change in corporate structure would necessarily
mean a change in program policies. He also said that at the time
of the original hearing FCC had
argued it had sufficient evidence,
but now takes the opposite position.
Mr. Goldman replied that the
court has held that the findings
themselves
The case are
was "inadequate."
heard by Judges
Stephens,
Proctor,
and Wilbur K.
Miller.
Meanwhile FCC, acting in the
same case, ruled that "generally" it will not permit "substantial changes" in the corporate
organizations of applicants involved in pending cases where a
court sionhas
overturnedit FCC's
deciand remanded
for further
proceedings.
The ruling was handed down
May 24 in an opinion which permitted Allentown Broadcasting Co.
to amend its application to show
minority stock changes which already have taken place but denied
a proposed transfer of control.
To grant a transfer of control,
FCC said, would be equivalent to
permitting substitution of an entirely new applicant.
FCC's opinion drew a dissent
from Comr. Robert F. Jones, who
felt the action should not be taken
because FCC's decision, to which
he dissented, is currently before
the court.

additional

OPERATION

FLOOD

KSJB Documents Disaster
A COMPLETE documentary program on the Jamestown, N. D.,
flood has been presented by KSJB
that city. Called Operation Flood
of 1950 and produced and narrated
by Hal Kennedy,-the program contains highlights of reports made
by the news staff at the height of
the flood.
During the overflow, the staff
reported hour by hour progress of
the water and aired special announcements, requests for help,
warnings to residents and Red
Cross messages. When the waters
receded, the news and special
events department edited and
spliced reels of recording tape in
a week's time. Actual voices of
Red Cross officials, disaster workers and interviews taped earlier as
well were
as descriptions
the water's
rise
integrated.of Only
a week
after the program was produced,
KSJB reports, a second flood hit
the city sending the news staff into
emergency operation again.
To bring
thetopicture
of Jamestown's floods
the fore,
KSJB
presented a documentary color
film of the rampaging waters to
President Truman during the
Chief Executive's North Dakota
visit on his cross-country tour.
Film was made by Chief Engineer
Robert Ridgeway and processed in
Hollywood.

information

for buyers

of time

Says one agency Vice-President: "When I'm considering any (spot) advertising, I always read the listings and advertising in Standard Rate & Data for
the markets I'm interested in.
"When I go to client conferences, I take Standard
Rate with me. It's not unusual for a client to bring
up a question about this or that station. I can
always turn tc Standard Rate and, if there's a good
ad that gives me a clear picture of the facility, I
can give the client good answers."
Many other buyers of spot time tell us they find the
station Service-Ads in SRDS making their job of deciding which stations easier — Service-Ads like KXYZ's
illustrated here.

Every month an average of 150 Service-Ads run in SRDS Radio Section
Note to Station Managers: Are you giving buyers of spot time the
sort of facts that help them buy? The
"Spot Radio Promotion Handbook" covers
/M' f
1 this
from subject
us at $1.in detail. Copies available
STANDARD KATE & DATA SERVICE,
Thm Hational Authority Servrftg the Medio Bey/ng Fvectioa
Walter E. Bonhof, Publisher
33) NOtTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS • NEW YORK
June 5, 1950
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ASCAP HIT
Davis Plans Court Action
PETITION to intervene in the
ASCAP consent decree will be
filed soon by Kenneth Davis, attorney who has filed monopoly
charges against BMI, Mr. Davis
told Broadcasting Thursday.
He said he will file on behalf
of an ASCAP independent publisher as well as writers, bring the
suit in the U. S. District Court,
Southern District of New York.
He said he will ask the court to
take "movie-owned publishers out
of ASCAP" on the ground that
"60 to 70% of the take goes to 14
of 300 publishers."
Mr. Davis has asked the Federal Trade Commission to investigate BMI on monopoly charges
[Broadcasting, May 29].

Pull Out for Filing

'LOBBYING'
House Group Seeks Data

AT OHIO
(3d I) of
program
29]. L
Shugert;

RCA and 165 other American business corporations have been asked
to furnish the House Select Committee on Lobbying Activities with!
itemized accounts of expenditures!
(since Jan. 1, 1947) designed to!
"influence policy or public opinion

Assn. of Broadcasters convention in Columbus, Charles W. Shugert
Shell Oil Co., New York, gives additional details on his "prosperity
for radio" — theme of his convention address [Broadcasting, May
to r: E. Y. Flanigan, WSPD Toledo; Bob Kerns, WLOK Lima; Mr.
Ralph Baruch, SESAC Inc.; K. K. Hackathorn, WHK Cleveland,
and Gerald Boyd, WPAY Portsmouth.

BMI SILENT
Weighs Davis' Charges
EXECUTIVES of Broadcast Music
Inc. last week reserved comment on
the filing of FCC petition and FTC
petitions and threatened suits seeking extinction of BMI [Broadcasting, May 29].
Although BMI officials were
known to be studying the charges
of Kenneth Davis, attorney, and
considering defensive action, none
would comment on developments.
Mr. Davis a fortnight ago petitioned the FCC to issue temporary
licenses to stations holding BMI
stock and urged the FTC to investigate BMI as a monopoly.
HIFAM RENEWAL
Denied By FCC
EXPERIMENTAL high frequency
AM station ("HIFAM") KS2XAP
Bloomington, Ind., operated by
Sarkes Tarzian, was denied renewal of license by FCC last week.
Given a conditional renewal in
mid-April, the outlet was operating on 87.75 mc [Telecasting,
April 24]. FCC then ruled the
license would expire June 1 and
that the station could not operate
when WFBM-TV Indianapolis was
telecasting on Channel 6 (82-88
mc).
Mr. Tarzian also operates WTTS
and WTTV
(TV) Bloomington.
1930 — 1950
20th Anniversary Year
46.0
"HOOPER"*
*( average 5 periods
winter, 1950)
proves thein best buy

DANVILLE,

VA.

WBTM
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
5kw (d) ABC
lkw (n)
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FEATURED speaker, FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones (3d r), chats with members of the OAB at the Columbus meeting. L to r: Sam Sague, WSRS
Cleveland; Carl George, WGAR Cleveland; Vernon A. Nolte, WHIZ Zanesville; Comr. Jones; J. Harold Ryan, v. p. and treasurer. Fort Industry Co.,
Toledo, and R. W. Ferguson, WTRF Bellaire.

First Round
TALENT

on Rep.
national
issues."
Frank
Buchanan (D-Pa.),
chairman of the House group, announced last Thursday he had sent
questionnaires to the firms in quest
of "reliable information as a guide
to use in determining whether the
Lobbying Act needs improvement."
The questionnaires, mailed to the^
president of each company, called
for detailed breakdowns on such:
items as cost of maintaining Washington offices, travel expenses]
printed material and advertising™
"dealing with public issues which
might be the subject of federal
legislative action," as well as contributions to organizations for attempts to "influence, directly or indirectly," passage or defeat of
legislation by Congress.
Others on the Buchanan mailing list
;™.cu»3ea [•' ch r_ is a. ca-Cola Co.,
Eastman Kodak Co., General Electric
Co., International Telephone & Telegraph, Procter & Gamble, Standarc
Oil Co. (N. J., Calif., Ind.), Swift &
Co., Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., K
J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Westerri
Electric
tric Co. Co., and Westinghouse Elec-

Places

Marx

on

NBC

WAR

HAVING out-bid CBS for Groucho
Marx, NBC is continuing its counter raid for talent. Pressure is
being placed on Red Skelton, Edgar
Bergen and Dinah Shore for radio
and television, plus RCA Victor
[Broadcasting, May 22]. Jimmy
Durante, several lesser known
names and packages also are on the
raiding list^
With $3 million involved, and
under an eight-year exclusive capital gains radio-TV contract, the
Groucho Marx-John Guedel package You Bet Your Life shifts from
CBS to NBC in the fall, starting
date and time slot to be arranged
with the DeSoto Div. of Chrysler
Corp.,
sponsor.
Underprogram's
a contract
negotiated by
Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president, packagers are to receive $2
million for the first five years.
Next three years are on an option
basis, bringing the total contract
cost to $3 million. Some of the
payments are to be spread over a
10-year period as a tax convenience, it was said.
In addition to Mr. Marx as
comedian-actor, the contract also
calls for services of Mr. Guedel as
producer-consultant at stipulated

salaries. Between them, they will
derive around $7,000 weekly under
the arrangement. No definite date
has been
set for Mr. Marx's television start.
Mr. McConnelPs formal announcement of the deal termed it
"one of a series of planned acquisitions of top talent and programs
to augment NBC's outstanding
line-up
on radio was
and television."
The contract
consummated
after months of negotiations when
bids were opened at a meeting in
Beverly Hills Hotel on May 27.
Top executives from both NBC and
CBS personally entered the negotiations.
Aside from William S. Paley,
CBS board chairman, representing
that network were Frank Stanton,
president; James Steward, vice
president in charge of program
packages, and Harry Ackerman,
vice president in charge of Hollywood originating network and TV

television executives of William
Morris Agency and law firm of
Beilensen & Rosenthal, handled
negotiations for Messrs. Marx and
Guedel.
Currently sponsored on CBS by
DeSoto-Plymouth Div. of Chrysler
Motors Corp., You Bet Your Life
was recently renewed for 39 weeks
on that network starting in the
fall. With the shift in networks
following summer hiatus, the spon-S
sor will continue when the show
resumes on NBC.
Status of Bob Hope remains unchanged. Although he is reported
as "in the bag" by NBC no contract actually has been signed, it
is understood. He must first get a
release from his current radio
commitment, which has three years
more to go, from Lever Bros.
Meanwhile, the CBS offer still is

Roberts Joins SSC&B
open.
programs.
With Mr. McConnell were Sid- W. DONALD ROBERTS, former
western sales manager of CBS,
ney N. Strotz, Western Division
vice president, and Manie Sacks, will join Sullivan, Stauffer, ColRCA Victor-NBC talent executive. well & Bayles, New York, as vice
Gummo Marx, business manager,
president on July 1. Mr. Roberts
and George Gruskin, radio and will be in charge of new business.
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Daytime TV is a bright idea. Naturally Du Mont thought of it first. That's why —
network or local — Du Mont Daytime Television costs less for time and talent — does more
for you. Let us show you actual cases of programs that far, far
more than pay their way in direct sales.

America's Window on the World
e t--^- — - p K

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. • Phone: MUrray Hill 8-2600

Copyright 1950, Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
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CAA
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
EXCESSIVE oscillator radiation in
FM and TV sets is snowballing
into an orgy of nightmares for
both the radio industry and government because of serious interference problems — particularly conl flict with vital non-broadcast services such as air navigation aids.
After considerable study, Telecasting last week learned:
# That Civil Aeronautics Administrator D. W. Rentzel has
! asked FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
'for immediate action to curb FM
receiver radiation affecting CAA's
1 new multi-million dollar VHF
omni-directional radio range system (VOR), being installed to
blanket the U.S.
# FCC and CAA engineers,
now in daily contact on the problem, agree that while no case of
interference by TV receiver radiation to air navigation aids is known
to have occurred to date, conflict
does exist" potentially for several
' TV channels under certain conditions.
£ "Scare talk" rumors currently circulating that TV sets now
are hurting airport operations in
several major cities were disclaimed by CAA experts on basis
of above facts.
% Prompt voluntary action by
manufacturers to solve the overall
set radiation problem is expected
to be solicited by FCC Chairman
Coy when he speaks this Tuesday
night to the Radio Mfrs. Assn. (see
story page 34), according to informed sources last weekend.
Mounting radiation interference
between TV sets, termed "insiduous" a fortnight ago by FCC Chief
Engineer Curtis P>. Plummer before
Canadian Mfrs. Assn. [Telecasting, May 29], is expected to be
stressed also.
% A ruling that offending FM
•and TV sets violate FCC rules
prohibiting excessive un-licensed
radiation of radio energy might be
invoked as an absolute last measure, one Commission source indicated, but FCC is counting on voluntary, action at the manufacturing or local level [Telecasting,
May 221. Such a ruling would put
every TV receiver in the country
"off the air," it was explained.
CAA Administrator Rentzel's
letter to Chairman Coy was based
in part on what FCC calls the
"guinea pig" interference case, that
of interference to CAA's Lafayette,
Jnd., VOR station on 113.5 mc
Page 49
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caused by radiation from FM sets
tuned to WFMU (FM) Crawfordville, Ind. WFMU operates on
Class P> Channel 275 (102.9 mc)
with effective radiated power of
13 kw.
FCC's engineering department
has notified all FM set makers that
may have receivers distributed
in the area to study the problem, report their findings and indicate
what actions will be taken to remedy cases of interference if
found. FCC last week said RCA,
Zenith and Motorola aiready have
completed checks in Indiana but
details were not available on the
results.
Flight Check Report
CAA's report said a flight check
of the Lafayette VOR station had
disclosed "very heavy interference"
over an area centering on Crawfordville and having a radius of
about six miles. Checks showed,
according to CAA, the interference
was
being of
caused
"the local
oscillators
FM by
entertainment
broadcast receivers whose inter-

Cites

FM

Interference;

mediate frequency is 10.7 mc and
whose local oscillator frequency is
therefore on or near 113.6 mc."
"Over Crawfordville," the CAA
report said, "the desired signal
from the Lafayette VOR was measured at approximately 50 uv. With
the VOR shut down, interference
signal levels up to 80 uv were
measured in the band of 113.2 to
The report named three types of
113.9 mc." FM sets which CAA inhousehold
vestigators had checked and
claimed were "capable of causing
harmful interference to the radionavigation safety service." These
were Montgomery Ward Model 94HA-1529, RCA Model 8R71 and
Bendix Model 95M9U. CAA said
this was not a complete list, but
merely a list of those examined.
The report said more than 500 of
the Montgomery Ward sets have
been sold in that area.
The investigators' field report,
on which CAA's report to FCC was
based, stated the WFMU transmitter was checked and no signals in

TV

Potential

the 112.6 to 114.5 mc band were
present in the output. It said 50
uv/m signals were found on 113.5
mc, however, just outside the
transmitter building of the FM
station and the source was traced
to be one of the above-named
Montgomery Ward receivers about
a mile away. The field report gave
further details of set measurements
made in the area.
Possible Interference Areas
CAA's report to the Commission
said that from lists of all FM
broadcast and VOR stations in the
U.S. it had prepared a list of possible localities where interference
may be expected to exist. The list
identified 42 VOR stations, representing about 10% of the total
number of omni-range stations
throughout the country. Although
spot checks must be made, the report indicated possible interference
areas within 50 miles of the VOR
station were found in one-quarter
of the cases and possible interfer(Continued on Telecasting p. 13)

Reports f9r Mqrch
SS
time SI
on the NE
three video
networks m the three TV networks reporting
SMOKING
WORK cigar- BU
NETMATERIALS—
shows Ford Motor Co. as the leadreporting in March. Food and Food
ettes, tobaccos and lighters — coming video network client for the
Product advertising ranked third;
prised the most heavily advertised
TV network class of product in advertising of Radio, TV sets & month. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
ranked second, National Dairy
March, according to figures re- Musical Instruments was fourth
leased last week to Telecasting by and Toilet Goods advertising fifth Products Co. third, Liggett &
among the video network client Myers Tobacco Co. fourth and RCA
Publishers Infoi-mation Bureau.
fifth. (Top 10 advertisers are
Figures cover time purchases of classes.
The same five product groups, in listed in Table II.)
advertisers using the TV networks
Of the three networks, NBC-TV
of ABC, CBS and NBC. DuMont
the same order, led the list for the
TV Network figures are no longer first quarter of 1950 as well as for had the largest gross time sales
released to PIB.
the month of March (see Table I both for the month of March —
$1,177,166— and for the quarter—
Automotive products — -Cars, tires for complete list).
$3,197,562. CBS-TV ranked second
and accessories — made up the secAnalysis of the March time pur- with
gross time sales of $661,986
chases of individual advertisers on
ond largest class of TV users of
in March and $1,827,941 for the
first three months of 1950. ABCTABLE I
TV was third with $347,361 in
GROSS TV NETWORK BILLINGS BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR MARCH AND FIRST QUARTER 1950 March and $784,311 for the quarter
Jan.
-March
[Broadcasting, April 24].
March
1950
1950
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
68,804
920,699
340,970
Automotive, Automotive Supplies & Equip.
109,064
TABLE II
Beer, Wine & Liquor
131,836
358,089
Confectionery
&
Soft
Drinks
107,100
49,329
Consumer Services
ADVERTISERS
44,175 TEN LEADING TVIN NETWORK
17,175
Drugs & Remedies
MARCH
54,990
Food & Food Products
773,103
300,013
21,150
Gasoline. Oil & Other Fuels
Gross
244,895
Household Equip.
81,125
128,940
Time
393,265
406,572
Household Furnishings
167,485
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Ford Motor Co.
Publishing & Media
R. J. Reynolds
25,780
75' 455
2,696 National Dairy Products
Radios, TVAccess.
Sets, Phonographs, Musical Instruments &
60,205
$153,96*
719,530
Liqgett & Myers
220,734
641,958
Retail Stores & Direct Mail
RCA
100.665>
Cho'
Smoking Materials
General Motors
88.953
375.156
99,005
67,744
1,061,570
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
26.760
73,665
Lever
Bros.
510.416
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
1,631
217,105
P.
Lorillard
77 963
Pabst
Brewing
Miscellaneous
14,151
45,721
Total
Mohawk Carpet Mills
j, 971
2,186,513
66,260
5,809,814
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WFBM-TV

Indianapolis'
Marks

Only
a

GUN for the greatSTARTING
est sporting event in the automotive world, the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway 500 Mile Race, was
the signal for the initial telecast
of WFBM-TV Indianapolis. At
11 a.m. May 30, 1949, 33 cars were
lined up at the speedway, where
WFBM-TV had placed three of its
new TV cameras in readiness for
the first telecast in the history of
the classic.
WFBM-TV, which telecast the
Memorial Day race again this year,
is the only television station in Indianapolis, heart of that thriving
midwest market. It is under the
able direction of a group of veterans in the broadcasting business,
Harry Bitner Jr., general manager; William Kiley, commercial
manager; Frank Sharp, program
director, and Harold Holland, chief
engineer. An active promotion department gives TV sponsors an assist in newspaper advertising, publicity releases and on-the-air promotion.
Agreatdeal of planning and preparation foresight
preceded the station's
first
show. With
WFBM Inc.,
in 1944, instigated a training and
construction program to make sure
that station personnel would have
the know-how to handle TV when
it came to Indianapolis. After TV
equipment was installed, demonstrations were presented at the
Indiana State Fair, the Indianapolis Home Show and for many
television distributor and dealer
organizations. When the time arrived for commercial telecasting,
this pre-training paid dividends.
WFBM-TV's present studio is 22
feet by 30 feet and during the first

Page 4
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TV

Year

of

Outlet
Progress

year of operation many studio
shows have been produced. Three
image orthicon cameras are used by
the station, each constructed so that
it can be utilized as a portable unit
for remote pickups. Projection room
equipment includes a shadow box
and image orthicon pickup, a Projectal and two 16mm projection
units with iconoscope film camera.
Assigned channel 6 (82-88 mc),
the station operates with 28.2 kw
visual power and 18.1 kw aural.
The antenna, 468 feet above street
level, is actually the highest point
in Indiana. A wide "horizon limit"
of TV service is thus provided this
rich area.
:fe # ♦
IN one year of operation the station has jumped from 18 to over
30 hours of telecasting per week,
although it is usually dark on
Mondays, except when there is a
home game of the "Indians" baseball team. The station is a basic affiliate of CBS-TV, with a secondary
affiliation with NBC-TV, ABC-TV
and the DuMont network. There
were nearly 50,000 television sets in
the WFBM-TV coverage area on
Memorial Day 1950, a notable increase from the estimated 2,500
sets a year ago.
Basic rates for film programs in
Class A time (6-11 p.m. Monday
through Saturday, 12 noon-11 p.m.,
Sunday) start at $220 an hour on
a one-time basis. Class A film announcements for one minute or less
are $40 for one time. Studio rates,
which apply to all live-talent studio
productions, start at $320 for a
one-time, Class A, hour. For one
minute or less the Class A, studio

WFBM-TV crew prepare for the 19U9 telecasts of the 500 Mile Race a
Indianapolis Motor Speedway. (L to r) Paul Roberts; Dick Pittengei
sportscaster; Kelly Robbins, cameraman; Earl Townsend, sportscastei
Camera is atop the paddock across from the pits.
rate is $56.
First studio show presentation
was Test the Press, a weekly quiz
program featuring a panel of three
members of the press, selected by
the viewers. Gilbert Forbes, sta-

Mr. BITNER
tion's news editor, is moderator of
the show. A chance for the home
audience to win a prize is provided
by correctly identifying a person
shown on a film clip. The prize, a
pound of bacon given by Stark &
Wetzel Meat Packers, Indianapolis,
sponsor of the program, goes to
those who mail the first 50 correct
answers to the station. One show in
November pulled 1,194 cards and
letters, the largest mail count to
date for a single program on the
station.
The Indiana Fur Co., sponsor of
the film presentation Paradise Island, uses live models to show furs,
coats, suits, etc. An effective means
of giving the impression of a

single unit show was devised b;
use of a backdrop which matche
a predominant background in th
film. A switch to the studio is mad'
for the commercial and the model;
appear to be a part of the filn
show.
Try onIt,how
a program
ideas
to make packed
things, witl
plaj
projects, and hiking and campini
suggestions, offers the small frj
audience entertainment as well a:
instruction. It is presented by Herl
Sweet, whose syndicated column o:
the same name appears in 60 news
papers throughout the country.
Outstanding sports event for thi
Hoosier is the Indiana High Schoo
Basketball Tournament. This yeai
766 teams competed for the title o:
state champion. Early games anc
finals are held in the Butler U
fieldhouse, which seats 14,700. Re
quests for tickets always exceed
250,000. Thanks to WFBM-TV.
this year for the first time thou^
sands of Hoosiers were able to sec
the event. Indicative of the greai
interest in the games was the sale
of 15,000 TV sets in the two months]
prior to the tourney telecasts
Games were sponsored by RCA
Victor distributors and dealers.

FOLLOWING
the 1949began
Speedwa3
race, WFBM-TV
telecasting the Indianapolis Indians,
games sponsored by RCA Victo
and Stark & Wetzel Meat Packers^
During the first baseball seasor
the cameras were atop the grand j
stand, but this year they have beer
moved down to eye level. One oi
the two cameras used is equippec
with a Zoomar lens.
Improvements for telecasting th;
500-mile race this year included
the use of a new 40-inch lens, the
Reflectar. The lens is the invention of Dr. G. F. Back, inventor ofthe Zoomar lens, and is said to be
WFBM-TV, with its sister AM
so powerful that when turned on
operation, will occupy this new
the pit area, across the track from
building upon its completion by the camera position, only about onethe end of this year.
third of a car can be seen, but in T
June 5, 1950
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great detail. A crew of 20 men from
WFBM-TV, plus an additional
group from the Indiana Eell Telephone Co. to handle the micro-wave
jielay signal to the transmitter,
was required for the telecast.
By January 1, 1951, WFBM Inc.
[will move to new and larger quarters now under construction. The
new buildings will house both the
AM and TV units. Two TV studios
are included, one to be 30 by 40 feet
land the other 40 by 60 feet. On
October 1 WFBM-TV will be interonnected by a microwave relay
ystem to bring in the network
programs by way of Dayton, Ohio.

OVERSOLD
Brooks Tells S. F. Admen
;TOM A. BROOKS, vice president
and general manager of Hearst
Radio Inc., last week told a group
, of San Francisco advertising executives that television was being oversold.
"Television is a superior vehicle,"
Mr. Brooks said, "but it is not a
miracle medium."
He foresaw a "definite danger"
to both radio and television because of the overemphasis on sales
success stories in television. Radio
still in many instances "will come
iup with sales effectiveness that
equals television," Mr. Brooks said.
Skillfully operated stations,
whether of high or low power, will
continue to survive as effective
media, he said.
Best Use
It appeared to Mr. Brooks that
those advertisers who seemed to
have been "getting the most out of
television" were those who also
used other media. There has been
: no proof yet, he said, that an advertiser can rely on television alone.
Hearst Radio Inc. is the licensee
, of both radio and television sta. tions, including WBAL-AM-TV
Baltimore, WISN-AM-FM Milwau. kee, and is associated with WCAEAM-FM Pittsburgh.

TV-ELECTRONICS SHOW
Next Fall in N. Y.
PLANS for a National Television
and Electronics Exposition to be
held Sept. 23-30 in New York's 69th
Regiment Armory have been announced by Irving Fromer, director
I of the exposition. Motorola-N. Y.
I Inc., distributor for Motorola radio
and TV sets, has signed up for
; large space at the event, Mr.
Fromer said.
Basically, the exposition will be
a consumers' "TV fair," Mr.
Fromer said, where the new TV
receivers and associated equipment
and accessories will be displayed.
In addition to the merchandise
exhibits, the exposition will also include avideo studio in which daily
telecasts will originate and army
and navy communications engineers
will stage special demonstrations
of video devices developed for
wartime use.
Page 51
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HITS TV SPORTS

BAN

'Star-Telegram' Says SAC
STATUS of gate receipts is not a
factor in the question of whether
television should be barred from
sporting events, according to an
editorial blast May 23 by the Fort
Worth, Tex., Star-Telegram. In
reality, the paper claimed, anti-TV
action by tax-supported and taxexempt schools defies the public interest.
The two column barrage by the
paper, owner of WBAP-AM-FMTV Fort Worth, was directed
against the Southwest Athletic Conference which announced an antitelecast policy on May 13. The
schools agreed to bar telecasts of
Conference football games, unless
they were sell-outs or apparent
sell-outs, until about 24 hours later.
Under the plan, films of games
would not be shown until late Sunday night.
Sees No Injury
"We do not believe television
would injure gate receipts, but
whether it would or not is beside
the point," the editorial emphasized. "The point is that the public
is entitled to television of football
games and what the public is entitled to and wants, it usually gets,
time."
in Labeling
the Conference action
as "short-sighted," the Star-Telegram said "actually the real effect
of television upon game attendance
— not football alone but all principal sports events — already has
been investigated rather thoroughly." The results of the Jordan sur-

Flouts Public

vey, thefully
paper
said, "indicate
that television
doesforcenot
threaten the future of any spectator
Rather than "stand in the way of
progress," and putting "amateur
athletics on a strictly cold-blooded,
sport."
commercial
basis ... in utter disregard of the public, whose support
has built the colleges and raised
their football to its present level,"
the newspaper called upon the
schools to cooperate with TV and
devise methods "of getting the
greatest possible benefit from it."
BIG TEN
To Set Policy June 20
BIG TEN conference television
committee will set TV policies and
rules for collegiate basketball,
track and football events at a
meeting tentatively scheduled for
June 20 in Madison, Wis. The
three-man committee at that time
will also accept or reject an offer
of the Ford Dealer Assn., Detroit,
for network telecasting of postgame highlights of Big 10 football
[Broadcasting, May 22]. J. Walter
Thompson, Chicago, in behalf of
the dealers, has sent the offer to
Big Ten headquarters in Chicago.
The TV committee includes
Douglas R. Mills, athletic director
of the U. of Illinois, Ted B. Payseur
of Northwestern U. and H. O.
Crisler of the U. of Michigan. TV
rights and costs for conference
were taken up May 25 and 26 in
ing.
Evanston, 111., at a Big Ten meet-

GROUND is broken in Memorial Day
ceremonies at the site where WTVR
(TV) Richmond will build new TV
facilities. Wielding the shovel is
Wilbur M. Havens (I), owner of the
station, as Harry Jordan, contractor,
and James W. Kyle (r), WTVR chief
engineer, stand by. WTVR, in its
third year of operation, expects to
have its modern studios ready for
programming in the fall.
SDG Elects Breckner
ROBERT BRECKNER of KTTV
(TV) Los
Angeles
was elected
president of the
television
council
of
Screen Directors Guild at the annual SDG meeting May 28 in Beverly Hills. Elected to other offices
were Seymour Berns of KECA-TV
Los Angeles as first vice president;
Phillipe De Lacy, KTTV, second vice
president; Stuart Phelps, KECATV secretary; Malcolm Madden,
KTLA-TV Los Angeles, treasurer.

Starts

TBA

TO

Membership

Drive

EXPAND

broadcasters that we are pointing
TELEVISION Broadcasters Assn.
to 1950 as one of the most imis launching a nationwide membership drive this week, designed to
portant years in our history. This
unite the entire roster of TV broadis a job that needs the financial supcasters behind the 10-point program
port of every television station in
which the TBA board of directors
the country; we hope to get that
has adopted as TBA's pledge to the support in our current membership
industry for 1950.
Announcing the membership
George B. Storer, president, Fort
campaign today (June 5), TBA
President J. R. Poppele pointed out Industry Co., and Frank M. Russell, NBC vice president, are headdrive."
that to accomplish its objectives,
ing the TBA membership drive,
which begin with an all-out camwhich will include personal calls on
paign to end the freeze and include
all non-member TV stations, Mr.
most of the industry's pressing
Poppele said. He also revealed that
problems, will take the full-hearted
work is under way on a new dues
support of all TV broadcasters, not schedule for the organization which
just the third of the national total will shortly be presented to memwhich are now TBA members.
bers as a more equitable way of
Mr. Poppele noted that many of
paying
TBA dues.
the present TBA members "were
Sees Need for Action
among the first to begin TV operations and are the real pioneers of
In its resolution, the TBA board
pointed out that the association
this truly amazing industry. Whatever TBA has achieved in the past," "concentrating as it does on the
he declared, "has been for the beneinterests of television broadcasters"
fit of all television broadcasters, not is
"cognizant of the pressing need
just members of the association. for constructive action to aid the
The 10-point platform — backed by growth and development of telea pledge of our board of directors —
vision broadcasting." In its awarewhich we have just adopted, is
ness "of its responsibilities to the
proof enough to all television
industry" TBA has accordingly
June 5, 1950

pledged
itself
to theobjectives:
accomplishment of the
following
1. An end to the "freeze" on the
licensing of new television stations
as soon as possible to insure the
resumption of the licensing process
before the end of 1950.
2. The speedy resumption of the
FCC hearings with respect to the
tariffs covering the interconnection of
television stations and the various
coaxial cables and radio relays, looking toward a reduction of rates and
increased flexibility of interconnection.
3. The effective aid and assistance
by the association to the industry in
the negotiation of fair rates for the
use of ASCAP music on television
programs and in the establishment
of scales and working conditions for
musicians employed in making film
for use in television.
4. Close attention to the responsibilities of the television broadcaster with respect to programming.
5. Strong, intelligent opposition to
unwarranted, restrictive regulations,
discriminating
sidered controls. taxes and ill-con6. Completion of the work already
started on a recommended form of
facilities contract for television
broadcasters in cooperation with rep(Continued on Telecasting p. 16)
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County
RMA
ET

SHIPMENTS

Issues

New

Tabulation

State and
Harris
Tarrant

Sets i
Shipped!
,

Salt Lake
UTAH
Weber
Arlington
VIRGINIA
Henrico
Norfolk
Pittsylvania ....
Warwick
WASHINGTON
Clarke
King
Pierce
WEST
VIRGINIA
Cabell
Kanawha ....
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee
Sub-Total
AREAS UNLISTED
GRAND TOTAL

4,15 ' |
5,88712
185
2,273
2,594
4,893
671
3,899
363

County
State
and
NEW tabulation of television shipments by counties, covering the entire
Shipped
Sets
Schenectady
manufacturing industry, was started last week by Radio Mfrs. Assn.
2,933
Westchester
The first report provides estimates of TV receiver set sales to dealers
10,823
NORTH
CAROLINA
for the first quarter of 1950.
Alamance
301
Cabarrus
The tabulation was worked out *
313
Durham
County
State
and
24
by the Industry Statistics ComForsyth
Sets
Shipped
354
mittee of Radio Mfrs. Assn. under
Gaston
413
Jackson
Guilford
Mecklenburg
2,266
Chairman Frank W. Mansfield,
Kalamazoo
629
1,236
1,210
738
Kent
233
Rowan
,
2,178
Sylvania Electric Products Corp.
Macomb
2,874
197
467
Figures are estimates of actual
Muskegon
928
Butler
4,300
18,900
Oakland
shipments by all manufactures to
1,675 OHIO
Clark
2,397
Saginaw
1,298,602
4,668
Washtenaw
dealers in all present TV areas.
Cuyahoga
38,945
244
257,398
Franklin
15,194
Wayne
41,349
Hamilton
20,199
RMA's own figures are projected
1,647
l,556,00t
MINNESOTA
Lucas
9,411
on the basis of its members' proHennepin
12,069
Montgomery
11,525
Ramsey
5,975
Scioto
240
portion of entire industry producMISSOURI
tion.
Summit
8,509
Buchanan
282 OKLAHOMA
Jackson
14,582
First quarter shipments of 1,556,Muskogee
114 TV SALES POWER
Madison
508
Oklahoma
2,511 McFadden Reviews NBC Study
000, as estimated by RMA, run
St. Louis
25,260
Tulsa
1,784
about 100,000 below the estimated
OREGON
NEBRASKA
Douglas
3,351
production of more than 1,600,000
SALES effectiveness of television,
Marion
—
Lancaster
211
Multnomah
TV sets. This is the normal amount
as shown by a study conducted by
PENNSYLVANIA
NEW
JERSEY
by which shipments trail actual
Allegheny
34,598 Hofstra College and NBC, was
Atlantic
2,072
Berks
Bergen
10,280
factory production.
reviewed at a Washington luncheon
Beaver
Camden
6,101
Blair
4,682
For the Quarter Ended March 31, 1950
425 last Wednesday by Robert McEssex
27,868
State and
Hudson
Cambria
Sets
NBC TV research director.
Shipped
County
2,755 Hosts at Fadden,
Mercer
Dauphin
17,394
Delaware
the luncheon, attended by
Middlesex
ALABAMA
1,080
Erie
2,024 FCC Chairman Wayne Coy and
Monmouth
Jefferson
5,935
5,334
Morris
2,091
4,008
ARIZONA
5,529
Lackawanna
Fayette
Passaic
6,314 other Commissioners as well as
Maricopa
Lancaster
1,217
Union
2,432
CALIFORNIA
8,566
Lebanon
237 advertiser and agency officials,
1,763
MEXICO
Alameda
Lehigh
M. Russell, NBC Wash9,881
5,797 NEWBernalillo
Montgomery
Contra Costa
1,232 were Frank
3,106
1,915 NEWAlbany
ington vice president; Edward
Northampton
Los Angeles
56,341
2,954
496
YORK
Orange
6,058
Philadelphia
63,218
Madden, assistant to NBC Presi218
6,369
Washington
Sacramento
Bronx
10,887
1,924
San Bernardino
5,403
Westmoreland
dent Joseph H. McConnell, and WilBroome
.
.
.
3,538
York
liam R. McAndrew, manager of
San Diego . . . .
Chautauqua
5,451
San Francisco
RHODE
ISLAND
WRC-AM-FM
and WNBW (TV)
2,250
1,440
2,012
Erie
3,10155
23,169
6,675
San Joaquin
Providence
Washington.
Kings
66,243
San Mateo
2,202
299
Monroe
15,464 SOUTH
1,521
CAROLINA
Santa Clara . . ,
13,756
York
Mr. McFadden used a series of
Nassau
11,293
2,266
Solano
752
New York
64,772 TENNESSEE
slides to depict results of the
CONNECTICUT
176
Davidson
Niagara
3,521
Fairfield
Hofstra study, which showed that
Onondaga
8,180 TEXAS
Shelby
8,218
Hartford
Oneida
4,162
5,325
New Haven . . .
TV homes buy more TV-advertised
9,995
Orange
2,238
Bexar
591
New London
Queens
24,978
casting, non-TV
May 8].
brands than
brands [TeleDallas
6,995
DELAWARE
Rensselaer
5,149
3,998
Galveston
441
New Castle . . .
Richmond
4,309
8,203
5,047
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
26,257
FLORIDA
Dade
3,721
Duval
330
Hearings Open
1,196
Hillsborough
Pinnallas
ERS
CARRI
ON
COMM
UHF
GEORGIA
DeKalb
1,671
needs of telecasters until the UHF
Fulton
9,390 ITS COLOR television hearings
in behalf of the new direct-view
ILLINOIS
tube which they are jointly allocations proceedings are comCook
109,756 finally completed after eight tri-color
pleted. The association dropped
developing
[Telecasting, May 29],
Fulton
months
of
sessions,
FCC
today
195
114
Knox
its
plan
to seek postponement,
but
left
the
way
open
for
them
to
Madison
(Monday) enters a less spectacuhowever, but was still expected to
McLean
1,901
demonstrate
it
when
ready
and
to
225
lar phase of its overall TV pro956
Peoria ....
present its point during the hearfile proposed findings in the color ings.
873
Rock Island
ce dings— hearings on a proposal
St. Clair . .
to
allocate
the 470-500 mc section case.
1,95190
Tazewell
of the UHF television band to
The hearing which commences
In rejecting Chicago's bid for
INDIANA
681 common carriers.
Delaware
today deals with a proposal of Bell a lifting of the VHF freeze, the
Lake
Commission reiterated that "any
4,679
Telephone Labs that the 470-500
Madison
The hearings appeared late last mc
1,175
band — the lower end of the crystallization of channel allocaMarion
week
to
be
destined
to
proceed
on
5,387
IOWA
tion resulting from the authorizaUHF television spectrum — be alClinton
78 schedule despite television broadtion and construction of new telelocated
to
multi-channel
broadband
Polk
2,022
casters' tentative suggestions that
vision stations in Chicago prior to
Pottawattamie
631
common
carrier
radio
operation
inScott
337 they should be postponed. FCC exthe
[allocations]
hearing would restead
of
television.
KANSAS
pected them to consume at least
move the element of flexibility
Wyandotte
890 the better part of two weeks, as
KENTUCKY
[in allocations]
which is mostis esAppearance Order Set
sential if the Commission
to
Campbell
2,081 evidenced by its scheduling no furJefferson
5,294
Bell
Telephone
Labs,
spokesmen
ther
"regular"
meetings
for
other
remain free to adopt an allocation
Kenton
3,078 business until June 21-22.
are slated as the first witnesses.
LOUISIANA
table based on the soundest engiThe Commission meanwhile:
Orleans
8,279
Representatives of other firms will
MARYLAND
neering principles."
# Denied the Chicago City be heard in the following order, acFCC rejected
the Chicago CounBaltimore City
36,076
cording to FCC : U. S. Independent
Baltimore County
16,421
cil's claims that ■ Chicago is the
Council's
petition
for
a
lifting
of
Montgomery
victim of discrimination since New
the TV freeze [Telecasting, May
Telephone Assn.; National Mobile
Prince Georges
2,537
885 22], declaring that until the issues
Radio System; Mutual Telephone
York and Los Angeles both have
MASSACHUSETTS
Berkshire
Co.; Philco Corp. and Philco Tele- seven stations authorized while
1,103 which precipitated the freeze are
Bristol
vision Broadcasting Corp. ; Tele6,179
Chicago has only four. The New
Essex
660 resolved its continuance "is the
13,120
vision Broadcasters Assn., and York and Los Angeles grants, it
Hampden
best
guarantee
against
any
deMiddlesex
19,022
Allen
B.
DuMont
Labs.
terioration in the existing and fuNorfolk
was pointed out, were issued 16
7,045
TBA had entertained ideas of to 21 months before the freeze was
Plymouth ....
ture television service."
2,764
Suffolk
33,954
9 Refused to extend its color asking for a postponement, on imposed, whereas some of the ChiWorcester ....
5,818
hearing to permit Paramount
MICHIGAN
cago applicants were involved in
grounds
common
940
Calhoun
needs forthat
thisthespace
couldcarriers'
not be hearings
Television Productions and ChroGenesee
which could not be commatic
Television
Labs
to
appear
adequately
measured
against
the
Ingham
pleted before the freeze order.
1,163
2,477
June 5, 1950
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¥
and GREATER
fffpt IN KALAMAZOO
MICHIGAN
WESTERN
(CBS)

REE
FETZER
AVERY-

OWNED

AND

OPERAT

BROADCASTING
KNODEL,

INC.,

COMPANY

REPRESENTATIVES

U &

HOME

FCC
PHONEVISION

AT WOIC (TV) Washington, this
group celebrates, with ice cream, Lily
Tulip
Cup Corp.'sS. TV
debut. &L. Sons,
to r:
Jake Freedman,
Freedman
Washington paper firm; Tom Schilling, Lily-Tulip;
Weile,
Restaurant;
Lucky Al
North,
WOICWeile's
m.c;
Eugene S. Thomas, WOIC, gen. mgr.;
John Martin, Southern Dairies.

WILLIAM B. JAMES (seated r), owner
of James Motors, San Francisco Nash
dealer, sets sponsorship of Now Hear
This, show on KRON-TV San Francisco starring Columnist Bob deRoos
(seated, I). Standing are Rayford Ely
(I), James Motors sales mgr.; Philip
S. Boone, Elliott, Goetz & Boone
Agency.

INKING contract for sponsorship of
Johns Hopkins Science Review on
WAAM (TV) Baltimore, R. L. Hockley
(seated), v. p., Davidson Chemical
Corp., is watched by Stanley J. Keyes
Jr (I), executive v. p., St. Georges &
Keyes Inc., and Samuel L. CacHner,
WAAM executive v. p.

FIRST local TV contract in Norfolk,
Va., is arranged by Meekins-Roughton
Motor Co., Norfolk Pontiac dealer,
and WTAR-TV there. Setting the deal
are (I to r) W. Travis Barnes, WTAR
account executive; R. J. Roughton,
vice president and general manager,
Meekins - Roughton; John
New, WTAR-AM-TV
sales. "^F"

CECIL ROARKE (c). Northern California distributor for Travelers' Television, signs to sponsor The Ruby
Hunter Show, half-hour three-timesweekly variety-musical on KPIX (TV)
San Francisco. With him are Miss
Hunter, star of show, and Lou Simon,
KPIX commercial manager.

LONG-TERM contract for new Sunday feature titled
Yesterday's
Newsis
on WSAZ-TV
Huntington,
W. Va.,
set by (I to r) Paul Pancake, pres..
Pancake Realty Co., sponsor; Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZ-TV station
mgr.; Charles Hoover, Pancake sales
mgr.; Jack Beck of Ziv TV. -4Kp-

Withholds

On Chicago

Action
Test

ON GROUNDS that Zenith Radio Corp. may have over-promoted its
pay-as-you-see development, FCC last week held up action on Zenith's
request for an extension of the date on which it was to have started
Chicago tests of Phonevision.
The Commission instructed
be applied against such future royalty
charges. . . .
Zenith to file a verified statement
In order for the manufacturers to
on its Phonevision promotion,
take advantage of this offer, however,
which FCC feared might "easily"
the "design and connections" of the
mislead the public into thinking
"that Phonevision has been or outlets incorporated into their sets
"must conform to necessary standsoon will be adopted by the Comards" imposed by Zenith.
mission on a regular basis."
But,
FCC said, the order grantFCC's letter to Zenith asserted
ing
permission
for the tests made
that Commdr. Eugene F. McDonthat "before a system of
ald Jr., Zenith president, has so- clear
licited manufacturers to start Phonevision or subscription television could be authorized on a
building Phonevision decoder outregular basis, various issues of a
lets into their TV receivers and
serious nature must be determined
that advertisements have been run
asserting that "Phonevision will
soon
Thisbe here."
was done, FCC said, despite the Commisison's express
provision that in connection with
the projected Phonevision tests
Zenith "shall avoid any action that
might create the impression in the
mind of any person or persons that
Phonevision has been or will be
authorized on a regular basis or
that the said authorization [for
tests] constitutes approval by the
Commission of the principle of
Phonevision or subscription teleClaims Letter Not Received
vision."
Commdr. McDonald meanwhile
said that he had not received
FCC's letter — which was released
by the Commission in Washington
on Wednesday — and that he knew
nothing about it "except what I
have read in the papers."'
FCC's letter was in response to
Zenith's request that the beginning
of the FCC-approved 90-day period
for Phonevision tests — which already has expired — be extended
from Feb. 8 to Oct. 1. The request
was filed April 13.
Meanwhile, Zenith said more
than 50,000 requests had been received from Chicago residents seeking to have Phonevision installed in
their homes for the test period. A
charge of $1 per program is contemplated
during the tests [Telecasting,
Feb. 13].
FCC's letter said it felt that "a
serious question is raised as to
whether your actions have been consistent with the conditions imposed
on your special temporary authorization." Itaserted:
... By a letter dated Feb. 10, 1950,
Commdr. E. F. McDonald, president of
your organization, wrote to all RMA
manufacturers and to Admiral Corp.
and Teletone, the major manufacturers who are not RMA members,
encouraging these manufacturers to
install Phonevision decoder outlets in
receivers manufactured by them by
offering them a "contingent credit
against
futurestated
royalties."
The letter
that when Zenith
issues licenses in the future for
Phonevision decoder units, it plans to
charge coder
royalties
of 50<* for
for every
each deunit. However,
set
built and sold in 1950, 1951, and 1952
containing decoder outlets, a contingent credit of 25<* would be set up to

in "At
a public
such hearing."
a hearing," FCC said,
"the Commission should have the
widest possible flexibility in determining the issues in such a proceeding and in promulgating standards for such a system. Your actions, on the contrary, tend to
destroy that flexibility by encouraging the mass production of receivers containing Phonevision decoder outlets built in accordance

standards
with
."
continued
letterpresent
The your
:
Thus, if in the future such a hearing were held on this matter, a great
number of sets might already be in
the hands of the public and on the
market, all containing decoder outlets built to your standards. Furthermore, in the short time since
your organization was granted special
temporary authorization to conduct
the Phonevision tests, various advertisements concerning Zenith television receivers have appeared containing such statements as "Phonevision
will soon be here" and "Phonevision
with Zenith."
exclusive
The Commission
is of the opinion
that the public might be confused as
to the true significance of the Phonevision decoder outlets and might
easily be misled into believing that
Phonevision has been or will soon be
adopted
lar basis.by . the
. . Commission on a reguTHAT $ LOOK
WHAM-TV Eyes Anniversary
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y. is
eyeing its first anniversary next
Sunday (June 11) with the pleasant "headache" of being unable
to open up program and spot
availabilities for clients still waiting to buy WHAM-TV time — and
the prospect
general
crease slated of
to atake
effect rate
July in-1.
Rochester's first and only TV
outlet, which began operation
June 11, 1949, with 11 clients and
about 1,200 sets in the area, will
boost its Class A hourly rates from
$200 to $300. At present the station reports73it clients
is 90% in"sold
out"
and serves
an area
boasting over 44,000 set installations. WHAM-TV is a sister outlet of WHAM-AM and WHFM
(FM), owned and operated by
Stromberg-Carlson
liam Fay as manager.Co., with WilBROADCASTING
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SUSPENSE
sponsored by
Electric Auto -Lite, a
CBS Package Program
consistently ranked
among television's
top-rated programs.

For another top

TELECAST
4:00
Peters Shoe
M & M Ltd.
SuperL (E-M)
Circus**

15
Kellogg Lady
Co.
Singing
L (E-M)

MET

30
Cartoon
Telelalcs
L (E-M)
Mr. /. Maginaiion

WORK*
L (M)
Goodyear
Dr.
Fixum
Gilbert
Paul Whiteman
Carolyn
Show
Goodyear Review
Wm.L (E-M)
Wrigley Co-op L Ml
American Tobacco
Gene Autry Show
This Is Show Business

SHOWS

Co-op
HowdyTThT
H' DoodyCo. Tlors
Doody
Kellogg
L (E-M)
L (E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Lucky Pup
Co-op
Magic
Cottage
L (E-M)

Kirhy Stone
Quintet
Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
RCA Victor
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie

HI

Think
Fast
L (E-M)
Lincoln-Merc
Toast
of the I
Chicagoland
L (E-M)Players

LStarlit
(E-M) Time
(NI)
General Family
Foods
Local Sponsors (Co-op)
Aldrich
Leave It To The Girls
L

Snarkv

IN

Chesterfield
Perry LComo

Co-op
Co-op
Oldsmohile Joe Lowe
International Silver
News
Popsicle
Silver Theatre
Parade of
i, m
CBS-TV
Stars
Views the News
Vincent Manhattan NewsweekL (E-M)
Spotlight
Lopez
1,
flvW.)
Mohawk
Chevrolet
Tele-Theatre
Reynolds
Boberta
F News
(E-M)
L (E)
L

Ml
\

Quinlan
Snarky
Co-op
Howd
Doody y
L C-l'-I1
(E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Snarky
Co-op
Judy
Splinters
L

H'
Doody
Mars
Inc.
L'(E-M)

HowdySliuu
Intnl.
Doody
L (E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Lucky Pup
L (E-M) Co-op
Magic
Cottage
L (E-M)

wiiakfr
Chocolate
& Conf.PupCo-op
Lucky
Magic Cottag
L (E-M)

Kirby Stone

BrisTolLucky
M yrrsPupCo-op
Ipana

Judy
Splinters
L

H'Kellog
Doody
Co.
L (E-M)

Howdy
C-P-P
Doody

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Magic
Cottage
L (E-M)

L (E-M)

Quintet Peanut Butter
Skippy
Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
Ford Motor Co.
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie

Kirby Stone
W.Quintet
II. Johnson Candy
Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
National Dairy
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie
on
Broadway
L (E-M)

Mr.L Magic
(E)
Snarky
Co-op
Judy
Splinters
L
Mr.L Magic
(E)

MlllM
Howdy
DoodyI no.
L (E-M

Howdy CU.
WallULT
Doody
L (E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Sundial
ShoesPupCo-op
Lucky
Magic
Cottage
L (E-M)

Manhattan
L(K-\1)(NI)
Spotlight

Barrie
L

Beynolds
F News
(E-M)

Oldsmohile
News
CBS-TV

Kirby Stone

Art Fora
Broadway
L (E-M)

Snarky

Wendy

Art Ford
Broadway
L (E-M)

Mr.L Mmtic
(E)
Co-op

CBS-TV
News

W.Quintet
IT. Johnson Candy
Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
National Dairy
(E-M)& Ollie
Kukla,L Fran

Kirby Stone
Quintet
Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
BCA Victor
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie

Peter Bogers
Paul
Marshal Fof (E-M)
Gunsight Pass
Buck
L (E-M)
Candy
Mason
Lucky Pup
Film Shorts
Kuda Bux

HI-V Corp.
co-op &
Godfrey
His Uke
Court of Current
TexasBerle
Co.S
(L)
(E-M)
Milton
L
LOn (E-M)
Trial

I'hillips
TBA

Liggett & Myers To
Godfrey
and HisK I
L (E-M)
A,

Packing Co.
F(E-M)(NI)
Things oj
Easy Aces Snow Crop. Nature
Mohawk
Boberta
Beynolds
F News
(E-M) F. Emerson
L
L
Quinlan
General Mills
Stop &theP. Mu:
Admiral
Lo
Lone Banger*
L (E-M)
F (E-M)Company
Co-op
Three Is
The Show
CBS-TV
LNews
(E)
Goes On
Vincent
Wendy
Lopez
Manhattan
Spotlight
L (E-M)
tiaiiantine
Barrie
Beynolds
Ale &It Beer
News
F
(E-M)
Believe
L
L or Not
Ronson
HI-V Corp.
Twenty
Questions
L (E-M)
Oldsmohile Godfrey &
Co-op
News
His Uke
M
We Take
Your Word
CBS-TV
Vincent
Manhattan
Hands
of Destiny
LSpotlight
(E-M)
L Lopez
(E-M)
L (E-M)
(NI)
Mohawk
Roberta
Reynolds
Miles
F News
(E-M)
L
Quiz
Kids
Quinlan
Paul Whiteman
Hollywood
Screen Test
L (E-M)
TV Teen Club
L (E-M)
Ken
Murray S
Floor Show
Anneuser-ou:
Beat the CIo
(alternate
wc<
Dinner
Dale
L (E-M)

L/F (E)
Captain
Video
American Forum of the Air
L

Life Begins
L At 80

LCarter
JackShow

• Lone
L
Kinescopic
necord
twork; K, Midwesl
,
Noninitrconnect
CBS Daytime
Monday-through-Friday, 4-4:30 p.m.,
He
Exchange,
p.m memakers
, Vanity Fair,
L (E),L (E-M); '

sored
on B
American
on remaindc
*• Super Circus, 5:30 to
portion sponsored on altemat Sund.i ■
by Peters
M & H Ltd.

ter Paul spor
I I p
12 00
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Mysteries of Chinatown
L (E-M)

|h Rules
r:-M)

r

F (M)Ftosa
Mamma

General Electric
Fred Waring Show
Co-op
Jamboree I
L (E-M)
Philco
Television Playhouse
L (E-M)

—

fTheatre
j-M)

1Mixes
Lipton's
imp
Scouts

Philip Morris
Candid Camera

iIbrgan
|-op Show
:-M)
TRubber Co.
[Firestone
L

Admiral
LightsL Out

General Foods
The Goldbergs Co-op
Wrestling
(From t.Sunnyside
rrc-ivn:-M)
n\mArena)
'obacco
Co.
American 1 eweeks^^
ke
Theatre
Lucky LStri(I

R. J. Reynolds
Ed Wynn
L (E) Show

Electric Auto-Lite
Suspense
Drug
Store ofTV Bands
Prod.
Cavalcade
L (E-M) (NI)
Armstrong Cork Co.
Procter & Gamble
Circle Theatre
Fireside Theater
L (E-M)
F
(Starts June 6)

f

'Man's
kiily
K

Answer
Yes Lor No

Congoleum-Nairn
Garroway
at Large
L (E-M)

^(alternat

\eets Critics
t-M)

Church
ofPeople's
Air
Young
Youth
thetheMarch
L on(E-M)
Arnold
Bakeries
Week in Review
F Emerson

TheF (E-M)
Ruggles'
B. F. Goodrich
Celebrity Time

Hocking
Anchor
LocalWhoSponsors
(Co-op)
Said That
L (E-M)
Open'
Hous<
L (E-M)
Tomo rrow's Champions
Co-op(to midnite)
Wrestling

P. Lorillard
Original Amateur
L Hour
Co-op
Wrestling
L (E-M)

A Couple
of Joes
L fE-M)
loni-lwin lime
(Alternate Weeks)
TBA
Stage 13
Stoppette
What'sCo-op
My Line
1)Consolidated Cigar Corp.
Tidewater Assoc. Oil
Plainclothesman
Famous Jury Trials
Broadway L to(E)Hollywood
L (E-M) (NI)
L (E) (NI)
Bristol-Myers
Kraft Foods Co. TV Theatre
Break the Bank
L
L (E-R

Packard Motors, Inc.
— Esquire
Roller Derby
BlindBootDatePolish
Holiday Hotel
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
Esso
H. H. Ayer
Winner TakeCo-6p
All
Ilka Chase
Alan Young Show
Boxing
Morey Amsterdam Show
(Dumont Telesets)
(From LSunnyside
L (E-M) (NI) Kay
(E) (NI) Arena)
u. t>. loiiaeco
Ford Dealer 3 of America
■
Martin Kane
Private Eye
1Cyser
L

lie Story
E-)M
leynolds
liast Crime

utf
e People
r
hoe Polish
i/hiteman
''11 Club
fe-M)
op
%
eKarns
1 )etective
.-M) (NI)

Libby, McNeill & Libby
Tin Pan Alley
Auction-Aire
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
Ford
Ford Motors
Theatre—
(alternate weeks)

AUDIENCE

COMPOSITION

HE Pulse, Inc. announces the
extension of its Radio and TelePulse services to include audience
composition data (age and sex of
listeners).

j
Records
|w Goes On

■
jP/ace
|L

Doubleday
Warren Hul

Westinghouse
Studio One

Trotting
from
Roosevelt Races
Raceway
L

Doubleday
Ren Grauer
Show
L (E-NI)

AULllU!'
Hocking

rJ,HE Chicago TelePulse already
includes these data ; other markets to be included month by ;
month until all are covered.

L (E-M)
Open
Hous

Blatz
RollerBrewing
Derby Co

Roller Derb

Trolling Races
L

Hocking
AucllUl
L (E-M)
Open
Hous

LoneGeneral
Banger Mills
(repeat)

^ ATA on socio-economic status,
type of dwelling unit and telephone ownership of audiences
have always been available on
special request.

Household Finance
Capitol Cloak Room
People's Platform Co-op
— AllllllUl
Amateur Boxing
-op
L (E-M)
Hocking
brough
Gillette
Bonny Varieties
Maid
— American Gig1, il Cig.
Versatile
liig
(alternates
i^neae-(F)
Fights
Fights
Greatest
Bonafide Mills
with Story
Emerson
Badio
L
L (E-M)
Open
Hous
The Clock) L
I. (L-M-NI)
toller
Derby
)
(E-M)
oLconclusion)
Trap
3-M)
The
stling
1
Cc
Drug
Store
TV
Prod.
Cavalcade of Stars
L (1
Wre
L (E-M) (NI)
(T
Trotting Races
(TBA)
L
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Set Radiation
(Continued from Telecasting p. 3)
ence areas within 100 miles of the
VOR station in one-half of the
cases.
Spokesmen for CAA last week said
that some 300 of the new VOR stations
are in operation in the 112-118 mc band.
More than 400 are eventually to form
a grid pattern across the nation and
by 1954 are to have completely replaced
the L.F four-directional range which
has been operating in the £00-400 kc
band
about and
"a other
generation"
and
subject for
to static
limitations.
Unlike the LF range which pilots can
fly new
by "ear"
in onlygives
fourdialdirections,
the
VOR range
readings
so
pilots
can
fly
accurately
in any direction they choose. by "eye"
The VOR stations will each contain
a distance measuring unit (DME),
operating in the 1000-mc area on radar
principles, by which pilots can obtain a
precise
"fix" on their
also.
Aural transmissions
will location
be conducted
on the VOR sideband so pliots will
have frequent weather reports and
other data.
CAA related a few scheduled
airlines are using VOR stations
officially on portions of several
routes. Many private flyers and
some non-scheduled lines are using
the new range extensively and
CAA has had numerous queries
on the interference problem from
this group. CAA said many believe
the VOR stations or their own
equipment causes the trouble.
Interference Now Localized
Mr. Rentzel, in his initial correspondence with Chairman Coy in
early April, stated the "serious
radio
interference
the CAA
and FCC problem"
staffs have which
been
discussing "involves a large percentage of the many FM entertainment broadcast receivers already in
the hands of the general public."
He said that although the problem
presently is geographically confined to certain areas, "the service
effect is international in scope since
the navigational aids involved are
the agreed world standard."
In reply, Chairman Coy assured
the CAA Administrator FCC "will
give its full and active cooperation
in this matter to the end that a
satisfactory conclusion may be
reached."
He said for interim relief "the
best solution lies in continuing the
coordinated work of the staff
whereby the data concerning the
stations and the ranges now in
operation, new installations which
are scheduled, and other factors
bearing upon the known details of
the problem may be available for
use in order to determine what immediate action may be necessary"
prior to completion of the extensive overall FCC-industry proceeding on the problems of interference
. arising from operation of incidental radiation devices.
The long term solution to the
VOR interference problem hinges
on outcome of this overall proceeding, Chairman Coy indicated. He
noted preliminary reports already
had been completed by two industry groups, Committee C-63.1 of
the American Standards Assn. and
Committee R-15 of RMA. The
steering committee is headed by
E. W. nical
Allen,
chiefDivision.
of FCC'sFurther
TechInformation
meeting of this group is set June 6.
"Nearly all manufacturers of radio receivers have expressed a
Page 59
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Drawn for Telecasting by John Zeigler
"By the way, Dear, when is your
mother going home."
willingness to cooperate with these
committees and the Commission in
solving these troublesome interferwrote. ence problems," Chairman Coy
In a subsequent letter, however,
Mr. Rentzel indicated he hoped
"positive action can be taken" in
the VOR interference problem "in
the immediate future. . . . The urgency ... is so great that I do not
believe it should await the long
range overall study of incidental
radiation devices in which CAA
has been actively participating for
over
a year." receiver radiation
Television

consequences should a plane happen to be riding the ILS at the
time.
FCC engineers further explained
last week that should TV set
makers begin using the newly proposed intermediate frequencies in
the 41 to 45 mc area, additional
possibility of ILS localizer interference would occur from sets
tuned to Channels 2 (54-60 mc)
and 3 (60-66 mc).
Some cases of interference to ILS
operation in the past have been recorded involving second harmonic
radiation by TV broadcast transmitters, but in each case this problem was adjusted promptly by the
broadcaster as soon as it was discovered, both CAA and FCC officials stated last week.
CAA admitted part of the trouble also was caused by the use of
poorly-shielded war surplus equipment on some planes, which also
has been replaced generally.
CAA officials said no interference from broadcast sources has
even been known to occur to the
75-mc fan marker navigational
aids, sandwiched between TV
Channels 4 (66-72 mc) and 5
(78-82 mc).

FILM

SYNDICATE

Newspaper TV Outlets Plan
MANAGERS and other top executives from 38 newspaper owned and
operated television stations are
scheduled to meet in Hollywood
June 12-13 to lay final working
"theoretically" could cause inter- plans for a proposed television
ference to one portion of the film program syndication setup.
Called by Norman Chandler,
CAA's instrument landing system
(ILS) used by all scheduled air- president of KTTV Inc., the meetlines and some non-scheduled lines
ing will be held at KTTV (TV) Los
at 90 of the country's major air- Angeles headquarters.
ports, CAA experts explained.
Invited to the Hollywood meeting are :
Charles Thieriot, KRON-TV San FranILS equipment consists of two
cisci; K. H. Berkeley, WMAL-TV
transmitters. One is the glide-path
Washington;
J. Gorman
Walsh,B.WDALTV Wilmington,
Del.; George
Storer
transmitter which sends a horiJr., WAGA-TV Atlanta; Frank P,
zontal signal in the 330-mc band
Schreiber, WGN-TV Chicago; Victor J.
fanning out from the end of the Sholis, WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.;
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
runway at about a three-degree
Orleans; E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV Baltiangle for some 10 miles. The
more; Richard E. Jones, WJBK-TV and
Harry Bannister, WWJ-TV, both Deother, called the "localizer," emits
troit;
F. Van Konynenburg, WTCN-TV
a vertical signal in the 108-112
Dean Fitzer, WDAF-TV
mc band which intersects the glide- Minneapolis;
Kansas City, Mo.; George M. Burbach,
path beam to give the pilot the KSD-TV St. Louis; George S. Johnson, KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. Mex.;
way. course for hitting the runexact
C. Robert
Thompson,
WBEN-TV
Buffalo; J. Bennett
Larson,
WPIX (TV)
ILS Problems Cited
New York; Harry C. Wilder, WSYR-TV
and Paul Adanti, WHEN-TV, both
The ILS localizer could be inter- Syracuse.
fered with by radiation from a
Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C; M. C. Watters, WCPO-TV
TV set tuned to Channel 6 (82-88
Cincinnati;
Edward
H. Bronson,
TV and John
Rossiter,
WTVN WBNS(TV),
mc),
it
was
explained,
if
the
set's
intermediate frequency were in the both Columbus, Ohio; James C. Hanrahan,
WEWS
(TV)
Cleveland;
Robert
H.
generally used 21-27 mc area and
Moody, WHIO-TV Dayton; J. Leonard
it was close enough to the airport.
Reinsch. WSB-TV Atlanta; E. Y. FlaniCAA experts believe there is not
gan, WSPD-TV Toledo; P. A. Sugg,
WKY-TV
Oklahoma City; Herbert S.
too great an opportunity for such
Stewart
WIC(TV) Erie, Pa.; Alvin A.
interference to occur since the ILS
Shrott, WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.; Haroperation is close range and high
old E. Miller, WGAL-TV Lancaster,
intensity. Normal pickup point is Pa.; Donald Thornburgh, president, and
Charles
Vanda, director of television,
about six miles from the runway.
WCAU-TV Philadelphia; H. W. Slavick,
It was pointed out, however,
WMCT (TV) Memphis; C. W. Lembert,
KRLD-TV Dallas; George Cranston,
that the ILS localizer is a very
WBAP-TV Fort Worth; Campbell
primary part of the landing operaArnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.;
tion and the vertical signal is Marshall
L. Rosene, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; Walter J. Damm,
highly critical. In view of this
some observers have indicated that WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; Theodore C.
Streibert, WOR-TV New York, and
even one isolated case of interHarrison Dunham, general manager
KTTV.
ference might lead to disastrous
June 5, 1950

TELEVISION
ENGINEERING
ScottAllen
Helt
Research ByDivision
B. DuMont
Laboratories
Instructor,
Columbia —University
700 pages, 6x9, 385 illus., $7.50
Here, just off the press, is the first
book since the war which covers the
entire field of Television from the
viewpoint of a practical engineer actually employed in the field. Written
by one of the industry's pioneers, it
provides a sound knowledge of both
theory and actual working practice,
particularly as related to Television
manufacturing and broadcasting.
AN UP -TO -THE MINUTE GUIDE
Starting with the fundamentals of
video transmission, PRACTICAL
TELEVISION ENGINEERING progresses logically and understandably
through every phase of its subject.
Far from being a rehash of old and
often outmoded material, it brings
you up-to-the-minute details of the
latest developments, trends, problems,
data and engineering know how.
COMPLETE - MODERN - AUTHENTIC
Complete coverage of the following
subjects makes PRACTICAL TELEVISION ENGINEERING invaluable for all who are associated in any
way with TV research, development,
sales engineering, broadcasting, study
or instruction:
Fundamentals of Picture Transmission
Cathode-Ray Tubes
Cathode-Ray Oscillographs
Electron Tubes for Image Pickup
Synchronizing Generators — Timing,
Shaping and Deflection Circuits
The Video Amplifier and Cathode Follower
Voltage-regulated Power Supplies
Television Receivers
Television Camera Chains
Television Transmitters
Television Broadcasting Techniques
Glossary of Terms
Use coupon today! Read this book for 10
days AT OUR RISK.
10 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

w
Dept. B-60, Murray Hill Books, Inc.
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. I
Enclosed find $7.50 ($8.00 outside I
U.S.A.)ENGINEERING;
for Hell's PRACTICAL
TELEVISION
or send C.O.D.
and Ij
I will pay postman this amount plus I
postage. In either event, if book is not I
what I want, I may return it within 10 ,
purchase
days and price.
you GUARANTEE to refund the '
privilege.)
(Cash only .outside U.S.A., same return j
Name
J
Address
I
City, Zone, State
J
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Video
Teieitetui

ALTHOUGH television is credited
with being superior to either radio
or newspapers for presenting news,
a majority of TV stations do not
have a single staff member devoted
exclusively to video news production and the majority of news programs are unsponsored.
These facts are brought out in a
report just released covering "News
on Television" by Ralph A. Renick,
news editor of WTVJ (TV) Miami.
The report was supervised by Sydney W. Head, chairman, Radio and
Television Dept., U. of Miami, and
was carried out under terms of a
fellowship of the Kaltenborn Foundation.
Information is based on replies
from 71 of the 98 television stations operating on Jan. 9, 1950.
At 75% of the stations replying
to the survey, not one staff member
was devoted exclusively to television news production. In most
cases this job was done by AM
news personnel or TV announcers.
The high cost of production was
i-eported by Mr. Renick as "the one
problem the newsmen believe must
be lowered before TV news can
seriously compete with radio news
or newspapers."
The slowness with which motion
pictures of news events are delivered to non-interconnected stations and to stations doing their
own newsreel makeup was cited as
the second most important condition the stations believe must be
corrected before TV news can come

• TELECASTING

Reviewed

(Report 114)

into its own.
Other aspects that need immediate improvement, according to station operators, are more complete
coverage of events by film, more
visual material for use in studio
shows and capable newscasters who
can effectively present news and
sustain viewer interest.
"There is no solution to these
problems which has the newsmen's
unanimous approval," Mr. Renick's
report points out, since problems
differ at each station. "Network
interconnected outlets can depend
to an extent upon the network
news shows to present national
and international news and can
concentrate their own efforts i n
airing local news. Non-interconnected stations have the double
duty of providing not only local
material but national and international news as well. The local coverage problem is emphasized by
this survey. Seventy-four percent
of the stations reported that local
coverage was the type most lacking
in their news programs. Only the
largest interconnected stations reported national or international
news as being the type most lackProgram Types Analyzed
No single format for news presing."
entation received unanimous approval of the stations covered. Following brief outlines of several
types of news shows now being presented on various stations, Mr. Renick reported: "The experiences cited

by the majority of the stations indicate that if an outlet has a topnotch personality adjusted to the
visual medium who can give news
in a pleasant ad lib style, the program will be acceptable to the
viewers. The news report can be
supplemented with maps, still
photos and other visual devices. It
is frequently emphasized that one
personality must be associated with
a news show rather than a series of
staff announcers who read the news
before the camera as one of their
many Motion
duties." Pictures Used
Motion pictures were reported as
the chief source of pictorialization
used by stations. In the main these
were supplied by syndicated picture
services although some stations reported using their own cameramen
and the work of freelance operators.
The chief source of still photos
was reported to be affiliated newspapers and station cameramen.
The high cost of motion picture
developing equipment has kept 95%
of the stations covered from doing
their own work. Facilities for processing still pictures were reported
by 20% of the stations.
Since wire services can not provide adequate local news coverage,
47% of the stations covered have
their own local reporters and 40%
used reporters from affiliated newspapers to gather local news.
For a television news show to be
profitable to a station, Mr. Renick
reports that the high cost of pro-

City
Weekly Television Summary — June 5, 1950 telecasting survey
Number Sets
Number Sets
City
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Los Angeles
KLAC-TV, KNBH, KTLA, KTSL, KFI-TV
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
3,100
530,645
10,366 Louisville
Ames
WOI-TV
KTTV,
KECA-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Atlanta
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
32,115
37,500
WMCT
165,843 Memphis
Baltimore
WTVJ
38,528
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
27,400
Miami
13,000 Milwaukee
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
200
109,547
14,700 Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
87,700
WTTV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Bloomington
Nashville
6,000
Boston
367,631
77,500
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
New Haven
Buffalo
93,288
WBEN-TV
WNHC-TV
14,568 New Orleans
WBTV
Charlotte
WDSU-TV
26,276
New
York
493,938
Chicago
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBO
1,310,000
120,000
WOR-TV, WPIX
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
WATV
Incl.
in
Cleveland
223,236
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Newark
N. Y. estimate
Norfolk
66,400 Oklahoma
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
15,374
City WTAR-TV
Dallas,
WKY-TV KMTV
27,457
23,768
WOW-TV,
Ft. Worth
52,500 Omaha
KRLD-TV, WBAP-TV, WFAA-TV
491 ,000
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
WOC-TV
Davenport
10,428 Philadelphia
Quad Cities Includes Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
Pittsburgh
WDTV
105,000
62,100
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Dayton
7,000
887
247,000 Portland, Ore.
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Providence
WICU
Erie
WJAR-TV
56,511
35,150
WTVR
Richmond
Ft. Worth29,073
52,500 Rochester
WBAP-TV, WFAA-TV, KRLD-TV
Dallas
15,700
WLAV-TV
30,000 Salt Lake City WHAM-TV
Grand Rapids
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
39,357
WFMY-TV
Greensboro
11,475 San
KEYL, WOAI-TV
San Antonio
Diego
21,900
Houston
KLEE-TV
17,255
39,300
KFMB-TV
San Francisco
Huntington55,000
KGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
WRGB
WSAZ-TV
Charleston
12,296 Schenectady78,000
Albany-Troy
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
47,500
10,000 Seattle
Jacksonville
KING-TV
WMBR-TV
29,000
128.000
21,300 St. Louis
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
KSD-TV
44,878
KalamazooWHEN,
WSYR-TV
23,876 Toledo
Syracuse
Battle Creek
WSPD-TV
40,000
KOTV
Tulsa
WKTV
25,700
WKZO-TV**
15,000
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
34,267 Utica-Rome
44,804
Washington
WGAL-TV
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WOIC,
WTTG
Lancaster*
128,100
Wilmington
Lansing
WJIM-TV
WDEL-TV
34,742
Total Markets 12,000
on Air 62
Stations
on Air 105
Sets in Use 5,992,179
* Lancaster and contiguous areas.
** New station in this report.
om dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
Editor's
Note: Source Since
of setmany
estimates
are basedmonthly,
en data some
available
and manufacturers.
are compiled
may frre main unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
Page 14

Newscasts

June 5, 1950

duction must be absorbed by the
sponsor along with the cost of station time. "Forty-eight percent of
the stations reported that they were
not showing a profit on their news
productions. Sixteen percent were
breaking even and only 36% were
showing
a profit."
Automobile
dealers were found
to be the leading sponsors of TV
news programs throughout the
country, based on an analysis of 81
shows. Next in order were appliance dealers, banks and beer
companies.
"The majority of news programs,
however, were unsponsored," according to the report, "and the majority of stations felt news programs were not as salable as other
types of locally produced proDespite the feeling that a news
narrator before the camera was too
much like AM radio in character
for use on TV, 89% of the stations
covered
grams." reported they use that
format. "Over half of the stations reported use of motion pictures, interviews, still photos and a
multiscope or similar device to present the news. Fifty percent of the
narrators read the news from copy
in hand. Next in popularity were
reliance on memory and occasionally glancing at copy (44%); and
the mounting of copy near the
camera (24%). Only 18% reported
having newsmen who ad lib the entireBasic
show. . Formats
. ."
Covered
Information on six basic types of
television news programs was presented, including a brief format and
information on its effectiveness,
cost and commercial value.
In summing up the report, Mr.
Renick said: "Television is able
to present news stories in a fashion
superior to either radio or newspaper. .. . Undoubtedly production
costs will be brought down, film
coverage of events will be transmitted almost instantaneously to
all' sections of the country and successful new formats will be devised.
Those developments are for the
future. Today TV stations need to
take stock of their own news operations. The viewer wants to know
what is going on in the world, the
nation and the community. The
station must provide that infor* * *
TV Improves Family Life,
mation."
Baltimore
Survey Shows
ALTHOUGH children may be going to bed a little later, television
tends to strengthen the family
circle, according
leased last week to bya survey
Joseph reT.
Barlow, principal of the Essex elementary school, Baltimore. Of 302
(Continued on Telecasting p. 16)
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Television

• Come in, Mr. National Advertiser, the selling's fine in
Dayton and the Miami Valley when you use WHIO-TV.
Here's all the proof you need!
69 Local advertisers use WHIO-TV each week. We're
televising 166 spot announcements and 32 programs for
them each week.
WHIO-TV's local production staff is producing those 32
local programs . . . shows that are making sales and bringing in new customers for their sponsors.

News,

Sports,

ABC,

DuMont

FIRST

Station

id1
These local programs run the gamut from musical and

variety shows to sports, quiz, news, women's programs
and kiddies' shows.
WHIO-TV delivers the biggest TV audience in this area
to you. All ratings show this. And with over 65,000 sets
in the area, it's a big market for you. Viewers prefer
WHIO-TV's local shows and top CBS, ABC and DuMont
programs. Consistent merchandising promotion on the
local level is a plus factor in your favor.

13
CBS,

Best

*cliannel

Shows
Amjr
m w

-am
-f m

PS.

Represented nationally
by The Katz Agency, Inc.

DAYTON,

AFFILIATED
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COMMONWEALTH
Currently Serving the
Nation's Leading TV Stations "
Offers the Following
TV

FILM

PACKAGES

r
•
MAJOR
£}S
Y
N
A
P
COM
CO
S
E PROGRAM
FEV*ATUR
with such storsos
Barbara
Paulette
DDARD
STANWYCK
GO
Jimmy
Robert
YOUNG
STEWART
Jimmy
Merle
OBERON
DURANTE
Melvyn
Claudetts
COLBERT
DOUGLAS
Jack
Raymond
BENNY
MASSEY

1
<5 V
THE

WESTERNS
/ featuring

RANGE

KERMIT
^ SMITH

BUSTERS

MAYNARD
BALLEW

' H°PPY"Boyd .

MUSICAL
VARIETIES
l2'/2min each • featuring
DAM a
MORE
ERY"
AMST

aft

ra?

For further informotion and complete
list, write to
lommonujERLTH
723 Seventh Avenue, New Yo r k 1 9; N . Y.
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Telestatus
(Continued from Telecasting p. 1U)
families who answered a query on
the effect of television on children's
eyes, 291 said they felt TV had no
effect.
Mr. Barlow also reported that
children in television homes are
better behaved — because they might
miss their favorite shows if bad —
there is a sharp drop in movie going and also a reduction in the
demand for baby sitters; housework is finished earlier to free the
evening for TV viewing, and the
TV set saved money that would be
spent for outside entertainment.
The possibility of television being
used to supplement school work
was foreseen by an "overwhelming
majority" of the families which
expressed an opinion on the subject, the report pointed out.
New

Rate Card

For WBTV

(TV) Charlotte

RATE CARD No. 3, effective July
1, was announced last week by
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.
The new one-time rate for a
Class A hour (Mon.-Fri., 6-11 p.m.,
Sat. and Sun., 12 noon-11 p.m.) becomes $225. Five minutes of Class
A time on a one-time basis will be
$67.50. Announcements (slide or
film only) of one minute or less in
Class A time start at $45.
Class B time (all other periods)
is set at $135 for an hour on a
one-time basis. For five minutes
the charge will be $40.50. Onetime announcements in Class B
time become $27.
The station is owned by Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. and
is represented nationally by Radio
Sales, Radio & TV Representative,
CBS.
'Star Theatre' Tops
April Nielsen Ratings
TOP television program in April
was Texaco Star Theatre, according to the latest National Nielsen
Ratings covering the weeks of
April 1-7 and 15-21. The top 10
programs in size of audience delivered and program popularity as
reported by Nielsen follow:
AUDIENCE DELIVERED
Number TV Homes Reached In Total U. S.
Homes
(000)
Program
Rank
1 Texaco Star Theatre
2
Godfrey & Friends
3 Toast
2,683
of the Town
3,521
4 Godfrey's
2,266
Scouts
5 Philco TV Talent
Playhouse
2,177
6 Stop the Music (Admiral)
2,092
7
Lone Ranger
1,912
8 M. Kane-Private Eye
1,836
9 Stop the Music (Lorillard)
1,810
The Goldbergs
10
1,801
1,714
PROGRAM POPULARITY
% TV Homes Reached In Program Cities
Homes
Rank Program
(%)
1 Texaco Star Theatre
77.7
70.6
2
TalentRevue
Scouts
57.6
3 Godfrey's
Star Spangled
57.4
4 Godfrey & Friends
55.1
51.6
5 Toast of the Town
48.6
6 Stop the Music (Admiral)
45.1
7
Stop the Cavalcade
Music (Lorillard)
8 Gillette
9 Lone Ranger
44.8
10 Philco TV Playhouse
* Average Audience Basis. .
44.5
June 5,

Videodex TV Ratings
Released for May
VIDEODEX network television
ratings released last week showed
Texaco Star Theatre to be the leading program for May in the 17
cities covered.
MB
1.
Program
Texaco Star Theatre
Talent Scouts
Godfreyof &the Friends
Toast
Town
Stop
Music
Firesidethe Theatre
6. Kraft
TV Theatre
One
10.8.9. Studio
Philco TV Playhouse
11. Martin
Kane
Lights Out
4.
5.
2.
7.3.

MUSIC
Made
PENDING

Of0
65.3
47.8
53.5OI
44.6
38.9
39.5
38.8
37.8
36.5
36.0
36.0

Zb
16
17
2,769.9 16
11
17
1,822.9 16
1,846.6
2,030.7
1,495.4 14
1,404.1
1,611.0 17
1,605.8 17
1,549.1
1,526.1 13
1,279.6
17
il

PACTS
Pending Agreement

TBA to Expand
(Continued from Telecasting p. 5)
resentatives of advertising agencj
and advertiser organizations.
7. Curbing the practice of commercializing television awards.
8. A pledge of assistance by the
association to various groups in their
efforts to standardize advertising
practices with respect to the repair
and maintenance of television receivers.
9. Assistance by the association to
the Radio Mfrs. Assn., Institute of
Radio Engineers, Society of Motion
Picture & Television Engineers,
American Standards Assn., and representatives ofother industry organizations toward standardization of equipment to provide maximum flexibility
for the broadcaster in his choice of
equipment, reduced operating costs
and increased efficiency.
10. Continuation and progressive
enlargement of the services rendered
by TBA to its membership, advertising agencies, advertisers and governmental bodies through the dissemination of accurate information and
statistical data on the growth and
expansion of Television broadcasting.
TBA directors who unanimously
adopted the 10-point platform and
pledged their efforts to its accomplishment include, in addition
to Mssrs. Storer, Russell and
Poppele: Allen B. DuMont,
head of
_c
the DuMont TV Network;
Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS vice president; Richard A. Borel, head of
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio; Joseph
A. MacDonald, ABC vice president
and general attorney; Ernest B.
Loveman, vice president, Philco
Broadcasting Corp.; Paul Raibourn, vision
president,
Productions.Paramount TeleTBA also announced that an
eight-page brochure, pointing up
the achievements of the organization during its six-year history,
will be mailed this week to all TV
stations. One section of the booklet
will list chronologically a year-byyear, month-by-month account of
TBA's efforts to promote the
growth of television during this
period, which encompasses the
transition of television from a
laboratory curiosity to a fullfledged national industry.

completion of an industry-wide arrangement for the
employment of union musicians in
the production of filmed programs
for TV use, a few picture producers
have made individual deals with
the American Federation of Musicians. Gene Autry, cowboy star
of radio and the movies, is reported
to have made one of the musical
picture deals, presumably for use
on CBS, which carries all of Mr.
Autry's radio shows. Another contract for TV films was made by
Snader Telescriptions Corp., West
Coast producer.
AFM spokemen have declined to
discuss these contracts but they are
understood to call for scale of $39.90
for a three-hour session per musician, leader getting the customary
double fee. This rate of pay is
comparable to the scale paid to
musicians for work on phonograph records.
The TV film arrangement also
calls for the payment of royalties
into the union's unemployment
fund. For 15-minute and half -hour
video film programs the royalty is
set at 5% of the evening time
charges of each station telecasting
NAVY Certificate of Award for "outthe films. For a series of 3%
standing service rendered to the Navy"
minute musical shorts, the royalty
more.
has been given to WAAM (TV) Baltirate is 5% of the gross income of
the film.
The terms set by the union for
allowing its members to make films
RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
for use of television also are said to
Efficient Personnel
include the stipulation that there
shall be no dubbing of music from
Our Graduates are
other films or records, all music
Checked for Ability and Enthusiasm
used in these films being recorded
Appearance
Personality
by live musicians employed in the
Trained
bv . andandShowmanship
Integrity
making of these pictures.
Network
Trained
to . . Professionals
The general terms of these agreements are understood not to be
Do more than one job well
Understand your operational
acceptable to the industry comTrained with . . .
mittee headed by Ernest de la Ossa,
problemsTV and Radio
Complete
NBC personnel director, which inCommercial
Equipment
cludes both TV broadcasters and
Trained under .
Actual
Broadcast
Conditions
film producers as members. This
For Promof Free Service
group has drafted its own set of
Call, Write, Division
or Wire
conditions covering the employPersonnel
ment of AFM members on films
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
for TV use and will attempt to get
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • Plaza 7-321?
together with an AFM committee
as soon as possible.
1950
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THANK

YOU

PROFESSOR

!!

THE NOW
FAMOUS WOODBURY
COLLEGE IMPARTIAL SURVEY
SHOWS THAT WHEN
ASKED...
WHICH

YOU

STATION

DO

MOST?"

USE

KLAC-TV
WAS

MORE

STATIONS

POPULAR
IN

THE

THAN
LOS

FIVE

OTHER

ANGELES

AREA

BASED ON A SURVEY OF 3000 TV SET OWNERS
IN THE 16 ECONOMIC DISTRICTS OF LOS ANGELES
*ASK

YOUR

THANK

KATZ

AGENCY

FOR

COPIES

OF THIS

SURVEY

YOU

MR.

SPONSOR!!

IN

MONTH

THE

REPRESENTATIVE

OF

APRIL

KLAC-TV
HAD

IN

EXCESS

OF

1850

ADVERTISING

\
/A UNIT OF ADVERTISING IS A SPOT—
kl I T C
I I INI
U
I >. . .. [A PARTICIPATION OR A SPONSORED PROGRAM]

LOOK

FOR

THE

THAT'S

SPONSORS...

WHERE

THE

KLAC-TV
Hollywood,
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LUCKY

California

* REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

LISTENERS

1

CHANNEL
BY

KATZ
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Petrilio
TV

WTTS
now 5000 WaTTS, and easily
the leading station in the
central and southern Indiana
area. A regional station, WTTS
is located in the heart of
the world-famous limestone
industry. For complete
information, call or write:
Bob Lemon, Sales Manager,
WTTS-WTTV, Bloomington,
I ndiana.
WTTV
is a "home-built" station,
but don't— for heaven's
sake— get the idea it's
amateurish! It's far from it.
People in the industry just
can't understand how a town
the size of Bloomington
supports
TV. We'd
tell
you more
about like
it. to
Write, wire or call our
National Reps., Barnard and
Thompson, New York.
WTTS

WTTV

THE SARKES TARZIAN STATIONS
Bloomington, Indiana

D
2N

in the Midwest

in the Nation
h
t
6
...the WLW-TV
market deserves
place in your plans
t

1s

With 248,500 sets (as of
May 1, 1950) the three
station coverage area of
WLW-Television looms large
in any appraisal of markets.
And the economy of reaching this market via the
WLW-Television network is
another factor favoring its
high priority in your selling
plans.
WLW-T
CHANNEL 4
CINCINNATI

Page 18

WLW-D
CHANNEL 5
DAYTON

WLW-C
CHANNEL 3
COLUMBUS
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ONLY

JOB

TELEVISION offers the "only
hope" for rinding jobs for union
musicians to make up for the loss
in their employment at radio stations since the passage of the TaftHartley and Lea acts, James C.
Petrillo, president of the American
Federation of Musicians, states in
his annual report to the AFM
membership. Report will be presented officially today (Monday)
to the delegates attending the
AFM's 53rd annual convention,
June 5-9, in Houston.
"However," the AFM president
continues, "There's a big question
as to what television is going to
mean to the musicians. I again am
speaking to you frankly and can
give you no encouragement for any
employment of musicians in television in the very near future. I
cannot give you that assurance
because I would only be guessing
and this is too serious a matter
in which to be guessing.
"I have dealt with many complex matters since I have been a
labor leader but the television situation is the most complex that I
have yet had to deal with. No one
knows what it is going to do to the
musicians, or for the musicians.
For a period of two years I have
been talking to the different employers on the question of making
film for television. I am satisfied
that eventually all television programs will be made on film just as
moving pictures are made today.
Wide Disagreement Cited
"The disagreement among the
employers themselves as to what
television is going to do is unbelievable. They have so many different ideas and predictions that
most of them contradict each other,
and after listening to them for a
couple of years, I find myself a
little confused as to who has the
right ideas and predictions. I do
not believe they were all telling
me the truth. But when you really
pin them all down, the answer is
the same — they just don't know.
"However, we do know one
thing, and that is that television is
here to stay."
Radio is not the "only field in
which musicians have suffered employment losses," Mr. Petrillo
points out. Noting that the drop off
in business at cafes, taverns, ballrooms, theatres and other places of
amusement has forced many bands
to disband and that "conditions in
the motion picture industry in
Hollywood are so bad that most of
the independent producers have
gone out of business," he declares:
"There is no tertainment
question
thatnot
the been
enbusiness has
as bad in the United States and
Canada since the depression of
"I am satisfied that more people
are
staying home today because of
1929."
television," Mr. Petrillo states. He
adds that the 20% amusement tax
also has "damaged our business to
a great
extent." report includes a
Mr. Petrillo's

Tells

AFM

HOPE

summary of a survey of the employment of musicians by broadcasting stations in the U. S. and
Canada during 1948 which showed:
Grand total of all radio broadcasting employment in the U. S.
and Canada.
Staff employment in the U. S.:
$13,416,274.2S.
Staff employment in Canada: $803,661.75.
Network commercial employment in
the U. S.: $7,177,246.19.
Local commercial employment in
the U. S-: $98,079.72.
Local commercial employment in
Canada: $492,478.09.
Local commercial employment in
Hawaii: $1,305.00.
Total: $22,889,045.01.
"A more exact picture of commercial broadcasting employment
can be had," the report explains,
"if it is understood that the 4,803
musicians (employed on commercial programs on the four national
U. S. networks during 1948) conducted by at least 192 leaders,

sponsored by 323 agencies or companies, played for 16,982 broadEmployment of AFM members
in the production of transcriptions
is summarized as follows:
Electrical Transcriptions
casts." of units employed 7,588
Number
Total No. of man appearances (sidemen) 27,820
Total No. of man appearances (leaders) 4,967
Total No. of hours employment 9,581
Total earned by leaders
and men
$2,199,949.47
Royalties paid to Federa- tion $ 61,752.19
NOTE: These earnings are based on
flat union scale and do not include
royalty payments paid directly to
leaders.
Thetorsreport
the the
union's
shows thatof for
fiscal audiyear
ended April 30, 1950, the recording
and transcription fund received
$4,620.49 from recording and
transcription companies.
MOVIE-TV
FIRM
Trio Productions Formed

WEEKLY sports newsreel, Top
Views in Sports, produced by AllAmerican News Inc. for United
Artists-TV release, purchased by
Van Dyck Cigar Co. Company will
sponsor program over WENR-TV
Chicago. Agency: Federal Advertising, New York, Top Views is sold
commercially in 44 TV markets.
Reel is filmed each week in 18 key
cities. Narrated by All-American
Jimmy Evans, it is roundup of top
sports events and personalities in
news of the week world over.
Benjamin R. Parker, motion picture and television producer, has
joined staff of Television Features
Inc., New York, as producer-director. He has produced TV commercials for Dodge, Philip Morris
and others. . . . Nu-Art Films Inc.,
New York, announces its new location at 112-14 W. 48 St. Telephone,
JUdson 6-5480-1-2.
Telepix Corp., Hollywood, producing three one-minute TV film commercials for Towne Pride Toppings,
Los Angeles (sundae flavorings).
Agency: Mogge-Privett Inc., same
city. Firm also doing three film
spots for Lawry's, Los Angeles
(restaurant), for its french dressing and seasoned salt. Included are
two 20-second and one one-minute
films. Agency: California Adv., Los
Angeles. Telepix recently completed one one-minute and one 20second film commercial for Major
Punch (concentrated fruit drink)
through Glasser-Gailey Inc., Los
Angeles.
Howard F. Olds, formerly in
charge of motion picture production at BBDO, New York, has joined
Loucks & Norling Studios Inc.,
same city, as production supervisor
of television commercials for film
company.

June 5, 1950

RADIO and motion picture experience is being combined by the newly formed Trio Motion Picture
Productions Inc., with temporary
quarters at the Hal Roach Studios
in Hollywood, it was announced
last week. Firm plans to produce
dramatic TV shows on motion picture film using movie technique.
The new company has been
formed by Carl Wester, of Carl
Wester & Co., radio advertising
firm, Canoga Park, Calif., along
with Jack Hively, movie directorproducer, and Axel Gruenberg, radio and motion picture directorwriter. Mr. Wester has been in the
advertising business for the past
four years as head of Carl Wester
& Co. and during the last four
months was vice president and director of KPHO-TV Phoenix. He
sold his interest in the latter project when a merger of AM and TV
facilities took place.
Chamber

TV

Report

REPORT of the inter-relationship
between sports and television, compiled by a subcommittee of the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce
Television Committee, will be presented at the today
TV Committee's
lar meeting
(June 5) inreguthe
Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los
Angeles.
ONE
MINUTE
i
TV FILM
wi
Wabash, y^II
Chicago
I
1331 S. / J\ mm
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When it comes to commercial
results, WXYZ-TV's "Pat 'n' Johnny"
show has proved little short of amazing,
ringing up new records for dozens of
alert television advertisers. For
example, one sold $21,000
worth of merchandise after

] m

just eight announcements.
Another increased his sales
from 30,000 units weekly to 165,000 after two weeks on the show.
Yes, sir — "Pat 'n' Johnny" have not only opened the
eyes of the Detroit TV audience but their purses as

:Vv;, v

well. In the nation's fourth market, they've proved
that daytime TV can be profitable — and they can make

m
./A ri SI

I
r

it profitable for YOU.

daytime

television

in Detroit

can

profitable

be

for you

W Your best bet both
if ends of the alphabet

For participation rate
and details, consult
ABC SPOT SALES

CUwd7
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CONSULTING
RADIO
:

ENGINEERS
:

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1 407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A US-year background
Katahlithed 1Q2t!
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Mentclair, N. J.
MOntdair
3-3000
Laboratories
Great Notch, N. J.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1449 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL

P.

MAY

1422 F St., N. W.
Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
31 9 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-162"

KENNEDY & TURNER
Wes Turner
Frank M. Kennedy
"Registered Professional Engineers"
Specializing in Television
3701 Arbolada Road Phone OLympic 7039
LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF.

KEAR

& KENNEDY

GEORGE

C DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY A RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4730 W. Ruffner

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

WILLIM/Vl
Willi
AM

L.1 rwjj,
EACC inc.
|n,

Formerly Colton & Fess, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
Of. XRADIO
$itUr
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

^Jelecaituuf,

IRONTON

Actions

Pull Out for Filing
\OWNERSHIP CASES
FCC Sets Hearings for 3
ISSUES in license renewal hearing of WJVA South Bend, Ind.,
were reported by FCC last week as
involving the question whether
station ownership has been transferred without Commission approval. Hearing on renewal bid
was designated fortnight ago.
Extending the WJVA license on
a temporary basis until Sept. 1,
the Commission stated it wished to
determine who present stockholders are in St. Joseph Valley
Broadcasting Co., station licensee,
and when and from whom they
obtained their holdings. FCC also
indicated it wished to investigate
whether all details have been
properly reported to the Commission. WJVA is assigned 250 w
daytime only on 1580 kc.
Meanwhile, FCC also reported it
had designated for hearing the
applications of two stations seeking changes in facilities in order
to investigate their respective
ownership situations. These are
jWMMB Melbourne, Fla., and
WRIO Rio Piedras, P. R.
WMMB, licensed to Melbourne
[Broadcasting Corp., requests
change from 250 w daytime on
3050 kc to 250 w day, 100 w night
jbn 1270 kc. FCC set the application for hearing beginning Sept.
is and indicated it wished to determine if certain alleged stock
transfers were properly reported.
WRIO, licensed to The Master
Broadcasting Corp., seeks switch
from 1 kw day, 500 w night on
1140 kc to 1 kw fulltime on 1320
|kc. The bid is set for hearing
Oct. 26, FCC said, to obtain full
■information "as to a certain contract or agreement" between
WRIO and Rafael Quinones Vidal
dated in February and any other
[agreements which might exist.
FCC indicated it wished to deternine if control has been transferred with approval.

W
E B R
Buffalo, N. Y.

Used By More Radio Stations Than All
Other Professional Tape Recorders

MAY

the

FCC

26 to JUNE 1

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant. -antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
trans.-transmitter
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
May 29 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Walker
The Houston Post Co., Houston, Tex.
— Granted dismissal without prejudice
of application for TV construction
permit.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to June 22 to file exceptions
to initial decision issued in proceeding
upon application for assignment of CP
WACA Camden. S. C. and for license.
WSB Atlanta, Ga. — Dismissed as moot
petition for reconsideration of Commission's action
application.
WNCA Aiken,
S. granting
C.
WDZ missedBcstg.
Co.,
Decatur,
Disas moot petition filed III.—
on Sept.
14, 1949, for waiver of Section 3.25(d)
of Commission's Rules and Regulations
to permitcation foracceptance
and filing of appliunl. 1050 kc.
North Alabama Bcstg. Co., Guntersville, Ala. and Attalla Bcstg. Co., Attalla, Ala. — Granted petition filed by
D. T. Kinney for dismissal without
prejudice of application. On Commission's own motion, application of Attalla Bcstg. Co. is removed from hearing Docket.
WJIG ofTullahoma,
dismissal
application. Tenn.— Granted
David
W.
Jeffries,
Ironton,
Ohio —of
Granted dismissal
without
prejudice
application.
Floral City Bcstg. Co., Monroe, Mich.
— Scheduled hearing for Aug. 7, in proceeding re application of Floral Bcstg.
Co. in Washington, D. C.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KMA Shenandoah,
— Granted
tinuance of hearing la.from
June 2con-to
July 19 in Washington, D. C. in proce ding re application of KNEB Scottsbluff. Neb.
WCTT Corbin, Ky. — Granted leave to
reopen record in Docket 9318 for sole
purpose of incorporating therein certain
exhibits,
and record is thereupon
closed.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
FCC General Counsel — Granted request that period for filing proposed
findings and brief in matter of A. D.
Ring cant& forCo.,
Washington,
D. C— applinew special
trial license
base and for
mobile
station indususing
equipment formerly licensed to applicant's
experimental
special
industrial
mobile station W10XED be extended
from June 1, to June 15.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Door County Radio Co., Sturgeon
Bay, Wis. — Denied continuance of hearing in proceeding re application and
that
AlvinforE. June
O'Konski,
Menominee,
Mich,of set
12 and
schedule
hearing at Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
May 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1430 kc
KCNI Broken Bow, Neb.— CP AM station to change from 1490 kc 1 kw unl.
to 1430 kc 1 kw D.
AM— 1230 kc
Allentown Bcstg. Corp., Allentown,
Pa. — CP new AM station 1230 kc 250 w
unl. AMENDED to make changes in
corporate structure.

Unit Construction permits portable or rack
mount operation. 3 separate heads to
monitor from the tape ! Prevents record
ing errors I New 3 head unit also available to convert present PT6 Magnecorder
WRITE
360 N. Michigan Ave
Chicago 1, III.
BROADCASTING

of

• Telecasting

License for CP
KVCI Chico, Calif.— License for CP to
cover changes in existing FM station.
WPTF-FM Raleigh, N. C— License to
cover CP new FM station.
Modification of CP
WGST-FM
Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1450 kc
WCLI
Corning,
N. Y.—
CP w AMD.
station to change from
1540Mod.
kc 250
to 1450 kc 250 w unl.
AM APPLICATION DISMISSED
Butler, Ala. — J. G. Stelzenmuller Jr.'
DISMISSED May 24 application for new
station on 740 kc 1 kw D.
TV APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WCPO-TVTURNEDCincinnati,
application for Ohio
mod. —CP REfor
extension of completion date. Unnecessary.
Lancaster, Pa. — Peoples Bcstg.
RETURNED application for new TV
station. Non-compliant with Rules. Co.
(Continued on page 75)
RMA COMMITTEE
Handles Wage Problem
RADIO MFRS. ASSN. named an
overall committee last Monday to
handle minimum wage negotiations with the Dept. of Labor.
First meeting will be held June 7.
Committee members are Robert
C. Sprague Jr., Sprague Electric
Co., chairman; Harold W. Butler,
Philco Corp.; Harry Housten,
Allen B. DuMont Labs.; Robert
D. Langdon or Frank E. Highton,
General Electric Co.; F. L. McClure, RCA Victor Division;
Hyman L. Mohel, Aerovox Corp.;
William J. Nolan, Sprague Electric Co.; James G. Parks, Erie Resistor Corp.; Ray L. Triplett,
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.;
L. E. Woods, Raytheon Mfg. Co.
SERVICE

Box 69 - Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200

FCC Questions Trafficking
COMPARATIVE hearing designated on the new station applications of Coston-Tompkins Broadcasting Co., David W. Jeffries, and
Glacus G. Merrill, all Ironton, Ohio,
heretofore confined to engineering
issues, was modified by FCC last
week to include a new issue relating
to a question of potential trafficking in frequencies.
The Commission, setting the proceeding for hearing begining Oct.
11, stated it wished to "determine
the purposes of the individual partners of Coston-Tompkins Broadcasting Co. in the prosecution of its
. . . application and to obtain full
information concerning the efforts
of one or both of the said partners
to dispose of his or their interest
in the said application." Partners
in the applicant are James Goodrich Coston and Julian Lanier
Tompkins.
Earlier in the year it had been
reported postcards were circulated,
bearing
which
stated itMr.
was Coston's
expectedname,
the permit
for Ironton would soon be issued
and it was offered on a first-come
first-serve basis for $1,750 [Broadcasting, March 20]. Coston-Tompkins seeks 100 w fulltime on 1230
kc. Mr. Jeffries seeks the same assignment while Mr. Merrill seeks
250 w fulltime on 1230 kc.
ABA

Headquarters

STATE headquarters office for the
Alabama Broadcasters Assn. was
established at the U. of Alabama
Thursday,tension
with
university'soffice
exdivisionthefurnishing
space,ties and
equipment
faciliservices toandtheother
broadcasting group. ABA will have the services of LeRoy Bannerman, scriptwriter for theservices,
university's
radioa
broadcasting
one day
week. Bert Bank, ABA president
and general manager of WTBC
Tuscaloosa, described the arrangement as "the greatest step radio in
Alabama has taken in many years,"
and said the office will work toward
development "of the most outstanding system of broadcasting of any

DIRECTORY
state."

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design • Acoustics

CASE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
*

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will beowners
seen by
readars—
station
and 15,500
managers,
chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for
AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.
June 5, 1950
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FAVORABLE reactions reportedly
received by KVRH Salida, Col.,
following broadcast from narrow
gauge train excursion to Monarch and
Villa Grove in Rocky Mountain area.
When members of Rocky Mountain
Railroad Club conducted tour, Frank
Allen, KVRH program director,
manned mobile unit to give on-thespot coverage and interviews with
participants, including travelers from
throughout U. S. and England. According to Mr. Allen and railroad officials, itwas first time radio broadcast had ever emanated from narrow
gauge train.
'Chimpantics'
SHOW with no rehearsal or script
problems given try on WENR-TV Chicago by Gail Compton of Louis G.
Cowan Inc., Chicago. Program, seen
June 3 at 4 p.m. was made up entirely
of "monkey business," with two chimpanzees set loose in room containing
mirrors, bananas, jack-in-the-boxes and
one lone cameraman. Show may become feature on WENR-TV, with different situations set up in room each
week.
Parade Coverage
SPOKANE'S lilac festival parade,
which drew over 150,000 people, was
occasion for live mobile coverage of
double-barreled nature by KHQ Spokane, which set up a FM transmitterand-wagon unit for under $100 by using surplus war materials. Station
originally had planned to enter float in
parade as promotion gimmick but decided on mobile unit as double-barreled
venture that paid off in both program
and promotion value. Announcers Bob
Swartz and Birney Blair gave human
interest touches and variety to broadcast by using roving microphone to
pick up sounds of bands, comments of
bandleaders, marchers, etc. For stunts

U

BNBK
SELL 1

LANG
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FEATURE PROGRAMS, ln<
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N: Y.
,\ctwork Calibre Programs at Coral Station Cost
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announcers dropped mike down tuba,
interviewed hidden man who drove
float and interviewed Indian chief.
KHQ had arranged with police department to roam through parade, while
marchers were briefed to split and
circle unit when approaching. Sixtyfive bands representing schools and
civic groups were in parade. Plans
were
arranged by KHQ President Dick
Dunning.
WNLK Public Message
EMPHASIZING plight of alcoholics
and effort to cure unfortunates,
WNLK Norwalk, Conn., instituted on
June 1 series of weekly broadcasts in
which members of Alcoholics Anonymous will tell their stories to public.
Broadcasts are under direction of Rev.
Carrie Wilbur Wood and are aired
Thursday, 9-9:30 p.m.
Side Show Series
WEEKLY variety show consisting of
clowns, jugglers, ballet, light opera
and slapstick comedy, and built around
sideshow theme, is being offered by
WOIC (TV) Washington as new series,
Wednesday, 7-7:30 p.m. Titled The
Little Top, program stars Brooke Johns
as barker and Tommy Johnson as
pianist. Mr. Johns is oldtime performer of vaudeville entertainment world
and
appeared
during
famousby
Ziegfeld
Follies.
Show'20'sis with
produced
James McMurry.
Shut-in's Day
NETWORKS and stations cooperating
with Shut-in's Day Assn., Philadelphia,
to annually publicize first Sunday of
June as National and International
Shut-in's Day. Yesterday (June 4)
was set aside for occasion to which
stations contributed time. Endorsement of program received from such
broadcasters as KMYR KPOF Denver,
KFKA KYOU Greeley, NBC and others
who were slated to air announcements
and news commemorating the day.
WWJ-TVfirst'First'
FOR reportedly
time on public
television, general audience was enabled to watch an operation when
WWJ-TV Detroit presented Operation
Hospital direct from Detroit's Harper
Hospital. Producer was Walter Koste
and writer-narrator Douglas Wright.
Script was checked by officials and gave
authentic view of operation from its
start until patient was wheeled out
of operating room. Documentary show
was WWJ-TV's contribution to Greater Detroit Hospital Fund drive.
On U. S. Policy
TACKLING question to which everybody would like answer — "Is War Inevitable?"— WMAL Washington starts
series of thrice-weekly programs headlining outstanding government and
political leaders. Program is heard
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at
9:45 p.m. Opinion on present U. S.
policies will be asked of notables by
Bryson Rash, White House correspondent of ABC and special events
director, WMAL. Sens. Estes Kefauver
(D-Tenn.), member of Senate Armed
Services Committee; Margaret Chase
Smith (R-Me.), American delegate
to UNESCO, and Leverett Saltonstall
(R-Mass.), another Armed Services
Committee member, were first week's
speakers.

Opera in Oklahoma
FIRST glance for many Oklahoma TV
viewers behind curtain of opera company was given by WKY-TV Oklahoma City. Station's cameras went
"behind-the-scenes" at production of
"Carmen" given by Metropolitan Opera Co. in Oklahoma City. Dan Williams, announcer for station, interviewed stage hands and others who
had part in production.
Package Shows
NEW-TYPE five-minute package programs being produced for stations by
Decker Advertising, Canton, Ohio.
Men of Merit, designed as public and
employe relations show for industry,
features story of honor employe of
sponsor's company, stressing worker's
loyalty and dependability and gains
company has made through free enterprise. Background made up of outstanding news and sports events.
Other show, Mercury Magic, is contest
on participants'
guess pet
of
9series
a.m.based
temperature,
plus their
"gripe." Contestants obtain entry
blanks from sponsor's store week prior
to broadcasts. Winner receives prize
of sponsor's product with grand prize
for best average for a month. Programs could be adapted for longer
broadcast.
Adelphi College Workshop
STUDENTS
Adelphi College's
mer radio andat television
workshopsum-in
New York to produce plays selected
from England, France, Germany and
Canada, as part of workshop's "International Radio Festival." Workshop,
called Center of Creative Arts, will be
held from July 5 to Aug. 15. Plays,
directed by Flora Rheta Schreiber,
radio, TV and theatre arts writer, will
be broadcast over national stations.
Also offered by Center is Television
Idea Development Seminar in which
best ideas for TV shows will be marketed by Charles Harrell, TV executive
producer. Family Life Series
SERIES of transcribed radio shows
dealing with family life started by
WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va., in cooperation with Commonwealth of Virginia
Dept. of Mental Hygiene and Hospitals
and local Jr. Chamber of Commerce.
Ten week series, prepared by National

Mental Health Foundation and nar
rated by Actor Eddie Albert, treat
problems in everyday family lif<;
Program heard Friday 6:45 p.m.
Merchandise Demonstration
MODERN methods of slashing ma
terials handling costs were shown pul
lie recently by Chuck Tranum on Mai>
hattan Spotlight show over DuMori
TV Network. Invited audience of sev
eral hundred industrial and financii
leaders formed live audience befor
which fleet of trucks demonstrate
lifting, carrying and stacking of ms
terials in warehouses by pushing but'
tons. Specific device pointed up oi
show was Automatic Transportation
Co.'s
secret transporter
before show '101'
went electric
on air. truck);Pro
gram was staged in Sunnyside Garden
New York.
Visit With the Bishop
NEW series, entitled A Visit Wit) i
Bishop
Wright,
inaugurated ove
WAAB
Worcester, Mass. Show i
aired Saturday, 7-7:15 p.m., and fea
tures John J. Wright, Bishop of Wor
cester, in informal conversation fron
study of his home. Series was origi
nated by Jack Morrissey, program director, and station claims it is firs
regularly scheduled radio series by anjif?
Catholic bishop in country.
Traffic Information
COOPERATION of police department;
of District of Columbia, Maryland an<
Virginia enables WWDC Washingtoi
to air essential traffic informatior
about conditions of highways leading
into District and surrounding areas
Weekend reports are given at 6:4.
p.m. on Friday and Sunday for sum
mer months. Time also has beei
cleared for airing of important bulle
tins which may come up between regu
larly scheduled shows. Programs art
supervised by Denis Sartain, news edi
tor, whose staff maintains continuou
communication with traffic bureau olIll
Washington and police departments
Loyalty Discussed
STUDY of loyalty investigations anc
their implications in this country is
subject of Clear and Present Danger
special documentary broadcast by ABC
tonight (Monday) for one hour on 277
stations. Produced by public affairs
department in New York, program wa:
written by Joel Sayre. ABC last week
mailed deckle-edged mat paper invita-r
tions to industry to hear show. One ;
fold leaflet featured line drawing oljlp
Statue of Liberty.
If
REPORT on his coverage of Battle,
of Iwo Jima on ABC's Gentlemen of
the Press show by Gene Rider, chief
engineer of WQAM Miami, has been
included in permanent file of Marine
Corps Archives.

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage ★ Member N-A'B
BROADCASTING
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VOICE' RECORDINGS
Import Duty Relief Seen
,LEGISLATION that -would exempt
State Dept. Voice of America recordings from duties imposed unider the 1930 Tariff Act has been
approved by the Senate Finance
Committee
for consideration by
jthe Senate. A companion bill is
pending before the House Ways &
|>Ieans Committee [Broadcasting,
IMay 15].
The Senate version (S 3545),
sponsored by Sen. Walter F.
George (D-Ga.), would effect such
'an exemption on the grounds that
jforeign-transcribed recordings are
'•'becoming increasingly valuable"
jas regular shortwave broadcasts.
Bill was introduced at the request of State Dept., while Treasury Dept., U. S. Tariff Commission
and the Budget Bureau voiced no
objections. The House bill (HR
8514), introduced by Robert L.
Doughton (D-N. C), chairman of
the House Ways & Means Commitjtee, is expected to be taken up
once the current tax revision
study is completed.

'LULU' AWARDS
Radio-TV Get Mentions
FOR the second consecutive year
"Lulu" awards for highest achievements of women in advertising were omitted for radio or
television categories. Awards were
presented by Los Angeles Advertising Women Inc. in cooperation
with Advertising Assn. of the West.
As was the case last year, no entries
in these categories succeeded in
fulfilling all necessary requirements of the judges for the highest
awards.
Three honorable mentions, however, were presented in these classifications: For radio program
series, to Shirley Thomas, vice
president of Commodore Productions, Hollywood; television commercials, Isabel Beasley of Wade
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THIS is the new studio of KBMN
Bozeman, Mont., which was scheduled to go on the air May 22.
Building design and engineering were
done by G. Norman Pennell, manager,
who said equipment was furnished by
Graybar and is mostly Western Electric throughout. Owned and operated
by Penn Engineering Co., KBMN operates with 250 w on 1230 kc.
Adv., Los Angeles; television program, Betty Mears, KTLA (TV)
Hollj'wood producer.

The News-

Feature of Week
(Continued from page 12)
War of Independence. Mr. Geyer.
had left Boston during the Revolution to return after the war and
sell his property. When the Hovey
building (department store purchased several years ago by Jordan
Marsh) was erected, the initials
were carved on a cap stone over one
of the doors as a Gardner memorial.
As the years passed, the sentiment surrounding the incident also
faded. It was for Messrs. Piper and
Buffum to revive its meaning and
to look for ways to preserve this
bit of New Englandiana. In their
I search, they found a lineal de: scendant — G. Peabody Gardner,
■ vice president and trustee of Gard3 ner Museum on Boston's Fenway.
The capstone was offered to the
museum keeper but is was learned
that the trusteeship prohibited
either an addition or subtraction.
They were referred then to the
keeper's cousins, Mr. and Mrs.
Francis Lowell Gardner of Concord, Mass., who are in the same
degree of relationship to SPG. The
Concord family accepted custodianship of the stone, linking past with
I present. The ceremony of transfer
was recorded at WEEI for broadcast May 21.
But the story was not over for
the station.
An early morning
Buffum fan, Richard Edwards, vice
president of Jordan Marsh and di- .
I rector of the store's advertising,
[had followed the search for the
' stone's home. He decided that the
\New England Almanac was the
proper radio program for a 10minute institutional type message
every day at 6:35 a.m.
WEEI believes that with the
signing of the "Jordan Marsh Ob| server," it has one of the earliest
scheduled institutional programs in
radio. And that's making modern
history.

-1

WNCA PETITION
FCC Asked to Dismiss Permit
WNCA Aiken, S. C, which was
denied authority for program tests
by FCC a fortnight ago, has petitioned the Commission to dismiss
its bid for a license and indicated
it is surrendering its construction
permit.
OwnerCo. is Aiken-Augusta
Broadcasting
The CP, issued in March 1949
for 1 kw daytime on 1300 kc, was
granted modification by the Commission }ast June to specify 740
kc FCC gave no reason for denying the program tests. The Commission, however, has designated
for hearing a protest by WSB
Atlanta on interference grounds
and WNCA has been made a
party. tinued
The
hearing
to June
12. has been con-
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There is no single volume so completely designed for the radio buyer.
The '50 Marketbook features the copyrighted "Spot Rate Finder," which
in minutes figures the entire cost of spot campaigns. It includes every
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LOCAL ANNOUNCER
Authors Explain Function
TRAINING THE LOCAL ANNOUNCER.
By S. B. Gould and S. A. Dimond.
New York: Longmans, Green & Co.
Inc. 201 pp. $2.50.
AUTHORED by two Boston U.
school of public relations teachers,
Training the Local Announcer
was written with the thought that
most persons entering the radio
field begin in the small, local station. In 12 chapters, rounded out
with excerpts from various radio
scripts showing style and everyday problems of the local anthe book lays
on
how the nouncer,
announcer
fits sti'ess
into the
daily operation of the station.
With emphasis on the practical
side of announcing, the authors
not only discuss announcers' duties
and techniques but also include
reference to dramatic narration,
special events, news, interviews,
various feature-type programs and
production. Appendices are made
up of a radio terms list and announcer's audition material.
New Tangier Outlet
POWERFUL new Voice of America radio station at Tangier, North
Africa, now under construction by
the Navy Bureau of Yards and
Docks, will be completed by Oct. 1,
the Defense Dept. revealed in a
statement prepared for release yesterday (Sunday). Its function
will be to receive programs broadcast on high frequency originating
in the U. S. and rebroadcast them
on high frequency to various areas
of Europe and the Near East.

The Happy Kitchen, one of the
Midwest's oldest and best liked
women's programs, is conducted
by Nancy Goode.
This 9:15
a. m. week-day
feature has
been on the air
for almost 15
years. The program is deftly
handled by
Nancy Goode,
homemaker,
Nancy Goode
mother and
active clubwoman. Her recipes,
food and household hints are of
great interest to KMBC-KFRM
listeners. Her April mail averaged
more than 250 letters a week!
Fleischmann's Yeast and K. C.
Power & Light are current sponsors, but additional participations
are now available!
Contact us, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for details!

of Kansas City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
Page 70
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Ptoduction

diy program
formerlLogan,
FRED HAHL,
rector of WLOG
W. Va.,
and before that with WTOL Toledo, Ohio, appointed production manager of WCKY Cincinnati.
DICK COVEY appointed program director of KRNT Des Moines, Iowa, succeeding CHARLES
MILLER, resigned.
Mr. Covey was Mr.
Miller's assistant
and head of continuity department
of station until
January 1950 when
he joined . KJFJ
Webster City, Iowa.
He had been with
KRNT for eight
years. Mr.
future
plansMiller's
have
not been announced.
CHARLES SPEARS joins announcing
staff of WMBG Richmond, Va. He
was formerly with WSPA and WORD
Spartenburg, S. C.
DEAN MILLER and CLIFF BAKER
join announcing staff of WCPO-AMTV Cincinnati. CHARLES STROTHER appointed to traffic department of
WCPO-TV.
ALLEN BOTZER, CBS Hollywood
announcer, named to replace Evelyn
Lifschultz as production supervisor
for network's Hollywood branch. Miss
Lifschultz left that post June 3 to
join Ward Wheelock, Los Angeles, as
office manager and assistant to Diana
Bourbon, head of agency radio department [Broadcasting, May 22].
JERRY FRANKS rejoins KECA-TV
Los Angeles as floor manager after
12 weeks' leave of absence as stage
manager for Los Angeles Police Show
and Union Oil show.
PAUL BERLIN, formerly with WHHM
Memphis, joins KNUZ Houston, Tex.,
with his disc show.
LINDA ZUTIA, WNJR Newark continuity writer, named copy and continuity chief of station.
RICHARD
GEORGE
PEDICINI of
CBS Hollywood editing department
transfers to Columbia Pacific Network
writing staff. He replaces HARRISON
NEGLEY, resigned to travel in Europe.
CHARLES CALVIN PHILIPS named
director at WGN-TV Chicago. SHELDON COOPER appointed floor manager.
BEN LUDLOW appointed to conduct
orchestra on Hit the Jackpot show on
CBS, sponsored by Lever Bros, as
Andy.
summer replacement for Amos 'n'
Mr. Covey

HANK SYLVERN
musical
director ofchosen
radio "outstanding
and TV for
1949-50" by Song Hits Magazine.
BILL MURPHY, formerly sports director and announcer at KFYR Bismarck, N. D., and after that with ABC
and WMIX Mt. Vernon, 111., and
WJPS Evansville, Ind., joins announcing staff of KXOK St. Louis. BOB
SHEA, with BBC and Armed Forces
Radio as intelligence officer with 15th
Air Force, joins KXOK as announcer.
He was also previously with WEW St.
Louis, WNOE New Orleans and
KWGD St. Louis.

WALTER

TYRELL added to announcing staff of WASH (FM) Washington. He was formerly with WINX
Washington, WTBO Cumberland, Md.,
WITH Baltimore and WEAM Washington.
THOMSON HOLTZ joins staff of
KFAB Omaha. He was with WOW
Omaha for seven years, and before
that was with KTSW Emporia, Kan.;
WREN then Lawrence, now Topeka;
KMBC and WDAF Kansas City.
ARTHUR C. STRINGER Jr., radio
student at Syracuse U., joins WCAV
Norfolk, Va., July 1 as summer relief
announcer. He returns to Syracuse
U. Oct. 1 for his last semester.
HOWIE LUND and WALT (Kousin)
KAY, both former staffers of WJW
Cleveland, form radio and television
combo with three-hour weekly show to
be aired Friday on WDOK Cleveland.
BETTY FELLERS rejoins continuity
staff at WIS Columbia, S. C. KAY
COLLINS, formerly with WKIX Columbia and WALB Albany, Ga., joins
WIS continuity staff.
GENE ARCHER, singer for WNBW
(TV) Washington, presented award
by Veterans of Foreign Wars for entertainment ofhospitalized veterans.
PAUL CRAIN, program director of
KNEW Spokane, elected president of
Spokane Jr. Chamber of Commerce.
BOB BOYER, musician with WRFD
Worthington, Ohio, Rural Rangers,
and Helen Chalk have announced
their marriage.
KENT GRANT, announcer at KNUZ
Houston,
Tex., is the father of a girl,
Cecilia Lynn.
JIM STEELE, program manager of
WIRK West Palm Beach, Fla., is the
father of a girl, Malinda Ann, born
May 24.
MILTON E. KRENTS, producer of
Eternal Light, on NBC, is the father
of a girl, Elisabeth Joan, born May 21
in New York.
CITATION presented to John F. Royal,
NBC vice president, by Orville J.
Borchers, dean of Southern Methodist
U.'s music school, on occasion of NBC
Symphonyentation concert
in Dallas.
Preswas made over
WFAA Dallas.

AIMS SESSIONS
Set for Miami June 28-3C
CONVENTION of the Assn. oi
Independent
Stationswill be held Metropolitan
in Miami, Fla.,
Jun^
28-30 with WMIE as host station,
Steve Cisler, WKYW Louisville
and AIMS secretary, has announced. Business sessions will?
consist of roundtables on operating
problems,andprogram
methods
promotion ideas,
plans, sales'
with
each topic to be moderated by a
different station manager.
Simultaneously, Mr. Cisler an^
nounced that the following stations Jhave joined AIMS:
KYA Sanj
Francisco;
KSON
San Diego;
WJXN Jackson, Miss.; KCBC Des
Moines, Iowa.
AIMS' membership presently numbers 34 stations
from Honolulu to Miami. Membership isby invitation and is limited to one leading independent
in a metropolitan area of 100,000,
or more population.
PLANE

CRASH

WCBI

Is Early on Scene

WHEN a Navy P-80 "Shootings
Star" jet airplane crashed near;
Columbus, Miss., it took less than
10 minutes for WCBI to send its
portable equipment to the scene,
tape record a description of the
crashed plane and interview eye
witnesses and Army officials.
'b
General Manager Bob McRaney
said the station, also representing
the Mid South Network, was on the
scene, in a rural area, ahead of
ambulances from Columbus. Minutes
recorded
castlater
was the
fed tape^
to the
Mid broadSouth
Network's stations and the following evening a portion of the tape
was used on the Mutual Newsreel over the full facilities of MBS.
Mike duties were handled by Mr.
McRaney who also supervised the
pickup. Incorporated into the taped
broadcast were interviews with
Capt. James Ward, former Air
Force jet pilot and head of the
Columbus recruiting office; members of the Mississippi State Highway Patrol, and residents of the
area. The pilot was killed instantly
in the crash.
THE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS

Fastest
Growing
in the Nation's
Market
PORTLAND
JfGW

OREGON

AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD
BROADCASTING

PETRY & CO.
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Experienced time salesman for 5000
net affiliate
top south market.
antee and incommission.
Box Guar122F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman ABC
— Aggressive,
experienced
salesman
Texas station.
Draw
against
commission.
Box
268F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted. Send photo and de, tails to KOCO, Salem, Oregon.
Salesman wanted: Send all details to
WBHF, Cartersville, Georgia.
WKAT, Miami, Miami Beach has openingrectforsalesman
manage,Must
diand who
sales can
campaign.
be of proven record and integrity; have
best references. Experience handling
alert, progressive sales staffs. Must sell
|J himself
houseandaccounts;
aid sales andstaffservice
in selling
closing.
|tl an
This alert,
is not andriving
easy, soft
job, Unwilling
as we are
outfit.
| worker need not apply. Salary will be
]si be
negotiated
and incentive earnings will
agreed upon.
Announcers
j
3
1 Straight staff with 5000 watt net af'• filiate. Occasional special events and
' mc.
Midsouth.
Box 121F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-engineer. Must have engineer's license. Quality
voice. Wisconsin
station. announcing
Send disc,
photo, background, references, salary
expectations.
Box
135F,
BROADCASTING.
, Personality man, versatile, original
P night shows. Football announcing help• BROADCASTING.
ful. Permanent ABC affiliate. Box 269F,
—
North California 250 watt independent
3 wants announcer with 1st phone license,
ijwho can write copy, announce special
events and sports play-by-play, act
9 as program director. Give salary re| quirements. Write Box 277F, BROAD' CASTING.
Opening for summer replacement staff
H announcer about June 15. 1000 watt
jj independent near Chicago. Personal
interview required. Box 354F, BROADI: CASTING.
Florida local needs good announcer
with license. Salary $60.00 to $70.00.
Photo, disc and references required.
Box 381F, BROADCASTING.
Major league baseball play-by-play
sportscaster
— $200
per week season.
guaranteed
for
remainder
of baseball
Send
audition disc giving sample of work,
vital statistics, experience, etc. Box
388F, BROADCASTING.
Two announcer-engineers; heavy on
announcing. Also two announcers.. Dr.
F. P. Cerniglia. KLIC, Phone 3733,
Monroe, Louisiana.
i
' Announcer-salesman wanted by northi em Illinois kilowatt daytimer. $100 per
] month
for$100 20 guarantee
hours of against
announcing
weekly.
15%
direct commission
for three months.
Want good announcer with sales experience in small town market. ConDave interview.
Taylor, WFRL, Freeport for
II tact
personal
i
.
,i Announcer-engineer.
Mustexoerience
have goodin
voice. Prefer man with
southern
states.
WBHF,
Cartersville,
Ga.
i

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Southern Muzak operation (wired
music) needs experienced engineer, one
with keen ear for sound and knowledge
of amplifiers, equalization, etc. Work
consists of installing, servicing music
sound systems and studio control work.
Give full information about experience
and salary requirements. Address Box
387F, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Capable program director. Initiative
paramount. Ideas must be comparative with 250 watt fulltime independent
operation in retail market of twenty
million. Location middle Atlantic state.
No floaters. No hotshots. Steady, responsible man only. Send disc, experience and references first letter. Personal interview necessary if these satisfactory. Box 234F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced female continuity and
script writer. Writer of continuity and
script needed by southern CBS, 50,000
watts station. Must be competent, experienced and stable. Send full details
to Box 363F, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, graduate oldest broadcasting school
country.
CBS instructors taught
all inphases
of broadcasting.
Produced, sang, emceed amateur shows
in Chicago nite clubs. Two years college.filiate.
FormerConsider
staffall5,000
watt Box
NBC 136F,
afoffers.
BROADCASTING.
News — Mature, experienced man with
voice, delivery and writing ability,
presently employed in executive capacitytion
desires
with Box
stawhichfulltime
demandsnewsthejobbest.
288F, BROADCASTING.
Triple threat radio and/or TV man; ten
years as radio announcer, news editor,
program
director;
produced,
directed
and created
TV shows;
looking
for
permanent position requiring initiative;
now employed but available for immediate interview. Box 315F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, three years. Top mail pull.
Also news, continuity, program, traffic.
Answer this and you'll get your
money's
worth. Prefer west. Box 330F,
BROADCASTING.

Invest wisely and make money — man
with pleasant voice, college grad. Complete extensive course in radio broadcan operate
console.
estedsume.casting,
willBoxsend
disc Ifandinterre335F, audition
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. DJ now employed metropolitan area 500,000 seeks change to
eastern and progressive station. 3
years experience. Disc available immediately. Box 349F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced in large metropolitan city, ambitious, specializing in
news and sports. Disc and details upon
request. Box 353F, BROADCASTING,
Newscaster — Eager, educated, experienced, able, active, available, picture,
Managerial
platter, personal data, on request.
CASTING.
Four years experience all phases small Minimum, $65.00. Box 357F, BROADstation operations through building by Two years experience announcing in
community service. Married, mature. midwest.
23, single, reliable. Desire
CASTING^
Can sell, announce or manage. Want
opportunity to prove myself to you. steady position. Box 359F, BROADBox 275F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Young, single, ambitious,
college radio education, prefer New
A good result producing man, long ex- England.
Box 365F, BROADCASTING.
perience in radio management and
Staff announcer, 3 years staff, all phases
sales, net — independent, wants position of
radio business, including board,
as station and/or commercial manager.
Knows radio from original application
sports, music. Specialist on news.
into successful operation. Prefer single Single, will travel. Disc, references,
request. Box
370F ,
station market with pleasant living information,
BROADCASTING,
and working conditions and permanence of job. Mature, pleasing per- Announcer, personable, reliable, familsonality, gets loyal smooth operation,
control board operation.
sparks sales to their best. No high Freeiar alltophases
establish
residencetravel.
in stationWilling
community.
Resume
pressure,
just
down-to-earth
dependable, intelligent handling. Available
and
disc
available
on
request.
Box
373F,
June 15th. Please give full details. BROADCASTING.
Box 361F, BROADCASTING,
Announcer, young, single, four years
experience.
Experienced manager and commercial
itative news,All-round
strong on staffer.
DJ, writeAuthorcopy,
manager in major and small markets,
work
board.
Will
travel.
Disc available.
both independent
and
network
availBox
376F,
BROADCASTING.
able at once. Proven sales record.
Middle aged, reliable, top references
Sports announcer — over two years exfrom any past employer. Box 368F,
perience . . . play-by-play
baseball
BROADCASTING.
straight sportscasting;
have also
doneregular staff announcing; hold first
class
license.
Disc
available
on
request.
Salesmen
Box 379F. BROADCASTING.
Experienced news announcer, editor,
Salesman.
Hard-hitting
sales
producer.
reporter
and writer. Newspaper exRecord of successful results. Serious
ING^
perience also. Box 385F, BROADCASTfamily man. TV affiliated operation
preferred. In position go any place Announcer, four years experience. Can
U.S.A., but not interested in "Blue
do first-rate disc show, strong newsSky"
promises.
Topnotch references.
cast, pation
fast and
audience
Box 334F,
BROADCASTING.
show. pleasant
Also handle
board,particiwrite
codv.
Disc,
information
on
request.
Box
Salesman-salesmanager for TV or TV377F.
BROADCASTING.
AM station. Presently employed as
Hold it! Announcer 3 years experience,
general manager 1 kw network affiliate.
knowledge of all phases of broadcasting
Strong sales record in hiehlv competispecially discs and sports. Call, write,
ING. tive market. Box 358F, BROADCASTwire Jay Arthur, 2126 E. 24 St., Brooklyn. Nightingale 8-6608.
15 years experience in selling, manageA
slight southern accent with 50,000
ment, programming, announcing. Sober,
watt
experience. SDecializing in news
good references, hard worker, nroducer.
snd sports.
Available
immediately.
want decent overall salary. Good man
Phone
or write
Bill Borom.
703 S,
for
eood station. Box 364F, BROADVernon. Dallas 8, Texas. W3-1014.
CASTING.
Good early morning men, announcers
Salesman experienced, employed by 5 and writers. Practical announcers
kw network station. Earning over willing to work and learn. Pathfinder
of Radio, 0473,
1222-A
St., tele$5000.00 per year salary desires position School
phone HArrison
K. C,OakMo.
with successful station. Outstanding
sales record, excellent personality. Ten Experienced announcer-continuity
writer. Young, married, college and
years successful selling. Desire comtrained. Now with MBS
mission basis, only reason for con- professionally
templating change. Prefer west coast. affiliate. Disc jockey, sports, news, MC;
eood voice. Board work and remote.
Box 366F, BROADCASTING.
Prefer D.cellent
C. references.
or Virginia
location.
Phone,
write Ex-or
Salesman-announcer. Good background
of independent operation coupled with wire , . Allan D. Perkinson, 225
youth determined to make good. Single,
Academy Avenue, Blackstone, Virginia.
car. Box 372F, BROADCASTING.
Phone Blackstone 11-J.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, experienced, reliable. Desireried,opportunity
Marage 22. Forto learn
disc, selling.
photo, write
Charles
Vinzant,
225-13
95th
Ave.,
Bellerose, New York.
Technical
Engineer thoroughly experienced, no
announcing, excellent references. Go
anywhere. Box 40F, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer desires settle, prefer
city under 100,000, progressive station,
background 18 years. College teaching.
FM research, ABC Hollywood, NBC
Hollywood,
50 kw, EE Age
Degree34,— now
television, reference.
steady,in
capable, married, financially independent, will consider stock. State all details first letter. Box 83F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 27 months broadcast, 3 years
armying radar
experience.
Graduate
radio school.
Will travel.
Box lead144F,
BROADCASTING.
First phone license. Will accept job
anywhere. Inexperienced, but full of
ING.
ambition. Box 257F, BROADCASTEngineer, experienced, versatile, wants
more education. Nights or part time in
university town. Salary secondary.
Box 297F, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Record will stand closest scrutiny, backed by well known
references. Experienced with toughest
directionals. Management minded. Excellent personnel relations. Box 302F,
BROADCASTING.
First phone license. Young and single.
Desires position. Will travel. Box 311F,
BROADCASTING.
Recent graduate, 1st class phone (with
TV
audio
console
and training)
turntables.experience
Worked 500
w xmitter.
Single,
willing
to
travel.
Box
319F,
BROADCASTING.
RCA graduate, 1st phone. Desires position with progressive station with TV
in future. Limited announcing if
CAST
necessary.
Disc,IN
photo,G.
full particulars
available on request. Box 350F, BROADEngineer, first phone, desires radio or
television perience
position,
months ex(kilowatt eight
AM transmitter),
graduate,
SRT-TV.
single.
28.
car, will
travel. Box 369F, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer (available 1960) providing I can start working at first position
and use my new 1st phone ticket. Box
371F. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, single, car. Two
years
experience
transmitter.
Studios,
remotes, AM-FM
construction,
tape
and disc recordings. Available immediately. Box 375F. BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
first phone, desires radio or
ING^
TV
position, graduate SRT-TV. sinffle,
23. will travel. Box 378F, BROADCASTFirst phone license. Experienced transmitter operator. Have car. Looking for
position
with northeastern station. Box
384F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer two years experienced operation and construction of
control room and transmitter. AM and
FM. Available immediately, prefer
New York
state. fol
Dick k.
Pirong, c/o
WNOR.
Nor
Engineer — first-transmitter-control-remotes-tape recorders.
available immediately.
Earl Married,
Davis. R.R.#2.
Tell City,
Indiana.
Young man desires job in out of town
station. Has first class ticket, also TV
background. Louis J. Dennis, 6127 Fieldston Road. Bronx, N. Y.
Production-Programming, others
Good programming and production
sense. Thorough knowledge of popular
and classical music. Experience in
programming, announcing, commercial
and production continuity, special
events. These, plus willingness and ambition, are my qualifications. I hope
thev
with vour approval. Box
294F. meet
BROADCASTING.
Available for production, programming, or promotion oosition AM or TV
with
opportunity.andMidwest.
26. industrious
steady. Married
BA in
radio. Announcing, production, writbackground. Good references. Box
295F.ingBROADCASTING.
Professional radio newsman, commercial exDerience, university graduate.
Deep, able
rich
voice. Smooth,
understandair work.
Strong on
Available
immediately.
Boxrewrite.
362F,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
For sale. Informative and entertaining children's
show21 with
ambitious, competent
year eager,
old woman
attached. College graduate, 2 years exvarieties ofstation.
children's
shows at perience
anin alleducational
Box
380F. BROADCASTING.
Truly ambitious, good continuity writer
desires tion.
position
a progressivecollege
staOne yearwithexperience,
graduate. Work anywhere. Cooperative and affable. Box 382F, BROADCASTING,
Attention station managers. Newsmanannouncer-reporter who covered South
Amboy, New Jersey explosion ABC
News of Tomorrow. Ex-news director
1000 watt Virginia station seeking similar job station larger northern or
metropolitan city. College graduate,
married, three years experience, radio,
newspaper, wire service, publicity.
Leigh Smith, 763 Bloomfield, Montclair,
New Jersey.
Television
Announcers
Desireandopportunity
in TV station.
SRTTV
Radio Announcing
graduate.
Dale Carnegie Course graduate. College graduate. Single, 26. car. Box 383F,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Technical
Trained on actual TV equipment for
studio remote and film operation at
WPIX and at Television Workshop.
Have first class amateur and AM broadcast experience.
Box 374F, BROADCASTING oTELECASTING,
Production-Programming , others
Television sales promotion manager
available. Started with pioneer TV
station and still employed. Fully experienced and successful. Outstanding
sales record. Expert on layouts, brochures, sales presentations as selling
tools. Can mercials.
produce
or or
filmagency
comDesire TV live
station
that needs experienced, executive type,
responsible and capable young man.
Resume and oresentation uoon reauest.
Box
38RF. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Exclusive east south central small network affiliate. $20,000 down. Box 355F,
BROADCASTING.
Minority interest and unrestricted management of long established
network
station available
to man who
can
qualify. This is midwest, single station
market. Station making nice profit
now. Other interests only reason for
this opportunity. Identify yourself in
full first
all details.
sonalletter
interview giving
necessary.
Write PerBox
352F, BROADCASTING.
Texas daytimer. Only station serving
two growing communities. Profitable.
$42.500. Box 356F, BROADCASTING.
FM station complete. In operation one
year. Strong
reaching
into Minneapolis and signal
St. Paul.
Minnesota.
Box
360F, BROADCASTING.
California 1000 watt fulltime regional in
excellent market now reorganizing. Unusual opoortunity available to parties
interested acquiring controlling interest
in well constructed station, with abundance of good will in community. AdOwner. Post Office Box 483. Inglewood, dress
California,
Equipment, etc.
Two Scott dynamic noise suppressors,
type
Condition
like new.
finish.910-C.
Original
cost $590.00
each. Gray
Box
351F, BROADCASTING.
200 stations have saved $500,000 by
using my shortwave remote pickup
equipment. Complete, guaranteed,
ready to install, as per my article in
NAB Handbook. Low priced. Write
Wm. C. Grove, KFBC, Cheyenne,
Wyoming.
For sale— RCAlikeBTF—
transmitter,
new;3B,two3 kw
sets FMof
tubes; 2 crystals, 93.7 megacycles. Spare
parts, high voltage plate transformer.
Also RCA BF — 14AB aluminum, foursection, pylon antenna, complete with
obstruction lights, vibration dampers
and photo-electric light control equipGranite ment.
City,All offers
Illinois.considered,
Write, wire F.O.B.
Chief
Engineer,
KXOK-FM,
St. Louis 1, Missouri. 12th and Delmar,

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale or trade: Panacoustic 2 studio
consolette — $350.00. DuMont 274 oscilloscope—$75.00. Truscon 168 foot selfsupporting tower— $500.00. RCA ET 4250
transmitter 250 watts — $750.00. Brush
401 tape recorder— $75.00. GR 732 distortion meter and GR 733 oscillator — $65.00.
GR 731 A modulation monitor— $100.00.
GE
BC
console
complete—
Contact 1A
Chief
Engineer,
WFTL,$1000.00.
Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.
$11,000 FM WE 506B-2 complete, spares,
10 kw transmitter. New, never uncrated. H. Edwin Kennedy, WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Merger of WJLK and WCAP, Asbury
Park, N. J, makes available immediate
sale 1 GE 250 watt FM transmitter, 1
WE 25B console. Good condition. $1,250
each
FOB. Will trade a/c 250 watt AM
transmitter.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Manager and chief engineer of a southern station would like to buy station
in south through earnings. Can give
results and not clock watchers. Box
283F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, successful manager interested in buying or leasing small
station in south. No brokers. Full details to Box 348F, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Turntable, preferably RCA, complete
with pickup. State lowest prices and
age. Box 37F, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to buy— 1 kw AM transmitter.
Prefer Raytheon RA-1000 or Gates
BC-1E. Must be in good condition.
Write
Vidalia,fullGa.details and price to WVOP,
Equipment for 1 kw station. Send details and lowest price. Cal Young,
Hillmont Drive, Nashville, Tennessee.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming , others
PROGRAM

WANTED
If you have been a successful program director for at least five
years; have ideas, energy and the
know-how to build high Hoopers;
if you can build shows that will
sell ; if you know music, copy, production; ifyou have the type of
excutive ability which gets results,
without antagonizing others; if you
are looking for financial advancement, future security and the opportunity to associate yourself
with a leading, midwestern, network affiliated, 5000 watt station —
send us complete details about
yourself, including past positions,
salaries, etc. and attach small
photo. Personal interview will be
arranged at a later date. All replies
will be held in confidence.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
PEACE
Successful but somewhat exhausted agency
radio-TV director wants managership of
radio station
in production
small town.andFullypromotion.
experienced in sales,
Not aing dreamer,
but
a
thoughtful
hard-worklooking
townyearsin
which toman stay
and for
raisea a pleasant
family. 28
old. married. Minimum $7,500. Write or wire
Box 345F, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
FOR

Technical
TELEVISION ENGINEERS
EXPERIENCED
Engineers and technicians with commercial radio or television experience for TV network studio operations
in
New York City area. Send
full resume.
BOX 347F
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING

Eastern

COMPETENT
DEPENDABLE
EXPERIENCED
That's the solid reputation earned by a
creative young man presently a network
producer- director, but able to handle
wider, more challenging responsibilities
and award-winning
anxious to do so.
He'sdrama,
now directing
an
radio
has an
active finger in the television production
pie. Background includes an excellent
writing record and familiarity with the
advertising business as a whole. A strong
addition
to any assistant
organization,
he'dagency
be a
highly valuable
to an
radio-television chief. Present and past
employers will back up these claims. Now
in Chicago, he prefers moving east, but
will stay in Chicago for a sufficiently demanding spot. Personal interview can be
arranged in New York or Chicago within
two weeks. Box 346F, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
17D
self-supporting
BlawKnox foot
tower,
all new bolts,non-insulated
perfect condition,
disassembled ready for immediate shipment,
$1,250.00. Four (150 ft.), seven (200 ft.),
three (300 ft.), three (360 ft.), two (500 ft.)
base insulated triangular Phillips Towers, including al hardware. For price information
wire or write J. J. Phillips & Son, 124 E.
Lachappelle Street, San Antonio 4, Texas.
Telephone Fannin 4616.

BOX 367F, BROADCASTING

Television
Help Wanted

DIRECTOR

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others

SALE

Talents of highest rated morning
man on 50,000 watt station in large
eastern city. Does relaxed type of
show with impressive sales record.
Gladly send platter. Available after
June 17.
BOX 389F, BROADCASTING

Major

Market

Station-$1259000.00
A well established independent facility with a consistent record
of sound development and fine profits. Here is a well operated
property that has been meeting TV competition for years and its
sales and profits are better than ever. Price of S125-000.00 is an
unusually low ratio to earnings. Financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. 360 N. Mich. Ave.
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Randolph 6-4550 Exbrook 2-5672

BACKS BOXING
WWCA's Tourney Succeeds
WWCA Gary, Tnd., is convinced
that a station can promote an
amateur boxing tournament as effectively as the local paper. When
the Gary newspaper and three
local amateur clubs could not see
eye to eye in sharing gate receipts
of the scheduled 20th annual
Golden Gloves Tournament in Gary
this
year,tothe
was time
lendstation
a publicdecided
hand. it1

With the tournament only a few «
weeks off, WWCA offered radio
time to both sides. The newspaper
refused, but coaches and fighters
jumped at the opportunity to enter
the ring of public opinion. Several days before the tourney was
to open, the clubs withdrew their^1
fighters and the tournament was
cancelled.
Two
months
later, WWCA3
formed a non-profit group with^.
members made up of Dee 0. Coe,
WWCA general manager and Jim
Fitzgerald, account executive;
Tony Zale, former middleweight
champion and a Catholic Youth
Organization
boxing instructor;
Father
Laurence
CYO ; officials fromGrothouse,
the threeof jj1
clubs, and businessmen, to pro
mote the Calument Boxing Cham-; i
pionship Tournament.
With thefi
avenue of newspaper advertising j
closed to it, the association pro- j
moted by radio spot, placard, and
ticket canvassing. Result, reports
WWCA, which broadcast the entire two nights (May 9-10) of 38
bouts, was a take of $2,732 giving
a net profit of $1,500. Each of
the clubs received $250 with the
remainder banked by the association which plans "a bigger and
better tournament"
next year.
WWCA netted $500 from sponsorship of broadcasts, nothing from
the actual tournament.

Network, Non-Network
Listening Compared
L-PULSE
N NEW YORK during the daytime hours, women represent a larger
proportion of the audience of network stations than they do of the independent stations — 79.3% against 69.2%. Housewives (most but not all
)f the feminine daytime audience) make up 69% of the network audi:nce but only 55% of the audience
)f the non-network stations. These
was listening or viewing and to
acts were revealed May 23 by what program and whether more
Robert Hoffman, research director
than one set was in use in the
)f WOR New York.
household at the time of the interview.
Speaking at a radio-television
uncheon meeting of American
Explaining that the Simul-Pulse
surveys were originated by WOR
Marketing Assn. at New York's
Etotel Shelton, Mr. Hoffman also in cooperation with The Pulse Inc.,
eported that a greater proportion
because "we think this is the way
if the listeners to independent sta- to get the answers that time salestions are in the lower income
men and timebuyers need and can
^rackets than network station lis- use," Mr. Hoffman added : "We
;eners — 33.1% daytime and 29.3%
hope others will join us in making
wening for the non-network sta- future surveys of this type."
;ions compared with 26.8% dayThese answers are especially im;ime and 24.8% evening for the
portant at this time of high innetwork outlets.
terest in comparative radio-TV
Network station listeners are audiences,
Mr. Hoffman pointed
nostly over 35 years old, independout,
noting
that
"while ratings are
snt station listeners mostly under
basic, they can't be used alone.
!5, the daytime percentages being We've
so busy counting noses
!6.3% for the network stations, and we've been
overlooked listeners as
15.2% for the independents, with
people," he added.
He reported that daytime differ"the nighttime pattern about the
ences between Simul-Pulse and
(fame, he said. In the early evening hours, 69.4% of the network
other ratings are greater than
station listeners are married per- those found at night; from 9 a.m.
sons, against 55.5% of married lis- to 6 p.m. the Hooper was 14.1,
teners to independent stations.
Pulse 24.1 and Simul-Pulse 21.5
Source of those statistics, Mr. in November. For the 6-8 p.m.
sljHoffman said, were two surveys
period, Hooper showed 30.1, Pulse
. nade in the 16-county Metropoli32.2 and Simul-Pulse 30.0. (Hooper
tan New York area last November
data represent an average of Oct.M covering 46,000 homes) and last Nov.
said.) and Nov.-Dec. reports, he
iFebruary (covering 45,000 homes),
aliasing a new rating technique, the
Hooper credited television with
ISircml-Pvdse. This method uses 34.6% of the audience, Mr. Hoffman said, compared with 16.9%
ijiouse-to-house personal coinciiental interviews, the respondents
given TV by Pulse and 17.5% by
jeing questioned about the proSimul-Pulse. "This type of material
[Krams on the air at the time of the leads us to believe that Hooperat,|iinterviews, which were made be- ings
adding:sell radio short," he stated,
lifcween 9 a.m. and 8 p.m. on a Mon"We have no desire to under|iiay-Friday basis.
The interviews were made in
estimate TV. We feel that in the
lomes without telephones as well future its share of audience will
be more than 50% at night. But
jas those with them and included
^information about age, sex, in- we don't know when. Neither do
marital status of the res- we want to undermine the rating
i;J;:ome and
idents as well as about whether a
l Jt adio or TV set was in use, who
services."
I
0 DANIEL PLANS
Not Eyeing Governorship
FORMER Sen. W. Lee O'Daniel,
who used radio for his political
rise in Texas, ended the guessing
about his possible intentions in the
coming gubernatorial race in the
state [Closed Circuit, April 24]
by announcing in a May 28 broadcast that he was not running. Instead, he said, he was setting up
an insurance company, to be called
the W. Lee O'Daniel Life Insurance
Co.
However, he announced plans for
a regular radio program on which
he would hold forth "to save our
Constitutional form of government
in Washington from Socialism and
Communism." Details of the broadcasts planned were not given. He
spoke from his Fort Worth home
WEVD
over WBAP-820 Fort Worth and
117-119 W. 48 St a number of other stations from
' GREENFIELD, Mg. Director NX 19
the Lone Star Chain.
BROADCASTING
Telecasting

■QUied

iOBERT T. CONNER appointed
plant manager of Elizabethtown,
Ky., plant of Muzak Corp. He
formerly was associated with Decca
records, and has been in the industry
for 32 years.
ASSOCIATED PROGRAM SERVICE
sending special program feature built
around National Tennis Week (June
24-July 1) to its subscriber stations.
Show reviews origin, history and littleknown facts about game. Special merchandising material, publicity releases
and suggestions for sponsoring tennis
match in community accompany program.
Equipment
H. WARD ZIMMER
elected executive
vice president of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., New
York. He has been
vice president in
chargetions forofpast
opera2V2
years. He joined
company in 1919.
GEORGE
E.
BURENS, facturing
manumanager
of General Electric
Co.'s affiliated
manufacturing
cornMr. Zimmer
panies department,
named acting general manager of Locke Inc., G-E affiliate in Baltimore. R. G. BELLEZZA,
president of Locke, will devote fulltime to utilities and industrials marketing activities. CLARENCE H. LINDER, formerly assistant to general
manager
of General
Electric's
appara-of
tus department,
appointed
manager
engineering and acting manager of
manufacturing
of company's
affiliated
manufacturing companies
department.

-fitti

value common stock declared payable
July 8 to holders of record June 16.
GLENN E. WEBSTER, former NBC
operations
supervisor
engineer at Collins
Radio and
Co., sales
appointed
distribution manager of Scott Radio
Labs., Chicago. He organized his own
engineering firm in 1948, selling radios,
television sets and appliances, after
working as sales engineer for Turner
Microphone Co.
WILLIAM
HUMPHREY DOHERTY,
director of electronic and TV research
for Bell Telephone Labs., New York,
to be awarded honorary degree of Doctor of Science June 7, by Catholic U.
of American, Washington.
Rule Amended
RELAXATION of Sec. 1.313 of
FCC's rules relating to the installation and removal of broadcast and
non-broadcast transmitters was effected by the Commission last week.
The rule was amended to provide
that application no longer must be
made 60 days prior to the date such
equipment is to be removed. The
requirement for 60 day prior filing
of application to install new transmitting apparatus continues.
Miss Elaine Brown
DancerYork
-Fitzgerald-Sample
New
City
Dear Elaine:
Folk'! like yon is lookin' fer fast
growin , money spendin' towns,
Well,ain'tchat
yuh
cain't
afford
ter
overlook
Charleston,
West Virgintown u v
ny,
th' home
WCHS!
An
item
t'o
th
e rcome
day
"through
on
th'
AP ticker

JAMES S. KNOWLSON, board chairman and president of Stewart-Warner
Corp., re-elected to that post with all
other incumbent officers. Cash dividend of 25 cents per share on $5 par

W est
Virgin-in
ny
business
1948 withwhat,
thet
y'know
comparin'
Elaine
?in Retail
sales1939,
1948
in
an'
one and a
wuz
m o billion
r e'n
quarter
more'n three
times what they
dollars
—
An'
wholesale
wuz in
1939!
dealin's
nearly wufours
times whut
they thet
wuz sure
beNow
fore th' war!
is a big increase, one
an' it
jest ,means
thin'
Elaine.

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
copy of her mother, who is the
office mascot.
In addition Eileen has kept very
active in local talent groups ever
since she graduated from Iowa
State. She played lead for three
years with one group and in the
last two years she has added radio
work,
taking part in short drama
skits etc.
Modestly enough, Eileen says
that her part in radio has been
comparatively
"but probably
as enthusiasticsmall
as someone
in a
bigger market. Fortunately here in
Cedar Rapids we have one of the
finest radio stations in the country,
WMT. Their network operation
is an inspiration to anyone in this

It means the folks livin' within th'
Algyspendin'
reach uv An'
WCHSdon'tis fergit
makin' thet
an'
money!
WCHS'
5000 watts on 580 makes it th' best salesmanket!fer Jest
yuhtho't
hi this
big,yuh
expandin'
marI'd let
know sosen
yuh
kin fer
git yer
yoreclients.
share Ituv shore
this pays
new
business
Yrs.
ter use WCHS!
WCHS
Charleston,
June 5, 1950

field."

W.
*
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n"ir|ERSONALITY
built
|| around the usepromotion"
of caricatures
keynoted KDAL Duluth's booth
presentation
Home
Show. Themeat atcity's
boothannual
was slogan,
"Duluth's Brightest Stars Shine on
KDAL." Over 18,000 visitors watched
nationally famous caricaturist, Lenn
Redman, in action each afternoon and
evening during five-day show. Projector made it possible for crowd out
front to view each sketch on large
screen in booth. Promotion was carried out by large back-lighted displays of 12 staff personalities done by
Mr. Redman. Air personalities worked
booth in shifts, and over 6,000 listening guides carrying slogan and displaying photos were handed out at
show.
Summer Service News
NEWS modeled in summer clothing offered listeners by WBAL Baltimore.
Scheduled to run until Labor Day,
broadcasts of one to three minutes
long keep residents and non-residents
posted on summer activities in Maryland with accent on beach conditions,
fishing facilities, traffic problems,
weather forecasts, etc. Promotion
plan, to stimulate home, auto and portable radio listening, is topped with
quarter-hour show, Summer in Maryland, Wednesday, 7:30-7:45 p.m., saluting cities, towns and resort areas.
All news summaries incorporated into
local programs during day.
WFAA-TV Debut Hailed
TWENTY-SIX page supplement of The
Dallas Sunday Morning News May 21
devoted to start of programming by its
TV station, WFAA-TV [Telecasting,
May 29]. Station supplemented
KBTV (TV) which was acquired by
News on March 17. WFAA, AM facility, was tied in with promotion and
features. TV section also carried liberal supply of dealer advertisements.
Kansas City Story
POSTCARD promoting "the dynamic
story of Kansas
in themailed
June by1
Hallmark
PlayhouseCity"
on CBS
KMBC that city, with suggestion,
"Maybe some of your friends would
like to listen, too, and hear what's
really going on in Kansas City."
Progressive Window
WINDOW display in Boston tied in
the place of radio in 50 years of city's
progress. Made by WCOP-AM-FM
that city, display was composed of pictures of radio 25 years ago. Early
WJZ New York transmitter, first
studios of KDKA Pittsburgh, first
mass produced home receivers and pictures of early control rooms were
among those displayed. On other side
of windowstudios
were and
pictures
of WCOP's
modern
master
control

/^tomotion

room as well as network and WCOP
performers.
Official Change
TO publicize moving of The Ruggles
to new address and to new program
time, KECA-TV Los Angeles promotion department sent official government post office change of address
cards to television editors and columnists. Lewis Food Co., Los Angeles,
sponsors family-type show which stars
Charles Ruggles.
Show Move
CAST of Sunday Down South show,
sponsored by Lion Oil Co., Eldorado,
Ark., over WSM Nashville and 25 station Southern network, was recently
flown by sponsor to Hot Springs for
Arkansas District Rotary Convention.
Two DC-3 planes were chartered for
"lift" which involved moving some 47
performers,
engineers and production
men.
Eyes on WFMY
SURREALISTIC drawing of eye enclosing cameraman draws attention to
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C.'s latest
promotional effort. Brochure is titled,
"Keep Your Eye on WFMY," and is
printed in Kelly green over white.
Eight-page booklet includes pictures
and information on set sales, TV's
advertising impact, types of programs
carried and cross-section of advertisers
now effectively using station.
Awards to Youth
THREE YOUTHS who have contributed to their communities, and
thus helped fight "stigma of juvenile
delinquency," were honored May 22 at
Popsicle Youth Awards banquet in
Chicago's Blackstone Hotel. Chicago
event, duplicated in other cities, was
sponsored by WLS that city, which
broadcast dinner events and presentation of the awards for half -hour following day. Among special guests
were Gov. Adlai Stevenson, Mayor
Martin Kennelly and James E.
Edwards, president of Prarie FarmerWLS.
Trade Reprint
SHOCKING pink reprint of advertisement which appeared in Broadcasting,
May 29, sent to trade by WBT Char-
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program has been aired locally. Sue I
facts as Mr. Adams' mail pull — ovt
100,000 letters a year — and. numb<
and type of sponsors will be emph;.
sized, KMOX says. Five hundred bro
chures being prepared.
Personnel

A

;

STATION

"

COMPANY

•

WASHINGTON, D. C.
TEL METROPOLITAN 0522

lotte, N. C. Bulletin is 42 inches long
with drawings of men dressed in suits
with WBT written on collars performing services for delighted public. Captionlivers across
top share
proclaims,
"WBT than
deabigger
of audience
any other Hooperated 50,000-watt station in the nation ... try WBT FOR
Election Success
IMPRESSIVE measure of sponsor pull
inSIZE!"
election broadcast May 23 over
WJHP Jacksonville, Fla., given Duval
Motor Co. (Ford dealer) by unusual
station request. When final returns
were being aired ahead of schedule,
Reggie Martin, WJHP general manager, thought up idea of asking listeners to telephone for specific precinct
returns in which they were interested.
As result, station's switchboard was
swamped with calls for an hour.
KSD-TV Explains Why
ADVERTISEMENT placed in St.
Louis Post-Dispatch by KSD-TV St.
Louis explains to viewers reason for
kinescoping many of its network programs. According to station, time conflicts arise because KSD endeavors to
bring as many programs as possible
from the four major TV networks —
NBC-TV, CBS-TV, ABC-TV and DuMont — and necessarily some programs
are sent over cable at same time. Ad
illustrates conflicts by mentioning
specific programs and when they are
scheduled.
KFH Ark Valley Boys
DESIGNED for counter display and
direct mail, two-color folder sent to
prospective advertisers and booking
agents by KFH Wichita, features the
KFH Ark Valley Boys. First fold, die
cut around tops of figures, shows band
picture. Second fold carries photo of
Leader Speedy Fogel with inside fold
showing shots of band and Austin Sisters, girl duet who accompany band.
KRNT Baseball Day
BASEBALL Day in Des Moines found
KRNT that city parading float downtown with Sports Director Al Couppee
announcing afternoon game time and
Don Bell, disc jockey, at turntables.
Tickets for "Complimentary Radio Box
Seat" distributed with station's game
broadcast schedule printed on back. At
week's luncheon meeting of Des Moines
Advertising Club, a ticket, bag of peanuts and Coke were arranged at each
plate by station. Station announcements, newspaper ads and placards
rounded off promotion.
Rolling Bandwagon
NEW, brightly-painted bandwagon,
resembling circus wagon, made its
debut at 1950 Tulsa Home Show.
Wagon belongs to KTUL Tulsa, and
was laden with tape recorders and entertainers while roving aisles of Home
Show, visiting booths of more than 100
exhibitors.
Brochure on Adams
BROCHURE with three-minute, seveninch, 78 rpm record being prepared by
KMOX St. Louis to promote Lee
Adams of Houseivives Protective
League program. It will contain complete historical breakdown and some
testimonials accrued over five years

R. DAVID KIMBLE joins WBB.v|
(CBS; Chicago as sales promotioi
manager June 12 after working pi
NBC Central Division promotion star
for three years. He now is promo
tion manager of WIND Chicago.
MARION ANNEBERG, formerly witftr
MBS
New York,
joins WDSU-AM-T^
New Orleans,
as promotion
director.
WILLIAM G. WILSON joins publi
relations staff at WGN Chicago afte
working at Brown & Bigelow and a
publicity director of Redpath Bureau
SHEY KAPLAN, promotion directo
for WNOR Norfolk, Va., resigns
Future plans have not been announced
ORR'S

STETSON

Looks Good on K&E's Mill
ROBERT W. ORR Assoc., New
recentlyStetson
sent tohat,advertiser
aYork,
miniature
complete m':
with hatbox, along with a can
from Bob Orr, president, reading
"things are happening in thu
agency that are just too good tc ,
keep under our Stetson. We're put
ting you on our mailing list to tellj-"
youThe
all promotion
about them."piece backfirec
slightly, however, when Mr. On
began to receive phone calls congratulating him upon his new ac-

Orr's Stetson hat, hatbox and card
count — Stetson hats. The latter ac
count is handled by Kenyon &j \
Eckhardt, New York.
To amend for any hurt feelings
Mr. Orr then sent Dwight Mills.
president of K&E,
Stetson hat.
a brand new= Promotes Hoover Report
THE ADVERTISING Council will
conduct a national campaign to
promote the Hoover Commission's
report. J. Walter Thompson, New*'
York, and
has talent
volunteered
to contribute'
time
to prepare
material
to be used in the campaign.
HENRY L. CROWLEY Co., West
Orange, N. J., has developed "Croloy
Radio Rod" coil serving as antenna
system, both improving reception and
saving space, according to firm.
INCREASED

SPOT BILLINGS
contact
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA. INC.
366 Madison Avenue, New York

Murray- Hill 2-8755 .. ."
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

FCC
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(Continued from page 67)
May 31 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
! KDFC San Francisco — Granted mod.
bP to change studio location from to
be determined, San Francisco to
Bausalito, Calif, also granted waiver
See. 3.205(a) of Rules to permit indentipcation as San Francisco station.
J Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
datesCPsas for
shown:
.VFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, to 12B-50; KTTV Los Angeles, to 9-30-50;
fCFI-TV Los Angeles to 12-30-50; KRELFM Goose Creek, Tex. to 11-21-50;
fCLIC Monroe, La. to 8-22-50; WGES
I Chicago to 5-27-50; WPNF Brevard,
Columbia,
C.to to10-67-24
!N
M San Antonio
A-F-FM
-50;-50;
6. C..
KTSWIS
k> 9-15;-50; WJZ-FM New r, York to
L2-16-50 KG2XBI Lancaste Pa. to
6-15-50; WKYB Paducah,
Ky. to 115-50; KBOK Waterloo, la. to 12-14-50
ton,
d.);d.);
R Wier
i;50
Icon(con
WEIWCA
W.
Va.
8-27-,
R near Pontiac,to Mich
ttfo 12-1-50; KGVO Missoula, Mont.
! ; cond.) to 8-11-50.
i KSUB Cedar City, Utah— Granted license change frequency and power,
Hnstall new trans, and DA-N, change
trans, location. 590 kc 1 kw unl DA-N.
I KSIL Silver City, N. M.— Granted CP
J lo install news trans.
W KSCJ-FM
Sioux City, la.— Granted
}nod. CP for extension of completion
IhSate to 11-30-50.
I WHVR Hanover, Pa. — Granted license
'And
change
hoursDA-N;
of operation
install
1280 kc 1and
kw-Dpower
500
V-N DA-N..
9 KONO San Antonio — Granted license
I.thange frequency increase power, inI ftall DA-N and new trans, and change
I rans location; 860 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N
IIpA-N.
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore. — Granted
['license change frequency, increase
H>ower, install new trans, and DA-N
['change trans, location and change
tudio location; 1150 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N
i DA-N.
| WJZ-TV
New to
York—
Granted
CP in-7;
stall aux. trans,
operate
on Chan.
ISERP: vis. 0.425 kw, aur. 0.207 kw.
IT WBAY Green Bay, Wis.— Granted CP
■ nstall aux. trans, at present site of
nain trans, on 1360 kc 250 w DA-N,
f WHSY Hattiesburg, Miss. — Granted
,pP install new trans.
WPRC Lincoln, 111.— Granted mod. CP
or approval ant. and trans, and studio
k>cations.
1 KVAS Astoria, Ore. — Granted li■ense new AM station; 1050 kc 250 w D.
! KGNB New Braunfels, Tex.— Granted
license new AM station; 1420 kc 1 kw
p.KGLN
Glenwood
Springs,
I Granted
license
new AM
station;Col.1340—
ifc 250 w unl.
WGAI Elizabeth City, N. C— Granted
rrease in power and install DA-2; 560
fc 1 kw-D 500 w-N.
/DA-2): 560 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N.
KPRCinstall
Houston,
Tex. — Granted li:ense
new trans.
, KBLF Red Bluff, Calif.— Granted li-ense install new trans.
1 WOAI San Antonio, Tex. — Granted license to use WOAI-TV tower and ant.
or presently licensed 5 kw aux. trans.
General Teleradio Inc., Washington,
b. C. — Granted license for new remote
liickups KGB-331; KA -2880-1-2; KAf 130.
I' KFPW-AM-FM Fort Smith, Ark.—
Granted
involuntary
of con-A.
J-rol
of licensee
corp.transfer
from John
|England,
deceased
to
Alice
R.
England,
, xecutrix of the estate of John A.
Ipngland, deceased.
fl WDBO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla.— Granted involuntary transfer of control from
jieorge C. Johnston, deceased, to Dr.
Meredith Mallory and Addison L. Wili'ams, executors of the estate of George
"/Northeastern
Johnston, deceased.
Indiana Bcstg. Co., Inc.,
*t. Wayne, Ind. — Granted CP for new
emote pickup KA-6755.
Radiophone Bcstg. Station WOPI Inc.,
Bristol, Tenn. — Granted CP for new
;tl KIB-99.
WPGW Portland, Ind. — Granted mod.
,:P to change trans, location,
i WRAC- Racine, Wis. — Granted mod.
:P to change type trans.
KIHR Hood River, Ore. — Granted
pod. CPlocations.
for approval of ant., trans, and
iitudio
KICD
istall newSpencer,
trans. la. — Granted CP to
\ WMOD Near Moundsville, W- Va. —
granted
CP locations
for approval
ant.,
rans. andmod.
studio
and ofchange
lype trans.
| iW.CPAlbert
Lee, Houston,
Tex. — pickup
Grant& license
new remote
,:A-3125.
KALE-FM Richland, Wash.— Granted
IROADCASTING

•

mod. CP to change studio location.
WFRL
Freeport, to111.reduce
— Granted
quest for authority
hours re-of
operation during months of May
through
6:00 p.m., Aug.
CST. in order to sign-off at
WCAT Rapid City, S. D.— Granted
authority to remain silent for a period
beginning June 1 and ending in no
event later than Sept. 12, 1950, in order
to observe summer vacation only.

KE2XDQ,
B,
DuMont KA-4448,
Labs Inc.all owned by Allen
WBKB Chicago, and exp. TV stations
KA-3428, KA-3429, owned by Balaban
& Katz Corp.; KA-3436, KM2XBB, KA4841, KA-4842, exp. TV stations in Los
Angeles owned by Paramount Television Productions Inc.; KA-4891, KA4892, KA-4893,
TV stations
Los
Angeles
owned exp.
by KTTV
Inc.; in
WPTZ
Philadelphia, owned by Philco Tele.
Bcstg. Corp.; WXYZ-TV Detroit, and
exp. TVby WXYZ
stationsInc.KA-4865, KA-3136,
owned
Extension Granted
Philco Tele. Bcstg. Corp., Philadelphia— Granted extensions of TV relay
stations
Dec.
31. KGB-50 through KGB-59 until
Renewal Granted
WHHM newal Memphis,
Tenn.period
— Granted
reof license for
ending
Feb, 1, 1953.
Following
stationsforwere
granted
renewal of licenses
regular
period:
KBRS
Springdale,
Ark.;
KDAN
Oroville, Calif.; KFYO Lubbock, Tex.;
KHUB Watsonville, Calif; KIHN Hugo,
Okla.;ton,KLMR
Lamar,Pampa,
Col.; KROS
ClinIowa; KPDN
Tex.; KSIL
Silver City, N. Mex.; KTXJ Jasper,
Tex. KVKM Monahans, Tex.; KWOC
Poplar Bluff, Mo.; WALL Middletown,
N. Y.; WBIW Bedford, Ind.; WCYB
Bristol, Va.; WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.;
WHAP Hopewell, Va.; WIPR Santurce,
P. R.; WKGN Knoxville, Tenn.; WKOZ
Kosciusko, Miss.; WKRZ Oil City, Pa,;
WKULton, Ky.;
Cullman,
WLEX
WMID Ala.;
Atlantic
City,LexingN. J.;
WRHI Rock Hill, S. C.j WWGS Tifton,
Ga.;
WAIR
Winston-Salem,
N.
C;
WERD Atlanta; KWNW Wenatchee,
Wash.; KIBH Seward, Alaska; KLCN
Blytheville, Ark.; KMYR Denver;
KVER Albuquerque; WVNJ Newark,
N. J.
Don Lee Bcstg. System, Los Angeles
— Granted renewal of exp. TV licenses
KM2XCY, KM2XBD for regular period.
KingforBcstg.
Co., Seattle, Wash. —
Same
K A -4845.
King-TV
Seattle,
— Granted
renewal of TV licenseWash.
for period
ending
Feb. 1, 1951.
Licenses Extended
Licenses for following FM stations
extended
March
1, 1951:
KDYL-FM
Salt Lake toCity;
WBTM
Danville,
Va.;
WFNC-FM Fayetteville, N. C; WHOPFM
Hopkinsville,
Ky.;
KJBS-FM
San
Francisco;
WHAS-FM Louisville;
KING-FM Seattle.
Licenses for the following were extended to March 1, 1952; WATT-FM
Newark, N. J.; WKOK-FM Sunbury,
Pa.; WCOU-FM Lewiston, Me.
Licenses for following FM stations
extended to March 1, 1953: WCRS-FM
Greendwood, S. C; WMBI-FM Chicago;
WOPI-FM
Bristol, Tenn.; WROL-FM
Knoxville, Tenn.
Following
ties as shown:granted changes in faciliWERC-FM Erie, Pa. — Change power
from 20 kw to 9.7 kw and ant. from
394 ft. to 400 ft.
WLBR
— Change
from
640 wLebanon,
to 720 wPa.and
ant, frompower
300
ft. to 590 ft.
WSYR-FM Syracuse, N. Y.— Change
power from 10.5 kw to 10 kw and ant.
from 640 ft. to 480 ft.
W H O P - F M Hopkinsville, Ky.—
Change power from 22 kw to 8.7 kw.
WLEU-FM Erie, Pa.— Change power
from 20 kw to 7.8 kw and ant. from
500 ft. to minus 70 ft.; cond.
WEST-FM Easton, Pa. — Change power
from 16 kw to 11 kw, ant. from 545 ft.
to 50 ft.; cond.

Lever on CKNW
IN ONE WEEK during May,
according to CKNW New
Westminister, B. C, Lever
Bros, placed the following
billings with the station:
Pepsodent Dental Cream,
weekly
live Rinso,
talent
show forhalf-hour
two months;
54 announcements; Lux, 90
announcements ; Lifebuoy
Soap, 195 announcements
(three per day), and Good
Luck Margarine,
120day).
announcements (four per

June 1 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Licenses Extended
Present licenses of following were
further extended on temporary basis to
Sept, 1, 1950: KELK Elko, Nev.; KMNS
San Luis Obispo, Calif.; KFDW Helena,
Mont.; WHED Washington, N. C; KSFE
Needles, Calif.; WDEL Wilmington,
Del.; WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla.; WNEL
San Juan, P. R.; KNAF FredericksKTRH-FM Houston, Tex.— Change
burg, Tex.; WOL),
KOB Albuquerque;
power from 350 kw to 29.5 kw and
(formally
Washington WWDCD. C;
ant. from 520 ft. to 470 ft.
WTAR-FM Norfolk, Va.; WFMN-FM
WCHI Chicago Heights, 111.— Change
Alpine. N. J.; WPEN-FM Philadelphia;
power from 400 w to 255 w and ant.
WCSI-FM Columbus Ind.; Albuquerque
from 150 ft. to 170 ft.
WJLB-FM Detroit— Change power
Bcstg. Co. exp. TV station K A -3427.
from 30 kw to 3.3 kw,
Licenses Renewed
WJPB Fairmont, W. Va.— Change
Licenses for following FM stations
power from 14 kw to 4.8 kw.
were renewed for period ending June 1,
WARL-FM
Arlington, Va. — Change
1953: KWKW-FM Pasadena, Calif.;
power from 13.8 kw to 2.9 kw; ant.
WAJR-FM Morgantown, W. Va.;
from 345 ft. to 270 ft.; cond.
WBET-FM Brockton, Mass.; WCTC-FM
WNOI
Park,
New Brunswick, N. J.; WEEX Easton,
from
380 wOakto 750
w. 111.— Change TPO
Pa.; WHAI-FM Greenfield, Mass.;
KNOB
Long
Beach,
TPO from 135 w to 200 w. Calif.— Change
WPOE-FM Elizabeth, N. J.; WSTC-FM
Stamford, Conn.; WUSJ-FM Lockport,
Extension Denied
N. Y.; WFRO-FM Fremont, Ohio;
WSOU South Orange, N. J.; KCRW
Sarkes
Tarzian,
Bloomington,
Ind. —of
Denial of application
for renewal
Santa Monica, Calif,
license
for
experimental
TV
station
WBEC-FM PittsHeld, Mass.— Granted
KS2XAP. See story this issue.
renewal of license for period ending
Hearing Designated
June 1, 1952.
WOCB-FM W. Yarmouth, Mass. —
KSFE Needles, Calif.— Designated for
Same.
hearing at Needles on July 13 application for renewal of license for freKMUW Wichita, Kan.— Same.
quency 1340 kc 250 w unl.
WNAE-FM Warren, Pa.— Granted renewal of license for period ending
Extension Granted
June 1, 1951.
WINX Washington, D. C— Granted
WAER Syracuse, N. Y— Same,
30-day
booster extension
stations. of licenses for two
WATL-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Granted renewal of license on temporary basis
Examiner James D. Cunningham
to Aug. 1.
KMPC The Station of the Stars Inc.,
Extension Granted
Los Angeles, et al — Ordered that preconference
concerning
KARK extension
Little Rock,
Ark.— Granted
larlyhearing
order of
procedure
for particuhearing
further
of license
on a
in
matter
presently
scheduled
for June
temporary basis to Sept. 1 and extended
5,
will
be
held
in
office
of
Engineer
in
to Sept. 1 time for achieving compliance
Charge, FCC,Bldg.
U. (Room
S. Post539),
Office
and
with sec. 3.109 of rules,
Courthouse
Temple
and Spring St., Los Angeles, beginning
WJOL Joliet, 111.— Granted further
temporary extension of license to Sept.
at 2 p.m., PST, June 4.
1 and further extended to Sept. 1
Hearing Designated
time within which to comply with
Robert Hecksher, Ft. Myers, Fla. —
section 3.109 of rules.
Designated for hearing in Washington
Renewal Granted
on 1400
Oct. kc31 250
application
for made
new station
on
w unl. and
WFTL
WHIL-FM
Hempstead,
N.
Y.—
GrantFt.
Lauderdale,
Fla.,
party
to proceeding.
ed renewal of license for period ending
June 1, 1953.
Radio Sumter, Sumter, S. C. — Desig— WBUZ
Same. (FM) Bradbury Heights, Md.
nated for hearing in Washington on
Nov. 1, application for new station
on 1240 kc 250 w unl., and made WKDK
Licenses Extended
Newberry, S. C, party to proceeding.
Licenses for following stations were
Gila Bcstg.
Ariz. —
extended on temporary basis for period
Designated
for Co.,
hearingWinslow,
in Washington
ending Sept. 1: WJRI Lenoir, N. C;
on
Nov.
3,
application
for
new
station
KPIX-TV and KA-2083 San Francisco;
on 1010 kc 1 kw unl. DA, to determine
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky.; WKAX
if objectionable interference would be
involved by proposed station to new
Birmingham, Ala.; WNDR-FM Syracuse; WWJ-FM Detroit; KBYR AnchorMexican notification at Agua Prieta,
age, Alaska; KVOE-FM Santa Ana,
Sonoro. or with any other existing
Calif.; WEED-FM Rocky Mount, N. C;
foreign broadcast station.
WILA (FM) Woodstock, 111.; WSRS-FM
(Continued on "page 76 )
Cleveland
son, Wis, Heights, Ohio; WHKW MadiLicenses for following stations were
further extended on temporary basis
to Sept. 1, 1950: WBBM Chicago,, WCBS
& aux. New York; WCCO Minneapolis;
WBBM-FM Chicago; WEEI-FM Boston;
WTOP-FM
Washington,
C; stations
WCBSTV New York,
and exp.D. TV
Only a
KA-4454-KA-4457, KE2XIA, KE2XJC,
all area, New York City and owned by
Columbia Bcstg. System; KNBC San
combination
Francisco, KOa Denver, WMAQ Chicago, WNBC New York City; WNBCof stations
FM New ington;
YorkWNBT City,
WRC-FM
& aux.
New WashYork,
WNBW (TV), Washington, D. C, exp.
can cover
WAGA
WMAZ
TV stations KA-4832 to KA-4840, and
WTOC
ATLANTA
KA-2104, KA-3372, all NBC stations,
MACON
SAVANNAH
WENR Chicago, KGO San Francisco;
5000W-59i)Kc I0.000W • 940Kc 5000 W - 1290 Kc
WJZ & aux. New York City; WENR-TV
Chicago;
KA-4180,
KA-4440
KA-4445,
first three
all
exp. TV
stations
ownedto by
ABC;
The C.B.S. Affiliates in GEORGIA'S First 3 Markets
KDKA-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.; KYW-FM
Philadelphia, WBZ-FM Boston, WBZAmarkets
Georgia's
FM Springfield, Mass., WOWO-FM Ft.
Wayne,
TV station Radio
KA4858, all Ind.,
ownedandby exp.
Westinghouse
Stations, Inc.; WGY & aux. Schenectady; WRGB (TV) Schenectady; exp.
TV stations KA-2106, KA-2017 and
KEA-92, and developmental station
KE2XCV Syracuse all owned by GE;
Represented, individually and as a group, by J H E KATZ AGENCY/ SN€«
WABD New York, and exp. TV stations KCA-q KE2XDR, KA-3431, KA3422, KE2XDN,
KA-3463, KA-3434,
Telecasting
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Actions

(Continued from -page 75)
Bay, Wis.— on
Designated
£orWJPG
hearingGreen
in Washington
Nov. 6,
application to change frequency of
WJPG from 810 kc to 1440 kc, increase
hours of operation from D only to unl.
ana install DA-DJM.
KCLO Leavenworth, - Kan. — Designated for hearing in Washington on
l\ov. 8, application to increase power
of KCLO from 500 w to 1 kw, D only
on 1410 Kc, and made KTSW Emporia,
Kan., KWBB Wichita, Kan., and KJCK
Junction
ceeding. City Kan., parties to proKWHK
Hutchinson, Kan. — On own
motion, Commission consolidated into
one proceeding applications of KWHK
for CP and application for transfer of
control, to be held in Hutchinson, Kan.,
on July 18; amended issues in Commission's designating
Orders of July 20,said1949applications,
and March
20, 1950,
and ordered that KAKE Wichita, Kan.,
be made party to proceeding with
reference to those issues relating to application for CP (to change facilities
from 1190 kc 1 kw D only, to 1260
kc, 1 kw unl. DA -2).
Action Set Aside
KRKO Eveirett, Wash.— Set aside
action of April 13 denying application
of KRKO for extension of completion
date, and granted said application,
extending completion date to Nov.
15, 1950.
KUMO Columbia, Mo. — Set aside
action of March 13 denying application of KUMO for extension of completion extending
date, and granted
said date
applica-to
tion,
completion
Sept. 15.
Hearing Designated
Springfield,
Ohio — Designated
forWJEL
hearing
in Washington
on Nov. 9
application for CP to change operation
on 1600 kc from 500 w D to unl. time
with
w N locations;
DA-2 and change
trans,1 kwandD 500
studio
made
WHRV Ann Arbor, Mich.; KCRG Cedar
Rapids,
Ind., and
State ofla.;111.WBAT
PoliceMarion,
Communications
System parties to proceeding.
WINRnated forBinghampton,
N. Y. — Desighearing at Washington
on
Nov. 10, application for CP to change
facilities from 1490 kc 250 w unl. to
680 kc 500 w-N 1 kw-D, using DA-DN;
made WKOP Binghampton, N. Y.,
party to proceeding.
Modification of CP
WSBT South Bend, Ind. Granted
mod. CP to make changes in daytime
DA pattern; eng. cond.
Order Amended
WICA Ashtabula, Ohio. — On petition
to enlarge issues amended order of
June 22, 1949, designating for hearing
applications of WKNX Saginaw, Mich.,
and WKMH Inc., Jackson, Mich.
Petition Granted
West Texas Bcstrs. Inc., Plainview,
Tex. and Tul'e Bcstg. Co., Tulia, Tex.
— Granted petition of West Texas
Bcstrs. Inc. to accept as an amendment
to application for mod. CP to change
frequency from 1570 kc to 900 kc and
change trans, and studio location from
Plainview to Floydada, Tex. D only
with 250 w and said application as
amended, was designated for hearing
in a consolidated proceeding to be held
in Washington on June 21, with application of Tul'e Bcstg. Co. applicants

WIDE BLANKET COVERAGE,
CONCENTRATED AUDIENCE,
BEST PROGRAM FACILITIES,
AND NOW—
5000 WATT OUTPUT !
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Can Tell You More About
CHNS
NOVA SCOTIA

HALIFAX
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Grants,

Changes,

Transfers,

Applications

SUMMARY

TO JUNE 1

Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Cond'l Pending
cationsHearing
In
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants
AM Stations
2,137 2,110 185
300
282
FM
701
492
17
TV Stations
Stations
105
40 260
69 3* Appli351
18213
* Two on the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KASM Albany, Minn. (Stearns County Bcstg. Co., 1150 kc,
500 w day;; KBOX Reno, Nev. (The Voice of Reno, 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited);
KDLA De Rittaer, La. (Sabine Bcstg. Co., 1010 kc, 1 kw day); KHOA-FM Inglewood, Calif. (William R. Haupt, Ch. 288); KLTF Little Falls, Minn. (Capital City
Bcstg. Co. Inc., 960 kc, 500 w day); WALK (FM) New York (Atlantic Bcstg. Co.
Inc., Ch. 294); WATC Gaylord, Mich, changed from WGLM (Midwestern Bcstg.
Co.); WATS Sayre, Pa. (Thompson K. Cassel, 1470 kc, 1 kw day;; WMLD (FM)
St. Petersburg, Fla. (Charles A. Lenz, Ch. 250).
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Flagstaff,
Ariz.
Saunders
Bcstg.kc Co.
granted new AM —station
on 1220
250
w day. Estimated construction cost
$9,410. Charles J. Saunders individual
owner, is owner and salesman Flagstaff
Nash
1941-46 heWALA
was program
directorCo.andFromannouncer
Mobile,
Ala. Granted June 1.
Clifton Forge, Va. — Clifton Forge
Bcstg. Corp., granted new AM station
on 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated
construction cost $20,694. Principals in
corporation include: G. R. Stevens,
dentist, president 27.27%; J. C. Goodwin, lawyer, vice president 22.72%; E.
A. Schellhous, professional singer and
entertainer, secty-treas. 19.09%; E. T.
Nicely, Nicely Bros. Ford sales and
service, 3.06%; James B. Racey, real
estate and insurance business, director
1.80%. There
Granted
June are
1. 24 minor stockholders.
Coalinga,
* Calif. —newPleasant
Valley
Radio
Co., granted
AM station
on
1470 kc,
500
w
day.
Estimated
construction cost $13,999.90. Rea B. Bowman,
instructor at Electronic Technical Institute
Bowman,
conductor andwithBenjamin
Pacific Electric
Railway
Co., 1.are equal partners. Granted
June
KROXfromCrookston,
Minn.day
— Granted
switch
1050 kc 1 kw
to 1260
kc 1 kw day 500 w night, DA-N.

Granted June 1.
KLIX Twin
Falls,
Ida. from
— Granted
modification
of CP
change
1 kw
unl.
to
5
kw
day
1
kw
nignt
directional.
Cond.
FM GRANT
Fort Smith, Ark. — Southwestern Pub.
Co. granted
change CH.from296 Class
Class
A FM station,
(107.1 Bmc),to
ERP 320
w.,
ant.
220
ft.
Amended
revised Allocation plan for Class B FM
stations by substituting Ch. 273 for
Ch. 299
June
1. at Fort Smith, Ark. Granted
NONCOMMERCIAL EDUCATIONAL
FM GRANT
Kalamazoo, Mich. — Western Mich.
College of Education
granted
new noncommercial educational
FM station
Ch.
216
(91.9
mc)
ERP
400
watts,
ant. 140
feet. Granted May 31.
TRANSFER GRANTS.
WNAT sNatchez,
asignment of license Miss.
from— Granted
M. T. Seale
and H. J. Jennings d/b as Old South
Bcstg. Co. to H. J. Jennings, Charles E.
Ratcliffe, and
EdnaEdward
R. Lambert,
LaurienewG.
Ratcliffe
G. Lambert
firm of same name. Consideration
$20,000. cliffe,
Ownership
interests: inC. Ratcliffe
E. Ratowner
plantation
and 25%
stockinterest
farm, ny3%; L. P.
Ratcliffe, 25% owner Ratcliffe plantation
17%%;ager Mr.
NatchezLambert,
Democrat,circulation
8%%; and manMrs.

for new station on 900 kc 250 w D at
Tulia; revised the issues in order of
March 21 designating West Texas application for hearing, and removed KCBD
Lubbock,
ceeding. as party respondent to proOrder Amended
WCAW and WGKV Charleston, W.
Va. and WFLB Fayetteville, N. C—
Amended order of May 18 designating
WCAW Charleston, W. Va., WGKV
Charleston and WFLB Fayetteville,
N. C. for consolidated hearing so as to
delete WERE Cleveland, as party
respondent.
Application Dismissed
The Lorain Journal Co., Lorain, Ohio
—A Dismissed
FM station.application for a Class

ville, Ind.; WMIN St. Paul, Minn.;
WFOR Hattiesburg, Miss.; KOLN
Lincoln, Neb.; WJRI Lenoir, N. C;
KTFS Texarkana, Tex.
Modification of CP
WOAK
Chicago— Mod. CP FM sta208 ft.tion to change ERP to 8.34 kw, ant. to
KWKH-FM Shreveport, La.— Mod.
CP new FM station for extension of
completion License
date.
for CP
KALW San Francisco — License for CP
new noncommercial educational station.
License Renewal
WTDS Toledo, Ohio — Request for license renewal noncommercial educational FM station.
Modification of CP
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind. — Mod.
CP new commercial TV station for ex12-30-50.
WJZ-TVtension of completion
New York—date
Mod.to CP
new
commercial TV station for extension of
completion
to 6-30-51.
KECA-TV date
Los Angeles
— Mod. CP new
commercial TV station for extension
of completionTV—
date66-72
to 10-30-50.
mc
WBEN-TV
Buffalo,
N.
Y.— TV sta-to
tion to change from metropolitan
rural
type
station
and
increase
from 16.2 kw vis. and 10.2 kw aur.ERPto
100 kw vis., 50 w aur. and change studio
location from Hotel Statler, Buffalo
to Center St., East Aurora, N. Y.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1260
KUBC Montrose, Col. — CP AM station
to change from 1240 kc 250 w unl. to
1260 kc 1 kw-DAM-940
500 w-Nkc DA-N.
WTPS New Orleans — CP AM station
to change from 940 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N
to 5 kw-D 1 kw-N
DA-N.kc
SSA— 1410
WFCB Dunkirk, N. Y. — Request for
SSA to operate on 1410 kc 500 w unl.
DA-DN.

June 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
WMMJ
Peoria,
111. — Mod. license to
change studio
location.
WLBL Stevens Point, Wis.— Mod. license to change studio location from
Stevens Point to SW of Auburndale,
Wis.
License for CP
WTVB Coldwater, Mich.— License for
CP to changeAM—from
1230 DA
kc to non-DA.
KREW
Sunnyside, Wash. — CP AM
station to change from 1050 kc 250 w D
to 1230 kc 250 w unl.
Modification of CP
WCLI Corning, N. Y.— Mod. CP AM
station to change from 1540 kc 250 w
D to 1450 kc 250 w unl.
WOPT Scriba, N. Y.— Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
License Renewal
Request for license renewal AM
station: KRE Berkeley, Calif.; WTRR
Sanford, Fla.; WMGA Moultrie. Ga.;
KRPL Moscow, Ida.; WEOA Evans-

Lambert, housewife, 8%% H. J. Jei
nings, manager WNAT 50%. WNAT
June
1. 250 w on 1450 kc. Grant'
assigned
WAUX-AM-FM
Waukesha, Wis.
Granted
acquisition
control pu
WAUX Bcstg.,
licensee,ofthrough
chase of 164 sh. of stock for $16,000 I:
Carl Taylor from Lloyd Burlinghai
and Russell G. Salter. Mr. Taylor
presently % owner of licensee corpor;
tion as well as president and chief e>
ecutive. Mr. Burlingham and Mr. Salti
wish to reduce their holdings becau:
of their interest in WBEL Beloit, Wi
WAUX is assigned 250 w day on 15;
kc. Granted June 1.
WFHR-AM-FM Wisconsin Rapid
Wis. — Granted transfer of control (
William F. Huffman Radio Inc., 1
censee from Louise Huffman, executri
of the estate of William Huffman, dc
ceased to Wisconsin Rapids Triburi
Co. for consideration of $59,280. Wi:
consin
owns Radio
247 sh.an r
250
sh ofRapids
WilliamTribune
F. Huffman
William F. Huffman Radio in turn owr
488
Rapidschange
Tribune.
Ther
wil sh.
be of
no Wis.
material
in propoi
tionate ownership of William F. Hufl \
man Radio.
WFHR
assignedJune
250 1
fulltime
on 1340
kc. isGranted
Deletions . . .
FOUR FM authorizations were re
ported
Tot;
to
date: deleted
AM 21;byFMFCC63; last
TV week.
2.
WKY-FM Oklahoma City, Okla.- )
WKY Radiophone Co. CP May 26. Re, i
quest of applicant.
Baltimore,Inc.Md.CP— Radio-Television
Baltimore
May 22. Devote tc
television.
WPJV Miami, Fla.— Hollywood Bcstjti;
Co. CP May 22. No future in FM.
WFTM
Tiffin,1. Ohio—
Tiffinfailed
Bcstg.to Cc
License June
Applicant
nljjj1
renewal of application or reply to Com
mission notification of license expirini
!<
New Applications.
..
AM APPLICATIONS
Centreville, Miss. — Southwester
Bcstg. Co. of Mississippi, 1580 kc, 25
w day. Estimated construction cos
$8,227.70. Applicant is licensee o
WAPF 1. McComb, Miss. AM outlet. Filei
June
Herkimer,
N. Y.unlimited.
— Robert Estimate
Harvar*
Dye,
1230 kc 100
construction
costw $11,557.
Mr. Dye i
chief June
engineer
Filed
1. WNDR Syracuse, N. Y
Athens, Ohio — Athens Bcstg. Co
1580 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated construe
tion cost $15,207. Principals in corpora
tion include: Bartow Jones, state sen
ator,
50% owner
Wharton-Jones
struction
company,
president con
Tw
Rivers Motor Co., 40% owner Poin
Pleasant Livestock Co., and other busi
ness interests, 25%; Gordon K. Bush
publisher, Messenger Pub. Co., vici
president 25%; Harry M. Miller, secre
tary-treasurer 25% and Simpson W
Logan,
25%. Pa.
Filed
June 1. Bcstg. Co. j
Pottstown,
— Pottstown
1370 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated construe
tion cost $18,360. Principals include
Ralph E. Mellon, transmitter enginee
WTTM Trenton, 25%; Herbert Wolinfd
commercial manager WARD Johnstown
Pa. 3754%; Margaret Levine, radio cop;,
director Glosser Bros, department store
32!/4%; Charles
Bentz, previously
announcer
WIBK K.Knoxville,
5%. Filei
June 1.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WVMI from
Biloxi,
Assignment
o
license
JamesMiss.
H. —McKee,
Odes Ej
Robinson and G. E. Holmes, partnership
d/b as Radio Associates to new corpora
tion of same people, Radio Associate
Inc.
interests in
rationOwnership
are: Mr. Robinson
52%.newMr.corpo
Mc
Kee 38% and Mr. Holmes 10%. WVM
is
assigned
1
kw
day
oh
570
kc.
Filei
June 1.
KFTV Paris, Tex.— Assignment of CI
from Cecil Hardy, Charles L. Cain, Mer
Saxon, O. E. Smith and J. T. Smithy
partnership d/b as Lamar Count:;i
Bcstg. Co. to new corporation Lama: ft
Bcstg.
Co. Applicantsto desire
to chaneifo
from partnership
corporation
more
efficient
operation.
Each
partner
will receive 50 sh. capital stock,
pa;
value contribution
$100, this isto equal
to each KFTV
part )cs
ners
partnership.
is
assigned
Filed
June 1.250 w fulltime on 1490 kc ,
B-H Moves

Office .

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON Co.'
Chicago office last week was move
from 333 N. Michigan Ave. to 36
N. Michigan Ave. Office is unde
direction of Harold R. Murphy, wh<
opened the branch last August an
who is in charge of 11 states
Room number is 1102.
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Radio's Prospects
(Continued from page 16)
Decrease, but less than 10%
(17.7%)
Decrease more than 10% (5.9%)
"Advertisers agreed that more
pf their numbers will be using radio
I in a local basis. And the figures are
>ery close to the figures for
Agencies.
I Stations say: "More advertisers
. ill be using radio on a local
jiasis."
Increase more than 10% (56.9%)
u Increase, but less than 10%
(25.6%)
> Remain about the same (11.6%)
Decrease, but less than 10%
(4.7%)
Decrease, more than 10% (1.2%)
i "Over 56% of the stations said
'that the number of advertisers
l-ising radio on a local basis will
i ncrease by more than 10% [BroadtASTlNG, May 15].
What will be the trend in radio
stations' merchandising of sponadvertising? (See illustration,sors'
page 16.)
More Same Less
Agencies
54%
25%
Advertisers 51.5
36.2 21%
12.3
Stations 56.8
36.9 6.3

The Trend
Be Advertisi
jj What Will
ng? in Department Store
More Same Less
Agencies
17.4% 36.9%
Advertisers 45.7%
37.6
32.8
29.6
^Stations 63.4
26.3 10.3
"The largest potential classification of local advertisers is department stores, which have vastly
'increased use of radio in several
narkets. They are the exception,
father than the rule,
il "When asked what the trend
vould be in department store
|adio advertising, agencies, advertisers and stations all agreed that
:he trend was towards the use of
jjnore, rather than less, radio."
f What will be the trend in automotive dealers' radio advertising?
More Same Less
Agencies 41.3% 23.9% 34.8%
'l^dveitisers
44.8
34.5 20.7
Stations 75.6
20.4
4.
"Among the advertisers, and
ncidentally they included two Detroit automotive company ad managers, 44.8% anticipated an inrease as against just over 20%
,;hat thought there would be a
lecrease."
What will be the trend in appliance dealers' radio
More advertising?
Same Less
kgencies
36.9% 24.2
30.4% 32.7%
Advertisers 41.3
34.5
stations 67.4
27.4 5.2
; , "Appliance dealers, in the postwar area, have moved way up to
|become a leading classification of
l ocal radio user. This is particuarly true in television markets
where the selling of television sets

Why

buy 2 or more...

do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"

by home demonstration has called
for the purchase of big blocks of
time. There is a rather general
agreement that this group will not
only continue to use radio, but
will actually increase in number."
What will be the trend in food
store radio advertising?
More Same Less
Agencies 47.8% 23.9% 28.3%
Advertisers 48.3 27.6 24.1
Stations 54. 39.7 6.3
"And so it is becoming more
and more apparent that advertisers, agencies and stations feel
that the local level of radio is going to show substantial increases
in the number of advertisers using
the medium."
Gambling Bill
(Continued from page 3k)
gambling data by newspapers while
placing certain restrictions on
radio as a medium.
The substitute bill, he explained,
works "no hardship on any legitimate newspaper or radio station
which may continue to broadcast or
publish most of the facts relating
to a horse race that they are permitted to do today."
The "distinction," he felt, "is
that specialized scratch sheets or
radio stations . . . catering to betters or bookies cannot broadcast
or publish certain specific information before the race starts." It
would not apply to newspapers in
states where racing is legal.
Other Sports
With respect to other sports
events he stated:
The evidence before the committee
indicated clearly that large scale betting takes place throughout the country on many other sporting events
and contests, notably baseball. The
original bill presented would have
classed news relating to such events
as prohibited information. The committee felt that to attempt to write
a penal statute against such types of
news would be not only impractical,
but of serious legal validity as well
as inviting large scale violations of
Federal law. However, we do believe
that we should make every attempt
to aid local enforcement officers in
coping with the betting problem by
requiring the fullest public information on all suppliers and users of
such information. Therefore, the bill
requires communications common carriers to file with the Federal Communications Commission current lists
of all lessees of circuits used for the
dissemination of all sports news, including horse racing news, and the
filing of the names and addresses of
all persons who buy such information.
With respect to radio broadcasts,
Sen. McFarland said that "all of
us felt that one of the serious flaws
in the (Justice Dept.) bill was that
it discriminated against radio statons, by requiring an hour's delay
in the broadcasting of, or the reporting of a horse race.
"We have avoided that discrimination ... by merely prohibiting
the broadcasting or television of
certain information immediately
prior to a race. That prohibited information has been defined as
gambling information, and according to all of the evidence, is not

information which the ordinary
listener is interested in. This, in
no way, prevents the broadcasting
of Athe proposal
progress of
a race."
that
special horse
race events, such as the Kentucky
Derby and others, be exempt from
restrictions covering time prior to
races was recommended by the subcommittee but dropped by the full
committee. The McFarland group
had urged that stations and networks be permitted to broadcast two
such events a year from each track
and be guided in their selection by
the
"public interest"
Communications
Act. clause in the
Portions of the new bill as reported to the Senate:
(b) "Gambling
information"
is information pertaining
to any horse
or
dog racing event or contest and (1)
means bets or wagers, the scratches,
jockey changes, weights, probable winners, betting odds, or changes in the
betting odds, in such event or contest, and (2) is transmitted prior to
the transmission of a truthful an-

FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

nouncement that such event or contest has actually started.
(c) "Transmission or reception in
interstate or foreign commerce"
means transmission or reception directly or indirectly from or to any
place in any State to or from any place
outside such State, including a ship
at sea or in the air. . . .
Sec. 3. (a) It shall be unlawful for
any person to lease, furnish, or maintain any communication facility, other
than a radio broadcasting facility, if
such facility is used to transmit or
receive gambling information in interstate or foreign commerce.
(b) It shall be unlawful for any
person, by means of a communication facility, other than a radio broadcasting facility, to transmit or receive
gambling information in interstate
or foreign commerce.
(c) No person shall broadcast any
gambling information by means of
any radio station for which a license
is required by any law of the United
States, and no person operating any
such station shall knowingly permit
the broadcasting
formation. .. . of any gambling in-

PROGRAMS

Regularly Scheduled on 384 U.S. Stations NAB

Finds

PROGRAMS are broadcast by 384
U. S. stations in 33 foreign
tongues, according to a survey
completed last week by Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research director. The 384 stations were
among 1,779 AM and FM stations
replying to a questionnaire covering the week of March 19-25.
Dr. Baker explained the list may
be
it's composed
onlyincomplete
of stationssince
reporting
foreign

broadcast programs follow: Albanian, Arabic, Armenian, Bohemian, Chinese, Croatian, Czech,
Danish, Finnish, French, Gaelic,
German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Irish, Japanese, Jewish, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Rumanian, Russian, Serbian,
Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish, Syrian, Ukrainian, Yiddish,
Yugoslav.

language broadcasting in the survey. The list does not include
foreign language lessons broadcast
by stations.
Amount of weekly time devoted
by stations to foreign tongue programs ranged from one to over 25
hours a week. NAB's study shows
the approximate amount of time
devoted to such programs as well
as days of the week. Results of
the study are being mailed to
agencies as well as the State Dept.,
United Nations and transcription
producers.
Languages covered in regularly

RADIO INCREASE
Seen Among TV Set Owners
RADIO listening is on the increase
in homes equipped with TV receiver sets. So declared Dr. Sydney
Roslow, director of Pulse Inc., New
York radio-television audience research organization, at the Hollywood Ad Club on May 29.
Even when video's top shows are
being telecast, radio continues to
command a vast audience, he assured the advertisers and agency
executives.

BMI

Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Published by Marks

BLESS THE CHILD
GOD
On Records: Billie Holiday— Col. 38792; Bobbe
— Mer.*;
Caston — King 4354; Frankie Laine Darnel
lLarry
24972;
Dec.
y—
Billie Holida
Regal 3260.
On Transcription: Pee Wee Hunt — Capitol;
Buddy Weed — Associated.

ii'co/ WBAL
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At

Deadline...

NBC-TV RAISES RATES
FOR 39 AFFILIATES
NBC has announced rate increases for 39 of
its TV affiliates — 26 interconnected and 13
non-interconnected stations — effective July 1,
with customary rate protection through
Dec. 31.
List of changes follows:
Interconnected Stations
WBAL-TV Baltimore, $550 to $750; WBZ-TV Boston, $750 to $950; WBEN-TV Buffalo, $325 to $600;
WNBQ Chicago, $1,000 to $1,200; WLWT Cincinnati,
$350 to $550; WNBK Cleveland, $600 to $775; WLWC
Columbus, $200 to $375; WLWD Dayton, $200 to $375;
WLAV-TV $200
Grandto Rapids,
$200 toMemphis,
$250; WGAL-TV
Lancaster,
$300; WMCT
$200 to
$300; WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, $450 to $600; WNHC-TV
New Haven, $400 to $500; WNBT New York, $2,000 to
$2,200;
WPTZ Philadelphia,
$1,000 toRichmond
$1,200; WJARTV Providence.
S250 to $300; WTVR
$250 to
$300; WHAM-TV Rochester, $200 to $300; KSD-TV
St. Louis, $425 to $650; WRGB Schenectady. $325 to
$500; WSYR-TV Syracuse, $200 to $300; WSPD-TV
Toledo, $300 to $400; WNBW Washington, $500 to
$575; WDEL-TV Wilmington, $200 to $300; WWJ-TV
Detroit,
to $225. $600 to $800; WJAC-TV Johnstown, $150
Non-Interconnected Stations
WSB-TV Atlanta. $250 to $325; WBTV Charlotte. $175 to $225; WFAA-TV Dallas, $250 to $375;
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, $250 to $375; WFMY-TV
Greensboro, $150 to $200; KLEE-TV Houston, $200
to $300; KSTP-TV St. Paul. $325 to $500; WDSU-TV
New Orleans, $200 to $250; WKY-TV Oklahoma
City, $200 to $275; WOW-TV Omaha, $200 to $250:
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, $150 to $200; KRON-TV
San Francisco, $350 to $450; KOTV Tulsa. $200 to
$250.
TWO GRANTS AFFIRMED
FCC REFUSED Friday to upset its decisions
authorizing (a) Texas Star Broadcasting Co.
to build new Dallas station on 740 kc with 10
kw day and 5 kw night, and (b) Beer &
Koehl to construct 250-w outlet on 1340 kc at
Ashland, Ohio [Broadcasting, Feb. 6]. Action came in denials of reconsideration petitions filed in 740 kc case by KTRH Houston,
which lost its bid to modify daytime directional on that frequency, and KSEO Durant,
Okla., which claimed some interference would
be caused to its 750 kc operation; and in
1340 kc case by Mount Vernon (Ohio) Broadcasting Co., unsuccessful rival of Beer &
Koehl.
WU

BASEBALL

DEADLINE

FCC Friday set July 5 as deadline for Western Union to comply with its order to eliminate
"discrimination" found in $2-per-game extra
charge for stations using WU baseball-sports
service in networks [Broadcasting, May 22].
Deadline had been omitted from original FCC
order. WU has indicated it will drop extra
charge but permit networking to continue.
WWSW
APPOINTS BLAIR
JOHN BLAIR & Co., Chicago, has been named
national sales representative for WWSW
Pittsburgh, 5 kw independent, effective June
19. 0. M. Schloss Jr. is general manager.
JOINS GRAY & ROGERS
CHARLES W. YEAGER, formerly of Abner
J. Gelula & Assoc., Philadelphia, has joined
Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia agency, as associate media director.
BULLIS DIRECTS UN FETE
HARRY A. BULLIS, of Minneapolis, chairman of board of General Mills, appointed
national chairman of United Nations Week
to direct organization c" observance from Oct.
1 6 to 24. Event will climax with United Nations Day Oct. 24.
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Music With Test Pattern
(Continued from page U)
virtually all participants. (Also see story
page
Thad15.)H. Brown Jr., counsel for Television
Broadcasters Assn., said FCC proposal limited
flexibility in operation, cited high costs and
need to build set circulation. Comr. Robert F.
Jones suggested telecasters have licenses for
fulltime operation and if they can't afford
proper operation they may be wrong licensees.
Mr. Brown said commercialization was not
mentioned in FCC's notice in case and hence
TBA board hadn't acted on that matter. He
doubted TBA members feel any advertisers
but set and service firms would sponsor TV
test patterns in lieu of AM or FM programs.
Dwight Rorer, Fort Industry Co. attorney,
saw no logic .to forbidding all test pattern
sponsors but didn't know where to draw line.
He said test pattern itself was advertisement
and cited TV economic situation. Chairman Coy
suggested station income should relate to
proper use of facility.
Joseph A. McDonald, ABC vice president
and general attorney, suggested music or
other material should be allowed for time
equal to half regular program period for day
and that oral news limit of 15 minutes should
be enlarged to one hour daily. Eliot C. Lovett,
attorney for KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, urged
some music operation be allowed before regular programs begin to facilitate tune-in adjustment and warm-up. In explanation he
said first show is hard to sell.
Bernard Koteen, representing WKRC-TV
Cincinnati, said WKRC-TV is willing to agree
to unintegrated programming on non-commercial basis. He was questioned closely on
assertion that in some instances costs of substituting integrated programming for test
patterns would be enough to make stations
think it better to go off air.
Paul A. Porter, former FCC chairman,
suggested on behalf of Paramount Television
Productions that telecasters be permitted to
play background music with test patterns,
stills or commercial announcements, on condition that for each hour of such programming
they carry "a certain percentage" of live or
film programming. When he suggested ratio
might be 15 minutes of regular programming
for each hour of unintegrated operation,
Chairman Coy observed that that would be
"getting the cart before the horse in the real
WIBK
sense." DENIED PETITION
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn., denied reconsideration
Friday of FCC's decision refusing issuance
of license to cover its permit and Commission
gave station 30 days to wind up affairs
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15, 1949]. FCC said its
findings and conclusions that principal owner,
Rev. J. Harold Smith, was not qualified to be a
licensee "are fully justified and required by
the evidence of the record." WIBK reported
it will appeal ruling to U. S. Supreme Court
if necessary. FCC considered moot bid to
transfer Rev. and Mrs. Smith's interests to
James T. Cox Jr. and C. L. Schenck.
SAVINGS ASSN. BUYING
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS ASSN., Lincoln,
Neb.,
has America
bought World
System's
Forward
series Broadcasting
on seven stations
and
contemplates exoansion to others, through
Ayres Adv. Inc., Lincoln.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
tions on ground of possible misuse for politica
broadcasting (see page 18), is causing son-!
amusement. Only purchaser of "political
spots on TR, certain stations report, has beei
CIO itself — and to build regular audience fc
recent nationwide address of CIO Presider
Phil Murray.
TELEVISION Film Industry Committee plan
ning to ask AFM President James C. Petrilli
for meeting on rates immediately following
windup of AFM national convention; will asl
for specific rate covering overall use of musi
cal films (both theater and telecast), with 50^
of that rate as fee for TV use only.
BLOCK DRUG Co., through Cecil & Presbrey
New York, adding stations in scattered mar
kets for its Polident tooth powder.
DICTAGRAPH Corp. (hearing aid) currents
running TV spot campaign in New York, con
sidering national radio spot campaign througl
its new agency, Maxwell Sackheim, New York
Mcdonald

replies

COMMDR. EUGENE F. McDONALD, president, Zenith Radio Corp., following FCC actior
in withholding approval of time extensior
for Phonevision tests (see story page 54)
Friday stated in letter to FCC that Zenith':
letter to manufacturers was "marked confidential and not intended for publication."
Purpose of letter, he said, was to suggest to
manufacturers that decoder outlets be includec
in TV sets now so that if and when FCC
approves Phonevision, public would be able
to have necessary decoding unit installed at
"great saving." He further told Commission
if it [FCC] "feels that it is not in the public
interest for us to continue to suggest to our
competitors that they help protect the public
... we will on your request withdraw that
offer" and make no further suggestions to
manufacturers. Regarding newspaper ads
which asserted "Phonevision will soon be here,"
Commdr. McDonald said: "Zenith has never
published or approved any advertisements
containing this language."
POWERHOUSE INCREASE
WALTER H. JOHNSON Co. (Powerhouse
candy bars), sponsor of Captain Video, Monday,
7-7:30 p.m. on DuMont TV Network since
January, doubles its appropriation on network.
Beginning June 6 company will sponsor show
cn two nights, Tuesday and Thursday (in same
time) and add four stations, bringing total
number of stations carrying show to 11.
Franklin Bruck, New York, is agency.
LOBBY GROUP ATTACKED
RESOLUTION to ban activities of House
Select Lobbying Committee threatened Friday
by Rep. E. E. Cox (D-Ga.) in statement
attacking "outrageous and scandalous assumption of power" by group for requesting itemized
expenditures from RCA and 166 other business
firms. Rep. Frank Buchanan (D-Pa.), committee chairman, refused to rescind request
(early story page 46).
RECORD FIRMS INDICTED
FOUR MAJOR wholesale record distributors,
including Decca Distributing Corp., New York
and Philadelphia, and Capitol Records Distributing Corp., Hollywood and Philadelphia, indicted Friday by Federal Grand Jury in Philadelphia. Indictment based on charges of conspiracy to fix prices.
BROADCASTING
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The

KMBC-KFRM

Team

The Spring 1950 Kansas City Primary Trade Area Survey — a coincidental survey
of over 80,000 telephone interviews in one week by Conlan — just off the press —
shows The Team even further ahead of its nearest competitor than a year ago!
It is one of the most comprehensive listener studies ever made — and one of the
most revealing.
Together with the Fall 1949 Kansas City Primary Trade Area Survey — an aided
recall survey made through 2,122 personal interviews at the 1949 Missouri State
Fair, Kansas State Fair and the Kansas City American Royal — it provides irrefutable proof of The Team's outstanding leadership. Yes, current proof, not
moth-ball evidence.
The

KMBC-KFRM

Team

with Coverage Equivalent to More than
50,000

WATTS

POWER!

Yes, The Team covers an area far greater
than KMBC alone, at its present location,
could cover with 50,000 watts with the best
directional antenna system that could be designed. With half-millivolt daytime contours
Daytime half-millivolt contours shown in black.

tailored by Jansky & Bailey, America's foremost radio engineers, to enable The Team to

Spring 1950 Kansas City Primary Trade Area

effectively cover Kansas City's vast trade territory (a rectangle — not a circle), The Team
offers America's most economical radio cover-

Radio Survey, just completed, shows KMBCKFRM far ahead of all other broadcasters trying to serve this area.

age.
Contact KMBC-KFRM, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for complete substantiating evidence.

THE UANl

AGAIN

WHS

FIRST!

KMBC-KFRM
6TH OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE PROGRAMMED BY KMBC

but

only

one.
NASHVILLE

Sure, WSM

has power

... a clear channel

and

50.000 husky

watts of power . . . enough power to put the WSM
signal out
where the whole Central South can hear it. To this power,
WSM

adds the second important

ingredient, people ... a talent

staff large enough, versatile enough, good enough to pipe out
sixteen network shows weekly in addition to regular station
business.
WSM
WSM

That's what

makes

the Central

South

listen when

broadcasts. That's what makes the Central South buy what
seUs. Want case histories? Contact Irving Waugh or

any Petry Man.

CLEAR CHANNEL
50,000 WATTS
HARRY STONE
General Manager
IRVING WAUGH
Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representative
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BROAD
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Bob Hope
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and

Sugar

Grove

Burns

a

WLS

is there

Mortgage

to Help

The maple sugar that came from the grove of sugar
maples was boiled down in copper kettles — and early settlers called

ink Analyze
Spot Sales
Page 17

the little Kane County, Illinois, community " Sugar Grove."
More than a century later, one of these copper kettles
served a different purpose. Last month — it was used to burn a
mortgage written in 1930, when the rural community had built
itself a community building to serve the rich agricultural area
around it.
WLS remembers the dedication of that community
building in 1930. . . for WLS was there to help. Not a year has
passed by since without some service to the community building and
its users from the neighborly 50,000-watt radio station in Chicago.
When it came time to burn the mortgage, Sugar Grove
folks turned naturally to WLS for help in planning the ceremony . . .
and for the principal speaker. Arthur C. Page, WLS Farm Program
Director, met with the local committee, then made the inspirational
talk of the day.

>, & Boxtc

TELECASTING
jins on Page 47

Here is a 20-year story of service to a community — a
story you can multiply by 500 for all the towns in four states who
depend on WLS for help when they need it, as well as for entertainment and service. Multiply by 500 — and you will have the sum of
service rendered accounting for the intense loyalty of Midwest
people to "their" radio station, WLS — and for the often startling
success of the firms who advertise on WLS, because advertising
results are predicated on listener loyalty.

eekly
d

I
00 Annually
CLEAR

CHANNEL

Home of the NATIONAL

Barn Dance

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK- REPRESENTED BY \ JOHN BLAIR & CO

. . .

Kentuckiana's

FOOD

NOW

50,000 WATTS
The

★

MERCHANDISING

GOES

1 A CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio

ONLY

station

serving

all of the rich Kentuckiana

5

DAYS

★

840 KILOCYCLES

and

selling

A

SHOW

WEEK!

Market
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

•

NEIL D. CLINE, Sa/es Director

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
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Meat

Works

Packer

with

Small

a

Net

Money may talk, as they say, but what does a
buck ever say these days except good-bye?
Talk or not, the dollar is supposed to earn its
keep before it takes wing. In business that
"keep" is spelled p-r-o-f-i-t-s.

ry
meatt oin
.
n duthste
A side ligh
meat
American

Meat packers largely depend on two things to earn a
profit — top efficiency and fast turnover of a lot of
dollars in buying livestock and selling it as meat and
by-products.
The buck invested in the packing industry is turned
over so many times a year that it gets dizzy.
Let's look at profits this way:'
Over the past decade, yearly earnings of meat packing firms averaged just a little over seven cents on
the invested dollar.
AMERICAN
Headquarters, Chicago

Look at profit as a per cent of what the packer receives from the sale of meat and by-products. Over
the same ten-year period, it has averaged one and
one-third cents per dollar. And meat packers were
able to do this well only because they could find buyers for so many of the by-products of meat handling.
What does all this prove? That while the packing
industry moves meat from farm to store at a lower
service cost than almost any other food by reason of
efficient methods and quick turnover, it manages to
make the dollar earn its keep.

MEAT
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D. C.
Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building. Washing
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I
CbsedCircuit
WASHINGTON'S vaunted gossip factory, at
close of business Friday, was astir with report that anti-trust proceedings shortly would
be instituted involving issues that would make
a pigmy of Lorain- Journal case wherein newspaper publisher is charged with refusal to
accept advertising from customers of radio
and newspaper competitors. Whether it's another newspaper-radio situation, or something
akin to competitive issue in another field, or
whether it will strike at radio at all, couldn't
be ascertained. Simple comment was that
"it'll be something tremendous."
IF CUSTOMARY procedures are followed,
Walter A. Buck, operating vice president of
RCA-Victor, should move into executive vice
presidency succeeding late John G. (Joe) Wilson [Broadcasting, June 5]. RCA-Victor
board meets June 22 at which time vacancy
might be filled. Admiral Buck, who retired
from Navy in 1948 after 30 years' service,
became president of Radiomarine Corp. of
America, and was elected operating vice president of Victor in January 1949.
NORMAN BOGGS, general manager of
WMCA New York, has renewed management
contract with President-Owner Nathan Straus
for five years. Original arrangement was for
two years. Ralph L. Atlass, midwest station
owner and executive, continues in consulting
capacity with New York independent.
EDGAR KOBAK, former MBS president, being retained by Walter Evans, president of
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., as general
business consultant.
AM FEARS that FCC may move to substitute FM for AM were engendered by onesentence question in RMA speech of FCC
Chairman Coy, who gave FM its biggest boost
in months (see story page 20). Fearsome sentence: "Can we continue to justify our tolerance of these [intei-ference] defects in AM
when we have at hand another system of sound
broadcasting — FM — that has none of these defects and has, moreover, some other highly
desirable advantages?"
IT'S EVEN money that Mutual board at its
meeting today in New York will follow lead of
CBS and ABC and withdraw from NAB. Involved directly is $5,000 annual network membership fee, since, as cooperatively-owned network, MBS has no owned or operated stations.
QUESTION of West Coast alignment of
Mutual also expected to be surveyed by MBS
board, in light of impending sale of Don Lee,
West Coast segment of network and contractor
for entire coastal-mountain state area, as well
as holder of 19% in MBS. If independent
group acquires Don Lee radio holdings (story
page 26) presumably no affiliation changes
would be involved. Should CBS, also reportedly an avid bidder for TV and Don Lee head(Continued on page 90)
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n9 New York.
June 12-13:Up
MBS co
Boardmi
of Directors,
June 12-13: Radio Farm Directors Convention,
Administration Bldg., Washington.
June 17: Radio News Editors' Conference, Kent
State U., Kent, Ohio.
June 19: NAB Board Indoctrination, NAB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
June 20-22: NAB Board of Directors, NAB
Hdqrs., Washington.
(Other Upcomings on page 72)
Bulletins
ARMOUR & Co., Chicago, begins sponsorship
today (Monday) of spots in 16 major markets
for Dial soap, and June 19 in 14 areas for
Chiffon soap flakes, each for six weeks. Foote,
Cone & Belding is agency.
PURITY BAKERIES, Chicago, for Grennan
cakes, will sponsor 25 to 30 spots weekly in
each of 12 major markets starting June 19
for 12 and 13 weeks. Agency, Young & Rubicam, same city.
REXALL DRUG Co., through BBDO, to sponsor, effective June 14, Richard Diamond, Private Detective, on NBC, Wed., 10:30-11 p.m.
FOURTH GROUP ENTERS
DON LEE BIDDING
ENTRY of fourth group into bidding for
radio-TV properties of Thomas S. Lee estate
announced Friday through Maxwell Sturges,
Beverly Hills attorney. Fourth group said to
consist of Los Angeles and New York interests and to include Floyd Odium, head of
Atlas Corp.
Mr. Sturges told Broadcasting that after
thoroughly appraising properties group would
bid for entire Don Lee Broadcasting System
including owned stations, Hollywood building,
transmitter site on Mt. Wilson and Mt. Lee
property. Pacific Northwest Broadcasting Co.,
controlled by Don Lee, and MBS stock also
involved. It was understood bids would he
accepted by Ben H. Brown, special administrator of estate, through today (Monday).
Bidders who filed previously: CBS, Oilman Ed
Pauley, Liberty Broadcasting System (earlier
story, page 26) .
AMA'S $300,000 RADIO DRIVE
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSN. will spend
$300,000 in radio starting next October in
national campaign totaling $1,110,000, public
relations firm of Whittaker & Baxter announced Friday in Chicago. Spots will be bought
by Russel M. Seeds Agency, also Chicago, on
some 300 stations in every state and in Hawaii
and Alaska. Purpose is to promote voluntary
health insurance and "alert people to danger
of socialized medicine and threatening trend
toward state socialism." Other allocations —
newspapers, $560,000; national magazines,
$250,000.

Briefly
ss Atlantic
sine
BuTEA
A&P
% Great
& Pacific Te
Co. now running two-week campaign on 3'
stations for cantaloupes, planning to star
spot schedule in July on 60 stations for ice>
tea. Agency, Paris & Peart, New York.
MORE SURF SPOTS # Lever Brother
(Surf) planning to add 30 stations to presen
list for spot schedule starting July 6 an<
running rest of year. Agency, N. W. Aye
& Son, New York.
SHOE ADDITION # International Sho
Co., St. Louis, adds 15 non-cable stations t<
its portion, of NBC-TV Howdy Doody, effective Aug. 2, Wed., 5:45-6 p.m. Live show car
ried by 26 stations. Agency, Henri, Hurst <*
McDonald, Chicago.
SEEKS SPOTS • Boye-Midway Inc., (Aut<
Brite cleanser), through Earl W. Bothwel
Inc., New York, looking for spot announce
ment availabilities for possible campaign.
LABOR RENEWAL % Amalgamated Cloth
ing Workers of America renews for 13 week;
America's Town Meeting on ABC (New York
Washington), Tues, 9-9:30 p.m. Agency, Bei
Sackheim Inc., New York.
CLUB CONTINUED % General Mills
Minneapolis, renews for 52 weeks 9-9:15 a.m
portion of ABC Breakfast Club, Mon.-Fri
STALEY'S DEBUT % Staley Mfg. Co., Deca
tur, 111., to enter TV first time in late summe
with live and film spots in four large cities oi
behalf of Stass Liquid Starch. Agency, Ruth,
rauff & Ryan, Chicago.
DON PETTY RESIGNS
AS NAB GENERAL COUNSEL
DON PETTY, NAB general counsel sinc<
January 1946, resigned Friday to devote al
his time to law practice in Los Angeles. He h
member of firm of McClean & Petty. In earlj,
part of his NAB service he operated fulltimt
but for more than year has been seiwing NAE
as general counsel on parttime basis.
In letter to NAB President Justin Miller
Mr. Petty said he had considered it privilege
to participate in cross-section of industry
problems but explained compelling demand:
of his private law practice forced resignation
Judge Miller said he accepted resignatioi
"with distinct feeling of loss" and recalled hi;
association with Mr. Petty over long period
Mr. Petty was student at U. of Southern Cali
fornia School of Law when Judge Miller was
dean. NAB president recalled Mr. Pettj
instigated nationwide series of radio lav
clinics as one of contributions to industry
Mr. Petty served in Navy during war as lieu
tenant commander.
CANDY CAMPAIGN
BARRICINI CANDY, through Lightfoot Adv.
New York, readying radio spot campaign foi
Coffee Tee Vees, confection to be promoted as
snack while watching television.
BROADCASTING
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W DEL-TV

^[agic

audience

in the rich
Wilmington,

Delaware

market

In twelve months of telecasting. WDEL-TV,
Delaware's only television station, has been phenomenally successful in building a loyal, responsive
audience. This amazing acceptance, together with
the tremendous wealth of this market— fifth in per
capita income — make WDEL-TV one of the nation's
top television buys. In the first year of telecasting, set
sales in its area have jumped more than 700%! Have
risen from only 4,867 in May 1949 to 36,532 June 1,
1950. Advertisers can depend upon a continuance of the
prosperity of this market and upon an ever-growing
audience because of NBC network shows, skillful local
programming and clear pictures. If you're in TV, don't
overlook the unique profit possibilities of ^ DEL-TV.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER
Chicago
San Francisco

ASSOCIATES
New York
Los Angeles

A S'einman Station
WDEL-TV
CHANNEL 7
Delaware
Wilmington

NBC
TV • Affiliate
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NBC, Chesterfield Get Hope....
KFI Asks Employe Loyalty Oath
'Broadcasting's' 1950 'Marketbook' Ready in August
F&P Holds National Spot Clinic
Headaches Face NAB Board at June 20-22 Meeting
Liberty Plans Nationwide Coverage
Ads, Women and Boxtops ... By Duane Jones. ...
RMA Reorganizes During Annual Convention....
B&B Realigns, Goshorn Named Board Chairman..
Radio-TV Ad Code Nears Completion, BBB Hears..
Procedure Question Delays Richards Case
NAB Replies to FCC on NARBA
McBride Affairs Aired in WMIE Case
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OUR

AREA!

# Television-fever has taken a firm grip on the Hoosier
family circle in its first year, via WFBM-TV.

When

this

pioneer station's first program, the 500-Mile Speedway Race,
was telecast a year ago, only 2 500 TV receiving sets were installed in WFBM's TV area. But, even then, 1200 telephone
calls, letters and telegrams of thanks were received by the
station— some from as far away as Cincinnati, Ohio, Louisville, Kentucky, Chicago, Illinois and Niles, Michigan.
Today, recent surveys show that 47,500 television sets are
installed in this station's TV area — an increase of more than
1800% compared to a year ago. Hoosiers have learned that
the best entertainment in the world can be enjoyed in
their own living rooms— via WFBM-TV.

AND

...

Hoosiers have money to spend for your product! Show it
... and SELL IT ... on WFBM-TV!
IN

INDIANA

ANY

WAY

YOU

JUDGE!

BASIC AFFILIATE: Colombia Broadcasting System
WFBMTV
INDIANAPOLIS
Associated with: WFDF
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nadio

IS

flexible!

You can make this exciting new medium FIT — your market-by-market
problems • your sales problems • your distribution problems.
BECAUSE: You buy only as much transit radio as you need to do
the job; where you need it-when you need it— beamed to
exactly the type audience you want when they are most "in the
mood" to buy or use your product!
NOW AVAILABLE IN All THESE
MARKETS (AND COMING SOON
IN SCORES OF OTHERS)
Bradbury Heights, Md. WBUZ
(and
D.C) suburbs of Washington,
Cincinnati, Ohio WCTS
(and Covington, Ky.)
Oes Moines, la. KCBC-FM
Evansville, Ind. WMLL
Flint, Mich. WAJL-FM
Houston, Tex. KPRC-FM
Huntington, W. Va. WPIH-FM
Jacksonville, Flo. WJHP
Kansas City, Mo. KCMO-FM
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha, Neb. KBON-FM
Pittsburgh, Pa. (Suburbs) WKJF
St. Louis, Mo. KXOK-FM
Tacoma, Wash. KTNT
Trenton, NJ. WTOA
Washington, D.C. WWDC-FM
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. WIZZ
Worcester, Mass. WGTR-FM

Take Tacoma, for example: Here is a booming rich market,
a separate market-one of the richest, fastest-growing markets in
America— a premium market for any product! It must be covered
if you hope to do a full, effective selling job in the Puget Sound countryand Transit Radio is your surest, most economical way of
reaching Tacomans on their way to earn, or on their way to
spend, in all downtown or neighborhood stores!
Transit Radio in Tacoma reaches 77,058 transit riders every day,
449,702 every week. Rates are low, results are terrific.
And in TaCOItia: transit radio is...

M
K
.
1701
SOUTH 11th
ST. MARKET 7181

"Owned and operated by The Tacoma News Tribune'

For complete details on audience, rates, availabilities, success stories, phone — wire— write

TRANSIT RADIO, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y.-MU. H. 8-3780 • 35 E.WACKER DR„ CHICAGO, ILLINOIS- FINANCIAL 6-4281 • UNION TRUST BLOC, CINCINNATI, OHIO- DUNBAR 7775
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SPOT
WSB
WBAL
\

\
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
DOLLARS

WGAR
WFAA

in DUNGAREES

WJR
KARM
KPRC
WDAF
KF!
KFOR
KARK

Spot dollars are hard-digging workmen selling to farmers at sunrise, calling
on housewives

all day long and

day

after day. Spot grabs the spade

and

WHAS
WTMJ
KSTP

goes to work with news, entertainment,
women's
own

WSM
WSMB
WTAR

shows— built for each station's

particular listeners.

KOIL
WIP
KGW
WEAN
WRNL
WOAI
KOMO
KTBS

The whole wide range of radio fare
is there for you to pick, wherever

you

want your dollars to dig in hardest.
Good

place to start— with

KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO

these proven sales-producers.

WWVA
KFH

RADIO

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

EDWARD
488

ROADCASTING

NBC
NBC

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston

MBS
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC

Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
(Dallas )
(Ft. Worth/
Detroit
Fresno
Houston City
Kansas
Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee
Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport
Spokane
Springfield
Syracuse
Wheeling
Tulsa

QUALITY

CBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
MBS
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS

Wichita

THE YANKEE
TEXAS

LIST

NETWORK
NETWORK

BY

PETRY

&

CO.,

INC

MADISON
AVE., NEW
YORK
22, N.Y. Mil 8-0200
CHICAGO
• LOS ANGELES
• DETROIT
ST. LOUIS
• SAN
FRANCISCO
• DALLAS
• ATLANTA
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ALPH F. LINDER, managing editor of Progressive Grocer for past 1:
R years, rejoins Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as a vice president.
JAMES E. ROSS, formerly assistant sales promotion manager of Sunroc Re
frigeration Co., appointed media director for Abner J. Gelula & Assoc., Phil
adelphia.
ELI COHAN, associated with Joseph Adv. Agency for past 34 years, open
his own agency under his name in Cincinnati. ROBERT
COHAN, his son, June graduate of Ohio State U., joins
firm. Offices are in 917 Schmidt Bldg.
THEODORE BARKUS Agency and HARRY BORTNICK
Adv., both Philadelphia, merge into Harry Bortnick Adv.
Agency. Mr. Barkus is partner and vice president in charge
of new accounts. All personnel and clients presently being
served by Barkus agency are included in merger.
DOROTHY FREEMAN, formerly with Los Angeles office of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., joins Edward S. Kellogg Co., same
city, in charge of production and media.
MARGUERITE LEONARDI, formerly with Duane Jones Co.,
New York, joins William Von Zehle & Co., also New York, as account executive
JOHN B. HOLMES, former media director of McCann-Erickson, Chicago, an
EDWIN J. HUGHES JR., former Foote, Cone & Belding account executive b
Chicago and Detroit, join national sales staff of Movie Advertising Bureau
Chicago. Mr. Holmes was also with Lord & Thomas and Foote, Cone & Belding
L. T. (Ted) STEELE, vice president and general manager of West Coast opera
tions for Benton & Bowies Inc., is in New York for fou
weeks
conferencesin early
regarding
to agency's
there sometime
fall. his
His transfer
new position
will beoffic
an
nounced after his return to Hollywood. AL KAYE, vie
president in charge of West Coast radio for B&B, will replac
Mr. Steele as agency manager on West Coast.

KOMA's 50 Wo nch h«
, qn kilowatt pu
rh hiU
pandin9 OVl-homn
0
Pr0m°t,
,hroo9h wi
' th
rleoartment 0"

aggre5SlVe
Ward in ex^ ^
«^

JOHN NEAL, former program director and production man
ager of WINS New York, joins Product Services Grou
Inc., New York advertising agency, as creative director o
plans board and account executive. He also will produc
radio and television shows for agency.
Mr. Steele

to R«
.merchandising
H.
HEIGHT PUNC
. . ,ue Oklahoma

CONNIE ADAMS JR., formerly assistant production mar
ager of Chicago office of Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc., name
director of mechanical production for agency.
STUART LUDLUM, formerly with Blackett-Sample-Hummert and McCanr
Erickson, joins Duane Jones Co., New York, as television director. WALTE]
WARE will continue as supervisor in television production.
RUTH JONES, timebuyer with Benton & Bowles, New York, named superviso
of all media on Procter & Gamble's Tide. JEAN LAWLER, formerly with Su
livan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, joins B&B to succeed Miss Jone
in timebuying department.

ma.
p,ace your next
in Oklaho
uf m°ney
yo
t
Pu
odds are with y°" ■ "
oWahoma's

i
Heavyweight
INC.
BaOlO STATION BEPBESEHTflTIVE

station. j j. Bernard

'General Manager

J. V. K. HARGER and JIM RUTTENCUTTER, of Wank & Wank Adv., Sa
Two new additions to agency's San Frar
vice presidents.
namedDAVID
Francisco,
ORTHWEIN, account executive, formerly with Burea
staff are
cisco
of Advertising, ANPA New York, and ALFRED GROSS, copywriter, former!
with E. R. Squibb & Sons, New York.

NORINE FREEMAN resigns as radio-television director of W. B. Doner Agenc:
Chicago. She will announce plans later.

BLAISDELL GATES, formerly with Abbott Kimball Co., San Francisco, joir
Bernard B. Schnitzer Inc., same city, as account executive.
JOHN H. HAIGHT, formerly with Benton & Bowles, New York, joins me} HO
department of Ted Bates Inc., New York.

JAMES W. KOZY, account executive with Guy-Lee Organization, Palo Alt
Calif., named a partner.
MARSHALL HURT, formerly with Walter Weir Inc., New York, and vice pre
ident of Bauerlein Adv., New Orleans, joins Lewis Edwin Ryan,- Washingto
as account executive. He previously was with McCann-Erickson, Elmo Rop
and Wendell P. Colton Co., New York.
formerly with WCCO Minneapolis, joins BBDO, same city,
KAY SPAHN,
assistant
timebuyer.
Page 10
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THE SHOE FITS. And the promotion
fits,
too. Here's
Jim Martin,
newscaster
at Thorn
McAn WGAR
with a
WGAR point-of-purchase display
poster publicizing his daily newscast
sponsored by Thom McAn Stores.
WGAR believes in promotion.

©

§1

^
RECORDS SOAR ... on
WGAR's midnight platter
show, "Morgan's Musical
Inn". Requests for musical
numbers pour in to recordcatching Hal Morgan. One
record stands at 65 5 telein 70 minutes!
ers gramsrespond
to WGARListen...
morning, noon or midnight.

/Vottifi&uc

Okie,.

ibe

SPOT

4or

SPOT

RADIO

REAP THE HARVEST
. . . the rich rural area
served by WGAR.
WGAR's "Farm Report" is now available
for sponsorship. Dick
Kathe, WGAR's
director,
travels farm
over
2000 miles every month
to gather on-the-spot
interviews,
farm news
and market reports.
"Farm Report"
you
Through
reach
more WGAR's
farmers,
more ten,quickly,
more ofmore economically.
Ask about it.

A WGAR SPONSOR . . . Mr. Allen C.
Knowles, President of South Side Federal
Savings & Loan Association. Mr. Knowles
is also Class A Director of Federal Home
Loan Bank, Cincinnati, and member of
Committee on Ethics, National Savings
& Loan League. South Side Federal has
been a WGAR advertiser since 1942.

WGAR

OADCASTING

RADIO . . . America's
Cleveland ... 50,000 watts ...CBS

• Telecasting

Greatest Advertising Medium
Represented Nationally by Edward

Petry & Company
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In San

Francisco

They
at

g^et

her

v
1
The address is 740 on the dial... where in just six months
Jane Todd has become San Francisco's first lady of radio. With a
23% higher rating than any other local woman's show!"
All because San Francisco women know kcbs' Jane Todd
talks their language. She tells 'em and sells 'em!
When Jane mentions a book or a play, a dress or dessert, cash
registers ring a merry chorus.
Nice work anywhere but even better in San Francisco,
where people have more money to spend per capita than
in any large city in the nation!*
If you sell a product women buy, come on over to Jane's
place. Let us introduce you to the first lady in America's
seventh market today. +
San Francisco
Columbia's Key to the Golden Gate
Represented by Radio Sales

*Pulse of San Francisco, March-April 1950
*Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 1950
tjar.e Todd, Mon. through Sat., 4:15 to 5:00 p.m.

A/ew

CONOMY GAS FURXACE Mfg. Co., Chicago, appoints Morris F. Swaney
E Inc., Chicago, as merchandising and advertising counsel. Radio and television will be used. E. Clifford Estey is account executive.
KAISER-FRAZER Dealers, Kansas City, sponsor Kaiser-Frazer Sports Digest,
10:30-10:40 p.m. nightly, on WDAF Kansas City, Mo. Agency: Russell C.
Comer Co., same city.
DuMOXT LABS., for its new Hanover 19-inch TV receiver, using video spots
in six cities, and commercials on Morey Amsterdam DuMont TV Network show.
Spots placed on: WBZ-TV Boston, 12; WNAC-TV Boston, 8; KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles, 20; WDSU-TV New Orleans, 40; WBAP-TV Ft. Worth, 4; WGN-TV
Chicago, 24. Agency: Campbell-Ewald Co., New York.
WALLACE ARNOLD TOURS LTD., Leed and London, England, motor tour
organization, appoints Gordon Baird Assoc., New York, to handle its advertising.
j TAYLOR-REED Co. (Coca Marsh syrup), Glenbrook, Conn., names Tracy,
] Kent & Co., New York, to handle TV advertising.
AMERICAN FRUIT GROWERS Inc., Los Angeles (Blue Goose fruits and vegetables), appoints Mogge-Privett Inc., same city, to direct advertising for fresh,
frozen and mail order gift packages. Radio may be used.
1 ^
KNITTING
Co., and
Winnipeg
startinspot
announcement
| RICE
campaign
on Ontario
British(sweaters'),
Columbia will
stations
August
five days
' weekly. Agency: McConnell, Eastman & Co., Winnipeg.
PERFEX MFG. Co., Shenandoah, Iowa (starch, bleach and cleaner), expands
Perfex Kitchen Club to 23 stations with addition of WIBC Indianapolis; WHKC
1 Columbus,
KFDX
Falls,
Tex., and
Colby,
Kan. summer.
Grand
Rapids, Ft.Ohio;
Wayne
and Wichita
St. Louis
markets
will KXXX
be added
in late
Agency: Buchanan-Thomas Adv. Co., Omaha, Neb.
ADMIRACION LABS DIV., PHARMACO Inc. appoints Grey Adv., New York,
to direct advertising campaign. Media plans being completed.
PEOPLE'S CREDIT JEWELERS Ltd.,
Toronto (chain stores >, starts its
sixth season of Sunday half-hour
open air songfests from Sunnyside
Beach, Toronto, on CFRB Toronto,
CFPL London, CHML Hamilton and
CFRA Ottawa. Agency is MacLaren
Adv. Co. Ltd., Toronto.

Meturotk

-Qccounti • • •

GENERAL MILLS LNC, Minneapolis,
through Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample,
New York, renews for 52-weeks Betty
Crocker Magazine of the Air, ABC,
10:30-10:45 a.m., Mon.-Fri.
OLDSMOBILE Corp. sponsor of CBS
News With Douglas Edwards, CBSTV, 7:30-7:45 p.m., Mon., Wed. and
Fri., also will sponsor Tues. and Thurs.
portions of program beginning in fall.
Agency: D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit.
LUCKY LAGER Brewing Co., San
Francisco, sponsors broadcast of
Golden Gate Fields Handicap Saturday (5:00-5:30 p.m., PDT), June 24
on 13 Columbia Pacific Network stations in California, Arizona and Nevada. Agency: McCann-Erickson, San
Francisco.

PLEASED over this landslide that
resulted from requests for Allsweet
Margarine box tops as proofs of purchase on KHJ Hollywood Women Are
Wonderful show are (I to r): Henry
Gerstenkorn, national advertising
manager, Don Lee Network; Jane
Holmes, show commentator; Jim Jepson, in charge of Allsweet sales for
Swift & Co. on Pacific Coast. Over
1 2,722 box tops were received during
the six-week period request covered,
KHJ said.
BROADCASTING

HUGH W. HITCHCOCK, director of
advertising and public relations,
Packard Motor Car Co., renamed chairman of Automobile Mfr. Assn. public
relations committee.
FRED SHOBE, sales supervisor of
Hunt Foods Inc., Los Angeles area,
promoted to assistant sales manager
for Philadelphia division of firm. JIM
GROOM, sales supervisor, Philadelphia
office, named Midwestern States sales
manager for Hunt, with headquarters
in Chicago.
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it's

easy,

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

HOW!

JLT takes more than a franchise and equipment to make a
ball-team or a radio station — it takes Know-How.
KWKH

has unequalled radio Know-How

ket ... a Hooper-proven Know-How
experience.

in its tri-state marborn of 24 years'

For Mar. — Apr. '50, for example, Shreveport
Hoopers gave KWKH a 77.0% higher Share of
Audience

than

the next station, weekday

mornings — 55.2%
83.4%
Also — BMB

higher in the afternoon —

higher at night!
Study No. 2 proves that KWKH

gets the biggest

audience in the rich oil, timber and agricultural regions around
Shreveport. KWKH's Weekly Daytime Audience shows an
increase of more than 50,000 families since 1946 ... is now
over 300,000 families!
By every standard, KWKH
area.

is your best buy in our booming

Ask us or The Branham

Company

for all the facts!

KWKH
Texas

50,000

Watts

CBS

SHREVEPORT
f
The Branham Company

LOUISIANA
ArkailSAS

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

I
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N
$7.00 A YEAR — 25c A COPY

Edwards
NBC,
CHESTERFIELD
GET
HOPE
where
his
quiz
program
had
become
cal concessions in the production of
NBC last week signed Bob
his shows.
one of the network's most popular
Hope to a five-year radio and
According to Mack Miller, the
offerings.
Mr. sold
Marx's
show Div.
on
television contract and at the NBC
has been
to DeSoto
comedian's
personal press repreof Chrysler Corp., which was his
sentative, the agreement gives Mr.
same time sold the comedian's
Tuesday night radio show to sponsor on CBS.
Hope wide latitude in choosing
whether to perform live or on
Chesterfield at a reported
In announcing last week's agreerecording.
ment between NBC and Mr. Hope,
talent price of $30,000 a week.
"It's the most fantastic deal in
Joseph H. McConnell, NBC presiThe signing of the NBCdent, made it clear that NBC had radio," Mr. Miller summed it up.
Hope contract followed by completely reversed its tactics of
Exact television plans for Mr.
two years ago, when CBS began
three days an announcement
Hope, under the new contract,
raiding
NBC
talent,
and
was
now
by Lever Bros. Co., which has been
have not been disclosed, although it
out to outbid CBS.
(Sponsoring his radio show on NBC,
it believed that the agreement
NBC's Plan
i^that it had decided not to renew his
allows Ligget & Myers first refusal
on TV appearances.
option and to drop the NBC Tues"The contract with Mr. Hope,"
day, 9-9:30 p.m. time in which he said Mr. McConnell, "is another
It was understood, further, that
appeared.
step forward in our plans for the contract assured the comedian
A part of the agreement between
that whenever he undertook regular
acquiring top talent and top stars
NBC and Mr. Hope was reported
television appearances, NBC would
to augment our current entertaini to involve acquisition of assets in
build a show for him with a miniment lineup."
Hope Enterprises, a device that
mum talent budget of $40,000 a
To get Mr. Hope under its wing,
| would provide the comedian with a
week, of which $15,000 would go to
NBC
not
only
offered
him
a
high
lump sum on which he would pay
Mr. Hope.
capital gains taxes, which are salary and the capital gains deal
He still has four more special
' levied at rates far under those for but also granted numerous technistraight income. Hope Enterprises
embraces most of the comedian's
activities, excepting his syndicated
Los Angeles Asks Its Employes
nKFI
newspaper column.
The contract was understood to
To Sign Anti-Communist Oath
guarantee the comedian a base
WHAT is believed to be the first instance of a broadcaster requiring
income whether his program is a loyalty oath from station employes was reported last week.
sponsored or not and to provide
Earle C. Anthony, president and general manager, KFI-AM-FM-TV
him with additional payments that
Los Angeles, an NBC affiliate, Thursday requested each member of the
l|may be realized from sponsorship.
stations' staff from janitor to exec- any
*
, One clause was said to establish a five
subversive group. To that end,
to disclaim under oath any
I
request that you promptly execute
| jomplicated formula for deferred
membership in the Communist
under oath, the enclosed formal nonpayments of salary to the comedian,
Party or subversive groups.
Communist declaration in vour own
further effort to minimize taxes.
In a statement to newsmen, Mr.
r
Another Round in Fight
The affidavit read: "The undersigned
Anthony
"perhaps the said
first his
... station
to thus isclarify
first being duly sworn says: I am not
The NBC signing of Mr. Hope
behalf."
now
and never have been a member or
was another development in the completely our position in this particular matter . . . and Ave hope to supporter of the Communist Party, or
ntensifying struggle between CBS
to my knowledge, of any organization
and NBC for talent supremacy.
have set a creditable example. . . ." or group advocating the principles and
Within hours after the announceobjectives for which that party stands.
Asks Pledge
uent of the Hope deal, it became
I agree that if at any time during my
His request for a loyalty pledge
service with Earle C. Anthony Inc., my
•mown that Truth or Consequences,
was put in this language:
present position in these matters is
ja long-time NBC feature, probably
j.yould move to CBS.
"This will be a call upon and a test changed, to promptly notify you of
of your loyalty to both the United
The probable transfer of Truth
Interviewed
on the subject, Mr.
States of America and KFI, AM, FM,
such
fact."
|?r Consequences from NBC to CBS
and TV. We are in a business licensed
Anthony said: "In these days of the
.vas in negotiation last week. Philip
strenuous effort by Communists and
the government of the United
Morris Co., through the Biow Co., by
States, with the privilege of entering
the
agents of the Comintern to infilvhich recently dropped sponsorship
trate and control if possible all media
thousands of private homes and we owe
it to the government, no less than to for mass-communication, including the
<f This Is Your Life on NBC, was
the citizens of these homes, to stand
eportedly on the verge of buying
press, I desire to be myself assured
and to be in a position to assure my
clear of any affiliation, either directly
Truth or Consequences and shifting
fellow men, that all of the facilities of
or indirectly, of the Communist Party.
t to CBS.
KFI, AM, FM, and TV is simply the our broadcasting operations are comis owner and mc
(Ralphh Edwards eque
pletely free of any communistic or
sum of its several parts or employees
nces and was
>f Trut or Cons
other subversive influence. We are
and they alone, make it what
imilarly associated with This Is —it they,
perhaps the first broadcasters to thus
is. I must be placed in a position
'Your Life.
to now and at all times hereafter,
clarify completely our position in this
Only a fortnight ago NBC signed
particular matter and we hope to have
truthfully assert that in our entire
?roucho Marx to a S3 million conset a creditable example which will
organization, there is not a single
adherent to the Communist Party or have many followers."
ract, thus lifting him from CBS
3ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CBS-Bound

television programs to perform for
Frigidaire Div. of General Motors
Corp. on NBC-TV. His agreement
with that sponsor was for six 90minute shows at a reported fee to
Mr. Hope personally of $40,000
for each show.
Negotiations with Mr. Hope have
been pressed over a long period b5T
Mr. McConnell and Niles Trammell,
NBC chairman of the board.
Both have made trips to Hollywood to confer with the comedian,
although the contract was signed
last week in New York. Mr. Hope
was represented by James L.
Saphier, his personal representative for radio and television, and
his attorney, Martin Gang.
Lever Bros. Co., following announcement that it would drop Mr.
Hope, revealed fall plans to reduce
is use of nighttime radio and increase its schedules in daytime
radio and television.
It bought a 15-minute, five-aweek morning show with Arthur
Godfrey on CBS. The Lever purchase will extend Mr. Godfrey's
present 75-minute morning performances to an hour and a half.
Meanwhile, the company was
reported to be hopeful of releasing
Amos 'n' Andy, 7:30-8 p.m. on
CBS. The Lever Bros, contract
for the
Amos 'n'year
Andyto show
for
RinsoSunday
has another
run,
but it was understood that CBS had
agreed to cancel it providing
another sponsor for the program
could be found.
Buys Half-Hour
The advertiser bought two evening half hours on CBS-TV, although it has not selected programs to fill them. One is 8-8:30
p.m. Mondays, the period preceding the 8:30-9 p.m. Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts, which for
the past year has been simulcast
over CBS and CBS-TV under sponsorship of Lever Bros, for Lipton
Tea and Soups. The other television
period bought by the advertiser on
CBS-TV is 9:30-10 p.m. Thursdays.
Lever Bros, also sponsors weekly
half hour My Friend Irma and 60
minute Lux Radio Theatre on CBS.
Shift of Lux Radio Theatre from
CBS to NBC is also a possibility.
Lever Bros, recently expressed
willingness to consider such a mov
and although the deal reportedly
went cold, NBC continues to mak
(Continued on page 78,
June 12, 195G
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Ready

face type and 0K'
symbols for each
Broadcasting-Telecasting's
1950
RKE
950with 'MA
Marketbook
Spot Rate
class TB0
of station, these maps are
Finder, to be published in mid-Aubeing specially drawn for the Marketbook.
gust, will give the first authoritative roundup of all 1950 radio and
In short the entire field of comtelevision market figures.
mercial broadcasting will be covered by this new encyclopedia of
Cooperating with the U. S. Census Bureau Broadcasting-Teletimebuying. The volume is offered
as a service to the broadcastingcasting's guide for timebuying
will include county by county pop- telecasting arts and will be based
on thousands of calculations and
ulation figures, radio homes, retail
compilations of data and facts.
sales, and other late computations
never before combined in a single
The Spot Rate Finder will be
reference volume.
presented for the second time,
along with uniform data on radio
The copyrighted Spot Rate
markets as gleaned from latest
Finder, which reduces calculaCensus Bureau compilations which
tions necessary for figuring a national campaign from hours to are still under way. Supplied in
minutes, will be expanded and
accessible form, the material is deimproved consistent with a forsigned to supply the basic information required by those who buy
mula approved by agency and reptime.
resentative
executives.
Last
year's
Finder won wide acclaim.
Timed for Campaigns
Data compiled from a nationwide survey will be published in a
Now in preparation, the volume
special foreign language section of will appear at a time when adverthe Marketbook. This will contising agencies are planning their
autumn and winter campaigns.
stitute the most detailed treatment of the vast foreign langauge
The Spot Rate Finder, which
market in radio annals.
was described as one of the best
In addition the 1950 Marketaids ever provided buyers of time,
book will include specially drawn
will include name of city, county,
state maps which bring up to date
stations in city, day and night and
location of AM, FM and television
one-time rates for a station break
stations.
and other time groups up to an
The AM-TV-FM station logs hour; power and frequency of stations; network affiliation; reprewill be depicted in a series of statesentative; available audience surby-state maps. Employing clearReeg, Stronach, Morgan
Get New Posts

in August

veys; total families; percent of radio families, and new facts on total
families.
Networks will be broken down by
states and cities, as in the 1949
Marketbook. Regional networks
will be listed, with rates and other
data provided.
Station rate figures will be supplied stations in response to questionnaires. Every available source
of reliable data on the industry is
being combed.
Circulation 16,500
The Marketbook, with 16,500
circulation, is supplied as a supplement to Broadcasting-Telecasting. All important national and
regional radio agencies and advertisers will be covered by this circulation.
The foreign language section will
list stations by states, showing
those who take foreign language
programs along with a listing of
foreign tongue population in specific markets.
State and county breakdowns will
show 1950 population figures, 1950
families, 1950 radio families, percent of radio families, 1949 retail
sales as supplied by Sales Management, 1948 U. S. Census of Business retail data now coming from
the Census Bureau, latest employment figures and latest taxable payroll data.
New state and regional maps
will reveal graphically the U. S.
radio picture, showing location of
stations by counties and cities. In
addition there will be a master
United States map as formerly
published in the the Broadcasting
Yearbook.

ABC

SALES UP
O&O Spot Increase Is 27%

SPOT SALES on ABC's ownedand-operated stations show an increase of 27% for the first five|J
months of 1950 over a comparable
period last year, Murray B. Grabhorn, ABC vice president ir
charge of O&O stations, reporte
last week.
According to Mr. Grabhorn, the!
gain has been in both radio and,
television, with television's increase 170% compared to radio's;
3%. Spot radio sales totaled, to.
May 31, $1,250,000. TV spot sales
in the same period totalled $500,010,
the network stated.
ABC owned - and - operated stations are: WJZ New York, WENR
Chicago, WXYZ Detroit, KGO Sanj
Francisco and KECA Los Angeles.
GILLETTE PLANS
Could Be Cut in Dispute

A RADICAL revision of the adver-[|E
tising plans of Gillette Safety :
Razor Co. could result from the
current stalemate in a dispute be-.
tween International Boxing Club
and Boxing Managers Guild of New I
York over division of fees for radio
and TV broadcasts of fights from
Madison Square Garden. Guild is
demanding 50% of these fees, while i
IBC stands pat on its offer of 259c,
which is the same amount IBC retains of the broadcast revenue as
50% of the total goes to the Garden.
Gillette is a veteran sponsor of
the Garden matches on both radio
and TV. Under the last contract,
which expired the end of May, the
razor company sponsored radio
broadcasts of the Garden main
bouts each Friday from 10 p.m. to
conclusion on ABC, simultaneously
sponsoring telecasts of these bouts
on NBC-TV.
These weekly fight broadcasttelecasts made up the backbone of;
Gillette's sportcast schedule, al- 1
though the company also sponsors
the World Series on MBS, the >i»
New Year's Day bowl football
games and a variety of other
headline sports events broadcasts
throughout the year. Since the
end of the 1949-50 Garden series,
Gillette is sponsoring a series of
sports films on NBC-TV, Friday,
10-10:30
Maxon
Inc., New ':
York,
is thep.m.
Gillette
agency.

ABC
PROMOTES
THREE executive promotions in the program department of ABC were
announced last week by Robert E. Kintner, president.
Leonard Reeg, the network's eastern program manager for AM,
Bryant Signs
was named national director of AM programs. Having joined the
LANE
BRYANT Inc., Pittsburgh,
network in 1942 as a producer, Mr. *
announced that John Mitchell, of has bought the World BroadcastReeg was appointed production
manager in January 1948 and in the ABC script department, was
Forward
America
series ingforSystem's
52 weeks,
starting
June
May of the same year became east- named manager of the script and
11,
on
KQV
Pittsburgh.
It
is the
ern program manager.
program promotion division, replacWith ABC since
ing John C. Turner, who has re- first department store sponsor of
the series.
signed.
1948 Alexander
Stronach Jr.,
manager of television programs,
was promoted to
national director
of television programs. Prior to
his affiliation with
the network, Mr.
l Si
„„
„
Stronach was proMr. Reeg
duction director
Promotes Independents
at Young & Rubicam, New York,
where he produced such shows as
WOV New York, in an effort to pro- |
We, The People and The March of
mote independent metropolitan staTime. Before that he had been with
tions, is currently running a fullthe William Morris Agency in Holpage ad in trade papers, the caption
lywood and did freelance motion
of which reads: "In New York at
picture writing.
Night the Big Swing Is to the IndeHarold L. Morgan Jr., appointed
pendents." Ralph Weil, WOV sta
national director of television opertion manager said that Pulse re- <
ations, joined ABC in 1943 as a
ports show an increase in independbudget officer and in May 1948 was
ent listenership over last year and
the
station
elected to advertise and
designated business manager for
Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix publicize all independents in the
television, a position he held until
his new appointment.
New York metropolitan area rather
"No, judge, it's not a numbers racket! He's WOF's sales manager,
At the same time, the network
than itself alone.
carrying BMB, Census, Nielsen, Hooper and Pulse figures."
BROADCASTING
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ATTENDING National Spot Sales Clinic held by Free & Peters at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago, last week among others were (I to r): Richard C. Grahl, William Esty Co.,
New York: Lloyd Griffin, Free & Peters, Chicago; Louis J. Nelson, Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago; H. Preston Peters, F&P president; Carl Georgi Jr., D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit; John
A. Cory, F&P, Chicago; Russel Woodward and Jones Scovern, F&P, New York.

'Basic

f&P'S
SOMETHING new SPO
was addedT
to
national representative-station relations last Tuesday and Wednesday
3 when Free & Peters conducted a
successful experiment at Chicago's
Edgewater Beach Hotel billed as
j the "National Spot Sales Clinic."
With sleeves rolled up, nearly
| 100 top executives of stations repre: sented by F&P, plus a foursome
■ of well known agency timebuyers,
. and a full complement of the
representative firm's sales staff
j gave national spot radio a general
> airing.
'"This clinic is a basic development in the advertising field," said
Lou Nelson of Wade Advertising
Agency, Chicago. "It should lead
j to other conferences along this line.
I wish more reps would follow
J through in this manner."
Joining Mr. Nelson at the open' ing session agency panel for both
: radio and TV were Richard C.
| Grahl of William Esty Co., New
I York, and Carl Georgi Jr. of D. P.
Brother & Co., Detroit. Another
agency man, Al Eisenmenger, radio
-buyer at Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
-(sat in on a joint radio-TV survey
r>panel.
Classroom Technique
Mr. Grahl, who handles as large
a volume of time as any radio
;^buyer in the nation, "learned so
.much" during the first day's sesj -sions that he remained throughout
•j-the conference.
While the clinic was largely of
rfrthe
type,
action"classroom"
was taken by
the unanimous
stations to
establish as much uniformity as
possible in rates.
H. Preston
EXCHANGING notes at
HI to r) John Harkrader,
Va.; Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ
Evans, Free & Peters, Fort
Smith, KRIS Corpus

CLI
NK of F&P, was
Peters,
president
empowered to appoint a "rate committee" of station men for setting
up a rate card format, discounts,
etc. He selected G. Richard Shafto,
WIS Columbia; W. C. Swartley,
WBZ-WBZA Boston - Springfield,
and Charles C. Caley, WMBD
Peoria, as members.
Among major recommendations
made at the clinic were:
# Salesmen should make their
presentations to agencies well in
advance of a campaign. ("A few
days before the list of stations is
announced and start actual buying is too late for agency and client
to study carefully the different
stories
presented to them," said
Carl Georgi.)
9 Stations should keep radio
sold to dealers and other contacts
on local level.
# Agencies should be educated
as
spot radio's
"superiority"
over tonetwork
radio because
of the
former's "flexibility."
# Use of spot estimators (such
as Broadcasting's Spot Rate
Finder and NARSR's Estimator)
should be encouraged among
agencies and advertisers.
% Information and data about
a station should be complete and
in great detail before it is subto the agency.we ("A
lot ofis
station mitted
information
receive

SOME 80 station men from various parts of the country attended
the Free & Peters sessions. This group of broadcasters is made
up of (I to r) Harry Burke, KFAB Omaha; F. Van Konynenberg,
WTCN Minneapolis; Bill Tynan, F&P TV; Walter Evans, Westinghouse Stations president.

Development7

20 to 25% lower than network
rates.
0 TV stations should follow
radio discount pattern.
Q Each station should keep a
monitor on the amount of spot in
its market and where business is
located when on rival stations, and
should do something about getting
this business. (It was acknowledged that this was known as
"pirating" but popular sentiment
was "what of it?")
$ Stations should support
their own trade press.
Several station officials observed
that the agency speakers gave
them perspective and build-up on
agency operation and procedure
that had not been fully acquired
before. Many were impressed by
Mr. Grahl's "workshop" presentation which, with maps, exhibits,
and forms, gave the story of a
campaign from beginning to end.
Oldsmobile Example

INTENT listeners at the spot clinic
session are (I to r): Tom Ekrem, KVOD
Denver; Dick Mason and Ollie Carpenter, WPTF Raleigh.
men from the larger cities ruled
it out as too expensive. Those
from smaller cities endorsed mertive markets. chandising, especially in competiMr. Grahl went into great detail, showing each step taken by
the Esty agency in planning a spot
schedule. Charts showed radio
homes, distribution throughout the
countryby asarea,
compared
sales —
area
county with
by county.
He exhibited copies of schedules
as made up by the agency, which
go to various agency personnel
and account men in the field, as
well as dealers. Thus all concerned with an account are kept
informed of changes in various
schedules. Mr. Grahl said this
method is used to follow up on all
improvements
and mechanical
changes.
Three station officials came out
strong for promotion through
trade (Continued
papers in on
the page
broadcasting
6U)

Mr. Georgi's description of how
schedules are set up on the Oldsmobile account also drew favorable comment.
F & P's president commended
the agency men for their frankness. For example, Mr. Nelson
had admitted that the Wade agency is largely a network agency
"perhaps because we feel that network shows get complete national
of very little value," said Dick
Grahl.)
coverage
betterhowever,
and cheaper."
He added,
that the
0 BMB should be encouraged
flexibility of spot rates makes nabecause it represents the only
tional spot radio attractive in some
standardized form of measurement
campaigns.
for all stations.
Mr. Nelson strongly advocated
merchandising, but some station
# TV spot rates should be from
* * *
the meeting are
ANOTHER group pausing during clinic sesEXPLAINING a Texan's viewpoint is Fred Nahas (I), KXYZ
sions are (I to r) Harold Fulton, WHO Des
WDBJ Roanoke,
Houston, at the Free & Peters clinic. Broadcasters are (I to r):
Moines; Dick Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C;
Mr. Nahas; Steve Conley, Westinghouse Stations; George Tons,
(TV) Miami; Joe
Worth; T. Frank
KDKA Pittsburgh; Eldon Campbell, Westinghouse; George Hig- Hal Hoag, Free & Peters, Hollywood; Arthur
Church, KMBC Kansas City.
Christi, Tex.
gins, WISH Indianapolis.

EADACHES
By J. FRANK BEATTY
TWENTY-SIX NAB directors— 11
of them new to the board — will
meet in Washington next week to
see what can be done to bring about
industry unity in one of the darkest hours in the association's 28year history.
Two more directors are to be
elected when the board convenes
Tuesday morning, June 20, one for
District 1 (New England) and the
other for large stations. They may
take part in the three-day meeting.
Confronting the board is a serious financial problem created by the
recent resignations of CBS and
ABC, along with the even more serious problem of first finding out
what, if anything, is wrong with
the whole operation and then what
should be done about it.
Though some talk has been heard
about reorganization and creation
of a federation of industry associations, these ideas have thus far not
been given much support judging
by views of a number of individual
directors.
On the other hand, the feeling
was apparent that the tide of resignations had been halted. At NAB
headquarters there was an obvious
determination to bring back many
of the stations that have resigned
since the dues were raised at the
February board meeting and to go
out after new members.
The revenue and organization
problems appeared so serious in advance of the board meeting that it
was felt they would dominate the
three-day session.
Other Issues for Coverage
Other issues of industry importance also will be taken up. Among
them will be NAB's position in international radio conferences (see
story page 68 ) ; the drawn-out
negotiations with ASCAP over TV
rates and per program rights;
plans for the 1951 convention;
membership campaign; retirement
plan for the headquarters staff ; the
association's committee structure ;
NAB's new Business Trends Committee; research activity, including
the future of Broadcast Audience
Measurement as successor to BMB ;
litigation involving Broadcast Music Inc.; revival of the executive
committee system of advising headquarters officials on policy matters ;
drafting of a TV code.
The budget problem will be
tackled this coming Sunday by the
board's new finance committee,
headed by John F. Meagher, KYSM
Mankato, Minn. Other members
are Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington; William B. Quarton, WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; William B.
Fay, WHAM Rochester, and Robert
D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans.
Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston, long a member of the finance
committee until the recent CBS
withdrawal as an associate member
along with network-owned stations,
has been invited to sit with the
Paga 18
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NAB

group because of his knowledge of
association budgetary matters.
The committee will be provided
with a financial report prepared by
William B. Ryan, who became NAB
general manager last May 1. Mr.
Ryan has spent much of his time
analyzing NAB finances and operating details. Already many economies have been put into effect.
Resignation of the two networks
along with those of individual stationsformaythecutfiscal
NAB'syearestimated
income
from about
$780,000 to around the $700,000
mark. Department heads at NAB
have been asked to suggest proposed economies that would effect
a 15% saving in their budgets.
Service Untouched
Even if sharp economies are necessary, General Manager Ryan is
on record as stating there will be
no change in the NAB operating
philosophy and service to members
will not be curtailed. It is known
he is considering some changes in
staff assignments but these are not
believed to be major.
The detailed study of NAB operations has turned up many ways of

BOARD
cutting operating expenses without
substantially reducing the staff or
trimming anyone's salary.
Out of the board meeting, it is
believed, will come many ideas designed to satisfy disgruntled members and ex-members. Certainly
many of the directors are going to
Washington with the idea of examining the whole association structure and management. They will
bring the views of members from
their districts groups, including
oft-heard talk of separating Broadcast Advertising Bureau from NAB.
To Pool Ideas
Pooling of the ideas represents a
major assignment for a group of
nearly 30 directors who have only
a three-day working period. Some
ideas may crystallize at the finance
committee's Sunday session and a
membership committee meeting the
day before.
The overall membership problem
has its brighter side, judging by
recent developments. As expected,
there were many resignations after
the announcement that dues would
be increased April 1 and 12%%
discount eliminated.

Most of the resignations were in
the two lower dues brackets but
they were offset by new memberships. In Class A, lowest bracket,
membership has dropped since Jan.
1 from almost 300 to 270 but actual
income from the class has gone up
because of the dues change. A similar situation exists in Class B,
where there has been a net loss of
perhaps 15 members.
Of the two remaining network
members, NBC is on record that it
plans to stay in the association with
its O&O stations. MBS is expected
to decide at board meeting (June
12-13) whether it should continue
in NAB as $5,000 associate.
Some board members feel the
directors should have acted last
February to meet the impending
membership crisis before it actually
developed.
board's a membership
committee The
submitted
number of
ideas at that time.
In voting to set up a general
manager the board authorized appointment of a field director. B.
Walter Huffington, formerly of
WSAP Portsmouth, Va., was named
(Continued on page 87)
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P!qns Nationwide Covera
EXPANDS
Y
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For some months Liberty had
LIBERTY Broadcasting System, originations.
It is understood the news project broadcast a Musical Bingo series on
with 241 affiliates in 33 states, plans
89 stations. Awards of $600 to
to expand into all 48 states next includes hiring of a well-known
autumn and increase its schedule commentator, creation of a Wash$1,000 per game have been given
from a 7-hour to 16-hour day, netington news staff and a round-robin
every day as well as trips, housework officials told Broadcasting
hookup for news originations all
hold appliances and other prizes.
over the nation.
last week.
The Dallas office also directs
Liberty is understood to be negoThe wire network's main backer,
Liberty's regional operations in a
tiating with WOL Washington for five-state
Barton R. McLendon, is an active
southwestern area.
an
affiliation
arrangement.
Should
bidder
for
the
Don
Lee
network's
Ryan National Sales Head
AM facilities on the West Coast. this materialize, the news staff
Mr. McLendon is chairman of the would be headquartered at WOL.
A New York office has been
The program schedule is expected
board of Liberty and operates the
opened at 299 Madison Ave., it was
Tri-State Theatre chain in Texas, to include .sports events, live and stated, with Morgan Ryan as naOklahoma and Louisiana. His son, recreated, from all parts of the national sales director. A Hollywood
Gordon B. McLendon, is network
tion; two hours of West Coast prooffice has been opened at 1212 N.
gramming, an hour variety propresident.
Ave., with Benton Pasgram from Dallas, where the net- Highland
At present Liberty is engaged in
chall as West Coast manager. Other
work
is
headquartered.
Messrs.
negotiations with over 160 stations
network officers include James
McLendon operate KLIF Dallas.
as part of its expansion program,
Kirksmith, director of station reNow Feeds 241 Affiliates
many of the stations now being aflations, and Sewall Cutler, director
filiated with other national hookups.
At present Liberty is feeding a of programs and production.
In its expansion Liberty will con- daily baseball game to its 241 affiliLiberty officials said Jonas Weitinue to emphasize cooperative sellates, some of which are affiliates of land, WINZ Hollywood, Fla., is
ing, with most of its programs
other networks. In the fall Liberty
Florida manager. Other regional
available for local sale by affiliates, plans to carry two college football
directors are Melvin Purvis, WOLS
according to James Foster, vice fames each Saturday, one from the
Florence,
S. C, North and South
president and general manager. At East and one from the West. This
Carolina and Virginia: Leonard
the same time it plans to sell some
would permit affiliates to carry two
Coe, KTLN Denver, Colorado, Arkprograms for national sponsorship
ansas, Kansas and Missouri; Archie
games each Saturday — one local
over the entire hookup.
and one national, or two national
Taft,
KOL
Seattle, and James Lawcontests.
Number of Outlets
son,
operating
as a separate corIn addition it is working on proGrowing out of an independent
poration for Washington, Oregon
fessional football coverage Sunday
baseball hookup set up in five states
and Idaho.
afternoons.
two years ago, Liberty had reached
The autumn expansion will inLiberty has been competing with
a 40-station total in early 1949 and
clude the New England states, New
MBS
in
carrying
a
daily
major
by autumn had expanded to 71 outlets.
league baseball game. The office York, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Ohio, West Virginia, Maryland,
The programming lineup for a 16- of Will Harridge, American League
hour day will be based on 11 hours president, disclosed that MBS had part of Virginia, Illinois, Indiana,
of network originations, according protested Liberty's broadcast of the Michigan, Southern Wisconsin,
to Mr. Foster. It will include sports, Washington-Detroit game played
Eastern Iowa and Eastern Misvariety, news and other types of last Tuesday.
souri.
BROADCASTING
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COLORFUL, hard-hitting Duane Jones is board chairman of Duane
Jones Co. Inc., New York agency. Among the accounts his firm
handles are B. T. Babbitt Inc. (Babbitt's cleanser), Megowen-Educator Food Co. (Crax, Thinsies), C. F. Mueller Co. (Mueller's macaroni products), Tetley Tea Co. Inc. (Tetley tea), and Whitehall Pharmacol Co. (pharmaceuticals). An expert on premiums, as well as all phases of advertising
and merchandising,
Broadcasting's
invitation to state
these Mr.
viewsJones
and accepted
opinions on
a timely topic.
By DUANE

JONES

MY SUBJECT is "Ads, Women
and Box Tops" — which is a more
dramatic way of saying that we
are all interested in checkable,
proven advertising — the kind that
rings up sales at the dealer's cash
register and pays a profit to its
sponsors.
All manufacturers' expenses
have gone up, and in many cases
there is only one way to reduce
these expenses, and that is by
using advertising that produces
the greatest sales at the lowest
possible cost.
That is the kind of advertising
I have in mind, because we at the
Duane Jones Co. handle only
checkable advertising — the kind
that either pays its way or is discontinued immediately. We specialize in package products, products that are sold only over the
retail counters of America — chiefly
grocery and drug products.
We commenced this specialized
operation seven and a half years
ago with only three grocery products, 15 people and a total of $1,200,000 billings per year. Today,
after eight years, we are billing at
the rate of $16 million. We have
a staff of 168 people and handle
the advertising of 72 nationally
known package products. I think
that record speaks for itself.
The most gratifying part of this
record is that 66% of the billing
we enjoy today is represented by
the earned increases in sales of the
products which we represent. In
other words, the techniques and
philosophy which I will describe
have proven their case.

IN advertising there are many
different viewpoints. Many agencies sell advertising as a device to
create "consumer demand" or
"public acceptance" or "keep your
name before the public." We believe in this principle because all
advertising, whether it is in skywriting, car cards, newspapers,
radio, magazines, or any other media, accomplishes this result. But
when advertising is charged only
with this responsibility, all too
frequently it does not pay off at
the dealer's cash register nor in
terms of the manufacturer's profit.
We believe that profitable advertising in the package field
BROADCASTING

fundamentally should be based on
the use of a product. That is
the kind of advertising that banks
lend money on and the kind of
advertising that manufacturers are
able to pay dividends on. In
other words, banks look at financial statements as do manufacturers, and it is fundamentally the
use of a product — the gross sales
and profits and the expense of the
operation, that tell the story.
In order to accomplish this result, which I believe all manufacturers— at least those with whom
I have had contact — have the right
to expect, we have advocated a
formula which can be summed up
in five fundamental principles.
These principles are not my
own. They represent the composite thinking of five national advertising agencies with whom I
have been previously associated.
All I have done is to "marry" them
together into one specialized operation.
Behind them I can assure you,
as Winston Churchill would say,
"there is much blood, sweat and
tears." They are philosophies that
have been through the grueling
tests of sales and profits, and I .
believe if you could add up all this
experience there would be many
hundreds of millions of dollars
represented.
I would like to outline these five
fundamental credos and then
tell you some anecdotes about them
where they have been applied.
A No. 1 — We believe that the
first fundamental of a successful
advertising campaign is to have
a good product. My first boss,
Albert D. Lasker of Lord & Thomas, often told me that "nothing
would succeed because of advertising that would not first succeed
without it." He meant by that
that you must have a good product
— a product that will repeat when
properly sampled.
Many advertising graveyards
have been caused by attempting to
advertise a product that was not
meritorious and would not succeed
after the consumer has first been
induced to try it. A good product
is as essential to an advertising
campaign's success as the roots of
a tree are essential to its growth.
A No. 2— We believe that

• Telecasting

after such a product has been developed, agood copy story or theme
should be developed around it. We
are great believers in reason-why
copy. We know, and you will
agree, that since childhood everyone wants to know "why." A little
boy or girl in the schoolroom
wants to know "why." That is
one of the first questions human
beings ask, and we know from our
experience that adults, when being
asked to buy a product, do not buy
it because of the logotype or the
name publicity around it, but they
want to know "why" they should
buy it.
* * *

begreatcopy.
we are-why
lievers in reason
THEREFORE,
s
With the 72 product we advertise
we attempt to give prospective consumers the reason why they should
buy this good product.
A leading aspirin manufacturer,
enjoying 70% of the national market sales today, tells its radio listening audience and newspaper
readers that its aspirin is good
because it gives you quick action.
They point out that this can be
demonstrated by dropping a tablet
of aspirin in a glass of water,
watching it dissolve before it hits
the bottom, and that is the way
it goes to work in your stomach —
faster than any other.
Another example is the case of
the top dollar-volume cleaner — one
of our own accounts — -which tells
the consumer today that the reason
it works best is because it dissolves grease and grease is the
cause of most scrubbing and scouring. Once grease is dissolved,
scrubbing and scouring ends, so
that a woman saves a half hour a
day in her cleaning operation.
I could go on and give many
other examples but I am sure the
point already has been explained.
A No. 3 — Once we have a good
product and a good reason-why
story behind it, we believe in buying the lowest-cost responsive circulation to tell this story. I say
responsive because there are many
media available in which to advertise today, but it is highly essential
to use a medium where the complete reason-why story can be told.
There are many media, such as
skywriting, car cards, d i s p 1 a y

signs, etc., which will give low-cost
circulation. But the shortcomings
of such media are that you cannot
tell your reason-why story. Advertising in such media serves
largely as reminder advertising.
So we do not regard them as selling media.referring to Mr. Lasker,
Again
I once heard him say that nothing,
multiplied by 10 million, is still
nothing. That is true in successful
pi-oduct advertising — you must
have a selling medium, especially
if you are a fighting brand attempting towin your way up in the
market. You must have a medium
which enables you to get a complete selling reason-why story — a
medium that will give you responsive circulation at the lowest possible cost.

do
media that
the daytime
AMONG
this are
radiowillprograms which enable you to give the
listener two commercials a day, five
days a week. Also there are newspapers and magazines where an
advertisement can be laid out
large enough to contain the complete copy story. Therefore, lowcost responsive circulation is a
vital factor in the success of a
package product campaign.
As a further example of this
principle, radio time costs twice
as much at night to reach men and
(Continued on page 70)
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k of Data
Coy Hits Set Maker$ for Lac
ZES
NI
GA
OR
RE
A
Electric
Co.,
Schenectady,
continRM
REORGANIZATION of Radio
power of the Commission to licasting" (despite TV's inroads).
ues as director of the Engineering
cense
transmitters,
and
that
is
Dept.
Mfrs. Assn. and changing of the
"FM's superiority over AM is as
what we are dealing with in the
name to Radio Television Mfrs.
unchallenged
as ever."
Directors and division chairmen
cases of those receivers radiating
Assn. were voted last week at the
Chairman Coy concluded "inevi- excessive amounts of power," he for the five groups are:
association's annual convention,
tably" that "radio, all types of stated.
held at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Set Div. — Mr. Thompson, chairradio, is living in a shrinking
Selection of a paid president
Warning that the Commission
man; Robert S. Bell, Packard-Bell;
spectrum
and
that
the
radio
manuwas deferred by RMA though
E. Alschuler, Sentinel Radio; John
facturer, ifhe is to build soundly may "have to establish interim
creation of the new position was
W. Craig, Crosley Div., Avco Mfg.;
for the future, must take the im- standards," Mr. Coy said "immediauthorized. R. C. Sprague, presiG. M. Gardner, Wells-Gardner;
ate action is mandatory."
plications of that into account."
dent of Sprague Electric Co.,
H. L. Hoffman, Hoffman Radio;
FM's "superiority" over AM was
Referring
to
the
mutual
interest
North Adams, Mass., was elected
H. C. Mattes, Belmont Radio, and
pointed up by the Commissioner,
of FCC, manufacturers and broadThursday as chairman of the board
Robert C. Tait, Stromberg-Carlwho said he is told that FM cir- son.
casters
in
wanting
the
TV
freeze
and president. He serves, as have
cuits can be added to a TV set
lifted,
he
charged
lack
of
cooperapast presidents, without pay pendTube Div. — Mr. Balcom, chairtion in the manufacturing industry at small cost at the time of manuing selection of a paid president.
facture. FM set production could
man, and R. E. Carlson, Tung-Sol
regarding
release
of
"necessary
Mr. Sprague succeeds R. C. Coshop on the TV wagon, gain sucLamp Works. Transmitter Div. —
information."
grove as president. Bond Geddes,
H. J. Hoffman, Machlett Labs.,
cess and results in "every TV mar"We have had to prod you conexecutive vice president and secrechairman, and R. S. Perry, Fedket," he pointed out.
tinuously for it in the face of the
eral Telephone & Radio. Parts
tary for 23 years, was re-elected
"Whenever a manufacturer sells
assumptions which you were givDiv. — R. G. Zender, Lenz Mfg.,
until Aug. 1 when he retires to an
a
TV-only
set
as
the
principal
reing
us
to
the
effect
that
interferadvisory post as provided some
chairman; Ray F. Sparrow, P. R.
ceiver in the home, he is slamming
ences in color television would be
Mallory & Co., and Mr. Sprague.
time ago by the board in recognia door on aural radio." He sugthe same as in black-and-white."
tion of his long service.
Amplifier
& Sound Equipment
gested that addition of an FM
James D. Secrest, director of
band into a TV set would help Div. — A. G. Schifino, Strombergpublic relations and staff assistant
Carlson, chairman, and Mr. LiThe "key" Cites
to the'Key'
freeze lift is in FM as well as sales.
berman.
to the Parts Division, becomes
an understanding of color TV inElect V.P.s
secretary and general manager.
terference conditions, the ChairBiggest news of trade interest
man said.
The lengthy 1%-year freeze on
New vice presidents were elected
at the convention was member aptelevision construction has been
Excessive oscillator radiation
by the association Thursday.
proval of the reorganized admincaused by a lack of information —
They include Glenn W. Thompson,
"may
be
up
to
something
far
more
istrative structure.
A named
reorganization committee
will be
by
"information which must come in
president, Noblitt-Sparks Indussinister than spoiling somebody's
large part from radio manufactries, Columbus, Ind., and Max F.
TV enjoyment. It may be acting
President Sprague. Its recommendations will be made to the
turers" — FCC Chairman Wayne
Balcom, former RMA president
as a deadly weapon, interfering
Coy charged Thursday night.
and chairman of Sylvania Electric
board of directors, which is emwith aviation radio and endangerpowered to act at that time. No
Urges Research
Products Co., Emporium, Pa. Reing lives of airline passengers,"
limit has been set for the
elected vice presidents are W. J. time
Speaking at the banquet closing he said. With perhaps 30 milcommittee
report.
Barkley, executive vice president,
lion TV sets as a national potenthe four-day annual convention,
Collins
Radio
Co.,
Cedar
Rapids,
Act on Paid Head
Chairman Coy asked for yeartial, the problem could "become
Iowa; A. D. Plamondon Jr., presiround technical research by radio extremely magnified unless someMembers
acted to provide for
dent, Indiana Steel Products Co.,
and TV manufacturers. He talked
thing is done about it now." Mr.
hiring of a paid fulltime president
Chicago, and A. Liberman, presi- "if and when" a man of sufficiently
at length on several phases of Coy suggested that manufacturers
dent, Talk-A-Phone Co., Chicago.
broadcasting and stressed the give much more consideration to
calibre" is found. Gen.
TV receivers in the design stages.
Leslie F. Muter, president of the "high
color controversy and the excessive
Lucius Clay had turned down the
oscillator radiation of TV and FM
"The question before us now is Muter Co., Chicago, was reelected
$50,000-a-year job a few weeks
whether industry cooperation will treasurer, and John W. Van Allen
receivers in the home.
solve
the
problem
or
whether
it
remains
as
counsel.
Dr.
W.
R.
G.
Citing such radiation as a will have to be solved under the
At the membership luncheon
Baker, vice president of General
meeting Thursday, . chairmen of
"deadly weapon" because of poago.
tential interference to air navithe divisions voted for their regation aids and resulting danger
Goshorn Is Chairman,
spective groups approval of byto human life, the Chairman indilaw amendments providing for:
Baker President
cated FCC would use its licensing
B&B
REALIGNS
Hiring a paid president when the
board so recommends; changing
powers if necessary to curb ofCHANGES
in
top
executive
personnel
were
announced
last
week
by
fending receivers [Telecasting,
the association name; increasing
Benton & Bowles Inc., New York.
June 5].
dues, with $100 minimum and
At a meeting of the board of directors of the agency, Clarence B. $10,000 maximum yearly at the
"We cannot afford to plan our
Goshorn, former president, was elected chairman of the board.
rate of .05% (contingent on board
radio system on a crisis basis," he
The executive vacancy left by ★
acceptance of a reorganization
said. "TV, a billion-dollar industry, is no place for operation by Mr. Goshorn's advancement to the board, was elected executive vice
plan to be suggested by a special
chairmanship, is to be filled by president and A. W. Hobler, until committee soon to be appointed) ;
guess." He suggested manufacturers compete in research devel- William R. Baker Jr., former ex- now chairman of the board, will granting autonomy to each diviremain active in the company as
opment as well as in products and ecutive vice president.
projects considered essenRobert E. Lusk, former vice chairman of the executive corntialsionin foreach.
prices.
president
and
member
of
the
mittee.
His main points:
Members agreed to a move to*
* *
ward extensive reorganization,
"We want to lift the freeze as
prompted after loss of some $300,soon as practical."
000 in surplus since the end of the
"We want to use UHF band
war, reduction in membership in
channels."
recent years and increased ex"We want to have color if it is
penses. One tenet of the proposed
feasible."
reorganization suggested by Director Jerome Kahn, chairman of
"TV must quickly achieve its
full potential of public usefulness
the
organization
and services comas an affirmative force in national
mittee, was an increase in member
dues.
life."
Treasurer
Leslie
Muter re. "The problem of TV and FM receivers with excessive oscillator
ported an income of $248,000 for
radiation must be solved."
the current fiscal year, expenditures of $283,000, and deficit
"We need a strong, healthy and
Mr. Baker
Mr. Lusk
Mr. Goshorn Mr. Hobler
(Continued on page 89 )
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OWA'S

MULTIPLE-SET

HAVE

ALMOST

SINCE

of Iowa homes

with "two sets"

and "three-or-more sets." 33.3%
homes now have two sets whereas

of Iowa
in 1940

there were only 13.8% . . . 12.4%
three or more against 4.4% in 1940.

have

Extra sets mean extra listening. Where an
Iowa home has four or more sets, 67.7% of
the families use two sets simultaneously

TRIPLED

1940!

HE 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey*
reveals an amazing increase since 1940 in
the number

HOMES

on

Sets create the 1950

Iowa

audience, and

WHO continues to get the greatest share of
this audience. Write to us or ask Free &
Peters for your copy of the 1949
tells all the facts.

Survey. It

The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study of radio
listening habits in Iowa. It was made by Dr. F. L. Whan
of Wichita University — is based on personal interviews
with 9,116 Iowa families, scientifically selected from
cities, towns, villages and farms all over the State. It
is widely recognized as one of the nation's most informative and reliable radio research projects.

an average weekday. Where the home has
three sets, 44.3% of the families use two sets
simultaneously.

Where

the home

has two

sets, 26.4% of the families use two
simultaneously.

sets

In addition to the extra listening caused by
two or three sets being heard at the same
time, there is a large but unmeasured

amount

of added listening in cars, offices, barns, etc.

WIHI©
*for
Iowa
PLUS
#
Des Moines ... 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

KXLY Spokane was luncheon host June 5 to business and
agency executives who heard Ward Beecher, research
consultant to Advertising Research Bureau Inc., cite
ARBI surveys showing radio outpulling daily newspapers
as an advertising medium [Broadcasting, June 5]. L to >:
(seated) Herman Erickson, KXLY; George Stevens, Safeway Stores; Mr. Beecher; George Jackson and Joseph
Cornelius, First National Bank; Mrs. Adrian DeVries,
KXLY; L. F. Nelson, Nelson Jewelry Co.; Rod Jones,
Pacific National Adv.; Robert Rubin, Eastern Outfitting
Co.; Ed Craney, KXLY president; Mrs. Virginia Bayes,

Tomowske Adv.; Stanley Quande and Roy L. Shahan,
Sears, Roebuck & Co.; (standing) Richard Riegel, Riegel
Bros. (Dodge distributor); Walter McLean, Tomowske;
Joe Click, Inland Empire Dairy; Vern Carey, Pacific National; Milton M. Myers, Tomowske; Martin Bos, Pacific
National; Bryan E. Woolston, KXLY; Dee Clement, Pacific
National; R. S. Roberts, Great Western Fuel Co.; Fred
Jacobson and Walter Burk, Jacobson's Bakery; Jim Manning, Pacific Northwest Broadcasters; Bert Densow, Densow Drug Co.; Clifford Nelson, KXLY.

BBB
RADIO-TV
problem CODE
is threefold. First, it
ADVERTISING
standards cover-AD
ing radio and television set sales centers around faulty practices of
and service are near completion in manufacturers, distributors and
New York City and will be de- dealers in advertising and selling.
veloped in other leading cities, ac- National copy often exaggerates
cording to Hugh R. Jackson, presi- and features superlative claims, he
dent of the Better Business Bureau
said, whereas at the dealer level
there are misleading headlines in
of New York City.
advertising.
Addressing the 36th annual conference of Better Business Bureaus
Second problem, he said, is based
on servicing where the largest perat the Shoreham Hotel, Washingcentage of complaints originates.
ton, last week, Mr. Jackson said
the New York bureau has been
Fast TV industry growth, shortage
working for some time with dealers
of good personnel and faulty adand distributors on creation of
vertising of service contracts are
back of much of the trouble, he said,
standards for radio and TV advertising.
along with kickbacks to dealers
which do not allow the service comTruman Speaks
pany enough money to do a good
Other speakers included President Truman; James H. Carmine,
More Information Needed
executive vice president of Philco
job.Mr. Jackson said the third probCorp., and Justin Miller, NAB
lem arises from lack of adequate
president.
information by the public on what
"We're quite close to an agreethe buyer should expect in TV
ment in New York," Mr. Jackson
performance and service, including
told Broadcasting. "Drafts of prosuch elements as location, type of
posed standards are being interaerial and interference. He said
changed with bureaus in other
BBB is working with a group in the
cities. The problem is most serious
in New York. In four months of service field on customer contracts.
President Truman, speaking at
this year the number of complaints covering radio and televi- the Tuesday banquet, warned that
sion has increased 230% over the depression must be prevented if a
free world is to win the struggle
same period of last year.
"Eighteen per cent of all in- against Communism. He recalled
quiries to the New York bureau
the "good old days" before the
1929 depression when businessmen
deal with radio and television,
compared to 9% a year ago.
believed in "the divine right of business" and were often guilty of
"Radio and television have befraud, false advertising and other
come the No. 1 problem in volume
sharp practices.
of public inquiries and complaints."
Cooperation by local bureaus and
The New York bureau is preparing a pamphlet for consumers
broadcasters can encourage acin which basic facts about sets and
curate and non-deceptive advertising, Judge Miller told the opening
service will be outlined, Mr. Jackson said. He blamed some of the session last Monday. He explained
some of the NAB Standards of
present difficulty on the fact that
customers don't know what is in Practice "are frankly ideals to be
striven for, rather than practices
service contracts and don't understand the extent of the manufacalready generally accepted."
Judge Miller reminded the BBB
turer's liability.
Mr. Jackson said the TV-radio
group that broadcasters must be
June 12, 1950
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Hears

N.

Y. Plans

cautious about taking part in any
cooperative effort that might run
afoul of the laws on restraint of
trade. He recalled the "absurd
premise" that broadcasts carrying
advertising were not "in the public
Cites FTC Action
interest."
Federal Trade Commission figures for February, he said, show
that a far smaller percentage of
radio commercials examined by the
FTC had been set aside as possibly
false or misleading than was the
case in printed advertising.
NAB needs more time "to
sharpen and extend" the Standards of Practice for television,
Judge Miller said.
A. B. Johnston, assistant manager of the Chicago BBB, introduced Judge Miller. He voiced concern over the fact than many telecast commercials are ad libbed and
there is no permanent record by
which they can be checked. He
said broadcast station cooperation
with the BBB in large cities is
"generally good" but added there
are some exceptions.
Mr. Carmine predicted TV output will reach a postwar total of
10 million receivers by the end of
1950. Retail set sales may reach
$2 billion this year, he said. Philco
alone has made a million TV sets
since the war, he declared, and
six-month production this year
will exceed 400,000 sets.
Mr. Carmine said Philco does
about 17% of industry volume in
TV production. He predicted the
industry will turn out 10 million
radio sets this year.
Going into the sales and servicing
problems of the industry, he said
dealers should service their TV
customers. He noted one problem
centers around a dealer practice of
farming out service contracts and
obtaining kickbacks, which keeps
up the cost of service deals. He

opposed
long-term guarantees.
"Televisi
on is the biggest valu
the public has ever received fror
any industry," he said, contending
major manufacturers are building
a strong industry. Radio Mfrs
Assn. may straighten out a lot o:
problems, he feels, and declare
RMA should be taking the lead ii
establishing new standards in ad
vertising and merchandising radi<
and television.
Mr. Carmine blamed TV's ex
traordinary growth for some of it;
problems. RMA is trying to set ui
tube-size advertising standards, h(
noted, but predicted there will b(
more tube sizes than ever.
As to advertising practices, h(
said Philco pays 50-50 on dealei
advertising up to 10% of purchases
"There isn't enough money in th<
world for 75-25 advertising," hee
said in referring to instances ol1
the sort. The industry is highh
competitive, he said, and change
occur quickly. Advertising copyv
tends to be hard-hitting, as was the
case in radio, he pointed out.
Cathode ray tube capacity next
year will be 14 million units, Mr.
Carmine said, and glass prices are
coming down. He said the industry
has no credit problem since customers are meeting their payments.
He ascribed extreme cases of pricecutting to old-model inventories
subject to special deals.
Mr. Carmine feels a good market will develop for trade-in sets.
He said new models come out in
June and July, with shady practices more common in the spring.
TED BATES INC.
Adds Four Staff Members
TWO new account executives have
joined Ted Bates Inc., New York.
They are Neal Wilder, formerly
with McCann-Erickson, New York
and Allen M. Whitlock, who was
with Doherty Clifford & Shenfield
Inc., New York. Mr. Wilder will
service the Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co. account and Mr. Whitlock is assigned to the American Home Foods
account.
Vincent Rowe, formerly with
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, has
joined the radio television department and Jos. Wallace, formerly
with Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield,
tor's staff. the agency's art direchas joined
FCC Actions
INITIAL decision to grant
WCTT Corbin, Ky., switch
from 250 w on 1400 kc to 1
kw on 680 kc, directional
night, reported by FCC last
week. WIBK Knoxville,
Tenn., denied reconsideration
of decision to deny it a license and given 30 days to
wind up affairs. Sales of
WKRT-AM-FM Cortland, N.
Y., and WWEZ New Orleans
reported among 14 transfer
applications filed. Details of
these and other FCC actions
may be found in Actions of
the FCC beginning on page
80 and the FCC Roundup on

page 88.
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"But

will

WITH

Boss, you asked the key question!
is what
You

W-I-T-H

see, W-I-T-H

is best at.

And

Moving

regularly delivers more

means

produces

3ROADCASTING

listeners- per -

And

that means

goes a long way on W-I-T-H.

exciting story about

in your Headley-Reed

goods

real low-cost results. That

that a little money

For the whole

goods?"

at such low cost!

dollar than any other station in town.
that W-I-T-H

move

man

today.
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W-I-T-H,

call

WITH
BALTIMORE,

MARYLAND

TOM TINSLEY, President • Represented by HEADLEY-REED
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UR
ED
AP
RAGING
BATTLE
broke
out E
beROC
tween opposing counsel in the G. A.
(Dick) Richards case last week,
with the second start of FCC's hearing on his news policies being held
up until the Commission itself can
decide the order of procedure.
The Commission "on its own motion" ordered the opening of the
Los Angeles sessions postponed
from June 5 to Wednesday (June
14), after Examiner James D. Cunningham upheld the claim of Mr.
Richards' counsel that they, not
FCC, should present evidence first.
Hugh Fulton, trial counsel for
Mr. Richards, charged the Commission granted the delay on the basis
of an "ex parte" telephone request
by FCC General Counsel Benedict
P. Cottone after Examiner Cunningham ordered the hearing to proceed with presentation of Mr. Richards' case in advance of the FCC
staff's.
The General Counsel appealed
for reversal of Mr. Cunningham's
ruling. The Commission, which anticipated the appeal when it granted the postponement, is expected to
rule on the question promptly. Mr.
Fulton, who flew to Washington to
conduct an on-the-scene fight, filed
an opposition to the appeal and
asked to be heard personally by the
Commission.
To permit the FCC staff to proceed first would be to admit the
hearing is a revocation proceeding,
he said, declaring that in this event
the law requires the Commission
itself to hear the case.
FCC Went First
In the original hearing — the record of which was stricken following
the death of Examiner J. Fred
Johnson Jr., who was presiding —
FCC presented its evidence first
[Broadcasting, March 20, 27; April
3]. Judge Johnson died during a
recess following completion of the
Los Angeles phase of FCC's case.
The Commission, upon request of
Mr. Richards' attorneys, then ordered that the hearing be started
anew.
The case involves charges that
Mr. Richards — owner of KMPC Los
Angeles, WGAR Cleveland, and
WJR Detroit — ordered KMPC
newsmen to slant news against
members of the late President
Roosevelt's family, certain members of the Roosevelt administration, and certain minority groups.
At stake are the licenses of Mr.
Richards' stations and his plan to
set up a trusteeship for the three
outlets.
The ruling by Examiner Cunningham which touched off the controversy came at a pre-hearing conference in Los Angeles Sunday,
June 4, the day before the new
hearing was to begin.
Mr. Fulton insisted FCC rules
provide
for "applicants"
to proceed
first. Mr.
Cottone claimed
the

agreement reached in a pre-hearing
Page 24 • June 12, 1950
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^"""
TION
QUES
foundation of charges made by the
conference
with the late Judge
Commission staff against Mr. RichJohnson, whereby FCC was to proceed first, was not affected by the
ards and Station KMPC."
The General Counsel's appeal,
Commission's subsequent order
striking out the record of the hear- signed by Harry M. Plotkin as acting itself. Consequently he argued,
ing general counsel while Mr. Cottone is in Los Angeles claimed that
FCC should again go first.
Examiner Cunningham said he counsel for Mr. Richards originally
personally would prefer to hear asked for a bill of particulars in the
FCC witnesses first, but that the same document in which they
rules give the applicant the right argued that the hearings were "acto make the opening presentations.
cusatory in nature" and that FCC
Both the General Counsel and accordingly should present its case
first.
Mr. Fulton claimed to have gone to
"From [this]," the appeal said,
great expense in time and money in
the expectation that their respective "it is clear that counsel for the applicants did not correctly state the
presentations would be heard at the
facts . . . when he indicated that it
outset of the sessions scheduled
June 5.
was the Commission's refusal of a
bill of particulars that prompted
Witnesses Present
his request for the Commission to
The Genera! Counsel sa.id "the proceed with the introduction of
many witnesses" to be used by FCC
■ — which presented some 23 in the
Procedure Continued
original sessions — had been notified evidence."
and were on hand, some appearing
The appeal reiterated that the
by subpena. Mr. Fulton said around
first
pre-hearing conference's
100 witnesses had been called to agreement
on the order of proceappear on behalf of Mr. Richards.
dure was not affected by the subseMr. Fulton asserted that before
quent decision to strike out all evidence taken before the late Judge
the first hearing FCC had refused
his request for "a bill of particu- Johnson. "Therefore," it was
lars" or a list of witnesses and
"the agreement and ruldocuments which FCC intended to claimed,
ing . . . that the Commission proceed first with the introduction of
rely upon. The first hearing, he
said in a statement, in effect gave
testimony
remained
in force."
The General
Counsel
also noted
him "the bill of particulars I was
entitled to have before and ... I that "at no time before the issuance
therefore insisted upon proceeding
of the Commission's order of May
23, 1950, [ordering that the hearing
He said Mr. Cottone's opposition be started anew] up to and including the present date, have the aptofirst."
this procedure "is an act of
desperation because Mr. Cottone
plicants ever filed a motion with the
realizes that once the testimony of Commission requesting it to change
scores of important public figures the order of proceeding with the
and other reliable witnesses is in- evidence which had previously been
troduced into the record there will
be no possibility of preventing the established."
The first public request, the appublic from realizing the lack of
peal continued, came at the June 4
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HERMAN BRANDSCHAIN, 36,
assistant to the New York editor
of Broadcasting, died last
Wednesday after a long illness.
Mr. Brandschain had been a
member of this publication's staff
since Nov. 1, 1948, and an executive since early in 1949. An attorney and former reporter on the
Philadelphia Record, he specialized
in labor news coverage as well as
general editing in the New York
bureau of Broadcasting.
Born in Philadelphia Jan. 18,
1914, Mr. Brandschain attended
public schools in that city, was
graduated from the U. of Pennsylvania with a Bachelor of Arts degree and from the U. of Pennsylvania law school.
In 1938 he was admitted to the
Philadelphia Bar and for the next
three years practiced law in that
city. In 1941 he joined the Philadelphia Record as a general assignment reporter, and later be-

1950

came its religious editor.
He served in the Army from
1943 to 1946, editing several camp
newspapers. Upon discharge from
the Army as a technical sergeant
he returned to the Philadelphia
Record, remaining until the paper
discontinued publication in 1947.
In 1947 and until Nov. 1, 1948,
he was Philadelphia correspondent
for several publications, including
Broadcasting, for which he
worked on a number of special assignments. He also operated a
specialty printing establishment.
Mr. Brandschain's
unique
bination of experience
in comlaw
as well as in journalism fitted him
for unusually competent coverage
and editing of labor and business
news in radio and television.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Fay Brandschain, of 147-47
72d Ave., Kew Gardens, N. Y., and
a son, Steven David Michael, 4%
years of age.

ON THE other side of the Atlantic
C. Anstice Brown (1), director, Insti
tute of Incorporated Practitioners
Advertising (England), reads an off i
cial welcome to Frederic R. Gamble
president, American Assn. of Ad
vertising Agencies. Mr. Gamb
visited London in the past fortnight
returning Mr. Brown's visit to the
U. S. last year.
hearing conference. Further, thi
appeal
... Insaid:
the light of the above fact
it seems clear either that counsel fo
the applicants does not have convic
tion in the grounds urged for th
original request that, because of th'
nature of the issues involved, th'
Commission assume the burden o
coming forward with the evidence
or that he is not serious about hi
present contentions.
The order of introduction of testi
mony is not a matter for whim o
caprice or a question to be determine'
on the basis of the momentary tacti
cal desires of parties to the proceed
ing. The hearing issues . . . are th'
same now as in the original proceed
ing before Examiner Johnson. If the;
were of such a nature then that th
Commission should assume the bur
den of going forward with the evi
dence, as counsel alleged in his earlie
motion, they are still of such char
acter.
Rule Is Flexible
The appeal also denied that FCC
rules require that applicants hi
permitted to proceed first. Thj
rule, it was claimed, is subject t<
modification "in individual cases,
as evidenced by changes in the orde
of presentation in previou
hearings.
Mr. Fulton's opposition to th<
apneal claimed that:
If the Commission should interfer
with these hearings and order that it
staff has the right to present testi
mony first, the Commission thereb;
will be establishing the correctnes
of
contention
that in istrutlat
andapplicants'
in fact the
Commission
tempting to revoke these licenses a
requested by James Roosevelt an
the Radio Press Club [of Hollywood
And in that event it is error for th
Commission to proceed without hear
ing the evidence itself (Communica
tions Act of 1934, Sec. 409(a)).
The brief also claimed that b?
holding up the start of the hearin
the Commission "is changing th
function of the presiding officer int<
that of a mere notary. . . . The Com
mission itself is in effect conduct
ing hearings from behind thf
scenes on the telephone request o:
(Continued on page 89)
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Who

'em

KEEPS

liste

ning

?
hUJregon

\

BARNEY..

in

another

big

BARNEY

the

KEX

Show-

KEEP

participation

program!

According to listener mail, letters to the editor, and other sounding-boardsof-public-opinion . . Oregon's new favorite radio comic is Barney Keep, at
3:30 PM

daily on KEX. Barney's merry show follows no routine format;

it's a mad mixture of talent interviews and side features such as "The
Department of Useless Information" and "What the Screwballs Are Doing."
Portland likes Barney; Oregon likes Barney; but no advertiser will find the
likes of Barney at anywhere near the price! Participations available. Check
with KEX

KEX

PARTICIPATION

are

a "buy-word"

the

big OREGON

SHOWS

PORTLAND,

throughout

ORE.

5 0,0

00

WATTS

ABC

AFFILIATE

COUNTRY

Kay West • Northwesterners
. . and now BARNEY KEEP

BROADCASTING

or Free & Peters.

• Squirrel Cage

• Telecastin.

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

STATIONS

Snc

KYW • KDKA
• WBZ
• WBZA
• WOWO
• KEX
• WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free and Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV. NBC Spot Sales
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Three Bids Under
Consideration

THREE BIDS on the radio-TV properties of the Thomas S. Lee Estate
were under consideration last week, with one bidder reportedly seeking
the entire package and two others undertaking to split it up.
The bidders were known to be:
Ed Pauley — California oil man
for reasons of health to make no
and applicant for television in San
Francisco. Understood to be bid- offer.
CBS currently owns a substantial
ding, with associates, for all of the
minority interest in KTTV (TV)
Don Lee radio-television properties.
Los Angeles which it would have
CBS — Reportedly bidding about
$3 million for the KTSL (TV) Los to relinquish in event its offer for
is accepted.
Angeles properties and Don Lee's KTSL
Stations owned by Don Lee in
new $3 million building at 1330
addition to KTSL (W6XAO) are
Vine, Los Angeles
KHJ Los Angeles, KFRC San
Liberty Broadcasting System —
Francisco, KGB San Diego, KDB
Said to be bidding for all the properties other than those sought by Santa Barbara, and KHJ-FM.
CBS (also see separate Liberty
RCA ROYALTIES
story, page 18) .
Public Administrator Ben H.
Announce Cuts Up to 50 %
Brown, who is considering the offers with counsel for R. D. Merrill
RCA last Friday announced reductions up to 50% in patent royalty
of Seattle, 83-year-old sole heir of
the late Mr. Lee, and with attor- rates applying to radio and TV
neys for contestants of the will, receivers, transmitters and tubes,
as well as electric phonographs,
told Broadcasting that consideration was continuing with no deci- effective June 1.
sion yet.
Royalty rate reductions for
Col. A. L. Lintner, New York
radios and phonographs are from
capitalist and businessman who
2%% to iy8% ; for TV sets, includmakes his headquarters in Anchoring combination models, from 2X,4%
age, Alaska, who had been expected
to 1 % % ; for receiving tubes, into be among the bidders, decided
cluding cathode ray viewing tubes
for TV receivers, from 2%% to
1 % % ; for transmitting tubes from
3% to 13A%; for power tubes from
TIME CLAUSE
2% to 1%%; for transmitter apCourt Upholds FCC Rule
paratus from 3 % to 2 % ; for other
THE SUPREME COURT last commercial apparatus from 2%%
to 2%.
week upheld the validity of FCC's
In announcing the reductions in
rule against the granting of rights
to station time as part payment in RCA's standard royalty rates, Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of the
the purchase of a station.
The action was taken by affirmboard, said that they "are in accord with RCA's tradition of conance of a ruling in which a threetinuously reducing, so far as pracjudge district court in Chicago upticable, the cost of bringing invenheld the Commission's rule in a
tions and new developments to the
case involving WJOL Joliet, 111.,
and A. J. Felman, a former owner
industry and the public. RCA's
original royalty rate was 7%% for
[Broadcasting, Feb. 27].
Mr. Felman carried the appeal to radio broadcast receiving sets. In
1932 this was reduced to 5% and
the Supreme Court. The Supreme
in 1940 it was further reduced to
Court issued no opinion, merely
granting FCC's motion to affirm the
These latest reductions, Gen.
ruling of the lower court.
FCC meanwhile has extended to Sarnoff
2%%." said, "are a further reflecSept. 1 the time within which the
tion of RCA's efforts to keep the
WJOL-Felman contract shall be radio and television industry fully
abreast of the art at a minimum
made to conform with the Commission rule. The contract, which
cost to the industry and the public."
was part of the sales price when
Mr. Felman sold the station, gives ROBERT
COMPTON
him 45 minutes of station time per
WCAZ Carthage Owner Dies
day to advertise his department
store.
ROBERT COMPTON, 54, owner
of WCAZ Carthage, 111., and
Under the FCC rule, existing
founder of WTAD Quincy, 111., died
contracts providing for reservation
of time as part of a station sales June 3 at a hospital in nearby Keokuk, Iowa, as a result Of a heart
price must be renegotiated to provide for termination not later than
attack. Mr. Compton, who had
heart trouble several years, was in
1964 and to permit earlier canthe hospital for a checkup.
cellation by the station upon payment of a reasonable sum coverHe put WTAD on the air in
ing the unexpired portion.
Carthage in 1926, and later moved
In the meantime, the rule ap- the station to Quincy. He then
pears headed for another test in the bought WCAZ Carthage from CarU. S. District Court for New Mexthage College, which put the station
on the air in 1921. It is operated
ico, where KOB Albuquerque has
filed suit in an effort to rid itself by Superior Broadcasting service,
of a time-reservation contract with
with Mr. Compton as president.
the New Mexico A. & M. College,
He is survived by his widow and
a daughter. Private services were
a former owner [Broadcasting,
conducted in Carthage last Monday.
May 29].
Page 26
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IT'S "the sweetest music this side of
heaven" for C. F. Smith Co., Detroit
grocers, after
sale52 of
Guy
Lombardo
Show for
weeksZiv's
on WJR
Detroit. Discussing contract are (I to
r) William A. Mullane Jr., advertising
executive; H. W. Hart, pres.. Smith
Co.; Mr. Lombardo; Walter Miller,
Ziv sales.

A 52-week contract for the Red
Ryder Show on KWPC Muscatine, 1
Iowa, is inked by Willard Smull
(seated), owner and operator of Pure
Milk Co., sponsor of program. Looking on as he completes the agreement
are Irving H. Kempner (I), Harry S.
Goodman representative, and George
Volger, general manager of KWPC,

SPONSORSHIP of news show. Your
Radio Newspaper, on KTSA San
Antonio is set by B. B. McGimsey
(seated), v. p. and general mgr..
Pearl Brewery, San Antonio. Standing (I to r) are Charles D. Lutz,
KTSA mgr.; Jack Pitluk Jr., Pitluk
Advertising Agency; Vic Kennedy,
asst. genl. mgr.. Pearl Brewery.

TOM FIFE (seated, r), pres., Sioux
City Livestock News and Educational
Foundation,
sets sponsorship
Central Public Market
News on of
WNAX
Sioux City. Others are (seated) Ray
Rodeen, foundation secy.-treas.;
(standing) Donald D. Sullivan (I),
WNAX coml. mgr.; Ed LaGrave,
WNAX acet. executive.

KEEPING The Lonesome Gal company during signing of contract that
gives Maier Brewing Co., Los Angeles
sponsorship of program on KHJ Los
Angeles are Bill Baxley (I), Don Lee
account executive, and Don Breyer,
vice president and manager, Brisacher,
Wheeler & Staff, agency for Maier.

ARRANGING
firm's 10th
consecutive year ofhisadvertising
on KWK
St. Louis is Morris Schneider (seated),
pres., Credit Jewelers. With him are
(I to r) W. H. Averill, KWK sales; V.
E. Carmichael, KWK v.p.; Harold
Kirsch, pres., Harold Kirsch Agency;
Ed Wilson, star of Schneider show.
LONG term contract for sponsorship
of three programs daily on KLMR
Lamar, Col., is taken by Lee Flora
(r), Rexall druggist. Discussing agreement with Mr. Flora are Dorothy Ann
Shaffer, sales manager for KLMR, and
Orth Bell, KLMR program director
who writes and produces the pro-

GETTING set to complete arrangements for a package contract of programs and spots for Canadian Ace
beer on WKNK Muskegon, Mich.,
John M. Towers (r), assistant national
sales manager for the brewing organization, is handed the pen by Don
Mann, manager
of the
hour-a-day
outlet.1 kw, 24-

grams.
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public

service by a regional
station ... in at least four series of programs."

Protect Your

Child

The Best Weapon

o
f
"A n intelligent approach
to sex crimes.''

"Dealt wisely, out not alarmingly, with the
polio epidemic. "

Meet

Your

World

Congress

. . . "Brought . . an understanding of problems
and issues of joint interest "

Forum

"Carried listeners beyond national horizons. "

WWJ was also the proud recipient of the coveted
Alfred I. du Pont Award for 1949

FIRST IN DETROIT . . . Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
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MRS. WILLIAM PULSCH, Housewife
and Store Owner,
52 Clark Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

STEPHEN SCHEMBRI, Garage Manager,
22-34 93rd Street, Jackson Heights, Queens.
"One of the reasons why I listen most often
to WOR is because it's such a clear station.
I always know wherever I am, no matter

"WOR! Why WOR is John Gambling! My
goodness, I purposely get up early for him
every morning. I've even persuaded my
husband to get up earlier so we can listen

what the weather is, that I can get it. It's
a pretty nice thing to know. In fact, my
wife and I usually just push the WOR but-

together. I love Gambling's wholesome outlook on life. When I heard he was sick last

ton and stay put for the whole evening."

year I felt terribly. He's just that kind of
man. You feel close to him and somehow
I feel close to WOR . . . because of him and
the other personalities like him. You can
see why it's the family station and the one
we listen to most often."
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being
us, face
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listen
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many
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more
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United

told
make

people,
station
States

WILLIAM CINER, Store Owner,
1353 Sheraton Avenue, Bronx, N. Y.

MRS MAUDIE IRBY. Housewife,
223 West 116th Street, New York.

"There's something about the news that
WOR sends out that has made me a fan for

"I love WOR for its people. People like
Kate Smith — they set me all aglow. I like
her voice and the way she comes out with
plain facts and tells you the truth. And
those McCanns — Alfred and Dora — I feel
I almost know them personally. Their ideas
on food have helped me enormously. And

many years. It's fair, you know. Never gives
you one side without the other. I guess it's
this intelligent approach that I most admire . . . it's a hard enough thing to find
these days. 'Meet The Press', for instance,
is a program I never miss. No wonder I listen to WOR most often."

then there's WOR's news! My husband
wouldn't leave in the morning before he's
heard it. Why, we practically set our day
by WOR!

That's why we listen most often

to WOR."
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MOLLY CLANCY, Hair Stylist,
268 Alexander Avenue, Bronx, N. Y.

IRENE KOSLAN, School Teacher,
2055 Anthony Avenue, Bronx, N. Y.

"It may sound silly to love a station for its
sense of humor, but I feel that way about
WOR. WOR gives me a lift, like a good

"I've got a pretty heavy schedule to maintain and 1 don't waste my time on trivialities. WOR's 'Opera Concert', however, is

friend. WOR brings me fun. That's why
I listen to it most often. For instance, I'll
find myself howling with 'Can You Top
This' and 'Second Honeymoon' and then
there's the warm kind of fun I have when
I hear 'Breakfast With Dorothy and Dick'.
It's, warm; that's it! That's WOR!"

a program I make time for — that and 'The
Deems Taylor Concert'. And there's a woman's program that I listen to very conscientiously— Martha Deane. I first heard about
Cortisone, the new arthritis drug cure, on
her program. There seems to be so much
more, more often on WOR."
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MRS. MARY HURLEY, Housewife,
188 Lincoln Avenue, Bronx, N. Y.

WILLIAM COINE, Designer,
9241 63rd Avenue, Forest Hills, L. I.

"There's so much more to WOR ... I mean
in the way of entertainment and, well,

"To me, WOR stands out for its sports coverage. You can't beat Stan Lomax. He's
always been one of my favorites. I get him
every night as I drive home. And when he
finishes up, I really feel up to date on the

scope! I'm a theatre fan, so I always listen
to 'The Family Theatre' and 'The Damon
Runyon Theatre.' But for years I've
thanked WOR for Gabriel Heatter. I like
his humanism and the way he explains the

entire sports world and its personalities."

news. He doesn't rush through his reports
like lots of other commentators. He gives
a feel to the news and makes me feel I'm
closer to the world and so to its news."

the station
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by more
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any

people
other

station

in America
ARTHUR NAHMACHER, Seaman,
432 Yetman Avenue, Staten Island 7, N. Y.
WOR

"You might say I'm strictly a weather man.
And wherever I am, I stay up for WOR's
11 :25 weather report. I've never heard anything like it. That 'Nemo' really gives a
working and reliable overall picture of
weather and future trends. WOR brings
you stuff you can depend on."

To

an

with

Account

Executive

radio

Perhaps you have never smelled the fragrance
of new-mown hay tedding on rolling acres, or watched
the clean steel of a plow slipping through the
fertile black soil of Iowa. Antonin Dvorak
made powerful music for the New World Symphony
from such ingredients. We, more interested in
powerful buying power, prefer to hear the music
made by the seasonal finale — the clunk of hard
ears of corn hitting a backboard — the hiss of a
thresher spewing kernels of wheat for tomorrow's
bread. Iowa's 34.8 million acres of tillable soil
produce, among an abundance of other things,
10% of the nation's food supply and contribute to
the high per capita wealth of Iowans, currently
61% above the national average.
The half-acre in the country to which you repair
week-ends — or aspire to — is about 1 /320th the
size of an average Iowa farm. If you feel that
you ought to have a gold mine in the back yard just
to meet your country living costs, compare your
situation with an Iowan's. Iowa's rockless soil
produces more wealth each year than all the gold
mines in the world.
Before you dash out for a harried lunch of softboiled eggs and a glass of milk (while many an Iowan
is tuning his radio to WMT and sitting down —
at home — to a leisurely noon-day meal of
sizzling steak, golden roasting corn dripping with
freshly churned butter, tender garden peas, strawberries and cream . . .) please consider this:
A one-minute Class A commercial on WMT has a
potential audience (within the 2.5 mv contour) of
more than 1.1 million people — and it budgets
at $27.00 (52-time rate). It's a market worth reaching— and in Eastern Iowa WMT reaches.
Please ask the Katz man for additional data.

5000 WATTS
Day & Night
600 KC

BASIC COLUMBIA
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CHANNEL
ISSUE
FAB Asks FCC Revision
BREAKDOWN of clear channels,
with the goal of revised station
assignments in Florida, was recommended June 3 by the Florida
Assn. of Broadcasters at the closing of a two-day meeting held at
Orlando [Broadcasting, June 5].
In a resolution calling on FCC to
decide the clear-channel case, the
association pointed out that pending negotiations with Cuba do not
offer Florida any hope for assignments on frequencies to be withheld. It contended that new assignments could be made "without
detriment to the present licensees
of such clear-channel frequencies."
FAB went on record to ask review of the 3% sales tax on sale
and use of certain property in
Florida, contending broadcasting as
an industry - should be placed on
a parity with other media of public information.
Other resolutions commended
FCC Commissioner Rosel Hyde;
Capt. John Cross, State Dept.;
Grady Norton, Florida Hurricane
Service, and Lt. Col. D. J. Wilkins,
U. S. Army, all of whom spoke at
the meeting; paid tribute to the
late George C. Johnston, owner of
WDBO Orlando, and congratulated
BMI on its 10th anniversary.
Attending the meeting were:
Anderson. Herb. WTSP St. Petersburg; Ballinger, Kenneth, Tallahassee;
Baskerville, Chas., WFLA Tampa;
Bauer, A. J,, and Mrs., WINK Ft.
Myers; Bernhard, J. E., WFOY St.
Augustine; Brown, J. Allen, WLOF
Orlando; Browning, John B., WSPB
Sarasota; Camp, Harry, WQAM Miami;
Carter,tem,Sam,
WorldChamberlain,
BroadcastingDolph,
SysNew York;
WGGG Gainesville; Covington, Ted,
WONN Lakeland; Cross, Mr. & Mrs.
John, State Dept., Washington; Cummings. ville:
Harry
rep., JacksonDanforth,E.,H.station
P.. WDBO
Orlando;
Davis, Mike, WJBS DeLand: Esch, W.
W., WMFJ Daytona Beach; Feagin,
Bob,
Jacksonville;
Robert, WPDO
WIOD Miami;
Gilchrist,Fidlar.
Tom,
WTMC Ocala; Gillespie, Henry A.,
RCA Thesaurus, Atlanta; Graves,
Herschel, WTAL Tallahassee: Hazelton,
Frank. WTNT Tallahassee; Hill. Gene,
WORZ Orlando; Hopkins, John T.,
WJZX Jacksonville; Hosford, Joe.
WTAL Tallahassee; Hunter, Mrs. John.
WLBE Leesburg.
Leesburg; Hunter, Mrs. Paul.
WLBE
Jones. Paul. WFLA Tampa; Kay,
Peggy,
News: Frank,
Kettler,WMBR
Pete,
WGBS Newspaper
Miami; King,
Jacksonville; LeGate, James, WIOD
Miami: Letson, Ben, WCNH Quincy;
Long, Maury. BROADCASTING; Lown.
Bert, Associated Program Service. New
York; Marshall. Glenn. WMBR-TV
1907

Sfosfepfc C

FUNERAL services were held last
week for Joseph C. Eggleston, 43,
commercial manager of WMC
WMCF (FM) and WMCT (TV)
Memphis, Tenn., who died of a
heart attack June 4. He was widely
known in radio, television, advertising and newspaper fields, and
previously was associated with The
Branham Co., station representative.

Turnabout
THE CUSTOMER — who's
always right — recently
bought time on WPTR Albany to pay respects to an
advertiser, Capitol Buick, in
that city. Jane Barton, formerly in publicity in New
York and now with New
York State Dept. of Commerce, purchased time (1010:15
a.m.)
on of
Beth
Woman's Page
the Lee's
Air
to call attention to the courtesy and service shown her
by the auto dealer.
Jacksonville; McBride, W. G., WDBO
Orlando;
Mickle,L. Lauren,
DeLand; Mitchell,
S., WDAEWJBS
Tampa;
Mizer, Fred, WGBS Miami; Morton,
Sam, AP Jacksonville- Atlanta; Norton, ,
Grady, U. S. Weather Bureau, Miami; '
Owings, Dorsey, BMI New York;
Powell, ville;
Maj.
WRUF GainesProsser,Garland,
John, WKAT
Miami;
Rollins, Larry, WSIR Winter Haven.
Silver, Ken,
Douglas,
Ft. Smiley,
Pierce:
Skelton,
WDAEWIRA
Tampa;
David Jr., WDAE Tampa; Spivey,
Marvin. Stateman Productions, Atlanta;
Stark, D.. WTTT Coral Gables; Stone,
Jerry, WNDB Daytona Beach; Storer,
George B.. Fort Industry Co., Miami:
Stubblefield, Capitol Transcriptions,
Hollywood; Taylor, Sherman, WJCM
Winter Haven; Temple. Fred, WDSR
Lake City; Thorpe, George, WVCG
Coral Gables; Tison, W. Walter, WALT
Tampa; Veal, J. H., WCOA Pensacola;
Venn, Bob, WMIE Miami; Ward, S. O.,
Lakeland; Watson, Mr. & Mrs. Tom,
WWSN Belle Glade; Weiland, Jonas,!
WINZ Hollywood; Weiss, George,
Sponsor, New York; Wheeler, Mel. ,
WEAR Pensacola; Wilkins, Lt. Col.
Donald F. USAF, Washington; Wilson,
Hank, WJCM Sebring; Vickrey, Vic,
SESAC, New York.
NUTMEG NETWORK
Formed by Conn. Stations
FIVE-STATION Nutmeg Network,
formed to serve Connecticut listeners with special events and
other program fare, is now in
operation with member stations
comprising WDRC Hartford, WICC
Bridgeport, WELI New Haven,
WBRY Waterbury and WICH
Norwich.
According to a joint statement
issued by the stations, special
events will feature important
political motes"broadcasts
other "rein the state and
"strategically
covered" by the stations. "Each
station will be responsible for network broadcasts
in its area," the
announcement
added.

eggleston

1950

department of the Commercial
Appeal. He was active in loca.
civic, charitable and religious organizations and was a veteran ol
World War II. Mr. Eggleston was
past president of the Exchange
Club of Memphis, member of the
board of directors of the Colonial
Country Club of Memphis, and ar
officer of the Advertising Club anc
Sales Managers Club in that city
Mr. Eggleston is survived by his
Mr. Eggleston was appointed
widow, Isabel; two sons, Joe Jr
commercial manager of the three
and James F.; three sisters, anc
one brother. He was born in Frank
Memphis stations in 1936 after
serving a year in the advertising
lin, Tenn., in 1907.
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SPORTS

RESTRICTIONS

RESTRICTIONS of major and
minor leagues on broadcasts of
baseball games were "condemned"
Monday by the Pennsylvania
Assn. of Broadcasters, meeting at
Bedford Springs Hotel, Bedford.
The association adopted a resolution declaring the rules "are not
in the public interest in free dissemination of news."
The group decided to name a
committee to meet with the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic
Assn. to discuss mounting charges
for rights to play-by-play pickups
of high school athletic events.
Other resolutions called for a
study of a plan to conduct a state
radio coverage study in cooperation with Penn State college, and
commended Frank Smith, WBVP

Lets

Beaver Falls, retiring PAB president.
Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, was elected president. Other
officers elected: John S. Booth,
WCHA Chambersburg, vice president; David K. Bennett Jr., WKBQ
Harrisburg, secretary; George E.
Joy, WEAK Williamsport, treasurer. Directors elected were: Mr.
Smith; George D. Coleman, WGBI
Scranton; Roger W. Clipp, WFIL
Philadelphia; James F. Murray,
KQV Pittsburgh; Charles E.
Denny, WERC Erie; C. G. Moss,
WLTR Bloomsburg; Tom Metzger, WMRF Lewistown.
Weekend events included a PAB
directors meeting Saturday evening and golf tournament Sunday.
Mr. Murray and Louis Rose, Bon

buy

^

a

us

yacht,

Us big-farming spendthrifts in the Red
River Valley live high, wide and handsome, believe us. Lavish spendin' comes
easy to our fabulous farmers, because
they earn far more dough than the national average. . . .
WDAY, Fargo, is the one sure-fire way
to reach our wealthy hayseeds. Hoopers
prove that WDAY consistently gets top
ratings in Fargo and Moorhead. On

NBC
FREE
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970

& PETERS,

Ton Department Store, Greensburg, had low scores of 73 in the
"kicker handicap."
MBS officials met Sunday with
affiliates from Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virgina. Representing the network were Frank
White, president; E. M. (Pete)
Johnson, stations relations vice
president, and R. W. Carpenter,
eastern manager of station relations.
Joseph M. Cleary, WE SB Bradford, Pa., presided at a news
panel. Other participants were
Frank D. Coslett, WBRE WilkesBarre, and Jason Gray, WCED
DuBois. Mr. Cleary said WE SB
requires newsmen to initial the
wire report at least once every
quarter-hour and called for use of

susie,'

weekday afternoons, for example (Jan.Feb., '50), WDAY gets a 70.3% Share
of Audience against 9.7% for the next
station. And this same preference must
exist outside of town, too, because
WDAY has racked up some of the nation's most impressive mail-pull stories.
Let us or Free & Peters send you all the
facts about pioneering WDAY.
be glad you did !

FARGO, N. D.
KILOCYCLES
•

5000

WATTS

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

You'll

"English rather than slang" in
news broadcasts.
Mr. Coslett suggested local and
national news should be intermixed, and favored use of separate voice for the commercial. Mr.
Gray stressed the power of local
news.
Mr. Murray presided over a
sports panel. Opinion ran high
over the increasing cost of covering high school sports events.
Abe Redmond, WHP Harrisburg, described successful use of
radio news by banks and urged
stations to do a better job of local
programming.
Gordon Gray, WIP Philadelphia, head of the All-Radio Presentation, described the "Lightning That Sells" movie. After
showing a 21-minute version of
the industry promotion film, PAB
members voted overwhelming that
it was "good" with no votes for
"poor" or "fair."
Mr. Clipp was chairman of a
metropolitan market commercial
panel. Other participants were
Carl Dozer, WCAE Pittsburgh;
Herb Kendrick, WHGB Harrisburg, and Mr. Denny, of WERC.
Mr. Clipp outlined benefits of close
cooperation with local dealers and
declared local promotion is as important as program acceptance.
He suggested formation of a
Pennsylvania network.
Follow Rate Cards — Dozer
Mr. Dozer called for adherence
to rate cards or issuance of new
cards. Mr. Denny told how WERC
is sold up to 2 a.m. as one step in
meeting competition of television.
There is no substitute for local
news, he said, WERC having six
persons
assigned
to news and
special events.
Mr. Kendrick
stressed
sincerity of staff members in selling and reading commercials.
Joseph E. Baudino, KDKA
Pittsburgh, introduced the guest
luncheon speaker, Theodore Roosevelt III, Pennsylvania Secretary
of Commerce. Mr. Baudino is
radio director of Pennsylvania
Week, to be held Oct. 16-22. He
told how PAB will cooperate in
the event.
In a small market programcommercial panel advantages and
disadvantages of per inquiry and
political business were discussed.
Participants included Harry Burwell,
WMBS Uniontown; Tom Price, WBVP
Beaver Falls; David Potter, WNAE
Warren;
Boyd
Siegel,
WJPA WashingGraham,
Messrs.ton; ArtDiehm
and WKST
Booth. New Castle;
Mr. Coleman, of WGBI, NAB
District 3 director, asked stations
to consider carefully before resigning from NAB. He presided
over a metropolitan market program panel. included Bob White,
Participants
KDKA, and Leonard Kapner, WCAE.
Mr. Kapner told delegates that schools
offer a good opportunity for public
service and improvement of station
ratings.
White side
urged
stationsserv"to
look for Mr.
the other
of public
C. iceG.controversies."
Moss, WLTR Bloomsburg, Pa.,
was chairman of the resolutions and
by-laws session. Participating were
David J. Bennett Jr., WKBO Harrisburg; Ed Ken
Hirshberg,
WEDO WKRZ
McKeesport, and
Rennekamp,
Oil
City.
George
Podeyn,
WHJB
Greensburg, was chairman of the nominating
committee.
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and now. ..over

a 6-month

period...
Teatute

WCFL

Leads

in Chicago

in Pulse-Rating

Gains

* Chart shows percentage of increase
or decrease, for 50,000 watt and fulltime stations. Pulse period of November 1949 through April 1950, compared to November 1948-April 1949.
(Averages, 6 a.m. to midnight, Monday through Friday.)

WCFL
+ 9.77%

Network Station A
+ 2.265%

On

-4.52%
50,000 Watt
Independent

-11.06%
5,000 Watt
Independent
-12.0%
Network Station

Long-Term Leader! This chart*
shows that WCFL, a month-bymonth leader in Pulse rating increases, steps far in front of other
Chicago stations for the half-year
ended April 1 950. Growing listenership plus reasonable rates make

I
I
T
-20.25%
Network Station C
l
i
▼
-23.16%
Network Station D

WCFL today's ideal Chicago radio buy.

WCFL
An ABC Affiliate
50,000 watts • 1000 on the dial
The Voice of Labor
666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III.
Represented by the Boiling Company, Inc.
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DRAMATIC use of radio has been
demonstrated by WDMJ Marquette,withMich.,
the station's
interview
twoinfugitives
and their
captors near a wooded and swamp
land area in Michigan's Upper
Peninsula.
Only too often there is news of
killings and manhunts over the
radio but it is more unusual when
a radio man joins a posse to track
down two gun-toting desperadoes
in order to "get the first hand interview." That's what WDMJ
Station Manager Raymond G. Ulbrich did on May 20.
Two fugitives who had escaped
10 days earlier from an Ohio
prison farm where they had been
serving time as safecrackers were
snared by Michigan State Troopers after they were trapped in a
swamp. The Russell brothers, who
had been engaged in several running gunfights and had terrorized
the eastern end of the peninsula,
bedded themselves down in the
swamp area after one of the pair
was wounded by police officers.
Mr. Ulbrich, convinced that the
reactions of the people in the im-

Week

Interviewing a state trooper at the
scene of capture is Mr. Ulbrich.
$ * *
mediate area, the captors and the
captives themselves were worth recording, followed state troopers
who were combing the area in a
county adjoining Marquette. The
station manager carried a 30-calibre deer rifle, but he says: "I
didn't feel too proud. We [a news|
photographer accompanied him]
were right in line with the return
fire of the hunted men, who, fortunately for us, had run out of
When
police flushed the two
ammunition."
(Continued on page 80)

-fill

-Account*
Ralph and Gertrude; Ralph hanseven, Ralph
dling the contact work, copy writAGE of
THE edited
AT Bing
a family
newspa-S.
ing and administrative angle
ves
per, charging the
relati
Gertrude the art work and producfor their advertising. This no
tion. The agency now has grown
doubt was the embryo of that
flourishing advertising agency,
to fiveyear
staffers.
During the
firm's
first
the youthful
partners
Bing & Haas, Cleveland, Ohio.
Born in Cleveland May 21, 1917, gained local and national recognition, and Ralph states that within
Ralph attended University School
three years the partnership should
and Heights High, both Cleveland,
U. of Illinois and Cleveland College
be ready to apply for 4 A's.
of Western Reserve U. He was
One of Bing & Haas' most im
is the annual
advertising manager of the portant accounts
Grotto Circus
Heights High pawhose attendance
has risen steadily
Gold. per, The Black and
for the past four
The Bing & Haas
" years under the
Agency was formed
in July 1946. Geragency'sdling.
ableOtherhanac
trude Haas, the othcounts include
er partner in the
Blauschild Motors,
firm, and Ralph have
P e 1 u n i s Motors,
known each other
Fluorescent Equipall their lives. ' Miss
ment & Mfg. Co., J.
Haas cialdid
commerH. Boesch Carpet
art work for
Sears, Roebuck &
Co., Bradley Sweater
Co., and Big Four
Co. and several deLumber Co., to name
partment stores the
bebut a few.
fore starting
The indefatigable
agency with Ralph.
Just prior to the
Ralph Bing also
has time for such
agency partnership,
RALPH
Ralph was advertishobbies as badminHe firmly
ing manager for
ton, tennis, wood
Lampl Fashions Inc.
and metal working and pipe collectbelieves now that had he known
ing. One of his main hobbies is
the work involved in starting an photography and some of his work
agency, he would never have had has been exhibited in Cleveland. He
aspires to acquire a home in the
the nerve.
country and a boat, to see the busThe firm, which started out with
iness expand and to have a vacathree accounts, in four years has
tion once a year. A nine-day trip
increased this to over 42 accounts.
to Bermuda last April was his
(Continued on page 83)
The staff originally consisted of
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C
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Latest Hooper gives
WGBS an overall lead
of 48.8% over the second-place station. Daytime, WGBS has more
audience than the next
two network stations
combined!
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Here is one of America's most amazing success stories . . . the
new 1950 Greater Miami of over a half million permanent residents .. . and a year-around economy expanding both in volume
and soundness. Greater Miami

in 1950 takes its rightful place

among America's major markets and, at the present rate of
growth, heads for its first million in the next ten years.

1950

HOOPERS

AUDIENCE

LEAD

GIVE

IN

STATION

MIAMI

WGBS

MARKET

Here is another amazing success story. Station WGBS, 50,000
watt CBS affiliate in Miami, has doubled its share of audience in
just the last two years. Growing with Greater Miami, serving
well the cultural and economic interests of all South Florida,
WGBS is now the established leader in a field of twelve stations.
With the highest standards of broadcasting as its guide, WGBS
sets the pace in Miami, just as the other members of the Fort
Industry family star in the communities they serve.

THE

FORT

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WSPD, Toledo, O.
•
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
•
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
WL0K, Lima, O. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O.
•
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. •
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
National Sales Headquarters: 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, Eldorado 5-2455

Clinical

Analysis

THERE'S something new under that radio sun.
Perhaps you won't recognize it by its name,
"National Spot Radio Clinic."
Last week, in Chicago, a hundi-ed executives
of the stations represented by Free & Peters
met in closed session with top brass of the
representation firm. They discussed every
facet of sales, programming and promotion.
They got into ordinarily mundane "housekeeping" matters. They discussed standardization
of rate card formats, TWX codes, and other
time-savers and simplifications of interoffice
procedures.
They left convinced they had accomplished
plenty. They commanded repeat performances.
The clinic idea is far from new. They have
been held at many NAB conventions and at
district and state association meetings. These,
however, of necessity have been broader in
scope and generalized.
Here a group of non-competitive stations,
with a common purpose, met with their sales
organization. It was the doctor-patient relationship. They heard straight stuff from top
agency people. They compared notes. They
decided upon uniform practices, to coordinate
the buying and selling side of their facilities.
They came voluntarily. It was high tribute to
Preston Peters and his organization.
Most significant, it connoted clearly a resurgence ofaffirmative selling.
Business

Trends

A MONTH hence there will gather in New
York two dozen of the topmost business and
industrial leaders of the nation. They will
meet under the aegis of radio, to function
voluntarily as the NAB Business Trends Committee, and chart trends in the American
economy, in conjunction with leaders of radio.
This committee constitutes a veritable
Who's Who of commerce and industry. Its
roster reads like an advisory council to the
President of the United States. It will meet
periodically. It will observe the entire national
and world scene. The results of its deliberations will permeate the economic fabric of the
nation.
It is a compliment to radio, and to the men
who guide its destinies, that these business
leaders accepted the invitation to serve.
The idea for the Trends Committee was
developed by Richard P. Doherty, NAB employe-employer relations director. It was
avidly endorsed by President Justin Miller, and
authorized by the NAB board last February.
Mr. Doherty, former economics professor at
Boston U. and a former executive director of
the Industrial Relations Council of Metropolitan Boston, did not receive a single rejection to an invitation to serve.
The committee, of course, will deal in broad
economic patterns, looking toward wholesome
development of our free, competitive system.
However, radio leaders from individual stations and networks alike will be afforded the
opportunity to tell the radio and TV stories
at first hand, and around the conference table.
In these days of adversity within the NAB,
the Trends Committee, along with the frontline forays of the Broadcast Advertising
Bureau, tends to brighten the otherwise bleak
outlook.
In the months ahead, they may well prove
worth the whole price of admission to an
inevitably reorganized NAB.
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TV's Low Road or High?
COLOR continues to monopolize the TV regulatory spotlight. The infinitely more important
problem of competitive nation-wide television
— involving basic allocations — perforce remains
in the wings, apparently to emerge only when
the color prima donna has completed her
performance.
The deep freeze continues. Since no timetable on TV yet has been accurate within a
half-dozen months, statements that the freeze
will end this year would seem to need at best a
liberal dosing of salt.
To us, the greatest mystery has been the
utter complacency of broadcasters, manufacturers and public alike on the real allocations
issue. That is the compound question whether
television is going to remain in the VHF or
low band, whether the plan to have mixed VHF
and UHF allocations will be retained, or
whether the Commission will elect to move all
television "upstairs" into UHF.
Certainly Chairman Coy and members of
the FCC have done something more than broach
the question. Inquiries about built-in adapters
to cover UHF most assuredly could relate
to a wholesale move as well as to the possibility
of mixed VHF-UHF allocations.
Some of our public officials apparently feel
that television might be better off starting
from scratch in the UHF, where it would have
a potential of some 2,600 stations as compared
to the 500 or 600-station potential of the
present VHF. Or, alternatively, that at least
television should be contained in the UHF and
the present Channels 7 through 13, which
represent the top side of the VHF.
This thinking undoubtedly recognizes the
clamor which aviation, mobile and other nonbroadcast services are making for low-band
space nowtoo,occupied
television.
the
feeling,
that theby VHF
might There's
constitute
the "clear channels" of television, with UHF
representing the equivalent of the smallcoverage local.
Whatever the thinking, it behooves all those
interested in television (and who in aural
broaacasting isn't?) to take stock. Actually it
is the resurgence of one of the original TV
issues. Assistant Chief Engineer John A.
Willoughby projected it two years ago.
It isn't wishful when Chairman Coy poses
questions about a "cut-off" date for the use
of the low band, as he has done repeatedly in
the color hearings. It becomes less wishful
when he talks of color TV in two years, perhaps, and a shift to UHF six years thereafter.
The adapter question, popped at practically all
manufacturers' witnesses, is not to be construed as academic.
There are 105 TV stations on the air — all
on Channels 2-13. They are in 62 markets.
Forty of them hold actual licenses. There are
more than 6,000,000 sets in use, representing a
probable billion-dollar public investment.
Substantial figures, these. Any plan to move
"upstairs" would cause an upheaval of unprecedented proportions in the radio media.
It would bring down the wrath of the public
and of Congress. The Armstrong fight over
moving FM upstairs would seem like an
amateur performance. Those figures, however,
will never diminish. Time runs against a
switch-over. The freeze is effective only as to
transmitters, not the public investment in
receivers.
Those, it seems to us, are the questions to
ponder. Instead of contemplating a move from
VHF to UHF. should not the FCC and the
industry consider adding: VHF channels to
the present 54-216 mc spectrum — space now
occupied by the military and said mainly to be
kent on ice asrainst a national emergency?
Tt may be later than we think on a VHF-toUHF move.

FRANK

BULL

ADVERTISING
agency executive by day;
disc m.c. by night.
And both have proven lucrative to
Frank Bull, partner in Smith & Bull Adv.,
Hollywood, who also is a vice president and
director of Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly
Hills advertising agency.
Mr. Bull, equipped with practical knowledge
gained in early days of radio, has put that
know-how to work. And in the span of a few
years he and his partner, Dick Smith, have
built the agency to one of the majors on the
West Coast.
Besides actively supervising such well known
agency accounts as Seaboard Finance Corp.,
Transport Indemnity Co. (11 Western states),
Triangle Publications (Western division),
Western Harness Assn., Western Open Golf
Championships, J. E. Coberly (Lincoln-Mercury), Marshall & Clampett (DeSoto-Plymouth), M. J. Wershow Co. (auctioneers), and
Los Angeles Rams (professional football), Mr.
Bull conducts a nightly one hour America,
Dances record program on KFWB Hollywood
and has been doing it for the past 11 years.
Mr. Bull takes this Monday through Friday
program seriously too. Rated high in surveys
for the past eight years, it has an avid
audience. He takes the same obligation to his
loyal listeners as he does to clients of his
agency. To him, this program is the day's high
spot on his busy calendar.
A great believer in giving the unknown an
opportunity to achieve greatness, Disc Jockey
Bull utilizes this nighttime program to carry
out that philosophy. He features recordings
of many a struggling singer or band, plugging
a name until it catches on.
A native Kansan, Frank Bull was born on
a river bottom farm near Winfield on May 27,
1897. His family migrated to Los Angeles in
1910 where he was graduated from Los Angeles
High School five years later. A year at Los
Angeles City College completed his academic
education.
Then 17 years old, he started out to conquer the financial world. He wanted to be a
banker and got himself a job as messenger
with Hellman Night & Day Bank in Los
Ane-eles. At the age of 23 he was chief teller.
Six years later when Beverly National Bank
was organized in Beverlv Hills, Mr. Bull
joined as vice president and cashier, continuing
in the banking business until 1927.
In the interim, he had become interested in
that new thing called radio. As president of
Beverly Hills Kiwanis Club, he was called
upon often to do a bit of speech making — and
he became an expert at it. This brought him
(Continued on page 86)
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LAUD
SARNOFF
French Grant Grand Medal
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF,
chairman of the board of RCA,
last week received the Grand
Medal of the Association des Ingenieurs-Docteurs de France, for
his services in war and peace that
have in "great measure contributed to the development of public
cultural relations on a world
scale."
Gen. Sarnoff is the fourth American to receive the medal, which
was presented by Philip Cortney,
first vice president of the French
Engineers of the United States.
The citation noted that Gen.
Sarnoff carried out missions of
"highest importance" in World
War II, and added that "the great
progress now achieved in the field
of telecommunications" is attributable to Gen. Sarnoff's "vision
and leadership."
In accepting the Grand Medal,

Gen.eraSarnoff
said,vision
"We are
now as
in
an
of radio
as well
sound, and the promise of the future in telecommunications is
greater than ever before. . . ."
BINGHAM QUITS
Leaves ECA French Post
RESIGNATION of Barry Bingham, president of the Louisville
Courier - Journal and Louisville
Times, licensee of WHAS, that
city, as head of Marshall Plan
mission to France was announced
last Tuesday by the Economic Cooperation Administration. He will
return to his publishing duties,
according to ECA.
Mr. Bingham assumed his duties
in April 1949, replacing David
K. E. Bruce, who became ambassador to France. Harry Parkman,
a Boston lawyer, will succeed Mr.
Bingham as chief of the foreign
recovery program in France.

ana
Alt

OHN BALLARD, in charge of national sales office of The Nunn
Stations for past six years, named
assistant general
manager
in addition to continuing
his present duties.
Nunn stations include: WBIR Knoxville, Tenn.; KFDA
Amarillo,
Tex.;
W C M I Ashland,
Lexington,
Ky.,
and Ky.
WLAP
LEROY
BREMMER, formerly
with KRSC - TV
Seattle, appointed general manager of
Mr. Ballard

It's the farmers who get the #76,997,000.00*
chicken and egg checks — 52 weeks of the year.
To them, this is extra money — to be spent. It's
the steady, dependable CASH MARKET you're
competing for.

that's the largest single selling influence in these farm
a farm station, WIBW lives in these homes from sun-up
. . . constantly creating product desire, brand preference,
buyers to your dealers. Let WIBW help you cash the
in Kansas.
* USDA-Ap. 1950

It's WIBW
homes. As
till bedtime
and
checks
chick moving

W

I

SERVING AND SELLING
"THE MAGIC
CIRCLE"
WIBW • TOPEK.A, KANSAS ♦ WIBW-FM
Rep:
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PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

BEN

LUDY,

aement

Gen. Mgr.

• WIBW

• KCKN

KERB,
new Tex.
1,000 w daytime station
in Kermit,
CLIFFORD EVANS, director of New
York City television unit, appointed
assistant to deputy mayor. He continues to supervise city's TV unit.
J. LEONARD REINSCH, managing
director of WSB Atlanta, WHIO Dayton and WIOD Miami, elected to
board of directors of Atlanta Newspapers Inc.,
publisherConstitution.
of Atlanta Journal and
Atlanta
Mr.
Reinsch and his wife have left for a
Carribean cruise and vacation in i
Guatemala.
J. H. RATCLIFFE elected a director
of Standard Radio Ltd., operating
CFRB Toronto. He succeeds D. I.
McLEOD, resigned.
G. C. LIVINGSTON named general
manager
and chief Ga.
engineer of WATLAM-FM Atlanta,
DEWEY H. LONG, veteran of 21 years
in radio, appointed general manager
of
WABB-AM-FM
Mobile,
Ala. He has
served with WBT
Charlotte, N. C, as
assistant station
manager; with
W S A I Cincinnati,
as manager; with
WLW Cincinnati as
manager of Chicago
sales office. He left
Mr. Long
WLW in 1943 to
join
Haven,WELI
Conn.,Newas
manager. After
that he was manager of WMOB
Mobile. During past year he has been
with Frederic W. Ziv Co.
THOMAS F. O'NEIL, -vice president
and director of Yankee Network,
wholly-owned subsidiary of General
Tire & Rubber Co., elected a vice president of General Tire & Rubber Co.
GAYLE V. GRUBB, general manager
of KGO-AM-TV San Francisco, elected
a director of San Francisco Advertising Club as head of radio department.
He also was named member of press
and publicity committee, Citizens
Committee for Centennial Celebration
of California's Admission to the
Union.
ROY HOFSTETTER, manager of
CKWS Kingston, Ont., elected president of Advertising and Sales Club
of Kingston.
BOB BINGHAM, general manager of
WCNC Elizabeth City, N. C, for past
two years, resigns. He returns to
WINZ Hollywood, Fla.
ROBERT T. MASON, general manager
of WMRN Marion, Ohio, made honorary professional member of Alpha
Delta Sigma, national professional
advertising fraternity, and awarded
honorary state farmer degree of Future Farmers of America.
ELMER KRAUSE, secretary-treasurer
of WGAR Cleveland, shot hole-inone at4. Shaker Heights Country Club
June
WPFB
Middletown, Ohio, cited by
city's Safety Council for promotion of
Bicycle Court. WPFB airs court ses

sions weekly.
^^^^^
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Association of American Railroads
TRANSPORTATION BUILDING
Washington 6, D. C.
WILLIAM T. FARICY
PRESIDENT
June 8, 1950

To the PRESS and RADIO:
Subject:

RAILROADS

AND THE MAIL

One of the most important services performed by the railroads is the
intercity transportation of the great bulk of the United States mail.
Today, for
example, railroads carry approximately 94 per cent of all pieces of intercity firstclass mail, and airlines approximately 6 per cent.
For carrying 94 per cent of the
letters, the railroads received from the Post Office Department in the latest fiscal
year a little more than 27 million dollars.
For carrying the other 6 per cent, the
airlines received more than 55% million dollars.

cent —

The railroads transport an even larger proportion — approaching
of intercity second- and third-class mail and parcel post.

99 per

The cost to the railroads of handling the mails includes a great deal
more than just moving cars loaded with mail.
It includes furnishing speciallydesigned cars with space for sorting and distributing mail en route.
It includes
loading and unloading the mail at terminals and the expedited return of empty cars
for prompt reloading with mail.
The railroads perform all this service without
receiving any sort of subsidy from the government.
Railroads are paid for handling mail on the basis of space assigned.
This system was set up by Congress in 1916 upon the recommendation of the Post
Office Department.
Because the movement of mail on most routes is much heavier
in one direction than in the other, it was felt that it was equitable both to the
Post Office Department and to the railroads to set the rate of payment on a roundtrip basis, since it would be necessary to return empty many cars which were used
to carry mail in the direction of heavy movement.
This empty return movement is necessary for many reasons.
The principal
reason is that the necessities of the postal service require that a supply of mailcarrying cars, suitably equipped for operation in passenger trains, shall at all
times be available at the points where the heavy mail originates.
This means that
cars must be sent back promptly, loaded or empty.
Where loads are available, the
cars are loaded, but since express and baggage, like mail, move predominantly in
one direction, there are cases in which no return loads are available.
It is not
practical to load freight in returning mail cars, since the cars are designed for
movement in passenger trains and, if diverted to freight service, would be unduly
delayed in getting back to meet the current heavy needs of the postal service.
The Post Office Department would not save money by changing the present
round-trip payment basis to a one-way basis.
If a one-way basis of payment were
substituted, the rate per mile would have to be approximately double the roundtrip rate, as the law requires that the rates and method of payment be such that
railroads will be properly compensated for their service in transporting the mail.
Sincerely
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SAVINGS

WBIG

Est. 1926
o

f

'The

Prestige

Station

Carolinas"

the

dominates

WBIG

'The

Circle"*
Magic
more
of the
20 top

haying

Nielsen-rated programs than
all other stations combined
within a 50 mile radius of
Greensboro.
%
5,000

watts

unlimited
CBS

affiliate

gilbert m. hutchison
general

Represented

manager

by

HoW'mqberg

* the richest and most populous area of North
Carolina, the South's wealthiest and most
progressive state.
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sales BCdiNORMAN,(TV)-WN
A.of WNBT
DONALD rector
New York, appointed director of
sales for KNBH (TV) Hollywood, effective July 1. Prior to New York affiliation, he was manager of spot sales
for NBC Western Div. ROBERT DeSOUSA, of television sales department,
named account executive for KNBH.
CHUCK TRIPPE,. formerly commercial
and acting manager of WINX-AM-FM
Washington since
1946, joins Wm. G.
Rambeau's New
York office as special sales representative for WPEN
Philadelphia. He is
20-year veteran of
newspaper, agency
and radio work and
was formerly with
WPEN.
Mr. Trippe
WHAS Louisville
issues rate card
No. 9 which was effective June 1.
RUDDICK C. LAWRENCE, associate
advertising manager of Fortune magazine, will join NBC-TV, effective July
1, as manager of sales development.
He has been with Fortune since 1939.
KALI Pasadena, Calif., appoints
Schepp-Reiner Co., New York, as representative.
SID SLAPPEY, program manager of
WCFM (PM) Washington for past
year cial
andmanager.
one-half, appointed commerBILL HENDRICKS, WXYZ Detroit
sales representative, elected secretary
to
board of directors, Adcraft Club of
Detroit.
JACK D. FUNK, formerly program
director of KXOX Sweetwater, Tex.,
is commercial manager and program
director of KCHI Chillicothe, Mo.
WALKER Co. appointed national representative for WPLH Huntington,
W. Va.
FRANK MATHEWS resigns as commercial manager of KANS Witehita,
city. He formerly was national sales
Kan.
and promotion manager of KFH same
GEORGE G. ROSS, formerly copy
writer, production man, continuity director and production manager of
KUTA Salt Lake City, appointed to
sales staff.
VINCENT FRANCIS, sales manager
of KGO-AM-TV San Francisco, named
pubilicty chairman of San Francisco
Sales Managers' Assn. BURTON
VAUGHAN, of BBDO, San Francisco,
named assistant chairman.
Dismiss

Patent

Feud

LITIGATION pending since 1948
between RCA and Allen B. DuMont Labs concerning claims of
patent infringement on radio
transmitters, receivers and tubes
has been dismissed, according to a
joint announcement made Tuesday
by the two companies. It also was
announced that each company has
licensed the other to make such
material under its patents.

BONDS

Two New Agencies Named
TWO NEW AGENCIES will handle the advertising campaign of
U. S. Savings Bonds, which had
been handled for the past eight
years by Young & Rubicam,
Thomas H. Young, of U. S. Rubber Co., coordinator of the campaign for the Advertising Council,
announced last week.
The new agencies are Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago, and
Campbell-Ewald. These agencies
will continue to work with other
agencies to produce U. S. Bond
advertising: G. M. Basford, which
prepares ads for television and
business papers; Schwimmer &
Scott, which produces spot radio
commercials; J. Walter Thompson
Co., which conducts the farm program; Schwab & Beatty, which
conducts direct mail, and Albert
Frank-Guenther Law, which hantising. dles bank and financial adverT. S. Repplier, president of the
Advertising Council, said he reYoung & with
Rubicam's
decision
not to ceived
continue
the voluntary
bond drive with the greatest regret, "yet with the realization
that no one agency could be expected to carry indefinitely the
extraordinary load that Y&R had
been carrying for the past eight

CANADA AWARDS
Best Radio Shows Honored
RADIO awards, under sponsorship
of years."
Canadian Assn. for Adult Education, have been presented to networks and stations for best programs in 1949. Among commercial
programs singled out were Wayne
& Schuster Show (Toni home permanent) on CBC Trans-Canada
network, first prize, and The
Happy
(Colgate-PalmolivePeet) on Gang
the same
network, honorable mention, in the variety cateCKAC Montreal's play, Pacelli
gory.
le Magnifique by Ernest PallascioMorin, won first place for community drama. "Peter Grimes," composed by Benjamin Britten and
performed by the CBC Opera Co.,
won first prize in the open music
class. For community service,
CJFX Antigonish won honorable
mention in programming as did
CKLW Windsor-Detroit. CBC
Wednesday Night show, the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters' program Report From Parliament
Hill, and Ford Theatre (Ford Motors) also were recognized by special awards.
KMOD

Joins ABC

KMOD Modesto, Calif., will join
the list of ABC affiliates (Pacific
Coast Group) effective July 1.
This marks the 267th affiliate of
the network.
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Chicago 11
Illinois

50,000 Watts
720
West
On Your Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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INDIANA NEWSMEN
Elect New Officer Slate

D. MULLEN,
J. Liberal,
Paris,
and WTPRof KSCB
Kans., formerly
Tenn., appointed news editor of
WSGW Saginaw, Mich.
DON ELLIOTT, formerly news director of WCON Atlanta, Ga., now defunct, joins news staff of WSB same
city, handling morning newscasts. He
had been with WCON since its inception in 1947 and was announcer for
WRUF Gainesville, Fla. His WSB
appointment is effective June 26.
JOHN BOSMAN, former news editor
of MBS, joins WINS New York, replacing DON GODDARD as news commentator for Metropolitan Life and
Martinson's Coffee.
DICK McADOO, formerly with WGBG
Greensboro, N. C, for three and onehalf years, joins WCOG same city as
conductor of Rural Roundup, 5 a.m.,
weekdays.
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TRV HOAG, WGFG Kalamazoo, Mich.,
sportscaster, is the father of a boy,
Philip Herbert.
JOHN McDONALD, WSM Nashville
farm director, will tour Europe this
fall as representative of Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service with National
Rural Youth Group of American Farm
Bureau Federation. He will make
tape recordings to be broadcast in this
country by clear channel stations serving rural areas.
ADS
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BILL DOWNS, CBS correspondent in
Berlin, joins CBS Washington news
staff. JOHN MERRIMAN, news writer
of Washington staff, transfers to CBS
news in New York.
TOM MacLEOD, graduate of Pasadena
Institute for Radio, Pasadena, Calif.,
joins KYJC Medford, Ore., as sportscaster.
ARTHUR C. PAGE, farm program
director at WLS Chicago and associate editor of Prairie Farmer, which
owns station, elected member of
board of trustees of Farm Foundation. Foundation promotes projects
for betterment of agriculture and
country life.
DON HOLLENBECH, CBS news analyst (9 a.m., EDT, News of America),
awarded George Polk Memorial plaque
honoring him for journalistic achievement for his work on WCBS New
York's
the Press.Saturday series, CBS Views

ATIVES

BEPMStHT

Ad

Winner

WINNER of the $750 first annual
Alpha Delta Sigma scholarship
was selected at the Advertising
Federation of America convention which concluded sessions in
Detroit June 1 [Broadcasting,
June 5]. Winner was Barkev
Kibarian, of Rhode Island State
College. Choice was made by Donald W. Davis, chairman of the national council of the professional
advertising fraternity, and Wesley
I. Nunn, advertising manager,
Standard Oil Co. (of Ind.). Judging committee included Don Belding, Foote, Cone & Belding, and
Robert B. Brown, Bristol-Myers,
members of the ADS professional
advisory board, along with Mr.
Nunn.

ELECTION of officers at the annual meeting of Indiana Radio
Newsmen named Bill Warrick,
WJBO Hammond, president. Other
posts were filled by Bob Bruner,
WXLW Indianapolis, first vice
president; Allan Jeffries, WIRE
Indianapolis, second vice president; Howard Stevens, WBOW
Terre Haute, secretary, and LaVerne Stewart, WTTS Bloomington, treasurer.
The Indiana news directors and
editors were familiarized with
plans to have the IRN Bulletin
compiled and edited with Indiana
U. dept. of Journalism aid. Ruth
Dunagin, of the department, was
elected editor of the publication.
Role of radio in the coming state
conventions of both political parties, was discussed. Talks on the
subject by Herbert R. Hill, director of publicity, Indiana Republican State Central Committee, and
Ira Haymaker, state chairman,
Indiana Democratic Committee,
were heard.

KNBC
'FACULTY'
For Stanford
NBC School
JOHN W. ELWOOD, general manager of KNBC San Francisco,
has named 10 members of his
staff, including himself, as instructors for the Stanford-NBC
Radio-Television Institute to be
19.
held at Stanford U. June 22-August
Besides Mr. Elwood the staff instructors include:
George Greaves, assistant general
manager; Paul Speegle, program director; John H. Thompson, manager of
news and public affairs; Alfred W,
Crapsey, local sales manager; Anthony
Freeman, musical director; John
Grover, announcer - producer; Budd
Heyde, staff announcer; William
Minette, director of public affairs and
education; Hal Wolf, chief announcer
and assistant program manager.
In addition to these professional
staff members the institute faculty
will include six professors and instructors from Stanford and other
Northern California colleges and
universities.
Facilities and staff of KRON-TV
San Francisco will be utilized in
the television courses. Specialized
instruction will be offered by
Harold P. See, director of television; R. A. Isberg, chief engineer,
P. H. Crafton, program director;
and Norman Louvau, sales manStudents at the institute will be
ager.
limited to 75. Courses will be
offered in every phase of radio and
television work, with emphasis on
latest developments in the TV field.
WCOP
"award
cauley
Legion,

Boston has been presented
of merit" by Lt. Vernon Ma(Theatrical) Post, American
that city, for its "all-out cooperation" in Legion's "Tide of Toys
Drive." Henry Lundquist, WCOP production manager, accepted citation.
BROADCASTING
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Small money for time and talent does big things for any product.
Make us show you actual cases where advertisers recovered
program costs many times over in direct sales.
Network or local — we did it first,
we do it best — for you.
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*
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Battle

FIGHT

THE FIGHT of television broadcasters vs. common carrier interests for the 470-500 mc band at
the lower end of the UHF television
spectrum got under way before
FCC last week, amid indications
that the telecasters' case-in-chief
will not be presented before Fall.
Spokesmen for the television participants indicated they will seek
permission to delay their main
presentation until the overall television allocations question is
reached later this year, on grounds
that not until then can TV's spectrum needs be adequately evaluated
and compared with those of other
services.
They planned relatively brief
presentations when their turn for
testimony comes up this week.
Four Groups Participate
The TV participants in the hearing—Phase No. 2 of FCC's overall
television proceeding, which opened
with eight months of hearings on
color TV — are Philco Corp. and
Philco Television Broadcasting
Corp. ; Television Broadcasters
Assn., and Allen B. DuMont Labs.
The first week of the hearing was

devoted largely to testimony by and
cross-examination of witnesses for
Bell Telephone Labs., author of the
petition for allocation of the 470500 mc band to multi-channel
broadband common carrier mobile
radio use in lieu of television.
The outcome of the hearing will
determine whether the UHF television region starts at about 470
mc or at about 500 mc.
Growth of Service Outlined
FCC witnesses at the outset presented lists of domestic public land
mobile radio service authorizations
and applications, and undertook to
estimate the growth of the VHF
land mobile service (including the
450-460 mc band).
William L. North, of FCC's Frequency Allocation and Treaty Division, estimated that the requested
30-mc segment would be "used up"
in about nine years if it were made
available for land mobile operations
and if the 1946-49 rate of growth
continues.
He said that in the New York

Starts

for 470-500

area — which formed the basis of
his estimates — some frequencies between 30 and 40 mc had as many
as 10 land stations on them in 1949,
and that the average was three.
George W. Gilman, director of
transmission engineering for Bell
Telephone Labs, presented a technical description of the proposed
broadband system for mobile telephone service, while John Hanselman, AT&T assistant vice president, emphasized the need for additional frequencies and described the
prospects of service.
Requirements Outlined
Dr. Oliver E. Buckley, president
of Bell Labs, summarized the requirements of mobile radio telephony, and Francis M. . Ryan, in
charge of AT&T radio activities,
outlined broadband operations as
they would be employed in the seven
largest cities and in medium-sized
and smaller cities.
Counsel for the television interests and members of the FCC questioned the telephone company
WU

Mc

Allocation

witnesses closely, the television representatives undertaking to show
lack of need of the 470-500 mc band
by the mobile services.
The Bell Labs presentation was
to be followed by those of U.S. Independent Telephone Assn., represented by Washington Attorney
Norman S. Case; National Mobile
Radio System, by Jeremiah Courtney; Mutual Telephone Co., by Carl
I. Wheat and Omar L. Crook;
Philco and Philco Television, by
Henry B. Weaver; TBA, by Thad
H. Brown, and DuMont by W. A.
Roberts. Arthur Gladstone appeared as counsel for FCC, and
John H. Gepson for Bell Labs.
Hearing Under Walker
The hearing, which got under
way Monday, was held before the
Commission en banc with Acting
Chairman Paul A. Walker presiding in the absence of Chairman
Wayne Coy. Other FCC members
participating: Comrs. Rosel H.
Hyde,
E. M. Webster, and George
E.
Sterling.

Tentative

Plans

Hit

INTERCONNECTION

'CISCO
KID'
Interstate
Bakeries Buys
INTERSTATE Bakeries, sponsor
of the Ziv radio serial Cisco Kid
in western and midwestern markets, has signed a 10-year contract
for sponsorship of the video version
of the program, currently being
filmed for release in the fall.
Interstate will sponsor the TV
series in 16 cities across the western part of the country from Chicago to Los Angeles, starting in
the fall. It will advertize Shulze's
Butter-Nut bread in midwest markets and Weber's bread in California. Danby-Miner Agency, Los
Angeles, handles the Interstate
account.
John L. Sinn, president, Ziy
Television Programs, said his company is negotiating with other
sponsors of the Cisco Kid radio
serial, currently broadcast commercially in more than 300 markets, regarding sponsorship of the
TV version of the program. NBC,
he said, has bought the program
for its O&O TV stations in New
York, Washington and Cleveland,
under a five-year conteact reportedly involving $1 million.
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A SPOKESMAN
for AT&T
claimed last week that Western
Union's tentative plans for network
television facilities "closely duplicate" certain existing AT&T routes
and therefore would serve "no additional stations . . . which could
not be served from the existing Bell

than one-way channels, but said
that AT&T would provide reversible channels if situations developed where they were desirable
and where the limitation of frequencies was not a controlling factor.
Overall, he said, "I believe that
interconnection of Bell System intercity video facilities with those of
System
routes,"
The claim
was made by Frank A. the Western Union would result
Cowan, head of the Engineering
in poorer service and in increased
costs," Mr. Cowan asserted.
Dept. of AT&T's Long Lines Dept.,
in testimony at resumption of the
Returning to the stand for crossFCC hearing to determine whether
examination on the basis of prethe Commission should require
vious testimony, Col. E. Z. Millar,
AT&T to interconnect its intercity
Western Union's director of develTV facilities with those of Western
opment and research, asserted that
Union and establish through routes
WU intercity facilities would be
more flexible for broadcasters than
and joint rates.
previously indicated.
Hits WU Plans
Rate Changes Considered
Mr. Cowan claimed the plans proHe
said Western Union had conposed by Western Union — which
sidered making changes in its
currently has only a radio relay
link (reversible) between New
charges for use of the New YorkYork and Philadelphia — would re- Philadelphia link and that he persult in an impaired signal, require
sonally had recommended a shortduplicate terminal facilities to get
ening of the one-year minimum
contract, but that the company had
the necessary flexibility, and make
overall coordination difficult.
decided to defer changes pending
He contended that reversible fa- outcome of the current hearing.
Col. Millar emphasized that the
cilities are more costly and provide
a less efficient use of frequencies
charges for the New York-PhilaJune 12, 1950

delphia link are based on conditions
involving only that particular route
and on a per-mile basis, and do not
necessarily represent the charges
that will be made for future links.
G. M. Wright, of the Long Lines
Dept., submitted a comparison
which indicated that use of the WU
New York-Philadelphia link would
cost the networks — based on their
usage of AT&T facilities over that
route — more than 50% more than
use of AT&T facilities. Western
Union was expected to challenge
this comparison strongly.
Smith Presides
The hearing, an aftermath of the
proceeding in which FCC ordered
AT&T to interconnect its facilities
with those of private telecasters, is
being conducted by FCC Examiner
Elizabeth C. Smith. She succeeded
the late Examiner J. Fred Johnson Jr., who presided over earlier
portions of the hearing. Witnesses
at the earlier sessions included r
resentatives of WOR-TV New York
and WOIC (TV) Washington
Mont, ABC, NBC, and CBS.
generally felt interconnection of AT&T and WU facilities would
promote TV growth, with certain
exceptions [Telecasting, May 8].
TELECASTING
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MILES C. McKEARNEY has been
associated with Foster & Davies Inc.,
advertising agency in his home city
of Cleveland, since 1945. His television accounts include Alliance
Tenna-Rotor and Natural Foods Institute. He has worked on both consumer and industrial accounts, including commercial lighting for
General Electric. Mr. McKearney
started his career in 1927 in merchandising, working himself up to
division manager for an electrical
appliance firm before joining F & D.

alliance
TENNA*

ROTOR

Seeing
By MILES C. McKEARNEY
FOSTER & DAVIES INC.
TODAY more than 3,500,000
television screens are carrying two and three film spots
a week from 64 stations, demonstrating the Alliance Tenna-Rotor. More than 200,000
Tenna-Rotors are now in use.
Yet, a year ago, this product
was virtually unknown.
Tenna-Rotor advertising to
the consumer started with television. There was no supporting
campaign in other consumer media.
The tremendous increase in sales
can be traced almost entirely to
the television spot campaign which
started in May 1949. Prior to the
first one-minute sound films over
Cleveland TV stations WNBK and
WEWS, and WNBT (TV) in New
York, the Alliance plant produced
only a nominal number of TennaRotors for jobbers' stocks and
dealers' samples.
The product was one which required demonstration. R. F. Doyle,
president, and John Bentia, sales
manager of Alliance, decided that
television should be the Number 1
consumer medium. After a careful analysis of many TV commercials, we selected a producer whose
experience in television filming had
already been proved. These films
were expertly made to present a
straight, simple, believable demonstration of the product. And yet
they were lively.
As soon as the action demonstration showing the rotor unit on
the roof was made, most of the
AT a meeting at Penobscot A
Club in Detroit to discuss ^
the Tenna-Rotor campaign. Miles C.
McKearney explains a brochure to (I
to r): first man, unidentified; Bill
Cartwright, Edward Petry & Co.; Fred
Webber, Branham Co.; Frank Walker,
Edward Petry & Co.; Bill Bryan, Free
& Peters Inc.; Harold Barrett, Headley-Reed Co.; Hal Hough, WJBK-TV
Detroit; Joe Molin, ABC Spot Sales;
Ralph Patt Jr., Radio Sales; and Art
Underwood (seated, right) of the Katz
Agency. All the representatives are
headquartered in Detroit.
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Alliance
And

Is
Chose

Scored

scenes shifted to the living room,
to a television set, where another
demonstration of the results obtained was staged. The films told
"How it works" . . . "How to do
it" ... and "See the results."
There were no smart tricks, fantastic claims, or attempts to be
clever for the sake of cleverness.
There was plenty of action, change
of pace, and variation of subject
matter.
We preceded or followed major
and minor league baseball in many
cities during the summer of 1949.
Last fall, many of our spots were
adjacent to Big Ten and Ivy
League football, boxing, wrestling,
and special sporting events. In
addition, our schedules list many
adjacencies to top rated programs
both local and network.
Sales showed a sharp upward
curve within three weeks from the
start. And by mid July, less than
two months from the first telecast,
we were on at least a dozen stations, and the sales had easily

Believing
TV,
a

Exclusively,

Grand

Slam

tripled the previous average weekly volume. By the middle of
August we had secured a steady
spot schedule on about 30 TV
stations in 22 cities. The sales
curve was showing a steady and
uninterrupted incline.
Before the first year, average
weekly sales were running 10
times more than the average unit
sale prior to the first telecast. And
since the first of the year, the sales
curve has climbed higher, levelling
off only during the unfavorable
weather in March which made outside installations difficult.
We now run a number of films
with live dealer tie-ins, and we
have added 20-second chain breaks.
Actually, it is impossible to fully
demonstrated a product in 20-seconds, but we were confronted with
a diminishing number of satisfactory one-minute availabilities on
certain stations. Twenty - second
spots worked out very satisfactorily on stations where we had
previously run one-minutes. Be-

sides, these 20-second chain breaks
enable us to capture peak audiences.
Without a doubt, television offers the best market-by-market
concentration. It is a perfect
tie-in with local newspapers. A
spot preceding or following a highly rated show gives the purchaser
a "free ride" so to speak. And
more important, spots make television advertising available to the
smaller business, which may not be
able to afford a show.
There is no talent charge for
spots. And most spot contracts
may
be cancelled
with two weeks'
notice.
You can withdraw
immediately from an area which is unproductive, and concentrate your
efforts elsewhere.
Three one-minute spots per week
give more frequency — and more
commercial time than a 15-minute .
show, which allots only 2% minutes for commercial.
But a spot is only as good as
its adjacency. And adjacencies
must be considered in a qualitative
rather than a quantitative light.
A commercial spot, to be effective,
must be placed at a time which
assures a peak audience made up
of the persons to whom your product will appeal.
In the face of tremendous com-

petition from large companies, it
takes time and perseverance to buy
good availabilities. You must be
insistent in your demand for the
best — and, since the number of
good availabilities is limited, you
must act fast when they appear.
It is here that a TV station sales
agency can be of unlimited help.
Generally speaking, the agency is
able to appraise, quite accurately
the needs of its various clients.
Most of the better sales agencies
do not attempt to burden the advertising agency with availabilities
which will not fit the clients' needs.
Thisincalculable
"weeding amount
out" process
an
of timesaves
and
makes for faster service.
It is interesting to note that, in
the summer of '49, with a limited
schedule and at a time of year
when both the radio and television
audience has a tendency to dwindle,
Alliance Tenna-Rotor made its first
appearance on television. It's all
the more significant that television
stepped up Tenna-Rotor sales at
the very time of year when the
rate of increase in TV sets
in every area was at its lowest.
U.S. WEATHERMAN
Planning Video Series
PLANS to take the official U. S.
Weatherman into the nation's
homes via television are being formulated by the Radio-Television
Section of the U. S. Weather
Bureau in Washington, D. C.
James C. Fidler, chief of the
Radio-Television Section, told
Telecasting the format for a network weather TV show has been
in the works for some months and
now is ready for production.
The TV weather report is patterned after the radio series which
Mr. Fidler now broadcasts five
days weekly over the Continental
FM Network and WPIK Alexandria, Va., with originations at
WASH (FM) Washington. Emphasis ison presenting the weather
news in simple, easy-to-understand
language. Each show includes a
review of the weather situation in
all areas which carry the broadcast and a last-minute forecast
compiled in the U. S. Weather Bureau less than 30 minutes before
air time. Time also is allowed for
local cut-ins to give forecasts and
commercials.
"This weather show is a natural
for TV,"
Mr. Fidlerin says.
Everyone is interested
the weather
and through the use of maps, on
which Mr. Fidler draws in the
weather situation, action is added
■to the telecast. Experience for
such TV shows has been gained
by the section through regular appearances on the color tests which
have been conducted in Washington. ' "We have all the facilities
of the U. S. Weather Bureau at
our disposal, including map making," Mr. Fidler points out, which
cuts production costs.
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City carried 85
sponsored afternoon and evening TV
pickups of exhibitors' booths at sixday Utah National Home Show.
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MOVIE

Looking over a Projectal at KRON-TV are four panel members (I to r) ,
Mr. Sauter, Dr. Simmons, Mr. Blaney and Dr. Frayne. 1
Symposium
FILM

STANDARDS

Points Up

Video's Needs

WITH television becoming an ever-increasing consumer of film it is
desirable that a film standard be adopted for the new medium. This
decision has been made by a West Coast TV symposium in San Francisco.
Sponsored by the San Francisco Chapter of the Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences and held at the .
studios of KRON-TV San Francisco, the symposium brought to- controlled by exposure of negative
gether 65 West Coast producers,
and print, while gamma is principally controlled by degree of
engineers, and technicians to discuss the problem.
development. The accepted normal
for TV use today is a print gamma
Dr. Norwood L. Simmons, Eastman Kodak Co., Hollywood, told range of 2.3 to 2.7, he said.
the group that TV engineers genIn lighting the original scene to
erally are in agreement with the be photographed, he said, the
action of one TV network in refusrange of key light to fill light
ing to accept any film not produced
should be limited to approximately
20 to 1. Optimum, he said, is about
according to current 16mm standards. However, he said, this action
4 to 1. The use of spot lights on
imposes certain problems on film an entertainer has been found to
producers and film laboratories.
be bad practice, he noted.
Contact prints from 16mm negaThe principal trouble with films
tives and reversal duplicates of
TV, he said, is in under-exposure
16mm reversal originals do not for
of the second generation duplicate.
conform to present 16mm standIn many instances the films shown
ards, he said, leaving only two
TV may be a fourth generation
alternatives for the achievement of in
duplicate of a 35mm original and
the standard : Optical printing or an
something is apt to be lost on each
intermediate duplicate negative
duplication.
when reversal type film is used for
Conversion of 24 frame per
the original.
second motion picture film to 30
Switch in Standards
frame per second television pictures, was discussed by Herbert
He said there currently is a Sauter, of the RCA Service Co.
proposal before the Society of MoOther speakers at the symposium
tion Picture and Television Engiwere George Matheson, chairman of the
neers to change the 16mm standtechnical committee of the SPAT AS;
ards to conform with the 35mm
William Sadler, technical supervisor,
standards but that such action
KRON-TV; Roland Diedrickson, KPIX
probably will not take place for
(TV) San Francisco technical superseveral years. The 35mm standards
visor; Harry Jacobs, KGO-TV San
Francisco station engineer; Dr. J. G.
specify that the emulsion be toward
Frayne, engineering manager, Westrex,
the lamp in the projector.
Arthur Blaney, engineerR. A. Isberg, chief engineer of Hollywood;
ing manager, RCA Sound Recording
KRON-TV, explained the difficulDiv., Hollywood; Sidney Solo, managties of using films developed with
ing director, Consolidated Film Laboratory, Hollywood; and Harold P. See,
different emulsion positions. Present 16mm standards call for emuldirector of television, KRON-TV.
sion on the side toward the projector lens, he said, yet many
producers are turning out short
Names Radio Sales
commercial film spots with the
emulsion process reversed.
CBS-TV Syndicated Film has apSuch film spots are usually
pointed Radio Sales, Radio & Telespliced to TV recordings and other
vision Stations Representative,
16mm film produced according to CBS, as its national sales represtandard, he said, which puts them
sentative, effective last Wednesday
out of focus and below optimum
(June 7). Radio Sales offices in
sound quality when transmitted.
New York, Chicago, Memphis,
Dr. Simmons also discussed the Detroit, Los Angeles and San
Francisco will handle the sales of
difference between density and
gamma, explaining that density is the CBS films.
June 12, 1950

RECEIPTS

No Relation to TV — Balaban
BARNEY BALABAN, president
of Paramount Pictures Corp., last
week told an annual stockholders'
meeting that there appeared to be
no direct relationship between the
growth of television and decreases
in movie theatre attendance.
Mr. Balaban, who said television
would prove to have both "plusses
and minusses" in its relation to
movies, reported that surveys had
showed movie box office receipts
were down equally in areas where
there is considerable concentration
of television and areas where there
is not.
He said it was too early to tell
what effect television would have
on the movie industry, but on the
whole he was optimistic. When
such effect can be measured, he
predicted, "the prophets of doom
will have been proved to be false
At the same meeting Mr. Balaban reported, without amplification,
that the company's television
prophets."
station,
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles
is "now in the black."
He also spoke of a possibility
that Paramount would liquidate
its 26% stock interest in Allen B.
DuMont Labs Inc., which he estimated was worth about $15 million
at current market prices.
"If circumstances should make
it advisable to liquidate our interest in DuMont," he said, "we shall
probably do so by offering it to
our stockholders in exchange for
shares of our corporation on some
basis bearing a relationship to the
respective market values of each
of As
the tostocks."
Phonevision, Mr. Balaban
said that careful study of that
system by Paramount had indicated that its feasibility was questionable. "We believe that . . .
technical and economic objections
are inherent in the device," he
said.
NBC KINESCOPE
Preview Latest Equipment
ADVERTISERS, agency executives and talent will be given a
preview of the latest in NBC kine12).
scope recording
at the
network's
Hollywood
studios
today
(June
New-type equipment, which includes a high-pressure mercury
lamp attached to the 16mm film
projector and an orthagam amplifier attached to the picture amplifier, will be used.
Tom McFadden, general manager of KNBH (TV), owned and
operated by NBC, explained that
the mercury lamp permits better
exposures for the iconoscope.
The orthagam amplifier, he declared, is intended to permit ;
pensation for gray range distortions.
He declared that the quality
will
shows.compare favorably with live
TELECASTING
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Provokes
SAG

CAKE bakers at WFAA-TV Dallas are (I to r) J. O. Simon, Jerome G. Galvin
Adv., Kansas City, representing Ezy Angel Mix (instant angel cake mix);
Ralph Nimmons, WFAA-AM-TV Dallas national sales mgr.; Blair Hackney,
sales promotion representative, Blair Inc.; Victor Duncan, director, WFAATV film production unit. The Ezy representatives came to WFAA to film
three one-minute spots for use in areas planned for distribution.

HONORED are Betty Mears (I),
KTLA Los Angeles director, TV programs, and Doria Balli (2d r), TV
Ads Inc., commercial film, at Los
Angeles Adv. Women's Frances
Holmes Award luncheon, by Actress
Rosalind Russell (2d I) and Beatrice
Kentz (r), BBDO media assistant,
club's president.

INVENTOR Thomas E. Clark (r), sees
the latest TV equipment shown him
by Edgar J. (Dick) Love, general engineering manager, WWJ-TV Detroit,
outlet owned by William E. Scripps,
son of James E. Scripps, Detroit
News' founder, whom Mr. Clark interested in radio in 1902.

MARKING more than a year of Canada Dry sponsorship of ABC-TV's
Super Circus are (I to r, seated) R. W.
Moore, CD president; Mary Hartline,
program's star; Wilbur M. Collins,
v. p.-sales mgr.; W. S. Brown, v. p.adv. mgr.; (standing) Carl G. Suber
and W. T. Okie of J. M. Mathes Inc.

SHOWING new 1951 Kaiser over
KMTV (TV) Omaha are KaiserFrazer officials (I to r) D. B. Warshow, div. sales mgr.; S. A. Girard,
gen. sales mgr.; G. W. Mclninch,
local dealer; E. W. Perger, as- -^Hr
sistant general sales manager.

WAGE

SCALE

With

New

Feud

TVA

ANNOUNCEMENT of proposed wage scales and conditions that the
Screen Actors Guild seeks in bargaining with television film producers
provoked last week a bitter interchange between SAG and Television
Authority, an amalgam of live talent unions.
SAG and TVA are locked in a *
mands by half.
jurisdictional dispute over repreSaid Mr. Thomson in rebuttal:
sentation
of
performersin
television film.
The history of negotiations with
employers for actors in motion picCode calling for basic minimum
tures shows clearly it is always easier
salaries of $55 per day and $175
to raise minimums than it is to imper 48-hour week for a single role
prove conditions. Screen Actors Guild
in a single picture for actors in will use all its resources to protect
telecast motion pictures was apmotion picture actors against working
conditions such as proposed by TVA.
proved by SAG members at a June
As to minimums, Screen Actors
4 meeting in Hollywood.
Guild already has a minimum of $55
Rates are the same as the guild's
minimum for other motion pic- a day established in all its hundreds
of contracts with motion picture protures, with provision that film may
ducers. TVA has nothing established.
be telecast only once across the
The question of jurisdiction over
United States in each locality for
performers in television is probably
original payment to actors. Ad- destined to remain unsettled for
ditional payment of the original
some time.
amount was stipulated for reBoth TVA and SAG have filed
telecasting of the picture in these
petitions with the National Labor
areas.
Relations Board seeking assignment
Following the SAG announceas bargaining agent.
ment, George Heller, national executive secretary of TVA, issued
a prepared statement in New York,
charging that SAG's proposed wage
FILM PACTS
scales for television film performPetrillo Sign With 4 Firms
ances were only half as much as
those sought by TVA.
FIRST contracts with movie producers making films for television
Thomson Answers
were signed last week by James C.
Two days later Kenneth ThomPetrillo, AFM president, the union
son, television administrator of was
informed last week at its anSAG, issued a counter-blast. Connual convention in Houston. Conditions proposed by TVA would
tracts follow terms outlined in the
"cut the take-home pay of many
June 5 Telecasting.
The deals were closed with four
motion picture actors," he said.
Mr. Heller asserted that "SAG
independents, he said, listing them
leaders have completely distorted
as Gene Autry's Flying A Pictures
the facts. Under the rates proposed
Inc.,
producing films in which the
by SAG the minimum for per- western
artist is featured; Snader
formers in a half-hour program of Telescriptions Corp., expected to
film television would be $110 for
turn out about 40 three-minute
two days work with 16 hours re- band
and specialty shorts a month;
hearsal. Under the rates proposed
Hollywood Imperial Pictures Corp.,
by TVA, the same performer workplanning half-hour musical films,
ing on the same program would
and packaged programs featuring
receive $85 for the half-hour proHorace Heidt, band leader.
gram, plus $96 for rehearsal, a
Accept Union Terms
Mr. Petrillo said the producers
total
$181." charging that Mr.
Mr. ofThomson,
Heller's "statements and promaccepted the union's demand to pay
5% of their gross receipts from sale
ises are a distortion of the facts
or rental of films to TV networks
to mislead actors," asserted:
TVA proposals are patterned after and stations. The proceeds will go
the AFRA method of operation. More
into a fund similar to the recording
than 90% of performers in radio work industry's fund, which is used to
at the minimum. The opposite is true
in motion pictures, where more than finance free public concerts in which
unemployed
musicians are paid un90% of the actors work above miniion scale.
mum. Conditions are the most important part of a contract for actors in
AFM delegates were told "the
motion pictures.
added:shots haven't come in." He
In radio, performers working above big
Republic
Pictures
minimum do not get paid for re- inTheourhead
officeof last
Monday,
but was
we
hearsals, overtime or for re-use. This
couldn't
reach
an
agreement.
But
he'll
is what would happen in televised be back. He's itching. He's itching
good. tracts
We within
willthehave
40 big conmotion pictures under the TVAnext 3030 ordays.
AFRA pattern of thinking. Screen
The
big
guys
say
that
5"^
Actors Guild is insisting on these
tory. In other words, they isareconfiscaagreed
conditions for all actors in televised
on
principle
but not
onabout
percentage.
That
means
they
are
on
the
motion pictures, regardless of their hook, ready to sign.
salary.
Kinescope TV is like the movies
In his statement, Mr. Heller
40 years ago, according to Mr. Pesaid :
trillo. "That's not what the public
wants,"
said. "We are going to
Every
important
aspect
of
TVA's
wage demands for television film is see that hethe
public gets what it
substantially
than Under
SAG's the
demands in the higher
same field.
wants
deserves." also re-elected
AFM andconvention
pretext that they are the ones who
Petrillo for his 11th consecuare asking higher rates, SAG leaders Mr. tive
term.
are actually undercutting TVA's deBROADCASTING
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Crutchfield
MORE

SPOT

By CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD
VICE PRESIDENT
GENERAL MANAGER
WBT AND WBTV (TV)
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
WE at WBTV (TV) endorse the
idea presented in your May 15
issue for increasing the spot time
available for sale on TV stations
because we believe such a plan also
increases the effectiveness of television for all concerned. And by
effectiveness I mean long range
benefits for the viewers, the advertisers, the agencies, the networks,
and the stations that make up the
networks.
After reading your article very
carefully, I feel that the basic
issue comes down to something like
this: Will the plan be of mutual
benefit to the networks and to the
stations; and if so, can it be presented to clients in such a way that
they will accept it?
Personally, I feel that the representative of the network whose
reactions you printed in your May
15 issue greatly over-simplifies the
problem of the TV station. He says,
in effect, that the networks can not
increase their TV rates at the
present time, both because of high
network operating costs and because the sponsor will not accept it.
He then turns around and suggests
that if the TV station wants to
make more money it should arbitrarily double its rate and finishes
by saying that, anyway, the station doesn't have to belong to a
network if it doesn't want to.
Hits Network Position
These are quite obviously no
answers at all, since it is fairly
certain that no television station
in the country could safely double
its rate at the present time and
also because the value of a network
affiliation is not at issue.
The real issue is that "something's got to give," and the real
question is which is in a better
position to give — local station or
the network?
In our opinion, admittedly somewhat biased, the networks have a
lot to gain in going along with the
plan under consideration. Since
they want to build up complete TV
coverage of the country as quickly
as possible through affiliation of
strong, successful TV stations, it
should be a matter of vital concern
to them that many of the new TV
stations outside metropolitan areas
are carrying a tremendous investment in equipment, in personnel,
and in an ominous monthly operating loss.
The proposed plan would contribute to earlier operation-in-theblack for these stations, thereby
permitting the stations to concentrate more time and money on
developing local programs and increasing set ownership and viewing
audience. Certainly these latter
achievements are the life blood of
the television networks of the
future. Let us assume for a moment
that this argument finds a receptive
Page 53
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TIME
hearing among the network people.
Will the client then accept it?
Well, there seem to be three
principal objections from the advertiser's standpoint.
First, time is cut down or his
rate is slightly increased, whichever way you look at it.
Second, other advertisers get a
shot at the audience, which his
sponsored entertainment has produced.
Third, it is suggested that the
audience may be reduced because of
too many advertisements in the
period between programs.
As for the first objection, it can
be pointed out that one of the
largest, if not the largest, AM and
TV advertisers in the country,
Procter & Gamble, recently bought
a half-hour show on ABC, set the
PROPOSAL that TV networks shorten
their program periods so affiliates
will be able to sell
more announcements [Telecasting, May 15] deserves thoughtful
industry study, in
the opinion of
Charles H. Crutchfield, vice president and general
manager of WBT
Mr. Crutchfield and WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C.
Mr. Crutchfield believes networks,
stations, advertisers, agencies and
viewers would benefit by adoption of
such a plan and explains why in
this article.
format for 28 minutes and 30
seconds and then asked for an
option on the remaining one-minute
time at rate card rate in order
to advertise a second product. Here
is one network advertiser who
neither thinks that the 28 % -minute
deal will reduce the productiveness
of his expenditure nor that the
one-minute spot between programs
will drive listeners away.
Defends Multiple Spots
In regard to the multiplying of
spots between programs, many of
the very largest network advertisers on the air today stop their
programs early to give an entirely
separate commercial for a product
other than the one advertised on
the program. They also make tremendous investments in oneminutes and chainbreaks between
programs.
Furthermore, the argument that
these announcements alienate people holds less water in television
since the opportunity to animate
commercials has been seized upon
by many advertisers to make advertising thoroughly entertaining. We,
and we believe many other television stations, can document this
statement with many letters from
viewers.
As for the objection that announcement advertisers should not

capitalize on the audiences created
by program advertisers, a glance
at the schedule of any radio station
will prove better than any written
argument that trying to stop this
practice at this point would be like
telling the sun to stop shining.
There may be some other solution to the evident economic plight
of the independent telecaster. Like
the broadcaster, the telecaster in
essence has just one item to sell
— time. That time is made valuable by virtue of the overall service
rendered by the station. The telecaster cannot build the circulation,
good will and confidence of his
audience without the wherewithal
to retain expert personnel and
create programs that build loyalty.
If the plan proposed, for reasons unfathomable to us, is deemed
not workable, then the answer may
repose in a somewhat more radical
deviation from accepted AM standards. Perhaps the conventional
time segments should be disregarded, in view of TV's greater
selling impact. Perhaps the 10minute segment would sell as much
as the 15-minute unit in AM. Perhaps 20 minutes would do more
on TV than the 30-minute unit in
AM. If those standards were
adopted, the independent station
would have ample time between
network segments to take care of
national spot and local business.
In short, we believe that the
adoption of this plan, or some
derivative of this plan, would do
more than anything we can think
of to help the networks build
rapidly and soundly a profitable
nationwide TV network, that it
will avert a crisis for the individual TV stations and that the networks and the stations working
together can sell it to the advertiser. The eventual result depends
entirely on how many people in
the industry already have been or
can be inclined toward this viewpoint.

In 1884 Paul Nipkow invented the television scanning disc and thus began
the history of television.
*
Blair-TV Inc. ivas the first
exclusive representative of
television stations. The first
company to recognize and
act on the television stations' real need for hard
hitting, single minded, exclusive representation.

CANADA DRY ADS
To Display TV Program
CANADA DRY, through its agency, J. M. Mathes Inc., New York,
has coordinated its television advertising with a magazine ad
which will appear in the Saturday
Evening Post.
A full-page color ad in four
panels will feature cast members
of Canada Dry's television show
Super Circus, on ABC-TV, wearing colorful circus costumes, who
will be quoted in comments on the
virtues of Canada Dry ginger ale.
Two days after publication (June
16), the ad will be re-enacted on
the telecast. Ringmaster Claude
Kirchner will open the Post and
display the color page and will ask
the viewers who have magazines
to do likewise, "so that they can
see what color television will be

June 12, 1950
like."

BLAIR

INC.

REPRESENTING
Birmingham
Columbus
Los Angeles
New Orleans
Omaha
Richmond
Salt Lake City
Seattle

WBRC-TV
WBNS-TV
KTSl
WDSU-TV
WOW-TV
WTVR
KDYL-TV
KING-TY
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You

can

have

live

television

in

You can't get it by cable yet— but you can with a good show.
What's more important than how they see it— "live" or transcribed (TVR)—
is what they see. What you're really after is live audiences.
When

you look at single-station markets, where audiences constantly

see both live and TVR, you find good TVRs
TVRs

beat anything in sight. Indeed,

often average higher ratings in single-station cities than the very

same shows seen "live" in multi-station, hotly competitive cities.

markets!

Right now, of course, an advertiser buying CBS television can reach
as much as 78%

of the available U.S. television audience "live." But to

take full advantage of today's television opportunities, he can't afford
I
i
tO paSS Up the rest Ot the market.
„1
-,
.
_ _
r 1
1 • •
'
1*
lop shows are top shows anywhere. Most oi them, in television as in radio,

are of course on CBS. So take your show to its total market...

but first make sure what you've got is a CBS show.

CBS

*A detailed analysis
of present-day television
opportunities,
with factsto
and figures important
ail advertisers, is available
through CBS. If you
Wd
haven't seen
welcome
the it,
opportunity

t0 show il t0 you;

television

mm

Rorabaugh
fele&tatui

AN INCREASE of 17.5% in the
number of television advertisers
was registered between March and
April for a total of 3,340 in April,
according to the latest Rorabaugh
Report on Television Advertising
released last week. From April
1949 to April 1950 the gain was
172.6%.
Network advertisers increased by
14 for an April total of 94. The
number of national and regional
spot advertisers went from 527 in
March to 606 in April. On the local
level there were 2,640 active advertisers in April compared to 2,235
in March.
Information on network programs covers all stations for the
entire month of April. Spot and
local advertisers are for the week
of April 2-8 for 96 of the 103
operating stations.
The 94 network advertisers in
April sponsored 115 different programs, Rorabaugh reports. CBSTV and NBC-TV were tied with 45
accounts each. (The sponsor of
any given program is considered to
be an "account." A firm which
sponsors two programs, therefore,
is counted as two accounts.) ABCTV had 18 accounts in April and
DuMont Television Network reported seven.
The top network advertiser in
terms of the number of stations
used for any one program was
RCA Victor which reportedly sponsored Kukla, Fran & Ollie on 58
NBC-TV stations. The program
was presented for a half hour on
Monday and Friday through J.

(Report 115)

Walter Thompson. In second place
Rorabaugh reported Philco Corp.
The firm used 57 NBC-TV outlets
to present Philco TV Playhouse for
an hour Sunday night. Hutchins
Adv., New York, placed the business. Frigidaire Div. of General
Motors placed third in the top advertisers for number of stations
used with its Star Spangled Revue.
The show appeared on April 9 only
for an hour and a half on 56 NBCTV stations through Foote, Cone &
Belding.
American Tobacco Starts
In number of stations used, Star
Spangled Revue also was the largest new network advertiser to appear in the April Rorabaugh report. American Tobacco Co., however, started a regular half-hour
show on 53 CBS-TV stations. The
firm placed This Is Shoiv Business
on Sunday night through BBDO.
Bulova Watch Co. was shown to
be the top national and regional
spot user in number of stations.
In April the firm placed business
on 65 outlets, 10 more than second
place Alliance Mfg. Co. Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Co. bought spot
time on 50 stations while the Borden Co. was active on 49 outlets.
The leading television station reported by Rorabaugh for April was
WBEN-TV Buffalo with a total of
171 accounts. WTMJ-TV Milwaukee was shown with a total of 163.
WEWS (TV) Cleveland and KSDTV St. Louis both were reported
with a total of 153 accounts.
In the total number of network

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.6.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Network
Agriculture & Farming
4
5
32
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
Spot
Automotive,
Automotive
Equip.
&
Access.
9
15
Beer & Wine
4
112
Building Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
1
Confectionery
&
Soft
Drinks
ii
61
Consumer Service
6
Construction & Contractors
2
Drugs & Remedies
3
14
Entertainment & Amusements
Food & Food Products
16
152
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
4
16
Horticulture
1
Household
Furnishings,
Equip.
&
Supplies
9
60
Industrial Materials
1
Insurance, Banking & Real Estate
3
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
2
10
Office Equip. & Supplies
4
Publishing & Media
i
5
9
Radios, TV Sets,
Phonographs,
Musical
Instruments &Access.
Retail Stores & Shops
1
Smoking Materials
17
j
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
5
27
Sporting
164
Toiletries Goods & Toys
7
23
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
9
Miscellaneous
10
i
94
606
TOTAL

accounts, WNHC-TV New Haven
led the list with 68. Two stations
— WRGB (TV) Schenectady and
KSD-TV St. Louis— tied for second
place with 60 network accounts
each. WBEN-TV Buffalo and
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh each had
56 network accounts.
Heading the list of stations in
point of total spot accounts was
WGN-TV Chicago with 57. Rorabaugh showed WNAC-TV Boston
as second with 53 while WBZ-TV
Boston and WABD (TV) New York
both had 48 spot accounts in the
April test week.
KFI-TV Los Angeles had 87 different local accounts to top the list
for that type of business. WICU

Wsekly Television Summary — June 12, 1950 telecasting survey
Number Sets
City
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Outlets On Air
Los Angeles
Albuquerque
KLAC-TV,
KNBH,
KTLA,
KTSL,
KFI-TV
KOB-TV
3,100 Louisville
Ames
530,645
WOI-TV
11,200
KTTV, KECA-TV
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
37,500 Memphis
WMCT
Baltimore
165,843
32,115
WAAM,
38,528
Miami
27,400
Binghamton
WNBF-TV WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WTVJ
13,000 Milwaukee
109,547
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
14,700
WTMJ-TV
Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WTTV
Bloomington
87,700
6,000
Nashville
200
Boston
367,631
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
New Haven
77,500
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
93,288
WNHC-TV
New
Orleans
Charlotte
WBTV
WDSU-TV
15,633
26,276
New York
493,938
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Chicago
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
1,310,000
WOR-TV,
WPIX
Cincinnati
120,000 Newark
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
WATV
Incl. in N. Y. estimate
Cleveland
234,796
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
19,634
Norfolk
Columbus
66,400 Oklahoma
WTAR-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
City
Dallas,
WKY-TV
Omaha
WOW-TV,
KMTV
501,000
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, W BAP-TV, WFAA-TV
23,933
56,740 Philadelphia
27,457
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
WOC-TV
Davenport
Phoenix
11,447 Pittsburgh
105,000
WDTV
Quad Cities Includes Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
KPHO-TV
7,000
62,100
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Portland, Ore.
247,000
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
Providence
35,150
WICU
Erie
WJAR-TV
56,511
Richmond
WTVR
887
33,913
Ft. WorthRochester
16,900
Dallas
41,951
56,740
WHAM-TV
WBAP-TV, WFAA-TV, KRLD-TV
Salt
Lake
City
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
30,000 San Antonio
Grand Rapids
WLAV-TV
17,703
KEYL. WOAI-TV
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
12,479 San Diego
25,064
Houston
55,000
KLEE-TV
39,300
KFMB-TV
San Francisco
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
HuntingtonWRGB
82,700
Charleston
12,296 Schenectady
WSAZ-TV
Albany-Troy
47,500
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
Seattle
10,000
KING-TV
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
128.000
KSD-TV
29,000
21,300 St. Louis
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
44,878
WHEN, WSYR-TV
Toledo
KalamazooSyracuse
Tulsa
Battle Creek WKZO-TV
WSPD-TV
23,876
40,000
KOTV
25,700
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
34,267 Washington
WKTV
Utica-Rome
44,804
15,000
WGAL-TV
136,600
12,000
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WOIC,
WTTG
Lancaster*
Lansing
Wilmington
WJIM-TV
WDEL-TV
36,532
Stations on Air 105
Sets in
* Lancaster and contiguous areas. Total Markets on Air 62
Use companies
6,053,562
om
dealers,
distributors,
TV Circulation committees, electric
Editor's
Note:
Source
of
set
estimates
are
based
on
data
available
fr
ond
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
some
may
re
main unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
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Local
7
2913
28073
217
10126
402
38
20
473
14
132
41
53
11
2812
27310
14046
5
30

Total
189
30441
223
102
14511
28
30
145
542
670
58
15
136
29865
15
34
21
141
44
34
40
23
57
29

2,64014

City
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April Report

June 12, 1950

3,340
(TV) Erie, Pa., was second among
the reporting stations with 80 local
accounts. In third place was
KLAC-TV Los Angeles with 76.
In the number of different advertisers using television, Food &
Food Product accounts continued
to dominate the field (see table)
with a total of 670. There were
542 different firms in the network,
spot and local field advertising
Household Furnishings, Equipment
and Supplies in April for second
place. The Automotive, Automotive
Equipment
& Accessories
classification had 304
different accounts
active during the month.
In the network field there were
16 different firms advertising food
products with 20 programs. The
Confectionery
& Soft
classification was second
withDrink
11 network
advertisers backing 13 programs.
Food & Food Product advertisers
also dominated the spot field where
152 different firms were reported
active during the April test week.
Beer & Wine advertisers made
heavy use of spot time with 112 accounts reported. The Confectionery
& Soft Drink classification was
third with 61 spot accounts in
Advertisers of Household FurApril.
nishings, Equipment & Supplies had
473 accounts active at the local
level. There were 402 local advertisers of Food & Food Products
while 208 accounts were active locally for Automotive, Automotive
Equipment & Accessories firms,
Rorabaugh reports.

Marketscope
Surveys
Effect on Movie
GoingTV's
MOVIE

ATTENDANCE has decreased slightly since the advent
of television, according to a majority of theatre managers covered in
a survey released last week by
(Continued on Telecasting p. H)
BROADCASTING
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SUNPAPERS TELEVISION
THE

A. S. ABELL

COMPANY

BALTIMORE

H=

PLAQUE

FOR

3 „ MARYLAND
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1949-1950

"Responsibility
to the
Community
WMAR-TV
BALTIMORE
Sunpapers TV station shone brightly this
year in the nation's shiniest TV town. In
video-happy Baltimore, WMAR-TV won the
distinction of becoming the first sight station in nation to outrank all AM stations
in its market in average evening audience.
In the process of rolling up ratings,
WMAR-TV did not overlook public service
and came up with two important PS
series
in "Atomic
Report"in and
Former
show brought
front"Slums."
of the
cameras some of the nation's top atomic
authorities to explain to the average
viewer the atomic facts of life. That was
WMAR tackling a world problem. On the
local front, the station resourcefully drew

upon facilities and talents of its own
newsreel unit for "Slums," a documentary about Baltimore's No. 1 local problem. Hard-hitting documentary had several performances on station, and then
was given additional circulation by showings at various organizations and civic
groups around city. Out of this TV documentary came "The Baltimore Plan" for
slum clearance, which has attracted national attention. As WMAR sums it up,
the "Slums" picture was the ". . . vanguard of a reform which began with the
city examining its conscience and then
going to work to destroy the blight of
slums. . . ."

'Variety, Wednesday, May 24, 1950
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KPRC SHOW
Greets TV on AM

FAIRBANKS
TV
Claims New 35mm Process

Birthday

FIRST television show and exhibit
in Houston will take place July 3-5
under sponsorship of The Houston
Post to mark the paper's entry into
video and the 25th anniversary of
its NBC affiliate outlet, KPRC.
Feature of the event will be the
changing of the TV station's call
letters from KLEE-TV to KPRCTV. Station was acquired by the
Post on May 31.
Two shows nightly and a matinee July 4 will be broadcast and
telecast in the Plantation, one of
the longest dance pavilions in the
southwest, according to the Post.
Numerous booths, representing
every brand of TV receiver distributed in the area, will display
dealer offerings. A number of nationally known entertainers and the
city's top radio and video performers are being contacted to make up
the talent roster. The show will be
free to the public.
KLEE-TV, which will become
KPRC-TV, is Houston's pioneer
television station, formerly owned
by W. Albert Lee, Houston hotelman. It started regular telecasts
in January 1949. W. P. Hobby,
former governor of Texas and Post
publisher, is the station's new
owner. Jack Harris is general
manager of KPRC-AM-FM-TV.
Paul Huhndorff is chief engineer
for the TV station.

Key to station's door is exchanged, symbolizing ownership transfer by
(I to r) : Messrs. Harris, Lee, and Mr. and Mrs. Hobby.

DESIGNED and engineered for
both TV and theatrical filming, a
new 35mm multiple camera process has been perfected by Jerry
Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood.
Similar to Fairbanks' 16mm Multicam process being used to film
Silver Theatre and other television
programs, the new 35mm method
utilizes compact Mitchell BNC
cameras mounted on newly perfected stands that permit dollying
in any direction, Mr. Fairbanks
said.
A special syncing device, similar
to the one patented by Fairbanks
for 16mm filming, has been developed, making it possible for
cameras to be turned on and off
numerous times during taking of
long sustained scenes.
New 35mm technique permits a
picture to be photographed in continuous action, including cuts from
one camera to another. Three or
more cameras can operate simultaneously, filming three or more
different angles of a scene, and
getting long, medium and closeup
shots at the same time, the firm
reports.

TV Operators Set
For Showdown
WESTERN
SPORTS
WITH SPORTS promoters blaming TV for poor box office attendance
and the future of video sports coverage in the area virtually at stake,
West Coast television station operators are girding themselves for a
showdown.
At stake is live telecasting of ing of football games in the West.
Los Angeles Rams, pro football
pro and college football, as well as
baseball. Boxing and wrestling
team, let it be known recently that
may yet come under such a ban no live rights would be sold for
despite the fact that following a
next year's games, but offered film
several months walkout by wresdelayed coverage at approximately
tlers on television, KECA-TV,
14 games. Station exKTLA (TV) and KL AC-TV Los $15,000 for
ecutives declared the price too high
Angeles have resumed weekly live
MOHAWK TESTS
and reportedly turned down proptelecasting.
osition.
Airs Color Spots on WNBW
Pacific Coast Conference as a
With Clarence Rowland, presi- COLOR techniques currently are
group, or member colleges as indident of Pacific Coast League, recviduals isexpected to follow the Big
being tested in a series of spot parom ending tobaseball club owners
10's action in banning live telecastticipations onWNBW (TV) Washthat telecasts be limited to one
ington, which airs RCA color tests,
game per week, they are keeping
by Mohawk Carpet Mills Inc.,
a wary eye on gate receipts to de- Amsterdam, N. Y., sponsor of the
termine whether TV is helping or
three-times weekly Mohawk Showhindering baseball.
nothing but smiles
tady. room on NBC-TV. Agency is
Fight Proposal
George R. Nelson Inc., Schenecunder our umbrella!
Television and radio industry
Company reportedly is interested
have lined up against a State Athin pointing up carpet colors for TV
letic Commission proposal to make
use, and has directed that top
mandatory written permission
from that California agency to sponsor and agency personnel, as
broadcast, telecast or film boxing well as directors and technicians,
visit Washington to work on spots,
and wrestling matches. As a result, a public hearing on the issue
which have been aired on WNBW's
will be held in Los Angeles around
nightly Warner's Corner, used in
the RCA tests. Additionally, sponJuly 19.
sor is contemplating periodic origDecision came after Donn
ination of its Showroom at WNBW
Tatum, president of the California
in
both
black-and-white and color.
State Broadcasters Assn., and vice
is centered on represident and general counsel of Main interest
hearsal for spots. Directors Clark
Don Lee Broadcasting System
Jones and Doug Rodgers and Tech(KTSL), with Don Fedderson,
nical Director Carl Cabasin alvice president and general manready have taken part in color
ager of KLAC-TV, and Station
Attorney John P. Hearne, at the production.
commission's May 13 meeting in
Nassour Studios
San Diego vigorously voiced objections to the proposed ruling, Number 542. They pointed out that
WITH purchase price of $2% million, KTTV Inc., Los Angeles,
such a ruling was beyond constituHOLUM
tional
rights
of
the
commission
to
officially took over the Nassour
KALAMAZOO
interfere with broadcasts, telecasts
Studios at 5746 Sunset Blvd.,
or films.
Hollywood, last Wednesday when
Meanwhile, the commission has the property went out of escrow
THESE GREAT MARKETS
LEONARD A. VERSLUIS STATIONS
ruled that there be no discriminaONE MILLION PEOPLE . . .
[Telecasting, May 22]. Besides
HY M. STEED. MANAGER
requirements of KTTV, jointly
tion in rights to telecast wrestling
LOOK FOR TV FROM
matches. As a result MCA has owned and operated by Los Angeles Times and CBS, the studio
thrown the field wide open by offering additional matches to sta- lot covering approximately 3%
tions other than KECA-TV and
rnn-Fin-Tu
acres, will also house various indeuiinu-Tu
KTLA which have had exclusive
REPRESENTED BY
pendent TV and film producers on
GRAND
RAPIDS,
CHANNEL
7
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
rights up to a few weeks ago. To
a
rental
basis, according to Hardate no station has accepted.
rison Dunham, general manager.
June 12, 1950
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MICH. COLLEGE
Seeks Entry in TV Proceeding
MICHIGAN State College, East
Lansing, last week petitioned FCC
for permission to enter the TV reallocation proceeding and to request
Channel 12 (204-210 mc) or some
other suitable VHF facility for an
educational TV outlet.
Stating it is the first agricultural
college in the world, Michigan State
indicated
of the
lation lies87%
within
100 state's
miles ofpoputhe
proposed outlet. $100,000 was appropriated May 18 by the State
Board of Agriculture for establishment of TV studio facilities and a
wired TV system at the college, it
was reported. This would be the
basis for the TV station.
Michigan State College since
1922 has operated WEAR there and
since 1948, WKAR-FM. The college pointed out that Channel 12 is
assigned to Grand Rapids and no
application is pending. WJIM-TV
Lansing is operating on Channel 6
(82-88 mc) and WLAV-TV Grand
Rapids is on Channel 7 (174-180
mc) . Student body of college numbers 16,000.
Renews

Berle

THE TEXAS CO. has renewed its
option on Milton Berle's services
on the Texaco Star Theatre television program, NBC-TV, beginning
Sept. 19 for 39 weeks. Agency is
Kudner Agency, New York.

D

2N

in the Midwest

in the Nation
h
6t
...the WLW-TV
market deserves

1^

place in your plans

With 248,500 sets (as of
May 1, 1950) the three
station coverage area of
WLW-Television looms large
in any appraisal of markets.
And the economy of reaching this market via the
WLW-Television network is
another factor favoring its
high priority in your selling
plans.
WLW-T
CHANNEL 4
CINCINNATI

Page 59

WLW-D
CHANNEL 5
DAYTON

WLW-C
CHANNEL 3
COLUMBUS
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'VISION OF AMERICA'
Sen. Mundt Urges U. S. Global TV Networks
CREATION of global television
networks to supplement State
Dept.'s shortwave broadcasts in
the cold war against Communism
was urged in a comprehensive
master plan outlined in the Senate last Monday by the co-author
of the Smith-Mundt Act, which
established the Voice of America
on a permanent basis.
Sen. Karl E. Mundt (R-S. D.)
declared that new, proven electronic techniques had been developed which make possible audiovideo relay networks in critical
areas and urged formation of a
"Vision of America" network at
"strategic points."
Use of relays would "obviate the
necessity"
coaxial
cables and
the networkof could
be constructed
at "amazingly low costs" — about
the cost of one great trans-oceanic
B-36 bomber — to " 'show-how' our
'know-how' is able to produce results," he said.
"Each station would act as a
link in a relay chain to permit integrated network operation of all
stations throughout the areas to be
served. When desired each station could be operated individually
to provide a local broadcasting
serviceMundt
to itsstated.
own zone or district,"
Sen.
He proposed establishment of a
video network in such countries as
Japan, Turkey, Indonesia, the
Philippines and Germany. He estimated, for example, that a network could be set up in the PhilipNAME
HALPERN
To Head ATS for 2d Term

pines for about $3,860,000— to include one master audio-video
transmitting station and radio relay links throughout the islands.
Networks in other countries could
be created for about $4,600,000
each, he believes.
Sen. Mundt made clear that the
proposed network "does not contemplate and does
require" but
use
of individual
TV notreceivers,
rather such community sets "as
are now available." Use of a
single TV projection channel would
result in reduced construction and
operation costs, he explained.
Foreign audiences could view TV
fare on projection screens similar
to those used in American public
places by gathering in theatres,
schoolhouses and other sites.
Referring to Russian "jamming" operations, he asserted that
TV techniques would enable America to overcome such a challenge
and limit jamming to within 50
miles of any Russian transmitter.
"It is impossible for the Russians
to jam a television broadcast,
whereas they are able to jam
shortwave broadcasts at considerably greater distances," he said,
explaining that TV projection is
relayed from 75 to 150 miles.
The Senator said he is not suggesting an "intercontinental television system," though he felt it
would become a "reality," but was
concerned solely with a "nationally
operated system." He added:
"These foreign nations cannot
yet expect the bounty of American
advertising budgets, which would
help make the network self-supporting, although it is not unreasonable to hope that such a time
will come eventually."
Sen. Mundt said he has discussed his plan for regional or
national TV systems with the State
Dept., heads of foreign governments, and electronics experts, including Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
chairman of the board of RCA.

DAVID HALE HALPERN, vice
president in charge of radio and
television, Owen & Chappell, New
York, has been nominated to serve
a second year as president of American Television Society.
Other nominees: Warren Caro, executive director, Theatre Guild's television department, for vice president;
Barbara Jones, television supervisor,
Grey Advertising Agency, for secreNBC-TV Signs Sherman
tary, and Archibald U. Braunfeld,
CPA, for treasurer. Since no other RANSOM SHERMAN, former
candidates have been nominated for
these offices, the election of the official conductor of the popular Club Matinee from Chicago, has signed an
slate is assured.
A contest does arise, however, in exclusive five-year television contract with NBC, and will telecast
the election of directors, as there are
eight nominees for the seven director- his first show on the network startships: Paul Alley, production supering July 3 as an eight-week replacevisor, Wm. J. Ganz Co.; Halsey V.
ment for Kukla, Fran & Ollie. The
Barrett, time salesman, DuMont TV variety show, patterned along the
Network; Albert Deane, company pub- Club Matinee line, will feature the
lications editor, Paramount International Films; John Fox, president, Art Van Damme quintet and variety acts. It will originate in ChiSpecial Purpose Films; Don McClure,
cago five times weekly from 6 to
TV production director, N. W. Ayer
& Son; Raymond E. Nelson, president, 6:30 p.m., CDT. Tentative plans
Nelson Productions; Richard B. Rawls, are for Mr. Sherman to remain on
regional manager, ABC stations de- the network in the fall but in a
later evening spot. His contract,
partment; Henry White, CBS associate
director of TV programs.
which contains no clauses about
Election of the ATS officers and
future radio work, is reported to
directors for the coming year will provide for payment of some $750,be held at the final meeting of the 000 in the next five years. Asking
1949-50 season, June 22 at 8 p.m.
price for his summer series is understo d to be about $1,300 weekly.
at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
June 12, 1950

PLAYS
New Fairchild Turret-Head
3-Way Transcription
S
DISKArm
ALL
Plays Standard Laterals, Microgrooves, and Verticals
Without Plug-ins . . .

WHAT

IT IS:

A revolutionary new pickup
with provision for 3 separate
cartridges — All in ONE arm

WHAT

IT DOES:

Obsoletes plug-in cartridges.
Eliminates extra pickups on
turntable. Performs functions
of 3 separate pickups.
RESULTS:
• Lateral, Vertical, Microgroove in 7 Arm
• Any combination of cartridges in 1 Arm
• Simply
turn knob to select cartridge
matically
• Pressure changes auto• Optimum performance
— separate cartridge for
each function
• Wo viscous
arm resonance
new
damping —
• Fits all transcription
turntables.
Write for
Illustrated Details
ajJijcJuA/RECORDING EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
154TH STREET AND 7TH AVENUE
WHITESTONE, N, Y,

fr-ij
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DISK

Recording
WITH

TAPE

Quality

Fairchild Thermo-Stylus Kit
• For maximum reduction
of surface noise
• For quality recording at
innermost diameters
WHAT

IT IS:

A kit of special styli with
miniature heating elements, a
cutterhead adaptor and a heat
control with calibrated meter.

WHAT

IT DOES:

Applies thermoplastic principles
to disk recording; eliminates
mechanical loading of the cutter by the disk material.
RESULTS:
• Reduces basic surface noise at
least 20 db.
• Minimizes frequency discrimination at innermost diameters.
• Eliminates most difficulties due
to production differences in blank
disks.
Recordings made with the Fairchild Thermo-Stylus Kit retain
the esthetic listening appeal of
original sound.
Write for illustrated details —
specify your cutterhead.

ajJuzJiilcl.
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
154TH STREET & 7TH AVENUE
WHITESTONE, NEW YORK fr-hz
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Telesratus
(Continued from Telecasting p. 19)
Marketscope
Research Co., Newark,
N.
J.
In the theatres surveyed, 55.3%
of the managers reportedly realized
at least a slight decrease in attendance since TV started in the area.
Another 17% said attendance had
fallen drastically; 21.3% said
attendance was about the same,
and 6.4% said it has increased.
The survey was based on 94
personal interviews with downtown, local and neighborhood
theatre managers in Northern New
Jersey.
In theatres where attendance had
fallen to a marked degree, 31.8%
of the managers directly attributed
the loss to television. General business conditions were blamed in
23.4% of the cases while 12.8%
censured the movie industry, stating in some cases that TV has. made
the public more film conscious and
that present films are not up to
the standards set by the industry
in the past.
Double features were reported
by 55.8% of the theatre managers
to be the better drawing attraction,
according to Marketscope Research.
In studying the acceptance of the
sale of commercial screen time as
a means of increasing revenue,
Marketscope found only 17.2% of
the theatre managers had ever used
such an idea in their theatres. It
was reported that 82.8% of the
group had strong preconceived
ideas against such action; 29.6%
said they did not want to annoy
their patrons; 23.7% knew that
there was no acceptance among
patrons, and 17.7% stated that it
was against business policy.

6:59 p.m.; Sun through Sat., 10:3011:30 p.m.) the rate increases from
$450 to $600. Class C time, newly
established in Rate Card No. 3
and covering all other periods, is
$400 for a one-time hour.
WPTZ's Rate Card No. 6, effective June 15, increases participation, announcement and station
break rates but does not change the
price structure for program time
rates. It does, however, eliminate
the differential between live-studio
and film-program time. The new
rate for 1-minute and 20-second
spot announcements on a one time
basis becomes: Class A (7-10:30
p.m., Mon. through Fri.; 1-10:30
p.m., Sat. and Sun.) $150; Class
B (5-7 p.m., Mon. through Fri.;
10:30-11 p.m., Mon. through Sun.)
$112.50; Class C (all other times)
$70. For participations of 1 minute
or less the Class A rate on a onetime basis will be $160; Class B,
$122.50, and Glass C, $70. Protection to advertisers signed under
old Rate Card No. 5 will be given
through Dec. 14, 1950.

Relative Impact
Of Spots Surveyed
SURVEY covering the impact of
television spot commercials in the
New York-New Jersey video area
for September through December
1949 and just released by Advertest Research, New Brunswick,
N. J., shows that the Starlac commercial topped the list with an
impact percentage of 35%.
Information is based on 5,600
interviews conducted in the area
during the last four months of
1949 and is cumulative over the
period.
The "percent
of below
impact"is
figure shown
in the table
the ratio of impressions (number
of persons who were able to satisfactorily recall the content and
composition and picture and wording of a spot during the four
month period) to viewers (the
number of people who reported
seeeing the spot during the period).
Advertest claims that the "impact percentage"
"an
evaluation
of how is
goodactually
a job each
spot commercial is doing in delivering and impressing the message of the product advertised.
Since each impact percentage is
based on the number of viewers
for each individual spot, these
impact percentages lend themselves
to comparative analysis of the
worth
The of
fivevarious
highest commercials."
ranking spots

Effects of Income
On TV Families
HIGH INCOME TV families want
religious programming more than
those in lower brackets; both
groups use the phonograph less
since installation of a video set, as reported by Advertest with their
and the average low-income family
"impact percentage" are as follows :
Starlac
35.0%
buys its set from a small neighborHabitant
31.3%
hood store, while those with greater
Revere
30.0%
TV Guide
..29.4%
earnings tend to get theirs wholeCameo Curtains
27.5%
sale or at factory price.
* * *
These are among findings of
Davee, Koehnlein & Keating, ChiBerle Leads N. Y.
cago research firm, which conHooperatings
ducted a survey in both groups for
John Meek Industries Inc. (TV
TOP television program as shown
set manufacturer). The groups,
New Rate Cards Issued
in the New York Hooperatings
resident in the Chicago area, were
classed economically, in the $40 Pocketpiece for April-May period
By Four Stations
released last week by C. E. Hooper
and
less per week salary class and
NEW rate cards have been anInc. was Texaco Star Theatre.
above
$100,
with
75%
of
the
latter
nounced by KSTP-TV Minneapolis,
The first 15 sponsored network
earning $10,000 a year or more.
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, KTTV
television programs by rank order
Although
5%
in
the
high
group
(TV) Los Angeles and WPTZ
the period were reported as
follows:
wants religious programming (in- for
(TV) Philadelphia.
cluded in 53.6% seeking more eduAt KSTP-TV the one-time,
1. Texaco — Milton Berle
cational and cultural shows), less
hourly rate in Class A time (5:592.
Godfrey's
than 1% in the lower group sought
3.
Toast
of theTalent
Town Scouts
11 p.m., Mon. through Fri.; 12:594.
Godfrey
&
His
Friends
religious shows (with 24.1% want11 p.m., Sat. and Sun.) becomes
5. Lights Out
ing
more
education
and
cultural
6.
Studio
One
$500; in Class B time (4:59-5:59
subjects).
7. Saturday Night Revue
p.m., Mon. through Fri.) $375, and
8. Suspense
Phonographs are used less by
Class C (all other times) $250. New
9.
Philco TV Playhouse
64.5% in the low income group and
Rate Card No. 5 becomes effective
10. The Goldbergs
37.5% in the high, with 32.3%
11. Break the Bank
July 1 with current users pro12. Fireside Theatre
tected for six months at the old and 58.3%, respectively, reporting
13.
Theatre
rate.
14. Silver
Lone Ranger
they play the instrument the same
amount of time as before getting
15. Kraft TV Theatre
Paramount's KTLA rates adTV. Four percent in the latter
vanced 25% on June 1 for all time
group said they use the phonograph
segments over 1 minute. An hour
Peard Reviews Baltimore
of Class A time, including live more, with none in the low bracket.
TV sets are bought in small
studio facilities, advanced from
TV-Radio Set Figures
neighborhood stores by 68.4% in
$600 to $750. Spot announcements
are increased from $90 to $125. the $40 group and 35.1% in the FOLLOWING recent reports that
other, with about 23% in the television in Baltimore is getting
Protection at the old rate was given
higher bracket buying at factories
for 26 weeks from June 1 to clients
a larger share of sets in use than
or wholesale outlets. This contrasts
then on the station.
radio during the evening hours
[Telecasting, May 1, March 6],
Representing an increase of with 11.1% in the lower classification. Downtown stores got business
Leslie H. Peard Jr., assistant to
33y3%, the KTTV one-time, hourly
from 5.6% of the low, 14% of the
rate for Class A time (Mon.
the manager, WBAL-AM-TV Baltithrough Fri., 7-10:30 p.m.; Sat. high. The radio and appliance store
more, has sent a memo to the
was
most
popular
with
both
groups,
and Sun., 1-10:30 p.m.) goes from
stations' sales staff and the offices
$750 to $1,000 July 1. In Class B accounting for 37% in the low and
of Edward Petry Co., station's
40.4% in the higher income group.
time (Mon. through Fri., 5:29representative, on "Radio and TeleJune 12, 1950
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vision Ownership in the Baltimore
Area."
The memo points out that the
TV set figure released by the Baltimore Television Circulation Committee applies to Baltimore City
and 15 surrounding counties, all
parts of which are in the effective
coverage area of one or more of
the local video stations.
Of the 165,843 TV sets reported
as of May 1, the WBAL memo estiArea

mates that 124,382 are in Baltimore City with the remaining 41,461 in the balance of the video area.
A breakdown of population and
radio homes in the area by counties
also is enclosed.
The WBAL estimate of the
quantity and distribution of television homes in the effective television coverage area of the Baltimore stations is given in the memo
as follows:
Radio
Homes

Population

Baltimore TV Area
1,572,427
Baltimore Citv Only
975,000
Balance of TV Area
597,427
(Part or all of 15 Counties)
(Population
and Service.)
Radio Homes figures are from
Rate
and Data

412,173
265,860
146,313

TV Homes
165,843
124,382
41,461

SHARING

Radio
TV
Homes
Without
246,330
141,478
104,852

the 1949-'50 Consumer Markets of Standard

TV Networks
TIME

% Homes
Radio
With TV
40%
47%
29%

On

AT&T

to Meet

Soon

Facilities

REPRESENTATIVES of the four TV networks shortly will begin
meeting to work out time-sharing arrangements for the extensions of
AT&T's TV network facilities due to be placed in operation this fall.
Three TV networks — ABC, CBS, NBC— have placed firm orders for use
of the new facilities, which will .
add a southern and a midwestern
Kansas City also is scheduled to
loop to the present intercity TV
be ready for TV use in October.
network connections. The fourth
network — DuMont — also will put
In addition to these major exin its order for these extensions
pansions of the Eastern-Midwestern TV network facilities, AT&T
shortly.
According to the latest Bell Sys- also plans in September to put into
tem time-table for TV facilities, use two radio relay circuits for
northbound TV service from Los
September will find two new southbound coaxial cable circuits be- Angeles to San Francisco. In Octotween Washington and Richmond
ber two radio relay circuits will
added to the single southbound cir- be available for TV program transcuit now in service between those
mission westward from Dayton to
Indianapolis, with a single coaxial
cities. Concurrently, two southbound coaxial circuits will be put circuit running southward from
into use between Richmond and
Indianapolis to Louisville. A secCharlotte, via Greensboro, and one
ond southbound Indianapolis-Louisville coaxial circuit is scheduled to
southbound coaxial circuit extending from Charlotte to Jacksonville,
be ready by December.
Atlanta and Birmingham.
Since these newr intercity TV
The following month will see the connecting facilities are unable to
inauguration of two radio relay provide fulltime service to each of
circuits running westward from
the four TV networks, a timeChicago to Des Moines, via Davensharing arrangement is necessary,
port-Rock Island, with a westsimilar to that which was adopted
bound radio relay circuit connectprior to January 1949 when AT&T
ing Des Moines and Omaha, a first hooked together the regional
northbound radio relay circuit be- TV networks of the East Coast and
tween Des Moines and Ames, and
Midwest into a single system covtwo northbound coaxial circuits
ering the northeast-northcentral
from Des Moines to Minneapolis-St.
part
of
the country. New YorkPaul also going into service that
Chicago facilities, already able to
month. A coaxial cable circuit run- meet all normal requirements of
ning southward from Omaha to the four TV networks, will be augmented late this summer when the
new radio relay system will add
four TV circuits, two eastbound and
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
two westbound, to the East CoastMidwest program transmission facilities.
ESTABLISHED 1913
NAB
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
of
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:
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Film Survey

You Get the Sponsors
—Well Do the Work
7i/m

/2ej20tt

BRACKEN PRODUCTIONS Inc.,
Hollywood film firm formed by
Eddie Bracken, radio and film comedian, has acquired radio and TV
rights to "Dixie Dugan," newspaper comic strip. It will be filmed
as half-hour series for release to
TV in fall. . . . Video Varieties
Corp., New York, has completed
series of TV commercials for
Borden Co., and General Foods
Corp. Firm also preparing two
series for Whelan Drugstores.
TEEVEE Film Co., Beverly Hills,
Calif., planning production of series
of 13 half-hour television films entitled Made in U. S. A. Production
expected to start in July. Series will
depict lives of minority groups in
United States and will be filmed in
locale where minority is well represented. Films will be available for
individual or cooperative sponsorship either as 26 quarter-hour segments, or 13 half-hours.

Timely

to,
produced TODAY
A>
£>
TO
g
in
Telecast
f*ff
.
problems

ACME

TELEPHOTO

Margit Nilsen, creator of fashion dolls and manikins, has contracted with TELEscoops Inc., 15
W. 47th St., New York, to design
and produce lifelike puppets for
television series on etiquette and
manners, for Emily Post Shoiv.
First of five-minute TV shows now
in production will be ready for previewing early in June.
Trio Pictures, Culver City, Calif.,
is new firm producing television
film shows. Principals are Jack
Hiveiy, former motion picture director; Axel Gruenberg, radio director-writer, and Carl Wester,
radio packager. Address is 882 W.
Washington Blvd.; telephone Texas
0-2761. Firm currently filming
series of 26 half-hour dramatic
shows for national sponsorship.
Three already have been completed.
Apex Film Corp., Los Angeles,
has been signed by General Mills
to produce 26 more Lone Ranger
TV films. Production on new series
to be started within next two
weeks, upon completion of first 52
segments. . . . Jerome Levine Jr.,
freelance photographer, named vice
president in charge of production
for TV/Film, New York.

Acme Telephoto, a pioneer in the
newspicture field, now produces a
variety of successful shows for
television. Pictures are transmitted
on Acme's nationwide wire network. Shows are locally produced
in Acme bureaus — ready to go on
the air. Sponsor's art and copy
(supplied by client or agency) is
included in all these shows:

Series of 26 feature motion picture films have been acquired by
Don Lee Television from Tobey
Anguish Productions, Los Angeles
(film distributor). All films were
made since 1941 and will be telecast once weekly on KTSL (TV)
Hollywood, starting in mid-summer.
KTTV (TV) same city has purchased first TV rights to two feature films from Sack Amusement
Co., New York, for its new weekly
Request Theatre program. Films
are "The Thirty Nine Steps" and
"Scream in the Night."

All available on 35 mm filmstrip,
film slides, balop cards or prints;
with typed script. Send coupon
Ifor full information.
I
ACME TELECTRONIX
Division of NEA Service, Inc.
West Third & Lakeside
Cleveland 13, Ohio

SURVEY of television films has
been started by G. Emerson Markham, NAB TV Dept. director, in
cooperation with the Research
Dept. Questionnaires have been
sent all operating TV stations asking data on sources of supply, sizes, WPIX (TV) New York, in month of
costs and quality of film. While
May, signed 120 contracts with sponreplies of individual stations will
sors for new and renewed spots, participations and full sponsorships. May
be confidential, NAB plans to make
the over-all results available to business was more than double that of
March and April, station reports.
cooperating stations.
June 12, 1950

Today's Pictures and Today's News on
TV Today! Fast-paced. 5 min. daily.
TV's top BASEBALL roundup! Latest
scores, action photos. 5 min. daily.

Tomorrow's weather on TV today! Maps,
local & national forecasts. 5 min.

"Women Today" — in news, fashion,
home, beauty, sports. 5 min. daily.

20-second and 1 Minute TV spots that
viewers enjoy. Latest news, pictures.

I am interested in the following
Acme Telephoto TV shows. Please
send details of service.
□ NEWS
□ SPORTS I ISPOTS
□ WEATHER □WOMEN
Name
iI
Firm
I
I
Address
|
.
J
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLBG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL

P.

MAY

1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATH ALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
932 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & CO.

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1 61 J

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

KEAR

LYNNE

& KENNEDY

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4730 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

A, EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Of. HRADIO
3itUr
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

CKCW
FESTIVAL
Hits High Note in 1950
THE anrraal Moncton Musical
Festival sponsored by CKCW
Moncton, N. B., hit a high note
this year with a greater number
of contestants competing and a
larger audience attending than
ever before in the event's history,
the station reports.
According to CKCW, which first
revived the festival in 1947 after
a five year lapse, the number of
entries increased from 1,500 individuals in that year to 4,000 in
1950. In the same manner, competitions this year required four adjudicators as compared to 1947's
one adjudicator. Only one hall
and four days of competition were
required three years ago, but this
festival called for two halls and a
full week of morning, afternoon
and evening sessions.
CKCW sponsors and underwrites the festival, guaranteeing
to pay all accounts not covered
by entry fees or door admissions.
Yearly competitions are organized
and operated by Hubert Button
and Alf Parkes of the station's
staff. Through CKCW arrangements, competitors became eligible
for 23 scholarships awarded by
business firms, service organizations and individuals. Special
awards were offered this year by
Frederick Harris Music Co., Oakville, Ontario, for best performances of the works of Canadian
composers.

4-H COVERAGE
Reveal Radio-TV Plans
PLANS for radio and television
coverage of the National 4-H Club
meeting in Washington June 1421, slated to. follow two-day sessions (June 12-13) of the National
Assn. of Radio Farm Directors
[Broadcasting, May 29], have been
revealed
by the
Agriculture Dept.'s
information
office.
Network radio coverage will include apickup on NBC's National
Farm & Home Hour, a special program from the Smithsonian Institution on ABC's American Farmer, interviews on CBS news programs, and the Purdue U. glee club
Sop MBS. A radio-TV committee
lis planning a television service
with sound motion pictures of
individual state delegations for use
by RFDs who represent TV outlets,
as well as a number of local television programs.

SERVICE

ORDERS
Grant Listing Privileges

SECURITIES and Exchange Commission has issued orders granting
applications of two stock exchanges
for unlisted trading privileges involving specified securities of Admiral Corp., radio-TV manufacturer, and United Paramont Theatres Inc.
Privileges were extended to the
Philadelphia-Baltimore Stock Exchange listing Admiral Corp. common stock of $1 par value and to
the San Francisco Exchange showing United Paramount certificates
of interest in shares of common
stock at $1 par value. Securities
already are registered and listed
on the New York Stock Exchange.
Simultaneously, SEC announced
that Allied Electric Products Inc.,
Irvington, N. Y., manufacturer of
cathode ray tubes and other equipment, has filed a statement seeking
registration of 160,000 units of $6
par convertible preferred and $1
par common shares, as well as
20,000 common shares at $1 par
value.
Company plans to use proceeds
to pay accounts payable for machinery, equipment, construction
costs and raw materials, and to
purchase new equipment and furnish additional working capital.
AFRA CONTRACTS
San Diego Stations Sign
CONTRACTS covering blanket increase for 25 staff announcers at
KFSD KCBQ KFMB and KGB, all
San Diego, have been signed by
American Federation of Radio
Artists and the four network stations. Union also announced approximately $10 weekly raise for
five combination announcers-technicians at KFXM San Bernardino,
Calif., in an agreement reached by
AFRA, IBEW and the station
calling for $70 per week retroactive
to April 1.
San Diego contracts, which were
effective June 1, call for a weekly
salary of $65 for the first two
months; $68.50 for the next six
months; $72 for the next 12
months; $75 after 20 months.
Former wage scale ranged from
$61 for the first six months to $72
after 18 months. Union plans to
open negotiations with KSDO San
Diego for similar wage scales.

CERTIFICATE of appreciation for
continued programming of U.S. Army
and Air Force production, Voice of the
Army, awarded KXOK St. Louis.

Advertisement
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Why

"Moose"
His

where

Joe

I sit

Marsh

Changed

Mind

Last week, parents were calling
Moose Jackson on the phone — and
kids were hooting at him in the streets.
All because Moose fenced in his field
near the depot, where the kids like to
go and play ball.
Moose got sore the way folks acted
— and he refused to budge. Then Doc
Sherman, who likes to play centerfield
himself sometimes, decided to "use a
little psychology."
Over a friendly glass of beer at
Andy's

Garden

Tavern, Doc

says,

"Sorry this came up, Moose. We were
thinking of asking you to umpire the
big game — what with your professional experience and all.'''' {Moose
used to play a little semi-pro ball.)
That did it! Next day Moose put
up a stile over his fence. In return, the
kids promised not to cause any damage. From where I sit, when you try
to understand the other fellow's point
of view — like his personal preference
for beer or coffee — and then take into
consideration the will of the majority,
why, things go better all around.

DIRECTORY

Custorrs-BuiN Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO, C.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D.
STerling 3626
BROADCASTING

SEC

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
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F&P's Spot Clinic
(Continued from page 17)
field. Roy Bacus, commercial
manager of WBAP Fort Worth,
declared: "Now is the time for
concise, factual and continuous
advertising in our trade press to
augment what our national representatives are doing for us."
A "good promotion man backed
up with facts based on research"
is KMBC Kansas City's answer to
promotion problems, said Arthur
B. Church, president of the station.
"We spend 6% of our total
budget for promotion, selecting a
theme and carrying it out with
original, bold, smash copy over a
long period," Mr. Church said.
"We use large space in a small
number of publications — usually
concentrating on the two leading
journals in the broadcasting field.
We don't use dribbles in a large
number of papers."
'Fresh Copy' Needed
W. B. McGill, advertising manager of Westinghouse Stations,
disagreed with long-term "theme
advertising" as practiced by
KMBC, asserting that "fresh
copy" is needed from time to time.
KXYZ Houston was cited for
doing an outstanding sales job in
a competitive market. Deprived
of chain store grocery accounts by
competitors, the station concentrated on independent grocers with
such success that chain organiza-

tions took notice and counted
KXYZ in.
How contacting jobbers paid off
for WOWO Ft. Wayne was told by
John Cory of F & P's Chicago
staff, who asserted that "the men
in the field are having more and
more influence in national spot
advertising." Regular visits to
jobbers have increased WOWO's
national spot volume to the highest level in its history, he said.
TV Spot Estimator
F & P introduced a TV spot
estimator which shows at a glance
(1) class of time, (2) time in minutes, (3) cost of F & P stations,
(4) cost of 10 top markets, (5)
cost of top 20 markets, (6) cost of
top 30 markets, (7) cost of all
markets. By turning a dial, the
next larger time period and relative costs appear. Twelve different combinations are shown.
One of the most educational
sessions at the clinic from the
viewpoint of station personnel was
the detailed explanation by Russel
Woodward of F & P's New York
office, and other staffmen, of the
mechanics, forms and procedures
that refer to placement and servicing of a national spot schedule.
This "traffic sales system" session
was designed to help the representative improve the forms so necessary in its business, and to speed
up their handling. A "give-andtake" affair, it brought criticisms
of the system from the stations,

50,000-watt
—Because

WBT

*BMB 50-100% Daytime Listening Area

reaches

WBT

the most people

and in turn F & P found that some
stations were not cooperating.
A packet of forms, which, Mr.
Woodward said, required 18 years
to develop before they were acceptable to agencies and buyers,
was handed out to each station
man. Included were the station
traffic system, station availabilities, F & P availabilities, confirmation of broadcast order, confirmation of schedule change, teletype
and telephone procedure, sales
managers' visits to F & P offices
and monitoring forms.
"We are still on the road to
doing things better," said President Peters. "As a result of this
clinic, there will be many improvements for us to carry out. I feel
that if we can improve our availabilities information alone, business will improve 5%."
Mr. Peters urged the station
men to "set out to raid the competition." He suggested "keeping
house a little better — in effect,
clipping lineage like the newspaIt 'was the consensus of the
group that cash discounts are unpers do." desirable. The day of doublespotting is here, it was acknowledged. Per inquiry business was
brought up, but quickly sidetracked.
VOCM St. John's, Newfoundland, has
ordered 1 kw RCA transmitter, expects to go on air with increased
power in August. VOCM is now on
1000 kc with 250 w, will move to 590
kc, 1 kw with new transmitter.

ATTENDING

F&P's CLINIC

Allen, Jack, WTVJ Miami; Anderson,
WarwicK, F&P, Louisviue; .Bacus, Roy,
WBAP-AM-TV Ft. worth; Bagge,
Artnur W., F&P, Chicago; Barnes, Tom,
WD AY Fargo; Barnhart, Charies, WMBD
Peoria; burgh;
Baudino,
Benoit, W.J.E.E.,andKDKA
W. E.PittsJr.,
WRS;
Bennett,
Sam,
KMBC-KFRM
Kansas City; Bishop, Edward E., WGH
Norfolk; Blain, Ewart M., F&P, New
York; Bloomquist, Cari, WDSM DuluthSuperior; Boggs, Norman, WMCA New
York; Bonfiis,
St.
Louis;
Bowman, James,
A. Leo,KSD-TV
F&P, San
Francisco; Brooke, John W., F&P,
New York;
W. W.,Omaha.
F&P, Detroit; Burke, Bryan,
Harry. KFAB
Caley, Charles C, WMBD Peoria;
Campbell, Eldon, WRS; Carpenter,
O. L.. WPTF Raleigh, N. C; Chapman,
Reid, WISH Indianapolis; Church,
Arthur
B. and City;
ArthurCohen,
B. Jr.,
KFRM Kansas
Nat.KMBCWGR
Buffalo; Conley, J.B..WRS; Cory, John,
F&P, Chicago; Davidson, Wm.. F&P,
New York; Duffield, R. G., WOWO Ft.
Wayne;York;
Duncan,
(TV)
New
Edgar,Walter,
EdwardWPIX
E., WGH
Norfolk; Eisenmenger, E. G-. Leo
Burnett Co.; Ekrem, T. C. KVOD
Denver; Erickson, John, F&P, Chicago;
Evans. Joe, F&P, Ft. Worth; Evans,
WRS.
Ralph. WOC Davenport; Evans. Walter,
Fulton, Harold. WHO Des Moines;
Georgi, Carl, D. P. Brother, Detroit;
Grahl, R. C, Wm. Esty. New York;
Gray, Arthur, WTVJ Miami; Greene,
F. Robert, WGR Buffalo; Griffin,
Lloyd.
Chicago;Hawkins,
Harkrader,Gordon.
John.
WDBJ F&P,
Roanoke;
WRS; Hecker. Con. KVOD Denver;
Higgins, George, WISH Indianapolis;
Hoag, man,Hal
W.. F&P,
Hollywood;
HoffPhil. KOB
Albuquerque;
Jackson.
Ralph. WAVE-TV Louisville; Jordan,
Ray P., WDBJ Roanoke; Kieling,
Richard, F&P, Chicago; Koerper, Karl.
KMBC-KFRM Kansas City; Konynenburg, F. Van, WTCN Minneapolis;
Kynaston, Don. WMBD Peoria; Lee,
Terry.
Houston;
KFDM KXYZ
Beaumont;
Loyet,Locke.
Paul, C.WHOB.,
Des Moines.
Mason. Richard H.. WPTF Raleigh.
N. C; Masse, C. H., WBZ Boston;
McGill, W. B.. WRS; McNally. Wm. J..
WTCN-TV
Minneapolis; McNamara.

is the

biggest

fa total of 577,880

radio families

single
every week*) !

Robert, F&P, New York; Meehan,
|C. M., WRS; Mills. Paul, WOWO Ft.
Wayne: Nahas. Fred, KXYZ Houston;
Neihengen. Ray, F&P, Chicago; Nelson,
Louis. Wade Adv. Agency; Ohleyer.
jRobert
F., WISH
Indianapolis;
Peters,
H. Preston,
F&P, New
York; Prigmore,
jR. H.. KEX Portland; Rawlins. L. R.,
KYW Philadelphia: Reed. Elliott, F&P,
New York; Ruwitch, Lee, WTVJ Miami.
Sanders, Ernie, WOC Davenport;
Saumenig, J. Dudley, WIS Columbia,
S. C: Schacht, Charles Jr., WAVE
Louisville; Schroeder, Frank Jr., WDZ
I Decatur, 111.; Scovern. Jones, F&P,
New York; Shafto. G. Richard. WIS
j,KRIS
Columbia,
C; Smith.
CorpusS. Christi:
Smith. T.T. Frank.
Frank
'jr.,
KVAL
Soderlund.
Harold,
KFABBrownsville;
Omaha; Somerville,
Robert, F&P. New York; Soule, Robert.
WFBL Syracuse; Steen. John, WRS;
Stone, Loren B.. KIRO Seattle;
Swartley, W. C, WBZ Boston.
Taishofr. Sol, BROADCASTING;
Teter, R. H., KYW Philadelphia;
:Thieriot. Charles, KRON-TV San Fran!Cisco; Thompson, Jack. F&P. Chicago;
! Thompson.
Wm., BROADCASTING:
Tons. George D.. KDKA Pittsburgh;
| [Tynan. Wm. J.. F&P. Chicago; Wade.
«|James M.. F&P.
Atlanta; Weeks.
I Roland. WCSC Charleston, S. C:
Wiemers. Wm.. F&P. Chicago; Wod! linger. Mark. WOC DavenDOrt;* Woodward. Russel. F&P, New York: Wvlie,
L. F„ WFBL Syracuse; Yeldell. Guv.
,1KSD
St.
Portland. Louis; Young. C. S., KEX
Name Sam Elber
SAM ELBER, of WIP Philadelphia's publicity staff, has been
named
promotion and publicity
director for the station, it was
i announced last week by Benedict
Gimbel Jr., president and general
| manager, WIP.
Mr. Elber replaces Ralph H. Minton, who
recently resigned the position.
A member of the WIP staff since
1945, Mr. Elber received his writling experience in newspaper and
( trade paper fields.

advertising

DRYER & WEENOLSEN
Form New Production Firm
SHERMAN H. DRYER, former
head of Sherman H. Dryer Productions Inc., New York, and Robert Weenolsen, former program
manager at Young & Rubicam,
New York, have formed a new
radio production and television
film company to be known as
Dryer & Weenolsen Productions,
at 57 W. 58 St., New York.
Mr. Dryer has been active in
radio since 1931 and in television
since 1940. He was head of the

GLORIA'S STORY
Life of VOD Winner on NBC
LIFE of Gloria Chomiak, one of the
four winners in the Voice of Democracy contest sponsored by NAB,
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce, will be dramatized June 27 on the NBC
Calvacade of America, sponsored by
duPont. Miss Chomiak won in a
field of more than a million high
school students who competed for
the four scholarships. She was
sponsored by WDEL Wilmington.
A Ukrainian immigrant, she
has had only four years formal
schooling. The lead role will be
taken by Peggy Ann Garner. Gen.
George C. Marshall will speak on
the program.
FCC

Mr. Weenolsen

Mr. Dryer

Radio Dept. of the U. of Chicago
for five years, where he originated
several University Round Table
programs. Since beginning in radio, Mr. Dryer has been the recipient of 43 awards, including
two Peabody awards. Mr. Weenolsen, a former fellow of Christ's
College, Cambridge, Eng., has produced many shows here and
abroad. As program manager for
Y&R, he produced such shows as
The Eddie Cantor Show and Daffy's
Tavern.

medium

Coast

Move

FIELD legal offices of FCC on the
West Coast have been moved from
100 McAllister St., San Francisco,
to 1031 South Broadway, Los Angeles, it was announced last week.
Joseph Brenner, for three years
regional attorney for FCC on the
West Coast, continues in that capacity in Los Angeles, FCC's 11th
District field engineering and monitoring division headquarters continue in the U. S. Post Office and
Court House Bldg., Los Angeles,
with Bernard H. Linden in charge.

in

the

KIRBY CHARGE
Claims WCRI WAVU Overlap
COMPLAINT against the grant of
WCRI Scottsboro, Ala., 250-w daytimer on 1050 kc, was filed with
FCC last week by Mrs. Rose M.
Kirby, applicant for 1 kw daytime
on 1330 kc there.
Mrs. Kirby contended WCRI
would overlap with WAVU Albertville, Ala., in violation of FCC's
duopoly rule, Sec. 3.35. WCRI and
WAVU are both owned by Pat M.
Courington. Stating she was a 17year resident of Scottsboro and
secretary-treasurer of the Jackson
County Soil Conservation Assn.,
Mrs. Kirby asserted local merchants
have indicated they would rather
do business with a locally-owned
station.
The complaint charged the operation of WCRI "will definitely be
unfair competition to any other station in Scottsboro as can be proven
after Mr. Courington's Scottsboro
station goes on the air since it is
generally known that the operation
for both stations will originate in
Station WAVU in Albertville. Thus
running two stations with one staff
is definitely an unfair setup."
WQXR-FM New York relays four
hours of its daily programming to
WBIB (FM) New Haven, Conn.
WFMZ (FM) Allentown, Pa., also uses
WQXR programming. Shows are given
stations without charge in order to
increase FM audience.

Carolinas

!

LOBBY

Under Fire on Hill;
Probe Asked

GROUP

OPPOSITION to the House Select Committee probing lobbying activities erupted in full volume on Capitol Hill last week, with two Michigan
Republicans leading the attack on the group and its chairman, Rep.
Frank Buchanan (D-Pa.).
•
*
Culminating a week of assaults
Rep. Hoffman said the commithurled at the committee for alleged
tee's activities had tended to "create fear, to intimidate and prevent
"dictatorial" practices, Rep. Clare
individuals
from exercising their
Hoffman (R-Mich. ) Thursday
constitutional rights of free
sponsored a resolution (H Res
speech." The new special group
638) which would set up a special
seven-man group to investigate the would be appointed by House
Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.)
lobbying committee itself.
and would report results of its
Touching off the blasts was the probe by next January. Until
then, the Buchanan group would
Buchanan group's earlier request
for itemized expenditures from
have to cease hearings. Question
is one of whether the lobbying
over 150 American business corporations, including RCA, covering
committee "is acting within scope
lobbying activities the past three
of its authority," according to
years [Broadcasting, June 5] and
Rep. Hoffman. His sentiments
its use of subpena power during
were echoed earlier- by Rep. Paul
current hearings.
Shafer (R-Mich.).

Any

Way

KRNT

You

is

Look

At
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the

LEADER

in

Des

Moines,

Rep. Shafer told the House that
the committee had gotten .so far
"out of hand" as to warrant its
abolishment, and charged its members are "hell-bent on getting just
one side of the lobbying story and
are using their offices to drag in
the mud anyone who has the courage to oppose the Truman-PenA
similar
charge had been leveled
dergast regime."
earlier by Rep. E. E. Cox (D-Ga.),
who attacked the "outrageous and
scandalous assumption of power"
by the group in requesting detailed
information from RCA, General
Electric and Westinghouse Electric,
etc. He threatened to sponsor a
resolution to outlaw the group if
Chairman Buchanan did not rescind
the request. Rep. Buchanan refused.
Meanwhile, in a resolution introduced last Tuesday, Rep. Hoffman
called on the committee to provide
information dealing with its employes, direction of its activities,
"and the .source of income of those
who are carrying on this very
searching investigation." It was
referred
mittee. to the House Rules ComThe Buchanan committee has not
yet touched on the radio industry,
save only through RCA, but its
chairman has promised to call NAB
President Justin Miller, "probably
near the end of the session," to
testify. Rep. Buchanan has indicated he wants to hear the industry's stand.

'Technica
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the center of things in Iowa
Highest Hooperated — Biggest Volume of Accounts
— Highest News Ratings — Most Highest-Rated
Disc Jockeys — Tops in Promotion Facilities
The Hooper Audience Index, March-April, 1950, Shows:
MORNING
KRNT has a 96.7% greater audience than the No. 2 station.
AFTERNOON
KRNT has a 49.6% greater audience than the No. 2 station.
EVENING
KRNT is 1.0 percentage points below the No. 1 station.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
KRNT has a 11.5% greater audience than the No. 2 station.
SATURDAY DAYTIME
KRNT has a 26.1% greater audience than the No. 2 station.
TOTAL RATED TIME PERIODS
KRNTage thanhasthea No.
41.92 greater
station. percent-

Those are Facts Advertisers Know when
they buy KRNT ... the Station that can
say: "Any Time is Good Time on KRNT"

DES MOINES
THE REGIST
AND TRIBUNE
REPRESENTED BY ER
THE KATZ ACENCY STAT 1 0 N
The station with the fabulous personalities and the astronomical Hoopers
Page 66
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co,
for KRONSan tter
Francisengi, TVtransmi
JULES neerVETTER
resigns to join WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
JAMES COATES and BOB MELVLN,
formerly with KALW (FM) Board of
Education station, San Francisco, join
engineering department of KPIX
(TV) same city.
D. L. FORD and WARREN STRUBER
join engineering department of
KRON-TV San Francisco.
ROBERT PENNEBAKER and ROBERT S. PATTISQN join KNBH (TV)
Hollywood as studio engineers. Mr.
Pennebaker was formerly chief instructor, Radio Electronics School,
Detroit, and before that engineer
with WWJ same city; Mr. Pattison
was formerly KALI Pasadena (Calif.)
technician. Joining studio engineer
vacation relief staff are RODNEY C.
MEYERS, formerly chief engineer,
KMNS San Luis Obispo, and RAY M.
CONNERS,
formerly
gineer,'Shasta
Cascade announcer-enBroadcasting
Co., Mt. Shasta, Calif.
ROBERT SCHULZ, KTSL (TV) Hollywood engineer, is the father of a
girl, Christine Rae, born May 24.
LAWRENCE SCANLON, engineer with
WIBX Utica, N. Y., and MARILYN
A. DAVIS, WLAW Lawrence, Mass.,
receptionist, announce their marriage.
SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS Ltd. appoints Zoomar Corp.
exclusive U. S. distributor for SEI
exposure photometer.

COMR. STERLING
Senate Hearing Wednesday
CONSIDERATION of ConnGeorge Sterling's renomination for
a full seven-year term with FCC
beginning July 1 will be explored
in open hearing by the Senate Interstate &Foreign Commerce Committee Thursday.
Authorities indicated Thursday
that no individuals or groups had
filed to appear in opposition to
Comr. Sterling's renomination. It
is expected, however, that committee members may wish to question
him on such communications matters as his views on the McFarland
FCC reorganization bill, status of
TV allocations and disposition of
the clear-channel case [Closed
Circuit, June 5].
Sen." Charles Tobey (R-N. H.)
and Commerce Chairman Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.) presumably will
be chief interrogators along with
Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (D.Ariz), whose bill (S 1973) is lanbefore group.
the House Interstate guishing
Commerce
Committee approval of Comr.
Sterling, and of Martin Hutchinson,
nominated to Federal Trade Commission would be tantamount to
Senate confirmation.
Mr. Hutchinson's nomination will
be considered on Wednesday.
Westinghouse Meet
WESTINGHOUSE Stations held
their annual meeting of station
managers and headquarters personnel last week at the Edgewater
Beach Hotel, Chicago, with Walter
Evans,eralpresident,
in charge.
Genadministration
problems,
sales, programming and promotion
were discussed. Officials appraised
what the organization is doing and
reported "everything in good shape
but
competition
tough." including
Eighteen
officials
were present,
Walter E. Benoit, vice president,
and J. D. Conley, general manager. While in Chicago, the group
participated in the Free & Peters
National Spot Sales Clinic.

WHBF
Rock Island, III.
L,
Used ByProfessional
More Radio
Other
TapeStations
RecordersThan All

Greatest professional recording value on
the market! Portable high fidelity recorder and amplifier — as low as $499.50
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\my/n^
MULTI-V
FM
ANTENNA
TYPE
NO. OF BAYS
POWER GAIN
PRICE
1308
8
7.3
$2800
1304
4
3.7
850
1302
2
1.6
320
This table shows you why the new Andrew Multi-V is your best FM antenna buy!
NOW!

Minimize your investment in equipment. Get top performance

for only half the cost. The new Andrew Multi-V FM antenna is made
and guaranteed by the World's Largest Antenna Equipment Specialists. It's another Andrew "First."
FEATURES
* Twice as much power gain per dollar as any other FM transmitting antenna!
*k Top performance, yet half the cost of competitive antennas.
it Side mounting construction permits installation on towers too light to support heavier antennas.
~k Circular radiation pattern.
*k Factory tuned to required frequency — no further adjustments necessary.

It will pay you to use the Andrew Multi-V Antenna on
your FM station. Write for Bulletins 86 and 186 for complete details TODAY.
M
3 6 3 EAST

75th

CORPORATION
STREET
• CHICAGO 19

World's Largest Antenna Equipment Specialists

Typical vertical plane field intensity pattern of 4 bay Multi-V FM Antemta.
ANSMISSI'6'N~ LINES" FOR AM-FM-TV - ANTENNAS ■ DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA EQUIPMENT • ANTENNA TUNING UNITS • TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT • CONSULTING ENGINEtR .;VICES
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NAB

ON

NAB participation in international
radio conferences must be limited
to mandate of its board of directors, representing many types
of competitive .licensees, NAB
President Justin Miller declared
Thursday in a letter to Rosel Hyde,
FCC member and chairman of the
U. S. NARBA delegation.
The letter was in reply to a
communication dated June 1 in
which Commissioner Hyde spoke
at length and with emphasis on
tactics of NAB and Judge Miller
during recent North American negotiations [Broadcasting, June 5]
Commissioner Hyde had resented
Judge Miller's charge of coercion
during the negotiations as presented in a letter to Francis Colt
de Wolf, Chief, Telecommunications
Policy Staff, Dept. of State.
Commissioner Hyde had written
that NAB's
conferences willparticipation
be of limitedin value
unless delegates are allowed to
make unrestricted decisions.
Judge Miller wrote that NAB's
representatives could only take a
neutral position in connection with
changes "degrading or deviating
from the status quo of March 29,
1949" since some of these changes
might draw NAB membership objections even though other members might benefit.
He added that he felt NAB's representatives have been giving val-

More

on

Reply

NARBA
uable service at recent conferences
"and even at the Havana meeting."
In addition they have kept NAB
members informed of progress of
negotiations, he continued. "I understand you expressly advocated
this procedure in Montreal and
agreed to its continuance during
the Havana meeting when NAB's
representative sought your approval of releases," he said.
Diplomatic Aspects
Second, Judge Miller wrote, he
did not in any way minimize the
importance
of Commissioner
Hyde'sto
role at conferences,
referring
the letter to Mr. de Wolf in which
Mr. Hyde had been mentioned in
his FCC capacity rather than as
chairman of the U. S. delegations
at Montreal and Havana. After discussing at length the
diplomatic aspects of the negotiations Judge Miller commented on
the observation by Commissioner
Hyde about the fact that he did not
represent NAB in the negotiations,
explaining he, too, would have been
limited by NAB's policy just as was
the case with Neal McNaughten,
NAB engineering director who
served as delegation member for
the association. He cited Mr. McNaughten's extensive experience in
international negotiations and said
his withdrawal from the Havana
negotiations was not intended to

For

Less

WSJS!

That's right! WSJS delivers MORE audience
than all other Winston-Salem stations combined—and at LESS COST.
The Proof:
Daytime Share of Audience
Hooper— 1949-1950
Rate: Daytime
Ouarter-Hour
Rate: Dcytime
One Minute
Your

Stations
B & C Combined

WSJS
46.3

40.1

$35.00

$50.00

$ 8.50

$13.50

First and

Best Buy!

Represented

Affiliated
with
NBC

WINSTON-SALEM
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embarrass the delegation chairman.
"You may have noted that the
reporter for Broadcasting magazine considered your letter to me a
'sharp rebuke'," Judge Miller
wrote. "I regard it as nothing
more than part of a friendly exchange of ideas between two legally
trained men, in an attempt to secure a better understanding of a
rather difficult situation."
Judge Miller concluded, "I see
no logic in your suggestion that it
is necessary for NAB, as an association, to participate in treaty
proposals in order to secure advantageous, final adjustments; especial y ifit is understood from the
WDAS

SOLD
Max Leon Acquires

ACQUISITION OF WDAS Philadelphia, 250-w independent on 1400
kc, by Max Leon, Philadelphia musician and businessman, was announced late last week, subject to
the customary FCC approval. Sales
price: $495,000 for the station and
net quick assets totaling about
$200,000.
Mr. Leon, director of the Philadelphia Pops Orchestra, is acquiring the station from William Goldman, Philadelphia theatre owner,
who bought WDAS in 1947 from
Alexander W. Dannenbaum and
Cecile L. Naumberg for about
$485,000.
Spokesmen said Mr. Leon plans
no changes in either personnel or
program format, except that he personally will conduct the daily two
hours of light classical music programs which have been featured on
WDAS for some 20 years.
The station, on 1400 kc, is managed by Lambert B. Beeuwkes, who
also is commercial manager.
Aside from his musical career,
the new owner is engaged in the
wholesale candy business in Philadelphia.
Applications for FCC approval
are being prepared by Thomas W.
Wilson of the Washington law firm
of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson.
'Gambling7

Bill

MODIFIED anti-gambling bill approved by the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee was
passed over by the Senate Thursday upon objection raised by Sen.
Pat McCarran (D-Nev.). Sen McCarran earlier had indicated he may
attempt to have the measure referred to his Senate Judiciary Committee [Broadcasting, June 5].
Substitute version, adopted as
compromise of Justice Dept. bill
(S 3358) and FCC plan, would ban
radio-TV coverage of "gambling"
data prior to horse race events but
permit broadcasts and telecasts
during races.

beginning that are
thelimited
association's
representatives
in the
extent of their participation.
"NAB's individual members an!
representatives of the network:;
can participate on an arms-length
basis in such negotiations and join
in agreements. Certainly those
delegates who are appointed because of their official positions —
and this was the sense in which I
referred to you as representing
FCC — can participate both in negotiation and agreement. After
all, when the chips are down, they
are the ones who agree upon proposals, and present them for ratification."
WCTT
CHANGE
FCC Would Grant Increase
INITIAL decision to grant WCTT
Corbin, Ky., change in facilities
from 250 w fulltime on 1400 kc to 1
kw fulltime on 680 kc, directional
night, was issued last week by FCC
Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin. The Corbin Times-Tribune Inc
is licensee.
Finding that no interference
would result to any existing stations, the examiner noted that
WCTT would serve additional area;
and population not now receiving
any
primary
The station's
extended
0.5 service.
mv/m signal
would
reach 214,000 persons daytime, ar
increase of 426 of which 31,741:
persons now receive no primary
signal from any station. Nighttime
the station's 9.9 mv/m interferencefree contour would reach 16.90C
persons, a gain of 77.7r/c The towns
of London, Williamsburg and Barbourville, where WCTT now has remote studios, would be in WCTT's
daytime primary area.
The examiner found that the proposed operation would violate FCC;
engineering standards in two respects but considered these minoi
in view of the primary service extensions. Claim by WPTF Raleigh
N. C, that it would receive "objectionable" daytime skywave interference was dismissed as immaterial under existing standards
WCTT was represented by Russel
Rowell, Paul D. P. Spearman anc
John Spearman of the Washingtoi
law firm of Spearman & Roberson

Joseph V. Barile
JOSEPH V. BARILE, 33, chief o:
the classification branch of the FCC
Personnel Division, died June 2 a'
Emergency Hospital, Washington
He had been ill for about two weeks
Mr. Barile joined FCC in Decembei
1945 as assistant chief of the class
ification branch and was promotec
to chief in May 1948. Prior to join
ing the Commission he was class
ification and wage analyst with th(
Chief Signal Officer and before tha
with Doherty, Clifford & Shenfieli
both in Washington. Mr. Barile at
tended West Virginia Business Col
lege from 1936-38. He is survivec
mother and several brother
by his
and
sisters.
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WHDH
Market

Covers
in

a

Big

Boston,

Mass
Mass.

When the switch was thrown for the new 50,000 watt
WHDH transmitter in February, 1949, the finest
high-fidelity coverage was brought to New England
through one of the largest and most complete transmitter plants in the country.
Three Truscon Steel Radio Towers are an important
part of this outstanding station, reaching millions of
New Englanders daily. Two of the Truscon guyed
towers, with heights of 565 feet and 605 feet above
ground, are for AM only. The third tower is 645 feet
high, with the upper portion designed so that it can
be removed in the future, if required, and replaced
with an FM or TV antenna.

What are your particular new or modernizing tower
problems? Truscon can draw upon its background of
world-wide experience to engineer, erect or modernize
the tower you need— tall or small . . . guyed or selfsupporting . . . tapered or uniform in cross-section
. . . for AM, FM and TV transmission. Your phone call
or letter to any convenient Truscon district office, or
to our home office in Youngstown, will bring you immediate, capable engineering assistance. Call or write today.
TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

TRUSCON
SELF-SUPPORTING
AND UNIFORM Yf%
CROSS SECTION GUYED f 1/

TRUSCON
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which produces inquiries at lowest
cost is a low-cost advertising medium.
O No. 4 — We believe in concentration— in other words, paying
the price of admission to a market.
It is much like going to a show
on Broadway in New York. If
the box office price is $6.60 and you
are willing to spend only $1.80,
then you cannot expect to get a
front orchestra seat. You must
be satisfied to sit in the gallery.
Sometimes, based on present prices
to "South Pacific" in New York,
you may find standing room only.
Stilted Approaches
Many campaigns are sold to
manufacturers with dull coverage
maps, maps which show a complete coverage of the United States,
but not enough circulation in any
one market to really do a job. In
other words, a coverage map may
look good in an agency chart presentation, but actually the amount
of money and effort spent in any
one market may be likened to
driving a tenpenny nail with a
tack hammer.
Advertising, to be successful,
must buy back sales. And the best
way to buy back sales is to give
people a good product, a good story
about that product, and then intensive enough effort through concentration and reiteration of the message to actually buy back sales in
the market where the campaign is
operative.
# No. 5 — The last of credos is
probably the most important of

Ads, Women, Box Tops
(Continued from page 19)
women as it does to reach the
women exclusively in the daytime.
And at night, on most of the bigtime radio shows, the opportunity
to talk to the entire family comes
only once a week.
But in the daytime, by concentrating on women with such programs as newscasts, participating
shows and soap operas, we are
able to reach them five times a
week with commercials on each
show which means that we can
give them 10 selling commercials
a week as against two selling commercials on a nighttime program
— and at a lower cost.
It is true, as proven by Hooperatings, that we do not have as
large an audience for any one
program. But we would rather
take a much smaller audience and
do a strong selling job than to take
a large audience at a much higher
cost and do what, in our opinion,
would be a mediocre sales job.
Determining Factors
We judge low-cost responsive
circulation by all the theoretical
measurements. And then we add
another valuable measuring rod —
one which few agencies have at
their disposal. Since we have been
in business we have received over
41 million box tops and coins, so
we judge media by the actual cost
per inquiry. And we hold that
there is no question that the one
The stars of
today and
tomorrow
are

. . with the new era in

DR. FRANK BLACK'S MALE CHORUS

Ray Porter, Associate Conductor and Arranger
The new Thesaurus brings you bigger
and better programming packages with
top sponsor-appeal . . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity, tie-ins, crossplugs, sound effects ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material . . . network-quality production. Wire or write
today for full details!
recorded

Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division
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all and is the one that is based on
the application of the first four.
This is the use of "forcing methods"
which accelerate the sale of a product after its merits have been previously explained to housewives
with reason-why copy — through
usual advertising methods.
By "forcing methods" I mean
premiums, deals, schemes and contests which, after a woman has
been told about a good product, and
told enough times through concentration and reiteration, persuade her to go to her grocer or
druggist
and make the first purchase.
I commenced by saying that our
kind of successful advertising today is directed toward inducing
use
of a ofproduct,
and comes
here'sin.where
the use
a product
We
at the Duane Jones Co. spend long
hours thinking up ways and means
to get women to go in and try a
product — after they have heard the
story
about
or
third
time.it'— for the first, second
I am talking about women mainly
because primarily they are the
major buyers of grocery and drug
products. The major percentage of
sales of most grocery and drug
items are made to housewives.
Therefore, most of our campaigns
are directed to them.
One example of these forcing
methods that induce women to use
a different brand of a product is
the Blarney Stone Charm Bracelet.
With this particular self-liquidating premium, over 408,000 housewives sent in a quarter with a
label of the product advertised. I
sent a man to Blarney Castle,
Ireland, to get this Blarney stone,
had it chipped up and made a part
of a bracelet. My client was able
to send them out to housewives
for 25$ each, which made it as we
say "self -liquidating."
The Ladies Responded
The result of this offer was that
over 408,000 ladies bought the
product and sent in and got the
bracelet — making the cost per
inquiry approximately 8$, a very
low cost.
But we wanted to know how
many established customers sent in
for the offer and how many new
customers we had secured. So a
check was made among 6,000 recipients and we found that approximately half of the women who sent
in for this charm bracelet were
already established customers, and
that the other half were new
customers. Inasmuch as the offer
was "self-liquidating," it cost us
nothing to give our old customers
a souvenir — in fact, it was good
public relations — and we were
happy tudetoto be
to show our
oldable
customers.
Butgratithe
half of the recipients who were new
customers,
we figured, cost us 16$
each.
Three months later we went to
these new customers and asked
them what brand of this product
they were using. And 50% of these
new customers said they were now
steady customers.
In other words, through this
promotion it cost us 32$ to get a

KMMJ
BUYS KXXX
Searle Is Named President
PURCHASE of KXXX Colby,
Kan., by KMMJ Inc., Grand
Island, Neb., has been completed.
Don Searle, president, KMMJ Inc.,
is the new president of Western
Plains Broadcasting Co. which formerly operated KXXX. Retiring
president is James V. Pratt and
August W. Lauterbach is retiring
director.
With the purchase consummated, Mr. Searle has announced
that KXXX will operate in conjunction with KMMJ as "Ranch
and Farm Radio." Expansion

Transacting purchase are (I to r)
Mr. Lauterbach, holding stock;
Mr. Pratt, accepting check, and
Mr. Searle, making presentation.

plans include extension of service
to ranch and farm areas. At the
same time, it has been announced
that Wick Heath, general manager
of KMMJ, has been made a vice
president of KMMJ Inc., and Bill
Martin named vice president in
charge of sales for the firm. Rex
Lathen is regional sales manager
for both KMMJ and KXXX. Sales
office for the stations is at Grand
Island.
Other new stockholders in addition to Mr. Searle include H. A.
Searle Jr., Omaha, vice president;
J. Herbert Hollister, Boulder, Col.,
treasurer, and Helen Searle
Blanchard, Council Bluffs, Iowa,
secretary. U. L. (Gus) Lynch • •cj!i
will head the stations' engineering
department. Mr. Searle and Jim
Parks also direct the National
Home Institute in Hollywood.
steady customer who, with this
particular product, uses one case *
a year. The profit on a case of this
product at that time was something1 h»
like 86$. Through this promotionliW
we spent
get 86$advertising
back. Sowl
were 32$
not toselling
on faith or the vague idea that it'
creates consumer acceptance, good?
will,
and keeps
the advertiser's
name before
the public,
but instead
on the basis of arithmetic — actuaL
mathematical
results that were
highly profitable.
Af
14 Years' Experience
In the 14 years we have adver
tised this product they have averaged four such promotions a year
with similar results, and their
sales have increased from 600,000

cases a year to last year's total of /~
over 5 million. And the convincing !
thing
through
yearssales
has today
been ^:
that the
presentthe case
are exactly commensurate with the
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number of such promotions we have
jpsed. Therefore, "forcing methods"
pre a vital factor in the success of
[package product campaigns.
How do we know what kind of
premiums or deals or schemes women will go for? We have a staff of
pix women who spend their entire
time scouring the market for suitable premiums that have a great
Appeal to the housewives. For example, in one instance we read in
the New York Times of how the
grateful people of England gave
ipur own Gen. Eisenhower a gold
Sword embellished with rubies in
appreciation of what he had done
cor the British people. We made a
replica of Gen. Eisenhower's sword
as a lapel pin. This was offered to
women on daytime radio and had
We been able to get enough of them
made by our supplier at the time,
we would have received over 1,250,000 quarters in the mail in 10 days.
Actually, we could get only 400,000
sword pins so we were unfortunately forced to "jerk" the offer off
the air after four days. But had we
been able to get enough Eisenhower
sword pins, the returns from this
'I'ffer would have set an all-time
igh in radio offer history.
Eisenhower Swords
Later on we offered crossed
'sword earrings designed after the
Eisenhower sword, and some 850,>00 quarters came through the mail,
jtn this case we were fortunate
Enough to get an adequate supply.
f Another example is in our offering, a plastic orchid lapel pin.
kVomen since their childhood have
iiijdways wanted their beaux to give
a ! hem an orchid. So we offered to
:a :rive them this orchid lapel pin for
;e il54 with a box top of the product
m and it pulled over 1,100,000 returns.
This means tha£ 1,100,000 packages
■\f the product were sampled — ■
>ossibly 550,000 were new cusomers and 275,000 became steady
Jtsers of the product. These steady
reisers are good for a case a year
f this product and the manuicl jacturer increased his sales, from
in{£his one promotion, by 275,000
fojEases.
The secret behind these radio
iromotions is that they should not
nly be glamorous or romantic, but
iiiphey should be items to which the
a5( ) ousewife had already been pre•ROGER

educated. Every woman since her
school days has heard of Blarney
Castle and has heard of people
travelling to Ireland just to kiss
the Blarney stone. Here, for 25<?
she is offered an opportunity to kiss
a fragment of this famous stone
(or have her boy friend kiss it) by
simply
using the client's product
once.
Also, there are many other yardsticks for measuring good radio
premiums such as these. They
should not compete in price with
S-and-lOc'' store items — department
store items, etc. Also they should
be easy to mail — pass all federal
regulations, etc.
Other Offers
In addition to these radio offers
I mentioned, we make many premium offers in newspapers and
magazines — also on can bands
around the products. These are
called "eye-minded" items in contrast to "ear-minded" items over
the radio. "Eye-minded" items such
as a new type can opener or gadget
of some kind for the kitchen that
we can illustrate in space do not
necessarily need to have a glamorous appeal such as an "ear-minded"
item broadcast over the radio requires.
All of this boils down to the
fundamental principle of staying
out in front in advertising, just
as automobile manufacturers, architects and builders of any description must stay out in front in
their respective professions.
Now you may think I have given
a formula that can be easily
adapted. But the primary secret of
the entire formula is the proper
appraisal and coordination of all
the factors I have explained. This
is where an advertising agency
comes in, and it is the result of
years of experience in the business.
I am reminded of Kipling's description ofthe old Cape Horn sea
trader who became a multi-millionaire and finally retired. His
friends asked him how he did it
and he quoted the Scripture text:
"Just keep your light a-shining a
little ahead of the next." Then he
added : "They copied all they could
follow, but they couldn't copy my
mind — so I left them sweating and
stealing a year and a half behind!"

MEETS RADIO
Taliaferro Presents NRGA

GRAPHIC illustration of how local
adio advertising can reap awards
:>r the grocer was presented last
'eek to some 10,000 retailers at;nding the June 4-9 National Reail Grocers Assn.'s annual conention held in Chicago.
A radio success story of Portsmouth, Va., Food Stores' camaign was explained to the grocers
iy S. L. Taliaferro, the group's
^ 'dvertising director.
After a 13-week "experiment,"
, Jtr. Taliaferro said, "we decided to
^ ' ake radio advertising a perma^snt part of the PFS budget." The
impaign by PFS, independent coDerative made up of 80 stores, he
ROADCASTING

With Success Story

said, followed the plans prepared
by James W. Campbell, local sales
manager of WLOW Norfolk, Va.
Presentation by PFS centered
upon a daily half hour audience
■ participation show, The Mystery
Sound (11-11:30 p.m.), offering
about $100 worth of prizes each
day and an occasional jackpot of
$250-300. Show was backed up by
newspaper advertising, bus cards
and color posters in member stores.
According to Mr. Taliaferro,
public
was six
"so weeks
gratifying"
that inresponse
less than
after

the program's start, the stores
added another daily half hour
(2:30-3 p.m.) program.
• Telecasting

He Sinks Into an Easy Chair
While Furniture

Sales Climb

Sitting down on the job isn't his way of building sales
for a sponsor. But a man has to relax sometime — and
it's a lot easier when you know you've done a good job.
Take the case of the Greenville Furniture Co.. in Greenville, Texas. In a letter to KGVL, Mr. J. L. Spradling says:
"We opened our doors about the time you went on the
air and almost immediately began sponsorship of
Fulton Lewis, Jr., and have had bim ever since. We
feel that he has had a lot to do with the success of our
store. We. have recommended him to many of our
friends in the furniture business in other cities. Many
of them have reported there wasn't a chance to get him,
as there was a waiting list."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr., program, while currently sponsored on more than 300 stations where waiting lists may
exist, presents opportunities for sponsorship in other
MBS localities. Since there are more than 500 MBS stations, many local advertisers may still take advantage of
the ready-made audience, the network prestige, and the
low cost of this news co-op. Check your local Mutual
outlet or the Co-operative Program Department. Mutual
Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or
Tribune Tower, Chicago 11).
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chqr9e
McBride Denies Cox
TRANSFER
WMIE
his son's initial interest in ConARTHUE B. McBRIDE, principal
Bride, were given by Mr. McBride
tinental Press upon his withdrawal
in the proposed licensee of WMIE
and Joseph M. Lebit under examination by Harry Becker, FCC
from the business in 1943, he testiMiami, Fla., and Cleveland millioncounsel. Mr. Lebit is accountant
fied he has had no voice in the opaire sportsman and taxi operator,
for Continental Press and the
eration since that time. Asked by
told FCC Hearing Examiner Leo
Cleveland Browns, professional
Mr. Becker if he had organized the
Resnick last week he never knew
football team owned by Mr. Mcwire service in 1939 to help James
Al Capone nor did he ever attempt
Bride, and also handles Mr. Mcto intercede with ex-Gov. James M.
Bride's income tax and real estate
Ragen Sr., then on "probation," to
Cox in behalf of the racketeer.
get back into business, Mr. Mcaccounts.
Gov. Cox in April testified Mr.
Bride said they "never discussed it
Continental's History
McBride had approached him in
at that time," but added, "I would
FCC
was
told
Mr.
McBride
orMiami in 1930 when the Cox-owned
never take anything from the
ganized Continental Press in NoMiami Daily News was conducting
vember 1939 just after the late
its anti-Capone campaign [BroadJames Ragen Sr. later exchanged
Moses L. Annenberg's "various difcasting, April 17]. Mr. McBride
his
half -interest in a "teletimer"
ficulties"
with
the
government
Ragens."
attributed Gov. Cox's charge to his caused him to drop the Nationwide
race track photo business for Mr.
"old age" or bitterness over
News Bureau, a racing wire said to McBride's interest in Continental
WMIE's competition to WIOD
Press and was active in the busidirectly service bookies. Mr. AnMiami, a Cox interest. Other Cox
nenberg, who also owned the Daily
stations are WSB Atlanta and
ness with James Ragen Jr. until
Racing Form, was subsequently inWHIO Dayton.
1946 when the father was shot,
dicted on income tax charges. Mr.
FCC was told.
At another point Mr. McBride
McBride said Continental Press
asserted Gov. Cox had confused him
Mr. McBride testified that in his
was different from its predecessor
with Ed Strong of Cleveland. Mr. in
first
meeting with Gov. Cox in 1935
that
it
serviced
scratch
sheets
McBride testified that he first met
Gov. Cox in 1935 on a train to and other news clients but not concern was expressed over the
bookies. Continental Press is manformer's friendship with Mr. AnMiami when the latter had told Mr.
aged by Thomas Kelly of Chicago,
nenberg who had just established
McBride that Burr Gongwer, late
brother-in-law of Mr. McBride.
the Miami Tribune the previous
Democratic chief in Cleveland,
Although Mr. McBride financed
year. He said the Tribune was sold
wrote him a letter introducing Mr.
Strong who allegedly had called on
Gov. Cox regarding Al Capone in
the late 20s or early 30s.
Mr. McBride and his business
Modified Bill Okayed
associate, Daniel Sherby, are owners of Sun Coast Broadcasting Co., HILL DISCS
which is seeking FCC consent to
By Senate
assume direct control and operation
MODIFIED bill incorporating major changes in operation of the Congressional Joint Recording Facility slipped quietly through the Senate
of WMIE from Lincoln Operating
last Tuesday despite efforts to reconsider the controversial legislation
Co., a theatre management firm and
trustee of the station. FCC's inves- before sending it to the House.
ruling if not defined.
tigation of the McBride-Sherby inThe new Senate-approved ver- court
Many radio stations currently are
terests has been underway for more
sion, which would transfer the facilthan a year [Broadcasting, July 4,
using members' discs locally as
ity from the House Speaker and
"public interest" features and in
1949]. WMIE is assigned 10 kw
Senate Clerk to a joint Congressional committee and make other the nature of "reports" to constitday, 5 kw night on 1140 kc.
uents. The facility now is operated
changes involving supervision of
Business Records Cited
the
government at taxpayers'
members' interviews by radio corre- by
Paul M. Segal, WMIE counsel,
spondents [Broadcasting, May 29], expense, though previously it was
run privately by Mr. Coar.
presented business records of the has drawn sharp criticism from
The move to bring the proposal
Cleveland News for 1930 which
NAB and Radio Correspondents
(H J Res. 332), which passed the
were purported to prove that Mr.
Assn.
House last August, before the SenMcBride, in his duties as circulaAt week's end, the bill was restate was pushed by Sen. Scott Lucas
tion manager for the News at that
ing
on
House
Speaker
Sam
Raytime, could not have made a trip
(D-Ill.), Senate Democratic ma(D-Tex.) table, with two
to Florida. These records were de- burn's
leader, just
before adjourncourses of action open to propomentjority
at 12:55
a.m. Wednesday.
scribed by Edward J. Thomcik,
nents of the earlier House version.
Sen. Karl E. Mundt (R-S. D.)
assistant treasurer of the News.
They may seek to resolve differ- told the Senate that the Rules &
ences
by
calling
for
a
conference
Administration Committee held
Joseph at
Laumer,
Mr. testified
McBride's
assistant
the News,
he committee or let the measure
hearings on the matter "and went
drove with Mr. McBride on the lat- "languish."
into it very thoroughly." He said
ter's first trip to Florida in 1934.
Opponents of the present bill are it
Mr. Laumer now is a supervisor
would merely provide a "better
known to feel that jurisdiction by
system of bookkeeping and housefor the Yellow Cab Co. in Clevea joint committee such as proposed
land, aMcBride-Sherby interest.
would subject the facility and
Ferguson's Stand
Details of Mr. McBride's past in- correspondents to "Congressional
keeping."
Sen. Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.),
terest in Continental Press Service,
leading the fight to reconsider the
whims," possibly to the long-range
national racing news facility now
disadvantage of the radio industry,
measure Wednesday, said he was
owned by his son, Edward J. Mcand also give Administrator Robert
not on the floor "early this mornCoar a free hand in "making aring" and asserted "the matter is
rangements" for use of all radio- one which I am sure deserves more
TV recordings involving members
attention than it has received by the
Why buy 2 or more. . .
of Congress.
Sen. Lucas advised the Senate
Both NAB and the corresponddo 1 big sales job
ents' association have referred to that when it passed the joint resoSenate."
subcommittees the issue of clarifyon "RADIO BALTIMORE"
lution "early this morning" it did
ing
the
administrator's
duties
Conloct
so "primarily at the request" of
EDWARD
which, they feel, are plainly "nebuSen. tionMundt.
Ferguson's
to requestSen.
return
of the mobill
lous" and "far-reaching" at present
PETRY CO.
WBAL
and ultimately even subject to high from the House was defeated.
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in 1937 to the John S. Knight 'A
interests, which now publish the'
Miami Herald, and folded in December 1937.
Mr. McBride testified that when
he met Gov. Cox a second time at a
golf match in Miami in 1938 Gov.
Cox commented
Mr. McBride's ■
friend Annenberg "didn't do so,i
good" because he had lost $600,000 1;
in the Tribune operation. Mr. McBride charged Gox. Cox then said
to him, " 'I'll send that .... to the *

A host of character witnesses from
penitentiary
Cleveland wereyet'."
produced by WMIE to
testify to Mr. McBride's honesty and : S
Donnelly,
president
ofincluded:
the Clevelanc
public
spirit.
These
James'
City
Council;
Ray
T. Miller,
Cleveland
Democratic
chief,
former
mayor
there
and part owner of WERE Cleveland;
A. L.ber,Demaioribus,
WERE
board
memchairman of the Cuyahoga County
Republican Central Committee and
head of the Cleveland Home Brewing 1
Co.; John Federation
F. Burns, of
president
of the ..Cleveland
Labor (AFL);
Thomas
Bank of Ohio; DaveCoughlin,
R. Jones,president,
steel industrialist
and part owner of the Cleveland IndiRabbi Abba
Hillel Silver;
Monsignor ans;
Alfred
J. Murohv,
and a number
of
other civic, business and religious
leaders.

L A. Ad Club Elects
HAAN J. TYLER, manager of
KFI-TV Los Angeles, has been,|)j
fcrt
elected president of Los Angeles
Ad Club succeeding Richard C.jlf
Russell. Russell Z. Eller, advertising manager of California Fruit
Growers Exchange (Sunkist), was
made first vice president. Added
to board of directors were Carl
ill
K. Tester, vice president and
manager, Philip J. Meany Co.;
Paul H. Willis, general advertising^;
manager, Carnation Co., and
George Clark, advertising manager,Bank.Farmers & Merchants National
Ui\pcoming
June 15-20: Conference on Public
Opinion Research, Lake Forest, 111^

I

June
FCC oral
argument
on pro-"
posed19: rules
against
"trafficking
in
frequencies,"
FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
June 22: American Television Society.tjj
Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
June
annualInstitute
Stanford -NBC-,
Radio22: - Eighth
Television
opens
Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
»*n
June 22-23: Kentucky Broadcaster! ti |
Assn., Hotel Seelbach, Louisville.
June 25-29: Advertising Assn. of th< t 1
West convention, Ambassador Hotel
Los Angeles.
\1June 25- July 1: WKY-TV Oklahoma
City Television Clinic, U. of Okla
homa, Norman.
11
June 28-30: Assn. of Independen
Metropolitan
Stations Convention _
Miami, Fla.June
Assn.,30-July
U. of 2:
St. Catholic
Louis, St.Broadcaster,'
Louis.
Aug.
10-13:
AFRA
Hotel, Chicago. convention, Sheratoi
Aug.
30-Sept. 2:and Western
o (
Broadcasters,
directors Assn.
meeting.
of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters tt. <
Jasper Park Lodge, Jasper, Alta.
Sept.
23-30: Exposition,
National Television
& Elec
tronics
69th Regimen
Armory, New York
Sept.
28-29:
National Workshop,
Retail Dry Good
Assn.
Radio-TV
Hote
Statler, New York.
Oct.
22-24: 10thFederation
District convention
Advertising
of America ©iu
Amarillo, Tex.
Nov. 16-18: National Assn. of Radi
News Directors convention, Hote ft i
Sherman, Chicago.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

AYES FOR STUDEBAKER
In Quarter-Million Deal
TUDEBAKER Corp. in quarterlillion dollar time purchase June
13 starts 52 week sponsorship of
am Hayes newscasts which it curfently sponsors on NBC twice daily,
Kree times weekly on full Don Lee
etwork plus 10 MBS Intermounlin stations and three Arizona
tations: KOY Phoenix, KSUN BisTucson. Programs are
^pe,beKTUC
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
45-5:00 p.m. PDT and 6:45-6:55
Km. PDT). Agency for Studeaker: Roche, Williams and Cleary,
hicago.
: Mr. Hayes will also do Tuesday
,'nd
Thursday
(4.45-5:00on p.m.
PDT)
ewscasts
on network
sustaining
asis. General Mills Inc., San
rancisco (Sperry pancake and
affle mix), continues sponsorship
Hayes newscasts on NBC Monay through Saturday (7:45-8:00
m. PDT). Agency, Knox-Reeves
dv. Inc., San Francisco.
)oherty in Geneva
ICHARD P. DOHERTY, NAB
nploye - employer
relations dictor, is attending the conference
<f the governing body of the Interational
Labor Organization,
nited Nations, now meeting in
eneva, Switzerland. Mr. Doherty
one of the two U. S. manageent delegates to the conference,
which 67 nations are participat(fg. He will visit radio-television
kecutives in France and England
i his way home.

PACIFIC NIELSEN RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total Pacific Area, Including Small-Town, Farm and Urban Homes- and including Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
APRIL 1950
Rating
Rating
Current
Current
Current
Homes
Rank
Homes
Current Program
%
Rank Program
%
3
Road of Life (NBC)
8.4
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
4
When a Girl Marries (NBC)
8.3
1
People Are Funny (NBC)
22.5
5
Right to Happiness (NBC)
8.2
2
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC)
20.5
6
Young Widder Brown (NBC)
7.9
3
Red Skelton (CBS)
20.0
7
Tom Mix (MBS)
7.4
4
Charlie McCarthy Show (8:30-9 p.m.) (CBS)
20.0
8
Stella
Dallas
(NBC)
7.2
5
Judy Canova (NBC)
19.5
9
Lorenzo Jones (NBC)
7.0
6
Truth or Consequences (NBC)
18.9
10
Portia Faces Life (NBC)
6.9
7
Bing Crosby Show (CBS)
18.8
8
Grand Ole Opry (NBC)
18.3
NOTE:
Number
of
homes
is
obtained
by
applying
the
"NIELSEN9
Day in the Life of Dennis Day (NBC)
18.0
RATING"
(%) Time
to 4,706,000
10
Jack Benny (9:30-10 p.m.) (CBS)
17.4
in
the Pacific
Zone. — the 1950 estimate of total radio homes
WEEKDAY
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of the program, except for
homes listening only 1 to 5 minutes.
1
Pepper Young's
(NBC)
8.7
2
Backstage
Wife Family
(NBC)
8.6
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
ELECTION

BILL

To Eye Radio-TV Expenses
ELECTION expenditures incurred
by House members for use of
radio, television and other advertising facilities would be subject
to close scrutiny of a special fiveman House committee under a
proposal dropped in the Congressional hopper last Thursday.
The proposal (H Res 635), sponsored by Rep. John McCormack
(D-Mass.), would authorize the
group to probe the "extent and
nature" of expenditures of all
House members during 1950's political campaign and report to the
chamber not later than Jan. 3,
1951.
Additionally, amounts spent by
individuals, groups, committees,
corporations and labor unions in
support of any candidate would be

subject to investigation. Committee
would be vested with the power of
subpena and be authorized to hold
hearings.
Purpose of the resolution, referred to the House Rules Committee, is to seek remedial legislation which would tighten up federal
or state statutes governing qualifications of members elected to the
House.
Text of the section on advertising
calls for a probe of:
The amounts subscribed, contributed, or expended, and the value of
services rendered, and facilities made
available (including- personal services,
use of advertising space, radio and
television time, office space, moving
picture films, and automotive and
other transnortation facilities) by
any individual . . . group, committee
. . . corporation, or labor union, to
or on behalf of each such candidate
in connection with any such campaign
or for the purpose of influencing the
votes cast ... at any convention or
election held in 1950 to which a candidate for the House ... is to be
nominated or elected.
Pulse Expands

"
£T
*T
CHANofGE
S "a
practical
demonstration
theSdollars
and cents
differences
ENCE
DI
HU
nvolved in current changes in broadcast audience behavior" in cities
ith TV stations and those without them, C. E. Hooper Inc. last week
"leased comparisons of the 1948 and 1950 audiences of two top-ranking
tograms in five cities of each
taken place in his program's adpe.
vertising coverage market-by-marNetwork Hooperating of Lux
ket. It fails to inform the adveradio Theatre was 29.5 in Februtiser where he is getting his
•y 1948 and 23.6 in 1950; the advertising message into more
homes, where into less, in 1950
•i i ooperating of the Jack Benny
tejfjt'Ogram changed from 26.3 to compared with 1948. It treats the
5.2 in the same time, Hooper said. United States as one big national
J ut, the report pointed out, this market instead of what most sales
5-city average fails to reveal the managers see today — a group of
ide market-to-market variations
individual markets," the Hooper
i«H?tween TV and non-TV cities.
statement explains, adding a cityby-city comparison which is sumte It fails to tell the advertiser
marized in the following table:
at unprecedented changes have
*I
Lux Radio Theatre
Cities
Detroit
Baltimore Cincinnati
Atlanta Columbus
26.0
18.0
28.0
34.0
20.3
23.5
& -:t. 47-Feb. 48
16.8
20.5
14.8
18.2
^ t. 49-Feb. 50
Knoxville
Portland,
jn-TV Cities
Denver
Springfield,
Shreveport
Ore.
Mass.
18.4
21.9
20.3
23.9
25.3
28.0
27.3
25.5
24.9
"a|i:t.
t. 47-Feb.
49-Feb. 4850
20.4
ooi )
Jack Benny
Detroit
Cities
Baltimore Cincinnati
Atlanta Columbus
31.3
21.2
23.7
22.5
16.1
15.9
21.8
Jft. 47-Feb. 48
18.8
16.0
21.7
t. 49-Feb. 50
Jjjji>n-TV
Portland,
Knoxville
Denver
Cities
Springfield,
Shreveport
Mass.
Ore.
la* >
31.0
13.4
21.5
17.0
lot t. 47-Feb. 48
17.2
24.5
33.4 19.3
18.1
42.5
t. 49-Feb. 50

PULSE INC. coverage will enter
three new markets during July and
June and concurrently will increase
its New York coverage, according
to Dr. Sydney Roslow, president.
The new markets to be covered
are: Richmond, Va.; St. Louis and
Columbus, Ohio. Increased coverage in the New York area will
cover 12 rather than 10 counties
heretofore reported on.

PRIMARIES
Gurney Loses Senate Seat
SEN. CHAN GURNEY (R-S. D.),
who along with his family helped
establish WNAX Yankton, S. D., in
1926, last week was unseated in
the state's Republican primaries.
Third-ranking Republican member of the Senate, Sen. Gurney conceded defeat to Rep. Francis Case,
himself a veteran of 14 years in
Congress and former newspaper
editor and publisher. Sen. Gurney
formerly was manager of WNAX
before he withdrew from the radio
field in 1933. Elected to Congress
in November 1938, he was trying
for his third six-year term.
Phillips Successful
In other results of primaries,
Rep. John Phillips (R-Calif.), former owner of KPAS Banning,
Calif., secured both the Republican
and Democratic nominations last
week under the state's system of
cross-filing. He is assured of returning next January.
Rep. H. R. Gross (R-Iowa),
whose radio background included
service with WLW Cincinnati,
WHO Des Moines, KXEL Waterloo and WISH Indianapolis, was
unopposed for Republican renomination last week. Rep. Harris Ellsworth (R-Ore.), who holds 125 out
of 500 shares of stock in KRNR
Roseburg, Ore., was unopposed last
month.

Sugar
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and

WLS

Grove
a Mortgage

is there to Help

(see front cover)
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DiSASTER RADIO
FCC Proposal Aired
A RECOMMENDATION that the
proposed "disaster communications
service" make provision for rebroadcast of police, fire and other
emergency communications was advanced last week by Seymour N.
Siegel, director of radio communications for New York City, operator of WNYC New York.
Mr. Siegel pointed out that
WNYC and other stations in that
area for a long time have cooperated with the New York police and
fire departments during emergencies— fires, subway and airplane
accidents, etc. — by carrying on-thescene broadcasts which keep the
public informed and at the same
time help minimize public fears.
The recommendation was advanced during a general public conference last Monday and Tuesday
at FCC on plans to establish a disaster communications service composed of "amateurs and other nongovernment and government groups
operating fixed, land and mobile
stations, and consisting of a single
integrated service for the handling
of emergency communications in
times of disaster." The 1750-1800
kc band has been designated for
this service.
Emergencies Cited
FCC cited the facilities would be
used in event of "floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, explosions and
consequences of armed attack," etc.
Proposal for the service stems from
the Commission's overall reallocation proceeding of 1945. Last
week's meeting, opened by FCC
Comr. E. M. Webster, seeks to implement this proposal.
The two day meeting was conducted by George K. Rollins, chief
of the Radio Operator and Amateur
Division of FCC's Office of Chief
Engineer. His assistants were
George MacClain, chief of Marine,
Operator and Amateur Branch,
Safety and Special Services Division of FCC's Office of General
Counsel, and Robert W. Percy, engineer in Mr. Rollin's division.
In addition to Mr. Siegel, broadcasters were represented at the
meeting by Neal McNaughten, di-

NEWS

BILL PEAVEY (center), new account
executive at John Blair & Co., San
Francisco, looks pleased with the
Don Lee network Hollywood setup as
he chats during recent visit with
George Whitney (I), Don Lee sales
manager, and Henry Gerstenkorn,
network national advertising manager. Blair is Don Lee radio and
TV national sales representative.
rector of NAB's Engineering Dept.
Spokesmen for all branches of the
armed forces, the Coast Guard,
Civil Aeronautics Administration,
American Radio Relay League,
American Red Cross and numerous
other Federal, state, municipal and
non-governmental agencies participated.
The National Security Resources
Board told the meeting it did not
approve or disapprove of the proposals under consideration but
hoped that no final action would
be taken until NSRB might formulate its policy which might affect
the ultimate decision. It was indicated this policy is to be reported
by September.
Since many organizations already
have network facilities which handle emergency communications of
various types, several spokesmen
urged the proposed disaster service
be used primarily for liaison between these established networks.
Careful control of licensing also
was suggested.
Since FCC proposes that anyone
holding a license for any radio service automatically would be eligible
to operate equipment in the new
service, fear was expressed that a
"tower of Babel" might result from
everyone "trying to get in the act"
during a crisis. Details of FCC's
proposal mis ionwere
given
by March
the Comin a notice
issued
23.
OVERLAP ISSUE
Set for FCC Hearing on KWHK

WR
T T

ABC
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PEAK

mTOPEKA
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QUESTION whether KWHK Hutchinson, Kan., under proposed
power increase would overlap with
other stations under common control was posed by FCC last week
among issues reported in the hearing the Commission has designated
on KWHK's bids to change facilities
and transfer control. KWHK seeks
to change from 1 kw daytime on
1190 kc to 1 kw fulltime on 1260
kc, directional.
Transfer of control is requested
from James R. and Dorothy Murray and Vern Minor to Hutchinson
Pub. Co., a John P. and Sidney F.

FOR

TRANSIT RADIO
KXOK's Barringron Gives Tips on Planninc

By BRUCE BARRINGTON
NEWS DIRECTOR
KXOK-AM-FM ST. LOUIS
THE ENTRY of Transit Radio
into the field of communications
has presented a challenge to news
directors not encountered in standard radio broadcasting.
At KXOK we, in effect, operate
two newsrooms. One group of
writers prepares the FM copy and
another the AM copy. The writers draw on the same news sources,
both wire and local, and interchange duty on both groups for
added experience.
Because the average streetcar
and bus ride in St. Louis is about
30 minutes,, news is presented on
the hour and the half-hour with
the exception of the rush periods
in the morning, when a 20 minute
schedule is followed from 7 a.m.
to 9 a.m.
Each newscast runs about two
minutes and includes a weather
and temperature report. News item
length is held to a minimum, including only the detail required
for clarity, usually five or six lines.
An average of five items appear on
each FM newscast.
Since it is known that there is
a considerable FM audience in
homes, it is apparent that frequent
repetition of stories would become
monotonous to this segment of the
listeners. Therefore, an arbitrary
practice has been established that
no story be repeated within a four
hour period unless fresh developments warrant it.
Experience has indicated that
bus and streetcar passengers are

their importance demands inclu •
sion. In this same connection, tl.
KXOK newsroom has a policy o
not referring to racial antecedent? <
and this becomes especially nece; ,
sary in broadcasting to public ve
hides where members of all race "
and creeds are intermingled.
There is another importan
function which the news servic
on Transit Radio is prepared t;
fill. At any moment, there ax \
thousands of people on the mov
who might, in cases of disaste
need to be reached hurriedly. Thi
new medium is tailor-made fo
that purpose.

AWB
MEET
'Feminine Touch' Them
THE COMMERCIAL side 4
broadcasting dominated a work
shop-convention held June 1-3 b
NAB's Assn. of Women Broadcast
ers at the Hotel Cleveland, Cleve
land, with some 200 delegates i
attendance.

With the theme "Radio's Femi
nine
Touch,"
convention
co"v
ered the
entiretherange
of wome
broadcasters' work, including chi!
dren's programs, feminine bro^c
casts, public relations and selling
The opening luncheon feature .
a talk by Esther Van Wagone
Tufty, Washington corresponden
who emphasized the need for moi
news on women's programs. Sb
explained how news could be prfj*
sented to capture the interest cr
feminine listeners. Television ei •
tered the agenda with a demonstr;
especially
"chuckles"
and
human receptive
interest to
stories.
Quite tion
of TV lighting at the GenersL
a bit of this material is included in Electric
laboratories in Cleveland
the FM news broadcasts.
Forum on foods was held wit?«i
KXOK-FM devotes four periods the cooperation of the Grocer^
in the broadcast day, which is from
Manufacturers
of America. :
featured new developments in tr.to{[
7 a.m. to 9 p.m., to "featurettes."
food field and took delegates behin
In these capsule features, a current news story is expanded with the scenes in production, packagiri
background material. For ex- and marketing of foods.
ample,included
one of the
strike
feaA sales session which went intjj
tures
the coal
details
of how
a Yankee trader, known for his many phases of commercial pr<
aimed at the feminine li
luck, made a handsome profit by grams
tener was directed by Meg Zahr
literally carrying coal to Newassistant director of Broadcast Ac
castle, England.
vertising Bureau.
Bus riders are told of reasons
G. Hardy, NAB directdi
for delay in service or rerouting of of Ralph
government relations, addressc
the affected bus lines.
the annual luncheon of AWB. Do
Stories involving bus or street- othy Lewis, coordinator of U. 1
car accidents would be in poor station relations for the United Ni;
taste and are eliminated unless tions, complimented women broair
casters for their cooperation
Harris interest. The Harris family bringing UN news to the publi
also is interested in KSAL Salina
Plans for the 1951 AWB conve1
and KFBI Wichita, Kan. FCC in- tion were discussed at a Sundffc
dicated itwished to determine the meeting of AWB district chairim
and the executive committee. BA i
extent of common ownership among
the three stations as well as any
and Director Maurice B. Mitcheeii
were commended for the BAB si:
overlap that may exist. Possible
lute to women broadcasters whiessic
interference by KWHK to KAKE
takes the form of a sales manui
Wichita also is involved and KAKE
"Radio's Feminine Toucr
has been made a party to the pro- titled
ceeding which is to begin July 18 The manual was distributed to oV|i ,
in Hutchinson.
1,000 agencies and advertisers
BROADCASTING
• Telecastir

Texas, California
STATION
COUNT
Are Top of List
■ 7 total number
EX AS and California range far ahead of other states in
If broadcast station authorizations, with 222 and 219 respectively as of
line 7, according to a tabulation released by FCC Friday.
I They also lead the AM list with 183 and 143 respectively. In addition,
f?xas has 33 FM (29 commercial *
Providence
4 1
ihd 4 educational) and 6 TV sta7
1 13
13
San Antonio
8
3 0 2
pns, while California has 65 FM
Cincinnati
5'
4
0 3 12
J>8 commercial and 7 educational)
Jacksonville
7 3 0 2 12
Miami
6
4
1
hd 11 TV.
1 12
Birmingham
7
2
0 2
Buffalo
6
4
0
1 1111
|The -AM-FM-TV total for the
Oklahoma City
7
3
0
1 1111
.S. and possessions was placed
Richmond
6
4 0 1
Denver
0
10
7
3
0
: 3,266—2,295 AM, 740 commercial
Des Moines
4 0 0 10
6
Milwaukee
M, 82 educational FM, and 109
2 0 1 10
St. Louis
V.
7
1
1 2
1 10
5
2
1
Syracuse
Tulsa
6
2
1
1 10
i Pennsylvania's AM total (111) is
'Includes 1
riental
thorization
jird highest and its 67 FM outexperir
operating on commercial basis.
ts lead the states in that cateau
l^jry, followed by 65 in California,
I in New York, and 51 each in
linois and Ohio.
INTERFERENCE
In television, New York leads
Radiation Data Reported
ith 13 stations, Ohio is next with
!, and California is third with 11. FURTHER indication FCC may be
Total authorizations range from
required to overhaul its thinking
,ne each in Delaware and Vermont
and policy on incidental radiation
h to Texas' 222. Vermont's nine came last Tuesday with the meeting
'e all AM; Delaware's consist of of the joint Industry-FCC CommitAM. 3 commercial FM, and one
tee on Carrier Current Measurements. This is one of several work•
r
■ Although without FM and TV
ing groups in FCC's broad study of
itlets, Alaska has 10 AM stations, interference
caused by various
awaii 12, Puerto Rico 25, and the types of radiation [Telecasting,
June
5].
irgin Islands 3.
- Seven reports of field intensity
' Some 36 cities had 10 or more
measurements of line radiating de■oadcast stations,
as FMfollows:
AM
TV Total
vices and systems, the first studies
Comm. Ed.
of their kind, were presented at the
14
1 6
14
W York
16
13
1 4 22 meeting, conducted by Jules Deitz,
[ icago
1
13
7
s Angeles
34 engineer in FCC's Technical Re1 3 35
10
8
iladelphia
search Division. Observers noted
1 3 28
8
8
n Francisco
19 that readings of radiated signals
7
8 0 4 20
ashington
6 2 2
I ston
108
4 2 2 1818 were found to be high enough in
nn-St. Paul
1 1
10
6
w Orleans
18 some instances to potentially cause
6
8 0 3
Itimore
to aeronautical and
1
7
8
1
17 interference
jlanta
tsburgh
*
5
1 3 17 military
7
services at distances up to
7
5
7
1 3 16 20 miles. Heretofore it was as?ve!and
5
6 1 3
16
;troit
sumed such radiation was confined
5 0 0
10
rtland, Ore.
15
6
5
1 2
14 to a few hundred feet and has been
lias
7
3 2 2
14
luisville
15
9
4 0
1 14
Kittle
limited by Part 15 of FCC's rules.
5
4
1 3
13 so No
jlumbus
conclusions or interpretations
1 13
8
3 1
rfiuston
4
4 5 0 13 were made by the committee at the
dison. Wis.
meeting since its charge only was
to secure field data which previously
iUSIC TASTES
had not been obtained. FCC made
detailed aerial measurements for
Shown in Oklahoma Survey
the first time in one case through
IA.RLY morning listeners in centhe use of a C-47 plane loaned by
1 te.1 Oklahoma prefer popular and
the Air Force, it was reported. The
?i 'Id time" music, according to Commission gathered field inten1 Esults of a survey completed by
sity data on the carrier current inof Oklahoma students at the
stal ation on the Tennessee Valley
huest of KOMA Oklahoma City,
Authority's 154 kv power distribuudy was based on a 1,000 sample
tion lines near Chattanooga. Sim|d conducted by mail under the
ilarly, Bell Telephone Labs made an
ection of Dr. Sherman P. Lawaerial and ground study of a cari,
the
university's
radio
coordirier current telephone system near
1
tor.
Celina, Tex., which constituted a
) 'Asked to indicate type of music
second report.
rd§|By preferred from 6:30-7 a.m.
Other reports included a ground
d frequency of listening, 54.2%
study by TV Amentioned
relating above:
to FCC's
air
measurements
Edison
the
families
reported
they
3'i
Electric Institute power line carrier
sually". listen while 7.7% indi- field intensity observations in Pennand Maryland;
a considera;j >ted they "never" tune in early
tion of thesylvaniaeffect
of interfering
signals
firning music. Study showed genfrom carrier current systems on aircraft
communications
such
as
the
nl agreement between urban
matic direction finder, presentedautoby
ellers and farmers, with pri- Special Committee 53 of the Radio
Commission for Aeronautics;
| Jiry differences noted on light Technical
Civil Aeronautics Administration report on carrier current radiations from
ssical and religious music, prelines of the West Penn Power Co.,
Pittsburgh, and a study by the Assn.
ji|)-red by the former, and military
of American Railroads on carrier curid lad fare, which rated third with
rent inductive train communications
1 al listeners.
of the Pennsylvania Railroad in Ohio.
tO AD CASTING
• Telecasting

LOCAL Seattle disc jockeys get a first-hand look at what's behind the voice
they hear on Capitol Records. When Kay Starr, featured singer on Capitol
issues, paid a visit to that city she was given a reception at the Washington
State Press Club. Well wishers are (I to r): Harry Jordan, KING; Bill Griffiths,
KOL; Miss Starr; Wally Nelskog, KRSC;
KOMO.Dave Page, KIRO, and Scott Easton,

RADIO

JOURNALISM
Council Warns Teachers of 'Charlatanry'

TEACHERS of radio journalism
courses have been warned by the
Council on Radio Journalism
against "education charlatanry" in
certain college and university
courses — particularly those which
have "mushroomed" since the war.
According to Prof. Floyd Baskette, U. of Colorado college of
journalism and CRJ chairman, the
council has noted the wateringdown of sound education-f or-radio
procedures for the last two years.
"Because of- the obvious desire
CITE ADM. HOOPER
Made AFCA Honorary Member
REAR Admiral Stanford C.
Hooper, USN, Ret., who pioneered
Naval radio, was made an honorary member of the Armed Forces
Communications Assn. at a luncheon held Thursday at the Carlton
Hotel, Washington, D. C. Adm.
Hooper was munications
director
naval com-in
until his ofretirement
1940.
Founder of Radio & Sound Bulletin, now the Navy's official communications publication, Adm.
Hooper was prominent in setting up
the first radio division in the
Navy. He received the Navy Cross
in World War I. Top communications officers of the services attended the luncheon at which Col.
Percy G. Black, USA, Ret., Washington representative of Automatic
Electric Co., Chicago, was host.
Among them were Rear Adm.
John Redman, director of Navy
Communications; Maj. Gen Kirke
Lawton, deputy chief of the Army
Signal Corps; Maj. Gen Francis
Ankenbrandt, director of Air Force
Communications, and Capt. D. E.
McKay, director of U. S. Coast
Guard Communications. Col. George
Dixon, executive secretary, AFCA,
made the presentation. Also attending was Francis H. Engel,
RCA Victor, Washington chapter
president.

of many colleges to get on the radio
bandwagon, even though they're
totally unqualified to teach in the
field, the problem has become a
serious one," he said. "A recent
job survey by CRJ in eight states
underscores the problem. The number of placements in the next few
months is likely to be smaller than
at any time since the war.
Need 'Quality'
"With this added problem," Prof.
Baskette continued, "CRJ thinks it
wise to try to dissuade from any
attempts at education for radio
such institutions as can't do a
thoroughly conscientious, professional job. . . .the need [today] is
for high quality, not quantity."
The council is a body of broadcasters and radio news teachers,
with five members elected by the
NAB and five by the Assn. of
Accredited Schools and Depts. of
Journalism. Common shortcomings
found by CRJ in "accreditation
examinations" of radio-journalism
teaching in the last three years
are inadequate radio experience,
lack of studio, recording and other
laboratory and technical facilities.
1 930 — 1 950
20th Anniversary Year
46.0
* (average
periods
winter, 51950)
"HOOPER"*
proves the best buy
DANVILLE,

VA.

WBTM
Rep: HOLLINGBEFT
ABC
5kw(d)
June 12, li
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•Classified Advertisements!
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
per inOne inch ads, acceptable, $12.00
charge for blind box number. preceding
issue date. Send box replies to
sertion. Deadline two weeks
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Commercial manager needed for 1000
watt Mutual affiliate in Texas. The opportunity is here if you can make it.
Give complete sales experience plus
personal data and picture. Box 423F,
BROADCASTING.
Urgent need for commercial manager
to take over the commercial dept. of
KSIJ 1430-1000 w daytime. Gladewater,
Texas. High pressure men with dollar
signs for
ballspreferred.
need not apply. Personal eye
interview
Salesmen
Salesman ABC
— Aggressive,
experienced
salesman
Texas station.
Draw
against commission. Box 268F, BROADCASTING.
Salesman— By 5000 watt NBC affiliate
in rich midwest market doing $500 million in lected
retail
sales annually.
Man sewill have
mature judgment;
previous experience in radio sales a
"must.". He will find opportunity here
if he has enthusiasm not only for selling but also for servicing and developing local accounts. He will be the type
who wears well: who knows that permanent business is built by repeated contacts plus progressive planning. Tell all
first letter — background, salary needs,
references. Box 415F, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, experience not essential, if
vou are aggressive, know radio and
would like to make $400 to $500
monthly. Pleasant working conditions
at independent station located in nation's Harley
fourth richest
county. Contact
West dairy
for appointment,
WABJ, Adrian, Michigan.
Salesman-writer wanted. Emphasis on
selling. Market competitive, but good.
Salary
and commission. WFEB, Sylacauga, Alabama.
Salesman wanted: Send all details to
WBHF, Cartersville. Georgia.
Announcers
Personality man. versatile, original
nightful.shows.
announcing
PermanentFootball
ABC affiliate.
Box help269F,
BROADCASTING.
Opening for summer replacement staff
announcer about June 15. 1000 watt
independent near Chicago. Personal
interview required. Box 354F, BROADCASTING.
Major league baseball play-by-play
sportscaster
— $200
per week season.
guaranteed
for
remainder
of baseball
Send
audition disc giving sample of work,
vital statistics. experience, etc. Box
388F. BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Good announcers with 1st
class ticket for Texas 1000 watt daytime independent. Box 397F, BROADCASTING.
Two
announcer-engineers;
heavy Dr.
on
announcing.
Also two announcers.
F. P. Cerniglia. KLIC, Phone 3733,
Monroe, Louisiana.
Experienced announcer. Send disc,
photo.KSCB,
Tell Liberal,
all first letter.
kins,
Kansas. Larry FilAnnouncer-engineer.
Mustexperience
have goodin
voice. Prefer man with
southern states. WBHF, Cartersville,
Ga.
Announcer with 1st class license. Experienced
Accent on quality
announcing. only.
Send experience,
references,
disc. WHBY, Appleton, Wisconsin.
Need two combination men, accent on
announcing also one straijht announcer
Time important. Inquire at once Bill
Kelly, WPAX Thomasville, Ga.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer with program ideas; must
be versatile
for staff work Photo,
and ambitious for advancement.
disc
and salary to WPWA, Chester, Pa.
Technical
Experienced chief engineer to develop
new midwest station. Opportunity for
investing. Uncrowded market. Box
400F, BROADCASTING.
Chicago suburban station wants to engage two engineers,
must know
construction. Also two versatile
announcers.
Applicants
must
have
no
dependents, low salary to start. Good future.
Box 441F, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Wanted — Traffic supervisor in one of
nation's top 250 watt stations, located
in Ohio. perience
In withreplying,
exphoto togiveBoxfull407F,
BROADC
AST
ING.
Continuity writer. Capable, responsible.
Sample continuity, experience, salary,
photo,
first letter. KENT, Shreveport,
Louisiana.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Former network actor-producer with
local agency and station sales experiRecently Now
sold one
of nation's
top
radio ence.
schools.
available
as manager. Ideas + production + promotion + sales impetus = increased national and local sales. Anxious for challenge.preferred.
Can staff station.
or midwest
Married,South
33, veteran.
Salary sonal
plusinterview
percentage
or bonus.
arranged
after Perfirst
letter containing details. Box 109F,
BROADCASTING.
Both commercial and college radio
administrative
dramatic. Record ofexperience.
ability. M.A.Also
Degree.
Desire commercial or college radio
directorship
in progressive
and financially sound institution.
Traveling
west
in June. Box 401, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to manage station operating in
red. Can produce quick, long-lasting
results. Plenty of experience in difficult markets. College education. Excellent references. Box 404F, BROADCASTING^
Manager-commercial
Succesful,
economical and manager.
efficient manager
with excellent sales record now available. Also write and do programming.
Interested only in permanent location.
Married.
43 years
old. Box 411F,
BROADC
AST
ING.
Capable executive searching for position as station manager. Presently employed as program director in leading
southern station. 13 years background
and experience
all phases
of broadcasting. Sober,inreliable
family
man.
Box 412F, BROADCASTING.
Station manager. Long experienced as
commercial manager. Can also supply
topnotch commercial manager and
auality program
National
promotion director-announcer.
recognition. Civic
recognition. Able
High recommendationsorganizer.
from local businessmen.
Prefer west or midwest. Box 442F,
BROADCASTING.
General manager, commercial manager
or both. Can not perform miracles,
but can make you money. Just good
solid radio man completely experienced
in business
management,
employee
lations and public
relations.
Strong reon
sales and programming. 12 years radio
and newspaper management and sales.
Can efficiently operate going station or
build new one. Excellent background,
best references. Write Box 444F,
BROADCASTING.
Desire job as manager and chief engineer. Nine years experience engineering
and programming. Prefer Michigan.
Box 447F, BROADCASTING.
Manager,lations program
director,
public re-18
20 years radio
experience.
successful years with middlewest 50 kw
station. Exceptional references as to
abilitv and character. Box 450F,
BROADCASTING.

(Cont'd)
WantSituations
results? Wanted
fm loaded.
General
manager desires change. Contact me.
Box 452F, BROADCASTING.
Available July 1 — Hard working sales
or station manager. 2V2 years experiin 150 watt
station.
ernencestation.
Married,
two Prefer
children,southcar.
Interested
in
permanent
position.
send further information and detailsWill
on
request.
C. E.3
Lifsey,
502 E. 5th
5
2Write
-Point,
0
. or
Street, West
Georgia
call 3All-round station man, strong on sales
and ideas.
managing,
but handicapped.Now
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Write
P. O. Box 358, Sylacauga, Alabama.
Salesmen
Salesman experienced, employed by 5
kw network station. Earning over
$5000.00successful
per year salary
desires
position
with
station.
Outstanding
sales record, excellent personality. Ten
years successful selling. Desire commission basis, only reason for contemplating change. Prefer west coast.
Box 366F, BROADCASTING.
Ten years in radio sales. $100.00 week
minimum. DCAS
Now employed.
Box. 414F,
BROA
TING
Salesman-announcer. Presently emWants references.
more progressive
station.ployed.
Excellent
Box 416F,
BROADCASTING.
Combo — 1 year present job, but needs
more of that green stuff. Interested in
sales. Experienced construction 1 kw
directional, FI measurements, remotes.
Present employer as reference. Box
438F, BROADCASTING.
Attention organizations interested in
experienced salesman to contact radio
stations in Virginia, North and South
Carolina. Alert, aggressive, college education, thoroughly familiar with terriING^
tory. Write Box 448F, BROADCASTAnnouncers
News— Mature, experienced man with
voice, delivery and writing ability,
presently employed in executive capacitytion
desires
with Box
stawhichfulltime
demandsnewsthe jobbest.
288F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, three years. Top mail pull.
Also news, continuity, program, traffic.
Answer this and you'll get your
BROA
money's worth.
PreferTING
west. Box. 330F,
DCAS
Experienced news announcer, editor,
reporter
and writer. Newspaper exING^
perience also. Box 385F, BROADCASTTwo years announcing experience. Personality disc shows, remotes and news.
CASTING.
Want
feature show. Box 395F, BROADAnnouncer-writer. Three years expegraduate,
latedrience.
voice. College
Staff,
special well-moduevents and
sportstion in experience.
Interested
stasouthwest. Have
auditionindiscs.
Box 413F, BROADCASTING.
Southwestern stations attention. Exand
music man, perienced
wouldannouncer,
like sports,
to settlenews
in your
section. Box 417F, BROADCASTING.
Disc station,
jockey, desires
show sponsored
since de'48
on
position v/ith
pendable station. Do play-by-play
sports, news, straight announcing.
Presently employed. Desire more
money.
Will consider
allNG.
offers. ____
Box
419F. BROAD
CASTI
Announcer, former staff 5000 watt NBC
affiliate.
Two
yearsamateur
college.
duced, sang,
emceed
showsPro-in
Chicago nite clubs. ..Graduate oldest
broadcasting school in country. CBS
instructorscasting.taught
all offers.
phases Box
of broadConsider all
420F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single. 25. Trained by NBC
in N Y. Conscientious. College background. Excellent news and commerinterpretation.
Prefer east or
south.cialBox
422F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, 15 months experience independent and network affiliate.
$50 week start, available July. Box
427F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — Can really
build sales on disc jockey or audience
participation shows. Also news, snorts,
write
copy,
handle
board.
inforCA
ST
IN
mation
on request.
Box G.
430F,Disc,
BROADAnnouncer,
experienced,G.
college gradCAuate.ST
Will travel.IN
Box 432F, BROADAnnouncer, young, single, four years
experience. All-round staffer. Intelligent news, strong on DJ, write coov,
work board.
Will2-3554
travel,in disc
able. Phone LE
New availYork
Citv or write Box 435F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sportscaster and staff, three years ex 1
perience, 25, married, college, w:l
travel. Box 440F, BROADCASTING
Desire position as staff announcer. Af<
25 — high school graduate, 1 year gooc
school of broadcasting, 1 year experi
ence doing all type programs (1000 arjt[
'/50
wattpreferred.
stations). All-round
East
Box 446F,announceBROAD
CASTING.
Sportscaster-announcer.
Experience^ ;
all play-by-play sports. University
graduate. Available now. Box 445F
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, college graduate, speed
major. One year general announcing
writing and production at metropolis
N. Y. station. Can run board. Wil
travel. Write Hal Brenett, 90? Lincolr
PI.. Brooklyn 13. N. Y. or call PR 2 I1
8497.
Versatile announcer — First phone li^1
cense, available at $90 weekly. Tei
years5th experience.
L. O.Oregon.
Brunes, 71<
W.
Ave., Tillamook,
Sports director-sportscaster, top an j ,
nouncer-disc
Currently
em1*'1
ployed south. jockey.
Desire more
advant£
geous spot large network station t< ?
prove ability. Experience, single. De
tails, oustanding references. Gene Coil.
2700 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.. Wash
ington, D. C. Phone CO. 8106. #209.
Sportscaster. Housing conditions forei
change.
Four Wire
vears collect
play-by-play.
Alsc
staff, news.
Dan Foster
Chicago.619, 300 West Adams Street:
Room
Sportscaster — 4 years experience. 22
graduate Syracuse U. School of Jour
nalism-Radio-TV center. Hard worker
toonotch job football, baseball, basket ball.J. Will travel. Disc, ohoto. Jo'
N.
Mareeniss,
37 —
Oakland Rd., Maplewood '
Good early morning men, announcer
and writers. Practical announcer; ;i
willing to work and learn. Pathfinder ;
School
of Radio. 0473,
1222-A
phone HArrison
K. C,OakMo.St., tele
Anouncer, single, 3 years college radio
travel anywhere for summer workx;
Contact Len35, Walter.
206 Hampton
Brooklyn
N. Y. Dewey
2-8606. Ave. .'.
Technical
Engineer, 27 months broadcast. 3 year
armyradio
radarschool.
experience.
Graduate
Will travel.
Box lead
144F
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced, versatile, want
more education. Nights or part time ii
university
town.
Salary secondary
Box 297F. BROADCASTING.

First phone
license.
mitter operator.
HaveExperienced
car. Lookingtrans
fo position
with
northeastern
station.
Bo:-;
384F, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
position
with 5 250
kw watter
AM ordesires
better,samij
FT> — ,'
or TV. 10 years design, construction
maintenance
in broadcasting.
tive
and technical
abilitv tons.Execu-j—
P« FpIC
references.
Box 398F, BROADCAST"*
ING.
Engineer — Employed. Must have jot
near Philadelphia. Married. Have car
Box 399F, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Presently employed
invites correspondence with progres
sive broadcaster. Able to handh
toughest engineering assignment in
eluding multi-element directionals am
TV. Excellent references. Box 410F
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced. Transmitter ^
studio, remotes. Single, will travel"'
Have car. Box 424F. BROADCASTING1-"
First phone license, married, veterai
Box travel.
434F. BROADCASTING.
will
No experience, ambitious''
Engineer, first phone, radio-tele schoaL
graduate. No experience. Vet, 31, mar 1
ried,
car, desires chance for start irrbroadcast
CASTING. work. Box 436F, BROAD *
Engineer, RCA. graduate, first phone
FM
background. Ambitious
Box and
437F. TV
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer presently employed. 1
years experience.
Desire permanen
position vour
with well
paying station.
Ca iSl
handle
construction.
Box 451F;
BROADCASTING.
100.0OO pieces of mail in six months o
race show. Presentlv employed as as
sistant manager, chief engineer. prcP i }
gram
announcer,
director,director,
news chief
editor,
janitor,sport'
etc
Trade
titles
fnr
monev.
10
vpars
in
business. Call Bob, 8303, Mullins, S.th't
CK, .

I Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
ingineer — first-transmitter-control-rehotes-tape recorders. Married, availble immediately. Earl Davis. R.R.#2,
fell City. Indiana.
foung man desires job in out of town
fcation. Has first class ticket, also TV
lackground. Louis J. Dennis, 6127 Fieldton Road, Bronx, N. Y.
Jngineer, 18 years experience, various
transmitters
Doherty.
Conkruction andincluding
supervisory
experience.
Ikilled in operation of measuring
iquipment and directional systems.
immediately.
Engineer,
1I Ifeed
generalwork
Delivery,
Bolton, Georgia.
Ilin
Engineer,
some
announcing,
18 years
radio. Licensed since 1931.
First
R hone, second telegraph. Experienced
|LM, FM studio — remote and construcjion.
38. married,
employed,
desiresAgeposition
in west car,
or southwest,
facationing in Rockies in July and can
hanage interview.
Robert Ligon, 29
I. Bedford Avenue, Evansville, Indiina. Phone 2-5167.
ngineer, first. Inexperienced. Veteran wants nermanent position anyin U. S. John
t., DeswhereMoines,
Iowa.Phoenix, 1119 23rd
I Production-Programming , others
adio, TV director — Three years experience ad agency. Box 396F, BROAD■jASTING.
'rogram director, thoroughly experi10 year406F,
man.BROADCASTING.
Available month's
notice. enced.Box
Women's and children's nroCTramming.
"fxperienced
and TV.show
Wrote
Jnd acted in inownradiochildren's
on
Commercial TV. Experienced in womjjp's
and
children's
programming
%dio. Also in commercial cony andin
[rubric service and dramatic writing,
theatrical
training.
B.S. Degree
from
fading eastern
college.
Ideas galore
K^d shows ready for airing. Prefer TV.
[will work
anywhere.
Box 409F,
IROADCASTING.
HfD-newscaster, A.P. exrjerience. coljpge. family,
employed
Lfolitan,
regional
indie, midwest,
wants fairmetrodeal.
ours? Travel. Box 421F, BROADCASTING^
ft's a girl. Single. 29, will travel. Willpi.ig to work.
One year
with radio,
dramatic training.
Capable
continuity
4-rriter and nroerfm director. Box
?5F. BROADCASTING.
Experienced man — Five years with
-ommercial radio: looking for PD job
>ith station any size. College graduate
'ith highest references in the business.
!:ave handled announcing, programcontinuity,etc.
nromntion.
nrouction,ming,traffic,
Yes. cansales,
nrjprate
nyA STING.
standard board. Box 428F, BROADAttractive woman of mature viewoint, years writing exo., done own
ve shows, promotional ability, deIres conneotio" in Virginia. Box
k9F,
JK »j| BROADCASTING.
— <~>"er with
two years ex3(j jirosram
:erience rlirpr.tor
CBS
>ferences
fromaffiliate
management.excellent
Write
- -^od 443F.
salesBROADCASTING.
conv. Handle promotion.
. Television
A wnnnrevs
eslre opnortunitv in TV station. SRTV and Radio Announcing graduate,
ale Carnegie Course graduate. Col"f! ADC
erarluate
Single,
"v car. Unv 3R3F,
RO
ASTING
• TELECASTING.
Technical
ele vision cameraman or film director;
vo years photography experience.
If aduate of Television Workshon. Four
-.J;ars photography school. Health exm Client,
and willing to •relocate.
ox 431F,single
BROADCASTING
TELESTING.
fa-T^•} —
:ve 5V Tech — Trained on actual TV equip^lent
studio andremote
and film Workoperion atforWPIX
at Television
iop. Have first phone class A amau*r 449F,
and AM broadcast experience.
3X
ASTTNG BROADCASTING • TELE;0 J
nit production-Programming, others
riter-producer-director two years in^ ^mparable
experience
with Outstand" nation's
ily tele-education
station.
g knowledge and ability to perform
Ml phases of programming and producbn. Film experience. Thinks visualAB Degree in radio. 30, married,
ox
426F, BROADCASTING • TELEASTTNG.
lotion picture experience — 15 years —
mplete knowledge all phases distribution,association
buying, booking,
En»yed long
withselling.
Paramount
jjid
RKO.
Presently
executive
assistit to toD-level sales executive in maIjr film company. Interested in filmstkir-television function.
Box 433F,
c;,HO ADC ASTING • TELECASTING.

For Sale
Stations
California$30,000
daytimer.
take
$13,500.
down.Owner's
Box 402F,
BROADCASTING.
Carolina exclusive fulltime independent. $20,000 down. Box 403F, BROADCASTING.
Minority interest and unrestricted management of long established
network
station available
to man who
can
qualify. This is midwest, single station
market. Station making nice profit
now. Other interests only reason for
this opportunity. Identify yourself in
full first letter giving all details. Personal interview necessary. Write Box
352F, BROADCASTING.
California 1000 watt fulltime regional in
excellent market now reorganizing. Unusual opportunity available to parties
interested acquiring controlling interest
in well constructed station, with abundance of good will in community. Address Owner, Post Office Box 485, Inglewood, California,
250 watt fulltime network station (AM
and FM)
in southeastern
city over
100,000
population.
Excellent
operation
showing consistently good profits.
Owners willing sell only because of
other business interests. Unusual opportunity acquire outstanding property
at little more than actual assets. Box
408F, BROADCASTING.
250 watt independent. One-station city
of 9,000. Rough, but profitable; young
and growing. Established 1948. Middle
Atlantic area. Clear at $40,000 cash.
No broker. No television in sight. Save
time. Tell all first letter. Box 429F,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Two Scott dynamic noise suppressors,
type 910-C. Condition like new. Gray
finish. Original cost $590.00 each. Box
351F, BROADCASTING.
Audio equipment — Surplus to our
needs; some unpacked, but none ever
used. Following RCA gear: two 44BX
mikes, $95 each; three 90A floor stands,
$30 each; one 77D polydirectional mike,
$110. Three MI-11099 cable hooks, $6 ea;
two 56E duplex line equalizers; $40
each; four MI-4925A HF compensators,
$35 each; following WE equipment: One
22D portable nemo amplifier, (AC &
battery power supply), $450; one 639
cardioidmike,
mike,$47;$110;
A saltshaker
one one
129A 633
quadruple
preamplifier. $300; on 20-B-3 power
supply (for 129A), $130. Three 24A desk
stands. $5 each. Misc. WE mike fittings
included. Or make bid. FOB, KDFC,
Sausalito, Calif.
FM
1 kw
BT-2-B.
SDare transmitter,
tubes crystal.
LikeGEnew.
Cost
$8,575, Best offer over $2500 at site. WE
5-A frequency monitor, $390. Also 140
ft.
1%" Andrew
line,
accessories,
6 bay GEtransmission
circular antenna,
slightly
damaged.
Make
offer.
WENY,
Elmira, N. Y.
For sale or trade: Panacoustic 2 studio
consolette — $350.00. DuMont 274 oscilloscope— $75.00. Truscon 168 foot selfsupporting tower— $500.00. RCA ET 4250
transmitter 250 watts — $750.00. Brush
401 tape recorder— $75.00. GR 732 distortion meter and GR 733 oscillator— $65.00.
GR 731 A modulation monitor — $100.00.
GE
BC
console
complete—
Contact 1A
Chief
Engineer,
WFTL.$1000.00.
Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.
$11,000 FM WE 506B-2 complete, spares,
10
kw transmitter.
New, neverWILM,
uncrated.
H. Edwin Kennedy,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Magnecorder PT6-JA complete, RCA
515-S1
speaker
and cabinet;
all used
less than
10 hours.
D, L. Ackworth,
.WRSW, Warsaw, Indiana.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers willstructionsell
ConCo., 107erected.
Fourth Tower
St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Experienced, successful manager interested in buying or leasing small
station in south. No brokers. Full details to Box 348F, BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Equipment, etc.
Limiting ampl., frequency and modulation monitors, cabinet rack, RCA Universal pickups, mikes and booms, monitor ampl., 300 feet new Vs inch 50 ohm
coax cable, 1 piece — pre-amplifiers,
remote
ampl., Broadcasting
speakers, patch-panelsplugs.
United
Co., 301 E.
Erie St.,
Chicago.
Situations Wanted
Managerial

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)

ABILITY

AVAILABLE

We have well-trained personnel
who have had actual experience in
metropolitan stations as announcers,
actors, commercial writers, disc
jockies, producers and script writers.
Give us your requirements and we
will send resumes, photos and discs.
WRITE OR WIRE COLLECT

NEED A MANAGER WHO

COLUMBIA INSTITUTE
9th and Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Has worked way to top from ranks?
Doubled volume in six months? Cut
operating costs by 30 per cent? Is
experienced building new stations?
Has lifted old stations out of debt?
Has never known an operating loss?
Has overall knowhow for efficiency?
Doubled net book value of station
in less than 2% years and liquidated
cost of $50,000. New building from
profits? Is young, aggressive, honest
and loyal? Is civic-minded and
church active? Is now happily
located in southwest but seeks a west
coast opening? If so, for full details,
write

RADIO-VISION
School Charged by FTC
FEDERAL TRADE Commission
has ordered Universal Radio-Vision Training Corp., Hollywood,
to "cease and desist" from misrepresentation inthe sale of correspondence courses in radio and
television.
Under terms of the FTC order
the firm and its officers are required to stop claims that their
course is sufficient to prepare and
train men and women as technicians in the electronics industry.

BOX 405F, BROADCASTING

5ALEa

CAI

FREQUENCY MODULATION
COMPLETE
nl
STATION

10 KW Federal transmitter — -95.1 frequency
8 Bay

Federal square

loop antenna

452 foot self-supporting Ideco tower
(International Derrick Equipment Co.)
3-Vs coaxial transmission line
Complete control room equipment, including GE oscilloscope, Fairchild transcription table.
Lateral, vertical
pickups.
GE modulation monitor and frequency deviation meter.
Complete set of spare parts and tubes for transmitter
and control room equipment.
All of the equipment is in first class condition.
2'/2 years.

Used only

If you are looking for a station of this kind, this is it.
Nothing else to buy. Everything is here.
Offers for all or part of tha above equipment will be
considered. For further information communicate with
FREDERICK A. BERTRAM
Director of Business and Finance
SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY
St. Louis
Missouri

NBC, Chesterfield
(Continued from page 15)
overtures. NBC offer is said to
include choice video time for a
Lux TV Theatre backed by widespread promotion and publicity.
Lever Bros. Co.'s failure to pick
up Mr. Hope's option was not unexpected. For some time the
comedian has been urging the company to release him from his contract, and only a few weeks ago
he publicly announced his desire
for release.
The decrease in Lever sponsorship of nighttime radio and increase in its buying of morning
time was regarded as part of a
trend now developing in network
radio.
Only a fortnight ago Coca Cola
dropped the thrice-weekly evening
Morton Downey program on NBC
and substituted for it a Saturday
morning show on CBS.
The expanded Godfrey program,
with its first 15-minutes under
Lever sponsorship, will be broadcast 10-11:30 a.m. Monday-Friday.
Other sponsors on the show are
Pillsbury Mills Inc., Wildroot Co.,
Gold Seal Co., National Biscuit Co.
and Liffg-ett & Myers Co.
Lever has not assigned the products to be advertised in its new
programs, nor the advertising
agencies that will handle them.
Barnett to N.Y.
WELLS BARNETT, sales development manager of John Blair &
Co., national radio-TV representative, will transfer his duties from
Chicago headquarters to New York
about Aug. 1. The move is in line
with the firm's eastern expansion.
Sales development manager for
Blair since he joined the company
in December 1945, Mr. Barnett before that was a first lieutenant
communications officer in the U. S.
Air Force (three years) and sales
service manager of WLS Chicago
(four years). Before that he was
a copywriter in the Chicago office
of Weston-Barnett Agency.
ANNOTATED bibliography on FM:
Its Genesis and Growth prepared by
George K. Thompson of Thwing Hall,
Western Reserve U., Cleveland. Copies
will be supplied gratis to those interested.

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
High Readership
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... Thank you very much for
the prominence you gave the announcement [Broadcasting, May
22],
. , . Judging by the letters I am
receiving, there's not a radio-TV
person in the country who didn't
see
readership
mustit.be Broadcasting's
very high.
Mary Dunlavey
Timebuyer
Harry B. Cohen Adv. Co.
New York
[EDITOR'S
referring to NOTE:
the story Miss
whichDunlavey
announcedis
her
appointment
as
head
of
Cohen's
timebuying department.]
Mitch Shares Honor
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I am sure you realize how
pleased all of us at BAB have
been at the many fine things you
said about us in the last two issues
of Broadcasting.
As a matter of fact, since you
gave such emphasis to my own
part in the development of BAB,
I feel impelled to point to the obvious fact that BAB would never
have come this far if it had not
been for the services of some very
wonderful people on its staff and
out in the broadcasting field. The
contribution of BAB staff members like Charlie Batson, Meg
Zahrt, Bob McGredy and Lee
Hart, should not be forgotten, nor
should the unseen but highly useful efforts of BAB Staffers Virginia Rowles, Shirley Miropol,
Marie Nolle, Dolores Sussman,
and Rhoda Schott. These are the
people who really get the work
done.
If this attempt to build a central
source of inspiration and information in the field of radio advertising has been a success, it is also
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Illinois
Carolina
§90,000.00
S40,000.00
Located in an excellent one
Here is an outstanding opportunity for a good owner-operastation market. This well estor or two partners. This suctablished facility is making
cessful daytime independent has
an unusually stable income that
splendid profits and volume is
can be increased. Station has
increasing. Price includes
large coverage in a rich and
growing area. $20,000.00 cash
SI 5.000.00 in quick assets.
required,
balance on favorable
terms.
Liberal financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. 360 N. Mich. Ave.
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Randolph 6-4550 Exbrook 2-5672
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due to the guidance and support it
has had from broadcasters who
have given generously without any
payment outside of the satisfaction they undoubtedly have gained
as BAB took form. Most of these
people have served on one or more
of the committees with which we
worked and they are certainly
worthy of mention:
Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown,
N. Y.; C. O. Chatterton, KWLK Longview, Wash.; Wayne W. Cribb, KHMO
Hannibal, Mo.; DeWitt Landis, KFYO
Lubbock, Tex.; Lee Little, KTUC Tucson, Ariz.; Edwin Mullinax, WLAG La
Grange, Ga.; William C. Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo.; Eugene S. Thomas,
WOIC Washington; Ray Baker, KOMO
Seattle; Gordon Gray, WIP Philadelphia; J. Robert Gulick, WGAL Lancaster, Penn.; John W. Kennedy,
WHAM Rochester, N. Y.; Joseph B.
Matthews, WIRK West Palm Beach,
Fla.; Odin S. Ramsland, KDAL Duluth,
Minn.; Frank Pellegrin, KSTL St.
Louis; John J. Gillin, WOW Omaha;
John M. Outler, WSB Atlanta, Ga.;
Arthur Gerbel Jr., KJR Seattle; O. M.
Schloss, WWSW Pittsburgh; Robert
D. Enoch, formerly KTOK Oklahoma
City; F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville;
William B. Ryan, formerly KFI Los
Angeles; Frank U. Fletcher, WARLFM Arlington, Va.; Howard Lane,
WJJD Chicago; G. Richard Shafto,
WIS Columbia, S. C.
To all of these people the industry owes a real vote of thanks.
They saw the need and they found
the solution. They had the enthusiasm and the courage necessary
to make an idea a reality.
Maurice B. Mitchell
Director
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
New York
'One We Value Most'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . We subscribe to several
trade journals but Broadcasting
is, by far, the one we value most.
Len Hall
Hall Productions
Philadelphia, Pa.

casting May 29 . . . entitled "TV ,
Interference."
The article describes exactly theT|situation in Connersville, wher?
our FM outlet catches all the, t
blame for interference on Cincinnati TV programs although we are
60 miles from Cincinnati and thu
in a fringe area. Television dealers in Connersville, who have had
vastly more experience in selling
shoes and repairing watches, have
stirred up considerable animosity
toward the station among TV set
owners.
Therefore, we request permission to reprint this article, as a
matter of self-defense, in the Connersville News-Examiner. We feel
sure that coming from such authoritative sources as Broadcasting and FCC Chief Engineer
Plummer, the public will at last be
enlightened and the heat taken off
of WCNB-FM. . . .
Emmett M. Jackson
Station Manager
WCNB-AM-FM Connersville, Ind.
Wide Coverage
INDICATION of the wide
coverage of a local show,
Hogan's Alley, on WOR New
York, was shown last week
when George Hogan, m.c,
offered a prize of a round
trip to
York listening
from Florida toNew
anyone
in
Florida. Within a few minutes a Floridian, Paul
Kretzchmar, phoned New
York and was awarded the
round trip on a Florida Aircoach plane. Program is
owned and packaged by
Arthur Rosenberg Co. It is
sponsored by the following
participants : Prior Beer,
Hobby of the Month, and
Florida Aircoach Co.
Son for Harris
MRS. JACK R. HARRIS, wife o\
the general manager of KPRG „
Houston, and her new son are doing!
well at Hermann Hospital, Hous/yi
ton, following a Caesarean deliver?
June 3. The son, Don, weighed 4h
lb. 11 oz.

Take the Heat Off
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I was very much interested in
the article on page 10 of TeleAppoint H. M. McBain
HUGHSTON M. McBAIN, chairman of the board, Marshall Field
& Co., Chicago, has been named a
member of the NAB Business
Trends Committee, which holds its
first meeting July 11 in New York.
Mr. McBain joins 19 other outstanding leaders of American industry
as member of a committee which
will cooperate with broadcasters in
mapping economic trends and planning for the future.
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1 D. R. CAPRAL, formerly of WCON
I Atlanta, Ga.. appointed program
director of WATL-AM-FM same
IfHIL MeLEAN, formerly sports editor and announcer for WJLB Detroit,
oins WERE Cleveland as announcer.
SOGER CARROLL, formerly KGER
.ong Beach, Calif., staff announcer,
|nd JIM BERRY, formerly on teaching staff of Hal Styles School of Radio,
-OS Angeles, join ABC Hollywood announcing staff. Joining same staff
;fune 15 is LLOYD HOWARD, formerly
■If KGW
Portland, Ore.; June 26,
'AUL
STEWART,
formerly with
CFWB Hollywood, and JOHN HAR.AN, formerly at KGO San Francisco.
GEORGE SNYDER, student of business administration and retailing at
T. of Buffalo, joins WINS New York
'o do research work for summer.
HARLES (Budd) D ALLEY, formerly
'.ith WLEX Lexington, Ky., joins anlouncing staff of WLAP same city.
JILL HALE, formerly staff announcer
it WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala., and sportsaster-announcer at WBRC-AM-TV
3irmingham, Ala., joins WSB Atlanta,
fra., as announcer and music librarian.
...EORGE BRYANT, announcer and
ise jockey for WCON Atlanta, now
efunet, joins announcing staff of
VSB-TY. He also had served with
VTIP Charleston, W. Va.
UCHARD LLNKROUM succeeds
tALPH LEVY as producer-director of
IBS-TV's Alan Young Show, Thursday,
-9:30 p.m. Mr. Linkroum has directed
uch shows as Arthur Godfrey & His
'riends,
Emeron Show.Lucky
Mr. Pup
Levy andwillFaye
devote
his
roduction and directing efforts to
BS-TV Ed Wynn Show.
TORMAN RAGSDALE, chief anouncer of WCNC Elizabeth City,
:. C, resigns. ELEANOR BINGHAM,
rogram director of WCNC, also reigns. Future plans have not been
nnounced.
IABS RYAN, formerly vocalist with
"red
and show
Ray Noble,
is starred
n herWaring
own disc
over WFIL
Phiidelphia, Mon.-Fri., 11:30 p.m. She
Iso appears weekly on WFIL-TV
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.
ID NIX, assistant program director
f WKAN-WKIL (FMj Kankakee, 111.,
ssigns to move to Fresno, Calif.
OHN BEEBE and TED PARKER join
l"KAN-WKIL as summer replacements.
NNE NELSON,
of CBS
er'■4-Hollywood
program formerly
department,
and
jULLIAM ROSENTHAL, Chicago and
>= Angeles lawyer, named to newly
reated CBS posts of assistants for
usiness administration, effective imlediately. They will assist Kenneth

jQloduction

L. Yourd, director of CBS Hollywood
program business administration, and
Martin Leeds, associate director of department, in business relating to CBS
Hollywood-originating radio and television programs.
NORMAN EVANS, recently named
chief announcer at WFMD Frederick,
Md., appointed program director of station.
BJORN BJORNSON, formerly associated with stations in Calgary, Edmonton, Trail Victoria and Vancouver,
joins announcing staff of CKNW New
Westminster, B. C.
DICK SCHULTZ, graduate of Pasadena
Institute for Radio, Pasadena, Calif.,
joins announcing staff of KGBC Galveston.
CHESTER RANDOLPH joins WLS
Chicago as assistant farm director.
He formerly was farm service director at KGLO Mason City, Iowa.
BILL DUANE joins the announcing
staff at WLS Chicago. He worked
previously at WBBM Chicago.
HARRY G. STEWART, formerly
writer-salesman with Paul Fennell
Co. (commercial film producer), joins
CBS Hollywood editing staff. He replaces RICHARD-GEORGE PEDICLNI,
transferred to Columbia Pacific Network writing staff.
HARRY LNGRAM, writer-producer,
named
director of Mutual-Don Lee's
The Shadow.
WADE LANE starts new half-hour
Chat Awhile program on KFOX Long
Beach, Calif., featuring his philosophical comment and hymn singing.
VERNE HILL, staff member of CHUM
Toronto, Ont., for three years, resigns
to go to California. His place on
Chum Valley show, daily 12:35-1 p.m.,
is taken by JOSH KING.
DICK RICHMOND, formerly of WMYR
New Orleans, joins staff of KGBS
Harlingen, Tex.
RALPH DeSALLE, formerly with
KGO San Francisco and writer-director with Benton & Bowles, Hollywood,
rejoins KGO as writer-producer.
BILL CARLSON, announcer for
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, appointed
THE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS

in the Nation's
Fastest Growing
Market
_
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Show on WRC, all Washington stations,
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staff director for WTMJ-TV. He has
been announcer for WTMJ for three
JOHN B. EGAN, formerly with WCAU
years.
and WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, and
before that with WTHT Hartford, and
WBRY Waterbury, Conn., joins WTOP
Washington as summer replacement
announcer.
GRANT COLLIER, formerly with
KFJZ and KWBC Ft. Worth, Tex.,
joins staff of KXOL same city.
JIMMY LOWE, of KXOL, resigns to
join Decca Records.
JACK CURTIS, former announcer for
WOR New York, joins WQXR New
York in same capacity.
VON DEXTER, NBC Hollywood production director, named composerdirector on new NBC Penny Singleton Show.
MARY NAUGHTON, formerly with
Best & Co., New York joins script and
continuity department of WHLI
Hempstead, N. Y.
VIRGIL REIMER, formerly NBC Hollywood sound effects technician, becomes associate production director
for network.
Also promoted is
richard Mcdonough, from nbc
page staff to associate director in
television program department.
EDWARD A. CONDIT Jr., general
sales representative of WMTR Morristown, N. J., joins WABD (TV)
New York, as staff announcer.
JACK TAYLOR, formerly of KMBC
Kansas City, Mo., joins WCFL Chicago announcing staff as replacement for MAL BELLAIRS, now doing
freelance TV work in Chicago. ART
HELLYER, who worked at WMIL
Milwaukee, also joins WCFL as 18week summer announcer.
STANLEY BURNS, formerly with
WTTT Miami, joins announcing staff
of WHLI Hempstead, N. Y.
GEORGE K. RAUDENBUSH, founder
and conductor of Harrisburg Symphony Orchestra for 20 years, joins
WHGB Harrisburg, Pa., as manager
of production.
JOHN LLNDSTROM, formerly of
KROW Oakland, and FRED STUTHMAN, formerly of WOR New York,
join announcing staff of KGO San
Francisco. They replace FRED JORGENSEN, who transfers to KGO-TV
San Francisco, and JOHN HARLAN,
transferred to KECA-TV Hollywood.
BETTY LOU GERSON, radio actress,
signed for role in forthcoming Ed
Gardner motion picture production,
"Man With My Face."
MARY WEBBER, continuity writer,
KPOJ Portland, Ore., named winner
of local Roland C. Ayres annual speech
contest, receiving §100 towards expenses to attend AAW convention in
Los Angeles, June 25-June 29.
HARRY CAMPBELL, farm director
of WBBM Chicago, is father of a
girl, born May 24.
JERRY STRONG, morning man on
WINX,
of TV
on WNBWm.c.(TV)
and Shopper's
The Jerry Review
Strong

JOHN P. STARR, formerly associated
with WGCM Gulfport, Miss., has been
graduated
Perkinston,from
Miss.Perkinston Jr. College,
JOANELL JAMES, NBC network
singer with WMAQ Chicago, was
married to John Mangan Jr. May 27
in Chicago.
MARJORIE HUNT, KTTV (TV)
Hollywood traffic manager, and Arthur
Pierson, June
motion7. picture director, were
married
WILLARD
sician at (Skip)
WBBM NELSON,
Chicago,staff
is muthe
father of a girl, born May 30.
JEAN HERSHOLT, CBS Dr. Christian,
named "Radio Father of the Year" by
National Fathers' Day Committee.
DICK ORTNER, assistant producer
at WENR-TV Chicago, is the father
of a girl, born May 30.
Columbia

Agrees

COLUMBIA RECORDS Inc.,
Bridgeport, Conn., has signed a
stipulation-agreement with the
Federal Trade Commission to discontinue claims that its sapphiretipped phonograph needles will
give up to 10,000 or "any other
stated number of plays." In addition, future claims must be accompanied by a statement that the
needles may "chip, break or wear,
causing sound distortion and resulting in improper
fidelity," the
commission
added.
Mr. Ken Griffith
McCann-Erickson,
New
York City Inc.
Dear Kenny:
Folks may be asingin' th' blues in some
parts uv th' country, but C jest
waif 11 I
h arleston,
—Westth'Virginny
home
tell
yuh 'bout
town
of
WCHS! Jest
tor sedinspecthet
buildin'
seen
whur th'
month
uv May
buildin'
perwuz way, way
up
19 4 over
9 !mitsYessir.
ferMay,
th'
wthis
hen size
a town
gits
lion
dollars
uv
over
half-a-milbuildin'
one
month ,inthet
meansness isthet
good big-in
these here
parts. Folks is
thet
aworkin',means
and
thet'
whut
they's slike
spindin'
fellers
you
likes
ter
ain't
it
Kenny
money — hear,
an'?
A n' don't feris th'Charleston
center uv
git.
th' Al
biggy
trialindusarea uv
southern West Virginny, an' JI'CHS with
its 5000bisness.
watts Folks
day andlikenight
th'
whole
you covers
is mighty
smart when they looks inter th' possibilities afforded station
by usin'in WCHS!
It's th'
number
West
number one
one cit\ — an'
thet Virginny's
makes it
FIRST
in a lotta things! WCHS'll really
bein'
spent!
do a job
fer yuh in a place
Yrs. whur money's
WCHS
Charleston,
June 12, 1950
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June 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 790 kc
Lost River Bcstg. Corp., Moorefield,
W. Va. — CP new AM station on 740 kc
1 kw D AMENDED to request 790 kc.
License Renewal
Request
for
license renewal
AM station: WCTT Corbin,
Ky.; KENO
Las
Vegas, Nev.; KGFL Roswell, N. M.;
WKPT Kingsport, Tenn.
June 5 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Hennock
WGRD Grand Rapids, Mich. — Granted
dismissal without prejudice of application.
WTVL Waterville, Me.; WGUY Bangor, Me.Bcstg.
— Granted
petition ofdismissal
Kennebec
Co., requesting
without prejudice of application. On
Commission's
removedof
from
hearing own
docketmotion
application
Guy Gannett Bcstg. Services.
Coast Bcstrs., Astoria, Ore.; Seaside
Bcstg. Co., Seaside, Ore.; Clatsop Video
Bcstrs.,
Astoria,
petitions of Coast
Bcstrs.Ore.and— Granted
Seaside Bcstg.
Co. requesting dismissal without prejudice of their applications. On Commission's own motion application of
Clatsop Video Bcstrs. is removed from
hearing docket.
WCONmissal Atlanta,
Ga.— ofGranted
diswithout prejudice
application.
Don Lee Bcstg. System, Hollywood,
Calif. — Granted leave to amend application so as to change type trans, and
monitors: make changes in ant. system, and to supply related data made
necessary by aforementioned changes.
By Commissioner Walker
WMAW of Milwaukee,
Granted
extension
time to June Wis.—
8 to file
reply
to exceptions to initial decision and
request for oral argument in proceedCP. ing re application for license to cover
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Orville L. Jenkins, Quanah, Tex. —
Granted petition insofar as it requests
leave to amend application so as to
request 500 w instead of 250 w power,
on
frequency
1150 kc and from
remove hearing
apolication.
as amended,
docket: dismissed insofar as it requests
grant of application, as amended.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Henry Lee Taylor, San Antonio, Tex.
— Granted continuance of hearing in
proceeding re application, et al, from
June 5, to July 10 in Washington, D. C.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
WKNX Saginaw,
Mich. order
— By denied
memorandum opinion and
petition for leave to amend application
so as to substitute new engineering
portion thereof.
June 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 930 kc
Attalla
Co.,930Attalla,
new
AM Bcstg.
station
kc 1Ala.kw— CPD
AMENDED to change name from Cary
Lee Graham tr/as Attalla Bcstg. Co. to
Cary Lee Graham tr/as Gadsden Radio
Co. and change studio location from
Attalla to Gadsden.
License for CP
License for CP to increase power,
change frequency etc.; KBND Bend,
PROTECT

Actions
of the
JUNE 2 TO JUNE 8

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur. -aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
Ore.;
Florence,WPWA
S. C. Chester, Pa.; WJMX
License Renewal
Request
for
renewal
station: WJLD license
Bessemer,
Ala.;AMKRLN
Canon City, Col.; WDAR Savannah,
Ga.; KSYL Alexandria, La,; KWSL
Lake Charles, La.; WELM Lake Charles,
La.; WMAN Mansfield, Ohio; WJZM
Clarksville, Tenn.; WHUB Cookeville,
Tenn.; KIUN Pecos, Tex.; WINC
Winchester, Va.; WSAU Wausau, Wis.
Modification of CP
WKVM Arecibo, P. R.— Mod. CP increase power, change frequency etc.
for extension of completion date.
WXRT
Chicago—
tion to change
ERP Mod.
to 31 CP
kw.,FMant.sta-to
420WEVD-FM
ft.
New York— Mod. CP new
FM
to change ERP to 20 kw.,
ant. station
to 332 ft.
Mod. CP FM station for extension of
completion date: KUGN-FM Eugene,
Ore.; WLPM-FM Suffolk, Va.
KSTA-FM San Antonio, Tex. — Mod.
CP FM station to change ERP to 15.12
kw, ant. 310 ft.
— Mod.20
CPWIBG-FM
FM stationPhiladelphia,
to change toPa.ERP
kw, ant. 355 ft.
License for CP
KMJ-FM Fresno, Calif. — License for
CP new FM station
KXOK-FM St. Louis, Mo. — License for
CP to cover changes in existing station.
Modification of CP
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date.
June 6 DeeisioffBs . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Richard Field Lewis Jr., Winchester,
Va. — Granted CP new remote pickup
KIC-409.
KIKI Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted
mod. CP to change type trans, and
approval
locations. of ant., trans, and studio
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
datesCPsas for
shown
WMAZ-FM
Macon, Ga, to 11-28-50
KWKH-FM Shreveport, La. to 8-15-50
WGES Chicago to 7-27-50.
Clatsop license
Video Bcstrs.,
Astoria, pickup
Ore. —
Granted
new remote
KA-6642.
WOPT
Scriba, N.
Y.— Granteddatemod.to
7-1-50.
CP
for extension
of completion

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment,
Interviews. Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Hundreds ot Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION-LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS

REINSURANCE

Insurance Exchange Bldg.
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CORPORATION
Kansas City, Mo.

Extended remote pickup licenses on
temp, basis to Sept. 1: KQA-755 WJR,
The Goodwill Station, Inc., Detroit;
KA-2313; KA-4606; KA-4607-8, WJR,
The Goodwill Station, Inc., area Detroit; KA-3417 Edwin H. Armstrong,
area New York; KA-4039, Allen B. DuMont
Labs
Inc., area
KA2775, The WGAR
Bcstg.New
Co., York;
Cleveland,
Ohio;
KQA-795,
The
WGAR
Bcstg.
Co.,
area Cleveland.
Extended following remote pickup
licenses on temp, basis to Sept. 1 subject to change in frequency which may
result from proceedings in Docket 6651:
KA-4552-3 KMPC, The Station of the
Stars,
Inc., Goodwill
area Los Station,
Angeles; Inc.,
KA-4605
WJR, The
area
Detroit,
Mich.;
KA-3416,
Albuquerque
Bcstg. Co., area Albuquerque, N. M.;
KA-4620, General Electric Co., area
Schenectady, N. Y.; KA-3407, The
WGAR Bcstg. Co., area Cleveland,
Ohio;
KA-3625,
WNEL Corp.,
area San
Juan, P.Station
R.
Extended following remote pickup
licenses on temp, basis to Sept. 1 subject to condition that no harmful interference iscaused to stations operating in accordance with existing frequency-service allocations and in no
event shallquenciesoperation
assigned
be continuedon after
Julyfre-1.
Authority contained herein shall be
without force and effect after July 1,
unless modified to conform with frequency assignment provisions
Section
4.402: KA-4621-22-23.
Generalof Electric
Co., area Schenectady, N. Y.
Extended following remote pickup
licenses on temp, basis to Sept. 1, 1950.
subject to express condition that it is
without prejudice to any action the
Commission may take with respect to
pendingcenses application
for renewal
of liof stations licensed
to American
Bcstg.tionCo.
Inc.;
also
subject
to
condithat change in frequency which
may result from proceedings in Docket
6651: KA-4645-46-47, American Bcstg.
Co. Inc., area San Francisco, Calif.;
KA-4663-4-5, American Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
area
Chicago;
American
Bcstg. Co.
Inc., PortKEA-649,
Washington,
N. Y-;
KA-4633 to KA-4637. American Bcstg.
Co. Inc., area New York.
subject to condition
noFollowing
harmful interference
is causedthatto
stations operating in accordance with
exisiting
allocations
and
in nofrequency-service
event shall operation
on
assigned frequencies be continued after
July
Authority
shall be1. without
forcecontained
and effectherein
after
July 1 unless modified to conform with
frequency assignment provisions of
Section 4.402: KA-4638 to KA-4643,
Feature
(Continued from page 36)
fugitives from their swamp nest,
Mr. Ulbrich and his companion
were about 100 feet away. Within
15 minutes after the capture, the
interview was being made. Two
and a half hours later, the broadcast was sent to the Upper Peninsula via the Northern Network.
"These fellows were desperate
and were in no mood to play
games,"it Mr.
knew
but Ulbrich
felt thatrelates.
here was"Wea
real 'exclusive' if we played it
right. There were three radio stations in evidence after the excitement died down but only WDMJ
got an 'on-the-capture-scene interview'. . ."

American Bcstg. Co. Inc., area
Francisco; KSA-715, American Bcs
V
Co. Inc., Chicago;
to KA-46'
American
Bcstg. Co.KA-4656
Inc., area
Chicag
KEA-705, American Bcstg. Co. In
New York; KA-4648 to KA-4655. Amei
can Bcstg. Co. Inc., area New Yor
Extended following remote pick
licenses on a temp, basis to Sept.
subject to express condition that
is without prejudice to any action t
Commission may take with respect
pending ofapplications
for renewal
licenses
broadcast stations
licens
to Columbia Bcsctg. System Inc. : K
4887; KA-4774;
KA-4886, Columh
Bcstg. System Inc., area New Yor
Following subject to change in fr
quency which may result from pr
ceedings inBcstg.
Docket
6651:Inc.,
KA-46ar
Columbia
System
Chicago; KA-4700 to KA-4702, Colum
Bcstg.
Systemfollowing
Inc., arearemote
New York
Extended
pick
licenses on temp, basis to Sept
subject to express condition that it
without prejudice to any action Co
mission may take with respect
pending
for renewal
licenses ofapplications
stations licensed
to Nation
Bcstg.
Co.
Inc.:
KA-5189
to
National Bcstg. Co. Inc., areaKA-51:
Holl
wood, Calif.; KA-5148 to KA-5150. ai
5163 — area of San Francisco; KA-51
to KA-5196. National Bcstg. Co. In
area Denver, Col.; KSA-720, Nation
Bcstg.
Co. Inc..KA-4680;
Chicago;KA-4676,
KA-5145 ar
5147; KA-5162;
Chicago; KA-5170; 5171; 5172; 51f
4687, area New York.
Following subject to change in fx
quency which may result from pr
ceeding
Docket
6651: Hollywoo
KMA-6
National in
Bcstg.
Co. Inc..
Calif.;
KA-4823;
KA-4824;
KA-5131. area Hollywood,KA-51
Cali
KMA-675, San Francisco; KA-4822; K
5071; 5072; KA-4819, are San Francist
KA-5073;
KA-4675, 4673,
Denver;
KA-5000; KA-4672;
area KA-49!
Chica?
KEA-650, National Bcstg. Co. Inc., Pc
Washington, N. Y.; KA-5001; 50C
4667 to 4670, area New York.
to condition
noFollowing
harmful subject
interference
is caused tr
stations operating in accordance w
existing
frequency-service
allocatio
and in no
event shall operation
assigned frequencies be continued aft
July
Authority
shall be1. without
forcecontained
and effecthenaft
July 1 unless modified to conform wi
frequency assignment provisions
Section 4.402: KA-4821, National Bcs
Co. Inc.. area Hollywood, Calif.; K.
4816; KA-4815. area Hollywood, Cali
KA-4810; 4811; 4813; 4812; 4814; 48
4818; 4820, area San Francisco, Cali
KA-4P83 to KA-4686, area Denver. Co
KA-4681; 4677 to 4679. area Chicaf
KA-4688
New York.to KA-4693; KA-4072, ar
KBTM-FM Jonesboro, Ark.— Grant
license new FM station; Chan.
(101.9 mc) 8 kw, 200 ft.
WNOW-FM
cense
new FM York,
station; Pa.—
Chan.Granted
289 (10
mc) 13 kw. 500 ft.
KDNT-FM Denton, Tex. — Granted
cense new FM station; Chan. 292 (10
mc) 760 w. 270 ft.
WCOV-FM Montgomery, Ala. — Grai
ed license for new FM station; Ch
233 (94.5 mc) 4.1 kw. 220 ft.
WWHG-FM Hornell, N. Y.— Grant
license change existing FM static
Chan. 287 (105.3 mc) 8.3 kw, 560 ft.
KCLX new Colfax,
Wash.—1450
Granted
cense
AM station;
kc 250
unl.
WVOT
Wilson,
N.
C—
Granted
cense covering change in hours
operation, install DA-N and Chan
(Continued on page 87)
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The News-Piedmont Stafion
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MRP ^or Greenville-Anderson
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THE

•••a

major

advance

in

studio-type

A NOTABLE PRODUCT of RCA leadership in tube research
and engineering— the new RCA- 5 826 image orthicon offers
important refinements over previous types of television camera
tubes for studio use.
The new RCA- 5 8 26 combines exceptionally high sensitivity,
a resolution capability of better than 500 lines, high signal-tonoise ratio— about twice that of outdoor camera types— and
improved gray-scale rendition in the vicinity of the "blacks."
Having the same spectral response as the companion outdoor
pickup type RCA-5820— a response closely approaching that of
the eye — this new studio camera tube permits portrayal of colors
in nearly their true tonal gradation. The use of the 5826 in the
studio and the 5820 outdoors facilitates the combination of
indoor and outdoor pickups on the same program.

RAD

tO

ELECTRON
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

FOUNTAINHEAD

MODERN

TUBE

DEVELOPMENT

IS RCA

image

RCA television tube achievements are the very foundation of
modern television. And you can depend upon RCA's continued
leadership to bring you the finest and most advanced tubes
that money can buy.
Whatever the application, there's an RCA television tube to
meet your needs. The complete line is available through your
local RCA tube distributor, or direct from RCA.
For further information on any RCA tube, see your RCA
Distributor or write Commercial Engineering, RCA, Section
F37P, Harrison, New Jersey.
The world's most modern tube plant
RCA, LANCASTER,

CORPORATION
TUBES

OF

of

PA.

AMERICA
HARRISON,

N. J.
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RADIO PANELS
On Public Opinion Agenda
SEVERAL radio and advertising
executives will take part in panel
discussions during the fifth annual
Conference on Public Opinion Research, to be held at Lake Forest,
111., Thursday, June 15, through
Tuesday, June 20.
Highlight of the conference will
be an address by Dr. Paul F.
Lazarsfeld, head of the Bureau of
Applied Social Research, Columbia U. Oscar Katz, director of
research for CBS, will present a
critique on Dr. Lazarsf eld's project, "The Psychological Impact of
Newspaper and Radio Advertisements," during the Saturday
morning (June 17) session.
Saturday Panel
On Saturday afternoon, a panel
on the "Utilization of Research"
will include a talk by Hans Zeisel,
manager of media and research
for McCann-Erickson, New York,
on "Utilization by Advertising
Agencies."
Thomas Coffin, supervisor of TV
program research for NBC, will
present a report on the Hofstra
Study conducted by the network
[Telecasting, May 8] during the
"Research in Communications"
panel on Tuesday, June 20. At
the same session, Ben Gedalecia,
manager of the research department at ABC, will discuss the
growth of television.

Sell
Ohio's
largest

third
market

with

WFMJ
5,000 watts AM
and
50,000

watts FM

WFMJ

1390 AM

- 105.1 FM

Youngstown,

Ohio

Headley-Reed Co.,
national representatives
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COURT

J^to motion

~|7»RANKENSTEIN's
monster
was
central figure in contest
recently
run on WGBF Evansville, Ind.
Promoted by Bish Thompson, m.c. of
Let's Go To the Show on that station,
contest entailed entrants writing their
names and addresses on postcard and
giving guess at shoe size of monster.
Contestant who guessed correctly, won
custodianship of monster for two
hours. Contest was held in conjunction
with "Asylum of Horrors" stage show
which was being held in Evansville
that week.
Corporate Promotion
NEARLY 200 tradesmen attended
luncheon program in Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
sponsored by WGL, WANE, WKJG and
WOWO, all Ft. Wayne. Highlight of
affair was 45-minute presentation of
film slides and commentaries on "Radio
— the basic advertising medium." Booklets outlining strong points of film and
program were distributed, and favorable comments by businessmen were
reported by stations.
'Meet' Card
WHITE -card, carrying line-up of shows
presented in Meet the U.S.A. series
over WMAL-TV Washington [Broadcasting, May 29], currently being distributed byAmerican U., that city. Included on card are list of guest artists,
high schools and organizations participating and production supervisors.
Cards have been sent to schools and
libraries.
Music Contest
CONTEST sponsored by WPJB (FM)
Providence, R. I., and Rhode Island
Federation of Music Clubs culminated
in program on WPJB. Winning performers were given scholarships to
music schools and summer camps. Purpose of contest was encouragement of
musical studies by young people.
Courtney Delivery
RADIO column headline, "Del Courtney Delivers
. .," is usedpiece
as sent
lead
on direct
mail. piomotion
to trade by KPIX (TV) San Francisco to sell Mr. Courtney's threehour daily afternoon participation
disc jockey show on KPIX. Sub copy
adds, ". . . and there's MORE to tell
about Del! . . ." The "more" is contained in composite of three radio
critics' reviews about Courtney show
carried by San Mateo Times, San
riety.
Francisco
Chronicle and Weekly VaPlugging Summer Listening
PUBLICITY and promotional campaign on summer radio listening
launched by WLAW Lawrence, Mass.
Cards have been installed in all busses
of Northeastern Transportation Co.,
operating in two states. Cards call
attention to WLAW's increased listener
pull according to BMB surveys of 1946
and 1949. Pictures of top personalities
and
color programs
displays. are featured on threeBaseball Contest
JUNE-long contest being run over
WERE Cleveland. Listeners are invited to send in names of 25 American
League players they £hink will be

chosen for All-Star game on July 11.
List coming closest to official roster
will bring writer two box seats at AllStar Game in Chicago, plus flying and
hotel accommodations for two. Runners-up will receive pair of box-seats
for Indians game. Earliest post mark
wins in case of tie. Contest is promoted over Sports Parade, Today in
Sports and Spotlight on Sports by Bob
Neal.
Double Celebration
SEVEN bands, four Gospel singing
groups, five single acts besides speakers and clergy performed before spectators at outdoor dedication ceremonies
for new WMRY New Orleans studios.
Event also marked changing over of
programming
and announcing staff to
all-Negro.
Comic Book Promotion
WTOP
on
covers ofWashington
6,500 comicreports
books it's
sold now
in the
Washington area. Special stickers
bearing legend "Listen to My Friend
Irma, Mondays 10 p.m., WTOP, 1500
on your dial," have been attached to
covers of all "My Friend Irma" comic
books circulated in metropolitan area.
Special permission was obtained from
publisher, Broadcast Features Publications Inc., WTOP reports. The 52page book is based on "The Famous
CBS Radio Laff-Riot!"
Personnel
RALPH BACKLUND, formerly with
CBS - owned WCCO Minneapolis-St.
Paul, transfers to public affairs department of CBS in New York.
CLEMENT G. SCERBACK appointed
to newly created position of promotion
manager of WTAM and WNBK (TV)
Cleveland, Ohio. He was formerly news
writer for WTAM.
EUGENE MOSS, former assistant to
sales promotion director of KMBC
Kansas City, joins WOR New York as
copywriter and production assistant to
Joseph Creamer, director of advertising and promotion department.
RICHARD EISIMINGER, assistant
manager of NBC Hollywood press department, appointed manager of KNBH
(TV) Hollywood advertising and promotion. ROBERT C. PELGRAM, formerly of television publicity staff,
named manager of KNBH press department.
ELEANOR GLOGAU, formerly with
MBS, joins DuMont Television Network's publicity department.
Vsr Den Marks

20 Years

RAY VIR DEN, president of Lennen & Mitchell, marked his 20th
year of service, and Irving Bugg,
copywriter and account executive
with the agency, retired after 19
years, at the annual reception and
dinner of the agency's 20- Year
Club, held in New York last week.
Mr. Bugg was the first to retire
under the pension plan pioneered
in the advertising industry by
L&M.

APPEAL

New Transit Riders' Aim
AN APPEAL from the U. S. Dis- ,
trict Court decision dismissing
three petitions aimed at curbing
transit radio service in Washington [Broadcasting, June 5] war:
promised June 1 by Transit Riders ;
Assn., one of three petitioners.
The rider group, which numbers
approximately 500 members, announced through its president,
Claude N. Palmer, it would con- y
tinue the fight by appealing "to
the highest court in the land."
Judge
Edward added,
A. Tamm's
Mr. Palmer
affectsruling,
only
appeals from findings by the Pub- \
lie Utilities Commission last De- 1
cember.
The judge ruled that
transit FM is not "inconsistent u
with the public convenience, comand safety," andby was
pre- k%1
ferred fortoverwhelmingly
riders.
"It does not dispose of our suitJi
for permanent injunction against
Capital Transit Co.'s use of radic
receiving equipment
in its vehicles," Mr. Palmer
explained.*- 1
Association filed suit against CTCU'
this past February.
Mr. Palmer>(V
added
that
Paul
N.
Temple,
an-J/:
other petitioner, also will appeal;:!
the court decision.
On the basis of the ruling, Benr.t
Strouse, vice president and gen-i
eral
manager
of WWDC-FM
Washington
and Washington^:
Transit Radio Inc., announced the
service would be expanded to ad-js:
ditional busses and streetcars off}i
Capital Transit.
SALES
WLW

OFFERS
Reports Mail Results

PREMIUM and direct sale offers
aired by WLW Cincinnati the pas1
year
have resulted
in a steady
flow1
of requests
— as many
as 12,022fl\
queries a week — the station reports.il
following completion of a survey
of weekly mail count figures.
A candy company's jingle con :.t
test, for example, drew a total o\lb
15,260 entries, or an average of
1,904 a week over an eight-weel
period, competing for a $1,000 toj
prize. A free health booklet offei
by an insurance firm pulled 6,08'
requests in the first three months
of 1950.
In bothweekly
cases,newscasts.
offers werr','i
made
on three
Other offers included anima
balloon sets, which drew 48,557 or
ders ; nursery, nylon, rug, and worn I
en's fashion catalogues, good foi ;..
7,603, 16,382, 9,957, and 15,630 re
quests, respectively; a ball poin
pen offered by a coffee company
which got 8,942 answers; harmon
icas, 7,795; and a double offer of £
souvenir and trial-size bottle o:
cough medicine, 13,681 requests
spQt
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA. INC.
366 Madison Avenue. New York
Murray Hiii 2-8755
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 36)
rst vacation in five years. Alhough a bachelor, Ralph says he
eeps an open mind on the mariage subject.
Ralph belongs to the Masonic
;)rder, The Grotto, Cleveland Adertising Club and the Oakwood
ountry Club. His civic activities
hclude being assistant public reations director of Bellefaire Children's Home, adviser to the Naional Conference of Christians
:,nd Jews, and Community Fund
led Feather Man, which includes
'-, speaking engagement over the
adio once a month.
Of radio and television advertising Ralph says: "Selling via
adio or TV is like walking down
■\ long dark hall. Suddenly a door
yells, 'BOO.'
someone
and even
ipensresult,
trhe
though perhaps a
rifle violent, is instant reaction,
•rhe commercial must be powerful
nough to attract attention, powerWill enough to stimulate action;
Powerful enough to forbid borelom."
3E Expansion
:)VER $7 million will be spent in
■ 950 by General Electric Co. to
[increase production of radio-TV
eceivers, cabinets, TV picture and
ether receiving tubes at GE plants
n Syracuse, Utica and Buffalo,
|T. Y., Wabash and Tell City, Ind.,
hnd Owensboro, Ky. Most of the
money v«ll be expended for new
nd specialized machinery and for
t nlargement
o f manufacturing
reas, according to Dr. W. R. G.
3aker, GE vice president and general manager of the electronics
lepartment, who made the anlouncement.
1

Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

commercials
commercials
commercials
commercials

NETWORK BOXSCORE
on the four nationwide networks April 30
starting on networks during May
dropped from networks during May
on four nationwide networks, May 31

NAB MAILING
Gives Recording Proposals
PROPOSED additional recording
standards including new NAB
lateral frequency record and new
reference tape, planned for nearfuture production, have been
mailed to industry engineers by
22].
Neal McNaughten, NAB engineering director [Broadcasting, May

268
11
14
265

May Additions
PROGRAM
NETWORK TIME
AGENCY
My True Story ABC Mon., Wed., Fri., Dancer-Fitzgerald10-10:25
SampleCone &
Chance of a Life ABC Mon.,
Wed., a.m.
Fri., Foote,
Time
2:45-3
p.m.
BeldingCone &
Quick as a Flash ABC Mon.-Fri., 11:45- Foote,
12
Noon
Belding
Modern Romances ABC Mon.,
Wed., Fri., Foote, Cone &
a.m.
11:15-11:30 Belding
R. J. Reynolds Co. Baseball Summary MBS Mon.min.
-Sat.;
following
"Game
of5 the Wm, Esty Co.

SPONSOR
Sterling Drug Co.
The Toni Co.
The Toni Co.
The Toni Co.

Gulf Oil Co.
Philip Morris Co.
George
A. Hormel
Co.
General Mills
General Mills
General Mills

Mr. McNaughten is chairman of
the NAB Recording & Reproducing
Standards Committee, which has
been developing the standards for
nine years. Mail referendum is
being conducted on the the additional standards, since the committee will not meet again until
1951. Chairman of the committee's
executive group is Robert M.
Morris, ABC.
The reference tape will be available only from the NAB under
whose supervision it will be recorded, inspected, numbered and
registered. New standards will be
submitted to the NAB board at its
June 20-22 meeting in Washington.

Lanny Ross Show
MBS Mon.-Fri.,
12:30 p.m.12:15- Young & Rubicam
This Is Your Life CBS Tues., 9:30-10
Biow Co.
Music
with
Hormel
CBS
Sat.,
2-2:30
p.m.
BBDO
Girls
Night Beat NBC Mon., 10-10:30
Knox Reeves Co.
Dangerous Assign- NBC Wed.,
10:30-11
Knox Reeves Co.
p.m.
ment
p.m. Day"
Penny
Singleton
NBC
Tues.,
9:30-10
Knox
Reeves Co.
Story
p.m.

May Deletions
Block Drug Co.
Burns & Allen CBS Wed., 10-10:30
Wm. H. Wise Co. Get More Out of CBS Sun., 12;1.2:30
Life
p.m.
Pillsbury Mills House Party CBS Mon.-Fri.,
3:55 p.m. 3:30Brown Shoe Co.
Smiling
Ed McCon- NBC Sat.,
11:30 a.m.p.m.
nell
12 Noon
Morell Meat lassie
NBC Sat.,a.m. 11-11:15
Philip Morris This Is Your Life NBC Wed., 8-8:30
Doubleday & Co.
Edwin C. Hill NBC Sun., 4-4:15 p.m.
Doubleday & Co.
Facts Unlimited
NBC Sun., 4:15-4:30
p.m. 9:30-10
Bruner Ritter Inc. Chance of a Life- ABC Sun.,
time
p.m.
Carter Prod. Inc. Jimmie Fidler Show ABC Sun., 10-10:15
p.m.
Gillette Safety
Friday Night Fights ABC Fri., 10 p.m. to
Razor Co.
concl.
Miller Brewing Co. Lawrence
Welk
ABC Wed.,
10-10:30
Show
p.m.
p.m. 10:15Wm. H. Wise Co. Get More Out of ABC Sun.,
Life
10:30 p.m.
Benj. Moore Paint Betty Moore Show MBS Sat., 11-11:15
Co.
am.

Cecil & Presbrey
Thwing & Airman
Leo Burnett
Leo Burnett
N. W. Ayer & Son
Biow Co.
Huber Hoge & Son
Huber Hoge & Son
Raymond Spector
Co.
SSC&B
Maxon Inc.
Matthisson & Assoc.
Thwing & Airman
St. Georges & Keyes

May One-Timers
Perfect Circle Pis- Indianapolis MBS Tues., May 30,
ton Ring Co. Speedway Race
3 hrs.

Henri, Hurst &
McDonald

Don Lee's Adopted Daughters
File Claim

i:
ILEE ESTATE
£rWO adopted daughters of the late Don Lee have laid claim to the $10
i!nillion estate left by his son, Thomas S. Lee.
Mrs. Elizabeth Boyd Lee Fry, 34, and Mrs. Christine Boyd Lee Rieber,
59, filed suit in Los Angeles Superior Court on June 5 to enforce a
solemnLee contract"
contend
hon
made whentheyhe and
his *
At time of adoption, the sisters
A econd wife, Annabelle Torbett
contend, Don Lee promised their
*lee, adopted them in 1920.
natural father, Robert Boyd, who
? Complaint was prepared by At- since has died, that the girls would
^jorneys Jerry Giesler and Harry
share in his estate equally with
fe. Mabry, who were accompanied
Mr. Lee's own son by his first wife,
d court for the filing by Mrs. Fry, the
late Mrs. Etta Lee.
vho resides in West Los Angeles.
Mrs.
Fry and Mrs. Rieber
Mrs. Rieber lives in Metuchen,
charge this agreement was broken
when Don Lee made a will cutting
;ST. J., and was not present,
.j . Both women are daughters of them off with $1 each, and left his
T,.he late Mrs. Mary Florence Boyd,
estate to his son Thomas. This
j.vho died Nov. 15, 1918. She was
followed a bitter divorce battle
itji sister of the second Mrs. Lee.
with his second wife in 1924.
Seek Damages
Besides two-thirds of the estate
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
to enforce this agreement, the sisters also ask for the Thomas Lee
\-**>f
One
of
the
leading
and
^"■"^ oldeBt schools of Radio
third share as punitive damages
Technology in America, offers its
trained Radio and Television techfor alleged fraud in the latter's
dustry. nicians to the Broadcasting Inwill seeking to deprive them of
Address inquiries to
Placement Director
any share.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
Will of Thomas Lee, written in
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
1934,
before courts declared him
350 W. 4th St., New York 14, N. T.
incompetent, left his entire estate
BROADCASTING • Telecasting

Asks Loyalty Oath
LOYALTY affidavits would be required of every officer and employe
in the executive, legislative or
judicial branches of the U. S.
government under a bill (HR 8680)
sponsored in Congress by Rep. W.
F. Norrell (D-Ark.), member of
the House Appropriations Committee. The legislation, which would
cover all independent agencies,
would authorize withholding of
salaries to personnel unless they
have executed such an affidavit.

to R. D. Merrill of Seattle, an
uncle by marriage. Mrs. Nora S.
Patee, aunt and only living blood
relative of Thomas Lee, also has
filed claim to the estate.
Besides Mr. Merrill and Mrs.
Patee, named in the suit is her
husband, L. G. Patee, who witnessed her nephew's will, and
Public Administrator Ben H.
Brown, appointed special administrator in charge of the estate.

Any officer or employe who "knowingly"
supports
the signed
CommunistjoinsPartyorafter
having
the pledge would be subject to a
$10,000ment.
fineMeasure,
or five
years' imprisonintroduced
May 31,
was referred to the House Judiciary
Committee.
CFYK Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, 150 w station on 1450 kc, is now
on air as Canada's most northerly
broadcasting station. Operated noncommercially by Dept. of National
Defense, Ottawa, station is turned
over for community broadcasting on
voluntary basis to housewives and
other citizens of northern gold mining town.

Sugar
Burns
and

WLS

Grove
a Mortgage

is there to Help

(see front cover)
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'Buff do News' Views Status;
WKY-FM Is Dropped

■Qllied

RALPH J. ROBERTS, director of
advertising and sales promotion
of Muzak Corp., elected vice president. With Muzak since 1949, he formerly was with Aitkin-Kynett Adv.,
Philadelphia.
BERNARD SHOENFELD, radio writer, and BILL ROBSON, producerdirector, producing as yet untitled
series of 13 half-hour dramatizations
of famous prison breaks for television.
MARGARET ETTLNGER & Co., Hollywood publicity and public relations
firm, changes name to Ettinger Co.
RICHARD E. TUKEY named vice
president in charge of Eastern operations, with headquarters in New York.
ELLIS KING, of engineering department of U. of California at Los Angeles, joins faculty of Pasadena Institute for Radio, Pasadena, as instructor
in radio-telephone operation.
FRANK S. BORST, with A.C. Nielson
Co. since 1937, most recently as senior
service executive of drug-food client
service department, appointed a vice
president. He will continue to work
out of Chicago office.
MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY, talent booker, sends single-page
newsletter with show ideas and TV

I

want

awn

my

eapy

af

ONE YEAR— $7
□ I enclose $7.00 □ Please bill me
NAME

~

COMPANY
ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE
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trends monthly to Chicago agencies,
stations and sponsors. Report eventually will be released twice monthly.
WALTER A. KLINGER, formerly
with Warner Bros. Studios public relations staff, joins Paul Kohner Inc.,
Los
Angeles,
head talent agency's
new televisiontodepartment.
KYRS (FM) Dallas has subscribed to
Marshall Field Enterprises' Functional Music service, and will start programming June 15. Station is installing special FM receivers in area.
S. W. CALDWELL Ltd., Toronto, releases 30-page catalogue of open-end
transcriptions, with synopsis of nearly
100 titles broken down in half-hour,
quarter-hour and 5-minute programs.
HALL PRODUCTIONS, Philadelphia,
packager of radio and TV, moves to
2215 Delancey Place.
Equipment
ELLERY W. STONE, president of International Standard Electric Corp.
and a vice president of International
Telephone & Telegraph, elected president of American Cable & Radio
Corp., affiliate of IT&T. He is also
former president of Federal Telephone & Radio Corp. and CapehartFarnsworth Corp. He has served in
various executive capacities with
IT&T since 1931.
GILBERT E. GUSTAFSON, vice president in charge of engineering, Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, received honorary degree in electrical engineering
from Stevens Institute of Technology
June 10.
NORMAN E. WUNDERLICH appointed executive vice president and
general manager in charge of all company activities for Link Radio Corp.,
New York. He has been with firm
since last July in establishment of
Chicago office and service center and
in organizing sales-engineering force
Throughout Mid-West. He is ownerfounder of Wunderlich Radio Corp.
CROSLEY DIV. of Avco Mfg. Corp.,
Cincinnati, appoints Brand & Millen
Ltd., Long Branch, Ont., as exclusive
Canadian manufacturer and distributor of Crosley radio and television receivers. Cross Country Television Ltd.
has been organized to market sets in
Canada.
RADIO SURGE
Pulse Finds N. Y. Rise
AN INCREASE of 65% in radio
listening in New York metropolitan area television homes as compared with a year ago was reported last week by WOR New
York in an analysis of Pulse
figures.
Quarter-hour averages of radio
sets in use in TV homes between
6 p.m. and midnight, according to
latest Pulse figures for May, are
10.4, At the same time last year
the figures was 6.3. In the same
period the radio share of audience
in TV homes rose from 12.7 to 17.

UPS AND DOWNS of FM broadcasting continued last week with an-J-,
nouncement of WBEN-FM Buffalo that it would stay on the air. OnT
the other hand, WEBR-FM Buffalo was reported by the Buffalo Evening L
News, operating WBEN-FM, to have surrendered its license "without
so much as an obituary notice."
WKY-FM
Oklahoma City, operdent E. K. Gaylord called atten- ■ft
ated by Oklahoma Publishing Co.,
tion to public apathy in purchase
also has been silenced.
of FM sets, adding: "It is oui
The News announced WBENFM, "the pioneer FM station in studied opinion that FM broad- '
this area, contemplates continucasting
no longer
justifiedof ,;:
and that can
it shows
little bepromise
ance of FM broadcasting. The
improvement.
Most radio
set :
regular schedule will be carried
during the summer. When the buyers in Oklahoma have contin- 1 ■
ued to prefer the regular AM
FM School of the Air is resumed
in the fall the programs again will receivers. . . . The ever increasing interest in television has combe
heard
over WBEN-FM." The
pletely overwhelmed the lagging
News
continued:
interest in FM sets. . . . We will
"Roy Albertson's WBNY-FM
continue to devote our energy and
[Buffalo] has no intention of drop- financial resources to making the
ping the static-free medium and best possible AM
broadcasting N
finds the broadcasting of baseball
and
television
programming
avail-?'
games, picked up via the FM net- able to Oklahomans over WKY
works, a good source of revenue.
Mr. Albertson points out that his
andWKY
WKY-TV."
investment of $65,000 in an FM
noted that "approximately]'
transmitter would indicate that
30 of the biggest stations havei1
he has faith in its eventual suc- ceased FM broadcasting since the ':
cess.
first
the year,"
plus 210
of CPsof who
have turned
themholders
back r
"Egbert D. Corson, president of to the FCC.
i
WUSJ-FM Lockport, is convinced
that, even though his FM operation faces a slump this summer, it
will pick up in the future to prove
LUCAS' REPORTS
its right to recognition. WUSJid
FM carries local baseball and the
Carried by 37 Stations J
FM School of the Air.
THIRTY-SEVEN stations are car-1*
Hull Optimistic
rying transcribed weekly radio reports to Illinois voiced by Sen.
"Earl C. Hull, vice president of
WHLD-FM [Niagara Falls], sees
Scott Lucas (D-Ill.), Senate Demnothing but a rosy future when
ocratic Majority Leader. Broadthe novelty of television has faded.
casts are aired at various periods
His station is currently carrying
the Rural Radio Network 6:30 throughout each week by these.;
stations
a.m. to 7 p.m. daily and big-league
WOKZ Alton. WMRO WBNU Aurora^
baseball as late as 11 p.m. He WIBV
Belleville. WKRO Cairo, WBYS
Canton.
WCIL
Carbondale, WRO\
plans to extend the regular broadcasting hours beyond 9 p.m. in the Carmi, WCAZ Carthage. WCNT Centralia.
WLS
Chicago.
WHFC Cicero
near future.
WD AN
Danville.
WSOY Decatur
"The general feeling in the in- WLBK DeKalb, WTMV East St. Louis . r
dustry is that the advent of tele- WCRA Effingham. WNMP WEAW (FMjjlfl
Evanston,
WFJS
WFRL Freeport
vision took the spotlight from FM
but that FM will come into its WEBQ
Harrisburg,
WJPF BTerrinljj
WGGH
Marion,
WLBH Mattoon.L
own. The fact remains that re- WQUA Moline, WVMC Mount Carmel i.
ception in FM is completely free WMIX Mount Vernon, WSTV Pekin g
of interference, even in the most
WIRL
WTAD WKID
WGEM Urbana
Quincy 1L.\
WROK Peoria,
Rockford,
WCVS WTAX Springfield, KMOX StJ\,
difficult locations."
In signing off WKY-FM, Presi- Louis.
ft
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MESSAGE

Radio Projects Firm's Name
RITERION in radio advertising
f funeral home operators is "to
ake your name thought of first,"
ric Lund, WLVA Lynchburg, Va.,
Id the Virginia Assn. of Funeral
irectors at its Richmond convenon June 1.
Purchase of a funeral, Mr. Lund
^inted out, is an "impulse purjiase" and in making such a decijon, people usually stay on
imiliar ground. "They buy what
pey know, what they have
;eard about, what they think of
jrst."
In
time of emotional stress, he
fiid, there is an even greater
mdency to find comfort in, and to
iing to the familiar. And radio's
jost outstanding success, Mr. Lund
Aid, "has been that of etching an
^lpression on the minds of people
i. . one of radio's strongest points
its ability to project a name or
ti idea."
Because radio is a personal
leans of communication, the
,iedium is particulary effective for
Jie funeral home operator. By
stablishing identity, creating a
?«ling of sincerity and "making
ourself liked" and be "thought of
Irst" when the need arises, the
.ineral home operator can use
adio effectively, Mr. Lund said.
!! While no particular type of pro,tram is necessary for the operator
| convey his message, the community service program offers the
jiost possibilities. Such programs
s lost and found, calendar of
bming events, church programs,
'ood music, etc., are best suited,
>'<e suggested.
By projecting the character of
Ejis business as "you yourself do,"
jae funeral parlor operator can
radio so as to reflect credit on
is profession, Mr. Lund concluded.
Michigan Football
ADIO rights to U. of Michigan
ootball games next fall have been
Did by WWJ Detroit to Speedway
'etroleum Corp. that city. Sale
wolves all nine of U. of Michian's games plus one between
lichigan State and Oregon State,
chedule runs from Sept. 23
hrough Nov. 25.

TyrORMANDY, France and ShenanJ_^j doah, Iowa were very close on
sixth anniversary of D-Day, June
6. On that day KMA Shenandoah and
Radio Diffusion Francaise, French
Broadcasting System's representative
in North America, exchanged programs. Show sent to KMA was produced in Normandy Beachhead towns,
and by interview, people of France
sent their appreciation to Midwest veterans of European liberation. Program
sent to Normandy was 15 minutes of
special interview with Jay Martin who
landed in France on D-Day, his father,
and Mrs. Edith Hansen, whose son is
now convalescing from D-Day in veteran's hospital. Interviews were translated by Frenchmen now residing in
Shenandoah.
TV Horse Show
HOLDING forth in driveway adjacent
to studios of KMTV (TV) Omaha,
Neb., Hugh Bader, of Names You Know
in Sports program recently conducted
horse show. Interviews covered riding as a hobby, with horse being used
for demonstration purposes. Show
was inspired by fact that horse show
was being held following weekend for
benefit of Children's Memorial Hospital.
Masterful Music
SERVING classical music in "courses"
like a well-balanced meal is Ralph
Black, manager of Chattanooga Philharmonic Assn., on WVUN (FM) that
city. Mr. Black conducts Music of the
Masters Sunday, 9 p.m., as part of
station's public service programming.
Commentary is in easy, informal style,
and listeners are invited to send in
requests.
Full Day
NECESSITY of being in four places
almost simultaneously faced WWJ-TV
Detroit recently. Four remotes were
scheduled to be covered by station's
one remote truck in one day, but station managed to fit them all in. At
10 a.m. first event was picked up in
front of City Hall. At same time,
truck borrowed from Detroit News
(WWJ owner) was on its way to Selfridge Field with studio camera equipment to telecast open house from 2-4
p.m. with 10-minute break, during
which truck raced to river to cover

tugboat race. At 9:30 p.m., remote
truck and exhausted technicians telecast 45 minutes of motorcycle races
from Motor City Speedway.
Saturday Night Stars
NEW show on WMCA New York features interviews with star performers
at threatres, nightclubs and showplaces around New York. Called Your
Night Out, show is produced by Bob L.
Roberts Productions, New York. Stars
scheduled to be interviewed include
Vic Damone, Jan August and others.
Reunion Highlights
REUNION in St. Louis of 35th Division, including appearance of its most
famous member, President Truman,
was given thorough radio and TV coverage. KXOK St. Louis, whose Harry
K. Renfro was in charge of broadcasting facilities for reunion, reports that
16 microphones were installed near
speakers' stand, providing accommodations for major networks, six local
stations and television. KSD-TV St.
Louis telecast parade through city
streets, followed by two-hour ceremony
on riverfront, which was highlighted
by President's address dedicating Jefferson National Expansion Memorial.
Last portion of parade and address
were fed by KSD-TV to CBS-TV.
Field Tournament
FIVE complete hours of high school
track and field tournament at U. of
Illinois aired commercially by WSDR
Sterling, 111. Station carried preliminaries for two and one-half hours
and three hours of finals on succeeding day. Three-man crew, composed
of John Rohwer, program director;
Bob Edell, news editor, and Ed Fisher,
chief engineer, covered event for station.
Outstanding Sportscasters
TAKING advantage of Gillette sales
meeting at which Bill Corum, Clem
McCarthy, Mel Allen, Don Dunphy and
Jim Britt were present, WHEB Portsmouth, N. H., swooped in for exclusive.
Charlie Gray and Lucien E. DuMont,
program director for WHEB, went to
Wentworth-By-The-Sea, summer resort
where sportscasters were meeting, and
transcribed interview with them.
Transcription was played back at 6:10
same evening.
'What's in the Movies'
MUSIC connected with movies is aired
Mon. through Sat. at 6:30 p.m., and
Sunday at 1:15 p.m. on WCSC Charleston, S. C. Listeners also are given
information on what is playing at
local movie houses. Question and answer format is used, with reviews from
outstanding
magazines are
included.
views of attractions
aired Preand

Los Angeles. In addition to presentation of a wide range of all types
of religious music, program will have
noted alities
clergymen
and music personas weekly guests.
Libel Suit Covered
MUCH-publicized libel suit brought
by Larry Adler and Paul Draper
against Mrs. H. McCullough of Greenwich, Conn., found News Chief Tom
Eaton of WTIC Hartford, Conn., in
constant attendance. Through special
wire installed in press room of Federal District Court, Mr. Eaton was
able to relay developments immediately
after they occurred — some bulletins
were aired in as little as IV2 minutes.
Strictly for Men
PROGRAM especially designed for
boys and their fathers shown over
WMAL-TV Washington from WMARTV Baltimore each Saturday at 2:30
p.m. Helpful hints in constructing
soap box autos and demonstrations of
fine points of construction are featured.
Charles
of lastconducts
year's
BaltimoreRupert,
soap boxfather
champion,
Soap Box Clinic.
Employe Election
TECHNICAL employes of KDKAAM-FM Pittsburgh have voted 8-6
to be represented by Associated
Broadcast Engineers, according to
certification of union shop election
announced by NLRB. Request of
IBEW to withdraw petition for
certification of representatives at
Bogalusa Broadcasting Co.
(WIKC), Bogalusa, La., has been
granted by NLRB.
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entire programs, with newsreels, cartioned. toons and short features are men-

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage ★ Member N-A"BROADCASTING
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"Campus Christian Hour"
MUSIC and hymns of all churches
are being aired in new half-hour
weekly nonsectarian Campus Christian Hour on KTSL (TV) Hollywood.
Program features 18-piece all-amateur orchestra and eight voice chorus
under direction of Rev. Ralph Carmichael, professor of music at
Southern California Bible College,
June 12, 1950
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Respects
(Continued from page i-0)
before the mikes of various Los
Angeles stations.
First real exposure to the
medium occurred in 1926 when a
friend invited Mr. Bull to participate in an impromptu, ad lib program on a San Diego station. He
liked it and returned to San Diego
several times for similar programs.
Realizing the potentialities of
radio, Frank Bull joined Pickwick
Broadcasting Co. as general manager of KNRC (now KECA) Los
Angeles in January 1928. In those
days, Mr. Bull says, he did everything but sweep out the studios.
Managerial duties were very widespread. He also sold station time,
filled in for announcers and other
talent that failed to show on time,
and in addition conducted a couple
of disc programs of his own.
Saves the Sale
He recalls selling an advertiser
a series of football broadcasts, and
then discovei'ing there was no announcer to handle the play-byplay assignment. The sponsor was
angry and threatened to cancel.
An avid football follower, Mr. Bull
took over the job. That saved the
day. Sponsor remained.
That was Mr. Bull's entry to
sportscasting, and over a 20 year
period ending in 1948, when he
"retired," he handled the mike
for every kind of sport, establishing himself as one of the deans
of Southern California sportscasters. He still continues to do
some sportscasting, but on a
limited basis.
The ambitious Mr. Bull wanted

The Happy Kitchen, one of the
Midwest's oldest and best liked
women's programs, is conducted
by Nancy Goode.
This 9:15
a. m. week-day
feature has
been on the air
for almost 15
years. The program is deftly
handled by
Nancy Goode,
homemaker,
Nancy Goode
mother and
active clubwoman. Her recipes,
food and household hints are of
great interest to KMBC-KFRM
listeners. Her April mail averaged
more than 250 letters a week!
Fleischmann's Yeast and K. C.
Power & Light are current sponsors, but additional participations
are now available!
Contact us, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for details!
KM
BC
of Kansas City
K F R M
for Rural Kansas
Page 86
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his own radio station and in 1929
bought a partnership in what is
now KDB Santa Barbara. With
the station operating at a loss, he
put it up for sale a year later.
Today the outlet is owned and
operated by Don Lee Broadcasting
System.
Meanwhile, Freitag Inc., which
operated KMTR Hollywood, KMPC
Beverly Hills and KMIC Inglewood
under a leasing arrangement, invited him to join that organization
as vice president. It was in mid1930 that Mr. Bull became manager
of KMTR, with duties also including sportscasting and selling
station time for all three stations.
When the Freitag lease expired
in 1936, Mr. Bull and several
other salesmen found themselves
without jobs. They could have remained on the stations' payroll,
but on a salary basis rather than
the commissions they had previously enjoyed.
A business of their own seemed
a better idea. Thus was formed
Allied Advertising Agencies in
early 1937. Besides Mr. Bull,
partners were Dick Smith, W. F.
Gardner, Russell Rust and Walter
McCreery. Because of excessive
corporation taxes, that association
terminated more than a year later.
Messrs. Smith and Bull withdrew
to form their own agency under
the name of Smith & Bull Adv.
Mr. Mcreery joined them in February 1945 when his name was
added as partner.
50% to Radio, Video
This partnership was dissolved in
October 1949 when Mr. McCreery
withdrew to form his own agency,
and Smith & Bull Adv. continued
with headquarters at 6642 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood. With more than
two score accounts to its credit,
the firm today has an annual billing of approximately $1% million,
with some 50% of clients' money
spent on radio and television.
Intensely interested in the potentialities of TV, Mr. Bull has made
several visits to New York and
other major markets to study the
medium. In addition, agency has
"loaned out" production staff personnel to TV stations so that they
too can receive first hand knowledge of the medium. As a result,
Mr. Bull declares, the agency is
being geared to intelligently handle
TV for clients on a moment's notice.
An enthusiastic golfer, Frank
Bull considers it his major recreation and hobby. Also an ardent
Dixieland jazz record collector, he
has one of the finest collections in
the country. With Gene Norman,
Hollywood disc m.c, he annually
stages a "Dixieland Jubilee," bringing noted jazz bands from all parts
of the country to Los Angeles for
the event. The 1950 date is Oct. 6
at Shrine Auditorium.
Mr. Bull admits being a joiner.
In addition to being a Mason, he
has membership in the Variety
Club, Authors Club, Wilshire
Country Club, Beverly Club, Los
Angeles Ad and Press Clubs. He
also is a member of the Football
Writers Assn. of America and is
on executive board of the Southern

California Committee for the
Olympic Games.
There is an imposing record of
government service during both
World War I and World War II
to which Mr. Bull points with
justifiable pride. He also has been
picked many times as an outstanding sportscaster and football announcer in various polls and surveys made during the 16 years he
was on the sports staff of the Tidewater-As ociated Oil Co.
Mr. Bull maintains a bachelor
apartment in the hills overlooking
Hollywood. His immediate family
consists of two daughters, Mrs.
George Lynch and Sally Bull in the
CBS Hollywood network program
department.
KDMS EL DORADO
Cotton Belt's Third Outlet
KDMS El Dorado, Ark., has taken
the air as a 1000 w daytimer on
1290 kc. It is the third station
owned and operated by Cotton
Belt Broadcasting Co., operating
KTFS Texarkana, Tex., and
WGVM Greenville, Miss.
Manager of KDMS is Leo Howard, former commercial manager
of WKY Oklahoma City. Other
officers include Jack Baruth, formerly of WGVM, program manager, and Robert Cleary, formerly
of KTFS, chief engineer. David
M. Segal, owner of the stations,
said the trio will be sold as a
package with the title, Cotton Belt
Group. KDMS is a Liberty Network affiliate, with studios atop
the Randolph Hotel. It took the
air May 6.
KBND Increases Power
KBND Bend, Ore., operated by
Central Oregon Broadcasting Co.,
increased power officially from 250
w to 1 kw unlimited time and
changed frequency from 1340 to
1270 kc on May 29, Frank H.
Loggan, president and general
manager, has announced. Preparatory to this changeover, KBND
constructed a new transmitter
building at the north city limits.
Thirty-minute dedicatory program
was broadcast with Oregon broadcasters and civic leaders taking

part.

BANANA
PIE-AYE
Parody Treat for Dral
BANANA cream pie has new tas
significance for Galen Drat
It started several weeks ago whMr. Drake stated on his CI
Housewives Protective L e a g i
program (5-5:30 p.m. and 11:3
11:30 p.m. EDT) that he cou
never look the pie in the face h
cause during childhood he on
had all he could eat.
E. S. Whitman, publicity directc
United Fruit Co., heard the pr
gram and wrote a parody of tl
"Chiquita Banana
Song" to
the occasion of presenting M

Presenting pie to Mr. Drake
CBS studios is Chiquita.
Drake with a luscious speciall
baked pie.
The parody — a takeoff on M
Drake's statement: — was record*
and presented to him with she
music. The pie, baked in tl
United Fruit Co.'s home economi
department kitchen, was hand<
to Mr. Drake by Chiquita Banar
(Helen Bosshard), United Fru
Co.'s "banana ambassador."
Paul Roberts
PAUL ROBERTS, 39, disc jock*
and show m.c. at WFBM-AM-T
Indianapolis, Ind., died of a hea:
ailment at St. Vincent's HospitE
that city, May 18. Mr. Rober
conducted the station's popuh
Spinning Wheel and other pr<
grams. Surviving are his wido^
Vera,
Mark, and
3. two sons, Kirk, 11, ar!

FCC

Headaches Face Board
(Continued from page 18)

Actions

(Continued from page 80)
cision Cont.:
ins. location. 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
KWSO
w AM Wasco,
station; Calif.—
1050 kcGranted
250 w D.license
K.GOS
Torrington,
Wyo.
Granted
linse for new AM station— and
specify
idio location; 1490 kc 250 w unl.
SBPS
Ore. for
— Granted
reest to Portland,
remain silent
the period
ginning June 3 and ending in no
ent later than Sept. 18 in order to
serve school vacation period only.
IVKNY Kingston, N. Y.— Granted
pd. license to change corporate name
)j Kingston Bcstg. Corp.
itfjtVPAT
Paterson,
N. J. —ofGranted
;nse change
in hours
operation,liUrease in power, install DA-DN,
!;tall new trans; 930 kc 5 kw-DA
Iirt'KRM
'5 to installColumbia;
new trans. Tenn. — Granted
,«IUN Pecos, Tex.— Granted CP to
l};tall new trans.
"LIC
Monroe,
La. — Granted CP to
nge studio
location.
WTO
Springfield,
— Granted
d. CP to use aux. Mo.
trans,
as an
ernate main trans, for night use and
- aux. purposes for daytime.
ULET Ephrata, Wash. — Granted mod.
to change type of trans.
JWCLI Corning, N. Y. — Granted mod.
Is» to change type trans.
kjBC Midland, Tex. — Granted mod.
P to change type trans, and make
Panges in ground system.
RYMA Yuma, Ariz. — Granted mod.
f for extension of completion date to
|27-50.
.iTollowmg
granted mod. CPs for
tension of completion dates as shown
[JGF Coffeyville, Kan. to 12-20-50
iPRA Mayaguez, P, R. to 6-19-50
vSTXT Portsmouth, Ohio to 12-21-50
ilt'UM Yuma, Ariz, to 9-15-50; WSAY
|! Chester, N. Y. to 12-15-50.
granted of applications
for
II|ifollowing
iewal of licenses
remote pickups
y, regular basis: KA-5237; 5238, KMYR
Co., area
Col.; KAAM,hstg.KMYR
Bcstg.Denver,
Co., Denver,
Col.;
Ts.-5045,
WHAS,
Inc.,
area
Louisville,
mi
jewhollowing granted applications for
ijbewal of licenses remote pickups on
changefrom
in fthe
remi•ffeular
sncy basis
whichsubject
may toresult
njjeeedings
DocketSystem,
6651: KA-3418W\9,
Don Leein Bcstg.
area Los
ati.geles,
Calif.;KA-5710,
KA-3053,WKRZ
3054, Inc.,
area
Tta Francisco;
ra^a
Oil City,following
Pa.
Sranted
applications for
iewal of licenses remote pickups on
tular basis pursuant to action in
icket 8711, et al; operation on these
iquencies is subject to condition that
harmful interference is caused to
.[tions operating in accordance with
listing frequency service allocations
sction 2.103 and 2.104 of Commission
Mtles)
in no event
shall operation
lfelj theseandfrequencies
be continued
after
pIjJ|y
1.
The
authority
contained
. Jill be without force and effectherein
after
y 1 unless modified, pursuant to
ng of
therefore,
to conim
withapplication
the frequency
assignment
ivisions of Section 4.402 of Comssion rules: KA-3420, Don Lee Bcstg.
stem, area Los Angeles; KA-3055,
a San Francisco; KA-4631; 4632,
_J_palachian Bcstg. Corp., area Bristol,

W6e«

STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
FCC as of May 31 follows:
FM
AM
TV
10369
698
109
Total authorized
178
74418
495
16
2,135
2,291
Construction permits
978
2,113
2
Conditional grants
246
402
12010
Total applications pending
35140
299
Requests for new stations
28
Requests to change existing facilities
2
6
Deletion of licensed stations in May . .
2662
Deletion of construction permits
Deletion of conditional grants
WWJ-FM Detroit, Mich.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 7-16-50.
June 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Request
renewal
station: for
KIUP license
Durango.
Col.;AMWELL
Battle Creek, Mich.; KCHS Hot
Springs, N. M.; WGBG Greensboro,
N. C; WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio; WRAK
Williamsport, Pa.; WBTH Williamson,
W. Va.
June 7 Applications . . .
AM— 800 kc
JulesAM J. station
Paglin, on New
new
790 kcOrleans
500 —w CPD
AMENDED
to
request
800
kc
1 kw D
DA.
License Renewal
Request
for
renewal
station: WMSL license
Decatur,
Ala.;AMWSGC
Elberton, Ga.; WNEX Macon, Ga.;
KVFD Fort Dodge, la.; WHLB Virginia,
Minn.; KTTS Springfield, Mo.; WABY
Albany, N. Y.; WEST Easton, Pa.;
WDAS Tenn.;
Philadelphia;
ville,
KUNO WHAL
Corpus ShelbyChristi,
Tex.; KLUF Galveston, Tex.
Modification of CP
WACR Columbus, Miss.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
CP to Replace CP
KVIM New Iberia, La. — CP new AM
station
to
kc 1 kw D,replace expired CP on 1570
AM— 1320 kc
WRJW
Picayune,
AM Dsta-to
tion to change from Miss.—
1320 kcCP1 kw
5 kw D.
June 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 940 kc
WTPS New Orleans— CP AM station
to change from 940 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N
DA-N to 940 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-N.
(Continued, on page 88)

It*. BMI

?^

-Rose
Another BMI "Pin l/p" Hit— Published by Acuff
RETREAT
BONAPARTE'S
c. 20-3766; Pee
a-Vi
On Records: Gene Krup
Cap.
Wee King— Vic. 21-0111; Kay Starr—
iffe
McAul
936; Buzz Butler— Dec. 46209; Leon
—Col. 20706.
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LICENSE FEES
Action This Session Unlikely
SENTIMENT for assessment of license fees on broadcast station applications, shared alike by FCC
and in certain Congressional quarters, appears to have subsided in the
wake of other pressing business
and may die aborning before Congress adjourns.
Authorities of two committees
to which separate proposals for
such legislation have been assigned
concede that if revenue measures
are considered at all, lengthy hearings probably would be in order.
They point out, however, that time
is rapidly running out and feel
there's little likelihood of action in
this Congress.
The move to impose fees on license applications is based on a bill
(HR 7711) by Rep. Cecil R. King
(D-Calif.) which would direct a
Treasury Dept. study on methods of
collecting fees and charges not
now assessed, and on an FCC report
to Sen. John L. McClellan (DArk.) indicating it would be receptive to levying fees on certain of
its
special
March
20]. services [Broadcasting,
The King measure has been referred to the House Ways & Means
Committee, which now is awaiting
recommendations of the Treasury
Dept. and Budget Bureau on the
feasibility of such legislation.
Opens Law Office
EUGENE L. BURKE, broadcast
attorney with FCC until 1946 and
since that time with the Washington law firm of Hayes & Hayes,
last week announced establishment
of his own law office at 821 15th
St., N.W., Washington 5, D.C.
Telephone is Sterling 3717. He
will engage in radio and general
practice. Mr. Burke joined FCC's
accounting division in 1935 and
later was transferred to the common carrier legal staff and subsequently to the broadcast legal staff
of the Commission. In 1944-45 he
was a Navy communications officer.
MILWAUKEE County Radio Council
has presented WTMJ Milwaukee with
two first awards for public service
programs for 1950. Shows are Mr.
thors. and Young Moderns and Av.Jaycee

to this post in May by Mr. Ryan.
Last week the title of the position
was changed to director of station
relations. Mr. Huffington has taken
a preliminary excursion into the
field to contact a number of stations in the South Atlantic area but
plans to remain in Washington a
while to become thoroughly acquainted with NAB activities and
to plan his membership contacts.
New directors who sit as fullfledged board members for the first
time since last winter's elections
are William B. Fay, WHAM Rochester, District 2; ' Harold Essex,
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, District 4; Harold Wheelahan, WSMB
New Orleans, District 6; George J.
Higgins, WISH Indianapolis, District 8; Jack Todd, KAKE Wichita,
District 12; William C. Grove,
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., District 14;
A. D. Willard, Jr., WGAC Augusta,
Ga., and John Esau, KTUL Tulsa,
medium stations; Patt McDonald,
WHHM Memphis, and Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga., small
stations; Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington, FM stations. They will
attend an indoctrination meeting
June 19.
The board is to elect a directorat-large for large stations to succeed Mr. Ryan, who resigned as a
director last April when he was
elected NAB general manager. The
Fellows vacancy is to be filled at
the same time.

WOAI
IT'SIN THE SOUTHWEST
• 316.700 families listen to WOAI
daytime three or more times per
week (BMB).
# WOAI leads in share of audience morning, afternoon and night
(Hooper).
• WOAI has the top 22 daytime
tonio weekday
(Hooper). programs in San An9 For availabilities on the
Southwest'ssentative
best
(Petry).buy — call our repre-

NBC-TQN
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles
St. Louis • Dallas • San Francisco
Detroit • Atlanta
June 12, 1950
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Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISION
WCTT
Corbin,
Ky. — Examiner
Fanney
N. Litvin announced
initial decision
to
grant
application
of
Corbin
Times-kc
Tribune Inc., to change from 1400
250 w unlimited to 680 kc 1 kw unlimited, directional night and change
transmitter and studio locations. See
story this issue. Decision June 6.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Mount Vernon Bcstg. Co., Mount
Vernon, Ohio and Beer and Koehl,
Ashland, Ohio — By memorandum opinion and order denied petition of Mount
Vernon Bcstg. Co., requesting reversal of Commission's decision of
Feb. 1, which denied application for
new station at Mount Vernon, and
granted application of Beer and Koehl
for new station at Ashland, Ohio. Order
June 2.
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn. — By memand order denied
tion filedorandum
by opinion
Independent
Bcstg. petiCo.,
for reconsideration,
rehearing
or reopening of proceeding, directed against
Commission's
denying
tion for FM action
CP and
AM applicalicense.
Granted authority to continue operation
for thirty days from release of this
memorandum opinion and order to
wind up
Order
Juneaffairs
2. and cease operation.
KTRH Houston, Tex. and KSEO
Durant, Col. — Announced memorandum
opinion and order to grant petition of
KTRH Bcstg. Co. for reconsideration
and rehearing
it attacks
consistentinsofar
findings in as
para.
51 and in-53
of Findings. First sentence in par. 51
of decision of Jan. 27 was corrected.
In all other respects petition for rehearing and consideration was denied,
and
petition
of Democrat Printing Co.,
Durant
was denied.
Deletions . . .
ONE FM authorization reported deleted
FCC Actions
(Continued from page 87)
Applications, Cont.:
AM— 900 kc
West Texas Bcstrs. Inc., Plainview,
Tex. — CP new AM station 1570 kc 250
w D AMENDED to request 900 kc and
change studio location to Floydada, Tex.
SSA— 1410 kc
WFCB Dunkirk, N. Y. — SSA AM station to operate on 1410 kc 500 w unl.
DA-2untilforfinal
period
not tois exceed
or
decision
reached.six mos.
Modification of License
WLYN
Mass.power
— Mod. from
license500AMw
station toLynn,
increase
D to 1 kw D on 1360 kc.
License Renewal
Request
licenseFalls,
le.iewal
station: KIFIforIdaho
Ida.;AMWBNY
Buffalo, N. Y.; KWIN Ashland, Ore.;
KUGN Eugene, Ore.; WJAC Johnstown,
Pa.,; WLOW Portsmouth, Va.; KODI
Cody, Wyo.
Modification of CP
WKAP Allentown, Pa. — Mod. CP new
FM station
tion date. for extension of compleYo</

KSFE
New
FCC
£ox

by FCC last week. Total to date: AM
21; FM 64; TV 2.
CPWRGK
June 2.Brookfield,
Economic. 111. — WRGK Inc.
New Applications .. .
AM APPLICATIONS
Seaford, Del.— Elizabeth Evans, 900
kc, 1 kw day. Estimated construction
cost $12,890. Mrs. Evans was employed
by Radio Corp. of America from 1930
to 1948 and more recently assisted her
husband
in the Dover.
promotion
tion of WDOV
Mr. and
Evansoperawas
licensee of that station. Filed June 2.
Bowling Green, Ky. — J. Granville
Clark, 1340
kc 250 w cost
unlimited.
mated construction
$17,000. EstiMr.
Clark, individual applicant, is engaged
in
general
law
practice
in
Russellville, Ark. Filed June 7.
Tahoe Valley, Calif.— Radio Tahoe,
1240 kc, 250 w unlimited. Elwood R.
Horwinski,
sole Radio
owner,Sales
was & owner
Electronic Mt.
Service,of
Lafayette, Calif, from 1944 to 1949 and
is now owner Tahoe Radio (radio and
electrical equipment service). EstiJune 7. mated construction cost $2,090. Filed
FM APPLICATIONS
Carmi,
111. — Carmi
B FM station
Ch. 247Bcstg.
(97.3 Co.,
mc), Class
ERP
10.7 kw, ant.
ft. Estimated
construction cost 212
$7,722.50.
Carmi Bcstg.
Co. is licensee of WROY AM outlet
Carmi. Filed June 8.
TV APPLICATION
New ayune
Orleans,
Times-PicPub. Co., La.
new— The
commercial
TV
station Ch. 4 (66-72 mc) ERP 21.5 kw
vis., 18 kw aur. Resubmitted June 5.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WKOY Bluefield, W. Va.— Transfer of
583% sh. censee,
of from
stock
Inc., liOdesin E.WKOY
Robinson
to
J. Lindsey Alley for $5,833. Ownership
after transfer will be: Mr. Alley 56%
(controlling interest); E. Bernard Jarrett, 33%% and retention by Mr.
Robinson of 10%. Mr. Robinson is
principal owner of WVMI Biloxi, Miss,
and wishes to take up residence there.
WKOY operates with 250 w fulltime on
1240 kc. Filed June 5.
YOOR

SHOTS

NETWORK.

NETWORK

wjmc I Lf
WEAU
WE&C
EAU CLAIRE wise
MAPI SOM
Represented nationally by RA-TEL Reps., Inc. and regionally by
BULMER-JOHNSON, Inc. Mpls.
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Cond'l Pending
cationsHearing
In
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants
279
301
2,137 2,113 182
AM Stations
13
18
3* Appli497 241
700
Stations
FM
TV Stations
105
40
69
352
182
* Two on the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KAPA Raymond, Wash. (Pacific Bcstg. Corp., 1340 kc,
250 w fulltime); KJSK-FM Columbus, Neb. (George Basil Anderson, (101.5 mc)
Ch. 268); KRMO Monnett, Mo. (Carthage Bcstg. Co., 990 kc 250 w day); WFMW
Madisonville, Ky. changed from WCIF (Messenger Bcstg. Co.); WFMC Goldsboro,
N. C. (Southern Radio & Television Corp., (105.5 mc) Ch. 288); WFMW-FM
Madisonville,
Ky. changed
(Messenger
Georgetown, Del.
(Rollins from
Bcstg. WFMW
Inc. (101.5
mc) Ch.Bcstg.
268). Co. Inc.); WJWL-FM

ARKOWHEA
WMLB

Applications

SUMMARY

Scote

To cover the rich dairyland
markets of Wisconsin; the in
dustrial centers of Northern Minnesota . . . use the Arrowhead Network. You're interested in sales — and
that's what we deliver!

WMF©

Changes,

Transfers,

Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications

Cm
C/9U
ON THE

ARROWHEAD

ROUNDUP

Grants,

WIVY Jacksonville, Fla.— Transfer of
control in WIVY Inc., licensee, from
Frank L. Denton and L. Frank Jones
to Edward J. Oberle for $50,000. Mr.
Oberle is owner of Institute of Radio
& Television, Jacksonville. WIVY is
assigned
June
5. 1 kw day on 1050 kc. Filed
KNGS Hanford, Calif. — Assignment of
license from Samuel M. Beaubaire, individually andS.Samuel
M. Beaubaire
and Harriett
Beaubaire
as joint
executors of the estate of Stanley S.
Beaubaire, deceased to Samuel M. and
Harriett S. Beaubaire, equal partners
d/b as Hanford Sentinel and Journal.
KNGS is assigned 1 kw unlimited on
620 kc. Filed June 6.
WKRT-AM-FM Cortland, N. Y.— Assignment of licenses from Cortland
Bcstg. Co., Inc., to Radio Cortland Inc.
for $100,000.
PrincipalsA. inHope,
Radio
Cortland include Leighton
National
City
Bank
of
New
York,
overseas
branch from 1946 to 1950, president,
33%%;agerRobert
M. Hope,
manWWWB Jasper,
Ala.,general
vice president,
33%%
and
Polly
G.
Hope,
secretary, 33%%. Gerald Mayers, presently
president and general manager of
WKRT wishes to devote more time to
his law practice. WKRT is assigned
1 kw 6.day, 500 w night on 920 kc. Filed
June
WHOM and WALK-FM Jersey City,
N. J. — Transfer of control in Atlantic
Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee, from Generoso
Pope, deceased, to Catherine Pope,
Fortune Pope, Anthony Pope and
Generoso Pope Jr., executors of estate
of Generoso Pope Sr. [BROADCASTMay 8, p. directional,
43]. WHOM onis assigned
5Filed
kw ING,
fulltime,
1480 kc.
June
2.
WGAIment of license
ElizabethfromCity,
N. J.—
AssignWGAI
Radio
Co.,
licensee, to WCNC Inc. for consideration of $21,000. Principals in new corporation include: JosephPeele,
A. 66%
Gill, 'in-%
owner terestWCNC;
in WGAI;Herbert
Kate Ford Peele,
1%
interest in WGAI; W. P. Heffernan,
general and commercial manager
WGAI; Samuel A. Twiford, % interest
WCNC; Elwyn P. Leary, % WCNC and
Thomas Peele, 33%% interest WGAI.
Corporation agrees to make available
$10,000
to new corporation
transfertionis ofeffectuated.
This isandafter
a WGAI
combinaassets of WCNC
as
a single
operation.
frequency
be
vacated.
WGAI WCNC
is assigned
1 kwto
day,Filed
500 June
w night,
kc.
2. directional, on 560
KSLO
Opelousas,
La. — Assignment
license of KSLO Bcstg.
Co., licensee,of
from a co-partnership composed of
Hugh
Jones, Jones
WilliamtoE. William
Jones andF.
Sarah O.Stewart
Jones d/b as KSLO Bcstg. Co. Sarah
S. Jones receives $100 for her interest
in KSLO. Hugh O. Jones transfers his
interest of 55% to William E. Jones
in transaction transferring WGCM
Gulfport, Miss., filed simultaneously.
KSLO
with 7.250 w fulltime on
1230 kc.operates
Filed June
— Assignment
of WGCM
license Gulfport,
from WGCMMiss.Bcstg.
Co., licensee,
co-partnership
of
Jones and William E. Jones Hugh
to HughO.
O. Jones tr/as
WGCM and
Bcstg.
Consideration is $1,500
HughCo. Jones
55%
interest
in
KSLO
Opelousas,
La.
See transfer above. WGCM is assigned
250 w fulltime on 1240 kc. Filed June 7.
KOAT Albuquerque, KTRC Santa
Fe, KRSN Los
N. M.Rio—
Assignment
of Alamos,
licenses allfrom
Grande Bcstg. Co., licensee, to Alvarado
Bcstg. Co. Inc. Resubmitted see
BROADCASTING, May 8. Filed June 7.
WMLT
Dublin,Bcstg.
Ga. — Co.,
Transfer
control in Dublin
from of
George
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RENEWAL

FCC Questions
Transit i .'
INVESTIGATION
to determi
whether or not an unauthorizi,
transfer of control of KSP
Needles, Calif., has occurred wi
reported by FCC last week <
basis for its hearing ordered

begin Aug.
14 on the station's
newal
of license
applicatioi
KSFE is assigned 250 w fulltii
on 1340 kc.
License to Oscar D. Shelir
tr/as Shelley Radio Electric C<
KSFE has pending an applicati<
for sale of the station for $15,0'
to Floyd Kenyon Reed [Broa
casting, Dec. 19, 1949]. FCC
order for the hearing specified t
Commission wished to obtain fx
information on the "cireumstanc
leading up to and surrounding tJ
ownership
49r/<" Nov.
of KSFE
Mr. Reed of
between
9, 19J 1
and May 21, 1949, and a contra : .
of the latter date relating to ' :
mortgage
heldequipment
by Mr. Reed
for "
the
physical
of KSFE
The order indicated FCC wish
to obtain full details of the D<
5, 1949, contract between Messi
Shelley and Reed for purchase
the station by Mr. Reed and to d 3
termine Mr. Reed's control ovi f
the station's operation since Nc. I

9,
T. 1948.
Morris to his son W. Newt j
Morris
of sto1! Ii
transfers through
dating a backnumber
to Dec.
WMLT
is
assigned
250
w
fulltime
1340 kc. Filed June 1.
WWEZ New Orleans — Assignment ! .
license from A. L. Chilton, Leone
H. Chilton and Ralph James Woe
partnership
d/b asInc.
Sky for
Bcstg.
Servia I
to WWEZ Radio
$50,000
assumption by corporation of prom
sory note
of Sky
Service S
Dallas
National
Bank Bcstg.
for $100,000.
Bcstg. owns KSKY Dallas and operati
would be simplified to manage statir
as entities. WWEZ is assigned 5 I
fulltime, directional, on 690 kc. Fil
June 1.
WFGM Fitchburg, Mass. — Assignme
of license
from Donald
L. Gordon
Coleman K<J "
Albert
worth E.
and Keleher
James Jr.,
L. J.Spates
d/b J
Wachusett Bcstg. Co. to new corpoi
tion.
and iii ;
ceives Mr.
$1,100Spates
amountwithdraws
paid by him
company. The amounts to be paid .
stock issued the others represents supaid out or services rendered by ea .
party.
upon completion
transfer Ownership
will be: Donald
Coleman 12 0
Albert E. Keleher Jr., 25% and An
E. Gridley 63%. Corporation has be
formed as more appropriate means
conducting business. WFGM is
signed 1 kw day on 1580 kc. Fil

BROADCASTING
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Procedure Question
(Continued from page 2k)
counsel in a situation where it
nnot and did not know the deled happenings in the hearing
11
.
m. . ."
'If the Commission itself dees to conduct these hearings,"
k held
Fulton
continued,
"they should
before
the Commission
and
jt the examiner."
In a news conference Thursday
jternoon Mr. Fulton reiterated
Jat "after two and a half years, a
n ought to have a chance to put
his witnesses." If FCC had
rges to make, he said, it should
e made them in revocation proidings. He insisted that so long
the proceeding is held to be a
lewal case, the applicant has the
;ht to introduce his own evidence
Confident of Winning
lie reviewed the history of the
jhards proceedings, and declared:
|7e'll meet this case anywhere and
erywhere, and we'll win it."
[Mr. Fulton said he had accepted
-bpenas issued by FCC for the
pearance of Mr. Richards and
IdPC General Manager Robert 0.
iijijynolds [Broadcasting, June 5].
said Mr. Richards is desirous of
I tifying, but that his physicians
-live said it might prove fatal for
fie hit FCC again for its postaement of the hearing, declaring
tlvas "mighty liberal" of the Com'jjgsion
up request
the proceeding
4> nine to
dayshold
at the
of FCC
jhiinsel when it wouldn't grant him
|i additional 24 hours to acquaint
jfjiself with the case when he was
itt retained by Mr. Richards,
fji'ie said the postponement had
st to us" the testimony of Father
AUD

RICHARDS

'Hill' Defenders Rally

John J. Cavanaugh, president of
Notre Dame U., who had been
slated to testify last week on behalf of Mr. Richards. He released
a telegram from Father Cavanaugh
which said other commitments, including a visit to Europe, would
make him unavailable for some
time.
Meanwhile, at a pre-hearing conference held last Tuesday it was
agreed that some 7,000 news scripts
broadcast by KMPC since Sept. 28,
1947, would be microfilmed for use
by FCC in presentation of its case.
Mr. Cottone made the request
and also charged that KMPC scripts
apparently had been gone through
since Sept. 28, 1947, since sections
are missing. FCC also has asked
for scripts of WGAR and WJR.
Examiner Cunningham said he
hoped to complete the entire Richards hearings — the KMPC phase as
well necessary
as those —atwithout
WJR and'WGAR,
if
a recess.
Joseph W. Burns, associate counsel
for Mr. Richards, protested that
the arrangement under Examiner
Johnson had contemplated recesses
between phases.
KMPC
BROCHURE
Hits FCC in Richards Case
ATTRACTIVE and hard-hitting
brochure called "Penalty for Patriotism" attacks the FCC's stand
involved in the alleged "news slanting" proceeding against G. A.
Richards, owner, KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland.
Prepared by KMPC, the 20-page
booklet outlines the case history of
the proceeding and describes the
stations' viewpoint. Featured is a
statement by Hugh Fulton, stations' chief counsel at the Los Angeles hearings, on the credibility
of witnesses.
Theme of the brochure is that the
FCC proceeding may be the first
step toward eventually eliminating
freedom of speech from both radio
and the press. To substantiate this
claim, news clippings introduced as
evidence as well as newspaper and
magazine editorials which defend
the stations are reprinted. Excerpt from the Congressional Record and letters written by civic, industry and church groups are included.

id i
itpCC would exceed "any authority
jfted in it by Congress" if the
nimission decides to "penalize"
A. (Dick) Richards "because of
personal views," Rep. Stephen
| Young (D-Ohio) told his House
leagues last Wednesday,
jlep. Young alluded to a speech
I ||fc month by Rep. Anthony F.
"'uriello (D-N. Y.), who scored
C for accepting the testimony of
FCC Studies Boosters
te Roberts "as the Commission's
a* witness" in hearings on the TEMPORARY extension of licenses
v.s policies of the owner of WJR
for 30 days has been granted by
roit, WGAR
Cleveland and FCC for the two 250-w booster staIPC Los Angeles. Rep. Tauriello
tions of WINX Washington, 250-w
outlet on 1340 kc owned by William
n-ged that Mr. Roberts, former
IPC newscaster, had made de- A. Banks. FCC indicated the boost;atory remarks against people
ers are licensed as developmental
units and there has been no definite
Southern Italy, and questioned
credibility as a government
program of research or experimen.ness.
tation conducted by WINX in this
Freedom of speech, freedom of respect. The Commission said the
press, and freedom of the air- boosters are like a big directional
ves are basic privileges," Rep. array effecting a 750-w station and
ung asserted. "I can hope that there is a question of the advisability of continuing such an arFCC will keep this in mind."
Jit reminded that the Communicarangement. The license extension
llas Act contained a "definite ban was granted pending further technical study, FCC indicated.
^iinst any form of censorship."
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

GETTING close to his project — Tower
Isle, multimillion-dollar resort hotel
in Jamaica, British West Indies —
is WMPS Memphis Program Director
George Faulder. Station is broadcasting a series of 13 programs prepared by Mr. Faulder calling attention to the vacation spot. Station
expects to announce sponsor soon.
ROYALTIES
SCOTUS Upholds Hazeltine
THE RIGHT of a patent licensor
to collect royalties under a contract
with a patent licensee, whether the
patents are used or not, was upheld
by the Supreme Court last week.
By a 6-2 vote, the Court affirmed
a lower court's decision upholding
Hazeltine Research Inc.'s suit to
collect royalties from Automatic
Radio Mfg. Co., of Boston, which
had a non-exclusive patent license
agreement with Hazeltine covering
some 570 broadcasting patents and
applications.
The Court majority said, in part :
. . . The mere accumulation of patents, no matter how many, is not in
and of itself illegal. . . . Petitioner
[Automatic] cannot complain because
it must pay royalties whether it uses
Hazeltine patents or not.
What it acquired by the agreement
into which it entered was the privilege to use any or all of the patents
and developments as it desired to use
them. If it chooses to use none of
them, it has nevertheless contracted
to pay for the privilege of using existing patents plus any developments
resulting
from [Hazeltine's] continuous research.
We hold that in licensing the use
of patents to one engaged in a related
enterprise, it is not per se a misuse
of patents to measure the consideration by a percentage of the licensee's
sales.
1942 Agreement
The Hazeltine- Automatic agreement was reached in 1942, for a
term of 10 years. Automatic acquired permission to use, in the
manufacture of its "home" products, any or all patents which
Hazeltine held or to which it might
acquire rights. In return, Automatic was to pay royalties based
upon a percentage of the selling
price of complete broadcasting receivers, the sum in no event to be
less than $10,000 a year.
The Court's decision was written
by Justice Sherman Minton. Justices William O. Douglas and Hugo
Black dissented in an opinion written by Justice Douglas. Justice
R. H. Jackson did not participate.

RMA Reorganizes
(Continued from page 20 )
spending of about $35,000. Expenses included $20,000 accompanying activity to eliminate the
20% federal excise tax on radios,
TV sets and phonographs.
Special luncheon guests included
FCC Comr. George E. Sterling;
Jack Poppele, president of the Television Broadcasters Assn., and
former Sen. Burton K. Wheeler,
now RMA counsel.
Retiring president Cosgrove,
speaking at the luncheon, deplored
"political pressure which has been
put on the industry to bring out
color TV before it was developed."
He said "there is no question but
that Washington hearings have expedited the research on color TV.
It has been extremely unfortunate
that some people have mistakeningly interpreted the public inHe construed public interest to be
for better black-and-white reception. He termed color promotion
terest."
"untimely"
because of "aggressive"
black-and-white . development and
50% set price reductions in the past
Predicting use of 9% million sets
by the year's end, Mr. Cosgrove
said: "The future looks extremely
year.
bright for all of us."
NATIONAL Highway Users Conference is sending factual story of role
played
highway totransportation
Americanby economy
more than 2,000in
agencies, plus many radio stations and
newspapers.

MAJOR

LEAGUE

BASEBALL

LIBERTY!
Millions of people listen to
major league baseball over
Liberty Broadcasting System
. . . and major league baseball has made Liberty the
largest baseball network in
the history of radio!

LIBERTY

SYSTEM
Dallas, Texas
June 12, 1950
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At

Deadline...

AT&T MAY REQUEST
SUBPENAS IN TV HEARING
AT&T SPOKESMEN said Friday they will
seek subpenas if necessary to secure re-appearance of telecasters who testified in FCC
hearing few weeks ago in general favor of
requiring AT&T to interconnect its network
TV facilities with those of Western Union.
Disclosure was made during further sessions
of interconnection hearing (early story page
ses49). Telecasters who testified at previous New
sion were representatives of WOR-TV
York and WOIC (TV) Washington; ABC,
CBS, NBC and DuMont network [Telecasting,
May 8].
William G. Thompson, assistant vice president of AT&T, meanwhile testified that requiring AT&T interconnection with WU would
increase cost of service without meeting any
demand for service which is not already being
met. He said by end of 1950 AT&T will have
to proinvested almost $70 million in efforts
vide national network service for TV.

CBS TALKS CONTINUE
NEGOTIATIONS for new contract for CBS
technical employes in New York to replace
contract expired May 28 were continuing
Friday, with working conditions a main point
of contention although still slight discrepancy
and network's
union's money demands
between increase.
With no present contract in
offered
time witheffect, IBEW can call men out isany
for New York
out notice. While new contract
only, it will probably set pattern for IBEW
contracts at other CBS operating points.
UHF

BAND

SOUGHT

FOR TV

USE OF 470-500 mc by UHF television will
serve greater public interest than limited use
by various mobile and common carrier services,
FCC was told Friday by Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith, Allen B. DuMont Labs research director, at hearing on proposal to allocate that
part of spectrum to mobile group (see early
story page 49). Even full use of VHF and
UHF channels will still leave scarcity situation
in Midwest and Eastern Seabord. This portion
of TV proceeding expected to be completed
this Wednesday with testimony by F. J.
Bingley, Philco Corp. chief TV engineer, and
Frank Marx, ABC vice president in charge of
engineering, latter appearing in behalf of
Television Broadcasters Assn. Question undecided as to further evidence by broadcasters
next fall after color decision and UHF data
reports.
NEW

YORK

FORD

MOVIES

NEW YORK Ford Dealers, through J. Walter
Thompson Co., to sponsor 2% hours to present
Ford Movie Night, effective June 26, on WORTV New York. Program will feature J.
Arthur Rank movie plus western, comedy short
and sports newsreel.
JOINS

NEW

YORK

BOARD

GENEROSO POPE Jr., vice president of
WHOM New York, last Friday was sworn in
as member of New York board of higher education, by Mayor William O'Dwyer. It is
rumored Mayor O'Dwyer will resign from
mayoralty to accept offer to head Generoso Pops
Foundation, created by late Generoso Pope,
at salary said to be $100,000 annually.
Page 90
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'VOICE' HEARINGS PLANNED
HEARINGS will be held by special Senate
Foreign Relations subcommittee on resolution
(S Res. 243) by Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.)
to expand Voice of America and other State
Dept. information services, it was indicated
Friday. Committee Chairman Tom Connally
(D-Tex.) named Sen. Elbert D. Thomas (DUtah) as chairman and also appointed Sens.
Brien McMahon (D-Conn.), J. William Fulbright (D-Ark.), H. Alexander Smith (R-N. J.)
and Henry Cabot Lodge Jr. (R-Mass.). Sen.
Benton is sponsor of move to set up radio
networks abroad.
COHEN RESIGNS FROM FCC
RESIGNATION of Harold J. Cohen as chief
of FCC's new Common Carrier Bureau to join
New York law firm of Root, Ballantine, Harlan,
Bushby & Palmer was announced by FCC
Friday, effective today (Monday). Jack Werner,
assistant chief of bureau, who joined FCC as
attorney in 1946, was designated acting chief.
Common Carrier Bureau was first of four
functional units to be established by FCC in
its functional
realignment [Broadcasting,
March
13].
WOR PROMOTES KING
WARREN KING, former assistant sales manager, WOR New York, promoted to radio sales
account executive, handling retail outlets in
metropolitan area. William B. Jennings, formerly with sales department of Gulf Oil Co.,
Atlanta, succeeds Mr. King.
CBS

ENDS

HOWE

PACT

EFFECTIVE Sept. 1, CBS terminates its contract with Quincy Howe, at news analyst's
request. Mr. Howe becomes associate professor, School of Journalism, U. of Illinois. He
will also broadcast news analyses over university's station, WILL Urbana.
TV CENSORSHIP ARGUED
QUESTION whether state board can censor
motion picture film used on television reargued
Friday before U. S. Court of Appeals for Third
Circuit, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania state
board argued against U. S. District Court
decision which had ruled invalid board's order
that film be censored before telecast by TV
stations. Court's ruling followed petition by
group of Pennsylvania television stations that
declaratory judgment be issued to restrain
board's order on grounds it conflicted with
Communications
Act and outside state's jurisdiction.
FOUR CBS SHOWS RENEWED
FOUR CBS shows, three sponsored by Procter
& Gamble Co. and fourth by Campbell Soup
Co., renewed for 52 weeks. Campbell's Club 15
renewal date is July 3. P&G shows, Beulah and
Jack Smith Show, effective July 3; The FBI in
Peace and War, effective July 6.
PABST WRESTLING
PABST
through
in about

SALES CO. (Blue Ribbon beer),
Warwick & Legler, New York, considering sponsorship of TV wrestling matches
six cities.

TV SPOTS RECOMMENDED
BBDO, New York, has recommended television
spot schedule to its client, DeSoto Division of
Chrysler Corp.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U )
quarters, acquire any of properties, soj
realignment might be involved.
BEST FOODS (Nucoa oleomargarin
through Benton & Bowles, New York, pla
ning spot announcement campaign July 10
about 150 stations.
DAVID CARPENTER, first and last gener
manager of WCON Atlanta which ceasi
operation May 31 following merger of Atlan>
newspapers, has joined Music Corp. of Ame
ica as directing head of MGM Radio Attra
tions, marketed by MCA as sole distribute
MGM programs are packaged throuf
WMGM New York under executive directs
of Bert Lebhar. Crenshaw Bonner, form
national sales manager of WCON, will fur
tion in similar capacity under Mr. Carpent
at MCA.
MAIN POINT to be resolved in move f
separation of Broadcast Advertising Bure;
from NAB is whether membership in Ni
shall remain prerequisite for membership
BAB. If BAB should cut loose entirely,
independent organization, it's pointed o
some small stations probably could not affo
membership in both. Prerequisite pattei
according to its proponents, is followed
newspapers
Advertising. under ANPA and its Bureau
SLATED to leave NAB after 12 years
service is Arthur C. Stringer, director of ;
nual equipment and service exposition at
dustry convention, author of station manaj;
ment studies and spark behind commerc
development of station news services.
FEELING persists that NAB should sh
scene of convention, for one year at least,
cause of recent Chicago rhubarb there's moui
ing sentiment in favor of New York as well
Washington.
IN WORKS at Federal Trade Commissi
are stipulation agreements in governmen
cases against five antihistamine firms charj
with "deceptive" ads. Hearings on Brist
Myers Co. and Anahist Co. complaints "po
poned indefinitely" pending imminent Fr
announcement on "settlement."
FCC PLANNING top-level study of pos
bility of assuming jurisdiction over FM
TV receiver design because of interferer
from spurious emissions [Telecasting, Ji
5]. Besides clear warning of Chairman C
at RMA convention (story page 20), it's i
derstood Law Bureau now is investigating
for report to Commission — legal basis for sr.
action. If Commission takes jurisdiction, pr
edent of no FCC authority over receiv(
would be broken.
SERIOUS IMPLICATIONS of FM-TV int
ference with other sets and with aviat:
radio range system (see above) are forese
in connection with whole TV allocation pn
lem. For example, it's pointed out, whole qu
tion of color compatibility could be knocl
into cocked hat if alterations in IF circuil
were ordered for six million sets now in i!
as well as those on production lines. In tt
event, some experts aver, adapters for n<
compatible color also could be ordained, assu
ing FCC finally did adopt non-compati
standards.
GIESY JOINS RCA VICTOR
DON GIESY has closed his New York public
firm to join publicity department of RC
Victor in Camden, effective June 14.
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Developments by RCA scientists have made Television part of family life in homes of all incom

more
//owjeseav/i

-fife -fefy&m

Remember when television was "just around
the corner," and guesses at receiver cost
ranged to thousands of dollars? Came reality,
and pessimists were wrong. Home television
sets were reasonable in cost, and have grown
more so year by year.
A major factor has been research, as conducted
at RCA Laboratories. For example: In 1949, RCA
scientists perfected the now familiar glass-andmetal picture tube— so adaptable to mass production that savings of 30% in tube cost were made.
Again, these scientists and development engineers

purses

M>

learned how to replace complex parts with less
costly, and more efficient materials. A third contribution was the use of versatile multiple-purpose
tubes — so that one could do the work of several!
Most important, these savings have been quickly
passed on to you, the consumer. RCA Laboratories is
known as a great center of radio, television, and electronic research. It is indeed an institution which fits
RCA products into more purses!
*
* *
See the latest in radio, television, and electronics at
RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street, N.Y. Admis ion isfree. Radio Corporation of America, RCA
Building, Radio City, N.Y.

New RCA Victor 16-inch home televisi^
receiver, a leader in the 1950 line. 1
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Success

story:

A large Richmond

biscuit company

started plugging
last January.

crackers

Results:

sales were 50%

January

better than December.
sales more
December

on WLEE

February

than double
sales!

The agency

account

executive

writes: "I attribute the major
share of this growth to the
splendid job that WLEE

has

done and is doing."
Would

you like results like this

in Richmond
For joe man

? Call in your
and get WLEE

on

your list today.

WLEE
MUTUAL
TOM TINSLEY, President

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, Genera/ Manager

IN

RICHMOND
FORJOE & CO., Representatives

DINNER

BELLS

RING

John W. Holland, staff
pastor at WLS, Chet
Randolph, assistant
_
farm program director,
A nd on thousands of Midwestiarms, the men come
and WLS National Barn Dance stars who appear
in from the fields and the barns to a hearty meal
each day as part of Dinner Bell. They hear their
with the family. Even on the most modern farms,
neighbors, too . . . for no day passes on Dinner Bell
the dinner bell continues as more than a tradition,
without guest interviews, ranging from top agriculfor at certain seasons of the year, especially during
tural officials to visiting farm families. Brides come
from all over the Midwest to ring the traditional
harvest and plowing times, the men of the house
bells that start the program each day. And so the
are often beyond the sound of a voice ... and so
dinner bell symbolizes this WLS kinship between
to
together
them
calls
bell
the big, powerful old
listener and broadcaster. .. a kinship we believe to be
eat at noon each day.
unique in all radio, both as a channel of service and
Dinner Bells ring in the WLS studios ... as they
a means of achieving unusual advertising results,
have at noon for more than 26 years ... and with
the same regularity with which they sit down
around the family table, farm and small town
families make sure their radios are set at 890, to
listen to the friendly, familiar voices of Arthur C.

Page, America's best known farm personality, Dr.

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK- REPRESENTED BY \

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

/

5000

WATTS

970

KC.

JOHN

BLAIR
announces

the

appointment

&

of

COMPANY

►

as

national

representatives
Effective

June

19th, 1950

WWSW, Pittsburgh's only full time independent station^
now brings to the Pittsburgh area a proven pattern of outstanding
independent programming — with emphasis on music, personalities
and complete sports coverage. Backed by the promotion of the
Post-Gazette, Pittsburgh's only morning newspaper, the growth of
WWSW's audience — even in the past year qlone — has been
phenomenal. WWSW now delivers the advertiser really substantial
audiences at amazingly low cost per thousand. Ask your
John Blair man about it. He's ready with all the facts!

CHICAGO • NEW YORK • DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • DALLAS

SAN FRANCISCO

• LOS ANGELES

REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS
;lished every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of Marcn 3, 1373.
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Closed

Circuit

WITH

NO desire to scoop our British contemporaries, Closed Circuit ventures that next
director general of British Broadcasting Corp.
will be Lord Tedder, marshal of the RAF now
in United States as head of British mission.
Lord Tedder, now on BBC board, returns to
England after one-year assignment in U. S.
at which time it's expected he will succeed Sir
William Haley.
U. S. TREASURY expected to renew White
House-inspired proposal to apply 10% radio
set tax to TV receivers when excise tax bill
reaches Senate. Tax deleted by House committee.
GROVE LABS (4-Way cold tablets), through
Harry B. Cohen Agency, N. Y., preparing radio
spot campaign using about 100 markets starting in October. Few TV markets may be included. Contracts for 22 weeks.
BEN H. BROWN, special administrator for
estate of late Thomas S. Lee, and Ray Wright,
counsel for sole heir, R. D. Merrill, conferred
with FCC Chairman Wayne Coy and Acting
General Counsel Harry M. Plotkin for almost
two hours Friday afternoon. Subject: Plans
for sale of estate's Don Lee Network (see
earlier story page 16).
THOUGH NAB remodeling job has been done
quietly but firmly under General Manager
William B. Ryan, it's anybody's guess what will
happen if personality undercurrents heard at
recent board meetings come out into open
this week, especially since nearly half of faces
around directors table will be new.
KELLOGG Co. through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., preparing daytime strip five-times
weekly, network radio show to appeal to adults
and television show for children to start in
fall.
FCC quietly ferreting out facts on network
relations with FM stations desirous of becoming affiliates.
WHILE FORMAL acceptances for reconvening of NARBA deliberations in Washington
are not all in from signatory North American
nations, date of Sept. 6 has been set with likelihood that deliberations will get under way at
that time. It's expected Comr. Rosel H. Hyde,
chairman of Montreal conference delegation
and of our delegation to Havana earlier this
year, will continue as chairman and, it's presumed, will preside over NARBA conference
in view of status of U.S. as host nation.

ROBERT L. COE, former general manager of
WPIX (TV) New York, has been retained as
consultant by Schine motion picture and radio
interests, which include WPTR Albany.

LAST

TIES with radio being snipped by
(Continued on page 74)
June 19, 1950
Page 4

ijacominy
June 19: NAB Board Indoctrination, NAB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
June 19: FCC oral argument on proposed rules
against "trafficking in frequencies," FCC
Hdqrs., Washington.
June 20-22: NAB Board of Directors, NAB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
June 22-23: Kentucky Broadcasters .Assn., Hotel
Seelbach, Louisville.
(Other Upcomings on page 73)
Bulletins
KROGER Co., Cincinnati, realigning media
schedules through Ralph H. Jones Co., that
city. Spot announcements may replace Linda's
First Love and Editor's Daughter, transcribed
strips sponsored selectively.
BAM INCORPORATORS
DISCUSS ORGANIZATION
INCORPORATORS of Broadcast Audience
Measurement, projected industry coverage
service created as successor to BMB, drew up
organization plans at meeting held Friday
at NAB Washington headquarters (see NAB
board story page 17).
"Great strides" were taken toward setting
up corporation, one incorporator said at close
of meeting. Names of proposed directors were
discussed, along with plan to elect corporaadded.tion officers. "Everything's going fine," it was
Henry P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham, presided at meeting as chairman of incorporating
group. He is working on number of details not
completed Friday. Plans for sale of stock in
corporation were reviewed.
Under BAM plan its board would consist of
14 broadcast directors: 3 affiliates (large,
medium, small); 3 unaffiliates (large, medium,
small); 3 TV; 1 FM; 1 each network. In addition advertisers and agencies each would have
three directors.
Organization plans expected to be ready
for submission to NAB board during its threeday meeting opening Tuesday in Washington.
Attending Friday session besides Mr. Johnston were J. Harold Ryan, Fort Industry stations; Frank M. King, WMBR Jacksonville,
Fla.; Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio;
Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111.; Don
Petty, NAB general counsel.
AMERICAN OIL SIGNS
AMERICAN OIL Co. July 3 starts Edward
R. Murrow, 7:45-8 p.m., Mon.-Fri., on CBS
stations on eastern seaboard. Broadcasts continue over full CBS network. Agency: Joseph
Katz Co., New York.
FENIGER SUCCEEDS LYNCH
JEROME FENIGER, now with Biow Co.,
New York, will join Cunningham & Walsh,
succeeding Tom Lynch, who is with Young &
Rubicam (see story page 20).

Business
Briefl
PINKHAM PLANS • Lydia E. Pinkham
preparing spot announcement radio campa
starting July 31 in 52 markets. Ager
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
IRONITE VIDEO ft Ironite Corp., for e
trie mangle irons, buys 7:30-8 p.m. Mom
period on ABC-TV, program to be annoum
Agency,
Detroit. Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrai
TRAVEL ACCOUNT ft Crone-Frederi
Travel Service, New York, appoints Lawre
Boles campaign.
Hick Inc., New York, to handle its s
radio
MILES RESUMES ft Miles Labs, Elkh:
Ind., renewing Quiz Kids Sept. 10, Sun., 3 :
4Chicago.
p.m. on NBC. Agency, Wade Adv. Agei
B-M VIDEO # Bristol-Myers Co., New Yc
placing spot announcements in 8:15 and 8
p.m. station breaks on Arthur Godfr<
Wednesday
night Clifford
TV show
on CBS-'
Agency,
Doherty,
& Shenfield,
York.
SEEDS APPOINTED ft Newly Weds B
ing Co., Chicago (ice cream cake), nai
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, to handle ad^
tising. TV to be used. Fred W. Swansor
account executive.
BROWN RENEWAL ft Brown Shoe Co.,
Louis, renewing Smiling Ed McConnell S)
Aug. 12, Sat., 11:30-12 noon on NBC. Ag
cy, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
FALL PROSPECT ft General Mills, throi
BBDO New York, plans network televisior
autumn for institutional advertising.
BURLINGTON PROJECT ft Burling
Brewing Co., Burlington, Wis. (Van Mer
beer) contemplating summer TV test in I
waukee, using one-minute film spots. Agei
Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago.
ABC SIGNS McNEILL
TO 20 YEAR CONTRACT
DON McNEILL, Breakfast Club master
ceremonies for past 17 years, has signed
year contract to continue program with A
it was announced today by Mark Woods, 1
chairman of network. Contract is effective J
1, 1951. It is believed to be longest continu
radio agreement ever signed with a n
personality.
Mr. Woods also announced Mr. McNeill
signed exclusive TV contract with ABC
become effective this fall. Details not revea
but Mr. Woods intimated Mr. McNeill wc
be featured in nighttime production wl
would utilize present members of Break)
Club cast on once a week basis. He ad
present Breakfast Club sponsors will h
first options on commercial TV rights to sh
These are Swift & Co., Philco Corp. and G
eral Mills.
BROADCASTING
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"The

Great

Majority

of Passengers

Transit Radio

Enjoy Transit Radio"
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Poll

Public taste is often nebulous. This can no
longer be said, however, as to public taste in
transit radio. A poll conducted for the PostDispatch among 23,000 bus and streetcar passengers by the Bureau of Business and Economic Research, School of Commerce and
Finance, of St. Louis University indicates beyond doubt that the great majority of passengers enjoy transit radio. The vote is 74.9
per cent in favor of transit radio, 15 per cent
against and 10.1 per cent who have no
opinion.
The poll reveals some interesting results.
Young people are overwhelmingly for music
on the streetcars. Nearly 93 per cent of them
favor it
At this point the ayes seem to have it.

IF.'.
TRANSIT RADIO
Now available in
all these markets.

Editorial from the

Bradbury Heights, Md. WBUZ
(and suburbs of Wash., D. C.)
Cincinnati, Ohio WCTS
(and Covington, Ky.)
Des Moines, la. KCBC-FM
Evansville, Ind. WMLL
Flint, Mich. WAJL-FM
Houston, Tex. KPRC-FM
Huntington, W. Va. WPLH-FM
Jacksonville, Fla. WJHP
Kansas City, Mo. KCMO-FM
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha, Neb. KBON-FM
Pittsburgh, Pa. (Suburbs) WKJF
St. Louis, Mo. KXOK-FM
Tacoma, Wash. KTNT
Trenton, N. J. WTOA
Washington, D. C. WWDC-FM
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. WIZZ
Worcester, Mass. WGTR-FM

St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
June 1, 1950

It is highly
newspaper
the survey
Commerce

significant that this survey was paid for by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch ... a
that has opposed Transit Radio in St. Louis. It is equally significant that
was conducted by the Bureau of Business and Economic Research, School of
and Finance of St. Louis University employing sound research techniques.

75% OF THE RIDERS APPROVED, 10% HAD NO OPINION, and 15% OPPOSED RADIOS
ON BUSES AND STREETCARS— THUS CONFIRMING THE STARTLING FIGURE OF 85%
UNOPPOSED AS SHOWN IN SURVEYS IN TRANSIT RADIO CITIES COAST TO COAST
During the survey conducted the week of May 1-6, 23,587 interviews were made at
streetcar and bus transfer points throughout the City of St. Louis.
This is conclusive proof of Transit Radio's popularity with transit riders. Advertisers,
too, have found Transit Radio Fast, Effective and Economical. Call a Transit Radio
Representative today for complete details.

i:
TRANSIT
NEW YORK: 250 Park Ave.
Mu.H. 8-3780

RADIO,

INC.
CHICAGO: 35 E. Wacker Dr.
FIN. 6-4281

CINCINNATI: Union Trust Bldg.
Dunbar 7775
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Advertising that Moves
Merchandise

More

per Dollar

Invested is Bound to be
the One that Gives You

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications. Inc \
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 102J

the Most Coverage for
IN THIS BROADCASTING
the Least Money!

Labor Problems Seen as Strikes Beset Radio-TV...
Anti-trust Suit Filed Against 'Times-Picayune'
Sterling Faces Confirmation Hearing
NAB Board to Tackle Budget Crisis
New Talent Buys Involve NBC, ABC, CBS
The Good Old Days — A Feature by Charles Warren
Second Richards Hearing Opens
Congress Hits FCC on Richards Case
Farm Radio Impact Cited at NARFD Meet
Bill Pressed to Cut Delay on Overseas News....
CED Sees Industrial Progress

M
1£
ldj
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

Telecasting Section Page 47
DEPARTMENTS
News
Agency
Beat
Allied Arts
408 On AH Accounts .
Commercial
37 Open Mike
Editorial
32 Our Respects to
FCC Actions
64
FCC Roundup
71
Programs
Feature of Week ... 12 Production
Promotion
Management
34
Milestones
46 Radiorama
Strictly Business
Network Accounts . 10 Technical
New Business
10 Upcoming

3I
4:3* ■
3:
4;6'
2<
l;
4:
T.

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

•

Covers a 17,000,000
Population Area
in 5 States at the
Lowest rate of any
Major Station in
this Region!

'It's The DETROIT
Guardian Bldg.

Area's Greater Buy'
•

Detroit 26,

Adam J. Young Jr., Inc., Nat'l. Rep.
J. E. Campeau, President
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SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Ft —
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred Fitz
gerald, Neios Editor; Tyler Nourse, Jo Hailey, Assist
ants to the News Editor. STAFF: David Berlyn
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Ginn, Tom Hynes, Join
Osbon. Ardinelle Williamson. EDITORIAL, ASSIST
ANTS: Estelle Dobschultz, Kathryn Ann Jones. rani
Pa 1
Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Wilson D. McCarthy, Jeai
D.
Statz;
Eleanor
J.
Brumbaugh,
Assistant
to
tht
Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Win
field R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; Georg<
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens
Schadi
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor
TaishoH
Phyllys Steinberg, Judy Martin; B. T.Office
Manand
Auditor
Miller,
Treasurer; Irving C.
ager; Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P
Manager: Bill Gabriel Jr., Elaini
COSGROVE,
Haskell, Grace Motta, Lillian Oliver, Al Riley
Warren Sheets.
NEW YORK BUREAU . 488 Madison Ave., Zone 2i
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. Jamea, Net
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Glori.
Berlin.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director
Eleanor R. Manning.

CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1 /
CEntral 6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Janf
Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywoo
and Vine, Zone 28, HEmpstead 8181; David Glick
man. West Coast Manager; Ann August.
TORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0771
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 b
Broadcasting
Inc., using
title
Broadcasting * —Publications
The News Magazine
of the
the Fift
Estate.
Broadcast
Advertising
•
was
acquired
in
192
and Broadcast Reporter in 1933.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
I
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.

Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy f
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It was
now

a tough
leads

in

fight, but

WKRC

Cincinnati

listen-

ership in total time-rated periods.
(Hooper Station Audience Index, March-April, 1950)

ADDED

the

WKRC
completely
which
your

Key

Item

coordinated

builds

TO

THIS

Plan

promotion

Gives
and

your

sales

story

and

your

^Listeners

Than

Get

2 Million

the

Impressions

Complete

. .

interest

in

product.

*Riders

^Viewers
More

.

merchandising

listener-viewer-reader-shopper

program,

You

^Readers
i
Daily!

Story

Radio Cincinnati, Inc. — Affiliated with the Cincinnati Times-Star
Represented By
Katz Agency— WKRC

(AM

and TV)

Transit Radio

Inc.— WCTS-FM

WKRC
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THE

WASHINGTON

#

#

#
agency

SCENE

FRED W. SWANSON to Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, as vice pre
dent and account executive. Was in same capacity at Goodkii
Joice & Morgan, Chicago.
JOHN MARISCH, business department Kudner Agency, N. Y., sin
August, takes over duties of MARY KING, timebuyer, resigned.
LES MOSELY, co-manager Biow Co., S. F. office, to Foote, Cone & Bel
ing, S. F., as account supervisor.
JERRY SCHUEPBACH, vice president Jim Baker & Assoc., Milwaukf
to Garfield & Guild, S. F., as account executive.
PRESCOTT (Bucky) METCALF, independent radio-television produc<
to radio-TV staff West-Marquis Inc., L. A.
JOHN I. SHIELDS, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to Wertheim Adv. Assc
N. Y., as account executive.

LOCKWOOD-SHACKELFORD CO., L. A., acquires ROBERT W. BOO
ADV., L. A. Mr. Boone to L-S as account executive in L. A. offi< I
VICK KNIGHT purchases stock of HENRY

pane

MODERN

WOMAN

reaches

than

any

in

women

other

participation

on all accounts

6

PROGRAM

more

woman's

program

the Nation's
. . . and these women

Capital*
are the

"purchasing agents" for the
families in the rich metropolitan
area where per family incomes
are far above the national
average!
Represented Nationally by ABC Spot Sales
♦American Research Bureau, April 16 — May 5, 1950

WMAL-TV

MAL
THE EVENING STAR STATIONS
WASHINGTON,
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D. C.

RUSSELL in Knight & Rif

WMAL-FM

in the land can have failed to
ONLY the dwindling unwashed
hear that "Tide's in." But
presumably there are a greater
number who are unaware that one
ipals
gent's
of they princ
thee at
deter
highl
successful instrik
pay dirt
am,
g,
is Alan Sidn
youn
energetic
account supervisor for Tide, and
recently appointed vice president at
Benton & Bowles, New York.
With the agency since 1945, Alan
began his association with the product in 1946 as an assistant account executive.
Immediately prior
to joining Benton &
Bowles,
Alan's
cern with
Tide conwas
of a more literal nature as he piloted a
P-38 in more than
100 missions for the
Army Air Force.
Born
in Kalamazoo, Mich.,
July 14,

After
six monthsNews
he went
to
the it."
Kalamazoo
where o-*
worth
sold advertising and wrote featx
articles — for which he was paid.
In 1938 he went to New Yc
to work in the mail room of Wint I
nitz & Cairns, later to move to 1

copy
One department.
year later when the ager
divided into two separate firi||j
Alan emerged as account executi
copywriter and media man
Robert Wintern:
Advertising.
It was from tl
post that he joir
the Army Air Fo:
in 1942 as an av
tion cadet.
In the early d:
of Alan's tenure w#k
Tide, the deterg
was exploited
spots and progra
through the counl
but for the past 1
years
the prod
1917, he attended
has sponsored I
Kalamazoo College.
S k e 1 1 o n, Sund
His first contact with
8:30-9 p.m. on C
advertising came in
Currently Tide £
his senior year when
is using a TV s
he enrolled for an
schedule.
extra course in the
The Sidnams h
ALAN
subject under Mr.
been married for 1
Staake of the Kalayears — she is the former Shh
maker. mazoo agency, Staake & SchooMeeker. They live in a Manhat
apartment house.
Alan's
1937 er.
ation
InUpon
e hisinemploy
Alan disclaims any interest
becam
ctorgradu
instru
terested only in the experience, hobbies. He is a member of
Alan asked and received nothing in
Little Waccabuk Country Club.
salary, and he observes now, "I was
BROADCASTING
• Telccasti

AVAILABLE
beat

the
jInc., L. A. Name to be changer to Vick Knight Inc. New firm moves
[04 N. La Cienega Blvd.

top Hooper-rated
in Rochester,

9:00

A.M.

spot

N. Y.

LLIAM T. TODD, copy director Geyer, Newell & Ganger, and before
ip vice president in charge of copy Lennen & Mitchll, N. Y., appointed
b director Monroe F. Dreher Inc., N. Y.
jLES SHERMAN, Deutsch & Shea, N. Y., to Emil Mogul Co., N. Y., as
distant production manager.
\TRAD W. MIKORENDA to television department William Warren,
;![cson & Delaney, N. Y., as commercial copywriter.
\W & SCHREIBER Inc., Phila., moves to 1420 Walnut St.
L McCRADY, N. W. Ayer & Son and formerly R. S. Durstine, N. Y.,
irisacher, Wheeler & Staff, L. A., as account executive.
i
RRY LEVINE, assistant production manager Reiss Adv., N. Y., to
ppe-Wilkes, N. Y., in similar capacity.
ETTINGER Co., formerly Margaret Ettinger & Co., moves to 40
4 St., N. Y. Telephone: Murray Hill 8-4842.
1LE ROBBINS, copy chief Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.,
opy staff Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
'TOR A. BENNETT Co., N. Y., moves to 11th floor, 511 .Fifth Ave.
gphone: Murray Hill 7-2189.
OIE STANLEY, television entertainer and former production head
amount Pictures, L. A., to Vick Knight Adv., L. A., as executive vice
ddent.
^ID BOFFERY, copywriter Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., since
"ember 1947, appointed copy group director.
kziER E. NOUNNAN, publicity department head Henri, Hurst &
Donald, Chicago, to public relations at J. Walter Thompson Co., Chi''•'rHARINE de REEDER, public relations, merchandising, publicity
sultant, to John Falkner Arndt Advertising Agency, Phila., as director
lie relations, publicity.
n[;EtRY J. CARTER, president Garry J. Carter of Canada Ltd., in
lywood studying TV programming for use in Canada.
n 5AR M. HUYMANS, vice president-manager Mexico City office Ruth¥ & Ryan, elected president Mexican Assn. of Adv. Agencies. BESSIE
tHLBRAITH, regional director Foote, Cone & Belding, elected director,
lirurnate directors include PAUL B. SCOTT, vice president-general manfo:ir Grant Adv.; ARTHUR L. HALLET, vice president-general manager
a"rcy.
diRHAM C. NAHL, associate director of research Needham, Louis &
■Kfjrby Inc., elected president Chicago chapter, American Marketing Assn.
j \ C. QUINN, vice president Van Sant, Dugdale & Co., Balto., elected
,g|ident Maryland Industrial Marketers, Bait, chapter, National In, rial Advertisers Assn. Inc.
JET LOEB WOLFF, copy staff Compton Adv., N. Y., given Tobeurn Alumni Assn. highest award for "outstanding achievement" in
jrtsing and fashion.
v BLISS, producer ABC Sherlock Holmes for Young & Rubicam
ywood, returns to work after three months illness.
fTY MCCARTHY, timebuyer Ted Bates Inc., N. Y., is mother of boy,
'jr
er. Michael, born June 5. Husband JACK McCARTHY is ABC sports-

"'David

£.

"KeteCen

AND THE NEWS"
In ROCHESTER, N. Y., the 9 to 9:15 a.m. period weekdays is Kessler-tiroe. The top spot (Hooper-wise) is
David E. Kessler's — and he's had that top spot for a
long time now.
Veteran of more than 25 years in Rochester journalism
and radio, Kessler is known to practically everybody in
the area. He's director of the WHAM News Bureau and
also has a once-a-week, night-time spot on television.
In over seven years on WHAM, Kessler retained the
same national sponsor for 6V2 years; a second for one
year. In each case, the sponsor canceled out reluctantly only because of basic changes in policy affecting the client's entire radio budget.
Want to sell Rochester and WHAM's prosperous 15county primary market? DAVID E. KESSLER AND THE
NEWS can do it for you— NOW!
Your nearest HOLLINGBERY

representative has the full story.
THE
STROMBERG-CARLSON
STATION

W.IES M. CECIL, president Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., elected board presit Institute of Psychotherapy, non-profit social service organization.

^IS HERR, Young & Rubicam, Hollywood, and JACK DELANEY,
:ner Bros., married June 3.
OADCASTING
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Basic NBC— 50,000 watts— clear channel— 1180 kc
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new

Look't

What

We

Won!
R

business

fp|

E-CLEAN Corp., N. Y. (cleaning fluids), preparing extensive rad
television campaign using network and independent stations. S
tions or time not designated. Agency : Cayton Inc., N. Y.

EMBREE MFG. CO., Elizabeth, N. J., test spot campaign for Liff (fi
niture and floor polisher) in Milwaukee and Georgia. If successful, v.
expand. Agency: Metropolitan Adv. Co., N. Y.
SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Chicago, (National Retail Div.), to rele;
18 one-minute live-action film commercials to its stores throughc
country next fall for local sponsorship. Series, produced by At
Films, Oak Park, 111., features appliance lines.
WAVERLY FABRICS preparing participation radio for September,
markets, eight weeks. Agency: Lawrence B. Hicks, N. Y.
SHIFMAN BROS., Newark (Sanotuft bedding), names Max Walter Ac
South Orange, N. J., to direct radio-TV spot campaign.
CASE-SWAYNE Co., Santa Ana, Calif, (canned fruits, vegetables),
points Mogge-Privett, L. A. Radio-television to be used.
MARLIN FIREARMS Co., N. Y., appoints Duane Jones Co., N. Y.,
direct firearms division advertising. Agency has served Marlin Ra: |
Blade account since June 1949.
WILLIAM WARREN, JACKSON & DELANEY, N. Y., preparing ra
spot campaigns for three new clients: Great Kills (Staten Island) Bo£
of Commerce, Great Kills Boatmen's Assn., and Foot-Ill Co., Norws
Conn.
PIERCE BROTHERS Mortuaries, L. A., appoints Erwin, Wasey
Co., same city, to direct Pierce Insurance Co. and Valley View Memoi
Park advertising. Radio, television planned.

# Proudly, WTTS accepts the Sigma
Delta Chi award for distinguished service
in American Radio Journalism.

FRED W. AMEND Co., Danville, 111. (Chuckles candy), names Her
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, to direct account, effective July 1. Te
vision planned.

The national award Was won with Indiana
University's SCHOOL

DELTA PHOTO SUPPLY Co., N. Y. (photographic equipment, film), j
points Ted Nelson Assoc., N. Y., to direct radio-TV advertising.

OF THE SKY NEWS

PROGRAM— "IT'S YOUR WORLD." The prize
winning show is carried live on WTTS and
later rebroadcast over 17 other stations in

tetwotk -@ccou.nti • • •

Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky.
In making the award, Sigma Delta Chi said:
"The judges commend the series of educational
programs slanted to students of the
grammar-school level, for its public service,
originality and the value to an estimated
listening audience of over 200,000 listeners."
THE < SARKES

WTTS

TARZIAN

I WTTV

Represented Nationally by | Representee/ Nationally by
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO. j BARNARD and THOMPSON, Int.
New York, Chicago, 299 Madison Avenue
Los Angeles, San Francisco I
New York City

STAT

ONS

4
BLOOMINGTON
INDIANA

SUN OIL Co., N. Y., to sponsor fall schedule professional football on AE
TV beginning Saturday, Sept. 16. Includes 15 national football gam
15-week series Pro Highlights, film series of outstanding plays ei
week's league games. To be carried in non-league cities outside tei
torial right of member clubs and in certain league cities when ho
club is on road. Agency: Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y.
TRIMOUNT CLOTHING Co., N. Y. (men's clothing), Aug. 26 rene
for 52 weeks 8:15-8:30 p.m. portion Stop The Music (ABC, Sun.,
p.m.). Agency: William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
BROWN SHOE Co., St. Louis (Buster Brown Shoes), Aug. 12 for
weeks renews Smilin' Ed McConnell, NBC, Sat. 10:30-11 a.m. CI
Agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago.
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind. (Tabcin, Alka Seltzer, One-A-Day Vitami
Bactin, Sept. 10 for 52 weeks renews Quiz Kids, NBC, Sun., 2:30-3 p
CDT. Agency: Wade Adv., Chicago.

^
DONALD B. SEEM, assistant advertising manager Electric Auto-I
Co., Toledo (Suspense, CBS-AM-TV), appointed advertising manage*
HOWARD M. CHAPIN, advertising director General Foods Corp., nar
by Advertising Council as coordinator of its campaign on governm
reorganization, to serve as executive liaison between council, its ager
J. Walter Thompson Co., and Citizens Committee for Hoover Report.

FRED ROPER, Standard Oil Co. (Calif.), re-elected president North
California chapter, National Industrial Advertisers Assn.
Page 10
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the
TRAFFIC-SALES

THE"XL"STATIONS

write

The
riff ?

for

XL Stations
KXL

KXLE

Portland

Ellensburg

language

every

merchant

are

proven

and

sales

summary

understands

producers
the

tested

off 16

A

of traffic
ARB

R

I*

way

B

I tests

To: The XL Stations— Box 1956-Butte,

Montana

KXLY
Spokane

KXLF
Butte

KXLJ
Helena

KXLQ
Bozeman

-

KXLK

-

Great Falls

KXLL
Missoula

Advertising Research Bureau, Inc.
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of the week
RADIO
has j
stepped infeat
to play ure
a
Jleading role in the Youngstown, Ohio,
Junior Chamber of Commerce yearround civic program. It's doing so
every Saturday at 6:45 p. m. when
Mr. Jaycee Reports throws the
public spotlight on civic issues.
Modeled after the traditional
"letter to the editor column," the
WKBN Youngstown broadcast goes
a bit further than the newspaper
treatment. All questions or complaints— which take in the range of
local issues such as parking, recreational, and city governmental
problems — are answered.
Chief workers on the project are
Waiting for "on the air" cue are
the membership which make up "Mr.
Jaycee" and high school prize
the local Chamber. One person is winner, Nancy Ann Kosky.
on WOW:
♦ ♦ #
assigned to report on each complaint. He is given up to two
weeks for his interviews of leading by the chamber.
Most forceful testimonial is the
62 Cent
city officials or business leaders
request
by three Junior Chambers
responsible for the particular dePER 1000 FA M I
of Commerce groups of neighborpartment that is involved.
ing towns for full particulars in
Issues are clarified by Mr. Jaycee
(Gray McKenrick of the local order that they might institute a
chamber) who asks questions of similar program of their own next Station
B:
four reporters appearing on the fall. For its part in developing interest
in
the
program
by
holding
program each week. In addition to
81 Cent
the public service provided, the a contest among high school and
Chamber feels the show has ac- junior high school groups on civic
PER 1000 FA Ml
improvement, the Chamber and the
quainted citizens with the Chamber itself and has built leadership program were commended by Mayor
Charles P. Henderson who has apamong young members by compeared on the program twice. Other
pelling them to get out and meet
C:
local business men and city officials. local leaders also have been guests. Station
While some of the topics have
Another opportunity afforded the
89 Cent
organization is the use of the pro- been debated before, WKBN and
gram to help promote various
the Jaycees feel that the novel proPER
1000 FAMI
drives such as the Mile of Dimes,
gram provides a fresh approach
based on a solid, objective precity's annual spring clean up camsentation.
paign, and other events sponsored
Based on the new BMB Study N
and published current rates for day
cross-the-board, advertisers.

s
1M00

WATTS

PHILADELPHIA'S
MOST POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT

with
BYRUM
SAAM
Outstanding play-by-play
Sportscaster
REPRESENTED BY
ADAM J. YOUNG, INC.
Page 12
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strictly business
WOW'ScostMO
is
ANDThisWHAT
with essential sales tools. Last
less than it was in 1
week, for example, he was putting
the finishing touches to a 17-page
(single-spaced) detailed analysis of Write, wire or phone NOW for c
WWSW Pittsburgh, which will be availabilities.
represented by Blair beginning today. He got his material on the
Pittsburgh station first-hand as
part of a team of Blair men that
recently studied every phase of the
operation. Copies of the WWSW
report will go to the representative
firm's salesmen everywhere.
Owner and Operator of
Mr. Barnett keeps busy enough
WOW-TV and
studying competitive factors in various markets, setting up conferKODY, NORTH PL ATI
ences for station managers who
visit the home office in Chicago,
John J. Gillin, Jr., Pres. & Gen'l I
watching the normal flow of inforJohn Blair Company & John Blair
mation from stations (like schedRepresentatives
ules, etc.), and putting out a daily
WELLS BARNETT
Blair Bulletin to stations.
For nearly five years, Wells Bar&
for John
EN Wells
ESMthink
SALCo.,
tt is a
BarneBlair
nett has backed up the company's
nice man to have around.
salesmen from Chicago headquarters, but Aug. 1 he moves to New
As sales development manager,
(Continued on page 63)
Mr. Barnett keeps them supplied
BROADCASTING
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UAL

PET
I PER

[promotion

wins
and

prizes*
holds

audience

The only prize WFBR set out to win was a
prize audience, whose loyalty pays off in
handsome Hoopers, and, by the same token,
in direct and tangible results for WFBR
advertisers !
WFBR

newspaper advertising is the most consistent ofany Baltimore station -12 months a

BILLBOARD
WFBR

takes

channel network

loyalty!

year - with no time out. WFBR
consistent, too -12

months

carcards are
a

year. And

WFBR "extra push" advertising - the special
promotions and gimmicks - also goes 12
months a year. All this effort adds up to one
big fact: the nearest thing to perpetual
promotion

prize winner

is WFBR's

advertising plan!

again!

first prize in regional
affiliate group for out-

standing audience promotion

in 1949!

AM

STATION
IMORE
T
L
A
B
THE
ABC
BASIC
NETWORK
• 50 0 0 WATTS
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY
JOHN

OADCASTING
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IN BALTIMORE,
M D.
BLAIR
& COMPANY
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at

KYW

the

mailman

rings 3,800

times

Every week, on the average, Uncle Sam delivers
3,800 pieces of audience mail to KYW's door!*
Maybe this isn't a world record, but it's proof of
consistent letter-writing interest on the part of
1,500,000 radio families throughout KYW-land..
which extends far beyond Philadelphia, and even
beyond the limits of the nation's third market!
Just one example: a leading insurance company
pulled more than 1,000 requests for a booklet during asingle week on KYW's early-morning Musical
Clock ! For results like this, start promoting now on
Philadelphia's
50,000-watt voice of NBC. See KYW
or
Free & Peters.
Based on 65,300 pieces of mail tabulated during first four months
of 1950.

PHILADELPHIA
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE
Page 14
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More

T CBS RADI
KES
STRI
ENGINEER and
talent unions BESE
last week struck
and WMGM O-TV
New
of nine CBS television shows, five
of them commercial. Other telefork, and further labor turmoil in radio and television seemed probable.
vision programs and all regularly
! A two-and-a-half-day strike by 425 CBS technicians, members of the scheduled
radio shows, except some
nternational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL), was ended when
late
evening
dance band pickups,
loth sides agreed to reopen negotitions under the supervision of a for renewal of a contract that ex- were broadcast with CBS executive
and supervisory personnel acting
ederal mediator.
pired May 28.
The negotiations pertained only as technicians.
A strike of the American FederaThe TV programs which could
ion of Radio Artists against to the New York Local 1212 of the
not be aired were: Monday — Kirby
j/MGM was resolved within 12 IBEW, but the 90 IBEW members
Stone Quintet, a sustainer, 7-7:15
ours when the station agreed to in Hollywood walked out in sym^instate eight announcers who had
pathy. Their own contractural ar- p.m.; Paul Arnold Show, 7:15-7:30
p.m.; The Goldbergs, sponsored by
rangements with the network were
,jeen dismissed.
General Foods, 9:30-10 p.m., and
Meanwhile, a National Labor Re- not involved.
.tions Board field examiner held
The strike was called despite the Studio One, sponsored by Westinghouse, 10-11 p.m.
tie first joint conference between
fact — which both parties admitted
Tuesday Shows Stopped
— that basic agreement on wage inle warring Television Authority
creases had been reached. CBS had
nd Screen Actors Guild, without
Tuesday: Suspense, sponsored
offered wage scales of $135 a week
oparently making any headway
by Electric Auto-Lite, 9:30-10 p.m.
iward settlement of the bitter for five-year men, an increase of and the wrestling bouts, cooperatively sponsored.
/jurisdictional dispute in which they $6.50 over rates in the former cone embroiled.
tract, and the union had accepted
Wednesday: Stage 13, a susthe
new
scales,
it
was
said.
The NLRB conference, described
tainer, 9:30-10 p.m., and a special
Basis of Controversy
5 an informal and preliminary disUN program, 10-10:30 p.m.
ission, included not only the field
The core of the dispute was workAlthough its performance was
taminer, Sidney Levy, and repreing conditions. Among the provi- scheduled for Friday, 9-10 p.m., a
ntatives of TVA and both the
sions sought by the union but not day after the strike was ended,
;reen Actors and Screen Extras
granted by CBS was additional va- the Ford Theatre was cancelled on
uilds but also officials of televication time, specific period for order of Kenyon & Eckhardt, Ford
□n networks.
meal time and rearranged schedules
agency, because there had not been
Although no official report on the of days off per week.
time for adequate rehearsals while
oceeding was available, it was
The strike, which started at 6 the strike was in progress.
arned that neither TVA nor SAG
A complicating factor in the
p.m.
Monday, caused cancellation
l V any indications of yielding in
ive
ir claims to representation of
lent in television.
Seek NLRB Ruling
Both have filed petitions with the
ORB — TVA in New York and
iG in Hollywood — seeking desigtion as bargaining unit for tele;ion. TVA seeks representation
r all talent in television. SAG
eks only to bargain for talent in
e productions of motion pictures
ide for TV.
It was freely speculated by authities, at the conclusion of last
ursday's NLRB meeting, that the
rA-SAG issue would go to an
^RB hearing, a procedure that
■uld take some time.
But whatever the outcome of the
■isdictional dispute, telecasters
!o-e confronted with prospects of
avy demands from talent unions,
th TVA and SAG have announced
mands for wages and working
iditions they will seek.
The strike against CBS last week
335 IBEW members in New York
d 90 of them in Hollywood flared
mday evening after an impasse
d been reached in negotiations
til IOADCASTING

N

Labor

Agreement Terms
Under the strike-ending agreement, CBS guaranteed to re-employ all IBEW members on its rolls
ing.
before the strike, the IBEW agreed
to return to work Thursday mornA specification of the agreement
(Continued on page 39 )

Analogy

Seen

DUOPOLY?

AN ANTI-TRUST suit which could
have far-reaching ramifications in
radio — possibly starting with the
awaited clarification by FCC of its
"anti-trust" policy — was filed by
the Justice Dept. last week against
the New Orleans Times-Picayune,
one of the South's top newspapers
[Closed Circuit, June 12].
Reminiscent of the Commission's
duopoly rule in broadcasting, the
suit is aimed in part at alleged
practices involving "combination
rates," charging that the TimesPicayune Publishing Co. used its
two local papers in an attempt to
attain monopoly.
Though the suit itself does not
involve the company's radio interests— WTPS-AM-FM New Orleans
— the case is being watched closely
by FCC legal authorities and newspaper-owned stations throughout
the nation, who number an estimated 25% of the total.
FCC authorities were officially

• Telecasting

Seen

IBEW strike was the refusal of
some 100 stage hands, members of
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes, to cross
the IBEW picket lines in New York.
The absence of both scene handlers and engineers made production of such elaborate presentations as Studio One, The Goldbergs, Suspense, Stage 13 and
Ford Theatre impossible.
A few performers also were reported to have refused to violate
the IBEW picket lines. The actions
of the IATSE and the scattering of
actors in respecting the engineers
picketing were not official.
Announcement that the IBEW
had agreed to return to work was
made by J. R. Mandelbaum, U. S.
Conciliations Commissioner in New
York, at 7 p.m. Wednesday after
day).
CBS and the IBEW had agreed to
resume discussions today (Mon-

Radio
PRESS

Problems

silent on the question, but the first
unofficial reaction was a "wait-forthe-outcome" attitude.
FCC Policy Question
Normally, FCC has not acted
against licensees charged with antitrust violations unless the suits
ended in convictions or consent decrees— and currently the "action"
in those cases has been to hold up
action on applications pending a
decision, still unreached, on a "uniBut formthepolicy."
uniform-policy issue also
raises the question of alleged violations and what policy FCC should
adopt toward applicants who have
been accused of violating any nonradio laws — anti-trust or otherwise
—but who have not yet stood trial
[Broadcasting, May 1]. This whole
question is still under consideration
by the Commission.
The Times-Picayune currently
has one application on which the

Commission might indicate the
course it intends to take. That is a
pending WTPS request for 5 kw
day and 1 kw night on 940 kc,
which it currently uses with 1 kw
day and 500 w night. There is also
a television application which is
caught in the freeze. The renewal
applications
FM are not of
dueWTPS
until and
MarchWTPS1953
and March 1951, respectively.
May Cite L. A. Case
For precedent, WTPS if necessary cantelevision
cite the Commission's
Los
Angeles
decision of 1946
in urging a grant rather than delayed action in its bid for higher
power. In that case FCC granted
the application of Paramount Television Productions while recognizing that the company was involved
in an anti-trust suit.
The Commission held that "the
(Continued on page 34)
June 19, 1950
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LINEUP at Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee's hearings on
renomination of FCC Comr. George E. Sterling included (I to r) Sens. Homer E.
Capehart (R-lnd.) and John W. Bricker (R-Ohio); official stenographer (foreground); Sen. Owen Brewster (R-Me.), Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), Sens.

E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) and Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.); Ed Cooper
the committee's communications expert (in background) ,and Sen. Francis J)
Myers (D-Pa.). Sen. Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.) also participated but was absent
when picture was made.

Unanimous

CONFIRMATION of FCC Comr.
George E. Sterling for a new sevenyear term was virtually guaranteed
last Friday as the Senate Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee
unanimously approved him following a two-session hearing on his
renomination.
Committee approval usually is
tantamount to Senate confirmation.
Action by the Senate is expected
early this week.
Despite the barrage of questions
levelled at him, with peppery Sen.
Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.) as
the chief inquisitor, members of
the committee — including Sen.
Tobey — at no time left any doubt
that their ultimate decision would
be favorable. They voted their approval in a brief session after the
hearing was completed early Friday afternoon.
Sen. Tobey, who said he had
armed himself with "approximately
141 questions," briefly revived the
often-waged "Armstrong" fight
over FCC reallocation of FM, but
centered his major questioning on
the handling of a 1947 memorandum to Mr. Sterling which he felt
might have averted the present TV
freeze.
In the give-and-take, Comr. Sterling indicated :
® He thinks FCC may do
"something affirmative" in the
long-pending clear-channel case
before the end of "this calendar

Comr.

Sterling testifying at his
confirmation hearing.
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year" [Closed Circuit, June 5].
0 He does not personally regard VHF television as a temporary or interim service, thinks color
TV decision may be ready by September, and estimates the freeze
may be lifted by the end of the
@ He hopes UHF space can be
year.
provided for a closely regulated
Stratovision service, which he
views enthusiastically as a means
of taking TV service to broad areas
of the nation.
The
hearing,
which opened

CBS Reportedly Gets KTSL
DESPITE LACK of formal announcement, reports were current
last Friday that a tentative understanding had been reached on disposition of the radio and TV properties of Don Lee.
CBS was mentioned as the likely
successful bidder for KTSL (TV)
Los Angeles and the Don Lee headquarters, with a figure of $1 million
reported for the station and in the
neighborhood of $2,225,000 for the
1313 No. Vine headquarters.
Ray Wright of Seattle, counsel
for R. D. Merrill, 83-year old sole
heir of Thomas S. Lee, and Ben H.
Brown, public administrator of Los
Angeles, were in Washington late
last week, but refused comment.
It is presumed they consulted with
the FCC about the transaction. Mr.
Wright told Broadcasting no determination would be reached until
their return to Los Angeles this
week.
In addition to bidders previously
reported, it was understood that a
management group in Don Lee,
headed by Chairman Lewis Allen
Weiss and President Willet Brown,
had been formed with a view to
acquiring all properties save KTSL
and the headquarters. Automotive
properties, including several Cadillac agencies, had been disposed of
previously.
Other bidders reportedly are Ed
Pauley, financier and oil operator;
Liberty Broadcasting System, and
Floyd Odium, head of Atlas Corp.,
giant holding company. In addition to KTSL and the headquarters
there are the four owned-andoperated stations of Don Lee, Pacific Northwest Broadcasting Co.,
and a 19% interest in Mutual.

Thursday afternoon, was recessed
until Friday morning to permit
Sen. Tobey, who had not yet completed his questioning, to attend
other committee meetings. At the
opening session he said he possessed
FM evidence that "doesn't smell
good," involving purported changes
in FCC records, but did not pursue
the subject
sumed Friday.when the hearing reBoth Sen. Tobey and Sen. Ed. C.
Johnson (D-Col.), committee chairman, emphasized that the hearing
and their questions were "impersonal" and designed soley to elict
Mr. Sterling's views on important
policy matters. Sen Johnson said he
personally was "very friendly" to
Comr. Sterling, a Maine Republican. The renomination is for a
seven-year term starting July 1.
Home State Approval
Mr. Sterling also had the endorsement of both Senators from
his home state — Sen. Owen Brewster, a member of the commerce
committee, and Sen. Margaret
Chase Smith — as pointed out by
Sen. Johnson.
Most of Thursday's questioning
related to a "confidential" memorandum on TV allocations sent by
E. W. nical
Allen,
chief Division,
of FCC's toTechInformation
Mr.

Actioi

Sterling as FCC Chief Engineer i
June 1947.
The memorandum raised th
question of tropospheric interfei
ence — one of the primary reason
for the subsequent imposition d
the TV freeze — and suggested the
allocations should take this facte !
into account.
Comr. Sterling conceded tha
adoption of enMr.
mendations
totoAllen's
at thatrecorr
tin:,
would have meant, aside from th
color television question, that th. t
freeze would not have been nece:J
sary and that accordingly, moi
stations could be in operation toda;
But he insisted that the scientif
information then available was ii
sufficient to permit such action, an
that, instead, a "comprehensive ii
vestigation" was launched to gathe
the necessary data.
He conceded that he couldn
recall having passed the memorai
dum along to the Commission, b\
he
that itwas
was instructed
"buried" i1
thatdenied
Mr. Allen
"pigeon-hole" it. He said Mr. Alle
and the chief of the television div
sion were told to take it into coi
sideration in their planning, ar
that he thought they discussed
in staff meetings.
It was only after more and moi
(Continued on page 46)
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BOARD

TO

TACKLE

FUND

D,

C.

CRISIS

kTAB's Board of Directors will of its features are likely to be research director, and Everett E.
revived.
decide this week whether to solve
Revercomb, assistant treasurer,
Board members will be given a have left the association in addition
he association's money and membership problems by reorganizing
preview of a new sales manual for to Messrs. Petty, Stringer and
Markham.
use in soliciting memberships. The
fnce again or by trimming and
manual will show cost ratios in
In submitting his resignation
polishing the present structure.
Though two networks and a which NAB dues are compared to Mr. Markham wrote Mr. Ryan that
other station operating expenses.
he was leaving effective July 1. Mr.
lizeable segment of stations have
Brunt of the membership drive
jmlled out of NAB since the last
Petty's resignation is effective the
likely will be borne by B. Walter
oard meeting in April, major
same day, he said in a letter to
Huffington, NAB station relations
Judge Miller. He plans to devote
[evelopments in answering member
director, and Mr. Ryan.
fulltime to his law practice in Los
omplaints and solving budget
Among recent resignations from
iroblems are in the making at
Angeles and Washington. Mr.
NAB is that of KVOE Santa Ana,
Vashington headquarters.
Stringer resigned effective June 15.
Calif. Ernest L. Spencer, station
In reporting to the board on his
Things
have
happened fast
wrote Judge Miller that
two months of service as general
.round the association offices in president,
he felt recent NAB actions were
manager, Mr. Ryan is expected to
he past fortnight. Three key ex"inimical" to stations the size
cutives have resigned. They are
suggest a program based on refineof KVOE, mentioning specifically
ment of operating methods and
JJ. Emerson Markham, director of the dues cost for smaller outlets
raising efficiency in the overall
he Television Dept.; Arthur C.
Itringer, staff director, manager of and "hiring as your assistant a functioning. He was vested with the
clear-channel, high-power advotask of answering criticism based
|he convention exhibits and secreon
management methods at head£ry of the NAB News Committee
Mutual Stays
Closed Circuit, June 12] ; Don
cate."
Decision of the MBS board of quarters.
Specific departments have been
'etty, general counsel [Broadcastcombed for possible savings and
directors last Monday to remain
xg, June 12].
ways of raising efficiency, and deGeneral Manager
William B. in NAB (story page 36) was
partment heads were directed to
described at the association as conyan has completed an extensive
suggest 15% budget savings in
firming the belief that NAB has
tudy of the whole headquai'ter's
their funds.
struck bottom and is on the way
peration and the budget. He was
Though recent emphasis has
o meet over the weekend with the upward.
The
staff
situation
at
NAB
headrested
on these functioning probloard's Finance Committee and
lems, the board will face an agenda
quarters is unsettled as the board
ihbmit a series of recommendations
convenes but it is believed the that includes such perennials as
esigned to keep expenditures in- major changes have already taken
proposed separation of Broadcast
de the association's income.
Advertising Bureau from NAB,
place. Since the April board meetPresident Justin Miller, Mr.
and the status of Broadcast Meaing C. Meryl Sullivan, assistant
yan and staff executives will meet
|iday (Monday) with the 11 new
bard members for an indoctrina'Guild' to ABC, NBC Signs 2,
jon session. The new members
Edwards on CBS
j q;ill be acquainted in detail with
AB's activities, including the
ABC LAST WEEK got into the talent-buying spree when it purchased
' irvices offered members and the
Screen Guild Players, which Camel cigarettes recently dropped on NBC,
J Ijss publicized functions.
and announced it would begin airing the program next September.
Most of the new directors have
Meanwhile, NBC announced it had signed Kate Smith to a five-year
rved on NAB committees and
television contract. Miss Smith will *
' veral have sat in past meetings.
begin a Monday-Friday afternoon
Edwards' Truth or Consequences
Drop in Membership
television show over NBC next fall. for both radio and television startThe same day, NBC reported it
The Membership Committee was
ing in the fall.
meet Saturday but instead will
had signed Ransom Sherman, a
Programs will not be simulcast,
eet this week. Confronting this
veteran comedian, to a five-year
but were purchased as two distinct
television contract. Mr. Sherman
oup was the decline in membershows, according to the Biow Co.,
will head a summer variety show,
ip from 2,003 at the end of 1948
agency servicing the account. Mr.
1,767 a year ago and 1,521 at replacing Kukla, Fran & Ollie in Edwards will slant each show to the
the Monday-Friday 7-7:30 p.m. medium over which it is to be trans•esent. This drop is not as serious
period beginning July 3.
it appears at first glance, acmitted, it was said.
rding to NAB officials, since it
Radio
version starts Sept. 5 on
Program
Format
fleets the death of large numbers
CBS,
taking
Tuesday 9:30-10 p.m.
Miss
Smith's
new
program
will
postwar, FCC-encouraged FM
(EST) time. Telecast show will
be produced by Ted Collins and
ations and other embryo projects.
be on CBS-TV starting Thursday,
will feature interviews, dramatic
While winter-spring resignations
Sept. 7, 10-10:30 p.m. (EST).
sketches,
guest
stars
and
human
ve cut sharply into the $780,000
interest stories in addition to Miss
First Shows
dget for the fiscal year that
Smith's
voice,
NBC
reported.
First
two
television shows were
larted last April 1, the memberMr. Sherman has appeared in
ip picture is not entirely dark
filmed
by
Trio
Pictures Inc., Hollysupporting roles on the Fibber Mcwood, last Saturday. Mr. Edwards
any means. The association's
Gee & Molly program, in motion
;mbership at this time is the
pictures and has appeared fre- and his troupe are to be in Europe
ghest in its history prior to
quently in radio for more than 20 during July and at that time will
48 and its dues structure has
tape record four radio programs
years.
!en adjusted to meet mounting
In announcing its acquisition of for fall release.
Procter & Gamble Co. sponsored
Screen Guild Players, ABC said
Ists, NAB officials point out.
Truth or Consequences on NBC for
The Membership Committee was
the program was the first of several it intended to buy. Formerly
10 years, but cancelled out followpected to recommend an active
ing the June 14 broadcast after
a
half-hour
show, Screen Guild
ive to bring in new members and
Players will be presented as an making Mr. Edwards a TV offer
ng back old ones. A program
only, which he turned down
hour-long production on ABC and
Dmitted to the board last Februsold in half-hour segments.
[Broadcasting, May 22]. Mr. Edwards said he preferred to sign
,-, when the network resignations
At
a
price
said
to
be
"more
re thought to be imminent, was
with an advertiser who would sponthan $1 million a year," Philip
Morris & Co. has bought Ralph
ected by the directors but many
sor the program on both media.
isti iOADCASTING
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surement Bureau, Broadcast Music
Inc., ASCAP negotiations and
modernizing of the Standards of
Practice to cover television.
Incorporators of Broadcast
Audience Measurement Inc., successor to BMB, were to meet Friday afternoon in Washington to
elect directors. In turn the BAM
board was expected to take up the
election of officers for the project,
conceived as a complete industry,
audience and program measurement service.
Committees Named
Three standing committees of the
board were appointed last week by
President Miller in addition to the
Finance Committee, whose membership was completed the previous
week [Broadcasting, June 12].
The new groups follow:
By-Laws Committee — Frank U.
Fletcher, WARL Arlington, Va., chairman; Harold Essex, WSJS WinstonSalem, N. Ga.
C; A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC
Augusta,
Convention Committee — Eugene S.
Thomas, WOIC(TV) Washington, chairman; James D. Shouse, WLW CincinOrleans.nati; Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New
Membership Committee — Clyde W.
Rembert, KRLD Dallas, chairman;
Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111.;
William C. Grove, KFEC Chevenne,
Wyo.; Patt McDonald. WHHM Memphis; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles; Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.
One of the board's first jobs when
it convenes Tuesday morning will
be to elect new directors to succeed
Mr. Ryan, who had been elected in
February as director-at-large for
large stations, and Harold E.
Fellows, WEEI Boston, whose
District 1 (New England) directorship became vacant when WEEI
withdrew from NAB in connection
with the CBS resignation.

NEW MAI
Lever To Use Radio Spots
RADIO spot announcements and
newspapers will be used to launch
one of the most intensive advertising, merchandising and promotional campaigns ever put behind
margarine by a new brand yellow
Good Luck margarine made by the
Good Luck Products Division of
Lever Bros. Co., through its agency, BBDO, New York. The campaign starts July 1, when the repeal
of federal tax restrictions on yellow
margarine becomes effective.
The new yellow Good Luck — result of a 12 year, $1 million research program on the part of
Unilever — is being made by a new
secret manufacturing process in a
new Hammond, Ind., plant.
The radio schedule of spot announcements starts July 13 in approximately 20 markets in the
country, using 25 stations to introduce the new product.
Company officials stated that distribution of the new product will
be expanded as soon as increased
manufacturing facilities permit.
Advertising will increase as distribution expands.
June 19, 1950
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Nothing

Like:

The
Good
Old
Day
By CHARLES C. WARREN
one of the miracles of THE FIRST 23 years may be the hardest but Charles C. Warren, general
RADIO,
our lifetime . . . indeed, one
manager of WCMI Ashland, Ky., wouldn't trade his various radio experiences
for anything — and he figures he has about 17 stations behind him. Mr. Warren
of the miracles of man's hishas been general manager of WCMI since April 1947, and associated with
tory! You probably look forward,
with dubious anticipation, to a the station in one capacity or another since October 1941. In that time,
with two years out for Marine Corps
lengthy documentation of radio as
a potent social force ... a universervice, he also served as sports ansal agent of dissemination.
nouncer, program director and salesInstead, I'd like to take you beman. His earlier experience reads
hind the scenes of radio . . . the
almost like a BROADCASTING AM-FM
radio industry that I knew during
directory. Starting at WJJD (then
the past two decades. Radio really
Moosehart) in 1927, he later joined
started in the Garden of Eden, it
WIBO WLS WBBM Chicago, NBC
is said, when a rib was taken from
Adam to make the first loud
New York as special events man in
1935, and moved on to WSMK (now
speaker.
WING) Dayton, WCOL Columbus,
Radio is a recent invention by
WGAR Cleveland (all Ohio), WGRC
which you are able to give a person
the air without hurting his feelLouisville — among others. He specialings. It is also known as a device
ized in sports announcing but also
to teach mankind the blessings of
handled copy for Kate Smith and Ted
silence. Radio is still in its inCollins at one time. In this byline
fancy, but a lot of its jokes are not.
piece based on a recent speech, Mr.
Since radio is now within the reach
Warren
recalls radio's early days with
of all, it is strange more of them are
the humor of the vaudeville circuit
not smashed. What you can get on
he once traveled before embarking
your radio of course, depends in a
Mr. WARREN
on a radio career.
large measure on the generosity
of your pawnbroker.
But I started to speak of radio
as I knew it a couple of decades
another component was a lot of bad
ever dreamed up over a hot fishing
ago. The days when a deluxe redebts. This may have led to the
ceiver consisted of a crystal and a rod for the benefit of the lads who
famous old saying that, "In the
stayed home.
coil of wire around an oatmeal box.
of life,
debt."
I've
There used to be a favorite joke midst
As a matter of fact, for some time
forgotten
who we
saidarethatin and
it may
I really believed that this whole
along about this time. I remembe just as well if I forget that, too.
ber it well, because my partner and
radio furor was a hoax inspired
But back to the old days of radio
I
in
a
vaudeville
act
used
it
with
by the makers of oatmeal just to
... we used a microphone back
sell those boxes.
sensational effect . . . One D-X
known as the "carbon" mike.
*■ ♦ #
fan said to another, "Joe, I was up then
until three this morning and I got Its purpose, and by the way, it was
guaranteed for this . . . was to disIF you don't remember you husbands and sons sitting far into England!" The second said, "I
tort the human voice beyond any
was
up
until
four
and
I
got
Argenthe night, you might recall your
chance of recognition. Every one
tina."
The
third
one
said,
as
he
fathers and mothers doing just
who spoke over one of these old
sneezed, "That's not so much! I was
time carbon mikes sounded like
that . . . D-Xing — that's what they up
until
five,
when
I
stuck
my
head
called it . . . fishing for a far
Andy Devine . . . with laryngitis,
away station. And believe me some
out of the window and got Chile."
yet.
Very occasionally this little
This
usually
brought
down
the
of the fish stories for this type
gem of voice transmission refused
of fishing far surpass anything the house and sometimes we were able to work at all and the only thing
to escape without serious injury.
most avid disciple of Izaak Walton
After several narrow escapes in that could be done when this happened was to thump it against the
vaudeville . . . pronounced vodvil
wall to loosen the carbon granules
at our salary . . . narrow escapes
become packed. Somesuch as I mentioned a moment ago, which had
times, the announcer also banged
I graduated into radio. Radio was
his head against the wall . . . also
really in its infancy. Studios were
to loosen the granules, and too, beno more than barnlike rooms hung
cause it felt so nice when he
with old drapes or monk's cloth to stopped.
soften the echoes and reverberaA radio station manager in those
tions. The control room equipment
days was a rather industrious soul.
was homemade, as was the transHe was also the announcer, more
mitting equipment. The chief comthan likely the engineer, the sound
ponent of the latter was haywire
effects man when needed, the time
... or as we called it . . . baling
salesman
most
assuredly; he
wire, and in all too many instances,
Page 18
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si
talked ... he sang ... he playe
the piano or organ ... he gav
household hints and advice to th
lovelorn.
He drew up horoscopes, read tli
comics to the children . . . intei
preted dreams and all the whil
cajoled the creditors and hoped h
could stay on the air another 4
hours. He was also ready at an I
given moment to immediately bo\j
three times and face Washingtoif
the home of the FCC, and cr
"Allah! Allah!" if need be.
One of the favorite methods <
filling time at the irreducible min
mum of cost was to put a teli^
phone line into a dine and dan<
place ... to use the term rath<
loosely ... a night club of th;
early
. and band.
broadcast
music era
of the. .dance
This wjtl;
before the tremendous upsurge <
a certain form of entertainmei ;
which has become rampant in tl
land . . . this was way back B. K
before Hillbillies.
I remember one such instance
the local night hot spot in tl
town where I laughlingly held c
my hand for a meager pay chec
Istaff
wasand that
station's
announcii*
we had
a line into
a Chi
ese restaurant. The orchestra wJ
a bunch of young fellows gettii
their start. They were eager ai}
ambitious and if their music wasi j
exactly the finest in the land, it w
at least characterized by volur!
and zest. These lads were n
happy working for this orient
Sherman
Billingsley. But th
couldn't leave because he ow
them several months back pay .
So, they ate chop suey for brea
fast . . . chow mein for lunch . of
and pay.
egg f oo young for dinner in li
Well, as I said, we put them
the air because it was available .
and because
it wason cheap.
And 1
(Continued
page Uh)
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Marks
COUNSEL

2d

Richards

Hearing

CLASH

tEW CLASHES between opposing counsel marked FCC's hearing
ti the news policies of G. A.
Dick) Richards as it got under
fay a second time in Los Angeles
kst week.
The new start came Wednesday,
ifter the Commission voted 4-to-l
j grant FCC General Counsel
enedict P. Cottone's appeal for
uthority — which had been denied
v Examiner James D. Cunningjam [Broadcasting, June 12]— to
(resent the FCC case against Mr.
ichards before counsel for Mr.
ichards present their case in his
ahalf.
. First witnesses called by FCC
fere Robert 0. Reynolds, vice
i resident and general manager of
fr. Richards' KMPC Los Angeles,
ho appeared under subpena, and
r. Roy E. Thomas, Mr. Richards'
hysician, who was called after
!r. Cottone refused to accept a
, ritten medical statement that
ppearance as a witness would enanger Mr. Richards' life.
■■ I In one of many exchanges, Mr.
{ .Dttone charged that Hugh Fulm, chief trial counsel for Mr.
ichards, was employing "scandalous and scurrilous" methods and
[jl some instances was being "en,rely
Mr. Fulton
mnteredunethical."
with the accusation
that
■Jhs- Cottone himself was guilty of
jfiethical conduct in failing to
;;veal text of his appeal to the
ommission
which resulted in
,CC being permitted to present
js case first.
> Mr. Fulton charged at the outset
lat the hearing is "unnecessary
cfcid ridiculous."
Claims Settlement Sought
Mr. Cottone contended Mr. Richds once had been eager to admit
pilt
and sought
to "arrive
at a
ittlement
with the
Commission"

presiding — FCC counsel presented
only evidence which was damaging
to Mr. Richards and withheld any
that might be favorable to him.
At another point Mr. Burns
asked for a list of witnesses subpenaed by FCC, declaring that one
of his reasons "is to find out if the
Commission counsel made a false
statement to the Commission when
it insisted on presenting its case
first on the ground that it had
gone to considerable expense to
subpena witnesses here."
Question of Integrity
Mr. Cottone demanded to know
whether Mr. Burns was questioning his integrity. If so, he said,
assertions to that effect should be
put into an affidavit to the Commission.
Examiner Cunningham provided
Mr. Burns with the witness list.
Mr. Reynolds, who was not
called by FCC in the first hearing,

was questioned closely on conferences with Mr. Richards regarding
the proceeding.
"Did he say to tell the truth?"
Mr. Cottone pressed.
"He didn't say not to tell the
truth," Mr. Reynolds snapped
back.
He asserted Mr. Richards might
have told him to "get in there and
do When
a good Mr.
job."Reynolds returned to
the stand Thursday, Mr. Cottone
wanted to know what he had discussed with Mr. Fulton during the
overnight recess.
"We discussed your line of attack," Mr. Reynolds replied, "and
wondered why you called Mr.
Richards' witnesses before they
had an opportunity to testify for
him. The conclusion was reached
that you don't think you have a
case, the way you are proceeding.
"Mr. Fulton said it was obvious
that you are attempting to use

former
hearing." said that, as he
Mr. Reynolds
recalled it, some of the testimony
given by witnesses for FCC in the
first hearing was false, but that
he was unable to point out precisely which portions these were.
Questions Accuracy
Hammering at the accuracy of
Mr. Reynolds' recollection, Mr.
Cottone asked if he intended to
avoid corroborating testimony of
the 23 witnesses presented by FCC
in the previous hearing.
"Mr. Cottone," the KMPC executive replied, "I am here under
oath and I intend to answer you as
best I can. I think some of the
testimony in the previous record
is false or half true. If you point
out specific items I will tell you
what I believe about them."
He said he wanted to revise any
previous testimony which might
indicate he had no "personal
knowledge" of untruth in evidence
(Continued on page 72)
On

HITS
FCC
tion owner who has dared to have his
DEMANDS that FCC account for
its conduct in the current G. A. own private opinions. If successful
in thistions arecase,
whatfor other
radioWhere
sta(Dick) Richards case were mountmarked
attack?
ing on Capitol Hill last week as will the censorship axe fall next?
Reps. Anthony F. Tauriello (DAs an American citizen, and a
N. Y.) and Hugh J. Addonizio (D- Democrat, I believe that everyone
N. J.) leveled new blasts at the
should be given a statement of the
Commission involving charges of charges against him and an opportunity to defend himself. My investi"ubiquitous interference" and
gation into this particular case shows
"thought control."
a denial of these essential rights.
They joined Rep. Stephen Young
The FCC not only refused to furnish
(D-Ohio) in suggesting that the
a statement of the charges against
Speaker of the House name a bi- these radio stations [Mr. Richards
owns KMPC Los Angeles, WGAR
partisan committee to "confer with
the FCC immediately and make a Cleveland and WJR Detroit] but has
fought tooth and nail to prevent the
full report to this body as to the
facts from coming to light.
outcome of such a meeting."
All of our radio stations should be
Rep. Tauriello said he had "perjudged by what goes on over the
sonally contacted" Senate Majority
radio and not by what some discharged former employe contends an
Leader
Scott become
Lucas familiar
(D-Ill.), with
"so
that
he
would
owner would like to have had go out
|» escape public hearing.
over
the
radio. . . .
ji Mr. Fulton denied these, claims, the present machinations of the
Jsserting Mr. Richards was not FCC in this case."
Hits FCC Action
He indicated later he may inrepared to admit the "false and
Referring to the Commission's
action in adjourning the hearings
troduce aresolution this week pro^diculous
charges" leveled
by forer newscasters.
He said
Mr.
viding for establishment of such a pending an appeal by the FCC gene :ichards has sought to divest him- committee. Rep. Young said he
eral counsel on a point of procelf of control of his stations —
has been pressed on other matters
dure, Rep. Tauriello said the ComiJMPC, WJR Detroit, and WGAR
and hadn't considered such a move
mission "reached out and interleveland, all of whose licenses
"at this time." Authorities . close
fered" even though it "did not
know and did not have before it the
be at stake in the hearing — and to Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.)
iat earlier counsel had had dis- said he had not been apprised of oral argument and the facts which
issions with Commission counsel the suggestion but explained a restheir own examiner had before him"
olution would be necessary before
"settle" the matter.
when he refused an adjournment.
Rep. Rayburn could take any acAlthough Mr. Richards is acMr. Cottone retorted: "Mr. Ful- tion.
cused of having ordered KMPC
•n's interpretation of what he
In
a
statement
inserted
in
the
newsmen to slant news against the
■vms settlement discussions is
itirely wrong. Are we going to ■Congressional Record following up
late President Roosevelt, the Conthe attack he launched a few weeks
irgain for the public interest?
gressmen noted that "we Democrats are just as much opposed to
s Mr. Richards going to settle for ago, Rep. Tauriello denounced
FCC's so-called "star" witness in this kind of ubiquitous interferle and one-half stations?"
the hearing and accused FCC of
ence [by the Commission] as are
In the meantime, Joseph Burns,
^sociate counsel for Mr. Rich- denying "essential rights" of Mr. the Republicans, and we are just as
rds, charged that the hearing is Richards thus far in its investigamuch apt to be the victims of it . . ."
tion of his news policies.
Rep. Tauriello took one of FCC's
■h "prosecution." He asserted that
He said:
principal
witnesses — Clete Roberts,
]l the previous hearing [Broad... It would seem to me that former news
editor of KMPC^-to
^.sting, March 20, 27, April 3] —
FCC actually intends to usurp the
le record of which was stricken power
task
for
what
he called "slurs" on
of censorship and thought
1 blowing the death of Examiner
control. It appears that they are the people of southern Italy.
Fred Johnson Jr., who had been trying to persecute and punish a staHe said Mr. Roberts' testimony
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
1

myself and other people from the
station to corroborate records of
transcript of witnesses at the

Richards

Issue

CONGRESS

under cross examination indicated
"that he had been fired from every
good job he ever had, that he took
papers and files from his employer's station without permission
[and] that he intentionally disobeyed his employer's instructions
behind his employer's back. . . .
"That such a witness cannot be
worthy of belief was so obvious to
me that I ask why does the FCC
want to use such a man at all?"
he
asserting
that "ifto this
man asked,
Roberts
is continued
be
sponsored and supported by the
FCC, we have very definitely not
heard the end of it."
Rep. Addonizio charged that Republicans had injected a partisan
issue into the way FCC's hearings
are being conducted, but made plain
he would not "support any agency
. . . that has to engage in the use
day:
of
such a told
type the
of witness."
Rep.
Addonizio
House Thurs"I am now given to understand
that these particular proceedings
began again in Los Angeles and
that FCC refuses to give Congressman Tauriello — and others — any
answer as to whether or not it is
their intention to put this witness
back on the stand."
He called for a "quick determination" on whether or not FCC's
conduct in the case "has been beyond reproach" and for a "full,
non-partisan report" to the House.
Citing charges by certain Republicans, notably Sen. Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.), that FCC is attempting to control thoughts of
station licensees, Rep. Addonizio
said that "if FCC hopes to bring
about any form of censorship, then,
I . . . line up solidly with the viewpoints of my colleagues in the
June 19, 1950
House."
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Denies Anti-Cop)
Crusade

years in business for DurTHIRTY
kee-Mower Inc. (Marsh ma I low Fluff,
Sweeco), pioneer radio advertiser,
and preview of new East Lynn, Mass.,
plant are marked by (I to r) Karl
Frost, pres., Harry M. Frost Agency;
Fred L. Mower, treas., and H. Allen
Durkee, pres. of firm; James Murley,
Broadcast Advertising.

BRONZE plaque, marking 15th anniversary of America's
Meetingby
of the Air
on ABC isTown
presented
Mark Woods (I), ABC vice chairman,
to Charles V. Denny Jr. (r), founder
and moderator of show. Center is
Dr. Ordway Teed, chairman of the
Board of Higher Education m^m,
in New York City.

ON the 10th anniversary of her association with WLW Cincinnati, Madison Heartman is presented with
roses by Harry Mason Smith (I), vice
president in charge of sales for
WLW owner, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp. At right is Dwight Martin,
Crosley's vice president and assistant
general manager.

WHEN the Detroit Floor Covering
Assn. held its recent golf outing,
James G. Riddell (r), president of
WXYZ Detroit, showed how it's
done
winning
first by
prize
with thea open
76. division's
Charles
(Chuck) Rosen, vice president, William B. Doner Agency, seems

pleased with it all.

""^^r

SPECULATION that the Federal Trade Commission might embark or
a wholesale policy of naming advertising agencies as co-respondent;
with advertisers in cases involving "false or misleading" ad copy brough
prompt denials from FCC officials and one Commission member last week
*
At the same time, however
Comr. John Carson, who is charge'
with responsibility for the com
ADMEN
MEET
mission's anti-monopoly work, ad
FAAG Opens Talks July 11 mitted the matter "has been dis
cussed in individual cases but m
BREAD and butter aspects of the
been told
evolved."
Comr.hasCarson
Broadcastini
advertising agency will be dis- policy
cussed at the 23d national conferthat in one. recent case counse
ence of the First Advertising
for the commission had made sucl
a recommendation but was over
Agency Group, Hotel Lafayette,
Long Beach, Calif., to be held July
ruled. He added, however, whili
11-14. Leading speaker, John Orr
declining to identify the principals
Young, co-founder of Young & that another case "coming dowi
Rubicam, will speak July 11 at a
shortly before FTC" involvei
banquet on "Is 15% Agency Com"flagrant practices" by an adver
mercial
copy. with respect to com
mission Enough?" — pointed at tising agency
problems of the medium-sized
agency.
Chairman James Mead, out o
Mr. Young also will be princi- the city on a speaking engagement
could not be reached for comment
pal speaker July 13 when he will
discuss advertising principles.
Two officials of the commissionTwo days of the convention will Richard P. Whiteley, director o
be devoted to clinics with members
litigation bureau, and D. C. Daniel
permitted to add views to those
executive director and secretary—:
also scotched the report that FT(
expressed
by
panel
"experts."
may shift its policy.
Sessions will cover inter-agency
cooperation and expansion through
Mr. Whiteley explained that FT(
has followed a policy of naming ai
FAAG, cost accounting, new product methods, horizons for adveragency
a respondent in"ifboostinj
it ap
pears it asis instrumental
head. tising, credit insurance, and overa company's advertising — if it i
an active party in formation of th
Gene Curtis, Patch & Curtis
Adv., guest agency, has announced
Mr. Daniel noted a distinctioi
a California welcome for delegates
advertising."
and wives. Bob Jenkins, Smith,
where "agencies have been namei
Taylor & Jenkins, Pittsburgh, and
when it appeared they had writtei
Al Aldridge, A. E. Aldridge Assoc.,
the
copy,"overwhelming
though he conceded
in the
numberthao
Philadelphia, are program chairmen. Henry Mayers, The Mayers
cases advertisers alone were single*
out in FTC complaints and othe
Co., Los Angeles, will moderate
actions on the ground they hai
at all clinics and Thayer Newman,
"accepted" and approved copy "b;
Newman, Lynde & Assoc., Jacksonville, FAAG president, will prethose who drew it up."
side at business sessions.
BBDO SHIFTS
Three Account Executive
Is Y&R

SPECIAL George Polk Memorial
Award for his series of broadcasts
last year, CBS Views the Press, goes
to Don Hoiienbeck (r) of CBS. The
citation is conferred by Dr. Tristram
Walker Metcalfe (center), as Edmund
A. Chester, director of CBS news,
holds duplicate plaque to CBS.

CONFERRING before debut of CBS'
comedy audience participation program Hit the Jackpot are (I to r)
James A. Barneft, vice president in
charge of advertising, Lever Bros.,
sponsor; Bill Cullen, m.c; Bill Todman, producer-director; Fred ^^^m
Burghard, Ruthrauff & Ryan, "^^r*

Timebuyer

TOM LYNCH, formerly with Cunningham & Walsh (then NewellEmmett Co.) for the past I6V2
years, has joined Young & Rubicam, New York, as a timebuyer.
Among the accounts Mr. Lynch
has bought radio time for during
his long tenure with C & W are
Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield cigarettes), Beechnut Gum, Sunshine
Biscuits, Northwest Airlines and
Kirkman Flakes.

BBDO New York, is realigning it
account executive staff servicinj
American Tobacco Co. (Luck;
Strike cigarettes), General Electri
Co., and General Mills.
Tom Cumings, General Electri
account executive for the past thre
years, was
head Tobacco
account Coexecutive onnamed
American
succeeding Jack Denove, who it i
understood will take over the Gen
eral Mills account. Sam Harned
who seiwices the Nehi Beverag
account, also will handle Genera
Electric. Mr. Harned has been wit]
the agency for the past 20 years
It is understood that the decisioi
to
switch
amongthetheagenc;
exec!
utives
was accounts
made within

Tune-O' Ruling
"THE element of chance in musical
Tune-0 is a dominant element and
and not at the request of the clients
the game's play is forbidden by
our (Nebraska) anti -lottery statues," under a policy in effect in Canada Dry Campaign
Nebraska. The ruling was issued at
the request of the Douglas County
CANADA DRY, for its fruit fla
(Omaha) attorney on the request
vored carbonated beverages, wil
of WOW Omaha, according to Bill launch a national spot radio cam
Wiseman, promotion manager, who
added that WOW had rejected paign next month in 58 cities
J.
Mathes Inc., New York, i'
the M.agency.
Tune-0 after the ruling.
Telecasting
RO ADC ASTING

Farmer
Cited
FARM

RADIO

KMERICA'S progress in agriculture coincides with the development of farm broadcasting, Keith
jlimebaugh, U. S. Dept. of Agriulture information director, told
Ijhe annual Washington meeting of
lihe National Assn. of Radio Farm
[Directors.
Addressing the June 12-13 asembly on its concluding day, Mr.
limebaugh declared broadcasting
"one of the most important
iiieans of getting information to
armers." He described the backward condition of agriculture in
(ihe Mediterranean countries, based
ijn a recent inspection trip.
Few farmers in Mediterranean
tations have radios and the broadlast service that is available offers
kothing to aid agriculture, Mr.
limebaugh said, adding that rural
|.reas lack electricity and few perons have seen movies. He said
larmers are suspicious of government agents.
Educated persons feel superior
jo farmers, he said, adding that
, ompulsory schooling is making
progress in many areas. In Turtey and Greece the Economic Cooperation Administration is supplying radios to farm villages for
;roup listening, according to Mr.
Timebaugh.
He declared progress
n agriculture, here and abroad,
Jlepends on progress in communiation.
Battles Presides
The two-day conference opened
lfk t the Dept. of Agriculture headquarters with Roy E. Battles,
$VLW
Cincinnati, presiding as
!<TARFD president.
Kenneth M.
?apen, assistant director of inormation
of the department's
iadio & Television Service, was
in charge of programming.
Departmental activities in teleision, which anticipate growth of
itfche visual medium, were reviewed
y Tom
Noone
and Maynard
Speece, of the Radio & Television
iervice. They have been making
xtensive studies of TV oprations
tnf'ind outlined this work to the farm
j irectors. They described the department's expanding library of
(j|lms suitable for TV use and
(■liihowed four films prepared by the
forest Service.
ae( )j Secretary of Agriculture Charles
ajf. Brannan addressed the Monday
;j|Jneeting, discussing progress in
ritjgriculture and the direction it is
5, aking. James B. Hasselman, disk lector of information, Production
st>: Marketing Adm., took part in a
suestion-answer session on price
Japport,
Delegates held a brief confernce with President Truman at the
KThite House Monday noon. They
7ere luncheon guests of Judge
s'lifton A. Woodrum and Louis
Arilson,
representing
the American Plant
Food Council.
The
Ionday program concluded with
ocktails at which hosts were the
'airy Industry Committee and NaROADCASTING

at NARFD

Meet

IMPA
tional Milk Producers Federation,
and followed by dinner with Grocery Mf rs. of America as hosts.
A Tuesday morning breakfast
was held, with Agricultural Limestone Institute as host. Speakers
at the Tuesday morning meeting,
besides Mr. Himebaugh, were
Stanley Andrews, director of the
Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations, and Byron T. Shaw, deputy
administrator, Agricultural Research Adm.
An NARFD discussion of common problems was led by C. W.
Jackson, KCMO Kansas City,
chairman of the NARFD committee on departmental relations.
Delegates asked for more frequent
information from the department
as well as more up to date reports
on research projects.
Give Views on Service
Layne Beaty, WBAP Fort
Worth, suggested the department
wholesale news and the farm directors retail it. Mr. Battles
started a discussion of the department's role in television. Mr.
Himebaugh agreed the department
might be able to do a better job
of reporting on research projects
and pressed delegates for their
views on departmental service.
General agreement was noted
that spot news should be supplied
by the industry's news services.
Asked about transcription service
formerly supplied by the department, Mr. Gapen said it was
stopped when the money ran out.
The money, he added, came from
war food funds.
Herb Plambeck, WHO Des
Moines, past president of NARFD,
presided at the Tuesday luncheon
at which hosts were American

Farm

Bureau Federation, National Grange, National Council
of Farmer Cooperatives, National
Farmers Union and National Milk
Producers Federation. Mr. Battles led a discussion on common
problems of farm organizations
and farm broadcasters.
Larry Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis, another NARFD past president, started a crossfire debate
among farm organization officials
when he suggested they should try
to agree on a united attitude toward basic farm legislation and
activities.
Last even on the Tuesday
agenda was an inspection of
NBC's color television facilities at
WNBW
(TV) Washington.
Other officers of the Association
are Phil Alampi, WJZ New York,
vice president; Chris Mack,
WNAX Yankton, S. D., secretarytreasurer; Mr. Plambeck, historian; Sam Schneider, KVOO
Tulsa, editor of RFD Chats.
Conference Participants
Taking part in the conference
were :
Alampi, Phil, WJZ New York; Atwood, Frank F., WTIC Hartford; Battles, Roy, and Butler, John, WLW Cincinnati;
Beatty,
Frank,WBAP
BROADCASTING;
Beaty,J.Layne,
Fort
Worth; Bond, Al, Washington State
College, Pullman, Wash.; Brannan,
Charles F., Secretary of Agriculture,
Washington; Brightman, M. H., Dairy
Industry
Buifum,
JesseCommittee,
J., WEEI Washington;
Boston; Byrnes,
Francis, Ohio State U., Columbus.
Carroll, Charles R., Carl Byoir Assoc.,
Washington; Cooley, Frank, WHAS
Louisville; Creel, Jack, KFYO LubTex.; Doolittle,
and Doolittle, bock,
Ruth,
WCMB Lewis,
Lemoyne,
Pa.;
Durham, Walter, WMC Memphis;
Eshbach,sumerCharles
ExtensionBoston:
ConRadio & E.,
Television,
Farrar, John, Vocational Agriculture
Radio, Washington; Fisher, Paul L.,
WMRC Greenville. S. C; Galusha,
Merl L., WGY Schenectady; Gapen,
Kenneth M., Dept. of Agriculture,

Truman

PRESIDENT TRUMAN, greeting members of the National
Assn. of Radio Farm Directors
last Monday, said he is a regular
listener to farm broadcasts,
around 5:30 and 6 a. m. The
delegates, holding their annual
meeting at the Dept. of Agriculture, were led by Roy Battles,
WLW
Cincinnati,
NARFD president.

Washington; Gifford, Claude, Farm
Journal, Philadelphia; Gray Cliff
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C; Glemser,
Bernard, British Informatio
n Service,
New York.
Haeg, Larry, WCCO Minneapolis;
Harper,
Kokomo, Ind.;
Herndon, Dix,
CharlesWIOU
A., and
Himebaugh,
Keith, Dept. of Agriculture, Washington; Huckle, Don, WGR Buffalo; Huling, J. S., WRAK Williamsport, Pa.;
Hyman,
M., VirginiaVa.;Polytechnic
Institute,TedBlacksburg,
Jackson,
CCullen,
W., KCMO
Kansas City; Johnson,
WRNL Richmond,
Va.;
Lou, Cornell U., Ithaca, N. Y.; Kaiser,
Richard L., WGAR Cleveland; Kathe
Amos, WCAU Philadelphia; Kirby
Lerch,
Donald, Agricultural Chemicals, Washington; Leeper, Ted., WVOT Wilson,
N. C; Lewis,
New England
Radio
News Clement
Service, B.,
Boston; Longsdon, Donnafred,
work, New York. National Farm NetMahoney,
CBS Washington;
Markham, G.Claude,
E., NAB; Martz,
Homer,
WSM Nashville;
McQuay,
Joe,
KvSP^
Plttsburg
McDonald
John,
, WWVA
Wheeling; Miller,h;
Voice of
America, New York; Henry,
Miller,
Robert
C
WRFD Worthington, Ohio;
Jay, Eastern Broadcasting System,Modell,
New
York; Noone, Thomas, Dept. of Agriculture, Washington; Noordhoff Lyman, U. of Illinois, Urbana.
Orme, Elvon, KSL Salt Lake City;
Page, Tom J., WNBC New York:
Parker,
U. of
Connectic
ut'
Storrs; Robert
Peach, E.,
Don,
KOA
DenverElizabet
h
S.,
Dept.
Peigelbec
WNJR ofNewarkAgricultuPitt'
re!
Washingtk,
on;Will,
Plambeck, Herb WHO
Des Moines; Rapp,
Dorothy, and Rapp,
Murrell, WCOM Parkersburg, W Va •
Raymond, Dana
Frank, WVDA Danville 111 :
Reynolds,
D., Economic Cooperation Adm., Washing
ton; Salisbury,
Grant, WKAR E. Lansing,
Mich ;
Schmitz, Harold J., KFEQ St. Joseph
Mo.;
Schneide
Sam, KVOO Tulsa-'
Clemson,
C. r, D.,
Seabrook
Clemson College'
, S.Paul
Seamen,
Gerald
L., Bert S. Gittins,
Milwaukee; Shaver,
Carolyn,
Maryland, Baltimore; Skelsi, U of
Dept. of Agriculture, WashingtAlice
on;
Slusarczyk, Ed, WIBX Utica, N Y •
Washington;
Stewart,
Sneece,
Maynard,
Dept.John,
of Agricultur
U. of e',
Logan; Tait. Elton, Pennsylvania Utah
State
College; Thompson, Dave, Grocery
Mfrs. of America, New York; Tonkin
Joseph, Dept. of Agriculture, Washington; Totten, Hal, WGN Chicago:
Van
Horn, George, U. of Massachus
etts,
Amherst;
Visser, Paul, NBC Chicago.
Ward, William D„ Cornell U., Ithaca,
N. Y.; Watts, Lowell, KLZ DenverRobert
B., ABC, WJR
Wells, Marshall,
Detroit;
White'
Chicago;
Worcester
Charles, WMT
Cedar Rapids. Iowa;!
Zipf. Bill, WBNS Columbus, Ohio

Nielsen Coast

FINAL approval is given premiere broadcast of Grove Labs lnc.'s national
sponsored program, The Shadow, on MBS by (I to r) Adolph N. Hult, Mutual
vice president in charge of sales; Robert Piggott, Grove Labs advertising director, and Harry B. Cohen, of the Cohen agency handling the account. This
marked the first time in the 15-year Shadow radio series that the program
has been sponsored by one national advertiser. Formerly, D. L. & W. Coal Co.
sponsored the show in 68 Easterncountry.
markets. Grove taking the rest of the

• Telecasting

Office

A. C. NIELSEN Co., Chicago
market research firm, has opened
a West Coast office in San Francisco at 1222 215 Market St., with
Vice President Franklin H. Graf
in charge. Mr. Graf, who has
been with the company 15 years,
has worked during that time as
consultant on marketing problems
to manufacturers and distributors
of drug and food products. Personnel from production, analysis
and client service departments in
Chicago will be transferred to the
West Coast.
June 19, 1950
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FCC Actions
FINAL decision to grant one
new AM station and consent
to transfers of two outlets
reported by FCC last week.
Four AM and two FM stations deleted. Details of these
and other FCC actions may
be found in Actions of the
FCC beginning on page 66
and FCC Roundup on page
71.

MGM

SHIFTS
Radio Attractions Staff

APPOINTMENTS in the sales and
servicing departments of MGM Radio Attraction, a division of Music
Corp. of America, were announced
last week by David Carpenter, recently appointed director of the
MCA division
[Closed Circuit,
June 12].
Crenshaw Bonner, who, like Mr.
Carpenter goes
to MCA from
WCON Atlanta,
was named national sales manager. The position is similar to
the one held in Mr. Carpenter
Atlanta, where he worked directly
under Mr. Carpenter, then general
manager of the station.
Sam Rossant was named manager of the Middle Atlantic Div. of
MGM Radio Attractions. He has
been with the firm since its inception in the sales and service departments. John Pinto has been
named assistant to Mr. Rossant,
covering New York state; Hall
Hanson, covering Pennsylvania,
and Lew Kent, in charge of Delaware, Maryland and the District
of Columbia.
Other Appointments
A manager for the New England
Div. has not yet been announced,
but appointment is expected shortly, Mr. Carpenter said. Gaines
Allen, former retail sales manager
of WCON, was appointed Southern
Div. manager with headquarters
in Atlanta.
Representatives serving under
Mr. Allen are: Marvin Spivey, for
Georgia, Alabama and Florida;
Barney Ochs, covering Louisiana,
Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee; Gene Hogan, covering Texas
and Oklahoma. Mr. Carpenter has
not yet announced appointments of
Carolina and Virginia representatives.
The Central Div. will be under
the direction of Irving Mattaway,
with MCA for some time, who will
make his headquarters in Chicago.
Regional representatives of the
Central Div. are: Roy Wilson, Ohio,
West Virginia, Michigan and
Northern Kentucky; Francis
O'Driscoll, Indiana and Illinois.
Robert Greenberg has been
named manager of the Western
Div. with offices in Los Angeles.
Representatives for th^ northwest
territory will be appointed within
a few weeks, Mr. Carpenter said.
Page 22
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Mendoza

Fears Results

Of U. S.-Cuba

Discord

WARNING that failure to establish a new NARBA will result in
'
"revolution," Dr. Nicholas
former Cuban radio director, re'WARMendoza,
ElastR
week that hopes for U. S.-Cuban accord depend upon the
ETHiterated
U. S. yielding "part of the privileges a very small portion of its stations"
have enjoyed in the past.
of non-existing rights; stubborn accuThis, the
he said,
is "the
only means
sations of frequency-jumping when no
within
limited
broadcast
band
treaty prohibits the use of any freto satisfy that
quency— yet, in its stead the treaties
minimum portion
in force recognize the right of all
nations to use all broadcast channels;
of Cuba'smentsrequirewhich the
stubborn denial to others of the tonedlatter demands as
down facilities they demand as condition to a new treaty, have proven
condition to refutile
mony. methods and erroneous apnew self-imposed
proaches towards inter-American harlimitations similar to those under
"You can lead a horse to water, but
NARBA which
you cannot make him drink."
facilitated the
In their efforts to reconcile their
mushroom growth
differences
during the NARBA conDr.
Mendoza
of the U.S. broadferences at Montreal last fall and
casting industry."
again in bilateral sessions in HavDr. Mendoza
said the U. S. must
ana early this year, Dr. Mendoza
make concessions of this nature
said, the U. S. and Cuba displayed
"in order to preserve the status "two entirely different points of
quo of the greatest majority of its
stations." He felt that "some of
He said the U. S. considers "the
the privileges which must be yielded are imaginary since they have only reality" to be "the existence
never been used, which is the case within
view." its boundaries of an industry interlocked with complicated
of the so-called clear channels on
some of which the U. S. is re- precision, fitted like the pieces of a
quested to agree not to use power
Chinese puzzle which over-saturates
in excess of the 50 kw now being the international sharing possibiliof the limited broadcast band."
If the NARBA nations fail to Thus,ties he
said, the U. S. insists upon
reach an agreement in the over- "maintenance or extension of that
used."
all conferences now slated to re- status quo created under NARBA,
together with its corollaries of clear
6, hewhich,
said, eventually,
"a revolutionsumewillSept.
ensue
channels," etc.
will completely alter or destroy the
Cuba, he said, believes that "the
status quo of the U. S. broadcasttreaty under which those legal ficing industry, dragging in its wake
tions existed has expired and thereall possibilities of regional agreefor does not any longer grant rights
obligations."
Since
Dr. Mendoza, one of the leaders nor
NARBAimpose
has expired,
he asserted,
inment."
the original NARBA movement,
"there no longer exists any international obligation to abide by
called for a concerted effort "to
work out some manner of approach
those rules, regardless of whether
or not the internal laws of the
which may produce some semblance
of law and order in the shared use
U. S. compel its own stations to
of the standard broadcast band."
comply with those same rules no
He continued:
longer binding on the international
Stubborn insistence on the retention
LOYALTY
OATH
KFI Staffer Dismissed
REFUSAL to sign KFI Los
Angeles' loyalty oath, required of
employes by Station Owner Earle
C. Anthony [Broadcasting, June
12], has resulted in the dismissal of
Charlene Aumack, network traffic
manager.
Declaring that she was not a
Communist, but a registered Republican, Mrs. Aumack stated that
requirement to sign such an affidavit was an "infringement" on her
rights as an American citizen. In
commenting on the dismissal of
Mrs. Aumack — the only employe
of the station's 200-man staff to
refuse to sign the oath so far —
Claude Mills, acting manager said :
"We do this regretfully. But we
have no choice. Mr. Anthony feels
that we must clear our skirts of any
suspicion."
Mrs. Aumack, in notifying the
station of her refusal, stated that

level."
BRUCE EELLS

THEY like the lobster and in appre
ciation host Fred Lynds, managing
director, CKCW Moncton, N. B., i<
presented with plaque. L to r: Mr.
Lynds; W. D. Hannah, radio director,
Cockfield, Brown Adv. Agency, and
R. J. Judge, manager, Horace N.
Stovinnual& Lobster
Co., Party,
Montreal.
anheld CKCW's
in Montreal
on June 2, is one of Canadian
radio's highlight events. Plaque wa<
signed by nearly 100 guests.
BURNETT
ADDS
New Kellogg Co. Account
LEO BURNETT Agency, Chicago has added a $1% million account to
its lineup with acquisition of Rice
Crispies for the Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Account transfers from Kenyon & Eckhardt
New York.
Burnett agency has handled advertising for Kellogg's Corn Soya
product since early this year, and
is currently testing a new product i;
Corn Pops, on the West Coast.
Billing for Rice Crispies is estimated from $1% to $1% million
yearly.
transfer from No
K &official
E hasdate
beenof decided
by Kellogg officials, and no media
plans have been made. Radic
probably will be used, and televi
sion will be considered.
James E. Weber, who handles: n
the Corn Soya and Corn Pops por-;
tions of Kellogg business, is expected to also serve as Rice
Crispies
executive.
cials at account
Leo Burnett
and Offithe
Kellogg

Co. declined comment.

Forms Recording Service
BRUCE EELLS, Hollywood program library service owner, has
announced plans to begin a tape
recording program service, operating out of his present headquarters, 2217 Maravilla Dr., Hollywood.
The new organization will be
called Tape Broadcasting System
Inc. Mr. Eells said he had entered
into a contract with Ampex Electric Corp. for delivery of tape
recorders to stations subscribing
to his service.

S. C. ASSN. MEET
McConnell Will Speak

JOSEPH H. McCONNELL, president of NBC and a native of
Chester, S. C, will be principal
speaker at the annual mid-sum- tc
mer meeting ofAssn.
the July
South 6-8Carolina"
Broadcasters
at the
Ocean Forest Hotel, Myrtle Beach
Officers of SCBA are: Dar
Crosland, WCRS Greenwood, president; Frank Best, WRNO Orangeburg, vice president, anc
Melvin Purvis, WOLS Florence
secretary-treasurer. Members. ©J*
the program committee for the if
July session are G. Richard Shafto
WIS Columbia; John Rivers
WCSC Charleston, and Raymonc
Caddell, WHSC Hartsville.

she "was not convinced that the
use of dictatorial methods is a
sane way to combat undesirable
ideologies." She further stated
"dictation is an admission that our
democratic system cannot survive
by democratic methods."
BROADCASTING
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OVERSEAS

NEWS

jjiCTION on legislation designed
iio eliminate confusion in the U. S.
Customs clearance of overseas news
lecordings for radio and television
Iroadcast in the U.S. — and allay
ears of censorship resulting from
liast Customs Bureau action — was
womised last Wednesday by Rep.
lUme J. Forand (D-E. I.).
The measure (HR 8726), now
pending before the House Ways &
cleans Committee, would eliminate
perplexing difficulties which broadasters have experienced with U. S.
iCustoms officials in clearing incoming tape and disc recordings
l(inade by news correspondents
,'tbroad.
Rep. Forand said he introduced
he bill a fortnight ago at the
Urging of A. A. Schechter, MBS
, ,4ce president in charge of news,
pecial events and publicity. He told
Broadcasting he would press for
. .jxtion as soon as the committee
Ijompletes work on its tax bill. He
aid he felt it has a "good chance"
or Congressional approval this
ession.
The bill would amend the 1930

TC
it

VACANCY
Hutchinson Opposed

PRESIDENT
TRUMAN's selection of Martin Hutchinson to the
federal Trade Commission met
Irith stiff opposition on Capitol
Till last week as the Senate Interitate Commerce Committee voted,
3, to report his nomination unAjavorably to the Senate,
is 2[ The Committee action took place
Is ''ate Thursday following hearing
1> !|jn the appointment the previous
May. Mr. Hutchinson was named
'I'd succeed the late Ewin Davis
lor the remainder of a term that
]e|ixpires in September 1953.
Leading the attack on Mr.
aflutchinson, 57-year-old Richmond,
fa., lawyer, were Sens. Harry F.
!yrd (D-Va.) and A. Willis Robertson (D-Va.), the former a comletitor in 1946 Virginia primaries
gainst Mr. Hutchinson.
In a letter to the Senate Comnerce group, both opposed the
[utchinson nomination charging
re is not qualified by "training, exerience or competency" for the
osition, and that his appointment
^as for "obvious political puroses."
They also claimed that Mr.
jjiltutchinson had been encouraged
thiiiy William Boyle, Democratic Naonal Committee
chairman, to
a
appointment,
for the
ja!lampaign
tiarge which the nominee denied,
i Mr. Hutchinson, a Democrat,
flas represented such radio clients
j2)S WMBG and WTVR (TV) Richu (»ond, Va., and in recent years
Jas directed political activities in
jpposition to the faction headed
jy Sen. Byrd. He formerly was
jcretary to the Democratic Cen:al Committee in Virginia.
ROADCASTING

TAPE

Tariff Act to include with newspapers and other periodicals
"sound recordings transcribed or
recorded abroad and imported for
radio or television news broadcasts
in the U. S."
Rep. Forand said his amendment
would revise a statute originally
conceived for clearance of musical
recordings, with limitations on
"dubbing" or resale.
A similar measure, which would
exempt State Dept. Voice of America recordings from import duty,
currently is being studied by Congress [Broadcasting, June 5].
The Senate already has approved
the legislation which now pends on
the House calendar. The State
Dept. had complained about the
delay in clearance of news discs for
use on the U. S. overseas programs.
Meanwhile Mutual, which uses

1886

3ohn

Bill Would

Keenly aware of radio's potential, Mr. Shepard instituted network broadcasting in his stations,
duplicating through telephone line
facilities a program over WEAN
and WNAC shortly after he acquired the stations. He also pioneered in sports broadcasting, personally directing baseball and
hockey air descriptions.
Entering the business of bigtime broadcasting, Mr. Shepard
acquired WAAB Boston and operated it simultaneously with WNAC,
the latter becoming the key Yankee
• Telecasting

Delay

many recorded news reports in its
Mutual Newsreel and other programs, has experienced repeated
difficulties in clearing them through
customs, Mr. Schechter said in
New York.
Delay Cited
In a letter to Rep. Forand, Mr.
Schechter cited several such instances, in one of which a tape
recording was held by U. S. Customs at LaGuardia Field, New
York, for two weeks while network
executives vainly sought to find it.
Under the Tariff Act of 1930,
Mr. Schechter pointed out, the
customs office was obliged to treat
news recordings as it does importations of orchestral recordings or
musical scores, on which duty must
be paid.
In Mr. Schechter's opinion, news
recordings are comparable with

Shepard

FUNERAL SERVICES for John
Shepard 3d, 64, founder of WNAC
Boston, WEAN Providence and the
Yankee Network, were held last
Tuesday afternoon at the First Parish Church in Brookline, Mass. Mr.
Shepard died at Brooks Hospital
June 11 following a cardiac attack
two weeks earlier.
Members of the Yankee Network
staff attended the services. That
afternoon at two o'clock, WNAC
opened a special Memorial to John
Shepard 3d broadcast with a
minute of silence as a tribute to
the station's pioneer. A special
message was presented on the air
by Linus Travers, executive vice
president and general manager of
the Yankee Network, who was associated with Mr. Shepard for more
than 20 years. Organ selections
were played by Earl Widener.
Born March 19, 1886, in Boston,
Mr. Shepard became nationally
known as a department store executive. He entered radio as a
hobby, beginning his career in
broadcasting in 1922 by opening
WNAC in the old Shepard Stores in
downtown Boston and WEAN
Providence. Later, he acquired
WICC Bridgeport, Conn.
Starts Network in 1938

Cut

3rd
1950

Mr. SHEPARD
Network station. He then organized another New England network,
this group bearing the name, Colonial, with WAAB its key station.
Early in the '30s, Mr. Shepard
expanded the New England networks into leading regional groups
in the country. However, an FCC
ruling made it necessary for WAAB
to be moved to Worcester, Mass.,
and the Colonial Network was abandoned with many of its stations
merged into a single Yankee Network.
In 1934, Mr. Shepard again was
in the broadcasting forefront, placing into operation an independent
radio news gathering organization.
The Yankee Network News Service, which was patterned by stations in many parts of the country,
was instrumental in bringing about
AP, UP, INS and other major wire
news services to sell news to radio.
Mr. Shepard also was a prime
mover in the organization of the

copy airmailed to newspapers from
abroad and should therefore be
exempt from duty.
"Under the present system," Mr.
Schechter wrote the Congressman,
"news tape recordings are entered
under customs Sec. 308 which requires the posting and underwriting of a bond and also requires that
the material be either exported or
destroyed within six months after
date of entry."
This, wrote Mr. Schechter, "is
not an equitable system in handling of news, whether it be delivered
on tape or records, as against the
human voice coming in by shortfrom overseas."
Mr.waveSchechter
said that since
World War II the accent has been
on feature material rather than
spot news and that "we have not
found it practicable to have these
tape recordings or ordinary recordings flown to us by air mail.
". . . We have actually had instances of what we believe is the
U. S. Customs interference with
freedom of speech and news material being imported to this country,"
he added.
Discussed Incident
Mr. Schechter told Rep. Forand
that he discussed the LaGuardia
incident, involving recordings made
in
by MBS'withCecil
and Formosa
other instances
NewBrown,
York
and Washington Customs officials
for the past six months and had
asked the Treasury Dept. to take
action on the basis the incidents
"constituted censorship."
He described the matter as one
of "great concern to the radio
industry and to the public in
general because, in my opinion,
there is a possibility of it impinging on the freedom of the press or
freedom of speech." He said customs officials, attorneys and some
radio industry figures all agreed
the Tariff Act should be revised.
Other networks were reported to be
supporting the measure.
Mutual Broadcasting System which
today has the greatest number of
station affiliates. When FM was
born, Mr. Shepard again pioneered,
being one of the first to experiment.
He opened an experimental station
in Paxton, Mass. He also worked
with Dr. Edwin Armstrong,
close
FM's inventor.
Resigns as Board Chairman
When the Yankee Network was
sold to General Tire & Rubber Co.,
the present owners, Mr. Shepard
completed his five year contract
with the new owners and resigned
as chairman of the board of directors Feb. 14, 1949 [Broadcasting,
Feb. 21, 1949]. He remained in the
department store business, becoming chairman of the board of the
Shepard Stores in Providence. Mr.
Shepard also served on the Mutual
board, resigning from that position
in 1948.
Besides his wife, Mabel, he leaves
three daughters and five grandchildren. His only brother, Robert
Shepard, of Providence, is president
of the Shepard store organization
and other family interests.
June 19, 1950
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s It With Roses
TO celebrate the biggest
Say
month (May) of national
business sales in the history
of the station, KSL Salt
Lake City is sending a fresh
rose to the entire staff of
each Radio Sales office (its
station representative) in
New York, Chicago, San
Francisco, Detroit, Los
Angeles and Memphis, for a
week.

CED Looks °* lndustry
RESS
PROGThe
PID'
statement was the 21st on mote better economic understandA'RA
PROMISING outlook for "raping also has been encouraged by
id" technological progress in key national policy issued by CED's
CED,
which cited a weekly forum
American industries, including
Research and Policy Committee
since its founding in 1942. In a of the air sponsored by the U. of
radio and television, "which are
Washington and titled Think It
better equipped than ever before
issued
year Individual
on "NaOver. An executive committee of
with technical employes and lab- report tional
Security last
and Our
oratories," was held out by the Freedom," CED scored the gov- community leaders and educators
Committee for Economic Developfor basic polernment for alleged secrecy on se- share responsibility
icies for the program, which
ment last Wednesday.
curity measures and charged that
emanates from various communiThe committee noted that exU. S. program "raises new
ties. Reception to broadcasts,
penditures on technological re- the
threats
to
our
freedoms"
and
poses
search have been growing rapidly
questions of creeping censorship
according to CED, has been "so
and that important new areas are over radio and other news media
WALTER
favorable" that experiments will RENAME
be made to bring listeners into
[Broadcasting, Dec. 19, 1949].
being opened up — all because comHeads Wisconsin Netwon
more active relation relapetition among enterprises tends
Meanwhile, Mr. Folsom and an even tionship
with the university.
to encourage greater research.
JOHN M. WALTER, general man
other officials last week denied a
These convictions were ex- report that CED is hearing sugIndustrial Features
ager, WJPG-AM-FM Green Baj
pressed in a CED statement which
Wis.,
was reelected- president o
gestions,
in
connection
with
secuIn Colorado, the committee has Wisconsin
Network Inc. at its an
reviewed past progress and future
rity measures and civil defense,
pointed
out,
radio
broadcasts
nual
stockholders
meeting recentl;
prospects of raising the American
that certain government agencies
at Williams Bay, Wis.
standard of living. The views be removed from Washington as from industrial plants are helping
the people know more about ecoOther officers elected: Earl Hutl
were presented at a news confernomic conditions of the region and
part of the contemplated industry
ence in Washington held by CED
manager, WHBY
Appleton, vie
how to improve them.
Chairman Marion B. Folsom of dispersal plan.
president,
and
George
T. Freehett*
CED's Research and Policy
Eastman Kodak Co., chairman of
Meanwhile use of radio to proCommittee
comprises
such
memgeneral
manager,
WFHR-AM-F3
CED's board of trustees, and
Wisconsin Rapids, secretary-treas
bers as Philip D. Reed, chairman
William A. Patterson, chairman
urer. Mr. Frechette also was re
of the board of General Electric
of the subcommittee which drafted
Co.; Philip L. Graham, president
the statement and United Airlines
named managing
director inclu
of t'
regional
network. Stations
and publisher of the Washington
SHUN RADIO-TV
president. The subject was "How
At PGA Golf Tournament
WJPG,
WHBY,
WFHR,
WIB
Post, which operates WTOP-AMto Raise Real Wages."
Poynette-Madison, WCLO Jane:
FM Washington, and Eric JohnMaintaining that the health of FEAR of a loss in admissions was
ston, president, Motion Picture ville, WGEZ Beloit, WRJN Racin
the labor force will continue to
Assn. of America.
WHBL
Sheboygan
and WWC
cited Wednesday by Mayor James
improve, the committee noted that
Baraboo.
A.
Rhodes,
general
chairman
of
the
training courses within various
Directors in addition to those r<
industries are spreading, and that 1950 PGA championship golf tourSees Radio Increase
elected to office are Harold Ne
nament, as his reason for barring
more companies are providing
radio and television. The event is RADIO SALES will be higher in comb, WRJN; Sidney H. Blis^
special training to-' meet their
scheduled for June 21-27 at Scioto
needs, such as in the mushrooming
the next five years than in the pre- WCLO and WGEZ; William (
war 1935-39 period, despite the Forrest, WIBU and WWCF; A. E
television industry- Moreover, the Country Club, Columbus, Ohio.
Mayor Rhodes pointed out that rapid growth of television, Joseph
Lange, KFIZ Fond du Lac, an
training is not confined to manual
B. Elliott, vice president in charge
G. P. Richards, WHBL. At tb
workers but is being developed for the tournament "is for charity" —
executives at various levels, CED
proceeds go to the local boys club of RCA Victor consumer products,
meeting, the network's managemer
observed.
and city zoo — and that unless the declared last week. Speaking at the presented stockholders with an opt
42d
annual
convention
of
the
Namistic report on future busine^
sponsors received "a price that
Risk Capital Drops
would cover potential admission
tional Assn. of Electrical Distribuand operations.
But, the committee warned at . losses through radio-television covtors, meeting in Atlantic City, Mr.
Elliott said the novelty of TV is
the same time, "too small a part
erage," no rights to cover PGA
TEST SUCCESS
of the savings of individuals is would be released. On-the-scene
wearing off and radio has "a very
being put to work financing proj- broadcasts would be limited to strong daytime position and a subWEEK Signs Block & Kur
ects which involve substantial
material taken from the scorestantial evening audience." He
SUCCESSFUL
of 372 one
board and periodic reports by an- pointed out that the changing pat- minute and 52 results
risks."
chainbreak ai
Urging that the tax system be
terns in radio-TV distribution will
nouncers. Tape and film tran■ndustry.
nouncements
have prompted
scriptions for nighttime playback
reformed to make risk-taking
bring "handsome" profits to the change in advertising policy 1:
only would be permitted, he added.
more "attractive," the committee
felt that investments in new enterBlock has
& Kuhl
Peoria,
Firm
signed Co.,
its first
regukII'
prises is "particularly hazardous,
radio contract
with WEEI
however."
Peoria, NBC affiliate, for 90 spo
"A tax system which artificially
weekly. Test run was held May
causes would-be investors to prefer
through June 9, with the contra*
safe investments discourages piosigned shortly after, WEEK r
neering, makes the economy less CLYDE PURCELL SCOTT, 48, TV started operation in September
progressive, and therefore retards
general manager of KECA-AM1949, he took over general manageThe Peoria firm is the parei
ment of that station too.
FM-TV Los Anthe rise in the standard of living,"
store of the Block & Kuhl gron
which has made available radio,
geles, died June
that has retail outlets in 19 citie
For 15 years prior to his asso- ported.
television, moving pictures and
13 in Hollywood.
ciation with Earle C. Anthony Inc.,
He was found in he- had wide experience in radio According to the station, tl
other luxuries, the committee asPeoria company spent the bulk i
serted. It pointed to its previous
his ear, appar- and general advertising. Joining
its
advertising budget in new
recommendations that enterprises
ently the victim
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles
papers
it experimented wif
of a heart ail- agency as account executive in radio. until
should not be "discouraged" by
Agreement was signed I
taxes.
ment.
1923, he also handled all radio proWilliam Flynn, WEEK accoui
But fortunately, CED added,
Mr. Scott studduction for local and network ac- executive; Sales Manager Georj
American conditions and instituied journalism
Cremeens and C. Lorraine Ande
counts, as well as general promotions on the whole are favorable to
and advertising
tion for Western Auto Supply Co. son, B&K advertising director.
economic progress. The commitMr. Scott
at the U. of CaliHe was elected last month, vice
tee stated
fornia in Los
president
of Southern California
"There are a number of large en- Angeles.
FIRST
CBS' summer
terprises in industry, particularly in
ies,
The program
Starlight inOperetta,
was broase
Mr. Scott was sales manager of Broadcasters Assn., and also was
a
member
of
the
Hollywood
Ad
the electrical industry, communicacast
from
Dallas
on
June
10. Sta
for the six years pretions Cand others) which are financ- KFI-KECA
and music of productions from Dall;
ceding ABC acquiring latter sta- Club.
ing research on a considerable scale.
Mr. Scott is survived by his outdoor summer theatre make up hal
tion from Earle C. Anthony Inc.
The support of researcn by industry
hour show (6-6:30 p.m.) which ori
is growing rapidly and spreading to He became general manager of widow, Vivian, and one daughter,
inates at KRLD. Jay Hogan. of st
Mrs. W. J. Gowdy Jr.
KECA Aug. 1, 1944. When KECAnew fields. . . ."
tion's announcing staff, officiates.
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RTMA PLANS
To Name Reorganization Unit
NEW reorganization committee
will be named shortly by Robert C.
Sprague, chairman of the board and
president of Radio & Television
Mfrs. Assn. The committee will
t tackle the job of selecting- a paid
president for the newly created
850,000 post.
RTMA, new title of Radio Mfrs.
Assn., was revamped at the annual
membership meeting in Chicago
[Broadcasting, June 12]. Mr.
Sprague is filling the presidency
pending election of a paid incumbent.
An entirely new committee is to
be named for the presidential project. It will comprise many of the
top officials in the manufacturing
industry. First job will be to review work of the committee which
^expired at Chicago. RTMA's Washington operation will be directed
until Aug. 1 by Bond Geddes, who
■ retires after 23 years service. James
'!D. Secrest was promoted to secre-

,- Mr. Secrest

Mr. Sprague

■jjjjtary and general manager.
Several committee appointments
: were announced last week. Dr.
Allen B. Du Mont, head of Allen
;B. Du Mont Labs., was named
Chairman of the Excise Tax Comuittee replacing Joseph Gerl, Sonpra Radio & Television. Mr. Gerl
and A. M. Freeman, RCA-Victor
u iDivision, were named vice chairuen.
j John vision,
Craig,
of Avco's chairman
Crosley Diwas appointed
of
:he Industrial Relations CommitCARVER
ELECTED
Heads Carolina Newsmen
<. 0. CARVER Jr., WSJS Wins:on-Salem, was elected president
if f the Carolinas Radio News Diectors Assn. at the third annual
onvention held June
9-11 at
Iyrtle Beach, S. C,
Sessions included panel discusVjiions on "Making the Newsroom
•. Pay," "Gathering
Local News,"
,35, Gadgets in the Newscast," and
'1|i . convention dinner address by
'hil NewTsom, radio news manager
'|f United Press.
Gren Seibels,
1. .VMSC Columbia, S. C, association pr-esident, served as toastlaster.
Other newly elected officers are:
lick Mitchell, WFBC Greenville,
:S'.. C, vice president; Bill Melia,
;i*VWNC Asheville, N. C, secre':: ary-treasurer;
Ed Kirk of
of WPTF
laleigh, Jim MacNeil
WTSB
6 .umberton, Elmer Oettinger of
• r'S'NAO
and Mr.
Seibels,
aembers Raleigh,
of the board
of directors.
lii RO ADC A STING

THREE OFFICIALS of Radio & Television Mfrs. Assn. sat with FCC Commissioner George E. Sterling at recent set-makers convention in Chicago. L to r:
R. C. Cosgrove, retiring president; Comr. Sterling; Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
General Electric Co., director of RTMA Engineering Dept., and Paul V.
Galvin, Motorola Inc., also a past president.
tee succeeding Glenn W. Thompson,
Noblitt-Sparks Inc. Mr. Thompson
was elected chairman of the Set
Division at the Chicago meeting.
Leslie E. Woods, Raytheon Mfg.
Co., becomes vice chairman of the
committee.
The RTMA labor group is negotiating with the Wage, Hour & Public Contracts Division of the Labor
Dept. in connection with application
of the Walsh-Healey Act to the
manufacturing industry. Subcommittee handling this project is
headed by Robert C. Sprague Jr.,
Sprague Electric Co.
Drops Chairmanship
RTMA President Sprague has relinquished his chairmanship of the
RTMA Town Meetings Committee,
engaged in extensive projects in
60 cities to aid dealers and technicians in servicing sets. Harry A.
Ehle, International Resistance Co.,
was named successor to Mr.
Sprague.
RTMA has been invited by the
New York City Better Business
Bureau to take part in a June 28
meeting to develop advertising
standards for radio and television
selling. The New York bureau is
pioneering a move to set up voluntary advertising standards for protection of consumers [Broadcasting, June 12].
Gipps Sells More
USE of a local tie-in on
radio spot announcements,
reports Harry J. Krueger,
president, Gipps Brewing
Corp., Peoria, 111., has upped
his firm's sales 27% the first
five months of this year over
the same period in 1949.
"Invaluable goodwill" is obtained from customers, he
says, by mentioning the name,
address and food specialty of
a retail beer outlet. He credits
Robert E. Jackson, vice president, Kaufman & Assoc.
Inc., Chicago, for the idea
and adds "we intend to channel more of our advertising
investment into radio. . . ."
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KSTP STRIKE
Court Order Slows IBEW
MINNEAPOLIS District Court
has issued a temporary injunction
restraining IBEW technicians on
strike at KSTP-AM-TV that city
from picketing remote baseball
operations at nearby Nicollet
Park. This is the second such
court order, first of which was dismissed recently when the judge
ruled that picketing remote operations was not in violation of the
state's anti-secondary boycott rule.
IBEW-KSTP strife over wage
increases in the past eight months
came to a climax two months ago
when 21 union technicians went on
strike [Broadcasting, May 15].
Men are still picketing the main
plant, backed by the local American Federation of Musicians union.
Judge Theodore Knudson has 60
days in which to pass a decision
on the claim of KSTP and President Stanley E. Hubbard that
picketing of remote ball games
violates Minnesota's law. Although
telecasting of remotes continues
with non-union men operating
equipment, a union official told
Broadcasting that baseball athas been
cut "materially"
because oftendancethe
dispute.
The judge
handling Mr. Hubbard's first petition for an injunction ruled that
TV equipment is an integral part
of remotes, therefore the site becomes a part of the overall operation and can be picketed legally.
Johnson

Heads

Ad

Club

WALTER C. JOHNSON, assistant
general manager of WTIC Hartford, Conn., last week was elected
president of the Advertising Club
of Hartford for the 1950-51 term.
Lester G. Bruggeman Jr., Charles
W. Hoyt Co. Inc., was named first
vice president. New directors
elected for three years : Richard K.
Blackburn, technical director,
WTHT; Arthur H. Truitt, sales
promotion manager, G. Fox & Co.;
Edward M. Graceman, Edward
Graceman & Assoc. Other directors continue for two-year terms.

BULOVA
PLAN
Promotes Radio-TV Talent
AS AN IMPORTANT part of its
approximately $4 million radio and
TV campaign, Bulova Watch Co.,
New York, will feature a huge exchange promotion involving some
of the most impressive talent
names in the two media.
Conceived by Terrence Clyne,
account executive on Bulova for the
Biow Co., New York, the plan
calls for the stars to make a substantial number of the Bulova
chain breaks in return for a supplementary mention of the performers' own programs.
Among those already signed for
the project in television are Ken
Murray, Ed Sullivan, Faye Emerson, Abe Burrows and Garry Moore,
Expected to be signed shortly are
stars from the Philco Theatre, The
Ford Theatre and Studio One.
Bulova will use the exchange
promotion plan four nights weekly
on television retaining its present
format the other three days. Radio schedule, although not set yet,
probably will follow the same principle.
Discussing the Bulova policy
generally Mr. Clyne told Broadcasting that as television costs
in a market reach substantial proportions "we are finding it necessary in many eases to reduce our
radio budget as well as our magazine and newspaper outlay. But
Bulova radio expenditure in nontelevision markets is greater than
ever before in the history of the
company. Moreover, our radio and
television expenditure combined is
at its all time high."
INTERNSHIPS
Four Outlets Train Teachers
FOUR

broadcast stations, cooperating with the Council on Radio
Journalism, will finance news internships for teachers of radio
journalism, according to Arthur C.
Stringer, secretary-treasurer of the
council. The internship movement
is designed to improve standards
of radio news.
Cooperating stations are KLZ
Denver, KNBC San Francisco,
WDUZ Green Bay, Wis., and
WMAZ Macon, Ga. Journalism
teachers will interne in station
newsrooms under personal supervision of news directors. The
practical knowledge they gain will
be passed on to students.
Internships are financed by cash
grants given the council by the
four stations. The internship project is the sixth in a series developed
by the council, which was founded
in 1945 by the NAB Radio News
Committee and the American Assn.
ism.
of Schools and Depts. of JournalThe 1950 internes and assignments follow: Robert B. Rhode, U.
of Denver, to KLZ; Raymond V.
Johnson, U. of Oregon, to KNBC;
Richard T. Mattauer. Northwestern U., to WDUZ; Mell Lunceford
Jr., U. of Georgia, to WMAZ.
Page 25
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FORTUNE
POPE
Elected WHOM President
FORTUNE POPE, who was general manager of WHOM New York
from the time his father, the late
Generoso Pope, bought the station
until 1949, last week was elected
president of the Atlantic Broadcasting Co., which operates WHOM.
Mr. Pope also is vice president
and secretary of Colonial Sand and
Stone Co., owned by the family
and reportedly the largest of its
kind.
His brother, Anthony Pope, was
elected president of the Colonial
concern.
Assumption of the WHOM post
by Mr. Pope, eldest son of the late
publisher, marks his active return
to the station. His youngest brother, Generoso Pope Jr., editor of the
family's Italian language newspaper, II Progresso Halo-Americano, will retain his connection with
the station as its executive vice
president. He has been with the
station since Sept. 6, 1949.
The Pope family has an FM
application pending and expects to
apply for a TV channel when the
FCC freeze is lifted.
NBC-N. U. MEET
70 Students Enrolled
SEVENTY students have enrolled
for the ninth annual NBC-Northwestern U. Summer Radio Institute. They will register Friday
for six-week classes in professional broadcasting which begins
Monday. Judith Waller, NBC director of public affairs and education in Chicago is co-director of
the institute. Courses offered this
year include a survey of television,
program planning, announcing,
public service, sales, production,
publicity and promotion, music,
directing and continuity.
Most sessions will be conducted
at NBC Merchandise Mart studios, with some at the N. U.
campus in Evanston. Donley Fedderson, chairman of N. U.'s department of radio and television,
is co-director with Miss Waller.
He reports that half of the students are from radio stations.
Survey Radio Spots
RADIO commercial has been
microscoped by students at
San Bernardino Valley
(Calif.) College to determine
its listenability. Survey found
Harlo Wilcox's delivery for
Johnson's Wax on NBC's
Fibber McGee & Molly Show
the "Spot Most Likely to
Succeed." Runnerups were
Newscaster Frank Hemingway's Folgers and White
King commercials on MutualDon Lee and Gillette's commercials on Cavalcade of
Sports, respectively. Other
categories: Jack Benny's
"Sportsmen" on his CBS
show, for more than one
voice category, Vacuum
Cleaner Co. of America commercial as"Stinker for 1950."
Page 26
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VISIT TRUMAN
WHOM Executives Guests
THE THREE Pope brothers—
Generoso Jr., Fortune and Anthony
— operating WHOM New York,
called on President Truman
Wednesday noon at the White
House Executive Offices. They
were accompanied by Oscar R.
Ewing, Federal Security Adminiserosotrator,Pope.a friend of the late GenDiscussion was purely of a personal nature, Director Ewing said.
He added the elder Pope had been
a friend of the President. Fortune
Pope is president of WHOM, with
Generoso Pope Jr. executive president.
GUESTS of Oscar R. Ewing, Federal Security Administrator, at Wardman
Park Hotel party in Washington last Tuesday included (I to r) Fortune
Pope, WHOM New York; FCC Commission Frieda Hennock; Mrs. Charles F.
Brannan, wife of the Secretary of Agriculture; Generoso Pope Jr., WHOM;
Mrs. Oscar L. Chapman, wife of the Secretary of Interior; Anthony Pope,
WHOM.

LOBBY

DATA

Buchanan Modifies Requests
To Business Firms

Administrator Ewing entertained the Pope brothers Tuesday
evening. Among
was Com-of
missioner Friedaguests
B. Hennock,
the FCC. The brothers are operating their father's properties, inProgressoSand
Italo-Americano andcluding IIColonial
& Stone
Co. Petition to the FCC for involuntary transfer of control of
Atlantic Broadcasting Co., operating WHOM, was filed last
month. Anthony Pope is president
of Colonial.

CHAIRMAN Frank Buchanan (D-Pa.) of the House Lobby Investigating Committee, amid continued furore over his use of subpoena
power to summon witnesses, last week told the House that he had modified earlier requests for information from over 160 business firms calling for itemized expenses used to
MULTIPLEXING
influence legislation the past three
naires to over 2,000 trade associaFCC Grants 90-Day Tesi
years [Broadcasting, June 12].
tions in the U. S. The names were
MULTIPLEX DEVELOPMENT
He said he had sent a further
lifted from a book published periletter to the same corporations
Corp., New York, last week was
odically bythe Dept. of Commerce.
which "clarifies the scope" of the
One of these was the Radio Cor- granted authority by FCC to field
respondents Assn. on Capitol Hill, test for 90 days its newly develoriginal request and seeks "releoped multiplex system using the
vant facts . . . without unduly buraccording to CBS Commentator Bill facilities
of former WGYN (FM)
mc)
.
dening the respondents."
Shadel. Members of Congress simi- New York on Channel 250 (97.S
Rep. Buchanan had asked RCA,
larly were approached last year
Westinghouse Electric, General
when the lobby group was set up.
Under the system, one or mors
Electric and a host of other firms
Meanwhile, further agitation de- aural FM programs are broadcasl
to compile detailed reports on exveloped last week over the question
by multiplex with the emission oi
penses incurred for trips, advertisof subpoena power which, some
the main aural program. The
ing and other factors in connection
Congressional members charged,
firm claims this is done withoul
with the purpose of influencing "the had been usurped by the chairman
impairing the quality of the mair
passage or defeat of legislation,
without advice of the committee.
Leading the attack again was Rep. program within the audio-fre
directly
or
indirectly"
[Broadcasting, June 5].
quency range between 30 anc
Clare Hoffman (R-Mich.), sponsor
15,000 cycles and without exceed
of a movement to set up a special ing
Defines Coverage
the presently assigned chan
seven-man group to investigate the nels widths of FM stations.
Last week's statement pointed out lobby committee.
The multiplexed signal is abovi
that "advertising, of course, does
Chairman Holds Power
audible range around 20,000 cycle:
not relate to ordinary business adand hence cannot be heard on thi
vertising, but to institutional or
The committee voted last Wednesregular
FM program, it was ex
other advertising dealing with pubday, however, according to Chairman Buchanan, to continue vesting plained. A special filter is use(
lic issues having legislative signifion the FM receiver to obtain thi
in the chairman the power of sub- multiplexed
program.
Cost of maintaining a Washingin the committee
committee'saction
nameif
Multiplex Development plans ti
without poena
formal
cance."
ton office "solely for sales or other not deemed necessary.
rent facilities of WGNY, whicl
regular
operations"
also
ceased operations April 26 am
was not business
to be construed
as among
turned in its license, FCC re
the information requested by the
ported.
Multiplex signals of singl
Extension Asked
committee, Rep. Buchanan added.
tone, voice and music are to b
This item reportedly had been quesaired for observation. No regula
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn., denied
tioned by Frank M. (Scoop) RusFM programs are to be airec
sell, vice president in charge of reconsideration a fortnight ago of however,
FCC explained. Th
NBC Washington operations, pre- FCC's earlier order to refuse the Commission indicated the tes
sumably at the behest of RCA.
station a license [Broadcasting,
operation will be with 4 kw powe
Rep. Buchanan told the House
June 5], last week petitioned FCC
using a 905-ft. antenna. Tes
that "early returns on this ques- for extension of authority to con- hours are between 1 and 6 a.n
tionnaire have been good" and that
tinue operating until after it has and between 9 a.m. and noon, FC<
said.
most
business
organizations
"knew
what we wanted and were willing appealed FCC's action to the U. S.
William Halstead is presider
Court of Appeals for the District of Multiplex Development. Free
to give it to us." Deadline on reaccording to proviturns is set at June 30 or "at a of Columbia
A. Willis is vice presider
sions of the Communications Act. erick
and H. J. Belanger secretary
reasonable time thereafter."
WIBK
said
it
will
appeal
by
treasurer. Norman E. Jorgense
Simultaneously he revealed that June 22.
is Washington counsel.
he had sent out similar questionBROADCASTING
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IOWA'S

MULTIPLE-SET

HAVE

ALMOST

SINCE

of Iowa homes

with "two sets"

and "three-or-more sets." 33.3%
homes now have two sets whereas

of Iowa
in 1940

there were only 13.8% . . . 12.4%
three or more against 4.4% in 1940.

have

Extra sets mean extra listening. Where an
Iowa home has four or more sets, 67.7% of
the families use two sets simultaneously

TRIPLED

1940!

HE 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey*
reveals an amazing increase since 1940 in
the number

HOMES

on

Sets create the 1950

Iowa

audience, and

WHO continues to get the greatest share of
this audience. Write to us or ask Free &
Peters for your copy of the 1949
tells all the facts.

Survey. It

w The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study of radio
listening habits in Iowa. It was made by Dr. F. L. Whan
of Wichita University — is based on personal interviews
with 9,116 Iowa families, scientifically selected from
cities, towns, villages and farms all over the State. It
is widely recognized as one of the nation's most informative and reliable radio research projects.

an average weekday. Where the home has
three sets, 44.3% of the families use two sets
simultaneously.

Where

the home

has two

sets, 26.4% of the families use two
simultaneously.

sets

In addition to the extra listening caused by
two or three sets being heard at the same
time, there is a large but unmeasured

amount

of added listening in cars, offices, barns, etc.

WIHI®
+for
Iowa
PLUS
#
Des Moines • • • 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

He Won — But Lost
THERE are times when
travel is inconvenient; it was
certainly most inconvenient
for Walter Robinson of
Brockton, Mass. Mr. Robinson was the winner of a
week-end in New York for
submitting the winning title
for an original song played
on RCA Thesaurus' recorded
program Claude Thornhill
Presents Win a Holiday.
WBET Brockton submitted
the winning entry. The station immediately informed
the winner — Walter Robinson, an inmate of the Norfolk
County Prison Colony in
Brockton. As it is inconvenient for Mr. Robinson to
leave his home for the next
four years, two disabled veterans from Lovell Army Hospital, Ayer, Mass., will substitute for him.

In Buffalo

you

Controls

Its Programs,

Fly Tells Court
LICENSEE
RIGHT!
JAMES LAWRENCE FLY, former FCC Chairman, last week argued
in Federal Court that the Communications Act of 1934 "creates no
rights in private parties to compel licensed stations to broadcast particular programs."
Mr. Fly presented arguments ★ munications] Act or in the rules
in the U. S. Circuit Court of Apand regulations of the [Federal
peals, Boston, in the suit brought
against WLAW Lawrence, Mass., Communications] Commission
which in any way purports to conby the Massachusetts Universalist
Convention.
fer any private rights upon persons desiring to broadcast over the
The universalists brought suit
facilities of licensees," Mr. Fly
after the station refused to permit
argued.
the broadcast, on a regularly
Mr. Fly pointed out that the
scheduled Universalist program,
FCC has repeatedly made it plain
of an Easter Sunday script which
that "the right to determine, select,
denied the validity of orthodox
Christian views concerning the Res- supervise and control programs is
urrection.
to be exercised by the licensee and
The argument last week was in the licensee alone."
Indeed a licensee violates the
opposition to an appeal from a
lower court decision dismissing
obligation of its licensee "if it
the action.
enters into any contract that disables it from making the final de"There is nothing in the [Com-

can

go

places
\-AND

fast

with

WGR

ITS HIGHER-THAN-EVER

cision as to what material shall
be accepted or rejected," he said.
"In this case," he said, "it was
the right and duty of the management of WLAW to determine
whether the proposed Easter Sunday broadcast should be accepted
argument of the Univeror The
rejected."
salist Convention that it had the
right to demand the disputed sermon be broadcast is "tantamount
to imposing a public utility status
upon broadcast stations," Mr. Fly
said.
WORLD
RADIO
Senate May Begin Study
CONSIDERATION of a proposal
by Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.)
to set up a world-wide radio network for the purpose of parrying
Russian "jamming" thrusts may be
taken up initially by Sen. Elbert D.
Thomas (D-Utah) and his newlycreated five-man Foreign Relations
subcommittee sometime this week.
The group was named by Committee Chairman Tom Connally
(D-Tex.) to make a study of the
Benton resolution (S Res 243)
looking toward a general expansion
of U. S. information services overspecifically implementa12]. tionseasof and
present Voice of America
operations [Broadcasting, June
Sen. Thomas was reported to
have conferred last week with Sen.
Benton, who is pressing, along with
at least 12 co-sponsors of his plan,
for a hearing before Congress adjourns. Whether such a hearing will
be held, authorities indicated last
week, will depend on how soon the
committee can clear its decks for
action. Many of its members serve
on at least two or three subcommittees.
Sen. Benton's proposal, backed
by Sens. Charles Tobey (R-N. H.),
Karl Mundt (R-S. D.) and others,
envisions a "Marshall Plan of
ideas" with provision for relaying
a signal by shortwave, long wave
and medium wave "into every radio
receiver in the world ... in a fullthroated voice instead of a whisSen. Benton also would step up
work being done by UNESCO and
expanded
use of radio in the interper. . . ."
national organization. He returned
last week from the General Conence,ference
Italy.of UNESCO held at FlorOther members of the subcommittee, who would sit in on the proposed plan to extend the Voice, are
Sens. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.),
J. William Fulbright (D-Ark.), H.
Alexander Smith (R-N. J.), and
Henry Cabot Lodge (R-Mass.).

Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
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AS OP May there were 78,000 sets
capable of receiving FM in use in
Washington metropolitan area, according to report released by American Research Bureau. Figure is
based on extensive cross section
sampling
conducted
as part ofaudience
ARB's
regular radio
and television
measurement service.
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the straight-side bulbs of the GL-8008
and GL-673 give an increased temperature margin of safety, make these tubes
easier to handle and install. Example:
future heavy AM-FM-TV power requirements are anticipated by new G-E
tube developments such as the GL-5630
ignitron, which will supply direct current in impressively large amounts.
If you build or design transmitters,
phone your nearby G-E electronics
office for expert counsel on rectifier
tubes. If you are a station operator with
tube replacements in mind, your G-E
tube distributor will be glad to serve
you promptly, efficiently, out of ample
local stocks. Electronics Department,
General Electric Company, Schenectady,

supply of d-c power ranks
YOUR
high among requirements for signal power and continuity. By installing
rectifier tubes that serve reliably, you've
taken a big step toward peak transmitter
output with minimum time off the air.
Assure tube reliability by choosing General Electric!
Here are products pre-tested for quality (built of selected materials by the
most modern manufacturing methods,
with inspection at every stage), and pretested for performance in two important ways: (1) as tubes, after manufacture, (2) as types, by use in broadcast
stations from coast to coast, where G-E
tubes enjoy a none-better record.
General Electric also brings you constant design improvements. Example:

dl

5, New York.

GENERAL
^ Cathode
voltage

Type
GL-866-A
GL-8008
GL-673 .
ii

2.5 v
5 v
5 v

GL-869-B
GL-857-B
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Cathode
current
5 amp
7.5
10 amp
amp .
1? amp
30 amp

ELECTRIC
Anode
peak
voltage
10,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
22,000

V
v
v
v
v .

Anode
peak
1 amp
current
5 amp
6 amp
10 amp
40 amp

Anode avg
current
0.25
amp
1.25 amp
1.5 amp
2.5 amp
10 amp
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Labor

Pains

TELECASTING, which recently has begun to
reduce the harrying discrepancies between
high costs and low revenues, is now confronted
with a new and vexatious financial problem —
a rise in labor overhead.
The strike of the IBEW against CBS emphasizes that the end of a period of comparative peace in television labor relations is at
hand. It is true that both radio and television
engineers struck the network for three days
last week, but of the two services television
suffered the more.
In the few years of rapid but as yet unremunerative development of telecasting, most
unions have wisely been content to withhold
demands for contracts comparable to those
they hold with more mature enterprises.
Doubtlessly the talent and technicians
unions have read with interest recent statements by some telecasters who have announced
they were in or approaching the black. It
was inevitable that labor's policy of moderation would end with such reports.
It would be well at this moment if there
were clarification of what telecasters meant
when proclaiming they had attained profitable
operation. We doubt that any one of them
who has made such announcements means
that he is so deep in the black that an increase
of costs could be absorbed without a re-immersion in the red. We doubt indeed that any
telecaster can afford at this point to write a
labor contract guaranteeing minimum wages
and conditions on anything like the levels that
are or are about to be sought.
We venture that those profits being talked
about are operating profits last month or this
month, with no accounting of investment,
amortization or previous operating deficits —
or of the summer doldrums ahead.
The demands that can be expected to be
made by the Television Authority or the
Screen Actors Guild, or both, as soon as the
jurisdictional wrangle between the two unions
is resolved, are for minimum wages that unquestionably could not be borne by TV.
It is probably inexorable that this vacuum
will be filled, and soon. The challenge to both
telecasters and to unions is to fill it with contracts that can be lived with. An exorbitant
drain on their resources by labor could very
easily arrest television development.
Fair

and

Warmer

STORM CLOUDS of violent intensity have
hovered over the radio media since the war's
end. Many in AM looked for cloudbursts and
inundations. Some ran for cover by selling out.
Others took it in stride but kept within distance
of economic shelter, by trimming overhead and
staff. Some were prudent; others foolishly
pulled in their horns, and were easy prey.
In recent months the economic skies have
cleared somewhat. TV is still making its
Gargantuan strides. But most broadcasters
are finding that business isn't too bad and
that TV isn't spelling the "doom" of ear radio.
To be sure, there are readjustments which
have been made, and which are indicated for
the future. No art or industry remains static.
Current economic studies made by Dick
Doherty of NAB show that radio's economic
structure, by and large, is healthy. In the
South Atlantic states, 62% of the stations
showed gross revenue increases, averaging
11%, in 1949 over 1948. Only 38% showed a
decline — and most of them were postwar newJune 19, 1950
Page 32

comers. The pattern probably will fit the
entire country. Operating costs likewise are
leveling off.
There will be failures. That's inescapable,
what with 3,000-odd stations on the air, or
more than triple the prewar population. But
those who remain will be in good health, and
perhaps better off because they knew how to
cope with the postwar uncertainties and that
TV tidal wave.
Bruce Barton, philosopher and advertising
man, the other day called radio "the mightiest
force in existence for spreading information
and entertainment throughout the world." As
to TV, he said people ask him "will television
kill"Iradio
"
ask ?them,
did radio kill the newspaper?
Nothing can kill either. . . . Radio will grow to
enormous proportions. Radio will always be
'first' in giving the news, and in providing entertainment."
Charles W. Shugert, Shell Oil promotionadvertising executive, sees radio on the threshold of a "golden era" in both TV and non-TV
homes. Good promotion and programming can
mean more radio sets manufactured and sold,
more
revenue,
more value
"product
brand listening,
acceptance more
and more
all-round
per
advertising dollar for the radio sponsor.
There are dozens of researches in recent
months that buttress these views. But these
things won't just happen. It takes ingenuity
and planning and affirmative selling.
The storm clouds are passing. Now is the
time to till the radio soil and reap the harvest
fostered by free competition in the American
tradition.

3ohn 3hcpard 3d
WHEN JOHN SHEPARD 3d slipped away
the other day into radio's Valhalla, it marked
the end of an era. John Shepard constituted
a radio era himself.
He died of a heart condition less than two
years after he had retired from radio. He
was 64. He had spent more than a quarter
century in radio, with the Yankee Network
he had founded and its precursors — WNAC
Boston and WEAN Providence — both of which
began operation in 1922.
A statistic, however, cannot depict John
Shepard's legacy to radio. He was born to
the purple of the Shepard Department Stores
family, which had its antecedents in New England before the Civil War. He started radio
as a public service adjunct Of the stores.
In those early days, John Shepard 3d, with
acumen and foresight, linked his two pioneer
stations by telephone lines. He inaugurated
baseball play-by-play, as well as hockey broadcasts, and he initiated the Yankee Network
News Service — perhaps the beginning of original news reporting for radio. And he started
— "editorializing" on the air — leading to the
Mayflower Decision which originally banned
editorial comment in behalf of station ownership. He saw the rule rescinded. He was one
of the founders of Mutual.
Those are a few of the tangibles for which
John Shepard, incidentally, never claimed
credit. His native Yankee intelligence and
tenacity resulted in the driving of many a
shrewd bargain for radio — with the copyright
owners, with the networks and others.
It was in 1944 that the Yankee Network
was sold to General Tire because the octogenarian John Shepard Jr. wanted to have
his estate in order. John 3d continued as
board chairman of Yankee for several years
and in 1948 retired from radio.
John Shepard 3d, the one-man radio era,
can look down upon a healthy, wholesome
American radio which he, to a large degree,
helped make that way.
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LEWIS HAVENS

AVERY

stathe del
thisofmonth
the end eoffirm
WHEN tionat representativ
Avery-Kno
Inc. moves its New York headquarters
into new and larger space at 608 Fifth Ave., at
least one member of the staff will take the
move in his stride.
Motion is a natural state for the company's
president and founder, Lewis Havens Avery.
Physically and mentally, Mr. Avery abhors inactivity as intensely as the devil is reputed
to dislike holy water. In the almost 25-year
span of his radio career, Lew Avery has tackled
almost every aspect of radio except engineering— and has steered clear of that only because
three years of struggling with an electrical engineering major in college convinced him once
and for all that his talents lay in other directions than those charted for circuits and tubes.
Given his restless nature, it was probably
inevitable that Mr. Avery would be in the forements. front of most broadcasting industry moveIn 1936, with a group of other commercially
minded station executives, Lew Avery, then
director of sales for WKBW and WGR Buffalo, helped form the Sales Managers Executives Committee of NAB. Organized at the
NAB convention in Chicago, the SMEC held
its own convention in that city the following
January, formulating industry business promotion policies that today are being pursued
by Mr.
BAB.Avery was also on the committee in
charge of the industry Retail Promotion Committee, whose efforts awoke many broadcasters
(Continued on page 36)
Static &
By AWFREY QUINCY
IT MUST be coincidence but just as Comr.
Jones starts hunting the fox we read in the
current
of theofDuke
Windsor's
memoirs installment
that as Prince
Walesof he
had to
givetheup saddle.
fox-hunting because he couldn't stay
in
Now that the color hearing is over at last
the contestants soon will be developing facial
red, spirit blue and finally, envy green. Bui
one color this industry will never show is
Perhaps when the census returns are in, tht
yellow.
present crop of bargain hunters will regair
their senses.
With Groucho in the fold, the lads at NBC
are hopefully humming "Oh, bring back m)
Bennydied
to me."
"Whispering
Hope* <
has
down At
to CBS
something
less than
whisper.
The league of indoor bird watchers ha?
identified
Cassowary. Of course
it's Williama Hopalong
Boyd.
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Management

k

ANSON THOMAS, formerly
vice president and manager of
* KGFW Kearney, Neb., named
general manager of KFXJ Grandin
Junction, Col. He joined KGFW
1940. Prior to that, he was with stations in Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota.
REX HOWELL, KFXJ president, has
management since
supervised24 station's
opening
years ago.
ROBERT ENOCH, formerly general
manager of KTOK Oklahoma City and
NAB director, effective June 15,
appointed general
manager of WXLW
Indianapolis, independent outlet with
1 kw on 1590 kc.
WILLIAM L. LIPMAN, owner of
WLIP Kenosha,
Wis., is the father
of a girl, born
June 14.
Mr. Enoch
FRED L. BERNSTEIN, assistant
general manager and sales manager
of WTTM Trenton, N. J., and Anita
Kahn were married June 4.
E

SAMUEL R. SAGUE, president and
general manager, WSRS Cleveland,
elected vice president of Foreign Language Quality Network.
HOWARD CHERNOFF, former managing director of West Virginia Network and for past two years general
manager of San Diego Star-Journal,
recently sold to Copley interests, is.
winding up affairs of the newspaper.
He has not announced plans other than
contemplated trip to Europe this fall.
J. R. POPPELE, vice president, WORAM-TV New York, and president, Television Broadcasters Assn., will serve
as member of National Radio and Television Committee for United Nations
Day (Oct. 24).
SIMON GOLDMAN, vice president and
general manager of WJTN-AM-FM
Jamestown, N. Y., elected president of
Little Theatre of Jamestown Inc.
DANIEL W. KOPS, vice president and
general manager of WAVZ New
Haven, Conn., is the father of a girl,
Cynthia Anne.

BMB PROVES IT! WCKY

Press Duopoly?
(Continued from page 15)
nature of the charge . . . does not
appear to be such as to require a
denial of a grant," but said further
consideration would be given at renewal time if trial of the charge
developed justifying facts [Broadcasting, Dec. 23, 1946].
The suit against Times-Picayune
was labeled the first of its kind —
that is, a civil suit brought by the
Government charging a newspaper
with injury to a newspaper competitor.
Aside from the details of the
charges, the suit is different from
the current Lorain (Ohio) Journal
case in at least two respects: (1)
the Journal is accused of conspiracy to injure a radio station,
WEOL Elyria - Lorain, and (2)
FCC had already denied a Journal
application for a radio station, on
grounds of unfair competition, before the Justice Dept. filed its suit.
The Lorain suit currently is
under advisement in a Federal
Court in Cleveland.
The complaint against the TimesPicayune charged that the company
required classified and national advertisers to buy space in both its
morning and evening papers —
Times-Picayune and New Orleans
States, respectively ■— -as a unit
under a combination rate.
Inducement Charged
Local advertisers, the suit
claimed, were induced to refrain
from advertising in the competing
evening paper, The Item, by the
offer of arbitrarily low rates in the
States based upon the volume of
their advertising in the TimesPicayune.
The suit also charged that the
company increased the page content of the States without any corresponding increase in revenues,
recouping from the profits of the
Times-Picayune.
The company was accused of acquiring the States in 1933 under
certain restrictive covenants to prevent competition and of entering
into an agreement in 1941 which
provided for another competing
newspaper to discontinue publication of its Sunday edition. Additionally, the company was charged
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AT ceremonies held in Denver, Rex
Howell (I), general manager of
KFXJ Grand Junction, Col., and
Hugh B. Terry (r), vice president of
KLZ Denver, are cited for their contributions to radio by the U. of
Denver chapter. Alpha Delta Sigma
advertising fraternity. Jim Woods,
U. of Denver student, makes the
awards.
with refusing to permit newspaper
vendors to sell its papers if they
also sell The Item.
In announcing the suit, Attorney
General J. Howard McGrath and
Assistant Attorney General Herbert A. Bergson both stressed competition as vital to continuation of
a free press. The complaint, filed in
Federal Court in New Orleans,
seeks "such relief as [the Court]
deems appropriate and necessary to
prevent the defendants . . . from
continuing to violate . . . the Sherman Act, and to dissipate the effects
and to prevent a recurrence of their
unlawful
conduct." of the suit
Announcement
brought a prompt reply from
Times-Picayune officials. President
L. K. Nicholson, named as one of
the defendants,
issued this statement :
"A substantial part of the
charges made by the Government
are incorrect. Those which are true
involve practices followed by many
newspapers of this country for
years and their legality has never
heretofore been questioned.
"We are prepared to meet the
issues on the trial of this case and
are confident that the court will
hold that we have not violated the
Other Act."
Times-Picayune officials
Sherman
named defendants: John F. Tims
Jr., vice president and business
manager; Aubrey F. Murray, advertising director, and Donald W.
Coleman, circulation manager.
CHIPP ELECTED
Named N. Y. Head of IRE
RODNEY D. CHIPP June 7 was
elected chairman of the New York
section of the Institute of Radio
Engineers. Mr. Chipp, engineering director for DuMont Television
Network, has held the offices of
treasurer, secretary and vice chairIRE. man for the New York chapter of
Others elected were: J. H. Mulligan
Jr., assistant professor of electrical
engineering at New York U., vice chairman; H. T. Budenbom, member of the
technical staff of the Bell Telephone
Labs., secretary; and H. S. Moncton,
assistant to the manager of the physics labs, Sylvania Electric, treasurer.

SUIT
Verdict Favors WLBJ

UNANIMOUS verdict favoring
Bowling Green Broadcasting Corp.,
Bowling Green, Ky,, in an $80,000
libel suit was returned June 2 by a
Warren County Circuit Court jury.
Plaintiffs were four ballot box
guards in the Aug. 6 Democratic
primary who alleged that the making and playing of a transcription
by Bowling Green's WLBJ and
WBON (FM) had called into question their good names and caused
them "shame and humiliation."
The transcription, the court was
told, was made approximately 3:15
a.m., Aug. 7, in the county court
room where uncounted ballot boxes
were held for tabulation on Monday.
in connection Testing
with a equipment
WLBJ leased
wire,
Chief Engineer Rondal Miller recorded five minutes of "what
sounded like unusual noises."
Two defeated candidates contested the election on the grounds
the ballot boxes were tampered
with and cited the recording as evi
dence. WLBJ put the recording on
the air for public judgment and to
prove the station was not involved
with a political clique. It was then
that the plaintiffs filed suit.
In addition to Mr. Miller, key
witnesses for WLBJ were Manager
Ken Given and William Kuznitsof,
chief announcer.
Election Expenditures
RESOLUTION to set up a five
man group to probe radio, tele
vision and other media expenditures of all House members campaigning for re-election this
fall [Broadcasting, June 12] has
won approval of the House Rules
Committee and is slated for consideration bythe lower chamber al
the next calendar call. The pro
posal (H Res 635), sponsored by
Rep. John McCormack (D-Mass.)
was reported favorably last Tues
day by Rep. Adolph J. Sabath (D
111.), chairman of the powerfu
rules committee.
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Modern^/*

Broadcasting^

If you like your transmitters built big and husky, look sleek and distinguished, sound rich
and full or — if you are one of those chaps that wants nothing but the best and the latest —
as modern as that bobby sox daughter of yours — why, of course, you want Gates. Take
the new Gates Five, for instance —
Modern Tubes. The new 3X2500 air cooled, single phase tungsten filament construction assures lower noise, lower distortion and longer life at less cost. 100% tube
set is only $695.00.
Modern Installation. No days of cabling when installing the Gates BC-5B. In
fact, no cabling at all. One cubical slips into line with the next and a few simple
jumpers finish the job.
Modern Design. Dead front design. Open any front door, tune any current, attend
relays, even adjust crystal air gaps without disengaging a door interlock.
Modern Walk-in Construction. Open the back doors and walk in. No hodgepodge of parts here, there and yon. The smoothest construction job you ever looked at.

Leading TV Transmitters
Yes, two of the nation's
.leading 5KW TV transmitters now use 3X2500
tubes in their output
stage, the same tube as
in the Gates BC-5B Five
KW. AM.
Warner, 8ldg., Washington, D. C.
2700 Polk Ave., Houston; Texas
Canadian Marconi Cornpany, Montreal
Rocks International, Ktew York City

ROADCASTING
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Modern Performance. Gates makes nothing that is second best. Gates BC-5B
performance is definitely best in the 5KW field, catalog specifications are not
laboratory results but expected results at your transmitter location. Lower noise,
lower distortion and greater dependability.
Modern Prices. Pace setter in quality and selling price, Gates Fives are modest
indeed for 1950 designs. The latest, the best, the modern in Fives costs no more than
older designs — marked down, of course.

GATES
RADIO
CO.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922
QUINCY,

ILLINOIS,

U.S.A.
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Respects
(Continued from page 32)
to their first awareness of the great
volume of retail advertising which
had been largely neglected by radio
up to that time. Although the film
presentation produced by the committee evoked somewhat less than
overwhelming applause at the time,
there is no doubt that it played a
part in the development of retail
business on the air which in recent
years has passed both network and
national spot business in total
volume.
It was only natural that Mr.
Avery should be a member of the
All Radio Presentation Committee
which developed the industry film
"Lightening That Talks." He was
also one of the moving spirits in the
organization of the National Assn.
of Radio Station Representatives
and is this year's president of
NARSR, after having served as
treasurer during its first two years.
And he has just completed his second term as treasurer of the Radio
Executives Club of New York.
Born July 18, 1902, in Seneca
Falls, N. Y., Lew Avery got his
education at Mynderse academy in
that city and at Union College,
Schenectady. It was there that he
struggled with watts and ohms for
three years before admitting that
an engineer's life wasn't for him.
Studies Business Administration
He then switched to business administration. When an illness took
him out of the classroom in the
spring of his senior year he never
got around to going back.
While at college he had earned
his own way, first by firing furnaces, achore that got him up at
5:30 each morning and gave him a
distaste for early rising that persists to this day. As a freshman
he tried out for the school paper
and showed an aptitude for journalism that he soon used to free himself from furnace feeding by becoming campus correspondent for
the Schenectady Gazette, Union
Star, New York Times, New York
Herald and New York World.
His first fulltime job was in the
publicity department of General
Electric Co. in Schenectady. That
is, it would have been a fulltime job
for anyone else, but as soon as he

learned the rountine, Mr. Avery be
gan looking for something to occupy his spare time. In April 1926
he became an announcer at WGY,
the GE station in Schenectady, in
addition to his publicity duties.
"I thought I knew something
about diction and pronunciation
from my college dramatics," Mr.
Avery says, "But after a few
hours with Kolin Hager, my boss
and a perfectionist if there ever
was one, I realized how much a good
announcer had to know. I really
learned about radio from Kolin and
nobody ever had a better teacher."
In January 1928, young Avery
left GE to become assistant advertising manager of Mohawk Hudson
Power Co. But the move did not
mean leaving radio. He soon had
a home economics program on WGY
five noontime quarter hours a week,
with the Mohawk Hudson home economist as talent. "It was one of
the first domestic science programs
on the air," Mr. Avery says.
Moves to New York
Two years later he transferred
to the Mohawk Hudson agency,
BBDO, spending six months in New
York learning how an advertising
agency radio department functions
under the guidance of Arthur Pryor
Jr. In July 1930, Mr. Avery was
sent to BBDO's Buffalo office, handling all local radio activities of
the
agency's
clients from Albany
to Detroit.
By this time Lew Avery's twoyear-to-a-job timing had become a
habit and in January 1940 he left
BBDO to enter the representative
field as sales manager of the Chicago office of Free & Peters. This
time he stretched it a little, staying
with F & P until August 1942 before leaving to become director of
the Division of Broadcast Advertising of NAB, replacing Frank Pellegrin, who had entered the Army.
This was a wartime* draft, Mr.
Avery considered, so he stuck it out
with the NAB until September
1945, when Mr. Pellegrin returned
from service.
Apparently his three years with
NAB broke the two - years - is enough-of-any-job routine for good.
In the fall of '45 he went into
the station representative business
for himself as Lewis H. Avery Inc.
A year later this was changed to
THE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS

m

in the Nation's
Fastest Growing
Market
PORTLAND
OREGON
i|4 AFFILIATED WITH NBC
(IS^ REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD
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MUTUAL
STICKS
Will Not Resign From NAl !
THE MBS board of directors; al
a regular quarterly meeting, voter
last week to continue the net jj
work's membership in the NAB
The action assured the con
tinued NAB membership, for tin
time being at least, of two of thi
four major networks, Mutual am
NBC.
ABC and CBS have wit,
drawn their network and owner
and operated station membership i
within the past month. NBC ha
announced
resigning. it has no intention oA SILVER tea and coffee service is
presented to Marie H. Houlahan (I),
director of publicity and public relations for WEEI Boston, on completion
of her term as president of the New
England Woman's Press Assn. With
her is Mrs. John E. Roberts, second
vice president-elect, who made the
presentation.

It was pointed out that the Mu
tual NAB membership contribute
$5,000 annually to the NAB.
At the same Mutual board meet !
ing, held in New York Mondaj
Frank White, network presidenl j
reported that a total of $4,800,00
new and renewal business had beei
signed since May 1.
Members of the board at th
meeting were Theodore C. Streib
ert, WOR New York, chairman

Avery-Knodel Inc. when he was
joined by J. W. Knodel with whom
he had worked at Free & Peters.
R. Poppele,
WORDonNewLee York'
Lewis
Allen Weiss,
Net
Today, nearly five years later, • J.
he is happily active as president of work; H. K. Carpenter, WHI
Avery-Knodel, where, he says, by Cleveland; Benedict Gimbel Jr
delegating most of the work he WIP Philadelphia; J. E. Campeai
CKLW Detroit, and Thoma
manages to get by with a work
O'Neil, Yankee Network, and Mi
week of 60 hours — five 12 hour
White.
days.
Mr. Avery's home is in Scarsdale,
a suburb aptly described by Time
as "Manhattan's upper middle-class
WCPO EXCLUSIVE
bedroom," where he relaxes weekends and an occasional evening with
Starts Government Probi
his wife, the former Helen ElizaWCPO Cincinnati's news depart
beth Smith whom he married April
ment last week claimed credit fo
16, 1927, and their two children, a
up a news tip which led t
15-year-old daughter, Aliph and a picking
an exclusive story for both the sta
nine-year-old son, Jared.
tion and the Cincinnati Posi
No Radio Blues
Scripps-Howard newspaper affiliat
Mr, Avery says he has no hobbies, and licensee. Story dealt with th
avoiding all forms of physical exer- wreckage of part of a Voice o
cise such as tennis, golf, and other America transmitter at Betham
sports and playing bridge "very Ohio, last month.
Bob Otto, WCPO news director^
badly and only under compulsion."
He says he has had, and is hav- broke the story over the air June *
while the Post carried the new
ing a lot of fun in radio and looks
forward to a lot more in television.
beat in its
edition. Thebyblas'ftouched
off final
an investigation
th
Avery-Knodel already has four TV
stations on its list along with 39 State Dept. and the FBI, whos;
preliminary laboratory tests re
AM stations and probably will have
more as TV develops.
portedly indicated the blast las
He sees no need for radio to sing May 21 was caused by an explosio1
rather than lightning. A full re
the blues over television. "Spot
port will be ready sometime thi
radio business in the first quarter
of this year is up over the same
ficials.
week, according to State Dept. of5
period of last year," he says, "and
:
there's no reason why 10 years from
now AM broadcasting won't have
Canada Advertising
as big- or bigger billings than it has
today. Meanwhile, television has CANADIAN GOVERNMENT ad;
the potentiality of becoming the na- vertising on radio is being reducec
tion's leading advertising medium.
year, it was reported in th<j
"But," Mr. Avery declares, "every this
House of Commons at Ottaws
element of the broadcasting indus- June 12. Last year different gov
try has got to sell and sell hard to ernment departments spent $520,
335 on radio on Canadian stations
accomplish that goal."
This year they will spend $283,344L
The heaviest spender is the Dept
of National Defense which thi;
PHILCO Corp.'s convention at Atlantic City opened today (Monday) with
will spend $138,000 on radio L
some 5,000 appliance dealers and 1,000 year
distributors from all over nation in last year spent $315,953. Dept
of Finance, government saving
attendance. New 1951 line of Philco
TV and radio models is being shown in bond campaigns, will spend $90,00'
this year on radio advertising
addition to new promotion and advertising plans.
spent $91,590 last year.
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of KOMA OklaRAYMONDhoma CityRUFF,
sales staff, appointed
sales manager, replacing W. L.
BENHAM Jr., who resigned to enter
food and merchandise brokerage business. Mr. Ruff previously was program director, traffic manager and
with promotion department of KOMA.
BURYL LOTTRIDGE, formerly program and installation consultant with
Midwestern stations, joins KVOE
ISanta Ana, Calif.,
jas business mana:ger. He is 25-year
radio veteran. Past
affiliations include:
iWHO Des Moines,
WOC Davenport,
Iowa; WBEL Belnit, Wis.
Mr. Lottridge
JOHN P. WILEY,
;!WCAU-TV Philadelphia sales service representative,
' named radio and television commercial
^representative. He joined WCAU in
September 1949.
; SIDNEY H. TEAR, formerly with
IWCYB Bristol, Va., and WWNC Asheville, N. C, appointed sales manager
of - WYVE Wytheville, Va. He replaces MAURICE C. BROWNE, resigned.
JOHN J. WHITEHEAD appointed
gjjjsales
representative for WCTS (FM)
Cincinnati,
jj. B. RIBAS appointed commercial
'manager for WBYS-AM-FM Canton,
M |I11. He has record of 30 years in
'I limerchandising.
DAN SCHMIDT III takes charge of
TV operations at
New York offices of
George P. Hollingbery Co., station
represent ative.
DICK HUNTER,
formerly at Chicago, now is in
charge lantaofoffice.firm's At-

ommetcia

dio recording representative being
taken over by J. RICHARD LOUGHRIN, transferred from AM production
staff.
J. HOWARD ENGLE, for five years
with KOME Tulsa, joins KVOO Tulsa
as account executive. He will service
local accounts.
WBT CHARLOTTE, N. C, issues new
rate card No. 19, which becomes effective July 1.
GEORGE WHITNEY, general sales
manager, Don Lee network, Hollywood,
is on month's business trip, planning
stops in New York, Chicago, St. Louis,
Kansas City, Minneapolis and other
major cities.

ONLY

0 BROADCASTING

KSYC Yreka, Calif., has received
award from National Board of Fire
Underwriters "for outstanding public
service in the field of fire prevention."

STATION COVERS

THE SOUTH

BEND

AND

MARKET

WHAT

-

A MARKET!

Right! Only WSBT covers the great
South Bend market. No other station, Chicago
or elsewhere, even comes close. Look at the

FRANK JOHNS,
Minneapolis, named
to represent KOTA
Mr. Schmidt
Rapid City, S. D.,
in Twin Cities. Ad"Dj'dress: 2647 Bryant Ave. North.
AVERY-KNODEL Inc., Los Angeles,
changes phone number to Tucker
2435. Address remains 315 West
Ninth St.
XOUIS PETYKO, member of WGN
Chicago traffic department for 15
5'ears, resigns to move to Arkansas.
WEXL Royal Oak, Mich., suburban
Detroit station, appoints HIL F. BEST
'fas national representative.
jftVCAM CAMDEN,
N. J., appoints
Schepp-Reiner Co., New York, as naI rional sales representative.
PARKER SMITH, former WKYW
Louisville commercial manager,
lamed commercial manager of WXLW
Indianapolis.
AMES FORSYTH, formerly of KIST
jSanta Barbara, Calif., and PAUL
1BOUTHILLIER, new to radio, join
'sales staff of KEEN San Jose, Calif.
GEORGE E. LINDMAN, formerly
-eneral and commercial manager of
'KITO San Bernardino, Calif., named
'commercial manager and assistant
General manager of KPOA Honolulu.
^-■'\ALI Pasadena, Calif., appoints
)epil?hepp-Reiner Co., New York, as rep-ai i esentative.
adit r)ANIEL McGUIRE, former vice presdent of Beloit Dairy Co., Chicago,
oins NBC-TV network sales staff in
:hicago. JUNIUS ZOLP named sales
..jj j ervice manager in that department,
vith his former position as NBC ra-

ONE

J. RICHARD LOUGHRIN, NBC Chicago radio recording representative,
is father of a son, Benjamin Smith
Loughrin.
RICHARD J. MONAHAN, commercial
manager of WAVZ New Haven, Conn.,
and Marilyn
ried June 10. Alice Petrie were marJOSEPH T. MATHERS, commercial
manager of WLAD Danbury, Conn.,
named to head radio division of Connecticut's Cerebral Palsy Drive. Appointment made by state chairman of drive,
FRANK H. LEE, sponsor of Bob Montgomery's ABC show.
JOHN H. SLAYTON, salesman for
KXOK-FM (Transit Radio) St. Louis,

and Rosemary Carter, were married
June 4.
DAVE FINDLAY, for past 16 months
member of WRVA Richmond's announcing -p r o d u ction staff, transto station's
sales fersdepartment
as account
execu-be
tive. He will
primarily
sible for responliaison
between local representatives oand
fnational accounts
maintaining conwith city's
Mr. Findlay
food andtactdrug
business. Prior to joining WRVA, he was announcer at
WDBJ Roanoke, Va.
JOHN WHITE, in charge of KXOKFM St. Louis Transit Radio sales, is
the father of a boy, John Jr.

latest Hooper — look at any Hooper —
for eloquent proof.
The South Bend market is far-reaching,
prosperous, and growing fast. Its heart is two
adjoining cities — South Bend and Mishawaka —
with a combined population of 157,000.
Total population of the entire South Bend
market is over half-a-million. Total retail sales
in 1948 exceeded half-a-^7//'o« dollars!
The rest of WSBT's primary area gives you
another million people who spent 911 million
dollars in retail purchases in 1948.
You must cover the South Bend market. You

gHHHPljGHHH
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diprogr
ntedAtlant
ED DAVISrector ofappoi
icamCity,
WFPG
N. J., where he has been for four
years. FRED HAGGERTY, with station since 1948, appointed assistant
program director.
TED NELSON, formerly publicity director of WHYN Holyoke, Mass., appointed program and production manager of WMON Montgomery, W. Va.
Prior to his three year association
with WHYN, he had been assistant
manager of KPAB Laredo, Tex. He is
succeeded at WHYN by FRED PEACH.
LT. TIM TIMMINS, formerly personal
aide to Admiral Paul Hendren, Long
Beach, Calif., Naval Station, joins
KLAC-TV Hollywood as production
liaison executive.
RON DAVIS, recent graduate of Ohio
U., joins announcing staff of WOHI
East Liverpool, Ohio. LOIS FREDRICK joins station as traffic manager.
ALAN PAUL RHONE, former director
of film programming at WBKB (TV)
Chicago, effective June 26, joins WOETV New York as manager of film department.
HAL DAVIS, formerly with KCMJ
Palm Springs, Calif., and KRAM Las
Vegas, Nev., joins KHUM Eureka,
Calif., as program director.
ROD MITCHELL and WILLIAM PATTERSON, both former associate directors of CBS-TV, join program staff
of WCBS-TV New York, network's
key station. Mr. Mitchell formerly
was program manager for WLAN
Lancaster; Mr. Patterson was television producer at WBEN-TV Buffalo.
LEE LIVELY, formerly with WLOW
Norfolk, Va., joins announcing-production staff of WRVA Richmond.
MARK ROGERS also joins staff as
announcer-producer.
He previously
SOUTHWEST

fttoduction

served at WGBR Goldsboro, WEED
Rocky Mount and WSJS WinstonSalem, N. C.
BOB KOOLAGE, formerly with WGH
Newport News, Va., and WCAV Norfolk, and during past year with
WMBR and WHJP, both Jacksonville,
Fla., rejoins WCAV as disc jockey.
DOROTHY CARR,
director of radio
and television continuity for WMALAM-FM-TV Washington, elected
presidenten's ofAdvertising
WomClub of Washington. She has been
with WMAL since
August 1942.
RAY P E N N E R,
Miss Carr
former program
director at WLOW
and WNOR, both Norfolk, Va., joins
WCAV Norfolk.
ROBERT BACON, of West Hartford,
Conn., who enters Trinity College
senior class in fall, is summer replacement announcer at WDRC Hartford.
BILLY GOULD, CBS Hollywood sound
effects man, has started 35-minute
weekly
Bill Gould's Melody Diner on
KNX Hollywood.
RADIO STATION

VIRGINIA'S

1949

BMB

Day—
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Night—
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days

weekly:
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yearly)
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RALPH MOFFATT, m.c. of Midnight
in Munich show over AFN, and after
that with Radio Luxembourg, starts
Midnight in Minneapolis over WCCO
Minneapolis, where he has been for
past year.
KATHLEEN HITE, on writing staff
of Columbia Pacific Network, Hollywood, named script editor on network's The Whistler replacing ADRIAN GENDOT, resigned. GIL
THOMAS, formerly of KCBS San
Francisco writing staff, named writer
on Jeff Regan show, replacing WILLIAM FIFIELD, resigned.
MICHEAL CASHIN, formerly of CKVL
Verdun, joins announcing staff of
CKEY Toronto.
ROBERT PRESTEGAARD replaces
PATRICIA ROGERS on continuity
staff at WGN Chicago.
BILL POWELL, Negro disc jockey,
joins WIRE Indianapolis as m.c. of
Ebony Etchings disc show.
BARBARA SIMS, lyric soprano and
pianist,
Chicago. joins music staff at WBBM
ELLA (Little Eller) WARD formerly
with Olson and Johnson's "Hellzapoppin" show for two years and star of
CBS' Renfro Valley Barn Dance for
five, rejoins radio in WPFB Jamboree,
sponsored by WPFB Middletown, Ohio.
CHARLES C. MAXWELL, formerly
announcer at WREN Topeka, Kan.,
joins KCMO Kansas City announcing
staff. He previously was with KFDX
Wichita
FallsAnother
and *KGNC
Amarillo,
both Texas.
new KCMO
announcer is HUGH BOWEN, formerly
of KWDM Des Moines.
DWIGHT NEWTON, San Francisco
radio columnist and m.c. of Schoolcast,
thrice-weekly quiz program on KGO
San Francisco, commended by San
Francisco Public Schools Week Committee for publicizing recent Schools
Week observances.
BOB FALCON, formerly of WGAY
Silver Spring, Md., joins announcing
staff of WFMD Frederick, Md.
FRANK ALLEN, formerly with WREN
Topeka, Kan., rejoins ABC outlet emceeing Variety Matinee and Night
Watchman spots.

BOB PIERRON, NBC Chicago script)
writer, and KATHERINE HARRING- TON, member of radio department ax
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, are to be
married July 8.
BOB SHEA, KXOK St. Louis an- I
nouncer, is the father of a girl, Joan.
WILLIAM H. RAMSEY, assistant director, KCVN Stockton, Calif. (College
of Pacific), is the father of a girl,
Marilyn Louise.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY, NBC tele-;
vision producer, radio commentator,
and screen star, named chairman of j
National Reorganization Crusade of :
Citizens Committee for Hoover ReDON BALL, WCBS New York program director, is author of book enport. titled
You Can Play Ukulele. Foreword i
written by ARTHUR GODFREY. Published by Broadcast Music Inc. Retail,

price,
GARY $1.00.
MILLER, continuity writer alt
WBBM Chicago, is the father of a girl j
Margo, born June 5.
GEORGE SNELL, program director al
KEEN San Jose, Calif., named radic
chairman, Santa Clara County Chap
ter, Red Cross for third consecutive
LARRY ALEXANDER, announcer
newscaster at WBBM Chicago, is th
father of a girl, born June 2.
year.
EILEEN
KILROY,
CBS Hollywood

script secretary, and JOHN PA'
LUMBO, manager of network's Holly-J
wood supply department, were mar
ried June 10.
BOB POLLARD, of KTAR Phoenix<
staff, returns to work following re i
cuperation from major surgery.
TINY LAMB, of NBC Hollywooc
sound department, and NELSO>
ROBINSON, of network recording de
partment, are recuperating at Sant;
Monica Hospital following injurie;
suffered in recent automobile acci
dent.
LARRY PIKE, supervisor of televisioi
operations at WJBK-TV Detroit, givei
1949-50 United Foundation Leadership
Award for "outstanding personal con
tributions to metropolitan Detroit'; l
annual U.F.STEPHANOFF,
torch drive." continuit;
ROBERT
writer for WLAW Lawrence, Mass.
awarded B.S. in radio broadcasting
from Boston U.
PETER P. SLACK, KGER Long Beach
Calif., staff organist, awarded Docto:
of Music degree from John Brown U
Siloam Springs, Ark.

BOB MACK, on staff of WMTR Morristown, N. J., last summer, rejoins
station as announcer.
VERA GROVE, m.c. of Vera And Her
Mike, homemaker's program on WCNR
Bloomsburg, Pa., left June 15 for England to do series for station. She will
interview British housewives and also
attend U. of London, returning during
August on Queen Mary, passenger
liner. During tour, programs will be
recorded on special portable machine
and tape flown back to U. S. for broadcast. Also, BBC will originate regular
program from a London studio.
JILL JACKSON, WWL New Orleans'
"Safety Lady," named to receive anWEVI
nual "personal" award from Safety
Committee of Lakeview Unit 229,
117HI W. 46 S|
American Legion Auxiliary, for "her
HEHRY CREEKf IELD, Mf. Dirtctsr N.Y.19
many activities along lines of safety."
BROADCASTING
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Strikes Beset Industry
(Continued from page 15)
vas that the discussions that were
;o begin today would continue for
50 days, if necessary, under Mr.
vlandelbaum's supervision, and
hat any wage scales that were
;ettled would be retroactive to May
k8, date of expiration of the old
Contract. CBS emphasized that it
jigreed to retroactive wages before
he strike was called.
S| The AFRA strike against WMGM
pas called Monday afternoon over
jvhat the union characterized as a
mass lockout" of eight staff announcers.
' According to the union, the eight
.nnouncers were given notice after
LFRA had requested arbitration
•n AFRA demands for salary adustments for three disc jockeys.
A joint announcement of the setlement of the dispute, some 12
lours after it began, was issued by
j|he station and the union. The
tatement read in part:
The agreement reached gave AFRA
lie full reinstatement of the eight
nnouncers, previously discharged,
i^ased on the company's willingness
i i*> recognize their general competence, which was never denied, and
f|ased on the company's further willingness to waive discharge rights
i a ased on major changes in operations
;or the balance of the current agreement with AFRA which expires in
itctober 1951.
! The station received from AFRA
waiver of all previous claims for
letroactive pay due Disc Jockeys Ted
fcrown, Ken Roberts and Hal Tunis,
jut agreed to accept AFRA's intertretations of applicable rates on all
Uture broadcasts.
Aeyrs Value
REFLECTING at least one
ii
editor's views of relative
news value, the New York
Herald Tribune last Tuesday
ran the story of the IBEW
strike against WCBS-TV
New York on page 1, the
story of the walkout of editorial workers of the New
York World-T elegram on
page 19.
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Here's

the

Sensational

LOW-PRICED

NBC r comme
NE,d adviso
MacVA
JOHN tor,
appointe
press
on ntaand radio relations for U. S. mission to United Nations. He has covered UN for NBC and has been president of Assn. of Radio News Analysts,
professional organization of radio
commentators, since April 1949.

WESTERN
That

Should

Be

On

Tour

Station!

MARVIN ALISKY, journalism instructor at Trinity U., San Antonio, appointed news director of KEYL (TV)
San Antonio. He previously was newscaster with WOAI San Antonio, KPRC
Houston and KMAC San Antonio,
while teaching at Trinity.
HARRY REASONER, formerly assistant publicity director for Northwest
Airlines, joins news staff of WCCO
Minneapolis.
GUNNAR BACK, Washington newscaster and commentator, starts 7-7:10
a.m. Monday-Friday summary of
night's news events over WMAL
Washington.
HELEN HENNESSY, of KXOK St.
Louis' news department, resigns after
six years of reporting to devote fulltime to home duties. Husband JAMES
HENNESSY is announcer at station.
JACK CHASE, WCOP Boston day
news editor, this month received BS
degree
from Boston
schoolandof public relations
radio U.'s
division
took
top honors, summa cum laude.
Dr. J. S. Nathaniel Tross, conductor
of a Sunday morning show on WBT
Charlotte, N. C, was given a 1950
Studebaker on the occasion of his 10th
anniversary with the station.

GREATEST

Pays off with the very
ERICA'S
firstAMbroadcast!

TRAFFICKING
FCC to Hear Rule Opponents
A LINEUP consisting solely of
opponents of FCC's proposed new
anti-trafficking rules is slated to
be heard by the Commission today (Monday).
FCC said last week that five
groups had asked to participate in
oral argument on the proposals,
which, with limited exceptions,
would require automatic forfeiture
of the construction permit for any
station which is sold before program tests commence [Broadcasting, Jan. 16, June 5].
All five oppose the proposal.
FCC said they will be heard in
the following order:
A group of 13 stations represented
by Vernon C. Kohlhaas of the Washington law firm of Pierson & Ball;
a group of 13 other stations represented by Attorneys George Sutton
and- William Thomson; NAB, represented by Don Petty, Vince Wasilewski and Sidney Farr; Andrew G.
Haley, James A. McKenna Jr. and
Vernon L. Wilkinson of the law firm
of Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson, appearing as amicus curiae; Federal
Communications Bar Assn., represented by Percy H. Russell Jr.,
chairman of the FCBA Committee on
Practice and Procedure.

• Telecasting

SALESMAN!

Most
Ever

Sensational

Offered

Success

for Local

Story

Sponsorship!

Interstate Bakeries (Annual Gross Sales: Over
$58,000,000)
"The
KID seen
has our
certainly
sold a lot of breadsay:
for us.
We CISCO
have never
sales
force more enthusiastic. This applies to our grocers also.
Enclosed find our renewal for 6 additional years." — Roy
. L. Nafziger, Pres.
Sensational Promotion Campaign— from buttons to
guns — is breaking traffic records!
This low-priced
Vi-Hour Western
Adventure Program
is available: 1-2-3
times per week.
Transcribed for local and regional
sponsorship. Write,
wire or phone forj|
details.
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iI€HARD G. SUTHERLAND, formerly in public relations work
in radio, TV and newspapers,
who taught newspaper management
at Indiana U. this past year while
earning his master's degree, appointed national representative for Quizdown, syndicated radio-TV program
for school children. MRS. CAROL
MOODY, creator of Quizdown, is
currently touring New England and
mid-Atlantic seaboard arranging broadcasts for coming season.
H. McLEAN SMITH, formerly with
Lambert & Feasley, New York, joins
copy
staff of O'Brien & Dorrance Inc.,
New York.
JOHN COBURN TURNER, former
manager of script and program promotion division of ABC, effective today
(June 19) becomes director of programs for Goodson-Todman Productions, New York. He will supervise
all radio-television
operations for

llllllillli

■Allied

-Giti

ROBERT F. KLIMENT, formerly general manager of WJJL Niagara Falls,
N. Y., joins sales staff of Richard H.
Ullman Inc., radio production firm. He
will represent company in Midwest.
Appointment is in line with general
expansion
from
coast ofto firm's
coast. sales organization
JAMES R. CUNNISON, former sales
manager of Selective Radio Adv. Inc.,
and before that account executive for

package production firm owned by
Mark Goodson and Bill Todman.
COFFIN, COOPER & CLAY Inc., Los
Angeles, announces effective this month
subscribers to Tele-Que audience analysis service may secure pre-releases
of their television show ratings within
seven days following survey. Comreport ofon same
ratings
will according
be availableplete
at end
month,
to Joseph Coffin, president.

The Boiling Co., appointed sales re;,- I
resentative for RCA Victor customM
record sales division, Camden, N. J. Ill
JULES MARSHALL ZISSEN, formerly i
head of own public relations office in I
Miami and New York, joins Melvir, '
Newell & Rector Inc., Hollywood (pub- f
lie relations), in charge of copy production and research.
KENNETH A. HARWOOD, radio instructor and researcher, U. of Southern
California, Los Angeles, named assistant professor of radio at U. of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa, effective Sept. 15.
TRANSCRIPTION Sales Inc., Springfield, Ohio, announces new series of 260
quarter-hour transcribed programs foi
local station programming. Series
features Golden Gate quartet, who
will make one free appearance at each
station buying 52-week package sometime during series.
GEORGE
H E I D PRODUCTIONS
Pittsburgh, Pa., announces removal oi
studios and offices to Club Floor of
William Penn Hotel. Telephone re
mains: GRant 1-3696.
CHARLES
MICHELSON
Inc., New
York,
preparing
Coney Island,
new live'
TV show,
for presentation
to agencies
Program to originate at Steeplechase
Park on boardwalk at Coney Island
m.c.
BARRY GRAY probably will serve a
RICHARD TUKEY, former direcW
of Cigar Institute of America, namec
vice president in charge of easterr
operations of Margarett Ettinger Co.
New York public relations firm.

now

in

production

There is no single volume so completely designed for the radio buyer.
The '50 Marketbook features the copyrighted "Spot Rate Finder," which
in minutes figures the entire cost of spot campaigns. It includes every
needed 1950 market-fact for fall placements. 16,500 circulation
guaranteed.
•Please

0

and

mail

now

for

best

position!
SPACE
RATES

§f|| PLEASE RESERVE the space checked for the 1950 BROADCASTING MARKETBOOK. Deadline July 15, 1950. Regular
rates prevail.
i
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26 260 150 90

Equipment
W. S. HARTFORD,
general sales man
ager, named vice president in charge oi
sales of Webster-Chicago Corp., wit}
C. B. DALE, research director, namec
vice president in charge of research
WILLIAM HATTON and FRANK P
POWERS made vice presidents of Fed
eral Telephone & Radio Corp., Newark
manufacturing affiliate of IT&T. Mr
Hatton, previously IT&T manufactur
ing and engineering director, is knowr
internationally as engineer in tele
phone communications field. Mr. Pow
ers joined Federal last year as directo:
of manufacturing operations.
BRIG. GEN. TOM C. RIVES (USAF
Ret.)
Commercial
Div., GEjoins
Electronics
Dept.Equipmenr
at Elec
tronics
N. Y. for
He manager
will handl''o
special Park,
assignments
engineering of Commercial EquipmenDiv. Gen. Rives served in electroniccapacity at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohi>
following World War II and last yea
joined U. of Illinois Electrical Engi|neering Dept. as associate professor.
FLEET ADMIRAL WILLIAM F. HAL
SEY Jr. (USN Ret.) elected chairmai
of board of directors of All Americ]
Cables & Radio Inc., subsidiary o; ;
American Cable & Radio Corp. AI
America is affiliated with IT&T- Adn:
Halsey replaces John L. Merrill, de
ceased.
ASTRON CORP., manufacturer o
filters and capacitators, moves to ne^
plant at 255 Grant Ave., E. Newarl
N. J.

NEW 28-page catalog published b
Fischer & Porter Co., Hatboro, Pa
describing new developments in exhi
52 230 130 75
iting and controlling flow instrument
55
for all industries. Illustrated and do
scribed are flow indicators, recorder
integrators and new pneumatic cori
per page
troller unit. Copies may be obtained b
writing firm at 50 County Line Rd.
BROADCASTING
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FCC

BUDGET

May Drop Hearing
iuRGENTLY pressed for time in
;his Congressional session, a Senate Appropriations subcommittee
ndicated last week it may abandon
j-lans to invite FCC testimony on
;he current single-package funds
)ill for the fiscal year beginning
Tuly 1.
Committee authorities for the
ndependent offices subcommittee
aid last week, that unless the
Tommission makes any "unusual
ippeals" from the House-passed
\>i\\, it will forego hearings. If
essions are slated, however, they
n-obably will be held sometime late
his week, authorities said.
The subcommittee had asked
TCC to file "changes" it would like
o see made from the present bill
vhich would allof the Commission
16,600,000— about $287,000 less
han the President's budget estinate — roughly the same overall
impropriation as for this year.
rCC's effective operating budget
or 1950-51, however, would be cut
.n estimated $227,000 below this
'ear's.
FCC Replies
The Commission, in its reply
led late last week, was seeking
presumably the $287,000 lopped off
he budget estimate by the House,
t also was understood FCC might
ppeal a current amendment, now
eing studied, which would forbid
ransfer of funds among certain
epartments and thus curtail personnel operation.
The question of a hearing will
e referred to the full committee,
eaded by Sen. Kenneth McKellar
D-Tenn.), in a meeting slated
arly this week.
MOS ANGELES Times (KTTV) has
jitroduced full radio and television
ages into its daily and Sunday issues,
ogs and news are contained in Monjay through Saturday editions, with
unday issue containing not only that
ay's radio and TV logs but television
ei i>gs for coming week, in addition to
(1st minute news of both media. Walter
mes is radio and TV editor.
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transN forappoint
JAMES BOYDO
WYVEed Wythemitter operator
ville, Va. He is 16 years old.
WALTER THOMPSON, president of
IBEW Local 1220, takes leave of absence from WGN Chicago to devote
full time to union activities. He has
been union officer for six years, broadcast technician for 20 and associated
with WGN for 10.
RADIO Engineering Labs, Long Island
City,
Y'., producing
new FM
relay
receiverN. Model
722 for 88-108
mc band.
Model is rack-mounted single frequency, crystal-controlled double IF
superheterodyne, and supersedes REL
670 receiver now used on FM regional
networks. Performance, according to
firm: distortion 50 to 15,000 cycles less
than 1/2% sensitivity noise factor better than 6 db, sputter point less than
2 mv, intelligibility less than 1 mv.
TELREX INC., Asbury Park, N. J.,
manufacturer of Conical-V-Beams,
releases for distribution its Clover-

V-Beam, high gain, stacked, bi-directional array for both TV and FM
reception.
STRANDBERG
Recording Co., 705
Woodland Drive, Greensboro, N. C,
now making available new instrument
for resharping sapphire, stellite, and
steel recording styli. Called "sapphire tip cleansing
development
said byinstrument,"
company to new
aid
in preserving life of recording
needles.
SUN RADIO & Electronics Co., New
York, announces addition of two new
models of its Sun Radio all-triode audio
amplifier — CR-10-P and CR-10-Q —
adapted from circuit designed by Consumers Research, Washington. Both
out.
utilize Peerless transformers through-
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PETER KIRK
WPTL (FM) Manager Dies
FUNERAL services were conducted June 9 for Peter Kirk, 46,
manager of WPTL (FM) Providence, Rhode Island's pioneer educational FM station, who died
there June 6. Mr. Kirk began his
lifetime career as a radio writer
in
the early
and McGee
originated&
formats
for1920's,
Fibber
Molly, Suspense and The Greatest
Story Ever Told. He also contributed scripts to Amos V Andy,
Cavalcade of America and Man
Behind the Gun.
Always interested in educational
and religious broadcasting, Mr.
Kirk worked at WMBI Chicago,
Moody Bible Institute station, and
he and his wife later organized the
Green Mountain Writers Group in
Vermont when he taught at the
state university there. He went
to WPTL in 1947 to direct its religious and educational operation.

not one, but SEVEN
Seven major industries, we mean. Mining, cattle,
lumbering, electric power, farming, sugar beets,
meat packing. Diversification which means sales
stability all year around.
Add 'em together. They tote up a Montana per
capita income of $1641 — $318 above the national average. KGVO-CBS for 85 thousand
Montanians adds to sales, too. For you?
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WBNS
PLUS

Ohio

Market

The effectiveness of spot radio on WBNS
plus WELD-FM has been profitably proven
again and again by advertisers. 187,980
WBNS families in central Ohio have the
money to buy and they DO BUY when they
hear your sales message on this station.
ASK JOHN BLAIR

WELD-FM

POWER 5000 D • 1000 N - CBS
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T. McCLARIN, KVOO Tulsa
account executive, becomes
promotion and merchandising manager. CHARLES McKINNEY,
formerly in charge of promotion,
named to KVOO news department.
GRAHAM EDELBLUTE, NBC Hollywood press representative, named assistant manager of press department
of network's West em Division.
CHRISTY WALSH JR. joins same deparment as press representative.
BEN H. HOLMES, KOMA Oklahoma
City news director, named sales promotion manager. He will continue to
supervise news department until successor is named. JACK C. WALLACE, acting sales promotion manager, named sales representative.
BELL CUNNINGHAM, who started
with KCMO Kansas City three years
ago as mail room clerk, returns as
researcher on audience mail. He received Bachelor of Journalism degree
from U. of Missouri School of Journalism and Kappa Tau Alpha award this
month.
ANN EVANS, promotion director at
WPAY-AM-FM Portsmouth, Ohio,
joins promotion department of WBNS
Columbus.
DICK WINTERS, formerly with
Frank Law Publicity office, joins
WINS New York, as assistant to
JOSEPH G. BESCH, director of promotional activities.
CHARLES MARTI named WEBR Buffalo promotion manager and BILL
SCHWEITZER, formerly promotion
chief, moves into station's sales.
JAMES TYLER, MBS manager of advertising and promotion, New York,
is the father of a girl, born June 12.
WNEW New York names Arnold
Cohan Corp., same city, as its adver_Jn, i£uL cgjl, oh cat Acme.
. . . the chances are you'll find the
radio listener tuned to KROD, the
CBS affiliate in the rich El raso
Southwest . . . REASON . . . such
lop-flight programs as Jack Benny,
Arthur Godfrey, Lux Radio Theater,
Amos €t- Andy, Bing Crosby, Edgar
Bergen and other stellar CBS production .. . gel on the KROD band
wagon and go to town ! «

m

CBS
Affiliate
600 on Your Dial
5000 WATTS
Southwest Network
Roderick Broadcasting Corp.
Dorrance D. Roderick
President
Val Lawrence
Vice President €r Gen. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by
THE TAYLOR COMPANY
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is a special Saturday 9:30 a.m. feature
for children from 5 to 10 years old whc
miss program during school week; dai.j
show is for children 1 to 5 years old
Promotion

tising agency.
ARNOLD
account executive.

COHAN

Preview for Sponsors
DESCRIBED as "novel plan," new
program-promotion series titled Preview Time was scheduled to start today
(June 19) on WLAD Danbury, Conn.
Show is to be aired 7:30-8 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday. By arrangement with Charles Michelson Inc.,
New York transcription program producer, WLAD will present previews of
various Michelson half-hour mystery
transcription shows. Commercial portions will be devoted to calling attention of local merchants to availability
of programs for sponsorship. Further
WLAD promotion calls for listeners to
write in comments on various programs. Winning letters receive pair of
tickets
sic Hall.to New York's Radio City MuRCA TUBEBattery
DEPT. 'Circus'
launches battery
"circus" promotion to include containers which can be converted into colorful circus wagons for children, and
which are used to enclose RCA portable-radio batteries. Battery promotion features series of four containers
which, when cut with scissors, become
brightly-colored circus wagons, lions,
monkeys, bears and pandas, and is
timed to coincide with peak selling season for portable-radio batteries. Promotional kit being made available to
dealers through distributors.
WDRC Sponsors Team
WDRC Hartford is sponsoring junior
baseball team in city this year, station
reports. Team is entered in JC League,
set up by Hartford Junior Chamber of
Commerce and Hartford (Conn.) Courant'snesssports
busiconcerns department.
in city also Various
are financing
individual teams.
'Miss New York'
EXCLUSIVE franchise to select New
York eantentry
for "Miss
America"
pagheld again
this year
by WKBW
Buffalo in cooperation with Buffalo
Junior Chamber of Commerce, according to station. Girls between 18 and
27 are eligible to compete. Finals will
be held for New York State contestants
Aug. 10-11 at Crystal Beach.
Endurance Swim
STUNT which created wide interest in
area and much publicity for station,
reported by WPLH-AM-FM Huntington, W. Va., which sponsored endurance swim in Ohio River. George Holderby, representing WPLH, attempted
to swim 165 miles from Huntington to
Cincinnati, but icy waters forced him
to
afterattempt
27-milelater
swim.in
He give
will up
makeproject
another
summer, WPLH said. Information on
progress was relayed by phone to
WPLH studios and listeners were given
reports at 10-minute intervals. Station
estimates over 1,300 calls from listeners were accepted on day of event.
Good Fishing
MAIL SHEET with catch-line, "The
fishing's goodof in WFAS
Westchester,"
latest
promotion
White isPlains,
N. Y. Piece includes facsimile of letter
received from satisfied tropical fish
dealer who advertised wares on WFAS

as well as statement from WFAS that
its 450-foot "steel rod" casts "your
message into Westchester's pool of
more than 165,000 radio families; not
to mention additional thousands in
Rockland County and other environs."
WTIC Safety Drive
WTIC Hartford, Conn., has inaugurated farm and home safety contest
which makes entrants practice before
they preach. Eligibility for competition
is conditioned upon actual elimination
of accident or fire hazard in home or
on farm since last July. Entrants must
have carried out own ideas before writing WTIC telling what hazards have
been eliminated. Contest runs through
July 21 and more than $1,000 in prizes
will be awarded on July 29, final day
of National Farm Safety Week.
KFRO Postcards
SEVERAL thousand picture postcards
showing front and side view of its
home, James R. Curtis Bldg., and carrying brief history of station on writing side, have been issued by KFRO
Longview, Tex. Besides out-of-town
clients, cards are freely passed out to
local civic groups and all people visiting station's studios.
KEPO Voice
EL PASO's Home Show had as its official voice KEPO there last month in
promotion through booth displays as
conceived by Willard Kline, station
manager, and Howard Baldwin, sales
director. KEPO reported every one of
200-odd accounts on outlet received
mention, with over 300 diversified products being represented. As tie-in,
KEPO issued four-page schedule covering station's complete program listings during show.
'Tiny Tot Time'
YOUNGSTERS, 10 years old and
younger, were guests of "Uncle" Stu
Wayne,
WPEN
Tiny Totm.c.
Timeof on
June Philadelphia's
3. At party,
children played games and sang "alphabet" and "counting songs." After air
show, puppet play was presented for
kiddies. Refreshments, whistles and
balloons were among gifts given out
by "Uncle Stu." Show is heard for
last 15 minutes of Mr. Wayne's daily
6-9 a.m. program. Big Tiny Tot Time

Spots for Radio
USE of complete spot coverage
throughout day and night to promot(
radio listening and use of radio as beM
medium of advertising is reported b>
WOHI East Liverpool, Ohio. Campaigr
was opened by series of 20-second ar
nouncements distributed by NAB. Slogan used is "Your favorite spare-time
activity is radio
'Littlelistening."
Nipper'
AUTO RACER, titled "Little Nippei
Special," marked on sides and hood
with
legendin "RCA
Victor Speedway^
45 rpm,'
won race
Yellowjacket
in Philadelphia fortnight ago. Entered as promotion stunt by Raymond
Rosen & Co. Inc., Philadelphia RC^
Victor distributor, car had "Little 1/
Nipper" perched on top of roof irr
form of 12-inch rubber model oi
famous trademark.
'WFIL Day'
WFIL Philadelphia, for fourth consecutive year, will play host to thousands^of men, women and children at outlet's annual "WFIL Day" outing at Wood-; 7
side Park, on Saturday (June 24). Ir.
cooperation with Frank & Seder department store, Parkway Baking Co i
and other business firms, WFIL is dis- J
tributing tickets good for free anc
half-price rides on park's variour
amusement
devices. bearer
Each to ofchance
100,00(|,:
tickets
will entitle
ir
drawing for hundreds of prizes. WFIL
AM-TV is giving event heavy advance n
promotion by spot announcements
Tour WTAM-WNBK
FIRST-HAND view of radio and television operations in this country wa;
given 17 young men and women frorr
14 different countries on recent visii
to Cleveland's WTAM
and WNBK
(TV). Guided by group leader frorr
U. S. Dept. of State, visitors had opportunity to see operations from top tc
bottom. Joseph Polakoff, group leader
and two of visitors, Francisco Zaldar- ;
riga of Manila and Mrs. Jeanne Bocce
of Paris, appeared on a TV show, Thi L
Idea Shop, with Mildred Funnell anc ; Gloria Brown.
Summer Perk-Ups
TO "PERK UP" summer audiences
WENR-AM-TV (ABC) Chicago carry
ing specially-recorded station break:
of name talent from five to eigh
times daily. Central Division Progran
Director Leonard Blair started cam
paign fortnight ago, and expects t
continue it until fall with local an
network stars delivering personalize
messages and plugs for their ow
ii

' buy

J
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Rural Radio Network
NEW

i ^VHLD-FM
VFNF (FM)
fWHG-FM
1 iVVBT (FM)
JfVHCU-FM
fVCN (FM)

YORK

Niagara Falls
Wethersfield
Homell
Bristol Center
Ithaca
DeRuyter

98.S
107.7
10S.3
95.1
97.3
105.1

FM

WQXR

WWNY-FM
WSLB-FM
WRUN-FM
WVCV (FM)
WFLY (FM)
WHVA (FM)

Music

Watertown
Ogdensburg
Utica-Rome
Cherry Valley
Troy
Poughkeepsie

Relays

and News

100.5
106.1
105.7
101.9
92.3
104.7

FM RADIO will take a big step in expanding its operations in upstate
New York on July 1.
A joint announcement today (Monday) by Michael R. Hanna, general manager of Rural Radio (FM) Network, and Elliott M. Sanger,
an^WQXR-AM-FM New York execu- *
tive vice president, disclosed plans with a population of more than six
for an FM radio relay hookup that million, comprises nearly 550 miles
will bring classical music and news
of circuit paths, Messrs. Hanna
and Sanger said.
po upstate listeners,
Balance Design
i The all-FM radio relay hookup,
serving 85% of New York state
These broadcasts, duplicating
nighttime and Sunday programs
;i0! 'shows. "Interest builders" are being from WQXR-FM, are expected to
°f flused also, mentioning exchanges of
fit in with a new phase of the netIP! *ABC talent on various snows. Local
work's expansion, the announce!^ 'stars include Johnny Desmond, Don
ment said. They are designed to
'McNeill, Beulah Karney, Mary Hart* -line and Bob Murphy. Plans being supply to the potentially vast FM
audiences of the 42 upstate counties
'made for breaks from Walter Winchell,
TBert Parks, Edward Arnold and Jackie
served by the 12-station network a
Robinson.
balance in variety programming.
WPTZ Display
In addition to regular music, news,
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia installed
special events programs, RRN suptelevision studio in Convention Hall,
plies the area with specially taiAtlantic City, N. J., as feature in
lored weather, market, agricultural
equipment and merchandise display and service programs.
exhibited tributor
during
Corp.'s June
disWQXR reported the new setup as
and dealerPhilco
convention
an opportunity to grow as an outlet
17-22. Studio equipped with" cameras,
special lights and audio gear. Con- for classical music programs, which
in the past 14 years have appealed
trol room and artists' dressing room
also shown. Special closed circuit to specialized tastes of the metrotelecasts were held.
politan area's lovers of fine music.

Through the FM relay, the station
now will be able to deliver its programs to the big population centers
around Buffalo, Albany, Syracuse,
Rochester, Rome, Utica and other
suburban and rural areas in the
state.
A sustained trial period during
which WQXR programs were relayed through the FM network
2:30-4:30 p.m. daily proved them
acceptable to the upstate audience
and feasible from the technical
standpoint, RRN said.
According to the network, tests
brought forth an abundance of mail
from listeners not only in the upstate area but also from regions in
southern Canada, New England
and northern Pennsylvania.
Aid Set Buying
Both network and WQXR executives expressed hope that this expansion of FM broadcasting — RRN
will boost its daily operation from
7:30-11.06 p.m. and begin Sunday
broadcasting from 3 until 11 p.m.
— will prove a stimulant to FM set
buying. Mr. Hanna said RRN
would back its move with "one of
the most intensive promotion campaigns FM has ever enjoyed."
The rural network, formed by
six FM stations in the upstate
region two years ago, has undergone an expansion program the
past 18 months under direction of
Mr. Hanna. In that time, the number of stations has doubled.
Donald K. de Neuf , assistant general manager of RRN in charge of
engineering and station relations,
engineered the radio relay project.
He had developed and installed the
micro-wave link between New York
and Boston for Raytheon Mfg. Co.
ONE

MAN
WBIR

HOOPER
Reports Service

SOMETHING unusual in radio reports, in which a motorist uses
postcards to keep sponsors informed
theirreported
programs'
reception, hasaboutbeen
by Jim
Pitts, promotion director of WBIR
Knoxville, Tenn.
The sender is L. T. Shoemaker,
whose public service broadcast, Mr.
Civic Pride, is heard weekly on
WBIR. He calls himself a committee of one for the motorists who
receive a certain amount of comfort, companionship and entertainment from radio "as we move from

dubbings

spots
pressings

RECORDING • PROCESSING
PRESSING
_ou
kindthe ofquality
service youget
wanttheand
you need at RCA ! Records
Yo
and transcriptions of every
description . . . slide film and
promotion
recording
ities. Careful
handling faciland
prompt
delivery.
Contact
an
RCA Victor
Custom
Record
Sales Studio, Dept. 6-B
120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, New York
MU 9-0500
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago 11, Illinois
Whitehall 4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
Hillside 5171
You'll find useful facts in
our Custom
Record
Brochure.
Send for
it today!

place
place."
Mr. toShoemaker's
cards, which he
keeps in the glove compartment of
his car, contain space for date and
time the particular program is
heard, name of the program, station it is heard over, location it is
heard in, weather, driving conditions and remarks on quality of
reception. And he usually concludes with the cheerful message:
"May your Hooper increase!"
HARRY

f ME and
PETERS
Representatives
til BROADCASTING

Gent.
BURKEMgr.
• Telecasting

CANADIAN radio manufacturers are
selling more receivers in Canada this
year than last. Latest figures, for first
four months of 1950, show sales of
199,944 receivers as against 186,662
in the same period last year.
June 19, 1950
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Good Old Days
(Continued from page 18)
took our money in the same way
... in Chinese food. I ate so much
Chinese food I was announcing
the show in pidgin English. Finally
the band, overstuffed with the Chinese chow and understaffed with
the Chinese proprietor's money, got
another job and left and we discontinued the broadcasts. I was later
pleased to hear the band did real
well for themselves. You have just
possibly heard of them ... a chap
by the name of Kay Kyser is still
the leader.
Actually, we never knew where
our next program was coming from.
Anyone who walked into the radio
station was welcome to go on the
air, do whatever he liked and stay
on as long as he held out. We
would put anything or anybody
on the air as long as it didn't cost
us any money, because of that commodity we had none. I remember
one lad who believed himself to be
a budding Noel Coward. He had
written a mystery play and asked
us for time on the air to present it.
He was a member of a little theatre
group. We said, "Fine ... go
ahead."
Well, after a short rehearsal
they took to the air, and it really
wasn't too bad, considering what
we ourselves were regularly assaulting the ether with. But there
was one point in the script that
really intrigued me. The plot led
up to a murder. The villain and

the hero were locked in a death
struggle . . . three shots rang out
. . . bang . . . bang . . . bang . . .
"Help! Help!" yelled our hero,
"he's knifed me!"
After the show, I asked the author if he hadn't made an error
about the shots. "No," he said, "but
I couldn't figure out any way to
put the sound effect of a knife on
the
air, so wethere
fired was
the shots!"
It's
no wonder
a standing
joke at the time that went like this :
"Will the radio ever replace the
newspaper?" I still remember the
answer, "Nope, because you can't
swat flies with a radio!"
THE diowonderful
thing
about was
rain those days,
I guess,
its absolute unpredictability. We
had, I'm positive, a corner on all
the crackpots in the world. One day
a man came into our station and
threatened us with a suit. It seems
that his farm was located right
next to our transmitter and whenever our station took the air he
could hear our programs in his
head . . . without benefit of receiving set. This really startled us
and we were about ready to call
for the white coated man with the
restraining net when the engineer
had an idea. He asked the man if
he had had any dental work done
lately and the man admitted he had
a new bridge inlay.
Well, so help me . . . and you are
welcome to a big hunk of skepticism if you like . . . but the man

The stars of
today and
tomorrow

The new Thesaurus brings you bigger and
better programming packages with top
sponsor-appeal . . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity ... a
steady flow of current tunes and
material . . . network-quality
production.
Wire or write
today for full details!
Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division

recorded

am
progr
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120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, N. Y.
Chicago • Hollywood

was not crazy. The combination of
a metal inlay, the natural moisture
of the mouth and the close proximity of the transmitter had. simulated a receiving circuit in this
man's mouth. Finally the man went
away satisfied when we promised
to have more of his favorite programs on the air. In this case, he
really got it into his head to listen
to us . . . he couldn't help it !
Announcers worked a lot harder
in those days, too. Written copy
was an unattainable luxury, unless
the announcer wrote it himself . . .
and I'm honestly afraid some of
them were unable to write. Usually
you went on the air and talked and
talked and talked. Sometimes there
were errors . . . some funny . . .
some tragic and some painful. Like
the chap, a very famous announcer,
who had the task of announcing a
very important network show7. In
introducing the speaker of the evening this announcer stepped to the
microphone and said, "We present
the speaker of the evening ... I
mean Heevert Hoober ... I mean
. . . Herbert Hoover."
THEN ant there
is theI stuck
most unpleastime when
my size
10 foot right squarely into a mess
by reading a newscast concerning
our late President. This newscast
was sponsored by a very staunch,
loyal Roosevelt admirer. As a matter of fact, this wasn't too many
years ago and the memory is still
painfully vivid. This sponsor was
one of our best accounts and bought
four 15-minute newscasts daily,
seven days a week.
I had the task of doing the first
newscast of the day for this lad.
He always listened to this one at
7:15 a.m. as he was shaving. I
got along fine until I came to a dispatch that mentioned the President.
I waded into it with my ears flapping and said loud and clear, "So,
we have this report from the nation's Cheap Executive" . . . and so
on. Well ,it was too late to call it
back. It had been said'. I really
didn't think too much about it as it
was only an accidental slip of the
tongue. One that could happen to
anyone.
But before I had gone 15 words
further I noticed smoke coming up
from the switchboard in the hall,
which I could see through the studio window. The sponsor was really
giving the engineer who had answered the phone hell for leather.
He talked to me after I got off the
air and I never received such a
tongue lashing in my life. He was
sure I had done it deliberately to

cast aspersion on the President.
He was also sure that I was at
least a Republican if not an anarchist. He ended by saying that
we could consider all his programs
cancelled as of that moment.
I phoned the manager and after
three hours of pouring oil on the
troubled waters and another hour
of abject apology on my own part,
the sponsor very reluctantly said
he would continue on the air . . .
but only on the understanding that
I would not even pollute the ail
around the studio by my unwelcome
and dishonored presence until at
least 15 minutes after someone else
morning.
had done his newscast in the

Yes, it was great experience— \,
early radio. It had just about
everything, excitement, laughs
drama, thrills, and the exhilaratior
of being part of a great new medium of public expression. Yes, it
«•
had
everything
— everything, that
«>•
•
is, except money. I may get nos-: |
talgic for the "Good Old Days," but
twice a month — on the first and the
15th— I think I like it better thi;

GLADYS L.HALL
f
Joins 'Broadcasting' Staff;
GLADYS L. HALL, former secre-j
tary to executives at CBS and
NAB, joined
Broadcasting-Tele-;
casting
last week
as secretary tc
Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher, baugh.
succeeding
Eleanor whoBrumMrs. Brumbaugh,
has

been in Mr. Taishoff's office for
five years, is moving to Lakeland. yr
Fla., where
tered
business.her husband has en-hMiss Hall was secretary to
Harry C. Butcher, now owner of if
KIST
Santa Barbara, when hep
was CBS Washington vice presi-if
dent. She served in the same ca-pacify with his successor, Vicej
President Earl Gammons.
She became secretary to A. D. Willarc
Jr. in 1946 when he was executive
vice president of the NAB. When
Mr. Willard left NAB last summer
to become president-general manager of WGAC Augusta, Ga., Miss]
Hall joined the Washington firm pof Dow, Lohnes & Albertson as'
secretary to Fred W. Albertson.
In
Altoona,

Pa.,

ROY F. THOMPSON
and
It's

A prize radio combination in
the rich industrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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£ites Coverage
Editor, broadcasting:
The latest issue of your valued
jrade paper, Broadcasting-Telecasting, iswell written. The news
joverage is more comprehensive
md the editorials are objective and
eflect clear thinking.
It is my pleasure to enclose subeription renewal check.
Jacob Brenner
Pres.-Gen. Mgr.
Armstrong Daily Sports
Inc., New York

Man Hunt 'Scoop'
3DLTOR, Broadcasting:
Emphatically protest statement
Tune 12 issue regarding WDMJ
^larquette "exclusive" of Russell
brothers capture. WDBC Escaniba, with coverage of entire upper
peninsula and northern lower Michgan, aired first news of capture
vith on the spot interview with
■prooper John Shewshuk, capturing
Officer, one hour and 45 minutes
>efore any other station and 35
xiinutes before United Press bulletin announcing capture. Our broadcast done by Newsman Al Laguire
jpy direct telephone hookup from
Shingleton at 12:22, less than an
lour after actual capture. Had
"ollow-up broadcast again via telephone at 2:00. Believe scoop credit
.roes to reporter reaching public
vith news first. Proof available.
John P. Norton
President
WDBC Escanaba, Mich.
EDITOR'S
Story of ofWDMJ
iMarquette, NOTE:
Mich., coverage
man
lunt and capture was not intended to
ninimize job done by other stations in
he area. BROADCASTING made no
laims for "firsts" or "exclusives" but
lid quote station manager Raymond G.
Jlbrich on his opinion of the job done.
:)ur congratulations to Mr. Norton and
'lis crew at WDBC Escanaba for their
i i-neigetic coverage.]
ij
* * *
e\
Radio's Own Voice'
]DITOR, Broadcasting:
After all these years, I've finally
earned the meaning "to damn with
aint praise." The half-hearted, embarrassed, mumbled comments of
. hose who have just seen "LightT :ing That Talks" (and which should
lave kept its big mouth shut!) ex>lain the phrase perfectly.
Seems as if our industry's "Big
drains" have fallen flat on their
ces. . . .
Shortly after the good Judge was
nstalled as NAB president (one of
he very few smart moves the "Big
drains of the Inner Circle" have
ver made) — and back in the days

We'

don't sell "time"!

We USE time to increase
your sales and profits.

WGRD
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when Ed Kirby was public relations consultant to the NAB, I
timidly suggested that radio, as an
advertising medium, should quit
feeling sorry for itself — quit reacting, childishly, to the attacks of
other media — and start selling itself, to advertisers and listeners, by
taking advantage of advertising's
most powerful voice — radio's own
voice.
The Judge wrote me a note of
thanks and assured me the project
was one of the first that would be
taken up with Ed Kirby. So, what
happened? For several years, nothing. Then, "Lightning That Talks,"
God help us! ...
Doesn't radio have the finest production and programming brains in
the country? Then let's put 'em to
work. . . . Let's put the Crosbys and
Hopes and Bennys and Godfreys to
work, selling the power of radio advertising. If it weren't for radio
advertising dollars paying the
freight, those "big names" would
still be playing the tank towns. . . .
When newspapers, magazines,
outdoor, etc., start using radio advertising, tosell their effectiveness,
to present and prospective customers, then radio can reciprocate.
Until that happens, let's quit being the world's champion umpchays.
Let's
selves. use ourselves, to sell ourWhat say Mitch?
How about it, Judge?
G. F. Bauer
Sales Manager
WINN Louisville
Stork Busy at KIMA
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
We think the stork has credited
KIMA with some sort of a record.
The famous bird paid a tripleheader visit to the station the
week of May 22, with three staff
members turning up as proud papas
that week.
Elizabeth Sue Bostic checked in
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Bostic, at 9:32 p.m. Monday.
Her father is director of KIMA
operations.
An hour and 40 minutes later,
KIMA Engineer and Mrs. Dow
Lambert welcomed McKinney Dow
Lambert Jr.
And Sunday morning, May 28,
at 2:00 a.m., the stork completed
his triple play with the birth of
Jan Marie Horn to KIMA Engineer and Mrs. Bob Horn.
As result, we're just about ready
to set up a candy and cigar concession on the side.
Jane Mogren
Promotion Manager
KIMA Yakima, Wash.
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Clarke

Coincidence

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Now looka here — stop it! What
I wonder is, Mr. Anthony, can I
sue you?

Congrats and best to fine magazine absorbed (4 & aft) weekly.
Johnny Clarke
10 W. 61st St.
New York
[EDITOR'Sin NOTE:
John Ziegler's
cartoon
the Feb.Artist
27 TELECASTING
(above) was sketched without knowledgetainer
of the
thatactually
real-lifehad enterJohnnyfact
Clarke
used
his own facsimile in Johnny Jr. (inset).]
Warns of Censorship
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Bill Wheeler's (of WINR Binghamton, N. Y.) cartoon in your
Open Mike of May 22 should
cause, I hope, considerable thought
along the lines I'd like to point
out. The cartoon, showing a decrepit stock-type out-building with
an assortment of the very latest
television aerials affixed thereto,
aroused in me three reactions:
1. A very funny cartoon.

2. A symbol of the feverish
growth and spread of TV to all
type
3. Aaudiences.
tacit, or subconscious, belief
that TV programs are intended for
outhouse reception. This may seem
like a ridiculous assertion at first
glance, but
by the presentations ofjudging
an alarmingly
large
number of TV producers it is not
so ridiculous at it sounds.
As a frequent viewer, it has appeared to me that many of the
things acceptable on the stage, in
the night club, at the corner
bistro, or even at the local motion
picture theatre are not acceptable
in the home. And I refer not only
to facetious and off -color remarks
. . . but also to the selection and
presentation of horror and violence.
Such offenders are in the minority, but that minority is much too
large. I frankly believe that unless many more TV producers
exercise better taste and a certain
amount of voluntary censorship, a
formal type censorship from without the industry will necessarily be
established.
TV is an enthusiastic, lusty, almost unbridled youngster at present. Let's hope he develops mature
judgment and control of himself
before he becomes a delinquent.
W. James Bastian
District Heights, Md.
BLESSED EVENT
WKBN Move Delayed for Stork
WHEN WKBN Youngstown, Ohio,
moved its transmitter from the old
location into its new building, the
occasion became a special event
for the station. Moving was late,
however, because of the stork.
The date was set and construction on the building was pointed
toward the move. As the day approached, however, it was learned
that Jerry Jones, WKBN engineer,
was
expecting to become a father
momentarily.
So, in view
Mr. Jones'
nervous
condition
andof the
fact that
his
services in moving were invaluable,
it was decided to postpone the move
one week. Mrs. Jones obliged with
a 7% pound girl, and the following
week the transmitter was moved
successfully.
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Sterling
(Continued from page 16)
TV stations went on the air and
encountered tropospheric effects
that actual evidence became available, supporting Mr. Allen's theoretical conclusions, he asserted.
When Sen. Tobey continued to
charge that Mr. Allen's recommendations were "ignored," Comr.
Sterling reiterated his plea of "a
dearth" of essential information at
the time.
He agreed that failure to adopt
Mr. Allen's suggestions would be
"regretable" if enough information had been available to permit
more affirmative action, but insisted FCC did not have enough
valid data "to put your teeth into."
Sen. Tobey was concerned over
possible monopoly in TV and asked
when there would be an equitable
distribution of channels over the
country. He noted that consideration of tropospheric effects in the
reallocation would reduce the total
number of possible VHF stations.
Comr. Sterling relied FCC "does
not contemplate taking any stations off the air" and cited the new
facilities to be made available in
the UHF. He pointed out the interference-free characteristics of the
UHF and indicated he was pleased
with UHF tests being made at
Bridgeport and those which had
been made in Washington.
Johnson's Question
To Chairman Johnson's query as
as to whether the U. S. was going
to have a "two-headed system" in
television, Comr. Sterling answered
affirmatively and explained the
VHF would assure service to rural
areas. He doubted if "slave" or
satellite stations would work in
very small communities, because of
economic factors.
Sen. Johnson asked the Commissioner if the VHF allocation really
is a just temporary thing until
TV "finds its ultimate home" in
the UHF. Comr. Sterling replied
he had made an exhaustive study
of FCC records on this matter and
had found nothing to affirm any
conclusion that the Commission intends the VHF to be only an interim TV service. He said he didn't

V9tt

Cm
CAU
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know if other Commissioners or the
legal and technical staffs of FCC
agreed with him, however.
To further questioning on the
TV situation, Comr. Sterling said
FCC has scheduled a staff meeting
July 11 to consider the findings to
be filed by participants in the color
case by July 10. He indicated that
when agreement is reached within
FCC on the decision, it could be
written within 30 days. He added
his guess to those estimating the
color decision would be out by September.
Concerning the Bell Telephone
Labs, bid for 470-500 mc, part of
TV's UHF spectrum (see story
page 51), Comr. Sterling testified
he felt this proposal required the
"most cautious looking into by the
Commission" since it would be a
unique extension of monopoly
powers in telephone communication
for the Bell System.
Sen. Johnson said he was glad
to learn lieving
thatComr.heSterling
was wrong"
in be-a
had told
Canadian audience that he thought
color television is 20 years away.
Comr. Sterling said he made no
such prediction and related examples of his particular interest
in color TV over the past few
years. Questions Sterling
Sen. McFarland briefly questioned Comr. Sterling on his work
load, need for personal staff aid
and dependence on Commission
staff advice. Comr. Sterling said
he does much "homework" on Commission matters and would like to
have a personal staff to help him
function better as an independent
Commissioner. He indicated all
Commissioners are quite independent in their thinking although they
may receive staff help in various
matters. He said they are not influenced by outside "selfish interests," either.
On the NARBA question, Comr.
Sterling observed that Cuba appears to have an "insatiable defor channels"Johnson
and agreed
with mand
Chairman
that
NARBA negotiations must include
all the countries involved rather
than unilateral action.
While declining to crystal-ball
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the clear channel decision for the
committee, Comr. Sterling agreed
with Chairman Johnson that the
question of "super-power" is more
than an engineering consideration
and "certainly is" one of public
policy.
In the Thursday exchange with
Sen. Tobey, Comr. Sterling denied
that the original television allocation was hean thought
engineering
"blunder"
and said
Sen. Tobey
was
referring to FM, not TV, when he
spoke of the role of K. A. Norton,
former FCC engineer now with the
Bureau of Standards, in FCC allocations activities.
Mr. Norton has been a prime
target of FM Inventor Edwin H.
Armstrong, Sen. Tobey, and others
opposed
FM from totheFCC's
50 mc reallocation
to the presentof
88-108 mc band. The so-called
"Norton curves" were a factor in
the reallocation.
Sen. Tobey reiterated charges
that FCC sided with Mr. Norton
against "leading" experts and that
Mr. Norton admitted he had erred
"after it was too late," but Comr.
Sterling came
insistedafter
that Mr.
FCC's
FM
decision
Norton
had "corrected" his calculations.
It was at this point that Sen.
Tobey promised to bring out "something thatodorous
doesn't smell
good."
He
said the
evidence
would
show FCC records had been
"changed" to "flim-flam the public" and that the chairman and
counsel of FCC had admitted in
his office that the records had been
changed.
His reference apparently was to
charges made by Prof. Armstrong,
in House committee hearings in
1948, that a secret allocations report in 1945 recognized a basic error by Mr. Norton while the public
report denied any error.
In 1948 Hearing
Comr. Sterling represented FCC
in the 1948 hearing and relayed at
that time a statement by Chairman
Wayne Coy asserting that he
found "difference of opinion and
judgment on the technical matters
involved, but [no] evidence of disChairman Coy's statement had
honesty."
been
submitted to Sen. Tobey, accompanied bya memorandum from
FCC General Counsel Benedict P.
Cottone asserting that "we have
found no evidence that the transcript of testimony, the exhibits, or
any other data or records upon
which based
the have
Commission's
were
in any wayreports
been
tampered
with or5, altered"
casting, April
1948]. [Broad.Sen. Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.),
forced to leave the hearing early to
attend another meeting, said on
departure that he thought Comr.
Sterling was "exceptionally well
Sen. Hunt had asked two questions: (1) Why had FCC not acted
qualified."
upon tion KFBC
Cheyenne's
for increased
power, onapplicawhich
he had testified more than two years
ago, and (2) why would FCC not
permit Rocky Mountain stations to
use Eastern clear channels which,
he felt, could be used in the Rockies
without interference?

Comr. Sterling promised to com
ply
Sen. a Hunt's
that with
he make
written suggestio
report o
the status of the KFBC applies
tion. The other question involved
the clear-channel case and he
thought FCC would act affirmatively before the year is out.
Comr. Sterling, who will be 5<v
on Wednesday, assumed office as a'
Commissioner on Jan. 2, 1948, when
he was advanced from chief engi-i,
neer upon the resignation of Comr.
E. K. Jett. He has been in federal.;
service since 1923, having served]
with both the FCC and its predl
ecessor Federal Radio Comrnis-^
sion, and, earlier, in the radial
regulatory activities of the Dept.]
of Commerce.
Committee members participat-j
ing in the hearing included Chairman Johnson; Chairman E. W.i
McFarland (D-Ariz.) of the radio
subcommittee; and Sens. Francis
J. Myers (D-Pa.), Hunt, Tobey ,j
Brewster, Homer E. Capehart (R-|
Ohio). and John W. Bricker (R
Ind.),

AtiUitene*
► The Women's Advertising Club
of Washington celebrated its sev
enth anniversary with a birthday
party and annual meeting last
Wednesday evening on the Wash
ington Hotel roof garden. Electior
of officers and annual reports fol
lowed the buffet supper.
► WPIX (TV) New York marked
its second birthday last Thursday.
Station, which has been on the an
since June 1948, is New York's
only independent TV station,
received the Alfred I. du Ponl
award for public service in new;
coverage last January. On th<
second anniversary, Mayor Wil
liam O'Dwyer of New York begar
his series of half -hour public service programs. G. Bennett Larsor
is vice president and general manager of the New York Daily Newt
station.
► Special program over WAVI
Louisville hailed the 10th anniversary this month of sponsorship oi
Clayton McMichen and his Georgia
Wildcats by The Howell Furniture
Co., that city. Howell, by advertising exclusively on the station
expanded from a side-street loca
tion to three prominently situatec
stores. Employes increased fror
the original four to some 80. Firn
sponsors 1% hours daily or
WAVE and a 30-minute TV shov
on WAVE-TV.

Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO
Contact
EDWARD
PETRY CO.
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Newsweekly

ADVERTISERS:
Now, you can buy Hollywood-produced, audience-tested,
Hooperated TV shows on a spot basis at prices you can afford!

high-

*age 3

Poge 4

onge
Banks
Page 5
One of 0<mmnetml'i. TRANSCRIBED SHOWS: 50- to 70-minute matches, once a week. Redblooded Main Events and Semi-Finals as only Hollywood can stage them. Nationally-known mat stars in
bone-crushing action and Gargantuan hilarity from leading Los Angeles arenas with commentary by movie
veteran Dick Lane (just voted "King of Hollywood TV" by West Coast televiewers). Film-recorded as telecast
over KTLA; open-ended for commercials. Syndicated throughout U. S. . . . with some good markets still open.
le 72

RATINGS: April-May Hooper for Los Angeles — 38.8 Telerating, semi-final period. Top Pulse
ratings for May: 1 4.5 Chicago; 32.5 Cleveland; 21.0 Cincinnati; 12.5 Washington; 20.0 Philadelphia. No
ratings available in other markets where program is telecast regularly. Ranked among "Top 10 Most Popular Shows on West Coast" throughout 1949, frequently placing in "Top 3."
Cravcamoiimt transcribed programs are available to advertisers
in one or all TV markets on a spot basis. Also available
to TV stations with privilege of resale to local advertisers.
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • Hollywood 9-6363
Eastern Sales Offices • 1501 Broadway, New York 18 • BRyant 9-8700
A SERVICE
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What's New in Television? Take a Look at WPTZ!
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A few weeks ago when WPTZ

. leads

them

took the plunge into

afternoon programming, the "Charm Clinic" was
scheduled as the Friday edition of our 3:00 P.M. home
economics strip.

cash

register !

mercially interesting" afternoon audience. That WPTZ has
been successful in achieving such an audience, is borne out
by such advertisers as these, all of whom are buying afternoon programs on WPTZ:

Featuring Miss Doris Hackett, Philadelphia's Dean of
Charm, and an outstanding panel of guest experts such as
Frances Burke Kenney, former Miss America, Suzanne
Finneran, international modeland Joseph of Vincent& Joseph,
hair stylists— the program was an immediate success with
the distaff side of the Philadelphia television audience.

RCA-Victor • Philadelphia Gas Works
Gimbe! Brothers • Sealtest Corporation
Oppenheim Collins & Company
Philadelphia Electric Company

As you might expect, the "Charm Clinic" was picked up
for sponsorship in short order by Oppenheim Collins &

If you have a product which is purchased by housewives
— and what isn't? — and want to reach the half-million
television homes in the Philadelphia area, drop us a line
or see your NBC Spot Sales representative for program and

Company, one of Philadelphia's smartest specialty stores.
And the program is charming customers right up to the
cash register !
Like all the other programs in WPTZ's highly successful
afternoon schedule, the "Charm Clinic" was designed to
render a real service to women and thus develop a "com-

FIRST
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Sylvan Seal Milk Co.

spot availabilities.
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1800 Architects Building •
Philadelphia 3, Penna.
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TV-SPORTS
THREE-WAY effort by sports
management, television interests
and the general public was advocated by the Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce today (Monday) to
repair existing or threatened
sports-video splits and to create
both increased box-office support
and expanded sports telecasting.
A three-month study of sportstelevision problems indicates (1)
evidence that TV in certain but
not all cases can justifiably be accused of cutting attendance and
(2) beneficial powers of video have
not been fully utilized, according
to Richard W. Millar, chairman of
the Chamber's TV committee. He
announced a Sports-Television
Council is to be formed to tackle
the critical problem in Southern
California.
Its job will be "to foster understanding of common problems,
analyze successes or failures and
seek workable telecasting formulas
for said.
various types of sports events,"
he
Results of the Chamber's sportsTV investigation, handled by a
special sports-TV-public subcommittee headed by Arthur F. Kelly,
vice president of Western Airlines,
were contained in a report which
summarized facts and opinions
presented to the group by top
ranking Los Angeles sports and
video executives.
The summary, Television's Effect on Sports — and What to Do
About It, was compiled by a layman board of public relations and
fact-finding men not associated
with sports or TV.
Besides calling for closer sportsTV collaboration, the report urged
video set owners to attend their
favorite sports events whenever
possible.
Cooperation Necessary
Adopting the premise that mutually sound and satisfactory
operating conditions for both
sports and television will benefit
the community by creating employment, increasing commerce,
promoting team and competitive
spirit, combatting juvenile delinquency and providing wholesome
entertainment, the study concluded
that:
"Neither sports nor TV interests nor the public single-handedly
can keep sports on television. . . .
Three-way cooperation is a 'must.' "
Warning
sports organizations
Page 49
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SPLIT
against banning TV, the report
suggests promoters might better
exploit the medium's promotional
qualities in building attendance.
At the same time, it called upon
TV station executives and sponsors to cooperate with promoters
to the limit in spurring "in person" attendance and building public understanding of sports-TV
problems.
Among other suggestions to
sports interests were:
1. Seek to correct other factors — -besides TV— crimping attendance.
2. Use TV to educate new fans, promote coming games, acquaint fans with
players, inform about ticket availability, etc.
3. Understand TV's strong novelty
grip on new set owners, who in surveys
have been found to go to fewer games
when sets are new but more games
when sets have been in the home from
one to two years.
4. Regard TV as a selling, demon-

stration and showmanship medium
rather than purely as a communications instrument. Use it to sell admissions.
5. Recognize that TV's advent has
brought new competition for the public's recreation dollars and entertainment hours.
6. Realize that TV requires special
promotional know-how.
7. Carefully investigate all angles
of such ideas as proposed pay-as-yousee TV, postgame motion pictures,
etc., keeping
mind need for immediate and surein revenue.
Suggestions for TV
Suggestions
to TV interests included:
1. Respect the public service aspects
of sports programming ahead of commercial opportunities.
2. Offer all possible extra TV boosts
for telecast games, through special
programs, professional counsel, fan
clubs, etc.
3. Play up the all-around advantages
of TV ownership, toning down emWins

GRID

Chamber

TV

Pacific Coast Okay;

Opposition Elswhere
ACTION last week by the Pacific Coast Conference in opening its gates
to television overshadowed other news of anti-TV bans set by footballers
in the past fortnight.
At its annual summer session held in Victoria, B. C, the conference
agreed on a policy to permit live .
telecasting of 1950 conference
football games and scheduled a manner in which faculty representatives handle conference athmeeting of its athletic directors
letic business, according to the
for July 2 in San Francisco when
Fort Worth Star-Telegram, owner
details will be worked out.
The policy decision affects five of WBAP-AM-FM-TV Fort Worth.
Written by a board member of
schools in Los Angeles, the San
Francisco Bay area and Seattle.
one of the conference's member
schools, the letter points out that
All conference games in these
the (faculty) committee is set up
areas must be telecast. Other conas:
ference schools share in profits
The sole governing body of the
from games telecast, the agreeSouthwest Conference and yet it rement pointed out.
fusesmentto permit
witness
arguReservations Outlined
before it any
other
than oranother
faculty
member.
If
the
committee
is
Reservations are: If agreement
composed of uninstructed members and
can not be reached on the telecast
acts as an independent governing body,
then I think it should set up proof one conference game, telecasting
cedures whereby cases may be heard
is out for the entire schedule and
in full and from any source desiring
TV sponsors must "guarantee" a to state a complaint or be heard as a
gate. Schools competing will esti- defendant on any ruling.
mate the minimum attendance and
The Rocky
Mountain
sector's
the telecaster must assure an Skyline
Conference
voted in
Salt
Lake
City
June
12
to
prohibit
live
equivalent return, it was understood.
telecasting of football and baseMeanwhile, other groups in the
ball games, according to Commissioner E. L. (Dick) Ronney.
country saw the TV picture in a
different light.
Comr. Ronney said the ban was
The action of the Southwest
similar to that imposed by the
Conference against live telecasts National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
of its football games [Telecast- and the Big Ten Conference.
ing, June 5] has been followed by Games, he explained, may be
at least one letter questioning the filmed and telecast the next day.
June 19, 1950

Urges

Unity

vertising.
phasis on "see-the-game-at-home" ad4. Develop inter-station cooperation
to help sports promoters.
The report also includes results
of a Los Angeles survey conducted
for Walter McCreery Co. by Facts
Consolidated at the Southern California-UCLA game Nov. 19, 1949.
The survey showed 22% of 805
ticket-holders owned TV sets,
higher than the county average.
Among 237c who admitted attending fewer games that season only
12% blamed TV, with 31% mentioning "less leisure time," 23%
"too expensive" and 17% "out of
Board
compiling report included
town
more."
Charles L. Bigelow, Facts Consolidated; Robert Speers, president, Executive Research; H. H. Roberts, director of public relations, Standard Oil
Co.; Bert D. Lynn, director of advertising and publicity, Western Air
Lines; John McCarty, The Rule Co.;
M. B. (Mickey) Finn, Los Angeles
Police
Clubs. Dept., and Mickey Finn Youth
AWARD TO GROSS
Cited for Hartley TV Spots
NATIONAL Advertising Agency
Network's
for televisionpremier
commercialsawards
and the
1950
award of excellence for point-ofsale material have been presented
jointly to the James Hanley Brewing Co. of Providence, R. I., and
the Julian Gross Advertising
Agency of Hartford, Conn.
The award cited the Gross
agency for its new advertising and
mai'keting campaign created and
conducted for the brewing firm.
The Gross material competed for
honors with more than 275 entries.
The TV commercials were created
by the Gross agency and produced
by Bay State Film Productions
Inc., Springfield, Mass.
Hearing

Delayed

FURTHER

hearing in FCC's investigation to determine whether
or not to give Western Union authority to interconnect its intercity
TV relay facilities with those of
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co.
by the
sion was
lastpostponed
week from
JuneCommis15 to '
June 20 [Telecasting, June 12].
FCC indicated WU requires more
time to prepare its rebuttal.
TELECASTING
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WBZ-TV

Boston's

First

TV

Reaches

Maturity

BOSTONnalitisy. a city of complex
perso
As the traditional hub in
American history, it is steeped in
the environment of 17th-18th Century Yankee Boston. As the
financial capital of a mighty industrial area, it has welcomed the
quickening beat of 20th Century
progress.
On May 29, 1948, at 5:41 p.m.,
Boston and its metropolitan area
of 2% million people were given
their first glimpse of television
when WBZ-TV, first commercial
sight and sound station in New
England, went on the air with test
patterns.
On June 9, official dedication
ceremonies were held at WBZ's
newly-constructed Radio and Television Center.
In the two years since then, the
station has reached maturity in
over-all performance. Financially speaking, too, WBZ-TV has
come of age. Within a year and a
half, in October of 1949, it first
began to ease into modest monthly
black figures.
From its Westinghouse radio
parentage, the video station has
inherited a rich past of its own to
parallel that of the community.
It can look to its own AM
station, WBZ (then Springfield,
Mass.), as the second station in
the country to offer regularly
scheduled programs.
It inherits a pioneering tradition, too, from men such as Walter
Evans, president of Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc. and vice president of Westinghouse Electric

Outlet
in

Two

Years

Corp., from Walter Benoit, WRS
vice president, and J. B. (Steve)
Conley, WRS manager.
WBZ-TV, as the sole Westinghouse video outlet, has received
much personal direction from this
trio and has reaped from the wisdom of their long experience. More
than a century of service to Westinghouse is combined in the careers of these men and the station's own top executives, headed
by W. C. (Bill) Swartley.

, manager of
Swartley
MR.WBZA
Springfield and short
wave station WBOS, as well as
WBZ-AM-FM-TV, has been with
the company since his graduation
from Cornell U. After serving as
staff assistant in the office of vice
president and then administrative
assistant in the office of president
of Westinghouse Electric Corp., he
joined WOWO and WGL, both
Fort Wayne, Ind., as manager in
1938, going to the Boston stations
in the same capacity in 1940.
W. Gordon Swan, program manager, has been with the Boston and
Springfield stations for 25 years.
Other veterans are W. H. Hauser,
chief engineer, and S. Herbert
Masse, sales manager.
Only the program and engineering departments have been separated from the AM operation thus
far. Iran Berlow, former New
York radio, theatrical and agency
TV producer, is TV program
supervisor under Mr. Swan. Sidney V. Stadig, recruited from the
WBZ technical staff, is TV technical supervisor under Mr. Hauser.

si
MODERN Radio and Television Center houses all WBZ-AM-FM-TV studios
and offices as well as video and FM transmitting facilities.
TOP PHOTO: Exterior view of the Center, which is located on Soldiers
Field Road four miles from downtown Boston.
BOTTOM PHOTO: WBZ-TV's "T" studio, measuring 45 x 50 x 25 ft.,
accommodates seven sets and has a peripheral catwalk.

has
management
THE
on local
much emphasis
placedWBZ-TV
shows, using local personalities,
and thus has increased its identification with the community.
Now on the air an average of 72

hours a week, 15 hours are devoted
to 43 live, local, studio productions.
Network time is 4% hours sus(Continued on Telecasting p. 10)
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W. C. Swartley
Manager
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W. H. Hauser
Chief Engr.

C. Herbert Masse
Sales Manager
June 19, 1950

W. Gordon Swan
Program Mgr.

Walter Fvans
Pres., WRS
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could accommodate the sei-vice elsewhere, thus retaining TV's allocation.
George W. Gilman, director of
transmission engineering for Bell
Labs, returned to the stand to present an exhibit giving further technical details on the Bell proposal.
He refuted contentions the mobile
service could be developed with
equal effort and success in the
higher frequencies at the present
time and cited several technical
considerations involved.

Hearing Recessed to
ASE
C
C
M
0
0
PRINCIPAL
5 of telecasters
turned to the stand Wednesday for
470-case
TBA's sample allocation study
cross examination. He told the in the East will be ready by next
|against proposed common-carrier
Commission that UHF television
I use of the 470-500 mc band — at the
fall's session, Mr. Preston indiis on the verge of quantity produccated, when other details on comSlower end of TV's UHF spectrum
mercial utilization of the UHF by
tion with tubes available to provide
i — is to.be presented this fall with
powers up to 5 kw all through the television are available. He excompletion of FCC's overall TV
UHF band.
plained that to assure competition
;reallocation proceeding, the Com!mission ruled last week.
a minimum of four channels will
On the other hand, Dr. Goldhave to be assigned each major
TV spokesmen, who asked for
smith said, the Bell System technidelay in the presentation of their
metropolitan area and no mixture
cal presentation on its proposed
E. W. Chapin,
chief
of FCC'sa
Laboratory
Division,
introduced
chief evidence because of its inter105 channel multiplex system is in- of UHF and VHF channels should
new
exhibit
summarizing
experirelation with other factors in the
essary.
suf icient todetermine whether such
be allowed unless absolutely necmentation and findings by the Com•general TV hearing, have cona system can be accomplished at
mission on intermodulation effects
Stended the full 470-890-mc band is the present time. Citing the many
F. J. Bingley, in charge of tele- in a TV receiver operating on 500
vision
research
for
Philco
Corp.,
needed to meet minimum requireUHF propagation studies by Dumc. The report showed that when
Mont and others as indication that
ments for a fully national, comcitedlic TV's
growth, aswide
pub- two or more undesired signals are
petitive TV system.
interest rapid
and demand
reasons
the common carrier service can be
operating on frequencies near the
Recessing the 470-500-mc heardeveloped in another part of the for not giving up the 470-500 mc
ing last Wednesday until autumn,
upper spectrum, Dr. Goldsmith said band. He said the five channels con- vicinity of the channel being received, these signals can act toComr. Paul A. Walker, presiding
tained in this band are those immehe could not be specific as to where
gether to cause intreference within
officer, also ruled the further telediately usable in the UHF. He
this might be, but 3500 mc was one
the desired channel.
vision testimony will be subject to area mentioned.
explained these five channels are
In addition to Comr. Walker,
usual cross examination at that
in that portion of the band where
Could Use 88-108 mc Band
time. Common carrier interests
Wednesday's
session was attended
has been going on
Asked by DuMont counsel W. A. experimentation
will be allowed to submit relevant
by Comrs. E. M. Webster and Rosel
and
where
equipment
and
sufficient
Roberts if a mobile service could
H. Hyde. FCC counsel was Arthur
rebuttal evidence, too.
power are available now.
make
good use of 88-108 mc
A. Gladstone. Other attorneys parPart of UHF Hearing
Service Covered
ticipating included Thad H. Brown
(FM's
band), Dr. Goldsmith agreed
it
could.
for TBA; Henry Weaver, Philco,
Last week's one-day session was
Mr. Bingley observed that with
part of the hearing begun a fort
and John H. Gepson, Bell Labs.
these five channels, representing
John G. Preston, chief allocanight ago on the Bell Telephone
tions engineer for ABC, appearing
10% of the UHF TV proposal,
Omar L. Crook, counsel for MuLabs petition to sever 470-500 mc
for the engineering committee of service could be made available to
tual Telephone Co. of Hawaii indicated he would petition FCC to
50% of the U.S. He estimated
Television Broadcasters Assn., confrom
the to
Commission's
proposed
allocation
UHF television
and
tended the competitive situation in three to four years may be re- allow immediate use of 470-500 mc
television must be maintained. The
designate it for a multi-channel,
for inter-island and other common
quired to get a broadband telephony
broadband mobile radio common
carrier uses in that area since
need for sufficient channels has
system into operation in one area
carrier system now under developbeen shown in AM experience, he while during the same time tech- present VHF channels will more
ment [Telecasting, June 5, 12]. said.
nical advances may be made which
than supply Hawaii's TV needs.
FCC has taken no position in the
matter other than to designate the
hearing to obtain pros and cons.
Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith, Allen
B. DuMont research director, who
testified June 9 that television's
Uses
'use of the 470-500-mc band would
COLOR
LTINE
HAZE
serve greater public interest than
WHAT
was claimed to be an im- dot-sequential (both alone and
ing the color intensity so that
limited common carrier use, reproved system color television, with the addition of constant lumithree colors appear of equal brilliance to the eye, allotting 60% of
nance) methods with monochrome
based on the "dot-sequential" system proposed to the FCC by RCA
the
total
brightness to the red sigpictures and with an "ideal" color
nal, 33% to the green and 7% to
system giving each color the full
and
adding
a
"constant
luminance
'
SPOT
'HOT Newsphoto Spots
ACME Offers
the blue, instead of dividing the
sampling" method developed by en- 4 mc channel now assigned blackand-white TV stations and therebrilliance equally among the three.
gineers of Hazeltine Electronics
EFFORT to give television spot Corp., was shown to newsmen in a
fore requiring a band width of 12
commercials a more attractive ap- demonstration held Wednesday at mc for full color transmission. Mr.
Quality Color Seen
peal to viewers is reported by the Hazeltine plant in Little Neck,
A. V. Loughren, Hazeltine vice
Hirsch
explained
that
Hazeltine
Acme Telectronix with its an- L. I.
president in charge of research,
adopted the dot sequential system
said that although none of the colnouncement of a new "Hot Spot"
in order to maintain compatibility
The system had previously been
service. The new Acme spot pro- demonstrated to the FCC, the Conor systems proposed to the FCC
and permit present owners of
grams are available every hour on
provides pictures of as good qualdon
Committee
(advisory
body
to
black-and-white
receivers
to
rethe hour in any Acme bureau city
ceive color telecasts in monoity as today's black-and-white pic, (the NEA Service Inc. division the Senate Committee on Interchrome without any change in
company's
state
Commerce),
the
Hazeltine
lioperates bureaus in 17 major
indicatetures, histhat
color TVinvestigations
can be put
their sets.
censees (about 130 companies,
cities), according to Meade Monin
the
present
black-and-white
chiefly
set
manufacturers)
and
to
Fluctuations
Change
fcroe, Acme Telectronix business
channels with "substantially as
the participants in the color hear[manager in Cleveland.
Mr. Hirsch said that the Hazelgood quality in all respects as we
ings before the Commission.
The spot shows are made up
tine
"improvements"
in
the
dotpresently
obtain in monochrome."
Hazeltine's purpose in submit'locally
in the bureaus,
complete
sequential system as demonstrated
Noting that more development
ting its developments to the FCC
with commercial
and are delivered
work is needed, particularly in field
from the that
"well-estabto the station ready to go on the is to see that they are included in by RCAlishedstem
optical principle
the eye testing, Mr. Loughren said that
the color standards to be set by
air. Spots combine news pictures
sees detail through brightness, not "the fundamentals of the dot-sethe Commission, or at least that
and sponsor's message in package
quential system proposed by RCA,
these
standards
do
not
preclude
through
color." The Hazeltine
form. Each announcement conthe
use
of
the
constant
luminance
offer
at
this
time the most attracsystem,
he
said,
"reduces
the
beat
tains last-minute newspictures and
sampling technique, according to note interference by changing the
tive approach to a solution of the
lis tailored with sponsor's adverbrightness to flucCharles J. Hirsch, chief of the fluctuationstuationsin
tisement for any time segment
in color, without any
Hazeltine is keeping its licensees
between 20 and 60 seconds. One- Hazeltine engineering research diinformed of its work in color, and
fluctuation in brightness."
vision, who conducted the demonminute spot contains about 25 secUse
of
the
constant
luminance
stration.
onds commercial plus five news
by
the time standards have been
problem."
system also reduces the shimmer
Using three photographs and the in
set,
it will have complete circuit
pictures; 20-second has eight secbroad color areas and the crawl
onds commercial, two or three pic- RMA test chart as subject matdiagrams
in the licensees' hands so
in fine picture detail, he noted.
tures. Spots are being offered to
ter, the Hazeltine engineers comthat they may begin the production
Mr.
Hirsch
explained
that
the
stations, advertising agencies and
of color receivers with a minimum
pared TV color pictures transmitted by the line-sequential and Hazeltine process involves weightjsponsors.
of delay, company executives said.
June 19, 1950
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Skiatron
BOX

RENEWAL contract for 52 weeks of Chevrolet Newsreel and Chevrolet Western over WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y., is set by Joseph Harriden (seated),
president of Tri-State Advertisers and owner of Mohawk Chevrolet. Standing are (I to r) R. B. Hanma, WGY-WGFM (FM)-WRGB stations manager;
George Hunt, vice president of Mohawk Chevrolet, and E. P. Weil, supervisor
of sales for WGY WRGB. Tri-State Advertisers represent 29 Chevrolet
dealers in WRBG service area.

POSTER used to promote The World of Yesterday, 15-minute, once-a-week
film seen on WNBK (TV) Cleveland and sponsored by Hudson automobile
dealers in Cleveland-Akron area, is inspected by (I to r) A. S. Nelson, TV
director, Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc.; Robert Miller, NBC sales, and Harry
O'Grady,
Fuller
& Smith
Ross.thenThegoes
showinto
opens
an animated
film
showing the
1950
Hudson& and
the with
documentary,
covering
important history-making events dating as far back as the San Francisco
fire of 1906. Program and promotion were planned and executed by Fuller
& Smith & Ross.

PLANS to sponsor audience participation showSan
Everybody's
It on
KPIX (TV)
FranciscoDoing
are made
by Carl Schuster (seated), pres..
Acme Breweries. Standing (I to r):
Sherwood Anderson, George Richardson, Foote, Cone & Belding; Eliot
Staurenburgh, Acme prom, mgr.;
Lou Simon, KPIX com), mgr.; Ben
Alexander, show's star.

CONTRACT for purchase of Cisco
Kid television series, scheduled to
start
NBC's
WNBW Washington
in the onfall,
is completed
by WNBW
General Manager William R. McAndrew (seated). With him are Bud
Rifkin (I) of Ziv, packager of the
series, and Charles de Lozier,

WNBW

sales manager.

'^^r'
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TV

Proposal Filed,

Rivals Phonevision

SECOND pay-as-you-see television system — a competitor to Zenith's
Phonevision technique — was disclosed to FCC last Tuesday by Arthur
Levey, president of Skiatron Corp., New York.
Indicating Skiatron's "Subscriber- Vision" method "will dissipate the
menace of monopoly by Zenith's
Phonevision, which has doubtless
sion that "in view of FCC's
been a source of concern to the recently
expressed attitude on
Commission," Mr. Levey told FCC
Zenith
Corp.'s
premature exploitaa pilot receiver would be ready
tion of Phonevision [Telecasting,
for demonstration sometime this June 5], you may be pleased to
fall. He said Skiatron also would
hear that we are proceeding energetically on a pilot model of our
request FCC for "the same experimental public test privilege in Subscriber - Vision system." He
New York City as Zenith has ob- continued, "We believe Skiatron
Corp. owns the only practical, patChicago." of SubscriberChieftained infeature
ented system for providing a
Vision, it was explained, is that special TV service to paying suball picture elements can be broadcast over the air "without the
He explained Subscriber-Vision
necessity for any intervening
"does
scribers."not depend on telephone
telephone connections." A special lines or cable and therefore rekey inserted in the receiver supquires fewer electronic circuits.
plies the code to unscramble the As a result, this system is much
picture, Skiatron explained. The
simpler and more economical than
key would be replaced periodically.
any 'method which proposes to use
Zenith's Phonevision technique re- telephone wires." Mr. Levey noted
quires atelephone line to supply a that Zenith previously told FCC
signal which unscrambles the tele- "it would prefer to deliver the
cast picture.
entire television signal over the
Meanwhile, on Thursday the air, without the necessity for
Skiatron development drew from
utilization of the telephone plant,
Commdr. Eugene F. McDonald
if it could devise a feasible method
Jr., Zenith president, the comment,
1(
of employing 'pay-as-you-see' tele"We are glad to see that others
vision in this manner. . . ."
have recognized the need of a box
Will Offer Licensing
office for home television to provide programs which are too costly
The Skiatron president told the 1
for advertising sponsorship.
Commission his firm "will of
course offer other manufacturers
Commdr. McDonald explained
Zenith has experimented with vari- in the TV industry licensing arous types of TV decoders for 19
rangements at a reasonable royyears and observed a subscriber
alty in accordance with the terms
to a system such as Skiatron's is of the consent decree under which
Paramount Pictures Inc. and Gen"limited either to a subscription
eral Precision Equipment Corp.
system, in which he pays a fixed
charge for available programs, or
(20th Century-Fox) were divested
to special shows for which he gets of their interests in our patents
precisely because the Government I3 ii5
the key in advance."
charged them with suppression i
Services Compared
DO
The Zenith president said he and refusal to permit broad licensing of these unique devices."
believes Phonevision, as a wireMr. Levey noted that Commdr.
service "already available in the
average
home," has
flexibil- McDonald stated Zenith's only
ity in selection
of more
programming
purpose in asking manufacturers i
to include Phonevision decoder
and charges only for shows which
the viewer orders from the tele- outlets in new receivers was that
phone operator. Regarding Skia- otherwise "it would cost the public SB
tron's method, Commdr. McDonald
millions of additional dollars to a
said that "if the subscriber were
a
compelled to secure his key for have their sets accommodated to
special programs in advance, then Phonevision." Skiatron president a
he would have to decide several
commented that Subscriber- Vision m
days ahead of time what TV pro- "will entail merely the replacement of a simple inexpensive re- 4
he was going
to watch."
The grams
Zenith
executive
indicated
ceiving tube (for synchronization) i
it would be unfair to entertainin the millions of TV sets already
producers and
public the
"if
every ment
subscriber
werethecharged
same fee . . . since a $5,000,000
motion picture or ah opening night
as
in use."
at grand opera certainly warLos Angeles TV Month
rants a higher admission price
than run-of-the-mill theatrical en- IN RECOGNITION of what is t
!
termed the "fastest growing intertainment."
Skiatron indicated its Subscriber-Vision isbased on U. S. Patent
in this ofarea,"
Mayor i
Fletcher dustry
Bowron
Los Angeles
2,251,525, issued Aug. 5, 1941
proclaimed the period from June h
under the title "secret television
system" and with Adolf Heinrich
15-July 15 as "Television Month"
Rosenthal of London listed as in- in the Los Angeles area. Event is
ventor.
sponsored by the Electric League,
Mr. Levey wrote to the Commistelevision trade association.
BROADCASTING
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Re-examine
fV

IS

CHALLENGE

SLE VISION will offer a challenge
non-radio advertisers among
i.nking institutions as well as to
aditional users of the medium,
fid many firms in TV areas are
>tting into the new medium sooner
an they did in radio broadcast■ig's early days.
That conviction was expressed
hursday by John J. Barry, vice
•esident of National Shawmut
ank, Boston, Mass., at the golden
jmiversary convention of the Am;ican Institute of Banking in Min'^apolis.
Addressing a Business Development and Advertising Conference
,; the Radisson Hotel, Mr. Barry
'illed on banks which put all or
art of their advertising funds into
idio to "act now to prevent liquidtion of that investment." Stressig need for an analysis of the adartising picture as a whole and of
jlevision and radio taken together,
asserted :

TO

schedule right now is a matter of
self-preservation."
Mr. Barry said he could not agree
that TV offers no such challenge to
non-radio users and cited TV's
revolutionary effect on everyday
living habits, including newspaper
reading, movie attendance, etc.
The pattern thus far suggests
that banks are accepting this chal-

lenge and "are not going to wait
as they did in radio," he said, pointing out that in nearly every TV
market, banks are "either in or
heading in" — an early participation
"contrary
to the pattern" of bank
radio
advertising.
Mr. Barry pointed out that while
"85 million standard radio sets as
opposed to 5 million TV sets in

idging what type of program he
Wishes to sponsor in what kind of
larket.
It is important for advertisers
iho "belong in television," he said,
> enter the medium on a "sound
isis." Mr. Swezey qualified his
rms to. mean that each advertiser
tould take advantage of qualities
sculiar to TV in order to promote
.id sell his product economically,
id find out just how most effec,vely he can use this medium (size
' budget and type of product).
: "Then adopt a format that will
pt be subject to change from day
ji day or week to week," he said.
|age53
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America is a potent argument to
present
advertisers,"
the ratio toof network
radio to TV
receivers
in Boston is only 2 to 1.
"As a radio advertiser, I would
have lost half my audience in two
years, provided that I was dependent upon standard radio to carry
my message ... I am in television;
and instead of losing my audience,
I have increased it," he explained.
Mr. Barry predicted that radio
will supplement TV, rather than
vice versa, and that it will develop
less expensive, more locally-originated programs for advertisers
seeking to reach "remnants of the
present radio audience."
GLOBAL
TV
Mundt Proposes Study Group

"Any advertiser in radio, whether
2 contemplates using television or
it, has got to face up to the chaljnge . . . whether he likes it or
hi. A re-examination of any radio

V POTENTIAL
Atlanta Admen Hear Swezey
ONTINUED large scale transfer
: successful radio formats to teletsion will restrict video's real pontial, Robert D. Swezey, general
anager, WDSU-AM-FM-TV New
rleans, told a luncheon meeting
]f Emory U.'s first annual adverting institute in Atlanta a fortght ago.
! Mr. Swezey declared that there
thousands of new TV techi ques and effects waiting to be
scovered and perfected. "Let's
pt be afraid to explore them . . .
id let's not be too easily satisfied
ath the results," he said.
Many an advertising man, he
.id, has thrown to the winds his
::ool, logical reasoning which has
ood him well in other media,"
:cause of the wealth of TV suc^ss stories. While the stories are
ilid, Mr. Swezey continued, they
'ust sernot
the adverto enter"stampede"
the field without
first

Radio-Barry

BANKS

INSTALLATION of RCA Victor sets on Airline Bus Co.'s Los Angeles to
San Francisco "Short Line" runs marks inauguration of transit TV in California. Gladys Hoffman, of San Francisco, adjusts set prior to the bus line's
first TV trip. Line reported receiving programs up to 75 miles from point
of origination on the initial run.
$3 Million Budget Set
For Fall Spending

R&R
TV MONEY
WITH an estimated $3,010,000 of new television money being readied
for fall spending the New York Ruthrauff & Ryan radio and television
department is embarked on a production thrust that promises to raise
that agency to among the big 10 in video outlay next season.
Accounts expected to be included
stood that R&R may service one
in the new schedule, Telecasting
of the half-hour TV shows on CBS.
learned, are American Safety Razor, Heed Deodorant, Chrysler
Corp. (Dodge) and possibly Lever
Bros.
AMA
AWARDS
Split Sponsorship Set
Dr. Coffin Is Cited
As part of the new R&R camAT THE FIFTH annual awards
paign, American Safety Razor and
of the New York ChapHeed Deodorant will share spon- luncheon
ter of the American Marketing
sorship of a half-hour TV show
Assn., Dr. Thomas E. Coffin, NBC
called The Sugar Bowl featuring
Chico Marx. Although the net- television program research director, last Thursday received one of
work has not been definitely decided upon, it was understood that four awards for the Hofstra ColABC, Sunday nights, probably will
lege-NBC study on the sales effecbe the choice.
tiveness of television advertising
Dodge, i t was understood, will
[Telecasting, May 8].
sponsor an hour-long TV dramatic
Other recipients of awards were
show, featuring ANTA (American
Dr. Sydney Roslow of The Pulse
National Theatre & Academy)
stars. The program will be tele- and Claire Himmel, WNEW New
York director of research, for their
cast either once a week or semicombined efforts in preparing a
monthly. Negotiations are now underway and decision should be study of "Out of Home Listening
forthcoming next week. Network
is still undetermined.
American Marketing Assn. preLever Bros., too, is expected to Habits."
sents awards annually for major
make its agency reassignment
accomplishments in marketing.
sometime this week. It was underJune 19, 1950

LEGISLATION to create a
"Hoover-type" bipartisan commission to study and recommend specific activities in foreign countries,
including the utilization of television, was proposed last Thursday
by Sen. Karl Mundt (R-S. D.).
The bill was a follow-up to Sen.
Mundt's plan, revealed a fortnight
ago, to create global TV networks
abroad for the purpose of combatting Russian propaganda and to
implement State Dept.'s Voice of
America with a so-called "Vision
of America" program [Telecasting, June 12].
His new bill would provide for
a 12-man group consisting of six
Republicans and six Democrats —
four appointed by the President,
and a like number by both the
president of the Senate and House
Speaker. The commission would
make its recommendations to the
President and Congress by Feb. 1,
1951. It would also call on government agencies for suggestions.
Among other things, the group
would "appraise the adequacy and
effectiveness of existing programs
in this field, particularly with a
view to utilizing new techniques
and facilities, with emphasis on
the possible utilization of television techniques."
Meanwhile, State Dept. is "considering" television's potential for
propaganda purposes overseas.
This was confirmed last week by a
State Dept. official, who disclosed
that "at least one plan has been
submitted from private enterprise
sources" for consideration by Edward W. Barrett, assistant secretary of state for public affairs,
charged with supervision for Voice
of America operations.
He declined to be quoted or to
identify the individual or firm
which submitted the plan, but
thought it similar to that offered
by Sen. Mundt.
TELECASTING
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. . . more sales for less money through NBC
television.
39%

more

on the NBC

TV families

than

summertime

last winter

interconnected television network alone

.'. . and this is a net figure. (Seasonal decline in
viewing taken into consideration.)
27%

lower

cost per thousand

. . . the lowest in television history.
an 8-week

hard

hitting campaign

. . . instead of the usual 13-week cycle. This makes it
possible for you to enjoy the prestige of
NBC

network television on a limited budget.

NBC's choice productions
. . . priced for summertime budgets.
a warm

weather

welcome

If yours is a seasonal summer

lift in sales

product, here's a way to

quick sales. If yours is a year-round product, here's a
boost for sales through the summer — a head start for fall
business. Whatever

you sell, the NBC

Straw Hat Plan

offers you the largest TV audience in history, at the
lowest cost per thousand — top-ranking NBC-produced
television shows — all on a special, economical 8-week
basis. Get your order in before July 1 to take advantage
of present low rates. For complete details and program
descriptions, send for our booklet, "The NBC
Straw Hat Plan".

it

TELEVISION

Telefile
(Continued from, Telecasting U)
taining, 21% hours commercial,
for a total of 26 hours. Local and
national spot film and local live
remotes account for 31 hours. Of
46 non-network hours, 20 hours,
5 minutes are sustaining; 25 hours,
55 minutes commercial.
A natural consequence of the
over-all programming policies has
been increased revenues and expanding service. With 12 local
and 8 network advertisers to start
with, WBZ-TV today has a total
of 120 sponsors. Of these, 44 are
local, 36 national spot and 40 network.
Among those to take advantage
of the station's local productions
are Chevrolet Dealers, who sponsor a 15-minute strip of stationbuilt packages five evenings weekly.
In addition, Chevrolet sponsored
home hockey games of the Boston
Bruins last winter and is now cosponsoring with Narragansett
Brewing Co. the home games of
the
Sox. city's baseball Braves and Red
Another client to use a WBZ-TVbuilt show is the C & L Tire Co.,
which sponsors The Song Shop, a
piano and vocal offering. As a test,
the company ran a mystery tune
contest. Over a six-week period
an average of 2,700 letters were
received weekly.
Through Alley & Richards Inc.,
the state of Maine ran 13 oneminute film spots this past April
promoting Maine as a vacation spot
and suggesting its Vacation Planning Kit. One of the first states to
use TV, the Maine Development
Commission was flooded with 1,300
inquiries — and they were still
coming in at the end of May.
One of the earliest and another
successful show on the station
has been Living Wonders, sponsored for the past year by the First
National Bank of Boston. New
England wild life — including birds,
snakes, cub bears and baby foxes —
is let loose in the studio and described by Norman Harris, educational director of Boston Museum
of Science.
Another long-satisfied bank customer is the National Shawmut
Bank of Boston which started on
WBZ-TV on its first day of regu-

SRT-TV
INTENSIVE PROFESSIONAL
COURSES
in TELEVISION
BROADCASTIMG
Instruction by top-ranking professionals under actual broadcast conditions
Complete TV Station Equipment
Co-Educational
or Evening
Approved for• Day
Veterans
Send tor free prospectus
"Careers in Television"
SRT
(School of Radio Technique!
TELEVISION STUDIOS
America's Oldest Broadcasting School
3 1 6 West 57 Street, New York ! 9, N.Y.
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larly scheduled broadcasting with
a 5-minute newsreel five days weekly, plus an hour and a half featurelength movie on Sunday. By fall
of the same year, the bank had extended the newsreel to 10 minutes
seven times weekly. Still on the air
with those shows, it now has added
station-break spots and supports
its programs with ads in news# * #
papers.
r I ^HIS spring, the station emX barked on one of its most ambitious projects, a dramatic series,
the first on New England television
and probably the first regularly
scheduled drama to be attempted by
any local TV station. That Young
Couple, an original domestic combringstheBoston's
BrattleSunday,
Theatreedy,
Co. to
video screen
4:30-5 p. m. Seven to 10 actors take
part weekly, each performance requiring afull week's rehearsal and
three-hour live camera rehearsal.
Sponsored by the Boston Gas Co.,
through the Harold Cabot agency,
it's the first show of its type and
size to be sponsored by any gas
utility in the country.
In the sports field, WBZ-TV has
brought televiewers wrestling, collegiate basketball games, bowling
from the Boylston Bowladrome,
horse races at Suffolk Downs, and
Harvard U. home football games,
as well as the Bruins hockey games.
Home games of the Braves and Red
Sox are telecast on an alternating
basis with the city's other video
station, WNAC-TV.
WBZ-TV's closeness to its community may be seen, also, in the
civic responsibility it has shouldered. Last year, Mr. Swartley
loaned two producers, Tom Sawyer
and Ralph Giffen, to help film a TV
movie for the Community Fund
campaign.
This year, Red Feather health
and social agencies, which number
more than 300, are on the WBZ-TV
airwaves on a regular basis, demonstrating health, recreational and
other service available.
* * *

CITATION for "meritorious service"
in communications was awarded to
Dr. Allen B. DuMont (I), president
of Allen B. DuMont Labs, by Bergen
Junior College of Teaneck, N. J. at
its recent commencement exercises.
Dr. DuMont receives the award from
Dr. Charles Lester Littel, president
of the college.
mately 2,300 in the area. It is now
nearing the 390,000 mark.
THE station's
building
and also
layout, its facilities
and site,
have played an important part in
its operation. When the construction permit was granted early in
1946, many months of study and
planning for a new structure followed. A number of pre-requisites
were laid down.
Chief among these was Mr.
Evans' conviction that efficiency in
many respects would be obtained
by consolidating as many radio and
television activities as possible
under one roof.
The location chosen was a 10-acre
plot on Soldiers Field Road, four
miles from the center of downtown
Boston. It offered sufficient room
for a well-planned layout and for
any foreseeable horizontal expansion.
The Radio and Television Center,
for which ground was broken Jan.
6, 1947, is a two-story structure of
water-struck red brick, housing all
studios and offices for WBZ-AMFM-TV and short wave station
WBOS. Television and FM transmitting facilities also are located
there. Only the AM and short
wave transmitters remain at Hull,
a salt water location.

en's compreh
BEHINDsive WBZ-TV
public service
and commercial programming lies much
long-range planning.
The station started with a
20-hour schedule. Programming
five days a week from 6 to 10 p. m.,
THE
Center
is 200
by 100
and has
38,000
square
feetfeet
of
with the exception of afternoon
baseball, it was able to place much
floor space. Studios, dressing room,
workshop, music and film libraries,
emphasis on the quality of local
newsroom are on first floor, while
shows, both as to content and manner of presentation. By winter, it executive, sales, program, traffic,
publicity and promotion offices are
had gradually expanded to an averon the second.
age of 40 hours a week, seven days
weekly, 5:30 to 11 p.m.
Within the framework of Mr.
WBZ-TV moved into local afterEvans' ideas, much of the built-in
noon programming, starting at efficiency of the building was de4 :30 p.m., in the fall of 1949. March
veloped by Mr. Hauser. AM engineers designed a unique wiring plan
of this year saw its second afterfor the radio studios so that each
noon expansion, beginning at 1:45
AM control room is a master conp. m. With the start of the basetrol room in itself.
ball season in April, and the shifting of several programs, the station
In addition to four AM studios,
brought regularly scheduled mornthere is a large auditorium studio,
ing programming to the area for suitable for both radio and TV.
the first time.
Seating 169 people, it has a stage
When WBZ-TV made its debut,
35 x 20 ft. with client and projection
rooms
above.
there was a set count of approxiJune 19, 1950

The TV set-up includes a cut-in
studio, film projection room and two
large studios which have comfortable observation booths in two-tone
decor on the second-floor level, enabling sponsors and guests to
watch action in the studio as well
as on the screen. "B" studio measx 40 x 20 ft., and seven
"T," capableuresof35accommodating
sets,
45 x 50 x 25 ft., with a ramp and
seven-foot doorway for autos and
a peripheral catwalk for flexibility
of set lighting and scenery. Studios
are equipped for three-camera
operation.
Basic lighting is provided by
banks of fluorescents and incandescents, suspended from overhead
grids, with highlighting by spots,
floods and scoops. To control base
lighting, cables extend to a control
switchboard panel from which the
lighting engineer can quickly orient
in azimuth and tilt planes so that
within 20 seconds lighting can be
switched from one set to another.
In the film projection room are
two 16mm and two 35mm projectors, one strip film and one slide
projector, Baloptican and two multiplexer units with film cameras.
For outside pickups, there is the
WBZ-TV Televan, four field cameras and two microwave relay systems.
*
#

ter nt
RCA TTkw RCA,
a 5 is
the
equipme
ALLtransmit
5A. The 3 bay turnstile antenna
rises 649 feet above ground. Effective radiated power is 14.73 kw
video and 7.2 kw aural.
A basic NBC-TV network affiliate, WBZ-TV operates on Channel
4 (66-72 mc). It is synchronized
with other Channel 4 stations,
WNBT (TV) New York, WRGB
(TV) Schenectady and WNBW
(TV) Washington, by means of offset carrier to minimize carrier interference toreceivers in equi-signal areas of these stations.
The station's third rate card, now in
effect, lists live studio rates in Class A
time (6-11 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 12 N-ll p.m., Saturday and
Sunday) at $550 per hour, $220 for 15
minutes and $135 for 5 minutes. Class
B time is $400 per hour, $160 for 15
minutes and $100 for 5 minutes.
Rates in Class A time for film broadcasts are $425 per hour, $170 for 15
minutes, $105 for 5 minutes. In Class
B time, $325 per hour, $130 for 15 minutes, $80 for 5 minutes. Discounts on
airtime charges range from 7Vz% for
26 times to 20% for 260 times per year.
WBZ-TV's fulltime staff numbers 48. Of these, 28 are technicians and 11 producers. An additional 48 employes, out of 96 on the
AM staff, divide their duties between radio and TV.
Once a month, the entire production staff meets to probe new ideas
and analyze on-the-air shows in an
effort to constantly improve station operation.
The endless toil and time which
all the WBZ-TV personnel, headed
by Mr. Swartley, have put into the
station has paid its dividends — in
multiplying sales and in the friendship and understanding the station
enjoys with the people in its area.
BROADCASTING
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Raibourn

'AR AMOUNT
TV
ARAMOUNT
intends to use
cies for transmission of spot news
evision to its benefit rather
and sports events to a network of
Ji a n to its detriment, as is 10,000 movie houses; tri-dimenother choice,
sional pictures and revolutionary
screens which surround viewer and
aul Raibourn,
ce president,
require multiple projection.
Workable color television was
[aramount Picbeing developed for Paramount, Mr.
fves, said last
Raibourn revealed, by Dr. Ernest
luesday at a
aramount sales
0. Lawrence, inventor of the cycloinvention held in
tron whom the firm had engaged
six months ago. With Dr. LawHe
Angeles.
ps
scussed three
rence's equipment the problem of
lack of sufficient light for giant
jajor develop;ents currently
screen projection would be overMr. Raibourn
bing worked on
come in addition to offering imt the television field by the firm.
proved color reception on home
Developments included color tele- receivers, Mr. Raibourn said.
ision in theatres within a year;
He also pointed out that exhausserial FCC allocation of frequentive surveys had proven that teleImproves Kinescope
Film Showings

Outlines

Plans

vision was not primarily responsible for the drop in theatre attendance and that new television developments for the screen would
have to be thought up to gain
back the youthful audience. Out of
a total attendance drop of 25%, he
stated, only five to eight percent
loss could be blamed on TV.
New Process Outlined
Mr. Raibourn went on to outline
the studio's plans to record televised shows and project them
through regular theatre equipment
onto theatre screens. The method
brings down to 20 seconds the time
lag between reception of the television image, its transcription to
celluloid, processing of the film
and ultimate projection onto the
screen. The process, currently costing $25,000 for installation, has
already been installed he said, in
Los Angeles, New York, Chicago
and Toronto and is for sale to
any theatre desiring it. Mass production of the process, he said,
could ultimately get the price
down to $5,000.
Stating that experiments had
shown theatres far superior to
homes for reception of exciting
sports events insofar as crowd reaction, Mr. Raibourn said that
the telecasting of great sports
events for audiences in theatres
from coast to coast awaited only
completion of proper wire network
facilities. He revealed that Paramount had applications pending
with FCC for special frequencies

for theatre television transmissions.
"Television can never replace
motion pictures as a theatre attraction," the speaker went on to say,
answering the oft-asked question
of whether Paramount was competing with itself by pioneering in
television
for theatre
use.can"Proper
use of theatre
television
bring
back to movie houses many who
would
otherwise stay home," he
continued.
The only problem tri-dimensional
movies pose at this time, he stated,
is the heavy costs. This also was
true for a new development, a
"revolutionary screen" that surrounds spectator on several sides
and gives the feeling that he is
in the midst of action.
FILM SYNDICATE
Planners Meet at KTTV
PRELIMINARY meetings on setting up a television film syndicate
were held June 12 and 13 at KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles studios. Executives from 17 newspaper-owned
radio stations attended the sessions which were called by Norman
Chandler, president of KTTV Inc.
[Telecasting, June 5].
It was agreed at the meetings
that the syndicate, if and when set
up would not be restricted to
newspaper-owned stations, as originally planned.
It was further decided that prospectus outlining plans of organization would be made up to be submitted to a minimum of 30 TV
stations within the next two weeks.
Decision for further meetings
awaits completion of this project.

MPROVED
kinescope
IBC'Stransmission
ORTHofOG
AM recordings and of movie films
^ade for television resulting from two new devices — the "Orthogam
mplifier" and a new high intensity light source — were demonstrated
londay by NBC in New York and Hollywood.
The Orthogam amplifier, devel- *
ped by RCA which soon will put and not ready for general marketon the market for all TV stations,
ing, although it has been installed
mplifies only the highlight por- in NBC's film studios in both New
ons of the picture. The ordinary
near amplifier amplifies both the York and Hollywood and will be
ght and dark portions equally, it added to the TV film equipment at
as explained by Robert E. Shelby, the network's other O & O video
stations. The Orthogam equipment
iBC director of television engineerig operations. The amount of ara- already has been installed at NBClification is adjustable, he said.
TV in Chicago and Washington as
In the demonstration, kinescopic well as New York and Hollywood,
ecordings of portions of two live he said.
jlBC programs — Kay Kyser's
Introducing the New York demCollege of Musical Knowledge and
onstration, Carleton Smith, NBC
lohawk Showroom — and one
director of television operations,
5mm film made for TV were
noted that despite the extension of
hown. Duplicate prints of each TV netwoi-k facilities to make
lm were projected simultaneously
simultaneous broadcast of network
dth the Orthogam amplifier in- programs possible in more cities,
tfRIETY
^
erted into one projection system
the volume of kinescopic films prout not into the other.
duced by NBC has more than
Better Detail Seen
doubled in the past 12 months. In
During the demonstration period the first week of May, he said, 51
he telecast was alternated from
mm
NBC video programs were kinene unit to the other. The effect scoped, compared with 28 in March
f the Orthogam amplifier was to 1949.
dd a half tone effect to the picture
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Reporting that last year NBC
ighlights, particularly the faces of was producing virtually 50% more
he actors, giving them more de- footage on a national average than
ail and eliminating the washed out feature film production of the
ffect of some of the filmed scenes
major motion picture studios, Mr.
Smith said that the rate also has
i-ansmitted without going through
he Orthogam amplifier.
WCPO-TV continues FIRST
been doubled, making NBC's kinescopic output 100% greater than
•The kinescopic film projection
sed a special high-intensity, shortthe Hollywood studios' output of
in EVERY TIME classification
re mercury vapor lamp designed
feature film, on an annual average
basis.
y Westinghouse engineers and
dapted for film projection by NBC
NBC now ships 325 prints a week
every month since going on
ngineers. This lamp was said to to stations from coast to coast, acmprove picture quality significounting for 496 telecasts as some
antly by increasing the effective
the air- July, 1949
prints are passed along from staxposure of the film picture on the
tion to station, with total recording
:onoscope plate of the pickup
time running to more than 27 hours
amera.
a week. Weekly footage of NBC
Mr. Shelby explained that it is kinescopic recordings totals over
lot necessary to use the new lamp
400,000 feet, Mr. Smith stated, with
30 commercial programs and seven
or the 35mm film projection as preBRANHAMepresented
COMPANY
ious light sources are sufficient for sustaining shows syndicated and
Affiliated with the
his kind of film. The lamp is still the film going for auditions and
CINCINNATI POST
CHANNEL 7 CINCINNATI, OHIO
by the
n the experimental stage, he said reference prints.
June
19,
1950
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Increases Soda Pop Drinkinc

telestatus

(Report 116)
1

§|

THE

Hf DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET..

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500

NOW

there are

|56,740|

TELEVISION is causing Americans to drink more soda pop, Alfred N. Steele, New York president of Pepsi-Cola Co., declared in
Los Angeles at a meeting of California Pepsi-Cola Bottlers Assn.
He credits video with a 10% rise
in home sales of carbonated drinks
last year. And the increase is continuing, he declared.
"Home sales mean increased
volume," Mr. Steele said. "In the
home we can get at all the family,
including the children, more of the
Similar shift in sales from bars
totime."
homes has been noted " by the
beer and hard liquor industries
since video ceased to be a novelty
in barrooms and became standard
equipment in homes, he said. However, this doesn't necessarily mean
as sharply increased over-all sales,
he added.
The bottlers were told that sales
of carbonated drinks are up 12%
over a year ago. Rise began in
1947, but it was especially sharp in
the last 12 months, Mr. Steele said.
* * *
Lucky Strike Leads
Spot Popularity Poll
THE MOST-LIKED television spot
commercials in the New York-New
Jersey area during May were those
for Lucky Strike cigarettes, according to a report released last
week by Advertest Research, New
Brunswick, N. J.
Interviewers questioned set owners in the area during May about

their likes and dislikes in TV commercials and which spots the
ing.
viewers felt did the best job of sellThe 10 most-liked spot commercials in order of rank as reported
by Advertest were: Lucky Strike,
Philip Morris, Kools, Chevrolet,
Chiquita Banana, Tide, Bird's Eye,
Keds, Bulova and Hi-V.
The 10 spots which did the best
job of presenting the product were
reported by Advertest as: Lucky
Strike, Simmons, Philip Morris,
Bulova, Tide, Chevrolet, Chiquita
Banana, Keds, Oldsmobile and
Serutan.
WCPO-TV Expands
Operating Hours
WCPO-TV Cincinnati now is providing 100 hours of programming
per week and claims to be the first
TV station in the country to reach
that mark. The station, which
started operation less than a year
ago on July 26, 1949, now signs on
at 10:30 a.m., Monday through
Friday; at 8 a.m. on Saturday and
11 a.m. on Sunday. The sign off
time is 12:30 a.m. every day, according to Harry LeBrun, station
director.
ARB

Philadelphia

June Report Released
MILTON BERLE's Texaco Star
Theatre was the leading television
program in Philadelphia during the
first week in June Cityaccording to a

report released last week by th<
American Research Bureau, Wash
ington.
Leading programs for the weel
June 1-8.
1. Star Theatre
64.
2. Talent Scouts
56. i
3. Toast of the Town
54.
4.
and Friend's 52.
5. Godfrey
Private Eye
44.
6. Stop the Music
39
7. Children's Hour
38.
8.
Film
Theatre
(Sat.,
WFIL-TV)
9. Cavalcade of Stars
3636.
10. Lights Out
35.
TV Programming
]

Directory Planned
A PROFESSIONAL directory o
local and national television pro
gramming, to be known as the Na
tional Television Directory, wil
be published in Chicago Sept. 1
Ted O. Materna, editor, announcec
last week. Jack Naylor will pub
lish the book.
The index will list, alphabetical
ly, TV writers, producers, directors, program directors, sale,
managers, talent, designers, tech
nical directors, publicists, agents
film directors, freelancers, and kej
advertiser and agency personnel
It also will list individuals by nam*
and staff affiliation, geographic
location, and the title or name o1
the programs with which thej
have been associated. Stations
packagers, organizations and pro
gram reviewers also will be in
eluded as will a listing of filn
clips available with names and ad
dresses of their owners.

June 19, 1950, Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary —
Number Sets
Nu mber Set
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
563,46
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
Ames
KTTV, KECA-TV
Louisville
11,200
WOI-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
3,100
Atlanta
37,500 Memphis
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
WMCT
WTVJ
172,820
Baltimore
Miami
27,4(M
WAAM,
WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Milwaukee
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
14,200
Minn.
-St.
Paul
WTMJ-TV
Birmingham
38,52)
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
15,000
Nashville
WTTV
Bloomington
33,35.
390,762
New
Haven
Boston
114,66'
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WNHC-TV
6,050
New
Orleans
98,082
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
81,801
WDSU-TV
95,651
Charlotte
WBTV
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV,
15,633 New York
Chicago
1 ,360,001
WOR-TV,
WPIX
493,938
WNBT
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
26,27i
Incl.
in
N.
Y
Newark
WATV
Cincinnati
. estimati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Norfolk
130,000 Oklahoma
Cleveland
234,796
20t
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
City WTAR-TV
71,000
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
WKY-TV
24,1 1;
WOW-TV,
KMTV
Philadelphia
Omaha
KRLD-TV,
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
56,740 Phoenix
Ft. Worth
30,32:
508,001
WBAP-TV, WFAA-TV
Davenport
Pittsburgh
KPHO-TV
WDTV
11,447
WOC-TV
East
Moline
10,80(
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Island,
108,001
19 887
63^
Portland,
Ore.
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
Providence
67,000 Richmond
Detroit
247,000
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
WJAR-TV
WTVR
62,162
WICU
Erie
36,050 Rochester
33,91 :
WHAM-TV
Moline
Rock
Island
Ft.Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV, WFAA-TV, KRLD-TV
56,740
11,44;
SaltQuadLakeCities
City Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
41,951
Greensboro
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
34,410
16,90<
San Diego
Antonio
WFMY-TV
12,479 San
KEYL-TV, WOAI-TV
Houston
KLEE-TV
25,064 San Francisco KFMB-TV
55,001
HuntingtonSchenectady
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Charleston
18,571
40,10i
WSAZ-TV
Albany-Troy WRGB
13,000
Indianapolis
47,500
WFBM-TV
82,70<
Jacksonville
Seattle
WMBR-TV
10,500
29,0O(
Johnstown
23,100 St. Louis
135,50(
WJAC-TV
KING-TV
44,871
KSD-TV
KalamazooBattle Creek WKZO-TV
27,376 Toledo
WHEN, WSYR-TV
25,7<K
Kansas City
Syracuse
WDAF-TV
WSPD-TV
Tulsa
40,0O(
136.60C
15,80(
KOTV
35,793
KNBH,
Lansing
48,518
WKTV
WGAL-TV
Utica-Rome
24,000
Washington
WJIM-TV
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WOIC,
WTTG
Lancaster*
K
LAC-TV,
Los * Angeles
Wilmington
Lancaster and
KTLA, KTSL, KFI-TV
WDEL-TV
36,532
contiguous an as.
Total Markets on Air 62
Sets in Use 6,272,468
Stations on Air 105
Editor's
Note: Source Since
of set estimates
are based
on.l data
available
from ■dealers,
TV■Circulation
■ allcompanies•
. i setselectric
■committees,
■ successive
1 in
1 distributors,
i..
I--Jmonthly,
«—compiled
manufacturers.
and
some
may remain
unchanged
summaries.
Total
necessarily
approximate. many are
City

in

KRLD-TV's
Effective

Coverage

Area

Dlie CBS

Station
for
DALLAS
and
FORT WORTH
tlifo id wh y.

KRLD
AM-FM-TV
C^liannel 4
id ijour be^t buy
TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
I THE BRANHAM COMPANY
The
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an

emergency

. . . a store . . .
and

a TELEVISION

famous bridge building. Then, initially, for three hours daily the
store's telephone shopping service
was integrated with a video display
and demonstration of merchandise.
This was the idea in its stark sim-

IN THE EMERGENCY of Atlanta's
crippling transit strike, Rich's,
the South's largest department
store, used television, with WSB-TV
as the vehicle,f or offering its patrons
a service unique in merchandising.
This was the logic: If the customers cannot come to the store,
let's take the store to the customers.
On the eighth day the busses
had lain idle in their yards, Rich's
television shopping service began.
WSB-TV cameras were set up in the
store on the fourth floor of Rich's
ige59

• BROADCASTING

plicity: "What would you like to
see? . . . telephone us . . . ive'U shoiv
it to you . . . we will deliver it."
Rich's store personnel worked
with WSB-TV staffers to make the

STATION!

Important to advertisers interested in the great Atlanta market
should be this factor: When the
chips were down . . . when an en->
tirely new approach to customer
service was needed . . . one of
America's really great retail establishments ($58,000,000 last year)
turned exclusively to WSB-TV
the Eyes of the South!

—

program one of the most talked-of
services ever offered by any department store in America. And sales
have more than justified the effort.
Rich's daily telecasts are being
continued over WSB-TV for the
strike's duration. Already the success of the venture is attested to.

ON

It is a significant first for Rich's
and for WSB-TV.

Represented by Edw. Petry & Co., Inc.

June 19, 1950
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THEATRE THREAT
McDonald Warns Industry
THE TV INDUSTRY must "protect" itself from theatre interests
seeking exclusive rights to sport
and other feature events for closed
circuit telecasting. This warning
was circulated among broadcasters
and manufacturers within the past
fortnight by Commdr. Eugene F.
McDonald, Zenith Radio Corp.
president.
The "on guard" message was in
answer to a brochure released by
the Theatre Owners of America.
The brochure includes remarks by
Gael Sullivan, TOA executive director, prefacing a speech by
Nathan L. Halpern, TV consultant, delivered before Television
Owners of Oklahoma in Oklahoma
City, March 28. Mr. Sullivan
called on theatre owners to make
TV their ally by offering "superlative quality of talent and showmanship not possible on home television." He also said "great
events and entertainment" could
be exclusively theirs if theatre
owners banded together.
In his answer, Commdr. McDonald charged TOA with planning
"to take away from television the
entertainment that is today the
backbone of television programming, and monopolize it for theatres only." Noting Mr. Sullivan's
apparent belief that broadcasters
can not outbid theatre owners for
rights, Commdr. McDonald said the
box office appeal in just a few

cities would be great enough for
them to secure "a monopoly of
these programs." Advertisers, he
pointed out, could not afford to
supply the funds to outbid theatre
interests. The latter, he added,
would not need to wait for FCC
grants to provide such a service
because facilities now are available for programs to be carried
closed circuit.
7952 ELECTION
Sarnotf Points to TV Role
BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff predicted last week that television
may be a determining factor in
the presidential election of 1952.
Gen. Sarnoff spoke June 12 at
commencement exercises of John
Carroll U., Cleveland, at which he
was given an honorary degree of
Doctor of Laws.
By the time of the next presidential campaign, he said, television probably will extend coastto-coast and will reach 20 million
receivers. "That will mean an
audience of about 80 million," Gen.
Sarnoff said. "Indeed, television
may well be a determining factor
in choosing the next president of
theThe
United
1952 States."
candidate, he said,
"will have to be telegenic, wear
the right haberdashery, flash a
friendly smile and be sincere.
How sincere the candidate looks to
the voter may be more important
than how eloquent he sounds; a
smile may be worth more than
10,000 words."

in the Midwest
D
N

2

in the Nation

™
6 WLW-TV
...the
market deserves
place in your plans
t
s
1
With 248,500 sets (as of
May 1, 1950) the three
station coverage area of
WLW -Television looms large
in any appraisal of markets.
And the economy of reaching this market via the
WLW-Television network is
another factor favoring its
high priority in your selling
plans.
WLW-T
CHANNEL 4
CINCINNATI

Page 14

WLW-D
CHANNEL 5
DAYTON

WLW-C
CHANNEL 3
COLUMBUS
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HARRIS THEATRE
Sought by NBC in Chicago
NBC CHICAGO is negotiating with
Shubert Enterprises, also Chicago,
for long-term lease of the Harris
Theatre, previously a legitimate
theatrical house. Move follows
lengthy discussions on expansion
of WNBQ-TV facilities, as all
available space is overcrowded,
leaving no room for origination of
newly planned local and network
shows.
The Harris is air-conditioned and
seats 1,000 persons. NBC is reported to be paying $1,500 weekly,
$500 less than the network pays
for the Studebaker Theatre in Chicago. It also is owned by the
Shubert brothers, Lee and J. J.

Drawn for Telecasting by John Zeigler
"Oddly enough, Miss Witherspoon,
the survey indicates your kitchen
show is viewed most by men!"
TV NEWSREEL
Oberlin Explains Know-How
TV STATIONS can maintain their
own daily newsreel with foresighted planning, news know-how
and plenty of hard work, Dick
Oberlin, WHAS-TV Louisville, told
the second annual clinic held by
the Ohio News Directors Assn. at
Kent State U. last Saturday.
Explaining how WHAS-TV operates its newsreel for maximum
profit, Mr. Oberlin said a plan was
formulated to run the film at 6:30
p.m. and then to repeat it at signoff time, with sponsorship of both
programs. Station then coordinated
a limited but talented staff as a
production unit, consisting of a lab
man,
camera and
man,Mr.a "coordinator,"
newscaster
Oberlin.

SUCCESS of its studio TV wrefi
tling, both live and film, ha
prompted
Crosley Bcstg. Corp
Cincinnati, to go ahead with fu
year's filming of matches. Filr|
version presently being carried b
17 stations. Films are shot ij
WLWD (TV) Dayton studios eacj
Saturday and are edited to oni
hour feature film with provisioj
for local commercials. Original!
offered stations on 13-week basii|
film can now be had in multiple ■
of 13 with progressive discount i
to one year. WLW-Televisioij
pays flat sum to Al Haft, Colurr
bus wrestling promoter, who fui|
nishes wrestlers, ring and official:
Matches are held before a nonpaj
ing audience, bills are footed b
sponsor, Red Top Brewing Ci
Live version is telecast Saturda
night.
New Super Projectall, ordere
from Tressel Television Prodm
tions, Chicago, by WTTV (TV
Bloomington, WLAV-TV Gran]
Rapids, WTVN (TV) Columbus an
WSYR-TV Syracuse. . . . Klin I
Studios, Chicago, has increased ij
staff to include Elsbeth Sitterdinj'
cutting room; Thorlund Thorsoi
writing staff; Bill Newton and Bu
Koch, animation, and Eloise Her.1!
man, office staff.
David Hire Productions, 8822 V
Washington Blvd., Culver Cit;
Calif., new film firm, has five-yes
program, financed by several larg
manufacturers, to produce T
film and radio series based o
Wild Bill Hickok, fictional cha:
acter. Group to comprise 52 hal:
hour TV films and 195 quarte:
hour radio transcriptions yearl;i
Financing project are Robei
Bruce Knitwear; De Luxe Was!
Suits Co. Inc.; Varsity Manufai
turing Co.; George Schmidt; Irvi
B. Foster Sportswear Co. Inc.

WLWT DISCOUNT
182 Sponsors on Summer Plan
NBC-TV
DRIVE
TOTAL of 182 advertisers— a 23%
increase over the total number of
Starts Summer Sales Pla
buying time during April — already
NBC-TV last week began a slan
have taken advantage of WLWT
bang sales campaign intended
attract sponsors to a special eigh
(TV) count
Cincinnati's
plan, accordingsummer
to John disT.
week
summer schedule called "Tl
Murphy, director of television
NBC
Straw Hat
operations
for
the
Crosley
Broad"Whatever
you Plan."
sell," the pronn
casting Corp.
tion reads, "the NBC Straw H;
Mr. Murphy said the figure, an
Plan offers the largest TV audiem
all-time high for the Cincinnati
in history, at the lowest cost pi I
outlet, is an increase of 109% over
thousand — top-ranking NBC-pr
CLINIC PLANNED
the same period last year. He in- duced television shows, on a speci .I
terpreted it as indicative of a
WKY-Oklahoma U. Sponsors
economical eight-week basis." Tl j
high summer sponsorTELEVISION seminar and clinic, continued
plan urges sponsors to buy befo:i
ship. Breakdown of the monthly
July
1, when general rate increasij
sponsored by the U. of Oklahoma
report released by William Mcon NBC-TV go into effect.
in cooperation with WKY-TV
Cluskey, WLWT sales manager,
Among reasons given for sur
Oklahoma City, is scheduled June
shows 76 advertisers on particimer programming as a good a
25-July 1. Station operations,
vert) sing buy are:
pation sponsorship in May as comproduction methods and study sespared with 53 in April; 43 spot
(1) There will be 39% more fai
sions will be among the topics.
announcement sponsors in May, 10 ilies
reached by the NBC interco
Faculty is made up of F. Donald
over the previous month, and 63 nected network this summer thi
Clark, Charles N. Hockman and Sherthere were last Jan. 1 — a figure th
sponsored programs as compared
man P. Lawton, all of the university;
takes into consideration the increa
to
62
in
April.
The
plan,
providHoyt Andres, Paul Brawner, Jack
in total sets, on the one hand, ai
ing
a
time
bonus
up
to
50%
for
Hauser, Robert Hayward, Thelma Hordeclines in summer ratin
spot TV users, also applies to average
ton, Kieth Mathers, Robert Olson and
on the other; (2) The cost per tho
sand television homes this summ
Robert Swysgood, all of WKY's staff. Crosley's WLWC (TV) Columbus
Sessions will be held both at the uni- and WLWD (TV) Dayton [Telewill be 27% less, on the eight-we
casting, March 20].
versity and at WKY.
plan, than it was last Jan. 1.
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Blaw-Knox engineers have learned a lot
from designing several hundred thousand
radio and transmission-line towers! That's
why Graybar recommends Blaw-Knox
supporting towers for TV and FM transmitting antennae, and Blaw-Knox vertical
radiators for AM.
Both guyed and self-supporting towers
are available through your near-by Graybar "service station."
«

mm.

your nearest Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric
Company, Inc. Executive offices: Graybar
Building, New York 17, N.Y.
soes

Distributor of Western Electric products

\

Wmk

Graybar Brings You Broadcasting's Best . . .
Amplifiers (1,21)
Antenna Equipment (21)
Attenuators (7)
Cabinets (14)
Consoles (21)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,21,23)
Microphones, Stands and Accessories (1,12,13,16,21,23)
Monitors (11)
Recorders and Accessories (2,8,18,20)
Speech Input Equipment (21)
Test Equipment (1,7,1 1,22)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
Tower Lighting Equipment (6,10)
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
Transmitters, AM and FM (21)
Tubes (10,15,21)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (8,18,21)
Wiring Supplies and Devices (4,9,10,12,17,19,23)
Page 61

Graybar has everything you need in
broadcast equipment . . . PLUS everything
for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting for your entire station and grounds!
Whatever your requirements — to get the
most suitable items most quickly, call

• BROADCASTING

Manufactured By
Altec Lansing
Ampex
o: Blaw-Knox
There are Graybar offices in over 100 principal cities. These
(4: Communication
Bryant
Products
are the District Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives in
(5; Crouse-Hinds
NEW YORK
19 Key Cities.
Daven
F. C. Sweeney, Watkins 4-3000
Fairchild
DETROIT
ATLANTA
PHILADELPHIA
General Cable
E.
W.
Stone,
Cypress
1751
P.
L.
Gundy,
Temple
1-5500
General Electric
G.
I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
(1 General Radio
HOUSTON
BOSTON
PITTSBURGH
(2 Hubbell
R.
T.
Asbury,
Atwood
8-4571
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
Lyons
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
CHICAGO
JACKSONVILLE
(10 Hugh
Karp Metal
(is:
RICHMOND
Machlett
E.
H.
Taylor,
Canal
6-4100
(11
W.
C.
Winfree,
Jacksonville
6-7611
(6
(13(7 Meletron
(12
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CINCINNATI
(14 National
SAN FRANCISCO
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
Presto Electric Products W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
(8 Triangle
(16(9
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
LOS ANGELES
CLEVELAND
(17 Webster Electric
SEATTLE
W.
S.
Rockwell,
Cherry
1-1360
R.
B.
Thompson,
Angelus
3-7283
Western Electric
MINNEAPOLIS
D.
Craig, Mutual 0123
(19 Weston
(18
ST. I.LOUIS
DALLAS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
C.
C.
Ross,
Central
6454
Whitney
Blake
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
(20
(21
122
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Mtmber AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
3422 F St., N. W
Washington, D. C.
Member

P . MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

ULTING

RA

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A

LS —iiPfif \\np\e nvnii n/7
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories
Great Notch, N. J.

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

J . KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

Dixie B. McKey 2 t Assoc.
1323 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

"(EAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE'

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Philip Merryman & Associates
* 114 State Street
* Bridgeport 3, Conn.
* Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Roch lie, N. Y.
New Kochelle 6-1620

ENGINEERS

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

A. D. RING & CO.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

SJLLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

DIG

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St.. N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4730 W. Ruffner

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6. D. C.

Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Of. H.RADIO
$lthr
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 12)
f'ork, where Blair maintains its
largest sales force — eight men. In
he eastern metropolis, as in the
[lid-western, he will serve only in
counselling capacity, "never exiting authority, just being availble with facts and figures."
Although not yet 34 years old,
>Vrells Hammond Barnett Jr. is
ndely respected in the broadcasthg industry t for his sales service
pchniques. He began specializing
p this field at WLS Chicago under
;eneral Manager Glenn Snyder,
fho was a close friend of his faher when the two were advertising
len in Waterloo, Iowa.
Mr. Barnett was born in Chicago
ut moved to Waterloo at the age
f five when his father became
rincipal owner in Weston-Barnett
ipc, one of Iowa's largest agencies,
jrom Waterloo High School he
,ent to Grinnell College where he
budied journalism and economics,
te regarded these subjects as his
est preparation for a career with
is father's firm. However, he spent
inly a year with Weston-Barnett,
referring station work. His fader, recalling that Glenn Snyder,
■horn he had known as advertising
Manager of Kimball's Dairy
\armer, now was at WLS, helped
Pells Jr. to get on the Prairie
\armer station in 1939.
Advances at WLS
! Within a year, young Barnett
pcame WLS sales service manager.
|e also broadened his concept of
roadcasting by "making it my
asiness to be as nosey as I could."
je produced some shows, handled
ime continuity, took charge of pojtical broadcasts, and practiced
peing nice" to accounts. Apparltly, the latter caught John Blair's
>e (WLS is represented by Blair),
;cause when Lieut. Wells Barnett
ft the AAF in 1945 after three
ears' service, he came back to
lair instead of WLS.
I In 1940, Mr. Barnett was mared to Judith Hunting of Denver,
Grinnell classmate. A talented
ganist, his wife is a niece of
)velist Ruth Suckow. The Bar:tts have a four-year-old daughr, around whom their recreational
olve.
|hiulrersev t rinnell ollege, r.
|
W
[ tt a G sidentC
M
arne
was pre
ofticSigma
s
l
i
a
l
n
a
o
n
elta C.hi, nati
jour
frarnity Heo is a charitoenr member. of
le Chicag Televis
Council
5URTH annual graduation exercises
Gagwriters Institute scheduled to
held at Trader Tom's Steak House,
! ,8 W. 48th St., New York, June 22
1 p.m."
FOR
| INCREASED

SPOT B1LLINGS
con tact
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA. INC.
S 366 Modison Avenue, New York
I
Murray Hill 2-8755
ROADCASTING

NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S., INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
Rating
MAY 7-13, 1950
Rating
Current
Current
Current Previous
Homes
Rank
Current
Previous
Homes
Rank
Rank
Rank
Programs
%
Rank
Rank
Programs
%
11
6
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
(7.8)
Rosemary (CBS)
7.7
7
12
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
20.2
Aunt Jenny (CBS)
7.5
2
8
DAY,
2
2
Jack Benny (CBS)
16.1
PepperGal,Young's
(NBC)
7.2
9
16
Our
SundayFamily
(CBS)
7.2
3
7
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
15.S
10
Big Sister (CBS)
7.1
4
Godfrey's
Scouts (ABC)
(CBS)
15.1
5
43
Walter Winchell
14.5
SATURDAY (Average For All Programs)
(4.1)
6
5
My Friend Irma (CBS)
13.9
1
1
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
10.0
7
8
Amos V Andy (CBS)
13.8
153
2
Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
8.5
8
16
Red Skelton (CBS)
13.6
3
2
Grand
Central
Station
(CBS)
7.9
9
15
You Bet Your life (CBS)
13.1
10
22
Dr. Christian (CBS)
12.7
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
(3.1)
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs)
(4.5)
1
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
7.2
2
3
Shadow (MBS)
6.5
1
2
Beulah (CBS)
8.3
3
2
Martin Kane — Private Eye (MBS)
6.3
2
4
Lone Ranger (ABC)
7.0
3
1
Counter-Spy (ABC)
6.6
Copyright
1950
by
A.
C.
NIELSEN
CO.
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(4.8)
1
1
Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS)
10.1
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSENRATING"
to 40,700,000 — the 1950 estimate of Total United
2
4
Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
8.7
States Radio(%)Homes.
3
6
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
8.1
4
7
Godfrey (Gold Seal) (CBS)
7.9
(*)
Homes
reached
or any part of the program, except for
5
13
Wendy Warren (CBS)
7.7
homes listening onlyduring
1 to all5 minutes.
LANG-WORTH ADDS
22 Take New 8-Inch Library
LANG-WORTH Feature Programs announced last week the
addition of 22 station subscribers
for its new ' 8-inch Lang-Worth
Library.
New subscribers are:
KBKH Pullman, Wash.; KOEL Oelwein, Iowa; WIRB Enterprise, Ala.;
WRMN Elgin, 111.; WBBW Youngstown.
Ohio; KNCM Moberly, Mo.; KERB
Kermit, Tex.; and WFYC Alma, Mich.
Renewing contracts are WBBM Chicago; WHVR Hanover, Pa.; WCAW
Charleston, W. Va.; WLAN Lancaster,
Pa.; WHAK Rogers City, Mich.; WHAY
New Britain, Conn.; WHLS Port
Huron, Mich.; WFLA Tampa, Fla.;
WENY Elmira, N. Y.; WJVA South
Bend, Ind.; KIMA Yakima, Wash.;
KLWT land;Lebanon,
WJR Detroit. Mo.; WERE CleveWGY'S PAPER
Finds Greater Readership
WGY-AM-FM and WRGB (TV)
Schenectady's sales promotion publication, Mike and Camera, has
doubled its pages to 16 and increased readership to 20,000 — a
boost of five times the number of
listener-viewers subscribing less
than six months ago.
According to the stations, the
project started following decision
to drop the policy of paid subscriptions on Jan. 1 this year.
Subscribers at that time were offered the alternatives of a refund
of whatever amount was due from
their $1 per year subscriptions or
the opportunity to contribute the
amount to any charitable organization of their choice. The result,
Bill Givens, stations' sales promotion supervisor says, was nearly
$600 donated to various Community Chests in three states and
other agencies including the cancer and polio funds.
First issue of the paper was in
May 1948. When it was distributed, interest was "light" but after
a few months, subscriptions began
piling up. Policy of no cost was
formulated at the beginning of
1950 in order to make the service
available to as many people as
possible
to give the
audience and
an authentic
guide.stations'

• Telecasting

MUELLER

CITED

Receives Headliners' Award
MERRILL MUELLER, NBC foreign newsman, was awarded a
silver medal by the National Headliners Club at its annual luncheon
held June 10 at Hotel Dennis,
Atlantic City.
Robert Trout, commentator, accepted the medal for Mr. Mueller,
who is in England. The 1949 citation was for "consistently outstanding foreign news broadcasts
from London, including seven exclusive world news stories." It
was the only radio award granted
by the Headliners Club, which annually recognizes outstanding work
in the fields of written, spoken and
pictured journalism.
Medals also were presented
radio newsmen who had been cited
last year, the luncheon including
presentations for both years.
Cited for 1948 achievements were
Mr. Trout, for his 15-hour presidential election coverage; Bill
Henry for MBS coverage of the
Olympic Games; Charles Collingwood for his CBS reporting of the
Arizona-California water dispute ;
Columbia Records, for its "Great
Events" album covering modern
history.
Don Rose, Philadelphia Bulletin

columnist, presided at the awards
luncheon, attended by medal winners and contest judges as well as
members of the National Press
Photographers Assn.
The club plans to expand its
radio and television classification,
according to Mall Dodson, executive secretary of the Headliners
organization. The annual contest
is under auspices of Atlantic City.
Judges
this year's
awards
were
TomforPaprocki,
Associated
Press Features; James Crayhon,
Standard Oil Co.; Frank H. Ryan,
Camden (N. J.) Courier-Post;
James Farrell, Atlantic City
Press-Union; William Montague,
Tele-News Pictures; Frank M.
Smith, Washington Times-Herald;
J. Frank Beatty, BroadcastingTelecasting.
WSM Study No. 2
RELEASE of its BMB maps and
booklet, Study No. 2 has been announced by WSM Nashville. The
study is accompanied by daytime
and nighttime audience maps, red
sections of which depict territory
served by the 50 kw clear channel
outlet. According to Tom Stewart,
director of publicity and promotion, the red sections indicate 50%
or better listenership to WSM.

BMB PROVES IT! WCKY

HAS THE LISTENERS

See Centerspread
ON

THE AIR EVERYWHERE

This Issue
24 HOURS

A DAY

WCKY
CINCINNATI
50,000

WATTS

OF

SELLING

POWER
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June 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1260 kc
KUBC Montrose, Col.— CP AM station to change from 1240 kc 250 w unl.
to 1260 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
AM— 1570 kc
Irving V. Schmidtke, Forest Grove,
Ore.— CP new AM station 1250 kc 250
w D AMENDED to request 1570 kc
250 w D.
AM— 580 kc
Aurora Bcstrs. Inc., Ketchikan, Alaska— CP new AM station 630 kc 1 kw
unl. AMENDED to request 580 kc 1
kw unl.
License Renewal
Request
for
license
renewal
station: KSPA Santa
Paula,
Calif.;AMWSTC
Stamford, Conn.; WDUN Gainesville.
Ga.; WCBM Baltimore, Md.; WLLH
Lowell, Mass.; WSAM Saginaw. Mich.:
KSIM Sikeston, Mo.; WDOS Oneonta.
N. Y.; WSIC Statesville, N. C; KNOX
Grank Forks, N. D.; KNOR Norman.
Okla.; WGTN Georgetown S. C; WTON
Staunton, Va.; WCAW Charleston,
W. Va.; WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va.;
WDUZ cine, Green
Bay, Wis.; WRJN RaWis.
KVRE
Redding,
.—Request for
license renewal FM Calif
station.

Actions
of the
JUNE 9 TO JUNE 15

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
June 12 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Nichols & Warinner Inc., Long
Beach,
Calif.and
— Granted
cancel license
delete request
remote topickup
KA-3413.
The Blue Valley Co., Independence,
Mo. — Granted CP new remote pickup
KA-6919.
WBNL Boonville, Ind. — Granted mod..
CP for
approval of ant., trans, and studio locations.
WPIX New York— Granted mod. CP
for
1-8-51.extension of completion date to
San Juan,
P. R.changes
— Grantedin mod.
license to make
existing
remote pickup
KA-603126.27,
to change
quencies from 26.17,
26.37 mcfre-to
2758 kc and 26.37 mc.
The Times-Picayune Pub. Co., New
Orleans — Granted CP new remote
pickup
WCBS KA-5222.
Inc., Springfield, 111.— Granted
CP new remote pickup KA-6900.
WKVM
Arecibo, P.of R.—
Granted mod.
CP for extension
completion
date
to 10-15-50.
Chester County Bcstg. Co., Coatesville, Pa. — Granted CP new remote
pickup
WMAI KA-6899.
Houlton, Me. — Granted mod.
CP
approval of ant., trans, and
studioforlocation.

Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KFSA-FM
Fort Smith, Ark.; KCBC-FM Des
Moines, la.; KONO-FM San Antonio,
Tex.: WEPM-FM Martinsburg, W. Va.
WDAR-FM Savannah, Ga.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change from Class
B to Class A, Ch. 232 (94.3 mc), ERP
112.5 w, ant. 170 ft.
WPIX-TV TV
New station
York— Mod.
CP new
commercial
for extension
of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 850 kc
KTBI
Tacoma,
tion to change fromWash.
810 —kcCP 1 AM
kw Dsta-to
810 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Request
renewal
stations:for
WMSL license
Decatur,
Ala.; AMWARM
Scranton, Pa.
r
The

Answer

Disc

Jockey's
• • •

to

a

Prayer
•

DAVEN

It is now possible to minimize the chance for human error in program
control work. The Daven Company hat one* again pioneered in the field of
audio communication* controls, and developed a foolproof Miniature
Switch. This type*, SW-1000, is a notably compact, low voltage, low
current control. It is a cam operated single pole double throw switch, with
an OFF position in the center. An outstanding feature of the SW-1000 it
that it may be obtained on standard Daven attenuators without increasing
the overall dimensions.
This switch may be used to:
* Operate
motor. a relay which can start a turntable
* Function as a cueing control.
* Control indicator lamps.
This switch is rated at 1 Amp. — 48 Volts.
Available on Daven LA-350 Series of 20 Step Ladder Attenuators
•pat. pend.
For further information write to Dept. BD-3

■
1 ')DAVEN
1 C E N- t R A L AVENUE «
NEWARK
Ai NEW JERSEY
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FCC

Hereford Bcstg. Co., Hereford, Tex.
Granted license for new remote pickup
KA-6551.
S. H. license
Patterson,new Topeka,
Kan. —
Granted
remote pickup
KA-3643.
Carl E.license
Haymond,
Granted
for newYakima,
remote Wash.
pickup—
KA-5365.
Covington News Inc., Covington, Ga.
—KA-3533
Granted license new remote pickup
WISEcenseAsheville,
N. C—
install alternate
mainGranted
trans, liat
presentated onsite
1230 ofkcmain
250 wtrans,
unl. to be operWELRcense newRoanoke,
— Granted
liAM station;Ala.1360
kc 1 kw D.
KXYZcense install
Houston,
Tex.—trans.
Granted linew main
WHYN cense
Holyoke,
Mass.—
Granted
change frequency,
increaselipower, install new trans, and DA,
change
DA, unl. trans, location; 560 kc 1 kw
KNEDcense newMcAIester,
liAM station;Okla.—
1460 Granted
kc 1 kw D.
WILM
Wilmington,
Del.
—
Granted
mod. CP to eliminate install, of FM
ant. on AM tower, change type of
AM
tower and
change trans,
geographic
coordinates
only. location —
WATC Gaylord, Mich. — Granted
mod.
CP forlocations
approvalandof change
ant., trans,
and studio
type
trans.
KHBR Hillsboro, Tex.— Granted mod.
license to change studio location.
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
dates CPas for
shown
KUGN-FM Eugene, Ore. to 8-7-50
WLPM-FM Suffolk, Va. to 12-28-50
KA-5136 Arecibo, P. R. to 10-15-50
WJIM Lansing, Mich, to 12-17-50
WHO Des Moines, la. to 10-1-50
WACR Columbus, Miss, to 6-18-50
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind. to
12-30-50; WJZ-TV New York to
12-30-50;
10-30-50. KECA-TV Los Angeles to
Voice of the Rockies Inc., Colorado
Springs, Col.— Granted license remote
pickup
KA-6032-33.OhioKAB-342.
newWCUE
AM Akron,
station; 1150 — kcGranted
1 kw license
D DA.
WTEL Philadelphia — Granted license
changetion;frequency
and
hours
of
opera860 kc 250 w D.
WJCM
Sebring,
Fla.—
Granted
cense new AM station 1340 kc 100 liw
unl.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Walker
Newton Z. Wolpcrt, St. Paul, Minn.
— Granted petition insofar as it requests leave to amend application so
as to specify frequencies 152.15 mc
and 158.61 mc (Channel 3) in lieu of
frequencies 152.03 mc and 153.49 mc
(Channel 1); dismissed petition insofar as it requests grant without hearing;movedapplication,
as status.
amended, is refrom hearing
George E. Cameron Jr., Tulsa, Okla.
— Granted petition for extension of
time to July 3., to file a reply brief to
the exceptions to the Initial Decision in
proceeding upon application and that of

SERVICE

Kenyon Brown, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Alvln — ■ Granted
E. O'Konski,
Menominee
Mich.
dismissal
without
prejudice
of
application.
Radio Station KWOC, Poplar Blu3
Mo. — Granted continuance of hearinjj
from July 10, to Sept. 6 in proceedini|
upon application for CP.
WMAW Milwaukee, Wis. — Dismiss<±n
as
petition
requesting
an to
exteExlu
sionmoot
of time
in which
to reply
ceptions and Request for Oral Argul
ment
license into proceeding
cover CP. re application f *
Sabine
Bcstg.
DeRidder,
La. AA
Granted extensionCo.,
of time
to June
to
opposition to ofpending
for file
reconsideration
grant petitioj"
withoif
hearing of its application filed fc<
KWBU Waco, Tex. on May 23.
By Examiner Basil,P. Cooper
Door County Radio Co., Sturget
Bay,
Wis.in— proceeding
Granted continuance
hearing
re applicatiol
D.
fromC. June 12 to June 28, at Washington

By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Pratt Bcstg. Co., Pratt, Kan. -I
Granted in part motion for sixty-darf
continuance
of hearing,
schedule
for
June 12 in
proceedingnowupon
appl );;
cation;order.
hearing continued until fu
ther
KTKRof Taft,
Calif.in— proceeding
Granted contin
ance
hearing
up
application from June 28 to Sept.
in Washington, D. C.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KNEB to amend
Scottsbluff
, Neb. — soGrant
leave
application
as
reduce
maximum
expected
operatir
values
in
direction
of
KFEL
and
1:
direction of KGWA.
June 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP

License Jackson,
for CP Ala.;
new KMAN
AM statio
WPBB
Mai !'.
hattan.
Racine, Kan.;
Wis. WLIL Lenoir City; WRA
License Renewal
Request
for
license renewal
tion: WXAL Demopolis,
Ala.; AMWG\st
Greenville, Ala.; WIRA Fort Pierc
Fla.;
KFRU N. Columbia,
KTfTucumcari,
M.; WGBRMo.;Goldbor
N. C; WHGB Harrisburg, Pa.; WCC
Columbia, S. C; WRON Ronceverl
W. Va.;El Dorado,
WKWK Ark.;
Wheeling,
W. V; !
KELD
KTSW Empori
Kan.; WLCS Baton Rouge. La.; KL: ;
Brainerd. Minn.; KXLK Great Fal
Mont.; KTXC Big Spring, Tex.; KG\
Greenville, Tex.; KVOP
Plainvie- ;
Longview,
Tex.;
KDWTWash.
Stamford. Tex.; KW1 '
CP to Reinstate CP
KVIM New Iberia, La. — CP to repla
expired
kw
D. CP new AM station 1570 kc
AM— 1320 kc
WRJW
Picayune,
tion to change fromMiss.—
1320 CP
kc AM
1 kwst
to 1320 kc 5 kw D.
Modification of License
WSTP-FM Philadelphia— Mod. licerB
to change ERP from 27 kw to 19.827 k
Modification of CP
WRFD-FM Worthington, Ohio — M<
CP new FM station for extension
completion date.
WPWT Philadelphia— CP to char
power
to 250station.
w, noncommercial edu(
tional FM
WHBF-TV Rock Island, HI.— Mod
new commercial TV station for exte
sion of completion date to 10-9-50.
License for CP
WDEL-TV
Wilmington,
Del.—to Licei
for CP commercial
TV station
char
trans, location to Shipley and Silv
(Continued on page 66)

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
STerling 3e2<

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT,
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Nigt
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, M

BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

cVERY

Multi stallati
of PT6 Magnecorders

PUR**

THE
NEW
PT-7
SERIES
3 Heads (erase, record, playback for monitoring from tape) in
single housing, yet separately alignable, replaceable. New
positive drive. 2-speed hysteresis-synchronous motor. Push-button controls can be remotely operated. Uses 7" or TOVi"
N.A.B. reels. 3 channel portable amplifier has high-level mixing.
PORTABLE
RACK OR
CONSOLE

3

HEADS!

PT63-A
TO MONITOR
MAGNECORDINGS

YOUR

Three separate heads — erase, record, and playback for monitoring from tape — prevent recording errors. Same high fidelity
and flexibility as the Magnecorder PT6-A — the world's most
widely used professional tape recorder. New PT63-J Amplifier
has separate playback and recording amplifiers to monitor from
the tape. Includes 10 watt audio amplifier which also will drive
external speaker.
OR

CONVERT

YOUR
PT6-A
TO MONITOR
KIT 101
Conversion kit includes a
three-head unit, monitor
amplifier and power supply
to modernize your present
PT6-A. Head unit plugs into
receptacles
head
unit. for present two-

3 60
«
^^
<l l(UfT
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 6h)
Applications
side Rds. nearCont'd.:
Talleyville, Del. (not
a move).
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 920 kc
KGAR Garden City, Kan. — CP AM
station to change from 1050 kc 1 kw
D to 920 kc 1 kw D.
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich.— Mod. CP
AM station to change from 1150 kc
1 kw D to 1150 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.
June 14 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Multiplex Development Corp., New
York, N. Y. — Granted authority to
operate
broadcast
station, for developmental
period of 90 days,
for purpose
of field testing newly developed multiplex system looking to simultaneous
transmission of one or more multiplexed aural FM programs concurrently
with the emission of main aural program without impairing quality of main
program within audio-frequency range
between 30 and 15,000 cycles, and without
assigned
channel exceeding
widths of presently
FM stations.
Applicant
is authorized to use same frequency,
97.9 mc (Ch. 250) and installation
formerly used by WGYN (FM) New
York, which ceased operation April
26. Operation will be with 4 kw. using
a 905 ft. ant. between 1 and 6 a.m.
and 9 a.m. and noon.
June 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 850 kc
KTBI
Tacoma,
tion to change fromWash.
810 — kcCP 1 AM
kw Dsta-to
850 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
AM— 1150 kc
Orville L. Jenkins, Quanah, Tex. —
CP new AM station 1150 kc ?50 w D
AMENDED to request 500 w D.
License Renewal
Request
for
station: RALA license
Sitka, renewal
Alaska:AMKCLF
(Continued on page 71 )

/fyencta/?£e
PERFORMANCE
cowik

COST

TOWER
LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
H & P lighting equipment, consistently
specified by outstanding radio engineers,
is furnished as standard equipment by
most leading tower manufacturers.
MERCURY CODE FLASHER
Only four moving parts which run in
lifetime-lubricated ball bearings. No
contact points to wear out. Highest
quality bronze gears.
3000 watt mercury
switch supplied with
unit. Speed adjustment, 14 to 52 flashes per minute. Motor <*§§|
separately fused for
continuous operation of lights in
event of mechanical
failure.
OTHER H & P PRODUCTS:
300 MM Code Beacons • Photo-Electric
Controls • Obstruction lights • Complete
Light Kits for A-2,
A-3, A-4 and A-5
Towers
PROMPT SERVICE and DELIVERY
Immediate Shipment Out of Stock
WRITE OR WIRE FOR CATALOG
HUGHEY & PHILLIPS
TOWER LIGHTING DIVISION
326 N. La Cienega^lvd.
Los Angeles 48, Calif.
60 E. 42nd St. New York 17, N. Y.
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BUS-RADIO

THAT'S a golf club, not a bagpipe, in
the hands of Jack Williams, KOY
Phoenix's program director. When
invited to the first annual golf tournament held by the "Thunderbirds"
(special events group of the Phoenix
Chamber of Commerce and responsible for Kiva Club), Mr. Williams,
who, it is claimed, never held a golf
club in his hand before, turned out in
full Highland regalia, including kilts.
RADIO SEMINAR
Opens in Urbana July 2
OPPORTUNITIES in the educational broadcasting field will be
explored in great detail at a seminar to be July 2-18 at the U. of
Illinois, Urbana, under the auspices of the university's communications division and the Rockefeller Foundation's Division of
Humanities.
Over 20 authorities in radio and
allied fields will meet with educational planning and production
figures at the university's Allerton
House. Area members of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters' executive board will be
invited. Among those expected to
take part are:
Homer Heck, WMAQ-NBC Chicago;
Edward R. Murrow, CBS; Robert
Saudek. ABC; Judith Waller, NBC
Chicago; Dean Wilbur Schramm, communications, U. of Illinois; Frederick
S. Siebert, School of Journalism and
Communications, U. of Illinois; President George Stoddard, U. of Illinois
and
chairman of UNESCO's national
commission.
Adds

1 1 Stations

ADDITION of 11 stations to the
Fight of the Week hookup was announced last week by Albert J.
Sylk, president, Sports Broadcast
Network. The network relays a
boxing broadcast each Monday
night through WPEN Philadelphia
to 63 stations in 16 states. New
stations are: WCSS Amsterdam,
WE BR Buffalo, WEAV Plattsburg, WOLF Syracuse, WJTN
Jamestown, WOKO Albany and
WHUC Hudson, all New York;
WCOM Parkersburg and WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va.; WPAM
Pottsville, Pa., and WFPG Atlantic City, N. J.

GROWS UP
WCTS Reviews Two Years of Transit FM

COMMERCIAL aspect of the
"bus-radio experiment" can be
chalked up on the successful side,
according to WCTS (FM) Cincinnati's review of a two-year Transit Radio operation.
The TR pioneer station, managed
by David Taft, reports that its
billings increased 250% since last
summer, the time when WCTS
actually placed its commercial
operation on a permanent basis.
Its anniversary statement released by Hulbert Taft Jr., brother
of the manager and executive vice
president, Radio Cincinnati Inc.
(WKRC-AM-TV, WCTS), cites
these findings:
O Station showed gross billings in excess of $14,000 in May.
Total costs, including depreciation
and cash payment of $2,300 to the
Cincinnati transit system, were
$11,000 for the same period.
O List of WCTS accounts for
May included 45 local and 4 national advertisers. Among local
users were the four largest department stores, most of ■ the
amusement field, a number of food
accounts and other retail and
trade-mark advertisers.
6 Station is running about
60% sold out on rates set up to
produce an audience at the rate
of 754 per thousand in 400
equipped vehicles. (There are now
503 FM receivers in daily transit
use in Cincinnati, the station
points out.)
© According to a Pulse AM
survey for April which included
CANADA RATINGS
U. S. Shows Top May List
TEN

AMERICAN network programs were the most popular in
Canada, according to the May national ratings report of ElliottHaynes Ltd., Toronto. Leading
the 33 programs in the evening
national rating report were
Charlie McCarthy rating 30.5,
Amos V Andy 28.7, Radio Theatre 28.6, Our Miss Brooks 27.4,
Fibber McGee & Molly 26.7, Bob
Hope 20.6, My Friend Irma 20.2,
Twenty Questions 20.2, My Favorite Husband
er sleeve
18.1. 19.2, and Great GildIn daytime the list of 14 network
programs was led by Big Sister 15.4,
Ma Perkins 14.1, Road of Life 14, Pepper Young's Family 13.9, and Happy
Gang (Canadian
program)programs,
13.1. Frenchlanguage
May evening
18 in
number, were led by Un Homme et
Son Peche 39.2, Radio Carabin 29.2,
Metropole
Ceux qu'on
24.3,
and Jouez28.7,Double
23.5.Aime
Daytime
French-language
programs,
14
in
all,
were led by Rue Principale 27.5,
Jeunesse Doree 26.7, Grande Soeur 21.9,
Maman Jeanne 20.9, and Tante Lucie
20.2.

a breakdown of FM listening in
Cincinnati, WCTS had 34.9 of all
FM listeners and led the three
other FM stations in the city "by
a substantial margin," station
says. "No claim was made that
the FM home audience was of tre- .
mendous proportions, but WCTS
claimed in excess of 16,000 quarter
hours of listening . . . during the
week
[April
Mr. surveyed
Taft admits
that1-7]."
its accomplishment was
not attained
without
lot of
headaches"a along

David Taft

the road." Topping these was
the development
of a bus receivwhich
woulding system
perform.
It took WCTS
almost a year

and involved "a
great
said. deal of money," Mr. Taft
Frequent tests of TR's sales impact by the station showed results
"far more spectacular than anything we have
in AM.WCTS
. . ."
Mr. Taft
also attained
stated that
expects to install an additional _
200 receivers next fall and that
"we have just begun to scratch
the surface in developing this new
medium
."
Other locally.
findings:. . Transit
Radio 1
operation requires just as much
management and effort as AM
operations; seven engineers effectively handle the maintenance of
receivers, and a WCTS operation
revision reduced personnel and
monthly overhead by several thou-j,sand musical
dollars segments)
(by taping. of half-'
hour
Mr. Taft concluded his report
by stating that WCTS expects to_
go into large scale FM promotion
in the home when economics permit. With revenue earned from
Transit
Radio,listeners
he said,that
"we those
will
show home
sets [100,000 FM receivers infc
area] are worth using."

BROADCASTING

■TWTOMEN's show, Your Next Door
\\f Neighbor, which has been aired
continuously on WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio, since September 1942,
tow is being sponsored three times
jreekly by The Borden Co. Format of
5-minute program, heard 9:45-10
l.m. and featuring Miss Dorothy Fol,om, is flexible to permit timely inter:ews with interesting personalities
nd worthwhile community enterprises,
'rogram reports on all births in
Portsmouth, remainder of Scioto couny and Northern Kentucky, as well as
lews of impending marriages. Adcfiianally, news of 30 civic, church and
ccial groups, including meetings and
pecial events, is reported by station.
WJR Airs History
HISTORICAL vignettes of American
istory are broadcast by WJR Detroit.
>ebut of station's Dramatic Clinic and
Workshop on WJR's Know Your Amer\a program has been announced by
Carry Wismer, general manager and
:ssistant to president. First program
(|n June 12, 9-9:30 a.m., told story of
»r. Joseph Warren, outstanding pariot of Revolution, noted for his part
i Battle of Bunker Hill. Other programs touch on Betsy Ross (Flag Day,
une 14), Daniel Webster, and other
,istorical figures. Clinic and workshop, composed of students from pubc and parochial schools in Detroit
rea, is designed to give talented high
:hool students opportunity to further
■:pand abilities. Eric Howlett, of
-■ JR's The Hermit Cave, is director.
WPTZ at IT. S. Open
OUR CAMERAS employed by WPTZ
TV i Philadelphia on June 10 to
ing final rounds of U. S. Open Golf
championship Tournament to NBCV audience 5-6 p.m. from Merion
olf Club, Ardmore, Pa. Bill Stern,
BC sports chief, worked from spejally constructed platform overlooker 18th green where two cameras
ere located, one equipped with
ioomar lens. Interviews were han":3ge
ad of
by green.
golf star
McSpaden
ThirdJug
camera
mountedat
op mobile unit followed play from
-'ind traps linking 18th green. Fourth
-.mera focused on public score-board
cated beside first tee.
KXOB Covers Election
VER 3,000 residents of Stockton,
,alif., area heard recent election re; rns as staff of KXOB Stockton
ed on air past 2 a.m. broadcasting
Ujate-wide and local results. Returns
Sere tabulated and reported as fast as
idmpiled by special group of KXOB
srsonnel. Manager Keith Pinton exnded invitations to over 83 candidates
appear on broadcast night of elec-

TH
MS
RRA
OOG
E WPR
URFE
NO
UAT
WKRC Gets Rights
EXCLUSIVE contract to broadcast
entire U. of Cincinnati football schedule during 1950 season has gone to
WKRC Cincinnati, according to Herman E. Fast, general manager. Broadcasts will be sponsored by Cincinnati
Division of General Electric Supply
Corp., for television and radio dealers.
Play-by-play will be handled by Dick
Bray.
Stresses Dance Music
THREE-HOUR dance format, claimed
by station to be first in its area, inaugurated as Saturday night feature by
WATR Waterbury, Conn. All WATR
disc jockeys participate. Half-hour
segments of Your Dance Parade are
recorded in advance with fox trots and
waltzes getting biggest play.
Elect 'Mr. and Mrs.'
WBUX Doylestown, Pa., has just completed Mr. and Mrs. Bucks County
Grange program, winning contestants
of which were Mr. and Mrs. N. Clarence Rosenberger. Prizes of over $1,000
were awarded to winners and $50 went
to Grange sponsoring winning couple.
Running for 10 weeks, under local
sponsorship, show resulted in 27,654
votes being cast for couples nominated
by nine Bucks County Granges.
'Blues Chaser'
MARK SHEELER, funny man of
WPIK Alexandria, Va., presented command performance of his original Blues
Chaser Club fortnight ago on WBBS,
Armed Forces outlet at Fort Belvoir
station hospital. Attended by patients
and personnel of hospital, one-hour
show was premier for boys of Fort Belvoir. It will be carried to them every
morning by WPIK.
'Operation Bundle'
"OPERATION Bundle" was order of
day at WTVB Coldwater, Mich., a fortnight ago. When Sunday 7-7:30 p.m.
ranch feature piped direct from Buck
Lake Ranch, Angola, Ind., was unavailable because of telephone facility problem, station decided to rely on tape
recording. However, tape was not completed until after 6 p.m. and was 22
miles from WTVB. Solution was found
by producer who rushed it to nearby
airport and "dive-bombed" transmitter
building with bundle containing tape.

|

Station reports tape arrived five minutes before program time but cued with
seconds to spare by Operator Dick DeFay as show started on schedule.
WLOU's 'Kentuckiana'
WLOLT Louisville has new public service series, Kentuckiana at Work, which
features tape recordings of interviews
in various plants visited, plus narration and description to make show
complete story of particular industry.
Program, designed to show importance
of local industry in making community
better place in which to live, pays
tribute to both management and employes. Workmen are interviewed at
occupational spot whether at machine
or in warehouse. First broadcast was
June 11 and produced at Columbia
Mantel Co., Louisville. Series calls for
programs to be presented every Sunday, noon to 1 p.m.
Rome Interview
EXCLUSIVE interview with Prof.
Enrico Josi, director of excavations
at Basilica of St. Peter's in Rome
received by WOV New York. Interview, conducted by Thomas B. Morgan, WOV staffer in Rome for Holy
Year, took place under shadow of
dome of St. Peter's where famous excavations are underway. WOV plans
further
ceeds. coverage of work as it pro-

Picture

FOOD

PRODUCTS!

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
Network Calibre Programs at jCocal Station Cost

Albums^Programs

PRINTED

PROMOTION

SPECIAL FEATURES
We originated sponsored Radio Personalities
Picture Albums in 1938, many new program
features, and have more sales records and
years of experience in selling for over 300
Radio Stations from Coast to Coast than any
similar organization in America.
If your AM-TV-FM station needs promotional
ideas sold to produce cash revenue of from
$200-$l,000 per week.
Wire, call or write
Edgar L. Bill
—
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager

\ P1

te9iono

National

HOWARD
J. McCOLLISTER
Regional Representatives
10660 BEUAGIO, LOS ANGELES
. BR 04705

1 00

Radio
WALNUT

PEORIA,

Personalities
STREET

ILLINOIS

Telephone 6-4607
Shows wi th a Hollywood Weritage ★ Member N-A-BROADCASTING
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Classified Advertisements!
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
per inOne inch ads, acceptable, $12.00
charge for blind box number. preceding
issue date. Send box replies to
sertion. Deadline two weeks
D. C.
4,
Washington
Bldg.,
Press
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Wanted— Manager for 1000 watt daytime independent in southern market.
Must have character, be energetic and
able to sell, have ideas for promotion
and knowhow to get along with people.
Attractive salary plus commission, and
opportunity to buy into station, if you
produce. Box 481F, BROADCASTING.
commercial manager
Urgent
to
take need
over for
the commercial dept. of
KSIJ 1430-1000 w daytime, Gladewater,
Texas. High pressure men with dollar
need not apply. Perballspreferred.
signs for
sonal eye
interview
Salesmen
Wanted — Time salesman for 250 watt
middle east network affiliate. Good
Rush references, full inopportunity. formation.
Box 471F, BROADCASTING^
New England station has opening for a
a retail
top salesman. Only station in man
seThe
of will100,000
center lected
take persons.
over accounts on the
station. Every opportunity for making
a high income. Must be experienced.
State full information and enclose re501F, BROADcent snapshot. Box
CASTING^ __
Experienced time salesman with proven
sales record for 5000 watt ABC affiliate
in its 20th year. Liberal guarantee with
no charge back. Straight 15% when
sales equal guarantee. Send photo and
details Radio Station KMLB, Monroe,
Louisiana.
Salesman, experience not essential, if
you are aggressive, know radio and
"would like to make $400 to $500
monthly. Pleasant working conditions
located in nat station
at independen
tion's fourth richest
dairy county. Contact Harley West for appointment,
WABJ, Adrian, Michigan.
Salesman-writer wanted. Emphasis on
selling. Market competitive, but good.
Salary
and commission. WFEB, Sylacauga, Alabama.
Salesman wanted. Send all details H.
R. Farrell, WHHH, Warren, Ohio.
Wanted — Salesmen, experienced for
1000 watt fulltime independent in 70.000
market. Tell all, address Don C. Wirth,
WNAM, Neenah, Wisconsin.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer
would director
be interested in becoming who
program
of small progressive southern station
AM and FM. Experience necessary. Box
467F, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Sports
wellestablished,
local announcer
independent for
in south
Florida. Must be topnotch play-byplay ball.
for baseball,
and basketA thoroughfootball
knowledge
of all
sports plus a good personality essential.
Must spend considerable time in field
to produce good local sports programs
and service sponsors. Not interested in
beginners or would-be sportscasters.
Opportunity for above average earnings with alert, progressive and well
financed station. Unless you have a
good reputation and are a glutton for
work, do not apply. This is a good
opportunity for a good man. Letters
of application should contain references, recent photo, and be accompanied bv disc. Position open in near
future.
"Box 470F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer;
good voice. Middle east network affiliate. Rush references, full particulars.
Box 472F
BROADCASTING. .
Announcer-program director. Capable,
experiences. Good voice, pleasing personality. on
Reliablerequest.
family man.
Details and disc
Box 496F,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Send disc,
photo.
Tell all
first letter.
kins. KSCB.
Liberal,
Ka isas. Larry FilAnnouncer with 1st class license. ExanAccent on quality
only.Send experience,
perienced nouncing.
references,
disc WHBY, Appleton, Wisconsin.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer
5000experience,
watt network
affiliate.for
All-round
mature,
able to build strong morning or afternoon record shows and develop gimmicks, contests and giveaways. $75.00
weekly suratetowith start
plus talent
commenability.
complete
information,
disc and Send
photo.
No one
considered with less than 5 years bonafide experience. WMAW, Towne Hotel,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Wanted by 1 kw independent, experienced announcer-copywriter with emon sportswhoplay-by-play.
marriedphasis man
is aggressivePrefer
and
ambitious. Tell all first letter advising
when available for interview. Send
photo, audition disc and letter special
delivery, WMIX, Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
Production-Programming, other$
Program director. Educational station,
male, bachelor's
or better.instruct
Complete charge of degree
programming,
introductory radio courses, write radio
scripts.
Send disc,
experience,
letters
of reference.
Position
open July
15.
Salary $3000 to $3200. Box 488F,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Wanted to manage station operating in
red. Can produce quick, long-lasting
results. Plenty of experience in difficult markets. College education. ExCAcellent
ST
references.
Box G.
404F, BROAD IN
Manager-commercial
Succesful, economical and manager.
efficient manager
with excellent
now available. Also writesales
and record
do programming.
Interested only in permanent location.
Married.
43 years old. Box 411F,
BROADCASTING.
General manager, commercial manager
or both. Can not perform miracles,
but can make you money. Just good
solid radio man completely experienced
in business
management,
employee
lations and public
relations.
Strong reon
sales and programming. 12 years radio
and newspaper management and sales.
Can efficiently operate going station or
build new one. Excellent background,
best
references.
Box 444F,
BROA
DCASWrite
TING.
Desire job as manager and chief engineer. Nine years experience engineering
and programming. Prefer Michigan.
Box 447F, BROADCASTING.
Successful manager-chief engineer and
part owner of southern local restless
due to routine nature of running well
organized
money making
station.
ing for higher
mountains
to Lookscale.
University graduate, former naval
officer and flyer and have sixteen
years tionsinand would
radio. not
Haveobject
builtto two
stabuilding
more. Fully qualified handle any problem in planning, building, or operating
station. Am thirty six, married with
fine family. Not interested in peanuts,
but if you have problems and cash
ING^
contact me. Box 460F, BROADCASTManager available immediately. Have
handled
all phases
of radio —promotion,
announcing, selling,
programming,
writing and engineering. Twelve years
experience. Prefer community of 30.000
or less. Active in community affairs.
Excellent references. Specialize in
organizing
staff able to produce. Box close-knit
4R3F, BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager-chief engineer regional station 15 years experience all
phases desires position as manager progressive station. Will assume full engineering department responsibilities.
F.vcellent
reputation
with well
personnel.
Hishest references
include
known
radio executives, consultants and employers. Box 482F, BROADCASTING.
All-round station man, strong on sales
and ideas.
managing,
but handicapped.Now
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Write
P. O. Box 358, Sylacauga, Alabama.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced radio manager (nine years
backgroundduction)including
sales and
prowishes managerial
job with
progressive station. Salary important,
but secondary to opportunity. Married.
Two children. Excellent references.
College graduate with legal procedure
and musicmunity anddegree.
in comnationalAggressive
church activities.
Box 508F, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
15 years experience in selling, manageSober,ment,
good programming,
references,announcing.
hard worker,
producer, want decent overall salary.
Good man for good station. Box 364F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman experienced, employed by 5
kw network station. Earning over
$5000.00
per year salary
desires
position
with successful
station.
Outstanding
sales record, excellent personality. Ten
years successful selling. Desire commission basis, only reason for contemplating change. Prefer west coast.
Box 366F. BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer. Presently emWants references.
more progressive
station. ployed.
Excellent
Box 416F,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman presently employed Excellent
interestedreferences.
more progressive
station.
Box 479F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman'-announcer. 5 years agency
and package background. Top results
copy-production.
years 250announcer,
news, emcee, DJ, 6 from
watt to
New York
network.
Permanent
connection wanted aggressive
AM station
with television possibilities. Box 494F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
News — Mature, experienced man with
voice, delivery and writing ability,
presently employed in executive capacity desires
with Box
stawhichfulltime
demandsnewsthejobbest.
288F, tion
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, three years. Top mail pull.
Also news, continuity, program, traffic.
Answer this and you'll get your
money's
worth. Prefer west. Box 330F,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced news announcer, editor,
ING^
reporter and writer. Newspaper experience also. Box 385F, BROADCASTPerexperience. news.
announcingremotes
Two yearssonality
ING^
CAST
and
disc shows,
BROAD395F,
Box
Want feature show.
Announcer, former staff 5000 watt NBC
years college. Pro-in
affiliate. Two
duced, sang, emceed amateur shows
clubs. Graduate oldest
Chicago nite school
broadcasting
in country. CBS
of broad- .
phases Box
all offers.
instructorscasting.taught
BROADCASTING.
Consider all
420F,
Sportscaster-announcer. Experienced
all play-by-play sports. University
graduate. Available now. Box 445F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — one year AM experience
DJ, news, console. Three months
actual studio work producing, directing, camera at TV school in NYC. Seek
position in AM or TV. TV preferred.
Picture,
resume,
disc travel.
on request.
Married, sober,
vet. Will
Box 455F,
BROADCASTING.
Summer announcer graduate of leading
radio school. Veteran of Armed Forces
Radio, Know RCA board. Win go anywhere immediately. Salary no object.
Box 456F. BROADCASTING.
Newscaster-announcer, ten years experience, bothand
writing
and delivering.
Voice sincere
authoritative.
Desire
positionnentwhere
family
can
make
permahome. Audition discs available.
Now located in midwest. $75 to $100
weekly. Box 464F, BROADCASTING.
Solid staff man. Thoroughly experienced. Mature. Specialty news. AvailCASTING^
able immediately. Box 466F, BROADCombo
— Experienced
announcerengineer.man
Graduate
three radio
schools.
Experienced
time
salesman.
Best references. Photo and disc available.
Box
4C8F. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, radio school graduate looking for start. 1000 w station almost
accepted me. Lost out onlv because of
inexperience.
got what
it takes. TopsObviously
in news, I've
commercials
and drama.
Salarv secondary. Box
469F, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
and versatile
announcercontinuity writer.
Complete
details
CASTING.
upon request. Box 473F, BROAD-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Highly rated emcee, DJ. 5 years experience, now employed CBS affiliate,
N.Y. TV experience as emcee. Now
conducting popular sponsored audience
participation show. Also strong supper disc show. Interested in progressive metropolitan station. Available
for personal interview. 27 years old,
married. Box 47 4F, BROADCASTING.
Morning fman,
combination,
diferent. 8 successful
years.ticket,
Married.
Employed in city of 3,000,000. $80.00.
Box 475F, BROADCASTING.
S
Announcer-writer with low authorita- 1
tive voice.area.
2 years
in metropolitan
2V2 experience
years college.
25 .
family man. Let me produce for you.,,
Disc or tape, photograph and details |
on request. Box 483F, BROADCASTING |
Pep
up your local
news coverage
an experienced
newspaper
reporter with
and II
staff announcer. Deep voice, sincere <
delivery, college grad, 29, single, vet references.
Box 484F,
Staff announcer
withBROADCASTING
three years ex- t'i1
perience in all phases of radio seeks f
steady position. Good audience building program ideas. Sales minded col-f
lege graduate, not a floater. Lov.
voice, cooperative, personable.
Bo> *
Announcer-engineer. Voice that car|<~~
sell
years experience).
1st .phont E
DCASTING
487F, (8BROA
ticket.
Not a 90 day wonder. Boxti
489F, BROADCASTING.
X
Experienced
staff
announcer.
Fouif'
years fulltime news, mail pull, DJ t
copy, play-by-play, board, music, sales
Disc, photo,Box reference.
Contact im- 1
mediately.
491F, BROADCASTING
I went to school for radio-n-such anL
now I'd like a job so much. Box 492F1 ?
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, four years experience. Al
phases including disc jockeying, news (casting,
play-by-play,
special
copywriting
and board.
Deep,events^
solic—j::
voice
and personality
that really
build;
sales. Disc, information on request j;
Box 493F, BROADCASTING.
Combination man — one year experienc< ;
includes
announcing, engineering,
sell1^,
ing.
location.
Mar
ried, Desire
settled, permanent
car, available
immediate
ly. Box 502F, BROADCASTING.
Desire
position
organiza 1
tion. Nine
yearscompetent
radio. Accounting
CASTING.
and announcing. Box 503F, BROAD K,;
Chief announcer — Family man desire
immediate
Audition disct-j
resume. Boxopportunity.
506F, BROADCASTING
Staff man three years, some networl^
experience. College graduate. 26,.
BRO
ADCAST
INGBox
. 507 FJf£
single,
presently
employed.
Young man with a yoice looking for oljjfj
station
with money.
Object
mercenary
CAST
INBox
G.
Two years starving.
509F, BROAD
Versatile announcer — First phone lift
cense,
available at L.$90O.weekly.
years5th experience.
Brunes, Te:'
71J
W.
Ave,, Tillamook, Oregon.
Colored announcer — Two years comjs
mercial broadcasting experience, ad-lidl
and personality shows, write and prc^t
duce own shows. Race record exper =
Send for continuity and disc or phoned
Hershell Canno, 2112 Tracey, Kans£+City, Mo. Phone Baltimore 5682. "Pi
Deep
voice,
IV2discyears
experience
naiXj
ration,
news,
jockey.
Good — con
ca
g
opunchy,
. sweet,
mercials.
smooth,
sou; r
Write Ted Dragin, 1657 N. Kedzie, Ch:te
Announcer. Experienced, single, 3 P:
Deep resonant voice. Joe Gregg, 26£. I
S.
Trumbull
Ave., Chicago 23, II Sr
Bishop
7-8247.
Summer relief announcer available in
mediately. Experience 2 years incluc
ing north
MBS central
affiliate.states,
PreferbutN. will
Y.. stat
or
cor
sider
good
offer
elsewhere.
Norma
Morris. 5829 Woodbine Ave., Phila.. Pi
Announcer — Graduate of one of for<
most announcing schools. Who will gn
a newcomer a chance? Record an
photo
upon Elgin.
request.
Cecil Muir, 3 1
E.
Chicago,
HI.
Good early morning men, announce:
and writers.
Practical
willing
to work and
learn. announce]
Pathfindi h•»
School
of Radio, 0473,
1222-A
nhone HArrison
K. C,OakMo.St., tel<
Experienced announcer, program dire
tor, ambitious, versatile, available in «
mediately
for permanent positio
Larry Pribyl, 212 E. Beloit, Salin
Kansas.

22, will travel,
age knowledge
Announcer
of hillbila1
man., good
round
music, disc jockey, no floater, sobe
operate console, commercial ma
Available immediately, disc on r
quest. Donald Redanz, Mt. Morr
New York.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
»giaeer, 21 months broadcast, 3 years
radarschool.
experience.
Graduate
emyradio
Will travel.
Box lead144F,
^ O ADC ASTING .
lief engineer 250 watter desires same
sition with 5 kw AM or better, FM
TV. 10 years design, construction,
aintenance in broadcasting. Execu•e and technical ability tops. Best
-ferences. Box 398F, BROADCAST<;g.
igineer — Employed. Must have job
ar Philadelphia. Married. Have car.
-«x 399F. BROADCASTING.
tiief engineer. Presently employed,
I vites correspondence with progres| /e broadcaster. Able to handle
aghest engineering assignment inudingExcellent
multi-element
directionals
and
far.
references.
Box 410F,
; ^OADCASTING.
^ rst phone license, married, veteran
No experience, ambitious.
J~'U>x travel.
434F, BROADCASTING.
- ief engineer — 8 years experience, now
-ief of 1 kw network affiliate. Prefer
; rth central states. Excellent referces. Box 457F, BROADCASTING.
-rst phone engineer wants permanent
'.sition in northeast. Eight months ex':rience
transmitter
control
-vo
weeks
notice. and
Single,
haveboard,
car.
;,t'.x 461F, BROADCASTING.
r.Lgineer — Six years experience FM\I. Interested in permanent position
M tn opportunity to break in as combi1 tion man. Mature, married, will go
Box 462F. BROADCAST:•;vwhere.
G.

■iagincer, 23. single, car, 1st phone.
' -aduate
AM-FM-TV or
training.
Desire
ldio, transmitters
combination
ijrk. Consider any location. Box
:.3F. BROADCASTING.
:.;<mbo,
18 months
experience,
mily man.
Prefer
western license,
states,
r-ix 477F, BROADCASTING.
;-:igineer — Ten years experience in all
' .ases of
radio asincluding
research.
-:sires
position
chief with
small
degressive
station.
Will consider
- jnsmitter operator with high power
-iation. Prefer southern Ohio. Box
:i;3F, BROADCASTING.
■^igineer — 1st phone, single, have car,
;-stern
perienced
broadcast
work. Southstates.in Box
498F, BROADCASTING.
-,-iief engineer — Are you looking for a
Droughly
per—" aable
chiefexperienced,
engineer to reliable,
improve your
r'eration?
worksdepartment?
with and
,.r the sales One
and that
program
n years of experience on 250 w to 100
_.includingDesire
design,permanent
construction
and
deration.
position
Bjth
a
progressive
organization.
Am
iking for a future not a fortune.
:t 'ailable immediately. Box 504F,
:;;OADCASTING.
' icement
Ilege student
desires
retransmitter
job. vacation
Reliable and
fjperienced. Box 238. Poplar Bluff,
JE ssouri.
ttung man desires a position as an
gineer in a college town. Single, no
T^perience or disabilities. Available at
;"v
time 5th.
and Mitchell.
place. W. S.M.D.Dickinson,
P West
_?w first radio telephone license. No
fijevious
Six
idSars
cw broadcast
experience experience.
War Department
ir;mmunications network. Prefer midmfewest. Oliver McPherson, 1826 Walk■ii St.. Des Moines. Iowa.
|3 gineer, first. Inexperienced. Vetiiiim wants permanent position anyj'iiere
U. S. John
in . Desin Moines,
Iowa.Phoenix, 1119 23rd
■ii
production-Programming , others ■
sq
C^men's
and inchildren's
.experienced
radio andprogramming,
TV. Wrote
ii':d
acted
in
own
children's
mmercial TV. Experienced show
in wom-on
JjTs
and
children's
programming
Mfflio. Also in commercial copy andin
H blic service and dramatic writing.
:;;- eatrical training. B.S. Degree from
'"iding
til d showseastern
ready college.
for airing.Ideas
Prefergalore
TV.
?$ill work anvwhere. Box 409F,
:- ; (OADCASTING.
;y:) -newscaster, A.P. experience, colore, family, employed midwest, metro-rlitan, regional indie, wants fair deal,
■urs? Travel. Box 421F. BROAD'lSTTNG.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced
man —looking
Five for
yearsPD with
commercial radio;
job
with station any size. College graduate
with highest references in the business.
Have handled announcing, programming,duction,
continuity,
promotion,
protraffic, etc.
Yes, cansales,
operate
any
standard
board.
Box
428F,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced promotion man, presently
employed, wishes to devote fulltime to
promotion at a well established station. Box 459F, BROADCASTING.
News editor desires position with progressive regional station. Also will
consider TV opportunity. Versed in
newsroom organization and special
events. Two years experience. College
journalism graduate. Presently emCASTING.ployed. Married, 27. Box 480F, BROADProgram director-announcer, six years
experience, including program director
Chicago-New York City. Background
also covers music, copy and production
— high Hooper Chicago programs. Topflight references. Age 25 — married. For
details, disc, photo, write Box 485F,
BROADCASTING.
If you are in New York or vicinity and
need a gal who can do really provocativeshows,
women'swrite
shows,programs
children'sandor copy,
record
it's Box 490F, BROADCASTING.
Newsman seeking station demanding
top coverage. Three years radio reporting, rewrite, special events. Daily
newspaper background. References,
disc
available.
Box 499F, BROADCASTING,
News writer. University graduate in
journalism. Thoroughly trained in all
phases of radio work. Familiar with
wire service. Wrote and announced
news on campus station three years.
Will travel anywhere.
Box 500F,
BROA
DCASTING.
Small market managers. News, commercial and script continuity writereditor. Some announcing. Enthusiastic,
reliable. Denver University radio graduate. Experienced. References. Single,
22. Available now. Davis, 3601 East
Seventh Avenue, Denver.
Television
Announcers
Desire opportunity in TV station. SRTTV and Radio Announcing graduate.
Dale Carnegie Course graduate. College graduate. Single, 26, car. Box 383F,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
250 watt independent. One-station city
of 9,000. Rough, but profitable; young
and growing. Established 1948. Middle
Atlantic area. Clear at $40,000 cash.
No broker. No television in sight. Save
time. Tell all first letter. Box 429F,
BROADCASTING.
For sale — One kw daytime station in
midsouth U. S. Can go fulltime. Box
486F. BROADCASTING.
California 1000 watt fulltime regional in
excellent market now reorganizing. Unusual opportunity available to parties
interested acquiring controlling interest
in well constructed station, with abundance of good will in community. Address Owner, Post Office Box 486, Inglewood, California..
For sale — 2 complete WE-109A pickup
arms with equalizers and 4 heads.
KOMW. Omak. Washington.
For sale — 300 foot Blaw-Knox triangular, uniform cross-section guyed
tower. Complete with hardware, base
insulation, guy insulations, obstruction
lights and beacon. This tower is new
and in good condition and available
for inspection or immediate shipment.
Blue prints of guy anchor foundations
and all necessary erection information
will beKRLD.
furnished.
Write
Chiefdetails.
Engineer.
Dallas for
further
Presto 6N recorder, excellent operating
condition.
offer to KXOA, Sacramento
15, Make
Cal
if.
General Electric 2000 megacycle microwave television relay system consisting
of type TT-13-A transmitter and type
TR-2-A receiver. Equipment rack type,
new and unused. Chief Engineer.
WBAP-TV,
3900a
Barnett
St., Ft. Worth.
T
ex
s.
S11,000 FM WE 506B-2 complete, spares,
10 kw transmitter. New, never uncrated. H. Edwin Kennedy, WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.

Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted to buy, radio station in middle
Atlantic area, daytimer or fulltime
local,
no agents. Box 497F, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Universal, RCA 73-B, recording lathe,
Presto or Altec 50 watt recording
amplifier, RCA turntables. Magnecorder
CASTING^
tape recorders. Box 458F, BROADWanted — Used towers, transmitter for
5 kw installation. Five guyed towers,
overall height 200 feet above base insulators,
equipped with
A-3 lighting.
Transmitter
should
be recent
model.
Please give complete information,
manufacturer's
name,condition,
model location,
number,
age, date last used,
whether available for inspection, price.
Box 495F, BROADCASTING. ,
Used 250 watt AM transmitter— RCA
preferred. State price, age and condition first letter. Box 505F, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Davis Frequency Measurement Service
—Phone
Ill S.2709.Commercial, Emporia, Kans.
Help Wanted
Production-Programming, others
PROGRAM

DIRECTOR

WANTED
If you have been a successful program director for at least five
years; have ideas, energy and the
know-how to build high Hoopers:
if you can build shows that will
sell; if you know music, copy, production; ifyou have the type of
executive ability which gets results,
without antagonizing others ; if 3'ou
are looking for financial advancement, future security and the opportunity to associate yourself
with a leading, midwestern, network affiliated, 5000 watt station —
send us complete details about
yourself, including past positions,
salaries, etc. and attach small
photo. Personal interview will be
arranged at a later date. All replies
will be held in confidence.
BOX 367F, BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted

ABILITY

AVAILABLE

We have well-trained personnel
who have had actual experience in
metropolitan stations as announcers,
actors, commercial writers, disc
jockies, producers and script writers.
Give us your requirements and we
will send resumes, photos and discs.
WRITE OR WIRE COLLECT
COLUMBIA INSTITUTE
9th and Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Managerial
If you're seeking the right man to manage your small astation
in employing
young you'll
man bewithinterested
college
education,
well-grounded
all phases
of the broadcasting business.in Eight
years
experience in midwest as highest paid
air man in 125.000 four station market.
MC, writer, salesman, program director,
promotion
manager andaffiliate.
assistant manager on o kw
BOX
465F,network
BROADCASTING
School

LELAND
POWERS
SCHOOL OF
RADIO and THEATRE
Comprehensive 2-year course
in Radio and Theatre
Acting Arts
Announcing
Theatre
Newscasting
Television
Advertising
M ake-Up
Script Writing
Radio Music
Voice
Diction
Production
Station Routine
Faculty of Professionals
Send for list of available graduates.
HAVEN M. POWERS
25 Evans Way, Boston 15, Mass.

'NEW LOOK'
Hub Highlights Radio, TV
FASHION PLATE of Boston
newspapers' radio-TV pages is taking on a new look, according to
reports from that city. This includes the appearance
the media
Hub's
first daily
column onof the
since the end of the war and an
increase of two or more pages
devoted to the subject in Sunday
editions.
The extra space apparently is
due considerably to the potent
emergence of television on the
Boston scene and, subsequently,
radio is reaping benefits as well.
Dramatic evidence of reader interest in TV is shown in results
of a poll taken by the Boston Sunday Advertiser, where a radio-TV
columnist asked readers to indicate
favorite video shows in various
categories. Response reportedly
climbed into the thousands.
Other signs of the times in Boston are "must" requests by advertisers for ads to be placed on the
radio page, addition of a radio-TV
column by the Evening American,
a weekly TV log by the Sunday
Post and an increase in its radioTV pages, day-by-day highlights of
TV programs in the Sunday Herald
and increase in the Herald's daily
radio-TV columns and radio-TV
news and features by the Globe.
SECOND ANNUAL Frolics of American Federation of Radio Artists, Los
Angeles area, will be held June 26 at
Los Angeles
Club.
ceeds will be Breakfast
used to send
threePro-to
five additional delegates to AFRA
convention to be held Aug. 10-13 at
Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.

RETAILER

BOOKLET

Issued by BAB
NEW booklet, How Radio Gets
Results for Retailers, was released
last week by Broadcast Advertising Bureau. The booklet gives a
detailed report based on entries
in the 1949-50 radio competition of
the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. and the National Assn. of
Broadcasters.
Describing the booklet, Maurice
B. Mitchell, BAB's director, said it
is "a valuable review and moralebuilder for a station's sales staff.
. . ." An introduction to the booklet was written by Howard P. Abrahams, sales promotion manager of
NRDGA, enumerating 12 reasons
why the use of radio advertising
by retailers is increasing.
Meg Zahrt, assistant BAB director and retail specialist, comments
in the booklet on why retailers
should "capitalize on radio's personal appeal. . . ."
BAB will follow the new booklet
with a series of similar ones devoted to retail radio users.

HAAS ELECTED
Heads Nebraska Newsmen
THEODORE L. HAAS, KOIL
Omaha news director, was elected
president of the Nebraska Assn. of
Radio News Directors at its second
annual convention in Omaha late
last month. Meeting featured
speeches by Attorney General J.
Howard McGrath,
Nebraska G o v.
Val Peterson and
Jack Shelley,
WHO Des Moines,
president, National Assn. of Radio
News Directors.
A highlight of
Mr. Haas
the two-day convention was a
panel discussion on "What Newspapers Think of Radio News Now,"
with participants Alexis McKinney,
assistant to the publisher, Denver
Post; Kermit Hansen, assistant
business manager, Omaha WorldHerald; Herbert Kelly, news editor, Des Moines Register.

$25,000.00

'RADIO

SAVINGS
DAY'
Augusta
Stations Dramatize Radio Selling

down that
or reducing
its own since
audience
and
of other stations
the; 1
more record players in use, partic i.
ularly LPs, the smaller the tuned
in In
audience
for the
submitting
the broadcaster."
copy, Webster
SELLING radio to Augusta folk are (I to r) Jack Jopling, chief engineer,
WGAC; Hank Pointel, program director, WRDW; the auctioneer; Jim Ayres,
commercial manager, WRDW; Martin White and Harold Marler, account
executives, WGAC; Steve Manderson, commercial manager, WJBF; Bill
Smart, sales manager, WRDW; Warren Hites, program director, WGAC and
John Watkins, general manager, WBBQ.
STATIONS in Augusta, Ga.,
dropped individuality in a recent
test of the combined selling
strength of radio as an advertising
medium. Force of the promotion
for "Radio Savings Day" over all
four outlets— WBBQ WGAC WJBF
WRDW — set the community in a
wave of buying at retail stores.
Retailers reported the largest
crowd
shoppers season
since Augusta's
record ofChristmas
of 1948
with increases in business ranging
from 10 to 25%. One local furniture store reported an unexpected
jump in dollar volume estimated at
50 CA above the same week last year.
"Radio Savings Day" was planned by the stations in cooperation
with some 40 retailers in the downtown shopping area. The city
proper and the surrounding trading area in Georgia and South Carolina were appealed to by radio messages beginning on the Wednesday
of the promotion week. Preceding
to "teasers."
given overopening
days
By were
Thursday,
day,
crowds jammed the city. Saturday,
an
estimated
40,000 shoppers

Opportunity

CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, I>. C. Harold
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. Hamilton St.
235RayMontgomery
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook
2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
Sterling 4341-2
June 19, 1950

SIX announcements promoting .
three-speed replacement units for
record players, submitted by Webster-Chicago Corp., have drawn
protests from some stations to
which they have been sent on the
vertising
copy.they actually are ad-,
ground that
George H. Jaspert, WCCM Law- 1
rence, Mass., suggested that an,
AM, FM or TV station carrying the!;
free announcements "makes an oul
and out contribution in cutting/

Due to certain favorable circumstances that make possible a plan
of financing far more liberal than usual, a capable operator can
obtain 100% ownership of a valuable facility for §25,000.00 down payment. This station is located in a very desirable eastern market with
high retail sales and per family income considerably above the
average. The profit opportunities in this situation are large.

Fage 70

WEBSTER
COPY
!
Draws Station Protests

packed downtown streets and
stores. Incentive to the shoppers
was sold
to useat ofa ratio
"radioof money"
was
$100 to which
every
real $1 spent in shopping during
the campaign. The "radio money"
was issued by the stations and distributed through the stores.
Climatic windup of the campaign
was held Saturday at 6:30 p.m.
when 2,000 persons took part in
an auction using their "radio
money." Larger items of merchandise sold at the auction were obtained from manufacturers and distributers in return for radio publicity; the smaller items for the
most part were purchased direct by
the stations.
Retailers already have expressed
their enthusiasm by asking for another such campaign in the near
future. The stations feel they have
proved that radio advertising can do
a bigger and better job of building
retail traffic at lower cost.

Broadcast Booms
WSAV
7
COW
TALKING

Mail

LISTENERS to WSAV Savannah's early-morning Country
Cousin program have been deluging the station with thousands of
letters — ever since "Cousin Bee,"
hillbilly m.c, read a letter from
a South Carolina farmer who
claims he has a talking cow.
Station reports it has created
such a stir throughout the area
covered by WSAV that "Cousin
Bee" has promised listeners he
will try to track down the cow
and put her on the air.
Meanwhile, hundreds of people
have reported driving around
Ashepoo, S. C, where the cow is
supposed to be grazing to see if
the talking bovine is just another
"shaggy dog" fable, according to
WSAV. Country Cousin is aired
daily from 6 to 7 a.m.

Chicago Corp. stated, "Because so:;
many of your listeners are recon '
fans, we think these non-commer f.
cial comments on the three-speer |record situation and the problem:
of your listeners in respect to thenjji,
will be of interest. These com v
ments,
for use between
records
or"
record programs,
are yours
to use
or adapt to suit your needs. W<
find them helpful."
you willannouncement:
hope
A sample
Radio stations have had to insist oi
high fidelity recording when the:J_
transcribed radio shows or commercial 'i
so for years they have been using th •
slower companies
speed records.
th -"
figured Finally
out
a wa:l:
torecord
make such recording
technique
available
to theyour
public
andandthat's
wha
you
get— with
33-V3
45 r.p.rr
records
less surface
noise
and
muc.
greater clarity. If you have one o
those
new your
three-speed
record-change
units in
phonograph
you kno\
what we mean. Those of you wh a
haven't yet replaced your one-spee
phonograph can hear what we ar
talking about on record, recorded £
33- V3 revolutions per minute just lik
radio transcriptions.
RINGSON NAMED
Heads Georgia Grou y
RAY RINGSON, manager c
WRDW Augusta, has been elected

Assn.offic,c'r '_
Broadcasters.
assumes
of theHeGeorgia
president
July 1, beginning of the new assc
ciation year, and succeeds Edwi
Mullinax, general and commerci;
manager of WLAG LaGrange.
Other newly elected GAB of!
cials are: Ben Williams, WTO
Savannah, vice president; Frcj^
Scott, WKTG Thomasville,
secrj^
tary-treasurer;
L. H. Christia:
Athens, and Shed Car:WRFCWSFT
well,
Thomaston, director
Mr. Williams is the association
retiring secretary.
Ohio

U. Ad Meet

OHIO STATE U.'s annual adve
tising and sales promotion confe
ence Oct. 6-7 will be jointly spo|
sored by the school and Fifth Di
trict of the Advertising Federate
of America, it was announced la
week. Dr. Kenneth Damero
general conference chairman, sa
that the first day's program w
include addresses, clinics ai
other meetings. Second day's pi
:
gram will be business sessions
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 66)
pplications Cont'd.:
lifton, Ariz.; KCLA Pine Bluff, Ark.;
KIN Visalia, Calif.; WICH Norwich,
pnn.; WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.;
iird,
GRC Me.;
Louisville,
WIDE BiddeKMHL Ky.;
Marshall,
Minn.;
JQS Jackson, Miss.; WMBC Macon,
fliss.;
WHUN
Huntington,
Pa.;
WORD
Dartanburg. S. C; WGAP Maryville,
enn.; WHLF
South Boston, Va.;
BOB Galax, Va.; KYAK Yakima,
ash.; WBIZ Eau Claire, Wis.; KTUC
jcson, Ariz.; KCOY Santa Maria,
alif.; KSTP Sandpoint, Ida.; WJLB
Etroit, Mich.; WTCM Traverse City,
ich.: KCOW Alliance, Neb.; KTMC
icAlester. Okla.; KRUN Ballinger,
ex.; KEYE Perryton, Tex,; KTEM
emple, Tex.; WGIL Galesburg, 111.;
COG
WSLB Ogdensirg, N.Centervile,
Y.; KWON la.;
Bartlesville,
Okla.;
ARM Scranton, Pa.; WATW Ashland,
;fis.
License for CP
WNOE New Orleans — License for CP
;£VI
easestation
power toetc.change frequency, inWCLI
?w AM Corning,
station. N. Y. — License for CP
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extenDn of completion date : KMAR Bakers;ld Calif.; KGDM-FM Stockton, Calif.;
■ AVZ-FM New Haven, Conn.; WACEM Chicopee. Mass.; WGOR Fort Lauddale, Fla.; WARM-FM Scranton, Pa.
License Renewal
pWNYE
New
York— Request
for license
• newal noncommercial
educational
FM
I ation.
Modification of CP
^Mod.
CP new commercial
TV station
i r extension
of completion
date :
ATV Newark, N, J.; WXEL Parma,
!pio.
TENDERED FOR FILING
SSA— 1590 kc
KPRS Olathe, Kan.— Request for SSA
l Aug. 1, and Nov. 7 to operate addimal hours on 1590 kc with 500 w. for
jjecial election return broadcast.
SSA— 1400 kc
KUNO Corpus Christi— Request for
,;;A on 1400 kc 200 w unl. for period of
days beginning June 15 and ending
iith present license period.
AM— 1400 kc
'BpKFDR
Grand
Wash.—
new AM stationCoulee,
to change
from Mod.
1400
^ 250 w SH to 1400 kc 250 unl.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Request for license renewal returned :
DWS Champaign, HI.; KXGN Glen/e, Mont.; WHCC Waynesville, N. C.

New
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Grants,

Changes,

Transfers,

Applications
For
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SUMMARY
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Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
18
In
cations
Cond'l
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
2,137
2,116 175
13
FM
698
495
3*
303
182
352
AppliTV Stations
Stations
105
40 241
69
* Two on the air.
277
Docket Actions . . .
Pickering,
ownerand25%heating
stock inbusiness,
wholesale plumbing
FINAL DECISIONS
treasurer
25%;
Donna M. Bjork, 25%.
Filed
June
9.
Piedmont Bcstg. Co., Greenville, S. C.
Sparta, Wis.— Victor J. Tedesco, 990
and William M. Drace, Greer, S. C. —
250 w day. Estimated construction
Announced final decision to grant appli- kc
cost $15,728.
Tedesco Minn.;
is station
cation of Piedmont Bcstg. Co., for manager
WSHBMr.Stillwater,
15%
new station at Greenville on 1490 kc, interest WKLK
Minn.; 25%
250 w unlimited (cond.). Denied for interest in South Cloquet,
St.
Paul
Bcstg.
Co.,
default
application
M. Drace
applicant for new station and 10%
for
station
at Greer offorWilliam
same facilities.
interest
in
Owantonna
Bcstg.
Co.
apCommissioners Coy, Jones and Sterling
plicant Filed
for Owatonna,
Minn. Resub13. participating. Final decision June
not
mitted.
June 9.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
ORDER
Ark.—
Assignment
Savannah Bcstg. Co., Savannah, Ga., of KNBY
license Newport,
from Charles
William
Craft
and Brennan Bcstg. Co., Jacksonville,
and Harold L. Sudbury d/b as Newport
Fla. — Adopted order to grant petition Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee,
to
Newport
Bcstg.
of Savannah Bcstg. Co., Savannah Ga., Co. a corporation. Applicants desire
requestment nowforscheduled
continuance
of oral
form toofpromote
for June
19 to arguJuly corporate
tical operation
station.more
KNBYprac-is
28; re application and that of Brennan
assigned
1
kw
day
on
1280
kc. Filed
Bcstg.
June 13. Co., Jacksonville, Fla. Order June 9.
KEPO El Paso, Tex. — Assignment of
license from KEPO Die, licensee to
Non-Docket Actions . . .
KWFT Die Stockholders in both corporations are virtually identical and
TRANSFER GRANTS
their respective holdings are almost
KVOP Plainview,
Tex.
—
Granted
asthe
same.
Operation of both stations
signment of license from W. J. Harpole
by one corporate entity will permit
to corporation KVOP Die, in which
economy
of
operation KWFT
and Inc.,
greateris
Mr. Harpole holds 998 sh. of stock and ease in administration.
newcomers Kermit S. Ashby and Rial licensee KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.
L. Campbell each have 1 sh. for which
KEPO is rassigned
kw fulltime,
they pay $100. Mr. Ashby is part owner
ectional, on 690 kc.5 Filed
June 14. diof KPET
Lamesa,
Tex.
and
Mr.
CampWPCF
Panama
City,
Fla.—
bell is business manager KVOP. KVOP
ment of license from Edward G. AssignHolmes
operates with
and E. L. DuKate, partnership d/b as
Granted
June 250
12. w fulltime on 1400 kc. Bay
County
Bcstg.
Co.
to
new
corporaWWEZment of New
Orleans
assignBcstg. Co.
Inc.96.8%
Mr.
license
from— Granted
A. L. Chilton,
Holmestion BayandCounty
Mr. DuKate
retain
Leonore H. Chilton and Ralph James
interest and newcomer J. A. Smith
Wood,
as Sky
buys 3.2% for $500. Mr. Smith is local
Service partnership
to WWEZ d/bRadio
Die.Bcstg.
Sky businessman
with community interests.
Bcstg. Service is licensee of KSKY
WPCF
assigned
1400 kc. isFiled
June 250
14. w fulltime on
Dallas, Tex. and transfer provides
simplified operation of stations as
WKJFment of(FM)
Pittsburgh.
Pa.— Virginia
Assignlicensee
from West
entities. WWEZ
is assigned 5 kw fulltime
Radio Corp., to Agnes J. Reeves
June on
12. 690 kc, directional. Granted
Greer, individual, for $71,250. Mrs.
Greer is principal stockholder in corDeletions . . .
poration, which
is licensee W.
of AM
outlet WAJR
Morgantown,
Va.
FOURtionsAM
and
two
FM
authorizaWKJF
has
been
a
money
loser
i/CAV Now Fulltime
reported deleted by FCC last 1948 and anticipates greater lossessincein
week. Total deletions to date: AM
1950. tionMrs.
Greer WKJF
will relieve
corpora25; FM 66; TV 2.
of liability.
is assigned
Ch.
' CAV Norfolk, Va., last Thursday
WJBA
Sparta,
Wis.—
William
M.
229
(99.7
mc).
Filed
June
12.
1 -itched to fulltime operation with
Gleiss.
CP
June
12.
Request
of
perlew on 850 kc. Station, which had mittee.
WBKA Brockton, Mass. — Cur-Nan Co.
'erated with 1 kw daytime only License
June 7. Request of licensee.
1 860 kc,
received authorization
RELIGIOUS SHOWS
KPYL CPPuyallup,
Allen.
June 14. Wash.— W. Gordon
bm the FCC to change its power
Receive Radio Trophies
WNCA
Aiken,
S.
C—
Aiken-Augusta
%d frequency earlier this year,
Bcstg. Co. CP June 6. Request of
^tangeover was celebrated yesterpermittee.
WCIF-FM
Madisonville,
— Madi-7. FIVE religious programs earned
,y (Sunday) by a studio party.
sonville
Bcstg.
Co. LicenseKy. June
trophies at the annual Radio instiTransfer to Messenger Bcstg. Co., Madisonville.
tute conducted by the National ReBrockton,
Mass.—
ligious Broadcasters Assn. at ValCo.WBKA-FM
License June
5. Request
of Cur-Nan
licensee.
paraiso (Ind.) U. June 13. Top
1930 — 1950
three shows in the national tranNew Applications . . .
scription class were The Light and
20th Anniversary Year
AM APPLICATIONS
Life
Hour,
which won first place for
Tacoma, Wash. — Tribune Pub. Co.,
1400 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated
the third year; Showers of Bless46.0
construction cost $18,900. Tribune Pub.
ings, and Revival Time. QuizpiraCo. is licensee KTNT FM outlet in
tion was chosen the best show with
Tacoma. Alton F. Baker, stockholder,
is also president, director and minority novel techniques, and Student Radio
"HOOPER"*
stockholder
KERG Eugene, Ore. Filed
* (average 5 periods
June 12.
Workshop earned for the second
winter, 1950)
Columbia, Ky. — Tricount Radio Bcstg.
Corp.,
1270
kc,
1
kw
day.
Estimated
year
the rank of "best youth show"
proves the best buy
construction cost $15,827. Principals for WPTL-FM
Providence, R. I.
in
include
Owen
Wooten's
Storm Whaley, manager of
Recreation
HallGuy
and Wooten,
Restaurant,
11%
KUOA Siloam Springs, Ark., was
DANVILLE,
plus; Shiley Clayton Bybee, owner
VA.
Bybee's
grocery stockholders,
store, 11% plus;
there
contest judge. Rev. Dr. Myron F.
J
is
are
28
minor
all
local
residents. Filed June 9.
Boyd, director of the Light and
Matewan,
W.
Va.
—
Three
States
Life Hour and new NRB president,
rc ;1 WBTM
Bcstg. Co., 1360 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated
construction
cost $18,791.02.
at the presentation banquet.
in Three States
include: Principals
Fred A. spoke
Dr.
Sherman
Lawton of the radio
Staples,
pastor
Striker
Bible
Church,
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
president and general manager 25%;
department at Oklahoma U. talked
Fred L. Morningstar, assistant director
5kw (d) ABC
lkw (n)
Southern Highland Evangel Die, Biggs, on "A Lesson in Aural Style" and
Ky., vice president 25%; Joseph P. "Who Is Your Audience?"
JROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Salt John
Lake Blair
City, &Utah
National Representative:
Co.
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Mr. Frank Gilday
Cunningham and Walsh
New York City
Dear Frankie:
I wuz down at th' Kanawha County
Court House t'other day an' I heerd
smighty
u m pt imporhi n '
tant fer .o
feller
you,
t e r like
know.
Y ' s e e , t uh'v
hometown
W C H S ,
Chart est on,
West Virginny,
is in Kanawha
County, so
thet's why this
is sotant. Now,
imporyou
fellers tis
inerested inanythin'
t
he
sounds I iket
biz7iess is good
so lissen tet
this:
clerk th'sedcounty
thet
folks wuz
ab
u y i n'moreso
many
thin's this year
then last thet
his receipts fer
recordin'tracts,condeeds,
etc. is way up.
month
In
fack,uvferMay,
th'
his takin's wuz
more'ncent over
25 May
peruv
1949.
Now,
Frankie,
thet's
a
sizeable
increase fer a town thet had good
bizness last year this time, too. It means
thet this is a good place ter advertise
whut
ter sell,
remember
—
WCHSyou've
withgother
5000 andwatts
on 580
really kin carry yer message
fer yuh.
Yrs.Algy
WCHS
Charleston,

I

want

own

W.

Va.

my

copy

of

ONE YEAR— $7
□ I enclose $7.00 □ Please bill me
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE

STING
BROAI
Tfc* N«wiwmV££TI Kadi* and Tiltvltio
TELECASTING
N„t'| Pr»« BMo Wn-hinnton 4. D.C.
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Counsel Clash
(Continued from page 19)
presented by FCC witnesses at the
first hearing.
He denied he has received or
will get any "bonus" from Mr.
Richards for his activities in connection with the hearing.
He said he has been general manager of KMPC since January
1941 and that his present salary
is $18,000 a year.
Witnesses subpenaed by FCC
for appearance this week included
Frank E. Mullen, board chairman
of Jerry Fairbanks Inc. and former
president of the Richards stations;
John Baird, program supervisor of
KMPC; James H. Quello, promotion-publicity director of WJR,
and Rowena Geraghty, secretary
to Mr. Reynolds.
Mr. Reynolds, who was expected
to be on the stand through Wednesday (June 21), was questioned
in detail about facts surrounding
a dinner in Los Angeles attended
by officials of the three Richards
stations on Jan. 26, 1948. As that
happened to be Gen. Douglas MacArthur's birthday, he said KMPC
had arranged a special salute to
the general and the program was
tuned in during the dinner.
In the midst of this otherwise
laudatory broadcast, Mr. Reynolds
asserted, Clete Roberts, then
KMPC director of public affairs,
gave a pessimistic report on Gen.
MacArthur's health. As a result,
the witness continued, Mr. Richards reprimanded Mr. Roberts in
front of other guests.
In the previous hearing Mr.
Roberts, testifying as an FCC
witness, dwelt at length on Mr.
Richards' anger at what he said
the station owner considered defiance of "orders" always to present Gen. MacArthur in a "favorable light" on KMPC broadcasts.
Mr. Reynolds testified that the
station owner was a great admirer
of Gen. MacArthur and "became
very angry when this material was
included in the birthday salute."
Questioning on the MacArthur
incident alone consumed about an
hour and a half, Examiner Cunningham finally interjecting that
"I think you are dwelling too long
on this subject."
Mr. Reynolds' ownership of
KMPC stock was the subject of
extensive examination, with Mr.
Cottone frequently questioning the
KMPC executive's answers.
Dr. Thomas, called to testify on
the question of Mr. Richards'
health, said he had treated him
for a heart ailment since 1938,
examining him "several times a
"Don't you think that if Mr.
Richards can attend sporting
events,
night clubs, parties, and
year."trips
take
to the desert, he can
come
thisknow.
hearing?" Mr. Cottone
wantedto to
The heart specialist said Mr.
Richards did those things against
his advice but that such activities
were safer because they are forms
of recreation — "and this hearing

could not be called recreation."
Dr. Thomas said he "told Mr.
Richards in 1939 to get out of some
of
activities
or he'd
keelhisoverbusiness
one these
days. He
had
too many irons in the fire."
Dr. Thomas was asked to produce records and cardiographs to
substantiate his statements on Mr.
Richards' physical condition.
The hearing, expected to last
for several weeks and to include
sessions at Detroit and possibly
Cleveland, involves charges that
Mr. Richards ordered newsmen to
slant news according to his personal political and social views —
particularly against members of
the
President
Roosevelt's
family late
and certain
minority
groups.
Mr. Richards'
plan stations
to transfer
control
of the three
to a
trusteeship is at stake, along with
the station's renewal applications.
The Commission's order granting the General Counsel's appeal
for reversal of the Examiner's
ruling on the order of procedure
was adopted on a 4-to-l vote in
a special meeting Monday.
"It is our opinion that a balancing of the equities in this case
requires a conclusion that the
original order of proof should
remain in effect, at least for the
Los Angeles hearing," the majority
said.
Hearing Order Question
They said the General Counsel,
"out of an abundance of fairness
to theceed applicants,"
agreed hearing,
to profirst in the original
and that counsel for Mr. Richards
failed to give due notice that they
wished
to proceed first in the
new hearing.
"It was not the General Counsel
but the applicants who precipitated
the present conflict by their request
for a de novo hearing," the majority
said," and although the Commission
acceded to their request, they cannot be permitted to change the
prior procedure in the presentatestimony."claimed the ComThetion ofmajority
mission's power to adjourn the
hearing while deciding the General
Counsel's appeal stems from rules
giving FCC the right to review
an examiner's rulings.
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde dissented,
contending
Examiner's
cise of his "the
discretion
shouldexernot
be over-ruled." He joined the
majority, however, in voting to
deny Mr. Fulton's request to be
heard in oral argument on the procedure question. Oral argument,
the majority held, "would serve no
useful
The purpose."
majority consisted of Acting Chairman Paul A. Walker and
Comrs. E. M. Webster, George E.
Sterling, and Frieda B. Hennock.
Chairman Wayne Coy and Comr.
Robert F. Jones were absent and
did not participate.
Mr. Fulton, leaving Washington
for Los Angeles shortly after the
decision was announced, dispatched
a sharp telegram to Chairman Coy
protesting the "capricious and highhanded interference with the pro-

YOUNGEST and the oldest "amateu
disc jockeys" on KXLY Spokane'
disc show Houseparty — Ora Day (I)
63, and Barbara Ann McBride, 4—
get ready to compete for the hono
of being named by listeners as fa
vorite d. j. of the week. Cuin
Barbara is Disc Jockey Warre
Durham.
hearing and certainly casts grav
doubts
the Commission's
in
tention upon
to provide
a fair and im
partial hearing," he wired, adding
"I hope that this interferenc
with Examiner Cunningham in hi
conduct of the hearings will nc
Fulton asserted:
be Mr.
continued."
. . . [The Commission's action]
arules
violation
Commission's Pn
ow
and ofofthetheAdministrative
cedure Act. It unfairly throws
great burden and expense upon rad
stations KMPC, WJR and WGA1
and it unfairly denies them an oppo
tunity to tell the public the facts i
this case — after they have been sul
jected to scurrilous insults and i
nuendoes for more than two years.
The refusal to hear me as to tl
facts in this case before deciding i
after I had flown across the continei
for that purpose, contrasts mo!
clearly with the precipitous haste
grant the adjournment requested 1
the Commission's General Counsel.
It was sufficient for him to tell
phone his assistant and obtain actit
without regard to the Commission
lack of knowledge of the record ai
without regard to the disruption
the plans of witnesses involved.

m
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Advertisers

When Shopping for BIG RETURNS it
the
Maritime*,
BASKET"
is CHNS your
... best
Ask "MARKS
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
They also know about our new y
5000-WATT TRANSMITTER
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOT!:
CHNS
HALIFAX

"This is a poor beginning of the
ceedings."
BROADCASTING

NOVA SCOTI
• Telecastii

Hit
Stations
"AXMayPR
OPSchool
OSAL
PROPOSAL to tax profit-makig business enterprises of certain
lucational institutions — including
leir commercial radio stations —
as under consideration by the
ouse Ways and Means Committee
ist week.
Although committee authorities
eclined to make public details of
Iie proposal, it was understood
lat stations and other enterprises
f religious institutions would be
kempt under the plan.
,j There was no indication, howJ/er, as to where or whether the
roposal would draw the line beveen commercial stations operoted by lay schools and colleges
nd those operated by religious
istitutions.
The plan under consideration
as said to provide that educaonal and charitable organizations
taxed up to 38% on their profitmaking
"unrelated"meanwhile
activities.voted
The committee

j»r a 10% tax on the declared divilinds — not corporate earnings — of
likrmer and other cooperative or[Janizations, whose activities in
lime instances include broadcast
"Nations.
Distinction Necessary
If the committee finally votes to
x educational institutions, its disnction between educational and
iligious educational schools prejjjimably will determine whether the
JJx should be applicable to such
Jations as WWL New Orleans,
jlCA Spokane, WEW
St. Louis
id KWBU Corpus Christi, which
|e operated by religious schools,
well as to WGST Atlanta,
HCU Ithaca, and other stations
| lay institutions.
iThe committee also approved a
ovision whereby
residents of
tterto Rico — where Duffy's Tavern
rrently is produced for network
•esentation in the U. S. — would be
ibject to taxes on income from
e mainland and foreign countries
rut not from Puerto Rico) under
e U. S. income tax laws. Any
dividual who would be exempt
•rpm U. S. tax on income earned
Puerto Rico would have to qual-

ify as a bona fide resident of Puerto
Rico.
The committee meanwhile confirmed aprior agreement to reduce
from 6 to 3 months the period of
time which an asset must be held
to qualify for the reduced capital
gains tax, which has figured in
several recent network talent acquisitions. But the committee rescinded an earlier tentative agreement to reduce the effective tax on
such capital gains from 25 to 16%.
Prospects of Congressional action on a tax bill at this session remained problematical. The committee hopes to whip its proposals
into bill form within about 10 days,
but Congressional leaders appeared
doubtful of securing passage before the early-August target date
for adjournment of Congress.

pcoming
June 21: MBS regional meet, Hotel
Seelbaeh, Louisville.
June 22: American Television Society,
Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
June 22: Eighth annual Stanford-NBCRadio
- Television
Institute
Stanford
U., Palo Alto,
Calif. opens,
June
25-20:
Advertising
Assn.
the
West convention, Ambassador ofHotel,
Los Angeles.
June 25-July 1: WKY-TV Oklahoma
City Television Clinic, U. of Oklahoma, Norman.
June 28-30: Assn. of Independent
Metropolitan Stations Convention,
Miami, Fla.June 30-July 2: Catholic Broadcasters
Assn., U. of St. Louis, St. Louis.
July 6-8: South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn.
Beach. Ocean Forest Hotel, Myrtle
July 11-14: First Advertising Agency
Group, Hotel Lafayette, Long Beach,
Calif.
Aug. 10-13: AFRA convention, Sheraton
Hotel, Chicago.
Aug.
30-Sept. 2:
Broadcasters,
and Western
directors Assn.
meetingof
of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
Jasper Park Lodge, Jasper, Alta.
Sept. 23-30: tronics
National
Television
& ElecExposition,
69th Regiment
Armory, New York.
Sept. 28-29: National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. Radio-TV Workshop, Hotel
Statler, New York.
Oct. 6-7: Ohio State U.'s annual advertising and sales promotion conference, Columbus.
Oct. 22-24: 10th District convention Of
Advertising Federation of America,
Amarillo, Tex.
Nov. 16-18: National Assn. of Radio
News Directors convention. Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
COLUMBIA RECORDS Inc. announces new low-cost LP changer attachment, designed to play all sizes
of 33% LP records automatically.

it-Hometown
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Published by Bnlle
BOUNCE
BIRMINGHAM
Tex WilOn Records: Red Foley— Dec. 46234; — Dec.
ton
Hamp
l
Lione
;
liams — Cap. 1006
Wee King
27041; Art Lund — MGM 10713; Pee 6404
4; H.
Coral
k—
Shoo
Jack
—Vic. 21-1332;
Col.
—
e
liff
GulTter Bama 104; Leon McAu
.
10695
MGM
ill—
Merr
70688; CHuck
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KENTUCKY

RETIRING as president of the American Red Cross Denver chapter, Lloyd
E. Yoder (r), general manager of
KOA Denver, receives a plaque from
local members in recognition of two
years of senting"outstanding
service."
Prethe award on behalf
of ARC
Denverites is Mason Knuckles, newly
elected president.
KTAR'S PYLE
To Run for Ariz. Governor
J. HOWARD PYLE, program director of KTAR Phoenix, has been
drafted by both the Republican
State Central Committee and
Young cans Republiof Arizona
to run for governor. The Democrats have five
candidates running intember
the primary.
SepSo far, no other
Republican cannounced.didate has anMr. Pyle
Associated with
KTAR for the past 20 years, Mr.
Pyle, as a war correspondent, was
among the first radio men to arrive in Tokyo at the close of the
Pacific campaign. He was appointed public relations director
for Gen. Jonathan M. Wainwright
on the latter's trip back to Washington following the signing of surrender terms by Japan.
WHOL ALLENTOWN
Elects Bauman

President

HENRY K. BAUMAN, Allentown, Pa., postmaster, was elected
president and Victor C. Diehm,
president and general manager,
WAZL Hazleton, Pa., was re
elected vice president and director
of Allentown Broadcasting Corp.
(WHOL Allentown), at the firm's
annual
Tuesday. stockholders meeting last
Mr. Bauman, formerly treasurer, succeeds Lewis Windmuller
who has resigned as president of
the corporation. Also re-elected
was Charles G. Helwig, local attorney and secretary and director
of the firm. Mr. Helwig also becomes treasurer, replacing Mr.
Bauman. Messrs. Bauman and
Helwig were re-elected as directors
as was Edmund H. Scholl. Hazleton stockholders Helen M. Deisroth, George M. Chisnell, E. H.
Witney and Mr. Diehm attended
the meeting as did stockholders
from allentown and Washington.

MEET

Hardy Will Discuss NAB
NAB'S FUTURE will be discussed
by Ralph ernment
Hardy,
of govrelations director
for the association, at the 1950 meeting of the
Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.
Thursday and Friday in Louisville at the Hotel Seelbaeh.
Other speakers will be Robert T.
Mason, president of WMRN
Marion, Ohio; Louis J. Bosse and
Willis Munro, Kentucky industrialists, and George Partridge,
radio director of the Kentucky
State Fair. Also on the agenda
is a sales clinic, with Edwin E. S.
Weldon, vice president of WKYW
Louisville, as chairman; a BMI
program clinic, and a panel discussion on "How To Hold Operating
Cost Under
ville, Ky. Income," led by W. T.
Isaac, president of WHIR DanThe 1950 meeting will be dedicated to BMI, which is observing
its 10th anniversary this year.
In addition to the meeting of
Kentucky broadcasters, Hotel Seelbaeh will be the scene of a regional
Mutual meeting this week, with
Frank White, network president,
scheduled to attend. Mutual affiliates within a range of 200 miles of
Louisville will be represented at
an afternoon session Wednesday.
The MBS men have been invited to
remain for the state association
meeting, according to Hugh O.

"LOOK . . . Here's Your Answer"
The BOARDMASTER Tells
You at a Glance
Save time and prevent errors with the
BOARDMASTER Visual Traffic Control.
Across-the-Board at a Glance — All Programs and Anouncements in proper sequence— spotlighted by Color.
Accommodates 18 or 20 hours daily, 7
days a week. Type or write on quarter
hour segment and stationbreak cards, post
tain.
on board. Simple system, easy to mainCOMPACT & ATTRACTIVE
FULL PRICE
Size,for
24"x38V2"
correct
size
100% —visibility.
Permanently constructed of
Aluminum with black finish.
Precision workmanship.
delivery.
Weight, 9 lbs. Immediate WITH CARDS
TESTED AND ACCEPTED: The BOARDMASTER system is used by over 1800 AM,
TV and FM stations.
DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
FREE WITHOUT OBLIGATION
GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
55 West 42 nd St., New York 18
$4950
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At

Deadline...

TWO NAB OFFICIALS
ARE PRAISED BY RYAN
TWO NAB department heads who resigned
last week were praised Friday for services to
association by William B. Ryan, general manager (see early NAB story page 17).
Commenting on departure of Arthur C.
Stringer, with NAB 13 years, Mr. Ryan
pointed out he had managed NAB convention
exposition and exhibit; directed station management study series; developed NAB radio
news clinics and operated summer news internships for college journalism teachers.
G. Emerson Markham, TV Dept. director,
"has established a reputation in the radio and
television profession" which is well known to
broadcasters, Mr. Ryan said. He added that
the TV post will be rilled immediately.
WKRC-TV NAMES CHAPIN
DON L. CHAPIN, sales executive with WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati for almost two years, named
local sales manager of WKRC-TV Cincinnati,
effective June 26.
NBC APPOINTS DE BEER
ROBERT H. DE BEER, former assistant
manager of salary and wage administration
section for R. H. Macy Inc., appointed supervisor of records and research division of
NBC's personnel department.
WGAR TOPS ANNUAL POLL
WGAR Cleveland missed only two firsts out of
14 categories in the Cleveland Press 5th
annual radio poll, conducted by Radio Editor
Stanley Anderson. The station won 46 points
of a possible 84. WHK was second with 13
and WTAM 3rd with 9. Other points were
WERE 8, WJMO 7, WDOK 1 (WDOK went on
the air only a few weeks ago). WSRS was disqualified for the poll because of a promotion it
was using in getting votes. In television WEWS
received 27 votes, WNBK 11, WXEL 4.
MOTOROLA
DIVIDEND
MOTOROLA has declared a quarterly dividend
of 37% cents per share payable July 14 to
stockholders of record June 30.
OSGOOD GOES TO NBC
STANTON M. OSGOOD, former director of
TV production at CBS, named manager of film
production and theatre television division of
NBC television network film department.
TWO JOIN SSC&B
JEAN CARROLL, with Compton Adv., and
Esther Ojala, with Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, both timebuyers, will join Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, late this month
succeeding Jean Lawlor, who joined Benton
& Bowles fortnight ago.
JOINS FARGO AGENCY
RICHARD C. ROSENTHAL, former national
advertising manager of Watertown (S. D.)
Public Opinion, joins Barney Lavin Inc., Fargo,
N. D., agency, as account executive.
EWALD

NAMED

BY

NBC

ALAN EWALD, with NBC's radio sales planning and research department, named supervisor of research of network's national spot
sales department.
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DONT BAN TELEVISION,
MEDICAL GROUP WARNS
"DON'T ban television" advises American
Medical Assn. in message to parents of schoolage children, published in AMA official organ,
Today's Health. In article by Elizabeth B.
Hurlock, Ph. D., of Philadelphia, parents are
told TV is here to stay and children must
learn to live with it. Dr. Hurlock offers these
suggestions :
Don't
TV but
apportion
child'swatch
viewing
time;
help
childbanselect
suitable
programs;
programs
with child and teach him to appreciate good programs and pass up bad ones; regard TV as form of
education as well as amusement, serving as starting
point of discussions and related reading; encourage
interest in other forms of play, especially outdoors,
since many parents unwittingly encourage viewing
to keep child out of mischief; use viewing privilege
as reward for good behavior and deny viewing right
when behavior or school grades fall off; remember
novelty of watching programs will wear off and
child's preoccupation with it will lessen.
ANTI-H 1ST AMINE FIRMS
REACH FTC AGREEMENT
FEDERAL TRADE Commission proceedings
against five anti-histamine manufacturers
were terminated with FTC announcement Friday that companies have agreed to stop unjustified claims for their products in treatment
of common colds [Closed Circuit, June 12].
Under stipulations, FTC said, companies
agree not to claim their drugs will "cure, prevent, abort, eliminate, stop, or shorten the
duration of the common cold." They are free
to claim use of product relieves, checks, and
in many cases stops symptoms or manifestations of cold, such as sneezing, nasal congestion, simple throat coughs, etc. They also
may
advertise
"is safe ifontaken
in accordance that
withproduct
the directions
the
Companies and products involved: BristolMyers
Co. (Resistabs), Anahist Co. (Analabel."
hist), Whitehall Pharmacal Co. (Kriptin),
Union Pharmaceutical Co. (Inhiston), and
Grove Labs. (Antamine).
COLUMBIA RECORD CHANGES
WILLIAM C. NEU, former advertising production manager for Columbia Records, last
week appointed sales promotion manager, and
Robert Velde, former art director of Hayes
Lawrence Adv. Agency, New York, named art
director.
BAILEY ELECTED
STEPHEN M. BAILEY elected vice president
of Chicago Federation of Labor, which owns
station WCFL. Mr. Bailey is business manager of local Journeyman Plumbers Union,
and succeeds William A. Lewis, former secretary-treasurer of Chicago Allied Printing
Trades Council.
U. S. URGED TO BUILD
TV RELAYS ABROAD
PROPOSAL that private American companies
construct relay systems for television networks abroad offered in Senate late Thursday by Sen. Karl Mundt (R-S. D.) as followup of plan to establish U. S. global TV networks (early story page 53).
Sen. Mundt also suggested amendment to
pending overall appropriations bill to authorize capital outlay for TV in addition to radio,
and proposed foreign countries with community TV receivers finance cost of constructing system. He said Edward W. Barrett, assistant secretary of state for public affairs,
had assigned two staff members to study
"practicability and feasibility" of television.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 4-)

Clifford J. Durr, former FCC left-winger,
who's giving up general law practice in
Washington to move to Denver, reportedly as
general counsel for farmer organization with
possibility he'll also open private law office.
PONTIAC DIVISION of General Motors Corp.,
and Pillsbury Mills (flour), both negotiating
with CBS-TV for sharing quarter-hour each]
of half-hour Arthur Godfrey and His Friends
program released by Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield). L&M will retain sponsorship first half«
hour of show, 8-9 p.m., Wednesday. Decision1
expected early next week.
THAT CONDUCTED tour of BBC and Euro*
pean radio (government-operated) proposed
by Prof. Kenneth C. Bartlett, of Syracuse U!
[Broadcasting, May 23, June 5] has been
cancelled. Project was under attack as BBC?
inspired, which Prof. Bartlett vehemently denied. Failure to procure sufficient entries
because of late solicitation ascribed as respond
sible for cancellation.
MUTUAL board was greeted with what on<
director described as "the most favorable
report in years" at its meeting in New Yorl
last week. High tribute was paid to Presiden
Frank White, rounding out his first year, fo
his stewardship.
PABST SALES Co. (Blue Ribbon beer) abou
to sign contract to sponsor Blue Ribbon Spor
King featuring Don Ameche covering race i
from Chicago, starting in July on NBC, Saturday, 5:30-6 p.m. Warwick & Legler, N. Y., i
agency.
LIGGETT & MYERS (Chesterfield) considei
ing Perry Como, three-time weekly on NBC
TV, if he agrees to accept assignments. Deci(
sion expected within fortnight. Agency, Cur
ningham & Walsh, N. Y.
HALF-HOUR television version of one-hou
Lux Radio Theatre sponsored by Leve
Brothers on CBS, submitted by J. Walte
show.
Thompson
Co., New York, as format for T"
FALL ADVERTISING plans for Pepsi Col
Co. include television program — possibly Stoi
Club on CBS-TV — submitted by its agenc;
Biow Co., New York. Definite decision expects
next week.
KENYON & ECKHARDT, N. Y., agency f(
Lincoln-Mercury cars, sponsor of Ed Sull
van's Toast of the Town on CBS-TV, negotia
ing with network for exclusive rights contra
with Mr. Sullivan. Latter understood willir
to sign long-term contract (at least five year:
with agency if CBS will release him from i
agreement.
CONSOLIDATED ROYAL CHEMICAL C
Chicago, debating purchase of national TV sp
or TV network version of Bob Elson on t
Century for Krank's shaving cream and Ms
O-Oil shampoo. Only TV used has been Krai
commercials in Chicago. Agency, Ruthrauff
Ryan, Chicago.
WXRT

SILENT

FOR MONTH

WXRT Chicago, all-classical FM station,
off air for month while transmitter is mov
from atop Sheraton Hotel, north of the Lo<
to west-side building which houses statio l
AM affiliate, WSBC. Manager Robert Mil
is asking power increase to • compensate J
lowered antenna height.
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The

KMBC-KFRM

Team

The Spring 1950 Kansas City Primary Trade Area Survey — a coincidental survey
of over 80,000 telephone interviews in one week by Conlan — just off the press —
shows The Team even further ahead of its nearest competitor than a year ago !
It is one of the most comprehensive listener studies ever made — and one of the
most revealing.
Together with the Fall 1949 Kansas City Primary Trade Area Survey — an aided
recall survey made through 2,122 personal interviews at the 1949 Missouri State
Fair, Kansas State Fair and the Kansas City American Royal — it provides irrefutable proof of The Team's outstanding leadership. Yes, current proof, not
moth-ball evidence.
The

KMBC-KFRM

Team

with Coverage Equivalent to More than
50,000

WATTS

POWER!

Yes, The Team covers an area far greater
than KMBC alone, at its present location,
could cover with 50,000 watts with the best
directional antenna system that could be designed. With half-millivolt daytime contours
Daytime half-millivolt contours shown in black.

tailored by Jansky & Bailey, America's foremost radio engineers, to enable The Team to

Spring 1950 Kansas City Primary Trade Area

effectively cover Kansas City's vast trade territory (a rectangle — not a circle), The Team
offers America's most economical radio cover-

Radio Survey, just completed, shows KMBCKFRM far ahead of all other broadcasters trying to serve this area.

age.
Contact KMBC-KFRM, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for complete substantiating evidence.

THE UAM

AGAIN

WINS

FIRST!

i

STABIL

• 9 •
<V0

WWJ-TV is taking circulation for granted! The
Oft
number of television sets in the Detroit market
has passed the quarter-million mark!

• • •
/I0

t like "experimental" . . . "test" . . . "pioneerOf
Words
ing" .. . "infancy" and the rest of the vocabulary
of a neic medium are out. TV has come of age!

RATES

*

t

f

GUARANTEED

{

00

W~We will back our belief in the stability of television with our new rate card (#8) which ivill
be guaranteed to advertisers for one full year!

FIRST IN MICHIGAN
Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ

FOR
1
YEAR

NBC re/.v;t;on Network

JUNE
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Owned by The Houston Post Company
Operators of KPRC
Jack Harris, General Manager
Formerly KLEE-TV
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MORE

xxCoffee

Call is Ken tuck/ana's

merchandising

7 had

to wait 2 months

to see Coffee

show

only food

— it sells groceries/0

to get tickets

Call— but it was

worth

it."

HOUSEWIFE

{Xlook at the consistant/y
Hoopers.

high

The latest was

a 6.6!"

ADVERTISER
xxWomen
Coffee
FOOD

from

all over Kentuckiana

Call . . . over 21,000

xxThe potential
tm

ACCOUNT

Monday

in eleven months!"

WHOLESALER
^» A

COFFEE

flock to

CALL

Now

thru Friday

beginning

Food

is here. Kentuckiana

Sales

were

'$

$m,196,000!"

EXECUTIVE

Goes

5

July 3 —

Days

a

Week

Participations

now

available

For the past year "Coffee Call" has been selling food products for
its participating sponsors as a 3 day a week show. In answer to the demand
for "More Coffee Call", this popular show will go 5 days a week
beginning July 3. Better check your Petry Man now for availabilities.

50,000 WATTS
The

*

1 A CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio

station

serving

all of the rich Kentuckiana

*
and

840 KILOCYCLES
selling

Market
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

NEIL D. CLINE, Safes Director

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

PRARLOC

costs

but

us

it's

money..

the

policy

we

PRARLOC

support

100%

(Proved Returns At Rates Listed On Card)

is the Westinghouse policy of uniform rates . . as opposed to "deals" for station time made on a "per
inquiry" basis.

Anyone looking at our records might wonder why we, of all people, should be against
"PI" business.
Take these examples. In Pittsburgh, three early-morning announcements on KDKA
brought more than 3,000 cash orders for a 25c booklet. In Portland, Oregon, a department store advertised girdles at 9 AM on KEX, sold out its entire stock by 3 PM.
Similar reports come in regularly from Boston, Philadelphia, Fort Wayne, Springfield.
On a "PI" basis, we would have been able to bill far more than the rates listed on
our cards.
But — would this be good for advertising?
If would

not. It would mean discrimination in media costs. It would mean that one

advertiser would pay more than another for identical media services.
It would mean confusion, uncertainty, recrimination . . instead of fair, standardized
rates for one and all.
That's why we're backing PRARLOC. We believe it's good for the future of your
business and ours . . even if it does cost us money today. We believe that sticking to
card rates will protect the health and growth of the entire advertising industry.
And as for Proved Returns, we invite you to ask Free & Peters for case histories . .
like those above. . that prove our salespower in six of the nation's leading markets.
WESTINGHOUSE
KDKA

KYW

KEX

RADIO
WBZ

WBZA

STATIONS
WOWO

Inc

WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

Published every Monday, 53rd issue ( year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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SINDLINGER & Co.'s qualitative study of
media vs. "leisure time" to be released shortly
claims nighttime televiewing in Philadelphia
between 7 and 10 p.m. in 10-month period
(April 1949 to February 1950) used up an
average of only 11 minutes of radio time. Report also shows 20-month growth in city of
573,000 families with 974,000 radio sets to
607,000 families with 1,153,000 sets in February 1950. TV receivers multiplied seven
times over in that same period.
WHILE stressing theme that "radio comes
back" in TV homes, Sindlinger report also can
be expected to hit hard at surveys of radioTV sharing of nighttime audiences. Report
will claim "share" surveys distort picture.
DESPITE efforts to expedite its workload,
FCC is not expected to complete its paper
work for consideration of clear-channel revision prior to resumption of recessed NARBA
sessions in Washington Sept. 6. NARBA,
therefore, must deal with status quo in U. S.
allocations.
PLANS to build nest of high -power stations on
Haiti reportedly being nourished by World
Radio Corp., religious organization, with hopes
of attracting U. S. sponsors for religious-commercial programs. Organization has been holding rallies in Houston, is said to be talking
in terms of 500 kw station on 640 kc and pairs
of 100 and 10 kw stations on short and medium
waves — if money is available and if terms
can be reached with Haitian government.
ALSO in "international" field, at least one
Texas broadcaster is reported toying with
idea of applying to FCC for shortwave station to beam religious and other programs
to Mexico.
LINCOLN MERCURY division of Ford Motor
Co., through Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
preparing radio spot announcement campaign
on more than 100 stations to start in August.
ALTHOUGH FCC hasn't yet decided on policy
as to licensing of motion picture companies
in TV, indications are it will be disposed to
follow newspaper ownership philosophy of
considering each case on individual merits.
For example, motion picture producers which
have bottled up talent and film, precluding
TV use, doubtless would not fare as well as
those companies which have maintained reasonably open market in those commodities.
WITH Labor Day now regarded as earliest
likely date for FCC decision on color TV, and
!all else TV-wise being held in abeyance pending that verdict, it's time to push back those
.freeze-lift estimates again. Decision in September would leave less than four months for
(hearings and decisions on other problems —
'"general" TV
issues, UHF,
(Continued
on pageVHF
82) standards,
Page 4
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June 25-29: Advertising Assn. of the West convention. Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
June 28-30: Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations convention, Miami, Fla.
June 30-July 2: Catholic Broadcasters Assn., U.
of St. Louis, St. Louis.
July 6-8: South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Ocean Forest Hotel, Myrtle Beach.
(Other Upcomings on page 30)
Bulletins
NBC has sold Fibber McGee & Molly to another sponsor if S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine,
Wis. (wax products), decides not to renew
program by July 31, time set for decision.
Johnson plans entry into TV with fall participation on NBC-TV's Saturday Night Review.
Programs are also being considered. Johnson
agency, Needham, Louis & Brorby.
NAB COMMITTEE APPROVES
MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN
NAB Board's Membership Committee at Friday meeting completed first stage of planning
for "all-out membership drive" to start on
the eve of district meeting series opening Aug.
14 in Seattle (see board story page 19).
Sales presentation on which drive is to be
based was previewed before board at threeday meeting last week by Robert K. Richards,
NAB public affairs director. Presentation will
be shown to Washington and New York trade
press in near future, according to Clyde W.
Rembert, KRLD Dallas, committee chairman.
The committee suggested that district directors be asked to invite non-members in
their
area
to attend this year's district meetings.
Other committee members present Friday
were Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111.;
Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.;
Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles; William
C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo. Attending
for NAB were William B. Ryan, general manager; B. Walter Huffington, station relations
director; C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer,
and Mr. Richards.
WIBW

APPOINTS

SEYLER

WES

SEYLER, formerly Nebraska vocational agriculture instructor, appointed farm
service director of WIBW Topeka by Ben
Ludy, general manager. Mr. Seyler recently
took 1,700-mile tour with Elkhorn Future
Farmers. He is graduate of U. of Nebraska.
NEW DUANE JONES BRANCH
DUANE JONES Co., New York, establishing
Chicago office at 221 N. La Salle St. Lawrence
D. Milligan, formerly of Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace, named vice president in charge of
Chicago office and Hollis C. Doss, Hotpoint
Inc., joining as account executive.

Business

Briefly

CARLING'S CHANGE # Brewing Corp. o:
America's Carling's Red Cap Ale to Benton <$
Bowles, New York. Account was formerlj
with Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
GF PLANS £ General Foods, New York
through agency, Young & Rubicam, expectei
to sponsor mystery show as replacement foi
radio version of The Goldbergs, Saturday
8:30-9 p.m. on CBS.
WILDROOT BUYING • Wildroot Co. ti
sponsor 10-minute segment of Saturday Nigh
Revue on NBC-TV and in addition is prepar
ing extended TV spot campaign using 8:1!
and 8:30 p.m. station breaks on Arthur God
frey's Wednesday night TV show. Same sta
tion breaks sought by Bristol-Myers Co. fo
Vitalis. Wildroot agency, BBDO, New York
B&B APPOINTED # Diamond Match Cc
has appointed Benton & Bowles, New York
to handle advertising.
TV SUBSTITUTE % Philip Morris (ciga
rettes), through Biow Co., New York, wi]
sponsor Horace Heidt on television next sea
son replacing Candid Camera, Monday, 9-9:3'
p.m. on CBS-TV.
CHEESE AGENCY NAMED
NATIONAL CHEESE Co., Chicago, for Dais;
Brand whipped butter and cheese, name
Newby & Peron, Chicago, as agency. Medi.
schedules expected to be decided this week.
NORGE CONSIDERS TV
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co. (Came
cigarettes) will drop sponsorship of Ed Wyn
Shoiv, Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m. on CBS-TV a
end of current cycle. Norge refrigerators re
ported to be considering buying program.
TRANSCONTINENTAL
TV
LINK APPROVED BY FCC
CONSTRUCTION of microwave radio rela
facilities between Omaha and San Franciscoto complete first transcontinental TV networ
by Jan. 1, 1952 — approved by FCC Friday
AT&T was granted 55 relay stations betwee
two cities to provided four microwave channel:
two for telephone traffic and one each directio
for TV.
Estimated construction cost for new link wa
given as $20,400,000. Of this amount $17,900
000 is for Omaha-San Francisco facilities an
$2,500,000 for additional equipment in Chicag(
Omaha section. New York-Chicago portion c
route is virtually completed, FCC said, and i
expected to be available for intercity TV ne
work service "in the near future." Chicag<
Omaha section, under construction, is to t
ready for operation in April 1951. Total cos
of transcontinental link when completed ws
cited as $37,590,000.
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022

buy other radio stations

in Flint, Michigan,

IN THIS BROADCASTING
BUT

WFDF,

Radio-TV Fusion Now — An Editorial
NAB Board Cuts Budget, Changes Structure
Free Radio, or Not? — Mason Warning
Networks'
for May — PIB
Talent TrendGross
Toward Package
Buys
NBC, CBS Both Claim Audience Majority
Public Utility's Symphony of Success
Congress Pushed on Espionage Curb
Racing Data Gets Congressional Scrutiny
Sterling Approved by Senate
Counter-Claims Increase in Richards Case
Radio Out-Pulls Papers in ARBI Study
Rogers Drops Network Daytime for Local Spot....
NBC New York Outlets Start Promotion Drive
Sindlinger Seeks Nielsen Fi)es in Suit
Telecasting Section Page 55
DEPARTMENTS
New Business
Agency Beat
Air-Casters
4414 OM the Dotted Line
Allied
Arts
78
On All Accounts
Editorial
FCC
Actions
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Respects
To
FCC Roundup
Open
Mike Promotion,
80 Programs,
Premiums
Feature
of Week
49
Front Office
Strictly Business
Upcoming40
38
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in its 29th year of leader-

ship, gives you:

IMES

THE

OF

AUDIENCE

ALL

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

OTHER

STATIONS
(in the A.M.), and

SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; 3. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
Hailey, Berlvn
Assistnnts to gerald,
thpNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF: Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Cross, Tom Hynes, John
Osbon, Ardinelle Williamson. EDITORIAL ASSIST
ANTS: Estelle Dobschultz. Kathryn Ann Jones. Pa'
Kowalczyk.
Doris L. Lord,
.Tear
D. Statz; Gladys
Hall, Wilson
SecretaryD toMr-Carthv
the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAUKV LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant. Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi.
Phyllvs Steinberg. Judy Martin: B. T. TaishotT
Treasurer; Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P
COSGROVE.
Bill Gabriel
Haskell, GraceManager:
Motta, Lillian
Oliver, JrAl. ElainrRiley,
Warren Sheets.
NEW YORK BUREAU 488 Madison Ave.. Zone 22.
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agzncy Ed'.tor.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning.

in .Flint

far more

than

all other Flint Stations combined

in

all time segments!*

The latest Hooper Radio Audience
Index (Dec. '49 thru Apr. '50) is
just. out. The Katz Agency has full
details of WFDF's amazing leadership story.
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KATZ

AGENCY

Indianapolis— WEOA
,

Evansvillc

CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1
CEntrol 6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane
Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman, Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.Broadcast
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
* was acquired in 1932
and
in 1933.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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Long established CBS clients like Liggett & Myers, Pillsbury.
Procter & Gamble, Philip Morris, William Wrigley
•re increasing their CBS appropriations.

where
Carnation. Carter
Quaker Oats. Richfield Petroleum. Roselield Packing.
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News of World Counter-Spy
-S_
W
Genera!
Mills
(274)
FromEchoes
Tropics
Lone-01XRanger
(DM) H H
American Oil
Pure Oil Co.
(175)SR
R. -WHarkness
Sterling
Drug
Larry Lesueur
ABC
Railroad Hour
Ethel 8 Albert
Orchestra Mystery412).Theater
(150) R
A. A (Hi)
of RR's
C-P-PT'thPwdr.
Co-op
Firestone
General Motors Broadway Is My
Gentlemen
of
the
Press
1:30-1:5!
Henry Taylor
Voice
Firestone
Crime Fighters
S
(UD)
— <m
B"t (170.)
Satan's(15?)Waitin'
B
JoeMelody
Hirsel
Wm. Wrigley
S
Murder By
Bell Telephone Town Meeting
Rendezvous
Romance
Hour
Greenacres
ExpertsS Telephone
(il) — am —
(liSlB —
Granby's
Soliloquy
Blessings
Count
Your
CitiesTopService Chr. Sc. Monitor
Solo
Murder
Midnightat Band of America Views the News Philip Morris
phnne Micro(143)Musical
(JUX-H
Candid
Memos
Co-op
RaleMateYour
Time_S_For There's Music
A. F. of L. General Mills
in the Air
DefenseS
Commentators
S
Night(Lax
Beat
or Not!
Oil)
S
United—
Newsreel
Dance
Chamber ol
Strictly From
Dance
Secret
Dixie
Commerce, Thi:
Orchestra
Orchestra
I
S
It Our Town
As WeAFofLSee It

News
S-Bob15-6:10
WarrenS (Not in Serrice) 1
NBC
Melody
S
Clem McCarthy
Sketches in

Co-op
Co-op

3-Star
Sua (21)
OilExtra
Co.

Fulton Lewis jr. Miles Labs. Headline Editioi
One Man's Fam.
m Davis
sm.
Miscellaneous
Elmer
Milesof Labs.
News
World
Program
(114)
EchoesH B General
Mills
Lone Ranger
Rhodes Pharm.
S
Is
From Tropics
S
Gabriel
Header
■m— (Wt —
— im —
Pure Oil Co.
A Mystery
R. Harkness
Dr. I. Q.
I Love
Who Said
CountCrista
of
Monte
(77)
That?HRS
(S5)
■4*
Cliche
Club
Official
Lewis-Howe
Concert
StarlightOil) Walter Kiernaa
Detective
S_
i
Joha
Steele
Adventurer

Traveler
Mysterious
Co-op
A.
F. ol L.
Commentators
(111)
Newsreel
Danee
Orchestra

Gen. Mills
Penny Shut
Singleton
Presenting
Charles Beyer

Detour
•■ i
Chindu

I if
(21)
I
Lawrence
Welk
(W)
Lever Bros
Big Town
S
Brown
8
Wmsn
AHands
Life In(HI)
Year
Oa Trial
S
DAYTIME

Today
Co-op
MONDAY - Cs-op
FRIDAY Red Foley
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
ABC
Co-op
No School
General Mills
News
Breakfast Club
Robl. Hurleigh
S
S
Swilt
8
Ca.
(212) R
a
Your
Breakfast Club BarnyardS Follies Tell
Neighbor
Tennessee Clevelandaires
a
(127) R
Jamboree
S
Co-op
Philca Corp.
Breakfast Club
(24)
« • Drug
Sterling
PSG,Travelers
Welcome
My True Story Music Please Cecil Brown
(142)
S
(30)
Pillsbury &
(104) R
Faith Our Time
Wildroot,
Arthur
Godfrey (170) R
S
Campbell Soup
Gold Godfrey
Seal
Voice ol
General Mills Arthur
Arlof
Prophecy
Nothing
Double (34)
or
Betty
Crocker
Say
It
with
Music
Morning
S
(281)
Co-op
(178)
R
Biscuit
R National
Serutan
Arthur Godfrey
Serenade
Victor(191)
Lindlohr
(69)
Story
S
Juaior
Co-op
Quips
Christian Ref. Faultless Starch Tips,
(178)
R
Ligged
8
Myers
Arthur
Godfrey
Behind
the
8
Tunes
Starch
Time
Junction
TBA
Church,
(186) R i
God Back
(266) Tc
S
S
(50)
Mailbag
The UN Is
TBA
My Beat
N'western U
Contn'l Baking G. Header's Prudential Ins.
At Home
Review
as a Flash Grand Slam
Bob Poole
Jack Berch
News Hilites Quick (206)
With SMusic
S
S
(48)
Co-op
Rosemary
P8G
(189)
Babbitt
Campana
Solitair
Time
Bob Pcole
David Harum
(140)
(58)
(20)
«•
American
General Foods
Philip
No Network 101 Ranch Boys
LadiesMorris
Be Wendy Warren Kate Smith
College Choirs Forum of the
Service
S
Air S
Seated (209) • Aunt
Jenny
Lever(150)
Bros.
Gulf
Oil
Speaks
Echoes Tropics
Lanny Ross No Nel.T-Th.-F
S Men-Wed
(H)
Eteraal
Whitehall
American
MutualMusic The Light
Hometowners
Farmer
Chamber
Out of Service Helen Trent Miscellaneous
Program
(166)
S
Mon.-Th.
S
Co-op
S
Whitehall
Co-op
Burrus,Dough
Lt. trtMon.-Thu.
Van Damme
Our Gal Sunday Crust
(MWF)
S
(160)
PSG
Luncheon
with
Lopez
America
Biukhage
News
Co-op
Harvey
United
Cedric
Foster
Navy SHear
(141)
Big
Sister
S
PSG
Harding
Voices of
Nancy(02)Craig Ma (144)
Perkins
Strings
(II)

Co-op
SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
World News Elder Michaui World News
9:00 M
Happiness Hour Leon Pearson
Wormwood
E. Power Biggs
9:15
Forest
s
S
Cameos
Dixie 4
Voice of Prophof
Music
9:30
e(85)
cy, Vof P Inc
S
Quartet
Hudson
Co.
Minis- D. 8 H. Coal
Miners
Trinity Choir Healing
9:45
try ofChris.
Science
(IS)
National
Message of
RadioClassBible Radio
10:00
Pulpit
Israel
Church of Air
S
S
S
(288)
10:15
Living
ABC
Concert
Hall
S

10:30

NegroChoirs
College
S

1 10:45

Church of Air
S
Foreign
I 11:00
Newsmakers
Reporter
S
S
Howard K.
Dawn Bible
Smith
Students, Frank
3 Ernesl (179 )
S
5
Salt Lake City
|7n.
Hour ol Faith Tabernacle
S
S
[l1:30
111:45
112:00 N
112:15 PN
12:30

Fantasy
Melody In
S
a

Invitation
LearningTo
S

Piano
Playhouse

Platform
People's
S

Sammy
Sunday Kaye
Serenade S

Charles
Collingwood
S
Elmo Roper
S

12:45
1:00
1:15

Co-op
SATURDAY
CBS
NBC
10 MBS
AM)
Skefly OH
News
(Network Opens Down Homers
Barnyard
Follies
S

Garden Gate
Family
Party
Carnation
(95) R
YourLeakBest
Let's ofPretend
Cream
Wheat

Down Homers
S
Brown
Wmsa
Life
in
HandsS Your
(16)

Miscellaneous
Program
S

Coffee la
Washington
Minn
SValley
CanningWariag
Co.
Fred
—(EH.mJuly—8)

News

PelTBAMilk
Mary Lee Taylor

Hall
Helen
Ceast
Band
Guard

(149)
Mind
Your
Manners
S

Vespe
NitkH
AB(
1:30
1:45

la
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

(175)
(154) •
ArmstrongofFday
Cork
Theater
(172)
PillsburyCeaMills
Grand
Sta

ArmourOver
Stars
Hollywood
(181
(153) *

Hoosier
Hotshots

OnManFarm

Adventures of
Irchie Andrews

Barriault
Washington
News
Public SAffairs
U.S. Treasury

Danee
Orchestra

Luncheon
Lopez with

News

Allis-Chalmers
latl.HoarFarm(164)8 H.

Jerry 8 Skya
S

C**|
Artuni
f15l)
Warl t
Mr Prei
S
afSan

id
3:15
3:30
3:45

Lever-Rayve
Junior Miss

S

4:00
4:15
4:30

4:45
5:00
5:15

Speaki
Lthrn La
LutheranCa
(190)
Gospi
Broades
a
u
a
Miltc i
Cras

i

5:30
Think 1
5:45

N

G

ESDAY

THURSDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
Metro. Lile Ins.
MO
Allan
Jackson
Repeat
Kid duipS
Ctriatof
(Not ii Service)
(ID
„
You And5
a
No Network
Bill News
Costello
u
Garry
s
Co-op
Fulton Lewis jr.
Moore
Headline Edition
Show
Co-op
(Ill)
— (SD-i
Miscellaneous
Elmer Davis
Program
S
(It)
Rosemary
Clooney
Gabriel
Counter-Spy
» 11 MHeader
J
(174)
S
American Oil
Love
A )Mystery
Larry Lesueur
(ZD
Casebook of
California
GregoryS Hood
UpParole
For
u

News
Bob Warrei
S
Clem McCarthy
C: 15-11:10 S
Sketches
Melody ii
1:10-8:45
Sua Oil Co.1
3-Star Extra
(M)
Labs.
ulton Lewis jr. OneMiles
Man's
Fin.
r (III)
HR
OH) Labs.
Miscellaneous Miles
News of World
'—Program
s
— <m —
Dance
TBA
Orchestras
S
Pure Oil Co
1 Love
R.
Harkness
A Mystery
The Hidden —Gen.wMills
Troth
Dangerous
S
Assignment
(Eft.
July 1!)—
Repeat it
Kid Strips

international
Airport
«•
1,000 Plus
s

Whitehall
Mr. Keen
(151) H

Inner
Sanctum

TheKraft
Falcon

Bristol Myers Old Gold Orig
Break the Bank Amateur Hour
— <m —
(171) •

TBA
u

Bristol Myers
amily Tkeitro Oist. Attorney
— <w

Philip Photo;.
Morris
Crime
(lit)

Limerick
dnow
Vincent
Lam
Show

lion
1
i

Music
with
Trendler

Co-op
Jail
j Bill Cunningham
(HI
Veteran Wants
to Knew
I
.till Treasury
jiic Variety Show

r

]

TBA

General Foods
Hopaloig
Cassidy (HI)

U.S. Tobacco
Wis Gargai
Investgr
1
— Private
— m —
.j
Lahs(420)
1 I Grove
mi" The Shadow
ii
At
Williamson
True Detective
■ |» Mysteries (471)
*

NBC
Theatre
*
a
a
a

MONDAY
CBS
PtG
(Not in Service) Dr. Malone
UJ9)
Co-op
PSG
Guiding Light
(141)
ArtNotehook
Baker's
Co-op
Gen. Burton
Fds.-Jello
(68)
Welcome to Mrs.
Quaker (34)
Hollywood
P&G
Perry(147)
Mason,
Toni Co.
Chance ol
Nora Drake
Lifetime
(HI)
PSG
Brighter Day
(106)
Babbitt, Nona
Bride ft Groom From
Nowhere
(144)
(HI)
ABC

FRIDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
ABC
Metro. Life lis.
NewsRicau AlbertHarry
Warner
Kid
Strips
Allan
Jackson
Lionel
Not in Service)
Repeat ol
(11)
S
S
McCarthy
Cliff
Melody
u
Camprnn
i lem
s
vamci vn
6:15-6:20
S
You And —
Sketches
in
«
No Network
Wismer
1:10-6:45 S
Garry
Co-op
Bill
Costello
3-Star
Extra
News
Sun
Oil
Co.
„
Remember
Co-op
Treasury
S
(141)
Co-op
Miles
Labs,
:u!ton Lewis jr. ,
Moore
ine Man's Fam.
leadline Edition
Show
Show
Miles
(164) Labs.
HR
Miscellaneous
Program
News
of
World
Elmer« Davis
Bert Andrews
*
Clooney
S
Dance
(4D Mills Rosemary
General
Buzz
Lone Ranger
iabriel Heatter Orchestras
S
S
(175)•
(53)
American
Pure
Oil Co.
Mystery
Wrigley Oil A ILove
„
R. Harkness
Larry Lesueur
Stars
and
Dixieland
lorwich
Pharm. Cloud Nine
Bandstand
Starters
Fat Man
Jazz Bands
S
S
(170)
(136) R
U.S.A.

G. F.-Maxwell Equitable Lile
Your RFBI
Father Knows This(221)
TBA
Best
HR
(eH. (155)
July 13)
Heinz
Camel
Reynolds
uuiio 1Screen
ileaTob.11 C — Thin(107)Man

«•
Mr.
Feathers

Paul Harvey
•
Wrigley
A. F. of I.
Author
A.F.ofL. Am. Cig.
8 Cif.
nil)
Commentators
Commentators The Big Story Meets«sCritics
Johnny
Co-op
•
(141)
(1711)Dollar
m —
|—Co-op
Newsreel
| Newsreel
' Dance
Rexall
Murder ft — fhrsefietd
Dance
Rich. Diamond
Music
';1Orchestra
SkippywoodHollyTheater
S
Orchestra
s
(Ul)_
—
m
—
! a
George
Barnes

Y *
1.•UN DAMBS
NBC
Lutheran
U ol Chicago
Hour
Rouad Table
S
(Lutheran)

NBC
News
Lionel Rieau
$
Clem McCarthy
0:15-1:10
Melody S
Sketches in
1:20-6:45 S
Sun OilExtra
Co.
3-Star
(in
Miles Labs.
>ne(164)
Man'sH Fam.
R
Miles Labs.
News of World
(.149)
The
Playboys
S
Pure Oil Co.
R. Harkness
The(21)Quick
and the
s Dead

«•
Music

unit Kenning
We the People
(IIS)
, (1!)

AirHour
Force
co-op

Gen. July
Mills7)
(Eft.
Dimension
X

TBA
u
Songs
For

Hollywood

TBA

S
Byline

,<

Take A
Number

u

6:11 PM
6:15
6:11
6:45
7:09
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30

„
Imer. Tob. Co.
True or False Your Hit Parade
(115) R
s

8:45

Texas Rangers
(Eft.TBAJuly 6)
Gen. ofMillsthe
Confidentially
— Godfrey Digest Lombardo
Tales
Blatz(1HBrewing
Borai
Liggett
&
Myers
Lait
S
Gang
«
) II Pac.The C.Sheriff
Press
USA
fours,
with
Jack
Meet
the
Duffy's(15!)Tavern
S
Ch. Spark
091) Plug
(167) R
«
«
Roll(SI Call
Basin
Co-op
5)
Street
ihicago
Theatre
A.
F.
ol
L.
WAEB
Wanted
of
the
Air
Dragnet
Phillips
Petro.
Sing
It
Again
Claremont
L&M-Fatima
Rex Allen Show Commentators
Sleepy Hollow
s
Hotel
S
S
Escape
S
(146)
(63)
(141) H
Hichheld
Saturday
Newsreel
R.J.
Reynolds
Grand Ole Opry
(34)
Carter Prod.
;ol.-Palm.-Peel
At the
Gen. Mills
Sing It Again
Dance
Shamrock
Steel
Pier
Room
Capitol
cloak
Orchestra Sports(140)
Orchestra
Newsreel
S
Private Caier
Sing it
Pro ft Con
(111)
S
S
Again
Sara's

9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

- FRIDAY
MBS

NBC
Co-op News
Music
GeorgeS Hicks
Manhattan Soap
Ralston
Checkerboard
We Learn
Love
and
Jamboree
Campbell
Soup
Miles Labs
Double or
Ladies'
Fair
Nothing (131)
(4111
(Also
until Baseball
4 p.m.)
Miles Labs.
Queen
for A
Day (431)

Live
Like A
Millionaire
S

Sale

ABC
Roger SDann
Lets
Go To
The Opera
S

Gen.(75)Foods
Baseball
1:30-5 A ternate
DanceWeeksMusic

Bob Poole
Show

Bands for

Bonds
Dunn *
Discs
On

Gangbusters
s

Ray
Burn
ft Finch
S

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
Toni Co.
Slim
Bryant S
Barn
Dance
Give and Take
His Wildcats
S
S
(1501
Story
Recovery
Hormel
S Co
Girls
(61)
Music with H.
S

PSG
Overseas
Life-Beautiful
Report
From
(151)
PSG
Miles Labs.
Adventures
Road of Life
Hilltoi House
in Science
(151)
Where
(117)
PSG
The
Winner
Hannibal
Pepper Young There'sS Music CBSNewsFarm
Quiz SKids
Take All
Cobb
*
am
PSG
Dance
Music
"
(151)
light to nessHappiCloak and
Green Spot Co.-Palm.-Peet Miscellaneous Sterling Drug
Blue
Dagger
Surprise(61) Strike It Rich
S rowed,BorPrograms iackstage Wife lid, New,
Package
S
(31) R
Sterling
(HI)Drug Horse Races
Surprise
Package
Stella Dallas
S
Treasury
S
d«)
Treasury
PSG
High
BSD
Bands
Happy Landing Bandstand Chueklewagon
Adventure
Lorenzo Jones
S
S
TBA
(144)Drug
Sterling
Ted Malone
Y.
Widder
S
4:55-5 News
Brown (146)
TeaS
Genera!
Foods
M-T-W
Dance
The Big Guy
Mar's (81)
Crumpets
When
Girl
Record
Adv.
Fun
House
The
Chicagoans
Orchestra
S
M-F Ihr.
S
Thur.-Fri.
SI. Louis Mai. National Biscuit General Foods
Mert's
Lile (II)
Faces
S.Tues.-Thurs.
Arrow (343) Portia
Make Way
B Bar B
Int'l
Harvester
Whitehall
larvest of Stars [See Footnotes) TopTimeTune
M. T. Th. F Just Plain Bill
For Youth
S
(«)
ihr.
(1*7)
Miles
Labs
Whitehall
Curt Massey Bobby Benson Front Page ilubClubAluminum
Time
Time (141) R Tues.SThurs.) Farrell (61)
The Truitls
S

Harmony
SATURDAY
Newt
Living
News
CBS
MBS
NBC
Bancroft
Rangers
S
Correspondents
Scratch Pad
BobOn Coisidiie
the Line
s
S
till
Red Barber
Al Heifer
Voicess ft
News
Music
L. Leseuer
Events
S
s
Starlight
Hawaii Calls
s
s
Operetta
((
Comedy
Errors of Joe DiShowMaggie
R J. Reynolds
faughn
Monroe :S5-0 Kennedy
Wrigley
7:J0-7:SS
S
1
s
Dance
Ronson Metal
Pursuit
Bands
(163)
20 Questions
(501)
(169)
S

U.S. Army
Band
S
Music
S

9:00

10:15
10:30
10:45

* Explanatory : Listings In order: Sponsor,
lame of program, number of stations; S su
taining; R rebroadcast west coast; TBA
announced. Time is EDT.
ABC
12:25-12:30 PM Mon.-Frl.. Toni on 225 stations.
3:30-3:35 PM Mon.-Fri.. Philip Morris, Walter
Kiernan's One Man's Opinion, 200 stations.
5:30-6 PM Mon., Wed., Superman.
5:30-6 PM Tues., Thur., Sky King.
5:30-6 PM Fri.. Green Hornet.
7:30-8 PM M-W-F, American Bakeries Co
Lone Ranger, 62 stations.
CBS
:05 AM Sat., Seeman Bros.. Bill Shadel
News, 170 stations.
12:55-1:00 PM Sat., Pillsbury Mills. Inc. Cedric
Adams, 153 stations.
1
11

Voices
Down
The S
Wind

Caribbean
Crossroads

TBA

Parade
S
Sports

AM Mon.-Fri., Alex Drier, Skelly Oil
, 24 stations.
:15 AM Sat.. This Farming Business.
Skelly Oil Co.
11:15-11:30 PM Tues. Thurs. Sat , Songs by
Morton Downey, Coca-Cola Co.. 145

True or
False
Radie
Harris
(Dowey)
Twin Views
of (50)
News

MBS
■9 PM Mon.-Fri., Bill Henry & the News.
Johns-Manville, 374 stations.
2-4 PM Sat., Baseball Game of the Day heard
in Midwest.
NBC

Pabst
Sportseast

Want

¥

• These days children can repeaf a
sponsor's message and his premium
offer almost as quickly as fheir own
name and address. So why not take
full advantage of Philadelphia's hardlistening juvenile audience through
these two great WCAU programs?

to

st\

th

"TIME OUT"
70 to 70:30 A. M., Saturday
An audience-participation quiz
show featuring Philadelphia's top
sports commentator Bill Campbell,
the Whiz Kids, a trio of teen-age
sports experts, and a Saturday
attendance of 200 youngsters. This
show has top rating for its period,
a 5.0*. That's 1.0 better than the
"Fred Waring Show" on station B.
"RADIO RANGERS"
70:30 to 7 7 A. M., Saturday
With the younger generation
using living rooms for corrals these
days, here's a natural for putting
your message across. "Radio Rangers" isfast on the draw with cowboy
ballads, drama of the old West, and
a chance for kids in the audience to

// you want your sales story to be a
success story, climb aboard WCAU
for results that break records.

WCAU
THE PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN STATION
REPRESENTED BY RADIO SALES

put in their two pesos' worth. *Pu/se
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BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

Here's

the

Sensational

LOW-PRICED
That

Should

Be

WESTERN
On Your Station!

PRODUCTS Co., Danville, 111., names Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, Sept. 1. National farm radio, probably
programs, planned for Kaff-A, Semi-Solid Emulsion, Semi-Solid
•'E" Emulsion. Accounts executive: Frederic S. Gardner.

CONSOLIDATED

OLDSMOBILE, Detroit, through Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, readying 18 radio spots, 10 TV film announcements for fall radioTV campaign. Agency: D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit.
THOMAS MARTINDALE & Co., Phila. (food distributor), names Martin
Agency, Phila., to direct advertising. Will use radio; plans TV spots.
THE NESTLE Co., N. Y., names Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., to direct
'Nescafe and Nestle's Evaporated Milk advertising.
HOLLYWOOD LEGION Stadium, Hollywood, appoints Walter McCreery
Inc., Beverly Hills, to direct advertising. May use radio or TV in fall.
lPARK REGION BAKERIES, Fergus Falls, Minn. (Tender Krust bread,
sweet goods), names Barney Lavin Inc., Fargo, N.D., to direct advertising. Plans radio.
CARNATION CO., L. A. (Carnation products, Friskies dog food), July 15
starts three-weekly, five-minute Crusader Rabbit on KNBH (TV) Los
Angeles. Plans to extend nationally in fall. Agency: Erwin, Wasey &
Co., L. A.

*

*
**

*

CHICAGO WESTERN Corp. (Pinafore Chicken) expands TV spots to
eight major markets after successful test in Chicago. Plans schedule
|until fall. Agency: Phil Gordon, Chicago.
LOUIS MILANI Foods Inc., L. A., names Marketers Inc., L. A., to direct
advertising, effective July 1. Radio, TV planned.
BLATZ BREWING CO., Milwaukee, buys spots in four Texas markets
for summer campaign. Agency: Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, N. Y.

Model Dairy, of Owensboro,
hired "Cisco
Kid" as
aKentucky,
milk-products
salesman.
Against tough competition— in
three months — their sales
showed a 300% increase!
"Cisco Kid's" merchandising

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR Corp. and FARMA-CRAFT CORP. Inc.
(Heed deodorant) alternate sponsorship The Sugar Bowl, musical comedy
series, ABC-TV, effective Oct. 5. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
PIONEER APPLIANCE Co. (Northern Calif, distributor Coolerator and
Youngstown kitchens) appoints Consolidated Adv. Agency, S. F. Will
use radio.
PROCTER & GAMBLE uses TV spot for American Family Flakes for
first time with WTMJ-TV Milwaukee series, to continue indefinitely.
Results determine spot expansion. Agency: Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Product now has five-minute daily Cliff Norton show WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
DESERT TREASURES, Palm Springs, Calif, (decorative driftwood
pieces), appoints Garfield & Guild, S. F. Will use TV.

JOHN E. SLOANE, manager special advertising and publicity Thomas
A. Edison Inc., W. Orange, N. J., named advertising director. LOU
SCOTT, Edison sales, appointed sales promotion manager Edison Voicewriter. FRANK PRICE named assistant to advertising director.
J. H. C. GRAY, assistant advertising manager Campbell Soup Co., appointed supervisor of media.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

program pulled over 7,000 requests for Model Dairy in a few
weeks' time! Dealers phoned
. . . demanding Model Dairy
milk! Youngsters crowded the
Kid" giveaways.
company's
office for "Cisco

SENSATIONAL PROMOTION
CAMPAIGN
. . . From buttons to guns
—is breaking traffic recordsl
LOW PRICED!
'A-Hour Western Adventure
Program . . . Available:
1-2-3 times per week. Transcribed for local and regional
sponsorship.

"Cisco Kid" can do a great
selling job for your sponsor.
Write, wire, or phone for details. It's a TERRIFIC story!

nam 9

*» nH

T
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in

don't know

how well you know

BOSTON

Boston, or Fargo, or

Seattle — or any of the other cities listed at the right. But
to us, they're the most important places in the world. We
know

them almost as well as our living rooms. If you have

any sort of advertising problems, in any of those areas, we'd
certainly like a chance to be helpful. Now?

FT
REE

&

P
IT

ETERS,

INC,

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN

FRANCISCO

AND

EAST.

FARGO

•

•

•

AND

SOUTHEAST

NBC

WBZ-WBZA

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo

WGR
WMCA
KYW

New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

KDKA
WFBL

Syracuse

wcsc

Charleston, S. C.

WIS

Columbia, S. C.

WGH
WPTF
WDBJ

Norfolk
Raleigh

ST

SEATTLE?

Roanoke

50,000
CBS
IND.
NBC
NBC
CBS

Davenport
Duluth-Superior
Fargo

WDAY
WOWO

Fort Wayne

KMBC-KFRM

Indianapolis
Kansas City

WAVE

Louisville

WTCN
WMBD

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha
Peoria

KSD

St. Louis

KFDM

Beaumont

WISH

KFAB

KRIS

Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas

WBAP
KXYZ

Houston

KTSA
MOUNTAIN

San Antonio
AND

ABC
NBC

5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000

CBS

l\r5L
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC
ABC
CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS
CBS
I NBC

KDSH

Albuquerque
Boise

KVOD

Denver

KGMB-KHBC
KEX

Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.

KIRO

Seattle

5,000
5,000
10,000

5,000*
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000

ABC

5,000

NBC

5,000

NBC-ABC
ABC

1,000
50,000
5,000

CBS

WEST

KOB

50,000

5,000
en Ann
Des Moines

WDSM

5,000
50,000

5,000
CBS
NBC

SOUTHWEST

WHO
woe

5,000

NBC
ABC
CBS
CBS
ABC
CBS

5,000
*CP
50,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
50,000

*
The

#

*

Station

That's

Tuned

to

You

agency

ELIZABETH B. POWELL, H. B. Humphrey Co., to Geyer, Newell &
Ganger, N. Y., as radio-TV timebuyer.
AVERY McBEE, manager N. W. Ayer & Son, Honolulu, appointed vice
president Hill & Knowlton Inc., N. Y.
ROBERT STRUBLE, radio-TV director Jordan Co., L. A., to Marketers
Inc., L. A., same capacity.

night

and

HERBERT FITCH, owner Fitch Adv., Albuquerque, N. M., to Theodore
H. Segall Adv., S. F., as account executive.
RALPH FROELICH promoted to production and control manager Grey
Adv., N. Y. With firm since 1937.
RICHARD B. HENNE, Morey, Humm & Johnstone Inc., N. Y., to Edwards Advertising, N. Y., as account executive and head new business
department.
ESTHER

OJALA, timebuyer Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y., whose!

jj>Twenty-four hours a day — seven days a week — Station WDOK
is beamed specifically to the tastes and requirements of its
tremendous North Eastern Ohio audience — Nearly 2,000,000
people — In the heart of Ohio's richest industrial and commercial area.

on all accounts

Yes, it's our slogan — "The Station That's Tuned to You" — And it's
more than that — It's our watchword, our guide based upon facts and
thorough analysis.
r'sGRO
oit and
Detr
W. agoB.
of Chic
WTH
E es
THDone
in the past seven years
offic
facparticular satis
has brought les
F. Rosen, the
tion to Char
e vice president
executiv
agency's
director.
radio-TV
and
It is "proof positive" for
Charles that his decision to forsake the teaching profession for
the more competitive grind of the
advertising world was a wise
choice.
Since joining the
Doner agency in
1943, Charles has
seen the organization swell its Detroit personnel rolls
to 32 employes and
boost its annual
billing to over $2
million.

The population of Greater Cleveland is composed of 53.5% people
of foreign birth or the first generation removed. — Nine and one-half
hours every week, including the choice period between 7:00 and
8:00 P.M., each day, we broadcast Nationality Programs. Eight different languages are spoken.
Cleveland is a center of culture and fine music. — Eleven hours
every week, including two hours each day, we broadcast programs
of symphonic music.
At well chosen times in our schedule every day we broadcast
News, both international and local — Sports — Women's Features —
Children's Shows — And don't miss this: — five of the livest disc
jockeys in the business keep the remainder of our schedule literally
"hoppin"
with it. with popular music and plenty of you-know-what to go
Place your business on W D OK — and watch the "OK" show up on
every sales report.
WRITE FOR CHOICE AVAILABILITIES
LOW COST COVERAGE

About
ters ofthree-quara million
dollars yearly is
spent in radio-TV,
a fact for which he
rightfully can claim
a part.
helped
the Charles
agency

serving Ohio's
1st market

24-hours
a day
Represented
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Cleveland
1260

kc. 5000

by Everett-McKinney

w.

and some 40 others.
These accounts comprise a heavy
schedule of spots and time signals
on all stations in the Detroit area,
as well as throughout Michigan
and part of Ohio, and 13 TV shows
perBorn
week.in Cleveland, Ohio, Aug.
5, 1910,manifested
Charles' first
radio
itselfexperience
in windingin
coils on Mother's Oats boxes which
were the popular models of early
crystal sets. He received a B.A.
from Ohio State U.
in 1932, specializing
in English,
and followed up with
an
M.A. in Education
the following year
— all the time set-j
ting his sights on
"teaching teachers <
how to teach English" on the secondary school level.
He implemented I
this goal with an
appointment as head
of the English dein a ■
Southern Ohiopartmentexschool. th[
When heperimental
visited

pioneer in TV, as
well as in bulk-buy
saturation spot
Detroit in the mid- L
CHARLES
'30s, prior to report- Ike
schedules.
Among the accounts in which he ing for a teaching position, he took >jdie
has taken a hand in Detroit are a job for the summer as librarian mj
Speedway Petroleum Corp., E & for Brooke, Smith & French Inc. We
B Brewing Co., Faygo Beverages,
(Dorrance was added later) where :t
Everkrisp Potato Chips, Pressel he
made his copy debut a short r"
Sausage Co., Federal Department
six weeks later. This was the turn- r"
Stores, Big Bear Markets, Glening point
in his career,
with71)adver- J,^,
dale Provision Co., Packers Mar(Continued
on page
kets, Rose Jewelers, Annis Furs
BROADCASTING
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&

J

&

beat

Chicago

PERIMETER

broadcasting

association

intentions to join Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles announced fortnight ago [Broadcasting, June 19], staying with DC&S.
|\.L MADDEN, CBS, S. F., and SCOTT JOHNSON,
Belding, S. F., to Platt-Forbes Inc., S. F.

Foote, Cone &

JOHN MORE, Foote, Cone & Belding, to Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff,
L. A., as copy director.
M. O. JOHNSTON

to J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto, as account executive.

LELAND B. BLAIR resigns as vice president-manager S. F. office Bu:-hanan & Co. RAY RANDALL named S. F. manager.
CAROLINE W. SPINDT, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to copy staff Knox
'Reeves Adv., S. F.
JOHN L. HANSEN, Knollin Adv., S. F., and JAY Y. TIPTON, vice
president Gillham Adv., Salt Lake City, organize Hansen-Tipton Agenfcy, San Carlos, Calif. Offices at 1373 Laurel St.
"CHARLES
LOWE, TV ondirector
for two-weekF. conferences
fall TV Erwin,
plans. Wasey & Co., L. A., in N. Y.
NORMAN

MORK, co-manager Biow Co., S. F., office, named manager.
1 v^k *Mlehlpn City

DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE, N. Y., volunteers as advertising
agency for Advertising Council's Savings Bond campaign using network
eadio.

Bv«a

■A

LOIS HANSEN KRATZNER, Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, S. F.,
:o copy department BBDO, S. F.

LA POSTS

t CHANGE of address: Doremus & Co., S. F., to 425 Bush St.; telephone Yukon 2-4080. Lockwood-Shackelford, S. F., to 369 Pine St.;
-telephone Yukon 6-5030. Small & Gautreaux, Oakland, to 327 21st St.
-Woodward & Fris, Albany, N. Y., to Waldorf Bldg., 24 James St.

POBTEE /
ST AB.EE j„j^
■ PCI. ASP
ASP EE
■JB*n**el*er

Station
4

Sold

Coverage

WJOL

in Combination

J O L I ET

WJOB
HAMMOND
Chicago
ADIO andfor agency
executives& Co.
meet as' topart
discuss
cooperative
radio test
campaign
Sears, Roebuck
of itsa promotion
campaign
for
he Southern California area. Company used heavy spot and participation
chedules to push its Homart automatic electric dishwasher on 12 Los
Angeles area stations (KECA KFI KLAC KFVD KMPC KHJ KFAC Los Angles; KWKW Pasadena; KFOX KGER Long Beach; KIEV Glendale; KOWL
ianta Monica). Mapping plans are (I to r): seated, Henry Mayers, president, Mayers Co., Los Angeles agency handling Sears account; William F.
lummer,. Sears' division sales manager; Robert J. McAndrews, managing
director, Southern California Broadcasters Assn.; standing, Maury Gresham,
<LAC radio sales manager, and Stan Spero, KFAC sales representative, both
members of SCBA sales promotion committee which handled the account.
'BROADCASTING
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perimeter

broadcasting
assn.
185 NORTH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

WKRS
WAUKEGAN

. . . For the answer to your spot radio
needs — contact . . .
Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Inc.

WRMN
ELGIN
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There's been some pretty complicated arithmetic
in radio lately. But the 1950 Winter season
is over now and all the figures are in. No matter
2vho totals them ... no matter ivhat you count
. . . two things come clear every time. Radio's clear
leadership over all media in reaching people.
And the continuing leadership of CBS in all radio.
COUNT

CIRCULATION...

CBS reaches

30,972,700* different families weekly . . . biggest
circulation in radio. (And far bigger than any
other advertising medium.)
COUNT

PROGRAM

POPULARITY...

CBS has broadcast 15 of the 20 most popular
programs this year**. . . more than 3 times as
many as the second-place network.
COUNT

AVERAGE

RATING...

CBS has an

average nighttime rating of 11.9 . . . 32% higher
than the second-place network.**
COUNT

HOMES

PER

DOLLAR...

CBS

reaches the average of 489 ... 179c more than
the second-place network.***
COUNT TOTAL BILLING...

CBS advertisers

increased their investment to $23,911,229****
. . . giving CBS the only 1950 network gain . . .
87o higher billings than the second-place network.
This

is

CBS

in

1950

-the greatest single advertising opportunity
of them all . . . and you can count on that.

*XRI,
**NBI.
***Time
•••*PIB,

February-March, 1950
January-April. 1950
and talent night — January-March, 1950
January-April. 1950

"What
Nothing!
Now,

was

wrong

But not enough

ONE

that

on the "Dollar Parade."

Because

W-I-T-H

than

That

that means

budget

low-cost

results.
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And

any other

a small

will do big things for you in this rich market.

Why not get the whole
Reed man today!
•
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commercial?"

it could have been

gives you more listeners-per-dollar
radio station in Baltimore.
means

singing

people heard it.

had you put it on W-I-T-H

number

with

story?

Call in your Headley-

WITH
BALTIMORE,

MARYLAND

TOM TINSLEY, President • Represented by HEADLEY-REED
BROADCASTING
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WASHINGTON,

RADIO-TV
FUSION
NOW
RADIO (and we mean the mass media that
waves. They are licensed by the same Governmental agency. They are regulated by the
use the air) is at the pinnacle of its developsame statute. They sprang from the same
ment. No other art means more to John Q.
audion tube.
Public. Radio, first without pictures, and now
with, has changed our mode of living. It has
The manufacturer is on the other end of the
shrunk the world within earshot of everybody,
line. Everything that concerns the broadcaster
everywhere. Eye-shot is upcoming.
inevitably concerns him. The programs transmitted create the market for his goods. The
Any art, pursuit or industry, when it becomes formidable, invites trouble. The more
sets sold create the circulation for the broadcaster and the telecaster. The receiver is a
important the medium, the more vexatious
miniature of the transmitter — it is a lock and
its problems.
key relationship. The FCC sets the standards
Take the NAB. It is shot through with
for transmitters. It automatically establishes,
discord. The Radio Mfrs. Assn. (now the
but does not specify, the kind of circuitry that
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.) is in the throes
must be responsive to transmitting standards.
of a reorganization. Both are radio and TV
It is apparent that these media have outfrom ground to antenna. Till now, they have
grown their association breeches. They are
gone their separate ways.
kindred souls that should be travelling in the
The discord within the NAB stems from difsame direction. They are dissipating brains,
ferences among its classes of membership.
energy, time and money.
They are different in size, scope and interest.
The time is here to unite all radio and TV
The same holds, we would judge, within the
forces under a single banner. Call it the
RTMA, now in quest of a paid executive of
National Congress of Broadcasters, Telecasters
commanding stature.
and Manufacturers. Or the Congress of
These differences, however, are residual.
Radio-TV Arts, or United Radio and TeleThey are collateral to the main issue — so
vision Arts.
unique that it does not exist in any other field.
That issue is: Government versus private
The need is for a single fused organization.
There should be a single spokesman. There is
operation. Call it the American Plan, or Freedom of Radio, or our heritage under the First
no bigger job in the nation, short of the
Amendment. Describe it as you wish.
Presidency of the United States and his top
command. He would have one job — to preserve
There's nothing in-between. It is the one
the American System. He and his staff would
precept upon which all in radio and TV and
those allied with these mass radio media must
be charged with policy, legislative and regulatory relations and public relations.
agree. Say it again: Government ownership
(which obtains on all continents except our
Under this super-command, responsible to
own) versus private ownership. Broadcaster,
a board representing all segments of the
telecaster, advertiser, agency, manufacturer,
radio-TV arts, would be functional divisions,
each with its own director and staff. Services
component-maker, station representative, program builder, transcriber, all have their stake
would be on a pay-as-they-use basis. Prein the American system.
requisite, however, would be membership in
The broadcaster and telecaster are in the
the over-all "Congress" which thereby would
same regulatory boat. They use the same
derive its support from nominal dues from
all classes of membership.
spectrum and transmit by electromagnetic

NAB
BOARD
By J. FRANK BEATTY
NAB's new management emerged
ifrom last week's board meeting
with a sliced budget and a vote of
confidence in a program designed
to improve service and build up the
membership.
The board accompanied its reorganization actions with a sharp
attack upon the FCC for "undue interference" with stations and censorship of programs.
In a Tuesday through Thursday
meeting at Washington headquarters the board also:
0 Reaffirmed its desire to separate Broadcast Advertising Bureau,
with next April as target date.
jBROADCASTING

Cuts

Budget,

6 Adopted a media-committee
system (AM, FM, TV) to replace
the present advisory groups, as
proposed by General Manager William B. Ryan.
0 Reached understanding with
President Justin Miller on direction of headquarters operations.
9 Endorsed negotiations with
ASCAP for TV per program formula.
# Ordered poll of members on
site for next convention and membership polls on all vital issues.
# Referred TV code plans to
committee for study.
# Elected Paul W. Morency,
WTIC Hartford, and John H. De-

• Telecasting

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY
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Changes

AN

EDITORIAL

Such a structure could be the answer to che
problems of the mass radio media for the
foreseeable future. It would combine forces
on the one precept upon which all must agree
—preservation of the American Plan. It would
enable the radio-TV arts to retain that outstanding personage who would see in such
a structure the opportunity to provide for his
nation and for a troubled world a service in
the sphere that possesses greatest influence
short of Government itself.
The alternative is propagation of a rash of
special interest organizations. Several already exist. Others are being proposed.
Let these special interests be served, but
under the aegis of an all-inclusive organization. Let those broadcasters and telecasters
interested in the Broadcast Advertising Bureau
pay their way, but also their tithing to the
"Congress" and their allegiance to the American Plan. Let the RTMA carry on its separate functions. The representatives and the
transcribers could create units to satisfy their
requirements. Each segment would get precisely what it supports.
This transcends the Federal or Washington
level. State broadcaster and distributor-dealer
organizations would have a common meeting
ground. They could coordinate their battles
against local ordinances and restrictions.
Through team-work there would be more business for both.
The NAB board worked diligently last week,
but found itself battling windmills. The RMA
board met three weeks ago and failed to resolve its problems. The Television Broadcasters Assn., at best, is betwixt and between.
Two of the major networks are outside the
NAB fold.
The plan should be pursued promptly. The
leadership that reposes in radio and television
and manufacturing should get together.
Shall we have fusion now or continued
confusion?

Structure,

Endorses

Witt Jr., WSM Nashville, as directors (story page 20).
While BAB comes within the
scope of the across-the-board trimming of costs, its operation will
not be affected by reduction of the
overall association budget from the
$798,000 voted at Chandler, Ariz.,
in February to $706,000.
Most popular of the NAB services among members, BAB still
comprises roughly 25% of the total
budget, or about $168,000. Originally BAB had been granted about
$200,000 a year. However it did
not set up a Chicago office, as once
planned, and it has turned over to
the NAB treasury substantial in-

Management

come from sale of services.
Maurice B. Mitchell, BAB director, told the board he had carried
out practically all projects conceived last year at BAB's start.
In adopting a BAB resolution the
board selected a committee of five
to work with NAB management in
planning separation by next April
1, or as soon thereafter as possible.
The committee, headed bv Robert
D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans, is to consider details of
financing BAB separately along
with effect of separation on the
NAB dues structure and related
problems. BAB must ultimately be
(Continued on page 20)
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GET-ACQUAINTED clinic lost Monday at- NAB for new board members,
with General Manager William B.
Ryan at easel. Seated (I to r): Presdent Justin Miller; George J. Higgins,
WISH Indianapolis; John Esau, KTUL
Tulsa; Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington; William B. Fay, WHAM
Rochester; Patt McDonald, WHHM
Memphis. Standing, Harold Essex,
WSJS Winston-Salem; Jack Todd,
KAKE Wichita; Harold Wheelahan,
WSMB New Orleans; William C.
Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.

NAB

NAB Board
(Continued from page 19)
separated, the board decided, to
achieve "its full function and potential."
Other members of the board's
BAB committee are: Charles C.
Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111.; William
B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; Allen M. Woodall, WDAK
Columbus, Ga., and Edgar Kobak,
WTWA Thomson, Ga.
The committee plans to start
work soon on the separation project, with the first meeting scheduled the third week in July in
Washington.
Reorganization of NAB's structure and cutting of the budget are
based on recommendations submitted by Mr. Ryan, new general manager, after a two-month study of
the headquarters operation. Mr.
Ryan already has effected many
changes in the management, shaving the fat off here and there as
well as streamlining functions to
improve efficiency.
His three-committee plan, he contended, will give a media perspective to the association since the
AM, FM and TV groups will be
interested in their respective segments of the industry. The board
accepted this package in toto.
Details of an ambitious drive to
sell association services to nonmembers and reaffirm faith of
members in the functioning were
being worked out Friday by the
board's membership committee.
Sales Pitch
The board previewed a sales
presentation in which details of
each NAB service were described.
B. Walter Huflington, NAB station
relations director, is to go into the
field next month on a membership
drive. He will use the sales presentation as a basic argument.
Board members spoke enthusiastically of the presentation, and
some described it as one of the best
industry sales devices they had
seen. Ten new members were admitted.
The board took its foray into
FCC encroachment on station
rights by adopting a resolution
criticizing Commission proceedings
involving the G. A. Richards stations (see text page 5i), contending this and others of the type
interfere with the right of free
Page 20
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speech and violate fundamental
protection granted stations by ConThe resolution held broadcasters
gress.
should act to defend themselves
against such "usurpations of
power
theNAB
Commission"
specifiedbythat
take stepsandto
prevent "any derogation of broadcasters rights." The topic was
designed for further action at future board meetings.
Operation of the association
under the two-month-old MillerRyan regime drew unanimous approval of the board, with directors
individually predicting the association would attain new efficiency
and economy.
A resolution of commendation
for the management and staff, introduced by Mr. Kobak, was
adopted unanimously.
It follows:
Be it resolved that the board has
been impressed with the reports and
plans developed by the management
of NAB and recognizes that great
progress has been made; that the
better equipped and organized to do
board is convinced that the staff is
the job needed and hereby gives its
wholehearted endorsement to the
management and staff and pledges
to them its cooperation both as individuals and as a board.
After reviewing in executive

session criticism of the NAB
headquarters operation, based on
views of individual members and
directors, the board acted off-therecord to clear up any misundersibility. standing of management's responJudge Miller was authorized to
prepare and publish occasional
editorials on NAB policies; to
register as a lobbyist; to poll the
membership from time to time as
a means of getting views on how
the association is doing its job
and ideas on new services; to take
a tour of Latin America, as requested by the government, on
behalf of the U. S. Advisory Committee on Information. Judge
Miller likely will take the trip
late this year, with the government footing the bill.
NAB's past policies at international conferences were approved
in general. The president was
authorized to name a staff observer to the next NARBA meeting in the fall, with the understanding that the observer have
no authority to vote.
The board's new Convention Sites
& Policy Committee, of which
Eugene S. Thomas, WOIC (TV)
Washington, is chairman, was di(Continued on page 51)

BOARD
Elects Morency, DeWitt
TWO new directors were elected
last Tuesday by the NAB board —
Paul W. Morency, vice president
and general manager of WTIC
Hartford, and John H. DeWitt Jr.,
president of WSM Nashville. Their
terms expire in the spring of 1951.
Mr. Morency, who has served
many terms on the board, succeeds
Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston,

Mr. DeWitt

Mr. Morency

as District 1 director. Mr. Fellows
resigned when CBS withdrew from
the association, WEEI being a
CBS-owned outlet.
Mr. DeWitt takes the post vacated by William B. Ryan, who had
been elected director-at-large for
large stations last February but
had resigned from KFI Los Angeles when elected NAB general
manager.

. Mr. Morency was one of the
original incorporators of NAB in
1923 and in 1927 was manager of J
field service for NAB in New York.
He became WTIC general manager
in 1929. He served on the NAB
board from 1939 to 1949 and has
been on boards of BMI and Adver- J
tising Council. In addition he is
a three-term chairman of the NBC Stations Planning
& Advisory
Committee.
During the war Mr. DeWitt, a
colonel
in the
Signal Corps,
achieved worldwide fame when he ]
bounced radar signals off the moon.
He entered radio in 1919 and built
his first broadcast station in 1922.
Since 1929 he has been at WSM. 1
In 1943 he was expert consultant
to the Office of the Chief Signal j
Officer, U. S. Army. He is a senior
member of IRE, member of Amer- 1
ican Physical Society, president of
Nashville Engineering Assn. and
has long been active in NAB engi- |t
neering affairs.
Neither of the new directors was <
able to attend last week's NAB
board meeting. Gilmore N. Nunn,
WLAP Lexington, Ky., for District^,
7, and James D. Shouse, WLW Cin
Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
cinnati,
large station director-at"He refuses to be a captive listener!"
large, also were excused.
BROADCASTING
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FREE
RADIO,
GROWING efforts to take away
radio's freedom, with FCC near the
top of the list of offenders, were
pointed out to the Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. by Robert T. Mason,
president of WMRN Marion, Ohio,
at the association's Thursday-Friday meeting in Louisville.
Ralph W. Hardy, NAB government affairs director, called for
support of NAB as a means of preserving the American system of
free radio. Mr. Mason spoke on
the opening day, with Mr. Hardy
appearing Friday.
As long as there is a "politically
constituted" public agency with
power to license radio stations,
broadcasting will not attain complete freedom, Mr. Mason said.
"This matter of encroaching power of the FCC on the free operation of radio is one which will not
be settled soon, I fear," he declared. "It is evident in the temporary licensing of many stations
during periods when stations operation are being checked."
KCBS

POWER
BID
FCC Reinstates Request
BID OF KCBS San Jose-San Francisco for boost to 50 kw, on its
assigned channel of 740 kc, was reinstated by FCC last week to reactivate the station's 10-year
effort to acquire the improved facilities. Outlet is now owned by CBS.
Action on the application was
withheld, however, pending final
determination of the Commission's
initial decision, announced simultaneously, to deny the request of
Pacifica Foundation, Richmond,
Calif., for a new station on 710 kc
with 1 kw daytime. FCC said it
had found the applicant financially
unqualified to construct and operate the proposed outlet.
KCBS (formerly KQW) first filed
in 1940 for permission to increase
power from 5 kw to 50 kw, operating fulltime on 740 kc. In 1941
the bid was granted but subsequently was set aside on opposition
of KSFO San Francisco which
sought to change from 5 kw day,
1 kw night on 560 kc to 50 kw
fulltime on 740 kc directional. A
consolidated hearing was held in
1943 and both applications were
denied because of the wartime
freeze on construction.
In early 1946 the bids were reinstated and further hearings held.
Subsequently the stations agreed
to switch frequencies and in 1948 •
the Commission granted the
changes. KSFO, licensed to Associated Broadcasters Inc. which also
owns KPIX (TV) there, then decided to drop the plan and devote
more time to television, with FCC
ultimately denying both stations
|an extension of time to complete
ithe switch [Broadcasting, Feb. 6].
;Way was left open, however, for
KCBS to petition for reinstatement
of its original application.
BROADCASTING

•

OR
NOT?
"If the FCC, through its famous
Blue Book can condemn successful radio operation as being over
commercialized, what must be its
appraisal of a radio station operated by a university, a farm
bureau, a labor union or a religious
sect?" he asked. "Just because no
cash crosses the desk, that does not
reduce the effectiveness of propaganda which is the main reason for
such a station's existence."
Cites Veiled Threat
Mr. Mason observed that "people
never criticize radio without including the veiled threat that there
is a mighty government bureau
which is waiting to crack down
and take radio away from the
American people as served by free
and independent broadcasters. How
many times have you had veiled
threats of appealing to the FCC
thrown into your face when you
are asked to do something for
nothing for a group which may not
deserve such assistance?", he asked
the broadcasters.
He noted that some of these
threats which have been made by
the Government against radio
broadcasters during the past 10
years "read a little ridiculously at
the"You'll
moment."
remember that at one
time the Commission had issued a
ukase against ownership of radio
broadcasting stations by newspapers. Then we had the famous
divorcement of station ownership
in the duopoly case and later forced
sale of properties involving overlapping service areas. Of course,
much seems to have been forgiven
and newspapers again are becoming licensees of new grants."
He charged that broadcasters are
guilty of underselling their business and lack confidence to fight
to gain for radio its proper respect
and appreciation.
Mr. Mason declared there is no
justification for criticism of the
high cost of radio advertising.
"It was mass advertising that
sold Sunkist oranges, with an estimated maximum advertising cost
of about % cent per dozen," he
recalled. "Bordens, today using
about 90 stations, in addition to

Ky. Group

Warned

other media, has added 7/100 cent
to the retail price of a quart of
milk in its overall advertising cost.
Campbell's Soup advertising cost
is 36/1000 of a cent per can — and
one of the most expensive and consistent advertisers of all, CocaCola, stands less than 16/1000 of a
cent per bottle for all advertising."
Warning of the dangers that can
befall an unorganized or partly
organized industry, Mr. Hardy recalled that some 2,000 national and
regional associations have 1,000,000
business firms as members and
they pay $100 million in annual
dues. Their common basic aim is
to see that business is given due
hearing before law-making and
law-interpreting bodies, he said,
adding that broadcasters have more
critical legislative problems than
any other industry.
"I do not need any prophetic
mantle to tell you broadcasters
straight from the shoulder," Mr.
Hardy said, "that to the precise
degree we become divided into special interest camps evacuating the
areas of united industry action on
our common problems, we shall so
fall easy prey to our adversaries."
Members' Burden
Each of NAB's 1,000-plus members "walks with one man on his
back," caster
he whosaid,
everyof broadis a "for
member
NAB
there is one who is not." He explained that dues range from 50
cents a day to $7,500 a year, with
stations paying "insurance costs"
on the basis of the value of property that is protected.
Mr. Hardy reviewed in detail the
work of all the NAB departments
and the top-level officers and explained how stations have, in effect,
their own representative in the
halls of Congress and government.
Referring to recent member defections and budget problems, he
said, "NAB's cloth can be cut to
suit the pocketbook, but we cannot
trim an industrywide membership
to scarecrow proportions without
making everyone smile but the
birds.
"NAB is a democratic institution. Its policies are set by its
membership acting through elected

It's hard to tell which of the personages involved in this picturetaking
is
more star,
amused
— CBS'
radio
and television
Arthur
Godfrey,
his famed
Arab stallion
"Sunsan,"
the
photographer.
Votes
probablyor
would
elect the
latter because
professional
photographic
attemptit's bya
CBS President Frank Stanton. Scene
is Mr. Godfrey's Virginia farm home.
district directors. If you would to
change the course of the ship, get
aboard and get your hold on the
tiller. Don't shout directions from
the shore. . . .
"These broadcasters have looked
into stern reality long enough to
know that this is the one sound
means of guaranteeing that they
and those who will one day succeed
them will have the opportunity of
sharing the bounty, the privileges
and the responsibilities that are
uncommonly great in our concept
of broadcasting."
Referring
ernmentagain
relations, to
Mr. NAB's
Hardy govreminded that "not one piece of adverse legislation has been adopted
by Congress in five years."
ECA

Italian Shows

Out

FIRST of a series of Italian documentary programs produced by the
Rome radio unit of ECA has been
distributed to several U. S. Italianlanguage stations by WOV New
York in cooperation with ECA.
Stations receiving the first program are WSBC Chicago, WJMJ
Philadelphia, WNHC New Haven,
WHOD Homestead, Pa., and WJLB
Detroit. Other stations may request the series from John Secondari, radio unit of the ECA mission to Italy, Rome.

Moy Gross °* 2-9%
SALES
ME
TICBS
K
OR
TW
NE
was
top
network
in
time
the only one to show increased time
GROSS TIME SALES of the four
billings, both for May and for the sales over the month and five-month
nationwide radio networks during
period of last year. Network-byMay totaled $16,584,126, a drop of first five months of this year, PIB
2.9% from the $17,073,877 gross figures show. This network also is network breakdown follows :
for May 1949, according to figures
compiled by Publishers Information
May 1950
May 1949
5 Mos. 1950 5 Mos. 1949
Bureau.
ABC
16,606,542
4,030,969
20,077,177
For the January-May period,
CBS
? 3,267,448
the combined network gross time
5,596,952
30,232,139
6,320,910
2S,204,401
MBS
sales totaled $81,836,829, PIB
1,356,580
1,788,790
8,875,394
7,289,006
reported, a decrease of 4.2% from
NBC
28,202,906
5,657,166
27,709,142
5,639,188
the gross of $85,359,878 for the
85,359,878
TOTAL
17,073,877
first five months of 1949.
16,584,126
81,836,829
Telecasting
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TALENT

TREND

DESPITE apparent quiet on the
NBC-CBS battle line for talent,
networks are continuing their maneuvers to recapture, hold and /or
acquire valuable properties. ABC
as a protective move has joined in
the play.
With offers including TV as well
as radio, stategy taken is to "buy"
packaged shows on long term deals
and sign talent to similar exclusive
security or tax protection contracts.
Having outbid CBS for Groucho
Marx and Bob Hope, NBC is
continuing to place pressure on
Edgar Bergen and Red Skelton to
return to its fold upon completion
of present commitments. Both
Mr. Skelton's
to go.forbids
have
MGM a year
contract
video.
Should he succeed in negotiating
a new deal with the film studio,
it would include TV as well as
radio. Mr. Bergen is committed
to CBS for both radio and video.
Coca-Cola will continue to sponsor
him on radio for another season
starting in fall. His TV activities
are exploratory only, as of now.
Although nothing has come of
an NBC invitation to Jack Benny
to return to that network for TV,
the offer still holds. Mr. Benny
has two years to go on CBS under
sponsorship of American Tobacco
Co. When he sold Amusement
Enterprises to CBS on a capital
gains deal, Mr. Benny himself was
not included. Therefore he is a
free agent, as far as TV is concerned and thus can make a deal
with NBC if he so desires. Consensus is that he will stay with
CBS because of the many ramifications involved in such a move.
Negotiations Continue
Negotiations continue between
Jimmy Durante and NBC for his
exclusive radio-TV services. No
word has come through as yet on
whether Dinah Shore will return
to NBC or remain with CBS.
Pitch to Lever Bros, by NBC to
shift the $20,000 per week Lux
Radio Theatre from CBS has been
stalemated, at least for the time
being. NBC included a Lux TV
Theatre with choice time in its
offer, according to reports.
CBS and NBC have both talked
to Frank Sinatra about a combination deal. Besides radio, he also
wants TV on a long term contract
and is reported as having a sponsor
already set should a satisfactory
agreement be worked out with
either network.
A victory was chalked up by
CBS with the shift from NBC
of Ralph Edwards' Truth or Consequences starting in early September for both radio and video under
sponsorship of Philip Morris & Co.
[Broadcasting, June 19]. Mr.
Edwards had been on NBC for
10 years with Procter & Gamble
Co. (Duz) as sponsor. When the
Page 22
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Toward

Package

latter decided to drop the radio
version, wanting that program for
TV only, Mr. Edwards signed with
the cigarette firm on a combination
deal. Switch-over involves more
than $1 million a year, Mr. Edwards reported.
A CBS feature for years, Kate
Smith signed with NBC for a five
year exclusive television contract
for a five weekly, 60-minute afternoon "at home" type program
starting in September. Discussions
also included radio, but Miss Smith
has other commitments which precluded such immediate NBC plans.
Besides Kate Smith Speaks on
MBS, she also has a 60-minute
Friday night program on WOR
New York. Ransom Sherman
comedian, is another to be signed
by NBC for TV on a five year

Buys,

Long-Term

contract [Broadcasting, June 19].
ABC made its first surprise move
foitnight ago by signing Don McNeill and his Breakfast Club to a
long term contract, reported as 20
years. This was followed by acquiring Screen Guild Theatre, formerly
sponsored on NBC by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel
cigarettes) as a half hour show.
Come fall, the program expands to
60 minutes, with ABC reporting
several national advertisers interested in sponsoring. Simultaneously, ABC acquired another package, Inner Sanctum for TV as
well as radio.
Seeking Other Packages
ABC has let it be known that
at least half a dozen other important packages and talent are
being negotiated for with deals

NBC

and CBS Square Off
In New Round

AUDIENCE
BOUT
NBC AND CBS exchanged another round of statistical salvos last
week in their continuing battle for undisputed audience supremacy. As
in earlier rounds, each of the two networks cited figures from an unbiased,
reliable source to uphold its position. Also, as usual, each network
quoted a different authority.
concept is the same in both studies,
BMB's compilation of network
audience data from its second nathere may be some question as to
tionwide survey, conducted in the the direct comparability of the
spring of 1949, was released by BMB figures which were tabulated
NBC, which pointed out that these
from ballots returned by 315,000
figures give NBC a weekly margin
families and the Nielsen figures
of more than 1.5 million homes daywhich are projected from a sample
time and more than 2.5 million
homes at night over CBS, which is of some 1,600 homes.
Nielsen circulation figures
delicately identified by NBC "the forThe
all four networks as of Febsecond network."
ruary-March 1950, approximately
Nielsen figures for once-a-week
a year later than the BMB figures,
listening during February and
were reported by CBS as follows:
March 1950 were quoted by CBS,
DAYTIME
noting that these data, which "use
the same once-a-week BMB-con30,443,600
CBS
2d Network
28,774,900
cept" for measuring total network
26,007,300
circulation, "bring up to date" the 3rd Network
results of last year's BMB study. 4th Network
26,048,000
This Nielsen report showed CBS
NIGHTTIME
CBS
leading NBC, referred to as "the
30,972,700
second-place network," by more
30,077,300
than 1.5 million families in the day- 2d Network
26,007,300
time and by 895,000 families at 3d Network
4th Network
23,972,300
night.
The CBS-NBC argument was
The following table shows the
described as "more than slightly BMB figures which were tabulated
nonsensical" by a leading broadcast
researcher who declined to be data as released by NBC. BMB
does not plan to issue any report
quotedmits that
directly.
ad- on the network compilations, acboth NBC"Everybody
and CBS can
cording to Kenneth Baker, acting
provide nationwide coverage that
president. Only three networks are
is virtually complete," he said, "so
shown in the figures as Mutual
what's all the shouting about?" He was not a subscriber to the second
added that while the once-a-week
BMB survey.
Network
NBC
B
C

Total Weekly
Audience %
U.S. Radio
30,771,450
29,169,880
25,552,520

DAYTIME
of 1949
Families
78.3
74.3
65.1
NIGHTTIME

NBC
B
C

32,772,490
30,245,860
24,893,720

83.4
77.0
63.4

6 Audience
or 7 Days (or Nights) a Wk.
of 1949
U.S.%Radio
Families
42.6
18,506,130
47.1
16,717,170
12,770,710
32.5
16,635,600
14,915,840
9,468,640

42.3
24.1
38.0

expected to be closed before start j
of the fall season.
Lucille Ball, film actress, starred !
in My Favorite Husband on CBS
by General Foods Corp. (Jello), in
addition is being considered by
that sponsor for an NBC-TV show.
With My Favorite Husband a CBS •
package, a new TV program would
have to be developed by Young &
Rubicam Inc., agency servicing
the account.
ACKERMAN
NAMED
Heads CBS Production
HARRY S. ACKERMAN, CBS director of network programs, Hollywood, last week
was named executive head of production for the
network.
Mr. Ackerman,
who was signed
to a long-term
contract,
will continue to maintain
his headquarters
in Hollywood, Mr. Ackerman
working directly
with Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice
president in charge of network
He joined the network in 1948
programs.
as executive producer, after resigning as vice president in charge
of radio program operations for
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York.
GILLETTE BUYS
All-Star Game on Radio, TV
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co. will
sponsor the broadcast of the 17th
annual All-Star baseball game on
MBS and the telecast of the game
on NBC-TV as well as on four
Mutual stockholder stations. >
The telecast will be aired over
32 NBC-TV stations, including
those in New York, Chicago, Washington and Boston where Mutual
stockholder stations — WOR-TV,
WGN-TV, WOIC (TV) and
WNAC-TV respectively — also will
carry the game. Game will be aired
July 11 beginning at 2:15 p.m.
Maxon Inc., New York, is the
agency.
Doughnut Drive
THE DOUGHNUT Corp. of America and the Bakers of America as
part of a $1% million advertising
campaign
a kit containing radio will
spots,send
newspaper
mats,
etc., to bakers, grocers and food
distributors to promote an all-out
doughnut drive in October. Although
national advertising will use magazines only, it was understood that
more than 50 bakeries throughout
the country are planning to use
television on a local level.
World Adds
WORLD BROADCASTING System Inc., New York, announced
last week addition of 16 stations
and renewals by 68 stations, contracting for its library service
facilities.
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OF
SUCCESS

By JOHN S. SPAULDING
ADVERTISING MANAGER
SOUTHERN CALIF. AND
SOUTHERNLOSCOUNTIES
ANGELES GAS Co.'s
WHEN the six-weekly Evening
Concert goes on the air over KFAC
Los Angeles on Oct. 2 at exactly 8
p.m., this 3,133d broadcast under
sponsorship of the Southern California and Southern Counties Gas
Co.'s will mark the beginning of
the second decade of this radio phenomenon.
Since October 1940, when these
broadcasts were inaugurated, hundreds of thousands of radio listeners in the Los Angeles area have
been tuning in on KFAC every
night except Sunday to listen to
two hours of classical recorded
music. And "hundreds of thousands" isno exaggeration. Recent
survey shows that
in every two-week
period more than
625,000 different
listeners tuned in
to the "gas company program."
At the beginning of Evening
Concert there
Mr. Spaulding
were fears that a
program made up exclusively of the
"heavy
classics"
not Southern
succeed.
Others had
been would
tried in
California before, few had survived.
Butthan
10 resolved
years' experience
has
more
the doubts and
also has revealed one rather startling fact: The heavier the music,
the bigger and more loyal the audience. The famous Three B's of
music will outpull Offenbach, Weber
or Victor Herbert. Any attempt to
introduce dinner-type classics is
met with instant protest from a
very articulate audience.
This program, which covers over
J 67% geographically of the gas
companies' nearly 1,400,000 custo- ■
mers, has accumulated fan mail in
tens of thousands over the years.
These letters are revealing in their
commendation and criticism as well
as their exuberance.
The Evening Concert has loyal
listeners among people from bobby
soxers to octogenarians, football
players
to "long
hairs."
It forms
the basis
of the musical

Marks a Decade
Entertainment
Goodwill Building

eral Los Angeles city school systems. Because of its wide listening
audience the program has become
an important vehicle in the support of community musical activities such as Southern California
Symphony Assn., Hollywood Bowl
concerts and various seasonal opera
organizations. Banks, factories,
and many other private businesses
distribute the monthly printed program to their personnel.
The entire program for each
month is printed in advance and
reaches a press run of nearly 50,000
per month. Copies are distributed
at all gas company offices to the
normal floor traffic, as well as at
several of the department store
music departments of the city.
There is no known formula to
music that will please all musical
tastes all of the time, but we have
tried at least to please all music

tastes some of the time. Most important part of the activity is the
programming.
While each of the first five nights
is basically symphonic in character,
featured soloists are included for
a change of pace and usually follow
this pattern: Piano or piano concertos on Monday; violin on Tuesday; a number of vocal selections
on Wednesday; Thursday may be
wholly instrumental; Friday may
carry the special feature concert
devoted either to one famous conductor, or ballet music, or new recordings, or a feature such as the
"Golden Age of Opera" — which includes the famous recordings of
Caruso, Melba, Tetrazzini and others ;Saturday nights are uniformly
devoted to the broadcast of complete operas. announcements are
Commercial
limited to three in the two-hour

A GIANT billboard on the side of the gas company's Los Angeles office
reminds passersby of the Evening Concert.
curriculum of the county and sevBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

broadcast and average about 25
seconds. They are general in character and promote benefits of gas
service rather
than straight
merchandising.
The Evening
"talk" program.
Concert
is not a
It carries
no com-to
ment relative
the conductor, the
orchestra or the
intentions of the
Mr. Cassidy
composer. This
general absence
of talk is a greatly appreciated element in the Concert's make-up.
Contrary to the speculations of
many who contended that such musical fare in such quantity would
reduce recording sales, the opposite
has been the case. With an opportunity to audition recordings in the
home in this manner, it is apparent
from record stores' own testimony
that the Evening Concert is the
greatest single influence in the sale
of classical records.
It is believed that this formula
would prove successful for any advertiser who can secure the best
hours of the day for the family and
who will keep the general level of
the music high. But above all we
have found that the dependability
of the program released on sixtime frequency makes such listening fare habit-forming. The habit
is profitable.
Tom Cassidy currently is announcer and programmer of Evening Concert.
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Congressional

'ACING
DATA
CONGRESSIONAL concern over
on transmission of data on bets,
the broadcasting of horse-race in- odds, and prices paid. Under such
formation and its possible use by an arrangement, he added, television would not be permitted to
gambling interests was evidenced
last Thursday in initial public show
tracks. pari-mutuel boards at race
hearings held by the Kefauver
Crime Investigating Committee.
Asked by Sen. Kefauver whether
enforcement of anti-trust proviSen. Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.)
sions rested within FCC, with reasked FCC Chairman Wayne Coy,
spect to possible monopolistic
one of the principal witnesses, for
practices by Continental Press
a list of sponsors of such programs
Service, Mr. Coy observed that the
in Washington, D. C, and "how
Commission is "not without some
much they pay for time." Mr. interest
in anti-trust provisions in
Coy said it would "take a while to
the
field
of communications." He
get" but promised to comply as pointed out,
however, that while
soon as the data can be compiled.
Continental Press Service leases
FCC currently is surveying se- facilities from a common carrier
lected broadcasters and telecasters
under FCC jurisdiction, enforceon their policies and procedures
ment rests with the Justice Dept.
in broadcasting horse-race inforOn
further
questioning Chairman
mation [Broadcasting, May 1].
Coy
said
that
far as
we know,
The Commission reportedly is seekWestern Union"as has
discontinued
ing names of sponsors of such
service where local officials have
programs, rates charged, degree of
cooperation with state and local filed complaints," and added that
FCC doesn't investigate violations
law-enforcement officers, time seg- of
tariff provisions except on spements devoted to such programs,
cific complaint.
types of information aired, and
Sen. Kefauver wanted to know
other details.
whether shortwave radio is a facChairman Coy, lead-off witness
tor in the dissemination of illegal
in the hearings, read a prepared
gambling information. Chairman
statement to the committee, headed
Coy thought it a "very minor
by Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
factor," though there had been
which is probing the overall crime
cases, he said, of such operations
at the tracks, which had been
picture, including use of communications facilities, which was au- prosecuted.
thorized under his own proposal
"I think aural radio broadcast(S Res 202).
ing has been much more a factor

than shortwave," he asserted.
"Many stations have, for several
years, engaged in the broadcast of
that kind of information in deals
with Continental Press Service."
He said the Commission must
concern itself with the question:
Are they operating in the public
interest ? A large portion of afternoon programming is devoted to
racing information, he added.
Chairman Coy cited the case of
WTUX Wilmington, Del., which
came before the Commission after
complaints that it was broadcasting information that "facilitated
bookmaking." He noted the station has "changed its method of
operation" and that its application
for license renewal is now pending.
WTUX Case Cited
The examiner's WTUX decision
last December held that WTUX
carried programs "with an almost
reckless disregard of their potential use," but proposed to renew
its license. Exception was filed by
FCC's general counsel.
Mr'. timesCoy
explained isthat
somethe information
furnished
by racing news publications, such
as Armstrong Daily Sports Inc.
In some instances, he said, the
service is accepted from Armstrong without charge and spots
are sold in time segments featuring racing news, while in others
Armstrong pays the station for

Concern

Mounts

broadcast of news or time used.
Charges are nominal in some
cases, substantial in others, he
added.
Sen. Hunt wondered why "local
stations" are able to air racing information "so soon after the race
is over" and asked whether FCC
didn't have jurisdiction over what
goes on the air. Chairman Coy
said it has but again cited the
public interest test used by the
Commission.
Sen. Hunt suggested Chairman
Coy listen "some afternoon between three o'clock and six
o'clock" and that FCC had a duty
to watch for such programming.
Mr. Coy replied that it is "impossible to monitor all stations"
and that "we are dependent to
some extent upon complaints from
local law-enforcement officials as
ourInbest
source."
reply
to a query from Sen.
Kefauver, Chairman Coy said the
same Commission rules apply to
original and renewal applications
for grants and that to his "knowledge" there were no new applications pending which indicated an
intent to program horse race information. He said he would not
know "until they come before the
Sen. Kefauver also asked the
Commission."
status of a pending application
(Continued on page 51t )

Anti-Trust Violations
Attending the session, in addition to Chairman Kefauver and
Sen. Hunt, was Sen. Alexander
Wiley (R-Wis.). Sens. Charles
Tobey (R-N. H.) and Herbert R.
O'Conor (D-Md.) were absent.
In his statement, which reviewed
the use of telephone and telegraph
facilities in connection with local
and state gambling activities,
Chairman Coy suggested "the possibility that there are criminal violations of the anti-trust involved
here."
He said there is a "strong probability" that Continental Press
Service exercises an "effective
monopoly" in the racing news facility field and felt the Justice
Dept. might better advise the committee as to "possible violations."
With respect to an approach to
transmission or such data, Chairman Coy told the committee that
FCC's plan,
he Interstate
had presented to thewhich
Senate
Commerce Committee, would be
simply to forbid transmission of
all "gambling information on which
bookmakers feed."
Sen. Wiley remarked, "You can
see races telecast here in Washington," and asked what could be
done about radio stations who announce that a race will be held
"at 2 p. m." and whether such
action could be curbed.
Mr. Coy replied: "No, I don't
think you can and I don't think
you should," and noted the Commission's suggestion for a flat ban
Page 24 • June 26, 1950

Congress Pushed for Action
ESPIONAGE
fronts have offered training courses in
subcommittee to seek 300 more
(See Editorial Page 38)
connection with radio writing, acting,
CONGRESS last week heard new
agents for the FBI. His testimony
and directing. Special Communistwas released fortnight ago by the front
organizations having to do with
demands for "immediate" legislation to curb espionage activities in full Senate Appropriations Comradio
have been able to secure posimittee which indicated it was
the U. S. and there were fresh
tions enabling them to actually control personnel and production. Comrumblings over subversive Comespecially impressed with his testimunists, masters of pressure tactics,
mony and might grant funds for
munist infiltration of key American
are always on the alert to chastise
industries which seem destined to additional personnel.
The FBI director declared the those who would oppose them. One
fan out from Capitol Hill to the
front group boasts of having thouradio and communications arts.
Communist Party is not a "bona
sands of monitors in every section of
fide party. . . . The Communist
Rep. Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.)
the
country,
who will take up a letParty of the U. S. constitutes a
ter-writing campaign against any
urged the Senate to push considerfifth column if there ever was
commentator who disagrees with
ation of the controversial Mundtwhat they advocate.
Ferguson-Nixon bill which, among
other provisions, would require one. . . ."
"Experience has demonstrated
Radio Exploitation
that many fronts are used as a
that
sponsors
or
sources
of
bi*oadHe told the group, headed by cover for espionage purposes and
casts or telecasts for Communist
Sen. Pat McCarran (D-Nev.), that
organizations be so identified.
■
media,"
propagan
as a noted.
others
This concern over Communist
the party has endeavored to exploit
the
Heda cited
Mr. Hoover
Party or front infiltration tactics radio, television, the press, motion
National Lawyers Guild as one
pictures and other groups and that front and observed that since 1940
was soberly spelled out by FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover, who has 48% of its membership is concenthe guild "has been most vociferous trated in "basic" or key industries
warned that the Communists' priin its denunciation of the FBI."
for purposes of potential sabotage.
mary objective in the communicaFormer FCC Comr. Clifford
It has intensified its efforts in comtions field is to "control facilities
Durr, left-wing advocate of the
munications,
electrical
and
other
in Mr.
the Hoover
event of earlier
an emergency."
Commission's Blue Book, had been
industries, Mr. Hoover asserted.
told a Senate
among those who criticized Mr.
With respect to communications,
Appropriations subcommittee that
Hoover and the FBI.
he stated:
the FBI was in possession of "overTheir objectives are most obvious.
The FBI chieftain's testimony
whelming facts" to substantiate
this conviction and added that . . . They have as their primary ob- was released amid mounting Conof communications
"many Communist fellow travelers facilitiesjective theincontrol
gressional furor over alleged sub- the event of an emerand stooges have been able to seversive
personnel in the State Dept.
gency. In 1946, the cultural section
cure positions enabling them to of the Communist
Party was given and other government branches,
actually control personnel and pro- radio
a special
field. directive to penetrate the and at a time when two other Con(Continued on page 79)
Communist schools and Communist
Mr.
Hoover
appeared
before
the
duction."
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Senate
COMR.

STERLING

New

Confirms
Term

THE SENATE without objection last Tuesday confirmed FCC Comr.
George E. Sterling for a new seven-year term. His reappointment is
effective July 1 (Saturday).
Senate confirmation came after two days of hearings on his renomination by President Truman before the ★
Senate Interstate & Foreign Comling was approved.
merce Committee [Broadcasting,
His reappointment thus preJune 19], which unanimously apserves FCC's 50-50 political comproved it after satisfying itself on
plexion— three Democrats, three
engineering aspects of various
Republicans and one Independent.
FCC affairs, including the clear
Comr. Sterling is a Maine Republichannel case, VHF television, UHF
can, and one of two engineer-memand Stratovision, and FM rebers of the Commission.
allocations.
Confirmation Assured
The committee vote was not disclosed, but it was learned that at
His confirmation also assures
least 10 members had tendered
the availability of the full Comtheir approval. Two Senators — Sen.
mission for a decision on the conWarren Magnuson (D-Wash.) and
troversial, complex color TV issue,
and possibly disposition of the
Sen. Herbert O'Conor (D-Md.)—
were absent at the brief executive
clear channel case, which may be
session during which Comr. Stertaken up this summer or fall
[Closed Circuit, June 5]. He also
will be available for future N ARBA
conferences.
Comr. Sterling, who had FCC
DON LEE SALE
Chairman
Wayne Coy's support
No Decision Soon, Brown Says for reappointment,
thus continues
DECISION on the sale of Don Lee an active career in government
radio and TV properties is not radio service that began in 1923
expected for some weeks, Ben H. and brought him a CommissionerBrown, public administrator of ship on Jan. 2, 1948 when E. K.
Jett resigned to assume vice presiLos Angeles, told Broadcasting
dency and radio direction of Baltilast Thursday. He said "we are
more Sunpapers.
not ready to make a sale" and
added no quick action would be
taken on present offers.
The disclosure came after Mr.
RADIO-TV BAN
Brown and Ray Wright, attorney
Tatum Blasts Sports Rule
for R. D. Merrill, sole heir of
Thomas S. Lee, had conferred the
preceding week with FCC ChairCHARGING it "unconstitutional,"
Donn B. Tatum, vice president and
man Wayne Coy and Acting Gengeneral counsel, Don Lee Neteral Counsel Harry M. Plotkin.
work, has filed a statement opposCertain pending matters pertaining the proposed California State
ing to the Don Lee TV situation, it Athletic
Commission Rule 542
is believed, will be pursued with
the FCC prior to consideration of which would prohibit any licensed
bids.
club from engaging in or permitting television broadcasts, radio
Reports were current a fortbroadcasts or filming of boxing or
night ago that a tentative understanding had been reached on wrestling matches without the
Commission's written consent. The
disposition of the properties
statement was filed on behalf of
[Broadcasting, June 19]. CBS
at that time was mentioned as the Don Lee and the California State
Broadcasters' Assn., of which Mr.
ikely successful bidder for KTSL
Tatum is president.
(TV) Los Angeles and the Don
The freedoms to broadcast, to
Lee headquarters, with price of
listen to the radio and to watch
J>1 million reported for the station
and about $2,225,000 for 1313 No. television, he pointed out, are
basic American rights protected
Vine headquarters.
by
Constitutional guarantee of
In addition to bidders previously
eported, a management group in freedom of speech and press. Only
Congress has power to alter these
Don Lee, headed by Chairman
rights, he stated.
oewis Allen Weiss and President
Mr. Tatum further stated that
Willet Brown, was said to have
the
proposed rule would constitute
j>een formed in anticipation of
jicquiring all properties except an invasion in a field already reguCTSL and the headquarters.
lated by the U. S. Government.
The Commission, he said, has
Other bidders reportedly are Ed
authority under California law to
3auley, financier and oil operator;
liberty Broadcasting System, and - regulate conduct of boxing and
rloyd Odium, head of Atlas Corp., wrestling matches and license
riant holding company. In addiclubs but no power under that law
ion to KTSL and the headquarters
"to
regulate the broadcasting or
here are the four owned-andperated stations of Don Lee, telecasting of boxing and wrestling events conducted in Cali3acific Northwest Broadcasting
Co., and a 19% interest in Mutual.
fornia." Apublic hearing is scheduled to be held in Los Angeles
Automotive properties had been
within 30 days.
iisposed of previously.
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On

tke

dotted line . .
HARRY WISMER (seated, r), genDISCUSSING Borden Milk Division's
eral manager of WJR Detroit, gives new contract for five-a-week The
Borden
Show heard on WWJ Detroit
out with the good news after The
Pfeiffer Brewing Co. contracts to are (I to r) W. T. Joyce, Borden Milk
Division; Bob Maxwell, star of the
sponsor eight-week Detroit Symphony
Orchestra series on WJR. Others are
program; Wendell Parmelee WWJ
sales manager, and R. B. Hacker, of
Alfred Epstein (I), Pfeiffer pres. and
the Borden Ice Cream Division.
Worth Kramer, WJR asst. gen. mgr.

ALTERNATING sponsorship of The
Patrick O' Riley Show on WBBM Chicago goes to Old Gold as Frank Russell CI), Midwest sales manager of
P. Lorillard Co., completes agreement
with John Akerman (r), WBBM general manager. Smiling approval is
show's starVal"Patrick
Sherman.O'Riley" — or

THE "pause that refreshes" marks
Louisiana Coca-Cola
contracting
for five Bottling
years of Co.'s
the
Cisco Kid series on WDSU New
Orleans. L to r: Louis Read, WDSU
coml. mgr.; Richard W. Freeman,
pres.. La. Coca-Cola Bottling Co.;
Roger Wolfe, WDSU announcer
handling Coca-Cola commercials.

PAUL E. HAUSER (seated, r), pres., Hauser Nash Sales, Chicago, buys radio
time on WMAQ (NBC) Chicago switching from TV. With him is Mrs.
Hauser, and standing, I to r, Frank DeRosa, WMAQ acct. executive; Jim Orr,
Hauser sales; Charles J. Zeller, Guenther-Bradford Agency; Homer Heck, NBC
program mgr.
AMERICAN Stores' renewal of Milo
FIFTY-TWO week pact with WHK
Sou/ton Show on WPAT Paterson,
Cleveland for Shaw's Amateur Hour,
N. J., is set by (I to r): (seated)
heard Saturday, 6-7 p.m., is closed by Herman
Bess, WPAT v. p., sales and
Milton H. Shaw (seated, r), president
programs; Paul Cupp, manager Jersey
of Shaw Jewelry Co. With him are
Div., American Stores; (standing)
Edward Bobrick (seated, I), Shaw
Jack Sloan, WPAT acct. executive;
general manager, and William K. Milo Boulton; Herbert Herr, American
Stores Jersey adv. mgr.
Brusman, WHK account executive.

Counter-Claims
ICHARDS

COUNSEL for G. A. (Dick) Richards claimed last week that a petition in which he conceded accuracy
in certain portions of the newsslanting charges against him was
prepared following consultation
with the chief of FCC's law bureau.
FCC General Counsel Benedict
P. Cottone, with whom the discussion was said to have occurred,
labeled the claims "complete distortions of any conversations that
may have been held."
The claims and counter-claims
were made during the second week
of FCC's hearing on charges that
Mr. Richards, owner of KMPC Los
Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland, ordered news slanted according to his personal political
and social views.
The petition was one in which
Mr. Richards conceded the accuracy
of portions of the charges that he
ordered news slanted, but insisted
no slanting actually occurred and
asked to be heard personally by the
Commission [Broadcasting, Feb.
28, 1949].
The exchange between opposing
counsel occurred when Mr. Cottone
undertook to present the petition
in evidence.
Joseph W. Burns, one of Mr.
Richards' attorneys, said Mr. Cottone had used the petition as the
basis for contentions that Mr.
Richards had admitted guilt.
"In view of that improper use
and improper interpretation of the
petition, we prefer that it should
not be admitted in evidence, because of the circumstances under
which
serted. it was filed," Mr. Burns asPetition Background
"It was filed by and on behalf
of Mr. Richards following a conversation with Mr. Cottone with
respect to the appearance of Mr.
Richards before the Commission
... it was prepared as a result of
those discussions and statements
as to what Mr. Cottone said should
be in the petition. . . . And it was
denied the very next day. That was
received by the Commission as part
of what might be compai*able to
settlement
Bums
contended. negotiations," Mr.
He said there is "nothing in the
document itself that does constitute admission" but that "only a
short time thereafter in a nationwide broadcast it was referred to
as an admission, and it cast grave
doubt on the sincerity with which
the discussions were carried on
which led up to its being filed."
Mr. Cottone retorted that "all of
Mr.
Burns' statements ofwithconversarespect
to characterizations
tions, which he very carefully refrained from trying to be specific
about, are complete distortions of
any conversations that may have
been held with respect to this petition or anything associated with
this petition at this time."
FCC Examiner Jamej D. Cunningham ruled the petition should
Page 26
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Increase

CASE
be received in evidence.
Still on the stand in the second
week of the hearing and expected
to continue through most of this
week, KMPC Vice President and
General Manager Robert 0. Reynolds was questioned at length by
Mr. Cottone on details relating to
KMPC sonal
files,
Richards' with
perviewsand
and Mr.discussions
staff members.
Mr. Cottone sought to show that
many news scripts and other documents had been withheld from FCC
investigators. Disappearance of
some 25 news scripts was the subject of extended questioning and
discussion. Mr. Cottone undertook
to establish that the station had
been uncooperative and that some
of the records wanted by FCC
were removed from the files."
FCC 'Stalling' Hit
Hugh Fulton, chief trial counsel
for Mr. Richards, accused the FCC
staff executive of stalling tactics.
"I cannot believe the Commission's attorney is ignorant of
proper
procedure,"
"Andto
if he is, I will loan he
himsaid.
a book
read on the subject."
He referred to Mr. Cottone's refusal to accept a stipulation offered by Mr. Fulton as to the
authenticity of certain documents
among the 8,000 involved in the

RADIO

proceedings. Mr. Cottone was
questioning the KMPC vice president in detail as to each document
presented, despite continued offers
of stipulation by Messrs. Fulton
and Burns.
Burns protested
"unless
Mr.Mr.Cottone
is trying that
to drag
out
this hearing indefinitely I can see
no reason for his procedure," and
asserted that "this record is costing us $2.20 a page and amounts
to hundreds of dollars a day."
On several occasions Mr. Cottone
accused the witness of giving contradictory testimony.
In a flareup Wednesday Mr. Cottone characterized Mr. Reynolds- — ■
appearing under subpena as an
FCC witness — as a "reluctant,
hesitant and hostile witness." Mr.
Reynolds slapped the table,
snatched
back fromabout
Mr. which
Cottone's
hand a document
he
had been testifying, and retorted:
"Mr. Cottone, there are some serious questions here and I am doing
my Mr.bestCottone
tot answer
question."
dwelt your
at length
on a
KMPC file in which Mr. Reynolds
kept correspondence from the station owner. Mr. Reynolds said that,
so far as he knew, the file was at
KMPC when FCC investigators arrived in April 1948 and was never
removed. Asked whether the in-

0UTPULLS

DETAILED findings of a series of
point-of-sale studies conducted by
Advertising Research Bureau Inc.,
Seattle, show how radio stations
outpulled newspapers in 13 out of
14 surveys, based on store traffic
and actual sales. The studies were conducted for
the XL Stations in the Northwest
and cover results of store advertising in Spokane, Portland, Butte,
Helena, Missoula, Bozeman and
Great Falls.
Advertising Research Bureau
was formed recently to measure
radio's effectiveness as an advertising medium, on a dollar-fordollar basis. Frederick E. Baker,
senior partner of Fi'ederick E. Baker & Assoc., Seattle agency, is
president [Broadcasting, June 5].
Survey operations were conducted by Joseph B. Ward ARBI chief
of research, who trained interviewers.
Results of the series of studies
are summarized in a booklet just
issued by ARBI. After comparing
circulation claims of newspapers
and "exaggerated audience claims"
based on radio measurements, the
booklet points out that neither
"has told the advertiser just how
effective either medium was in
bringing to the point of sale the
greatest number of buyers and at
what proportionate cost."
ARBI set out to find this in-

vestigators had seen it, he said:
"I suppose so. Every file was made
available to them. They were given
a free run of the place, and I
mean
just that — questioning
a free run." cenConsiderable
tered around the KMPC filing system and brought a statement from
Mr. Reynolds that he did not file
letters from Mr. Richards unless
he considered them pertinent to
station operation.
GOP 'Policy' Denied
Under questioning, Mr. Reynolds
denied he told Clete Roberts,
former KMPC news editor, that
KMPC policy was predominantly
Republican. Mr. Cottone showed
him a note written by the station
owner to Mr. Roberts which said
in part:
"I wish you would do an all out
job of supervising political policy
throughout the coming year. It is
. Written
in a corner of the note
the
No. 1 job."
was: "Clete — Read this to our boys
and meet often to do this job that
will affect the future of everyone
at KMPC and elsewhere."
Mr. Reynolds said he did not
consider the note an order from
Mr. Richards, but, rather, an expression of his views. He testified
(Continued on page 50)

PAPERS

formation by contacting at point
of sale those who visited stores,
analyzing purchases as a direct
result of advertising in specific
newspapers and on stations. It
wanted to answer the retailer's
"most important question," described as: "How effective are my
advertising media in bringing into
my store — -the point of sale — the
greatest number of potential customers and at what .comparative
In each community a merchant
was selected to test, on an equal
dollar basis, the relative values
of newspaper and the XL stacost?"tions in creating store traffic and
moving retail merchandise. Specific
merchandise advertised in daily
newspapers and over XL stations
serving the same area. Each advertiser invested equal amounts in
space and time.
Customer Interview
First an interviewer asked customers how they learned about
the sale. The customers "spoke
their minds," according to ARBI,
and advertisers learned the truth
about the relative effectiveness of
radio and newspapers.
Two stores in Spokane and one
in Portland were selected for the
first series of studies covered in
the booklet.
Eastern Outfitting Co., Spokane,

m

aa

spent $106 in newspapers and $106
on KXLY Spokane to advertise
men's gabardine
suits, with these
results
:
% Traffic— Radio 43%; newspaper 18%; both 10%; other 29%.
% Traffic Purchasing — Radio
57%; newspaper 78%; both 80%;
other 57%; total 63%.
% Dollar Value of Purchases —
Radio 49%; newspaper 18%; both
11%; other 22%.
Nelson Jewelry Co., Spokane,
spent $193 in newspapers and $193
on KXLY over a three-day period
to advertise a sterling flatware
starter set, with these results:
% Traffic— Radio 43%; newspaper 20%; both 7%; other 30%.
% Traffic Purchasing — Radio
59%; newspaper 75%; both 100%;
other 75% total 70%.
% Dollar Value of Purchases —
Radio 42%; newspaper 20%; both
18%; other 20%.
J. K. Gill Co., Portland, spent
$91 in newspaper and $90 on KXL
to advertise a book, Worlds in Collision, with these results:
% Traffic — Radio 45%; newspaper 9%; both 9%; other 37%.
% Traffic Purchasing — Radio
79%; newspaper 57%; both 100%;
other 29%; total 61%.
% Dollar Value of Purchases —
(Continued on page 5U)
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Better

A

Is

WHO

Than

66%

Bargain

Costs

in

Dollar

Radio

Spot

Your

1944,

More

Than

52%

and

Ever

Less

Influences

Buying

Power!

though the costs of most commodities and services have risen by leaps
.
EIven
and bounds since 1944, comparisons prove that spot radio in Iowa actually

schools, restaurants, offices, etc., as well as

costs less today than five years ago.

secondary areas in "Iowa Plus."
No wonder WHO is today a "Better Buy
Than Ever." For additional facts about

In terms of home radio sets, WHO

cost 52% less than in 1944. This of course

is due to the fact that Iowa home sets have increased by 1,236,000 (136%)
since 1944* (and modern

research proves that sets make

paring WHO's 1944 and 1949 rate cards,
this represents a drop of 10.6% in time
costs, per thousand radio homes. Thus, in
addition to covering far more radio homes
and receiving sets per dollar, spot-radio
advertisers on WHO influence vastly

* SOURCE: The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey. This famous Survey of radio
listening habits has been made annually
for the past twelve years by Dr. F. L. Whan
of Wichita University and his staff. It is
based on personal interviews with thousands of Iowa families, scientifically selected from cities, towns, villages and farms
all over the State.

greater purchasing power now than in
1944. And, remember this analysis is for
home sets alone — it omits the hundreds of
thousands of sets in Iowa cars, barns, stores,

As a service to the sales, advertising, marketing and research professions, WHO will
gladly send a copy of the 1949 Survey to
anyone interested in the subjects covered.

Since 1944, Iowa radio homes have even

time-cost-per-thousand-home sets, however,
is the fact that Iowa income in the same

increased 29%, for a total of 769,200. Com-

66%. (Iowa's income in 1944 was $2,287,000,000; in 1949 it was $3,797,100,000.)
// in 1944 the expenditure of $1 for radio
time impressed $1,000 of income, $1 today
would impress an income of $3,460. This
means that expenditures on radio today in
Iowa are more effective as regards total
income by the astounding amount of 346% !

IOWA

MARKET

COMPARISONS

1944
Retail Sales

1949

1949 Increase

$1,240,815,000

$2,423,608,400

95%

....$2,287,000,000

$3,797,100,000

66%

$1,627,000,000

$2,265,000,000

33%

Bank Check Transactions....$2,058,885,000

$3,159,176,000

53%

Income._
Farm

_

Income

WHO's great audience potential, write to
WHO or ask Free & Peters.

today's audience).

Even more startling than the lowered

period of time increased $1,510,100,000, or

additional millions of sets in WHO's vast

WIHI®
*/or
Iowa
PLUS
+
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

In Eastern
and

New

Western

York

New

England

n

WGY

del

markets

ivers

n

e

largest

newspaper

delivers

No advertising schedule in Eastern New

York and Western

New England is complete unless all twenty-one cities in the
area are covered.
No advertising medium penetrates all twenty-one markets
from a single source . . . except radio.
No radio station in the area penetrates all twenty-one markets .. . except WGY.
The next best radio station penetrates* only twelve cities.
The best newspaper

penetrates* only one city.

So for complete penetration of all the cities (and their marketing areas) , your advertising should be on WGY, the only
advertising source in the area that reaches all of Eastern
New

York and Western

New

England.

* With coverage of 25% or more of the total families.

NBC

NEW YORK • CHICAGO

SPOT

SALES

• CLEVELAND • SAN FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD

C O M

P A

RATIVE

PENETRA

T 1 O N

City

WGY Penetration
% Daytime
% Evening
New York
Albony

86

68
78

74

Norwich

Area's
Largest
% Daily
Newspaper's Penetration
56
*
3
' '■■■* ■

Amsterdam

93

96

Utica

56

68

Rome

27
76
84

28

, ..:'■,•„ *
2

84
84
92

12

Troy
Oneonta
Saratoga Springs
Schenectady
Kingston
Glens rails

13
83
86

91

5

30

28

1

83

89

5

82

15

Gloversville

80
85

81

2

Johnstown

90

88

2

89
33

92

5
*

Hudson

'■

Vermont
Bennington

36

Burlington
Rutland
Barre

3
83
42

Massachusetts
Adams
North Adams

76
72

Pittsfield

53

89

0

52

*

86
78
1
61

*Less than one percent
Source for WGY penetration: BMB Study No. 2 March
1949. Percentage of total families in city listening to WGY.
Source for newspaper penetration : Audit Bureau of Circulations September 191,9. Percentage of total families in city
reading this newspaper.

INFORMATION

AVAILABLE ON:

SERVED BY:

For similar market penetration comparisons of
the areas served by seven major radio stations,
write NBC SPOT Sales, New York 20, N. Y.
You will find that stations represented by
NBC Spot Sales deliver more markets

Metropolitan New York and New Jersey ...... wnbc. New York
wmaq, Chicago
Illinois, So. Wisconsin and No. Indiana
wtam, Cleveland
Northern Ohio and N. W. Pennsylvania
Washington, D. C, Maryland and No. Virginia . . . wrc, Washington
No. California
knbc, San Francisco

with deeper penetration than any other advertising medium.

Colorado, Wyoming, W. Kansas and W. Nebraska . . koa, Denver
Eastern New York and Western New England . . . wgy, Schenectady

DDY

ROGERS

casting quoted for advertisers
queried who believed that radio's
biggest gains will be made in selective market programs, 36.8% as
against 0.0% who favored network
radio," he continued.
"Since I had already discovered
that in 1949 local radio advertisers
spent $180 million as against $170.9
million by network advertisers, I
am confident that the future of
daytime radio lies in the selective,
local
said. market area," Mr. Rogers

Turns to Local Radio,
Cites Survey

BUDDY ROGERS said last week his decision to leave daytime network
radio for local or spot market radio was based "in great part" on ta
survey compiled by Broadcasting in cooperation with Cramer-Krassel
Co. [Broadcasting, May 15, June 5].
The radio-TV-movie entertainer
said he had relinquished his day- which do not conflict with nighttime plans.
time radio contract with ABC June
16 in order to concentrate on a
Announcing his decision, Mr.
new package show, Buddy Rogers
Rogers said: "The BROADCASTING
Show, which begins July 3 on survey was in great part responWOR New York. He had been
sible for my decision to forsake
Pick a Date in favor of our new
appearing on ABC's daytimer Pick
syndicated program series. The
a Date With Buddy Rogers, Monfigures stated in the Broadcasting
day through Friday, 3:30-4 p.m.
EDT.
survey, showing that 36.1% of the
advertising agencies queried beMr. Rogers' new show, a PRB
Inc., New York, package produced
lieved that radio's biggest gains
by Mai Boyd and directed by Nat will be made in selective market
Rudich of Gainsborough Assoc., programs as against 3.4% who
New York, features interviews, re- favored network shows, confirmed
my own beliefs.
cordings and informal comment.
WOR also has signed Mr. Rogers
"I was even more impressed and
further convinced to enter local
to a three-year exclusive contract
for daytime radio and daytime TV
radio ... by the figures Broad-

New

He also
quoted
figures
showing
the Broadcasting's
preponderance
of opinion among agency-advertiser-station executives in favor of
radio making its biggest gains in
selective markets. "Television,"
Mr. Rogers
"has radio
made assuchto
inroads
into said,
network
make local radio a 'natural' as is
proven by results obtained by Rudy
Vallee, Adolph Menjou, Veree
Teasdale" and others who have
syndicated daytime radio shows.

BMB

shows

1 kill
1946
BIG

in

Radio

GAIN

KTUL

Families

1949
KTULs

DAYTIME
NIGHT

Compared

BMB

Radio

Families

1946

1949

GAIN

106,540

123,880

1 7,340

97,860

116,010

18,150

with the rest of Oklahoma

this compact

area has

/MORE persons per square mile
MORE

income

per family

MORE

than 34% of retail sales

KTUL gives you ALL the coverage you NEED in this
Major Market, at LOWEST Cost per 1,000 listening homes
Oklahoma's BIGGEST Market
Eastern
Oklahoma's
ONLY
CBS Station
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FCC Actions
SALES of WROL-AM-FM
Knoxville, Tenn., for $300,000-plus and KMED Medford,
Ore., for $290,000 approved
by FCC last week along with
transfers of 11 other stations.
Five new AM stations, including 25 kw daytimer on
1010 kc at Lexington, Neb.,
to Nebraska Rural Radio
Assn., sion.
granted
by CommisSix AM outlets
given
improved facilities and two
new FM permits granted.
Details of these and other
FCC actions may be found
in Actions of the FCC beginning on page 73 and FCC
Roundup on page 80.

HOME RECEIVERS
Production Up, Says RTMA
PRODUCTION of home radio sets
in May continued the upswing
that has marked the manufacturing industry for several months,
according to Radio & Television
Mfrs. Assn.
The May output of RTMA members, representing around 80% of
the industry, totaled 693,592 home
receivers. This compares with
648,352 in April.
Television production of RTMA
member companies showed a drop
in May, a four-week work month,
ascribed in part to the introduction of new models. Total number
of TV sets produced in May was
376,227' compared to 420,026 in
April and 163,262 in May 1949.
Weekly rate of TV set production by RTMA members during
the month of May was 94,057,
down 10% from the April rate.
Of the home sets produced in
May, 86,405 had FM reception
facilities and 30,582 TV sets included FM tuners, a total of
116,987 FM receivers for the
month.
RTMA announced that its members had received $41,305,390 in
orders from the government for
transmitting equipment during the
first quarter of 1950. This compares to $37,342,885 in orders received in the first quarter of 1949.
Actual sales of transmitting
equipment by RTMA members to
the government during the first
quarter of this year totaled
$30,640,943 compared to $32,353,433 a year ago. Of the first quarter sales this year, $24,860,004
consisted of radar equipment.

June 25- July 1: WKY-TV Oklahoma
City Television
homa, Norman. Clinic, U. of OklaJuly 11-14: First Advertising Agency
Group, Hotel Lafayette, Long Beach,
Calif.
Aug.
10-13:Chicago.
AFRA convention, Sheraton
Hotel,
TULSA'SAVERY-KNODEL,
EXCLUSIVE RADIO
CENTER
INC.
Aug.
30-Sept. and
2: Western
Broadcasters,
directors Assn.
meetingof
of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
Radio Station Representatives
Jasper Park Lodge, Jasper, Alta.
JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Sept. 23-30: tronics
National
Television
& ElecExposition,
69th Regiment
Armory, New York.
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• ••"patternmaker"
for
the
industry
spect of television men. Evenly lighted patterns as steady
The test pattern produced by RCA Monoscope Cameras
as Gibraltar. Resolution as fixed as the cut of a diamond.
is the standard by which picture quality has been judged
since the beginning of electronic television ... in TV
Operation as reliable as a ship's chronometer.
stations ... in laboratories ... in TV receiver production.
Type TK-lA pictured here is RCA's newest Monoscope Camera — built to the highest standards known.
These are the standard test-pattern cameras used by
It can be delivered to you with the familiar monoscope
many TV receiver manufacturers. These are the standard
pattern (shown above) — or with a pattern of your own
"picture micrometers" used by TV stations to make
choice.
precision measurements of video transmissions.
Ask your RCA Television Equipment Sales Engineer
Deliberately designed to excel in all things, RCA
for prices. Mail the coupon for data.
Monoscope Cameras have earned the extraordinary reRadio Corporation of America
Television Broadcast Equipment Section
Dept.l9FD,Camden, N. J.
Send me your technical bulletin on the RCA Type TK-lA
Monoscope Camera.
Name

TE l £ VISION BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
RADIO
CORPORATION
of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT. CAMDEN. N.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

Company or station
Address
City
I

.State

_

Proposed
Meet

FCC

Rules

Opposition

A'TRAFFICKING'
UNITED FRONT of opposition to its proposed new rules against
"trafficking
last Monday. in frequencies" met FCC in oral argument on the proposals

Augusta's oldest (established 1930),
most powerful (5000 watts day
and night) and most popular (Hooper,
1950) station announces the appointment of

HEADLEY-REED

CO

as our

National

Representatives

effective

I, 1950

July

Memo

to Timebuyers

. . .

Before talking to your Headley-Reed
man, take a good look at these figures

Hooper Listening Index (March-April, 1950) Total calls:
16,132
Evening
Morning
Afternoon
Total Ratings
WRDW
Sta A
Sta B
Sta C

30.6
25.3
23.0
19.1

WRDW
Sta A
Sta B
Sta C

31.4
28.7
24.6
13.2

WRDW

25.0

Sta A 24.2
Sta B 26.4
Sta C 22.7

36.0
24.0
19.1
18.5

WRDW has more firsts in 30 minute breakdowns than all other
stations combined!

CBS
Page 32
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Augusta,

Ga.

Washington radio attorneys argued that the plan — which would provide for automatic forfeiture of forfeiture of licenses. Congress,
the construction permit of any sta- he pointed out, has refused to ention which is sold before program
act past proposals to forbid CP
tests commence [Broadcasting,
transfers.
NAB waived argument, relying
Jan. 16] — exceeds FCC's authority
and, aside from that, is unfair.
on its earlier statement that FCC
It would "penalize the innocent
"lacks authority to make the rule,"
and the honest in an effort to catch
and that the rule "will result in
a few who do not have the right undue hardship without any real
intentions," Attorney George O. benefit." As a matter of practice,
Sutton said in an argument on be- NAB held, the "trafficker" who is
half of a group of 13 stations.
able to do so would "deVernon C. Kohlhaas of the law financially
lay entering into a contract for the
firm of Pierson & Ball, representassignment or transfer until proing 13 other stations, said the law
gram tests have been concluded,"
anticipates that FCC will exercise
so that "it is only in the hardship
"discretion" and therefore take a cases . . . that the rule would be
case-to-case approach, so that apto work all
a forfeiture."
plicants still will have the right at aptAlthough
participants in the
least to apply for CP transfers. If oral argument opposed the ComCongress had wanted to forbid all
mission's proposal, at least two
transfers of permits, he said, it statements had been filed in supwould have done so more explicitly.
port of the plan. These were submitted by E. B. Craney of the XL
Even so, he asserted, he would
stations of the Northwest, and by
oppose any legislation designed to
bar CP transfers, on grounds that KBOW Butte, Mont.
sometimes they are necessary and
justified
in normal business pracScoresasserting
'Menace' that
Mr.Craney
Craney,
tice.
"hawking
of
permits"
been "a
Mr. Sutton, finding no real dis- genuine menace to the has
radio industinction between "forfeiture" and
try in recent years," said he had
"revocation," offered a substitute
"personal knowledge of several
proposal providing for revocation
recent instances in which the holders of construction permits . . .
of either a CP or a license "if the
applicant therefore does not ac- made no serious efforts to contually intend to construct and opstruct astation, but very strenuous
erate the station as applied for," efforts to sell the permits."
or if negotiations for its sale are
Spokesmen for KBOW said that
conducted, without FCC being in- "in recent months the holder of a
formed, prior to issuance of the permit to construct a station which
would have been competitive with
KBOW made diligent efforts to
Plausibility
of
Plan
Doubted
grant.
sell the permit to Copper City RaHis suggestion, which also prodio Co.," licensee of KBOW.
vided that FCC will look for signs
of "trafficking" in "all assignment
and transfer applications filed
within a short period" after the
issuance of a grant, drew from
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde the observation that FCC would have to become more adept at "mind-reading." Mr. Sutton felt his proposal
nevertheless was better than
FCC's "quick death" plan.
On behalf of the Federal Communications Bar Assn., Chairman
Percy H.. Russell Jr. of the FCBA
Committee on Practice and Procedure insisted the Commission's
proposal would cause "many, many
hardships" and is not within FCC's
authority. He said it also would
discourage prospective applicants,
since they would know that — regardless of what might happen —
they could
station beforenotittransfer
started their
program
tests.
Vernon L. Wilkinson of the firm
of Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson,
appearing as amicus curiae, said
legislative history and court decisions both oppose the rule. He
felt that if FCC can provide for
automatic forfeiture of permits, it
might also provide for automatic

KDON

Power

Increase

KDON Santa Cruz, Calif., has
commenced program tests with a
new Westinghouse 5 kw transmitter following FCC approval of
power increase from 1 kw. KDON
is owned and operated by Salinas
Newspapers Inc. and broadcasts on
1460 kc. In addition to Santa Cruz,
studios and offices are maintained
in Salinas, Monterey and Watsonville.
Strawberry

Sale

RADIO'S ability to sell— in
this case fruit — got further
endorsement this month when
seven one-a-day spot announcements on WINR Binghamton, N. Y., sold a full
railroad car load of strawberries. The Green Lantern
Fruit Stand used no other
advertising medium in the
promotion and gave full
credit for the sale to the
short spot announcement
campaign on WINR.
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Boston

still

speaks

for

itself

Boston is Boston . . . and there's no place
quite like it. Remember

the old story of

Priscilla and John Alden and Miles Standish? It's the same today. Boston still
makes up its own mind. And goes its own
way. In radio, too.
That's illustrated by WEEI's

full-

hour daytime program, "Beantown Varieties." This WEEI local live talent show
competes with one of the most popular
"other network" daytime programs in
the country. Yet in every quarter-hour
Beantown

Varieties" attracts a

bigger audience than any other
Boston station. Delivers a Pulse

5.2!*
rating of Varieties"
Beantown
is on WEEI
cause WEEI

be-

knows what Boston likes.

No wonder WEEI

has the largest share

of audience, the highest average ratings
and more quarter-hour wins than all
other Boston stations combined * And
today WEEI's much bigger audiences
are giving sponsors more for their money
*Pulse of Boston
Mar. -Apr. 1950
than ever before.

the station is
Columbia s Friendly Voice in Boston

Seek Own
Identity
EW

YORK

OUTLETS

NBC'S NEW YORK stations, WNBC and WNBT (TV), sometimes have
seemed submerged beneath the greater prestige of their parent network, but last week both were embarking on a vigorous program to
establish their own identity.
Under the new management of
Ted Cott, former vice president of at WNBT is What's the Good
Word?, a joint effort of the TV
programs at WNEW New York,
WNBC and WNBT were revising station and the New York Board
local programs and promotion in of Education. The show will be
educational, with an entertaining
an effort to acquire individuality.
format, and will pertain to correct
Indicative of the new thinking
English usage. In return for being
at the stations were new station
given the program, the Board of
breaks already being aired. ExamEducation will grant special seals
ples: "NBC covers America. . . . of approval to WNBT programs
it considers worth them.
WNBC belongs to New York";
"You're aboard the NBC flagship
Another WNBT program schedYork."
anchored in New
uled for fall presentation will be
New sign-on and sign-off an- based on photo contests conducted
nouncements extolling New York
in various communities within the
ly WNBC's position
incidental
(and
in the city) are being written by station's range and will tie-in with
local newspapers. To be called
the celebrated writers Louis UnterMayor's Tour, it will present winFannie
Corwin,
meyer, Norman
ning photos as well as the mayor
Hurst and Norman Cousins.
of the community and the editor
On WNBC a heavy swing to disc of the participating paper.
jockey programming — usually the
backbone of independent stations —
is in the wind. The early morning
RADIO PROFITS
Skitch Henderson show, MondaySaturday, 6-8:30 a.m., and Mr.
In Step With TV Affiliate
Henderson's Monday-Friday 12:15the
on
1 p.m. program are already
air.
VITAL statistics at WHAM Rochester show that radio billings are
Treacher Show
growing at the station despite a
Scheduled to begin June 25 (yes- current 99% "sell out" in WHAMTV sales, according to General
terday) is a program featuring
Arthur Treacher as disc jockey for Manager John W. Kennedy Jr.
Gilbert and Sullivan records. Mr. The facts disprove "prophets of
doom" that there's not enough
Treacher's commentary is to be advertising
money to go around
done in verse of the Gilbert and
Sullivan style. The show will be for both AM and TV, he concludes.
Figures add up, he says, to this:
aired Sunday, 12:30-1 p.m.
WHAM-TV, now two years old,
Starting July 11 a series featuring Leopold Stokowski as a disc "has not grown at the expense"
jockey for transcriptions of the of the AM facility. He reports
spot billing in AM for January
music of Johann Sebastian Bach
and February greater than the
will begin. Mr. Stokowski's comsame months last year. February
also spot alone, he says, was highest in
mentary (like Mr. Treacher's)
will be recorded.
The Stokowski
show will be heard on Tuesday,
the station's
history
and total
ness in March
a record
for busithat
7:30-8 p.m.
month.
Another series, as yet unschedBasic problem in WHAM-TV
uled, will present Arthur Fiedler,
conductor of the Boston Pops, in sales is "to find ways of opening up
additional periods of time so that
a recorded disc jockey show featuring records of his own orchestra.
program service may keep up with
WNBC also is at work on a docu- public demand and more advertisers
mentary series on New York City, can be accommodated." He estimates that 70% of TV advertisers
with programs to be written about
at WHAM have never been radio
the garment industry, Broadway
and other aspects of local interest.
clients of the station nor have they
ever used radio before.
Among local shows in the works

Attending a party given for Ohio news editors by ^YAKR Akron are
(I to r) Bernard Berk Jr., WAKR vice president and host; Messrs.
Mann and Day, and Prof. William Taylor, chairman of Kent State
U.'s school of journalism.
Has Little To Fear From
RADIO

TV,

NEWS

Says Davis at Kent
RADIO news, judged by foreseeable developments in news gathering
processes, faces little threat from television, according to Elmer Davis,
noted ABC news commentator, who was featured speaker at the second
annual conference of Ohio News Directors Assn., Kent (Ohio) State U.
on June 17.
Mr. Davis said, was the inability
Mr. Davis also declared that
radio news programs always will of the camera eye to tell in advance
where and when the news will
have sponsors. He said he saw
little hope for television news to take place, and the fact that much
reach the prominent position en- of the day's news has to be explained to be understood.
joyed in radio
newscasting.
Value of news programming to
best forte,
he indicated,
was inTV's
the
fields of sports and special events
the smaller radio station was accoverage.
cented by two station executives,
Gene Ragel, program director,
Main problems confronting TV,* WCLT
Newark, Ohio, and Verne
Nolte owner, WHIZ Zanesville.
CAMPAIGN
COSTS
Oberlin Speaks
House Okays Probe Group
Other highlights were Dick OberPROPOSAL to provide for establishment of a five-man committee
lin's explanation of how his station, WHAS Louisville, puts toto look into radio, television and
other media sums expended by its
gether its local TV newsreel
[Telecasting, June 19], and emmembers during the current elecphasis on public service programs
tion campaign won House approval
last Wednesday.
"coming of age," by Don De Groot,
WWJ Detroit.
The resolution (H Res 635),
Other speakers included Howard
is sponsored by Rep. John McCorAbsalom, news director, WAKR
mack (D-Mass.).
As a result of its adoption last Akron; Floyd Weidman, WEWS
(TV) Cleveland, and Larry Mann,
week, the special group, yet to be
CHUM Toronto. Charles Day, news
selected, also will look into amounts
director, WGAR Cleveland, was
subscribed for radio and television
director of the conference.
time by labor, corporation and
other groups [Broadcasting, June
12] on behalf of any candidate.
Block Fails
A NATIONWIDE NBC audience
last Thursday heard the re-enactment of the murder of a Michigan
NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
husband and two children despite
(TOTAL U. S. INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
legal efforts on behalf of the conRating
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK, EXTRA-WEEK, MAY 14-20, 1950
victed murderess to block the broadRating
Current
Current vast. Circuit Judge Clifford A.
Current
Homes
Bishop of Flint, Thursday disCurrent Previous
10
Rank Previous
Homes
Program
Rank
Program
%
Rank
%
missed a request to prevent the
Rank
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
21.0
9
You Bet Your Life (CBS)
12.1
Big
Story
broadcast as an invasion
4
2
Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS)
17.0
NOTE: Numbe of homes is obtained by applying th e "NIELSEN6
3
of the prisoner's right of privacy.
My
Friend Talent
Irma (CBS)
13.9
11
4
Fibber
McGee
&
Molly
(NBC)
13.0
RATING"
(%) to 40,700,000— the 1950 estimate of Total United States The convicted slayer, Mrs. Julia
Radio
Homes.
16
5
Mystery Theatre (CBS)....
13.0
22
6
Mr. Keen (CBS)
12.5
(*)
Homes
reached
or any part of the program, except for Kulnich, is serving a life term. The
41
7
Hallmark Playhouse (CBS)
12.4
homes listening
onlyduring
1 to 5allminutes.
broadcast, sponsored by American
38
8
F.B.I, in Peoce & War (CBS)
12.4
12
9
Day in the Life of Dennis Day (NBC). . 12.3
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
Cigarette & Cigar Co., used fictitious names, as customary.
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Caution

WATCH

OUT

to Summer

FOR

Remember how last summer's hot
weather damaged America's highways and parkways?
BEWARE WHAT THIS SUMMER'S
HEAT WILL DO, TO MAKE THIS SUMMER'S DRIVING MORE DANGEROUS
THAN YOU THINK.
—As, for example, the typical pavement-heave inthe photograph above.
FOR YOUR OWN SAKE: WATCH THE
ROAD AHEAD ... SO YOU CAN DETECT THESE UNEXPECTED DRIVING
HAZARDS IN TIME TO SLOW DOWN.
During the intense heat of July
1949, you heard radio and newspaper
reports like these:
—Near Jamesport, N. Y., a 50-foot
section of State highway pave-

HOT

Drivers.

ROADS

ment raised up 6 inches.
—On U. S. 60 near Owensboro, Ky.,
a section of pavement bulged up
18 inches, with State Troopers
re-routing traffic around it.
—Near Valley Stream, L. I., on the
Sunrise Highway, a 15-foot slab
of concrete shot up 17 inches.
This year, the same thing is bound to
happen. Our drivers will soon be reporting such instances— to us and to
the authorities. One of these may be
the highway you travel.
It is difficult, perhaps, for the average person to understand how mere
sun-heat can cause such catastrophic
damage.

AHEAD

But here are the facts, as highway
engineers know them:
No matter how well a highway is
constructed, when the weather's cold
it's got to contract; when the weather's
hot it's got to expand.
Highway engineers know this;
they try to provide against it. Even
so,
best extremes
highwaysof can't
take the
it under
heat oralways
cold.
So drive cautiously, as you always
drive. BUT DRIVE EXTRA CAUTIOUSLY WHEN THAT HOT
SUN BEATS DOWN.
HEAT CAN BLOW UP A PAVEMENT.
And that same heat, in torturing the
roads, can cook your goose for good.

AmericanTrucking
INDUSTRY
American Trucking Associations, Washington 6, D. C.
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extra

MEANS

Even
can

a tot-size

budget

fill big sales-shoes

through

our

that give

Participation

programs

with

and

planned

can

step

your

1
i

into seven-league

cost!

up

class

boots!

DOMINION

BARN

DANCE

GRADY

COii

Tim

Monday thru Saturday, 5:00-6:00 am. Designed especially for rural audience and features fabulous Grady
Cole. (Combination purchase with WBT, Charlotte, N.C.)

personalities

promotion

sales

!

Monday thru Friday, 9:00-10:00 am. and 3:30-4:30 pm.
Designed for high ratings and general listening. Features *CBS network commercial stars on a local basis.
*(Brock Bar Ranch, CBS, Saturdays 7:00-7:30 pm.)

established
i
\

proven

the bootee

OLD

announcement
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in these

YOU

WRVA,

\

talent
than

FOR

programs
\

you

at little more

SALES

1
on

extra-step

top, big-time

from

EXTRA

step

CALLING

ALL

COOKS

Saturdays, 10:00-10:30 am. Audience participation
quiz from WRVA Theatre (average audience of 800).
Radio show is part of two-hour entertainment. Product
displays; samples distributed; with retail grocer merchandising plan; actual product demonstrations. Buy
it weekly, bi-weekly, or once a month.

\

1
\

NOQSBwms

PRoncrm

lbagub

Monday thru Saturday, 5:00-5:30 pm. Features Mark
Evans and is designed primarily for food and household products.

^
A
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Listening Pardner?
ALMOST AS OLD as the first broadcast is the
American concept that radio must serve "in
the public interest." That tortured phrase
has been belabored in almost every discussion
of the art in the past thirty years.
Stations have been told by the FCC, the
Congress and some segments of the public
that it is their "duty" to carry such programs.
Every sin in our lexicon has been committed
via that ephemeral phrase: "public interest."
But over the years very little thought seems
to have been given to the fact that the station
licensee and the public which he serves are
in effect "partners."
The licensee has the investment, the personnel and the know-how. The public via
his servant, the FCC, furnishes the "air"
which the licensee uses and the "ear" to which
he appeals. One can't get far without the
other. Yet the partnership in the great
enterprise that is radio is too little understood.
In Denver Hugh B. Terry, energetic vice
president and general manager of KLZ, decided to do something about it. He inaugurated
a new program (see story page 49), titled
"Let's Talk it Over" in which he intends to
put the licensee and the "people who own the
air" into a position of mutual understanding.
He proposes to make the listener feel that
he is actually on the inside of the station. The
listener dishes it out, and the broadcaster, if
need be, takes it.
Says General Manager Terry: "It is an
honest effort to 'lay it on the line' so that the
public may know, may understand and may
be part of the radio stations which are
licensed to serve them."
This isn't a "first". There are few in radio
these days. It's the timing that counts, and,
as always, the execution of the idea.
We like the KLZ approach. We think it
could well be emulated. David Sarnoff once
said radio gives the average man that which
the richest man could not buy for himself.
Radio has worked miracles in selling goods.
It's high time it started selling itself.

'What Hath TV Wrought?'
TV, WHICH already has outdone Grimm's
Fairy Tales, now threatens to knock for a row
of Blackstones the time-honored concepts of
American jurisprudence.
A poor mixed-up man of 50, presumably
with an eye for the spectacular, elbowed his
way into the TV booth at the Houston ball
park the other day, sat down beside KLEE-TV
telecaster Dick Gottlieb, and shot himself.
Among the at-home televiewers was Justice
of the Peace Tom Maes. He returned an inquest verdict of suicide, without ever leaving
his home.
"I saw the man on television," said the JP.
On the same day, in Kansas City, a 36-yearold laborer had scampered up the WDAF-TV
tower to the 475-foot level, and threatened
suicide. He finally descended after being
promised a personal appearance on TV. Instead he was carried off in the paddy-wagon.
It won'tforth
be with
long a now
ventures
tome until
titled some
What pundit
Hath
TV Wrought.
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FBI Loya
DIRECTOR
Hoover'Lib
says eral
the Communists
ism1
lty vs.
now have gone underground, except for a few
decoys, who are known anyway. The administration, which, to our minds, has made
haste all too slowly, now has given G-Man
Hoover carte blanche to ferret out those whose
allegiance is to the Kremlin.
We have warned in these columns about
infiltration of radio. We know it exists, but
not the extent. Mr. Hoover told a Senate
Committee :
In the communications field, they have as
their primary objective the control of communication facilities in the event of an emergency. In 1946, the cultural section of the
Communist Party was given a special directive
to penetrate the radio field.
Communist schools and Communist fronts
have offered training courses in connection
with radio writing, acting and directing.
Many Communist fellow travelers and stooges
have been able to secure positions enabling
them to actually control personnel and production. Communists, masters of pressure
tactics, are always on the alert to chastise
those who would oppose them. One front
group boasts of having thousands of monitors
in every section of the country who will take
up a letter-writing campaign against any commentator who disagrees with what they advocate.
Within the last fortnight, the CIO, at long
last taking cognizance of the political tide,
has expelled a number of unions because of
pro-Communistic leanings. Among them was
the American Communications Assn., with
10,000 members — some in the radio field.
Need more be said? It should have been
obvious all along that the Kremlinites could
not ignore radio or TV — the swiftest and most
potent means of reaching the people.
First station to take affirmative steps to
root out possible subversives is KFI-AM-FMTV Los Angeles. It is requiring a loyalty
oath of all employes [Broadcasting, June 12].
One staffer already has been dismissed because she refused to sign the pledge.
In our democracy, it always has been a
popular
parlor the
game
a "liberal"
stoutly defend
rightto ofbe any
citizen toand
do
almost anything except violate the traffic
regulations. When we're mustering our defense forces, while the Muscovites hurl insult
it's no time to deal in the
niceties andofdefiance,
liberalism.
We think every station in the nation, every
network, every supplier of programs, should
follow the Earle Anthony lead, and demand
loyalty oaths of every employe.
WE ARE GLAD to see the NAB board
take a strong stand against FCC's handling of the Richards case (see story this
issue). There is an un-dignity about the
dog-fight between counsel in the hearing
that ill becomes an "impartial" agency
and epitomizes, we think, the Commission's entire conduct of the case. General
Counsel Benedict P. Cottone's assumption
of — or assignment to — personal direction
of the FCC's case in itself belies the
claim
thisheard
is not
a "prosecution."
We have
no good
word from
him about any phase of the Richards
operations, though it is inconceivable
that nothing good exists and we had
thought, perhaps naively, that FCC's
obligation to elicit the facts encompasses those which are good as well
as those it thinks bad. Is such a onepresentation not weitself
"slanted"?
In thesided
circumstances
cannot
blame
Hugh Fulton, counsel for the Richards
stations, for fighting with any weapons
he can lay hands on. If FCC has a case,
let it cut the horseplay and present the
facts, without prejudice or bias.

jf- our respects to:

MELVIN

BRORBY

drifts
sometime
man trying
ILE
THEinto VERSAT
y while
mediocrit
to s develop
his skills separately. Few exercise the
good judgment of Melvin Brorby, who 25 years
ago saw in the advertising agency a perfect
instrument for nourishing and blending his
diverse talents under one roof.
That he has succeeded is evidenced by the
honors his profession and community have
bestowed
A first upon^him.
lieutenant in the adjutant general's
department during World War I, the future
partner in Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago,
returned from France after the 1918 Armistice
for an extra year at the U. of Wisconsin. But
the next four years took him to many countries.
A fellowship with the American Field Service
in France, attendance at the Second Assembly
of the League of Nations, and months of travel
and study in countries administered by the
League prepared him for diplomatic service.
Back in the United States there were at
(Continued on page U8)
Static

&

Snow

By AWFREY QUINCY
JUST as a suggestion to the Voice of America:
In beaming programs to the Russians, why not
use the tobacco auctioneer? We'll bet the
Moscow strategists will think twice before applying the usual jamming tactics to Mister
Speed Riggs.
- $ # $
«
Is there an ache in your gross billings or a
twinge in your balance sheet? What you need,
Pal, is a doctor (ethical)! Puzzled?
You'll
find the Keyes at Russel M. Seeds where "June
* * *
is busting out all over."
Said McConnell the Joe to Stanton the Frank
"In fishing for Hope all you drew was a
Said Stanton the Frank to McConnell the Joe
"But Edwards the Ralph was a neat counterSaid Trammell the Niles to Paley the Bill
"With Groucho and Hope I'm primed for the
blank"
Said Paley the Bill to Trammell the Niles
"I'veblow."
got gimmicks, devices and bucks stacked
At RMA meeting, the FCC Chairman DEin piles."
nounces
industry for being coy to FM and
stresses DEfects in AM and DEsirable advantages of FM. Decoy?
After analyzing
successful use of singing
kill"
spots by A&P to promote cantaloupes, we're
burying
with tealeaves, in athephonograph,
vine section sprinkled
of our garden.
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Early Birds (WFAA-820,
Oct. 5 '49 . .
7:15-8 a.m.) contest for car award draws
32,000 replies.

s,"
E^53fclfi I "Laugh with the Ladie
initial broadcast, Stokely's Finest Foods
sponsorship.
m<
I Mrs. Tucker's Shortening
begins seventeenth year of programming on
WFAA-820.
WFAA
staff takes over
Mar. 17 '50 . .
KBTV after FCC approval of purchase.
Awarded
Nineteenth year for "One
May 7 '50
Man's Family" on WFAA-820.

Sigma Delta Chi

prize for '50
radio reporting of disastrous plane
May 9
crash at Dallas' Love Field in November,
1949.
WFAA-TV

on the air, re-

'50 KBTV.
May 21 placing
LiH!K£3!li!JS FCC approves installation
and new site for 570 transmitter for improved coverage of Dallas area.
t]S ItlLfifcillB Only station to telecast Secretary of State Dean Acheson's dramatic
foreign policy speech.

820 ICC -NBC
• 570 ICC -ABC
TEXAS
QUALITY
NETWORK
Radio Service of the DALLAS MORNING NEWS
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., !NC.
WHERE

YOUR

ADVERTISING

CHANNEL
EIGHT...
DuMont, Paromount network affiliations now . . , NBC, ABC soon
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY ADAM YOUNG TELEVISION, INC.
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president; JACK D. KELLY, WILLARD L. DOUGHERTY and Chief
Engineer BEN WHITTAKER named to WSRS advisory board to coord nate operations various departments.
JAMES
front office

E. LOWELL,
mercial manager.

WSSV

Petersburg, Va., salesman, named com-

JACK MAJOR, general manager WREN
manager KJAY Topeka.
1EE PHILLIPS, sales manager WTTT Coral Gables, Fla., appointed
. station manager. With station since November 1949. Before that
general manager WKJF Pittsburgh.
THOMAS P. EGAN, account executive, WCUE Akron, Ohio, named
executive merchandising director. Will establish merchandising, publicity and promotion campaign for WCUE timebuyers. Was WHKK
Akron promotion manager.
WILLIAM V. HUTT, promotion manager Arkansas Gazette, Little Rock,
to KLRA Little Rock, Gazette station, as general manager. With Gazette
since January. Before that with WKY Oklahoma City. Succeeds
EDWARD V. MURPHY, resigned, who remains consultant to station.
HAL FROELICH, account executive Adam Young Television Inc., Chicago, national TV representative, to KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla., sales staff.
C. R. (HI) BRAMH AM, sales staff WKDA Nashville, to WSM-TV Nashville as local sales chief. Was with General Outdoor Co. until 1947 as
national contact and local salesman. Will work with IRVING WAUGH,
WSM-AM-TV commercial manager.
CHARLES L. UNGER, KNOR Norman, Okla., to KGLC Miami, Okla.,
sales department. Was with KBYE Oklahoma City.
DON L. CHAPIN, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, to WKRC-TV Cincinnati as
local sales manager. With WLWT nearly two years. Before that announcer and sales manager WMOH Hamilton, Ohio.

Topeka, Kan., named generai

CLYDE R. SPITZNER, executive director Philadelphia Junior Chambei
of Commerce, named commercial manager WIP Philadelphia.
KWTC Barstow, Calif., joins Liberty Broadcasting System. Concurrently
names Western Radio Sales, Hollywood, as representative.
SCHEPP-REINER Co., N. Y., appointed national sales representative
WPIK Alexandria, Va.
RALPH E. McKINNIE, CBS-TV network sales and formerly DuMont
TV network sales, to Paul H. Raymer Co., N. Y., as account executive.
ARTHUR H. SHERIN Jr., account executive Avery-Knodel Inc., N. Y.,
named director TV sales. N. R. MADONNA, Donald Cooke Inc., replaces
Mr. Sherin.
JOHN R. CONLEY to commercial staff KJCK Junction City, Kan., as
local sales representative.
DON RICH, advertising and business departments Convention Magazine,'.
named account executive WMID Atlantic City.
AL ALBINGER, station manager WCOL Columbus, Ohio, named commercial manager KTMS Santa Barbara, Calif.
FRANK PRICE, public relations man American Railway Express, Xenia,
Ohio, to KTMS Santa Barbara, Calif., sales staff.

DICK WELLS resigns as general manager Upper Michigan-Wisconsin
Bcstg Co. stations WJMS Ironwood, WIKB Iron River, Mich., and
WATW Ashland, Wis.

RICHARD J. QUIGLEY Jr. to John Blair & Co., St. Louis, as account
executive July 1. Was salesman MBS New York and KXLW St. Louis.

S. R. SAGUE, president WSRS Cleveland; H. G. PABST, assistant to

FORT INDUSTRY

50,000-watt
—Because

WBT

reaches

\V7

*BMB 50-100% Daytime Listening Area

WBT

the most people

CO., Birmingham, Mich., office changes telephone

is the

biggest

fa total of 577,880

radio families

single
every week*) I

number from Birmingham 4760 to Midwest 4-7700. Detroit line remains
JOrdan 4-5910.
MARVIN R. BRIGGS, KECA
sales staff.
Pet&onaU

DURING his inspection of WEAP-AMFM-TV Fort Worth's radio-television
center, Edward J. Noble (I), chairman of the board of ABC, tells Harold
Hough, director of the outlets, that
the plant is "the finest, most compact
layout
anywhere."
Mr.hisNoble
Fort Worth
June 5 on
way towaslookin
over some Texas oil properties he is
interested in.

WOL
CHANGES
3 Named in Realignment
THREE changes in a staff realignment of WOL Washington
have been announced by Fred A.
Palmer, manager.
Al Fillips, staff announcer, becomes program director, succeeding Edgar Parsons, assistant manager, who will concentrate on promotion and public relations. New
member of the staff is Richard P.
Martin, replacing Mrs. Jane Neale,
business manager, who is retiring.
Mr. Fillips was with WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va., and WPIT Pittsburgh before coming to Washington and was with WOL under
Cowles ownership. Formerly manager of WRFD Worthington, Ohio,
Mr. Parsons came to Washington
when the People's Broadcasting
Corp., WRFD licensee, purchased
facilities on 1450 kc and the WOL
call letters.

ELECT REAGAN
Heads Hollywood Ad Club
J. NEIL REAGAN, manager of
the Hollywood office of McCannErickson Inc., has been elected first
vice president of Hollywood Advertising Club. Homer H. Boelter,
Homer H. Boelter Lithography,
was elected president.
Other officers named were Robert
J. McAndrews, managing director,
Southern California Broadcasters Assn.,
second vice president; Georgia Wash
Holbeck, assistant advertising manager,
Van de Kamp's Bakeries, secretary;
Wade E.woodBennett,
president, HollyState Bank,vicetreasurer.

WWL
Farm Tour
HEADED by George Shannon,
farm service director for WWL
New Orleans, some 50 farmers
have left on a 17-day goodwill tour
of the capital cities and agricultural regions of six Central American countries. Tour is sponsored
by the International House of New
Orleans and Pan American Airways, in conjunction with WWL.
Mr. Shannon will make on-the-spot
recordings during the trip which
will be used on his WWL Farm
Front Reporter program.

Los Angeles sales staff, to KECA-TV

• • •

LEE FONDREN, national sales manager KLZ Denver, elected secretary Denver Lions Club. . . . ROBERT M. SMITH, commercial department WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., re-elected secretary Huntington
Advertising Club. . . . ALEX C. KEESEV sales staff WFAA Dallas,
named chairman radio-TV committee Dallas Advertising League's Community Service Committee handling publicity-advertising Dallas County
1950 Community Chest campaign.
WILLARD L. DOUGHERTY, account executive WSRS Cleveland,
returns to station after month in hospital for emergency appendicitis
and ulcer operation. . . . IRVING E. ROGERS, publisher Lawrence
(Mass.) Eagle-Tribune, president-treasurer Hildreth & Rogers Co.,
owner and operator WLAW Lawrence, presented first annual Rabbi
Joshua Loth Liebman Award June 14 for "outstanding promotion of interracial tolerance."
JOHN FINDLEY, salesman WBBM Chicago, to marry Geraldine Briede
in Chicago July 1. . . . DON McBAIN, vice president-chief engineer
KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif., father of boy, James Webster. . . . AMOS
BARON, radio sales manager KECA Hollywood, returns to desk after
recuperating from broken leg suffered in fall 15 months ago. . . . JACK
S. YOUNTS, president-general manager WEEB Southern Pines, N. C,
appointed to Governor's Advisory Committee on Highway Safety. Also
serves on advisory committee of State Communication Study Commission.
Ringgold Promotion
HANQUE RINGGOLD, Eastern
sales manager, Edward Petry &
Co., was elected vice president in
| charge of Eastern sales and a director of the company at a recent
board meeting. Petry board now
has five members, as authorized by

advertising

the New York State Court of Appeals [Broadcasting, May 29],
including Edward Petry, president;
Henry Christal, secretary and
treasurer; Edward Voynow, Chicago manager; Gordon Gray, vice
president, WIP Philadelphia, and
Mr. Ringgold.
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Everybody knows the big story. Any way you
say it— audience, cost or results— 50,000watt kmox

is by far the best advertising buy

in 73-county Mid- America.*
Now Pulse reveals the inside story!

IN METROPOLITAN
HEART

ST. LOUIS (4-COUNTY

OF MID-AMERICA),

A BIGGER AUDIENCE
TION. AT A LOWER

KMOX

DELIVERS

THAN ANY OTHER

STA-

COST- PER -THOU SAND.

It's one inside story you can shout about. Daytime, you get almost twice as many listeners
per average quarter-hour ... at a 13%

lower

cost-per-thousand ! Nighttime, you get a 65%
larger audience ... at a 30%

lower cost, only

$1.55 per thousand!
And anytime, all of kmox's

listeners in the

other 69 counties are a whopping bonus !
You can say that again. Inside St. Louis— as
well as outside— kmox

gives you more lis-

teners atless cost than any other station !
*BMB 50-100% daytime listening area, 1949; 66 counties nighttime.
■\The Pulse of St. Louis, March-April 1950, Monday through Friday
ratings for St. Louis City and these counties: St. Charles, St. Louis,
Madison and St. Clair.

50,000 watts -The Voice of St. Louis KMOX
Columbia Owned -Represented by Radio Sales

lecasting
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W\ EANE S. LONG, Deane Long
1 f Tel-Rad Productions Inc., San
Diego, to KVOE
Santa Ana,
Calif., as program director.
PEGGY LEE COVINGTON to traffic
department WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va.
CARL RUSSELL named film director
WBKB (TV) Chicago.
JAMES RUDDLE, Tulsa U. student,
to announcing staff KSEK Pittsburg,
Kan.
MARTIN RITT, director-actor, named
CBS-TV producer-director. First assignment Starlight Theatre.
CARL BAREFOOT, U. of Richmond
graduate, to WXGI Richmond continuity department.
WENDELL WILSON, new to radio, to
announcing staff KJCK Junction City,
Kan.
AL OWEN, program director WFPG
Atlantic City, N. J., named production
manager WMID Atlantic City.
GLORIA RODGERS to continuity department WJAS Pittsburgh.
RAYMOND WHITEHOUSE, producer
CBC International Service, Montreal,
transferred to CBR Vancouver as
drama producer.
JAY TROMPETER resigns as staff
announcer WMOR
(FM) Chicago.
BOB SMITH to announcing staff
WBBM Chicago, replacing EARL
NIGHTINGALE, resigned to freelance.
TOM SARNOFF, KECA-TV Los Angeles production staff, named assistant
production manager.
CHUCK LAWSON, WGTC Greenville,
N. C, to KBON Omaha announcing
staff.
LANSING BAILEY Jr., music director
KRON-FM-TV San Francisco, on two-

THE

air-casters
month trip to Paris, France. MARTIN
ZEIVE, KRON staff member, substituting.
ARVED CHRISTENSEN, winner
fourth annual KFAB Omaha-U. of
Nebraska Scholarship Award, to
KFAB staff for summer.
ELLIOTT LEWIS, producer-directoractor, named to produce and direct
CBS Suspense upon its return to air
Aug. 31. He replaces WILLIAM
SPIER, resigned.
DAN ECKLEY, new to TV, named
stage director KECA-TV Hollywood
Hacienda Varieties.
JERRY JEROME, arranger-conductor,
named musical director WPIX (TV)
New York.
E. M. PLUMSTEAD, program director
WSGN Birmingham, to U. of Alabama
as instructor radio department.
BILL ROBINSON, announcer CKBB
Barrie, Ont., to CHUM Toronto.
ROBERT WHITAKER, announcernewscaster WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio,
resigns to enter stock brokerage work
in Houston.
EDWARD P. HASSETT, WERS (FM)
Boston, to announcing staff WLAW
Lawrence, Mass.
SAM BRADLEY, KCHS Hot Springs,
N. M., to WLDY Ladysmith, Wis., as
combination engineer-announcer.

MARIANN ANDERSON, receptionist
KRON-TV San Francisco, promoted
to program department.
BEN STARR
and LARRY KLEIN
signed as writers NBC Sara's Private
Caper.
BOB PROVENCE, WKNA Charleston,
W. Va., program director, to receive
honorary
of "State
from West title
Virginia
Assn. ofFarmer"
Future
Farmers of America at 22d annual
state convention in July.
ARTHUR FLYNN, announcer-sportscaster WLAW Lawrence, Mass., ReCounty. publican candidate for sheriff in Essex
BEE CANTERBURY, NBC Hollywood
press department, elected president
Los Angeles Alumni Chapter, r Theta
Sigma Phi, national honorary Sorority for women in journalism.
JO STAFFORD, singer CBS Carnation
Hour and Club 15, awarded Gold Heart
by American Heart Assn. for "outstanding assistance during 1950 Campaign for Funds to Combat Heart
JIM
MOORE, KGO San Francisco anDisease."
nouncer, father of boy.
JIMMY LYONS, KNBC San Francisco
disc jockey, named "Disc Jockey of the
Year," by Metronome, national music
magazine.
HOWIE LEONARD, staff announcerdisc jockey WALE Fall River, Mass.,
and Lolly Stein announce marriage.
WILLIAM C. TRACEY, publicity-promotion director WSAZ-AM-FM-TV
Huntington, W. Va., elected to board
of directors Huntington Advertising
Club.
STAN WARWICK, announcer KOIN
Portland, Ore., father of boy, Scott,
June 13.
ED SPRAGUE, traffic manager KTMS
Santa Barbara, Calif., father of girl,
Karen Gale Willis, May 27.
WILLIAM TAYLOR, WBKB (TV)
Chicago director, and Dr. Gloria Hilker
announce marriage June 17.

WVAM

AW

A

R

D

ALTOONA

JOHNSTOWN

FIRST

FIRST
HOOPER RATINGS
Time
WARD
B
c
8-12
25.6 26.1
37.4
47.6
26.6
6-10:30
12-6
39.4 34.5
33.5 25.9
Total
40.4
Jan.32.1
-April, 26.2
1950
C. E. Hooper, Inc.

You're on the INSIDE
with the OUTSIDE audience on WVAM. ONLY
1000-watt fulltime coverage in Altoona and
Central Pennsylvania.

Represented
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ROBERT M. SMALLEY to Don Lee
Network as special writer for Sam
Hayes newscasts. Was announcerwriter Armed Forces Radio station
WVTD Admiralty Islands.
BRUCE MacFARLANE, newswriter
MBS in Chicago, and WILLIAM L.
THOMPSON, Chicago manager Broadcasting, initiated into The Headline
Club, Chicago professional chapter,
Sigma Delta Chi journalism fraternity.
E. W. ZIEBARTH, newscaster WCCO
Minneapolis, leaves on assignment to
cover Europe and Middle East.
DON RATCHFORD, graduate U. of
Notre Dame, and PETE EDWARDS,
graduate Washington U., St. Louis, to
news department KXOK St. Louis.
JIM SNYDER, news department
KDKA Pittsburgh, and Anne M. Rule
married June 17.
CHET CAMPBELL, NBC Chicago press
writer, and Alice Jayne Carpenter
married June 10.

PONCE SHOW
Blazes Success Trail

SOMETIMES it takes such fac
tors as a coffee manufacturer's first
business look at radio and a program that has universal appeal to
make a radio success. Those very
factors have melded at WROV
Roanoke, Va., to skyrocket a program from one station to a seven
station lineup in two states.
Over a year ago, Hayden Huddleston, WROV sales representative, interested the management of
the Ponce De Leon Hotel Restaurant in the possibilities of a
breakfast-type, once-a-week audience participation show. Called
Breakfast at the Ponce, the program went on the air under the
restaurant's sponsorship. Ladies
attending are served breakfast and
members of the audience receive
When Harold Woods, owner of
Woods Bros. Coffee Co., one of the
prizes.
South's leading blenders and

Setting ladies' fashions is Haydeix:
Huddleston (I), originator of thi ^
Ponce series, with a guest, Carolyi
Evans, Crosley Corp. home econ- ^
omist.
*.supplier .a^
roasters and * a * Ponce
heard
was attractec'r
and a the
fewshow,
weekshe later
assumec£
sponsorship, adding a number oJ
features. As good results wertp'
obtained, the coffee firm addec'T)
WWOD Lynchburg, WKEY Gov
ington, WPUV
Pulaski anc
WMVA Martinsville. A spot checl
of sales a few weeks later movec
Woods Bros, to expand to tw( n
North Carolina markets — WCOG
Greensboro and WSAT Salisbury
Now the program — production anc ,,.
clearance handled by WROV — ii(
being markets
considered for still addi ^
tional
UN Radio-TV Meet
MEETING of managers and pro
gram directors of Southern California radio and TV stations has
been called for Wednesday (Jun(
28) by Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, coordinator of U.Relations.
S.-UnitedPurpose
Nations*/"
Radio Station
is
to acquaint Southern Californu
stations with UN radio plans anc
explain the basis for commercial
sponsorship of UN radio productions. Meeting
Lee's Studio
2. will be held in Doe
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a 300G

Before building their new stations or replacing their obsolete transmitters, the one hundred and nineteen 250-watt broadcasters listed
a critical study of available equipment. They chose the
made
below
thoroughly engineered, well constructed, completely reliable Collins
300G because its reputation and their examination convinced them
it would serve them and their listeners best.

You can profitably follow their example. This wide-spread ownership is a powerful recommendation. Whether your plans call for new
construction or modernization, be sure to get in touch with your
nearest Collins representative.

Collins 300G 250 watt
AM transmitter

Owners

of 300G

Eufaula, Ala.
Selma, Ala.
Talladega, Ala.
Clifton, Ariz.
Phoenix, Ariz.
El Dorado, Ark.
Hope, Ark.
Eureka, Calif.
Santa Paula, Calif.
Ft. Bragg, Calif.
Pasadena, Calif.
Ventura, Calif.
Boulder, Colo.
Bridgeport, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Waterbury, Conn.
Panama City, Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Sanford, Fla.
Coral Gables, Fla.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Palatka, Fla.
Clearwater, Fla.

transmitters
WMMB
WDLF
WCOH
KVMV
KPST
WQUA
WVLN
WHOT
WIKY
WJVA
KWCR
KICM
KWPC
KICD
KLKC
WHIR
WIEL
WKIC
KANE
KRUS
KVOL
KLIC
WJOR

FOR
COLLINS
1 1 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 18
BROADCASTING

RADIO

Melbourne, Fla.
Deland, Fla.
Newnan, Ga.
Twin Falls, Idaho
Preston, Idaho
Moline, 111.
Olney, 111.
South Bend, Ind.
Evansville, Ind.
South Bend, Ind.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Mason City, Iowa
Muscatine, Iowa
Spencer, Iowa
Parsons, Kans.
Danville, Ky.
Elizabethtown, Ky.
Hazard, Ky.
New Iberia, La.
Ruston, La.
Lafayette, La.
Monroe, La.
Bangor, Maine

BROADCAST
COMPANY,

2700 W. Olive Ave.
BURBANK
• Telecasting

WDYK
WCEM
WASL
WBCC
WHTC
WKLK
KXRA
KROC
WEVE
KBZY
KBMW
WCLD
WKOZ
WHOC
WMBH
KFMO
KSIM
KGEZ
KXGN
KELY
WKBR
KOBE
WCSS
WABY
WHDL
WKAL
WGVA
WHLI
WHUC
KOVC
WMOH
WJER
WMOA
WWSO
WPTW
KNOR
KGFF

QUALITY,
Cedar

Rapids,

1 330 N. Industrial Blvd.
DALLAS 2

Cumberland, Md.
Cambridge, Md.
Annapolis, Md.
Bethesda, Md.
Holland, Mich.
Cloquet, Minn.
Alexandria, Minn.
Rochester, Minn.
Eveleth, Minn.
Grand Rapids, Minn.
Breckenridge, Minn.
Cleveland, Miss. .
Kosciusko, Miss.
Philadelphia, Miss.
Flat River, Mo.
Joplin, Mo.Mo.
Sikeston,
Kalispell, Mont.
Glendive, Mont.

KVSO
KVLH
KNPT
WILK
WVPO
WWON
WPLI
WKDA

Ardmore, Okla.
Pauls Valley, Okla.
Newport, Ore.
Wilkes Barre, Penna.
Stroudsburg, Penna.
Woonsocket, R.I.
Jackson, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.

WJJM
WIRJ
KTFY
KIWW
KUNO
KTFS
KRCT
KOSF
KSTA
KORA
KFYN

Lewisburg, Tenn.
Humboldt, Tenn.
Brownfield,
Texas
San Antonio, Texas
Corpus Christi, Texas
Texarkana, Texas
Baytown, Texas
Nacogdoches, Texas
Coleman, Texas
Bryan, Texas
Bonham, Texas

KTXJ
KCLW
KMHT
KCNY
WSKI
WLOW
WPUV
KBKW
KWIE
WMON
WCAW
WKOY
WLCX
KOWB
KOVE
KGOS
KWOR

Jasper,
Texas
Hamilton,
Texas
Marshall, Texas
San Marcos, Texas
Montpelier, Vt.
Portsmouth, Va.
Pulaski, Va.
Aberdeen, Wash.
Kennewick, Wash.
Montgomery, W. Va.
Charleston, W. Va.
Bluefield, W. Va.
La Crosse, Wise.
Laramie, Wyo.
Lander, Wyo.
Torrington, Wyo.
Worland, Wyo.

Manchester,
N.H.
Ely,
Nev.
Las Cruces, N. Mex.
Amsterdam, N.Y.
Albany, N.Y.
Olean, N.Y.
Rome, N.Y.
Geneva, N.Y.
Hempstead, N.Y.
Hudson, N.Y.
Valley City, N.D.
Dover, Ohio
Hamilton, Ohio
Marietta, Ohio
Springfield, Ohio
Piqua,
Norman,Ohio
Okla.
Shawnee, Okla.

IT'S . . .

COLLINS

Iowa

Dogwood Rd., Fountain City
KNOXVILLE

417 Rosalyn Ave.
DAYTONA BEACH
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POST CARD DRAWINGSH^Hi
KRMG Tulsa booth at Tulsa Home
Show highlighted by drawings of
Joe Knight, disc jockey. Booth
visitors received "Knight-mares,"
post cards with photo of Mr. Knight
in suit of armor on one side and
caricature drawing done by him
on address side. KRMG reports
some 50,000 people visited booth
where 15 shows were originated.
SOIL AWARDSHHHHI
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, gave
special awards to four farmers
during Soil Conservation Week in
Iowa (June 12-18). Selections
based on soil conservation practices and leadership. Awards, engraved bronze plaques, presented
during special broadcast.
AGENCY FOLDERnBiH
HUGO WAGENSEIL & Assoc.,
Dayton, distributing small folder
with cut-out in shape TV screen
announcing: "We Mean Business!
. . . it's our business to see that
your
makes money."
Theme business
is that advertiser
needs
"production group that understands
TV advertising."
community yv.vsM^mmm
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, Community Call-Board, daily, 1:45-1:55
p.m. Uses community activities
news — church suppers, club meeting, etc. — through cooperation of
small newspapers. Presented on
moving tape backed with recorded
music. Viewers urged to send items
in for processing. Credit given
newspaper items. Program handles
average 100 items weekly.
INTERVIEW SERIESMB«^M
WAAF Chicago, Here Is the Story,
daily series, 10:30-45 a.m., sustaining. Letters sent to Community
Referral Service of Chicago used
as basis for Thursday feature of
daily series. Miss Ruth Moore,
community worker, conducts interviews with guests and outlines
story.
SAMPLE BOXESHH^HH
ABC Hollywood sent sample boxes
Kix breakfast food to Pacific Coast
radio and trade paper columnist
and grocery trade to promote start
of Commentator Frances Scully's
five-weekly Today in Hollywood for
General Mills (Kix). Banner on
box read: "Important AnnounceF
eieeesTMM barca/n
tNTHBUS. TOOAYI

l-MINUTE SPOTS ON
SO,000 WATTS
WNOE- NEW ORLEANS
Available ft/fr Mom: Spots between High-Rated
National Shows!.. Spots on or between longestablished Local Shows!.. News Programs ! *
Sports! Mutual Co-ops! (1060 ON YOUR DIAL)
25 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL SERVICE TO ADVERTISERS!
WNOE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
R A - TEL
' i 420 LEXINGTON AVE., N.Y.C
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programs

promotj0„

ment Inside." Contained insert
reading:
wood News"For
WhileKixIt— IsHear
News.Holly...
Today in Hollywood."
OLD-FASHIONED PICNICHMM
WKY Oklahoma City, July 4, cosponsors with Oklahoma Publishing Co. old-fashioned American
picnic for some 400 displaced persons of World War II now living
in Oklahoma. Full afternoon and
evening of entertainment planned.
WKY-TV will originate 30-minute
telecast of program from Belle Isle
Park, using mobile unit.
HOMEMAKERS CONTEST--^-"
WFOR Hattiesburg, Miss., cosponsored with Sackler Furniture
Co. letter-writing contest on city's
"greatest civic needs." Prize each
week was 10% down-payment on
winner's choice of furnishings
from Sackler. Contest launched on
Crosstown, husband-wife program.
Stars are Cil and Dave Waite.
VACATION TRIPS ■HH^nHHi
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, TV
Travelogue, Sun., 2-2:30 p.m., participating sponsors (travel, allied
industries). Producer: Honore
Nichols. Uses Burton Holmes typenarration by Bill Nimmo with
films, stills showing viewers historical spots, scenic wonders for
"The Tour of the Week." Concentrates on trips in range of average
budget, advantages of all-expense
prepaid trips from $50 to $200
from five to 14 days.
PRESTIGE PAMPHLETHHalsssB
KTUL Tulsa sending out pamphlet
titled
"The Margin
of Prestige."
Lists members
of station
staff who
belong and participate in local
and national clubs, organizations
and public services.
LITTLE LEAGUE GAMES-MM
KCOH Houston, daily play-by-play
Little League baseball games, Continental Oil Co., sponsor. Station
reports educators, welfare agencies and public officials praise
broadcasts as aid in combating
juvenile delinquency. All adjacencies sold first week games started.
Old South Cafeteria, Houston,
sponsors pre-game warm up, Little
League Big Talk. League backed
by Houston business men.
ELECTION RETURNS-MMBMB
WRNL Richmond, Va., election
returns June 13. Cleared all programs to give continuous returns
from newsroom of Richmond News
Leader on election of nine city
councilmen. Station staff was
aided by seven newsmen from
Leader.
FASHION SH OW--H-Hi---BI
WHIO-TV Dayton, World of Fashion, Mon.-Fri., 1:30 p.m. Fashion
news on clothing, jewelry and other
feminine notes. Judy King, star
of show, interviews guests and

premiums

PUBLIC MEDICAL SHOW-HM
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, June r
2-3 p.m., lecture and demonstratio
for public on treating polio. Othe
telecasts, on closed circuit, wer
shown for Oklahoma Medical Assr
annual meeting June 5-7. Demorstrations originated from Crippled
Children Hospital by means of station's mobile unit.

%

models
ence. famous jewels for TV audiFIRE FIGHTING STORIES-HHi™
WSRS Cleveland, Ohio, Men vs.
Fire, Mon., 7 p.m., public service.
Built around stories of fire fighting. Presented by Pilgrim Players.
Material prepared by Chief Harry
Ohlrich, Cleveland Heights Fire
Dept., in conjunction with Greater
Cleveland Safety Council.
TAKES OVER STORE
WITZ Jasper - Huntingburg,
Ind., sales staff took over St.
Angelo's Men's Store when
owner was called out of town.
Broadcast line was installed
for "on the scene" broadcasts
at St.
Angelo's,
sponsors Battle
of Witzwhich
show every
Friday night. Various stunts
with special gifts drew 60%
increase in business that Saturday over corresponding day
year before. Result: Sponsor
St. Angelo renewed his contract for show.
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
CORN GROWER CONTESTHB1
WKY Oklahoma City sponsors
third annual corn growing competition in search for Oklahoma's
"Champion Corn Grower." Title
will go to farmer reporting highest
yield of corn entered in 1950 contest. All growers who enter and
produce yields of 50 bushels per
acre or better will receive certificates signed by Gov. Roy J.
Turner.
family i^ Nii Hnmira
WBEL Beloit, Wis., held first annual family picnic for 4,000 listeners at Beloit playground. Program
included softball game between listeners and sponsors with listeners,
captained by Rog Burns, WBEL
sports announcer, losing 13-10.
Sponsors' team players included
"Miss Wisconsin"; J. A. Reilly and
John Phillips,
Armour
& Co.'s Chicago advertising
department.
TEEN-AGE FROLIC -HVHHHl
KEYL (TV) San Antonio, Teen
Canteen, Sun., 6 p.m. Proverbial
corner drug store moves into studios with soda fountain and all.
Youth opportunity show where talent competes for weekly honors.
Highlight is coronation of "Teen
Television
QueenJr. of
thec. Week."
Frank
Bennack
is m.
PROMOTES HOPALONG-BBMB
CKLB Oshawa, Ont., used spot
announcements and station breaks
announcing Hopalong Cassidy
series coming to Oshawa. Announcements tied-in Hopalong movie to appear at local theatre and
mentioned article about him in Life
magazine Also used sound truck
touring city streets.

TALENT HUNTHBHBM
WRFD Worthington, Ohio, June 25
started hunt for talent in state.
Called "Ohio Auditions," project
under direction of Joe Rockhold
WRFD staffer. Will choose on*
winner from
every county
wil'
compete
in district
contestwhowhere
three finalists will be picked. Winner gets year-long contract with
station; runners-up receive shortei
contracts.
TV DOG SHOW
WTTG (TV) Washington anc
Atherson Pet Shop co-sponsorec
dog show June 24. WTTG's Caf
Pierson was judge. Prizes awarded for "Best Behaved Dog," mosl
unusual feat or trick dog and "Doggiest Dog." Winner in each class
picked on Pierson's Pet Shop Shou
and
cups. presented with silver loving1
RESORT SAFETY CARDS«B
WEAU-AM-FM Eau Claire, Wis.
advocates safety in swimming al
summer resorts by distributing
5,000 cards to 75 resorts in Wis
consin's Indianhead Country. Alsc
lists outlets' news schedule.
MERCHANDISING BULLETIN!
WRVA Richmond, Va., distributing WRVAds free to drug anc
grocery trade in area. Contain;
merchandising news of spot anc
program schedules.
BEATING THE DRUMS-IHHUMi
MBS mail folder headed "Mister
Plus Beats 'em All," piece invites
sponsors' inspection of recent pro
motion records set by network
stations for food company, razor
firm and drug manufacturer. Sul
copy
adds:— ".
. You
500 drums
but. we
can can't
. . . beal
anc
Mutual offers you 500 — on nearlj
twice as many Main streets as an]
other network ever trod."
AIRS HOFFMAN SPEECH-HHM
WCAW Charleston, W. Va., claim;
exclusive direct broadcast of speed
by Paul G. Hoffman, Marshall Plai
administrator, at recent Governors
Conference, White Sulphur Springs'
Michael Blancard, WCAW news)
man, commended by New Yor
Gov. Dewey and other notables fo
handling, and station for alertnes
arranging broadcast.
FAN AND BALL
WIRL Peoria, 111., issues new pro
motional unit for Peoria sponsors
use in show window or displa;
room. Floor fan and plastic beac

ball with copy on sponsor's pro
gram printed on ball. When fan I
turned on, ball rotates slowly, sup'
ported only by air currents.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Seek Health Show

Data

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In preparation for a national
meeting of the American Public
Health Assn., the New York State
Dept. of Health is anxious to get
details of low-budget, local health
programs which are broadcast by
stations throughout the country.
If possible, I would appreciate
your inserting a small item . . .
asking stations with such programs to submit details concerning
them to me.
Miles Heberer
Director, Radio Bureau
Dept. of Commerce
State of New York
Albany
Notes Record Speed
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In regard to the free advertising
copy offered stations by a record
player manufacturer [Broadcasting, June 19, p. 70], I observe
that the sample announcement
published . . . states that radio
stations have obtained higher
fidelity recordings as a result of
the use of the slower speed. Actually, the reduced speed has nothing
to do with the improvement in
fidelity or quietness; in fact, it is
even more difficult to obtain good
high-frequency response with the
PROGRAM

open

mike

lower speed, and the high quality
that has generally accompanied 33
rpm transcriptions represents a triumph over the special difficulties
presented by the speed itself.
J. T. Boyer Jr.
Washington

Likes BBC

Programming

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
May I add my humble opinion
to the comments of Dr. Bartlett
[Open Mike, Broadcasting, June
5] on your editorial titled "John's

Other Bull" [Broadcasting, May
8]. Both the editor of Broadcasting and Dr. Bartlett deserve the
highest praise for bringing a vital
radio issue before the public —
radio programming.
. . . As an American who has
obsexwed and worked in radio since
1930, I like the American way of
free enterprise, with the FCC as
the only
radio.
. . . government control of
But ... as an observer of BBC
while stationed in England with
the U. S. Army, I like their programming idea whereby they use

three wave lengths— the "Light"
(mostly variety shows and dance
music), the "Home" (slightly
heavier fare), and the "Third
Program" (strictly cultural).
. . .tionsByand boosters
having powerful
stastrategically
located, one channel would carry
music (popular, classical and folk)
all the time, one channel would
carry news and special events all
day, and the third would carry
comedy or variety programs all
the time. Then the listener could
hear the type of program he
wanted WHEN he wanted it, by
dialing one of these channels. . . .
Ed Galbreath
Radio Instructor
Statesville, N. C.
[EDITOR'S
pleased that
Mr.
GalbreathNOTE:
likes We're
our discussion.
We
all.]
too have heard BBC, and understand
why the stations in Luxembourg, Normandy, and other non-British points,
are tuned in by so many Britishers.
You see they use delayed recordings
of U. S. commercials, soap operas and

FIRST... li I ...with

ADS

Refused by 'Journal'
SCHEDULE of six 120-line advertisements promoting the Lucky Social Security Numbers programs,
heard on WMAW Milwaukee, was
refused Wednesday by the Milwaukee Journal (WTMJ). The ads
were placed by Saxton Agency for
its client, Roth Appliance Distributors. The Journal contended the
program constituted a lottery under the state's anti-gambling laws.
The Milwaukee Sentinel is carrying the program promotion.
Lucky Social Security Numbers
programs are also broadcast in
Wisconsin on WAUX Waukesha
and WRJN Racine.
id 1

• New "655" Microphone Provides Ultra-Wide Range,
High Fidelity Response • Pop-Proof • More Rugged,
More Versatile • Individually Laboratory Calibrated

RESPONSE:
40-15,000 C.P.S.
± 2.5 OB
POWER RATING: -53
OMNIDIRECTIONAL
ACOUSTALLOY
DIAPHRAGM

Here, for the first time, you have a slim, trim microphone with
all the advantages of dynamic performance and utility! Only
because of the ingenious Acoustalloy diaphragm and other
E-V developments has it become a reality! Meets the highest
standards of TV, FM and AM.
No additional closely -associated auxiliary equipment is required! Can easily be concealed in studio props or moved
about. Provides effective individual or group pick-up. Reproduces voice and music with remarkable accuracy. New E-V
Blast Filter makes the 655 pop-proof. Acoustically-treated,
strong wire-mesh grille head stops wind and breath blasts.
Eliminates wind rumble in outdoor pick-up. Field proved.
See for yourself! Write today for Bulletin No. 156 and full
information on how you can try this amazing new microphone.
Model 655. List Price
$200

BLAST FILTER
WDRC

CHANGEABLE
LOW IMPEDANCE
REMOVABLE SWIVEL

NG
THREAD ORMOUH"-NTI
27
W
CANNON
XL-3
CONNECTOR
ALL PARTS
PRECISION GROUND

Shows thethe TVpopular
Patsy how
Lee
with
655. Note
swivel
permits
aiming
at
sound
source without hiding face.

Shows TV 655 in the hand with
swivel removed.
how convenient it is toNotehandle
for
announcing or interviewing.

Shows TV 655 suspended on a
boom.tern andOmnidirectional
polar easy,
patfirm swivel permits
diverse
use.
INC.

402 CARROLL STREET • BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Export: 13 East 40th Street • New York 16, N. Y., U. S. A. • Cables: Arlab
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Respects
(Continued from -page 38)
least three offers of teaching jobs.
And there was that constant urge
to write — a skill at which Melvin
Brorby excelled even during his
undergraduate days at Wisconsin.
To add to his dilemma, he had
strong leanings toward mathematics and musical composition.
By 1925 he had made up his mind
to cast his lot with Maurice H.
Needham, who was just starting
his own Chicago agency by that
name. Years before, fresh out of
high school, young Brorby had
worked for Mr. Needham in another enterprise. A strong mutual
respect bound the two together —
a respect which is even greater
today, after 25 years of continuous
association.
Melvin Brorby was born in Decorah, Iowa, where his father was
a real estate man. He spent most
of his life in Chicago, however,
where the family moved when he
was eight years old. At Wendell
Phillips High School his proficiency
at mathematics won him a scholarship to an engineering college. But
not one to rush into anything, he
decided he was not ready for
higher education. He took a job
with A. W. Shaw's System magazine. His boss was Maurice Needham,
head ofthere.
the Advertisers' Service Bureau
Readership Study
At System, Mr. Brorby turned
out the publication's first research
study on readership. After three
years, he entered the U. of Wisconsin where, among other things,
he played Big Ten tennis on the
same team with Arthur Nielsen,
president of the A. C. Nielsen Co.
He got a B.A. degree before leaving for the Army in 1917. He belonged to Wisconsin's exclusive
senior honorary society, Iron Cross,
and to Phi Beta Kappa.
Mr. Brorby's
and
travels
abroadpostwar
were studies
extensive.
Under his American Field Service
fellowship he attended the U. of
Strasbourg, U. of Paris, and Ecole
Libre des Sciences Politiques, also
in Paris. He also was at Oxford
for a time. After studying in various "League
roamedIn
the Near
Eastnations,"
and Far heEast.
India

he was

/s Mo

adopted
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family of a Maharaja. He admits
that the diplomatic corps was most
tempting, but he has never regretted becoming an advertising
man.
During his first years with the
Needham agency, Mr. Brorby was
mostly a writer and creative man.
When Jack Louis joined the firm,
followed by the formation of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Mr. Brorby
added the handling of accounts to
his former duties. He has never
lost his creative touch, however.
For years he wrote the commercials
for Johnson Wax's Fibber McGee
show, and has even had his musical
compositions on the air.
Steers Major Accounts
Over the years Mr. Brorby also
has had a voice in the shaping of
programs for such major agency
accounts as Kraft Foods, Swift,
Derby Foods, Morton Salt, Lever
Bros., and Quaker Oats.
Mr. Brorby is of the opinion that
the impact of TV in the larger
cities "will emphasize sectionallocal radio's importance." He thinks
it will be "quite a while before use
of daytime radio is unprofitable."
"We must look at radio with a
fresh eye," he says. "Now we have
an opportunity to show it as our
most powerful regional and local
medium. Through it we may adjust
our selling message and advertising pressure to the different complexities of modern life. Radio is
going to be an important advertising and social force for a large
part of our population for a long
time to come."
With the upsurge of TV, Mr.
Brorby believes it is inevitable that
an adjustment in radio rates be
made. But he questions whether,
even then, advertisers can afford
the high cost of developing TV to
the fullest extent. He hopes that
TV will not long remain as "just
an imitation of radio," and feels
that "supplemental ways" of financing its full development will be
worked out.
Music and Art Interests
Mr. Brorby is married to the
former Rowena Williams of Chicago, also deeply interested in
music, as well as art. A son, Harry
Lee, 22, whose paintings adorn his
father's office, was graduated this
year from Harvard U. where he
was a student of the social sciences.
Daughter Virginia Vance, 20, is
a junior at Smith College, where
she is majoring in piano and composition.
The Brorbys live on Chicago's
north side, but spend much of
their time at a beautiful country
home on Dresden Heights, overlooking the Desplaines, Kankakee and
Illinois Rivers. Known as Three
Rivers Farm, the 135 acre estate is
primarily a feeder farm for Aberdeen Angus cattle, Chester White
hogs, and a flock of turkeys which
this year will number 750. But Mr.
Brorby, still athletically inclined,
also has his tennis court, as well
as a swimming pool and riding
horses.
Mr. Brorby is a director of BMB

Seattle Court Fight Opera
SPORTS

FEES

Over Radio-TV

Rights

LEGAL fight involving the Seattle School Board's action on radio and
television rights for high school athletic events during the 1950-51
season opened Wednesday at Superior Court in Seattle.
Bruce Bartley, owner of Bremerton Broadcast Co. (KBRO Bremerton,
Wash.), has filed for an injunction *
against the school board for the stations, to bid for new exclusive
latter's decision on May 26 to contract rights.
award an exclusive contract to
Another hearing is scheduled
June 29.
KING Seattle after bids were
asked from all stations in the city.
KING was the only station to subSPINGARN
mit a bid at a reported $2,500 for
radio and TV rights.
Appointment Attacked
Mr. Bartley questions the legal APPOINTMENT of Jerome H.
right of a tax-supported institution
Spingarn, former FCC staff memto ask fees for exclusive contracts
ber, as research assistant to Chairman Frank Buchanan of the House
and also questions whether comLobby
Investigating Committee was
petitive bidding was actually mainattacked last week by Rep. Clare
tained. Mr. Bartley, also counsel
for Washington State Assn. of Hoffman (R-Mich.) — some six
months after Mr. Spingarn left
Broadcasters, has confidently stat- the
post.
ed the WSAB would support his
Rep. Hoffman said that in 1943court effort although the broadcasters group has taken no official 44 Mr. Spingarn was assistant
action. He indicated the Seattle
chief of FCC's War Problems Disuit could be considered a test case
vision. He charged that, "in the
for the State of Washington. Last opinion of some," the division and
others operated in cooperation with
April, WSAB at its annual meetmany American citiing in Wenatchee had taken an OWI zens"caused
to be taken off the air and out
official stand against the granting
of exclusive sports broadcast rights of their jobs at numerous foreign
by schools. A special meeting of language broadcast stations in the
the group has been called for June
28 in Seattle to discuss the matter.
He claimed that "Americans
off the air were frequently
The board had cancelled its taken
replaced with alien refugees, some
KING contract in a vote at a speenemy alien refugees; and some of
cial meeting on June 16 following
those replacements in their jobs
receipt of a communication from
censored
S." our religious programs —
Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, principal
U. as
such
Easter and Christmas proowner of KING, in which the station offered to release the school
Rep. grams
Hoffman
told his colleagues
and the like."
board from the contract if desired.
that
FCC
"never
called Spingarn
The board also voted to permit
when it made its defense of charges
prospective sponsors, as well as against it," but that testimony in
the hearings "shows that many
and former chairman of the Central
times other witnesses referred to
served
Council of the AAAA. He
Mr. Spingarn in such a way that
on the board of the 4As four years,
it might be construed as indicating
and is a member of the board of that he was not one who would give
National Outdoor Advertising
unbiased consideration to an inBureau. He is a sponsor of the
quiry into the activities of organiNational Society for Crippled Chilzations engaged in a campaign dedren and has helped raise funds
signed to jealously guard and profor Chicago's Provident hospital.
mote constitutional government."
He also serves on the board and
Rep. Buchanan (D-Pa.) said Mr.
executive committee of the Chicago
Spingarn worked as his research
Council on Foreign Relations.
consultant on a temporary basis
last November and December.
During
Chicago's
Community
Fund
and Red
Cross drives,
he is
Now practicing law in Washingoften a section leader and he sits on
ton, Mr. Spingarn reported that he
the board of trustees of Putney
was overseas with the Navy when
School in Vermont, where his son
charges were raised during the
and daughter formerly studied. He
House Select Committee's investialso is a past president of the Lake
gation of FCC. He said he offered
Shore Club in Chicago.
to come back to testify but was told
no substantial charges had been
made against him and that it was
P&G
unnecessary for him to appear. The
on WSM
report, he said, cleared
SPOT series in unrated time for committee
FCC of the allegations with respect
its product, Tide, has been pur- to foreign-language
FOR stations.
chased on WSM Nashville by Procter & Gamble. Reportedly Procter
& Gamble's first purchase of such
time, the firm's new series, Hits
INCREASED SP^^J BILLINGS
from the Hills, featuring talent
contact
from the WSM Grand Ole Opry,
started June 12. Show is heard
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA. INC.
366 Mcdison Avenue, New York
6:15-6:30 a.m., Monday, WednesMurray H.ll 2-8755
day and Friday. Agency is Benton
& Bowles.
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of the week
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A PUBLIC INTEREST feature
that should go far toward cementing radio'slevel
public
relations
at the
consumer
has been
initiated
as

WANTED

your
s

product

. . .

I . . by more than half a million
natives and summer visitors to the
Horth Country.

From East, West North and
South, hundreds of thousands visit
New York State's VACATIONLAND...
Sell them your product over . . .

KEEP ON K-NUZ
Nabisco Milk Bone Dog Food
Exchange Orangeade Base
Exchange Lemonade Base
Nucoa Oleo Margarine

a weekly feature at KLZ Denver
under the personal supervision of
General Manager Hugh B. Terry.
The series is designed to share
with listeners behind-the-scenes
news of radio and television and,
more specifically, KLZ operation.
"We want to take the listening
audience more fully into our confidence," Mr. Terry says, "and we
feel the only way to do it adequately
is sit down regularly and talk cold
This is precisely what Mr. Terry
turkey."
and his department heads do each
Saturday on Let's Talk It Over
from 12:15 to 12:30 p.m. They
discuss the "whys and wherefores"
of KLZ operations and urge listeners to write in suggestions,
criticisms or questions.
Specific objectives of the series:
(1) presenting station policy on
the air, (2) having department
heads explain respective operations,
(3) discussing the history of station licensing and (4) reserving
portions of each program to answer
listeners' queries.
"We feel this show can do a
great public relations job," Mr.
Terry explains. "It is an honest
effort to 'lay it on the line' so that
the public may know, may understand and may be a part of the
radio stations which are licensed
to serve them."

YOU

Conducting the first show in the
"Let's Talk It Over" series are
Mr. Terry (I) and Matt McEniry,
KLZ public affairs director.
To that end Mr. Terry, without
script, appeared on the first broadcast to explain to listeners why
Denver has no television thus
far and the prospects for TV.
These questions arose to prominence following FCC Chairman
Wayne
Coy's appearance in Denver
last month.
It is the hope of Mr. Terry and
KLZ that the series not only will
satisfactorily explain the periodic
queries on why certain favorite
programs go off the air or reasons
for last-minute schedule changes
but also will strengthen the listeners' bond with the station and
the radio industry.

Skippy
SouthernPeanut
Select Butter
Beer
Hav-a-Tampa Cigars
Robert Hall Clothes
Interstate Theatres
Griffin Shoe Polish
O. J. Beauty Lotion
Ladies Home Journal
White House Rice
Grand Prize Beer
Selznick Releases
Red Arrow Drugs
Best Mayonnaise
Scott's Emulsion
Tender Leaf Tea
Sloan's Liniment
Lone Star Bread
Beer
Fair-maid
Kool Cigarettes
Kam Dog Food
Life Magazine
Holsum Bread
Crosley Radio
NBC Bread
Realemon
Stanback
Fly-Cide
Pine-Sol
Rit
Shinola
May.
35 New

Contracts in

9
133 New Contracts
January thru May.

1000 w
960 Kc

•WEA

V

Plattsburg, New

strictly

York

THE NORTH COUNTRY'S
MOST LISTENED -TO STATION

For details see
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
Nat'l Rep.

TOM HARKER

BROADCASTING

"£10 WE TOOK the four million
The speaker was Tom
Harker, national sales manager
and vice president of the Fort Industry Co., and the "four million"
• Telecasting

business

was the figure in the most successful sale in which Mr. Harker was
ever involved.
Purchaser in the transaction was
the Coca-Cola Co. in 1941 when
that advertiser bought the CocaCola Spotlight Bands show, six
times a week, and Morton Downey
five times weekly on ABC, then the
Blue Network, where Mr. Harker
was serving as salesman.
"A million bought more in those
days," Mr. Harker recalls nostalgically. There was another nostalgic period in his career when Mr.
Harker could measure finances in
doughnuts rather than dollars. The
time was the first World War when
Mr. Harker served as a driver in
the French Ambulance Corps, for
which service he was awarded the
Croix de Guerre.
Mr. Harker returned to the U.
S. in 1919 to rejoin the General
Tire & Rubber Co. where he had
worked briefly after leaving Michigan State Normal before the war.
He was made branch manager in
(Continued on page 52)

No. 1 Availability

"Today's Hits" 11 a.m.-12
noon Sundays, Hooper* 4.6
No. 1
"West's Best" 1:30-1:45
p.m. er*Mon.
1 Fri., Hoop4.2 No. thru
* Hooper Winter-Spring Report —
December 1949 thru April 1950.
CALL, WIRE OR WRITE
FORJOE: NAT. REP.
DAVE MORRIS, MGR.
CE-8801
k-nuz

(KAY-NEWS)
9th Floor Scanlan Bldg.
HOUSTON,
June 26, 1950
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Richards Case
(Continued from page 26)
that "to my knowledge" Mr. Richards never ordered or suggested
"directly
or indirectly"
items
unfavorable
to Jews be that
broadcast
and those favorable suppressed.
It was brought out at the Wednesday session that Mr. Roberts
had arranged, allegedly at Mr.
Richards' suggestion, a transcribed
broadcast which was composed
mostly of quotations from a speech
by Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio)
against the appointment of David
E. Lilienthal to the Atomic Energy
Commission. It attributed sympathy with Communistic principles to
Mr. Lilienthal.
Acknowledging the speech was of
a controversial nature, Mr. Reynolds said neither he nor Mr. Richards took any action to "present
the other side," but insisted that
"our newscasts carried both points
of view." He also said he thought
the responsibility for seeing that
the station carried a "fair representation" of the matter was primarily Mr. Roberts' or the station
program director's.
"Isn't it a fact," Mr. Cottone
asked, "that in this incident Mr.
Richards said: 'To hell with the
other side. If they want time, let
them ask for it' "?
"I don't know that he said that
and I don't believe that he did,"
Mr. Reynolds answered.
He said it was "not my understanding that the FCC rules at that
time required the station to locate
and present persons having a point
of view opposed to the point of
view broadcast in controversial
matters. The station was not
bound actively to seek out someone
else to make favorable comment on
the matter, and the station on the
other hand would not have refused
anyone such an opportunity."
Mr. Cottone, alluding to telephone calls and notes to KMPC
staff members, wanted to know
whether Mr. Richards ever expounded his views about Communism to anyone else.
"Mr. Richards was apt to talk to
anyone," Mr. Reynolds asserted. "In
some respects he is a lonely man.
He just wants to talk, wants to

STARS mm

"He believed that many Jews or
Jewish
nism." people were susceptible to
Communism," Mr. Reynolds said,
but insisted Mr. Richards expressed
"opinions," not "instructions," to
station employes. He said other
conversation of Mr. Richards included politics, sports and business.
Examiner Cunningham told Mr.
Cottone at one point that he could
see no relevancy in testimony conerning astation
owner's orpersonal
feelings cabout
individuals
groups
if it could not be shown that these
feelings resulted in distortion of
news on broadcasts.
Mr. Reynolds said that "over
many years I have called to Mr.
Richards' attention many - of his
suggestions and ideas which I
thought were not proper. It was
my duty as general manager. . . ."
Followed Regulations
He said Mr. Richards instructed
him to follow FCC regulations
whenever any of his orders were
"off base," and that he knew of no
violation of any FCC rule by
KMPC.
"Mr. Richards never gave me
any instructions or any employe
any instructions to slant news in
any fashion,"
he asserted.
"At one
time
he did make
the comment
or
suggestion that he felt news concerning the Republicans was not
being given equal treatment with
that concerning Democrats and
that he thought a proper balance
should be re-established."
Mr. Cottone showed him an affidavit by Mr. Roberts which contained news-slanting charges. The
witness said "a large part of this
is absolutely untrue and other
parts
exaggerated."
Among
the assertions in Mr.
Roberts' affidavit was one which
said "Mr. Richards made it clear
to me that he wanted all newscasts
slanted in favor of his Republican
Mr.

Reynolds

party."

WMFG
HISSING
v
\

BRIGHTEST

visit. His physical illness confines
him pretty much to his home, but
he is still mentally active."
Mr. Reynolds conceded the station owner had discussed "Jews"
with newscasters, "particularly in
his general discussion of Commu-
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owner "may have given suggestions about the Republican party,
but it was false of Roberts to say
that he was ordered to slant all
broadcasts."
He said "Mr. Richards is all
wrapped up in politics. He believes
that the general release of news
is generally favorable to the Democratic party, that every government agency has a publicity department pumping out news to
wire services, magazines and every
other place. He frequently complained that news broadcasts on
KMPC carried a preponderance of
favorable news about the Demoparty."
Mr. cratic
Richards
did not want to
suppress news about Democrats,
he insisted, but instead wanted
more "Republican items" to "balnews." said the station
Mr.ance theCottone
owner "fled" from California to
Detroit and showed a "consciousness of guilt" when he learned of
the charges filed against him. Mr.
Fulton denounced the claim as
"scurrilous," declaring that Mr.
Richards went to Detroit for the
opening of new WJR studios.
"I bitterly resent the implication
that after these accusations were
published in a trade magazine, Mr.
Richards became a prisoner of the
FCC and lost the right to move
from one home to another," Mr.
Fulton said. "If a disgruntled employe puts a complaint in a trade
magazine, does that make the
radio station owner prisoner of
Examiner Cunningham sustained
the
FCC?" objection to the effort
Mr. Fulton's
of the General Counsel to show
that Mr. Richards "had not made
himself available" to FCC investigators who attempted to interview
him.
Mr. Reynolds insisted he discharged Mr. Roberts on his own
initiative and that Mr. Richards
knew nothing about it until afterward. He said his reasons for dismissing the one-time news editor
included his "general stubborn attitude"; the MacArthur broadcast
incident [Broadcasting, June 19],
and an allegation that, although
the three Richards stations sponsored Mr. Roberts' trip to Japan
to interview Gen. MacArthur, the
commentator had collaborated in
having his pessimistic story on the
general's health "fed" to Walter
Winchell.
Mr. Cottone introduced a memorandum from Mr. Reynolds to Mr.
Richards and Harry Wismer, his
assistant, which was dated three
days before Mr. Roberts' dismissal
and said the news editor-commentator would be asked to resign unless he would "go along 100^ with
company policy."
KFAC Sales Peak
HIGHEST sales peak in its 19
years of existence was reached in
May of this year by KFAC Los
Angeles, Calvin Smith, general
manager, announced last week.
With the exception of a single halfhour, Mr. Smith said, time now
is sold out from 3:30 p.m. to midnight daily.

RODINO
PROTEST
Hits FCC's Richards Co.m
REP. PETER W. RODINO (Dj
N. J.) last Wednesday added k
voice to that of other members o
Congress who have criticized FC(
for conduct in its hearings on th.
license renewal applications of G
June
19]. Richards [Broadcasting
A. (Dick)
Calling for a probe of FCC "a
the quickest possible moment,'
Rep. Rodino recalled the notoriou:
Blue Book and dressed down th<
Commission for "intent to contro
allDemands
that goes that
out over
air."
the the
Commissioi
account for its conduct in hearing;
involving the news policies of MiRichards, owner of KMPC Lo;
Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAI
Cleveland, previously had beer
urged by Reps. Anthony F. Tauri
ello (D-N. Y.), Hugh J. Addonizic
(D-N. J.) and Stephen Young (DOhio). Each had requested that £
bi-partisan committee be named t<
confer with FCC.
Rep. Rodino scored the Commis
sion for "government meddling'
as charged at the time of the controversial Blue Book a few year;
ago, and demanded that FCC "anc
its discredited witness" apologize
"before an outraged Italian public
opinion begins its attack on a national basis." He referred to testimony given before FCC during
hearings by Clete Roberts, formei
KMPC newscaster, who has beer
accused marks
of against
making
"scurrilous"
reItaly.
Italians
of Southerr
House Speaker Sam Rayburr
has taken no action thus far, presumably pending introduction of £
resolution that would authorize tht
appointment of such a group.
Elect Cisler
THE ASSOCIATED Press Radio
Chapter of Kentucky, meeting last
week in conjunction with the annual sessions of the Kentucky
Broadcasters Assn., elected S. A
Cisler Jr., vice president of WKYW
Louisville, as president by unanimous vote. Mr. Cisler succeeds
E. J. Paxton Jr., general manager
of WKYB Paducah.
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Board

(Continued from page 20)
rected to pick time and place for
the annual convention in 1951,
after polling the membership. This
action was taken because of the
poor attendance at some of the
high-level speeches during the
April convention in Chicago.
Member criticism of this agenda
'iwas frequent and violent.
Activities of the industrywide
Television Per-Program Commit|tee were endorsed. The committee
!is trying "to effectuate the acquisition of a fair and equitable perprogram
ASCAP."to
The board license
noted from
that failure
' reach a fair agreement might cost
the TV industry millions of dollars
annually. It reviewed committee
; activities since its formation last
September and recalled the broadcasting industry's
successful battle
with ASCAP
in 1940.
Per Program License
The committee was urged to
make
all "reasonable expendi-tures" necessary to obtain an
! equitable per program license from
ASCAP and to ask NAB members
holding TV permits to commit
-themselves to pay committee expenses. Deduction formula for
iimembers of both NAB and Television Broadcasters Assn. was approved.
1 In instructing Judge Miller to
register under the lobbying law,
pthe board decided that status of
Don Petty, general counsel, and
Ralph W. Hardy, government reTlations director, be unchanged.
" Both are now registered as NAB
• lobbyists.
The board expressed interest in
retaining Mr. Petty as general
counsel despite his resignation,
1 submitted recently to President
Miller. The president was directed
a: , to discuss with Mr. Petty his
r availability as general counsel,
j. Funds for additional legal sem.- inars, a project started by Mr.
; ; Petty, were approved.
I A resolution was adopted by the
board proposing that the FCC
amend its rules of practice to require applicants for new facilities,
or for change in present facilities,
, to file copies of all engineering

data with existing stations adversely affected, in conformance
with limits of the Commission's
engineering standards.
A standard rate card was approved for television broadcasters.
It was prepared by BAB. The
proposal to consider TV Standards
of Practice was referred to the
newly
mittee. authorized Television ComNew

recording standards, approved by the NAB Recording &
Reproducing Standards Committee, were sanctioned by the board.
Some of these standards affect
magnetic recording.
Resolution praising Harold E.
Fellows, WEEI Boston, for his
service on the board since 1947 was
adopted. Mr. Fellows resigned due
to separation of CBS and its
owned stations from the association.
Another resolution lauded John
J. Gillin Jr., WOW Omaha, for his
service in connection with NABCanadian Assn. of Broadcasters
activities.
Appointment
of a committee
joint NAB-to
American
Bar Assn.

consider common problems was
approved.
Behind the board's action in
setting up the three-committee
structure was Mr. Ryan's argument that the advisory groups will
operate with media viewpoints.
The AM committee will consult
with all NAB departments in
drawing up projects and then recommend policies to the board. The
FM and TV committees will work
the same way.
Media Problems
This idea of relating NAB activities directly to media problems
struck a favorable note with the
board. The general advisory committees will hold two two-day meetings a year and confer with Mr.
Ryan and President Miller.
The AM Radio Committee, as it
will be known, will have at least
three board members, plus six
others for a total of nine. The
FM Radio Committee will consist
of five members, two of whom are
to be board members. The Television Committee will have seven
members, two of tham from the
board. None of the board members on the AM committee can
have TV affiliation.
Judge Miller is to name all three
committees. Elements to be con1930 — 1950
sidered in the appointments will
include size of station, class of
20th Anniversary Year
license and size of market. Both
affiliate and nonaffiliate stations
46.0
will be represented.
Eliminated by this action is the
committee structure set up last
"HOOPER"*
* (average 5 periods
year, a condensed version of the
winter, 1950)
old setup which totaled 150-odd
proves the best buy
members. By trimming the comin
mittee membership from 150 to
about 50 and then to the new total
DANVILLE,
VA.
of 21, the board will effect a saving of $10,000 in travel and service
expenditures.
Committees dropped by the
WBTM
board were: Assn. of Women
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
Broadcasters, Broadcast Advertising Bureau, Employe - Employer
5kw (d) ABC
lkw (n)
Relations, Engineering, GovernBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

NAB

Resolution on Richards Case

WHEREAS the FCC has commenced
certain proceedings involving the licenses of three important broadcast
stations
United States (KMPC
Detroit)
;in theWGAR
Los Angeles,
Cleveland, WJR
WHEREAS such action constitutes
undue interference with licensees responsibilities tothe public, and
WHEREAS, it appears that both in
these proceedings and others instituted in recent years the Commission
is attempting
1) to exercise censorship over
radio programs and to interfere
with the right of free speech in
violation of the First Amendment to the Constitution and of
Sectiontions Act;
326 of the Communica2) to violate fundamental precepts
of due process of law and the
procedures required by Congress
in prosecuting licensees with
whom it disagrees,
ment Relations, Radio, Standards
& Education and Non- Affiliated
Stations. Elimination of the committees will have no direct bearing
on operations of the affected departments.
After the board had approved
his plan, Mr. Ryan said:
"The objective we have kept in
mind in re-aligning the committee
structure has been establishment
of a system which would give
broadcasters an opportunity to
serve more effectively their own
specific interests and to permit
them to focus attention on their
own medium in its relationship to
the association.
"Each of these three committees
will meet twice a year. Each of
them, during these meetings, will
examine the operations of all of
the NAB basic services as they relate to their own media operations.
"The difference between this
arrangement and the former procedure is basic; in the past, practically every department has had
its own advisory committee. Now
the committee structure is established along the lines of media
interests— AM, FM, TV."
District Changes
Several changes in the lineup
of NAB's 17 districts were made
by the board. Redistricting has
been studied for more than a year
and a large number of plans have
been considered. Some of these
would sharply reduce the number
of districts and the reduction idea
will be studied further with the
idea of cutting the size of the
27-man board. A new at-large
directorship setup will be explored.
In its redistricting the board
moved the Northern Wisconsin
area from District 11 (Minn.,
most of the Dakotas, Mich, in
part) to District 9, which now
comprises all of Illinois and Wisconsin.
The Michigan peninsula counties
were moved into District 8, which
now includes all of Indiana and
and Michigan.
Southern Nevada was moved
from District 15 (No. Calif.,

NOW, THEREFORE, it is the sense
of the Board of Directors of the
NAB that (1) such proceedings as
those above mentioned are of vital
concern to the public and to the
broadcasting industry; (2) broadcasters should take all necessary and
proper steps to inform themselves of
the issues involved and defend themselves against such usurpations of
power by the Commission by all appropriate methods, including bringing
the same to the attention of the Congress and of the people; and (3) the
NAB management should watch proceedings of this nature closely and
be prepared to take such steps as
may be appropriate to prevent any
derogation of broadcasters rights;
and (4) the matter should be retained on the board's agenda for
further consideration to determine
whether and to what extent the NAB
should move actively to participate
in this and similar proceedings.
Hawaii) .to District 16 (So. Calif.,
Arizona)
The state of West Virginia was
moved from District 4 (D. C, Va.,
N. C, trictsS.in point
C), largest
of all disof membership,
to
District 3 (Pa., Md., Del.). George
Clinton, WPAR Parkersburg, president of West Virginia Broadcasters Assn., submitted a petition
from that group to the board.
Montgomery and Prince Georges
(Continued on page 53)
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LEVELAND

POLL
WGAR,

WEWS

HONORS in the Cleveland Press'
local popularity poll went to
WGAR, CBS affiliate owned by
G. A. (Dick) Richards, and to
WEWS (TV), Scripps-Howard outlet, respectively, who topped their
fields in the newspaper's fifth annual poll conducted by Radio
Columnist Stanley Anderson
[Broadcasting, June 19]. Network
programs were not considered.
The CBS affiliate garnered 46 out
of a possible 84 points while
WEWS took 27 out of a possible
42 votes in the video category.
Scoring was tabulated on a basis
of three points for first place, two
for second and one for third, with
Press readers filling out sample
ballots.
WGAR missed only two firsts out
of 14 categories in piling up its
46 votes, compared to WHK with
13, WTAM with 9, WERE with 8
and WJMO with 7, and WDOK, 1.
WSRS was disqualified reportedly
for a promotion it launched to get
votes.
In television, WEWS' 27 gave
it a clear cut margin over WNBK
with 11 and WXEL with 4.
Fifteen categories were set aside
for radio (14 plus an additional
for advertisers with best commercials), including
a "public
service"
classification
in which
the Richards
outlet drew first and second places.

BEER

E*
* WIN

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N Y.
'ctwork Calibre Programs at £ocal Station Cost
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(TV) Win Top Local Honors
Eight were listed for video.
First, second and third place in radio
by categories:
(Best Program) — Ohio Story, WTAM:
Fairytale Theatre, WGAR; Big BroadWHK. (BestBobPerformer)—
Pildner,cast.WGAR;
Ledyard, Henry
WHK;
Esther gramMullin.
WGAR.
(Women's
Pros)— Ladies Day, WGAR; Lady
Fare. WHK; Women's Club, WTAM.
(Children'sWGAR;
Program)
Fairytale
Theatre,
Kousin — Kay,
WJMO;
Toddler's
Time,
WERE.
(Public
ice)—Citv Club, WGAR; Ask City ServHall,
WGAR; Press Club Presents, WHK.
(Female
Vocalist)
—
Kendall
Sisters,
WGAR; Bettie Dorsey, WHK; Louise
Barber, WGAR. (Male Vocalist)— Reg
Merridew,
O'Heren, WHK;
Ken Ward.WGAR;
WTAM.Dick (Instrumentalist)
—Henry
Pildner,
WGAR;
Jack Elton.
WTAM; Bob Reed, WTAM.
(Live
Music)— Range Riders. WGAR; Say It
With Music. WHK; Pildner-MerridewSmiley, WGAR, (Record Program) —
Morgan's
Inn,andWGAR:
10 O'Clock
Tunes. WGAR
WHK; Brooke
Taylor,
WJMO.
(Disc
Jockey)
Hal
Morgan, WGAR; Bud Wendell, —WJMO;
Bill Randle, WERE. (Sportscaster)—
Bob Ne=il. Jimmy Dudley, Jack Graney.
all WERE. (Newscaster)— Jim Martin,
WGAR: Charles Day. WGAR; Ed Wallace, WTAM. (Studio Announcer) —
Tom Armstrong. WGAR: Martv McNeeley, WJMO; Wayne Mack, WDOK.
(Best Commercial) — Gold Bond Beer,
Illuminating Co.. Ohio Bell Telephone.
Winners in television by cateeories:
(Best Program)— Baseball, WXEL:
Cathy and Jack, WNBK; Linn Sheldon,
WEWS. (Best Performer)— Linn Sheldon. Gene Carrol, Bob Dale, all
WEWS.
(Children's
Uncle
Jake, WEWS;
Uncle Ed,Program)—
WEWS; Kousin
Strictly Business
(Continued from page 49)
the firm's Atlanta office and soon
was named district manager in
Chicago.
In 1927 he became manager of
national accounts for General Tire,
departing in 1929 to sell newspaper
space on the Chicago Herald &
Examiner, and gravitating eventually to magazines and the Curtis
Publishing Co., New York.
In 1937 Mr. Harper joined the
Edward Petry Co., station representative, for his first radio selling
job. Three years later, in 1940, he
moved to Mutual, serving there as
a salesman in both New York and
Chicago. After a year at Mutual
he joined the Blue Network and
handled the Coca-Cola account.
Mr. Harker sought to cap his
climactic sale with retirement after four years at Blue, and actually
went so far as to dig stakes in
Florida. But after a year there
amassing a non-negotiable sun-tan,
he followed the sales curve back to
New York to take over as national
sales manager of Fort Industry.
Last Thanksgiving he was
named a vice president of the company which owns WSPD AM-FMTV Toledo; WWVA-AM-FM
Wheeling, WMMN Fairmont, W.
Va.; WLOK-AM-FM Lima, Ohio;
WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, Ga.;
WGB S-AM-FM Miami; WJBKAM-FM-TV Detroit.
Mr. Harker married the former
Mattie Grinnell in 1936. They reside in their own home in Yorktown Heights, N. Y.
Mr. Harker's only hobby is golf.
He is a member of the Whippoorwill Country Club, Metropolitan
Advertisers Golfers Assn. and Radio Executives Club.

Kay, WXEL.
Cathy andMusical
Jack,
WNBK;
Take(Music)—
Five, WEWS;
Mailbox,
WEWS.
(Newscaster)
—
Dorothy Fuldheim, WEWS; Ed Wallace,
WNBK. (Women's) — Alice Weston,
WEWS; Women's Window, WNBK;
Idea
Shop.DocWNBK.
Jockey)—
Bob Dale,
Lemon,(Disc
Barbara
Page,
all WEWS. (Best Commercial)— Leisy's,
Erin Brew, Sears' Weather Report.

to conduct sporadic tests of me
chandise in primary markets dm
ing the summer, readying a heav^
campaign for fall. Tests of proc|
ucts for audience response wer
initiated as far back as Christmas
when
was weeks.
placed in twomarketsbusiness
for three

RADIO VALUES
Sets Radio-TV PI Deals

Referring to broadcasters' reaction, Mr. Hobbs said "almost ever;
station" receiving Mr. Neale's let
ter answered it. "Most, however
reported they did not accept advertising on a per inquiry basis. Some
said they would think about it andi

RADIO VALUES Inc., new Chicago firm which places mail order
items on radio and television stations on a per inquiry basis as
well as at card rates, expects to
have a minimum of 100 stations
lined up by fall.
This is the objective of Harry
Hobbs Jr., president, who anticipates 50 of the 100 stations to be
"top-flight." Despite heated trade
uproar about the PI part of the
business, Mr. Hobbs says, 40 of
some 100 stations approached initially a month ago have agreed
to accept Radio Values items, if
properly
and 25 of screened.
the 40 are "Between
reluctant 20
to
accept
he
added.PI advertising, but will,"
Neale's Letter
Although the corporation was
chartered in Illinois in April, no
word reached the trade until one
of the four stockholders, J. James
Neale, vice president of DancerFitzgerald-Sample, New York,
wrote 100 station managers. In
the letter, he explained that he,
Mr. Hobbs and Lowry Crites,
media director of General Mills,
had organized the company for
direct sales of merchandise to
radio and TV stations. Mr. Neale
outlined a plan by which time
would be paid for at card rates or
on PI terms. He asked that his
name and that of Mr. Crites remain confidential.
Mr. Hobbs, former timebuyer at
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, is the
only active stockholder. A fourth
investor, who acts as treasurer,
remains anonymous. He is not
associated with the agency or
broadcasting
business, Mr. Hobbs
said.

let Mr.
us know
Hobbs later."
stresses that Messrs !
Crites and Neale are inactive ir

the
corporation
and "only
stock-'] j
holders."
He maintains
a Chicagc
office at 100 W. Monroe St.
MOSBY
PROTESTS
FCC TV Restriction Plan
IN FURTHER
protest against
FCC's proposed restrictions orn
separate operation of the aural and i
visual transmitters in television1
President A. J. Mosby of KGVO
Missoula, Mont., has told FCC

that sale of test-pattern time will'be
if television
tc" f
reachnecessary
small communities
and is
rural]
areas.
Following up FCC's oral argument on the question [Broadcasting, June 5], Mr. Mosby wrote
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy that
"TV programming will be limited
to Kinetoscope, local sports, and
public service originations until
coaxial service or relay service is
low enough in cost to warrant direct network service in the smaller
"When we enter TV, which weijs
communities."
hope to do within the next five
years," he continued, "our only
chance for success will be through
short commercial announcements
during the daytime test-pattern
He referred to claims that the
commercialization of test patterns
might increase competition with:
FM,
saying
a weakalsoargu-:
periods."
ment
for FM,"this
who ismight
ask
that AM be denied the right of;
commercialization."

Because June, July and August
are slow months, Mr. Hobbs plans

Regional Representatives
10660 BELLAGIO, LOS ANGELES
. BR 04705

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member N-A-BBROADCASTING
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SINDLINGER
SINDLINGER & Co., Philadelphia
media analysts, asked a U. S. District Court in Philadelphia last
week to open certain files of A. C.
Nielsen Co., Chicago radio and television audience rating service.
At the same time, Sindlinger
withdrew charges against C. E.
Hooper Inc., of New York, that it
had interfered with the former's
investors and patents.
These actions highlighted court
argument last Monday before Judge
Guy K. Bard on a motion by Nielsen
and Hooper that the $2% million
damage suit filed against them by
Sindlinger be dismissed [Broadcasting, April 3].
Nielsen also asked that if the
suit is not dismissed, court jurisdiction be waived to an Illinois
court. Judge Bard indicated that
a decision, which also involves the
question of files to be produced,
may be forthcoming within 10 days.
Sindlinger's suit charges the
Nielsen and Hooper companies with
CITES SHEPARD
NAB Board Pays Tribute
RESOLUTION paying tribute to
John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network
1 founder who died June 11 [Broadcasting, June 19] was adopted last
'.Tuesday
the opening
session of
Ithe NAB at board
of directors
in
.!S|,Washington.
The resolution folm lows:
Whereas this board has learned with
deep regret of the death of John
jtf Shepard 3d,
reL And whereas Mr. Shepard was a
IWr pioneer
amongwho,
radiowith
broadcasters
this nation
courageousin
;tH foresight and devotion, took his place
' I as a leader in the development of this
Wfjfart,
And whereas his leadership and his
]I unselfish
devotion were
as well in his
servicereflected
as a committeeman
MP and board member of the NAB,
EH And whereas his departure from our
iiUranks represents a grievous loss in
l"i friendship
and serviceprofession,
to the members
frrfof
the broadcasting
stlj Be it resolved that this board hereby
jjladopts this memorial to Shepard, a
Olf tribute to the memory of a gracious,
|(selfless and generous broadcaster; and
that copies of this resolution be transmitted to the family of John Shepard
3d with
thistime
board's
sincere
condolences in the
of their
sad loss.

SUIT

Asks

Nielsen

"malicious and unlawful interference" with the Philadelphia firm's
business rights and accuses Nielsen
of an illegal filing of patent applications.
Attorney Robert Wolf, of Wolf,
Block, Schorr & Solis-Cohen, Philadelphia, said Nielsen's files contain
information allegedly proving what
"type of business" it conducts in
Eastern Pennsylvania and other
evidence
"pertinent
to the case."
Nielsen counsel
had contended
the
Chicago firm is not engaged in
interstate commerce as defined
under the Clayton Anti-Trust Act
and therefore not liable to Sindlinger's charges of alleged conspiracy to monopolize and of restraint of trade.
Cites 'Monopoly'
Mr. Wolf argued that Sindlinger's main allegation is that as
a consequence of Nielsen's purchase
of the Hooper rating service
[Broadcasting, March 6] a monopoly has been created.
Phil E. Gilbert, of Moore & Gilbert, Chicago, representing Nielsen,
said some millions of papers wouid
have to be sifted to meet the files
request. Grant of the Sindlinger
request that Nielsen show in evidence records involving research
methods in measuring audience response and also patent applications,
Nielsen counsel said, "would greatly damage" the firm's interests.
It was argued that many records
contain "trade secrets," among
them certain methods still in the
developmental stage. Judge Bard
ordered Sindlinger attorneys to
show cause why the records should
be produced and asked for an answering brief from Nielsen counsel.
Sindlinger's suit alleges the
Nielsen company knew certain applications for patents on electronic
measuring devices were about to be
filed by Radox (Sindlinger) and
proceeded to file patent applications
of its own, blocking Radox patent
plans. A patent dispute between
the two companies now is in progress in U. S. patent courts, Washington.

TheVoice^Kansas
WIBW
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Files Be Opened

The damage suit also seeks an
injunction to prevent the continuance of the alleged acts and in
validation of all contracts entered
into by Nielsen and Hooper with
customers since January 1946, the
date Sindlinger claims it began experiments with Radox.
In New York, C. E. Hooper said
Sindlinger's action in dropping certain
againstthathisthefirmcharges
"confirmscharges
our position
are
without
foundation."
Mr. entirely
Sindlinger,
meanwhile,
told
newsmen that he considered the
Hooper announcement that it would
not fight jurisdiction of the case
an admission by the company that
"it transacts business in Philadelphia." The Hooper firm said it
agreed it was doing business in
Philadelphia.
Three counts were dropped
against the Hooper firm. They
were (1) that Hooper was a party
to a patent development program
designed to prevent Sindlinger and
others from entering the audience
measurement field ; (2) that Hooper
was involved in fraudently filing
patent applications for the purpose
of
interferring
business,
and (3) with
that Sindlinger's
Hooper had
unlawfully interfered with the
business relations of Sindlinger by
dissuading investors from investing
NAB Board
(Continued from page 51)
Counties, Maryland
(suburbs of
Washington) were transferred to
District 4.
In scanning the weekly member
service reports the board adopted
a proposal to expand the present
confidential Management Letter to
a four-page newsletter. The FCC
actions will be eliminated but
special provision will be made for
members requesting this service.
Special seminars for FM and
TV will be held during the 17 district meetings scheduled this summer and fall when district directors request them, the board
decided. The summer-fall district
meeting schedule was approved.
Directors who attended the board
sessions were:
District Directors — Mr, Fellows; William
Rochester,WGBI
DistrictB.2; Fay,
GeorgeWHAM
D. Coleman,
Scranton, Pa., District 3; Harold Essex,
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, District 4;
Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus,
Ga., District
5; Harold
WSMB
New Orleans,
DistrictWheelahan,
6; George
J. Higgins, WISH Indianapolis, District
8; Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria,
111., District 9; William B, Quarton,
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, District 10;
John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato.
Minn., District 11; Jack Todd, KAKE
Wichita, Kan., District 12; Clyde W.
Rembert, KRLD Dallas, District 13;
William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne.
Wyo.. District 14; Glenn Shaw, KLX
Oakland. Calif., District 15; Calvin J.
Smith, KFAC Los Angeles, District 16;
Harry R. Spence, KXRO Aberdeen.
Wash., District 17.
Directors-at-large — A. D. Willard Jr.,
WGAC Augusta, Ga., and John Esau,
KTUL Tulsa, medium stations: Patt
McDonald. WHHM Memphis, and Edgar
Kobak, WTWA Thomson. Ga., small
stations; Frank
Arlington,
Va.,U. Fletcher,
and BenWAEL-FM
Strouse.
WWDC-FM Washington. FM stations;
Eugene S. Thomas, WOIC (TV! Washand Roberttelevision
D. Swezey.
WDSUTV New ingtonOrleans,
stations.

in the firm and by threatening litigation with Sindlinger and others.
Agreement on the charges to be
withdrawn came after a conference
Monday among the attorneys representing the three parties in the
suit.
WRDW APPOINTS
Headley-Reed Effective July 1
WRDW Augusta, Ga. has appointed Headley-Reed Co. as its
national representative, effective
July 1, according to Ray Ringson,

Mr. Ringson
Mr. Ayers
general manager.
Mr. Ringson, treasurer of Radio
Augusta Inc., licensee of WRDW,
is president-elect of the Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters. James S.
Ayers is WRDW sales director.
Other officers of Radio Augusta
are: Ernest D. Black, president;
Allen M. Woodall, vice president;
Emett McKenzie, vice president;
Charles W. Pittman, secretary.
Radio Augusta's officers also are
interested in the operation of
WDAK Columbus, Ga.; WBML
Macon, Ga., and WCOS Columbia,
S. C.
Mr. Melvin Brorby
Needham, Lewis, and Brorby
Chicago,
Dear
Mel:Illinois
Th' trend is definitely ter WCHS!
Yessir, not oney is ever' one atalkin' all
over Charleston, West Virnew sparklin'
shows'bouton
ginny,
th'
ia's N umber
West VirginOne Station ,
records
shows
too.
but th'nessit,busifiggers
jer May
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th'
know
what,
Mel?May,
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an' d'yaof
th'
biggest May in
1950, was th'
some
party
big
tion has stahad
this here
an'
WCHS, by!
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'roundgonethese
hicness men
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in th'
Ycssiree,
th'
parts areally
knozvs
good
thin*
en
an'
they thet's
seesw hwhy
one,
in' on WCHS.
thcy's all abuyAlgy you
sumpthin'
nashunal
keep significant
in mind, thet's
don'tNow,
cha
think?fellers
Hit'sortamighty
thet
th'
bestWCHS
uses usis
most!folhs
Now,whatmoreknozvs
than usever,
th'
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uv th' best markets in th' whole durned
country! Keep thet in mind, Mel! Hits
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worth rcmembcrin' !
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Charleston,
June 26, 1950
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two surveys, one in Portland one
Racing Data
Radio Outpulls Papers
in Butte, which it described as
Strikers at Work
(Continued from page 2J+)
(Continued from page 26)
"not acceptable." In a test at
NEW YORK Newspaper
involving request by Arthur B.
Radio 61%; newspaper 7%; both Roberts Brothers, Portland, radio's
Guild last week purchased a
pull
was
double
that
of
newspapers
McBride for transfer of WMIE
16%; other 16%.
Monday - Saturday quarter
Combined totals for the three but the results were not deemed
Miami,
Fla., from Lincoln Operathour series on WLIB New
acceptable because investment in
ing Co. to Sun Coast Broadcasting
tests follow:
York for a unique news proradio and newspaper advertising
Co., of which he is co-ownei
% Traffic— Radio 43.6%; newsgram produced by striking
[Broadcasting, June 12]. Chairpaper 14.6%; both 9.1% other was not equal ($249.40 in newsnews staff members of the
papers and $85 on KXL). Results
32.7%.
man Coy told him the case is "in
New
York
World
Telegram
were not given for a test at
hearing" and that the record
% Traffic Purchasing — Radio
6
Sun.
The
show,
aired
6:45still
is
open for depositions from
Howard's in Butte, because of in68.1%; newspaper 70.8%; both
Cleveland, Ohio.
7 p.m., began Friday. Guild
response ascribed to
93.3%; other 46.3%; total 63.6%. severe wintersufficient
members, whose strike forced
weather.
Mr. McBride formerly held inFrom these figures, ARBI found
the Wo?~ld Telegram & Sun to
Concluding,
the
ARBI
booklet
terest in Continental Press, which
that using the total traffic (105 claims that for the same number of
suspend publication, are conhe helped organize and which now
customers) who purchased articles
tinuing
to
cover
their
usual
advertising dollars the XL staas the constant, the purchasing
is owned by his son, Edward J.
news beats and make reports
tions, in 92.9% of the accepted
McBride.
percentages would ~ be : Radio
on the guild-sponsored pro46.7%; newspaper 16.2%; both tests, delivered for the advertisers
Before the hearing got underparticipating more traffic, which
gram, which is called Seven13.3%; other 23.8%.
way, Chairman Kefauver explained
Star-Final.
meant more sales.
Another series of tests was conthat originally his committee had
ducted in five Safeway Stores in
asked Attorney General J. Howardl
Butte, all featuring the same test
McGrath and FBI Director J. Ed-B
House Moves To Beat gar Hoover to open the public hearitems during a five-day period.
Summary of results follows:
ings last week but that both felt
% Traffic— Radio 23.5%; news- TAX BILL ACTION
they could contribute more to the
Adjournment
paper 14.5%; both 4.1%; other
committee at a later date. They are
MOVING with unprecedented speed to beat Congressional adjournment
57.9%.
tentatively set for early August, House Administration leaders last slated to appear this week, prob
% Traffic Purchasing — Radio
ably Tuesday or Wednesday.
week whipped the omnibus tax bill into shape and sped it to the House
99.3%; newspaper 98.9%; both
The Attorney General was asked
floor where action is expected this week.
100%; other 99.1%; total 99.1%.
to furnish data on "crime syndi
The 1950 revenue
revenue bill
bin
encom% Dollar Value of Purchases —
cates," on which his office has been
search and other institutions.
passes a host of varied proposals,
Radio 25.3% ; newspaper 16.6% ;
assimilating replies. Mr. McGrath
Stations which conceivably may
among them one to tax profitmakboth 5.8%; other 52.3%.
repliedsions ashe
yet. had drawn no concluTen surveys were conducted in ing enterprises — including radio be exempt from the tax include
stations
—
of
educational
and
charisuch religious-operated outlets as
department, apparel, furniture and
Mr. Coy asked that his stateorganizations [Broadcasting,
WWL New Orleans, WEW St.
ment before the Senate Commerce
appliance stores in Missoula, He- June table
19].
Louis,
KGA
Spokane
and
KWBU
lena, Bozeman, Great Falls and
Committee, which held extensive
Administration
leaders
hope
to
Corpus Christi. Lay-owned stations
Spokane. Summary of combined
hearings on the Justice bill (S 3358)
totals for the surveys follows:
present the package, formally in- which presumably would fall in to ban transmission of interstate
troduced as a bill last Thursday by the taxable category include
% Traffic— Radio 35.2%; newsgambling information [Broadcastpaper 23.2%; both 9.7%; other Rep. Robert L. Doughton (D-N. C), WGST Atlanta and WHCU Ithaca.
ing, April 24, 17, 10], be inserted
for debate Tuesday and a possible
The committee also voted a 10%
31.9%.
in the record for the Crime Comvote
Wednesday.
The
bill
was
oftax on the dividends of cooperative
% Traffic Purchasing Test Merfered by Rep. Doughton following organizations who, in some in- mittee.
chandise— Radio 64% ; newspaper
Compromise Bill
extensive study and hearings by
stances control radio stations.
65.9%; both 69.8%; other 40.8%;
The
Senate
Commerce bill, rethe House Ways & Means Committotal 57.6%.
Additionally, the group voted to
tee, of which he is chairman.
poi'ted
to
the
Senate
where it now
ARBI pointed out that using
on capital gains an agreeawaits consideration, is a comproThe giant bill, which comprises rescind ment
the total traffic purchasing (568)
calling for tax reduction
cuts in certain excises and in- from 25% to 15%.
as the constant, the purchasing
mise of the Justice bill and FCC'
plan. It would ban transmission
creases in certain corporate taxes,
percentages by media would be:
would retain the present 10%
of gambling data (bets, odds, waRadio 39.1%; newspaper 26.6%;
gers, scratches, etc.) before races
both 11.8%; other 22.5%. ARBI
manufacturers' tax on radio receivSHIFTING
OWNERS
ing sets in effect since 1941.
but permit radio-TV coverage duradds that this method of tabulating and after the event.
ing (purchases of test items only)
No TV Set Tax
FCC Okays 3 Don Lee Changes
ignores the complete pulling power
Also sitting in during the hearNo tax would be levied, however,
of advertising since it does not on television sets at the manufacing were Rudolph Halley, chief inWHAT appeared to be a record of
vestigator, and member of the law
take into account other purchases
some
sort
was
set
by
FCC
last
firm of Fulton, Walter and Halley,
turers' point as advocated early
such advertising may have stimuweek
when
it
approved,
at
one
this
year
by
Treasury
Secretary
lated.
and George S. Robinson, newlyJohn Snyder. The committee held sitting, three different transfers
The ARBI booklet summarizes
appointed
counsel, for the
of the same radio property. The committee. general
Hearings also were held
hearings on the Administration's
proposal to impose a 10% levy on property was the Don Lee BroadFriday and continued to this week.
TV sets, but rejected it following
casting System's owned stations, Mr. Robinson formerly was special
militant opposition from Radio & and the transfers were all "invol- assistant to the Attorney General
r X^^a^ off, o^i^^f^
Television Mfrs. Assn. and a numand was chief counsel in the Fedber of individual firms.
The first application, filed June
eral Grand Jury probe of the
untary."
The committee voted, however, 18, 1948, was for transfer to
Annenberg
wire and race services
to exempt radio receivers and parts Thomas S. Lee, heir to the estate in Chicago.
used in manufacture of receivers of his father, Donald M. Lee; the
l-MINUTE SPOTS ON
second, filed Dec. 13, 1948, was for DEADLINE for scripts in One World
which are sold to the U. S. government for military purposes. Law transfer from Thomas S. Lee to radio prize contest extended from
50,000 WATTS
Lewis Allen Weiss and Willet
currently calls for a 10% levy.
June 15 to July 15. Winners to receive all-expense-paid trips to One
WH0E- NEW ORLEANS
Other actions taken by the com- H. Brown as co-guardians for
meeting in August at San
mittee as reported to the House him; the third, filed last Feb. 27, World
Eemo,
Italy.
ONLY
*«00
fffl
)
~m^mm^
floor call for reduction on musical was for transfer from the coT I «■? EACH VRATE /
instruments from 10% to 5%; on guardians to Ben H. Brown, speAvailable
Now: Spots
Spotionbetween
High-Rated
NationalHHgMShowj!..
or between
longcial administrator of the estate
domestic telegraph, cable or radio
established local Shows News Programs !
of Thomas S. Lee, deceased.
Sports! Mutual Co-ops! (1060 ON YOUR DIAL)
dispatches,
25%
to
10%,
and
no
25 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL SERVICE IO ADVERTISERS!
Why buy 2 or more...
The actions clear the way for
change on the latter's international
do 1 big sales job
use from the present 10%.
applications for sale of the radio
Religious organizations would be properties by the estate, when
WNOEd
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
exempt from the proposed tax to current negotiations to that end
RA - TEL
be imposed on "unrelated active have been completed [Broadcast':i 420 LEXINGTON
business income" of educational,
issue. ing, June 19]. Also see story this
TS SATTIVI . AVE*., N.Y.C.
Bko
IVBAL
charitable, labor, agricultural, rePage 54 • June 26, 1950
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TV has no equal as a

draw your customers. That's
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$7.4 Million Price Is Reported
WTOP
BUYS
WOIC
(TV)
APPLICATION for transfer of and, with operating losses, in ex- in the WTOP Inc. treasury toward
es arily isholding its TV plans in
cess of $1,250,000.
abeyance until the end of the
WOIC (TV) Washington from
further expansion and development
The transaction is the fourth in- of operations, including TV. The freeze.
General Teleradio, subsidiary of
Post and CBS further agreed to
WTOP Inc. has had pending beR. H. Maey & Co. Inc., to WTOP
volving a TV station since TV's
fore the FCC a petition for Channel
Inc., controlled by the Washington
meteoric postwar rise. Other transadvance additional funds specifi12 — one of the many caught in the
Post, will be filed with the FCC
actions — with newspapers — were
cally for TV.
TV -freeze. That petition presumthe acquisition by WFAA (Dallas
early this week. The transaction,
No Other Sales Seen
ably will be withdrawn coinciannounced last Tuesday by Theo- News) of KBTV (TV), now
dent with the filing of the WOIC
dore C. Streibert, General Tele- WFAA-TV, and by KPRC (HousMr. Streibert, queried by Teletransfer
application.
radio president, and Philip L.
casting, said that General Teleton Post) of KLEE-TV which beThe
formal
application for
comes
KPRC-TV.
Other
sale
was
radio
for
the
present
will
confine
Graham, president of WTOP Inc.
transfer is being drafted by
the acquisition of KRSC Seattle its activities to the New York
and publisher of the Post, is underby KING, that city, with call metropolitan area. There is no in- Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky for
stood to involve a figure of approxtention, he said, of disposing of any
WTOP Inc.
imately $1,400,000.
letters becoming KING-TV.
It was presumed that most of
other
radio,
TV
or
FM
interests.
The joint announcement culmiCBS-WTOP Agreement
the personnel of WOIC would be
nated several weeks of active nego"Our plans for intercity expanJohn S. Hayes is vice president
in the WTOP organizatiations. WOIC, affiliated with
sion went by the boards when the absorbed
and general manager of WTOP Inc.
tion. Whether Mr. Thomas, a vetCBS-TV, will be operated jointly While CBS holds a substantial
TV freeze went into effect," he
eran 15-year man in the WOR
stated. Immediate effect of the sale organization,
with WTOP, 50,000-w CBS outwould continue with
minority interest, Mr. Graham
let, and WTOP-FM. Upon FCC
the Washington operation or return
of
WOIC,
he
added,
"will
be
to
acts
as
its
voting
trustee.
The
approval, the television outlet probto New York was not resolved last
take a little loss off our shoulders."
Post acquired control of WTOP
ably will become WTOP-TV.
week.
Mr. Thomas is a TV direcfor
$855,470
on
Feb.
9,
1949.
The
Mr. Streibert, who also is chairWTOP Inc., is owned 55% by the
tor of the NAB and was chairman
man of the board of directors of
application for transfer specified
Post and 45% by CBS.
of its Television Committee.
WOIC, assigned Channel 9 (186- that CBS would leave those assets Mutual, said that the network nec192 mc), began operation in January 1949. It has been operated in
conjunction with WOR, WOR-TV
FCC Drops Probe
and WOR-FM New York under
the policy direction of Mr. Streibert
SAT.
NIGHT
and the local management of NBC-TV
other "objectionable" features in
Eugene S. Thomas, former WOR
FCC DISCLOSED last week that it had dropped its investigation of the
original plan, pointing out that
sales manager. The station is unNBC-TV's 2Vz -hour Saturday Night Revue, reporting the network has
of time for re-sale to
purchase
derstood to represent an investeliminated details which were inconsistent with the Commission's net- unidentified advertisers — the sponment in tangible equipment and
work regulations.
sors had not then been signed —
real estate of more than $1,000,000
FM stations involved had been put
In a letter to Allen B. DuMont
serious problems."
"raises
Labs, whose complaint touched off on temporary because TV stations
Subsequent modifications in the
the
inquiry
[Telecasting,
Jan.
9],
with
which
they
are
associated
ZIV TV FILMS
however, satisfied FCC's
FCC said it "believes that compli- in ownership had accepted the plan,
Announces Sales to Stations
objections.
The noted:
Commission's letance with its rules and regulations
original offer of the program.
ter to DuMont
has
been
achieved,
and
no
further
The complaint by DuMont,
As a result of these changes, NBC
ZIV Television Productions, New
action need be taken at this time which charged NBC was trying
has been offering the program on
York, last week announced the folconditions under which the indito "freeze out" competition, was
lowing sales of its programs:
in But
this the
matter."
Commission warned:
vidual stations are informed in addirected
primarily
against
NBCYesterday's Newsreel — WOC-TV
vance of the nature of the program
"However,
a
recurrence
of
these
TV's
request
to
affiliates,
late
last
Davenport; WNHC-TV New Haven, practices which were found to be
and sponsors, and may accept or
for sponsorship by Whalley Motors
December, to 2% hours on Saturreject
separate segments of one-half
inconsistent
with
the
regulations,
Inc.; WSPD-TV Toledo, sponsored by
day nights for 13 weeks. The
hour each without any financial detriBrondes Motor Sales; WTMJ-TV Mil- or the institution of similar prac- variety show was to have started
ment
accruing from a rejection of one
tices, would be dealt with in the Feb. 4 but was delayed until
waukee, to be sponsored by Kingsor more such segments.
bury Breweries; WSAZ-TV Huntinglight of the past conduct and the Feb. 25.
These conditions for the sales of
ton, W. Va., for sponsorship by clarification of the applicability
time
appear to obviate the ComCited
Violations
Pancake Realty, and to WABD (TV)
of the rules resulting from the
mission's objections to the previous
New York.
FCC held at the time that arrangements,
to the extent that they
in this matter."
Sports Album — WCAU-TV Phila- developments
NBC's first offer to affiliates and
resulted in options of time to NBC
FCC reported simultaneously
delphia, sponsored by Samuel Tabualso a second one violated the neton terms inconsistent with Sec. 3.104
man & Co.; WHAM-TV Rochester, for that it had granted regular license
work rules, holding that in effect
of the Chain Broadcasting Regulasponsorship by Harold Forman Cloth- renewals to "stations which had the stations
tions, and in diminution of licensee
who accepted them
ing Co.; WNHC-TV New Haven, to been on temporary license solely
responsibility.
be sponsored by Cities Service.
because of their acceptance of gave NBC an option on station
The number of stations carrying
time without NBC being similarly
Western Films — WLWT (TV) Cin- NBC's original offer." These
the Revue, which is now in summer
bound at the same time [Telecinnati; WLWD (TV) Dayton;
were: WISN Milwaukee, WMMN
WLWC (TV) Columbus; WNBW
hiatus but due to return next fall,
Fairmont, W. Va., and WWJ Decasting, Feb. 20]. The "option,"
(TV) Washington; WMCT (TV)
troit (all renewed to May 1, 1953) ; FCC said, violated the rules in has varied. The largest number
Memphis and WABD (TV) New York.
WWJ-FM Detroit (to March 1, that it could "be exercised on less taking any half-hour segment was
Feature Films — WABD (TV) New
22 interconnected stations and 20
than 56 days' notice and [was]
1953), and WPTZ (TV) PhiladelYork; WBRC-TV Birmingham; WGNon kinescope. Commercially,
exclusive
as
against
other
netphia
(to
Feb.
1,
1951).
TV Chicago; KFI-TV Los Angeles;
authorities
say a sell-out is asWATV (TV) Newark, N. J.; WNBW
The letter and grants were ansured.
The
Commission
also found
nounced Thursday. The AM and
(TV) Washington.
TELECASTING
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Breezy

Clin! and
lakes

totanl
e tha
O'S is div
AG1949
CHICfor
two orc
less
it would have been because of television.
This is the claim of a South
Side minister, who advises
battling spouses to watch
Clint and Jeanne Youle, "the
ideal couple" on The Weatherman show. Their daily spats
and subsequent adjustments, sandwiched between commercials and
chalk-talks on the weather, are
responsible for at least two couples
giving up divorce plans, the cleric
maintains.
Young Clint and Jeanne (33 and
31) typify a suburban-married
couple for WNBQ (NBC) televiewers, who hear mentions of
Jeanne's new hairdresser, Clint's
beaten-up 1929 Cadillac, their
daughters'
measles
and the
of new shoots
on a lilac
bushnumber
in the

back yard. These tidbits are incidental to the meat of the 10minute show five nights weekly.
These same tidbits, however, are
responsible for more and more
sales of Ceresota Flour.
Standard Milling Co., Chicago,
which manufactures Ceresota,
Aristos and Heckers' Flour, just
renewed the show from June 1 for
another 13 weeks — the third consecutive 13-week renewal. The
Weatherman was sponsored as a
test starting last September, and
has rolled along casually yet purposefully ever since — selling bags
of flour (from 2 to 100-pound
sizes) to consumers and retailers
alike.
Although Standard Milling has

a pretty fair idea of how much
additional trading is done across
the counter as a result of its entry
into video, "sales are not directly
measurable," according to P. L. 0.
Smith, vice president in charge of
sales and advertising for the
grocery products division. Mr.
Smith, who thinks TV is great,
has watched a set in his recreation
room for more than two years.
Five men on his staff are just as
TV-conscious.
Mr. Smith admits, however, that
Ceresota successfully competes with
two other top-brand names in the
Chicago area, Pillsbury and Gold
Medal, and surpasses grosses of
some 23 other brands distributed
there. Mr. Smith is convinced that
video is a fine advertising medium
for consumer package goods. The
firm traces some gain in public
acceptance by increased retail and
grocery sales, response to selfliquidators or premium offers, fan
mail and favorable mentions by
store owners.
Difficult to Trace
Any actual increase in sales is
"almost impossible" to trace directly to television, because "in the
flour business sales can unaccountably soar in areas where no advertising is used and can drop to the
bottom of the barrel when we buy
three or four media in one locality." Standard is accustomed to
this fluctuation, as the grain market is such that package flour
prices may change as many as 30
times yearly, Mr. Smith said.
To determine the character of
the television audience, Ceresota

EVEN THOUGH his look is enigmatic when it comes to sales results of
The Weatherman at NBC-TV Chicago, P. L. O. Smith, vice president in
charge of advertising and .sales for the grocery products division of Standard
Milling Co., states that the show is selling Ceresota flour and winning the
brand a lot of friends. With him is E. A. Atkins, sales assjstant.
Page 4 • TELECASTING

Jeanne

Bits

Youle's 'Weatherman

Ceresota-Minded

has offered three self-liquidators in
the past few months — an apron,
starfish scatter pin and Christmas
cards. "We use these premiums
only when absolutely necessary,
and take them off the show as soon
as we've found out what we want
to know about reception, coverage
and impact. We don't want to
spend time or money plugging premiums. It takes away from show
content and detracts from the commercial impact," Mr. Smith believes.
Standard Milling, which distributes Ceresota in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana and New England, plans

Viewers

to use more television, but the
growth of TV ad budgets will be
slow. "Television is going through
the same growing pains suffered by
radio, which is why we're taking it
easy for awhile. Maybe some of
the pressure will be off when stations go into daytime programming, and prices will level out.
We're only interested in what we
can get back for every dollar we
Ceresota Buys
Ceresota
bought
the show
through John W. Shaw agency last
fall after The Weatherman had
been
telecast as a local sustainer
spend."

since January 1949. In the interim
it had gained a national reputation. A five-minute feature until
it went commercial, the program
was expanded to a 10-minute, fivea-week format so that a middle
commercial situation and open and
close sponsor mentions could be
included.
Clint Youle was a staff news
writer at NBC Chicago when Bill
Kay, news and special events chief,
began developing the weather-news
package. While Mr. Ray was shopping around for a one-man talent
lineup, Clint volunteered his services and told his boss for the first
time that he had learned meteorology during a stretch in the
Army.
Clint auditioned, sold his brand
of carefree, uninhibited weather
reporting to management, and carried on casually for several
months. His entire report is ad lib,
although the sequence is charted
in advance. It wasn't until Ceresota started paying the bill that
the distaff side of the family was
drafted. The Weatherman said
"yes" when the client asked if his
wife was attractive. Jeanne stumbled through her first commercial,
readily adopted an off-the-cuff
manner, and the Youles became the
talk of TV town without either
having any experience in acting,
radio or television.
Husband Youle charts the
weather, follows air currents and
hurricane patterns on a map and
drawls along his analysis and predictions. Jeanne enters in the middle commercial, surrounded by pastries baked by a Standard Milling
home economist for each show. She
pegs conversation on a minor incident that happened at home that
day, with major blasts directed at
Clint when he forgets to put gas
in the car or leaves the windows
open before a downpour.
Covers Wide Territory
Formal weather terminology is
limbered up after the weather reporter visits the U. S. Weather
Bureau nightly. For an hour and
a half he exchanges notes and
notions with airway and regional
forecasters. His resume stresses
Chicago weather conditions, but
overlaps into Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, the rest of Illinois,
Indiana and Michigan.
He and Jeanne, "chatting with
just enough schmaltz to become
bosom buddies of viewers," hit a
common denominator of homeliness
with their audience. Jeanne said
once she was tired of housework,
and 20 women wrote in to say they
knew just how she felt. Once Clint
forecast a light rain for Chicago.
After the downpour, an irate fanwired "Light rain my eye. Were
flooded out of basement."
Although Ceresota is bought by
women, The Weatherman appeals
to both sexes. Because of everybody's absorption in the subject,
Mr.' Youle is in demand as forecaster on
t
Camel News Caravan
when NBC-TV picks up a Chicago
segment, and on Morgan Beatty's
NBC-AM network show.
The Chicago Federated AdverPage 59 • BROADCASTING

PULITZER

SEIL-OUT of NBC-TV's 214 hour Saturday Night Revue is assured as Bill
Connolly (seated), general advertising manager for Johnson Wax, contracts for
Johnson sponsorship of a segment. With him are (I to r) I. E. Showerman,
NBC Chicago vice president; Josh Louis, Needham, Louis & Brorby, and
Ed Stockmar, NBC-TV sales
tising Club cited the show as tops
in the local TV service class at its
recent 1950 awards dinner. More
TVDEP
Brafson Succeeds Markham
tangible awards, however, go
nightly to members of the producCHARLES A. BATSON, assistant
tion crew (two cameramen, floor
director of NAB's Broadcast Admanager, two property men, boom
vertising Bureau for a year, remike operator). When the show is
joins NAB Washington headquaroff the air, they divide up the pasters July 1 as ditries used in the commercial. Bob
rector of the TeleWright, the announcer, acts as
vision Dept., suchost. He is actually Bob Zelens,
radio and television director of
G. EmersonceedingMarkham.
Shaw agency.
Mr. Markham reMr. Zelens describes the show as
signed June 16
an eternal paradox — unprofes[Broadcasting,
June
19].
sional but authoritative, unaffected but effective.
In announcing
He keys the friendliness of the
the appointment,
production with the Standard close
William B. Ryan,
— "We bid you good health, good
NAB gen e r al
Mr. Batson
weather and good night."
manager, recalled
that Mr. Batson had directed an extensive survey of TV from the station management viewpoint. The
SLOAN PREDICTS
study was titled "Television: A Re$1 Billion-Plus TV Sales
port on the Visual Broadcasting
OVER $1 billion will be spent by Art." The results were presented
American consumers for some five to NAB members at the 1948 district meetings.
million TV receivers during 1950,
Mr. Batson joined NAB in early
F. M. Sloan, manager of Westinghouse Television and Radio Divi- 1946 as information director, after
release from active duty in the
sion, told members of the Westinghouse Agent Distributors Assn. Army. After conducting the TV
meeting in Hot Springs, Va., last study he was attached to BAB under Maurice B. Mitchell, director.
Tuesday. Firm's promotion and There he has been active in TV adsales plans were outlined to manworking on standard rate
agement representatives of distrib- cards and vertising,
contract forms as well as
utors who gathered to see a display
of 10 new TV receivers and seven
techniques of commercial production and other aspects of the art.
radios in Westinghouse's new fall He prepared analyses of TV for
line.
Sears, Roebuck & Co. and others
With only 24 million of 44 miland set up the BAB Dealer Colion U. S. families having TV servoperative Advertising Service.
ice available, Mr. Sloan stressed
In the service Mr. Batson was in
importance of a "prompt solution"
of broadcasting from the
of problems resulting in the cur- charge
North African theatre to the U. S.,
rent TV freeze. He said improved
United Kingdom and other allied
programming, better receiver per- nations,
including announcement of
formance, replacement sales and
comparatively low saturation in 60 the Italian surrender. He entered
radio in 1935 in Greenville, S. C.
TV markets "guarantee an even
as
program director of WFBC.
brighter future" for television.
June 26, 1950
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Sponsor Prospects for TV
SEVERAL advertisers are interested in sponsoring a television
series based on material which has
won Pulitzer awards, Dean Carl
W. Ackerman of the Graduate
School of Journalism of Columbia
U. told Telecasting last week.
The Journalism school, administrator of the awards since their inception in 1917, is asking $100,000
for the TV rights to the series,
tentatively titled Pulitzer Prize
Playhouse, he said.
Dean Ackerman declined to
identify any of the potential sponsors of the Pulitzer video series,
which is being handled for the
school by William Morris Agency.
It is known, however, that Schlitz
Brewing Co. of Milwaukee has expressed considerable interest in the
program through its agency,
Young & Rubicam, Chicago
[Broadcasting, May 22], and that
the Pulitzer Awards Committee,
after serious and lengthy deliberations, deckled that, with proper
safeguards, the dignity of the
awards would not be imperilled by
brewery sponsorship.
No Sponsors Yet
No offers have been received for
sponsorship of a Pulitzer radio
series, Dean Ackerman said. Price
of $65,000 is being asked for the
radio rights to the Pulitzer material, he stated, pointing out that
the Morris agency has received
clearances from a sufficient number of Pulitzer Prize winners to
provide material for a year's series
of hour-long radio or video shows.
No format has been set yet for
either a video or a radio series,
Dean Ackerman said.
It was pointed out to Dean
Ackerman that there was a somewhat ironical aspect of the school's
appeal for radio-TV support after
the judges have consistently rejected all proposals that the
awards be expanded to include
broadcast as well as printed journalistic, literary and musical creations. He replied that the idea
for a broadcast television series, if
it materializes, "in itself will constitute Pulitzer Prize recognition
of television."
Color Deadline
FINAL
BLOWS
in FCC's
heated color
TV battle
— the
proposed clusions
findings
and
by participantsconin
the lengthy proceeding — are
echoing down Commission
corridors. Findings are due
today (Monday) with July
10 set as deadline for replies, thenounced
Commission
has May
an[Broadcasting
29]. Current predictions for
color decision cite early fall,
but FCC Comr. E. M. Webster last week indicated this
may be too optimistic (See
story Telecasting p. 6).
TELECASTING
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Webster

IT'S a Hawaiian lei for Edwina Zones, start of Studio
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, as Dole Sales Co. launches a
on the outlet. Gentlemen inspecting the floral gift are
Bersdorf and Harry W. Brinker, Dole Sales distributors, and
WBNS-TV sales director.

Kitchen Show on
TV test campaign
(I to r) Arthur L.
Robert D. Thomas,

WORKING out some last-minute
details for a new talent show, Band
of Tomorrow, telecast over KTTV
(TV) Hollywood, are Harrison Dunham (I), KTTV general manager,
and Freddie Martin, band leader.
Mr. Martin and his band are featured
on the series.

WATCHING TV debut of Ace Drummond, adventure serial on WSB-TV
Atlanta, are its creator, Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker (I), president of Eastern Air Lines, sponsor of the show,
and J. Leonard Reinsch, managing
director, Cox radio and TV interests.

IT looks like Father's Day for Reinald
Werrenrath Jr., producer at NBCTV Chicago, but he apparently is
left no time for relaxation as he
strains muscles with his children.
Getting a free ride are Peter Christian,
6 months; Reinald 3d, 6, and
Kirsten, 9.

WATCHING TV sets roll down the
production
at GeneralN. Electric's
TV center line
in Syracuse,
Y., are
Fulton Lewis jr., (I), MBS news commentator, and Willard H. Sahioff,
manager of the receiver division at
Electronics Park. Mr. Lewis toured
GE's manufacturing facilities.

KRLD-TV Dallas telecast of a book review, claimed as the first show of its
kind in the city, is attended by (I to r) Chris Kelley, merchandising executive,
Sanger Bros, department store, sponsor; Ha Cornelius Mangold, Dallas
author; Miss Herbert Emery, book reviewer; William A. (Bill) Roberts, KRLDTV commercial manager.

Dims

Hopes

COLOR
DECISION
Of Quick Action
POSSIBILITY the color TV decision may take longer than certain
predictions optimistically indicate — in view of the "magnitude" of thr;
decision and the press of other "important business of the Commission '
— was suggested last Monday by FCC Comr. E. M. Webster.
Addressing the eastern regional
from applicants was cited by Comr.
convention of the American TaxiWebster in view of the continuing
cab Assn. at Atlantic City's Hotel reduction of FCC staff. Because i
Traymore, Comr. Webster exof personnel cuts required by Conpressed concern over being "forced
gress through its appropriations
to devote 90% of my time to probmeasures (see story this issue).
lems involving broadcasting and
television" when many other policy Comr. Webster saw the possibility
problems are pending which require of reduced service by the Commiscareful consideration.
sion even if the current reorganization increased efficiency and cut |
Comr. Webster stated he has
concluded the way to beat the red tape. With the FCC staff totaling 1,348 at the end of May 194&
growing work load will be to delegate specialized responsibility to and 1,285 today, he saw FCC able
to have only 1,170 employes thi?
individual Commissioners or groups
next fiscal year because of
of them. He saw FCC's current
finances.
staff reorganization along functional lines as able to "alleviate
theExplaining
situation, tosomewhat."
the taxicab group
WEBSTER
TALK
that after many months of hearJohnson Mulls Reference
ings on color
television
now
have the
stupendous
job of"we
making
SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.)
a decision," Comr. Webster stated:
said last Thursday he did not be- :
Decisions of this magnitude are just lieve
Comr. E. M. Webster was
rot made overnight. There are those
— and incidentally they do not have "making any reference to me" in
that portion of his Atlantic City
any responsibility under the Communications Act— who would have been speech dealing with the Commiskind enough to set up a suggested
sion's proposed color TV timetable
time-table and schedule for the Com(see adjoining story).
mission, which, if followed, would
The chairman of the radiomean a decision sometime early this
fall. Now, none of them has apparent- minded Senate Interstate Commerce Committee offered the comly given any consideration to the
ment in response to speculation
physical capabilities of the individual
Commissioners and the staff to digest that Comr. Webster may have had
the record, study the matter thor- him in mind when he stated "there
oughly, discuss it among themselves,
are those — and incidentally they
and render a formal decision. They do not have any responsibility
forget that during all of that time we under the Communications Act —
should also be attending to other im- who would have been kind enough
portant business of the Commission.
to set up a suggested timetable
Cites Demands on Time
and schedule for the Commission
Comr. Webster indicated he is which, if followed, would mean a
"deeply concerned" that the radio
decision sometime early this fall."
problems of the taxicab industry
Sen. Johnson pointed out that
and other services of "vital im- FCC Chairman Wayne Coy and
portance" to the public "are not Comr. George E. Sterling had
getting the attention that you de- made "frank statements from the
serve." He asked if he was "doing
beginning
the color
hearings"
justice to you and the other radio
on FCC's of
proposed
agenda.
services when I tell you that back
Possible schedule for Commission action on the color question
in Washington I am forced to deand on TV allocations had been
vote casting
90% of
my
time"
to
broadand TV problems.
cited by Sen. Johnson last May
The "dilemma," he said, is what
following a meeting with officials
to do "about the numerous out- of the National Society of Televistanding policy problems constantly
sion Producers who had conferred
before the Commission, some of earlier with two Commission memwhich have a direct bearing on
bers on thecasting,FCC
May 1J.timetable [Broadyour industry. The number of
such problems flowing before the
Comr. Webster had "no comCommissioners is so great that
ment" to offer to his Atlantic City
only a few can be decided with the reference, or whether he had aldegree of celerity which they
luded to Sen. Johnson. "There are
merit." He continued:
people who have made suggestions
Neither our Chairman nor the other
to me and other Commissioners
six Commissioners can, in my opinion,
be well enough acquainted with all from time to time," he remarked.
Sen. Johnson added that he has
the policy problems before us to set
up priorities that would result in more
"hopes" the Commission may
efficient decision making. I have come
tackle the clear channel problem
to the conclusion that the only way
we Commissioners can render the
before the year's end, as indicated
public the kind of service they have
by Comr. Sterling [Broadcasting,
a right to expect to meet the evergrowing volume of work that is thrust June 19]. He said he realizes,
upon us is to delegate to individual
however, that the issue "must be
Commissioners, or groups thereof,
associated with the NARBA problimited responsibilities of decision in
lems and tied together in such a
specialized fields of communications.
way as to render a solution that is
Particular need for greater aid
BROADCASTING
twofold."
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NSTP PETITION
License Changes Sought

A

1

JU

Jf

L

[ SEEKING more fair and equal
1 treatment for television producers
regarding fees for business licenses,
National Society of Television Producers, through its attorney, Max
Gilford, has asked the Los Angeles
j City Council for an opportunity to
■ presents its problems at a hearing.
In a letter that compared various
inconsistencies found in licenses
! for
society
statedother
that industries,
the licensetheordinance
should "be either amended to specifically take care of the television producers' problems and by
scheduling a lesser rate, or that
the entire license ordinance be
revised as to all concerned and
made more equal and fair and
without discrimination which it
now has"
Letter stated that the license
fee charged a TV film producer
making a motion picture involving
production costs from $1,500 to
$10,000 is a minimum license fee
of $50, for one picture. For 10
pictures a year, with total cost
; of $50,000, the fee is $100 per year;
£ for 26 TV pictures costing $5,000
I each, the fee is $200 per year.
Compared to this is the producer of B motion pictures cost■ ing $50,000 to $60,000 each, at a
rate of three to five pictures a year.
• His income will be far in excess
\ of the TV producer, although the
: license fee is the same for both,
i Producer of A pictures which
■ might yield in excess of $500,000,
I pays $700 license fee; this fee
- remains the same even if he makes
: 50 films costing a million dollars
each. The independent producer
pays same $700 fee even if he
makes only one movie costing
$501,000.
Other charges of inconsistency
J also were listed.
COLOR ON COAST
CBS Showing at Medical Meet
I CBS color television will be demonstrated on the West Coast for the
first time at the national convention of the American Medical
Assn. in San Francisco June 26-29.
The colorcasts will be microwaved
six miles from the Fort Miley Veterans Administration Hospital to
San Francisco's Masonic Temple,
j . Sixteen receivers will be installed
i for the demonstration. Smith,
Kline & French Labs, Philadelphia
pharmaceutical firm, will present
the demonstration in cooperation
with the Veterans Administration
and the Stanford and U. of California' medical schools. Dr. Peter
Goldmark, director of engineering
research and development for
CBS, will also participate.
SEMINAR in television production
being provided by Dept. of Extension
Teaching and Information at Cornell
U., Ithaca, N. Y., in connection with
its advanced class in radio broadcasting.
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HENRY KASPEROWiCZ, of the Allen B. DuMont Labs, inventor of the
new DuMont three-color direct view television tube, patent for which has
been granted [Telecasting, May 22], stands beside video equipment at
DuMont's research division in Passaic. A resident of Passaic, Mr. Kasperowicz filed for the patent on the tube in October of 1945, when he was
only 27 years old.

GROSS

TIME

May

'50 Sales More

Than

GROSS TIME sales of three TV networksTriple
in May May
totaled '49
more than
three times the gross of all four TV networks in May of 1949, Publishers
Information Bureau reported last week.
PIB figures also show that this ratio holds for the January-May 1950
TV network time sales, compared ★
to the same five-month period of and May 1949 and for the fivelast year.
month period of each year follows
Breakdown by networks com- with DuMont data not reported
paring time sales for May 1950
for 1950 :
ABC
CBS
DuMont
NBC
TOTAL

May 1950
367,701
1,009,043
1,582,555
2,959,299

May 1949
132,146
243,241
61,394
460,440
897,221

5 Mos. 1950
1,520,680
3,704,312
5,925,985
11,150,977

5 Mos. 1949
230,804
860,747
354,127
2,028,831
3,474,509

SAG

BROCHURE

Explains Stand on TVA
SCREEN ACTORS Guild, seeking
to further clarify its position in
the current dispute with Television
Authority over TV jurisdiction,
last week issued a 16-page brochure to its members outlining its
contract proposals for telecast
motion pictures, comparing them
with TVA proposals and reviewing
dispute between the two groups.
Stating that the inferiority of
TVA's complete schedule of conditions to SAG conditions is the
result of "TVA's complete lack of
experience in contract negotiations
for actors in motion pictures and
ignorance of the problems of such
actors," the booklet listed 17 distinct points on which TVA contract
proposals would undercut working
conditions for motion picture actors.
Among points mentioned were
continuous employment, rehearsal
time, travel time, work on Sundays
and holidays. TVA, Guild claims,
asks nothing on these, the booklet
said.
Ready for a TVA charge that
the SAG minimum rate of $55 per
day for single role in a single picture is too low, the Guild states
that this rate is already established
with motion picture producers,
whereas TVA is only asking for a
higher rate. There is quite a difference, SAG states, "between asking
for
something
it."
Screen Actors and
Guildgetting
brochure
stated itorable
wants
"an ofintelligent,
honsettlement
the television
dispute,"Relations
somethingBoard
that National
Labor
elections
may bring about. Obviously, it continues, "there can be no settlement
as long as the TVA bloc on the
4-A's board seeks to force its will
on motion picture actors."

Neg" *6 Million
BUSINESS
W
NE
TV
CAB
AN ESTIMATED $6 million in The present sponsors of the BreakAnother is Acrobat Ranch, spontelevision billing was sold, or
fast Club, Swift & Co., Philco
sored by General Shoe Co., NashCorp. and General Mills, all are
nearly so, by ABC last week.
ville, Saturday, 11:30-12 noon,
Eight programs, including one currently negotiating for sponsorthrough Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chistarring Don McNeill who has
ship of the TV show. Details are
cago, starting Aug. 19.
American Safety Razor and
expected
to be consummated
been signed to a 20-year contract
shortly.
by the network [Broadcasting,
Heed
Sugar Bowl
with
Chico deodorant's
Marx is scheduled
to start
June 19], were involved.
The contract with Mr. McNeill,
Chicago Origination
in October, Thursday, 10-10:30
the toastmaster of the radio show,
p.m., through Ruthrauff & Ryan,
The
newly
signed
20
year
conYork [Broadcasting, June
Breakfast Club, on ABC for the
tract calls for Mr. McNeill to New
19, also see page 19].
past 17 years, is the longest conoriginate his program in Chicago
Ironite Corp. (mangle irons)
tinuing radio agreement ever
for nine months out of the year,
will sponsor Hollywood Screen
signed with a personality. It is an eight-week vacation annually,
Test starting Oct. 2, Monday,
effective Jan. 1, 1951, and includes
two weeks origination in New
7:30-8 p.m. Brooke, Smith, French
York and two weeks in various
the entire McNeill family — Mr.
& Dorrance, New York, is the
McNeill; his wife, Kay, and three
points around the country.
agency [Broadcastng, June 19].
boys, Tommy, 15; Dennis, 14, and
Among
the
television
shows
Three other programs about to
Bob, 9. In addition, the network
that ABC-TV has already signed
be
set are Bendix with the John
will get the first option on the up is the Treasury Men In Action,
Reed
King Shoiv, Wednesday,
boys' services if they decide to bought by Chrysler Sales Div.,
7:30-8
p.m.; The Arthur Murray
follow in their father's footsteps.
The television program will be The Chrysler Corp., Monday,
Program,
Champagne Cup, Thurs8-8:30
p.m.,
starting
Sept.
11,
called The Don McNeill Shoiv and
day, 9:30-10 p.m., and the Dodge
Anta Show slated for Sunday,
is expected to start next October,
through McCann - Erickson, New
7:30-8 p.m.
York.
on ABC-TV
Wednesday nights.
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NBC
telestatus

Issues a Television Profile'
(Report 117)

1
TELEVISION costs, already lower
per thousand persons reached than
those of leading national magazines,
are continually declining as the TV
audience grows.
This is graphically depicted in
Television Profile, slick-covered brochure prepared by NBC's TV
Sales Planning and Research Dept.
"to provide advertisers and their
agencies with a convenient, up-todate report on the latest developments in a rapidly changing

The WDEL-TV audience
in the rich Wilmington,
Delaware market
In one year, WDEL-TV
has been phenomenally
successful in building its
audience in this wealthy
market, fifth in per
capita income. Set sales in
this area have jumped
more than 700%.
Consistent prosperity,
NBC network shows,
skillful local programming,
clear pictures assure
continuous audience growth.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER
Associates
Chicago San Francisco
New York
Los Angeles

age 8
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Comparing the cost — time and
medium."
talent — of a half-hour evening TV
programnected on
NBC's and25 that
interconTV stations
of a
black-and-white magazine page,
with 15% added for art and
mechanical cost, NBC states that
as of April 30, 1950, when the 25station network reached 4,073,100
homes, its cost per thousand viewers was $3.60 compared with $4.49
for Look, $5.25 for Cosmopolitan,
$5.25 for Saturday Evening Post,
$5.30 for
Life, $7.53and
for $8.56
Woman's
Home
Companion
for
American Home. By Oct. 31, 1950,
NBC estimates its 25-station TV
hookup will reach 5,055,000 homes
at a cost of $2.90 per thousand.
In a similar comparison of network television's cost per thousand
with that of leading newspapers in
the 25 cities, NBC reports an
average for the newspapers of
$3.68, compared with the NBC-TV
network cost of $3.60 as of April
30.
Circulationwise,
the brochure

points out, the 1 million TV sets in and 15.3% more than 25 hours.
The average viewers per set from
use as of Jan. 1, 1949, were more
6 to 11 p.m. was 1.14 men, 1.26
than the circulations of Glamour,
New Yorker or Fortune; on Jan. women, 0.94 children — a total average of 3.34 viewers per set.
1, 1950, TV's 3,950,000 circulation
was greater than that of American
Magazine, Cosmopolitan or Time,
Three Stations
and by July 1 of this year it will
reach 6,400,000, surpassing Life,
Issue New Rate Cards
Ladies Home Journal ,and Saturday
NEW RATE CARDS have been
Eveniyig Post.
announced by three television staLooking ahead, NBC predicts
tions — WBZ-TV Boston, WRGB
that the nation's TV homes will
(TV) Schenectady and WTVJ
total 8,600,000 by Jan. 1, 1951;
14 million by Jan. 1, 1952, ahead of (TV) Miami.
At WBZ-TV an hour of livethe circulations of the newspaper
studio Class A time (6-11 p.m.,
supplement magazines American
Mon-Fri., 12 N-ll p.m., Sat. and
Weekly and This Week; 20 million
by Jan. 1, 1953, and 24 million by Sun.) becomes $700 while an allfilm telecast in the same period
Jan. 1, 1954.
becomes $600 an hour. TwentyCites Survey
second and one-minute slide or
film announcements in Class A
The brochure also cites a survey
made for RCA by Elmo Roper & time become $125 on July 16 when
Staff in June and July 1949 in 33 the new rates are effective. Live
TV cities, which showed that TV
studio rehearsal charges also are
increased and will become $50 per
families are more prosperous; have
more consumer durables such as half-hour. Rate protection will be
washing machines, electric re- given to Jan. 15, 1951, to present
frigerators, telephones, autos and
clients providing no lapse in schedule occurs.
homes of their own; are younger
and are larger in size than non-TV
On July 1 new rates become
families, with the median number
effective at WRGB. A base hourly
of persons per family being 3.4 evening rate of $350 gross will
for TV families compared with 2.9
apply during Class A time (6-11
for non-TV families.
p.m.). Three-fourths of the base
The Roper study showed the rate will apply during Class B
median number of viewing hours
time (5-6 p.m., Mon.-Fri., 1-6 p.m.,
Sat. and Sun.). At all other times
per week per person as 14 hours,
24 minutes, with 6.6% viewing less half the base rate will apply. Base
than 3 hours, 25.9% viewing 3 to rate for one-minute announcements,
(Continued on Telecasting p. 13)
10 hours, 51.1% fromCity10 to 25 hours

Weekly Television Summary — June 26, 1950, telecasting survey
Number Sets
Number Sets
Outlets On Air
City
Outlets On Air
Louisville
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
27,400
Memphis
WMCT
11,200 Miami
Ames
WOl-TV
34,102
38,528
WTVJ
37,500
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
3,350 Milwaukee
172,820
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
114,664
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
14,200
95,650
Binghamton
200
Nashville
15,000
Birmingham WNBF-TV
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
81,800
New Haven
Bloomington WTTV
New
Orleans
WNHC-TV
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
390,762
WDSU-TV WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV,
WABD,
Buffalo WBTV
WBEN-TV
6,050 New York
27,771
WOR-TV, WPIX
98,082
Charlotte
WNBT
15,633
WATV
493,938
Newark
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
Incl. in N. Y. 1,360,000
estimate
Norfolk
130,000
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
. 234,796
19,634
WKY-TV KMTV
Omaha
71,000
Dallas,
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
WOW-TV,
Philadelphia
30,325
508,000
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
24,272
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WBAP-TV, WFAA-TV
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
KPHO-TV
10,800
Davenport
WOC-TVDavenport. Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
1 1 ,447 Portland, Ore. WDTV
887
108,000
Quad Cities Include
Providence
WHIO-TV, WLWD
67,000
Dayton
Detroit
WTVR
Richmond
WJAR-TV
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
247,000
62,162
WICU
Erie
Rochester
36,050
33,913
WHAM-TV
Ft.Dallas
WorthRock
Island
41,951
56,740
WBAP-TV, WFAA-TV, KRLD-TV
Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
SaltQuad
LakeCities
City Include
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Greensboro
34,410 San Antonio
WFMY-TV
KEYL-TV, WOAI-TV
16,900
12,479
Houston
San Diego
26,823
KLEE-TV
19,025
KFMB-TV
HuntingtonKGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
San
Francisco
Schenectady
Charleston
40,100
WRGB
13,340
WSAZ-TV
82,700
Indianapolis
Albany-Troy
WFBM-TV
60,289
47,500
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
10,500
Seattle
30,300
23,100
Johnstown
KING-TV
WJAC-TV
135,500
St. Louis
KSD-TV
Kalamazoo44,878
Battle Creek WKZO-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
27,376
Toledo
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
Syracuse
35,793
WSPD-TV
40,000
Tulsa
25,700
KOTV
48,518
WGAL-TV
Lansing
WKTV
Lancaster*
Utica-Rome
15,800
WJIM-TV
24,000
WTTG
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WOlC,
Washington
K LAC-TV. KNBH, KTLA, KTSL, KFI-TV
Los Angeles
136,600
563,466
36,532
Wilmington
KTTV, KECA-TV
WDEL-TV
Use
6,284,256
Total Markets on Air 62
* Lancaster and contiguous areas.
Stations on Air 105
Sets in
Editor's Note: Source of set estimates are based on data available from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
and
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
some
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
June 26, 1950
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RESULT

STORIES

are

at

Here's
know

piling

up

WGN-TV!

another

you

should

about:

A letter from an advertising agency states,
"You might be interested to know that
the first week's response of 598 pieces
followed by 623 on the second week is
the highest mail response reported by
any of the 28 stations currently carrying
. . . (program) . . .It exceeds the mail count
in cities such as New York and Los Angeles
both of whom currently have more television sets than Chicago.
WGN-TV certainly can take a bow on the strength of
its

showing

so

far."

Whatever your business .. .whether it's
cars or cigarettes, sewing machines or
soft drinks

. . . your

is WGN-TV,

station

Channel

9

for results

in Chicago.

®fje Chicago tribune {Eelebtsrion station
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COURT CAMERA
KSTP-TV at Murder Trial
TV BEAT has been scored by
KSTP-TV Minneapolis - St. Paul
with a 30-minute sound-film TV
news pickup of the Ruben Shetsky
murder trial at Glencoe, Minn.
Films were shown on a special edition of Telefoto News on KSTPTV and used later on a repeat
show.
Mr. Shetsky, who originally was
adjudged guilty of second degree
murder, was awarded a new trial
several months ago. Telephotographer Dick Hance later was per-

Mr. Hance goes into action with a
KSTP-TV film camera as the
drama of the Ruben Shetsky murder trial unfolds in Glencoe, Minn.
mitted by the judge to shoot films
of
Shetsky's
the Mr.
witness
stand. appearance on
Portions of Mr. Hance's film
work also were used by NBC-TV,
which had previously utilized his
Winnipeg floods TV film coverage
May 7 and 8 on the Camel Television Newsreel. Mr. Hance is
northwest representative for NBCTV news, and has covered two airplane crashes, the Bistrom brothers manhunt, and "Operation Haylift." Telefoto News is sponsored
on KSTP-TV by Cribben & Sexton
(Universal gas ranges) Tuesday,
at 6:55 p.m.

WRGB (TV) RELAY
FCC Denies Reinstatement
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.'s
WRGB (TV) Schenectady was
denied permission by FCC last
week to reinstate its private microwave relay to New York to pick up
baseball telecasts originated by
WPIX (TV) New York. The Commission cited GE's statement in
January that regular common carrier facilities are available. FCC
deleted the relay in February.
GE requested reinstatement of
the relay on grounds the cost of
common carrier facilities for single
station operation would be prohibitive, but FCC ruled a grant for this
reason would "undermine the purpose" behind its policy on intercity
TV relays [Broadcasting, Dec. 26,
1949]. FCC said it believed GE
had received ample time to amortize
its investment since the relay was
operated nearly 2Vz yeau and the
equipment before that had been
used for developmental work.
Page 10
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FULL

TV

COURSE

RCA Equips Music Col I eg
TV EQUIPMENT equalling th<;
PHILCO CORP. and its dealers will spend approximately
$25 **
million
amount used by many a commercial
A.
ST
Ir
GN
AI
MP
CA 1951 line of radios, TV sets, ranges, refrigerastation has been shipped by RCA
ILCO
PH
to
advertise
the company's
tors, freezers and air conditioners. Announcement was made by James
to the College of Music of Cincinnati for use in a four-year college
H. Carmine, Philco executive vice president, at a Monday news conference
in Atlantic City, where Philco inTV
course,
accordingdepartment.
to RCA's enIt
casting starts and color sets can
gineering products
troduced its new products to some
is
believed
the
Cincinnati
school is
be
sold,
Mr.
Balderston,
said.
6,000 dealers and distributors.
the first music educational instituTelevision will continue as a Eventually color television should
tion in the country to offer such a
be big business for Philco and the
other set makers, he opined, but he course leading to the degree of
major medium in Philco's advertising, Mr. Carmine said, with
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Radio
that there won't be many
Philco Television Playhouse re- added
Education, RCA said.
color
sets
sold
for
another
year
or
maining in its Sunday evening
more.
hour on NBC and the company also
The equipment is to be used in
TV studies which include a survey
retaining its local TV shows.
for beginners, TV production, staHe announced that Philco also
tion operation, newscasting, film
MARGE KERR
has "first refusal" on the Don
equipment operation, film producMcNeill TV program planned for
Heads Morris TV Section
tion, continuity writing, and the
the fall in addition to its sponsorMARGE KERR, N. W. Ayer &
legal
aspects of the TV -radio inship of the final 15 minutes of Mr.
Son, N. Y. timebuyer for six years,
dustry. Among items purchased are
McNeill's Breakfast Club on ABC's
studio camera chain, 16mm proradio network five mornings a has resigned to join William Morjector, film camera, microphones,
ris Agency Inc., New York, in a
week. Magazines, newspapers, bill- newly-created post as head of the booms, control room facilities, tranboards and direct mail also will
creative television program develscription turntables and rackbe used, Mr. Carmine said.
opment department.
mounted audio equipment. InstallaPhilco's 1951 TV line includes 34
Prior to joining N. W. Ayer, Miss
tion of equipment is expected to
models with 27 models listed for
Kerr was vice president and head
be ready for the college term beradio receivers.
of production for Tom Fizdale Inc.
ginning in September.
Orders totaling more than $100
million at factory level were booked
by Philco for delivery through
TV UPS FURNITURE SALES
September at the two-day distributor meeting preceding the dealer
'Greatest Boon' in History, NRFA Head Says
sessions, Mr. Carmine reported.
The current orders from the company's 1,200 distributors included
TELEVISION is "the greatest
done a "fantastic" sellorders for 343,000 TV sets, he said.
boon" to the furniture industry in tisinginghas
job for Admiral. He cited
William Balderston, Philco presi- its entire history, according to expenditure of $15 million for advertising this year, compared with
dent, told newsmen that with sales
Maurice Nee, president, National
of approximately $140 million for Retail Furniture Assn. He spoke $6 million in 1949.
at a round table news conference
the first half of 1950 his company
Value of TV advertising was
anticipates total sales for the year
stressed also by Clark Kelsey,
participated in by Ross D. Sirato reach the $300 million mark,
gusa, president, Admiral Corp.,
publicity director of the American
compared with $215 million for last on the opening day of the annual
Furniture Mart, who outlined reSummer Furniture Market in Chiyear. Sales of TV sets will account
action to Congoleum-Nairn's Garfor nearly 50% of this total, he
cago, June 19 to 29.
stated.
roway at Large on NBC-TV: "The
last year's
of Mr.
TV Nee
sets said
accounted
for 5%sales
of firm gets immediate next-day reSees Million Philcos
the retail furniture volume, "the
20,000 Buyers Attend
Pointing out that Philco has same percentage as dining room
manufactured and sold more than furniture in pre-war years. TeleAbout 20,000 buyers from all
vision stimulates the purchase of over the nation are attending the
400,000 TV sets so far this year,
sponse." which features radio and
Mr. Balderston estimated that the all other household goods," he said. market,
company will produce and sell more
Mr. Siragusa, reporting that TV receiver lines of Philco, RCA,
than a million video receivers be- Admiral business in the first half Bendix, Westinghouse, Sparton,
fore the year is over, out of an of 1950 has increased between 2%
King, Sentinel and Hallicraftestimated total of about six million
and 3 times over last year, said Air
ers. In addition, allied exhibitors
TV sets for the entire industry.
include
four showing radio
receiver prices are down "from
benches and stools, 10 showing
Answering questions about the $80 to $200, as of this morning.
Admiral's drastic reduction in radio furniture and 33 exhibiting
probable effect of the inauguration
radio and television furniture.
of color TV on the set sale situa- prices will force others to follow
tion, Mr. Balderston said he expects
Furniture again this year has
a continuing demand for blackbeen designed to make the living
Color
Prediction
and-white sets for some time to
room a viewing area with turncome, particularly if the standards
Predicting that color TV will
about sofas, chairs, tables, hasset by FCC call for a compatible
not be an actuality for 2% or 3
socks and lamps. Book cases are
color system.
suit."
built deeper to accommodate a TV
Admiral's president termed
Pressed for an estimate of the years,
set on the top, and one table
color
"a
great
thing
for
the
induscost of the first color receivers,
try when it happens. . . . We in shown has an open well which allows heat from the set to escape
he said the least expensive sets the industry think the TV freeze
without marring the table top.
in the color line might well be will end early in '51, although
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy says
priced at $350 to $400. These
Furniture for Howdy Doody
prices will decline with experience
fans features a small swivel chair
the
end
of
this
year,"
he
added.
and mass production, he said, but
The public, temporarily, has of plastic, a Roy Rogers chuck
he expressed the opinion that color
stopped buying sets at the rate of wagon, Hopalong Cassidy wallsets will always cost about 30%
paper and a Lone Ranger juvenile
production,
and theweeks
"peakagoseason
more than monochrome receivers.
of six or eight
has set.
If color standards are set this
about 35%," Mr. SiraComplete new TV lines are befall, as is expected, it will be at leveledgusaoff
said. He recommended puring shown by Admiral, Westingleast a year and perhaps 18 months
chase of advertising in direct
house
Sparton atmarts.
the furnior two years before color broadtureand
and merchandise
proportion to sales, saying adverse 26, 1950
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Caravan program, which requires
multiple switches during some
shows and part of which are handled
NBC,coordination
that customer-common bycarrier
and split
responsibility
now
exists.
indicated this is done underHe more
favorable conditions than would be
the case in general application and
said the matter is one of degree.
The AT&T witness agreed that
Western Union could train its personnel to handle the coordinated
operation successfully but believed
this would be "more difficult."

AT&T Doubts Prqcticqbi|ity
N
INTERCONNECTIO
ADDED doubts that interconnection of Western Union and American
ble" to achieve. Even though
Telephone and Telegraph Co. intercity TV relay facilities would be Western Union has modified its
proposal to put an operator on a
technically practical — let alone desirable — were expressed by Bell System
officials last week at further FCC hearings on the issue.
customer's premise where "in and
out" network facilities would be
Held before FCC Hearing Ex- ★
terminated, Mr. Cowan still saw
aminer Elizabeth C. Smith, the tern's new tariff which became
effective in March of this year, Mr.
further sessions ran Thursday
division of responsibility and problems of coordination as objectionthrough Friday and were principal- MacFarland said. He explained this
able features.
ly devoted to cross examination of was following FCC's order for
Western Union, which would
modification of the previous tariff
F. R. MacFarland, program service
furnish
only radio relay facilities,
to
require
temporary
interconnecmanager of AT&T's Long Lines
tion with TV relays of private
proposes to terminate its relay on
Dept., and Frank A. Cowan, engibroadcasters.
neering chief of the Long Lines
the customer's premise in all cases.
AT&T, on the other hand, which
Dept., who previously had testified
WJAR-TV to DuMont
Mr. Cowan cited technical problems
involved
in
interconnection
of
[Telecasting, June 12, April 24].
supplies both coaxial cable and raWJAR-TV
Providence last week
the terminal facilities of the Bell
dio relay facilities, terminates these
It was expected the hearing would
be recessed Friday until early July and Western Union facilities be- relays at a central office which it joined the DuMont Television Netat which time Western Union would
controls and brings service to the
work, bringing to 59 the number of
cause of their different functioningcustomer via a local loop. The stations currently affiliated with the
give its rebuttal evidence and testi- characteristics.
network. WJAR-TV also is affililatter system gives the common
mony on how it proposes to divide
There are "many operating probtariff revenues with AT&T should
ated with CBS-TV, ABC-TV and
lems that I know no solution for," carrier greater control and flexi- NBC-TV.
Station is licensed to
bility of operation, AT&T claims.
the Commission allow interconnecMr. Cowan said regarding interMr. Cowan conceded that in the Outlet Co., which also owns
tion.
connection, but he did not wish to
some cases such as the NBC Camel
At the conclusion of this further
WJAR (NBC) and WJAR-FM.
consider such would be "impossihearing it is proposed to recall
various broadcasters for additional
examination on their TV relay
needs and views on interconnecfor all TV Cameras
tion. Earlier they generally indicated interconnection would foster
rapid growth of TV, with certain
exceptions [Telecasting, May 8].
"
TV TRIPOD
Mr. MacFarland testified that
since September 1949 there has
(Pat. Pending)
been no need for allocation of service from New York to Philadelphia
and from the latter city to Washington. Five southward channels,
he said, provide one channel for
This tripod was engineered and deeach of the four TV networks on
signed expressly to meet all video
a monthly basis with one channel
camera requirements.
left over for occasional use.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
Channel Summaries
type design have been discarded to
Two channels northward are alachieve absolute balance, effortless
located, Mr. MacFarland said, and
service must be allocated first beoperation, super-smooth tilt and pan
tween Philadelphia and New York
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
because of allocated service from
efficiency.
the West. New radio relay facilities between New York and ChiBelow :
cago will relieve this situation when
they are put into effect late this
3 wheel portable dolly
summer, he said.
with balanced TV TriSummaries of network use of
the channels in March, April and
pod mounted.
May were presented by Mr. MacFarland, who testified the reports
showed the second northward channel actually was used on an average of less than one hour daily.
He concluded that even though another channel were added either
Complete 360° pan without ragged or
direction between New York and
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
Philadelphia there would be no
more usage than at present. Westanything but perfectly smooth pan and
.em Union's only existing TV radio
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
relay is between these cities.
Asked by Western Union counsel,
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
William E. Seward, if need for
into position desired by operator with no
extra channels there existed in June.
"play"
between pan handle and tripod
1948, Mr. MarFarland agreed this
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustwas so but explained the need was
proof, completely enclosed, never requires
met with added facilities in latter
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Built1949.
in spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
To further questioning, Mr.
handle.
MacFarland stated the Bell System
would have allowed interconnection
Write for further particulars
with Western Union at the time of
the need for extra channels but no
FRANK C. ZUCKER
request for interconnection ever
was made. AT&T policy against
interconnection with Western Un(7flm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (o.
1600 BROHDUIHy \ neiU SORKCITH
ion was made when the Bell SysTELECASTING
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FCC

Asks More

Data

On Promotion
PHONEVISION
FCC last week said it still was not convinced that Zenith Radio Corp.
did not over-promote its pay-as-you-see television system. Until further
information can be supplied, the FCC stated in a letter to Zenith's
president, Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr., the hold-up on Zenith's
request for an extension of the +.
date on which it was to have
that a serious question was raised
started Chicago tests on Phoneas to whether your actions have been
vision will continue [Telecasting,
consistent with the conditions imJune 5].
posed on your special temporary authorization, particularly condition 3
Specific information was lack- that Zenith avoid action or give iming, the Commission said, on
pression that Phonevision has been
or will be authorized on regular
Zenith's reported contingent credit
plan with manufacturers and its basis or that the authorization constitutes Commission approval of the
stand on encouraging installation
Phonevision or subscription televiof decoder outlets in the manusion principle. . . . The Commission
facture of TV receivers. Subsehas reviewed carefully your letter of
quently, FCC asked Zenith for de- June 2, 1950 . . . and it is of the
tailed explanations of agreements
opinion that your actions have not
with manufacturers and its future
been consistent with the condition
plans in connection with decoder
quoted. . . .
outlets.
Decoder Issue
Earlier this month, FCC had inIn reference to Comdr: Mcstructed Zenith to file a verified
Donald's assertion that his firm
statement on its Phonevision pro- suggested the manufacture of
motion after asserting that Comdr.
decoder outlets in TV sets to proMcDonald has solicited manutect the public, the FCC said:
facturers to start building Phone. . . (FCC) does not feel that the
vision decoder outlets and that situation in case of Phonevision is
advertisements have been run stat- comparable to the analogies you draw
as to the manufacture by you of twoing "Phonevision will soon be here."
band FM receivers and television reIn reply, Comdr. McDonald had
ceivers with turret tuners which you
written the FCC that Zenith's
state are capable of being readily
letter to manufacturers was
converted to receive UHF transmissions. In the latter two cases,
"marked confidential and not inthe new or changed service had
tended for publication." Letter's
actually been proposed or authorized
purpose,
said, was
suggest
by the Commission, while in the case
outlets be he
included
in TVto"receivers
of Phonevision not only has the Comnow so that if and when FCC
mission made no proposal but it
approves Phonevision, the public has indicated clearly . . . that serious
would be able to have the necessary
legal and policy questions remain to
be determined. . . .
decoding unit installed at "great
saving." He also denied that Zenith
Emphasizing that the Commission believes any proponent of a
had published "or approved" any
advertisements containing the
new radio service "can best serve
assertion "Phonevision will soon
the public" in the experimental
be here."
stage by "exercising restraint" in
FCC said:
publicizing the service and in advertising, selling or distributing
. . . The Commission's letter also
stated that the Commission believed
apparatus
to
used, FCC's
warned that beactions
to the letter
con-

Claims Low Cost Library
NEW television film distribution
plan, described by its originators
as the "cheapest cost per minute
program plan in the television
field," has been announced by
Sam Hayes Productions, Hollywood. Under the new plan, being
called "TV Film Thesaurus," stations may be provided with from
39 to 78 weeks of programming
under three different plans, ranging from 130 minutes to 240 minutes per week. Rates range from
75 cents to $1.75 per minute, based
on the number of TV receivers in
the market area.
Plan calls for cash credits to be
applied to future bookings after
service is used for a certain period,
two showings of films per week and
special rates for daytime or late
evening programming. The thesaurus comprises an entire library
of 3,600 reels of motion pictures
recently acquired from Hollywood
Film Enterprises Inc.
Page 12
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trary can lead to "substantial investment by the public in the
service." The Commission pointed
out it had expressly forbidden promotional activity in the Zenith case.

SEEING is believing underlies this lie
detector test telecast by KLAC-TV Los
Angeles to determine whether Al
Jcrvis (r), station's disc jockey, is
telling the truth in his commercials.
Applying test is Sgt. Oak Burger,
Los Angeles Police Crime Lab Technician. Mr. Jarvis, station says, came
out with "flying colors" as sincere
representative of his sponsor's product. Cook's Early American Wine.
LABOR

NETWORK

Urged by AFL Editor
A SUGGESTION that organized
labor in 50 large cities file applications with FCC looking toward
formation of a labor owned-andoperated television network was
advanced last week by an AFL
magazine editor.
"Labor can do a peach of a job
in the field of TV, just as it has
in radio in the . . . highly successful station, WCFL, in Chicago,
operated by the Chicago Federation of Labor, and the recently
established network of laborowned FM stations," according to
Bernard Tassler, who identified
himself as managing editor of an
AFL publication called the American Federationist.
Mr. Tassler announced he would
try to enlist the suport of M. S.
Novik, radio consultant, who has
been active in formation of labor
FM stations. He said he hopes
that the AFL and CIO would
adopt resolutions along that line
at their national conventions.

ill
Realty HOUS
Firm E'
Sponsors Program on WWJ-TV
11 SELL YOUR
SELLING homes through television, pointed up by three factors —
appealing entertainment, a desirable product, and effective, straightforward commercials — is going
over in a big way for the C. Bruton
Realty Co., Detroit, on its WWJTV Detroit program, The George
Scotti Show.
With George Scotti, pantomimist and pianist, as star, the
quarter-hour program is built for
general audience appeal. Commercials present a live situation, coordinated with flip cards displaying
new and used homes and interiors.
Although home-buying is done
with more care and caution than

buying smaller consumer goods, C.
Bruton reports the immediate response has proved astounding. So
many calls came in after the first
two shows, Mr. Bruton stated, that
the firm had to increase its phone
lines.
The campaign, stressing the
theme, "I'll sell your house through
television," was prepared for
Bruton Co. by Rex Advertising Co.,
Detroit.
Instrumental in putting The
George Scotti Show on the air were
Gabriel Dype, WWJ-TV sales;
Jack Trustman, Rex Advertising
Co.; Mr. Scotti and C. Bruton,
head of the real estate firm.

June 26, 1950

VIEW COLOR
NAB Directors See Test
NAB directors took a look at colo
television Tuesday noon, opening 1
day of the summer board meeting
in Washington. They were luncheon
guests of RCA at the Wardman
Park Hotel.
Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington vice president and for many
years an NAB director, escorted
the board members through the
WNBW (TV) Wardman Park
studios and control room during
production of a color program. Afterward they watched a color program on black-and-white and single-tube color receivers in the NBC
Trans-Lux Bldg. studios.
Many of the directors had their
first look at color TV. They asked
many questions about the RCA
system. The program was observed
on a 14-inch screen with 117,000
color dots. RCA engineers explained that new tubes would have
double the number of dots, with
fidelity.
greatly improved definition and
TV

TRAINING
School Uses Closed Circuit
THE ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE, Detroit television, electronics and radio engineering
school, has announced inauguration
of weekly half-hour closed circuit
television programs for the purpose of familiarizing advanced engineering students with actual
operating technique.
According to Dr. J. W. Head,
president of the school, the new
program utilizes
school's
new
television
studio the
which
includes
three cameras, the programs being
fed by coaxial cable to 10 monitor
outlets throughout the school. Studio equipment includes three DuMont image orthicon cameras complete with electronic view finders,
and an RCA monoscope camera for
test pattern. Advanced engineering students at the school, directed
by H. W. Reinhold, television engineering instructor, also have constructed some equipment.
Included in the equipment is a
distribution amplifier designed by
Mr. Reinhold and constructed by
the students which supplies composite TV and
signals,
RMA driving
"sync"
horizontal
vertical
pulses, linearity pattern, etc., to
the students' work benches in the
engineering lab. These signals, the
school stated, are used for engineering projects and problems.
Retained by TOA
THEATRE OWNERS of America
has retained the Washington consulting engineering firm of Jansky
& Bailey to assist in the preparation for the expected forthcoming
theatre television hearing before
FCC. Gael Sullivan, TOA executive
director, stated Jansky & Bailey
will work in cooperation with the
association's theatre television committee and Marcus Cohn, TOA television counsel. FCC has set no
date for the hearing.
BROADCASTING
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Telestatus
(Continued from Telecasting p. 8)
participations and 20-second station breaks will be $60 for live or
film. An additional charge of $10
per announcement will be made on
live announcements requiring special production. Current advertisers
will be protected through Dec. 31.
Also on July 1 new rates become effective at WTVJ. A onetime hour in Class A time (6-11
p.m., Mon.-Sat., all day Sun.) becomes $300. In Class B time (all
other times) the basic hourly rate
will be $225. These rates are for
film programs only. Spots, either
film or slide, in Class A time become $50 on a one-time basis.
Class B spots start at $38. Rate
protection will be given current
advertisers through Jan. 1, 1951.
Advertest Surveys
Variety Programs
MILTON BERLE'S Texaco Star
Theatre was the most widely remembered and viewed television
variety program in the New York
area during April, according to a
report released last week by Advertest Research.
Information is based on 816
personal interviews in New YorkNew Jersey television homes and
covers television variety programs.
Projecting the sample to the
entire number of TV homes in the
area, Advertest reports that Texaco Star Theatre was viewed regularly in 921,300 New York area
homes in April. Of these viewers,
a slight majority were in homes
with yearly income of over $5,000.
When respondents were asked to
name the TV variety program
which they considered the family
favorite, 25.9% named Texaco
Star Theatre; 14.3%, Show of
Shows, and 12.6%, Toast of the
Town.
Of the two variety shows presented on film — Alan Young and
Ed Wynn programs — a majority of
respondents said they did not recognize the programs as being on
film.
In a question on the content of
commercials on favorite variety
and dramatic programs, 15.3% of
the respondents could adequately
describe variety program commercials but not -dramatic program
commercials, Advertest reports.
Only 9.7% could describe dramatic
program commercials but not variety program commercials.
A majority (81%) of respondents said they liked hour-long
variety programs best.
TV

Has Little Effect

On Newspaper

Circulation

TELEVISION has exerted "negligible" impact on newspaper and
magazine circulation, according to
a research study prepared by
Owen & Chappell, New York advertising agency. The study compared newspaper and magazine
Page 67
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circulation in three big television
markets, New York, Philadelphia
and Los Angeles, and in three of
the largest non-television cities,
Portland, Ore., Denver and Des
Moines.
Owen & Chappell found that
"over-all the impact of television
(on newspaper circulation) is indicated as being negfigible" and
that "there is no evidence that
television has played any kind of
a part in shaping magazine total
circulation trends."
^f. ^:
Canadian Set Sales
Reach 13,500
SALES OF TV receivers in Canadian border areas continue to
boom. By latest official count
13,500 Canadians had bought TV
receivers at an average cost of
$400. There are no TV stations
in Canada as yet, but viewers in
southern Ontario, where most sets
are sold, receive U. S. stations in
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Erie,
Cleveland, Toledo and Detroit. In
the Vancouver area, Canadians
can receive KING-TV Seattle.
There are now 13 companies
making TV sets in Canada, with
production in the first four months
of 1950 set at 5,300 sets. Planned
production for the year is 31,000
sets. Receivers are now 90% Canadian content. Canadian General
Electric is reportedly producing
cathode ray tubes at the rate of
4,000 a month, with about half the
output going to the United States.
Summer

that the pattern is similar in all
other major TV markets on the
cable.
June ARB Reports
For N. Y. and Chicago
LATEST report on televiewing in
New York and Chicago released
last week by American Research
Bureau
showed
Milton
Berle's
Texaco Star
Theatre
to be
the
leading program during the check
week of June 1 to 8.
Top 10 programs in the two
cities were shown as follows :
NEW YORK
1. Star Theatre
6.1.2
2. Toast of Town
52.7
3.
Godfrey
Friends
42.1
4. Talent Scouts
41.3
5. Philco Playhouse
32.9
6. Jack Carter Show
31.3
7. Ford Theatre
30.3
8. Man Against Crime
28.6
9. Suspense
27.9
10. Silver Theatre
27.5
CHICAGO
1. Star Theatre
51.7
2. Godfrey Friends
47.8
3. Toast of Town
45.9
4. Talent Scouts
38.2
5. Man Against Crime
37.0
6. Jack Carter Show
36.0
7. Ford Theatre
33.2
8. Stop the Music
32.7
9. Garroway at Large
30.5
10. Original Amateur Hour
29.9
Nielsen Rates
May Programs
LEADING television program
during first two weeks of May
was Texaco Star Theatre, according to report released last week
by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Rank order in terms of audience
delivered and program popularity

as reported by Nielsen follows:
AUDIENCE DELIVERED
Number of TV Homes Reached In Total U. S.
Homes
Rank
Program
(000)
1. Texaco Star Theatre
3,428
2. Toast of the Town
2,172
3. Arthur Godfrey & Friends 2,066
4. Philco TV Playhouse 2,066
Godfrey'sKaneTalent
Scouts
1,945
6.5. Martin
— Private
Eye
1,913
7. Stop the Music (Lorillard) 1,719
8. Lone Ranger
1,664
9. Fireside Theatre
1,647
10. Lights Out
1,624
PROGRAM POPULARITY
Cities Reached In Program
Per Cent of TV Homes
Rank
Program
(%)
1. Texaco Star Theatre
69.4
2.
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
55.0
3. Toast
of the
Town
48.6
4. Hopalong Cassidy (General Foods) 43.7
5. Stop the Music (Lorillard) 42.1
6. Fireside Theatre
42.1
7. Godfrey & Friends
41.5
8. Philco TV Playhouse
40.5
9. Martin Kane — Private Eye
40.3
10. Lights Out
40.3
PUBLIC SERVICE
TBA

Queries TV Stations

TO AID public service organizations in the preparation of TV
material and video broadcasters in
getting only material that they can
and will use, the public service
programming committee of Television Broadcasting Assn. has prepared a questionnaire. It covers
the technical and programming
specifications of all operating stations, to whom it was sent last
week.
TBA anticipates 100% response
and it will publish the results.

Affects

nothing but smiles
Chicago Televiewing
under our umbrella!
JUNE viewing is as high as that
in May for late evening movies
and Sunday shows, despite other
changes reflecting summer audience patterns, according to a study
made by Jay & Graham, Chicago,
publisher of Videodex ratings.
Contrasting the top 10 Videodex shows for June and May, the
firm discovered that the number of
tuned-in sets dropped as much as
20%. Popular early-evening network telecasts "had a very significant decrease in audience," with
drama programs suffering most
and variety the least, the report
shows.
Popular Shows
Among the most-popular features reaching less homes in June
were Philco Playhouse, Silver Theatre, Studio One, Kraft Television
Theatre, Fireside Theatre, The
Goldbergs, Mama and Martin
Kane. Movies, however, appeared
to hold audiences, especially if the
films were top-flight, because they
generally are programmed later
in the evening, the report shows.
A survey of Chicago viewing
found that only one motion picture
lost its audience this month, and
it was telecast at 8 p.m. Although the initial results of the
viewing study were garnered from
diaries submitted in the Chicago
area only, Jay & Graham reports
June 26, 1950
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You Get the Sponsors
—We'll
TV's

Do the Work

TOP

ROUNDUP

ACME

TELEPHOTO

reel

; caree
isiontelev
VOCATI
ision; telev
isionr,.
televON,
hobby,
That's how Gordon Levoy,
head of General Television Enterprises, Hollywood, divides his time
at present.
And, if success is to be measured
in monetary terms, as one who has
achieved the distinction of regaining the total cost of a television
production within a year, he would
seem to be putting to good use the
some 24 hours involved in these

takes

A contribution from Canada
Gordon Westrieh Levoy was borr
in 1904 in Montreal. The Westricr
was his mother's contribution — hei
maiden name. Following earl.,
schooling in that city he proceeded
to
up degrees
for himself
B.A.line
in Liberal
Arts from
McGill —U.a
in 1925 where he studied undei
Stephen Leacock; M.A. the following year from the same school;
Bachelor of Economics from Montreal Economics Schools; Sc.D.
from Science Research Institute of
Canada; LL.B. from the U. of
Southern California in 1929. The
latter degree resulted when he
changed his original plan of becoming ateacher of economics and
decided to go into law.
Following completion of his
degree in 1929 he opened law offices
in Hollywood. Gravitating towards
the entertainment industry, he
helped organize several motion picture firms, one of which was Re
public in 1935. During these years
through various contacts he grew
familiar with the radio and motion
picture industries, the combination
of which made him ready for his
plunge into television in 1949.
Besides his television activities
which keep him traveling from
coast to coast, Gordon still finds
time
to function as a motion picture
attorney.

pursuits.
Gordon not only gained back his
original investment in this case, but
Fast-moving, 5-minute daily show
made television history by also
giving complete visual resume of
showing a profit. This was acTODAY'S Big
League Completely
games — on
complished when CBS purchased
television
TODAY!
U. S. television rights to his series
produced by local Acme bureau —
of 52 quarter-hour Strange Adready to go on the air, with sponventure television film series in a
Mr. LEVOY
sor's art and copy included.
four-year contract with 10-year
options.
enterprises will, however, await
He originally had put out $290,000 for the series, with Procter & a sponsor, Gordon says.
He feels that gradually television
Gamble paying him $91,000 after
packages will assume some
the first run showings. CBS paid film
The Gordon Levoys, she is the
sort of dramatic form, as happened
$225,000 outright for rights.
former
Edith Cole, were married
in
the
development
of
motion
picFurthermore, GTE will share in the
tures. With such varied formats
in 1936. They make their home in
profits once CBS regains its out- as can be offered in this form, every
Beverly Hills with the alliterate
lay in telecasting films.
of Larry, 12; Linda, 8; and
type of audience can be reached, he trio
Formation of General Television
Lola, 4.
believes.
Enterprises in January 1949 was
one of the first positive steps taken
in the direction of TV by Gordon
In National Economy
Levoy, who had been studying television "disinterestedly" for 20 TV TOPS MOVIES
Says Hodgson
years, and "interestedly" for three
or four years. Firm originally was
IN
THE
four
postwar
years
that
represent
nearly
the entire life-span
established for the distribution of
of television, this young industry has attained a place of greater importelevision film, to act as liaison
tance in the national economy than that of the long-established film
between producers, sponsors and
industry. So stated Richard Hodgson, director of technical operations,
networks.
TV division, Paramount Pictures
Becomes Producer
Corp., at a meeting of the Allied
to black-and-white reception. He
SPOT
PICTURES—
Day's
best
action, star players; hot off
Theatre Owners of New Jersey in noted that the Paramount system
A
few
months
after
its
establishthe wires of Acme Telephoto!
Atlantic City June 16.
of theatre TV is convertible to
ment, however, Gordon found himself in the role of producer when
A daily show with top viewer and
"The total investment to date
color.
Procter & Gamble contracted him to
sponsor appeal. See it now while
Cost of the Paramount and other
in
the
television
industry,"
Mr.
baseball is hot. Write today!
supply a series of TV programs.
theatre TV systems runs to $25,000
Hodgson
stated,
"is
estimated
at
*
★
*
Finding no material that he conper unit for large theatres seating
$3,500 million— including stations,
sidered suitable, he devised the pro- receivers, transmitting facilities
Other timely, top-interest troumore
than 2,000 people at today's
grams themselves, and sub-conble-free Acme Telephoto TV
prices, with the possibility that this
and manufacturing plants — with
tracted them out to film producers, the
shows available on NEWS.
may come down to perhaps $10,000
rate-of -investment curve
whom he assisted in their producWEATHER, WOMEN. Also 20steadily upward. This compares
in a few years when mass production. First series of 13 dramatic
tion methods are used. For smaller
with a capital investment figure
second and 1-minute advertising
plays
were
produced
for
GTE
by
for the film industry in this houses, the price would of course
SPOTS with latest news and picTeleplay; second 13 by Ace Protures. Ask about our 15-minute
be lowrer, he said. For local origiductions; last 26 by Pyramid Pro- country of $2,280 million."
News- Sports- Weather package.
nations, the theatre owner will
Mr. Hodgson noted that the
ductions Inc. Films ran for P&G
have to spend about $50,000 more
All avoilable on 35 mm. filmstrip
on 24 NBC television stations last American public's investment in for
remote pickup equipment, Mr.
slides, balop cards or prints; with
TV sets alone is greater than the
year as half-hour Fireside Theatre
typed script. Send coupon for details
Hodgson said.
total national investment in theatre
In conclusion, Mr. Hodgson warned
programs.
Believing that television films properties, adding that "the potenthat "the theatre industry must put
Please
send
details
on AcmeforTelephoto's
Baseball
SCOREBOARD
TV. ~\ should be merchandised like motion
tial audience served by the two
I am also
interested
in:
its best foot forward in its case before
t I NEWS □weather CD spots
pictures, Gordon had sold only first entertainment forces is now almost
the
FCC this year. It can expect wellrun rights to P&G; 30 days the same, comparing 12 million
I— I WOMEN Q15-MIN. PACKAGE
organized opposition from the common
following
their
first
run,
film
rights
carriers
to any request for allocation
theatre
seats
in
19,000
theatres
havName .
reverted back to him. Since then
of radio frequencies which will permit
ing a potential turnover of 2%
he has sold films under the name of per day with a 25 million potential
the theatre industry independent acFirm . .
tion in the distribution of its theatre
Strange Adventure throughout the home television audience."
television programs. Some of the
Address
country on second run as well as
Pointing out that "theatres have
extravagant and premature claims for
first run basis. They are currently
theatre television that have been made
an opportunity to lead the broadon 29 TV stations on both bases.
ACME TELECTRONIX
casting industry in the presentaby representatives
the theatre
inFuture plans for GTE include
dustry itself have ofalready
alienated
Division of NEA Service, Inc.
tion
of
color
television programs,"
making of more television films
Mr. Hodgson urged the theatre
some
of
the
groups
which
might
have
7200 West 3rd St. Cleveland 13, O.
with dramatic format. Any such men not to adopt a system limited
been counted on for support."
June 26, 1950
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SUTHERLAND PRODUCTIONS, Los Angeles, planning 13
half-hour TV films based on Mark
Twain's "Adventures of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn." Filming to start late this month. Richard Sokolore is associate producer
and True Boardman, writer. . . .
Seven TV stations have bought or
leased Tressel Television Productions, Chicago, Projectall. They are
WBNS-TV and WTVN(TV) Co; lumbus, WSYR-TV Syracuse,
i WTTV(TV) Bloomington, WICU
(TV) Erie, WLAV-TV Grand Rapids and WSPD-TV Toledo.
Franklin Television Productions,
Hollywood, currently producing
third of series of 52 Western films
for TV. Based on their newly created character Buffalo Bill Jr., first
three films are "Border Ambush," "Western Law" and "Shooting of Jim Dawson." John Jay
Franklin is producer and Robert
Tansey, director. . . . Kling Studios,
Chicago, completing 54 TV commercials for 12 clients, included are
Swift & Co., Oscar Mayer, Glidden
Paint Co., Consolidated Royal
Chemical Co., Hollywood Candy Co.,
Procter and Gamble and others.
For showing on weekly Request
Theatre, KT TV (TV) Hollywood has
purchased full-length feature film,
"Hollywood Barn Dance," from
Hollywood Television Distributing
Co. . . . Production of 52 half -hour
TV films based on "The Three Musketeers," started by Wally Kline
Enterprises, Hollywood, at Nassour
Studios. . . . Two new markets have
purchased INS-Telenews weekly review, WFMY-TV Greensboro, starting June 25 and WKY-TV Oklahoma City. WKY-TV under sponsorship of Consider H. Willett Furniture Co., Louisville. Agency:
Griswold-Eshlemann, Cleveland.
Gale Dorothea Mechanisms, Jackson Heights, L. I., N. Y., has prepared film "How To Attract Attention . . . through Animation" to
help executives interested in visual
and sound presentation, for display
and sales promotion, see vast range
of devices and motions available for
animation. Film is available for
group viewing by writing maker.
Hollywood Television Film Distributing Co., 7324 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, has filed papers
to incorporate, naming Jack
Schwarz, film producer, as president and Seymour Fisher as vice
president and general sales manager. Current plans call for creation of 12 regional exchanges in
major TV markets. Firm aims to
provide central distribution for independent producers who have features available for television use.
. . . KSD-TV St. Louis, has installed
lab for rapid development of films
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of spot news events, in Post-Disyatch building. Installation provides St. Louis viewers chance to
see films of local news events same
day they occur.
Harry Lehman, president of CineTel, Hollywood, has been signed by
Adjutant General's Office to produce three 30-minute documentary
films for TV on summer encampments of California National
Guard. Firm recently completed
20-minute film "Principles of Food
Sanitation," for City Health Department, Los Angeles.
Century Television Productions,
subsidiary of Simmel-Meservey Co.,
Beverly Hills, Calif., has started
shooting first of series "Wild Bill
Elliott Show." Film to be ready for
fall showing. Simmel-Meservey,
educational film producer, also
preparing series of six five-minute
films on meal preparation, in collaboration with American Gas
Assn. Film aimed for teen-age
homemaking students.
Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, has announced recent TV
commercial productions for 13 organizations, including Carter Carburetor Corp., St. Louis, four
12-second station breaks, agency,
Oakleigh R. French & Assoc.;
Northome Furniture Industry Inc.,
Dubuque, Iowa, 13 46-second spots
on Flexsteel furniture, agency,
Paul Winking, Chicago; Frigidaire
Div. General Motors Corp., Detroit, 6 46-second and 6 20-second
spots featuring home appliances,
agency, Foote, Cone & Belding,
Detroit; Seiberling Rubber Co.,
Akron, 13 46-second spots featuring tires, tubes, etc., agency,
Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland. In addition to producing TV
films, Alexander distributes most
of these campaigns for manufacturer.

SET SALES, SERVICE
TBA Hears Jackson's Views
AT A SPECIAL session of Television Broadcasters Assn. held last
Tuesday in New York, representatives of New York television stations heard an address by Hugh R.
Jackson, president of the Better
Business Bureau of New York, outlining a campaign to standardize
advertising practices for the sale
and servicing of television receivers
in the metropolitan area.
Present at the session were : William Hedges, NBC; Clarence Worden, CBS; Robert Morris, ABC;
Norman Drescher, DuMont; Otis
Freeman, WPIX, Cy Samuelson,
WOR-TV, and Will Baltin, executive-secretary ofTBA.

ALEXANDER

FILM CO.

SARRA,

INC.

(producers of short-length
films since 1919)

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

5.DOD TOP-QUALITY COMMERCIALS
LOW-COST RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE PRODUCTION FACILITIES
FOR ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
COMMERCIALS

MOTION PICTURES
SOUND SLIDE FILMS
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

WIRE OR WRITE
COLORADO SPRINGS

HOLLYWOOD

ATLAS FILM CORPORATION

SILENT FILMS SOUNDED
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We co-operate with all or any studio.
WRITE US
SYNCRO TAPE & FILM SYSTEMS
489 Fifth Ave. New York
MUSIC - NARRATION - EFFECTS

ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
of
1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:

AUSTIN 7-S620

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS)
Available for television
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, 1!
Save Money!
Save Time!
Low Cost
High Powered
FILM COMMERCIALS
"Finest in Film Since 1937"
FASTLABORATORY
72 HR. SERVICEl
WALNUT 2164 .
FILM ASSOCIATES, INC.
440 E. Schantz Ave. Dayton 9, Ohio
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GRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL
SPOTS
FOR TELEVISION
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
NEW YORK
PLAZA 3-1531

RKO PATHE, INC.
625 MADISON

AVE.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
plaza s-seoo

TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
TV AllSPOTS-PROGRAMS
Production Steps
In One Organization
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-7205
TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
FILM AND
SPOTS
20-flICONI
1 MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
STERLING 4650
TELE-TIME
"Your Official
Television
PRODUCED
BY Time''
TELETIME,
INC.
342 MADISON AVE.,
NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK
VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
—FROM SCRIPT TO
FINISHED PRINT
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
51D W. 57TH STREET. N. Y. C.
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES
41 E. 50TH ST., NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL B-1162
BROADCASTING - TELECASTING
FILM & PRODUCTION
DIRECTORY
IS PRINTED THE
LAST ISSUE OF
EACH MONTH
GUARANTEED PAID CIRCULATION
EXCEEDS 15.000
TELECASTING
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tower

farther

Installation of this early
NBC television antenna was a job
for daring steeplejacks!

No. 6 in a series outlining high
points in television history
Photos from the historical collection of RCA

• Dwarfed ant-small by their height above Manhattan's sheets,
skilled and daring workmen— in 1931— offered New Yorkers a sight
just about as exciting as the high-wire act at a circus . . . but much
more significant.
Task of these men, as they clambered about atop the tower of
the Empire State Building— 1250 feet in the air— was to install an
antenna for experimental telecasts from NBC's first television station. "Why did it have to be so high?" was a question on thousands
of watchers' lips.
As might have been expected, with television an unfamiliar art,
the average layman thought of it in relation to radio broadcasts,
whose waves he knew could circle the globe. That telecasts were
fundamentally limited by the circle of the horizon was little known.
The need to go high in order to increase this circle was realized
only by scientists, engineers, and technicians.

A familiar
on the New
in
1938 — is sight
the successor
to theYorkone skyline,
erected NBC's
in 1931.television antenna — installec

With its antenna installed, this first NBC experimental televisior
station was able to transmit pictures a distance of about 42 miles [
and farther under highly favorable conditions. Beceivers dottec
around the New York area picked up the first telecasts, providing
encouraging and instructive inf ormation to be correlated by RCA !
scientists.

Facts gathered in this period included new data on the behavioit ,
of very short waves, as well as how to handle them. New knowledge. !
about interference was learned, including: that most of it was manmade and could be eliminated. Even more important, the earlv test

telecasts proved that BCA's scientists had surmounted the difficulties attendant on taking apparatus out of the laboratory . . . and intc t
its sphere of public use !
i;
Other studies undertaken at the time included basic work on the
"definition" most suitable for regular commercial telecasts. Definition as coarse as 60-lines was used in very early days. Then came
341-line, and 441, until today's standard of 525-line definition waj
finally adopted.
That we may now see sharp, clear pictures on the screens of oui
home television receivers is in good part the result of experimental
work conducted by BCA scientists, and carried out by NBC engineers from their first station in the Empire State Building. A share
should also be credited to the steeplejacks who climbed to dizz\
heights so that you could see farther!
Steeplejacks
work York.
on NBC's present television antenna— 1250 feet above
the
sidewalks at
of New

merica
TELEVISION

GOP on The Ball
A POLITICAL party has
brought its platform into
baseball broadcasting in California and the move, believed
to be for the first time, has
already paid off, according to
John Willis, promotion manager of KTMS Santa Barbara, Calif. The Santa Barbara Republican Central
Committee is one of the coop sponsors of the Santa
Barbara Dodgers, California
League, broadcasts. In the
recent primary, notes Mr.
Willis, Republican Gov. Earl
Warren and Lt. Gov. Knight
carried both Democratic and
Republican tickets in the
area.
MARQUETTE U.
Radio-TV Institute Set
HIGHLIGHTED by a discussion of
radio and television from the viewpoint of the producer, public and
educator, second annual radio and
television institute at Marquette
U., will be held in Milwaukee July
11-13.
Scheduled as a special feature of
the summer session at Marquette,
;the institute will be conducted
Binder the direction of Dr. Ella C.
iClark, president of the Milwaukee
County Radio Council; Joseph
Staudacher, director of Marquette
jU. Radio Workshop, and Rev. Alpan S. Dachauer, S. J. Panel composed of representatives of the
Iffour major networks will discuss
national network programs. Managers of Milwaukee stations will
1meet
during
institute
ver problems the
of local
shows.to talk
Farm News Reports
FARM market news reports are
broadcast regularly by more than
half the stations in the populous
Northeast, according to the U. S.
(Dept. of Agriculture. The department's Production and Marketing
Administration reports that 58%
of the stations replying to a recent
survey carry one or more reports
on agricultural commodity markets
^primarily for the benefit of farm
l-listeners.

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 1U)
tising winning over the text book.
Charles spent five years with
Brooke, Smith & French Inc., inching slowly forward to junior account executive for such clients as
Florist's Telegraph Delivery Assn.,
Timken Heating and Bendix Home
Washer.
Progress was slow, he recalls,
so he decided to pursue the freelance route along which he organized and directed five half-hour
shows and 20 daily spots for Sam's
Inc. over CKLW Windsor-Detroit
— about the biggest chunk of retail
radio in Detroit at that time.
During this period he returned
to teaching — this time, advertising,
sales promotion and personnel
training — as special instructor at
Wayne U., Detroit. In 1939 he
married the former Eleanor Steinberg, a schoolteacher herself.
With the advent of World War
II Charles enlisted and was assigned to Army ordnance. He entrusted his advertising clients to
W. B. Doner, partner of Fink &
Doner, Detroit agency. Upon discharge Charles returned to find
Mr. Doner's partner leaving for
the West Coast. He teamed up with
the Doner firm in 1943 and two
years later was named executive
vice president.
Charles' favorite hobby is addressing advertising clubs on the
problem of setting up standards
for the advertising profession comparable to qualifications required
for other professions.
The Rosens have two boys —
Bobby, 4, and Donny, 3 — both of
whom like to chant competitive
commercials at their father around
the dinner-table.
KERB DEDICATED
New Texas Station On Air

BARBECUE and a two-hour program highlighted formal dedication
ceremonies June 15 for KERB
Kermit, Tex., new 1 kw daytimeonly outlet on 600
kc. Station is licensed to Kermit
Broadcasting Co.,
with George H.
Cook, hotel owner,
as owner and
Leroy Bremmer,
LIBEL
and
general manager.
Cost of station
construction was
SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
placed at $65,000.
Mr. Bremmer
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
Congratulations
INSURANCE
from state officials and from Rep.
For the wise Broadcaster
Ken Regan (D-Tex.) in Congress
OUR UNIQUE POLICY
wefe received by the station which
provides adequate protection.
took the air June 8. Between 150
Surprisingly Inexpensive
and 200 people visited its studios at
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
107 S. Mulberry St. Station plans
For details'write
& quotations
to
stressshows.
news, Staff
sports includes,
and "live"in
studio
Employers
addition to Mr. Bremmer, who
Reinsurance
helped build KRSC-TV Seattle and
WHK Cleveland, Clarence Games,
Corporation
commercial manager; Charles Van
Insurance Exchange BIdg.,
Gundy, program director; and Don
Kansas City, Missouri
Bassman and John Rosenberger,
announcer-engineers.
BROADCASTING
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There
Right

where
Joe

it Was

in The

I sit

Marsh

—

Middle!

Easy Roberts mowed his lawn early
last Saturday. Then

he sat on the

porch, and watched Handy
cutting his grass.

Peterson

The Roberts' property and the
Peterson's border each other — with
no hedge or fence between them. So,
when Easy notices Handy had left
a strip unmowed along the boundary,
he walks over and asks why.

"That's your land"

says Handy.

"_Mine ends here. See, it lines up with
that oak tree across the road!" Easy
didn't think so, so they went up and
down looking for the surveyor's marker.
Where did they find it? Right in the
middle of their "no man's land"!
Well, they both grin and take turns
finishing the job and then retreat to
Easy's for a friendly glass of beer together. From where I sit, a little
searching around for the truth of the
matter often shows that the other
fellow is as much right as you are — at
which point the whole thing doesn't
seem as important anyway.

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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New Tailoring Promised
$1,500

inventory
at

a

cost

of

abolished
$4.46!

With more than 700 vacuum tubes needed by industry, a tube distributor would find profits consumed by 100% inventories. But by
ordering tubes as needed via Air Express, he holds stocks to 25%.
Example: Orders §1,500 tube at 9 a.m. from supplier 900 miles away.
Delivered to customer 6 p.m. same day. 16 lbs.: cost, §4.46.

Remember, $4.46 included speedy
pick-up and delivery service, too.
More protection, because you get
a receipt for every shipment. Air
Express is the world's fastest shipping service.

Your Air Express shipments go by
the Scheduled Airlines direct to
1300 airport cities; fastest air-rail
for 22,000 off-airline offices. Shipkeep moving with 'roundthe-clockmentsservice.

Facts on low Air Express rates
19 lbs. of machine parts goes 600 miles for S3. 54.
9-lb. carton of new styles goes 1400 miles for $ 3.99.
(Every kind of business finds Air Express pays.)
Air Express gives you all these advantages: Special pick-up and delivery at no extra cost. You get a receipt for every shipment and
delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One-carrier responsibility. Assured protection, too — valuation coverage up to $50
without extra charge. Practically no limitation on size or weight.
For fast shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway
Express Agency. And specify "Air Express delivery" on orders.

-

7WE%£ ff#5T-

Rates include pick-up and delivery door
to door in all principal towns and cities

AIR EXPRESS, A SERVICE OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY AND THE

SCHEDULED
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SENATE-APPROVED bill involving certain changes in operation of the Joint Recording Facility
on Capitol Hill will be altered substantial y to resolve objections of
Congressional radio correspondents
before it meets with approval of
the House leadership, it was learned
authoritatively last week.
One provision slated for deletion,
it was reported, is that governing
Administrator
Robert arrangements
Coar's jurisdiction over making
for "time for radio broadcasts of
such recordings" involving interviews with Congressional members.
This section had evoked protests
from members of the Radio Correspondents Assn.
Other provisions, which originnally were contained in the House
legislation passed last August but
revised by the Senate, reportedly
were slated to be altered. One
involves return of the facility to
supervision of the House Clerk
and Senate Secretary as urged
by the House, and another to apply
the word "supplemental" to use
of the public address system.
The controversial bill is pending
before the House Speaker, Sam
Rayburn (D-Tex.), who is credited
largely with drawing up the House
version. It passed the Senate
earlier this month at the urging
of Senate Majority Leader Scott
Lucas12]. (D-Ill.) [Broadcasting,
June
The measure has drawn the
criticism of NAB, which set up
a "vigilante" committee to study
it, as well as of the correspondents'
galleries.
Authorities indicated that the
bill would go to conference to
resolve the differences on the basis
that House leadership would not
accept the present version.
Eisele Elected
KARL EISELE of Madison Newspapers Inc. has been elected president of the Advertising Club of
Madison, Wis. Other new officers
are:
E. B. Peterson, U. of Wisconsin
School of Commerce, vice president;
William R. Walker, Arthur Towell Inc.
agency,
secretary; Inc.,
Feme treasurer.
Noreen, Madison Newspapers
addtional
members named
to serveEight
on
the board of directors are: Arthur
Towell, Arthur Towell Inc.; Catherine
Small, Manchesters Inc.; Robert Jones,
Mautz Paint & Varnish Co.; William
Everson,
Advertising
Creations;Howard
Richard Nickeson,
WISC Madison;
A.
Johnson,
WIBA
Madison;
Jack
MacDonald, Oscar Mayer Co.; William
Cantwell, Cantwell Printing Co.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology In America, offers itB
trained Radio and Television techdustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InA ddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
350 W. 4th St..
New York 14, N. T.

Issue Newsmen Cards
UNIFORM credential cards
are being issued radio newsmen in Southern California in
arrangements made between
Radio News Club, Hollywood,
and sheriffs of 10 Southern
California counties. Cards
bearing signatures of all the
sheriffs will enable newsmen
to get on the scene of special
events, disasters, etc., without difficulties previously encountered.
CONWAY GRANT
FCC Hears Oral Argumen
ORAL to
ARGUMENT
initial d«'
cision
grand AM onfacilities
t*
Conway Broadcasting Co., Conwa?
was
before the FCC Feb.
last Moi
Ark.held[Broadcasting,
20'
day. Faulkner County Broadcas'
ing Co., which received propose
denial of its bid for the assigr
ment, 250 w fulltime on 1230 k^
attacked the technical qualifier
tions of Conway Broadcasting.
Leonard M. Rose, chief enginee
of KSGM Ste. Genevieve, Mo., an1,
partner in Faulkner County Broac
casting, charged the Conwa
Broadcasting proposal violate
FCC's rules on blanketing sine
the transmitter site is to be on tr
campus of Arkansas State Teacl
ers College where the propose
grantee operates KOWN (FM
Beloit Taylor, Conway Broa
casting attorney, explained his fir
had told FCC it was willing 1
move the site if necessary. Oth
partners in Faulkner Couni
Broadcasting are Norhert B. ar
Elmer L. Donze, brothers, who ov,
KSGM.
FCC FUNDS
Commission Won't Testil
PLAN to invite FCC testimony c.
the current single-package 1950
funds bill was abandoned last wee
by the Senate Appropriations i
dependent
offices subcommitt'r
[Broadcasting, June 19].
Authorities said the Commissk
had asked for restoration of tl
House cut from original FCC bu
get estimates but that the subcor
mittee is pressing to comple
testimony and submit its recor
mendations to the full committ
for report to the Senate for ear
action. Only stumbling block a
peared
to bewhich
the would
Thomas-Tab
amendment
impo
10% cuts on all agency funds.
KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif., joi
Southern California Broadcasters As>
as 47th member.

BROADCASTING

fCC

actions
JUNE 16 to JUNE

22

cond. -conditional
P-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-eflfective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
5TL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
bynch. amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
kppear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
itation and transfer applications.
June 16 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM — 920 kc
KGAR Garden City, Kan. — CP change
. rom 1050 kc to 920 kc, using 1 kw D.
License for CP
KELK Elko, Nev. — License to cover
:P change frequency to 1240 kc.
|"PKERB
Tex. — License to cover
new Kermit,
AM station.
WELD
(FM)
Ohio— Liense to cover CP Columbus,
new FM station.
Modification of CP
KOA-FM Denver— Mod. CP new FM
rtation for extension of completion
WAYS-FM Charlotte, N. C— Same.
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Wash.— Mod. CP
■increase power etc. to change from 1
.v D to 1 kw unl. DA-N, on 1150 kc.
WPRA crease
Mayaguez,
Mod. CP" in-of
power etc. P.R.
for — extension
i ompletion date.
L
APPLICATION DISMISSED
AM— 1380 kc
KREO Indio, Calif.— DISMISSED ap; lication for CP change from 1400 kc
ng0 w unl. to 1380 kc 1 kw unl. DA-DN.
AM — 640 kc
Gerald Clouser, Milwaukee — DIS:]Nation
1ISSED 640application
CP hours
new AM
kc, power for3 w,
not
pecified.
J
APPLICATION RETURNED
License Renewal
KAYS
Hays,
Kan. — renewal.
RETURNED aplication for license
une 19 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Commissioner Walker)
Lincoln County Bcstrs. Inc., Libby
J lont. — Granted petition for leave to
i mend its application to delete all ref; ences to specific site and for removal
i(f application as amended from hear, kg docket.
(By Commissioner Hennock)
WJW Cleveland — Granted leave to
itervene in consolidated hearing on
oplications of Johnston Bcstg. Co. and
fTNB Birmingham, Ala.
(By Examiner J. D. Bond)
WELS Kinston, N. C— Granted petilion to advance hearing date in re its
pplication and that of WHIT New
:ern, N. C; hearing date changed from
iept. 26 to Aug. 9.
(By Examiner Leo Resnick)
: WPAQ Mt. Airy, N. C— Granted connuance of consolidated hearing on his
Implication and that of WNDB Dayton
each from June 26 to Aug. 28.
KCBQ San Diego, Calif .—Granted
iontinuance of consolidated hearing on
5 application and that of KLOK San

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 3, D. C.
Sterling 3626
i°|ROADCASTING

Jose ingpresently
scheduled July 7; hearcontinued indefinitely.
Sun Coast Bcstg. Corp., Miami, Fla.
—of Granted
motion
to take Hon.
depositions
Rev. Armin
A. Kitterer,
James
Connell and Hon. Adrian Newcomb
June 27 in Cleveland, in re application
for assignment of CP of WMIE Miami,
Fla.
(By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin)
KSVC Richfield, Utah— Accepted late
filingrenewal
of its appearance
application
for
of license.re Commission
on own motion continued hearing from
July 11 to Aug. 7 in Richfield.
KAMC-FM Stillwater, Okla.— Granted
continuance to June 26 of hearing
scheduled June 15 in re its application.
(By Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison)
Gulf Beaches Bcstg. Co., St. Petersburg Beach,onFla.application
— Granted to
continuance
of hearing
Sept. 18.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to June 26 in which to file proposed
in proceeding re applications ofindings
f WCMB
Harrisburg,
Pa. Lemoyne and WHGB
June 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KNCM
Moberly,
Mo. — License to
cover
CP new
AM station.
KICA Clovis, N. M. — License to cover
CP change frequency etc.
WKOP Binghamton, N. Y. — Same.
WLYC cense to cover
(FM) CPWilliamsport,
Pa.— Linew FM station.
License Renewal
WMSL
Decatur, Ala. — License renewal AM station.
SSA— 1590 kc
KPRS
Olathe,
— SSA
on
1590
kc with
500 wKan.from
7:15 operate
p.m. Aug.
1 to 3 a.m. Aug. 2 and from 5 p.m. Nov.
7 to 3 a.m. Nov. 8 CST.
SSA— 1400 kc
KUNO
Corpus
Tex.—
SSA
operate 1400 kc 200 Christi,
w unl. for
47 days
beginning June 15 and ending no later
than Aug. 1.
Modification of CP
WHP Harrisburg, Pa. — Mod. CP
change frequency etc. for extension
of completion date.
Grandstation
Coulee,
Wash.— hours
Mod.
CPKFDR
new AM
to change
from specified 7 a.m. -7 p.m. to unl.
with power 250 w, on 1400 kc.
Richmond,
Mod.
CPWTVR
for (TV)
changes
in TVVa.—station
AMENDED to request change in ERP
from 17.3 kw vis., 10.3 kw aur. to 28.8
kw vis., 18.7 kw aur. and change trans,
site.
Following FM stations requested mod.
CPs for extension of completion dates:
WAZL-FM Hazleton. Pa.: KTRB-FM
Modesto, Calif.; WSB-FM Atlanta:
WRGA-FM Rome, Ga.; WFBC-FM
(Continued on page 7U)
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 73)

.:
ationsS. Cont'd
Applic
Greenville,
C.
WHLA
(FM)
Madison,
Mod. CPto
new noncommercial FMWis.—
station
change
operating
power
from
3 kw to
5 kw.
FM— 98.5 mc
KTIS-FM
Minneapolis — CP change
from 105.9 mc to 98.5 mc.
TENDERED FOR FDLING
AM— 1310 kc
KWBR Oakland, Calif. — CP increase
D power from 1 kw to 5 kw.
Modification of CP
KOEL Oelwein, Iowa — Mod. CP
change hours from D to unl., DA-DN
(950 kc).
WLBJ Bowling
CP
increase
D power Green,
from 1Ky.—
kw Mod.
to 5 kw
(1410 kc).
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Modification of CP
WLEL MISSED
Lenoir
City, Tenn.—
DISJune 15 application
for mod.
CP change from 730 kc 500 w D to
1490 kc 250 w unl.
June 20 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WGSV
license newGuntersville,
AM station Ala.—
1270 kcGranted
1 kw
D.
LaGrange Bcstg. Co., LaGrange, Ga.
— Granted license new remote pickup
KA-5267.
Walsenburg Bcstg. Corp., Walsenburg, Col. — Granted license new remote pickupBcstg.
KA-4775.
National
Co., Washington, D.C.
— Granted mod. remote pickup station
license KA-5471 to change frequencies
from 31.22, 35.62. 37.02, 39.26 mc to
26.11, 26.15, 26.25, 26.35, 26.45 mc and
for use with WRC-FM and WNBW in
addition to WRC.
The Elk County Bcstg. Co., St. Marys,
Pa. — Granted CP new mobile remote
pickup
KA-6988.
Roanoke
Bcstg. Corp., Roanoke, Va.
— Granted CPs new remote pickup

KIA-609-610.
Granite State Bcstg. Co., Claremont,
N. H. — Granted CP new mobile remote
pickup
KA-6989.
Following
were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: WPRA Mayaguez, P.R., to 7-1950; WXEL (TV) Parma, Ohio, to 2-4-51;
WATV (TV) Des
Newark,
N. J.,
1-9-51;
KCBC-FM
Moines
to to12-24-50;
KFSAFM Ft. Smith, Ark., to 9-1-50;
WEPM-FM Mart.insburg, W. Va., to 921-50; WKAP-FM Allentown, Pa., to
12-21-50;
12-25-50. KOCY-FM Oklahoma City to
WSDX (EM) Louisville, Ky.— Granted
license new noncommercial FM station; 90.3 mc; 10 w.
Fairmont licenses
Bcstg. Co.,
Minn.
—Granted
new Fairmont,
remote pickup
KA-3833, KA-3684-5.
W. Albert Lee, Houston, Tex.—
Granted
assignment
to
The Houston
PostofCo.license KA-3125
Herald
Bcstg.
Co.,
Tex.—
Granted CP and licenseLevelland,
for new remote
pickup
KA-6983.
Carleton
W. Morris, Area of Bisbee,
Ariz. — Granted CP new remote pickup
KA-6984.
Radio American West Didics, St.
Croix Island, V.I. —Granted CP new remote pickup WUA-237.
WNOV license
(FM) new
St. Paul,
Minn. —
Granted
noncommercial
FM station; 89.1 mc (Ch. 206) 10 w.
KXOK-FM St. Louis — Granted license
cover CP for changes in existing FM
station; 93.7 mc (Ch. 229) 71 kw, 550
ft. ant.
KMJ-FMnew Sacramento,
Granted
license
FM station;Calif.
97.9— mc
(Ch.
250) 7.5 kw; 630 ft. ant.
KVCI to(FM)
Calif.—
Grantedin
license
coverChico,
CP for
changes
existing FM station; 101.1 mc (Ch. 266)
9.8 kw, 70 ft. ant.
WLOB-FM
C— mc
Granted
license
new Leaksville,
FM station N.92.7
(Ch.
250) 820 w 70 ft. ant.
WREV license
(FM) new
Reidsville,
N. 102.1
C—
Granted
FM station
mc 1.6 kw, 330 ft. ant.
WCOH-AM-FM Newnan Bcstg. Co.,
Newnan, Ga.— Granted assignment of
CP to new corporation composed of
same partners.
WHOM, WALK (FM) Atlantic Bcstg.
Co. Inc., Jersey
City,control
N. J.—ofGranted
involuntary transfer
permittee
corporation
from
Generoso
Pope,
deceased, to executors.
KNCS Hanford, Calif.— Granted vol-

plus***
*
*
★
★
★
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
★

★
*
★
★
*

mxxhju>

untary assignment of license to Samuel
M. andfordHarriett
d/b asSamuel
HanSentinel & Beaubaire
Journal from
W. Beaubaire, individually and with
Harriett S. Beaubaire as joint executors
of
estate of Stanley S. Beaubaire, deceased.
Mario
Mayaguez,
R. —
Granted CPAcosta,
and license
for new P.remote
pickup
Black KA-6975.
Hills Broadcast Co. of Rapid
7-8.
City, S. D. — Granted CPs and licenses
to cover new remote pickups KA-2766Nueches Bcstg. Co., Corpus Christi,
Tex. — Granted CP new remote pickup
KA-6974.
Radio American West Indies, St.
Croix Island, V.I.— Same KA-6976.
Interstate Radio Inc., Moscow, Ida. —
Same
Twin KA-4016.
Cities
Bcstg. Corp., Minneapolis
—Same
KA-697&
Radio Bedford
Bedford,
Ind. —
Granted
CP and Inc.,
license
new remote
pickup
Beer &KA-6971.
Koehl, Ashland, Ohio — Same
KA-6972.
Southern Utah Bcstg. Co., Cedar
City,
Utah— Same
Radiophone
Bcstg.KA-3424.
Station WOPI Die,
Bristol, Tenn. — Granted mod. license
KA-5557 to change freqs. in remote
pickup to 26.29, 26.39 mc.
Nationalmod.
Bcstg.
Co., Sanpickup
Francisco
Granted
of remote
license—
KA-4814 to change freqs. to 26.11, 26.15,
26.25,
26.35,KA-4821
2fr.45 mc.Hollywood;
Same for KA-5481
KA-4815
KA-4816
Cleveland; KA-5469 KA-5470 Washinglicense
York ton;
to granted
deletemod.
freqs.
1606, KA-4669
2074, 2102Newkc
in remote pickup.
College
of The
Calif.—
Granted
mod. Pacific,
CP changeStockton,
power
from
100
w
to
350
w
in
remote pickup
KA-2879.
WFTL covering
Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. — Granted
license
move of present
tower,
increase
mount studio
WGOR's
FM
ant. on topheight,
and change
location
and change type trans.
WTVB Coldwater, Mich. — Granted
license change from DA to non-DA
employing
east tower
for changes
non-direc-in
tional operation,
and make
ground.
WQBCcense install
Vicksburg,
Miss.— Granted linew trans.
KPLT Paris, Tex. — Granted license
changes in trans.
WPLH Huntington, W. Va.— Granted
license change trans, location and in-

I GATES

H

a

/wc/sr^

★
★
★
PROOF
OF
★
KIT
★
PERFORMANCE
★
SA-131
★
PACKAGE
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
*
★
★
Audio oscillator; noise and distortion meter; variable gain set with reference meter; fixed ★
★
end variable pads; diode rectifier with pickup coil and complete manual for taking ★
proof of performance— all for $392.50. A well planned complete kit for measuring ★
from microphone input to transmitter output. Better broadcasting stations will use this ★
★
equipment regularly to assure top quality transmission. In stock for quick delivery.
★
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stall. FM ant. on top AM tower.
KECK Odessa, Tex. — Granted license
change
etc. 920 kc, 500 w-N
1 kw-D power
unl.
WRTA
stall newAltoona,
trans. Pa.— Granted CP inWIBW Topeka, Kan.— Same.
KOL Seattle, Wash.— Same.
KMHT Marshall, Tex. — Same.
WHHM
Memphis,
CP
install alternate
mainTenn.—
trans,Granted
at present
site of main trans., 1340 kc 250 w un .
KFBCCP Cheyenne,
Wyo. of
— G completion
ranted
mod.
for extension
date
to 12-14-50.
WCKY
Cincinnati— Granted CP install new trans.
WATH Athens. Ohio— Granted moc
CP forlocations,
approvalandof change
ant., trans,
and
studio
type trans
WERH Hamilton, Ala.— Granted mod
CP for locations.
approval of ant., trans, and
studio
WELS Kinston, N. C. — Granted mod
CP change trans, and studio locations
WDBLCP Springfield,
Grantee
mod.
for approvalTenn.
of —ant.
an?
trans, location, specify studio location
and change type trans.
Grantedcond.mod
CPWKVM
make Arecibo,
changes P.inR.—
trans.;
W N D I Monte vallo, Ala. — Grantee
mod.
CP forSummcrville,
approval of ant.
trans '
WGTA
Ga. and
— Grantee
mod. CP for approval of ant., trans
and studio locations and change typi
trans.
KUGN Eugene, Ore. — Granted mod
CP install new trans.; cond.
KJAN Atlantic, Iowa — Granted mod
CP for and
approval
ant. and
trans
location
srjecifvof studio
location
WJIM Inc., Oakland Countv, Mich.
Granted license to cover CP for ne\
exo.
KHUBTV relay
Nr. KQB-33.
Watsonville, Calif.
Granted CP install new trans.
KMTR Radio Corp., Area Los Ani
eeles— Granted CP new exp. TV rela
KA-6944.
WJIM Inc.,
County,make
Micl
— Granted
mod. Oakland
CP to change
trans,
and
type
of
ant.,
nower
increa:
from 10 w to 50 w, and other equirr
ment changes KQB-33.
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.— Grante
mod. CP for extension of completio
datf> to 12-27-50.
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio— Same
10-1-50.
Edwin H. Armstrong, Alnine. N.
—Same to 12-19-50 for KE2XHY.
June 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FDLING
Modification of CP
Columbus,
Miss. — Mod.
newWACRAM station
for extension
of con
pletion date.
License Renewal
KRKO Everett, Wash. — Request f
license renewal AM station.
Modification of CP
KSDO-FM San Diego— Mod. CP F
station for extension of completic
date. TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1340 kc
Saunder's Bcstg. Co., Flagstaff, Ar
— Mod. CP new AM station to chan
(Continued on page 80)

WVAM
Altoona, Pa.

Used ByProfessional
More Radio
Other
TapeStations
RecordersThan All

Greatest professional recordingPT6-JA
value on
the morketl
Portable
recorder and amplifier
— ashigh
low fidelity
as $499.50

Warner Bldg., Washington, D. C.
2700 Polk Ave., Houston, Texas
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal
. Rocke International, New York City

BROADCASTING

• Tclccasti

:

CONSULTING

RADIO

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Extcutrve Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATH ALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montdair, N. J.
MOntdair
3-3000
Laboratories
Great Notch, N. J.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Mo U. KIPIV9 & WW.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. BAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

»

RAYMOND

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

M. WILMOTTE

JOHN

i1 1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

J.

KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

•
P. MAY
1 RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4730 W. Ruffner

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

Til
CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

i
JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Philip Merryman & Associates
* 114 State Street
* Bridgeport 3, Conn.
* Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

KEAR

& KENNEDY

Member AFCCE*

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Of. H RADIO
$LiUr
CONSULTING
ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
7-2153
III.
(A Chicago suburb)

o ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
ELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
t 8 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Now Rochollo 6-1620
tOADCASTING
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•Classified Advertisements!
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25e per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Wanted — Manager for 1000 watt daytime independent in southern market.
Must have character, be energetic and
able to sell, have ideas for promotion
and know how to gei along with people.
Attractive salary plus commission, and
opportunity to buy into station, if you
produce. Box 481F, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Florida 5000 watt major network affiliate needs good staff announcer with
versatility.
from start
southeast
preferred. ForMan
40 hours
at $60.00.
Send references, background. Box 526F,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman for one station market of
80.000. Independent near Chicago.
Liberal commission. Box 532F, BROADCASTING.
CBS affiliate in major market is looking for a good local salesman. Excellent
opoortunity for the right man. Send
full particulars first letter to Box 547F,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced time salesman with proven
sales record for 5000 watt ABC affiliate
in its 20th year. Liberal guarantee with
no charge back. Straight 15% when
sales equal guarantee. Send photo and
details Radio Station KMLB, Monroe,
Louisiana.
Experienced
salesman.
ducing billings
to earnCapable
himselfof pro$100
a week or better in rich 300,000 suburban market. Single station, progressive
independent.
1000 watts.
Real WCRB,
opportunity for solid
salesman.
Waltham, Mass.
Salesman-writer wanted. Emphasis on
selling. Market competitive, but good.
Salary
and commission. WFEB, Sylacauga, Alabama.
Salesman wanted. Send all details H.
R. Farrell, WHHH, Warren, Ohio.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer
would director
be interested in becoming who
program
of small progressive southern station
AM and FM. Experience necessary. Box
467F, BROADCASTING.
Wanted— Sports
wellestablished,
local announcer
independent for
in south
Florida. Must be topnotch play-byplay for baseball, football and basketball. A thorough knowledge of all
sports plus a good personality essential.
Must spend considerable time in field
to produce good local sports programs
and service sponsors. Not interested in
beginners or would-be sportscasters.
Opportunity for above average earnings with alert, progressive and well
financed station. Unless you have a
good reputation and are a glutton for
work, do not apply. This is a good
opportunity for a good man. Letters
of application should contain references,
recent photo,
andopen
be inaccompanied bv disc.
Position
near
future. Box 470F, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey
for majorvoice,
marketsolid
— Want
man
with excellent
on
commercials. Comics and gimmick men
not our type. Not less than $10,000
per
on year
your guaranteed
own. Give— from
full there,
radio you're
background
in
letter;
if
it
scans
good, we'll
ask
for
disc.
Box
566F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer needed immediately.
Accent on
announcing.
Network
affiliate,
excellent
opportunity.
$50-55 to start. Air mail disc, details.
Box 551, New Bern, N. C.
Announcer with 1st class license. Experienced only.
Accent oi. quality
announcing.
Send experience,
references,
disc. WHBY, Appleton, Wisconsin.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Managerial
Assistant manager-chief engineer regional station 15 years experience all
phases desires position as manager progressive station. Will assume full engineering department responsibilities.
Excellent reputation with personnel.
Highest references include well known
radio executives, consultants and employers. Box 482F, BROADCASTING.
Five years
experienceandmanaging,
selling, announcing,
engineering.
Desire position small station with
future. Box 516F, BROADCASTING.
General manager — Can assure good results on limited budget. Bottom to top
experience all phases of radio. Box
523F. BROADCASTING.
Manager radio station representative
firm, age 35. wants change to station,
city 50-100,000. Offers strong local background plus national contacts. Sept. 1.
Full
ING. details. Box 534F, BROADCASTAll-round station man, strong on sales
and ideas. Now managing, but handicapped. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write
P. O. Box 358, Sylacauga, Alabama.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman presently employed interested more progressive station. Excellent references. Box 479F,
BROADCASTING.
Are you looking for an experienced
salesman who can sell and develop
business for your station? Straight
commission with drawing account to
be repaid out earned commissions.
Midwest preferred. Please write Box
520F, BROADCASTING, i
Salesman, 38, single. Conscientious
hard-working,
stable.
Excellent references. Box 543F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer, former staff 5000 watt NBC
affiliate. Two years college. Produced, sang, emceed amateur shows in
Chicago nite clubs. Graduate oldest
broadcasting school in country. CBS
instructors taught all phases of broadcasting. Consider all offers. Box 420F,
BROADCASTING.
Snortscaster-announcer. Experienced
all play-by-play sports. University
graduate. Available now. Box 445F,
BROADCASTING.
Solid staff man. Thoroughly experienced. Mature. Specialty news. Available immediately. Box 466F, BROADCASTING.
Pep up your local news coverage with
an experienced newspaper reporter and
staff announcer. Deep voice, sincere
delivery, college grad. 29. single, vet,
references. Box 484F, BROADCASTING.
Exoerienced staff announcer — 4 years
fulltime staff, news, copy, DJ. music,
sales, console, sports. Available now!
Permanent. Disc, photo, references
Box 491F, BROADCASTING.
Combination man — one year experience
includes announcing, engineering, selling. Desire permanent location. Married, settled, car. available immediately. Box 502F, BROADCASTING.
Desire position competent organization. Nine years radio. Accounting
and
announcing. Box 503F, BROADCASTING.
Chief announcer — Family man desires
immediate opportunity. Audition disc,
resume. Box 506F, BROADCASTING.
Young man with a voice looking for old
station with money. Object mercenary.
Two years starving. Box 509F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
50,000 watt experience in sports and
news. Some network announcing with
Cedric Foster. Citation from FCC and
Mutual during Texas City disaster.
Interestednection
in withmaking
a permanentstation.
conan established
Box 528F, BROADCASTING.
Dislike work. Must eat. Born poor.
Must
Dodged work
— fourat years.
Posfd work.
as announcer.
Dodge
your
station? Also write news. Box 529F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, three years college. NBC
trained.
58. married. Photo and disc
ING^
on request. Box 533F. BROADCASTPlorning,
all night
successful reputable
yfears.character.
Employed 8 3,000.000
market. Combination, ticket, married.
$80. Box 536F, BROADCASTING.
Five year staffer available July 10.
Diversified metropolitan experience.
Good seller. Desire change. Now employed 5 kw southern net affiliate.
ING^
Small family. Box 540F. BROADCASTSportscaster. Experienced all sports.
Currently standing
broadcasting
baseball.
Outrecommendations.
Box 544F,
BROADCASTING.
Staffproduction,
announcer",public
sales,relations,
programming
and
music
librarian, morning man, sports color,
3l,2
years experience,
network man.
and
independents,
married.both
27. Family
hard worker. Dependable, desire permanent position.
Presently
employed."
not a floater.
All replies
answered.
Free
to travel. Box 545F, BROADCASTING.
Radio schoolnouncer.graduate.
Experienced
anBest references.
Available
CASTING.
immediately.
Single. Box 546F, BROADSportscaster-announcer — College grad.
Player Background
play-by-play,
mentary, young, ambitious.
Box com550F,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced — metropolitan
area (FM1. Single. 33. desires steady
position.
on sportscasting.
Free
to
travel. Strong
Disc and
resume available.
Box 551F, BROADCASTING.
Attention — Northeastern stations, available immediately, announcer. 4 years
experience, staff. New York, all around,
console
operation, good voice, referING^
ences, write — Box 552F, BROADCASTAnnouncer
experience as staff2 years
man. commercial
College grad.
Will
travel. Tops in sports. 4 years radio at
N. Y. U. Box 554F. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, college speech
major.
sports,
salary
secondaryplay-by-play
to opportunity,
will travel,
Box 555F, BROADCASTING.
Nine
out of ten people prefer me — make
CASTING.
the
thirty day test! Box 556F, BROADAnnouncer-newscaster — with personalized and original DJ ideas that bring
sales and periencelisteners.
4 years
exin all phases.
Can staff
operate
hoard, do play-by-play and write copy.
Seek steady
contact immediately forposition,
disc, references
and
photo. Box 558F. BROADCASTING.
Eastern stations: Experienced versatile
announcer. Operate console. Formerly
on
N. Y. C. station. Top references.
CA STING.
Salary
secondary. Box 561F, BROADAnnouncer,
will References.
start at bottom,Young,
location midwest.
single. Box 563F. BROADCASTING.
Ready to travel — experienced in all
phases of staff announcing. Disc upon
request. P. O. Box 617, Evanston.
Staff announcer, college graduate, 24,
Illinois.single. Specialize in classical music,
sports. Will travel. Willing to work and
learn. Disc, photo available. Write to
Robert
2202 Beverly Road,
Brooklyn Brooker.
26. N. Y.
Announcer, married. 21,2 years experience. Free to travel. Age 28. All-round
staffer. Desire
to3101
learnW. selling.
LawN. Bosi,
Fifth Ave.,
Chicagorence12,
111.
Ability available. We have well-trained
personnel who have had actual experience in metropolitan
stations writers,
as announcers, actors, commercial
disc jockies, producers and script
writers. Give us your requirements
and we will send resumes, photos and
disc. Write or wire collect. Columbia
delphia
Pa
Institute.7. 9th
and Chestnut
. St., PhilaStaff announcer, 25, single, capable,
versatile. College graduate. 2V2 years
net and independent experience. Will
travel. Want permanent position. Jack
Edwards.
11402 Superior Ave., Cleveland 6, Ohio^

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, nineteen months expe
ence Mutual affiliates and independe<
Age
OperateAve.,
console.
5009 S.25. Talman
ChicagoM. 32.GulR §
public 7-5791.
Willyears
you old.
give have
me myownfirstideas
job in
22
for radi'
D.
show,
announcing-control
board.
N.
Y.
vester Leaks. 652 E. 163 St., Bronx Sv5
Sell more with Martin. Very stror
news and commercial sell; good nan
tive,
sports, disc
style.
reference
Pennsylvania.
Ohio.
WestTopCoast.
Wri
Jay Martin, % Sperling. 618 W. Rosco
Chicago 13. 111.
Announcer for summer replacement,
years experience, available immed
ately. Will travel. Norman Morn
5829 Woodbine Ave., Philadelphia. P
Good early morning men, announce:
and writers. Practical announce]
willing to work and learn. Pathfinde
School of Radio, 1222-A Oak St., tele
phone HArrison 0473, K. C, Mo.
Announcer, age 22, will travel, al
round man, good knowledge of hillbil)
music, disc jockey, no floater, sobe
operate console, commercial mai
Available immediately, disc on re
quest. Donald Redanz, Mt. Morri
New York.
Sportsbasketball.
announcer3 —yrs.
play-by-play
ball,
experience, base
goo
coverage, can write sports. Col. grat
7-2617.
Contact
Mike Wynn. 370 Columbu
Ave., New York 24, N. Y. Phone T:
Technical
Engineer — Employed. Must have jo
near Philadelphia. Married. Have cai
Box 399F, BROADCASTING.
First phone license, married, vetera
will travel. No experience, ambitious
Box 434F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Six years experience FM
AM. Interested in permanent positio:,
with opportunity to break in as combi j
nation man. Mature, married, will g
ING.
anywhere. Box 462F, BROADCAST
1st phone, 2nd telegraph. Desire com
bination position east coast. 6 month
engineer. 3 months combination,
years marine radio officer experience
Age 21. Presently employed. Box 518F
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Have a proven recorc
of economical, sound engineering de
partment operation. 14 years broad
cast experience. Excellent reference
from important stations. Built regiona
station where now chief in 1946
Thoroughly
experienced personnel
rection
and management
side of uniordi
negotiations. Engineered stations fron
1 kw to 50 kw, FM and AM. Seek engiof station
witl
valid plansneeringfor supervision
TV. Salary
open. Replv
Box 524F, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, terested
30 alsomonths
experience.
sales and
announcingInExcellent references. Box 531F
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, long and extensive
experience engineering
all branches of AM and FM
broadcast
directionals. Ready for TV.including
Outstandint
references.
Box
541F,
BROADCASTING.
Vet, 24, first phone ticket, married
car. Some broadcast experience. WillING. ing to travel. Box 549F, BROADCASTEngineer, first phone, seeking radio or
television
position.experience.
Eight months
kilowatt transmitter
Graduate
SRT-TV. Single, car. will travel. Box
553F. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, seeking radio or
TV position. Single, will travel. Box
557F, BROADCASTING.
First phone
license.
Experienced,
married, car. Want
to work
in New York
New Jersey or Pennsylvania. Box 564F
BROADCASTING.
Mi
ou
ri
Collegess
student
desires
vacation
re. and
Reliable
experienced.placementBoxtransmitter
238,job.Poplar
Bluff

.
-r

«
-

Young man desires a position as an t
engineer in a college town. Single, no
experience or disabilities. Available at J
515
any West
time 5th.
and Mitchell,
place. W. S.M.D.
Dickinson, ic

Engineer,
Inexperienced.
Vet- ~.e.eran wantsfirst.
permanent
position anywhere
in
U.
S.
John
Phoenix,
1119
23rd '- :
St., Des Moines, Iowa.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
Women's
and inchildren's
Experienced
radio andprogramming.
TV. Wrote
md acted inTV.ownExperienced
children's show
;ommercial
in wom-on
an's
and
children's
programming
adio. Also in commercial copy andin
nublic service and dramatic writing.
Theatrical training. B.S. Degree from
eading eastern college. Ideas galore
fcnd shows ready for airing. Prefer TV.
IVill work
anywhere.
Box 409F,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced promotion man. presently
Employed, wishes to devote fulltime to
promotion
at a BROADCASTING.
well established station. Box 459F,
program
— Six
years experience, director
programming,
production,
sales,
announcing,
copy
and
traffic.
ences and disc on request. Box Refer522F,
Ieroadcasttng.
Special events director. Able spot,
?arry out assignments local or area
evel. Washington news, network anlouncer
experience;
law degree. Refernces. Box
525F. BROADCASTING.
•'f Midwest
— Here's
your Write
gal Fri-to
lay 527F.
readystations
to start
anytime.
3ox
BROADCASTING.
Jver ten years spent climbing the
adder the hard way. Now I would like
;o pass my knowledge on to other
■:al
aspirants"
Not production
a techniman, butandallinstruct.
phases of
work. Let me tell you all about it.
Presently employed. Box 535F, BROADCASTING.
'.of
Now performance
taking applications
fall proof
tests.forBox
539F,
BROADCASTING.
i
i_ News — thoroughly
experienced.
tinctive voice, delivery,
writing.Dis-(5
_&rs. newspaperman; 4 years radio).
[^College graduate. Dependable. Perma[vjnent position news-conscious station,
'(..[AM: or AM/TV,
that references.
can afford Box
top
^inewsman.
editor. Best
[p42F, BROADCASTING.
-(Continuity
director, of women's
broad: caster and teacher
radio production
available immediately for position with
future. Seven years experience, including director
musical
comedies.
Am of 28civic
yearsbenefit
of age
and
billing to accept radio or television
position that is nromising regardless of
i^alary. Box 559F, BROADCASTING.
^sProof positive performance for publicity, promotion, or public relations
. oosition. At present, metropolitan rajjjilnio.
television
publicity-promotion
ditfifector.
Bonus: experience.
newspaper, sales,
and
::i;iouse
organ
University
r.;grad. Sober, reliable, family man. Box
•i 565F. BROADCASTING.
J*
Television
Announcers
-flDesire opportunity In TV station. SRT"ii'Dale
•TV and
Radio Course
Announcing
graduate.
Carnegie
graduate.
ColrA 3ROADCASTING
ece graduate. Single,
26. car. Box 383F,
• TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
jj alVest south central network outlet in
?ood market can be purchased on basis
J- 550,000
3f three times
year's netBox
of S40.000.
cash last
required.
515F,
BROADCASTING.
Two extremely desirable stations in
-areas which will not be troubled by
iTV for a long time to come. One has
BS, the other NBC affiliate. One
oresently grossing $275,000, the other
B175.000. Both are highly profitable
and priced right. Harvey Malott Co.,
'-Bcarritt Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
Equipment, etc.
Frequency meter, G. R. 720-A, factory
jverhauled and guaranteed. Box 517F.
3ROADC ASTING .
3ne distortion and noise meter type
.VM-71A Radio
(cost $575.00
new).RCA
Madecolor
by
General
Co. with
inish. Excellent condition. $375.00 FOB.
3ox 530F, BROADCASTING.

For Sale
Federal field intensity meter, 101-C,
used only few hours. $100 down, balance $400 C.O.D. Box 548F, BROADCASTING.
200 stations have saved $500,000 by
using my shortwave remote pickup
equipment. Complete, guaranteed,
ready to install, as per my article in
NAB Handbook. Low priced. Write
Wm. C. Grove, KFBC, Cheyenne,
Wyoming.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares, 10 kw transmitter. New, never
uncrated. H. Edwin Kennedy, WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.
For Sale — Professional Fairchild recorder. Original cost $1300. Guaranteed
perfect condition. Will sell for half
price. National Academy of Broadcast3338 16th St.,
D. C. ing,DEcatur
5580. N. W., Washington,
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Daytimer, preferably within 700 miles
Raleigh, N. C. Management-engineering partnership looking for station
now operating
in red.BROADCASTING.
All replies confidential. Box 537F,
TV station wanted — by financially responsible non-broadcaster. Possibilities
more important than location. CASH!
No
brokers.
CASTING. Details. Box 560F, BROADExperienced broadcaster will buy
minority,
control or station
100<7 interest,
then
actively manage
to greater
profit. Box 562F, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Universal, RCA 73-B, recording lathe.
Presto or Altec 50 watt recording
amplifier, RCA turntables, Magnecorder
tape
recorders. Box 458F, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Used towers, transmitter for
5 kw installation. Five guyed towers,
overall height 200 feet above base insulators,should
equipped with
A-3 lighting.
Transmitter
be recent
model.
Please give complete information,
manufacturer's
name,
model location,
number,
age, date last used,
condition,
whether available for inspection, price.
Box 495F, BROADCASTING.
Western Electric 640AA Condenser
microphone with or without preamplifier.work,SendInc.,particulars
Pacific Blvd.,
Net6906 Santa toMonica
Hollywood 38. California.
Miscellaneous
Davis Frequency Measurement Service
—Phone
Ill S.2709.Commercial, Emporia, Kans.
Help Wanted
Production-Programming, others
PROGRAM

DIRECTOR

WANTED
If you have been a successful program director for at least five
years; have ideas, energy and the
know-how to build high Hoopers;
if you can build shows that will
sell ; if you know music, copy, production; ifyou have the type of
executive ability which gets results,
without antagonizing others ; if you
are looking for financial advancement, future security and the opportunity to associate yourself
with a leading, midwestern, network affiliated, 5000 watt station —
send us complete details about
yourself, including past positions,
salaries, etc. and attach small
photo. Personal interview will be
arranged at a later date. All replies
will be held in confidence.
BOX 367F, BROADCASTING

For Sale
Equipment, etc.
FOR SALE
RCA phasing and branching equipment,
complete with 3 line termination units
housed in weatherproof steel cabinets.
Ready
offer. for immediate delivery. Make
BOX 519F, BROADCASTING
Wanted to Buy
I will make a down payment up to
875,000 for the outright purchase of a
going and
radio station.
station
withprofitable
real prospects.
I have Orbeena
in the radio business many years and am
well-known throughout the trade as a
station owner. Send sufficent details for
preliminary examination. All replies confidential.
Box 538F, BROADCASTING

Annou""

& AM Dir.-Produeer(s)
O-P-E-N-l-N-G-S!
TV:TV
— Assist.
, DJ's &
Writers.
AMWomen)
& TV:. — Times SAXES (Men &
neers. relief anncr., writers & engiVacation
en's shows).
Female copywriters (traffic & wom— AM & FM).
Personality
Deejays (straight & gas
Announcer-technicians — 1st fone lie.
(Male or female).
RRR-RADIO-TV EMPLOYMENT BUREAU
P.O. Box 413, Philadelphia 5, Pa.
FREE (Screened
applicants) to Employers for 5 years!
Announcer-program director. Capable, experienced. Good voice, pleaspersonality.
family
man. ing
Details
and Reliable
disc on request.
Box 496F, BROADCASTING.
If there is a station in the midwest
who wants with
sincere man
recom-in
mendations, aour
n excellent
sales or management: Married, children, age early 30's.I executive
and
agency
the
man forexperience,
you. Please have
write just
or call
Wythe Walker, The Walker Co.,
347 Madison Ave., MU 3-5830.
For All To Know
PLAY-BY-PLAY broadcasts
of U. of Cincinnati football
games this fall will be aired
on WKRC Cincinnati, but
the sponsor, General Electric
Supply Co., that city, elected
to use a simulcast recently

writing. se

to reveal the details. "On-thespot" coverage of actual contract-signing was given simultaneously telegrams
over WKRCAM-TV. Firm sent
to Black Daylight Television
dealers in the area, alerting
them to the announcement
made by GE SCO's district
manager, Bill Longstreet. On
hand were Joseph Effinger,
GE factory representative;
Larry Garttman, GE Supply
Corp.; Herman Fast, WKRC
general manager; Hubbard
Wood and Joel Stovall,
WKRC; Ed Kennedy, WKRCTV; Dick Bray, football
play - by - play sportscaster ;
Sid Gillman, U. of Cincinnati coach; Chic Mileham,
U. C. athletic director;
Robert Acomb, president of
Robert Acomb Inc., GE
Supply Co. agency.

NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
531 S. W. 12th • PORTLAND. .OREGON
Miscellaneous
FREE
TRANSCRIBED SPOT
AUDITION
Top-flight talent! Produced in
leading Hollywood studio! Send
copy & we'll send you audition
plus
productions
will
be billed
for actualbooklet.
disc & You
postage
cost only. Write so.n—Hol yw.o d 28,.Calif.
1553 N. HudRICHARD STROUT
PRODUCTIONS

MAJOR NETWORK
IN PR0SPER00S

AFFILIATE

EASTERN MARKET

This long-established regional station has top audience and is
top grosser in its area. It is now operating at a substantial
profit which can be easily increased. Located in one of America's richest and most stable markets whose industrial growth
and wealth will double in the next ten years.
TV application on file, all preliminary engineering and legal
fees underwritten. Physical plant has been geared toward consolidated TV operation under one roof to provide for lowcost construction and fast, pay-as-you-go operation.
An opportunity with unusual possibilities. Price $280,000.
Financing can be arranged.
BOX 521 F, BROADCASTING

T OAN LAW BISHOP, Foote, Cone
I & Belding, Chicago, named manager TV sales department Advertest Research, New Brunswick, N. J.
GRACE GIBSON Radio Productions,
Hollywood, appoints Cheshire & Assoc., same city, to handle sale and
distribution of her seven transcribed
dramatic program series. Gibson
sales office in Hollywood closed; staff
and equipment consolidated with
Cheshire offices at 6533 Hollywood
Blvd.
RAY BERQUIST, film writer-producer,
to Larry Finley Productions, Hollywood transcription firm, as vice president in charge TV production. WALLACE BOSCO to TV department as
writer.
CY WAGNER, midwest radio-TV editor Billboard, to Mutual Entertainment Agency, Chicago, as manager TVradio department and executive assistant to Vice President JACK RUSSELL.
WALT (Kousin) KAY, WJW Cleveland, to freelance radio-TV program
work through Foster & Davies Inc.,
Cleveland.
STUART REYNOLDS, formerly with
Don Lee network and BBDO, L. A., in
sales capacity; PAUL RAYMOND,
NBC New York, and ELIZABETH
STEWART form Reynolds Productions for packaging radio-TV television shows. Offices at 321 S. Beverly
Drive, Beverly Hills; phone Crestview
1-6155. Firm currently working on 11
radio and 16 TV packages, in addition
to TV film commercials.
WILLIAM WINTER, LEE GIROUX
and SAM FRIEDMAN, S. F. radio-TV
personalities, form WILLIAM WINTER Productions, TV package firm.
Offices at 26 O'Farrell St., S. F.; telephone Yukon 2-1611.
All-Day VD Program
WASH (FM) Washington
has turned over its 9 a.m.5 p.m. period July 1 to the
D. C. Bureau of Health for
an all-day review of VD activities. The bureau has enlisted newspaper cooperation
for the eight-hour broadcast,
which will be free of commercials. The event will
launch a new bureau VD
campaign. The bureau is
assembling dramatic and
documentary material along
with talks by prominent civic
and medical officials.

CALIFORNIA

HEALTH INSURANCE
AMA
allied

arts

STANDARD
RADIO Transcription
Service, Hollywood, Chicago, N. Y.,
distributing open-end weather jingles
on "bonus" no-cost basis to stations
using Standard library. Cover all
climatic conditions and feature Dick
(Two-Ton) Baker, radio-recording
star. Fifteen seconds long, can be
sold to local clients.
RUSSELL GDLBERT teaching eightweek evening course in TV productionwriting National Academy of Broadcasting, Washington. Was with NBC
New York and Selznick Pictures.
Course for advanced students, writers,
teachers.
ment

• • •

SHALLCROSS MFG. Co., Collingdale,
Pa., announces new multi-purpose
transmision test set for efficiency tests
on carbon microphones, receivers and
magnetic microphones. Features compact, substantial construction and is
fully portable, firm says.
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla., using new
electronic optical effects mixing unit,
designed by Chief Engineer GEORGE
JACOBS, for producing montage effects similar to motion picture
camera.
ALLEN B. DUMONT Labs Inc., Clifton, N. J., instrument division announces new cathode-ray oscillograph
for impulse-testing high-voltage transformers, insulators, lightning arrestors.
Withstands surge potentials of great
amplitude, firm says.
RADIO ENGINEERING
Labs. Inc;,
Long Island City, N. Y., introduces
new REL Model 695, 50 w, 153 mc
FM remote pickup equipment, for
emergency broadcasts, as well as
regular program use.
WXYZ Detroit using two new William
Stancil Hoffman studio type, rackmounted tape recorders. Machine,
same type used by networks for delayed broadcasts, will record up to
one hour on tape at 15 inches per
second, Chief Engineer CHARLES
KOCKER said.
PERCY LEBARON, vice president in
charge power tube division Raytheon

INDEPENDENT

REGIONAL

$300,000
This regional independent — located in one of the major markets —
is earning at the rate of 20% return on the investment price. Revenues and profits increasing with every indication that for some long
time to come this condition will continue. The terms of a sale that
the owner will accept would be $100,000 in escrow at signing of the
contract, $100,000 on FCC approval and the balance out over four
years.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
RADiO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. BUekbui i
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washlnrton Bide. 360 N. Mich. Aye.
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Randolph 6-4550 Exbroek 2-5672
Page 78
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Mfg. Co., awarded honorary doctor
science
chusetts. degree, June 4, U. of MassaW. E. HENGES, Cleveland district
manager Graybar Electric Co., appointed assistant to president, Sept. 1.
Successor, C. E. KIRKPATRICK, manager Memphis plant. J. W. HORNE,
manager outside construction power
apparatus sales Jacksonville, to district manager Cleveland. WILLIAM
McNULTY, New York sales, to manager Syracuse branch.
BRAND & MILLEN Ltd., Long Branch,
Ont., signs 10-year agreement with
Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Corp., to manufacture Crosley TV and radio receivers in Canada.
JOHN F. RIDER Publisher Inc., N. Y.,
announces July release new book,
TV Installation Techniques, by SAMUEL L. MARSHALL, George Westinghouse Vocational High School TV
instructor. Designed to furnish information on TV receiving antennas
stressing mechanics of installation.
Price $3.60.
ARTHUR A. BRANDT, general sales
manager Electronics Dept., General
Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y., named
general sales manager General Electric Receiver Div., New York. HARRISON VAN AKEN, accountant Receiver Div., Bridgeport, Conn., to Receiver Div., Syracuse, as assistant
"TechW. M. SKILLMAN, in varimanager.
ous district and headquarters executive sales positions, appointed manager marketing services.
R. A. HACKBUSCH, president-managing director Stromberg-Carlson Co.
Ltd., Toronto, elected president Radio
Mfrs. Assn. of Canada.
achnica

I • • •
AL ISBERG, chief engineer KRONTV San Francisco, elected chairman
S. F. Chapter Institute of Radio Engineers for 1950-51.
J. R. WHINNERY,
associate professor
electrical engineering U. of California, elected
vicechairman;
ALLAN
R. OGLIVIE, plant
manager Remler
Co., named secreMr. Isberg
tary-treasurer.
ROBERT
F.
WOLFSKILL, Commercial Radio Monitoring Co., Kansas
City, father of girl, Jane Ardis.
LESLIE GRADICK named to engineering staff Van Nostrand Radio Engineering Service, Atlanta, Ga.
EDWARD T. PFUND Jr., engineering
staff WLAW Lawrence, Mass., receives
bachelor of science degree in physics,
magna cum laude, from Tufts College.
REINHARDT SHERFLING, WBKB
(TV) Chicago engineer, and Dorothea
Frieda Isbrandt announce marriage
May 27.
GLENN E. WEBSTER to Scott Radio
Labs., Chicago, as distribution manager. Was at NBC and Collins Radio
Co.

ro Buy Radio Tim

TIME will be bought in mid-Juh
on 300 stations for the Americar
Medical Assn.'s campaign to pro
mote voluntary health insurance
and to block socialized medicine
[Broadcasting, June 12]. Tenta
tive list includes all markets of 25.
000 population and over, report;
Russel M. Seeds Agency, Chicago
which is handling the radio portior
of the nationwide drive whic?
begins in October. Radio tim<
totaling $300,000 will be purchased
Number of spots to be allocate'
per week per station will depen^
on the station's size. Exact lengtt
of the campaign has not been se
yet by Whitaker & Baxter, publi<
relations firm directing the educa
tional drive. Harry Goldsmith Jr
is Seeds account executive.
Ad

Council

Drive

THE ADVERTISING COUNCII
is reviving its Student Nurse Re
cruitment program. Campaign h
being prepared for all media by J
Walter Thompson Co., New York
volunteer agency. Radio campaigi
will get under way this month
Television is also planned.
BUSY WEEKEND
WPTR Speeds News Coverage
NEWS staff at WPTR Albany
N. Y., found itself in a busy week
end beginning June 17 when Gov
Thomas E. Dewey announced he
would not be a candidate for reelection. Its instant and complete
coverage of the story furthei
proved that radio news can b<
both speedy and accurate, accord
ing to the station.
When Gov. Dewey made the an
nouncement at his news conference
Saturday morning, Ed Graham
WPTR's news editor, broadcas"
direct from a telephone booth ir
the State Capitol via the two-waj
"beep" telephone instrument. A
noon, a roundup of statements bj
potential candidates to succeec
Gov. Dewey was broadcast direc
from the booth.
With word of a $400,000 fire a
Voorheesville Army Supply Depot
about 10 miles west of Albany
Mr. Graham left the Capitol t(
cover it. Program Director Howarc
Maschmeier then rushed to the
Capitol to watch for the announce
ment by Lt. Gov. Joe R. Hanlej
that he would seek the gubernatorial nomination. And all thai
day, Mr. Graham's successive interviews with a political correspondent
and Gov.by Dewey's
secretary were taken
the telephone

"beep", as was Mr. Graham's broadcast, later that day, from a building ville
at the
of the Voorheesfire. scene
On Monday
morning
Mr. Graham was back at Lt. Gov.
Hanley's office in time for the official to announce his candidacy for
the governorship — again via the
telephone.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Curb Espionage
(Continued from page 24)
gressional committees are marking
time following hearings on probes
involving alien and /or un-American activities.
New evidence has been turned up
by the 81st Congress in recent
months to substantiate the FBI
chief's warnings.
In the wake of demands for intensified top-level loyalty inquiries,
at least one radio station already
has called for anti-Communist
pledges and others presumably may
be expected to follow suit. Earle
C. Anthony, president and general
manager, KFI-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles, has asked the stations' staff
members to sign loyalty oaths
![Broadcasting, June 12], thus folowing the path of Stewart-Warner,
Chicago, radio-television and electrical manufacturer, which months
ago took similar action in the
equipment field.
Additionally, there has been
growing concern in the labor union
field where the CIO fortnight ago
took action to oust American Communications Assn. and other left, wing unions from its ranks. Other
:ljunions, notably United Electrical
jiRadio & Machine Workers (CIO),
have moved to expunge Communist
members- from their rolls.
Hearings Concluded
Meanwhile, the House Un-American Activities Committee has concluded hearings on the MundtFerguson-Nixon bill (S 2311) but
pas taken no action. The Senate
Judiciary Committee had approved
the upper chamber version, 12-1,
knd sent it to the Senate where the
ill now pends.
The measure seeks to (1) make
anlawful a conspiracy "to perform
^■kny act which would substantially
" contribute" to a U. S. totalitarian
government; (2) require the Comnunist Party movement to operate
fin the open"; (3) restrict international travel of American Comjnunist members, and (4) deny
government
employment
can Communist
members. to AmerCommunist political and front

organizations would be required to
register with the U. S. Attorney
General in line with requirements
governing registration of Republicans and Democrats.
Another bill (S 1832), designed
to curb subversive activities among
alien and national groups, also is
on the Senate's agenda following
extensive hearings by a Senate
Judiciary immigration and naturalization subcommittee. Committee spokesmen expressed "hope"
last week the Senate may take
action before Congress adjourns.
Included in the committee's voluminous report, released the past
fortnight, is a summary of activities of the Gdynia-American Line
which, the committee charged, used
two American foreign-language

RADIO-TV

MUST BE ON GUARD
'Red Channels' Warns of Communist

RED CHANNELS. By American Business Consultants, New York. 213 pp. $1.
RADIO and television industry
leaders must be on guard against
Communists and their sympathizers infiltrating the radio, TV
and allied fields, Red Channels, a
report on Communist influence in
radio and television, maintains.
The report was released this
month by American Business Consultants, New York, who also publish Counterattack, an anti-Communist newsletter. It quotes testimony by J. Edgar Hoover, director
of the FBI, before a Congressional
committee in 1947, that the Communist Party now is concentrating
more on radio and television as the
media for propaganda rather than
on printed media or the movingpicture.
"The greater proportion of those
in the broadcasting industry are of
sturdy mind and sound patriotism," the report says. "Radio-TV
has erred no more than other comparable fields." But, the report
continues, while every safeguard
must be used "to protect innocents
and genuine liberals from being
unjustly labelled," it is not too late

We do not cover oil of Connecticut, but we DO cover*
NORWICH and most of New
London county . . . 1948 retail sales $129,364,000.00.

WICH
FULL TIME
1400 KC
•
250 W

Have you been bypassing
this market? Remember you
NORWICH
can BUY it on a station that
has ONE rate both day and
VNEW LONDON |
night.
SAYBROOIO
NEW HAVEN
BRIDGEPORT
NORWALK
'STAMFORD^

EASTERN
CONNECTICUT
NOEL BREAULT
JOHN DEME
BROADCASTING
SALES MGR.
COMPANY
PRES. & GEN. MGR.
* You'd be surprised at our coverage in New London.
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stations to spread Polish CommunistJan.
propaganda
Feb. 20,
9]. [Broadcasting,
Larry E. Kerley, identified as an
editorial worker on the New York
Journal American, told the subcommittee that a Max Bedacbt,
secretary of the International
Workers Union, with a number of
aliases, put two former Russian
espionage agents in touch with
Communist organizations and that
he was a board member of People's Radio Foundation organized
in 1944 to comprise "FM stations."
purpose, for
he stated,
was "to
getThea network
communicating
their codes and espionage information." The foundation, he testified, numbered charter members
who were "all Communists or Com-

Actions

"for those of the patriotic and
intelligent majority to immediately undertake a suitable counterThis propaganda is disseminated in a number of ways, the
attack." states, chief among them
report
are dramatic shows and other
radio-TV productions, joining of
Communist fronts and participat;on by artistes in various movements.
Quoting an editorial from
Broadcasting, the report urges
action and awareness of the threat
by industry. The editorial, entitled "Double-Talk in Red"
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15, 1949],
said in part:
Communists and Communist sympathizers have no place on our air. It
is the duty of the station licensee
(and the network to which a portion
of that responsibility necessarily is
delegated) to ascertain that those
who harbor views contrary to our
form of government be denied access
to our microphones. . . .
Specific Aims
The report charges specifically
that the Cominform — or its agents
— seek to gain the following in
American radio and TV: (1)
channels, (2) financial support,
(3) prestige by association of
prominent stars or artistes with
Communist front organizations,
and (4) increasing domination of
the airwaves for use in time of
emergency.
Red Channels also publishes a
list of names and organizations associated in some manner with the
industry to show a number of people have lent their names — knowingly or unwittingly — to alleged
Communist Party or front organizations.
Earlier this month, KFI-AM-TV
Los Angeles instituted what is believed to be the first instance of a
broadcast licensee requiring a
loyalty oath from station employes [Broadcasting, June 12].
Station management asked all employes, from executive to janitor,
to sign an oath disclaiming membership in the Communist Party
or subversive groups.

munist
fronters."also cited Millard
Mr. Kerley
Lampell and Norman Corwin, two
writers in United Nations' Radio
Division, as having been associated
with Communist front organizations, and added that Sam Novick,
whom he described as president of
the Electronics Corp. of America
which made radar equipment for
the Navy during the war, and Eric
Bernay, identified as president of
the Keynote Recording Co., also
had been "active in pro-Communist
activities for many years."
The foundation and use of foreign-language programs also figured prominently in hearings
before the House Un-American Activities Committee. It noted the
Justice Dept. had cited the foundation as subversive and that the
foundation had applied unsuccessfully to FCC for an FM license
in 1945. It listed Messrs. Corwin
and Lampell as among its sponsors.
With respect to foreign-language
broadcasts, Matthew Cvetic, an
undercover FBI agent working in
Communist ranks, testified that he
helpedcastsprepare
for Pa.,
broadon WLOA scripts
Braddock,
on
behalf of the American Slav Congress. Programs were aired in
Polish,
Ukranian,
Slavic and Croatian.
These claims were revealed in
testimony and reports made public the past fortnight by both committees.

"LOOK . . . Here's Your Answer"
The BOARDMASTER Tells
You at a Glance
Save time and prevent errors with the
BOARDMASTER Visual Traffic Control.
Across-the-Board at a Glance — All Programs and Anouncements in proper sequence— spotlighted18 by
Color.
Accommodates
or 20
hours daily, 7
days a week. Type or write on quarter
hour segment and stationbreak cards, post
on
tain.board. Simple system, easy to mainCOMPACT & ATTRACTIVE
FULL PRICE
Size,for
24"x38'/2"
correct
size
100% —visibility.
Permanently
Aluminum withconstructed
black finish.of
Precision
delivery. workmanship. WITH CARDS
Weight, 9 lbs. Immediate
TESTED AND ACCEPTED: The BOARDMASTER system is used by over 1800 AM,
TV and FM stations.
DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
WITHOUT OBLIGATION
FREE
GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
55 West 42nd St., New York $418950
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 7U)
Applications Cont.:
from 1220 kc 250 w D to 1340 kc 250
w unl.
AM— 1450 kc
WHFC
Cicero, 111.— CP to change
from 6138 W. Cermak
studioto location
Rd.
3350 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.
AM— 1090 kc
— CP AM staAustin,fromMinn.
KAUS
tion to change
1480 kc 1 kw unl
DA -2 to 1090 kc 10 kw DA-N.
June 22 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Petition Granted
KCBS San Jose, Calif.— Granted petias its requested reinstatetionmentinsofar
of application for CP increase
power on 740 kc fulltime fromreinstated
5 kw to
50 kw; withheld action on
application as amended pending final
initial
on Commission'sFoundadetermination
of Pacifica
rulingtion forto1 deny
kw D bid
on 710
kc at Richmond,
Calif.
Petition Denied
WAVL Apollo, Pa. — Denied petition
of WAVL for reconsideration and grant
without hearing of its application to
change facilities from D to unl., using
100 w-N and make changes in ant.;
scheduled hearing in this proceeding,
heretofore continued indefinitely, for
Nov. 24 at Washington.
Hearing Scheduled
WJVA South Bend, Ind. — Set Aug.
7 and South Bend as time and place for
hearing on application for renewal of
license which on May 23 had been
designated for hearing.
S T A — International
WRUL Scituate, Mass. — Extended
STA for period ending Sept. 30 for
this international station (formerly
WRUW) to operate with power up to
80 kw during periods of its day when
broadcasting
under Dept. of State direction.
International
Grant CPs to NBC, CBS and Crosley
Bcstg.
Corp., broadcast
licensees respectively
international
stations KRCAof
(1-2) Dixon, Calif.; KCBR (1-3) Delano,
Calif., and WLWO (1-8) Mason and
Bethany, fications
Ohio,
makeinvolve
antennaelectrical
modiwhich doto not
problems or change licensed facilities

Caroline Ellis, talented 15-year
veteran radio personality, directs
the KMBC-KFRM "Happy Home"
women's
commentary
program.
Gifted with
a
wonderful
voice and a
rich backCaroline Ellis isground,one
of the best
known woman
broadcasters.
Repeatedly,
Caroline Ellis
her program
has the highest rating of any woman's program in the Kansas City
Primary Trade area.
Caroline is sponsored by the
Celanese Corporation of America,
and has just completed a successful campaign in behalf of a regional advertiser, with seasonal
business.
Contact us, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel"on her two availabilities!
L

^Available Tuesday and Thursday. J
KM
BC
of Kansas City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
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of these stations in programming for
Dept. of State.
Hearing Designated
WVET Rochester, N. Y. — Designated
for hearing at Rochester on Aug. 14
application for consent to transfer
control of licensee corporation from
William O. Boswell Jr. and 19 other
stockholders
to Security Trust Co. of
Rochester.
Modification111.—
of Granted
CP "
Springfield,
mod,
CPWMAY
change
trans, location,
specify
studio location, and make changes in
DA-D; engineering cond.
Hearing Designated
WKBZ
— Ordered
hearing inMuskegon,
WashingtonMich.
Nov.
17 on
application to increase power 850 kc
from 1 to 5 kw, change DA and install
new trans.; made KOA Denver and
WJW Cleveland parties.
WTAD Quincy,
111. —with
Designated
for
consolidated
hearing
application
of KWOC
Poplar
Bluff,
Mo.,
application of WTAD to increase D power
from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans., operating unl. on 930 kc, and
made KIOA Des Moines party to proceeding with reference to WTAD only;
and WKY Oklahoma City party with
reference to KWOC only. Hearing
scheduled Sept. 6.
Lakewood Bcstg. Co., Dallas, Tex. —
Denied petition for reconsideration
and grant
tion for newwithout
stationhearing
1480 kc of1 -applicakw unl.
DA and ordered that consolidated hearing involving above application and
those of KVOL Lafayette, La., and
KRMD Shreveport,
heretofore
definitely continued, commence
Nov. in-20
in Washington.
Modification of License
WMBG Richmond, Va. — Granted mod.
license for utilization of existing FMTV tower for D non-directional AM
operation; subject to engineering cond.
and agreement by applicant to satisfy
all legitimate complaints of blanket
interference within 250 mv/m contour.
Extension Denied
WBMS
Boston — Denied application
for extension of completion date to
construct
new
tower;
gave applicant 20 days to ant.
request
hearing.
Extension Granted
KWBB
Wichita,
aside action of April
21 in Kan.—
denyingSetapplication
for extension of completion date and
granted said application extending to
Oct. 10 time to complete construction.
Hearing Designated
Marshall Fromby, Spur, Tex, and
Dalrad Assocs., Memphis, Tex. — Designated for consolidated hearing in Washington Nov. 24 application of Formby
for new station 1260 kc 250 w D with
application of Dalrad for new station
1260 kc 500 w D.
KREI Farmington, Mo., and Pyramid
Radio Bcstg. and Television Co. Inc.,
West Frankfort, 111. — Designated for
consolidated hearing in Washington
Nov. 27 application of KREI to change
from 1350 kc to 800 kc, using 1 kw D,
and
new
stationapplication
800 kc 1 ofkwPyramid
D; madeforKXIC
Iowa City, Iowa, party.
KSMI Seminole, Okla. — Designated
for hearing
in consolidated
ing with applications
of proceedKWHK
Hutchinson, Kan. et al, to be held
July 18 at Hutchinson, and July 21
at Wewoka, Okla., application of KSMI
to change power and hours from 500
w D to 1 kw unl., install DA-2 and
change trans, and studio locations
from Seminole to Wewoka, Okla.; made
KHBG Okmulgee party with reference
to KADA only, and made KAKE
Wichita,
Kan., party with reference to
KWHK only.
South St. Paul Bcstg. Co., South St.
Paul, Minn. — Commission on own motion amended order of May 10 designating for hearing application of South
St.
Paul
Bcstg. Co. by deleting Issue
No. 1 therefrom.
License for CP
WBAP-FM
Ft. Worth,
license to cover
CP forTex.—
ClassGranted
B FM
station; 100.5 mc 50 kw 435 ft. ant.
Waiver Denied
KOB-TV
Albuquerque,
N. M. 3.661
— Denied
request for waiver of Sec.
(a)
of rules to permit it to operate 12
hours weekly instead of minimum 16
required in present operating period.
Prairie Bcstg. Co., Beaver Dam, Wis.
—Designated for hearing in WashingtontionNov.
new WGN
sta740 kc14,250application
w D and formade
Chicago party.
Beach Bcstg. Co., New Smyrna Beach,
Fla. — Ordered hearing in Washington
Nov. 16 on application for CP new
station 1230 kc 250 w unl.; made
WGGG Gainesville, Fla., and WONN
Lakeland, Fla., parties.
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roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
Sox

r

SUMMARY

Sicote

TO JUNE

2

Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Cond'l cations In
Grants Pending Hearing
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed CPs
AM Stations
2,137
2,116 178
27713
3* 301
18
FM Stations
698
498 . 237
352
182
TV Stations
105
40
69
* Two on the air.
Appliperformance and extended progran
Docket Actions . . .
test
authority
days. Buffalo
DismissecfoV J
as moot
petitionforof30WBNY
OPINIONS
AND ORDERS
rehearing of Dec. 15, 1948 order grant -; 1
ing
original CP Comrs.
for 1410Hydek. a
North Cambria Bcstrs. Inc., Barneswith WFCB's
500 w unlimited.
boro, and WVAM Altoona, Pa. — By
and
Sterling
favored
special
service
memorandum opinion and order disauthorization as requested by WFCBt )
missed petition of WVAM requesting
See
story
this
issue.
Order
June
22.
application of North Cambria Bcstrs. be
WDMJ opinion
Marquette,
Mich.
— denied
By mempe.ai*i
designated for hearing. Granted North
orandum
and
order
Cambria CP for 500 w day only on 950 tition of WEBC Duluth, Minn, requesttp
kc; conditions. WVAM based protest
ing that application of WDMJ to chang
of grant to North Cambria on grounds
from 1340 kc, 250 w unlimited to 132
it already renders service to Barneskc, 1 kw andunlimited
be set fooft
hearing
granted DA-N
application
boro iary
(3,831
pop.)
and
maintains
auxilstudio in that city. FCC ruled
WDMJ.
Order
June
22.
WVAM does not give primary service
to Barnesboro. Order June 22.
Non Docket Actions . . .
WIBK Knoxville,
Tenn.— requesting
By order
dismissed
as moot petition
AM GRANTS
reconsideration of FCC action Aug. 11,
Oskaloosa,
— Oskaloosa
1949,
dismissing
as
moot
application
for
consent to transfer control from J. granted new la.station
on 740 Bcstg.
kc, 250Co.\
Harold Smith and Myrtice Rhodes
day.
Estimated
construction
cost $30,
Smith to James T. Cox Jr. and C, L. 500. Principals include: Everett
G1
Schenck.
FCC
has
denied
license
to
Wenrick,
partner
in
shoe
store
in Oskat:
WIBK. Order June 22.
loosa and Segourney, president
20% i
E. B. Seeger, 33%% interest Seege
WFCBdum opinion
Dunkirk,
N. Y. — Bymodified
memoranCP
Auto
Supply
Co., vice
6c,h
plus; Don
Hemphill
owner president
Canary Cot|
to enable
WFCBandto order
employ directional
antenna daytime subject to proof of tage Restaurant, treasurer 10%; P. W
Day, physician and surgeon, 10%; Clar
ence
and 50%
owne}'*
PowersPowers,
funeralmortician
home, 50%
interest
hp.
June 22 Applications . . .
2Abbott's
farms, 10%;
Lyman
A.
Abbott,
Radio & Television shop,ownejs
2%
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
C. C. Kitchen, optometrist, 5%; Catht
erine E. Raetz, housewife, 5%; Harol ; I
License for CP
E. Fleck, attorney and 66%% interest
in firm of Fleck & Jones. 19% of stoclfl
Colorado
Tex.— License
to KVMC
cover CP
new AMCity,station.
is retired to treasury. No program test
WTMV-FM
St. FMLouis,
111.— Li- to be authorized until KSTT Davenpor
cense to cover East
CP new
station.
ceases 22.operation on 750 kc. Grante* i. :
June
Modification of CP
Jonesboro,
Ark. —station
Radio onJonesbor
Muscatine,for extension
Iowa— Mod.of Inc.,
granted new
970 kc
CPKWPC-FM
new FM station
1
kw
unlimited.
Estimated
constructio
completion date.
cost $24,092. Principals include: A. I
FM— 89.9 mc
Hendrix, 98% owner Al Hendrix Motor t-"
WITJC (FM) Urbana, 111. — CP make
and %R. owner
Court 50%Square
shop;
H. Holbert,
owner barbe
Hote ■ '■ ■
changes
in
existing
non
-commercial
FM station to change frequency to Noble;
H. B.Curtis
Wall, V.50%
owner Wall'
Dept.
Store;
McKinney,
cash
89.9 mc, power to 50 kw.
ier Citizen's
J. ParkeiLicense Renewal
33%%
owner bank;
Parker Herbert
Motor Co.;
Merrfe I
Applications for license renewal were
M. Crall, 28% interest City Drug Stored
filed by following AM stations: WJHO
% owner Snyder Drug Co.; James Ftai
Opelika, Ala.; WDWS Champaign, HI.;
Lyons,
% owner
Jonesboro
Goods; Neal
B. Bunn,
directorSportin'p
Jonesl^
WHDF Houghton, Mich.; KTRC Santa
Fe, N. M.
boro high school band; and Earl Younj'!-"
manager
in Jonesbor
APPLICATION RETURNED
and
owner
YoungTheatres
Candy Co.
Granted 'hit
June
22. Malco
License Renewal
Neb. — new
Nebraska
Ra j
dioLexington,
Assn. granted
stationRural
on 101
WCOH
Newnan, Ga .— RETURNED
application for license renewal.
kc, 25 kw day, directional. Principal
THE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS
HillllJHliHMWI
C0UERHGE
Fastest
Growing
in the Nation's
Market
PORTLAND
KCW

OREGON

AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD
BROADCASTING

RETRY i CO.

• Telecasting

Ii

in association include: J. A. Person,
land owner, farming and stock raising,
president; I. A. Burns, owner Golden
Rule Farms and Flying B. Farms, vice
president; Max Brown, Nebraska Cooperative Council, secretary-treasurer;
A. T. Boom, Consumers Cooperative
Propane Co., Sutton, Neb., manager;
W. W. Peterson, Farmers Elevator Co.;
F. L. Philips. Alma Cooperative Equitv
Co., Alma, Neb., and D. O. Stelk,
farming. Permittee has more than 20
certificate holders. See story BroadJune 23. casting, June 27, 1949, page 41. Granted
New Rochelle, N. Y. — New Rochelle
Bcstg. Service, granted new station
l 1460 kc, 500 w, day. Estimated conIstruction cost $20,288. Julian H. Gins,
J sole owner is president and owner of
•j New Rochelle
Bcstg.
Inc., liWGNR22.
(FM) Service
New Rochelle.
Grantedcense ofJune
KWBG Boone, la. — Granted increase
I in hours of operation from 1 kw day to
,1 kw day 500 w night, directional night,
on 1590 kc. Granted June 22.
KNPT in Newport,
Ore. — 1230
G ranted
hange
facilities from
kc, 250
w unlimited to 1310 kc 1 kw unlimited,
directional night. Granted June 22.
KWIE Kennewick, Wash. — Granted
t switch in facilities from 1230 kc, 250 w
i unlimited to 610 kc 1 kw unlimited,
DA-N. Granted June 22.
WEED Rocky Mount, N. C— Granted
b switch in facilities from 1450 kc, 250 w
i unlimited, to 1390 kc, 1 kw unlimited
• DA-DN. Granted June 22.
WKNK
Muskegon, Mich.— Granted
Eincrease in power from 1 kw unlimited
to 5 kw day, 1 kw night on 1600 kc.
f Granted June 22.
WPAB Ponce, P. R. — Granted switch
! in facilities from 1370 kc, 5 kw unlimited to 550 kc, 5 kw day, 1 kw night.
I Granted June 22.
OPERATIONS SUSPENDED
t KWBM Williston, N. D. — Granted
^request to remain silent for period of
:i>iO days from June 22, pending refinancng and reorganization. Action June 22.
KSTV Stephensville, Tex. — Granted
authority to remain silent for 90 days
rom May 22. Action June 22.
FM GRANTS
Mesa, Ariz.— Sun Valley Bcstg. Co.,
ranted Class B FM station, Chan.
1:84 (104.7 mc), 50 kw, ant. 140 ft.
;t :stimated construction cost §18,016. Sun
i alley is licensee of KTYL AM outlet
ii.t Mesa. Granted June 22.
Lexington, Ky. — American Bcstg.
orp., granted new Class B FM station,
nan. 233 (94.5 mc), 2.95 kw, ant. 320
;t. ABC is licensee of WLAP AM outjet at Lexington. This is reinstatement
f previously held CP. Granted June 22.
ALLOCATION PLAN AMENDED
1 1 entative
Adopted Allocation
order amending
RevisedB
Plan for Class
M station to add Chan. 284 to Phoenix,
i-riz. and delete Chan. 275. Deleted
i* nan. 284 from Prescott, Ariz, and add
j han. 241.
TRANSFER GRANTS
ti.X-j gnment
KSWA Graham,
— Granted
of license Tex.
from
George asW.
^•limith
Jr.,
Clay
E.
Thompson
Jr., Harii nd V. Newsom and Guy C. Hutchison,
^partnership d/b as Graham Bcstg. Co.,
v jc ensee, to new corporation South3 i estair Inc., composed of same part\t t;rs with exception of Mr. Smith, who
2 ( lis his 53.332% for $8,850. Newcomer
corporation is Noel E. Thompson
ho buvs 10c>. Holdings are now: C.
!, i Thompson 70%; Mr. Newsom 10%;
i, fr. Hutchison 10%. KSWA operates
ith 500 w day on 1330 kc. Granted
ine 22.

7v iu* it*. BMI
Mother BMI

WMSL Decatur, Ala.— Granted acquisition of control in Tennessee Valley
Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee, by Frank
Whisenant through purchase of 63%
of stock from Mutual Savings Life Tnsurance Co. for §25,600. Mr. Whisenant
is on board of directors of Mutual
Savings and 2% stockholder. WMSL is
assigned 250 w fulltime on 1400 kc.
Granted June 22.
KMED Medford, Ore.— Granted assignment of license from Mrs. W. J.
Virgin, licensee, to Radio Medford Inc.
for consideration of §290,000. Principals
in new corporation include: H. B.
Murphy, stockholder in Pinnacle Packing Co. Die. (fruit growers, packers,
storage, etc.), treasurer 20%; Dwight
Findley, physician and surgeon, assistant treasurer 20%; V. J. Robinson, %
interest Daniels-Robinson Ins. Agency,
president 10%; B. L. Lageson, dentist,
assistant secretary 20%; J. L. DeArmond, 50% owner Ross & DeArmond
Lumber Co. Inc., vice president 10%;
William M. McAllister, attorney and
51% stockholder in Medford Tank
Lines, secretary 10%. KMED operates
with
5 kwJune
day,22.1 kw night on 1440 kc.
Granted
KCSJ Pueblo, Col.— Granted transfer
of control in Star Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee, from Frank S. Hoag Jr. to
KMYR Bcstg. Co. for §35,000. KMYR
Bcstg. is licensee of KMYR Denver.
F. W. Meyer is president and 50.2%
owner transferee. KCSJ is assigned 1
kw
fulltime
Granted
June on
22. 590 kc, directional.
WTWT Stevens Point, Wis. — Granted
assignment of license from Evans Radio Co., licensee, to Stevens Point
Bcstg. Co. for §54,000. Principals in
Stevens Point Bcstg. include: William
F. Johns Sr., 20% owner Bidder- Johns
Inc., Chicago, 15% interest WOSH Oshkosh, Wis., president 6 3/22%; William
F. Johns Jr., 55% owner WOSH, vice
president 2 21/22%; Ryland J. Rothschild, in real estate and mortgage loan
business, 9 1/11%; Roland J. Faricy,
partner in Faricy, Burger and Moore,
law firm and holder of real estate,
9 1/11%; Harry D. Lovering, 60% owner
Lovering Construction Co., and owner
Lovering Equipment Co., 9 1/11%; Fred
W. Renshaw, night supervisor ABC
Chicago, 9 1/11%; Skellet Inc., holder
of real estate and various stock for
corporate investment, 9 1/11%; Walter
F. Villaume, 50% interest in Minnesota
Macaroni Co., 9 1/11%; Byron E. Calhoun, 40% owner Cambridge-Radisson
Co., Minneapolis hotel; Warren E. Burger, member law firm Faricy, Burger
and Moore, 9 1/11%; Wendell H. Smith,
vice president Famous Brands Inc.
(foor distributors) 18-2/11. WTWT is
assigned
June
22. 250 w day, 1010 kc. Granted
WMMJment of license
Peoria, from
111. — Julian
GrantedB. assignVehezky, receiver for bankrupt WMMJ to
WPEO Inc. for §15,000. Principals in
new corporation include: J. R. Cary,
25% owner Cary Motor Co. (Ford dealers), Madisonville, Ky., 50% owner
Acme Loans Inc. and 50% owner of
farm, president 33%TC; Ned Trent,
stockholder in Cary Motors, vice president 33%%; T. E. Brewer, general and
commercial manager WCIF Madisonville, vice president 33%%; J. Chase
Scully Jr., attorney and director Peoria
Malleable Casting Co., no stock interest. WMMJ is assigned 1 kw day on
1020 kc. Granted June 23.
KSIJ Gladewater,
— Granted
signment of license Tex.
from
Barnes asH.
Broiles, Carl B. Everett, John Ben
Sheppard, Thomas C. Unis and Henry
Wade d/b as The Gladewater Bcstg.
Co. to Taylor W. Lee, with same firm
name. Mr. Lee assumes expenses of
transfer and outstanding debts and

w
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KDAL

on 24 Hours

KDAL Duluth, Minn., owned and
operated by Red River Broadcasting Co., June
went 11.
on aAnnouncer
24-hour dailyschedule
Bob
Daniels is handling the CBS outlet's Daniels in Duluth all night
show. KDAL operated with 5 kw
on 610 kc.
accounts
payable.
Mr. Leeincluding
has extensive business
interests
oil
operations, president and 98% owner
VaLee Canning Corp., VaLee Gin Co.,
and Red Gate Gin Co., 50% interest
Raymondville Gin Co., Raymondville.
KSIJ
Grantedis assigned
June 22. 1 kw day on 1430 kc.
WEAT Lake
Worth, Fla.—
signment of license
from Granted
Robert asW.
Rounsaville, licensee, to Warren H.
Brewster for §60,000. Mr. Brewster
owns 29% WLNH Laconia, N. H. which
he plans
to sell.
Other business
ests include
33% Brewster
Hotel interCorp.
WEAT
is
assigned
250
w
1490 kc. Granted June 22. fulltime on
WROL-AM-FM Knoxville, Term.—
Granted assignment of licenses from
S. E. Adcock d/b as Stuart Bcstg. Co.,
licensee, to new firm Mountcastle Bcstg.
Co. Lac. for §301,294. Paul Mountcastle
is president and 100% owner of firm.
He is president of Life and Casualty
Ins. Co. of Tenn., and less than 25%
stockholder, president and 21% interest
Fireproof Storage and Van Co. and
other business interests. Paul Mountcastle Jr. is treasurer of corporation
and W.
H. Linebaugh,
business WROL
manager of WROL,
is vice president.
is assigned 5 kw fulltime, directional
on 620 kc. Granted June 22.
WWON-AM-FM Woonsocket, R. I.—
Granted assignment of license from
Associated Electronics Enterprises, licensee, to Woonsocket Bcstg. Co., for
§70,000. Principals in Woonsocket
Bcstg. include: Millicent S. Palmer,
president; Andrew P. Palmer, publisher
Woonsocket Call (daily paper), vice
president; Esther P. Hudson, treasurer
and director
Evening
and director Buellthe
Realty
Co.; Call
Harriet
B.
Hudson, treasurer and director of the
Evening Call and director of Buell
Realty; Florence H. Palmer; Chas. W.
Palmer and C. Leroy Kettlety. Evening
Call owns all stock of the Woonsocket
Call. onWWON
250 w22.fulltime
1240 kc.is assigned
Granted June
WKPA
New
Kensington,
— Granted transfer of control inPa.Allegheny
Kiski Bcstg. Co., licensee, from Frank
Recco to Cooper family presently
stockholders. Mr. Recco sells 139
sharesings for
Transfer
bringsWKPA
holdof the§10,000.
Coopers
to 54.9%.
is
assigned
Granted
June 250
22. w day on 1150 kc.
WFRL
Freeport,
HI. — Granted
fer of control
in Freeport
Bcstg.transCo.
Inc.,
through
transfer
of
1
share ofS.
stock from Mrs. Barker to Vincent
Barker (husband). Prior to transfer
each held 50% of stock but felt that
Mr. Barker as active manager should
have control. WFRL is assigned 1 kw
day on 1570 kc. Granted June 22.
KFRC
San Francisct)
Granted transfer of Thomas
S. Lee —Enterprises
Inc.,
d/b as Don Lee Bcstg. System to
Thomas
S.
Lee
heir
(2)
granted
transfer from Thomas S. Lee heir to Lewis
Allen Weiss and Willet H. Brown as
co-guardians for Thomas S. Lee (3)
granted transfer from Mr. Weiss and
Mr. Brown to Ben H. Brown, special
administrator of estate of Thomas S.
Lee, tiondeceased.
monetary involve
considerais involved.No Transfers
AM
stations, KFRC San Francisco assigned
5 kw fulltime on 610 kc; KGB San
Diego assigned 1 kw fulltime on 1360
kc; KDB Santa Barbara 250 w fulltime
on 1490 kc; KHJ Los Angeles, assigned
5Loskw Angeles.
fulltime Granted
on 930 kc;June
and 22.KHJ-FM
New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Walnut Ridge, Ark. — Southern Baptist
College Bcstg. Service, 1320 kc, 1 kw
day. Estimated construction cost S9.300.
Applicant is a non-profit incorporated
educational
institution.
include; President
of thePrincipals
board Fred
Carter, engaged in banking, cotton
ginning and farming; H. E. Williams,
president Southern Baptist College and
Ben
teacher, secretary.
Filed H.
JuneLincoln,
19.
Sidney, Neb. — Sidney Bcstg. Co.,
1540 kc,
250 S10.650.
w day. Estimated
tion cost
Principals construcinclude:
William C. Grove, general manager and
16% owner KFBC Chevenne, Wyo.,
11% interest KCSJ Pueblo, Col., 25%
KRAL Rawlins, Wyo., and has application pending for new station at

Denver, Col., 50%; Lewis W. Grove,
manager of Denver branch of Mine
and
Smelter 50%.
Supply
and 21.minor
stockholder,
FiledCo.,June
Fort Valley, Ga. — Peach Belt Bcstg.
Co., 1150 kc,cost1 §15,950.
kw day.
Estimatedin
construction
Principals
Peach Belt include: Ed Stevens, 20.6%
interest
Industries
president andStevens
50% owner
WDWDInc.,Dawson,
Ga., president and 40% owner WGRA
Cairo,
president
Hattiein
interestGa.,
WGRA,
10.43%26%%;
interest
Stevens Industries, vice president
13%%;6.98%
Geise
Dozier,
vice- Industries,
president
and
owner
Stevens
vice president and 3%% interest
E. Williams, vice president and 16%%
WGRA;
Ed G50%,
Young,
and William
C. WoodaU,
owner3%%WDWD,
33%%
WGRA, secretary 26%%. Filed June 22.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WGRY Gary, Ind. — Assignment of
CP from George M. Whitney, Carolina
L. Whitney and Fredrik K. Feyling
d/b as Steel City Bcstg. Co. to WGRY
Inc., aners.new
of same
Due to corporation
illness in the
family partMr.
Feyling decreases his holdings to 8.57%
and George
Carolinaeach.
Whitney
increase theirsand
to 45.715%
Partners
prefer corporate form of operation.
WGRYFiledis June
assigned
kc.
19. 500 w day on 1370
WLTR Bloomsburg, Pa. — Assignment
of licensecensee,from
Radio Inc.,
to HarryBloom
L. Magee
d/b lias
Bloom Radio. Mr. Magee desires to
operate
as
sole
owner
rather
than
owner of all stock. WLTR is assigned
1 kw 19.
day on 690 kc, directional. Filed
June
WDSG
Dyersburg,
— Acquisition of control
in State Tenn.
Gazette
Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee,
by
Russell
M.
D. Bruceof
and A. L. Ward through purchase
33 sh. of stock for §7,000 from S. D.
Wooten Jr. Sale of stock took place in
December 1949 and transfer is filed
to conform to FCC regulations. WDSG
is
assigned
250 w fulltime on 1450 kc.
Filed
June 21.
WKNX Saginaw, Mich. — Assignment
of license
from and
O. J.Howard
Kelchner,
William J. Edward
H. Wolfe
d/b as censee,
Lake
lito LakeHuron
HuronBcstg.
Bcstg.Co.,
Corp.,
new corporation in which original
partners still retain % interest each.
WKNX
is assigned
1210 kc, 1 kw day.
Filed June
19.

Sell
Ohio's

third

largest market
with
WFMJ

5,000 and
watts AM
50,000

watts FM

WFMJ

1390 AM

- 105.1 FM

Youngstown,

Ohio

Headley-Reed Co.,
national representatives
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WESTERN UNION OFFERS
TV TARIFF CHANGES
POSSIBLE completion of TV interconnection
hearing before FCC seen by next week,
earlier than previously expected, as Western
Union offered proposed tariff modifications
Friday after finish of AT&T cross examination (early story page 65). Same broadcasters
interrogated previously to be recalled Thursday
for conclusion of proceeding [Telecasting,
May 8].
Col. J. Z. Miller, Western Union director of
research, testified that after final ruling on
interconnection WU will amend its tariff to
(1) drop provision for one-year minimum contract and substitute charge when terminal
equipment is installed or removed from customer's premise, (2) include provision for
occasional or seasonal service at "appropriate
rates to be determined later," and (3) furnish
one-way channels in addition to present reversible channels offer, also at rate to be
determined. He also indicated Western Union
will try to meet all other requirements of
broadcasters which "may materialize from
time to time."
Broadcasters to be recalled include: Adrian
Murphy, CBS vice president and general executive; Rodney K. Chipp, director of engineering, DuMont Television Network; Ernest Lee
Jahncke Jr., vice president in charge of stations, ABC; William S. Hedges, NBC vice
president in charge of integrated services;
J. R. Poppele, vice president in charge of
engineering, WOR-AM-TV New York and
WOIC (TV) Washington.
ASCAP-TV MEETING
MEETING of TV broadcasters committee
Friday in New York with an ASCAP group to
continue negotiations over terms of per program licenses for use of ASCAP music on TV
was "amicable but produced little progress,"
according to one of participants. Counsel
Stewart Sprague for broadcasters and Herman Finkelstein of ASCAP will continue discussions pending another get-together of two
committees. (See NAB board story page 19).
WMAW
REVAMPS GIVEAWAY
WMAW Milwaukee revising format of Lucky
Social Security Numbers giveaway after
receipt of letter Thursday from Milwaukee
District Attorney saying scheme constitutes
lottery (see story page 47). Roth Appliance
Distributors, which began sponsorship last
Monday, plans to keep show on air. Agency,
H. Ellis Saxton, Milwaukee.
JOHN FOX JOINS AGENCY
JOHN FOX, formerly business manager of
sales promotion department of CBS, has joined
William Douglas McAdams, New York agency,
as director of production.
FCC

STAND

ON

WITNESS

HIT

LETTER requesting FCC's reason for supporting its star witness, Clete Roberts, in investigation of news policies of G. A. (Dick) Richards'
stations (see story page 26), reported sent to
Commission Friday by Reps. Anthony F. Tauriello (D-N. Y.), Hugh J. Addonizio (D-N. J.)
and Peter W. Rodino Jr. (D-N. J.). Mr. Roberts
has been attacked by Congressmen for his views
on people of Southern Italy [Broadcasting,
June 19; also see story page 51].
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Circuit
(Continued from page U)

dline...
INDUSTRIAL LEADERS
RADIO AT KY. MEET

LAUD

RADIO is "key in revitalized program of
industry to tell its story," Louis J. Bowse,
managing director of Associated Industries of
Ky., declared Friday at closing sessions of
Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. (earlier story
page
21).
long hasof recognized
radio as
one "Industry
of basic techniques
any good
public relations program," he said. "We are
depending upon radio as medium of communication to get the story of business before
Willis Munro, advertising manager of Ashland Oil & Refining Co., one of Kentucky's
largest
public." oil operators, lauded broadcasting for
its "mighty fine selling job." He asserted
impact than
of a many
few powerful
by- radio
better
light tapsblows
in other
media.is'
Simultaneously, Ashland Oil announced
that, beginning July 1, it will sponsor half
hour quiz show on 30 Kentucky stations. Program will be devoted to Kentucky's history,
geography, sports, literature and music, and
will originate in 13 Kentucky cities. Ashland
Co. broadcast 12 quarter-hour programs on 28
stations last year. New show is titled Know
Kentucky Better and You'll Love Her More.
NEW RTMA COMMITTEE
HEADED BY BALCOM
NEW reorganization committee named by
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. president, R. C.
Sprague of Sprague Electric Co., to carry
out plan to revamp association, including
proposal to retain salaried president. Prompt
meeting of group, which replaces committee
that expired at recent RTMA convention,
asked by President Sprague.
Chairman of new committee is Max F. Balcom, Sylvania Electric Products, ex-RTMA
president. Other members are: J. J. Kahn,
Standard Transformer Corp., chairman of
expired committee; Benjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. ; Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, General Electric Co.; William Balder=+nn. Philco Corp. (L. F. Hardy, alternate);
W. J. Barkley, Collins Radio Co.; Frank M.
Folsom, RCA (F. B. Elliott, alternate); Paul
V. Calvin, Motorola Inc.; Arie Liberman,
Talk-A-Phone Co.; W. A. McDonald, Hazeltine Electronics Co.; E. F. McDonald Jr.,
Zenith Radio Corp. (H. C. Bonfig, alternate) ;
Leslie F. Muter, Muter Co.; A. D. Plamondon
Jr., Indiana Steel Products Co.; Robert C.
Tait, Stromberg-Carlson Co.
Dr. Baker was appointed chairman of
PTMA's Television Committee, succeeding
Mr. Balcom. John W. Craig, Crosley Division
of Avco Mfg. Corp., and Raymond C. Cosgrove, RTMA past president, also named to
committee.
WGN GETS TV SITE
WGN Chicago late Friday signed an exclusive
five-year contract with Chicago Fair officials
to onerate TV center along lakefront site
for three months each summer. Contract signed
by WGN General Manager Frank P. Schreiber
and Crosby M. Kelly, executive director of
fair, which is outgrowth of Railroad Fair of
past two years.
SHEA TO CECIL & PRESBREY
DAN E. SHEA, formerly with Lever Brothers
and Armour & Co., has joined Cecil & Presbrey, New York, as director of merchandising.

VHF-UHF allocations — in time for "thaw'
this
year, that
as hoped
can move
fast. for. It's doubtful FCC
TWO Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample accounts, Falstaff Beer and General Mills, understood to
be interested in pro and college football broadcasts on MBS, which will probably be extension of baseball's game of the day idea.
EVEN before NAB members are polled for
convention views it's obvious that next meeting will have plenty of workshop programming to spice high-level talks. First scanning
of sites included Houston, Miami and Cleve• land but hotel facilities and accessibility are
problems. New York, Chicago and Washington
still mentioned. When NAB board next meets
in mid-November, it's good bet that site will
be Sea Island, Ga.
WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB Co., New York,
preparing spot announcement campaign for
Flair magazine on both July and August
issues.
FCC giving thought to legislation permitting
it directly to specify standards for both FM
and TV receivers because of serious oscillator
interference situation, particularly with respect to CAA's new omni-directional radic
range system. Unless manufacturers come up
with "oscillation killer," FCC may go direct
to Congress at this session.
RE OSCILLATOR radiation problem, RCAVictor already has moved to suppress interference through revision of circuitry in its
TV receivers. Beginning in September, its
new line will entirely suppress low-band emissions (Channels 2 through 6) and will reduce
interference in upper end covering Channels 'i
through 13. Higher frequencies more difficull
to control.
WHILE industry committee has had nc
answer from AFM head, James Petrillo, or
request for discussion of terms for TV musi
cal films, general impression is that he does
not like flat fee for overall musical film rats
and 507c for TV use only any more tharj
committee likes movie scale plus royalty dea
AFM has made with Gene Autry and fev
others. Committee probably to meet soon t(
make plans for pressing negotiations witlj
AFM executives.
ORIGINAL plan to keep NAB general man
ager chained to Washington desk likely to bi;
relaxed when membership drive gets unde'
way. It's expected William B. Ryan will tab
to road for personal selling in major troubli
areas, now that board appears convinced head
quarters operation is starting to roll in busi
nesslike manner.
PROSPECTS for House committee action oi
Senate-passed McFarland Bill (S-1973) t<
reorganize FCC procedures .are brightening
Chairman Robert Crosser (D-Ohio) of Hous
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committe
plans meeting with key committeemen thi
week on subject of hearings. NAB and net
works pushing for action.
CHANGES expected in lineup of Canadiai
network programs this fall, according t
present inquiries and bookings. More daytim
Trans-Canad
on both
contemplated
programs
and
Dominion
networks.
Important
evenini
commercial programs expected to changj
times.
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

FASTEST

GROWING

Ownership

TV

MARKET

of TV sets within the WLW-Television

area has increased more

than 600% in the last year. During a recent four-months' period, growth of
set owners more than doubled the national rate — totaling 268,000
(unduplicated) as of June 1st. It's the 2ND LARGEST TV MARKET
IN THE MIDWEST
. . . 6TH LARGEST IN THE NATION.

REACHED

MOST

EFFECTIVELY

Videodex Reports for May
Stations— WLW-T,

prove that the three micro-wave-linked

Cincinnati; WLW-D,

— offer the best method

Dayton; and WLW-C,

of reaching this important TV

I0WEST

area!

COST

On a cost-per-thousand basis, WLW-Television
at lower

11 A. M. to

to an average of 31.5% for the

five other stations located in the WLW-Television

AT

Columbus

market. WLW-

Television has an average Share of Audience of 47.5% from
IIP. M. seven days a week, as compared

Crosley

cost than

any other

located in these three cities. ACT

combination
NOW

reaches this large audience
of the eight TV

stations

to take advantage of the present

low rates. For complete information, contact any of the WLW-TV

Sales

Offices in New York, Chicago, Hollywood, Cincinnati, Dayton, or Columbus.

ON

WLW-TELEVISION...

WLW-T
CINCINNATI

Television

Service of the Nation's

WLW-D
DAYTON

Station © Crosley Broadcasting

WLW-C
COLUMBUS

Corporation

To

account

with

an

executive

radio

budget

problems

and

an

ulcer

Perhaps you have never smelled the fragrance
of new-mown hay tedding on rolling acres, or watched
the clean steel of a plow slipping through the
fertile black soil of Iowa. Antonin Dvorak
made powerful music for the New World Symphony
from such ingredients. We, more interested in
powerful buying power, prefer to hear the music
made by the seasonal finale — the clunk of hard
ears of corn hitting a backboard — the hiss of a
thresher spewing kernels of wheat for tomorrow's
bread. Iowa's 34.8 million acres of tillable soil
produce, among an abundance of other things,
10% of the nation's food supply and contribute to
the high per capita wealth of lowans, currently
61 % above the national average.
The half-acre in the country to which you repair
week-ends — or aspire to — is about 1/ 320th the
size of an average Iowa farm. If you feel that
you ought to have a gold mine in the back yard just

to meet your country living costs, compare your
situation with an Iowan's. Ioiva's rockless soil
produces more ivealth each year than all the gold
mines in the world.
Before you dash out for a harried lunch of softboiled eggs and a glass of milk (while many an Iowan
is tuning his radio to ¥MT and sitting down —
at home — to a leisurely noon-day meal of
sizzling steak, golden roasting corn dripping with
freshly churned butter, tender garden peas, strawberries and cream . . .) please consider this:
A one-minute Class A commercial on WMT has a
potential audience (within the 2.5 mv contour) of
more than 1.1 million people — and it budgets
at $27.00 (52-time rate). It's a market worth reaching— and in Eastern Iowa WMT reaches.
Please ask the Katz man for additional data.

5000 WATTS

BASIC

COLUMBIA

NETWORK

I

